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wn cal j 
(wrong), °o (no. opinion imowpressed), Pct “(percentage). : 

; oO. “Pet. 
-WINCHELL (Mirror )accerseeterete BT 38 2 ue A946” 
» BROWN. (“Post”) .c.ccasersccecceeess 44 40 A ew ~—-.909 
‘GARLAND. (“Télegram"). Terrreer ary 48. “39 9 oe: 812 

Dramatic Critics’ Box Score 
SCORE AS. OF DECEMBER 28 

“Fit Cities’ Bo Sore 
SCORE AS, OF DECEMBER 28 

Key to the abbreviations: PC (pictures: caught), R (right), W ec 
(wrong), oO (no epinion n expressed), Pct (percentage). , 

' CHICAGO. 
Midseasonal. Box-Scores | on| 

Talkers and Legit — Re- 
Pet. ; ; PC. OR. OW, oO. aA: “6 >»: ‘DARNTON (“Eve. World") cce.ieseee 48° 88. 10° ge > 6792 

GENEVIEVE HARRIS. (“Post”). «pier. 69s: 68 9 2 840 - gina. (Crew (“American’’), - GABRIEL (“American’ Yersvecseesreen’ BB 42 4 ise 192° 

“: |. CAROL FRINK (“Examiner”) ..+0-.-. 66 753 99 4 803 11 New York’s Film. Leader || ANDERSON: (“Journal")......e000085 86 44g UL 1. 786 
, “ ROB REEL* (*American’ > ee ceeeen G1 56 . 14 ° 1 789 . F Chi Fil R ‘SELDES (’Graphic’ "Ve cesstgscerensvee 46 . “96. 6 4 .783 . 

‘1 GLARK RODENBACH (“News”)...0. 73: 56 5 10.) (7. 967. <—Four Chicago Film Re-}! (ittece: “COWOTTE") ec eececeeeeennes AT | 60 TUL a, 186 
2. [- DORIS ARDENT (“Times”), ...-00056 72 50-20 2 684 viewers ‘Rank New. York | LOCKRIDGE (“Suni").cccccesscvesees: 49 87-10 2.755 - 

MAE TINEES (“Tribune”).... +++! ss 70 48-27 B14 ATKINSON ‘(“Times”).......eceepere §2.. 38. 12 2-730. ae 3 
. MANTLE (“NOWS") sareesccenrr echoes . 56 oe 40 - . 11 714 . 

WOMEN’ SUREST ' *Hazel Flynn. *Muriel Vernon. « Frances. Kurner. 

_ NEW: YORK 
VARIETY (COmBINEAY. «see eee yee 99 86 13 we 367 |. 

a “Variety” 3” mid- -3 easonal box| 
Pet. : PCO. OR. OW.’ 0. . d ~ ; scores -for ‘talker and legit critics of 

' REGINA CREWE (*Amertoan")s -.42. -86 64 19 2 153 Pans Joi t Ch Gi 1 Makes 

° QUINN MARTIN (“World”)....seee8. 89 67 166741 New York’ and Chicago designate ama oin orus it es = 

"- ROSE: PE OMANES (“Journal”’)..ss00. 94 68° 17 9° = .722 Genevieve Harris of the: Chicago : 

BLAND JOHANESON (“Mirror’).... 114 82 - 26: 6  .719 ||Post” as the foremost: picker of all]: 
JOHN &. COHEN, Jr. (“Sun")......5. 108 74 2T A T04 tc 

| GEORGE GERHARD (“Eve. World’), 98 66 28 -7 693° 4\°% the ‘picture reviewers .in both 01 ey ‘of val Tone * Jus ce’ 
JULIA SHAWELL (“Graphic”)........ 93 61 26 6  .656 ||cities, while Walter Winchell of the 

MORDAUNT HALL (‘Times!’)....... 88 57 17, 14 647. || New . York “Mirror” Steps into the | ; 

WILLIAM BOEHNEL (telegram) 40 2. 12 3 625 }I. ‘i THEATRE ‘Panama, ‘Dee. ‘15. 

-| IRENE THIRER:(“News").-.¢.-.5-0. 88 54 © 84: aS, 14 Regina orewe, New York Amer- cIVIC 5 FLOP; ‘| . This. appeared: on the frent page 

- MARG'T TAZELAAR (‘Herala- -Trib”) 26 1b. OCG .5 ~' 677 ican, in her first time out. as | ‘NO FUTURE FOR LEGIT’ | of a local daily: . 

Variety’ : ‘Own ‘Score ; . chooser, leads the New: York screen Before His’ ‘Honor—in Panema’ 

ue . a vision. ; . 

pc. R. W. 0... Pet. - The’ box scoré discloses. that. four} It must have been a perfectiy. di- 
; “VARIETY” Coombitied) «sere eeoeose+e 127 , #9. 28 +  .779- |\of the film critics on the Chicago| Boston, Dee. 31. - vine comedy—or -was-it a tragedy?” 

Boston's million-dollar Repertory 

theatre, dedicated as the first civic 

theatre in America, has thrown 
over its unique position and. become 

a picture theatre, At the end of. the 

run of Charles ‘Kingsley’s “Water 
Babies” the theatre will start 
showing silent films. First will be 

dailies, two women and two men, 
_Joutrank all of the New York crowd 

jin percentages, ; 

. It. is indicated by the picture box 
scores of the two villages that the 
women critics are the surest in their. 
typed opinions.. 

A resume for ‘the Picture Box 
Score is on page 6. 
‘for the legit on ‘page 49. 

There was Judge Juan B. Polo, 
dignified, austere, set on meting out 
justice. ° Before ‘him - staod. :blond- 
headed little Pat O'Neill (docketed - 
as Patricia O'Brien) intoxicated, de-- 
fiant and ‘profane, as only a cabaret 
girl can be profane, daring him to 
put her in jail? By way of emphasis 
she kicked a ‘Pandmaniah police- © 

played Jan. 6. man in a- handy ‘Part -of the. ane. 
Mrs. Henry Jewett, executive: di- atomy. 

rector of the theatre, said, “I am] “You can’t put. me in gant” she 
frank to admit today that I can|shouted: “I'm a friend of a cabinet 
foresee no future for the legitimate }officer. He’s.my sweetie,” Pat added 
stage. You cannot.run a repertory |as she called the official by name. — 
theatre without subsidy and with-|.. Judge Polo undoubtedly: knew she | 
out. plenty of subsidy. ‘We have|was speaking the truth. Could he 

| accepted. subsidy in the past, but| afford to sit there on the bench and 
‘the people of this city, kind as they [stand for her abuse?” Could he un-— 
tiave been, have not been generous |dergo the ignominy of being ridi- . 
enough to maintain this theatre.” }culed, before court ‘attaches, by @. 

— reviling Httle blond-headed ‘cabaret: 

Gals Admit Weight 
(Continued, on page BA) 

" Hollywood,-Dec. 31. 
B’way Lookers Walk Out. 

Call for husky chorines for First On: City’ s Rough Shows 
National's “Bright Lights,” had the 
gals a dmitting their weight. .Broadway beauts are out of the . 

chorus brigade with stock at the 
‘Line up was filled. with femmes ; . 

City, New York, with line and run- 
all ‘weighing over 175. : way grinds’ now holding wheel 
Kéwpie Love, noted. for her avoir- . show veterans, 

dupois in San Francisco 16 years . . 
ago, was first under the wire. The uptown beauts - decided to. 

. vamp after the stock operator’s de- 7 

‘US.C. Will Radio Lectures}, 
cision to rough up the shows, 

‘With the vamping of. 12 lookers 

On Motion Picture. Course 
es “ETON YWOOd;” “DG 310 fF 

the chorus now holds 24 instead of 
36. girls as formerly, and with the 

' University of Southern California 
will ultilize radio during 1930. Ini- 

holdovers - all expert torso. tossers. — 

tial course using broadcasts on mo- 
tion pictures, the students lNstening 
in to 12 lectures to be augmented by 
12. written lessons and two confer- 
ences with an instructor..Usual col- 
lege credits will be given the stu-_ 
dents for studying via ether, 
Radio lectures will be given by 

Prof. Boris V, Morkovin, 

: Calm Wile, Cameraing Infidelity, — 

May Crab Evidence in Divorce 
a : Syracuse, N. Y., Dec. 31.. 
"": If. the courts hold that moving 

Pictures are admissible as evidence, 
he amateur cinema camera may 

age was exposed, ‘then passing the | 
camera to another. The ‘rules of-| 
évidence in divorce actions does not 

‘permit & plaintiff to testify regard- |. 
ing any .of the alleged acts of un-{ 

‘Thaye found a new field as doubt] faithfulness. The court might: hold PRODUCED FOR 

ieliminators in New York state: di- that part of the reel taken by’ the ’ -wife was not admissible, requiring |. - st 3 
, “Worce actions, ‘ its deletion. 

Hollywood, Dec. 31. 

, * For the ‘first time the courts are 

“fo be called upon to rule upon the} _ eeu. ; 

PRIZE BEAUT AS. 
-UNDERCOVER DRAW| 

CO A deal now. pending between the 

“admissibility of moving pictures ‘in 

National Broadcasting . Company 

Proving acts of. infidelity, when a 

‘divorce suit. in Onondaga county |. 

Soes to trial in the spring. _ 

‘ Sterling, Swartz. & Simon, local ce 

attorneys, announced they would Minneapolis, Dec,’ 3). and’ Charles Wakefield Cadman, The Mirinesota, ‘ace Publix house expected to be. closed this week, 
here, has a unique special added |.wij1.open a. new: field in musical. 
attraction. not given any newspaper | .omposition. The broadcaster wants 
advertising or publicity but who is Cadman to compose a series of 20 

make a request-to show a “love 
Scene film” alleged to have been 

taken". unknown. .to .the’ persons. 

helping to. pull trade to the box. original, operas centered around: as’ 

Oe pearl Cramer, winner. of the | ™4ny of: the leading industries of 
the country, which. will be identified 

Photographed at. a -camp on, an 
Adirondack. lake last summer. 

national beaufy contest at Detroit 
last_ yéar. when crowned “Mias|as the “Builders of America” series. 

The attorneys’ decline. to divulge} 

the names of the principals, but say 
that the film would be the best cor- 
Toborative evidence in proying the 

Plaintili’s “case. An entixe reel was| America.” Miss Cramer {s° regularly [ 
made, from the report. employed at the theatre’s music 

“Under ‘the state laws, “still” pic-| booth in the lobby. .Many of the 

tures are admitted for the purpose| young .men of the town are com- 
vf identification. The attorneys be- mencing to find out more about 

lieve there should be no objection | music’ from her. 
by the court to the use of pictures|' Miss. Cramer Is ‘utilized py the 

taken with a motion camera. theatre. in special exploitation 
stunt. During the presentation of 
“Glorifying the American Girl,” she 
modeled gowns in. a leading loop 

store’s display window. 

The broadcasting company will’ 

select one of the leading. firms in 

each: industrial branch to finance 
the program. ‘With steel, it would 
be known as the “Romance of 
Steel,” ete, . 
Houston Branch is doing the ‘ne- 

gotiating for Cadman with N. W. 
Aylesworth, president of. the N. B. 

C., who has offered the composer 

a flat sum of $100,000 for. the work. 

COSTUMES 
ft 1437 BWAY, NY. TEL 8580 PENN. |: 
ee ALSO 25,000 COSTUMES TO R 

In this particular. case, one point 
arises, The plaintiff who, with two 
friends, stole. upon thé camp, herself 
held the camera when the first foot- 

ene ee ae ee 
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FOREIGN SHOW NEWS: 

Paris Jewelers Top the 4 Great Gyps: 
Girls’ 20%, Return lf the Chump bas 

FOREIGN TONGUE JAM 

Film Men, Troubled With Dialog, 
At Should ‘Consider Gairo's Fix: : 

! ; Cairo, Dec.. 81. 
. Picture ‘producers with’ a head- 
ache over foreign tongue dialog may 
|¢onsider. drama in Cairo and ‘its 
polyglot - Btatus. ' 

Paris, Dec, 31. 
‘Plenty of grief- for,.Carol Sax, - 

operating. the American ‘troup at the 4 
| Femina in repertory season.. 

‘Paris, Dec. .22. 

The civilized world knows what a 
handful of streets like Broadway, 
Fifth avenue, Piccadilly. Circus, 
Michigan Boulevard, Under den 
Linden, the Champs Elysees and the 
Rue de la Paix can do to it. ‘They’re |. 
a delight—for the shopkeepers. As 

one wholesale - jeweler here put it, 
there are four great gyps in the 

world —furriers, Jewelers, medicos 
_anl lawyers—and of these the jew- 
elers take the cake. 

Perhaps the’ world’s most expen- 
sive of keptees, the Parisian demi- |: 
mondaine, will tell you how they 
make the boy friend rue it when 
they pay on the Rue de la Paix, 
Some confidential shopkeepers on 

th:; ultra-expensivé avenue, notably. 
the ‘jewelers, will tell you how the 
gals manage to knock out beaucoup 
extra francs for their real flamés on 

a strictly 20% basis. 
Advance Tip 

Wheh'a chump feels moved to ‘buy | 
a gift or is inspired in ‘that direc- 
tion by his two-timing flame,’ ‘the 

latter’ makes sure that ‘such ‘and’ 

such famous establishment—or it ce 
might even be one of several—is 
advised ‘oF the ‘coming ‘philanthropy. 
She merely calls up the: directeur- 
gerant ‘d'etablissement ‘and. coyly 
notifies that she is about to become’ 
the mama of some new bauble at the’ 
hands of her sponsor, but. that she 
expects 20% of the purchase. price 
for herself, -‘Voilg!,, Also tres’ béans.. 

That evening the gal's. ‘sponsor 
calls with’ his. jamiour- and, with the 
keptée doing “straight,” a 75, 000 
franc string of pearls, a brooch or 
something she might not even -care- 
for,-goes across the counter for. 
maybe 125,000 and more. This per- 
mits not only thé ample margin. of 
profit, but also for the keptee’s: 20% 
‘Kickback plus an extra’ percentage |--- 
to the ‘house for collaborating -in 
this genteel “take” of the sappo. — 

Next days she- ‘calls; ‘like as not- 
-‘* escorted ‘by the male’ Keptee she. in 

turn is maintaining, usually . the 
real “heavy,” and-without much ado 
collects her.20% with much bowing. 
Is it any wonder the shops are will-. 

: ‘bdgo suffered..a hemorrhage: of the 
lungs and‘ has departed to join his 
wife in. the sanatorium in the south" 

ing to do’ biz this way’? ; 
If‘ she’ prefers, the shop will fur- 

ther oblige by puying ° the bauble 
back, at “a considerable: ‘cut, 
course, ara make up a pretty good 

 pasté substitute to boot, just to 
a “hoagwinie. ‘the chump. ° 

", — Rikers. | 
AES fs. the old” ‘Times ° Square 

_ doll Wooey™ on a grand, scale. | 
Broadway chorine who steers a boy 

(Continued on: page 41) 

Spain’s Literate Unable 

To. Sway Populace 
“Madrid, Dec.. 18. 

Public’s acceptance of the trans- 
lated American melodrama, as wit- 
nessed by the huge success of “Trial 
of Mary Dugan” and “Cat and the 
Canary,” -with others to follow, won 
a signal victory. over the literary 
critical contingent which in ‘turn al- 
most ruined one impresario, °.. .: 

The highbrow and. ever-patriotic 
Spanish critics.decried the Ameri- 
can influence, panning the. mellera- 
as un-literary, ete. and in turn took: 
up the cudgels ‘on ‘behalf of a new 
type of Spanish play titled “Van-|': 
guard.” This they’ hailed for its 
nuances, general novelty and. basic 
nativity. The public responded by | 

py’. leaving the theatre almost. en. masse |. 
i. pt the first performances;. 

These “new method” ‘plays mere- 
ly evidenced an exaggerated striv- 
ing toward forced phrasing and far- 
fetched situations. . 

oe 

Dancers Too Plump: | 
Vienna, Dec: 22. 

Sacha Leontjew, ballet master of 
the Vienna State Opera, -has re-|-: 
signed and will leave at the end of 
the present season. 

‘Leontjew,. with his share of the 
Russian temperament, fell foul of 

the critics as well as several mem- 
bers of the corps de ballet, 

ee a “Some OL the wates— Or the 
ballet are a little heavy for toe 
work is a fact, 

~The Tiller Dancing Schools 
|. oF America, Inc. 

- 64. WEST 74th ‘ST. NEW YORK 
MARY: RAD. President 
Phone Bndicott 8216-6 © 

New Classes Now Forming 

Rose”. has just reached here. - 7 
guiged under ‘the’ title of “Thrice. 7 c 
“Married,” ‘ 
ornaments of the J ugoslavian stage, |. 
it made a ‘solid hit, especially with |. 
the ‘Belgrade Hebrews. 

. As there are no Irish in. Jugo- ; 
slavia there was no one to. criticize | 
the well meant attempts to suggest | 

an Irish brogue in Serbian, 
Kulvndjitch, , producer, 
very American play. brought. here 
so far. hag been a big. success, ‘ 

“ of | 

drugstore: ‘perfume gag and nite. club | Director, Hubert 
“The | 4 

“ABE” BELGRADE HIT 

Opens Retitled_—No ‘American Play 

Has Flopped There Yet . 

Belgrade, Dec. 19. 
After all these years “Abie’s Irish 

Dis- 

and acted..by - leading 

‘states ‘that 

Via $. Dual Versions . 
OF “Journey s “End” 
oe Viehna, Dee. 22. . 

“yi oufney’ 8. End” was presented by 
the: ‘English Players for. three days 
last week. As it was being simulta- 
neously: acted in German’ at. the 
Deutsches - .Volkstheatre, 
Andere Seite,” : ‘with. Moissi _in the 
title role, .Vienna had an’ opportuni-. 
ty to compare the two versions. 

| Verdict of the critics was that the 
English, transcription won, Moissi’s 
‘rantings. and- ravings as 
Stanhope” being more suggestive of 
a dope den than a dug-out. 

“Die ag ,. 

“Cant. 

Play. coi.apletely. out on all 
three nights, with full attendance 
of. the / tiplomatie corps. . 

Vesta Tilley il 
London, Dec. 81. 

“Lady -DeFrece, .who as. Vesta 
witley- retiréd from ‘the ‘stage 10 
years “ago, ‘is seriously - ill -in' the |- 
South of France. 

: The famous» male impersonator Is 
ow nearly 70.. 

Sir Walter DeFrece a few days 

of France. 

‘Zurich Picks. Musical 
Zurich, Dec. 31. 

Marischka, © of 
utich has ‘bought the.rigbts for 

this | ‘territory: of a musical piece 
‘dalled “King of the Moulin Rouge,” 
to be the next attraction at the The- 
atre an der Wien here. Author is 
Leo Ascher, 
‘Piece ‘is reported .on ‘the eve of 

production, on Broadway. 

SHIFT FOSTER TROUPES © 
; London, Dec. 31. 
| slat Foster's 12 Palladium girls, 
trained in New York by English 
instructors and designed for the 
Palladium ‘here, go to the Scala, 
Berlin, in January and ‘will be. re- 
placed by another group. 

' Counting the girls in- “Why 
‘rouble’. in Newcastle and those 

with “Good News” in Paris, Foster 
now has four troupes in Europe. 

Zz NEW LONDON DRAMATIST 
London, Dec. 81. 

‘Sir. ‘Barry © Jackson - will. present. 
‘at the: Playhouse Jan: 21a new play 
‘bya new-author, with action laid 
rin @& novel locale, 

‘Piece is “Assegal,” ‘author ‘4s 
Alan ‘King and. the setting is in|. 
Zululand. 

WEATHER | 
. London, Dee, 81, 

Dry and sunny weather. prevails 
here, helping business at the box. 

office. 

Washington, Dec, 31. 
The. ‘Weather Bureau has fur- 

snishta“Variety’ withthe following | 
outlook for week beginning temor- 
row (1): 

Somewhat overcast, with rains 
over west portions Wednesday. 
Thursday, cloudy, followed by. rain 
or snow over west portions, 
over east portions Thursday. or Fri- 
day (3). 

Saturday and Sunday mostly fair, 
Decidedly colder by end of the 

week. 

Josip | 
| comedy.. .. 

‘Now favorites with the passenger. 
7 crew, . -ete., of: the: Armandale’ Castle. 

‘forthe newspaper ‘eritics are too 

‘upon a private dress:rehearsal pre-. 
4 ceding the formal premieres, 

.ousies often figure in the critical 
Reply ‘of the |’ 

| actors don’t: do well. before. the re- 

‘car-rights*to-Marcel Parnol’s: 

Rain 

jJerry Baby Grands (Ascanaeus), 

(ROSE). 

” YORK —_ KING 
(CHIC) 

Originators of 

(That's the name of a boat.) 

_ Represented “by JENIE JACO BS. 

VIENNA CRITICS STORM 
ar "NO ‘SPECIAL § SHOW 

‘Vienna, Dec. ‘B31 
- Dectaririg apécial dress rehearsals. 

costly, _Vierinese . impresarios -have 
raised a storm by suddenly cutting 
off. these preliminary performances. 
‘The reviewers are in arms against 

what they regard as a denial of their 
ancient ‘rights’ and are insisting 

. Writers argue that such perform- 
ances give them fuller opportunities: 
for serious: judgment: and /a -calm |. 

‘| weighing. of .play’s merits.. The 
managers: ‘insist. the reviewers will 
be more correctly directed toward | 
4 fair. view if they witness the per- 
formance ‘with an audience around 
to indicate public reaction’ to the 

performance, . 
Managers «also make: the: “eynileal 

observation that professional jeal- 

judgment of reviewers: ° 
scribes’ to this: slam: is’ that if. the 

Viewers: itis -because they realize 
they are playing. to ‘experts who 
know plays ‘and have-~ standards ' ‘of 
acting, | me é . 

hte Club Site Picked 
"For Rumanian Senate|" 

Bucharest, Dec: 18. 

“The Rumanian Senate has trans-: 
ferred its activities, not individu- 
ally, but en masse, to a night club. 
- The greybeards. met, until a few 
weeks ago in a hall of the Univer- 
sity. When the University needed 
the hall and asked. them'to find 
other quarters, none could be l0- 
cated until finally the owner of the 
Moulin Rouge, a ‘large building in. 
the. Boulevard Elisabeta, where the } 
nightbirds .of Bucharest ‘flocked, 
offered. to sell out. 

- Everybaay, - Ancluding | the ‘Prime 
Minister, looked the Moulin Rouge 
over and pronounced it just thé. 
thing’ 1 for the Senate. Three months’ 
‘gtrenuotis work ‘and the ftransfor- 
mation was complete. ' 
Some of the diplomats were there 

before. thé Senaté Chamber:arrived*| . 
Scandal even whispers that-some of 
the Senators were ‘there before. But 
looking” at’ thein’ now you'd. néver. 

- guess it. 

French Critic Body 
Paris, Dec. 31. 

The | French vaudeville critics |: 
‘have just organized their own as- 
sociation ‘under the title of Asso- 
clation de la Presse du Music Hall. 
By vote the body has determined . 

to admit foreign trade. paper cor- 
Fespondents to. membership, 

"Lawrence Shubert's. Buy ., 
Paris, Dec. 20. ; 

> Lawrence Shubert has the Ameri- 
a Cb oa be 

ius”. at the Theatre de Paris, Pierre 
Fresnay, the lead, who speaks: Eng-: 
lish, may go to America in it. 

_ SAILINGS 
| Jan. n (New York to London) 
Charles. B. .Cochran, Major E, O. 
Leadlay (Olympic). 

| Dec, 24 (Sydney to Capetown) 

| classic. operettas in’ French,: 

-,|has @ number of new. people, includ- 

| native, and a. Mexican act. . 

1Sir - Percy . ‘Loraine,. 

| way, has accepted the presidency of 

“Tin-Type" ; 

|Spain's Jeading futurist dramatist, 

: “Medios Seres” (“Half Selves’), his 

| good and’ bad, The better - Instincts 

the moment the ‘curiosity is reflect- 

_{-This puts the Imperial, which ap- 

‘politan: in- rating, under control of 

-|Curei- and John McCormack, be- 

: dependent legit establishments, be- 
eause it paid high salaries and drew 

-ker,” introduced: her new profes- 

. for - ‘Carol. M,’ Sax’s: Paris- American 
. Players, 

Jcess at the Apollo theatre, will be 

‘- | project to. send a complete company. 

‘operations. 

| !-Long brewing discontent within. 
the company culminated when» Sax - 
refused to cast McKay Morris in’ 
the lead ‘of “The Barker.” Motris 
-had pulled the prima. donna: stuff 
regularly, with a climax when he. - 
refused to: show for Heheareal. That A 
.was.the blow-off. 7 

- Larry Fletcher, ‘a newcomer: to. 

the group, stepped into the. part at- » 
14 hours’ notice, — 
On top of that the Femina fs be. ©» 
ing ‘claimed by Hatchettes, a big. 

| commercial company’ which. owns: - 
[the property and is planning to: 
build its own building on the site,; 
This ousts, Sax automatically on; | 

_ BY COLORS IN PLAY Jan: .1,.and.creates a momentary fs 
hiatus until he can arrange for one: 

7 of the two downtown houses availe 
: 7 : “Madrid, Dee: 19, [-able. -- ore at 
Ramon Gomez ‘de la. Serna, . Sax says the company wilt con=- . 

tinue: for another six: weeks at a 
minimum, having. sufficient -back~ 
ing:.fon that. period. . The subscrip- 

new dramatic success at the Alka- | tion sale terms call for six plays in 
zar, another. manifestation. of:. .the.|12.weeks, while the schedule so far. 
“Strange Interlude”. treatment; . - -| “| announced provides for only. half 

. Players are dressed: in costumes’ that, «Season . opened. with “The 
equally divided.in half by black and | Road ‘to Rome,’ then ‘The: Torch | 
‘white colors, each color represént-- Bearers” and now “The Barker.” ° 
ing .the. two -personalities | ‘in éach, |*- “The Barker” Is being staged by. 

Kenyon Nicholson, the author, who.. 
is \spending a -vacation-.in Paris 
while. completing a@ new play, Joan — 
Kenyon, ‘wife. of -the:. ‘playwright, . 
will play’ the femme ‘lead In’ the’ 
piece. a 

Opera House. ‘season. “opened here. 
with. French company doing French 

The Perroquet ‘night club cabaret 

ing Nadia Dauty, Hindo, Maruja, 

Just: to make it good and tougher, 
British high 

commissioner, . and talka just that 

the Catro Dramatic amatic Society. 

GOOD AND BAD DENOTED 

has done an Eugene ‘0’Neil ‘with. 

thes | fous ‘are voiced by the. ‘white-hued por-. 
tion of the cast (as it is: visible to: 
the audience) and- when -a- player 
‘voices his or-her baser instincts the. 
‘darker’ attire: turned to the audl- 

woe 

ence, - A future addition to the Sax ors. 
" Critics are raving, proclaiming: it | ganization . “Big Bill” Tilden, 
a great Play and production,. Pub-:| tennis. champ. He will be in anew. - 
lie is giving it the mild razz and is 
frankly inclined to ridicule, but for 

production, which: he’ -will ‘subse- . 
quently take to London. 

ing favorably. at the box office. 

 Rruitless Comeback Try 
: ‘By Hauptmann at 67. - 

. Vienna, Dec. 17. 
Germany’s. modeérn. Goethe, the 

great Gerhart Hauptmann, is 67. 
Anybody could see that who was: 

in the. ‘Burg theatre: the, other night 
.when Hauptmann tried to‘stage a- 
comeback’ with. two ‘one-act mae 
“Phe Black Mask” and “The. 
Witches’ - Ride,” presented under. : 
the. general.title “Spaok.”, . 

A.:; Hauptmann ‘opening—the ° first: - 
performance not only ‘in Vienna but. 
-anywhere—is always something for. 
art and society to get. thrilled over, 
but this time they “went: away ‘diss, 

Tokio Imperial’s Money 
Jam Puts It Into .Chain 

: Tokio, Dec. 8. 
' the Imperial theatre here, famous’ 
house ‘that has played stars of world 
note, is to be: absorbed into ‘the’ 
Shochiku chain, modern organiza- 
tion, on a ten year aperating lease.. 

¢hange is due to.financial troubles. - 

proximates_ the New. York Metro- 

Takejiro Ohtani, Japan’s leading 
‘| picture .- magnate, ‘who-: operates 
‘many theatres, both films and legit-‘ 

imate throughout the empire. His’ 
first move' will be to renovate ‘the | appointed. ; 
old: house, built.- 20° years ago, ‘and. . Hauptmann, like Kipling put une 

reduce. adimissiong.. . like Shaw, 1s obviously, written out. . 

Imperial has been host to many: “The Black Mask” was .a gruesome 
joreizn artists, ‘among them Galli-| Snapshot of Germany. after the, . 

, Thirty, Years War. “The - Witches, 
Ride,” 1s: a-weird mess of words,. 

|. with nelther sense nor object. . 
The Burg theatre people did their, 

best, but not even Elsa Wohlge- 
muth, Pavl Hartmann and Hans 
Marr. could. make it. clear to the- 
audience what. it was all about 

sides playing its resident company. 
ouse was a great handicap to in- 

the best talent away from inde- 
pendent theatres. 

“Barker's” Lead, Wife 
Paris, Dec, 21. 

Lucille Nicholas, wife of J..Ken- 
yon Nicholson, author of “The Bar- 

Nora Brown in Hospital ‘ 
Nora ‘Brown, English chorus girl, 

arriving in New York last week, 
with the all-English company - of! 
“Wake Up and Dreani,” .{s ‘in. the! 
Park West hospital, recovering from” ‘ 
an appendicitis operation... 

Miss Brown had been in the’ 
strange ‘city but 48 hours when the" 
operation became necessary. ~ 

Charles B. Cochran, who brought 
over the show, called. ‘in Dr. Phillip: 
Graussman, the eminent “sur Seon, to. - 
‘Operate; 

oa 

} 

sional name of Joan Kenyon in a 
revival of that'play here at the 'The- 
atre Femina by. the Paris- American 
Players. 

Like _her former professional | 
name, Joan Kenyon is adapted from. 
her husband's real name, 

: Nicholson, disgusted with Holly-_ 
wood, came over in October,.-head-., 
ing north. to.-Paris: where he. will:re-- 
main for a few. - months,” ‘polishing 
off a. new. play. 
: Nicholson directed “The Barker” 

ETHEL WATERS) “DATES - 
London, Dec. 31. 

Ethel Waters ended four weeks?’ 
engagement Dec. 28 at the Cafe de 

.| Paris, London, and now ts under the . 

care of a throat specialist. for laryn- 
gitis. a) 

‘She returns to ‘the cafe Jan. 27 ‘for 

another month at increased salary. 

“MRS, “BOTTLE” MOVES. ca 
London, Dec. 31. 

“Art and Mrs. Bottle” - withdreys 

Novello Play for U.S. 
London, Dec. 31. 

Ivor ‘Novello’ s play, “A Sym-. 
phony. in Two Flats,” long run suc-. 

brought to New: York in the new 

year by- Shuberts. 

‘Company headed ‘by Novelio, au- 
thor and star, will remain intact 

“lstarted ‘anew "yesterday | @itonday 
at the. Royalty. 

—————— 
So. Africa “Rio Rita” 

Sydney, Dec. 31. 
The ‘Pullers ° are working on a 

a tg wu think you'll lose, you’ye lost; 
‘or out in tho world you'll 1 find’ 

- gue ecces begins with a follow’s will— 
. It’s all in the state of mind. 

of “Rio. Rita” to South Africa, 
. Undertaking is in association with 
the. African Trust, marking a new 

departure for Australian interests MR, AND .MRS. JACK NORW :. AND MRS. JACK NORWORTH 
in international and inter- colonial 130 Wert 44th . Street: 

New York 



CCRT ee ee ore: 

'-. will. please, ‘but more in the prav- 

'. 80 heavy a production as “Wings” 

| Berlin, Dec. 31, 

crowding in. ‘Of the. ‘additions, prob- 

Hotel, ” remembered as a Pola Negri 

fitm, 
Americans. | 

. Another is. “Hula Dibulla," farce 
which has. possibilities. 
‘States : -under ‘a: clever 
hands. . a. 

*Frotel Stadt - Lemberg” is the 
‘new title. for the. story in musical 
form, founded .on : ‘Paramount’s pic- 
ture. starring Pola Negri and offered 
‘at the Westerns. theatre here. © Tt 
was favorably. received in a mild 
way. Music. ‘by Jean Gilbert’ does 
nicely,. but ‘the book’ is heavy: 
Kaethe Dorsch scores ‘a. triumph in 

. the feminine lead, with Leo Schuet- 
zendort. and ‘Karl J oeken contend- : 

ets ‘for ‘honors; 
Arnold- Bach Farce | 

“The. last farce by: Arnold . and 

‘Bach: (the: Jatter : having. died re- 

ently), . “Hulla Dibulla”. at -the 
Komische: Opera. theatre, is revealed 
‘as the. usual effective piece for the 

exploitation of the immensely popu-. 
‘lap comedian, Guido Tielscher, and 

Ances. than in the capital 
-Story has to do with a. ‘maenifi- 

cently uniformed picture: extra who- 
-- gets by mistake into the entourage 
of the visiting monarch Ahmanulla, | 
where he unearths a conspiracy |. 
against the: royal person. : It is this. 
piece. that. seems: to promise. posei-: 
bilities for American adaptation. . 

' Patriotic Theme 
‘The Lessing theatre offers “The 

* Red Eagle of the Tyrol, ” by Anger 
“Mayer, a red hot patriotic: story 
dealing ‘with the: Italian policy. of 
‘hostility: ‘toward the German people’ 
and language of the newly annexed | 

 Tyrolian ‘territory. 
“structed play. te 

ANNA MIARES SEIZED IN 
DRUG PEDDLING CASE 

Paris, Dec. $1. . 
wife of Maurice ’ Anna Miares, 

“yvain, the French. composer, -has- 
been admitted to. bail following her |: 

halls, scored nicely yesterday at the 
Palladium with a new. song cycle by. 

arrest on a.charge of trafffeking in 
narcotics... She is the divorced wife 
.of Dranem, leading French come- 

dian, 
Yvain also is now suing for. a 

. divorce. The actress, while free, 
has been ordered to. remain at her 
home in Nice to await police in- 

vestigation. 

Fall’s Posthumous 

‘ Opera Good for U. S. 
: Prague, | Ded, 31. 

“Rose in Florida,” a  osthumous 
operetta by the late Leo Fall, fin-. 
ished by E. W. Korngold, was an 
unqualified success ‘at the Arena 
here. 
: Marsak, leading. 

pahy, and Miss Balentova, 
popular. in the Jeading roles. _ 

Score: of the work is extremely | 
tuneful and it probably would have’ 

. ® good chance in the States. - 

Musical: for Dominion 
ve . London, Dec.’ 8h. : 

“ugitver. Wings, ” new: Clayton’ & 
Waller musical, is destined for the 
‘new Dominion, ‘it is learned,. despite 
every effort to maintain secrecy. 

Clayton & Waller hold @ contract 
for the Hippodrome, but “Mr. Cin- 
ders,” a stubbofh. success there, is 

= holding. on.until: along in February, 
and it would be expensive to keep 

- on. the road for that length ‘of time. 
‘-It is intimated also that William- 
sons want to continue: production at 
the Hip: 
The Dominion can ao. $1; 000 more. 

per performance than’. the Hippo- 
drome and is ideally situated for a 

~ Spectacular” musical like “Wings. ” 

Lee’s 8 Name ‘Added 
London, Dec, 31. 

Lee Shubert’s . name has-been 
addea on the programs of the five 
theatres ‘in this city the Shuberts 
are interested. in. 

The name of J, J.. Shubert does: 
not appear, 

“V ARIETY’S” LONDON OFFICE 
8 St. Martin’s Place, Trafalgar. Square 

“Grand Hotel” Made Into Operette, 
Mild Start in Berlin—Other Shows 

if Drury Lane Xmas Panto a 
_ Beautiful; Lacks Laughs | Holidays found new attractions 

‘ably. the operetta made from “Grand. 

will. be ‘most’ interesting _ to 

for the 
‘adaptor’s. 

‘| territory. . 
immediately. 

‘her new play, 
ce {. DOWaArde= ‘Laurillard.-is- producing. 

‘London, Dec. “31. 
The ‘Drury Lane Christmas pan- 

tomime, “Sleeping Beauty,” opened |. 
.Christmas eve under favorable cir-| _ . 
cumstances, with .audience in-holi- |... 7 
‘day. gpirit and in: receptive. mood,. 
applauding every quip.and mechani- |. . 

| cal effect, even though some ‘of them ee 
‘are pretty old.. 

The show is elaborately mounted 
and beautifully dressed, with Julian | 
‘Wylie .credited as producer - and 

Eddie Dolly as dance arranger. 
Production is not strong in com- 

edy and has no- outstanding song 
hit, Out of 20 numbers only: two 
are of American. origin, 
stop. gap giving Sir Alfred Butt a 
chance to get. a new musical. for- 

the spot. 
‘It. should, however; ‘make ‘money | 

for the 10° weeks sched scheduled, 

CUBA DEPORTS 
U. 8. ORCHESTRA... 

Havana, Dec, 31. 

“ Jackie’ “Moore and his band of 
American. jazzists, 14 in’ number, 
have been deported ‘at the instance 

of:native musicians‘ union, ..’ 
The Moore outfit, which had béen 

playing dates in INinois and around | 
‘the middle west, came to the Island 
two: weeks or more ‘ago and’ signed | 

for Havana dates without making 
any . arrangement. with. ; the - local |: 
musi¢ ‘union; | 

Ixpertly con-|- 
! two. weeks when the union men]: 

They played. the Tokio club for 

brought a complaint before the. im- 
“| migration. authorities andthe bands- 
men were directed to” leave Cuban 

Natives. replaced. them 

| Dora ‘Maughan ‘ Scores | 
In Spite: of Illness 

° _ ‘London, Dec. 31. : 
“Dora: ‘Maughan, returning to’ ‘the 

Blanche Merrill. Good showing was 
in spite of a bad throat and the fact. 
she was hurried in a week ahead of . 
‘schedule. because the management. 
was at a loss for a headliner. 

' Miss ‘Maughan today (Tuesday) 
asked ‘the, management .to release 
her from the. date owing to her in- 
disposition, but ‘they realized she 
was working under a haridicap, ex- 
pressed their satisfaction and per- 
suaded her to continue. . 

She. opened the same evening. at 
the’ Hotel’ Splendide, but’ appeared 
only during supper, reserving her- 

self for New Year's Eve. 
Patty Moore and Sammy Lewis 

also appeared ‘in the Palladium bill, 
‘{pack after a Continental tour, and 

actor of the’ 

‘Czech National ‘theatre and former- 
ly ‘with the Chicago Opera. com-. 

were 

stopped the. Show. 

‘COCHRAN HOUSE FIGURES 
London, Dec. $1. 

¢. 'B. Cochran takes exception ‘to 
Variety’s: figures on ‘per night :ca- 
pacities of his three London houses 
and cables his squawk to London, 
‘although he’s in New York himself. 

‘}and could.‘ just as easily. have 
phoned his: kick -to. the home office, 
-.Anyhow here are the real figures,. 

making allowance in. all éases for’ 
the 6%: agency discount. 

His Majesty’s, $2, 700 a. night ‘in- 
‘stead of $2,500, 

. ‘Palace, $2,700 instead ‘of $2,600. 
Pavilion, $2,900 a night instead 

of $1, 900. 

“Virtue For Sale” New. 
London, Dec. 81. 

; ‘Lillian ‘Tremble Bradley arrives 
from France today (Tues.) and will 
start supervision of rehearsals for 

“Virtue for Sale.”. 

the piece. 

TURNER’S HOLIDAY 
London, Dee. 31. 

Terry Turner, here for the past 

week, has gone on to Paris, not on 
business but on recreation bent. 

Terry, whose wife reads Variety, 

left word that it would be tactful 
not to mention the Paris side trip. 

Piece ig a}. 

. carried. the name of. Musical. Plays,. 

Ltd., since. the: Shuberts took them o 

added, 

- | reputable agents declare. they should 

FOREIGN SHOW NEWS 

‘WILL MAHONEY . 
.:In Barl Carroll's “Sketch Book,” 

. 44th St. Theatre, N. ¥.:C. 
The “Evening World” said: “will 

‘Mahoney’s' presence and: gifts cer-: 
tainly strengthen the show. « He {s 
positively. superb. " 

Direction | 

RALPH G. FARNUM 
Se 1560 Broadway 

“Programs Ignore J. J. 
- London,,. Dec, 81. 

; ‘Shubert allied: ‘theatres here seem | 

to have undergone some ‘change of 

‘direction lately. Programs have all 

over: 

“Recently: a. new line has’ 

“Lee Shubert, 

with no. mention of J. ‘of J. J. ‘Shubert. 

yeen 

FRENCH AGENTS WARNED | 
.tion.. ‘proffers to: synchronize his 
‘masterpiece, “Ca} alleria Rusticana, ”. ON WHITE SLAVE. PERIL 

‘ Paris, Dec. 31. 

' Phe Prefecture of Police. has. di- 

rected a warning ‘to all Paris vaude- 

ville agents: ‘Instructing... them to 

a scrutinize ‘carefully all foreign book- 
a ings cand notifying. them that. they. 

must observe all agency reguia-|* 
tions, Purpose, to safeguard against 
white slave traffic, particularly . in 
Hgypt and South’ America... 

‘Warning, with. legislation. to back | 
‘it if necessary, is almed against 
‘sending. girls to North Africa and 
South America, among other ‘points, 
where it is declared. white slavers’ 
have been. active. 

Paris agénts see in ‘tie’ move an. 
'- 1 effort to restrict their business. and 

have formed a protective association 
opposing limitations — on their for-. 

eign’ business. ‘Bookings within the 
French borders are not affected, 
since that field already is under the 
‘supervision of the police, although 
they do not interfere: with intra- 
French. activity. The new ruling 
makes no change in domestic pook- 
ing affairs, but.calls for: a. special 
license for agencies doing interna- 
tional business. . 

It is recognized that: the white | 
slave. ‘question is no myth, but the 

not be tied down because of crimi- 
nal. operations by others outside 

| their circle. 

- New ‘association was formed at 
@ meeting in the Empire theatre, 
at which these officers were chosen: 
P. B. Arnaud, president; Georges 
Baudx and 3B. Audiffred, vice- 
presidents, and.Ramon Zahm, sec- 
retary. . Practically. all the .recog- 
nized: agents are. included in. the 
‘membership except Henri Lartigue, 

Paris branch of the William. Morris 
office, which is not. concerned in 
the erugade. : 

WORLD’S BIGGEST FAIR” 
. : who will continue producing 

: Hippodrome. 

ON IN PARIS STREETS - 
Paris, Dec. 31, 

The grand boulevards of .Paris 
this: week are converted into the| - 
world’s greatest fair grounds. It 
is part of the French holiday. cus- 
‘tom to line the sidewalks. with stalls" 
merchandising everything. “in. the 

.| range of commercial goods. 
Pitchmen from all over the Con- 

‘\-tinent mobilize here for the week. 
between Christmas and New Year. 
The Parias Chrstmas corresponds 

to New Year’s in the States.. The 
French signalize Christmas with 
whoopee, exchanging presents on 
New Year's, reversing the Amerl- 
can custom. 

chairman,” : 

CABLE ADDRESS: VARIETY, LONDON 
Temple Bar 5041-5042 

\London’s. Holiday Business Best 
Tn Years in All Amusement Lines 

Hat-Passing 3 in Paris 
. Brings Meagre Help| 

* Paris,.Dec. 31. 
Extreme” “general depression - in 

-business here is strikingly. reflected 
in the. ‘state. ‘of. ‘the . theatre. and of 
show people, : 

Theatre’ pusiness | ‘ig ‘shot to the 

|.extent that. the- annual hat-passing 
|‘among: holiday audiences in: behalf 
lof indigent . professionals has’ pro- 
| duced ~ negligible - results. Contribu- 
tions are reported the smallest in 
the history ‘of the annual event. 

’ Appeal. to. ‘audiences ° “yesembles 
| the: annual drive of. the N. V. A. in 

‘the States. 
-the French theatre address. ‘pleas 

The’ biggest: stars in 

for the profession before audiences, 
after which the women principals 
of the shows go through the. aisles 
carrying baskets, 

“|MASCAGNI WILL 
| DO FILM OPERA 
Enemy of Jazz and Films 

Falls for: ‘Hollywood 

Rome, Dec. 1. ‘ 
Maestro Pletro: Mascagni, world- 

famous composer, . 
jazz. and calling- sound pictures -“an 
‘artistic sin,”: is succumbing to the 
lure. of Hollywood lucre. -: = 

. Mascagni rejected with indigna- 

or any ‘of his. other works, but is 
said to have agreed. to write. an 
‘original opera for the’ ‘sightrsound 

screen, 
company: he has had dealings, | ‘de-.: 

He doesn’t say with which 

claring . Beveral ° have approached 
him. 

It is well known ‘that “Metro long 
ago made him an offer. 

French: Mayor’s Satire 

” Paris, ° “Dec. . 31, . 

ent Mayor ‘of “Aix les Bains, French 
resort, was. fairly well received In. 
‘Paris, Story has a political flavor 
‘in- a satirical. vein, picturing ‘an 
honest treasury official. who refuses 
to: graft and thus interferes with 
the ‘schemes of crooked party. lead- 

ers, ut 
‘As a result. he wins an important 

post in the foreign service, not as #] . 
reward for: his merit, but because 
crooked politicians want to get rid 

plot in the official’s woman secre- 
tary, who. alone appreciates: his 
-worthiness.- 
her, but lets her go in order to 
escape complications. . 

Arquilllere plays the honest of- 
fice holder and Ghyslaine the sym- 
pathetic secretary, - 

London Replacements | 
‘London,-. Dec. 31. — 

“Love. Lies” - is closing at the 
Gaiety Jan.-18 to be succeeded - by |4 
“I Love You, Darling” on the 22d. 
George Clarke plays the lead. ~ 
"Mr. Cinders” . 
February with new. English musical, 
“The Blue. Rose,” taking {ts place.. 

‘Garardo || 

and Adair, a quintette of dancers 
Piece is now being cast.’ 

and. rris Harvey’ already have 
-been engaged by the Williamsons 

English » Equity Soon 
London, Dec. 31, 

The ° new. British Equity is fast 
taking shape. Advisory committee 
met last week and completed plans. 

Another, meeting is scheduled for 
January at which they will pass 
upon draft. of a- constitution and 
by-laws, ‘9 

‘features Lauri. 

after panning} 

“Beau Metier; pe work of. the pres- 

‘of him. . Play has: romantic sub- | 

He fallg in love with. 

is folding up. in. 

al. thee |. 

ee - Londor, Dec. 31. 
London, has enjoyed the ©. best 

Chr istmastide business in years with: 
‘all branches. of showdom ‘sharing in’ 
prosperity _ and. the weather con- 
tributing. the principal. incentive. 
Days hayé been bright and dry and 

evenings mild and clear. 

. Picture houses, vaudeville, cab- 
-arets and legitimate ‘attractions: call 
ar ew ‘capacity. Even’ the dancé halls... 
had crowds and the. Bast Side Jew=. 
ish theatre with Boris Tomashafsky: 
likewise - shared’ the good spirit of 
the holiday throngs. 

Nothing was ‘brought forward as- 
new. fare that particularly inspired 
attendarice, but the continued bills 
sufficed. ° . - oo 

“A ‘Warm Corner,” at Prince's | 
theatre, was. revealed Christmas eve. - 
as a Continental farce that. evoked. - 
no. gréat enthusiasm although it was" 
nicely received. It is the work. of : 
Arthur Wimperis as ‘adapter. and 

‘Wylie. . Production: 
also. brings: “William Berry,. musical 

‘comedy star, forward in his first. 
straight dramatic role. His’ musical. . 
comedy methods are scarcely legit, 7 
imate enough, even for farce... 7 
Piece reveals nothing new in plot 

‘or ..treatment,- but the dialog, 1a. - 
bright in the way of drawing room’ 
crossfire. Success doubtful at this 3 
writing. 

| GULLIVER’S R REASONS 
FOR NORA BAYES FUND 

5 ‘London, Dec. 31, 
Story. “pehind - Charles . Gulliver's. 

effort: to obtain ‘a: ‘fund for. a: per- | 
manent resting place for. the body: . 
of Nora Bayes is now out... a 
The manager's ‘purpose: was. to. 

have English performers. contribute 
the. necessary amount in individual. — 
sums of $6 each, as. an example ‘to. 
‘American players .of loyalty to the. 
profession, ‘Tt brought . not a single” 
donation... : 

Gulliver had ‘tent. Miss. “Bayes. 
7 $20, 000, taking.a mortgage. upon her. _ 

, American property. 

Semi-Success . in: ‘Paris| 
When she died - 

he: qwas ‘willing to cancel the mort-. 
gage.so that the.dead actress’ adopt. 
ed .children might -have the ‘estate’ 
Antact., When, he found,» hé says, | 
that her husband had. filed claims _ 
upon ¢éértain property, he instructed — 
his solicitor to recovér the amount 
of his mortgage. His. intention: is. .; 
that when, the sum: is. patd -to. him, * 
he will transfer it. to the children 
he says. : ° 

"Shaw: Has New Play . 
Mee London, - Dec. 31. 

George ‘Bernard Shaw has finished 
another play. It is yet untitled,’ 
Praduction is planned for the Mal-. 

vern festival next summer, a 

- Argentine Actor ‘Dies. 
. Buenos Aires, Dee. 81. 

Felix, Rico, ‘popular native actor,” 
died here at the age of 35.. His’ 
‘parents are‘ widely known as per- - 
formers in South .America and he — 

| Was extremely. popular as the: bearer Fo 
‘of a familiar stage name. : 
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RiICARDO COLLAZO DIES 
Buenos Aires, Dec. 31. 

Ricardo —Collazo,. . influential 
showdom. in Argentinas as ‘secretary 
of the Theatre Owners’ Society, and | 
himself owner of. the Comedia. the- 
atre here, died suddenly. 

He suffered a sunstroke in -the 
racetrack grandstand ‘and collapsed, 
never regaining consciousness, 
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VARIETY 

Madrid, Dec. 18. 
Some of the quickie Latin-Ameri- | 

ean talkers, chiefly shorts, perco- 
lating back here for exhibition, dem- |. 
onstrates the multiple variations of 
Spanish dialects and is making pie- 
ture people here Spanish-conscious 
with an eye to an improved: talker 
production, © 

The doggerel ‘Spanish’ of Latin- 
American artists.is difficult to un- 
derstand here. With localisms, idi- 
oms and varying accents, the Span- 

of Argentina, Chile; Colombia, or of: 
Castile in Spain, of 2ll of which dif- 

fer in vernacular. 

criterion of all the Spanish coun- 
tries, native talkers, when and ‘if 

(Continued on page 25) 

ENGLISH BY RADIO: AIDS 
U.S. TALKER IN VIENNA ; 

Vienna, Dec. 31. 
Due in-some measure to the. les- 

sons in English broadcast here by 
Prof. Thomas McCullums and one 
of the most popular features of]. 
the ether, “Broadway Melody” has] ° 
‘had a favorable reception although: 
it is a 100% taixer. That style of 
picture has not fared 80 well on 

-the Continent. . 
Advance sales indicate it will do 

well. 
English speaking - transients, 

favorably disposed. The McCullums 
radlo series jg offered. asa possible. 
explanation. 

Austrian fans, 
Viennese, Hke English better than 
German talkers. Gutteralgs and 
“eases” in German do not reproduce 
agreeably, making «annoying: lisp- | 
ings. . 

Local reviewer raved over the 

technica) splendors of “Melody. an 

ENGLISH TALKER DELAY 

Clayton- -Waller Venture Deferred by 
Non- Delivery of Studio: 

London, Dee. 31. 
Start of talking picture produc- 

tion by Clayton and Waller has been 
. deferred for the time being. ~° 

Delay is. due to the non-delivery 
. of a completed studio plant as con- 
- tracted. Landholder at Ealing had 
undertaken. to have: the’ completed 
studio ready for start of operations, 
but failed to make good on time. ° 

Newsreel Not Compulsory; 31. 
Stage O. K. in Latvia 

Washington, Dec... 31. 
Latvian. Parliament id expected to 

drop the regulation requiring all 
theatres in that country to show 
local newsreels: in every program. 
Another change expected, says a re- 
port to the Commerce Department, 
does away with the rule that pic- 
ture houses must confine their pro- ' 
grams entirely to films. Latter rule 
came about through selling the idea 
to the government that for one 

house to have a stage show and an-| 

other not would be unfair competi- 
tion. 

‘Spanish Film Actors Poorly Paid: 
Producers Advertise for Casts 

| HOLLAND WELCOMES 1ST] 

portant * German talking. picture ‘to 

‘reach this territory, which has -had |’ 

only American sound and. ‘dialog 

product, was greeted. with enthusi- 

ish spoken in Mexico. is not that }asm, Public reaction. and newspa-|- 
per comment were favorable. 

dialog) was shown. at Tuschinski’s 

As the Castillian Spanish is the Amsterdam cinema and was _excel~ 
lently recelved. 

F OREIGN TAIK 

At Same Time Native 

” Spain, like Italy, has promulgated 
a ban.on foreign language dialog 

films on home territory... 

Since Vienna ‘has very few announcement here that the first of 
it |a- series. of features. is. being com- 

follows that the native public is| pleted in Paris with ‘Spanish. dialog, 

or at least.. the]. — 

FOREIGN FILM NEWS. 

(SOUND QUALITY 

; . Copenhagen, Dee. 31. 
An important. ‘test suit is pending 

here,’ holding ‘large possibilities of 
|trouble for’ independent | sound device 
concerns. 

“| .Valby theatre, important suburban 
house, contracted. for Powers' Cine- 

‘| phone’ equipment. ‘Powers | ‘people. 
-closed. a. deal on the: basis ‘that the 
Cinephone people: expressly guaran-, 
teed that- reproducing quality. of the’ 
device would equal that of ‘Western 
Electric equipment. 

On: top of that they pledged ex- 
j{hibitor. would have: all ‘advantages 

of Anterchangeability. . 

‘When payment | came. due. the 
Valby - people. refused | payment on 

| the. ground ‘that Cinephone : quality 

BIG GERMAN TALK FL 

" anisteraain, ‘Dec, 31. 
“Melodie des . Herzen,” . first im- 

“Abie’s, Trish Rose” (Paramount, 

‘| clared it; was not satisfactory. In 
addition the. theatre-men set up the 

‘|defense that distributors were. ‘refus- 
Jing to book product, with them, ow- 
ing to the - deficiencies of their ap- 

paratus, , BAN IN SPAIN} 
— ee 

Paris, ‘Dec: 31. 
“Exhibitors: in’ Paris are /in many 

mont equipment. on the strength of 
‘the maker’s warranty that it’ will 
‘equal Western. Electric’ g. quality, 

-|leaving it to be assumed that there* 
; will be no trouble about interchange. 

Talker Made i in Paris | 

Paris, Dee. “81, 

contract makes provision that Amer- 
‘ican distributors may cancel. sound 
product. bookings if they ‘find the 
reproducing - apparatus in use is of 
@ quality inferior to the Western 
Electric or RCA Photophone stand- 

ard, 

/M-G-M DROPS $180,000. 
IN PARIS BOOKINGS 

‘Paris; Dec, 31.: 
M Ge M has cancelled voluntarily 

$180,000 in contracted bookings with 
the Gaumont Palace, biggest cinema 

in the French. capital, rather than 

have its general release schedule 
held up at the pleasure of ranco- 
Aubert. — 
The exhibitor chain’ stalled on 

“Metro product, playing Paramount 
and ‘Warner Bros. pictures first be- 

-|fore playing: Metros under the agr ee- 

, ment. . : 
‘Gontract dates back. to the time 

Edict comes: right on the heels of 

‘the undertaking employing Spanish. 
‘players exclusively and the. venture. 
being financed by Spanish capital. 

Work was ‘started in Seville, but 
the.troupe was later moved to: Paris 
in order to obtain better. studio. fa- 
cilities, ‘-. . 

Nabriele Neegrier, ‘French’ ‘techni- 
cian, is in charge of the technical 
-work, the rest of the- Production 
staff being Spanish, ; 

Dominion of Canada’ S Ow 

Film Stopped on Sunday 

“* ; * Ottawa, “Dec. 31. 
Province of Ontario compelled ‘the 

PLEDGE FL. 
here ‘to ‘wire- their houses: and SUp- | 

‘I ply. dialog: pictures to a public that |: 

was not up to the guarantee. and de-|. 

FRANCE UNDOES 

‘cases’ installing - ‘the - cheaper ‘Gaus | 

theatre taxes’ from. about. 7% 

-The ‘new: uniform .talker. booking | 

MUSSOLINI TALK BAN; 

Rome, Dec. 31. 

“Ambitious plans by exhibitors 

ds hungary for. them has been ‘balk- 
ed by. the Mussolini ‘ukase- forbid- | 
ding all ‘foreign tongue screen prod- . 

-|-uct in: Italian theatres. | 
There are 65 picture | houses in |. 

‘Rome alone, Of.that. number about. 
26. establishments: are. ‘in -the de 
‘luxe : -class, and these ‘were in the 
market for’ equipment.” Then came 

chronized. films could be exhibited, 
| All talk is. ‘banned.. Even if a pic- 
ture has only. songs ina foreign, 

| language it may. not be. screened.. 
The de luxe. ‘proprietors. declare 

the public. is avid for talking : pics 
tures; none: exist in Italian, and. 
the exhibitors are. Powerless | under ; 
the Mussolini edict. . 

RELIEF ON TAX!" 
. "Paris; Dec. ‘81: 

Parliamentary Finance. Commis- 
sion, after voting © to cut the brutal}: 

246%, reversed. ‘itself, 

lief. 

-First action of the commission 
was a recommendation to reduce the 
government entertainment tax from: 

7% to 2%% of prices of admission. 
-At the same time there was every 
indication that ‘the poor tax of 10% 
collected by the ‘municipality “would’ 
be. eliminated in the same way. 
The loss of the poor tax, it- was 

‘promised, would be made up in in- 
creased imposts starting Jan. 1 on 
subways, trams, busses and: taxis. 

30,000,000 francs.a year. | 
.Promised relief followed the 

threat of showmen ‘some “moriths 

ago that they would close their 
houses in a national] “strike” unless 
something was done to frelieve 

‘them of tax burdens which totaled 
30% of their gross. 
“Two days. later the commission. 

reversed ‘itself on: the admission tax. 
cut due to. the fight.made. by pro-: 
vincial members, who. insisted: that 
the money would be needed for im- 

BALKS WIRING PLANS| 

‘German dialog. 
the order that. nothing but ‘syn- | 

“Atlantic.” 

to}. 
leaving: the 

theatres without | the promised . re-. 
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B.L'S ‘ATLANTIC 
CCOPENHAGENS 
BIGGEST HIT 

Copenhagen, “Dec. 31, 
‘Greatest dialog picture success at’ 

Copenhagen’ 8 biggest cinema. so: far 
is. “Atlantic,” British: International's | 
feature done in both English and 

q 

This; of. course, .is the’ German: 
version and the Danes express their * 
‘preference for that tongue, fancying ° 
‘its distinctness as compared to the 
blurred British -speech. . (This Te- - 
verses the reaction reported ‘from . 
Vienna and set forth. elsewhere ‘on 
this page), 
.Copenhagen.- fans. are raving over - 

| Fritz Korner, who plays the lead in. 
‘Applause for him. is. 

constant and emphatic, “Newse.- oe 
paper reviewers ‘take this ‘view - 
-also,;. declaring the ‘picture. is the 
first example of the’ ‘fine. acting and 
suffers In no way from comparison. 
with nigh class stage performances, 

*|ANTIPODES HEAT, TAXES 
WRECK XMAS BUSINESS’ - 

" Sydney, Dee, 31. ; 
‘Christmas: week was the worst in 

° 

am hae e 

“inany years for the theatres of this 
part of the world. 
“Bad enough here, due to heat and j 

business ‘depression, | ‘but in New.” j 
South Wales there was the added: ‘| 
burden of amusement taxes amount- — 4 

4 
! 

‘ing to from 2 to 14 cents on every | 
‘admission sold. This has: fur ther 
crippled theatre business, already | a 
plentifully burdened... _— 
Four Fuller houses have bane: 

‘aoned legit productions, turning <0 
‘talkers: Two. houses are in Mei-" 
bourne and two in. ,New Zealand, 

On this basis ‘it was calculated | 
showmen would: bé saved a total of 

Spanish No Like Eengleesh;’. 
{But 0. K. for Sound Shorts 

Madrid; Dec. 18. 
. While talkers. in the English ° 

‘ltoneue of a dramatic nature haye 
been voted unpopular, as evidenced - 
by the hissing and: feet-stamping © 
that suth ‘exhibitions have. recently 
inspired, the news reels and novelty 

Dominion of Canada, a relationship: 
similar to state and federal. gov-. 
ernment, to cancel its Sunday night 
performance of.“‘The Arctic. Patrol” 
at the Avalon here, . 

Over 1,000 persons had purchased 
tickéts for what was to be the pre- 
‘miere performance of a special five- 
reel production made: by the Do- 
‘minion Government, Cancellation 
followed a threat of the Ontario 
Provincial government to rescind 

when M-G-M owned. the .Gaumont 
Palace.. Subsedyently Metro sold all 
its houses except’ the boulevard 
cinema Madeleine... “With the Pal-. 
‘ace, Franco-Aubert inherited the 
contract which was ‘unusually elas- 

‘tle as to play-dates, Auburt. 
found themselves’ able to arrange 
Playing dates at pleasure. Metro 
thus found itself tied up indefinitely, 
and rather than coritinue the handi- 
cap, cancelled the otherwise valu- 
able agreement, . 

provements 
films, among sound films, are liked 

in country districts throughout Spain, notably in the 
which. were more. necessary than capital. 
the prosperity: of the city theatres. - ‘The novelty shorts of a travelog - 

nature, Nee nae the. re of foreign w 
German E shibs Deman 1 neous modes and manners of foreign. 

More Foreign’ Silents 
.| cities, are particularly liked; regard= ~. 
less of the linguistic handicaps, but 
when the Bnelish dialog is extended ~" 
for: feature length, and’ despite’ the 
Spanish titular translations, the. 
public here resents it markedly. : 

- Although the’ first exhibitions of Berlin, Dec, 31.. 

Avalon’s license if show was given. 
Sabbath fanatics responsible. 

Once Italy’s Film Idol, 
Ghione Broke and Ill) 

Would Place Foreign Films 
Under Treasury’ s Control 

. Washington, Dec. 31. 
° With Senator Reed Smoot de- 

- Rome, ‘Dec. 17. ‘manding an executive. session. to 
The sad case ‘of. Emilio Ghione, | place ~the censoring of imported 

‘one-time Italian picture star in the books again under customs agents, 

golden period of Italy’s :cinematog- @ movement is ‘being launched to 

q 

) 
eA 

raphy, has touched the hearts of. the | also write. back into the new tartff 
Commissioner of education, in| public, following Ghione’s return to law, now in formation, the Treas- 

charge of government control of | his native land broken and’ penniless | -ury’s supervision. of imported mo- 
theatres, has okayed these changes |. after a bad time in Paris, ' tion pictures.» . 
to the law-making body. They. yemember: Ghione when his ' Treasury control .of foreign pie- 

income was in. the’ “millions: of lire | tures coming over here is the only 
.-| annually and when he was the fdol| Sample of Federal censoftship ‘on 

of youth who reveled in his Apache the records. It went out in the vory 
“Fool” in Paris: Smash; 

Brrlin section of the national as- 
sociation of _exhibitors has asked 
‘the parent body to demand a re-. 
vision of the film contingent rule 
so that the way may be opened 
for the importation of silent. pic-. 
tures in the ratio of one-for-one 
for every native picture made. . 

Motive behind the move jis the 
increasing pressure of. picture 
‘shortage in the big towns. \ 

The provincial showmen do not 
join in the plea, ‘and-are disposed 
to oppose it, setting up the argu- | 
ment that the shortage is confined. 
to metropolitan areas, cue entirely 

to- features being -sent in on long. 
runs’ which block prompt. general |. 
releases in big town zones. 

he ee 

talkers, . regarded as a novelty.. and 

curlosity with good - attendance, . 
were generally ill-received . and 
deprecated at first, now that the 
novelty has quite worn off, the talk- 

ers have. won a substantial and ap- 
parently. permanent place in. the 
public’s cinematic consciousness. 

Italian - directors of. the picture .. 
palaces through the nations are still | 
in a state of uncertainty regarding | 
the future ‘of sound films; ' 
The inclination is that the public 

will grow to Hke the mechanicalized 

and sound Pictures. ; 

DANISH STRIKE WINS. 
Operators Get Higher Pay — On 

May Rival . “jazz Singer” Jazz 

Paris, Dec, 31. 
Succeeding “The Jazz Singer” 

the Aubert Palace, after that fea- 
‘ture had run more than a year 
totaling 1,200. performances, Jol-. 
son’s “Singing Fool” clicked heayily.. 

Indications aie it ‘will enjoy as 
long a run, having the added ad- 

of Kingsway has voted ‘to yay off all vantage of the miechanicals 

roles," 

A committee has been appointed 
to administer to the former flicker 

at: ido. _ whose health is very poor. 

_ Kingsway Calls Bonds. 
London, Dec. 31, 

“The Stoll picture theatre in 

“Sonny Boy” song theme, now a|its outstanding debenturey,amount- 
familar pop together with. “Rain- 

sass ~-bow.+Round, -My.-Shoulderstes vee eres 2s 

New | Era Div. Passed” 
London, Dee; 31, 

The New Era National Gompany, 
of which Sir Gordon Craig, now as- 
sociated . vith J. D. Williams, is 
head, passed itg interim dividend on | wise mob, the. 

“the ordinary. stock. 
. .Vote came up on- this 
dividend meeting of the board, 

week's | ture, ‘at prices from 

ing 1 to $300, 000. 

fion...1s, Ata pT! Iee of. 
\ 05% mh - and Interest ‘cna operation 
{will be completed in June, 
i ee et rr re 

“ATLANTIC” FQOLS ’EM . 
Lonidon,. Dec. 31. 

‘Contrary to the predictions of the. 
alhambra is doing 

big business with “Atlantic,” pic- 
25 cents to 

$1.25. 

early stages - of the present de- 
Mberations on the proposed. new 
law yet to. be voted on. Senator 
Smoot is credited with having killed 
the provision. Now, those who did 
away with the control of. books, 
which the Utah Senator. wants put 
back, finds a strong group set *o 

{do some bargaining with the foreign: 
pictures. as one hase. of that dick- |. 
ering. 

Vote on. the bill: expected 

shortly after ‘Congress ‘again. Bets 
‘together = : pega ee 

Dutch -Ase’t. at- Par’s. 
Hollywood, Dec. 31. 

Ww 7 Duschingski, 
clinskl, Dutch. theatre owner, re- 
cently brought here from Holland 
by B. Pp. Schulberg, has. been made 
ansistant to Geoffrey Shurlock, in 
charge of Paramount's foreign de- 
partment, 

| story. 

son of A, Tns- |: 

.merce Depar tment. 

Czechs: Ban German Film 

. ~ Prague, Dec. 31. 
The National Film Co.'s picture 

first called “The Bridegroom of Ba- 
bette Bomerling,” and- retitled “A 
Kingdom For n Man" for exhibition in 

Czechoslovakia, has been banned in 
Prague, 

Picture. had ‘been | shown olse~ 
where in Czech, territory and its 
banning’ here. is without explana,- 
tion, other than ground for _objec- 
“tion 1s alleged” “immorality” of the 

‘Claim Talkers Are Exacting 

ae ‘Copenhagen, Dec. ‘3. 
A strike Jof picture | operators — 

‘from Christmas to New Year's was. 
averted only by’ ‘the. exhibitors 
sranting ‘the men an. increase in 
wages. ; 

‘Men set up: tl: ‘e ‘augument to back 
their demands that. sound film ap- 

paratus calls for greater skill in’ ~ 
handling and the old scala of pay 
was out of proportion | to the new 

|. gaeman 1 a 

Fox’s English “Find” 
London, Dee. 3J. 

- Jullian Sande, comparativ ely new 
English leading woman and a dis 
covery of Henry Sherek, will play 
leads in Fox pictures-under a ‘term 
contract. 

She has received notice that the 
agreement is in the mails. 

——_ 

Spain’s First Talker Ready- 
Washington, Dee. 31, 

Spain’s’ first talking picture has 
been completed, made ‘in Ciudad: 
Lineal, suburb of Madrid... 

It is scheduled for immediate re- - 
lease, says a report to the ‘Com- 
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HAYS’ ROSY EYES 
FOR NEW YEAR. 
AND PICTURES 
“That. within two years the Fox 

~ Picked Wrong Spot 
"Chicago, Dec. $1. 

Deéiaing his managers need- | 
_ ed a raking over, supervisor 

. of a Publix-B. & K.- string of | 
.. houses in .Chicago ‘called all. . 

10 ‘on the. carpet the day be- 
fore Christmas. He s¢cathed 

- them for about an hour. When. 
finished,: one of the managers. 
arose, apologized for the group 
and: presented him with | an 

. el Vind tii More Shows) . WO EAS m1 NG 

_ Omaha, Dee: 31. 

Clearwater, Nebr., ‘where trains |- 

must be fiagged with.a red shirt and |: 

promise of two passes.for the en- |. 

gineet ‘and his wife, is about to have 

a 

| Another Week of Fox Com- 
plications Passes, With 
Situation. Same, Despite 

No Warner Shubert 
The. Shubert take-over ‘4s ‘all. 

‘This comes as & reward for the 

untiring. ‘genius ‘and labors. of Man- 

ager . Simpson, ‘who runs ‘the local 

opery house and would be president | 

of the ‘Chamber of ‘Commerce - if 

‘there’ were one, ; 

Manager . Simpson ‘some ‘time ago. 

decided to wire his house in order 

that other -eenters of metropolitan 

_ activity, - such’ as New York: and | 

‘Chicago, would: not outclass -Clear- 

“water in the matter of: modern Prog- 

| ress, ' 
Manager. Simpson . sent | “for ‘the 

“sound catalogs. After perusing the 
prices he gave one short but easily 

understandable yelp, went home and | 
asked his wife where she had hid 
his .tools the last time he. got 
through trying. to. fix the Hving 

room chair that never rested on 
more. ' than three legs at one time. 

Sound in Clearwater 

With his tools. and a. faint idea, 
Manager Simipson equipped his the- 
atre for sound,. At first or second 
or third look he. seems to have in- 
‘vented something not unlike a pho- | 

_ nograph minus its cabinet. Manager 
‘Simpson placed this behind the 
screen in his opera house and an- 
nounced that sound was uttering its 
elarion -cry in Clearwater. _ 

' Manager Simpson’s device handles 
‘pny synchronized feature using rec- 
ords. There is no attempt to boast 
about how: well or ‘bad it handles 
{t;; Manager Simpson is content to 
announce that his. opery house is 
up to the very last minute in mod- 
érn wonders of showdom., — 

Manager ~ Simpson ‘was soon 
counting the. shekels. turned in 
thrice weekly by a gerateful 400. 
Then he noticed the same. smiling 
faces peering at. him through the 
box: office three times weekly. 
Now comes-a statement. that 

Manager Simpson has been per- 
-.guaded by increasing throngs (with- 
‘in the 400. limitation) to .open his 
- portals’ daily. Clearwater must have 

_*" more pictures. — 
oe Manager Simpson !s highly elated. 
” » His wife now leaves his tools wher- 
“ever ‘he happens to drop them, 

“a *knowing full well that it is fatal. to 
_ ruffle a genius. - 
* And some day. he may fix. that 
o ehalr, 

‘off, so far as the Warners is 
. @ daily change Satinenae fare for concerned. Reports and. Rumors—Be- elaborate: desk set. - situation will have adjusted. itself 

“its 400 show=me " -Reagon officially - advanced . lief of ‘Third Person’ as The supervisor blushed a ||9Nd: the organization will be intact ‘as at present is outstanding among 
forecasts: made for the film indus- — 
try. during 1930 by the Hays office,” 
‘Conceding ‘that filmdom has gene 

erally - experienced a depression of 
its stocks during the past few 

| months, the producer association's 
|headquarters ‘reminds ‘that com< 
pared to other industries the de- 
-flation has: been’ ‘slight; at the most . 
temporary.. 
In no other’ business ig competle » 

tion as ‘keen.as in filmdom, it says. 
Increased theatre attendance will 

continue, and where. ‘absorbed ins. 
telligently will more than. make up 
any deficit necessitated by. earlier 
expenditures for sound and innova~- | 
tions: to: come - during. 1930. As - 
testimony. to this fact, Haysites call 
attention .to. the increased earnings ° 
of every big company during 1928, 
despite additional overhead. oe 
.No radical changes are: antict~ : 

pated ‘during 1930.. 
- As.to the new big’ bets, the. vlays © 
group feels certain the new year 
‘will find one in: William Randolph 
Hearst. of 

NEAL: McCARTHY IN N. Y,, 
ATTORNEY FOR HUGHES 
‘Neal McCarthy reached New York. 

Monday. His mission . here could 
not. be learned. 
In Los Angeles it was stated that 

the coast attorney had come. east: 
to ‘procure ‘if -possiblé -a. more. de-: 

faint purple, murmured a few . 
words of thanks. and reached 
for a Murad but found none. * 

.-He ended by telling them they 
were not such a bad lot and 

closed his office for: the ‘day, . 
resolved never again. to raise 
“blue smoke on Dee. 24 ‘ 

ALAN CROSLAND BEATEN 
‘BY ACTOR OVER WIFE 

Beverly Hills, Dec. $1. 

Ray Phillips, actor, gave -Alan 
‘Crosland, picture director, the’ third 
of a series of thrashifigs Christmas. 
|morning : because. the latter would 
not cease paying attention to Na- 
talie Moorehead, actress) who. is 
Mrs. Phillips. in private life. — ; 
Phillips was arrested on the com-- 

plaint of Crosland by Patrolman 
William Noyes and. lodged in ‘the 
Beverly | Hills police station on a 
charge of assault.. Later in-the day 
the Christmas spirit and desire of 
quiet so far'as the public were: con-. 
cerned got ‘Crosland to relent | and 
have Phillips turned out. — 
-At that time Miss. Moorehead 

stated that she was going to -Reno 
at once to get. a divorce from Phil- | 

lips. 
Several | weeks ago Phillips ‘and 

Crosland clashed when the former 
told the director.to keep away from 
his wife, Crosland: got a. bit of a 
beating. A week or so afterward 

Phillips met the director again: and -sirably located theatre than Cohan’s - 
did more thrashing. - } t 2 ard 

At five Christmas morning ‘Phil rene $2 ano wing. of: fhe Bovard 
lips called at the Crosland domicile pected on Broadway around. March 

and repeated: the beating potion. — 
Crosland got the station. and 1, It so far has cost the youthful - ; h 

Phillips was taken away, remon- O00, we y producer, over $2, 
strating and saying if ‘Crosland ‘did In a recent. “Variety; * It-was men- 

not keep away from his wife that |tionea ‘William Fox had been in . 
he would’ beat him up every time: he saw him. negotiation, ‘before. the announce~ 

ment of ‘his trusteeship, ‘with. 
Crosland and his wife have. been Hiughés looking: toward a financlal 

separated for some’ time, with re-. ai a deal, It has been reported that 

port divorce abeeee mee are pen ~:| Hughes likes the pieture producing” 
ing between the couple. . |and also -would like a permanent 

‘PARISH PRIEST’ AUTHOR|"22'SiSeay
 se ae, sueme 

WANTS TALKER OF PLAY 
Mr. McCarthy is Mr. Hughes’ - 

confidential counselor, An inquiry 

_ Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Dec. 31. 
Mayor Dan Hart of this burg, who 

along the line of whether Me- 
Carthy’s visit in New York just at . 

wrote the famous classic, “The Par- 
ish Priest,” wants to see it con- 

this time carried with it a renewal. 
of the former negotiations, brought 
no satisfactory answer: The best . 

verted into a talker. To that end 
the mayor is willing to finance the 
film. It hag not been determined 

reply received was: 
“Well, it. would seem 80, wouldn't 

what maker will picturize it, 
Only condition : nade by the mayor 

it?” 

{ig that Willfam Farnum play the 

R- K- 0's "29 Profit, in 
title role. That can be arranged. Ist Year 7: Over $2, 000, 000 

R-K-O,. “whose pusiness picked up 
{so nicely during the third quarter 
that over $1,000,000 net was shown 
and whose business has been excele - 
lent in the last quarter, with “Rio. 
Rita”. and other pictures from the. 
R-K-O (Radio Pictures) subsidiary 
raking in the coin, will show in its 

. Monday: 

:“We simply couldn't see Intermediary 

where such a move would be to }|. _—_— bur advantage.” WM. FOX IMMOVABLE]|| 

SHORTEN LONG wan Pex ani tte: 
deadlocked. Neither side has budged: 
an inch. Mr. Fox’ ‘3 attitude appears 

TA ERS, SAY. to be unmovable, ‘almost ‘defiant, 

‘\from accounts, This. much is. about 

all of the admission that can be 

HOUSE MEN 
secured on the Fox business com- 
plications. ; 

- A week. ago it was expected that 

. . the Fox difficulties would be ironed 
Hollywood, Dec. 31.- 

Indications are that producers will out before that. week ended. De 
endeavor to keép their features spite the many intervening reports 
down to a much shorter length dur- and rumors, all seemingly emanat- 
ing the coming year. It is ‘due to.a ing from “downtown,” the Fox sit- | 

request from theatre managers who uation Tuesday was farther’ away 
complain that the present Jength of from.an adjustment, 
features work against variety on An inside story Tuesday was to. 

their pills. * : y the effect that while William Fox 
“Since the advent of talkers the |has steadfastly refused to meet with 

running time of. the features has. or talk to his trustees, it may be 

been creeping up. Especially is this }@"" anged to have a third person act: 

true of the musicals. With an es- |@3 intermediary between the two 
tablished custom of giving a news sides. 
reel and'a comedy in addition to| William Fox's position ‘from the 
the main picture, the theatre men |@ccounts is that the trustees have: 
are. complaining that the present |not kept their understanding with" 
length does not give them the turn- him; that they have had interviews 
over they. would like, # with his executives unknown to him, 

“Metro 1g particularly interested in |@nd that the interested bankers 
the abbreviation. L, B. Mayer, re- | have extended no favors of any na- 
turning from New York, where the jure nor do they appears anxious to 
matter. was gone into at length, has assist the Fox. condition.. For. the: 

passed out an order to his directors, |trustees it has been said that they 
writers and associates to strive for |think Mr, Fox,. having signed the 
quicker methods of story telling. trusteed agreement, should. meet 
With other execs, he is of. the |the triistees to expedite business 

opinion that one hour running time |matters.. This he refuses to. do ar 
ig the maximum for the average meet, it is sald, any of the bankers 

picture and that with talkers this|directly connected with the Fox at- 
can be accomplished easier than fairs, 
with silents. _ Motiviations and _| Legal Advice 
character.can be much easier.estab- ‘William Fox is reported acting 
Nshed ‘by. dialog than was formerly |under the guidance of the best legal 
the case, although it: has not been jadvice obtainable, with the con- 
done, due to lack of care in prepara- ;cerns represented by the trustees 
tion, he says. also legally represented. Between 

— - these high law channels, reports 
: have been continuously before the 

Bloom May Get Ways and banking and show people. One is 
. M ; c Vs 7 that the nowntows end of the Fox 

matter will apply for a receiver and 
: Means omm. acancy the other is William Fox disregard- 

ing such an occurrence as out of 

Washington, Dec. 31. the question. “FOX COAST MEN STILL | sos eu, Wainaton, Des 31. [ite au 
“. - HELD IN NEW YORK York theatre's congressman, 1s be. has been crested’ betgeen For ond 

ing boomed for the vacancy on the {his trustees by the developments is 
‘House Ways and Means Committee |not reported. Very little has leaked 
‘to follow when John F. Carew, also.jout. from the William Fox side. 
a ‘N.Y. Democrat, takes up hls new | Nearly all of. the’ reports sound 
duties on the bench. close to the banking end. 
Bloom is now on the foreign af- Among those who are better in- 

fairs committee, a much sought as- |formed on both sides of the Fox 
signment in the House. New pro- |affair it is said that there is a very 

posal will place him in a. position |good chance of a solution before this 
to do much for the amusement- in- |:week shall have finished. Whether 

‘| dustry, ag the ways and. ‘meéans |that infers the. ‘intermediary may. 

committee creates’ all” tax laws, |accomplish something on behalf of 
Bloom’s successful blocking of at-|both ends of the Fox split, or Wil- 
tempts to break the copyright laws, |Iiam- Fox will find . independent 
particularly the “performance for|means of relieving his situation 
profit” clause, stands to his credit, |can’t be gleaned. 
although he was on the minority ; The associated ‘trustees with Mr. 

| side during this “battle.” Fox are John E. Otterson and H. L. 

; Charlie Buckley, ‘Harry Arthur 
-, and. W. -H..(Bud) Lollier, Fox coast: 

. men despatched east about two 
weeks ago to proceed ‘tc England to 
Overlook the British-Gaumont the- 
_atre properties. for Fox, are still in 
‘New York. They are said to be 
without orders to return west or 
‘leave. for the. other side.- 

Each of the ‘trio is- reported call- 
ing up Winnie’. Sheehan daily for 
‘orders, without: having received 
“any to date. They were sent east 
‘by Harold B. Franklin, either upon 
the suggestion. of the Fox trustees 

or the Fox business operators. 
‘It is said William Fex was rot 

news of the Fox troubles becoming - 
public, i 

An Waiting | 
A report ‘that Winnie Sheehan,: 

Jimmy Grainger - or. Courtlandt: 
Smith, the Fox business operators, 
have signed. new contracts with the 
Fox trustees ig denied. . Their rat- 
‘ng remains the same in the Fox 

Stuart. . Mr. Otterson is said to have : ‘balance sheet for the year. 1929 a 
ere of the order from New York, P e. Lif Filn been receiving considerable coun- the Tox personnel, are availng the ‘net ‘profit of slightly over. $2,000 000, 

ssued from there, and that may rison Lire Fim. -|sel recently from well informed pic- P id it is reported. 
expected adjustment, 

-A dozen silly reports arising. on. 
the coast regarding Fox «have 
reached the. east, with naught in 

-tany- of them. . . 
Tuesday there also seemed - al: 

strong feeling that William Fox Up to July 1 the Radfo Pictures 

‘the “amount* required “by him “at ‘pleture;; “eSyncopa tom am en 
‘present to take care of pressing 

Spring, R-K-O Counsel obligations. This amount is re- 
ported at under $12,000,000. 

Other Fox obligations are not yet |..Sam Spring has been appointed 
due. Thelr maturity extends over | special counsel to. R-K-O. Ben 
@. number of months with different Kahane is the R-K-O general coun« 
amounts due. at intervals. sel, 

Spring, formerly with First Naa 
tional, has been downtown since, 

William. Fox, ‘personally, is 
claimed not to be involved in any 

He recently became directly asso-« 
ciated. with the Radio family, 

be the cause of the halting of the 
- men in the metropolis. It has been 
: suggested to those knowing of the 

_ Situation that the trustees of Fox, 
‘other than William Fox himself, do 
not appear to have the amount of 
Power in Fox business direction 

generally = -believed=- “to: have» “been: 
vested in them. 

ture men.of moment. No mention 
is ‘made of what line this advice has 
taken or its results. 

This healthy gain is in view - of 
the poor six-months from Jan. 1 to. 
July 1 and the fact R-K-O 1s only 
one year old ‘with, the ‘coming. of 

1193 

-, " Hollywood, Dec, 31. 

“Metro will make-a’ prison picture | , 

‘based ‘on the series “of “riots in ..: Impertant Factor ne 

Auburn, Dannemora and other peni- Additionally, . there 1s rumored a 
tentiaries. most important and influential fac-. 
_.-Pictute,..of..propaganda. nature, is | tor in. the present Fox embroglio, 

being. written by George Hill and ‘that, from accounts, Is reacting In| 

Francés Marion, Former will direct;| William Fox's favor. It is claimed 
_|with Wallace Beery featured, | |to be a deterrent against legal ac- 

. _ : . tion against the Fox companies, but 
e > Ty... | the exact nature of this important 

Miss MacDonald s Discs influence is kept concealed, | : 
Victor Phonograph has Jeanette |. Meantime the Fox business of 

MacDonald on an exclusive con- {selling pictures and entertainment 
tract. ; continues at its high speed. The 
Her first record will be “Dream | Fox quoted stocks have been do- 

Lover,” one of the songs in Para- jing acrobatics for the past week, 
mount’s special, ‘ “The Love Parade.” !as they previously did with the 

Haines in Western 
Hollywood, Dec. 31, ; 

‘With all the studios going heavy 
on western stories, Metro added an- 
wer and will star William Haines 

Byron Morgan is now writing an 
original. Jack Conway will direct.. 

of the Fox companies’ several mat-~ 
ters of cdllateral and indebtedness. 



Me tion, not, philosophical harangues. 

“a oneeman.. campaign to resurrect. 

a tures on a symbol. system (diamonds } 1. 

_ gree of. quality) -are at the. bot- 

~ Fegularly: covering films. and will be: tity until at. least’ December,’ 1930. 

on 

a eal: examination.or red tape . 

songlilss Fe ee shes —— mopsnem, ono 

_ ‘affiliated ‘and ‘subsidiary companies, 
are eligible for this ‘Insurance with 

' ducer of the Colleen Moore pictures 

VARIETY 

| Film Cri tics Box Score 
on "awn age r — ~ : r (Continue Page 1). “Writers Gross? NS.G.. ‘Perhaps the thing that rieeds em- |. 

phasizing most in .connection with 
“Variety's "film critic’s box score fs 
the changed basis for grading. pic- 
tures . since. dialog reversed the 
trade's viewpoint, “ 

Dialog pictures, unlike silent ™ ‘pic- 
tures, are standing or falling. largely 
on their intrinsic worth regardless ||. 
or stats or other. factors that. for- 
merly -were ‘gverwhelmingly impor- 

tant. . 
“Variety” now “eonstders: * aialog” 

pictures somewhat similarly to 
‘stage plays. In drawing up the film 
‘box score ‘percentages the new. 
‘method’ necessarily: is’ important. 
Talkers ‘may make. money’ for‘ their © 
“producers,: but ‘if: they are spotty, 
uncertain:.or of inferior. ‘merit are. 
now rated as flops regardless, 

.. .Women’ More: Reliable 
It. is hardly. deniable that. women 

are far- more ,reliable, film. crities 
than. men, They keep free of. the 
bitternesses of disillusion ‘that make 
most. of the men either very stereo-- 
typed. or furiously. esoteric. . While 
the general: ‘public wants informa- 

_Seribblers, . : ‘especially the "| 
trade folk; got less “gross” 4d. 

»-this. Yuletide’ fromthe power--""]}" 
i ful ‘film companies. than. in any ; 
year oldest elbow benders can | 
‘recall, In’ short,: not so good. 

Fox was the’ only company 
‘ that did it‘right." Under Glenn 
-Allvine’s " surveillance, quiet 

‘ stepping boys in his depart- ° 
ment dispensed . real. warmth, 
and highly. ‘worthwhile. - 
' Pathe: ‘sent out’ a - clock, 
clocked for the-time of all na- . 
‘tions, with the rooster. Promi- 
““nently displayed, ‘ 

The canes, fountain pens, : 
-'gearfs,: etc., ete.;.the the daily 
“birds. exhibited with gusto at 

. ‘New. Year's ‘parties, last, were 
; “forgotten to be duplicated. this 
‘year by the: others. 

. Wall ‘Street wasn’t the rea- 
‘gon, according to Warners, one 

- of the biggest donators in-other - |. 
annums; This is it, and ex-! 
plained‘ to. be taken as a tip 

’ by the: mob if -they. expect - -H. 
a M.: to:act as ‘Santa in:1930: 

BENNY ROSS 
Back: in. Jersey City. again!!! 7 

'“What delighted me most in. the 
‘current Stanley. theatre show’ was 

|'‘the singing of Benny Ross. And let 
it be said with: sincerity, this. young |. 
chap can sing.” . 
—A, D. M. -in’ the: Jersey “Journal, ” 

- Management 

HARRY: W. CRUEL 

FORMER MRS. DWAN 
, This applies particularly, . since ad- 

“-verit ‘of dialog. 
. In. New :Xork is a male reviewer Grift Writer m 

- who stubbornly. brooms back the || _ A. grifting weer of the me: ~ STOPS: ‘ALIMONY. SumT| 
’ gising- tide of dialog and. conduets |[- tropolis, “ overlooked’ in e ‘. 

' brothers’ 1928 bundles, prompt- 
ly’ sat. down. and knocked out © 
memoirs hardly’ complimentary. : 
Something” about the gifts be- °. 

As atthe, last, tabulation. Chicago. ving’ bought ‘in. bulk, ‘therefore | - 

erities generally hold to higher per- |. with discount, got to all the 
“eentage: Jevels than in. New: York..|:|. W. B. exées and they burned.. . 
: Doris. Arden, “Times” ¥. and. Mee. ; . The entire: ‘Christmas: Hst. was . 

a +” hé to- {1 ordered : ‘aired - for. ‘29. . . Einee. .¢ Tribune ), who grade. pic “Warner -presents _average a- 

“915 to the individual, it, was 
. offered. in official explanation. . 
.as to the questioned price. . 
».: Puk. departments are. glad. 

c that Santa isn't:bothering- them - 
‘because, .as: "one . exec puts. it:.. 
“Wrapping . up. and addressing 
those ‘packages: was a terrible .. 

a chore." ” : 

‘ ~gilent. - pictures, or. failing. that,. ta 
show. only ‘pictures imported. from. 

"Russia. al hate 

“ Wheiher or. ~ not. not “Rrozen’ ‘Tustlea, ™. 
‘in. which Allare. Dwan ‘recently di- 
frected Lenore Ulric had anything to 
‘do with it, and-order has just: ‘been: 
filed discontinuing the ‘suit. by. his 
former. wife, Pauline Dwan, -brought | 
in: 1927. to.recover- $32,000 alleged to. 

. Be. -due at: that time’ on alimony: 
payments under : Mrs.. Dwan’s Reno 

| decree-in 1919. She claimed:he was 
to pay: her. nat. more.than $500 a 

| week nor legs than. $300- a week. for 
life.: a 

‘ - Dwan. replied. that: he: ‘had agreed: 
to give his former wife $300 a week. 
based ‘on a third of -his. income, .and'| 

oe if he made ‘any overpayments he 
4 would deduct from future ‘alimony. - 

He claimed. he chad overpaid: $12,000: 
up to.1926,.:and had..givén: Pauline 
a total: of.$71,600,...He said he paid 
$500. a week. during: the period, when: 
he -.had.::joined!. the ‘late Tom Inte: 

tana Mark Sennett in a co-operative: 
distributing: organization:and ex- 
pected to ‘make: $7,500 a week. He 

: uy mn 

Mrs, : " Dwan, ‘sued 2 a few months. 
_ Fiest National will remain an en-? before Allan , marr ie a Betty’ Marle 

Shelton, former: “Potlies’” “Biri, - and. 
Jater a scenario. writer; in August,- 
1927. -The first Mrs. Dwan, --who. 
‘was Pauline Bush, film star of a-few | 
years ago, announced in June, 1928,. 
that she had. rejected. an offered 
settlement ‘of. $200,000. mol. o 
Graham & Reynolds, attorneys: 
for. Dwan, filed the discontinuance, 

Society $ 5 Merit Awards. 
Hollywood, Dee. 31, 

A committee of five will: be ap- 
pointed by -the Academy of- Motion 

‘in one case, ‘stars ‘in the other, the 

~ mumber of each indicating the de- | 

‘tome, . and. in’ New York. Irene 
' Thirer - -(“News’!), ° ‘who. similarly. 
 pradeg,.ig in. the. cellar, | If they are | : 
interested “Variety,” ag ‘stated be- |]. 

. Lore, aceepts two stars or less as a 
«had: ‘notice... 5. 

. Regina Crewe, who leads ‘the New 
> York division is‘a newcomer to the 
: box: Score, having. replaced. Regina 
“Cannon: on ‘the.“‘American”. last fall.. 
She isa film: chatter. writer’ ‘of 

: Hollywood ; “experience, - ‘and gets a 
~. typical siewspaper-reader’ 3. slant on 
* Pictures. ;. ’ 

‘Greighton Péet- is off the: “Post” 
and: out of” the box score. .“Post"’ is 

not. currently represented@&lthough. 
‘Aaron’ Mare. Stien: appears. to ..be 

( 

. tabulated, if. continuing. |The first’ annual: meeting ‘of the |. 
_ ,Willfary ‘Boehnel’ (¢Telegram") is company: as @ Warner ‘subsidiary. 
“new’to.the Gotham corps, having re--| ana Maryland corporation’ has: just:| 
‘placed Katherine Zimmerman, who | been held with the official'personnel; 

. left:for a world tour. Julia’ Shawell. including Herman Starr at the head, 
(‘Graphic’) -has cdéme: out ‘behina remaining intact. 

the ‘Betty Colfax mask and appears’ ‘The nearness of. the government 
as herself. quiz is admitted another detail in- -. All-of. the film. critics are pretty : { ’ 

‘elosely bunched, « John -§, Cohen Bee eee y Lane eee enition “a ” 

<“Sun”): somewhat below bis’ cus- Under the present regime a cer- 
tain amount of: leeway is granted 
First: National. executives by. ‘the. 
brothers, The heads of correspond-_ 

ent ‘ing departments in the Warner 
tion company are. conceded ‘to have the 

WARNERS’ INSURANCE zz? se = # Bt Reta 

FOR STAFFS—CO- oF JACK WARNER CALM. ON rues er repos PRESENT FOREIGN MART Insurance. plan to ‘all its employees, 
‘outside of regular institutional | 

compensation coverage, enabling 
any employee to receive full insur~ 
pance at reduced ‘rates, with War ners 
” paying: the -difference. ' ‘Tie-up- is 
with the ‘Metropolitan: Life’ Insur- 
aneetcoinpany, ‘It eliminates’ medi- 

‘(“Tines") ‘somewhat above theirs. 
Otherwise, the lineup ‘ig but sli 
ly changed from. the: last: tabula 

to name -the six individuals and 
-|the one picture to-receive the Acad-- 
emiy’s award of: merit for achieve- 
ments in the year previous: to Aug. 

‘1, 1929. .-Awards ,will be. made: at 
the Academy’s’ annual dinner week 
-after next, 

Committees in five . ‘pranches- of 

actors, .5:. -actressés, 5 writers, 
cinematographers, 5 art directors, 5. 
directors. and 5 pictures. . From 
these names the central. committee 
of ore: member from - “each branch: 

will make dts. Belection. — mo, 

Hollywood, “Dec. 31. 
" Warners, the only coast studio re- 
fusing - ‘to get excited about the for- 

| élgn- sound market, - will: not make 
any. foreign language versions of. its 
*30-'31 features. Jack ‘Warner be-|-: 
Neves ‘the market is too uncertain 
across the various: ponds at present. 
Warners -has pioneéred in ‘the 

matter. of foreign languages shorts. 

It made the first dialog. feature com- ‘hattan Studio fire, Pathe resumed 1 — ay 7 } 

Petey inn Men The. Roya eastern: production this week in OX, RCA's _Gramerey studio, , 

‘Rockne. on Lot 
Holly wood, Dec, 31. 

._ Knute Rockne, coach of Notre 
Dame football, is going, Hollywood, 
=“Ho-Has undertaken to function as" 
technical director on the football 
sequences of “Good News,” which, 
Metro will put into production next 

month, . ; 

All ‘employees ‘of ‘Warner’ Bros., 

Pathe Resumes i in East | 
For the first. time since the Man- 

new:. ‘employeés. becoming eligible 
‘after’ three. moriths ‘of: ‘continuous 
‘service. Benefits are effective only 

_ after 75% of eligible employees. have 
" _ made application, .° 
‘Warners’ is. allowing time. out 
“during the day to. enable the em- | 
- ployees. to listen to a representa- 
tive of the insurance company, who 
uses -sshowmanly methods in. -his 
_speéches to convince the boys and 

’ Alert House Manager 
. Ogden Utah, ‘Dee. 82. 

__R.,..C, Glasmann,..manager. of the. 
local Paramount, got more than 20. 
firms to join in.a double- truck ad 
vertisement.. - 

It congratulated his: theatre’ on 
erecting a new electri¢ sign. 

~ MeCormick With Par - 
‘Hollywood, Dec. 31. 

Jolin McCormick, former First’ 
Nationa) prodtiction head and pro-. Judgment Against Goetz 

GOTTESMAN .AS: W. B, EXEC? i. ato 
‘Alfred: Gottesman is reported set 

for an executive berth with War- 
ners shortly after Jan. 1. 

Gottesman sold his New Eng- 
land chain to W. Be last fall.’ 

ment in the N. Y. City Court last 
‘week for $1,964 against EF. Ray 
oétz for printing and paper fur- 
nished between 1926 and 1928. 

Suit undefended, 

“for that company,.has.been added 
to the Paramount. zroup of pro- 
ducers by’ Ben P. Schulberg. Mc- 
Cormifck's first will be a starring 
picture with William Powell. 

PICTURES 

|. : Lady” (Par). 

 OL-G-M).. 
\ (Pathe). 

| Nothing to Use for 
Money on Picture 

nell filed salary claims against Eski: 
Wilson, manager of the Standard. 
‘Motion | ‘Picture . 
the State Labor: ‘Board, . amounting” 

to $2,000. “Previously they had filed 
a claim “for the 
against. the Jefferson and’ Hawaiian. 
Picture Co.,. 
‘with the filing’ of the’ ‘new “claim 
against Wilson. — 

sented. himself as the’ president of 
‘the Hawaiian -picturé company, and 
as such signed a contract with them 7/ 
to: make «a... picture {n'. Honolulu, 
“When they: ‘arrived. 1. Hawail: the 
actors found that thece was: “every- 
thing in sight: for making pictures’ 
except money. . 

‘there they left for the ‘States, - 
‘MacConnell had'a rojind trip ticket: 

‘|; but Allan’ ‘haa to: pay- his own. fare. 
home. 

acting as ‘agent for ‘the Hawailair 
‘company and: is not ‘an official of : 
the organization: . 

$5 Clerk's Balanced Head 

-| Advance Trailer Service corpord-" 
tion on S. Wabash ave., 
$15,000 damage before it was ex: 
tinguished: It started .when a 

-| stenographer - wrapping Christmas 
packages. dropped hot | ‘wax on 
waste film. 

Picture Arts and Sciences this week |: 
ping clerk, ‘prevented serious “dam- 
age in the’ storage vault when, he 
ran 
slammed the door shut: 

were burned. - 

the academy ‘have recommended 5}- :. 
5 | : 

“fan 

Wednesday, Jantary’, "1930 _ 

Ist Runs on Broadway : 
(Subject to Change) 

Week Jan. 3... 
: Capitol—“Hollywood Revue” 
(M-G-M)... 

' -Colony—"Hell’s Heroes” (U): 
Paramount— “Laughing 

Ro xy—"Hot™ For Paris", 

L. A’S BIG SHOW: 
| MARRIAGE - OF 
_BESSIE LOVE - 

(Fox). . 
Bde 7 . me ——— - foe. 

Strand—"No, No, ‘Nannette” 

; (EN ). 
. Week Jane 10,.°., . 

: Gapitol—"“#ollywood Revue’ _ 

‘.. .Colony— ~"Her Private: Affair” . 

Paramount—“Battle of Paris” 

_ (Par). 
'- Rox y—Sunny_- “Side Up" 
' (Fox). Ty! 

- Strand—“No, No, Nanette", : 
EN) . 4 : ‘ocne 

: "$2. ‘Rune, oe TE 
' Jan. 2 15—*Hit the: “Deck”. “The 
.* (Car roll). : : 

: Feb. ‘8—*Vagabond ° : King” 
. (Criterion), my . a 

‘Set for Honotaln| | 
: Los Angeles, Dec. 81. 
trash ‘Allan and, Gladys MacCon- 

Service: Co. with 

same. amount 

‘which ‘was: ‘canceled 

. Both charge that Wilson _epre: 

“After “four. weeks’ 
Miss’ 

‘ Wilson ‘states: ‘that he’ was: ‘just 

Chicago;. Dec. 31. 
Fire in the shipping room of tlhe 

caused. 

Nick Kutnisk, $15-a- week ship-. 

through: heavy’ smoke. aad 

' Kutnick and. _ the: ‘stenographer | 

‘Charles “Chic” Sale, currently 
playing vaude for R-K-O, is due ‘on* 
the. Coast.in about. two. weeks.to. £0 
into. ‘conference on ‘his: future screen 

work. Two deals: are pending, .one 
independent ‘proposition witn 

Sale to be listed ag the producer. 
‘Leo’ Morrison, now in -New York, 

wil fly back. west In time to sit in 
on the negotiations, 

FREUND'S COLOR ‘WORK 
Karl Freund, German cameraman 

who made “Variety” and “The Last 
Laugh,” is now at the Paramount] 
studio, Long, Island, experimenting. 
He is working: on ‘and ‘demon- 

strating particularly the Keller- 
Dorian color system, 'a device using 
the “thres-primary® “COLOES Se 

Freund will be in New York some 
time. 

Blunienthal’s Return —_ 
Although ‘Poxites understand <A, 

ade -|C, Bluménthal, traveling realtor for |. - 
.Golden Printing Co. filed a judg- Fox, had returned several weeks ago 

from that half year’s stay abroad, 
Mr. Blumenthal’s pretty Ambaesa- 
dor officé assured: 

“We do not expect him until. 
around Jan, 15." , 

. ithe’ “wedding fiesta, ' 

* \the. ‘high . “Episcopal” : 
. [ladies of picturejand found -they'\. | 

“| eonla not. enter. the “€difice ‘unlesa 
| they; wore headgear. | 

sili Fawn Fama}: 

4,470 placements 

‘Hollywood, ‘Dec, 3 31, 

A. big show Friday night. when. 
Bessie Love was married to William: 
B.. Hawks at. St. James’ ‘Episcopal — 
Church. As, Miss Love was, marrieq | 
toa brother of Nornta., Shearer's 
sister's husband, Metro ‘crowd de- 
.qided to stage the production. 

: More | than 1,000 were, invited to. 
and they alt 

came from the picturé‘ colony. ‘It 
was just’ the biggést show + Holly~) 
‘wood has ever. had. ‘matrimonially. 

Support.cast best obtainable. For 
matron ‘of honor, Blanche’ Sweet,: 

| Other attendants of the ‘bride were... 
Irene’ and - 'Hdith: 
‘Shearer, Bebe Daniels, Mary .Astor,’.:, 
Athole Shearer and Carmel. Myers... : 
‘Leading the delegation of ushers 

-Mayer, ~ Norma" 

:were Irving ‘Thalberg, Howard and: . 
‘Kenneth Hawks, *.. aa 

Wilshire ‘Houlevard; where the ’ 
‘church is located, was handsomely: ™ 
"iMumindted, with some 26,000 stand- | 
ing: in’ line on the thoroughfare to” 
‘|get! a flash of | the celebs" itt on the: . 
party. 

“Headgear Puzzle. 

AS. the ceremony. took: “since in” 
church, : the | 

AS ‘perplexing: ; 
problem. They: called up every aus. 
thority they knew: and each. other, 

to find out the proper thing to wear... . 
Finally. most decided that they,. 
would ‘wear a vell over their coif~: 
féeurs.. The .vellings in most in-«., 
stances did not. match ‘the - gowns. : 
‘Embarrassment... 

- From there the party went. to the . 
Ambassador, where ‘the. Hawks held. 
a-réception.---That--lasted “until-the .. 
early hours, with the ‘bridal couple - 
vamping’ for their honeymoon. 
The Metro. publicity : départment 

{had pictures. taken of this” bride and’ 
‘hey attendants at: a ‘rehearsal seve) 
éral. days before the Wedding, so the’. 
local papers, had ‘the, ‘pictdrial ‘lays wae 
‘out’ on the Streets. before, the « ceres i 
mony was. over. oe a : . 

| Exctement Not Staged 
Hollywood, Dee.’ 31, 

Mn. and. Mrs. Joseph Faragoh. of . 
New. York, parents of. ‘Francis Fas. - 
yagoh, First National], writer, came. 
here to spend Christmas: with their, 
son.. On their first night here he,, 

| went out to call on friends to be, 
‘| away only an hour. 

- While he was away. things. vez! 
gan to happen in true ‘ picturé,; 
style. | James “Watson, negro, 7 
broke into the house, cut. the; 
telephone wire, threatened to. shoot. 
the Faragohs, chased his wifey; 
employed as a cook there, throughs 
the house, and finally shot four bule,. . 

lets into her heart, killing her in- aa 
stantly. The negro then .ran from, 
the hause ‘firing as he ran and is 
now being sought ‘by. ‘the. police. 

" Pallette Advanced 
Supplementing the’ _ “westerns , 

scheduled by. Paramount “will be a - 
horse opera in talk and possibly. 

Jeolor that will feature Hugene Pal<, 
lette in the cast. nd mark the first , 
picture whose, company he will; 
head. Pallette came. up in eéarly,«- 

Rois eR se 

| Warner’ talkers from ‘the bit. players 
horde, his voice: immediately shunt- 
ing him forward: 

Although the -western - will be: 
made for release-on the Par. spring 
schedule, its title and director have 

not yet been. decided upen: 

McCormack F ‘inishes | 
Hollywood, Dec. 31.. 

. Fox completed: the John McCora, 
mack picture yesterday, other than, 
perhaps: a retake or 80. _ no 

altogether ‘last, 
week for the singing talker. 

‘It’s the most work the mobs have. 
had in one week in a long while. 

L.A. toN. Y. 
William McCaffrey. 
Fred Newmeyer, 
Polly Walker. 

Billy Gibson, 



“* courts to. get relief from ‘the ‘condl- 

- was’ through with her. 

‘Wednesday, January 1, 1986 PICTURES VARIETY 

30 Coast Divorce Suits in 1929. e IF ILM PRODUCERS [Frisco Outdoor Displays Helped 
Stage Screen — and Reasons| 7 S| AFTER OR ci ALS 7 By: Managers Ramet Theatre Biz 

“Los Angeles, Dec. 31, 

- Thirty picture and stage couples | 

. found - the marital ‘bonds ‘irksome. 

during. 1929 and appeared in Le A. 

With Ceremony - 

"Report. is.that. Publix is. is- 
“guing but 200: of those. gold 
circuit passes. “Even mayors 

_will be without, governors and... 
. Cabinet members taking pre-": 

"|. cedence, | 7 
Hereafter, any time one of 

' the: gold’ squares is presented. 
at the Paramount, New York, - 
‘the’ show stops, the organ. - 
“-comes up, and Jesse Crawford 
/:Plays “Marche AMiitaire, a 

tion. Some got the desired: relief. 
while | others: ‘are -waiting the. un-. 

winding of the usual red tape. 

J ean Arthur. was sued by: her: hus- 

band, Julian - _Ancker, . who. was 

granted an annulment of their mar: 

“ rlage on, the grounds that ‘his wife 

” yefused to livé. with ‘him when. she 
learned her ‘contract forbade lier |’ 

. marrying. 
. Marjorie ‘Bonner waa - granted. x 

‘divorce. from James Chaffee on the] E 
_ grounds of desertion. ‘Robert Bow; SHOW PEOPL AND FIRMS 
father of Clara, got abusive with 
his wife, Tui ‘Lorraine, dancer, ’ ‘and ; 
she received a divorce. Mary Lewis ’ 
and. ‘Michael Bohnen,. both . opera |. 
singers, figured in a suit when Miss. taxes. illegally collected during the 
Lewis. one a separate ante last fiscal vear. discloses those of 
nance. nor. Faire an iam | —_ : 
Boyd ‘were separated when Miss amusements as being rather Hber-. 

Faire testified that Boyd said he ally represented in the staggering 

, Margaret | lists furnished Congress by’ ‘the 
Campbell waa’ granted a divorce ‘Treasury. - 

‘from Josef Swickard on the grounds]: 
of. desertion. Ynez Seabury and W. 
W.. Costello . quit cold. because of 
Jealousy. 

Cruelty and Jealousy _ 

“Emmitt Corrfgan and Molly Mack 

“Washington, Dee. 31. 

classification. 
Following covers a2 portion of: re- 

funds to professionals and amuse- 
ment enterprises: 

Mary Pickford... .cccceseces $10,163 
_ each charge the.other with cruelty. Ann. Pennington... ..se-cceege- ---99T1 - 
Suit has’ not been. brought to trial.|-Central Theatres Leasing "& 09°. 
‘: Nora White and P. T. Carling also |* Constr.:Co., NYC........ 6,718 
charge cruelty, . Case pending. Eth- | Mrs,. Mildred Z. Loew, NYC. 9,551 
_lyn Claire and Dale Henshaw called Orpheum Circuit, Chicago.. 2,175. 

it off with Miss Claire getting the| Palace Theatre, Corp., NYC. 652- 
“nod ‘on jealousy chargesi- Roscoe} Pathe Exchange, NYC...... 1,816 
_Arbuckle and Doris Dean were di-| Plaza Music Co., NYC....,. °°1,136 
: vorced when Miss Dean testified Selwyn Realty Co., NYC... 1,903 
that Arbuckle would not come home| Eugene J. Zukor, NYC.... 9,322 
at nights.. Lloyd Hamilton lost| Mrs. Lottie Zukor, NYC.... 10,166 |: 
Irene Dalton because he socked her.| Allied Prod. & Dist. Corp. 
“Lefty” Flynn and Viola Dana; (dissolved), Holly- 
parted. Intoxication ,on .“Lefty’s”| wood, Calif. Sharehold-— 
part. Peg Entwistle claimed that] ers, D. W. Griffith, Doug- 
Robert Lee Keith: ‘pulled her hair,|- Jas Fairbanks,. Mary Pick- 
Single. Kit: Guard caught Nell| ford, Charles: Chaplin (ea. 7 
Guard. off guard-and the judge be-|- °$147.90) .........ssceeeeues 591 
‘Heved him. Influence .of relatives Ww. A. M. Amuse. Co., NYC... 9,118 
separated. Lowell Sherman and|Avenue Amuse. Co, NYC. | ‘} 
Pauline Garon. Mildred Harris. fig- : Fox) Oe ey 3,560" 

ured in a second divorce and was} Chadwick Pets. Corp, NYC. ° 672 
allowed to cut herself free from| Edna Ferber, NYC..... seve 8, 791 
Everett McGovern. wm, Fox Amuse. Co,, NYC.., 4,868 
Gladys McConnell left Arthur Q.| Wm. Fox Elizabeth Theatre 

Hageerman’s bed.and board because} Co. NYC..........0.+0. 1,598 
he nagged her. Ella Hall parted| Wm. Fox Exhibitions, ‘Ine, 

‘from Alfred Emory Johnson: be-| NYC. Leese eee eeeseenee 506 
' cause hé threw cold water at her. Fox Theatres Corp. ” NYC.. 9,879 
Wheeler Oakman and Virginia May | Fox Varleties Co, NYC. "2,485 

' . Jennings separated with desertion Metropolis Theatre Co., Chi- 6.208 
the cause, Norman Kerry was sup-| C480 ...--.- te eeeeereces 
-posed to swear at Rosina Kaiser | National Theatre Co, NYC. 7, 253 
‘and now can cuss alone, Leaving| Palace Theatre Co, NYC 
‘her alone in Paris.while he saw the| (second refund) ........ 9,743 
sights was the reason that: Timothy | Pickford Corp., Los ‘Angeles. 61,800 
‘Whalen and Priscilla Whalen went | Otis Skinner, NYC......... 782 
their. séparate ways. Failure’ to Staco Amuse., Inc., NYC.. 973 
support split Treva Lawlor and -J.|S¥dco Photoplay Corp.NY¥C. 1,043 

L. Turner, Because he was jealous | Thompson Scenic Ry., NYC. oy 
of her career, Harry K. ‘Roseboom United Artists Corp, NYC.. 1,18 
lost Jannett Loft. Robirison Amus..Co., Brook- 

YM sessececees eee ees eters 1,269 : Free lancing was ‘the “nub “of! the 
split _ between Elmo: * Lincoln: : and’ 
Edith . ‘Linkhelt. Rex - Lease. and 

Eastman Kodak Co. of N. J. 104,325 
Monument ‘Theatres | Corp, | 

. . ry , ee “874 Charlotte Merriam divorced because Buffalo ....... reese 8 
ne nagged her, -General incompati- | Clu» Casa Pal Mar, “Santa. 51,614 

bility covered the many. charges that | __ Mon cel hs N. Theatre. 
divided the Marshall Neilans, , “|B, F. Kelth’s 

“Co. cee eeee cooevas 13,962 
: Ganna. ‘Walska McCor mick, 286 |. 

: ? : J NYC, peeve cece tener ee eee: 17,286 
CHARLIE 0 REILLY , IN “| Leis Moran ..:..... ; . s . “ 2,000 

De “nh ~|Mrs. Charlotte. Pickfor 
‘ POLITICAL REPORTS Smitn .ccccciececeseeceve 10,2141, 
- ‘Douglas MacLean ‘Prod. sees 8,769. 

Efrem Zimbalist-..++0+%+++9 2,333 
A shakeup in sorne of the city de-. 

partments ‘after the ‘first: of ‘the 

“| SPYROS SKOURAS SAYS, 

merce and. tong a friend of the 
Mayor, according to these inform- 
ants. 

' O'Reilly, one of the banner car- 
riers in the recent Walker. cam- 
paign and known to have one of the 
best ins in the Hall, replies: 
“There is no- truth in these re- 

borts and their publication will only 
necessitate my issuing a formal. 
denial.” ad , 

While conceding that Warners are 
flirting’ with the Wilmer and Vin- | 
cent interests, Spyros Skouras gen- 
erally denying all theatre expan- 
sion at this time, as was recently 
credited Warner officials in "Va- 
riety.” . 
‘Monday. Mr. Skouras stated: 
"Anyone buying: theatres now is. 

plain crazy.” 

"INCOME TAX REFUNDS 70 

Uncle Sam’s annual refund: on’ 

Mary Pickford Corp. re+ | 

célved the largest amount in this, 

o| SPEAKING. OF. THEATRES 

Stage Plays of ‘Little Value . 
| . for Talkers at Present—||.- 

Novels and Magazine Stuff | 
Without Sufficient. Action 

‘.—-More Writers From Le- | 
- git. and. Literary Circles. 
“Looked for in 1930 

MORE OUTDOORS TTIFE 
, WILL HAYS’ FARM IS. 

Dialog pictures demanding far more 
carefut and discriminate selection.| 
of stories than the silerit era when|: 
‘most anything ‘was’ adaptable, the| 
«producers. already lining up prod-| 
uct for the 30-31 picture season. re- 
port.an acute scarcity of material. 
For the first time the industry. is 
experiencing real difficulty: in focat- 
ing matter considered ‘suitable for 
filming. . 

number of originals on the 30-31 
programs is regarded .as a foregone 
conclusion.in view of the present 

production sources close to the shap- 
ing. of next year’s pictures claim. 
Engagement of additional: play- 
wrights and. authors by leading 
producers is. likely to follow the bad 
condition that now exists with story 
‘material so hard to find. ‘ 
The: legit stage has developed. 

little during the. past: year to feed 
the great maw of the talker studios. 
Its musicals and’ mystery plays 
have ‘been overdone in the opinion 
of. some film. producer heads. Legit 
shows .of this: type that last year 
would have been ideal for filming: 
are not regarded 80 enthusiastically: 
now. .: - 

, Melos, Ete. 

‘One. of the produting companies, 
open in decrying the Searcity at the 
present time,. ‘believes. the new year 
will usher in ‘a lot of melodramas, 
‘Westerns and other: outdoor . pro- 
ductions as a result of the cycles 
that have been run since the talkers _ 
camé in. . “ 

if. talker musicals are to continue, 
they will have’to be originals. 
Many musical.shows are hits largely 
on the strength of their musical 
numbers and when the picture pro- 
‘ducer buys the rights to. such 
shows they are often: paying fancy 
prices for songs,-the edge of whicu 
has already been taken off by 
‘popularization, it fs claimed. 

Producers also. ask what’ point 
there igs in ‘buying musicals tha: 
are a year or two old unless they 
have a story and atmosphere, such |. 
as “Rio Rita” and “Show Boat” for 
example, around which. talkers ‘can 
be built, - 

At. the: present time there. are 
more novels available ag’ material 
than ' other. matter, according to 
‘producers, but so many of these, 
while best sellers, cannot be made 
into pictures. without: ‘péing almost. 
entirely rewritten. The current-day 
novel is ‘running toa. type of writing. 
that plays down the very element |. 
pictures must have—action, which 
almost atitomatically lets. them ‘out. 
.Magazine: stories are - also. be- 

coming less. actionful and more 

Fellows for Laemmle 
Tn Royal Society of Arts 
A distinction conferred on few 

prominent. Americans, a fellowship |_ 
Bak ee ee ee ee 

fn the Royal Society of Arts in 
London,’ has been granted Carl 
Laemmle.’ He was proposed for 
membership by R. A. Waters,. 
psychist and engineer of Reno, 
Nev. - 

The Royal Society of. Arts is one 
of the most exclusive and oldest 
organization of its kind in the 
world, founded in 1754, Thomas A. tion for M-G.-. She is opposite Reg- 

Americans inald Denny in “Mme. Satan.” - ‘Mdison is: among the 
holding a fellowship. 

poor: yield of material for’ talker. 

{r. ro coupons, scoff at Friend Will's 
explanation that it was just a little/ 

Sontfe . of the producers, notably 
Fox, are not ‘interested in any of 
the Broadway musicals, feeling that. 

producers, 

‘for his personal direction by. Joseph 
PRP. Kennedy, 

Women Tell . 

 & much- traveled and world- , 
; ly- wise film man sighs out the: 
old year with: ; 

“There used to be a day: ; 
’ when women didn't want, to be 
* ‘told on’. 

“Now they tell on‘ each other, . 
. “A botile of gin and they tell - 
“the. world. oes 

~ GROWING IN ACREAGE 
‘Some one’ of | thiese - years. wi 

Hays is going to doff the film crown 
‘and-squat.on a lowly three- “pegged 
stool ‘neath a fat brown cow. ‘That's 
what folks from Indiana. who. have 
worked in New York say about: their 
brother. native. . 

(A representative Increase: in, the The farm idea isn’t hooey, either. 
They point out that the hay. life is 
in Hays’. blood, crediting him with 
having gotten his inspirations for 
the post office and filmdom in one of 
those places..when a mere. barefoot 
lad of the Longfellow kind. | 
-These people from back home ‘and 

the Wabash, etc, etc., know: ‘more | 
about that little farm a few miles up 
the Hudson than General Will told a. 
“Variety”. reporter about. last -sum- 
mer. Then. it was something about 
a moon; which Hays shoo-shooed 
until .the hound realized: he. was 
barking the wrong question.: 

‘While a place. of: mystery. all. these | 
months, ‘sincé Hays has been spend-. 
ing-more and more week ends up the 
river, the Indiana ‘boyhood friends, 
since grown into stalwart buyers of 

‘shack with a few acres.on which he 
could play horge with hjg boy, Billy. 
“Do you know that Mr. Hays has 

been adding steadily to that prop- 
erty and is buying’all he can. get?” 
one Indianian queried. 

“No,” was the question for. more. 
“Well, he is, and he now owns 800 

acres that I personally know of.” 
‘Near by are. the Sheffield Farms, 

dispensers of Grade A, etc., so: 
“The General is a great friend of 

the. Shefflelds,” the informant vol- 
unteered, 

The story was so interesting that. 
‘efforts were made to get Hays to 
review the farm story and open wide |. 

the bag:on_his retirement plans: 
“The .General. is: away for, the 

week end,” the ruddy M. Ready, “door 
Heut., replied. 
- As for the where: 

“He’ 8 up on his farm.” 

CAREWE- PATHE OFF 

INDIVIDUAL: PRODUCTION 
Hollywood, Dec. 31. 

called: everything off in the: deal 
whereby. Carewe was_ to: become |. 
boss-in-chief : of: Pathe production. 

' Instead Pathe will probahiy adopt 
@ system of production unde? -which 
half. a dozen pictures will be. as- 
signed to each of several. associate. 

Ear! N. Derr will be 
general head of the department. 
Carewe will not. make “The 

Spoilers” or “The Silver Horde” for 
Pathe. ‘These stories were bought 

ly. ‘Garewe hag until Jan.. 
15 to buy the stories for himself 
personally by compensating Ken- 
nedy, 

for Pathe may. be the moving of 
short production from New York to 
the West. , 

Kay Johnson's Chance 
; Hollywood, Dec. 31. 
‘Kay Johnson will have her chance 

in the second Cecil DeMille produc- 

Production starts Jan. 27. 

Another: _production...deyelopment. |. 

San: ‘Franelsco, Dec. 31. 
. San Francisco ‘theatre managers’. 
are nursing. a ‘holiday peeve. . and. 
‘with the coming of the New Year : 
are likely to take a joint résolution -- 
against future aid.on. yuletide ‘out-". 
door celebrations. 

‘The Christmas season just closed’. . 
is reported. one of the worst in the - 

Fault’. 
jis laid at the door of too much free 
history - of. local” box offices: 

outdoor entertainment. 
Following its annual custom, the | 

“Examiner” put “an. enormous tree 
on Twin Peaks and added enter- 
tainment, features that drew.thou- 
sands of people- nightly, The Down- 
town Association had a huge tree: . 

‘}and free outdoor show in: Union: . 
Sanare that also. took .its quota of 

One of the big oil com-.""" 
panies put on a Santa Claus display - - 
‘that was the: ‘magnet: for more thous " 
‘sands with .free balloons for. the: 

the public. | 

‘kiddies, candy and other gifts, Then | 
the city took up the spirit and dec- 

‘|orated nearly all the trees In Golden - 
Gate Park panhandle with electric. 
lights, and the Home Edition Club,: 
composed of wives. of newspaper- * 
men, had a big outdoor tree all their 
own on Russian Hill. 
“All of these attractions were if 

|widely advertised, particularly just). 
.What. they did. before -Christmas. 

to the vartous ‘box offices. is a sad - 
‘story.. The Downtown Association -— 
had the theatres help them out for: 

Again.” | 
Diseuasion already has been heard 

the civic and club displays and ‘keep 
the ‘crowds down in the theatre dis- 
trict. ; 

FEATURES AND SHORTS 
“IN'30 ATLL STUDIOS 
‘Paramount's. Long Taland studio ” 

will enter -upon its most intensive 
production year this month with a... 
schedule that calls: for 18 features * 
and a minimum of. 100 shorts; with. 
‘the possibility that the latter. may. 
reach 200 before the year is Over, . 
depending - upon material and: - 
facilities.  - : e 
Both schedules are ‘tentative. ‘but. . 

‘half features monthly and from two * 
to four shorts weekly.:-. 

At present’ the studio has. but - 
three‘recording to channels with # 
fourth expected to ;be completed 
within the next. two. weeks, ‘With. 
this last one installed the studia - 

ductions " ” gimultaneously. 
others are being Jaid but it will be , 
weeks ‘before completed, 

| f. xX. Bushman Now Owes: “awin | Carewe and Pathe have. 

Ist Wife $57,000 Alimony’ 
. “Baltimore; Dec, oe . 
"Francie xX. | Bushman’s maritak 

troubles were” taken to. court again . 
when Mrs. . Josephine" ¥. Bushman, 
his first ‘wife, filed a petition in suit. - 
for back alimony in’ the | -Cireult. 
Court at Towson. . 
‘The bill charges ‘that the amount 

of the defendant's arrearages under’ ~ 
the decree of divorce. as of Septem- - 
ber, 1928, was $57,000 ‘and that 
‘since that time Interest has accrued. 
It also’ charges: that the defendant 

their program in Union Square. an@.. 7 
now the mariagers are rajaing their 
collective right hand to say “Never, - - 

of a scheme on the part of the the-..- 
atres for’ next year to proyidé 4&.° 
counter attraction that, will offset — 

call for production of. one’and. a: ~ 

will have facilities for four ~pro=-"~ 
Two | 

has declined to make further pays. _— 
ments “under ‘the decree. ae 

Roach’s Layoff 
Hollywood, Dec. 31. 

With eight more two- reel ‘come. 
-|diey to make on this season's pro- 
gram, to be finished -by the ‘end of 
February, the Hal Roach studios at 
Culver Clty will ‘be closed for a 

‘Imonth or more, reopening in March 

for the making. of its 1930. product. 



8. VARIETY PICTURE GROSSES 

| Battle of Paris’ With 2 Legit ‘Names’ ‘Hit Deck,” Orpheum, L. A, Record 
Of House for All Time, $32,500; 

“Crack, ” $20,000; “Shrew,” $33 500 
«. |“NAVY BLUES” $24,000; 

/BALTO HAS FAIR WEEK 
‘Baltimore, ‘Dec, 31.2 °. 

Los Angeles, Dec. 31. 
(Drawing Population, 1,500,000 

Weather—Very warm |, 
Orpheum theatre dropping vaude-. 

ville after four years, opened as a|| - 
picture parlor ‘with “Hit The Deck.” 
Last week it amassed $32,500,. larg-.| a 
est gross the house has ever held.. 
Elsewhere the local film business 

was booming. Rain and fog held 
off during a Christmas week char- 
acterized by lots of heat, -At the 
United Artists the town’s top was 
taken by “‘Taming of Shrew,’’. which 
beat “Hit The Deck” by one G for 
a total of $33,500. 
Columbia's “Flight” proved a payr 

box stimulant for the RKO, which. 
had a very strong week at "$21, 000, 
substantially above the house range. 

Estimates for Last Week 
Boulevard—(Fox) “Nix on Dames”. 

(Fox) (2,164; 25- 50). Just conven-.. 
tional, $7,2 00. 
Carthay Circle—(Fox) “Rio Rita” 

(RKO) (1,500; 50-$1.50) (6th week).: 
At length of run $16,500, satisfactory 

_ plus. 
Chinese — (Fox) “Condemned” 

(UA) (2,028; 60-$1.50). (4th week). 
lfolidays life-saver for this one. 
Climbed to $16,500, best accomplish- 
ment so far. Twa more weeks. 
Criterion—(Fox) “Hot for Paris” 

(Fox) (1,600; 2-75) (1st week). 
Kept to modest level, $14,200.: - 

E gyptian—(UA-Fox) “So This Is |: 
College” (M-G) (1,800; 26-75). 
Avoided extremes by $10,200. 

Palace — (Fox) “Sunnyside Up’ 
(Fox) (1,150; 50-1.65) .(2nd and final 
week). Okay with $8,500. 
‘State—(Loew-Fox) “Romance :--of. 

‘Rio Grande” (Fox) (2,024; 25-$1). 
Long time since this downtown de- 
luxe went to $32,000. Conspicuously 
bright, 
Orpheum—(RKO) “Hit the. Deck” 

(RKO) (dialog) (2,247; 50-76) (1st. 
week). Opened Xmas Day as 
straight ‘pictures house with world 
premiere of this picture and got 
$5,992.60 on day, biggest single day 
intake house has ever had. Notices |. 

’ excellent. Finished with $32,500 and 
house record by a good deal. 
‘Paramount. — (Publix) “Sweetie” 

(Par) (3,595: 25-75) (2nd week). 
Holdover . unusually strong; $28,000. 
R-K-O—"Flight” (Col) (2,950;. 30-. 

65). Previously’ exhibited couple of 
blocks away at $1.50. Smart pace 
im $21,000, - 

United: Artists—(Pub-UA) “Tam- 
Ing of Shrew” (UA). (2,100: 25-$1) 
(1st week). Out in front of fast 
holiday field, $83,500. 
‘Warners Downtown — (WB). 

“Paris” (BN) (didlog) (1,800; .50- 
75) ‘(ist week). Little sock, Aver- 
age at $16,000. . 
Warners Hollywood—(WB) “Gen- 

_ eral Crack” (WB) (dialog). (2,756; 
- 25-75) (2nd week). Led local - re- 
served seat bunch at $20,000. 

‘KING OF KINGS’ REVIVED 
IN MONTREAL, $12,000 

Montreal, Dec. 31. 
(Drawing Population, 600,000) 

Weather: seasonable 
All grosses stepped up Christmas 

week with enough left over after 
suopping to give main stems a good’ 
break. Neighborhoods also took 
turn for better. 

Jolson picture at Palace went 
over big, to $20,000, good omen for 
coming weeks. 

“Footlight and Fools” made hit 
at Capitol and collected $17,000, 
whilsa “Young Nowheres” at Loew's 
alded by above average vaude made 
about the same figure. 

Princess tried. out “King. of 
4 ' Kings” already seen at same house 
year earlier. Seasonable’ nature of 
‘picture: collected $10,000,. -Imperial 
‘had better than sual picture in 
“Big Time” and hit high at $10,500. 

His Majesty's, only legit running, 
about paid way with “Dracula,” 

Estimates For Last Week 
Palace (FP) (2,700; 40- 75), 

It With Songs” (WB). - Jolgon ‘gets 
them’ here. Not so good as last 
but only holiday season stopped ‘it | 
from 80; aid $20,000 . 

Capitol (FP) (2 3,700; 40- <5), 
“Footlights and Fools” (FN); $17 i 
000, good. 
‘Loew's CFP) (3,200; 36- 60), 

“Young Nowheres” (IN). One ‘of 
the best liked pictures here ‘in long 
while, Vaude better than average; 
$17,000, . nice. 

-=*==Bpiheess- (CT) = (2;300 == 30-55) ¢ | ReMi's “Baby:Songs"- *.stage- -show:-|30)—“Skinner-Steps- “Out; 
“King of Kings". (RKO). - Season- 
able, paithoush: here 12 months ago; | 
$12, 

imperial (FP) (1,900: 35-60), “Big Shorts. 
Time” (Fox). Good: pleture, good 
‘vaude, good week at $10, 

Orpheum | (CT) ~ 200; 40. 50). 
‘Double bill; $4,000. 

Roxy “(Ind). (600; 50), “When 
Dreams Come True” (Col), silent. 

: Foor, Jin overflow from neighbors; 

“Say 

.. (Drawing. Population,. 0,000) 
Weather:- Bad . 

Christmas Day trade is no longer 

radio and the screen fare are now 
considerations, The mid-week Xmas. 
‘erippled opening , days, . and to this 

‘that put-the b. 0.’s out of reach of 
those minus skates) Monday and: 
‘Tuesday: No. doubt. that the over- 
seas radio. programs hurt afternoon: 
trade Christmas Day, 

Business: the last half was gen- 
“erally good, however, “Navy Blues” 
got a big last half turn out at the/ 
Century, but “Glorifying the Ameri- 
can Girl’ was'no riot. at the. Stan- 
ley, though able to-bétter the corre- 

| sponding week of 1928.: 
‘also on the right side of the ledger 
with the holdover. “Rio Rita.” The. 

‘the going spotty. as did the New 
with. “South Sea. Rose.” = — 
“Upstairs Valencia was upgrade 

with a first run of “Girl from Wool- 
worths,” 
satisfactory but not. Sensational 
with “The Kiss.” - 

Estimates For Last Week 
Century (Loew) “Navy. Blues” 

‘(M T). (3,200; 25-60). Off to slow 
start but had ° ‘the biggest. after 
Christmas intake in history of| 
house. In $19,000 in four. days; 
‘drawing power of picture demon-| 
strated on stormy opening day 
$2,500; picture classed here. as a 
comeback for Haines; stage show, 
“Dresden China,” first Loew unit in, 
over big;..week topped correspond- 
ing one of last year $24,000. 

Stanley (Loew, Stanley-Crandell) 
“Glorifying . the American Girl’ 
(Par) ~ (3, 600; 25-60). Somewhat 
disappointing. Much " below big 
weeks at this stand; $16,000. | 

Rivoli ‘CWilson. ‘Amusement Co.) 
“So Long. Letty”. (WB) (2,100; 26- 
60). _-Good start on: Sat. opening, 
off, then pick up Thursday but last 
halt: crippled’ by “generator burn- 
out at matinee when,. with house 
96 per cent, filled, operation had to 

| be suapended until late evening; 
about $7,650 
New. (or “Mechanic “South Sea 

Rose” (Fox): (1,500; 25-50). - Ulric 
apparently n6- screen riot here; 
around. $8, 000. 

Keith's ‘(Schanbergers) “Rio Rita” 
‘(Radio) (2,600; 25-50). Held over 
for Christmas trade and justified; 
about $10,000 on sixth week in 
town. 

Valencia (Loew-UA) “Girl from 
‘| Woolworths” (FN) . (1,200; 25-50). 
Not-‘a picture to get critical raveg, 
but turned. in best week house has 
had recently; about $3,400. 
Auditorium (Schanbergers) “This 

Thing Called Love” (Pathe) (1,572; 
26-$1). House. still marking time 
searching for a successor to “Rita”; 
this picture received good comment, 
and business on ypgrade;. $7,000 re- 
ported. — 

. ‘Parkway (Loew-UA) “The Kiss” 
-Bilent (M-T) (1,000; 25-35). Off first 
half with the’ rest; big Xmas night, 
however, and closing days okay; 
$3,60 

PORTLAND SPLIT. WEEK 
FOR NEW FILMS XMAS 

Portland, Ore., Dec, 31. 
Practically all houses’ split their 

weeks to start big programs Christ- 
mas Day. 
openings now anyway, but on va- 
rious days. “Pre-Christmas. book- 
ings reported below. had some over- 
long holaovers and generally weak 
programs. ‘Shopping rush cut into 
box offices not backed by strong at- 
tractions, 
Fox houses held joint exploita- 

tion :to sell Fox script for.gifts and 
‘did well,. using ‘newspaper ads and. 
paboards. ‘No road show opposi- 
tion, | - 
‘Henry Duffy's dramatic stock {is 

still without a leading woman, due} 
to. illness ‘of. Irene . Tuttle. 
Robson held over-as guest star in 
repeat of her “Helena’s Boys". and |. 
did only fairly. 

Estimates for: ‘Last ‘Week 
Broadway (Fox) (2,000;- 26-60)— 

“Thig Thing. Called: Love.” Okay. 

$14,000. 
United Artiste (Parker-Fox) (1,- 

200; 25-60)—"“Venus,” program film. 
$5,500; bad. - 

Alder (Rarker- Fox) (1,200; 25- 
50)—'‘Romance. Rio Grande.” Run 
off after firet week: at Broadway. 
$6,500; good.. 

Portland (Publix) (3,500; 25- 60)— 
“Hointed. Heels,” back’ stage pro- 
gram film.: Shorts, $8,500. 

‘Rialto (Publix)’ 2, 000; 

Nd 

-‘a.sure thing in this town. Weather, |: 

handicap was’ ‘added - a sleet storm | - 

‘and the Parkway was/. 

May |. 

'- 25-50)— | 200. 

“UNSOLICITED | : . 
- “Never have. I listened to such a 

‘magnificent dance orchestra. It was 
a MEYER DAVIS. assembly, . but 

| the musicians must. have numbered 
more than fifty, and the strains 
they ‘invoked would have- aroused 
the envy of . Orpheus.” —BILLY 
‘BENEDICK, N:.- ¥ “Evening. Jour- 
nal,” Dec. 16, 1929, 

Keith’s was | 

THOUGHT WILL ROGERS? : 
Rivoli. and “So Long Letty,” found | . 

TRAVELOG KILLED i. 0. 
- “Louisville,” “Dee, - 31. 

(Drawing Population, 500,000) 
: Weather: snow, cold.. 
Zero ‘first half with mild spring- 

| liké days for the last half had 
‘everyone puzzled and kept plenty 
of patrons at home. Temperature 
changes of 30 to 40 degrees. in one 
day. 

Business began off hut straight- 
ened out with good returns. on 
Christmas Day and closed atrong 
‘considering the week. Loew’s 
State surprised by drawing them in 
with “Flight” to almost average 
‘take, 

Estimates For Last Week 

State (Loew) (3,400; 35-50); 
“Blight” (Col.) pulled in spite. of 
no current big name. Exploitation 
great; tie-ups with -Curtiss Air- 
plane Co.; 14 downtown ‘windows 
in stores with special displays; 
5,000-copy - tabloid distributed. to 
business men: amateur review con- 
test brought. over. 6,000 criticisms. 
Better biz than same week last year 
when played - name attraction; 5 
pearly average at $16,800. . 
-Strand (Fourth Ave) (1,386; 30- 

60), “They Had to See Paris” (Pary | 
off to. bad start because. folks 
thought another Rogers travelog 
short. Despite disappointing open- 
Ing began pulling later. but not in 
time to warrant hold-over; $4,500. 

Rialto (RKO) (2,940; 30-650), “The! 
Mighty” (Par). Bancroft favorite 
here, held take nearly up to normal 
‘with $8,000. 

. Alamo (Fourth Ave.) (900; 40), 
“Hollywood Revue” (MGM). State 
played it two weeks but second 
during American Legion Convention 
when all the show was. on. the 
streets dnd theatreg empty. This 
practically second. week; - about 

Mary Anderson (RKO) (1,387; 30- 
50), “Little Johnny Jones” (FN). 
Very bad, at. $2,800. 

Providerice Recovery 
Didn’t Happen Last Wk. 

¢ Providence, Dec. 31. 
(Drawing Population, 315,000) 

Weather, mostly fair. 
Grosses came ‘pretty near doing 

a Brody all over town: because of 
pre~Christmas trade, but brisk do- 
ings for last half.of week kept the 
figures from the red. ~- 

Estimates For Last Week 
Loew’s State (3,500; 15- 50) “Mys- 

Most have mid-week | terious Island” (M- -G- M) and color} 
short revue. Fair at $19,000. 

Strand (Ind) (2,200; 15- -50) “Mar- 
riage Playground” “(Par):" : Weak, 
but support bill liked; $10, 600, 
average; 
R-K-O Victory (1,600; ' 15-50) 

“Pointed Heels” (Par), “Fine sup- 
port bill; - $8,000, average. 
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 16-60) 

“Broadway . Daddies” and . “Wall 
Street” (Col.). Wiked, but preholi- 
day trade nipped; $16, 200, average. 
R-K-O Albee  (2,500;: 

House. suffered; quiet’ at $10,000. 
Fay’s (Fay) (1,600; 

the Headlines,” 
around average, oy 

‘Vaude; . $9, 000, 

"| season. . 

15-50) |°- 
-“South .Sea Rose”, (Fox) Vaude.. 
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| Outright Flop in Pittshurgh at $14,000 
“RACK PHILLY’S RAVE 
AT $20, 000. IN 4 DAYS), 

” philadelphia, Dec, '31. 
“Because of very weak trade Mon- 

‘day ‘and Tuesday, picture grosses. 
_| were nothing remarkable Christmas 

J week, - Some specific cases of strong 
box. office activity. : 
“General Crack” looks, like. a 

|smash here, bigger infact than 
anything’ the. Aldine’ has had this: 

In four days ‘better. than’ 
-|-$21,000 was claimed ‘which indicates: 
an initial pace, not taking into ac~ 
‘count any holiday influx, of around: 
$20,000, This is ‘what-“The Big 
Parade,” house's prize booking, did 
at’the start. « “Sky. Hawk,” .‘also 
opening Christmas Day at the Fox- 
Locust, did nice trade but nothing 
sensational. 
a half weeks with a grandeur fea- 

.Jture, “Happy Days,” to follow. 
weestbam fot about $48,000. last.|: 

with. “The Marriage Play- 
pround. » “Show of Shows,” at the: 
Boyd; actually fell off about: $2,500, 
getting around $28,000.. Doesn't in- 
dicate a long. stay. . 
‘Erlanger ‘was another’ house that 

changed. Christmas .- Day.. - “The 
Great'Gabbo,” very weak here, was 
held in Monday and Tuesday, and 
“Vagabond. Lover” opened nicely 
‘Wednesday. Looks okay and may-. 
-be three. weeks. ° 
‘mediocre, week with “Disraeli, pre-. 
viously a strong booking. at. the. 
Aldine where it stayed five weeks. 
Taken: out Saturday -night..on’ a 
last ‘“minute.. decision, getting but 
$15,000 on the week.. Stanton was: 
one of. the few outstanding business 
wallops in town. with “The Sacred. 
Flame.” Plenty of extra advertis-. 
ing, which emphasized that the. 
picture was not meant for children, 
given by some of the mob as. the. 
reason for the biz. “Figured close 
to $20,000, very high here any’ time. 
Fox had an average week with 

“So ong of Kentucky,” aided by the 
holiday : current. Figured. around 
$30,000, which does not merit’ huz- 
zahs. . Kariton’ went heavy. with 
Gertrude Lawrence's “Battle of 
Paris,” figured” by many as worth 
a bigger house, and the. Earle was- 
about normal with $20, 000 for “Foot- 
lights ‘and, Fools." - . 

‘Estimates for. Last Week - 
‘Mastbaum (4,800; . 35- 50- 1b) — 

“Marriage | Playground” (Par).. 
Around $48,000, which, while good, 
‘nothing to write home about for the 
holidays; same cqndition existed in 
most of the downtown houses, _ 

Stanley (3,700; 36-50-75) — “Dis- 
raeli”’ CWB). "A -disappointment 
after fine. trade at Aldine; only 
$15,000. 

‘Boyd. (2, 400; 35- 50- 15)—"Show of 
Shows” (WB). (2a. week). Actually 
fell off $2,500 to around $28,000. 
“Aldine (1,500; - 50-75-$1-$1.50)— 

“General Crack” (WB) (ist week), 
House reopenéd ‘Christmas day after 
being dark two weeks; Barrymore | 
picture an apparent sensation here; 
well over $20,000.in four days. 

Fox (3, 000; 90)—"Song of. Ken- 
tucky” (Fox). Good enough “week, 
though : nothing -notable;, between: 

- $30,000 and $31,000. 
‘Erlanger (1,900; 50- 18) — “Vaga- 

bond Lover” (Radio) - (1st - week): 
‘Rudy Vallee opened Christmas and 
looked fairly strong. “Great Garbo,” 
first two days, very weak. 

Fox-Locust (1,800; $1.60)—"“Sky- 
Hawk”. (Fox) (1st week), Opened 
Christmas and moderate: hardly 
likely to stay more than two and a 
‘halt’ weeks; _ about $14, 000 in four 
days, 
Stanton (1; 700; 86- 50- 75)—"“Sacrea 

Flame” ¢WB) (1st week): One of 
the few real hits in -town; $20,000 
*’way over house average; trick ads 
credited, . 

Earle (2,000: 50- -78)—"Footlights | , 
‘and ‘Fools’ FN); Avérazge at $20,000. 
parton | (1,000; 50) — “Battle. of 
Paris” (Par). Well over theatre’s 
late level; $7, 000. 

$15, 900 Tops Denver: 
: Denver, Dec. 31, 

| (Drawing Population 400,000) 
a - Weather: . Fair . 
The weéek’s vacation of the Den- 

--16-50)—“In-| ham stock helped the grosses hold 
up-a little better than usual for just 
before Christmas. - Denver topped 

———=—= | the Jist, 

“Marriage Playground’ ” ‘Fair. -$3,500. 
Music. Box (Hamrick) (2,000; 25- 

$8,000. 
Blue Mouse (Hamrick): (800; 25- 

60)—"‘Her Private Affair. Good 
program film. Okay. $3,700. 

- Oriental (Tebbetts) (2,700; 25-35) 
"This J Is Heaven.” Registered, $5,- 

Orpheum (R-K-O) (2,000; “26. 60) 
—"Tanned Legs.” Tive acta. $9,000. 

‘Dufwin (Duffy) (1,400; 25-$1.25) 
—Duffy stock. “Helena’s Boys." $4,- 

“Ba--week-/ ‘complaint: ~¥45000. 
Huffman's Aladdin (1, 500: 35- 50- 

Estimates for Last Weel - 
- Huffman’s America (1,500; 20-35- 
50)—“In Headlines’ "_(WB): _No. 

756)—"Is Everybod Ha # WB 
Little low. $6,0 v PPY . 

Denver (PRE (2,300; 25-40-65) 
—Pointed ‘Heels’ Par). Better 
week before, $15,900 

Rialto. (Publix) q., 040; 26- 40- 50) 
—'Untamed" (Par). Average week, 
$5, 200. . 

Tabor (Indie) (2, 200; 265-40- 602 
| 15)—" Night Parade" R . {oe (RKO).- Up to 

Figures. for two. and’ 

/ Stanley.. had a-|: 

se 

Pittebureh; Dec. 31, 
“(Drawing Population, 1,000,000). 

- Weather: Snow —. 

- Christmas Day was the bixgest - 
flap here in years. Grossés. almoat 
without exception off from $750 to 

‘1-$2,000 for the day compared with - 
-|last year's figures and no account..- 

ing.” Biz terrible .enough fortnight. - 
-before and everybody expected to 
reap. a harvest on the  holiday,. 
Picked: up considerably over week - 
end. : 
“Show of | Shows” (WB). not .g0 

forte at Grand’ jn first. week and — 
hardly bettered $14,000. Panne 
quite. generally, two weeks lookg: 
like limit and then “Sally” (FN). 
likely. . “Condemned”. (UA) nallea 
by. critics at. Aldine and ended up.. 
first six: days with creditable $14. > 
500 and ‘held over, . “Sunny: Side © - 
p” (Fox) next.. Qther. holdover ig . 

Pagsbond Lover” (Radio) which .. 
chalked up fair $8,000 in jtirst week. © 
at Sheridan Sq. Flap trade ‘Reeping. 
this one alive. ~ 
“Penn had the sole pox-offica wale. . 

Jop ‘in town, ‘“Untamed” (M-G- -M), 
despite ‘anything ‘but’ jfattering : no- . 
tices claiming over $33,000. Stanley.” ° 
ambled along with “Pointed ‘Heels .” 
(Par). to. weak $21,000, probably... 
feeling pinch ‘more than anyone in 
town, This due in main to Friday 
opening, house only getting one day, 
Thursday, of gravy, other five’ 
coming in on the pre- -Christmas and | ~ 
Christmas: Day slumps.. : 
_ Enright“had “weak sister in “Bat= mo 
tle of Paris” (Par) and slid to $13,-' .. 
000. House switched from Sature. wo 
day to: Friday opening. “last. week, ~' 
Harris, ‘pleked up with “Street | 
Girl’ (Radio), playing it downtown. - 
after two-week run ‘n neighbors: © 
hood, the Sheridan Square... Around 
$7, 000, indicating that’ Harris cashed ao 
in heavily. on exploitation given — 
picture before, and the ‘booking of: 
second runs .into a first. run. house. 
appears wiser than appears on the 
surface. Next to get here will be. 
“Rio. Rita,” which already -has- 
played a month at-Sheridan, — 

- Estimates for Last Week _ 
Penn® (Loew’'s-UA)> (3 300; 25-35". 

60= 76)—“Untamed”.(M-@ -M). Alone |, 
able to keep head above water Jn. 

¢ 

‘tough week, claiming_over $33, 000," 
Picture panned liberally but pulled *:- 
‘em in regardless, ce . 

(2, 000;. 30- 75)— Grand . ¢WB) 
“Show of Shows” (WB).. Failed to. 
‘catch. on and. unflattering $14, 000°: 
for first full week. ~ Notices any~ 
thing but favorable, .Pi2sure goes 
out. Thursday. after: ‘slim fortnight, 
for “Sally” (FN)... ; 

‘ Stanley (WB). (3, 600; 25-35- 60) 
Weak . $21,000 for “Pointed - eels” 
(Par), house feeling Chris‘ma3 Day 
slump more than any of the others. 
Publix units in’ here next week, 
with Ditk Powell staying on as 

Aldine (Loew’ 3) qd, 900; 35: -50)— 
“Condemned” (UA). Drew raves 
and nice $14,500, better than aver- . 
age, for first week. Held -over. 
“Sunny Side. Up" (Fox). following. - 

Enright (WB) (3,700; 25-35-50- 
60)—“Battle of Paris” (Par).: Weak 
sister and terrible at. $13,000. Gere. ; 
trude Lawrence's name didn’t mean 
a thing. House tried to play up - 
Charles Ruggles but to no avail. 

- Sheridan Sq.: (RKO)—‘Vagabond 
Lover" (Radio). _Pulled In the flap- 
pers on strength of Rudy Vallee 
and presentable $8,000 in first. week 
warranted holdover. “Great Gabbo” 
to follow. — 

Harris—$7,000 for “Street Girl” 
(Radio) - proves - bringing’ picture 
downtown for run after previous 
run.in neighborhood wise move. 
“Girl” had previously. played two 
weeks .at Sheridan and Harris 
cashed in heavily on. exploitation . 
siven film. at that time. - 

Ww. BL REVUE $4,400. 
Big. in Small Tacoma - " House—“4ath - 

» Chair”. Does $5,900 . 

.. Tacoma, Dec. 31. 
"(Drawing Population, 125,000) 

. Weather: Rainy. 
‘Dun in town, due to partial shute 

down of industry early. this month 
‘when the electric power ran low, 
and failure to reopen when the U. S. 
plane carrier Lexington went to - 
work making juice for Tacoma, af-_ 
fected business during the holiday 
season. Up some Christmas. day, 
but the town still-on a ‘gshow-ration, 
it seems, Payroll reacts at-b. o. 

‘W. L..Fenney, new manager at 
RKO, ‘bolstered biz. with an Elks 
affair Just prior to Christmas, ‘the 
“Bills-selling-wlotor placards 

Estimates for Last Week | 
| RKO-Pantages. (RKO) (1,500; 25- 
60)—"She Goes to War” (WA). 
$7,300. 

Blue. Mouse (Hamrick) (600: 25—. 
50-75) —“Show of Shows’ (WB). 
Big and business big. $4,400. 

Rialto (Fox) (1,260; 25-35-50)— 
“13th Chair? (Fox). Fair at $5.900. 

Colonial (Fox) (850; | 25-50) — 
“Thing Called Love”. (Pathe). Light 
on $2,700. ' 
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Xmas Week Brought Out Odd ¢ Grosses 

PICTURE GROSSES 

InB way Houses—Roxy Big, sill, SO 
Christmas week.. hhematitched an 

uneven ‘course up -and down the 
Broadway cinema map, 
' ragged ends at the Colony and Ri- 
alto but giving the three big houses, | 

| Fox. Does $17,20 200, Columbia 
' Roxy, Capitol.and, Parariount, some 
‘fancy’ figures, 

_A major share of Roxy’ ) ‘$1, 800 
“pelongs to the family draw. of the |- 
special Christmas stage shows which 
-have become an annual classic. for.| 
New York’s children, comparable to: 
London's pantomimes. ‘Kids ‘flock to: 
the big:temple from all-over - town |< : 

“Christina” made a! - 
nice program blend with, picture and 
.on this. week. 

_phow both held over. 

_An upset was ‘chalked ‘at: ‘the Ri- 
ogee’ ‘when “The: Virginian". on its. 

‘first. seven days, inclusive of Christ- 
‘mas, obtained but $28,000, very: in- | 
‘different business for an opening. 

. week at this location. Picture came 
‘into Gotham fresh from big grosses 
around the country. 

“Taming. of the’ Shrew”. left ‘the 
“Rivoli with $26,600, having stayed 
only four “week and falling con-- 
siderably short of the. vigorous: box 

office registered by 
‘Saturday “The Mighty" followed 
and in: its: first two days tilled $28,- 
“500, splintering the. week end house: 

-arecord. 
° Estimates: for ‘Last “Week . 
* Astor—"“Devil ‘May Care” (Metro): 

. xe 120; $1-$2) (2nd week). Novarro |. 
“picture started witht $23,800, hig. . 

Carroll.— “7. Keys » to Baldpate” 
- (Radio) © (988; $1-$2). Opened |" 
Chiistmas “night . and generally 4 
panned. Merely trestle over a couple 
of open:. weeks before. 

.. Deck” Jan. 15.. 
' Capitol— “Mysterious: Island” 
(Metro) - (4,620. "eo 35- 50-75-$1. 50). 
Very: good at $71,8 

‘Central: te pisraell” ‘((WB). (922;.- 
'$1-$2) (12th week). Took spurt with 
holiday going to $16, 400. Popular. 
“buy among classes’ not regular film-- 
. ogts. an 
8 Cohan — “Blaze O'Glory” (World 

" ‘Wide) (1,400; $1-$2).: Second Eddie 
_ Dowling picture in. for four weeks 
‘only. Previous picture at. Selwyn 
for six weeks. Better location. this: 
time, Opened: Monday. 

’ Cotony—"Shannons of Broadway” 
-(U) (1,900; 36-50-75). Another tale 
of show biz. Public snub eloqnent 
in $7,900. Current attraction “Hell's 
Heroes” will be held over for second 
week, , 
a Criterion _ “Love Parade” (Par) 
(862: $1-$2). (7th week). Bounced 
back, -reasserting its. clearcut lead: 
of the $2 contingent with $18,500, 

‘Jess: in total than’ “General Crack” | 
and. “Sally”. but well ahead in pace. 
About five more weeks for “Parade” 
as Paramount. wants house for 
“Vagabond King” early in February. 
Embassy ““Newsreel House” 

(Fox-Hearst)."’ (568; 25)... Daddy 
Browning ‘as Santa Claus and 
Peaches Browning's lecture on 
“Why We American. Women Should: 
‘Be Grateful for: the Long Skirt’ 
figured :a-good two bits worth. For 
the first time since opening News- 
reel House during Christmas week 
“had seats available at peak hours. 
That probably indicates between 
‘$7,000-$8,000. - 

Gayety — “Party Girl” (Tiffany). 
“(8085 $1-$2). ‘Tiffany started its 
‘Tease at Tuesday midnight (1930) 
‘with special showing of this pictfre. 
“Sky Hawk” in third and final week 
around: $9,000. New sound W.. E. 
‘equipment for house with change of 
operation. 
 Globe—“Rio Rita” (Radio) (1, 065; 
35-50-85), With first strong attrac- 
tion house’s new policy started to 
mean something. “Rita” came ‘in 
Christmas Day and on first seven 
‘days was zooming along around. 
$27,000, extremely smart. House has 
been legit or -$2 pictures for years. 
and public has to be educated. 
Paramount—“The Kibitzer”. (Par) 

(3,665; .35-65-75-$1). ‘Laugh film 
- quite. katish. at $76,100. 

Rialto — “The Virginian” . (Par): 
~ (2,000;'  35-50-65-85). (2nd . week). 
‘Snail pace on. opening distinct dis-: 
appointment, Only around . $28, 000 
‘aret week. 

ivoli—The. Miehty" (Par) - (2,- 
‘200; 35-50-65-85), Came in Satur- 
day, “Taming of Shrew” exiting af- 
ter four weeks. Bancroft picture 
wow from start with extra midnight 
shows crowded. Collected $28, 400 
first two days. 
Roxy—"Christina” (Tox) (6,205; 

50-75-$1.50), Box office took $111,800. 
That implied and got holdover for 
Picture and show, latter always im- 
bortant at holidays‘here. 
Strand—“Girl From Woolworth’s'? 

(FN) (2,900; 35-50-75).. Film-shop- 
=: pers.. ritzedAliceWhite- “pletureal= 
‘though rated good entertainment. 
’Weak-kneed at $28,700. 

Warners—"General Crack” (WB). 
G80 . $1-$2) (5th week), Helped 

cture Around: $23,000 no bulls- eye locally. 

inter Garden-—“Sally" (FN) (1,- 
hai ‘$1-$2) (2nd week). Marilyn 

lier widely praised for -perfor-. 
mance but picture considered slow 

iversion. Five- -day week, Christ- 
mas included, around $20,000... 

.| Laugh” for $17, 200. 

“Iron Mask." 

“Hit the 2005 

very. good business. 

“Navy Blues” (M-G-M). 

[CAPITAL COMEBACK LED 
leaving |- 

BY PALACE’S $18, 500 

$12 ,000—‘Vagabond Lover’ 
“$8,000 in 3 Days and Holds . 

a. “washington, ‘Dec. 31; 
| (Estimated White Pop., 450,000) - 

Weather—Cold and Snow ; 
- Recovery from the annual slump 
was cheering. With the turkey ‘out. 
of the way Christmas night showed 
the comeback urge. - “Mysterious Is- 
land,” at the. decrepit: Columbia, got 
$12,050. That's . business. - 
“Battle | ‘of Paris,” at. the other 

Loew house, copped the top of the 
town on: $18,500. .Fox close behind, 
though, with . “Love, ‘Live - and 

“Half Way to, Heaven” helped the 
Earle along. to a: fair count: while 
“Is Everybody Happy” : did likewise 
for the. Warner. Met. — - 
‘Complicated . switching ‘of. book- 

ings: at’ the, RKO: and U houses 
brought varying results, 

-. ‘Estimates for. Last Week - 
Columbia — (Loew) “Mysterious 

island” (M-G) (1,232; 36- 60). Sur- 
prise at reported $12, 000.: oe 
Earle—(S-G Warner) “Half Way 

to. Heaven” (Par) | , 244; 
Fair ‘at) $11,400 
Fox—(Fox)- “Love, ‘Live . 

Laugh”, (Fox) ‘stage show’ (3,434; 
35-50-75). No complaints on $17,~ 

Met—-(S+ om Warner) . 
body Happy” (WB) (1,585; 35-50). 
Good: week. considering; $10, 500. 
Palace—(Loew) “Battle of Paris” | 

(Par) stage show (2,363; 35- 50- 60). 
Boostea@. scale helped plus ° 
house’s “habit husiness’’;" about 
$18,500. es a 
Rialto — aes) 
CU) first five days ‘Shannons of 
Broadway” (U) last two days. d,- 
978: 35-50). “Hold Your Man” got 
about $3,500, two days. of “Shan- 
nons” about ‘$1,800; $5,300-0n week;- 

(Tuesday) : 
Side . Up’ 

“Shannons” out today 
with “Hell’s Heroes” in tomorrow, - 
RKO — (Keith’s) “Great Gabbo” 

(Sono-Art) first four days “Vaga- 
bond Lover" (Radio) last three days 
(1,870; 35-50). “Gabbo” died on its 
portion of the week at around $3,- 
000;-Rudy Vallee film came in with 
somewhat of a rush for $8,000. on. 
three days; Vallee holds over. for 
entire current week; about $11, 000 
on week, 

“LOST ZEPPELIN” LIKED. 
IN ST. LOUIS—WET XMAS 
(0 P St, Louis, Des, St. rawing Population 

Weather; Cool ‘and - ‘Wet ) 
Sloppy. streets and coal weather 

hurt last week with the post-Xmas 
rush not enough of an offset. Com- 
petition was also furnished. by both 
legit houses, the American having 
a session of Genevieve Hamper's 
Shakespeare and the Shubert- Rialto,| 
playing “Journey's End.” - 

Estimates For Last Week 
Ambassador (3,000; 35-50-65-75) 

“Pointed Heels” (Par). Fair at 
$26,500. oo 

Fox (6,000; 35-75) “Love, Live, 
and Laugh” (Fox). .Not too good at 
$24,000. ; oo 

Loéw’s State (3,300; 25-35-65) 
“Navy Blues” (M- ~T). Usual Haines. 
stuff: -$22,600. - - 
Missouri (3,800; 35- 50- 65- 75) 

“Wedding Rings” (FN ). Light with 
$9,700. _ 

Grand Central (1,700; 50-75) 
| “Show of Shows” (WB). Started 
Christmas day, $11,000. 
St Louis (4,280: 35-65) “Lost 

Zeppelin”. (Tiff). .Good picture of. 
Antartic. $30, 900. 

Boston Hasn’t: Complaint; 

“Sunny Side” Ran 4 Wks. 

Boston, Dec. 31. 
(Draw Pop, 850,000 

Weather: Fair * 
_ Picturés did well.-in. Boston, to- 
gether with the legit shows, which 
always have one‘of their best weeks 
between Christmas and New Year's. 

' “Navy Blues” at Loew's State got 
$30,000, best this theatre has had for 
some time, Metropolitan and Keith’s 
Memorlal also were on top. “Sunny- 

*}side-Up” “played“its “fourth-andlast-|-= 
week at the Memorial theatre to. 

-Estimates for Last Week| 
. Met (Publix) (4,380;. 50- 1b)— 
“Loughing*Lady” (Par). $32,300.° 
__Keith’s. Memorial (RKO) (4,000; 
35+50-65)—-Last week ae “Sunny 
Side Up” (Fox). $24,700 

Keith-Albee (RKO) (3, 000: 50-60) 
—"“The River” (Fox). $19,600 

Loew’s State (4,000; 30- 40- 60)— 
$24,100. 

|-Nigge-Meyer’s “Marathon Frolics.” 

35 - “50).| 

and 

“Ig Every- , 

this’ 

“Hold Your Man” 

| Daddies” (stock). . 

JOE. BROWNING 
‘Presenting me 

“A ‘Timely: Sermon”. .; 

. “Assisted by. Joe Browning, Jr: 

This: week, Dec, 27, Ambassador |’ 
Theatre, St. Louis, in. Charles 

Direction ‘Abe Lastfogel, Harry 
Lenetska,. William Morris Agency. 
- R-eK-O direction, Morris & . e Foils. 

“|PATHE’S ‘LOVE’ $12, 700; 
SEATTLE. ORPH $12, 000 

"Beattie, ‘Dec, 31.- 

“(orawing Population, 525,000). 

Weather: ‘Showers — 

Not much’ to- ‘say about - ‘business. 
Matinees picked up and. especially 
‘second run cheap seaters, shoppers | 
stopping in for breathing spell and 
to get away. from. the crowds. ~ 

' “Sunny Side Up”. starting | on “8d, 
‘week. better, : 

Estimates for Last Week ». 

Seattle | (Pub): (3, 106; ' 25-60) — 
“Pointed. Heels” (Par). Light: at. 
$9,000, 

5th ‘Ave.:: “(Fox) (2,500; 25- 60)— 
“Thing ‘Called “Love”: (Pathe). Only 
fair, $12,700. - 

Fox (Fox) (2, 500; 25: ‘60)—“Sunny 
(Fox), 2d .week.. Off 

seasonably, “but ‘ahead - of” usual. 
$11,900. 

‘Blue Mouse - (Hamrick) (900; 25- 
50- 76)—“Mississippi Gambler” (U). 
Did $4,400. 

“Music Box (Hamrick) (1,000; 25-- 
50- 75)—‘Mister © Antonio”  (Tiff),. 
Rather light at $4,000. Co , 

- Coliseum , (Fox) (1,800; 
—~ "Nix On. Dames” (Pox)... 

BB: 60) 
. Not 50 

{hot; $2,700. 
Orpheum: (R-K- 0) (2, 700; 25 = 60) 
—‘'Careless - Age” (FN): Fair at 
$12,000. a so 

President (Duffy) (1,800;.25-$1)— 
Emil "Bondeson 

‘Scale from $1,25 top. 
‘Starting 

now’ manager. 
to $1, and 50c. matinees. ° 
to. gain, . ‘ 

trade 
‘| houses. likewise . played to almost 

-165-$1) “Pointed Heels” . (Par) 
‘Tfair break “but didn’t: build and 

Chis Upstream | Fi ‘ight—Just Fair Wk: 

VARIETY 

Oriental a Wosry—Under $76,000. 

DUNCANS’ ‘GREAT LIFE’ 
OPENED IN BAD WEEK 

- 7 San Francisco, ‘Dec. 31. 
Practically eyery: downtown. pic- 

‘ture house ‘did it last week and the | 
yells. were noisy.. No less than’ 
‘four free Christmas attractions,. all 

to: :lure ‘the public's | ‘interest 
away from. shows. 
’ The huge Fox and’ also. the War- 
field ‘did. the worst: Saturday night- 

in their ‘history. PubHx 

Jempty benches. 
“It's A Great “Life,” with the Dun-- 

cans ‘at the Fox, slipped well into 
the. red. “Hollywood: Revue,” at 
Warfield, ‘in. 2nd week; dropped 
nearly $6, 000 over the opening week, 
Granada, ‘with. “Pointed . ‘Heels,” 

and: California, | ‘with 2nd week of 
“Paris,” very poor, St. Franois held 
‘up best with “The Love Parade,” 
‘but its gross nothing to brag about: 

' Orpheum bowed out “Flight” after 
‘| three weeks to disappointing re- 

ceipts; oth: Wagnon houses, Em- 
bassy: with’ “Disraeli” and Davies 
with. “Lost. Zeppelin,” just fair. 

| Casino slipped also" with “Love, Live 
and Laugh,”...° + 

- Estimates for Last We ek 
Fox — (Fox) (6,000; 50-65-75- $1) 

“A Great.Life” (M-G- M). This Dun-. 
‘can. Sisters talker might have’ been 

‘|expected to click heavy. here where 
‘tthe two'gals made, their real start 

-|}but too ‘much. Christmas, or some- 
thing. Only ‘got away fair and fin- 
Ished light; $30,000. 
Warfield-—(Fox) : 6725. 50- 65- 99) 

“Hollywood Revue” (M- G- M).. Sec- 
ond week-held up better than hoped 
for under conditions; $14,000. 

Granada—(Publix). (2,698; 35-6 
0 

closed ‘light but sat sfactory; $15,- 
000. = 

California’ — (Publix) (2,200; :35- 
50-65- 90) “Paris”. (F.N.) 2nd “week 
slipped plenty from first; $12,500. 
St. Francis—(Publix) (1,875; 35- 

50-65- 90) “Love Parade” (Par). Still 
keeping .up unusual pace at b. o. 
but Christmas season hurt. $10,000. 
Orpheum—(RKO).. (2,270; 35-50- 

65) “Pieht” (Col). Out after three 
weeks,. final six days’ disappointing 
after start it made; $8,0 

Embassy—(Waegnon) . ree 368; -60- 
65-90) “Disraeli” (WB). ‘Name of 
Arliss plus play helped‘this one to 
‘bigger week proportionately than 
‘thight. have been anticipated; —$14,- 
000, 

Davies—(Waghon) a, 160; 36- 50- 
65- 90) “Lost Zeppelin”: (Tift). Held 
abouf normal for this house “with 
trade. pretty. well sustained: ‘and pro- 
fitable; $7,000. 
Casino—(Ackerman & Harris (2,- 

400; 40-60) “Love; Live and Laugh” 
(Fox)... Supped. considerably, like 
most. of other houses but still on 
safe side at 89, 000. * 

Minneapolis Picks Ui in Of Week: 
Navy Blues’ and Kiddie Show, $25,000 

Minneapolis, Dec, 31, 
(Draw Pop, 500, 

; ‘Weather: Favorable 
.A spurt which started on. Christ- 

mas day carried grosses for several 
| of the ailing local show houses to 

their highest: levels in: séveral 
months. The. rialto ig hoping now. 
that the tide hag turned definitely 
upwards, but it.is keeping its fingers. 
crossed, 

. The portion of the “weelc: preced- 
ing Christmas saw box. offices, in 
most ‘instances, ‘almost completely. 
deserted. At that, as bad as they. 
have been, grosses at the leading 
‘Publix houses for’ Decembér are 
said to be ahead of the correspond- 
ing period a year ago. At peak of 
Christmas night” ‘not ‘over 300 in 
Minnesota. 
Local. entertainment geekers lave 

‘| a yen for kiddie revues. In recogni- 
tion .thereof, both the “Minnesota 
and: Pantages staged ‘such revues as 
featured attractions. The Publix 
house imported ‘some outside juve- 
nile talent to. augment the young- 
sters picked’ up locally, - Manager 
E. C. Bostick of Pantages utilized 
Minneapolis, kiddies exclusively. 
The revues were magnets | at both 
houses, 
“Oe Minnesota” FAVE Its “‘quatomers 

a whale of a show that could not 
help but garner the shekels. In ad- 
dition to its featured screen offering, 
“Navy Blues,” the first William 
‘Haines talker and quite an attrac- 
tion in itself, it regaled its. patrons 
with the kiddfe revue, “Toyland 
Fantasy,” employing 16 juvenile en- 
tertainers; “Snap Into It,” Publix 
unit show; the 40-plece pit orches- | 
tra; featured organist, and m. c.. 
The box offiee clicked at a normal 

oe for the first time in some 
weeks. 

Estimates for Last Week 

Minnesota (Publix) (4,200; 75)— 
“Navy Blues” (M-G-M), PubHx-unit 
stage show, “Snap Into It,” and 
Kiddle revue.” Corking picture and 
great all-around program.. De- 
served. patronage. Despite slow 
start gross $24,500. Very good. 

Century (Publix) : (1,500; 75)— 
“Show of. Shows” (WB). Reviews 
and comments. not ‘enthusiastic, but 
staggering list of stars made picture 
a magnet. $11, 900 okay and held 
-ove 

‘State - (Publix) «, 200: 60)—"“Mar- 
riage Playground” (Par). Took 
some panning. -from critics, but 
pleased customers immensely. $7,- 
100. Good, considering slow start. 

R-K-O° ‘Orpneum (R-K-O) (2,890; 
50)—"Great Gabbo” (W. W.). Lack- 
ing in:‘aud{lence appeal here. . About 
$7, 000. Bad. 

Lyric (Publix) (1, 300; 40)—"Girl 
from Woolworth’s (FN). — Alice 
White popular here. . Around $5, 900. 
Good 

Aster (Publix). (900; 35) —"Big 
‘Time’ (Fox). Pleasing picture, but 
light, business. Around $2,000. 

“Pantages (1/4007 “25250)="Painted” 
Faces" (Tif). Vaude, including kid- 
die révue. 
pleased. -Kiddle revue a draw. 
About $8,000. Good. ; 

R- K-O O 7th Stréet (R-K-O) (1,- 
500; 50)—“‘Romance of Rio Grande” 
(I ox). First-rate picture and pleas- 
ing enough pop vaude.. Initial re- 
opening program. $6,600. Tair, 

Shubert (dramatic stock) (1,400; 
35- $1)—"Holiday. " Lauded by crit. 
ics, but only mediocre draw. . 

with. “Footlights.and Fools.” 

seven ‘days; 

Picture liked and show. 

: Chicago, Dec, 31. 
‘Mwo days following Christmas 

meant everything last week, espe- 
cially at the run- spots. This was 
noticeable at United Artists, where. . 
“Taming of the Shrew” replaced. 
“Three Live Ghosts” on the holiday 
‘and. played the next two days to 
block-long holdouts. - 

Oriental continued in the cellar, 
grabbing off a very poor $25, 300 

g- 

ure'fs only $300 above: the previous 
week's. House. has a_ stiff nut, 
needing. about $28,000 to break. 

Chicago continued to be’ the loop 
pet, taking the lead by a couple of © 
miles at $45,700 on “Their Own De-.; 
sire.” McVicker’s closed “Disraeli” 
to. a weak. figure. and the picture | 
scrammed for “Welcome Danger.” 
Roosevelt changed Xmas. Day. from - 
“Romance of Rio Grande” to “Dyna- 
mite,” but. house was off at $16,000 
for. the entire week. . 
.At the Woods, “Vagabond Lover” 

chased “Great. Gabbo” on the 26th. 
and sent the house to $14,000 for the © 

figures: $9,000 for the. 
last five days of “Gabbo”. and. $5,000 
for two days of Vallee. State-Lake — 
still messed around with a dark 
front while installing a new mar- 
quee, and the gross remained down,. 
although the bill was up to stand ° 

‘Jard...:At. the two smaller houses, 
business remained. off; “Nix. -on 
Dames;” at the Monroe, and “Every- 
body Happy,” at ‘the Orpheum, just’ 
getting - past. 

Estimates for Last Week :. 
‘Chicago. (Publix-B & K), “Their — 

Own ‘Desire’ (M-G), stage. show 
(4,400; 60-85). Norma. Shearer a. 
‘draw ; satisfactory at $45,700. 

MeVicker’s (Publix-B & K), “Dis- 
raeli” (WB) (1,856; 50-85). Dropped 
in third and last: "week to $22,300; 
“Welcome Danger” (Par) current.: 

Monroe (Fox), “Nix on Dames” . 
(Fox) (1,120; 60-75). Didn’t get no-= 
tices or patronage; house remained 
in slump at $3,800. . 

' Oriental (Publix-B &. K), 
lights.and Fools’ (FN), stage show 
(3,500; 50-86). Only | $300. above 
previous week's low; has. bécome 
the worry of the loop; house ads 
‘taken out.of the regular B-& K . 
space ‘and given special. attention; 
low: at $25,500. 
Orpheum (Warner), “Byerybody ” 

Happy”. (WEB) (199; 60-75). Sec- 
ond week and not so- good; $6,500. 

Roosevelt (Publix-B & K), “Ro- 
mance of Rio Grande” (Fox) (1,600; 
50-85). 
days of “Dynamite” (M-G); neither - 
picture apparently meant much last 
‘week; $16, 000. anemic, 

State. . Lake -(RKO), “gong. of 
Love” (Col), vaude (2, 200; 60-75). - - 
Off. again, With, dark front no: help; ” 
$23,300. : 
“United Artists - (Publix - UA), S 
“Three Live Ghosts” (UA) (4,700; .- 
50-85).. Week's gross belongs to the . 
two days.of.“Taming of the Shrew”: 
(UA); about $12,000 for five. days. of 
pchosts” and ‘$9,000 for “Shrew”. ine 
two ‘days. 
Woods (RKO), “Great ‘Gabbo" 

Cort widey (1,200; 650-86). - Abort 
$9,000 for five days of “Gabbo” and 
two good days. for “Vagabond 
Lover” (Radio); $14,000, —— 

STRONG FILMS BROUGHT 
GOOD GROSSES TOK C.. 

Kangas City, Dec. 31. . 
Although . the. managers Icnew 

| they were up against an almost.im- - 
possible chance to break even on 
their overhead, they did not chisel 

|.the programs. All had strong. Dic _ 
tures, stage shows and “names.” 
Most of. them fared a little better 
than expected... 
‘Theatres are all decorated and. 

radiate. the season, and all have : 
given much publicity to the. New -- 
Year's Eve shows. this: evening. 
The Mainstreet. is reserving. all 
seats at $1. Midland 18 selling its‘. 
show .with gifts and nolse makers E 
added, for the regulation 60 cents. 
The other" houges advertise regular . 
prices. All -will Probably. ‘be sold” 
out. 

Estimates for Last Week _- 
Loew's ‘Midland—"“Untamed”. at- 

G-M) (4,000; 25-36-50-60).° Kansas . 
City. claims Joan Crawford..as its 
own. But it did not help business 
much -until the Christmas holiday. 
Pres failed to enthusé over star 
or p.vcture.. Vaude., $22,000. 

Mainstreet—"Love Racket” (PN) 
(3,200:: 26-35-50-60).. .Talker: ver-~. 
sion of stage play, “The Woman on ° 
the Jury.” Good. - Stage bill of five 
acts. $17,060 ; 
a Newnne“Marriage: >Playground”=~ 
(Par) (1,980; 25-35-50-60).. One of - 
best on street. $11,200. - 
Pantages—‘‘Most. Immoral Lady” 

(FN) (2,200; 26-35-50). Like other 
houses Pan gave strong film drama. 
Vaude among best. of season’ and 
‘well balanced. $7,900. 

Royal—"Hlearts in Exile” (WB): 
This feature was opened Wednés-. 
day and gave way Christmas Day 
to “Kjbitzer.” Business not so goad. 

, . $3,500. 134,900 

“Foot- 3. 

:Week’s figure includes two - 
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Amusements Join Mildly in y in Rally. Hollywood Chatter 

As Pressure of Tax Sales Eases: ese Dlr, a1 ot 

Fox Holds Back: RKO Up; Par Leads | | 
“Hy Daab‘On Copy 
_Jemotional action {fs all-re- 

“quisite in successful advertis- 
ing.’ More verbs and nouns : 
‘and Iess adjectives get the su- - 
” perlatives, themselves, ~ 

ture. 

*Montagie Giass’ ia ‘completing: the. 
play he came west.ta write. . 

. Harry Wallen is horeymaoning in 
the. hula: country. 
Sam Sax is back after a. year, “in 7? 

By AL:GREASON - : j 7. Prices _ Hy Daab in réveal- ||the east.” y ALG -_ Yesterday s Prices |. ine hon Raxto gave birth’ to "Wallace: Smith, who writes, also Amusement shares joined mod- Leading. Amusements ._ “its Titan’ style of copy. : Wants to. aot. 
7 i ; ‘ ., Net. erately yesterday in a sharp upturn, sates. High. Low. Last, ehg. 

due to relaxation of the pressure 52, Ko sssvee 2396 20 32° +% if 
from tax sales and a generally bet- || 3,100 Loow. .... 49% 406 03 FF | 

.ter feeling for the early part. of ‘the |{ 46700 R-K-0 -... 20% 19°. 20° +1 

~ Eillian Roth is: ‘to vacation in. 
New York. .. - 
The Irving Thalbergs move home 

to Beverly Hills from Santa Monica, 

:Daab advises student public- 
. ists to study -the emotionalism © 
which. he claims will be con-.- 
tained in the Radio. Pictures | 

New Year. The group was far from 98,100 RCA voce TA 4288 ae Pee . _ (the. R- K-O) display in “Va-. | -Harry Arias rept an pbpoint. 

the van, but showed an encouraging |] 309 Shu ...... 10 10. 10 ne ees. riety’s anniversary num ber ||/ment. He as te Y nahat. . 
disposition to make headway on the'|| 17,000 W. Be soNbs 40 404 +14 1) SESS . ||) next. week. | ac anes Judels dialogs as well ag 
up side. - 5,000 P: th 38 «34% 38 +2. HY |]. “They will find,” ‘says Hy, - . 

All leading issues opened with’ 12,600 Shu “a! “Ati 4M A | EDDIE iNewveer. “that’ advertising is but the 1 one Huston on his way here ° 
,-gains, Paramount at 50%, up i -g 000 Fox Thr.. 3% BY% 34+ 4H ays Flappy New Year -.| fleeting « contact of the mind via Ca 
Warner Bros. 40%, up 1%, and "700: Gea Thre. 2 7% 27% 28 ra Se. ’ Master of. ceremonies - at. Earle ‘and copy. . ‘Nils Asther h hibernatiig at Mal- 

RKO, 195, up from 19. Theatre, Philadelphia, 16th week||- “They: will | find,” he: contin- ides oa with no phone, ‘but a ‘pet. 
As the day wore on most theatre thusiasm in any group was not|and still going strong.” |, ues, “that the style “of type 7 

issues bettered these figures: slight- enthusiasm, over the past week. “Many thanks to Wm. Goldman’ used.::will literally climb. all t moe Mark is at fhe shimbascndor: 
-ly and closed. on or-near the top.) Situation in Fox played directly | and’ Harry Shaw for. all théy “have over thent:” . ort own TE ere ME Ts Finkien 
Progress was made in spite of con-|iit4 the-hands of the bears, “All done.for me.” ~~ . "Subtlety and its ilk are-not | stel A ane roma ut in tlywood . 
tinued selling for tax purposes, al- ‘the rumors that found their way} ee Eddie. for: the show. mind,. Advertis- ten days, but will winter at Pal a, 

though this kind of dealings he. teat. into print: were. gloomy. and prob- | === —SS— || . ing must’ be socky and showy Beach ve ete Jan 10. m 
~ reach tha proportions - of the la ly had their origin in Wall Street] sas waren: y . «.. |}: and-reflect the enthusiasm and .. . : 
‘two weeks. . ab the trade the rts was much more Rogell. Will Make Own -: - sincerity which must imbue George Watters nursed an.annoy-. 

ing appendix at home; “over the’ holy 
idays. : 

Studios sent out ry deluge of. elecs ‘ 
tric clocks as. eifts ‘to scribes. ‘Some © 
got three, . 

Couple of special: cars. “of “film ; 
celebrities ‘went. ‘up ‘for the Stan. 
tord- Army game, : 
‘Plenty of Xmas eve battles.’ old, 

grudges" settled and the _COps - kept 
away. 
Jimmy. Gillespie - hosted it. for 16 

hours Christmas Day at the Whites .. 
man-mansion in Hollywoodland. . ‘ 

Tuesday sales had to be for cash heerful, although. not what you'd |. every. copy writer; at Jeast — 
instead of the regular way, since call boisterously” optimistic. Status Talkers for Tiffany Release | while he is writing g said. copy,” 
completion of the ordinary transac-| o¢ Fox, as uptown gets: it,.is that} : ‘Hollywood, Dec. 31. says Hy. = 
tion would carry-over until tomor- William: Fox is at a definite dead- ‘De al “between - Tiffany) and Al 

row's delivery time and be in 1930/i6ck with his associate trustees in| Rogell whereby the latter. was to. 
tax. year. Cash sales reached totals charge of company interests. —-- |make six talkers for the company Lumas’ Notes i nH Judgment 

. probably. never before witnessed ot - The other two trustees, J. E. Ot-|has been revised. Rogell will make 
the Stock Exchange. Dealings of |terson of Western Electric and Har-| four, with outside, financing, or Tif-'| 
this kind are always done at lower/ ry Stuart of Halsey, : Stuart & -Co., fany. release, f Judemeni for $3, 145° was’ awarded 

“prices, due to the, urgency Of the|haye certain plans and Fox refuses This keeps Tiffany in. ‘adherence the Bank of Yorktown in a- suit 

- gale, which gives, the buyer the ad-|to subscribe to them. What the out-|to Phil Goldstone’s policy of studio | brought in. New: York against, the 
vantage. Yesterday's quotations on|come will be nobody ventures to| operation, Rudolph Flothow,. now | Lumas ‘Film. Co.; Sam Sax, me 
cash transactions were from: % to predict, but the underground to|with'Tiffany in charge of shorts and |Company’s president; I. Rogers and 
2 full point below prices-made in} Tjniés Square is that William Fox| color work, is leaving. He. probably ‘David Block, to collect payment on 
deals ‘the regular way. . The extent!ig bearing up auifte cheerfully, and will join. Rogell. . two promissory aeees ane by. the donetoa'2, FOO trae ae ae of such dealings probably gives the holding his tongue. All that is be- oo 7 bank through 4 erteiae h k by | Stidio: help, day hefore Christmas. -hest hint so far of: the extent to|ing contributed to the discussion by| © 0) Pri nee ware given the bank by Sylow Cody was tenderéd a special ,which the tax maneuver figured in| way of rumor and surmise appears | Sono-Art Rushing David Bloc: x, ms owed by the com: night‘ at the last Wampas meeting srepox Halle Near 22" "| tom Deckers comaeceen made" gonp-ane, igymaee Dec! [pans ite" aie, for” insurance] fo celebrate hls eturh te heathy ox 3 r {from brokerage c ’ " QO! 
‘Fox did little either way, repre-|to look plenty somber. Sono-Art will ‘make a “hurried | premiums. Jimmy. ‘Hats” O'Neal expected in’. 

production of “Dark Chapter” star- Attorney J. T. Breen represented senting apparently the deadlock * Big Sume at Stake’ rin . 
& Reginald Denny who must re-| ing bank in the suit. . Judgement which has developed in the trustee- There are large sums of money at port to Metro on Jan. 27 for a part |v . & 

ship, with William Fox taking a de-|stake. This much is pretty definitely| i) “madam Satan.” Instead of B,|¥2S tendered Dec. 24. . 
‘termined position and refusing _to|known. Outstanding among other. H. Griffith, who could not. get to- 
take part in any trustees program of|| Fox obligations $27,000,000 in unseé- gether with Denny on radical points Technicolor’ $s Expansion reorganization. First hint of change|cured paper. Of that there is an of the story, George J. ‘Crone, who Holl d, D 91. in the impasse probably will come unsecured note of $15,000,000 to the. was assistant to Renaud. Hoffman: T ; . yropee anich a bi 
in a brisk. movement in the ‘stock,|American Telegraph & Telephone} oy, «Blaze o Glory,” . will, handle |» hat ond on hr “a, t ¥ discounting developments. before|Co.,and another for $12,900,000 with tne megaphone. Production starts: Se aeaery, w nm 

town before returning to 'N, Y. ‘from . 
holiday visit in: Seattle. — 

{ - John. ‘Kirkland, ‘and wife, “Nancy: 
” Carroll, will spend a month in Hono- 

lulu. . 

Only 6,968 familles moved to’ 
Hollywood the past year. Pr evious “ 
yeai’s figure 8,397. | 

First National and ‘Warner - em. 
s ployees ‘got. 60% of their weekly. they, become apparent outside, .It is|the Halsey, Stuart people on the’) Jan. 2, . | Fe000.000 fect year. any's product: check as a présent from J. Le ‘because the speculative community creditor end. in th h a Company’ is aleo ne zotiating: tor | Warner. 4s waitIng for some such sign that hat part in the maneuvers those Louella, Parsons. and. Dr.’ Harry .the stock has been doing little, two chunks-of money ‘play is’ not. Brenon In and.Qut more land on. Cabuenga Boulevard § 

W. Martin are to be married Jan, 4 
at Villa Carlotta, ‘Hollywood. At 
home there after Jan$15,-. . 

Carl Laemmle has invited Brest 
dent Ortiz Rubio, of Mexico, now in 
|New York, here to see how pictures 

By this time it as been kicked] disclosed, but the inference is: fairly After one week in New York, oer to build a further extension. catest - around so freely ‘and made the goat plain that they. would be likely to bert Brenon returns to a ne coas the addition “her make four ‘pia ts in 
go often that almost any daring op-|dietate caution on the part of Otter-: put the finishing touches on’ the operation ere. 

erator can work it" either way, by|Son and Stuart, as trustees, Fox is eons of Radio's “Case of Sergeant: eo — y waye yg 
means of a demonstration. Yester-|Sald to have nde progress toward|“TEED 4. expected to return td Sweethearts and. Wives’ day it scarcely moved more than a| Putting his Personal affairs as "dis- 

_ | Néw York to attend the opening of. - Hollywood, Dec, 31, | 4re made. faction from ite new resistance tinguished trom those of the com. | Ne" 0, tn taranw,. cite Bron a een ei [Sam erin sohined rom, Ba- 
which reached large proportions: as| Confusion in the internal situa- ~ _ _| Paramount to. F irat, National to play. pieture or bring a foreign “find” usual. Something definite one way |tion is reflected in the stock’s mar- Reicher at Metro ose awe Dove in “Sweet- home with him 
or the other is: promised before the ket performance. The trading com- Hollywood, Dec. 31, earts an ves.” It is an adap- < 

Smart new. building opened. on 
the boulevard ‘@ month ago and one 
of the shops is already holding a 
closing-out sale. 

Metro boys who went to the 
‘train to meet. the savages from. 
Africa found ‘them dressed ‘Fifth 

: Avqnue. 
‘Lew Brice is trying the cafe 

racket. Opening up in the cellar of 
the Christie hotels. Sid Silvers will 
help. o 

Paul Guertzman divides his time 
between acting and doing odd jobs 
around the Paramount studio pub=" 
licity offices, 

‘Arthur: Hornblow, . “Sidney ‘How. 
ard and Robert Mcintyre of Sam 
Goldwyn’s staff have returned. from 
New York prepartory to starting | 
production. Jan.: 15 of “Raffles.” — 
Henry McCarthy pulls-a gag in 

First National’s dining room. The. - 

‘boys go-'for it. ° “Richard Weil 
"| Ships the nifty to.“The New ‘Yor ker” 

end-of tha ves 8 munity doesn’t know what !s going| Frank Reicher, who has been do- tation of the recent, Broadway flop 
Paramount aia: cbput as well as|0M and the Fox issue is being kickea/ Ing dialog directing for Pathe for CRhard waewe laces Brook 1 " anything in the group, getting to §1|4bout mercilessly. Shorts ‘sell it|the past year, has signed a six- Par's “Benson - Murder "Ca e” in the late dealings and closing|With complete abandon. Covering|™onth contract with M-G-M. Leila Hyams and Sidney Bla ter ' there, best figure it has held for |OPerations move it up trom: time to| He Will direct most of the foreign |e ees the Bane De film. some time, contrasted to its recent | time ana then sales days last ¥ nek on that tot. of pletures made | _ is t ; jnewed. It took two ays last. wee ° . Fe TT Wileh also te well regarded’ in tng|#® eet the "A" stock above 26"and Mey a ahort tem ak group, started at near its best of half an hour of hammering to drive After-a short.term with Radio 41 and maintained a better attitude|it below 20. Monday it was making |that session. At the same time the| Pictures, which he left to join 

throughout the session, a stand around 22, ruling fraction- |Shubert 6% bonds slid into new low| Metro in the direction of its first Radio-Keith, which had shown a|®l at that level, when in the half | prices at 47 on a turnover.of $50,000, | western, “Montana,” Mal St. Clair disposition to break into new|hour between.12:30 and 1 o'clock a| Monday, of course, was the last day| returns to Paramount shortly. ground higher up, held to its im-|Geluge totalling probably 30,000|for sales for tax purposes and that| He was with Par for some time proved course. Figure moved to 20|Shares (that single day’s turnover|may have had something to do with| Prior to his’ short-term contract which is the level recommended for | V2S Near 100,000 shares) drove it to|the weakness in both Fox and Shu- | with Radio. ~ 
purchases during the early phases|2 Rew bottom at 19%. bert. “ PT of the October break by interests “That’s the heart-breaking thing * On the: other hand the ‘standard “ Heavenly Twins"—Duncans | yi to the company. about the whole campaign. The |stocks fared pretty. well on that day, The Heavenly Twins,” scheduled 

Shubert sold only 200 at 10, tax | bears seem to have a clear field. ending with net gains in most cases, | 23.2 musical comedy for production 
selling apparently having been.com- | Support comes in at certain points— Uncertainty in Pathe on Broadway by C. B. Dillingham pleted during the relatively heavy lately it has been 22, just as it was| Pathe is the third sore spot. . Mar- | for ‘the Duncan Sisters, has been 
‘@ealings of the day ‘pefore - “when | @t-34:° two.. weeks ‘ago. -Resistance.| ket: : doésn’t quite know. what the- selected instead: as the next Metro 4,200 shares changed hands and’ the ‘points, however, appear to exist| outcome -of the _elty inquiry into |pieture in which the Duncans will stock touched a new bottom of §|only: by sufferance of the bears.{the studio fire will be in relation Star. Q and get flat. Same was true of Pathe. . They are able to put it at new lows|to the fortunes ‘of the company, |. “Into produetion uring January.. mi nd ge cee et midnight’ These late cash sales apparently at pleasure. _ and uncertainty is translated into]: + mass Christmas Eve at St, Monica's . were held back with the {dea that Dividend a Handicap ‘ticker terms.in the inevitable way.| Hughes-Maroh Term Church, Santa Monica. Orders were| the last day .of the year would Chart readers have ‘calculated that} Pathe common: repeated its low of.|. 
bring ,better prices. generally, prices. its last resistance point. should be|2%4.Monday with the 7% bonds 
at which stock could be sold with |around 17.and if it breaks that mark selling down again at 38, loss of 2| Moncure ‘March, the poet who in- &.good chance of getting them back |it could go to almost anything. Feel-|on the day,. but still well above the ‘troduced a new rhythm in “The Set 
‘in January at near-by levels. Views |ing is’ that no matter what happens|recent bottom of below 30. Pathe Up” and. “The Wild Party.” a of what the next few weeks will|the dividend will come off after the| friends declare the ‘bonds are a March wrote the dialog for “Hell's bring forth. have -undergone a|January payment already voted.|gift at such prices, but somebody Angels.” 
change. Feeling now is that early |Fact that the dividend is still on is| continues to -sell.‘them, — 

' January ought to see’ prices well |more against the stock. marketwise| Adding something to the already 
sustained while dividend and inter- | than not; for thé reason. that neces- | discouraging picture is the situa- 
est. money finds investment. -After | sity of conserving cash is so appar-|tion of. Universal whose ‘$8. pre- in the N. 'Y, City court against 
‘that the state of business, will con- |ent that disbursement in dividends ferred stock. hovers around ‘the Frank _D. Ferrone_of. the Famous. ss ~trol=the--trend; -which~ 4s“now~ex=|hurt*the~stock’stitker—fortynes: | astonishing price of 28-30 with an: ‘Lovers Productions ‘by William P, pected to ‘be moderately lower. . If: Definite passing of dividends, there- Imposing total of sales for so In- Gunshinan, on an assigned claim of .-a@ break {s in store, which the Street fore, would be a constructive step,|active a security (near 600 last} the Tec-Art-Studios for labor and 

A three-year contract -has been no publicity,, but word passed - 
issued by Howard Hughes.to Joseph around and a great number never 

got inside the: church, 
Eastern railroads are getting wise — 

to the fact that a lot of picture peo- — 
ple are going to suffer from loss 

_|o£f option. -The N. Y. Central has 
{just completed a 40-foot sign on 
‘|Hollywood boulevard telling the pic- 
ture people that the 20th: century 
is the best train going east. 
Both... Andy....Callaghan, —Jr...and... 
his dad, who fs business manager 
of Technicolor on the west coast, 
are wearing puffed-out chests. 

Ferrone Judgment 
A judgement for: $1,604 was filed 

‘ @oesn’t . admit as freely ag it did|in the.opinion of market observers. week). studio services, Callaghan,. Jr., 15- -year old 1ad,. al-: three weeks ago,. it probably will be | . Fox is: only one of several bad| Monday's lows are scarcely a falr ll most‘ overnight: became the most_ deferred until after January. — spots. among the amusements. Thé| index for these odd lot issues, how- | “Raffles” Starting important mémber of the Callaghan” Erratic Fox ‘Shubert mess adds to the ‘gloom.|ever. Apparently tax selling in the -_ Hollywood, Dec, 31. * |household by winning the champion- . 
. Erratié market behavior of -Fox|Shubert took a new nosediye Mon- inactive Mst was held back until Sam Goldwyn. ‘will start produc- {ship of Southern California in the. 

continued to act as a brake on bull-|day to 8, which is new jow ground|the last minute and” then put|tion on Raffles," Ronald commen’ 
ish enthusiasm. for the rest of the|on the biggest turnover in weeks,| through on the final--trading day | next ‘Starring picture for U, 
‘emusement group, althéugh bullish aniounting to nearly: 5, 00g” shares In (Continued on page $0)" ~~ around Jan. 15, 

50-yard swim and a large loving. 
cup .from .the Hollywood Athletic 
‘ub, 



Wednesday, Jonuaey. i,. 2 

Home Portable Talker Device | 
- Ready for Market Now by E RPL. 

wot - ¥ionywooa, ‘Dec. 31... 
" gilecteleat Research . Products, 

“western: Electric subsidiary, opens 
an intensiye : sales cdmpaign in ‘the. 

“ west Jan. 2 on its portable ‘talker. 
apparatps for. homes and educa - 
tional use. 
Campaign will be conducted ‘from 

newly organized educational . dis- 
trict offices. in Los. Angeles," , San: 
Francisco,. Portland,. Seattle, - ef. 4 

All... managers and salesmen ate” 
tended the. first, general sales meet=: 
‘ing in. ‘the-: ‘west. Dee. 26-28: at, di-: 
visional headquarters in Hollywood. A 
guard now - occupies | ‘three -flegrs: 

_Holly wood... ‘Frofesgional | . 

Building wand. is .overflowing on. to} — ; 
Western educational -dp-} . 

the ... 

8 fourth. 
. partment, ,.’ i 

.- floors, It has. ‘been organized: sincé 
Nov. 1 by P. W. Campbell .and now. 
‘consists of. four: managers anid. seven}: 

 Salesmen, - . 
A. Denver office: will ‘pe. opened 

about. April 1: « 
During . the meeting ‘last week 

‘the educational ‘personnel received 
-teclinical instructions from. R.. 1H: 
Griest, district supervisor of in- 

“the coast. departmental _ organiza- 
tion of ERPI from H. G.. Knox, 
vice-president .in'.:charge ‘of the 
western division, and -was coached 
in sales by Campbell: 

U SELLS LAB IN NJ: 
T0 CON. FOR $750, ane | 

Under a deal close closed between the 
.Consolidated Film. Laboratariés, 
largest of labs in the motion pic- 

- ture industry, . and Univergal,: the) 
former is taking. over. the U. labora- 
tories in Fort Lee, N. J., ata re-. 
‘ported price. of $750,000. _ 

- With U's, sale’of. the Jab. ‘it has 
operated. for ‘many years on.. the 
Jersey side, -it turns: over its. ‘print- 
ing and developing business to Con-: 
Bolidated: under a long-term con- 

tract. 
Under the terms of this agree- 

. ment, according. to an inside source, 
Universal owill ‘get its. laboratory 
work done at a cheaper price than 
by operating. its own developing 

. plant. . 

Par Studio Corrections, 

‘Parainount - ‘studio, Long Island, 
makes the _ following series ‘of 
denials: .. 

Louella Parsons said Skeets Gal- 
Jlagher would appear in and Fred 
-Newmeyer would direct “Dangerous 
Nan McGrew.” Taint ° SO. Mal St. 
Clair will direct. , 

“Variety” said ‘Lothar’ Mendes 
would direct the . ‘Same _ picture. 

’ Taint. so, 

*‘Variety” said Maurice Chevalier 
‘would. appear in “Strictly Dis- 
honorable” directed by. Ludwig. Ber- 
ger. Taint so. 

The ‘Holiday ‘Spirit © 
With. the arrival of the ‘second. ; 

birthday for. the star.chamber -arbi- 
tratlon bout between. Warners and 
Western. Electric, George. Quigley, 
Vita head, _ indicated an armistice 
with: 

“Everything: is. now. very quiet. 
ay | the holiday spirit pre- 
sides,” ; 

Columbia’s Writers. 
- ' Hollywood, Dec. 31. 

* ‘Writers ‘assigned -at Columbia; 
Edward Clark to an orginal to. be 
‘directed by Victor. Heerman;' Nor- | 

=.-Man...-Huston--for-—-original--to—=be- 
directed by Erle Kenton; ‘ Dorothy 
Howell, writing “Private Property,” 
for George B. Seltz to meg; Gladys 
Lehmann writing “Temptation.” 

‘On Writing ‘Staff 
Hollywood, Dec: 31, 

John Russell and Earl Baldwin 
Were added: Monday. to Firgt Na- 
tional’s scerfario. staff. 

. gales. the” ‘picture biz 

bigger, grosses, in: January. - 

what’ Loéw’s ‘call its January: Festi- 
‘val. Month, ‘while. R-K-O is: aboard 
‘the prosperity ‘special with a Janu- 

_stallation; ‘heard ‘an: explanation, of “Goda: Times Are Now Here. 

[tying up with several Chambers of 

‘Include the ‘soundproofing of two: 

-| equipment building. " 

PICTURES 

SOUND CLOSING. 
"EM ALL OVER U.S. 

“3PasShw |) 
“  hree Punch and Judy. shows : 

on Broadway this year for the .. 
Tony Sarg, 

‘Shut. Since. Summer: in 

Holiday period... 
‘Remo Bufana .and Sue: Hast- ar 

_ ings are the trio. : , 
- These annual kid shows only 

satay, for the: ‘holidays and. ‘mop. 

position or Cost of Talker. 

yo ‘Exhibitors Closing 

‘GOOD TIMES’ SLOGANS. - 
‘FOR JANUARY: BOOST 

While- the . “Yesular “conimercial 
marts. are-. ‘hitting: into January 

is climbing | 
aboard an exploitation - train for 

Loéw-s 

ds ‘conducting a campaign with the 
slogan “Good. ‘Times ‘Are Here,” for 

7 o v 

: Unable to “continte ; with. silent 
‘pictures in the face’ ‘of opposition 
‘from wired houses or afraid to buy 

a large’ number. of theatres are 
closed. at this height ofthe theatri- 
cal season. 
it. was difficult around Jan. 1 to lo- 
cated a dark. house, | hundreds of 
neighborhood. sections in the cities 
and‘score upon score of small towns. 
are now ‘represented with picture. 
theatres that stand idle. : 
That scores: will never re- open is 

accepted within * better informed 
circles of the industry as more of a 
probability. than a possibility, with 
a few houses. on record as demol- 
ished and others..as permanently 
Shut down, the owners either trying 
to sell the ° property; - ‘to decide 
whether. to build on ‘the ’ site or. 
.transform the former picture palace 

. ‘into a garage or some other type of 
os bullding. ; 

‘In the east, including | ‘Greater 
New York, Long Island, ‘Westchester 

, County, Staten Island,.New Jersey 
and up-State, the number of theatres 
formerly ‘playing pictures and now 
dark; without any apparently defi- 

| nite plans for the immediate future, 
is 126. Most atl-of these have been 
closed since the summer, many g0- 
Ing dark in June and July as in for- 
mer years for the summer only, but 
not re-opening so far this season. 
' Since. that .date only 14 houses 
closed ‘have reopened in this wide 
territory, The same’ condition is 

‘ary Jubilee: Month’ and a ‘slogan, 

Oscar Doob, ‘gavertising and pub- | 
Heity chief of Loew's, started. the 
latter’s drive about a month ago. 
Since that time he has ‘succeeded in 

Commerce: where Loew’s theatres 
are located. Among those already 

Jin tow are Dayton, Reading, Syra~ 
“euse, -: ‘Rochester, Brooklyn, Bronx 
‘and Houston. , Mae 

Par’ $ Additions. 
, - Foliywosd; Dec. $1. 
Alterations and additions are. 

scheduled for the Paramount: studio 
soon after the new year.. . 
‘In addition to'a new administra-. 

tion building, the improyements will 

~ 

more stages, bringing the total of. 
sounders ‘to 12; a new assembly 
shop for set erection; an extension 
of. the monorail, system for trans-. 
‘porting sets; erection of two more. 
‘sound: projection rooms; the build- 
ing of another portrait gallery; the, 
increasing of the capacity of: the. 
transportation department and: the 
construction of a new electrical and 

the country,.the east being the best 
barometer of the situation every~ 
“where, , 

Cities in the east, together with 
theatres that have been closed for 
months and are still dark ‘are: 

New York City 
ach’ in Apollo. , Roach s Economy APOIO. aa. 

: , ‘Canal. | 
> Hollywood, Dec. 31. Daytona, 

FRAT ‘Roach has discontinued his| Endicott. y 

publicity department, which has| Fugazy.. 
Golden Rule (Rivington St.). 
Golden Rulé (Third Ave). 
First Avenue. 

been operated. by Agnes O’Malley, 
as another move in his campaign 
for economy that begun = several 
weeks ago when he sold his string Kelton, 
-of polo ponfes: _ Lyric. . 1 

The studio has been working Monroe. 
with a skeletonized force which is| _Odeon.-. © 
to be cut even further before. the |. M. & S. Palace. 
closing of the studio on ‘the com- Regun, * 
|pletion of this season’s. product in|. Rex. — . 
February. ‘Without'a publicity de-| Royal (Grand t). . 
partment the routine material for. . Tremont. . 
Metro’s ‘publicity needs will be han-| Walton. oo. 

j dled by H. M. ‘Walker, story ‘editor. |-._Webster, 0 0 60 20 
| West End. 

‘ Pa: So - Brooklyn 
Art. . : “Biggest ass” Att ion. 

; Pittsburgh, “Dec. 27.. Atlantic. 

_ Press passes for. opening of| © @ourt. 

“Show of. Shows" at. the Grand in ‘Eagle. ~ 
Pittsburgh were printed in poster} Fulton Auditorium. 
type on sheets measuring 29x15] Gates. 
inches. ' Btude: 
Gag was by Larry. Jacobs, with |’ Elite. | 

‘sheets marked “The biggest pass for| manuel. 
the biggest picture." Fifth Ave, 

Oo Huntington. 
_Lowe'’s Title Role Hendrix. -... 

‘. Hollywood, Dec. 31. Liberty, 
Edmund Lowe will play the title |) Luxor. 

so tise ‘Folin “Lows Beretti”-tor-Fox;in=|-~ Loew's*Bijous-"— 
stead of Paul Muni. Montauk, 
A more suitable story ig now be- Nostrand. 

ing sought for Munt’s next picture. Palace, 
Park. 

Glennon. With Col. ‘|. Pearl Movies. 
Hollywood, . Dec. 31. Sheffield. 

Bert Glennon will direct two for Sheridan. 
Columbia. “ Sommers, 
First ts called’ “Temptation.” He Tip Top. 

is doing the adaptation. (Continued on page 18) 

\ 

N. Y. and Nearby N. J.| 
., Territory—Afraid of Op-|. 

VARIETY 

a 

"Song of Otto. » Kahn i in 1 Talker 

a One. of the Songs in Fannie. Brice's Arst Uz A. talker, “Be Yourself, fe. 
‘takes . Otto: Kahn, the banker interested in Paramount, as ‘its -subject. 
Title is “Is° Something the Matter With Otto. ‘Kahn?", with. the banker 7 
Kaving heard it and appr oved its ‘public use,. a 

The song runs: 
“Is -something the matter with Otto Kahn 

...' Or something. the. matter: with. me? .. 

126 Silent Pictave Theatres - I wrote a-note and told him what a star. T would. make: 
He sent it back and marked it ‘opened by mistake.’ 

I'd even get fatter for Otto-Kahn, as all prima donnas must be; 
I studied with Scotti, if you know what I mean, 
He said I had the finest diaphragm ‘he had seen; 

Reason . for | Independent | yy 

*|Warners’ Director of Shorts Says 
MANY. NOT REOPENING]. 

-two—Pathe and Fox. © 

‘declared to be general: throughout | 

“| péoplé for the '30-"31 séagon, * ” 

‘preparing jn advance for 

: I think my tra-la- -la-la. “will.” 
And if my: ‘high C don’t hand Otto a thrill, 

| Variety's s Comment on. Booking 0. K 

‘COLOR STILL INDEFINITE, equipment ‘and. fight for, existence,- 

BUT TECHNICOLOR'S HAR: ‘ 
Where in former yeare |. 

at’ least "60 camera’. and ukely 

attachments. for the production of 

‘wide films. in color; expected for use 

by June 1 ‘next, in’ readiness for the 

filming of - next “season's. ‘pictures, 

and all companies but two. indicat- 

ing: they will use its, process,. gives 

Technicolor | a Happy New Year's 

start. Not @ single: producer, 80 far 

as ean be learned, Las. reached any, 
decision on how. deep he: will delve 
into tints outside of the Aeciston 

that color is here to stay. 
All indications point to the use. ‘of 

Technicolor, providing  sitfficient 
cameras and equipment can- be}. 
made, by all producers excepting 

~The former 
has ‘its ‘own. process, Pathe-Color, 
while Fox. has -closed a deal: with 
Eastman to use its Kodochrome; 
double-emulsion . process ‘recently 
brought forward. Fox is building 
‘its own cameras and apparatus ‘for 
the: production of color pictures .as 
.soon as possible, Hastman remain- 
ing out of the camera manufacturing |. 
field so far as color films are con- 
cerned, 

‘Eastman has not closed with ‘any 
of the other front-line producers for’ 
the use of its process, -M-G-M, an]. 
tilly of Fox, preferring Technicolor, 
which, according to Technicolor 
officials, that company . will continue |. 
using. 

‘Holding Out 
- Producers now ,using or planning |. 
to color its product with Techni- 
color include Paramount, Warner 
Brog., First National, M- G-M, Unit- 
ed Artists, Universal, Radio, Colum- | 
bia and .Tiffany. With some, such }. 
as U. A., Universal and Paramount, 
yet to test the color product they | 
have made or are making under the 
Technicolor process, these compa- 
nies as: well ag others. have not ne- 
gotiated’ contracts with. the Tech 

_ Neither Fox nor. Pathe has con 
tracted Technicolor, but that these 
are the only producers who from all 
signs will use no Technicolor at all, 

.|does not indicate to’ those who 
would put: two and two together 
that they ‘couldn't’ have it, if con- 
tracts, based on cameras, could be 
written. At ‘the present not all the 
Technicolor cameras are in use, lesa 
than a half ‘dozen. features, accord- 
ing to the latest check-up, being in 
production in color. Any. producers 
are free to use Technicolor, it: is 
claimed, if they want it, . 

Contrary: to belief.in some quar- 
ters that. elther Paramount or War- |. 
ners, or both, are financially inter- 
ested in Technicolor, there is not the: 

slightest tle outside of contracts to 
use the latter's process, | .according 
to very relHable authority, _Techni- 
color being entirely in control .of 
-Dr.--Herbert--Ty--Kalmus-itg -presi~|- 
dent; Judge Travers Jerome and 
others outside of the show business, |: 

Centinuing to-turn out one of the 
dellvately ‘constructed cameras 

weekly, Technicolor is also reported 

the pro- 
duction of color 
fll ard has its 

menting, for 

arrives. 

an 

the demand when ft 

pictures on wido. 
Cnghie@ ts, esperl-. 

Directors of talker shorts are. 
burned up! : 
.“Variety’ s"” sock last week: at. the 

‘brutality of shorts as- a ‘whole, and: - 

| particularly . the rank’ judgment | in. 

booking them has resulted, in fierce | 

verbal conflict between the directors : 

and booking departments. 

Immediate. cause of the pattle was 

“Varlety’ s” article. excoriating not 

only the three song-barrage shorts - 
preceding “General Crack" at “War- 

ners, New York, but about. all éther 

one. and two reelers that have played | 
this. ‘house—mother of sound . Pro- . 
duction, an 
- Amplifying the comment in 
“Variety,” Murray Roth, chiet di- 
“rector. of shorts at Warners. ‘East- 
ern : Laboratories, .. reviewed. .the - 
situation; contending that -he has 
‘been importuning - the booking’. de--- 
partment to ‘be at east, adult (in. 
selecting shorts, urging | it to show | 
a sporting fairness to the directors,: 
who ‘take the brunt: ‘of, criticism | 
‘wlen,-.as in the case din: ‘point, the. 
public suffers. hearing: ‘three. con<._ 
‘secutive-singing acts,’ entirely with- — 
out. comedy and bristling. with bores. 
dom. . - 

‘I have called attention - res 
-peéatedly to the fact ‘that the book- |. 
ing department. has manifested the’ 
poorest and most undiscriminating © 
taste in presenting kindred shorts,” 
sald. Roth. ‘The genuinely comical 
‘one and two-reelers: have been © 
wantonly disregarded in preference - 
to operatic and. other séng: shorts: 

“The simplest principles of 
vaudeville—and. certainly the fun- — 
damentals of variety apply identi- - 
cally . to’ shorts—are . being over." 
Jooked, namely:. pace, layout.: and 
comedy. - Imagine a vaude bill with 
three acrobatic ‘acts tonowing each - 
other!” 

.No Song. Mania - 
* Roth: maintained: that no- excuse . 
existed for the “aong mania. ” 
he put it:'. 

. “The. impression is widespread : 
‘that, the Brooklyn plant is turning’. 

-| out~ -nothing - -but- “singing: ‘shorts; “Ths *- 
‘booking department. fs-responsible, - 
.We have -plenty of laugh products 
on hand and entertaining - drama. | 
More of them. than :the strictly song -- 

|. stuff. A song short—operatic: or 
otherwise—obtains the same ‘test . 
‘any. other .gets. . Not, all are. bad, : 
But. the talent - is signed. ‘and: the | 
shorts -have to.: be made... When: . 
properly. balanced. on a bill ‘they 
‘have: potential merit. When. that. 
‘balance . ig lacking ‘they . are . dis- 
paraged precisely as a vaude act. 
‘when immediately . preceded by 
‘something similar. © 

‘In the- past few weeks . “we've . 
made comedies of Barton, Oster- 
man, Frisco:and nearly.a score of 
others, which would be ideal. ma-. 
terial to accompany a $2. talker: 
The booking department eventually 
must see the obvious error being 
made, as.pointed out by ‘Variety.’ 
All the directors want. is. S.A. break, 
The ° ‘material : ig here. " 

Conselman. East 
Hollywood, Dec. 31. 

Wm. Conselman, who abandoned . 
the post of Pathe . producer, is 
on. his way. to New York to work 
‘on the continuity of “Whoopee.” - 
It will be produced by Sam Golds 
wyn for United Artists, 
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Richard Barthelmess _ Billie Dove Corinne Griffith ’ Alice White 
In.“Son of the Gods” In “The Othar Tomor- in “Lilies of the Field” In “Playi . Marilyn Miller thy Mackall , | 

OF ‘with Constance “row” and “The and “Back Pay" In ng laying Ground” In pictures us big as In eesertctly “Modern” 

Ey Bennett. Notorious Affair” | “Hollywood” Sally” " and “The Flirting. 
. Widow” .— 
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What Will You Think When 

a7 IRST NATIONAL 
Gives You THESE 

RICHARD 

BARTHELMESS 
In Rex Beach's Great Novel 

“SON OF THE GODS” 
With CONSTANCE BENNETT 

Supreme sensation. of the century. Biggest production from the most 

popular male star in pictures. Direction by Frank Lloyd and dialog by 

Bradley King who gave you ‘Weary River.” Surpasses any Vitaphone or 

silent drama ever produced. Technicolor sequences. 

WwW 

“NO, NO, NANETTE” 
Set for extended runs throughout the ccuntry beginning with New York 

Strand. With Alexander Gray —Bernice Claire singing Icve- teant ead 

Louise Fazenda, Lucien Littlefield, Zasu Pitts, Lilyan Tashman, Bert Roach, 

Mildred Harris. Mostly Technicolor. 

wv 

“SONG or tHe FLAME” 
Most famous of a!l modern operettas. All Technicolor. With Bernice Claire, 

Alexander Gray, Noah Beery, Alice Gentle, Bert Roach. 5000 extras. in 

Petrograd panic: sequence. George Gershwin music. Mammoth sets. 

Already the talk of the trade. 

w 

“BRIDE. REGIMENT” 
All Technicolor with Vivienne Segal, Allan Prior, Walter Pidgeon, Louise 

Fazenda, Ford Sterling, Myrna Loy, Luping Lane. Sigmund Romberg music. / 

NATIONAL 
PICTURE S 

IST STARS. ‘ON EA RTE 

Sirat 
National 
Pictures 

in! “ dack Mulhall - Douglas Fairbanks, Je. Loretta Young Alexander. Gray and 
Murder Will Out” in “Loose Ankles” in “Loose Ankles” and and -Bernice Claire 

and “Show Girl in “Parder on the Second in. “Spring Is. Here”. 
‘ Hollywood” Floor” and ‘Sons of the 

ame’ 
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RAMON NOVARRO in CHARLES KING — DUNCAN SISTERS in 
_ DEVIL MAY CARE BESSIE LOVE in IT’S A GREAT LIFE - 

.. ‘Thrilling Musical Romance S.R.O. at * CHASING RAINBOWS A grand show of loves, laughs, tears 

$2 Astor, N.Y. “The Pagan’ was a. The “Broadway Melody” -pair click and swell songs. With Technicolor. 

winner, but wait till they see this! again in another road-show-size audi- ; 

7 ence hit! With Technicolor. a 

BR oes 

NORMA SHEARER in’ WILLIAM HAINES in VAN & SCHENCK in 
THEIR OWN DESIRE. NAVY: BLUES - THEY LEARNED 

It’s-got the class of “Mrs. Cheyney” All the fun. of Bill Haines combined _ ABOUT WOMEN | 
plus a box office quality that Norma _.with the strongest dramatic love story “These Big Time headliners in a thrill‘ 
gave you in “His Secretary.” Sure-firel he’s ever had! os ing romance of the baseball world: 

| | ‘How these boys sing! A natural! 

. And Move Ty Ques on tio Wert 
Happy METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER New Year 
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"Seven Keys t to Baldpate 
(ALL DIALOGUE): 

Radio Pictures production -and release, 
RCA Photophone .recording and reproduc- 
tion. Richard Dix starred. . Directed by 

|} FRANK ORTH and ANN CODEE 
with Waller Drehen 

“Miene Frau” (Comedy) - 
9 Mins. 

7 Sth Ave. Playhouse, N. Y. : 
- Vitaphone No. 887°: 

bo» in and out before. che. marries 
1e., - 
Inthe tid-bit part of the general” 

routine: between the roguish small- 
town mayor and his gullible girl 
friend, Mrs. Rhodes, De Witt Jen- 

BERT LAMR ‘ “AFTER THE SHOW”. |. A version of this comedy was ae one “thee George Rohan. plas, nings and Nella Walker, are fooling 
with Bobbe Arnst, Harry Sharinon With Jack Pepper made by Warners in French and | Screen adaptation by Jane Murfin. Edward | So much that they have to snap out 

Comedy Comedy,. Songs Dances English, with the same cast, Sub- |.Cronjager,, camerman. . At Carroll, New| the meller aspect with just. a few. 
16 Mins. 19 Ming. g ) ‘ject is.an old reliable and good for York, Dec. 25 at.$2 top, meme, daily. Run- crisp. sentences, . 

ning "time, G2 minutes. 
William Magee. 
‘Mary Norton. 
Hal Bentley. 

- -|laughs wherever German is under- 
stood. -Here it was with Warner's. 
all-German talker feature, “The. 
Royal Box," with the majority of 
‘the audience . . understanding the ; 
chatter. Pleased - nicely. na 
‘All three characters. deliver. - ex- 

pertly, ‘though in the ‘attempt to Max. . 
make certain none of, the dialog is |. Bland nes saseeseseecess/Alan Roscoe 
lost, they: enunciate. too ‘slowly and |'E. Quimby... .,cesccenee Ii ervey Clark 
clearly... That ‘detractd a bit from Birs. Quimby. senses . + Edith, Yorke 
an air of naturalness, 
‘Waller. Drehen ‘is the “husband, 7 

married the day before. . He infor mis’ 
Frank Orth of thig- in. their club-. 
room. They. both leave for: Dre- 
hen’s home,’ so that-Orth may see 
for. himself hhow béautiful Drehen's 

_. Margaret Livingstone. comes in 
‘from the blinding snowstorm, made 
more stagey when. the studio tech- 
.niclan remembered his*“storm de- 
vice,” in a’ tight-fitting. white. en- 
Semble. She’ goes to the safe, like. 
in a limited vaude act. Shortly - 
afterwards she spills the reason. 

vee ....- Richard: ‘Dix 
saves ..Mirlam Secegar 
‘ .-Craufurd Kent 

Beacon New York 
“Vii itaphone, No.. 904-5 | 

Bert ahr," in musical: comeay 
‘since vaudeville, is equally funny. 

- forthe. talking. streen..He belongs 
to the low comedy ‘group but: with- 
‘out ‘any .stigma of vulgarity or of- 
fensiveness.’ Frequently uproarious 
and always. amusing. 
-'Phis release is on two discs, or 

about twice the average length, It. 
‘tells ‘without .much need for sense’ 

“cor reason the humiliation that came. 
- to a young man who made his living: 

designing pajamas. Stung by ‘the 
haughty laughter of a fair damsel 

- the .pajama-maker: gives up his 
‘pansy profession, Joins. ‘the police 
“force and: captures a bad’ man. 

Bobbe Arnst looks very. cute. a: 
Lan ‘ 

-| Carroll, New York 
Pathe- RCA Photophone 

Although not the best short’ ‘ever. 
made, here’s.a. two-reeler that. ‘1olds 
‘the interest. satisfactorily and - for 
Jits length manages to: fare ‘better 
than plenty that have been turned 
out in. the: past year and found their 

‘|| way into-the better class: first-runs. 
While some ‘of the material is small 
time vaude and: registers: accord- 
ingly, : there .are other spots in the. 
short that. give. it its moments, the |; 
Jack Pepper ‘songs: the clowning 
piano number by an unbilled pair 
aping Harpo and Groucho Marx, and 
the -bits: in which the frankfurter. 
king throwing the. after- theatre. 

mo party takes part, all cHcking. 

‘The finale in which Joe Ray’s fair- 
‘| to-middlin’ tenor. voicé leads. a flash. 
.|mumber. with the chorus ensemble 

Thomes Hayden. eeees 
Mayor Cargan.....++ eeoss. De Witt Jennings 
‘Kennedy..sss ; .-Carieton Macy 
Mrs. Rhodes... 

“what might have occurred. Waly. 

; ’ V 
* egeven Keys to: Baldpate; in. its - BLAZE 0’ GLORY 
‘Radio Pictures talker version, igs-not.| |... (ALL DIALOG). 
a $2 picture. It.is light, mechanical | 'p oduced- by ‘So Art. Producti - 
‘film fare which, because of its title released tmjuen Sono soqutions and 
and the Geo. M. Cohan. ee ee Eddlo Dowling starred, Directed by Re= 
as well: as Richard Dix in. the ea -nayd Hofiman = an eorge * ‘Crone.. 

wife is. . Ann Codee, as the wife, will survive in the weekly change Booey, Eemman, from Thomas 

awakens and plays up to Orth. ‘They houses...  - - 1-Muste -by James Hanley.” Lyrics by Mr. 
‘decide that Orth’ should” sleep in] The ‘screen . “hasn't availed itself 
their house that ‘night. © - .of its unlimited scope in this-tr ansi- 

Dowlng, James Brockman, 

, _ | tured:- .Miss - Codee. volunteers - “She w il tion, -Fally 90%. of the actidn oc ullaby,’”” ‘Put a Little.Salt on the Blue-. 

; DOUGLAS: STANBURY’ . marching. out eye- -opening creations sleep .alone “on; @..day. bed: while. curs on: the. country, | ‘hotel Hying~.|- ird's Tail,’ .“Wrapped in a Red Reda. 7 

‘With Lyric Four . -||of Milady, is another part ef the 19+:Orth and her husband sleep. together room set;: projecting ‘witht more arti- Rose. * Opening to $11. top at Cohan thea 
“Pack Up Your Troubles” '|minute “short. that: should. score in: her bed. ficiality. than clumsy carpentry son inten ns 30. gular scale, $2." Running 

. }without trouble, Whereupon ; -Orth-: . shoots her: Song. Sketch: ‘the legit boards. $| Bddie Willams “ Eddle Dowling ~ 
‘The theme is brought to the fin’ H e Dowling . |. Opening is weak, with Pepper go- When Drehen. demands an ‘explana- . P| Helens. cveseceghesseesenees, Hetty Compson’ 

Winter’ Garden New York: _ | ing pnance - ‘and | ‘pulling Peppe r £0 tion, “Orth” replies that she ds: too; with. entrances and exits as. numer- Hummel. , Jc. aPerdinand Schuman- Heinck’ .- 
ne , e i ho ti r good to live. ‘|ous and conventional as. whén. pro- CON. seeseces chee Been ereae Frankle ' Darra. 7 

-Vitaphone ‘No. ‘918° ‘with @ stage manager feeding, and. Burke....... cece cee ..-Henry 3B. Walthall . 
‘Like “Mandalay,”-a -very similar|‘some: of. the wisecracks .of -one of Interpolated. is. comedy patter of | ducers: began. féelitig their way with | District ‘Atiorney. seaaeeese Witllam Davidson, - 
Pathe short previously: ‘yiewed in. a'| the chorus girls also only: third-rate | (ne Substantial ‘en all. wh nin | Spear - Action, general  (Stero: AbIe-rriessensersees seseeerss Eddie Conrad. 

) appreciate y ‘Germans © when ed despite some goo “hroity wood |. 1 seen eeeeeseecceeds 
Broadway house, this’ Vitaphone vaude. . it's the. costumes, probably ‘their native tongue. y What was: illustrat ed.a year Themselves. . 2.200212 ° names. 

ago is reiterated: that the average’ 
stage “play cannot. practically be 

| transposed ‘to. the screen and ‘hope 
.| to be anywhere, near. similarly suc- 
‘cessful. . 
- “Mystery. plays. have always been a 
problem ‘for’ the. film. adapter, and | 

. RSeven Keys. to Baldpate” ‘is no ex- 
T ception... > Fans that.don't..know the. 
story will, be piquad. about the jar- 

.....The ltoundera ‘: 
designed. ‘by Harry. Delmar, who “ee ce 
wrote the, story,: that get the girls 
by... te. 

Bepper’s . two. songs (straight), | 
with. ‘uke accompaniment, --arrive: 
about.the middle. of. the short era gape Aun ent 

song sketch is ut. ‘fair entertain-. 
.'ment.. The voice‘of Douglas Stan-. 
bury could support something. ‘much | 
better: than the repertoire: of. songa.|: 
given him here. Other than: ‘singing |: 
it well, Stanbury. does. nothing .with 

_ “The Road. to Mandalay” that other 
baritones haven't done before. This. 
selection is no longer a novelty, no 
matter how -backgrounded, - - when 
sung according io. pattern. 

houses. for German “community Sugared for tears to the point of.” 

war: stuff: aut of a courtroom. The. 

dng. dialog, sets' and songs. 
are: entirely o: k.; with Pepper’ com f[ 
paring favorably with Ukelele: Iké,: ‘Gamedy =: 

whose’ style he borrows. - "| Mina.” " 

Opening is back stage in a” the- Winter-Garden, New. York. 

“Vitaphone. Nox. 938: 

og 

hall] fe 
Scene is‘a’shell-torn villa:and the aire, the balance:in the banauet hall For: consistency. as laugh getters | gon ‘of entrances; | Not that each peindee need bayees’ of ~ certain. = 

characters British soldiers. A quar-|king (Morgan Morly) has the. party. and.trequency of bi nate eerie with 2 tev fo one, Summer, esence,|. Multi-exposures _ of newsreel” 
tet, Lyric ‘Four, ‘makes it. just so| Photography clear but in a’ couple ing, the. most’ standard. of talking | through elementary dialog Channels,|crowds and Hollywood soldiers, .. 
‘much tougher by singing two num- 
bers before. Stanbury even gets into’ 
focus. .The soldiers in the. striking- 
ly .similar Pathe short were also: 
British, but for a better reason. 

Odd that for distribution. that is 
confined chiefly to. America, an|German Comedy 
American company should use Brit-: 7 Mins... 
ish soldiers in a‘situation that could oth, Ave Play house, 'N. Y. 
havé"heén: Served by Americans just | Vitaphone ‘No. 3339 - 
as well. Unless it was considered “one. of the two- German: talker. 
‘unpatriotic. that “our. own boys|:shorts used..as prelude to Warnér's 

, Should’ be;:shown ‘singing. while |The Royal Box,” feature. talker in 

spots the recording doés a little a, little with ‘Dowling commencing to cough 
in the front line is quickly faded -:” 
into that courtroom. 
‘hacks until it reacts in the throats _ 
of the audience. 
after. formalities as détailed .as. 

before he or she ig barely across the 
threshold. More, bécayse the young 
man who never gets. ruffled, despite 
-shooting | and an alleged . murder, 
ducks for the. finale to. his. type- 
‘writer. and” proclaims that it -was. 
‘just his imagination working 
through the novel to ‘win the bet by 
knocking out a novel in 24 hours. 
-This is: supposed to be a comedy 

with a meller flush.- It’s a@ hybrid |: 
‘because of the hack way in which it: 
unfolds in. spats, and. thus: burlesque 

‘short mixed comedy. teams.. For 
sheer simplicity of comedy construc- 
tion, “Imagine. My. Embarrassment” 
bends almost’ to the level of a Shu- 
bert revue blackout; but the plant- 
ing of an .amusing. situation right 
off the bat and: the playing .of ‘the 
veteran. pair help it hit a: good total 
of laughs. - Comedy for” ‘wherever: 
comedy is wanted, _.. 

‘ Orth does:a ‘drape hanger, ‘eiiter-. 
ing the wrong apartment. ‘by mis-=. 
take, awakening .the sleeping lady, 

harm. 

GREGORY RATOFF 
“Ein Echtiger ‘Amerikaner" 

ing jurors, Henry. B. Walthall com- 

for the defense, © - _ 
Then: the fadeouts commence, Al- _ 

ways they return to that courtroom, “ 
Tt oan be conscientiously recorded : ~ 

thought to: be fighting: over there.|German. Just a fair ‘short’ for’ ' . that the one bit, ‘of genuine ‘thrill: : y gets the laughs. . & ne thr ot cet Bige,- : [laughe. : ‘Will not bé ‘entirely com- eee ead ae {athe one "Director Barker never lets Dix get:| and sob in the entire production is .-; 
ae oo prehensive to quasi-speakers of this: ‘who ordered the drapes, <."-.- out of the make-believe side of his | Tegistered -by. Walthall in the last: .. 
: MME; -ALDA. rold word, tongue. esliors nana’ 5 ca: f Breakaway. suit is draeged. in and role long enough to emphasize what sew Hopes of Ais: Fupmetion mae the 7 
“Ave Maria” .. “aeere Saaman SP stands -up'-in its old reliable way.| Was hoped to be taken seriously.) War. Paese lnes, inc thet By OTe 
4 Mins... - . ae ae or e. Raton: is assisted by a ‘The woman's husband is deaf and Little Miriam Seegar as Mary. Ner- ‘Mr. Dowlin, a. irpacne ee sone. . 
Beacon, New: York : ortly” hie h ‘powered, businéss ¥, 2 dumb and talks in sign language for | ton falls f _ him before he sees the encores, © Hee rel eats: “alt Teen a - 

. Vitaphone, Nor 991. |B tye aa ee youns girl as his {@%:extre laugh, . yerything so old | ft naturally follows, more go on the | oon le of the three bt four “tknes: 
Beautiful” voice’ of Mme, Alda secretary. . Comedy. revolves around |it'S. New on the seréen gnd,,accord- screen than. in, the Post or “Cohan , r oalled Welcome stage, that she’s” 2. Bobbie. who. ‘ean | Ona | ‘number, '. called’. 4/Welcome -. 
handling the’ church classic, - “Ave 
Marie,’ against a setting’ of a con- 
-vent’s' courtyard. . Shortness: and 
‘theme.should be’ borne in mind by 
managers'.and. bookers spotting’ it. 

Suggested for Christmas, Easter, 
Lent, Catholic towns or neighbor- 
hoods. . Land. 

ing to the Winter Garden response, 
equally new to. or ‘Torgotten: by pic- 
“ture. audiences,” ; , Bige. 

ty 

the sales ability of Ratoff, who 
breaks into the’ executive's office 
and attempts to sell various: ob- 
jects, - 
Each time Ratoff. ‘ig. refused he 

pulls out another object and starts 
\the. spiel .all over. When the ex-. 
Jeoutive picks up phone and -can’t 
-|hear well, Ratoff attempts. to sell. 

him @ “different. ear - piece; when 
the executive complains of a head-— 
ache, Ratoff has headache pills, ete. 

7 of, ; “| teen  Beenes 
“MOONBEAM’S BRIDE” ., | doughboys, 
With U. 8. Indian. Band” ‘would ‘sing ‘it, 
Songs and Ban 

.|10 Mins. . ° 
Rivoli, New York 

; Paramount: 
Good condensation ° of the Uv. S; 

Indian Band’s vaude ‘turn and its 
first short. On stréngth of real’ ‘In-. 
‘dian novelty it should make the | 

But there's a sad- . 
‘eyed Tommy’ “atking in the screen” : 
congregation; and he lets 1t-go that. - 
‘way, The pals of. his night club or: 

‘|-musical::comedy days, Abie. and... 

“USE Your FEET": 
With George” Lewis’ 
Comedy . 
18° Mins. - - 
Stanley, New York 

Universal 
"Moderate. short they. will like - in 

line are Jewish and Italian versions. 
Just when the crowd is stretching: . 
for the next fade-in to. the court,.. 

“A NIGHT ti » DORMITORY” ; 
ith Ginger Rogers, Thelma White, 

“Si Wills and Eddie Elkins. Band the outlying districts better than in. Dowling surprises with nother ene." ‘Comedy Punch. is. the executive becoming. : A grade in all houses: g Dp with a r 

20 Mins. _—— ‘exasperated and shooting a few bul- key cities, It’s U’s fourth of the Had. Paramount - ‘decided ‘to make ‘dition a la Irish. 
Collegians series, directed by Ben. 
Holmes, Like others preceding, ‘this 
one has. the small town campus. 
stuff with a.bit of romantic interest. 
interwoven to cinch. the flaps,,. . 
Great spot for a. lot of comedy 

pits not here, Also a@.chance to 
throw in a couple of glee. élub: num- 
bers or any other’ kind of: song 

‘Twas muffed. .No musical nurmbeys 

lets at -Ratoff, who remains un- 
‘lharmed, and to the consternation 

of the executive, discloses that the 
metal vest he wore protected him, 
attempting to sell that to the exec. 

The snappiest number in the can-. 
teen, one’ not included among the - 
.many. credits, .is a French ditty. - 
Eddie Conrad as Abie, posing as a. 
French come-on for his pal Tony,- 
played by Frank Sabini, does that,. . 
and. with a. dance‘ which ‘is similarly - 
funny, -- i 

“Put a Little ‘Suit . on the Blue-" 

Hip ee aie, N. Y:. 
Pathe-R-C-A Photophone oo 

Another one. of Harry Delmar's 
Shorts for Pathe. tastefully ‘turned:| 
out for. consumption in any house.. 
Enough talent iat this one to make 
ree or ‘four. ‘di erent: shorts. ..- 
‘That opening bit with the girls’ HERSCHEL HENLERE 

in -the dormitory might have been 8 ianolog © 

this in color it would have. been: 
better yet, as’ the aggregation {is 
in full redskin regalia. Double ex- 
posure is worked in neatly when. 
Chief Shunatona, band leader, does 
his sentimental ballad about the 
Indian: of. yesterday and. today. 
‘Panoramic exterior shots dovetail 
into the number for: a- good build- 

: bird's. Tali, " the first, song feature, - 
left out to advantage. Doesn't mean | Winter Garden New York jother than: the ‘score, nicely., ar- hen. Att Burk ts anything in itself and has nothing cer , : J “FNice. photography all’ around | Comes’ when. Attorney, Burke gé o 
to do with what follows, although Vitaphone No. 933° ranged -by Bert Fiske. Which’ all down: to .biz withthe. jury and ‘starting with silhouette - introduc- 

It all happens like a synopsis of St 

‘Ballard Mac-.-- 
Donald, Joseph McCarty. . Four songs fea- - 

“Welcome Home,” “’'The Doughboy’s - 

nausea, this'is an- antique fading ~ 

hokiest: kind of melodrama, includ- .”' 
One of —. 

the poorest recording jobs heurd at. .-. 
a. Broadway opening in manths; .” 
either that or the projection or. Ed- mos 
die Dowling had a cold. Tailored for 

There Eddie: .. 

‘It’s: murder, and, ~ 

.those in any court except challeng-*.’: 

mences his work. as Burke, counsel.” 

Home,” he renders thusly, mn a@.cane" 
Tirst as a-chorus ‘of: :: 
Then as an American . 

Tony, mist be honored, so. next :in -~ 

it’s supposed ‘to’.be-a yarn between. 
‘two. girls in bed. But as the scene 
‘doesn’t get a flash back at ‘any time, 

“4 it's practically wasted. | 

where two chumps’ take the’. girl 
‘Triends after talking it over pre- ]} 
viously how to beat the check: .Gag 7. 
is to start. a fight and call each. 
other out in the alley .for.a get- 

"The “Madcap Musician’s” (billing) 
two brightest stage numbers, one at 
the’ piano and ‘the other ‘his ones 

| piece “jazz band,” send this subject | 
Principal layout is -a night - club, : over: as a pleaser. It.can. be de- 

pended on.to.amuse children as: well 
as their elders. .— 
Beyond the advantages contributed | 

by. seamera:.angling, the ‘screened 
portion - -of Herschel Henlere’s stage 

leaves some. aimless - patter... puilt. 
around a matathon bike’ race’ “that 
turns ‘out: the one and- ‘best. item 
‘in the total iwo reels, . , 

‘Story is. weak. Poor girl at. the 
‘college: is:about to blow because of. 
no further: dough: Along cones her 

free tuition. Overcoming {a thou-. 

|boy. friend and enters the bike ‘race |. 
‘which carries a prize of @ year's]. 

tion where Indian girl sings. “Pale 
Moon.” Shifts to a pow-wow, with. 

|Indians going through. native con- 
tortions. briefly, then the ‘ballad and’ 
a syncopated ‘hot medley from the 
band for the finish. - 
“Monte: ‘Brice directed. Span. . 

shows what. an.up-and comer Dow]-— 
ing was on ‘tha..stage at the time. 
war was declared, -His girl, Helen, .-.: 
fa -in ‘the. audience’.and Joins with. . 
him: in dime novel: elbberish about j 
herd!sm. 

Betty Compson | does” “the pest’! 
Helen she'can, That, tinfortunately, . 
is mostly overtaxing the glycerine ° 
and screaming | stagily. ‘at’ certain “DANCE: of the PAPER: DOLLS” . 

“away. Old ‘waiter“bit. fs: used with |routine has’ not. been’ embellished. ana. transfers the: we by,. a pedal (Color) . 4 , im es. when. Dowling fbints, - and 
“the punch turning out: when the The picture, of course, always pro-~ Practically all outdoor “shots | Kid Revue others.. Thé. “Bluebird” number. is... 
_ waiter. is talked into. believing he vides a chance to see every move in}, : 19.Mins. recalled toward the last few feet 

owes them change.”-. 
- Méanwhile .the. Specialties go on 
the. floor with Eddie. Elkins m. c.’ing. 
.Thelma . White does- a neat song 
and dance leading’ a ‘girl number, 
followed by.‘Ginger Rogers, 
drops: two songs in her usual cute 
Personality way. Si Wills ‘does a 
_Tube boob in typical vaude manner, 
‘looking like a possibility for screen 
Work. Elkins’ band sounds sweet 
and records very well. Span. 

“THE. TRUMPETER” 7 

who- 

close-up, in contrast. to the long dis- 
tance’ viewing Henlere gets on a 
stage. . With this sort of artist. the 
hand’ ana facial “movements . are 
highly -important and photography 
gets them all. 
nut stuff with genuine piano play- 
ing, it must mean something for the 
legitimate part to be seen so clearly. 
-Henlere’s talking short . routine | 

starts with the bouncing collar and’ 
cuffs .and cut-finger - ‘gloves. intro- 
duction, goes into a short announce- 
ment and piano number. 
the piano is “Sonny Boy” as the 

As Henlere mixes ‘his’. 

Finish at- 

‘taken along .the ridge: rotite. fiom 
‘Hollywood to Frisco. Span. 

“REVIVAL: DAY” ; 
_ with Slim Timblin : 

Travesty | oo, , 
‘10 Mins. 
Beacon, New York 

: Vitaphone, No. 3679 
Slim -Timblin, blackface comic. of 

burlesque and vaude, in a Vita- 
phone transcription of his standard 
hoke Negro sermon. . Reading’ his 
text from a phone book and insert- 
ing wisecracks, Timblin has the col- 

Strand, New. York” 
Vitaphone. No... 3669 

a novelty that should’ bear. Weight 
with any audience.. 

The: animated. story -book theme 
makes it particularly appropriate 

enough for showing any time. Ex- 
hibs who. buy them wholesale and 
have thig one for whenever “they 
want it, “might hold “Dance of. the 

week, when the kida are available 

|. Combination of natural color and 
-@ bunch of performing’ ‘children are 

for around Xmas,. but it’s -sightly. 

Paper Dolls” until the next vacation | 

"| when'the defense is nearing a verbal: - 
-barrage on how Hummel, the guy 
Eddie ‘popped, didn’t ~ ‘know ‘that 
Helen was married and. had met her 
while: searching for the doughboy. 
who had sacrificed his lungs out. of 
kindness to a. wounded enemy: dure : 
ing.a gas attack. 

It’s just before the sailing’ that 
Eddie, finding time-to marry Helen — 
only while.-marching, ‘is able to 
drown -out the liner's whistle with. 
his “Wrapped in'a Red Red Rose.”. 

In the hospital, with his chin on: 
the head . of the now blind Able, 

War Novelt layed ‘it; ‘The |Jection taken by'a communicant| ag customers. Billing it as espe-| Dowling does “The Doughboy's Lul- 
Mins. ¥ crest nde strictly a laugh. nov- {carrying a live fly in one clenched | cially appropriate for juventles at|Jaby.”. The latter number registered 

“~~ Cohan, “New York” . —"s ee elty. dg a punch closer, . == AST “while--passing the plate= with: ary” time Wwoulda- be” “ag proper. -with-many- as" te- best-of the Spee 

Pathe “Following | the opening of “Sally” his other hand. ~~ Roy Mack, the producer, set the| cials. -. 
Decidedly novel way of providing 

-@ batch of government war film with 
continuity, Tableaux of.screen sol- 
diers in various posés used.. 
Dominant note is sounded by a 

baritone who sings the song, “The 

at the Winter Garden last. week, the 
shorts as a prelude to the feature 
were taken out and others substi-. 
tuted, with a change of the booker 
of shorts in ‘Warners. Bige. 

It’s fairly funny throughout. ‘but 
with a possible kickback in nelgh- 
borhoods Where they take their gus- 
pel undiluted and are sensitive 
about irreverence. 
’-Timblin’s diction 1s occasionally. 

series of kid specialties nicely, open- 
ing and closing it with a nursery 
scene—three blond children asking 
the nurse for a song. Specialty 
stuff is on another stage.. Looked 

‘like every kid student in the Holly- 

-The gag that George: Jessel used 
in his first talker for Pox, singing 
‘a Christmas caro: from the Amer{- 
can lines.and getting a German 
choral reply from across No Man’s 
and, 1s used by. Dowling, but less 

Trumpeter," between the war Jess than perfect. Atmosphere | wood hoofing schools was there. More | effectively. 
. flashes, Singer's personality and/ Wells ‘Root from Paramount to U | shots of.congregation keeps it away | of them acrobats and contortionists Little F rankge Darro {sg worked In. 
yasice make assembly entertaining scenario department. |from a straight monolog. Produc- |-than real dancers, which is the pres-| a8 a newsboy waif befriended by 
and worth general booking. Matt Taylor to scenarize “Carni- tion quality okay. Directed hy 1’ : ! ent trend on the professional stage ; Eddie. The kid is a real actor. Had 

Waly. yal," Mary Nolan starring, U.- Mack. Land. | as well. Bige. j (Continued on page 24) , 
. . L. 
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\\4 M2, , 
Ad . ‘4h, 

~ 1 HOUR and 7” 

4O MINUTES of the 
GREATEST ENTER- 

-TAINMENT YOU’VE 
EVER HEARD 

3°. 
; 

y/ 

—_ 

— 

: lO 
“ New itn 

minutes of. Janet Gaynor | and Charles Farrel | 

singing, “We'll Build a Little. World of Our. , 
Own.” 

All.dramatized into 
a colorful story of 
young | love overcom- 
ing old obstacles. 

3° “minutes of George MacFarlane singing, | 

“Minstrel Memories.” | 

10 | minutes of Sharon Lynn singing and dancing, | 
“Snake Hips,’ ' featuring Ann Pennington as. | 

the snake's hips in person, assisted by 60 | 

dancing fools with hot hoofs. | 

| _- minutes of Dixie Lee, chorus and. dancers, 
Lyrics and Music by 

J GILBERT -& BAER, CONRAD, , MITCHELL knocking ‘ em dead with ’ "Crazy. Feet,” the 
“’ & GOTTLER, JAMES: F., HANLEY, 

AMES! Abbot tes HARRY STODDARD hottest dance number. that ever slid through” 
and MARCY KLAUBER a trombone. 

_ ‘Story and Dialog by. 

(SIDNEY. LANFIELD and EDWIN BURKE 7 

Staged by. WALTER CATLETT g minutes of Marjorie White and Richard Keene | 
‘Dances; ss;soaed by EARL LINDSAY fe) nd d “v O D of ; 

BENJAMIN STOLOI “F minutes of Victor ~ Metaglen. and “Edmund 
Tesen _ 

WILLIAM FOX. " Lowe singing, “Vic and Eddie,” in which they 
pledge their undying affection for each other: 
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{in all star, all talking, singing: and 

lancing musical extravaganza with more 

han 100 stage and s screen headliners 

minutes of J. Harold Murray singing, “A 
_ Toast to. the Girl | Love.” 

minutes of “Whispering” Jack Smith crooning © 

“Happy Days.” 

minutes of Tom Patricola's sizzling stepping: 

| side-splitting minutes of El Brendel exposing 
the last word in fashions for-men. 

minutes of James J. Corbett, William Collier,and 

Walter Catlett trying to find Jim Jeffries’ glove. 

“minutes. of . the Slate. Brothers shaking their... 

| palpitating puppies in a hot tap routine. 

minutes of. incidental tomfoolery by will 

‘Rogers, David Rollins, Warner Baxter, George 

Jessel, Rex Bell, Nick Stuart, Frank Albertson, 

LewBrice, Farrell MacdonaldandGilbertEmery. 

George Olsen and his music is heard , 

throughout the production . 

@ 

_. Each minute is worth 

its weight in golds 

Start the New Year 
right with this box 

o office smash from 

Charles. Evans; -Clifford-B ‘Dempsey; Paul- Page,------ — - —_  — 

17 
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3 FULL GRIND SHOWS 
MUST FOR $2 HOUSE 

Converting them Into grinds is no 
solution to the $2 top situation in 
the Broadway legit antiques. Such 
“houses, most of which are under 
1,000 seats, have to do three’ ca- 
pacity grind shows daily, in order to 
break . even:. 
Program pictures. in. the early X- 

periment of RKO with the Globe do 
not do as well as the roadshow type 
held up to $2. ; 

The Radio policy of double. aol- 
laring in the Carroll, and then mov- 
ing at grind ‘to: the Globe. _proved 
“well. with the lowering of: “Rio 

in a4 
tes 

a 

-Baldpate” 

{Globe -on a. grind. 

‘ 4 ‘ee 4, os 

COUNTRY. ) 

FIFTH and FINAL 

| pita: a 

adopted the. strip ticket policy. 

“Deck” at Carroll Jan. 15 
Radio’s “Hit the Deck" opens at 

$2 in the Carrol, New York, Jan. 
15. 

At that time “Seven Keys -to 

‘will be moved to the 

Browning’ s Exploitation 
‘Boston, Dec. 31... 

. Harry “Browning - is ‘the new ex-. 
ploitation rep.at the Met. His man- } 
agerial job at the Uptown will be: 
taken on. by A. E.- Fowler, _trans- 
terred from the’ “Fenway. . _ 

A Box sacs _ 

AND NOW-IN THE 

EAST : 
DUPLICATING 

WIDE 

Paramount, Brooklyn | 
BOOKED. FOR. ONE WEEK (NOV. 30) | 

HELD OVER 
WEEK (DEC. 7) 

_WEEK (DEC. 14). 

HELD OVER 
WEEK (DEC. 21) 

WEEK (DEC. 28): 

BELLE BAKER IN PE 

Rapin oon ree SANS ARAL 
- . 

SIRS tanto Poth Se aes 

RUDY VALLEE AND His 
MEET cen tai IN 
RRL RLRIAII LD SST DLS SO DRARADE DLS peat HDG 

ey 

3 BOYS i | 

GENE DENNIS 
Direction WM. MORRIS — 

First day that picture was |.:) 
in the house was the first good busi-" 
‘nes. reported for the Globe since it . 

PICTURES 

Girl Killed in Auto 
Pine Bluff, Ark., Dec. 31. 

Warren. 

wrecked car. 

occurred. 

HELD OVER 

4 

WEEK 

The . 
~ Wonder Girl 

from Kansas 

Bass Doubler | 

“Most 

_ Astounding 
of All 

Mental Marvels 

Elizabeth Stewart, 23, cashier of |” 
the Sanger theatre here for five | 
years, was instantly killed and E. 
A. Almgren of Warren seriously in- 
jurea when the car in which they 
were riding. akidded on the ice- 
crusted highway 6ix_ ‘miles north of 

The: machine overturned 

into a ‘ditch, pinning Miss Stewart 
beneath, but throwing Almegren 

: clear . of. the. wreck. Miss Stewart: - 
died in: the arms of ‘Elmer Barby, 
who was. immediately behind. the 

‘Miss Stewart had gone. “to “wWar- 
ren to spend Sunday and: was re- 
turning home: _when. the. accident | 

Weidnesday, January’ 1, toa 

Silent Houses 
(Continued from page 11) 

Van Buren. 
- Victory. ; 

New Jersey 

‘Arlington, Arlington, N. J.- 
Boro Hall,.Califon.” | 
Cameo, South. Orange. 
Casino, Keansburg. 

_ Capitol, Elizabeth. 
- City, Hoboken. | 
Cameo, Dunnelien. . 
Cameo, Nutley. 
Columbia, Newark. 

’ Coxy-Bijou, New Srunewiek. 
’ Danforth, Jersey City.. —~. 
De Luxe, Newark, . 

. Bureka,. Hoboken. 
- Fort Lee, Fort. Lee. 
Grand, Newark. | 
Idle Hour, Hambure. ; 
Lavailette, Lavaliette. . 

Lincoln, Newark. . 
 -Iigberty, Sayerville . _ 
“Liberty, Irvington 9° 0, 

} Lewis, Newark. + , Yr 
.. Lyceum, East Oranee. . 
- Lyric, Jersey. City. oo 

. Manor, Hoboken. ~~ 
- Music Hall, Clinton... 
..Opera House, New Hrungwiek| ' 
Opera House, ‘Washington, . 
Oxford, Little Falls... . | vale 
‘Park, ‘Little. Milford: ' og 
‘Park, Highland: Park. 
‘Palace, Cranberry. 
Plaza, Jersey, City.’ . 
Rialto, Ridgefield Pai 

. " Roslyn, Roselle. 
- Sokol. Hall, “Little. Ferry. | 

. Strand, Hasbrough Heigiita 
. Star, Lyndhurst. cr a EP 

State, Elizabeth. _ oe 
; _ ‘Washington, Orange. 
' Westwood, Westwood.. 
Woodbridge, Woodbridge. 
“Verona,” Verona. . . 

_ Staten. Istand: | 
Strand, South Beach, . 

_ Capitol,. W. New. Brighton; ; 

N. Y. State 

» Auditorium, Kingston. 
“Best, Poughkeepsie. . 
- Community, Bedford Hills. - 

" Embassy, Mt. Vernon. - ° 
-Fall View, High Falls. : 
Firemen’s Hall, Central Valley. 
Gafety, Inlet. _ 
‘Hamilton, Yonkers. _— 

’ Henry Club, Sloatsburg. 
| ‘Katonah,’ Katonah. 
- New, Saranac Lekes -: 
North Ave., New Rochelle.. 
Opera House, Chester. 
Opera House, Harriman, ° 

_ Orpheum, Yonkers. 
- Park, Yonkers. 
"Parthenon, Ossining. 
Playhouse,. Pelham. | 

- Playhouse, Mt. Vernon. 
i Playhouse, Poughkeepsie. 

Rustic, Howells. . 
: Sweeney Hall, Maybrook. 
Washington, Dobhs Ferry. _ 
Star, Newbureh.. i 

nee 

- ‘fLong Island roe 
Atlantic Hall, East. Quogue. a 

_- Arverne, Arverne. 
i Arcade, Astoria. . 

Bayside, Bayside. 
Colonial, .Corona. 

* Community, 
Hyde Park, Hyde. Park. 
‘Dale, Farmingdale. 

‘Franklin, Astoria. 
Fjushing, Flushing, 
:-Garden,: Richmond Hill. 
Kew Gardens, Kew Gardens.. 
Hicksville, Hicksville.: 
‘Lily, Floral Park... 
Meridan, Astoria. : 
Metropolis, Leta Hills... .. 
Park, Huntingtoh.. © |) 7°" 
Playhouse, Cedarhurst.,' 1 
‘State, Richmond Hill. ° ".:. 
Central Park, Central Park. ~~ 

| The meager ‘list. of. theatres 
throughout this .territory. 
locked during the summer and only 
within -the past two months have 

|. decided | to reopen, are: | 

New York City” 
' Bohemian Annex. . 
Annex.:' 
.Gem.— 

Melrose, 

Brooklyn - 
Century. , : 
DeKath, 

ee. ; 
Aeriate, * 

ad Now’ Jersey 
‘Tuelin, Taelin. 
Tvell, Matawan, 

‘New York 
Rindto, Dowchkeepnte, 

Mate, Newbury, 
Woudbrldgee, Woandirddyre, 

. Long. Island 

real. estate. men, 

Bridgeham, aa “ ! 

, .-Wiremen's Hal, Ronkonkomo. ° 

that | 

—— 

\KATZ FAITH IN 
PUBLIX SHORTS 
FOR PUBLIX 

> “Pudlix “Opinion,” organ of: ‘the 
Publix. theatre chain, in its latest 

ment from Sam Katz, Publix chief, 

“Short -subjects,”. Mr, - ‘Katz - “ts. 
“| quoted, “are destined to become the” 

' | aplice. andj variety: of: “Overy, theatre 
jin America.: . 

elieve that: just. ag: we. book - 
cts. now: in some’ Of- our ‘big 

ne 

iive ° 

Many hauses aince advent of talke 

” ‘Seattle tien. upland Countersue—: 
. Slight ‘Details 

A ‘theatre. nigrger in ‘Seattle in. 

in: the N: ¥. Supreme Court against. 
the Northwestern Theatrical Enter- . 
‘prises, Inc., 
Chain ‘Theatrical Enterprises to col- 
lect on notes given to Bruen and 

stock in Seattle companies. . 
The amount. sued. for is not - 

stated. It appears that. the defend-:_ 

ants are counter claiming on the 

tions by the sellers of 51% of stock’. 
in the Progressive:Co, owner of. a! 
theatre. leasehold, as. to the value. 
of the leasehold. and: of income tax: 
“The: plaintiff ; has @pplied . through’ - 

well for a commission to E. Scheid 
of Seattle to take the testimony of 

|#ix witnesges there, including four 

Edwin F. James, one of the original | 

" - [Wessees, asta: their value. 
‘Hartman & ‘McKay appear for the 

. defendents, woe 

: : pEVERYTHINGR RUBBER 
mR, Wor: “the ‘Stage “find Screen 

“COSTUMES 
' ANIMALS 

NOVELTIES 

‘ Exclust; © Lurpishers of ‘all wat cof 
was a “to. ‘Poblix “Theatres . 

~-Nopinseal’ ‘Rubber Mfg. Co. 
19 West 18th St. Watkins 962% 

mo New Xorh > 

‘PR 
D1) SPLOLE MON ; eT ORs, 

= W.40W ST. Rov. cm, 
~ 

Address All Communications Wm. Morris, | 1560 Broadway, New York 

_ Warners in San Diego 
Hin Dlegen, Dee, at, 

| Vi tierce Vrest, lasee 
pelts sel Phere on BS sstreet, tee 
Leon the HEO nnd iWox, Cont in 
|e act A 000,000, 
| Vhestre ofl ba pert ofa 
HET) y elaee nl Ofier bruptdtags 

{Woe 

a rsney Y, Antara, Chuvtenae). “| 

AnHONNCEd go | 

kheathes for\the: purpdse of adding 
: [strength , "to prograing, the ‘time fg — 

_ [close: at ;hand when.we are going... 
| to, book -our. ‘short. subjects in such’ 
- |& manner, ‘'as.to give powerful sup-. _ . 
| | port to:the drawing power of future 

‘ ‘pictures. ‘that ey help.” 

‘1926 has: ‘developed into a lawsuit. | 
‘|Hugh W. Bruen ‘Has filed an action - 

and the Universal. 

‘others for theatrical properties.and... 

ODUCTIONS . 

ay 

‘ground of alleged misrepresenta- . 

the law firm of ‘Sullivan & Crome ..: 

one of: whom is -: 

JOE LaROSE 
PRODUCTIONS _ 

FOX THEATRES 

issue, is carrying a quoted state. = . 

‘| that. may be sald to predict: future a 
replacemént of. ‘stage: units and acts 

-. | by. film shorts, ; 
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TWO OUTSTANDING STARS IN A’ STAR PRODUCTION OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDE 

THIS THING 
CALLED LOVE 

etth 

EDMUND LOWE ...« 

CONSTANCE BENNETT 
and oa brilliant cast treludime Zasu 

Pitts, Carmelita Geraghtv and Stitt 

Pereein. Directed by Paul Stet. dss 

chale producer Ralph Block, 

_ And these great . 
ones coming! 

COMMAND 
Starring William Boyd i ino spectacular 

7 U.S. Cavalry picture. _ 

‘THE GRAND _ 
PARADE 

A thrilling epic of old-time minstrelsy. 
Romantic—colorful—dramatic! — 

“Beautifully directed cee . Constance Bennett lovely cee Edmund 7 
Lowe splendid,” "6 LOS ANGELES TIMES | 

“Abounds i in briliiant dialogue,” LOS ANGELES ILLS. DAILY NEWS 

“Constance Bennett is. the. personification of. elegance, poised, 2 
: finished and charming, a ca LOS ANGELES TIMES | 

‘She (Constance Bennett) rises to almost inspired heights, ”? 
: LOS ANGELES EVE. EXPRESS 7 

‘*Has sure-fire laughter situations, smart lines and.a rapidly oo 
moving plot,”’ PORTLAND MORNING OREGONIAN 

Start the New Year right! Hitch your box 

-EDMUND. LOWE ‘and ‘CONSTANCE. BENNETT are proving a 1 star 
combination that is attracting record- breaking crowds from coast 
to coast. ~ 

From Roxy’ s, in New York, to the West Coast theatres, audiences 
and reviewers acclaim them great in “THIS THING CALLED LOVE.” 

Opening simultaneously i in seven of the most important: theatres. of 
the West Coast chain from San Diego to Portland, Ore., they took 
the Pacific Coast by storm. 

ALL MUSIC ALL SOUND ALL DIALOGUE 

_.... office, wagon. to this star somblination! 

PATHE & 
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“aT"' 
You can’t run your car with 1929 license plates 

or your theatre with 1929-style pictures! 

@ The public’s tastes have changed again! Back-stage pictures are out; Westerns are in. Look at ‘the smash success 

of “THE VIRGINIAN”! q Old-time stars are out; new stars like Chevalier, Oakie, Helen Kane and others scale the 

b. o. heights. @ Old-fashioned musicals are passé; today “THE LOVE PARADE” is king. Former attempts at 

color talkers pale beside the All-Technicolor gem, Dennis King in “THE VAGABOND KING,” with Jeanette 

MacDonald. @ Paramount saw the change coming and revised production to fit. 31 PARAMOUNT fresh 1930-style 

hits here. between now and August. - ‘li of them not heretofore offered for sale: “PARAMOUNT ON PARADE, ” the 

new idea i in revues with almost every big star under the PARAMOUNT banner. “THE TEXAN, ” with Gary Cooper, 

and “THE BORDER LEGION,” with Richard Arlen, heading a big stampede of outdoor all-talkers. Jack Oakie 

starring. in two. big, shows.. “BENSON MURDER .. ee - — 

CASE,” with William Powell, topping. “Canary” and A il = 

Co es PARAMOUNT ’S 
your demand. “YOUNG MAN OF MANHATTAN,” _ . | | | 

greatest of Satevepost serials and hotter than tomor- [AY DR) S| UR) Me) LE Le LL 

row’s headlines. “THE. RIVER INN,” with a sensa- | 

tional new comedy star. Helen Kane boop-a-doop- 

__ ing” as “DANGEROUS NAN McGREW. ” “MEN ARE 

" LIKE .THAT,” the big laugh on the 1930 U. S. male. 
q There’s only oné way to keep pace with the public: 

PLAY PARAMOUNT! 
Your New Prosperity License 
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Photophone Passing Production to 
RKO—Taking Over Spoor Machine 

Admitting . that the Photophone 
subsidiary will manufacture Spoor- 
Bergen - wide film projectors after 
the inventor has completed the 20 
‘upon which. he is now reported: 
working in Chicago, ‘Lieut-Colonel |: 
Charles Ross, new RCA Photophone 
head, Monday stated that under his 

. regime everything | pertaining to 
‘films -is being transferred to the a 

{CHI THINKS BIRD CO. 1S | 
“THE GUARANTY TRUST) 

‘MARY and MARGARET. GIBB" 1 

RKO picture interests.. 

That ‘Photophone has been over- 
“ptepping its’ bounds ‘during ‘the past 
year in flirting with production was. 
indicated by the Ross comment. ... 

Whith: unit will handle ‘the :sale 
‘of the Spoor machines has not. yet | 
been: decided, ‘according to Col. Ross, |: 
‘It will be up.to RKO to decide who | 

_. eyvill market -it, he said. 

-..The Spoor patents are. owned by. 
the inventor, according to the Radio 
‘legal department, which refused to 
divulge. ‘details of the contractural 
agreement. 

Spoor has closed the. ‘local office 
and laboratory which he had. in 

. the ‘Gramercy studios, since Col. 
’ Ross ruled. a ‘discontinuance of all 
‘picture activities for r Photophone, a 

Avalon Co. J Judgment * 
" Judement for. $912. wag. awarded 

‘the National Theatre Supply Co. in 
a civil suit brought in the Third: 
District Municipal Court of Man- 
chattan agairist the - ‘Avalon: Amuse: 
‘ment Enterprises, Inc. . 

The amount represents - cost - of 
-eertain theatre equipment. sold to|- 

‘ the latter, who are operators of the- 
* atres in’ metropolitan’ New York, 
among which ig the Avalon at E. 
“Burnside . avenue and the ‘Grand 

; ‘Concourse, Bronx. - 
Albert S..Goldberg pepresented the 

National Theatre Supply ‘Co. Judg- 
‘ment. was rendered Dec, 27. 

through that office.. 

W. E’s 422 Wired 
Western Electric * ends the | 

year with 8,212 ‘more ‘installa-.. 
- tlong than ‘the close: of 1928- 
when it had a round 1,000.. 

; Of the. current total all but. 
1, 031 are’ in ‘the U. ‘8. La . 

” Ghicago: Dec. 31, 
 Depositions’ will be taken in New 
York,..and additional evidence will |’ 
be presented here ‘Jan. 13 in the 
foreclosure suit: of the bondholders 
against National Playhouses. Origi- 
nal foreclosure proceedings against |. 

‘|the properties were instituted in 
July, 1928, Bonds ‘were issued by 
the: Guaranty: Trust of New York, 
and -depositions will . 

“Much guesswork, - amongst the 
amart boys in show business here‘as |- 

_ to: the real. identity | of the Bird | , 
“ Amusement. Company,. 

just acquired the equity.on the the-- 
atres. Although Fox, Publix, War- 
ner. and’ RKO are known to be in- 
terested in the properties, ‘ theatri-. 

teal lawyers are figuring it. out. in 
their own way, that the Bird com- 
pany is:none other than the Guar- 
anty Trust, 

Featuring Eddie Phillips 
Hollywood, Dec. 31. 

wadie Phillips will be featured by 
“Those Who Warner Brothers in~ 

Dance.’ ” “ 
: _ _ “ 

‘be _ taken 

which has -‘|- 

PICTURES 

“They ‘Broadcast _ 

America’s: Only Native-Born 
' “Siamese” Twins.” |: 

‘R-K-O Western Office” | 
E. A. Vinson in advance 
An ARTHUR KLEIN- |: 

TERRY TURNER ATTRACTION - 
Suite 1405- -6 ".1560 Broadway 

- Publix Route Changes 

Chicago, Dec.. he o 

22 weeks and: the number of. units 

units. ; 

split weeks. 
_ Units starting with Minneapolis 
as the hub after a week at the Min- 
nesota, will go’ to Des Moines and 
Omaha and then to Denver, instead: 

Jof. Denver second,.as in the. past. 
From Denver route. is the same, 

Richard Grace’ to fly in “Young Dallas, San Antonio and: New Or- 

, Eagles,” ‘Par. - 

‘Thursday—11:00 P. M. 

. leans. ° 

ON THESE PROGRAMS WEEKLY 
Sunday—Midnight oe 

Monday—4:30 P. M. and 7:00 Pp. M. 

Tuesday—7:00 P. M. and 11:00 P. M. 

“Wednesday—4:30 P. M. and Midnight — 
an essen Soe 

Friday—11:00 P. M. 
Saturday—7:00 P.M. and 11:15 P. M. until 2 A. hh. 

“| ber. at Pomona,’ Cal,’ to-two with a 
[new :1,800-seater to be ready in May. |: 

| At Salina, Kan, 2 third ‘house will 

With’ ‘Publix ™ circuit trimmed to- 

reduced from 29 to 25, éffective Feb. 
2, middlewestern route has been, Te=.| . 
arranged for’ elfmination | of : two 7 

‘ Houston, Texag, drops | ‘ présentas {- so 
tion and Dallas, San Antonio, -.Des’ 

| Moines and: Omaha gO from full to. 

up for story: reconstruction. 

ON RADIO STATION. 

ra, VU 222700 Kilocycies 

CINCINNATI, OHIO | 

To Hear 

JACK LI 
The Celebrated Radio Personality 
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| SWIVEL-CHAIR MANAGEMENT 
“Those necessary articles of furniture—a swivel ‘chair and a desk— 

have ruined more: careers for good-men-in-the-making: than any 
- other destructive influence known to: modern civilization,: Accord- 
‘ing to Fred Metzler, Comptroller for Publix, who ‘ig the home office . 

. executive behind ‘the accounting-requirements, swivel-chair theatre 
managers who run their, theatres from a desk and never get out. [ 
into: their. theatre to see: what is-going on about them,.-are the 
ones who are constantly getting ‘aismissed, or rebuked because of 

: the deficiencies of their subordinates, 
Recently, one. manager was dismissed’ instead of getting the. pro-. | 

‘motion he sincerely felt he had earned, because. he failed to check. 
“up on. his. juniors: who were: charged with’ the. responsibility. for | 
_perfect-sound, Another. manager lost out because. of irregularities - 
‘in his box office, which his surveillance would have. prevented, . 

When a manager is appointed, he asguines responsibility for the 
actions of everyone under. his. supervision, ‘Jf he is not sufficiently 
active to “be everywhere,” he cannot know what is. going on around 

-him,.and thus he fails to Jive: up to-the agreement he made in ac<. 
cepting his assignment. .In order to “be everywhere” and “geo - 
everything,” the: first thing. he. must do is_to properly organize and 

' gystematize his time,: and. activities, ” _ 
. ..Yhere is no room in Publix for the haphazard management. ‘that | 
oo always Boes: ‘with. ve ‘swivel- chair- and- ‘desk. manager.” "- 

~ Wamer Vice Stanley “3 More Fox Coast 
Los Angeles, Dec.. 31. 

" Harold B. Franklin will add three | 
new -houses to Fox West Coast 
chain. He will increase the num- 

name, 
being rechristened. 

be built for the company to seat}. 
2,000, -whilé. at Bakersfield ‘thé -in-- ‘quired. the chain, 
crease will be. to three, with. one 
seating 1 1, 850. : - Miami ‘Settled 

Miami, Dec, 31. 
"Following conferences here . De« 

‘| tween Harry Sherman, union repre- “-COE’s FIRST IN 330° 
a Hollywood, : ‘Dec. at. 

A: switch ~ ‘in’ plans has “Black 
Sheep” instead of “Ladies of the 
Evening” going. in as Columbia’s 
first. for the new year, .° 

Former picture, original by’ Doro- |: 
thy: Howell, . will be. alrected by 
George B. Seitz. 

“Tadies of the Evening, * to be ai- 
rected by. Frank Capra, fs being held 

Four Publix. houses were involved, 

cial approval. a, 
—_— ee 

Guy 
“only the Brave; ” Par, - 

Foy ot pa a ee ct 

ae nm ee ee em a 

-. “Before February every Stanley we 
theatre will be swinging the Warner. ~ . 

- Already’ deluxe’ houses” are ne 

The move is materlalizing. exact- oo 
ly one. year. after the brothers ace. . 

sentative for Publix theatres, and we 
Harry Dignam, assistant - -president. ‘ 
I, A. the differences of local stage-  ~ 
‘hands’ union, No. 545, were adjusted, ~ 

The recommendations of Sherman . |: 

‘and Dignam were submitted to Sam o 
Katz, Publix head in Ne ‘Y., for offi- 

Oliver as General Grant i. a 
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“Greatest. ‘mystery: show I ever saw.” 
Arthur James, Daily Review 

“Most. hilarious sort 

eS a melodrama.” 
~ REGINA CREWE’: 
oN. Y. Arerican. 

“Dashes on its way | 

from. first reel to. last 

| without ‘a let- up in 

action.” . oneett . 

IRENE THIRER 
—Daily News. 

“ “Grand entertainment .- 

» plenty of. action . 
- ‘to “keep audiences 

ae amused.” 29 — 

oo “ROSE PELSWICKi |. 
Se —N. Y. Journal 

“Exciting « =< virtually 
7 defies derogatory com- 

ment.” . 

‘MORDAUNT 
HALL—The Times.;. 

Geo. M. Cohen's $ stalwart stage classic 

‘TC e) "BA
 LD PAT

 ev 
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BLAZE O’ GLORY | 
‘(Continued from. page 15) | 

the plea for tears been less strenu- 
ous Frankie would have been one of 
the biggest things in this little pic-. 
ture, Soe , 

Of course, the hard-boiled .dis- 
trict attorney was. Eddie’s comman-. 
der in the war. In fact, he was the 
guy Eddie disobeyed; - atherwise 

A misunderstanding, and the girl’sture’s almost numberless cross- 

appeal to her polo-playing flance to]currents, “Dynamite” rearesénts a 

come and get her, leads. to the mine | really outstanding piece of continu- 

catastrophe.when the latter’s code | ity, manipulation and cutting,. re- 

of honor demands that they both/gardless of its footage. . Mar- 

go down into the earth to tell the |ley’s camera work and Shearer’s 

husband -.they’re leaving him. A|sound.are highly proficient... Par- 
story twist ‘sends the blue-blooded | ticularly noteworthy are the pyro- 
boy..to the supreme, sacrifice when |technics of the “mike” ‘during the 
one of the men must.explode a stick | cave-in. BO 

of dynamite.as the only chance of| newille has: adhered to’ his the- 
their escaping from the trap on the! 4.0 that the public likes its society |. 

_/€fth level, les: first’ talk ‘| drama piled on 4s thickly as in the 

man soldier reaching over the| 1iliar eMille’s| Release. is DeMille’s first talker | Sunday magazine sections of some 

trenches for a tiny Christmas tree at. Wee oy ene one a ema of |and: Kay Johnson’s: debut in pic-. of the dailies, ‘That he is: prone to 

that time. his entire screen directing career in'|tures, a field. in which she is set|now and again overstep is evidenced 

It's all like that, and that’s why. | thig society:plcture heavily seasoned | after this effort. A handsome girl|in the wild ride for a doctor by leq by Edmund Joseph and Arthur Hurley, . . 

. Waly. | with dramatic hoke. And the an-.| {vom the legit stage, she butters the | Cynthia.in which she drives down |Translated| into, German by Dr. Harry 

—_—_——_— J ties of the social strata involved | Screen with a world of class and |a locked wooden garage door to get Bundt. 5eengionl poore by arold Levy. 

M TE are purely, as usual, the fizment of ability, Doubtful ifthe stage, will | loose, and on the return two-times. rhouse, Ky 

DYNA I oon ‘!the director's camera imagination— 
i OUdDtrUL It , . I ( ; nm! . week Deo, 24. Running time, 76 minutes, 

between fla ory Special posse the idea by tearine ‘The tt r ‘sin Ce! Pamund. Kean....+05.++.Alexander Mo'sat 
- “Mayer ‘yelease’ of a Cecil|as long as they are broad but ‘in-.| between films, and especially as 820 /and over the lawn. This Item SIM-~) Alice Doren....ss++essees 

Deailiie Se tlon. ‘Directed ‘by Mr, De- variably intriguing “to the film. pub-: also possesses a distinct flair for ply takes the edge off the . initial. Solomon. «es eice te: 

Mille. Story by Jeanie MacPherson, wholtic jiaborate boudoir, bath, wild comedy—which the studio will even- | niece of business and it looks fool- Countess Toerc sreseseseetsce Hlsa Et 

did dialog with J. H. Lawson and Gladys stew “party, rakish "Mercedes, fan-| tually discover, A similar thumb: |{sh,- Bursting, of. the car through 4 re ence gs bt Wales recher 

ee eevee Mar east features ‘Conrad tastic . sport a enival they're "all| nail. sketch would . cover. Charies line door could probably be made |~ + ah °° William ¥. : Schcellep 

‘Nagel, Kay Johnson, Charles Bickford and|.here, and always in the background | Bickford, as this, also, is among his'| more. effective by pushing up the Lady Robert. .ys+ssseieseseee Lent Stengel 

Julia Faye. <At Capitol, ‘New-York, week | tpg ‘shadow of the People .as ‘ex- | initial picture tries, maybe the first. |“tager” a couple of notches to catch | Lor elvill..cees seevesesCarlos Zizold 

‘Dec, (27,. Running time, Le minutes. 1- pressed in thjs instance by a miner, An excellent actor, and another. im- | the roar of the motor and ‘splitting 

Goethia, Grothers..scccseeces ‘Say Johnson condemned to death, whom the |.Portation from: the’ stage, Bickford | wood, not done. ‘at this house and 

Hagon Derk.....seeseees-sCharles Bickford |gpoiled society bud. has ..wed -in.| Seems destined: to be indexed as 4\hurt thereby. Then there are those 

* Marcla Towne, s++sseesese ss prison.on ‘the eve of execution... All strong ‘man hero or heavy during who.may contend that for. suspense 

Re fre Barty. occas to comply ‘with a will, leaving her|his studio careers. .. °° . ——_—. !Gynthia should be shown tearing 
feof the FArtyeenseners millions, in order that she may buy |: Conrad Nagel does a nice piece of'}over the country roads. _But. any 

another woman's. husband... That | work in the desired polished man- | more footage might. make it an en- 

the laborer is. saved from the .gal-|ner, and Muriel McCormac,. as the’| durance contest. . - 

lows: at the 11th ‘hour forms the 
knot which the scenario must untie. 
|. -Story’s long, long trail: also’ un- 
winds .the gradual urge for. each 
other between the he-man and the. 
spoiled child of wealth, after he has 
flung her.on .to. a bed with. the. 
declaration that she’s worthless and. 

; walked but, Because she “must be 

“". Reature is running foot for foot'as| living with her husband on a speci- 
“: as “aid ‘on its twice daily -Carthay | fied date, Cynthia drives.to the min- 
=" Qtrele sojourn last summer in Los |ing town and persuades the miner 
“"" Angeles, -And"its two hours, and to let: her move in for’a few days, 
I 

1 - : . 
. : oo : wot . : . a : 

te ote bd et so, the Ho . 

mond Hatton contributes some exe 
cellent comedy nifties, and places a 
deserved niche in the film for him. — 
self, Rest of the cast have minor 
assignments, with Warner Oland 
getting ‘the edge. 8 . 

'- Photography 1s good all the way, 
though no. unusual camera work, 
Cromwell's direction is okay with 

| what he had. - oe - Span. 

eight minutes on the screen is just 
five minutes short of “Wings.” — 

A mile, and more, of film can 
come out without impairing. the 
story. . Superfluoug sequences. ba- 
‘sically ‘amount to’ padding, but in. 
lieu of DeMille’s coin oblivious 
‘hand, many exhibs may not want 
‘to cut—a tipoff on the strength of 
the production. | Besides’ which it’s 
a disk recording, making curtail- 

there would have been no trial,| ment impossible where the dialog is 
since the murdered man was a Gerr |'served by platter. THE ROYAL BOX 

_ -(ALL.GERMAN DIALOG) 
. ‘Warner Bros. productiqn and relcase,. 
Directed by Eryan ‘Foy ‘from the play, with. . 
ecreen adaptation by, Murray Roth. Adapte °*.- 

-. The first foreign. tongue . talker 
to’ be made in. the United States, 
It ig a heavy piece and unwinds’ , 
slowly. in_the:manner of the slow- 
moving. European dramas. It ig 
nearly devoid of any. action, with 
all interest mainly in. the dialog 
and one or two situations. Entirely 
in German, that makes it only pos- 
sible ‘for German communities. over 
ere, 9 te . 
-Barely a clip without. Alexander -- 

Moissi having more than. sufficient 
to. say, Nevertheless, it is -Moissi 
who. will, draw and most likely 
pléase. the major portion ‘of . the 
Paudience, ni 7 

The story ‘is bereft of any: spe- 
cial interest. It is a simple medium 
‘for Moissi to go through his cha- 
meleon emotions... Taken from, the 
stage play the.late Charles Coghlan” 
made known, it concerns Edmund: . 
Kean, adored of the English stage ‘ 
during.“1810 and the secret lover of 
Countess ‘Toeroek, of. whom: the . 
Prince of Wales of .his day is en- *. 
amored. Alice Doren, one of ‘Kean’s 

_| York, on grind, beginning Dec. 28, ' Run- | 2dmirers, . visits. him, .pleading for 
. ning time, 74 minutes. oo an opportunity to go on. the stage. 
Blake Greeson........-....-George Bancroft |Kean permits her to play Ophelia ~ 
Loulse Patterson. ......+.++.Hether Ralston tovhis Hamlet. a ink vo . 

. . apeaereesoese mene an : c D is: ress ng .room,-: the 

| Dogey Franks...--.++.+++-Reyrothy mevier | Countess. visits Kean, a supposedly 
Jerry Patterson............--Morgan ‘Farley |hot but more laughable love scene -.. 

BB pace Gg ES | MBER, a the _— 
OY OE. ssa ereesscceesess ) ‘|. The Prince and the Count, hus- ° 

| Mador, Gencralsss-sstsse*ss* ohn Cromwell | band -to : the Countess, enter the |. 
: : : - }dressing room a few moments after 

|the Countess has fied,... They see 
{evidence she .has ‘been there and. - - 
‘the. Prince forbids Kean-to see her ' again. ee 

Kean: goes. on with: his. Hamlet, © 
with. Alice Doren as Ophelia. Dur-. - 
ing the- Shakespearean “crossfire he*~ -- 
becomes momentarily demented and 
traduces ‘the . Prince -before.: the . 
audience. After that. Kean is 
washed up, on and off. Se 

‘Moiégsi’s - performance is spotty. 
His voice registered well and was 
distinct. His love. scene,.with the - 
Countess drew. frequent giggles 
frem ‘the audience in this sure seater 
Lecause of the’over dramatic fer- 
vancy of. Moissi. . He sighed, -. 
moaned, tore his’ hair and other: 
wise acted all over the screen... But 
Moissi is the picture and bound to. 
‘be liked by foreign audiences, al~ 
though the Moissi of the stage and 
of the talking film appears to be 
two different persons... - 

Camilla. Horn as Alice Doren, 
added mainly for. her name and 
feminine charm, though the latter 
did not reach up.as well as in the 
preceding silents. she made -on the 
Coast. She is far subordinated, as 
are the rest, to Moissi, but handles 
whatever she. has well and dis- 
closes a charming girlish voice. ° 

Elsa Ersi as Countess Toeroek | 
proved.a.surprisé in a role exceed- 
ing that of Miss Horn. Miss Ersi 
owns: plenty. of s. a,: With. better 
lighting and camera treatment she . 
could be still*more attrattive, pic- 
torially. Both ‘her, voice and per- - 
formance were liked.  - 

Supporting all ‘the comedy here, . 
Lew Hearn,.as Solomon, valet to 
Kean, did the best he could with 
bare comedy lines or situations. _ 
Characterized nicely. :.:---* .-250. 0 

uriel McCormac 
««. Tyler Brooke 

. 

A pot-pourri of wbout all previous 
DeMille’ efforts crammed into. one 
‘picture.'Held up by. the excellence 

_ of the individual performances, the 
‘.- Jayish production and a mine cave-- 
jn climax, Picture is sure-fire box- 

- officé. fare and is a likely holdover 
*. entry for some. spots, despite. -its. 

child-sister of. the miner, will make! pat DeMille’s formula, no mat:-. 
a memorable impression upon audi: | ter if: familiar and long, is right in 
ences. Tyler Brooke’..plays the) this case, will’ be. verified when the. 

“fool” of the.cocktail party, tenselY | pox-office figures are tabulated. It’s 
broken up by the unwanted visit-|yery much -a woman's picture and 

ing miner, with that. knack of .ex-| pie for the flaps. What influence 
aggeration demanded .-by DeMille | the pre-released theme song, “How 
for these. screen occasions. Enough | Am I fo Know?”, will have on the 

people. to fill . one end of the “Yale. returns remains - a ‘question... ‘The 

Bowl comprise the rest of the cast, | melody has become ‘quite familiar, 
filtting in and. out’for: atmospheric | yogsibly too much so,. due to the 

bits in the multipte sequences. -[plug ‘accordéd it: during. the late 
. Taking into consideration the pic-) summer and throughout: the. fall: - 
_ . -. .. cot . : oy . . : Sid. - 

- unnecessary Iength, © 6 
. DeMille apparently. has forbidden. 
any cuts, At least at. the Capitol. 

; (ALL DIALOG) 
. Paramount productiom and release. Star- 
‘ring George Bancroft, Directed by, John 

Cromwell: from original by Robert N. Lee. 
Screen: treatment credited to Nellie Revell, 
with adapation and dialog. by Wm. Slavens 
McNutt and.Groyer Jones.’ At Rivoli, New 

-{ ‘Paramount has an average good 
-program picture in. ‘The Mighty,” 
with George Bancroft naturally the 
draw. As nifty a title as has been 
hung on 4 roll of celluloid thig year, 
but falling’ short of exactly that in 

| merit... Lengthy induction. of con- 
glomerated wat shots, mostly pré- 
‘sumably from stock, neither helps 

— ; " — | | the. picture nor the star. Bancroft 
— a . a |.| on.the field of, battle is not as sus- 

‘ceptible jin color and personality as 
-he is in’ a gun-smoked speak or 
when he’s having a rattling good 

| | fist Joust atop of'a staircase. 
' Again the war stuff has been done 
to a-frazzle.. ‘ There’s nothing that 

| Paramount: could do with this film 
industry is embraced by. Eastman Sono- to make it any more interesting or 

"THE widest range of tints ever offered the. 
| different, so giving it a wide berth 

7 . oe , Seemingly would have been wise, 
re _ - ele. wt ae ; : _ | LW: ancroft primarily a vital dra-- 

chrome Tinted Positive Films. They can be...) | mite. teure,, nercicatty “arapea, 1 ed oe ee Te _ | was @ waste to throw him away on 
. ° ‘ a lot of war scenes that add Uttle 

else but sentimental. bosh to his 
general make-up. -Particularly so 
when they start him off just where 

| he belongs—the strong-arm gat man 
who lHves by his wits, not patriot- 

YY ism. Maybe it was to square that- 
“ lack of spirit that. Blake Greeson, 

; . , oo a the high and mighty, is whisked 
of ~ ah 7 . - .| away. to war by a couple of puny- predominates throughout the picture.... II} | looking. soldiers in a melee that will 

tax the credulity of an fan who has 

used to match every mood in the story, or 

to reproduce the one lighting or tone that 

_ . 4. a, leaning 3 Bancroft Those who . ee . _— - qT. ve seen Bancroft in “Underworld,' In either case Sonochrome gives beautiful FP || “Docks. of New.-York” and others’of, 
. . . | the. kind, will hardly dodge a 

snicker, — — 
| | Then, from the despised draft 

slacker, Bancroft. rises to graduate 
a ‘major from the ranks, with about 

ound. And it co ha l and yet No actual astion dosersine ec A . . et no actual ‘action deserving | sounc o n it costs no more t ian regu. ar fous | of these commendations is seén of. 
rl Tl en, Ole oe. 2 Bee ee eee as wie ae oF ab te ee tae /|- chim, Not as ‘much :as’a. scrimmage, ' 

: ‘4 yj only where a young frightened offi- 
“|. cer, nagged.. by. Bancroft, tries ‘to 

make the grade and is knocked over. 
to die in the latter’s hands, with the | . 

| assurance he’s made good. ‘|. 
Half of the film is gone by the | 

time the war is over. Bancroft re-. 
turns triumphant to deliver the sad 
news to the young officer's folks 
back home... Arriving, he’s greeted. 
by the mayor’ and the whole town, ; rer an ren oe me , : eS : _ to find himself falling for. the dead 

Dot NIXON. csececeeseccccscees ‘Helen Kane . ROCHESTER, NEW YORK [|| settdw:Ghe"ot nis oid pats: drops Freee : pan a au. , | narrow. One of his old pals drops | Fash Nixon.... rao a’ Gallagher 
__ ; oe | in on the scene and. the old, days| Donald Ogden eeeee en tBhillips Holmes 

° Kay Wilcox....eacrecccceessAarienne Dore 
Joe Clark..... evroverccceeev Eugene Pallette 

color. It gives faithfully reproduced 

black-and-white positive. 

sr secte William Powell 
Fay Wray Com scecabeassseocseoners 

take on glamor for Bancroft, 
But there’s. the gal, and for her 

eS : sake, he accepts a proposition from- 
a ce rata afl. | the, town to become police cdm-_ 

= Tilssioner and. wipe, out infested | . wire = os ‘}.| crime. Here’s where the real Ban- 
New York . . Chicago | eo fi} | croft begins to shine, eS oo Then. besides one of those’ conven- 

-) tional man and maid fadeouts, leav- 
ing a blinking thought of what 
“Mighty” picture might have been. 
Bancroft is the whole works, but 

‘}a@ lot of him will be disappointing 
.|to his fans. Esther Ralston and. . Dorothty Revier are the femme sup- | definite is established, and charac- 

po. , eeresens | Ports,. both blonde, beautiful and |ters depart into the eternity of dark- — — . = becoming in contrasting parts. Ray-' : (Continued on page 28) 

Y 

young hubby playing house in the 
kitchen. Net result ig that nothing 



.° year will have several : additional | 
-.., Mnits' to handle other than the. studio. 
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Whipping Indie die Organizations | 
By He Holding Out Money Support 

-. Starving insurgent - indie. groups 

- gnto submission by withdrawing. all 

financial ‘support may. ‘be com- 

; menced by the producer body after 
the first of the -year,. with the be- 

- Hef that the reaction before sum- 
_ mer. wilt automatically witness one 
~~ national group of. exhibitors split-. 

' ting dues and ‘votes ‘ with - maker- 
. owned pox offices. . 

Producer -affillated theatres ‘dur- : 
ing ‘1929. paid approximately $75,000 

.. to the. coffers of the Motion Picture 
‘Theatre. ‘Owners of America’ and 

. Allied, the Abram Myers. indie’ ‘unit. 
The Hays‘ interests, . making . this 
‘claim, also asserts that simon pures 
of both organizations did not donate 
a total aggregating over $30,000. 
Managerial salaries ‘in the nation- 

al organizations ‘more than eat up |: 
the dues -paid in by the entire in-: 
dustry.’ It is estimated that the. 
five managers in Allied, alone, rep- 
resent. a gross. salary annually of 

$61,000. - 
‘On the ‘attiea’ payroll. ‘Myers heads 

+ the Hst with $25,000 anda five-year 

contract. | 

_ $20, 000. 
“. Js reported: to -get. $10,000, while 

* Golonel Cole, for his work in Texas, 
is. gaia to draw @ modes: six. - 
, What the producers expect to ac-. 
complish next month, getting indies 
and affiliated houses into’ 32 zones 
within... reach - of as many ‘Film 
- Boards ° of Trade, and. which has 
been ‘temporarily thwarted : by. Al- 

. Hed: demands,. previously printed’ in: 
“Variety,” will witness another gen- 

‘eral get-together late in January. 
French Lick is the ‘plaée.set. 
‘The MPTOA will not suffer by the 

’ postponement. of the new organiza- 
-tion. Affiliated houses will continue 
‘gs members since producers will be. 
retained on ithe: directorate: during | 

1930, 
Affillated theatres, following pub- 

-Heation of the Allied memo, reveal | 
in 2 single typewritten page their 

- perspective 
Union League’ Club, Only one. -sub- 
ject is entered into with any detail. 
This ig. opposition against . the’ 
Myers recommendation that theatre 
building and expansion | be Featrlet: 
ed and regulated. ° 

Yes, Ves: 
First objection - ison the ground 

that it. would be: in restraint of |. 

trade... Also: — ; 
“Expansion programs, are rarely, 

advertised in advancd of: execution 
-and are frequently impossible to 
cancel when once a start is made. 

The : ‘whole country and each situ- 
ation in it: cannot be. canvassed . and 
charted.” 

The MPTOA memo proves a per- |: 
fect yes-yes to every Hays. desire. 

.~ On protection it not only concurs 
with the producer, but takes a slap 

_at the exhib saying “that the fair- 
minded in our: industry are --cog- 

* nizant of its abuse by some exhibi- 
tors,” . 
‘MPTOA also ‘sides almost word 

. for word with .the producer dec- 
‘lination ‘of the Myers’ stand on 
theatre expansion, st 

Technicolor’s Units: 
‘ Hollywood, Dec, 31. 

. Andrew ‘Callahan, lo¢al head of 
Technicolor, is in. New York con- 

- ferring with ,Dr. Herbert Kalmus, 
head of the organization, who. just 
returned, from a European trip. — 

- Technicolor during early part of 

_ contract business it now has. 

“Nanette” Ist Strand Run 
“No, No, -Nanette,” inaugurating 

a run policy for the Strand,. New 
York, Friday, is being ‘brought into. 
this house to speed its release na- 
‘tionally, with. the opening night levy 
$2 and pop prices thereafter. 

The picture was scheduled for a |. 
regular $2 run, wih the Central in |. 

mind as the ‘theatre. 

But One “Laska” : 

‘Universal will-not make another 
‘screen version of “Laska” based on 

_the Frank Desprez: poem, but has 
_assigned 'Tom Reed td write an orig- 
inal story, using a few of. the inci- 
dents in the original works. 

.. This was decided after Tiffany 
declared It ‘would make a picture of 
‘the poem = despite Universal - had 
made it some years ago. . ° 
Poem out of copyright. 

‘H, M. Richey, . manager: 
of the Detroit unit, ig next. with 

Al Steffes, in Minneapolis, |: 

on. the week at. the: 

veneneons-TIOMywood; Decry: Shien: 

{surrs FILED THROUGH 
‘FOX, BOSTON, NON-DEAL 

“Boston, Dec. 31. 
. The collapse of the plan of. Fos 
to construct a "$10,000,000 mercan- 
tile.and theatre building. on the 

mont streets has resulted in the fil- | 
Ing of three bills in equity in: the 
Suffolk Superior court and the com- 
mencing of ‘a suit for. $135,000, 
against -the Fox Film Company, 
said to represent real estate com-. 
missions due for sécuring. the land. 

ufacturer of shoes but: formerly a 
‘real estate ‘broker, has placed, the 
suit for $135,000 against: the com- 
pany. . He claims «that work . ex- 
tended over four years performed 
by him formed the nucleus of the 
-plan; .that he conceived the idea of 
obtaining Tamworth street from 
the city of Boston without charge, 
and that if the deal failed it was no 

fault of his. . . 
The. bills in equity have been filed 

against the Atlantic National Bank | 

of Boston by. property owners who 
were interested in the theatre deal: 
Bach claims: that $352,000.was turn- 
ed over to the bank. to, be. used -as 
“first payments on land that the the-| 
-atre would be ‘built on. Each claims 
a portion of that money. 

L.. DeBlois and Robert H. Gardiner, 
trustées - sincé 1895 of the Hotel 
Touraine property and property at 

27 Lagrange street. . They: claim 

ment. «. 
The “second bill was by Stephen 

-W.-Sleeper,. Charles F. Addams and: 
Richard C. Paine, trustees of the 

| property at 36 to 46 Boylston street. , 
rates ‘as a star in pictures, is only They ‘claim $48,000. 4 

The third bill was filed by “John: 
‘Roessle, owner of property at 41 
Lagrange street. He claims $5,000. 
The petitioners all allege’. that 

$352,000 was deposited in the bank: 
for the first payments on Dec. 2 by. 
‘the: Boylston and Tremont Street 
-Coporation,...a:.company .organized. 

|to hold the new titles to the prop- 
‘erty on which the. theatre would be } 

built. 

INDIES START “TRUST” 

‘ “omaha, Dec: 31, 
Charging violation of .the Sher- 

man anti-trust -act, Klassik The- 

and Iowa, has filed suit in Federal 
court “for . $142,500 against Fox; 
I.B.0.,. Pathe News, Vitagraph, 
Metro, Paramount and United Art- 

ists, all associated with: ‘the “Hays 
organization. . 

Suit charges that in 1928 Fox re- 

fused to sell product to the Strand, 

named companies immediately nott- 
fled Klassik they would furnish no 
more films.. House closed July 4, 
1928. Plaintift asks $47, 000 on. that 

| count. — 
A somewhat: similar’ suit, ‘filed: by 

Victor. “Newton and Thomas |H. 
Leddy,‘ owners of a- ‘neighborhood. 
house, against the Omaha. Film 
Board of Trade and nine producers 
on charge of trade: restraint has 

been on file in the Federal court 

gated.. Newton and Leddy claimed 
they ‘were refused product because 
of controversy over contract made 
by the previous owner of the house. 

Cleveland’s Newsreeler | 
; _ Cléveland, Dec. 31. 

A. newsreel. theatre is to be opened 
on’ Euclid. avenue near the Public 

Square and new Terminal depot. . 

Fox. Tentative location will draw 
transient crowds from ‘nearby de- 

pot. 
—_— 

“Cohens and Kellys” versions are 
again to. be seen in the roles they 
created, George Sidney, Charlie 
Murray, Vera Gordon and Kate 
Price have been set by Universal! 

talker, 
Picture. goes. into production on 

the west coast this week with Will- 
iam J. Crabb directing. . 

alte of .the .present ‘Hotel Touraine 
at the corner of ‘Boylston and Tre- |. 

‘Solomon Hamburger, now a. man-. 

- The first bill was filed by George here; . there are only a few very 

‘modest studios ‘in: existence. 

$300, 000 is” due them as first’ pay- |- 

SUT. IN NEBRASKA 

atre, Inc., operating in Nebraska 

Newton, Ia., and that the six other 

two: years: -but ‘has not ‘beén adjudi- | 

Rumor assigns the experiment to} 

‘|continuously. moving films. - V. 
‘land 

Head gtd -46o hen Bare 
‘The quartet appearing, in original | 442. 

for “Cohens and Kellys in Scotland,” - 

First Sunday Shows in 
Wheeling Bring Arrests 

- Wheeling, W. Va; Dec, 31. “| 
sheriffs and police ar- Deputy 

rested 22 managers and employees 
of seven Wheeling film  the- 
atres’ here last ‘week,.when the 
houses opened their initial ‘Sunday. 

| programs... While a ‘violation of: the 
|law ‘to work on Sunday. in: West 
Virginia, jt Ig nota. violation _to 

show moving: pictures on ‘the Sab- 

bath. . 
The’ ’ prisoners posted: ponds’ ‘of 

$500 each, waived preliminary hear- 
ings and’ were held to: the next 
Grand Jury in February. .Then they 
returned: to their theatres where 
‘their places had been filled :tem- 
porarily and couldn’t be. arrested a 
second time, inasmuch -as working. 
on one day. constitutes a single of-. 

fense,, -° 
-Wheeling’s first . Sunday: shows 

were attended ‘by. only moderate 
crowds, :many remaining away: due. 
to a fear the shows might. be 
stopped. . Managers would not say 
whether. ‘the experiment ‘will be re- 

peated. - The maximum ‘fine’ for 
working on Sunday is $16. 

_ SPANISH. FILM. PAY 
‘(Continued from. page 4) © 

produced here, will be made with an: 
eye to fill the demands of, a mar-: 
ket of some 90,000,000 “Spanish 

speakirig population. " ", 

As the ‘industry now exists over 

Pro- 

ducers are systematically. compelled 

to recourse to: ‘public advertisements 

to recruit, casts. 

“Players are sO poorly. paid and 
their. services so “{nfrequently en- 
listed that they must perforce have 
other vocations, - 

Romerito,. Spanish actress, Who 

a minor player in-legit, which is her 
chief source of income, and despite. 
the relative ranking, her stage work 
is necessarily accorded preference. 
Carmen ‘Viance, outstanding -in 

“The House ‘of Troy,” .is a govern-_ 
ment: stenographer in the .office of 
the’ ‘Ministry of the Treasury. , 

Gade's s Stage. Successes. | 
Copenhagen, Dec. 19. 

Following the success of Sven 
‘Gade’s production of “What Price 
Glory,” he repeated himself in 
Stockholm with “Street Scene.” 

“Glory” is at the New theatre 
here: 
Gade has been in ‘Hollywood .di- 

‘He evidences the. 

profit. of that celluloid experiences 
recting pictures. 

in ‘his stage direction. ° 8 

| Patents 
- 

Washington, Dec, 31. 
Another patent has been sécured . 
on the electrical transmission ,of 
motion pictures: This one has been 
before the Patent Office since June 

8, 1927. Invention of W. Malm, New 
Orleans. 
Among the new trade. marks 

granted by the same office is one 
|eovering “Silly. Symphony,” : print- 
ed on a music staff -td:.cover “mo- 
tion: pictures reproduced. in copies 
‘for sale.” Another ig “The Cinema 
Transforming Screen,” with the 
wording. boxed. This as .a trade 
name for a motfon picture screen. 

- On-the patents detailed ‘informa: . 
tion may be-secured on any of the 
following. by forwarding 10 cents 
with the name and number to the 
Commissioner of Patents, Washing- 
ton, D.C. Fee is to cover mailing: 

and printing costs. - 

Camera’: (motion picture film tor ‘at itl 
cameras), 

|Flled May 31; 1025. Ser. No. 105,515. 
Threo: claims. 1,788,838, ~ 
Framing shutters K. ‘and J. W. Bren-. 

kert,’ ‘Detroit. 
316,404. Seven claima, 1,788,045. 
Winding. machine tor: ‘motion - Pleture | 

cameras.» L, Azarraga, Hempstead, N. 
Filed Apr. 20, 1028: Ser.. No. 271,435. 
Seven: claims,. 1,739,113. : 
Correction device for cinematographs with 

Continsouza 
Paris, France. Filed 

Ser: No. 176,220, and in 
M. .B. Combes,. 

Mar...17, 1027. 

Shutter. tock for cameras. J. H. ‘Olcott, 
Waterbury, Conn. Filfed Nov. 7, 1927, 
Ser, No: 231,445; Nine claims, 1,740,122. 
Film. hanger. G. W. Hopkins.  Cleve- 

land, Ohio. Filed Sept, 15, 1926.. Ser, No. 
134,534. One claim. 1, 740,175. 

Electrical transmission of motion pie- 
tures and the Ike, ws Malm, New Or- 
leans, La. Filed June 8, 1927." Ser. No. 
197,431. Three claims. 1,740,930. . 
Moving. picture projector’ with five maga- 

zines. ‘D. Tu, Mantle and G. L. Gordon, 
Pawhuska, Okla. - Filed Oct, 2, 1924. 
No, 741,249. Nine claims, 1,740,082. 

Ser. 

-the Fox. trusteeship.. . 

advices: from New. York“ said’ Fox , 

‘the Gresham.. House, 
‘who ‘handle the - Ostrers’ ‘financial 

. 009... 

|for their benefit, 

geater, 

Cc. Matthews, - Tos Angeles,‘ 

. Sow den. 

Filed Nov. 1, 1928 Ser, No., 

Quota: Floaters, 
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~ British Film Field 
———— 

By Frank Tilley 

| . . London, Dec..21. | 
Sensation caused by the story of 

As the cable 

was short. on. fii.ance through short-. 

term - notes: signed to - finance his: 

purchases of: Loew, Inc,, . and the} 

‘Gaumont theatres,. local excitement. | 

. It is generally. understood a. search 

was. made..of.- the. Gaumont- -British, 

records on. ‘the files. of ‘Somerset 

House. by. official: circles to see: if 

any... details of such stock: ‘holdings 

appeared. . There. was issued from 

‘city agents 

publicity, a. statement including” a. 
denial. . Whatever the de&l there is 

‘no @oubt | Fox is obligated to pay 
someone ‘over -here $1,600,000 by. 

Jan. 15 on account of British-Gau- 

mont stock purchased by or-on be-| 
half of Fox. to’ the total of 18, 900, - 

“What Will - Pearson: Do? 

George: ‘Pearson of Britigh : Screen 
Productions,: who merged: it: with. 

-| Argosy. Company,’ Rayart, Derussa 
and’ Staaken : Filmwerke A. G. as: 
International Talking ‘Screen, -Pro-:| . 

ductions, seems to have a ‘jinx; 
When the issue was. made the ma- 
jority of. the underwr iters defaulted, 

‘and the company was: short, a, ,500,- 
000: ‘on this account.. — 

- At the: statutory meeting’ of Lv. 
S..P.-end August Pearson said. De-. 
russa was doing well and Staaken 
had made $52,500. profit over the 
previous six months. Shortly after 
Derugsa blew, with subsequent: re-" 
pudiation by the. -Russian . Soviet;. 
whose concern Derussa. had. been 

held out to be,:- 
- Shortly after. the Derussa crash, 
Staaken also went blah. Herr 
Sklafz, who sold the Staaken stock 
to International Talking Pictures | 
(holding... company. . and therefore | 

‘-| only earns money through profits, |’ 
if any, made by the subsidiaries | 
whose stock it controls), then seized 
the Staaken Studios. under claims 

controls, Bodengesellschaft ‘* and. 
Metallum G. M. B. H. Other Staaken 
Filmwerké .creditors were Jeft“cold, 
‘as Sklarz’ had mortgaged the rest: , 
of the studio heavily to the: Ger- 
mah Zeppelin Company, " 
These two: Sklarz: finance com- 

panies | then made: over the studios 
to. another Sklarz concern, tthe Film - 
Kredit G. M. B. H., which’ then 
formed the. Films Atelier Betriebs 
G.°M,. B.-H. and proceeded to rent 
the. studio and draw the pay for It.. 
Original creditors are. proceeding | 
against Sklarz and it seems the 
plant will be put up ‘for. auction 

leaving George 
Pearson’s Internatinoal Talking 
Screen Productions’ with another 
bunch of stock worth nothing , oF, 
ess, a. . 

Movements 
Ss. B. Reid, Western Electric's 

northern division. superintendent 
here, satled on the President. Roose-— 
velt,. returning to W. Ic. In New 
York.’ He has been here since, May, 
managing W. E.'s Manchester of- 
fice. To Dec, 7 W. E. put in 405 
installations, the last week’s total 
being 10 for the week. 

D.: B.. Griffiths, | 
sailed Dec. 16-on the Leviathan with 

Vitaphone. 
Raymond _ Myers, European | rep. of 

Hyams’ New House 
This 28th the Metropole, Victoria, | 

‘will open. with the native song-and- - 
dance ‘picture,. 
its‘ first. program.. 

built by Phil: Wyams, © 
fellow who sold Broadway, Strat- 
ford and other theatres to: Denman 

“Co- optimists,” as 
It is ‘a: 2,000- 

Pictures Company at the time Gau-. 
“mont was forming this chain. Met- |. 
ropole.is an atmospheric theatre. : 
It will mee managed “by Robert 

More A. B. C.. Theatres 
John Maxwell is taking over the 
Elephant: and -Castle- theatre, a: 
company which ‘Cochran and others 
floated. Stockholders in the exist- 
ing company, of- which Cochran. is 
chairman, dre to- get 74%4% partici-. 

Prance“Apre 275-1026) Four-claims=1;739;+" -pating_preferred-stock..of the. same. 
par value as their. present holdings 
as a result Of Maxwell's offer, he 
intending to rebuild the house ag 
a‘picture theatre. 

Bits and Pieces 
As. a result of a local campaign, 

Chatham has now gotten Sunday 
opening. Portsmouth, also a naval 
port, will be the next to get it. 
Whitehall Film Co., first of the 

finally sunk 

+- 

i Ship” 

by two.money-lending concerns fa aa 

First National, 

the 

bankruptcy. with’ recelyer saying 
‘failure due to directors’ ignorance 
of film business, 

Shows {n. and Out a 
“Four Feathers" is closing at. last 

-at Carlton, making way for the first’ 
Harold Lloyd. talker, “Welcome 
Danger,” Christmas week... 
“Gabbo,” at. Astoria, second pre- 

release since opening at’ New Gal- 
lery.: 

; “Greenwood | Tree”. plays": Stoll, 
Kingsway, ‘Pre-release, ve Chiistmas. : 
week, —. 
“Woman Trap” at Plaza not do- . 

ing so. well. “Rio ‘Rita’ fair: to 
middling at: Tivoli. Empire ditto | 
with “Wise Girls,” talker. > ©: ; 
Cochram holding “Shrew” in. over |: 

Christmas, following - with ‘“Evan- - 
geline. a 

First National: ‘has taken: “Hate 
from. British ‘International 

for a quota film.. Putting “At into | 
new Metropole Dec. 27. . | 
Pathe Sound Magazine, - news” 

reel; got a.talker of the Drury ‘Lane 
pantomime rehearsal this week and 
put it in as a long clip... 
-“Splinters," ~ war- -time | all- male 

‘yevue made ‘by Herbert “Wilcox.-as | 
a.musical talker, opens at the Cap- . 

we itol Dec, 23 on | run, os, 

| FRENCH PROVINGIALS WIRE 
12. by.” Ww. Ein. ‘Paris. 22 Houses 

! Play Sound. Pictures oa 

Paris, Dec. 23," 

Provineial theatres now. wired in. 
France, all by Western Electric, ~ 
now number 12, including the El- . 
dorado, Royal Aubert at Lyon; Cap- i 
itole, Odeon,’ : Marseilles; Colisee, 
Nimes; Paris Palace, Nice; . Broglie 
Palace, Strasbourg;. Familia, ‘Lille; 
Theatre Francaise, Bordeaux; Para- 
mount, Toulouse; Opera, Rheims; 
Colisee, Roubaix. . . - 
“In the capital, AT theatres are 
ERPI wired. Counting the RCA 
Photophone’ and ‘other indie equip- - 
ments, Paris now has’ some 22 wired 
theatres. 

Chatter i in n Nice - 
“2 By Frank. Seully : 

Soe + Nites; Dec. 20. 

' Alice Terry Baek from Coast. , _ 
William. ‘K. Vanderpbilts at Monte, - 

 Sissle’s band due ‘there on Dec. 20. . 
Perroquet, nite life club, reopened. 

:-Mare Klaws have joined Chaun.-.. 
cey Olcotts at Monaco, _ 
‘Sir Basil Zaharoff,. gambling kta, 
expected by Christmas, ; : 

. New hats of dames are copies: of 
those worn by. English. coal heavers, 
Ww. J. Locke, author, . god-parent- 

ing ‘Oliver ‘Cross, ‘grandchild - Of 
Dame Clara Butt, contralto, ° 
Frank Ward. O'Malley and famille 

have barged in. from. New Jersey : 
yia Naples, . 

Nellie . Harris pack’ _from ‘New 
:| York after selling three new bobks 

of Frank’s.. — 
Excelsior, grind, ‘house here, runs 

three full-length féatures’ as its 
regular daily program. — 

Yrank-J. Gould, owning the pala- 
tlar Provencal at Juan les Ping, a 
villa at ‘Cannes and the awellest : 
casino here, puts up at the: Hotel 
“Majestic, 
S Ralph Korngold, novel writing on 
$600 a year, has ‘again refused a: 
$10,000 job in Chi to return to the . 
mail” order biz, glving. himself till. 
next spring to click or flop as’ the. 

current Stendahl. 
Price-tilting curve shows normal . 

talker climb here as. -elsewhere. 
Previous 32-¢ent ‘houses vaulted’to — 
‘80 cents and a buck with wah-wah . 
innovation, ‘Paris Palace went to. 
two mats daily—radical departure © 
in Nice, where four-hour .programg, . 
with.time out. for tea, are. the de- , 
manded. commodity. 

Palais de la Mediterranee, desper- 
ately trying to get the frightened 
fish past the doormen, is now run- 
ning an early afternoon picture. 
Fee 20 cents, including entry to the 
swellest of casinos and a full length. 
flicker. Current star “The Marvel- 
ous. Life of ‘Bernadette,” little girl 
‘to whom all the. miraculous cures at. 
Lourdes ean be traced. 

‘Albert. Tadlewski, after a pum - 
mer’s workout with ‘Paderewski, ig 
back at his ‘key-pounding racket, 
with-Janet:Clerico;-his<132yearso0ld= 
wonder, returned from Ameriéa with 
the Chauncey Olcotts.: Now adopted 

| legally by them, her name is Janet 
Clerico Olcott, Tad’s trek to New 
York is held back pending Pad's 
‘convalescence from phibitis- follow- 
ing an append. op. 

» Not known till. this moment Mrs. . 
Paderewska (right spelling ‘for 
Polish), femme of the maestro, was - 
operated on. for appendicitis 12. 

in hours after the ivory idoL 
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“Barnum was Wrong — This 1s 

the Greatest Show on Earth.” 

Sas VW. P. Newes 

“Copy of. Telegram Received from Mn Frank Sardino, , Syracuse 

ee Syracuse, N. Y,, Dee. 19 7 

|| S. E. Morris, VieePres. ||) Warner Bros. Pictures, Ine. 
. 321-W, 44th St, New York. 7 

- Perfectly. clear. that Show. of Shows is greatest. : 

7 picture in History. Strand: Theatre. absolutely | 

| | inadequate to accommodate Public Demand. 1. 

»> ~ have folléwing Theatres—Empire 1800 Seats. 3 

By _ Syracuse 2200 Seats. Brighton 1800. Seats. 

: All are DeLuxe: Houses on Salina Street. Will 7 

| q - play: picture simultaneous run as Strand on al 

__ ii percentage. Your own terms. : Four houses at 

once will provide record gross and ‘sensa-. 

7 tional publicity in Picture History. . | 

| 4 FRANK SARDINO, Empire Theatre : 

uf SINGIN’ In 5 NG } 
— ery THE BATH TUB ! SONG ETS h : | | **Your Love Is All That I Crave’? 

wo “Singin? In The Bathtub’” a — | “The Only Song I Know? “Just An Hour of Love” oo Sierra Se __ . Published. by. M. .Witmark & Sons. ea laa es bn yadeetepane aes sh 

’ #Vitaphone” is the registered trade-mark of The Vitaphone Corporation designating its products . 

>. 



Wednesday, January 1, 1930 WARIETY 
Leth. fe ERM tO foo nal es 

In view of the unprecedented demand for prinis 

of “SHOW OF SEPTOAW ST. exhibttors are urged Lo 

And 

Heres 

the ee bony fo Our Reply 

Amazing  {@ | . 

y,, , I a 

Prool 1 Frank Sardino, 
| -: Empire: Theatre, 

_, Syracuse, N. Y. 

make their reservations now to insure early booking. 

‘New: York, N YoI Dee. 19° 

: | 7 Delighted | know Show. .of Shows in your tie opine 

j|. ion most. outstanding picture history industry. | ‘| 

: Demand. prints. this attraction such that: even 

with: two. laboratories working twenty- four 

: hours. each day it is utterly impossible. for us 

|] to supply present. commitments or. national 

4. || demand. Appreciate: your ~ constructive pro- 

eS _ posal. play: this’ ‘production three houses ‘Syra- 

yo y cuse together | with. Strand T heatre Day and ae 

ra Date. * ‘But. regret. ‘our, inability to take advan, - ine 

J) tage. of it. Regards. 

ENTIRELY. IN| 
“@ECHNICOLOR- 

'S..E. MORRIS 

Barthelmess: 

YOULL NEVER KNOW THE CAPACITY OF YOUR THEATRE 
UNTIL YOU PLAY “SHOW OF SHOWS” 
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POINTED HEELS -porting him, and it also looked like | 
Powell was having an. affair with 

(Continued from’ page 24). her. Included in the show is a light | 

ness before they have assumed hu- jazz number he knocked off during 
- man proportions. comes a. 

Cutting {sg responsible mostly for nit odd moment, and a be . 
this defect, but was confronted with 
an impossible task of whittling so| Reconciliation between ‘Mise Wray 
‘much matter to fit a. program| and her husband follows, with Pow- 

_ Broove, Some really excellent ef-| ell quietly retiring and saying the 
fects are gained by the same cut-:| experience was valuable in proving |. 
ting; clipping of emotional scenes to| to him that there is. such a thing ag. 
eliminate that modern annoyance| love. : 
called. “dialog-titter,” and on-and-|. ‘There's no doubt as to who's tak- 
off procedure of. laugh ‘bits, - with ing Adolphe Menjou's. place on the 
never a2 try for milking. . Paramount: ‘lot. William Powell, 
Advance reports indicated ‘this playing the Iikeable and only slight- |. 

was to be a Helen Kane’ picture, but | jy. menacing heavy, gets the. story 
the story is far from hers, Exhih-| gravy, Miss Wray and. Phillips 
itors have the alternatives. of fea- | Frolmies as the young married couple! 
turing any or all of these names: | make no, more: than. an. ordinary 
William Powell, Helen’ Kane, Fay| impression in their scattered ap- 
Wray and “Skeets” Gallagher. Top|. péarances. - Mr. Gallagher and. Miss 
billing in New. York: by Paramount | Kane,-the comedy married duo, have 

| several periods of humorous dialog,’ was given to William Powell ‘in 
pthew ads and to Miss Kane in|and.handle them well.. Miss Kane 

ers. ots for her boop- 
Mr.. Powell | is a millonalre ad- has a coupe ren trademark. “she 

dicted to theatrical ‘productions. He photographs - pleasantly -atout, Eu- 
falls for Fay Wray, minor player, | gene Pallette as Powell's right-hand 

. but shé ‘announces her engagement! nan in. shotv ventures puts over a| 
to another -younger millionaire, and| remarkably clear voice in: addition 

: : as the rane ner of the to his comedy ability, 
_ younger plutocrat cancela his allow- 
“ ance when informed of the mar- > ‘No ireaits for saurle. “What mighe | 
page, 30 Miss Wray returns to the ba i“ eme at ‘imost to extination. 
stage to support him while he. com~ The ie au h ran bling piano mus.} “poses a Jazz symphony. ; ere muc to Be | oming from the 

- Mr. Gallagher is Miss. ‘Wray’s | Sic, suppos @ a wv ek on 
’ brother, and married to the tittering,. young composer . a8 Techni color ”? 1s en 
argumentative Miss. Kane. ~ They jazz - symp Suction umber. in ‘=. 
. want to appear in their own. show, | 4eNCe, - pro bon git pum ice and. 
sand are: ‘backed by Powell because | Show, runs a pant. me tent Ten ept: for" 

- Miss’ Wray also will be in.it, .Kane | 18. hazily . -plgltatt rlant excep fhe arrival‘of the.child and. death 
and Gallagher decide to: throw away possible exploitation, -: ‘| ot the mother is an -excellent -dra- 
‘their old low-comedy style and as-|. A. Edward Sutherland's: direction’ ‘matic touch’ quickly. ‘relieved by- 
‘sume. class. To save the:show from is not up to par, Photography by | adroit comedy.in the bathing of. the | 

', flopping because: of it, Powell gets| Allen Siegler is ‘excellent, including | nude infant. .One line that gets .ay, 
.the team. drunk on opening . night | a fast-moving camera; trick shota /roar from. the. audience’ is made while | 2 
and they go into..a. wow hoké rou-'| and superimposure. The tense. dis- | the -bahe-is lying on its tummy. One 

. tine fo.put the: show over for a hit.| order of backstagé opening night 18! of the onlookers pinés:. - 
“The young’ millionaire meanwhile |.expressed forcefully ina few sec~ “That rump of. his’ will set’ right 

‘onds of whirling, epigodte flashes, ‘well-in a saddle,"":... 
; - Bang. © As godfathers. of. the, ‘child, ‘the 

-has separated: from ‘his:-‘wifa,: be-. 
; (cause people. talked about’ her. sup- 

: trio set back to thé town. they ‘have’ 
.|fled.. First one’ ‘ guccumbs to: his. 
wounds .. and - the second dies. of. 
thirst. _The° finis.” is tense. because’ 

i lit-is unsweetened. The last 6f the: 
“| band drinks. of. the ‘poisoned apring. 

4 | for the strength that enables him to 
| get the ‘baby irito- the: ‘town’s church | 
‘during Christmas services, Waly 

TIGER: ROSE 
(ALL DIALOG) 

- Warner production ‘and release, Featur- 
ing Monte. Blue. and Lupe: Velez. Adapted 
‘from Willard Mack's. play of.same name., 
‘Directed’ by. George Fitzmaurice. Cam- 
eraman Tony Gaudio. New 
York, - week Dec. 24, - 68 
minutes, . 

‘Sergeant Devlin. ecceesssarceva .Mente -Blue | 

Rose. a Velez 

HELL’S HEROES . 
(ALL DIALOG) 

Universal production and release. Directed 
by Wilbur Wylans. Adapted by Tom Reed 
from the Peter B, Kyne novel 
fathers.” In cast: Charles Bickford, Fred 

camera- mond "Hatton. George. Robinson, 
man. At Colony, New ork, week Dec, 
Running time, 65 minutes. 

“Hell's Heroes” is “gripping. and. 
real, Unusually well cast and. di- 

‘rected. Any class house can book it 

‘and not only make money but sat- 
isfy fans with something convine- 
ingly-out of the ordinary. 
The .trio of Kohler, ‘Bickford. and 

Hatton as desert rats is one of the 
chief reasons for “Hell’s Heroes,’ 
from. the Kyne novel, registering 80 
highly on the acreen, _ Another. is 
that the locale is‘ bona fide. Theme |. 
‘ig distinctly atmosphered ‘with gen-: 
uine wasteland and arid desert... . 
Commencing like a conventional 

‘western the production, after a few 
feet, begins ‘ getting away from 
Hollywood, The sheriff is told that 
the bank will be robbed ‘and that’s 
what happens. . The escape, with one 
‘member (Hatton) winged; is fast 
and tense. From ‘then on only. cac- 
tus” sand and heat scenically. 

It is the performance of these three. 
‘men that makes reelage devoted -to 
‘the sand tramp “worth while. - Be- 
fore it can ‘tire a horselegs. covered 
wagons sighted. Suspense mounts |. 
with the discovery that if. houses @ 
woman, : The lust motive Is. abruptly 
swerved by. substituting the poten- 
tial mother angle, :. 

CHARLES - 
BICKFORD 

At Beacon, 
Running time, 

, SGaudeyu- Meyer a - 

mamite” 
Ch eaee reese ee neuweres¢: Ups 

Bruce Norton.ecvceece 
PlOrre. cccetceccccccccceccecs Gaston Glass. 

Joe. oo cevecscccccvenccvececa Bull Montara. 

SCOUtYssevcoveccescessecsorsoe Binsin Lin 

“Fair program melodrama devel- 
: ‘oped with some plot changes. from. 
. Willard Mack's. former stage - play, 

x Factor’s Make- Up wai 'wae doe’ 8 sent] 
picture about six years ago, Rather: 

Used Exclusively 
mild, however, for the premiere of 
a de.luxe mid-town house of 2,600. 
capacity. 

— ext iy wi which y. you can create a true-to-life characteriza- 
tion. wi ax Factor’s e-Up is one reason why it is preferred by 96% 
of all Flllywood stars P meer 790% 

At this house on opening night 
projection of picture was not. good. 

When’ you see Charles Bickford i in “Dynamite,” 
remember i itis Max Factor’s, © 

Dialog was clear but photography 
blurred and indistinct.  Presum- 

Your i iry on any makeup problem will receive immediate attention, No obliga- 
‘tion, Address: S; UP 

ably due to insufficiént amperage 
but possibly printed ‘on tinted neg- 

special Service Make-Uj Dept, MAX FACTOR MAKE- 
: _STUDIO, HOLLYWOOD, C. ~ Hollywood. Blvd. at Highland Ave, 

ative. In any event, it is to be. 

At All Leading Drug Stores, 

‘4 

assumed that Warners will correct. 
the fault and when .seen elsewhere. 

-|the audiences will be able to. ‘Bet 
a good look at the actors, - 

In gerieral type picture is strongly 
suggestive of the old Warner pro- 
grammers, featuring “Rin-Tin-Tin,” 
in this cast but a much less prom- 

| inent doggie than in the days when 
mutts were glorified by. Hollywood. 

“Rinty” (as his fans used to call 
him when art was art) has beén 

note the make-up...and 

Max Factor’s “Max Factor’s 

PANCHROMATIC j Theatrical Make-Up | fire, He now merely peeps through 
and TECHNICOLOR. FOR THE STAGE his paws and gets patted a couple 

MAKE-UP eae of times. No more saving the ex- 
press train or racing miles for the 
United States Marines. 

Melodramatic punch {s a canoe 
|race ‘through the rapids. Sophisti- 
eates will giggle a little at the 
\abrupthess’ of: this. sequence, the 
sudden triumph just’ as it looked 

for the screen 
ee ee eee 

. THEODORE off.on a@ placid stream of the hap- 

FEATURED ‘DANCERS : 
’ INF. & M, “ACCORDION” IDEAS “THANX TO ALICE GOODWIN 

Mounted cop having allowed. the 
man to escape, though wanted for 
murder, . 

this. minor legend of. Manitoba. And 

Thanks to MR. ROTHAFEL and MR. LEONIDOFF 

“Three God- |; 

‘Kohler, ‘Fritzi Ridgeway, Marle Alba, Ray-| 

27. oe 

-Ino great cow catcher.as a thespian, 
but assuredly a more pleasant} 

phoning. . 
Universal demonstrates ‘here an.| 

effort to lift this type of film out: 
.of the old oaken- ‘bucket. 
a, plausible story—an ‘honest effort | . 
‘at imaginative directing, a selected}: 
foe. and sober consideration of dia-. 
‘log. 

champion rodeo artist.: 
‘an actor because he works more | 
reservedly. It speaks’ well. for the. 
direction. 

before annexation to the. U.:S.. A. 
Bandit depredations in that country, 
mostly of an American order. May- 
nard as a louey in the U. S. Army 

of the -crooks, winning the heart 
and hand of the daughter of a rich | 
.Mexicano—who 
walks like an actor out of work. 

William Colvin to 
Kellys in Scotland,” U. 

like dfsaster, and the final floating 

pily ‘reunited lovérs, a kind-hearted |. 

It is, as suggested, a little “dated” | 

FILM REVIEWS 
adding nothing to, while it may not 
necegsarily hurt, the reputations of 

nd Lupe Velez. , Monte. Blue. a a) p Fand. 

_(8 Silent) _ 
(ENGLISH. MADE) 

“British International production, orediting 
no American distributor,: Anna Moy Wong 
starred, - Directed by Richard Blohbers. 
Edited and titled by Alfred Booth. In 
cast! Mary. Kid and Henry George. At 
Little Carnegle, New York, week Deg. 28. 
Ruaning, time, about 65 minutes. 

“wasted. Love” is wasted ‘toctage 
for any house. - It’s last chance was 
Sacrificed ‘by editing and titling for 
American “consumption.” 
_cuous use of shears has robbed theme 
of any continuity and makes it un-. 
“ravel like a. cumbersome trailer... 

- Miss Wong. ig the only. one with 
the ‘slightest knowledge of what to 
do. before: a camera, Director and 
-rest function like phoney film school 
‘boobs first time out. 

Something ahout a beach wait 
trying to be made by two tough 
hombres and falling. for thé third, 
who rescues her. 
work, Each sequence - is wound -up 
like ¢ a clock, Waly. 

SENOR "AMERICANO 
' (85% DIALOG—With Songs). 

“Universal production and release. Fea- 
turing Ken Maynard.,. 
J, Brown. . Story by. Helmer Bergman. 
Caat: includes Kathryn Crawford, Gino 
Corrado, J. P.. McGowan, Frank Yaconelll, 
Frank Beale, ‘and the horse eran At 
Stanley,- New. York, one. day, - . 
Running time, aw minutes, : 

de luxer,. but this western is a 
far ery in every element: of pic-+ 

|.ture ‘making from the old, quickie 
‘cactus. screen pans. It demonstrates 
the talker ‘has elevated film - pro- 
ducing in a manner suggestive. of. 
social education—eliminating’ ‘the. 
quickie’ as .an.unfit companion’ to 
the. present era of cultivated prod- 
uct. . There. are:10 opening. minutes 
of silent titles-but.as a whole this 
film is about the best. fare Ken 
Maynard has cooked and sure: ‘meat. . 
for the western fans. 

Promis-. 

Story is patch- 

| taste. in. first. place). whose. acme 
lof’ ambition: is to ‘make wisecracks’ 

Directed by Harry. 

Producers probably ‘didn’t intend: 

Wednesday, January 1, 1980 

TALK OF HOLLY Woop - 
(ALL. DIALOG) 

Produced’ ‘by Prudence, 
Sono- Art, Directed by 

Nat Carr and 

. y Al. Goodm pauaie® a 
ty Lonideft Ballets “Recorded by ROA | 
Photophone. At Loew's New York, one: 
day, Deo. 24, one halt double piu. Runs . 
ping time, 70 minutes: ; 

Badder thon. pad. ‘Best. example 
of sound. era on how a talker must 

[not -be made, One recommendation 
{—10 minutes: of Nat Carr split up. 
in five parts of film, Exploitation 
possibilties n. &. 

To appreciate. how ‘film ‘came into. 
being exhibitor must travel back, 
about: nine months when. Prudence 
Pictures, Inc., was organized. Com. - 
pany's being ‘came about - shortly: 
after old Excellent Pictures “was. 
torpedoed, and a new- Excellent was ° 
born and also went anemic. ‘The | 
guiding spirit. of ‘both was: Sam -” 
Zierler. . He also was the Spirit of. 
‘Pridence Pictures—-and th ds film, 
is.one of his: promises. :: 
The company. has. ‘madét ne: ‘pice 

ture since its organization—and this. - 
ig it, with Hkelihood. that -notie will ° 
follow. Not so tough for.Sono-Art, *-. 

)- Story seemingly is about a very: 
: {Jewish ‘type of. film - producer (baa” 

in his melancholy periods—just .’ 
about always. He hung. hig bank~ 
roll to.a film that turned. out to~ 
be a mess of twisted trailers—but 
didn't because @ chump was the’ oe 
only guy of about. 20/ ‘who" took te. 
for a big picture. © 
_ This is only: a guess as to the’. 
yarn. As unreeled it would take a 
sewing machine to unwind. the tane *. 
-_gled threads., — . 

One. sequence . has a@- Russian, © h 
characterizing an: Italfan, : ‘Speaking ~ 
Yiddish. * Fawncy! - 

' Sam Zierler is said to have pers) 
sonally supervised ‘the: film, wae 

J..P, McGowan, director of silent |: :” 
cowboy... pictures, . is still - acting. 
Though a. bit improved he is still | ° 

character to behold regardless of 
his’ role ‘because he is not mega- 

There is 

“Kathryn Crawford, - in the lead, 
‘does. some singing of old Mexican ; 
‘and: Spanish folk songs.- 
4s: okay, < 

4 fogged in spots by blurred record- 
ing, a thing noticed-in some of. the 
other actors’ chatter, too. 
‘house projection, 

deep: and colorful,. but 

‘Maynard is his usual fast riding, 

‘Story is of the days in ‘California 

s the hero who clears the country 

_ talks, acts § and 

Harry Cording and David Hart- 

Lloyd Whitlock, A. J. Ratcliffe, 
“Cohens and 

Leila Hyams, Fletcher Norton and 
.Alphonse Martel to “Other Men's 
Wives,” FN, 

Mitchell Lewis added 
Business” (Radio).: 
Mary Foy in “Dumbbells in -Er- 

mine” (CWB). 

Ronewriter™ (MG). 

-Now—ROXY, NEW YORK— Held Over for 2nd Week (Dec. 27) 
Booked by SAMUELS MUSICAL BUREAU 

Opening at Cologne, Germany (Jan: 17), for. exten ded European tour booked by Mr. A. Teichmuller 

Her ‘voice | 

Possibly . 

Better as |. 

; “strictly , 

Maude. Turner Gordon added “The 

“JONES and HULL 
F eatured i in F. & M. “SWEET COOKIES” IDEA 

Thanks to FANCHON & MAKCO 
_ Direction. SHALLMAN BROS. 

ford for “Girl Who Wasn't Wanted,” | | 
Fox. 

| DOROTHY YOST 
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The key tie-up arranged at Loew's 

VARIETY «- 

WASHINGTON 

“Tense and dramatic. 

Gripping.” —Times, 

‘Theatre, Syracuse. Hiindreds ‘of boys -- 

-- were distributed in the city with note 

- t0 bring it to the theatre and if it un- 

locked’ “THE LOCKED DOOR” ‘the 

holder would get a free ticket. 

ATLANTA 

-“Moves along rapid- 
ly: and holds attention.” 

—Eve. Star. 

“A thrilling experience for any- 

one susceptible to meldorama.” 

a AALAND KIO 

“Exciting — 
one of.the most 

‘suspenseful dramas to play | 

a local screen in many an equinox.” 
— Detroit: Eve. Times, | 

“Thrilling: Drama. Vivid action 

One of the best acted and most . 

thrilling screen dramas 
of the year.” 

—Detroit Daily. 

JOSEPH M. 
SCHENCK Presents 

with ROD LA ROCQUE 

Barbara Stanwyck, William Boyd 

Betty Bronson 

A GEORGE FITZMAURICE Production 

_ UNITED ‘ARTISTS 
GOON TIAN 6 ooo 

“The picture is replete with 

thrills.” —Constitution. 

a Rr visrnt.aci. ea, ses. 

The ‘Perfect “AILTalking 
Picture Makers 
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NO CHANGE OF POLICY 

ganization 
casting for a permanent. policy for 
the new Beacon, and are considering. 
shortly changing. from grind to $2. 

tap, 
Skouras; 
“Its present. policy | ‘is conspicu- 

ously successful.’ 
pouses were doing the ‘business that 

Skouras, ‘Tt. ‘was gathered that :the. 
Beacon as a :grind is. ‘proving a 
problem. to the: brothers. 

VARIETY 
are out, they agree, on several 
scores, ‘One is that with the new 
Hollywood the brothers will have 
foyr houses -in the immediate Times 

Square area; The other is that there 

are not enough two buckers to feed 
them into a house which. they now 
classify .as neighborhood. 
Grind fare in the Beacon must be 

new. and exceptional or else the. high 
class 72nd ‘tenants. won't buy in, ity. 
is conceded, Top is now 75c. oa 
Report said Skouras might. change 

the Beacon’s policy » ‘on account, of 
the peculiarly class section, to $1.) 
top and *three performances daily; 
matinee and two night: shows, each, 
with resérved-geats. « - 
“The Beacon’s stage can hold. pres-. 

‘entations or vaudeville, it -either 
should be in demand, . 

FOR GRIND BEACON 
Reports within’ the Warner or- 

that the brothers. are chain. 

ment, 

are . answered by Spyros 

‘TI. wish all. of our 

ro-Goldwyn showcase, 

From. other sources; ‘close | “to 
as a 15-cent grind. 

Long runs 
: anda. a minstrel. show. 

Yourigest. Master of Ceremonies. to. 

Ever Play the 

Direction, LOU IRWIN 

PICTURES 

Kalnine Chief Booker 
Harry. M. Kalmine steps up from 

division manager of. the New Jersey 

group of Warner houses to chief 

film booker. of the entire Warner, 

Spyros Skouras made the appoint+ 

- 18e Grind i in iL. A. 
‘Los Angeles, Dec. $1. 

California theatre, once the Met- 

dark, now being operated: by J, Isen 

‘Current: bill . holis two. features 

Where He Is Appearing This Week (Dec: 28) 

Wetinesday, January 1, 1930 

Picture Posies | 
“Top Speed"—Favorable: 

“TOP SPEED" (Musical comedy; Bolton, Kalmar ‘and. Ruby}, Chanin‘a’ 

Agth Street).. 

A. bet for picture becauge, as far as known,’ there has never been. a 

full length feature made ‘revolving about & motor: boat.race. Basig - 

. {idea the only’ thing in this musical’s book which would mean anything 

-Ito the. scenarlo,- complete new story probably necessary for action. - 

‘Warner. Brothers is “angeling” this show, 80; that ties up the score: - 

in which one number may click, Another tune is a revival which rather - 

favorably got over about four years ago. . ‘Good. melody which 
Probably, 

80% of the film public: has: never heard. |: 

‘Motor. boat thought openg up many. channels “with: the: Harmeworti: 

trophy. (international ‘annual race for which a foreign country to that - 

holding. the cup must challenge).: the yearly 100-mile sweepstakes in De- ©: 

troit, and: 
once nibbled at’ this 
the film. 
Any: quantity . of outdoor, water, 

racing, for @ summer holdover. 7 

put : long 

aquatic idea ‘for Dix, but never went. through. with 

gins in bathing sults, and boats and. 
; Kid.. 

7 ithe First Mrs. Fraser”. Favorable: 
, OPE FIRST MRS. FRASER” (Comedy,. ‘William A. Brady, Playhouss),, 

into a fair program talker. 
Thee. 

“Death ‘Takes. ‘a Holiday”. —Unfavorable 

“DEATH TAKES A HOLIDAY” (Drama, ‘Lee. ‘Shubert,. Barrymore), 

_ Impressed as much too. grim. for screen. | Doubtless could. be ‘made... 

‘thriller, but figure, of death ‘in mortal form hardly ‘diverting. bee, 

“ugity Haut” Unfavorable 

“CITY HAUL” (Drama, Gil Boag, ‘Hudson).- - 
Tinsel - pattern of grafting. politicians, | not new. and too light in texe 

‘ture to merit screen consideration.’ ‘ . Beet, 

Sols ter Best 

“The Undophiaticates”=-Unfavorable. 

_ wpHE UNSOPHISTICATES”. (Comedy, Harry Delf, Longacre). 
- Good ‘idea for an amusing. comedy, Migne: do: it carefully: developed. 

rn rr re  Toee, ° aoe 

Amuse Stocks . Mild 
(Continued. from page 10)_ | 

OE | of the. -year ‘in. the ‘regular way. 
tl Tuesday’s transactions would have 

to have been for-cash,. since’ regular 
way could call for the completion 
of the -deal at: tomorrow's. delivery 
tinie which would be in the new. tax | outstanding. Active pool,; by: the. 

| year. ; way, must be a’ new clique. Last 
| An. example: of this kind. of deal-' group. included M. J. Meehan,’ who. 
ings appeared in ‘Orpheum pre-|naw is reported to be completely 
ferred. This issue doesn’t normal-|out of - play, having liquidated the 
ly. turn over 200 shares in two|last of his interest’in Radio. ,At 
weeks, .but ‘Monday there was: a|oné time. he was pool manager for 
single. sale of 500. shares at: 60%. his group. 
Maybe: it was mere coincidence, but . That January Break. 
an identical transaction as to:num-| ‘Less and less is befng heard of 
ber of shares and price came up on}|a probable drastie break in Janus 
‘the tape less than half an -hour|ary. Brokerage views are ‘almost 
later. Monday's sales of the stock. evenly divided. between. expectations 
totaled 1,120 shares, almost & six-| of a zig-zag: course of prices and & 
month supply in normal trading. - gradual decline - of” minor propor- 

Upturn In-RKO tions until. the general businesd. 
Tape readers noted that coinéi-| situation, with special reference to 

dent with the extreme weakness|the motor industry and building 
of Fox under attack Monday—when | operations, discloses itself. Market 
{t sank to its new low—there was |is gradually becoming reconciled to. 
a brisk upturn in RKQ, which !s|a quiet six months of business, with 
the only amusement stock that} improvement after July. 
seems to. have prospered even} Among the stocks allied to the 

|| moderately from the -confusion in theatre group, American Seating 
the group.. Monday RKO got to a] did poorly, going to a new bottom 
new high on the movement at: 19% Monday at 17, another victim ap- 
under heavy dealings. totaling more| parently of belated tax selling. 
than 25,000 on the day. Explana- | Theatre Equipment (Curb) cone 
tion probably is the one offeréd| tinued to hover around 26-27, not 
here before that traders sense. some| far from its low of 24 with moder 

benefit for RKO in the Fox situa-| ate. volume . 
tion, interests being related in the Statistics for last week and in- 

‘ RKO management and in the Fox| cluding Monday: 10 issues lost an. 
trustee and. banking . background.| aggregate of 28 points, while 9 1s- 

i}.|In other words, if the ultimate dis-| sues “gained an aggregate 9. Fox 
memberment of Fox should come| turned over in largest volume (231° 
about or if other amusement in-/000 .shares) and Universal -pre< 
eee, took a hand ‘in. Fox opera-| ferred -had the largest drop, 8% 
‘tion; the move would logically be| Seven inssues touched new lows oF 
of benefit to RKO. The favorable| repeated old bottoms: Americal 

performance of RCA: might be as-|Seating, 17; Shubert common, 8}. 
sumed to ‘find’ reflection in’ Radio-| Shubert bonds. 47; Fox “A,” 19%) 
Keith ‘except for. the fact that it| Fox Theatres 5 flat; Pathe common 
has not done so before. Radio has’ 2% and Universal pref. 28. 

__, Summary for week ended Saturday, Dec. 28: 

STOCK EXCHANGE 

been doing. tery well’ in. the ‘trying 
times ofthe past two months and 
‘now is reported under’ the wing of. 
one of ‘Wall Street's: strongest pools, - 
and with an enormous short interest - 

High, Sales Issue and rate, I sige 
Sales. . . Chee . 

see 1,400 American: Seat (2)... eevesee “eh tay: 18 he 
10 8,100: Consol. Film (2).. 16% 14%. 16% +2% 

80% 16% 2/100. Consol: Film pfd. (2)... 19% #19 104 +4 
204 50 600 .Bastman Kodak .(8),... 1se% 108% ° «174: +h 

ge yk EE Eee ci A, 8: Be i 7 . e P af y 7 

eae BB 7B.100 Loew (BH) sseseetnscarounnes es ioe rere 
10% 80 400 Do, ped ii). 0.00: MEISEL gs 5%. 80%. + % 

-warran 5 eee , 8 way 
24 -10% ".18,300 Madison Square ‘aiiee “AB. 138% ae * io 4. 

95% Sort 400 Ontheun ta? By CBO owe ons oe Bip ane um p Jersecuccsees ( 58 tele 
“fA a B8 nase. 42,460. Paramount- ~Famaus-Lasky.(8)...-:; fost. 8%. _$9_ 18% aA 9.700 . Pathe Exchange ceseeseseesece’ 3% [a eS 

. , a e@ &8 As vccesccccces eeen ‘ . . . TL , 

114% 26 582,800 Radio Corps SUSIE aq 368 wn +4 
46% 12 49,000 Radio-K.-O.: wees seeeotees 19 16%. 18 + & 
784 9% ByT00 Shubert sseetsecsseseuss 10% (9% 10 =H. 
G4 28 , 800 Universal pfd, (8)... veees +. «BA 28 23 8% o 30 102,900 ‘Warner Bros. (i).,csscscecsseess, 42 87%) 30% 8 
% 25% . ‘ Do. pra. (2. 20). Posceavsoscvese 38 365 36 soe 

CURB ‘ ; 

36 22 1,200: Columbia Picture . " 2616 26% — ih 

ar 5% 24,800 Fox Theatres. Neen x: “5% a oe -% 
S84 4 8,100 Gen, Theatre Equip, V.t.0..se006 27 27% fh 

“a 7% 800 Loew righ ts doe neecevecsrerese - 12. 12%" 12% ig 
% 29,900 Sonora Prod. ..cccecess decease % 3% 19 Me hae rn ae Univ. Theatre. srcccsepecsgecasce 

the Gold Gup event adaptable as the climax prize., Paramount | ° 

A well written English drawing room comedy which, might be: made’ - 

4 



ie oe 
> .yeleht coming on. worry leaving 
’ him, Nkes everything. but that | 25 
sbelow. | 

“of. weight, and, .employs, her .snare |, 

oe ‘Sppt. of; ‘the; 80, Park, Aves]. 
San 

- single handed, The thoughtfulness 
_of many..was the ..cause of, all 

, “patients. here who are. show-folka|. 

_. witha bad. set back, is now. among |’ 
“the, merry’ up ‘and, around squad. 

., again -use : the; gold. headed ,cane; |. 
. arla- “mm. c. 

., wear. em. ;.Andrew, ‘Molony got. a}.. 

- celved the: good news his English |- 

- @ diamond. bracelet and an electric} 

“fe: one, So. write often . : to. those: you! 

"his frst, daté ‘since leaying. Saranac, | 
ora 

. Places, 

. - CABO... »Xela | Edwards, topped “the 
_. Jadtes" list with 21 packages... Allie} 

' Bagley . received a lot of. glothes, 

. ‘with: the rest of us...Oscar Lorraine}. 

agent. asking -for © commission, .. Tt], 

': ‘Wednesday, January: 4, ‘1930 ' 

~~ SARANAC 
Happy “New Year. - “'' Hddie Voss. 

. Chris ‘Hagedorn and Harry. Namba! . George Neville. . 
are pinch-hitting for Benway. . David Mavity. 

 Hpppy". -4da.with his folks,at Ben='|} . Bobby, Hatz, 
Way ‘Maple. Willa. Farm,, West: War- 
ren, Mass, for the .first..time in 
20° years.: He. will: be back here next |: 
Week: eee 5 _ 

iy At 9 Front St. 
Alice Carman, 
_ Harry: ‘Clark. 

- Mike McMamee. . . 
J. C..,Louden. "- 
Julia Kubas. °. 

"Charles . Besnah. | 
Christina. Keenan. 
Anglia Papulislis, a 
‘Leah Temple. +. ~ 

. Frank. Kelley. . 
' Catherine Vogelle, 

‘Saranac, is minng. Pred Rith; ‘Richy 
‘Graig, Jr... Thomas White,. Vernon |, 

. Lawrenee. and. Jimmy . Cannon, all 

. home, for: the holidays. “ 

* Bobby. ‘Hatz “ig” ‘now at 'B0 Park| 
avenue, moving from 37 Church ‘Bt. 

Oséar.Lerraina. ig. doing the. trick, |. 
’ 

od 

Ave. 
‘1 )Mae ‘Armitage, 12 - Park Placa. 

.Mae Johnson, .60 Sheppard | Ave. 

eet ant 

Mickey’ Walgh says he. has played 

opening in’ ‘Newark, : another" Séra- |’ * Ne” , Gordon, 50 Sheppard’ Ave. 
hac cure. _, ’ Richard Moore, 7 Front’ St. :.: 

Chas. . Quinn, 64 Park. Ave. 
: Yack Nicoll: 50 Sheppard Ave. 

“WRITE, OFTEN... 
To: Those “You: ‘Know™ ini 

woe 

Elsie, McGinn, hag ‘put. on. plenty |.. 

hours in’ ‘Recretarial, work for Mrs.|_ 

le a 

Cheerful : greetings’ never corte |. 7 
ao Andrew Molony, 26, Church. ‘sth, ape 
oe +Panla: Campbell, ; 26, Church Sti). 
ord . Raymond,. 6 Clinton. St... 
Al Pierce, 52 Park Ave. © |'' 
Joe Brennan, 46 Sheppard Ave," 

": Gladys. Bishop,.10 Baker St..! 
. Andreas Erving, 84 Park Avei 
_,James Cannon, 84, Park Ave. 
- George Harmon, 84 Park Ave: ° 

Ben. Schaffer, 37 Church St. ty 
Nick Sullivan, 34 ‘Baker St. _ ped 
Edward DeCaro, 72 Park Ave. ’: 

. Richy Craig, Jr, 72 Park Ave. 
Joe Donatello; 72 Park Ave. 

Connie Reeves,.42 River St. : 
Edith ‘Cohen, 74 ‘Bloomingdale 

| Aves. _ a 

“Alice Roth, 32 Franklin st. |: 
: Charles Barret, 302. Broadway;”: 

‘Harry Barrett, 302 Broadway, © 
Russ. Kelly, 19 Broadway. | 

. Marion Greene, 151: Lake St. ; 
-. Dave . (D. D. Hy Hall, 106 Park 
Ave. 

Joe Reilly, 54 Sheppard. “Ave... Vs 
; Dorothy Jolsun, Northwoods isan: 

. James Heagney, 6 Military eee 
- Charlie Bordley, 24, Pine. St 

“yecéfving from /25 to 100 holiday | . 
-cards and’ good wishes. ' = 

-_— 

‘Olga Kalinin, wha. has. been. ‘abed 

Ben ‘Schaffer now puts: his shoes 
in Harry Namba’s trunk. It was 
only .last.summer that they’ fought 
a. deul; with Namba. the. winner. 
He. Stabbed Schaffer’s pride in four 

Richy’ Craig, Jr., is ‘in’ “New York.’ 
‘Two,more gQ0d reports and he will| 

Weekly Show. | |. 
. Santa. Claus: on time.. Every ‘one 
afraid, he “would. be held -up in. Chi- 

but ..will. have to go to: Florida to, 
on Left. Saranac: we 
“Frank Walsh, a a year’s subscription ‘to - ‘Variety, ‘asi; 
Thomas Abbott, ‘a present. It burned-him up as he], 

is on “Variety's”. complimentary: list |- 
; ‘Newcomers rn 

Nell Gordon. ee : 
_Richard.Moore, =~ ; 
.,Mae Armitage. 
., Osear Lorraine.. 

Al Hunter: | 
Frank Kelley. _. 

_ Catherine Vogelle. 

~ YOUNG BOY KEPT OFF. 

Gerry Society . Wouldn't Issue Per- 
~ mit to Tommy We nder ” 

got a wire for more margin. ...Hthel |}: 
Clouds received: three rings from 
Vernon, ‘Lawrence,.‘one collect... 
George... Neville. gota bill, install- 
ment on the CLevy...Dick Kuni re- | 

is. better... Fred Rith was notified 

-he is not married. . .The two nurses, 
_Small and McDonald, received a. lot 
of pills and things. ..David Mavity 

got a, season's: pass to the London 
Hippodrome. ..Lilly Leonora received |, 

bed heating pad... Valentine Kincaid 
got two packages of corn plasters 

. James .Williams got a° pair of. 
Macy's: sale day slippcr- from his 
‘wife, both for the left foot...Harry 
“Pop”. Barrett. got .a. Sears Roe-| 
buck catalog...Dr.. Edgar Mayer 
and: Dr., George . Wilson, got cards 
far all ‘patients with a good report !. 
-.-Russ . ‘Kelley - received a. touch 

for '$8.,,Bobby Hatz got a base- 
ball from.Hank Wilson with Connie 
‘Mack's name ‘on it.,,Benway; re- 

Refusal of the Gerry ‘Society. to 
grant a permit to Tommy Wonder 
under its’ age restriction clause, 

Paramount, New York, this week. 
. Wonder was booked for the. cur- 
rent stage unit at the Publix house, 

but. with the society adamant in 

minute. . 
‘Wonder, who. has had. previous 

; cetvad 2 book from Al Herman, en- trouble with the Gerry people, will 
-».»Hddie continue with the Publix unit out-. fled |.’ ‘How | to Cork. Up” 

ia received, ‘a. -Jetter., from: his side of New York. 

“Richy Craig, Jr. Back 
v " .4/. Richy Craig, Jry., has left Saranac 

; ‘and is back in New York. looking 
ifitter than the proverbial fiddle. 

At Craig put up a. consistent battle for 
his health for seven ‘months and 
says ‘he added 22 pounds while in 
‘Saranac, ; 

- Wag-a happy. Christmas - fon. every. 

know: ‘in Saranac. 

. IN: SARANAC 

Show People With Address 
Present In This Health Resort 

‘At 80 Park Ave. — 
Happy Benway. a 
James A, Wiliams.. 

‘Fred, Rith. : 

Oscar. Lorraine. 
Harry: Namba. 

- Xela Edwards. 
Lilly Leonora. 

Allie Bagley. 
_Mary Bradin.. 

work, Craig ‘states. A Loew -pic- 
ture house route is all set for him. 

Gleasons : at Palace 
-Hoilywood, Dec. 31. 

James. and ‘Lucille Gleason are see pee ep ey 

‘scheduled for two weeks at the Pal- 

ace, New York. 
Lucille leaves next week for New 

Olga Kalinin. | York by way of the canal. James: 
Keith. Lundberg. ° goes later, by rail. 
Lawrence McCarthy. ‘ 
Vernon Lawrence. . 
_Valentine Kincaid, 
Dick Kuni. 
Chris. Hagedorn.. 
Viola Allen. 
Anna Mae Powers. 

~ ‘Ethel | Clouds. . 
Nellie Quealy. 
-Helen O'Reilly. 

Marie Prevent Act 

Los Angeles, Dec. 31. 

break in a singing act at the State, 
Long Beach, Cal., week of Jan. 3. 

ot Hunter, 7 Front St. ere 
Francis X, Donegan, 171 “Pa 

; Helen ‘Curtis, 50 Sheppard - Ave. | 

| Eliott. 

. “paris Cal, 

SARANAC ‘ de 

\Jersey Rumpus, Over No, 

‘Day, when ‘the management refused 

‘wife.and. partne», Mr. and Mrs. Em- 

:..| persuaded. to drop the idea of walk- 
Ang, by’. his’ relatives, -and worked 
under: protest. _ 

1600 miles by auto’ through - Snow 

‘to see their daughter on a stage for 

«land arrived on Christmas. 

| that when the manager, Jack Kiel, 

“-!an’ explanation of the circum- 
.Stances, It was then that Lightner 
declared he .wouldn’t go on.. 

‘the theatre, but not in the dressing 

forced the boy dancer out of. the | 

‘cash ‘customers while making a 

‘vaude slapped her and took away 

‘keeping him. off, Publix replaced ‘the. 
act with Kendall Capps at the. last 

After a. while he will go back to. 

jedy current at the Golden, 

|team, Jarrett. and Dalrymple. 

-Marie Prevost, from pictures,:will |the west coast.. 

RUTH LOCKWOOD 
of LEAVITT and LOCKWOOD..." 

- In “Hit-Bits of 1929” a . 

With .Ted Eddy and Band, the. 
Seven: Hayden. Gloria Girls, ‘Babs 
Tay: and Gattison ‘Jones and ° Elsie 

This week, Jan. 4,. Orpheum, San 

. Costumes by Saul Burger: Modes, 

«Direction. CHAS.. H. ‘ALLEN 

Backstage OK. for Parents 

“Fited Lightner threatenea to quit 
at the State, J ersey ‘City, Christmas 

to permit the parents of: Lightuer’s 

mett: ‘McQueen, to enter their. dress- 
ing. room:. Comedian was ‘later 

Mr. and Mrs, “McQueen, traveled 

storms from Mingo ‘Junction, O., 

the first time. They timed the trip 

At the theatre, Lightner claims, 
the old folks were forced to wait. 
at the stage door until the manager 
arrived. House staff would not ad- 
mit then to the’ dressing room with 
out the boss’ okay.. Lightner avers 

did arrive, it didn’t help, even after 

Kiel replied; ‘from the account, 
that it. was. okay with him; 
before walking,. Lightner : should 
leave his check. for ‘thé. week's 
salary, .The elder McQueens saw 
their daughter the rest of the day 
from orchestra .seats, and outside 

room. . 
Lightner is a prother of Winnie 

Lightner. The State is an independ- 
ent Keith-booked ‘house. 

Slaps, Squawks for Smiles; 

Mrs. Jas. Dooley’ 8 Divoree 
_ Pittsburgh, ’Dec. 31. 

Just because she smiled at the 

stage. exit. her -husband-partner in 

her song numbers. Mrs. , Marie 
Dooley told this to Judge Patterson 
in Common Pleas Court. here, Iast 
week, testifying in her divorce suit 
from James Leo Dooley. And as this 
had failed to ruin the act or keep 
it from making dough James Leo 
‘took the weekly pay checks himself 
and lost. them. by guessing. wrong 

| in’ Chinese gambling: housés in Los 
“Angeles, Mrs. Dooley ‘complained. 

Mrs. Dooley stated she was -17 
and Dooley 34 when they married. 
James, she said, was always sure 
she was smiling at some big. mo- 
ment down front. Couple have 
three children, Dooley, his wife 
says, is living in-Los Angeles. . 

Steps Into Own Show . 
‘Dan Jarrett, ex-vaudevillian and 

author of “Salt Water,” legit com-~ 
New 

York, stepped into the lead part 
last week when Frank Craven, the 

‘star; “was forced“ out= by “illness. 
Jarrett was half of the vaude 

Frank Leslie Called’ 

Signed hy U. to ‘appear in “King 
of Jazz,” the Paul Whiteman spe- 
cial, Frank Leslie left Friday for 

. 

Leslie, comedian, hails from vaude 
and the legit a 

‘but 

ieaNs TEAKY. HEART | 
CANT GET HIM OUT) 

| dying if kept in confinement, lost 

; sary. 

|ead ‘by attorneys tepresenting the 

OO Cree > Oo eee ee 

oar y 

lease from jail’ on ball. 

-VAUDEVILLE 
—— 

_ Seren, Instruction 

SS _ Holly wood, Dec. 31.. 
. Larry. ‘Cebtllos | is utilizing 
the motion picture camera to 
teach new. steps to his chorines 
“on the First National lot. Gals, 

Jj now -get a .projection. room . 
. Slant «qn. dances | -before they 
tackle them on-the stages. * .| 

‘Ceballos: has: assembled :sev- 
eral reels, covering. every type 
of. hoofing,’.some in Slow mo-_ 

: ifion, and says the pictures save’ 
oy jot of time. ; : 

Los Angeles, Pec. 31. 
‘ Alexander ‘Pantages, seeking - re- 

on. the 
grounds that he is in .danger. of 

his court fight. when 14 physicians, 
testifying “as to. his: physical ccondi- 
tion,, disagreed,. Superior - Court 
Judge.Charles. W. Fricke: gave per- 
mission for Pantages’ personal phy- 

sician, Dr. BE. C. Fishbaugh, 
visit the prisoner any time neces 

‘Eight of the 14 doctors were call- 

thebthe wmnan,': JA A. were ars (aq 
-cord,,  thag: panthebs hig, Suffering: 
from a leaky heart; that he has de- 
terlorated physically and mentally’ 
‘Since his incarceration, and that 
further imprisonment would. cause 
his premature death. , 

‘Four doctors called by the state 
admitted | that - Pantages’ héalth. 

opinign. that it was {the natural 
consequen > of ; this orry- over ar- 
rest for thé Eunice: Pringle affair 
and subsequent lengthy court trial, 
The heart trouble, they testified, was. 
not. in itself serious or unusual in a 

man his years and should respond 
to normal. medica}: care. Lf 

The court's decision to* 
Pantages. ta. have ‘treatment. from 
his personal physician was. based 
largely. on thé. testimony’ ‘of Dr. 
Benjamin Blank, court. jail, phy-: 
pician, who sdid means ‘for. treating 
‘Pantages’ heart attacks and other 

the jail. 

At first Judge Fricke- ordered the 
showman transferred from the 
county . jail to the psychopathic 
ward of the general hospital, ‘but 
this order was rescinded and the 
second order -substituted when 
Pantagea’ . attorneys protested this 
move, a 

Pantages ‘was: not'in: court during 
the. two days’ hearing. 

Pantages attorneys. announced at 

the ;close. of ‘the hearing ‘that they 
would appéal the case ‘to the higher 
courts, They immediately. began. to 
‘prepare additional arguments. 

MORE FREE LUNCH 

Three Publix Houses, Now Giving 
‘Light Meals to Artists in Shows: 

The free lunch: good: will yesture 
to actors instituted © by Publix ré- 
cently at the Paramount, Néw York, 
is being talcen up by other houses on 
the Publix route, | 
Two reported.are the Scollay. 

Bed ord, Mass. 
‘ These 

latel taken off the th bobks a 
reverting! to Publix. 500 cing through 
Larry Golde of the Wm, Morris 
office. 

Miss Shilling | Released 
R-K-O gave its congent to: the 10 

weeks’ booking cancelled by Mar- 
garet. Shilling, ‘after Benjamin 
David, ‘her ‘agent, explained that 
Miss Shilling had received her first 

Selwyn’s “Strike Up the Band.”:: *. 
’ Miss Shilling, booked for 12 weeks 
over R- K-O, played but two Mon- 
day. She took up her-new role in 
the show in Boston. 

Cook. Refuses. Palace 

Joe. Cook: will ‘play three weeks 
for.-Keith’s, opening Ireb, 8 at the 
Palace, -Cleveland, but™ refuses io 
WElWUdS “tHe “Palace, ; New York: 
the short, route. 

Brooklyn, . 
Chicago. - 
Cook is then due on the coast 

immediately. He refused the Pal- 
ace, New York, date because of a 
scheduled new musical. in the near 

future. His yaude salary is reported 
as $4,000, booked - through Jimmy 

Plunkett. 

following. the Palace, 

‘not... , Progressive, 

yas been affected, but, were df the } 

allow . 

intestinal troubles were limited at. 

Justm nt. - 

Square, Boston, and Bedford, New | 

ion o are\ aimone 4a srobe| mae 

big’ chance to go legit in Edgar. 

Comedian’s ‘only 
metropolitan date ‘will be the Albee, |. 

pital, 

NARIETY 
LS 

~||VAUDE ARTISTS 
| IN AUSTRALIA 
~CLERKING | 

i} No: Stage Work — Some 

Return to Former « 

“Trades 

"Sydney, ‘Dee. 1. 

‘Vaudeville artists.- of this. ‘gountry ua 
[have ‘been ‘forced. into clerking. in‘ 

stores ‘if knowing ho: trade. Male: 
| performers. who had a trade before 
‘going on ‘he stage, have - returned 
to it in the daytime, picking up a. 
little professional night | work now 
and. then; 

“With - tho’ discontinuanée. : oft: 
vaudeville by the Rivoli andithe | 
Fullers going into the revue’ policy, 
‘there. was nothing left ‘back . dace 
for the lads and lassies of vauide=. 

| ville- ever here, In the days when © 
yaudeville was: flourishing and after. 
it had started to ‘slide, there’ awere . 
complaints the native artiats Were. 

did not © “change 
ct ard: sung -to what. ‘they 

had: year. in'and out. “Now. it. Jap- 
pears: that: most could net da Jbut* 
-what they did as-2a turn, for ; 
have’ since made no other plad 
the. show business for. themselves. a 

mey 

‘Although with the departure of'va- 
riety pills, not much stagé worl; thas - 
‘been: left for anyone, 

“Not so long ago on theatrical row. 
Monday afternoon each “weék’ ‘one . 

could hardly move for. artists - 
standing on the sidewalk outalde: the . 
vaude houses, 

‘Hach incoming American ‘ ratte” 
‘boat. brought . new. artists: Now- | 
Aadays one-.saunters’ pierward to in: : 
wares the talker footage aboard - 

Lee Kids Before VMPA: ia , 

/ Over Upstate Vaude Date 

‘Due 'to contract Jumping and hate. 
cancelling. the Lee Kids, Katherine | “= 
and Jane, face a damage: action” he-. : 
fore the Variety Managers’ ‘Priotec- | : 
tive Association, Compldint' ‘has — 
been lodged by. the. AmalgamBted. 
Vaudeville. Agency. 

, The Lees, via their. mother, # signed” 
contracts ‘with Bud Irwin in Amal-.:: 

\gamated to play Scranton, Wilkes- 
Barre and Binghamton,. The‘ girls ; 
played the Penn stands and ‘then,.. 
last. Friday, cancelled Binghamton, ' 
where. they’ ‘were to: have opened | 
Monday (Dec. 39). Irwin demanded - 

' la reason and. the ‘Lees’ replied ‘that ~ 
they didn't care to go :out of New 
York city for the three days’: en-—. 
gagement, - Irwin substituted . the 
Bison:City Four and then proceeded , 
to file charges for contract violation. 
Irwin claims a .pay or play. agree- = 
ment and asks for a financial ad. 

.¢ 
2 9° 

‘Acrobat’ s Bad Fall : 

Milwaukee, Dec. 31, 
. Albert Mohwald, 19;: of: the Six- 
Nelsons, acrobats, took 4 bad: fall 
-Dec. 24 on the stage of the R-K- -O 
Riverside. 

He was removed to the ttmer= 
| gency Hospital, where it was ‘pro- 
nounced the young man had suf- 
‘fered concussion. of the brain, 

Santrey Divorce Up 
Chicago, Dec, 31... % 

Ann Seymour, here with oNight 
in Venice,” grabbed the opportunity. 
to file suit for divorce from Henry 
Santrey, who is due in. town next - 
week for seven days at the State- - 

| Lake. 

Couple have been separated. for 
“Tgome ‘time, and. rumors had them 
|-divorced long ago. On the square 
this. time, with bill. fled through . 
Burrell Cramer, charging. desertion, - 

sansaes ee ses 

_ 4 an 

“STILL I IN HOSPITAL 
‘Connie - Mitchell, most seriously 

injured: of the. vaude players who- 
survived the double automobile 
crash Noy. 16 near. Bridgehampton, 
L. -L, is still in the ‘French Hos-. 

New York. 

Cast covering Miichell's ‘njurea 
leg will be removed shortly. Harry 
Kranz (Kranz and Kaufman). was. 
killed in the same accident. 
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I tie RKO Screen Classic Vl 
ll ‘YOU'RE ALWAYS IN | 
i] MY ARMS! (ih Stic") 
| ‘SWEETHEART, WE 
] NEED EACH

 OT ER! 

By ‘IF YOU'RE IN LOVE, | 

‘RIO RITA’ ; 

ae McCARTHY : : Joe Meher’ & Hay en 
eet HHLUII Maan, RR TIERNEN > \ 

AN A 
MTT TT A 

ae 

em You Cant Go Wrong ~ LEO. FEIS , INC, ©2F BRON (ENTRANCE| 
Ta ‘rs U] S 0; CINNATI-. LAD 

| With Any Feist’ Sond’ - SAN FRANSISCO] CRINEIN ES ts,) (fans Mak 
MEd = CORON = CEASE, 

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA 276 COLLINS ST, | : 



7 
$3 

| Wednesday, January. i, 1980." VARIETY | | 
a 

. 

; 
| “y, . 

; | | 
_ | Hh sig 

serfs. | 
| | 

| J - be ye a . 

. 

yoe 

D Hit from Chicago/ 

' Fun - ny it all comes at one , 

STRAIGHT 
nS pic 
LE. = 

Ay EAN Ea awanwanr wren yy Dance AY and SO. =, 3ST, NEW YORK Orchestrations 
LPHIA) (KANSAS GITY) /;LOS ANGELES} ST,, . GAYETY THEA. BLDG. “L405 MAJESTIC THEA, BLOG FROM YOUR : ) , ALER TO G. PARIS, FRANCE- 50 DEF / CB Ceo = GLON DON. ENS C36 kus de "ECHIQUIER-J OR DIRECT, 

' ss BERLIN, GERMANY 37 LEIPZIGER. STRASSE 
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CHANGES COMING To’ | 
| PUBLIX PROD. DEPT. 

A shakeup ‘In ‘the Publix produc- 

_ ing department is understood to be 
_ under . way,. with the _initial, 
swing falling upon: Charles ‘Nig- 
gemeyer, stager. Officially, Nig- 
gemeyer has resigned, with his 
withdrawal taking effect imme- 
diately. Producer has been with. 
Publix in New York for three years,. 
coming from the. Balaban & Katz | 
"or ganization | in Chicago. : 

“Niggemeyer's release is seen 4s 
the first step.to be. ‘taken by’ Publix 
in reorganizing. its production staff 
to meet the ‘heeds and- réquire- . 
ments of itschanges in ‘policy: af- 

: fecting: stage : shows’ over ‘the cjr- 
-“iguit, “Where: now~remains.' but: four. 

producers on Publix’'s ‘roster; Jack’ 
. Partington, Frank.:Cambria, .Borts | 

. Petroff : and. Louis.:.- McDermott.’ 
. Latter is another .Chicago recruit 
, who. ig..understood.; to have. - been 
:,. brqught iim temporarily, with. inten-: 

tion to’sending him to the coast 
», later, .but in view of MeDermott’s. 
., first unit in’ New York: licking, he | 
i" “may How ‘remain indefinitely,.. che 

7 Further: faction in the, production 
. department. is anticipated; with: the: 

| Anniversary Number 

Out Next Week (Jan. 8) 
a 

4 

‘ 

This bound co-anniversary number will con- 

tain special articles and data about R-K-O. its. 

axe: 

a yak. mee 

SS SSS Se ee ee 

CHI INDIES. TOGETHER 

New | Organization to Line Up With 
Allied States 

Chicago, Dec. 81, 

City’s indie exhibitors, numbering 
‘some 160, are forming an organiza- 
stion . to. supplant the Exhibitors’ 
Association of Chicago, intending 
‘to affiliate. with Allied States. 
Former Judge Emanuel Eller of 

the Superior Court has been asked. 
to head the new body. 

Condition with many of the indies: 
here is acute. Wiring has meant: 
only. increased. costs. to- them and 
| keener Competition: ; 

* paDo COMEDY SKETCH ~ 
-Another - NEC act, 

ers,” . known ag a ‘feature on WJZ, : 
goes . vaude, '- 2. ppening tomorrow 
(Thursday) at the: Prospect, Brook- 
lyn, for :Keith, 

. For vaude the skit has been. built 
‘around, ‘the-unbilled male team who, 
‘on. the. radio, have been known a3 
“Mrs,. Flynan.and Mrs,.O’Hara,”: in 
‘doing the gabby, femme character | 

izations. Te, 

Oe _ ——— 

lréturn’: “after ‘New Year's’ ‘of: A.: J. 
| Balaban, ° spending” the ‘Nolidays in 
Chicago. aan : 

‘|! Buck and.Bubbles were substituted 

by .Keith’s to have made ‘good and 
‘may receive, further time as a reg-, 

“The Gossip- 

| straining ‘Venita ‘Gould, . 

VAUDEVILLE 
Another Amateur. Act 

May. Questrelle, lle, winner of the 

amateur elen Kano Contest” 

conducted recently in Keith's New. 

‘York theatres, played the current 

first half at the 58th Street in place 

of the original. Miss. Questrelle and 

when ‘Miss. ane became iL wd 

cancelled.. 

‘The ‘amateur girl ia considered 

ular. 

"Hany Carroll, Broke 
"Harry Carroll. is: ‘proke ‘again, and’ 

the bankruptcy once | ‘more. asks . 
| court: ‘to relieve him of indebtedness. 

' Bis ‘petition’ has, been filed in New 
York, No assets or Habilities ata 

Song ‘Taken. Out : 

“An injunction | ‘Obtained : by the 

16 

mimic, . from, . ‘doing. - the Moanin’ 
-Low"’. hymber, BS: A. 
-eurrent ‘atthe Palace, New. “York. 

' Miss Gbuld removed: the: number.” 
‘ al 

theatre: chain, Vaudeville and Radio Pictures, 

with the usual ‘ Variety” special stories as cus- 

tomary in its ts Anniversary i issue. 

Ma. 

‘producers of "The’ Little Show,” | 

Brady; Wymati' and . Wetherly, re- |: 

‘part of Ler. act 

tors t 

a j — = — for" the cold gold‘ coast after hearing of the ‘great’ things that ‘were waiting. 

| buying her’ sweetened grape juice at 

Wednesday, January. 1, 1930 

_ “Inside Stufl—Vaude *. te 

Current week's show at ‘Keith's Jefferson, ‘New York, ‘geflects unusual - 
booking. .House gets two midget acts, one the first half and another. the 
last half. 

Tiny Town ‘Revue: comes in first, with ‘the Royal Miagete, ® new 
act, of 14 Liliiputians and. 16 grown-ups, following, :, 

“Bor. ‘the first’ time. in years Keith cut out its” free. Christmas feeds tor 
acts. Publix, on. the other hand, apread: on. the festivities. thicker than. 
ever, - 
B. & K. made. dt’ a gala evening. for 800° Performers playing the . 

Chicago houses with soup-to-nuts at the Hotel Sherman, : 

“A team: pehina “two eight balls. ‘put the pee. on ‘their’ agent for $20, : 
|.Months went past ‘without the coin coming back -to: the agent. Means: 

try, Finally the yvaude pair got a week. from one of the: ‘agent's outrofe 
‘town offices. - Agent. notified: ‘the hooker. of the debt and ,to deduct from 
‘salary. Tbe 

’ When the act’ was: paid ‘the squawie’ was on. ‘Tt. ‘was. ‘ Cirlatniag’ ‘and ” 
‘they!d°do something about it! F lowing day, thé booker recéived-a, sand 
from: the’ agent telling him. ‘not ito. deduct. the owed. coin, but’ ‘to, tell’ the ~ , 

| team it could go as a°Christmag ‘present, Booker. tried to reach: the act - 
‘| but. failed. Avfew days later‘he was served with a summons, to; appear » 
‘before the Labor. Commission to; joxplain the $20 deduction in salary, ns ye 

“Svan: Luescher, : feeling ‘sorry’ Yor pigeons’ who stail. “on “window sills, 
hasbeen placing “feed: for therm outs!de his Palace building sanctum, a 
Bat owners ‘of -the’ adjoining Bond structure: have ‘ordered. it: ‘stopped - 
on: the claim that thie teed was falling and drawing ats fo. ‘the. ‘courte : 
yard. .'i. * te 
“Tueschet has had a ‘special box built 7 ae 7 Pe, ps en, a 

ov actor ‘and his’. ‘wife, feelirig the. pinch arouria. New "Yor: ‘stointed : 

for performers out L. A. way.’ When they left New. York: there was $100°° 
inthe -grouch ' bag. On. arriving ‘in L. A. the $100 was. down. to. $3. ‘They’: 
sold: the ‘car for. $15 and went: iAurting jobs. - 
‘Whe husband landed ad. the stooge in a comic’ 8 “act. “ths wite. As. diene Lon. 

ing: them off the: arm in a Brease ‘Joint. . 
f wee te 

‘Fox vaude ‘pookers are in their | ‘new ‘quarters in thé hew- “Warner - 
‘(Hollywood theatre). building at: bist and: Broadway. There ‘ig enough: 
room ‘to stagé a circus. ~ . ; a 
‘The carpet. makes: Dave ‘Belasco’s’ ‘turn green with envy ‘and ‘the most.” 

attractive that. .& vaude’ act, either big or ‘gmall,, “ever ‘stepped on_ to get, 
a ld6cal date. 
Only thing missing in Jack ‘Loeb’s sanctum is: a. ‘golt course. AN Fox - 

‘yaude ‘and Fanchon & Marco representatives. are now housed together in- 
adjacent ‘offices, . . 

Par Shorts. 
| Shorts Just completed at. the Pare 

~ PANAMA’S “JUSTICE” | 
. (Continuea £i fiom page 1) |“The - Rube” with © Jimmy “Barry,” 

| entertainer who -egged: men ‘on to|Kathleen Farr and ‘Tammany . 
Young,:-a Paul Ash. short. with 

while, the duo- disappeared from the coast, the agent’s part of the coun’ a 

George Dewey Washington and “The. °°. 4 

. fl did he dare ‘incur ‘the anger. of one 
‘| of the most “powerful cabinet. offi-: 

‘flone of the Cuties chorus, 
‘flact consisted of a date with the 

A) a “dollar a “throw for a ten-cent 

commission? | On the other hand, 

elals? - Judge... Polo -was 

the wall and the sword.” . 

Her offense, . aside from her con- 
| tempt, ordinarily in the case. of an-- 
other would. have been quickly dis- 
posed of in.Panama with'a prison 
sentence, as it would be-In the Canal 
Zone, or any other decent court. .- 

_ The second act of this comedy or 
tragedy, as you will have it; occur- 

“between 

she was employed as a member of 

The first 

cabinet officer. 

Returning from the date, Patsy 
had refused to pay her taxi fare. 
She was a friend of Mr. Blank, the 

|cabinet ‘official could do as they 
pleased in this old burg. Shrugging 
his shoulders, the tax] driver called 

a policeman, who ordered Patsy to 
pay the bill. Patsy immediately 

American and a friend of the cabi- 
net officer. He. was a “Spig” with 
a few labels attached to: it. - He: 
couldn't arrest her. A plainclothes 
man arrived on the scene. Patsy, 

' ‘Mauor brave, struck him in the ‘face. 
The detective for the moment for- 
got Patsy -was of.the opposite sex 

and retorted in like manner, drag- 

court. 

“You can’t | put me in: jail.” 
Mr: Blank, 
‘friend,’ - 

scene. 

- Judge Polo thought: . 
“Sixty, days,” he. said. 

$30 Fine 

“But the cabinet official did- call, 
and Patsy’s ‘sentence of 60 days” was 
commuted to a $30 fine. 

I’m. 

‘the cabinet official's 
said. Patsy ‘in-' the third 

“we N see. ” 

and told the assembled ° personages 
how she had bluffed'a Panamanian 
court. The story will still be'a nice 
yarn when she returns to the United 

oe 

“4 Statés:““Tt “would bea snappy fea- || 
ture yarn in a States’ tabloid. 

.Two weeks before there was. an- 

ing in States periodicals. A news- 

‘paper. editor . was sentenced: to, jail. 
for contempt /of a mayor. Appar- 
ently his only offense had baen pro- 
testing having to answer questions 

against him and when he was not 

cabinet official, and friends of this| 

‘told, tho police officer she was an| 

ging -her off to: the - night: “police F 

‘Patsy went back to the. cabaret 

other story which made nice read-' 

and to produce originals of editorials’ 
when no: charges had been. placed. 

20th Amendment.” 
Latter: is second. of: ‘Schwab: &. 

Mandel experimental. . shorts . prior’: 
to their feature effort. in the spring, 
Larry Schwab sat in as Ray: Cozine a 
directed. 

on ‘other. short | directed | by. ‘Mort. 
Bulmenstock. * ; 

Mandel. Bat. in ‘previously ¢ 

In “Amendment” - are the follow 
ing, mostly . Schwab & Mandel peo- 
ple: Jack Haley, - Margaret Lee, 
Madeliné Cameron, Evangeline Rae... 
leigh, Evelyn Hoey, Moana Palmer, 

Shaw-Pennington. 
" Osear. Shaw and Ann Pennington 

will team for vaude. 
M. S. Betham office is arranging ~ 

the . booking. 
Both were in. pictures, briefly. 

Seabury’s New Flash" 
William: Seabury has disbanded, 

his former act in which Margaret . 
Irving and Helen O’Shea rounded 
out the. featured triumvirate. 

Seabury is lining up a new five 
people flash set for an RKO shows. a 
ing next week. 

Erica Neman: and Charlotte Terry. 

jxed in front of Kelly’s Ritz, where |. : 

‘ ” 

informed why he was. being quizzed’. 
as a common criminal would be. | 

But was his sentence ‘converted . 
to a fine?. It. was not.. 
cabaret girl, he ‘did not have a cabl- 
net officer for a friend: 
: Oh, : Tusticet™ 

~ he: 

a 

| REMEMBER? — 
"When John Charles. Thomas was a 

chorus ‘boy? | 

When Fred Allen was. a juggler? 

When ‘Eddie Darling’ was E.. F. 
Albece’s secretary and George: God- 
frey, Martin Beck's secretary? 

- Wher. William Morris was: a card 
boy? 

When Jesse Lasky, Arthur Hop- 
hins: and Lawrence Schwab produce 
vaudeville acts? 

“When ‘Pat Casey_ “aacitened “horses 
in Springfeld, Mass.2 —~ 

‘When Walter Winchell, the famouy 
columnist, played the Pan time—an 
was lousy 2 

The only. difference between wil 
Rogers, Eddie Cantor and Al Trahan 
is that Rogers and Cantor get paid 
for columning and Trahan pays. 

By AL TRAHAN 

Unlike the 

- Where" ‘art thou? enn. 
Et. 
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R-K-O Will Not Book Part of Warner 
Houses—Leaving 

| e 

Keith $ Next Week 
; “stating the ‘present arrangement 

‘under which the” Warner-Stanley 
- houses: are ‘booked in - Keith’s ig 

“against: the best interests of the 
. booking. office,. Keith's has requested. 

‘Warners: to withdraw its theatres 

. and pooker, Harold Kemp, by next, 

os week. | oO, 
“When Warners: established. ‘a 
vaude.- -booking agency ‘of its ‘own. 
‘Jast year, all theatres but those 
held by Keith's under contracts 

were removed. Now remaining and 
‘booked on the Keith floor by Kemp 

-< are Paterson, Elizabeth, Hoboken 
7 and Earle, Philadelphia. Keith’s has 

“ @ 60% interest: in Paterson, “and. 
holds contracts binding: the. “other 

- three to buy their. vaude through’ 
-. the R-K-Q exchange.’.- ~ 

- ‘Warners’ office ‘is booking. around 
10. houses of its own at present. . 

. Recently a deal was reported as 
“fn motion whereby the Warner 
agency ‘would ‘close and all. of the 

’ theatres return to Keith’s, the latter 
taking over the Warner staff’s: con-' 

‘tracts and office obligations. This 
- .mever materialized; » 

Obvious attitude of. Ketth’s is that 
it ‘would be best to book all the 
Warner houses.or none at all, It: 

“has been ‘charged. by .Keith’s that 
Warners used the Keith affiliation 
to buy stage material for the home- 
-booked theatres. by dealing with 
‘the. franchised. Keith agents, and 
with. Keith's not profiting under the | - 
system.. Warner office’s answer is 

that Keith’s hag not provided. any 
great . ‘convenience and..that- the 

- game - grade of talent. can be. se- 
‘cured without. the . ‘Keith, connec- 

. tion. 

John. Daley Out 

. John ‘Daley, former " pooker and 
“YJately a road scout, has: been. re- 
: leased. by Keith’s.. He leaves the 
end. of this week. 2 
Daley had been 2 Keith Family 

Dept. ‘pooker for several years. In 
the last . booking office .shakeup ne 
‘was removed from the: books and | 

* gent on the road far theatres. ; 
-’ Reports connect. Daley’s. dismissal: 
‘with the departure from Keith's. of 
ths two Comerford theatres in Ith- 
‘aca and ‘Elmira, N. ¥,, which £0: 
over to the Amalgamated (indie) 
_agency-next week. «A third Comer- 
ford, in Binghamton, N. Y., switched 
‘from: Keith’s to Amalgamated a 
“short time ago. Daley was the 
Comerford booker in Keith's. .Amal- 
‘gamated denies that Daley moves. 
‘over with: the. Comerford. -pair ‘to 

book them. | 

ADOPT MONDAY OPENINGS | | 
‘Comerford - Houses Change ‘From 
Saturdays—Prov. Only Exception 

Saturday openings are hereafter 
- out. ‘on the Amalgamated. books, 

‘Comerford houses finding 'Monday 
openings more advantageous. Mon- 
day starts have been made for new 
Amalgamated Pills in Wilkes+Barre 
Elmira, Ithaca and Binghamton. 

Fay’s, Providence, R. I.,.an Amal-. 
gamated house, is to- “tick to the 
Saturday opening, the only excep- 

tion to the Monday change. | 
In the Comerford towns. new. 

shows opening Saturday got no 

\. mit) and then. resumed. on Monday 
with an apparent: falling off in. biz 
as a result. 

- RKO has a similar situation in 
Memphis, the Suriday closing mak- 
‘ing: it tough for the Monday re- 

sumption. : 

; ROSE LEADS OFF 
_. Publix will start rotating its 
m.c.’ s with units around Feb. 1.. 

‘ Harry: Rose is the first m.c. to 
try and grab.a brass ring on ‘the. 
new plan, but ‘the unit has not been | 

.Gefinitely selected. - 

..-- Fisher-Cloonan.-Agency......... 
Arthur Fisher and William. 

Cloonan may; form @.combine as 
independent .vaude bookers. 

eee 

If effected it would give the duo }- 
& lead as to number of houses: over 
remaining indie bookers. . 

Oscar Shaw as Act 
Oscar Shaw is a possibility for 

vaude. SMeith’s is dickering with 
him. 

— SRD — —=§—<—_—_— ——oOo- 

|R-K-O an@d ‘other circuits, - . 

+ since closed, but retained the con- 

, Sunday play. (the. law doesn’t per-_ 

“Santa Clans Opposish 
“Many department store. San- 

wo ‘tas reported unable to- land 
‘jobs this Christmas because . 
they played ‘for the, opposish in’ 
1928, oe : 

. ‘One. story or how. one fellow - 
‘was -forced to lay off. is- that - 
he applied direct for an open 
Santa Claus role.. “Where did 
you Santa last season?” asked: 

' the’ manager-booker. “At - 
Macy's,” replied the applicant. - 

* *Just a minute till. we look. 
up your report,’” the manager 

_ said. A--minute later he:-re- © 
| turned, stating, “Your. report:at |. 

. Macy's. - for -.1928 -:was . bad. 
‘ Sorry, we can’t use you.” 7 

_ . “But,” | said. the ‘would-be’ 
- Santa, “J'm doing. an entirely . 
néw act this year.” _ 

_. “How. do we know your new" 
act. is any better. “We haven't . 

’ peen it, Get.a showing some-- - 
where and maybe ‘we'll také a’ | 

“look, “You know : that {ft isn’t | 
our ‘policy ‘to book new Santa - 
‘Claus acts. without having seen.’ 
them work. Especially in face - 
_of a.bad ‘report from last year. ~ 
Leave your name and address . 

“with the girl outside. . Good’ - 
| day and “Merry Christmas.” , 

— 

AGENTS: FOILING. 

Some at Others—Several split Their 

“Time in Bookings 

: Squawking agents. booking solely 

for the R-K-O. time. are. getting the 

nanny of those agents” booking for 

Latter agents are getting peeved 
because the straight: R-K-O agents’ 
are complaining that they should 
not: be permitted to split’ their ‘acts 
between R-K-O ‘and. ithe - ‘others, 
They want these’ agents, those di- 
viding their attention between the 
different’ circuits, to work solely 
R-K-O or otherwise devote all their 
time. to the: outside: circuits and not 
be .permitted ‘to..book . R- K- Oo ai- 
rectly.. 

‘Most of ‘these complaints: are 
against. the. smaller. agents, ‘the’ 
squawkers appearing afraid to speak 
against the larger agents. who book 
various circuits. The peeved. agents 
are beginning to boil,. but as yet 
haven't decided how they can‘rec- 
tify the situation.. Two means seem 
plausible - ‘to them, either complain. 
to the R-K-O chiefs against the 
squawkers or sock those, under the. 
latter category, inthe proboscis. ° 

Runaway 4 Compromise; 
Play for W. B. After Loew 
‘Warner-Stanley booking office’s 

action. to hold the Runaway Four 
to contract has been settled by 
compromise. Act has agreed to play 
out its Warner time followfng "12 
weeks for ‘Loew. 

Foursome was about to open for. 
Warners when reminded of a pre- 
vious Loew booking. Loew's book- 
ers had released the turn to Keith's 
for the latter’s “Collegiate Unit,” 

tracts for a future date. Matter 
‘was taken up by and. settled through 
the V...M.-P. A..and act started for... 
Loew t ‘this week, at: the > Capitol New 
York. 

Jndgments 
‘Ray . Goetz; Victor Kiraly; E. 

$1, 

Hamid; N. Y. Investors, Inc.; $6,- 
208..- 

Write City Park, Inc., and George |. 

Avalon Amusement Enterprisés, . 
Inc.; National Theatre Supply Co., 
Inc.; $912. . 

Anne. Youmans; Portolena Realty 
Corp.; $123. 

_~ Lumas Film Corp., Samuel Sax, J. 
Rogers and David Bloch; Bank of 
-Worktown;:-$3,146.... 

Herman Bernie; “Shubert ‘Theatre 
Corp.; $4, 209, 

THIRD SHOW PEEKS 
Publix © units, . opening at New 

Haven, will hereafter be caught by 
Dookers and agents on the third 
show Thursdays instead of the first, 

as has been the practice. 
Switch made at request. of A. J. 

Balaban. 

$$ __—__—__—. 

: with Keith’s to. relleye the -vaude 

ings have been cancelled as a re- 
|sult. of her forced closing at the 

‘Jan. Ay Richmond, Va... 

‘shelving system has. been’ sug-j|N: 

| 

a ilness: ss =Flelds= “was: ~sguffering:-with-|-- 

‘VARIETY | 

‘N. V. A. Billiards 
The N. V. A. billiard tournament, 

‘which started Dec. 2 in the club, 
closed in a blaze of glory at mid- 
night, Dec. 22. There were 89 play- 

_{ers entered in this.year's event and 
two classes were set for each game. 
An outstanding feature was the 

playoff for the Class A prize when | 
George Togo and Nat Burns. fin- 

| ished in ‘a tie at three-cushion bil- |- - 
. |Mards, with Togo winning. — 

- The results follow: 

. Class A (three-cushion’ pillars), 

first prize,. gold medal, donated by 
S [N. Vv. A, George Togo; “pecond, Bix 
‘+. |months’:’ dues, donated . by . Henry 

__| Chesterfield, Nat Burns;‘ third, entry 
- | fee, Wilbur. Held; fifth,.entry fee,. 

| Murray Levan; for finishing out of 
the money - (consolation prize), $5 
in gold, donated: by Wilbur Held, 

‘|won by. Al Bloom; high run. (bil-. 
Hard cue prize donated by ‘Waener. 
& <Adier),: Leo: Feiner; best game 
(prize billiard’ cue’ by Wagner & 

-| Adler), Hernyan Peddington; | booby. 
- | prize, ‘haircut and shave, donated. ‘by 

Alexandria. and ‘Olsen, . winner, 
Charles. Hopkins: - ~ 

Class: A “(pocket billiards) :- First, 
| gold: medal, N..V,. A. donation, won 
by Bill Clark;..second, six.months’ 
club dues, donated ‘by Henry .Ches- 

| terfield, Si Laymany. third, entry fee, 
Ben -Ross; fourth, entry. fee, Joe 
Kane; ‘fifth, entry. fee, George Togo}. 
booby prize, tie ‘between John Liddy 
and Arthur Ashley, was ‘won. ‘by 
Ashley, who received ‘tonsorfal em 
bellishments donated by Ne. Vv. A. 
barber shop (Tom. Rosa). 
‘Class B . Gthree. cushion), first. 

silver '- ‘medal, -donated by 
. . V. A. Won by George Scully; 

gested in the Keith booking office | second, six months’ fee, donated by ‘playing vaudeville. 

as a means, at least, of evading as |N.° V.: A., Frank Cromwell; third, |- 

far as possible the unwelcome obli-.|entry fée, Will Douglas; fourth, en- 

gations inherited from the last ‘try fee, Ben Ross; -fifth prize and. 
booking. regime consolation, tie, Ben ‘Hilbert: and 

* Dick Delten; igh run prize (pen 
Picture exhibs “shelve” the prod- and: pencil set: donated. by. .Ben Hil- 

uct forced on them under the block | bert), won by George Scully; booby 
booking. policy: when. regarding: it | prize, haircut and.shave, donated by 
as unfit to play in their theatres. ‘Alexandria and ° Olsen, won by 

The film is merely laid aside and 
‘Caesar. Rivoli. 

not ‘used, but the exhib pays’ the Class B (pocket pilliayds), silver 

rental. 
medal, donated by N. V.A,, won: by 
Eddie Lambert;. second, "pix months’ 

- Transferred to ‘vaude, ehélving dues, Jim Allman;:: third,. entry fee 
would ‘necessitate ‘payment of. full|money, Charles’ Fleming; _fourth,- 
salaries to acts purposely laid off, | entry fee, George Beege; fifth, entry 

' Keith’a managers chave. *always Cee i ete ine Hees ana 
groaned’ under the pressure when , , 
forced: to ruin a bill and cause dis-. shave, by Alexandria and Olsen, won 
satisfaction by playing an act that 
had to be played because. of | et: 

by Lew Katz. 

booker's bad judgment. 

Holding for Sons; 
Pan Using Milne 

for Alexander Pantages, 

convicted - of a serious: 

recently 

‘Coast. 

Pantages, his sons, in: charge. for the 
time being... 

Although the names of. the houses ANNE. PRITCHARD 

| 

ReK- oO Hamilton, New York, now... 
Jan. 4 02> the Pantages. designation, present 
“Opening for “ Loew,: next week, 

Direction IRVING. YATES, by. Pan, : 
These. sites . are ‘in Minneapolis 

MAY “SHELVE” ACTS, 
BUT PAY THEN OFF 

Shelving acts as ‘film exhibitors 
sometimes shelve . unplayable pic- 
tures may become a general policy. 

nearing: completion. 

theatres. of material that has to. be 
| played or paid, - 

- It ‘is ‘reported the picture exhibs’ 

understood.. ° 

| prize, there, 

onto and Hamilton. 
former report there has been 
‘definite change'as yet. Under + 

served it is: claimed. .” 

brief stay. 

as the head of an independent book« 
ing agency. 

:- | quarters in. the. Bond Building can 

“Wakefield, Roferee |be sub. let, Milhe is taking over & 
. " ‘Harry’ “Wakefield, former. national 
professional champion, refereed. the 
tie-off.. match ° between © Togo: and 

Herman Reddington; 25, Al Bloom; 
25, George Togo; 25, Charles. Hop- | 
kins, Sr.; 24, Joe Kane; 23, Sam 
Collins; 23, Pete. Hawley; 23, Leo 

| Feiner; .22,.Billy. Heims; 22, Mur- 
ray Lockwood; ‘22, Jim’ Allman; ai, 
Bob Robbins; 21, Ernest Morton; 
.26, Murray Levan; 26, Wilbur Held, 
Sr.’ ‘21, . Johnny ‘Martin;. 21, Jack 
Hodgdon; 25, Paul Van Dycke; ‘22, 
Charley Cooley; 20, Gus Mulcay; 22, 
Paul Giersdorf; 21, Billy Snyder; 25, 
Nat Burns, —. 
‘Class B (three cushions, handi- 

cap)--25, Tom Grant; 25, Harry M. 
Stewart; 25, Karl Yaito;: 26, George. 
P. ‘Wilson; 25, Frank Cromwell; . 25, 
Bill Pryor; 26, -George Scully; - 
Frank Jerome; 22, Lew Wilson;. 
Eddie. Nestor; 22, Eddie Davis; 
Vic. Oliver; 25, Will Douglas;. 18, 
Van D. Sheldon; 22, Ben: Hilbert; 
22,. George (Slim) Kirby; 25, Ben 
Ross;. 21, John Liddy; 22,. Conrad 
Irving. : 

- The players:. Class A (pocket pil- 
HMards, 100 points, handicap)—100, 
Frank Cromwell; 60, Harold, Pow- 
ers; 80, Dick Delten; 60, General 
Pisano; 60, Si Layman; 60, George 

-Murray Lockwood; 50, 
15, Ben Ross; 56, 

| Major Donovan; 65, John . Liddy; - 
-|50, Arthur Ashley;-..50, Wayne 

: Christy; -65,-Tom ‘Kennedy:. ‘60, Ben. 
7 Smith; 55, Roger Murrill; 50, ‘Alex- 
andria; 55, Tom :-Rosa; 50, Shep 
‘Waldman; 55,-Ray Myers; 68, Joe 
Kane; 90, Bill. Clark; .80, Jose. Rays; 

For More Act Handling 

William Morris agency headquar- 
ters in the Bond building will Ane 
dergo considerable expansion. after 
New Years. Several changes are 
to be. ‘effected for the purpose. of 
taking care of more acts than its 
present office permits. 

One move will be the elevation of. 
Eddie Meyers from the vaude de- 
partment to office manager, Meyers 
will take care of office duties ex- 
Clusively in the future and also 
act as contact man between various 
departments and_ acts. , Another 
addition to the Morris personnel {s 
‘Arthur Ashley, who will work out 
of Billy Grady’s office while the lat- 
ter ig on. tour with. Jolson, with 
probability of Ashley, switching to 
another department later, 

' Entire outer office space will ve 
enlarged, with. increase of the re- 
ception room particularly. 

Indie Bookers Are Short 

flash and ‘full stage acts. The indie 
agents are not putting coin into big 
flashes and those acts, always hére~ 
tofore available, 

tractions is attested by one agency 

time offering them. ; 

fected. 
_ That bands are washed ‘up as: ‘ate 

Los Angeles, Dee. 31. 

Mary Haynes. Canceled 
Mary Haynes’ future Keith pook- 

special New Year's:Eve shows. 

Hollywood, and 34,other Fox houses 

OUT ON ‘PROMISE 
Sylvia. Clark agreed to drop out of 

the Palace bill Christmas Day and: 
move ‘to the Madison, :.Brooklyn, 
‘when Blossom -Seeley and Benny 
Fields canceled? dué to the latter’s 

0, ; Mul ; am 
Imperial, Montreal, Christmas Day. or Max Gershwin; 85, Gus Jerome, in southern California. are all play~ 
Miss’ Haynes. only. played four. 60,: Pete Carr; -75, Billy Snyder. - ing five-act bills, 
days of the week.and understand-| Class’ B (pocket. billiards, 75 ,ate 24 club dates booked. . 
ing ts that she was paid off pro rata. | points, handicap)—-75, Rob EB. Rob-|. Most of the. acts are doubling. 

—————— erts; 75, Rollo; 75, Jim Allman; 590, Some tripling. - 
Charles’. Fleming; 60, Charles B “<clg 
Dexter; 33, Alex J. Brady; re 
Garo; 75, George Beege; 75, H. J. SABLOSKY’S LOEW FRANCHISE 
Stewart; 65, Al Blum; 50, Bert| Dave Sablosky, one of the “out”. 
Skatelle; 60, Harry Hatt; 48, Jack ve ome ° 

ea; 465, Harry Newman; 4 e 
Olsen; 73). Bddie Lambert; 45, Lew.|&¢ncy franchise by Loew's, 
Katz; 80, Howard Dalton, «. 

Sablosky is a brother of Abe Sab= 
losky, (Sablosky and McGuirk). His_ 

Seoiieoner 

Brown’ 's Coast Trip - Jeffries. 
‘Hiram S. Brown, president ot |: 

RKO, leaves for the Coast about 
Jan, 20. ° 
He will be away about a month, 

laryngitis. = 
In agreeing to switch, Miss Clark, 

it is. said, was promised a return 
Palace’ date in the near future. She 
finished out the. last. half at the 
Madison, the Palace running short 
one act the rest of the week. 

Harry Wilson’s Grinder 

Los Angeles, Dec. 31. 
“Harry M. Wilson, former booker 

for Western Vaudeville, has pure 
chased the Virginia theatre, 100, 
grind house on Main street. 
He will install talker equipmeng 

and run on a 24-hour policy, 

u 

Gene Dennis’ 3rd: Par Week 
Gene Dennis, mental telep expo- 

nent, ig holding for a third week at |. 
the Brooklyn Paramount. 

Block and Sully have been aligned 
for a talking short by Paramount. 
Harry Short is in. support. 

5. 

Name on Circuit 
Pantages. ofaciata ‘expect that ae. 

sécond trial, for which appeal has. 
béen filed; will bring an acquittal | 

and the. booking offices may drop 

plans, it ig said, are to continue the’ 
operation of the five. theatres owned. - 

'| Burns. booking business. If ‘thé booking. Morris Agency Expansion | paises t+ uiregcenshlon. bitlards:| ees ts continued tt may be 

telling agents that they’re wasting: 

‘State and Boulevard in-Los Ange" 
les, the. Chinese and Egyptian in _ 

In addition there | 

Keith agents, has been granted: an’ 

\Kefth agency partner was Norman” 

“offense 
against. Eunice Pringle, 17; on the.. 

The former vaude magnate. 
will retain: the remaining -houses in | 
his chaln, with Rodney and Lioyd 

and Kansas City, playing vaude; the... 
Memphis house; which through an. 
arrangement. with: ‘Warners:. gets _ 
first-run pictures; < Seattle, -qurrent . 
with .Jack Russell's: musical stock, - .. 
and the new Pantages, Hollywood 

Pantages’ idea ‘in’ hanging’: on. to. 
these. houses, particularly the une. 
completed Hollywood theatre, is to . 
hand them down to ‘his sons, it fa. - 

His Vancouver house |. 
was ‘just sold’ to ‘local interests | | 

Minneapolis: and Kansas: 
-City. now being. tha only ones atill an 

- Pan's New York booking: office 
continues to. place shows for the -. 
Famous-Canadian. theatres in Tore — 

Contrary to @& ~ 

he + 

agreement. with Pantages, a ‘three " 
months’ cancellation notice must. be ~ 
given, and no such notice I has been 

‘E.G. Miine,. Ir.,. long eastern ” 
representative of the Pan: interests, 
miay go back to the. Coast fora. 

é He is now in New York — 
and. is contemplating settling here. 

As soon as the Pan - 

smaller office and will either cone. . 
tinue for Pantages,. booking. out: of 

| New: York, .or maintain his: own «. 

come known at the. “Milne. apeneye” 

Of Full Stage Acts 
\ Independent .. vaude {a short . of : 

‘ have. vanished, ~ 
With the realignment on. production 
by RKO, forcing former active flash — 
producers to cease all activity, ‘the . 
indies have been all‘ the. more ate 

Fox Books 125 Acts for - a 
| New Year’s Eve on Coast 

M. Dp. Howe, of the Fox Coast... 
stage department, has booked 126. . 
acts to work. two and three ‘times in: 

— 
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‘THERMIN TAKEN OFF © "INCORPORATIONS - . par; 4 B Grandiand, H, A, } 
H, Herman, : Wilmington, Snow, Te 

ee ot. Bletne Sun Ray Neon Corp., Rochester;.N, ¥ 
r’s Flyin Name NEW YORK 60, 000 to. 810, 500 shares, no par. “ 

END OF INDIES Acto § y 4 “ Ether Controlled Music. Machine ‘New Era Talking Pletures, Inc., Man- Stromberg Electrlo Co., 110, 000 shares, 

Not Ready for Public Display | hattan; Jean Lee, Donald L. Lee, Carl| no par; M. S, Cool, A. L. Raughiey, 7 
M, Townsend, Dover. 

- Publile Great Staten Theatres, Ine, 
$1,000, 000; H. B. Grantland, H. H. Snow, 
Il, H. Herman, Witmington, f 

tod; James A, Vick, Rudola Hulten, tes ameas ck, Rudolff Hult RY 
Bryer, New York.- en, Leo 
Publix-Northwest Theatres, Ine. +» thee 

yatres, etc, 

‘Erbstein. 
Pinnacle Film Service, Ino., Manhat- 

tan; Joyeph De-Meo, Andrew. Vanderput, 
Charles IF. Quinn 
Jack Roach Vaudeville. Transfer, Inc. 

New York; Jack Roach, H. H. Harris, 

“ Today (New Year's Day) Al - 

Trahan: became the first actor’ 

to be billed in the sky. . 

A plane,’ rented by Trahan . 
for °$1,500, flew’: over Times 
Square’ informing the masses - 
fhat Trahan is. playing . the : 
Palace, New York, this week. 

On reported grounds. that. the in- 
|vention is “not ready,”. RCA has 
called in the Thermin Ether Music 

machine: purchased for stage -use | John J. Quinn, 
"t Co, Inc., New Yorts, the- 

by ‘Lane, Osborne, Chico ard. Co. | gD ome aes, O%, ines NaN. ina 
vaude act, It has informed the turn Thomag and Marion | Block. In put. —_———— 

‘not to use the device as intended. | -,J°%, funtres, pictures: A. Ciggorm, Gere Vallee.in Ghigago. 

Lane, Osborne and Chlvo,. cur-|trude F. Marlon, Benjamin D. Refsman. Chicago; Dec, 31, 

rently. playing for Keith's, bought eee Ue Min Banden, "Freda "Tree: Aa soon as’ RKO gets through. 

a Thermin instrument for $250 and man. Jennie Kalish. “Masniiattan; ‘the 

contemplated exploiting it in vaudé|. Papa Juan Co.,_Inc..’ Maniat sn ny: Rudy Vallee and his picture, “Vaga- 

theatres for home use under an ar- atres} onrietta” Vogel, Isaac Perlman, ’ 

rangement with RCA, Latter con- |, Pebilled, Inc., New ‘Yorlc,’ pictures; Max 

trols . the novelty. -Thermin was Pipperman, ” Samuel Datlowe, Lou Gold- 

‘used" by the act for one. perform- 
ance at the Franklin, New York. 

Act ‘is continuing for | Keith’s 
without Thermin, | - 

ILL AND INJURED’ 
Mrs, Lew Dufour is very’ ill of 

pneumonia in the ‘Sherman Hotel, 

Chicago. 
Frakson. (vaude), recovering from: ae cd KY: vay Chadwick, Inc. Now York, 

an-operation for appendicitis at his|theatres; Ida May Chadwick, Joseph 
a Chadwick; Theodore Apstein. . 

home in. Barcelona, Spain. "Globe - Film, Exchange, Inc., Manhat:- [' Falling asleep with a lighted cigs 

“Connie Mitchell in- French Hos- tan; Louls Schwartz, Mac’ Fedelstein, | aret in his hand. Lou Tellegen was 

pital, New York, still in cast as re-. Saul Godwin. Yescued by employees in’ the Hotel 

sult ‘of injuries: recéived in .an auto. ta Attdlek Greater. Bere bite "ais: 
accident. fora, Max M. Wille 
. Richard Cook, showing slight im< Marvel .Movies, “Ine:, Manhattan, ‘the- 

provement in. French Hospital. -| Moe Slegelman. 

APPROACHES ~ 
WITH SPEED 

The year passed out with inde- 

pendent vaude so reduced there are. 

now less than 20 split. and full week 

‘houses paying what’ is regarded. in 

the field as decent money for: ‘shows. 

These are all- inclusive, and take in 

all the indie bookers: besides such 

. chain agencies as Warners, Pan- 

‘ tages _and Amalgamated ‘which: in 

former years were hardly considered 

' indie. 

Two years ago, with at. least 40 : 

. houses on the books of. the indie 

- agencies paying respectable salaries, |: | 
the vaude turn could eke out, with 

_ Cheaper splits and one. and two- 
_ day stands, . what practically 
" amoiinted to a fair season's work. 

Now. agents. declare: itt ig: next: to 
‘impossible to hold an: act on the 

‘little worthwhile indie time that 

. can. be obtained. : 
pe rkridge: ‘Theatre: Corp., Kinge, the- cago Jan. 27, 
atres, pictures; Harry Teichner, . Samuel 
Spanier, Nathan Guttman. 
Bronx Opera House Drama Guild, Inc., 

Bronx. productions, $10,000;-Samuel Lit- 
vin, Charles: Levine, Charlotte F,: Honig. 
‘Paramount. Buelness Pictures, — Inc., 

New York; Robert L. Cookingham, Frank 
C. Taylor, Kenneth R. Gregory. 

E. F. Bostwick, Inc., Great Necic,: pie- 
tures; Erastus J. Parsons, -Diizabeth 
Maher, John E: Bran. ; 

Three-I Corp., Manhattan, -theatricals: . 
I. wyiener, Isldore. Zamone, Sarah - Lip- 

‘Where. indie © theatres a * ‘couple 
of years. ago ‘paid, on an average,: 
$1,600 or better for bills, the num- 
ber remaining can ‘almost be counted 
on. two. hands, with’ only two full 

weeks. of any: importance. 

| Murphy's Independent Agency 

booker - released two. weeks azo,. is. 

There are! ‘a few other’ splits but 
most ° pay Small salaries.and not 
to. be considered from : ‘the. act's 

point, ‘of ‘view. . 

ing agency in New. York, - . 

Walter Meyers, in ‘charge of the 
-coast ‘Morris office, is in New York 
-over the. holidays. ves 

’ Various indie : “agents. frankly 
admit, with indie vaude as‘ it is, 
they are not’ raaking a decent. liv- 
‘ing but. “just: hanging. on,” : not 
knowing what else to do. 

.of flames. Although his- body was 
singed... Tellegen. a few hours later. 

atricala; Mary. Paden, Ely’ Finkelstein, 

-“Gynn Pratt, critically ill in French | Niagara Enterprises, Inc. “9 Buffalo, ‘the- “Overture.” 

Hospital. - atricals; Basil Hnterprises, Ina.,- Basile’. 
: Central Park Theatre, Inc, (500 shares); 

Sadie Ley, removed to. Frehch Basile’: Genesee Theatre, Inc., Baslts’ | : — 

; Hospital’ this week where she may: Strand. Theatre, Inc.,. Constantine I. ; 
. Y|'Basil, Theodore J. Hasli, Nicholas -J.| _ 
‘submit to a major operation. — | Basil. Ce CONLIN: d ( LAS 7 

Write to the’ a and Injured Sony Dissolutions © - all 
; _— Dobbs ‘Ferry | "Theatres, Ine., ‘Mount | 

*: With HANK MILO. ‘Vernon.: P Na: 

‘From ‘pertection re of Na & Pictures Corp.; ‘WEEK J AN, 6 . 

RITZ, BIRMINGHAM, ALA. 

A ‘SAFER INVESTMENT? 
Celebrating Vaude . 

Two additional R-K-O: houses. re- 
‘turn to vaude with the coming of 

-|the new year. Pop vaude went baclc 
into the Grand Rapids house this 
week and returns to the RKO The- 
atre (formerly Hillstreet) Los An- 
geles today (Jan. 2). 

Restoration of vaude in Grand. 
, Rapids Saturday was the occasion 

Manhattan, to. Perfection Displays Corp. 
Designation . 

Theatrléal- Industries Corp., Delaware, 
manage theatres; New York office, 220] 
West 42a street,: New. York; G 8: 
“‘Brogks, president. 140, 000 shares no par 
value 

: _' PELAWARE © PACIFIC 
_guranewick Planc trope and Radlo Corp., |- ARTIST b' Cc wo T 

os, phonographs, etc., shares, aa a 
par; John H. Kay, Lynbrook, 'L. 1; WRITE «= WIRE «-- PHO 
Herbert 5B. Clester,” Abraham "snemos, | . |Pae A.F FRE ASE 

ry d d l for a gala celebration by. the town. ae SLOUN ©. 
, _ Tannen SEEDER OEPEEDREE et .. Pablix-Salt° Lake, Inc., theaires,. 1,000 ees 

ompoun ed quarterly From Vaude to Stock __ |shernysarsury Rr tantand xt | [5 FRAUD TAN FRANCO 
Paid from day of: DEPOSIT 
to ‘day of WITHDRAWAL! 

‘3 Interest for this quarter, credited Jan. Ist, I 930 . 

$1.00 STARTS / AN ACCOUNT 

UNION ‘DIME 
SAVINGS BANK 
40th Street & 6th. Ave, New York City 

St.. Joe, Mo., Dec. 31. .| Symphony Ta . » Ta-| 2 
‘Vaudeville failing to draw, Barney. aio” tubes, *relovistan, 20,000 shares "no RE PRE SE N FATIVE . 

Dubinsky has turned the Crystal - —— 
| into. a musical comedy house. A 
company playing. in. Springfield, Mo., 

‘|(s here for an indefinite stay. - 

a No New Yoar Midnights ap ne Pe 
No midnight shows New Year's|| | re oe 

eve at Fox's Ridgewood or Plaza . : Qe 
theatres, Brooklyn. 

Operators decided it would be just 
a waste of ‘time and money. 

Schnozzles Moved Up ; 
Clayton, Jackson and Durante’s 

return: engagement at the Palace, / | 
‘New. York, has been moved ahead. to 
Jan. 11. 

1 Gene Barnes and ‘Joe Sully have i © we BUILDI NG f 

split. Both will do new acts with 
other partners not chosen as yet. = N NI E x 

160 WEST 46"ST- 
. BRYANT 7800 NEW YORK CITY 

J. H. LUBIN 
GENERAL ‘MA ‘MAN AGEB — 

MARVIN. H. SCHENCK 
BOORING MANAGER 

OHICAGO OFFICE 
600 WOODS THEATRE R’LD’'G 
JOHNNY JONES 

IN OHARGE 

RADIO. 
KEITH-ORPHEUM 

CIRUUIT OF THEATRES 
RKO 

PRODUCTIONS, INC. 
Producera and Distributors of 

RADIO — 
PICTURES 

‘Launching an Era 
of Electrical 
Entertainment 

1560 Broadway _ 

NEW YORK OITY 

Vaudeville Exchange 
General Booking Offices 
Palace Theatre ‘Building 

1564 Broadway 

BOOKING CORP. 
General Booking Offices 

1560 Broadway 
-» NEW YORK 

CORP °o RA T. I o N 
1560- 1564 Broadway, New York 

Telephone Exchanges ‘Bryant 9300 

., ,Oablo Address:, “RADIOKREITH” |... 

ee “WISHING EVERYONE 

A VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR 
RUTH BOB 

spending a lot ‘of: ‘money selling a 

bond Lover, "-- which is current at: a 
‘the “Woods, Publix-B, & EK. will 2° 
bring‘ the. jad himself into, the Chi- Oly, 

* Mark. ‘Murphy, Keith New York. -_ 

starting his ‘own indie club book. - “ 

Jefferson, Atlantic:City, from a bed - 

appeared in. opening perfor mance of oe 

, JACK SIDNEY’S FROLICKERS 
(WEEK OF DEC. 28) 

[tne ort LOEWS STATE, NEW YORK sarencve | 



tn it MARIE tN 
{Loews STATE, ‘NEW YORK, ‘NEXT WEEK GAN. 4 

TT) Ul l Ll Gif SHO 
(BREAKIN G RECORDS oN THE LOEW CIRCUIT) 

CF EATURING 

J EAN SPE CE 
LILLIAN DAWSON 

MERLE LOUISE SMITH 
BETTY. JANE. COOPER 

FLOYD SISTERS 

MARIE. ELLIOTT SISTERS syLviA 

RU TH LOVE — 

[JERRY STEVENS ano ue B AND 



"LONDON ~~ eatted “that hen case is “almost fden- 
tical to. that of .Countess.. ‘Cathcart, 

. banned- on. the - “moral turpitude” 

Kitty Reidy, Australian, gets the gag. . 

lights as lead im “Puss In Boots," 
Lyceum. Panto. Darathy: Conrey, shows: ‘gir, and. 

me artists’ model, crippled’ by.a truck 
in-March, 1927, was.awarded’$56,000 . 
ath dgainst the Standard ‘Var- 
al 8 

Globe and Queen’ s. theatres, in the 
_same Shaftesbury avenue ‘block, up 
for sale. Sir Alfred Butt: boss. at 
both. _ 

we 

‘Everything © ‘oke again. between |. 
‘Joan. “(Cradle-of-the-Deép) * .Lowell 
and: Thomas ‘Buchanan; -her.. play- 
wright-husband.:. ..There. .was. to 
have been. a divoree. ; . 

wee 

“Ter ence: deMarney. ‘takes ‘the ring 
as backer with. “Love-in.a Muddle,’” 
penned by ‘himself and ‘Ralph. Stock. 

. Mai Bacon, Pollie. Emery and Hor- 
ace. Percival bookeds ‘No. theatre 
vet assigned. « See itd 

Managers aré: talking ‘of: barring. 
shows’ “appearing” ‘in’ the “spburbs, 

: prior to “West ind. runs. oe * oo 

woe ot yess ge Hart Welds, comedian apo: 

yi a Soar re ba : 

kia’ May; in. “Pollow’ “appitoyich.”, 
goes “inte ‘Cochran’s: " Hekt: ‘revue, 
Along’. with Eric’ Marshall; Maisie. 

_ Gay, Toan, Clarkson, aha: Fowler and 
Tamara,” 

a . 

"Harry "ioilahan’. former. ‘New: 
York ip a ‘student, hag-“filea: 
papers, in District. ‘Court: charging ;| : 
“Good... News". is. pased on ..2: play." 
titled, {Bad “News,” written ‘by. him: 
in 1927. . -Hollahan..c aitas. ‘after-‘his, | 

| play. was. rejected by a. playbroker, ' 
chwab ‘and Mandel  praguged, “Goods! + 

News,’ — 

A“ 

Holiday. wevivals include: apie. 
, Ghost: Train” .and-“The Man: ‘at: Six:”’. 
Dénis’: : Neilson ‘erry’ ana. Mary: 
Glynne:in. the: last, 

lo t eee ff 

. “Giga: Gray. Says. " ghe’, " Idvés.. 3. 
Krank. ‘Stewart! millignaire. broker,’ 
an@ he, loves ‘her,, ‘but ame! 8. fhgoush: 
with, marriage... A new révue’ ds being!sinition for: 

ithe = “Guitrys, | ‘Whom ’ Oochran 4s. 
bringing: to ‘Rondon’ next stimmer, 

* etd, 

oe coe 

"Discovery. of 660 packaged ‘of fana’ 
in: the, Bronx studio of K. L. Griffin: 
resulted, in conviction for yolating 
the. Are, law. and. a. fine. of $200. 

LOS: ANGELES | 
‘Another case of politicians trying 

| to“make an issue over @ case Ccon- 
‘sidered past history years ago, is 
ths insiders’‘viewpolnt:.of: the furor 

: Throueh: ‘pelng “panned,® “People: 
Like Us": ‘has'}knocked'! 'érh. erazy, 
at the. Arts,’ subseription hotise, be 

“ Raward Hr “Spook, ‘manager’ of ‘the: 
British | - Acoustic | ‘Studios — tatker | 
gene Up ‘for gasaulting: his’ Secre- 

ee * atthonsh’ the ; Piccadilly slips ‘into 
talkers: when “The. Student Prince” 

’ goes -out ‘in’ January, it'll only keep. 
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. Soa , : wat 
—= 

“New 5 Fre the Da ilies WOMEN’S CLUB WHEEL DOWN'TO 35 WKS)* AWS 

; This. department. contains rewritten. theatricat news jtems as-pub:. LEADERS Wit "| UNION aA 

_Ushed during the week in the daily papers of ‘New: York, Chicago, ‘Realignment of Mutual. - Cticuit, |: 

San Francisco, Los Angefés and London,.-. Variety takes-no ‘eredit through recent house dropouts ‘ind || 

for these news .items; each. has been: rewritten from “a ' daily papers. | show closings now gives thé wheel| ~~ . 

a 85 houses and same number. of |.~ ° ” Minneapolis, Dec, at. 
ghows. The circuit. started season bor her a : 

_| with 45. houses and-45 shows, From |. Union, a W. F. oe 8 “demanded 

"+" "| p¥esent. indications the .cireyit. may: that Mayor “W. unze: curl. the 

Kansas City, ‘Dec. 31. finish the season with its. present theatrical . censorship’ activities OR: 

Mid-performance raids and pinches ‘average or less with little likelihood] tne. ‘Woman’s. Co- operative Alliance, 

on. two stock burlesaue, froupés, at ee houses ‘or Shows be- a local reform- organi zation, . 

the Empress an 4 were in-. 
elt a 

‘gtigated and led Saturday night by|: That burlesque, ay now. operated, “Because the! ‘Alliance’ has ‘pies a 

focal heads of: women’s’ clubs. and |is.making a last ditch fight-is evi- vailed: upon: the. ‘mayor to “purity: | 

church organizations, with. coppers. dent with. Mutual’ officials holding the lines” in stock’ burlesque: ‘at the - 

‘This. is the: eran. nm oral” waye and mest to. ‘devise, Palace. theatre, ‘thie ‘management ans”. - 

an ‘ordinance . closing. . “Im . cae |nounced: it will: close the h . 
shows, - . I. H. Herk is reported conferring |" ne ‘the 50 i jouse and 

~At .the- Empress, Badie ‘Kaplin, with musicians’ union to..take a. lay. a Ce emple oves ‘with a $2 900°. 

; ‘comedian, rand Jack Dickstein, . man-|chop ‘or permit fewer. ‘musicians. to weekly payroll. - 
. In the dele, ation ‘thi it. 

|aer,. were hauled away. In the/play the shows, using the. -$100 | Ine en eleg a appeared 

- Helen Morgan “Gnomelsty? waoptea 12th St. pinch ‘were. Cherie, dancer, ‘weekly concession. granted: by the, before ee. mayor - ‘end - protested... 

a year-old baby, last March after: George Scoville, manager, and sev~ | stagehands as. basis. for his. argu- against the. Alliance's - censorship — 

convincing. the | mother” its: future |, eral. attaches. | ments for reduction on musioians... “meddling” .were EH, G.: Hall, prest.*. 

[rales cad a: Weeke: she | Arrests of performers were: nidde |’ “Herk-has also urged houses to’ #0 dent: of the Minnenota ; State: Fedérs 

‘| that’ ‘Broadway and’ domesticity: on: charge,.of indecent . expostre,.| after exploitation for incoming "ate. ation of of. Ne My Birnbact,. | 

don’t: ‘trilx, | ‘ | Kaplin doing ‘a ‘female. ‘impersona- |tractions instead of - ‘Toutine “an-" secretary of the Minneapolis: Musi. 

-| tion with - disrobing . finish. - Charge nouncements." . cfans Union,” and representatives’ of. 

against: managers was of condyet~ | + + |stege Ahends, bill, Posters and . -other ~ 

oe an immoral! show, : — oy oe Mt ~ Jersey. ‘Stock En ds. oy aspect areuea that’ n
y silent 

. Lae : and talking pictures.are.more-harme. 
| stock -burlesque folded.’ ‘prema-. an 

“Mal Wheel 3 ttizely ‘atthe * Casino; | ‘GrdAtWeod. wes worst sof: ‘the burtesqite. 
a N- “F., last’ week, . after two. weeks: 'R west” wa 3: a thi 7 D 

«Weeks: of Dee, 30. and Jan. 6. » al Of bad business...) Sag eq ‘m ds a avig 

“BARE FACTS — State, Springheld; r re d.b ‘in t nn ab | Broderick, ‘police. censor, - be. per» 

Grand, Hartford.” | Company. nad. been installed bY | itteg to handle ‘censorship with 
‘|S Busr SHOW IN TOWN=D. 0.5 6, “Fox, ‘Myers. & Warren, former: tab: Pron; terfere t ons tha pW out 
Jamaica N.Y, ; N, S; "4 ducers. : {ih erference - rom. ou sk e groups?’ 

mee (BEVOE-For,, Tae ca, . *+..8 1 Gompany - ana’. - attaches'* “paid ‘on . av ment eee oe ‘ander 

BOHEMIANS--Gavety, ‘Buffalo; 6, Cotons') ‘pro Fata basis for the final week. advisement. Sarees 

| Sbowney BURLESQUERS=L. | Ont ‘ 28]. ae ~— To: tle 

“BROAD WAY SCAN DALS-H. & §.” Apol- "Stock. at: Fulton - cna SOUBRET TE’S WRENCH. 
N, ¥, C.; 6, Steinway,” Astoria. ~ Stock. burlesatie is in. at “Fulton, 

BURLESQUE REVUE-Gayety, ‘Detrolt; af 
6, -Bmpire,. Toledo. |” : Brooklyn, N. ¥.. Fulton Holding “8B ACK. WoRTH 3 1000. 

) CRACKER JACKS--Columbla,. N...¥..C.; | company “is operating ‘with, David‘) 
. $8 Tee Eire Golmmbla, Cleveland; Meyer in charge, : Two-a-day. and. . 

6; Gayety, Buffalo ‘| weekly change of bill =: - ‘ 

DPUSPLED (DARLINGS Trocadero, Phil- Company includes. Tommy O'Neil ” ‘Syracuse, x Y:,. Dee, a 

LAPPDR FOLLIES -- Academy, Pitts- and Eddie O’Brien,: comics; Billy: amt es suffered mn ‘a fall down 4 

burgh; 6, Lyceum, Columbu | Lee, straight; Robert Wallace, juve- | Might of stairs in the Majestic hos. 
nile; Sue Miller, soubret;- Jean Car-.| tel, Utica, are worth $10, 000, in-the- 
roll, prima; Mildred Miller, ingenue, estimation’ .of Walentyna Rudelta, - 

us. 
FRENCH MODELS—Modern, Providence; 

6;.Gayety, Scranton, | 
"PRIV VOLITIES | - 0-1". “Wedgeway.. ‘Qe4,. 

f aroused ‘here. during the past. week | Schenectady; 6, New Empire,’ Albany.. | and Blossom La Velle, soub.. - | -burlesque ‘soubret. “She is -suing 

ee eon rece corte Bride? amt over the William Desmond Taylor aidgepart, en Hartford; 6, Lyrle, Jack Perry producing hook ‘and: the hotel for that:sum in a Supreme 

‘sleal;; with.“Edmund Gwerin. arid murder, It.broke when former Gov- | "ings -GIRLS—Empress, . Chicago; 6, ‘Leona Edwards.staging dances, -. _ | Court action brought here, ‘The der’ 
| ernor Friend Richardson announced | 
| that a’ convict. in ‘the penitentiary . 
‘during. his ‘administration’ ““con- 
‘fessed” hie’ Knew who had ‘killed the |. 
directd. and ‘that “former “district |. 
attorney “Asa.: ‘Keyes, hushed’ up_ the rp 
ease. : : PAREE-Colonlal. Utica; 6, L. 0. 

‘Front’ ‘pages buzzed over’ the exe ' HIGH ELYERS- Irving 1 Place,’ Nw ¥r.0 .f 

' pumation, : with the present District het Aa Newa 

Gayety, ~Detralt ~ 
GIRLS FROM THD FOLLIES—Empire,, 

Newark; 6, Orpheum, Paterson, 
. GIRLS FROM HAPPYLAND — Casino, 
Boston; 6, Trocadero, Philadelphia. 
GIRLS IN BLUE—Galety, Scranton; - 6-8 

Tyrie, Allentown; 9-11, Orpheum, Reading. 
HD 

Clifford, Molfison slated. 

. Lilian: Radley mathored ““yirtue 
for Sale,” which Edmund Lauriland 

ig: presenting shortly, “ Fay. Comp-. 
ton, J, -H.“Roberts, ‘Hartley’ ‘Power, 
‘and Henry: de: Bray slated: 

“Deal for stock burlesque: at. the|fendant corporation. is. seeking . 2 
Empire, Brooklyn, ‘is. temporarily. change of venue on the ground that 
off with house ‘sticking- to. pictures, all witnesses are residents of Utica, 

— + Miss Rudelfa was a member"of 
CR ACKER J ACKS:.. .|the Ed: F. Daley. “burlesque . stock, 4 

a which alternated between ‘the local | 
(MUTUAL). . a i - [temple and Colonial, Utica, last 

|-“HINDU 'BELLES—Orpheum, Paterson; 8: | Just. “an. “average | Mutual - ‘that |Summer, The actress claims" ‘that 

‘Attorhey Buron Fitts; ' scoring. in the | gudzon,’ ‘Gator City. : ' :-}needed. the house build up“at the jon June 20 the. elevator: was. out of 
Mmelignt eh. eratened. Ahat the QrAZZtIME REVUE Garrick, “St, “Lou is; /Columbia ‘plenty to get it across.|-order as she was leaving the hotel 

again rehashed ‘the connestioy of civ 6, Gave! re Breaky = Hudson, Union anoth Grouse wand a tail ende just: for the theatre, forcing her: to..walk 
H B; ’ TOO. Dn : . 

Mary dog Miner and hag olte, | apwige BunOPiace worceer« tha" Jos the type that has tne | ripped ao her heel eaves nfo 
6 . ayety, 08 She . . 

‘broke her silence of years. with a wsiischis BAKERS foward," “Boston; wash, uP burlesaue and: a turk, for’ several’ sténs, striking on-ho. head 

| plea to. the papers:that she.knew odern, : Ww. and badly wrenching hér back.” 

M outh* Beach: In ar Long. “MOONLIGHT _MAIDS—Gayety, Boston; ava’ White ‘is. featured and. pre-. 

Booey ys, wan 1 Inn) near Tong. Rothing whatever pabout the ‘crime d. sumably expected to-carry the show'|. ‘Recurring dizzy ‘spells have. ince, 

with $450,000 damage claimed. Place ther and her ‘daughter: alone. oe oan ROUGE— Empress, Cincinnats; and doesn’t. Miss White is okay on} !nterfered with her | “career, ome 

was: insured. for-$40;000. Fitts. is: still: promising further | NAUGHTY NIFTIES “Gayety, . Milwau- appearance and. revealment - bit: charges. a , 
‘|investigations. -but rio one-in the after that she's out. A former run- | . 

knoty takes the thing seriously, put- way soub at the Irving Place where, 
kee; 6, Empresp, Chicag 

‘ting ft all down to politics. with she “was excellent ‘for -a couple ‘of: 
NITE CLUB. GIRL —Einpire, Toledo; 6. 

Columbia, Cleveland, : b in Dis st 
|numbers but not enough talent or:| Quit 

next year’ s. governor ship. in sight. experiente to carry this show. - eu 

ORIENTAL ‘GIRLS—Gayety, Baltimore; 
6, Gayety, Washington, 
BeARISIAN FLAPPBRS—L. 0.; 6,. Casino, Petteale a t 7 " 

osto ; s depend mostly upon the] 
PRETTY BABIES—Lyceum, Columbus; 8, ns femmes: for ‘a smackover if ‘at ‘all,: : ‘Buffalo, Dec, t- 

‘When the dames flop, or rather the:|° Stating the Gayety, Mutual ‘stand, 

principal dames the show goes ker- | has been. losing $1,000 weekly ‘this 
plop, and. that/s exactly what hap-: season, Roy E. ‘Van,: managing: the 

Lyric; Dayton. 
PUSS PUSS—Lyrle, Bridgeport; 6, L. 0. 

pens to this‘ one. From. a ‘femme |. « 
angle it’s a: lame duck all the way: ‘house for: ‘three years, - “quit in dis 

' “RECORD (BREAKERS Gayety, Brook- 
yn; 

through: and needs plenty of: re-'|SUst- 
arrangement and jacking ty if they]. A new corporation headed by ‘he 

L, 
BSOCEAL 3 MAIDS—Gayety, Kansas “Clty; 

SPEED, GIRLS—Gayety,, Washington; 6, 

hope to survive the current season. Jacobs Brothers, .concessionaires, 
on the wheel. has taken: over: the house. . 

Academy, Pittsburgh 
‘SPORTY WIDOWS — ew Empire, Al« 

The comics, Joe Moss, Billy Gor- 
don and Lew ‘Fine, are as futile’ a} 

baw o. Siesa, ‘Worcest 
STEP. LIVELY. GIRLS. - Steinway, As- 

trio of stabbers at. laughs as have Ar ofa 
| been projected. by a@ wheel show in erican. on 2 a Day d 
.|some time ey: have unhappily 
aug up thé oldest bits and wheézes | ~ _AS City Stays Grin 

torla; 6, Star, Brooklyn. 
STEPPH SHOW-Lyric, Dayton; 6, ‘-Em- 

Press, Incinn atl. . 
SUGAE 

for laughs .and don’t get any. In “American Music ‘Hall, New York, 
fact, Monday. night’s audience. didn’t has scrapped grind policy. for Ats . 
figure it a show except when. the | stock shows and is again ‘operating | - 

NEW YORK. -_ 
oe 

Westwood, N Aan voted to: ‘remove 
the “ban on ‘Sunday pictures in.a 
referendum vote. of 869 against 604. 

: Thelma White has filed: ‘puit ‘tor 
‘annulnent of her marriage to Claude. 
Stroud (Stroud . Twins), * claiming 
‘she was 16 at the time and didn’t 
have her mother’s consent. Marriage 
‘Jan. 1, 1927. 

‘Nancy Lee and her sister Janice 
Hill, pictures, convicted on liquor 
possession charges, were denied a/ 
ew trial and. fined--$75. each. 

‘Both girls were arrested in an 
apartment by a raiding squad and 
accused of tampéring. with. state's |. 
witnesses in the Alexander Pan- 
tages” case, 

Claiming ‘slie tripped t over a de- 
‘fective rug in the apartment. putld- | 
ing where she lived and thereby im- | 
‘paired her dancing: ability, Hilda 
Offield,: estranged wifé of Duke 
‘Yellma: , orchestra leader, has‘ filed 
‘sult for $50,000 against Maurice E. |. 
Kinman, executor of the estate own- , -Nora White,. stage, in a ‘deposition 
ing the building. flled.in Superfor Court as part of} 

her. .ecroas-complaint for separate}! 
maintenance, denied Philip. T. Car= | ton, 
lings. allegation that he was drunk} 

, when -he.. married her.-in. Ti Juana, | ¢ 
Carling, when he filed suit.for di- 
vorce, charged that when he was 
married, he was under the influence 
of liquor; he did not know .what he 
was. dqing. , : 

; 

Gordon Godowsky, ' son’ of the | 
composer, and Yvonne Hughes have 
-separated.. Godowsky. says its a 
friendly split caused by incompati- 
bility. He left Harvard last year to 
élope with the girl, despite protests 
‘from the father. ao 

: BABIES—L, 0.; 6 Howard, Bos- 

TAKE A, CHANCE—Star,' Brooklyn; 6, 

house soubs and choristers’ trotted: ex< 
| forth when ‘they sat up at attention on the former two-a~day pase oD 

‘TEMPTE Bg 0d! ‘Lyric, Allentown: DA 
Orpheum, Reading; 8, Irving Place, N. Y. C. 
WATSON'S SHOW—Mutual, Indianapolis; 

6, Garrick, Gt. Louis, -. 
WINE, WOMAN and SONG — Gayety, | 

Louisville; 6, Mutual, Indianapolis, - 

and then went ‘blah until ‘another cept Sundays when the grind * ove 
house number was'9n. tains. nts { 
‘Miss White is: given’a: ereat vitla- |. ‘The. grind: policy} “however. 4 

pp entrance, but fails to live up to | sticking at the City, dawntown, and. 
‘it, Her ‘attempts at warbling never |,also with stock. policy playing three” 
get deross the foots, and her’ Sev-| shows week days and: four on. ree 

BURLESQUE CHANGES 

eral stabs at weaving are -amateur-: days.” 

Harry’ Beasley, ‘straight, ‘replaces |. 
Tom: Moran ‘with Gayety stock, : 

ish. _Edith Warren and Zella Stev- |. 
ens fare bétter: as number leaders. 

‘Montreal. 
Hughey’ Mack opens: Sunday at 

‘American’ stock,” N.Y.) Lee Smith 

(ingeriue) joins’ ‘game.time.  ~ teh k Se a 
ut have nothing else to: pull up the. se ' Ca 

show. ,Jockje: Gilbert, ingenue and | © Bedini ‘at American 
ee works. well in the skits, but | Jean Bedini went in as. Dr 

at’s a o . an Mus Cc 

With the femme’ department weak ‘Hall, New York, this erie 
the show does.a brodie early. and Bedini f show ‘axer | for 
never recovers. The numbers space was former gtalled - 
ing the skits are.as ancient as the |Mutual Circuit and was .in a 
former with not a semblance of a|by I. H. Herk, who took over opera 
new idea either in. number or stag- tion of the house two wéeks a8 

1. . . 

~  * Wire: - Prevention Bureaw vexcep 
tionally active since: the: ‘Pathe’ fire, 

he reported. four.studios without. sprin; 
* blers, - American ‘Sound Retording 

studio has been closed” temporarily 
‘pending '- ‘installation - ‘of: ‘equipment: 
‘Others named “are *-RCA“:Photo+ 
phone,.:Weiss Bros., and ‘Bilograph. 
‘RCA. Stated ; sprinklers. ‘will not be 

_ installed. because no more than five 
‘reels of film are ever stored. in’ ‘the 
‘building, 

‘ Evtunetpai. Court Judge May. Lahey: 
released Eddie ;D’Avrill,, brother. of 
Yola, -D'Avrill, with, a. ‘$day: sus- 
pended » sentence when: hé, appeared 
On. B., gun-toting charge.,. D’Avrill |. 
"was,<arrested atthe home of. -his} 
former wife, Paarl Cooper, actress, 
where he had gone in response | to 
a phone | call. for “help. - 

CHICAGO | 

“Ruggiero Ricci, nine-year ola San 
Franciséo violinist; conquered city’s 
skeptical music followers in his re- 
cital ‘at ‘Orchestra Hall)  Neat- 
capacity” house: raved over the child’s 
\playing. aa 

wast: Night in. Monica," » local: -Shitbert. 
musical flop, closes at the Majestic 
after a poor five weeks, ‘Blue 
Heaven,” Cort production, drops out 
‘at the Garrick after a miserable 
fortnight. “The Queen Was in the 

| Parlor,” with Pauline Frederick, re- 
places. . 

charged with the theft of two rings 
from the sculptor’s studio. 7 _ Fire’ damaged the dancehall ana| ° 

-TLbe Mo-Mart theatre in Brooklyn Sun- | 
”, day: ‘Short circuit. - Tennesee Mitchell Anderson, di- 

vorced wife of Sherwood Anderson, 
novelist, was found: dead Thursday 
‘in her apartment here, —- 

Station WBCM; Bay. City, Mich.. 
added to’ permanent network of Co- 
Jumbia chain... eo gisecvingmene ies nen, sctee ane 

"Mrs, Jack” Kearns is suing for 
a $500 alimony Kearns.is claimed to 
‘have contracted. for in 1924, ‘Kearns 
“denies the lady: ‘is. his: wite, - to ne. TT 

“Whoever - produced “Cracker 
| Jacks” doesn’t _know. the burlesque |....: La Villa Forced Off a 
racket.as it is now. “With a weak | “La Villa Maye, “former “featured —~ 

ony Capizzio, one “of the own-|* ‘+ @iriefen ‘pn Heavy battery of |soub with “Puss Puss,” has recov 
ers of the Circus Cafe, released’ by girls might have ‘set it, but with|ered from an operation but may be 
the police last week after having ,... acyparcinents weak what chatice airider ., 
been held as a suspect ‘in the ‘Clark has the show? ~— torced into retirement for rem 
street massacre. None, if you must know, ‘unless | ht 

some vigorous realignment of ma- Miss. Maye suffered loss of aban 
The lake front ‘between 16th and-|terial and strengthening of prin- through her illness, dropping st 

39th streets has been selected as the | cipals is accomplished immediately. | 126 to 112 and will have to 1 8 
site of the first group of buildings| As iz won’t do,:and the sooner Buster Sanborn has taken over Mis 

for the world’s fair in..1933. Con- | whoever has it ets ow Maye’s assignment. with the wheel 
struction will ‘be ‘started In ‘April. the better. — gets rede. t show. gn 

seteeebecties Following--refusal-of- _the:- Second. 
Avenue theatre management to ad- 

- vertise in a communist paper, six 
‘pergons -were arrested .in-the. thea- 
»tre om charge of causing a dis- 
_ turbarice. 

Jessie Matthews, British actress, 
; ‘publicly ‘admitting indiscretions 
‘\4with Sonnie Hale Munro, husband 

of Evelyn Laye, was admitted to 
‘this country without. protest. by im- 
‘migration authorities, | It was re- 

‘Charge of larceny against Laura 
Teohold, model, nol-prossed’ when 
Stephen Reames, sculptor, failed to. 
press .charges.. Miss. Teobold was 



Wednesday, January. 1, 

~ PALACE 
(St. Vaude) 

1980 

Running along unrestricted Sat- 
urday afternoon this collection was. 

‘TMghtened it "oO. almost too much. 
‘be a customer's holiday. 
Saturday. -_ 

of topnotch vaudeville. 

aa 

- Al Trahan, the battling pianist, is 
foremost ‘among its representatives 

‘Attacking |. 
the box with enough vigor to.make 
it bleed, Trahan makes orgy out of 
Lady. Yukona Cameron's. boisterous 
interpretation of:a -prima- donna in 
the rough. So. much.. in the rough. 
that she necks Trahan ‘with’ ‘the 
tenderness of a clothes ‘wringer ca- 

Mr. Trahan’s ressing a wet. shirt... 
value to the best vaudeville is typi- 
fied by Jack Benny’s employment as 

a gag the announcement that this 
is Trahan’ Ss first appearance at the 
Palace. .- Benny Iater said he enjoyed 
évery hour of Trahan’s act, which is 
simply. the viewpoint of an. m. ¢, 
growing bunions in the wings. | 
“Trahan was fourth. 

between acts, 
master of ceremonies,” 

fas. 

RKO 
(Vaudfilm) 

Los Angeles, Dec, 27. 
Although .vaude is hela down thig 

week the RKO show ‘runs over 
| three hours, as usual,. with’ the 
lengthy picture “Plight” (Col). 

Three acts, with Leavitt and 
| Lockwood’s flash going over 30 min- 
utes. Turn carries nine brass. 
bandsmen, seven girls in line, two 
more girls and a male dancer.. It 
clicks solely on the comedy ’team- 
-work of: Douglas Leavitt and Ruth 
-Lockwood. Their. deaf-mute | skit 
‘and their Garbo-Gilbert burlesque 
make powerful fodder... The girl 
numbers are a dead weight and the 
act is  overmanned, . built up as 

ride home. -. 

-Two Daleys, Australian eccentric |. 
jugglers, open and warm up quickly 
“with the house. going: strong for 
Daley’s music-hall type of chatter. 
Hal Yates and Cooper Lawler ‘fol- 
‘low, nice boys with. piano and song 
routine. that could headline any 
‘YMCA - entertainment. 
Sugary, their roughest . number 
“We're. the Sunday Drivers,” and 
balance verges: toward the classical. 

aa The crowd liked ’em. 
“Benny. was 

eighth, besides saying a word or.two: 
‘Billed as “the cine- 

,he inserted 
several . plugs for his picture. work 
on’ the. coast. Incidentally 
orie- -week vaude return for Benny,: 
as‘he's returning to: Hollywood for. 

For the one] 
week he-has thé regular. skeleton of. 
more klieg klownine.- 

it’s a 

his ‘standard easy-going chatter 
routine, . -pleasantly stuffed with 
newer: sassy sayings’ and gossip. | - 
Benny is. one .of. those. rare light] 
comedians who drift in and out with 
.the. knowledge ‘that what they have 
to say.is furiny but doesn’t really | 

The’ few who have the|. . matter.. . 
‘knack aren’t bothered by. one-night 
jumps. ; 

‘Of some dr awing power. this week 
ig Estelle Taylor, from pictures. To 
mention ‘that’ Mi@s Taylor is a 
knockout in. two revealingly tight 
gowns is just about describing her 
act. Her talk, done with an unbilled. 

ineffectual. male :planist, is the 
‘comeding of: a swell-looking lady 
not. meant to be funny, and her spe- 
‘eial'songs are fair in delivery.. Peo- 
-Ple will like it because Miss Taylor 
is in it. No mention of her husband, 
Jack -Dempsey, Was made in pilling 
or.talk here (New Acts). 

‘The: Great Rolle opened: with..a. 
‘novel all-midget combination of illu-. 
sions and song-and-dance special- 
ties. Rolle is.a debonair Lilliputian,: 
m, cing the clever specialties of his 
cute trio of assistants with bright 
-and easy patter, besides: bulwarking 
the. structure with three illusions—. 
eabinet, 
“floating’’. lady. 

disappearing woman and 
Ralle’s' skill as a 

‘magician rests in the efficiency of 
His props,, but everything is highly. 
entertaining. because of the minia- 
ture performers, 
Second .was- Boyd "Senter, 

clarinetist, who. also plays numerous 
‘other instruments effectively. 
supported by-a dancing fiddler and 

Senter js agreeable in an 
early spot. if- for no other reason 

. than his blazing “St. Louis Blues.” 

The Janette’ Hackett dance act, 
With song. and a 

“progressive Succession of dances it 
tells the story of a girl who chose a 
‘money playboy iristead of a poor but 
sincere lover and comes to tragedy 
in a frenzied dance of death. There 

‘is considerablé.tension, reaching. its 
‘peak when Miss Hackett breaks free 
trom’ her *skull-masked partner and 
topples down a high staircase. 

- pianist. 

third, is ‘a wow. 

jazz 

He ts 

One 
of vaudeville’s best builds may be 
more than glinibsed in this act. Her 
good support includes Jose Shalita, 
dancer} Dan Hurwyn, singer, and 
Wally ‘Davis, who takes a period 
‘before the curtains with nimble ac- 
robatic dancing. 

‘Al Trahan and Miss Taylor fol- 
‘lowed-in suécession., First half was 
closed by .Charles Ruggles, legit | 

“comedian, in a sketch based on his 
-attempts to find out what girl he 
married. during .a 
Previous night. - 

stew ‘party the 
ae. looks like two, 

but turns out to be his nurse, whom 
-he really loved all along. Comedy 
is- primary but ‘nice -as played by 
Ruggles. . ‘Benny announced-Ruggles 
-has ‘an independent .incéme from 
real estate and therefore unworriea 
whether the act is liked .or not; 
Troupe’ includes Anita. Booth,- Ne- 
Ville - Westman, Alyce Johnstone ‘and 
Lester Elliott. 

Stretch, with newer “impressions” 
of H elen Kané, Maurice Chevalier’ 
and the late Jeanne Eagels in a bit 
from “The Letter” :(film). 

Tiety patrons. As in. the 

‘Windup. 
is of Libby Holmah from “The Lit- 
tle Show,” exceptionally hét for va- 

show, 
-there’s a male p. 1. getting hot and 
Vulgar in a dance that can’t ‘be 
even described. <All.of Miss Gould’s 
Iimicry -is concentrated: accuracy. 
Reception... 
flowers, - 

mass ao 2wery- —_- big,---- including. 

Finish of. the long bill was Art 
Landry and-his band,. wih a small 
and sweet version of Helen Kane 
Zoing under the name of. Frances. 
McCoy. | 
Pensive for da closer. Much 
Value was lost inthe spot. - 

Good ‘act ard rather. ex- 
of its 

_ _ One act could be eliminated with- 
Out hurting. The bill is more than 
 . bargain, 

Nicked for $10, 000. 
Palace budget was 

Bang. 

\hot love and drama, “The River" 
.Venita Gould started the second 

Seven minutes: between the vaude 
‘and the picture is handed over to 
the local U. S. Marine. Reserves 
drill: as tieup on Marine. co-opera-: 
tion in. producing “Flight.” Two- 
minute spiel by a Heut, followed by 
‘a squad. inspection and a routine 
of ‘gunhandling. . Not. entertainment, 
‘Besides the feature wére Pathe 

sound. news..and a comedy, “Old 
Bill's: Xmas.” Uneven sound pro-. 
;duetion still marring the. feature, a 

MET, BROOKLYN ~ 
_ (Vaudfilm) , 

Fair. bill, hardly strong enough to 
draw,’ only two out of. the. five. acts 
rating better than pop.’ “Mysterious. 
Island” (Metro) ‘feature. 
Saturday at first -night: show, - but 
‘off later, = 7: 

- Audiencés here have a rep of being 
the most. enthusiastic and. appre: 
‘ciative vaude' viewers this. side of 
the Boston Post Road. Everything 
gets 4 generous hand slam. All ma- 
tured turns on the bill except for 

a nev act. Best bets on bill were 
Benny Davis and Lillian Shaw, : dia» 
‘lectician, character. comedy. per- 
former. «Setup planted practically 
all the .comedy. second and third, 
leaving two musical and dance acts 
on the tail. “Lights and Shadows,” 
closing, is cut from its: original per- 
‘sonnel of 18 people to 10—four men 
-and_ six women—doing. same routine 
_but not, nearly as smooth and hardly. 
as cohésive as bigger ‘act. Ballet of. 
three .girls .was okay, but the: girl’ 

‘cake for performance. 
hand. 
Davis, sohewriter-entertainer, for-. 
merly had a flash revue of 21 people, 
‘Now carries:one male .pianist- and 
two. girl dancers—Ruby. Shore and 
Margie Green. .Dayis is 85% of the 
act and 85% good. Customers qui 
.vived to him with gusto, (New 
Acts.) . ; 

Opener, -Bentell and Gould, man. 
and: woman musicians ‘and: dancers, 
dance well and present good novelty 
act with xylophone and sole dances. 
.Girl's' rope tap socked the house. 
Lillian Shaw had to make curtain 
speech. Knocked ’em out of. seats 
with. her characterizing | and dialect 
monologs. ‘Three numbers — Italian 
housewife, Jewish bride, and the 
bride a year later. All good stuff. 

George. Darmoride and. Partner 
(blonde) occupied the second spot 
-with their cycle polo comedy. Dar- 
monde plays a drunk tramp cyclist: 
His partner is weak. Act looked 
fair, but lammed over here for. more 
laughs than a tickled hyena, 

ACADEMY 
" (Vaudfilm) - 

Seven acts, often better than the 
average in other Fox or opposition 
neighborhoods, and usually good 'pic- 
tures showing for the first time 
‘ground: .14th street, coupled with 
luxuriousness of this pop. vaud- 
filmer, makes the Academy an ideal. 
spot ° for. show-Shoppers .to. spend 
their money most every week, This 

Act got fair 

The new program has so few weak 
spots they are hardly worth notic- 
‘ing, and the picture is that tale of 

(Fox). 
Playing to.a near ly filled house at 

the second show Saturday, the seven. 
yaude. acts got breaks that must 
have warmed their hearts after the 
pre-Christmas slump. Taking -the 
first six minutes of the 91 consumed 
by vaude, the Uyeno Japs opened In. 
slick tumbling and risley which has 

ored drop resembling the Oriental 
art work on tea sets.. Smoothness 

performance by the Uyenos. 
' On second, May Wynn and Buddy, 
recently at the Hippodrome under 
the now defunct stage band policy, 
made the most of eight minutes in 
dance routines, .Clever hoofers, this 
pair, All things going by compari- 
son, Wynn and Buddy's fast act 
and able stenping should place them 
in demand for No. 2 spots anywhere, 
and that includes the Palace. Miss 
Wynn's military tap, given special . 

though’ to ‘give. x ‘Tot of people a 

Opener | is. 

the next-to-closirng niche and man- 

-ballroom number with singing. ac-. 

-Biz good | 

‘act here, all capable... 

-hours flat. 

Benny Davis, next to Closing, with |. 

-out.at this upper east side Keith 

flashes still opening shows and often 

‘wotth's”. (FN). 

member of the adagio trio took :the |- 

week . is. no exception. to the. rule.. 

‘the close. 

for atmospheric effect a highly-col- |’ 

-andlack:~of:—stalling--characterize: 
tious.’ 

“oo . . 

announcement, 
closing, 
surety. 

- Smith ' and ‘Barker, long around 
vaude, followed in an act that clicks 
all the time. ‘This is the unique 
offering in which .a pitchman, spiel- 
ing against marriage, unfolds a Mt- 
tle drama in front of your = eyes, 
talking all the time it goes on, and 
at the last minute, when about to 
‘sell: his ‘books, exhorting against 
connubial’ adventures, himself falls 
with a thud. Act plays 19. minutes 
but hasn’t a dull. moment.. 

Dolly Kay, queen of “ syncopation 
and working on the’ little platform. 
sticking. out over. the pit here, did 
three numbers ‘and walked, refusing 
despite a good-sized hand to ‘do an 
encore or even deign. to take a couple 
bows. 

. Held ‘over “from. Yast ‘week, Duke 
Ellington‘ and his’ Cotton Club: Or- 
chestra of-11, aided and abetted by 
several specialty entertainers from. 
the Hariem night -club, proved the 
biggest hit. of all, doing encore be- 
cause of repeated. demand. Could 
have .done two, after - ‘playing “St. 

and. the double, 
sent this” act over with 

Louis Blues” hot as hot can be, but 
| time apparently didn’t permit. . 

Norton and Haley (New Acts). got 

aged to survive it rather satisfac-. 
torily, a few_nip gags helping. In a 
nicely staged and mounted revue 
offering, Virginia. Rucker and Co. 
brought -the’seven-acter toa fitting. 
finish but could have heightened the 
effect by. cutting the 16 minutes a 
little, - Routining, due. to length, is’ 
too: conventional ° ‘in: some: respects,. 
with the. male team reappearing 
twice early in the act to do: har-|* 
‘mony numbers. ‘If 16 minutes must 
be done, there seems. to. be: plenty. 

| material. here to consunie that. time. 
Miss. Rucker could:do .more in’ the 
act than she does ‘if ghe: cared to. 
A very attractive young - dancer, 
she appears early in a nicely done 

companying and later in a toe spe-- 
clalty. Reversal of spotting of both 
numbers should be. beneficial to the 
act. Five people supporting head of: 

Fox-Movietone. ‘News on screen 
besides feature, Show = men oar | 

” var, - 

“86TH | STREET 
(Vaudfilm) 

entertainment. as has been ladled 

house. The usual five acts, with 

one of the’ best. acts in the Jayout. 
Screen -had “The Girl from Wool-. 

Holiday: shopping over * and’ ‘Santa. 
Claus .something of the past, the 
86th Street had. its lower floor near- 
ly: filled at the first show Saturday 
afternoon. Apparently. in better. 
spirits ‘than’ recently, the. audience 
actually encouraged the actors when 
they did anything worth -while, - oe 

Lane, Osborne: and Chicco,.a four- 
people musical and .dance. offering, 
beautifully staged, were on ‘first, and 
‘found the early spot and early hour, 
not against them, their efforts reap-- 
ing the deserved .rrewards. Lane 
ani Osborne, who.sometime ago. did 
an act-alone, but areenow- backed by 
‘planists who.double for harp num- 
bers, are’ unusually adept dancers. 
Their toy soldier number toward the 
‘finish rates strongest ‘and is:one of 
the best ‘specialties of its kind ever 
seen, 
Paul ‘Sydell and Spotty, a an animal 

abt without a word from Sydell or 
eyen a bark from his Nttle terriers, 
held the deuce spot nicely. This is 
one of the ¢lassfest’little dog acts in 
the business. A remarkable feature. 
of the turn is its smoothness. and 
‘the uricommon .alacrity. with which 
Spotty does his stuff without any. 
apparent cueing. * ’ 

Bill Farrell's skit, “Back Home.” 
Four-péople offering, which takes: 
argumentative hubby and wife into 
the former’s home, where. pa and ma 
also do a little expostulating now 
and then. The.old' man does old- 
time song and dance numbers, clogs, 
etc., while mother tries her’ hand. at 
‘a song, most of this stuff being pal- 
atable entertainment but not of the 
best. Scoring best and outstanding. 
are Bill Farrell's eccentric dance 
and the clog double he and pa do for’ 

Some of the comedy ma- 
terial and clowning on Farrell’s part 
.@arlier in the act are atlly and. al- 
most laughiess. . 

Sylvia Clark, ‘Interesting little 
comedienne long in: vaude, was in: 
next to closing. Same act she has 
done for some time, but now billed 
for the sake of timeliness as “100% 
Talkie.” 

Closing, Att Landry and his Vic- 
tor Recording Orchestra of 11 men, 
doubling from the’ Palace, discov- 
-ered=-the~going--particularly—-propl-- 

They liked: Landry and his 
act heaps here, with as big applause 

act on the bill. Generous amount 
of comedy and novelties in the offer- 
ing takes it out of the regular band 
rating, only one number,. and that 
opening, being played straight. 

Pathe Sound ‘News, a _ special 
Christmas trailer, organ number by 
Jim Thomas and orchestra overture 
the rest of the show. Char, 

Satisfying. bill‘.with fair vaude- 
show:-and pictures, but not ds strong. 

. Center. of the bill, brought addi- 
tional dancing and some comedy in 

returns collected as by any. other. 

VAUDE HOUSE REVIEWS 

(St. Vaude) . 

A ‘good show at the Riverside but 
none too ostentatious. for its swan |. 
song week as a big timer. 

RIVERSIDE 

House. 
goes. three-a-day. next week. 
‘George Jessel, back ‘from the 

chirping tintypes, is here for the 
week as topliner through courtesy 
of John Golden. | Jessel's valde ex- 
cursion is for this week only, after 
which he begins rehearsals of his: 
new ‘legit “P..S... He Got tke Job,”. 
which Golden will produce. - 
copped: ‘the show all the way. 

Winslow. Four, three men and girl, 
pacemade with a skatorial.act which: 
had two. of the men doing the clown 
stuff -on rollers and the mixed team 
contrasting with ‘legitimate and 
fancy ‘stuff.. Combo. blended neatly. 
and put. it ‘over. 

tions. 
‘Colleano Family, featuring - Mau- | 

‘Mitchell Brothers, 
two boys with. banjos;. followed and. 
whooped. ‘things ‘up with. some good. 
harmony ‘singing. and. banjo ‘selec-. 

rice Colleano; also satisfied-in a big 
way .with. a mixturé of acrobatics 
and ‘dancfng. Maurice Colleano’s 
acrobatic dancing. was standout, ag 
‘usual, although. his trio. of: sisters 
gave ‘plenty. good account of. them- 
selves; especially thé one contrib- 
uting’ the acrobatic oriental. Good 
act all the way through, Plenty of. 
diversity and speed. put It: over for 
merited returns. . 
Howard | and: Newton, - femmes, 

‘were okay in next niche with com- 
‘edy gab and songs. 

disappointed’. bridal” 
‘packed’ most, ‘aughs, ° oye 

“Kitchen Pirates” - proved ah ‘ate 
tractive - production buildup for an’ 

‘The “Wedding 
‘Bells” number. which’ both gals as |: 

candidates ; 

adagio foursome that went across 
big and neared show stopper, «The 
act, produced -by: Myer Golden, fea- 
tures: Pegey and Gary, ‘with ‘Warner 
and. Lawrence supporting. | The 
‘dance {s. handled as cat and mouse 
‘affair in an attractive kitchen set. 
Peggy,'as the mouse, is trapped by. 
the three. in cat costumes and tossed’ 
all over’ the place in.the ensuing 
adagio. . 

edy,.. 
diminutive. Miss ‘Wiliams’ 

other divisions of the. act.. 
‘George Jessel, 

“At the Telephone,” 
ing sentimental—real . 
everything—in 
day.” 

“Pages ~ of 

booked by -his broker. : 

The girl contributes some. 
corking work both in..postures and 
bends, and- easily cops: honors of the 

The 
buffoon- 

'.lery. kept them. in roars throughout, 
with Delaney. also. sharing in. the. 

' next. to- shut, 
grabbed the show from walk-on with 
@ breezy monologue - interpolating 

‘and Jater. wax- 
‘tears. and 

Yester- 
He rolled them. with his first 

crack about being cleaned in Wall 
Street and-that this date had been [ 

He: said he. 
had- a lot of inside: gab. on Holly- 

got -his -next. check. | 
‘wood that ‘he couldn’t spill. until he 

A ballad . for-|‘ 
getaway after.a.couple of previous 
vocala spacing -the gab -set Jessel | 
pretty..as hit of the ‘show . with a]. 
-eall back for a -bow-oiff ‘speech. ; 

. Van. Loane and Veronica,-: mixed, | 
closed with sand pictures‘and yoeal-. 
izing, - 

sung. 

HAMILTON 
(Vaudfilm) 

Miss Veronica handled the 
numbers, with: her: partner. creating | 
the,.sand pictures, colored, on Huge 
frames to typify numbers being 

Novel and: got over. _ 
‘Biz light Saturday afternoon. 

dba. 

- 

Scores of youths in for the Sat- 
urday afternoon show to turn loose 
the - unmistakable. 
Bronx cheer. 
rather feeble,’ 
turned on full force. 

from. the stage. 

and couyageously finished. 
‘to efiffhusiastic applause. ~-- 

Youngster’ of ‘today’ .doesn’t care 
-two whoops ‘for -vocal solos, from 

and explosive 
-At times they were. 
but at others were 

Show finally 
got through with only one calldown. 

This from. Lillian. 
‘Morton, who knew her stage onions 

her act 

‘the Jadies, no: matter how good they 
are or how much they spent on 
the ‘voice ‘training. Vaude . called. 
for much house darkening and toss- 
ing of spots. to’ the stage, which 
gave-. the” ‘under-cover razzers - a 
chance to pull their stuff. 

Gave show a: dandy start. 
ia a hard-working boy, dances well 
‘and tosses in enough acrobatics to 

The little femme enliven his score. 
partner is a corking tapper and 
one who: does that- sort of stepping. 
gracefully and skillfully. Dorothy. 
Douglas and Johnny Wright Co.. 
were made to: order for the juvs, 
Prop Spark Plug horse put some 
low comedy into the show, Wright 
and. his assistant: doing. the -hoss 
do some nifty team work. 

Paul Mohr and Co. (New Acts) 
pleasing in a way. . Lillian Morton 
igs a talented single whose rum- 

sick Arab’ ko. 
stairs, 
large-sized hit. 

dogs. <A youtine along. 

a staridout. 
On the: screen 

Woolworth’s” (FN). 

aly 

ers... run..Jargely...to. comedy,..with.. 
that characterization of the sea- 

Razzing from up- 
but downstairs she was a 

-In the closing spot was Mechan’s: 
familar 

lines, with the leaping greyhounds 

“The Girl From 
Biz immense, 

with standees around 4 p.m. 
Bark. 

with ‘Emmett 

J essel 

‘the first show. 
the steps, and working fast all the 
‘way through, sticking almost. entire- 

‘Palaces, 

VARIETY 99 

PALACE 
(St. Vaude) 

Chicago, Dec, 28., 
Real. vaude of all around enter- 

tainment playing to exceptional | 
business. . 

Five acts stopped the show: Wal- . 
ter Wahl, the comic handbalancer, 

Oldfield,.: riding the . 
No. 2. spot in kingly - ‘fashion; Bilt’ 
Robinson, . held over from the pre- 
vious. week; Nellie and Sara Kouns, | 
the singing . ‘sisters; ° Ledova, - and 
Chick Sale. 

Sale was the ‘main attraction and 
in: ‘next... to closing: ‘whooped: it up 
‘merrily..Doubtless the backyard au-. 
thor was . partly. responsible for the 
brisk trade... 

Paulo-Paquita. ‘ana: Chikita, danc~ 
ng and song trio, after an unsteady. . 
start by the dancing team caught 
with a Mexican’ song by. the pian- - 
iste and rolled. up speed with their. . 
fast castanet finish. : ’ 
Wahl and Oldfield, following: with 

eight.. minutes: of. hand-to-hand . 
strugeling in attempts at acrobatics,: .. 
found such favor with the eccentric © 
flavor of their’ ‘work ‘ they- were - 
‘piled for a four-minute . encore, - 
rounded to a topping. finish with two. 
‘straight lifts. 

. For this house the: dancing’. bite 
‘by Sonny Jarvis interposed in the 
crossfire of the skit, “Elevated Love” 
with Jarvis and Hatrison,.the. boy's: . 

‘|parents, gave welght.to.something 
just passing. above the. ayerage. 
Kid's impersonations of various tap- 
dancers: went: exceptionally. well. 

“BI Robinson; having won a -mo- --- 
ral‘ victory over, racketéers: trying. 
to shake. him .down, was - elation ~ 
personified when’ he stepped out for 

A new: routine. on 

ly to. legwork, Robinson : spilled . 
them, By way .of innovation. he 
‘worked a..double dance with: Fred. 
Cone, the Palace prop, boy, on the. 
steps; Fred,.all pride, showed Rob- - : 
{nson is a good teacher. . 
-Vlosing before intermission the 

Kouns sisters; with: dignity‘ in their 
manner and renditions, were:a cinch. 
with their classical program. of 

ac. {songs, using splendid - arrangement: 

“Williams. and Delaney followed 
: and tickled ‘aplenty with nut com-. 

singing: and- dancing. 

of “I Kiss: Your: Hand. Madame” to < 
clinch. ; Not having appeared. here | 
in over a. year,. these ‘two favorites | 
Were accorééd 4 great reception, - 
_ Happily ‘for ‘this ‘good. bill, ‘the: ~ 
late section had. plenty of quality, 
After any number of slides plugging 
future Palace acts, Ledova sent the 
show back to high tide, .Her opens . 
ing adagio with Ivan Luttman, set 
a normal pace. that.grew with two —. 
nicely timed spirituals. by. the. cole. 
ored chorus of: six men ‘and ‘two 
girls, . winding ‘up- in: that...bizarre | 
blues finish and holding the house: 
firmly. Ledova all the way:through, 

Chick ‘Sale -niftied. the. matinee’ 
audience with his: enaétment. of a 
either club mass meeting; .- . 
Mijares, the wire ® walker, was not 

caus. ht, Loy - LOR. _ 

ALBEE, BKLYN.. 
-(Vaudfilm) | ; 

Tea - Lewis and william Boyd. for. . 
the ‘*Albee’s: canopy, Lewis .on’ the’ - 
stage with. his.. high-priced, band 
and . Boyd . screened as star. - of. 
Pathe’s “His First - Command." | 

| Build-up for Boyd.in Brooklyn and” 
the Lewis. draw over. the bridge © 

:-|gives the house-something_ to work 
on besides something to sell New: ° 
Year's Eve... 
Leading up to, Lewis. on the stage” 

is a four-act ‘bill of standards,:none- 
unfamiliar, the bookers not, chance. 
ing a*bloomer in this holiday week. - 
From Felovis, opening, to Sol Gould, .- 
next to. shut, things run. smaothly . 
and produce ‘entertainment, but all. 
the while it’s'a question of how long 
before Lewis gets on. A*good. Sat- - 
urday matinee house knew what it. 
wanted.,. 

Felovis juggles the: pill. and stick 
-with great finesse, though much -of., - 
hig bill opening. success.rests with 
his manner of selling. -As a saleg- 
man. of anti-gravity stunting,’ Fe-- 
lovis, with Rastelli and Serge Flash, 
completes'.a triumvirate of. Con- 
tinental. jugglers who have made 
good. over here. All are capable of 
‘spotting late on a.=straight. vaude : 
bill. .-And all are jugglers who. just 

Jack Hunter‘and Monty. ‘opened: {Juggle and. don’t talk, 
Hunter | 

Dixie..Four, deucing and later 
stepping into Lewis's act, probably. 
going. with Lewis . bookings: |. By’ 
themselves, No, °2,. without an at-. 
tempt’ that early to reveal-their aft- . 
fillation, the four colored men-make. - 
good with. song material that’s. 
standard for their sort of turn. until 
dancing off. es 

The Cansinos in their new fla. sh, . 
tightened up now and looking bet- | 
tery, were full stage: mid-spotters, . 
providing the: show ‘with Its first 
dash of: flash and .its first woman. . 
Bill gets its’ comedy almost as late 
as its’ women, for nothing funny 
until. the semi-finalist, Sol Gould, 
-Newness~ of “anything “in-the-laugh =~ 
line on this bill. gave Gould an edge 
at his entrance. . The first line in- 
dialect (Hehe) was. very. much wel-' 
comed. by . the audience and :ap- 
peared to them to sound as funny: 
as: anything that followed. © Gould: 
looks a lot better at Albees than at’ 

But. he should ish kabish* 
—there’s only one Palace. — ; 
Lewis was: a solid half- hour 

(Continued on page 40) 
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Co. (1) 

| 

Estelle TAYLOR and 
“Theme Songs” 
Songs and Talk ; 
20 Mins.; Three (Special) 
Palace (St. V.) . 

Another in the almost unbroken 
line_of film players passing in. and 
out of vaude. Estelle Taylor's act 
is not good, but it has the value 
of her name as a draw.and her ap- 
pearance as an alibi. CO 
An unbilled pianist has the bur- 

den of~talk in addition to his ac-. 
companiments for Miss . Taylor's 
quartet of .songs. Act is. titled. 
“Theme Songs’ and is credited to 
Jack Frost, , te, 
With lines calling for lightly non-' 

sensical playing, Miss Taylor is not 
in her element, and the, comedy: 
must be rated a flop... Her pianist: 
starts constructing a scenario vo- 
cally, Miss Taylor appearing when 
he mentions the star. With the plot 
set they start angling for. a theme. 
song, and Miss Taylor goes into het’: 
numbers. Singing voice is just 
fair; numbers either new: or. -spe- 
clals. | yo, 

Pianist has one comedy. lyric, 
based on the recently prevalent gag 
of “See, hear and feel Clara ‘Bow. 

-for 26 cents.”..Enlarged ‘upon, it, 
.is repetitious and of questionable 
taste. a 

- With’ little worthwhile material 
to help her,. Miss Taylor still. 
achievés recognition on her appear-~ 
ance and personality. Two tight 
and therefore’. doubly. attractive 
gowns show her figure. 
A box office act on its name. 

ue ; . Bang. 

Komarova, Grekine and Skibine 
Dancers 
13 Mina.; Three 
Empire, Paris . 

- Paris, Dec. 18. ,. 
This trio, two men and’a woman, 

dropped out of ‘Mistinguett’s “Paris- 
Miss” revue the day after its open- 
ing, At the Empire, this: unusual | 

; piterp trio discloses an ‘opening num- 
-'-"bep that’s hooey, but a corking. nov- 

elty finale (second) presentation 
that would earn for them a picture: 

’ Rouse rating in the States. .: - 
‘It's a good film house act, -the 

giant ball making a good flash, and 
-“ would dovetail ‘nicely 
Egyptian type. of presentation. 
Their work is different if not esne- 
cially sensational. ° Abel. 

Benny DAVIS (3) 
Song, Piano and Dances 
14 Mins.; ‘One | 
Met., Brooklyn (V-P) 

-Good entertainment for anywhere. 

Davis, songwriter-entertainer,. for- 
‘merly toured with a .surrounding 
flash revue of 21 people. This time 
only three; ‘male pianist, Ruby 
Shore and Margie Green. _ Latter 
two are girl dancers. — Co 
Of the five- numbers in act Davis 

does three. Miss Shore’s was & song. 
and dance. Only fair taprand voice, 
too imitative of other girls and not [- 

Miss Green does as good as any. 
Both: are acro high kicking well. 

good to look at. 
Davis, however, 

His biggest number ia the final 
where he tunes in a medley of the 
songs he has written, all remem- 
bered hits. 

Played next to closing on five-act 
bill, going over with crash and 
cymbals at this please-easy. . 

cops all glory. 

Paul MOHR and Co. (5) 
M. C. Revuette . 
20 Mins.; One and Full Stage 
Hamilton (V-P) . 

Idea, not new, is rather pleasing 
in entirety, but draggy and spotty 
in routining. Mohr not at best, due 
to a cold. He is one of those cor- 

pulent, breezy singing comics -who 
kid one minute and. break into. 
song the nest. Four girls, one who’ 
has a nice voice (Mona Lista) and 
another who specializes. in. acro-. 
batic dancing, exchanged dialog 

_ with Mohr, who first appears a3 a 
/ plumber. He has on one of those. 

-'>* tug reveals him more convention- 
’ . ally’attired. Herb Crawford is with 

the act as pianist. ee 
Apparent try to get. away from 

the bench acts yet the turn as a 
whole doesn’t pack as much. punch 
as expected. Mohr is a pleasing 
worker. For the finale he comes on 
as a dame in the: bustle and long 
skirt of other days; with the girls 
as boys, rounding out a fairly ef- 

Efective burlesque. © -. Mark, | 

Songs and Dances. . . 

. done while Jumping rope. . 
ra Poor framing and routining. 

W ACTS 

And his pantomime,’ seeming even 

‘Lincoln Sq. (V-P) 

playing atthe same time, and, for 

into any| 

‘With Georgie Taylor 
Skit" co 

Academy. (V-P) . 

f° trick outfits which. with -a: single |. 

\ apts. . 

and offices, 

| Policy, alte 

REVIEWS 
ALBEE, B’KLYN 
(Continued from page 39) 

‘mash at the far end. No walkers 
this week. The maestro should be 

pretty sure of the music's effective- 

ness. by this time, but he's ‘still 

1 making certain by asking them 

- loften whether everybody's happy: 

‘| Almost as synonymous. with, Lewis 

now as the “St,. Louis’ Blues.”” If 

anyone ever yells ‘‘No!” «will. the 

tragedian of jazzists have an an~ 

swer? ; : Bige. 

Chester CONKLIN (1); 
“The Laplander” (Sketch) | 
-40 Mins.; Three 
Sist St. (V-P) . a 

” Sereen ‘players. are. common In 
vaude’ these days and. there'll . be 
more tq, follow, but ‘where some 
muffed Conklin will succeed, be-. 
cause he does: the one thing that’s 
taboo in. films today “but. okay in|. 
vaude. -He keeps his mouth. shut.| ~~ HIPPODROME. 

. (Vaudfilm) 
The: big Hip -didn’t look so 

Saturday night, with its- forest of 

seats pretty well: populated. ‘If every 

night were Saturday. R-K-O would 
be taking it big. But.there are other 

nights and days and with different 

~ ‘Well balanced: variety bill of slx 
regulation turns turned. out satis- 
factory entertainment to ‘the Sixth 
avenue fun traders... Five Danubes 
Jed off, presenting a.good all-around 
trampoline routine, with excellent 
Jhand-to-hand catches and - perch 
work. Four men and a girl, all. do- 

more accentuated on-:the stage than} 
in pictures, will put: him over any~- 
_where.. oy es : 
“ Act’s only fault: lies with -lady 

partner... She’s good looking, but her 
scostume’s all wrong. and her act- 
“Ing’a ineffective, Shedding that 
-Eskimo negligee for lighter covering. 
would help, = 7 ae 
~ Al Boasberg wrote the piece.and 
Eddie Sobel staged it. Idea is of 
actress explaining her new. part to 
party over phone, when Conklin as: 
‘porter enters apartment and. half- 
-wittingly assumes the obligations of 
the young woman's concentrated 
‘thinking. Obeying her in rehearsal. 
provides ‘opportunity for continu-. 
ous laughs. He.bowed off-here' to a 
‘big hand and:a curtain speech as 
closer on a five-act bill; -, ; 

— 

showmanship, . . ne . 
_ Deucing is-usually tough, but the 
Lathrop Bros. have: leng since 

‘|stopped being .afraid. ..For team 
‘hoofing on the neat and natty order 

| these boys are there,. Denis.Chabot, 
‘first caught about. a. year or. so ago 

‘to crash the big game is:speed and. 

Sam HEARN. ; 
Monolog and Music 
12 Mins.; One 

Returning to vaude after.a two} 

years’ absence,-Sam Hearn, hick 
comedian-violinist, earns .next-to- 
closing position for ‘himself in the’ 
neighborhoods... His act is strength- 
ened both in talk and musical novel- 
tizs uncorked. © © 0°" Fo, 
Hearn’s chatter; opening, is par- 

ticularly surefire material*and such 
that it should’ register in all neigh-— 
pborhoods; regardless of rating. Mon-: 
olog, centers around mén,. women, 
politics, ete., and embraces ‘cracks 
of. the: pseudo-suggestive kind that, 
though. a little risque, are inoffensive . 
as sold. Comedy song, violin solo 
straight, imitation of two violins: 

‘gesture, inasmuch as Chabot*is. the 
whole. act, Aside from. wearing 
‘shorts nicely, Miss Tortini. would 
make a nice model somewhere... And 

Herb. Williams and stick to his own 
with. the fiddlé and: plano, both of 
which instruments he knows. 

current contribution.to vaude, made 
a snappy showing-here and went like 
‘aton of bricks with the audience. 
They particularly liked the opening 
and closing flashes, both expertly 
handled by an adagio trio. With 
these: two.sections out the rest is 
not so hot. -. - 

It remained for Moss and Frye, 
-‘|the’ vet colored.team, to. pull the 
jonly -“show stopping” gag. They 
did. it, and without using “How high 
ia up?” Other puns were as ‘old as 
‘the proverbial hills. oO 

Lieut. Gitz-Rice, with his quintet 
of Canadian mounties, made it a 
vocal fare-thee-well: _ 
still very. much composed at ‘the 
piano and perniits' his singers ‘to 
strut their stuff for all they want. . 
‘On the screen Pathe had a sound 

timeliness, an impression of a bur- 
glar-and-vampire scene. with. sound 
‘effects, are all good vaudeville. 

; OT . -Char. . 

“GOING STRAIGHT” (3), 
a 

18 Mins.: One and three (Special) . 
‘Lincoin Sq. (V-P) 

This act; similar. to one done sev- 
eral yéars ago under the same bill- 
ding, is no. world-beater, but in vaud- 
films of the Lincoln Square brand 
passes muster, — 7 e : 3 . 

Georgie Taylor, featured, with edy, Se Nicht a Harry Eneryenend Fea. 

man, and woman assistants san) ture, “Dance Hall” (Radio), Span 
billing, is a wise-cracking yegg who | oo ee . 

with his pal is hot for a bank rob-. a 
‘bery in Sapville...But through in-. 
tervention and 8s. a. of the town’s |. 
“‘Joca] heart-breaker, he decides to go 
straight. re So 

Séveral songs are interwoven into 
the story, but Taylor takes no part 
in the singing His supporting duo 
carry the musical. end fairly well. 
Opening song single by the girl 
wouldn't be missed. 

Third here on a five-act bilL 
. Char. 

(Vaudfilm) 
A hitherto unsuspected advantage 

of R-K-O's contest to .select. the 
best imitator of Helen Kane at the 
58th St. Saturday afternoon. 

’ With the headlined Miss Kané ill 
and unable to appear, the manage- 

\test winner. Her name might be 
spelled Mary Pasquale, and she looks 
‘and sings so much like the original 

Six VICTORIAS 
Cycles. _ le ductory announcement and: paid no 
.7.Mins,; Full ‘aud attention to signs outside audibly 

accepted her as Miss Kane, In more 
ways than one Miss Pasquale isn't 
Miss Kane, but consider the possi- 
bilities unfolded. — ot ; 

Minus a real headliner, the vaude 
naturally floundered a bit Saturday. 
Buck and Bubbles were emergency- 
booked for. next-to-closing and held 

Four men. and two girls in a bike 
act able. to hold the opening spot 
anywhere, but best suited to the. 
intermediates. Possibly isn’t a new 
act, but not catalogued. 

One man works comedy, disguis- 
ing. ability with typical hoke. The 
other handles the outstanding tricks. 
Girls are used in. formation,maneu- 
vers and. build-ups. sows. 

Distinct variation from regular 
bike stuff is the act’s. forte—doubling 
in brass. ‘They deliver one military 
number while riding in formation, 
and their finish is.a trumpet chorus 
with all on one bike, Bang. 

very recently... Four Diamonds, 
third, family dance act, consisting of 
two boys, man and. girl, maintained 
‘the quality needed In third position. 

George Beatty had ‘no luck with 
chatter in No. 2, but guaranteed his 

|fake violin solo. Rose Kress Trio, 
|two girls. and a man on. skates, 
closed with graceful ‘dance and whirl 
routines. Top-notcher among skate 
acts. Opener was Cadette Sextet, 
Saxophone group in military outfits 
and formations,. .Liked.. Feature, 

Beaver ‘Falls, Pa—$600,000, ‘7th ave- 
-nue.- Owner, Archie’ Fineman, Pitts- “Girl from Woolworth’s” (F. ®. , 
‘burgh. Architect, M, J. De ‘Angelis.| Average gpo0d business. Sang. 
Policy not given... 7 oe —_—_—. ; 
 Cortinnd, N. ¥.—(M. P.) $160,000. Also: 
stores and offices. Owner, Schine Chain 
Corp.. Architect, V. A. Rigaumont. - 
- Ebensburg, Pa.—(M. P.) Center street. 
Owner, Rivoll Corp.,. Cresson, Pa. <Archi- 
tects, Lake & Davidson, Pittsburgh, 

City,’ Ia.—-(University) Owner, 
Architects, Boyd & Moore. 

0.—Site and architect not se- 
Policy not given, Owner, J. C. 

Patterson. ” oe : 
Marcelline, Mo.—(M. P.) $40,000. Also 

a Owner, A. B. Cantwell. Private 
ans. ; . . 

==: Monroe..«-Wis..—-(alt.)..__ Main... atreete. 
Ownér, Monroe Theatre.Co, Architects, 
Balch &- Lippert. . ue 

Syracuse, N. Y.—$400,000,. Also stores. 

STATE LAKE 
. (Vaudfilm): _ 

te oO Chicago, Dec. 28. 
.. Those who entered this: theatre 

get out until 3 in- the afternoon, 

sistently. entertaining bills ever 
spotted here.. People were lined up 

the first show. 

2308 James street near Old| the boy violinist, failed to make the 
City Line. Owner, De Witt Development | first show, . v. : , as hig train from Nash- 
Cl ome tect J, Mt, PoAngells. owner, | Ville was late, but nobody noticed 
company forming, care. C.: W.. Delbel. hig absence... Outstanding on the 

and architect not disclosed. | bill 
Fiends,” 

NEW ACTS. 
Harry Delmar, revue with Jimmy 

Tyrell and Ruth Goodwin featured. 

which runs. 80 minutes 
and hasn't a dull spot.. 

and 12 femmes, including. a nine- 
piece band. No attempt at unit 
work; each act does its specialty 

| hand-to-hand men. ( 

full for the Honey Girls band, for @ 
fair instrumental number with song 
-and | dance _interpolationg by .a 

. big. 

ing something, but ‘what they lack. 

around: New, York, is. now -giving.|- 
equal billing’ to his partner, Nonette |. 
Tortini.. .Rather a: magnanimous. 

Chabot should forget Al Trahan and. 

“*“Devils _Circus,”. Meyer .Golden's. Fleeson, using & new 

Composer is}' 

ment put in a rush call for the con-: 

that those who missed the intro-. 

it. The colored boys have been here 

exit with a drunken sailor bit and. 

‘|ing. 
‘| better results, . 

‘when .it. opened at 11 A.-M. didn't, 

after havirig seen one of most con-. 

£..|.outside.in..the..rain,.at.the.close..of: 

. One’ headline. act, Broadus: Erle. 

was a-unit~ labelled “Golf: 

.| at f Carries 10. 
men, Including two colored hoofers, 

No chorus routines. finale. ; 
standard acts, out- : Unit contains - 

. standing being Rudell and Dunigan, 

and the golfer, Raymond Wilbert. 

Uses special sets all the way, each 

act carrying its own drop. - 
‘with station scene, as 
for Dixon and Dixon tumblers and 

couplesof the gals... Raymond Wil- 

comedy, 
times, especially the stage -ptuff. © 

-| “Cole *Bros., colored, showed some. 
nice precision hoofing and fair 
-yodeling. Rude}l and Dunigan went 
over big, especially: on -Miss..Ru-. 
‘dell’s drunk clowning. . Closing: was 
‘nite. club ‘set, with performers of- 
‘fering impersonations. ‘of - picture 
names, serious and comic, 

The Mounters, tumblers and hand | W 
' a|on bill. balancerg’ working" on a pyrami 

‘stairway .of tables and. chairs 

-stuff;, and .shows no - conflict, 

‘was ‘late and the No. 3. act, Clayton 
and: Leonard took the spot. “Two 
‘boys, formerly Clayton and. Lennie, 
got. over. nic ; 
.tough ‘spot, with the American- 
-English. crossfire: 9. | 

“First Command”: (Pathe), 
ture. ; oop. 

~ (Vaudfilm) 
bill for this house, the second in suc- 

‘of entertainment, and all. over big. 

might have been better arranged had 
Rooney,. Bent. and Rooney 3d ‘closed 

spotted: third. However, Neville 

Shipman, 

over with a resounding bang. 
. Saturday afternoons here are Still 

| a bit off in. attendance and not what 
they should be, according to. the 
consistent good entertainment sup- 
plied. A’ Jap risley .quintet, billed 
as the Kanazawa. Trio,. started the 
works ‘with. a series of fast diversi- 
fied acrdébatics, Most .of the.time is 
spent by two of the orientals doing 
a leg to body balance and series of 
twists and catches, Later. two more 
boys join them-for a simultaneous’ 
delivery of the same routine, though 
a bit modified. - ee 

Stanley, still doing his audience act, 
a bit ‘different, with .the assfstance 
of Julia and Anna, Keller, two. good- 
looking femmes. - Stanleys has 
changed his audience routine ‘to 
‘make Anna Keller his argymentative 

| girl friend. Both gals were oke as- 
sistants and with :the natural pan 

‘land experienced manner of Stan the 
turn was a: constant laugh. 

Then the Pat Rooney family with | 
its. miniature revue, including the. 
Keating ‘Twins, Collette and Leslie 
May, and:Shapiro and Shefter at the. 
ivories. The elder. Rooney and his 
wife, Marion Bent, earned and re-. 
ceived a big hand .for everything: 
‘done. Rooney's fast dance . shows 
he’s still as good on his pins as ever. 
The awaited. “Daughter of Rosie 

1O’Grady” routine was used for the. |.. 
closing number, first by. Rooney, 2d, 
then joined by the 3d and finally 
with Marion Bent to complete the 
family affair, oo - «= ° :. 

Neville Fleeson and -Helen Ship- 
man doing “Song Photos,” rounded 
out the bill with home-made recita- 
tions and songs, mixed with. some 
released stuff. —- . 
' First National's “Girl from Wool- 
worth’s” feature. Pathe Sound News. 

7 (Vaudiim) 7 

Holidays, with the ‘schools closed, 
mean a@ windfall for the neighbor- 
hoods and the Audubon got plenty 
of the juv trade tast Saturday. 
Weather wasn’t so good fér- the: 
neighborhood turnout but the kids 
‘didn’t séem-to mind.. 0 00.0 

Campus :Collegians opened. Not 
much talent. here and: the act for: 
the. -most. part seemed ..slung to- 
gether. The closing section is: the 
strongest and scores on its danc- 

Act could stand reshaping for 
) ‘Michel is a youth-. 

ful xylophonist.. He varies his: sc- 
lections and peps into each, which 
adds to their effectiveness, By way 

{of adding a little feminine color, he: 
-{introduceg his sister who toes a tap 

to his musical accompaniment, 
_. Roger Imhof and- his veteran 
farcical skit held attention and 

speaks volumes for the old comedy 
standby. Jans and Whalen step- 

into a knot,. Teamworkers who pile 
up.one laugh after another, 
"With the Imhof ana Jans and 
Whalen _ combinations slamming 
over standard vaude comedy, the 
five-act show wag_sent over nicely, 
with Chinese Show Boat closing. 
A pleasing act. And with one of 
the few Chinese women who can 
sing in keeping with American 
standards, namely, Jue Lue Tai.s - 

- On -the. screen Movietone News 
and Fox’s “The River.” Mark. 

with all hands on deck for the/ 

Opens 
background 

Move back to 

| bert next, and managed some nice 
trick .golf..bits interwoven with 

- @omedy falls down -at 

opened the bill: Act is of a different : 
type from the Dixon and Dixon 

Broadus Erle booked to follow, but 

ely considering ~ the. 

81ST STREET 

Chalk up another. great. ‘four-act |" 

cession. Each act:.a different type | 

Since there were ‘but four .acts it’ 

ag programed, . instead of . ~eing | 

patrner, Helen. 
in, did -right nobly with the. 

final spot, and the whole bill went 

Deuce ‘was well filled by ‘Stan 

‘|comber and native girl. 

drew a line of laughs which be- 

ped. into..“‘one”’ and_tied.the show. 

Wednesday, January 1, 1930 
————L— 

ee 

(Vaudfilm) 
Weak vaude menu here the firgt 

‘half, with majority of the tums’ 
familiars labeled fair to middlin’ 
Metro’s “Untamed” probably respon: 
sible for good house at the supper 
show. Other film fare was Hearst 
Metrotone News and silent Interna. 
tonal News. _ Gt Se 

ob and. Lucy Gillette, balancars 
and jugglers, was ordinary opening 
turn. Miss Gillette carries. the whole | 
act with juggling of plates, chairs,.. - 
ete, and balancing various prop ob. - 
jects around the stage. Bob Gillette _ 
as comedy. waiter talkes small hand’. 
at juggling and:tries to hand out | 
laughs. =: eo , 
--'Jack -Housh, pleasing tenor as. 
sisted by femme pianist, was liked; -- 
‘Housh. sings ballads, old and-ney, | 
and closes with -Kipling's “Manda-. 

 Ventriloquial turn, Ketch -and: 
Wilma, next and: most entertaining’ 

Frank Ketch . showed’ g 
voice and an.ability for neat. plac;.- 
ing. Miss Wilma is foil for repartee 
‘with the dummy..Quite a few laughs... 
in the turn, and the deft handling. 
of the dummy pleased: > 2 = |: 

_ Low -comedy. knockabout turn, _ 
Hibbitt and Hartman, filled in next: . 
and couldn’t get.a better audience 
for their type of work if they went. 
‘out and: gathered them: themselves, _ 
Hoke antics ‘of Miss Hartman, stout - 
blonde, drew quite a few chuckles,’ 
Hibbitt kept pace nicely and threw . 
in a few laughs on his own behalf. - - 
“Demarest: Sisters and Co. (New, 

-Acts), small flash, closed n:s. 6. 2. 

: JEFFERSON 
ts (Vaudfilm) . .... 
Okay bill and-expensive that filled: 

the house for matinee Saturday. Big 
draw. was Jack. Dempsey; another 
was Alice White in “The Girl from. 
Woolworth’s” (I.-N.). Audience ate 
both with relish, 9. et 
 Vaude. included Chevalier Broths, 

ers,. Barry and. IWhitledge, | Smith, — 
Strong and Lee, and Buster Shaver's: 
Tiny:-Town: Revue... Chevalier “boys: 
and Tiny Town Revue sandwiching: - 
‘tthe acts with Dempsey taking No,* 
38, gave-program balance and eyery=':. 
thing got a break from the yokels. _— - 
‘Dempsey knocked ’em cold and: :: 

simmering all at once. Grins. all over’ . 
and in. the spots where the act looks’ 
for audience response it got what. 
sounded like a stadium. cheering. 
section when the Bronx plays Brook-. - 
lyn. _Demipsey’s act, now in its fitth 
week, has softened into a pleasant 
gait. Not so hard and mechanical.: 
as when previously’ seen.: TE 
' Chévalier Brothers, extraordinary’ 
tumblers’ working in tux, performed’ 
their balancing. and. lifting . stunts: . 
with neat dispatch. They. got wow. - 
hand. | Smith, Strong and Lee, two' 
men and a girl, spotted second and: 
got several giggles with their: lioke: - 
comedy done in rube outfits. Barry: 
and Whitledge, woman and man in" 
order. named, performing .@ la usual: 
with patter, songs and piano. Whit-. . 
ledge, the man, is the pianist...) 
‘Buster Shaver and ‘his Tiny: Town 

Revue, crew of a planist-dancer and 
six midgets, two of whom are girls; 
closed. Not. brilliant but good and 
tasty. Midgets do duets, solos and 
ensemble song and dance numbers. 
in neat costumes, with Shaver pro- . 
viding contrast by. full size figure. 
Went over big in.13, minutes... -. 

GRAND O. H. 
; _ (Vaudfilm)- _ 

Four acts of ‘vaude'and “Al Jolson. - 
in “Say: It With Songs” as screen: 
feature is the layout for first halt. 
at the Grand Opera *House.. Good 
biz at the’ middle show Saturday. . 
Maxine and Bobby, trainer. and: 

cariine performer, opened and sate 
isfied with a mixed routine of gym- - 
nastics and animal-stunts. The dog _ 

‘is cwell trained and acts as top” 
‘}mount. for mou the balancing. “tricks, - 
mostly head balancing. .. 

_ Lucille Benstead’. and .Co.. fol-.. 
lowed and clicked with a song and 
dance flash enlisting six men and 
another woman besides the featured _ 
member. Miss Benstead handles’. 
the singing and employs. the sup" 
porters for production build-up for . 
her ‘song. scenes, . Act ‘gets. started ; 
with plantation’: number, the . men. . 
uncorking a snappy dance ensemble - 
topped off by. “Chloe,” sung by Miss. 
Benstead and sent over for tops. 
Four of. the boys step. out for &”- 
precision buck with another chap,. 
following up :with a corking acro- 
batic tap that whammed them. | The. 
“Beachcomber”. number in- closer 
was equally effective, spotting. the | 
boys. in 2 chain gang dance and 
also an effective adagio by ‘beach- 
‘ , Act is° 
there but needs considerable _tight- 
ening up. — ; 

- Robins and Jewett, two men, _ 
straight and comic, held down next 

to shut with a lively hodge-podgé 
of..hokum..and..songs..that..tickled __ 
the mob and sent the boys away 
to good returns... “ 
W. A. Quigg and Co, provided 

additional fun in‘ closer with elec- 
trical wizard offering, Usual stuff 
of passing voltage through body 
of woman assistant and. igniting: 
various objects by touching them 
to parts of body. . Comedy for this 
one gleaned through a boob plan 
and his wariness when called upon 
the rostrum to examine ,apparncus: 
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BEACON . 
(New) 
New York, Dec. 24. 

-On Christmas eve, a couple of 

years after the building ‘of. which’ 
it is a part was completed, - the 

Beacon opened its portals, guarded 

. by Warner’ Bros.’ minions, — 

Getting the statistics over with: | 
There are 2,657 seats; scale varies 
from 25: to 75¢, with loges..on the 
week ends. as high as 85. cents. 

- Charles G: Garfield is house man- 
ager under Harry- Charnas, General |. 

~ Warner. ‘operator, -- ‘and: Arthur. 
Houseman - handles publicity. ” 7 

It will be ‘a semi-de luxe weekly | 
playing . some first |. change © house, 

runs and.-quite a few seconds. 
” Firat National; . through. . existing 

‘ tie-ups ‘for subsequent: runs. with: 
Keith's and. Loew’s, will be ex- 
cluded, leaving the Beacon to pick 

. from’ Warners. ‘and independents. . 
_ Phere is no other full week house 
‘of the ‘pretentiousness of the Bea-. 
con in the upper Broadway district. |" 
Stoddard,. “ith Street, “Loew's * 83d, 

- Jap Gardens. and. other "picture 
‘houses change‘ three or more times 

" weekly. ‘And ‘none. of them ‘have 
fancy lobbies or ‘staffs... 

Physically ‘the Beacon: follows a’ 
~ Greek military. motif.. ‘Stage is. 
viewed. as through the’ opened | end 
Of a giant tent, martial-lIike.. 

Sound came ‘through ‘excellently, 
the. only flaw opening night being |. 

~ on an older squawk, : ‘bad photo-. 
-| graphic. projection, ° Amperage was 

- too‘ weak to properly reproduce ‘the 
.picture:. on. the . screen. | Hence, 
- “Tiger Rose” | (WB) ° was. literally 
“seen through: a glass: dimly.”. . 
‘Stuart “Barrie. at the Wurlitzer 
gave a good : accounting, employing |. 
a selection . ‘of wide musical range |. 

_ to reveal the: resources. of - his -in-_ 
. -strument: and: his. own. professional 
“equipment. . Ben Bernie m. ca 
- briefly. after - the secretary of the 
' Broadway ‘Association | _purveyed a 
‘Httle ‘Babbitt -sauce. Bernie ex-. 
plained: that at first they were go- 

-- ing to call the house the Beek, then- 
oungae. it-Bacon, but. abandoned that 

after getting. a.better look at the 
“neighborhood | and finally chose Bea- 
-¢con. Mentioning that he was open 
the ‘week after next, he hoped the 
Beacon... would. ‘bring home . the 
bacon.: 

'. Not the least triumphal of” the 
opening night-items was Univ 2¢csal's 
‘Newspaper Newsreel, an unusually | 
bright; newsy and wellzedited edi- 

_tion giving the assembled film folks 
_an idea. of. what is gained in specd: 
and. subject tange by’ sacrificing 
“sound effects.” Universal got the 

biggest applause’ response of the 
’ premiere. | 

‘Four. talking. shorts, or ‘Vitaphone 
Varieties, to give them their trade 
designation, padded out. the show. 
“They: were “Dance of the Painted 

., Dolls," Madame Frances Alda, S]'m 
- Timblin-and Bert Lahr. Latter was. 

_ easily the best. —- Land. 

LOEW'S STATE 
-“(“Qvertures” Idea) 

. Los Angeles, Dec. 27. 

Here’ 3 a. Fanchon and Marco Idea | 
_ that will. be lots of fun for the: band 
-boys. It-rings in most of the light 
opera overtures from William Tell 
to Trovatore, with Signor Verdi get- 

. ting an extra break on special num- 
’ bers for- Miserere and Anvil Chorus. 

Middle section of the idea will be 
- the part talked about; three novelty 
‘numbers in a bunch. Dressing of 
’ the girls cleverly handled in opening 
“and closing ensembles, with a trans- 

. formation from long dress to semi- 
-. strip in the first and from Grecian 
‘ drapery. to: brassieres and girdles in 
.the. finale, making two costumes. 

- changes look. like four. ° 
. Novelty section of the idea begins 

in front of black velvet... Six girls. 
. in pirate “costume swagger out to- 
“Light Cavalry.” In‘ the middle of 
the number they remove. pirate 

-. boots and sit downto doze, where- 
- upon the boots step by. themselves. 

A weird dance by a gangling- 
legged. French houdoir:doll follows 

for plenty laughs. Toots. Novelle 
"takes a bow. with lights on after this. | 
showing that :he. works it with. doll 

“fastened ‘to black coveralls. Novelle 
“algo does fifp-fiop and hand- -Walking 
‘dances in the ensemble finales.. 

Third novelty 1s the. Edison and 
. Gregory act, a rubber goods. novelty 
With the boys extracting music from 
automobile tires, rubber gloves, 

* pump, vacuum cleaner and toy bal- 
loons, 

Idea,“ opens with a, line-up: ‘of girls 
‘in ruffled skirts and velvet capes 
singing a song about: “Overtures.” 
Set is drapes framed for proscenium 
.effect, stairways up the sides. Helen. 

ille appears at the top fora solo- 
-4n operatic manner, - continuing: it 
down front while the girls take the 
stalrway and interrupt. 5010 with | 

_ their chorus. | 
o=~ Harry Raped working straight 

Plenty laughs, He should be work- 
ng as m. c. and sprinkling: these. 

_ through the unit. 
‘The 10-minute finale to “Il Trova- 

. tore” overture starts with the girls 
- In greén transparent drapes maneu- 
Vering silver disks in pretty and 
effective routine, 
Huff and Huff, adagio team, start 
ere with posing routine. The girls 

Bre chased off to shed their Grécian. 

{ With the camera. 

‘many minutes because he couldn’t 

‘pug, with his new jazz band: (Fox); 

lecturing: against bad holiday: booze 

‘pass through body to make chair: 

‘a rubber; carrying the SRO sign 

‘Special ad spread.meant a lot; the 

‘manages, 
chorus costumiing are concerned, to | 

‘for -some 

‘edy, making a surefre-turn. 
With seven minutes of éhatter gets | 

| Ardath settles down to his regular 

and return for adagio en- 
semble, 

Prison backdrop comes ‘down tor 
.[the “Miserere”. solo, lifting for the 

anvil. chorus, with girls perched up 
the back working on electric an- 
vils. Stage lighting so dimmed and 
the flashes so blinding, that the au- 
dience has to shut-its eyes on this. 
Ensemble is quite effective when the: 
lights go on for the curtain tableau. 
.The idea is.allowed 30 minutes on 

the house. schedule but ran 36, “Ro-- 
mance of,the Rio Grande” (Fex) the 
picture. Business good, 

EMBASSY 
_(Newsreel). ; 

_ New ‘York,. Dec, 30, 
News ‘available. for combination 

-of .camera. .and.’ microphone. .con- 
tinues rather scarce,. At the Fox- 
Hearst Newsreel theatre on Broad-. 
way this week are seven ‘clips of 
news yalue among the 9 Hearst- 
Metrotone and 11 Movietone con- 
tributions, ° ; 

Creating: audible Feaction | were: 

Glider establishing a new. record 
‘at =~Point.; Loma, Calif. (Fox). 
Laughter when someone ‘remarked 
(the ‘pilot couldn't get the darned 
thing down after being in: the air 
two hours, 

Another. episode of the Movie 
tone Matson Line cruise, on Kona 
coast, .Laughter as a native (fe- 
‘male):. yodeled a péculiar ditty. 

“Children in -religious.. festival in 
Rome (Hearst);. Laughter when: a 
child: scratched. his. leg as: he ‘sang. 

Dr, Lorenz, the bloodless surgeon, 
expressing. the. opinion that disease, 
was ‘beconiing a thing of the past, 
in a Bernard Shaw type of delivery 
(Hearst), Applause. 

Hearst. studio, gag clip, showing 
 phoriey magician disappearing and 
‘reappearing all over set, . Laughter. 

men. who died in 1929: Clemenceau, 
Foch and Stresemann, 
Clemenceau - expressed impatience 

Storm along English ports 
(Hearst). _ Exclamations, as fero- 
city of the storm graphically shown. 

All quiet in Jerusalem again 
(Fox). Laughter as singing Arab 
thougblessly scratched his nose. 

- Laughter and applause for Peter 
Franchini,. New. York copper, who 
told how he rescued a man: from the 
icy East River and had. to. stay 

elim a slippery “emoigency” lad- 
er. 
‘Others. were Jack Johnson, former 

Greenleaf, .winning pocket billiard 
championship in Detroit : (Fox); 
Sloppy, . Jones’ bar in™ Havana. 
(Hearst) ;' Dr. Wynne of. New York 

(Hearst): Boy sultan of. Morocco 
taking a ride. in his hand-toted. 
glass buggy (Fox); fashion modes 
inspired by Africa (Fox); marriage. 
of Agha Kahn, -_Mohammeden,. to. 
English girl (Fox); Chorus girls 
vs. college girls in intelligence. test 
(Fox);. Lindberghs flying. west 
(Fox); .39-foot . model steamer. 
(Fox), : and girl letting électricity. 

stand on end (Fox). . 
- Actual news shots may be noted 

from description. Rest are of tail- 
end classification, excluding | the re- 
sponse getters. 

Standup business Monday night. 
Bang. 

ORIENTAL 
(Prese.itation) 

Chicago, Dec. 27. ° 
This house responded. to special 

treatment and bounced back Iike 

and a -block-long holdout Friday 
morning for.the first.time in many 
weeks. Bill not strikingly potent,’ 
with, feature “18th Chair” (M-G) 
getting. weak ‘notices in the dailies. 

Orient2l ad having been taken out 
of the regular Publix-B. & K. group 
and given ‘a triple space for itself. 

Presentation this week brings Al 
Kvale, m.‘c., back to the house, with 
‘Lou Kosloft transferring to the Up- 
town. Kvale was popular with the 
flap crowd this morning. © Stage 
show. labeled - - "Candy" ‘Cutups” | and- 

as” far “as | sétting “and™ 

live up to the title. Opens with a 
drop, each girl representing a figure 
on @ box of. candy: Drop lifts and 
girls:go into regular routine. 
Gray and White, nifty hoofers, 

had a notion they are comedians. 
So they added talk and clowning; 
and found they. were mistaken. To- 
day they are back hoofing and get- 
ting over easily with some nice 
footwork. The Maxellos, | ‘six excel- 
lent ‘tumblers: and risley” workers, 
cleanup and grabbed off six bows 

clever work. Act is: 
dressed well and executed with pre-. 
cision, adding even a touch of com- 

After interrupting the ‘presenta- 
tion twice by ambling on the scene 
and tossing words with Kvale, Fred 

act. Scored and set for any picture 
house audience. — 
_For the close, chorus dressed as 

candy sticks, each gal carrying 2a. 
huge papier mache lollypop. 

One of the best of presentations 
seen’ at this house, with all acts 
clicking like clockwork. Loop. 

Movietone reprints’ of three great | 

Laughter as | 

‘| World's Pulitzer Building. 

girls, 

ja small balcony, 

CAPITOL 
(“Bermuda Bound”—Unit) 

: ‘New York, Dec. 27. 
Two hours and 49 minutes of 

show up here. this week because of 
“Dynamite’s" (M-G) 128 minutes. 
That's about enough to lop off a 
performance a day. Overture is out 
and Chester Hale’s stage unit is be- 

ing held'to 30 minutes, from choice 
or necessity. . 

Peculiar stage show for this house 
Jin that there is only one real. spe- 
clalty act, Runaway Four. . Unit was 
especially . put together because of 
the screen feature’s excessive run- 

__|ning: time,. with Teddy ‘Joyce, as 
.|Mm.c., starting out as if ‘it’ -were go- 
-qing to. be a happy week -for him. 

‘Three. boxes of flowers: ‘may have. 
gone to his head, for he couldn't 
stand it. any longer and rushed’ into: 
a downstairs side box to declare ‘his 
mother in on.the celebration with, 
a bow and kiss.. Smart enough. to 
beat a hasty retreat to: the ros- 
trum, so no harm done. He was 
Jast there: as an act. “And Joyce 
entertains with his ‘dancing. °Pos-. 
sibly. the. liveliest. m.c. this’ house 
has ever seen,.as the Capitol still 
lines. up with the conservative ele-.| - 
ment. .If the house could ‘speak, it 
probably: ould have that. Back Bay. - 
broad .“a 
Vaudeviile’ s. familiar tumbling sail- a = . 

ors did 18 minutes and left a heavy {> |’ 
wake.of applause. Boys havé- added 
@ couple..of new pieces of business 
which: help. ' Other than - this: male’ 
quartet. and: Joyce, only. Reis and 
Dunn ‘are billed, evidently the two 
lads megaphoning. a -Pop ‘numiber: ‘in. 
front of the chorus. — 
As the title implies, the ‘unit takes 

Jan imaginary. jaunt.south after a 
start -in. “one.” ~- Nothing. special | 
about the ‘dressing or routining of 
the girls, “but easy to sit. through 
with Joyce and. _comedy. acrobatics 
providing the necessary sock. , 

lent International shot, remainder 
being -Hearst sound. ‘Spool. ran. 10 
minutes plus the trailer on “Holly-: 
wood. Revue” -(M-G),: due here: as 
the next attraction, — Sid, | 

CITY HALL - 
New York, Dec. 30. 

Reputed to be the hangout for. 
‘newspaper men who seek a little 
film: diversion when’ given a few 
hours to spare, Located in the main 
artery of the newspaper district, 6n 
Park’ Row half a block from. the. 

One of: 
the. few remaining. Greater New. 
York indie theatres, but. holding. a 
firm grip on itself from the looks of 
things. — 

House, seating 850, | was packed 
throughout the evening. Operates 
on a daily 14-hour grind policy, with 
30c." evening .admish. Features 
changed. daily for the main part; 
otherwise every other day. - 

- Surprising, since this. is‘ far from 
being a neighborhood section, is the. 
number.'of women, mostly young 

trooping © in here’ evenings, 
Probably stenos working in the dis- 
trict.: Audience for the maih part 1s 
made up mostly of young men. If 
‘anything goes wrong ‘with the pro- 
jection,:either film or sound, or there 
is. the slightest attempt at comedy, 
the house reacts instantly. with. guf- 
faws. One of the laughingest houses 
around New York, with.the excep- 
‘tion of Loew’s 7th ‘Avenue, which’ 
caters mainly to the colored folk. 

Feature, “So This Is College” (M- 
G-M). Much room for improvement 
in the:audible projection, with sound. 
going blooey several times and pro- 
jection’ rather .hazy. Fox News; 
silent .but sound ‘accompanied, and 
Radio's “St; Louis Blues”. support- 
ing feature. = 

PANTHEON 
(NEW) 

: Chicago, Dee. 27. - 
Emil Stern, for: Essaness theatres, 

has reopened this house after Pub- 
lix-B...é&' K. failed to show.a prefit 
here... He intends to make’ it the 
flagship .of ‘the: Essaness. circuit. 
‘Publix got a lucky break here, since 
it was paying $90,000 annually for a 
house which had. been closed for. 
two years: With this deal Essanéss: 
4s paying’ $60,000 annual rentat -plus 
50% of the profits. B, -& K. orig- 
inally took this house over with ‘the 
entire L. & T. circuit because L. &. 
T. had control of the picture situa- 

| tion of the ‘north side, and B. &.K. 
needed product for the Riviera. © | 

The house got a good sendoff by 
‘Eésanéss, opening with the town’s 
first resident wide screen, which got 
plenty of newspaper notices and ex-. 
cellent opening business, House 
projector uses the regulation film. 
but enlarges from the negative by a 
special magnifying lens. 
seem that this would bring about. 
some: distortion on the screen but 
none is noticeable... Screen is four 
-times-larger-than-the-old-time-sheet- 
and covers the entire stage. Its 
immensity is brought home by open- 
ing the feature. on the small screen 
and then fading into the big sheet. 
It is a surefire click, 
'.The large screen has the - effect. 
of shortening the house ‘greatly. 

| House is large, seating 2,000; 1,600 
on main floor and the remainder in 

House has been 
completely redecorated: and com- 
pares with any spot in town, For 

Four-clip newsreel included a‘si- |. 

minds around herei. . 

It would | 

competition Riviera and the Uptown, 
|\two Publix-B. & K. spots, and Sher- 
‘jidan, Fox: house. 

.{ Sheridan eliminates the Fox prod-. 
Proximity of the 

uct from the Pantheon, In the bat- 
tle Uptown retains the, upper hand 
because of its stage show, but the 
Pantheon has nothing to fear from 
Riviera or the Sheridan. Since the 
Uptown has a 75c,. top, Pantheon 
scores another advantage. The Pan- 
‘theon opens at 1 p.m, with 25c. and 
runs continuously, with 50c..as. top: 
price, and the kids getting a halt-. 
price break. 

Opening bill was . “Broadway” 
(U), two talker sharts, news, and an 
-organlog: by Henri: A. Keates, bor- 
rowed from Publix-B.& K. . 

Whether the wide screen will con- 
tinue to rate as a draw for its nov- 
elty is, of course, doubtful.. But the 
house is ‘situated in a picture-going |, 
neighborhood and the folks here will 
come.to this spot because it. happens 
to be just around the-corner. - 

As this is: being written, Emil 
Stern has just instituted proceedings 
against the Coston Booking circuit. 
for advertising . Magnafilm ate the 
Capitol theatre. : 

"STANLEY 
. (Presentations): 

Pittsburgh, | Dec. 7. 

~ onaay show, labeled “Hello, 
1930," ~packs Q. single wallop -but ‘it's 
enough to make the customers gb. 

Lone. home ‘singing: in the rain. 
smash is the Ritz Brothers, who- ace 
tually £0 nerts for the first time in 
‘their. many ‘Pittsburgh. visits and 
Beeve till: it. hurts. ‘Bros.: spilled 
everything in their repertoire first 
show ‘this afternoon, sticking 
around full. 20 minutes, and ‘had. 
mob -howling: at the finish. Twas 
.as solid a. wallop as the: Stanley 
has geen, ina blue. moon, ~ 

This ‘is the last of the: Stanley's 
own ‘manufactured’ ‘presentations, 
‘Publix: units starting ‘here next. Fri- 
day with “Mardi.Gras,” and it's go- 
ing to be a load: off the Warners’ 

New stage 
band-also coming in, and with Dick 

- {Powell .at height of his’ popularity 
‘|as.m.c¢,, looks like something might 
happen’ around here at last. 

Things. start off with misplaced 
banjo duet of Powell and Don Stitt,. 
stage band -banjoist, line girls sep- 
arating to disclose pair seated at 
piano stool. Gals quickly hop back 
into routine formation, with Wal-. 
lace Sisters following on with acro-. 
batic dance that starts off too quick 
to’ get set properly, thus losing most. 
of its,value.. Bur Cardell next: with 
his. rope-spinning and chatter, only 
moderately ' received | and lacking. 
punch somewhere. - 

- Novelty production ‘number had 
Powell out in one warbling ‘“Sing- 
ing in the Bathtub,” curtains dis- 
closing gals in miniature tubs,. go-'|- 
ing, through the various stages of 
rubbing themselves. (Version. of 
production number: from “Show. of. 
Shows.”) - Powell: followed imme- 
‘diately after with. his meg, crooning 

‘How the 
women, young and old, go for this. 
medley: of .1929.: favorites, 

kid’s' voice is nobody's business. 
Never gets away. without at least 
two or three . encores. 
the Ritzes and with mob sét for 
comedy;’ the choke ‘wag sure-fire, 

Dave Broudy ‘in ‘pit had excellent 
arrangement of. Offenbach's.’ “Or- 
pheus” and gave a classical: touch |. 
to program that didn’t. go amigs. 
Bernie Armstrong had’ another of 
his routined. organlogs,. . Picture, | 
“Second Choice” (WB)... 
first show. 

CINEMA ART. 
Chicago, Dec. 26. 

' A? pretty ‘Hittle theatre ‘built at 
tremendous. cost for its seating ca- 

Cohen. 

‘pacity, in an unbelievably poor.Joca- 
tion and adhering to the. audacious 
policy of silent pictures only. 4% 

Backers of .this ‘extraordinary. 
enterprise, if the commercial-minded 
would describe it as such, are the 
Motion Picture Theatre ‘Guild, ‘oper- 
ating similar houses elsewhere, and 
Newton ‘Farr, ‘art patron, who in-. 
vested most.of the cash. 299- seater 
cost. in excess: of $50, 000. ° 
ples ‘the former site ‘of a night club 
on Chicago avenue, 
Michigan: boulevard, a. street that 
rapidly drifts into utter darkness, 
Whether the house will find pa- 

tronage from -the poverty-stricken 
|artists and alleged Bohemians who 
live a few blocks_north,“and from 
the Gold Coasters up above, 
Drake hotel, at 75c. is questionable, 
The Jimousine crowd has been- going 
for -sound in the Dearborn, Publix, 
little theatre on Division street, four 
blocks north. 

audience, ‘with plenty of paper and 
enthusiasm shown: by applause for 
“Shiraz,” described as. a , poetic 
‘arams; ‘a-tew-shots™ “of -flickers: “of *30-|- 
years ago, short, in color? and & 
scientific short, ‘Tea ig served in a 
lounge during the intermission pre- 
ceding the feature. Loop. 

Willlam and.Gino Corrado “His 
Woman,” FN. 
‘Billie Dove will do “Other Men's 

Wives. ” PN. 
>» Mervyn LeRoy. will direct “Jan 
Break,” FN, 

Then came 

Standees. 

‘It occu: 

just east of- 

the 

Opening night. found a capacity 

PARAMOUNT 
(“Now and Then"—Unit)  . 

' New, ‘York, Dec, 27, . 
Jack -Partington’s “Publix unit, 

“Now and Then,” should be of in-. 
terest to showmen as a concrete ex- 
position of what has happened . in... 
the de luxe picture houses, 

This unit is in two parts: the first ° 
@ typical stageband - presentation 
headed by the acknowledged picture 
house m. c. trail blazer, Paul’ Ash, 
and the second a ‘gubstantial hunk 
of vaude entertainment as present- 

pions In planting the “Now| ond 
Then” idea, Ash had urged the cus- 
‘tomers. to demonstrate by applause 
which they preferred, 

Paul Ash has not. been seen by 
this reporter since he mopped. up. 
three. and four. times.a day at the 
Oriental in ‘Chicato, driving flaps 

tinto hysterics simp.y by quivering © 
his’ personality, . Those. were the: 
days when any act in front of a 
stage band was_.a riot, and the en 
trance of an m. ¢.. was a ‘signal for 
& bedlam of reception. The quiet 

'{Mr. Ash of the Paramount this week 
in the last of his two-week return 

‘to the. stage from Publix office 
duties, is. perfunctory proof that_ 
everything's over but the shouting. 
‘With Ash in the presentation, con~ 

ventionally. but: attractively staged, 
are. Kendall Capps, standard acro- 
-batic. dancer who has worked. in 
revues; Watd.Sisters; fair song and 
dance team; June McCloy, huskys 
voiced singer who is novel because. 
her .appearance: contradicts ‘the. low 
register, and a Gambarellt ballet of 
eight.. Capps. draws: ‘an encore on. 
merit, and the ‘ballet is ‘interesting - 
in a. "sitting- down routine. wherein . 
their dancing legs séem a part: of 
marionette dolls held ‘in their laps. 
There two items were the only onea . 
to awaken better than ordinary. ree 
sponse, 

‘Withers’ troupe, burlesquing 
vaudeville ‘as it. was murdered in 
the old-time. opery houses, was an 
extended. ‘roar .. puller - immediately - 
following the stage band affair. 
Withers is the theatre owner, man. 
of all trades. 
a ramshackle stage with the files” 
exposed to view... -There’ are ine 
numerable props by. which Withers 
manages all duties: from the: flieg,.. 

Jsuch as fueling. ‘the.stove downstairs 
and creating a thunderstorm . by - 
‘seuttling a rock down a winding | 
tin chute. It fs an orgy of hokum,. 

On -the little: stage are terribly 
punk. vaudeville acts. . 

Full stage.set is of 

‘Withers de- | 
livers his candy and: magazine bale o 
lyhoo while they. perform.. Talking’ 
shorts could use “Withers ‘and ‘ his” 
ideas to advantage. .‘There isa 

rent shorts, ' and this beard<d -yural' 
character - is a. master at reHable . 
hoke, | + 

Jesse. Crawford, solo .. organist,- 
demonstrated his" ‘talent. ina series | 
of pops. «No ‘showmanship’ other = 
than the. obvious. versatility, and . 
none needed.: Ths. pit. orchestra was, 
out of the ordinarv thoush not new .. 
with “Auld Lang: Syne” as it would: 
be played in varicus countries. cy 
‘Sereen' had “Pointed Heels”. 

(Par), “Paramount. Sound © News, 
Fleischer Talkartoon’: (Par) ~ and. 
Pathe Review. Friday night saw 
‘Broadway. mobbed after’ the _pre- 
holiday . quietude, and the Par-. 
amount was drawing standess. 

ng. 

GIRLS’ 20% RETURN © 
_ (Continued from page 2 ’ 

-| friend into a $20 bottle of essence or. 
a useless doll, only to return: and 
split, are pikers - compared | ‘to the: 

Rue de la Pay' workers. 

‘\famine of good comedy- in.the cure: 

While the ultra couturferes, tour- . 
reurs and joatiliers (ritz for dress-. 
makers, furriers and jewelers). may 
not be ‘inclined ‘to admit the kick- . 
‘boux racket, it’s a cinch they'll be 
unanimously - in accord with the 
theorem. that-a man is much easier 
to deal with, and because of this 
he’s: an easy victim for the keptee’s 
or stéerér’s wiles. Also, in no 
other metropolis does’ the. racket. of" 
the commissionnaire “thrive -as ‘it: 
doés in Paris,. Anybody, n 
how friendly the relationship, should: 
she suggest a certain specialty shop, 
becomes open to suspicion of a. ‘com. 
mission ‘kick-back. Like as not, 
regardless of .the personal equation, 
the suspicion is not unfounded. The 
storekeepers encourage.the rackét, 
taking theirs, regardless. If the, 
chump pays in full, and there’s no 
commissionnaire’s margin, 80. ‘much 
the better... 
One quondam picture girl here 

no matter | 

rd 

makes a living by this means, and ~ 
any number of professionals, or 
other Parisians in the Mmelight, _ 
esp c:ally Wf tloating around season= ~~ 
ally to the varlois reasons, have a” 
‘business tie-up with a number of 
Paix shops for percentages on the ~ 
“steer” business, besides’ getting the 
props gratis, or for a ridiculous sum. 

As the wholesale jeweler put it, 
there are four great gyps ne the 
world —furriers, jewelers, medicos- 
and luwyers—and of these the jew-". 

clers take the cake. 

~e 



VARIETY Wednesday, January 1, 1930. 
Lorry — 

Dainty Marie ' 
BR TER 

Josoph Regan 
Chas Slim Timblin_ 
Dillon & Parker Co 

‘Weaver Bros 
Home Folks 
(One to aly) . 

(Three to fill) 
2d half (1-3) - 

Ted Schwab Co 

‘Edgar Berger Co 
Ross Wyse Jr Co. 
Dream Street. 
_NOR 

CANTON 
‘- Loew's (4) 

Milton Berle Unit Palace (4) 
. | Moore Sis (28) . LOS ANGELES | Hap Hazzard 

- Bi i | 1 Ss (bers GA aD 1 croun, vA Mickey McKee Cortello White Tops Hillatreet (4) - 4 Diamonds . 
Dresden China Unit] Inez & DeWyn Ernest Hiatt Schepp'sa Circus Rich & Hart 

1st half (4-7) “(Others to fill) Ray Stanton Esther Ralston Ethel Davis Larry Rich Friends 
Frank. Wilson. PITTSBURGH, PA Falace (4) Lou cameron Brown & Whitaker | Joe Mend ; 

NEXT. W EEK (Jan. 4) ‘Cooper &. Cavan'gh Loew's (4) | -** | Lt. Gitz Rice Co Rhythm & Taps Kentucky Singers . (28) 
Flelder-Harriet Co-| sunshine Sammi Jean Carr <‘— BUFFALO Buster Weat .| Bordner Boyer 3 

THIS WEEK (Dec 28) Jones & Rea Oliver Siblen = | Will ‘Osborne Orch | Hippodrome (4) (2 8) , | Ada Brown 
vv. ewe Wally Sharples. Co | Bini) Boren. || Burns & Allen _| Wilson Kepple & B| Leavitt & Lockw'd |'Wm Ebbs Co. os aa a : or 2a half (8-10) "| Caw’ t eo. - | Billy: House Co Glad’ Moffat Yates & Lawley Odette Myrtil | 

- ; ~  *9- | Palermo’s Dogs . (Two to Z ‘| Bobby May Viola Long Co 2 Daveys : Hickey. Bros . 
| Jack .North - |, RICHMOND (28) Frank Gaby (Two to to fill) White & ‘Manning 

Numerals in. connection with bills below. dig opening day of -Al B White *Tatktes Areeoew’s, (Os. Great Rolle O'Donnell | é Blair | M'KEESVORT BALE Ocvan = 
w Two to fill oyd Senter . ~H-0-. og 

: show, whether full orsP it wee aS ( “EV x |:Ted .é A Waldeman | Chas Ruggles Co ...|:Norman Thomas 5 Ist half (4-7) (4) 
Jane & Kath Lee Maidle &Ray.-. ‘| Duncan & Parker 
Toney & Norman 

‘Jack Benny 
| - Junior Durkin Others to fill) '~ 

: 6 Marinelll Girls: 
‘Estelle Taylor ~Goss & Barrows - 

Loew 4. 
Sheldon Heft & L 

: ley” "1B & M Idea” . | Reynolds & White | Ann. Pritchard Co.. |-Venita-Gould .- | Watson Sia. 2d half (8-10) Pollack :-& Dunn 
ontelle mley (28) Bee Me ioe nan’ .{ Nat Chick Haines ROCHESTER | Jeannette. Hackett | Geo Andree Co- Harum Scarum Harry. Holmes Co | 
Dick. Powell Charles Brugge - Raym na. & Caverly cay ows ®) Kay Abt Lenan or. h GALGARnt ; (Othena to U3) Alphonse, apere. 

|. ; uc oys r ndry Orch. 
gecond Chotce” Peas yerees HOUSTON, TEX, | Joe Phillips Co piiveralde (4)... | Alexander Girls: _ | Owen & Mann Doin’ Things 
“PROVIDENCE | La Petite Maric .. State (4) - Hughie Clark Co. |.Dixie Ken Christy. Co Wallle & Zeller. -J_C Filppen’ 

. Fay’s (28). © | Sunkist Gila ~. The Du Ponts -: ((Ewo to fill): -: bHarry *e ¥F “Ustier: Healy & Cross -- | (Three to. fill) | (Phree to ‘Ally 
, NEW YORK cITy Marvel | Glad Rag Dolls _| Meyer Davis. Sym -8 Rah Rah-Ginls . SYRACUSE. Corinne. -Tilten * Block & Sully. . “MONTREAL. a SAN DIEGO 

Capitol (27) | Benny & Western -} Diamond & Silver . | Leon Bruslloft - Will. J Kennedy Co Loew's (4) _ * Brennan & Rogers | Howard's Ponies .. Keith's (4) : 
“Bermuda Bind” U| Tommy Harris The Corbitts . . “Christina” : ‘| Joe. Darcey 3. Aces —: '- ied.Lewis Orch . 28) | 3 Orantos 

“| Kitty. O'Connor , ‘Paviey Oukralnsky- 
.pDeavitt . & Lockw'd 

Jean Granese’ Co _ 
Wm & Joe Mandell 

| 'Slenor Friscoe. Orch 
FAW riscos. © h | Seymour & Howard JAMAIOA, L. 1, 

‘|.Cushing, & Hutton Ted Joyce 
3 Watson & Lenore 

-Arvel Aver 
Runaway 4 y 

. (28) ‘Vivian. & “Walters: 
Johnny, Barry Co ‘| Horace Heldt Orc (28). Rels & Dunn ’ |.Sunkist. Beauties ww ors - Walencla..(4) ‘| Georgie Price ‘| Winslow 4 ‘Owen McGlvney. . .| (Lwo to. fill) Chester Hale Girls | “The Racketeer’ .. Roata Pere Go Hot mince (4) Fortunella & C'ling’ (One ne RONTO, | Mitchell Bros The Wager Wy o: (One ihr . Evers "gf? 

Dynamite . CLEVELAND Betty Reat &, Bros, woaditiec™ | Gariton Emmy Pets | - Loew's (4) Golleano Family ash & Ba ely Kikuta Japs ‘Luol de. ‘Kerekjarte. 
non eoenens o “Shan net Fe ters" 8. ANTONIO, TEX: Loew Unit” : Aileen Clark i Sve ' Kitchen Pirates p penne. (4). | Ryan &.Noplette | Davis. & ‘Darnell 
Paul: Ash - ‘Ted.Claire .- “Texas (4). - “It's a Great Lite" | Pavia. ario zario - ame & Delaney | Pepito af : ‘ 
Charles Withers Co | Sead & Austin “Pirates Melody” Ul, (28). Gus ‘Alexander ' [gary sake: * Van fap ie eV Falls Reading & 2 — ; —- 
June. McCloy Williams Sis, + | Smith & Hadley s ”. Miami Nights" ORSY CITY, N. J.| Francis & Wally’. | Van ane & Ver | Blo richardson OWARD SLOAT 

Sammy Screvoff Blecta & Brown Fee Pong na ao rene Rogers. ‘John Maxwell _| WASH’GTON, D. 0.} "" 18t halt ave 1). | Richard Bennett H . 
Kendall Kapps Mme: Serova Ballet.| Farrar 3- Burns .& Kigsen Marguerite & Gill Loew's (4) © |Mangean Tr Lina, Basquette Co BONDS FOR INVESTMENT 

|Cole & Snyder. 
3 Dennis. Sis: . 
Gordon & King 

K - 
Steve Savage . Pointed: Heels 
‘(Two to fill) « 
"KANSAS OITY - 

‘Hazel Crosby 
Kelly Jackeon Co. 
‘Norwood Hall . 

.|.Gamby-Hale B.& G@| Horton Spurr. 
“WASH’GTON. D. ©.] Liora Hoffman 

Fox. (4): Andre de Val' 4 

Maurice. Spitalny: 
“Laughing Lady” 

“DALLAS, TEX, : 

Jim McWilliams A.B Leach & Go foe ove Miao Se 
( 

Roxy (28) Panile ‘poauita & c 
Violo Philo . 4“ -ONavy- oe Loew's (4). (Two to fill) - : | Del -Ortos ! Walter Dare Wahl 
Harold Van Duzee Palace (4) Tazz Buccaneera” “Navy Blues”, -. OODH’V’ t]° Ison Willie Robyn ‘igaraen of Love” . . | Les: Jardya.- woop i No L,. 1. 2d halt (8 10) Jarvis &, Harr gon 

Romaine &. Castle 
Patricia. Bowman Jack Janis -Co | Bayes & Speck Ist half (4- -1) 
Leonide Massine | Renoff & Renova - “PETTY. and HELEN =  h Galts Broa soe} ‘Littie- Pippifax Co ~~” EXCLUSIVELY DESIGNED. ON ; Golden Gate (4) 

; - nk " a . - vo "Kult --| La Salle & Ma ; 
PawPaulus = | Bart Senoll” . += WARD _ MEMPHIS, Orch Pow white Co GARMENTS FOR GENTLEMEN |. jet hait (4-7) -| Blood & Sphunder | 

‘Celia Branz Felicia. Sorel Co. a PARAMOUNT THEATRE “State (4) "| Hibbitt.& Hartman | Crystal 3 - Florrie ‘Lavere - 
. Dorothy. Miler .| Dorothy Berke Co . Eda. & Jen Rooney’ | Meyers. Lubow & R-|." Herrington Sis. =: |Chamb'l'n & Himes 7 
Jose Santingo | | DENVER, COL, N. Y. C..NOW |i bine temiton” | o 2a helt cand) | | Bay ine Co | 6 Brown Broa 
Dorothy ithens ” cree Wiel uo k Partington’s lee Geis | Hyde & Burrell - | Kitehen, Pirate! - | Kelso Bros Unit 
“Vera, Bedtora , | Leng & Haley- : “THEN AND. Now” po Benny Barton Co | Money Is Money = |. |v 2a halt, (8-10) (Others | ECTADY 

eatr. . . SOHEN D a 

‘Novello Bros {Rate ca ‘Slerre “Direction. LEDDY: & SMITH  MONTRES “TONKERS, N. a 1632 B'way. at 60th: St. N. ¥. City | Roy i ea n: e a’ og eres a - 

“Gureaco, wx, "| chante), Si, Cones aa , iat halt Cl (4-1). : Demarest & Deland'| Say Herbig’ 
Avalon . (27) 1 Dorothy Berke Ca State (4) ‘Ora “Co - Le Gold. & Ray . Bill Robinson - ‘| Ruiz & Bonita Co: | Teck Murdock. ~ 

Codkie’'s ‘Ba. | DES MOINES 1A.|] +] Van: Cello & Mary’ Clark & Smith ‘Martinett & Crow | Kouns Sis’. 2a half (1-3) | (Three to filt) 
' Jack Hanley |D M t: (4). Cook & Vernon’. . | Oscar Stang ‘Orch. .| Evans ‘Wolfe Co Ledoya. Co Douglas Wright Co |: 2a half (8-10) 
-Texag Redheads . ope aramoun aoe Yon Frances Arms Co |(Two to fill) Meehan & Shannon /Chic Sale Olyn Landick Jimmy Burchill Co 
Miller “& Wilson” | QFetmyerd Frolice”. -H|-3oe. Fejer Orch -» | 2d half (8-10) | Lillian Morton . | Mijares | -| Tiny ‘Town Rev (Others ta..fill) 

Capitol (27) Senator Murphy | (One. to fill) | Little Pippitax Co |The Great Rollo * -| state Lake (4) | Lander Bros | aor nate 0-8) 
Charlie Gratis Bad . Prank & white: | “NEW. ORLEANS | Hthel Pastor 2a half (1-3). Russian Art Circus Rhapsody. AB ilk Kerrie. & Ray Rev 

" Merziel. Abbott, Rev | Bernice ‘Marshall NEW YORK CITY Flelder-Harriet. Co. “State (4). | Lionel Mike Ames | Willie Higgle Girls | on Cummings _.| Cronin: & Hart ° 
4 Ussems kes C Johnny Berkes Co “Primrose 4 

Cora Green — | Dillon & Parker —" “TN ‘Arnant: & Bro o |. Palace; (4). ©: Sunny Schenck. *° Warren & O'Brien. | Freda & Palace 4 Rhapsody in Silk .‘| Besser & Balfour . 
Robinson & Pierce 

H & S Wiener : UCart Shaw Co ' “Tick Tock Town’ ‘Ist halt vette Wally Sharples Co 
‘Bop Tesalle a Dave “Gould ‘Girls re Romaine , unter ive. Wooton @ Lyons, Rose's Midgets: - <. Kane & Hillis oes | ve SEATELE ‘McG... 

“ ’ nfo . oe a Tiffany Twins | DETROIT : S Hamp Go Bloomberg Alask’ns | Hno-Tr -. ~: |qolt wtenas ~~] Sel Gould.co™: Orpheum’ (4) 
. Bard: & Avon Lane & Harper Hyde .& Burrell -:] Ruddell & Donegan |. Dance Parade . -- Gaynor & ‘Byron - 

..| Broadus Harle © 28 Fulton & Parker . 
|) Fis (28) 
“sky. Harbor’: Unit: (38) 

: (Two to Aly Jack & B Cavan’ gh Olsen & Johnson Delt Delhridge 
Herschel Henlere 

' Fred Evans Ens (One to filly | Tracey & Hay Co 
OOKLYN 

Albee (4) 
2a half‘ (8-10) : 

Fisher & Hurst — . 
i Tiny Town Rev. ~ ‘Wilson Bros Vv w'Pointed Heels” Gordon & Da: Cart Shaw. Co Chevaller Bros — wa . Margaret Schilling - (Two to fill) 

Granada (27), | Collette Sis = | Bentell & Gout Ba halt (610) Lulu MoConnell- CINCINNATI | Lula MeConnell 8 “Gong Shoppe” Rev gimmy Ray ' [Lew ‘White Co . | Hd & Lee Travers NEW YORK; cIry at halt (8-10) Wilton & Webor | ee Wilton &.-Weber .Hal ‘Nelman 

gia Witte oh er eam ERPS [Babee wares [PO SRR [olka BR [eat go Sew Bian | once i “(Cleo Floyd st ha - ariton Bros’ | | “™ &,. “| y arrigon 
ET Samuel Henavie. - | Uights & Shadows | Jack Sidney Co | xgawell Sis | Children of China "| papsyie (22 ‘|Siamese ‘Twins. |- | Keith's Dance Fables 

| Arsene Slégal . ; 
.| “Halfway.to H’v'n” 

.Michigan (28) 

Two to fill ( Rings 2 
«ay 

Lou Holtz. , 
Dolores’ Eddy. & D 

Capitol - (4) 
Runaway 4 
Reiss & Dunn 

“~ Gladys’ St John 
‘: Mlarold Hanson’ 

: Fanst 3. os 
: “gp This Is College” , 

‘| Jerome & Gray Corbett.& O'Brien 
‘| Lime 3 (One to fill)... 

2a half (1-3) 

Ewing Haton - 
"|Geo Shelton’. Co: 
Howard & Newton 

Dixte 4 
Cansinos.-. 

e 
1st half (4-7) ©. | Ruby. Norton 

: 3 ; ont POKANE 
‘| Sor Gould Co (28) _| Evans Wolfe Co rphenm (4) 

Inoz & Dwyer. 

‘“Poy Land”: Unit -. | Teddy Joyce. Landis Bros - Lane Osborne Co | =” .| The Moyakos Harry J Conley Co Pvt iy Oukrainsky 
Marbro (27): | Baby Gerhardt (Two to fill) - Pearl. toni) «| Herb -Willlame ‘Paul Sydelt & g hTed Lewle Orch. | Frank Gaby TAllian Morton” ‘Nash & ‘Fately | 

” @reet’nes of 1930". Lachman Sis ' Delancey St. Loew's -46th Bt, 2a half (8-10) Billy Farrell Co Bushwick | Frances White =| Thelma Deonzo Co|Wm & Joe Mandel’ 
" Joey Rosa Bd . | Dorothy ‘Willlams lat half Sa 7) ‘Iat: halt (4-1). -|Hinoz Frazere. ©} Sylvia Clark |_|. Ist half (4-7) .|Kramer & Boyle §| 2d half (8-10) .|Owen McGiveney . -- 

' Jerry. & His Pals | “Navy Blues” -. | Cyclone Stappers Bob & L Gillette | son ‘& Dobson - win Osborne. Orch | Gold’ & Ray 12 O'Clock Rev. . | ‘Crystal 3 |The Wager ot 
Pat Lavola- _ HOUSTON, TEX, | Bussey & Case poe Witbur’®... Harry: Carrol ‘Rev - Bennett & *Penwick OLEVELAND.* Raynor Lehr Co . Franklin - (28) 

_ Marbro Beauty. Co |’ Metropolitan . (4). .| Maxine: Lewis - 1st half -(4-7) ‘Willams & Delaney | - 108th Street (4) Roger Imhoff Gq |The Digitanos 
ar his Ié Colle e” “Radio Romance” (Two to fill) }:.(One to fill) (Two to fill) Golf Flends- ae Samuels “| Derickson & Brown 
ah Oriental (7) ° | Ross & Wawards .}- 24 pat (8-10) pene & Moster € ~9a@ half (1-3). - 4 Carleton Bros 2a" half (8-10) ° | Ruddell-& Don RC A Thermin Powers & Jarrett ~ os) De W Bob & L Gil tt eno-Rochelle ‘Orch "| May ‘Questrelle Hazel Crosb egan Say ; “Candy - Cutups”. P.& W_Do Wees. Bop & ette 2a: half (8-10) - Salino’s Circus Any. Family | Haze Red y -| (Three to fill) 2a half (1-3) | Stuart & Lash - 

Al Kvale Laura. qane yen & Ree at: ‘Vernon Rathb’n -Co|Jos HB Howard Sid Lewis... Bit we low co 8) . Meehan's | Dogs The Cavaliers 
Fréd Arda hn Co | erry ete 4é: re & 8 uth Zelda Santley.Co | Manny King on 1 | Bits of. Broadway Nellie J Murand & Girton MoH Eaton ST." LOUIS 
The Maxellos os Rau oC LES: ; Glar & § mit n The -Briants ‘| Hunter & Perclva “Stan. Stanley (One to ail) Dalton & Craig, sh’'ll Montgomery . Keith's (4). 
Oriental: ‘Ballet: _ eration ey Garde ea ; 2 Wilson Bro. | Serova Rev - | > 2a halt: (3. to) - 2a helt 1-3) Rich & Hart Herb Willams Co Meyakos ht 
The 13th. Chair?” ‘er; x sypttan | » ae rden a aunt. | Daro. & Cos Rev- . ., Coliseum. ||. | Elizabeth Morgan - Be to. Bros & Rita Larry Rich. Friends ( 01 tol) : . Walter Dare Wa ’ .c, Paradise - Oy). ra ‘an ernatinal! idea) 3x ules 4D ‘Metropolitan (4) -ist half 4 2 Joe Jackson Po pau (One to fill) | NOR if DAMS ‘| T'mp'st & S'nahine’ 

. "Puppets" “Pardde” | Markell & Faun: | “ist half (4 Alt Loyal’s: Dogs. |‘Paul Sydell & 8 -|Bobby Folsom... [Grate La Tour. |r, alee’ (a) sa poet's Bow. Hope Co. : 
1 Merk Fisher Ba Rredr ico “Fr ores _ . Joe x anes Go 7 | Galeria s & Ble aa Billy Farrell Po . Peck. © asubbie ‘| Pat Hening Co - Francois | Densmore : ‘Jay et (8-10). Ledova. ‘aby, 

a try Fox Co -¢ via Clark . c ubblea =}, ° y ; 
‘Walter Walters. Cor Mignon, Laird fients & \ghad ows Living Jewels . | Hane Gsborne Co. | 6 Jansleys Eibee pay Pa © Kounhs Sis (Others to. fill) Mascagno Seni 
Hiteen & Margery” | Osaka’ F Beauties | (One to. fill) (One. to All» (One to fill) . - 2d half (1-3) ee Byens & Mayor |, 2d half (1-3) Ray Huling ¥ eal 
Blair. & & Thornton. nWrele, Dak er’..|. 2d half (8-10) ntl. - a half (8-10) | Hatt & Herman Kenmore (4). 12 O'Clock ‘Rev ale & O'Nell Geq K’ Arthur’ Co 
John Quinlen ~ **"~- a e we Beate). ‘Teyank Wilson ; 2a Ores 4-7). | Rhythm @. Taps Thomas & Ray Bordner & Boyer 3. 28) George Morton -| Harris & Radcliffe... 

Mary Heade Girls G estat - | Prewitt & Hall | George Lyons. Cardini . | Beck Murdock. C8, Bronson & Gardner | Butler Santos Co agamuffins wie Richardson. Ce *"Halfvay to: H’v'n | Georg e: Taen-. —'| Buase Case || ‘McManus-& Hickey:| Chester Conklin» | Ray.& Nord *:. -, | Saranoff & O'R'rke J Chain & Conroy. | Boyd & Wallen ae ST. PAUL 
.-' Bialto-(22)) ory ea atters [oon ¥ , & Stane Sorch Al B ‘White Talkies | (Two to fill) « Voice of R-K-O" ‘| Pat Rooney Rev Tempest & S'rahine Manford & Claire ~|' " Orpheum (4) 
Joe Roberts Fount gh Hatter (On are aby ‘(Two to: fill) " 9a -helf. (1-8), Joe. McCarthy Cp . | (One to fill) } Georgie Price / OAKLAND -.- | Songs. &. Steps .- 
Healy. & Cilfford Geet oF Gussie - n ‘Grand 2d tralt,. (8-10) Harum & Scarum | Guy & P Magley (28). Hungary Tr’ ‘Orpheum: (4). || Jack Major . . 

‘Stratford : Goots' & fou Webb - dgt halt (4-2) ‘The Ralatons . | Barry & Whitledge |. Hamil Daros Lorraine Wittenb’g: ‘Kelso Bros Unit |Roy Cummings ! 
ist half (2-4) aEKel on Desire” Winnie & Doll ‘Cliff & Reiss - Maxine - Lewis Ist half (A -1)° Bits of Broadway D (Others to fill) _ | 6 -Belforda: . 4 

ine one reriet Paramount (2) | Jack Sldney c sy D' Pitibow 3. Harry Caroll Rev Guster. Bros ; | Brea ‘Lightner Co D Orr phenm 4)" tT Schepp's 20 cus (One to, ay as 
‘Jane & I McKenna Milton. Chartes eyers. Lubow Street. oan Franklin enn enkins oin’ ngs. Hick ra Widnes Central 3 Ba (Three. to fill) . 

“half (8-10) - 
Sun Tanned Follies 
McManus & Hickey: 

1st half (4-7) 
Seven Marlnera 
Roger Imhoff Co 
Patricola 

Daye. Apollon 
Madison 

1st half (4- -7) 
Rose Kress 3.- 

‘| Harry Hayden Co 
Herbert Faye ; 
Jean Rankin Belles 

J C.Filppen’ 
‘(Three to al) 

Helena Sacte & c 

“Glorifying Girl’® 
United Artists 

’ “(Cndef) 

Ted -Lenry 
Tivolt (27) . 

“Land gt OD Dreams” 
as 

Flo Lewis "| Snoozer Jr 
‘Morris & Campbell Freda & Palace 

Mille & Shea. - 2d-half (8-10 Kentucky Singers - Cliftord -& ‘Marion 
Frank ters “Ba “Oliver wallace n | Be Pace Co. Charlotte ‘Wosdruft Robert L Ripley © | Inez & Dwyna | Foster Tragin & Cox | Bozo Snyder OMAHA Lee 
Keller Sja & Lynch | Taming of sere, | ae cer coal (Two to fill) - (One to fill) Ewing Eaton Wilson & Dobson, | Brady & Wells Kelth’s (4) SYRACUSE | 
Duncan Follies P., MINN. Odiva- Sea  ] Premier 2a half. (8+10) Willie West & McG | Ken Murray -"*...| Roy Cummings Helena Justa: & C. Keith's. (4) 
Kambaroft up Vunnesota (4) coln Square tet-half (4-7) | May Questelle Hlizabeth “Brice. |.(One to fill) Juvenile Rev -—s_ | Irene Rich __, | Wiliam. Ebs Co 

- Serge Flash Puppets ‘Parade let halt’ ( %G Petty Reat .& -Bros| Madge Kennedy Co|(One to fll) 2d half (8-10) BLMIRA | Roy Cummings ~~ | Odette- Mrytil 
Cecil Blair Ferry Cotwey | Johnny Berkes Co | 3 Keene Sis Glenn & Jenkins 2a halt (1-3) _ | Edna Torrence Kee » | (Two to All) _| Al Trahan 
Dave Gould Girls |, | Walter Walters Co (Others to All) | Thos McAuliffe (Two to fill) Boganny. Tr Pat Henning - dst halt (1-7) (28) -| Lester Irving 8 “Jo This Is College” | Fileen & Margery _ 2a halt ne »), Billy. Glason :2a half (1-3) Helen & J Trix Chas Bennington | Rostando Co The Dakotas. (One to Ail) 

Uptown (27) |.) Blair & Thornton “| Bloomberg at, "3 Lockett.& Page Co] Harriman S Lucille | John Berton Co- ‘(Two to fill) Lionel Kay - Hal Jerome & Grey (28) 
“Land of Make B” | John Quinian 1 Clifton & Bren 2d_ half (8-10) | | Bobby May George Beatty - 2a half (1-3) Watts & Hawley Henry Santrey 6 Galenos 
Lou Kosfoff Bd = | Mary Reade Girle | George Lyons | | Karol, Bros Helen Kane _-- | Ann Pritchard Co |Kanazawa Japs | Blue Ridge R'biers | Soldiers of Fortune Harrison & Dakin , Lomas Tr NEWARK Te Lockétt & W age Co Burton .& Holmes' | Buck & Bubbles: | Hippodrome | (4) Roy. Rogers’ ‘1/ (One ta fill) (One to fill) -Cardini 
La Belle Pola | vag Doran orga ) (One Re th at ane & Harper 3 Kaswell ‘Sis’ Tiniva & Baikoft Co | Weaver Bros — 2a half (8-10) |- OTTAWA. Corinne Tilton 
Bert Faye 1030, Revets atone Bronson & Renee 86th Street Geo Beatty |Home Folks 4 Phillips: - Kelth’s (4) - Edna. Torrence Co 
Lorraine Tumler = | Charile Melson get Bale (4-7). | Cone to 2 det half (4-7) /Colleano Family | (One to All) Dirkson & Cassidy |.Ferrls.& Ray Rey | Harry. Conley Co 
Bourman Ballet | _,| Gleradort Sis | Raistons, AKRON Felovis Bob Albright. Co |. Victor Oliver Co Ryan & ‘Noblette \ |. ‘TACOMA 
Halfway to Biv'n Bdne ee g ees. Co Loew's (4) Lou Cameron. _| Barry & Whitledge 1861 hele “ti 7). Jimmy Burchill © -| Jim & M-Harkins REO-Pantages (4). ROSTO on Al Gordon 3 arry a Da var Angel Bros’ Corbétt & O'Brien | Hno Tr Corea Green: ' (One to ‘fill) *,- | Kikutea Japs Dance Fables 

.Metropolitan (28), | Morlarity & Burns | Kirby & Du Va Charles & L Girard| Children of China |... (28) Volee of the R-K-0 | FLUSHING ©. | (One to fill) - Hal Neiman 
Strite of Bombay” | Toston as ce | Happiness Girls | Hooper. & Batchett | (Onp'to fill) | 8’ Danubes (Three. to fll) - Kelth’s . (28) . Ruby Norton 

Pasquall Bros N. SRUMANS, UA. Joo Mandis 3. Frank Conwitle - 2a “halt (8-10) .| Lathrop Bros 2d half (8-10) ist halt (4-7). |Harrle & Clatre | Ray & Harrison Johnny, Perkins ‘Saenger (4) Etta Reed ara LANTA\ 8 Rangerg | Chabot & Tortoni- |,Bennett & Fenwick ‘Enos ‘Frazero . 
Robert L- Ripley 
‘Kitchen Pirates 
(Two to fill) 
~ 24 half (1-3)... 
Enoz -Frazere <: 

{Jean Oerr . 
Billy House Co 

Devil's Circus 
Moss & Frye . 
Lt Gitz Rice Ca 

' ... Jefferson. ... 
lsat half (4-7)- 

Eliz’ th Morgan Co 
‘Thomas ‘& Ray . 

(Others to fill). 
2d half (1-3). 

Hunter & Monty a 
| The Gossipers . 
‘Frank Dixon Co. 
‘Summers & Hunt 
A Night in Spain 

~~ TuespaYs JACK L. LIPSHUTZ 

Maxine Lewis 
Harry Carroll Rev 
(Two to fill)” 

2d half (8-10) 
“1 Paul Sydell-& S|}: 

Billy Farrell ce 
‘Sylvia Clark - 
Lang Osborne co 
(One ‘to fll) 

‘24 half (1-3) ° 

“Let's BD vu poscla, aco a . 
: ewls ody oye aye Co 

. Al ae. Gussle. Blum. | (One ta AU). gparele | & Caritén 
?:- “pointed Heels” - ac - Orpheum | 

State (28) Gould Tee "ast halt (4-7) | gorke, & Durkin 
Parisian Rec Hota OMAHA, 'N _ | Daro & Costa Rev | Down Home 
Fullmer & "pvayne . “Paramount a), ‘|Irene Ricardo. qo er 
Jack Miller Bd: — wsnap Into It? "U | Barto & Mann’ 

‘Val & E Stanton’ 
The Toreges . 

. Helen. ‘Breen ~ Grand = (4) OFFICIAL. DENTIST TO THE N. V. As 

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL 
“4. 1860 BROADWAY: - 

This Week: HarryB. Wateon, Mitlor- & Farrell. 

Harry Rodgers" -| (Two to fill) Whitey Ford .-. , Fred Sylvester 
“It's a Great. Lite” 2d halt. (8-10) Mason & Keeler (28) 

_ BROOK 

“To . 
6 ‘Blue Streaks -| Poley.& La Tour -| Odds & Ends 

LYN - | Patterson. 2 - ‘Carr Bros. & Botty MANHA Bronson & Gardner | 3 Lamores (Others to fill) 
Kat a nn Wililame Hipbite & it rtman ANHATTAN Jack Dempsey _.. PITTSBURGH | _ TORONTO 

Gal Norile Greyh'ds | Sorave sGinto | Billy Giason "| 199 Weet 7th St. TAILOR, 908 Walnut St., Phila, [Eisler | cama to | munpecreme: (0 Parker & Mack Mahe nar 77 eae « Happiness Girls NEW Y 9 s ioraca*"* Owen & Mann Norman. Thomas’ 8 

Rube Wolt | “Jazz Buétaneers” | Sally & Ted BALTIMORE, MD. Fleeson & Shipman | Joe Jackson | ARRON ||" 2a: ait esto) | TPFCC tA AD | Sunfor Durkin South | Beauties | Dmilie & Romaine | Dodd & Rush Loew (4) - |F McCormack Pals | Bobby Folsom. pAERO: (4) Rostando Kc ) wpa & paradine Watson Sis 
“South Sea Rose Helen Warner | (Three to fill) Andre De Val 4 BBth .St M’sh’ll |, Montgomery Dotson -. -. |Idonel Kay -. |Frish R ae (BR): 
Paramount (28) |. | Le Petit Marie : ‘State (4). Horton Spurr. - rect Buck & Bubbles | Chain & Conroy _—|'Watts .& Hawley | Little Revue ~ -. |\tiazeed “ee 

nite Cape’ Unit | Charles Brugge Grace &-M Eline Burns & Kissen’ Ast halt (4: 7), 6 Jansleys Pauline Blue Ridge R'blers (Two to Al) yinnee & Wynne Bop’ west Orch | Eddie Rey tea < tthres't oni. __ | Blora ‘Hoffman -\. -_ Edna ‘Torrence Co |. 24 half (8-10). | (Two to fill) . (One to fill) _- | ~ PORTLAND M & A Skelly 
-Gene Dennis “Bot for Paris” Victoria. - ( DAY. [Rupee ‘| Raymond Bond Co Pownsend & Bolds Witeon 2) he & eB _ JERSEY CITY -B-K-0-Pantagos [Townsend & Boles ; 
“Monroe & Grant , Mastbaum (28). Ist half (4-7) - Nan Halperin Harry Burns Co Glad Moffat ist half (4-7) Choos odan & Ends’ TRE NTON 
Harry Hu yorne Buak Revels” | Gioude PB Manon? Ast half (4 A C Bennington Orch | Felovis — . O'Donnell & Blair | Nelson’s Katland Sid Marion apitol Harry © Hutchins Verne Buok Claude -& Marlon Karoll Bros - ; 2a: hale (3-20) -IXen Murray Jim MeWilllams. Pope & Thompson ‘| (Three to All) tat’ Cant (4-7) 

hee -Bohby_Pincus. ee Sharles Previn, | Money Is Money __ Dila.Camnus-.... 7 Mariners The Charlestons~ Francois Densmore | Chase & La Tour (28) 4 Blue Steppers. . 
“Marans 4 Heels” || SEETSBURGH | 34 fait 8-10 Jack ‘North "| Batricoian te | g ea tee aye “ALBANY *[Yimmte-Lucas:Co-=-|-Tillis-&-La-Rue*=—-|-Marintett=G-GrowW--—- 
.“Potnted Heels Murieht. (23) 4 ( i ~ Alexander & Olsen | Fatrico at “| 4 Jacks & Girlie” Proctor’s (4) Catherine Rose Rev |‘Curly Burna ’ | Wilson & Irene - BUFFALO pogy wlRh (28 , Hoiner toma ne ith | (One to fill) Herb Williams Harry Stanley Co | wurand -& Girton - 2d half (8-10) Fritz & J Hubert Tha Rangers gnowlana” Unit” |-Herman @ O'Brien | Anderson @ Graves | 5 24 halt (8-10) [CGA 4, [Jack IC Spancler| Harrison a Davin | Lester irving ©) (Eadie Pardo" | (One to" fll 
“Phil Lampkin ‘| Allan & Canfield | Irene Ricardo Jack Housh Co Co | Chevalier Bros Lester's Midgets | 2ainty Marte pap Gey c Beshes Ve eubyate 24 halt (8: waa 
‘Rio Bros; Betty Veronica | Feln & Tennyson Towa & Re. e CO } Ruth Ford , (Two to fill) ‘Jed Dooley ° eth A, CE _|Jerome & hes 
Gaudemith Bros. | Jay Mills. . BROOKLYN ‘tracey & Ha Co Chester Conklin . |. 126th Street. . (28) Ralemann. Alab'm’'s | Dowels wee nf ), M Montgomq cers 7 
Helen Kennedy “Wedding Rings" ‘Redford (One to “ip y _| Burns & Allen Ist half (4-7) Thelma D’Onzo KANSAS Gat § | ous ag a rie ce) Brennan fey 
Florie Vestoft ‘ Penn, (28) let half (4-7) - + ‘| Jean Rankin Belles | Zion: &-Plaza . ¢ Danny Small Mainstreet (4) Esther Ra to wells it (3) 
Woods ‘Miller ‘Anniversary. Rev" |-‘Bentell & Gould sUOSTON Fordham Marie. Harcourt Mercedes a Dakotas Wenn at n ane’ ha Che in 
Edith Rogers Not Nazarro, Jr Bronson & Renee Orpheum (4) 1st half (4-7) Kane & Nelson Evans & Adams Stanley -& Ginger (O a a yons. ma eur 
Darothea Berke Co. Robins. Carr Bros & Betty Royal Sidneys : Rhythm.& Taps - [Local Girls: ~ Bob (Carter & A Sls | ronry Santre ead ne to i ) Charm to fll) 

’ “Marr'ge Playgr'd’’ Stone & Vernon: 4 (Two to fill) Peggy Brooks Madge Kennedy Co. | (One to fill) -| > * Boston (Two to alt) y 7 Mart (28 (Three oy 
“+ Tafayette (28): | Breeskin - 4,24 half, (8-10) | Millard & Marlin | Watts & Hawley | 2d half (8-10) |. Kelth-Albee (4) (28) . Saranof’ & O'R Proctor's: 

? “Thru the Gates” Liebert Olvera. Bros - Tack Norworth Co | Willle Weat & McG! Bernice & Foran 56 Nelsons — Russtan Art Circus ‘Any fy Rirke |. Ist hot (7?) 
Lewis & Ames “UNavy Blues" Myra Langford Gracelku-Theodore (One to fill) ‘George Herman Roy Rogers ny Sam st ha Falls Reading & B | Bilzaveth Price 4iitamura “Bros 

X 



. 

niet “, . uN 

“Wednesday, ‘January 1, “i980 VARIETY 

‘7. Kox (8) 
-“Columne’’ Idea ° 

— tn eS a Le ye ee oe —— 

onin. “ke: Ha ‘2a half, (1-8) . WORCESLIER |. Franklin & Warner 
IF Arnaut & ho Ada Kaufman Girls Palace (4) Jack & B Welling 
Bes er & Balfour..| Jack North . . . Luellle Iverson 
Wille Wes McG | Chamberlain & BH .. | “Scr'nl'd Melodies" | Dverta & Lowry 
2a hal 8-40), . | Peter Higgina - 

Nath al : 
Btutz & Bingham *. 

“Lovejoy. Dancers. 
UNION. HILL 

. Capitol 

Jat half (4-7) . 
Moro .& Francis’ * 
Fynan & Doris - 
Baxtib & Farrell . 

3 . 7 

Dance Bouquets’ 
- 2@ half (8-10) 
Apn ‘Schuler Co 
Gold '& Ray 
Claire. ‘Vincent | Co 
‘Wilson & Irene. 
Clifford &. ‘Wayne |. 
VANCOUVER — 

- Orpheum :(4) 
he: Digitanos :. 
“Powers. ‘& - varrett 
_-Derickson .& Brown 
' stewart. & Lash . 
Cavaliere, 5 . 

‘Gaynor: e *Bgron * 
: Fulton :& Parker’ 
‘ Olsen.& Johnson .. 

_ (Two, to i 

’ 

oe ebe 

WHITE. Tans 
* Keith’s. . . 

det halt (4-7). -*° 
Ada Kaufman. Girld. 
Red Donahue Pals 

.. Blizabeth Brice Co: 
Pat. Henning: co." 
Peter Higging : we 

2a half (8-19) ,. 
Ada Kaulman. ‘Girls 

. Chaveller. Bros - 
Borer & & Thomas 

ully & omas | 
Peter Allgeina 

. Lee : 
. Mecney. & Dupree’. 
“Snoozer Jr - 

‘| Jack Pepper .. 
+1 (One to fy 7 

- “Alexander” Girls 

| Block & 
.Howara’ s Pontes’ 

| Det Ortos -- _ 

“e Harry Howard 

The Rangers 

WINNIPEG 
Orpheum (4) 

Ken Christy Co 
Healy £ Cross - 

Sully . 

_ YONK ERS 
- Keith's ' 

tet half (4- 1) 
3 Lewis. Bros. 
Ray Rogers | 
Chas Ruggles Co ot 
-Demarest &.Delana | 

. The Great Rollo Co 
‘20 half (8- 10)" 

Wilson. & Ireno:- 
Harry J.Conley Co 

. Williams & D'lan'y 
Thelma Deonzo ‘Co. 

-2d half. -(1-3) -: 
“bgamaroft & Bonta ~ 

-| Foster Fogan &.C’x 
Billy Maine Co | 

: Keith’s (4) 
Hill ‘Bullies 
Marie 

il- White - 
& Boyle . 

‘Mijares oN 
“¢ 28 ) 

Lime ..3 
Loma. Worth 

: | Chesléigh & Gibbs © 
Tina : ‘Basquette-.- - 

| Fanchon snd Marco 
ATLANTA ° 
‘Fox - (8) 

. iBance Moods” 
‘Exposition 4 

‘ Gus Muleay 
Betty . Mooney 
‘Ramon Caldwell 

; BRIDGEPORT 
Palace (6) 

‘wp: in the: Air” 
‘Walter Nilason 
Nell Castagneli 
-Joan Knox 
maaate — arente 

“+ 

-“Art in-Taps” Idea” 
“Myrtle Gordon’ - 
‘Rodney & Gould 
-Al & Hall - 

. Seanne MoDonald - 
--Johnny Plank 
Eddie Lewis‘: . 
Brown & Willa - 

- DETROIT. :. 

“Rome & Gaut 
‘Niles, Marsh - “of : 

. “Black &'@ola” “Billy Rolls - 
. Maxine Evelyn: 
“Dorothy Henley 

FRESNO 
Fox Wilson: 

“Lat half. (2-5) 
_ “Hot Dominoes” 

- Les Kicks 
Paul Mall ~~ 

‘Dexter Webb. & -D 

Grand (7) 
-. “Far Baet” Idea ° |: 
‘Frank Stever 
‘Helen Pachaud 
M Sanam! Co 

:2 Jacka & 2 Queens 
Ruth Kadamatsu 

, Toan Hardcastle .. 
HARTFORD- 

*- Cnpitol (4) 
"Gardens!’ Idea 

gene Broqg — 
Moffa & Mae 

- Vina Zolle 
. Clift Nazarro 

West Const (2) est Cons 
. “Desert” Idea 
“Wa & Martin Beck . 
“Murlel Stryker 
Gropley. & Violet . 

arry Napee 
_ Carle Torney Girls. 

. LOS ANGELES. 
Egyptian (3) 

-“Internat'nal’’ Idea 
redrico Mores 
Laird & B-Carr 

Osaka Roys --.: 
_ Markel & & Faun. 
_oow's State (2) 
“Ivories”™ 

“gabor ¢ Grend- (31) 

PASADENA 
Colorndo (2) 

Aerial 

“Jazz Buccaneers’ 
Emillé & Romaine 
Charles Brugge. 
Eddie Rey 

’ | Helen Warner - 
.| La Petite Marie 

PORTLAND,. ORE, 
Broadway (2)° 

Jazz Temple Idea 
‘Wally: Jackson © 
‘Nora ‘Schiller . 
‘Gus Elmore 
Sylvia Doree: a 
Temple Beauties” . 

_ SACRAMENTO — 
Senator (3 

“ete Pretend”. 
“{Tillyou & Rogera., 

Lyda Roberti 
Hd Cheney . 
Rita Lane | 

SALEM 
Elsinore, (4) 

4 Kemmys 
Arnold Grazer 
‘Maxine Hamilton 
Lee Wilmot of 

. SAN DIEGO 
Fox: (2) 

‘} “Power” Idea 
4 H! Hatters ° 
Edison & Gregory . 
Goetz & Duff: 
Charlie & Nell 
SAN FRANOISCO 

| Fox (8) .: 
“Uniforms” Idea 
Armand & Perez 
Ruth Hamilton 
.Joy Bros 
Shore & Moore 

SAN JOSH 
California 

1st half (30-1) 
“Hot Dominoes” 
Les Kiicks 
Paul Mall 
Dexter Webb & D 

SEATTLE 
Fifth Ave. (2) 

“Idea ‘in Green” 
Hddie Lambert 
Moran & Weston 
Franklin Record 

Palace (4) 
“Jazz Cinderella” - 
Mae Usher — 
Roy Rogers 
James Gaylord 
Albert Hogo . 
Adair & Stewart 
Billy Randall 
Pauline Alpert 

—— Oe 

- FISHER ‘and. GILMORE 
African’ ‘Theatres, Ltd... 
Johannesbure, South’ Africa 

—— 

Alene & Evans =: . 
Hy Meyer 

ary & Fr. ‘Seamon 

», MILWAUKEE . 
* “Wisconsin (8) 
“Kisses” Idea 
Joe & J McKenna 
win Cowan . 

ave’ Hack 
‘B Flat vr. 

Vv HAVEN 
Palace (4) 

+ “Wat'melon’ Blues” 
Mammy & Picks, 

isa’ & Mitchell 
‘ed ard. -- 

Shomer, UB — enn, 

“Routiiern Steppers . aby=Songs" I 
GARA FALLS 
Strand 

opis half (3-5) 
be a one ood Girls 

Chas Rozelle 
trig & Fermine 

Miles & Perlee ~ 
Jéhn Vale ; 

OAKLAND 
Fox. (3). 

“Carnival, Russe” © 
ountess: Sonia 

Alex Sherer Bekeft 
gussian Sunrise 3- 
am Linfleld Co 

tila Nirley . 

ST. LOUIS _ 
Box (8). 

“Accordion” Idea, . 
Burt & Lehman 
Theo &- Katya 
Nat Spector — 
Mary. Price 
Arnold Hartman 

“RIICA 
. ayety . 
2d half: (6-7). 

Gobs | : 
‘Chas ‘Rozelle : . 
Lorris & Fermine 

‘| Miles & Perlee 
John Vale 

| VANCOUWR, B. ¢. 
den Virginia... Sales,.. 

Strand (8) 

Penny Pennington 
Miller &° Mare 

| Rose Valyda 

WASHINGTON 
‘ For. (8) 

“Spéed" Idea .- 
Black Cat 4 : 
Cal Norris ‘Greyh’ds 
‘Parker &- Mack 
‘Helen Burke 

WATERBURY 
Palace (4) 

“Sweet Cookles’’ 
Eva Mandel 
Jones & Hull 
Roy Loomis . 
Bobbe Thompson 

; OEDR pig PIDs, 14 

14. Cameron . 

i Corey’ & 
| (Three So fill) | 

| Badger & Muessler 
“| Suite.16 - 

, | €One to :fill).: 
| DET 

. katt halt. (5-8) | 

| Dot Myers Co 

. LV: , 

., 2athalf (9-11).: 
Al Butts.& ‘Peaches . 

Deming | fanning» 
‘| Kremer 

.| Joe Roberta . 
. | Kollege. Komics 

‘| Dan Santo Gang 
‘(Three to fll)‘ ‘ 

‘ INDIANAP., IND, 

‘| Wyle - & Young. 

‘Garge & Morgner 

‘Pickard & Seal 

“1 (One ‘to fill) 
" #p 

_PATERSO 

“A, EL F.” Par. 
Beryl -_Mercer added to “Cyclone 

David Reece. ‘| Sherry Louise 
- 

_ bean | 

Tow 
Ist‘half “ 1) - 

Herbert G &V 
Sargent .& Commie. 
‘Ida May. Sparrow 

2d halt (8- 11) 
Mann - 

DAVENPORT, 
Capitol 

tet halt (6-7) 
Harmonica Bd 

2d- half. (8-11) 
Bdith Griffith ‘Ca. 
Sargent & Cammie - 

‘Camerons _-< 
DES MOINES, IA, 
 Orphenam. (3) 
Stanjey, Rollickers 
Larimer & Hudson’ 

IF, MICH. 
Hollywood 

Iph Whitehead 
‘The Lemays ; 
‘(One to fill). - 
2a halt (9- 11) 

(Two.to. fill) - 
EV'N8V’] ; 

‘Polar. ‘Pastimes’ 
(Three to fill) 
Gp BEES. MICH. 

ist“half (6- 8): 
Radlo: Jacks &: Qu’ n 
Lomas. Tr, - 

Vox & Walters. . 
2a half. (9-11) 

‘Victor Oliver Co 

Lyrio. (4) . 

Chas. Ray. - 
Delong Family - 
(One-to fill) - 
LON ON, ONT. 

. Ist half (6-8) 
Zeller & Wilburn 
Dan¢ing Cadets 
(One -to fill) 

2d halt. b9-11) 

Jack .Bell 3 . 
(One.-to gD 
MADIS me 

Orphe : 
1et.-halt “e7) - 

Powers & Wallace 
‘(One to Al) 

ATLANTA 
Kelth’s 18) 

‘gt Cla{r_.Sis = .O'D 
Henry J Kelly 
Al & F Steadman 
J Cobb & 8 Lowry 
(One to fill). 
BIRMINGH. 

, Ritz (6) 
Stan. Kavanaugh 
Ryan Sis . 5 
Conlin.& Glass < - 
Marion Wilkins Co 
ee to fill)’ 

heum. .. 
2a ‘ onal (1-9) 

-Lamont 4 
‘Masters & Grayce. 
Swor & Goode . 
Lyda Grey Chaplin 

Majestic (4) 
Lottie Atherton 
‘Lytel & Fant 
Lamarr & Boice 
McLallen & Sarah 

FT. WORTH, TEX. 
Majentic (3) 

Yacopl Tr. 

JOLIET, ILL. 
Rialto 

1st half (6-8) 
Palm Beach Girls © 
(One to fill) 

2d half (9-11) 
Frances White Co 

- . 
. . Palace | 

.Ist half (5-7) 
Marcus Follies 

2a. halt. . @- rit) 

o 

HOBOKEN | N. J. 
Fabi 

‘ist half wre 1) 
_| Bvans & Adams” 
Jed Dooley 
(Three to fill). 

2d. half (8- 10) 
Moss & Frye° 
(Others to ON. N 

Regent ° 
tat halt AT) 

-NOTES'  —yj. 
“Bright.Lehts”. 

Phillip ‘Strange, “Bright Lights,” 
FN, 

+ 

Frank Beal, 

TA, 

; ‘o’Neal 

HAM . Kitty 

7 Great , States 

J Grauman ‘Hess & V- 

| Jed Dociey 

J. 

ga: halt (8- “11) 
Grauman Hess & 
Gibb 2. 

|(One to Al) 

MEMPHIS, 
Orpheum. (4) 

3 Lordeng . 
Grace. Doro a 
Jimmy Allard’ Co. 

MILW’HER, WIS: 
Riverside (4) . 

Al & L Rudacir - 

Seventh Street (4) 
Max & Gan 

‘| Bozo. Snyder Co. 
George. Hunter ° 

‘J Joyce Lando Co. 
NASHV'LE, 'TENN.. 

Princess: (4) ~ 
{ Opera vs. Jazz. --. 
Jae Freed Co on 
Fauntleroy & Van 
Internat’! Rhythm” 

| | ROCK eee JEL, 
alace: 

Jat-half (547) +. 
| wale! Griffith Co. . 

‘| Harry; Hines we 
(Three: to “Ally. - 
2a .half .(8- 11) 

- Marcus: Show. Now 1° 
7 sIoux CITy,.. IA. 

Orpheum .- - 
‘Ist halt (4-6) * 

| Fait’ & Erminios™ 
‘Spirit of eins | 
MG ree to fill): 

, BEND, 
- Palace 

“tet half (5-1) . 
& Manners - 

Corey &. Mann: ; 
Gibb 2 
(Two - ‘to Ally > 

2a. half (8-11) . 
Powers & Wallace 

LOUIS, Mo, 
: Grand — 

ist half (A- 7) |. 

| Pour to- fill) - 
ST. 

‘Billy Pruitt © N. 
Al Butts & Peaches | 

2a half. (8-10) 
‘| Bisie Greenwell! Co 

Joe Roberts’ - 

|. 1st half (6- 8) 
Large & Morgner 
Jack Bell 32 
(One to fill) 

2a half (9-11): 
Zeller & Wilburn - 
Dancing Cadets ° 
‘(One to All) - 

| = _ 
‘Kerr & Exaten * 
4AlK Hall Co 
(Two to fill). 

HOUSTON, TEX 

Margar't rales co’ : 
Permaine &. Shelley | 

oner. Co’, - 
Val Harris. : 
Tom, Davies. 3° | 

- Orpheum | (4), 
Honey Family | * | 

-+C Blossom & June ~ 
Sneus. & Searle ~ 
Frank Devoe 
Irene Vermillion . 
OKLAHOMA CITY. 

Orpheum (3) 
Carr Lynn ; . 
Wheeler & Morton - 
Texas Comedy 4 
Stop Look & Listen 
(One to fill) . 
SAN ANTONIO 
Mafestic . (4) 

Princess Pat 
Reed & K - 

sxe r Babb Co 
Pressler & Klaiss 
(One to fill). : 

Suite 16 
Gene ‘Greene : 
Te a homes Saxotet 
WAUKEGAN, LLL. | 

Genesee 
1st half (5-8) 

Balabanow 6 
Cardiff & Wales 
‘(One to “any 

_. 2a half (9-11) 
Will'rd Singley. & F 
Jack McBride Co 

(Otters a A ers to 

Evens 

fll) 
(8-10) 
Adams 

(Three to. “any 

PHILADELPHIA 
:’ Earle (3) 

Grace_ Barrie 
Ritz! Bros 
ow to fill). - 

“Moran and Mack in 

cs by 

TENN: 

Pr'nkiin & Dunievy |. 
.Tommy Manahan 

: Arcadtans,. Greystone B 

“ton, N.Y, 
- Boutelle Brothers,’ ‘Winchendos, ‘Mase, | . 

. Haute, Ind, 

Chapman, Jack, Drake H., Chisago. - : 
- Christian, Tommy, c-o Creatore. a Martin, 

Routes for’ Next Week (January 6) 

Permanent’ addresses of bande ‘or orchestras will) be published - 
without. charge. 

No charge is made for. listing | in this department. , 

For réference guidance, initials represent: H—hotel, T—theatre, . . 
. P—park, C—cafe, D H—dance hall, B—ballroom, R—restaurant. = 

:” Ae far: as posible, street addresses in large“: cities are alo 
Included. _ . . 

‘a ase Be. 

A . 

. Aarorigon, rrving, eo ‘Variety, N Y. Cc. 
‘4 | Fred. &. J. Rinehart : 

‘| Cowboy. Revels’ 
-| Yorks & Lord - 

‘| Hart’s Krazy’ Kets 

‘MINNEAB,,. “MINN: 

“-" @gontini, Geo., Palace T., Moritreal, 
~ Albert, Harry. Lido-Venice, Venice, Italy. 
-Albert..Don, Loew's Jersey City, J. Cc 

‘ Alberti, Jules, ‘Colossimo C., Chicago. - 
Albin,” Jack, Statler H., Buffalo. : 
Aldrich, Bob, Onon Hotel, ‘Byracuse, N.Y: 

’ aledorf, U. J.,'88 Liberty St., Newburgh. 
- Almare, Joe, New--Bamboo Inn, Chicago. 
Amidon, A., 012°E, 8th St.. Flint, Mich. 
_Andéraon, ‘Warren, 613 N. 47, St.;. Seattle. 
‘Appel, Oscar, The Cathay, Baltimore. 

- Armbruoter, ‘J. L.,. B: a Cc. 
» Dayton, . 

Arcadia Syncopators ce Bagerton),: 2608 
: Addison St.,° Phila. . 

.. Arnheim, Gus, | ‘Savoy: ‘#., Yondon. - 
- Ash, Paul, 
N. Y.. 
pAtoria. ‘Jo, P. oO: Box: 808, ‘Coral Gables, |. 

Atking, A. P., 8614 6th Ave... Dea: Moines. 
Austin, ‘3... Davis. Ta. ‘Gountry c.." Tampa.’ 

_ Baer, Moe. Gherry's, “Baltimore. . 
‘Balley, R.; 520.80. Bway, Los. Angeles... . 

|, Baird, Maynard, Cryatal T,, Knozville. - 
‘ Baldwin, | ‘Pow’ Frontenac, Quebec, Can. . 

. Bard, -Jos., “Golden Peasant Rs, ‘Balto. - 
‘Barnard, B..- 8380. W. Morrell Bt... Jackson. 

“Mich. 
- ‘Barringer, Don, ‘Calico: Cat B., “Miamt. ; 

rrett, H.;' Wisconsin H., “Milwaukee. 
* Bartlett, © ’ Book-Cadiilac, Detroit. 

_ Barzos, Ed: “Uptown: Village, ‘Chicago. * 
' Baalle, Joe, 65 PNO. 14th St., Newark, N. 2. 

‘|; ‘Bastian, Walt.,.State T., Detroit. : 
‘Bauer; F. Jo 67 -Ormond St. "Rochester, ‘3 

226: Rose St., ‘Reading,, Pa. 
Tw 
Baum, ‘Babe, ) 3 Mohawk 
Bay State Aces {Al Relyea). 

6t., Cohoes, N. ¥. 
Beale, Bob, Athens: Club, - Oniciand, Cal. | 
Beckley, T 

Del. 
‘Beniaye, Sam, Capitol T., Detroit. 

' Berge, Ww. EB. 07 Grand Ave. Engiewood. 
Jd. 
Berget, . Paul, Rice H., Houston, ‘Tex. 
‘Berger, W. J 
Berger,. Herb, CHase H., St. -°L. 

Bergman, Al,, 41 Harvard. PL, ‘Buffalo.. 
Bergman, D.,. Webster Hall, Pittaburgh. 
Bernte,. Ben, Kit Kat. Club, London... - ~ 

- Bestor, ‘Don,.Wm. Penn H., Pittaburgh. - 
‘ Bingham, T. W., 18 8. Ryan St., Buffalo. 

; Bissette- Maclean, Marigold R., Rochester. | 
Black. Derby, Armory, Prov., R: I. 

cauiumenthat's “Orch., Sovereign Hotel, chi-] . Fay, -Bernard, :Fay's, Providence. © 
“Amolbite, F > O..°Varaity Inn, . van ‘Wert,’O. ‘omen eeney. uM M... 0 S96: B.. Mt Bs" Sakland, 
-Bosheh, Bran, Earlton Country C., . warl- . : 

Boyle, Billy, Copley-Plaza H.. “ 
. Bread eld, EB. Copley. th Ave. T:,. Beattie” 
Bradfield, Max, Fox T.,. Detroit. .. 
Brambilla,. My St. Francis T:, ‘San: Fran- 

claco.. - 
“Bringy's, Singing,. Biagles B.,” 

‘Breeskin, Daniel, Earle T., 
Brigada Ace, Danceland B. R., Cleve. 
Brway Collegtans, Walled Lake B.. De- | Me 

N.Y, vt 
troit. 
*Broolte: Bobvié, Ido .c 
Broudy, Dave, Grant‘T., Pittebursti- . 
‘Brower, Jay, El Capitan T., fan Fran- 

| claco. 
‘pbrownesie, T., 922 9th Bt... Harrisburg, 

a 
Bryant, W. -H., 1626. ‘B, 6th 8t.. Terre} 

Buck, Verne, ‘phvolt | T., ‘Chicago. 
Buckeye = Wonders, 645 So. Main &., 

Akron, O. 
Buloswkiea Calite. Eagle B.. Milwaukee. 
Bunchuk, Yasha, Capitol T., N: ¥. C. 
Burk, Milo, Broc ‘kton,: Mass.- 
Burke. Chick, Amesbury, Mess. . 
Burtnett, Earl; Biltmore H.. L.- A. 
Burtson,. Buddy, ‘Richmond H., Richmond, : 

Va. 
Busse, Henry,. Addison H +» Detroit. 
Butler, Mel., Davenport, Spokane, 
Byers, Hale, Variety, N.. Y. G 

ro} 
Cairns, Danny,. Orpheum T., L.- A. 
Cal’s Californians, C. Daffydil, N. ¥. C. 
Caperoon,: Fred, 401 B’way, Camden, N. J. 
Carberry, Duke, Walpole, Masa. - 
Carpenter, E. J.,:745 Ith Ave., N. ¥..¢. 
Carr’ Bros., Agia Caliente, Mexico. 

: Carr, Jimmy. ec-o Variety, N. ¥. C. 
Carter, » Majestic,’ Long Beach, Cal. 
Caeale, aL. 140 Pine &t., 

Pa. 
Castle, Art, Metropole C., Chicago.. 
Cato's Vagabonds, : ‘Swiss Gardens, Cincin- , 

nati. 
Causer, Bob, Ithaca AL, ‘Ithaca, ‘NS Y. ° 

» Cavallaro, John, .. 20 Arving.- St . New 
‘Haven. ite, ‘ 

. Cavato, Ete, ‘Fotis Club, Pittsburgh. 
,Celestain, Jeick, . 1030 ‘Boaton Ra. _Bronz, 

Cervone, " fexy, 602 Blackstone ‘Blas. 
Pittsburgh, 

Bond Bldg., }- 
Chriatle, HS 

Loulsville. . 
Church, Ross, 

» 1831 N. Ormaby: ave, 

‘Buckeye Lake- P., Buek- 

Clrina, Gene. Chin’a R., N. Y. Cc. 
Col. F., 252 W. Douglas St., Reading, Pa. 
-Cohen, Richard, Vanderbilt H.. N.° xX. Cc. 
Cole, H.,. Swanée Club, N. .X. C. 
Coleman, Emil, Montmartre C., N. Y. Cc. 

“Collegian Serenaders, Far East’ R., Cleve. 
lan 

Condelor!, A., Adelphi H., Philadefphia. 
Confrey, Zen, c-0 MOC. COA.S, Paramount 

Bldg.. N. Y. C. 
* Conklin, Richard, ‘Lotos Club, Wash. - 
Connelly, H.R... 489 Central — 

‘| sye Lake, O. 

co. Publix, Paramount Bldg., o 

9 102° E. 6th . Bt.. Witmington, 

Mitwauxes.*|' 
“Brautisdorft.Orch., 811 224 St; Gaivéston..| 

Washington. y 

“Wiltameport, ° 

AYO. 

Buffalo. An 

-, 6449 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh. : N. 

. _ Greyatone Orch.. Greystone H,, Dayton. 

. Montea, Cal. 

Bldg., .N. ¥: C.- 

_ Goff,’ Mark, Briggs #., Detroit.., 

_-Cutten.; B. 5. a. 5. Sth St.. 
“ton. 
Cummins, Bernie, New vorker H., N. Y.-C, 

|. Currie, Harry, Heelbach H., Loutsville... 
oo. ‘ a . . Oo _ 

D’arut's - Ofebas’ 6 4th Bt, Norwich. 

“Dantalg, x. i. aes, Putnam: ave,’ B’klyn: 
- Daugherty, Lory, Jardin. Lido, “aTHng: 
ten H., Washington. dD A: 
. Daryidson, J 
* Davis, C., Indiana T., Indianapolis. © - 
Davis, "Doc, Drake Be Chicago. . : 

' Davis, Eddie, $5.E.-684 St.. N. ¥ . City. 
Davison, Walt. Mainstreet T., ag c. 

. Deaton, “Chuck, Palace: B.- RR, 

“Delbridge, Bel., Capitol T., Detroit: - - 
Del Poxo,. Senor, 1587. B’ way, N! YC. 
DeLuca, J., 831 Bt. Marks av 

lyn, N..-¥.., : 
 Detertch; Roy; avaion T.,- “Chicago. ~. - 

’ Domino Orch., 22 4th 8t., Troy,.:N. Y. 
Donnelly,. W. H:.: BD. Glenwor Ave. EK. 

Orange, N.. J. 

. Park. 

- Dodds, John,, ‘Kelly’ r) Stables Se Cot. 
: Dolin, Max, Loew's Warfela T x 8 F 

. Dornberger:, : ‘Chaa., c-o M. Ce A. ‘82 
Randolph ‘6t., “Chicago. * - 
‘Dougherty, Doc... Adelphia. HH... Phils. . 

af Dumont,’ A., Paramount, N.cYi C, - 
Dunn,- Jack,: -Cinderella, Roof BR. .L. A. 

Sat ae “dim, Leen -Ambansedeure, Cc. 

“Baay, ‘Wens Loew's, Kiligs Tr. Brook-. 

Eamuna, ; Gen,’ Alexandria H., L. A... 
| Bdwarda,.Gue C,,, Terrace. Gardena, Chi. 
'. Eagan, Jack, Paramount T.. La Ap, ; 
Egyptian: Ser, c. o.'A. 3: Roky “One”. 
Elsenbourg, ‘Dok. ‘Bhepard - Colonia ‘R., 

. Blinor,' Carte, ' ‘Carthay Circle, --L.,- he 
: Ellard, “Jim, Riviera:-T, Omaha. =! 
‘Ellis, F., St. Francis H.,. 8. a ue 

. Ellington, Duke, Cotton ‘Club, 'N. ¥. ©. 
. Elmwood’ Band, 872. Van Nostrand Ave.. 

‘Jersey City. 

(lyn, Ne 
| | Barzley, Boonen, : Montauk” Point. . Mop- : 
{tauk. L. I. 

oe 

> Engolhart, Jos., McVicker’ aT... Chieago. 
“Eppel, 5736 'N, 7th St., Philadelphia. 
-Erdody. Leo, ‘165 ‘W. 48th 5t., Nv ¥. C, 
Erickson; Loy, Bgyptian vT., Holly wood, 
Esaig, “Abe: ; 1080. st. ‘Nicholas ° ‘ave. 

: “Eubank, Philip, ‘Lee. Harlingen, Tex. 

oe Fe . a 
. " Fabello,. ‘PH; ‘Coliseum T.,.N. ¥. 0. 

Fabrigat,. Geo., Hall's Chinese C.,'L’ A. 
:Pagah, ;Ray,’ Sagamore Be Rochester. . L,I. 
Fallon, Gwen, Wilaon’s -D. seg La AL. 

. Fatretl, F,, fon,.4 Sheridan $q:, ‘Ni. ¥. ©. 

Foote, Stevens Hi, , Chleage: ee 
Forbes,-. » Denver T.,: Denvs com ° 

: Forman,, Lou, Palace T., N. ¥..'C.” 

op 

. Fosdick,’ Gene, Bal Tabarin, ‘Ghleago: ‘ 
Four . Horsemen, : Masonic. Temple” "Bidg., 

Chicago, oe 
Fox, Roy, Mule. Box, ‘Hollywood, Cal. 

ogranklya.. Milt. Grahd Lake T:, ‘Oakland, 

“Fiasotta, gon Uptown C., 238 .W. 32Beb, ; 

Freed, TanGi. 29°8. Orange Ave., Newark. M 
Freeman, ‘Geo., La Monica B. R.,.. Santa 

Fridkin, : Bob, ‘Laurel A., -Lakewood, CN, J. 

Wiedman. ver Bociland, are * 145 Teh, . Jer c-o. * a 
Ave, NYG pe 
Friedman, L: F..,. ‘Bt. Louls” T.,. St. Lous. 

. Friese, a F., Strand T., Stamford, Conn. 
Fry, C. M., 6233 Roosevelt Blvd,; Phila- 

delphia, 
Fuloher, Chas., co M,C. A. Paraiount 

Fuller, Earl, W.F.B.E., Cinn. 
Funk, Larry, a) Barrow Bt.., N. x. c 

; wood, 

-TAV6,. 

South Boa- , 

“W.. Norshore:T.,. Chiedgo.. a 

“Ocean, ; 

Brook- 

wy Jedel,. Hi, “475 Hawthorne Ave., Newark: . 

la. |. Johnson, 

: ‘bur, 

aa King Ted, 745 7th Ave,,-. 

ton, - 

— 

oy 

oe ~y 

‘Mayes, Ed., albambra T., N.Y. C. a 
Hays, Bill, Cathay. Tea, Gardgn, Phile.. 
Heégedus,” Margit, Montmartre VC, Hellgs. 

Helberger. Emil, ‘Bond ‘H., Hartford, mo 
~ Heldt, Horace, c-o Fox, 130 W.. 46th 
St. N.Y. Cc, . 
Henderson, ¥., 228 Ww. 136th St., N.Y. Gq 
Henkel, Ted., Capitol T., Aydney, Avs. 

*. Henshell, Sey Bfate- Lake h.. Chicago 
Herberveaux, NBG 180 N . Michigan 

‘Chicago. 
Hiltbloom. eM. Stratford qT. Chicago. 

-Hines, Earl, Grand Terrace, Chicago. 
penrabalk, Ase 1123 Goettman. Bt. ‘Pitts 
urge: : 
Hoagland, Everett, ‘Le Perrott Cc. Le. A. 

yortobbs. Frank, St. Catherne H,, Cataling 
3 . 
Hoftman, Earl, Frolics’ C.; Chicago. . 

' Hoffman, L, G., 7 Ernst "St, Buffalo. . - 
ph B:, Strand D. it Wilmington; 

Holmes, Wright, Martinique H.. N. ¥. & 
Houston, ° Chas., Monmouth Beach | ay 
N. a, 

- Huntley, Lioyd, College Inn, Chicago, 
; we rel" Alexz., 0 Wm. Morris, 1560 Bvevs, 

7 oy | 

Irving, Be _Lycoum T., New Britain, 
Conn, - 

Irwin, : Vie, ‘Maytalr R., N:-¥. 
t Imperial. Marimba, American ‘Youre, Bose - 
on 
Ingrabam, | Roy,. Paratnount H., N> S ay 

wira. | E4,. Vanity Fair. B., Huntingtong oo 
a. 

Ipana “Troubadour; WEAF, N. ¥. Cc 
- Isemiriger,: Bill, Hageratown, Ma. . 

” Isham Jories, ce! 0. A. S..C., Chi.* 
-Iula, Fellce,: “Rivoli T;,: Baltimore. 4 

. Ivla, RuMino, - City: Park Ba, Baliiniore... 

__agkeon, Harry, Pign Whistle Cr Holle: ; 

jackson‘e-d Jazz, 18 Chestnut &t., Gloverse . . 
ville, N a 
Janis, “Frad, ' "Turkish Village C., Chicaga. . 
Janover,. ‘A. L.,: 1288 Grant Ave., N. ¥. Ce 

a 
- 

Ne 
‘Schie, John,” 75. ‘Driggs “Ave. ‘Brooklyn. 
:Jockers, Manro, Leighton’s'C., L.A: . 

. Johnson, Arnold, 1660 Broadway, Ni ¥. cn 
Johnson, C., Small's Paradise, -N.:¥.C. - 

Sohuny, ° co M.: Ce Ae Pera-. 
thount Bla Cc. - ; . 
Johnson; Send” ‘165° W. 46th: &t., nN: ro: 

“Johnston, -O, ‘W:, :48 ‘Grove. Ayo, ‘Ottawa.- 
“Jordan, Art. 0241 Norwood St... Phila, . 
, Jorgensed, ‘Ruth, 1285; Sheldon “ate Jacke. 

. son, ‘Mich.. 
oye “Jim, : 0-3 M. ¢. “AL: Paramount’ Bldg 

“Joyce, Teddy, ‘Loew's, Jersey_City, 'N. . a 

a K . 

- Kahn, Herman, ‘Capito! T.,. Newark, N. Sh’. 
Kallis, -H., Lido Venice c:: Boston. . 
Kamas, .Al, Swanee B. R., Washington, 
Kaplan, ‘Bamboo Inn,’ 8223 We e 

Madison B8t., Chicago, - ael® 
Kassel” Art, ¢-o. M. “@. A. Paramguat 

Katz, Kittens, ‘Muste- Box, Cleveland.: 7 ‘ 
Katzman, ‘Loule, e-9 ‘Brunewick, Too Tt. 

Ave., N. ¥. C, . 
pautman,- Ww. ‘28 N ‘10th Bt., ‘Lakanong:. 
‘Pa. an 
Kavanaugh, Ray, Carroll: 7., N.Y. 
Kay, Geo, Paramount T., N...¥.: “de 
‘Kayser, Joe, ei Gardens, Chicago. -- - 
‘Keegan, . Rows B ea 22 Gold 8t.,. Breeporty 

‘Kemp, Hal, Man er H., N.[%.-C oF 
Kennets, Larry, at Keenan i i ittes a 

| Bldg, N.Y. C. 

tne 
J = 
he 
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ay 

‘troit. 
Ring, Herinie, Oakiand-T., Oa 2 oe " 

o Taps, |... 
‘King, Wayne, Aragon.B..wKt., Chicago, - ~ 
King's Melody. 8 Mueller Gt.,. Binghame. 

fate 3 Fred, ‘Kingeway oe Hot, ‘Springs ; 

: Kline, . M.,..6456, Spruce Bt., Fhiladelniies v 
Knelsel, ee Biltmore :H.,’ _ Atlanta. ' C, ‘ 
Knuteon, Erling. President 
Kosloff, :Lou,. Orfental. T.,. Chicago”. . 
Kraus, Arthur, 1482 Broadway. N, .¥. oe 
Krausgrill.. Walt. 847 Claremont Blag.y . 

” Krueger, Art, Wisconsin H., Milwaukee. 
Krumhbols, G. P., .0..B 406, New Beds - 

ford, Mt a , . ass, .- 

Lagasse; ¥.," 618 Merrimac ‘Bt Lowelly 7 
‘ass. . ae 
Lattsky, Ben, Majéstie “p, Big. Le As 
Lampe, Dell, Capitol. T., ‘Chic 
Landau, Mike, Oakiend’s ‘Terrace, both: 

St. and Broadway, N. ¥, C. : 
Landry,- Art, Hippodrome T., N. YY. ro o 
Lang; Henry, Baker H., Dallas. 2c. 
Lange,’ i. %, V., 27-Abbott St., Lowell, Mass 
Lanin,. H., 2000 W. Girard AVO.. Phila, = 
Lanin, Sam, -WHAP, N. Y. C. . 
Laughtner, Harris, .6t. Francis H.,. L. Ag. 

pUttkowits, - Harry.” -Casley H,, Betantony 

euepts, al, 1 109 President Bt., Brooklyn, 
Leonard, : “Harold; C4. We Randolph - Ste 

{| Chicago. - . 
Galvin, J, J., Plaza T., Worcester; ‘Mass. Levant, Phil,” £0 "M c. A. Chicago, 
Garber tay Mollyw. Sheridan Ree ‘Leyin, AI, 478. Whalley Ave., New Havens 
G , n, WoO ~¥s 6 ine,- oa 4 ; Gerdnch c. Geet "aatiy ae Lin-. cit! ne Jack, ' Cinderella Bu ‘Long ‘Beaches. 

coln, -Ne ‘Levitow Berna d, Commodor: H., N.Y. 
_ Gatrigan, Jimmy, villa, Lago, Chicago, - o 4. Levy, BR. H, Fa Eimer tore 1 Pt fe 
Gaspatre, Dick, Hotel Plaza, N. ¥, C. tady, N.Y. 
Gaul, Geo., Washington, DC; 
Gegna, Misha, Forum. Theatre, Ll. A. 
Geildt,. Al. 112 3S. N. a Ave... Atlantic 

City. 
Geiun, Tom, Gunter. HL, ‘San Antonio. 
git Jou;, Congress” Hy St." Le — es, 

E:; Bamboo: Gardens, Cleveiand. 
Gillette, Bob, Valencla Th., Jamaica, 

‘Goldberg; - Geo., Colestial. R.. 
Park, Baltimore, Md. 
*“ Goldkette,’ Jean, Book Tower, Detroit. 
Gonzales, 8. N.. 310 E.. éth Bt Santa 

Ana, Cal,. 
German, Rois, 800 8th: ‘Ave.,: N.Y. 

" “Gorrell, Ray. care Goldkette, Detroit. 
Gould, Frank, Bon Ton’ .B. 

Park. : 
Green, A. J.. 840 Weat 634" St. L, A; 
Green, Jacques, Ritz Towers, N. Y¥. 
Green,’ Jimmy, Triangle C., 

Bay: : Shore 

‘o. 
“Forest Park, 

Grosao, 31 St. James St., Elmhurst, L. 1. 
- Guanette, Lou, 10 St. ‘Angele St., Queber. |- 
Gurnick,. Ed.. 88 Reynolde . Ave. Provi- 

dence, 
Gunsendorfer, W., Whitcomb i, 6. ¥. 
Gutteraon, M., Velencia T.. Baltimore. 

“Bridgeport, Conn. 
Conrad H., 1088 Park Ave.. N. Y¥. c. - 

wooly. “Frits, Maple View. Pittsfield, 

econ, Del, Mira Lago. B., Chicago. 
Coon-Sandéra, Blackhawk C., Chicago. 
Copp, Pythian Temple, Brockton, Maas. 

- Cornwell, F., Hofbrau “House, N. ¥Y. c 
Cowan, a he Blvd. T., L. A. 

‘J Lights,” FN. 

Hickey,” “Tiff. Coyle. L L. H. 8, 8. 10th’ Bt, Easton, Pa. 
Robert: Lord, director and author, Taig, Francis, sermitage i., nas . with FN for 26 we eks, plus optfons Crescent Orch,, Armory, Middletown. 

for: four . rand one-half additional | Crawford, ‘Buss’, 2116 Pennsylvania 
years. Ave., W., Washington. 

‘ Crawford, Jack, coo M. C. A., Paramount 
Irank McHugh, legit, in. “Bright Bidg., N . . Cc. 

Crawford, Thomas L., Wichita, Kan. 

we ee 

"Hall, Sleepy, Brown H., Louiaville. ~ 
Hallett,. Mal., Ambassador a. L. A, 

meialstead, Henry, Adolphus: 
ex. 
Hammond, Jean, Sky Room, Mil waupes 
‘Hamm, Fred, Floridian H., Miami. 
Hamp, Johnny, Gibson Hote), Cin. 
Hancock, Hogan, e-o M. C. A., 

mount Blidg.. N. ¥. C.,, . 
Handler, A), Lincoln’ Tavern, Chicago. 
Hand, ‘Armin, Piccadilly T?, Chicago. 
‘Harkness, Ed., 3065 “Clay st... 3. F. 
Harbor, Lon, ec. o. S. C., Chi. 
Haring, Bob, c¢-o- Biunewitk. B, 

799 Tth Ave.,, N. Y. C. . 
Harmon, M,,. Club Mirador, ‘ Washington. 
Harrison, J., Rendezvous, Toronto, 

Para- 

R., Ocean. 

H,, Dallas,’ 

‘Youngstown, Ohio. 

& Cc, 

Lido Orch...’ Buite 56, Loew Bide. ‘Washes 
| ington, 'D.-C.. . 

- Light, Enoch, . Gaumont Palace, Paris. 
- Lipsey, M., 1731 Humboldt Blvd, . ‘Ohfe . 
‘CAKO. 
-“Lombardo; Guy:,: Roosevelt “H:;-N:°¥, «ea 
“ Long, Dick,: Curtla ‘Hi, Mirineapolla, 
. Lopes; ‘Vincent, St. Regia H., N. ¥. 
Lowe, Burt, Statler H., Boston, « ..... 
Lowry, Ed., Ambassador T.;.8¢. Li: -. 
Lyman, Abe, Chinese “T., Hollywood. 

‘Lynn, Al, Canvtots Palace, N. Y¥. C. . 
Lynn, Sammy, 2003 Wichita St.. Dallas, 
Lyone,: ‘Al, Fox T., fan Diego. . ; 

M . 

peiscdonald, Rex, Colfseum, - Bt. ‘Peteraa 
burg. 

, Mace, Art ‘Rendezvous B. Ry Crystal. 
Pler, Cal, ok 
Madson, Maddie, - RKO T 
Maitland, J., Garden Bo Bi38 " shemteta 

Ave, Chicago. - 
, Major, Fr. J. 8007 8a: Bt., ‘Ocean ‘Park, | 

"Maloney, R. B., 808 Elinor Bt... Knoxvill 
enn. : 1 

Mann .Bros., Venice B. Be Venice, Cal: ' 
Mann, Gell, 76H. 88th St., N.-¥. C. ; 

oe: een Oa Marburger,=Hs;-840-Knight- Sty-Readingy == 

‘Marsh, Chas, Ft, Pitt H., Pitteburgh. | 
Maslin, Sam, Seneca H., Rochester. . | 
Mason, Bobbie (Mies), New China Ryy- 

Masters, Frank, Uptown T., Chicage. 
May, CHM, El Cortez H., San Diego, 
Mayo, Biddle, 89 Crooke Ave., ‘Brooklyn | 

N. Y, 
McEnelly, B.S, 56 Bylvan St., Spring 

fleld, Masa. 
McGay, J., Detroit Country Club. Detroft, 
Melntyre, James,. Chateau Laurier, Oto i 

tawa, — 
McKinney's, Edgewater B., Detroit. 

(Continued on page 63) 



Nite Club Trate Complete Bust; 

| Spenders With Homes Stay i in Em,» 

CHICAGO TAXI- DANCERS 

PoE ne oe eee meet WOULD ALSOF FORM UNION}: 
Three of the strongest contenders |. : 
in the nocturnal golden gloves tour- 
nament were still in a daze when “ Chicago, Dee. 31. 
the gong rang... Only the New|. Taxi- dancers, following the mode} 

Year’s bell saved them. When com- in Seattle, are taking steps to 

ing out of their corners for the 1930: unionize with intentions of getting 
round, they were set-ups. under the wing of the A. F. L. Move. 

Plenty of booing and ‘hissing from is being made following ‘many ef-| 
the night club fans... With. ‘three forts: of the police to close down 

clubs admittedly out. of the running, | local. dance halls. . . 
the deepest gloom in night-life fight-|_ Recently. in. Seattle the “Women’s. 
ing history has beset the remaining | Dancing” Entertainers’ Union, some 
stable. New. Year’s. Eve invariably | 300 ferhmes, started a fight to have 

had shown the clubs at the top of the dance halls reopened after they 
their form and going:strong. But had been closed through the | arbi- 
this season the Christrias week trary” ruling of the. mayor. . 
showing was so notably. discourag-. 
ing odds were 20-8-4 against the]. 
places emerging “even” or. near 
“even” from .the New Year: round. 
They were right. , 
Pummelled, ' winded ‘and - - BroBey, 

the class of the field can hope- for 
no more than. sympathy. from the 
ringsiders—for | it’s a dead certainty 
they’ll creep ‘out — of the ring with |. 
the short end’ of the. purse, which | & 
will be but a fraction of the: en- 
trance and expense fees. : 
Even Rudy Vallee, whose. 60th}: 
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— Wor Keeney Walked on Own Racetrack 
When Gambling Was Stopped Cold. 

FAILURE N PHILLY © 

as 10 BE A CRIME 

for “reception work” is getting a 

big play. .Femmes are hired at a 

flat salary anda percentage to en-. 

Joo many: turkeys and capons 

caused the arrest of August Jans- 

gén, ‘Jr, 25; ‘son ‘of “Janssen: Wants 

tertain out-of-town buyers, — 

. All the biz the girl gets’ the man | 

to. See : You” | restaurant,’ Young 
Janssen was arrested by Detectives. 

to sign for,. gives her a percentage 
as: well as free feeds and. anything |. 

Fitzpatrick, Love and Huber of the 
West. 47th Street station on the 

~lelse she wants to take. 

charge of being a fugitive from 

MRS, YOUMANS EVICTED: 
$150 ALIMONY ALLOWED 

“while Anne Youmans was trying. 
to convince her composer-husband 
that he should‘pay her substantial 

separation alimony for the support | spats and natty. attire, declared the 
‘of their twins and herself, she was arrest to be an outrage, © ‘Fitzpatrick 

‘ i . F 

| being. dispossessed from her home|«pooxeda” him. in West. 47th Street had to trave the 20 miles. 

| for-non-payment of rent,: This was | station and then toted him. to West | Beveral race horses are still in 

revealed when a judgment ‘for|siae Court before Magistrate Stern. the stables, Many ot ers have beon 
$123.15 in favor of the Portolena Janssen had to. be fingerprinted. so sold for anyt ne. ‘ ey, could | bring, 

Realty Co., 400 Hast 48th street, was |that bail might be fixed, .- ; Some | were otter in 0 Blo Mc adden 

returned against: her: In. the: First] . 6 was arrested on word from and the. aa. are ower befor week 

“District Municipal Court’ of Man- Philadelphia | that. young Jangsen- on - t e rhe os or told ae 

hattan. Sum represents court costs|owed H. Savage &. Co., poultry aoe have th ris were jt ney. 

and one month's rent on an apart-| dealers, $800 for turkeys and ‘ca- sae's ave | ones d, "they. io é 

ment leased by. Mrs. ‘Youmans. .: ‘pons, .asserted the cops. The debt boon paid toe the first reek, n 

Both -her separation ‘guit and the occurred two years: ago when Three of the girls returned with 

present suit against her occurred August; Jr.,. contracted with the Miss McFadden to New York, two 

| almost simultaneously, While she | Savage firm and is quoted as saying have gone to Miami and the others 

| 1ost. the -rent case, Mrs. Youmans pe omy Be FAAS te would make] ..4 still here, seemingly satisfied. 

Young Janssen opened an. estab- Pee area eperating s in vot same. 

lishment like his dad's in. ‘Philadel- tion without interference. It is sald 

street rendezvous jp in the class dil- |’ CS re emerged ‘temporary victor in her 
vision, knows what it means to sax-|son.. The New Year's celebrants oc- | allegation against her husband, ‘Vin- | 

phia, but the place collapsed after their influences caused the gam- 
four months, it is averred. Friends bling ban on. the ‘Keéney- track, 

‘toot in an empty hall. Yuletide saw cupying ‘the rear. of the Richman, cent Youmans. 

a 75% crash in biz theré.. As few|sat on virgin chairs—without a fleck| “Separation trial was heard. before 
as 60 to 85° couverts were counted jon their varnished surfaces. — Justice Callahan in. the . Supreme a 

assert that Young Janssen ropped L ocal . gamblers argued they are 
$250, 000 in the failure.. a probab 

‘Extradition papers are being pre- here all of the time and proba iy 

“Jacksonville, Dec. 31, 
‘More than. the mere mention {n 

the. dailies that horseracing had 
been. suspended at Keeney Park 
was behind it. Frank A, Keeney, 
when informed no. gambling would - 
be permitted . by wagering on. the 
horses or.in the Casino within the .. 
grounds, walked out. on the entire - 
plant. - 
‘Keeney was” missing. for ‘four 

days. Finally located in Daytona, — 
he refused an offer of $600, 000 for 
the track. 
With the Keeney track about halt. 

way. between here and St, Auguge 
tine, about 20 miles from either 
town, the-many horsemen. were left . 

without’ a kitchen upon Keeney's . 
departure. If wanting a meal they -. 

Broadway's cocky night clubs tala 
in the rosin for the count of 14 last 

“Marion Lee Guilty | 
. Marion’ Lee, 22, ‘alleged actress, of 

47. West 63d street, was’ given. a 
suspended: -sentence in Special Ses-. 
sions on her plea ofeguilty to. shop- 
‘lifting. 

: Miss:-Lee was arrested Dee.’ ‘4 by. 
a store detective in Macy's, who no- 
ticed her ‘gathering articles valued 
at $19." ; 

oh successive post-Christmas week: Other clubs did piece-meal ‘biz Court, which ‘awarded Mrs. You- 
nights. . The curly-haired boy. was during the lonely hearts’ week, but mans temporary weekly alfrnony of 
profoundly lonesome. took. punishment. bravely, confident 
; . $150 and counsel fees of $1, 500, the ‘ Q , . stead income to -gomeone or . 

. ae . Few-of 400 — the "30. season would be less sorrow- latter to be paid in three equal in-~ pared, declared: the ‘cons. |» ore through that. Why, they said, 

The Grade A nooks such as‘ Lido,| fl: N Ww stallments. : Mrs,. Youmans. had | ‘| ghould the Keeney track come in 

Montmartre, Casino, Embassy, Villa | to ever. orse . ‘asked for $500'a week and suitable! pregs | agenting’ the: free cover |for a short while to split the gam- 

Venice and Trocadero felt ‘the shiv “The night clubs follow close. with 
of despair jabbed in their ribs,, The/the luck of the legitimate theatre, 
the “Angers. have. been. counted | ‘on| which in 15. years has never been 

Ye worse, sma 
_The Chateau Madrid. with a aize- an. empty. ash hits playing (9 many, 

able “nut” coasted off- ~course,en-| Big spenders have shunned the 
countering impossible winds, . which | nite: spots .since the stock market |: 
denied tacking of any sort, Nor was crash. Those with a home Jeft were 
it aided in keeping afloat by its big| glad to remain in it. - 
brother,. the ‘Richman .club, which]. ‘More people stayed. home this 
has suffered - its ; ‘most apathetic ‘sea- Yuletide than ever, 

counsel fees. She charged. abandon- 

ment and non-support, and cited an 
Tlinois court decision where ..her 
composer-husband had beén ordered 
to pay $150 .week for. her: support 
and the children. - 
Youmans pleaded. inability. to pay 

and that a separation. agreement en- 
| tered into between himself and Mrs. 

Youmans in June, 1927, prevented 
the present. sult t by his. wife, 

bling. money with.’ ‘them? Their 

argument seems to have prevailed 

with the eaSy dough end. 

Keeney is: said to have developed 

a. cramp in his. hands and pockets - 

giving out checks and ‘coin before 

the. blow-off . arrived. After that 

money had been paid, the order — 

came in. to.stop all gambling, when 

‘Keeney, “disgusted, just blew out. 

ont . 

‘cabarets. in the Times Square is 
tougher than that. One p.a. had a 
pay’, check . from his boss bounce 
back thrice before. collection. by @ 
‘scene, Another “was jobbed.60% of 
‘all press-guest checks. Latter place 
is biggest money maker in district 
and the p.a, is credited. with having 
shoved the joint to the fore by his 
influence with paper boys who gave’ 
it: plenty plug. Guy recently let out, 

will be served to you today at 

MRS. GERSON’S NEW GRILL 
150 West 47th Street 
NEW YORK. CITY ~ 

“Adjoining the Palace Theatre Stage Entrance) 

COME IN AND SEE THE BEAUTIFUL HALL. OF STARS 

. WHICH: EVERYBODY. WILL. SOON BE TALKING ABOUT 

: The. Ultimate: in Atmosphere and Service 

THE NEW PERMANENT HOME OF pROADWA Y’S FAMOUS 
FOOD LANDMARK, FOR MORE THAN A DECADE THE 

CULINARY CAPITOL OF THE EPICURE. 
“fe 

sere 9 er ee sede ote ee eS ee et ees Te - pL a eee eS 2 aeiey ates ese eo TEER I St ce oer lates oe 

‘SPACIOUS—COMMODIOUS—MODERN—BEAUTIFUL 0 

And—as Always—only ALFRED W. McCANN Endorsed Foods. Will Be Served at 

MRS. GERSON’S NEW GRILL 
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$50,000 Deb Party No Panic for 
The Old Man of Park Ave. F ‘amily 

“when. it ‘comes to creating apécs 
jgacles Broadway’ ga piker alongside 
Park 
stage director achieves his famée—| 
but. he cashes in on it on Park Av- 
enue, 
What an ‘azure deb's. ‘old man 

: spends for her coming ‘out party: 
. would float from one to. three shows. 
on the Main Stem—and his dough 

. goes for. one performance. only that. 
:Jasts-no more than six hours and 
before. an: audience that’s top at 

“3,500. 
a.. ‘debutante’ 8 personal . appear-. 
ance on her wedding at the Ritz 

: or the Colony © Club.- may — stand || 
“her anywhere from $10,000 to $50,- 
000. And. Broadway's stage dec- 
orations - impelled . into the blue 

flood canyon through theatrical éx- 
‘ploitation bring to. Park Avenue 

‘ wpon their arrival added experi- 
“ence, ability, and imagination: that 
-would quake 2 ticket.broker and 
‘make a. Broadway. theatre pale. at 
terrific displays churned oui, on. the 
royal thoroughfare where birthright 

' takes precedence over ability—exact 
” antithesis of Broadway. 

tinction. between the two streets all 
the more marked, really pitches: the. 

. two into'the same pot, as the one 
* attempta - to. outdo. the ‘other. in 

spectacle displays. 
' In this. case it’s the. designers. 
‘Among: those who rate the biz from. 
_Park Avenue are Lee Simonson, Ben 

. Alt ‘Hagein, Joe . Menzies, Robert 
-Bdamund Jones’ and Joseph Urban, 
_and their fees are plenty—$5,000 be- 
ing comparatively light for the. one 
night stand they do: - . 

It’s not’ the newer social - reg- 
‘gsterites who perform thus. Families |: 
that .spend.thé most are the ‘old 
Titans—9 out of 10 of whom have @ 
‘Vanderbilt prefix, sufix or hyphen, 
it seems. | 

- And the $50,000 goes only for ‘the 
. “actual affair itself. This. doesn't 
touch the cost of gowning: and other 

- personal ‘{neidentals. 
-- Presenting a debutante daughter 
‘fs Mke holding a Harvard-Yale 
game,” Guests come from. all over 
the country; from every sort of 

‘Junior League in various cities: 
-. They come. in - special trains, by 

automobile and ‘yachts... 
3 At a most recent affair held at 
the Ritz when Mr. and Mrs. An- 
‘*thony J. ° Drexel, Jr., formerly of 
'. Biarritz, France, ‘and now again.of. 
New York, presented their daugh- | 

ter, Edith Kingdon, to 1,500 or so 
guests traveled to the party in 

groups, from distant cities, several 
“hiring special trains. The party 

- cost $50,000. 

' Double Dinner 

- Each affair. carries two dinners 
. _ with it. One -is- given before the 
«dancing and one following. 

- and. relatives are invited. They 
_™may number about 200. The other 
- 1,000-odd take in the later meal to- 
_ ether with the earlier guests. 7 

. At weddings. there ig the change. 
‘that eliminates the ‘early | dinner— 
: but even they are set in the same 
” lavish fashion. And where once a 
bride was satisfied with only six 
bridesmaids, today she. must havé 
what is practically a whole chorus 

- of them—never less than eight. and 

often 12. 
“What it costs’ the guests in gifts 

sand new evening apparel is another 
: large item’ depending. upon the im- 

‘ portance of family. 
: Next to designers, the Jargest cost 

: from the point of view -of the. old 
Q man is the ‘entertainment. ‘They |- 

* take. only the costliest bands and 
the higher priced’ entertainers: 
When a Park avenue girl weds she 
may not have a jazz band at the 

“church but she does at her home 
‘following. the ceremony or wherever 

the reception may be held. 

Flowers 

Then ‘the floral cost. 
are spent securing - the freshest 

blooms and the most.rare. At the 
. Drexel deb’s party, for instance, the 
main ballroom of the Ritz was a 

’- veritable, garden of flowers, thou- 
* Sands - of _ roses, 

Sweet peas and poinsettias. 
eau, SUeSsts.. NON... arriving... nassed. 
through a miniature grove of cedar 

trees in which ferns were Inter- 
Spersed with tall clusters of yellow 
chrysanthemums and poinsettias. 
Clusters of flowers in festoons dec- 
orated the balustrades and -the cor- 
Yidors. Other rooms that lead to 

> the. ballroom were decorated with 
‘Bolden vases holding various .flow- 

ers, Alabama smilax and poinsettias. 

The Buests were received in a per- 

Avenue, On Broadway the]. 

At the. 
-early dinner only the closest friends | 

as Titanic Thompson, 

Thousands ‘|’ 

chysanthem ums, . 

TIMES SQUARE 

HOTSY TOTSY WITNESS 

the. Queens (i... 1.) County’ Jail, 
where he has been ‘held as a mate- 
rial witness, ‘Thomas Merola, violin- | 

Totsy Club, 1721 - ‘Broadway, - ‘will 
‘|finally obtain. his’ release on’ an 

- Morris order signed by Judge. 

Koenig in -General .Sessions. | 

of. rum Tacketeers entered the Hotsy 
Totsy and. began . shooting .up ‘the 
place.’ After the.battle it-was found 
that William Cassidy and Simon 
Walker/had. been fatally shot. : - 
The Grand’ Jury, after’ heating 

Merola and others, filed’ murder ‘in- 

mond . and ‘Charles: ‘Entratta, alias 

‘Charles. Greene... The. latter ‘is held 
awaiting trial, . Diamond has not 

This fact, while making the: dis-. ‘been © caught. © At. the request ‘of the}. 
district attorney, ‘Merola was held 

protect the man’s life by: keeping 
him in prison. ‘until. after the trial. 

Since he was first ‘jailed, Merola’s 
wife and friends have appealed to 

leased. ‘They produced doctor’s affi- 

sult of his. imprisonment.: The Su- 

preme ‘Court fixed $20, 600 bail after 
the. argument, .but Merola was un- 

able to secure it. . 
A week ago,. Ruth Hale, ‘wife of 

Heywood Broun, interested herself 
in the case and caused Newman 
Leyy, lawyer, to take up the mat- 
ter. Levy made: a motion before 
Judge Koenig: Monday. and the. lat- 
ter directed that another physician 
examine Merola. 

the doctor’s report, Judge. Koenig 
indicated he would sign an. order. 
directing the man’s release. The 
judge further ordered that the wit- 
ness be kept in a hotel designated 
by the district attorney and with a 

‘police guard pending the trial next 
month of. Entratta, 

Arnold Rothstein’s estate has filed 
a judgment for $1,417 against Lil- 
lian. Lorraine on. a note made by 
her in 1925, The papers were served | 
on .the actress. -in the Lexington 
Avenue hospital. 
» Alvin ‘C. Thomas, better known 

the poker 
player supposed to have sat in at 
Rothstein's-last game, failed to pay. 
a note for $5,000 and loan of $7,000 
both made a year ago last October, 
and will*have to pay a judgment for 
that sum. The papers were. served 
on him when he was in the Criminal 
Courts building on. Nov. 22 last as a 
witness at the McManus trial. : 

r. Wagner. Returns 
‘Dr. Dr Wagener and his bride, 

professionally Norma Terris, have 
returned from-the coast. The doctor 
has resumed practice in New York. 

Neither of the Wagners 1s ex- 
pected to £0 westward again soon. 

‘gola  muineke smothered in white 
heather. Walls even sprouted flow- 
ers .and 4a- fountain spilled - ‘while’ 

colored, lights played on the. deco- 
rations to give the ballroom a ‘land- 
scape garden outlook, — 

$35,000 Thaw Party 

{ted to only 1,200 guests, was the 
recent Thaw party when Mr. and 
Mrs, William Thaw, 3d,. presented 
their daughter Virginia. - 
mated cost was about $35.000. 

Guests came from Southampton,- 
California, Palm Heach and Phila- 
Aelphia,.... The_.hotel., hallroom_: 

IN JAIL 6 MOS —OUT Black Belt’ $ Raided 
After friends ‘haa ‘fought for 

months to’ obtain his release from. 

ist formerly. employed at the’ Hotsy 

‘Merola’ was one, of those présent 
on the. night of July 12 when a gang 

dictments. against Jack. “Legs” Dia- |. 

without bail as a material witness. 
The prosecutor stated he wished to}. 

jing only to. white trade—service and 

the Supreme Court to haye him re-| 

davits declaring thatthe man’s 
mind has beeome: affected as a re-| 

‘actors and actresses. 
open at all times—door of joint‘ that: 

After. receiving. 

LILLIAN LORRAINE SUED 
~ BY ROTHSTEIN ESTATE 

| with colored sombre Hghts was the 

Another big. affair that was. lim- | 

‘Its -esti- 

and! 

.BUT HOW! 

° Evidently to relieve the -hod- 
carriers of any inferiority com- 
plex, a new dance joint on. 
Eighth Ave. in the 40's is using" 
this for slogan: , . 

. “Anyone who. can. walk can a 
dance. ” - 

Speakeasy Had No 

“Though called ° the “Performers 

and Entertainers Club, located at 
131st street and 7th avenue, recently 
raided by. Federal narcotic officers 
and alleged. to be the headquartets 
of a. $2, 000,000: drug. syndicate, it 
was really nothing more: than a 
Speakeasy, ; It had no _connection 
with theatre in any way, or its per- 
formers. oo. 

It is. the heart of the Black Belt 
of. Harlem. and next door to the 
‘more’ swanky” night club resort, 
-Connie’s Inn, | 

Contrast between the two brings 
an incongruous picture of two night’ 
life resorts that had only one thing 
in common and. that is the site of 
their biz. Connfe’s-is a club cater-. 

entertainment being. all colored. 
‘The Performers and: Entertainers. 

‘Club: was all black. except for the 
alleged owners. ~ 
Few ‘whites ever entered Per- 

formers’ Club. It ‘was referred to 
‘by: colored .geniry as the Players’ 
Chib and was ‘the rendezvous of 
the: -Black Belt’s “pseudo colored 

Run wide 

‘led onto 7th avenue often: remained 
‘open ‘and the long bar. with colored 
folks standing up against: could be 
seen plainly. without effort. : 
An enigmatic place, the joint had 

an air of fancy and atmosphére 
about ‘it that attracted.a scattering 
assembly of whites who forage in 
Harlem for thrills. These included 
p. a’s, white Harlemanicas, news- 
papermen and whites gone native. 

Elaborate 

. Probably niost elaborately ar- 

clusiye customers. One immediately 
adjoining bar was, for customers 
not: well known and women—while 
the rear room, large and. canopied 

center of gravity for the favored 
whites and those colored folks 
okayed by house boss. 

_.A. bouncer was always on duty 
in this room:and place was regular 
‘meeting ground of Harlem’s ladies 
of the mab.. They’d meet their boy 
friends here and newcomers who 
met them for the asking through 
a waiter. Started off with girl 
waitresses but shifted to men when 
it was found that girl patrons ob- 
jected to competish lady servers: 
were giving them. ‘ Ripest time was 
after midnight when blacks would. 
filter in from picture houses and 
other resorts. 

' Dancing was prohibited and so 
was community singing, but a sin- 
gle could. yodel like a’ bassoon if 
whites were present to heave coins. 

Did Skinner Sock? 
‘Rehearsing in the cast of “Chil- 

dren’ of . the Darkness,” Joseph 

Skinner, 35, of 322 ‘West 52d street, 
‘| was freed in ‘West Side Court by: 
Magistrate Stern on the charge of 
disorderly conduct. Skinner, a for- 
mer welterweight boxer from Phoe- 
‘nix, Ariz., was arrested by Patrol- 
man Miller of the West 47th street 

\{ station. 

Skinner had informed. the blue- 
coat that his wifé was bleeding 
from a cut chin. Miller hurried to 
the flat and Mrs. Skinner is quofed 
as Stating that Skinner socked her. 
This Skinner denied. He asserted 
his wife had received her injury 
when she struck. her chin: against 
the Stove, . 

Stage Relation 
1 police. 

,| ranged speak north of the Battery 
‘|but not handsomely decorated. Two 
rooms back of the bar—both for ex- |. 

|What’ «So Sappy About the Bway y Sap? 
Those Town Scamps Know Ther Stuff 

| WALTER WEBBER ‘SHOT | 
BY KEARNS. IN HOTEL} 

The screams of a terrified ‘woman: 
‘running through the hall on the 

| second floor of the Hotel Hudson, 
| West 44th‘street, and the report of 
‘four’: shots: coming: from the room. 
caused a call for two patrolmen. 

Several men in the room began a 
free-for-all fight, according to the 

The coppers separated’ the 
combatants and: found that Walter 
Webber, actor,. in whose apartment 
the “trouble. occurred, had been 

‘surgeon, 
from the explosion of a blank cart-. 
ridge... Webber is said to. ‘be a -bur- 
lesque. actor. 
When Officers Maguire and Don- 

nellan entered the apartment. Web- 
ber:and two other men were wres- 
‘tling. The. gendarmes:_ made: in- 
quiries about the shooting. . .Mrs. 

| Webber had. swooned: on a bed. 
They. all denied the shooting until. 
threatened with. arrest. A search; of 
‘the. apartmnent ° disclosed @ gun 
loaded with “blanks” under a mat~- 
tress. 

thing about the weapon, but stated 
that Edward. Kearns, 29,-one time 
assistant property. man at 
American theatre on West 42nd 

Kearns. gave his address as 

Kearns Held. 

on the charges of assault and vio- 
lation of. the Sullivan law. . Maeis- 

out bail for further. examination. 

and an alias of “Edward. Murcros- 
gen." - 

kissed Kearns godbye as he.was be- 
ing ‘taken to the’ police station. 
Mystery surrounds the shooting at 
Webber. The latter was unable to 
state why Kearns shot him. 

. Another in the room at the time 
was Frank Mackay, theatrical prop-. 
erty man, according to Maguire. 
The other man {is said to have been | 
a chauffeur. 

Mrs. Webber, whose first name is 
Beatrice, was reticent over the ate 
fair... 

FRANCES SHELLY’S GEMS 
PAWNED BY JEWELER 

Frances Shelly appeared in: West 
Side Court yesterday (Tuesday) as 
complainant against John Rosen- 
feld, jeweler, residing at the Sher- | 
man Square Hotel. Rosenfeld is 
charged with the larceny of two 
pieces of jewelry valued at $11,000. 
Rosenfeld conducted a store at 787 

Seventh avenue under the name of 
“The” Robert's Jewélry Company,” 
asserted Detectives Bertram. Mas-' 
kiell and John Walsh of the West 
47th street station. 
taken over the concern, . the sleuths 
told reporters. 

Miss Shelly lives at 326 West 46th 
street; 
platinum bracelet valued at . $7,500. 

‘She took a-diamond:.and 

to Rosenfeld to be repaired on Aug. 
18 last, 
Rosenfeld and asked him if. the 
bracelet had been. répaired.. He told’ 
her that it was in the custody. of his 
jeweler and urged her not to- be 
anxious. 

She then left a diamond. and j lat- 
inum: wrist watch with him to be 
repaired, The latter was valued at 

$3,500. She told him she must have 
both gems,.as she was ‘gailing soon. 
Just. before sailing, Miss Shelly vis- 

‘ted his place and found it in the 
‘hands of a> receiver, she told the 
cops, The .sleuths located the jewels 

in. the Commonwealth Loan Office 
at 784 Seventh avenue. ° 
- The jewels had heen pawned for 

$1,800. The pawnbroker is said to 
have identifled .Rosenwald - as the 

dining rooms where the affair was 
held were converted into a Persian 
garden with a hanging sky, studded 
with stars, while the floor was dec- 

vannroapin SPEAKS 
' Recent epidemic of hold-ups in 

orated with 12 bamboo trees laden;Times Square speaks has caused 
with tropical fruit. Illuminated bal- /eareful proprietors to reinforce front 
loons tossed about and the tables | entrances with steel doors. 
were covered with. blue. damask. Most of the speaks naturally. re- 
Among the flowers:on the walls and | frain from reporting bandit visita- 
balustrades were the rare. mauve tion. Steel jackets and bullet- -proof: 
butterfly orchids. i vests for pfuests may come later, 

| person Who pledged the* gems: "“Ro=* 
senfeld-{s alleged to have said he 
was “broke... . 

The detectives 
“stop” on,the gems. Miss Shelly is 
now rehearsing in a show. She re- 
cently met with an auto. accident. 

Rosenfeld was arraigned before 
Magistrate Adolph Stern in West 
Side Court and obtained bail of 

1 $5, 000. 

Lo ame ee 

slightly shot in: the right arm: ‘Web-- 
ber -did not. need the. attention of a- 

His: arm: had been burned 

At first they denied knowing: any-: 

the. 

street, had fired the shots at Web-. 
| ber, 
186 Wood avenue, Tottenville; Ss. Iv 

’ Kearns was. arrested by Maguire 

trate Adolph Stern: held: him with- 

Kearns has a. long: criminal record. 

Mrs. Webber, the pluecoat stated, . 

-A receiver has: 

tidal. waves, . 

‘have placed aj" 

‘VARIETY 

The modern sap ‘visits Broadway: 
He screeches into the Main Stem in 
a. low-slung roadster with exhaust. 
pipes streaming - out the foreign’ 
hood; makes-all the: night clubs and 
fights - with -the -waiters for~ the. 

-| slightest extra charge on the. check; 

of.a girl in the seat next to him who 
causes ‘all ‘the : boys” ‘to whisper: 
“Look at. that twist-wow!”"; brings . 
‘his own. ‘liquor-—the. best stuff—right . 
off the’ boat; picks his hotel like a 
veteran,, and -wants service all. 
around, squawking at the slightest | 
inconvenience, ; 
Wears snappy ‘clothes—box shoul- . 

ders, -silk-lined, and has a change . 

and ‘has'them. screaming at his: wise 
cracks -and jokes, which are: passed: 
along the Street; sees all the new 
musical comedies and. smash. Jegit™ . 
hits, writing home that they are all. 
“lousy’’ and there. isn't a kick in the. 
town. Says the girls’ are ‘SO slow it. 
hurts._ 

Meets the. racketeers ‘and. has. a. 

brushing off his. hands and. claiming © 
they were. pushovers,: Listens to the. 
orchestras in town and. “wants to. 
know: why: they don’t. “pet hot’; 
dances with the Broadway girls and 
shows them some nifty steps they | 
never dreamed about; dees a buck. 
and.tap routine himself, that. a Bar-— 
ton or Donahue would love to touch;. - 
gets a ticket. for speeding, parking | 
or violating. another: law and has it. . 
fixed in “10 minutes to the. awe. of 
the natives, ° “who: can’t figure where 
he gets ‘his pull, 

. In the. Bag 
‘Everything. is in the bag tor the . 

for smash hits and sits In the center 
of the fourth row,,. usually with two- 
or ‘three beauties from the home 
town who happen to be here at the. 

line-up can.compare with any one — 
‘of them. And for talent—why, the 
girls in his. home town sing better in . 
the parlor—just ‘for fun—than. the 
leading ladies, . of - the ‘Main | Stem 
show... - 

Doesn’t brag about the home. ‘town. 
Yawns his way hither and, yon. on- 
the Stem, | , 

' Neyer goes home. with’ @ pain in. 

ings—but often gets a pain. in the” 
neck listening to the so-called wise. - 
guys of the Street.trying to ad Mb. 
So used to Paris and Monte Carlo 
and other places of the’ sort that 
New York-to him is a steady laugh. 
May drive in his own car to 

Chinatown to get a laugh out of it; 
never asks anybody avhere . the 
Brooklyn Bridge-is;-has been wear-. 
ing Fifth avenue merchandige¢ all his 
life; has.a few ideas for: making 
some money by hooking up here or 
there and usually. leaves New York 
‘with the b. r. five times as fat as 
when he came; when they try to in-. 
terest him in a show—as angel—he 
looks it over and yawns again, say- 
ing. “I'll see. you all a week from 
next autumn.”. ; -May give the pro- 
ducers a couple of good ideas to jerk 
‘up their brain child and wires home 
he’s leaving because the town is as ' 
free of kick as the Dead Sea of 

- 7 

Hotel Holds ¢ Clothes and 

Furs for Party’s. Breakage 
Sept. 12 she returned: to/ 

45 a 

same time; nothing In the showegtrl . 

‘often. Iams into’ town. with a ‘dream “ 

for every hour; plays the show: girls: 

fight, knocking ‘out: three- or four, 

sap—gets ‘tickets at box office price: ‘L. 

- Never denies where he came from.: - 

the neck from looking at high build-~.. 

Blanche Demarse, ‘actress, recov-.. 
ered her trunks containing several | 

fur'coats, dresses and dancing shoes 
from the ‘Hotel :Jackson, 137 West .. 
45th street. The show girl came to | 

|}court accompanied by her attorney, - 
Lou Randall, of Goldsmith, Hanower - 
& Goldblatt. Miss Demarse was in 
ears, 
Randall explained ‘to Maelstrate. 

Stern that Miss Demarse had at- 
tended a party of. another show girl 
in the hotel on Xmas eve. Follow-' 
ing, said the hotel men, they dis- 
covered some breakage in the room, 

- Blanche in quitting the hotel paid 
her bill of $60. The hotel, Randall 
asserted, accepted the money but. 
refused to turn over the.trunks to 
Miss Demarse. The court issued a 
‘summons. “Randall! told veporters 
that Miss Demarse recovered her 
furs. °* 

Indian Dick in Again - 
Indian Dick, who operated the 

Sfoux tearoom in/Greenwich Village 
‘five years ago fs back in the Village .. 
and has opened The Reservation 
cabaret. 

It is back of Jefferson Market. 

€ 
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Broadway Chatter. 
fas doubling. in vaude with “Benny Jean Orlin is now in print, 

Martha R.th is now. secretary: to 

Bill. Connor). Biltmore. - 

Red is, very becoming ‘to ‘Muriel 
Vanderbilt French, 

Ving Fuller is framing a. - strip. for 
King Features. 

Estelle Garrick, had her portiait 
painted—why? . 

Nat Dobson's scheme. ot the pest 
dressed man does not include spats, 

Betty Brown declined | to be in- 
terviewed for the AMPA Bulletin, 

box-office of Cort. .. 
Bob Sisk’s daughter will, probably 

prevent the.. annual . trek.. to ‘Banff 

this summer. 
Ruth: Gordon. “pack” from ‘London. 

‘Reported returning “to stage this 
winter. - 
.Mike* ‘Simmons . netted $1, 100 last 

month for two: titling’ jobs—and: ‘he’s: 
out.of the stock market.’ : © 
Abe.Lyman and his ‘band ‘de- 

parted toward L. A. Sunday. - They 
left’ the. Richman Club Saturday: 

. That marriage report, according | 
to: ‘Edna Sedley’ of the: Chateau 
Madrid, is premature, 

Irving .. ‘Caesar ‘may. write. “the 
lyrics for the songs in: the “Queen 
Kelly". talker, with Gloria’ Swanson. 
Gary, Palace’ building bootblack, 

is finding it tough, too. Agents 
‘buying shines on installment’ plan, _. 

‘Sidney Piermont of Loew’s washes: 
his face and combs his locks) eight 
‘times daily, 
“Ruby Shore, « of the Silver Slipper, 

: ‘THEATRE: GUILD © PRODUCTIONS” 

METEOR : 
By Ss. Ne BEHRMAN. 

| ‘GUILD ‘Thea., 52nd St., W. of Bway 
: ‘Evgs. 8:50.. Mats. ‘Thurg. &. Sat., #340 

Evge. £ 8:40. Mats. Thurs. & Sat., Rs 240 

GAME OF 
‘LOVE and DEATH 

. By ROMAIN. ROLLAND - 
; “BILTMORE: ‘TH., 47th St.. W. of B’y ; 
—_— 8:50, Mats. Thars.’ & 

in the St, John Ervine comedy 

-“FIRST MRS. FRASER” 
. with, A. E: MATTHEWS 
and Lawrence Grossmith 

PLAYHOUSE | 48th St, EB. of B'way, Eves. 
“8:40, Mts. Wed. & Sat., 3330 

_ARTHUR HOPKINS Presents — 

HALF GODS 
A New Play by ‘Sidney Howard 

Thea., 45th Sti. W of Bera 
PLYMOUTH Eros. 8: 00. Mats, Thurs, & Sat. 

: Th . WwW. 4ith : . 
BELASCOQ’ ie W. hb'st BB: 

DavID BELASCO* Presents 

It sa a Wis Child 
A _New. Comedy by Laurence: E. Johns 

Theatre, Ww. 46th St.. Eves, 8:50 
Wed., ‘Thurs, &-Sat., 2:39” 

Din, AOL, ‘Erlanger 

Breck Pemberton. Presents 

ay, Dishonorable 
- Comedy Hit by Preston Sturges 

~ Btagea. by Antelnette. ‘Perry & Mr. Pemberton 

“AVON ® 

ee 

STR. Bros 

- “NO,.NO, NANETTE” 

R O xX 50th St. & 7th Ave, 
'8 L Rothafel (ROAY) 

-"Willam Fox Presents 
. First Time at Popular Prices 

“CHRISTINA” 
with JANET GAYNOR Talking 

2nd. Week Gala ‘Holiday Program 
‘Babes: in the ood” 

“Wedding: of the Painted Doll” 
Mi dnight Show 

‘Everybody squawking ‘about their 

; every week ‘end. : 
‘| -Lee “Posner . ‘contemplates a re-| 

_i[ the ‘latter's: exclusive’ property. : ©: 
. Maurice Winter new. assistant in 

‘gent standpoint. 
New member of the Gharlié Mor- 

‘| rigon family,. “who may be’ called Ma-- 

‘threw nicé party’ for Lily.. Damita 

> ‘ aN ANN 0 OANA OV AN ONAN AN AVON 

Bat.,. 2:40. t" 

GRACE ee 

, DANCING . SINGING - coon 

BORDONI 

APIS" 
SGTRANDEE 

Je ‘FRipAY |
 

Dir. 

| Russia was announced recently at a 

actress, 15 years ago. 

Davis. we, 

- A great Christmas for. cards. 

personal gross. 

Ziecteld’s’ home: at Tarrytown. on 
the Hudson is wired - ‘for. talkers. 
Cost about 16 grand, Gives ‘shows 

straining suit. against Louise Ford-. 
ham in behalf of a couple ‘of night 
club singers ‘over a- song. said to ‘be. 

Galen‘ © Bogue’ is the new ideal 
-| manager.. He escorts Irene Bordoni |: 
from her. dressing room to the floor 
at the Club Richman. before each 
performance and back. . 

Walter. Winchell: has entered the 
list of .the. -Movietoned. . ‘Soon * off 
the ‘talking screen ‘at the Enhbassy.- 

Radie Harris ig with the Central, 
‘Press: Syndicate. - : 

Despite: the hidden . ams,. and 

sometimes because ‘of them, contést |. 
of. long, and. short skirt. devotees in. 

night places is. all long from the 

rianne, .Carol,- Shirley, ‘or sugges- 
tions’ invited, moyed: into her’ home 

Sunday... ~. 
Charles: Lemaire and Mine. Sherri. 

at the former’s : apartment last’ Fri-" 
day. afternoon, to meet those eharm- 7 

Hoboken Minus Hi-HatStu Sf mas at home. spent. ‘the | evening in}: 

ing’ people ‘of the theatre. 
Those having had:a hectic Christe. 

\ AW). NR ee ~ oom wy, oi 

ae ON evi ia fav ites VAN iesnienewe_- 

9 WARNER BROS, 1 | 
oe _VITAPHONE. ‘HITS * 

‘JOHN , 

" RARRUMIORE 
‘In His First ‘Talking Picture 

“GENERAL CRACK” 
Warner. Bros. Thea. Dally, 2: 45, 8: 245" 
Bway & 52d St. | Sun., 3, 6, 8:46 — 

"GEORGE ARLISS. 
: “DISRAELI” 

6 Central. Theatre Daily, 2:46, 8:45 
"Biway &. auth cal Sun, 8, 6, 8:46, 

Cecll B, De Mille’s 

“DYNAMETE” 
_. MGM All Talking Sensation ae 

| STAGE SHOW. REVUE—OECHESTRA 
Cc APITOL -Bway & Gist St. 

- Major Ed. Bowes, 
Mng. Director 

De Zuxe Show New Year's Eve. including 
ae Stage Revue, Capitollans, Screen features 

“PALACE i 
RSTELLE TAYLOR 

BENN 
cy ane. ARTY 

LAND 8 Ne vauens 
a) 

RUGGLES | 
fo and AD. . RAR N- 

Bway ssc 
RIVERSIDE 

GEORGE J ESSEL- 
_ MOURICE COLLEANO & FAMILY 

. WILLIAMS & DELANEY 
te SAHE KITCHEN . PIRATE”. 
Howard & 

niko. 

oy) me AVE. 
Dec. 81 to Jan. 8 

CHESTER : CONKLIN: PERSON 
BURNS &. ALLEN; Other. Act 

1S 
WM | BoYD wind — . 

Tues, to Fri., Dec. 31 to Jan 3 

BILLY HOUSE & CO. 
NEVILLE FLEESON. and Other 
HELEN SHIPMAN op ff? 

WM. BOY in All Talk D. _EIRST COMMAND. 

‘The old stand ig no more. | 

-for New Year's. breakfast. 

|atres on 47th street . anything but 

: flying field: with him: to make, sure 

‘thought to bea part of the: scenery, 

to the other... 

since house: opened ‘in. 1901: witir.the- 

‘| feet-in width and-uged‘at the-Avon. 

‘| Greenwich Village as the hobo- 

going for it plenty. 

, |:where things ‘are wide open, prices | 

a, “Good Times” Juitee |- 

BWA 6 47 , 

| colored spots in Harlem. 

Newton. Steele &. Winslow a 

TIMES SQUARE 
night clubs for a little quiet—and 
got it. Business ‘way off all over 

town. 

Meyer . Gerson. has moved. “over. . 
His new }' 

pansy decorations are within the 
Somerset hotel. Most of his regular| |: 
mob promised to stay up to drop in} 

“It was eventide in the. good old 
Puritanical : state . of. Connecticut, 
Snow was everywhere, smothering 
‘the. sleepy little state in: a’ downy. 
blanket. In the. Abuza restaurant 
‘(chicken dinner, everything | else €X- 
tra). Mr, Abuza was: “preparing for 

a - goodly crowd . in celebration ‘of 

‘the: ‘new year. 7 

--Mr. Abuza looked - about the tidy 
‘little: -inn:. and. :sighed - contentedly. 

‘Then he cupped his hands and call- 

ed: to. his: daughter. : . 

Titles of shows in ‘adjoining, the- 

cheerful. “Death Takes a Holiday,” | 
Barrymore, and “The Game of Love: 
and Death, ». Biltmore. . 

Hollywood's . town | -scamp, - Leo 
Morrison, is -again” ‘paying . lunch. 
checks at the Astor.” Inside’ ‘report | 
is that 40 people went to the L. A. 

Jack ‘White has ‘left the. Bath 
street ‘nite club where © he ‘was 

tunnin’, mos 

Little . “Sophie Abuza.” ‘came ae 
running. ‘She was .a ‘cute trick, 
dressed. in- spotless magenta ‘linen 

which. tugged. “and - strained. under. 

pressure.of her plump. young: body... 
‘Her head was. chaloed in a mass of 
“golden strands, brilliant as-an- ‘1880 
‘penny. ‘Gracefully she. curtsied at 
the feet of ‘her father...) | 

"Tg. -you ready for. ‘the night's 
fete?” asked the father. _ 
“Aye, Joved one,”’. replied. Sophie, 

“TY have learned ‘new. Songs. and -will. 
‘sing thém. to ‘thy: customers just 
as though. they were a. ‘mod, Of 

Broadway: stews.” : 

“Tsk, child, ” protested ‘the ‘ag 

after a couple cf years there, ~The 
comedian also quit .the . White’s| 
“Scandals” .Saturday, ‘leaving - him 
open for a vacation date. _ 

‘ Despite the big . capacity - ‘of 
‘Chanin’s. 46th Street the stage is 
very. shallow. Cast hag to run un- 
der the rostrum to get from one side 

Plenty of underground 
mixups during. the. opening | night 
rush. mh 
Old. curtain - of” ‘Knickerbocker: 

(being razed),- which”. -hung there }> 

Rogers Brothers, to be cut down 16. 

(formeily. Klaw). Original cost of. 

curtain: was: #40 000. 5° oy. 

-Copping Village Polloi Gag 

Hoboken, N. Sy ‘is supplanting The Eyp. prices prevalent in 

night places when: things were ‘good 
over: there have. been ‘sliced, with 
everybody. working on. the old scale. 
‘Hobohemian ‘erowd: ‘has. provided:| 
the'so called atniosphere whieh ¢ once, 

made:the’ “Village,: 

‘Picturesque 

hemian ‘center. 
"Just a: ferry ‘trip across from 
‘Christopher Street in the: heart of. 
the Village. “with : brew. dispensing® 
at 10° and . 1c. ° a “glass and wines 
at 16 and 20c... It’s a cheaper racket 
‘than ‘the Village ever had, . and 
former: Village. make- merries are’ 

Practically all the former atmos-: 
phere which. the Village boasted’ 
has ferried across to- Hoboken 

probibition . days has ‘been’: res- 
urrected across the river. All man- 
‘ner of joints. in operation, from 
‘river-front holes in the wall to more 

are right and there’a -no curfew.| decorative’ night clubs that ape 
‘Hoboken has a midnight closing Broadway both in layout and prices.. 

order for ‘spree parlors and 30- Atmospherical muggs never: give 

‘called cabarets, but props ease} ‘the latter a tumble, nor does the 

around it by reopening. at 12:10: A.| Broadway mob.” 
M: .. So far without. molestation from| A pound ($5) goes .a long way 

‘police or other authorities. 
The late hour gag makes it per- 

fect for hobohemians who previous- 
‘ly. played Greenwich Village but 
didn’t like the.1 A,.M. curfew or. 
stiff tariff on’ cheer beverages It’s 
a bonanza for the joints and Jand- 
lords as: well, with apartments 
renting for much less than in, the 
Village. 

Hoboken. ; 
‘to a .white-collared inebriate. | if 
‘wandering .aimlessly around’ they’ll 
‘escort them to the-tube or to .a 
neighboring. hostelry and. park them 
for the evening. Bums rate a 
pinch, but if: there’s no. record 
they’re merely kept overnight and 
dismissed in the ‘morning. . 

"ROUND THE SQUARE 
% Roscoe White Dies 

Roscoe White, 60, colored, died last week at his home in Harlem. 
had been ailing for some time. 
Mr. White conducted for several years one of the’ best known’ alls. 

It was the Sheep’s Club on 7th avenue, the 

He 

|wind up place for the colored entertainers of.the Black Belt. 
Highly. intelligent, diplomatic and tactful, Mr, White was personally |: 

‘very popular, | and. his place much preferred by the few whites who 
went there when ‘in Harlem, to any of the stage joints for the downtown-. 
ers elsewhere in that section. 
‘discovered the Sheep’s Club. Those who did go there didn’t tell them. 
‘Roscoe: ran his place for colored people and the few white patrons 
were: e only’ those he wanted. 

Fixing ‘at the “Border 
For the opening of the new race track at Agua Caliente, the operators: 

‘of the track.and the casino have had the border bars Mfted. You can 
now. enter Mexico. at any time of the day,. if bound for Agua Caliente. 
‘Prior to this, it was: impossible to get in or out of Mexico after 6 p.m 
The gag igs that they did not bother about having. the time changed for 
re-entering: the United States. If eight. is. your point and you have 
not: made it by six, you' re good for the night. at Agua: Caliente. wh , 

“South American Concoction “ 
- Backfire water is a takeup of Village goofers and Harlem thrill hunters, 

about the capacity of a coffee cup.. 
| mixing spoon. 

of dried fruit herbs. 
second simply lays ‘em out, ’tis said. 

co pes ee 

Mrs. Mille Butterfield, 321 River- 

side drive, whose engagement to 

Count Alexis Constantin Walneft of 

dinner.at the Hotel Ambassador, is 

the mother of Mrs. Stanley Norris 
Thompson of New Canaan, Conn, 
who was Leila Carton, Broadway 

ree a wee 

- “Sophie!” he bellowed, “come. a- , 

“rolling | ‘incredulously. 

‘Ished.. 

“eried ‘Ha-Cha-Cha!” ° 
grinding and tossing ‘like a Mutual - 
troupe in a. ‘Pennsylvania coal town, - 

‘Plenty of ‘the picturesque which . 
obtained across the water. in PTe- lope a genteel matron announcing 

in the beverage dispensing joints in| 
: Cops, too, are. ‘also polite 

Somehow the Broadway bunch ‘never | 

Stuff is of South American origin and served in clay, pear- -shapéd vessels 
‘They sip it through a hollow silver 

It has an unpronounceable name and is said to be a mess 
One cup is sufficient to blank the drinker, and the 
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Inaccurate Biographies 
| SOPHIE TUCKER 

By Claude Binyon 
“thee - seem " sged. beyona, thou 
years.” He banged’ her on the béan 
‘and ‘walked into the. kitchen’ to see. 
‘how the lash was brewing. 

‘That night Soph sang as she. shad 
never sung before, She sane of a 
man who had done her wrong; of. 
a man’-who had left Her flat; of, a 

| man she had done wrong; of a man 
she had. left flat; of her. ability in: 

the art. of creating heat and: sud 
‘denly leaving: ‘them: cold.: - a 

_— ‘Surprised - 

"The gathering . of | Puritans. was 
J electrified: ~Mr. Abuza sat. pinned .- 
to chair, his mouth agape, his eyes 

Could’ thig _ 
be his little Sophie—the creature. 
who previously had. trilleds only. of: 
‘flowers, bees ‘and June- ‘moons? -_ 

- There was ‘a hush ‘a8 Soph fins. 

tans_ went. ‘ga-ga. They. grabbed _ 
each: other. ‘and ‘started - prancing ~ 
about the floor in mad jazz rhythm, 
They stomped heavy . ‘boots. and: 

“They started _ 

‘Soph: watched ‘the turmoil. Then‘ 
she looked: at her father’s merciless.» 

\-face, gasped and. ran all the Way : 
to. Chicago. | 
‘In ‘Chicago the same. In cates, - 

| Soph yodelled the boiling lyrics. and. 
‘encouraged: gents into a. frenzy, iA 
‘man named Tucker married the red- 
hot mama, left his. last. nameé and @ 
bouncing baby boy in Sophie's kesp- 
ing’ and wént his way. An actor 
named. Frank Westphal was next-in. 
line'for husbandry, but he went too, 
Now Al Lackey, who deals in dry 
goods, seems to be clicking in the 
matrimonial spot. ° 

‘" Soph. Advanced: a 

‘Soph progressed from night clubs 
to vaudeville, - then’ into - revues, 
Finally -she carried ;her red- hot © 

--| billing into pictures, and blew 356 
fuses in wired houses with the top 
note. of . “Some of, These. “Days. as 

Soph ‘is. the incongruous picture- 

that neither Rome nor. she was 
made in a day. Soph is the loying 
‘“Madam” muttering through a cor- 
ner of her mouth that guys are. all 
alike, 
A flashing prima donna doubling 

on the runway.. 
And only for $4,000, $4, 500 - OF 

$5,000 weekly, according where. . 
Wahoo!. “ 

Crate Loop 
agent for “Strange Interlude.” 

Frank Levine is back at the Rane 
_|dolph with a Hawaiian sunburn. 

John Balaban does not like com- 

ical phone conversations. 

Everybody in the RKO “publicity 
office received a Xmas token from 

Jack Hess, the chief p. a. 
Ted Healy's trained bear has em- 

barrassing habits, but Ted 1s sticke- 

ing by the cub. 
Chi opera has forbidden stars to 

jhave personal press representatives. 
Stars a bit huffy over the rule. 
Coliseum ring- front is quiet and 

| reports that Jack Dempsey wants to 

go back to New York. : 
Sid Yates, kid star of the U. of C. 

basketball team, is a brother of 
Irving Yates, New York agent. 
. Lloyd Lewis of the B. & K, p. & 
staff has been. writing for. “Ameri 
can Mercury.” ‘again. 
Eddie Rosetan, on the road for. 

Radio pictures,.was marooned for 
three days at Kentiand, ‘Ind, but 
never missed a meal. 

George. Spoor, working in his lab 
at Essanay, still holds the rep .of - 
being. the most - uncommunicative ~. 

man in. Chi-show business. . 
“Madeline. Wood,  Publix-Great 

States publicity head, had.to fight 
her. way out of her office Dec. 24, 
the Xmas gifts were: stacked that 
high. . 
Engagement of Lessie Greenwald 

to Charlie Newman of the Well 
Music Co., announced. Bride-to-be 

nee N GS CONT Pumping: ‘Hunel 

pose for art calendars. 

picture to submit to the art calendar people. il This sets the parents back 
from $10 to whatever amount can be taken: - ; . 

; Playing Hearst © 

Close observers reported several cases of “colossal nerve” | in connec- 
tion with this year’s handout of the New York American Christmas fund. 

(Continued on page 47) 

Newest cash pumping plan in ‘Chicago. is advertising for ‘children. to 

When the kid and parents arrive, the photo man "generally goes into 
a rave over the subject, declaring it necessary for at least one straight: 

vaude producer, . 

Next to the stage door of the 
Palace Theatre, the new home © 

MRS. GERSON’S GRILL 
« After 41 Years on Broadway 

Then,: ‘suddenly, the Puri- . 

. | "a sister “or” ‘Maurics-Greenwal
d,- 

\ 

y 

“4 
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~ Uncommon. Chatter 
By Ruth Morris. 

- Skeets wend Helen Gambol .- Xmas Party's Over In Stores : . 
“Pointed Heels” réally isn’t” a: There is mo more dismal sight 

than .a large, department store: on; 
the . day... after. Christmas. ’. The: 

decorations hich remain from the! 
‘ holiday . excitement . merely: empha-: 
‘pize the. fact that the party's over. 
‘Bored salesgiris. - idly - contemplate 
“merchandise ‘that looks. pawed over 
and only a few bargain-sniffers. 

5, . prowl’ the lonesome. aisles. they’ re-not, they're not. 

Only exchange "departments are ‘Ray Wray. plays..the ‘lead with. 
. “pbusy—particuiarly. in Macy's where simple directness" 

it’s awfully entertaining when Helen 
Kane and ‘Skeets Gallagher | romp : 
away with exaggerated vaudeville 
parts. It’s difficult to {imagine its: 

“‘picture—when the: lines are good, 

an. elevator ‘without risking life 
‘and limb. “Young ‘things whose. Rn 
grandmothers . fnsisted on _ elving|_ 
them cast-fron. undies when: they'd] 

: ‘really much rather. have had..cigaret: viewed: from one-of the last rows of | 

The: Distant View . 

cases and cocktail suits, lose ho the State: ‘balcony, it must,-be good:| 
indeed, for the. effect, is‘ somewhat j- - time: in exchanging unwanted. gifts. 
like witnessing a. ‘flea: circus: through. “oAnd the same applies. to the. more: 

~ agsertive. ‘of the. young men who, de- the. wrong end of a telescope. The | 

-geend on- ‘exchange clerks with ‘gobs frolickings of Jack Sidney's - gang, 
of. atracious’ Christmas ties. © One‘ of 20.are set to such a-fast, blaring! 
élerk’ commented sadly on the. fact|-pace that the: entertainment carries |’ , 

that ‘those same ties. would’ go back; to. every corner of the houge.... 
in stock. and probably. have to he| Aside from the unique ‘eccentric! 

returned ‘a]l over again next Chist-: dancing of the Fishers, theére’s| 
‘'mas—which leaves “little hope for: nothing in the act that hasn't. been: 
~ the: future, of the. race. “ {done many. times, but the. band’ 

: plunges into peppy. "introductions; 
| the: specialists waste no time in get-' . Fay ‘Marbe s as 3 Vamp at, 

i ting. to routines, and. Sidney keeps; 
The New York theatre is jubilant} things ‘lively between times by: be- 

“over arinouncements of the Loew,! ine. threatened with murder éver 
Holiday mgnth to last through Janu-i/ time he launches, ‘an. m.c.” _ every 
‘ary; Prolonged trailers exclaim that: crack, ‘The’ last sSeenig a swell taea. 

. “Tt will’ be''a- month of pictures) - 
you'll’ -néver forget." Corisidering' |’ - 
‘séme of the' pictures at the good 
‘old: New York in the: past, this Estelle Taylor's | appearance at the 

. a Palace ‘turns the ‘vaudeville. style- 
 premnecy ‘takes: 0 on alarming’ ‘Post: ‘|famine into a feast: A special drop 

‘(that does tricks in the George 
With the promise for a bigger and| White manner): and backing of 

.more terrible January, Tuesday's. white satin introduce a smart flavor 
“program .includéd “Thé Talk ‘of at the outset—a flavor that is com- 

*. Hollywood,” which’ detailed the pletely ‘carried out by the star's 
: trial of a Jewish picture producer.| annearance, in a frock of white tat-, 
“ Jaunching: his company: into - the! feta and lace. ; 

_, talkers. Save in a few scenes where! ‘Tho bodice is sculptured - ot whte 
. _ the ‘producer contributed his. ‘dia- lace over (of all things) Patou's 
“ fect ‘to the rehearsal of vaficus|qganlia chiffon and travels down 
roles, ‘the picture -wasn’t even bad sleekly to. mould the’ hips, . where 

‘enough to be funny, but contented | the skirt starts.in flat. circles. of 
"itself with being plain tiresome. [white taffeta, . slightly ; higher in 

“It introdticed Fay: -Marbe to the -back than in front: Perfect gobs of 
" gereen in a French vamp part. Onej|circular white taffeta’ elongate ‘the 
costume was striking—coat afd hat} skirt.to the floor. .An: orchid, worn, 
. of white kid trimmed with dynamic|on the: back of: the shoulder, a a 
":dmpositions of black, With this she .purplish chiffon handkerchief; . and 
affected. a slender white walking radiant ‘diamond.. bracelets, . choker} 

Estelle Taylor's: Frock Rave. 

, tick .and high Russian . boots— |-and a brooch large enough to be al 
: . making” it pretty. definite that she| police badge complete a. perfect 
“was. & vampire. ‘|: personal appearance’ costume for a 

-picture celebrity. The costume is 
The Perfect Hero Role glamorous and bizarre, yet. looks .a3- 

oug t had been. designed by 

rep imen, Navarro has the sovt of  someone.who had heard about the 
leading: men: would dle for. ‘He'd houses. of. ‘grande couture, A. sec- 

a handsome rogue, an expert | .ond frock is.less dazzling but most 

‘| swordsman and a devil with thé 
ladies in this story of. post-Napo- 

‘Yeoni¢ France. ‘The film, pro- 
grammed as a musical romance, is 
entertaining when it frankly stress- 
‘es'its musical side, but when it tries 

--to be ‘a .Serious romance it gets 
funny. ; 

‘Dorothy Jordan, as the dainty 
7 : Leonie, does awfully well with her 

' first important part... Her youthful 
| quality is emphasized by @ lack of 
definite . picture technic and she 

'-possesses a natural comedy sense. 
-that.could be developed. In: a few 
spots: in the picture’ her sponta- 
neous reactions earn several unex- 

.. pected Jaughs. Her style suits the be 
"Prim, lines of the costumes of the |. 

' period. 

at Marion. Harris does not do so well ; ay - “sas..the Countess Louise, . reading white taffeta with gaudy punctua- 
tions in red and bunchy tulle cre- lines | 4dn.,the,.same manner as she 

seings: her. ‘slithery ballads—which ating a‘ bouffante length. Her imi- 
® > doesn't geem. right for a countess. tatons—all but the Helen Kane one, 

a .-| which. should. be out with the. dress 
—are rand, 

Withers’ as Talker Prospect 5 

” Paraniount is using the “Now and | 
Then” idea to contrast present- -day 
entertainment with that of the good 

- old times. The latter-ig represented 

by Charles Withers. in his well- | yotce of Bebe Daniels in the dubbed 
“known Opry House. . sketch, | version of “Rio Rita.” Walter Bond 
crammed with delicious tom-foolery speaks for: John. Boles. 

and funnier than ever, “His manner}, Other dubbing voices are those 
of whistling s’s should’ make him’ a . as th avy, Fredie 
Perfect. subject for the.talkers... _ of Bert Spr one ast Woolsey” Gerda 

A group of: Gambarelli dancers |yann kinderblabbing for Dorothy 
comprises the most important part|/T oe. and Kostea Mooth Teutonics 
of the “Now” portion. .They appear for Bert Wheeler. 

'. first in a cunning doll number with , 
marionette dancing cleverly tricked. 
“and later“in an élaborate-fan num-- 
ber, with ballet interpretations of) 

:, ‘National dances well: worked out. 
Costumes ‘for this are lovely things 
of white lace topped with Venetian 

_tricorns. June McCloy appears, for 
her Surprising girl-baritone number, 

with deep decolletage, cape sleeves 
and sweeping princess line. 

Miss Taylor engages in chatter 
which doesn’t mean much except 
that it “introduces several numbers 
sung in a surprisingly sweet voice 
that shows a good deal of careful. 
training. 

The new mode has been not go 
well treated in the dresses worn by 
the girls in the Charles Ruggles 

act. It’s not so much the fault of: 
the gowns, which are nice énough,: 
ag.of the fact that such dresses 
need poise and sleek: corsetting to 
be carried well. 

- The only fault that could possibly 

é found with Venita Gould’s clever: 
‘Impersonations is the gown -she 
wears ‘for them. It’s’ overdone, In 

‘oprva’s” GERMAN VOICES 
. Hollywood, Dee. 31. 

Elsie Jannsen .is the German 

Dickson" Morgan, director, Ober-, 
felder-Ketcham stock, Kansas City, 
to Zora Hunt Anderson (non-pro), 
‘Dec, 22 in K. Cc. ’ . 

in a smart evening gown of white 
‘taffeta. with flowered pattern, the). BIRTHS oo, 

loveliness of which is almost com- Mr. and Mrs. James O'Keefe, 
“pletely. submerged under an: enor- | Dec. 26, daughter. ‘Father is an 

executive of Brunswick-Balke. 
. 

“mous and trite ostrich fan. 

good picture—its. characters... have'|: ; 
been so obviously: manipulated. But |]. 

‘two types: ‘of dialog in“ the” same | 

| they’re very, very’ good and. when . 

and = William || 
“it ig once more possible to get into Powell has a swell time being. noble. | 

It an act can seem good. when] 

| philosophy . at the Riverside. : 
philosophy and a soft Pillow, but 
the wrong platform. ‘His act may. 
be an: ‘example why vaudeville. needs: 
a blood transfusion—al! old ma-, 

Same thing. for ‘the’ Colleano. 
Family. Ina. ‘Williams and Jere. De-: 
laney also ‘fail on this point. 
raine Howard has a new partner,: 
‘Florence - _ Newton, 

becoming, being in garnet chiffon |: 

MARRIAGES ———=- 

Trained by Screen 

° Hollywood: Dec.- si. 
Among the means ‘now em- 

‘|; ployed at First National to: 1 
‘ascertain the qualifications: of © 

of kicking plus ‘their ability: to 
pass through..a'cut.out in a . 

. beaver board measuring to the 
requirements of the so-called 
physically | perfect. girl. Of 160. ; 
‘undergoing the test in one,day: © 
Frances Gentry broke the rec- _ 

_ ord for high kicking by. touch-. 
ing the beam. at seven feet. 
_ three inches from toe to: toe,. 
- or. 21 inches above her head. | 

’ Recruits: accepted: are placed. 
in the beginners’ class and in-.. 
structed by an animated screen . 
{n the basic routines which they... 
are expected to follow. Method... 

_ of training is. a departure and: 
credited to Larry Ceballos, 

CLOTHES: ‘AND CLOTHES 
By. MOLLIE: GRAY 

Nothing Very New 
-George Jessel has the pillow. of. 

terial. 

line,: 

- “Peggy” 

twisted in service. _ 
In the Winslow Four the girl's 

costume is pretty in light blue satin 
jacket and lace edged crepe skirt. 
Miss -‘Howard’s gown was attrac-. 

tive ‘arid. of.coral crepe, the’ slightly 
bloused .bodicé’ lined with crystal,: 

| circular. skirt net hemmed ‘and dip- 
‘ping a little in back.. Miss Newton’s 
eggshell colored crepe de chine 
princess bodice finished with a 
‘shirred flounce of. ‘crepe to the floor, 
‘double. reveres on the back. decol- 
letage whose deep V finished with | 
gelf-c olored flowers. . — 

- Veronica, “with Van Lane, 

time, her track’ a. bouffante taffeta 
and net. 

Mostly for ‘Men: 

prize fight, seeing Géorge Bancroft’s 
“The .Mighty,”. 

othty. -Revier is. the. wearer of 
retteg ‘and. black. and ‘white cos4 

ltumes. “The screen’s way of denot- 
ing” a ‘gangster’s mol... 
“Esther | Ralston is wasted’ ‘here as 

the ‘civilizing influence, but she has 
‘sense enough to dress the small |- 
town girl she is supposed to be. Her 
frocks were either black or white, 
accounted for.as mourning, one .with 
a deep cape collar, another neck 
finished in a, tie effect. A black satin 
‘hat said 1919° plainly, though it must 
be admitted her frocks, while sim- 
ple, ‘were certainly 10 years older, 
making. the time of: Bancroft’s re- 
turn. from France somewhat ‘du- 
bious, 

Riding ‘Habits | 
“William Boyd dées nobly in “His 

First Command.”:. But Dorothy. Se- 
bastian should. get. herself a sum:. 
mer riding habit.. 
that were smart and_well-tailored,. 
but. when Boyd was wearing white 
flannels it seemed strange for Miss 
Sebastian to be wearing heavy 

tweeds no matter. how well ‘they 
looked—and they did—on her.. An- 
other dark tweed suit with loose 
short jacket was. stunning, its loose }. 
sleeves banded with fitch animals. 

: In a colored ‘sequence, good ‘in the 

: close- -ups but slightly off in the long 

‘|views, Miss Sebastian’s white silk 
sport frock. was finished at the neck 
with three shades‘ of blue which| ~~. 
continued into. a long, loose scarf 

from the. right side. 

very becoming. Two old favorites 
in this, Rose Tapley_and Mable. Van 
Buren. Little Helen’ Parrish is a 
darling in her’ jadpurs ¢ and” ‘a. most 
efficient. teacher, ‘ ; 

“CHORUS “GIRL’S “CLOSE” CIE 
Greenwich, Dec. 31, 

Harriet - Carling, 18, of this city 
and appearing in ‘uF ollow Thru” as 

‘}a dancer, narrowly escaped asphyxi- 

ation in her home when she was. 
overcome by gas from a, broken pipe 

She was removed to fn the house. 

another part of the house and re- 

vived. 

- chorus girl applicants is that - : 

will always wear a turban as- her 

| that she is. equipped: to -subdue:-these 

|| become flattering adjuncts to her 

| black. gatin suit ‘with a- Heht crape 
|| blouse that has a frilled jabot: col- 
jlar. | 
{ cular. 

{quire as ‘much skill in successful 
||-wearing as her hat, for they have 

‘| time in.“The House of Troy,” 

| costumes of this picture as she was' 

|:in.the Empire clothes of “Devil May’ 
Good: 

Lor-; 

‘but | not a: new: 

“Ritehen Pirates” at Jeast proves: 
.| there must be something which pro-: 
‘tects adagio. girls, 
.being among the’ most tossed and! 

‘still, 

left : 
voice ‘prints on ‘the ‘sands. of wasted | 

‘Like’ being the lone. woman | at a. 

for which Nellie’ 
Revell did the story treatment. Dor-: 

She. wore- two 

Her lace and|_ 

organdie hat turnéd off the face was 

Miss Carling. rejoined the 
show Christmas Day in New York. 

WOMEN’S PAGE 

_ At the Studios © 
Mary Doran, if given her choice, 

headgear. Possessing a well-shaped 
‘head and a good profile, she realizes 

smart. but difficult, hats until they 

costume, In “Manhattan Serenade” | 
|Mary’s turban is made of black silk, 

forehead. : With. . it’ she. wears. a 

Skirt is not too long and cir- 
‘Her black patent pumps re- 

heels as high as those seen.in mod- 
ernistically exaggerated shoe. shop 
advertisements. 

Dorothy Jordan tg. Ramon No-: 
'| varro’s -leading ‘woman. ‘again, this | 

She. 
is quite - fetching in the Spanish | 

Care,” which is ‘very - fetching in-' 
‘deed; " Lace mantillas hung overi 
high. “Spanish. ‘combs complement. 
her coiffure with: little curls, out- | 
lined. against her cheeks and. fore-; 
head,. shyly. bewitching. One cos-| 
tume of white Jace has a skirt: made | 
with. three full ‘flounces, a round, 
low-necked ‘bodice and short Sleeves. | 
‘The lace is.picked out with sequins |. 
which sparkle ‘pleasantly, and the: 
tremeridous ‘mantilla | ‘of. the, same 
‘lace becomes ‘a train when she’ 
doesn’t drape it over her arms as a 
Scart. a 

‘The. Brox Sisters croon in the Bira- 
eage number of “Manhattan” ‘Sere- 
nade,” wearing ‘the long bouffant 

-| skirts that. have become. identifled. 
with these girls. Their. costumes, 
while following the same general. line 
as of yore, in this Instance look small. 

. time vaudeville. ° _ Maybe -. because’ 
when tulle is used ‘at all, to he @ good, 

An observer at the 69th Regiment 

one of the Christmas. baskets. 

i 

Hollywood Styles 
‘By. Cecelia Ager 

It. fits her head. . smoothly and |. 
| clambers up over: one eye on her! 

Toad te Sue os 
_ (Continued from: page 46) 4 2 

VARIETY 

there: must be tremendous quanti- 
ties of it, ' Long.tight white satin. 
basque bodices. ‘are cut up over one 
shoulder’ and haven't been. made. 
sufficiently sleek. Tulle ‘skirts. fol- 
low, made with not quite enough 
tulle. Black flowers are -embroil- 
dered on. the bodices. and long 
bunches of black . ostrich flumes, 
placed at. the waistlines, fall. to the 
hem lines in ‘front, ; 

Vilma Banky’: 
bride in “Sunkissed,” once known. . 
as “They: Knew. What They Want- 
ed.” In-a wedding dress which, be-. 
cause - of the story’s ‘getting, ‘could 
-be neither smart nor alluring ‘in-a 
sophisticated way, she is, neverthe- 
less, a glamorous: picture.. Her cos-’..- 
‘ttumeé' has a slim white ‘satin bodice,. 
the simple V-neck edged with net. 
ruching, and long tight ‘sleeves. The 
full long skirt is.made with three-. 

| net flounces.. The net. wedding véil;. . 
for once without lace; ‘hangs- ‘softly 
from the: bands of: orange blossoms 
on her head.. ‘The ‘severe simplicity . 
of this costume permits Miss ‘Banky- 
to glow the more radiantly: by. con-. 
trast.- 

Hedda Hopper, playing in- “Such: 
Men Are Dangerous,” appears ct a 
garden party looking like “Such. 
Women Aré Considered: Dangerous - 
by Picture.Audiences.”: Her costume °. 

{is of’ cream: net: embroidered’ with 
Black Jace: is: appliqued .- . black.dots,:' 

on the bodice as. a -yoke and the. — 
skirt is made..long..and floaty -by- 
black lace panels ‘attached: 20 the . 
skirt below: the ‘hip ’.line... Miss _ 
Hopper wears a black. net straight. 
brimmed hat with a lace. band. over: 
the ‘forehead, ‘and. Bhe wearnies, . 
fluffy, tall-handled black lace pata- . 
sol. The job of ¢linching the ‘éf- ~~ 
fect of a worldly woman. is left. ‘to 
the long net mittens which, termi-. 
nate above the elbows. in: ‘Jittle ruf- 
fles." Despite the welter. of. details, 
Miss ‘Hopper’s own. chic triumphs, 
and. the > costume becomes’ striking, 

ae 

™, 

‘Armory | the “aay ‘before. ‘Chriatmas 
reported ‘he. saw people park cars’ two or. three: blocks: away: ‘rom. ithe 
armory and, wearing: old clothes, get in line ‘for’ the -Ameérican’s ‘handout, 
Others were seen hiring taxis to distant points after. ‘they ‘had grafted a 

‘Last year at Christmas ‘a civic organization’ ‘int Brooklyn ‘invéstigated 
the case- of supposed needy women and found that she. had erubbed. 
12. baskets for. the holidays, was the wife, of @ fireman. Grafting of 
Christmas ‘cheer. by those.who aren't ‘really in destitute ¢clroumstances 

greatly within the past few years. 

Save on 

is: being made via small vest pocket 

Strict. orders have gone out. from 

out one pack of matches: .. 

is claimed: by ‘the members of a civic organization to Haye: increased | 

Matches. 

‘Forced to economize as a result of the cut in cigs brought about by 
indie stores. that undersold the United. and Schulte, chains, retrenchment 

matches that have been given. away — 
with cigar and tobacca ‘purchases . tor the last 15 years. ..”. 

chain headquarters to ‘save’ on: the 

matches. and: to only. hand them - out. when ‘reatiested. : On purchases” of 
two packs of ‘butts, tle clerks. in the chath dig! stores. are allowed to Biye: 

‘Dismissal is faced if the order 1¢ violated.” 
". Phe matches éost eight for.1c, but the saving is running into the thou- - 
sands, according to a Schulte source. " 

» . ot te, 

Protestants” at Maes 
There are. not. enough. seats for ‘the: Catholics at Christmas taldnight 

masses around town, partly because of the crowd of Protestants who are 

attracted by the beautiful. spectacle‘ held: but: once yearlyei ij 006 6c mo 
St. Patrick’s Cathedral, .Paullst ‘Fathers:on ‘Ninth avenue and ‘Francte- 

cans at. 32d street Bet tertific Jams, with: crowds this: year Disger than 
ever, . aos cue 

—— . we . 

Mother. Emery. Back. Ltoen poe a 

Mother. Emery, | one of ‘the pioneer tearoom operators: of, Greenwich : 

Village, is'back in the “Village, - 
Mother.Emery.-has done the comiéback with. a. leiltiniate : ‘gating. place 

decision | to retire. 

—_ 

depending ‘entirely upon’ tips. - 
on similar. arrangement, 
blow. 

pré-prohibition. dignity entirely free. 
hiding ballyhoos. 

apotted on Greenwich avenue and is through..ywith the night life: stuff.: 
She formerly established the Jolly Friars, one.of the most .successful night. 
life places of the Village, selling the. latter out three years ago upon - 

‘Nothing but the Tips 

‘Waiters and waitresses in tearooms and small cabarets. of Green- 
wich. Village are now working. on a strictly ‘gambling proposition. , 
“Former salary. ranging from $7 to $10 weekly is out now ,with help 

Several joints also have plano players‘in 
If throw money. is: Bood they atick; “df not: they 

- Anticipatory’ Crowds - 

| AREY BROStPae -mavertisement-tor-"Sally’-USed-3" -pictare-or Times" 
Square that must. be 10. years old as it showed the Hotel. Claridge in its .. 

from billboards and - other window- 

A smile. for the observant ones, as’ photograph was | Supposed to show 
the crowds rushing to see the picture... — 

Swank: for a Jit 

New ‘Automat .on Sixth avenue is the ritzlest edifice on that. street 
below 53d, where the “LL” turns off. 
gives the nickel rotisserie that swank touch, | 

Futuristic indirect {llumination 

makes a ‘tovely. a 
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_Conts 

-On petition,” of . ‘various the
atre |. 

roups, the French “government 
per- 

grou 
da. read in the first run a. spill o

n the turn, 
‘mitted the theatres of: Paris, close 

since outbreak’ of the war, 
to reopen, 

conditioned | upon. ‘full ‘censorship 

and. agreement that. audiences must 

be orderly. . 
“+4 

New York city 

812]. 

By F. 

i I have “been rather patient reading the. wallops at 

“No. 12 Sid Silverman's because they. were at times amusing, 

EDITORIAL 
_— 

y| Narely NOT On the Pan—At Last!) 
E. Kenny 

(Managing Editor, Mt. Vernon Daily “Argus”) 

| 7 “Mi. Vernon, oN. Ys Dee. aT. | 
“Variety.” I read 
but. now: ‘the . pang 

jare. beginning: to get a. little annoying. JO. 

The squawks- seemed 
‘lyarns to the proper jump pages. 
of that cursé? Even the ‘dear 

“World” with | dump lines on page ‘one, fContinned, from: page: one.” 

"Many. of us: have worked over 

talk: about ,the spot stuff that: 

no one ever ‘stops: 

late story. the. dailies Still pick. it 

Then. the  wallops about lateness ‘in: news... 
“Variety” turns up before: the dailies and 

to remark’ about “Varlet 

| stuff, without worrying about libel sults. And when “Vartety” does run a. 

to. be concentrated in ‘failure to" jump. page: “one. 

Well, what ‘of it? What sheet is free: 
old’.“Times” does ‘it. . I have seen the 

‘the atorie, ‘oraerca the: “Suimpa: and' then: 

‘No. one ever thinks to. 

*3” manner of handling of. 

- UP, | 

Jan. exhib and an exchange 

It's simply ¢ @ curse in make-up. 

of what prestige | 

Wednesday, January 1, 1930 
OS we wn see, 

Inside Stuff—Pictures 
' Courts. may. declare ‘arbitration illegal, but they can’t cramp the in- 

formal style of arbitration practiced on Los ‘Angeles film row. 
er get so mad they can’t or won't 

‘three members of..the MPTO (now an 

Allied States: member) talk over the. situation. ‘with: each, party Separately . 
talk: to each. other, two or 

manag 
When 

and usually*:succeed in straightening. it out. || 

- One: example is an exhib who. wanted: to. cancel’ ‘the remainder of a 

program because. a prize. release 
before ‘he could show it.. Bxhib refused to listen by a rival three’ weeks. 

had been ballyhooed ‘in his neighborhood _ 

to ‘any explanation or offer of ‘adjustment, and virtually threw the 

exchange fep. out of his house. 

swore he would. enforce. the contract by law. 

-|party’s story and learned: 

{been granted to a new. 
| the houses were ‘over. 

ordinarily there. would. 

‘@hig ired the exchange lad who then 
The MPTO men got each, 

That the advance date on the: special had. 
‘management as a ““erand. opening” -favor, . 

a mile apart and in. different districts, .and- that: 
be no direct competition, but the new ‘manager , 

That. « 

had overspread his opening: ballyhoo in his enthusiasm. 

‘It was straightened out by. the. 
the. opening: run, , 

he may have’ 

over-billing. : 

vs ‘couple of Fox recently adde 

exchange, haying gotten its quota out of. 
giving the: first: exhib the picture for nothing in‘lieu ” 

lost in. his” own” district. ‘because. of the 

a theatre cireulta must have been doing 

Report ‘that 

would quit ‘Keystone films ‘and’ 

- bark on production on his: own 

dented on ‘the coast. . 

em-.| 

“The lone ‘government ‘suit for the 

dissolution of ‘the ‘Patents ..Co. 

(“Film Trust”)” began’ in Philadel: | struggling’ with a page one make-up, praying for a snappy streamer. 

Government contended Pat~/} a: jeast a:two column break, hasn't lamented that he -couldn’t use a| 
The samé “Legs Minus,” head ‘that Gooding. 

phia,. 
ents -Co., - General ‘ Film. Co., 
twelve licensees .were a. ‘combina- 

tion in restraint of trade. Le 

and 

Arnola Daly.’ signed contracts to. 
‘play Detective | ‘Craig . Kennedy in 
the Pathe . serial, 
Elaine. an 

“‘Liepler é& Co. one of the big. stage rire reporters. 

producers, failed with Mabilities . of 
$325,000 and,:assets of $300, 000, ace |. 
cording to statement of one'of the. 
lawyers. War blamed for sitnation 

. Dillingham’ a “Watch “Your. Step,” 
‘yevue,. broke all. ‘records for. the 
~opening at: the Amsterdam: theatre, 

_ New . York... Wigured first -we¢k’s 
gross would. be more than $22,000, 

, Dillingham's other current show. 

‘di 

“ Globe, : doing $11, 000, 

Police Inspector Dwyer made: a 
tour of Broadway. dance places and 
‘warned them they must close at.12. 
Joel's, 41st street, near 7th avenue, 
and the. rendezyous - cx ‘showdom, 
€ontinued. to rum all ment Hquor a 
leensé’ cand all. - 

“50 YEARS. aco 
(From Cupper) 

New York sun took ‘display ad- 

vertising space in Clipper in a cir- 

culation building ‘campaign. “Ex- 

plaining: its aims and ideals,” lL Ww. 

Sun -hates jnjustice. and rascality 
even more than it hates unnecessary 
words. It abhors frauds, pities fools 
and deplores nincompoops. 
continue. through 1880 to chastise 
the © first,: instruct the second and 
discountenance the- third.” Year}. 
subscription, postage paid, was 

Johnny Dwyer and Paddy Ryan, 
leading heavyweight pugs, had been 
hanging on: the edge of a match 
for months, each blaming the other 
for failure to méet. They. came to- 
gether in a saloon, by chance, both 
drunk, and went to. 1t without gate 

- or referee. Ryan landed first, Dwy- 
er’s head hit a post and he went 
out for the eount. 

' Brown: ‘University: had. an. ‘acs 
knowledged professional ‘player . on 
its ball: ‘team and the matter. of a 

sports conference, Brown voted ‘for 

Hberal policy, while Harvard and |. 
Yale: held. out: for strict amateur 

- conditions: Princeton sided with 
Brown in the dispute and it. was 
‘believed. Yalé and Harvard :would 

_ withdraw from. the union. 
Po oe 

‘Coney Island Jockey Club pur- 
chased 100 acres of land on Sheeps- 

fine race course, Site was near 
"Manhattan Beach. Among the lead- 

August Balmont. 

London prize ring. mill go waa re- 
‘ported as. under,“The Marquis of 
‘Queensberry rules”. 
challenges that term, 

_ while His Lordship had put up vari. 
‘ous cups for hoxers, he had 

little to: do with formulating the 
rules ‘which bore his name. 

‘Charley: : »-Chaplin poe 

was |truthful, -yo 

. | head,. 

7 | advised’ Miller. 

‘Ask any ‘column conductor what 

| three ‘sticks. to go we turn to 

our “material. me . 

Take “Variety’ 3” headliné style: | Full 

“Variety” style? 
squawked.: on, I read over to the copy. 
that when they could dig up: originality 
about: blue. envelopes. 

The “puiletin: board. in our den carries more samples from ‘Variety” for 

"Exploits . of |quick, flashy writing.than any other rag. 
read “Variety”. religiously, the. head ‘of. 
wouldn't be everlastingly. wondering whatthehell -hag. become of” all live. 

_ Variety” is an, education in newspaper handling. 

at the: editorial conferences. 

Inside Stuff—Legit 

“variety” ‘means ‘to. him, - 

u: will get a surprising. report. . 
“Variety” and snatch this or that, al- |" 

‘| though we usually slip a credit Tine’ acknowledging where we have: pilfered 

Let’s get. together on this thing and have a little harniony, as -we say 

If che. fs 

Personally,. when we. ‘have 

\ 

of punch and go. Whe is there, 

‘desk and -told the. whole crowd 
like that, I would stop thinking ; 

If every newspaperman would 
the copy desk‘ and we editors 

The cast of ‘Bscapade” expressed admiration for the zameness of Lou 

was, “Chin Chin,” ‘a smash at the |‘Tellegen, who. was painfully burned, when his bed caught afire in an 
Atlantic: City hotel’ last week. The star’ fell asleep with’ a lighted cigar- 
ette in his hand... He was burned on one side from shoulder to ‘knee. 

Tellegen was removed to the hospital Christmas morning and the ticket: 
“gale stopped. At 6 o'clock in the afternoon he insisted on going on and 
played out the week.: It is stated that 
barely. speak his lines. A.nurse was in 
“Escapade”: opened in Newark Monday 

Christmas: night. Tellegen could 
attendance in his dressing room. 

night. ; 

Flo. Ziegtela and William Anthony Maguire are 6 telly polite’ to each other 

at present: . It -is: -probable ‘that ‘ Maguire will -write books for Zieggy’s 
shows as in the past, but the manager has filed. a, complaint’ with’ the 
Dramatists’ Guild against the author, saying ‘the ‘latter: dodged: writing 
a book for the, musical version of “Eas 
up his ‘production schedule, 

t Is: West" and thereby gummed . 
© 

‘At ‘Christmas Zieggy telegraphed greetings: to. Maguire and added: the 
hope that he wouldn’t cost any other manager. as much money - ‘during 
the coming year.. Maguire returned th 
[hope he'd collect. the royalties due him f 

Most hopeful among legit appears to be those in-the picture-backed 
England, the publisher, says; “The |musicals, “50. Million Frenchmen” and “Top Speed,” both sponsored by 

‘Warners. 
Though nothing definite has been announced - ‘by Warners, the mem- 

bers of the cast are holding to the 
‘It will {transferred to the. screen with the same casts. 

that both shows will be made into film productions, but do not _Teport 
when or the players to be’ used. 

e greetings, then expressed the 
rom: Zlegey by next Christmas. 

bellef that both shows will. be 
Warner office reports 

Nevertheless, the’ people believe that since they ‘are ‘trained ‘for the 

chance to break into pictures without 
crowding | the coast, 

Gilbert | 

$1. various parts, they will. go into the film productions and so will get a 
buffeting the hordes of hopefuls 

~ 

Miller expressed high anger when a dally printed that 
Gertrude Lawrence, appearing in “Candle Light” af the Empire, was 
withdrawing and. rehearsing with Lew Leslie's “International Revue.” 
The manager summoned a reporter from - the -daily,, demanded a retrac- 
tion .and. indicated © he would otherwise appéal to the publisher. The 
dramatic ‘editor placed the matter before the managing editor, who 
ordered a resume of the matter instead of a retraction last Friday. 
-Miss Lawrence igs rehearsing with-the revue, although she. had not 

will shortly close instead of going on 
run of the play | contract, but assumed: 
engagement. ° 

Seems the latter had told the star that “Candle Light” 
the road. Miss Lawrence has a 
the ‘notice freed her for another 

‘Under an agreement with A. H. Woods,. who: has the picture rights 
ruling: came up in the- collegiate tor “Candle Light, " the show is to run 20 weeks in New York. It is in: its. 

14th week, 

‘Schwab & Mandel are preparing their defense: to the suit-of Harry 
T. Hallahan, : who- alleges. that, “Good News” was copied from a .play -he 
wrote. : 

Hallehan, 
Schwab & Mandel, Robert ‘Crawford 

| fendants. | Hallahan avers that-in Feb., 

in his: ‘action for: an accounting of ‘profits has named 
‘and. Buddy DeSylva.as the de- 

1927, he copyrighted a play en-||: 
titled “Bad ‘.News” from. which, - he. alleges, “Good News” was stolen. 
Hallahan seeks to: show similarity between the plays such as the college 

‘head Bay. and started to build a] prof who has a dislike for athletes and the football captain who goes in 
the game the last. minute to win. 
Schwab & Mandel,.. through. thelr attorney, Abner J. Rubien, says 

declares Hallahan’ changed the title o f his. vlny ‘from “Bad News” to 
‘| “Good News,". after their musical comedy. . had opened. 

_A good many actors are beginning to fear that they will become ‘utterly 
and Clipper | inefficient and forget their professional technique because they never get 

observing that] a chance to work. . Actors who were lucky enough. to get a job in the 
beginning of the season are usually the ones to secure a second job. 

pletely out of touch with the stage. 
had | Those who started the season badly continue 1 so and are left com-. 

Some endeavor to study at home, 

but the best training is gained on the stage. 

|pensive standard equipment, 
ing reels unwound the throw was about 125 feet. - 

their orchestra or lower floor, — 

some late. worrying, . with the reports: 
its. trusteeship: | 
Kansas, | 

of a receivership. for: Fox, under | 
These were, the Interstate of Texas andthe. “Midland of © 

Hoblitzelie and Schanberger were the worrlers, _ 

Hoblitzelle’s deal ‘ad ‘been closed, but with no money ‘passing, Ho 
leased the Interstate houses to Fox on long terms, with & consideration ~ 

‘of $1,750,000 not paid as. yet either in Fox stock or cash, Had'a receiver- | 

ship. gone in, 
Hoblitzelle about. 

the Interstate houses would have ‘had-to be included, with . 
the only one holding the bag. 

averted, however, despite the legal threat." 

‘That was probably i 

‘With Schanberger, Fox stock had gone to him with a ‘peportea guaran. . 
tee of 110 within 18. months, 
not: so good, | 

at. 106. 

With Fox hitting as low as 20 last week, 

~ Some ‘of: the New York indies ‘selling to Fox ‘Metropolitan are: said to 

have taken. Fox stock in the. transfer, likewise with a guarantee, reported 

At the Sheehan dinner in New York when portable. equipment. was em-." 

ployed to project the Movietone speeches, it suggested that such @ makes. 

shift device as then. used might become the talker ‘equipment for the 
smaller independent picture houses. unable to- afford the much. more ex-< 

indies are inside of.75 feet across 

At the Hotel Ambassador -when the talk- 
Most of the smaller 

A cable strand holding two wires ran alongside’ of one “wall, from. the.. 

booth to the screen at the dinner, Movietone subjects full feature size. 

Portable talker equipment in a theatre would bring up the. question 
of service, of course, but in’ view. of possible’ difference in cost, that 
might. be gotten around. It is claimed that within three. months a port- 
able talker ‘device. will:be on the market that. can be placed in use any~ . 
where, ‘including the home, without wiring required. 

- Further evidence of the _Anjection 

to remain. in the background. 

requested in the invitation. 

the theatre. 
tions, ° 
the cops or the crowd. Three or four 
to reach seats and left. 

The Cooper Hewitt trade name { for lights will be retained, but the 
company will be known as the General Electric Vapor Lamp Co. an 

of, the big electrics. into ‘show. 

business is contained in the decision of General Electric that, its name, 
effective Jan. 1, will replace Cooper Hewitt with: the Hewitt Electric 
Co., manufacturers of Hghts that. are used extensively in picture studios. 
The company, although a subsidiary of G. E. for 10 years, has been: 

known as the Cooper Hewitt Hlectric Co., Ga. E. and its name. ‘preferring: 
rset 

An uninvited ‘mob raised havoc with the opening of Warners’. ‘Beacon 
night before Christmas at Broadway and 74th. About 4,000 invitations: 
had been mailed for the premiere of the 2,600-seat theatre, withthe. 
knowledge that not over one-quarter usually ‘turn up. An ‘answer ‘was 

- It seemed: as though all of the mid-town section wanted to get into 
People crowded around with no reasons, tickets . or invita. | 

until those. entitled to enter could not make their way through - 
of the pieture erltics were unable’ 

The following day Spyros Skouras, the Warners’ general theatre op-. 
erator of the Stanley chain, added the Beacon to his operating lst. 
Acting on a protest froin Universal, the Hays. office is said to have sug- 

gested to Fox it discontinue the male newsreel speaker. Fox. did 80 

apparently, although Fox-was reported receiving complaints from patrons © 
against:the introduction of spoken captions by an unseen talker on its . 
Movietone newsreel. © 

Universal is said to have first broached the scheme of a talking cap- 
tion for a newsreel, later engaging Graham McNamee to do it. Universal 
claiming the Fox use started. after Fox had heard about U's intention, 

John Bond, legit, went west to break into talkers a year ago. 
been in five and never had his face on the screen. . 
voice for Chester Morris in the German: dubbing of “Case of Sergeant 
Grischa” (Radio). 

mux.” 

Aveniie Wabash. 

nect with Fox. - 
bid. They were not hired. 

show business. 

Dutt ¢. Law, Warner's. color camera 

formula of. Technicolor... 

He's 

Current part fs the 

Bond has been John Boles’. voice in “Rio Rita,” Joseph Schildkraut's 
in “Show Boat,” Glen Tryon's in “Broadway,” and Ben Lyons’ in “Lum- 

All in. German, although Bond is.a Swede. ’ 

How a film booker for a pair of de luxe house operators, ‘who recently 
sold out to a Chicago national chain, tried to. get the Fox chain to ‘employ. 
this pair of erstwhile owners as theatre operators is a: ‘snfeker on the 

.Booker is reported to have gone to the head of the Fox ‘exchange and 
asked him. to. use his influence to seé if the pair of sellouts. could. cone... 

This after the pair had sold to a rival chain over: ‘Fox's © 

Lord, Thomas. & Logan advertising agency is handling all ‘of the ad 

vertising matter fer the dailiés of R-K-O and ‘Radio Pictures. 
recently went to the agency from the J. P. Muller office, 
also takes Gare: of advertising similarly for Metro. and United Artists. - r. 

supplies copy and. ‘service, with B..Gallup (not Bruce of: U. A.) in 
|charge, with. Jack Pegler ‘first. assistant. - 

This 

The three-firm 

Pegler formerly was in the 

expert, “who was. ‘dled. in an alr-. 

plane accident ..at Indianapolis last ‘week, was formerl ith y identified Ww 
Dr. Isador, Kitsel, Philadelphia scientist ° and inventor of the origina 

_ Before going with Warners, Law ‘owned a half. interest in. Kitsel-Law 
Laboratories, which.is also crédited with having: experimented with. talk- 

They’ re after ‘that Ritz atmosphere, 

and writing. 
will be accepted as originals. 

-\dng.. Rickures.as.tatback.as. 1912... = noes a son nace oe ee 

“Since moving into the Warner puilding, Fir st Nationalites have added . 
knicknacks to their reception room on the fourth floor until it now. looks 
like a ‘small edition ‘of the one they abandoned: on Madison avenue. 

"Makers of shorts, - particularly of the ‘two- reel taiker comedies, have 
about reached the decision that low comedy is the best salesman. 
that in mind, the producers may hustle for low comedy talent, in playing 

In the latter department, “writers” with good memories © 

with 

aan tas: sate 



\nembers 
““gtarts rehearsal - this. week . behind 
locked dors. | 

The casting was done at: ‘the Ma- : 
-gon theatre. with guards all around 

‘Wednesday, Jariuary 1, 1980 

Macloons Promise 

Jan. 18; Say Equity Cast Signed | 
ing ‘Warner pictures under Warner 

' Hollywood, Dee,’ ‘81, 
The. MacLoons say they will:open 

“New | “Moon” Jan, 18 at the Ma- 
gestic...- 
has completed the cast from Equity 

‘in- good standing “and 

“to prevent ‘the. players from: being 
intercepted. 

Reports are current that ‘Harry 
“Chandler, publisher of the Times, 
ja behind. the MacLoons in their 

‘ court battle against Equity. Chand- 
“Jer has run an open shop newspaper 
.heré ever since the dynamiting _ of | 

_ the Times plant in 1910. 
‘It was also reported. that Chand- 

Jer is financially behind. the ‘Mac-|- 
-.Loons, However, this. could ‘Not’ be 

_ confirmed from. either party. - 

‘for Equity, left. New York.for Los 

MacLoon,: who. was. in New York 
last week, was’ reported’ to’ also 
have obtained: the Coast: rights to: 
“Strictly . Dishonorable. " 

Injunction .. proceedings. 

- Duizell On ‘Way . 
Paul Dulzell, executive. secretary 

. Angeles. Sunday, carrying with him 
-@ voluminoug foldér on the numer-. 
‘ous disputes: between: the Macloons 
‘ and Equity. . . 

The damage. “and. Snjunetion suit 
. of ‘the Macloons, when continued at 

-{g reported having . 

‘the request of the. ‘complainants, 
‘caused Equity to haye one of its 
officials on the scene when the case 
is: heard.*. On the .way out Dulzell 

stated: “that 
Equity was and has. been: willing to 
‘arbitrate with the. “Macloongs, | ‘but 
the latter refused and went Ante’ 
court. 
Charges against Lillian.’ Albert- 

son (Mrs. Macloon). pend before 
Equity’s- Council and are dated for. 
hearing Jan. 7. Miss Albertson has 

. not asked for a postponement’ nor 
. Has -ghe . signified — her intentlon of |. 
- coming to. New York. to defend the 
charges. 

$108 On mas Wight 
; Philadelphia, Dec. $1. 

“Thunder in the Air”. at. the Shu: 
herts’ Adelphi drew $108 on Christ-. 

_meas night. - It. did under. $2, 500 on 
‘the week. 

Philadelphia: Professional Players, |. 
supposedly. the operator of the the- 
tre, is said to be merely a name 

- behind which are the Shuberts in 
. another - attempted. aping of the 
Theatre Guild. 

British Plays Homebound 
“ “Many * “Waters”: closes at the 

" Times Square this week and ‘will 
be shipped back to London. 

: association with Charles B. Coch-- 

fOperate back stage, 
““gtage hands. . 
also an. ‘English success, 
‘earlier by the same managers, “was. 

:ODtong: 

Arch 
‘Selwyn, who presented the show in 

ran, decided the road would be too |: 
much of a hazard, 

The English show is. costly. ‘to 
requiring | 33 

“The Piddlé Watch,” 
offered 

similarly sent ‘back, 

. Fay Marbe ‘Suing 
_ Two suits have. been filed. in the 
New York Supreme Court by Fay: 
‘Marbe. No papers are on: record 
“except notices of trial. ~ 

One action is against the. Pru- 
dence Pictures Corp. and the’ other | 
against Samuel Zierler.: . 
Miss Marbe is co- -starred in the 

only talker Prudence’ and Zierler 
have made to date. 

Helen White’s Break 
Hollywood, Dec. 31. 

’ Helen White, stage, brought here 

by Universal for -one picture, 
‘Dames Ahoy,” clicked. enough to 
earn a one. year’s meal. ticket: with 

poate ey slestmeo: 

No assignment yet tor her next. 

AL LEWIS’ PLAY 
Al Lewis may résume as a legit 

Producer.. He is still with the J°x 
| (ganization, with no mention of 
Withdrawal, 

Lewis’ is to present a play for 
Which, hé has held the rights for 
‘teVeral years. Script was recetutly 
Tewritten, oo 

Mrs. MacLoon declares she’ 

‘Scenery is being bulit |. 
at the’ Majestic and orders have 
‘been placed for costumes and shoes. 

against 
“ Equity, instituted by. the MacLoons, 
‘are due in the United States ‘Dis- 

. trict Court: Jan. 6... 

LEGITIMATE 

“New Moon” 

- Chorus Boy F alls In- 

* hes ‘Angeles, ‘Dec. 31, 
It happens all the . time in. 

fiction. — - 
One of ‘the. chorus | ‘boys * dn - 

“Oh ° Susanna, ”. at. the Mayan, : 

‘Biven a real part with.a couple 
- of solos. | 

Name's George | Burton.. vot 
.- When playing: bits in Christie 

_ comedies he was Known as 
George George. 

REPORT ‘TIMES’ CRUSADE 
AGAINST TICKET GOUGE 
“The: ‘New York. ‘Times is pr epar- 
ing to enter into a. campaign against 
‘ticket speculation on Broadway; 
particularly: against, unreasonably 
huge’ ‘prices,. not only in the regu- 
lar agencies but in the hotel stands. || 
It. is: reported the daily was invited 
to: co- operate. with @ group of man-.: 
agers who recently conferred on ‘the 
problem, and that the editorial 
-heads agreed the time was pro~ 
‘pitious for such @ ‘movement. ~~ 

The campaign, it.is understood, .is | 
to. be.a sustained one. Other dailies 
have campaigned: against the high 
prices’ of tickets for favored at- 
tractions, with @ generally negative 

| result. — 
Ticket agencies are said to be 
flourishing this season despite. the 
‘limited number. of attractions and 
& proportionately small number of 
successes, Brokers have been mak- 
ing. buys in about the same -numh- 
ber: as. formerly, but with fewer 
attractions the chances of. being 
‘forced to make buys on ‘mediocre 
shows are lessened. Despite that, 
they have been stuck: on at. leaat 
a half dozen buys. 

Stock Purchase Plan 
In L; A. Lacks Support 

Los. Angeles, Dec, 31, 
Tough going for Ruth Rennitk’s 

stock” selling idea. -Aside from the 
| players’ reluctancy to take part gal- 
| ary in stock, the public has shown. 

little. interest in. her productions. 
Latest to go under is “The Power of 
‘Love,” her second at the. Actors’ 
theatre. It folded after one perform- 
ance, Christmas night,: when only 

. $100 went to the box office. 
- Previous effort was “The Passing. 
of - the Third Floor Back,” with 
Hénry Walthall in the lead. This 
played three. weeks to biz not so 
good, . Players’ salary was some 
cash and more stock, with the lat- 
ter proving good wall paper. 
-.Miss Rennick's idea of survival 
‘was the selling of shares in Ruth 
‘Rennick Players, Inc., at $100 per, 
with the buyers getting five $1.50 
seats for $b. This called for five 
plays. Now she is offering to sell 

her lease on the theatre, ‘which has 
a year to go, 

Next Music Box Revue 
.Sam H. Harris “is passing up 
Palm Beach this season. Having 
leased his house there, he will leave 
for the Coast this week. 

. He: has. no. definite plans for en- |. 
‘put. will be the 

On2 pur-. 

tering pictures, 
guest of: Joseph Schenck. . 
‘pose of the Coast trip is to confer |. 
with Jnving Berlin who is to write 

an intiniate ‘revue for the Mastic 
Box, New York. 
‘Show: dated for next: summer. 

; “White Cutting Down | 
‘With “Scandals” reported soon 

closing in New York; George 
| White is starting-to cut the.-over- 
‘head down for the road: by. releas- 
ing a number of ‘acts. from ‘the 

‘show. 
.Tfirst batch to. go are. Tea. and 
Sally, Jack White and . Ernest 

— “Charles:~Eaen Yeveived~ two=week 
notice last week. 

Dunning May Go West - 
Phil Dunning, dramatist, may g0 

Hollywood studio writing. ' He is re-. 
ported about to accept an offer 
made by: Universal. 
;Dunning’s .show: experience takes 

In-every branch of the theatre and | 

Istage excepting pictures. 

was pluckéd from the line and 4 

rental. ‘part publicity gag. 

-Jolson’s, ° 

the Garden. 

WINTER GARDEN GOING 
BACK TO SHUBERTS 
Winter Garden, New York, play- 

house. direction, ig reported as al- 

| most certain of being turned back | 
to the Shuberts when the Warners. 

epen ‘their. new Hollywood ‘theatre 

| | at: 51st street and. Broadway, 

|, The. withdrawal, of the Warners | 

J will put: a: nice hole in the Shubert ||. 
returns “unless . ‘they ‘can -dig up] 

some: other. concern that ‘will stand 

11 for: the « ‘game. rental terms as the | 

| Warners. are paying now and that 

tis almost an Ampossibility consid- 

ering what the indies would have 

|'to ‘produce to meet. the demands. . 

The ‘Warners have the Garden: on 

ry 50- 50. -basis with the: ‘Shuberts, 

plus. a “weekly guarantee rental of 

$7, 000. - 

Without. another producing film 

concern regarded as financially un-" 

able to attempt a similar’ rental ‘on’ 

the Shuberts will either be 
forced’ ‘to rent talkers, or : : restore. 

spec, 

their’ former. musical: regime,’ Re- 

sumption -of Stage | musicals. is not ; 

likely, 
dump - $175,000 oar more into. legit |. 

as. the. ‘Shuberts . will not 

producing for one show, in the face 
of present. and better. Presentments 
on ‘Broadway. 
'The Garden as a. picture ‘house 
made’ box’ office history. Warners 
‘hopped. ‘to ‘it on terms: ‘considered: 
suicidal at that ‘time. -for. even as- 
piring film’ promoters, _ ‘Warners 
Were..on the verge’ of putting over 
talkers on: an amazing scale, al- 
‘though they had-‘no idea at. the. 
time that the Garden and the talker 
project would pan out as it did. 
Warners considered the Garden 

Although 
the first Warner talker there was 

The ‘Warners opening .it 
in 1927, with “The Jazz Singer.” 
Jolson in a talker back in the house ; 
where he had long. been regarded as 
the. > Shuber ts stage ace meal ticket. 

$300,000 ist. Year ; 

The ‘Shuberts received as ‘their 
share on: the first ‘year of the War- 
ner holding, $300,000 net,:an amount 
enabling the Shuberts to. make pos- 

| sible a profit ‘balance in their state- 
ment, — . 

RKO is reported a as: ‘about the only 
interest that. could come. ‘Close to 
standing. for the: tap of $7,000 rental 
plus. a ‘sharing term, but. RKO. or 
any other interest would find that 
$7,000 with the Garden the lowest 
overhead theatre in investment or 
rental for. the Shuberts of any on 
Broadway, straight: rental" alone a 
stumbling block. — 
RKO is now: pretty well. in- 

trenched along Broadway. with the 
Globe, now playing Radio pictures 
on a grind; the Carroll, under lease, 
-as well as the opening of the Co- 

|lumbia (now Mutual burlesque) at 
47th and 7th as a grind RKO pic- 
ture house next September. on 

Picture producing has changed 
since the Warners figured a. pub- 
licity angle at the Garden as worth. 
any price back in 1927, 

The opening of the new Holly- 
wood will: likely occur around 
March 1, when the Warners will 
make that one their ace and drop 

Lucille May Do “Lincoln” 
i She Secures Bankroll 

“Les: Angeles, Dec. 31. 
Lucille ‘Laverne has a yen to play 

Abraham Lincoln, principally for 
| pictures. Since returning from play- 
ing. Shylock:in “The Merchant of 

_|Venice”’ abroad, .Miss LaVerne has 
‘|been out: here ‘angling | for, screen 
‘| work, 

. Report is. that she recently. donned 
a beard to make application: for the 
Lincoln - assignment, 

execs weren’t convinced, Now, ac- 
cording to the story, .Miss LaVerne 
is anxious to do a stage version of 
the- famous President and seeks a 
bank -roll. 

Scandinavia’s-Theatre~~~ 

. Finally Making Profit 
; . Oslo, Dec. 17, 
National here, only national the- 

atre in Scandinavia, is finally. evi- 
dencing a small surplus, 

It is: the result of a reduction in 

the overhead -amounting to about 
500 kronen (lttle over $100) nightly. 
Heretofore the National suffered 

heavy financial difficulties. 

but the film. 

Publicity vs. Talent : 

" Indications ‘are that. Broad- 
‘way managers may be. prepar- 
_inge. an eye-for-an-eye cam-°. 

' paign against Hollywood. More: 
‘from. necessity, perhaps, than - 
by: choice,. but the New York. 
‘Mariagers are evidently - -fish-. 
ing for. film femme names to . 
“bolster receipts... This ‘is re- - 
gardless of the talent of the’ 

individual involved. ow a 
' Eastern idea seems to be to 
cash in on that picture public- 

: ity. * : 

“.. One’ Manhattan: musical im- . 
presario preparing a. show is: - 
recently reported to have told - 
‘an agent, “Listen, if I’ve. got.to - 
pay ‘real coin for a ,Birl, rn. get a 
one: ‘from ‘pictures, per 

Spreading. 

: cS “Chicago; Dec.. ‘31, 
With «dark - 

Shuberts in-the face locally - on the, 
last half of .thia season, they. have 

Howard, composer and vaude single 
act, who will produce hig own mu- 
sical revivals on the usual” -per- 
centage basis with the Shuberts. - 

Hovward, Chicago’ legit standby in 
the old days, . when he operated for. 

tends to run the Garrick on. a cut 
rate $2 top plan, figuring his. aver- 
age weekly overhead. around $4,500. 
__ First of Howard's revivals will be 
“Time, Place and Girl, with Beppl 
re be ‘as. star. Will. open around 

eb. 1 

Chicago, Dec, 31.- 

_ Local. constables arrested one 
Robert Bushman, ° 
alias” Paris,: alias --Parrish, .and 
hauled him: ‘off to Sandusky,. 0., 
where he was. lodged in the: Erie 
‘County Jail on charge of defrauding | 
an ‘innkeeper. = 

‘Bushman. was. in ‘that town with: 
‘the Tooley stock, ‘which | ‘strandéd 
-two weeks ago, and before he left 
he plastered - the town. with: bum 
checks, - 

him ‘with a $55.. ‘room bill and $180 
worth of rubber scrivening. Bush-: 
man had been in Chi for some. time, 
passing himself off as ‘the youngest. 
son.of Francis X. Busman. Informa- 
tion from the coast statés Bushman 
has no son here. 

Last year Bushman. was gen--| 
tenced to.70 days in jail at Lansing, 
Mich., on charge of misrepresenta- 
tion ‘and obtaining money under 
false pretenses: He ‘chiseled money 

qut of Equity by posing as Robert 
Franklyn, member in good standing. 
This impostor. has used various 
other | names, 

Paris: and Robert Parrish. 

Coast Shoestringers: 
‘Les ‘Angeles, Dec, 31. 

L, A. is hosting about.a dozen. al- 
leged N. Y.. producers: who are 
ready to produce - if they’ can get 
theatres. They start by — offering 

_{the owners’ of ‘theatres . anything | - 
from buttons to a: .Grand a week for 
rent and end up by wanting: ‘to buy |. 
the theatre,. So far a rubber check 
‘for $75 is the nearest to cash any 
has brought to the surface, . 
.They all have the coast rights to 

unheard of pieces and ‘want to do 
things in a big way. One turned 
down on a production came back: 
‘with the proposition that he had a 
nice animal picture taken in Africa 
that he -would run on percentage, 

Pay Cut, Then Out 
Hollywood, Dec. 34. 

Gloria Grey" and Mervin “Willies 
filed claim with Equity for cuts 
taken in their“Bad Babies” » Salary 
a few days before they were given 
their notices by George Scar- 
borough. 

The actors say. they accepted | - 
a 33144% cut for one week, later 
discovering it applied to run of the 
play. Three, days after. accepting 
the cut they received two weeks’ 
notice, they aver. 

Drama Critics’ Percentages 

And: the ‘idea seems to be 

0E HOWARD'S GARRICK 
CHICAGO, FOR REVIVALS | 

houses staring the: 

turned the Garrick over. to Jos. E.. 

Mort Singer at the La Salle, ‘in- 

‘gits, 

Bushman Nabbed Again; ; 
; substantial test. for. any. troupe. and © 

Bum. Checks This Time 

alias Franklyn, ‘ 

Sloane hotel . went - after |- 

particularly Robert 

‘one or the. other, - 
‘| that“have come in 24 have success: 

VARIETY 

(Continued ‘from Page One) 
At the half-way . mark in “Va- 

riety’s"” seventh season box score on 
dramatic critics; Walter Winchell, 
former ‘actor and'on the “Mirror,” 

| cops first -honors. in play-review- 
ing, one of his incidental chores on 
the ‘tab dai 

Winchell éatches somewhat fewer 
shows than.-the rest ‘of the review- 

Jers: because of. the peeve against 
him -by the Shuberts and a couple 

}of other’ producers, but otherwise 
jhe. has general entry. 

‘A ‘three-way tle for first: place 
‘between, Winchell, Gilbert Gabriel} 

‘| and John. Mason Brown that exist- 
-ed at the last: tabulation. was: bro- 
ken" when. Gabriel. slumped. behind 
‘and - Winchell nosed out | Brown. 
Latter has .90$, - ‘excellent. on any 
basis of figuring. and. particularly - 
distinguished . for. a newcomer to 

; criticism, 

‘Robert Garland, third, and the - 
‘only | intervening - “number between 
.909-and..792, {s- ‘holding to a ‘prisker.. 
“pace ‘than since representing. the 
“Telegram” at first nights. He is 
one of six réviewers thus far un-. : 
smudged * by no opinions. 
‘It is probably -again pertinent to 

explain: “Variety’s" method of com- . 
puting its box score percentages. A 

-|.minimumy.12-week run is accepted as. 
‘the’ boundary over. which a show 
must pass to be Classified as a ‘puce.: 
‘ess, moderate or full-fledged as the. 
case may be. At the conclusion. of 
last ‘year’s ‘box: score it was decided 
‘that starting with this season “Va- 
riety” would advance its bogey to 
17. weeks as-it: was felt many shows 
were sneaking under. the ‘fence at 
the lower time ruling.. However, the 
12-week measurement is retained as. 
since then it has become: apparent 
the. opposition of dialog pictures is . 
now a factor that must be figured. .. 
Shows are flopping ‘quicker, . are 

‘harder to. force: and cut ‘rates and .. 
hook-ups are not’ ‘ag potent as they. 
once were with .the Broadway le- 

Hence’ it fs figured that under 
"present ‘conditions’. a 12-week ac- 
complishment on. Broadway is a 

except where shows ‘continue com- 

-monwealth or: ‘by “other: devices 
“Variety” will take 12. weeks as its 
‘footrule, . 

. Variety”. iteelf is faltering at the. 
guessing business as it becomes. in- - 
creasingly hard to peg: ’em. . Shows 
which in ordinary. seasons ‘would, . 
‘click “fall by the ‘wayside or start 
‘big- and then collapse, . For a trade. 
paper supposed to ‘be wised: up. to. 
all ‘the angles 13 ‘errors against 86 
correct. surmises is less. than sein- 
tillating, although there {ano rea- 
son for violent. blushes, 

_ A. K’e: are making. plenty of bum 
predictions for. ‘“Vartety” so the 
rising generation can’t -be entirely. 
blamed, And don't. some of . those | 
reviews come. awfully close to no 

‘opinions? ‘In “Variety,” mind. you. 
It -will be noticed, that: despite 

altered box office conditions around 
Times. Square, the statistics follow 
precedent pretty - carefully... There 
are generally about 200 plays pro- 
duced on. Broadway annually ‘and at 
the half-way post “Variety” ‘sts 
99. This does not: include an. un- 
usually large crop of revivals. around 
so far this season, . 
Mid- “Season score ig: inclusive of.. 

‘hits and, flops gil attractions, cur- -- 
rent or departed, being: graded as 

Of: the 99. shows- 

rating.. In other words the usual 
three: ‘flops for one ‘hit ratio. | 

WEDDING, SOCK, PART, 
“DIVORCE IN SEV EN DAYS: 

Chicago, Dec. a1. 
Donn Wermiuth got: married one: 

‘day last. month, -and seven days 
later discovered. he wasn’t married - 
any longer, Donn Wermuth, com-° 
pany manager of “Follow Thru", fell 
for Peggy. Thomas of the chorus 

‘| and they were wed. 
Donn got sore, .however, when 7 

Peggy ‘showed her affection the’ day 
following by socking him over the 
head with a walking stick and so. 

.|Squawked. in. a divorcee complaint, 
‘| which he ran out and_filed. »Peggy __ 
‘didn’t contest ‘the “sult, 80 Donn is 
once more on-the‘ loose. Neither 

had previously been married, and | 
‘both: feel they have added some- 
thing to their education. . 

‘Polly: Walker Returns 
Hollywood, Dee. 31, ° 

Polly Walker, brought -here by 
Radio for “Hit the Deck,” goes to: 
New York Jan, I. to return to the 
stage. 
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OR TY London As It Looks 
By Hannen Swaffer ad 

under way. At the Breakers | are 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Reade and' ‘Joe 
Leblang: Mrs. J. Philip Benkard is 
‘visiting Mrs. Dodge Sloane. Mrs. 
Benkard, ‘originally Anne Ditchburn, 
was a musical comedy prima donna 

; as. Anne Swinburne, and her first. 

’ |husband ‘wags the late Rudolph 
‘| Schirmer, music publisher. William 
Rhinelander * ‘Stewart, society mil- 
lionaire, who knows so many show 

— ee re 

Literati 
books containing the. same word. or 

Bullets flew in the Palais de Jus- | words be: suppressed, too. . 

’ tice, Paris, during the appeal trial]: A laugh | is that in the examina-. 

of Pierre Lardet, former publisher|tion for a censor,” among other 

of “Libre Parole Republicaine,” sued | things ‘He or she be required to sub-- 

for libel and slander by Louis- Jal- mit to the ‘health authorities “sat- 

les, whom he sought to: kill. When isfactory Bviderice « of, ‘normal. sex ex- 

Jalles, only grazed by one of ‘several perience,” ; 

bullets, exclaimed, “I’m shot,” the 

publisher turned the gun on himself 
and attempted suicide. He is crit- 
ically hurt, at this writing, while his: 
adversary is fully recovered. Jalles 

was previously given a verdict for 
damages as the result of ‘his’ libel’ 
suit but the publisher appealed. 

Publisher Shoots 2 ee iondon, Dec, 29, 
No fewer than 20 Christmas:  producticna: were “peheatsed for London, 

children’s plays, from ‘Peter Pan" to “The Windmill. Man” and. “Treas. 
ure Island,” and all sorts of pantomimes, this in addition to what. are 
called “hardy annuals,” that. is “Charley's Aunt,” “When Knights Wera 

Bold" and “The Private Secretary." It is extraordinary how always, for 
Christmas, old me .Froyght to London merely in order that, for a 

-ear afterwer?. * _' go round. the. ‘eountry again advertising, “From 7 
the So-and-So theatre, London.” 

a 

* “Charley's: Aunt” must. be one of the worst farces: ever: written, That 
ig why people think it funny. ° “The Private Secretary”. is not so bad, So 
it is: not so successful, Thank» heavens, Christmas comes but once a 
year—or we might have to see. “Charley's Aunt” twice, - 

“Mencken in Paris 
H, L. Mencken, ‘he of: the Amer- 
merk,. is in Paris for his old ‘Balti- 
more: ‘Sunpaper, - to. cover the -naval ‘people, ‘is, with his sister, Princess 

disarmament conference. He’ Nh re-'| Miguel de Braganza, stopping with 

‘turn to: his desk Feb. 2. Te. Charles A “Munn. vo 
A Japanese. Hero ‘Comes Back 

py phioon” has ‘Been revived after 16 years or thereabouts; this ‘time 

.twith Dennis Neilson Terry in the part that Laurence Irving, who ‘once’ - 
called Alan Dale “a blob of scum,”. made ‘his reputation. : For years, they 
accused Irving: of imitating’ ‘his father. «= -. beet 

About the.time of: “Typhoor,” in which: Irving: played: the part: of a 
Japanese ‘with great. passioh and, yat, ‘with. great. restraint, - elena ae 

thony J.. Drexel Biddle, Jr., Mr. and j to take’ him seriously, -.He :was drowned on the ‘Empress. of Treland. with 

Mrs.. Edward F. ‘Hutton, ‘Mr. .and.| his wife,: Mabel. Hackney. **. 

Mrs, J, Leonard Replogle and Mr.|. Young Dennis is, not 80° ‘Imipressive ps Irving was, but. ha. gives a. very 
and Mrs. . James R. Donahue. Mr. \ good. performance. 9 let ee 

Biddle married the’ heiress daughter]. It‘was this. play that: Tnade- ‘me. fear the Japanese... ‘Kou: “began, to. “feet 
of the late ‘Benjamin .N. Duke, to-. 

. 
they were going to conquer the: earth, pne day. 

bacco’ ‘magnate, | after - “which he. - 

started making a splurge. Mr. Hut-. 
ton ‘married. the: enormously ieh.| 
‘Marjorie’: ‘Post, .-who had divorced 

; Paramount Box Holders 
‘Most. of last season's boxhojders 

at the’ Paramount ‘theatre, Palm-| 
Beach, have renewed their subscrip< |: 
tions, including .Mr. and Mrs. ;An+- 

. Actor's Ex- Wife: 
- Ruth Rankin, scenario writing at 

‘Tiffany and in private life Mrs. ‘Ar- 
thu. Rankin, ‘but that.to be remedied 
‘ag ‘soon as. the ‘court. gets. ‘around 
‘to the decree hisi, is giving the low-: 
‘down on ‘being an actor’s: wife. in 
Hollywood, in a story,’ “Actor’ 3: 
"Ex-Wife,'” printed next! n month ina 
magazine. 

Paris Press Club'. ; 
Henry (Hank): Wales, “Chicago 

' “Tribune,” ‘is new president of the 
Anglo-American Press Club of Paris: 
John Podilock (London ' “Morning 
Post”), and Ralph’ Heinzen (UP), 
are the British and ‘American vice- 
presidents, the latter acckpting | the 
v. p. after refusing nomiination’ for 
the presidency. “'Reé-elected ’ care 
Smith Reavis and a. ‘Langelaan, |: 
both AP, ‘as sec. and treas. ] 

Executive committee; . ‘equally ‘di- 
- vided as to British and American 
contingents, comprises (American): : editoiial and. business: staff. under 

_Fred Abbott (International. .News. new. policy. 
Service); . Joseph Sharkey (AP); ot 
Samuel ‘Dashiell (UP); Bertram J: , 

_Perkins (Fairchild “Pubs.);.,,(Brit- 
..ish); .George .Slocombe. (Loridon 

“Daily. Herald”); W. J. Deeth (Cen- 

— 

“ @athotic’. Motion’ ‘Picture “Guila 
intends ‘to. "Net its: “Guild News” 
from - ‘the * house organ’ ¢lass * and 

go out: after. ¢circulation,. Same 

= - James. Agate on Radia. . , 

. There has been a row. in:London ‘dover broadcasting draniatic. criticisms ° 
of plays;:. .Managers, objecting. to what James Agate ‘had been saying, _ 

‘Eaward B, Close. Her wealth -comies., united. in..a- protest. Then they seem ‘to have come’ to: ‘terms, although 
from Postum. and Post Toasties.. The the managers’and the BRC do: not agree as.to. what thé ‘terns are. oe 
Huttons: are intimate. friends ‘of jthe.|. I listened .in, for the first. time, td James ‘Agate the ‘other nigtit.” He \ 

:-| Worenz..: “Ziegfelds. . ‘Mr. ‘Donahue | spoke chiefly about “The. School for Scandal’'and I’ thought he Bave a . 
married: the heiress daughter -of ‘the |most intelligent ‘and interesting: talk, one which © ‘Certainly would: send vo 
late-Frank W. Woolworth, -who ‘di- people ‘to ‘'s8e Sheridan's: play. =~ 
-vided with -her- ‘sister, Mrs..Ghatles | Who would ‘pelieve, seeing {The School for Scandal, m by the way that .- 
‘h,. F. McCann, the. 5-10 store: mil-, Sheridan wrote it when he was 267. It rather puts: in. a ‘proper. perspective 
lions.":- Mrs. Donahue was once:mys-.|the raving over Noel Coward. and Ivor .:Novello, . ; 
-teriously robbed at. the Hotel. Plaza Sheridan. left off. play.wrighting, I_ believe, when. he. Was 28, and. ‘then: 
of jewels: Valued : at $683, 000... ‘became a statesman. .. His. three-.plays, ‘The Rivals,”.:/'The ‘School: for 

7 Scandal”. and, “The Critic,” . all rémain, :Even his -spaech. in the ‘War- 
jren ‘Hastings trial does not: Yank besidé the writings of ‘Als earlier. days: 
when, unknown to. anybody, he was a gréat.dramatist. ..- 
‘Yet, even when he wrote “The-School for: -Scandal,” an ‘article attacked 

it in ‘the “London Magazine” - on the ‘ground of its cynicism and sald it 
was “a danger to: youth. ” Sounds like. my writings of today about - 
“Sirocco.” 

; “on ‘Eddie's ‘Own Corona. . 
Report. printed’ that Eddie. ‘Can-. 

tors. daily. boxed‘ ‘sduib would’ be 
dropped — ‘from the :.New York 

‘tral News) 3. David - Scott (London. “American” ‘at: end ‘of! this month 
“Times”); .Andro:. Glarner (‘‘Ex-. made, it.” appear the squibs were 
chafige Telegraph") ae ghost: -written by. Nat Dorfman, p. a: 

a ; a  Gantor.. ds. writing. ‘the. ‘squibs him- 

UW Raugh Jn: Law) | sel. : a 
That new . book, play» and. film 

censorghip bill now before the’ Mas- 
sachusetts. legislature,. to be -par-: 
ticularly applied. to Boston, was 
suggested by Elliott Paul, the. 
novelist; 

Its strongest point is that where 
e book is judged obs-ene, the author 
and publisher may. be prosecuted: 
but not the book-seller. Until ‘now 
just the reverse, * Also,. if any word 
or group of words in any one book 
is held to be indecent, all other 

‘About: Antoinette. Perry ' 
The. most exaggerated statemiénts 

‘have; been: : published. . concerning 
Margaret Perry. since this talented 
daughter.of Antoinette Perry step~, 
ped into the Muriel Kirkland role, 
in. “Strictly. . Dishonorable,” and 
made a hit. Antoinette, who. was 
on the stage for many years, is as- 
sociated with Brock Pemberton; in 

Peet's “Christmas  Jeor” 
“ Creighton. ‘Peet, who. - was film, 
critic of the. New York: Evening 
Post until his adjectives. got too ex-. 
pressive, sent out unique Christmas 
greetings’ in ‘the form of a make- 
shift: phamphlet satirizing Russian 
pictures. | 

. Under ‘a snapshot. of. a house cat 
peacefully snoozing appears the 
caption: “Santa. Claus, sinister and. 

. ~ (Continued on: page 58): 

: Free Speeches by the Dozen . 
Do they make critics in New York go out and make. speeches, every 
week? I am just off to talk ati a Ham’ Bone’ Club dinner, -while..I am 

this play.- “Since: then one ‘has read writing . tonight’ accepting invitations. to debate ‘with’ Sir! John Reith, - 
that Maredret ig heiress ‘to $1,000,- : [peed of ne ane Broadcasting Company, on broadcasting at the Cam- . - 

an | on, and also. agreeing to debate dramatic criticism “ 
(Continued on. page 53) ‘|Nigel Playfair on Jan. 26 at the Arts Theatre Club, ‘On’ Dee, tt eae ’ 

— at the annual dinner of the Indian Students’ Y. M. C. A. a 
| On your side, I suppose, you. get paid for jobs like this. Here, they ; 
worry mé.all day to go and spebk to them. Two days’ ago TI addressed 
a, méeting at the Wigmore Hall when 4 crusade for the arts was launched, 

‘|Rosita Forbes and Flora Le Breton talkéd:a-lot of’ trine, ‘which I-had to 
correct,’ ‘ana then Commander Oliver ' Locker-Lampson, M.Py “gald we 
ought to‘have a minister ‘of fine arts; I quite agree. “It is a ‘good. Job. 

tog for George Robey. “What honsénse they talk. Blah’ blah’ fs the rule. -: 
.Yet I find that if I ‘stand’ ‘up. and say two or.‘three words of truth-the 

audience always bursts forth with applause. Really, I am almost the only © 
-’ Yqné who ever blurts out a word of fact. Pretending that vice is virtue 
- ; is not truth.” ‘It is merely. a form -of self- “Justification, 

et 

bad 

London Cheers for ‘Grossmith . . 
Tt is nice to bé told that George Grossmith is going: to take such a 

prominent: part in the film life of your country. Indeed, the fact that he 
has. been ‘engaged to write, produce and act for Fox prompts one of 

. |London’s editorial writers to say that “It is important news only if Mr. 

|Grossmith ‘has the courage of his own wit and attainments. It will 
always be a puzzle to the ordinary man and woman why a man of Mr. . 

‘|Grossmith’s mental stature should ever have endured some of the feeble 
lines and situations forced on him: ‘by the playwrights of today. , 

- “The film world is-erying out for leadership, It will never get it “unless 
men like Mr: Grossmith will abide by their own standards of judgment © 
and not accept the ‘inanities and superstitions which dominate the cellu- 
loid world,” 

' Although this is an intelligent criticism of the of 
films, I doubt very much: whether éven Mr, i, dhe present, standard of 
is high enough to deal with the problem. After all, ‘he used. to write 
Trusteal comedy himself—, I do not remember that it was any better 

) Still, now Mr, Grossmith has a chance, America. wiil look to him. It 
will encourage him in his new job.-I kno w th ° 
paper writer’ takes him = seriously. at a least one *onagn “me 

Revolution” 
by Samuel Spewack 

1 ‘here are still three more articles i in 
his widely discussed series, in which 
roadway folk give their views on . 

_ the why of. successful and unsuccess- 
; ful shows: - 

ig ‘. : 
| _ who would believe | that Pavlowa could-go to Golders: Gieen, . a 2 garden ; 

uburb, as she did, and take nearly $18,000, brealting tHe house's record? 
cores of eony ap stead theatre during Paviowa's' week, there were.” 

. 2 °. 

at the box office. cars People were actually scrambling for seats 

Pavlowa did not want to. ‘£0 there, 

“In The Telegram’ on 5 Thursday, 
' January 2, Samuel Spewack discusses. 

‘the Theatre Guild. In’ Friday's’ 
| Telegram he interviews David Be- _ 

Wu.” lascos in Saturday’s T elegram, Ken-: 
oe ‘neth "MacGowan. - . If ‘you ,are.in- 

‘terested. in the future of the ‘theatre 
you will find it worth your while to - | 
follow this series, oe _ 

Les but Lionel ‘Powell persuaded her...” | ah. Sno Plays - ‘Streatham, Brighton,.. and. Bournemouth °: before touring » ‘in’: | Spain, - returning. to ‘the English: provinces next autumn: | | It gives you an idea. of what Di a | for: his ‘flr st pr ovincial tour. Bnet could have done had ne Wea 
— 

PASADENA TRYOUT. Mi M Nal , D f ult ° 

a“ ' Los Angeles, Dec. ‘31. | .- ISS MCI bs ela 
Down With Wimmen,"”. juvenile 

‘comedy by Emerson Tracy and Rex| Complaint ‘against. Dorothy ‘Me- 
‘|Smith, will be tried out by the|Nulty, formerly of “Follow Thru” 
Pasadena Community Players Jan. | but cast for the “9,15 Revue,” havé 
27 with Tracy in the lead. Jobyna | been filed with Equity by Ruth Sel- 
Ralston, Norma Peck and Kenneth| wyn. Miss McNulty was given 
Gamut in cast. ‘|run-of-the-play contract for the . 

: Rowland and Pearce may produce | revue, but failed to appear at re- , 

it for Los Angeles. - hearsals,. She called at Mrs. Sel-— 
©. wens a pokssoma | WYD's..-office=last:-weeky-: saying. _ She. 5. 

had changed her ‘mind and didn't 
COAST TROUP CLAIM think she would be good in the 

Los Angeles, Dec. 31, show. . 

"Harold Ormiston, stage carpenter, | Miss McNulty is married to 8. H. 
filed salary claims with the state | Ferguson, cornetist in Abe Lyman's 
labor commission amounting to $800 | band, which went west: for a coast 

_jagainst John Hill, James Norval | engagement. Because of the’ pand's 

and Dr, Montrose Bernstein, own- | western booking Miss McNulty is 
ers of a road company of “The | reported. having decided to travel 
Front Page,” which blew up: in Sno- there,. too, with a picture engase- . 

kane, ment in mind,’ 

' Read it. Thu rsda y, ‘Friday, ~ 

“and Saturday i in the New York 
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Girls of Theatre With Troubles: 
- Annoyingly Expected to Act Wild 

. Girls “on Broadway have their 

“troubles. : 

They. - ‘consider “themselves ‘m-} 

‘treated. “Any time stage girls- are 

‘gathered together, . complaints. fill] °° 
the air... 

The. ordinary hardships: of stage: 

life and the business of finding work 
‘should be enough care, but the. girls: 
insist’ their. profession | is used 
against them. ‘The mere classifica- 
tion as: show girl. or chorus girl 
seems to carry a dizzy significance 
“with it.to a.number of people, par-. 
ticularly those unfamiliar with the 
profession. : uC 

‘The girls say they are , expected ‘to 
act wild..and it’ is...very annoying. 
They finally ‘take ‘for granted the 
opinion that’ some. “people have of 
them; but resent it. - 

They don't get-a. fair. break they 
- Insist, because, to ‘be considered very 
‘nice, they - must -pehave more ‘cir- 
_cumspectly : than non- -professional 
women, . Actions that would. be con- 
sidered:.cute with a debutante are 
detrimental to professional girls. 
They . can't. get away with anything. 

Cabaret. Girls 

The newspapers are ‘always. ready 
-to seize upon professional women 
‘and print lurid stories. about them. 
If they get into court or are called 
as witnesses ina case, there seems. 
to be some prejudice against them. 
Girls who are in motion pictures get 

“the best break, while cabaret girls 
are the worst - off. _ Pictures being 
big business offer some sort of pro- 

tection, the girls believe. | 

People. in the profession are -also 
only-too ready to besmirch a girl’s 
reputation if they . can, the . girls 
‘claim. The first thing an agent will 
_try to do, if a girl has a complaint}. 
‘about his business" dealings with |. 
“her, is to. dig up some information 
about her personal character which. 
will discredit, her. This trick is car-. 
‘vied out to a ridiculous extent. A 
-girl recently sued ap agent for car- 
fare for a cancelled engagement and 
the agent tried to get some informa- 
tion about her that would reflect 
, upon her character; 

Future Plays 
‘“Zweimal Oliver,” German opus 
by Georg Kaiser, -whose « “From 
‘Morn. to Modnight” .was' done by 
the Theatre. Guild in New York 
Several years ago, has been ac- 
‘quired by Tom Van Dycke. ‘Latter 
intends. producing the piece In 
spring after adaptation is done by 
“Wm. A. Drake, 

“The: Dishonored Lady,” with 
" Katherine Cornell, blows into the 
Empire ‘Feb. 3. Fred Tilden and 
Blythe Daly are among the cast. 

“The. Plutocrat,” dramatization of 
- Booth Tarkington's novel of same 
‘title, fs set as next for Lyle Andrews 

. and R. H. ‘Burnside. Dramatiza- 
tion has been made by Arthur Good- 

rich, with piece scheduled for ‘re- 
hearsal next week. 

- John Leffler, who quit legit pro- 

s 

@ueing to accept. post of general, 
manager with. Lewis’ Gensler, is 
-¥eturning to producing on his own. 
His first will be “The Oldest Pro-. 

. fession,” dramatization of 

. George Foster novel of same title, 
with S, N. Behrman commissioned 
to-make: the. adaptation. <°- 7-7 

Shubert’s “Dear Old. England,” 
“With an all-English. east, featuring 
Edward Rigby,. comes. into the 
Booth: New York, Jan. 20 .after 
two weeks in Philadelphia... 

‘Lew Cantor ‘has. acquired @ new 

Play by Barry “Connors called “Her. 
Delicate Condition,” and is looking 
Sround for a: cast. Title, probably 
tentative, - 

“Tower . of Mystery, ” 
contemplated for ‘production by A 
E. Riskin, will be’ produced by Lew. 
Cantor, 

- “Boundary- Line” to. be produced 
by Jones and Green. 

“Ditches” ‘and Dreams,” “starting 
George Jessel,, went into’ rehearsal 
this week, with John Golden as pro- 
ducer. It bows in at the Broad, 
Newark, 

Anto the Golden, New York, a week 
‘later, 

“Everything’s Jake” has gone 
Into rehearsal as next for the Thea- | 
tre Assembly, and opens three’weeks 
hence at the Asse ‘mbly, formerly the 
Princess, New York, 

+- 

| sketch, 

“nary. 

the: 

formerly 

~|-hrar“request~“ Scarlet Sister: “Mary” 

N. J., Jan, 20, and follows |. 

‘CRIME DOES NOT PAY’ 
‘PLAYED BY PRISONERS 

‘Wilmington, Del., ‘Dec: 31. 

- Inmates doing stretches for: every 

variety of crime at’ ‘the: New Castle 

‘courity ‘workhouse, | famed * for’ its 

whipping post dungeon, staged a 

drama, “Crime Does Not. Pay,” at: 
the institution near here yesterday. 
Piece, presenting what. was proudly 
declared to be-an’ authentic cross- 
section of New York gang life, was 

| authored by a: convict and was pre-.| 
sentét by. the prisoners on. their. 
own volition, as part of:a lengthy 
Christmas. program, 
“Novelty of the play. attracted at- |. 

'| tention’ ‘and resulted in. a large 
crowd. at the prison: ” No outsider 
-had.a hand in the thing, direction 
being’ done by. Steve Jankovic, pris- 
oner, 

in selecting. the cast. Heroes were 
detectives, police’ Heutenants and 
newspaper reporters.- Paris Carpen- 
‘ter ‘scored as a woman. shoplifter. 

Non-convict part of the audience 
was impressed by the realistic ‘ef- 
fects: achieved. in settings and un- 
derworld patter. — Opinion was: eX- 

‘pressed ‘that drama was staged as 
suggestive campaign for. more lib- 
eral distribution - ot ‘pardons, - but 
this is denied, | 
Preceding the play negro inmates: 

presented a variety program. This 
included a singing: and. dancing | 

with a] -“Bashful . Baby,” . 
Harlem cabaret as the scene. ‘Half 
the negro players: were costumed as. 
women. 

IRISH PLAYERS’ STATUS. 
Little Equity Classes -Thent_ as 

Theatre Group 

Equity has: called a truce in its 
various : wrangles with the Irish 
Theatre by classifying the outfit as 
a Httle. theatre group and abrogat- 
ing usual bond posting. © 

Players, all members of Equity; 
have been in sans usual bond pro- | 
tection and playing on percentage. 
Equity attempted to. establish a 
minimum guarantee, but when the’ 
management was unable to meet 
demands and cast was willing to 
stick on. commonwealth basis with- 
out bond, Equity permitted ’rehear- 
sals of “Playboy of thé Western 
World” to continue, insisting, how- 
ever, that cast must be 100% Equity 
‘and all in good standing. - 

Royce’s F risco Musical | 
Hollywood, Dec. 31. 

Edward. Royce vetoed any out-of- 
town tryout of the operetta, “Bam- 
bina,”.and it will open at,the Cur- 
ran, San Francisco, Jan. 12, with a 
‘dress rehearsal the only prelimi- 

It is presented by Daniel C. 

Blum, Ine, 
Cast of 59 includes Nancy Wel- 

ford, Marie Wells, Laurel Nemeth, 
Fred Graham, Ernest Wood, Russell | 
Scott, Hedley Hall; Al. St. Jolin, 
‘Wilbur Evans and Peter Pope.. 
Marjorie Moore is premiere dans- 
euse. Margaret’ Oliver, ‘Victoria 
Alden, Lorayne Du: Val ’and Eve- 
lyn Deffon are show girls with lines. 
Daneing and singing chorus of 12, 

:. with 16 girls.and 16.men in the sone’ 
ensembles... . 
Books, lyrics . and words are. by 

Myrta Bel Wooster. ° 

_Miss Barrymore’s Denial 
.Ethel Barrymore in a wire from.|- 

Pittsburgh denied. she had had any 
{differences with the Shuberts ‘over 
‘|the.engaging.of casts. for her play. 

Miss Barrymore stated that since 
with the Shuberts she.had received |] 
the right to chodse her own play- |: 
ers and to preduce and choose her 

own ‘plays, 

‘Miss Barrymore stated it was at 

was postponed until next season. 

. High-Scaled Premieres 
Monday night: 

had. a $22 priced opening. 
“The same evening the Eddie Dow- 

ling talker’s premiere at the Cohan,- 

was sealed at $11. Latter meant an 
invitation. audience. 

No..discrimination between 
lifers and. short-termers was shown: 

ately, 

‘| weeks. . 

|for smaller. theatre originally and | - 

~| here. 

“Wake ‘Up and: 
Dream” ‘at the Selwyn, New ‘York, : 

EGITIMATE 

Shows in Rehearsal. 
“Ditches and Dreams” (John — 

Golden), Little. 
“Ripples” (C. B, Dillingham), . 

New: Amsterdam. - . 

“Jew Suss” (C. ‘B. Dilling-.. 
’ ham), Erlanger, - 

— “Simple Simon” (Flo. Zieg- 
; feld), ‘Ziegfeld. ° ; 

“Aces Up” (George White), 
‘Apollo. - ; 

_ .“Nine- Fifteen Revue”. (Ruth 
- Selwyn), Belmont. . 

. . “The Bottom” (Leo Bulga- . 
“ yok), Waldorf. .~ - 

-“You.Don't Say” (J. I Ley~: 
: enthal), Wallack's. ° 

“Everything’s Jake” (The- 
atre Assembly), Assembly. | 

- . “Seven Keys to Baldpate’” . 
. (Washington Sq. Players), . 
Gansevoort: | - a 

Bight Shows Out 
No ‘shows. closed “on ‘Broadway 

SHUBERT RENT DEMAND. 
_ BLOCKS BURLESK DEA 

: Chicago; . Dec. “1. 
* Proposed: ‘deal whereby ‘the Great. 

‘| Northern, » ‘Shubert legit ‘theatre, 
| was to be ‘subleased toa burlesque 
syndicate, has fallen through. Dif-. 
ference in rental. endéd negotia- 
tons, - . 

- The . Shuberts: wanted - $90, 000. a- 
year, ‘figure. which would have 
netted them $30,000 a. year on their 
lease. N. S. Barger, manager of the. 
Academy, Halsted street, indie bur-. 
lesque stand, and’ representing . the] 

| syndicate, | turned this: offer’ down’ 
‘cold. 

“New. Moon" . ts. plying ‘at the 
last week but eight are exiting this .Great Northern, but scheduled to 

Saturday. Included. are two re- |leave Jan. 11. House probably will 
vivals, “Sherlock Holmes,” which | &° dark, 
fared excellently at the New Am-'. 

che A AGAINST LEGIT sterdam, and “Robin Hood,” “which. 
tours from ‘the Casino.  ~ : 

. “Gambling,” presented by George 
. ‘Gohan, goes to the road: from cinay Local Setter” Burlesque, 

the Fulton after a run of 19 weeks. |” ; ; co 
It was the outstanding, drama of its. 
type this season, in fact the only 
success ‘of its kind, ‘Played. to. $17,- 

Cincinnati, ‘Dec. 31, 
Although: the stagé hands’. local 

jhas agreed to ‘the salary. cut re- 
quested by the.Mutual wheel to keep. 
the Empress open, it ‘continues de- 
mands. for. wage. increases and full 

{salary for dark weeks in. Jegit 
houses. - 

eraged $14,000. Down ‘somewhat 
but could” have continued 

through winter. 

. {GAMBLING - Involved in the demands are the. 
Opened. Aug. 26 “Quiet. but Erlanger- Grand, ‘Shubert and. the. 

diverting,” voted Anderson: ||Cox, Shubert-controlled stock house. 
It has been closed all. week pending (Journal). Other: scribes ‘took — 
settlement with the ‘union, ° a moderately laudatory tone.. 

Nariety - (Ibee), predicted a 
1. click. ee . ms Cincinnati, Dee. 81,. 

_ Difference. existing since. last 
spring with. the stagehands’. union 

and local legit houses was settled 
“Ladies of. the Jury, " presented 

at Erlanger’s by A. L. ‘Erlanger® and 
George Tyler, closes after playing 10 y esterday in New York. aA Er- 

Businegs first.six weeks or anger, Grand and: Shubert will now 

so very good: Show was intended |Teopen. 

the Shubert Jan, 12; No attraction 
for the Erlanger | house . Is . yet 

| booked. - 
, Cox, . ‘Shubert-controlled 
house, also eligible to reopen. 
“New | stage band scale not - ‘an- 

noufieed but musicians recently ac- 
cepted former wage acale. 

$8, 000 for Chevalier 
Maurice Chevalier will net $5,000 

for 10 minutes on ‘his -American. 
radio debut, the night of Jan. 9, at! 

. .8:30, through Station WABC over 
the Columbia network: of 57 sta- 
tions.in a nation-wide program to. 
be broadcast by the Coty perfume 
people. 

Only other entertainment on the 
| program | will be the Mendoza or- 
chestra. 

- Booking was made by William 
Morris office. . 

It isn’t said if Chevaller will be 

might haye stuck. 
‘$14,000 for a time. | 

Averaged over’ 

; j oo oe stock 
‘LADIES OF THE JURY 
Opened Oct. Ai. “A romp- 

ing : satire,” declared Mantle 
(News). Boys. liked. farce. . 

“How's: Your ‘Health, ” presented. 
by Lyle D. Andrew and . R: 

Burnside. at -the Vanderbilt,. sloses. 
‘Saturday, too, after. playing six 

weeks. Looked good on line-up, but } 
could not climb out of $5, 000: 

rating. : 

HOW’S YOUR HEALTH 
Opened Nov. 26. Second 

stringers got this one. 
‘Variety (Bang), said, “left in. 

the ‘Tarkington attic too long. we. 

“The Game of Life and Death,” 
presented by the Theatre. Guild, 
shuts after six weeks, just the sub- | allowed to mention or repeat more 
scription period... Is at Biltmore !/than twice, Paramount “The Love 
where it wag moved last week. Parade” or “The Big Pond.” 

||Miss Frederick for N. Y.? 
Hollywood, Dee. 31. 

Plan to fold ‘The. Queen Was in 
‘the Parlor” after Chicago so Pau-. 
line Frederick could keep her film 
engagement with Warner. Brothers 
March 1 is apparently changed. 

GAME OF LIFE AND DEATH . 
Opened Nov. 24. “Heavy and - 

hollow,” -said Littell (World), 
‘while Garland (Telegram), put > 
“it as “a windy play.” ‘ 

Variety... (Ibee), found it 
“doubtful of ‘outlasting sub- 

scription period.” 

in the production with Edward Be~- 
. “The Novice..and the Duke," of--| lasco,, went: to Detroft with the 
fered by a- group Known as the!company, leaving word ‘the ‘show 
Theatre Assembly, closes. at the would play New York and he ex-. 

same named house (Princess). | pected to be gone six: months. 
Three weeks. | , The studio has no. change {n 

schedule on the Frederick starting 
1time, but opinion .expressed there 
is “if Miss Frederick is a little late, 

MANY WATERS 
Opened Sept. 25 “Warmth of 

life’ and quiet. beauty,” said it can be fixed up.” 
Lockridge (Sun). Most. of the . Last, year she showed .on.the lot 

‘ reviewers commended it, al- ‘6. weeks late. . 
though there were dissenters. 

Variety (Rush), found 
“beautiful and moving.” 

it {| Connolly Major Leaguer 
‘Bobby Corinolly is set to stage. 

. “Aces. Up” ‘for George White. It is 
“Many. Waters,” -pnesented by |the new De Sylva, Brown and Hen- 

Arch Selwyn and: C, B. Cochran, |derson .musical. due to. follow 
1-Will--close-at-the--Times-Square-.and- Scandals?-at-the—-Apollo--next- 

will not tour. Show- rated a Lon- | month, 

don success. Appears to have ‘een Connolly recently made his debut 
too expensive to operate on road |as-a big time producer teamed with 

Got over. $12,000 for a time, |Arthur Swanstrom in~ presenting 
but dropped to $8,000. Is in 14th “Sons o' Guns” at the Imperial. It is 
week. getting the biggest grosses on 

Broadway. But there’s nothing. high 
Bennett Sticke hat -about Connolly. Though he 

Dave Bennett,’ dance director, | plans another musical for his own 
firm, the assignment of putting on 
White’s show will occupy his time 
meanwhile, 

sticks with Paramount on the coast 
for another six months.. 
New ticket dates from Feb. 15. 

| the road, is: imminent, | 
»|cals : have. been ordered” in. 

jrection of J. -J..: 
|claimed tha Shuberta: have made 
‘lunusual efforts in a production way: 

“A Night In Venice" will re-light 

Maj. Morris J. Herbert, interested 

VARIETY . ol 

Shubert Musicals Come In and Off: 
Retrenchment; 200 Of Payroll 

4 

A further shrinking. of ‘sShubert-!, 
produced attractions, especially -on. 

- One, 
Three musi- — 

“The Duchess ‘of Chicago,” has not | 
been seen on Broadway, and no: 
date is anticipated for.such show- — 
ing. . “Pleasyre Bound” is shutting 
in Philadelphia, while “A, Night ‘in . 
Venice” is: due ‘back from Chicago, . 
having: ‘played the other stands on 
the way. there. 

“Nina Rosa,” for which much was. 
claimed, is being sent to Chicago, - 
It was due into the. Shubert, New. 
York, but there -have heen several ' 
changes in the feminine lead - part, 
which is yet to.be definitely set. 

Inside reports are that the bank-. 
ing interests prefer : that the Shu-° 
berts hold down on production, ‘erit-: 
icism sald to have been aimed at: 
costly musicals. ':. 

; Names Off. 
On top of that is a report that. 

orders were sent from’ New York . 
{to remove. the Shubert name from 
one or. more of the musical. shows. 

{That may. have applied to the fea-* 
turing - of: “Under the persqnal.. di- 

Shubert. a 

so far this séason in ‘ ‘an attempt. to. 
keep houses lighted. “That the ‘cost 
of such activity attracted the bank+ ~ 

It is = 

ing interests’ attention is presumed, 2 
‘The virtual shutting down of, the . 

Shubert production ‘shops and Jop- 
ping off clerk hire in the executive. 
offices is sald. to -have reduced the... 
firm’s : employee personnel by 200°: 
persons to date. Some departments: 
‘adhich dropped people were told to 

: discharge more, 

Says Encroachments. 
Annoy Theatre Patrons“ 
Avthur Hammerstein’ s Rose-Ma- : 

rie Co., Inc., as owner of the Ham- - 
merstein Theatre -and office build- . 
ing, started suit in the Supreme 
Court Friday to try to relieve the 
congestion around the theatfe and 
asked for an order to compel. Bor- 
ough President Miller.to direct that 
street encroachments at-the corner 

of 63d street and Broadway be. re-. 
moved... 
“The Rose- Marie company’s: peti- 

| tion says that George H. and Geor- 
gia, W. Warren, as owners of the 
corner, occupied by two old five-. 

* 

story brick. buildings, are the cause . 
of the ‘congestion because’ on: the - 
534 ‘street side; where the. sidewalk — 
has been. cut from 15 to 13 feet. by. 
‘elevated railroad. pillars, about six 
feet of the remaining part of the . 
walk is taken up with projecting ,. | 
stoops and fire-escape landings, and :‘ 
with a vestibule, . 
Broadway side there “is an’ en- 
croachment of more than two feet | 
by, a sign and ‘stoop, , 
fhe theatre building: company 

says its property is assessed at 
$1,700,000, and that about 1,500 per-- 
sons use the 53d street. exits daily 
and 3,000: on matinee days, and that 
when 1,300 persons pour out of. the. 
‘theatre into 53d street fn five min-. 
utes the street .is some crowded, 
An. appeal to. Borough President - 

“Miller in October. to compel ‘the 
neighbors to remove the encum- 
brances met with no response, it is 
stated, 

Bronx Guild O. K. . 
While - amusements in ‘the Bronx-. 

are failing to hold up in general, * 
Bronx Theatre Guild, repertory 
group at the Intimate’ Playhouse, . 
doing so Well that it forsakes the 
Intimate, after seven years. there, 

while on the — 

-@ 

to take over the ‘Tremont. theatre - 
Jan. 16. 
_Tremont’s capacity ig more than 

three times that of the Intimate, 
and that occasioned the switch, . 
With the move, Sidney Stayro, di-: 

rector of the Guild, will” line up an 
entire new cast, 

- Dramatic stock. at the Bronx. a 
Opera house went blotto ‘Saturday,. 
No performance as scheduled: Jo- 

ALICE BRADY ON ROAD - 
With closing of the Guild’s “Game 

of Love.and Death” in: New. York, 
Alice Brady will -go 
“Strange Interlude” company, for- 
merly headed by Pauline Lord and 
now on tour in. the east... 
Frank Conroy, under contract. to 

the Guild, goes to the same com- 
pany. 

into the 

seph- 9: “Klein- ~operated: “the venture; 

°? 
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At Peak of Season 
Tops All B way Shows With M7, 090} 2 GENUINE HITS 

[BOSTON'S GOOD HOLIDAY} This is clean-up week ‘for Broad-- 
way’s legit box offlce successes. 
New Year's eve was the high-water 
mark. h 
‘Monday night was not so hot. 
Last week, with Christmas Wed- 

nesday, business failed. to. material- 
ize until after that day.- Grosses, 
save for the hits which played extra 
matinees, but little improved : cover 
the pre-holiday week.” 
Among the new. shows. “wake ‘Up 

and Dream” easily looks the best.| 
Some first-night comment. was not | 
enthusiastic, but the brokers say the. 
show’s general class assures: it” of. 
big business. at the.Selwyn. “Top 
Speed,” at Chanin’s 46th Street, was 
not figured so hefty, but agencies 
reported a good demand; “The First: 
Mrs. Fraser” was given a. very good 
ehance at Saturday's. Playhouse |. 
opening: “Meteor” 
good trade for a time at the Guild; 
“Death Takes a Holiday” may do 
something. at the Barrymore; “Woof 
Woof,” at the Royale, is one, of ‘the. 
new shows that went into cut rates |: 
right off, and reported closing this 
week; “Half -Gads” started. weakly 
at the Plymouth; same for “Seven,” 

_ at the Republic;. “Damn : Your 
° Honor,” Cosmopolitan, was panned; 
“The Unsophisticates”. unlikely ‘at | 
the Longacre; “City Haul” im- 

. pressed same at the Hudson. 

Leaders: 

The leaders .last week: “June 
Moon,” $25,000; “Wise. Child,” $24,- 
600; “Strictly Dishonorable, ” $23,- 
500: “Berkeley Square,” $21, 000; | 
“Journey' s End,” $16,000; “Street 
Scene,” $15,000 (all played nine per- 
formances); “Young Sinnets,” about 
$13,000; “Jenny,” “Criminal Code" 
and “Subway Express,” around $10, - 
000, with all others less... 

“Sons.o’ Guns”. again tapped the 
musicals at $47,000; “Bitter ‘Sweéet” 
claimed recovery and well over $40,- 
000: “Fifty Million Frenchmen,” 
$42,000; “Sweet Adeline,” . $34,000; 
“Heads Up,” $31,000;-“Sketch Book,” 
$27,000; ° “Scandals” 2° bit. more; 

» “Little Show,” $19,000; about same’ 

aera 5 1 eae _Maxy”. (Hopkins), 

She: 

’ *Robin Hood,” 

for “Wonderful Night,” with “Street 
Singer” low at $17, 000. 

More Leaving 

Twice ag many attractions leave: 
this week as are’ due next week: 
“Gambling” makes way for “Water- 
loo Bridge,” Fulton: “Ladies of the 
Jury” will end at Erlanger’s (later 
to get “Jew -‘Suss”); “The Game 
of Love and Death” -vacates the 
Biltmore which gets “Children of 
Darkness"; “How's Your Health” 
closes at the Vanderbilt (which gets 
“Nancy's Private Affair’ Jan.. 13}; 
“Many Waters” stops at.the Times 
Square (due to receive “Strike ' Up 
the Band” Jan. 13); “The Sap 

_ From Syracuse” comes to the Har- 

LEGITIMATE 

PHILLY HAS BUT| 

_Wednesday, January 1, 1930 
a 

~ Shows i in N y, and Comment ‘Sons 0 Guns’ 
eatimated: and comment point to some attractions: being 

‘euccessful, while the same gross accredited: to others might suggest 
~ mediocrity or toss, The variance is explained in. the difference in 
house capacities with the varying overhead. Also the size of cast, 

necessary grose of profit. Variance 

Figures 

is assured - of | 

WEEK; FIVE SHOWS. NEW 

“Boston, Dec. 81. 

Holiday business in Boston always) 
 pood. . This. year. was: no exception. 
Three | shows saved: ‘their openings 
for. Tuesday. 
“Strike Up the Band, ad with Clark, 

and. McCullough, at. the Shubert, 
‘topped town. Best in town. -Majes-" 
tie next,.\with “Naughty. Marietta” 
-played:. Both opened on Christmas 
Bve. 
Five openings ‘in. town ‘last: week. 

Three of them:on Christmas Eve.. 

Estimates for Last: ‘Week phe 

trike ‘Up : the Band,” Shubert. 
(first. . week. | -Opened Tuesday. 
Booked ‘for two weeks: $30,000. 
“Naughty - Marietta,” , - Majestic 

(Brat week). $20,000 
“Hot Chocolates,” ‘Tremont ‘(secs 

‘ond week). - $18,000 
“Wings Over Europe,” Hollis. The- 

atre .Guilad production in its first 
week. Fine’ at $15,000... 
“Rope’s End,” Wilbur (first week). 

$10,000.- 
“The House of Fear,” Plymouth. 

First week: at $10, 000. 

Frisco Grosses 
San Franéisco, Dec. 31. ° 

Plenty to. interest theatregoers in 
the legit theatres’ last. week, ‘but 
none hit outstanding grosses. Like 
the picture houses they felt. the 
competition of free outdoor ‘ioli- 
day affairs. ‘ 

Curran with “Chauve Souris” hit 
top of the list with around $17,000. 
“Journey's End’ at the’ Geary got 
about $15,000 and Curran’s other’ 
show, “Follow Thru,” put in the old 
Capitol, drew better than was ex- 
pected. Better than $14,000. . 

Both Duffy houses _ just. fair. 
‘Charlotte. Greenwood .in . “She 
Couldn’t. Say ‘No” at the President 
got $6,000, and Kolb -and Dill in 
“Now: and Then” at Alcazar ‘$6,000. 
Green Street’ theatre with 15th 

week of “The Flat Tire," $1, 100. 
Columbia brought in Stratford-on-_ 
Avon Players for ~Shakespearean 
season, daily change of bil. Pulled 
$12,000. . 

Pittsbargh Way Of 
; . ‘Pittsburgh, Dec. 31. 

Legit trade. not. up toe expecta- 
tions last week. Neither Ethel Bar- . 
rymore nor W. C. Fields was able. 

ris: “Mendel, Inac.,’”’ moving to the.|to make more than an average dent 
Ritz, with “Broken Dishes”. switch- 
ing to the Masque and 
Hand" in turn again moving to the | usual gross 

“Bird in jat $4.40 top got about $30,000 while 
at box office. “Vanities” at Nixon 

for these $4.40 splash 
Forrest;* “At the ‘Bottom” is due at |revues around here is between $35, - 
the Waldorf;' “Trevelyn’s Ghost” fs |000 and $40,000. 
a possibility next week; “Sherlock 
Holmes,” New Amsterdam, and 

Casino .(@both re- 
vivals) end this: week as does “The 
Novice and the Duke,” Assembly. 

Cut Rates 

There were 22 shows listed in 
cut rates Monday but although the 
same group was on sale for Tues- 
day night (New Year's Eve) most 
of the allotments had been disposed 
of in advance: “Inspector Kennedy” 
(Bijou), “Woof Woof’ (CReyale), 
“Seven” (Republic), “Babes in Toy- 
land” (Jolson), “Bare Facts of 
1929”. (Triangle), “Robin Hood” 
(Casino), “Wonderful Night” (Ma- 
jestic), “Broken Dishes” — (Ritz), 
“Ladies of the Jury” (Erlanger), 
“Candle Light” (Empire), - ‘Your 
Uncle Dudley” (Cort), “It Never 
Rains” (Bltinge), “How's Your 

. Health” (Vanderbilt), “Mendel, 
Ine,” (Harris), .“‘Salt-- ~ Water’ |-- 
(Golden), “Young Siriners’ (Mo-- 
roscoe), “Jenny” CBooth); “House t 
Party” (48th St.), “Jew Suss” (Yid- 
dish Art), “The Criminal Code” 
(National), “Many Waters” (Times 
Square}. 

Agency ‘Buys 

The new musicals were added to 
the premium agencies’ buy list, 
with business early this: week re- 
‘ported very. brisk: “Heads Up” (Al- 
vin), “Seandals” (Apollo), “Strictly 
Dishonorable” (Avon), “Its a Wise 
‘Child’. (Belasco), “June Moon” 
(Broadhurst), “Sketch Book” (44th 
St.),; “Top Speed” (Forty-sixth St.), 

= “Gambling” (Fulton), “Sweet Ade- 
“Michael: 
“Sons__o' | 

Guns” (Imperial), “Berkeley 
Square” (Lyceum), “Fifty Million 
Frenchmen” (Lyric), “A Wonderful 
Night” (Majestic), “Young Sinners” 
(Morosco), “The Little Show” 
“(Music Box), “Sherlock Holmes” 

line” .'(Hammerstein’s), 

‘(New Amsterdam), “The First Mrs. | 
Fraser”. (Playhouse), “Halt Gods” 
(Plymouth), “Wake Up and Dream” 

George ‘MeKay and Marie Dayne to write for Paramount. 
have made a short for Pathe. 

‘Barrymore at Alvin in "Kingdom 
of Goa" played to $3 top and about 
$17,000: Piece not considered ap- 
propriate fare for holiday week, 
‘when musicals are usually the bait. 

Sharp stock at Pitt had “The 
Barker” and. this, too, fell short. 

Youmans’ Film Job 
Vincent “Youmans is due to zo 

on the coast. as production adviser 
on “Great Day” for M-G-M before 
September. Youmans intends to. 
leave in May. Besides doing “Great 
Day” for M-G-M, he is also under 
contract to write four M- G- M pic- 

ture songs. 
Before departing Youmans will 

prodtice another play by Bayard 
Volltier and will also stage a. mu- 

sical ‘for. Ziegfeld, 

Curran May Quit Frisco 
- San Francisco, Dec. 31, 

A big Eastern hotel syndicate has 
approached Homer Curran with ne-. 

‘Igotiations for purchase of his two 
theatres, the Curran. and Geary, in} two: weeks only; “Major Barbara,” 
Geary st. 
‘The two structures, which stand 

side by side, cover a frontage of 
more than 200 feet in the heart of 
the hotel belt. Curran is willing. 

" Chieaga “Mendel” Ca - 
A Chicago company of “Mendel, 

Inc.” may go out shortly. ‘Dayid 
“Freedman; “author; has—personally’ 
undertaken to put it out. 
The comedy is moving from. the 

_|Harris to the Ritz, New York, Jan. 6. 
—_— 

Lawrence West 
- 'Hollywood,..Dee, 31.° 
Vincent Lawrence, author’ 

‘maiden trip to the doast next week 
Contract 

_Jarranged through Milton Bren. 

‘| Thursday found the first real evi- 
‘dences ‘of the. holiday. income.’ 

| five performances ‘of. the week. pulled 

anything Hke. smash; ‘proportions was 

of five: Victor Herbert revivals,. ‘teas 

‘some, Cheapneas of production held) 

|.another Shubert. tryout, was a. big 

-at the opening.” 

_| $22,000 with $3. top,.and thanks: to:|: 

-‘Barbara,” in its’ second. and final. 

‘helped 

‘Christmas eve performancé. hardly 

-week.at the Adelphi. 
attraction ‘of real .strength was | 

{it should. pick up strongly this week’ 

}even after Christmas, has resulted 

‘Killing: chances here; “Robin Hood” |" 

7 first nights,. but hardly. Passable.. St) 

| $16,000 or $17,000 reported. 

a of} 
(Selwyn), “Bitter Sweet” (Ziegfeld). luamong the Married,”.makes his 

‘with consequent. difference | in 

"Philadelphia; Dec. 31, 

First of: ‘the two holiday weeks 
‘found’ little cause for cheering in 
the city’s legit: houses, although, as. 
expected,: grosses . mounted in most 
every instance. .Trade did not click} ™ 
back .to top’ figures Christmas ‘day, |. 

ee er 
play is aleo considered. .. 

Classification ‘of attraction, 
admission. scale given below. 

. D (drama); R (revue) ;. Mt: (musica 

Lyceum (th “Berkeley Square,” 
. Holiday |. 

Last. 
week (C-957-$4. 40): ; 

‘most of the shows out ‘of the: reds. | 
Only. musical in. town to reach | © last. half. of. ‘week; leaders. held 

- up as expected; “Berkeley” with 
.one extra matinee, around - $21,- 

+ 000; new high for show. . 
“Bird © Hand,” -Masque | 

. week). “(CD- ~700-$3. 8b).: 

“New. Moon.” Tabbed about $27,- 
000 at the Forrest and:looks like the | 
only possibility ‘for a run. : Figures 
for six weeks, with Follow. ‘Thru’ 
probably following. |* - 

“Mile. Modiste,” first of a series 

-Moved 

and -next’ Monday will move again. 

tured as @ festival season, was one}. bly..be, ‘eut rated; sliding. Aately. 

show. to. beat the Monday” rush. “Bitter Sweet," Ziegfeld: (9th. week) 
Opened at. Keith's Dec.. 20, getting |: 622-$6.60).;, Cam ver 
just. under $2,600, or between. $6,500. Ol $6.60) © back y 
and. $7,000 in three performances _ 
that week end, and éstimated around | 
$18,000 on first. full week,. profitable 
-but. not the ‘mop-up. expected: by 

ery Christmas; claimed around 
4 

“Broken: Dishes, ” Ritz . (9th. week). 
(C-945-$3). Moves ‘to’ Masque 

_ next week; moderate money show 
‘aided by. ‘cut Kates; about $9,000.. 

‘igity “Hall,” Hudson (1st week) 
“(GD- ~1,094-$3).. Presented by Gil. 
* Boag; written by Elizabeth Meile;. 

., opened Monday: 

responsible for slump after. excel- 
lent: start... “Duchess. of - Chicago,” 

disappointment at.‘the Shubert, .al-. 
though getting. a fairly. good. break |. 

-INness” of. Walter 
Woolf:. undoubtedly "hurt . show's “Damn. Your Honor,” Cosmopolitan 
‘chances here, aon y. t = €st. week) (D-1,500-$3).. Pre- 

"' “Pleasure Bound,” “return engage- |: sented’ by. Vincent -Youmans; 
‘-written by. Bayard’ Veiller and 
Bees Gardiner; first..known as 
“Treasure”; opened Monday. 

“Death - ‘Takes a Holiday,” Barry- 
more .(2@ ‘week) (D-1,090-$3). 
Opened middle of last week; no- 

- tices fairly ‘z00d; better line on 
chances after this week. 

Fifty ‘Million Frenchmen,”’.. Lyric 
(6th week) . (M-1,400- $6.60). 
Strong as any musical in agency. 
.ticket..demand;. class .draw ‘and 

ment, fair at the Chestnut. Claimed | 

thé - boosted scale Christmas ‘night 
and Saturday. ° . Only two ‘weeks. 
scheduled. 

Only: show doing three matinees 
was the Theatre Guild's ““Major-| 

week at - the -Garrick. ' Afternoon 
and the” ‘holiday .infiux 

brought: the gross (nine. ‘per'form- 
ances) up to $16,000.. Second offer- 
ing ‘of the. Professional ‘Players, 
“Thunder. in the. Air,”. was.a total 
loss, and even the very - reditable 
subscription Hst could not save: it. 

*. $42,000 

week) | (CD-879-3$3.85). Opened 

$1060, and show around $4,000 on the 
Onty dramatic: 

“Journey’s ‘End,”-and that didn’t 
develop until Thursday. First three |- 
days: at the Lyric very disappoint- |- 
ing, but thereafter war play a vir-. 
tual smash’ with ‘$17,000 on eight] 
performances.. Should be good for 
six ta eight weeks. 

“Waterloo Bridge,” hailed as a- 
fine play, got around $10,000 in. first 
week. at Broad,” never really ap- 
proaching capacity until. Saturday. 

* trude ‘Lawrence) rehearsing with 
“Internationale Revue,” engage- 
ment will: soon: end; under $9,000 
‘last week, 

“Gambling,” 
-(CD-913-$3.85).‘ Final week; - -GO-- 
ing on. tour after rather good en~ 

extended; _ Bridge,” 
uGione week. » 

inger Snaps, Belmont‘ Cist week) 
_ (R-515-$3).' Colored revue in- 
"dependently" presented; : 

“Waterloo. 

on ‘word-of-mouth: 
“Sap ‘from ‘Syracuse” ‘ts. well re-. ‘Tuesday. - 

garded, but not- strong in’ biz at “Half Gods,” Pl th (3 kK 
‘Walnut. May have reached $8,000, 7. ymouth (34 week) 
hardly more. AS ~1,042-33.85). Agency buy. did } 

Disappointing trade, start. until day after. Christ- 
mas: trade disappointing, tak- 

in curtailment. of several engage-| Ines less than $6,000. 
ments, which means another flock. 
of newcomers Jan. 6. Never ‘has 
Philly had such short engagements. 
Longest to date ig “Top Speed,” five 
weeks at the Chestnut and only 
three of those good ones... 

Estimates of Last Week 

“Waterloo Bridge” (Broad, 2a 
week). Hailed’ by critics as a fine 
play and had -advantage of names. 
of Glenn Hunter and June: Walker, 
‘hut hardly $10,000; Skinner’s “Papa 
Juan” Monday. 
“Duchess of Chicago” (Shubert, | 

2@ week). Musical comedy tryout 
'way under expectations; out cfter 
this ‘week; withdrawal of Walter 
Woolf, only big name, figured. as 

1,387-$65, 50). 
- Jast week at $31,000 and much 

“ ‘more indicated for this week. 
Houseparty,” ‘48th Street (17th 

- week) (D-969-$3). Moved. from 
Waldorf Monday; averaging 
around $5,500. but better last 
week; latter house gets ‘“‘The Bot- 
‘tom” next -week.' 

“How's. Your Health,’ Vanderbilt 
(6th week) (C-771-$3.85), Final 
week; unable ‘to climb Imuch 
from approximate $6,000 ‘pace; 
“Nancy’s:' Private Affair’ due 
next week or Jan. 13. 

“Inspector - Kennedy,” Bijou (3d 
cur? for. ~605-33). 
cut rates soon after openin 
little chance to stick 7 

“It .Never Rains,” Eltinge (7th 
_ week). (G+892-$3). 
-other week 
bad; _maybe- $300. nightly; house 
will soon get “Recapture.” 

“Jenny,” Booth (13th wéek) (CD- 
946-$4.40).". Will probably go on 
tour before ‘long; last week fair at 

Monday, 
-“New Moon”: (Forrest, 2a week). 
Only’ reaHy strong musical hit, in 
town; used Friday matinee to fine 
results; about $27,000 and should hit 
$30,000 this week. - 
“Sap from Syracuse” (Walnut, 2a 

week). Well regarded by critics and 

$8, 000; “Escapade” Monday:.’ 
‘Mile. Modiste” (Keith's, 24 week), 

First Vietor Herbert revival profit- 
able if not. 1 p. to: promise of first 
three performances; claimed nearly 
$18,000; “Naughty Marietta” next. 
“Whoopee” (Garrick, 1st week). 

Only ’ Monday .opening .and.in for |’ 

- gure this. week, : 
“Journey's: ~ End,” Miller's (42a 

week) (D- -946-$4, 40).. Got good 
share of' holiday business; with 
‘extra matinee’ holdover drama 
approximated $16,000, 

“June Moon,’ - Broadhurst 
- week) (C-1, 118-$3. 85). Standing 
up to big money though slightly 
affected before Christmas; tak- 
ings last week with extra matinee, 
about $25,000. 

“Ladies. of Jury,” Erlanger (oth 
week) (C-1,520-$3). Final week; 
house to .get English version of 

‘“Jew Suss” later in month; 

with nine performantes, about $16,- |. 
000, hardly up to expectations. 
7 “Pleasure Bound” (Chestnut, : 24}: 
week). Return engagement with 
higher scale got little under $22,- 
000; house dark after Saturday for 
week and a half, then “Diamond 

. “Thunder in the Air” (Adelphi, 24 |” 
week). Weaaty after fine. - initial 

Show wings, ardly_more. than. $4,000;. 
“Dear Old England” next week. as 
““Journey’s End” (Lyric, 24 week). 

Only dramatic smash in town and 
late in starting last week: around 

' made money. — 
‘Many Waters,” TMmes Square (14th 

week; English drama to be sent 
back instead of touring; . “Strike 

, Up the Band” due Jari. 13, 
Mendel Inc.,” Harris (6th week) 
(C-1,0651-$3.85). Wilk move to 
Ritz next Monday; doing moder- 
‘ate’ trade with last week esti- 
mated better at $10,000. 

‘“Meteor,” Guild (24 week) (CD- 
914-$3). New. Guild show rated 
having good chance to extend be- 
yond six weeks subscription 
period; around $15,000. 

“Red Rust,” Beck (3d week) (D- 

_ Warners and Plays 

‘Warners have purchased Lew 
Gensler’s “See Naples and Die.” - 
The firm is also negotiating with 

Lew Cantor for the screen rights to 
“Courage.” 

in business necessary. for. musical ” 

house capacity and top prices of the: . 
Key to. classification: 
comedy); F (farce); O 

trade: did. not get. ‘started - until}. 

(40th : 
“Scandals,” Apollo (15th week) (Re 

-; here from Barrymore: last week 

‘ . ‘—to:Forrest where it will proba- | eek, - 
““geven,” Republic (2d - “week) (D- 

. first... ° 
highters: somewhat doubtful as to” 

well. ‘with - Jast. week's. trade , big | 

 Way’s. legit list; 
during: pre-Christmas. lull: 

“Street. - “Seene,” © ; 

., virtual capacity all performances; 

“First “Mrs.- Fraser,” ‘Playhouse (24 ug rare tine 
“Swee e ine,” 

Saturday : after : English . comedy | (18th --week) :'(M:- 1,265 - $6. 60). . 
. attracted. attention in Chicago; | 

“Candle: Light,” Empire (14th week) | - 
(CD-1,000- $3. 85). With star (Ger- |. : 

“The Criminal! Code,” National (14tir’ 

Fulton (19th week) ’ 

gagement which could have been} 

opened. 

“Heads Up,” Alvin (8th week) (M- 
Held pace very well |: 

Went into. 

-May stay an-| 
or so but business | 

-&bout -$10,500, -with better takings:| 

(13th. 

“Ladies” started very well and 

-_week)....(CD-1,057-$3.85), —.-Winal-/: 

attraction as against dramatic. 

Cc 16 Goer y}} 
operetta). 

Admission lax applies on tickets: over $3. 

1,189- $3). “Junior Guild players 

ful of getting: real coin. 
“Salt - Water,” - 
‘week) - (C-900-$3), Managehiént 

in. ‘something from ‘Russia; doubt. . © 

‘John Golden tn 

apparently satisfied with moder-.- 

last week. 

~ 1,168~- $6.60). Slipped. under. ‘$27. 
000 without much recovery Jast 

901-$3)... Opened |. Friday; 

“new war play's chances. 

“Sons o’ Gins,” Imperial (6th week): 
(M-1, 400-$6.60). Leader of Broad. - 

‘lUttle. difference: 
last 

Week without extra matinee, S4T-. 

ate pace of. ‘Gomedy; over’ $8, 000: 

tigketch, Book,’ ‘a4th. St. (2%th week) 7 
(BR - 1,385. -.$6,60). Current. week: 

'-shoulg be coin -périod of holiday: 
season;..indications of. that here, |. 
as’ with: other leaders; ast ‘week: 
$27,000. 

“Ambassador - (62a. - 
- week) (C-1,200-$3.85). Moved from | 
Playhouse and: ‘will actually com: | 
plete ‘year’s run next week. (Jan, -. 
10); long-run hit” still . makin 
money; over ‘$14, 000 last: week, 

“Strictly. Dishonorable,” Avon. (16th 
- weelkt). -(C-830-$3,85). « Solidity . of 
this ¢omedy smash keeps’ it over 
capacity; . nine performances last. 
week and got $23, 500. . 

“Subway Express,” 
“week) ‘(D-1,202- $3). 
somewhat! last.:week and: claimed - 
$11,000; mystery Piece moderately: 
successful. 

Moved somewhat, but not up to 
‘former pace; probably. glean, cup 
this: week; $24,000." 

week) (D-1,164-$3). Reached $10,- 
000 or bit more. last week? drama. — 

Liberty (15th *.. 
Picked up. — 

‘Hammerstein’ s., 

- making money and expected to 
stick through winter.. 

“The Game of Love. and Death,”: 
- Biltmore. (6th week) .(D-1 ,000-$3)., a 

_ Final. week; Guild show: merely 
played out -subscription period;~. 

‘ house gets “Children of Dar kness”. a 
next week.: 

“The. Little Show,” 
week) (R-1,000-$4. 40). 
matinee last week: closed-strong+ 
y 2 $19,000; should do. better. 

week. 
othe Street: Singer,” Shubert (15th 

week) (M-1,395-$5.50). Held up 
well until after Thanksgiving; re- 

-off; weak at $17,000. 

“The Unsophisticates,” 
week): (CD-1,019-$3). Presented 
by Harry Delf, who authored it; 

- opened ‘Monday. ~ 
“Top Speed,” “Ghanin’s 46th St. 
week) (M - 1,413 - $5.50). Opened 
Christmas night with favorable 
notices; agencies. reported good 
ticket demand. - 

“Wake Up and Dream,” Selwyn (ast- 
week) (R-1,067-$6. 60). Presented 
by .Arch Selwyn and Charles 
.Cochran; English: revue, opened 
Monday at $22 top. . 

“Wise Child,” ‘Belasco (22d- week) 
* (C#1,050- $3. 85). Played extra pere- 

- formance, with takings as big aS 

quoted at:$24,60 
“Wonderful Night” Majestic ' (10th. 
week) « (0 ~ 1,776 - $5. 50). Agency 
buys extends for: another two. 
weeks; fair but not big; $20, 000 
estimated. 

“Woof.- Woof,’’. ‘Royale - (24 week) 
(M-1,118-$4,40). 

ment . adverse; _ reported closing 
Saturday. - , 

“Young Sinners,” . Morosco (6th 
week) (CD - 893- $3). Word-of- 
-mouth plugging ‘should keep this 

. comedy in until spring; although 
cut rates used; $12, 500. . ; 

“Your Uncle ‘Dudley,” Cort (7th 
‘week). .(C-1,042-$3). . Picked up 
somewhat; management appeare 
‘satisfied last week with $7,000. 

‘Special Attractions—Little Theatres 

“Sherlock Holmes,” ‘New .Amster- 
dam; revival, with William Gil- 

' lette, tours.after this week; house 
dari until “Ripples” (Fred stone) 

eady. 
ig pee + “Toyland, “joiadnlsy “yer 
yival in for four weeks; doing 

revivah - “Richelieu,” Hampden’s; Fell! . 
e “Blue and Gray,” or “War Is 

Rialto, Hoboken; revival. 
“Playboy of Western World,” Irish 

(Greenwich Village); revival; 
postponed from last week. —. 

“Michael and Mary,” Hopkins; 2n- 
other success In this little theatre. 

“Hoboken Hoboes,” Lyric, Hoboken. 
Civie Rep., 14th St. 
“Robin Hood,” Casino; revival. 

Longacre (ist - 

(24 

“Music Box (36th ot 
No exira . 

‘sumed last week after week's lay* 

anything in hon-musical, ‘group; 

“Opened: Christs. ~ 
mas night, but first night come 



One Loop | House With 1N% Flop List 
This Season-—Trade Up Somewhat 

. “week, with. seven openings, and 

“ “treet Scene,” “Animal Crackers” 

'. eight days. 
, tains a straight record for flops this 

Brady company. displayed the best 
’ draw at the. Apollo, bringing $15, 000. 

Pirie I 

~ “from . the Grand, and was in the 
. red, 
’ ‘got along and. stakes will be pulled 

grade. - 

. Bented “Infinite: Shoeblack” ‘and did 
_ . fair. business, ‘critical comment be- 
. ing favorable, 
‘“-only. three weeks..on the regular 
‘subscription run. 

a 

’; should improve. : 

week). 
. this: thing with the pop song title. 

“Above: $16, 000, and looks set for a 

put still not big. 

- gtraight box-office with the Guild 

. “philadelphia” in the Bast, is flop- 
: ping at the Playhouse. 

° Start at $12,000 for eight days for 
‘this Drinkwater: comedy is n. 8s. &4 

despite expected four off-days first. 
'. part of: the ‘week. 

- to strong opposition next door. - 

.-Colored musical up four grand to 
* $18,000 which was. strong consider- 

. ing the empty sets Dec. 22, 23. and 
24. in ‘good indication. 

. Week). 
'.” peription 

“Beotch shows in-a row at this spot. 

=<-Did $4,000 to: pass-the crucial week. 

Brightest: future in. the loop with 

- that. . 

‘was’ bad and “Bird in Hand” at the 

~. “Blue Heaven,” called “Veneer” in 

looks exceptional. 

was an openirig week comfort ‘to 
‘the Shubert. Messers. with heavier 

_ business: 
‘Moon” 

_. easier with. a rise too,.and “Black- 
’ birds” advanced a. “welcome $4,000. 

splendid. public- support start. 

.Continues to.do the’ business with 

‘mall house and may get the skids. 

_ Week). 

-Guila_ schedule, and around $13,000 
' with practically all 
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Chicago, Dec. 31, 

Loop: legit “pusiness - is stronger, 

All houses: were relightea” last 

three had encouraging. starts: 

and “June Moon.” * 
“Blue Heaven,” .at. the Garrick, 

Harris, was a disappointment for 
‘Garrick thus far main- 

season, the bad ones in turn” hit- 
ting this Shubert house being “Per~ 
fect Alibi,” “Homicide” and .now 

ew york. °- 
New eet Scene,” - ‘with ‘the: original 

for five. performartces, with a Xmas 
night -opening.. © Agency demand. 

At the Grand “Avimal Crackers” 

geen. ‘this week. “June 
Clicked =:to" 

sees sunshine ahead. 
“Night in. “Venice” was in misery 

at. the “Majestic, “where it opened 
after a week’s shutdown, moving 

Despite Ted: Healy this never 

4n two weeks, if not. sooner, 
Among .- ‘the. 

“*“Showboat” at. the Illinois went up- 
Closing: date announced for 

Jan. 18, :“New. Moon”. also breathed 

Dramatic League of. Chicago pre- 

‘but ‘scheduled for 

“Strange Interlude,” now on 

subscription used up, was off to a 

: “(Negal . Practice,” .. which was 

Estimates. For Last Week 
' “Animal | Crackers’’.. (Grand, 24 
week). : City is usually a setup for 
the Marx ‘Brothers. Did $28,000 and 

“Bird in Hand” (Harris, 2d week). 

May be traced 

“Blackbirds” (Adelphi, 6th week). 

ue: Heaven”. (Garrick, 2d 
‘A: flop start at $6,000 for 

“Brothers” (Erlanger, 9th week). 

$11,000 at cut-rate. Closing date 
eet for Jan: 11, with “Vanities” fol-. 
lowing. — 

“Wlegal Practise” (Playhouse, 3d 
week)... Discouraging $3,500 for this 

“Infinite Shoeblack” (Princess, 2d 
About $8, 000 with sub- 
support. ' Makes_ three 

“June ‘Moon” (Selwyn, 2d week). 

run. 
“New Moon” (Great Northern, 

17th week). Up to $25,000. Ends 
@ profitable run in two weeks to 
hit the trail. 

“Night in Venice” (Majestic, 5th 
_An ouch at $14,000 and all 

that looms ahead is expenses. 
- “Queen Bee” (Cort, 5th week). 

With the party assistance ahead, 
nee ‘the payroll small, keeps plug- 
gin 
oR, U. R.” (Studebaker, 2d week). 

bast subscription: 
usiness. 

- “Street Scene” (Apollo, 2a week), 

$15,000 from a midweek opening. 
“Strange Interlude” (Blackstone, 

‘bth week). Did $19,000 on straight 
box-office sale; strong New Year's 
week advance, and stronger. after 

‘Heavy: ‘gale of balcony - and 
gallery. . seats. 

Lasted One Night Only 

$15,000. with a}. 
. Monday: opening at the. ‘Selwyn, and 

'coming:.Horace ‘Liveright ‘books, is. 

settled musicals, |. 

Though formerly railing at about 

operators as terrible, or worse, one 

a chain of -book stores finds it 

readily than that of the one behind 

‘among. many applicants on- 

-Many.. applicants. offered ' to do the. 

‘LUTERATI 
(Continuea from page. 50) 

malevolent, lolling captolistically at |: 
the North Pole, waiting for fear, | 
‘cold, hunger and insanity to driva 
suffering” humanity to revolt.. 

Peet also kidded “dynamics” and |. ° 
“visual flow!” favorite obsessions of 
the more: artistic critics. Lotte 

Bannon: ‘Leaves “Journal” — 

Joseph Bannon said good- bye: to 
the boys around the New. York 
Evening Journal” ‘office yesterday 
(Tuesday) .after..many years. of 

service. ‘in the: ‘circulation depart- 
ment. ._He was circulation, manager 
when - he quit,. Bannon. goes ‘south 
Jan. 9, headed for. Florida and a 
vacation.: : 
Replacing is: Harry Feldman, for- 
merly’ with the N.Y. “Post?’. .- 

Newscarriers and Delivery - Men’s 
Union, “which Post } Bannon held. two 
years ago. ; 

‘Altalena, down as author of 
“Judge and Fool,” one of the. forth-: 

really Viadimir J abotinsky. 

The new Morrow’ 8 Almanack” for 
1930 is edited by | Thayer Hobson, 
succeeding. Burton Rascoe, who has 
‘edited the annual since its incep- 
tion, * Though his name is off the 
title page,- ‘Rascoe contributes a 
piece to the: new issue, 

The Quiet of Brooklyn 
Brooklyn Heights. section seems 

to have replaced. Greenwich Village | 
as New: York's artists: and ‘writers |, 
colony, with the Village now. given 
over - largely . to — ultra-expensive 
apartment houses and Lesbian fra- 
ternities, Notably the latter. 
The late Joseph Pennell, the fa- 

mous etcher, was the first to see 
possibilities in Brooklyn Heights. 

everything in thé United States, he 
found Brooklyn satisfying. ~ 

Lesser lights thought that 
Brooklyn Heights was good enough 
for Pennell, good enough for them.. 

Steering Book Buyers 
While the retail book. businesg in 

New York 1s characterized by its 

book publishing house maintaining 

profitable | enough to extend 
stands. . 

Firm's idea is, of course, to boost 
its own books, and that can be done. 
No seller’s..word is taken more 

its. 

the book counter. Unless a book 
buyer is insistent he can be talked 
into most any sort of book of the 
type requested. 

Harry Bates will edit “Astound- 
ing Stories,” ‘the new mag. which 
the Clayton group will.get out this 
month, e 

Skolsky on “News” 
Sidney Skolsky, p.a. for. Carroll's 

“Sketch ‘Book, ” replaced Mark Hel- 
linger ‘as \ columnist. on ‘the New, 
York “Daily News” starting Mon- 
day. “News” selected Skolaky from 

‘the 

strength: of four sample columns he 

submitted. 
Skolsky was assured by Earl Car- 

roll he could return, if the column 
flopped. He will probably create his 
own style of Broadway reporting. 

column. gratis, | 

Financial. Daily. Out 
Macfadden’s “Investment News,” 

New York daily: with reading mat- 
ter in keeping with its title, is re- 
ported suspending publication this 
week. Paper was the first of ‘its 
kind in New York. Contents left an 
impression of concealed propaganda. 

Latter is the present head of the |. 

| self from his offices since the bust, | Fifth avenue 

if] 

‘Up the Band.” 

| Hawkes, authors. . 

Crew Takes Pay Cut; 7 | 

Helps Ottawa Stock 
Ottawa, Can., Dec, 81, 

“Tie new stock here at the: Em- 
‘|bassy got a helping.-hand from. 

- {Stage Hands’ Union, ‘Local No. 95, 
: which , conceded - the . stock - two 

In. the last. I. AS “official: bulletin 
| President Canavan commented upon 

legitimate . _Seagon © stating: 

|down to one quarter the usual num- 

ber.. Local unions who have: been’ 
adversely affected by this condition 

{Should do everything possible to en- 
courage stage . offerings. In in- 

‘{etances where it: is found. that the 
established classifications ‘act as'a- 

_|deterrent to stage ‘attractions, such 
'|classification. should be changed.”: 

George Julian Houtain,. chairman. 
: and. counsel, -a few days ago caused 
to be published an open letter in 
‘which ‘he- blamed the decline of 
stock upon. the high. ‘wage scales 

|and’ other demands of union stage. 
hands. . Incident burned. Wm. Cana- 
van, president. of I: A. T. 's. ‘B.. 

It - gives me. pledsure to’ extend: 
holiday wishes to every member ‘of 
the profession for a Happy and 
Prosperous» New ‘Year. 

Sincerely, 

ROSCOE AILS 
* Schwab &. Mandell 

-'* “New Moon’ Co. 
“Great Northern, ‘Chicago.’ 

_Direction Louis: Shure: 

PEACHES’ COULDN'T, $0 
‘TEMPTATIONS’ A BUST 
uemptations,” star starring “Peaches” 

Browning, - stranded at the Boule- 
vard, Jackson’ Heights, L. L, last 

 Ritzy 
-week,. .after. having: been out two}. . 
weeks. (Continued trom ‘page 50), 

Sam. Shannon, producer, operated 000, ” and; in: “The: Sun,” : that “An- 
on a shoestring, figuring ‘‘Peaches” toinette, while the wife ‘of. the late 
@ nori-miss draw,. but found differ- | Frank W.: Frueauff, had a house at 
ently... Shannon has absented him- Newport, one in London and one on 

The summer. her husband: diea 
Antoinette was occupying a cottage 

80 as not to come into contact with 
‘east and chorus clamoring for over- 
due: salaries... | at Newport, rented for her first visit 

Shannon éscaped Equity super- there, but her: sojéurn created less 
vision and usual: bond -posting by|than a ripple. She was left in 
characterizing. his production as 4 moderately comfortable -olroum- 
vaudeville ‘show, although booking | stances.. 
‘in legit houses. Equity had warned 
the show in. rehearsal no security : 

had ‘been’ posted, 
“Temptations” opened two weeks | 

Mrs. De Koven’s Dinner 
Last.. week .Mra, Reginald. de 

Koven : gave a.dinner: party for 50 
ago at Werba’s Flatbush, Brooklyn. | guests at her Park avenue mansion, 
Despite. heavy exploitation of the followed by a musicale for. 150. 

star the intake was meager ana|Asna Enters, the dancer, appeared. 
performers. stalled on salary until|The late Mr..de Koven wrote many 
after the. Jackson Heights date. operettas. He built. the Lyri¢ the- 
Business. in latter spot was even | tre. 
Worse. © 

Cast and. chorus mutinied and |. 
would go no further, 

AHEAD AND BACK 
‘Tom Van Dyck will leave the Gil- 

tal room of the Ritz given by Mr. 
and Mrs, Francis L. Wurzburg to 

.[introduce. their twin daughters, 
Elinor and Evelyn (for whom an in- 
troductory dance was given in. No- 

bert Miller. (Frohman) office this |Vember by Mr. and Mrs, Conde. Nast) 
week, He is general press repre- |Frederick Carpenter. and Frances 
sentative, which field he 1s leaving |Mann did specialty numbers. Ear- 
to become interested fn producing.|lier in the’ season they were in 
Robert Reud will-succeed Van Dyck. “Almanac:” 
:-Tom Miranda, Jr., for “Bambina,” | . 

to San Francisco from Los Angeles.. 
Irving Strouse, ahead of “Nancy’ sft. 

Private Affair,” 
Mack Hilliard gen. mer. for Ruth 

(Mrs. Edgar). Selwyn. 
Arthur Kober publicity for “Strike 

The Higham Divorce 
Lady Higham has divorced Sir 

Charles Higham, London advertis- 
ing expert. He hails from Brooklyn, 
N. Y., and is a veteran of the Span- 
ish-American War. Knighted for his 
services in the World War. . She 
was Eloise Rowe, daughter of Jack 
Rowe, of Buffalo and Denver, 
member of the famous “Big Four’ 

prank Jaquet (Denham stock), combination that made. history in 
, professional baseball. years ago. 

stock Maccuifan: (Oscar O'Shea Jack Rowe was one of the most 

‘Jack Pearl, “International Revue.” | influential Masons An the United 
— States. 

FIXING “MRS, COOK” Millions 
“Mrs. Cook’s Tour,” starring Mary | A gon was born recently to- Mr. 

Boland and produced by Brady & | and Mrs, Theodore F. Law in San 
Wiman, has been withdrawn for re- | Franctsco.. Mr. Law is @ son of 
vision instead of steering into a Commodore and: Mrs. Robert Law,’ 
New York house next week, as.con- Jr., of. Port Chester, N. ¥., and his: 

templated. wife is a daughter of William 
-The piece will resume rehearsals Hodge, the. actor. Theodore'’s broth-. 
as soon as the script has been ‘re- er, Robert . B. ‘Law, married | Jane 

vised by-- John - Floyd and . Kirby. Jackson, daughter of M..Roy Jack- 

son, now married to Almira Rocke- 
feller, heiress to millions, 

ENGAGEMENTS 

Willard: Back at Fox. } 
‘Hollywood, Dec. 31. . Lucy Cotton Separates . 

John Willard, New York.stage di- | Lucy Cotton,.once well known on 

rector and playwright, has returned | the stage and in pictures, has sep- 
to the Fox studio to resume his con- | arated from Col. Lytton Ament. She 
tract as a director-and writer after | Vas the third wife of the late E. R. 

‘ing. start at the. Biltmore. 

At the dinner-dance in the orya- 

| (4th week). 

: . Los Angeles, Dec. 31. 
' “power .of Love” opened . and 
: ..¢losed Christmas, night at the Ac- 

tors theatre. Show was financed on trip around the world. Writing to 
half a shoestring, having but two ‘New York. aboard & liner bound 
‘Performances’ tickets printed in ad- | grom ‘Sydney. to, Cape Town, Jeff 
vance and using no advertising.. says it’s not so hot. Tenor of the 

--Immediate--box--office~-profit= was-l- etter “suggested “a return =to=the- 
needed to continiie. Only. $100 was Only town. in the till Christmas night. y . Jeff once drove a machine, - alone, 

BRONX STOCK BLOWS 
No biz forced the new Bronx 0. H. 
Company to close without notice 

St week. 
The -promoter,. Joseph S. Klein, 

| Was a heavy loser. Salary deficits 

reported, 

Tired of World Trip | mo 
‘Jeff Holmesdale is tiring of his 

u 

also his record liked that better; 
stopover . in of but eight hours’ 

‘Hollywood, 
In New York Jeff is just Mr. 

Holmesdale, newspaper man. In 
London he’s the Earl ‘of Amherst 

‘and the candy. 

mee 

across the continent and back. He | 

a ‘three months’ leave of. absence, — 
Willard ig awaiting an. aasign- 

‘ment. ' 

‘posrinav’s P A. Job 
Phyllis Pearlman, formerly at- 

-tached...to..Shuberts’.. publicity..de-_]. 
partment, has gone over with War- 

ners, - _ 
He will handle “Sons o’ Guns” and 

“EH fty Million Frenchmen,” both 
War ner-backed_ legit musicals. 

‘Stocks Resume 

The Warburton, Yonkers, resumed | 
after pre-Christmas week layoft. 

Freeport also resumed. 

-| Thomas was first divorced by Linda. 

Thomas, millionaire sportsman and 
owner of the “Morning Telegraph.” 

Lee. now married to Cole Porter, 
songwriter. Next divorced by Eliza- 
beth ‘Finley, 
mother of a son. Each wite received 

—the--widow:}" 
getting most of all. “She. too has a 
Thomas child. 
Thomas was _ once attentive to 

Teddie Gerard, and later to Anna 
Fitziu (at: that time Fitzhugh). 
Lucy Cotton appeared. in “The 
Quaker Girl,” “Turn to the Right’ 
and “Wp in Mahbel’s Room.” She 
was also with George Arliss in “The 
Devil” and “The Green Goddegs.” 

painter and writer, | 

Screen Names Small Help to 
L A. Legit; ‘Diamond : lil NS.6 

Los Angeles, Dec. 31. 

"Legit houses: ‘did not get the break 
Xmas week that the picture. em-. 

J poriums did. Trade started off: slack. 
on first two days, then: Xmas day - 
o. k. with the balance of the week: 
not so:hot.. - 
-“Diamond Lil" ‘had a disappoint= 

‘They 
thought Mae: West was. going - to. 
knock ‘them a-flutter ' ‘with acenes 
and. dialog spicy. .But ‘they were 
fooled and after the capacity. opens=” 
ing ‘trade dropped. 

“Maternally Yours,” at the Holly- 
wood Music Box, inflicted pain: on - 
the b.'¢,,-despite the fact that Pasa- - 
-dena, ‘society, which witnessed the. 
premiere gratis, voted it -oke. 
But they sent none of ‘their friends. 
House: trying cut rate parties ‘this 
week, 
“Boomerang,”. at the ‘El “Capitan, 

with.cast headed. by Ben Lyon, :Tom - 
|Moore and Kay Hammond lived up 
to its name.. Has: been done here - 
before and names in the cast could 
only bring it: up to $5,700, which 
does not signify long life. “Dear - 
Me,” with Hale Hamilton and Grace 
LaRue ‘at the Hollywood Playhouse 
got same take.as “Boomerang,” but. 
in smaller house, “which allows’ for- 
Profit at the $1.25 top. 
-“Rear Car,”” with Franklin Pang< 

born and ‘Betty Pierce, opened “Xmaa_ 
-:/day at the Vine Street and ‘n.s.g, - 
|for first four days. “Power of Love”. 
opened at the Actor's’ theatre: on 
“Xmas day and ran only one. pere - 
formance. Looks as. though ‘the: 

_.| Ruth: Remick — group: will. fold. most 
any. day. . 
“Bad Babies” at Figueroa and 

“Her ‘Kirst Night”. at Egan both 
‘folded a:‘week ahead. of: schedule 
because of: poor ‘business... “Babies” 
will. be recast to open Jan, 17 at 
Capitol, San Francisco, 
“Last week Figueroa got-$1, 500 and: 

Egan $600... 
Edward B. Horton and his gang, 

presenting “Among the Married,” at. 
the Majestic. Xmas. eve off-and.in 
eight performances-held up to pace. 
show has been. doing, getting $7,600 
for fourth week. 
“That Ferguson Family” | side. 

slipped ‘at the President in its third 
week and hag another to go, when | 
Henry. Duffy and Dale Winter come. 
in with.“Cat: and the Canary.” 
“Oh Susanna,” which was to have 

gotten under way Friday night, did 
not start until Dec, 80 at the: Mayan. 

Estimates for Last: Week | 

Actor’s ‘Theatre—"The- Power of 
soe ” Ran only one performance; 

Biltmore _. “Diamona Lil”. (tet 
week). Mae West cleaned up script 
too much to be panic locally, Play. 
might.be:a novelty in .some towns, 
but here she must live and act up 
at spicy rep to cop the kale, 

‘Egan — “The First Night” (5th 
week).. Just a little more rent to 
‘the landlord; yanked at $1,000, 

Capitan — “The Boomerang” 
(let week). Names in cast helped 
this repeater not .at all on first 
stanza; $5,700. 

Figueroa. Playhouse—"Bad Babies” 
(5th week). Novelty off with young- 
sters playing with their Xmas gifts. 
So Mr. :Scarborough had to.be sate 
isfied -with $2,600. for. final -week, 

Hollywood Music ‘Box — “Mater- 
nally Yours” (1st week). Title 
helped ‘little. So the rich author. 
and backer had to take $1,600 and 
say “Happy New. Year.” 

Hollywood Playhouse—"Dear. Me” 
(1st week). Pleasing entertainment 
and liked: very good at $6, 700. : 

Majestic — “Among the Married® 
“As they go for apicd, ” 

capacity almost taxed with one pere 
formance out at. $7,600... 
President—"That Ferguson Famte 

ly”. (3rd week). .Not so hot for. 
those who wanted Yule cheer so 
slipped to $3,000, which means exit 
‘in another week. 

‘Vine: Street—“The Rear: ‘Gar’ (ist 
week—4 days). Opening Xmas mat, 
It never got. started and. only 
reached $2,200 by Saturday night. 
'. Another to fold suddenly was “Mae 
ternally Yours” at Hollywood Music 
‘Box where receipts were less than 
$1,000 on week, . Clarence (Odell, 
Pasadena . lawyer and co-author, 
paid off $2,400 in salaries ‘Saturday, 
He may call in a play doctor and 
‘patch up the weak spots for another 
try.. First effort cost him $10,000. 

“It Pays to Advertise” will be next 
at the Hollywood: Playhouse, opens 
ing Jan. 12. 

Ryders Film Bound 
wee! ~-Philip--Ryder--and=-Mrs:;--Ryder,~ 
known professionally as Aime Tore. 

riani, are on the water, bound for’ 
the west coast, the former to go 
into talkers, probably for U., the. 
latter to collect data for a serialized 
story on pictures and sound for the 
Daily Mirror, New York, . . ; 
Ryder, in.“The Desert Song” and 

other Broadway musicals, was in 
pictures six years ago. 



VARIETY — 

‘Plays o 
WAKE UP AND DREAM 

Tilly 
; /and 

‘music by: 
Losch, © 

_ A combination of Jack Buchanan’s 
Jate London show and C..B. Coch- 
ran’s revue of. this title from the: 
Same city... The merger is pleasant 
but doybtful. of ‘eventually being 
fabbed as a New York hit. It’s 
opening night trouble,:and a smooth 
performance it was from the front, 
was,a lack of fireworks in the black- 
outs. and.a second ‘act which was 
midway permitted to hop a tread- 
mill by means of an interpretive. 
but uninteresting dance, duo, a com-. 
edy singing trio based on.the. an- | 27 
cient theory. of the neophyte helping 
out, and a strictly. British two-man 
Skiff; ‘The dandée and the trio. fol- {Jak 
lowed each ather—disagtrous to the |. 

uf 

second half, " Understanding is, that, 
all thrée detrimental items will be| Huston... yu... i ecdene 
dropped. ‘But .even then it doesn’t | La Comtesse. de ‘Villette. .,Suzarine Caubaye |: 

| . appear as if “Wake Up and Dream” | Liane. ..-.....s-es sede ene ere Anne Lupow 
can attain better than 4, moderate 
rating and may.swim upstream to| 
attain that niche, . . |” - 

;, Unquestioned hits of the evening 
were. the, Griffiths Brothers inside a 
prop. horse. and: William Stephens 
baritoning: ‘I’m a: Gigolo”. next ‘to 
closing.: :Work. of the. Griffiths, for’ 
its type, is. as great, a piece -of.low. 
eomedy pantomime as this, country 
has ever seen. Between the pic- 
ture’ houses. and :'yaudeville they'll 
never. go -back- home unless of :their 
own volition: * 9... ¥.- coe 

The. brothers have been well 
known abroad ‘for: yeara, especially. 
in reference to the ‘Christmas pan- 

_ tomimes,” And it will ‘be a ‘pity if 
* American youngsters are deprived | 

of ‘their. performance. There: has. 
nevér been. such 4 horse’as this on- 
any: Stage over here, and-it’s strong 
enough to split the routine for two 

4’ appearances, and certain of ap- 
plause on the second entry. It may. 
do “much to hold ‘up the show, and 
when it gets as strong as this it's. 
not far away from, genius, The- 
Times Square bunch will ‘he drop- 
ping in,to.catch the act regularly. 
“§Stéphens caught a bright ‘lyric 
and ‘an. ear-tickling. tune: as his 
share, and must haye known.that he 
could deliver it, because of the. pssi- 
tion allotted., ‘Certainly he‘took full 
advantagé of the -opportunity, and: 
after the lull the spot was: perfect. 

Buchanan js. doing yeoman serv- 
ice. in holding this revue together 
And giving the comedy skits what- 
ever value they may have... Jessie. 
Matthews impresses as another of 
the versatile English girls, easy. to 
look at. and Hsten to. In appear- 
ance she reminds strongly of Col- 
léen' Moore,. although not quite so 
dark. Tina Meller, Raquel’s sister, 
quickly. develops into a Spanish 
cooch dancer, and, to make it em- 
phatie, is. practically doing the same 

‘ dance twice. Gomez Trio and.their 
energetic Spanish dancés ‘sparkled 
a mifhute ot two during the first act 
finale, a British conception of the ojd 
San Francisco holding. the inevi- 
table “American ragtime song.” 
Which is not to belittle the score. 
Musically this revue is the most 

consistently soothing evening in the 
theatre this season has experienced. 
Five or six numbers from this piece 
will undoubtedly énjoy the favor of 
dance orchestra, radio and the me- 
chanicals. A couple have already 
been around. Of the numbers “What 
Is This Thing Called Love?” with 
its unusual counter-rhythm, seems 

. the leader, This is Frances Shel- 
ley's sole appearance. Closely fol- 
lows the title song and “Fancy Our 
Meeting.” Cole Porter is program 
credited with the entire ‘score, and 
if that’s the case he’}] have to argue 
it out whether “Looking: at .You” y 
‘or “Turn: on, the Heat!’ was written’ 
first, Doe ee, . : 

For’ novelty, “Ballet from the. 
Wings” shapes as the. putstanJing 
item, dancers ‘working to the. left. 
side of the stage while’ full access 
behind scenes is permitted the audi- 
ence, upstage, as the ballet pro- 
gresses.’ For comedy nothing even 
closely approaches the Griffiths or 
the light-hearted poke at Sir Thom- 
as Beecham’s opera mania as ren- |: 
dered by. Buchanan. 
Tilly’ Losch’s high spot is “Ara- 

esque,” déscribéd as.a dance-of the. 
hands, which caught a spontaneous 
answer, while Toni Birkmayer, op- 

» posite her throughout, immediately 
dréw attention and. held it on his. 

__ ballet work in which he stressés ele- — nf 

ovation. ~~ 
running mostly to drapes and drops, 
but: the costuming is good and some 
of the Nghting excellent. 
On tunes the Broadway . version: 

‘of “Wake Up and Dream” ts also 
reported a combine of the Buchanan- 
‘Cochran shows abroad. It jis not 
known whether: Porter wrote those. 

. Songs whi¢h may have been inserted 
. -from: Buchahan's show. The tunes 

and Buchanan's personal. draw will 

Broadway. 

trumpery and the dramatic bunk. of 
most war plays. . oe 

Suzanne Caubaye,. who played, Nubt 

meyer “recognize her here, is. the 

No special™scenic “display, | 

: oe Preston Foster 
P ooceMillard F...Mitchell 

Arlerof.seecssevves 

be introduced to love under happy- 
ausplees. 8 ee 

If mémory serves, Shaw has some- 
where dealt. with something’ of the]. ; , BS 

; bulb, and inthe past two years bust- same theme. It needs:a sophisti- 
cated: Shaw. . Here it is a clumsy 
bit of work dressed up in theatrical. 

Piece is unbelievably naive and 
sappy, even to a sad ending that 
goes with its maudlin treatment.. A 
first-rate cast did nobly by a hope- 
less play—a: play: that even inspired 
playing couldn't make worth. while, 
An excellent cast gave full value 

and. more:to the script, in particular 
Robert Strange, who. couldn’t: have 
given a better performance. if - he |’ 
had had the. lead of ‘‘Journey’s End.” 

in “The Squall,” although you'd 

countess, a beauty of a fascinating 
French type and an actress of such 
resource she almost made the par- 
ody of a French noblewoman ‘seem 
human. If anybody wants an au- 
thentic French accent for the taiking 
pictures, backed by graceful play- 
ing -and ‘plenty of looks, they 
couldn’t go wrong on this girl, who, 
so a@ program note declares, is a 
goi-child of Sarah Bérnhardt. © _ 

Single set of a room in the old 
chateau ‘is a first-rate background, 
and the sound effects -of . scout 
planes, battle craft and bombers is 
faultless to the ear of anybody who 
has played golf near Mitchel Field 
on Long Island. , Rush. 

Drama In three acts by Elizabeth Miele, 
at the, Hudson,’ Dec. $0. Gil Boag. pro- 
ducer, Featuring Herbert Rawilnson,: Staged: 
by Harry Wagstaff Gribble. Ong set. © 
Hopkins. Keporter....i....Lawreén¢e Bolton 
Brady, Reporter.., .....Lyhn Root 
Shafer, Reporter......+....Willlam Gargan 
Jackte, Bootblack....... ..2.Buddy Schubert 
Bil Henderson....... ..J. Anthony Hughes 

Dr. Andrew Sprague.. 
Dora MacHugh,....... 
Tony ScaranZa..,.cesseooes Henry’ Sherwood 
Mrs, Carl Bolton..,.....+..Mathilda: Baring 
Rey. ‘Dr. Orusé.....sseeesese-eeAnthut Cale 
Rey, -Dr, Miller. oebecreoene 1 

Mark..Mooré..........s+5. Charles Slattery 
Mra. -Harrisan Leeds..........Ann Winaton 
‘Mrs, Mary Malone............Ldzzle McGall 
Edwards, Poltceman.. -..Donald Kellogg 
Icelly, Policeman..... -.s..Ben Roberts 
Dan.Kelly, Editor.....0.ss0+...Doan Borup 
Feber ..cccssccccccccncesccess ene Miller 
Roy Comway....csseseessss..-C. EB. Smith 
Mary. Burns.i...0+...5-++-Adelaide Kendall 

Small time stuff, bound to get lost 
in the maelstrom of hit and runs 
around Broadway all this season. 
Not a.chancé to get into important. 
money, notwithstanding apparent 
inexpensive cast and production. 
Outside of Herbert Rawlinson not a 
glimpse of a significant salary in a 
lineup that may look, but ‘is not, im~- 

is. an inkling that 

the original script of this play. 
Probably the authoress gave it a 
definite form and locale when start- 
‘ing out on paper. The big idea points 
to corrupt politics and the place will 
not be mistaken for anywhere but 
Chicago, although the program says 
the play fs laid in an Illinois city. 
And, taking ‘it for granted that : 

54 Hast. 9th, 

From Anderson's “Almanac.” 

a! --Direction: CLEDDY. 

behind the veik it. really is..Chicago, 
cwhat goes.on-in the two hours and 
‘10° minutes ‘it.takes to. unfold. this 
“‘pretty..elementary. tale,.is just -a -lot 
of .pop,corn, .There never was..a 
mayor in. that: town. who looked, 
aeted or- handled himself in‘ the style 
and. manner -that. Rawlinson. gives 
the ‘eharacter in this play.. Neither 
‘are the situations, gullibly presented 
here,. anything but fanciful, and in 
many, spots ‘farcically ‘so. 0 7 

: sNothing, but.a lot of conversation 
‘happens in the first act, and not: un- 
til the curtain of the second is there. 
anything like a-stir of action.” This. 

4 little wavelet.occurs when the mayor 
has himself framed into an arrest. 
for murder, to plant the yarn on the 
front. page on’ the. oppasition ,sheet 

‘Last’ act comparatively tame with 
j culmination of a love affair between 

retary, 

‘can’ be tabbed a bit too. heavy for 

ig the best, next. 
natural slant pn the oft mistreated 

‘latest comedy, 

. Reginald Fife 

8S oS Se 

ry 

- flower” is the red-lipped and dash- 

E 
nifies admiration, the second com- 

| panionship, and’ the. third, (apple), 
From off the. just returned ,“‘May- 

passion, ‘Without the latter the first 
two don't work-otit so well.” . 

ing. Barbara Sewell, who frankly 
admires John, now grown sturdier. 
The wedding night.arrives. Barbara 
talks with John, who admits he 
knows nothing about what. is ex- 
pected of him as a bridegroom. - She 

2 -| arranges a meeting in the woodshed ; 

“JACK POWELL | 
Appearing nightly at County Fair, 

club..for: smart New 
Yorkers... ; ce - 

“4 lad-in blackface, Jack Powell, 

“Variety.” . 

& SMITH ~ 

and then sue for.a million for. libel. 

the mayor's, daughter and his, sec- 

Mr. Rawlinson, one time screen’ 

ing around: stock and vaude, makes 
hig first legit try, as far as known, 
in-this. . Discounting first night.con-. 
fusions’ Rawlinson turns out a 
pretty good flair.for histrionics, con- 
sidering that the part of the mayor. 

him.. William Gargan ag a reporter 
This boy has.a 

character and is careful. not to over- 
play., Same, can’t be said of the} 
others. ° . oo, = . . 

Gil Boag, who earlier this season 
was interested in. the’ musical, “Al- 
manacs,” is'understood to have only 
a\part of “City Haul,” though fully 
eredited as the producer. So he can’t 
go in the red 100%... Span. 

Comedy. in three acts by “Harry Delf. and 
presented by him at the Longacre Dec. 30; 
staged by Ralph Murphy. 
Mistress Brewster......-.....Molly Pearson 
John Bradford, Elder....,...John T, Doyle 
Prudence Brewster.........Nydia Westman 
John Bradford...... ». Vernon Rich 
Barbara Sewell. ..Helen Baxter 
A Magistrate... .. J. H. Brewer 
Mulleng..... seccdeseceesess John C, Hickey 
Chilton........- cevecceseses, Robert Robson 
Mistress Chilton..,.......CatherIne Haydon: 
Smith..... ceoeecccceesses William Thompson 
Mistreag “Smith...seccesessiee 4..Enld Gray 
Brasher.....ceseeee .«eHarry Hammel 
Clark. ..csccecsences .Jerome Kennedy 
A Nelghbor..,...scesssseres ...J0hn Martin 
Mistress Winthrop. ..cessess Margaret Arrow 

Harry Delf. has been on the verge 
of writing a Broadway hit. His 
“The Family Upstairs” was one in- 
stance. There ig an idea {n his 

' “The -Unsophisti- 
cates,” but yet it somehow misses 
the mark. ., . | 
The idea is that of a maiden and a 

youth who marry but know nothing 
of sex. Naturally he had to select 
a period and. a. people that that 
might, be true,..and. so, the, play is. 
set amid. the. Puritan ‘folk -who 
landed on Plymouth rock. . The year 
was 1622, yea, verily. They say nay. 
for no,-but the dialog is not all a. k. 
like that. . . 
“The father of John Bradford, 17, 
has great hopes for the colony and 
he calls. on Mistress Brewster, 
mother of Prudence, 16, to suggest 
the youngsters: get married. She 
remonstrates, saying her girl is’ but 
a child. ‘Bradford, an: elder among 
his people, thinks differently, be- 
cause John is strong and healthy 
and the colony: needs children, that 
it may develdp. Mistress Brewster 
desires to havé the youngsters await 
‘another winter. or two but she 
changes her mind when she. finds 

been courting. The girl innocently 
describes a Warmth -when being 
kissed.. by ‘John. Whereas her 

the gloaming.and is now strong for 
an immediate marriage. 

ing for worldly Information. Mother 
explains -the relationship of a young 
‘married. couple with a peach, a 
pear and an apple. The first sig- 

“| An hour passes when the missing 

44t ‘Tater, that’ x 
'.* |-and.then he slept:on the foot of the: 
-. (bed, still clothed: © 2 U0 

|. Mistress Brewster.is very angry 

-| and upbraids Elder. Bradford for. not 

‘telling his son the simple facts “of 

| ineident ‘and blames: 
|. who, bows: out. 
‘lit, too, and 

| after to ‘be 
we! ‘dren. 
wizord of drum sticks, did: a. clean- |. 
up... In cook's garb he did his ‘Jazz. 
in f Kitchenette’ to resultant glee.” | 

-dence went. 
‘viding the illusion, 

| venture. 

-John--and—Prudence:-have--already-|-Mabol 

mother had forbid them. strolling in 

That settled, Prudence is thirst- 

near the rock and. immediately after : 
the ceremony .hé steals off there. . 

young husband returns. Prudence 
“lig waiting in bed. He makes many 

protestations of: love.. As she: tells 
kept. up. until dawn. 

the -woodshed 
the: old man 

.‘Pruderice learns of 
weeps, but. when John 

‘says he has‘gainéd wisdom and that 
he loves her: the. more, they: vamp 
of€ to Ghurch to pray for John, there- 

patriotic and have.chil- 

life... Barbara admits: 

Presuniption that. even young péo- 

‘ple of the. Plymouth rock ‘age’ ‘could 

be .so innocent ‘and. believe’ that 
bables came amid spring cabbeges, 

is necessary for ‘The Unsophisti- 
cates” to getattoss. A. good deal 
of that depends.on.the playing- and 

the cunning Nydia Westman a3 Pru- 
len quite.a distance. in ‘pro- 

Vernon Rich as 
John seemed a good.choice,: though 
‘the Jong hair affected wa's' unneces- 
sary. . Molly ‘Pearson ‘as. Mistress. 
Brewster .did well, and so‘did John 
T: Doyle as the stern’ Puritan. fatter. 
Helen ‘Baxter looked the somewhat. 
searlet’ Barbara.  - 7 woe! 
“@he program list of names: is long 

‘but most are extra people. "Devel-. 

‘opment. of types might. have -made 
As it was the play more amusing: 

the ‘wedding and the mother’s dell- 
cate explanation with the three: kinds 
of fruit stood out. Ce 
“Not enough fun made out of a 
situation that could have been ‘made 
much more amusing... © — bee: 

DAMN YOUR HONOR | 
Melodrama in- four acts, “presented by 

vincent, Youmgns; starring John Halliday. 
Written by Bayard Veiller and, Becky Gar- 
‘diner; staged by the. authors. ~ At Cosmo- 
politan, New York, Dec, 30. -$3.85 top. 

Da Tour... cicbecesceeeessss John Halliday: 
Governor Warlng......:..Frederic Worlock 
ydalyse ‘Warlng......Jessie Royce Landis 
Miche} Du Fresne.. ...Peggy Shannon 
James Coleman.. ». Alan Campbell. 

' ..J, “Malcom 
Diablo..s..ssecvecvesceecscsse AMIN Wilson 

Captain Gains........Frederick T. Forman 

Dominique...cccsccsescece 
Gambio.... ; . 
GUY) ceccccccsenen 
Negro Servant....« 

Pirates, 
ceccecenss James, Brown 
Soldiers, Etc. 

_ Framed-as an ultimate cinematic 

his hands «a “bloody, Hobokenish 
melodrama. bidding in its bedazzling 
raiment and gorgeous setting a tech- 
nicolor career. Its life in the the-| 
atre will scarcely be much longer 
than, that of the deceased characters | 
‘who expired ‘in the first, scene. A 
scenario: writer did it! a, 
‘Founded’ on the direst -hokum,; 

interspersed with countless female |. 
‘goddams; reeking with “thrilling” 
rescues;. gorged with acrobatics; 
saccharinized with dainty,:.Incon-~ 
gruous love passages; brimming’ 
with detective story abracadabra; 
and bespattered with . impossible, 
‘inane situations—the solitary merit} 
is its principals, notably ‘the fine, 
John Halliday? Beau Brummel buc-. 
caneer, whose syperb poise and deli- 
cate gestures are seducted by such 
‘aerial maneuvers as leaping Fair- 
banks style. over tables or swinging 
the length and height of the stage, 
always to engage the -flagellating 
‘Governor Waring, ‘played well by 
Frederick Worlock.. a 

Audience often clapped with: en-. a 
thusiastic humor at.the resciles, and 
whimsically counted the dead and 
wounded.: True enough, the 'Roxy-. 
like beauty of the English soldiers. 
in brilllant costume and the super-. 
colorful scenes lent 
ant tonic, 2) 0 a on: 
‘A notable. performance was given 

rate in love with Halliday, whose 
love. was so-great she sacrificed’ her 
life to straighten him out with the 
Governor's wife. ~. 9... 

Story centers around. treasure— 
the jewels and other -valuables. 
That’s:enough for the plot. -- . 
This may get a. few weeks for 
‘laughs.’ po So, 

_ FIRST MRS. FRASER 
Comedy in -three acts, at the Playhouse 

Written by St.John Ervine. Grace George tarred, Pee vine. raca George 
8 . 
Grossmith featured 

...».J0hn Halloran 
. eveclomily--Famul 

.A. B. Matthews 
Janet Fraser. .cscsscceces deeees Miss George 
Philip Logan. ..sse.ee. Lawrence Grossmith 
Murdo Fraser... .ccvesscccnsevees Eric Bilott 
Alice Fraser...csssesseessAnnabella Murray 
Blsle Fraser,. cass. e+4s.ee50.Carol Goodneér 

‘Of London is “The Frst .Mrs. 
Fraser.”. That is it was first shown 
there, and the American presenta- 
tion came yla Chicago, where it was 
well liked for a time. It 1s. lightly 
diverting and certainly suited to 

> 

| his::having @ivorced’ her for the: 

Vincent. Youmans .has on |. 

their concomit-- 

by Peggy Shannon, as a flapper pi-- 

E. Matthews and Lawrence. 

Wednesday, January 1, 1930 
end 

Grz.ce George, who returns to the 
stage as its star. Not what is known 
as a wow here, but satis"actory en. 
tertainment and. indicates it will en. 
joy a moderate demand. 
New York's critics were out en 

masse for the premiere, not becauge. - 
of the play alone, but rather due to. 
its author, St. John: Irvine, play.” 
wright as well as critic, and who 
reviewed for the New. York “Morn. 
ing World” last season... Ervine then 
created not a little discussion amon 
the newspaper crowd. He way an 

‘| ‘variance with the field, liking ang. 
‘disliking in. a positive ma 
sonictimes Violently 50. : anner,, 
- Play starts somewhat mildly, but: 
the garrulous people of the: first put 
are piped down thereafter and tha 
remaining two acts stand up well, 

|. Story is a middlé-age. romance... 
Janet Fraser was married to James -": 
for 20 years, there being two grown 
sons, It ‘is’ told. how James -haq:- - ” 
divorced . Janet to’ wed a much. 
‘younger woman. -James,:a-Scoteh- | . 
man, comes to call upon the-sfirge  -° 
Mrs. Rraser. ‘He has’a problem, and — - 
dt is his young wife... He reglizeg . -- 
the December-May matriage can't. - 
last long... It is'-patent that Janet... : 
and. James are-still in love; despite | © 

younger woman, =": -" yews 
: Janet pretends to: accept the at. 
‘tentions. of Philip. Logan,a bachelor: : 
of 50, ‘When Elsie, the. second Mrs, - 
Fraser, calls, the older “woman ‘sets | 
about righting the :affairs : of, her 
former husband.‘ Elsié isa design 
ing-girl, virtually’ set to marry a title 
but carrying on’-an.-affair with 
_Mario;:a-dancer,..-When ‘confronted - 
-with. that .by Janet she agrees ‘to. - 
‘skip’ to. Paris with her half-witted 
title, “which. paves’: the. way : ‘for: 
James to.divorce her..." +: : 

” “When. the decree is. handed down,. .-— 
‘to become. effective in six: months, 
James comes to Janet. She expects’ 
him.to propose xemarriage, and he 
does, in a crude way. Janet rejects 
the. proposal; after. ‘explaining ‘she 

‘thas puilded a-new and satisfactory. 
life’of her’ own. James. bows out, | 
saying. itis the finish, but: while 
Janet.is having tea with her young-. 
er:and chattering son, a parcel by 
special messenger arrives. It is.a 
pearl necklace from a jeweler’s near. 
by. In answer to the impetuous . 
uestions of the youth, mother re+ — 

plies. that. father is again courting _ 
er Sees 

‘ Grace George looks lively as the . 
‘first’ Mrs. Fraser and plays. it ad-. 
mirably. It.is-easy to. see why Miss 
George, -in . London, immediately. 
sought the. play for herself.and why - 
Mr. Brady agreed on the project." _ 

A.’ BE, Matthews, ‘as the straying... 
and home-pointed. husband, is well - ~ 
spotted and Lawrence Grossmith, . 
another British: and .clever player. .._ 
does the unlucky ‘suitor capably, « -.. 
Carol .Goadner, once of Music.-Box 
revues, plays Hlsie, and Jolin. Hale 
loran does the talkative son, ‘Both. 
are good, the Jatter a..nice looking 

| kid with a bit too much to say. dn 
the first act. - i ay 
Show 1s spotted in the Playhouse, 

from whence thé “year-old “Street 
Scene” was moved. Mr. Brady. hasn't. 
a smash, but ‘the new one should: 
make @ fairly good showing: Ibee.. —_- 

BLUE AND THE GRAY 
_ (OR. WAR 1S HELL) - 

. -... ‘(Hoboken Revival) ° - 
’ Christopher Morley and Cleon Throtk- | 
morton production, . ‘revived and edified 
from an old ecript,’’ at the old Rialto, 
boken, as’ successor to ‘‘After Dark.” 
In four acts and ever 30 many scenes, 20, 
exact, directed by Jasper Deeter. $2 top. 
Opened Dec. 27. 7 : . a 
Cadets at West Point: . 
Taylor. .ccsecccccceess Mr 
Cook... 

Philip Snyder 
veccowesceceee Mr. Jerome. Coray 

..Mr. Roger Wolft 
..Mr, Jack Gleny 

n ‘Mr, Lioyd Nolan 
voaseMr, Spaulding Hall 

Annie May Blaskman 
oe . Migs Virginia Morgan, 
Helen ‘Dunbar.........00- Miss Vesso Pan 
‘Commandant. ...++..Mr.. Cavanaugh 
Orderly. s.sccececes 
Seth -Green..... , 

emeral Corse,....... 
Capt,’ .Chase,. Capl.. Fitch, - 

. General Slocum.. Mr. K . 
‘Capt. Reed..s....eeeseeyMr, Jerome Coray: 
‘Telegraph Operator.. 
‘General W. T. Sherman.Mr. Bruce Rimaldo .. 
A Soldler...ceuseececes 
A Soldler...n..ceseeneseee Mr. I : 
Colored Mammy.....Miss Gertrude, Ritchie. 

‘War is all of that and so are. . 
Hoboken audience-comedians who’ 
patronize these revivals. Opening 
night a. local wit in the balcony 
took the performance away from 
stage and players. These old time 
revivals don’t last. beyond one eX? 
perience. “After Dark” was a treat: 
in its surprise and freshness. M. 
its successors have lacked spon” 
taneity. “The Blue and the Gray” 
does, although it is quite.as amus- 
ing in its -pompous. staging _and, 
action as the oriinal. Audience 
here is twice as lacking in genuine 
expression as the plays. Now they . 
think they have to. be smart and 
they try’too hard. . . ce . 
Bost “test “tat “the-mine is-worked. 
out was that not over a handful 
gathered. for . this ‘premiere; the 
house was unheated: and uncom~ 
fortable; the proceedings were 2. 
bore; the audience the same and 
some besides. , , 

Play has its points as a burlesque 
of all the war play hoke, done /". 
the labored fashion of the’ last cen~ 
tury. “Best ‘gag. of .the perform~ 
ance was the Yankee hero's line, 



* ypon ‘dashing into the drawing room 
of the Rebel: plantation and finding 
his former sweetheart there, 

' dine was: 
~ “Unbearable coincidence, "tis she!" 
“Is it really true _ they ‘used to 
write such stuff? 

Or did -Morley.. make it up? 
Next. best was the back drop for 

‘glove scene at West Point.: 

greens and. yellows as irritating ag 
sand in the teeth. It showed.a per- 
/spective of the ‘Hudson shore and. 
‘the river in the background -with 
Robert Fulton’s “Claremont” ail out- 
of scale riding the waves andthe: 

‘first. railroad train. with its horse 
coaches’ taking up the middle” dis- 
"tance. 

Spalding ‘Hall is. the. heavy, 
” Confederate officer. 

a 

“g@: vast: expenditure. ‘of lune power. 
‘Lloyd Nolan does tHe Yankee cap- 
‘tain, as legitimately as lines. like 
‘the one quoted will nermit,* — 

“Finale is a battle scene with the. 
- brave -Yankees defending a fort 

‘ against ‘terrible odds. and all the. 
. principal .characters’ brought : into: 
"the seene by devices even cruder 
“than..those of the modern ; ‘stage. 
. ‘Whole: business... works - up to a. 
“grand climax of musketry and can- 
non: fire with ‘the’ Rebel 

. Confederate flag over the. barricade 
-and engaging in hand to hand com-. 
. bat with the. Yank hero, latter bear- 
ing the ‘Grand Ola Flag to make the 
“symbolism perfect. 

All ‘pretty ‘tiresome business: on’ 
eB repeat visit and unfruitful ‘for <a: 
two anda half-hour stretch. -The 
‘Hoboken idea clicked once.and only 
once. Scores: of copyists. flopped 

“with {t and: now 
"themselves find. it hard to repeat. 

. ush. 
o 

: Bolton, IKalmar,. Ruby, Ltd., producer. 
_ Musical comedy In two acts and seven 
Scenes. Book, music and-lyrics by the pro- 

. ducers. ‘John’ Harwood staging, with dance 
” snumbers by John Boyte arid LeRoy Prinz. 
‘Chorus: 24 med@lums, eight show: giris, 16 

_ boys. ‘At Chanin’s 46th Street, Dec, 25. 
$5.50 top... 

: Pad JOTUAN. <vecesasevecees . Harland’ Dixon 
.Dalsy Parker...........+ee0,¢0.Sunny . Dale 

. Elmer Peters. ..qsseseceeeeeeePaul Frawley 
’ Gerry Brooks.......:eseeeeee-sLester Allen 
* Molly cocscccceteccebesseblaine Blaire 
Pete — *Schoonmaker, seveecceees LON Hascall 

.. Virginia. Rolling, ....cecsceceee.lrene Delroy 
‘Babs Green......ceces aes -Ginger ‘Rogers 
Shirley.,..... eo erences “Shirley Richards 
Mr. Rolliris.. 6. .cesdeees . Theodore Babcock | 
Vincent Colgate. seeodecees-Sam Critcherson. 

Spencer Colgate. Seecoeeseoe Sohn T. Dwyer 

‘Size. of the ‘house in which. this 
“musical. is cavorting will likely cur- 
tail its. Broadway career. It’s bie, 
‘tod big. to make salary list, rental, 
and dole from Leblang a financially 
happy family. Getting away from: 

- Ibee’s -ifs, ands,‘‘and buts, “Top 
Speed” looks-like.12 weeks with’ the 
.Main thing in its favor the scarcity 
of musical hits. this season. 

‘It's a good- looking show, splen- 
\ didly dressed, with the now prover- 
bial fast, dancing chorus, and: two 

-tunes, one of which, - “What Would 
I. Care?” 
‘strong ether and dance floor atten-. 
tion., Second melody, “Sweeter.Than 
You,” is a Kalmar-Ruby revival of 
about '26 vintage for which a foggy 
memory seems to recall “Twinkle 

Twinkle” as the launching ~ point. 
That this ditty can be replugged’ 

Tato major popularity is doubtful, 
~{nasmuch as. it drew pretty fair at- 
. tention upon its debut those many 
“months ago. -& 

Show. moves. at ‘a spasmodic pace: 
while unfolding the familar musical 

. Comedy plot, this time given a back- 
ground, of the Thousand Islands and 
a. motor boat Tace ‘as the climax. 

— Sa 

DOROTHY LULL 
_ with: 

4TH EDITION . 

“Earl Carroll’s Vanities” 
. ‘NOW ON TOUR. A 

PAUL .WHITEMAN _ 

Wednesday, January 1, 1930. 7 

The: 

An | 
atrocious bit of paint splashing in’ 

‘while Allen has evolved ‘a comedy | 
theme. of a succession of sweaters 

-He plays with | 
a really terrifying. earnestness and 

‘the.same routine, | 

heavy. 
leading the. attack and bearing the: 

the. originators. 

‘should get .moderdately | 4 

Princess of San Lea. ates 

‘Rhoda: Fenton...... 

Cloud of suspicion enveloping the 
hero, which makes the heroine weep. 

upstage, comes in the middle of the 

second act instead of : at the end of 
the first.- | 

Cast does well enough by the story 

to: ‘make it. a question why: Paul 

Frawley. isn’t. ‘in. Hollywood.. A 

corking ‘Juvenile who knows what 

it’s all about and proves it in the 
way he foils both: Ireno Delroy and 
Lester’ Allen, Miss Delroy, who left 
‘Follow’ Thru”! to hop in here, sang 
Well and: read nicely opening night, 

and is the cornerstone upon which 
this stage edifice rests, | 
Ginger ‘ Rogers,’ from cabaret, 

vaude -and the picture houses, is a 
likely -comedienne for - ‘future: mus-. 
{cals, Okay here, too, her first show, 
if lacking a punch... Facial grimaces,. 

+} When dancing, make’ her: loak. not: 
‘unlike Fanny Brice,: Harlan Dixon 
is’ something’ 6f.:a volume for: all 
hoofers. to: study. His execution is 
as:good as it ever was, but it's still 

Dixon. originated 
his..own peculiar stiff-legged ‘style 
and chased many a. dancer out of. 
Broadway shows and back‘ to vaude- 
‘ville. because of it.: Now, ‘the boom-.: 
erang is on the return trip.. At least: 
two: other dancers, ‘well known in 
legit but now dabbling - in pictures, 
suffered through their. sense of loy- 
alty to the step schedules which got 
them there but couldn't retain’ the, 
spot forever, . - 
Production, having Warner Broth: 

ers’ coin behind Jit, -utilizes. four. full 
stage sets,-all in or about the ficti- 
‘tious Onowanda.. Lodge on : -the St. 
Lawr ence. Oné panoramic back eye 
serves throughout. - If..the Islands 

1 had ‘such a spot as this it: might eet. 
somewhere, commercially, as a re-'|. 
sort. 

boats, is unused any more, Race in 
the show is worked up by radio an- 
nouncing .and. chorus exclamations 
plus’ some sort of an effect of the 
winning boat hurtling across back 
stage,. well ‘screened by the merry- 
merries. 

- Chorus - numbers: “are uniformly | 
good.. John Boyle at one point. turns 
loose 16 boys and. girls from his 
school for'a fap salvo. . For lyrics 
“You Couldn't Blame Me for That,” 
done: by — Mis ss Rogers: and Allen, 
stands out. “Hot ‘and:-Bothered” is 
Miss Rogers’ main solo effort, ‘a so-.|. 
so melody, while “Dizzy. Feet’ will 

jfind. its. more lively ..counterpart, 
titled. “Crazy Feet,” in a picture on 
its way to the Roxy. 

“Ton Speed” plays as:a nice cut: 
rate buy’ ‘and will probably develop 
into such an attraction... Problem ‘is 
‘whether. ends’ can meet . under this 
limitation. . a, 

Death Takes » Holiday 
“Drama in three acts, presented at Bar- | 
rymore. by Lee.Shubert Dec. 26;.adapted by 
Walter Ferris from‘ Itallan original of Al- 
berta Casella; .Phillp Merivale featured; 
staged by Lawrence Marston. 

Mald...ce.es .Florenz Golden: eet ervereeece 

Fedele...s.scss Nvesterseceesseo Thomas’ Bate 
Duke Lambert veaecgesacsosegeds James Dale 
AldQ. .ccceacevoce soccescesvesees ANN Or? 

Nolga Birbeck 
.Viva Berkett 

woeee “Wallace Erskine 
ceeeeeeLenore Sorsby 

Erle Fenton. cceseccsscess Roland Bottomley 
Corradd..escicsccccccoes esos , Martin: Burton 
Grazla..... see neeebeccracsseare Rose Hobart 
Prince Sirki...... 
Major Whitread. een eeee ee 

Duchess Stepbanie.. 

Baron Cesarea.. 

a »Frank Greene . 

Billea’ as’ Qa, comedy,. it would be a 
stretch of the imagination to ‘make 
the average playgoer believe ‘‘Death 
Takes a Holiday” as such, The play 
is imaginative; if comedy, it is sar- 
donic, or perhaps satanic. Certain-. 
ly did nvt add to tlie gayety of the 
holiday. season, and figures as a too 
limited draw despite production ex- 
cellence. 
“Outward Bound” was an attempt 

-by those on.the ‘brink to peek into 
the hereafter: “Death Takes a“Holi- 
day” would have us. understand ‘that 
mankind fears death too much. The} ° 
figure of'.death, black-robed ‘and 

'|skull-like face,. “stalks through the 
play in-mortal.form for three. days, : 

Booking Exclusively Through. His Own Office 

1560 ‘Broadway 

New York City 

JAMES F. GILLESPIE 
Personal. Representative 

a 
e 

| TRIXIE F FRIGANZA 
METRO-GOLDWYN. MAYER STUDIO — 

|fallen-‘in’ love in @: mortal manner 

And. it is too. bad that. the. 
Whiskey Island course, the second. 
-best in the country for racing’ motor: 

‘performance, 

os aesecere .Phillp,Merivale | 

Personal Managers, THE BLANCHARDS: 

supposed to be a Siberian. prince for 
that period. 

During. the three days men and 
women are strangely drawn to: the 
Prince, though all but one admit be~- 
ing somewhat . terrified...by his 
strangeness, Two of the younger 
women are fascinated. Both pro- 
fess love but the prince convinces 
himself -it is but passion. One of. 
the ‘matrons he. permits to realize 
that he is death. She passes out of 
the. play horror-strickén’ and ap- 
parently.:does not tell the others, 

._The -prince admits his love for 
Grazia but is caught in a trap of his 
own making. -Being a mortal he has’ 

yet realizes. he must become the 
reaper within a few hours. The 
duke discloses the identity of the 
prince before the time is ‘up. They | 
plead: to him. to. ‘return Grazia to 
‘them, He telis them to try to.call 
her from his’ side.. Even when he 
assumes the. black robes and grim. 
face, the. girl’ remains, saying. she 
knew . who he. was’ all. ‘the while. 
The assumption is that the maiden 
was markedifor early death, 

It is -a stern job this ‘Prince- : 
Death by Philip Mertvale, a figure 
that will impress, all--who see it 
becailse .of thé resemblance to: the 
oft-used’ picture of the old - grim 
reaper, -.. 
> James Dale as the duke gave “an 
excellent’ performance; Rose Hobart 
‘a touch that was almost ethereal to 
Grazia, . Others all very good. In- 
cluded was Ann Orr, who retired 
after marriage and ‘remembered in 
the intimate musicals at the Princess. 
“Death; Takes ‘a Holiday” is at- 

tractively set and. lighted, well di- 
rected by Lawrence Marston, though 
pace ofscript ‘much too even.. A 
‘thriller in, its way but too sombre 
to catch popular fancy. Ibee. 

Lantzman From Warsaw 
” Musica comedy, two ects, two scenes, 
In Yiddish, presented by stock company at 
National theatre, Dec. 30.. Author, Wil- 
Ham Siegel. Produced by Jacob Jacobs. 
Music. by Alexander Olshanetsky. Cast 
includes Abraham Teitlebaum, rah Fil- 
ler, May Shoenfeld, Irving Jacobson, Max: 
Badin, Yetta Zwerling, Abe Gross, Isidore 
Feld, Berinie Seidman, 
‘and ‘Abe Naitel. Chorus of elght girle. 

It's ‘the ‘old army. game. Regard- 
less. of the standard of judgment 
this-play by any other name would. 
‘still be as bad. Stuffed shirt actors. 
trying to “shove over hoke. artistry 
‘on @ sentimental and ‘single- -lingoed 
theatre public. 
.Play is bald attempt -to plant 
modern American musical comedy |: 
in. Yiddish. without even taking 

first step to-clear the décks of con- 
flicting . dialécts with which the 
tongue is. glibbed. Not- an. actor 
in the cast. worthy. of’ mention and 
eight. girls who .made up the chorus 
never timed routines in unison, . 

Lacking in artistry, technique and 
actors didn’t even 

enunciate distinctly, jamming their 
reading in effort to effect dialect. 
Question as to. what purpose such 

theatre serves.the Jewish ctor. 
He can not progress. -with such stuff 
and certainly he would be much 
better off by. co-operating with real 
Jewish artists ‘in attempt to adapt 
Yiddish to modern musical romance 
ih-a tasteful way, . 
Maurice Schwartz and others 

have long ago‘ demonstrated’ that 
Yiddish can be used with taste in 
the theatre. To extend this usage 
‘to the musical comedy is certainly 
possible, but it must be done with 
‘care‘and judgment. - 

‘Putting Yiddish words. to old 
American tunes and palming the 
result off as original Yiddish -lib- 
retto hardly can help the’ Jewish 
actor and certainly the dances de- 
serve better.: 

‘Unworthy of the Jewish theatre, 
play hardly. rates consideration.: As 
presented here ‘stuff is series of 
vaude: patter in duets . and en- 
sembles like a revue only ‘different’ 
—with incidental story that starts, 
halts, giddaps and flops in. moat 
amazing spots. Singing hardly that. 
‘Biz has been: bad at this house 

recently. ‘It’s easy enough .to see 
‘why. “Even ‘worse than the play 
are the ventilation. "and. theatre’s 
wiggly chairs. 
'. Best part of the evening was in- 
.termission, more than. an hour long, 
during which the audience was en- 

‘Il tertained. by -Michael. Michaelesko, 
chief artist of the theatre (who did 
not appear in. the play); Ben Jack, 
boy actor from Germany, and ‘Can- 
‘tor. Josef Rosenblatt. 

Trio. was responsible for pig draw. 
| Rosenblatt’s singing set house rav- 
ing. Michaelesko, a baritone, and 
‘star of the stock company, is per- 
‘sonable. and demonstrated ability. 
ag an artist. “Ben Jack introduced 
as the Jackie. Coogan of Germany, 
gave two’ numbers. One was. 2 
takeoff on the kid“ that ‘Chaplin 
made famous, and the ,other that of: 
a whoopee sailor. . - 

Fault with . first was too rough 

_(Continued on... Page. 62) us. 

‘erick Kerr 

“Bernie "Feinallver 

| Mary Vance,. 
Barrow -and. Reginald - Sheffield are |- 

‘| discarded railway coach, 

Charles Hall, 
old. infant and. a score of DIOP. 
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~ Out of Town Reviews 

TREVELYN’S GHOST. 
oo “Washington, Dee. 31... 

‘Parce by Dwight Taylor. Staged by Fred- 
and Mr. Taylor. Erlanger ~ & 

Tyler -production.. At National,. Dec, 30. 
Hon.. Phyllis Tenkington. ‘vee Phyllis ‘Povah 
Stephens, A MA cep ccrevee vee Rea Martin 
Cecil B. Thwaites,- “'B3a." (Bunch).. 

Harold DeBecker 
Lord George Trevely NeeceieseeePercy Ames 
Miss Fanny Millar «ess Patricia Barclay 
Dr. Conrad Beunett........ Percival Vividri 
Col, Arthur: Stanfield Thwaltes....+..45 

a Frederick. Kerr 
Geoffrey ‘Stacklni..ccesees J. ‘Herbert 
Briggs, butler. seme ces enenee: “Ghiatten Brown | 

“Mr, Taylor has. been writing plays 

for 10 years, although. ‘Trevelyn’s 

Ghost’ {fs the first to receive pro- 

fessional production.” That: is ‘a 
quote. from. . advance. ‘publicity. 

Therein lies the. tip off: if it took 
110 years.to reach this one no- won-" 
‘der the others. never made it. ; 
‘It is anything but a farce, as pro- 

gramed. ‘Even the tempo isn’t there.. 
It'isn’t éyen.a good comedy. Mildly 
amusing .at: ‘times, .but that 1s prin-. 
cipally due to the showmanship of 
the’ cast ‘in. trying to sell it. “Never 
for a moment.is' there a situation. 
created that in itself is ‘funny—it 
just gradually wends its way through: 
the allotted time not actually boring 
—just another show.: 

The plot .is easily. ‘recognizable. | 
It is set in a haunted castle in Eng- 
land. . That castle is occupied’ by. a . 
busted - nobleman who thinks.-he is 
to get a.nest egg to. be.married ‘on’ 
through the sale of. a. book’ he -is 
writing on oak trees. The lady in 
‘question being of a-more . practical 
turn of mind warts to sell the castle 
for commiercial purposes.. 

Proceedings open in the- haunted. 
room of the haunted castle with the 

That he is very -jealous jis : here 
planted. -' He ‘finally. retires: to his 
own bedchamber—leaving the lady 
in the haunted. one. Then there is 
a friend, a- ‘spiritualist, . 
father, former admirer of the lady, 
the comedy butler and maid, and. the 
ghost. 

‘Piece hasn't : a chance but it did 
demonstrate that. a house with a 
‘good local. rep can get mioney even 

cash in at the opening. : . _ Meakin. 
f, 

“Atlantic. ‘City, Dec. 31. 
. “Dear ola ‘England,” from ‘Lon- 
don, had. 
the Apolldé-Jast night. It-is an un- 
pretentious comedy but briskly writ- 

‘but ‘none. the less pointed 
tinctly for: British audiences, 

The ‘scene as H,.F. Maltby, the 
author, sets it, is “in “one. of those 

1 unmapped. settlements of new. Eng- 
land.” These settlements’ of. dis- 
carded railway coaches, derelict / 
tram cars and old army huts serve 
‘as the homesteads of that portion 
of England’s peerage reduced to 
‘poverty by the war. Into this -pia- 
ture Maltby Introduces the old love 
story of the. squire’s son. and the 
village ‘maiden. — 
The squire’s ‘son in this case. is’ 

the offspring of one Burrows, grown | 
rich: and. occupant’ of the Towers, | 
once occupied by the daughter. and 
wife of Lord ‘Shoreham, who are 
now tenants of the same Burrows.. 
The daughter is employed as kitchen 
maid in. her former home, where the 
younger Burrows meets her, - 

That-is the slender tail that: Maltby 
-useg to show that no matter “what 
one’s been or is at present, money 
is the underlying interest to.all. It 
is not meant to be taken seriously 
and the author reminds the audi-. 
ence his effort is to amuse. | 

Despite the: Londonese used and 
the unfamiliarity of the scené to 
"American audiences, “Dear Old Hng- 
lana". does provide amusement, not 
hilarious, but polding. considerable 
chuckles. 

* Marion: Gray, ‘Kitty’ “Bingham, 
Reginald Carrington,-Violet Besson, 

Edward Rigby, Tracy |- 

English players in the east. They 
‘indulge’ in some moments. of . bur- 
‘lesque, farce and fantasy - ‘without a 
situation or Hne overplayed... 
-The piece has a single setting, 

for its 

three acts,. and the entire » action. 
takes place within a week. B. F. 
Bostwick is the producer and cred- |} 
ited with the staging. Welniraud, 

MATERNALLY YOURS 
" Hollywood, Dec. 24. 

Three-act melange of comedy, burlesque 
and farce by Clarence O’Dell Miller and 
Ole M, Ness. Six ecenes and two seta by 

Cast of 15, including. a year 
newly. 

@ mans ‘lborns. ‘World premlere under t 
agement. of Siguard Ruagsell at the Holly- 
wood Music Box, Dec. 23. 

Pasadena, located about 12 miles 
. from Hollywood, is quite a cultured 

{ community. . 
‘tonesque. | 

Would like to be Bos~ 
Folks around L. A. are 

classed as plebians by them. Noth- 
ing to be considered and only to be 
tolerated when these so-called ritzy 
folks who migrated here from Kan- 
sas, Iowa, Nebraska, Ohio and Jer- 

‘might turn the tide. 

hours. : * 
They say there have’ ‘been Worse, ah 

married-to-be couple..in pajamas. 1 

friend’s. 

with the untried. ‘Almost a grand in} Mitzi: Stolzer..scccsecesssceee kau legen 
., Paval 

DEAR OLD ENGLAND i? 

s. American premiere at 

‘ten witha static that is aria ye 
s-. 
-. | pest,, and in plot resembleg’-“The - 

‘“ 

the “Angel City.” 
Pasadena. 

Clarence:..O’Dell ‘Miller. 
very. fine’ lawyer. 
and elite of the town look up to him. 

He ‘is a 

as a sort of social and moral leader. — , 
In some Way or ‘other he met. Ole 
M. Ness; an actor, who some time - 
ago helped. Siguard: Russell put on 
those: amateur: things at. the pot. 
‘boiler’s theatres, - The two started 
discussing pre-natal Bex control. 
Quite a subject. - 
Which brought forth “Maternally 

Yours. . 
Meliyood Music : Box. has been’ 

jinxed aplenty ever since it opened. 

Lots ‘of ‘money. 

sey. E0 ghimming ‘to the domains of 

has a_chap_ named | 

Possibly’ the. owners. figured. that” 
giving birth: to'a number of kiddies. 
on its stage (acting only of course) 

‘Looks as:- 
though they are liable to be disap-". - 
pointed... No fault.of the cast..Some.. | 

Others did. not.” 
‘the. Matthay. 

lknew how to act.. 
Equipment from. 

Hospital. Supply. ‘Co., and baby ‘car- 
rlages. from the Baby Equipment JS 
Com pany. 

~ Miller and Ness programined: ‘their: 
maiden effort’ as a three-act. ‘me-- 
lange. of comedy, fantasy and bur- .. 
lésque, 
sauce of farce. . 
thing. ° 

Okay. 

plays in Los Angeles, — 
Don't: believe: At, 
Miller. on. the opening night. had : 

‘some 600 folks from the home town. 

spiced with. the piquant - 
Call it any-. . 

It's ‘stil labor: pain for-two' © 

in. to look. at.the obstetrical’ dem- | 
onstration. ‘so .sadly presented. - 

- It cost the- “gent around. $10,000" to i 
stage it,: 

. Bond posted. and dues: collected. . 
Ung. 

OVERTURE 
Atlantic City, Deo. 26. 

Comedy.by Laurence Hiyre. 

‘geph ‘Mullen, and presented’ by Hunter. 
Williams at he Apollo theatre.. 
Arpad: Panna. .ccrcececes 
Herr Czinka Laszlo.. 
‘Herr Heinrich. Stolzer. . 
Lutl.Bender....sccseens 

eeee 

Drina Andrassy.......++. 
Irma. Lagzlo,..eee 7 {Marian Warring-Manley 

-ZAlO. s2se0ee 

ance’ at thé Apollo last night. .; 

It .is_ spotty. amusement, dealing: 

<Chafles: ‘Carey 

Directed by. 
Frederick Stanhope, with nettIngs by. Jo- . 

Intendent Andrassy........Craig. ‘Williams - 
Chew 

Lou Tellegen, ‘finding little success: 
‘in sinister roles, tries.a lighter, more: 
romantic one in this Laurence Eyre "~ 
comedy, which had its first perform; * 

‘with @ group of ‘singers and. ‘con-. 
ductors at the. opera house in Buda- - 

Great Lover,” .one. of. the. starring. ° 
vehicles of the late Leo Ditrichstein, 
‘Here are rival: prima donnas throw-" ’.- 
ing themselvéb at the. leading. tenor, 
‘who has a “great lover” reputation. 
One, the wifé of: the cénductor. of”. 
the: opera house,. has been his mis- - 
tre.3,; while a visiting soprano, -also -- 
the wife of a. conductor, plans to... 

‘Being. a bit sati-.: steal him away, 
ated ‘with these: lights: ‘9’. love, the. 
‘star secrétly marries a pretty and .- 

Since they. | 
‘must keep their marriage. quiet until . 
“unobtrusive understudy, 

the end of the season, they arrange. 
to meet in his: apartment,” Nor is. 
‘there peace’ here. Hig: married 
friends enter and exit, dodging. each 7% 
other and suspicious husbands while | 
the ‘wife is hurried from living to’, 
bedroom in fear of exposure, . 
“This familiar. bedroom ‘scene, 

which occupies .the second act, Is —- 
worked up ta a fairly good curtain. 
when one of the:ladies {g trapped in 

the apartment, with her niusician- * 
husband approaching through: her - 
only avenue of escape, However, 
tension created is not sustained, the -. 
play failing ta: pieces in the last act - 
when the feminine rivals, learning. 
‘of the tenor’s. marriage, lose. inter- © 
est and call a truce to concoct a 

.Tellegen, of course, is the ‘great - | 
lover,” pouting and stamping his. 
feet, Hke a: spoiled” baby, .when-he | | 

« 

the .. 

plausible «story wherewith -to’ disal- a 
pate the suspicions of thelr mates. © | . 

can’t have his way with the ladies, °: 
‘Hardly convincing role of. obyious | , 

Beverly Bayne,. out of. - maturity. 
.the Hollywood. screen colony, .makes 
her first stage appearance, a pretty 
one to the eye. All of the acting; 

b2t, then, it was an opening. - 
a Weintraub, 

HOBOKEN HOBOES 
_ Hoboken, Dec. 28. 

Aa ‘Mb. revue’ in two acts produced by 
Wil Morrissey ‘at the. Lyrle,. 
N.- oe comes ‘Hurley, - 

- 

fox that matter, was not 60 good,’ 

Hoboken, — 

osed, of Mr. Morrlasey, Midgie. - 
Gast associate producer, 

‘Miner. ¥ William Montgomery, Bert. Fitz 
gibbons,- Emmett Gullfoyle, ‘Coo’ Coo 
_Morrissey,. Gene Oliver, Arthur_ Wilson, 

gle Barron, a “Pa 

OP. 

“Unpreparedness and diminishea 
chancey for publicity’ due to ab- 
sence of Trank Tinney gave Will 
Morrigsey's ‘Hoboken Hoboes” 
rough ride opening evening. On the. 
first night it ran with only one re- 

a: 

hearsal hehind it, with a severe lack _. 
of talent holding it. back and with 

(Continued on page 63) ~ 
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Anyone i in the U.S. A, subscriber or not, may. subscribe for 

“Variety” for: two. consecutive years for $15. 7 

Present’ ‘subscription price: is $10 per year. 
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_ Along the Coast. nsell MUSIC MEN ON Con Conra Tals Hime | 
By ‘Bill Swigart { of riting rio 

OUTSIDE WANT 

"SEEMS SERIOUS) ss 
- _ be interested in urchases ‘or ‘tle- 

bc. song sheet. racket - which. 
5 ups are being bombarded’ with 

Started in New. ‘York has ‘spread all. |. ‘propositions from practically: all.the . 
over the country and into Canada. Over : i Par ~ err , |musie publishers who haven't yet | 
Because of the petty nature of the | _ Se : ‘| formed. contracts outside of agree= 
racket, police have midde: little ef-|- os ah 8 hi ’ oy . ments. for an “individual production © 
fort to curb hawkers who in’ some here’ ‘and there. 
cases obtain a. peddler’s license, al- 

Many of the indie publishers: ‘are 
though illegall ni . 
lyrics. “eany ee ne copyrighted ‘| becoming panicky.’ Some who held _ 

’ High royalties ‘to > songwriters and 
to picture ‘companies on songs. from 

talkers makes it impossible to make 
further cuts in the price ‘of sheet 

Hollywood, Dec. 31. . 
[| AS @ result of Con Conrad's loudly 
announced and~ widely. broadcast 

|distaste for his writing partners, 
. | Archie Goettler and Sidney Mitchell, . 

he will be relieved of his contract 
with DeSylva, Brown & Hendérson 
when Bobby Crawford: arrives, it is 
understood, . 

. Joe: Burke is. ‘expected ‘to. be | 
.|teamed: with’ Goettler and,Mitchell. 

Log Angeles, Dec. on. 

Los Angeles hecame a veritable, 
Jana ef music during the Yuletide 
season and hag not yet receded in 
pg continual heralding of’ the old 
‘time Christmas. carols’ from: loud | 
ppeakerg spotted at: advantageous 

'.gpots. around the. town. The. in-| 
vention of amplification has even: 

-earried this form. of: broadcasting 
_ into the quiet sectors of residential 

districts. where people had open ‘air 
. Christmas ‘trees decorated and. il-: 

- Juminated “for the passing public. 
.A number of the Beverly: Hills 
“yesidents in competition ‘for the 
--yhost auspicious splash in outdoor 
Christmag trees, went so far. in. at- 
tracting attention that they. hooked 
up loud speakers with their radio 
sets and- spotted them around the 

_home, A few nelghbors got jealous 
and made the city fathers of that 
quiet burg: order the: music otf .at 

-gatdnight. ; . 

A Night Ciub Favorite 

ISABEL DAWN 
In’ the reyue supporting Clayton, 

Jackson and Durante. 
LES AMBASSADEURS, New York. 

CHICAGO LOCAL| 
CLAIMS VAUDE 

. Eddie Janla of: the Jocal Harms 
' office has recovered from a.severe|- 
attack of sinus, .Abe Blum §$ of. 
Davis, Coots  & Engle quit the. 

- coast office to turn exclusive radio 
: artist for. stations -around San 

Francisco. No . succéssor named. 
‘Joe Morris. office let Buddy Valen- }- 

"tine loose. from: the™ responsibility 
a representing | them - din Los: An- 

. gel es. mo 

" Jimmy. McHugh and Dorothy 
wields are due here. Feb. 1 to. tune 
‘for M-G@-M....Qscar. Levant fs ex- |. MUSICIANS. 

“Within the ‘next ‘two weeks, Joe] AM ATEUR SONG CONTEST] : 

WITH STOCK . AS PRIZES os Since the “eget, Deo, sh. 

- Burke, of the, Warner camp is now 
. enroute. after spending ‘several 

_ {musicians is falling: off, the musi- 
\elans’ union here is casting around. 

. weeks’ in New York. 

Kansas City, Dec. 81. | for other. sources of money, In their 
Heart-of-America Music Publish- | move for dough ‘they are invoking 

ing Co., of. this city, 1s circularizing | an old ruling which finally takes the 
thousands. of pmateur songwriters | entire yaude ranks into their field, 
soliciting them. to -submit: original instead of pianists only as formerly. 
manuscripts and to. buy stock. in the Commencing Jan, 1 the union 

music publishing company at. $10 a) will attempt to enforce’ the ‘ruling 

stock: will not. win prizes, but the | sical instruments such as accordion, 
prizes * cr 4 the. contest consist of banjo, tenor banjo,’ guitar,’ ete., be 

stock in the firm, : required to become members of: the 
First prize for the hest song sub- Chicago Federation .of -Musicians 

mitted Is .$100. in Heart-of-America| and receive the prevailing union 
stock; second prize, $50 or fivel wage scale for all-classes of en- 

cents royalty trom sales. |°"Ehe union will alse exsene-jurts- [ALL ATTEMPTS AT CHAIN | 
CONTROL OFF. JUST NOW 

To enable ambitious songwriters | giction over . harmony . teams “who. 
to get their manuscripts in. proper play ‘instruments while they sing. 
shape for the contest (where neat- “The prevailing union wage scale 
ness counts in case of. ties) thiS|for hotel and club ‘engagements ‘ts 
company has -@ subsidiary, Sym-|ag follows: : . Washington, “Dee.. 3h. 
phonic ‘Harmony. Studios, which Engagements of three (3) All attempts to control — chain 
giyes “a reliable composing sérvice| consecutive ‘hours or less, broadcasting are now definitely out. 
to writers who cannot compose or| terminating not. later than: It. will remain. a dead issué at. least 
arrange their own songs properly.”|. 12:00 midnight, per man... $10. 00 | until something is done either with 

It is pointed out by Heart-of- Additional’ time, per halt the Couzens bill for a ‘general con- 
America that it will have no staff] hour per man.;...:.......+ 1,09] trol of all air’ ‘communications. or 
writers, publishing only meritorious Leader. or . contractor, extra “Juntil the present law under which 
works, submitted by freelancers. Bé-|- per man ..s.sscscecceeesee 1,00| the radio. commission works is acy 
lief is that ‘3,000 to 4,000 writers,” For the wearing of - ‘costume, cepted as the best solution... 

‘lin combined strength, can ‘break ‘tuxedo. or fancy dress, extra -Chain broadcasting has had this 
Tin Pan Alley’s closed door: to the} per-man’ ....ss.cececessese 1.00| Order of control pending for many 
newcomer. | Saturday, after 7:00 P.. M., - |[months. From time to time it has 
Bennie Moten,. “famous Victor! . extra Per. MAN......eceeeee 1.00 been postponed when the effective. 

Recording Artist,”: will make all the Business on holidays, extra as per date came around. This time it 
Heart-of- ‘America numbers ‘for his rules, was definitely called off with the 
company, and as soon as enough| The ruling was . delivered by | schedule calling for it. to go in 
stock is sold the new firm will send| James C. Petrillo, president of. the} today. (Tuesday). - 
a representative to Hollywood to get Chicago local, to all agents. and With - the. commission now func- 
its tunes‘into pictures. Those who| bookers in in Chicago. ; tioning almost as a permanent body 

it. is. expected that many changes 
in present: ruleg, and regulations of 
the broadcasters,. outside of chain 
limitations, ‘will be.forthcoming. - 

can’t pay $10 a share outright may 
purchase stock as low as $1 a week. RAPEE GOES WITH GOES WITH WB; 

BUE ON COAST JAN. 5 ——_—_—- 
Discs for Radio 

Music publishers: are 5 putting up 

Contest has been extended to close 

Jan. 31. 

3 Whiteman Men Hurt 
_Erno Rapee™ was, engaged under 

‘ta long-term contract by. Warner 

‘Hollywood, Dee. 31. | Bros. yesterday (Tuesday) .as gen-/2 loud .squawk about small time 
Three of Paul Whiteman’s musi- | eral music director. He will gO to. record. companies who are serving 

cians were severely injured Christ-|the Coast. . |independent radio stations ‘with 
mas eve. The auto in which they Rapee, who has been musical: di- canned broadcasting . programs; 
‘were returning from.a broadcast at | rector with S.L. Rothafel (Roxy) Publishers argue that provisions of 
KHJ was run into by another, car | for 12 years, will have charge of the extant copyright . act relative 
‘and turned over three times on. Hol- all ‘Warner songwriters ‘working on: recorded music. do not apply to 
lywood- boulevard.’ the Coast. . This: includes all.com- ‘these programs and. that unless 
Mischa Russell, 24, violinist, was’ posers on. the First: National Jot. special permission or:license is is- 

most seriously hurt. He is in Hol- No date has been sét for Rapee’s sued they will battle to put a stop 
lywood hospital with four broken departure, He will be at the studio, to these canned ‘programs using 

vertebrae and a Jacerated ear. | however, on or before Jan. 15 when copyrighted material. 

Warners. resume production. ° : It {gs felt that some intelligent 
‘adjustment of the situation must 
be arrived at. 

_|Boyce Cullen, 28, trombonist, s5us- 

F riml’s Solo Credit 

Team With Red Star 

‘tained. fractured nose,- broken left 
arm and laceration of the hip. After 
hospital treatment he went to his 

home,.as ded Bernard Daley, 27, . Hollywood, Dec. 31. 

saxophonist, who suffered from a Rudolph Friml, composer of “The 

‘general: internal. shaking up and Vagabond King,” will be-solely cred-| award Pola and Eddie Brandt, 
bruises about the body. — ited for t is music on a separate cap- composers of score of Demarest & 
‘The. driver of the car which ran|tion. This is. required in: the deal Lohmuller's “Woof -Woof,” -have 

into the men admitted to the Hol-|between:Friml and -Paramount,| heen engaged by Pat Flaherty for 
which is reported to have netted the Fox Red Star Music Company. 

Exim1_$50,0 000... a he 4->--Their—first- -talker--will -be—Fox's:|-=: Interpolated music has ‘been faaed Beatrice Lillie. They will collab- 

orate with Arthur Wimpers and 
‘Ronald Jean. © — 

lywood police that he was at fault 
-and-“said=that;hisinsurance--com-~ 

‘for the picture by studio staff. com- 

‘Osborn’s Keith Dates 

pany would make. the adjustment.’ 

“Booked, following three weeks at. 

W-W in France 

Fox's, Brooklyn, Will Osborn’s or- 

a, Paris, Dec, 31, 

‘ Witmarks-Warner musjc - inter- 

chestra opened for Keith this week 
at the Fordham. 

ests plan: their own offices here. 
iB. Feldman, the London pub-. 

_Band comes into “the. Palace. 
Satur?-— 

ue “Phree picture. ‘boys. who felt they 
’ vere pushed out of. thé studios. to} 
make: room for New York music and | 

‘sereen.. writers, turned around to 
‘invade the field of the invaders, 
‘The boys are - Alfred ‘Hustwick, 
‘Aubrey Staufer and Bernard :Mc- 

..Conville, responsible for the musi- 
_ @al comedy, “Oh Susanna,”. opening. 
at the Mayan” this. week. 

London, ‘Dec. 20. . 

J: H. Wood, executive head of. = 
‘Francis-Day,, has refused to renew . 7 
his contract -with. Irving Berlin, .°. 
Inc, as foreign representative un- 
der new terms .proposed by ‘the 
‘American firm. Berlin’ has set: up 
two: sets: of. ‘business negotiations, 
one for the ordinary pop stuff anit 
another for thé ‘theme songs, . 0 
which . ia placed. a much: higher | 
valuation; 
Francis-Day. ‘takes - the position. 7 

‘that either it representa Berlin, Inc.,: 
.or it doesn't, and cannot see hand- .: - 
ling the. rights: to the pop catalog). a 
sans the theme songs, nor will it. - 
pay more for the theme songs, pre- oo 
ferring a planket agreement to cover . 
everything. Wood wrote: Saul 
Bofnstein that, with the expiration’ 
of 1929, the F-D agreement. with. - 
Berlin ends... 

It is not known ‘who “will become. 
representative for. Berlin over here. . 

—— 
Two Stations in Building 

. Radio station KECA. will move to. 
the ‘Packard building: Jan..1, where 

» dts'‘new owner, Earl C. Anthony can 
. keep a closer check: on its broad- 
| esting policy.. This will make. two 
ftations to be housed in the same 

uillding, .The other ‘station KFI, 
' @ super, also owned by the automo-. 
hile agent. _ 

. out originally: when approached on. 
Newest © _ wrinkle around. New a deals are now backing. down on 

York -is having children sell the demands - and anxious’ to. close 
sheet, neured that tough cops | ‘something ‘quickly ‘ : 

_| won't manhandle kids | where - in. .. 
some instances the adult racketeers: anniogr ta to picture ‘souress,. the 
have t 

Ute et eee et every: some Kind haa now gotten to, the: 
voosle Te ate at Ana Scie mon Music at the- present time, insiders’ test between ‘the indie publishers, 
Prosecution is such a complicated refuting reports of additional cuts.|Of those. in the business and still 
red’ tape. procedure. no concerte ted The outstanding songwriters are amounting to something, there are. 

action has been taken. - petting: royalties of ‘6c., while the few from reports that would not - 
‘Reports from all over’ the coun- picture producers receive 2c. a copy entertain a. deal. One of ‘these is 

ty that the racket is: bet idel on an average, these prevailing |G, Schirmer & Co., largest  pub- 
init t ra ne kre widely figures. at the present time pro-|}ishers ‘of classical: music, which’ 
mitated may call for action even- hibiting ‘further. : slashes, {tis |.Warner Bros. has been trying. to |tually,. Outside.New York Pe and claimed. + hook up with for some time with- 
spot themselves before theatres and The independent publishers; while | out: regults. . 

solicit exiting patrons. {outwardly showing no displeasure! Although the outstanding - pub-: 
with the ‘cuts instituted by ‘some lishers . in- the business ‘are either: 

-|of the companies with picture con- controlled or affiliated with leading 
tracts, are nevertheless - ‘fearsome | picture. producers, there is a rep-:"... 

‘| that the film companies eventually, resentative number throughout the 
through . virtual . ‘control of the country ‘that have not entered into. 
music business, will- go further by | deals outside | of ‘for ‘individual 
forcing reduction in overhead, cur- talkers. - ; 
tafling writers and reducing royal- : . 
ties. 

With ‘the majority of the hit. m S iN WN 
numbers. now from pictures and WOOD 0 T BERL 
the demand highest for music that 
has. the benefit of the talker bally- JAM OVER THEME SONGS. ; 
hoo, &oupled with the gobbling up |. OS oe _ 
of leading publishing houses : by 
producer- distributors, the indies |- 
are even beginning to.. lament . the 
‘approaching day -which in their 
opinion will: mean virtual monopoly 
and. control of, the. fiefd. . : 

+ Ken. ‘Maynard is the latest to go 
aisle He.-will make 12 for Colum- 
bia, cowboy numbers: with fiddle 
‘nd ‘harmonica. | 

A picture supervisor approached 
‘two song. writers with an. order for, 
a set of numbers to be written for 
his next picture. He said: “I don’t 

- Want the steredtyped popular tunes, 
write them like a Sullivan and Con- 

: Aldine operette seis 

Splitting Profits 
.. An agreement between Famous 
* and De- Sylva, Brown & Henderson 

entitles the former publishing com- 
pany to 60%. of the rights to all). 

‘,Numbers written by L: Wolfe Gil- 
.bert and Abel Baer, at Paramount 
‘studios. It is: not decided which 

. firm will publish the numbers, but 
: it looks ike an alternating proposl- 
tion. <A similar déal now exists 
“with Robbins and Crawford com- 
‘bine whereby all numbers furnished 
by Turk and Ahblert will be pub- 
Nshed by Robbins, but Crawford 

- gets 50% of" the profits. — 

aoe 

Universal Resumes Dicker: 
With Berlin’s for Deal 

Dropped six months ago when 
what looked like a better proposi-. 
‘tion presented itself, Universal has 
resumed - negotiations with ‘Berlin, 
Inc., loking to either a purchase or 
affiliation with its music publishing. 
business... — 
While the. deal has waxed ‘hot the 

past week, a U: official Tuesday was 
not .in.a position to. say whether: 
anything would-be closed shortly, - 
the terms imposed by Berlin’ holding 
up the deal, 

Six months ago when: U was 
ready ‘to close with Berlin, ‘another. | 
deal came. along and -negotlationa: . 
with Berlin died out. The feeling 
then was that Berlin's. terms: were 
unreasonable, ‘ 
U was then near to closing with 

Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., but got. 
nowhere on that, and started with © 
Sherman, Clay & Co., these nego-. 
tiations also petering. 

Berlin is reported anxious to get: 
{ ted in. with one of: the bigger film 
companies, but it is cleimed is de- | 
manding.too much-for what remains 
of its publishing business. Irving 
Derlin’s contention, it is said, is that 
‘his name alone ‘is worth a good deal , 
In.cash. 0. oe ey oe ee ee eg ee ey 

Pitzy Katz Recovering 
Benny Rutin, Henry Fink, Harry 

Green and Arthur Caesar are con- 
fronted. with a new:.competitor. in 
the person of Pitzy Katz, known in 
_the east. as the foremost lobby 
“comedian of his time, -Katz is here 
recovering from the late market 

.crash and wants. to, play around 
for awhile. He was introduced to 

the Hollywood gang at a dinner 
‘given him by -Wolfe-.Gilbert; who 
.Was vaude partner of: Katz before 
"the latter went. into the dress busi- 
‘mess.and cleaned: up... >, When asked 
“how-he made so much money on. 
dresses, Katz said he used the same 

* tricks employed. in ‘vaudeville ‘and 
found they. worked, - 

Listing Insults 
Though Jimmy Richardson fs not 

& song writer, but a press agent 
at Universal, he came forth with. 
& novel Christmas card. In it he: 
‘addressed everybody: asking them 
‘fo check .off the many offenses he 
might have made in their presence. 
List includes: Bringing one and 

drinking two, too: quick’ on. the 
| Make, ‘boisterous conduct,. insult- 
. «dng. hostess,..riding_ to..the--hounds. 

in the. drawing room, Spanking 
‘ hostess, spanking friend of hostess, 

Painfully sober, painfully drunk, |. 
falling asleep on the - lounge, 
Saying the naughty word, calling 
long distance, lying too closé on my 
&pproach shots, discussing books 
and poetry, insisting on going, in- 
sisting on staying, insisting you go 
too, taking one when I. left. 
The recipient is asked to check 

pposite any one of the infractions 
“and return to sender by mail. 

t 

Gas Tie-up 
Sam Serwer of Witmarks- has ef- 

fected an. exploitation tie-up with 
the Gas Utility Companies. _ , 
Latter firms will distribute thou- 

sands of 48-inch posters advertising - 
the. Witmark song,. ‘Singin’ in the 
Bathtub” and one of its own prod- 
ucts, gas water heater. 

Chi Arrangers’: Ass’n 
Chicago, Dec, 31. 

James Walsh,. arranger in the 
Shapiro Bernstein music office, is 
president of the revived. arrangers’ 
association here, 
‘Group will. operate as a branch 

of the New York arrangers’ guild. 

lisher, has the British rights, but 
the W-W outfit will organize on its 

own for France. 
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Panama Chatter. 
By Bea Drew 

Panama, Dec. 6. 

Big new show at the Metropole; 

26 in the cast. Girls. all young. 

Good looking, dancing better than 
the average, Sammy Clark of Don- 
na Darling and. Sammy Clark is 

m. ¢. 

the Balboa station. His name is 
Long and he's from Mississippi. 
Marian Lewis,.also of the Metropole 
cabaret, wag married Thanksgiving: 
Has retired from the business... 

Kelly's Ritz: was fined’ $190 for not: 
obtaining visas for the last bunch 
‘of new entertainers. John Stoffel, 
Mer. of Kelly’s Ritz and husband of. 
Mary Lee Kelly, was reminded he 
must supply a health certificate for 

The law. govern-.|. 
ing public. entertainers requires the’ 
each entertainer... 

deposit of a stipulated sum with the 
government to provide home trans-. 
portation for all ‘cabaret entertain-. 
ers on the expiration of. their con- 
tract.- 

Mrs, Mae ‘Allen, sister-in-law, of 
Happy Draughan, manager of Hotel. 

. Metropole, was stabbed by.a: colored 
Jamaican Jaundress. when.she tried 
to act as peacemaker. 
in behalf of lier brother-in-law,. the 
colored woman turned. on her and, 
using a knife, cut her on the scalp 
and forehead. Wounds are. not 
serious. Mrs. Allen’ was issued’ a 
warrant for the-arrest of her as- 
‘gallant. 

Helen Wilson from Los Angeles, 

~ CLIFF WINEHILL 
Master ‘of: Ceremonies | 

“THE PEANUT MAN” 
At Coffee. ‘Clits : 

41th Bt. and ith Ave., New York : 

ee el 

LEADING NG ORCHESTRAS DIRECTORY 
“CIRVING ARONSON 
“and HIS. COMMANDERS 

"Now eatared with — 
IRENE BORDONI in “PARIS” 

VICTOR RECORDS .. 
EXCLUSIVELY _ 

, FROM DETROIT : 

DEAN GOLDKETTE||* 
Orchestras — 

“VICTOR RECORDS 
Office: 812 Book Tower 

DETROIT. — 

a “His ORCHESTRA 
. Victor Records 

laying Baker hotel 
Dallas, Tex. — 

Meche Mnnagement 
Orchestra Corp. 6f America 
1650 Broadway, New York 

| VINCENT LOPEZ | 
~~ and His ORCHESTRA 

PELHAM - H EATH INN 
ham.’ 

Ccuptne at the 

ST. REGIS HOTEL 
‘New York. City - 

AND HIS MUSIC 

ROOSEVELT HOTEL: 
“HOLLYWCOD, CALIF. 

With SID GRAUMAN 
VICTOR RECORDS: 

B.A. ROLFE | 
va . Radio’ 's Premier. Conductor 

‘Lucky Strike Dance Orchestra 

~--Palais D'Or: Restaurant Orchestra. |... 
Bdlson: ‘Ace Recording Orchestra” 

“ARTHUR WARREN” 
AND HIS : 

Park Central Hotel Orchestra 
Broadcasting. OTe 

PARK. CENTRAL HOTEL 

MA Voriats, Rael Seis . CS) ao 

1482 Broaiivay, New York, Sulte 711 

‘There ‘about ‘six months, ‘and. a cab- 

Vivian Love, featured dancer,. 
married a Navy radio operator from 

Intervening 

|| (OWEN FALLON | 

| GEORGE OLSEN 

_ Formetly the. Missourians, World’s Great- 

MUSIC—NIGHT CLUBS—RADIO 

OneNit Cabarets 

‘Chicago, Dec. 81. 
One night -cabarets sprang. 

“up all over New Year's eve, 
‘then closed the next day. 
About a dozen or more such 
places were a boon. to per- : 

- formers for ‘the evening, but a 
‘kick in the purse to" revelers. 
Tap was high in all places, 

- Indications are that 19380 will | 
be welcomed with extreme lib-| : 
erality, officially and otherwise, 

| BENSON UPON CHARGES | 
BY MUSICIANS’ UNION 

Lo Chicago, ‘Dee. $1, 
Edgar Benson, six years ago 

Chicago's largest: and most opulent 
music, booker, this week’ faces trial 
before the musicians’. union board. 
Randolph. street is expecting’ ‘Ben- 

son to close his ‘office, no longer a 
luxurious . ‘Suite, ‘some time this 
‘month. po 
Benson is reported unable to ob- 
taih ‘bookings ‘for. orchestras -on: his: 
list. He owes, according to the. 
musicians’ ‘union,’ about $7,000 for 
jobs. taken through his” ‘agency. 
: Benson's: business has. been - very 
meager for. several .months.. He 

Gretchen “Wood. of the Denver has ‘been attempting ‘to rebuild his 
‘Stock Co. is on a- visit, to Panama. . | former heavy college and party 

jtrade.. . 
‘Emmy. ‘Thompson “of Panama is. 

one of the coming opera stars... She 
will have the lead in the next pro-|. 
duction of ‘the National School of 
Opera. 

aret entertainer, was married. for. 
the second time to Kenneth Bush- 
ley, naval radio operator from the: 
iBalboa Station. They. had married 
in: Panama last June,. but doubted |} 
that the Panamanian marriage | 
would be’ recognized in the United 
States, -So they were ‘married again 
by a magistrate in Balboa. ‘Canal 
Zone, 

. \Nize Lady - 
‘Mrs. Rose Alba. Arteaga de: ‘Fer- 

relra, manager: of Over the Top | 
Cabaret, Colon, ' wasr arrested, 
charged with, having. struck . Rose 
Orozco, entertainer, with the heel of}. 
her shoe, leaving a permanent. scar. 
The case will go ‘to. the Second Cir- 
cult Court. 

Bill. Gray’s. eabaret. ‘in Colon. is 
now in-full swing... . Billy Peddrick 
will manage the review end, Frank }j. 
Harris, late of Kelly's Ritz, will as- 
Sist. | Victoria’ Wolfe was m. c. at 
this cabaret for three years, but Vic 
was..too full of temperament or 
temper. She: ‘loved to enliven things 
‘with a refined hair-pulling match, 
‘Her: knock down and drag ‘em: out 
act will: be missed. She is ‘now doing 
her stuff with: ‘the: Dunbar Schywer 
Circus. - ; : 

Foreign Compose’ S$ dea 

. Parla, Dec. 20. 

What would sound. phoney in any 
other capital but Maurice Cheva- 

L.A. te Hollywood 
‘Hollywood, Dee. 31. 

The Los. Angeles offices of M. 
Witmark and..George and Arthur 

|| Piantadosi . music | publishing .com- 
panies will’ move to the Warner 

|théatre building, Hollywood, . -tomor- 
row. “Both offices: are now located 

jin. the Majestic ‘theatre building. 7 

‘frane suit by Gustave Charpentier, 
‘composer. of “Louise,” the opera, 
against the pubjishers: of : “Louise,” | 
the theme song of Chevalier’s “In- 
nocents of Paris.”. Charpentier also. 
complains . against a broadcasting 

station to the extent of 10,000 francs, 
averring that- excerpts . from his 
opera were announced,. ‘but the jazz 
fox-trot performed instead. 
.“Louise” -has been done at the 

| Opera Comique - here off ‘and . on 
= | early, this fall by Grace Moore, the 

| American prima, as one of her fare-. 
‘tf wells, and. it was quite a gag at the. 

‘time to confuse the titles: by hum: 
ming the pop song. | 
Charpentier heatedly takes tire 

| position ahat the title-has been as. 
‘sociated with his opera, and it’s: a 
titular. violation | primarily. to adapt 
it for a pop ‘song. Otherwise. no 

/ musical. plagiarism: or similarity is 

charged. 

CAFE: " REVUE'S ‘STAGE WEEK 
Los Angeles, Dec. 31.- 

- Girl revue from. the. Pom. Pom, 
night club, goes into the Fox Boule- |: 
vard Jan. 2 for one week, replacing 
the regular house show. 
Film theatre's chorus take the 

week off, 

Disk Reviews 
By Bob Landry 

“THE BRICK TOPs] 
(PARISIAN RED HEADS) . 

| America’s Greatest Girl Band) . 
Permanent Address 

28 West North Bt, Indianapolis, “ 

PHIL FABELLO™ 
- and His. 

ORCHESTRA 
The Different Ensemble: 

COLISEUM "THEATRE 
New York City 

And. His CALIFORNIANS 
Now, Playing ‘Second Year 

WILSON’S BALLROOM 
(Formerly Cinderella Roof) 

LOS ANGELES 

| MAL HALLETT | 
, Now Playing 

New method of. obtaining per- 
cussion from the’ ‘bass: violin by 
plunking .the -strings . and ' letting. 
them. snap seems a source of trouble 

. -lon dises, . Only’a studio could prove 

Cocoanut Grove 

Ambassador: Hotel, Los Angeles. 
‘ 

evidence that this héavy pizzicato. 
throws - records . offsgroove «after 
they've been played a few times, 
jelving ‘the .diso a grinding lapse 
{jon spoiling t eventually. 

'. Gharles W.-Hanip. -- 
(Okeh 41343) “Pretty Tittle: You" 

is a lovely erdon backed by “A Year 
From Today," one of those laments 
that sentimentalize over impending 
divorces. 

Welcome Lewis 

IL TOCKWOOD LEWIS 
_AND HIS PLANTATION CLUB 

ORCHESTRA 

est Colored Band, Now at the Plantation 
Clab, 80 West. 126th St., New York City 

; this artist, or for that matter, Helen 
|| Morgan and many -others, “come- 
dienne” when singing everything 
but comedy songs, is one of those 

_| classification mysteries that include 
|the labeling of any picture number 
as a “‘talkie hit.” 
"Love Made a Gypsy ‘Out of Me” 

i ANSO N WEEK WEEKS] | 

HOTEL MARK HOPKINS. 
— San_Eranelaca 2.2. 

: “COLUMBIA RECORDS 
.|.Me"..make..a.nice combin.ition. for. |. 
“Miss Lewis’ pleasant voice. . 

, . Sid Garry —§. 
a ‘ (Pathe 32502) bout the busiest 
we ATT) UEP? PIOPEOR A A BT) | recorder in a studio that specializes 

iP AUL’ WHITEMAN| on vocals, Sid Garry has a robust, 

— And. His Greater Orchestra 
Now Making | 

. “KING OF JAZZ" 

for Universal 
Personas Rep.: JAS. F. GILLESPIE: 

of the music box very melodiously 
in “Sweeter. Than Sweet” and “Lady 

| Luck. ” 
Emmett Miller 

(Okeh 41342) “Sweet Mamma’ 
and “Ghost of the St.:Louls Blues” 

-, (Continued on page 63). 

|| @vEaP. 

_ {whistler -and’ Hfs Dog.” 

| WIZ. - 

| plete program ‘from. WABC. “Armour 
. | program WJZ had_ high ‘ spots; 

lier's home grounds: is, the: 50,000 | 

other periods. 

‘stuff on WNYC, 

-}it scientifically’ but’ there’s some | 

(Victor 22234) Just why they call [ 

and “Look What You've Done to |: 

rounded baritone that comes “out |* 

_Wednesday, January 1, 1930 

The Air Line 
By Mark Vance 

\ 

Cavaliers continue standout - of 

Cities Service| Concert ~ period} 

> Muriel | Pollack: doing 

somé aplendid piano > playing. for 
Broadway ‘Lights: (WEAF). .Bob 
Sherwood with his circus band and 
white top reminiscences. adds hur-. 
rah :to Yuletide holidays ‘from WJZ. 
Pleasing’ . ‘mixed’. music from . The 

Choristers. (WIZ). 

tion by Met stars. | 
is now set as a. radio standout 

Lauri-Volpl, tenor; Marion: Telva, 
contralto, and Elizabeth, Rethberg, 

serves a lot of: credit.. ‘National 

fore.” 

itive, . - | 
-Schradertown - Bana ata: -yeombn| 

work on WEAF. Pryor's musicians 

stuck in .Pryor’s old standby, 
: Negro, 

‘quartette in “Sunday.: Morning 
Band” displayed some close har-. 
mony during: Planters Pickers 
C(WBHAF). Stringed trio from WOR 
diversified . popular program. .Kin- 
ney orchestra, «direction: Murray 
Kellner, WOR, | . 

Soine : Cowboy 

their numbers. 

half-hour on WABC ‘under caption, 
“Around. the Samovar,” 

tive music.” 
‘((WABC). improving and. ‘bound to 
become a worthwhile: “regular. A 

J essica -Dragonette’s beautiful 

voice featured “Babes. in Toyland” 

_Ensemble heard to: advan- 

tage. ' Natural - Bridge © romances 
(WJZ) seemed .sillah;.:touched on| 
Aaron. Burr's yen for ‘Mme.: J umel. 
Armstrong: -Quakers . (WIZ) - Eood | 
program; ‘Lois. Bennett's © voice 
‘sounded ‘better ° than usual. .-Victor, 
Herbert music ‘sounded: oke-. from 

_|Bvetsharp perlod (WABC):. 

chestra., -. 

Could: stand: more careful routins 
ing ‘during’ air period, 

numbers. 

New: Detroit Station 

. ao | on ‘Andy. Sannélla and his versatile 
{musical ability. Philip James was 

Rudy Osborne. 

Will: Osborne. a la Vallee: in: ‘com- 

Koestner’s. music ‘worth - tuning in. ‘pleasing. classics, 
Slumber Music WJZ has become a 
tandard. Soothing after deluge of | chestral numbers. 

hot stuff and tiresome talks. suring on (Continued on page 59) 

“vincent Lopez and ‘St. Regis or-. 
chestra (WEAF) | making ‘a deter- 
mined. effort to: lift ‘program from. 
humdrum routiné. ° Effort cormmiehd- 
able. WMCA had its high: spot. with: 
returns. from. Madison. ‘Square Gar- 
den: fights. - Entirely too: ‘much: dry 

‘Some agreeable 
topical : numbers. from. Hoy-ard 
Fashion . Plates. (WABC). The} 
Grenadiers (WMCA) ‘barbershopped 
their ‘chords on songs that came 
over ‘nicely. | 

; ‘Bre en-Tully. time (WABC) con-. 
womens” splendid period this 
station -musically. Wede Meyer's]. 
orchestra came over effectively from: 
Washington on WABC. M-G-M 
Movie Club on WPAP had a talic on. 
the churches in Hollywood the- film. 
stars attend. 

Musical Conductor 
and 

Presentation Director 

Auckland, ‘New Zealand. 
PITT. ORCHESTRA OF 30 © 

_ STAGE BAND OF 20: - Voices 
‘Lenz: Sisters and Louise (WOR) | 

in an ‘acceptable 15 minutes of 
songs. ‘Welcome ‘Lewis on WJZ. 
sang some oldtimers but her voice 
sounds best on: the. blues., Checker 
Cabbies (WOR) modérn mixture of-|. 
pop numbers. Johnny Buss has the 
tenor assignment. Chick Sale proved’ 

‘|corking running mate for . Rudy} 
Vallee and his Fleischmann Hour 
(WEAF). Vallee is singing blues 
now and then, doing. very well. 

James 3 Melton gives invaluable vo- 
cal aid to. the Seibeling ‘Singers 
(WEAF). Quartet one of the best 
on: the air,. “The Killer”. by WOR 
Repertory . came over tamely. Jack 
Frost (WEAF) music. Pleasing. 

- Spoken. Opera’ 
“Alda” in combined ‘concert and. 

dramatic form during. Victor. hour 
unquestionably outclassed - some. of}. 
the operas ‘done by the. National |. 
Light Opera Co. Grand opera. has 
long been coming ‘across. in one 
form or. another, but ‘it remained 
for ‘Victor ‘to attempt the spoken 
‘lines with the singing interpreta- 

TAVE RN 
A CHOP HOUSE . 

OF EXCEPTIONAL MERIT 
186-8 WEST 48TH STREET: 
| To East ef: Broadway —— 

R-K-0 COAST RADIO STOPPED 
i Los Angeles,’ Dec. 31. 

R-K-O. has discontinued broad- 
casting half of its Tuesday program: 
‘over N, B. C. from I. A. . 

In the future the entire program 
-will originate in New York, 

99 
“Lopez speaking! 

. The magic phrase. that ‘has 
‘bean -identifled with radio 
‘almost since . its inception. 
Regularly it can be heard 

! eters sre the rand aver 
ce cages pepe es ee eee tee apa pyinqipe gates etenes,| fee. eLotel - ys) and 0 
“Charles Dornberger returns for| mq nd : 

third season at:the Arlington hotel, 
Hot Springs, Ark, 

eulshed programs.- 
you hear “Lopez. Speaking" 
you are almost certain as wel 
of hearing. the three song~ 
dance sensations: 

“Singin’ in the Rain” 
“How Am I to Know?”. 
“Just You, Just Me” 

Jordan S. Murphy’ is. sole owner |. 
of the Browne Music Co. of Water- 
loo, N. ¥. - 

- Alex Keese, formerly ut the Pub- 

‘lix- Metropolitan, Poston, has been| & 
shifted to the job of pit boss at , 
.the Palace, Dallas. 

- Means that e. 0.” 

along similar presentment. Giacomo |. 

soprano, sang tlie. leads excellently, 
Nathaniel Shilkret’s orchestra. de-:..° 

Light. Opera Co.: followed. ‘with the - 
Gilbert and Sullivan opera, “Pinas 

“Alda”: was" far. more attrace.- . 

‘Lone Star Rangéra. and the Lone. 
(John White) are 

‘different if nothing” else (WOR),. . 
Dave. Mendoza brought out: another , 
_pleasing: musical program with his. - 
Maxwell House orchestra on WIZ, : 
His singers’ show...preparation “in.” 

Some pretty- classy’. . 
‘Russian .music dished .out in. the..: 

 Biljou's.. 
; ‘palalaika orchestra knows its na- . 

Manhattan. Moods . 

good mixture, of. voices and or-.: , 
Jimmy Carr's on WPAP. °° 

‘band: from. Hollywood : restaurant,.'.. 

Will Oaks - 
land on same station for customary, : 

Smith Bros.;(WJZ). depend ‘a tot. 

guest conductor of Little Sym-"': 
-phony orchestra (WOR) for some.:"... 

Atwater Kent’ © 
period (WJZ) impressed: with or-.” 

Detroit's new. . 

| TED. HENKEL | 

CIVIC THEATRE | 
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‘CIRCUS WOMAN FIGHTS 
EXPULSION AS PAUPER 

Bridgeport, Conn. «» Dee. 31, 

Mrs, William: Champness, former 

a headpiece: designer: tor: the Ring- 

ae 

Ying: circus,. and. her’ husband. and. 
‘pix, children : face.. deportation to 
Canada as paupers. -Local. ‘charity. 

‘authorities:..have been. supporting 
* the. family since last ‘September and 
“Olty Court: Justice Merritt says that 
he sees no: reason why ‘ the. city 
should . continue to look after: the. 

family... sO 

Mrs.’ ‘Champhess ‘claims. ‘that. she 
_ did not: -agk aid; that it was: only-at 
‘the “insistence: of ‘ welfare . workers 

. that she: ‘accepted. Kelp, and has re- |.. 
“Champness was]. 

- forenian ‘of the’ ‘costume ‘department | 7 
~ tained*: counsel.’ 

of the ‘Rinelhig’ ‘show when it for-. 
merly: wintered “here. 
termed. the family ° as” “alien pau: 

- pers." Wes 
Peete pie to 

Floto in: Chi: Stadium 
Apr: ‘Ms: After Coliseum | 

“Chicago, Dee. 31, 
“ihe ‘Selis- -Floto -date at the ‘Chi 

_- Stadium is April 14-27, The buiid-.| 
ing Is’ Heng rented by Ringling “or 
‘the occasio 

; rent payable'n ightly.. 

«|. This date follows the Coliseum 
showing of: the same -trick,,. which 

-- will. start the latter | ‘part of. March. 
Na Stadium help will be used dur- 

: fing the 13 days, all coming. from the 
selrens office. ea, 

- 

- F lorida Spring Fair Date! 
~ ‘|Sam‘Dock, mer.:: Fairgrounds, Pe-' 

tersburg; Vass 3 
Linden st., Reading, Pa. 

Jacksonville, Fla., Dec.’ 31.: 
‘To get in on .the tourist trade, 

Jax has moved its Fall Festival 
‘over to the early spring... 

: City. fathers, who are. backing. the 
7 thing, figure they can: keep out of 
th etti der way before | 
ered by getting. under way ‘Christy, owner} “Houston, Tex. (Box 

1105). 
*-the mob starts-north..:'This season 
“they have: engaged — the Roya 

.. American’ Shows. (carnival) for. the 
midway. 

2d “Goliath” Dies 
: .. “Saraseta, Fla, Dec. 31. 
‘agoliath” No,.2; Ringling’s.-3-ton. 

. beast dray;. died" hére’ last. week. 

“yi The - secofid: ‘South - Sea monster 
She show has lost’ in ‘four . months. 
Unlikely another .one. will be used 
in 1930, which. will leave the Ring- 
Ine show with a special built car. 
and several tons of special paper. 

Own. Tentmakers 
" Sarasota, Bla. Dee. 31. 

“Rineline - ‘winter-quarters ‘is in- 
=stallfog two’ more tent making 
‘machines, 

This with an addition of three 
. Inen will make it -possible to pro- 
duce all tents for.all circuses with- 
out depending on. outside companies. 

CARNIVAT, ‘Wan SLAIN. 
Rochester, °N. ¥., Dee. 31, 

. Frank .Haggerty: . of. Rochester, 
with Rubin: & Cherry .Shows, Btab- 

bed to death. Dee: 723 by negro in 
- Jacksonville,.; , Fla, ‘relatives... were 
“notified. eee! 

He hed been. connééted with out- 
* door showy. business: for many years. pe 

Walter’Naiais: Proposal 
“s Chicago, . -Dec. 81: 

Walter: L.. “Main: is reported: get- 
_ ting undeér. Way ‘with a ‘show bear- 
ing his name. .. 

Spent three ‘days’ in ‘Chi. where he 

as |" 
Court | Has readying. & new 15-car’ wild west show « that~ will: play “the, smaller, 

spots in 1930. o 
Original 101 will go ‘out as usual.: 

- {Both circuses. will have picture stars 

‘jas the’ draws.: ; 
R. M. ‘Harvey will do® the routing 

. for both shows. a 

“with the: pro. Tata] 

‘Bm. Jac 

|yames Dutton, 
Fla. - 

‘mer.: 

| trow; mer.: 

¢ 

a  @UTDOORS—SPORTS- 

“Sparks Looking Round 
Chicago, Dee. a1. 

Charles Sparks" latest attempt: to. 
buy the Andrew Downie trick was 
made. by Sparks . sending an ap- 
praiser over -to check -Downie’s 

set a. figure of. 
$25,000, with Downie ‘asking. $50,000: 
for the. year-old trucks and other. 

trained . off.: to 
Bhehemen,' Texas, to: look. over the 

stuff,’ Appraiser: 

holdings. . Sparks 

Cole Bros. outfit, 

if he will be on. the road in: the 
spring with: some sort of circus.’ 
King-has the équipment—or what is 
left of it—and the desire of both. 
men is, ‘to keep. ‘in the game, 

- Smaller 101 
"Ponea’ City,: Okia.,; Dee. 31.. 

Zack, ‘Miller, ” ‘of the- 101 Ranch. is: 

Circuses? Winter "Quarters 
‘Reprinted thorn, “The White Tops,” 

organ ‘of the Circus Fans Ass’n.:— 
Bardon ‘&. Doss Circus, - wm, B -B. 

‘Doss, mer.:' Waltz; Mich.. 
‘Barnes Al G., Circus,. John’ Ring- 

ling, owner; Box 476, Baldwin Park, 
Calif. . 

“Barnett Bros.’ Motorized Circus, 
R. W.. -Rogers & ‘W.., Hamilton, 
mers.; 
st.,. Room - 1004, New. York, N. Y. 

Mai address, 236. W. “44th 

‘Brigon’ ‘Bros’ ‘Motorized Circus, 

-officée. address, 446 

-Brown and Lyn Motorized Circus, 
Bill Brown, megr.; Port. Byron, N. Y. 
Camel Bros.’ Circus, James Wood, 

G. Ww. 
mer.? Anderson, Ind. 

Christy. Bros.’ Circus,” 

Cole. Bros’ Circus, Floyd, King, 
mer.; Brenham, Tex. 

Cole: &- Rogers Circus, Minneap-. 
olis, Minn., E. H. Jones, mgr.; State. 

; Fairer ounds, Little Rock. Ark. 
Cook Bros.’’ Circus,. KR, L. Atter-' 

bury, mer; -Dakota City, ‘Neb. 
Darling Dog & Pony Show, ‘Fred 

D. Darling, mgr.; 614°B st., Grand 
| Rapids, Mich. 

Dorsey Bros.’ Motorized Circus, 
Gea. P. Dorsey, mer.: Room 705, 64 

iblvd., Chicago, Il. 
Dow Bros.’ Motorized Circus, 

Andrew : Downie, owner: Havre de |" 
Grace, Md.. 

Drake Bros.” ’ Circus; . - South 
Charleston, W. Va., ‘ mail address, 
Davidson bldg., Charleston; W.. Va. 
-Dutton Circus’. Atttactions,: Mrs. 

owner; . Sarasota, 

- Haag Mighty Shows, Ernest Haag, 
Marianna, Fla. 

Hagenbeck- Wallace Circus, J ohn 
‘Ringling,‘owner; Peru, Ind. 

‘Henry Bros, Circus, Berkeley, 
Calif. 

Honest. Bill & Moon -Bros.’ Circus, 
Wm: Newton, mer.; 114 B. 18th st., 
Ada, QOkla.- 
Hunt’s Moterizea Circus, Chas. T. 

Hunt, mer.; Pikesville, Md. 
-Ketrow Bros.’ Circus, William Ke- 

‘Chester, Va., (R. R. 1). 
Lamont Bros’ Show; Salem, tlh 
Lewis & Zimmerman Quality’ Cir- 

cus, Lewis & Zimmerman, mers.;. 
Mail address, 803. Reynolds | bidg., 
Jackson, Mich. 

Miller. Bros.’-101 Ranch Wild West 
| Show, Zack Miller, mer.; Marland, 

kla. 
oontana Meechy Wila West, 

_|Montana Meechy? megr.; Cambridge 
City, Ind. 

Nelson's: Wilda West & Dog, & 
Pony Show; “Wichita, Kan. (Sta. "A). 

O'Neill : Bros.’ Show, James B. 
|.O'NeiN, mer.: ‘ Carlyle,’ In. 

Olinger _ Bros.’ ‘Circus, 
Bros. “Props.; +3 “Ford. ‘City, Pa. (Box : informed ‘bankers he was anxious to | §4¢), 

"tale “te: ‘title off ‘the’ shelf and had 
sufficient ° ‘money.on hand. to winter 

' show, -but -neéded: : capital. after ‘the 
trick opened in the, spring. Left here 
with the ‘bankers promising ° an an- 
swer within two. weeks. 

“Woman: Runs Jones Car. of 
2 - . Chicago, Dec. 31. 
Mrs, ‘Harry..McKay. . will have 

‘charge of the privilege car on the |. 
Johnny J. Jones carnival. ; 
Salary $100 per week and 10% of 

_ the gross. ‘Husband. will also be’ 
=~connected=with- the“ concession.” es 

. [8ee mer.; 2921 French st., Erfe, Pa, 
p 

“ 

. Chicago Stadium i is figuring strong 
7 ‘on convention biz. 

International | in June along with. 12 
other dates set, which it. is hoped 

will pull the huge building a little 
from the red toward the: black. 

Al Clarkson. will have a brigade 
mae the Rubin & Cherry Shows in 

‘|. Robinson, . 

Has the Rotary | 

‘Oliver Bros.” Circus, Harry Oliver, 
mer; Knoxville, Tenn. (Central Ho- 
tel). 

Orton Bros’ Circus, Miles Orton, 
mer.; Fairgrounds, St: Joseph, Mo. 

Ringling. Bros.’. and Barnum & 
Bailey Combined Shows, John Ring- 
ling, owner; Sarasota, ‘Fla. 

Robbins Bros.’ Circus, Fred Bu-. 

John 
chanan, mer.; Granger, Ia. 

John, Circus, 
Ringling, owner; Peru, Ind. . 
- Seils-Sterling ‘Circus, Wm. Linde- 
man, mer.; Plano, IH. — 

Sells-Floto = Circus, John: Ringling, 
owner; Peru, Ind. 

~<Snyder's~Circus,- ~Baward-E- ‘Sny="lWwas one of the best here this ‘winter. 
Some 17,211 attended, but the’ an= arks Circus, John Ringling, 

owner; .Central City Park, Macon, 
a. - 

' Schell Bros.’ Circus, George E. 
Engesser, mgr.; Hynes, Calif. 
Vanderburg Bros,’ ‘Shows, Frank 

BE. Hall, mer.; 813 Queen st., White- 
water, Wis. 

Wheeler's New Model Shows, Al 
F. Wheeler, mgr,; Albeniarle, N. C.; 
winter offices, Cranford, Pa. 
Whitmarsh Bros.’ Circus, Orvil E. 

Whitmarsh, megr.; Archer, Mont, 

| GRIFFITHS ON.POINTS, 
| RISKO MAKES IT CLOSE| 

rover, 

‘| Heve .. its: 

| Chicago. negro | light - heavy weight, 

‘managed to hear. the referees say 

‘chance to a clown. -from the -west.. 
Guy's name is Murphy and the. up-: 

7 Fewer indoor circuses ' are in 

known .as_ the, Beckman ‘and Gerty 

‘Olinger | . 

‘with Ringling-B. & B. show, has 

By JACK PULASKI 
“Two slugging .mugegs: fought it 

out at the Garden last week, the. 
winner supposedly going up against 
Jack Sharkey at the new  50,000-- 
seat stadium in Miami next: ‘month. 
Tufty’ Griffiths won. from Johnny 

: Risko, . but the Florida matchmaker 
. still © has’ his problem, 

The latest move ‘on sparks" part. 
with Floyd King: makes’ ‘jt look as. 

Griffiths 

‘was. a two to. one favor ite, but 
didn't. look: that way at the ‘tinfsh. . 

“Onily Moxie Schmelling is credited 
‘with, ‘bowling. over Risko,. | alleged 
rubber’. man, “paker, --butcher,’ 

“Griffiths 

stood | still long enough to permit 
Jas. ‘Braddock - to knock..him out 
with: @ right to. the chin not long. 
ago. Tuffy only weighed about 175 
pounds ‘then... He’s “now 192 and 
thinks. he can tap everybody on the 
chin; Maybe. he ‘can, although ‘It 
looks as if Sharkey could’ beat both 
Tuffy : and. Johnny inthe’ same ring: 

Griffiths threw. enough rights,’ but! 
‘Risko: refused: to go down. He: later 
took 'em and .liked“’em. ‘Other ‘than. 

_| that, Johnny - harried’ the middle-: 
‘western aspirant ‘and for a time it 
‘seemed as. if’ Johnny. ‘might COP. |. 

. | That was in ‘the. ninth: round. *Tnen, 

Griffiths. started. a campaign | thet 
more than evened things." ~ - 

. At that start the fans expected a 

knockdown. or kayo.:from. ‘the man- 

ner. in which the. sockers. were sock- 
ing... Big. attendance. -because both 
men, are tough, But there: (Was no 
semblance / of. ‘either © being” tilted 

Regardles 3, the mob stuck to 

something of & surprise in a trim: | 
ming from Paul Cavalier, also from 
Jersey. Paul outpointed Mays. once. 
before, .. but: ‘Harold -wouldn’t: be-- 

- Cavalier ‘Was: the best 
man all the way. 

punishment, but .was ‘much the 
faster in- counter fighting and aid 
most of the jJeading. 

Joe Sekyra came, a cropper: in ‘the 
first | '10-rounder. | Larry - Johnson, 

turned loosé:.a right -hand in the 
first ‘round and Sekyra just about; 

“ten.”, An. emergeficy. ibout gave: a 

stairs fans” insisted he reappear. * tor, 
laughs. 4 . 

JERSEY TURNS CHILL 

operation this . winter ‘around. the 
east and especially in and around 
New York. 

spot for the indoor shows, has also 
‘chilled on them this: season. 

Too many ‘carnivals in summer 

theatres - -spotting. the best ‘of circus 
acts in its vaude.shows with only 
the layoffs available for the indoor 
circuses. 

DROP WORTHAM NAME. 
: Chicago, Dec. 31. 

Cc. AL “Wortham Shows will be 

Shows: next year. This carny has 
been, operated by Beckman and. 
Gerty since. the. death of ‘Wortham, 
but. until this year the name was re- 
tained.’ 
” Dallas” ‘and’ Houston: Tex, fairs 
will -be. played, this year. with 35 
ears, . 

See Red at $63, 087. 
Chicago, Dec. 31... 

With a gross of $63,087 the Bud 
Taylor-Earl “Mastro - ‘bout at the 
Chi Stadium last week was another 
financial floppo. 

sufficiently recovered at the end. of 
the. efghth-round to pick himself oft 
the mat. Maestro got. $20,000 with 
a@ percentage which ate well into 
the gross. 

In point of attendance the fight 

or 
Something from: Clevelaiid (and he 

. also. battered Griffiths), 
came: éast with plenty. of rep, but [ 

and Gardner turn, | 
-west to work in’ pictures. 
been | wa iaves a film concerns. 

dale, © 

{15 years, last for. Universal. 

Had.to take some |. 

ment, ° 

‘| productions,. 

. ON INDOOR CIRCUSES| - 
|paperman and publicity agent, ‘dled 

New, Jersey, formerly . a ‘bonanza: 

has ‘taken off the-edge as well as |: 

.| classiest, 

Taylor dragged | * 
away $15,000 for his end when he | 

JACK GARDNER 

Jack. ‘Gardner, 53, veteran. actor, 

died: Dee: 

Glendale, Cal. * His condition. te- 

came serious. Just before the holi- 

days and he. was: “moved from. his. 

home to Windsor Hospital, 

he died: 

Mr. Gardner has appeared in every 

branch of show business--musical 
comedy as.a‘ straight man. and in| 
‘vaudeville with ‘different partners, 
and had played many ‘parts in ‘pic.’ 
tures in the last. nine years. + 
“Among former partners were Jean- 

ette. Lowery, Al Lioyd, Marie Hart- 

man and.Edna Teedom. . Following 
the - discontinuance of the ‘Leedom 

Gardner went. 

‘His 
“The 

and had/Played: many parts, ._ 
last engagement ‘was with 
Girl from. -“Woolworth’s Va for ‘Pirst 
National. 

“LYDIA YEAMANS ‘TITUS 

: Lydia Yeamans. Titus, 
Dec, 30 at Windsor: Hospital, Glen- 

‘Cal, - 

stroke two-years ago. 

ville, musical. comedy and -pictures 
| from eatly life, Miss Yeamans was: 
the. widow of Frederick Titus; actor.,. 
She had been in ‘pictures for about 

Mrs, Titus.was.crédited with hav-'|. 
ing popularized the old. song, “Sally 
in Our Alley.” 

Elks. 

Picture: ‘Fund. 

: MARIE. SEIDEWITZ 

actress, died suddenly’ in her apart- 
‘919 “North ° Charles - “stteet, 

Baltimore, Dec. 27. © 
. Mrs. Seidewltz -was a- daughter of 

the late Rohert..H. Bussey, :state’s 
attorney..for Baltimore county, and 
made - her. stage debut in- _Baltt- 
more ‘in. 1914 in “The Palace’ ‘of the 
“King.” . ” a , 

She had. elev appearéa 4ni yaude- 
ville and pictures,:as well-as legit | 

‘Her. husband .andtwo. 
children -by a tormer tarriage sur- 

. 1 
eae 4 Se 

JOHN D: LEFFINGWELL 
John D. Leffing well, véteran news- 

last week of pneumonia at his home, 
103 South Little’ Rock ‘avenue, At» 
lantic City. Mr.: Lefiingwell ' had]|’ 
been. in All health for. about: 10 

‘Obituary 

29- of. heart’. disease in: 

where. 

He had : 

‘Ggrdner | has a ‘brother, Horace, 
living in New ‘York. ° 

63, diea | 
‘soloist ‘with the Chicago. Sympltiony | ; 

following a. paralytic’ Orchestra, . fi: Milwaukee, « Dec,. 23, 

An Australian ‘by ‘birth put! ‘Hiving: 
and ‘appearing’ in’ “American vaude- |' 

‘She was an honor-, 
ary member of the Buffalo. lodge of, 

Funeral arrangements by Motion. survive. He ‘algo was. member. of ° 

VARIETY 

years, ‘His widow, 
-Angwell, survives.: 

Grace K. Lef- 

the New York’ Herald, Sun and 

of stage players, including Billie 
Burke,. Ethel: Barrymore and Otis 
Skinner, John Drew, William Col- 
lier, Frances Wilson and Margaret 
Iington. He also was formerly 

productions. 
“The body. was ‘brought. to New: 

York for. interment yesterday (Tues- © 
day). 

- CLYDE A. JACOBS. 
‘Clyde. A. Jacobs, 42,.foxmer vaude- 
villian, : died: récently, - : Jacobs :had | 
rétired ‘some time ago. ‘Little. is 
known of his vaudeville ' activity 
around the N, V, Ae OF in the Times 
Square agencies. . Dost, : 

oe NELLIE, HEALY © _— 
Nellie Healy, 73, in -yaudeville. | 

‘years ago, died. Dec. 25. at -4653'°: 
North -19th street, Philadelphia. . 
With her ‘husband she formed the. 

| act of John ‘and Nellie: Healy. | 
: _ Interment in ‘Philadelphia, 

‘Mrs. Norman. Hoffman, 63,. ‘former 

after thrée months’ iliness,."‘She- was 
the head. of the ‘plano department.” 

— 

late’ ‘Frank Bacon, - ‘serving ‘for the 
last. year and’ @ half as “doorman of. 
the Hollywood . (Calif.)” Playhouse, - 
died Dec; 27. 

‘Bacon is’ taking. care of the. funeral. — 

that -elty. His parents and brother 

Holder's orchestra, af. St. John... 5 

“Australia: yee 

EAMES A ABROAD, 
4," Ped," 32, 

“died at. 
Marseilles. ” uo ween 

died jn Paris, - 

destitute circumstances, 
‘Emmanuel : Singer, '.83, - “aoyen:. of: 

- | Austrian journalfats, ‘died dn Vienna, 
| One, tinie an editor of “Newes ieee ; 
er: Cageblatt, ma: 

- Si-Ngen, Chinese juiggler’ died. ‘of 
heart disease-on. the. stage while at | 

rand, France. ut 

‘Jeanne. Rolly, 70; French. ‘actiess, 
died at Cambo, neat Biarrite, . 

- ‘AIR LINE 7 
(Continued from page..58) 

station, *WGHP ‘(owned by George 
'| Harrison. Phelps),. opened; inaugural 
‘program hooked up via WABEC. 

_|Speech by Governor. Greene.. of 
Michigan. Best: entertaining ° fea- 
ture was program. by Gerald Marks’ 
band, with Stuart Hanna vocaliz= 
ing. | 

Roxy | Gang : 
The Roxy Gang on “WIZ - ‘swung. 
high and low with. a. New Year 
chéério via. Lew - White .and -the’ 
organ and the Roxy ensentiste. 
WOR appears. to be going in for 
more ‘sombre... and ‘subdted - ‘pro- 
grams. . Of these the. Dorian 
Stringed’ Quartette is:.about the 

A & FP -Gypsies, with 
splendid orchestral.. direction‘ by 
Harry. Horlick, strive for a change]. 

_-NOTES 
- West ‘side ‘property owner in Chi 

came out recently at a bank with 

$500. worth of shares in the old 
original Barnum. and Bafley: circus, 
"Used. it_for_ collateral. -Refused to. 

swer was red, just the same. 

“BI Keenan, former wardrobe man 

passed up the white tops, having 

salesman, 
4 

Eddy Brown will be manager. of 
the Rubin and Cherry Model shows 
in 1920. 

become a Long Island real estate ; 

sell when asked if he would name 4 
price, a 1 

Geo. Steele, for many years. legat 
adjuster with the American, Circus. 

Corp., is coming out with. a bvok 
titled “49 Years of Circus. " 

Office furniture of former ‘Amert- 

can Circus. Corp. in Chi is béing 
shipped to Peru. The Crilly Bldg. 

‘| with 

from . 1929. 
‘same bright, fdéa,. . . 

’ tor Herbert musfe; 

greater play each Week onthe afr. 

.| dera.:- 
.| terial. 

of pace. ‘Program blends arty stuft” 
‘topical: Ingram - Shavers 

(WJZ) revived -some of ‘the lead 
. hits of the year, 

Reviewing 1929 
. Ingram - Shayers played. some of 

the season’s standouts...’ So- ‘did the 
Empire Players. And along came 

Mr, Leffingyell was attached to . 

World. and had represented a score.. 

connected with Erlanger and Tyler . 

of the Milwaukee Anstitute’ ‘of Misic, a 

‘Henry Brewer, 12,8 ‘friend: ot-the | 

‘No relatives,: but. Mrs, 

‘John J. Cavanaugh, 27, . ‘at. John, 7 
N. B., film’ man,: dated. recently: . in: 

Se 

Juliia M. Collin, 65, sister of “Al--- 
: | bert ¥F,, Collin (Collin Music. House, Marie’ Busséy.~ Dufty “Seldewitz, ‘Melbourne); ated Nowad in n‘Victoria, 

-doneiih Noécele; ia Padova: per= ' ; 
-fo-mer, known, ‘ag* Libert, 

M. Darius,.58; .cate concert. singer, . 

Eugetie Tomory, 50, popular ‘Hun-. 
‘grrian author,-.died. in. ‘Budapest in: 

the Novelty. Palace, Clermont-Fer- 7 

the Edison period. (WIZ). with: ifts | 
Everybody” had ‘ the © 

: 43 

Orchestras’ can't’ ‘niles on the Vic- 
Getting ‘a 

Ken-Rad. Cabin . ‘Nights , missing 
from. regular WIS’ ‘broadeast,. and . 

Musie by: ; Rochester: : 
Civic ‘Orchestra.’ . 
ance via air Rochester can be proud. - 
of its mugsickers. A highlight was . 
Ruth Garner, featured soloiat. Her 
voite is flexible, pliant and” ‘rangy, . 

General Motors. Party. 

_ -General Motors Party WEAF was: 
an all-Russian” program. 

| Kouznetzoff was the vocal feature. 
Adia | 

Corking voice. Orchestra played 
some impressive .Russian numbers. 
Whittal Anglo-Persians program 
has a good orchestra. ably directed 

by. Louis Katgner. The. Troupers 
somehow don't clank on all ecyln- 

May be due to lack. of -ma- 
Have been on. WOR. long, 

enough to get hot. Robert Burns 
Panatella had. Guy Lombardo cem- 
ing over great from WABT. -Lom- 
bardo giving care to layout for this. 
period. WMCA should start the 
New Year with one resolucicn. Pep 
up its program and above all keep 
it from becoming too humdrum ana 
dry. ° An-awful lot of talxing ‘by 

diggings will be vacant after Jan. 1.] WMCA during 1929, | 

‘replacing was the Stromberg- Carl-. .- 
‘son period. . 

On its. perform- on 
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BIRMINGHAM, ALA, , 
By ROBERT H. BROWN 

; Hite—"“Her, Private: Affair”: 
_Alabama—-"Show of Bhewa: 

be used in the Avalon and Capitol, 
deluxe neighborhood spots on the 
south side, one: week each, 

ROCHESTER, ‘N. Y. 
By DON RECORD 

Lyceum—Daric 
RKO Palace—"Dance Hall"; vaude, Term “Magnafilm,” coined by 4, aude, CHICAGO Emil Stern, general operator for the ee ar omple— “Love "Comes Along” . Berand— “Pointed Hoel 

yk . eo . | Essaness circult of 27 houses, is -be- c Loew’ 2 Rochester — “Navy Blues" ; Bmp ire ne Ford, Pasa” 

Variety’s Chicago Office ing capitalized ‘by other chains.’ It|vaude, VO Galax aterriege Playground. 
_Lyric—S 

: ‘Evlaugen "rhe Golden Dog.” 
Pantages—Musioal comedy. 

" Gapito —Change, 

|describes . greater - vision enlarged 
images, obtained by a special} lens. WOODS THEATRE BUILDING-—-CENTRAL 0644-4401 Rese 

Ste Loe a ‘os a Fay’e—"'Song ot Kentucky.” 
Taft .B. Shreiber, MCA booker,. Nistoria-—D Dark. . Rialto—Change. 

. ran B) e a will thanage ‘the MCA Hollywood Wamily—Change.- 
office,; opening in January. - 

ed 

Theatre biz ‘took hard. rap “with 
combination of worst sleet storm in 

- Jack King musical comedy 0 
at Pantages last week.-: Fair mee 
ing with average. crowd, : Scale, lea 
30- 406, for evening. oe 

Belmont” 

Sistern and brethren, this: is the. 

season of the year when we peer. 

down into the box office _and see 

what we can see, if anything. You, 
Mr. Lloyd, with your marionettes. 
Will you admit that you used the’ 
American flag to grab the. only ap-- 
plause in the act? What do you 
do in a flagless country? 

And rise, Lillian Goodhue; you 
won't be able to squawk that you 
didn’t get a break, but those songs 
are no raves, Kent and Kyle, you'll 

mustier | gags than ever, and: some 
rank ones. - 

DeLong. Family, man and three 
girls, closed in handbalancing, and 
held tothe last.on appearance, 

“Four Feathers” (Fox), (news 
shots, and any number of awful: 
RKO exploitation trailers running. 
some nine minutes. Loop. 

oy Gomnmercial, Fox houge in. South 
cago, will be.shortly replaced b 

a: 8,000- seat theatre, ‘Pais wil give| history, resulting bad traffic condl- 
Fox the. only de luxe house in that -tions and i the holidays. All theatres | 
section, Fox took over. the present | hit. 

},500-seat house on & 20-year lease | “Dracula” . scheduled for Lyceum 
from ane Ascher ‘on te Dut my eek of J ‘18,:and Katherine Cor- | change @- papers . ‘On: roper week of Jan. = 

5 ven: @ property nell in. new: play, “The ‘Dishonored | to a ‘99-year lease. | 
“| Lady,” Jan. 20, 

- By ‘the acquisition ‘of three more |. 
houses, the Halkar. Theatre Corp. 

_[becomes a circuit. The company, 
headed by Sam Halper and Sam 
Karsaak, has taken over the Hal- 

‘Ritz screening southern: 
of “Hot.: ‘for _ Paris" 
night, . 

premte 
‘New a 

The: embaimed whale’ on, exhib 
tion here for a week lost dounn’ 
Rain,.snow and unfavorable location. 
on ‘railroad: tracks. Got a break 
with the dailies because a. professos. 
at a local college had been fireg 
from the faculty: becanse he sald the. 

"Harry Fink, formerly of. ‘Sherman 
Clay, succeeds Jack Diamond as 
manager of the Spier . & Coslow 
music office, : ok, 

. Real. battle on “between RKO Pal- 
ace and Loew’s Rochester, vaude 
houses,: with. Palace jumping to six 
acts on regular pill and Rochester ‘Ken Nelson, for two years with. 

ey oa Tnatorial, “Runyan and Gene ‘Austin, has joined the Joe stead and the Waverly, two south-| bringing in- biggest pictures “avail: whale - couldn't. | have. _ Swallowed ; le: 
Bell also take heed, The crossfire Morris music office. side houses, from Richard Israel for! able. - : Jonah... - 
has its discrepancies, and -De Prez |- er = — : a 
and Kellin muff their adagio op- Orpheum;. RKO, Champaign, ts | Norwood: theatre, _ncienborhoot 

house, 
| Wired. Net’ 

portunities. hag. been. -Feopened, 

Cliff Crane. gets results on: his 
hoofing. Should eut his talk for 
once in a while silence ‘is: golden.. 
Mildred Andre and violinists ‘opened 
with a boy hoofer as the punch. 
Eddie and Billy . Gorman as ‘come- 
dians, had their troublés. Ben Has- | 
sen troupe can pay -the first’ instal- 
ment on their, harps, because of 
nice tumbling. And lo, Ben Has- 
sen’s name led all the rest, Toop, . 

opens Jan. 10- with four acts, | last | 
half, "CORRESPONDENCE 

All matter in. CORRESPONDENCE refers to current week ‘Unless 
- otherwise inditatea. . 

The cities under Correspondence in this i issue of Variety are as 
‘follows and on pages: : 

“ALBANY coc ecccneereeveseesee -61 

“ATLANTIC CITY .cccescccccess: 621. 

‘BIRMINGHAM | eecvcvccvscecce 60 

BOSTON 60). 

Rev, J, AL Bryan, . ‘Birmingham's 
favorite pastor,,made a life meme: 
ber ‘of the Theatrical Stage Ema 
ployees and. “Motion Picture: Operaa 
tors’ ‘Union, — ; 

‘PORTLAND, ‘ORE. 
Broadway—“Thing | Called Love." 
United Artistse—‘‘Venus: : 
Alder-—"‘Romance of Rio Grande," 

 Tinay' s is enlarging, taking in el | 
nut shop nook ‘in its entrance: for 
additional table. space, : — 

Al ‘Kvale, m. c. at Uptown, went 
into the. Oriental- this welt chang- 
ing: ‘With Lou Kosioft. 

For the first time, the south side 
| Stratford, National. Playhouse,. got 

NEWARK. cose eseeeeetencennes 

‘NEW. ENGLAND. «ccccsecceees 

OAKLAND .« teseecegeaedscacece 

Englewood . |& -pre-release,. with “Married in sa neccesccececosccoes 60 Portland—"Pointed Heels.’ 
, 

swcgcees ee caeseceee. ud . “¢ rT Pl ” mire at, tr to ig |Bolweod Gs” anioaag circ ef gtawa icici SU) RRB Rae a, 
Grrktmaa day. B heeauee ae mi Film Row may be a trade géssip- QHIGARO oo SIIDTIEIESTS Gi] BITTSBURGH  ccsccaseccesese Of |] Bide, Mousses er Belvate Attain” 

nd nice returns on. m¢ i 1 £ ‘ wee - 61; PORTLAND ‘ORE. codecees °60 J. Orpheum—‘'Tanned Legs," would find nice returns on merits {|iM& Place of the past within a year. || DENVER ......ccssescedeesse 61 ' veese . Bitwine Henry Durty Players, 

‘alone in any similar family ‘spot. We tery building at. eth and B. 11 DES MOINES. .c..ccccscssesss 61] RORTLAND, ME... .cccceccee rst - 
oan Ie vasine slo foure ot ten. IE viiacedececee 60] ROCHESTER ....cccecrernzes 60 fl’ | 

Cook Morton and Harvey, two mes | Hanes, 18 losing slx floors of ten: Oe ANSEL ES Lt SAN IESTER geccsesree 8 taxi, men ch eg toy | 
and a.girl, in the: bicycle- -basketball’ National and Warner, going to a. MILWAUKEE soeeseeeeessenes 61 SEATTLE. a evecucerecanepocees 61: pean h dpa, starts: similar racket 

game by the men. Cook’and:‘Lang- new six-story building near 13th and || MINNEAPOLIS cccecccesceses O2f TOLEDO 1... ..ccccecsccccccee Ol f). amo & rchants. every so . often, 
Multnomah. Athletic Club, “big ine: ton, mixed cross-fire, topped: every- u ‘ 

xr stitution, remodeled its dining room. : 
WASHINGTON . e veceae ev evere: 

thing working in that forlorn deuce |: 
‘Ss. ‘Wabash. MONTREAL .-seeseseeesesee, OF 4 

spot, with their dentist-and-patient: o . |for .’-members -and announced . 
dialog. Man needlessly resorted to parweh Koppe, manager of Ritz — “Greater. Rating. Season, nr 

—biueish lowbrow | stu oman’s | | ° a | 
laugh was infectious, and. she is} Projection room at the Fox ex- $15,000, and the Garfield, west- | ‘KANSAS. CITY. Jack Gault, “p. as for. Publix: ; 

side, from: the Saperstein Bros. for 
$17,500. With these houses, the. cir- 

7 cuit now has seven theatres. . 

| Portiarid, now manager of Publix _ 
Rialto. "Replaced Bert. Naus, who : 
went. to the. Granada, San Frane “e 
cisco... ; foe 

Rent. of - $700 a: «month, “péllevea 
‘too much for Rivoli (Parker-Fox) ; 
-|to“pay for house entrance through. . 
another building, so a new entrance | 
‘was built: on -side street. Clever. .: 

‘| booking got the house biggest gross’ :*. 
for year on first two weeks. . -. “- 

—— ee 

classy. 

“Crowland,” dancing flash built on 
® cornfield theme, proved at least an 
‘average family. time number,- two 
-men and two. girls bearing all the 
work. Exceptional acrobatic rou- 

-‘tine by a pretty girl. in garish | cos- 
* tume, a 

Johnnie Herman, blackface single, 
negligible next-to-closing, using 

change fias been remodeled into a By WILL R. HUGHES | 
high hat tiny theatre, seating 84, hubert—‘‘Journey’s Hind. 

. Sroboum —— “The Bachelor - : Father” 
(stock).. 
Loew's Midland—‘Na “Blues”; vaude, 
Mainstreet—“Vagabon Lover’; vawde, 
Newman—“Pointed Heels.” 
-Royal—“The Kibitzer,”” . 

.. Pantages—‘‘Salute”’; vaude, 
Gayety—Mutual burlesque, 

7 Empress— Stock burlesque. 

Randolph, grind house adjoining | 
the Oriental, and the only silent spot 
on Randolph st., is going; talker, 

“Harty Minturn, very ill for some 
time, has taken himself and his wife |. 

{to Miami in an effort to regain his 
health, His stock at the Ambassa- 
dor, remains in: operation. - 

National Playhouses ‘is consider-. 
ing booking Fanchon and Marco } 
Ideas for two weeks of time, Would 

R. M.. ‘Cannon. is moving nis dra- 
matic stock from the Grand, Can- 
ton, Ohio, to Zanesville, Ohio. : 

The two Publix theatres, ‘Newman 
and Royal, are offering their pa- 
trons a. three-hour . ‘parking service 
for 15 cents. The service is with a 
new garage close to the. theatres. Schaar. Bros. come into control of 

the theatre business of Valparaiso, | 
Ind., by ‘acquiring the Varsity from. 

‘| James Gregory for $12,000... Gregory 
J moves to Ottawa to operate his own 

"When. in Chicago 
Visit” These “Hits 

-A-lone. bandit ‘entered. the office |. 
of the Uptown theatre Sunday even-. 

the e,. ‘the Gayety. ‘ing and- forced S,° Bernard Softee, _ A..H. WOODS’ 

00 our me the ho Changés in United Theatres Corp. | Ver $3,500. Clark: at Madison 
which operates the. Symphony and” -has "been reppee in the last 18/7 LEW: LESLIE'S: 
the Palace, ‘Cicero, has resulted in | ™onths. | 

‘\ removing one man: from the presi- 
‘dency and eliminating two men 

Clement Mc- 

| “BLACKBIRDS” : 
Fastest, Funniest, Most Tuneful 

| all kinds. 

“|from the. company. 

‘|Gerald McMullen and L.. A. Bertell. 

Aunt 

Jemima 

| “Showboat” 
She’ll tell you Hotel McCormick is 
her favorite Chicago’ hotel. She 
likes the location—so | near the 
loop, yet away from the noise and 
dirt. She likes the spacious, ‘airy © 
rooms, the smart and charming fur- 
nishings, the modern facilities of - 

The low rentals include 
‘complete maid and _ hotel service, | 
electrics refrigeration, light. and ase. 

_. RATES 
Apartments for : 

_ Two, $90: Mo. up: 

Larger Apart- 

.ments for Four. 
-$150 Mo. up 

—_ ~ Hotel Rooms, ; 
$60-$70 Mo. up Hotel McCormick offers such added fea- 

tures as golf driving nets, handball ccurts, 
gymnasium with latest health and reducing 
apparatus 3 . « all enjoyed -by guests 

_ without charge. . 

Ontario | amet Rush Sts. 
Phone Superior 4927. 

; individually for the right, | 

| |at a dance in Paul Revere Hall, 

"| owners and.the Norumbega Park 

. Norumbega Park. . 

—J-:|.vorce from Mrs,. Suzanne. Hale Ott, 

Mahon, former. president, is in Mil- 
waukee,- but retains an interest. 

are no longer associated, bought 
out, The theatres are now being 
operated: for the stockholders by. 
Erwin Dersch and Harry Ww. Wil- 
ard, 

BOSTON 
Several thousand feet of film were 

destroyed by fire in the Technicolor 
plant last week. Blaze said to have 
Suite from defective electric cir- 
cu 

Hotels in Boston were allowed 
dancing privileges to 3 a.m. New. 
York’s eve by special grant of the 
Licensing Board on petition of the 
Boston Hotel’ association. Night: 
clubs and cafes. were forced to ask 

Bob. Sawyer, . colored orchestra 
leader, was slashed about the head 

Police stopped the dance. 

. Girlle, Shetland pony who kicked 
Mrs, Hallie Wilson and thereby 
caused the loss of $2,000 to her. 

Co. when a suit was heard in the 
Middlesex Civil Court, played a week 
at the Keith-Albee theatre as @ re- 
sult of the ensulng publicity. Girlle 
used to take the ids for rides at 

“Matthew W.. Ott, musical comedy 
producer of Watertown, won a di- 

former actress, when he alleged she 
“spent the past 10. years having. me: 
hauled before magistrates ail over 
the state for non-support, failure to 
provide, contempt of court and every 
other possible court procedure,” 

; Phyllis Cameron, dancer with 
‘Whoopee,” Colonial theatre, is at 
a local hospital with a fractured 
leg. Lamp used for decoration 
struck her ag she left the stage after 
her act 

to try to -prevent establishment of 
oa costly precedent. . 

OMAHA 
Billy Byrne, for 25 years an Or- 

pheum manager, now is: manager 
of the Brandeis stock company. Cle- 
mant-Walsh players, who. set long 

" [record here befére, returned from . 
Des Moines. 

‘Musical Revue Ever Presented 
_ Original New York and. Paris. Cast 

SELWYN Tonight ™¢2uC 
SAM H. HARRIS Presents 

THIS SEASON’S. Cc ED SMASH . 

“June Moon” 
By America’s Foremost Humorlets 

RING ; GEORGES. _ 
LARDNER and KAUFMAN . 

‘Strand, once the pride of theatre |- 
row, has joined: the big parade of 
obsolete houses doomed for wreck-. 
age in Omaha. It has been dark 
nearly four _years, except for brief 
perlods. 

‘Gertrude Gates, Negress, of Granda 
Island. Neb.,, won a $200 verdict 
against the ‘Hostettler ‘Amusement 
Company because she was asked to 
move in one of the firm’s houses 
after she was.seated. The company | 
took the case to state supreme court’ 

ZIEGFELD SENSATION | 

SHOW BOAT 
(In the Plesh and Blood) | 

With CHARLES. WINNINGER 
__ with CHARLES wine eee 

ERLANGER Mats. . Wed and” Bate” 

BERT. LYTELL - 

“BROTHERS” 
_ ‘Thrilling Romantic Melodrama 

“Creighton university debaters. won 
an audience decision ‘against. the. 
Oxford (England) teamhere: by up- 
holding the negative of the ques- 
tion, “Resolved: That the Talking 
Film Will. Strike a Deadly Blow to 
Western Culture.” 

Billy Meyers, recently of the ‘Wis- 
consin at. Milwaukee,.-is m.:¢, at 
the Paramount, replacing Bobby 
Jackson, who was called :to Holly- | 
wood to fulfill. his contract with |}. 

_| Warners, , 

R-K-O WooDs 
Radlo Pictures’ Triumph of. 

Song and. Romance 

Two flremen were overcome but 
escaped serious injury.when the | 
$85; oo {Atlantic theatre; “Atlantic, = 

a. burne ight hundred 
filed out to safety. People 

‘in “THE VAGABOND LOVER” 

IN CHICAGO 

LINDY’S RESTAURANT 
On Randolph Street . 

Is Home, Sweet Home, to the Profession. 
A Good Place to Eat and Meet — 

RUDY VALLEE| 

TILLINOIS Mate, wea | 
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TOLEDO 
By E. H. GOODING 

Latest move of the censors. is ban 
‘on Fox's “Hot for Paris.” “Sched- 
‘led for State with advertising and 
24-sheets out. Understood ban Will, 
be.permanent. State substituted 
“The. Lone. Star Ranger.” 
‘Vita-Temple had shown a short, 

“Some Pumpkins,” for three: days. 
‘before the board. got around to do 
its. stuff, — Made - theatre: yank the 
feature, 

Rawest . deal. ‘was. an.. First. ‘Na- 
tional’s ‘Wedding - Rings,” - which 
‘the Pantheon had exploited. twice: 
Shagged out: first time, and Co- 
lumbla's “Hurricane” substituted. 
Then permission given to show it, 
untouched, ‘for four days. prior to 
‘Christmas. . 
scheduled : opening, ‘word from Co- 
Jumbus. that’. the film couldn’t be 
shown. in Ohio under: any circum- 
‘stances. Pantheon had no chance. 
to announce: substitution of: “In. the 
‘Next: Room” SPN) 

‘N 

“NEWARK, N. ie = 
By Cc. R. “AUSTIN: 

' Broad—"Shé Got. Amey with Murder.” 
- Shubert—“Escapad 

' Prootor’s_ —. “The “Wagabona ‘Lover' 
vaude. 
: Loew's State—“Untamea”; vaude. 
‘Newark—‘‘Peacock Alley’: vaude. - 
porentord — — “Second Choice”; 

s ; . 
Mosque —“'Show of: Shows. ae 
Fox Te rminal—~''They. Had 

Paris. ” 
- “Blalto—“Parle”’. (2a week), 

. Gapitol "So This Is College," 
Empire—Mutual burlesque. ; 

Yo. 

‘Warners have raised prices. “at : 
: Penn—"“Navy Blues"’; ‘thie Branford. as well as. at the 

“Mosque. The new scale is. 30c. to: 
75e with a 10c tilt Saturdays. and 
“‘Sundays.. 
‘of prices’ ‘among. the first . run. 
houses,- There hasn’t been. any. at-. 
tempt to get $1 or $2 for. ‘a super 
for two years now. 

Corse. Payton: and Company play- 
ing at the Liberty, a very small 

«house, in- an. excellent location in 
Irvington. . This. is.:the first stock. 
to play. Irvington. 

“Warners announce title to a large 
‘block’ bounded by Clinton, Peshine 
.and Jelliff avenues in the southern. 
‘part of the city. Plot is opposite 
Fox's. American and was’ originally 
-agsembled by the Fabians. 

CLEVELAND 
By GLENN C. PULLEN 

Ohio—“Vanities.” - 
- Hanna—Thurastou.. 
‘ Playhouse--‘The Racket." 
Palace—“His Last Command.” 
tillman—"Condemned” (2d week), 
Alten—"Navy Riues.” 
State— "Laughing Lady”; stage. show. 

. Hip—"'Sunny Side Up.” 
100th—"Leve, Live and Laugh”; vaude. 

pees, 

Tony Silvestro, restaurant owner, 
. Bued by New York music publishers 
for playing copyrighted ‘music rec- |: 

restaurant phonograph. ords on 
_without paying royalties. Publishers 
costs, ease, Silvestro fined $300 and 

. Costs. oS 

- Warners have completed plans for 
$1,000,000 picture house in Youngs- 

2 ‘town. Construction to start April 1. 

J. J. Harwood, manager of neigh- 
’ borhooder, relieved of $200 evening's | 
receipts by two gunmen, 

After season's darkness, Boulevard 
-has been leased by Alex Stark who 

; will open and manage it himself. 

Victor theatre in Akron purchased 
by Harry Giletti, 

-Management over to John Muck. 

Wallace ‘Elliott, manager of 
Keith’s' 105th, has leased Princess 
for two-.years, ‘Will be equipped 
with. RCA Photophone early in Jan- 
uary and is to be managed by El- 
llott’s- uncle,- James ‘Eniott, and 

7 James | Plattery.. Ss . 

NERS 
MAKEUP | 

Est. Henry C. Miner, Ine. 
eae CRIS 

bane DIFFERENT! ORIGINAL J ii 
Always the Hit of the Show! 

—A-Well” “Dressed” Production Is” Sold” 
‘With the 

—— 

“Two hours: ahead. of: 

jday to. “It- Pays. to. Advertise” at 
the’ Dufwin. ©: 

: stage 

See | - | 

|, Alvin——"The Love Dt 

This leaves a wide range |- 

|as m. c. until January 20, 
-units begin’ here next week,’ with 

Friday, 

-Harris-at its McKeesport house. 

who has turned 

| Wisconsin. 

of three’ months. - 
. was a graduate of the Royal Con- 
’ -Lgervatory of Leipzig and had ap- 
‘|peared’ with the: Chicago Orchestra 

section but theatres did not benefit. 

Cee 

OAKLAND, CAL. 
Ben Lyon ingratiated himself in- 

versely with the transportation re- 
porters at the air port last week. 
Lyon, all togged out in-an army 

officer’s uniform, arrived after con- 
ferences ‘with Henry Duffy relevant 

to “The Boomerang,” to. meet Bebe 
Daniels, * his. fiancee. - , 
casual presence of. the reporters 
and photographers ~ .a8. indication 
that the air. port was capitalizing 
on his appearance and began to 
make. announcements, * 

He. took the 

He would not allow his: flancee’ 
to be photographed; he Would not 
_be photographed himself; 
event anyone sought to do so: he 
would see to it that the. Maddux. 
Air Line: was. penalized by a, Hol- 

in the: 

lywood boycott. . He would further 
‘see to it that it lost: money forth- |: 
with and cancelled his return trans- 
portation. ; 

‘Miss Daniels arrived, breathed a 
little ‘of the hectic: air and posed 
all. over the track, thereby getting 
thé. consequent publicity. The -re- 
porters forgot to connect: Lyon with 
the episode at all. . . 

“Remote Control” gave way Sun- 

“Phe: Vitaphone, instead of: going 
to. Fox, -Will return at once to War- 

| ners’. products. 
reduced to the- Oakland, T. & D.,. 

-|Grand-Lake and ‘Senator—the Jast 
two. neighborhood houses: 

Fox. interests are 

PITTSBURGH - 
"By HAROLD W. COHEN | 

Nixon—“Children. of Darkness. ” 

~ Pitt—Sharp stock. = .- 
. Academy—-Mutual . burlesque. 

: Pictures. 
stage show. 

“Stanley —'Second Choive”: stage show: 
Enright —. “Wedding: Rings"; - stage j 

Grand—"Show -of Shows" (2d week), ~ 
‘ Aldine--‘Condemhed” (2d weet). ’ 
Sheridan — Square—‘‘Vagabond . Lover” 

show. 

(24 week). 
Harris—"Tanned Legs”; vaude, 

First ‘New. Year’s week in. many | 
years that town has been. without a 
single ‘musical.’ 
tenanting dramatic: ‘shows. 

Nat ‘Nazarro, Jr., stays on at ‘Penn. 
‘Loew 

Publix shows switching: to, Stanley |. 

Brlant - McDonald, ‘former | radio 
entertainer here, now: m.c.’ing for 

Lou Wollen; 86, sports writer for 
the Pittsburgh “Press” and who had 
traveled. with ‘Pirate baseball team 
‘since. 1924, died: Christmas. day “at 
his: home. 2 

. Another night club opened down- 
town: last week atop roof of Mayfair 
hotel. Operated by. Joe Rubin and 
Mercur Brothers, who, during sum-. 
mer run Club Plantation; roadhouse. 
Floor show headed ‘by Luke Barnett, 
Lee Parent ‘and Olive and Amdur. 

Lou Bolton, who. staged’ ‘chorus 
numbers. for couple of cabarets here 
last summer, has opened his own 
dancing. school. 

MILWAUKEE 
By FRANK: J. MILLER 

, Aliambra—'Hell’s Heroes,” 
Davidson—''After Dark” (legit). 
Garden—“Show of Shows’”’ Ga w eek). 
-Gayety—Burlesque. 
Majestic—“The “Kiss” (24 week), 
Merrll—“Nix on Dames.’ 
Pabst—German stock Sunday. 
Palace-Orpheum—“Paris,”’ - 
Rivéerside— ‘First Command"; vaude, 
Strand—'‘Welcome Danger." 
Wisconsin—“‘Half . Way to.: Heaven"; 

stage show. 

EB. Max “Bradfield new m, ¢. at 
Frankie Jenks oes. ‘to 

Detroit. 

Mrs. Norman Hoffman, 63, concert 
pianist, died at Milwaukee hospital 
Christmas Day following. an illness 

Mrs. Hoffman 

and ‘the Kneisel quartet. 

whe: New Moon” underlined | at 
Davidson’ Jan, 12 week. 

Community ‘celebration in Court 
‘of Honor Christmas Eve brought 
plenty of people. into the downtown 

Opening Number! 
‘or Rent, Sale ot Manufactured to Your Designs 

For Prices 

Wire or Write HARRY BOURNE 

FAnaion 5 MARCO COSTUME & 

CARE. 

643 SC. OLIVE ST, LOS ANGELES,CAL. 

Nixon and Alvin 

ne ee 

_ Aram 

VARIETY. 
—<—<=——— 

DES MOINES — 
Berchel— Porgy.” . 
Casino—Chan 

as Moines—"Gloritying the American 

Garden—"‘Gold Di era. of B ondway.” 
Orpheum— Vandal te J ays 
Palace—"Wagon Master.” . : 
Paramount—"Marriage Playground: Ad 

. Préc*dent — “Command to L 
(stock,, ve 
Princess—Dark, . 
Shrine— Dark. Le 
Strand—"Te. Everybody Happy (aad 

ove"’ 

Thee Des «- Moines. changed ‘from. 
“Disraeli” to “Glorifying- the Amer-_ 

ican Girl” on Christmas... 
figured too. ‘highbrow. for holiday, 

“Disraeli” 

audiences. 

Her hie. ‘Koch, -Bolo- organist, re- 
turned to the Paramount Dec. 28 for. 
indefinite: engagement, : 

office; out, with Lew Bray succeed- 
ing” from the New York office, . 

“Crime” will, ‘follow . “The | “CGom- 
mand to Love,” opening show of the 
Oberfelder-Ketcham company at the 
President December 28. Ian Keith 
will remain: guest star ‘for second 
week. 

Wm. “Boylan given $3, 524 judgment 
against Al G. Barnes, former circus 
owner, on’ a-‘judgment obtained for 
alleged: 
wagon. which struck. him in. 1916. 

. Marjorie Alford, former’ show eirl, 
was married Christmas day. to Fred. 
Geneva, athletic. coach: of “Albia, 
Towa. Junior. college. * 

VARIETY BUREAU ©” 
- WASHINGTON, D. c. 

_~. 416 The Argonne » 
1629 ‘Columbia Road, ‘N..W. 

» Telephone. Columbia. 4630. 

B ‘HARDIE MEAKIN. 
‘ Columb —** Condemned.” 

-- Earie-—Second Choice.” 
Fox —“‘Hot for Paria.” 
Met—"Show of Shows.” 

‘> Palace—‘'Navy,. Blues.” 
Rialto—'‘Shannons of Broadway. ” 
R-K- O—"Vagabond Lover.” 

‘Legit has the National. again open, 
Currently it! is’a. new one, “Treve- |. 
lyn's Ghost.” In rotation will follow 
Gillette in. “Sherlock Holmes,’ Co- 
han in. “Gambling,” Ed: Wynn in 
“Simple: Simon” (Ziegfeld opening) 
‘and Skinner. in. “Papa Juan.” . 

Horace: Heidt and his Calitornians 
are the stage attraction currently at. 

‘A last-minute’ booking. the Fox. - 
Eddie Hitchcock joined here to han- 
dle publicity, coming down from Fox 
house in. New England. 

Alexander Callam, from legit, in 
next week at the Fox as-m. ci . 

White House: fire caused plenty of 
grief not only with the cameraman 
but with: the town as well. - Confla- |: 
eration got them. out Christmas eve. 
when the theatres couldn’ t. 

“MONTREAL 
- Alls. Majesty—“Nina Rose,” - 
‘Palace—''Rio Rita.’': 
‘Capitol—‘Great Gabbo. 
Loew’'s—"'Glorifying the. , Follies Gir}. | 

_. Princess—‘‘Song of Lov 
Imperial—‘‘Half Way. to ‘Heaven. ” 

. Orpheum —" Broadway. Hoofer.” 
Roxy—"The Q Ship.” 
-_Empress—Doutle bill, 
Strand—Doubie bill. 
Gayety—Musical stock, 

press as something mysterious and 
wonderful, change of.former Gay- 
ety burlesque house now is an-- 
nounced as merely start of a 
musical stock: season. commencing 
Saturday. Manager, recently fined. 
$150 for indecent show, is: appealing | 
decision. | 

. Two more. neighborhood houses 
will be added to United Amusement |}. 
chain in this city by February: the 
Moncton and the’ Grenada. -Makes 

all.in the province, 

on the Children’s Act barring chil- 
dren, under. 16, chaperoned | or. not, 
‘from picture -theatres,. is being: 
widely circulated here. There is 
believed to be a- fair chance, fol- 
lowing considerable discontent and 
agitation. in the city and province, 
of the age . being brought down: 
to 14: 

Tr Ww. Killam, head of the. Royal 
Securities . Corp. arid. well known. 
Canadian financier, is: latest direc- 
tor resigning from. Famous Players 
Canadian Cor yp. 

NEW ENGLAND 

house, Regent, at Arlington, Mass., | 

ATA 

“The 350 ‘convicts = the rhode Tee 
land state prison, who for a long 
time have been shown motion pic- . 
tures on Friday nights, were denied 
this entertainment: last week as a 

‘result .of the Christmas day riot. 
- The riot was due to the Jack of a 
film show on Christmas. day after 
prison officials had announced that 
they had. heen unable to obtain the 
films, 

“EB. J. Berger, “‘pooker In the. pabtiz. 

injuries . from’ a pargore: . 

Ballyhooed considerably in -local- 

a total.of 15 in Montreal and 17 in. 

- Talk of reduction of the age limit: 

Ie. M. Loew opened another new : 

Double’ feature sound 1d. Dror : 

“OTTAWA, CAN. 
By W. M. GLADISH 

The Canadian government fs not 
interested in a Federal form of 
moving picture censorship, as sug- 
gested following a conference of 

-| provincial censors at Toronto; be- 
cause the examination: of films: is 

. {entirely within the jurisdiction: of 
.| the respective provinces, it is stated 
rat Ottawa. Quebec, with its strong 
French-Canadian Roman Catholic 
population, is the’ stumbling block’ 
‘with regard to centralized censoring 
‘in the. Dominion, - 

A new policy of “specials” on al 
‘| weekly change has been adopted by 
Ray Tubman for the Imperial thea-. 
tre, Ottawa. Imperial has been. in 
the red_ for. some time with a mix- 
ture of first. and. Second. 
changed: twice weekly. ° 

Despite: -announcement that Pathe . 
would discontinue: its silent néws in. 
the United States after Jan. 1,. the. 
‘silent news weekly will still be a. 
necessity in Canada for‘some time 
to come because of. the govérnm2nt 
regulation that newsreels shall - be 
at least 50 per cent. British. Lead- 

|ing theatres in° the Dominion are 
‘running a silent news, accompanied. 
by organ or orchestra, with the rest 
‘of the program synchronized. 

Ont., has announced construction of 
a: wired. theatre in Renfrew, to be 

-The O’Brien . Opera |. 
House. at Pembroke is: being en- 
ready June. 1, 

jarged and wired, 

“Prosecution. of: patroné at a. " Sun- 
day performance ‘in the Elite thea- 

| tre, Granby, Quebec, has’ reopened 
the Sunday show issue. in ‘the Prov- |. 

Exhibitors had | ince of “-Quebec.,. 
agreed. with the government to rec-. 

| ognize the Jaw barring all juveniles . 
| from -their theatres ‘if the authori: 
ties would. lay. off t Sunday. prosecu- 
‘Hons. . 

- Donat Paquin, owner of three: the- 
‘atres in’ Hull, Quebec,’ and one. in 
Ottawa, Ont., has. purchased the Re-. 
gent in Gatineau, Quebec, from Jo-.. 

dark: for. seph. Lafiammeé. . House, . 
several weeks, will be wired; 

‘downtown site in Vancouver, B. 
on which. a. $400,000 theatre is be- 
ing erected, Récently Famous Play- 
ers reopened the Capitol -at- Van- 

.| couver.-after spending considerable ; 
to. correct acoustical faults, 

‘PORTLAND, ME. 
By: HAL CRAM - 

Strand—"‘It ga Great Life.” 
State —“‘Halt ‘Way to Heaven. oa ; - 

e—‘‘Twin Beds." 

“Blues.” 
Girt - 

worth’s.”. 
Felfereon~""Queen High” ‘(atock). 

from ° Swool- 

’ New. policy starts: at Keith's here’ Oo ~ 
thig week—five acts of vaudeville 
‘and talking pictures, with continu- 
ous performance 1 to 11 p. m. Prices | 
“slightly reduced. This comes after 
trying. straight pictures. for several 
‘months. | ; 

‘For the frst time . ever, ry local 
hotel offered special dinner dance | . 
for New Year's eve. First inn to 
get that way. . 

Reports continue © concerning sale 
of Strand to Paramount, although 
no definite announcement has come 
from New York, 

ALBANY, N. Y. 
By, HENRY RETONDA 

ga itol——"Little Accident.” j 
Hall—‘“‘Hot for Paris.” 

- Proctor—Vaudiilm. 
' Leland—“Navy Blues.” .- 
Strand—“No,. No, Nanette. ” 
Bitz—‘'Tiger Rose.” 

RKO - Proctor has obtained: ‘op- 
tions on two sites near the: present 
building. When. the new owners 
took over the present theatre, which 
is considered the smallest "in- the 

1 it chain, it planned elther to’ en arge t is. Jimmie O'Neal,” 
or build a new one. 

Harold -Jenecke ‘has. “been : ‘made 
manager of the Lincoln theatre: in| 
Troy, 1: : 7 

ow. 

Paramount: ‘Lasky Corp. - to con-: 
struct a. new exchange | building in; 
Broadw ay. : 

‘Strand and Ritz yaa ‘three ‘feature 
pictures for New. Year's, eve show. 

ae 

M. J. O'Brien, millionaire theatre: 
yowner and industrialist of Renfrew, 

Famous. Players . has bought on ait United Artists, 

e1 

~ BROOKLYN, N. Y. 
By ‘JO ABRAMSON | 

Werba’s _ Flatbush—'‘Nancy' s- 
Affair.” 

Jamalena—"Little Accident, ‘id 
Boulevard—‘“‘Bon Voyage.” 
Majestic—‘“‘Folluw Thru. % 
Centory—“‘After Dark.” 
Par—“Pointed Heels"; stage show. 
Fox—"‘South Sea Rose”; vaude, 
Strand—"Paris."’ - 

| Brooklyn Newereel—Newsreel., 
Momart—Newsrecel. 

- Loew's Met —_ “Mysterious ‘Island’ 
vaude. . 

‘Albee—"His First - Command’ 5 vaude. 
Orphoum—Picture. . : ; 
Star—Mut burlesque. | - 
Gayety—Mut burlesque, 

Private 

s 

farce, “She Got Away With Mur- 
der,” headed by -Fay. Bainter, and 
due at the Flatbush. 

“Nancy's. Private | “Affair,” 
to the Boulevard, 
at. the Majestic. 

coming 

exploitation department - . at 

for New England territory. of Pub- 
lix houses. 
quarters. in. Springfield. 

‘playing 
legit,.opened last week, Somewhat 
sparse... attendance: for first. week. 

"DENVER 
“By JACK ROSE; 

; ‘Aladain—"Show of Shows."”. -: wed 
, America—South Sea Rose.” — . 
‘Broadway—"'Rio Rita” (atage). 

* Denham—“Smilin’ Thru’. (atock). 
. Denver—“Navy Blues”; Publix ‘revue. 

. verpheam : =_ “Song: ‘of . Lave’ | RKO 

veRinito— “Three: Live Ghosts.” 
Tabor—"Paris''; H Fanchon 

idea, co i 
& -Marco 

‘Atwater-Kent | contest, has. signed 

ver. 
stock is quitting January 4, and the 
house will remain dark indefinitely. 

Since opening’ of the season: in 
September the gross ran about $1,- 
000 in the red. House needed around 

‘was’ only $4,992 and the low around 
three grand. Capt..C.:C, Spicer, Los 

and:a half years to run,. 

ing stage shows. exclusively. 

“'SEATTLE- 
By DAVE TREPP. . 

President — Your. Uncle Dudley” 
(stock) ; 

Glue Mouse—‘“‘Tiger Tose.” woo 
' Music Box—‘'Show ef 58 

r = Fifth Avenue—"intamed: 
- Fox—"Their Own Desipes.” 
Seattle—'Marrlage Playground.” 

: Colleeum—‘'Sunny Side Up.” 
Metropolitan—Shaw- repertoire,. . 
Orpheum—"‘The Careless Age”; vaude.’ 

wolage show.. 

Pantages opened with Jack’ -Rus- 
sell company, musical stock. last 
week to fair biz, Russell has short- 
time lease. 

Liberty, 
Jensen-von Herherg, came back to 
the original owners in the deal 
“whereby Harry Arthur sold. _the 
string to. Went Coast. « - 

tre building in Spokane. - 

ness here, Just opened her second 
millinery store in the university. 
district this. month. 

booker of New York. 

Ip Dorothea Antel 
‘|. 226 W. 72d St. 
rE New. York City 

L The Sunshine Shoppe | 

ee es a a 

OPEN 

SOLE AGENTS FOR A & 
Phones: Longacre 

a: 

i 

WE DO. REPAIRING 

STRICTLY UNION” MADE — 

_ PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS; 
aa _.$6Q.00. and up_..|| 

Hartmann, Oshkosh & Mendel Trunks 
al MODELS-—ALL KIZES ON HAND 

a mt ee ee ee 

ai 
| 

Ray Puckett; ‘formeily head ot tthe 
‘the . 

Brooklyn Paramount, ‘has ‘been. ap- - 
pointed district publicity supervisor | - 

He will. make. his. head-- 

Brooklyn News’ Reel theatre. for-_ 
. -merly - Werba's Brooklyn; - 

‘Hazel Hayes, winner of last year’s 

Winter stock is, though in Den- - 
After 17 years at’ the Denham 

$5,000 weekly. to pay, but the high 

ay 

Two! new ones” Chere_“"Naney’ s- 
Private Affalr,”, Myron: Fagin’s new ~ 
comedy at the Flatbush, with Minna - 
Gombell.in the Jead; John Goiden’s. ’ 
production of “Bon Voyage,” come- _ 

“by " ‘Rachel: Crothers,, at the . 
Boulevard, . . 

‘Next week brings in new Shubert’ 

“Let Us Be - 
Gay” scheduled for the Jamaica, and...” 

“Little Accident” _ 

‘Top of 25, with 10a. opening + 

nd 

angeles financier, was the. backer . - 
and holds. the lease, which has two - 

‘This is the -. 
|last of the houses in’ Colorado play- ath 

old-time ace houge of. 

RKO negotiating for a. new thea- 

Sylvia Bernhard, former’ danter, - 
hag gone. from the gtage into busi--. - 

“Her husband '- 
Lina and .. 

a, 

we 

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES | 

ALSO 1,000 USED TRUNKS OF EVERY OESCRIPTION. 
EVENINGS 

SAMUEL NATHANS, Inc. 
668 Seventh Avenue, between 40th and 41st Strest?, New York ‘City 

WRITE FOR CATALOG 

- 

6197 Pennsylvania. 90 004 

J 
M TRUNKS IN THE EAST 1. 



_. i gaged other. musicians. The musi- 

‘ pheum, San Diego,. week of Jan, 2. 

.-administrative and operating. de- 

’ ‘Butterworth: claims he was unable. 

and. “The, Mounted Stranger.” De- 

_tanéous combustion, the fire was 

. the author can be reached to sign 

‘ the Sabatini. story to the screen, has’ 

* West,” which was made: by Edwin 
- Carewe for First National as asi- 

a : The One Best Cellar _ Paramount will’ not’ two-a-day| 4° laughs,.and. with ‘Nelson making it|J- . Dept. F +. - 988 7th A 
a ie ee ae “The Love Parade” here, as at first| Cover. charges at the hotels: and | 8¢em the part was originally written 883 We bad St New: yi de 
i 2 = a expected.: It has beén booked into|Ni~nt clubs New Year’s Eve were,| for and around Conley," . — - |fL. New Yorkciy . . Sa ee mee! 

ee /  -WARIETY 4, Wednesday, January 1, 1930 
: 7 oe, : . ; . eee SS 

Vv WOOD. Plays on Broadway HOLLYWOOD Plays on Broaaway 
and Los Angeles 

Contnued from phge 65) | Gladyce Deering _ neither sings, 
1 ..  .. {dances nor talks for Broadway, 
| dfalog for. a child, and second 

“Variety’s” Office; TAFT BUILDING, Vine St. and Hollywood Blvd. 
|} Billy and Elsa . Newell, vaudg: -_ 

showed lack of taste and judgment | standards, must have stepped in lata. * 

of 'kid’s tutor. “Boy, however, |for they are unprogrammed. Theip:- 
showed he had plenty of talent and | variety turn in “two” and “one” { .. 
with proper handling will go big.| the - first ‘part added considerable . — 
Great possibility for talking pic-|weight to a lagging story and was . 
tures, .. {needed as the only show. stopper in’ 

Phoné Hollywood 6144.00) 
the éarly section, = = - a 

. Wesley Pierce and Hazel’ Harrig: 9 | 
| ballroom team, were spotted later in. _ 

| the first half with a cafe set making: ~ 

a 7 - i, Oi ee coe tae ; - their number more plausible, Plereg. 

- Social Safety..Engineers started | .Noris Nirley moved from “Carni< | Louise B an | has a new idea in neat comedy while 
operation as subsidiary of. Harry |val. Russe” to F. & M, ‘Idea in. uise Brown and Sam| keeping the dancing itself perfectly’ \' - 

“Wurtzél, agency. ‘It.is the club. de- |Green.” Hddie Lambert leaves yjdea ‘Wood. {straight eam Uked boa ely. ne 

tment. i n tin Green”. . & M. “Types.” .. |. _ Mixed chorus, everybody dancing, . 

{partment Helen Clinton, i charge. ” ee fore FOBT 4s:peppy. and taps most of the tinge 
we In'a novelty called “Satanic Strut? ~ 

‘ATLANTIC CITY. = . | they do.snakehips as per: original,’ 

| Harry’ Maizlisn, p. a. Stanley-" 
Warner theatres, ‘left for Los An+ 
geles where. he will join Moe Silver, | Chosty,.....cscsesesoeeeesed sass Olly Fay 

, : Susie Yates. .vsoleececgeecs 

until reverting to the time steps," |. 
-“I Mean ‘What I Say” is. the ‘love, 

in'charge.of Warner chain; on West'| ancy... 
Coast, ogy aw wh 

‘orchestra. return here after ‘a three. 
‘years’ absence to appear on stage 
and in pit twice dally for six months, 

erick Mauzengs completes the for- 
eign adaptation. Mauzens started. 
‘a- translation a week ago. — 5 

““Rio Rita” -is out’ at the Or- 

Carthay Circle, L.. A. Where the 
picture is current, has a 200-mile: 
protection ‘on ‘the. picture. and .San, 
Diego is just’ 130. miles from. L. A, 
“Sally” will replace “Rio Rita” with’ 
vaude out for. the week. 

Eddie Moran and Fred Kohlmar|_ 
have hung out a Hollywood shingle | 
as.-agents- for writers and story]. 
rights, also.act :producers: _— . 

Paramount .\broke ground: for a. 
new administration building that 
will cost in excess of $250,000. Pres-. 
‘ent building.now. housing all the themer. “A Girl Like You” ‘ang. - 

*Won't I Do?” are the best. of the: -. 
rest. - . — “ _ 7 : ‘ , ~ ee ~ 

. A dog race, with three greyhounds: | 
on:.a treadmill, is. the closing ‘flask.{ ‘. 
and not so flashy. ..Treadmills tgs °° | 
day are ‘as exciting asa croquet.” 

mm: ClAIK. cecccescores . 

iimer Green. evcae ‘Sunkist Eddie Nelson 
“ One of First National’s early year 
musicals In color will be ‘““Madamoi- 

_|selle Modiste.” Julian Josephson is 
adapting it to the talkers. No di-. 
vectorial or cast assignments yet. - 

partments will be. turned over to 
production executives, writers and 
directors. . TF : 

i 

Clifford. Butterworth,, sound re-. 
corder, filed salary claims with the 
State Labor Comm, against .Radlo- 
tone’ Pictures amounting. to $116. 

ir| match. - en Ll 
ad] . Appears Demarest.and Lohmuiler :' . 

‘| sunk most of the roll in mountings; :.-. 
-| dressing and stalling during prodyc. * 

tion. There is. no good reason for *: 
such & mediocre company in.a $4.49. > °~ 

musical on Broadway... Co 
‘| .Barl Carroll is said.to-have noth»: ” 

ing in this show. ‘ Lohmuller, ‘Car~ -... 
Foll’s caster up-to now, went. iton. 

; eo Biges. 2. : his own. 

‘THE RIVALS. 9.00 
(Semi-Pro. Perfotmance) - | 

|. Revival of Richard Brinsley. Shertdan’s . 

se ae Wadinede ates . Wnueee Gd 9 7 . nD. an 

book was in the first two nights at| Piayers. ut Gansvoort, Greenwich Village. °°" 
the Royale, when the show seemed | Now. York, Dec. 20, “Directed by Randolpty.- 
to be. fighting itself, they didn’t) Somerville, - tas 

-spend: enough. But considering what |. 
sort of base they had in the first. 
place to build. on, they. spent too 
much, 

. The.Apollo January schedule lists 
Helen MacKellar .in “When Hell]. 

| Froze,” Jan,.6; A. H. Woods’ “Re-|p 
; ; = . Jeaptured,” Jan, 17;. “Topaz,” Jan. 

. Fox West Coast. has shifted|20,- Shuberts,. and. the - Guild’s. 
around ‘a few of its: managers.|“Strange Interlude,” final week.* 

M. N..Fowler replaces Tom Hall at}. _ tees ~ 
the Red Mill,-Los Angeles; Williard | 
Wyatt: goes to the ‘Lyric, Hunting- 
ton. Park, replacing Van. .Clemenj, 
with C..-P. Forbes taking over the. 
Fox, at Beatrice, Neb.;.H,..S. Dick- 
son, the Strand, at. Council. Bluffs,. 
Jowa, and J. E. “Wheller;: operating 
the Circle at Jackson, Mo., and the 
Broadway, Orpheum ‘and ‘Park -the- | 
atres in Cape Giradeaux,: Mo. - 

ee . 

_“Chauve “Souris” opens at the 
Magon for three’ weeks Jan. 13.. 

to locate any of the officials of the 
-pleture cotapany after he completed 
his.work, 0S . 

Soapy Blake... ccseccennses n I y 
‘Holywood Collegians...‘‘Cal’’ Barl, “Slim’ 

_ .Gorstenkorn, ‘‘Ken’’. Howell,. Bua’ 
“Cariton, | ‘Hal’? Gustafson, . “Bil. 

Griffin, ‘‘Rus’’. Erickson. - 8 
. With | hotels, restaurants. -and)| . 
night clubs ‘elaborately. prepared|. “= = °. ea 
for 2. record: New. Year's eve frolic,| Fora run or money, not a chance. 
and: a flotilla loaded. to the gun-.| William Demarest-and Bernard Loh-. 
‘wales with choice holiday cheer| muller’s musical ‘is a second rater. 
lying just. off the coast, it won’t be| It is destined to play No, 2 fiddle to |. 

/ the other and bétter current Broad- 

Early morning. fire in one of the 
cutting rooms 4t Universal studios. 
destroyed the trailers on .“Under- 
tow,” “Nicht Ride,” “Dames, Ahoy”: 

lay. of two weeks in the ‘délivery 
of these trailers will be caused until 
new cuts from the first’ prints can 
‘be -madeé. -..Starting from | spon-, 

‘necessary to commit suicide to wel-: 
come in 1930 in‘ this city. . ’ -|-way musicals. - et oe 

ee oe Either they spent ‘too’ much. time | 
in. framing this musical or ‘not 
enough, Considering the shape ‘the 

Just outside the 12-mile limit, ac-. 
cording to Captain Bentham of the 
Inlet Coast: Guard station, a fleet 
of two-masted. schooners, carrying 
choice cargoes:..of liquors from. 
Maine and Canadian. provinces, are 
managing to sneak in..under cover. of 
darkness or with boat-to-shore con-, 
tacts, Despite the vigilance of the 
guardsmen, a ‘good many landings 
have been made. ~ : Ts 

discovereq: by night watchmen, who. 
put it’ out before. the arrival of the 
studio firé department. ot 

‘Unable:.to -connect~ with Rafael 
Sabatini, :somewhere «in Hurope, 
First National’has postponed the 
making of “Captain Blood” until 

BL - HL ‘Keate..has replaced, Rex 
Whitted in ‘charge of.the Fanchon 
_& Marco club department.” 

Marjorie. Bonner and Frank Lewis 
replace “Ann. Westby. and... David 
Shindell .in “‘Bad Babies,” Figueroa 
Playhquse. : - a St . 

Washington Square Players, semi« - - 
pro-group formerly doing their stuff .-- | 

oe, occasionally, at Frank Lea Shorts: . 

- Ag staged “Woof Woof” has noth- [Studio in Washington Square, have.” - 
ing in the way of a story during the |Shifted domicile to the Gansvoort.’ - 

. - entire first act (830-10), except for |Qn Groye street in Greenwich Vile. - 
‘ ar .| the love: stuff and :some forced grief |!age for a series of revivals. “Rte.” 
SAN FRANCISCO | -.| squeezea out of a typical musical | VOC" 18 the ret po and riaene 
cee apa ee LY tiff. Act two brings FO” amateur: 

“By WALTER RIVERS an about. face in theme and on the cast, the latter culled from student: 
Bradford ‘Mills ‘arrived: in town] spot interest is added and increases |body of the Washington Square °.. 

last week to make preparations for | Up to the finish; Estelle Hunt, Sam |Pranch of Now. U.' This one is in” 
Columbia grand opera season atthe | Summers and Cyrus Wood turned /for two weeks, getting patronage” <_ umbia grand opera season at the! out something fairly novel as tune|Mostly fram holidaying students, -. 
Columbia theatre, which opens Jan.| books go, but the stagers fumbled| A good performance of the classic” 
13,. Troupe just finished: engage-| too early and, recovered too late. given Friday night, with the. Juve”. 
ment at Los Angeles Biltmore, and| “Miss Hunt and Mr. Summers were | Bile student audience almost ‘as‘in-. - 
is booked for 20-weeks’ tour, ‘once a vaudeville act, and.a very |teresting as .the- players. on the". .- 

| good one, some years ago as Grey |Stage.’ If such encouragement con-. 
anc Old Rose; and more.-recently |tinues .by way of patronage,..the - 
under their own names. If they stil] STOUR May branch out as the latest ~— 

| can do as good.a stagé turn as they |Of arty groups for Greenwich Vile:’ | . 
used to, they. might have contrib- |1@ge. . as 
uted themselves, in person, to this} Randolph Somerville, who hit. { 
show and helped. As might have | Upon the idea of taking this bunch - . 
Bill Demarest, one of the two pro- |f0r a series of publi¢ performances 
ducers, .also. For “Woof Woot’ |Seems to have.a good bet so far - 

-- Now.there is Louise Brown and ficient to Support. if they stick... . - 
little.else. A few smart stage sets, |. Fivals” is in for two weeks with’ 
put that doesn’t make a show. The|.>eVen. Keys to Baldpate,” scheds’ 
comedy is minor league, the music | U¢4:28 supplanter, Fda 
can’t catch. a‘hum, and:the cast fails : = 

Henry Duffy has bought Pacific to hurdle the handicaps, _ 
Duffy S bought Pacific!’ Miss Brown gets all the attention, | 

coast rights to John Golden's Salt! and deserves it: After trouping over 
and Fred Ballard’s “Ladies| everybody's head all through’ the 

of the Jury.” | show, toward the finish she gets up 
; : on ‘her toes. in front ‘of a. ballet to 

MINNE APOLI present the .best specialty of the 
| S entertainment.’ Miss Brown runs so 

Metropolitan—Dark. far ahead of her. playmates. they 
Lvoeuny— ‘Porgy.”. : > look: like a-No, 2 company all alone, 

‘ — C) > . : . 

Pantages—'Mister. “Antonio” s\veudor Qpposite Miss Brown Al ‘Sexton 
eventh Street—“Jazz Heaven”; vaude. 

- Fanchon and Marco are again 
operating their own. scenic: studio. | - 
Using the old Chaplin: studio. in| ~ 
Boyle Heights... - 0 ©: 
‘Joseph Schildkraut’s next for Uni- 

versal will be “Czar of Broadway.” 

off on the dialog rights. Méantime, 
‘Waldemar. Young, engaged to adapt 

been put: to work-on a taller: ver- 
sion of-.“The Girl. of the Golden 

|: “The Rogue Song,” Lawrence Tib- 
Lo. . = oe _ bett’s. first for M-G goes into the 
Two -new ones picked for starring |Chinese Jan. 17, following “Con- 

-parts for Gary: Cooper at Paramount |demned.” Jan. 22 °Rio Rita” leaves 
‘are. “The Gay Deceiver,” an’ O.|Carthay Circle with “Devil May 
Henry story, and “The Texas,” orig-| Care,” following “Anna ‘Christle,” 
inal ae SO Metro, will replace “Hot for Paris” 

; Jat tha Criterion Jan, 8. 
-Al Santell will direct “The Cisco}. . : 

Kid” " instead: of “Playmates” as. 
‘scheduled. - Latter is being post-: 
poned. until next .summer, ‘or at a 
time when Janet Gaynor and 
Charles Farrell are available for the 
production, - ce 

Howard Sheehan, vice-president 
Fox, here for conference with A. M. 
Bowles. - Mrs. Charles:H. Cooper, 50, moth- 

er of Gary Cooper, is in Hollywood. 
Hospital‘ suffering from’ ‘a basal 
fracture of the skull. This was sus- 
tained Christmas Eve ‘in an .auto- 
mobile: accident, -.A car With Mrs. 
Cooper. was struck...on Hollywood 
blvd. by another car, Harry. Cord- 
ing, actor, driving. Cording was un- 

Homer Curran is bringing “June 
Moon’ and “Bambina” into his. two 
Geary street houses in January. «—° 

J. J. Gottlobb's new. Columbia the- 
atre, now being built on site of old 
Orpheum’ in O'Farrell street, will 

{not be ready for occupancy next: 
month. Opening unlikely: before 
March or April, — 

Since the recent Pathe studio. fire 
in New York, Larry Darmour. has 
established a precedent in. Coast. 
studio: circles by. prohibiting. smok+|- 0,00... 
ing on‘ his stu#io grounds or-within.| ‘Florence Forman, dancer, goes 
any of the: buildings. Many sti- Into “Let’s Pretend,” at Sacramento, 
dios prohibit..smoking on  stages| Jan. 3, replacing Lyda Roberti, who 
but ‘not. in offices or-on the grounds; : opens at the Fox in Brooklyn with 

The Novelty theatre at Topeka, 
Kas,, in ‘Fox Coast's Midwest di- 
‘vision, opened Dec. 28 with Maurice 
Jencks manager. Orpheum at To- 
peka closed Dec. 21; - — |. 

C.:C. Payne is named manager of 
the Broadway and the Park theatres |" 
at Cape Girardeau and’ of the Circle 
at Jackson, Mo. - 

Aber Twins added to the cast of 
“Oh, Susanna,” at the Mayan the- 

A REMARKABLE: 
- 

\C—-”, - VALUE!) 

S| 34.65 | 
_ Here’s a marvelous slipper done 
it Pink or White Canvas that’s 
hard to tell from Satin, Seldom § . 
has Capezio ever been able to. 9 ... 
produce go excellent a slipper for © 

_ ‘80 little. Also in Pink or White | 
‘ Satin, or Patent Leather at $6.50.) | 
Dyed to match sample, $1.00, § 

“Extra. Producers write for quan... §. 
tity. prices, Catalogue upon. §... 

" request. ; us - 

atre, 
’ 

James Lowell, Albert Rocha, Ed 
Miller.and Al.and Dixon MacIntyre, 
musicians, filed salary claims with 
the State Labor Commission against 
Harry Lawlor, musical director of 
the Metropolitan. Studios, totaling 
$1,330.. All olaim that Lawlor en- 
gaged them to play in a picture and 
that ‘when they reported for work 
Lawlor. told them that he had en- 

passes as the dead pan lover when 
alace—Stock burlesque. “| not taking his hero classification too 

Minnesota — ‘Pointed’ Heels”; stage| Seriously. - ae 
_ - First comic and endowed ‘with 

most of: the comedy is -“Sunkist” 
Eddie Nelson, who first saw a 
Broadway legit stage about. nine 
years ago as Dell Chain’s partner in 
Fanthon and “Marco's, “Sunkist.” |] 
‘Wherefrom comes the nickname. 
Why. Nelson hasn’t done prominent |. 
comedy in. the musical. line since 
might be explained by his “Woof 
Woof” performance,:.a motion-for- 
motion -take-off on Harry Conley, 

show. mo, a : 
Century—"Show of Sliows’’ (2d : : 

. Btate—"The Laughing Tey. a week) 
R-K-O Orpheum — “The ‘Vagabond 

ve etie—i"ts Everybody He. . ' Lyrile—‘Is erybody Happy?” 
Aster—‘'The Gin) from Havana.” . 
Grand—"Gold Iggérs off-Broadway.” 

_ Free lance publicity seems a thing 
of the past.for Art Wenzel, who 
becomes’ manager. of the Uptown 
theatre here for Fox. Ralph Blank, 
whom he replaces, goes to the West 

| Adams'to succeed Harry Swift, who 
‘will., handle: the Crystal. and the] 
Jewel, both on’ ‘Whittier boulevard. 

cians claim they lost $1,330 on other: 
jobs’ while standing by. 

Jacques Feyder will direct a 
French - version. of “The ‘Unholy 
Night”: for Metro as soon as Fred- |. 

Pictures -at. Grand, Publix -loop 
second run houge, will be booked 
for half week. or full week. accord- 
ing. to their strength, it is: an-. 
nounced by,Ed Smith, district man- 

Jée Rock, who xecently organized 
Premier Pictures| Corp., will make t 

comedy shorts in 1930, 

the Paramount, grind, Jan. 80 for 
three weeks, or longer if. it will. 
stand up. ‘ . 

boosted to $15. and $20 per couple, 
‘Several of the establishments had 
complete. sell-outs, =~ 

Nelson can be himself, In an- 
other good specialty right near. the| — 
finish (everything seémed to come]. 
too late) he, danced -and knock- 
abouted himself. into four or five 

CELLAR: 
6370 Hollywood Blvd. 

- HOLLYWOOD, .CALIE. . Picture players who lo st out with| To augment income at Municipal HEN THE BIG SHOTS =: 
Laffs—Food—Surprises . “thé advent of talkers because of de-|Auditorium, a series of Sunday |encores. Otherwise with Nels . OF STAGE AND SCREEN, Food=-sourp fective voices are going strong for a|@fternoon “civic concerts” has been |was two and a half hours of mold 1B VISIT HOLLYWOOD. 

—— psychotogical. clinic which opens |tranged.. -Zimbalist opened series |B4g8, so old each’ one drew whis- |Z ‘THEY ALWANS LIVE AT THE 
-  -Guervini & Co | next month at the University -of | last Sunday, oe i pering*comment in place of laughs. ||] EV ALN —— 

_ The Leading and -| Southern California, in which speech ge 7 They started with “What do youl| @ 9 
HH aceatton | defects will be diagnosed and re-| Gladys Hurlbut and Ruth Lee are | think I've got down here, a duck?”. new. leading lady and second wom-. 

an. respectively,, with Bainbridge 
‘stock company at the Shubert the- 
atre, succeeding Allys Dwyer and 
‘Dorothy Lord. Miss: Dwyer an- 
nounced.._.she ..had_..signed...picture. 
contract with Fox. 

WY. FACTORY: paired, if possible, by Dr. . Milton 
a in the United States | Nretfessel. ; . 

. The only Factor? : 
thot mnakes any eet 
of Reeds — made by 

and went right down the line, omit- 
ting nothing. 

Secondary comedy fs in the hands. 
‘of Georgie Haggerty and Helen 
Goodhue, who plant their ‘gags, in|f. _ _ -contrasting:sizesHaggerty 184 ting OE ' an wa fellow and: Miss Goodhue a. large ||" 
woman. They did the same routine | 
last season in “Hello Yourself” and 
change it but slightly for this show. 
A vaude trip, in between probably 
made them letter perfect. . By now 
it’s rather stereotyped. - - 

_Grauman'’s Chinese will again 
hand. | have: a stage attract{n with the 

Pony 2220278. Columbus...|-beginning-of-the-run-0 "The-Rogue-|- 
“San frances, Cal | SOng” Jan..17. Abe Lyman and his 

tree Catalomues .* . : . 
SS He 

Eo MERE EE 
ENS TITUTION ef INTERNATIONALS 

_ Shoes for the Stage and Street 
ns SHOWFOLK’S SHOESHOP—1552 BROADWAY 

| Minneapolis city council has peti- 
tioned the federal radio commission 
to allocate’ a wave length and per- 
mit operation of a broadcasting sta-. 
ton by fhe, Minneapolis police de- 
partment. Idea is to provide radio Jack Squires , 
facilities for broadcasting crime | Miss Brown in effectivences ae the reports to police gun-squad cars| vil. Olive Fay ‘sings, dances a bit, patrolling the city, as has been!-plays a guitar and ‘dumb doras op- tried in other Cities. posite Nelson as a likeable soubret. 

7 

ae . 

Ine. AVING CO. lee. ANDARD ENGR 
. ane won 3907S * 
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Hotels ‘LORRAINE and GRANT-Chicago 
- .. BORRAINE — / GRANT 
. SINGLE BOOM, BATH, $2.00. UP. SINGLE ROOM WITHOUT BATH, §1.26 AND ae 50 PER Day. 

a ati u a fe a 58). : DOUBLE OOM, BATH: $17.50 AND $21.00 WEEERLY ; . uw NGLE ROOM, BATH. $2.00° PER AY 
4 ont nue om: p ge . DOUBLE WITHOUT - BATH, $14.00 WEEKLY ty DOUB LE ROOM WITHOUT BATH. §14 PER WEER 

are:- definitely “dated” - musically, . LEONARD HICKS. President c : : Te, DOUBLE BOOM wits BATH. ‘$17.50 AND" $21.00. WEERLE, . 
They will hardly - sell except where 
the blues vogue still persists,: a 

‘Gladys .Rice-Franklyn Bauer 
(Victor 2226) Richly supported. by. 

those suave fingers of Phil Ohman. 
and Victor Arden, this mixed two- 
some hag a class vocal. combination | 
with “I May. Be’ ‘Wrong’ and: “Just. : 
You,. Just Me.” 

7 
ACKSON 

137-139 West 45th St. _ 

600 HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS 
“LANDSEER .APTS.. |... BENDOR COURT. 

Oppo - 
N. oper Club. 

¥ ks 
NEW YOR ITY. . 

“Both: selections’ are” well Known {° | Completely Nemeteletceeriog oi of: ot and Be gina, 245. West Bist Street. 843: West 65th Street. 
and smoothness , of handling here - the best “Simmons, furniture (Beauty- . 7 shower Baths, Hot: - . Columbus 8950 ; . Columbus. 6066 | 
will appeal, . "Les Poe | a ars = a water, and Cold Water | and oy 

(Brunswick 5858), Oh. Doctor, My | “BEES Benbie oom : ' Blectric Fans _ IRVINGTON BALL » HENRI COURT 

‘ ustment” ‘is. an inane attempt -to|-: $18 - ‘or Double Room : es s ree .- es ree 
of fanny despite: the operation rou-. (with Frivate Bath) . 264-268 West 46th Street: ~ Columbus 1360 Vs 8880 Longacre 

This: 1s the ‘ideal hotel for the. Profession—in tho . 
_ heart of the theatrical section 

“Phones Bryant 0573-4-5_ 

New York City tine . being early” will Rogers’ vin~ 
tage. . 7 : 

Page wrote’ the lyrics’ and. if it’s a! 
ee ae ae 

representative. sample’ of. what he}. <=, 

HILDONA ‘COURT 
941-347 ‘Weat 46th” Street. 3560. ‘Longacre . 

can, do, ha should stick. strictly to strain . .on. the: audien ce to watch Ali Newly : “4. 2. 3-4- ~room apartments. Private bath, phone, kitchen. or kitchenette. 

singing. In that department he-has | them all, Bill stepped in, stopped.| fi. - Decorated. ne $18.00 UP. WEEKLY—$70.00- UP MONTHLY. 
the advantage. of -a strong. tone and | it, and ‘then’ started them out ‘in: $ aud Up Bingle™ 2, e, . . All apartments directly under. the supervision of the owner ~ . 
clear: diction. :: — unison, ° Once even Bill could :not | 7 5am oP Double . ? Inthe center of the theatrical district. All fireproof buildings * 

help, So: they’ doused the lights. 
i Midgie Miller. - -(Mrs.- Morrissey). 
‘Was :miles ahead of: ‘the rest of the 
femme section. © 
A small girl announced as. Margie: ; 

‘Barron ‘played a violin, sang and 
danced. Wainwright | ‘Sisters: (3) 
warbled close harmony. Ted Mar- | 
éel did English ‘straight. Togo, the- 

temporaneous wa-wa. -|-Jap,; ‘made his ‘death slide” on ‘al. . 
Miss ‘Dragonette ‘has: a, Buperb 50, ‘rope from: second balcony to stage. 

(| Latt | ED ————— "| Phone: <LONGACRE 6905 oy G60, B . SCHNEIDER. Le 
Prano- “Art Gillham - . eatra heart beats Hem "to induce). Oppenheim, W.,. Benj. Frénklin H., Phila.’ F a 
(Columbia, 2061) Whispering r pian- ‘No ‘programs opening. night. ‘Im- | pOreinal Georgia 6, Danceland,: Jamaica. TE | E B I RTI = F URNISHED © 

tat who" ‘doesn ‘t whisper, So-so ma~. onéinal Yellow Jackets; ‘Ssimmoriand j a. 
pression was the mob attempted to| © “AP ARTMENTS | 

terial, here,’.“Tf. “You. Were the Only “Oo. ! 
ae Beach, Buckeye’ Lake, 0 : COMPLET WOR [HOUSEREERING. «:: 

“My. Big’ Thyill”. reyerses ana is 
almost; as silly... ; ot 

.Jessica,. Dragonette a 
(Brunswick 4601), “Italian Street 

Song,” a Herhert: @lassic,. and “Gian-- 
nina. Mia,” a Eriml ‘ditto, form. an 
extremely. attractive - .sales “ propo- 
sition. for. the disc- shopper: ‘whose. 
tastes run counter to the mere con- 

‘Address. all ‘communications to 

: CHARLES TENENBAUM | 
~ Principal Office:, Landseer. Apts. 245 West: Sist Street, New: York’ 

All-apartments can be-seen evenings. - -Office in each building 
-_ WD Lease by thie’ Week: Month: oF: Mears Barntehed oF Unfornished: - 

and Telephone . 
° ‘Each. ‘Room ~ 

)- 102 West 44th: ‘Street: #§ 
' New Vork City os 

Phone BRYANT, in28-20- 

“Got and Cold Water a 

keep. the Friday“night show as muich |: 
Giri," just. fair, and “Hollywood,” | under cover as. possible, in: -order | 

flapdoodle about the broken butter~|-to see how it worked and weigh. ita |”, Sr Ne ah kee c. 325 West 43rd Street - “NEW YORK. CIT a 
files of the cinema firmament. |value. . No announcements Sent)’ Owen, ‘Dale. Capitel T.: Flint: Mich. ; Private Bath... 8-4 Rooms. - Satering ito: the: comfort ‘and: conventence: ot - 

- Alexander Kesselburgh’ Out and no “critics invited. he ; Oxley, Harold, care Var ety, N. ¥. Cc. . @ profession. 
STEAM HEAT AND. ELECTRIC LIGHT, $15.00 UP .. . Sra. Jackson now in ‘charge. (Columbia: 2041). Too heavy for any" : Several Met-dailies sent men over 

general appeal is “By a.Lonely For- én their own initiative, however, . 
est: ‘Pathway” .and “Morro Rock,” and the proposition. landed - quite aj. 
rendered in subterranean baritone. _ bit of space the following’ morning, 

; Earl Burnett Trio | «| The newspaper péople: tipped their |. 
(Brunswick: 4605) ‘Bunch of. the | mitts by asking for Tinney: right off 

‘boys -from -Earl Burnett's Pacific the bat... 
coast band doing: a little speakeasy f.anyone can mould ‘something 
harmonizing. - | - out, of. the opening night con- 
“What Do I. Gare” ‘and “Look glémeration, Morrissey’s the boy to 

- What ‘You’ye Done to Me,” fillers as | 4° {t—if they can hold out long . 
to merit but _Dleasantly filtered.“ ~ enough. ° 4 No doubt the Hoboken «s 

1 SEE Bice tp clut| Hare 1 keen aches” eines fer] “ iH ’ 
: Saige, 2028) The lace te,cal without ‘theatres to bring. ‘em over, 

 are,-just fair numbers, but- elven nee shops can't exist i’ plans 
“that” by Miss Hitting.” . ssey’s ‘original. plans 

: . '|-developed; this one might‘have been 
| another Morley at the start: A bunch 

. P 

Pace, George Cc... Roseville, Oo... 
Paleman, Dan, Black Cat R., N. Y. C.. 
Panico,. Louis,. Canton Tea Gardens, Chi- 

cago. - 
Parisian, Rod Heads,” “ae W. North Bt 

Indianapolis. 

— NS SE Se 

- THE. DUPLEX 
_HOUSEKEEPING FURNISHED. 

PARTMENTS. 
"330 West’ Fara Street; New York. 
: ‘Longacre 7132 - : 

A GOOD HOTEL|IN | 
| MIDTOWN NEW. YORK | 

‘ Pasternacki, Steve, Luigi's -‘R.,- Detroit. : a 
‘Payne, Al. 469 Meigs Bee Rochester. Weekly Rates. : . 
Bear Morey, 283 ‘Hunt ing Aye... Boston Single tooms._—-. $14: "to $21 

eck, Jac conen. Eo, eburgh,, . . 
_Peérieas Orch., Monmouth Bt. Newport. “Toyo toons auikes a 50. to 0 $24 ; Or more adults, 

“Perluss, Abe, Rose Room, Los Angeléa. Three-room suites $45 Py J $12.00, OF. ‘WEEKLY 
:Perti, Don, 8. T., New Orleans; La..| §| : Petersen, 'B., ‘Tivol i, agtcnigan. Ch |H! HOTEL WELLINGTON. | 
Peyton, Doe, ¢.. A. 8. cd. ‘Chi. a. | . 1th Aye, at 55th St., New York Gity. |} 

Si Prete r 0c “ “isa Palmetto Ave., ‘To- Under KNOTT. Management | 7 
Ld 

Philbrick’s ‘Preh:; ~Younker'a’ Dept. Store, . 

 Phrée ‘and’ ‘tolir ,cooma with bath, 
-gomplete kitchen; . Modern ‘in every — 
: particular. : Will ‘accommodate- four 

“LETTERS” 
“ when: Sending for Mail to: 

, ci “OF-TOW N REVIEWS | of ota! timers such 4s’ Moriissey be es Moine | = |]. s rani mie, for ite ira 

figured’ on ‘would have: been a nat- | ; Phillips, Pally Club Bagdad; Dallas, ‘| ' siiveater, Johnny; Spanish “B. R., Seattle, | J ADVERTISING ural. for the: spot. A- gang: like:-that | | Piccino; A., 860.N. 8th St., Reading. Pa.-|‘ Simona.: Seymour, Hollywood T., ee 
Pierce, Chas., Pershing: Palace, Chicago. 

: Pipp’s Orch.. Sullivan’s, Edmonton. can - 
; Pollock, Ben, Bllver Slipper, N, Y.-C. 
. Pollock.. Ralph, Loew's State, Syracuse. - 
* Pontrelll,. Nick, Rose Room'B...R., L. A. * 
| Prado, Fred, American House.’ Boston, 

Singer, Lou, Trianon.B. R., “Seattle, 
: Skrivenals, Jos., El Patlo B.R., L : 
paaeen Fred,’ ‘Lotus RR, ‘Washington, 

*@mith-Ballew, Richinan C.,,N. ¥. C.- 
-. Smith. LeR., Connie’s Inn, N.. YX. c. 

-Jand ‘the beer, with the gang and: 
‘(Continued ‘from, page 55) pees fet mixing, would ion, Tt 1 ha ; 

_ Morrissey, himself, dts chief and ve attracted some attention may pan out that way yet.: 
practically-only: support. It ig extremely* mystifying -that: 

, 0 Sr AprE 
rte ouLaR ab ADYERHISES Laer 

ADVERT! TISED. nN 
‘ONE WSSUE ONLY. ov 

: Prince. King: War Lo:R., Detroit. Smilth.° Hari, Blossom Heath inn, Detroti.’ ‘ i In Morrissey - rests this nen such ability as that’ possessed by | Putlsn, , 186 Sellers Bt, Frank-| | Smolin, 6: 160 W. Buchtel Avé., Akros. Byron Billy _ [Re 2 Mise 
only chance .to pu rougn. €| Will Morrissey cannot find a, more. tora: “Phila. | Ohio Carmichael Hongy. 
comic was-in.raré form at the rofitable location, Bi es: Q¢ Bouders. Jackie. Strand T.,. Vancouver, - Charmion Alfred" |'Ril Pp ig Riley: Mra G 
opening, his ad- libbing keeping the. - Specht, Paul, 1585, Broadway, N. Y. Cc. | _<tRinaldo “Ita! 
performance going’ when it often _ Qyiam, Gene, Maryland H., Pasadena, Cal. | Boteiman eo Moulin Rouse Ae Pe ‘Davidson. Sybil, | Rowan’ Frank - —_ 
appeared to be passing out. In an R . SP iteiny. He Veo. wan te te Na S. Dick Deon M - 
evening” of laughs. Morrissey’s 
‘ spontaneous and’ sparkling chatter 

was funniest. . -: 
‘Bert! Fitzgibbon contributed a 

classié by leaving his bed at the 
- French Hospital, New York City, 
showing: up ‘at.the Lyric in Hoboken 
with.a cruteh and dressed in pa- 
Jamas, bathrohe and . overcoat, 
Bert broke his leg about a week 
ago, The. -hospital authorities were | 
“kéported to. have strenuously . ob- 
“Jected to his leaving but the erst- 
While star ‘nut’: comedian insisted 
on making good as’ per billing. 
‘He did .his ‘gageing from a.bal- 

cony -box, slipping, one ‘in whenever 
thinking. of something to say. The 

.. Whole show’ ‘was like that and be- 
cause of ‘it ‘fréquently a masterpléce 

~ tn ad Hbbing by “ad libbists ‘who 

BANDS AND ORCHESTRAS 
(Continued from } from page 43) 

McVee, I. 8., 1221 B. 334 St., L. A. ; 
Meeker, Bob, Palmer House, Chicago. 
Melia,..Wm., 91 Edwin &t.,, Ridgefield 

Park, J. 
: Melson, Chas., Btanley T., Jersey City. 

{Dunbar & Turner - Shea Baward 1 L : a 5 
Hatt & Herman sees 

Touraou. Eraste 
Jervis Harry Mrs 

‘| Warwick Robert 
LaFleur Mr & Mra’| Wincherman W F 

’ Spitalny.. M., Statler H., Clevel and. 
: Springer, Leon, 134 ‘Livingston St., Bkiyn.. 
St. Clair. Jesters, Prince. Edward | i. 

Windsor. Cana 
at. Louls icines, 1388 B. 88th Bt., B’klyn. 

jyStettord. H., 8611. Sumner 8t... Lincoln. 
‘e . . 
Stafford, Jesse, Palace H., 8. ¥F. ; 

catamley Jack, Senator T., Sacramento, 
‘2, 

i Stark, Ferdinand, Curran T., 8. 
- Steppe. ‘Norman, Shadowland c., "san ‘Aa- 

‘otern, Harold, Ambassador H., N. Y¥. ©. 
sen Periey. 258 Huntington: Ave... 
-Bosto 

: Steward, Sam, Biack Cat C., Columbus: ’ 
: Stock. B.. co T. Shayne. ‘i076 -Biway, Blumenfeld Herm'n 

Stoll], Geo., "Loew's State 
bos Buckley StF B”" | Keolaha Violet 

pbtraud, Herb, Buffalo Broadcasting Corp., Capman M mo, Larney Jack: 

Chandler Fehmer -. Lange Howard. 
Strickland, Chas., Pk. Contral H., N. YC, 
Btrinsoff, Vanderbilt H., N.Y. Chere peneck | Laughlin Jack . . wl - i. 

- Steele. Blue, Peabody H., Memphis. - ‘Ghurchilt Bon | Pee, Byran® 

Randell, Art, ‘Fontenelle -H., Omala. 
Rapp, B., Arcadia, West Haven, Conn. 
_Rapee, Erno, ‘Rory T., N. Y¥. C. 
Rasmussen, ¥., 143 Graham Ave., Council) 

Bluffs, Ia. — 
_Rawden, Bill, Palace H., 8. F. 
’ Reteman, Leo, Central P. Caaino, N. Y¥. 
. Renard, Jacques, Coconut Grove, Boston. 
Reaer, Harry, 148. W. 46th 8t.. N. Y. C. 

a. ce Me De- |' 
Memphisonians, 92 9. Mai in ‘Bt. +s Memphis. . Rhythm Roamer: re Chae. ck, De tro 
Menge, M 1 Patio’ B., , Ricel, Aldo, Ritz-Carlton H H,, .N,“Y. ¢. 
‘Messenger, /Al, Roseland, trunton. Mass. Rich, Fred, c-o “Taps,” ‘745 ith Aye.,. 

N.Y. CG.” ; Meroff, Ben, Granada T.. Chicago. 
Mey-Hayne-Grauer,. Plantation, Buffalo.} Rickitts, J. C. Kosciusko, ‘Mise. 

Rines, Joe, Elka H., Bost Meyer. M. F., 926 Broadway, Brooklyn, Lo 
N. Y. Rittenbaud, J. U; Artiste T., Dotrolt. 
Meyer, Oscar, 4520 N. Camac Bt., Phite- | ‘Rizzo, Vincent, Sylvania H., Phile.” 

-delphi Rodemich. Gene, Metropolitan T.. Bosten. 
Meyer: Vic.. Butler H., Seattle. Roanes’ Penn, Commodore B., Lowell. 
Meyerinck, Herb., Mandarin .B. R., 8. F. | Masa. vo 

_ Meyers, Al, 6200 Girard Ave., Phila, Roesner, Walt, co -Fanchon: &. Marco, 
: Meyera,. Louls. Horn's D. H., A... San Franelsco. — 

--Miamian, Buffalo, N.Y. “ Rohde, ‘Karl, Loew's0 heum, Boston: | - 

Marcus Manuel Young: Marjori 
Mason Lois Miss & : j ° 

CHICAGO: OFFICE 
Alexander Roy Howard Buddy 
Arnand PB Howard May” 

Baker - Doo Jones: ‘Davy ° 
Binder Ray. Jones .Terese M 

: Miller, J. Franx, Statler H., Detroit. _. Roky,’ Leon, Byracuse Syracuse, Straight, Chas., Variety, Chicago. - Leis Clara i 
know their stuff. From his perch | ; Miller, Jack, Press Club, Montreal, Rolfe, B. A., 1690 Broadway, N. ¥. C. ‘Sutherland. Lee, Flor d'Italia C..' 8, a Poster, & Rich Leslie & "Wanderg ft 
Fitzgibbons .said- he. hoped they |: Miller, N., 121 Willams &t., Chelsea, ‘Roman, Joe. 106 Winter. St... Portland. | Sweet, Al, 29 Quincy Bt.. Chicago. Davie & “McCoy Lyman’ Tommy 
took in enough at. tlie box office to: Mes a ' Me. ! Bweeten, Claude, Golden. Gate, 8, ¥F. e Lane Datla ym 
Bet him back tothe hospital. | syuitiog, ‘Ray, c-o M. C. A,, 1801 B'way, “Fomanellt, 1, King Pawara B: Toronto, Sweeten, Owen, . bth Avenue v., Seattle. .. Buity J. . MacGowan ‘a. & iM 

. nN : . oselap ‘ . ot . 
“When” it’. wasn't . Morrissey. . or || Miller, Vie, Loew's Btate,: Syracuse. Rose. Irv. Btatler: B. Bt. a + awards J & L Myers Tim 

_ Hitzgibbon, mostly,’Morrissey, say- Miller, W., Ritz Car). Rosebrook, Leon, Roxy y, N, ¥, ¢. 
Rosen, Paul, 78 Ww. Randolph &t., Chie 

cago. . ” + 
Rosenthal, Harry, “Bteinway Hall, N.Y Lc. 
-Rothschiid, ‘Leo, 800 W. 14th 8t.. N. ¥.c.]. 
Royal ‘Novelty 8ix, 2393 N.. 224 “at, Phila. 

. Rubinoff, Paramount T., Brooklyn, - N.Y. 

la, 
Miner-Doyie, 1i9a iadlesex ‘St., Lowell. 

Mille... Floyd,” 786: Fayette “Bt Curiber: 
jana. Ma. : 
; Min{oh, Ed., 1101 “Prospect: Ave. Geran- 

. Lo meérson Eddie: Novit Jules 7 
_ Tapps, 745 Seventh Ave.,.N. Y¥. C. “vans. Alvin A: ; ae 

Taylor, H.,-1015 Chestnut Bt... Phils, ne 
Taylor, Ja ck, Ambassador H., L. 
Teppas, J. J.,.838 Glenwood Ave:, Buitate, 
‘Terry, Thelma, e-o ec A. Paramount. 

ing Whatever occurred to them, the 
_ Show's’ comedy ‘was: contributed by-| 

“ others: fh form’ of stale burlesque 
hits, paved» by burlesque comédians.. 

Ferguron nine [BURMA E wg rguson Mae n Fre 
Forsyth James F mu ay 
Fro man Bert Reynolds Vera 

t Such: times * pr] ton Bldg. N.Y. ‘Robertson L 
Was’ dull. mer “Hoboken Hoboes'") |hitchel, a1, Olympia T., New Haven. Huseell.B,,. King Cotton H.. Greensboro. |” Thaviy, Fa gtnae B Biég.. Chicago, | Gerard Jay Rose Gharila™ 
Audience's eyriosity to see Billy | nu" Dinty, “Hunter ia, Inn, Pelham, Russo, ‘Dan, Beachview Gardens, Chicago. Thies, Henry, Linton H., Cin Gifford WC Se 

Russo, Danny, Palace Thom Millard, R kn kerbocker, ert. Bert Ruth St y j 

Montgomery and how he looked] Moore, Pret. Montmarsry, Oy, Motirwood.| 0 ra Toy pive, Ricennoure H, oie, [Seaae'at y— lainy nat er e last. Jam, as. satisfled , ’ “ Tierney Five, Rittenhouse H.. Phila, oodlette Sllby Nat - . 
“Jdte in the running ‘aes the 'sec-. pect rom Cinderella B. R., Long : S* 7 Tobin, John, Coffee Dan's, Chicago. Gordon Al. Steinbeck Bruno, 
"ond: 4 sate Banborn, Ed., Loew's T., Montreal. Turcotte, Geo.. 90 Orange St... Manches- |. ; é part. Billy was dressed in a{ Morey, Al, Worth T., Ft. Worth. ; Hall &. Essl Vv 
tux and k M Jack,.09 Westfield Rd., Holyoke. |: Sands, P., 215 Ridgewood Ave. B'klyn. | ter, N. H.. . mo asley | Van Rex: 

nd looked in shape, . having Morey Glen Silver Blipper, ‘Baltimore. Schara, C. F., 624 Bway., Buffalo, N: Y. ; Vv ‘Halligan Jack Vanderkoor H n 
" @ few moments of his own in “one,” | Morris: Mel. Plecadilly HL. N. Y.C. “Schmitt, Fred, Rialto T... Denver. Se . Hammond Al | Verdi Alvin 
talking and at. the piano. “Mosby. Curtis, Apex'C., Schoiler, Dave, c-o. Loew's, N. Y. Vagabonds, Oriole Terrace, Detrott. art. Lisle. Cc Verabell Madame - Anethons wnissing - anong . the Schubert, Ed.,- ry Arthur Bt., Lawrence. Vallee, Rudy, Paramount T., N. Y. & . Herman Lewis 

“Broadway Deserters” billed te ap- 
‘bear was Jimmy. Duffy (Duffy and 
Sweeney), Tinney, they said around 
the theatre, was somewhere in 

. Philly. « ‘ Jimmy's -whereabouts: were 
“unknown.” 
= Wo w-of-the: -show™ Was “the 12= girl |= 

he, introduced as-the Ned Way- 
birn Girls,: but appearing. to be 
either. locals or Wayburn students 
receiving their first’ view of an 
®udience from the stage side. It’s 
Most probable they were present to 
Work together but the cues were 

* Mixed and each girl was minding 

Mooher. Va 8137 10th Ave. 8.. Minneap- 
olla. "Murphy's Bkippers, Majestic H., Tama- ‘Schwarts; U J. a0, Court: St. Fremont, 

qua, Pa. 
Musial. Fred, Ortental T., Detroit. scott, Le w.. eo Dilbert. Ave., Spring ‘He. | feld, 0. 

wr Moana H., Waikiki Beach, Honolulu, Ha: weet Frank, 254 President St, Bixive. 

Van der Zanden, Ambassador H., N. ¥.° 
Veo. ‘Harold. McAlpin H:, N. Y.: ws . 

_ Vorhees, Don, 328 Ww. 45th 8t., N. Y. Cc. 

. Witilamson, Get. "Isle of. Palme H. 
_ Wade, Jim, .c. A. §, Chi.. Charleston, Ss: 

owes = Wadaworth,. Wiadas,. “perkace: Gardena. Chi-~:|---Wlaon; Bitty =-Du=Pont41=—W iia ieteHn 
. a ‘leon. Clare, Madison Gardens, Toledo, - - 

‘Walker. Ray, 466 _ Washington Ave. Wilson F.. Marcell Country Club, Pasa-. 
Brooklyn, N. Y, . dena. ‘ 
Wagner, Sol., Beau Monde; Chicago, . 
Warner. D., Egyptian B., Ocean Pk.,. Cal 
Walsh, W., 212 E. Tremont Ave., N '¥. ¢. 
Warin’s Fenn., e-> J. O'Connor, 1691 

Bi way, N..Y 
“Watson, Moni, Grand-Riyiera T., Detroit. 
Weede-Meyer Orc.,, c-o M C. A. Pare. 

mount Bidg.. N. Y. C, 

Hertz Lillian - ‘| white H Plerre » 
Hogan & Stanley - Wynn Ray 
Holt Miles : 

. : . - - —————— . 

seis et _N.. a 

‘Nashotd, Dudley, Nashold’s B. Ru Sesttle.. 
Naylor, “Oliver, Palais D'Or, Phila. 

Mayflower. H, Wash, 
q 8 At President ¥ H, » AS Cc 
ellin er, enry, rake ‘ Newt, Art, 6224 Spruce St. Philadelphia, | Gellinsel; Henry. Draco eared. Y. 

Neibauer, Ed, Trianon B., Chicago. Setaro. A., Granada T., 8. F. 
New Orleans Owls, H. Roosevelt, N. 0. Beven Aces, ¢-o M. Cc. A. Paramount 
Nichola, Red, clo “Variety,” N. ¥. C. Bldg.. 
Norvo, Red, Minneapolis, Minn, Beverl, Gtno, Granada T.. 8. F. 

. Novit, Jules, Parody, Chicago. Sheffers, C., ‘Wilbur’a, Taunton, Maes 
_ , : Bhelton, Geos Olympic H,. Seattle, 

eneherman, Maurie, Golden Purnpkin, Chi- 

} h 
‘Winebrenner. W. 8.. 262 Frederick 8t., . 

Hanover, -Pa. : 
. Wittstein, ‘Badte, New Haven. 

'. Wolf, Rube, Fox T., San Francisco. 
Wolfe Leo, Vanity Fair. Chicago. . 
Wolshan, J.. El] Patio Ss. OF . 
Wunderlich, F.. 1587 Eg. ioth” Bt. Bklyn, 

L. . Wylle. Allist Cc do HK., 
er own business only. Morrissey ° : na Bway, onx.( weet Anaon, Mark Hopkina H.. 8. WF. vite, Allister, Coronado ¥ 

: ; . ° Brook n, “Ble ff, Jos. Caves C.. 198 way, «| eems, Te ranada Cafe, cago. . Y Tauri, Sqnared it by inserting a| Octavet Ore,, 88 Duffield St. 7 leis Cal. Werner. Ed. Michigan T., Detroit. Loe 
or twa, ornare, H., 20 W. Jackson Blvd., Ch. | Bilverman, D , Missouri T.,. Bt. Lovte. Wesley Jos., 317 12th Ave., Milwaukee Yates, Danny, Windsor H., Montreal. 

hen the girls became so in-  ©’Hearn, Trave, LeClair H., Moline, 11. Silvertown Cord, c-o M. C. A., Paramount Young. L,. 1855 Prospect Pl., Brooklyn. Whidden, Ed, 125 Dikeman St., Rrooklyn. 
. Youngman, H., 882 Gist St., Brooklya. fividual that it was too great a: Olsen, George, Roosevelt H., Hollywood. j Bidg., N. ¥. C. Whiteman, Paul, ‘1800 Bway, N. ¥. © 

LAY 
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CHANT OF THE JUNGLE 
‘Lyric by Arthur Freed Music by Nacio Herb Brown 

THAT \ /ONDERFUL ‘SOMETHING 
Lyric by Joe. Goodwin (1s, LOVE) — Music by Louis Alter 

Introduced by 

Tia and ROBERT woNTacmaxy = 
eis) it in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s Box Office Sensation 

| “UNTAMED” 
be 
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‘Bebe Daniels, « one of the many 
.. leading stars of stage and. screen 
“who are Victor recording artists. 

Install one of the new Victor Radio-Electrolas or Radiola 
combinations i in your. lobby. Play the theme songs of your 
coming attractions. (They are recorded for Victor Records 
by the world’s. greatest bands and artists!) Send your pa- 
trons. out thinking over and humming the song hits of your 
next attraction! 

Thousands. of Radiola and Victor dealers: are eager to co- 
operate with you in exploiting your pictures eee thousands 
of window displays are waiting for your tie-up ...the 
colossal Victor-Record promotional campaigns and RCA- 
Victor broadcasts are advertising for you. 

The RCA-Victor. Company, Inc.,. with its nation-wide or- 
: ganization, brings immense: added power to the gigantic 
show machine that is making new history i in the Amuse- 

eeosoelasene pen eee filet LC LISP ate pecs ne 

RCA- VICTOR COMPANY, INC. 
233° BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY 

‘ment World. . 7 : ert pt tea ltctte eee tat one 



3 night.in the week that he giorifies.: 

: and: the night before, and the night. 

: “special night.” 

“ Room of the hotel, his table as im- 
foe 

‘night. perform. Someone is honored. 
\ every Monday. There are enough 

‘vaudeville’ and musical comedy 

. reer! “ne 

. nent crowd Jearned'to drop in for 

'. wall near the orchestra. Producers 

” gide of the rodom’s entrance, 

= ‘change a -studio is the cause for 

. to watch the fights. . “When Abe Ly- 
_ Inan and later Gus Arnheim ‘played |.. 

; at home. 

Hollywood Nights 
By Cecelia’ ‘Ager 

~ Margin Trading 
By Al Greason 

used to be pottering. around “Hot: 

companion and errand boy a. Casal | 
youngster who. grew up. under: his « 
questionable tutorship; ‘anyhow,: 

ship as. open to. criticism,’ although. 
it’s debatable whether: ‘it ‘wasn’t 

That: youngster is. around Broadway _ 

- There are. just. nights enough in. 
“the week. to dovetail with the num- 

‘| per of places to go, “Hence a-mem- 
ber .of cafe society here. sees the 
‘game faces. tonight ‘as last. night, 

‘bler's- parting admonition ' to his - 
young disciple: - . 

“Kid, if.you’re going to gamble, 
first Jearn the business and test 

. before. No use hoping :to see dif-° 
. ferent people, Cafe society goes 
“places only on.“special” nights, and’ 
‘there are but. a week’s number of. 

- spots here, each provided | with a 

' Monday night. the ‘spectal night 
nadict drives to the Roosevelt, parks: 
his car in the parking station on, 
Orange avenue (if he 1s driving 
himself) and hastens to the Blossom |}. 

Margin. trading as: an institution. 
ig respectable, © It is ‘countenanced. 

‘teemed pew holders {n some of Fifth. 
avenue’s most beautiful and com=- 

portant as his job. in the picture 
‘industry. Songwriters sit along the 

crs pretty” generally Profit: by the institution of: margin trading, be- 
ing in on the long percentage side, 
which, of course, is the brokerage 
Side, : which’ also involves indirectly 
the banking industry, trade or pro- 

‘Tfesston.” Or, maybe, - jés an art. 

-are at-corner ringside. Stars get |, 
‘any corner ringside’ tables left over. 

- Featured players are. at just plain 
ringside: tables, usually on the far 

‘Monday : night lures. cafe. society |. 
_ here to watch the honor guest of ‘the 

mendously ‘sensitive, ,to app earance of evil. 

lights. passing through: the - town 
either into or out ‘of pictures to pro- 
‘vide the management with special 

' Monday. night guests indefinitely: | 
‘n..gome Mondays, just for a 

the financing of the whole body of - 
‘the “special” quality. of the: night. 

Another Night 
~ Muesday night they trek into Los 

spend to the ‘O*ympic Auditorium, 

‘tion of securities and- even in-.open- 
ing the way for the American citl- 
zen to participate. in the gains of. 
-enterprige and be a patriot at the- 
same time... 

- their musie in the: Cocoanut Grove 
‘of. the Ambassador hotel, Tuesday's. ton, but in the players. The great 

mass: of margin players up until 
& bit to be soothed ‘by the sweet 
rhythm, after their strenuous ac- 

_ tivities of Shouting for Knockouts. 
The Cocoanut Grove is all.gala on 
Tuesdays, with favors -and table 
decorations that the guests are not 
too proud to carry home, and 2 
tilted couvert. charge... Now it. is. 
Mal Hallett whose orchestra pacifies 

ple who, by reason of their attitude 
‘toward the ticker, couldn’t poasibly. 
win in the long run ‘except by. a 
‘miracle, Briefly, the reasons were 
that the players didn’t know a thing 
about the game and, secondly, they 
were - temperamentally. unfitted to 
play it, 

This ‘needs some expansion. The 
“outsider” (Wall ‘Street slang -for 
chump on Broadway) ‘almost never 
takes profit.. If he buys Mex. Sea- 
board at 6 _and it goes up to. 69, as. 
“actually” happened Jess than a year 
ago, the dilettanti* speculator still: 
hag it. and helds it for 110. He still 
has it at 110, holding it for 175, and 
so on. Likewise (rfotng back to 
Mex, Seaboard), he still has it when 
it returns to'944, which happens to- 
be the recent bottom for that stock. 

e After. a-Bankroll 
. The trouble with the uninformed | 
speculator is. that he always wants 
fo run a bankroll of $67.50 up to 
$300,000: and retire on that not later 

(Continued on page 82) 

Abroad. 

"Abr oad, ‘many of the products with 
dialog have not been released. But 
the silent versions have. In many 
instances the silent versions were 
of poorer calibre than the talkers. 
Whatever damage was done to play-_ 
‘ers. who’ appeared ° “without . sound 

(Continued on page 80) 

Regular News Section 
“Variety’s” regular news . 

section and reviews for this’. 
‘ssue start on page 73. oO 

This edition went to press 
Sunday (Jan. 5) afternoon, 

" Hollywood -cafe soctety -(Cholly | “Troubles! o SEL I ING T AS 
_ Knickerbocker’ s phrage) ‘is so bound: 
“d ‘by the: ‘lmited “number of. a . 
own by - hott greeting, one com. Talkers, With With Silents, Un-) 

“gach day of the week and starts || -vonced'te tell hig woe tale. ‘Organized Foreign Trade| ‘al! over again Monday,. The cheerlo, |] “When the. breaks’ start 
“-Yingside table securers, high. pow-= | |'- ‘ defi 

{ said, according to Jimmy:Dur- - pects, ‘Leave ndefinite. who laces at night, the }{ 92 . 
oo Whose aneeding ments are ante. a. “The ‘hen market, 1) .. Lime; ‘on. All-Round Selec-: Girls, if: you would be a “success in| 

fixed without fines, don’t have ta | cleaned: me, mn my : tions as F. ormerly by| 
his leg. It's awful.” peal.. It’s the most. salable quantity. They are spared deciding where || “you think you've got trou-. |. "| Picture. girls.have long realized thie. to’ find the, night's. amusement -by'|} bles,” ‘replied his“ companion. . Bancroft of Paramount It is only lately that the theatre hes. 

“the neat co-operation of the Holly- {. ; 

|{- sult with two pairs of nts © 
who take care‘af local -entertain-" te Darna” abo hole ‘in the At By ARTHUR UNGAR ‘On the screen, of course, the ° box education’ hadn't. been so bad after -ment do not encroach upon one an-: oat.” . : 1, office has' proven conclusively that a |-all. :.other’s territory. Each night life] - Hollywood, Dee, 31... grain of “It” fa more valuable than Presently the -youngeter ‘decided ° 

dustry, It is.only important ‘that condition in the: , ' mae picture field’s box. in. the broad land beyond Hot dancing makes them: nares | office the past year, created by the| only three outstanding feminine y Again the Roosevelt | stars whose draw has not been. built 
1 drawing: card, .if-a.selection can be chiefly’ on sex attraction, the excep: 

the. hatiarhhai haa for iehte ‘the rade with surety at-this time, would: 
+has it tha ag ee ve oa 8 ne be George Bancroft, of Paramount.’ | Craze for ‘Garbo, Swanson, Bow, 
current orchestra o e etosso ‘Crawford, Carroll, White and others 

player. and therefore appears. reg-| can. mainly be attributed to 9. A. ‘gamble or work. If you gamble, and ‘thinking | uP cute stunts, oneat ularly’ at the theatres for endorse- y started. win Ge orge Olson's hand ment by the grosses.: One or two |-would go unnoticed in less glamor- 
manders ow George i in thew ous: ‘personalities, - 

tions are ‘too intermittent in théir| ‘Who can define Ir in so many cussion -of. margin .trading,. “but it.: ing. content dered the in. inet similar. appearances to be properly f £ ; gi 
‘plawd the. orchestras eeutting. ap placed or classed amongst the reg- snappy eyes, ‘a cleyerly. dressed fig- | pra | ure, and tricks te accentuate, espe-. 

f ne to - By reason of this which has en- | ctally on the’ screen,.such as ‘odd. 
ern the then or the-one t9| qured during 1929, no distinctive 

roll d Legion |Cholces are made of other gross |-wide bracelets, long earrings, back- 
Friday at the Hol ywoo S less .gowns, short skirts, -ankle 

ad. as usual with their respec- bracelets padded brassieres, | satin pleased over hew near first. row.|"@me > , 
their seats are. Crowding into this:|‘lve standings’ as to stars’ or fea- 
uncomfortable weoden structure be- |tured players, with each showing | scription, ete. 

. Not. to. say that develonment’ of 
crete floor is unkind to feet on the | they hold on their studio’s list. . talent fs. waste, but rather that 
coo] nights of- California, and Dialog’ pictures. during the past 
smoke grows thicker’ as the bouts:|year have sounded the death knell hopeless. 

' f order}, the old line stars and: feature players | Danger of Overwork ‘tem {s mostly out of order},. an- 2 
nouncer- Jooks enough like Joe.|In other ‘instances it has revived| Girls who overwork at dancing 
Humphries to start those with im-|many of the personalities who had ‘muscles and scrawny arms, never sentnent Fane ee oven 

.|seem to-realize that. moderation in| - ) "an e 
Maison Sn Adventure” sound and dialog. ° Bove way fe study and’a. little imagination will economists are able to prove beyond 

“They've got to go’ some place any- | At the same time the belief that Excessive - exercise, writes faticue| only respectable, , but. eesent! al td” 

it, grateful for.a.place to spend | for the talking productions’ would | into the face, while. many ‘girls are | Pe uct of the. country’s com- 
the ‘evening... Besides, it’s an’ ad- overshadow. thane prédominating in | cashing” in as ‘stirs because they 

{popularity in the past has. not ma- ventire to disentangle one’s car their own individualities, °° 

hts, without aid of traffic cops, |but it requires more than one, two |, Hxamine the recent trend of ‘ ‘thé 
nen wre evidently resting at home /or three pictures to establish .them | theatre. Broadway managers have. 

the’ ne t pic- | with. the screen going public, while 
to be in condition. for x P , picture girls, ‘regardless of talent, 
Now !/t is Saturday. and Saturday years to ‘give. them 100%. circulation.| for. musical. and! dramatic shows. 

is something specially special in|on éven their first endeavor. These women, out of their element 
1 d, just as it is in St. Paul.| “Variety” for 1929, as in past 

Hollywood, J ‘lacking in ability, nevertheless are 
more for dancing on. the last Sat- | value and standing of stars and|a boxoffice draw. due to their pic-|- 
urday of the month, in its:own room |featured players. This rating was | ture publicity and sexy background. 
to protect its famous members from | arrived at. as established’ by the 

. the theatre is rather a futile thing 
‘ft’s exclusive. So everyone looks |theatres in the key cities, the pro- | when considering ‘the grosses of 
expensive, acts well-bred and ap-|Vincial districts and in’ the for eign | some of the current screen hits. And 
pears entranced by the Argentine | market. 

Those fortunate enough - to. pos- 
the jazz.band’s numbers. Conti- sess both talent and appeal, can these but ‘lately pugnacious -hearts. | nental cafe society requires a tango write their ticket, Always have, 

Wednesday is the Montmartre’s orchestra; the Mayfair is Holly- 

‘dancing contest. “The winners re- | tango, although nobody knows what 
ceive their cup of glory. from a film te. do ¢ about it, It lends. “tone.” $124, 000: -FOR- FAIR- -WK=- actress; “whoa “either “embryo or} * a “Open “Saturdays 

nesday is dedicated to the younger | once.a month, there are three Sat- ASKED BY R- B CIRCUS fet of cafe society. Only youth (Continued on page 4) 
seems to have sufficient’ enthusiasm. Se 

. ; Prices are now set 7 set in the Ringling “Contests. Here are seen. gliding. if ‘ along the floor WAMPAS baby stars Local Nuisances . They are Ringling-Barnum, $124,- in the arms of youths who. take 000 weekly; Sells-Floto, $60, 000, and | 
Talking pictures of the mayor, Hagenbach- Wallace, $25,000. 

chief of police and other city noises 
will be used ag iraller features by {s Lincoln, Neb., taking the H. W. 

trick for one day at a flat rate of 
$4,000, 

Wednesday night's femininity is 
culled chiefly from pictures. The 

Hollywood, Jan. 2 “TONPAIES NOW 

“places to go that.it moves en masse Two ‘fellows meeting for a 

ne tut” ne ||. for Both. and Other As-| _ 
_ gered motor owners, hill-top. resi-'|: against you, they're awfu 

how. business, develop your sex ap- d, and today my boy’ broke ‘8 | -Bhoose’ thelr evening's objective. die 
Fa “Variety” —If_ a Leader, 

“Listen to mine. I bought a... 
wood..diversion purveyors. Those. : followed sult: early 40’s,- On the face of it, the - 

t himself a | <—<——_—$—__—____———_—! ns seead F : 
- entrepreneur has takén to hi With a changed and more: saettied’ all the histrionic ability. ‘There are ‘fo seek his own fortune somewhere: 

Thurs day everybody is back at talker, the selection of the best: 

tions which prove the ruleé,. 

‘Room outdoes itself. in playing swell Bancroft is'a consistent” Picture: 

However remarkable the talent, it! don’t: work. And: 4f you.work,,‘don’t 

is-carrying on.- Sonietimes’a daric- other proven theati’e screen. attrae- 

words? Charm, ‘hision,. languid .or hag its. application, | 

and ‘the unobstructed layout of the ularly released. favorites. 

jewelty, the: inevitable | necklace, 

‘Stadium: to, see the fights and be drawers; ‘rather the studios. are 

gowns skin tight, wigs of every de= 

‘comes a lark. Though thé con-: by position in list the relative spot | 

talent without. charm fs ° ‘rather 

progress (for the- ventilating sys- {from a draw point for many of the 

schools,: until they have knotted 

agination conjuring up a picture of |begun to wane in popularity as. the 

get them further along the path.| dispute that margin trading-is not 
.| way, so they are good natured about |the many recruits from .the stage 

have concentrated -upon developing 
‘from the maze of motors after the |terialized. Not that they will not, 

an increasing interest:in importing 
ture premiere, as. well: it takes every bit of two 

and, forthe most part, noticeably 
The Mayfair Club meets at the Bilt- |years, is presenting the box office 

ved . Hue and cry about the “art” of 
rude onlookers, and everyone says |companiés from the returns at the 

even “artists” must ‘eat, 
tango orchestra that plays. between 

But get that appeal first. 
Own night, made “special” by a|wood’s swankiest,.so there must be : _ 

fading, as the guest of honor, Wed- “With the “Mayfair meeting -but 

to work itself up. about dancing 

‘offices for circuses for fair dates. 

Chicago, Jan, 4. 
their dancing seriously and. ‘practice 

* The only town to buy. at the terms 

R-K-O in neighborhood spots here 
' hen don't have to be in the in- and in middle western clties, 

the community regarded the tutor-': 

pretty: good education’ at. that. ° 

prings. Here’s thé sage old § gam- 

gamble. Good luck; good-bye,” ~ 2 
That’s,a queer foreword to a: dig: uf 

| Anyhow, {t's respéctable ‘and tre-. 

The headache isn’t in the. inetitu-. 

that memorable Oct. 29° were peo-. 

Some. 26 or 30° years” aed there © 

Springs a picturesque old gambler. an 
_| whose experiences went back to ‘the. on 

days of. Bret ‘Harte. He had as'a: *.” 

these days and still out of jail, al-.:... 
though he’ a associated ‘with the pic~ * 7 
ture: business.‘and probably in -the.: mae 

your ability at : it. . Then. either ” 

by. a .large number of highly ‘es- ~_ 

American industry, dn the distribu- ~~ 

aor Sa 

‘Mmodious churches., ‘Thé pew holds | 8 

merce, playing an-important ‘part. in os 



The Theatre as a Business 
By Hiram 

President, R- K-O 

Radio-Keith-Orpheum began 1929 

fn confusion and uncertainty; it 

faces 1930 well-organized and with 

clearly defined objectives, 

In reflecting on. the: first 12 
months of our existence, : devoted 
very largely to reoganization- and 
planning, perhaps the most genuine. 
satisfaction. comes. from the: co-. 
operation’ and encouragement ° we 
have had. from the personnel of our. 

organization, our associates In ‘the’ 
motion picture and theatrical in- 
dustry and profession, the ‘press, | 
and from the~ public; and I know 
of no better time nor.place, than 
this special issue of “Variety,” to 
express our sincere appreciation. of 
the whole-hearted. assistance which 
it has been our food fortune to re- 

ceive from all sources. 

A year ago I made the statement. 

that I believed the entertainment 
business was not different from. any. 
ordinary commercial ‘business ‘and 
this thought can. be summarized in 
one sentence, which is: | 

“Make and distribute a 
consistently good product ‘and - 
let the people know where they. a 
can get it.” 

Motion pictures and vaudeville. 
_ acts are commodities in great. ‘pub-. 

lic demand, They. require real 
“showmanship” to: “sell”. them, but 

dustrial leaders today | ‘are algo, 
great “showman” who have 
not overlooked this element in giv-, 
ing their products. . hational, and 
‘even international, prominence. : 

I am sure our picture stars ‘and 
‘vaudeville artists will not resent. 
having their work : likened to! a 

S.. Brown. | 

mentary sense, having a full appre- 

really meritorious. picture or act. | 
' For. vaudeville, a field “where 
R-K-O is-the undisputed leader, we 

paign of development. Substantial, 

man: on the ‘R-K-O: stages. ‘is. ae 
‘big part of. our. objectives. 
R-K-O 

leadership. Our position will: be 
maintained. and our vaudeville . will | 
ever be superior, the R-K-O brand, 

business . of providing entertain- 
ment; ‘in’ the. form "of: motion: pic- | 

tures and. vaudeville, . to, the patrons |. 
of our own theatres in the : ‘United 
States and. ‘Canada: and to: ‘the pa-. 
trons: of those’ ‘other’ theatres; - in 

|this country.and elsewhere. through-. 
out’ the’ world, who’ exhibit’ Radio 

Pictures or who book their: vaude- 
ville shows’ through our: organiza 
tion. ° Bot . tapes 

Tn. conducting. this “Husiness, we 7 
have a. -full_ sense: of the: responsi- 
bility “which. such. a’ public service. = 

thelr appreciation, of: his remarkable 
successful | | 

demands aiid .we..are not: unmind-- 

ful of ‘the fact ‘that American: audi- 
ences wart clean, : ‘wholesome enter- 

. tainment, * 
some of our most successful: in-\| . Our: hope. and. aim fs. to. ‘steadily. 

and to ‘continue “to merit. the pa- 
tronage. we are receiving. - 
‘In. conclusion, - I. repeat my ex- 

‘pression of. appreciation to all those 
who have been helpful to us in’1929- 
and I. wish. for. them a happy and | 
Prosperous. 1990." 

A Year With Radio Pictures. - 
By Joseph I. Schnitzer 
President, RKO. Productions, ‘Ince 

It is not by bread alone that man 

lives. 

It is not ‘by personal aggrandise- 

ment, by the works of any’ one indi- 
vidual, 

personality that an institution sur- 
vives and thrives, — 

It is by the work of those who set. 

by the genius of any one| 

Case of.. Sergeant -Grischa,” “Love 
.Comes. Along,” “Radio Revels” are 
illustrative of this point, I believe. 

. .  .Overnight . ; 
Overnight RKO Productions were 

obliged to prepare for the gigantic 
‘problem of producing lavish and 

their shoulder to the machine, by the | | 
spirit of enterprise - and ambition 
which permeates the rank and file of 
an organization that great work is 
done. ° 

I am led to make these. atate- 
ments as I look back over a year’s |: 
endeavor and grasp the true signifi- 
cance of the success of RKO Pro- 
ductions, of which I have the honor 

to be the head. 
Here, I believe, is, without a “doubt, 

‘a striking example of. ‘grand- -scale . 
success achieved through high- 

spirited co-operation, mutual help- 
fulness, 

not only to all engaged-in motion 
pictures, but to the world of indus- , 
try at large. 

A year ago the industry witnessed 
the birth of Radio Pictures, 
Radio-Keith-Orpheum Produc- 

tions, Inc., entéred the motion pic- 
‘ture fleld. 

unstinted ‘common effort) 
that must serve as an inspiration ; 

It brought with its en-"| 
trance to the screen the scientific, | - 
engineering, technical and ‘artistic ne 

resources of Radio Corporation ‘of 
America, Westinghouse Company, 
General Electric, 
Machine Company, National Broad- 
casting Company and Radio- ‘Keith- 
Orpheum Theatres, Inc. * 

Victor Talking’} | 

This was the background ‘and| — 
these the material factors, Th 
tangible, spiritual and, above all, the 
vitalizing factors lay in the. minds 
of those who gathered together 
around a board of directors’ table 
anid with quiet determination and a 
sure sense of values. converted a 
daring idea, a nebulous dream, into- 
reality. .And it ig to these able 
associates and lieutenants in. a 
great enterprise, conquering. almost 
insurmountable obstacles ‘in. pro- 

“duction: ~and--organization,.. that.I. 

The in- | 

“commodity,” ” for I make the ‘com. 
parison ‘only in the most. compli- . 

elation of the: great ability and work. 
required of. an artist. to produce at. 

have compiled an extensive cam- | - 

accepts: ‘the obligations |: ” 
which accompany tne” vaudeville _ 

’ Radio-Keith- Orpheum .is in the} 

VARIETY 

attractive amusement “py the hu-} ° 

» WILL MAHONEY. 
“in Hari Carroll's “Sketch Book; a 

’ 44th St. Theatré,. N. Y. CG. 

“phe New York “Post” said:. “Earl 
Carroll’s ‘Sketch Book’ has ‘as. its 
star Will Mahoney, a. jolly, -hard- 
‘working gentleman who does some 
amazing stepping and. generally: 
brightens. things | up. whenever he 
‘appears. 7 

: Direction 

> RALPH G. FARNUM. 
arn _ 1860, Broadway 

participation’. in | the. 
achievements ‘of this organization. 
-I don’t want this to be merely a 

‘history of what RKO Productions 
improve - the quality of: our shows | ry havedone,. ButI do believe everyone: 

‘ig interested in how aggressive and 
creative America can. and does con- 
vert daring. ideas, dreams, visions 

into reality. — 

rations for. the fulfillment ofa. large 
‘share of this. progress.. Contracts 
have been let for the erection of the: 
largest structure in the world ex-. 
clusively devoted to the filming of 
talking pictures at the RKO studios 
in. Hollywood, a. huge stage suffi- 
cient for the largest movie sets and |: 
crowd scenes ever filmed. 

To this end, also, RKO. has. ac-|. 
| quired - the. rights to the Spoor-: 
“Bergren’‘ wide-screen stereoscopic 

‘process whereby the world will. ‘be 
given Radio Pictures on a scale of 
great magnitude and artistry. <A 
100-acre ranch has been acquired by. 
RKO for the still further enlarge- 
ment of its activities, and 15 acres 
of ground are. being. built up solidly 

JULIAN ELTINGE 
in. “MAID TO ORDER" 

His first talking picture which will be released in January, after which 
Bltinge ‘will appear In @ new:act in the larger picture houses... 

| Management Jesse Weil, Tec Art Studios, Hollywood: 

extravagant all-talking productions 

must extend my most heartfelt 

appreciation, ; 
For not only were millions of dol- 

lars involved, but the faith and trust 
of a great army of showmen in the 
ability of this organization to make 
good, to keep pledges, to bring pro- 
ductions. of worth commensurate 
with a great undertaking. That this 
faith, this trust, these pledges have 
been kept 1s already history. “Street 
Girl,” “Rio Rita,” “Hit the Deck,” 
“Seven Keys’ to Baldpate,” “The 

-for..the_new..era.of. the audible. film. 
“New authors, stars, directors, “en- 

gineers, specialists in technical re- 
cording problems, architects, 
staffs, were to be discovered. Giant 
construction problems had to he 
faced. And to all who shared in 
the solution of these problems credit 
is due for superb performunce. 
‘To William Le Baron was entrust- 

ed the great task of production; and 
the press of .the world and the 
showmen of the industry have al- 
ready expressed in-glowing praise 

art} 

at the RKO studios. ‘in. addition to. 
_present_ facilities, _ still, further .em- oP miata 

| USING CENSORS TO- 

Radio Pictures is making: prepa- |. 

Building-Closing-Seling;. 

. is receiving W. E.-wire and ‘decora- 

house is on the market. 

‘general expansion program. : ss 

_ window in the men’s washroom at 

_|version of first French talker being 

‘Imont equipment. 

aalem, 

phasizing Radio Pictures’ endeavor |’ 
to utilize to the fullest every pos- 
sible producing advantage. « 

‘Wide Screen and Color. 
In the production of “Dixiana,” to 

star Bebe Daniels, we have hopes of. 

seeing the. wide screen and Techni- 
color, together with song and dialog, 
combined to produce the picture of 
th> future; the type of production 
which will emphasize in its com-. 
pleteness, magnitude and authentic 
reproduction of voice and action the 
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‘SHOWMANSHIP 
By David Sarnoff 

(Chairman of the Board RKO) - 

~ CANCEL PICTURES 
Chicago, Jan: 4. 

“2 @ensors’ of a Chicago society sub- | 
‘arb, who. rarely see the pictures on 

| which’ they pass. judgment, ' @re a 
‘boon to the. town’s two exhibitors, 
-on whom they ‘depend for informa- 
tio. whether pictures are fit or, un-. 

_. | fit, Whenever either. house books @ 
‘picture that looks like .poor box- 

‘| office, the film is ‘promptly rejected 
by the censors, In fact, the exhibi- 
tors make it their business to have 
such pictures barred, | relieving 
themselves of rental, : 

- In other instances concerning this 
prize censorship board titles are 
ustally sufficient to’ decide whether | : 
‘a picture will or will-not be permit- 
ted in the suburb. If the cénsors 
don’t like the titles the pictures are 
prohibited. 
. Recently the. censors barred ‘two 

.| pictures. ‘from. the. same producer, 
‘| In -writing the exchange of its ac- 
| tion the title was named incorrectly.. 
Ton investigation the exchange man- 

=.| ager discovered - they. had. not seen 
elther picture. .” . 

In’ othér instances, where elther of 
the town’s exhibitors wants to give 
the censors @ good. time, he orders'a 
film for @ special showing. If it’s 
‘booked and he. doesn’t want it,, he 
knows: they'll reject it, ‘Meanwhile 
ths, think he’s a big shot, and don't 

nee the ‘same’ picture. 

- UNITED SOUND'S ° ‘FOUR 
oy Hollywood, Jan, 4. 

Unitea Sound Producers, headed 
by. Cliff Broughtan and Mrs, Wallace. 
Reid, will make. four features for 
the independent market this year. 
Now looking for stories, Te, 

In this, ; ‘the A first anniversary of 
|the R-K-O organization, the ques- 
tion: may .well be asked whether 
feamwork or brilliant - ‘individual 
play is the greater factor of success _ 
in the entertainment industry. ; 

Certainly - teamwork has. been. the 
-dominant ‘factor in the  -progress |. 
made by R-K-O-Radlo. -Pictures— 
‘teamwork .captained : by . ‘the -presi- °, 
dent. of the company and_ supported a 
by every member of ‘the R-E- 0. or= . 
ganization. a 

_ After all, financial ana industr al 
integrity. is the strongest anchor of | 
any industry; organization isthe 
only assurancé of. permanent serv~ 
ice in the entertainment’ or any. 
other field; “and efficient manage- 
ment is the: final determinant of suc- 
cess in this or. any other industry... 
These are the tangible factors. 

The. intangible factor of ‘success 
in the entertainment: ‘industry is. 
showmanship. ‘But true showman--. 
ship, ke true artistry,. does not 
mean the. degradation of entertain- 
ment values to the lowest common 
denominator of Antelligence: It does. 
not. mean a: gray elephant’. painted 
white to grasp public attention. : It 
‘does not mean high pressure sales~° 
manship for low-grade — stage: or - 
‘screen entertainment. ° 

The policy of the R- K-O ¢ ‘organ . 
ization: since its’ inception has been. 
‘to conduct its activities onthe. 

soundest’: possible business basis, - 
to encourage a mutuality. of inter- — 
est, ‘with. exhibitors ‘throughout. the _ 

j{country, to develop to the 
have to go 35. miles into the. loop to" yr P. utmost the. vast possibilities opened. up by 

the progress of electrical entertain- 
‘ment, -to ‘bring to the artist the 
‘fopportunities of a nation-wide audl-. 

ence, and to give the public a high. 
standard of entertainment values. ° 

RGA. Ts Con Confident 

By. General Jani Jamies G: G: Harbord 
(President, Radio Corporation | of. America) 

*Fox. Plans in. So. Cal: 
' Los ‘Angeles, Jan. 4. 

Balboa theatre, San ‘Diego, Cal., 

tions, with no definite plans for re- 
opening made by Fox. Dolled-up, 

Capitol, at Long Beach, Cal. re- 
mains closed indefinitely, Plan of 
putting in a split-week dramatic, 
stock has been abandoned. . 

At San Pedro, Cal, Fox Coast 
Theatres has leased a site In: the 
new business section for 25 years. 
Company will erect an 1,800-seater 

on the property. - 

METS EXPAN SION PROGRAM 
Hollywood, Jan, 4. 

Construction. of a new office and 
administration building was started 
this: week at ‘the Metropolitan stu- 
dios. . ~* . 
This is a: preliminary. step in a. 

“Canadian: ‘House: Tapped. 

; ~ London, Can., Jan. 4. 
‘Smashing their way ‘through a 

‘the Rex theatre, thieves Were suc- 

cessful in a night, raid on the cash 
: “box, but got only $50 in small bills, | 

_ ‘House (wired) is a neighborhood 
of 800 capacity. ; 

- Stark on German. Version 
Paris, Dec. 26. 

Luther Stark will: direct German 

made by Gaumont here using Gau- 

Jacques. Bousquet and “Max R. de 
Vaucorbeil are directing French 
dialog. 

full scope and possibilities ot ‘the : 
motion picture art. 

In conclusion permit me, in behalf 
‘of RKO, to extend my. heartfelt 
gratitude and appreciation to all 
those showmen in the industry who 
have believed in us, who beleve in 
us today, with the strengthened 
conviction. that comes from per- 
formance, and to wish.the entire 
industry a happy and a prosperoug 
year. 

+ —— 

; R-K-0- has caught the torch 
flung. by the: radio engineers a. few 
short months ago, and is carrying 
It with intelligence and enthusiasm © 
to the. farthest reaches of” the . 
amusement “world. _ 

In this romantic business of. en- 
tertaining ‘the millions,.Science can. 

‘Vonly contribute ‘the. working tools. _ 
‘Radio’s contribution to the theatre’. 
has brought new life and fresh col- 
ors.to an old art, but. unless these 
forces can be fused with imaginae : 

tion and skill, the effects are lost. 
More than any other group. in 

the theatre world today, R-K-O, it 
seems to me, has caught‘the spirit 
of the new age ‘in entertainment. 
Within a‘year’s span. it has created 
entertainment values hitherto un- 
known and unrealized: it has cour- |, 

ageously broken away from old tra-:. 
ditions and old shibboleths; it has 
recruited an “army with banners.” | 
“The Radio Corporation of Amer- 

--|.lea has watched with interest and: 
pride the’ achievements of its asso-' - 

ciate. in’ the amusement field. It 
looks. toward the new year with a: 
quiet confidence that R-K-O will. 
carry its banners steadily forward, 
not only in a material sense but.algo - 
on a higher. plane. of entertainment, | 
to the .end that the lives of: millions: 

of people may be touched-and made. 
brighter by its ‘service. 
ee 

_ HOLLYWOOD NIGHT 
(Continued. from page 3) 

urdays left over for the Biltmore 
and Earl Burtnett’s Orchestra to . 
‘dispose of. These, too, are: very 

‘| special evenings, but of course not 
quite so breathlessly dressy. as the 
Mayfair's, Then the Supper Club, 
organized to. give further glamor 
to. Saturday. night, takes its toll, the 
Little ‘Club, too. 
Sunday. is left to shift for, itself, 

since Roscoe Arbuckle abandoned 
the Plantation Cafe. It’s gotten so 
the. home is being used on“th? last 
or first night of the week: Endless 
‘buffet sup: ers, bridge, although the. 
rougher. element insists on hearts. 
Some spend the evening looking for . 
needles for their neglected phono- 
graphs. Others hottle beer. 

It-is a quiet night. 
Hollywood cafe society is resting. 
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Why R-K-O Celebrates 
By Joseph Plunkett 

A deeper "gutheanee than 
‘wsually. associated with an. anni- 
versary celebration is in view be- | 
fore us in R-K-O as we examine 

our first completed “year. of effec- 

‘tive effort, and. face the eventuall- 

ties of the: future. ; 

In the last 12: month,” Wwe “have _ 

- guecesstully. brought ‘about the re- 
- generation of a vast: ‘organization, 

‘We “ 

have hound - it together, with the| . 
in: the amusement. industry. - 

sinews | of: Andividual _ ‘competency, 

‘enthusiasm ‘ana loyalty. | 

“have a. “new and ‘harmontously 

functioning group that is-edger.and| - 
‘prepared to successfully: accomplish 

_ ats, task, . ; 

As we ‘enter. the ‘second. “year ‘of: — 
-R-K-O stewardship ‘of the world’s. 
most important amusement interest, . 

- We do so upon the rising tide: of the | 
‘’. industry. as. it is: being. carried by} 
irresistible. forces. towards : heights | 

‘ that never ‘before have: been: dream- 
-.ed of in the ‘show business, Every- |’ 
‘thing that the utmost in financial 
“. and industrial fields’ can . ‘assure, 
_ everything. that the greatest minds |. 
_ in - scientific: endeavor : can a¢com- 
-plish, and. everything that the vig- 

~ -orously youthful: ‘ ‘and ‘imaginative 
‘> new. R-K-O organization . can: ho 

for, is now. entirely -within® the]. 
‘“range of immediate - possibflity. 
"Within a comparatively, Short. ‘time. 

our organization has ‘restored. cone 
fidence and. become -« firmly © estab- 
lished. 
tageoug position.. : ‘Having. attained 
that: leadership, ‘during the: coming 

_12 moriths,. we propose to. increase 
*. the. prestige. and importance of R- 
_K-O and will, endeavor to. win pub-" 

Sound Pictures i in 130 a 
-t 

By Cc. ‘J. Ross. 

oo | Bein Vie Pret RCA Phetophone 

, ° ‘ . 

RCA Phétophorie takes ‘pleasure 

in congratul ing the R-K-0 family 

in this imbortart. milestone. of its 

career in the: fleld. of . elecifical: and. 

personal entertainment. : “Tt, . ‘too, . 

echoes, . ‘Well done} "No organiza- 

tion -in- the Ploture. industry’ has 

‘made a more ‘significant gontribu- 
tion tothe development of ‘the new 
art of talking pictures. Noriis it too 
much ta believe that R-K-O's suc-. 
cess “will. be even greater in, 1980... 

Sound, which haa. made the mo- 
tion picture vibrant with music and 
speech, will ‘make greater progress, 
I am confident, in 1930..: Within two | 
years sound! has blanketed the en- 
tire-picture industry. It has wrought 
a tremendous artistic revolution, , 

Since sound. and ‘sight ‘were 
eynchronized’.on the. ‘sereen,, -over 
$500,000,000, it. is said, has: been: in~ 
vested.in new equipment, in the 
scrapping of old: ‘equipment, in new 
artistic materials, in plays and mu- 
sic and in the development of a new 
technique of production. But. the {- 
results have be:n commensurate, 
with the importance of. the new art 
and the impressive ‘capital « invest- 
ment necessary to put it into prac- 
tical application,  _ - 

More: than 10,000,000 people,. we 
are. told, havé been added to. the. 

. weekly picture’ audience. of . the’ 
' United..States by this ‘single. de- 
velo: ment... The talking picture hag 

> become the bellwether of the indus- 
try. ; 

‘However, the Klondike ‘ot ‘sound: 
which hit the industry two years 
ago. brought forth many false nug- 
gets, it r.. st be admitted. Progress 
had to traverse the hard road of 
trial. and error. But the ex- 
hibitor’s insistence today for pic- 
tures recorded. by the best possible 
‘sound system -and for reproducing 
equipment of the highest electrical 
and acoustical standards, are very} 
-healthy signs for the future of the 

~ound.. picture. Andustry, 

is] 

Now “we |. 

pé}tions and operation, - 

It 1s. today in. an. adyan-: 

f 

+ 

ing” the. first complete year of a 
_,| reorganization of what had become 
.-1the most national form of indoor 
“| amusement. ‘pusiness in. the. United 

States. The word “business,” as ap- 
‘| ped heré to a .form of theatrical 

‘| reached, the. scope and status of a 

jbe more than justified, especially 
since: it has, within a comparatively 

‘ | short space. of | time, taken concrete 
‘{and definite. stability as a growing 

‘which the financial, industrial, -so- 
etal and - economic phases 

practical significance 

amusement. importance, , 
- Just a ‘year ago when Hiram 8. 

oe Brown: ‘withdrew from the helm of 
’ | the United. States. Leather ‘Company 
_|—the dominant institution in that 
branch" of: ‘manufacture. and. trade 
'—to pecome. president of the newly 

conta: - (ROSE) 
. YORK and KING | 

“6. r i gi n. at ° z 5 jot. “Gin-Type” 
comedy. | vo 

- Now favorites ‘with: the. passenger 
crew, ‘ete., of the Armandale Castle. 
(That's the: ‘name of.a “boat.) 

Represented by JENIE JACOBS, 
Sa OD 
a ae rn Snes 

He ‘esteem. by excellence of attrac-' 

; poration,. which’ ‘David Sarnoff, 
chairman of. the. ‘board had | con- 
summated,. Mr. ‘Brown assumed: the 
directional - control of - ‘properties, 
both. real ‘and speculative, | 

anceship, .much less .. familiarity. 
‘These properties, under. @ new re- 
organization of the vaudeville and 
motion picture. ‘business, included 
the combined major circuits of 
Keith-Albeo in the eastern. half. of 
this. country, the Orpheum circuit, 

“Mr. Sarnoff points, out that. team 
work, rather than brilliant individ-| 
wal. ‘activity, is the most effective 
effort, Under the leadership of our 
‘president, ‘Mr. Hiram .§. Brown, we 
now present: to the, amusement in- 
dustry ‘perfectly: functioning team 
work in-R-K-O, plus that rare.qual-_ 
ity of. highly. ethical and alert’ busl-: 
ness acumen we eall true showman- 
ship. - ae woot 

operation as Integers of the end- 
less chain .welded and intact when 
‘Mr. Brown accepted the presidency 

but, apparently, inspiring task of 
giving @ constructive, progressive 
and. utterly ‘practical -direction. to. 
what was already a. ‘vast but. ‘yet 
cumbersome and,.at that. time, un- 
adjusted American enterprise of na-~ 

jtional proportions. 

called “a showman” when he ac- 
cepted the presidency and active di- 

rection of the Radio-Keith-Orph- 

The Redio-Keith- Orpheum | Cor 
poration is now ‘observing and, in. 

1a popular justified ‘sense, . “‘eelebrat-- 

amusement. which. had already 

most ‘Important’ industry, - seems to 

- and forward-going institution on. 

- transcends its: artistic. and purely 

formed. Radio-Keith- Orpheum Cor=" 

‘with. 
which he. had: no previous acquant-. 

Brown. 

‘to the. producing, 

and entered upon hig complicated. 

‘est'in our line. 
hold our regular customers, to en-.|' 
‘ligt new friends by appealing to. the 
young and young-minded, - and to 

Hiram 8, Brown was not ‘what. is. 

Directors: have. discovered new pos- | um system. Neither was he known 
sibilities ‘in electrical entertainment. 
‘Established. picture atars, instead of 
finding themselves. on the way out, 
haye learned how to become audible 
on ‘the picture screen. The sound 
‘picture has attracted the ‘best 
artiste of. the operatic, the legit- 
imate and-the vaudeville stage. - 
-"Gredt as has: zbeen the success of. 
Radio “Pictures’ © RIO. Rita,” “The { 
Street Girl,” and other - productions. 
recorded by the RCA Photophone 

-| system, even greater success will be 
scored, I believe, with new produc- 

tophone systém. | 

; The Picture 
In the. ‘synchronization. of sight 

and sound on the sereen,. the fact 

more out of ‘a picture than. what 
you have put into it. The best pos- 
sible system of sound reproduction 

corded on film or disc. -Many ex- 

learned - to differentiate between 
“poor: recording. and poor ‘reproduc- 
tion. The reault 1s bound to tell in 

crimating use. of sound recording 
systems, _ 

The avalanche of sound “which 
struck the’ picture industry lttle 

paratus into the field. But the in- 

thing which. .reproduces - sound ‘is 
: ‘good sound equipment, . 

organization behind the product. 

whether from film or disc, has re- 
quired extensive research and de- 

velopment in such fields as_ radio, 
dynamics; acoustics, 
chemistry. ; 4 

cae 

low Air Rates 
Sree 

‘tions in 1930 through’ the. RCA Pho- | 

still remains that you: cannot get |- 

is no better than the product re- | 

hibitors during the past year have‘ 

better recording and - more. dis- |. 

more than’ two years ago. brought | - 
“bootleg”: as well as legitimate ap- | 

dustry has learned that not: every~ | 

Exhibitors are now looking. ‘to the 

The reproduction of sound records, |: 

optics and 

oo i ee se 

to: the. manufacturing and. commer- 
cial world, nor to trade i general, 
as “a leather man” when he took. 
hold of the.then scattered, inutile 
and disorganized . ‘affairs .of the 
‘leather industry, lifted it ‘from the 
verge of bankruptcy.and welded it 
into a dynamic institution as the 
United States Leather’ Company, of 
which he was president five years 
and which he left to agsume the 
presidency of the Radio-Keith- 
Orpheum Corporatio 

All N Ww 
At that time, or unon the com- 

plete organizaiton of Radlo-Keith- 
1Orpheum Corporation, David Sar- 
noft and a powerful new _ direc- 

By Stanley. W. Prenosil. 

torate had. placed at. the. disposal 
of this” company—with its own re- 
sources of established major vaude-. 
yille—its' modern, model. theatres 
and its’ vast army of: artists—va- 
rious new allies which added all of |: 
the newly. ‘perfected. inventions, 
devices and scientific miracles ‘of 
the’ radio, color - photography,] 
sound filmg and ‘the. photophone, 
and other ‘scientific amusement de-. 
vices ‘through’ its: affiliations. with 
the: Radio Corporation‘ of America, 
National . Broadcasting Company, 
RCA Photophone,. Radio - Victor 
Talking Machine Company; and the 
Westinghouse and General Blectric. 
companies—all identified | with “s0- 

called electrical entertainment, and 
‘ag Mr, Sarnoff expressed it—"Many 
jnterests. for the. development. of. a 
single art, a 

In. the inventory of “atock | tn 
trade”. which was lafd upon the desk 
‘of the new president of. Radio-. 
Keith- Orpheum,:. therefore, ‘were 
listed. the resources of many new: 
formed - laboratories and going fa- 
cilities .of these affillated Anstituy 
tions, . ‘together: with ‘the “vast ‘chain: 

| of theatres in the United States and 
Canada.-of: the combined. circuits of 
Keith-Albee and Orpheum chains, 
to: which have since’ been added the 
amusement interests of-¥. ‘F. Proc- 
tor, Pantages and other important, 
‘vaudeville andepicture | groups, 

’ ~Here, then, ‘was a ‘vast storehouse; 
of material, a modern’ array of new 
and oncoming. inventions, . attrac- 
tions, novelties, all at the disposal. 

which. covered the western. half andj °f the “show husiness”—a_ business 
the hundreds of modern playhouses. 
then’ owned, or. under lease,: or. in: 

that was new to this man, Hiram:s. 
He surveyed his new field 

and in one of his first statements 
‘operative and 

managerial army, he said’ in ef-" 
fect: 
. “We have the goods “and can’ 
command all of the best and new- 

Our task is now to, 

sell.them our product and shows at |- 
the most reasonable price com- 
-mensurate ‘with excellence.” 

Within a year, President Brown 
of Radio;Keith-Orpheum, has suc- 
ceeded jn permesting the: entire or- 
ganization with ‘the plain and pfrac- : 
‘tical ideas and methods of, good | 
progressive business and with the 
theories ard practices of good 
showmanship in all;its departments, |. 
In his quiet, efficient way, he has} 
gone about his work with full rec- 
ognition of and adherence to the 
triple responsibility which hia posl- 
tion involves: first, a ‘responsibility |° 
to the public which his corporation 
serves; second, to the thousands of 
artists and other employees in its. 

|employ, and last, but not least, to 
the thousands of stockholders who 
have invested in its securities. It 
is a striking tribute to Mr. Brown's 
gentus and character that scores 

“Principal Factors 
The principal factors, I. believe, 

which .will make for: the greater 
success of sound in motion picture 

_theatres during 1930.might be sum- 
‘marized as follows: 

The wider scope and the much 
greater entertainment value of 
talking-motion pictures have com- 
pletely révolutionized: film produc- 
tion. Producers during the past year 
have learned ‘how best to utilize the 
new dimension which sound has 
henveht ta tha mntion victure art. 

Chicago, Jan. 4.° 

Airplanes now begin to .compete 
with the train in the matter of rates, 

of the: air companies placing. the 

plane fares have been cut. in two by 
the Stout. Airways here, 

The new rates out of Chicago on 
the airways are: .Chicego to South 
Bend, $7; to Kalamazoo, $10; to 
Battle Creek, $12; to Detroit, $18; 
to Toledo, $28, and to Cleveland, $28, 

with recent reductions on the part. 

tariff on almost the same level. Air- |. 

‘ |seldom bestowed by this famous old , 

“BILLIE. DOVE. 
MISS: INDIVIDUAL 

' When Billie started out, she didn’t try to be a second Mary Pickford: 
or a second anybody. She was determined to be herself or not be at all. 
It was probably a hard pull, but.ker success is well worth the effort. 

In making the goal she has ‘placed herself as a peer, an individual 
who. is being imitated by: many ‘on and off the screen. 
heightened her charm 
the fans. 
We're for Billie—but who isn’t? 

‘Talking films 
and disclosed another quality to be admired by 

‘vision of the air service. 

yy | Tis wore ot Hiram=SB 

HIRAM S. “BROWN 
(Financial Editor, The. Associated Press) 

of. his. friends. hiave: invested . theia 

Corporation. because of their faith. 

future of the amusement: field. 

7 $5. a Week to Start 

American‘ leader. He was. Jborn and . 
raised . on his - father's farm) near 
Chestertown, Maryland, where he. 
attended. public. schools, gained ena” 
trance to Washington College there ' 
and worked: his way through ‘that | 
institution without ~ much financial | 
help from home. He was only 18. 
‘when: graduated and. at once struck |. 
out for New York. City with hig — 

job as- copy boy in ‘the .editoria).. 
rooms of.the New York “Herala's 
in 1900 at a. salary of. $5. a week, . 
‘He developed into a “cub reporter” | 
and worked in that capacity at - 
Washington, D. C., along - ‘lines ‘> 
‘which began to familiarize him with 

There. he. found inspiration | and |. 
justification for his natural talents, : 

tively. engaged in the public utille 

the acquisition, financing and opers 
ation | ‘of. gas,, electric Nght, street 
railways” ‘and similar public utility 
properties in - Michigan, Illinois, 
Ohio, . - Pennsylvania. - and other 
states, His striking success as an. 
organizer, ‘developer and economist 

United States Governmient at the 
outbreak: of the ‘World War for. the 
‘position of chief of the finance dis _ 

At .the * 

conclusion of the war he was ‘chosen: . 

the. United States commission. for’ 
the‘ Nqufidation:- and settlement of 
federal contracts with the ‘French 
and” ‘British Governments. 
‘Upon: his discharge from ‘thé 

army, Mr. Brown joined the staff 
of Sanderson & Porter, utilities and 
‘industrials engineers, 
first assignments was to diagnose 
the ills’ of the Central Leather. Com-: 
‘pany, ‘which was in fhe-midst of 
a protracted slump, faced with high 
‘inventories.and confronted with the . 
problem of a large maturing bond- 
issue, It was no easy task as the. 
company’s difficulties, in a -sense, 

of. the people which made us &. 
riding instead of a: walking nation. 
So complete and comprehensive was 
the ‘engineer's report on this firm: 
that. Mr. Brown was invited by the | 
bankers to become its president and 
to carry. his recommendations into 
effect which he did with such suce 
cess' that inventories were reduced, - 

the bonded’ indebtedness wiped out, 
bank loans pafd and unprofitable 

-units disposed of. 

_ As An Organizer 
In recognition of. his sterling. 

‘qualities as student and graduate, - 
for his constructive efforts in the 
‘business world, for his patriotic 
services during the war and for the 

Maryland two years ago conferred 
upon Hiram S. Brown the honorary — 

degree of doctor of laws, an honor: 

Colonial seat of learning, of which 
| President George Washington was. 
|a member of the board of governors, *- 
'-and for whom the Chestertown Cole | 

lege was named with his permis . 
: sion. 

. Mr. Brown 1s regarded by nis : 
‘friends and associates as a genius | 
at organization. He has an uns" 

and in knowing how to make use 
of them. He is quick in making 
decisions, seldom makes a mistake 

‘but !s prompt to acknowledge and 
rectify it when he does. . He ine 
spires confidence and has a happy | 
faculty in inducing “ co-operation 

ments. 
. He has two hobbies: golf “and 
hunting. And in further tribute to 

‘| his thoroughness, it may be. said 
that he is an excellent golfer and. 
a splendid marksman. 

to the amusement industry ~ 
America is of far-reaching. impor- 
tance. This profession within the. 

| recollection of the older generation — 
was a fly-by-night, unstable come - 

modity. -Today it -ranks high 
among the great and powerful ine 
stitutions of the world, in stability, 
efficiency, force and cultural, eivle 
and industrial influence. 

It - has gained immeasurably 

through the advent in show busi 
ness of Hiram.S. Brown. 

money in the Radio-Keith-Orpheum.:”' 

in him. and his belief. in the great 

Hiram .'S, Brown is’ a. ‘typical - 

s 

.{to/serve his country as an aide to ° 

were due to a change in the habits - 7 

brilliance and integrity of his busi- . 4 
ness career, Washington College of an 

among ordinarily discordant ele- . 1 

r 

mind made up to ‘start & career in . 
the newspaper business. -He’ got'a. “ 

industrial. affairs, and the executive ~: : 
duties of management ‘and. finance, a 

In 1904, Mr. Brown became ace o 

ties field and became identified with! a 

a 

resulted’ in his'.selection by the’ |. 

a. 

One of his |. : 

: 

canny ability in getting at the facts, . .7. 

i 

=, 
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“a 

-tion of executives, stars,” directors 

. talking screen. 

‘the calibre of “Rito Rita,” “Hit the . 

“ity greater than-the program filme 

“eventually -be: one of the greatest 

-which will present to picturegoers. 

“screen entertainment. ° 

: stereoscopic pictures with a distinct 
‘effect. of depth—projected on. a+ 

: fer tlmes’as large as the standard: 

- atres across the continent ‘will-have- 
“ been .equipped with ‘the~ “supers: 

‘oluntionary pictures: to the public.’ 

_ Radio. ‘Pictures’ studios in Holly-: 

“made - ‘on the Spoor-Bergren film. 

. creased ® Suse during 1930.. There -is 
a: strong possibility that several all- 

_ color features will ‘be included on. 

_-Mmen and-women in the organiza~. 

" cordingly - adopted by RKO. as the 

ome sereen under the banner of 

“magnitude of our production de- 
‘ signs, that Radio Pictures be intro- 
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$15,000,000 in R-K-O Talkers 
_ ‘By William Le Baron . 

‘Vice-President in Charge of Production of Radio Pictures: a 

co ; — — “2 49 -_ rn ——— T° “‘Phis anniversity number “of hee 

CS ; co, . vo ee ” R -Keith-- 

‘Radio Pictures will spend $16,000,- | riety” billed as the Radio-Kelth-. 
Orpheum Number, ought to interest 

00 ree tuportant than papas . .| everyone. who knows anything about 

St | Vaudeville. 
of money is the fact that in the |’ ; . hee This, they say, 18 “the new era of: 
brief year. of its. existence Radio Vaudeville,”. Pye known: all the eras. 

Pictures: has built up.an organiza- of ‘vaudeville and .every’ one: was’ 
‘new, .. They . had to be new or ‘they’ 

_|wouldn't be vaudeville. core 
“Variety” . 4s the family: name of 

Vaudeville as an American Institution 
: ‘By George. M. Cohan 

the first talkie-movie’ 1 and. it was ‘Many a successful musical comedy 
vaudeville rights. But that was. pe- |and revue has actually been built 

fore’ the. invention of the motion }around these artists. 
picture caméra, the telephone was a. Why, Vaudeville is. a regular. 
novelty, and. even the electric light, | mine, a. reservoir, a proving ground 
which, . by. ‘the’ way, was first used for. the: ‘whole world of the theatre, 
tor: Ughting: ‘in a vaudeville theatre, } Mandeville audiences, like the 
was regarded asa :temporary™ fad | shows | themselves, have. changes, °: 
‘and: a passing. sensation. When the | ‘They hive increased: in” ‘numbers, ° 

1 Breneh: inventor .made.. thé. first |and, perhaps, in intelligence, and 
practical motion. picture projector, maybe,: they have become more dis- 

this .form of entertainment and |Mr, Keith bought one and showed . criminating. But in one point.‘the 

. “Navelty” ‘ia ith middle’ name, It's |the. crude results-on a screen in-bis |.réal, simon-pure, dyed-in-the-wool- 

an. old family now but it keeps’ on | vaudeville theatre. . ‘History repeats Vaudevilie’ fan never. changes. That 

‘lgrowing by natural reproduction, {itself always.in-vaudeville. If there's | ig in his or her unfatling.and joyful 

{nter-marriage with other theatrical |anything new under the sun (or the | gesire ‘to give a good act the geny- - 
and show families, the happy intro- |spotlight) you will see and hear it | tne glad hand or to crown a rotten.” 
duction of new. blood and a staunch |iIn vaudeville sooner or later. Gen- | turn with an impromptu wreath of 
loyalty to-its fundamental. traditions, erally sooner, ~ mnt raspberries: ; 
end hereditary founders. ~~ Going. ‘Back ‘The Fans Know 

| Without boaating, but ‘with a na- “The: history of vaudeville: shows'| --Yairdeutlle audiences don’t wat 
- |tural and modest ‘pride, I claim. to: how good it is: and I’m no historian, for the manager to give'a bid sat ’ 

|be a hereditary scion of the vaude-’ ‘Starting In one small gtore building’| “the hook” and no amount of bally- 
" [ville family (born Variety) and that. lina side stfett.there was, of course, |/hog of publicity will put one over 
.|{s about as good a stage hackground|ng circuit, no extended engagement, | permanently. It's the ‘most demo-. 
as an American of the. theatrical , You just worked on the same stage| cratic audience in the world and 
Pro) ess on needs.’ ; a : 1 {until the manager fired-you and.the | never says yes when it: means no, 

if teat a’. vaudevil e, fos em-" big- question: was’ “Where. do I.-g0 | or vice. versa... — 

he arr i t e_mmaior coast 0-coast from-here?” All the. boss: could: an>|'- ‘There are some awfully bad ace 
c eu “. - tro, st i Orphéum,, | swer was: “Where, indeed ?”” tors who won't believe it when you . 
pales ian and (onfac & ad eae i an |" “phen. Keith and Albee got. gome tell: them so. ‘The best way for .. 
; hi a ac bar aid on’ 0 ae ore more theatres in other ‘towns~and|them to find out and to be con- 
ginal ideas an eals of. vaudeville pretty goon their ideas and’ methods | yinced: how, bad they are would. be.~ 
as put together and launched about: took hold in. San: Franci sco.. and | to their stuff on: a true-blue - 
45 years. ago by. Benjamin I. Keith spread back in this ‘direction ‘until. try. 
‘in a little old store show in Boston. Keith’s and the ‘Orphéurn got to- 

* Started at $6. gether in the present coast-to-coast 
That's where I started. my career |chain of model theatres with an. 

on. the stage. -I was young, my act |army of. stage talent. that includes. 
was new.and though I got. only.’$6 Jartists from -évery’ ‘branch : “of - the. 
a week for my single act, I appeared jtheatre and even the circus'and. the, 
on the same stage with‘ some of the |flms. - Now vaudeville is. every=}- 
best actors, singers, dancers and. where and no town is finally: on the. 
comedians then: ving, | imap unless. it has a vaudeville thea. 
Everybody nowadays must be im- tre. 

pressed: by the fact that Radio- 
Keith-Orpheum, having combined’ 
the two big circuits of Keith-Albee 
and: the Orpheum,. has: added the 
new and endless screen entertain- 
ménts of the talking picture, ‘color 

séph Cawthorn-and Arthur Leake. photography. and all of the latest 
Bert Wheeler’ and Robert :Wool-. 

sey, the. comedians. wlio made ‘such miracles ‘of the screen, 
a sensation: in “Rio. Rita,” will be. 
seen and heard again in “Radio 
‘Ramblers.”..°: fog 

I am®™ proud: ‘of what the ‘artiste 
and: techriictanis. of REO have ac" 
complished in 1929. |, .: 

tion, have included such productions | “I Jook forward with: happy’ ans, 
as “Rio Rita,” “Hit the Deck,” | tici pation to- what they: will do in 
“Seven Keys to Balapgte,” “The 1980. 2 wht 

‘and writers with the proven ability 
to put genuirie entertainment. ‘on the 

During these months. of. 1930 
the RKO ‘production program calls’ 
-for 12‘master. pictures—-specials - -of | . 

“Deck,” “The, Case of. Berea | 
Grischa,”” “Dixjana” and “Radio . 
Ramblers.” In addition, 80 features | 
will be filmed—pictures of.a qual- 

of the past, Radio - Pictures’ 1930 | *. 
program. contains no program. films. ’ 

Filmgoers may look to ‘RKQ for 
extensive development of ‘what will 

changes that has ever taken place 
in pictures—not even excepting 
‘sound, ‘This is the new. super-size |’ 
screen. Radia’ ‘Pictures ‘has acquired | 
the Spoor-Bergren process, soon to 
be given a new: trade name, .and 

‘BUDDY ROGERS - 
" Wishing’ All Holiday, Greetings — 

‘Case of: ‘Sergeant Grischa,”. “The: 
Vagabond “Lover,” | “Street: :Girl,”. 
“Night - “Parade,” “Tanned ‘Legs,’ 
“Jazz Heaven,” “Dance Hall,” “Love 
Comes .Along” .and. many others. | 
Preparations are ‘now: being amade 
for. “Radio. Ramblers,” . a singing, 
‘dancing; musical extravaganza, ‘and 
“Dixians,”. the screen’s first original 

screen of present, day theatred.. Be- operetta” in sound.: ook 
fore the end of this year, RKO. the-| The: roster’ of, stars. ana. ‘featured 

‘artists includes Bebe: Daniéls, Rich- 
‘ard Dix; Rudy Vallee, Betty Comp- 

screen: - and rojection - apparatus, | son, ‘Rod: ‘La ‘Rocqiie, Olive Borden,. 
and’ will. be’ exhibiting the rev- | Hugh ‘Trevor, Sally: Blane, “Ivan 

‘| Lebedeff,..Franker “Woods, : ‘Roberta. 
-“Dixiana”. on :Wide Film ‘Gale, Polly ‘Walker, ‘Helen. Kaiser, 

‘Dixiana,” now in production at | Dorothy” ‘Lee, . Rita - Le Roy, Rénee’ 
Macready, Joel McCree, June Clyde, | 
Marguerita Padula, Roger Gray, Jo- 

an entirely new conception . of 

This ‘new process will. ‘mean 40. _years ago’ and it’s true today— 
only more so.. And it’s equally true 
that the best way to find out and 
prove that you have. the goods is to 
‘put it ‘gcross”” in. Vaudeville, | 
‘You've got to be: good to do that.: 
“Radio-Keith-Orpheum, now celes*.* 

‘prating ‘its: first. complete year as 
‘thé coast-to-coast.and all American 

° .cfreuit, can count’ me as one of its 
celebrants for. a lot of reasons. . 

‘A Happy New Year: to: it, and 
‘to all the artists, -writers,. Hanagers 
and - ‘customers. of Vaudeville: I 
looks to me like the perfected mode 
ern idea. of the chain: store system 

; applied’ to’ the show business. 
It everything ‘stayed. Tike it’ “used: ‘to. Sveny new: I etiee -operied, every. 

}be. this country wouldn't get any-| ew town added to the big circuit, 
where and of. all: forms. of. show}, it . 
business . Vaudeville: chas ° to” get, ‘helps to ‘make. the peonle theatre minded” everywhere, . That's somes 

there pronto, That means it. Just] thing to celebrate. ‘That 1s some- 
has to change. . Change -its -head~. ‘thing that. metropolitan theatre 
‘iners, change’ Ats.. ‘acts, change. its ‘owners and producerg’ can’t do. in 

style, but always for, the new arid J£) tne interfor states, cities and towns 
eee the better - People ‘and under modern conditions of indus- 

The. Pioneer 
_ t-| try.and travel: their high cost and 

To my notion Vaudeville has been 
| Boston, where. made my debut, we the corresponding: high cost of ade 

and- 18. now the. original “Pioneer, 
missions, 

had the latest thing i in. ‘Moving pic- ‘The big. “Vaudeville circuit with 
{te gound ‘and color films, its hand-. 

"| some theatres, its army of stage 
-../ headliners, its endless opportunties 

for artists of every: branch. of. the 
_. | theatre and the films, is now more 

. {than ever adding-fuel to and fan-. 
jning the fire of the natural desire - 
of the: American people for the- 
atrical amusement of the best and 

| newest quality. 
Being a showman by pirth, trae 

dttion, training and “deliberate 
choice, ve got a good right to 
join in this 29-30 holiday: celebra-— 
tion: with every other performer, 
manager, employee, customer, or 
what have you of Vaudeville, and. 
every other branch of the theatrical 
world. . . 

screen ‘more than three and a quar-- 

” Can’t Stay On , ] 
Sometimes you hear.an oldtimer |. 

groan: “Vaudeville ‘ain’t what it]: 
used to be!” Well, it ain't. It 
never was: what it used to be and 
it. ‘wouldn't really be _Vaudeville* if 
it stayed. put for any. Téngth. ‘of time: 

wood, will. be our first picture tobe 

Color: will come into greatly in-— 
To me that’s just another genuine 

‘vaudeville idea and right: in line 
with the original idea: of Mr. Keith, 
which was to have anything and 
everything that was decent, new 
and the best: of its kind, . 

~ The tet 10e. Show 

‘Don’t forget that in: the first 
vaudeville theatre of them all, a 10- 

‘Tecent show in old Washington atreet, 

the RIKO program, ~ .:. 
Radio's ‘accomplishments. in 1929, 

thanks to:the. splendid efforts of the 

Titans of R- K: o 
¢ 

By Lee Marcus =: 
“| Vice: President In Charge of Distribution, Radio Pictures | 

4 
Cy . a = 

cats 

phrase” ‘properly. picturlaing | ‘the 
grandeur of the‘Radio Pictures con- |. 
cept, the. ‘greatness - “of RKO per |- 
formance. . 

_s, With. the entrance of “Street Girl” | - 
we. felt thaat the industry was im-~- 
pressed, with our sincerity and abil- 
ity.. With the debut ‘of “Rio Rita” 
the. “world . at. large accepted Radio [ 
Pictures'as a new factor in screen 
entertainment; and we felt that we 
had not® overdrawn the picture of 

RKO's: ambitions, 
_ And it 1s: with considerable pride} .: 
that ‘we: point to the fact that show- | 
men have. found in RKO’s publicity, | 
advertising and exploitation service 
that’ s{ncere” and earnest co-opera- 
tion. promised. them with. attractions, ] :° 

To ‘National “Broadcasting Com-: 
‘pany; the. showmanly - organization 
of ‘Radio-Keith-Orpheum ‘Theatres, 
Radio-Victor. Corporation of Amer- 
ica, to music. publishers ‘and tens of 
thousands of. music and book..shop 
dealers; -and to the aggressive and 
spirited » ‘publicity and exploitation | 
men of those: showmen who have 
presented Radio Pictures, RKO Pro- | 
ductions .exténds its acknowledge- 
ment for a superb series of selling 
campaigns perhaps unmatched in 
the history of an industry. 
With such confidence as RKO has 

had the honor to inspire in the in- 
dustry, is it to. be wondered that 
those whom ‘we. have served are 

awaiting eagérly further perform- 
ances from. this. organization, . at- 

In this day and age the prodticer 
must produce. 

A, yeay ago, when Radio Pictures 
were first. announced .to.a waiting. 
world, : I: enjoyed the ‘privilege ex- 
tended to me by one of the motion. 
picture publications of stating that 
it was my belief, and the belief of 
every showman who knew his busi- 
ness, that. the attraction ig the 
great, the vital point in all show- 

manship. , 
Repeatedly, it had been, demon- 

strated that the feature with draw-. 
ing power was the one great thing 
to be aimed at. No ‘matter what 

else went on the bill the ‘box office. 
responded to the full- length. feature. 

Given this attraction, it was then 
vitally necessary that every acces: |-' 

sory, every possible ‘ald. ‘in show- 
manship be mustered to its support 
for the benefit of the exhibitor. 
‘The play’s the thing”: was ac- 

Dumb Censors 
; ". Chicago, Jan. 7- 

Censorship. board of ‘Evanston, 
- world’s . wealthiest suburb, * figured 
‘out.a way to chastise Publix but bit 
fits own thumb. ; 

Board decided that “Untamed, "at 
tho Varsity Publix-Greater talkie 
house, must be jerked, .giving the’ 
‘Inmane reason it had received six 

| complaints for not censoring ‘‘CocK- 
‘Eyed World,”. which played the same 

‘| house. 
The order was enforced by a 

threat that “Bulldog. Drummond,” 
booked for later in the week, would 
be banned if “Untamed” were not - 
withdrawn upon completion of the 
day the censors made .their. com- 
plaint. . 

E. M. Glucksman, supervising the 
house, agreed. 

But the censors have not yet 
learned they commanded. the flicker 
removed on the last day of its run. 

Sf seas Sa A nee ow eae eee 

At present is a staft writer for First. ‘National and. Warmer “studios, co 

‘slogan whioh symbolized the spirit 
governing the production of Radio. 

Pictures, 
_ It was resolved that the day of 
the mere program pidture “was gone 
~that each date filled by a Radio 

’ Picture production must be a telling 
box office event. 

Thirty attractions were to bel 
made and 80 vital exploitation, ad- 
vertising and publicity campaigns 
-were to. be given each. of these at- 
tractions for '29-’30, the first annual 
contribution of RKO Productions to 

HUMPHREY PEARSON | 
Tired of creating ideas for other people to pay. good money to see 

them transferred in print he left a national advertising agency to become 
a dramatic critic. - 

This-job forced him to. CaliZornia in: séarch .of health, and while these 
wrote “Shoestrings” in five days, which Warner Brothers made as the 
first all-color screen musical, It is still fresh in the memories of many 

tractions such as Herbert Brenon’s | 48 “Show of Shows,” and has established Pearson in the class of topnotch 
“The -Case of. Sergeant Grischa,” scenarists. He since wrote dialog. for John Barrymore’ 3 “The, Man,” and 

-whereby=this-master-of- -the-sereen- Jater. “Bride. of the Regiment.” — 

art hopes to again: win the year’s 
gold medal; “Hit the Deck,” from 
the hand of Luther. Reed; who has 
already brought “Rio Rita” to the 
screen; “Love .Comes Along,” with 
Bebe Daniels and others, from this 
star; an array of Richard Dix pro- 
ductions;’ “Radio Rambles,” with 
Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey; 
and those others which we confi- 

_ Radio Pictures. 
ere “tHOUBit was-elver- ‘to=how- 
_properly designate the: important 
“productions we intended to bring. 

exhibitors. | , 
It was suggested, in view of the 

‘PORTLAND AS PUBLIX KEY 
Portland, Me., Jan. 4. 

Publix has taken control of the 
tures. It was a hand-painted pano- prospector, developer and distribut- 
rama of. scenes in Ireland and else- | ing center of almost every form of 
where, which moved across to and|indoor “show business. I could| Strand. Armand J, Moreau, district 
from rollers like those of window- | string out a. list of dramatic, oper- | manager and a local boy, will mové 
curtain rollers, and the talking. part | atic, musical comedy, concert, re- | his headquarters here, making Porte 
was done by a “lecturer,” who stood vue—and, yes, screen stars and fa-| land the ‘key city for 26 Publix the- 
alongside, explained the pictures’| vorites who have been’ are, or will.| atres in Maine, New Hampshire and 

and sometimes cracked a joke, sang | be, in Vaudeville. A majority of | Vermont. House name will probably - 
dently believe will take their place a@.song and danced & jig by way | Broadway legitimate hits always] be changed to the Paramount, 
proudly as Titans of the screen un-|of diversion. ‘feature acts and artists who started|‘ Theatre staff has received two 
der the banner of Radio Pictures, Not so good, you say? But it was and got. to the top in Vaudeville. ! weeks’ notice. 

duced: as the Titans of the Screen. 
Titans 

It was with considerable hesi- 
tancy that we accepted this pugees- 

tion, gave it to the world, and even- 

tually, on the measure of {ts suc-. 

cess, adgpted it as the-one fitting 

Vaudeville audience. - -That was. true ~~ 
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TO THE FOURT 
i] 

‘it has received from daily newspapers, trade journals and periodicals 
__ throughout America. This. support -has acted. asa. stimulus: in formulating 
“plans. for the. further development. of its’ Vaudeville along distinctly’ modern. 
lines and the. continued forward. march of Radio Pictures, toward what: is’ 
hoped to be something noteworthy in these branches of -entertainment. 

From the time they. came: into- existence, R-K-O. Productions have ‘re- oS ceived-the whole-hearted support of the press. While still a young. enter- 7 

prise; Radio Pictures. have ‘won the. approval of the. nation’s amusement Ce 
ublic, arid the news of this Company's activities, achievements and product 

_ has been given generous attention. _ es 

__ Likewise, the renewed interest in R-K-O Vaudeville has received most 
encouraging support from papers everywhere. 

But most significant of all has been the attitude of the Nation's Fourth 
Estate toward a new adininistration and a new. regime in the ‘amusement: 
world,—one. which’ was to carry on the traditions of B. F. Keith, F. Fe. Proctor, E. F. Albee and other pioneers and mold the verious units, formerly: 

“Separately. directed, ‘into one complete organization. cc 
That achievement, completed and perfected within the past year, con- ., stitutes the-final “realize tion of a. nationwide’ chain. devoted: to: ‘our most "national form of theatre entertainment. 

‘In its fulfillment this co-ordination of show properties, representing land, 
buildings, leases, contracts, real assetsof money and thgse less tangible 
assets of good will, established patronage and tesources: in both the 
scientific and artistic fields, industrial, dramatic;—fnancial: an vother editorial 
‘authorities of the press have observed that Radio - Keith "Orpheum, has, ; within.a comparatively ‘short space of time, become the leading factor in the amusement industry of the United States. . _ 

The Progressive newspaper publishers, editors and writers have been’ 
‘uick to discover that within the past year, the coast-to-coast circuit - of 
Radio-Keith-Orpheum Vaudeville and picture theatres, have become. a fresh evin Nave becom | and interesting source of . “news”, news that appeals to a young and grow- ing clientele -of readers who. are vitally interested in the newly discovered’ wonders. of radio, talking pictures, and other forms of electrical éntertain-. ment, now for the-first. time allied with the theatre, 7 

With this growth of popularity in the screen ‘attractions, also has come a greater interest in the personalities of the stage presentation—the vaudeville. At-no time in its entire history has Vaudeville been given the consideration “that is now accorded by the newspapers of this country. \While in New. York ithe daily and Sunday papers have established “NVaudeville Depart- ments and give weekly reviews of R-K-O Programs, the serious recognition 
NE RR Np eS = 

es A IN recounting: that ‘which has been accomplished. “. ‘in. attaining «its. first milestone, the. Radio-Keith-Orpheum. Corporation 
acknowledges with. esteem. and” gratitude the. support . and _ encouragement. 

reer pA DE ee te 2. ina arty senperets sore eee see ee pe eet tee ee coe as 
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of this, favorite form of stage amusement has within the past year become 

national: Papers throughout the United States and “Canada, where the 

Radio-Keith-Orpheum’s chain of theatres links together every city of size and _ 
importance, have found renewed leader-interest. in vaudeville, its activities, 
: its artists and its plans for the future. - 

Dramatic and motion picture’ departments in every large’ city have now 

. become: as important a nd as expertly: reported and edited as the’ sporting, 

the financial, the editorial or any other. widely. read section of the modern 

newspaper. The reviewers -of theatrical attractions of the stage ‘and: screen 

are being carefully ‘selected and frequently become a powerful influence in 

their communities. ~ 2 nee a 

AY significant sidelight of the present-day interest. in theatrical news is. 

shown. by the fact’ that there are at this time, 912 writers and special.cor- 

respondents, permanently located in ‘Los -Angeles ‘and ‘Hollywood :alone, 

who devote themselves: exclusively to amusements. a 

Some idea ‘of the international interest in American amusements. is 

shown by: the fact that twelve of these: are located. there to supply news- 

stories.of our theatres to the press in foreign countries. _ ; 

All of which. shows the. prevailing popular, reader-interest’ in the 

theatre and its people. | a eS 

Elsewhere in this issue are several letters from prominent men and 

~ women in all walks of life scattered throughout America. ‘Many of these. 

came as the: result of references made ‘in the daily newspapers of cities 

and. towns. where R-K-O theatres are located. The attention of the 

writers might not otherwise have been directed to our first anniversary 

“cand we. are therefore indirectly. indebted to our newspaper friends for 

‘many of these tributes“and congratulations. For this service, please accept . 

_our grateful acknowledgment. ee on | 

We express: our thanks, also, for every encouragement along the way 

. during this first-twelve months and for the. many suggestions given 
editorially 

and personallysto our representatives. | | 

And: in @Bnning for the future it will-be of real value to continue to 

receive every. constructive idea that . our newspaper friends and well- 

wishers think would benefit the amusement lovers of their communities. 

The millions of patrons of R-K-O Theatres,are likewise the readers of the 

nation’s newspapers, and we share a mutual responsibility of instructing, 

cultivating and entertaining. . oe | | 

It has always: been a pleasure to come in personal . contact with 

representatives: of the press, and the information and photographic files. of 

this organization are at their disposal at any time.” 

While the ‘coming year will doubtless see many innovations in R-K-O| 

Vaudeville and Radio Pictures, which we hope. will merit continued recog- 

nition, the support they have received in the last year will be. prized as 
a 

gesture of invaluable co-operation. 
- : 

‘Gratefully, | 8 bo 

RADIO-KEITH-ORPHEUM CORPORATION 

a a | : = = = ro WEE ee Se a pe . yes + ats LIT a A See mes, 
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— FIRST MILESTONE 

VAUDEVILLE 
ERMIT me, on behalf of the Radio-Keith-Orpheum organiza-. 

* tion, to wish you all the season’s best compliments and to. 

express to you the hope that this: year may in reality be a bright. 

chapter and. the beginning of a new period of prosperity in: 

vaudeville. - 

I believe that vaudeville has a definite.and permanent: place in. 

stage entertainment. The. entire: amusement. industry” has | been 

‘revolutionized by the development and. universal. appeal. of .the 

screen—first, silent, and now audible. — The application of so-called 

electrical entertainment to popular amusement even now has not 

reached its fullest and ultimate development. 

But, in the final analysis, I believe that vaudeville will maintain 
its hold upon:the American public and provide a logical and desir- 

able variety to the composite programme. - Its chief deterrent in 

recent times, aside from the prohibitive cost of. so-called “headline. 

‘acts,” has been in its form of presentation and the too frequent 

“repetition of so-called “standard: material.” 

It is our intention to carry out a vigorous policy of restoration, . 

which will be motivated by a determination to encourage new ideas 

and novelty and which will introduce a new form of presentation. 

It is my opinion that vaudeville is like all other co-ordinated 

activities and that. its success depends not only upon co-operation 
between R-K-O and the’ performers, but also upon teani-wo

rk and~~ 

complete co-operation between the various units which form R-K-O 

programmes. Individual protrusion and the desire to score person: 

ally, to the detriment.of the success and enjoyment of the show in 

its entirety, will be hurtful. 

There seems to be'no lack of actual. ability in present: vaudeville, 

On the stages of R-K-O theatres today are no doubt the potential. 

stars of future seasons: Vaudeville has developed the majority of 

the major headliners in amusements today, and will continue to - 

provide those of coming years if the. co-operation of artists and 

the R-K-O organization is successful in providing a form of vaude- 

ville entertainment that will prove attractive to the theatre patron 

and at a cost that will fit his pocketbook. In my opinion, there 

are still millions of people who want good vaudeville. 

_ The R-K-O organization desires not: only: to maintain 
what is. 

left of vaudeville, but to expand it;:and we are hopeful and believe’ 

that we have started out on policies that will accomplish this result. 
\ 

~ Gincerely yours, 

Si a Se 

— FF 

Co the ARTISTS of — 
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Y 
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IN APPRECIATION. : . — 
OF YESTEROAYS GREAT 

_ WHO HELPED MAKE | 
VAUDEVILLE HISTORY, NCHED IN PUBLIC. FAVOR 

. Rave Apollon Revue ‘Chamberlin & Himes ” Dave Ferguson, Cx 

Amateur Nite in London ‘Conlin. & Glass. . Freda & Palace _ 
Family | Joe Cook. - Will Fyffe | 

‘Claudia Coleman Fulton & Parker 
Cirillo Bros. - Whitey. 8 Ed Ford 
Colleano Family Frabelle Frolics ..- 
Cardini. = -s—i«y Helen Ford | 
‘Chase & La Tour _ Herbert Faye Co. ; - 
utwosellc & Carlton ' Ferris & Ray: Revue 

“ 
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Joe Jackson ' Bob Murphy Rae Samuels 
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| Lillian. Morton. Pat Rooney & Co. Ward & Van 
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<r FIRST MILESTONE 

WHAT RAO THEATRES STAND FOR 
PRESIDENT HIRAM $ BROWN, at the besinning 

of the season, in addressing the R- K- .O theatre operating force said— ‘We have 
a circuit of theatres which, for location and physical condition, i is incomparable.” 

With: this structure as a. workshop, itis the. aim of the theatres operating ; 
department to make. these modern edifices: and auditoriums from: coast to coast ; ’ 
mean something, both it in the amusement life of the: Communities they serve and oe a 
in the civic: and cultural development of these: centers. . pad 

Without doubt the most vital objective point is: the show: ise —what 
_is offered on: the stage and: on the screen —its character, quality and superiority. : 

Equally important is the responsibility. toward : our. ‘patrons, and ‘on. a + 
circuit of this magnitude, where ° approximately 10,000,000 people ‘pass | | 
through our turnstiles each week, this i is: of ‘major significance. 

Also, beside providing the: precautions ‘and mediums of comfort; sanitation 
and safety, here is the duty of service and courtesy. . 

In all the foregoing, our personnel is. well schooled and. well equipped. . 
The. spirit and. morale of our organization leave. little to: be disired in the. 

“way of experience, aggressiveness, enthusiasm and co-operation. 

“Through our departments of public relations and promotion, we have this : 
Past year. carried on extensive campaigns for new patronage and a broader 
clientele. in the firm. belief that the enjoymient and amusement now provided by 
R- K. O theatres would retain: every new visitor as a-regular. patron. 

Our executives, division managers, local representatives and our attaches \ 
are pledged to public service in the broadest and finest sense. | 

Our theatres are dedicated to the best interests of the municipalities, its 
welfare and the recreation and wholesome amusement of i its people — of. this . 7 
and future ¢ generations. 

JOSEPH PLUNKETT, 
| Vice-President 
General Manager of Theatres 

ANEW REGIME IN THE ENTERTAINMENT WORLD 
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FIRST MILESTONE 

DN - MAINTENANCE. CONSTRUCTION = 

SW, SEXTON: 
_ ASSISTANT TO Mi. BROWN. 

.. DAVID P. CANAVAN - an -° GEORGE BROWN _ 
| | EASTERN MANAGER -- WESTERN MANAGER, — 

. ss i "ASS 

5ST. TO AR. CANAAN: 

ae 
» PROJECTION & SOUND: . oe . 

Serra Ney, is eee 

"NAPTHALY DANZIGER | RICHARD 5. STILLWELL, 
-. FURNIS: Pa al SSISTANT- FURNISHINGS: 

A NEW REGIME IN THE ENTERTAINMENT WoORL' 
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-FIRST MI LESTONE—_— ayy 

~The Grand Halls and Promenades i in 
all R-K-O Theatres are Original and 

. Distinctive. ——— ia 
Features” | | 

a 
a 

{ 
{ 

f 

R-K-O THEATRES INTRODUCE NEW GRANDEUR ; | 
The grander of the palaces of the Kings is eclipsed — works of art have been assembled from all parts of . 
by the corridors, lobbies and foyers of R-K-OTheatres,. “the world, Special tapestries’ anct carpets have been - 
These large, impressive and magnificently appointed woven and period furniture provides both beauty . 
rooms were a radical departure in theatre construction, and comfort. Probably nowhere else —certainly in” 

__ originated by R-K-O. From: an architectural stend- no other. _amusement: edifice —is_to..be found. the. 
point they compare. favorably with any public same -impressive dignity, luxury, beauty and good 
Baldi | in America or Europe, For their. decoration. taste as in these splendid, spacious halls. 

“~ 
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ypical A ppointments in R- 
i ig _ a Everywhere et tr 

-_. RK-O SETS THE STANDARD IN wick y 

A unique combination: of. luxury and utility. is supplied amid surroundings ‘that ere masterpieces of 

provided in every R-K- O: Theatre,, through the - interior decoration. ° 

- numerous rooms created for every need, and innumerable - All these would mean little without the personal touch . 

aaraaeees | Gaaeeee _.-nooks..and_corners. _where..entr’ "acte conversation. May. __which.is supplied. by.a.carefully -selected_and. ‘trained. 

be indulged in.. Not even.on the palatial ocean “staff. The R-K-O attaches have service. as a creed. 

jliners has greater provision. been made to anticipate Well trained young ladies and gentlemen fill every 

the public's. need or desire; vand this has been. capacity. Public service is their pleasure. 

~~ A NEW REGIME IN THE ENTERTAINMENT. WORLD 
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oon S ion: -dollars...they. changed my.) 

‘ got a ¢hance with the lowbrows be- 

-Jated spot, I found,the same situa- 

tion in every town. The manafers 

VARIETY |. | Wednesday, Jarmary 8, T830 ~ 
—! 

Aton Benet 
«with the completion of Sts first year, Radio-Kelth-Orpheum stating’ 
ticians have completed their survey and appraisal It provides ing: 

| | teresting and {lluminating evidence: of the. leatling position of this. power.
 

ful amusement organization, as a national institution and as & con« | 

| tributing influence in every community in which its theatres and agencieq. 

“The property and: real. estate values of -Radjo-Keith-Orpheum 

| theatres ‘are listed at. approximately $140/000,000. | - 

RX-O and THEN SOME 
By Ken Murray 

I've been readin’ this mag or rag; Litvoks, and to do a lot of other 

(vote for one), for & Jong time. | things I bad agreed to before I}. 

Sometimes, I think, too long. My) started the tour, Anything to cre- 

vocabulary is gettin’ worse and |ate curloalty on the part.of the pub-. 

worse, I can’t mingle with bigh- | lic to make them come’ to the
. box 

brows because of the lingo 1 ac-| office of the theatre and pay. And 

quired from “Varlety” as do all its how they pay. 

readera sooner or later. Ivhaven't| £ : B: 

whose routine “has been. changed’ 
at the suggestion of the. publicity ) 

or exploitation . departments. ‘and |: 

they have been booked solid. Since | *~ 
that 805- inquisition, I have talked | — 

- theatres themselves. . epresenting civic developments in ..eack | 

pause they’ve been reading -‘'Va- 

riety” longer than I have. . But far 

be it from me to take up valuable 

space:In this big R-K-O number of 

“Varlety”. to record my personal 

opinions: or feelings. Besides, who 

But you ean’t open a single with- | 
ae % 9 

, } acl : 

crack, So id's get down to busl- 
1 gman < |: "Recently the R-K-O theatres alone in a -single Week entertained 

ness, _ I tiave been -playing the 

. ‘Wherever. an: R-K-O theatre Ss located, that city may
 point with pride. 

. ” | residents. and. vieltors, bringing not only. the beet in veudeville. each - 

oe, wéek: but the. best in sonnd pictu
res. . ae 

Keith jeirenft for some while ‘but 
' Soxcten 

Lad paid 
| 

this new bysiness. regime don’t on g mew vau ‘+. #7OP PEED” -| stantial revenue to the city treasury in various forme of taxes. At gives 

mean ida in’t- What dot mean? . ville ’ De mt Was as te, @ Jot of ‘time, Chanin’s 46th St., ‘New York. 1 employment to ‘scores ‘of. people, before and after belng completed. Th 

Tasten to this bed time story and|.° —_ (Contanuea'on page 318), -. | . Direction. 9 created business sections and developed ‘them, for an R-K-O theatre. 

it'll: keep: you: up.. I distinctly re- 
member: the time when an actor |=== 

was booked: or even “penciled in} oy 

be was through until the next open]. =” 

vis SHURA. 
eS ‘drawe thousands of persons a.-week toity. doors... So 

| The real satate ‘taxes: alone for the. year just passed aggregated. «- 

| 'Mereantile establishments of aii descriptions, restaurants, hotels, profit’. 

wy Www BS = | by an B-K-O theatre, for-it not only brings ‘new artists every week whor 

eo EE ee ge Go their shopping locally and Jive in hotels, ‘but each theatre has its: 

By. Ambrose Dowling. |iasge reguiar corps of employees, musicians, stage staff and executives,’ 

Export Manager of Radio Pictures __+| permanently located tn each comtetr me 
Se ‘|. The weekly operating axpenses of the R-K-O circuit are $1,515,000, 

oF over 978,000,000 annually. it has been estimated that over 50% — 

of this amount remains and is. spent in the communities in which 

' ‘f-K-O theatres aro Jocated. a 

Nearly half a million. dollars is spent. weekly in procuring vaude- . 

ville programs and $373,700 is weekly expended for sound pictures— ©. 

over $40£00000 annually ‘dispensed in providing. amusement and 

‘diversion for patrons ‘of ‘R-K-O theatres. : co * 

Over 2,000 vaudeville headliners. and performers are ‘employed. 

“daily and the army of attaches, exclusive of executives, numbers 

- 6,100" skilled. mechanics, musicians, operators, ushers, box office : 

|wood manufactare. Scandinavia has | treasurers, ‘and enginese : sttered throughout the nation-wide 

| developed :into an enthusiastic -pa- | ‘chain. os - oo. 

tron. of sound, where before our. |. , The, eupplies, “furnishings ‘and other. current expenditures are all. 

s. drew ion. |. made locally as ie the disbursement of the advertising budget which 

} Riga, capital of the Baltic state of | . totalled $107,000 weekly, or. $5,816,000, this past year. = 

Latvia, has bought heavily of Radio} — , Donated. Entertainment . 

. 

you went. -. 

 ‘Peculiarly, our new .product. bas |- 

it has been the policy of Radlo-Kelth-Orpheum to lend its co-operas : 

4 tion, to ‘elvic organizations and municipal administrations in whatever © 

foanner its theatres may. be. of. service. It has also donated the use: 

Bond Buildiig, and..walk up. one jéhe Orient, are increasingly . ‘of its , ” pelle 

Ee gaR tw te. abi tess us" tt the O @ ii ngly valued | of its auditoriums for religious ‘services, holiday performances for the 

mine 8 caigree rrr any patio | t the-world, ‘Her aia~ customera, os "orphans and needy,’ and other non-séctarian; charitable and. patriotic 

The Sg Sond: your ac  dmpl ant: of ney evew’ UD b eee Loner neon eee occasions in many localities, Ite artists are gracious in co-operating © 

=COL oF. vs’ amt. : A 4 na more. als a for and inf -any 3, to: 

themeclyes fis that place, ha! ha! y 4 Day to] with hospitals, homes for the aged and infirm, the schools,. anywhere, to 

‘spread cheer and happiness by thelr entertaining abilities -whenever they. 

Kmay be. péeded or whenever such a yisit may be recommended ‘by an. 

ReK-O manager an : 
1 ReK-O thestres everywhere ars dedicated to public entertainment 

| and to public usefuiness and civic service. _ 

_ By Victor Baravalle 
. Musical Director, Radio Pictures 

Nineteen : twenty-nine: has wit- 

{for the screens than at any time in 

the history of entertainment. ; 
Musieai comedies, operetias 

'.-] pictures with musical sequences oc- 
cupy an important place on the 
modern screen. The greatest song: 
hits ~of. the’ day. have their origin 
on the screen. The public is music- 
conscious to a degree greater than 
ever before. 
‘During the past few months there 

ihas been a noticeable improvement 

“and “Dixtana,” increased facilities 
for. music recordings. bave. been 
made at RKO. A department for 
handling arrangements, orchestra. 
tions and copying has beén organ-. 
jzed under the supervision of Roy 
Webb and Max Steiberg, nationally 
known musiclahs. . _ 
In 1929 Radio Pictures brought to. 

the world a host of new song suc- 
cesses. “Street Girl,” starring Bet- 
ty Compson, brought the hits, “Lov. 
able and Sweet” and “Dream Mem- 
ories,” “Rio Rita” has such numbers 
as “Sweetheart We Need Each Oth-. 
er’ and. “You're Always: in My- 
Arms.” Youmans composed ‘Tm 
Keeping Myself for You,” and Tier- 

ney created “Sez You, Sez Me” for 
“Hit the Deck” Bebe Daniels’ sec 

. ond Rafio starring picture, Night 
c € Comes Along,” brought forth “Nig: 
under contract an orchestra ‘com- | Winds” and “when Love Comes 
posed of 20 men, chosen from many | Along.” _ Sse 
thousands ‘from all .over the world,| The grot 
each en artist. “ 

a view of the great production | Ramblers” is being written by Hat- 

Ascheaule for 1930, which Involves the [ld Ruby and Bert ‘Kalmar, _ON6 
{Alming of musical comedies and op-'|not yet released, is called “I Love 

j{rettag, such as “Badio’ Ramblers” |You So Much.” 

RAO in 1S 
General Sales Manager, Radio Pictures 

fellow -vaudevilliang, you gotta co-|} 
operate so that the eomplete cam-} — 
paligns. travel in’ advance of you. 
The managers on the cireult have] . 
been shot-with the same spirit.| 
Everybody in that outfit says no 
use playing what you can’t sell, and 
oh, boy, how that gang selis *’em! 

I near took the count Where Is}. 

justice, sez I? 
The first town I bit on my tour, 

following my visit to 895 made mie}. 
think stage acts never played the. 
burg. The theatre was packed)” 
solid. The opening act got a great} 
hand. ‘The second one took a} 
couple of bows and so on down the; . 
line. When the show ran on until | ‘ 
my turn, I came out and found: 
they were waiting for me. Yt looked] . 
like everyoné knew -mo.. I got a} 
hané before i started. What ® re-] 
ception, what-an audience and what 
an opening matinee! - ‘ 
The significance of t 

“Phe group of songs which will be 
heard for the first time in “Radi? 

he whole 

thing, of course, in my estimation | 

had nothing. to do with that 806 |: 
inquisition. “But it didn’t take me] . 
long to find out what that sweat-| 
ing business in New York had done. |- - ~ 

That gang of third degree publicists’ 
evidently weren’t kidding. when they | 
subjected’ me to a.Jet of. question- 
ing, ‘There was no stalling. in -the 
interyiewing or the campalgns that 
followed. a Se 
My new pictures Jookeé Uke a 

Vic Meyers, with his band, breaking all records Fox theatre Seatth 
doubling } at his own supper club, the Club Victor, one of America’s aitra 
smart cafes, . ee . For the splendid co-operation ;ductions at present contemplate 

by RKO for the season of 1930-'8 
= that-Radio~-Pictures ~will-even $F 

oe ; cee @ marvelous records esta 
heartfelt thanks. . ; lished this year by such production 

I feel satisfied that-exhibitorg will |as “Street Girl” “Hit the Deck 
agree with me in the statement that |and Rndy Vallee in “The Vagabon 
RKO Productions.have shown noth- | Lover,” With coming Bebe Dani 
ing less than remarkable progress | pictures, such as “Loye Com 
for the season of 1920-'30; and that | Along,” the Richard Dix “Seve 
Radio Pictures have measured up|Keys to Balipate,” Herbert Bret 
to all expectations in the large|on‘s “Case of Sergeant Grischa 
number of instances where they {and others of ike grade, exhibito 
have succeeded in breaking house |cannot help but look forward to 
records and establishing notable | year of exceptional prosperity. 
figures in receipts, A Happy New Year is my gree 

billing, and it began to mean some-. 

thing. The usual best, greatest and 

funniest bunk. was omitted. “It 

goundead too vaudevilly Awhat a 

word!); .I was now @ movie star 

and naturally thousands of new. 

prospects to vaudeville -were lured 

to the theatre to catch me. 

‘In Every Town 

Iam not talking about, one iso- 

jvarado, a Latin American, and 
Rita” with its rich melody has |George Renevant, a Frenchman. 
found reception as generous in non- {Among the players were representa- 
English-speaking countries as it has itives of every major -European 

in the United States, In it at Jeast |country. 7 ’ ; 

|the films attained an art that speaks| . Within another year we expect to 
|a@ universal language. _ Imake Radio Pictures the standard 

The problems of adaption have of entertainment ‘round the world. 

been left largely to: our representa- |Backed by present performance, the 

tives. in their various localities, and |trade-mark of Radio Pictures will 
they have accomplished marvels. become the future.symbol of drama 

Another vear aS productive as,the |that speaks a truly universal lan- 
mee Hen lA an ta addraaa Row 
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Giant Sound Stages 
By Don Eddy 

Director. of Publicity, RKO Studios, Hollywood 

The giant. construction program ; 33, 000-volt Hines which wil bring, 

Wednesday, January 8, 1830 

A Message F rom J. J. Murdock | 

- Beverly Hills, Calif., Dec, 81, - 
Mr. Hiram 8. Brown, 

ae 

- President,. Radio-Keith- Orpheum, New York City. 

My Dear Mr. Brown: May I not have the pleasure of wishing . 
..you and your associates a very happy and prosperous - ‘New Year, 

ef REO Productions, calling for the 
expenditure of three millions and 
begun .November.12, has been still 
farther enlarged, according to. Jo-: 
geph I. Schnitzer, president ‘of Radio 
Pictures. 
The RKO executive. ‘head ‘an- 

mounces. construction of the world’s. 
Sirst theatre especially built. to ace 
“eommodate the. “super-size’ screen 

-.’ yequired. by the’ ‘Spoor-Bergren wide 
film process ‘recently acquired ‘by. 

* Radio’ Pictures has begun at the 
RKO Studios in Hollywood. The 
building, ‘which will’: be used for 
experimentation and executive 

’ showings of. films made ‘by the new. 
method, will be one story in height, 

+ with over-all. dimensions. ‘of 46, by: 
116 feet. 

One entire .end ‘of the structure 
will contain the new type of. screen, 
which ‘will. have an area of 22% by 
‘42 feet, as compared with the aver- |. 
age screen ‘of 16 by 18 feet. .The 
‘mew theatre will be in operation by 
January: 7, 1930. 

: production. - genius whose expert 
-, guidance through its first: year -has 
‘*@one much to carry the banner of 
- Radio Pictures ta. the ‘forefront of 
the ‘picture ‘procession, . will . have 

. @ereened for him ‘wide screen pro-. 
ductions such: “88 “Dixiana,” which, 
even now, is . ‘being ‘filmed as an 
eperetta under the - Spoor-Bergren 
process, and others ‘to follow... <-*. 
In preparing Yor its 1930. product,. 
‘which: will: include’ the filming; of 

features, involving an ‘expenditure 
ef $15,000,000, Radio Pictures has 
brought the old FBO studios which 
# acquired early in .1929 up to a 

- state of physical perfection unsur- | 
passed by any ‘other, film plant in 
Hollywood. _ 

12: Stages . no \ 

. When the: new giant. sound stage 
’ @pens in February this ‘year, RKO. 
will-have in operation. 12 stages for 
the filming of: talking pictures. . The 
mow structure ‘will be the largest 
stage ever erected for any sort of 
theatrical - ‘production——9, building 

more than 600. feet long, -160 feet _ 
wide and. five stories high, with a 
fioor area so great that more. thar: 

- four regiments. of. men. ‘can, ‘parade mn § 
en it simultaneously. © : 

‘The stage occupies. ‘the - ‘entire 
north end of. the studios, running: 
“from Gower street to the eastern 
property line. It. is ‘divided into 
four parts, each a separate,. inde- 

_ pendent, soundproof unit permitting || 
four companies. to shoot . pictures 
simultaneously. ‘The. interior walls 
are’ in reality huge ‘doors, which: 
may be operied when. it fs ‘necessary 
to film large, ‘spectacular . scenes 
with thousands of extras. When. 
eperated as one stage, the building | . 
will house a set occupying 76,000 
square feet of floor space, an area. 
@ufficient to care for the largest 
sets. 

Overhead monorail aystems, run- 
ming to all the stages, will facili- 
tate the movement of sets to and 
from. the various buildings. It will 
be possible to construct the sets 

In this theatre | 
_ ‘Wiliam Le. Baron, : vice-president | 
’ fm charge of RKO ‘production, and |. 

special productions and. many | 

current to the studios from largely 
separated areas, insuring ‘immunity 
against. interruption: of production { 
schedules. 
eral Electric experts 30 days: to ‘in- 
stall the generators © weighing 82 
tons for ‘this purpose. 
a new 600 kilowatt ‘electric, gen-. 
erator, will. insure. a daily. output |. 
of 10,000 amperes, and will. cope 
with the light. situation made nec- 
essary by increased production and 
‘expansion. As.an illustration. of. the 
electric current demands ‘at the stu- |. 

‘900,000 watts of. ‘electricity, dios, 
enough for the average | needs of an 
‘American-town, were used to flood 
‘the battleship party scenes of Radio 
Pictures’ “Hit the Deck” during the 

‘| Technicolor treatment. One hun: 
_ (Continued on Page. $16) 

It’ required. seven. Gen-' 

One of. these, | 

CLAUDIA. COLEMAN 
‘Ten years of happiness with Or-|. .: 

pheum and R-K-O sends out joy. for. 
the New Year to everyone. _ 

Direction JENIE: JACOBS. 

~Inprtance of Broadcasting — 
“The importance of: national broad- 

casting ag-2 publicity. and exploita- 
tion medium, js emphasized by the 
Dig scale on which. it -is, being util- 
ized by the‘first. rank motion-picture 
corporations... Among: the most ace 
tive of. these in this fleld is RKO’ 
Productions,’ which has gone in for 
radio on a scale so vast that it is 

.| the only’ motion picture company 
represented. by two ‘national radio |: 
‘periods each week. 

. Hach. Tuasday nite, over r the NBC 
syste the weekly RKO hour is 
‘broadcast over 46 stations;: reaching 
from coast to. coast. Thursday: aft- 

ernoon at 6&:30- the second | ‘period 
goes out over the NBC, WEAF sys- 
tem over 26 stations, reaching as far 

west as the Rocky Mountains. It is 
{conservatively estimated by. radio: 
officials that a minimum of 18 -mil- 
lion: listeners hear the RKO periods 
each week, 

- Over the. past year Radio Pictures 

@ 

<western premiere. 
‘orchestra will broadcast. ‘the. com- 

| plete score of. “Hit the Deck” as it 

in the studio mill and move them 
into the stage overnight, having 
them ready for the ‘troupé the fol- 
Jowing morning. This will avoid. 
the usual delays incident to con- 
atructing: setson the stage, forc- 
ing troupes to work on other stages. | . 
Under the new system each of the |: 
etages always’ can. be ready for Pro- 
-@uction.. .° aa 

Reducing the. Heat cn 
.._ Protection .against the intense ; 
heat ‘of incandescént Nehts used in. 
talking film ‘production. will ‘be ob- 
tained. through : installation of an 

fntermittent. ventilating system 
which changes » ‘the: thousands of 
cubic. feet in: each stage every 1% 
minutes, — 

Two. months ago Radio Pictures 
-eompleted construction. of the first 

important pictures, namely: 
“Honky Tonk,” 

Love and Laugh,” Fox; 

be high up in the box-office values 

group of -buildings called for in its 
‘These ‘huge expansion program. 

included a three-story administra- 

tion building, containing offices for 
executives and writers, with a pro- 

-Jectlon;;room=for:-preview_ -showings. 
of - talking pictures; - @ dance re- 
hearsal hall for. the exclusive. use 
of the large choruses of. dancing 
dancing girls trained by Pearl Eaton 

- for Radio Pictures; a studio res- 
- taurant and barber. shop; a brick 
building to. house the generators 

‘which will supply electricity to the 
new sound stages, and 14 new film 
storage vaults and cutting rooms. 
REO announces completion of ar- 

Yangements with the city of Los 
‘Bamwalan dan tha InataNatian nat twa 

“Th Jamp. 

of which you are so deserving? 
You are to be congratulated in showing such great wisdom. ta 

your. selection of heads of departments. 
|° partment speaks for itself. 

The success of each de- To. 

. You are also to be congratulated : in the ‘selection. ot: the ‘men. 
ag heads of Radio Pictures, for the work of Mr, Joseph Schnitzer 
and Mr. William Le Baron in making pictures: like “Rio Rita” and . 
others on the program, makes one 

. ‘Overnight the: motion. picture in- 
dustry hag witnessed :a. revolution. 
in the production and distribution of 
short features. . * 
Sound and dialog. ‘have accom- 

| plished the revolution; a revolution 
as ‘widespread, .as sweeping, as sig-. 
nificant .as. that. accomplished for. 
‘tthe full length feature. | 

the year. The two. leading hours: on 
that. date are the Ola Gold. and the 
RKO hours, both of. which featured 
‘the “Hit the Deck” :music, this show 
opening the same ‘evening at the 
RKO theatre, Los Angéles,” for: its 

The “Whiteman 

appears in its ‘Radio: Picture version. 
In the case of the Pure Oil broad- 

cast, the sponsoring company fea- 
tured the artists In national adyer-. 
tising ‘that appeared on the’ radio 
page of every. metropolitan | paper 
throughout. the country.. 

- Besides these periods .on which 
Radio Picture ‘stars ‘have been fea- 
tured, many others have featured 
arrangements of numbers from’ the 
Radio: Pictures “Street Girl” and 
“Rio Rita.”. -Among these are. hours 
such as. ‘the. Palm Olive, Lucky |_ 
| Strike and General Motors, featur-. 
ing such orchestra leaders as B. A. 

Is among the favorites of the silent pictures who has been abje to retain. | 
‘her popularity since the advent of the talkers, : 

» During 1929 she has appeared in featured leads in eight of the most 
“Queen of the Night Clubs,” ‘Warners; 

Warners; “Dark Streets,” First National; Drag,” oppo- 
site Richard Barthelmess, First Na onal; “Pulght,” Columbia; “Live, 

“Murder Wilf Out, " . First National, and “Second ’ 
. Wife,” R-K-o. This record’ is a certain ‘indication that her name will 

of the coming year,. 

HAPPY NEW YEAR TO EVERYBODY! 

have been prominent in such ‘hours: 
as the Fleischman “Sunshine” Hour, 
“The Pure Oil” Hour, and the “Olda| © 
-Gola” Hour...Bebe Daniels _ “appeared. 
for the Fleischman Hour, singing 
two new numbers from “Rio Rita” 
and on the Pure Ofl.Hour with Ann 

Pennington in two new numbers 

from the Radio Picture, ‘Love 
Comes Along.” 

December 24, Jack - Oakie and 
Polly Walker, and Margaret Padula 
appeared with Paul Whiteman on 
the Old Gold Hour in songs and se- 
lections from “Hit the Deck.”: This 
evening is said by NEC officials to 

have been the best Radio night of. 

Rolfe, Gus Haenschen, and Rudy 
Vallee on the Fleischman Hour, 

Orchestrations of. every Radio 

any radio station and each RKO ex- 
change is stocked with all necessary 
material for local tieups, duplicating 
national activities in every territory. 

‘Prinz, has entered suit, Hyman 

Emerson, ‘for $150. against. Tony 
Shayne, agent, for money. alleged 
due’ him as partial payment for 
staging an act: at the Everglades 
Club, New York. 

‘matched.in the history of any or- 

Picture. song. are made ayallable for 

Eddy Prinz, brother of Le Roy. 

- The short feature has become a 
vital box office factor. 

It has: ceased to be merely a filler, 
The: cost of. production, the oppor- 
tunity: ‘to:. utilize Broadway. play- 
Wrights, stars and ‘able directors; 
the vitality - of dialog and the oppor-. 
tunities. ‘for sound effects, music.and 
photographic. innovations: have. con- 
tributed to this result, . 
Swift to take advantages of the, 

opportunities 80 offered- RKO pro- 
ductions a year ago cast aside anti-. 
quated tradition and proceeded to 
grasp opportunity by the..forelock. 
Tho short subject with the “idea”. 

‘was projected. The basic element 
of action was retained in ‘tthe Larry. 
Darmour shorts and combined with 
sound, dialog and music effects, in a |. 
series of rollicking comedies, 

|". ‘Novelties in Shorts. 
From RCA .Grammercy Studios 

came. such novelties as’ ‘the series of 
“Ginsbures,” “Godfrey Ludlow, ne 

~The RK- 
‘By Sam Warshawsky 

General Press: Representative, F Radio. Pictures. fae 

The spirit. of. enthusiasm which 

. has ‘permeated the RKO ‘organiza- 

tion, both in the production and -dis- 
tribution ends, has. seldom been 

ganization. 

. The spirit has, in a large mesisure, 
| been due to the fact that from the’ 
‘| very first Radio Pictures have come 
through with. superb performance. 

From “Street Girl” to “Rio Rita” 
and “Seven Keys to Baldpate”’ down 
to “Love Comes Along” and. .“Case 

‘lof Sergeant Grischa,” Herbert Bren- 
on’s supreme gold-medal bid, the. 

j rank and. file of RKO have seen 
Fealized in great productions the 
daring visions of master showmen. 

It was this spirit which led Jo- 
seph I. Schnitzer, by sheer force of 
invincible este, to proclaim Radio 

Vaudeville As the Base 
By Mark A. Luescher 

General ! Director of Publicity, RKO 

At a recent luncheon of ‘the. thea- 
tre division of the Mechants’ Asso- 
‘ciation, given by President Booth at 
the Union League Club, the writer 
was again impressed: by..the great 
‘change. that. has. come over the. 
amusement field, the trend of the 
Show’ business, the world of the the-, 
atre, The walls and limits of our 
theatre have been extended, - ex- 

panded and even removed.: ‘The 
present-day scope of our. activities 
has compelled entirely new methods 
of procedure, completely altered our 
elations with the _amusement- 

Talking Shorts, With Meas 
By Jerry. Safron . ANS 

General Manager, Short Subject Sales 

feature product? : 

tot entertainment. 

believe in the magic of Aladdin's | 
JOHN J. MURDOOK. 

“Old. Bill's Christmas, ” “The Bure: 
glar,” “The Traveler,” “Black and: 
Tan,” “St. Louis Blues, all of 
which, stamped with the individual« 
ity and effects made possible: solely ~ 
by the audible film, left an imme- | 

~ ‘diate and definite impression ‘on the ~ a 

box. office. — oe 
- The result has ‘been six to nines oe 

‘week bookings in houses which fore: © 
jmerly did not. run short subjects eo 
longer than a. week, as a: rule: ~... 
houses such as: ‘the ‘Rialto,.. New >. 
York, which ran “St, Louis Blues® 
for six weeks and “The Traveler” 
for four weeks, and which: gave 
“Godfrey Ludlow Subject” a. nines - 
‘week run at the Globe, New York. ~,, 
‘To such circuits as Publix, Schine, .:: 

Feiber and Shea, ‘Goldstein; Fox, -.. : 
Comerford, Balaban and Katz, Cosa. 
ton, ° Robb and ‘Rawley, Dent, But« a 
terfleld, ‘Shamberg, Midwesco,: Wales © |“ 

ter Reade, Loew, Griffith Amusee a 
ment Company and others, ‘RKO. fgices: 
more than indebted forthe splendid =. 
tribute paid to its short subjects by ae 
generous - bookings, er 

‘Isn’t it.quite natural that, in view |: 
of this splendid acceptance of al 
splendid “idea” in production, RKO 
should be making. even ‘bigger and. 
more lavish plahs for future ahort. 7 

0 Spirit 
a nas 

‘Pictures as the Titan of ‘the Screen#. 
@ proclamation which was accepted’ 
instantly and with: enthusiasm ss 
the rightful appelation for accom-_ 
plishment so supreme in the. world, 

. And it was this spirit which. met 
with reciprocal enthusiasm from . 
hundreds of great showmen. who re- 
sponded with exploitation and pub-:.. 
licity campaigns on Radio Pictures. 
Seldom, if ever, equalled. for magni- 
tude and results. |. a 

Spirit has played its* part in 
nlanting Radio Pictures where they. 
are‘today. And. it is today, in evera 
inéreasing measure, due to the exe 

ample set by a great show organiza= 
tion, making its effects felt. in in- 
creased exhibitor effort and core .. i 
respondingly increased box office | a 
takings throughout the world. ear 

in the history of ‘mass. entertaine’ on E 
ment. Its application to the screet ©. 9) 
has enriched and exalted the already |. 
wonderful possibilities of the mo- | — 
tion pictures to such an extent that . J 
every’ branch and division of theatre 
entertainment have been benefited. | 
It has advanced and broadened the .- |}: 
opportunities of the artists of opera 
concert, drama, musical comedy, the 
films and vaudeville. It has pro- 
vided new (and even now undevel- 
‘oped) prospects of fine entertain- 
ment for the amusement- loving 

public of the Small _ cities and towns. 
seeking public. And all of this has 
happened within the memory of the 
younger publicity men of today. 

This transformation — amounting 
now to a happy revolution—has been 
effected primarily through the wed- 

ding .of modern science with the 
modern arts of the theatre. The 
developmient of. -radio to a point 
where it has become a-source and 
supply of universal enjoyment, edu- 
cation ‘and. information, is, perhaps, 
the most vital and significant event 

as well as of the great “metropolitan : 
centers, 

This sequential revolution in tho 
show world, although rapid, is en- 
tirely norma] and in step with the 
Jaws of progression in all intensely 
living institutions. As John Byram 
of the New York “Times” recently 
wrote: “And this swift but logical 
transformation In the entire world 
of theatrical entertainment as ac- 
complished by Radio-Keith-Orphe- 

(Continued on page 308) 
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FIRST MILESTONE 

THE NATION'S LEADERS COMMEND R-K-O AS A 
VITAL INFLUENCE FOR PUBLIC GOOD 

“Many. years of sunshine days.’—Richard II 
a 

a 

ee 

THE Vice PRESiDENTs chanin 

December 1% 2929, | 

Socinver. 2) 2020, 
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| ~ .RADIO—KEITH— ORPHEUM ZOE ge : 
“Acknowledges with. thanks the valued words | . ; 

2 ™ of commendation and good wishes contained 
ms in the messages reproduced on this and pages 

following. The hundreds of others from national 
‘figures in: state, church, fraternal, civic, profes. 

sional, public and private circles are equally | 
| | “prized and acknowledged, but space permitted =». 

ns on | ce hd oes eer the use: of but.a limited number and: those | a 
7 7 7 om | who compiled this edition have attempted to: . 

select at random, a representative few from’. - 3 
each classification, as-widely distributed ; 

“ geographically .as possible; to summarize this “ 
"unprecedented national: expression ‘of : 

at united approval, confidence. and 

* | felicitation upon this, our first anni- 
— ws em versary. 
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A NEW REGIME IN THE ENTERTAINMENT WORLD- 
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CHIEF EXECUTIVES OF STATES NORTH, SOUTH, EAST 

AND WEST. DECLARE R-K- ce) FURNISHES THE PEOPLE | 

‘SPLENDID DIVERSIFIED ENTERTAINMENT | 

"| wish your enterprise today may thrive: "— Julius Caesar 

,yenasote . 
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"On behalf ot the Commonwealth: of Massachusetts, itis Ee 
my happy privilege to extend congratulations to my friend, .. 8 

_ Hiram S. Brown. and the management of Radio- Keith-- 
Orpheum upon this occasion, . 

“The growth and stability of genuine vaudeville-i is the 
finest gnd most lasting proof that its basic principles: of 

—artistié decency, progress and refinement are yet precious 
to the minds end hearts,--not only of Boston and of 
Massachusetts, but o the: entire nation.” 

FRANK G. ALLEN, Governor» 
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OTHER STATES THROUGH THEIR GOVERNORS 
CONGRATULATE R-K-O ON ITS FORWARD. 
MARCH AS DOES A STAGE GENIUS - 

| From every ‘state in the Union similar-sentiments’ are acknowledged, 

WN 
Mays 

“Sincere congratus | 
lations on the fisst 
anniversary of. 
Redio-Keith-Or- | 
pheum.Youdeserve . 
therewardofmerit.” . 
|  CECIL B. DeMILLE 
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FIRST MILESTONE — 

THEIR HONORS THE’ MAYORS. OF PRACTICALLY _ 

EVERY CITY ENTHUSIAST ICALLY SUPPORT R-K- O's | 

‘ST ANDARD OF CLEAN. WHOLESOME AMUSEMENT ~ 

“Well may. you. prosper. "__King Lear. _ 

7 “pecemder 11», 1929- 
gan PRANCISCO Decanter De © a wrasiie Munem, 604, 
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mr best guteinanie anverane ce you er See § areasing ones or: minge r he Jubsles, i eatoeetag oe anuary Gos ” 

Fpsre Sponge ey 
. Yours wry truly fe /audeville has always been-an- 

‘nstitutionin the City of NewYork, 
or any other, and | bring a word : 
of congratulation for the-work 
the — Radio- Keith — - Orpheum 
officials have done and are doing 

| “Always Vaudeville has kept pace with the: day 
and age. Today, the new regime Is bringing new 
._ resources and newideas and’ ‘greater opportunities 
than’ ever before for its artists and its patrons, Its 
“variety is its charm and its wholesomeness one of | 

__ its greatest assets. 

“1 am. grateful for this opportunity of 
extending: greetings to the executives, 
the producers, the artists and to the’ 

7 patrons of R-K-O Vaudeville.” 

JAMES J, WALKER, 
_ Mayor of the City of New York 
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', IS BEST EXPRESSED IN THE 
CHARACTER OF ITS AMUSEMENT 

These are characteristic of hundreds of ‘similar letters. 
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THE SPIRIT OF A COMMUNITY, MANY MAYORS 

—#-A NEW REGIME IN THE € 
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-FIRST MILESTONE 

THE VOICE OF THE CITIES THROUGH THEIR’ 1 

MAYORS CONTINUE TO ENDORSE ie 
-R-K-O ACCOMPLISHMENT i 

“Best of happiness, song and fortune keep with you" 
7 | 

‘ 

: | _ 7 —"Timon of Athens. 

; Anat 09 tases, ww a 

vomme A: 
@nonavany . 

, Fan 8.: Bro ; 
3880 Fation,” *Fesidens 
g roadway, . 

-*, 3@® York city, 

} “On the occasion of the first anni- - EAT. 

~~ Corporation it gives me pleasureto. J war tatiaen zeecirnncdraite bere Sinttre te 
extend to: you my hearty congratue | = = Sm Ne ae 

wer ey. 

- Webi gow’ von | 
_ tinus : . 
te nied sucess and ben elanes, 

lations and to wish for your-organt- 
zation 4 Prosperous: New ‘Year.’ 

WM. HALE THOMPSON, 
Mayor City of Chicago. 

WY NIZ RY 

, ‘wae eeey BTUs 

Gatun 

t 

pryrous COrDOrethST” | : a 4s : 
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per 

THESE FOUR PAGES HAVE BEEN COMPILED TO REP- 
[RESENT THE CITIES’ BIRTHDAY GREETING TO R-K-O. 

| These letters: from Mayors were selected from the great 
A number received. as. being representative of the sentiment» 

arid wide territory from which they came. 

_ ph}: were BOS . +t gg ond) wee oe of tay , - Ray mpage rar ehrmottons crea nette 

ee or OMAHA, Je 

Glaser ug, 195 198963 

. Cig °F Younga; . 

| sane C.ONMLMAN . 

Youn eetews, tie 

veay exmgrataiattons ogon ee abana 
coe year vensare-aurang wie pase vewre WP 
eae vse coe punnto bas exphy gustafted Z00n ENTE 
osponse °F na ‘ sto wet ty goed in entertainaente) . 

Re ont ries | and Hapey Now veer 

* sareading inswractivn: ngway ta much 
eowreciatad, by A of on on land 

LA NEW REGIME IN THE ENTERTAINMENT WORLD 
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FIRST MILESTONE— 

DIGNITARIES OF THE CHURCH CONGRATULATE R-K-O 
ON CLEAN AND WHOLESOME ENTERTAINMENT 

"A pack of blessing light. upon. your back". Romeo & Juliet 

"ore pires 8 ath: 
HF yahone y 

Br, Hiren Bree ee un Corpes’ -, am Yo) 

Bee York City, 5-3. 
Dear Mir. Browns 

‘It is fitting to Celebrate the 800d work thar your theatres ‘have: 

“The performer
s | 

and managers OF | 
"your theatres have By 

Lown 2 spirit OF 

unselfish service 
to religio™ | 

causes thet merits eve 
wd aa 

“blessing... | oe 

“PATRICK CARDINAL
 AYES 

~~ - Archbishop of N
ew Yo 

re, You and your , 
are - 60 tulated fer the eapabie way in 
which you Binioter to the pudli¢ need. 

- Tours steewsiy. 

CRTUR eT ° g Gh | 

de Badd Frederick Cote’ 
WILLIAM T. MANK Bishop of the Diocese Nice 

nn GATION 
cONGBe ovr oF He re STREET 

ire n avenue at : 

senses SSS cowennee Be 
| Shp raneee 
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THE BENCH DECIDES IN FAVOR OF R-K-O IN 
OPINION HANDED DOWN BY. ESTIMABLE 

JUDGES — AND WILL ROGERS 
_ From all parts: of America ‘came commendations from. 

clersy. and magistrates ‘such as these. 
ia 

turemon ‘courr 

: Cane” Cou 
nev. ent Mantion, w ing Nine 

era! gives we 

-. o 
ed v ‘ 

an . ‘ ‘ As 

Fi 
> NX , 
Tose ampere This 
3 0 ary 7 OF ast « tno, 
AN Pheu 2eratc cman of ot Mises 

Sis RadtonKettns: 
You 

‘your 
1D the i aaa ste, 

, Cont, 
serteeps seeoeed es 

BS.aay 

Super tor odure 
_ bak RSE Sonat, 

* 

"Those of us who have spent: ‘the. greater 
| part of our lives in Vaudeville are gratified: 
with the results-shown. by R-K-O. 

“| know. the: results, boys, ‘because. ve. 
seen those shows and VE say VAUDEVILLE IS 

4 THE GREATEST TYPE Of ENTERTAINMENT 

“Untrep Starze Com; 
oe can per Spel 

“MEMPHia, . 

MMISSIONER | 

_ Pecenber 28th, 2929 

Bate raw 8. Brown, Pres: “ee mires rt owes sen-Orpbe dale 
ow York Be oun Corponent Presidents, aways — 

ty” fon 1660~ Le Ostye _ Dear 44, sew Tm ah « 2 wy acer SiEEr extant vo 708 9 PATH _ 

peruit ne 00 ta-cepnenn's P Baaio-Kat The 
ite appointees Theatre, = bot, success from sta" 1 js a s;,teth s 

modern tn construct any city, 7, potion | eine 60 cement “° 
Progra vi 
Sppdaled of yaudeviite on because it hae ope been @ gives enaivereeryy. wis 

eatre ts on tok eople of this ent ‘ovary ite ated on ite tam cospsiied *f genercasly 00° 
*raction ¢ te t n paneettutton Whtoh dectit ty Then te2t have to gn which you have #0 t 

- decidediy y 7" Orpheum  gplensia maccar "ST caps 40 prsoing OY 
‘It: ie. one or an added ate Ce) seit ‘yurious welsere & igietal anter= 

Cleia as our.¢ om. the. Aestttattone Which 
nae oaak sour theetrens 00t oe ee ent oF ipplee . * orpneun e are Proud t& ¢heir aispe f. rovided tor: neglected wen 

but ant wa Theatre a audtien tainaentes you Dave y te hearts. ent, “peiping 
K~O A in. appreciats ences are ai ; - pyedsoning the use rtiote, on of the serimineting yiaren, ghus ele naif of tnese 

Sod ork’ of oe on o of weir troubles: ‘on be pigere wheaks 
s : : ; ir 6 (*] 

onterpeface thts ‘heateo, the torest | Bent. of uccvegers ite new 

Yours yery strany, 
” perp 

rom a “ergot ; 4 
prtert— 

gloren's Court = 
of we P idoatone ster 

County of 

PICTURES | 

| A NEW REGIME IN THE ENTERTAINMENT WORLD: 
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Fi RST MILESTONE —— ur 

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE PRESS JOIN AMERICAN LAW/| | 

MAKERS IN THE FELICITATIONS EXTENDED TO R-K-O}| 
I 

7 “All ‘days‘of glory, joy and happiness. —King John. 

 wetig ot este ue \ 
ego’ tise " wed 06 og TRE, 

nee 
const Stee BN 

_ ee ,» ont ei er —., 

. ¢ olee on 7! S saqeor 
wos pour ee ean See eros ’ CAS TT cores ey eae! 

\ 
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i 
j 
* 

Decenver 17, e929, 

Radio-xosen o CN we 

HOW York, gaye es Ooretion, |” 
_, Det Sizer re pnt 

- . 0 ant Deel coyeoratied sco firee 

mote erpneun 1 OPT eet bias 
A Nn woul ing ener? © “ee 

piles oe en ao seb Dut weet OF wetertening 

ve une agened ef o dot 

"RK-O Voudeville 
has done great end 
lasting service to. 
the cause of music. 
end musicians of. 

: . é 

. America.” 
" WALTER DAMROSCH | 

Ta [cere poeness WAG pp nie po Se Sere 5 = west ness 7 weeny 
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EXTENDED R-K-O FROM COAST TO COAST 

.* » 8 - : . . oo : vo, . a 
™ 

Appreciation is ¢ sed for the hundreds of similar. lett - - 
clation 1s expressed tor the hundreds oF similar. letters 

. rom. newspapers, civic associations and pudlic men. 
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Wakson Co Eee eS | 
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“* Becomber 39, 1979. 
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mr, Siren 6, Brom, Sreatdict . 
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By hay Bit t0 . 

— a : Pieces “scent deardiest congretule 

Aicns om the calébentioh of your hist exciversary.- 

You tare mae @ Afetinct ceatrsintice 

“eo he quearal public on? copneiaily te the City of 
Houphio in smi yee Reve orented © beet beautiful: 

~ play douse = Thevtaphrin Maat, 
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FIRST MILESTONE 
($46. INDUSTRIAL AMERICA EXPRESSED APPROVAL OF meas) R-K-O ACHIEVEMENTS THROUGH CHAMBERS 

_ OF COMMERCE EVERYWHERE 

"Hourly joy be sill upon you’—"The Tempest” 

aanpar or COnMERce 
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.epidents 
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Tex. Radio Titan Opens the Curtains of t
he _ 

ouds and a ‘New and Greater Year 
Dawns for the Most Spectacular Show | 

Machine of All Time! A. New and Mightier 
Pageant of the Titans i is Forming .. Titanic in In 

- Conception . . Titanic in Development .. 
_ Titanic i In Reality! 

And Marching Iresistibly To Leadership of of
 _ 

the Modern Show World! 
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RADIO PICTURES EXECUTIVE STAFF OF 
MEN WHO HAVE HELPED SPEED THE RADIO. TITANS 
INTO THE FOREFRONT OF WORLD SHOW BUSIN 

., n CRED 

pA Ken ROP ROE IO LOL DARI ETR SPORE BASRA LPLLRIESL SIE ES NEST IIIOEE: 

« 

LEE. MARCUS 
"Mice President 
in charge of. Distribution 

nNAn President a 
tn charge of Production’ © 

| JEROME SAFRON. = FRANK ON m\ ) 
Short Product Sales Manager _ we ON Sie Vf. 

AMBROSE. DOWLING 
) Director of Foreign Sales *. 

Daring . -Vibrant... Youth 

ith Show Guns Trained 

on’ the Box-Offices of the 

Already int. 

CHARLES: ROSENZWEIG 
General Sales Manager 

- Radio Pictures has achieved 
a striking victory- behind the 

- gcenes as well as on the 
_ screens of every nation on 

ane 

’ 

deep. 
a 

tive brains and vital show- ——HYATT DAAB preparation for new season 
_ manship have- been mighty Director Advertsing and Publicity of sweeping conquest for 
factors. ; Radio Titans. : 
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62 Alert Showmen Take Sime’s Fast Tip and . 

Date in“Rita’“for ReturnEngagements. Mam- 
moth Set-up to Milk Your Town During the 
Easter Holidays . . . Capitalizing on Stupen- 
‘dous World Wide Publicity! Gorgeous 
Music Alone Warrants Return Engagement 
of Radio's Eighth Wonder of the World! 

; show campaigns and‘grand 

‘scale advertising available to put over 

‘sensational attraction:and absolutely vs 

squeeze every last dime out of your town. Clip coupon 

and send immediately ‘to the Radio Pictures 
Exchange © 

that serves you: © - —_ 

Branch Manager: ee —— 0 , r r=. : 

: RADIO PICTURES 
| i, 

wt 

Speen sue oes Se eee 

WName of Exchange). ———— ac oes — 3 — 

I want to play “Rio Rita‘’ for. e return engagement. at: 

the ___-____— theatre (name of | 

town) —_—— Will you kindly 

communicate at once with the undersigned and arrange
 

a booking on “Rio Rita.” | | af . — 

I 
Ling Lu ilty Ye bi Yi Wy Ufa bye When 

(Name of Exhibiter) 
= ” 
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\) we 

be At 

Hundreds of singers, player $, dancers and beautiful girls... decks. ating with the tap of 

dancing feet... Mighty choruses swelling into the rapturous strains of" Hallelujah” and many 
new smash hits. Roistering sea ballads... . enchanting love songs and haunting spirituals! 

- 
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WITH WHOLE 
FLEET-LOAD. OF 

a a ee wt Sea aie ASE SOT SE einen 
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DIRECTED B 
Composed by 

Clifford Grey, rt Fields 
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ing Caesar. 
mans. Story by Herbe ics. by lyr i Vincent You 

in and lev Leo Rub 
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PHERBER T 

- CHESTER ~~ _ BETTY ~ 

MORRIS COMPSON ~ HERSHOLT. 
ALEC B. FRANCIS GUSTAVE VON SEYFFERTITZ 
AND HUNDREDS OF OTHERS . . 
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of 
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Aes: waste Sra st a whet sen ee test % pancho Je LT 

' Colossal Picturization of 

|. . « Read, Re-Read and Re-Re- 

_ Around the Wold ... 

of 

Novel 
Dy Millions 

a s a a a 7 
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te gay. romanticist, ide! 
hundred million, nee in 

| Seven Keys to Baldpate” [now 
giving b.o. records a lively pulping 

- at the $2. Carroll; 'N. Y.] the hilarity 
of broadcast: farce with the punch 
of walloping melodramatics .. His 
firs* rele for Radio Pictures an 
achievement, Dix has in preparation 
two other productions to complete 
his yearof most brilliant achievement 

E revelation of hes 
ging voice 

| _distinguishgg wthe film-year,. -an 
now, te Sinch the promise of * ‘Rio 
ons; is ‘offered the first of three 

“a ‘starring song-shows, “Love Comes — 
Along”..... filled with new-and sen- 

ational surprises.....«exploiting her 
oo versatile talents to the utmost! MY 
| Bebe Daniels stands today amid Fe 

friumph in that glorious company 
of the few truly great film stars of 

if sll time, 
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qcoming Next Season: 

MAE FIRST RADIO. SUPER-SHOW | 
Y BIG SCREEN 

Score by Harry Tierney: 

BUILT TO TOP > "RIO RITA” 

spr yiee 4 5¥ Aa 

2B 

seats og ANE TO, OE et gto LE Na ee gel, BAe SR 

- ‘ at ow ANP . 

rt ive 

saa baa Mp ay win He 

: ~~ 

a 

beh ¥ 

‘Mae 

* Se ab are 

tees Ae. 

. , J 

mest oa . — « a2 

On 57 

.. 

~The. mad. laugh ‘team. of "Rio Rite” ‘tunn
ing a wild ‘through’ the . 

years merricst girl-and-song" show... Allin ‘fab
ulous mounts a 

fing with daring surprises injtalkingrscre
en:technique. ohiles 

rious with laughs ois towering.IN :dimension,...;./ _vastounding’in 

sheer spectacular ‘beautyl Directed by: <PAUL SLOANE: 

Score and Story by Bert Kelner, Harty Ruby and Guy Bol
ton « «+ = 
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-GUALITY | 
TTR ACTIONS 

. . . . b 7 . 

The Sun Never Setson SAW the Banner of Radio Pictures 
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Let the Showmen of Foreign 
Countries Tell Their C Own Story! 

Rio Rita first performance second Christmas’ day in 
Sweden's biggest theatre Expect season's biggest suc- 
cess —H. Liljegren A.B. Biografernas 

Filmdepot Stockholm 

Just viewed first shipment RKO Talkies stop Sincerely 
congratulate your organization forreleasing such splen- 
did products. equalling excelling both in technique 
and.tonal qualities we feel proud of handling RKO 
| product for India Burma Ceylon and ‘are confident 
your pictures have great future in this territory. Wish 
your organization all success Regards — 

—Madan Theatres: ‘Ltd. Calcutta St 

Rita may. at New Year's day carry away our whole 
nation to an. unanimous: acclamation’ and Hit Deck. 
may bloom as gaily as cherry blossoms to adorn | our « 

"springtime stil more fascinatingly. 
—Tozai Eiga Kaisha Ltd. Kobe 

In my opinion Radio. Pictures threaten supremacy of 
‘every other talkie product in entertainment value box 
“office attractions and technical efficiency Radio f prog- 

Redio Pictures faken top place amongst producers Radio first i in field Congratulations” on first. season's 
product | ~— Firma P.R. Van Duinen Amsterdam 

Radio’ $ Pictures 100% excellent Best wishes on anni- 

ressphenomenal and:now ahead of other companies 
stop You are at liberty 
to use foregoing ex. 
“pression slightly ex- 
panded if desired . _ 
Signed by me Regards ‘On behalf of. the Foreign Depart- | o_AAcmne Films Manila 

“Versary. 

tinued success 

. — International | Pictures: Co. Shanghai 

Radio's releases have created a sensation in Norway . 
Heartiest congratulations 

* — Far East Led, Oslo Norway: 

Radio’ s. shows top the industry Best wishes for con- 
— Josy Film Agency Cairo Egypt 

‘Congratulations to Radio on complete fulfillment of 
: product promises. 

id Industrias Reunidas F. Matarazzo South America 

With most ardent wishes and: expectations: that Rio Radio's first year marks a line of unprecedented suc- 
cess — Ramos Cobian San Juan 

Radio's. product: broke all South ‘African records 
Heartiest wishes for future 

‘Hayden Kinemas Ltd. London. 

Sincere congratulations on Radio’ s high class product 
You sure are delivering 

Luis Lezama Mexico City 

Radio Pictures have attained a place of unparalleled 
popularity in Manila 
Best wishes. for their 
continued success 

Philippine Islands 
- — Rowson Ideal Films - 
Ltd, London 

Radio pictures techni- 
cally ahead of all talk- 
‘ing picture producers. 
Congratulations 
—Frede Skaarup Film 

openhagen 

ment of Radio Pictures, I wish to ex- 
press my gratitude for the generous — 
_ support given by showmen of foreign | 

| countries in our first year of operation. 

Radio Pictures begins its second 
| year with the firm-resolution to keep 

__every promise, to fulfill every pledge | 
as to quality of attractions and speed 

_and reliability of service. 

Radio: Pictures have 
taken the public by 
storm stop Heartiest 
congratulations on first 
anniversary— William 
Scott RKO Pictures. 
(Australasia) Limited . 
Sydney. : 



ng a New and 

CHESTER MORRIS 
~ 

GREAT. NAMES 
TO BUILD 
GROSSES..: 

JOSEPH: CAWTHORN HUGH TREVOR OLIVE BORDEN 

and a host of featured players including — 
MARIE..DRESSLER, _JEAN__HERSHOLT,.. ALEC_B. FRANCIS; NED. 

SPARKS, ANN PENNINGTON, MARY CARR, LILA LEE, SALLY 

O'NEIL, JOHN MACK BROWN, MONTAGUE LOVE, KEN MURRAY, 

TOM MATT and OWEN MOORE, .DON ALVARADO, FRANK... 

fm 

“SEE 7, 

oD a is 
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_GREAT.STARS. | 
TO BUILD 
SHOWS... 

GREAT SHOWS | 
TOBUILD 
STARS... 

GREAT NAMES. 
TO BUILD 
GROSSES... 

LLOYD HUGHES ~ HELEN KAISER IVAN LEBEDEFF 

CRAVEN, MIRIAM SEEGAR, POLLY WALKER, MORGAN FARLEY, 
_ JOHNNY HARRON, GUSTAVE VON SEYFFERTITZ, DORIS KENYON, _ 

~~--=--CRAUFORD--KENT,-MARGUERITA-PADULA,-DORIS EATON, RITA” 
‘LA ROY, AILEEN PRINGLE, FRANKER WOODS, CLYDE COOK, 
ROBERT ELLIS, ANN GREENWAY, REGIS TOOMEY, GEORGES 

¢ RENEVANT and JOEL McCRAE: i 
cd 
SEK oe 
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ADIO PICTURES Vast New 
XN Stage. ..Biggest in the World... 
‘owering Addition toTitan Holly- 

wood Headquarters! 

Joundless Resources of Radio 
Pictures Poured with Lavish Hand 
Into Most Modern and Unique 

~ Facilities for Sound Showman- 
ship... Fabulous Fortunes 

Staked C On Drive. to 

ere OER PH, Den tetatkatn al TE MAX REE ay 
Art Director 
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The overnight transition of 
Radio Pictures from FBO 
is a dramatic story of daring 
and brilliant showmanship _ 
overcoming innumerable 
obstacles of a new medium 

. _ ofstorytelling onthe screen. 
_ The success of William Le 
“Baron and his organization 

provides one of the most 
glamorous pages in the 

Tie annals of show enterprise. 

| PANDRO BERMAN 
;  Asss’t. to Mr. Le Baron 

MYLES CONNELLY 
Associate Producer 

VARIETY 

‘LOUIS SARECKY 
Associate Producer. 

HENRY. HOBART | 

DON EDDY 
Director of Publicity. 

VICTOR BARAVALLEE 
Musical Director — 
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RADIO SHORT PRODUCT 
ASH IN EXTENDED 

RUNS.... 
| Overnight the short feature 
has become a vital box- 

office factor . oe and. Radio. ; 

Pictures has kept the same. 
swift pace in this: field a as 
with major attractions : 

=e 
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TITAN SHORTS C ver 
FOREXTENDED SHOWINGS 
” BLACK AND. TAN" " “ST. LOUIS BLUES” 

with Duke Ellington’ $ _low- down Harlem 

“Show Girl’ band scorcher 

“GEN. GINSBURG” = “MICK
EY’S. BIG 

Nat Carr's gorgeous 
MO M ENT” 

Hebe burlesque. Fontaine Fox's Series 

H. C. Witwer's 

“SLEEPING CUTIES” 

And Myriad Striking Attractions by 

Larry Darmour in Hollywood and by Dick 

Currier at the RCA Gramercy Studios — ine 

New York. 
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8 St. Martin’ s Place, Trafalgar Square 

Rebuild Prince’ s, London; New .. 
: Cabaret to House Big Shows | 

LONDON REVISING SHOW | 
| ‘UNEP AFTER BOLIDAY | 

- London, Jan. 4 aon i 

; ‘London, Jan, 4, 
John. Taylor and Clement Debich, 

who some time ago formed the Pic- 
cadilly Development. corporation 
‘for the purchase of Prince's ‘Hotel |. 
and restaurant, lease, are. spend- 
ing $300,000 for. the ‘development of 
the property, © 

The -hotel: will be turned into 
business. ‘offices with an arcade on 
_the street Jevel running from Pic- 
cadilly ‘to Jermyn street, ‘linea on 
both sides with’ shops, . 

Prince’s Galleries and the Masonte 
Temple will be renovated and the 
‘former restaurant will be replaced 
by ' a new one , underground. like 
the: Kit- Kat ‘olub, 
The ‘new spot. will have a. big 

stage and. modern. dressing rooms 
together with all accessories for the 
playing of big attractions to be im- 
ported . from. the States. First of 
the new shows is due in Septem- 
ber. 

ness building ‘completed by. June. 
‘The new property is to be managed. 

- personally by Debich. Prince's, site 
-has time after time been under ne- 
‘gotiation for a theatre or picture 

~ house, but in. each case the deal 
“fell through because the frontage 

‘ Was not sufficient to comply with 
the County Council regulations and 
efforts to assemble. additional land 

~parcels - ‘were vain. 

PARIS GLOOMY AS cost 
OF AMUSEMENT MOUNTS 

: Paris, Jan. 4. 

Paris theatre. men view the new 
“year with ‘unqualified gloom. Pes- 
simism_ over the future is due in 
some measure to the climbing cost 

‘of. theatre-going.. - 
- With New Year's’ the taxi rates 

have been doubled together with 
fares on subways and’ omnibuses 
and all commutation scales. Taxis 
used to. be the cheapest thing in 
Paris for the tourists, but: the: new 
rate ends: that.. 

‘The theatres had counted. on mu- 
nicipal revenue from transit to re- | 

WITHDRAW | NEGROES’ NAMES 
duce their war and poor taxes, but 
at the last minute the finance com- 
‘mittee vetoed their ‘previous rec-. 
ommendations for a cut in the the-. 

‘atre imposts. 
The managers for esee another 

deterrent to business in higher res- 
taurant charges which act to dis- 

‘eourage the custom of dining out as 
a prelude to an. evening. at the 
‘theatre and put a further burden 
on amusement seekers from the 

; suburbs. 

‘Claim On Royalty 
Cairo, Jan. 4.° 

Princess Ola Hassan, internation- 

‘al artiste: and once known as Ola 
Humphrey, arrived in Alexandria a 
few days ago and announced a claim 
on the estate of the. late Prince 
Ibrahim Hassan, member of the 
Egyptian royal family, 
She - declared. her intention of 

seeking to make good her claim 
through the courts. if necegsary. 

Ahearn’s Long Run 
Paris, Jan. 4. 

Charles | ‘Ahearn’s: contract has 

“been extendéd for’ three. more 
months over the original period of |” 

He will remain 

“Paris- Miss" re- 
the same length.. 
‘with Mistinguett’s. 
“vue until June. 

de Paris revue..- 

ALFRED HAYES DIES 

. London, Jan. 4.: 
_ Alfred- Hays, head: of’ the ticket 
agency which bears his name and 
which is part of the Library Syn- 
dicate, . died in London, Dec. 31. He. 

| public. _ 

‘post-holiday. revision. 

The architects have: promised |. 
to. have the remodeling of the busi- 

“The ‘London jine- -up..of. attrac- 
tions is about.to undergo the usual 

Among the 
changes scheduled or forecast are: 

“Point Counter-Point,” drama- 
tization of Aldus Huxley’s novel, 
follows “Charley's. Aunt” .at Daly’s 
toward the end of January under 

the management of Leon Lion. 

At the New. theatre .“Madame 
Plays» Nap” closes Jan, 18 after 
four weeks, despite the popularity 
of Sybil Thorndyke.. “A Symphony 
in Two. Flats” replaces. “Madame,” 
vacating ‘the Apollo with no ssuc- 

cessor named f. r that. house. - 
“SThe Last: nemy” 

Date for finale-was at one 
time put at Jan. 4, but: a sudden 
spurt in demand - and. continuation 

of Library.. interest gave: it a new 
lease of life. 

PARIS’ AGENTS SAFE 

{Ss Notice by Police Means Little. 
“Get Commission “Anyway. 

” Paris, Jan. 4. 
A gag notification by the Prefec- 

‘ture: of ‘Police threatening the strict 
enforcement of a statute on agent’s 
commissions ig not being taken seri-_| 

The statute ' provides. 
for an employer (meaning the the-| 
atre) paying the agent his commis- | 

sion for booking an act instead of 

ously ‘here.. 

collecting from the. act as is tHe 
custom. f 

The idea is to protect the actor, or: 

others doing business through 
agents, against paying commissions, 
similar to any other servant. . 

Agents. can get about this very 
easily by executing a 100- franc con- 7 

tract for 90 francs instead and thus 
collect their 10% from the act just 
the same. , . 

; London,.Jan. 4,” 
The names of Layton and John- 

son, team of colored Americans, 
were proposed for-membership in 
the Savage club here and then with-. 

drawn before the club committee 
voted. on them. 

A similar situation arose last year 
‘when the same pair were proposed | 
for membership in a golf club made 
up of vaudeville performers. — 

so. 

is . _reported. 
closing at the Fortune theatre 

- shortly. - 

FOREIGN SHOW NEWS" 

a“ 
"HARRY HOLMAN. 
In person ‘with Edith Manson and |. 

a. Hal Taggart in “Speculation,” 
new comedy playlet with SONgS. . 

Direction CHAS. J. FITZPATRICK. 
—x———————————EEE 

| Warren's Problem | 

Peter Warren, young stage — 
manager of “Many Waters,”. 
_™ay not’ sail back to London 
with that company ‘becauge of | 
passpdrt difficulties, He is the. 
son of Charles Warren, former 

professional, who is in the 
Witmark office, London. .War- 
ren was born in England, hav- 

.ing made his first visit here 
with the show. 

When ‘““Many Waters" - ar- 
rived in Montreal from Lon- 

_ don Warren ‘was .just 21 and 
: declared’ himself an. American. . 

; citizen, because of his parent- 
age. With that rating it will 

~ be necessary for him to secure 
a British labor permit before 

. allowed to go home. There is 
some doubt whether the permit’ 
can be secured ‘without. delay. 

FRENCH STREET WHEELS | 
0 FOR FIZZ PRIZES 

; ‘Paris, Jan. 4. 
The post-holiday ‘whoopee here 

‘has’ made the whole. of famous, 
Montmartre - one. grand... carnival 
show, with city property occupied 
-to the last inch by concesstonaires, 
pitchmen, rides, merchandise wheels 

‘and every gimmick the world hag 
ever known. 

‘Wheels go strong for bottles of 
champagne and the French on holf- 
day bent go for it avidly. Winners 
of not so choice vintages drink the 
fizz on the spot. - 

Result is more hoodlumism ‘than 
‘the annual affair has ever Known, 
Paris being. perhaps the ‘best po- 
liced city in the world. 

{Russell ‘Johins’ Works | 
Despite New Riches 

AFTER LEAN HOLIDAYS 

Paris:: Jan.: 4. 
Like - the American night clubs 

land. chiselling road houses, several 
Paris spots kept. open at a heavy 
loss in the hope they could recoup 
during: the holiday season, — 

It. didn’t ‘work out. Those ‘that: 
held on got only small leavings 
from the throng and gave it. up 
after New Year's. ¢ 

Florida Zelli’s two established 
rooms: also shut down’ which is 
seasonal. The gap is. for ‘three 
months. ‘When April comes around 
they will take a survey: of the. tour-- 
‘ist trade and then determine ‘upon | 
an- opening date, depending upon: 

‘| the state’ of” the. visiting trade at 
that: time, . 

Just at the moment it doesn’t 
‘look so cheerful. The New York 
stock market crash is expected :to 
cut foreign travel of Americans, 
particularly tourists. enroute to the 
Riviera.’ Montmartre is dying right 
“now, while the cheapness of every- 
thing. on the left bank of the. Seine | 

jis bringing a boom to the: ‘Mont-. 
parnasse district, comparable to the 
invasion of Greenwich Village a 

|few years ago when it was cheap, 
bohemian and hadn't yet gone ritz, 

London, Jan. 4, 
Russell Johns is -safling for. New- 

York Jan. 15 enroute to Palm 
|Beach where he opens with his or- 
chestra. Feb. 6. 

He’s: not so keen over going. to 
work: right away, having just come 

into a bequest of $15,000 under. a 
relative’s will, which. provides for 
a further payment when he reaches 

LONDON CABARET DATES 
‘London, Jan. 4. 

Dora Maughan opens at the . 
Trocadero Jan. 13 for three weeks. 

Fairchild and Lindholm have been | 

‘retained at the Cafe de Paris for 
an additional eight weeks, 

Cooper-DuMaurier Play. 
’ London, Jan. 4. 

Gladys Cooper and Gerald Du- 
Maurier will co-star in the spring 
under plans just completed. 

They will have a new play by Gil- 
bert Wakefield, title not yet an- 
nounced. 

No one is great. Not a- celeb who 

hasn't a Screw loose somewhere, | 

They’ re conceited.” That almost 

| goes. without saying since only a 

_| tremendous amount ‘of ego. could 
have made them celebrities. They're 
‘the pain — An this “Variety” sirl's 
neck. 

Conceit blinds them to’ their lim- 

itations. 
they made a_ trade . of © celebrity. 

-| They talk as though dictating an- 
Ahearn’s Millionaire Friends’ band 

act is the comedy hit of the Casino 
swers to fan mail.’ They go about 
looking as though about to be 

| snapped for a-front page picture in 
a tabloid.. Even when out of work, 

.| they can’t lay off the celeb routine. 

Take a walk down the Avenue 
with .a well known musical com- 
edy juvenile and pipe him steal- 
ing glances at his reflection in shop 
windows. He wants to keep posted 
on how he appears to his adoring 

WAS. i 

Edelsten’s Wedding Trip 
London, Jan. 4. 

Willie Edelsten is here to be pres- 
ent at the wedding of his daughter, 

Anita Elson, Jan. 8.. Edelsten pro- 
poses to. transact business during 

his: stay. 

Revive. “Milestones” 
London, Jan. 4. 

“Milestones” is to be revived at 

the Criterion, starting Jan. 28. 

“)pink, even when he’s in the r red. ‘or. 
.on the bum. 

The comic’ who's had so many 

‘smart lines written for him that he 
thinks he's a wit in his own right. 
He makes conversation with quota- 

tions from his recent hits. When 
he can’t remember the answers he 

goes into his dance. . 

Or he may be the other type of 
comedian who prides himself on his 

serious side. Suffering from “Laugh, 
Clown, Laugh.” Reads (and doesn't 
forget to mention it) heavy. bio- 

° 

Their chief trouble is that’ 

._There’s a one! 

He: wants to look in_ the. 

No One Is Great! 
By Roth Morris 

graphical tomes. | Collects etchings. 
and first editions, Ambition ig to]. 
play “The Moody. One": (his. way 
of describing Hamlet) as guest star 
with a rep company. And- he's 
really still a. great comedian. 

Always Something 
In’ rare instances there may oc- 

cur a wit so’ keen that-it picks up. 
and. satirizes all the foibles of show 
business. But its possessor sees 
nothing: funny in the fact that he, 
himself, wears a ght tan polo coat 
with pearl buttons and a belt in the 
back. 

And the elegant 
His English ac- 

cent is as immaculate as his double- 
breasted Nght brown suit. He car- 
ries gloves and, when working, a 
cane. -He brings references of the 
Lambs and Players clubs into his 
boring conversation. | He ‘wouldn't 
be caught dead ‘at the. Friars. -He 
Is, in short, his own portrayal of. 
-the--perfect- -celebrity—a—victim= =of: 
the type system. 

Then the moving- picture sheik, 
in town on a vist from Hollywood. 
The original personality kid, tak- 
ing poses 1, 2 and 3 wherever he 
goes. He makes an entrance for 
himself when he ‘lunches, having 
first checked his hat with one of 
those grand cinema gestures. He 
sits where he can be easily seen and 
adopts an abstracted air so that}. 
admirers may stare at him without | 
embarrassment; He Ss scrupulously 
polite to head ‘walters, Sometimes 

“legit ‘actor. ; 

CABLE ADDRESS: VARIETY, LONDON 
Temple Bar 5041. 5042 

Williamson-Tait Junk Producing 
- Machine; Legit Taxed to Death 

PARIS SPOTS GIVE wP 

8 

. Sydney, J an. 4. 
Williamson-Tait: ‘are cutting their 

production activities in half as a 
result of the double. entertainment 

| tax which amounts to about 45 cents 
on each $2 seat. a 

> As a direct result: of the. enforce: . 
‘lment ; of the impost, the company - 
will discontinue legit attractions at 
Her Majesty’ s, Sydney, and put in 
talking pictures instead. They will: 
not. rebuild His Majesty's, Mel- 
rbourne, as they intended until a few 
days ago and in addition they hint 
at the intention of closing the Ade- 
laide group. of houses entirely. 
‘The big plant devoted to manu-. 

facturé of costumes and other ac- 
cessories‘* will he’ shut down, throw- ° 
ing a staff of 200 persons out of em- . 
ployment. : , 

It is estimated that profits. this 
season will be cut. from an expected . 
$425,000 to something Hke $250,000. 
‘This is only. one manifestation. of- 

the condition ‘of the entire. amuse- 
ment business here, the theatre busi-. 
ness being ruined by the bonehead 
policies . of. Politicians: . 

HYLTON OPENING SHOW: 
~ SALARY JAM OUTCOME. 

London,. Jan. 4 
Jack Hylton. has one more date 

with General Theatres. after’ thia 
week’s -engagement at ‘the Pal-- 

“lladium,. -" This ‘calla: ‘for’ ‘Brighton - 
early in. February. 

Hylton is asking ‘an. increase’ ‘in 
‘salary for additional dates on the 
strength of hanging. up a record for 
the Palladium, ‘When he asked to - 
be released from the Brighton week 
in. order to play the Kit Cat:in Lon- 
don. where he is . scheduled ‘until 
March, company expressed willing-. 
ness on the condition the orchestra 
leader ‘accept 12 more weeks *of 
General | Theatres time at. the old 
salary. .° + 

Hylton declined, electing. to play 
the. Brighton date, opening the ‘show 
there to make the Kit Cat.in time, 

| Names | in Wrong | Places 
Paris, Dee, 24, 

Following protest over use of 
some real-life. personalities, “Le 

| Sexe - -Faible”. (“Weaker Sex"), ‘the 
play about ‘male -keptives. at the 
Micodlere, eliminated | thelz men- 
tion. ... 

‘The Ritz hotel also protested ‘use 
of its name and it’s now the Pal- 
ace. The actual hotel lobby set is 

[a replica of the Ritz regardless, 

Zelli On Visit Here. 
Paris, Jan. 4. 

Joe Zell, Paris cabaret operator, 
| sails on the Tle de France, Jan. 8,. 

even greeting them in French.- 
Leaving ‘the restaurant, he- ‘bows. 

cordially’ to friends and néar ac- 
quaintances, lest he be accused of} 
being high hat. Such’ gossip would : 
‘hurt his reputation, 

-M. C.’s and Others. 
The well known m. c. takes his 
profession - with : great - seriousness; 
He ‘spends his least important mo- 
ments on the’ stage, announcing. 
numbers. Greater part of his time 
is spent at tailor shops, acquiring a 

change. of wardrobe for next week. 
He makes it- a duty to patronize 
stores in: the neighborhood. of his 
theatre, hoping that shop girls will 
spread favorable propaganda. At- 
tends all balls and functions about 
town under the gulding wing. of his 
press agent. 

The-famous composer ‘whose ar- 
rival at a party has been heralded 
by the warning that he must not 
be asked to play. They leave the 
“plano-open-for-him;-and~the-super= 
man goés to it. A suggestion: he 
‘play somebody else's compositions 
will Iose him, 

In the’ list headed NSG is the 
wvaudevillan who carries his. no- 
tices around -with him. He uses a 
stroll down Broadway as a break-in 
date for new gags, - interpolating 
accounts of how the customers roll 
into the aisles. 
They may be celebs to the rest of 

the world but to a hard-boiled press |. 

they always will pe a pain in the 
neck. .Just blah, lilce mee 

.Mr. 

en route to. New York, where he. 
wants to witness: “60, 000, 000 French- 
men.” 

The New York musical. glorifies ‘ . 
Joe’s Paris eatpblishment . An the - 
Montmartre district, | 

‘SAILINGS 
Jan.. ‘16. (London to New York). 

Russell Johns (Paris). : 
Jan. 8 (Paris. to ‘New. York), Bil - 

Halligan, Zito, the artist at Zellt’s, 
and Mrs. Jos. . “Zellt (Ile de 

France). . : 
“Jan, 8 (Paris: to New York), Mr. 

and Mrs. Samuel Goldwyn (Aqui- 
tania). 

Jan.. 4 (New York to Bermuda), 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Woolf (Ber- 
muda). — 

Jan, 4 (Paris to New York), Jim- 
my Lanin, brothers Sam and How- 
ard, orchestra leaders (Bremen), . 

Jan. 2 (New York to Vienna), . 
Mr. and Mrs. 8S. Jay Kaufman (de 
Grasse). 

Jan, 2 (London to New York) Sey- 
mour ‘Hicks (Olympic). 

=+Jan>~2—(London==to™ ~Capetown)~~ 
Clara Butt, Kennerly “Rumford 
(Kenilworth Castle), 

BROOKS 
THE NAME YO ie] 
WHEN_ YOU GO. TS BUY 

I'COSTUMES 
7OWNS AND UNIFORMS Ja 

1437 B WAY, NY. TELS 3580 PEN 
2 23,000 COSTUMES TO ENTS ae 



, London's Lesit 
Winners of.’29 
Mostly Native 

London, Dec. 20... 
With the year 1929 drawing: to a 

_ elose-——and no new American . ‘Pro- 
“auctions scheduled: before 1930, - it. 
can now ‘be definitely stated Lon- 
don did: not have to depend upon. 

_ imported. plays for-its current year’s 
successes. In fact, no -alien play 
registered: any protracted .commer-. 
cial success, while, on the other 

‘hand there were four native musi-. 
‘ eal pieces that registered knockout . 

_ hits—Bitter Sweet,” “Mr, Cinders,” : 
. “Wake Up .ana Dream” | and “The 
‘Show’s the Thing.” 

_ The. shows running in. ‘the West 
End -at present, which can’ be un- 
questionably classed as, successful, 
are given below—every. one home-.| 
made. -The ‘only piece with a for-. 

. eign: tinge to it is Walter Hackett’s 
. “Sorry “You've Been Troubled,” at’ 
St, Martin’s,. . the author. being: 
“American, but in -London: for the. 
past 20 years. ‘The. cast,. produc-. 
tion; financial backing, . ete.,. are all 

_ “VARIETY’S” PARIS OFFICE 
Paris Building, 15 Boulevard Italiens 

‘| Appearing “in character” : every 
time they leave the shielding con-~. 
fines of. home or office, ‘America’s 
celebrities: quickly develop a per- 
‘sonality technique. indelibly stamp- 

‘ing’ them as actors,. They are the | 
| country’s ° most .conscientious. -and: 

consistent’ performers, selecting. one 
‘character and playing. it for the 
duration... of their’ public” appear~ 
-ances, 

- What a snap as. compared ‘to the 
troubles of a theatre professional! 
Free billing. in the. newspapers, and 
the same publicity gags may be 
worked in. constant repetition with- 
out -denting the. grateful receptive- 
ness of editors. Pictures and col- 
umns of type, much of it on: page 
one. . No bother of’ learning a role 

Jand then. ‘discarding it to Jearn an- 
other. © The same character. with 
the same style of .material and de- 
livery is good indefinitely, . 
One of New York's best: showmen’ 

is Urban “Le Doux, who appears in 
character ‘as’ Mr. Zero. ° Regularly 
on festive oceasions Mr.-‘Zero and: 
‘his "boes may be seen in the dailies |:m 
with a tableful: of: ‘food. - Near the 
end. ‘of each year Mr. Zero and the |: 
boys are. evicted from: thetr ° latest 

- British. _ | hangout and -are’. ‘shown: mdving 
‘ “Journey’s, End, ” Pr, of Wales. “/ their: tables - and. chairs to. a new 
“Mr, Cinders,” Hippodrome, . "+ Taddress, | Papers never tire of it. - 
“Love. Lies,’”’. Gaiety... . - Dapper Grover Whaien is an ex-. 

- “A Cup of: 'kindness,” Aldwych. cellent lay. actor, handling: his part 
“The Show’. s the’ Thing,” Winter, faithfully.. A picture of Mr. Whalen 

Garden.. ; greeting ‘the ‘country’s ‘latest cele- 
“The First Mrs. ‘Fraser, ” ‘brity is .no different -than Mr. 

market,: | Whalen. watching @.couple of ma- |. 
“Bitter Sweet," ” His Majesty’ i sons laying a ‘cornerstone or watch- 
- “The. Middle Watch,” Shaftesbury. ing his sleuths viewing the scene of 
"The Apple Cart,” Queen's. “~~ = {a © ‘rime ° marked’ by an: XX. The’ 
“The Calendar,”. Wyndham’s, clothes | are neat and stylish: the 
“Jew. Suse," Duke or Fork's.. moustache never goes to seed. Mr. 

English Vaudeville 
‘By Jolo “ 

| Hay- 

London, Dec. oT. . - between Stolls, General Theatres 
Still another year has passed and | and Moss Empires would résuit in 

~ the demise of yaudeville in England more ‘work for the acts and @ re- 
is not yet in sight. . duction in. salaries. That seems 

: Talkers came, ‘were. seen. and fail- | the only Solution to the problem 
ed to conquer vaudeville. - In such | of the American importation. It.]. 
big cities. as Manchester, Glasgow | seems due sooner or later. 
and Liverpool talkers proved a nine The: acute shortage or " american : 

. days’ wonder.: Stoll’s wiring of his] acts has never. been more -pro- 
‘ theatres has only. meant an .occa- ’ 
sional talker program, except in the | It has happened on various occa- 
-Alhambra, - now straight. pictures. | sions that premier houses could not 
This may be primarily due to the} tell on the Wednesday préceding 

. Jack of good pictures‘and having to |‘the- Monday what would - headline. 
"show films on-general release date'| Acts aré mostly booked from week 
‘Instead of getting an "exclusive to week,’ If an artiste can hold out 
showing... —~ . and knows the Inner system of 

Leasing of: the Alhambra. by Stoll] booking, he or she can com- 
for pictures was a business move,.| mand salary and get it. Such a 
as he couldn’t refuse a flattering | booking state of affairs leaves a 

offer. Besides, there wag the dim- |lot to be desired, 
culty of finding suitable- headliners. $300 to $500 Turns 
The failure. of many American. There is a keen demand for acts. 

acts has been. due to two reasons. priced’ from $300 to $500. These, 
Firstly, _ material, not ‘understood | when they come along, are invar- 
here, and secondly, badly arranged | ably built up into headliners. 
“numbers at the instigation of The vaudeville situation has not 
friends who professed to know what | been helped any ‘by recent importa- 
was what in English vaudeville. ‘tions, which have been, to say the 

Missing “Tops”. least, pretty bad, and has resulted. 
The. main vaudeville difficulty, |in practically a total stoppage of 

especially in: the: provinces, has further importations. - It has also 
. been the acute shortage of attrac- | caused Sir Oswald Stoll to ‘send 
tive “tops.” In many cases ft has'|over his Meutenant, George Reyn- 
been proved that @ bill possessed | olds, to scout around. General The- 
of splendid entertainment value, but | atres has also finally @decided. to 
lacking ‘a name, will yield very little | send its booker, Val Parnell, . to 
profit to the box office.. The short- | America, for the same reason, as 
age. of “tops” can be attributed | soon as. he is’ operated on for 8p 
mainly to competition from musical ‘pendicitis. 
show producers. “It is necessary to mention that 
American . acts have no drawing. American, acts approached to play 

power for the provinces until they: England should see that their ‘con- 
become known. Acts playing re- | tracts read for~ consecutive time, 
turn dates are of more: value than | and not so many. weeks spread over 
those making their initial appear- | 9 period, with the agent suggesting 
-ance. But, here is the snag: Amer-|he can fill those weeks with an- 
ican. acts only come. over for a lim< | other circuit. The act. so. involved 
ited period. They very seldom play | will. find—like a good. many others 
repeat dates, and thus their mone- | have found—the agent cannot. The 
tary value from this particular | barring clause is exercised here 

. angle is nil. pretty strongly and it means. laying 
The consensus of opinion among off for these weeks. 

bookers is American acts are being Actual position is that business 
overpaid to the extent of at least /has been very good this year both 

40%, the reason belng.that they are {in London and the provinces, this 
“Imported “for-a-tew-wecks-and=the-}-despite-a~very~hot=sumnmer-and-.a: 
salary has to be tilted so as not|yery bad winter outdoors. 
to mako it a losing proposition for| A 'snew way of ‘bolstering up 
the acts, which it invariably is. . | vaudeville-is being used by Stoll’s 
‘From the above one can realize|to run talkers in. its houses for 

a booking alliance of American acts.| afternoon performances and in the 
eo Fevening the regular. vaudeville. Any- 

The Tiller Dancing Schools one. visiting. the house in tlie eve- 

of America, Inc. 
ning. gets a free seat for thé aft- 
ernoon showings: This is being 

64. WEST 74th ST. NEW YORK 
MARY. RAD. President 

‘} experimented with in one suburban 

Phone Endicott 8216-¢ 

house, and {ts success may mean 

New Classes, Now Forming 

the new “something for nothing” 
racket :may be generally adopted on: 
the entire circuit. 

Whalen has a subsidiary part he 
‘plays at intervals; this differs from 
the other in that Mr, -Whalen re- 
_places his. smile with a. slight 
frown.” It is ‘usually dubbed: “Com- 
missioner Whalen Starts. Investiga- 
tion!” 

‘comedian. with musical comedy in- 
‘clinations.. He has gone beyond the 
demands. of public’ prominence’ and 
developed a knack of ad lib. This 
comedy sense is.so unusual in-& po-’ 
litical actor that the Mayor, is in 
heavy.demand for all. sorts of bene- 
fit performances.. 

only a batch of new dimes to give 
an’ extemporaneous. 

‘anywhere. 
detall by. ‘all news services, News- 
‘papers also keep him on files as:. 
“Man ‘Who. Has a Birthday.” ; 

most assured performer. He never 
Jooks at the camera or bothers about 
his appearance. 

they take him,. ~ 

‘sprinkled. with romance, is “Scar- 
face” Al Capone. 
of any gangster calls for resurrec- 
tion of Capone. as the perennial 
“heavy.” 

man; strong, ‘silent, and appealingly 
young... 
a marriage, but survived the deluge. 

matinee idol of the old school. 
‘romantic type from Virginia with 
dreamy eyes:-and an ace among.ad-. 
yenture lovers. © 
John ‘Sumner. makes “Sex” last 

‘nounced than at the present time. |- 

FOREIGN SHOW NEWS 

National Celebs Always in “Character” 
_ By Courteney Allison 

“Mayor Jimmy Walkera @ ‘ght | 

John D. Rockefeller, Sr., needs 

performance 

It will. be reported in 

: Others 
Thomas | Edison is the country’s 

“Take me or leave: 
me” is his pictorial attitude—and 

-The | nation’s villain, delicately. 

Sudden demise 

“Charles Lindbergh {s' the leading 

He risked his appeal with. 

Commander Richard Byrd is a 
A 

WILLIAM. CARY DUNCAN 
After writing. 54. national and International stage hits in 27. years asa 

Nbrettist, Paramount, selected him to transfer to the screen some of his 
.New York: and London successes. 

- He was placed under contract and hit Hollywood without any ballyhoo 
and began repeating his success as a stage writer. by handing Paramount 
@. complete screen treatment, 
hits. After looking over the 

For Atmosphere | 
London, Dec. 28. 

The . Lyceum -chorus is being 
drilled: by a real sergeant- -major. 

Just like the war, only not 50 
muddy. Language is language as 
only a Sergeant-major ean translate 
it. : 

“Good News” Wrong Two Ways 
. Paris, Dec. 26. 

Big overhead ‘of 

in French) here at-the.- ‘Palace, will. 
count ‘as much against it: as the 
-poor- -quality—of-the. BOW yee 

Of the people, Pierre ‘Meyer, ‘the 
“gorgeous” male lead, is the owner. 
of Old England, swanky general 
store here.on the grand boulevard. 

Serge Leslie, American ‘dancer, 
was signed. three. days before the | 
opening, all set to go with a Rus- 
sian ballet, but stepping in for a 
month's minimum contract, _Trefus- 
ing a longer term. 

Raymond Nowitzky has succeeded 
M. M. Schenckman as manager of 
the State theatre, Reading, Pa. 

to. distinguished. audiences regu- 

| Roger 
- Styles of acting, but has given up 

“ular following. 

‘amples. . 

‘lay actors fade into the shroud of. 

including the dialog to. three of his stage 
MAIN STEM” Duncan will return to the 

coast to. start writing two originals for Paramount's 1930- program. 

“Good “News,”. 
called “Bonnes Nouvelles”: (subtitle. 

Cable Address: VARINEWS, PARIS 
' Central 01-57; Louvre, 52-15 

AUSTRALIA 
By Eric H. _ Gorrick 

through the: years, easily - outclass- 
ing the performance of Mae West. | 

Mrs, Gann, character ‘lady, plays 

- Sydney, Dec. 5, 
- Tropical weather. the past week .. 
had the outfront boys fellowing for 
trade, Public preferred outdoors. 
“Show Boat” (legit.). looka like | 

getting something at Her Majesty's 
for W. T.,:and “Lombardi, Ltd,;” 
successful,. no-vy in last weeks,. with 
“Journey's. Ena” coming. in, on 
‘Looks: as. though “Two: ‘Black a 

Crowg,” at the Prince dward, will 
stay quite awhile, with “Show Boat” 
also: goo” for a season, :. 

As. for the rest of the long run’ 
talkers, : “Cockeyed World,” at. the 
Royal, seems <'.e best.. “Cocoanuta,” 

Jat the Capitol not doing: anything a 
startling, although in third week... 
“Ann Penn, English miniic, for lead. 

of “Clowns in Clover,” ‘Melbourne, 
for W.-T. Hargrove Bros., American 
daricers,, go into same show, 

..’ New-Legits , 
‘Forthcoming ‘W. T. stage. shows. 

include: “New Moon,” “Clowns in 
Clover,” “So This Is Love” and . 
“Murder on jSecona Floor. ” George 

and -w stage “Moon,” 
‘Calvin Coolidge is Strongly sugges- George D. Parker t Amertean) doing. 

tive of “William. Hodge on the ‘the dramatic piece. ve a 
stage. Both have’ their own. Partic~ . Most of American acts here have 

- now played out contracts and will ; 
return: to America. - 

larly. .She demands ‘and gets lead- 
ing. parts with regularity. 

- Senators Borah and Heflin, with 
no pretensions of 8. a. mop up at 
the. box office: with ‘the. country’s 
best ‘slapstick act. 

Teddy Roosevelt, Jey: comes. from 
a distinguished" family of public 
thespians, but hasn’t yet graduated 
from “bits.” His sister, Mrs. Alice | 
Longworth, is. doing much. better 
with a market ‘basket and baby rou- 
tine, . Surefire. a 

- + The Kahne: 
Otto .Kahn | has. the. ‘unfailing 

banking ‘stage presence and a trick 
of convincing » that: everything _he 
does must mean something or he 
‘wouldn’t be doing it. His. son, 

“Wolfe Kahn, tried several 

temporarily. because of the ‘Shortage 
of dates. - 

Female: -celebrities, * like - their 
stage sisters,. have a tendency tp. Cutting’ Down 
overplay, Mabel Boll and Mabel.|: Following slight’ trade depres-_. 
Walker Wildebrandt are always: ex- | Sion, several local film exchanges ~ 

; | have let. out many men.. Generally 
just before. Christmas a trade. 
slump’ comes: along, with . moaning 
along film row from the heads of 
‘the’ various -concerns; ‘“Williamson- 
Tait have retrenched since closing 
their. vafide department, throwing 
out musicians, electricians and 
stage crews, 
Over in ‘Melbourne “Cocoanuts” 

got a run of eight weeks, whilst in... 
{Sydney business. has fallen off in 
‘Tthird week. - 

Jan ‘Rubini married Adele Crane, 
professional, in Melbourne the other 
day. : 

Harry. Strachan, formerly booking 
manager U, -T.’s yvaude department, 
now assistant manager State, Syd- 
ney. Strachan was several years 

| with the Fullers as house manager. 
Orchestras are being reinstated in 

@ majority of picture theatres: in 
New Zealand after thrown out 
through: the talkers. 

Metntosh and Legit 
' Hugh D. McIntosh; former con-' 

| .[ troller Tivoli Circuit, has returned 
.fhere: holding the Australian rights 
to several legit shows. McIntosh 
says he will re-enter theatricals. 
As he practically owns the Tivoli, 
Sydney, it looks very much like the 

‘{house reopening. with ‘McIntosh 
backed with English capital. MciIn- 

_| tosh followed vaude some years ago 
at this house with revue and legit. 

Vaudeville 

Currently ‘the tragedian’ crown ‘{s. 
conceded to Roger. Babson. 'Thou-" 
sands listen to. his. “Buy ‘or, not to 
buy” soliloquy. ; 
When the big show ‘4g. over these 

home life. Performance of one part 
takes lost. of. a lifetime and the | 
public will not have’ them {fn any 
other Tole. 

J A Sunday ‘paper came out with 
the story that vaudeville is not dead 
in. this country, and gave the opin- 
jon of Six: Ben, Fuller, head of 
Fuller’s Theatres, ‘that vaudeville is 
still flourishing here and will con- 

| tinue to do so despite the.talkers. 
- Unfortunately, the paper forgot to 
mention Willamson-Tait lost heav- 
ily for many months with vaude at 
the .Tivola‘ ‘that no more importa- 

-|tions of acts are being. made; that 
| Fulters have quit playing vaude, de- 
yoting. their theatres to revue en- 
tirely, and that the same firm closed 
its principal Melbourne vaude house 
besides leasing all of. its legit. thea- 
tres to. Union Theatres for talkers. 

It is also a fact that Union Thea- 
tres has cut down its vaude attrac- 

{tions from..around .30. acts to about 
four, and will: probably cut out this. 
entertainment altogether shortly. 

‘Mascow Atti in Belgrade 

In Paris © " Belgrage, Dec. 26.” 
| oe, a “The world: famous Moscow Art 

- . - Paris, Dec. 26. _ Theatre,. last here three seasons ag£o, 

Mr. and Mrs, Sidney R. Kent, Mr. are back in the Jugo-Slovakian cap-: 
and Mrs. Samuel Goldwyn, Lorenz a With Hmara, their new pro- , : oe -|ducer, as their lead. _Hmara is the. Hagenbeck, Richard Connell, Joseph husb ‘ . and of Asta Nielsen, icture. ac- 
Mw. Schenck, Mrs. Von Kaltenborn, » . tress. 

wife. of the editor of the Brooklyn Hmara. succeeds § Sharov, now the 
“Daily Eagle”; Baklanoff, barytone, producer of the Dusseldorf. theatre, 

jana wife; Leopold Godowsky. (his 
Germany, 
Many personnel changes “in: ‘the 

Maughter * “Dagmar here a. ‘few | 
weeks); Elmer E. Bucher, J. Kenyon 

Moscow Artists now number. 17. 
They opened with. Dostoyevsk!’s 

Nicholson» and wife, former Lucille 

Nickolas, now changing. her prof. 

“Crime and Punishment” and-follow - 
with plays by Dickens, Andreyev's 
“The Thought,” -Ostrovski’s “To Be 

-(nameto- Joan: Kenyon:: -Gilda Varesi,-|-Poor—Is.Not- -a--Sin*-and-= -Gogols's...... 
Thelma Edwards, Guy Hickock of |“The Marirage,” 
the “Eagle” and Mrs, Hickock. . Large Russe population ‘here. and 

bookings heavy. for the Moscovites. 

cep Andre’s Daughter Marries. 
_ Paris, Dec. 23. 

Yvonne ‘Roland, adopted daugh- 
ter of Andre, the gambling king, 
‘Was married: in Neufchelles, Oise, 
provincial town, on Dec. 21, to Ga- 
briel Bouillon, violinist. 

Andre, her foster-father, as mayor 
of Neufchelles, performed the civil 
ceremony, 

Instend ofa gem, or even a 
flower, cast the gift of a 
lovely thought into the 
heart of o friend, 

MR. AND MRR. JACK NORWORTH. 
180 West 44th St 

Soty York 
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3 CASTS FOR 3 
- VERSIONS IN. 
- SCANDINAVIA 

Copenhagen, Jan. 4. . 
. Production of talking pictures for 
marketing: entirely within Scandi- 
mavia require three versions,, made} 

> «by three separate casts, and: one na- 

-- i who have-knocked the Danes for a 

' Stockholm, 
" mous, 

. tive concern is making arrange- 
ments’ ‘to produce pictures | on ‘that 
‘basis. 

Concern ‘ts the Electrical. Phono 
Co., which ‘declares it. will make pic- 
tures for _ Denmark, Sweden, and: 
Norway. Dialects of the same basic! 
language in these three. states dif- 
fer even more widely than in Spain's 

, various provinces and in. South and 
' Central: America. . _Accordingly,. ‘the 
-company will assemble three dis- 
“tinct sets of: ‘players, one from each 
‘country, = 

‘Mlectrical Phono has taken - over’ 
the Northern Films’ studio here and, 
at the outset, will specialize in com- 
ody shorts. 

_PAR’S FIRST SWEDISH 
TALKER 70 STAR ROLF 

Paris, Jan. 4. 
Ernst Rolf, called “the Ziegfeld 

of Sweden,” sails this morith for 
Hollywood via the Panama Canal,' 
there to appear in Paramount's first 
picture with Swedish dialog. 

Rolf’s revue at the China theatre, 
is internationally ‘fa: 

he. both producing and 
starring in his productions.. During 
his stay in Paris he is signing new 
people for the new edition of his 
revue to be. staged April 15, and 
to continue all summer before go- 
ing on tour in Sweden. 
He has already engaged , Mitty 

and Tiliio, dancers, 
Quinault. He goes. from here to 
London where he will negotiate for 
Jack Hylton’s orchestra. 

Rolf has appeared in a number of 
. silent pictures in Sweden, so his 

screen appearance is new only in 
that the Par, film will be a talker. 

DANES HAIL ‘RIO RITA,’ 
BUT OBJECT TO COLOR 

Copenhagen, Jan. 4. 
“Rio Rita” (Radio), frst film mu- 

aical shown in Denmark, was rous- 
_inely acclaimed as the greatest pic- 
ture shown here to date. 
‘Bebe Daniels is lavishly praised 

and the tunes are a local ravye,| 
‘vieing with the Ziegfeld beauties 

row of gasps. 5 

Objection to color is the only ad- 
verse detall, the public finding that 
flesh tones detract from beauty of 
‘the ensembles. 

- Fox's B-G $1,600,000 Note 
; London, Jan. 4. 

- On Dec. 81. a note for $1,600,000 
‘given by William Fox in part pay- 
ment. for the British Gaumont stock 
purchase, fell due. It was not met. 
‘A cable is sald. to have been re- 
ceived. by the holders of .the note 
requesting an extension of time. 

... The reply from report. was ‘@ Te- 
: fusal. 

The holders of the Fox notez ‘for 
B-G stock, said to. amount in all 
to around $17,000,000, have. a col- |. 
lateral other Ahan. the stock, | 

Joe Fisher i in N. Y: 
Suffering from a. heavy cold, Joe 

Fisher, from the Straights Settle- 
ment, left the Hotel Claridge for 
the Park West hospital, New York. 
He is recovering. 

In the Far East Mr. Fisher ig an 
extensive theatre operator, His 
new Paramount over there will 
shortly open. He's in New York 

‘ona periodical visit, 

‘and Robert] 

IN MISIT 10 STATES 
‘Gurich,. Jan. A: 

Representative showmien from ex- 
hibitors’. associations all over. Cen- 
tral Europe have made ‘aITANge- 

{ments for a joint visit to the United J. 
States, to include a@ trip to Holly-. 

| Wood. 
Project was first. ‘broached by the 

Austrian Association of Exhibitors, | 
after canvassing other national 
bodies, and have been notified that | 
the .showmen of - Czechoslovakia, 
Hungary. and. ‘Poland will co-oper- | 
ate. | 
Pilgrimage will, be. under the -dt- 

réetion of Baron Eidenhofen, presi-| 
‘dent of the Austrian ‘group., ce 

0. GOES BROKE, ——— 

Prague, Jan. 4..: 
; The Brothers Deg, oldest picture 
‘producers in Czechoslovakia, have 
gone into receivership with assets of 
$40,000 crowns ($16,000) and liabili-. wired with Western Electric ‘equip- 
ties of 1,640,000 crowns ($45, 000). 
- Receivership of. - the. 
comes as & sequel: to the. suicide a 
short time ago of Director Stransky, 
-who represented the brothers in im- 
portant deals, 

The Degls were prominent. in the 
‘output of silent pictures and pros- 
pered until the advent of ‘sound. 
After that, although few houses here 
were wired, their business gradually 
dropped and the failure comes asa 
climax to a long ‘fight to recoup. . : 

SPAIN WIRING, AWAITS 
SPANISH FILM FROM US. 

“Paria, Jan,. 4. 
Although Spain has banned for- 

elgn tongue talker’ pictures, the Ex- 
-celsior Syndicate of Barcelona ts 
anticipating supplies of dialog: pic- 
tures-in Spanish from the United 
States and in preparation ts wiring 
20 of its houses. 

The: equipment is being installed 
in Barcelona, Madrid, _ Seville, Sa- 
tagoza and ‘Malaga.. 

- Equipment used is the ‘Rama-. 
phone, independent unit 
costing $3,500. 
Ramaphone is making headway in 

the European field, having recently 
completed eight. installations. in 
Holland and sevén in Belgium. Ex- 
celsior also is putting in recording 
equipment bf the same brand in ite 
‘Barcelona studio, with the idea of 
making a series of shorts in Span- 
‘ish for distribution to its own out- 
lets; with a prospect of going into 
the South American market. later. 
Work on the shorts starts imme- 

diately.’ 

W. E. Got a Break 
.Paris, Jan, 4.. 

At: the last ‘minute, because RCA 
Photophone. ‘did:not have.a. portable 
talker equipment available, Western 
Electric wired President Gaston 
‘Dou'mergue’s Elysee palace for his 

device, 

{annual Xmas-New Year ‘party, one’ 
each to some 400 school children 
and the other to his immediate 
family and friends numbering about 

20. 

on- which RCA. had counted, but 
which didn’t materialize owing to 
‘the lack of equipment. 

The President of France compro- 

mised this year by showing an 
American comedy (Keaton) for the 
children, but the. native sound film, 
‘he Collier de la Reine” (Queen's 

~TWecklace) for his personal guests. 
The Jatter was in deference to the 

{anti-American talker attitude mani-_ 
festing itself hereabouts off and « on. 

‘Empire Starts Runs 
London, Jan, 4, 

“Hallelujah,” talker, opens at the 
Empire Jan. 17, in for a run, 

Picture inaugurates a new policy 
at the house, which now switches 
from weekly change to run plan. 
Idea is temporary. 

CENTRAL EUROPE TRADE | 

company, 

| director, 
functions in a atmilar capacity for. 

Ww. E. benefited from the prestige 

STUDIO-THEATRE. 
TRUST COMPLETE|| sk 
‘Gaumont ° Franco - Aubert 

Merger Gives _ Gaumont 

16. Wired—Gaumont on 
_ Producing End, Franco- 
Aubert with Chain 
Capital ‘Combine. Has 
75,000,000 . ‘Francs. 
sources” oe a 

Paris, Jan. 4, 

The biggest. picture producing and 

theatre operating merger in the. his- | 
\tory of France. was quietly com- 

pleted this week, giving: Gaumont 
controf. of Franco-Aubert with its. 

46 theatres, 22 being in Paris and 16 

mont. The remainder. are poten-.| 
tial outleta for. Gaumont’s sound 

system, - and all ‘represent: a con- 

trolled outlet for Gaumont’s exten- 

sive schedule of picture production. 

‘Gaumont resources joined - to the 

Franco-Aubert ‘assets represent a 

total of 75,000,000 francs, Gaumont'’s 
being 55,000 000” “and Franco- Au- | 
bert’s 20, 000,090, 

Producing and Exhibiting 

- Gaumont . has no theatres. ‘since 
selling out to Metro-Goldwyn, which 

jin turn disposed of its theatre prop- 
“In: turn, | erties to Franco-Aubert, 

¥rarico-Aubert ig purely. a theatre 
operator, and .has no studio facili- 

‘jties, while Gaumont has ‘a complete- | 
ly equipped producing plant. 

In addition fo this, Franco-Aubert 
needs: sound... equipment, 
Radio-Cinema equipment . not. yet 
being ready to market, ~ 
The Aubert theatres are. scattered | 

throughout France, and there is a 
strung Ukelihood that the 40 houses 
belonging to the Pathe- Nahan chain, 
comprising 40 houses, will presently 
enter the amalgamation... 
With the completion ‘of qa Pathe- 

Nahan deal, the French field would 

be impregnable. to invasion from 
America or any other foreign inter- 
ests. It is declared that the basic 
purpose of the new combination was 
to.offset the strength. of the. Ameri-- 
ean talkers. 

Aubert. Line-up 

‘Aubert has four wired houses 
here, notable among them being the 
Gaumont Palace in Montmartre, and 
the Aubert Palace on the Boulevard 
des Italiens, both equipped with the 

| Western Electric system. . 
Robert’ Hurel, Aubert’s managing 

and Edgar Costii,. who 

Gaumont, are likely to clash. if the 
prevailing view here. 1s right, ..and 
it is anticipated that one or the 
other will sooner or later -bow. out. 
Basis for the supposed. tension . be-" 
tween the two men comes from the 

fact that Costil was with Franco at | 

ohe time as chief of production, and 
lasted only a few months, 

Nahan Position 

. Recent dealings between Aubert 
and Pathe-Nahan lends color to the 
idea that the latter group will 
sooner or later be included in an all- 
embracing consolidation. Franco- 
Aubert sold some of its provincial. 
theatres not long ago to Pathe- 
Nahan. 

“Pathé-Nahan™ .Ch “gommilttéed” “to al 
costly program of production with | 
heavy commitments for studia per- 
sonnel. Expenditures the past year 
are said to have reached a total of 
100,000,000 francs, 
Approached for confirmation of a. 

deal, Costil denied one was pending. 
Hurel was out of town. But there 
is no question but that the transac- 
tion has been completed by banking 
interests, De Caplane representing 
Franco, and Kohen appearing for 
Gaumont, 

Re-| 

PATHE - NAHAN : NexT?] 

jing film ‘houses. 

its) own, 

-NUPTIAE. 

‘The’ eyes of ‘the world were cen- 
tered upon the marriage’ of Miss 
Anne Colby.'and Witiam H.: Van- 

-] derbilt which took place December 
| 28—the season’s most important 
wedding. 

The care with which the “music 
for this occasion was selected was 
-reflected in the. choice of a MEYER 
DAVIS ORCHESTRA, - . 

COLONY FORCES 

Sydney, Jan. 4, 

Stuart Boyle, boss of Union The- 

atres, has candidly declared, he will: 

do all he can to hoost. British prod- 
uct, throughout the commonwealth 
during the season. He 1s taking 
the entire output of British Do- 
minion Pictures for the. whole cir- 
‘cult, Purpose apparently is to cap- 
italize the patriotic sentiment with 
‘which the. colony regards the home. 
‘country. 

. Meanwhile, - American | features 
geem to have the call in the lead- 

“The Trespasser” 
(UA), and “On. With the Show’ 
(WB), are among the most profit- 
-able long runs in Sydney at the 
moment. 

CUSTOMS MEN ACTING « 
AS AUSTRALIA CENSORS | 

Sydney, Jan. 4, 

Customs officials are temporarily 
acting as film censors until such 

time as the new Labor government 
can replace the old board from the 
Labor Party ranks, 

In the meantime there ig chaos. 
in the censor department, Many 
American pictures are awaiting re- 
lease and are held up until appeals 
can be heard. Rulings are blocked 
because no official” censor board is 
functioning. - 
‘What qualifies a ‘custom official. 

to act as.screen censor is a mystery 
to -the industry, and the trade is 
‘worried. Hundreds of women al-: 

Med to the Labor Party are seeking 
appointment as: censors. There is} 
@ prospect that the’ present femme 

{ censor idea will be dropped. in favor | 
of a. Labor Party” adherent. | 

| Beypt’s First Salker 
Production on Screen 

Cairo, Jan, 4. 
Egypt'g:first talker—that is first 

taken. in native scenes under for- 
eign auspices—was screened here a 
few days ago. - 

It has to do with the fight against 
the drug traffic and sequences were 
made in the Egyptian desert lands. 
Helbawy _ Bey... is _ the. ..prineipal |. 

SOVKINO- RCAP. | 
+||DEALFOR SOUND 

IN SOVIET 
4 

"Moscow (via Paris), Jan.-4. 
Moscow, capital of the Soviet, is 

“1 [in the throes of preparation for. the 
advent of the sound screen. Gov-: 
ernment film agency has a contract. 
with RCA ‘Photophone. for equip-. 
ment running into several million | 
dollars, :which was virtually. com-. 

de pleted by Monasson, head of Am- 
‘|kino, who has just returned from 
New York. 
Only one theatre, called. the First 

°.|Sovkino House, has been wired, and _ 
is: being used for experimental ex-. - 
hibitions. for ‘officials. . 
‘Shows are run from midnight to 

dawn after the regular silent pro-. -. 
grams have been shown. . The pub- 
‘lie is not. admitted to: these. official .. 
showings. |. 

The official film section of “the 
. }government, making up quite a mob, 
thas so far looked at fragments: of a 
“King of Kings,” sections of the = 
Pathe sound news reel, and all of 
“The Flying’ Fool.” The film offi- 

.|cials are enthusing over possibili- .. 
‘| ties “of ‘sight-sound and, theorizing 

BRITISH FILMS ‘over. the uses to which dt. can be- 
put for government purposes: 

_ Soviet picture directors, . always 
insurgént. on art ideas, are now go0- 
ing impressionistic in Moscow. New 
‘drift is toward “tone pictures” as. 
distinguished: from synchronized 
films... 

Viadimir Podovkin, who produced 
“The Last Days of St. Petersburg,” ° 
tells “Variety” that the new Russian 
idea of tone pictures fg to avoid lit- 
eral transcript of sound, using sound. 
effects only as an “impressionistic. 
accessory.” He cites.such effects as 
dripping water, rumbling thunder or: 
wistful music theme, as a back- 
ground to intensify emotional effect. 

|DANES PLUNGING 
ON SIGHT-SOUND 

Copenhagen, Jan. 4, 

Palladium Film Co., whose come- 
dians, Long and Short, have enjoyed 
great popularity in ‘Europe and 
.South America, has gone in for 
talking production on ‘a large scale; 
They. held aloof for a long time, 
while business dropped, and now 
have made the decision to plunge. 

Lau Lauritzen and Svend Nielsen, 
heads of the concern, have started 
on a tour of England, France, and 
Germany to make a thorough study 
-of the sound systems on the market 
before choosing the equipment they 
will use. a 

WIRING LONDON LECITS 
_ JUST 10 BE PREPARED’ 

London, Jan. 4, 
. Hippodrome and the: Dominion, 

| first being for the time the’ William- 
sons’ production house and the sec- 
ond the new ritz legit, are being 
wired for talking pictures—just An 
case. 

Gillespie hastens ‘to make it plain 
that no change of policy ig con- 
‘templated, Talker equipment is be- 
ing installed, he'says, “To keep pace 
with the times and to be prepared. 
for any type of attraction.’ ” 

player. 

can sound apparatus, 
$30,000, according to the statement 
of the makers. 

At the same. time Eeypt'’s” first 
native-made film (apparently silent) 
has been completed under the title 
of “Zeinab.” It was made by 
Mohamed Kerim and Yussef Wah- 
‘by, with Bahidja Hafez and. Siraj 
Munir, native players, featured. 
Film is 5,000 meters in length (16,- 
500 feet). 

Picture was recorded on Amerif- ; 
which cost] 

tMona Maris. 

Fox $ “laters Revue 
‘Hollywood, Jan. 4, , 

‘Following the lead of Pathe, Fox 
will -make, an international revue, . 
but instead of importing players for 
the acts, as is the intention of 
Pathe, -will use. all the overseas 
troupers now on its lot. 
Hazzard Short has been brought 

west to direct it. So far announced 
are Victor MclLaglen, Wifi ‘Doraay, . . 
Paul Mun!l, Tom Patricola, .and 

eet ey eee 
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American | Distributors in England - Balkans Building 
By Frank Tilley’ 

London, Dec. 23. 

Every once in a while, when he js tation highly boosted public com- 

short a par., or wants to be a good panies. °. ee 

fellow among the native producers, Hold Up. : co 

the average film writer in this mar-. 

ket takes a hearty rap at American | for the’ American distributor is @ 

distributors operating here on the} hold-up. Companies. in being or 

ground they seek out, subsidize,|shoestring..producers are ‘all on. the 

rake the ashcan or conspire with same “racket: trying to get. the 

film ‘out of one 

the | latter case chiselling as well. 
Act was designed. to 

low-grade British producers to fill| whole of tho. hegative cost of a 

- market, and in -the: 
their quota. 

These squawks usually carry 

tailpiece it’s just to put British: 

films off the map by. foisting junk 

-on the public the American .distrib- 

utors act this way, winding up with can't ‘see why it should be used 

a sermon on,how it’s all part of the to squeeze 

deep conspiracy in New York. _.to. out of them. 

_keep the great and glorious British the complaint is American distrib-'|° 

film from its rightful. place. in the utors are encouraging the produc- 

Word Di political ballyhoo, bereft|fifth of the 
It’s all. political ballyhoo, bereft )\* t 

all or any of the vaunted British|age cost of what? This market is. 

sense of fairness. It leaves out the worth, for talkers, rather more than 

fact the exhibitor does nét have to|30% of the world-gross; for silents, 

‘get his British quota films from the maybe now 15%. of that same.’ 

same distributors he takes his 

American stuff from. It also “IE- 

nores—even if it has any knowledge 

of—the . most. trite economic fac-. 

tors. a . . ot 

‘Recently even George Atkingon, 

Beaverbrook’s star film eritic, who 

ought to know and does know. bet- 

ter, burst.-forth ‘with a story of 

hhow.he had been “asked by cinema 

authorities. to. :warn the. public, that |. 

-gome of. the British . silent. films 

-recently shown. or which may .be 
ge 

shown ‘are only by courtesy of the|of French ‘territory alone, was the 

quota. British..... Some . of,. the |subject of 2 discussion advanced by. 

American distributors, having to |Sidney R.. Kent, Paramount's gen- 

include a certain ratio ‘of British- 1s . | 

made film in their output, have con- chiefly vacationing, and not due’ to 

gpired with the baser sort of British /return until Jan. 29 om the :“Aaqul- 

producer to turn out the necessary 

takes a. film “because by law. he is 

(Continued on ‘page 121) 

SID KENT FIGURING 

' Paris, Dec. “24. ; 

It would jor, if 

this country at a reasonable expen- 
8 Be , thet 

quota tripe will help to convince half of Switzerland, which also has 
a German sector, 

Facts 

After that, let’s have a few facts. 

There are eight American distrib- 

utors operating directly in this! 000 francs, 

market: Paramount, :Metro, Fox,|exhibitors bought a lot of M-G-M 

‘Warner, United Artists, P. D. C.,|product along with it; and were 

First National and Universal. With | charged steep prices for “Hur,” but 

the exception of Universal, all these |got a better break ‘on the rest of 

‘have obtained their quota films|the contract, with the allegation 

from British production companies |exhibs might have lost on “Hur,” | 

floated on the public since the pass- 
ing of the Films Act. Paramount. 

has its supply from British Film- 

craft and Welsh-Pearson-Elder; 

Metro has had some from British 

Instructional; Fox has a mixed bag, 5 

including at least. one from British | 000 to $60,000), it is believed, even 

Instructional; so has Warners, 

making one itself and others 

through Welsh-Pearson-Elder; 

United Artists had one from a one- 

timing unit called for the purposes 

of the film St. George’s Productions, 

Ltd., run by Captain Alistair Mac- 

kenzie with Rex Ingram directing, 

and another a talker, from Strand 
Films Co. P. D, C. had its stuff 
made by the Edgar Wallace Come 

pany, British Lion Films; First Na- |. 

tional through its British end made - Paris,. Dec. -.24. 

some of its own, and Universal]. Pierre Braunberger spent 2,600,000 

... well, here there may be. some |francs ($104,000) ‘on’ his first 100% 

ground for squawking. French talker, “La Route Est Belle” 

If Atkinson or anyone else wants (“Beautiful Road”). Robert Florey 

to label the above’ the baser sort directing. . _ ne 

of British producers who conspire ost 

to make junk, it’s-up to. him. . Only |native film production of any kind, 

when this product. has been called sound or silent. mS 

junk occasionally in “Varlety” re- Although’ - 
France exhib.-has. the rights. for 

views, he and others here have) <"% 

howled aloud. at the anti-British at- threo years. for his circuit of six 

opts!. It’s a|theatres in Marseilles (Capitol, key 

titude this papel theirs. (Rouse). He booked it for 800,000 
Certainly the average level of francs. Whether he will’ make any 

Ime, whether handled by |MOney. 

qu can distributors or by. native, |!8 problematical. Richebe, besides 
But it has not been Marseilles, has houses «in Nimes, 

io Lyons and Marseilles, . a 
.- American distribs are watching 

but broke even on the rest. ; 
Universal's “Les Miserables” took 

6,000,000 francs out of the country 
for obvious native reasons. _ 

"A French talker costing ‘between 

for all concerned. Above that it’s. 

gamble of the industry. 

Most Expensive French 

of the French talker market... Both 
‘Adolph Zukor and Winfield R. Shee- 
han, when here, opined there wasn't 
enough of a market.in France, tak- 

French North Africa (Tunis and 
Morocco), to warrant American pro- 

ceptions, such as Chevalier. 
Fox’s foreign market has always 

the. small ones, not the three big}peen important and that company 

ones that are trying and learning— |right now in New York is discussing 

have been the worst offenders. . |the French versions on information 

One American distributor here|from their executive head here that: 
contracted for films to cost $25,000°/they need them to carry the other 
and .$40,000 negative cost—silents,|product. As soon ag some of the 
of course—and found on a probe|French talkers now nearing comple- 
around half what they were paying |tion are released, it'll present a 
went into the negative. That was'grave problem. : . 

with. one of the at-the-time-of-flo-- 

Real trouble is quota. production 

‘trip, and is then due out here, | 

tion .of British films at about one- |. 

“average cost.” Aver~|_ 

“Then, if an American. distributor 7 

ON FRENCH GROSSES| ” 

What o French talker can get out | : 

cost |mount talkers in French, made here. 

1,000,000 and 1,600,000 francs ($40,- 

if not sensational, can make money, 

a gamble in more than the average | 

All Talker Cost $104,000 
|They-seem to .prefer letting others 

It's perhaps the. most expensive 

Richebe, -~. southern’ 

in view of the heavy cost, |. 

this closely. as a key to the extent | 

.[ing_in. Switzerland, Belgium andthe. 

ductions in French, with rare ex-. 

Par’s Spanish Talent Boys, 

LaskyLooking Over Mex. 
+ 0" 2 Hollywood, Jan. 4. 

_. Paramount: hag. talent scouts “in 

Mexico and Spain looking for. actors 

to ‘appear in ‘Spanish versions of 

its pictures, — De 

First of the scheduled Spanish 

Paramounts is.’ “The Doctor's 

Secret” o°--- 9. |. 7 

Jesse Lasky is enroute to Mexico 

City for a vacation and. business 

eral “sales “manager “here... While). . 3 

National’s most prized singing 
foot with three naturals; “No, 
National’s Vitaphone epic; 
the pictures was opposite 
tion, “Sally,” 

copped off the great white way, 
in the deluxe houses.” . 

coe, London, Dec. 24. 
_ British producers have got blues. 
Ljkewise the reds. And the yellows. 
General uneasiness finds outlet in 
the leading. lounges, oo 

Urieasy Hes the head which works 
the schedulés, Having. been bitten 
hard: once, the British film trade 
fan’t cosy at the thought of being 
kicked again. It’s just about set- 
tling down to sound, and now it 
hears rumors of color drifting over 
the Atlantic gales. © = st 

_ Not many of the companies this 
side have seriously tackled color. 

get in first, But they're prepared to 
get a nasty surprise, ae 
: British International has been 
looking round the gaudy field, and 
‘has washed up an old silent in 

-with the Raycol. apparatus and is 
shooting some shorts by this proc- 

Gaiimont, making one ‘film at a 
time, has added a wash system to 

\the climax sequences in “Alf’s But- 
ton,” current talker comedy. Wash 
systems don’t mean anything these 
days, anyway. moo 

For the rest,. Gainsborough is 
thinking about color, British and 

|Dominions have -heard of it, and 
most. of the’-others have an idea 
there’s such a ‘thing in the air... 

Consequently, 1930 ‘schedules are 
more. or less.a,matter of guess work. 
Companies are not slating them- 
selves dcwn.to subjects they may 
never: make. They are prepared to 

spend the first six months watching 

‘ALEXANDER GRAY |) 
|. one of Broadway’s outstanding contributiong to the 

‘Gray . 

Paris, Dec, 32. 

Major David M. Oltarsh, New 

York engineer. and builder, ‘and 

mixed in theatre construction and 

also as one of the patrons of Mau- 

rice Schwartz’s Yiddish Art theatre, 

was here en route to the Balkans on: 

ja 10-year puilding program in the 

Balkan countries... 
"He will build homés; sewers, fac- 

tories, plan cities, etc., along Ameri- 

jcan lines for the natives, using. local 

labor under American direction, on- 

a 10-year schedule to. physically 

puild and improve municipalities. 

“Major Oltarsh will commute be- 

tween America and the Continent 

on thia great undertaking. 

ey 

“talkies”. and First 
leading man clicked without the old rabbit 
No, Nanette". “Spring 

“The Song of the HWame.” 
Marilyn Miller in her first Vitaphone. produc- 

after which Warner Bros. 
‘term’ contract.. Today finds 

Is -Here” and First 

immediately signed him to. a long 
one .of. the’ outstanding: highlights 

and an assured.natural draw at the B. O./n . silen 

. - : _ -| pictures of the market provided the 

and has been going on for months. 
One day they'll make the picture. . 
Alfred Hitchcock is following with. 

“ynter Sir John,” from a novel -by 
Clemence Dane. Adaptation going 
forward. - - 
Harry Lachman, signed for two 

more: by: B. I. P., is casting around |. 
for something with. more backbone 
thah the stuff they’ve served him 
out with  — a sO 

E. A. Dupont, still the darling of 
the British press, is tinkering with 
“The Two Worlds,”. one of those 
Anglo-Continental affilated produc- 
tions’ B. I. P. delight in. 
. Not s0 many directors and stars 
on. the International roster this year 
as there were last. Some of the im- 
ports haven’t turned out the trumps 
‘which were expected. 

Pathecolor. -It has furtber tinkered |. _ Under Contract. - 7 
John. Longden, Donald. Calthrop,’ 

Anna May Wong, Betty Balfour and 
Carl. Brisson are about: the ¢@nly. 
artistes under. contract. The last 
two are reported to. be thinking of 
leaving. ns 
Gainsborough schedule, “Sym- 

phony in Two Flats,” Ivor Novello’s 
stage play. Will star Novello, prob- 

cast... mo, . 
V. Gareth Gundrey, conscientious 

fellow under contract to Gainsbor- 
ough, is slated to make another af- 

riety,” revue, 

the labs add reds and greens to the 
old black and white.* — = ; 

’ Even when the talkers came along 
most of the more enterprising con- 
cerns had some idea of the stuff 
they would put through the miles, 
but this year they’re laving low and 
watching the American reviews. 

. British International is not set- 
tled. on schedule. So far little’s 
known. Dion Titheradge is collabo- 
rating with Norman Walker on the 
adaptation of “Loose Ends” It's 

nounced anything, although they'll 
probably start off with “The Beg- 
gar’s Opera,” Gay’s little effort, with 
Henrik Galeen, Continental pro- 
ducer, slated to direct. . , 

British -and Dominions | haven't 
finished 1929 schedule yet, and don’t 
seem to have given 1930 a thought. 

At present it looks as though 
England may turn out 30 to 40 
dialogers in the new season. 
Always providing the color wave 

an old custom down Elstree waydoesn't arrive too ‘soon. . 

“Imitted in Italy, 

‘Western Electric equipment. 

Gray’s first shot at}. 

ably be directed by Victor Saville,. 
and. ‘may bill: some. of the stage | 

ter completing. shop copy of “Va- | 

British Talking Pictures, British. 
Sound Film Productions and Asso- 

|cfated ‘Sound Film Industries, all 
linked up in a bunch, haven't an- 
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DUCE MODIFIES 

| TALKER EDICT 
ee ‘Rome, Jan. 4. ; 

| Mussolini ‘has, modified his: absoe.' 
lute ban upon’ talkers in foreign tons © ‘ 

gues, according to advices just ‘res: 
‘leetved by Harold Smith; representa.’ 
tive here of the Will Hays office. ; 
_ Story here is that the Itallan dice . 
tator will play. ball with the Amerie. 
can trade’to the extent that Amer= -- 

ican sound pictures of a -musical 
nature and with songs will be per- 

The original dece- . 
laration: was that no foreign. ton- - 
gue pictures, even when confined to 
song lyrics would be allowed. 
Mussolini has always been friend- 

ly toward. the American film induse . 
try andthe foreign language taboo - 

-|is néw supposed to have been aimed 
to keep Soviet propaganda off the .. 
Italian talking screen. That it really 
affected American product’ was oute. 
side the intention and this has naw 
in a measure been remedied. 
~The relaxation ofthe retent: rule, -. 

jit is expected, will ultimately bring” 
about the return of the earlier regu- - * 

ation which permitted 15% of dias - 

ope os 

| SURESEATERS’ WIRING
” 

IMPORT FILMS 
The arties and sure-seaters in 

New York are wirlng. © 2 
_ Of the seven in New York, all are. | 

either wired by now or have ordered" 
| standard. equipment: excepting one, —- - 
-] Symon Gould's: Film Guild Cinema’ . i 
lon West Highth street, ‘which from: 

how business stands. 9 
-Zittle Carnegie is. wiring with 
RCA Photophone this month, 
while the 55th Street is putting in. 

The 

indications is ‘holding out no matter 

_ | Fifth Ave.. Playhouse has just in- 
[stalled Pacent and the Little. Pic- 
ture House, opened in. December, is. 
using WH, ne 
‘On Jan. 15, when Leo Brecher’s 

new Pldza, 68th and Madison avé- 
nue, opens, it will be strung by 
WE. RKO’s Cameo, of course, has 
RCA -wire. ow _ 

_ Wiring of the arties may quto-. . 
matically deprive foreign ‘silent. 

past few years. U's German ver- 
-lsion. of “Broadway” has already. 

~~ British Talkers in 1990 been bought by the 65th Street for 
showing in March. This sure-seater 

.|has also taken U's sound and dialog _ 
| version of “Phantom of the. Opera”: 

(dubbed) ‘in which’ all characters 
excepting Lon Chaney speak. This 
picture will also be shown somes 
time in ‘March. SO 

Tobis Halts New W. E. 
‘German Sound Effort _ 

“While trying to find a way into 

Germany around thé permanent ine - 

junction . granted’ to Klangfilm, 

Western Electric suffered another 

set-back when Telefunken, undere . 
stood to be an ally of Tobis, ene 

joined the Gloria Palast theatre, . 

Berlin, from reproducing on 

equipment. | ~ 

_ Appeal will. | 
for the sake of the record, since To- 

bis’ permanent injunction. case is. 

seen as the test, decision in ‘which: . 

would control all parallel cases. 

-No Wedding Pictures _ 
- 5. . °° Rome, Dee: 23... 0°. 

A number of. film’. firms have _ 

made: attempts to.:take- silent OTF. 
sound pictures of the forthcoming © 
marriage ceremony of Prince Hum- 

bert and Martie Jose at the Quirinal 
in Rome. Lo ; , . 

. It is understood all requests, ©xX~ 
clusive or otherwise, have been re- 
fuséd by the master of the-royal 

‘pe taken principally _ 

\nousehold in accordance with the 
wishes of the royal family. 

116TH ST. SPANISH 
_First American made talker {n 

Spanish will have its debut Jan. q 

at Loew’s 116th St. in Harlem. 
Picture is a Hal Roach two reel- 

er, “Night Owls,” featuring Laurel 

and Hardy. Scheduled for two day 
run. 



"of ‘ gypnotism. . 
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Slanguaged ‘Language 
By F rank Scully 

For the benefit of the Prince ‘of 
Wales and other famous Americans 
who don’t know ‘what a “Tom Ac- 

_ tor” is, here ‘tia:.- 
-" & “Tom Actor” is not a ‘ham or 
@ rube,: nor is he particularly con-. 
“eernéd with slapstick. He is an ac- 
tor in stock. who. may: ‘have to 
change his roles as often as three 

times a week. How he got the. title 
fis unknown and can't. be explained, 
because Jack Conway, who knew 
everything, died a.year ago. . 

' Conway was the king of American 
slang writers, and most of the writ- 
ers, in fact, all those who make 
their living out of the American 
slanguage, have tapped Jack Con-. 

_way's vocabulary at some time or 
“other, Conway created and coined 
many. of the phrases’ now current 
on both sides of the Atlantic among 
the smart set... What he didn’t coin 
he picked. up as.a good reporter.. 
.The: best ‘sources of his: borrow- 

ings were carnivals ‘and tent shows. 
These have a. language wholly: their 
own and since everybody, to them, 
‘faa “chump,” a “mugeg,” a “sap,” 
to ‘be milked of “nis surplus: money, 

‘ they had -to be realists of the first 
" order.. To protect themselves ‘from, 

. not: only their victinis, but the po- 
.. Ace, they--coined-.a--language. which: 
neither of the other two. could un- 
derstand, They. ‘developed a whole 
Hine of “rackets.” . These .were 
small-time gyps, many of them 
‘downright. -fraud,. ‘and others just 
elever bits of roguery with no great- 
er. harm ‘done than separating - the 
ap’ from ‘his: dough, ..- 

‘Robbed Each. Other : 
“Be. in ‘all these matters ‘of cheat-. 

ae ing: cheaters, these BypSs frequently 
.: guccumbed to their: °o 

That to say, if 
* there were -no chumps about as the 
carnival went from one small town 
to another they robbed each. other. 
And so they became- very .wary 
‘when advertising: or accepting jobs 

_.. from each other. The “pay-off” had’ 
- to be Saturday night and no run- 
,@round, <A “runaround” is what 
‘you call “leading .somebody up the 

- garden. path,” giving him flowery 
‘and plausible explanations so ‘that 

_ he will continue to believe in you 
_ and.-your projects | though he has 
every. right. to doubt you. 

“-" “Anybody who can “wildeat” 
the: show business is different from 
what: he would be in other busi- 
nesses.. To say somebody ig “wild~ 

_ever reached in drollery, . 
‘| ardized answer to that has. always: 
“been, “What of it?: You don’t. sup- 

‘pose they are the same tongue, do 
; philosophy 

catting in shares” 
that he is promoting very dubious 
Propositions, 

simply means. 

But wildcatting. in| 
the small time: show business or |- 
carnival ia. going. ahead of a show | °: 

F OREIGN NEWS 

and. booking and: posting on: board- |. 
ings the coming — attractions, At 
wildcat wires back when he has a|. 
theatre or lot for the show, the]. 
-show. frequently not knowing: one |: 
day to another where its next per- 

| formance will be held, that being up 
, to the “wildcat. 7 ; 

‘Short Cuts 
A whole. dictionary can be writ- . 

ten from this Hving source book. 
There is a terseness about most of. 
this phraseology... ‘It's: full of: short 
cuts, and: windy phrases are swept | 
away like so much wreckage, . 
H. L. Mencken in his book, “The 

‘American. Language,” gives many of 
thése phrases, though he does not. 
presume to more than. touch : the 
surface, Still he ‘sts several thou-- 
sand words which ' are different in|} 
ordinary American speech and Eng- 
lish speech as: used by the man in 
the street... It would be amusing to 
put these down in parallel columns, 
The Ameri 

all is: famiiiar with most of them, 
but-it: would: shock an. Englishman |. 
to- see. how--far —his- tongue ‘has 
moved: from the days of. Shake- 
speare, 
Frequently ‘in shops on the con- 

tinent | there is a sign. reading, 
“English | spoken, American under- 
stood.” English ladies will quote 
this to you as.the ‘farthest north | 

My stand- 

you: It's — the saine as Latin. ‘and 
Italian,:. One is a dead language 
and the other a living one.” _. 
That, I concede, leaves them 

burning ‘plenty and is hitting below 
the belt, for the parallelism fs -not 
quite so bad-as that. .Both English 
and’ American’ are living . tongues, 
and if they seem to be moving in, 
opposite directions,: what harm? A 
‘tree: would look. funny ° “if all its 
branches went the samo. way,. and 
language, like. a tree, is always 
changing. Even when stripped of 
leaves, it 1s never ugly to a poet. 
‘The authors who profess to be 

tn | ‘shocked: : “by these: changes don’t |. 
matter, since they never in their 
lives knew the holy joy of creating 
a new. word, 

London Chatter 

London, Dee. 26. 

Move on to clean the cabarets, 

. Shaw’s voted the Town's best 

Yooking ’ Santa Claus. 

Number of saps who run around 
‘debating whether talkers are here 
to stay still grows. 

- Naomt Royde-Smith’s off to New 

York with hubby, Ernest Milton. 

_ Flora Le ‘Breton’s still talking ‘to 

herself on the boards. 

- “Good Luck”. ‘snowballs are the 
'. pest of London. . 
. - If you want to get kicked out, 

you've only: got to say. “Stuart 
. Paton” ‘at Bistree. | 

- Hatry’s. now made his 31st Court 
appearance, which isn’t bad going. 

The’ number. of “The. Bachelor 
Father's”: ‘best © girls has. been. re- . 
duced: ta three, ° Cott 

Everyune . ‘thought - -"Peacetiaven 
‘was dead, until Gracie Fields took 

a villa there. . 
Mild sensation caused when. will 

Evans, of Gaumont-P, C. T.,. had 
grace said at.a film feast recently. 
‘Should have been multi-lingual. 

Surrey, traditional South London ; 
grind, is to.let.. No rush.. . 
Number of celebs who've been to 

see “The Apple Cart’ equals ‘the 
number of old. Shaw gags in it, — 
Gladdy Sewell thanks Flotsam 

and Jetsam: for. her break at the 
Palladium. ° : 

. Miles Maleson, is playwright, 

~ dark: for some. reason. 
Ernie Mayne’s patter song about 

Royalty got Blacked out at the 
‘Palladium. 

Latest way to get space here is 
for vaude acts to. give turns at the 
Pressy Club, leading legmen lounge. 
‘Nite’ life spreading ..to those 

. Wicked suburbs. . 
Postcard mailed in 1908 just de- 

livered in Liverpool — 
What with snow in Yorkshire, 

gales in the Channel, hail in Lon- 
don, floods everywhere, unemploy-. 

ent worse, "show bia awful, influ- 
enza and smalipox on the up grade, 
general studio shut-down,. and all 
these youngsters writing - plays, 
Xmas as bright as ever. 

Hlinor Glyn’s ruse to. ginger up 
the S.°A,.in Carl Brisson is to get 
the sob sisters to tell im how. much 
the moustache improved him and 
how much ‘nicer he’d look if-he. did 
so and _ so, incidentally her latest 
brainwave. | 

Sunny:.Jarmann, engaged to Eng- 
lish millionaire, Francis Francis, de- 
clares she will retire from show 
business after marriage. in January. 
With “Broadway. Melody”. and 

“Movietone Follies” added to the 
barred shows in Ireland, producers 
‘are wondering if they can get in 
there with. “Little. Women” in over- 

alls.. 

son. 

. Silent Robert Bridges, poet lau- 
reate, is about to give birth - to a 

poem. 
Peggy ‘Ashcroft, 21, is the town’ 3° 

big rave for her work.in “Jew Suss,” 
The candor title of the year goes’ 

to Gerard Hopkins: for his novel, 
“Something Attempted.”. 
Lady Cynthia: “Asquith’s broad- 

| casting, 

Oxford allows saxophone players 
in church. _ 

There just ain’ t nothing doing. 
Maisie Gay's been buying lino. 
Charles Laughton’s teaching Elsa 

\ Lanchester the barmald business. 
' John Morel],. new. baritone, has 
gone stage-struck, — 

Gladys Cooper’s just had a birth- 
day—her own this time. 

Those British film players don't 
like Hollywood—they’re not going 

there after all. 
A. P. Herbert’s got a fad for skit- 

tles, 
Lauri Devine’s getting into knots 

at the local nite clubs. 
Ye Olde Ham Bone Clubbe threat- 

ens to get popular. 

n who has. traveled at] 

Fim. Society: hag a 30- reel Jap- 
anese. ‘flicker on. its ‘pill for the sea-' 

to..fo 

-* Extending to All My Friends: 
JOYOUS SEASON'S GREETINGS 

; ' Who Helped Make 

“B. B. B. 99 . 

aise Cate, Hollywood, Calit., pos- 
ble. 

British Film Field 
By Frank Tilley = 

London, Dec, 26, 

, There were 41 ‘T’a” in two and 
‘ahalf: columns of film stuff one day. 
this week, What can you do with 

‘| guys Worse'n: Swaffer? : 

Schenck’s London Site 

Jake Shiibert . says the reported 
sale to Joe Schenck is moonshine, 
and that Associated Theatré Prop- 
erties, Ltd." (the Shubert theatre 
company here), is about. to.recon-. 
struct the Shaftesbury, Adelphi and 
‘Apollo theatres, increasing. seating 
capacity and comfort. . Also that he 
has no meeting arranged: with 
Schenck (he didn't mention W. A. 
Phillips, New York banker) and may 
be onthe Continent when Schenck 
docks here. . 

- What: Schenck. seems to be after 
is a site for a theatre,. At present 
‘U; A. hasn’t a house, though it has 
‘no trouble getting a West End pre- 
release for most.of its product. Two 
‘coming. are. “Evangeline,” ..at the 
Piccadilly, ‘Dec. 80, and “Con- 
demned,” at the Pavilion, Jan, 9, 
following “Shrew” there. 

Richard’ Tilden Smith, coal owner 
and financier, who fell dead in the 
House: of Commons Dec. 17, once 
took a filer ‘into pictures ‘and got 
hig. -money back,. This was with 
British National. | 

- Smith put up some $150, 000 to fin- 
ish a Dorothy Gish Alm—if memory 
serves, ‘“Tiptoes.” Anyway, it was 
the one M-G‘released.. Smith got 
his money’ back when M-G took the 
negative: and released: the’ Hability 
British National had. for an ad- 
vance from Giannini, Smith was 64 
and suffered from heart trouble, He 
was in. the House to confer with 
members on the Coal Bill, and’ died 
suddenly when leaving the Harcourt 
Room ‘after lunch. 

Gaumont Group Quite Distrib Soc. 
After some three months of vio- 

lent internal feeling, the Gaumont 
Company, W. & F. Film Company, 
and Idea} Film Company—all 
branches of Gaumont-British Corp. 
—have withdrawn from the K. R, 5. 
(Distributors’ Society). : 

Cc. M, Woolf has been antagon- 
istic to the society playing politics, 
he says. Also,. there has been 
criticism. of Will Evans inside the 
Society meetings. Evans is joint 
managing director with Woolf: of 
Gaumont-British, running the. the-. 
atre. end and. booking some 350 pro-. 
grame. . 

of. retelling to Evans things said in 
meeting,. and accused. of garbling 
what hasbeen said. He {s also 
peeved at a speech made a couple 
of weeks ago at Liverpool by Sir 
Gordon Craig, vice-president of the 
Distributors’ Society, telling inde- 
pendents. not to fear the circuits 
and to get together in a-kind of 
First National group. Sir Gordon 

lis head of the.J: D,: Willlams’ mult!- 
lingual project, which. includes an 

|exhibitors’ franchise plan not yet 
tabled, — 

Distributors’ Society has always 
been against any ‘breath of an idea 

Tm, .an.exhibitors...co-operative.. 
booking or producing concern, and. 
has more. than once declared that |- 
its members (involving all the dis- 
tribs who matter) will cease to book |. 
films to exhibitors gotng into such 
@ concern, 

So Woolf, who last year was 
president of the Distributors’? So- 
clety, has pulled out his concerns, 
which leaves the goclety almost 100 | A 
percent American, 

The Third “H" 
Stock market boys who know 

their figures have for some months 
been tipping off the bust-up of the 

{in-hand. almost - ‘universally,. 

it at “the clubrooms. 

} nies, 
Woolf feels he has been’ accused | 

nies.= 

(ong in Paris a Human Lab; Like 7 
—ocdltin Baccarra Rooms—No Women 
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a : Paris, Dec. 24, 
Wine, women and. song go -hand- 

- but 
here. where: ‘Wine is as ‘plentitud-. 

“]inous as the femmes, and as ‘easy 
and. almost . as cheaply. gotten 
(sometimes: the wine. costs more, 

: ‘dependent’ on the vintage), some- 
thing. else must supply the’ neces- 
{sary zest to Parisian mankind.- ‘They 
_|find it in the baccarra rooms, com- 
_|fortable clubrooms. where they may. 
game as gentlemen, and: by a turn 
of the card, with but six cards 
‘maximum dealt for each game, they: 
can perhaps double and then quad- 

-|ruplé, and’ then’ multiply that once 
-|]more into eight times and even ‘16,: 

32 and 64: times the original in- 
vestment. 

This is Europe's great ‘Indoor 
sport. If they want wine, they. have 

If they want 
music, they" prefer the jazz of a 
phonograph. disk to the ‘opera, and 
as for the fernmes, - here is'one spot 

. —excepting - at the resorts—where. 
the. eternal. feminine: is absent. - At [ 

. .Femmes | 
.|may gamble’ at. Deauville and. Le 
the resort . casinos, yes. 

‘Touquet during the. summer and. at 
other seasons at. Pau, : Nice, Monte 
Carlo, Cannes, Biarritz, ete. That's. 
only in France, of course, not taking 
in the many other countries Where 
they’re similarly addicted to bac- 
carra, « 

The Cercle Haussmann in. the 
heart of Paris, controlled by ‘the 
omnipotent Andro, .or the smaller 
and: perhaps more exclusive Cercle. 
‘des — ‘Champs-Elysees | in the Club 
Lido, are the. highlights of a string 
of similar gambling casinos in the 
heart of Paris, . All welcome almost 
anybody -for membership if one’s 
Passport is .oke and. if properly. 
sponsored, and either for 100 francs 
to Andre's. establishment,. or twice 
that. for: the- Lido, one may’ enter 
and gamble: his ‘fool head off, 
There are other’ privileges that go 
with it, as for example, special 
meals with vintage. wines at ridic- 
ulously low rates of 20 to 25 franes, 
served in. Ritz.manner, | 

Oddities 
Here, hudiiled over: the. maize- 

clothed tables, 12-gamblers_ to: the. 
Jarger — chemin-de-fer tables—with | 
some 20-odd around the big bac- 
carra tables—one views the greéat- 
est human. laboratory- of human- 
‘kind, exposed | ‘as biologically, and 
as mentally clear, on the half-shell, 
as if they had been X-rayed. The 
overhead lights beam. down throw- 
ing each personality into. strong re- 
Hef. One has but. to move back 
a bit to shield one’s own expression 
and then realize even more, with 
the ald of this semi- -eclipse, “what: 
the hunger for somebody. else’s 
francs does to a gamblin’ phool.. 

_ Many gamble as. if it’s really from 
hunger. Often as not, it’s true. 
There is one titled sculptor—a 
prince, no less—who only sculpts 
from necessity, and let him get a 
few. hundred francs together and 

he’s up there throwing it away: not. 
literally, but a gambler of. his type 
ia in the same category as one who 
throws it away, for he inevitably 
loses... | 
A distinguished, goatee'd ‘eom- 

‘else's ‘bet. 
“tiga. va” 

even percolated. back. into American 
tin” “pan alley consciousness, is an«' 

other ‘who: chisels in. a “louls” (20- 
franc - Chip) -as: part of somebody 

Those who understand, 
(okay) ‘him, 

tribution to the. pot; if ‘the bettor 
with whom the..composer is allied. 
‘on such a:small scale: wins, he col- 
lects, ‘of ‘course. ° 

| poser, “whose name from France has 

and - if they _ 3 
‘Lose, they’ ‘don’t. take up his con-. _— 

There’s anothér who has an “ine: a. 
grainedly. mean habit.of crumbling .- 
‘up his. cards with. unalloyed venom - 
and disgust and flinging it square , 
In the croupier’s. face. The stew- 
ards seemingly know this individ. — 
ual and make considerable allow= 
ances for his uncouth and. unsports- 
manlike. tactics. The club probably 
figures. that a mugg like him: de~ ”” 
serves to lose, and they encourage __- 
his losing, whereas if they barred 
him ‘he might be in some money. :.— 
And: when- you start losing 
chemin-de-fer, it goes” real fast.: 

‘A retired: American’ sat at the. cet 
baccarra. table as banker. and went: 
for 2,500,000: francs, which is still 
$100,000 in anybody's money, at one. 

-He came: back at night, .-’: sitting. - 

in 3 

and into the Morning, and went for... °’ 
‘800,000 francs more. - 
bets. “When Jocularly an American 

He took -all” 

performer :: staked : the only goode me 

tions 

|luck $1 bill of the new denomina- ©) ~ 
(brought with him from. __. 

‘America) against the bank,-and lost - -.. 

it, the banker’ wouldn't surrender. 
it back) for. 1,000. francs ..¢$40)—-It 
was worth 40 times the original = 
price’ to. the original owner of that 
$1 bill to get back, on a hunch, but. —, 
the adamant: banker: offered: to give 
him anything in moneyas a loan 
or charity, but wouldn’t. sell back 
‘that $1 bill. . 
festation: of the whims that move . 
a goofy baccarra player, 

The ‘Argentines . 
The . ‘Argentinians, | especially ‘at 

the resorts, are the gamblin’ phools, 
They stop for nothing, be it francs 
or dollars. With rare insouctance, 
ever with a slender: cigaret holder 

“tiere’ the cards out of the “shoe” 
and lose thousands’ upon thousands ~ a 
of francs with as. much ‘thought 
of value attached to them 4&s_ the. 
grains of sugar . wherefrom their. 
fortunes are presumably derived. 
An ‘important silk man from Lon- 

don, dining in a restaurant at. Rue. 
‘Cambon, couldn’t think of taking 
a commonplacs: taxt to the Cercle 
Haussmann, which ia ‘but three or | 
four blocks away and within walk- 
ing. distance, and influenced the 
restaurant. proprietress of the Rue 
Cambon eatery to place her car at 
his disposal. Stated he:‘had a hunch 
to gamble and {ff he should win 
1,000,000 francs, he promised to give. - 
her 500,000 thereof for the use of 
her motor. ‘Harry Pilcer is. wit- 
ness. to this man’s 2,500,000 win- 
nings, his return to the restaurant 
owneress, the donation of the half 
million francs to ‘her, plus a 10,000 
‘franc ($400) gratuity to the “ves- 
‘tiare” (coatroom girl), 

Incidents lke these go on for 
years-as they have: been going on 
‘for. years. nd 

four “HT'g.” -Pirst Hatry crashed, 
then Horne, and now Harrison: The 
fourth seems to be on the way. 
“W, A: Harrison: was. an attorney 

before he. got.a yen for: promoting. 
newspaper and: newsprint compa- 

He took over Illustrated 
Newspapers, Ltd.,, from Sir John 
Etlerman,,: .the | shipper; started 
“Britannia” and stffered a heavy |" 
‘loss, Also owns the “Daily Chroni- 
cle,” and. through a.separate com- 
pany, not apparently affected by the 
present trouble, ig understood to. be. 
interested in. "Film Weekly," ‘fan 
‘paper started about a year and a 
half ago, This is owned by a firm 
called ‘English Newspapers, Ltd., re- 
ported to have obtained {ts. money 
from: the, Inveresk group which 
comprises Harrigon’s holdings. . 

Finishing -touch to Harrison's 
troubles is said to be some $5,000,- 
000 holdings in the Hiatry fomnes, —_ 

eg — 

regarded asa.test case, and asked 
for’ summonses against six other 
distributors.. These are small con-. 
cerns, ‘all the regular distributora 
having. so far filled their. percentage, 
and several of the American houses. 
being: over. the figure, 

As Usual 
Queenie . Day, ° 

once in a while a film extra, got 
six: months for. pinching goods 
from a Regent street store,- ‘Papers 
gave her a “film actress goes to 
‘prison” break. © 

“‘Baclanova Idle. 
Baclanova. -has been heve: nearly a 

month ‘and not yet working.. So 
much spare dough kicking. around 

‘for British production that they can 
afford to have high priced stars 
standing by for weeks, maybe, It’s 

(Continued on page 1 128) 
wee yes Eee 

® First Quota Fine 
FBO, of. this country, having 

nothing. to do with the former 
American FBO, was fined $126 and 
costs at Marlborough - Police Court, 
Dec. 18, for failing to distribute its 
legal percentage under the Filnig 
ct; FBO was only one percent 

down, but the magistrate said the 
company did not make effective ef- 
forts to got another film or make 
one, .- 
Prosecution for the Board of 

Trade told the magistrate this. was 

Paris ‘Percentage Playing 
Paris, Dec, 24, 

~ American distributors here — play 
their pictures on the grand boule- 
vards on extraordinarily favorable 
terms, gambling with.the manage- 
ments on percentages, A minimum 
guarantee ag to the length, of run 
and the income is provided for. 

The circuit gets a break. through 
predicating the blanket booklug of 
the film over its circuit on the 
strength of the boulevard showing. 

‘chorus girl and. 

|nonchalantly. held: aloft, they’H . 

Ser ea et 

Just .another manfs. .. 
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"29 and. Talkers--1930 and Wide Film 

That the boys have been and are 
discussing the future of wide film 

seems to be the keynote of the ad- 
vance in sound during the past 

year. If the studios have not yet 
probed the full possibilities of cam- 
era and microphone, at least they've 
advanced to that point where the. 
industry’s next step.is not only 

being serfously 
discussed, but is about ready for 
launching. 

And the picture; ‘business’ general 
acceptance of sound dates back. less 

than two years—May 13, 1928, to be 
exact. For the diehards, those who 
deplored, and still deplore, the in- 
clusion of dialog and effects on the 
screen, the only solace Jeft.them is: 
that, when speaking of the camera- 
mike combination—the camera, still. 
cames first. There can be no re- 
futing of that fact, from story’ con-. 

ference to casting. 

The. past year saw the quick 
death of the idea to: transplant 
plays verbatim from stage to screen. 
One, maybe two, films got away 
with this treatment, due to the ex- 
cellence ef the sriginal play. But 
those studios which started out. to 
follow this formula soon discovered 
they were needlessly limiting their 
‘product. The year has: also wit- 
-nessed the rise of the atage director | 
in pictures and the return of. self- 
assurance to the. “name”. ‘picture 
‘actor, who, along with. the. studio, 
has found out that the individual 
picture name, plus the magnitude 
of the publicity behind it, remains 

‘the principal box-office drawing 
‘power of the average program film. 

‘All due, of course, to the public’s | 
‘immediate acceptance of sound and. 
quickly passing over the novelty 
‘phase to seek quality.. And this 
regardless of the new road into 
which America’s rational entertain- 

ment had branched. That the pic- 
ture patron was “shopping” was 
evidenced as early as the last week 

‘in August of '28, three months after, 
Hollywood was.synchronizing music 
and effects or inserting dialog se- 
quences. Plainly indicative of the 
swift advance of sound and the re- 
action it inspired, though some 
claim sound is now but closing out. 
its novelty phase, hence the ex- 
pected inauguration of wide film.| 

Screen Director 
A year ago the film star spent 

half his day biting his nails and 
worrying.’ Now it’s the screen di- 
rector’s turn, The advance to the 
front of the stage director in the 
cinema field has been sure and not 
so slow. Three pictures, all from 
the same company, may be said to 
form the advance guard of a fast 
approaching new regime. 
these pictures were so intelligently 
treated that they did but fair busi- 
ness upon géneral release. The 
third is. cleaning up. But the 
former pair are pioneering and: are 
of the type which will educate the. 
film fan to do some thinking for: 
her or himself. And that the stu- 
dios are ahead of the public on 
gound there can be rio question. 
The box-office is retarding. the de- 
velopment and handcuffing the Coast 
picture makers, but that the con- 
tinued application of such subjects | 
as “Disraeli,” “Love Parade,” “The 
Trespasser” and “The Lady Lies” 

must goon have the desired effect is 

unquestionable. 
And each of these four pictures 

carries the name of a picture direc- 
tor, implying that the smart di- 
rector who has kept abreast is far. 

from through. Which is true. But 
at least one film in this group was 
screen miscredited, and the produc- 

tion end of the trade is generally. 
cognizant of the fact. One studio 

on the Coast has been calling in a 
former stage director constantly to 
“doctor’ this and that film. It's 
Jeft him not much time to do any ~ 

thing else. 
The, situation has got the average 

Coast -director, plenty . worried, as 
the men from the theatre are 
quickly picking up. camera. knowl- 
edge. Besides which, those who 
master the present. phase will al- 

==prgst-have-tostartexperimenting||. 

all over again when the new over- 
sized cameras come in. 
secret that many film directors are 

afraid of the 70 or 65 mm,- camera. 
On the other. hand, some are 
anxious to go up against it, attract-. 
ed. by the spectacle phase it involves 
plus a new technique in many. ways. 

Past months have assuredly seen 
a superabundance of musical com- 

edy pictures, the majority with back 

stage stories. The trade cry is that 
the .public is fed up on these pic- 
tures, yet grosses on the good. ones 

): 

contemplated : and |. 

‘at the present time, indications are 
‘that the Coast is about convinced 

Two of| 

It ig no 

By Sid Silverman 

continue robust. “Efollywood Re- 
vue” touched off. a rocket of revues 

from all corners, although another 
such picture ‘was released ahead of 

it. -But to the trade, the M-G-M 
novelty feature was the example. 
The» consequent and ‘practically 
unanimous plungeé into this stream 

has ‘perhaps killed off a great idea. 

Follow the Leader 

An annual revue, with everybody 
on the lot in, could. be counted in 
the .bag for coin before. the first 
scene was-shot. Now, however, the 
immediate copping of the idea. by} 
all the studios, in not.one but more 
‘pictures, has again reduced the plan. 
to the survival. of the fittest.. To 
have yearly. witnessed all :the 
“names” of one studio in one pic- 
ture could have. been made, and re- 
tained ag a novelty. But conser- 

vation isn’t among the picture in- 
dustry’s strong points. .Ifa certain 
type of feature has. clicked, there 
has always followed an avalanche 
of. the specie. Sound has made no 
difference ‘here, 

Meanwhile, the studios have ‘even 

become skeptical concerning the ad- 
visability of literally adapting a. 
stage musical to the screen... Those 
lifted from the stage because. of 
their original scores have flourished 
when given the augmentation of] 
which the camera is capable. Those 
staged for the lens almost. exactly 

as presented within a proscenium 
arch have had their troubles. So, 

that it can write or 
sicals. and. make .them’. stand up,. 

inal mu- 

-or. buy a stage title and score but 
give its book a strictly screen treat- 
ment, implying. all kinds of liber-.|- 
ties, The technical personnel which | 
‘can do it is out there and they're 

‘shows. And “spotting,” of BONES, 

dance routines. or rhythm. 

losing favor two years ago ‘this | 
month. . Such films as “Old Ari-' 
zona,” “The Virginian, ” -and Hoot 
Gibson's ability to talk are credited 
with sponsoring. the probable | re- 
turn of the cowboy cycle. Color. 
‘will also prove important here, as 
on the spectacle angle attached to 
the revues ‘or musicals, 

. Songs . 
_Number ‘ot gong hits turned out |. 

by. composers gone to the Coast has 
amazed not. only the picture people 
put the ‘music trades as well. One 
‘after.the other. has: come. out of. 
Hollywood in such rapit succession. 
as to almost overload the field. 
from the sheet sales viewpoint. Not 
a few. pictures have buried melo- |. 
dies, through bad spotting, . which 
would have been hits In musical. 

has become. among the most im-. 
portant contingencies’ discussed at 

story. conferences. 
. Eastern composers ‘and lyricists 
have figuratively | torn their hair at 
some. of the things the studios have 
done. to:their work. This also in- |” 
‘cludes dance. stagers who have seen | 

a well worked out routine: butchered’ 
in‘ the -cutting. room because the’ 
film’ scissorer has no conception of 

‘With producers crying for “cam- 
era angles,” the: eutter. often hap- |. 
hazardly splices: the . tangents se- 

fast realizing that in musicals they |: 
can take as many liberties as a 
stage; not so much in story, per- 
haps, as in the introduction end 

-handling of |. numbers. 

orchestral accompaniment, or. in-. 

dropped as inadequate and unnec- 

essary. 

actor who has. migrated west. Few 

can sing and dance well enough to 

worth, in some cases despite pre- 
vious musical comedy chorus ex- 
perience, which. isn’t enough. Yet, 
the sound men have performed 
miracles in saving some voices be- 
longing to celluloid stars forced to 
sing. . 

Unfamiliar With Legit. 

not so important when applied to 
straight comedies, dramas, or the 
combination, In this branch the 
picture actor is holding his own 
plus the advantage of all studios 
wanting the talent imported from 
the stage to support the screen 
name, either to capably round out 
the picture or make it stand up if 
the film star is histrionically weak. 
In other words, a vast majority of 

.used in support roles to bolster the 

has spent heavy publicity dough. 
Actors from the theatre have been 

aghast at how unfamiliar is the 
Coast with the stage. That is one 
inevitable rude awakening which 
easterners experience out there. 
Many names rating Mghts above 
show titles in the east and. middle 

doés.she do?” or “What was he 
in?” ‘near the Pacific. And this 
probes. one of the major | ‘studio 
faults. Many studfo casting offices 
‘know neither stage people or their 
‘salaries, ' 

panies ran wild in the east buying 
| up talent: last winter, only to later 
find themselves overboard and 
forced to buy off. contracts of those 
people hastily. signed and _ found 

wanting for the screen. — 
Another departure of the year 

‘3s. . Fumbling| 
for. an excuse on which to hang an] - 

Stage experience hasbeen found. 

New York legit people are heing } 

picture name upon which the studio. 

west draw such queries as “What 

One or two picture com- 

has seen the gradual disuse of the’ 
-climax:-clinch,---At-least,: ~there_has |. 

troduce a song or number, is al-} & 
ready elementary and is being: 

“Musical comedy films are em-|. 
phatically the strong point of the. 

of the strictly picture contingent} °* 

send a number across for full} 

ANTONIO 
Long one of the leading figures of. the silent: screen, is winning new | 

honors in the talkies. Mr. Moreno 

PICTU RES 

[Duncan Sisters Lost Their Eyelashes. 
Unt Told Just How to Make Up 

Paula Goula, little ip. ‘& “who 
“made a name for herself dur- - 

|. ing seven years: with Radio Pic- 
‘tures when it was called Film - 
Booking Offices, is back in 
NYC for “keeps.” She made 
plenty of money free Jancing in — 

- Hollywood, enough to instal — 
‘her mother in a Riverside 
apartment. She sume . it Up 
with: ’ 

' . “CA press agent in ‘Hollywood ; 
' 1s Iess than the dust. . You can - 
‘make from $300 to $1, COO a week . 
cand the respect shown you is_ 
‘less: than that “exhibited the — 

_ average | Prop | man’ 8: average . 
” secretary.” . : 

—_ 

500 AT. RECEPTION . 
‘Hollywood, Jen. 4 “ 

Around, 600 people: are “estimated 

to have attended. ‘the. reception fol- 

lowing. the marriage of Louelle. Par- 

gons: to. ‘Dr. Harry. WwW. “Martin here ‘ 

| today (Saturday). 

MORENO 

scored a great success as “Juan” in 
. “Romance of. Rio Grande,” an Al Santell production for Fox Movietone, 
and has just completed another great role for Fox as “Don Estrada” ‘in 
“One Mad Kiss,” Don Jose Mojica’ 3 first starring production. | 
pictures in 1914 and for years reigne 

He entered 
d as one of the outstanding favorites. 

His following has never wavered, and now he finds himsSelf again at the 
top of the heap through the medium of the talking screen. 

lected. Result is a camera switch 
in the middle of a step without re- 
gard to rhythm or formation. A| 
solution might be to permit the 
stager of the numbers to cut these 
portions of the picture. This is re- 
ported being done in not more than 

one or. two. cages, | 

. ‘Picking. people to lead numbers 
is. another thing furrowing many 
a brow, the film disciples sometimes 
sacrificing the “selling” of a song 
to let the film’s star or featured 
player sing it. As previously men- 
tioned the sound toys have. done |. 
wonders in transforming no voice: 
at all into something: which sounds 
like singing, basic. reason’ for 
which is that the sicrophone does 
not need volume. a 

oo Tests ne 

Leading into the technical ability 
of the sourid and camera men on 
the. Coast: brings up. the subject 
of. tests,. east and west. The. Gif: 7 

FOX MOVES OUT s 

It was New » “Year's” ve | and 
plenty doing ‘around the - ‘Galety, 

way. - 
Fox was then- “having.. ‘its final 

showing of ‘Skyhawk,’ " due to. leave 
the theatre at 11. 

Tiffany. was due to move: in the 

same house with’ “Party Girl” at 
(11:30 same night. Tiffany had ad- 
vertised. a midnight performance. 

finished. {ts final run. ~ -~ 
‘Would. there . be a clash between 

. Had Tife bought the furnishings 
from Fox?’ 

. Was. Fox sore? 

been’ much toning down in screen 
love making. Audiences alle over 
the world have ridiculed’ the whis- 
pered pretty nothings and exaz- 

gerated declarations of ‘devotion. 
The psychology is against !t, and 
the surprising factor is that It took 
the studios so long to find it out in 
the face: of reports pouring. in from 
their own theatres. -Also obvious 
is that the “western” picture is 
threatening to emerge from its two 
years’ absence from major screens. 
The horse operas were heralded as 

»ference “ta 80 ‘much in the coast’s: 
favor that with but ‘one or two 
exceptions, there has well nigh been 
no resemblance ‘between the At- 

lantic and Paéific . ‘preparatory re- 
quirements for those lucky enough | 
to have been given a chance on 
both sides of the country. | 

The Coast acoffs at eastern tests, 
and some New York castixig depart- 
ments admit that their’s is the’ 
blame because of sheer carelessness, 
It has cost many studios a valu- 

(Continued on page 93) 

a lease “from: “Erlanger? 
How had Fox lost the renewal 

on the only $2 house - he has itn 
New York? 

No answer. 
Fox moved out: 
Tiff moved in. 

No .trouble, 

Nils Asther Out 

which expired the first of the year, 
has not been renewed. 

vegetables. home for. dinner. 

TUF MOVES RIGHT IN|" 
‘|-competition against the Fox-Hearst 

‘New - York, a $2 house, ‘right. on 

the corner of: 46th street at Broad- 

It was a@ sell. out before “Skyhawi” 

Fox going out and Tiff going in? 

Nils Asther’s contract with Metro, 

_ Wednesday, January 8, 1930 

“The ‘Duncan Sisters 5 thought that, 
when they left vaudeville and their. 
vegetable throwing that their trou<. 

learn, they say. 
‘The Duncans spent: $24: week on 

“This ‘was. quite a 
sum in the. ‘ong: run, but they fig. 
ured that it wasn’t an ‘extravagant . 
waste, since they labored. under the. - 
illusion that ‘the: audience took the — 

was dispelled. when: several: of the 
audience were hit and sued for 
damages,.or when: some vegetables _ 
of the squashy type ruined dresses no 
which had.to be replaced. - 
-However, in talking pictures ‘the . 

{Duncans have found that the per. °° 
formers suffer all the. injuries, | 
The Technicolor lights are strong ° 

enough to give & sunburn and melt ° 
the players, the girls state. Make- 
up, particularly mascara, runs in .. 
streaks down one’s face,, The Dun- © 
cans were at thelr wits’ end and - 

‘|finaliy took to shoe black for the © 
eyelashes. -This stayed on so well | 
it couldn't be gotten off. The sisters « __ 
had to eut off their eyelashes, 
Sot - Told too -Late 
After. that: tragedy the picture 

, 1 people rallied and let the Duncans: 
‘Réception was held at their apart- 

ment. on: ‘Franklin avenue. : 
in on: the. secret of false eyelashes, 

|Everyone wears them, even the men. : 
, (Greta Garbo's. swooping lashes are 
_f[simply pasted on. 

.. Nils Asther is the only man. in 
pictures. who doesn't need artificial’ 
lashes,‘ says Vivian Duncan. But 
she is engaged to be married to him, 
she also says, and maybe Viv just. 

{wanted to ring in his name. 
‘The. Duncans. are. now waiting to.” 

; ‘make: a picture which will deal with | 
‘tthe story of. ‘their lives, . This may 
have to be faked because “The 
Broadway. Melody” has already told 
the story of their lives. That pic- 
ture was written for the Duncans, 

_- | but ‘they missed out on. making it as 
| one was in Europe. 

-|FOX-HEARST FILE SUIT 
‘OVER ‘NEWSREEL’ TITLE 
‘Fox-Hearst Corp.’ has started ace 

‘tion. against the Brookbrand The- 
-atres, Inc., operators of the Brooks 

-| lyn Newsreel theatre, to enjoin the. 
| firm from using the term, Newsreel, 

and’ demanding. a judgment for 
damages sustained by use of the 
term. — 

Fox-Hearst is attempting to es- 
tablish that “Newsreel” is for - 
its exclusive use. In 1914, it 
states, the International Film Serv- 
ice, Inc.; was engaged in production 
of films Mustrating topics of current 

‘news. interest, using the term, 
Newsreel, as a distinctive trade- 
mark and operating under that 

name. 
In 1921, the: papers state, the Ine 

ternational Newsreel Corp. was: ore 
ganized, and acquired from the In- 
ternational Film Service the right to 
use of Newsreel. Fox-Hearst was 
organized in 1929, it is said, to con- 

‘\ tinue the business of manufacturing; . 
producing, leasing and selling mo- 

| tion pictures of the type alleged ac- 
quired from. the International News= 

‘reel Corp. 
Fox-Hearst is also charging 

Brookbrand theatres ‘with unfair 

‘Embassy. . 0 ; 

. Abner J. Rubien ‘has ‘been. retained 7 
“ag: counsel by: ‘the defendants. 7 

Methodist Board Lines Up 
With Sunday Closing Faction 

7 Washington, Jan. 4. 
“Another. and admittedly powerful . 
faction has come out:in support of. 

the Lords’. Day - Allignce-Lankford 
Sunday closing bill for the. District 
of Columbia,‘ New group emerging : 
into the’ open is the Methodist Board 
of Temperance, Prohibition and 
Public Morals. ~~ ; 

.|..... Statement-is-forthcoming. from its: 
headquarters here that a massive 
petition will be presented to Con- 

gress urging the adoption of this 
law which Congressman Lankford 
sees asthe opening wedge to. clos 
the entire country on Sunday. 

Incidentally, the Senate ‘lobbying 
committee, over which Senator Car- 

away is presiding, 1s: to .shortly’ 
question the Methodist body on its 
alleged efforts to sway. legislation 
and why it is necessary to have 
headquarters directly opposite the 
Capitol building. . 

bles were over, but one must live td. . : 

| Thig 0 
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Hawks’ Unit on Retakes When Air 
‘Crash Kills 10—' Overloading’ Probe; 
Total Film Aviation F atalities Now 24) 

; ‘Hollywood, Jan. 4. 

hose’ “who: perished in the lock- 

ting of. aeroplanes. over. the Pacific | 
uring the. making of . “Such Men || 
\Are Dangerous” for Fox were: Ken- 
net Hawks, 31,. director; Max Gold, 
382, assistant director; ‘George East- 
man, 29, cameraman; ‘Conrad Wells; 
32, cameraman; “Hallock Rouse, 33, 
‘pilot; Ross Cook, 32, assistant’ di- 
rector; 

‘cameraman; . Thomas Harrisg, . 
property man; 

cameraman. — 

. “Although. the picture. had: been 
“€nished 

isfied with the air stuff already shot 
and .was. making: retakes. ‘when. the 
two planes: collided and fell. burn-. 
ing: Inito . the ‘sea. © 

A third plane, not figuring in’ the: a 

;  erash, was to be: the one :photo- |] 
graphed | and from: which - ‘Jacob |] - 

- Jumper,. Triebwasser,, parachute - 
was -to leap, doubling’ for Warner 
*.Baxter.. Triebwasser was.the prin- 
cipal eye witness of. the tragedy as 
he was looking backward waiting 
for his” cue when the machines col- 
idea. me 

‘Bodies of Gold, Frankel and Wells {. 
‘tell from the burning planes as they 
spiraled - downward. These were 
recovered. Other: ‘podies were drag- 
ged down “with the _wreckage and 

<“had not” been récévered up to’ ‘the 
ume of this report. | 

‘Double’s First Leap 

Department - of Commerce has 
atarted' an investigation to. deter- 

_ mine if the planes were overloaded. 
Although capable. of sustaining up 
to six passengers, the planes, hired 
at $35 an ‘hour, were reported not 
‘able .to bear the extra _ weight of 

- camera “equipment. ; 

; -Triebwasser : told investigators he 
had never made a parachute jump 
in his life and hed only been in 
an aeroplane three times. He was 
to. receive - ‘$75 for. his leap.. 

‘Since. -the making. of “Wings,” 
which cost one life, there have been 
24 fatalities in the making of avia- 
tion pictures. 

| Mayer-Thalberg Contracts 
With Metro for 5 Years 

It’s reported that Louis B. Mayer 
and Irving Thalberg, of the Metro 
studios in Culver City, and J, Rob- 
‘ert Rubin, Metro’s counsel in New 
York, have agreed uwpon new con- 
tracts for’ five years .each, 

Under ‘the agreements Mayer will 
ihave full charge of all business 

_ affairs. of the. Metro studios and 
’ (halberg will be in full charge of 
preduction, including engagements. 
‘Rubin will continue as herétofore 
in New York. _ 

Metro.is ‘a 100% owned subsidiary 
of Loew's. While the contracts are 
said to be ready, it is not. known. 
ff the: Fox complications with Fox 
having stock control of Loew’s will 
interfere’. with the arrangement, 
temporarily. 

“SARNOFF NEW RCA. HEAD 

Executive Vice- >-President - in. Com: | 
mand of Organization at . 39 

David Sarnoff ‘wag elected presi- 

dent of the Radio Corporation of. 
Amcerica,. moving’ up from the po- 
‘sition of executive vice-president. 

Sarnoff, who is 39, has been the 
active director of Radio since its 
organization. The new -position is 

-a@ change in title rather than a 
change of function, 

Directors announced at the same 

time choice of Gen. James G. Har- 
bord, former president; as chair- 
man of the board, to succeed Owen 

“Dp. Young, who yésigned as chair- 
mun to become chairman of a new 

executive committee. 

Rossheim. on Exchange - 
Irving.) .Rossheim, former presi- 

dent of the Stanley Company, is 
announced as. general -partner. of 
-New burger, Henderson. and Loeb, 
stock brokerage firm. 

It is one of the bisgest firms on 
the exchange. , 

Ben Frankel, 26, ‘aaststant 

-Henry ‘Johansesm’ 
28, erip; Otto Jordan, 26, assistant ; 

-10 days before. the acc{-. 
Gent, Kenneth Hawks was not sat- | 

“Theatre's "s Hotel Service: 

” Rialto, ‘on its. 42-hour grind : 
“over New Year's did” $18,000. 
“The Virginian” (Par) was the. 
feature.. It was the first time 
any theatre in the New York 

. territory - went . around - the. 
clock, holiday or not. . 7 
At 6a, m: Jan. 1 the main 

floor of the Rialto was half : 
. filled, including. some who were | 
sleeping. off the night’s cheer. . 

| Many came in dress clothes as 
late as 8 a, m., and ushers re- 
ported receiving numerous 
awakening calls, Theatre do- — 

- mated the hotel service to its . 
patrons for the occasion. |. . 

Y Of the "$18,000 gross, $11,500 
- of it came in between 10 a, m, - 
. Tuesday and 10-a. m. Wednes-. 
: day. _ 

In playing the stiow continu- . 
_ ously for’six hours short of two 
days house. management cited 

‘ that it believed its wire.equip- . 
ment was put to the most. acid 
test it will ever have to stand 
up. under. -Some fear was felt 
in ‘advance that..the intense | 

‘heat from such a long grind. 
_ would impair tubes, horn units, 
ete.,. but the eritire. grind was 
. accomplished without mishap. 
. ‘This: all°sound house is wired 

, _by. Western Electric. 

FOX- HEARST NEWSREELS 
_ SUBMERGING. FOX- CASE 
"Hook-up of the Fox. and Hearst 

talker newsreel interests, manifest- 
ing itself by degrees since the Fox- 
Loew deal, ‘has reached the point 
where the Fox-Case lettering on the | 

Fox 54th street annex has. been re- 
placed by Fox-Hearst. — 

‘Where. Hearst at first was an- 
nounced as-getting his own trucks. 
cameramen. and equipment and 
sharing with Fox only so far ag an) 
interchange of the mechanical end 
of the newsreel work was concerned, 
another story .is now told by Foxites. 
This js that practically all of the 
trucks reading “Hearst's Metrotone” 
are conveyances that formerly read 
“Fox Movietone News.” Also, that 
practically the entire corps of cam- 
eramen and electricians are Fox's. 
-Both Metrotone and Movietone 

are developed in the building for- 
merly called Fox-Case, 

Reason advanced for the get- to- 

gether originally is that Hearst had 
a long term contract with Metro, for 
his own newsreel. The substantial 
development of the Fox wedge in 
Movietone is-reported to. be partly 
-an economic one for Fox personally. 

Denial is made that the change in 
the sign means the end of the Fox- 

Case Corporation. Only difference 
is that its functions will be limited 
to ‘talker development and experi- 

ment, it is claimed. 

.changes, 

PICTURES 

Believe’ lt on—-N uts 

FRED ALLEN — 
of “THE LITTLE SHOW” 

- ‘Was born without wardrobe and 
| unable to. read a line. 

talked thirty. years before pictures. 
Today. he is the originator. of sev-. 
‘eral: jokes he uses:in “The ‘Little 
Show” and owns four Ben Rocke 
suits, outright. 
success to radio.. After pawning a 
three-tube set, in. Boston, 
years ago, he obtained enough 
money to come to New York, 

BRAY-HURD WIN] 
CARTOON SUIT 

. After-five. years. of Titigation-Bray-. ‘L.. 
Hurd. ‘Process Co., Inc., has won a 
consent decree in- the New York 
Federal’ Court against glileged in- 
fringers of. patented animated car- |. 
toon processes. Following firms | 
making cartoons ara now licensees 

and will pay royalties: Aesop's 

Fables, Max Fleischman, and Wink- 
ler. 

Notice has’. been ‘additionally 
served on Universal and Disney 
through Dean Fairbanks Obreight 
and: Hirsch, Fepresenting Bray- } 
Hurd. 

Since ‘the suits: were - started the . 
animated cartoon producing game 
has. undergone. ‘revolutionary 

Half.a dozen of the orig- 
inal defendants, including Cranfield 
and Clarke, have gone out of busi- 
ness in the interim, and Bray him- 
self has retired from: theatrical ani- 
mated production to concentrate ex- 
‘clusively on industrial. animation. | 
Ear] Hurd; co-patentor,.is now con-. 

‘| ducting: a ‘daily. comic strip for the 
New York “Graphic.” 
A sidelight on: the cartoon situa- 

tion is that with sound added the 
cartoons have had a renaissance and 
are. getting a heavy volume of sales. 
This is: reported to have made the 
cartoon producers less antagonistic 
toward paying royalties... 

BRAY-PATHE SUIT DUE: 
OVER UNRELEASED FILM 
Case ‘of Charles Ww. Bray, Inc., 

-lagainst Pathe, asking for an ac- 

Par Raishug be 
‘Plans for .Paramount’s’ .3°30-'’31 

| program .are. reported to. inchide a 

cost sheet’ “which will place ‘this 
schedule among the most expensive 

the picture industry’ has known to 
date. Rumor is that between a 

$2,000,000. and $3,000, 000 ‘increase. 

will be voted for the ‘production 

budget, : 

raised $6,000,000 last. year due to 
sound. 

- Jesse Lasky, now on’ his way to 

the Coust via Mexico, is said to 
have. around’ 25 pictures set for. the 

-{new program at this time of which 
about eight or ten will be listed as 
specials. 

Halt! Film. 1 Program Nightly|. 
To Pick Up Radio Act 

Washington, Jan.. 4; 
U's Rialto is putting across a new 

one here; every night at 7 p. m. 
the newsreel is cut off and the house 
amplifying outfit hooked up to a 
radio set to give the patrons Amos 
and Andy.. ' 
House is not advertising the wrin- 

‘/kle, but is leaving it to word-of- 
mouth to get the added feature 
acroas, 

which was approximately 

|counting on a releasing. contract. 
never exercised by distributor, is: on 
the Supreme Court calendar for a 
January hearing... Matter involves 
“Bride of the Colorado,” a feature 
made: in 1927. by Bray under a. deal AE 
for Pathe distribution, 
About that time Pathe was re-: 

trenching under: the . direction of 
Joseph P. Kennedy, who decided 
not to further handle outside prod- 
uct. Bray. allowed. the time of: the 
contract to lapse and then sued a 
year ago for an accounting on. the 
guarantee. Picture has, remained 
in the vaults unreleased for three | 
years. 

More Story in Musca 
Washington, Jan. 4 Ae 

hibitors for more story in the mu- 
sicals, Fox will go stronger this year 
in this respect on its “Follfes.” Owen 
Davis is now rounding out.a plot to 
fit: John Garrick, Marjorie White 
and Maurine Sullivan, the leads, 

Virtually every player on the lot 
will appear inthe revue and every 
dancing and musical director and 

year’s version.. 

He started |. 
‘mugging when two days old and 

‘He owes'all of his| 

some] 

“Answering the call from the ex- || 

“FOX 
en 

es, the 

_ stood just- the sameé-as it had’ 
" @ week ago Sunday, and the 

. week before that.: 
Sunday it was thought a 

compromise might be reached 
in the Fox affair before or. by 

If not reached, it was 
‘also thought the long threat-. 

pointment Oo: & receiver would | 

be taken, if*not by the down- 
town banking-creditor inter- 

- ets, possibly by William Fox, }]: 
himself. - 

Another belief existed among 
the close friends of Fox that 

' obligations, around. $11,000,000, 

mand of his enterprises. 
So.. far: William Fox. has 

utterly refused: to deal with © 
. the..bankers on their terms. 

The bankers ‘said that any ne- 

_retention of. Mr, Fox..of the 
‘working control. of the Fox . 

In' this - emer- — , corporations, 
gency it was understood that’ 

W. R. Sheehan ‘would be: mu-. 

the head of Fox operation, as 
_ representative for 
“-Fox -and the banking inter- 
ests. 

Daily Reports 

‘Reports of a _ receivership 
for Fox came out daily from 

| Wall-Stseet offices last week, 
always. for the next day, with 

“papers now being prepared.” 
The next day passed regularly: 

the stock market. for this to 
happen due to the Fox ‘Films 
fluctuating quotations. | 

‘Meanwhile, as: far as could 
-be learned, William Fox res- 

and attitude, blocking all ef- 

Class A stockholding group 
got. some. publicity’ out. of the 
situation, as “did the Wall 
Street end, .with Mr, 

’ eompelled: to : issue a state- 
‘ment in defense of his stock 
‘on the ‘market.. This all wafted: 

and perhaps publicity. 
’ ' Many men of wealth have 

been named. as coming to 
William Fox’s financial. rescue, 

occurrences. last week. None 
. had. materfalized up. to Sat- 
_urday. It was said that Mr. 
' Fox had protected his per- 
sonal stock holdings: through 
a friend, including fhe 660,- 
.000 shares of ‘Loew stock: 
against which stands ' an 
amount . of. $26,000,000. 

Proposals to Buy 
“The Fox trustees are .re- 

_ ported to have received daiffer- 

. posal of. some of the Fox 
properties, even before they 

dispose of them. These offers 

. and other Fox theatres. 
‘ According to. Inside stories, 

. pothing annoyed William Fox. 
- Fox's . associates said 

much to the perplexed under- 
standing of ‘show. ‘people up- | 
town ‘and bankers downtown. 

Mr. Fox is said 'to have had | 
one meeting with the banking» 

“‘committee last. 
. Nothing developed. It was the 
‘first time in a’ month he: chad... 
met with the bankers. | 
A slight report Saturday 

mentioned: Warner 
and Fox in a possible deal. © 
It is sald -.the Government. 
might. now. be Inclined to waive 
a protest against any plan re- 
Heving the Fox financial ads. 

_justment. — 

political “pressure ‘had been 
brought to bear for the same 

purpose, with that pressure if 
any in favor of William Fox. 

MYBNA LOY OUT 
Hollywood, Jan. 4. 

Myrna Loy is off. the Warner 
writer at the studio will contribute. | payroll after under contract to. the |. 

John Blystone will direct this|studio as a featured player fur five 
years. 

Sunday when this issue of. 
‘Variety’ dove’ for the press- - 

William Fox. vs'- 
Trustees, bankers and AT&T, - 

Tf. this day. ‘of, ‘issue ((Wednes- | 

“|t. day). 

“ened . legal: ‘action ‘for. the- “ap- .- 

-hé would; procure the re-- 
quired amount: to pay. current — | out to him. 

‘| the ‘position of placing his name as 

‘and take steps to resumé com- | 

- gotiations for a compromise or . 
. understanding . ‘precluded | the 

‘if a compromise were reached, 7 

tually acceptable to step into | 

William - 

. with ‘nothing but those reports | 
and further opportunities in ||-right . office, 

olutely maintained his position - 

forts. of the opposing side to - 
make. any Fox moves. A Fox | 

Fox . 

away as nothing beyond talk 

These. reports were also daily 

‘ent propositions for the dis- 

had acquired the power «to. 

- are for the Loew control stock, . 
‘the Fox Coast theatre chain, 

nothing: -was bothering. him, -| ““Rorpidden 

Thursday... 

‘James K. Hackett, : 

Brothers . 

VARIETY i 

]|BROOKHART NOT 
SEX’ COUNSEL 

-Hollywood, Jan. 4. 
‘Senator Smith W. Brookhart will . 

not represent Ivan Abrahamson and. 
the Graphic Film Corp., in its anti-— 

trust suit filed in New York last week . 

against the Hays organization and 
its producer-distributor. ‘members. at 
_ The Iowa Senator says he wrote. 
Abrahamson ‘Dec. 23 last with in- 

{| structions that his name should. not. 
be used... 

‘The — ‘Senator admits he first’ 
okayed the use of hig name ‘but 
now. states that the class of pic- . 
tures ‘involved was not then pointed - 

He will not be put in. 

approving ‘dt Was... 
stated.- 
‘Further, the legislator is going-to 

“sex pictures,” 

. find out. why his name was used 2 
week after he told those filing the” 
suit not ‘to use it. Senator: Brook- 
hart sees: ‘behind it all an attempt to 
discredit him and the .. bill he. 
sponsors for federal regulation | of’. 
the. picture industry. 
’ On that bill Senator. Brookhart~ 
stated that’ the idea. of additional - 
hearings has now been abandoned ~ 
and that he looks for direct action | 
of: the interstate . commerce .com- 
mittee “within ‘the - next two or. 
three weeks.” -. 

Senator admits the bill -{is. being - 
considerably revised. He adds that 
the: final draft will be ready for an 
executive session of the committee" . 
within ten days. 

- 

Sex Film Maker 
“With Ivan Abramson, indie sex. 

.|| king who ‘hasn't made a picture 
in three years,. evading . question-' 
ing, relatives. in an indie states. 

where Ivan usually 
}-hangs out, claim that Abramson. 
was sent for by the Government 

jand that it is using him as a 
figurehead for. another Federal 
Probe. into, the. film industry. —_ 

Shortly after the indie’ exhib 
convention at Columbus ‘where, they 
claimed; Ivan appeared and was’ 
shown office boy courtesy, Abram- 
son was invited to Washington. 
There he “told ‘his story” and in 
turn ‘was instructed to line up other. | 
disgruntled indie. producers, Since 
then, the relatives also ‘gay, he. has. 

{scoured around and has located six - 
who he believes will join him in the. - 
afring. | 

In the Jawitz office, Film Center 
Building, where Ivan kicks about, 

jthe relatives stated that while. 
Abramson has “$500,060 of his own. 
money”. the $1,300,000 suit he has 
instigated against thé Hays group. 
‘is not costing him “a nickel’ to’ ~ 
prosecute. The sum is secondary, — 
they say, Ivan being chiefly inter- - 
ested in getting a booking arrange-. 
mént where Publix-and Fox’ au- 
diences will be able to see his pic- . 
tures. 

Ivan’s -book, “Mother of Truth, m 
described, by the relatives as a bi-. 
ography of. his. life, was handed. 
over when details were sought as - 

|to what will constitute the theme © 
of his argument. While  copy-.- 

| righted only in 1929 relatives claim _ 
that he is satisfied with returns and.. 

| will’ not continue -it “on the mara 
ket.” 

- 28 Sexed Pictures 
. On the back: cover of the writing 
is a list of 28 pietures, all heavily 
sexed: Some of them: “Meddling 
Women,” “A Child for Sale,” “A 
Mother’s. Confession,” . "Sex. Lure;” 

Fruit,” “Some One 
Must Pay,” “Married in Name ; 
Only,”. “Lying Wives,” ete, 
.Also 6n the cover are nameg of 

film people Ivan claims he directed 
at one. time or another: Clara 
Kimball Young, Creighton Hale, An- 
na Q. Nilsson, Lionel Barrymore,: 

Milton Sills, 
Montague Love, Richard Bennett. 
The Hays office welcomes. “the 

showdown,” as: it calls the com- 
plaint... In a widely issued state- 
ment Chartte Pettijohn, attorney, . 
termed it ludicrous but interesting 
because of the association of Sen- 
ator Brookhart. as” counsel, 

“The issue is clean cut—shall ex- 
hibitors of the. country be en- 
couraged or requir ed to show pic- 

tures of the kind Mr. Abramson 
produced or .shall they not? This 
association and exhibitors’ associa- 
tions and all the responsible fac- 

-|tors of the industry are against. it.” 
ee 

Lasky on Coast 
Jesse Lasky left for the Coast 

Jan, 1. One of his regular visits. 
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Leading Film Stars, 1929 
(Continued from page 3) 

was to those who had heen selected 
from the stage. In the foreign 
countries, where the English’ lan- 
guage talkers were accepted, many 
have far outgrossed silent product. 
of the deluxe type. That especially 
goes for the initial talking product. 
exported. Some of it was of very 
poor calibre, 
From the radical - shift of silent 

. to dialog, a number of the popular. 
ptar and feature splayers who stood 
out during the past. three or four 
years have been shunted along the 
wayside. Many will probably. never. 
come back. Some who Were be-. 
lieved to haye passed by the boards, 
however have returned. A few have 
hit big. They have surprised the 
producers in doing so. Others: who 
were. counted upon, due to pre- 
vious stage experience, disappoint. 
ed greatly. 

Rating 
In observing the charts, it may 

feem that a great many player's, be- 
Heved to have been surpassed by 
others with the same ‘company, are 
figured as’ outdrawing the newer 
entrants to the Jist. That ‘is due 
to the fact that the majority of the 
product in which they. all appeared’ 
had been sold far in advance ofthe 
beginning of: the releasing year. 
Also that the newcomers, ‘who are 
wading through the field to the. top. 
of the popularity mound - through 
unique and extraordinary perform-. 

_ ance, are considered inconsequential 
‘at the box office, as in exploitation 
of pictures by the theatres and dis- 
tributing - organization ‘they have 
.been treated as nonentities -while 
the established screen names in 
these pictures have been heralded 
as heretofore as established person= 
alities of the. screen, 

Stick. to Favs 
Then: again, despite the beliefs - of. 

the wiseacres of the industry and 
‘theatrical world, outstanding per-. 
formances of the new arrivals in 
the screen world from the stage. 
have not received the approbation 
and admiration of<the ‘picture fans 
that have the performances of those 

_ who are remembered ‘from the silent 
days of the industry, Audiences 
would be delighted with the show- 
ing the old line picture stars and 
players gave in the talkers and -have 
just accepted in a matter of fact. 
way the sterling attempts of stage 
personalities as incidental. 

In reminiscing. over the 1928 
chart, one will find that the new 
blood of that year im many in- 
stances did not progress ag fas?. in 
the talking pictures released 
‘through 1929 as~was anticipated for. 
them. Many had had limited screen 
experience and were not capable -of. 
grasping the talker technique as 
easily as did the seasoned screen 
players, many of whom had stage |. 
experience or & smattering of it in 
the past. Some of the newer ‘play- 
ers never had: stage experience, but 
eame to the fore in the past two 
years, displaying unusual aptitude 
to forge ahead in the talkers. These 
players will be given more leeway 
and latitude for further. strides ‘in 
this direction than the stage player 
who is just taking a fling at the 
a@creen. , 

This can easily be illustrated by 
the so-called indefinite method of 
production. At the start; of the 
talkers, the producers in most in- 
stances, with the exception of War- 
ner Bros., limited themselves to the 
making of stage plays for the 
gcreen and treating them with the 
game technique that was employed 
in the theatre. License, at first, 
they were afraid to take. Then it 
dawr:2d on.them to take liberties, 
with the result that 75% of the lat- 
ter production of the year. was 
based and worked out as original 
story theme with the screen meth- 
ods employed in dialoging the pro- 
ductions. Many of these screen 
stories have proven to be great suc-. 
cesses during the year. It is most 
Hkely that unless a stage play has 
unusual and extraordinary drawing 
power or qualities it will not’ be 
screened in original stage form, but 
with the picture story embellish- 
ment that will allow the use of un- 
limited Hcense in production meas- 
ures and direction. 

This can be easily as well ‘as 
comfortably explained, for the pro- 
ducer as prior to the advent of 

. talking pictures he developed . his 
talent mostly from the crude form; 
“What was essentially riecessary: for 
success was personality and. poise. 
If. players h had. that. . they werg “easily 
developed. ; 

yer. He, 
peculiarly, was not fitted for the 
gcreen as the ‘picture producer 
would want. him. There might have 
been something lacking in person- 
ality or in appearance or in car- 
Mage, He had to be moulded to the 

- ways of the scréen, with the only 
‘asset, voice. The picture producer 
felt that: the moulding process: was. 
too costly so far as time was con- 
cerned: He found that the screen. 
favorites in most instances could 
have voice added to personality and 
foise and would be most accep- 

the talking. picture, 
now with. the established screen 
talent getting.-the -benefit of the 
story" through * exploitation and e¢s- 
tablished “merit” earried through the 
siient period. | 
not see fit to try ‘to. Shove ahead 
the stage talent in these stories, 
unless they were so far established 
throughout the amusement’ seeking 
world that the flash. of their names | 
would give them immediate ‘pres- 
tige or.’ ‘drawing power. - 

‘About the best Illustration of this | 
is the case of Maurice Chevalier |] 
whom Paramount has concentrated. 
upon to bring ‘to the top in quick 
fashton: Other -stage personalities 
that have hit: the screen, whether 
musical or dramatic, were-not given 
the same ‘stellar co-operation and 
urging. 
to: go threugh - the’ building-up | 
stages by continued appearance: and | 
meritorious 
names will be b. o. factors in Amer- |. 
ica, without the rest of the. world.. 

table to” ‘screen, audiences and easier 
to sell. 
‘Result, of ‘course,, was that. ‘for 

the. year ending. thé screen person- 
ality, whether good, ‘bad. :or indif- 
ferent, so.far ‘as talker showing was 
concerned,. found his: way to the 
‘hearts’ of the fans and received far} = 
more recognition | than did the stage 
player, 

Then, too, in the beginning, when. 
the stage. play method ‘of ‘picture | - 
making was started, it was Agured | 
‘that the stage director.would “wash | 
away the screen director.” |The 
stage. director worked. with the 
screen - exponent, : But the screen 
director ‘was able to. ._grasp ‘more. 
about the manner; ‘of putting talk. 
on the screen than the stage direc- 
tor, and eight" out of 10 of the latter 
have’ left ‘Hollywood, claiming. the 
‘sereén industry. is just a mystery., 
Their point ‘of view applies - _prin- 
cipally to the dramatic type of piec- 
ture: and not. tothe musical... So 
far as the musical talker is con- | 
cerned, it needed so many experts 
from - the ° stage to provide its. in- 
sredients that it igs: hardly likely 
that the screen people, without 
stage aid or experience, would have 
failed had’ they. tried. ‘to. ‘BO . ahead 
in that direction. 
That point. covers. ‘writers, dance 

directors, song: writers: and stagers 
as well as players.: The screen actor 
was not. adept.to the revue or.musi-: 
cal style’ of _production. ‘He was at 
sea when: it came to- the showing 
of the musical pictures, it could 
be easily seen that the technique 
of the stage and: its style of han- 
dling things: with’ snap and vim pre- | 
vailed. 

Box. Office . 
With the industry practically in 

a form of reconstruction, - due to 
the efforts of the. producers to 
stabilize or find ‘themselves, _there 
was no outstanding: screen per- 
sonality from, the, box. office. view-. 
point in 1929. 
the folks: nor any. ‘other magnetic 
stage star thrown _to the fore as a 
result of unique and extraordinary 
performance to take the laurels} 
away from film Db. o: favorites.’ 
‘Personalities for the talking pic- | 

tures in their present stage of pro- 
duction are the same as. they were 
‘with the silent picture. - 
alities, it was story. 
‘were developed through the stories. 

No person- 
Personalities 

That is practically the same with 
It is'a story 

The producerr did 

As a result they ‘will have 

. effort before their 

Stories. 
There were many pictures made 

which could. be qualified as actor 
proof as were so many stage plays. 
Some of these stories were adapted 
from stage plays and others were 
screen originals. However, the suc- 
cess of these could not be.attrib- 
uted to the star or feature players | 
heading the cast. It can not be]. 
sald that Victor McLaglien and Ed- 
mund Lowe made “The Cock-Eyed 
World” or. that: Walter Huston and’ 
Gary Cooper made “The. Virginian” 
or: that. the success of “Rio. Rita” 
can he hinged on. the ‘fact that, Bebe 
Daniels headed the cast;.:or ‘that. 

“Broadway Melody,”: or. that. “Sun- 
nyside Up” ‘would have been.a bust 
without Janet Gaynor: or Charles 
Farrell. 
thelr ‘own stories, individualities 
and high spots which could. have 
fitted one. of several players .the. 
producer might have’ choseh :for 
them. Naturally it was a smart 
thing to use the already established. 
‘stars in these pictures. It was. to 
help and ease them along. in: the 
field of screen conversation. Pos- 
slhly 50% of. the talkers made dur- 
ing the’last half of the year had 
some . redeeming feature. which 
overshadowed the performance of 

* fits’. stellar. individual players.: 

chance for work and: recognition. 
With the.-musicals and revues it 

was a case where numbers and 
songs had .to be considered as.much 
of the strength of production, Box 
office answer was that these num- 
‘bers and sorgs received. more 
mouth-to-mouth approbation than 
did the -efforts of some high sal- 
aried players. In some instances, 
as.in the “Gold Diggers of Broad- 
way,” a stage player, Winnie Light- 
ner, stole the show from better es- |. 
tablished names than hers, An- 

. | Sone,” 

‘they are acceptable 

‘No: Jolson tp: startle |] o> ~ 

- All. of these talkers had: 

That’ . 

gave the collective acting groups | Jarmnings; “Tulse -Brooks;-Ruth-Tay=-||-—— 

PICTURES 
other instance where a pong “was 
very helpful in America especially 

‘|was “The Pagan,” where the theme 
song of the picture, “Pagan Love 

stimulated the box office. 
Of course story is always the first 

consideration for any sort of pro- 
duction whether stage or screen. 
It will be paramount with. the talk- 
ing screen until: personalities. have 
been developed to: the extent that 
stories must be fitted to. them. 
Then, of course, personality . will 
rank first and be important from 
thé b. 0. viewpoint ag it was: with 
the silent screen, where personali- 
ties were quickly established. 

Certain personalities are now. flg- 
ured on to stand above ‘anything. 
they may make. And as long ‘as 

t the. box: of-: 
fice, their names will stand: above 
any. production they’ may appear 
in, but these are. comparatively few 
at -present.. 
Jars at the b. o.. just now and will 
do so until they come forth with 
“reverse English” material. Then 
they will undoubtedly toboggan 
faster than the so-called youth per- 
sonality: favorite. , 

_. Silents 
‘All of ‘the productions made and 

released. during the: year were not 
dialog. . The early releases mostly 
were augmented by sound and syn-. 
chronized music: They were silents. 
Silents are still important. outside 
of ,: the: major = key center houses. 
There are several thousand theatres 
still -unwired: in America: and in 
these the old established ‘silent star 
still. cuts: an -‘undisturbable ‘figure. 
‘In the foreign field, very little talk- 
ing product has gotten circulation: 
and many stars who, ‘it might seem, 
have fallen ‘by. the: wayside are still 

Stars (Inside) © _ 
GEORGD BANCROFT | 

. CLARA BOW (+ 7.5. 
MAURICH CHEVALIER . 
‘CHARLES ROGERS ~ 
WILLIAM ‘POWELL + 

' GARY COOPER _ 
NANCY CARROLL. 
EVELYN BRENT 

_ RICHARD ARLEN’ ' 
- ESTHER RALSTON 
MORAN and. MACK 
. DENNIS. KING 

“(Outside) 
HAROLD LLOYD 
EDDIE. DOWLING 

FEATURED | 
- Jack .Oakio © 
Roe Chatterton 

.ve Brook 
Fay. Wray. 
James Hall 
Mary Brian 

Niel Hamilton 
William-Austin~ 
Skeets. Gallagher. 

_ Fred Kohler ° 
Warner Oland . 
Regis Toomey: 

. Frederico. March 
Baclanova 

deanette ‘MacDonald 
dean Arthur | 

Eugene. Pallette .. 
Hal 8kelly 

_ Helene Kane 
‘Morgan Farley 
E. H. Calvert 
Paul Lukas — 

' Charles Sellon 
Harry Green 

Phillips Holmes . 
Virginia Bruce ~ 
Kay Francis 
Lillian Roth. 
David Newell 
Jack Luden — 

big drawing factors. For instance 
the Lon Chaney, Greta Garbo, Men- |] 

Reginald'|]" ‘jou, George Bancroft, 
Denny and Fairbanks and Pickford 
silents are potent away from Amer- 
fea’s. confines. as 

‘Bessie Love and Charlie King made]... he Disappearing ‘Names| 

talkers have removed from the 
screen many names.that were po-. 
‘tent box office figures in the silent 
days. - 
from first line distributing organi- 
zations auch names as Milton Sills, 
considered an excellent stage actor;. 
Mary Philbin, Marle Prevost, Aileen 
Pringle, Esther Ralston, 
Ralston, Blanche Sweet, Constance 
Talmadge,. Estelie Taylor, : Dorothy 
Gish, Renee Adoree, May McAvoy, 
‘Audrey Ferris, Col, Tim: McCoy, 
Jacqueline Logan, Eleanor Board- |: 
man, John Bowers, Gertrude Olm- 
stead, Barry Norton, Earle Foxe, 
Nancy. Drexc], Charles Morton, Emil 

lor, Priscilla Dean, Marguerite De 
La Motte, Baclanova, Claire Wind- 
sor, Camilla Horn, Lina Basyucite, 
Lya De Putt! and a score of foreign 
players whose accents are too pro- 
nounced for use in. ‘English speak- 
ing: productions, 
Then, too, the talkers brourcht 

back some waning -personalltics:: 
Bebe Daniela, Betty Compson, Eve- 
lyn Brent,. Bernie Love and Lila 
Lee are the outstanding group. 

Westerns. 
| Westerns have had their chance 

The names spell dol- | 

ing ‘his ‘own. 

| fore, 

can also been seen that the 

‘The past year found missing { 

Jobyna |. 

at a comeback. -That was helped 
by “Arizona,” which at the time 
it was released was yoted the 100% 
outdoor talker. Other companies 
followed the trail and numerous 
outdoor products were made. 

There are many more. feature 
players under. contract to: the va- 
rious producing organizations: than 
‘the charts indicate, With tho. talker 
product the feature. players meant 
very little-in general: from the b. o. 
angle and it-is too difficult to get: 
an approximate viewpoint as to 
thelr drawing ability in general. | 
-Outstanding among the stars of 

the year as. a whole for draw was 
Al Jolson, leader in: 1928. Jolson 
had five pictures made in 18 months 
on the market, getting top ‘rentals 
and- percentages “as well as helping 
to carry the balance. ‘of his: com- 
pany’s product. 

Paramount Cows 
‘Heading the Paramount. group on 

the year for drawing. possibility and 
b. 0. gross was George Bancroft, 
‘who has established a. tremendous 
foreign following which. may also 
keep him in the vanguard ‘during 
1930. Clara Bow. was first of the. 

‘femme contingent. with. this com- 
pany, with Maurice Chevalier, its 
newest recruit, stepping along at 
a@ great pace ‘with two ‘pictures re- |]. 
leased. The foreign strength of his 
drawing power. proved unusually 
heavy and ‘lands this newcomer into. 
the film world. right among. . ‘the 
topnotchers. _ 
A featured player: with this com- 

pany, Jack Oakle, has garnered 
more. box office strength during the: 
past year than niany of the. stars. 
with the company. 
ton, also. a featured player, listed: 
with Metro, on account~ of having 
worked there too,.has surprisingly. 
jumped to the fore over the ma- 
jority. of women stars’ with this 
company. ‘Nancy. Carroll has been 
no slouch at the. box office with 
Charles “Buddy” ‘Rogers, also hold- 

In the. ‘featured. group, - Clive 
Brook,. Fay .Wray,. James Hall, 
Florence Vidor, Mary Brian,. Neil 
Hamilton -and’ Warner. Oland.. had 
the’ edge’ on the various sterling 

‘\stage players. who. are included | in |” 
Paramount's roster... 

- Metro. | ” 
Qn the year. product, : without 

having.made any talking pictures, 
|Lon Chaney leads the Metro group. 
This is due'to: Chaney product hav- 
ing been sola way in’ advance. John 

| Gilvert runs second despite bis: first 
talker was negligible. It may.seem 
strangs that Greta Garbo trails Gil- 
bert. from the b. o. angle: on the 
year. -Were her popularity. taken 
from the: laat - half of the yeas she 
‘would be far in the- Metro: ‘lead. 
With. her first talker’ reported: as 
outstanding, | and her foreign draw 
certain, she may lead the parade. 
during 1930 for her company: Talk-. 
(ers helped: Norma. 

greatly leading any of the. 
other: Metro stars: from: the: b. o. 
angle, with Ramon Novarro, on ac- 
count of foreign prestige, running || - 
equal, Marion Davies was also a 
strong .contender for top money 
honors, 
up. and running even with William 

METRO 

‘Stars 
LON CHANEY 
JOHN GILBERT? 
GRETA GARBO 

NORMA SHEARER 
RAMON NOVARRO 
MARION DAVIES 
JOAN CRAWFORD. 
“WILLIAM HAINES 
‘BUSTER KEATON 
DANE AND ARTHUR. 
DUNCAN SISTERS 

FEATURED 
Conrad Nage! 

‘Ernest Torrence. 
Bessie Love 
Anita Page. 

Renee Adoree 
Nils Asther _ 

Basil Rathbone . 
Charles King 
Marie Dressler. 

Dorothy Sebastian 
‘Polly Moran: 

Johnny Mack Brown 
‘John MiljJan 

Roland Young. 
Wallace Beery 

Charles Bickford: 
-’ Kay Johnson 

Gwen Lee 
- Cliff Edwards. 

Julia Faye 
‘Raymond Hackett 

Hedda Hopper. 
_ Racquel Torres 

“Mary Doran’ ea 

Haines. “Danco and Arthur, though 
broken up as a tenm, still classed 
among the stars with the company, 
are trailed by the Duncan Sisters 
who have just got off their first for 
the oryranization, 

Leading the group of feature 
players is Conrad Nagel, with Er- 
nest Torrence running second. 
Beanie Love 1s said not to have any 
more b. 0. draw than Anita Page, 
This {6 duc to Miss Page having a' 

‘Ruth -Chatter- | 

| companies but not to. ‘the- same by Or 

Shearer .to the |{ 

with’ Joan Crawford well |. 

|B. | Warner, 

|; tts personality drawing power. 

de: “Ralnger,”.. im: (0): 
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silent edge on Miss Love end that 
the latter’s talker value hag not 
begun to accrue, Many of the fea. 
tured. ¢ontract players‘ with the 
company are not mentioned as most 
are from the stage and. have -not 
as yet made any. drawing dent. 

United Artists 

The talkers were no bone of con<. 
tention to the United Artist group, 
The star personalities found it easy 
to overshadow their own -producs ; 
tion material and the majority made 
‘good on the year. With Chaplin: 

‘| figured on the outside, Pickford and ~ 
Fairbanke are the top; Ronald Csi... - 
man holding cloge on. Gloria Swan. :. 
son with her one talker is” back - 
in ‘the swim with this group and on: .. 
@ gross par with John Barrymore,, 
now. at Warner. Bros. Dolores. Del ..:. 
Rio. only bad . ane on the release . : 

UNITED ARTISTS’ 
. Stars 

CHARLES: CHAPLIN" 
‘MARY PICKFORD. | 

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS -° 
. RONALD COLMAN 
GLORIA SWANSON 
DOLORES: DB ‘RIO ~ | 
NORMA TALMADGE 

| VILMA BANKY — 

-FEATU RED 
Joan. Bennett 

Gilbert Roland: 

achedule’ and that hardly strengths 
ened her stand. Norma Talmadge 
has .had no talker release. “Vilma. 
Banky had one, nothing’ of. conse-. 
quence... With only two featured: 
players under contract at this plant,. 
Joan Bennett in a duo of produc-. 
tions had the. edge on. Gilbert Ros. 
land who was. not on any. of the 
‘program releases, | ‘Chester Morris': 
under’ contract to” Roland - West... 
made an outstanding. showing ~ in: 
“Alibi” and: has been used by other . 

navantage, ot, me 
Warners . 

With Al Jolson Jeading the “Ware oo 
‘ner ‘group, Dolores Costello is sec-:- 
ond. Monte Blue fs next and then. 
“Rin-Tin-Tin.” | Edward Everett. - 
Horton having done three on the.’ 
year and. Pauline.:Frederick the. 
same number, and George Arliss. - 
with two, are ahead of John Barry a 
more who just returned ts the e 

_. WARNER BROS. 
‘Stars 

AL JOLSON ; 
DOLORES. COSTELLO. 

- . MONTH BLUE --- 
“RIN TIN TIN” (dog) 

BD. EVERETT HORTON __ 
' PAULINE. FREDERICK. _ 

GEORGE ARLISS”~ . 
JOHN BARRYMORE 
‘THOMAS -MBIGHAN 
SOPHIH TUCKER 

TED LEWIS 

FEATURED. 
Conrad Nagel 

Betty Compson 
H. B.. Warner 
Loia Wilson 
Myrna Loy 
Noah Beery 

Tully’ Marshall 
.Marion Nixon 
Joe E. Brown 
Conway Tearle. 
Winnie Lightner 
Lowell - Sherman 

Charlotte Greenwood 
- Grant Withers 

: Edna. Murphy 
Armida .. 

‘Chester Morris. 
‘Georges: Carpentter 

Frank . Fay - 

re. 

pany ‘and: had his | ‘first: released at. 
the, end of the year. 

‘In the. Warner featured | ‘ group: 
Conrad: Nagel, Betty’ Compson, H.- 

Lois ‘Wilson, Noah. 
Beery, Myrna Loy and. Tully Mar- 
shall are in the lead. 

Radio 

‘Radio, not having gotten started 
until the middle of the year, gives 
little chance for tts stars to show 

For . 
the early part of the year westerns: 
were the better part of the product 
coming ‘from. this lot, which. was 
‘known as F. B..O. Tom Mix is the 
head, with Tom Tyler and Bob 
Steele next and Buzz Barton leading . 

. For the Radio group as consistent. 

. 0. powers are Bebe Daniels in two 
pictures and Richard Dix with one. 
Rudy Vallee has a single screen - 
effort. Rod La Roque also had one 
starring effort here. His past rec- 
ord as drawing card should send 
him ahead in potential: audience 
favor against Vallee, 

Leading the feature group here is 
Jack Oakie, who had a couple of 
pictures, with Betty Compson, Olive. 
Borden, Sally O’Nell: ana Arthur 
Lake next in importance to the film 
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‘house ‘customers. JBert_ ‘Wheeler, 
Bobby Woolsey and other stage per- 
sonalities will have to bide thefr | 

+ RADIO 

. Stars 
_. BEBE DANIELS 
‘RICHARD DIX (one picture) 

ROD LaROCQUE (one picture) 
_ RUDY VALLEE (one picture) 

FEATURED. 
. Jack Oakie - 
Betty Compson 

* Olive ‘Borden 
: Sally O'Neil 

. Arthur Lake - 
Owen Moore: . 
Tom Moore." 
‘Matt Moore 

‘Hugh Trevor 
Sally Blaine 

Ivan Lebedeff 
Ned" Sparks | 

. time for audience acceptance. until 
more of their product is released. 

First National 

’ Richard Barthelmess was the top 
for First: National group on the 
year, with Colleen Moore, now out, 

‘e the second best money. getter for 
the. distributed. product during that 
period. Alice White made.an ex- 
‘cellent showing, jumping. into pdép- 
ularity in the wake of Billie Dove 
and far in the lead of Corinne Grif- 
fith. Dorothy Mackall and. Tack. 

F IRST NATIONAL 

* Stare 
RICHARD BARTHELMESS 

, COLLEEN MOORE 
BILLIE DOVE 
ALICE WHITE 

. CORINNE GRIFFITH ___ 
- DOROTHY aKa _ 

7 JACK MULHALL . 
w IRENE. BORDONI 

_ EDDIE BUZZELL 

FEATURED 
— Noah Beery 
i °° «Montagu. Love © 

) _ Douglas. ‘Fairbanks, Jr.-. 
: Louise Fazenda 

Myrna Loy 
Lois Wilson | 

Lucien ‘Littlefield © 
Loretta Young ~ 

Claude Gillingwater - 
“Walter Pidgeon — 

Marion: Nixon: 
Grant Withers: 

Sidney: -Blackmer 

“Mulhall had the edge ‘individually 
and as a combination on Douglas 
‘Fairbanks, Jr., and Loretta Young, 
who are listed in the feature group- 
ing. |: 4 

Noah Beery here again leads the 
featured group, with Montagu Love 
‘second and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., 
holding the .next spot, ahead . of. 

. Louise Fazenda. This studio, too, 
‘has stage personalities who as yet 
have not hae any screen marking. 

Universal 

Laura La Plante led the Universal 
star group by a. safe margin, with 
Hoot Gibson and Ken Maynard, both 
western stars, following in order. 
Then Reginald Denny, out of the 
Universal at present, with Glenn 

UNIVERSAL 

Stars 
. .. G@LEASONS . 

. LAURA LA PLANTE 
“HOOT GIBSON 

_ KEN MAYNARD 
REGINALD DENNY 

' GLENN TRYON 
. MARY NOLAN. 

JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT. 
MARY. PHILBIN 

‘FEATURED — 
John Boles 

_James Murray. 
Otis. Harlan. 

Merna Kennedy. - 
-Barbara Kent: 
Robert Ellis 

‘Dorothy Gulliver 
Katherine Crawford 

Scott. Kolk — 
‘Sunny Jim 
Joan Marsh 

Srhildkraut outshadowing Mary 
Philbin, also gone. 
Though Universal has. had little | 

use of John Boles, it has profited by 
_ his outside work and he is the lead-, 

- ing featured~ personality. James 
Murray, Otis Harlan and Merna 
Kennedy .are to the fore among the 
featured contingent. 

Pathe 
' Pathe with a quintet of stars has 
William Boyd in the lead, Eddie 
Quillan next, then Ina Claire, Ann 
Harding and Constance Bennett. It 

“Mary” -Nolan~ sand:= -Joseph:|: a 

looks’ as though Miss Harding will 
be the leader here in short order 
trom her initial favor with audi- 

PATHE 
“Stars 

“WILLIAM BOYD. 
EDDIE QUILLAN 

INA CLAIRE | 
_ ANN HARDING 

CONSTANCE. BENNETT 

-F EATURED. 
. Robert Armstrong 

; ' ‘Alan’ Hale 
- James. and Lucille. Gleason. 

Jeanette Loff - 
Carol. Lombard wo 
Stanley Smith 

“Helen Twelvetrees 

‘ences in the U.S. Leading featured 
players for this company are Rob- 
ert Armstrong and Alan Hale, 

Fox 

Fox starring group ‘gives the. clear 
lead to Janet Gaynor, with Charles 
Farrell second and Victor McLaglen 
third. . Will Rogers trails next with 
his one-picture effort, and then Paul 
Muni with two. George Jessel and 
Lenore Ulric each with one: 
‘Edmund: Lowe and ‘Warner Baxter . 

‘About the only shorts that. have 
‘|| been gettirig .feature: position are |. 
|a few outstanding Christie comedies 
and the Laurel.and Hardy and “Our 

Stars 
JANET GAYNOR . 

‘CHARLES. FARRELL 
» © VICTOR McLAGLEN 

WILL ROGERS 

PAUL MUNI. 
GEORGE. JESSELL 
LENORE ULRIC 

FEATURED. 
Edmund. Lowe | 
Warner Baxter 

‘ __ George O’Brien..- 
Se "Lois Moran | 

‘Sue Carol - 
- El Brendel. 
‘Louis Wolheim. © 
Antonio Moreno 
June Collyer 

Farrell Macdonald 
Niek- Stuart 

Frank Albertson — - 
_ Dorothy Burgess 
Marguerite Ghurchill 

‘Mary Duncan 
Fifi. Dorsay. 
Sharon Lynn. 

couple for top. honors, with ‘George |’ 
while Lois Moran |} 

leads the featured: group of women |. 
O’Brien next; 

| players. - Here again it would not 
|-be fair to Mst the group of stage 
talent who -have hit the screen just. 
‘once for drawing qualities. - 

_ Columbia. 
Belle Baker was the only. star to 

have release through Columbia. 
Heading the featured player group 
and with star drawing rating are. 
Jack Holt, Ralph Graves and Sally 
O'Neil. 

“COLUMBIA 

. Stars 7 
BELLE BAKER (one picture) 

FEATURED: 
Jack. Holt 

Ralph Graves 
_ Sally O'Neil 
Dorothy Revier 
Molly O'Day. 

Lila Lee 
Margaret: Livingston 

Marie Saxon (one picture) 

comedy, has had but one picture 
with Columbia, just released, This 
company uses many free lance 
players, with and without excep- 
tional b, 0, drawing power, but al- 
‘ways looks for b. 0. value of. sup- 

| porting cast. This has been rather 
‘hard to determine since the talkers.. 

; iffany - : 
NMiffany group had four stars on 

the year, with one still under con- 

TIFFANY 

. Stars 
BELLE .BENNETT 
MAE MURRAY 
JOE E. BROWN 
LEO CARRILLO 

:}} tures, 
| Umited. 

Marie Saxon, from musical 

con nut FEATURED. tL 

Leo Carrillo. 
two pictures to make, and the com- 
pany will then dispense with -con- |: 
tract stara. Featured players used 
here also were under two or more 
picture contracts, Leading that 
group were Virginia Valli and Patsy 
Ruth Miller, with long- established 
screen value. 

Frep Lances. 
; There are many free lance play- 
‘ergs not. mentioned here who have 
b. 0, value from the silent portion 

Fz B. 0. 

Stars 
‘:. Tom: Mix 
Tom Tyler 
Bob Steele 
Buzz Barton 
Ranger (dog) 

of the year, but did not show suffi- 
clently strong enough from a gen-— 
oral survey to warrant classification, 

Shorts 
“Tt would be hardly fair. to esti- 

mate the value of the ‘short-subject 
players, as reports: on this product | 
are quite vague, with the distribut- 
ing companies insisting where one 
of product is wanted, entire product 

|-be bought. The shorts, ‘unless of 
exceptional merit, get very little run 
except as. fillers in the key houses. 

Gang” camedies turned out by Hal 
Roach. ‘Mack Sennett. and - Larry 
Darmour also have unloaded an 
abundance | of comedies, but. it is’ 
impossible to ascertain the b. 0. 
value of the personnel of these pic- 

Their ross: return seems 

Fox turned out some star. short 
| comedies with Clark and McCul- 
lough that were spotted here and 

| there so far os showing was .con- 
cerned, but which to date have not 
gotten 100% projection in houses 
for which they ,were bought.: 

possible return, | and | were discon- 
mut tinued. 

ALF RED A. 

Academy awarded him first honorable mention. 

They 
‘were reported too expensive for ‘the 

PICTURES 
The latter has still | 
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~ What s Left of the | the Indies 
By Tom Waller 

A massacre ‘of hundreds of Inate} 

‘box offices by the. industry going 

sound is Httlé- compared to the 

butchery that high -priced and inac- | 
cessible talk: wrought. among ‘the 

quickie picturé producers, 

‘One accomplishment of. the white- 
washing this phase of film manufac- 
ture achieved was the extinction of 
the. fly- by-nighter, who had sur- 

vived - all previous attempts. An- 
other point highly favoring the bar-. 
rage is that the few Indies who held 
on, and those who will doubtless be 

‘|launched during the new. year, are 
compelled by the very force of new 
film economics to abandon forever 
the slap-bang, hit-'em and run. kind 
of stuff which was meat in the days 
before talk. Le 
Of all the. bonafides coming» under 

the classification of indie, since Co- 
lumbia and Tiffany. have long since 

outgrown those days with their ex- 
pansion into the $2.top: ‘school, Ray- 
art heads the list. 

? Rayart, against ‘sound - fre that 

‘shriveled many competitors origi- 

nally. considered ‘Stronger, has de- 
veloped with the test. Instead of}: 
tightening and bemoaning condi- 
tions, as most of the boys have been 

doing, this Rayart group plugged 
along with its silent versions | ‘and 
took on a few more units.’ 
- Now, on the verge of another year. 
when a ‘lot of: contemporaries. are 
looking for jobs or trying to promote 
another break into the racket, Ray- 
art.is grinding 12 all-talkers in the 
east. The ‘Continental unit, more 
recent part of the Rayart combo, is{- 
turning. crank on another/eight on | fa, 
the west coast. There also the third 
part of. ‘Rayart, Syndicate Pictures, 

COHN: 
; ‘Now writing and supervising at. First National Studio. 
silent to talking pictures in the early days of audible pictures. 
the first feature in which there was music and dialog, “The Jazz Singer,”. 

| having done the adaptation and continuity for which the Motion Picture 

J umped from 

He wrote and supervised 
the first of the Christie talking plays, including the Qctavus: Roy Cohen 
pictures, “Meet the Missus,” “Faro Nell” and many others. Previously he 
attained fame as screen author of “His People,” “The Cat and Canary,” 
“We Americans,” “The Gorilla” and othee box office attractions. - 
president of the Screen Writevs’ Guild. and honorary vice- “president of the: 
Authors’ League of America, , 

Cohn is 

Think Color Too Costly Cont Max Go > Back 
Charlie Buckley, ’ Bud Lollier and 

For All Shorts i Ny Tints| Harry Arthur haye gone or are 

‘Difference in cost -between ‘black- 
and-white and -coler prints 

going back to the Coast. 
| Fox Coast. raen, coming to 

York expecting to sail for England 
_on|for the inspection -of. the British- 

Vitaphone shorts is too great to|Gaumont theatres. .. 
render it Iikely that ‘Warners will 
make all of its one and two reelers 
in tints for '30-'81 or after that un-| 
less the cost is pared down.. 

-—Warners~includes-a-serles—of=-26- 
Virginia Valli 

Patsy Ruth Miller 
Sally. O'Neil 

Ricardo Cortez: 
William Collier, Jr. 

Montagu.Love — 
John Harron | 

Malcolm McGregor. 
Eve Southern 

Claire Windsor | - 

tract. Belle Bennett Jed. with Mae 
Murray next. Then Joe E. Brown and 

| one-reelers ih color on its program. 
some.having already been finished 
and released, but present plans. call 
for holding to that number. 

Talking “In Love” 
Hollywood, Jan. 4. 

Orders were. Assued \to ‘the trio 
to return to the Coast, instead. 

Mr. Buckley, an attorney, is due 
there anyway as.the federa] court 
-action-against-Frox—West-Coast-and: 
others is. set. for trial - in Los 
Angeles Feb. 5. : 

NEW STUDIO PRESS-HEAD © 
: Hollywood, Jan. 4. 

George Thomas becomes head of 
Warner ‘studio publieity, replacing 

Vincent Lawrence's stage play, | william Bloecher, p 
‘In Love With Love,” made. as a Frank Brunner succeeds Thomas in 
silent by Fox several years ago, will|/the Warner theatre publicity de- 
be talkerized by the same company. 
Hamilton McFadden will direct. 

\ 

partment from which Thomas was 

promoted. 

| back, 

He wrote 

prospects, 

‘They are|. 

New] 

is progressing. steadily on 24 weste 
erns, ; . . 

- Old Style Ever New . 

Rayart’s westerns are silent. 
There are hundreds of houses” 

whose | “bread and. butter’ prohibits 
them from ever wiring and whose 
patrons will never tire of the two-: 
fisted mellers ‘of the old cow, horse" 
and gun style. 
Submersion of a lot of indie pros 

ducers was’ largely brought about” 
by their being panicked into sound. 
“Deeper they went when they. fell. 
Indies who gave sound any serious. 
consideration early in the year were 
licked at the start. Not only. were 
the talker ‘manufacturers . in their 
own class without means of record, 
but the big: electrics are-not inter-. 
ested in the welfare of the small 
fry. 

’ Chesterfield was the first small. 

‘producing ‘company to rush out a 
dialog feature along indie lines and 
get it into a Times Square grind. 

{ shortly. after that theatre had in- 

stalled sound, The picture, “House : 
of Secrets,” was produced. in the old 
Fort’ Lee, N. J., studios last Febru-_ ; 
ary. with some nondescript: appara- 
tus doing the recording job... - It. 
proved the sadness of. the. mistake 
‘with its first publio projection. ’: , 

* Now. this company, ‘admitted to 
have. barely battled through the 
period of hysteria, is trying it again. ° 
This time the Gramercy (N. Y, C.) 
‘studios of Radio are being used. 

Gotham’s Slide 
Gotham ig an outstanding illuse 

tration of a fairly high ranking indie: 
of a year ago that has been reduced : t 
to a nonentity.” ‘Sam’ Sax for years 
d an excellent indie rep. He bidet 

his:‘time and that of Gotham walt-.. 
ing for the: big things to come of: 
Bristolphone. Today Mr. Sax has: 
“plans. ” 

- Another “indie name, Excellent, - 
which, a few years back looked like- 
‘@ chose running mate to Columbia,. 
turned out five silent pictures. Now 

; the company is being liquidated and 
its president, Sam Zierler, is spend-— 
ing considerable time around the 
‘World Wide- Sono-Art offices. . 

Weiss Brothers, who made. and 
‘peddled their ‘own, decided earlier 
to pull in their banner and hook up 
with DeForest. They’re in charge . 

_| of that-New York studio, byt hadn't : 
|} done anything more than ‘make a 

‘| lot of tests up to this month, Then . 
| the Weilsses retained Irwin ‘Willat 

| to make a feature in New York *for 
‘them. ; 

Schlessinger’ s- “Plane” 

“The Schlessingers, who took the |. 
Welsses. in, also. had “plans”. months 

Nothing : materialized for 
their picture company, International 
Photoplay Distributors, except a few 

| sound shorts which few in the ‘trade 
have seen. They went floppo on 
.their first feature, “Blackface,” aft- 
erwards placing the blame. on an 
outside producer. . ; 

J. Charles Davis, the second, iden- 
.| tified with Dave Hochretich of Voca-. 

film fame, is out ‘for himself now, 
the only indie making talking west- 
erns. In November he had a’ fin- 
‘ished print of the first here, trying 
to market it. 
of the leads. - 

Among the indles. who should have 

Davis’ wife plays one 

.a chance if the dough holds up. dur- 
ing ’30 {gs Bob Welsh. -Before Xmag- 
he had announced nothing, . except 

The ones he demonstrat- 
ed while head of. Universal’s studlo 
were worth while,and if followed 
along Poverty. Row should material- 
ize a return that will: ‘keep him in 
the business, | 

ouT FROM UNDER 

Sonora Expects to Be Free of Re- 
ceivership Jam by End of Week 

Sonora’ recelvership difficulties ~ 
.are expected to be washed up bes : 
fore the end of the week. 
“Company with heavy assets, ace: 

‘cording to inside reports, waa 
‘hauled on the: carpet without no- 
tice by a few creditors who had 
$10,000..in bills outstanding... Ac« 
-tlon,-it-1s- -claimed;-déprived=Sonora~ 
of Christmas business, 

Sonora will push its home talker 
equipment, possibly expanding that 
department within the month. 

JACQUELINE LOGAN SAILING 
Holly wood, Jan, -4. 

Jacqueline - Logan has left for 
T.ondon, 

’ She will star in a picture to be 
produced there for Sono-Art and 
World Wide. 
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Margin Trading 
(Continued from page 8) |] been approached as prospects and 

than a week from next Thursday. got them involved-to an extent that} 

It doesn’t need demonstrating that | ¥45) as we see it in calm after- 

it can’t be done. The chump knows | thousht, nothing short of hys- 

it isn’t likely, but whether he ad- | terical. 
mits it or not, that’s the impulse} Working women with modest 

that actuates his operations, savings were: ‘permitted—yes, urged, 

The obstacle of his own att!i- |—to. take on. lines of stock ‘five 

tude toward speculation fs.only one} times. beyond a conservative Nmit. 

of the handicaps of the uninitiated People utterly: unable to handle any 

‘trader. . Generally he: works ‘at |-sort: of a speculative market . ‘visk 

~~ something else for a° ‘living, and | were “allowed - (encouraged, rather) | 

: _ tomer ‘slightly more than the pre-| 

x 

aial. 

a 

here’s where the counsel of the Hot to. play with stocks that no sane 

Springs sage comes in. He. hasn't ‘business man would. dare let his 

the time or the attention to watch | bank know he owned. | 

the ticker and his speculation, aside. How They Took Blow 

from the money involved, hurts him Thi ’ . s doesn't: apply to -all. Stock 
several ways. It distracts his con Exch ange firms. Some behaved 

centration and vital interest from) j,_, oughout, the, wholé period of ad: 

his regular business." . Even if he 
watched. the:.ticker constantly it vance and the subsequent flop with 

wouldn’t help. him much, because 

he's ‘playing it blind. . 
The margin system, used under- 

‘standingly, probably. is all. ‘right. 
Take two cases of. a speculation. 

Find the Difference’. 

One may ‘puy 100: ‘Consolidated 
Gas. on margin, Gas at. the. moment 

being 100. He puts up $4, 000 with 
his broker, and.the broker finances | 
the difference by borrowing $6, 060 
‘from the regular Stock Exchange 
Loan desk, and. he charges the cus-. 

‘played a great: deal of admirable 
courage. But the era of. prosperity 

opened the way for a lot of ex- 

many others. ‘The. ‘crash. which 
caught Wall Street unprepared and 
for a:few days had it groggy was 

‘of. 1,350 or so had to stand.. They 

.a terrifying . emergency, like. a fire 

at sea, say. 
‘and ditched their customers without 

their. own protection. Even the], 
‘women and. children first” rule} 
didn’t: go. Other . firms - stood by 
with a courageou. front. - 

Flere are two! cases within knowl- | 
edge: 

vailing call loan rate, the excess in- 
terest representing ‘ the - -broker's 

. ‘charge for ‘his services as-an agent 
in negotiating the loan. 

The other man buys 100 Gas at 
100 outright and takes it to his 
bank, where he puts it up as col- 

_lateral.at a fixed Fate for_a demand 
‘fomn -of $6,000. . . wee 

Making the second man an in- 
vestor and the: first man a specu~. out, without even calling her on the 

lator is hair splitting. - In ‘both phone, although her name is listea J 

cases the holder (who is called in| and the broker ‘had been. credibly 

the picturesque phraseology of Wall notified she was prepared. to meet 

_ Street “a long,” which is the same margins. The firm has since rein- 

000 of. stock on a margin. of $8,000, 

as a “bull’), ‘pays interest on his stated the entire line at a loss to io 

mo - portow!ngs, gets the dividends from itself." Probably. it didn’t. care to. 

have the: circumstancés examinéd 
by the ‘Exchange Committee’ on 

‘his stock, and in both cases ‘is| 
strictly subject to answer promptly 
the bank’s or the broker’s call for 

- additional money. to. protect. the 

lending end of’ the operation. 
Maybe the -bank is less likely to | about nervously after heavy meals. 

go, into @ receivership than. the| On-the other alde of the picture 

broker, although, at that, the recent | !5 & big and well-regarded firm: that 

crash did not find one single Stock stood through the Oct. 29. crash 

Exchange member unable to without. selling out a single cus- 

weather the storm, with, the ex- | tomer ‘without ‘the. customer’s writ- 

ception of one out of town member | ten order. They carried their ac- 

‘of no importance. No banks. blew counts and. did what they. could to]: 

up, either. So that’s a stand off. liquidate them: on the, rebound that 

$6 the trouble apparently isn’t ti- followed the avalanche. 

herent in the margin system liself. 

It must be sought elsewhere. ‘The this incident with the same house. 

answer is simple. ‘The broker will} “The muge ordered a customer’s man | 

Street ‘parlance “The Police Com- 

Jet his customer carry more stock.| for the same firm to buy 50 shares{| 
The bank} of a. certain stock at 39, stock at than he can safely do. 

‘the momént being 40 on. the late isn’t likely to err in this direction. 
The simple minded. customer. can ticker. 

—and nine times out of ten does— | tional, ‘$f you must. khow, and why 

buy on margin more stock than he shouldn’t.a “Variety” muge be 

can protect with the capital he has solvent enough to take a. modest} 

at his command. whirl?’ It was Thursday after the 

There isn’t any dispute that both | crash: and. everybody around the |. 

customers and brokerage firms up brokerage office was. still dizy, Cus- 

to the crash sinned in this respect, tomer’s man put the muge’s order 

and most of the blame goes to the]and check in his pocket and forgot 

broker, because he should have them while the muge went back to 

known his business better. Leaving watch the tape, Stock went to be- 

this angle for the moment to di-|low 39 twice about an hour later 

gress: and the mugg asked for a report. 
Customer's man woke up and put 
the order. in, too late. Stock didn’t 

touch 39 again that day. — 

A Case 

Brisk Go-Getters 

During the énormous Coolidge 
bull market that lasted from No- 

vember, 1924, almost without inter- ; CS 

ruption to Oct. 7, 1929, a vast num- Next morning customer's man 

ber of Stock Exchange member-| called up the mugg and said flat 

ships changed hands, Also some that. if he was willing to say: that 

250 new memberships were added, | the two. quotations under his bid 

The old-fashioned. broker. (of. which|came out on the tape within an 

Henry Clews was a type) almost | hour of the placing of the ‘forgotten . 

disappeared from the Street, and in order (tape was about 62 minutes 
his stead came. up a flock of jaunty | late), : the. customer’s man would 
new. firms, most of them men below| himself buy the stock and ‘deliver 
35, whose experience began almost it, stock then being around 41, tak- 
with the start of the Coolidge ‘rise.| ing. the - loss himself. -The muge 
Profits were fabulous and- the| who’s ‘ say-so was. called enough 
broker mob went optimistic-goofy.| wasn’t sure himself. He’d. known 
Public did likewise.. Proflts never |. this customer’s man for years and’ 
were taken but .pyramided. The|it was .a tough spot for a mugs 

y hard- boiled, old-fashioned 
-went out of fashion—as a. “matter ; 
of fact, he ‘mostly went broke. and - Panning: brokers is a favorite ex- 
retired to a.sanitorium. . “ ler¢isé among market chumps, even 

This new, brisk, young. brokerage when:they’re aware there is no law 
type surrounded itself.with ‘gustom-|to make ‘em deal with the frater- 

_¢rs_ men of even less age. and ex-|nity. It’s not hard, however, to find 
perience, but with the samg@ youth |a@ good word even for, brokers.< It} 
‘and’ even. more briskness. These | business keeps up the way it has 
. brand new customers’. men are re-| been in the last two months and 
sponsible for a lot of the damage} the brokers continue to pay. rent on 

done to the public on Oct. 29. They swank Fifth avenue branch offices, 

‘circulated around, met. people, .ex-| heaven knows they'll necd a kind 

ploited the easy money. ‘eult in every | word here and there. 

-eorner of the. big cities. Margin trading would become re- 

' Anxious to make good to the firm | spected and’ maybe useful if brok- 

which treated) them handsomely,|ers would refuse to carry . more 

they exceeded all reason rules of} stock on margin than @ bank Jp ac- 

even the enthusiastic American go- | customed to. It’s beyond all ponst- 

getter, ‘They recklessly got people | bility that the public will ever he 

involved who should never. have educated to this precept, and it is 

Panning. 

‘|owns the story. Deal is on a profit 

fine judgment and’ in the crash dis-|yana for three weeks after which he 

‘tremely. wildcat business getting by] 

a-test that the whole membership | Unit, Inc.; $231.91. 

acted like any other 1,300 people in Klemens; 

Some turned yellow | $2,568.44, 

-regard to fair play or anything but | Weiss; $273.72. 

One firm was carrying about $20, -[- 

‘the $8,000 representing all: the cus-j| 
tomer, a widow, had. They sold her}. 

Business. Conduct . (called in the | 

mittee”), which membérs dream | 

. One “Vartety”: mug ‘vouches. tor 

‘It was American Interna- | 

short} who's fastidious about his larceny. 

PICTURES 

CAREWE WILL MAKE:2 BRENON’S $250,000: 

‘BEACH YARNS FOR P 
Hollywood, Jan. 4.. - 

‘Bawin Carewe will produce and 
‘direct “The Spoilers,” with George 
Bancroft, for Paramount. — Carewe 

Contract—Also Gets Percentage | 

‘another year. Director's néw con- 

tract: reads that for his first three 

productions | he is agssued. $260,000, 

sharing distribution basis, Par- returns from the. coast, for which he 

left’ only .@ week. ago, before .,the 

Se eine ound oreo 300. month is over to: seek story mate- 

There will be a cast of 12 people, rial. - 
nine to be chosen from: an all star. carry his: marketing to Europe. 

group. Production starts March 15. 
. Rex: Beach story had been bought 

-by Pathe from Carewe, but :when’ 
the deal whereby he was to take | 

charge of that firm’s local ‘studio Ww 
‘producer ‘to. a film: company. ork 

pore et Ata erough, Carewe oe on his first production will: not 

ry, as well as ©lcommence until March. 

Silver. Horde.” He. contemplates}, Brenon has. retained the: entire: 

of “Street Scene” as a Brenon spe- 

‘cial... ‘Screen rights are ‘being held 

‘for approximately.$250,000, it is. “said, 

also making the latter Beach yarn) ew that worked with him on the 
for Par. 
Carewe 1s. now enroute to. Ha- 

United ‘Artists lot. 

More Pathe Outs returns to" make production plans. 

; “, - "Hollywood, Jan. 4.. 

Jndgments George Bertholon, production su- 

Se - perintendent, and Edward. Jewell, 

; art director, are off the Pathe pay- 

“Lueia Bianco; ‘Pudor- City, Fourth ‘roll, Harvey: Leavett, studio. super- 

; intendent,. will ‘handle Bertholon’s 

Hi. F.| duties: in addition to his own ‘and 

Carrol: Clark succeeds Jewell, 
Jack Jungmeyer and John Kraft, 

writers, remain with Pathe on a. 
® s.| week to week basis in the absence 

of a renewal of their contracts: 

_Reel Tone. Corp. of Ma; ; 
$770.71. | 

“Popular Theatres; Ine.5, L Cohen; 

Marine Swimming - Pools 

“ROY MACK 
Of the ‘original Gus Eé@wards “School Day” boys has made rapid strides 

m the amusement. world. Now has a three-year contract as a director 
or Warner Brothers vitaphone varieties and features. Also a varied 

experience in producing vaudeville acts, revues and productions in New 
‘York and Chicago. ‘He staged the musical hit of London this season, “Mr. 
Cinders,” for Williamson, Ltd. Also staged twelye original Fanchon and 
Marco onits. His directorial assignment was brought about after stag- 
ing dance numbers for “No, No, Nanette,” “Lilies of the Field”. and 
“Loose Ankles” for First National. For vitaphone varieties he has di- 

TEXAS GOING AHEAD 
ON PROPAGANDA FILM 

Hollywood, Jan. 4. 
Loyal citizens of Texas are pre- 

pared to spend more than $500,000 
to advertise their state via. the 
talkers. - Chambers of. ‘Commerce 
and civic. bodies have already cor- 

ralled most of this cash and are 

here merely set down for appear- 
ances’ sake. 

Now that it’s all over. the broker’s 
alibi fs that he actually was de- 
manding as high as 40% margin on 
some trades and. 30% on all, prob- 
ably the -highest ‘margin requtre- 
ments in-history. It used. to be pos- 
‘sible to buy 100 U. S. Steel around 
100 for $1, 000, or. a.10- -point. margin. 

Nobody. ever dreamed in his wild-: 
est moment that such a wide ‘drop 
‘was remotely. possible. A customer 

who bought ‘General . Electric at its 
high.of 403, and put up the stagger- 
ing.. margin of. $16,000, could have: 
been sold out, for the stock: on the 
break went to 168 and such a-cus- | 
tomer would be out at 243, 

The Contract, and How! 

plans. of making 
Texas.” No 
tion as yet. 

Picture will be made both In 
Texas and here by Associate Ar- 
tists’ Producers, of ‘which N. M. 

- Charles is: president. Story was 

. There's another angle to margin} Witten by a Texan and scheme is 
trading that. deserves a thought. to. have Josephine. Liuchese, ~ a 
Did you ever read the footnote ‘on Texan, .of the Philadelphia Grand 
the white slips on which you write Opera: Company, in the cast: 
your buying orders?._ Do it some will, be known players from Holly- 
time. It merely declares that your wood. with - less: important parts 

-hroker-may aell-you-outatcany-tinre| led by: natives, 
to protect himself; he’ may lend 
‘your long. stock for a delivery}: 
against a short contract,-may hy- 
pothecate your stock or do priacti- 
‘cally anything ‘lee with your prop- 
‘city; with the possible caceptton of 
breaking and entering. Sid. you 
know that when you serawl your 
Jonny Flaneack on that little elip you 
sien a contract enfarresbie in Iaw? 
You can be and Indeed will hea held 
for any defieleney  arasyict 
debit balance in a sell-ont, 

“The Birth of 
distribution connec- 

RESUME’ ON “ESCAPE” 
. : - Mollywood, "Jan. -4. 

"Tele of Texeape,” ° First National 
wWeture, held up when Monte Blue’ 
recelved two broken ribs on “loca- 
tlon, resumes production In two 
weeks, o8 soon as Blue. completes 
hiespaat in TEs Woman.” | 
Reason for second delay was that 

Betty Comynon, femrmo lead, was 
your atherwiie engaged when. Blue’ re- 

, covered, . 

Radio Guarantees Director on New 

-. Herbert Brenon stays with Radio 

not including a percentage. Brenofi | 

_ Some posibility that he will | 

Radio is considering the purchase. 

the highest price named, by any legit | 

‘ion ~ 

‘| 2,000 a week in each lobby. 
was during the quiet-cinema days. 

programs to a picture. 

{of the various pictures. ‘ 
contract with ¢ach company to do 

going ahead with the previous plans |. 

Leads | 

wt SS 

ling his first assignment. 

_ Wednesday, January 8, 1930 

~ | GREENSTONE’S PROGRAM 

| “wvartety" sg” own wn research labora~ 
tories have isolated another chump. 
bacillus, which, under the micro- 

sap of curious behavior, who in- 
yades $2 talker picture houses and. 

grams, : 
Professor Al ‘Greenstone, Ph.d.. 

world authority on the multi-color. 
sap. 
tor years. : 

Jense- reveals the multi-color sap: 
digging in its pocket for a quarter 

programs, printed. in. gorgeous red,< 

or taffy.. - -Closer examination will: 
‘show him — ‘eating them. up: and 

FOR ANY PICTURE 

acope, proves to be a multi-color ~ 

feeds on vari- hued ‘two- bit” Proe : 

(Picture house Distributor); 13° a a 

He has been. breeding them _ 

A peel through the microscopic 7 

green; gold, vermillion, ‘pink, orange-. 

{to buy one of the: doctor’s 25¢, .. ° 

scores -of other multi-color saps -..:’. 
reading over his shoulder or buy ~ 
ine their own. 
Prof. Greenstone ‘says ‘that aur. 

{ne .the silent picture era, 
multi-color sap hes been kriown: to 
gormandize as many as half a mil- 

-, programe, . “The Covered 
Wagon” lobby. magazine ‘proved one - 
‘of the- most luscious tid-bits (or: - 
tather two-bits) to the omniverous : a 
specie. : 
‘Since .the ‘inception of talker pies’ 

the 

tures, the Dr.'s field has “been lim-.- 
-|ite@ insomuch as picture houses not” 

being’ ‘wired .all over the country, © 
the -two-a-day big pictures are 

| Hmited on the: road. _When the: 

$2 pictures traveled in high, that’s 
_| when the multi-color saps -were in- 
cubated so fast the returns swelled 
the professor's exchequer to burst- 

fing. - 
Tt all depends on the potentiality . 

-of a $2. picture -how. muth the pro= 
fessor is willing. to pay fer hig 
multi- color food process. 

Souvenir Idol 
The doctor used to sell about -. 

That 

But the talkers: have. cut into his 
operations, resulting in a ‘60% de= 
cline. It’s a.good week now when 

he disposes of 900. 
’ Mr. Greenstone has about 2 “aozen 
students carrying on for him on 
Broadway now. His menu for the 
multi-color saps includes the “Sally” 
program, the “Disraeli,” ‘Devil May 
Care,” “General .Crack, ” ‘Love Pa- 

jrade”® and Wiliiam Gillette play, 

"Sherlock Holmes.” 
The doctor prints about 10,000 

That takes. 
care of any one $2 picture. © The 
high-priced talkers @on’t last long 

‘Janda he is content to gross. $2,500 
on each. -Materta? for his books is 
supped by: the press departments 

He has 2 

the work. The professor takes. no 
'. advertising. But he has sidelines, 

such as candy, coatrooms, music 
and records, 
He is. the ‘dol of the souvenir 

world. 

U Calls Off Sending 
Serials Out on Disks 

Having learned from an exhaus- 
tive checkup through its branches, 
salesmen sounding out exhibs, that 
there is:a@ representative number 
of theatres wanting serials as talk- 
ers,. Universal's proposed plan of | 

making them on disk has been 
abandoned. It was found that 
exhibs prefer booking and playing 
sound-on-film spools. 
U had felt that saving of cost in 

production could be effected by 
making only one version, if there | 
were. not too many accounts dee 7 
manding the film-tracked talkers. ° 

“BENSON” UNIT CHAN GES 
Hollywood, Jan. 4. 

Elimination. of the femme: lead, 
withdrawal of Phillips Holmes from 
the cast, and a switch fn directors 
are changes in~- Par’s “Benson 
Murder Case,’ next William Powell 

. picture. 
Only femme ' roles in. the picture: 

will be bits, ‘it ‘Is understood. 
Frank Tuttle is the latest as- 

signed to. direct the picture. He 
replaces Louis Gasnier who, 

NEWMEYER. STALLED 
Sent east to direct pictures at 

the Long Island studio, Fred New- 
meyer is now in New York await- 

Picture 
he will direct, though not sched- 
uled, may follow completion of 

ous Nan McGrew.” 
Newmeyer last directed Richard 

Dix ‘In “The Quarterback” at As- 
| torla. 

in. 
turny- replaced~-Lothar--Mendesr=:-~~=~- ze 

“The Big Pond” instead of “Danger | 
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Indie Outfit Will Pick Members: 
5 Exchanges Release Source for 

w) Talkers on Planned Program 
"Future - of the quickie - producer 

and indies turning out pictures | 
which do not measure up to a cer- 
tain standard, as well as- those 
“whose reputation in the. industry | ig. 
not of ‘the best, is more. clouded than 
ever as the result of the formation 
of a producing-distributing organ- 
ization. by Affillated Exchanges, Inc. 
Basic plan is the sewing -up of the 
entire. country. in an independent 
way on product and territory. 

With the election Thursday of W.. 

“Ray Johnson, well-known 'ané lead- 

§fng indie-producer, as vice-president | 
and general manager of: Affiliated,. 

the exchange combine formed re- 
‘ cently in Chicago by Adolph Pollok,. 
‘president of Hollywood Pictures, 
embarks on a@ schéme ‘that ‘is de- 
signed’ to make it. an “Indie Hays’ 
Office. a 
‘Purpose: is ‘almost’ identical with 

“that of ‘the M. P. P. D. A. over which} ' 
Hays presides. “All producers. 
brought into the Affiliated combine | 

“will have to submit stories, — direc- 

tors, and casts for approval before . 
filming and will in other ways have 
to live up to cértain rules and.re-. 
strictions. Among other things sex 
‘pictures will be absolutely out, it is 
‘understood.: 

‘With only a few more exchanges 

to be lined up for Affiliated, plans 
are going ahead with leading indie 
_producers. 

_ nies, Rayart, Continental. and ‘Syn- 
dicate, will. be a part of the orgeén- 
ization next season if not currently. 
Difficulty in bringing the companies 
‘in iminediately is explained by the 
fact that the pictures have been sold 
in most cases for various territories. 

... Picking Members 
According to Johnson, 

producers are ready to tie up with 
Affiliated, but extreme care will be 

‘taken to see. that only those pro- 

ducers of reputatibn and depend- 
ability wili be brought in, this de-|- 
cision automatically killing chances |. 
for -the fly- by-nights and quickie 
makers: who will. almost be auto- 
matically: deprived of their markets. 
Units to produce pictures under the} 
Affillated plan will get under way] 
about April 1, according to plans, 
with at least 24 talkers to be repre; 
sented this year, 

It is hinted that Affiliated may 
eventually take over all production 
itself on a sharing basis with pro- 
ducers and ‘thus control the indie 

market. 
plans will interfere with the Motion 
Picture Congress’ idea can only be]. — 

guessed, 
~ Indie exchanges - -to the number of]: 

15 or 16 are.counted upon to build 
up the distribution side of Affiliated. 
Contracts have already been signed 
with Hollywood Pictures, New 
‘York; Chase Pictures, Buffalo; 
Masterpiece Film Attractions, Phila- 
delphia; Trio Productions, “‘Wash- 
‘ington; Fischer Film .Exchange, 
Cincinnati; Security Pictures, Chi- 
cago;. Security Pictures, Indian- 
apolHs: Progressive Film Co. St. 
Louis, and- Security Pictures, 
Omaha, ae ‘ ° 

Johnson's Trip 
With a view to closing deals on 

‘negotiations already under way west 
of Milwaukee and Kansas City, 
J ohnson left. New York last Friday 

ot “night - to personally. attend to the 
signing of papers. He will be. gone 
about six weeks and visit the Coast. 
to line up exchanges there as well. 
Under the plan, indie exchange 
‘members of Affiliated are guaran- 

. teed ‘returns on a@ pro- -rata basis 

equal to the percentage value of the 

exchange's respective. territory. 
Definite output and national re- 

lease dates, as well as value of na- 
tional advertising, are. among the 
benefits pointed out to the exchange. 

Indie talker production has been 

in. Ermine. . 

_Johnson’s own compa-] 

several |. 

Just how. much Affiliated |’ 

‘| part. 

Me G BORROWS WES RUGGLES 
, ‘Hollywood, ‘Jan, 4, 

"Wesley | Ruggles has’ been - bor- 
rowed from Par by M-G-M to direct 
“The Sea Bat.” © 
George Faweett. ‘and John Mifjan 
are in the cast.. : 

George Hill, originally - assigned, 
will direct a ‘Prison story” called 
“The Big House.’ ” . 

WARNER WRITERS 
; as Hollywood,’ Jan. . 4, 

“Oliver ‘HL P. Garrett, short’ story: 
writer, is here under contract _to 
Warners to write originals, . 

Other - “writers, added to-the sce- 
nario. staff are Rita Weiman and 
Charles Kenyon Nicholson,. James 
Gleason ‘is also under a “Warner con. 
tract ‘to write dialog, for “Dumbbells 

W.B. Plans Circus Film: 
May Do Vet Clown’s Story | 

‘Warners: is. dickering with R. E. 
“Uncle Bob”. Sherwood, radio favor- 
ite and for many years a clown with 
circuses, for the right to a story of 
the sawdust. If the deal clicks’ pic- 
ture, will probably be an all-color 
talker: with Sherwood. playing a 

Contracts have not yet been 

signed, but it is- ‘understood - both. 
parties have about. agreed on terms. 
Woman whom the story js built 

around retired from the circus a 

- almost negligible since sound came |p; jg still living. Warners has long 
in;; Only a dozen pictures with dila- 
ae and several of them part-talk- 

planned a-circus picture in dialog 
and color, having dickered last fall 

's,. have been released, it is claimed.| with Col. Zach Miller to distribute 
“These embrace four »Rayarts, two a ‘picture “Gol. Miller planned “pros 

Charles ‘Bickford, |1 °° 

PICTURES 

Is Runs On Broadway 

(Subject to Change) 

Week of Jan. 10 

Capitol—“Holly wood Revue” 
.(M-G-M). 

-Colony—“Her 
fair” (Pathe).- 

. P aramount— “Battle 
| Paris” (Par). - 

”. Roxy—“Hot for Paris” (Fox) 
| .. Strand—“No, No, Nanette” @N. - 

Week .of Jan. 17: 

Capitol—“Hollywood Revue” 
' (M-G-M). . 

‘ Colony-—“Night Riders” (U). . 
 Paramount—“Glorifying 

American Girl” (Par). 
Roxy—‘Sunnyside Up" (Fox) 

Private At- 

of. 

$2.Runs 
_ Jan: 15—“Hit the Deck” 
(Carroll). 

' Feb. 9—"Vagabond King” 
(Criterion). 

“Roadhouse Nights” 

Final release title for Para- 

mount’s “River Inn,” with Helen 

Morgan and Clayton, Jackson ana 

Durante, is “Roadhouse Nights.’ " 

ROXY, NEW YORK 

FNU Title | Dispate 
: “Holly wood, Jan, 4.- 
First National and Universal are 

fighting over the title “Jail Break.” 
FN recently announced it will make 
‘an unpublished story of that name 
by Dwight Taylor, son of Laurette. 
U states. it has registered an orig-. 
inal story, by Leon: Abrams, of that 
title with the Hays’ organization, 
Authors’ League and the California 

State Department.: 
M-G was set to lend Contad 

Nagel to First National for the lead 
in this film, but after he. read the 

story he rejected the part.. No one 

yet. chosen in ‘his stead. 

; be. 

Continentals; two Lon Youngs, two|qucing around his 101 Ranch show. 

Weiss Bros.,.one Ben Wilson serial'!'This idea, however, fell through; 
and one’ Gotham. 

CHANGES WAR DIRECTORS | 
Hollywood, Jan, 4, 

Universal has changed its mind. 
on having Reaves Fiason direct the | 
big outdoor scenes for “All Quiet on | has been promoted to a director of | 
the Western Front.”. 

Lewis’ Milestone will: do all the 

megeing. 

' Miller. not making the picture. 

Josepha Directing 
Edmund Josephs, who has. ‘been 

continuity writer at Warners’ Flat- 

bush studio for a year and a half, 

shorts. 
Stanley E. Rauh succeeds Josephs : 

few years ago, following an injury, F 

as studio continuity writer. | 

“Capt ‘Heighian’s “Story ~ 
‘ Hollywood, Jan. 4. 

“To get the proper nautical angle 
for “Broadminded,” Fox has en- 

| gaged Capt. John Meighan, former 
Marine officer,.to write an original 

story to fit the title for Victor Mc- 
Laglen and Edmund. Lowe. . 
Meighan, who has several mag 

short stories to his credit, will make 
lis initial bow to. pictures with this 

tale. 

Space Grabbers 
By Bob Landry 
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 ‘Purks and Greeks, headwaiters 
and. college boys, any two ingenues, 
newspapermen and press agents— 
they're all natural enemies.  . 
Newspapermen still cherish thelr 

feud with press agents, ‘even’ while 

taking the family to. shows ‘on 
‘comps. © — ; 

But - it's. not. as pad’ as it used to 
So inffuential.a person as the 

assistant’ general manager. of. the 
Associated | ‘Press has said a good 
word for: “the press’ agents, | ‘whose’ 
services, he admits, are frequently 
very helpful to reporters. . 

All the A, P. has against the. pr ess. 
agents is that most of them are. 
ciphers | in their own organizations, 

-haven’t any authority and are un- 

able ta-give information out for the 
humiliating reason that. they don’t 

know. 

Picture press “agents, more. ‘than 
others, suffer from this not know- 
ing. In commercial firms the press 
agent, under. @. ‘more exalted. title, 
is’ frequently @ moulder: of policy. 

and a member of the inside clique, 
Put seldom in a picture company, 

one-cylinder minds are able to bluff 
themselves through. _In the case of 
small companies engaging. préss 

agents on part time, the freelance. 

does next to nothing ‘for the money - 

he gets.: It’s poor é€conomy for the. : 
company, of course.. 

Keeps:’Em Burning .. 
City editors who -contact. ‘press , 

agents only ‘indirectly through re-. 
porters get stung just often enough 
by an Irvin Strauss’ “Go Jump in 
the. Lake” hoax to keep the fire. of 
their resentment burning. oo 

Irresponsibility. is. unquestionably 
disappearing. | It’ defeats itself. 
Once, but never . twice, newspapers 
“will fall for the fantasies of any. 
given. press ‘agent, It does not mat- 
ter if the scandal-hungry cupidity 
‘of city editors.makes the hoax pos- . 

_| sible, the boys on. the desks. ‘don’t 
forgive or. forget. 
This. is riot to say that the. pub-- 

Neists don’t pipe ‘up plenty of stuff. 
It’s. a delicate caseof. percentage.. 
If there’s a germ of truth and no 
kickback or angle to hold newspa- 
pers up .. to’: ridicule, 
squawk., © 

Not to: mention. names, most, of. 

_ they, don't . 

‘the. theatrical and film: ‘chatter col- 
_iumns in New’ York City are ‘made. 

up from mimeographed stuff. with» a 
lead: tacked on by the column con- 

-| ductor. 
Whatever ‘can’ “be gata against 

-| press’ agents and their methods, . 
| most of them are not lazy. Whereag, 
and in contrast, theatrical reporters 
as a group’ are.a hit-or-miss. crew ” 
seldom, or -never popping a ‘genuine | 
Scoop. or. beat, They'd miss Press 
agents plenty. © -- : 

‘The Old: School _ 
In the: last several'.years the ten- . 

. dency has been to refer to the old: 

LEON LEONIDOFF — 
_{of -“subpress agentry.” 

DIRECTOR OF PRODUCTION (Assistant to Mr. ROTHAFEL) 

The Roxy Productions for 1929 were hailed as achievements by the New York press. 
praise, they particularly commended: 

Lavish in thelr 

“Ballet a'Nult” “Festival of Spring,” “Babes in’ the Woods,” mdelweie,” etc. 

with its - directors’ and executives 
far more vain and pompous than 
the stars, . 

-Picture | executives ‘are prone. to 

treat their: horn-tooters 
thereby engendering in the unhappy 
publicist an inferior{ty. complex. 
Not. only is the press agent in such 
cases uninformed on big deals or 
important happenings but he’s 
afraid to ask. . 
‘There are, of course, exceptions. 

But where the conspicuous excep- 
tions occur, it is found that these 
are executives rather: than press 
agents. and that the respect they 

command from associates Is based 
upon their status as executives. Yet. 

as a rule the publicity man of the 
organization ranks with any of the 

{execs..on. showmanship knowledge 
Nene ie 

and is. the only one of tho: firm Ws] 
staff in intimate touch with all 
departments. 

One reason for the lack of re- 
spect in which publicity men are 
sometimes held: is the hordes of 
small fry, cut rate, undistinguished 
and sappy. gents, young and old, 
who call themselves press agents. 

There’ 

-| between. ‘these groups... 

: erary than the old timers, 

Heghtly,- 

fis nothing so dadifficult. to]. 

school of press agentry © as ‘distin- 
|guished in attitude, approach and: 

| general ‘character . from ‘the: news 
school. - 

No stigma is ‘riécessarily inyolved 
-{in-the former clasification or honor’ 
| by thé latter, although it’s no secret. 
| that: the “new. generation of press 
agents. ‘rather. _ Sneers- on the old 

: ways, 

_ There is -stiil another lot falling” 
They. are - 

the press agents. whose outlook and. 
.| aspirations: are primarily’ literary... 
‘They make no secret. of where their. 
hearts direct. them. . 

The New School - 
Aga general statement the mod> © 

ern. or new school is far more Ht- | 
.Thetr ©. 

writing, toa,’ partakes. more: of. -the.’. 
quality: of straight. Journalism, || ; 
They pride. themselves, these. new . 

-| fellows, on merely presenting for 
|acceptance actual: concrete news 
values, If they point the interpre- | 

{tation or sketch a rosy picture; | 
that 1s where their art comes ifn, 

| why they draw their salaries.’ More- . 
over, as. implied, most theatrical re- 
porters will. get anything more. 

‘| complicated than a name and ad-- 
; dress all bawled up anyhow. - 

'.Oceasionally a reporter, who. {s ‘, 
| perhaps not so dumb, discovers or 
suspects the presence and operation 

That. nat- 
urally is winter underwear in ‘front 
of a bull. 
The average press agent. will 

protect any alert reporter. Within 
reason, of course. And they are 

| offen enormously . helpful on pro-_ 
viding data, ‘statistics, etc, Al-~ 
though one or two publicists in the. 
New York picture ranks are so no-.. 
toriously. negative on exclysives, the | 
knowing trade reporters never con-. 

sult. them for ‘confirmations. , 
‘“To help fill newspapers with 

what | newspapers must hiavye.”. This ~ 
was the expressed credo of one 
Jarge-salaried new. ‘school: press 
agent. — 

Theatrical news ‘Is red hot. news, 
papers must have it. Press. agents 
provide the easiest way of securing 
an adequate everyday supply.. 

‘$3, 035 Against Tave 
‘Paul Albert ‘has ‘filed a judgment,.« 

for $3,085. in the N. Y. City Court» 
against Samuel Tave-on 30 notes 

made to the Till Amusement Ca. 
and endorsed to the plaintiff. 

_ Zave did not answer the suit. 
A jJudgment® for -$2,568~ 1408-“been: - 
filed in the N. ¥. City < Court 
against the Popular Theatres, Inc., 
by Isaac Cohen on a note made 
Sept..12 last and payable in three 
months, . 

.No defense was made. 

‘ Bennett’s Par Option Renewed 
Paramount has renewed 4 one- 

measure in terms of results as pub- | year option on Dave Bennett, dance 
Ucity. Consequently a lot of phoney i director. 
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| A. 

Los Angeles, Jan. 4. 
(Drawing Population, 1,500,000) 

Weather: Fair and Warm | 
While New Year’s eve and day: 

Meant turnaway business, film to- 

ularly outstanding, The.State with'| 
“Their Own Desire”. got. $31,000 to. 
top the town by $5,000..:. - .  . 
“Taming of the Shrew,’’ runner- 

up, 
Artists, while at. the: -Paramount. 
“Glorifying. the American’ Girl": 
didn't translate itself into mazuma 
of real weight. — . eo 

Warners’ Hollywood changes its 
policy from a@ Monday. to Sunday 
opening Jan. 12. First picture un-- 
der the new policy its “Sally.” 

Estimates for Last Week . 

Rhythm” (Pathe) 

Boulevard on. their “must” list as a 
feeble $5,500 indicates. _ 

- Carthay Circle (Fox)—"Rio Rita” 

Holding up very nicely; no grouches 
at $11,500. , a 
Chinese (Fox) — “Condemned” 

(OA) (2,028: 60-$1 

acquired $26,000:- at United | 

h 

‘high. 

ita jahannons | a 
Radio) (1,600; 50-$1.50) (7th week).| five preceding days. ; 
{ a pe _ “Vagabond Lover" did well on its 

week after having three days of 
{previous week to its credit. “Con- 

60) (Sth. week). | denmined” aid excellently at the :‘Co- 
‘while _ Improvement in night attendance |lumbia, 

‘has buoyed this romance 
exit week, $11,600. . 

- Criterion. (Fox)—“Hot ‘for: Paris” 

- holiday, around $11,000. . - oe, 
* . Egyptian (UA-Fox).— “Welcome 
Danger” (Par) (1,800; 26-75)..-Har- 
ald Lioyd started off on. the second 

“yun circuit here with $12,600, well |. 
ever house average; 

“ shows daily. 
4 

: Fox Palace (Fox)—""Dynamiite”. $16, 

Earle ~ 
- (Metro) (1,160; 25-50). . Two-hour 
... feature failed: to’ pile ‘big total; 
Just so-so at $8,500; previously at 

~ -Carthay Circle last-stimmer. 
{State (Loew-Fox)—"Their. Own. 

_., Desire” (M-G) (2,024; 26-$1). Only. 
.. attraction. current.to step.out dur- 
"ing. the week apart from. holiday 

break; amassed $31,000, very: good. 
 < Orpheum. (RKO)—Hit the Deck” 

«=. (Radio) (2,270; - 60-75) (2nd week). 
.. Holding to. profitable takings: sec- 
~ ond “week, $22,000,. after smashing 
:. house record opening week. = = 
_°" Paramount (Publix)—"Glorifying 

-° the American Girl” (Par): (3,595; 
25-75). This being the tow where 
they glorify ‘em, excitement never 
got above minor key; - all. right: 
though at $22,000. 

30-65). With vaudeville, low. com: 
edy opus worth $18,000, nice biz; 

“Flight” (Col), which took existing 

$25,000. ; “. 7 . . 

- United Artists (Pub-UA)—“Tam- 
ing of the Shrew” (UA) (2,100; .26- 
$1) (2nd week). Maybe scared of 
that Shakespearean title, but stars’. 
names) and_ entertainment: value 
holding up; $26,000. 7 

Warners’. Downtown — “Paris” 
(FN) (1,800; 60-76) (2nd _ and final: 
week). Scrammed with but $14,- 

- _ 600; never made first base. = = 
Warners’ Hollywood -— “General 

Crack” (WB) (2,756; 26-76 (3rd and 
final week). Three days shy of 
three weeks when exiting; .' just 
$15,000 on final four days; nice en- 
gagement; 

_ Million Dollar (Lazarus)—"Lost 
Zeppelin” (Tiff) (2,200; 16-76). 
Opened New Year's Eve and paced. 
around $13,500 on balance of week; 
best house has ever done under 
present management, 

PALACE, CH, RECORD 
BROKEN AT $42,000 

Chicago, Jan. 4, 
Holiday week broxe the house re- 

cord big time vaude, for tho Palace, 
last week, grossing $42,000. Previous| . 
high, held by Ted Lewis and’ Molly. 
Picon, was $38,000, . ; i 

Present high due partly to tilted: 
tariff in the balcony, all seats at 
$1, with just a few in the réar at 
60 cents, Se 

Headliners last week -were. Chic 
Sale, Koun Sisters and Bill Rob- 

_ .dmson, holdover, 

'L. L Made Shorts Will 
- Name Publix as Producer 

Paramount’s shorts, to be made 
..at the Long Island studio under su- 

eo pervision of A. J. Balaban, will bo. 
kKnoWh a5 Publix Shorts. These one 
and. two-reelers will be sold under 
this trade name both’ here and | 
abroad, oN 

' New schedule of production gets 
under way around March 1, accord- 
ing to present plans, All available 
talent in the Publix organization 
‘will be used, including entire stage 
units in some cases, Those shorts 
made by the parent company, Para- 

“mount, will retain that designation. 

‘only three} 
: . ( 

| Estimates 
Columbia (Loew) — “Condemned”. 
UA) (1,232; 85-60). Excellent. at 

“(8-C-Warner") — Second 
Choice”. (WB) (2,244; ~35-50). Two: 
‘grand above normal; $16,000.:.- °-. 

'- Fox (Fox)—"Hot for Paris” (Fox) 
and Horace Heidt band (3,484:. 85- 
50-60-75). Big week with. 
and show held over, $36,900. = . 
“Met (S-C ‘Warner)—“Show of 
Shows” (WB) (13585; 35-50). Spas- 
modic business; maybe $18,500; held 

pr es 
_—————— 

: _. Washington, Jan. 4. 
Estimated White Population, 450,000 

: Weather: _ 
No. complaints last week. Every 
ouse did better than usual while.the-. 

Palace. smashed ist own previous 
“Navy Blue” crashed through 

\for close to $28,000, 
helped. .. . _ 
‘Fox*had a grand week, too, with 

“Hot for Paris,” and Hroace Heidt’s 
-| band. Did so well at $36,900 that pic- 

: _fture and Heldt holding over. “Show 
Boulevard - (Fox) — “Red ~ Hot |of Shows” at the Met did business, 

(2,164; 25-60).| but has everybody guessing as’ to 
Neighbors evidently went downtown | whether it was actually big‘or just 
or stayed at home; didn’t have the|good biz. Stays second week also. 

“Hell’s Heroes,” 
days at the Rialto, got as much as 

Ss of Broadway" did the 

; next to/ boosted the Earle two grand above 
va yusual, - 

.. Midnight sh 

over. . 

Palace’ (CLoew)—"Navy Blues’. 

.goes record; almost $28,000. 
‘. Rialte_ (0)—“Shannons of. Broad- 
way” (U), first five days to $3,000; 
“Hell's Heroes” (U) for two days to 
like amount; $6,000 on. week;. 

oo , a oeross” held for full week current- 
a, #4 iT) ‘ e y.. . i - . . . RKO—"Oh Yeah” (Pathe) (2,950;  RKO—Vagabond Lover’ (Radio 

ak whtcy with seisas ouse previously under-quoted with | week, which, with previous $8,000, 
h e y F auoted with gives picture $19,000.for 10 days. 
record week ago. on final total of}. . 

‘NAVY BLUES’ $23,200 IN 
~N OHEELS' NS. 6 

‘ . New. Orleans, Jan. 4. 
' New Year's week proved sensa- 
tional for Loew’s State, with. the 
house coming pretty. near its record 
with... William MHainés in 
Blues,”: State got. $28,200. _ 

- Not so good at: the. Saenger with 
“Pointed Heels)” 
despond of neglect and never re- 
covering; $17,600, far from flatter- 
ing. . 
-Orpheum held “His First Com- 

mand” and manage 
000, a neat profit, 
The little Tudor was a standout 

at $7,400 with “Show of Shows.” Pic- 
ture has come in for wide acclaim 
locally, Tudor has but 700 seats. 
.- Strand held its own; theatre is 

economically and went ‘boing 
above 

run 
$5,00 

State has “Sunny Side Up” for 

_BUFFALO UP 

Just Fair—State's $31,000 Best; | 
Par-Orph Tie, $22,00—U A Has $26,000) 

CAPITAL FOX, $36,900; 
~ PALACE’S TOP, $28,000 

tals for the week were not. partic- | 

; ows New Year's Eve 
(Fox) (1,600; 26-75) (24 week). With: at all houses except the Rialto. — 

, _ Horace Heidt's Californians are 
being . held’ over at the Fox for 
a 

‘KIBITZER’ TOO STRANGE 
TO NATIVES OF K. C. 

‘Addition of vaudeyiife. at Loew 
—| Midland seems to have been a life 

saver, judging. from ‘business. last 
week. With the vaude getting bet- 
ter, business is also showing an in- 
crease.: Local amusement - seekers 
are keen |shoppera and want .some-. 
thing injaddition to straight. pic- 
‘tures,. Sunday night, with “Navy 
Blues,” deemed just a fair ‘comedy 
here, ‘house had ‘emt standing in 
line for over.an hour. That's real 
news in this city, Ss 7 
"All ‘theatres went. after New 
Year's: Eve business. with extra 
shows. ‘Some gave away. noise. 
makers and souvenirs to keep. the 
bunch happy. : Mainstreet - reserved 
everything at $1 and had a sell- 
out. well in advance. Newman 
Switched from “Pointed Heels” at 
seven o’clock and gave three per- 
formances of. “Show of Shows” 
which starts regularly this week. 
Pantages also gave ‘a ‘preview show- 
ing of “Flight” with all-seats at 50 
cents. Midland and its huge ca- 
pacity did not sell reserved séats 
for its special show, but sold tickets 
in advance on the understanding | 
that no more than the capacity of 
the house would be distributed. 

‘Estimates for ‘Last Week 
Loew’s. Midland—“Navy Blues” 

(M-G) (4,000; .26-85-50-60). Sat- 
‘urday and. Sunday openings saw 
healthy holdouts- for the first. time 
in weeks and gave the house a great 
start; reviewers not overly enthu- 
silastic about the. picture but cus-~- 
tomers liked it and with the five 
‘acts of -vaude, which. continue to 

Fair 

, Boosted scale 

on the last two 

“Second Choice’ 

second week ‘along with ‘Hot-for| improve, made . dandy, entertain- 
Paris.” ae .  ? 2 [ment; $30,000. danpce a we 

* tes for Last Week. ~ | ;,.Matnatreet—"“ Vagabond Lover 
(Radio). (3,200; 25-35-60-66). Given 
Breat- publicity and drew nicely; 
stage show helped make good bar- 
Fan fine the shoppers knew it; 

. wVvVe toys. . an ot 

, Newman—"“Pointed Heels” (Par) 

mean & thing but film did all right; 
$14,900... tak! ae 

Picture|. Royal—"The | Kibitzer’ — (Par) 
| (840; 26-35-50). Management tried 

to convince that this was one of 
the best comedies of. season; had 
a hard time trying to put the title 
over: as it was a new one to the 
local majority; $4,800. . 
’. Pantages—“Salute” (Fox) (2,200; 

‘| 25-35-50). One of the fastest -pic- 
tures‘on the street in :spite,of foot- 
ball background; stage show also 
well balanced; everything. satis- 

10 GOOD WK: 
“RITA” $25,000, PALACE 

2 | MONTREAL'S. 

Montreal, Jan.- 4. 
Population, 600,000) 
eathers Mild po 

_¥ine gains all around last week. 
Palace. was in the lead at. $25,000 on 
“Rio Rita.” Add to this somewhere 
‘in the neighborhood of $20,000 cut 
up among the five houses running 
midnite shows, and 1929 went out 
to a golden tune for pictures, _ 
“Great Gabbo” picked up around 

$18,000 at the Capitol, much better 
than usual, and Loew's ran “Glort- 
fying the Follies Girl,” a change 
from heavy drama and sob‘ stuff of. 
recent weeks, with corresponding 
good returns of $17,500. Princess 
made out well with “Song of Love,” 
collecting $10,000, and the Imperial 
held its own on “Half Way to 
Heaven” at. $11,000. Orpheum got 
$5,000 with “ Broadway Hoofer.” 
Neighborhoods mostly ran to big 

shows, with grosses up on average. 
Estimates for Last Week. . 

Palace (FP). (2,700; 40-75)—"Rio 
Rita” (Radio). Fans fell over them-. 
selves to get in; some fall off late 

( Drawing 

“Navy 

slipping into the 

d to reach $11,- 

this week. Yesterday (Friday) | in week, but $26,000, 
opening, it broke all opening day | ,, Capitol EP) (2,700;  40-65)— 
records with the Fox musical talker, | “Great Gabbo (World-Wide). _ ‘Steady for $18,000. : 

Loew’s (FP). (3,200; 35-60)— 
“Glorifying Follles Girl” (Par). One . | ’ Si7 owe grosses. in some months, 

Big House $29,900—Laughing Lady’| “sob” riches, RS been playing 
$22,800—‘Glorifying’ Gets $12,900. . ughrincess (CT) (2,300; 30-55)—~ 

fi 0 . 7 79 7 ; _  Buttato, gan. 4. $10 080 Love (Col). Fair biz at 
(Drawing Population 600,000) imperial (FP) (1,900; 36-60)— / - Weather: Tair. | ._| “Half Way to Heaven" (Par). Good Holiday. spurt helped all along the picture and snappy -vaude; $11,000. line, the Buffalo just missing $30,000. Orpheum (CT) | (1,200; 40-50)— Estimates for Last Week: “Broadway Hoofer” (Col). Brought Buffalo (Publix) (3,600; 30-40-65) | $1,000 over previous week; $5,000. 

Hip 

(Par). Fair enough, $12,900. | 
—-Great-Lakes=(Fox)=(3;400 26285= Erwin..under.-& lon 

60) “Sunnyside Up” (Fox). Around 
$20,000, good. , 

ritory. 

“Marriage Playground” 
good week, $29,900. . . 
-_ (Publix) . (2,400;. 
“Laughing Lady” (Par) and 
Nice gross at $22,800. — ; 
_ Century (Publix) (3,400; 40-60) 
“Glorifying } 

p 

_ Raymond Puckett, recently assist- 
-ant ‘director of. publicity 
Brooklyn’ Paramount, 
made district advertising supervisor 
of the Springfleld, Mass., Publix ter- 

~y 

(Par). Hadj: Roxy (Ind) (600;. 60)-~"Q Ships" 
(British). Picked up crowds turned: 40-60) away from main stems; $3,000, 

vaude.| - - — an 

ERWIN’S LONG TERM 
': Paramount has Diaced = Siuurt 

the American Girl” 

Erwin's first part of any Jraport« 

after whieh 
(Pathe) and Vaude. &rabbea him for “Sweetts," ° 
rn “Y  Erwin 1a Msted for “Dangerous 

Nan McGrew,” scheduled for enrly 
‘production at Pars Tonk  Seland 

at the plant. ; 
has:  beeny. - 

Par 

nt 

L. B. Sponeler ts manager of the 
Waldo theatre (Fox), Kans ify; 
Mo., replacing Henry Tilenter ger, 

PICTURE GROSSES Fry 8 180 
Hot for Paris’ $20,000; ‘Parade’ $16,000; 

a Oe anny $1400; Show’ $1,000—Pld 

satisfactory 

‘throughout; Colman’s name a factor 

‘eral. months;. $21,000. « 

‘beating | “Rio” Ri 

 €1,980;" 25-86260-60).. "Title didn’t | 

g--term =eontraete 

ance was.as the reporter Jn fuyx's|#) 
Lafayette (Inde.) (3,400; 40-60) | “Speakeasy,” 

“The Racketeer” 
Maybe $16,000. . 

BALTO HOPS—CENTURY 
AND STAN BEAT $2100 

. Baltimore, Jan. 4. 
Population, 850,000) — 
eather: Mild) 

-General recovery on’ the holiday. 
week;...The Century, with “Its a 
Great Life," lead the procession, but 
the Stanley, with “Condemned,’’ .ran 
‘@ good. second. .. It was also a'big. 
week for the New and “Sunny Side 
Up.” Keith’s ‘Nkewise got a good 
break. on “Gold Diggers,” moved 
downtown after 
at the Met. | Loe _ 

Business was pretty -go0d at: the 
Valencit. with “The Viking,” ‘and 

‘(Drawing 

Aviator.” a 
--. Estimates for Last. Week. :. 
-Century (Loew) “It’s a Great} 

Life” (M-G): (3,200; 25-60). Holiday 
and ‘midnight show New. Year's 
boosted; Duncan -Sisters got far 
better break than when here in 
“Topsy and Eva,” stage; equalled 
Xmas week with-$24,000. -. . | 
. Stanley (Loew, Stanley-Crandal)) 
“Condemned” (UA): (3,600; 25-60). 
Excellent notices. and. big ‘business 

and: picture liked; best week in sev- 

“Gold Keith’s” (Schanbergers) 
Diggers” (WB) (2,500; 25-50).. This} 
one a consistent money getter here; 
after..eight weeks at the: uptown 
Met, booked down here and reported 

»’ which means 
‘over ‘$16,000. ; co 
Rivoli (Wilson Amusement Co.) 

“The Aviator" (2,100; 25-60). .Up- 
grade; -matinees, usually strong; 
better and maybe $8,500..° 
“New :(Mv Mechanic) “Sunny Side 
Up” (Fox) (1,600; 25-50). No ques- 
tion about this one; box office had a. 
line for noon show and another for 
supper performance daily;. say 
$16,000. ae ; 

_ Valencia (Loew-UA) “The Vik- 
ing” (1,200; 26-50). Another -first 
run. for this elevator house, ‘and 
‘business ‘still. pretty good; : about 
$3,300. 00 vo - 
Auditorium (Schanbergers) 

“Tanned . Legs” (Radio) (1,572; 
35-$1).... Reported gradually on 
move, Comedy attraction, “Broad- 
way Limited,” came.in for some fine 
newspaper comment; satisfactory at 
about $10,000. , - 
‘Parkway (Loew-UA) “Glorifying 

American Girl” (Par) (1,000; 16-35). 
‘Riot at. the Stanley, ‘but turned in 
good week at this uptown stand; 
$4,400, fine at this scale. - 

“Unborn Child”: Socked 
But Draws; Prov. Spotty 
(D - Population see 4, 

rawrng Population, 515 
‘Weather: Mostly’ Fair, ” 

Another week of ups and downs 
for the local picture boys. Midnight 
shows New Year's eve helped some 
of the houses but not all. “Show 
of Shows” and “Navy Blues’ were 
biggest things in town. 

Colleen Moore in “Footlights and | 
-Fools” at Strand failed to -provide 
any noise in box ‘office, although 
house played feature big, 

Estimates for Last Week 
Loew's State (3,500; 15-60)— 

“Navy Blues” (Metro). Bill Haines 
still a drawing card here. ‘Feature 
went over big. House packed them 
in midnight show. ‘Over $25,000; 
very big. , 

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 15-50)— 
“Show of Shows” (WB). Feature 

enlarged screen, projected on new 
Magnificscope, and plugged big. 
Feature stays over. Close to $14,- 
-500; good. 
4 Strand (Ind) (2,200; 15-60)— Footlights and Fools” -(FN ). Fine 

but biz dropped 
Close to $11,000; 

(1,600;.  15-60)—- 
some and panned b y others. War 
gseenes in film ; . ‘got razzing from the 
rabble. About $8,900; slightly” over 
average, .  -- ; ot 
Carlton (Fay) (1,600; 16-50)—~ “Her Unborn Child’. (Windsor), Weature .creating. some disturbance here; getting the biz. but getting 

pronty. ‘of criticigma, ‘too. Close to 

Fay’e (Tray) (1,600; 15-60)—“Lone Star Ranger” and vaude show. Fair’ 
at $10,000. Coe 

_ RKO Albee (2,600; 15-60)—“our Dovilw*—und=-vaude-Bhow: —Peature: eiganpolnting to many. Iz big at 
Huo, . ‘ : 

2000 9A) caters anlage epee eee epee 

SCHECK FOX DANCE STAGER 
Max Seheck, dance director, for- 

}toerly. with Warners’, wos engaged through the ia, Small office for one 
year with Jrox, 
cont Ingt weale, ; 
Wax now hae three Ainupgers of 
Aineers, Other two nape Seymour 
Melix, In charge, and Danny Dare, 

eight, uptown weeks : 

1-200; 25-60)—“Sunnyside Up” . 

at the Rivoli: with “The 50) —"It's a. Great Life.” Got ree 

‘registered best in.weeks 

“GROSS RECORD, $71,600. 

| and-vaud6., - 

(Par) (4,000; 35-50- 

|] Wolf, went over, 

Bancroft liked by | 

. Ifa left for the- 
- - started New Year's Day; 

Wednesday, January 8, 1930 

_. Portland, Ore., Jan. 4, 
Big holiday programs . boosted _. 

‘grosses all over town, despite major... | 
opposition ‘of’ the American Legion — 
Circus at the armory. ; 
“Love Parade” scored ‘heavily at 

the Portland, giving that: house its 
first. major break in some time, 
“Show of Shows” at-the Music Box 
also’: was big, and the same’ for 
“Sunnyside Up" at the United 
Artists. All houses’ had. special’ 
midnight shows New Year's Hye, 

Estimates for Last Week 
‘Broadway: (Fox) (2,000; .25-60)— 

“Hot for Paris” (Fox). Peppy and. - 
went over okay; $20,000, big. °° - 

United Artiste (Parker-Fox) (la 

” (Fox), - 
Big and good for a run;..$14,000. . 

Alder (Parker-Fox) (1,200; | 25=.: 

sults and may hold: $8,500. ee, 
: Portland (Publix) (3,500;. 25-80). 
—“Love Parade” (Par). - Musical: 

;; may run 
off at the Rialto; $14,800, °~ . 
-- Rialto (Publix) . (2,000; -25-50)— 
“The. Kibitzer” (Par). Comedy ex« 
ploited well, and fair results; $4,000; 
Music Box (Hamrick) (2,000; 25- 

50)—“Show. of Shows”. (WB). . Got 
’em in and. kept ‘em coming;: holds . 
for run; $11,000, cea 
._Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 26... 
$0) Tiger Rose” (WB). Okay at 
4,000. .-.. - Se - Lo 
Oriental (Tebbetts) (2,700; 25-35) 

—"Sailor's Holiday.” Oke as. pro« 
eram laugh film; did fairly; $7,500, 
-Orpheum (R-K-rO) (2,000; 25-80) 

—‘“His.First Command.” Got $13,500, 
Dufwin (Duffy) (1,400; 25-$1.26). 

Henry. Duffy. Players, .dramatio 
stock, in “Your Uncle Dudley”; — 
business regular.at about $5,200. ~ 

er a 

BREAKS 

; Brooklyn, Jan, 4.. 
. Just a@ wow week with records. 
breaking. figures at the Brooklyn 
‘Paramount — $71,600. House’ had 
'“Pointed Heels” (Par), with Helen 
Kane and star line-up, including 
Rudy Vallee on stage for final week, 
Former record was $68,000, made 
several months ago with “Wolf of 
Wall Street.” _— : 
At the Fox, Rube Wolf, billed 

around, here as “America’s -Comic 
Valentine,” handled the stage show 
asm. ¢., scoring with the Brooklyn- 
ites. Fanchon-Marco unit on stage 
and Lenore Ulrie in. “South Sea 
Rose.” Hause okay for the week. . 

Strand did good business with the 
Bordoni film, “Paris.” Juoew’s Met« 
ropolitan had “The Mysterious Isl- 
and, with vaude. Albee gave ’em 
new film, -“His . First Command,” 

Brooklyn News Reel theatre and 
Momart, downtown, shorts with news 
reel stuff, and doing dull business. ~ 

Estimates for Last Week. 
Paramount— “Pointed Heels” 

75)—Stage show. 
$71,600. Record. 7 
Strand—“Paris” (FN) (2,800; .25< 

35-50-60-75). $24,400; good. 
Fox—"South Sea Rose” (Fox) (4,2 

000; 35-40-50-60-75). Picture was 
flat, but stage show, headed by Rube 

r.. Wolf seems to be 
‘attracting a considerable following 
here, with much comment on the 
outside—favorable, $28,800; good.- 
.Met—“Mysterious Island”. (3,577: 

3540-50-75) —Vaude. Good week. 
$21,900. Te oo : 
Albee — “Hig “Firat Gommand” 

(Pathe) (3,248; 35-50-60-75), $23,< 
700. Fair, © oo 

_ AMBASSADOR $40,300 
“Show of. Shows” "$21,900. In St “". ‘Louls—Mission Does $16,700 °° 

. St. Louis, Jan. 4. 
(Drawing Population, 1,025,000) 

Weather: Clear and Cool ; 
Business not great but all right 

last week. Several picture houses 
Played midnight shows New Year's 
‘Eve, but most revelers preferred the 
night clubs and hotels. - : . ‘Ambassador still is hitting high with Ed Lowry m.'c. No big pic- tures there for some time but week Showed $40,300.. Reopening of the 
Orpheum, playing stock, is furnish- 
ing real opposition. St.’ Louis is . excellent .stock town and new ven-: . ture went. well on second week. 

Estimates for Last Week | 
“Ambassador (3,000; 35-50-65-76)° 
—"Kibitzer" (Par). Did $40,300.. _ Fox - (6,000; 35-76—"Song of Kontucky” (Fox), Just all right at 
around $25,000, 
oew's State :(3,300; 25-35-65) 

— Condemned” (UA), Got about 
$24,000. ) oN ane 

Missouri (3,800; 
“Hell's Heroes” (1). 

36-50-65-75)— 
This picture 

house on 
whole week $16,700. 
Grand Central (1,700; 50-75)—- 

‘Show of Shows" (WB) (2d week). 
Good at $21,900. 



“= "“Pointed Heels.”° This mark -is 

‘- from the start. For first regular 

Wednesday, January 8, 1930 

a * Chicaéo, Jan. 4 . 
Coin came: flowing into ‘oop after 

the holidays and swept. the box of- 
fice counts: into respectable figures 
‘again. Oriental came back strong 
-after months of weak business to 
@ nifty. $48,000.. ‘Picture, . “13th | 

_ Chair,” got only mild praise ° from 

“ “Taming of the Shrew” did stand- 
out’ business, and for its first full 
week hit two grand under the house 
record. Figuring’ the’ first.” seven 
days, the picture probably topped 
the previous high, which is $43,000. 

“Heels” Leads at Chicago” ~.. 
The Chicago managed to hold. the 

loop: lead in spite of the fast pace 
shown. . by. the’. competing - houses, 
and socked the bell-at ‘$49,500 with 

rather disappointing for‘ the ace 
house, considering. the amount of 
dough spent in picture houses last 
week, . 
“Welcome Danger” started slow 

at the MeVicker’s but built strongly 
to finish seven days. with $41,900. 
The money flow was so strong in| 
the loop that even “Dynamite” at 
the: Roosevelt grabbed off a fair- 

' sized total.. Picture, however, is 
a definite © disappointment, and 
leaves ‘Wednesday (8), after - two 
weeks, “Virginian” replaces. . 

At.the Woods, “Vagabond Lover” 
pleased the R-K-O bunch. with-ex- 
cellent :trade. Picture came .in 
‘Christmas Day, -booked in for 10 
‘days, but biz so surprisingly good, 

- will hold) on for awhile. State- 
. Lake, vaudfilm,. climbed back again 

in the general upward trend; with 
a generally strong lineup . on the 
atage and screen. 
‘The two small spots followed: ‘the 
example of the big shots, and show- 
ed ‘better than ordinary - figures.. 
Monroe grabbed ‘a fine. week when 
“Married in Hollywood” drew rare 
‘reports. And “So. Long. Letty” at 
the Orpheum hit- $10,000, very high 
for the house. . 

. Estimates for Last Week 
Chicago’ (Publix-B & K)—"Point- 

ed Heels” (Par), stage show (4,400; 
60-85). Notices weak, and suffered 
from stiff competition. But, neyer- 
theless, satisfactory at $49, 500. 

McVicker’s - (Publix-B. & K)— 
“welcome Danger” (Par) (1,855; 
60-85)... Notices sent this?off to a 
weak - start, but the folks learned 
the picture had laughs anyhow; 
with resultant heavy business at 
close of. week. $41,900. 

' Monroe (Fox)—"“Married in Holly- 
week” (Fox) (1,120; 60-75). Up in 

‘the surge, critics said sweet things. 
$5.800. 

Oriental (Publix-B- & K)—13th 
Chair” (M-G), stage show (3,500; 
50-85). Joy unbounded for the staff; 
“came back after. many weeks. of 
rotten business, to: hit a grand $48,- 
000, which is much better than. av- 
erage trade for this spot. 
Orpheum (Warner)—‘“So Long, 

Letty” (WB) (799; 50-75). Musical 
pictures do excellent business at this 
spot. House gets drop-ins that go 
‘for this sort of flicker. Excellent at 
$10,0 

Roosevelt (Publix-B. & K)—"Dy- |. 
- namite” (M-G) (1,500; 50- 85). The 

get decent. figure. Otherwise pic- | 
ture n. s. g. for. the coin. . Leaves | 
after two weeks. $26,000.. . 

State-Lake (RIKO)-—“First Com- 
mand” (Pathe), vaude (2,700;. 50- 
75). Went up after two weeks. of 
-.Mnder-average ‘business. - $29,000. 

United - Artists (Publix-UA)— 
“Taming of Shrew” (UA). (1,700; 60- 
85). The real money maker of the 
town. Playing to holdout.-business 

week grossed $41,000. 
Woods (RKO)—“Vagabond Lover” 

(Radio). Business better than ex- 
pected for: Vallee, although he is 
being sold here nicely as a red- 
hot lover. Will, stick Jonger than 
original booking, $26, 000. 

Von Stroheim for WB . 
‘Hollywood, Jan. 4. 

Eric Von Stroheim will act. un- 
der Warner Bros. | ‘auspices start- 

ng Febo10inan —adaptation--of}: 
“Three Faces East.” 

‘Oliver H. P. Garrett is now work- 
img on the script. 

Bernice Claire, Raymond Hackett, 
Frederick Howard, “Jail Break,” 

William Courteney, “Sin Flood,” 

Crawford Kent, “Sweethearts and 
Wives,” FN. 
William Collier, “High : Society 

Blues,” Fox. . 

“All Loop Figures Boom; “Shrew” 
Near U. A House Record of $3 000) 

front of figures for intial stanza. 

months. ‘Penn had “Navy. Blues”. 

‘eve, 

‘helped -by -a- $1 -tag New : Year’s. 

‘way for “The Great Gabbo.” Vallee 

| and takings up several grand above holiday through having a feature, 

Lover” (Radio). Pulled after 10 |- Among the $2 talkers “Love Pa- 

PICTURE GROSSES | VARIETY _ 8s 

po Even m Birds Know 7 IOL's NEW TOP] 
$77, MIGHTY 

_| SMILES ALL OVER PIT; pevadwloune: ‘New Hi b 
-2.BIG HOUSES $71,000) ‘s94,200—“Dynamite” at 

Pittsburgh, Jan. a | ‘Capitol, $87,600—Colony.| 

cosine eps, iio’ | $16,000, With “Hell's 
“Smiles a yard wide all over vow, ‘Heroes”——Globe $29,300 

. ——Roxy '$129,000—Strand | Biz tremendous everywhere possi-. 
bly, and. the best New. Year's week |“. 

7 and Carroll’ Not. So. Hot 
tures second week went far out in| ° 

HEELS HANDS ~ 
~ MINN. $27, 000 

“oo ‘Minneapolis: Jan. 4, 
(Drawing Pop,. 500,000). 

Weather: Favorable 7 
“Midnight - shows’ at advanced 

‘prices' on New. Year's ‘eve, the. holf- 
| day. itself. and.” “made- to- order 
weather swelled grosses. ‘along the: 
rialto.Jast week, - Business: was: ‘the 
‘best in, quite some. time. , 

"Washington, Jan. -4, 
‘Migration. ‘of town’s prize 

pests, 2. : thousand odd star- 
: ings, is: causing. an uproar ° 

7 among. .those. business ‘houses’ — 
the - birds’ “have. “selected © ‘for © 

their nightly roosting. oF 
-Complainants'. blame the - 

. passing of legit because on the 
old. ‘location, around. the Na- 

‘ tional theatre on E street, the | 
- lights’ of that house kept them 
there. Now, with ‘these. bulbs. 
“only . spasmodically: working, 
the birds have moved up to. 
-the picture houses, principally io 

. the Fox, . : 
'.-Fox sign keeps. the. house 
manager: in a constant fever, as 
the birds ‘so roost nightly as 
. to. make ‘it appear 15% of tthe 
lights are “out. Los - 

day fare,.and the supporting pro- 
in. years; .In many instances’ pic- 

| standard. 

Penn and Stanley each ~jumped. - . “The. ‘Vagabond Lover" ‘by critics 
several grand for. biggest grosses in N. E w YY E A R? s_ R U s H y . 

trade... “The: Laughing Lady”. re=. 
‘ceived fine notices and jumped State 
biz ‘nicely... “The Show .of .Shows,”. 
-in its second and final week at the: 

and looked like. $39,000, while the] --: Bs an 
Stanley, - with “Second . - Choice,” |. " 
pulled close to $32,000, helped, by..a New. Year's cweek ‘was” worth 
$1 tag after six p. m.. New Year’s. $675, 394 to Broadway’s 17 major box. 

: : |offices. This is probably a record, 
“Show of Shows” ‘climbed to $15,- | as were several of: the ipéividual : 

000 at the Grand, but went out after. -prosses figuring. in. the: dizzy: arith- 
fortnight for “Sally,” which ushered | metic.. 7 
the renaming of the house to War-| Chief among. the record splinter- |: 
ner.. “Condemned” also went above | erg was “The Mighty” at the Riyoli 
first week figurés at Aldine, claim- | with the new amash total of $77,300.. 
ing. $15,000.. Could have held over, | picture copped: house records -for 
but .:management refused -to- brave: ‘Saturday, ‘Sunday, week end, New 

possible -post-holiday slump, and | year's. Eve and. the week itself, 
preferred. to bring in “Sunnyside | whictf“had a marginal. increase on 

Up” for a run. Enright ran-up to | the existing record of around $19,- 
new recent high with “Wedding | 000. Special two.a. m. shows fol-| 
Rings” for about $21,000, and 4180 | jowing midnight matinees were nec- 

essary to accommodate late. crowds: 
on several nights 

Paramount . accumulated $94, 200, 
another new high substantially be- 
yond existing maximum. This was 
made: possible by. better than a 
$20,000 take for Tuesday (Dec. 31), 
against $17;000 for the big whoopee 

| “Show of. Shows” $195 500° 

“In Big Louisville Week |: ‘office showing. | 
“Estimates for: Last: Wee Ik 

. Louisville, Jan, 4, 
~ (Drawing Population, 500,000 

Weather: Mild and showers 
“Everybody's happy. over: last 

-week’s grosses. All of “them were 
average or better, and the Strand 

. more than doubled the usual take, 
“Show. of Shows” .had them stand- 
‘ing, and is being held over, 

State, “Condemned,” did at: least. 
25% beter than same. week last year, 
when Greta Garbo and John Gilbert 
drew them in with “Woman of Af-. 
fairs.” - 

Estimates for Last: ‘Week co. 
"State (Loew) (8,400;. | 35-50)— $14, 800, good. 
“Condemned” (UWA).. Knocked them 

unit. Customers found this.to their 

“weeks in months. 

this one. Around $10,900, niaking: 
ebout $24, 000 for the fortnight, Just 
air. 
- State (Publixy (2, 200; '60)—"The -- 

‘Laughing Lady” (Par). ‘Won fayor= 
.able notices and. well received by. “Vagabond Lover” was yanked after 

10 days at Sheridan Square, making | 

picture went cold after: ‘first few. 
days. . 

Harris shot up to $8,500 with. 
“Tanned Legs,” and even the neigh- 
borhood houses went.on a rampage. 

t Week. -_‘| holiday a year ago. 
Penn (Loew-UA) CS 300: . 25-36- All the Broadway houses ‘had spe- 
60- 75)—"Navy Blues” (M- -G).- Big | cial midnight performances to see 
at $39,000; Haines b. 0. here, and the New Year arrive. Capacity ‘was 
first talker . helped; best figure™ in|® uniform rule regardless of at- 
months. ' ‘traction or regular pace, with thou- 

Stanley (WB) (3, 600; 26- 35- 60)— sands unable to' ‘buy at te last 
“Second. Choice” (CWB). Voted ‘Do- | minute. 
lores Costello's. best audible film,! Capitol had a tough break. for the 

—"The Vagabond Lover” (RK 
Rudy Vallee and good axploitation. 

Rialto. (RKO) “(2, 940; 30-50) — 
| “Paris” -(Par), Held up nicely; 
about $8,750. _-. 

- Strand (Fourth “Ave.): (1,785; foe 
.60)—"Show of Shows” (WB). 
best this house has done since “sure 
-nyside Up”. Gross double the usual. 
at $10,500, 

“ Alamo (Fourth Ave.) (900; 40)— 
“Is Everybody Happy” - CWB). ‘has 
Ted Lewis doing. fair . business..: 
Probably. would have ' died. but for 
his’ favorable ‘impression currently 
‘in “Show of.Shows.” : $3,250. 

Anderson (RKO) (1,387; 80- 50)— 
“Half Way to Heaven”. (Par). Buddy 
‘Rogers is » local draw and pulled 
this. -house ‘well out of the: red to 
3,4 

most of previous weeks, 

one poor. About $4,700. 

Girl from ._Hayana” (Fox). Fair, 
‘|-around $2,000. 

Grand (Publix) (4,000;..35)—“Gold -. 
‘Diggers of Broadway” (Warners). 
Second loop run. After a record-: 

normal; about $32,000, | “Dynamite,” that ran 128 - minutes 
‘Grand (WB) (2,000; 50: -15)—Now which - automatically. reduced the 

known as the: Warner. “Show of | number of performances. With-that 
Shows” (WB) went out in’ second | fact in mind $87,600 is. substantial, 
week to better takings than first; “Christina,” holding over, got 
maybe $15,000, “Sally” (FN) opened around $129,000 at the Roxy, heavy 
big Thursday. | tribute. Strand’s. $34,900 with 
._-Aldine (Loew) (1,900; 35-50)— | “paris” was rather a poor showing 
Condemned” (UA). 0 Also better a for the big session. Rialto was just 

second, week, $15,000, and held | unger $60,000 for the second week 
over; “Sunnyside Up” (Fox) cur- | of «rne ‘Virginian.’ ° This picture 

was under-quoted by Variety on 
Enright G3, 700; 25- 35- 40- 60) — “Wedding Rings” (EN). Liked and its opening week,. Has added $107,- 

{000 to the Publix coffers on its first 
$21,000. welcome and needed. bond fortnight, ™ 

Sheridan Square — ‘Vag a 

‘had another record week: $5,000 

$9,000, including midnight show 
New Year's eve sealed at $1 top. ; 
Seventh Street (RKO) (1, 600; 50). 

—Jazz Heaven” (REO) and ‘vaude, 
Around. $7,000; good, good, 

FRISCO BRISK, BUT 

a 

$1-$2) (24. week): “‘Startea literally 
with the New Year, opening Tues-. 

~:|day -midnight; ‘obtained nice good 
notices and with aggressive pub- 

.| licity campaign ran around $11,500 
on short week. 
Globe—“Rio- Rita” (Radio) (1,066; 

85-50-85) (8d week). Second week 
of extended run gave Globe, $29,300, 
easily a house record. for any pic-" 
ture to play here; next attraction 
will be “Seven Keys to Baldpate,”: 
meanwhile “Rita” has ample mar- 
gin and exit date will remain in- 
definite while business: holds, 

_ Paramount — “Pointed | Heels” 
(Par) (2,665; 35-65-$1). Shekels 
poured in all week; away strong and 
added $20,000 “Tuesday; previous 
high $88,000, obtained on Rudy 
Valiee's initial appearance without 
son o0ee new shining example is 

Rialto — “The . Virginian” (Par) 
(2,000; 35-50-65- 85) (3a week). Fig- | 
ure . ‘should have been $658,000 for 
first week; second chukker, $49,300. 

Rivoli— "The Mighty” (Par). (2,- 
200; 3565-85) (3d week). In the 
heart’ of the holiday boxoffice clam- 
or; came in-like a tornado: and: 
brushed - aside. “Iron Mask’ house: 
record of. $58,000:to tack up its own 
‘trophy of $77,300; tops a series of 
‘Broadway smashes ° by Bancroft 
films; several extra early morning 
(two a.m.) performances given 
during week. 

Roxy—‘‘Christina”’ . (Fox) (6,205; 
50-75-$1.50)° (2d, final week). “Not 
so far from $250,000 on. fortnight; 
of larger sum, $129,000 came in_on 
second week and $108,000 the first. 

rand—“Paris” (FN) (2,900; 35-|ing up well. and. stil tting the . 
50-75). Not flossy at under $35,000 | rerimes, “SiEce0 Betting. the, 
with holiday included; house be- |. 
comes: extended run stand, dropping. | - 

days to make way New Year's day rade” is still top so far as pace js. 

for “Great Gabbo”; Vallee slid after | concerned, “Disraeli” holds up re-. 
first few days. markably at the Cerftral’ and 

Ha-ris — “Tanned Legs” (Radio). | throughout. the holiday — period 
Did nice $8,500 on holiday impetus; ‘played to.standees although in its. 
picture liberally panned. {12th week. . “Sally,” at the Winter 

Sen Francisco, Jan. 4; 
; Things were on upward grade in| 
most: of the downtown.’ picture 
houses here last week, box offices 

mas, -: 
Fox got one of the best weeks. in. 

-Desire.” = : 
‘ Publix houses Mkewlse all did well, : 

“Marriage Playground,” at Granada, 
hitting nice pace and maintaining 
it; “The Locked Door,” at. Califore. 
nia, faster. than usual for this thea- 
-tre, and “The Love. Parade” still 

stimates for Last Week 

Own Desire” (Metro). New Year's 
eve show at $2:swelled receipts to 
$49,000, hig. 

“Hollywood Revue” (Metro), Final 
week pulled $10,000, satisfactory 
holdover gross. 

Granada (Publix) "2, 698; 35-50- 
65-$1) — “Marrlage Playground” , 
(Par). Business about normal, 
with pretty steady and - consistent 
trade. Around $15,000. . 

- California (Publix) Wes 200; 35-50 
65-90)—“Locked’ Door” ‘(WA). 
-Opened better than usual feature in! 
this house; Class in: $19,000. 

St. Francis (Publix) (1,375: 36- 505. 

—“Vagabond Lover” (Radio): Gals 
tell for Bh Rudy Valle name. Very nice 
a 

Embasey. (Warnon) (1,365; 50-65- 

strong for Arliss,.$14,000._. 
Davies. (Wagnon) (1,150; 35-50-. 

65-90)—-‘Phantom in the House” 
(WB). Hit ahout average pace for 
this house, $7,000 . 

Casino (Ackerman & Harris) (2, 
400; 40-60)—‘Shannons of Broad- 
way” (U). Gleasons mean some- 
thing here, and this feature got off 
to pretty start and a build at b.-o. 
he through the week. Around : 

. Garden, jumped into - popularity 
Soo : with the holiday crowds. 

DENVER T AKES: IT BIG. ‘Estimates for Last Week: 
9 

BUT DUCKS THE FLOP ure, $24, 000, but nothing special in 
view of extra performances. and 
oliday impetus. 

Denver, Jan, 4. Carroll—"7 | Keys to  Baldpate” 

Business’ was good the past week.” . ‘ 
Huffman's Aladdin topped. the lst | S275, during eererformances: and 
with the best in months and was a ‘maybe $12, 000, which is weak. 
complete sellout on its New Year’s Ga pitol—“Dynamite” (M-@). (4,- | 

eve’ et both houses showing: “Hot spills through peak hours; $87, 600 

Second-run houses profited by the in face ot that okay. , 
‘overflow crowds New Year's.. Central—Disraeli” (WB) (922; $1-$2) (18th week). Had. to hang 

15) —"Show of Shows” (WB). Plenty ti 1 $17,850. 
of talk about this picture. Being | onal $17,850.» » . 

— cs) Glory’ (World- held, overs. Gross. of $14, 000. near Wide) (1,400; $1-$2) (2d week). 

e After: opening night. took a strong 

600 feet, also re,editing to eliminate 

going all in this, picture. and kept some of the. criticized sequences; 
Denver (Publix) (2,300; 25-40- 65) holiday helpful in ‘giving Dowling 

—"Navy Blues” (M-G -M). Big; picture around $7,500 on first five 

eat? (Hox). Av~ |900; 35-50-75) (24 week). Rated the| weekly policy; “No, No, Nanette” 
oe. ross ary Rose” ( ). | best dialog picture Universal has | first to come in. on new play and 

Denham eerie “gtooky~ =(4:8007"25=-}made.and.djd well throughout week; | hones for five weeks. 
35-50-75-$1)—“Abie’s Irish Rose.” 

more picture. okay ‘with .reserva- 
found. $3,400. Criterion—“Love Parade” (Par) tions; demand only moderate 

Rialto (Publix) (1, 040; 25-40-60)— | (862; $1-$2) (8th week). Chevalier | through holiday week; total around 
“Three Live Ghosts” (WA). Better picture at the hub of everything— | $25,000. 
than usual, $5,900, location, agency, box office demand; 

oo 350 into the till Tuesday, bringing 
Herman Bing, “On the Level,” Embase y _ ~Newsreel House"-| week's total to around $30,400; 

Fox, (Fox-Hearst) (868; 25). yrowdey marked improvement «from first. 
Henry Fink, “Paramount on Pa-|/sent this one to around $9, 000. week; Marilyn Miller name credited 

rade,” Par. Gaiety—‘Party Girl” (Tiff) (808; 

-| Astor—“Devil May Care” (M-G) 
(1,120; $1-$2) (834 week). Good fig- 

(Drawing ig Population, 400,000) " -| radio) (988; $1-$2) (8d week): One 
er; Fair special midnight and two supper |. 

midnight jamboree two: days before. 620: .36-50-75- i i 
‘America. did capacity: New - Year's 3203 “36-50 textures , A com te 

Estimates for the Week | . _ {out the 8. R. O. shingle on several 
Huffman’s Aladdin (1,500; .35-50- performances; finished with. excep- 

‘Tabor (Indle) (2, 200; 26- 40- 60-75) 
—“Parigs” (FN). Folks here liked hint from reviews and slashed 1,- 

$26,900. esi “Hells Heroes” (U) (1, Huffman’s America (1, 500; 20-35- olony—“Hell’s Heroes” (U) (1,- 

only one extra show given “because |— Warners="“Gtneral- Crack'= CWR)- 
Can’t pay expenses with weeks lke of | jocation outside. crowded area; | (1,360; $1-$2) (6th. week), Barry-,, 
this, so will be dark until backing ig | held over on $18,000 

Winter Garden—"Sally” (FN). (1,- 
holiday held it close to previous 494; $2) (3d week). Crammed $9,- 
week’s $18,500 

for pull. 

” 

Ags usual, the Minnesota was. out.-. 
‘in front by. a considerable’ margin. ~~ 
“Pointed Heels” proved ideal holl- © 

the _RKO Orpheum enjoyed fair. . 

Century, made a disappointing boxe" ae 

Century (Publixy: (1,600; 76)—3 - 
“Show of Shows’. (Warners). Sec: - 
ond week, Mixed opinion regarding © . 

| customers, ‘Ruth Chatterton .build="" ** 
ing up big fan: following: here. About aa 

drew in close to. $12,000. Better than - 

‘Lyrio (Publix) (1,300; 40)—Ta 
Everybody Happy” (™?arners), ‘This .. 

breaking run at.Century and.a big °°" 
seven days uptown, this. knockout : 

NOTHING SENSATIONAL. 

spurting: immediately after Christ- w 

several months with “Their Own 

wo, boat. cet 8 aloe poe . thoy nn | a es OS aT 

65-90)—"Love Parade” (Par). Hold- 

Orpheum (RKOY (2, 270: 35-50-66) —. 

“90)—="Disracll?--CWB) 1: Second: week... ” 

“gram measured up to the usual high. 

-Despite lukewarm reception given... - 

Minnesota (Publix) (4,300; 16). on 
“Pointed Heels” (Par) and Publix oe 

liking. About $28,200; oné of best’. * 

KO Orpheum (RKO) (2,890; oy uh 

; 
‘Aster (Publix): (9u0;.. 35) —“'The 

Pantages (Pantages) (1,500;. 26- 
50)—“Mister Antonio” (T: 8.) ‘and 
-yaudeville. Picturé well liked. About © |“: 

holding up ‘strong at Bt.. Francis, ~~ ° 

Fox (5,000; 60-65-75-$1) —‘Their 

Warfield (Fox) (2,672; 60-65-90)— 
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- Amusements Stocks 
Looking back at the poser’, it double that for. the same month. in 

comes as a distinct surprise to note | 1928. 
that the year of great realignments - 

chase of Roxy's. 

looked forward to still further: con- 
centration of properties and .blend- 
ing of organizations. None of them 

a disseverance, Paramount. aban- | 
doned its plan to take in Warner. 
Eros. 

Paying for 1928 

and paid heavily for its unrestrain- 

‘Company officials have. declared 
repeatedly that new properties ac- 

and mergers was 1928. Practically | quired over the past two years are 
all the new combinations that have | now beginning to showin the net | J 
taken place in the industry had |nd.-will show from this on in an| 
been completed before Jan, 1, 1929. | increasingly favorable way, a: 
These include Fox acquisition of | Pany completed all the financing. it | HM 
West Coast, the Poli chain’ ang|had to do in 1928 when it issued| # 
opening of negotiations for. the bonds, Prana Ks. Preferred Stock 
Metropolitan string, besides pur- /nd SP e common three for one. | 

® & P At current. level the common is back |. 
At this time last year the trade’| to.160 on the'basis of the old stock, 

4 or slightly below the price when 
.the split was made. Zukor has said 
he’ will recommend a $4 rate in the 

have come off definitely. Fox bought | Spring and the market accepts that 
controlling interest tn Loew's. and | 4S. sure.” 
Warner Bros. took over First -Na-. Loew likewise has all its refinan- 
tional in toto, but both of these|cins behind {t, having cleaned up 
transactions are ina state of un- | the capital: problem with its’ bond 
certainty, with Government Clayton issue, Even. at current levels it is 

‘Its 25 per cent. stock dividend. 

‘The Fox Jam 

‘|| .The Fox trouble. ‘probably has 
done as much as anything to de- 

As it turned out, 1929 was a year press - prices for . the -whole. group, 

in which the picture industry paid™ coupled. with several. other’ “sick”. 
spots in the list: With the Fox 

PICTURES 

‘Com- 

JOE BROWNING | 
_ ' Presenting _ 

. “A Timely Sermon” 

Act suits pending which may force |.2bove the 1927 price when it sold ex] - assisted by.Joe Browning, Jr. 
This week, Jan. 3, Chicago The- 

atre, Chicago, in- Charles" Nigge- 
meyer’s “Marathon Frolics.” 

Direction: Abe Lastfogel, Harry 
Lenetska, William Morrie Agency. 
R-K- 0 direction, Morris & Feil. 

ed expansion of 1928. A year ago affair near.a climax, if it has not] sinking’ ‘to 38: at one “time in De- 
everybody anticipated . radical ‘ ‘new: developed before this is printed,/cember and rallying ‘only weakly 

realignments, but the market stead- |the outlook ought to be better. Alto 36 ‘subsequently... Company hasj. 
lly refused to discount such de-|yeceivership possibility «first got| been’ falling. behind in rentals and} 
velopments. A backward’ giance | into print last week when the stock-| at the box office in the last year and 
gives a good deal of significance | holders committee made their state- | was pressed toward: the end of the| 

ment, declaring they would move year when some $2,500,000 of obliga- |’ to certain things that were mys- 

terlous six or eight months. ago. {for a receiver if the trustees failed tions- became due. Reports of sales 
Even that far back, the. market:/tg do so. 
was somehow uneasy. In the light 
of what has happened in the last‘, 
two months, there must have been 
somewhere a dim realization that 
the Fox program invélved certain 
perils. 

It is recalled,. for .instance, ‘that. 
during the December break of 1928, 
and at other times of stress, Fox 
was especially hard hit for no.rea- 
on than at that time showed on. 
the surface. A year ago the market 
was taking breath in’ preparation 
for the steep climb that ended. last 
November and it was.a marvel in 
the trade that. the amusement group 
took small part in the bull news.. 

The answer seems to be that al- 
ready the germ of suspicion was. 
planted; vague feeling was spread-. 
ing that the amusements were be-. 

growth. 

It takes a picture of the com- 

‘That came out on the ticker about circulated.in the trade and ‘nothing 
2 o'clock Jan. 2, last Thursday. Fox|has.come ‘from the. company to off-. 
immediately. broke to a new lowjset bear rumors. - 
of 17 and held there to the finish.| Pathe held. its ‘own. fairly well, 
On. the first impulse all. the other] with 13 for the common and around 
film stocks. backed down also. 
‘at thé close there was a distinct| October crash,” On top-of the pres- 
improvement in the film leaders,{sure on all weak spots at that.time, 
reflecting. the feeling that even the especially low priced -issues, the 
worst that could happen to: Fox|studio fire in New York. brought 
would be better than uncertainty.|/adverse publicity. Bonds . aropped 
Also brokerage. circles were prompt| below. 30 although there was no 
to point out that if a collapse came| sign that the amortization quota 
in Fox,. the two big rivals, Para-|had not’ been made and‘ trade‘ un- 
mount and ‘Warner, would probably| derstanding was that the company 
benefit in the long run. : Same was doing moderately well. 
argument was made for R-K-0O. 

‘Warner Bros., continued its favor-| Position asa year ago.. No con- 
lable. development, bettering an al-|S%Picuous improvement at the ‘box| 
ready enviable trade position. With| fice noticeable, but'a distinct bet- 

{ng put through too fast a forced {a succéssion of profitable pictures terment in the output of its picture |: 
added. to’ the sersational money producing ally, Radio Pictures, and 
maker, “The Singing Fool,” with Al} good deal of encouragement from 

of properties ‘in the east: have been 

But/30 for the “A” stock .until the 

R-K-O stood in about the same 

pleted financial year to crystallize | Jolson, it is estimated company. will| this angle. Spurts\from time to. 
what has happened to the group. {show in the neighborhood of $16,-|time. had the appearance of market 
The whole section lost an aggre- | 000,000 profit’ on; the: year. Presj- | operations. and plenty - of propa-: 

gate of something like 650 points, /dent Harry Warner has estimated |£4nda on the Radio Corp. connec- 
which represents a pretty thorough {net for the year at better than $6,|tion. At around 19-20 stock has a 
house cleaning, and ought to go ajwhich would put current price/&00d public following at this time 
long way toward putting the securi-. 
ties of the industry in a thorough- 
ly Hquidated condition, particularly w. 
‘when it is considered that at no a 
time in the bull drive were. the 
amusements as a division exploited 
with any unreasoning enthusfasm.. 

6 Stocks Down 325 — 
The drastic readjustments have 

been confined to a relatively few 
issues. Six stocks or bonds rep- 
esent almost exactly half the total 

ageregate drop, and ‘for the most 
part these declines are explained 
by special considerations.. Fox is 

Shubert - common is off 60 and- 8% 
bonds of the same compariy are off. 

Company split 

authorized total. 

treasury stock 

Stock pays 

long before the 

October. 

around 39 just over six times net.|9"4 tipping bureaus are. recom- 
Element against the ‘stock market- 
ise is company’s rapid expansion 
nd heavy . refinancing during the 

year just. passed. 
old. stock two for one and increased 

In addition $20,- 
000,000 in debentures was floated 
and within the last two months 
nearly 506,000 | of 
was offered for listing. Authorized) 
shares are now 1,500,000, ratified by t 
stockholders in June. 

$4 and returns around 10%. 

‘Shubert common was the first of 

mending it as a- speculation with 
possibilities. ; 

Outside Issues . 
Only notable change on the Curb. 

was the absorption of . National 
Theatre Supply by Gen. Theatre 

equipment new company . which 

bought up the leading -projection 
machine makers. and with. control 

angle screen device, seemed to con- 
rol the’ whole supply: field. Com- 

pany operated by voting trust and 
‘stovk dealt in.is' voting trust cer- 
tificates. ..Zoomed on listing on the. 
Curb last spring from 30 to 66 and 
then dropped back on the break 
to around 28;. where it continues: 

44; Universal 8% preferred is down: 
59, and Pathe bonds, paying 7%, are 
off 41 or so. That's a total of 326 
out of 6590. 
By contrast Paramount is down 

only 4 net, not so far from its 
level of a year ago and in the 
meantime only two active stocks 
in the lot have been through wide 
fluctuations. | These are Loew and. 
R-K-O. Loew because of the opera- 
tions of Fox in acquiring control, 
and R-K-O as a result of pure 
market manipulation based on. pos- 

. From a top of 74 it dropped in 
spurts to. under 40 almost without 

a rally. .From there the. further 
decline to 8 flat at the end of the 
year was gradual, with brief 
stopping places.on the way. In- 
creasing pressure from talking pic- 
tures was the company explanation. 
but financial observers figured the 
trouble lay.deeper than that, -point- 

the advent of talkers as-an impor- 

mortgage total in the balince sheet. 

ing to weakening of assets before! 

‘tant amusement item, by growth of 

Stock is well regarded as a specu- going out of business, 
lation. wi, , Rush 

Summary | for your 1020. 

Sales. Issue and rate. 
190,000 Americar Seat (2).. 

2,832,000 Consol, Film (2),. 
3,720,000 Consol, Film. pfd. (2). 
1,016.600 Eastman Kod 1k ®) . 

sibilities from the Radio Corp. ase 

Fox ownership. This is bound to: mended, . At the November meeting | “400,700 Do pret. (2. 20). 

‘As early as last: June the. market 

sociation. The internal situation of | began to. discount the passing of 
Loew would justify a much better |the autumn dividend, 
price at this time were it not.for (Company assurances 
the confusion arising ‘through the |Tate of $5. year would be recom-| -4 48:21). Universal ahaa (8). 

0 ve 
36,710,000 Radlo COrpecercarcevccnves Pr TSETETeeTeny) 

in spite Of! 5 's50'000 Radlo-K-0' 6. 
regular} - 353,000 Shubert .......... 

3,600,000 Warner Bros. (4) -cceese 
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‘Hollywood Chatter. 
18 BRANCH OFFICES 

Vitaphone. Adds N. 0. and Minne 
_ wil Stop at That Figure — 

Two additional ¥ i ta phone 
{| branches; bringing the number. to. 
18, likely be the set number of cities 
in which the company will have ex- 
‘changes, are planned, One is for 
|New Orleans, the other for. Minne- 
apolis. New Orleans branch. will. 

To supposedly be ready for opening this. 

week. ; 
It ‘is reported as ‘improbable: that 

| Vitaphone will.open 32 branches, or 
in all the key centers where the pro-. 
‘ducer-distributors have . branches, 
Branches having trouble on deliy- 
‘ery service, due to long hauls, use 

= express, and are in the west’ and 
{the more spread-out — territories, 
Physical distribution of Vita shorts 
‘will always be handled’ through the. 
company’s own exchanges, no plan |. 
being .1n mind to load this on the 
regular Warner-FN exchangeg, 

The. 16 branches now operating 
are New York, Philedelphia, Pitts- 
-burgh, - Albany, ‘Boston, - Atlanta, 
Dallas, Kansas City, Cleveland, De- 
troit, Chicago, Denver, Los An- 
geles, San Francisco, Seattle . and 
Toronto. ut ‘ 

125 Illinois Ladies - 
Chicago, Jan. 4. 

“Tinos Independent Theatre Own- 
érs’. association: began life with 125 
‘Chicago indie operators. They 
favor affiliation. with Allied. ‘States 

and exclude chains. - 
“At the. organization meeting last 

week. : officers were elected as. fol-' 
lows: -Aaron' Saperstein, president; 
Fred Gilfred, Vice-president; Sid 
Selig,. treasurer, and Sam Halperin, 
-secretary. 

Membership fees will be- a 10 or 

‘16 cent seat tax. 

Los Angeles, Jan, 4. 

Local MPTO wired Abram Myers 
unanimous endorsement by its di- 
‘rectorate. Every paragraph of the 
Allied . States manifesto met ap- 
proyal by. the local body. 

R-K-O Leases Park Lane 
- Leasing . their 2,200-seat. Park 
Lane theatre to RKO for a long 
term, Charlie O’Reilly and Al Gould 
are now planning to work up:a Bronx | 
chain composed of theatres ‘aban- 
doned. by_ indies who couldn’t stand 
the. sound gaff. Six houses are al- 
ready under the consideration of the 
O'Reilly- Gould interests. 

First move to revive the local 
Jindie box offices is: to make them 
‘talk well, and at the same time to 
renovate generally and pay enough 
for pictures to keep the neighbors 
out.in, the neighborhood. - a 

- WHEELING’S SUNDAYS 
“Wheeling, W. Va., Jan, 4.° 

of Grandeur film, the new wide] Wheeling, may have Sunday films. 
Arrangements - have been ‘made 

for the theatres to. operate on the 
Sabbath, and it is said municipal 
authorities are’ not opposed to the 

move 
Some of the show: houses are re- 

ported having a stormy time of it, 
and want to run Sundays to avoid. 

vitviveenes . Yo . By 

there are those ijn Wall street and |of $1: 26-for that quarter. Progres-| 1 0,3 Columbia Tctures lhevtavasteseee Sieecseoes “BBY 10%. 26%. | 

Pines Square who look’upon it as |sive decline-in the ret wag shown} {si3}900 Gen. The bas Ve E.G, Ao Bs the: best bargain inthe group, as at the end of the fiscal year June| "88,800 Loew rigtits..... Levcevtssccceecctevedenccrccs MG "9 7378 
‘a long pull proposition, At current |30, company showing $5.05 a share eal ge . 4 

“ Yevels it .is selling at only a little|compared to $7.53. . — + Eea sa ten Sa Re mre 
over four times net-and.pays 8.7%.| Also balance sheet’ showed mort: , * BONOS ; 
=--Paramount-has-a: -prospect -equally-|.g2g¢s--at--$9,084,188;--an--increase--of: Salas srestsecmesntceseog tame Sous ate cetinceins fae oe pine ein seman aos nanenstesleree 
“favorable: Selling around 60 it -ts | $3,621,813 from the figure of June) 77 "ain Keith Ge, AB..ecsccseescpececcecccceececcese M+ 4k” ay 
‘well within the scale of ten times |30, 1927. At one time an effort was]. - 1375 Loew Om lice ees sateseoesecee DEE! mM = - 10236 
net.. Based on estimates for the|made to ballyhoo a ‘merger with) Jee pata hi abate reteeteeisetee cee anes Mieeenee A By RB 
fourth quarter, it fs figured the|Pathe ori theatre operation and at{ | 1.479 Paranwunt-dumnounfausky BOM wy oo he: aie j 
company will net $15,000,000 on the |another time an:.agreement with} —. 1.06% Shubert Om... ieee: seers etsa ees Wis AT ATG 44K 
year to Dec, 31, close to $6 a share | Warner Bros., nature of which was 

never quite plain was.: exploited. 
They bolstered Shubert on the 

‘Idly | increasing-.scal6,.. The. fourth | ticker. only. momentarily. and never 
materialized. 

Universal has been under extreme 
in Los Angeles, showed a net about pressure, with its preferred stock] ‘Pechnicolor sssssecccencecces 

of the 2,664,000 shares outstanding, 
with profits continuing on a rap- 

quarter figure, according to Prest- 
dent Zukor in a recent statement]. 

. AIL Quoted 

Quoted In bla and aslced, 
3.50, 

ISSUES IN OTHER MARKETS 
for Monday 

Over the Counter, N. Y. 
wae * UH.) Lows. - Bld, 

| Roxy, Uliss A @.60). wah ene e center cen bere bevvoreseee 80 Be «417 
JIO COMMON yessoe Bs, \ 

De Forest PHONO. sess . n° 34 1% 

Coed nn eere ter earesvecens U4, . 9 42% 

“Lenore, Virte is with the hubby, | 
‘Alice Joyoe back in town, 

‘Pat Dowling will give the Huy 
girls in Honolulu the doubleon, ~ 

George O'Brien is. some basketball . 
‘player. 

1 rarer Anthony ‘back on Warnes 
(s) mt 

‘William Tooker out of hospital , 
; and: at ‘work, 

AN of ‘Fox contract players. are 
‘Jearning to ‘step with Ea Tierney, : 
the maestro, © mo 

Fred D. Trowbridge, after 16” 
years with May Robson, looking for 
another long engagement. 

Dudley Ayres wooing talkers after 
year and a half with the Savoy 
Players at San Diego. . - 

Suggestion that Franklin Pang-- 
born might do “The Monster” with, 
@ comedy treatment... — lon, 

‘ A new disease has sprung up here 
among those who go rumble seat 
riding. It is called “Rider's Cramp.”" 

Joe Reilly says. the Hollywood 
cops now call roof bungalows peste 
houses.:: . 

Eddie “Welch claims . Christmas, 
usually: ig for everyone, but. this’ 
time only the toys got a break. 
Charles Dalmores, tenor. of the 

a ‘La Scala Italian Opera company, . 
; here from Nice with a picture yen, 

They’ve solved the origination of | 
Louis Mann’s collars on the M-G - 
lot. Made by Queen Mary’s milliner. 
Third largest commercial user of 

air mail is Fashion Features, with a 
weekly fashion reel costing $35, 000 . 
a month for delivery to theatres. . 

Frances Dee, University of Chie 
cago girl, extraed on. the Fox lot: 
and has been. kept active since.as a 
bit playerswith much raves. wn 
“Local paper. carried - ‘an. vadv:. 

“Greetings ‘of the. season, J. M. Ben- - a 
ton, Deputy -Sheriff in’ ‘charge of 
‘prohibition enforcement: 
Tommy Clifford; 11-year-old actor 

-] brought to ‘the coast from Ireland 
‘by Fox, is: now: taking dancing les- 
sons, 

C. B, DeMille gave his D. a, Bare: 
rett . Kiesling, --a ‘dictionary... for 

| Christmas, ‘with a. card reading 
| “the second best book in-the world.” 

Two line girls at the Fox studios | 
were conversing about the gross on 
Christmas, when one asked . the 
other, . “And who did. you get for 
Christmas this year?” .. . 
-Duncan. Renaldo | brings - ‘B: “hew 

cocktail recipe back. ‘from Africa. . 
Equal parts. -of fresh calf's blood 
and milk. He: tried’ one with the :. 
Masais, but.-is not encoring. ~~ 
Regis Toomey, former student 

manager of the Pittsburgh U. team, 
had a seat of honor on the Panthers’ 
bench at the. New ear’s game in 
Pasadena. oe 7 

Lou Goldberg Advanced 

— Lou Boldber'g,. chief publicist of. 
the -Brooklyn. (N, Y.) Paramount, 
has been promoted to divisional 
publicity . supervisor for Publix: 
houses. in New - York,‘ Brooklyn, 
Syracuse,- Rochester, Denver, To- 

‘ledo ahd Kansas City. 
Goldberg has been at the Brook- 

lyn Bar about a year, conducting 
ageressive campaigns from_ ‘the 

; start. 

SEASON'S GREETINGS 

LEW WHITE: 
Radio's foremost virtuoso of the 

organ and Roxy's premier organist. 
Exclusive. N.-B. Gand: Brunswicle 

Artist. Now feat Ic Strike Hour, - ured on Bucky 
Lew While Organ Studios, 1680- 

Broadway, New York City. 
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No atudent of the film trade, even 
gasually. informed, is not: cognizant- 
that each film year has ‘eclipsed its 
predecessor in innovation, accom-. 
plishment and establishment. Nor 
does one. forget tho degrees of tur: 

. bulency, as consistent Mm their fluc- |. 
‘tuation as the stages of develop- 
.mént which have been characteristic 
of the industry since its inception.. _ 

‘1929 dwarfs '28 as '28 did '27. But. 
*29 is an outstanding year and will | 
‘remain ‘distinguished among those 
to come. 

.. 1929 has been a year of materiali- 
-.gation,. It has cleaned up matters 

_ Jong on the industry’s books, and 
+ . has exceeded in the breaking of cus- 
 -¢tomary records. It witnessed the 

rejuvenation of filmdom, ol . 

-Unanimous | acceptance. of sound, 
with the schooling advantages - of |. 
the previous year reflected tech-| 
‘nically,. has driven legit shows to 
the side streets and given filmdom 

_@ command. of Broadway with an 
array of pictures unexcelled numer- 
ically and in. quality... — 

. Color and: wide film, especially the 
former, were revived from: their 
“dormancy of ‘a decade. Both were 
-given ‘their’ first real. impetus dur- 
‘ding 1929; a start which. should wit- 

‘‘ness their permanancy in the scope 
‘of. production. during the. new year. 

‘Geographically, the year’ ‘definitely. 
honed the industry down to the long 
expected leadership of.a few. -The- 
atre acquisition dominated until late 

--$n- the. fall, fairly accurate figures’ 
. estimated that under..5,000 survived. 
as independent.-houses.. Sound and 

. the closing | in of. the big boys just 
as rapidly. brought ‘an end’ to: the 
hordes of indie ‘picture: makers who 

-. had bred undisturbed in‘ other years, | 
 disbelieving the: “economic. finger 
‘pointing. to 1929. : 

Particularly - incomparable ‘was 
- 1929 for mergers and rumors. Hard- 
ly a week elapsed but that two or 
“more of the giant interests were 

- not iamalgamating. or absorbing one 
another. Even the smaller com- 
‘panies ‘were reported in the vacunrm. 

Biggest Buy . 
The biggest combo in film history 

broke when Fox actually snatched 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer away from- 

-the Warners. And now the gov- 
- ernment is looking into that.as well 
-as the Warner's First National buy- 
out, which could not be sealed until 
Fox relinquished his .28%. in that 

. company for $10,000,000 a week after 
“Wall street took its. tumble in Oc- 

- tober. . 
Paramount ‘and Warners threat- : 

_-ened to get. together and break the 
Fox-Metro precedent. They had: 
even agreed on the elimination of 
-vice-presidents ‘and the new: title, 
Paramount-Vitaphone, when things 
‘shifted. The brothers decided that 
their $17,000,000 earnings for the fis- 
eal year: proved they could go it 
alone. Still the possibility of this 
get-together out-flickers 1929; In 

- December the outcome seems to de- 

pend on how rapidly stocks right. 
Warners launched into the music } 

publishing business. ‘in January, with 
the taking over of Witmark’s. This 
marked the first of a series of sim- 
ilar buys which wound the broth- 
ers up at.the-end of the year with 
an estimated $10,000,000 worth of 
music interests-in their laps, 

’ Foreign sales troubles, more prev- 
alent in 1929 than-in any other 
year, commenced piling. up when 

Germany declared film ag the only 
artistic. article of. merchandise. sub-. 

 Jeét... to government. import restric: 
“tion: 

January witnessed. laying ‘of cor= 
nerstone for French .quota trou- 
ble that: reached a crisis later with 
Americans retaliating by withhold- 
ing film until modification, -~ 

Before the exceptionally eventful 

January closed it was also an- 
‘nounced that. FBO, as a Radio. ac- 
“quisition, would change’ its name to. 
, Radio. Pictures, . 7 

4 Roxy's Average: 
: Roxy theatre was announced - as 
starting its third. year: March - 11 
with the second year averaging .a 
weekly take in of $107,000 with an 
overhead cut of. $10, 900 weekly also 

1929. A few weeks back things with 
the small _box offices, had come. to |: 

‘Photophone, 

Year 3 in Pictures. 
By” Tom Waller 

vues, although Fox was already at. 
work on its “Movietone Follies,” was 
announced by Metro at a cost-of 
$250,000. - 

New York, at ‘the close of the year. 
- Hollywood began taking stock of 

ite’ philanthropy and someone fig- |. 

ured it was donating - a million a 
year in free talent ‘to worthy causes, 
ete, - i ° 

cheapest means of securing screen 

|rights to material was early seen. 
It failed to. develop to the point then, : 
anticipated. 

_Newsreels.- 
In no year have been the ‘strides 

made: by newsreels ‘more conspicu- 

ous than in 1929. Particularly true 
‘of Fox,. in innovation. and progress. 

Fox is entering ‘the new year with 
five units assigned to work. only on 
wide film. Hearst’s swing: to Fox, 
following the ‘ending of Interna-: 
tional’s long engagement with Unj- 

versal, witnessed another powerful 
ally. The Laemmle company: is now |. 

making its own ‘reel through a 

newspaper hook-up bigger. than any 

one. thing of its kind in the bustness.: 
Paramount, the last.of the reels to 
go. sound, is row. making up’ for 

Jost time... Pathe. is also a sound ; 
newsreel mzker. . -: 

Indie Exhibs 
- Independent ‘exhibitors as well as.| 
producers realized their crisis: in 

the head long anticipated “by the 
Hays body. 

1930. . 

from time to time. “He-is credited 
‘with stirring a lot of the activity 
in Washington for. the small b.o.. 

Situation. proved. purely | — 
an. economic one beyond the control 

welfare. 

of any individual or group. 

In the electric field Western “on- 
|tinues in command. De Forest ‘and | 
Pacent are practically the only two |: 
‘big indie equipment makers sur- |. 
viving. De Forest. is hopeful of a| 
favorable verdict for patent claims, | 

‘Picture, . “Hollywood - Re-. 
vue,” was still running. at the Astor, . 

Backing” ‘musteai shows as “the babout two companies were sound 

-End of all national or- | 
ganizations and functioning of sur-]- 
vivors. under. the Film Boards of'|.- 
Trade is practically « assured ° ‘for me 

Abram: Myers put: up a ‘better fight wes 
for the small men: than. any ‘of. the| : 
many outsiders. they had imported 7 

PICTURES 

despite its hecticism. 
ures, with. ‘approximately. $17,000,000 
to the good, were a sensation in 
view of the. spirited. traveling that 
company has recorded since three 

years. ago.when. its assets” had 
slipped toa single million. 

. Foreign: -. 
Foreign: countries got. their worst 

-jolt in 1929. An éxpose of film: con- 
ditions.in England showed’ that only, 

and that others, worked on a racket 
basis, had taken the patriotic and 
gullible . on the continent for $200,- 

000,000. Elsewhere contingents and 
quotas working against American 
product. are now boomeranging to 
such native box offices, «— 

What is recognized as ‘one. of the 
J most stupid moves abroad was that 

A reciprocity act | pulled by France. © 
whereby Amiericans: would have had 

to father French producers . to: get. 
on. the’ French - -ecreens, — France,’ 
while. changing, is still. ‘whining in 
&@ what’s-it-all-about manner, | 
Germany is the latest to pull on 

the’ iron helmet: -Tobis-Klangfilm 
has succeeded in keeping the Amer-- 
ican electrics out, and 1929 winds 
up with meetings in the Hays office. ' 

Warners’ te. | 

~.-FOX’S BOSTON SUIT 
Hamburger Asks $135,000 for Ar- 

ranging for Site , 

“Boston; Jan. 4. - 

“Solomon ‘Hamburger,’ 

line, Massy former real estate agent 

and. broker; and now a shoe ‘manu- 

facturer, has started ‘sult. against 

Fox. theatre ‘interests to recover 
commissions of from $135,000 to 
$140, 000. “He claims this-‘sum is due 

him for’ work in obtaining the prop- 

ertiés. which were to form the ‘site of 

the proposed: . theatre: and office 
building at: Tremont and Boylston 
streets, Project: included the. pres~ 

ent.-hotel Touraine site, - 
Hamburger also maintains that he 

conceived the idea of having the 
city grant the location of Tamworth. 
street without a cash consideration 
and that if the -deal has: fallen 
through, it is not any.fault ‘of his. 
He claims to have been working at. 
the -request of Fox: interests for 
four years. —- 
- Understood that Fox people claim 
Hamburger" is not.entitled to any 

commission because the city council 
placed an- ‘encumbrance upon the 
property, insofar as ' Tamworth 

street is concerned, by voting that 
$100,000 should be paid for the Tam-+ 
worth street land unless the struc- 
ture was: erected within three years, 

while Warner support hasbeen main]. =" < 
reason for continuance: of ‘Pacent: 

All are mixed up. in litigation with 
none of: it materializing, except on 
technicalities. . 

_ Satisfying Washington 
Radio’s 

‘made. little’ “progress 

over 1928, which was nil. Shake- 
ups didn’t help and only indication 
of competition against. successful. 

sister electric was announcement of |. 
a $3,000 device. Year closed with 
unfilled contracts for this and-mass 
production unordered. 
parts of trade seem stronger in: ve. 
Hef that Photophone is one of tho 

symbols ofA, T &-T to keep Wa 
ington satisfied. 
‘Wide film looks ‘certain for 1930. 

During latter part of '29 it was de-. 

quarters to get Radio and Fox. actu- 

Both companies were successful. in 
their demonstrations, although Fox’s 

Fox has a half dozen features ready 

to let go. General Theatres Equip- 

houses, is handling the Fox equip- 
ment,..and installations have been 

“made in many Fox houses. Smaller 

|companies ‘unprepared ‘and will prob- 
ably become licensees of the bigger 

outfita. 
. Buying ‘Theatres 

Year witnessed the greatest the- 

atre corralling in industry’s. history 

and one that will be hard to dupli- 
cate in times to come. 
‘Sales. policies were so revolution- 

| ized by sound that most of the com- 
panies are now using .the percentage 

| system, Double-featuring was ended 

because of shortage of talker prod- 
uct and high rental. ‘Sales forces 
have ‘realized their worst cut In his-|: 

tory, with important theatres con- 

——~<epnsidereds~* stirred cote on 

*" The biggest . deal, of ‘the year and 
‘one that had the. industry almost 
as much agog as when the bankers 
and Western Electric took Fox over 
in December, occurred with Fox 
taking over Loew’s.. The .buy-in 
was unknown even to many Loew 
executives and came as a complete 

' Surprise to the Warners, -who- had. 
figured through their bankers that 

the Loew holdings were in the hag. 
for them, 

One of the first of the talker re- 

tures than in any other year, with 

the industry having. as many as 13 

on Broadway at one time, road- 
‘showing became obsolete, Percen- 
tage system partiall y responsible for 

| this, also desire for ready money in 

quick releases. . 
. Prosperous . 

Financial statements show the 

‘}leading producers never enjoyed a 
greater prosperity than. during 1929, 

equipment ' subsidiary, |- 

of Brook- | 

‘about it in both papers. 

__-| districts, .. ‘and. 
- | some of ‘the present - 142° districts, 

‘+ under him. 

‘Informed 

LARRY CEBALLOS | 
"The screen’s first and original dence director came: to Hollywood 

when dance numbers were unknown, in motion pictures, and cast his 
Jot with Warner Brothers in their pioneer days. of Vitaphone. - His 
original..technique is that used. by. an ‘the later. masters of terpsichore 
for screen production. _ 

Larry had a hand in the production of the song. and dance numbers 
of practically every acreen. epic both from the Warner. Brothers ‘Jot 
‘and First National. He clicked again on his last trip to New. York 
when he staged the numbers for the Broadway hit, “Fifty Million French- 

‘{da as John Fried?s — districts, 

bated long enough in Hays. head-. 

ally producing on different widths. 

was the only one to the public. Now]: 

ment, composed of five Wall Street 

‘them ‘to ‘the theatre, . 

trolled, by’ producers. able to do|' 

) over-the-fable ‘bargaining. ----—--==: 
“While there were more $2-top pic-. 

FALSE “FIRE” CRY 

Ottawa Offers “Reward for. ‘Capture 
of Man. Causing Panic 

If the malicious practical joker 

who. -yelled . “Fire” 

showing | in the Francis theatre. is 

ever picked up, he will, be used by 

the police department as an example 

in picture houses... Reward for his 

capture has been started - with .an. 
offer of | $100. 

Theatre was crowded with (1,500 
persons, mostly: children, when the 
false alarm was shouted. <A 
stampede started, and manager 

Joseph Paquin and employees threw 
open. all exits. - Later Paquin 
quieted. ‘the © crowd and- returned 

-No injuries 
were: reported. ooo an 

-_Aschers Withdraw 

men,” ‘which reported a $44,000 Bross on. opening week. co. 

during a. film] | 
with Paramount ends with the.sup-: 

of what -happens. to guys who: yell 

“| WB-Ziegfeld Reported 
After Chi Hotel Theatre Site 

CHRISTIE LEAVING PAR; | 
ONLY 2 MORE 2-REELERS| 

‘| diana) to the string being operated 

Hollywood’. J an. 4.. 
Christie’s three-year. contract 

plying of two more two-reelers. 
These will be made this month with 
Charles Murray and Ford Sterling, |. 
respectively. featured. 
The Christie contract. will. ‘not. be: 

renewed. Paramount -will look to its 
own short subjects department to 

fill the. deficiency while the Christie | 
Brothers will seek another release. 

‘With these two shorts, making 37 
two-reelers for the year, Christie 
‘will. suspend ‘operations for ‘about: 
two months, to begin their 1930 
product. in. March. 

~ Chicago, Jan. 4... 

. Ascher brothers, once extensive 
theatre operators, passed out of 
show, business last week. 
theatre being operated by them, the 
Diversey, north side 2,600 seat 
house, has been leased by Publix 

which takes it over.around Feb, 1. 
‘Fred Beckbenberg, owner of the 

property, will operate until Publix 
takes the: reins, . 

Only.ja 

Sasso 

GHEE,” Jan=4 an 
- Work of the new 40-story addi- 

tion to the Morrison hotel starts 
May 1. New building will include 

3,000 seat theatre, with two com- 
panies reported interested in secur- 

ing the house, They are ‘Warners: 
and Ziegfeld. 
Fox was at one time dickeritig 

for the site, but“dropped cut of the 
running. ‘Probably rental will be 
$350,000 annually. 

fp weeks,?. Mr... Burke. Aeclared... 

i 

_ VARIETY 

|St. John House Mer. is 
Reporter on Local Daily: 

So, St, John, Ni B., Jan. 4. 
-Capitol, recently renamed. from . 

the Imperial, and owned solcly by 
E, KF Albee, playing. sound pictures 
and occasional road shows, has’ an. 
unusual publicity channel]. Its man- - 
ager is 'a repor ter on one of the’ two 
local. dailies. 

W, Hy Golding, manager of the 
house | since it was built about. 14 
Years ago, is also’ on the “Times- 
Globe,”. ‘afternoon paper, | Conse-. 
quently there’s never any difficulty : 
in getting. plenty . of. publicity.- for... 
the Capitol. The other. exhibitors . 
are not so fortunate. | 
Practically daily the Capito} pene- 

trates. the news columns of the two 
papers for maybe two columns and 
big heads. If the windows of the 
Capitol are washed there’s.an item 

“And the ; 
manager, . ‘besides. getting the pub-' ~ 
licity for the house -he directs, gets 
his regular weekly pay from: the | 
newspaper, telephone, street. railway ~ 
monopoly, which Owns. ‘the: -two 
papers. 

Since the number of dailies awin- 
died: from six -to two, due.to the 
efforts of the monopolists to elimi-. 
nate criticism of their service and 
activities, the. cost of advertising 
has increased over. 100% and the. 
‘elirculation nut has gone up § as. high 
as 200%, | 
-It isn’t every publicity: ‘man who 

‘gets paid on both ends of his dope. 

| POLI CLAIMS HOUSES 
IN SEPARATE CORP, 

Bridgeport, Jan 4 
_Former Poll hotises, now part of 

| Fox's theatre. holdings, will ‘not be ~ 
_ .paffected in’ the’. ‘advent. of a Fox - 

- "| legal complication: it- was stated by« 
.| Louis Sagal,.manager for S..Z. Poll 

in|’ New Haven, ina. statement is-" 
— sued toda. 

Fox New England theatres are a 
separate concern and would not be 

‘|@ part of any such legal procedure, 

i. the. statement declared, — 

District Shakeup 
: ‘Addition of two new operating * 

rearrangement of - 

splitting up territories, hag been ete" 
‘fected by Publix. 

George Walsh, :d diviston manager 
‘Y-of Néw York state outside of Great- 
er New York, has been appointed., 
‘in charge of the. Saenger circult in. 
the. southwest © ‘cwith Bob O'Donnell 

J, A. Koerpel,: division 
manager in Tennessee, and later in 
Ohio, has been given a newly .cre+ . 
-ated district. embracing North and 
South -Carolina and Tenessee. St 

Territorial. changes are® Texas, 
Arizona, Oklahoma and Arkansas 
as L. E. Schneider's. future dis= 
tricts; Georgia, Alabama and Flore 

of Great States: and Indiana is une: 
‘der Jay J. Rubens. . Pacific’ coast, 
Utah and Colorado are being. super 
vised. ‘by Ralph E. Crabiil, 

Chicago, ‘Jan. 4. a 
‘Publix has added the 30 Fitz" 

patrick and McElroy houses (In- 

b Jules Rubens. With the 53 fore ~ 
‘mer Great-States ‘houses already 
under his supervision, Rubens. will 
now handle. 83 theatres in the two 
states. , 

Sees Friendly Truce of: 

. Film Boards and. Exhibs 
Minneapolis, Jan, 4.. 

The Minneapolis Film Board of 
Trade, comprising representatives 
of all the distributors, will continue 
to exist in 1930, despite ‘the. ‘fact 
that. arbitration now is. at a stand- 
still, film. salesmen. of the branches 

: 
Pa) 

‘here were told by T. A: Burke, the 
board’s newly elected. president, at 
the palesrnen’s annual banquet... 
Some-amicablé method of settling 

disputes between exhibitors and dis- . 
tributorgs “unquestionably will. be 

‘)walked out within the. next few 

BOOKING JERSEY SHORTS 
- John Gtoak has been promoted to 
general booker of shorts for afl 
Warner-Stanley houses in Newark 
and New Jersey. with headquarters 
in the home office. 

A former Skouras man from St 
Louis, Groak arrived at the New - 
York office via a sojourn at New~" 
ark Keadquarters, 
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unts payable and accrued. .cacccereces 6 515,874 ’ (Comparative figures furnished by Standard Statistics of New York) . TAR TCSOTVO. ccc cccerccccvrccees 
_- 910,102 

Dividends payable. soereescoccvace : 
————— t . . PARAMOUNT vel sient ith, ioneanenennne Haw "WS LEN. FUR Loo " - ; : . ; Co, -o: " g01,220,710 $74,008,270] . et . . | y Mabilities. cee Peewee rosteeoesereraseesesesesees ee — $ “ i} ; : . : CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET __ Tol Hatlitnn ssonerezeeen ines vett gists his 1. 

(Note—Following !¢ statement as of Dee, 29, 1928, Statement: for 1929 is due Mast | voor ending Dec. Sl—" oe re - Earned . - Surplus.|-. re 7 week Te ear 1980.) Dee. 20,1098. | Dec. 81,1927. Jan. 1, 1927. re Fed. taxes.” Net Income... per share.: ~ after diya, OE WS ayn. . ) ot . me . . o ca * o * . oe bd 7 SG o * we 2 p . . 6.47 - , . : . i pot vee se 7 Prop., plant, etc.,. less depreciation. .......+. $106,835,092 . $80,813,610  . $75,318,936. 192B...orscccodcesesevaccesesvess $515,875 $5,957,217 § ‘ , _ we rn = Investments in sub. and affil, cos. not cons...: 10,389,128 » + 24,032,596 3628 248 1027, ..sisccccsccoerestcecsceecec 250,000 -. 3,120,557 6.24 1,605 782 7 o wwe eferred BTEOSs er cceveccsenssyocssarscesscee 033, S020, AG 8,059, oe mar yn oo, . Ct oy Deposits to secure contracts... +. want iets 2,729,165 882,757 788,888 INCOME ACCOUNT. oe . a -.. ‘Hollywood, Jan,4, em. paid on cap, stocks of cons, subs, in ; “ . ; an ae woo. ore fe . : inetede ae ee 1928, in 1027 and prior year., goodwill...easae 10,284,588. «6,074,080 6,814,844 | Nine months ended Sept, s0—- Prov. fir . Net before “"). warned]. Howard Hughes is:playing ‘around. Advance Tor asomieee of Teal Prop. ssaces. 86,846 | oeneek! CL re eo _ fed. Vaxes.- ‘pubs. diy. per shr. A;.| with the idea of producing 12 addie Cash REN sence TS sasceseseses 4,705,119: 11,283,849 6,562,914 | 1920. ...scscccecertescbertecesceoserers - $108,196 $1,037,000 53 | tional pictures to the quartet pre«: Call Cs ER ceeeee 1,490,000. weary Waele ee oA ere ay ee ydously announced for. Caddo, For... lig recelva@ble, .cecsaccuesacves “160, 171, * ! we oe , Poe! hed ee . : Raper Bae f ee, Advs, to sub. cog. (not condol.)....csscvsssees, 1,948,247 1,026,407. 1,081,627 ee gw ral ye this purpose it is said Hughes may Advances to outside producers (secured by films) 3,102,181 2,307,767 1,544,219 : RADIO-K. 2 buy his own studio, the local Met. General accts. ree. an x. ae deg seeee oes o382.282 2,558,415, 4 : ; _s ae ™ ”. ropolitan plant being “deemed - the ease ods. (coa es8, OPl.).-cccccvaresoe VO, ‘ . oot, > ' . : . . . : . . . be a aa . eeheee Completed prods, (not yet roleased)., secieresse 4,378,756 9,098, ne even ‘CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET | probable site as that: is where he ig 
Secs. and oth coats applin. to future prodacn. eee | Varese, Tae ding 1,848,707 shares A no par nnd 500,000 B shares, no par... | doing his producing at present, Rights to play (est ese cuture prods. ++ bieose = Lomo) Punded debt Kelth gold 6a, 67,495,000; Keith Memorial bonds, $1,600,000: mortgages | Millionaire ofl wan. ia said to be Marketable securltics.,.cssccvcscovcecvesesesee 2,117, . . . D "$13,366,050.° °° re : Doo oo ‘ ai angling for ho man power an 

rer : : a : ore ’ May 41, 1920. - Dee. 81, 1928. ° : . . Total current as20t8..sesssceesseereorseres $95,912,723 "$41,273,730 $36,003,101], | ASSETS— © _ Ge Te | lati ake aver Ear 
netseceseres ROS — vada pevaccosas eens dees: at Sa0'770! 440 - .768, * general. m “on. "Tota ass0te.ssseseseceveeseesecteseeseesees $170 01,704 "$150,026,008  $149,000,077 | Bullaings. and cquipment...-.-. LENSE IAS 166234428 bene: proposition: ee Preferred Block vececeeeees “vee. __ Callea Called, "7,745,000 | Other. lensebolds, buildings, etc....ss.~++.isererereeeseees oe "81 ‘Hughes’ planned four for '30 iis ©. Common stock. ,+.....0++. “> 68,187,331 © 62,824,030 52,083,390 | Trvestments and advances to affiliated companieds+ieseccs, 8,640,221 . 5,407,722 | clude “Hell’s Angels” and “Front: ; Purchase money notes and mtge. bonds, being 118,478 845,670 | Other investments and miscellancous assets......-c0ccssee” "370/081 - Dulas? | Page.” Nothing is: known:.of. the anette Oram con, maturing srialy CREF” 4s wp gy gg.oonsas. apamuger| Seatymene remem: AMM BE | Terenintag two ether then thes Wee . BD. veces asec crescnccenesrensuesesecesoe 807, 008, a 404,367 | STEP ree : eee ete. . ‘BOT. ean aid ; Serial bayta on thy die after ong years coi0<2 TSM Es BAGG 310. Tons | Unementized boil alscodt aad dapeaseés Ie” BRS Seto | foursome. ts. euppésedly: for United Twelve-year 6% sink, find gold bonds.........° 14,885,000. -.16,000,000 sox,34g | Pro duction end rep. {nventMeEnts.,.ccccececteccccccseesecs 48,0 . 0,416 | Artists’ release. Nothing definite | t E TOSEPVO. cece cec scence snccsescccrete: wesees eeeace 5 2 . nee 4 ene ‘ . - rot toa Sor . . - : . : Rentals of film, pala tnedv. (self liquidation) ° 66°38 Be eT cee a enneew cevecvess cosecesseeseetestssesseve, ,, 2,464,908. 1,689,549,| OF the release channel for the added Approp. surp., and other reserves.....sese08,+0: 2,107,808 oe Lo BTO eaten | Gall Joana. reese rees eececateccecevacecse "6,100,000 el =o, | dozen, ; : Profit and 1098 Surp. ces vsscsessooevgessedeces 18,549,703. 15,508,437. 16,788,422. = aang mae “° ~ 06,229. BT, a CURRENT LIABILITIBS mere ae Advances tO Producers. .+++s ees 708. - 294,382 a Billo: payables etree esaeiseneceeseat ace $100,000 B99, 504.| Nores | Tecetve le ass resarvo) 412.807 tole NY. toL. A unt see becncrccescsvens eee 2,041,262 2,181,914 - 2,843,054 | -O* : - 8, , 4 aa . j a i ‘ hue subst. ‘pon, not consolidated. 148,221 98,308 _, 180,864 | Accounts recelvable emp.+.;.-«+++ 2,870'300 2,814°882 | Ne Be 100k A. 

cles taxes, Payable, Ole, Recess iccvtececs R200 ORT TaG. 1,875 76s | vaniortes ose sas eeeecccoters rig 40.458 | reo Morrison. : UCTS, OC... cscrsccvcccrsrese 797, , S27 |: Hog of ee eeeeee ae - 997. : ', 44,640-1- °- aor . Berial payts, on invests, due within one yearn, Lone ao5 3,489,083 4,280,888 | Scenarios ....+s..ssessseeseecensranersnecee, seesee 207,072 ited Sam H. Harris Fed. tax (estimated)...cccccesccdaccccapavcees 920,000 70, - . 555,180 Total current. agsete. ces ebecceves secveectevecces.. $11,226,268. - 68,481,046 | Helen Cohan . Purchase money notes and mtge. bonds of subs. ee . : ee eeeeeees we 8 f eee ts — : Will H. H maturing serially within 12 mod....icsec¢eee 2,412,036 1,601,972 2,250,303 Totul, assets. .i...ceseese soepwocsccvevecsegeses | $77,730,200 °.  §71,807,600 4. Fi. FLays, o Pld. diva, PAYADIC..c.esseeeceseescnseeeceeeee 0 eeeeee PRC eY mr td DE A=) | C0; > ee cee |. Low Greenspan. Com. dive. PAYADIC. «se reveseececccscrcoecveese : + Steen 1,177,048 1,165,872 Capital. stock. ..... Sancessepesthsonsecasaervcsaeescensece. $23,870,281. . $20,201,461 . Harry Arthur. 

Total curr. Mablle,.ssseesssseeeesederssears $11,646,900 $15,221,172" $18,016,6a1 | Erefotted stock of subsidiaries. s+...sssevessessterecter LL 268, "28 |W. H. Loelier. | Total Uabllttens esse sseseesssecessesesoer es $170,68%,704, —$156,000,008 "$14s,a0g,077 |Punded, debts eevserssiveaceeecsescreeceesceesanese | 22491680 22,216,800. ~ Jos P. Kennedy, : se "$23 66bb17 | SoagnD ERA | ea7 Dad aa t' ; Jecesvcoss 5,890,690 “6,035, 786° OS. TF’. oy: © “Wet working capltal......s..es.scy eee eos eee. $23,605,817 $26,052,558 $17,246,520 739,01 1,399,000 |. Mrs. Chandler Sprague * "EARNINGS STATEMENT 5s eRneL —. : Nine months ended: . oF | Outstanding Per share ! ! di bre ew geacee Se Co & Goptember 30— So, ‘Net income. - shares. “common, | Profit and loss surplus, .... a0, “hevea tree Pay a ry _ os 1 wero Teee eee ae ee eanrerdecocepecnvcgens $0,725,000 . 2,647,326 wate - $8.67 CURRENT LIAB _" arate oO : es 902,805.. . “1,857,801 ote WES on 0 ve ) - 
7 1028 DOOM e ern eeeree nts eceneereeaseeneceensee 5,975,000... ¢ 2,068,617. Ts 2.90. Notes “PAYADIO. «cise sven edses s Heeeseveveseeansa ee 1 1.292" a "920,158 J oT oe aad — . rw aan 
Fae t a o = SERRE Fo Accounts ‘PAyable....s.osecveossvewevcstccenasseveseed oo 551, : Be, peo a woe ro ee ST ee ‘| Notes. peyable end debentures...cecsseicsoecssces 7 805,801. 7 SBT OGL mt . ° , : Accruala eee e eae c ease ewes e sees sees eeiseeet tance - 1,116,021 858,887 tow te . ; : 7 - “= ° A “ , 7 . ° . Deposits cn leaseholds.:..3. eee oeweroerecececes tees coee Leoeeee., 400.900: a ‘James Gleason added to : ‘Cyclone. 
aoe . “ : res . . ‘ . . Construction account . payable. . PT ee - qeovne 830/000 Hickey,” Tiff, - co 7 a CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET ; Due to OMCORRsreeeseseersreticeegeareeraasoesereeeseseans yy _ ee R, William Neill will airect. “Soul 
Ags (Reported Aug. $1, including. subsldtaries:) “4928 Total CUrrent Habilittes,...cscoreceseeeeeverecveees : $3,406,819. $5,483,061 ot Murdoak. Macon rrie to « . 

, Land; bulldings, equip $2,679,800 Total Nabilttes....ssesdseoveereseeseresseees ‘eo » $77,780,200 cou $71,397,699 Marseillaise” CU). . ee Te ; -, ‘eased properties and exp - 2,829, we. ee uf . : 8 aro Edmund- B ‘added “Bright: - Goodwill yr) We end aaees Gb ean eau . 1,025,250 Net Working: capital, sssveseeqpeesererserrersvsarscasvaass 7 87,619,949 . + °82,015 Lights”. (FN) TORO, ad aaatas m mo 

Gther lnvestmaentss corn cpr: heehee lenederscereseutenences 7 42,905 | \* Excess of current Mabilifies' over current asset@, oe . AneTt Balawin yriting “Susie” for 
Cash reserve for construction,....e.s. Coe eoccnerereseseces Seneve . oe “ Lote : —— Tae ce White . . . 

; nay nents sinking f ’ : , yitattd an? - ace 10. . . 7 ~ Pat. Weunlse and Lloyd: Taylor 
_ Unamortized. development. CXPONSOB,..scecsccsececuecereces _ 219,050. 419,823 ; LOEW S oe INC: in Cecil DeMille’s “Madame Satan Ynemortized ba. iiss ‘ANG SXPENEES. «sae ssdsresvedensoesas 1,261,116 tin 43 . a . “ " 9 mav * ‘e . (MrG). 1 te t t . “Ladi . Lo . 

ccounts recelvable in ins TONES. coowresesdsccecwencces wees | ~~ 4 ‘w wh wT wr. . . Co s or es Lov 
Mortgages. ree SORTS. eerrerrr yy veceocces eeensecs - cone 785,834 eee .* -_ ‘CONSOLIDATED BALANCE : SHEET “| ‘Brutea” (ar) includes George Bane 1 

ash Seveancevacese : Penecooses oes eeee re See 4,746,571 822,755 » Aum . ‘flac al. ven 3 , t ta: din: 1a 1 Y 00) no on , croft . Mary. Astor, Frederic March, “ Notes recelvable.<.. was wtetease i 92 632 rites oy Sreferred shares ae "100 Sane ar? Outs ™ & 1 63 998 common me par and 160 000. ‘Stanley Frlds, F. 3B. Frederic, | ccounts recelyable,..,. +714, 937,092.) -"* : ears ns . _ . ; OM . Jr. faventories «-. seer... sees 24,026,241. 6,143,133 Land: bulldings, equipment, . eto, (less depreciation)... . $68as8, eter pavid “Moran, oon endricks,. J 4 _ Rights and cutee. producers eves $30,010 | : 186, ‘Reserves for construction. Wr, 4.6 Serer era eeeese eters] . $89,088 ‘Paul Wix : . nae a a are . u ercee on ee A» _— wereee | Investmen PURSES PRS PEC eVeLerere rer ys Sy erry) : . : , ’ * : -_ . oo ; ‘ , . Hoy os : “da ana o7, |Deterred CDATEOB. 2 oso ceeceenaetoeneaseeseccastseccecenes “ 177,25 . BL Ivan Stmpson and Henry Kolker 
so Total current BBBOB. .cccscesdcccccasevenapecsteserseas $34,947,101 oe $8,103,874 ‘CURRENT ASSHIS~ wo, . a Loe ae for . “Sin Flood ” FN,’ . . we, - 5 . ot : : ———— —————— ‘-Cash.and eall loans OAUESTERRERTYESTTT TEST TT TET eee Tees 8,856,436 10,701,816 | - H y r '. He 

Total BBSCIG.. 000 POSSE ose ERaOTrAK HCC HOOKS nseewereees - 167,189,024: 15,785,801 . y rece: e oe cove Oveneccesace Lo?! , . : umphrey Pearson and . enry . 
ci tABILITIOS—~ seers. wees teprenpereee § 61,170,118 # 2,188,551 oan te Ue. TA ae Tecelvable Caan BR BBS ieee -ae4 | McCarty dialoging “Top Speed.” se ap. BLOCK so sevecccenccnecscneencencseuegesssettsssssese 2448, , nvent eeeebs aeons teedncencecasceetaccenevene tee , ; oo : . Mere tages: AR MARA Re oS ccccicans agai ARRAS | | Predericle Ralett Bronnan, write . # eee eeeaseanesedeetesenserdtaneseats : ? , eoeton fT. . eves . , 4 _ . ’ - . .- . . a , 7 
Funded debt and mortgages...... veecceceeseteceeccecrccee. 60,818,022 2,980,109 | De from affiliated companies tose than 100% owned..e..  _ 1,074,812 2 2417.32 1" Prank Leslie for “King of Jazz,” emittance from forelgn companies...sicoe cones 101, seveee ’ : lea beveccesccesecescevecceeecece, B74 a9 eo _ a «Surplus trom Appreciation of properties... TTT “a9 die ard Bie Toteh current aspets + $88,000,874 _640,626,061 J. F. Poland to write original for 

*. surp OP DEP wm eae ee deers owed resale receresseengrons ‘ 7 le . : Se cccccvesevced oo ceccecetteccces occcces - . . . . le 2eree -f oa . 
‘ CURRENT LIABILITIES— ‘ . . oe ° Liste aesets “t « . feo $124,223, 624 $108, 626,680 Duncan Sisters, M-G. ., Look. Bank notes PAVABIE. oyrccccscccccccscccccevbess oepences 6,585,000 2,248,221 Preferred BLOCK... sccccnccvcerececccececcccecscecee "$14,023,800 $14,175,000. Earl Baldwin to write original Other notes payable......ceccosecccnscntocves cecesees AT2,734 4,746,2 OMMON” BOCK....sescesvorecuccovevesttseessecccecencence $2,082,520 30,655,071, | for Alice White, FN. | 
Accounts payable ond accrued. ee seeeeeee seeeges ees ; 064,608 ‘ 1,452,507 Bonds and mortgages BUDSIIATIO’. ..,...cceccsecssvccccece 75.312 588 32,786, 52 Albert Gran, “Sweethearts and TAX TOROrVOss.cescecesseceecssces wtscategeedececcnccccece 2441.20 165,000 | Subsidiaries stock’ outstanding... 1. 1UU2iDErTiresesess eel aes 501,000 | Wives,”. FN. . Purchase money obligations (current)...cescceqeccodeceee’ ‘804, 257,500 | Tong erin’ notes and mee ane: payable....sseseseseeneees aga 208 Seas | Eddie Phillips, “Those “Who Dae to alate pte. CEC. caocccsccccncceroeveccsce. 1,096,061 ’ pererve, for GARUNE ss -sssseesvivsveseveavsrreencoreseces 1 pg 7 , 000 mer ener . Arthu 

. > : no Se Sense eb eecdoesecegersescccece ww, eeeene erre cre oerecesce ree ee ere rerr yy tits ’ . 573,845 C=) ‘Ham ton and Gene ur, 

. , —_———_— —————~ 1) Pp ofl - 1 , Veo ode e eee eee eee OU Teeter eeeeoerntes N ‘ : : : J 

" ‘Total current Mabilitlen.scceerescesscsessoreccesioce $18,082,518 $9,160,742 | OU MIG PURPLE. seacee 20,725,088 14,888,171 | “Return of Dr. Fu Manchv,” Par, . 1 a _ a mo — - | Notes “PAYADIC..c.ccecccece aveevece Ovecevececoaa 408,676 We eees Renee Macready to “IT Love You, 

Total Mabilitios...ccccessscee Coe deoenedeaacoecrcrcccens $167,180,024 . $16,785,801 Accounts payable. ..++. vese : ‘ 7,364,890 8,688,603 | Radio. .. . : . Net "Working CAPIAL.«.ssesssecessecorsovecessoeeses , $16,814,073 -  *$1,008,808 | Advances tor atiticaged eourpanioa {aves SBLABE | grade. ane and Joel McCrae, ‘ - . moe vy . T veoh anne eeaeeeeneesceceoe 04 foc ° 
* Excess of current Habilities over current assets, og Dividends ‘payable... rrr rer rrr rere 1,190) aoe ere aet . John Holiand, John St. Polis, . INCOME ACCOUNT, YEAR ENDED AUG. 31 BF PAYMENt..+seseeevees Tt0teecceeeeeecescorssessseeses — | 667,000" 800,500 eee eck Sheep.” Col. . sot . ue poo Total cu t i Ooeeereccccrevcctrcoreuceeee .- . 5;009; 008° : . ‘- : - coo - Operating income........... coc eaecvesseracen, “991,248,270 $10 280084 : won Sorren abilities ; roatneen $10,626,648 __.£5:909, 006" “Bright. Lights,” FN... 7% 

perating incom 91,248,27 40, 900'483 | Net working UBDIMtHOS......+ssseeessscsrrececsreceseecen  $124,229,624 - $108,626,600 | “Sweethearts and Wives,” new poral {ncome. «:» abhi 94,248,270 10,877,160 et working. capital....ss.sees rescececeeceeccesesacecoecs | $27,443,226 . - $84,717,955 | title for “Other Men’s Wives,” FN, 
‘Depreciation and amortization 134, 012, : : . we Ney te + tn Federal taxes.......: 2'288.200 105,000] ~~ INCOME ACCOUNT rir "Notoneeta also changed to Interest and miscellaneous charges.....,.. 2,501,920 1,090,543 As of: August 81: oe Notorious Affair. ” Provision for contingencles.........cseaccedecevcsecuce voeeee 115,000 : 5 1689. 1928, - Mary Nolan starred in “Sincerity’ Minority Interest... cccseeeveees . bal - $22,079 ovevee Gross INCOME. . 1... eseiasevescsececsenseesecesessccesconces G116,201,087 $90,260,303: b, s . , . Ve . ‘ . : ° 
Baulty in _undistrib. earnings of aff + bos coe. 628 veeeee ‘Bxpenditures, amortization, Cts see eee st ecesensecovcegeens 92,770,774. 85,408,610 B Reoree Cooper, Ivan Linow, “Jalil _ Equity {n earn. of affil. cos: from Sept, .1,:1929, -t co Fedéral taxeg.....ccscececc cece econ cee er ereeeeseese 2,748,685. 1979, reak,” FN, 7. Cy . ecquis. yond to addit. shares of. com. stk: of viet as 2.757.177 ‘] Metro-Goldwyn preferred dividends, . 1,607,780 Ly 2, +7 meus King, Wm. Orlamond, “Sin ° NCrevccccccscccccerocricrecsnranccnseressecses cr, TT, ge necen a. wos eceeecene eee 1,067,662 1,115,020: log ’ : . : ; . _ - ; 
Net income...csesses 17,271,805 2,044,842 | Net i woeeee En OKA "ae! . ; : =) Preferred dividends. . 761.672 arenes read + 1760. 956 8,568,102 Ralareuerita, Padula, © “Dixiana, Common - dividends......cecessssses 2,127,508 teoees |Common dividends (cash) _- + £,034/076 2,788,141 |; On 7 a _ 
Equity of earnings prior to acquis, 2,957,177 eéceee | Commo SN 4,001.175 |, Charles Brinley, James Donlon, 

- Surplus fOr YEOr.sesscccesseceses 11,625,450 2,044,842 | Und "got 108 vecees | barney Furey, Bill Patton. “Strictly P. and L. CUTPLUS. ose se ees ores 12,435,879 7" 810,420 5,801,012. 1,185,721 Business,” Radio a nae a Barnings per share—. ee ar 
oe - ANGCIO, oo, - $2.20 proferred StOCK.s.ssussssssesstesceesseaeneeseesss 59.96 re serie ternings per ttere: | ,, Tift. has purchased seréen rights -- Common. BLOCK cs cecccsccserscscatenntacnedeseneneeneuns 6.28 1.86 $6.50 preferred BLOCK, cis ceseccuccdscdtesecperccccseeseces $78.88 ° $57.12 to “Moran of ‘the Lady Letty,” sea 

. me, : Common stock... MELONS OSes eee eee ataeeneereneeomenes a 7.91 , novel, Plan to produce it all color. 5.98 
*[. inal and definite title for “Hol- 

lywood Nights” (Fox) will:be “Let's Go-Places.”” .  ~ LO wo Ann’ Price adapting “Five and. ‘coxsoubatsD aatance sueer | SHUBERT THEATRE CORP. i Tot: June 20, “Dec.-20, . Pirhae Ten.” A. EB. Thomas, dialog, Par. assets. . 920. Poe. _- CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET Agele Herring, Arthur Stone, Ben Land, buildings, leaseholds, rentals, equipment, ‘etc, (less "$25,078 08 : $24,005,488 Fear ending June 30. os os . Hewlett for “On the Level,” Fox. mo - NORM eee Oddo ret ernesnivngratone le . . a ‘Dy « : . - “39 . : Int. in advaricea to affliated companies. 17'718,446 1,923,270... Aggrery St 718,160 no par common, - 4020, inva... pes, Gorvil_ for “On Western "Other investments...sseeseesscersereees a BAND O12 8,300,387 | Theatres, and.real. éatate.. (leas depreclation) =. $18, 010,681" 978, 077,789 | Ty “exenciaad nea, "Helen 
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Talking Shorts 
“UPPERCUT O'BRIEN”: 
Mack Sennett Comedy. 

Gaiety, New York... 
Educational 

‘Combination of Harry. Gribbon 
‘and Andy. Clyde always good for a 

'. eouple of laughs. ‘Far from the best 
thig team has turned aut, but has 

* enough to merit the better ‘spots. 
-Harl Rodney. directed. from story by 
John Waldron: | 

‘managed “by. 

after a boxing bout, gtill out though | 
-the crowd has gone home, : 

- washes his hands of him and starts | 
training a .younger =§ fighter. . 

.Gribbon is & ham. and ege pug 
‘clyae ‘First. scene 

shows Gribbon lying ‘on’ his back 

Clyde: 

Latter 
goon becomes .Ayweight champ ‘of 

7 the world. - 
:Gribbon, returns ‘to town’ heading 

2 medicine show and carrying a 

. Crowds. - 
‘Chinese. flyweight to draw the 

‘Offers $500 to anyone atay- 
- {ng three rounds with the Oriental. 
‘Clyde sénds his fighter in after 
‘raising the bet. to $6,000, with Grib- 

. he wears. 

bon not knowing the youngster’s. a 
champ. . Gribbon's .Oriental is .on 
his pack at, the end of the first, but 
Gribbon conceals the Chinese boxer’s 
twin brother in‘a long flowing robe 

‘Fight continues, with 
Clyde's young champ not knowing 

e's: fighting two guys alternately. 
Re Gribbon’s robe is opened and 
“the twin fighters are. seen.. Clyde 
‘collects the'‘dough as Gribbon is: 

_ SONG WRITERS’. REVUE . 
“With Jack Benny 

‘uniformly Hkeable. 

chased up a tent pole ‘by: one of his 
Chinese . ‘medicine ‘troupers - “who. 
backed him for $2,500; - 

Clyde's. elderly sap characters are 
‘Gribbon is. the 

usual inflated ham-and-égger char- 
acter, and convincing. ‘Bang. 

Pianos, ‘Talk, Specialties a 
Mins... 

Gaiety, | New: ‘York 

we This moderately. entertaining short 
‘was: supposedly born of a crap game. 

.. Strolling about. the M-G-M lot, Jack 
Robbins noticed six,of his composers 

_ and lyricists. hot.in session with the 
'pouncing ivories. “If these enthus- 
7 dastic Playboys have -time to roll 

bones,”. ‘concluded ' Robbins, “they 
have time to do a short.” It -has 
become the. vogue in Hollywood. to 
make a short or participate in a]. 
revue instead of going home to listen 

- to..the radio or ‘take-a bath. . 
Shortly : thereafter. eight musical 

minds,.- including the interrupted 
erap shooters, found themselves 

--geated at eight pianos, with. Jack 
Benny ‘in. the middle, On display 

- gare Gus Edwards, Ray Egan, Alan 
Dryer, Turk and Allard, Brown. and 

. Freed, Dave Schnell and Ray Hen- 
dorf. .Hach.is:introduced by Benny. 
and: plays: a. snatch -of something he 
wrote. at one time or another. | An 
Egyptian dancer and. “personality” 
girl are rung in tor: ‘specialties | and 
. comedy; 

For a good finish: Benny pulls out. 
'-@ lyric. he said was created by him- 

- music, one bar at a time. 

‘‘gound half bad at that. 

‘@rollery. clicks. 

‘self, and -has the boys -put it ‘to 
‘It has all 

the threadbare words, and doesn’t 
A group ‘of. 

girls dance to it for the windup. . 
” A fair percentage of Benny’s easy 

‘Accentuated. un- 
“favorably in pictures is his’ vaude 

-on the price of a suit. 

habit of folding his arms Hke a mer- 
chant refusing to go one dollar lower 

interest customers partly because i 
exhibits the men behind the tunes. 
Aside from that it has entertainment 
value. — 

_ All houses can play it. 

“THE FALLEN STAR” 
With George Rosener 
Dramatic Playlet ~ 
8 Mins. 
Strand, New: York 

; -Nitaphone No, 910 
‘Comedy- ‘drama outlirie of an old 

time actor reviving a. Civil War. 
memory in a boarding house room. 
Away from the usual -and. good 
‘enough for inclusion on a bill of- 
shorts, but can’t be. rated a big 
sock, : Degree of reception ‘will vary 

" Bang. . 

; according to the type of house, al- 
though that .it..will be. generally 

“liked: seefns assured. George Rose- 
ner has: done this in vaude and mu- 
sicals. 
. Camera fades - Rosener into the 
aged Rebel ‘who’ isn’t backward 
about kidding himself during the 
solo reminiscing over a-battle. Bit 
is approached by the actor lightly 
:bewalling his unemployed. fate. 
Finish is “Dixie” in the street as the 
G. A. R,.marches by, with the Reb 
stiff legging it out the door to join 
the boys. - 

- Under the Jeneth ‘to _make {it 
‘tedious and Rosener keepg the in- 

‘ 

terest alive on his work. Used here 
as the lone short preceding the re- 
served seat opening performance of 

.{No,..No,..Nanette,”. and the house 
designated approval, ee se Bd 

“VOICE OF HOLLYWOOD" 
With Reginald Denny - 

Gaiety, ‘New York 
Tec-Art. Photophone 

One of a series designed to pre- 
sent gossipy bits concerning better 
known picture players, Customers 

‘are required to address -questions 
and requests for appearances of 
their favorite performers to “Station |, 
S- T- A-R, in. care of this theatre,” 

Ject that will bring ’em in. 

.ness men on parties, 

that. a@ woman - 
racket. in ‘the: picture and“ a woman | 

-Prevost. . 

Short will , 

FILM. REVIEWS. 

PARTY GIRL . 
(ALL. DIALOG, with’ Songs) — 

Tiffany release of a Halperin production. || 
Differences between program and slides 
seem to say (slides) that Edward Halperin 
is the dtrector with Victor Halperin. the- 

‘| producer. .On sound the slides don’t even 
agree with. themselves. First silde mentioned i 
RCA Photophone. . Later another said: 

.‘‘Made at Metropolitan - Studilos - (Holly- 
wood). Western Electric System.”. Monte 
Katterjohn adapted from unnamed book. 
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., featured. Dialog: 
by George Draney and’ Messra, Katterjohn 
and Victor Halperin. Words and music by 
Harry Stoddard and Marcy. Klauber. “At 
Gaiety, New York, opening midnight New |; 
Year's. Eve on ‘twice daily’-$2 run. Run- 
ning time, 73 minutes, . 
Jay. seootell ster poUslas Fairbanke, Jr. 
Ellen Fomell. « 

...Sammy_ Blum. 
Harry Northrup 

ooeees Almeda: Fowler 
vosuvovecocescoesessss Hal Prica. 

Lawrence Doyle... ee qeneees Charles Giblyn. 
Investigator....ccecovsees Sidney D"Albrook 
Miss Manning. peewee -Florence ‘Dudley 

an 
Earl Burtnett's Biltmore Orchestra: ana Trio 

A warm “picture on a warm sub- 
It’s 

about girls subject to call for busi- 
The picture’ 

goes: pretty hot pretty often, espe-. 
cially. when the parties are being 
held. .In one party Marie Prevost. 
must. have ‘taken a bath in a per-. 
fumed. pool.. “Not having actually 
been in it at the Galety, although 
all of the preparations are on view, 
including two of: the men, earrying 
the girl to. the pool; it looks as 
‘though the censors would not stand 
for that one... But. they stood for 
enough to. make. this a.money. pic-- 
ture.in the regular houses, with a 
good chance that when it gets nolsed 
‘around in-New York: they will give 
up. $2. to get a. ‘flash, 

‘The party girl and call office for 
them - will be entirely unknown in 
‘Upsanddowns Corners, but the exhib 

- |may 4ssure his patrons it’s oke; that 
there is. such a thing or things, for 
‘this story. of the.call shop hag its. 
counterpart in a Times Square office 
that .1s and. has been operating for 
years for this very purpose, among 
its other’ nefarious bookings. And 

is the boss of the 

also bosses her racket. in the ‘Times’ 
Square office suggests the. ‘author of 
‘the book this film story. -has. been 
taken from knows more about Times’ 
Square than most. of the authors: 
and also playwrights. 

Miss Prevost. is the pip party. eye- 
ful of joy. She is classified as “A” 
and :“popular” on the index card, 
‘with her party salary $100 nightly. 
Different girls have different prices, 
with the. business organization pay-— 
ing a lump sum for the lot. . Play- 
ing the:party route shows on Miss 

She has-a maseuse. after 
each one. The rubberess slaps and 
pounds her. This is one of: the 
scenes the censors went near-sighted 
over.: You .see the maseuse doing 
‘the slapping with Miss Prevost just. 
showing enough of herself to let you 
know she has a lot. . . 

Two. of the lead- eirls-.look very. 
healthy, Miss Prevost and: Jeanette 
Lofft. Miss Loff is the former party 
girl gone straight and now. the sec: 
to a big business ‘house,. the head 
of which doesn’t believe it is re- 
quired to haye dames at parties to: 
boost ‘sales...Almeda. Fowler as 
Maude Lindsay, the boss of the call 
shop, says business men have found 
these parties with what goes with 
them :are the best salesmen. 

So the son of.the proper. business 
man got tangled up with two party. 
‘girls,. the one in his father’s office 
and another who framed him. Plain 
bit of blackmailing in this scene, 
winding up with a marriage, and 
a good educational for many a grow- 
ing boy. But the erift girl. he mar- 
ried fell out of a window trying to 
escape from the police and out. of. 
the picture at the same time. While 
his wife was lying on the pavement, 
dead, the son ran to a party where 
his sweetie had gone and rescued 
her while the cops were raiding the. 
place.. The cops arrived in autos 
from the freight elevator right into 
the. banquet rooms. One ‘can’t tell 
what town that was. 

Two or three of these parties are, 
shown and always something doing. 
That’s when it grows. warmer and 
warmer each ‘time. 

‘A sort of theme song is rung in, 
sung by two. or three different prin- 
cipals. Singing’ in. pictures, ag 
someone’ may have. said, - doesn’t 
sound as badly as it is when picture 
people are doing the singing.. Prob- 
‘ably bécause ‘too much is not: ex-. 
pected. Here, however, there was a 
fault somehow in the print or In the 
projection for.the voices had’ a little 

bit something wrong with them. 
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is the juve 

soused college boy... Does : ‘all right, 

There are possibilities in the idea, 
but this one is sloppily prepared. - 
==Reginald—Denny..is.at. 2. micro- 
phone announcing the program. For 
comedy, Bobby Vernon is attempting 
to work in an instrumental solo but: 
‘always is stopped after a few notes." 
Anita Page is shown praising long 

\gkirts in answer to questions by 
Julia Faye. Julian Eltinge, the fe- 
male impersonator, ig seen in a night 
club. set ledding a troupe of girls. 
Paul Whiteman is shown being Ini- 
tiated. into the Hollywood Breakfast 
Club. This last shof ‘was ‘a~ spot 
affair, not staged. N feeds comedy to 
‘hold. Bang. 

‘by .Clarenice : Badger, -: 

-Sue" SmIth, ccoceccstecess on 2 Ls! 

because of Alexander Gray.. 

as do the girls ana the entire cast. 
It. isn’t their acting. or singing in|’. 
this picture ‘that counts, it’s what]” 
is done, how they do it and what: 
they say. 

In its way a good picture for the 
moral lesson it tells without teach- 

NO, -NO, NANETTE © 
(AU ‘DIALOG, With Songs) 

(42%. Color) 

First - National : ‘ production “and release: 
Featuring. Alexander Gray. and” Bernice. 

B.- Rogers from | 
Directed | Fifi 

‘Sel Polito,. camera~.| 

Claire, Adapted. by H. 
‘| musical’ comedy of same name, 

man. Dance. numbers ‘staged by. 
Ceballos. .° Additional. songs by Harry Akst, | 
Grant. Clark,. Herb Magidsdén, Ned Wash- 
ington, - ‘Michael Cleary... At: Strand, New 
York, on grind run starting Jan. 8, Run- : 
ning time, 08. mins. 

veveeceses Bernice: Claire 
eerenesee .Alexander Gray 

+» Lucien Littlefield 
uise Fazenda 

Lucille. eee eoccccvcccccess Aailyan Tashman 

Bill Ba Early. rreedeseecesecr sees «Bert Roach 

Pauline.. .Zasu Pitts 
Betty.. ‘Mildred Harris 
Brady... ee oe , “Henry Stockbridge 
Flordissescssees secsccese Jocelyn Lee 

- Good program picture making the 
grade on its color sequences, stage. 
ensembles’ and comedy in the ‘late: 
footage. ‘It’s overboard on inaction 
‘with most of the. deadwood up front. 
Like..other film musicals adapted 
from stage. namesakes, ‘“Nanette’’ 
seemed all tied up in the New ov ork 
traffic as it gets under way.. But. 
that the film becomes stronger as. it. 
progresses makes of it a bull rather - 
than a bear, 

Feature inaugurates the Strand’s : 
‘run: policy, same as the Rivoli, Ri- 
alto, and Globe. 
hopes are. that. it will stick on. 
Broaway -for fiye weeks. 
doesn’t look that strong and three 

_First National 

weeks will likely entail a bit of forc- 
ing. .Whether it will develop into 
a holdover release around the coun-. 
try depends: on how strong they go 
for the color in the stage stuff and 
the snicker’ opportunities as sup- 
plied by Louise Fazenda, Zasu Pitts 
and Lucien: Littlefield. 

 Firat( National ‘hasn’t done. miuchi 
with: the original. script on action, 
but has blown up the celluloid pres- 
entation by. a lavish. production. <A. 
couple of the stage sets and~ en- 
sembles are eyefulls,. and: need to be, 
ag there.is nothing ‘out of the ordi- 
nary in the added tunes. or their 
leaders.. Ceballos’ ' 
Dutch wooden shoe number is. ex- 
cellent and much superior to the 
melody of which it.is a.part. “Wit-: 
mark will have to give these songs a. 
terrific :plug to make them catch. 
the public ear. - 

Attempt to give the love interest 
more attention. than it had In the 
show has fallen down principally 

‘Pos- 
sessing a. splendid .voice, Gray, in: 
his second picture, is still too color-: 
Jless and slow a moving: juvenile for 
the screen to intrigue the interest. 
of either sex. Gray doesn’t believe 
‘in taking anything big or is suffer- 
ing from direction. Either way it’s 
‘not to his or ‘the: picture’s: advan- 
tage, It’s Just as bad to constantly 
under as over play. 

This«also marks Bernice Clair’s 
studio debut. Formerly Vivienne 
Segal’s understudy in a stage show, 
Miss Clair uncovers enough here to 

|indicate that additional work, and 
she'll get it, will make her more at 
home as a femme lead. Best con- 
tribution here is a lovely voice. Her 
appearance changes for. the better. 
as the picture goes from black and 
white to color, which means need of 
that all important camera, attention. 

‘Mr. Littlefield, the Bible printing- 
show. backing . angel -indiyidual. 
around whom the story. revolves, 
doesn't appear to catch the farce 
spirit of the occasion until the pic- 
ture is well on its way. This might 
also be Clarence Badger’s fault: for 
not starting ‘it out as a farce and 
keeping it there for speed. ‘But the. 
treatment handed the director evi- 
dently had its eye on the fan pub- 
lic, which must have its proverbial. 
amour tangent. Anyway, “Nanette”. 
‘thasn’t the. laughs and pace ‘it might. 
have had either because of the 

adaption, or the ‘director, or both, 

Film has two color sequences: ‘of 
8 and 33 minutes each, the latter 
display building up to the: finale, 
Most of the final half hour is taken 
up with. the stage numbers, cuts 
to the story flashing intermittently. 
“Nanette” could still increase tempo. 
if eliminations were possible in the 
first-two reels, but the disk record- 

[ing calls a halt on that idea, Cam- 
era.and microphone work is up to 
standard and past that in some In- 
stances, 

Strand is ‘going to the wide angle 
projection lens for a big screen look 
at the stage stuff and there’s plenty 
to look at. Which is what is going 
to place the okay on “Nanette” for ae ee 

‘coln, éven “thouglt 1t*fall~short=of+|-4; 
.two- ‘week sojourne. : Sid. 

Julanne Johnston and Polly Ann 
Young, for “Songwriter,” M-G. 

Dickie Kilby to “Hollywood Revue 
of 1930.” . 

Stanley Fielas and David Durand 
to “Ladies Love Brutes,” Par. 

Earl H. Robinson engaged by. Par 
as technical director on “Young 
Eagles, 

{| Victor McLagien,. 
Brendel, 

.| At: Roxy, New. York, week Jan, 3._ 

‘| Fid_ Du 

. JMy, Pratt.: 
“Papa Gouset..ccsceswecescA 

“here. 

-vantage-..to Miss ‘Dorsay, 

‘the picture, 

. slants. - 

_ataging of al 

‘HOT FOR PARIS. 
“(ALL DIALOG—With Songs ) 

Fox production and release featuring 
Fifi Dorsay and 

Written and directed by Raoul 
Walsh with dialog by Wm. K, Wells, 
“Music and lyrics by Walter Donaldson and 
Edgar Leslie; Adapted by Charles Mc- 
Gurk;- Charles Van Enger, 2 a Bune 

une: 
ning time, 71 minutes, 
John Pairick Duke...... . Victor McLaglen 

pre... seeverseccceccoveee Hill Dorsay 
| Axel. Olson. BAERS e ew eepoeeneeees .E) Brendel. 
Polly. oct ec ceases eecscoseceueeie «Polly Moran: 

nnox Pawie 
ugust Tollaire. 

Chop Captaln....ccesssoee George Fawcett 
Charlott Gouset.. oae “Charles ‘Judels. 

Eddie.. Dillon 
. Rosita. ‘Marstinl 
. Agostino Borgato 

access -Yoln .. ‘D’Avril 

eccceesccsee’ Anita” Murray 
Babette - Dupre, - 
Mimi.; 
‘Monsieur Furrler. cs... vase Dave ‘Valles 

“Hot For. Paris’ ‘is ‘not: so” hot: ae 
picture as it js a title, but coupled 
with the McLaglen name, it should 
be box office. As an afterthought 
to “Cock-Eyed World,” the record- 
busting hit done by the same direc- 
tor, this one falls short. It is light,. 
fanciful, adventure stuff, nowhere. 
near the robustness of some of the 
previous efforts combined by Walsh 
and McLagien. 

‘rirst: attempt by the’ studio to 
‘project the sturdy Australian. into |: 
musical comedy. and the result: is 
none too happy. for either picture 
or -player.' But: where the latter 
misses: on. the vocal: chords, Fifi 
Dorsay more than makes up in ‘both 
voice and looks. -Miss Dorsay,. out: 
of vaude ranks and with her only 
other picture credit. that of. “They 
Had to See Paris,” with Will Rog- 
ers, . just ‘about .steals: the works. 

-Being. opposite. the ‘homely 
‘mugged -McLaglen is a ‘decided ad- 

“whose 
clear ‘diction ‘is flavored: with. a. de- 
‘ightful French accent. - 

Film |. Hers: is not. the. only ‘accent in 

lot of .French chatter. abound -all. 
over, the. film. -In spots it. even _be- 
comes. too. heavy, 

Story is. carbon. copied with. noth- 
ing. expressively new. about it. in. 

‘Comedy suffers from ‘the. 
same source because a good many. 
of the gags and situations have. 
been seen and. heard 'before.: As an. 
example: El Brendel‘ is. permitted 
to spring. a parody ‘song he’s done. 
‘in a former picture. 
McLaglen. 
guy, though he's started off as a 
roueh and ready sailor, itching for 
action that doesn't happen. : 

Plot, . planted: early, ‘evolves 
around the winner ofa lottery prize 
on’ @ horse race. Checkup discloses. 
the winner to.be. Duke. . Messenger 
is immediately dispatched to find, 
him and turn ‘over: the million flat 
he won. When. Duke ‘encounters 
the runrier he mistakes him for a 
detective come to nab him for an. 
old -offense.’ And then the chase 
begins, : winding up in, the’ expected 
‘manner... © 
-Duke steps. out rarin’ to. take in 

Paree and falls right’ into the. lap 
of a torrid baby who takes to. him 
like a duck to water... No suspense | 
about this love affair. A.couple of 
pretty outdoor shots, showing ‘a 
rustic wedding, and the. climactic 
cafe scene, ordinarily spread, 1s 
about all. There will be no. censor 
aggravation with this picture, dia- 
log being handled along careful 
nes, with the suggestive or double 
meaning. words ° apparently ruled 
out, Closest to it Is a bit where 
McLaglen listening, to the incessant 
harangue of a Frenchman stops 
him with “Nuts.” Natural laugh, 
and done previously in “Big Parade.” 

Three principal songs by Walter 
Donaldson and Edgar Leslie with 
none: ‘outstanding. Too light to be 
taken into serious consideration. 
Miss Dorsay sings two, the theme 
number, “Sweet Nothings of Love” 
and “Look Into My Byes, Baby.” 
McLaglen. is. given ‘a comedy tune. 
in-“I’m the Duke,” but it’s a straight 
miss because of his lack. of. vocal 
ability. 

‘On’. the comedy end - Brendel’s 
Swedish antics. and dialect: get 
across, while Charles Judels comes 
in for rating as an eccentric French- 
man. -Judels’ biggest laugh. getter 
is his imitations. Polly Moran has 
just a bit with Brendel but scores 
on it, Rest of the cast is sub- 
stantial ‘enough for what. it does, 
but the picture is strictly. McLag- 
‘len, Brendel and Miss Dorsay. 

Span. 

THE LAUGHING LADY 
(ALL DIALOG) | 

“Paramount production and release. Fed- 
turing Ruth Chatterton and Cilve Brook. 
Directed by Victor Schertzinger from Al- 
fred Sutro's story. Adapted by Barlett 
:Gormack and Arthur Richman. George 
Flosey, cameraman. At Paramount weck 
Jan. 3. Running tme, 27.minutes, : 
Marjorle Lee.. ...Ruth Chaterton 

~--Clive Brook 
ceosese+ Dan Healy 
coos Nat Pendleton 

»«Raymond Walburn 
.Dorothy’ Hall 

Daniel .Farr....... 
te 

James Dugan...eoce 
Hector py -eeeeeer 

eee ercaeeserereereers 

Gynthta soeee ’ seenee . Hedda Harrigan. 
-Farker.. ee seene . Lilian B. Tonge 
Mrs. Playgate > 777 =M farguerite: ‘St: “Jobn: 
Hamilton Playgate. . «+e-Herbert Druce 
Mrs; Collop......+. ‘ . Alice Hegeman 
City Editor......... e King aoeresves 

The satsifaction a sophisticated 
mind realizes through its interpre- 
tation: of a well-written book is’ 
tarely true -of screen transitions. 
The salient point in this respect has 
been captured by Paramount in- its 
adaptation of the Sutro story.~.Co- 
operation of details with: the ex- 
‘tremely smooth and yet virile per-i. 

The oo la la biz and a | 

‘Also this finds |. 
a very subdued . ‘tough |M 

“Ny. 
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formances of the leads, Ruth Chat- 
terton and. Clive Brook, make “The. 
Laughing Lady” a. picture that will 
‘be highly appreciated by the upper - 
strata of fans and one that will be 
‘enjoyed for the general tensity and 
semi- -orlginality ‘of its plot by. the © 
‘commonalty. It will régister as an 
exceptionally fine program attrac- 
tion, one fully capable of standing 
a@ week’s run. “ 
‘The. scandal sheet, city. and. court : 

‘rooms, beach party’ and house dance. - 
‘are all a part of the theme, but com- — 
-pact, finished and never allowed. to 
-verge.on the point of -satiation. -". 
While the audience knows from the -. 
start that Marjorie Lee did not en~_ 
courage the lifeguard. who had rés-- 
‘cued her to later visit her bedroom,.: ° 
it is ‘never. positive that. Daniel: 
Farr, dignified but vitriolic: counsel ..” 
for Hector Lee during the divoree.. 
trial, is going to close the’ production." 
by ‘assuming his client’s' place, 
Why Mrs, Lee interposed no de= | 

fense Vind yet immediately after the .. 
-decree set about ruining the young 
‘attorney, forgetting the freed hus= 
-band,. would have indented the con- 
tinuity were it not for the versatile 
Miss Chatterton and.Mr. Brook’s 
ability to reciprocate with a con- .. 
sistently finished. and: sincere er~ : 
.formance, . . 

-. Lee, @ small part: fittingly. charac-: 
terized by :Raymond Walburn, is - 
also early revealed to the’ audience, 
but is kept from’ the principals un- 
.til his double life takes a ‘natural 
course: and the attorney who ob-:.. 
tained him the divorce is enabled to| 
return the child ‘to the defendant. 

Again Mrs. Lee, framing the law- | 
yer with.a newspaper as the climax ~ 
-to. her vengeance, is.in return. quick- 
ly reframed by. the: attorney into @. 
willing. second d marriage. Waly: : 

* THE RACKETEER — 
(ALL- -DIALOG) - 

“Pathe . production ‘and. "Telease,” 
Block. associate producer, ‘and. Howara ae 
ein, ‘director.’ Original story ana adaptation 
by. Paul Gangelin, with “Malog. by A 
.Kline. Josiah . Zuro, musfcal “drector, 
Photography, macit Abel. Sotind recorders, - | 
A.. A. Cutter and Harold Stine. Rohert. 
Armstrong and Carol Lombard featured, a 
‘At the Hippodrome, New .: York, week . 
‘Jan. 4. Running time, 66. ming.. 
Mahlon Keane,..oceees 

Millie, restseccacesageapes 

ac. DARA 

US. sveccsaccepseve 

Squld..c,ccrcccovsves: oe tote ee geet Wg 

The Rat. .sccccvscsecccccceses» BO bbla’ Duna. 

Mrs, Le@..scccccoccseeccesss Hedda Hopper 
WEDGE vrereeeewessesserieerres »«- Bub Fine. ‘Ue 

“With ‘the edge. off the racketéer: - 
‘type of picture, silents having re- 
duced their originality and. novelty. 
to. the point where only sound. can - 
add anything new, Pathe had ‘the | 
‘odds stacked against it before pro-. - 
duction was started on-this celluloid. — 
exhibit, - It has done little to sure 
mount the odds, turning out a-hack- | 
neyed;: stereotyped production built | 
around the activities and love affairs. « 
of a suave bootleg king who drills. 
People for less than a grudge; For . 
first runs of. the better class “ape: ‘ 
Racketeer” -is weak material. 
best chances are in the daily . 
changes and for double feature’ pra- wo 
@rams... : mt 

“While technically a high ‘class . 
job, with some of. the photographi¢ 
L.work out of the ordinary, story, dla- 
log and direction let the picture sag. 
below average rating. Last minute. 
attempt, to Anject . action: comes too 
ate. . . 
One of the talkiest talkers to date, 

“The Racketeer” becomes so ime 
mersed in dialog, much of which fs 
superfluous, that it never has time for . 
action, A few spots command at- 
tention. Too few. Best handled and: 
most effective scenes are those in. 
which the cop (Paul Hurst) cleverly 
questions the racketeer's chauffeur, 
and the sequence, all too brief, in. 
‘which the girl resents the intrusion: J 
of the swanky bootlegger into her. 
apartment. 

Story, minus any new ‘twists, 
|concerns the successful. efforts ‘of. . 
Robert Armstrong, fich from. rack-" * 
eteering, to obtrude himself into the. 
affections: of thé girl by posing as a 
good samaritan in financially assist- 
ing her drinking sweetheart-lover to . 
health .and success. . Tables - are’ 
turned at the 11th hour when the 
girl decides to stick tothe violin- 
fist and the’ racketeer is. ended. by 
police bullets.. Short ‘shooting scene 
represents the only ‘instance where: | 
there is anything approaching ac- - 
tion.. Selection of Bob Armstrong: 
for the role of the gentleman-rack- 
éteera satisfactory one,.and per- 
formance of Carol Lombard equ ally, 
as good, . ar.. 

THE PAINTED ANGEL | 
(ALL DIALOG) 

Firat Natlonal production and release. i 
Directed’ by Millard Webb from original” - 
story credited ‘to. Fannie Hurst. Starring | 
Billie Dove. Edmund Lowe, Farrell Mac- 
‘Donald, Peter ‘Higgins In cast. At Loew's 
New. York, 2. Run-. Y., one. day, ‘Jan. 
ning time, 08 minutes. . 

Night: -elub-reyue-of= the-kina OT: 
dinarily projected in.one or two 
reels. As a feature {t Is held to- 
gether by the dancing and singing. 
It has a triumvirate of the hostess, 
head waiter, and a wealthy chump. 
Theme is threadbare and secondary 
to the revue, which, because it ia 
‘well staged and coached, will get 
this one by as a fair program pice 
ture... .- 

Picture ‘also ‘introduces a “talking 
«Continued on page 93) 

A, .- 
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, This table shows total-number. of pictures produced in 

PICTURES 
Hollywood during the past year and tha-total number of persons employed throughout 
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the year to expedite this works. 
te . Metroe Teo Hal .. Hduca- Dare oil 

Pare __.:_: First Nas Unte United oe _Colum- games - . Rosch, Sennett, tional, mour. studios. lance, Totals, STUD 10S: amount. M-G=M. Fox, Warners, tional, versal. Artists, Radio, Pathe, Tiffany. bis. Cruze, Chaplin. politan, an ° : 0 a . . . . _ . ; 
. . a ; _ “4 oe oe es. 498 Nyoatures otures Produced svuinass 80-60 484s: DCO rn, Soe at er ee: ee a re 613 Shoris weeeiiitisenessicscccees eH Map “pea 68 ag Serials retest escent cece enseresverenseea.: oe ae oe oe ee a eo oe - ae. . . st : . _ 2 ar arr’ “32 "286 60 ~ Lily 

Totals ..... sttegeeressscesecsosecsees 80 62 48° 240 99 117 5:90 $0 -25.°. 60 62 8B 1 8 2 ae a aia Average number of employees. engaged .- os : - oe 7 er oo through year, - ol, v : : Co. wes 2 6 . 4 a _ “ ae _ as . . a — ‘ o. op 8 2 : 6 ae 461 
Executives § ONS esevecces eee ee ee . 27. ‘ ‘42 oa ‘60 . 24 oe 23 ae 38 . , 31 60 we uv 7 - a g. 3 . “ 0. (20 a pe ve ee . ees . 26 : 60 : Directors from stage....cscscosesssseessve: 8 “6. 6 as cae, A vee’ B J 5 6 ‘3 og do 4 2: 2: 3 ‘6 250 425 Directors from BCPEON. ceciccvcccvevace eve -15- 23 16 _ il , 12. aw 12 20° ~. 10 8 2 an A us oe we 2 - ve | ee. eet ee eee ee 100 162 Male writers from Stage@...seseeceeeseeee B12) AB OD a BB ‘10-5 4 (Be 1k oe ee | 3°. 5. 100.- 273, Male writers from SCreen....sseeescesoees’ We 2k 20 TB 0 10 18. 8. or rs a co a ee ee we ee as ‘ee 80. 68 | Female writers from stage........seesees 2 1 5 “ae aed ‘ew 2 os 2 3 ee Bete BE. 4 Mean Thee . 150 ° 195. Female writers from. screen.....cises. ‘8. AL re OL. 6 as) | oe” lov oe we. 1 on ee “a ve Me ee "18° Male stars from stage...........0008 4-4, oe Lo. 1-1 Bowe ts ee ee oe 5 Soot es Coot ae be 88. Male stars from SCreen......ececaee ' Be i a cn Sa ee | oe 4 we oe: Lan a *o: ot oe agh eens 4g Female stars from. stage. on eee oes an cd oe tt a ae 2 ° . ° 2 . ‘ee ‘1. 1 e . . oe 1 . 8 8 , Tote r . ue oe , che “Ty o a 1 a “es : ‘ee B | ee ee . 35 “ 
Female stars from screen..;....... . 3 ' 6. oe 2 6... B- 6 ° 3. Se ee oe, ; eo PEt ee. a ‘ ae 68 Male featured players from stage.....e00 7. 11 26) 4 1 8... 2. 8 a 1.. to ee “ oe ee 2 Poe °° °: °° 3 Male featured players from screen...seece *- 16 12 16. 6 5 i. 6 | 6. 3. we toe, ee ve . .. ae ox ee oe -. 49 Female featured players from stage..e..s © 6 14-0 18 Bae BEB a ne Oe CT se Female featured players from screen...«. §6.. 15 1 8 “ae 3. ee 19 4 6 48 "eof 80 30 B 3s 38 - 8: 8 -_ 866 Average free lance male players......+0¢ . .30- - 30 30. 80 30. 20. 16 80 80 uw 4B is 3 : a 6 4." 189 Average free lance female Players. esses. 15 9-16. 16 1B. 15. 10, 88 16 168 a2 3 fo’ .. a . _— 

Totals ...ccccscsesscccecccccssccvscve: "170 “326 "233° 116. 106. 2260«2103- 184. oa 82 © 62 “al “46. :127. 79 . 43. a8. ; 12 23 : an 675 2,542, | ; PRODUCTION. | eas Be —_ Co. | ee ace.  Ghhematoerephers assigianialiiciiny Gb $M hake bg gk kg ge 8 kB am es ‘Cinematographers’ assistants. .....cssccoe "48. 35 40 18 32: 26 (24°. ‘16° 12. 10 6. 2 > 4 : ag 44 i = 8 400-300 . Unit managers and assistant managers.... 19.- 16 ., 40 20 14 20 ~ = ..10 10 11 6 4 2 2 3 2 “J be ; fee 60°: 
: Casting. office..'.. wee ceccesee wees ececeoons- a ‘6° 6 10 . 6 “6. 6 $$. §.- : 8 2 3. se ; wl ; : re e» 6 on 2. ; ve. ‘i . ° . 60 . 484 -, Designing and wardrobe......,scsescessee 59°. 50 50 BE 22 30. 15.. 60° 85 6 2 6. 2. 44 aH a i "Be 2% 180 7ae e : Property ececore weeeege eencee peeve secenses 68 2765 50 60 . 46 37 12.. 15 a . 18 . 10 . 6 5 2 a 12. 1 az . 1 . 7 10 136 : ws Special CFECTS. 0. ce svcccavesnvvcccceserecs 13 7 10 10. . T , 12 10 ' 45. . 6. 4 8 . 2 @e.. 2 ee toe 9 3 a : 2 TB 100 476 “SMADSpOrtation .sssesseeseveeeeserseeeers 44... 30-50 «8B. 15 «60 |. 10. 20k. GO BHO Be ae Be Be GR HOO. ATS. © Studio electricians.....+ssssseeeseerenre “174. 95 400° 15584-20028, 90 BD 8020-80; en ee ee ee 
7 ‘Painters Aeederoenerer re nemo nesesocenidere , “61 . BO 86 . BE ae . , a. . 31. Be 26 , & 3 = 2 t if 2 -_ 4 . 2 . +9 . rf 5 150 B10. a ve cece tres ee ese esecceesscceee 63 . . on 4 7 : .: 7, ‘ . : . . Jo . p . Tg . re : : : . 
» Gatpenters 1. srtsesssesssoseetees 189, 160 400 200 20 175-225 60° 150 18 OCG CBD 84 : Carpenters eaonreesesenseteessetonee an : : : : . : . . 1 - 1 . 1: 1 . . : oe tee ee ee ‘we 15. 38 

At Department and draughten Ree RE OC OME Ce eC ee aE a ST 
© Motals ..eegssceseseesseeesseessevsees 20°” 865. 1,256 868 389 G81. 42". 410 356 105. «162 «48S BL 60 64. 8618.5 BB 1,475 8,800 | EPT. a ee | MOU Pe nh cccceveneetesesensaes 2007. 20 2. 1° 1 oa 4 1... 1 1 o1 1 _@e “@e 1 3 oe oe oo “ee on . 76 133 

«Composers and Lyricists. - - 120 18 «14... 120 10s 8 4 6 6 2 2 lee os 4 1 se we rete ee AR 1B we Musical CONGUCLOLS..ccccccccccccceunseeer 4. An : 3. ~ 2 25. 7 1 1 7 1 2 _@e 1 ; ee cx) . ee es oe wee. oe oa 116 

ote ‘aft icians. Coens eoesoreseenresereoe - 25 12. 24 12 12 . 23 ee 4 ee oo ee er ee ee 4. ee oe ee oe ' ens  @e 
- Staff music . ; . ' , °s io ag. 2. Arrangers VooeMeeesesarereseneessnnesesres 5. 13 5 . 2 20 a 1 2 ee oe oe ee ee oe ee we ee e ee , : O6 oa Librarians ..cccccevecccscccacosvessersse _ 6 5 on “4. : 2°. 2°. 4 a | 2 vee ‘es os oe "ee oe ee oe os oo. ee. oe. ae) BB © Miscellaneous SCOR COHH EE HE oe HH BEB ESES HOOD . 10 15 . 4b. en *) _ 5 . 8: 2 oe 2. R. oe mad oe 2 2 ae ee ee 7 oe. an . ee . 7 

~ Totals ...4+- ve wee ereeseneceess ee sees a 63 69 . - 87 2 _36- _, 34: a. 48. 10 LG . - 8. 6. a: ve Nase . 14 aa oe ee enh a ee ‘ 110 ; 484 : 

6 Ne Ee 15° M +4 to ‘ . 4 3 g ; 3. 4 2. 1 oe 2. H 4 1: q 7 2 10. a4 5 foul TESTEPTETETESE TEER TTT Te Toe ‘1 10 os < oe 4 o« oe a _ . , ee re *? - : "og > . . 
» Sound rueens: earvepoeseeona weccncces aretodea 13 40 . 30 20 : : 8 . 14." 6 . . 17 at 4 > 4 2 oe 4 . 4 3 . 2 2 - a - 2. 25 904 : Sduna ‘miscellaneous: eee eveeaerocees . eve. * 10 8 10 . a 163° 13. ‘46 36 ; * 10. a 22 ~ & 15 6 ; eo” . $2. 7 4 : 3. a cf ee 7 15 ; a ‘ 557 

oO Motats s.sciscecvesssseessseeseeeenes HOS MAT. 78 (193 29° 1000 44. 8282S RCO 4 4. 4 21° 60. 949 
“pirectore nn see. weoecseqete oapecece . 1 ; 1 - 1 . 1 1 . Ad 4 . 4 ~ “ 1 . 1 . 1 . 1 at _ ; 4 . 1 . Al ee ‘L. - . 1 = ~ oe . 126 149 «Unit “WHITETS. . oc ccceccccecccccuccceunesee. . 10 T1006" 4 6 6 2°. 6. 3 ee 1- ee or rs : tl 7) oe ‘ee ih z co 69 
= Portrait Serre rrr er ee err rir ie we 2. 4 “ 2 . 1. 1. a > “6 | Le ee 1- ee eo 1. es ee oo. oe. we oe, . 26 . 45° “till: CAMECTAMEN.ceccecsevvene wceensoee ee 5 14.. 8: -6 -8- Tone 5 - ve _ 4 3. 3° oe ea 4. ak 4 ‘ee 1 ; 1 2 --' BG 106 "Miscellaneous a race cca cace reer ee naceeses | : 4 5. 2 . 2. . 14 xe 7 4 q 2 : ae 1 1 6 eo 4 oe 1 at 1 a . 5 7, ae 13 

. Totals’ aes Cee e eres ease eereeeseseseser ' 25 “30 ~ 26 14 “18 38. “Ad. . 21 : 16 6. - 6 . 2 2 17 _ 2 9 ee 3 3: . 9 176. _ 48h 

Accounting NG sees sebeeeeenccceesees 45 27 35 15° 16 «| 87 18-6 12 - 7. 3. 3 2 14 3° «10 ‘6 2. 2°10. 25: © 296 
Stéenographic Peeve oreresenesesereeneness al ' 36: 7 30. a 48. “10 Jae 10: .. 10 *10 10. . 12. 2 2 ‘ 23 : 2 2 2 4 . 4. : . 5°: 250 501: 

> motels Lecssecarseeecescseanpecessese 126 110. 110 70-91” 420 45. 63 65 2 22 42 § 89 40 2 49° 9 ~ 9 25 "326" 1,808 
os Leborsto cantons. Cee emennececenesese, ue 173 - -) 75 “ 60°. 65 12 100 © ‘ eo “ee te 5 35 ee 2 band ae 4 ee ve ‘es e 160 679 . 
~~ Positive film cutters.....cceqcccesesecens 10. 22° 10 22 ‘9° (27) 4 10 6 8 10 1 1 16 4 2 2 2 2 5 75 237 Negative film CULLEMS. .. cr cnccesecvecccnce ‘ 4 26 10 10° 9 . qT 4: .'10- 4 2 6 . 1 lL 6 2 2 2 2 | ° 2 5 76 -188 . Assistant film. cutters.. ooe ee eeeecceees tee . ‘ 13 18 ‘16 . 20 11 23 ‘ 3 : 100 “12 8 10 2 2. 10 4 4 ee ee. ee 6 : we ‘170 

(5 TOtads cescsecsecsscenesececesceevens 200 140. 95 107 4s. - 22 923 61 4 6 30 10 1 4 4 4 15: 300 1,274 CTION ; re : oF B00 tee 
Construction cneineere s.sccessseesessass 7 “20° 4. 8 12, 12 3 10 Ll 6 4 ee ee 1 4 oe eo ‘en eo ‘oe 92. 

_ Laborers er er re 150 - 50 25 126 40 40 100 100. 20° ‘ 20 40 ee ee 20 20 eo ‘ee ee ee. ‘eo oe 750 Carpenters .. ccccccccccovcccccccccccctec 125 20 20 . 60 20 175 100 60° 50. 20 50 os ee 50 10 ee ‘ee ee. oe ee os 750 .: Electricians Chee rence reessesavesreseerve 100 20 . 10 21 8 200 50 30 ‘60 20 30 ee ee 10 10 , ev ee ee ee oe ae 559 = Miscellaneous .....ssscsccccscccceceevece, yee 2g 10-50-20 “ 25. 40 .s . * . 16 ‘s .° oe. as co es 180 | Totals ........ seeeeees be eeeeeeeees us 382° 130. 69 264 100° 427.253. 216° 461 - 66 14... ket | | 2,331 - TABLE SHOWING TRADES AND EMPLOYEES ALLIED WITH THE PICTURE STUDIOS BUT WHO ARE NOT PERMANENTLY ENGAGED ; Total extras’ registered with the Central Casting Corporation and who depend part or solely.on picture work for livelihood: 
BY ANY ONE PLANT 

Total number of regular extras registered, PO eK eesecesucccseseses: 9,836 Total number. of children registered.......esc00c. crcceseescecces (1,446 Total number of colored people registered...s.,...0. veccesevcees 1,132 Total number of dancers registered. Corcoran sever ecneeeneseneses 1,350 .Total number of singers registered...¢..scecssoseorece. cosvee 1,277. Total number of musicians registered... ..sssecsesscccsccccccccecs 2,500 ‘ 
Grand total registered......... Peace eee toecesecrece coecvccece 17,641 ~ Qotal number of placements made from this: group of registered talent from Jan. 1 to Oct. 31, 1929, 

‘Total number of free lance featured players whose earning capacity ranges from $150 to $2,500. per week 2,000 men, or a total: of 3,000, of which only 565. are 
ance of... 

are divided into the followin 
Ls ee -- “TOTAL SUM 

-MEN. WOMEN. -BOYS. GIRLS. TOTALS. PAID OUT. 
150 14 432. 230 . 96 

on a picture. to: picture contract show 

ge Soups according the.daily wage paid for their service: 
. $3.00. rate... 6 - 968 $2,874,00 ix 

5.00 rate.... 27,622 15,410 1,771 1,278 46,081 230,405.00 ant 
“7.60 rate.... 53,130 28,195 1,367 915 83,607 627,052.50 [ 
10.00 rate.... 50,898 28,605 .. 405 285 80,193 801,930.00 : 
12.00 rate.... 5,227 ~ 1,899: 93 17 7,216 86,592.00 15.00 rate..., 6,516. 2012. 107 83. 8,668. 130,020.00. 

a 
_. Totals ...143,648 76,267 4,55 2,758 ©. 226,723 $1,878,8738.50 

ieee eee eT 

! = I approximatel 1,000 daily engaged throughout the. year by. the various studios already quoted in the foregoi ¥ women, and ng. statistics, This leaves a bal- - 
Soe eenrtecseseans . [Om een ec eraraoanvrereceses oa’ Pern esesever ¢ et eee pon the industry. TTT eee ee eee e ed cent enectereetseetereesescces aeacece ’ 

Total number of persons engaged outside of: the studios but. who depend solely upon the industry: : wee . eeee Store seeseseee : 2,446 Studio wardrobe, costumes.and “prop” rental establishments—approximate number of people employed.....csesessees TOPO Power eee eN eee eene er eteteerereceeecs vocveeeae . 1,500 
Artists’ representatives and their office help.,.,...604. taeee oe eee nseens eos @eoee oes eee @eveeee evens eevee ones Pee ere sever veressecesecevenere Seno eeececencereesccecencs "300 

Film laboratory, camera equipment, film stock houses and accessories..... Sa nnn THOR ee ese eee e wees aracenereeoeeninesentosees te eeeeeeeecneeeccsccccccs. 2.600 Transportation, including studio taxicabs, trucking, leased motor generator trucks, etc....._. Ae ae TUTTTTTTS SASSO Ee Hee eee cca teceteneeeertteserecccc 3,000 
Miscellaneous trades and business houses contributing solely to the motion picture studios on const.......6.... vee deeeeestesteeereeeledeanecencccr cee steers * ; vt 2500 

DORAL ve seeeeeeeseceevarectasesen seer esteasetaeseeecse essa esse eUb ene sadeecentetsseaietsbeseeeneenaeeees CTO T TORT eee eee e teats eee e ese estan teen et eeaeeeeseseens — 9,800. 

, 7 , 7 co SUMMARY an Do aed _ : ” a Pars ‘First Na-Unl- “United - | .. Colum- James’ Metro=’ Tecs Hal ca. ee Mlanatt. + a DEPA RTMENTS a ‘" amount. M-G-M, Fox. Warners. . tional. versal. Artists. Radio. Pathe. Tiffany. bin. Cruze. Chaplin. politan. Art. Roach. Sennett. topet wore Miscelt. pre Totals. _Total‘number of pictures made during year. 80° 62 48 240 89390117. 80 30 25 60. 62 | 84. 26 = J 30 “ze 26 60 ae 1,117 
Executive and creative division. .......3. 170 225 ~ 233 116 - ‘106 126 103 184-101. 82. 62 21 16 = 127 719 42. “99 ‘12 22 27 675 2.542 - 

.- Production division.......3. eva reeseceees 720. 865 1,255 863 389 681 542 410 356 105 16200 43 31.151. 60. Gd 2B yeh Qe 25 Ry S168 00 je Musit divisions ceccrernssse tense gent AR OQ BT a BG ala BA id Bo Og gg BG i BL ATS 8,500 T Sound division...cscscccces Coco neavecnves ° 105 ; 14% 75 - 193 29 -100. 45 32 38 1h 2 § oe 41° 12 10 : 4 4 "4 21 “60 . 949 

. Publicity GIVISION. cc cccccupeccsaccvcccen’ 25 30 26 - 14 18 28 19 21 16 6. a 2 2 . 17 2 9 _ 3 3 9 1765 431 ’ Studio operation division. ..cscccessvecses 126 110 110 70 91 120. 45 53 55 36 2a. 12 8 3a 10 20 19 9 8 25 385 1,303 
Film laboratory division.....sessseeyesses 200 140. 95-107 4d. 187 80k 61 4 6 30° 10 100g 4 4 15 300 1,274 
“New construction division.......esecceve. 382 - 130 69 264 «100. 427 «253215 16l 6624 esas 81 59 ee i . .. eas 21331 

Gran es permanently - . : ; ot 7 ~ — 
ora tal oF employes ‘ pe ssenee ond 1,791 1,716 1,920 1,668 808 1,687 1,028 961 752 =. 328 453 $1 63. 495 236 155-85. 61 66 165 3.110 17,614 “otal number extras registered with Central Casting and who depend part or solely on picture work. ..........ccececeeescecs Lee ece ee eceeens , pari ota er free lance featured players who work from studio,to studio.on single picture. contracts-and not included in potal number Lackates ongened -outside of the studios but who depend sdlely upon the industry... 

Total number of people directly or indrectly engaged in making motion pictures in Hollywood ceneveaeeseeeresn anenRee RADAR RAR RE RLEEESELOS STYLES TET eT eee . . @eotevereasa 

SETPEO SP eas ee ree ree esaweretercesee cee 17,541 
above’ figures. .- . ; DOGRER Aah eAAEELAASELI LESTE ST TST eee 2,445 emnennRRRACRAMITEELIEAL ISIC IIE T ETT Tee eee reer ennnel 9,800 

«++ 47,400 
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Studio Labor Survey 
"Hollywood, Jan, 3. 

More than AT, 400 persons and their 
families depend directly or indirect- 
ly upon the. a poture studios in 
Holly wood, « "shown in. the 

_table. on. the opposite page. Of| 
this. number -17,614 are perma- 
‘nently | ‘employed. throughout the 
year and 9,800 in .line of. - busi-: 
ness. outside. the -Studios, but 
who depend entirely ‘upon: the 

making of pictures for their jobs: 
. {he balance of approximately 20,- 

" 000 persons are made up of. free 
“Jance people satisfied to. ‘buck the 
extra list. for an occasional day’s 
work while waiting to land a more 

.- permanent job. inside the studigs. 
Out of the 17,541 extras regis-_| 

tered with the Central Casting. of- 
fices, there was an average of 621 
jobs handed out to this vast army 
of job seekers every day: during the, 
first 10. months of 1929... In other 

words, one = out: of every ‘28 extras |- 
registered . wad called for a, day's 
-work in pictures. 

' here: are about. 3,000 free. lance | 
' feature players who work from stu- {| 
dio. to studio on a picture to. pic- 
ture ‘contract and. .receiye all the 
way. from $150 to $2,500 a week 
“when employed. A check on the’ 

’ average number of daily. placements 

‘from. this group throughout the year 
* ghows 555 or one job for every 
three registered. Before. the ad- 
vent of talkers the group of fea- 
tured screen players rated around. 

6,000, or one job. to every six, but 

. | moved. this work inside of the pic- 
ture studios where it can be ex- 
pedited under the personal super- 

‘vision of studio designers. 

The publicity and operating divi- 

affected slightly with additional: 
work, while. the film laboratory and 
new construction divisions are made 
to carry the brunt. “Film ‘labora- 
torles are handling double the film 
they did in the silent days, -which. 

automatically increases the work. 
of. film cutting in. the. same - : pro- 
portion, 

. More new. construction has been 
done: within the studios: during. the 
‘past two ' years than the . previous 

tinue to go up, making the struc-: 
ture of motion picture production a) 
‘more permanent and - outstanding 

tries of. the world. 
. The accompanying table. compiled : 

from ‘reports’ furnished by’ the 
various studios involved, pictures 

in. figures, the size of the: present 

position the motion picture industry | 
commands in the’ field of indus-: 

j trial achievement. No. attempt has: 
been made to determine the amount: 

because of the wide variation in 
salaries that range from $20 to 
$10,000 per week. Outside of union | 
controlled trades, there:is no stand- 
ard of -wage scale prevailing | in 
studio’ operation. | 

PICTURES 

sions of studio operation have been.| 

Jexcepted) goes to the direct man- 

ten years and neéw buildings -con- . 

factor among . other major indus- |. 

; 1 defendant in a suit brought by three |- 

{ itis expected to be heard this week.. 
of money paid. out to all employed’! 

_ VARIETY. 

Broadway Ali bis 
By Claude Binyon 

91. 

Publix Division Men 
Publix. division changes reported 

cut several territories and enlarge 
others, In the changes the Indiana 
Fitz-McElroy. theatres go from the 
supervision of Arthur Mayer to that 
of Jay J. Reubens. The letter also 
has charge of ‘Publix-Great States 
circuit. . 
George Walsh, division. ‘manager ; 

for New York State (New York City 

Vaude layoffs ‘on the street in 
stage clothes just: had their pictures acter until it's old and. battered. . 

| taken, 

are slaves to standards of civiliza. Stopping at that hotel. because it's 
tion. 

agement of the Saenger circuit.‘in SO convenient, 

the south, with Bob. O’Donnell as |: 
division manager. Ed. Richards is 
the Publix general ‘representative 
in the south. . 

. Texas, Arizona. and Arkansas go 
to L. E. Schneider, and Pubiix -the- | 
atres in Georgia, Alabama and Fior- 
ida -will be supervised ‘by John 
Friedle, ao 

. Ralph Crabill will direct activities 
on the Pacific Coast, including Utah. : 

INSURANCE SUITS - 
“New York Casualty Company . is 

Eating. over the ‘counter because 
they’ re in a hurr y old suit—it’a almost 

breathing companion. 
a 

No new clothes. lately because she 

can’t stand - ‘the new styles. ; 

He's. in row “R” because being wite knows’ he’s with, her. 

. closer” destroys. the: fllusion. 
Sure ‘she’s: homely. » ‘He took her 

out: as a Personal favor for a friend. 
. . hey haven't. worked ‘Jately : be- 
cause the wife isn’t feeling so well. As soon as ‘the market—— - ° oo 

Haven't’ played. any dates outside 
New York recently, as ‘the salaries 
are insulting. _ . 

allied picture. theatre corporations, 
of Brooklyn for $868.38. Claim is 
that this sum represents the amount 
‘of unpaid premiums which the. in- 
surance company owes to the the- 
atre firms on unexpired policies. 
Suit is in the Supreme Court, where 

you pay the check, 

| Bookers .are paying too much at- 
tention to ‘hew faces and neglecting 
real talent. 

commercialism and cares 
for art. 

‘Bookers ‘are using old, no-good 
Benne companten ore ee oiaer | ac acts and shutting out new talent. 

ations, formerly included in a group 
headed - by Julius’ Joelson, Bronx 
theatre operator, and sold recently 
‘to Fox. Law firm of Cohen and 
Hass’ represent the. plaintiffs. - 

| business. 

‘Producers are ‘afrala to try any- 
thing by a hew. playwright. 

Critics are screwy. 

Producers are playing with junk 

A hat really doesn’t: show. char-. 

“You know how you feel about an 
~ living, | 

It’s better to see plays 4 on ‘the 

a ae 

Men. who get their hair cut often - 

Pictures have ruined everything. i 

She's a friend of the. wife, and the” | 

He has’ nothing but a $50. bil, 80 . 

“Variety's” box score 1s based son 
nothing. 7 

He tried to make her once, and | 
‘now he’s driving her out. of show 

Reading tabloids Just for the gage. _ 

; and passing up worthwhile plays, — 
because a number of the old line a P § P W poey 
screen actors found themsélves un- 

: Suited to the present. requirements 
_ of talkers, they dropped. out of the | 
-. fleld, which makes it all the better. 
for. the few: that are left. 

ee AS for the exfra player, jit is. “just ” 
: the. opposite: the demand for voices, ; 
dancers. and musicians has « in- 
“creased registration in this group | 

from. 12,000 to 17,541. ; 
; ‘Increased Personnel : 

.Thé new scheme.of making talk- 
“ers. has . increased the .permanent 
studio personnel in all departments 
besides adding two new departments 
that heretofore never existed.- These 

are the music and sound. “The for- 
.. mer employs a permanent staff of | 
494 while the latter requires a staff] - 
‘of 949 to operate. under normal con- |" 

‘ditions. 
In the executive and creative di- 

” vision of picture construction, many. 
“new artists from the stage have. 
‘been added as a permanent: fixture 

.4n picture making. There are §0. 
stage ‘diréctors: now employed as. 
‘against 426..screen directors; 162 } 
male’ writers from the. stage as 

against 272 old line screen writers; | 
63 female writers from the stage |. 
as against 195 of - ‘the screen; 18 
mats stage stars as against 39 
gcreen stars; 16 female stars as. 
against 35 screen stars; 66 featured 
male players from the stage as 
against 78 from the screen; 49 fe- 

“Ynale featured players from. the 
stace as against 63. from the screen. 

- The foregoing. list includes only 
‘contract people which shows total 

of 434 artists from the stage and 
1,102 of the old line screen artists 
holding their.own in the new scheme 
of making pictures. - 

The production division of studio 

operation has been increased about 
30% by .the additional. work re- 
quired in the. making of. both sound 

-and Technicolor. pittures. . All de- 
partments in. this division from the 
photographic to the art department | 
as shown in the following chart of 

a occupations have been affected in 
increasing their staff to cope with 
new conditions. The departments 
increased. mostly are the. painters, } 
carpenters and electricians.” “Much: 
more. work is required for the erec- | 

tion and dressing of sets to meet). 
‘acoustic requirements of sound re- 
cording, more ‘electricians for -the 
general making of sound. pictures” 

‘and particularly, where Technicolor 
_. igs used, it requires two and three 
“. men on the set to every one used 

in- photographing black and ‘white. 
More cameramen are required to 

register ‘action at different .angles 
so the-recording can be made at 

one shooting, whereas in the old days | | 
‘ two cameramen were used, be- 
cause they’ could move from one 
angle to another and photograph 
“the” ‘scene Withouthaving— ‘to: rely. 
on the recording. 

The present cycle of musicals 
where. use of large elaborate set- 
tings and bizarre costumes have not 

‘only increased work of.set build- 
ing and set designing, but the ward- 
robe and costume department as 
well, Teretofore outside costume 
housés were able*to fill any’ order 
for'a cafe or stage ensemble from 
their stock of rented costumes, but 
today the demand for originality 
in costumes and settings have 

second night, because openings § are. : 
always upset. : 

Confidentially, the producer has 

a ‘Personal Brudge. Broadway is a Jousy street, . a 

Handling House Managers on 
system of intimacy. sbetween the # 
home office and ‘the house manager. — 
The home. office may. think a. house. 
manager is a house manager and. 
let it go at’ that. Which. may. bee, 
true in a field of 15,000 house mane. 
‘agers. But there are exceptions _ 
and besides, in “the’ present house ° 
managers are the future division 
managers—maybe general operators. . 
No ‘special complaints have been - 

received by “Variety” from house — 
managers for any. reason. Some - 
talk over their jobs in conversa, 
tion, but usually-beyond saying the | 
credit received for the. amount - ‘of - 
time put in daily is nothing| at all,.. 
‘voice no plaints. ‘This story - “was 
rather suggested. by the reproduc~ 
tion last week in “Variety” of an. 
article from “Publix Opinion,” héad- 
ed “Swivel Chair Managers,’ ” 
‘While that swivel chair. thing . 

could go for headquarters as well . 
as the house manager's office, it did. 
strike as though the: ewivel: chair 
managers could. be taken off the 
chairs by more leeway,. more in- - 
centive and a little ‘something now 
and then to further endeayor, to 
make the house man believe. he is. 

. Nttie more of. a@ cog than - the © 
unfon mechanics of his theatre;. 
that headquarters looks ‘upon him 
as the important person he thinks | 
he’ is, locally, because the house 
manager, if nothing else, may be : 
the guardian of a theatre coasting 
$1,000, 000. or more. 

Good Will Maker 

And as. that Buardian, also. the... 
guardian of the box office, the local — 
promoter and good will maker: for. 
his chain, following. suggestions and. 
making suggestions he trust: will be 
approved so he can follow his own - 
at times, 
..While the house managers, when 
moe than one of: the- same: chain - 
are in a town, will find. if they. try : 
that more will be gotton out. of 
“competition” . by. framing between 
them under cover and over a table 
than by fighting. each | other for ‘the 
best. grosses, 
‘Handling a house manager looks 

to be a task if not an art in itself. 
quarters is. always. talking about,| The bigger part of the handling is 
with .none there presenting any|.to carry the house man along for 
ideas how to secure and hold it.| the chain's and his own interest. 
Most of the division managers have |. Oe 
‘been house managers, But they also. 
seem to forget. 

The fellow. away... from the home. 
office is by. himself, He believes 
he's Important“ to-his~thertre~and* 
likes to operate under that-impres- 
sion. But he would Mke also to 
believe that someone else on the 
circuit thought he meant something. 
While in. the home office that local- 
ly important house manager may 
be but one of hundreds like him. 
So all he hears is another order. | 

For “the Future” “Jail Break,” FN. 

It do¢sn't appear that any chain | “ winifred Eaton Reeves to talker- 
-headquarters has yet developed a!ize John Erskine’s ‘‘Sincerity,” U. 

House managers secelve'a bit ¢ of 

attention now and then,.but usually 

- collectively, They: are seldom in- 

-dividualized unless for a promotion 
Stunt, and in a trade paper. 
‘What a ‘house. ‘manager, away 

‘| from. the ‘main office of a chain 

may be thinking of might be of 
interest to the chain's: heads. The 
house manager daily seems tobe’ 
growing more important in the-. 
atre operation.. “He's on the spot, 
is. the contact locally, ‘and re- 

. sponsible for the, ‘theatre he man- 
{| ages, . 
That responsibility places the 
manager in his own class. As a) 
rule it entails a working. day. for 
him from 12 to,15 hours or more. 

“| If he’s not overly rubber stamped, 
-|that: means a lot of. -work. of every 

character coming ‘ander the head- 
‘ig of house direction. 

} Its only a short time ‘since an 
act in a combination theatre’ 
walked out of the engagement, glv- 
ing as the reason the house man-— 
ager. had not come backstage to 
say hello. The act may have been 
nutty or the reason an alibi, but 
the house manager, up to his ears: 

in taking care of the front of the 
house .with everything that. goes 
with that, recelved a bawling from 
the home office for. “inattention to 
the artists.” 

On the Job 

Perhaps a. better communion of 
feeling and understanding between 
the home office and-the house man- 

|ager would work. wonders in the 
way of promoting the house man 
to be 100% on the job all of the 
time. With one eastern. chain this 
Xinas and New Year's not. a house 
staff. man anywhere. received a 
letter . or wire of good cheer from 
anyone in .the home office. That 
could not do much elsé. than force 
the house men to believe they were 
but machinés in the estimation of 
the home office. . 
Promoting good - will from ‘the 

home office through the division 
managers or even directly may in- |. 

still that loyalty everyone in head- 

“LOIS. ‘WILSON 
Is ‘eredited with an unusual. ‘year ‘among the successful stars of talking 

pictures, having to her list of successes such outstanding hits as “Show 
-of Shows," “The Gamblers,” “Kid Gloves,” all Warner Bros. Vitaphone 
-Produétions. Talking pictures can at least be credited with discovering | 
one of the greatest emotional actresses of the screen, for Miss Wilson 
disclaims any relationship with the English speaking stage. . 

First National produced “The Dark Swan” with Miss Wilson in the 
leading role and immediately upon its completion she was assigned te do 
the lead for Alan Crosland’s production of “The Furies.” . 

All feature dialog productions. .. 

Youth 
By Claude Binyon 

as see flaming youth. 
The kids are all over Hollywood 

getting by with stuff that only: 
youth could alibi. <A young, al- 
most beautiful: boy, plays a -cyn- 

‘ical, -world-wise gambler and just 
a few sticklers for realism squawk. 
An amazingly. pretty girl plays the 
wife of a. turkey show comic, who 
‘gucceeds while she can’t get any 
farther than turks, and the unani- 
mous trade opinion is that she's 
great in the role, even if the public 
didn’t rave. Baby-skinned faces 
are everywhere, dismissing the 
‘problems of life with a song and 
a production number in Technicolor, 
and people love it. 

Reverse the situation. Put. @ 
matron in a part just a few years 

younger than her actual age and 
-Hsten=to- the —wolves—howl....Count. 
middle-age picture box office sa- 
tellites on the fingers of both hands 
and throw away the.useless thumbs. 

As long as there exists a credo 
that’ the younger years are the 
happier, youth will dominate pic- 
tures. And nobody is denying 
they're easy on the eyes. . 

Legit ambles’ nlong- with - its-.el- 
ders. ---Pictures rely on the kids; 
and swing into a typically youthful 
gallop. 

It is not uncommon to note in a 
newspaper review of a picture that: 

“Gloria Volupt is far from being 
a. noteworthy actress, ‘but. she is 

young and pretty.” , 
Or,. as the’ great unwashed of 

“Variety” must have its. 
“Get a load of. Gloria Volupt in 

this flicker. What this femme lacks 
in talent is forgotten when she 
swings: that” million dollar build 
across a bedroom: shot. And she’s 
young enough to be taken without 

mustard.” 
Youth is one-thing pictures must 

have, Pictures without. it are called 

“artistic successes” or “epics.” | 
It’s a great break for the young- 

sters. Those who crash have in- 
come. possibilities that couldn't be 
found in any other biz.: Those who 
don't.are the same those-who-don'ts: 
to be regarded with a sad. tsk, tsk 
in any line. Pictures have .more 
of them because pictures appeal to 
_the youngsters as an ideal profes- 

‘sion. 
Not so long ago most youngsters 

who talked out of turn were given 
a.stony. glare.and told reach a dig- 

nified age before they had: any 
thoughts of their own. Now the 
old folks are planking down four 
bits, more or less, to hear as well 

Lisa Gora added to “Sarah and 
Son.” Par.” 
Mary. Astor opposite George Ban- . 

croft in “Ladies Love Brutes,” Par, x 
—~“Rosroe-Karns=and:-Kay--FKrancis "5 
added to “Safety in-Numbers,” Par, 

_ Jean Arthur to: “Benson Murder 
Case," Par, .- 

Complete cast for “Let's Go ‘Na- 
tive” (Par) includes Jeanette Mac- 
donald, James Hall, Jack Oakie, 
Skeets Gallagher, William Austin, 
Kay Francis, David Newell, Charleg « 
S#llon,. Eugene Pallette. .. 

‘t-- Raymond Hackett. .for .Juye. jead 

*y 



- VARIETY = 

Advances on proJuct., asec 
Materlal and supplies. . eee 

Total current assets. Cee e pasar eceresseseresisneee 

Total assets,.... Come ce re cser rere esas iesaroerseeosen, $27,187,416 © 

LIABILITIES— Cae 
Capital BLOCK. 2. cc ccc cmecnr cere tract cnereveseeeseonervenbe $5,320,000 

Capital surplus..... Leen eeeceec cere re eens ease ese rerececes 1$23,954'} . 
Profit And 1098 BUPPIUS.....ecevccncverersascercasererorece 3,118,530 
Funded debt......sseseges Se eeceracereceticcaccsevesscesss . - 6,086,000... 
Real estate mortgages. .. Co eccedbecaareenensecescteenectes| 9,084,188 
Deferred credits... .cccrveceas teeereessenebngscensorgcsee 187,779 

CURRENT LiaBrLininis~ . oe 
Accounts payable.. oe eeecere tbecceeeeroece 216,416 
Acoruals ..... eeeccee ese detceees . .207,278- 

K Ye@Grve.....ccseesees eoeseces . * 206,042. 

Mortgage payable (current). ...ssesccnoss eee deersceei vos 277,023 

Total current Habilitios...cscscsesecoscetcececsoces. $1,007,956 

Total Nabilities..... Peencvewenenseeeereneveneenecees _ $27,187,416 - 

Net working capitul........ eennnee $2,791,029 - . 

Fiscal year ending June 30:— 

Operating income..........ec0e8 CSU eevee eee encettacsese 
Depreciation and amortization. ..cccccceccsevecccersccece 
Federal taxes...ccsccce ececene Poe eceeesccvensececescceses 
Bond interest......cccosevccecvce POR vem Meese ereoreresereese 

Other interest. vitstesescsereeseevesecieceacecepecsteeenaes 
Net income.. Pe eereerasesen wettcepreeeceteeeeee see es 

Dividends .....cccscccccsccvcccreccser 
Leaseholds, improvements, ete., written. oft: 

Common stock.. Cee ere coeerreontoonerens 

—— 

CONSOLIDATED F ILM. INDUST. 
Outstanding, 300,000 cumulative. partictpating preferted: ($2) ‘and. 400, 000 common. (2). 

en caeesooce | 

HII IIIS, ‘ 

INCOME STATEMENT 

110,535 
8,300 

T 
10,271, ‘498 

Earnings | per share— 
$5: 03 $7.5 ; 

F INANCIAL STATEMENTS 

(Continued from page. 88) | 

. $3,799,585 

CONSOLIDATED. BALANCE SHEET. 

ras nd, buildings, equipment," ete, leas. depr Jation 
Goodwill, contracts, eter.......3. Goas a fecee nana 
Investments and miscellaneous. recelvables. 
Tax refund clalm. eee daeee 
Deferred charges ',..... so cecetcccccnes 

CURRENT Asters 

Marketable securities toe 
Notes, trade acceptances 

-4 Y@B@FVEB) .occcceccce os 
Inventories ...s..ceee0> 

4 . CeO eeeeeerenevetccse 

; Sy Peery "receivable ‘(ess 
eee sves Cee deco nrsoonvace eotmnes 

Cee ore e ere eee ececne rane caeses 

Total current assets..wecce crovereesesiinntt , $4,641,165. 

ee ey Ce eeerarercceecccesccogeecs 

__‘; CORRENT LIABILITINS— 
‘Notes payable SrTeteeeeseeese se seeese scarey aeeresasucacene 

Accounts payable .. 
Accruals ...... 606. 
. Tax reserve ..... 
Dividends payable’ see eenes esas ceaatcacaeeneaanens ooeveose 

weoncdeoce 

Total current Habiiitles, Foe e meme peccraceresacrveese 

Total abilities tee eeercoencacgvcconess eoesroovenoca 

Net working capital.. Coe oe breve renwensverdss edeveve 

eee er ry wuecascceresavecccnscectes + 

Mar, 31, 1920. 
$2,580,123 ° 

Dec. 31, 1028. 

2,811,350 

. 21,300 
“1125018 

827,926 
530,362 

- 2,948,514 

$ 

$ 

INCOME. STATEMENT 
Nine months ended— 

Bept. 30 1020.... Cone c err e cases rewnsecserevesees 

Sept. 80, WOZS, .eccccayecsccvccctsseceveseeetece . 

Cea ann RE EERE’ 

| PATHE 
Outstanding, $804,800 preferred 8%, $100 par 

™on, no par, Funded 

Net-Income, - 
$1,876,710 

"$30,378 

10, 188, 541 

$6, 900, 000. 
05,000. 

1, 170, 207 
1,143,823 

$800, 908° 
* 852, 

"$1,769,611 

10,188,541. 

$2,871,054 

8 

. Preferred. 
$6:08 

T3 

251, 760 Class’ A, no ‘par; 950, 1,880 com- 
ed debt, 7’s, debentures, 1987, $5, 676,778, . 

CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET 
ASSETS 

Land, buildings, equipment, etc. (less depreciation). seueees 
Goodwiil, patents and CONtrACHA:.,.ocersecsewnceveverecees 
Investments in affillated. companies... 

» Subsidiary inventories and accounts. wea eeseesesonnsceres 
. Residuary value of filmg.. Soeee 
Deferred _charees, debentures, ‘dlgcounts “and development 

_expens oC Odo eenereceons eeeeeteenes Pesetsoee 

‘CURRENT ‘ASSHTS— . 
Cash Oo ev erveserves Seem et eeeFee et Hane nse HPesevesedesesaeneheee 

Notes recelvable ..cccscccngeccrsccccesanccscccescessceese 
Accounts récelvable (leas reserve) .. occ Mev scarecves 
Cash surrender value Iilfe insurance ‘Policy. severe 
Inventories . vv cecneeeens 
Advances to production ( (leas TeBOrve)...ccssccccccces ee 

Total current AssOts....cccccccccvascceceessssecvese 

Total assets TOP Peveerencccerecosasnrrrsecesescrones 
LIABILITIES 

$8 eer Seok. obese t one Fee ernceneseerteeraceseeresse 

Class A preferred and comman stock... 
Subsidiary preferred stock. oe 
Funded debt beeen oeeccrenscuenets 
MortZage payMmonte ...ccccccsccnccccscccveacence eee 
Special reserve for contingencies, ‘gavertising, ‘ate. eeecace 
Advance paymente on rentals..ccicsscccovecees sonceecence 
Profit and loss surplus.. eee 

CURRENT LIABILttiis— 
. Notes payable .........c0 
Accounts payable and accrued ‘expenses 
Purchase money obligations....c.ssrs 
Accrued debenture interest... .cceses 
Due producers,..... 

Beeeerecaneces 

ee cece vereac eet teneens 

ee eerosesesesatenes eevenseeeceees 

eet eeescoeeanascere Ce 

Unclaimed dividends payabie. Tem eesevevossaersovaoererics a 

Total current Habtlitios..:ssccvsseceesccenscesssaess - 

Total Hablilities cos eveaneeeresonessceerenesvcceerocs 

Net working capital,. ses nme cence negated eden eeasasnes 
— 

UNIVERSAL PICTURES. co. 
OutstandIng—23,801 1st preferred; par $100 ($8). 

arrearage). 250,000 no par common. 

Dec. a ‘1028. 
016,822 

1,887,8 

20, 736 
t 

1 174,980 

- $7,806,987 
12,079, 0G 

‘Dee. 31, 1927. 
$2,510,746 
1,232; 

$804, 300 . 
1,080,029 

200,000 
5,870,773 
-410,000 

$5,444,804 

$2,452,543. 

$12,079,006 

20,000 2a: preferred, par $100 ($81. 60 
Funded debt of $2,873,000, due Jan. 1, 1 

CONSOLIDATED BALANCE. SHEET. 
"Nov. 5, 1928. 

. \) 

seen 875, 0014- 

. May 4, 1020. ° 
Land, buildings, equinmont, ete. (ess, depreciation).. seve $3,000,007 . 
Deposits on leases....<.s.csceces een cede eteenneeeneseenee - 326,957 
Trade-marks, goodwill ete. eee e nace ee ccccc ernst ecsetse 137,501 " 

a Investments ....cccsccecnecsies Pema nearer eeeccecnarseneiean 10,130 

‘Due from afftiated "companies. WEeeeeeriTrrrrere rere rrr rrr y 4,073,237 
.Merchandise in transit....... SESE PPR eT rere reer rr ere rey 155,355 
Deferred churges eae teveeen eeeeterres sowseorcessosdurereas 024,843 

CURRENT “ASSETS— ; 
2h CBB B ony ce ere an sna RRA ARN HARRIE yh 102;743- 
7 “Marketable securities * oer et erncceeseoreerenaes sev eeeeeeneeee” 12 

Notes recolyable 2... cs.csec ssc veteeeens bese cence seeions 119,530 
Accounts recelvable (less reserve). cb ete e cee eect ast ioeuas 1,837,001 
Inventories Deemer een e eens eas enanenseberiseerenre Senevevce 7,107, 007 

Advances to- Producers. rreeeceeuawescccucneeecceeeea sees y 285,000 

Total current assets. TTP PTTSTTTSITLSEE TEN eT TE rae e ye 

: Total aseéts PPP eSVESTEVETTEL Perr receec ree ree er ery 

" LIABILITIES— 
lat. preferred BLOCK vscissoeassseeseieaerseserenenssseneess 

_ BA preferred BLOCK. ..ceseevengesecesterenseceseseseegenesne 
_ Common BtoOk ssc. cusccccscctcccecsentbeeeeces eae ceeees toes 

. Mortgage on feal CHAO. secccccdccsvesenvecarersatasetee eee 

“Yoonm tern noted, ccs sccscccccavacccaneeeesscensheeseese 
Reserve for contingencles....cecarecccreresessvssevevvossss 
Advance payments CHOU eed ee densa radmesee tees toeevosseeen 

Wroflt. and lose surplus. OHSAS CTOHFEC OEE SHOE EEE OR ERET BOS eee 
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$11,550,771 

$2, 358, 100 

4,550, 705 

$10,553,141 

2,000,000 

$3,657,700 | 

$23,811,608 . 

nase 

6,462,875 .| | 

__ $1,017,273 | 
"7 $28)811,408 

“$2,640,427 

"818,072, 

_ $4,302,847 

* 6,068,897 4 

$10,286,865 

$15,325,820 

_, $804, 
~ 8,748,985 

“$8,108,596 

. $16,325,820 

$7, 158,209 

10,008,830 
205,234 

$12,693,860 

$20,512,471 
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Interviewing 
By Courteney Allison. 

.137,044 
1,807 “ Any other interestitig ‘tacts ‘are 

put at the interviewer's disposal, , 
Did the interviewer ever know that - 
Angela: Darling was thinking of: 
bobbing . her hair, bought ‘a new 
pekinese named “Woofy, a could 
cook: pancakes like ma? 
Or that Armand -Duval is. going 

to ‘start a trust fund for orphaned | 

Film stars, who should be the le- 
gitimate : prey . of - interviewers, are 

3 |cleverly defended..by a corps of 
4 | press. agents and — contact people. 

-| Before an. interviewer can get at. 
‘la film star he must engage in. a 
'|serles of tactful negotiations. 

Everything’ ‘possible is done . to 
‘| keep the newspaper “person - from 

“030, 000 © 

"$16, 808. , 

3,167 |’. | children, plays golf. every Saturday, | 
0 28 ra gettin ie. ony ravers ao ake doesn’t like ‘artichokes? -° | 

mets 700 ‘A celebrity: -As-long as nothing but:a lot . of | good copy is kept out of reach and | 
‘| persons of small moment are ‘thrown 
at an interviewer's head. ; 

If a newspaper person has finally 
contrived a meeting with someone 
who promises a .good story, his 
troubles have- just begun. ‘He is 

tripe is being fed to the inter- 
| viewer, the film diplomatists are’. 
complacent and happy. - 
An | interviewer goon ' becomes 

warily aware of his delicate - posi- 
tion. Delicate not. because he fearg. 
to: offend but because he wishes to. . “PAUL KOHNER - 928. — seldom: left to get his material in he oodle: e 

2,681,865 | In charge of foreign ‘production his own way, but is. conducted into eee aiewovered. t . b b fore a 
175,000'| department at. Universal. studios,|the august presence ‘with a num- “He has to meet the diplomatists ‘: 
438,720 | was the first to see the value in/yor of requests not to ask so.and upon their own ground, If he has 

1307826” foreign versions of the present day so in his ears, and accompanied by . 
"a7e talkers and the first to. persuade his an idea for. ‘@ good story up ‘his 

"250,000. employers to install a special de-|#t least two persons suspiciously | eave he does everything possible 
907,500 | partment for thia work. on the guard. in the world to keep it under cover. 

The interviewer . ‘either ‘becomes 
_| discouraged’. by : all’ the watchful 
>{rigmarole or. maliciously. skeptical 

| PITTS: NEWSREEL HOUSE. as to anything that might be sald. 
in the interview... : 

; Any really good angle for. as ory. 
“Pittsburgh is Pittsburgh; Jan. 4, that is likely to crop out in. the 
réel theatre. Experiment is: to. be | Course. of the interview is almost. 
‘tried locally. by the Harris Amuse-: certain to meet with the disap-. 
ment Company in its. 400-seat Pal- proval..of the accompanying. ‘diplo- 

b2s|:ace. on -Diamond street, next-door |mats if they become aware of its 
| neighbor. of the. Harris, vaudfilm disclosure, no. matter if the inter- 

300 | house. . Palace until now has been ‘viewer has" elicited: this slant to. af- 
showing ‘second run. -allents. |fairs through his own efforts. He. 
In addition ‘to newsreels, the ‘Pal- jis implored not to write his story 

acé will show: shorts, including two from . that ‘viewpoint - because. s0- 
reel. comedies, Admission will be “and-so might be offended; for.. this 
‘16° cents, with program to run business reason it won't: do; this. 
slightly, over an hour, ao wasn’t ‘supposed to get. out,as yet 
‘House opens under the’ newsreel’ ‘and the diplomatists will be held ac- 

-policy Jan. 13 and. is being wired. by countable. In other words, Just ‘be- 

Western a Electric, . : cause. it isa » good story. 

Kohner has been associated - with 
+083,052. Universal’ for the past: five. years. 

If-he hasn't any. definite idea of his 
‘own, he tries to keep aloof from va 
any innocuous. ‘conversation ‘and . 
sits back ‘to ‘listen. to .the. others 
talk, hoping for-an inspiration. ; 

It is also helpful | to’ an inter- 
viewer if he disarms his: subject by. 
a naive admiration and an innocent’ 
‘air, If really feeling he is getting 
a grip on his quarry, he should play 
plain dumb, a 
Interviewers are, ‘always’ balked: - 

and. checked by the film diplomats, 
but quite ‘frequently interviewers. 
come to the unmerited. aid of. these’ 
gendarmes.° When persons. repre- 
‘senting perfectly impossible copy. - 
are ‘presented to the interviewer’ 
for .publicity.. purposes, -he. will, 
thresh about and make all. manner 
of effort to get a story that: can be 
printed, and sometimes he succeeds, 

232, 100 

8,252,088 
"288,987 

ear718 ne ee Tyan. Linow. in “Jat Break”. (EN). 

916,870 Noten DAYADIG sara sar csescraestseasees sees oe eee as eter vecses 324 ane -$.604.307 Hickey” (Tif). 

$752,844 | Rental reserve pier te teleesee econ, Nee Stove |. Francis McDonald 4 in “Ladies 
493,620 Tax reserve — eee eawereaccceserscesacosnesesonasssonseeees : oe - 90,000 Love Brutes (Pa r). : 

* 521,084 | —_—— ——~—} M-G-M is calling its 1930 revue 2 
3o7 00g “Total. current BabIlttLea. essere eceeetereeeesesgeees . $3, 050,925 . $8,700,512 “The March of Time,” ; _ 

———_—|__ Total tlabities v.........0605- resseeeoseesceesevens $19,550,771 $20,512,471 | ‘Lloyd Taylor in “The.Case of Ser-. 
$1,684,280 | -~ ———— — | geant Grisha”. (Radio). wo 
ae Net t working, capltal. 14... : ‘ee $7,502, 216 "$8,084,807 . Pat Cunning in” “Young. Eagles” - 
__ $9,080,072 _ INCOME ACCOUNT (Par). 

$2,758,567 Net per shar _ Leonard Simmons added “King of 
See’) ..: Nine months ended— Net income, ‘ st pref, ; ref. -Common Jazz” (U).. , Aus. 3 3,. BIE . 19, 6. $5. a *$1.1 . : *$0.01 Gil Pratt: will direct the first of a. 

Common. Aug. 4,3 Cr ehesoeasescsesvecseree . __1'288,576 : 52, 18 oo 56.02 . weet ‘series to. be: ‘made- by | the: newly 

7 2.61 * Deficit, . oo 7 “ organized Premier Pictures Corp. - 

500, Q01 . 
232, 807 

Ld 

782,802 | 
415,286 
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Inside Stuff—Picture Inside Stuli— lctures 
| a 

Catholics are said to be. indirectly financing the Eadie Dowling’ pic- 
tures produced by Goebel and Weeks. Reports had the financing tied 

‘ @irectly to the National Catholic. Welfare Conference. Instead, it traces 
‘back. to 0. H. Gaebel’s vice-presidency of the. Associated Arts, formerly 
‘the Catholic. Arts’ Association, N. Y. C. 
“Matre, Jr., of Chicago as its ‘president. His father is a wealthy: leader, 
and one time, | president of the: Holy Name: Society of the Miinois city. ° 

‘Matre-Goebel association was. originally: formed -to finance ‘Catholic 
pictures ‘with funds secured by. play dates arranged with various 
parishes | thfoughout ‘the country -wherein..a-split was made. Stock. is 
also being, sold in the enterprise, - according. to the information at the 
headquarters in . Washington of: the. ‘National Conference, . exclusively 
to Catholics. 

plus the stock ‘selling. 
It was stated at the National Conference’ headquarters that no: money 

‘has ever been put out to finance pictures for anyone, Picture. bureau 
‘of the conference is merely used as a contact office’ between church or-. 
ganizations throughout the country in the: selection of films for show- | 
ings under its auspices and to. recommend those that. Catholics should 
support in the regular. houses. ° ; 

"preparation tor the inclusion éf the rntvereat theaive. chain, for. which 
a deal is now on, is seen in Paramount’s. realignment of territorial the- 
‘atre division and managers ‘in Publix. - 

While - ‘agreements. have not yet been. signed, inside ‘info has ‘It ‘that: 
the deal’ is all set save.for that. ‘formality. ° ‘It includes approximately 
120 theatres—all of ‘Universal's . middle. west and southern | ‘houses and - 

‘will be closed any time. now. 
_ Terms of purchase are by exchange of stock... Universal is. to receive 
Paramount and Publix-stock with a guarantee.that fixes the value of 
the exchange at $85.per. share . in two yéars and guaranteed not to have 
less than $40 a ‘share value for borrowing purposes now or. later. . The 
amount is in the neighborhood of 60,000 shares approximately valued at 
current rates at about $2, 500, 000. . . 

- Hollywood's Jack of a_ sense. of ‘humor got: ‘Ralph “Wheelwright, Pp. a. 
on Pete Smith's publicity staff at Metro, in bad. Wheelwright’s Christ- 
“mas card.was. a newspaper clipping to the effect that he had committed 
suicide. from.. despondency because. he was. unable to think up. a good 
idea. for. a Christmas card.: The: clipping . looked too good to be: any- |. 
thing: but true. Several celebs sent flowers to his home, others called 
‘up the studio:and asked where the funeral was to. be. as they -wished. . 

to. send. wreaths. . 
Wheelwright's sister heard of the “death” at another studio and pulled 

e flop... One director at Metro who ordered flowers,. then. recalled the 
order when hier 
fight. 

Next year's card for this chap will simply say “Merry Christmas.” 

Goebel's.comipany has. Anthony. 

earned it” was B gag, later’ met. the Pp. a.-and. wanted to. 
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29 AND TALKERS 
(Continued from page. 78) 

able player. rejected on an east- 
eri. test. 

to. the Coast, taken one there: for 
another company and impressed. 
Cameramen in the. east have been 

allowed to supervise . makeup and 
direct tests, the screened outcome | 

breaking Jegit hearts and convinc- 
ing that pictures are not for then 
Between what those camera and. 
sound ¢crews can. do on. the: coast. 
it almost seems that they can make. 
anybody look good in pictures if the: 
‘studio cares enough. to sanction the| .. 

a necessary, time: to ‘experiment... 
-Matre, Jr., is stated ‘to: “be still continuing, the church showing idea, pee _ The Camera. 

“ Among. other things. 29 has. ac-. 
complished is ‘the loosening of: the 
bonds binding the ‘hands. of the 
cameramen where sound is con- 
cernéd. The boys are already back 
.to their lap. dissolves, calling for 
“mixer” co-operation, . and .are not 
afraid. ‘to go up againrt double 
photography, : ‘some ‘examples | of 
which,. coupled‘ with sound,” have 
been- very. intricate. 
“When the microphone arrived 

‘for film use the camera immediately 
went: into its. shell figuratively and 
literally. But development has been 
so fast. that directors are again 
traveling the leris all over the stu- 
‘dio and.“dolley”. and angle shots in 
sound ‘are long. since common. This’ 
‘has been accomplished by moving 
the cameras - from within, ‘their 

‘Radio’ s talker subsidiary, Photophone, over-stepped its 1929 approrpia~ 
tion . by approximately $6,000,000, according to insiders. 

time, reports -say. . 
' Photophone, even with many managerial ‘changes, ‘has’ been ‘unable to 
got.underway since ita inception. © Students of filmdom during the past 
‘year have frequently pointed to the A, TT. & T. ‘relationship and the 
possibility. of one talker being -used to play. straight for the other. . 

Charles Ross, former RCA Comer has been in the Photophone , 
_ geat a little over two months. He admits the lethargic. quality but 
claims that ‘1930 will be started with 2650. contracts on the portable : 

‘machine, alone. 

- Pacific “studio exec tried to cut another ‘niche for. himself. in in studio 
economy by issuing a mandate that all chorus girls on his lot would have 
to take a cut in salary, meaning $50 instead of. $65 weekly, 
girls heard it, they all went on strike and dance directors, ‘who had 
worked for months training them, became panicky. 
‘Boys went to the executive for leniency, but the exec sald, “Let "em. 

all quit. I can get thousands of. girls around here who'll work for $25.” | 
But when it was made clear by the dance Instructors that it would take 
three months to train the new girls, it was decided to retain the old acale : 

of $65.. 

Trade paper. reviewers on the Coast are using every means to learn 
‘where private previews are being held, 
dark, as previews are generally a try-out and are . often followed by 

radical changes. | 
- To get away from the preview chasing mob around Los Angeles, the 
producers now hold the test screenings three and four hour jumps from | — 
the colony. But one trade paper lad has engaged a chap in every city 
where such advance shows are held to tip him off by wire when a house 
advertises an advance showing. To make: it in time he often has to do a. 
fireman, ‘the swindle sheet taking it on the chin. 

A. stage juvenile new to the screen colony, and who, evidently, figures 
himself. domineering as well as pugilistic, met his waterloo ‘at the Coast 
home of a stage comedian some 20 years his senior on Christmas Day. 
_Young actor started to brag about his femme conquests and to. prove 

that he was king, he hung. one on the chin of his girl companion, Host 
requested that the youngster pick up the girl and leave his home,. but 
kid said, “Let her get up herself.”, * Host then proceeded to’ give the 

’ Juvenile similar treatment.. 
Youngster now doesn’ t stand so forte with Hollywood fair Bex, . 

_ Hubert Voight, "publicity director at. First, National's Burbank. studio, 
-a@nd_a staunch. believer in telling a story by pictures, ' hag established a 
precedent in studio exploitation by taking FN players on distant location 
jaunts to obtain unusual art instead of creating. the artificial background: 

at the studio. \ 
‘Having: just completed: a series of publicity stills at ‘Palm Springs with 

- five First National stars, Voight plans to repeat the stunt in all 1 principal 
southern California resorts. 

bers from “Hit the Deck” at.the Carroll theatre before the current pic- 
ture, “Seven Keys to Baldpate”. ig out of the house. Its leaving is 
acheduled for Jan. 15. | 

The songs are reproduced out front through the large horn that bel- 
lows to. the passing crowds, while inside trailers (this not unusual) are” 

>Fan on the forthcoming tenant, . 

“Making foreign versions have increased the work in the studio -ac- 
_ @ounting departments as well as that ‘of the production offices. Auditors 
“heretofore had ndthing~to-worry--about—-but..one_.order..number_to ,each. 

1 The mother | 
-eompany, RCA, fed. the over-drawal at the Tate of two ‘million each 

When the. 

Producers try to keep the dates. 

| bungalows, 

picture. 
four serial numbers, one for each of the English, French, German and 
versions.. All requisitions have to specify the nationality of the Pro- 
duction as well as the serial number. | 

A penny candy slot machine, in brilliant oaken finish ‘to jibe with the 
other furnishings, started off the new year in the office of the TOCC 
president. Outside was a water well with accompanying sanitation. 

Some of the older boys dropping. in after the eventful day took cognizance. 
of this rather sorrowfully. Not so many years ago, they recall, things 
were a little dirtier but there was plenty of hospitality that didn’t cost 

‘even a cent. . 

Now each production before it goes into work is identified “by 

Quite a few. have gone]. 

have, used this device. 
| vately developed in each case, Be- 

Broadway's 

It was pri- 

Hef: is that no. regular ‘program 
house has made it a permanent. 
practice. "Meanwhile ‘Western. Elec- 
trie, Photophone and Pacent are 
checking. houses installed with: their 
wire.as rigidly as'the theatre chains. 
The studios also ‘have spotters. out. 

-Carelessness : in Shorts | 

As concerns shorts (one ‘and two- 
Jreel pictures) sound appears to have 
given new impetus to the ‘animated: 
cartoon. And the: drawings have 
had the path made easier by the in-. 
ferlor quality. and booking «“judg- 
ment of the average two and three 
shorts included in the film ‘house 
program. A few unusual two-reel- 
ers. have’ been released ‘by the 
makers of former 
but, in the main,. the talking short 
has fallen down in the careless se- 
lection, : production’ and presentation. 
of material. Inaptitude of the brief- 
reels has, causéd’ the death of many 
houses -which - have tried the all- 
sound policy,. Few full length fea- 
tures are sufficiently strong to stand 
off mediocre shorts week after week. 
Both trade. and public ‘are fully 
aware of the inferiority as concerns‘. 
the shorts and the current year may 

JOSE. BOHR 
Predicted by many critics to become equally ak popular on the Spanish 

and Latin-American ‘gcreen ag is 
audiences. 

Maurice Chevalier: to French film 

‘Before coming to this country Bohr had earned the distinction of being, 

cities. 
‘the ace stage attraction in the Argentine, Cuba and other South American 

While playing vaudeville in New. York, he was discovered by Lou Dia- 
mond, which resulted in a film contract with : Sono-Art,. where hs starréd 
in “Sombras de Gloria,” a Spanish version of Eddie Dowling’s “Blaze o’ 
Glory.” His next starring, picture 
versions of “Heartstrings.” 

will be both English and Spanish 

booths with the studios constantly 
reducing the bulk’ of the .metal 

or blankets, , used to 
smother the noise of the camera 
motor.. 

The ‘controversy. between sound. 
track: and disk recording ig gtill.on, 
‘Warners rigidly adhering to the 
wax and now using sound trucks, 
with disk, for exterior recording. 
Using the play-back of a number 
by. which to fit the corresponding 
‘dance routine, thereby eliminating 

use of the. orchestra. after the 
original : recording | is. ‘not unusual 
any. more.. 

- Bad Projection 

‘There has been an advance in 
| theat u h hea- 

Unique for this sort of plugeing, Radio Pictures is ballyhooing num- theatre reprod ction although thea tre chain, studio, and the electric 
company, executives are far from. 

satisfied. In the case of the stu- 

dios it’s a. matter of fretting for 
regardless of how well they. record, 
the lad in the booth can-ruin the 

-the Coast picture. Due to. this, - 
contention is that the theatre can 
do as much to hurt or impede sound 
pictures as the source. from which 

.they_sapring. 

further wrinkle. 

Technicians are. Feported “Wworllag: 
toward the desired automatic con- 
trol, to take the reproduction out 
of human hands entirely. Perhaps 
the most satisfactory. method yet 
hit upon for uniform control. has 
been an audience “fader,” controlled 
by a man seated in the auditorium 
who increases: or lessens the ampli-. 
fication at will. As far as known 
only two bouses, both playing twice 
daily $2 pictures, east and west, 

see some sort of a form reversal 
Shorts currently conform one of the 
crosses the chain operators are 
bearing.. 

Wide Film and Color 

And ‘after all‘is said and done, in 
the immediate. future looms the wide. 
film for the wide’ screen. - Poten-. 
tialities are that it will give picture 
fans. another -new - experience and, 
after they've become used :to. that, 
the studios will add color asa 

‘What follows this, 
who can say? Except perfection 
of.the third dimension, for which 
there ‘seems. little necessity, inas~ 
much as the wide film and color 
gives such an allusion, “Meanwhile, 
theatres will again have to adjust 
themselves: to almost’ entire new 
equipment after the studios: reach 
some decision on a standardized. 
width. Such an ‘agreement. is not 
in. sight. at this:moment. 

It’s probable that the cost of mak- 
ing color films. will be reduced. dur- 
ing the new year. Estimates on the 
cost of all-color pictures turned out 
to date run around 42 cents a foot 
for: film alone. on the, first. master 
‘print, ana" 10-tents“a-foot-for-every-|- 

pwill, print thereafter. Various devices 
are being experimented with to. re- 
duce the overhead as wéll as to per- 
fect the coming wide film so that. 
It will catch and repr oduce the rain- 
bow, . 

‘What wide film and color may 
mean ‘is something with which: the 
imagination can play. <A- print 
of the first feature completely in 
wide film is now in New York. It's 

VARIETY 

lead.” 

“street. 

silent comedies . 

| mirth, 
lavish, : 

Rereen.- 
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Nite Clubs 
By Wallace Sullivan 

“Broadway's night. clubs continue - 
to incubate despite every handicap. - 

- Already the Main Stem has wit- 
nessed 18. premieres: this season, _ 
and only one closing, a record Jow 
for shut- downs. 

-The class clubs’ ‘Maintain thelr. 
Eleven are in. operation . to- 

seven of. the middle calibre. 
Four clubs failed to open. this. 

fall: Frivolity, ‘Monterey, Mirador 
and’ Little. 3 
For. the first. time: the’ night life’. 

belt does not extend below. 48th. 
It- reaches. to. the’ Central. : 

Park Casino. ; 
>The Main. Stem averages’ one 
night club a- block, from ‘the: start 
to 58th street. ant 

‘Coveurs Off 
’ Couver charges remain . the game. 
in all’ the. class clubs, $4 and $53. 
while the mediocs: ‘have fallen, some: 
dispensing. ‘with the fee. _ 

Most: revolutionary is: observation — 
of .the eurfew law. That: started 
before and ‘continued after election. ° 
. More talent: now: “employed in the 
joy ‘haunts than any: season: pre-. 

viously. ' Some — floor-show -elubs 
haye staged elaborately, © ; 
. Close. to.100 girls are stomping 
in the night club ensembles. Wages 
are lower, $40 to $45 a week.. 
The. Stem harbors: only one col< | 

ored club—also is the only one open — 
after 3 a. m., protected by the hotel 
clause. . 

Harlem Opposish- 

Harlem still ‘offers -stiff ‘oppish, to. 
the” Broadway joints and far out~': 
numbers the Stem in places of’ 

Even its revues are. more: 
-and entertainment hotter 

generally. 

_ Less | drunkenness now in’ nite < 
clubs and virtually no ‘disorder, ~ 
Gypping tactics near obsolete in - 
many spots. 

Business in -the- class .clubs was 
| temporarily at a standstill due to 

the market crash, but: they. have _ 
survived, several doing very well,” 
comparatively.’ Week .ends ~ are * 
‘strong in almost all, while the mid-— 
‘dle-class clubs are doing: well 
throughout the week, but. likewise . 
depending on the Friday and Satur-_ 
day night. influxes for the gravy. © 

Ags to night’ club profit, that de-. 
pends: upon: how many ways it is. 
spent, The actual management has - 
changed in but few instances, , 

| ‘THE PAINTED ANGEL’ 
(Continued from page 89) 

reporter.” The hostess’ past is ex- | 
plained in ‘a series of fade-outs by. 
one of the guests. Through these. 
Billie Dove,.a little too pretty and- 
refined for the part of the hostess, 
is. seen handling: men in different 
drinking. towns. One of these is @ 
violinist, currently the head waiter . 
‘and business manager of the new. 
club, while the other is just an oil 
man with the usual dough. — 

Night. club sequence opens a cow- 
girl dance which Miss Dove paces, 
First intermission ‘ brings. ‘Bdmund 
Lowe as thé rough-spoken but mild- 
acting. business manager in contact 
with the oil magnate, Girl, howe 
ever, retrieves the gun, and nothing - 
ever happens except more dances. 
and that she marries the poor lad. 
Song, “A Bride Without a Groom,” ” 
is another of. Miss Dove's solos, ‘tole 
lowed by the chorines. flocking out. 
‘Miss Dove has no singing voice, 
choosing ta. articulate and pout her 
way through. She avatls herself of - 
afull wardrobe, | -: 

Spanish dance number and a male 
singer are part of the screen club's 
bill. Another divertissement from . 
the revue is a home scene.- Here. 
the hostess, always bathrobed, hob- 
nobs with her business manager, 
never minus. his collar. Chorines . 
upstairs and relatives below make © 
the stab for comedy, which: ig. not 
‘usually fast in registering.- 

High-perched camera, as well as 
‘under-leg lens. studies relieve the 
monotony of revue grind element. . 
But it's a bad’ piece ‘of casting for — 
Miss. Dove. aco Waly. 

a revue plus. a thin story to: take 
the edge off that classification. - 
What the big camera can do for’ 
the ‘settings and number of people _ 
Involved . 18 ‘easily © understandable, - ° 
and plus color, the spectacles to yet 
come out of Hollywood can be. 
guessed at. 
Theatre. “men_may,.and.. probably... 

holler at the new scheme of 
thingr, but this year figures to see 
the establishment. of the wide 

And there is every indica~ 
tion that the future of the Class A 
and B program houses. lays in this 
‘directlon—which, after all, probably 
means as much a turnover in the 
studios as in the theatres. 'Those_ 
who care to can dig into the prob=" 
lem and ‘ascertain, 



‘vaudeville. for the. “name": act;- - It: 
may have its place in: some houses,:| 

-evéry vaudeville bill should be com- 

VARIETY VAUDEVILLE 

Broken Billing Promise Protest Booking Men Talk 
(Symposiuin’ ‘of Expression by ‘the Three Heads. of the R- K-O Booking Office, ‘New York) 

By Charles J. F reeman 
(General Western Booking ‘Mor, R- -K-O). 

“nect, there is nothing to uphold the Vaudeville to me ‘means a laugh—. 
two, three or more. The more the. 
better. Call it variety or snything. 
else, it still calls for laughs. | 

That has been my: experience’ as 
a booker of vaudeville. .I prefer 
that experience to anything. else, ‘as |: 
@ gauge. 

Patrons of vaudeville theatres 
believe they will be amused by the 
performance. If they don’t believe, 
they hope so. If not amused, ‘then 

{t’s not vaudeville and they: stop 
going. That makes bad business or 
business worse. 

There is no place, to my mind, “in| 

but not in the: combination theatre 
of vaudeville :and feature pictures. | m 
No guarantee of: ‘entertainment goes |. 
with a name. About the only ‘thing 
that: can be depended upon to go 
with it is a big, unhealthy and ‘un- 
earned salary, for the . name - aet 
rarely ever draws its salary,'and as 
a rule it flops on the stage. AS a 
freak, the audience sees {t in the 
first minute, but there are fourteen 
other minutes’ to follow and fill in. 
The minutes foilow,. but -are- not. 
filled in as a rule, so the. whola’ 
show tumbles with its topper that 
topples. 
An exception in name attractions: 

may be one that is local to a city | 
or a section, and worth while now 
and then because the local appeal 
will draw and perhaps draw new 
patrons. 

New ggpsiness is. the breath. of 
vaudeville. Not only must it. hold 
its trade,- but make new patrons, 
and, after making them, hold them.: 
That may only be done by amusing 

them. 
As a comedy show it. is. not neces- 

sarily to be inferred that each turn 
must be laugh splitting, “That. 
vaudeville is ‘variety: ‘in its. defini- 
tion is true in fact, but the. base cf 

edy, and enough to satisfy. . 
That, is primarily the foundation 

of the R-K-O intact. vaudeville 
bill’ designed for the western end of 
its chain. To inject comedy of a 
standard vaudeville brand in a bud- 
geted limited number. of acts ¢om-: 
prising an R-K-O intact show of, 
this character it is self-evident that 
to remain, within the budget... or 
salary appropriation no crazy sal- 
aries can be paid. . 

Crazy salaries as a‘rule are pata 
to crazy attractions. These high 
salaries reduce the budget. or ap-. 
propriation to such an extent that 
thé remainder of. the. bill must be 
cheapened under its. usual run, 
When the crazy act falls. ito con- 

‘By Ben J: Piazza. 
(General Booking Office Manager R-K-0O) 

"Back in the good old long ago— 

somebody said there were only 67 
plots in existence on which. an 
author could fashion his story 
structure. The early dawning: of 
1930 will: herald a decided step In 
this direction by vaudeville taking 
on a new garb—a brighter sur-. 
rounding—a speeded tempo. bereft 
of barnacles accumulating over a. 
80-year period—from Tony Pastor 
to R-K-O and 14th Street to ‘Times 
Square. 

This year sees a new policy for 
R-K-O vaudeville. Not experimen- 
tal. Not drastic, And .certainly 
not destructive. 

The new R-K-O 
gramme is prompted by the well 
founded theory that. any going en- 
terprise is either moving. forward 
or backward—it. cannot stand still. 
What it needs to lead all other 
factors in stage ‘entertainment is— 
Modern presentation. 
Co-ordination. 

Editing of material. 

Speed. 
Skillful balance. 
Co-operation. ‘ 

-New ‘Intact Or. Unit Program 

These . units ‘will consist of four 
acts of diversity and-contrast, the 

‘greatest amount of - entertainment, 
. novelty and “variety within: its“ time | 

limit, 

-To be. perfectly blended, to avold 
conflictions in music, in “business,” 

'|eling around should be well enough 

‘Ing its fullest to do its share—acts. 

‘ensemble result. 

‘intact: pro- |: 

performance or cause a new patron 
to return - the next week. Accord-. 

ingly a ‘double hurt ts inflicted upon 
the regular clientele of the theatre 

and the possible. upbuild, © 

_Nowadays- ‘with. vaudeville. major-.| 
Ay’ & part of a performance, includ~ 

ing. a feature. picture, the .burden 
of the variety portion. 4s made more 
Amportant.. All. of the show business 
knowa’ that. a theatre cannot play 
a. drawing picture every week. ‘The: 
100% annual picture . program has 
-yet to be. ‘delivered by any distrib- 
utor of films, ~ ’ 
“That. is.. why... co Gooa Show" 

should be the weelly headliner, as 
support to a drawing picture and a 
mainstay with a picture that does 
not draw. :The good show becomes 
the balancer. ‘ Vaudeville may kecp'| 
‘the theatre from entering up a loss. 
when. the current -picture .cannot 
function -to that end. . It likewise 
aids when the picture comes. first. 
‘Vaudeville stands a much ‘better 

‘chavice of being a good show week 
in and week out ‘than ‘dependence 
upon the ‘untested picture. °° 

‘In my estimation it. is. ever so 
much , more valuable to have an 
R-K-O theatre anywhere identified 
‘with. the’ city. as the place, you can 
‘always see.a good show than for 
that theatre or. any. other: ‘to have 
to. hazardously exist. by. reason of 
‘freak,.or: name ‘acts. 

’ Since standard comedy . of. the. 
vaudeville sort must come from the 
‘standard act, that act should have 
a drawing power of its own. With |. 
the medium salary ‘turn, the salary. 
should be returned through | the box: 
office.. The standard act after. trav- 

known, ‘or make itself. well. enough | 
known, after: opening to draw. back 
Its. salary - to the box office. If it 
doesn’t or can’t, why | standard? Or - 
‘why ao standard salary for a hon-- 

standard -act?. 
In this attempted | revival of. the 
vaudeville vogue of some years ago, 
wholly business. principles must be 
the propeller between the acts: and. 
the bookers... If vaudeville’ comes 
beck: the act will reap a greSter 
benefit than the theatre, so ‘the act 
must work with and in the theatre 
end outside the theatre; work. all 
of the time for vaudeville’s return, 
The harder work,. on and off the 
stage, the more and better chance 
have vaudeville. 

The R-K-O booking office. is try- 

must co-operate and do theirs. This 
ig vaudeville’s co-operative ‘period. 
We all must work if we want to 
survive. - et 

ordinated, 

scheduled. 
Preparation 

. Each act will be déveloped ‘to 

timed: and completely 

- salesmanship to sudionces_exnibit 7 — 
}the simplicity and humility: of all |. 
great artists of the past and pres- 
ent—stop the . everlasting bowing 
and - milking audiences—emulate in}] 
your daily work the. advice of that 
great. performer and inspiration to 

| all—George M. Cohan—who satd— 
“Leave .them. laughing. When: you]. 
say goodbye.” 

Our shows jhave been’ entirely too 
long.. Prune your acts to the meat 
with very. ‘little ‘padding. .... The: 
brevity of. ’ ‘presentation | theatre 
shows is a shining example of tak- 
ing the meat and discarding the 
waste, With the rapidly increas- 
ing .mecessity for. playing big’ pic- 
tures with our vaudeville and ex- |, 
‘actly as timed .and recorded, we |’ 
-must. book fewer acts as the length 
of the show assumes major im-. 
portance to the welfare of. the 
-program. 

‘Street Drop Going” 

. The “mechanical. department. of 
our theatres will enhance: the value. 
of ‘our speeded-up ‘shows by |as 
quickly as. possible eliminating the: 
-$tréet drop and bringing into ‘use 
the fast moving braile or .traveler 
curtain directly over the footlights, 
-which will eliminate the everlasting 
putting. out and on of ‘lights—for. 
moving pianos and tricking spot 
cues.to the. detriment of running 
time and ‘a false. inflation of ape. 
plause secured, 

We plan -a system . of scouting 
material . whigh will take experi- 
enced vaudeville men to the hinter- 
lands. of small time theatres—men_ 

| (Continued | on page 96) 

- 

the utmost for the success of the }. § 

“When completed 
and ready to go en tour, the gen- 
eral publicity and exploitation de- 
partments will . prepare complete 
‘gales plans, press books and ad- 
véertising material for the composite 
show -and all its. principal features. 
These will reach each manager te 
gether. with necessary photogiaphs 
for lobby and newspapers many 
weeks in advance of the piaying 
date. 

‘This. plan. nas many . advantages 
for the ‘artist: 

‘presented. 
the same “spot” each week on the 
tour. Through co-operation and 

returns. 

New -entertain- 
ment! New kinds of  entertaln- 

ment! Néw ideas in = entertain- 
ment! . New faces! New « per- 
formers! New theatre-gocrs! New : 
vigor in, showmanship! _ 

it ‘assures each act. 

of. being properly surrounded and |’ 
It. means his being in]... 

teamwork, the performers on’ each: 

{unit will do their utmost to have. 
their programme. bring results - in. 

entertainment value and box-office | 

Ve Newness: in’ fact is the keynote’ 
of thé entire plan. 

ee =. St Se 

“It's all - new! . 

Talk R-K-O 

‘To the great body of. vaudeville 
artists who love the old craft and 

. Two GORGEOUS GIRLS 

JANE and KATHERINE LEE 
(THE FAMOUS LEE KIDS) 
Iextend Season’s Greetings 

Playing Loew Circuit 

Representative, JOHNNY HYOE, WM. MORRIS OFFICE 
ec erie 9 

MUSICIAN OR ACTOR 

Vaude: Artists. Using Instruments 
Must Quit or Join Union 

Chicago, Jan.- 4, 
Vaude acts here are. spending 

some time trying to decide whether 
‘they'll be musicians or not, follow- 
ing the rullng by the local Musj- 
‘cians’ Union which. brings all per- 

in acts under -{its jurisdiction: 
Many acts are glvlng up their in- 

‘struments if possible and relying 
on the house band for the mule. 
Those unable to dispense with the 
instrumentals are falling into line, 
going into the unlon. - Thess. acts 
-Plank.douwn.3166_for.-thoAnitlal-foe.l|. 
and $10 every three montha besidas 
2% of thelr cornings {f. steadily 
employed, This 2% ruling for an 
emergency “fund” has 

tt 

| Gagements at $500 each in Water- 

formers using musical instruments: 

eaused al 
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_by Trahan Walking Out of Palace 

- arr Handy 
' Fally Markus, now. with an , 
employment agency, is greet- 

- ing many old stage friends who - 
have deserted their former 
calling because of a scarcity 

_ of work and are now looking: 
; for commercial employment.. 
.. A former acrobatic duo ap-. 
_ plied to him for a job. Markus 

" placed the understander of the 
‘duo as a. porter: of a building. 

LIRR. ‘ORDER TO PAY 
POR DELAYED TRUNK | 

two. days and. cost the Palace, on © 

“A recent ‘verdict handed down ‘by 
a ‘jury in- the "Central Court; 

_|Manhattan, in favor of John: and}. 
Marguerite Guiran, against: the Long 
Island - Railroad was for $1,000. for. 
temporary: loss ‘of baggage in transit 
and consequent delay in ‘delivery: 
that prevented the © Guirans from. 
filling -out-of- town engagements. 
“ (The baggage was a trunk. ‘It con- 
tained approximately $600. of cos- 
tumes and. equipment: which the 
‘Guirans, dancers, use in their act 
.known as_ Gutran, Marguerite and. 
Viacy. The trunk was shipped from 
Jamaica to the Penn depot at 34th 

street, Through the carelessness of 
the railroad’s baggage checkers the 
trunk failed to reach-the depot on | 
‘time. 

Instead the: bags: yage arrived in. 

New York about four days later, 
Meantime, the act was scheduled to 

fill’ ‘three ~ separate ‘three-day en- 

bury, New Huven and Hartford. 

That was ‘last January. No cos- 
tumes and the Guirans cancelled, 
sulng the road. | 

Road claimed Gulrans were de- 
‘manding special damages to which 
they were not entitled, and that all 
complainants could collect were taxi 
fare and traveling expense inci- 
dental to search in an attempt. to 
locate. bagenge, 

Guirangy’ contention through thelr 
attorney, J‘rancla X, Dincen; was 

that loss of thie was nn tural dam- 
aes and ‘therefore entitled to _con- 
celled: Balarles, Verdle "tL was ‘for on- 
tire amotint snd, 

|day matinee Trahan. 

| matinee. 

Over . a broken. promise | Keith's 
| came. very close to” losing: one. 

-of the ‘best. ‘comeay. acts: unearthed - . 

by vaude in years. when Al ‘Trahan | 

walked off the Palace, New York, oe 
bill-'in the middle of last week:: He - 
[remained out for two days, . 

> When | ‘Trahan refused to discuss . 
the matter further with ‘the booking | 
office, naming previous: ‘similar ex- 
‘perienceg, it was necessary to lay - 
the case before: Hiram. S.: ‘Brown, 

||} The R-K- -O president is reported to 
‘have -held' George Godfrey re- 
sponsible for the making: and. 

‘| breaking: of promises, _ and decided 
in ‘Trahan’s favor. : ; 

‘The breaking of : a promise caused” 
the Palace-to lose its comedy hit for 

Brown's order, .Trahan’s full: week's 
salary ($1,250), with nothing. out for 
the four. performances not rendered. 

‘In addition the Palace was forced. 

a debt incurred recently’ when Tras 
han was paid off $300 short ‘at the | 
Hamilton, New York. The booker in, 
that. instance | discovered his ‘pill 

‘exceeded the. house. budget: at ‘the 
last minute, Also added : to - ‘Tra- 
‘han’s.Palace salary ‘was $400 owed 
to him by Keith’s on a booking 
change made over a year ago. In | 
all, because of a.broken promise . 
and two booking boners the Palace’ 
“was taxed $1,950 for Trahan’s ser-: 
vices for five days of a seven-day 

week. 
2d: Billing at Palace - 

Trahan walked out of the Palade 
-over billing. When Keith's recently 

Godfrey, . ‘who. 

engineered the.. bookings. with Tra- 
{han and his agent, Charles Morri- . 
son, verbally agreed to top headline 
Trahan in all ‘theatres but the’ 
Straight vaude Palaces in New York 
and = Chicago. 
right of a. better box office name to 
top his at the two Palaces and 
agreed to It, but was promised: sec- - 
ond billing by Godfrey in. both the- 
atres. ; 

- Palace; New York,’ last week. had: 

Estelle Taylor ag its natural head= 
'-| liner, Instead of billing Trahan sec- . 

ohd as per Godfrey’s agreemént, 
the. house billed Trahan equally 
with three other acts on the bill. 

Before the opening. show : Satur- 
entered a 

complaint and was advised the bill- 
ing would be changed for the night 
show, from accounts. Same routine 
was repeated. Sunday and Monday, 
it was said. On Monday, 48 hours 
before he walked, Trahan’ notified 

the booking: office he would . step 
out Wednesday if the promise was 
not kept by that time. By Wednes- 
day the promise remained broken 
and. Trahan did not appear at the 

He,returned to the bill 
with second billing in the same 
sized type.as the headliner Friday 
afternoon, after a conference the 
previous day with Mr. Brown. 

; Another Complaint 
Earlier in the week Miss Tay- 

lor also objected to her billing. The 
booking office acquiesced imme- 

-| diately and: placed -her ‘name alone 
on the. marquee. The ‘reported 
wedge in. this instance, from. re- 
ports, was a threat from. Jack 
Dempsey that he would also walk 
out on his Keith bookings if -the 
booking -office did not live up to. ‘its. 

agreement: with Mrs. Dempsey. " 

AS a result from now on. all. 
verbal. promises will be out, the: 
R-K-O president stated.. Promises 
that cannot be fulfilled - should not 

|be made, he said. That the honor 
of the booking office which the new 
regime is. earnestly attempting to 
build up, should be held up to rid- 
{cule because one booker used bad 
judgment, appeared to Pique Mr. 
Brown. : 

A contract drawn up- and issued, 
to Trahan now guarantees him No. 
1 billing in all theatres but the two 
Palaces. He opened. a. western 

route for Kelth’s this -week ‘in 
(-Syracuse—and-will be" “away” “from== 
-New, York until May. 

Trahan'y. rise as 4. vaudevillinn 
| has been rapid in the last year or 

HO. 

to stand for payment. of $300 mora, 

picked: up the option in the co-'. 
| median’s” contract, 

Trahan. admitted the - 

Hils- salary has jumped from 
$660 to $1,250 and he is ‘riow. rec- 
onnized as tn a class with few 
olher comedians in vaude.- 

_ When signing his Ipst Keith op- 
tion, T'rahon névertised that he had 
Aurned down sie Broadway musical 
offers to do so, at salartes exceed-. 
ing hls Keith's firure. 

Judge. Kelly With Loew’s 
neater Kelly, the Virginia . — Hadise, ot of vande and in mists Murphy-Daley's Agency ‘Thor wm Jorge white, returns for wm 20- 

Mark Murphy, and John Daley, re ol ye eh Leber rete: starting thig ek cently released Kelth hookers, arelin Kaneae t Ity, vue 
starting an indle bucking aon / int Kait 1s ssh ‘ 
New York, ag ad ssh Sham was “Crent 

beood ‘drmal of rumbling among the 
| musiclans, 

and in material, and to. assure it 
being effectively staged and lighted, 

_ these intact shows will open under |. 
the observation of the R-K-O book- 

‘fng, the production,. the general 
musical and ‘the: technical depart: 
ments in “New York, 

They will be revised, edited, co- 
- 

desire its guidance to a sure haven 

of success: 

Talk R-K- Oo vaudeville wherever 
you go—wherever you play. In our |. 
mutual endeavor to again erect 
vaudeville to its former high stand- 
ing—let’s all contribute our share. 

Let’s take the ego out of our 

~ 
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AMATEUR BOXER TRIED TES IN EVERY. | 
MAJOR CIRCUIT | 

R-K:O Leads With 81. Play- - 
. ing Weeks—Loew’s, 28— 
‘Presentation: Time, 45 
Weeks—Independent]. 
Vaude Now _Unimportant 1. 

‘Chicago, Jan. 4. 

: It took two. weeks. to, teach Peter 

Verrie, amateur ‘boxer, 

; 3q uare, 

dancing: to the’ chorus girls: on the. 

lot.. “Bept. 21 he packed his grip. and 
skipped when she objected to. his 
‘practicing the. one-two. on her.. 

She. charges. him with giving her, 
gratis, a right to the jaw, followed 

‘| by a neat left hook. ‘The bill, filed 
| by Irving ‘Eisenman, charges. cruelty. 
and desertion, and*hints that Verrieé 

INCREASE. EXPECTED 

‘Vaudeville begins’ “the year. 1930 - Y 

_with . approximately 125 -weeks. of! 

major playing. time in the. United 

States and: Canada to. offer the 

actor. : 

like a free meal ticket, having ‘just 
inherited .some estate, besides the 

contract. : a 

Their lobby receptions ‘are  phe- 
nomena], . 

_ MARY and MARGARET - GIBB 

- America’s: ; only | 
“Siamese” ; ‘twins. 

Opening western - vaudeville tour | - 
January 5, South Bend, Ind. 

. 8 

“Pulled ‘Gun—Fired 
: “Chicago, Jan.. 4. 

Bert York of Lord and York is 
done’ with brandishing a pistol at 
theatre managers. . 

That estimate is based” on: “the born 
--time now on the books of the. only 
remaining .vaude-playing’ circuits 

- and booking offices of prominence— 
R-K-O (Keith’s),. east and west;| EE. A. Vinson. in advance. 

. Loew,. east and south; R-K-0,4 An ARTHUR: KLEIN- TERRY 
Chicago, west;: Interstate, ‘south; | TURNER . ATTRACTION, > Suite] 
Fox and Warners’, east. - | 1406- 6, 1560 ‘Broadway. 7 

What else remains is owned and 
. booked by ‘the: independents. . In the |. 
past two years it has dwindled . to 
‘extremely srnall proportions: ~ It is 
doubtful if there is now 15 weeks 
of playable indie vaude time on the. 
continent for professional: ‘acts. AL}. 
jt exists, the acts have not heard 

about it. — 

Besides. the 125 weeks of major 
vaude. time is the total of 45: weeks 
‘of “presentations,, ° -contributed. -by 

* Publix; Loew and the theatres play- 
ing Fanchon & Marco’ productions. 

R-K-O's 81. Weeks: 
R-K-O leads all -vaude - groups. 

with 57 weeks booked.‘out. of the 
. New York exchange and 14 in Chi-. 
cago, a total of 71 of: the. combined 
125 weeks. Interstate’s 10 weeks, 
also- R-K-O- booked, throw 81 of the 
125. directly under the Keith ban- 
ner. - 

. Loew’s total is “28 weeks, ranking 
that circuit second, ten of the num- 
ber are in the south, the remainder 

northeast. 
Warners’: vaude booking office 

has increased ita time to nine weeks 
by withdrawal of. several ‘Warner- 
owned houses from the Keith of- 
fice and now books ail its own, 
theatres but two. - 
Much of.Fox’s eastern vaude time 

of last season has since been turned 
“over to F, & M. presentation units. 
and now rests in the pictura house |. 

‘class. Playing of the coast- produced | , 
“Tdeas”. intermittently in several 
Fox vaude houses periodically re- 
duces the vaude time further,. but]: 

“the average Fox ‘vaude ‘total is. 
around six weeks, 

Presentations 
Publix continues to lead the 

major presentation circuits with 26 
weeks. . Loew’s picture house route 
stretches 11. weeks, . recently in- 
‘creased from six. when five Loew- sent collect.to the theatre by one 

Oscar Levitch, ‘they retaliated the. 

‘owned and | Publs-booked. towns | orging’atter the opening of the 
Fanchon & Marco units play.a total shaw ote by slezion: o the prac: | 
standing route of 20 weeks in the ang k Pp , t P t 
West Coast theatres on the Pacific tical joker’s jewelry store fron 
‘Slope and the Fox. and Fox-Polis in ‘The job was completed before 
the east.. ‘Levitch. arrived for. the day's _busi-" 

R-K-6 Palace and Riverside, New |ness. Display-windows and wood- 
York, and Palace, Chicago, but three | Work were an olive hue. Want ads 
weeks of the 125, are the only re-|run in a daily deluged the jeweler 
maining straight, yaude theatres in with job-hunters,--who. had to be 

, the country. In two-more weeks the appeased. “A. convenient break- 
number will be reduced to two when|down of an automobile 40 miles 
the Riverside changes policy. — .|from town allowed Levitch to - make 

It is optimistically anticipated | his. way back to the city in the 
. throughout vaude at this moment early morning hours after a rabbit 

that by 1931 the major vaude time|hunt, in which the punsters in- 
. will have - been increased to 150 or dulged before their departure. 
more weeks. . The antics of Olsen and Johnson 

drew the attention of the press. 
STUBBORN JIMMY Now all Spokane is talking of the 

Jimmy Hussey has left Gus Wil- adventures of the pair here and 

-=gon's: training-camp-and.4s. back... An. Levitch is .the butt. of jests pro- 
New York. ° Jected™ “py tHe Wags 

He still stubbornly refuses to do ; — 
as his friends earnestly urge and 

go away for his health. 

‘ native, . 

(R-K-O) at.Kenosha, Wis., on a 

first show. ‘When. the manager ex- 

HEAVY LOSERS IN 
TUE McCLARY'S UST 

\had been promptly fired. Cook and: 
Langdon replaced. 

Antlaye. . 

After the house staff had ‘been 

A number: of show people who haa 

invested. money. with Mrs. Zue Mc- 

Clary, ‘financieress, ‘formerly. . -con- 

‘nected with Keith’s fair department 
in New. York,. were ‘nicked pretty 
‘xshen the lady promoter wound up 
‘last: week by going into voluntary 
bankruptcy. Recently Mrs. McClary |. 
wert into ‘the hotel biz. Among 
others she opérated.the Hotel. An- 
sonia, New York, With her in the 
venture. is ‘said to have. been Ed 
Arlington, circus man. Hig name 
is not mentioned in. the bankruptcy 
proceedings. : ; 

Not all the ‘show folk ‘understood 
to have. been in on Mrs. McClary’s 
financial bust were listed in the lat- 
t.r’s petition, from. report.. Among 
the principal creditors named were 
Beulah: Livingston, _scenarist and. 
former press agent for United Art- 
ists, $6,300; , Harry Lamore, wire 
walker and juggler, $31,850; Zoe 
Beckléy, writer, $10,600, and Joseph 
Gollumb, writer, $1,060. ; 

Kidding for Publicity — 

Spokane, Jan. 4. 
- Olsen and Johnson, playing here 
last week, drew the attention. of 
the entire city with their kidding 
antics, off the stage. 

. Upon. receipt of $6 worth of chile, 

About the most difficult’ writing 

ble future, without falling into the 
‘useless but seemingly unavoidable 

to date. 

the symbol of American Vaudeville, 
and admitting the errors, then may 
it be said that the galvatiqn, . the 

ville as now represented by Radlo- 
Keith-Orpheum, depends upon in- 
telligence, that and that only. De- 
fining intelligence as here intended 
as showmanship, ability, intuition, 
knowledge - and experience. — 

Until 6¢ days ago Kelith’s didn’t 
have a chance with its Vaudeville. 
That's ‘when RKO. reorganized its 

completely reorganized. That how- 
ever is strictly up to RKO. If it’s 
entirely pleased, the rest of the 
world will continue to pass on, re- 
gardiess. 
graph 

experimental vaudeville, but from 
the day Keith-Albee. started | to 

vaudeville be passed. . 

- Intelligence in vaudeville means 
intelligence’ in vaudeville booking. 
The. booking. office is the heart of 
vaudeville; So often mentioned “in 
“Variety” and believed .evidently 
only by’ “Variety.” The. theatre 
operator, the exploitation . depart- 
ment, the division manager, the 
house manager, have their useful- 

ville to. the. forefront, where it once 

the world over... 

- The Booking Man 

‘For the booker fn vaudeville se- 
lects the acts that must amuse the 
audience. If they do not: amuse, 
-the-= -audience... Wwill._remain.. away. 
That sounds simple and js even 
more. so, in this respect. If pictures 
are the reliance and the. vaude- 

ville doesn’t fully amuse, the audi- 

Bob Murphy's Ham “And 
Los Angeles, Jan. 4. 

Bob Murphy is turning down 

vaude offers, Reason, he is opening 

up an eatery in Hollywood to be 
known as ‘the “Ham and Cabbage 

; Acts for Shorts 
First batch of acts picked by Par. 

this year ‘for shorts at its L. I. 
studios incsude Mitchell and Durant, 

theatre, thereby leaving the feature 
picture in the vaudfilm house the 

‘handicap of the unsatisfactory bfll 

-Iailu McConnell, Howard Bros.,| Cafe.” of .acts.. That..eventually obliges 
' Venita Gould and Cheer Leaders. Murphy = = will - - broadcast. three | the vaudfilm theatre to go to pic- 

Booked through the Wm.. Morris nights a werls to plug his restau- | tures only, as hag been witnessed 
office, rant, so often so far this season on the 

VAUDEVILLE °- 

our AT HOME, ON WIFE} 

that the]: 

marriage ring was. eireular,. -and not. 

On ‘Sept. % 1929, he ‘mar-. 7 

ried‘ Dorothea ‘Fleming; ‘who is un- |. 

‘| der contract to Universal: to teach 

married: the girl because she looked 

virate was lately formed, the censor- 
_[ing ‘bureau under Arthur Blondell, 

then it-has been forgotten, accord- 
Scheduled: to play the Kenosha’ : , 

Sunday, York arrived late for his. 

'’} postulated York: pulled out the |-. 

routed -York discovered he didn’t] 
want to go on after all, since he | 

| Vaude s Comeback—And How? 

task on vaudeville is to present. a. 
view. of its past, present and possi-. ‘taining and drawing from that ele- 

waste. of time to go into its errors, 
offset to the ‘presumably. ordinary 

.Taking Keith's, now RKO, as 

savior and the. come-back of Vaude- 

booking department. ‘It’s not’ yet. 

And with this one para-. 
concerning. the past of: 

Vaudeville, not onty with RKO in’ 
Its 10 months of inexperienced and 

bury {tself alive through the blind-. 
ness of an.egotist, let the past in 

‘circuit's - headquarters... 

néss and part, but it’s the booking. 
that must again advance vaude- 

’ el what disused. diversion, there must 
relgned as the most popular form. 
of entertainment {n America, if not. 

“first? practite,=1 

ence will go to the pure picture | 

VARIETY 

\Keith’s sls Through a as High 
— Salary Payer for Stage Acts; 

Budgeted Intact Bill Policy 

GAG CLIPPING BUREAU 
‘FORGOTTEN. BY KEITH'S 

‘Bie t ‘time vaude—or what's ‘left. of 

it-rejoicea at the apparent end of |. 

the ‘Blue Materials ‘Bureau and Bags 

that formerly were ordered out or 

would. have been are regaling 
elth’ audiences, 

When the’ new booking trium- 

, Big. vaude salaries are due for the - 

‘| skida. All future lines of operation 

laid out: by Keith's are noticeably . 

lacking In. “provis! ons for acts. and 

] attractions asking for big money, 

That may go. -for all. vaude, 

_ Intact ‘rotating bills. costing 
around - $3,000. top, complete, have . 
been| adopted: as. the vaude policy . 
of the .Keith vaude time in the. 
.west. That kills all chances for big | 
money acts in that direction. ~ 
Keith’s ‘eastern booking division is. 
working on a. similar arrangement 
which: would eliminate R-K-O vaude. 
almost entirely. from: the big buying" 
fleld. 

“The - shortened. “vaude show, -in* 
‘number of acts and salariegs,. is 
Keith’s.admission of the: secondary . 
position of yaude in the combina~= 

| tion houses. On a 52 weeks a year: 
tasia the picture fs regarded by 
Keith's as pre-eminent at the box 
Office. 

In a short time ‘Keith’s Palaces: 
in New York and Chicago. may -be | 
the- only Star-‘money’ ‘act> playing. 
vaude. theatres anywhere. They. . 
alone are sét —, to. continue with | 
straight vaude.. "Palace, Cleveland, 
and possibly a few Keith vaude- . 
‘films in the east may use occastonal 
money attractions topped by a $2,= 
600 limit, but hardly likely that any « 
will hand out: that kind of salary” 
consistently. an 

y Limited Weeks 

“The: signs. point to but two vaude 
weeks’ for $4,000 or more acts..and. 
six or eight weeks for more mod- 
erately scaled high price people. 

who many.‘acts claim overdid the 
scissoring, suddenly. stopped | func- 

tioning. At that time it was said 
it would be continued, but. since 

ing to insiders. 

Billie Burke Next 
Billie Burke may go vaude. Anita 

Loos has submitted a sketch, en- 
titled. “Cousin « Connie,” to Mee 
_Burke.. 

Tf the latter Mkes it the. M. 8.. 
Bentham. office. will complete. ar- 
rangements for a R-K-O tour. 

RKO circuit: and in other theatres: 
Should the vaudeville be enter- 

ment preferr some human 
comedy vrojectfon from the stage, Most of. the big salaries. dished 

the vaudfilm ‘theatré has a staple out by. Keith’s.in the last two sea-: . 
‘| sons-have gone to-past and present. 
picture stars and names resting for 
easy money in vaude between: films 
.or attempting public comebacks om. 
the. vaude stage. _ Majority were. ‘in. 
the freak class and many falling as: 
attractions, . 

' Vaude’s plans for. pudgeted: pills 
of. standard. acts ‘only’ with ‘the 

Pictures. tHat, must go‘ in and not 
infrequently. Jo ‘build a house. up. 
therefore for. ‘its stage preformance 
is to give that thégtre. some se- 
curity: against the, ted, in any 
event. ‘Which of ‘course, means that, 
when the picture can. ‘draw; " it will} 
draw additional picture: patrons, 
added to ite vaudeville. followers|Vaude playing under the pictures, . 
with the total known as “a corking leaves this and all other forms of - 
week.” | big money people out in the cold. 

No Alibi | Either vaude will. be out of thefr 
This. staple good stage show the reach altogether, or they’ll be forded: 

vaudeville booker must supply. Not | t© cut, and cut plenty. Unless thoy. . 
may, but’ must, That’s hia busi- and the ‘higher scaled ‘vaude. turns. 

ness, booking. . He's a ‘specialist. | C8" find.a place at their aalary in 

He must give d good show and. the ‘Picture ‘houses. | 

without an alibi, In show business 
there 1s no alibi for the box office. Lon 

max Cut h There's always a reason but what- 

Lawrence Lomax, colored, who -. 

ever, the reason may be, it's’ no 
alibi. “With a touring intact vaude- 

with Freddy . Johnson forths :the’ 
vaude team of ‘Lomax and John- 

ville show other than in a town 
that’s turned down vaudeville pres-. 

‘30n,. was severely cut about the. 
face and body when he was as- 

ently, .that . show if not. wholly 
pleasing, has had time to be shaped 
up, with its weak ‘points strength- 

‘saulted by a Negro at 14st. street . 
‘and ‘Edgecombe avenue, New 
York, Dec. 26.' According to Lo-:: 

ened, if any. 

max and Johnson, it. was mistaken. 

The. booker, however, should. be 
supported by: his organization. The 

grudge: ‘against ‘another man. ‘whom - 
Lomax. resembled. © 

booker: must. .be. supreme and held. 
accountable for his bills. One man 
can book 20 houses but 20. men can't 
book one. house. That’ should be Lomax is recovering at his’ home. 
tackéd. up- on the wall. of every | - ‘Lomax and Jonnson were to have - 

, opened for Keith at the: sist Street 
Saturday, " is a. 

Rubin's 7 Two for Tit 
oe Hollywood;. Jan.. 4 

‘Beriny ‘Rubin leaves Metro ‘Jan. 
13,. declining the extension of his: 
six months’ contract then lapsing. ~~”. 

. Rubin is slated to do two fea-.~ 
tures for. ‘Tiffany, the first ‘to ‘be 
called “Sunny Jim.” Comic is re- 4 
ported receiving $2,500 weekly. . 

°To bring vaudeville back, and to 
be' of first aid in reviving the ap-.|. 
‘—proval of the .general public for]: 
this long time but currently some-_ 

be. -salary: appropriation readjust-. 
ment. With the added cost of the 
films, features or - shorts, - and more 
so. since’ talking or sounded, the 
vaudeville end cannot stand the 
brunt of high salaries in the com- 
bination houses. It looks as though 
vaudeville is due for a reversion to]. 

inbooking;~ ‘salaries coda Slee 
QUICK Ht 

Leo Morrison, agent, | : abruptly . 
concluded his eastern stay Thureday 
to rail it to Kansas City from which 
point ne flew to Los Angeles. 

Morrison is negotiating for the in- 
clusion of George Olsen's band and 
Gus Shy in: M-G-M’s verston of 
“Good News.” He has a picture deal 
on for Chic Sale. Shy leaves for the |’ 
west Jan, 15. : . . 

and acts. . 

Keith’s unit intact - bills may be 
the solution. . Those bills: place a 
salary limit as the maximum, but 
they play four acts. The idea ix 
sound in principle, that four good 
acts for the same money. are suU- 

perior to five or six psual acts, but 
there is’ oné point -yet.to. be de- 
termined, not only with R-K-0's 

(Continued on page 105) 
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‘tures “present more active, more 
colorful and more. diversified en- 
‘tertainment than the exclusively 
silent drama of former years. 1 
. The tempo of. the program has 
completely changed. Speed and |. 
precision are essential. Even 
the beginning and end of vaude- 
ville bills today have to disregard 
the formér accepted formula of 
program building. Following &. 
sound picture the present day 
vaudeville bill must provide a dash- || 
ing, moving act at the very outset— 
and it must keep moving. 

The bill must be more carefully 
blended and the acts must be devoid 
of padding and dull’ material and 
get down to.the “meat” of enter- 
tainment. The modern vaudeville 
‘show must be mounted and pro- 
duced with an ‘attractive back- | 
‘ground and. the whole combination 
of acts which conatitute a bill must 
be a concrete and fast: Playing, 
varied and satisfying unit. 

Demand for Stage Show 

‘This; in short,.is the present re- 
quirement. Ita development pro- 
vides vaudeville artists with new 
opportunities and attractive pros- 
pects. There is no lack of. possi- 
bilities, Vaudeville is represented 
from coast-to-coast. In several 
towns where it was temporarily 
discontinued, - the patrons, public 
officials, merchants and newspapers |connections of the mentor. 
have joined together in a united| With thousands. of mothers cher- | 
request to have vaudeville restored. |ishing. ambitions for talented offs. 

The artists of vaudevilles have|spring the professional . -training 
much *: .** forward to, The real|school racket was never better than 

Wednesday, January 8, 1989 

By “Happy” ‘Benway 

‘The Christmas ca card contest foy : 
1929 was the biggest yet, those 
Ring the list were Allie Bagley, wiex 
ner; Lilly Leonora. and. Xela m4, 
‘wards, second; Anna Mae Powerm, 
third and: how. | - 
-"For. the ‘gentlemen, Ben ‘Schagy 
Harry. Namba, clore, Recond;, “a” 
Lundberg, third, ©. 

. ee 

ladys Bishop and Faith 
‘are new arrivals at 80 Park avenmat 

| both. doing. ‘well, and like at much, 

VARIETY 

Booking Men Talk 
(Continued. on “page. 94). 

96. 

“Bootle Agents. 
Although. their. . franchises = | 

‘were supposed to have beén up - 
"Jan, 1, several agents out in 
‘the last shakeup are still seen. 
around the Keith. booking of- . 
fice. Some may be. allowed to. 
come in now and: then when [| 
they have something special to. | 
offer, it-!s understood. . 
“The agency situation ts gote 
ting. to be like prohibition,” one 

, of the. agenty gentry remarked. . 

VAUDEVILLIANS’ ‘DANCE 
SCHOOLS? BD FOR BIZ 

show—there are many independ- 

ent clients in America who are 

bound to. eventually” benefit by 
playing .these. bills, With the 

musicians and -stage ‘mechanics: 

meeting us in a helpful spirit, many 
managers: Who are now running 

talking pictures will glve thelr pa- 

trons at least three days of a live 
stage entertainment... Independent 

managers can look for the game co- 
operation in: the assembling of their 

shows as Is. being given our own. 
R-K-O, with all: participating in 
mass purchase. 

alive to the necessity of securing 
end developing the potential head- 

liner of the future. — 

Many of the great names gracing 

the electric signs of Broadway 
musical comedy came.from the so- 

called bush league territory ad- 

Jacent to Chicago and the far west 

small time vaudeville. 

New acts should be expoited | and 
built as quickly as possible into 
raw attractions. 
‘In our plan to standardize our 

traveling intact four and fivée-act 

By George A. Godfrey 
(Gen. Eastern Booking Mgr., R-K-0O) 

A great change has come over;and all-vaudeville programs _flour- 
all forms of amusement in the last |.ished in every city in this country. 
five years,. The greatest forward/| Today the large majority of vaude- 
development has been in the enter-| ville bills share the program with 
tainment of the masses. Theatre-| motion pictures. The various prob- 
going in America is said to have|lems which brought this change 

increased 600% in this past decade, | about, such.as increased cost of tal- 
which means that where one went| ent, the physical impossibility of 
to the theatre in 1920, six are going | giving. more than two shows daily 
today. This increase has been| with representative material, and 
drafted largely from the younger] the undeniable vogue of the motion 
element of this country, but the| picture, with its accompanying con- 
convenient facilities in the way of|tinuous policy and low admission. 
vastly increased numbers of neigh- | price, are economic questions which 
borhood playhouses, the attractive-|need not be recounted here. Only 
ness of moderate priced programs,|the last of them is of real im- 

“One of the most wonderful. comen 
backs was staged by Olga Kalinig, 
now up and. smiling, 

‘Mister Ben Schaffer. ts now lex: 
cated at the. 80 Park avenue ganas 

Many ‘schools for stage dancing | torium, Harry. Namba, putting the _ 
are springing into action under the final okay on.our Ben, © 
name and management of. vaude- | 
villians, most of: whom. have prac- 
tically retired from. the profession. 
through. failure for. various reasons 
to find regular bookings. ; 

These school proprietors use as 
their sales argument and advertise |. 
ing the idea, expressed, that . the 
chief benefit of their instruction will. 
be entry to vaudeville via presumed 

Jack - Blank,. Hearst | newspaper 
scrib, | paid 8 visit to Bobby Ha 

)| Just an’ old school mate visiting @ 
| pal: How. welcome the. visit. was 
to ‘our Bobby, » 

‘Dr. Hector Benoit Ww. g. V. Hom 4. 
pital), . Rutland ‘Helgtits, “Masti 
motored to Saranac and paid: Bens. 
way: a. “visit. 

 @laays leer wired the 80° Park 
Ave. San.: “Here's ‘to the good - 
health of every one, hoping that 

and the fine quality and variety of | portance. missio > .3 theatre is to amuse, |right now, Profits made by.a couple | there ig no one there to receive thia 
acreen entertainment has enlisted Th -qal and ‘most popular | to entei...in. Laughter is the great- jof the. really big ‘and well-operated. message.” ; 
the entire family as regular patrons'| poli 7 “4 to be the com-| est tonic of.alL It is also the great- enterprises like Ned ‘Wayburn has 
where formerly theatregoihg was| bi: is au. -. Sound pictures|est of all factors in the hox office. |encouraged | the - hordes of: small " Baddte Voss did not leave for the: 
but an occasional treat confined to|and the . <-O t. y@ of vaudeville, | We must have novelty, charm, good |schools, It’s anybody's opportunity anticipated Buffalo visit. He was 

informed the Flu flew into the home 
of. his pal, and Eadie. couldn’t care: 
for Flu. ; 

To Those_ x Know in. 
SARANAG 7, 

and an easy familiarity: with. vaude-. 
ville. together with a ‘record as a 
seasoned performer helps impress 
the doting mamas. 

D’Arcy-Cohan | 2Act 
“Roy D'Arcy, picture player gwing- 

ing around in ‘a. vaude sketch re- [| 
‘cently, is reported to be doubling 
up with Georgette: Cohan, daughter 
of George M,, in a turn,’ 

with a few exceptions where the 
metropolitan centers atill cling de- 
votedly to the all-vaudeville bill, as 
is the case at the Palace in Ney 

Cornpoaite Show 
York> 

These being the exceptions which 
prove the rule, we are naturally 
more concerned at present with. the 
perfection of the composite bill—- 
the one which becomes & companion 
of and provides the variety and 
contrast to the screen attraction, 

To bring ‘this type of vaudeville 
to perfection is therefore the pres- 
ent iniportant thought. Being cou- 
pled with sound pictures presents 
a different need even than accom- 
panying silent ‘film. Sound. ‘Pic- 

humor, youth, beauty—also proper 
embellishments in the way of cos- 
‘tumes, scenery and lHehting effects. 

We have the finest facilities to- 
day-ever offered for-the encourage- 
ment of new material Vaudeville 
in its general’ character may have 
altered, as indicated above, but the 
transformation is in its own in- 
terests and. will lead to a greater 
and more: populdr vaudeville, - 

In the change which has come 
over the entire emusement industry, 
vaudeville will not “be behind in 
accepting the demands made upon 
it. It has already readjusted itself 
and will continue to bea leading 
factor in the popular deserving and 
desired amusements of America. 

‘the elder members. 
Vaudeville has always been classi- 

fled as popular amusement—enter- 
tainment for mass consumption. 
Its appeal has. been~to alf classes, 
all nationalities and all ages.. In. 
the past {t has discovered and de- 
‘VYeloped more personalities and 
gifted stars than all the other de- 
partments of the stage combined. 

Its character is essentially cosmo- 
politan, and vaudeville, more than 
any other program of the theatre, 
quickly reflects the national. ten- 
‘dencies in music, dancing, comedy 
and fashion, . 

Vaudeville, within the recollec- 
tion of all present. day bookers, for- 
merly was able to stand on its own, 

"i 

Passing “Show 
New Year’s Resolutions: : 
Dick Kuni will keep: away from 

women ‘till January 2nd or $rd, 
maybe....Harry Namba will never ‘ 
handle chop-sticks again... .Ethel 
Clouds will tell her right age...« 
Harry Clark will never ‘drink anys 
thing again or yet....Ben Schaffer 
will shake hands with. the “Variety® - 
reporter... George Harmon wilt 
stop smoking White Owls, cigars, . 
the feathers bother his eyes....Os- . 

car Loraine will never again jump .~ 
the wall to Wall. street:...Thomas: 
“White will admit he knows where - 
the N. V. A. Club is in New York — 
..»-Elsie McGinn will take no more . 
plano’ “lessons from: Vernon Law- 
rence,... Lawrence ‘McCarthy will . 
drop his southern dialect. while. | 
talking to Viola Allen, and Viola |. 

| Allen ‘will talk Delancy street to Mee... 
Carthy:... Allis Bagley will. take. 

. | her codliver ofl without “cussing,” | 
‘| while Mary Bradin will “cuss” only — 
when Dr, Bill Willett fails to ape 
pear,...Nellie: Quealy . will give 
away 20 pounds, while Alice Car- 
men is willing to give twice as 

‘| much....Dr, Edgar Mayer will give 
goods reports to all patients, and Dr. 
Geo, ‘Wilson ditto.. . Xela” Edwards 
will start the new year on a bucke- 
shot diet, while Anna Mae Powers 

will. continue hunting for weight 
without. the diet~—And you will 
write to: these that you. know in 
Saranac. 

Mike Scott’ $ 24th Letter 

New York, Dec. 21. 
Editor Variety: 

aa I am proud to be able to. write this 

| 24th letter to you on the anniver-_ 
“sary of the ‘Paper: that knows me 24 
. | years. 

| T'am 27 years in America: and only 
away once, 10 years ago, to Dublin, 

_| to find all. my folks dead. 

“I am 65,' I am 50 years singing 
and dancing all alone around the 
world. This is my 24th wish of 
success to “Variety,” a record to put 

‘| in the book when Mike is gone. So 
you see, my hopes have come true. 

T am still in hopes you will see 
Mike dancing in 1930 on hia 60th 
anniversary, There are many of 
my old managers left to give Mike 
a farewell, ; 

ex nye) ue. -To.-roam--this- -world.-alone=: Ph 

Those rocky roads are all right to’ 
read about, but to go along in those. 
storms is something. 5,000 could not 

Venita Gould With Loew’s 

Venita Gould is switching from 
Keith’s to Loew's, opening for the 
latter Jan, 18 at the State, New: 
York, — , 

nk i 

THE VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS’ ASSOCIATION ih 1900 

sith 

-In-1900 Dan Hennessy organized the Vaudeville ‘Managers’ Assoct- 
ation, the first theatrical managerial group of its kind. Mr. Hennessy 

“became the general manager of the Association, with its offices then in 
‘the St.. Jamés Building, Brondway and 26th Street, His picture does not 
appear in the above group, as Mr. Hennessy was not an active manager 

‘when completing the organization. 
ville theatres in: Cleveland. .Dan Hennessy is now retired, living in 
‘New York, after with the Association, which later became B.-F, Keith's. 
booking office, for many years. The same Keith's is now the R-K-O 
‘Booking Exchange. 

Im the group: 

. Tate*, B. BH. Keith, “Pop” Wireinn (Detroit), 
_ ville), J.-L, ‘Kernan (Baltimore), 
* Meyerfeld® (San Franctaco), 

’ Front row—Martin Beck® (San Vranctued), Mike Hhea* (Buffalo), 

‘Previously he had. operated vaude- .| 

Top row—E. FP. Alheo®, A. Paul Kelth (son of B. F, Kelth), Lou Frl (Cleveland), Charles. Koll (Chicago), J. K. Bu “Moore® 
(Detrolt), J. J: Murdock® (Chic AKO). a urke, James Moores 
Middle row—Lou Hehman (Brooklyn, of IHyde ‘& Tohman),. Prank 

Colonel Hopkins (Louis- 
-Mux Andernon © (Cinelriniatt), Morris 

nd 

*Living. 

do it they had no stiff heart, stiff 
logs to keep up the fight to win. 

_ God: bless you all,.my true blue 
friends, who have helped Mike to 
win, May you have the best of good 
health, God will help you. 

true friend. Suocess to you all 
From your old favorite to the end, 

Mike Scott. : é 

‘These words are from your lonely, -* 
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iota. | 

‘When the flaps started talking 
‘again about the good-looking guys 
fn pictures, the: stage. band wm, © 
whistled. speculatively - and: - dis- 

. eharged. his secretary. 
‘When the m. c.’s fan club mem-. 

: ‘bership became so amiall he could 
’ hold meetings in an ante. room, he 
-yelped in annoyance: and pave his 
valet air. fat 
 -(@Phe m.¢, was let out: by the thea- 
tre just as hée was writing. a two 
‘weeks’ Notice for his chauffeur, | 
Tt: was Swell money . while At 

lasted. 
’ While there are a teow ‘Isolatea 

fnstances of m. c.’s retaining in a 
‘’ gaeasure the popularity that placed 
them on a par and sometimes above: 
picture stars as drawing ‘cards, : the 
‘stage band policy, with its featured 
‘m. c., is today far below its peak. 

- An m.‘¢., aswell as any other stage. 

performer, may point a ‘rightfully: 

ww 

accusing finger at talking pictures, |. 
but his popularity was on the down- 

_ grade before pictures added dialect. 
The heat ‘of the m. ¢, ‘fever a few 

Years ago was riotous. It affected 
. more than the worshipful little gals, 
who can't live and breathe unless 

. they have somebody of prominence 
to adore. 

pad-hipped: housewives were in- 
volved... Wise m. c.’s_ who: worked 
the personal contact gag. as much 
as ‘possible received. the: pent-up 

adulation of a.public previously un- 
able to achieve speaking terms ‘with 
its stage favorites. | 

* An anti-Semitic organization. held 
“@ special meeting to consider letting 
*.down thé bars-to admit one Jewish ; 
mm. c. 

‘Popularity — 

~ ‘Tee. cream: sodas, . sundaes, . rain- 
" coats, suits, hats, neckties, candies, . 
etc., were ‘named after m. c.’s. 
Numerous: band leaders received|. © 

epecial police. courtesies in their 

respective cities, 
Some of the flaps in’ m. o. fan 

‘elubs worshipped the m. ¢; to a point 
‘verging. on insanity,. 

A: ‘stenographer. who. was presi- | 
dent of a fan club devoted all time | 
away from business to plugging. the, 
band ‘leader and keeping" the ‘club 
running: . . 

Each fan club member was a free 
press agent, and many became 
skilled. ’ publicity. ‘snatchers,. They | 

‘got the m. c.’s name in papers by 
‘writing letters to the dailles over 

’ phoney signatures, asking numerous 
questions about the idolized gent. 
.Impressed by the. mob. of’ -mail, 
" newspapers started devoting more. 
‘apace: to band.leaders, 
One picture column,: originally: -de- 

“woted : -exclusively ‘to ,picture fan 
mail, became just as exclusively an: 
m. c, department. It has. since re- 
verted to normal. 

Girls who liked one m. c. would 
write panning letters to the dailies 
‘about rival m. ¢.'s. oO. 

Threats 

A theatre circuit. head: recelved 
threats against his life after he had 
‘@ischarged a favored m. c. 

The first m. c. fan club was start- 
ed by a press agent, with an eye to 

‘ publicity and personal plugs for the 
m. c.. It became so large it broke 
away from control of the press'| 

agent and his theatre, and managed | 
its own affairs, When the m. c, left 
the ‘city the club took paid‘ ads in- 
newspaper protesting. his removal. 
It is sfill in existence and holds reg- 
ular ‘meetings, several years. after 

' the m. c. has left.. 
. M. ¢c.’8 at the start of ‘the craze’ 
Were recruited from yaudeville, or- 

, chestras and. even from musical 
* comedy. . ' Appearance and person- 
ality were of. prime importance, with 
‘musical ability secondary and.some- 
times not present. Many men with- 
out. a fundamental -‘knéwledge of 
music started waving: ‘sticks at mu- 
sicians. ; 

Sidelines 
‘Rakeoffs were plentiful. .They. 

‘came from music _ publishers with 
Bongs to-be plugged, ‘manufacturers 
with something to be. endorsed, and: 
even. acts anxious for a personal 
recommendation. : 
Many opportunities: for business 

~~ sidelines: +» could-_-be.. worked,...One | 

MC, 1929 A.D: 
By | Claude Binyon 

‘New: York, the m. c.’s are slowly re- 
‘adjusting themselves, - 
‘taken over dance bands and: are 

interest, 

‘and bothered over picture stars, just 

-Staid business. men -and | 

Louis Theatre, 

- PETROFF'S CUTE LETTER 
“Admitting that if ‘the’ ‘Va- 

riety reviews had been un- 
favorable. he "wouldn't mind 
remaining anonymous, _ but: 

‘personality was unusual. Consid- _ since “They're Off" and. “In- |] 
ering the absence of ‘all traveling|| genues  Gambols,* Publix © 
expenses, | this: salary . provided easy ‘units, received nice notices, 
living. ._- . . 

Highest price. ever. paid’ for m. ¢. 
work was $15,000 for one . week, 
drawn by Al J olson, - Cream of the 
m. os frew $1, 000 and over. About | 
nothing but the cream - left,’ ‘and 

they’ re still. getting that’ much. NAT SOBEL ALONE 
With: the ‘stage band. policy pass- | 

ing out, ‘best. exemplified: by. the Takes, doe. Sullivan's | Name. Off 
change. of. policy at the Paramount, |. Agency's | Door 

Some have |. "Jog. Sullivan is out of Keith's; out 
‘of his own office, with Nat. Sobel. 
Sobel, who operated a Keith agency 

Boris. Petroff. wants to. know | 
why he-shouldn’t be properly 
credited as their producer. 

: ‘There | is no. reason why. 

playing cafes and. ballrooms. ‘Many 
have returned to. ‘vaudeville, Some 
went broke with the Big Break: and 
let it go at that. - 
‘The . original m. ¢. fan: has lost 

Flaps have. become wives 
and mothers; .sheiks have -hopped 
into business and fatherhood. | 

- The new. younger crowd ig all: hot: 

‘taken the Jatters name off. the. door 
and is looking around for someone 
else to help him bear the burden of 
his agency, ft is declared, having 
been left with the bag, including 
bills incurred in opening the office 
several months ago. 

This is the second time that Sullt- 
van is. out of the Keith office, leav- 

[ing first four years ago. | 
After disappearing this. last- time, 

‘Sullivan went to Montreal. He re- 
turned to. New York.about a week 
ago, but has ‘not. shown around the 
booking. ‘office. a 

B & K. Vande Names 

4 “Chicago, Jan, 4. 
Continuing: the splurge at the Ori- 

ental, B. & K.: is going heavy on the 

as was the crowd. ‘Previous: to the 
mn. ec, generation. | 7 
_ Somebody must get the: gravy. 

names boeked for the house. 
vaude and picture name will be Nick 
Lucas, opening - -Jan. ane bepked in 
at. present for one week, . 

=, 

- Wailingford In 

to the Keith books, ‘Wilkinson, Wal- 
Ungford,-Conn, 

It will play a split week with acts 
from the. Keith Boston office. + SEASON'S GREETINGS: 

“" FROM 

_ BERNICE and: EMILY | 

~ Publix Unit Production 

With the ‘release of “Charles Nig- 
gemeyer from Publix’s stage | pro- 
ducing . staff, .production ‘schedule 
affecting units is being. switched 
around, tnoved up. and revised, 
Units will now be regularly dis- 
tributed between ‘the four remain- 
ing ~ producers: *. Jack . ‘Partington, | 
‘Frank . Cambria, Boris’ Petroff and. 

| Louis McDermott. , Latter has been 
assigned. to ‘the unit. Niggemeyer 
left uncompleted when going out. 
It’s scheduled to open Jan. 16. 
Under the new. arrangements, 

awaiting the okay of A. J. Balaban, 
units. will be distributed’ among the. 
four ' “producers to cover one: show: 
every three, four or five weeks, de- 
pending on the amount of picture. 
short work the individual producer 
is doing. between time... ' 

“oe. 

Put ‘yourself’: in a 206. ‘gister’s 
place. Who could be brought in con- 
‘tact with. ‘producers ‘who want to 

desk: drawer or take you to the 
‘speakeasy . next - door, oF with 
charmingly - .wophisticated press 

for the “Times” and yet atop to talk 
to “Variety,” with -picture actors so 
overflowing with “it” they have to 
‘bar the women from. the door, and 
fail to fall a, victim? ~ 
- Press agents are adorable. crea- 

tures. 
‘they. go abroad, they. write plays 

up to say, “We've got a hot story for 
. Gloria Swanson stubbed her 

Cunning things! What would ‘a 
newspaper. ‘gala life: be without 
‘them? : They are usually or un- 
‘usually young and handsome. About 
one-eighth of them wear tortoise 
shell ‘glasses. .. - The: rest “Sheiklure® 
their hair, —- 
And film actors “Divine.” : 

“You can, never tell what a picture 
‘actor is going to do to or for you. 
If, you have a father complex. he is 

| sure to have gray hair. If you are 
a clinging vine,. be’ll bulge. - 

‘Gives Up Franchise 
Jack Hart, formerly with David 

Sablosky, who on. acting as @ Keith 
agent-obtained a Loew “tranchise, is 
now with Roger Murrel, producer- ; 
agent. with Keith's. 

Sablosky. is personally conducting | 
his agency now. © 

oR K- o Switches 7 
Included in’ new -managerial if you are on the deéfénsive he will) 

switches and appointments in the turn out to be meltingly coy and ask |. 
R-K-O are: you to the Ritz to lunch, making 
- Bill Mick from Madison, Brook- 

dyn, to Chicago territory and Joe 

Perlston (Cleveland) to Madison. — 
L. R. Pearce appointed to. St. 

St. Louis. 
Clarence. Willlams appointed to 

Orpheum, Memphis. 
c. D. Miller made ~ 

‘Seventh St.,. ‘Minneapolis,’ . 
Cliff Work, offered assistant: divi- 

sion manager job. in- ‘Los Angeles, 
remaining at Orpheum, Frisco. 

rubbers and an umbrella. 

Mason for. Protection 

Sometimes they become so friend- 
ly and protective to. a@ young news- 

paper woman, they insist upon be- 
coming confidential. There was that 
perfectly ‘sweet actor, of cave man 
‘type, too, who after a series. of 
passes toward a. highbrow line, got 
‘down to earth and a fatherly inter- 
est in. his lady interviewer. 

manager 

ss 
er eecceed be -“m, ¢. started: a dancing school, and 

enrolled. many of his fans. ‘Then he 

opened a dress shop for his wife, 
and at last. report was about to/: 

start a restaurant bearing his name. 
‘M. ¢.’s with no quality other than 

@ way with women received their 
stage training while drawing a good 
salary. They studied dancing, sing- 

-ding and elocution.. Some secretly 
took up the study of music. ‘ 
A gent dragging down less than;Omaha Jan. 3. 

$250 per week for giving ‘em the old 

of Jan, 21. 

~Wirginia “Valli | Rehearses - 

“Los Angeles, Jan. 4, 
- Virginia Valli is rehearsing an 
act for vaude. 
‘It will show at Long Beach week. 

Jactor had divulged many . secret 
events of his life, 
was made that the actor was an 
ardent Mason .and sobbie’s grand 

society. _ 
“Little Girl,” said this personal- 

ity, “this fs not for Variety,’ you 
understand, but, I. like you, and I 

. Irene, Rich’s Route. 
‘Los Angeles, Jan. 4. 

Ireii¢ Rich starts-a Keith.route at: 

Ten weeks to follow. with.a man and he ‘annoys you too 

VAUDEVILLE 

asi DISAPPEARING; | 

‘the value ‘of the flash act, 

reported almost ‘practically turning 

with: Sullivan as his partner, -has|: 

‘type of: offering is at the lowest 

‘nickel . 

‘its units and flash productions, in |. 

opens in Pasadena, Cal., Jan. 9 with |: 

stage shows, with a string of vaude. 
First: 

| Winthrop; -Six Candrevas, ” Bob. and. 
‘ Ula Buroff, 

Another indie house lately play-_ 
ing. straight pictures: has-been added | 

“Why I Fall So Easy 
By a “Variety” Staff Sobber. 

give you a drink right out of ‘heir. 

agents who- write novels and stories. 

They read Marcel Proust, 

about press agents, and yet they call. 

| accept as a compliment an invita- 

.Even: 

certain you are. not encumbered by 

‘behind in the subconscious swmind, 

After the sobbie-had gone through. 

‘\a_series of- interrogations ‘and the! Gra andfatherin- ‘Berson-couldn’+- help. 

the discovery |- 

father had belonged to the. secret, 

| want to tell you if you are ever out. 

Eastern Keith Intact Units, With 
Acts or 5 When and if “<7 

Standard. intact . unit bills for. 
?| Keith’s eastern time, originally. 

NO DEMAND IN VAUDE starting with regulation of five 
acts, has now been changed to. a 

-|maximum of four acts, with an 

Flashes are further out than ever 

before, vaudites claim. ‘While book- 

additional act to be picked ‘up 
where. and when needed... Idea fol- 

ers for the past year: have decried 
even 

lows closely. on the standard four- 
‘act plan instituted by Charles Free- 

where managers insisted. they - still 
seemed to’ get over, they ‘now are 

man. for the. Orpheum. route some 
time * ‘ago. While the switch has the. 
sanction of George Godfrey, Keith’s 
eastern booker, the inside report 
is that Hiram. Brown urged . the 
adoption’ of. the four-act system. +. 

- There are' now four compact 
units. outlined | for. eastern playing . 
time, with a fifth under way. First 
one :: Ancludes - Wilton and. Weber, 

Lulu. McConnell, Tiny Town Revue. 
‘and -an. act: to ‘be. gelected to re-— 
place ‘Margaret Schilling, who has. 
dropped out. 

Unit No. 2 has Jean Carr, Bobby 
May, Billy. House and Burns and 
‘Allien, This group is playing the 
Palace, New York, this week intact. 
No..8 show is topped by the Wea- | 
‘ver Bros., their after-piece, “Home 
Folks,” and. Roy Rogers. Fourth 
‘unit holds. Paul Sydell, Billy Farnell, 
Sylvia Clark and Lane, Osborne and 

_| Chico. The No. 5 show, now be-. 
ing assembled, , to be headed by 
Harry . Carroll; with-the under- 
standing it is to be an office act. 

‘These. unite will have from 14 ‘to 
15 playing weeks" in the east alone. 
Whether: they will later be tied up 
‘with the western time has not been 
‘decided. upon. It doesn’t look likely. 

Can't Get Set 

Keith's eastern booking ‘depart- 
‘ment. can’t ‘get set with the intact 

-| bills and to date has been forced to: 
reak. up three of. the four ‘unitized” 
shows formed. . ; 
Show No. 4. opened: last week at. 

the 86th Street, New York, and as 
yet is unchanged. Its three prede- 
cessors have been almost entirely... 
rearranged, all. -pulled apart after ~ 
first or second dates over money and 

a ‘playing difficulties; © 
‘Meanwhile ‘Kelth's western: aie 

vision, booking the: Orpheum and all 
{time -weat of Cleveland, is making © 
progress with the rotating type bill. 

‘land is reported set- well into. Feb- 
ruary.: Detrimental material, inher- 
ited: from the last booking regime. 

Janda clogging up the western: books, | 
is said to be in the way of perfect-_ 
Jing a through route. for. rotaters in. 
‘the west.. Held Atkely that. as soon — 
as the Charles Freeman division's 
books aré relieved of present un-. 
wanted turns, the way: will be clear . 
for a definite unit. bill schedule - in 
the west. . 
.The west’s four-act pills, moulded. 

expressly, for the western grade of: 
theatre, cost $3,000.: While not as 
punchy looking on paper, ‘since they |. 
were less costly,..on, the stage the’ 
few ‘westerns ‘formed up fo date - 
have surpassed the -east’s bills in 
entertainment value. 

‘A move-reported on. in the booking” 
office’ may result in’ ‘ore ‘or two. 
weeks of New York playing” time | 
being: allotted to the westérn: unite. 
where they may be seen ‘héfore prow. 
ceding westward. Any needed: ‘fixing. 
or changing can thus: be done neay’ 
the booking office anda: under the : : 
‘western bookers’: “eyes, In that, way...’ 
any. trouble. in the new units, can be’. -. 
corrected ,.at ‘the booking Point” 
‘yather ‘than, chancing trouble out of: 
town where fixing could not be as | 
conveniently. handled. — 
‘If suitable jumps can be devised... 

going. west, it is probable a showing ~ 
ground will be opened up for the: 

a young girl must believe in their| western bills’ in or around New. 
sincerity, but always in’ the front. York. . 
office. And from the amount. of| 
money they want to spend or talk 
of, business must be big, although : 
reports don’t say so. 

' One’s inclination is to find. out 
just what is. what, remembering the 
protection always at hand from 

Geandfather and the Masons. Yet, 
somehow, . there is the wonde,ment 

thumbs down on ‘them. - 
‘Production of ‘the straight. flash 

minimum, with few if any pro- 
ducers: now willing . to invest a 

in them. . ‘Producers’. are 
finally’ becoming ag convinced as 
the bookers, original enemies. of the 
flash acts, that no matter how suc- 
cessful picture houses may ‘be with 

vaude it’s no go. AS.a consequence, 
producers active at all are con- 
centrating on full . stage - comedy’ 
acts or. turns in “one” or “two,” 
The investment in any case is. half 
or less than: it- used to be for the 
flashes. of former years. 

Fanchon-Marco : “Peasant” idea, 

Diehl Sisters, Gen. Ed Lavine, June 
Worth, Bert Prival and. Belcher. 
Dancers. “"Trees’* follows Jan. 16 
with Shapiro and O'Malley, . Nayons. 
Birds, Keo, Toki and Yoki.: J | 

“Byes”. unit includes. “Wells and 

-_™ 

_ Eddie Lambert's Hops . 
'” Los Angeles, Jan.  4.. 

Eddie Lambert left ‘the F-M “Idea, 
in Green” at St. Louis to play a 
Coast picture date.. He then joins 
“Types,” F-M units, in Detroit, Jan, 

24. 

far,’ just say, ‘My grandfather waa 
a Mason,” 
And what about. those » interna-. 

tional beauties who were not so hot. 
They knew it and such heroic reali- 
zation is enough. to make @ person 
of the same sex rally round. When. 
they. came ta sister and explained 
that the best beauts had remained 
in Europe because they didn’t ‘want 
to be bothered with the. trip, and 
‘asked her not to mention the. fact, 
did‘she refuse?.._. —- 

Instead, sister held a secret re- 
gard for those deauts. For just the 
week before she had met a daft. for- 
eign. apparition. labeled a picture 
beauty. ‘who ‘was despicabie enough 
to own @& gold ‘tooth and who 
squealed in the pride of her adver- 
tised beauty. until sobbie : was suf- 
ficed with blushes’ for her, 

~ Compliments 
In going around daily to the -man- 

gers an dagents’ offices, outside of 
the press agents, a sobbie can never 

tion fora date or dinner through 
the inner fear maybe the guy is only 
out for a.ngtice, But some of them 
seem to take an awful chance on 
‘what kind of a notice would be 
given. them in “Vartety” or Ain B 
police court. , 
They are so profuse and 80 kindly. 

UNIT'S HOTEL DATE 
e - Los. Angeles, Jan, 4; - 

.F-M “Speed” ‘unit jumps from ‘Ate © 
lanta, Ga., to play the Hotel: Muel- 
bach, Kansas City, Jan. 27 for the. 
Chevrolet Motor: Car’ Dealers’ As-. 
soctation convention. x 
Unit then makes its’. Tulsa, Okla, 

date. perhaps, that maybe this or that 
fellow isn’t a Mason. And suppos-}: 

ing. he was and. didn’t admit It, Ft. “Wayne Vaude 
eda See Sete 

Vaude ‘in the Palace, Ft. waynges 7 
Ind., rece:tly acquired by R-K-Q, * 

a likelihood. 
Probable policy.’ will ve “five acts, 

split | week. Only obstacle is an 
agreement with musicians, 

his. little Sobbie descendant. 
Maybe now and then there is a 

nice your’ man in the show busi- 
ness, bui by that time you're yo 
tired, and if you do happen to look 
twice, you will probably see the nire 
young man’s girl right benind him. 
And she may be his wife, which, of 
course, proves: he's a Mason. 

So the sobbing sister keeps ‘on 
falling—always the other way. 

The Stroud, . Stroudsburg, Pa., 
which eliminated. vaude for sound, 
has’ restored . vaude, using’ five ‘acts 
on the last half, 
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An Acrobat’s s Sonny Boy 
(Or, “Don't: Expect the Offeprings to Do Handsprings”) 

LS 

By Joe Bigelow 

Adolph Kranzerschmalz was an say to. Adolph, “Bist: au. ke?" the font 
| sheriff. fumed. | acrobat. He may still be. an acro- 

“Two; Kaisers ‘petting away ‘with bat, but nobody has seen him lately, 
80 nobody knows. 
wanted to be a comedian. 
that’s the solution of his where-. 
abouts. 
Adolph used to open his act with 

a couple of gags at the first show, 
gies he had heard real comics tell.: 
But he never told gags the second 
show. The managers attended to 
that. It got to be. a habit with. back to Germany... 
Adolph to tell his gags at the open- | Dutch. gab you were pulling off. in 
ing performance, take the custom-'| the. show.. You guys talk English 
ary cut from the manager and. stay | from now on or we'll throw. you in 

mute for the rest of the date. “It } Jail. ° 

Maybe -protested the sheriff, “They ought to. 
be run out.” He’d. fix ’em, he sald. 
‘When the ‘show. was over the 

sheriff went. ‘backstage. Julius had 

still. in his dressing room. 
..“Get this, you,” yelled. the. sheriff, : 
“iE. you're going to be: German, go 

say to Adolph’s agent; “We'll give: prove ‘you're German spies.” 
him $175 if he doesn’t talk and can- Wrong Hit. 
cel him if he does.” : d.. German was 
Wherever Adolph is at this mo-| Adolph was. scare erma: kc 

ment—a full fledged comedian back the totigue .hejand Julius A new 
in Berlin, perhaps—he left a host |best. But they were true Ameri- 
of friends and a sad, sad story.| C48. Vd. better tell Julius when 

behind, Adolph never advanced be-|h¢ comes back, said Adolph:. 
yond opening a show, but he had Julius” date was a heavy one, ‘and 
a next-to-closing heart. . he showed up just in time to go on. 

In Germany before’ coming ‘over | 
Adolph was the juvenile lead in a 
traveling weight lifting. troupe. 

When he tried to duriug the prelim- 
nary, acrobatics. on the stage, ‘Julius. 

Adolph always| that Dutch lingo in this town!" {0° 

left. to - keep a.date, but Adolph. was , 

I. heard that | 

‘If you and your partner don't |. 
became habitual with bookers to|talk English at the next show. iti 

| Let him have his- uniform. for a 
Adolph didn't have time to tell him.| while, He looks cute ‘in it,” inter-. 

rupted. Mrs, ‘Kranzerschmalz. : 

‘ GREETINGS 

EDGAR’ mi 
“The Voice. Illusionist” 
Presenting - the Operation - 

HARRY | WEBER. and - ‘SIMON 

AGENCY. ‘Fepresent ‘me with: ‘RKO. 

young to be thinking of ‘ecrobatics. 

-“Do acrobats wear - uniforms?” 

| house, departed with, him. _ 

The owner, Papa Limburg,. picked 
up little Adolph, then 12, when pass- 
ing through a viilage. Papa Lim- 

would answer in German, telling | asked little Adolph.. 
him to keep quiet and wait till the 
act was.over. 

' “No, they ‘wear leopard. skins,” 
answered his father.: 
“Then,” erled. the boy, “T don't burg noticed a slip of a lad. bending The sheriff was “sitting ‘tn -Row 

want to-be an acrobat.” . the bars of a window in the town | Qne—listening.. 
jail—from the inside. It was little| The worrled Adolph picked up the| Big Adolph was starting to burn. 
Adolph. He was in- ‘the pen’ for| anvil cord, placed {t in: his’ mouth | “Well, what do you want to he, a 
fracturing his old mari’s skull by and lifted the 450 pounds. As Julius} uniform wearer all your. life? Ade 
hitting him with the thin end of a | started to swing he asked the usual, | mirals wear uniforms. Do you want 
toothpick, Such. strength in a|-“Bist du oke?” Adolph almost faint- | to be an’ adimiral?: Generals in the 
youth impressed him. ed as he saw the sheriff shake his army “wear. uniforms. Is it a genera) |. 

“A strong arm natural,” said| finger. But the anvil. was held he- | you want to be, you dumb ox?” 
Papa. tween his teeth and he couldn't say Baek father,” ala Metre ane i 

Leopa n Lif a word. Julius startea fhe second ave an idea. - ow a jo 
7 copard Skin for Life, ~ swing, and as he said “Bfst du oke?* | where I- can. wear. she Mwellest unt- 

Little Adolph-join@a_the Limburg 
Troupe and ag a member grew: to 
manhood. He was tail, strong 
and handsome. His ‘muscles 
bulged beautifully, ‘ peeking out 
‘where hig leopard. skin ended and his 

Adolph ‘forgot’ himself in his’ fear | form with’ gold: braid, epaulets and 
and. let; the cord slip out of his stripes down the sides of my pants. 
mouth. to caution TJulfus. It was too The uniforms I saw. are really beau- 

late for Julius to:pull his swing: He ‘tiful.. Father, I want to be an usher |. 
il ‘and struck | #t-the Roxy!” missed the - fallen’ anv nd " In: his anger big Adolph’s ol a 

“own. skin began. He never changed 
“those leopard rompers,. ‘Where they |. 
began to show the many- years of 
usefulness in America, Adolph had 
the center patched up with a mole- 
skin. They looked fancter than | 
ever, 

On his tours through Germany 
Adolph caused many a female: 
heart to flutter. so loud he mistook 
it for applause, and bowed in«the 
middle of each trick. Adolph could: 
lift a weight in any company. He 
_was getting good, and knew it. 

“Lissen, mench,” said a Dutch. 
‘racketeer one day, “why don’t you 
blow to the U. S. A. In a month 
‘over there you’d be a sensation, 
All you need is the address of the 
Palace theatre building, New York: 

Adolph, full on the chest. 
. Girt Partner . ; 

“When ‘Adolph ‘cams out of the 
‘hospital he knew - he. wag. through: 
for all time for he-man acrobatics. 
He began to look around for a lady. 
‘partner and lighter work. He found |’ 
a girl named - _Anna—Apollo an¢. 
Partner, billing. Anna looked. 
in tights and was graceful on aah 
Tuey did -a pleasing: perch act, 
Adolph as-the understander, It was 
only natural that Adolph and Anna. 
should like. each other off as well as: 
on, so one day théy were married, 
“When. Adolph walked into the ho- 

‘tel room on an evening. and. fotind 
Anna, sewing baby: clothes, ‘he hoped 
{t would be a boy. So did ‘Anna, 
Their wish was:granted. 

“A fine boy,” Adolph told the 
It’s a secret over there, nobody. a , nurses at the hogpital. “He’s goin 
knows it; but I know it, menchy. | 4,. ‘be. a great -acrobat, uke, hie 
Some bimbo who's a friend of mine | father. There never was’ a better. 
cabled it over. I. never told: anyone acrobat than Adolph Apollo Kran-. 
about it before. You'll need ‘it.. I: ‘gerschmalz. - Only’ Adolph Apollo 
like you and I}l give you the aed- 
dress cheap for 60,000,000 marks 
($12.60).” 
Adolph forked over the 50 fmil-: 

lion, took the address and a berth 
on the next. boat from Hamburg. 
When he arrived in New York, 

Adolph learned the address of the 
Palace was no secret. The real. 
secret, he found, was finding work 

for a German acrobat. 

The 2 s\pollos 

Just as the third strike was 
called on Adolph’s bankroll he met 
another German acrobat, Julius 

-} 8um. 

Kranzerschmalz 24 will be greater.” . 
' Young Adolph was raised in a 
wardrobe trunk, but. he was 2 ro- 
bust child. His father handled him 
right. Some day he would be. the 
greatest acrobat in the world. When 
young Adolph was old enough his 
parents sent him away to military 
School. They had been working 

steadily. and. had gathered a tidy 
Adolph would have the best 

education they could buy, and then 
‘he would become & great acrobat. 

Mother Knew Best 

When little. Adolph would 

strength returned to him. He 
picked «wp an upright Plano.. . He 
‘threw it without: thinking of .the 
‘consequences, | It. struck both son 
and mother. - . 
Young Adolph. and. his. mother 

‘were lifeless on. the floor after the 
‘|.piano . had. been wheeled ‘off, At 
| Adolph’s ‘side: was ‘his father’s 
sacred leopard. skin, with a note 
pinned on ‘it. It read: 
- “T. wanted my son to be a great 
acrobat, in a. leopard skin. like his 
father. He wanted to be @ flossy in 

Adolph Apollo Kranzerschmalz, ” 

LOEW'S STAGE UNIT 

Owing to the successful opening 
jast week. in Richmond, ‘Va., of 
“Dresden China,” first Loew picture 
house stage unit to be routed over 
the circuit’s southern vaude time, 
it has been decided to replace the. 
regular vaude with presentation- 
vaude In that section on an average 
of about once every five weeks. 

“Fan Fancies” is the second Loew 
presentation selected - ‘for vaude 
Playing in the south. It opens in 
Richmond. Jan, 27. : 

The units to pe. used by Loew's 
for the Dixte vaudfilms will be those 

‘@ uniform. T only did my duty. Pm | 
sorry about my wife. Yours truly, _ 

LIKED IN RICHMOND | 

visit his playing the 1ti-week film house- 
Knopfelkraut, who knew where'a | folks during vacation, wearing his |route startin. ai the Capitol, New 

VAUDEVILLE 

Business vith 
As a result. of the complete break 

-} between the vaude. ends of R-K-O 

‘Jana’ Warner Bros, clmaxed last 

week’ by requested | withdrawal of 
|the Warner: houses. and staff from 

. } Kelth’s. ‘booking floor, the Warner 
:|agency declares’ itself ‘open. and. 

: | prepared to jump into the swim as 
:| opposition to Keith's, Loew's, . Fox |. 

and all othera in the vaude.book- 
ing. business, indie or otherwise. | 

Harold Kemp, left the ‘Keith -@X- 

| change, the two Warner theatres in. 
Philadelphia “and Hoboken, N. Ji 

Pater- 

son and. Elizabeth are. still. in. the 
Keith office, held. there by booking 
contracts and. partnership... ‘Jack 
Hodedon, head of the Family Dept.; 
is their new booker in Keith's. 

Keith’s and Warners’ each. hold 
60%. interest in Paterson, N. J. 
‘Agreement on. the vaude booking 
}of that house binds: it to the Keith 
‘office, where it probably will re-: 
amain . unless legally | ‘withdrawn. 
Keith's. booking - contract’ for Eliza-. 

‘|beth, N..J., runs -until May 30, 1980, 
after which date. it. will go over to 
Warners.. 

- 14. Booked Houses” 
With ‘Hoboken and. Philly added, 

“When the. Warner direct booker, | 

Wednesday. January 8, i: 

Open Door Steg 
the “Warner. office 1s ‘booking “x 
weeks of vaude time, contributed 
by 14 theatres.: - Warner bao 

execs state. efforts are under way. 
for expansion. < 

“Recent ‘aecision’ ‘to. disregara ‘ioe 
dependent houses has. been De’: 
ped, they . ‘declare, and road ‘mea. 
‘will be sent out to sell the. Warn 
vaude: to indie managers in come | 
petition with Keith’s Family mente 
Warners’: booking staff remaing. 

unchanged. - Kemp is head: of the 
office and Steve Trilling the vande.. 
booker. .Kemp succeeds Lew Gold- ; 
er, who. is on @ vacation. : 

Outside dealings of Keith agents. 
with the Warner bookers which’. 

| Keith’s gave as the reason for ore. 
dering . Warners. to ‘withdraw, wilt 
be banned, with the agents. quali-°. 
fled only to place acts in the two | 
‘Warner. houses ‘remaining in the.» 
Kelth office. Keith’s contended the’: 
‘Warner bookers ‘used the floor and - 
agents as. a. convenience, Keith’a: 
not profiting ‘from . the . dealings of’. 
its: agents. with the outside ‘Warner: 
theatres, - ; 

An open door policy for: all ‘agente | 
will be maintained by. the Warner 
office. . 

“ILL AND. INJURED 
- Charles M. ‘Davis, treasurer, Bel- 
mont; Chicago, ill of scarlet fever in 
-County hospital there. 

Felix Rich, office manager, Barnes 
Carruthers, Chicago, seriously ill of 
pneumonia in Oak Park hospital 
there. — 
'. Philip Carey Jones, of ‘Infinite 
Shoeblack,” Chicago, hurt in.an auto 
-accident, ‘is. recovering in Columbus 
‘Memorial hospital there. . 

Sonny Rio, (Maureen and Sonny) 
convalescing ‘from -pneumonia in 
Chicago. Until his recovery Mau- 
reen ifs doing a single with Publix’s 
“Song Shop” unit. . 

MARRIAGES | 
~ Valerie Taylor _ of” “ eBerkeley 

Square,” (Lyceum) to Hugh..Sin-. 

clair rehearsing with “Recapture,” 

in New York, Jan. 5. 

John Shepek, Jr., to Sally Haines 
at, Hollywood, Jan. 1. Groom {fs @ - 
cameraman. Bride is Violet . ‘Dean , 

(screen). 
Valerie Ferenze Taylor, English - 

actress now appearing in “Berkeley: - 
Square,” to Hugh Sinclair, actor, 
Jan, 5, in New York. 
Kenneth 8. Sanderson, known. on 

the screen as Buddy Roosévelt, to ™- 
Frances Harriet Gable, pictures, in 

' Hollywood, Dec, 31. 

JOHN. MILJAN- 
split week could be found if he had | school uniform, his mother would 
@ suitable partner. Their dialects | say, “What a little soldier!” “Bah!” 
were so similar they teamed on, the | his father. would answer. ‘‘Wait un- 

spot and went to work. Then they | til you see his muscles in.a leopard 
got some more work. Then they | skin.’ But everyone else agreed 

saved enough to buy an anvil and| with Adolph’s mother. '. 
became a good opening act. ‘They |- Other folks on the bill would ad- 

called themselves the Two Apollos.| mire him in. that soldier suit and 
The anvil stunt was the punch | tell him how cute he looked, Little 

of the turn and -they used it for| Adolph was 10 years old and had 
the finish: Adolph suspended ‘the | started to do his own thinking. He 
450-pound anvil by a cord from his noticed people didn’t admire him to 

-mMmouth and Julius would strike it} the point of telling him so when he 
in full swings with a sledge ham- | Gidn’t. }.1.vé his uniform on. Little 
fmer while the orchestra played| AQ%vh was Betting stuck on him - 

» “Anvil Chorus.” It got them over | S¢lf:in uniform. , 
and they were doing nicely. 

Then came the Great. War. 
“tough spot for Adolph and Julius. 
: They did. their best talking in Ger- 
‘man and~-when~speakingEnglish® -swell-in-that-uniform.-But= 
‘4n their broken way it was a cliuch you would. look better in a leopar 
‘to tell they were enemies. Folks in. skin. Soon you will be a great acro- 
the first few rows when hearing bat like your father and will wear 

them deliver their cues in: German one. Then I will be proud of you.” 
‘would whisper. _ A Boy’s Ambition . 

The break came in Charlotte, N.C. .. “But I'd. much rather wear my 
Adolph and Julius were on. the| uniform,” said the son. 
bill at’ the Carolina. The sheriff “Nonsense,” replied’ the father, 

-eaught.the first .show from the first | “You shall bé'a great: ‘acrobat in a 
row,. When before each sock with | leopard skin.” 
the sledge hammer, Julius would “Let the boy be, Adolph, He’s too 

A | ited with his folks, “My boy,” said 
-his father one night, “as. your 
mother says, you certainly look 

I-think: 

During the holidays Adolph vis-: 

York... Loew’s s.uinern time com- 
prises 10 of the circuit’s 28 vaude 
weeks: The 11 ‘picture house. weeks. 
end ensuing 10. in. vaude gives the 
units a through route of 21 weeks, 

Out of. necéssity and in order to 
sweat down to the budgets of the 
smaller. vaude. theatres, the Capitol 
units will drop. people and money 
weight when starting thé vyaude 
tour. 
“Dresd 

16 to 12, this probably marking the 
rate for others to follow. The pres- 
entation . will be. ‘adapted to the 
vauda style, with necessary acts in-: 
serted,. — 

be elevated to the stage. M.c. sal- 

Ity. 

New York Capltol’s band units, 
produced by. Louis K. Sidney, runge 
from $3,500 to $4,500 In cost weekly 

‘jafter the Capitol engagement, where 
Broadway requirements demand 
elaboration and higher expense. 
AVerage cost of regular’ 
vaude billa to the Loew. -southern 
vaude- houses {4 slightly more than 
$2,500. 

A ‘new idea, always wins’ out on: the screen. 
John Miljan, who, inventing a new: type of “heavy,” has In the past: fow 
months won almost stellar rank. ‘Miljan’s: outstanding work /in “Unholy 
Night,” in which he Played the shell-shocked “Mallory,” was followed 

For instance, there. is : 

bya brilliant ‘list. of “gentlemanly - villain” characterizations.. The 
‘millionaire racer in “Speedway,” his role with Joan Crawford in “Jungle,” 
and his more recent one of “Christ” with Tom Moore and Blanche Sweet 
at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios, where he is ‘under a _long- -term . 
contract, are among his most successful wark. . 

Traveling line of girls with : 
en China” was reduced from 

_ Pit bands in the vaude houses will’ , 

ary.is-eliminated-by--the-comedy-act“|* 
q|With the unit serving in that capac- |. 

five-act.- 

~ Theatres Proposed — 
Erle, Pa.—(M. P.) Owner, Columbia. 

‘Amusement oe - Architect not selected, 

ei —$175, 000, 
4 N. Maln St. 

Aiso stores 
Owner, T. 

Watgon, Freoport. Architect, C, Wol- 
fley.”” Policy not given 

St. Joseph, . Mich. CAIt, from garage.) 
Owner, J, F. Wilkinson. Architect not 
solected. _Site and policy not. given,.,. a ees 

"NEW ACTS 
Life Boys. and Delmar’s © -girls, . 

formerly with Princetonian band, 

now doing & four act. 

BIRTHS 
Mrs and" Mra R: Gilliam; Dec, ree 

‘ 

“Kane ¢ Catching ‘Shows’ 

Harold Kemp, Warner-Stanley .di- 
rect. booker, remains with Keith's 
as show catcher for the booking de- 
partment. 

He will cover and review acts. ex- 
cluslvely, 

Van and, Schenck slart a& syeven- 
weel Loew. route Feb. 1 in New 
York, 

Jimmy Kane, formerly assistant to’ 
26, in Chicago, son. Father is with 
‘local First National exchange. ; 

Back ‘in ‘Janesville 

Chicago, Jan. 4. 
Meyers, Janesville, Wrs., operated 

by. James Zanias, has re- -established. 
vaude. - 

Booked by the Chicago R- K- O° 
office. Policy is five acts Friday, 
Saturday and Sunday. 
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v* erg I had remained . an indie 
“pooker, -by Apyil 1 I: ‘would be cut- 
‘ting paper. dolls. That's what those 

. Indie bookers, still, remaining in the 
‘field will be doing “when that time 
“rolls around,” said Fally Markus, in 

, explaining why he had forsaken the 
joes booking field after 30 

. years, He is now a member of 
the Markus-Birman . _ Employment 

‘Agency, — 
: “The. indie’ vaude market. is shot 

-and- there: isn't a: chance of. it being 
_resurrected,” continued Markus. 
“Take my own .books as.-an ex- 
ample. . In. November, 1928, I. was 
booking. vaudeville. into 130. inde-. 
pendent” houses. By November, 
1929, my bookings. -had . declined 
75% from the previoys figure. , 
“Thig is a good. example of the 

_ decline ‘in: the. indie aude" market. 
“Pat Casey’s ‘books show. a slump | of 
50% over the’ game period of- time, 
Furthermore,” . went on Markus, 7 

‘feel quite safe in predicting -that 
by: April 1 there. will be easily 50% 
‘less than. the present number of 

- indie vaude houses. - 
Asked the exact .réason: for the 

- discontinuance: of indie vaude, Mar- _ 

‘kus: repHed “Talkers,”. 
' “At first," he’ stated, : “they ‘dia. 

"not hurt.us much -because they had’ 
not. puilt up -a following . and’ too. 
closely: resembled the silents, - but. 

ers . ard. their. resemblance. to big 
time legit. shows’ ‘in | courtroom 
dramas - and . musicals; _ ‘the: public 
‘ledrned to. depend primarily | upon 
the. talker features for. entertain- 
ment. | 
' “Vaudeville was just a side dish 
of ‘entertainment,. and.” ‘Without a 

good” feature ‘pictur’, 

‘stand on its. own feet as a draw. | 
-Due .to this ‘and in ‘the attempt. to | | 
cut” expenses, many. rhanagers dis- |. - 

.:-| played -vaude,. 
‘the. added attraction of entertain-. 

‘plained; 

according... to: 

lay, January 8 1900 VAUDEVILLE 

Quitting Vande Booking After 
30 Years of It, Fally Markus . 

Says Indie F eld Hopeess| 

continued their vaude ‘and found 
-that:.without the added expense. -of { 
paying -acts.and an orchestra, they 
could make more profit. ' 
“Even those losing on a straight 

film ‘policy and who had formerly 
would not. consider 

ment in the flesh in- proportion to 
the. cost it entailed. 

Too Much Loss 

. “or. instance,” Mr. “Markus ex- 
“TI sold’ quite. a few: man- 

agers who: had discontinued vaude 
-the idea of reverting ‘to their old 
‘policy. 
where. they had been. losing, as an 
‘example, ‘$500 weekly on 2 straight 

film poliey,. 

‘But they discovered that 

the cost of. paying | acts 

and an: orchestra amounted to ap- 
proximately $1,500 weekly. “If. they 
gained $1,000 more in this manner 
they were still losing $500 more 
than .when playing. straight. films, . 
making the total loss $1,000.” | 

Mr. ‘Markus. believes that. circuit 
houses. ‘discontinuing vaude could | 
show more profit ‘with the ‘addition |. 
‘of vaude, ‘but that: jt will take a 
f00a. man ‘to operate them success- 

fully. _ 

with the diversification of the.talk- | “AS for’ the indie vaude field: ‘it is 

swiftly: dying and-in a short. time 
will be deader: than a door knob, 

Markus, 
place. they” may ‘possibly exist. fs in 
highways and byways. and they. ‘will 
be small seaters, located ‘at’ widely. 
separated | points sand meaningless 

to the: indie bookers.. 
y 

| By Courtenay Allison 

Fr unny ‘place, Broadway. ‘Bustling, 

enterprising, . successful , street, but 

most of the. people on it daily ‘are 

failures. ’- 

y just. about able. to. spelj their own 

names; with ‘producers. who couldn't 
produce. anything much above. a 
‘peep show;. actors who have been 
-eut of work 10 times as ‘long as 
they. have” been. upon. the. stage. 
actors’ agents whose main interests 
‘center around. being on the make; 
show girls ever anxious, 

‘And. somewhere hidden in ‘the 
throng are the few persons. who 
manage to make Broadway pay. - 
.A.theatrical office at casting time 

with - chairs" -alongg the “wall filled 
with -young, dressy, stagey girls; 

young men as dressy. and stagey as 
the girls. All self-conscious and 
talk in audible tones for the benefit 
of each other, while the. insolent 
‘semi-office boy looks the gals over 

. with a speculative glance. © 

‘In- one corner ‘a -girl who has. a 
~ pather definite air. of superior self- 
". gatisfaction, Better dressed | than 
‘the. others; her: fingertialls ‘longer, 

redder, shinier. - She wears a dia-- 
“mond, rather overwhelmed by an 
elaborate mesh work of setting. A 
‘diamond pin. and bracelet similarly. 

- Tost. ‘in setting are upon shoulder 
y and: wrist. . 

‘ . The. Routine 

ae Broadway. ‘jewels have ‘fallen to 
« the. lot of this. Broadway girl. ‘The 
* other girls cast slightly deferential 
glances in her direction. The semi- 
office boy singles. her out for his in- 
_solent inspection, One. irl ‘speaks. 
.to her: . 

“Do you ‘remember we were in 

- ‘Happy Days’ together?” She nods 
in’ aloof recognition. - “Then - 

semi-office boy: 
“Didn't we meet some place?” 
She says .“No,” and. departs: into 

ae 

» 

=o==the=inner= office; ~=the= fir St-—-to— pelt _ 

called, . 
“Do you think ‘ghe is peautiful?” 

the stenographer asks a newspaper 

person present. 
‘“Rather pretty.” 
“Well, I'll give her a break. I 
think she is beautiful. She must 
be,” say the stenog. “Don't you 
krow who she is” she asks in 

amazement. 
“No, ” ; . . 

‘Why, that’s Dixie Trundy. 
“Haven't you read about her in the 

~ Knockin’ 

Ang .up her love nest. and. every~ 
“thing?”: 

Overrun -with playwrights , 

‘breaks,” she’ ‘sighs: enviously.. 
that publicity-in:the ‘Graphic’ and |j 

the] ° 

the Flushing. 
|. Miss Bordoni formerly appeared 

Around 

‘Graphic’? > About the, wife ;break- 

. “No.” J! : . ws cee . 

“Didn't you see, “those. Jewels on 
her?” :'with. ‘reverential awé. “Don't 
you, know ‘who’ ‘her: sweethedyt is?” 
“Nope,’ ” . - . 

“Why, - Gusberg, “the | 2- -for-$15 

dress man, ‘Some people get all. the 
SAN 

now she’s looking for: a Job ” 

“Curious 

Incidentally, : ‘that any girl who 
hasn’t. a hair lip:or cross eyes 
should work regularly seems: an 
enigma to Broadway: 
upon business any place along the 
street, curious questions are put to| 
‘@& newspaper girl. 

“You’ve been on the stage, haven’ t q 

you, Miss Variety?” 
“You hav en’t? “Well, why haven’ t 

you. tried. Den't you 
some girls. have to work and others 
don’t? Did: you ever ‘think of trying |T 
a job as night chib hostess?” 

These suggestions arousing no |} 
intérest, the curlosfty deepens. 
“How .did you: get your 

Have you ever been married?” 
“Occasionally an ind{vidual will 

decide -that maybe 

“Tet’s - £0. around . -the corner. to 

lunch. 1° -have © a swell. story for 
you,” 
_“Why,.aréen’t you ‘going to have a 

drink, Miss Variety?” ’ 
“You know, I think you would be 

‘much better at your. job if you} ‘ 
‘just wouldn't be so stiff. " 

And so. on,’ 

Such ‘a’ -fuss- over “Broadway's 
wonderful opportunities being. re- 

fused. 
And 16 or. 18 nice ‘boy reporters 

‘The ‘only 

Ruth -Btting, 

| waits. - 

‘could not | ° 

. little ‘city. became. the’ by-word. of 

BERNICE CLAIRE. 
‘The. screen's _ youngest — 

donna, recruited’ ‘from ‘ ‘the. original 
“Desert Song” company, came to 1st 
National to play the lead in “No, 
No, Nanette.”. - Results, the lead in 
“Spring Is Here” I 
donna role in. Ist National's -all 
‘Technicolor’ epic, “The. Song of the 
Flame,’’. followed.” OT 

GETTING. INFO ‘NOW 

Keith's in West Know. Vaude Bills 
4 Weeks in ‘Advance 

“Los. Angeles, Jan. 4, 

Keith's west coast Yaude theatre 

managers - are now advised as to 

“who plays their theatres four weeks | 

in advance of the play date. 

For the past. four years: manager's 

have been. advised ‘of their vaude |-- 
little eifty: bills the day ‘Previous toVopening 

day. . 

The new. syetem, hag been inaugu- 

rated (by. Charles Freeman, , 

Flatbush. Shorts | 

at Warners Flatbush studio include: : 

Mason - and Keeler,. 

Eddie. Buzzell, Ben Bernie's orches- 

the ailing artists were scattered all 
‘over the country, 

| formed. the theatrical ‘profession in|. 

- those. who. were ailing... . 

small mountain city was discovered. 

_ artist became ill, his friends would 

_ | nad 

prima 
attached to that word, Saranac. No 

and’ the prima}. ii. about the actor. 

‘Saranac, 

‘ging of “Variety” kept on going. ° 

‘back. to. good health, to be sent back | 

sort. 

‘praised ‘too. -highly, 

‘| tains, the freshness of the air, and 
.}| there standing - on. Spion Kop: hill}: 

a .. .1the ‘monument of the show world, 
Vitaphone shorts just completed | 

.the artist-and kept up by nearly all 
‘the. profession, vee 
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The. Godliness of Saranac 
By. “Happy” Benway 

is happy in Saranac. Their. mos 
happy moments are perhaps in th 

Year in and year out “Va-|fact that they are remembered by 
riety” says “Write to those you] those whom’ they love and « know 
know ure sick,” though for years brought to a living fact by. ‘Va4q 

viety’s” ever standing slogan; ‘Writ¢ 
often to those you know in ‘Saray 

nac.” 

Saranac, N. Y., Dec, 22, 
Everything comes to him who 

“Variety”. dug* them up and in- 
In varanac. 

And now the memory of: thos re 
| two, Van Clive and. Church, : long 
‘since departed, leaves a -burning 
trail.of happiness toward the. road 
to good health that is now. being 
enjoyed by :- the many artists now rf 
Saranac including: oy] 

’ Charles Quinn, Harry. Namba, Dial 
Kuni, Geo. Harmon, Richy Craigy 
Jr., Fred -Rith, Frank. Walsh, . Vers 
non Lawrence, Lawrence McCarthy 
Valentine Kincaid, David Mavity, 
Keith’ ‘Lundberg, Eddle ‘Voss, Bobby} 
Hatz, . Geo. Neville,. J. G,. Louden, 
Charles Besnah, -Mike. McMamee 
Ben -Schaffer, Chris Hagedorn,, 
Thomas White, Ford Raymond, An-! 
dreas’ Erving, Edward - DeCaro, 
Richard Moore, James Cannon, Al 
Pierce, Xella Edwards, Lilly Leon-] 
ora, Allis Bagley, Mary Bradin, Nel< 
lie... Quealy, Ethel. Clouds, Helen 
O’Reilly, Olga. Kalinin, . ‘Christina 
Keenan, Anna ‘Mae. Powers, : Violaj 
- Allen,’ Gladys Bishop, Anglia Paps} 

lisHs,; - . Harry Clark, Sulla . Kuhaz, 
Russ.’ Kelley, James “Williams, 
Charles Barrett,’ Paula, Campbell,’ 
Joe Donatello, Harry . Barrett. 2 

‘Everyone is-happy, everyone coats" 
tented, all: living at.a. big: country’: 
club atop. the Adirondacks, knowin: 
that some day they will. retura te 
‘their loved ones, ‘and: swith: them: 

“There are 100° artists ‘go. that never to be » “forgotte: 
enjoying life. in ‘this mountain ree, thought.; of - the National Variety: 

Artists. 

general . of the whereabouts of all]. 

“Variety”. kept up its plugging 
way, always for the ill, when lo, a 

.It was not long. before that same 

the show business, “When. a, fellow 

ask where and were told “In Sara- 

‘There - seemed then to be a fear 

one’ realized ‘that Saranac would 
some day ‘become an actor's haven, 

Saranac ‘years ago. knew but. lit- 
It was in. 1916 

that two artists made their debut in 
c, Van. Cleve and Charlie 

Church. They ‘paved the way. 
Hardly . any ‘one knew. that these 
two weré staging a come-hack, per- 
haps only. those who. were respon- |: 
sible for their being in. ‘Saranac 
knew. of same, but they were: here 
and “Variety” found it out. Since 
that time that. same ‘untiring plug- 

Years rolled'by. One by.one they 
came to Saranac, some to be nursed 

on ‘their way, baek. to home and 

friends, 

Today ‘Saranac is much a different 

The ‘peauty of ‘Saranac cannot be 
“its. - beautiful 

surroundings - -of sun-kissed’ moun- 

- Write Often a 

Write. often to: those you know: im: 
‘Saranac, | ‘Every letter is as. good am; 
& present. : 

- “Variety” prints : a iat of all show 
patients here with. their’ addresser 
once monthly,’ Cut it out. We 
often. If not knowing: your patients 
friend’s address, send-the letter -car 

the Nationdl Variety Artists’ Sana- 
torlum,: @ reality for. thé artist by. 

, tra, with: ‘Frances McCoy, ‘Jane Dil- 

; lon, -. 

‘When bent |f 

know | that | 

job? |} 

ee eee 

 Trene. Bordoni’s Act . 

Coming into vaude on top of her 

talking picture debut in “Paris,” 

F. N. special, Irene Bordoni opens 
for Keith's Saturday (11) at the 
Fordham and.plays.-the. last half.at 

in ‘vaude in 1927 when she toured 

the Orpheum - Circuit. 

The N.. Ve A. Has given: the, actor: 
‘a home with the atmosphere: of san 
atorium misa{ng. ‘ It's more. like a 

“| country. club, and: it 1s. ‘Everybody |. 

Warlety,”-New.. York, it will, be fore 
‘werded, 

two: ‘Spanish: ‘reels, Rodolfo: : Write to the. aie ond imped 
_ ANYWHERE” Hoyos 4 arid Ruth Breton, so 

Panu 

4 fs ony 

Minder A Special Plan 
“Variety’s ” Special Publicity Plan has been functioning 

for some years. It has: been employed : by. many -of~ the °: 
newly-made stars in Pictures and Vaudeville, while the 
standard players and attractions have: Jong since discovered 
its value in the advancement of stage position and salary... 

. newspaper | 
“women are ‘strange: specimens, ‘sole- 

| ly interested in their work, ‘so they 
decide along those lines. - 

~The campaign’ is designed: to keep a professional name. 
continuously before the show business, all over the world, ° 
every, week for 52’ weeks in a year. This publicity may: be - 
used in displayed type or pictorially, but does not. include. 

z reading matter, other than a limited: caption under: cuts: 

“Variety’s ” Publicity Plan is made sufficiently: flexible’. 
in cost to meet almost any condition, 

_A copy of the: plan ‘with other information | as. may be 
desired canbe obtained at any “Variety” office. _ 

ee Sp ea ee oozes aoe See se er 

“NEW. YORK 
154 West 46th St. 

CHICAGO \ -HOLLYWOOD 
‘Woods Theatre Bldg. Taft Building. 

-PARIS. ‘--  EONDON.. -- 
Paris Building 8. Si. Martins PI., Trafalgar Sa. 
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camera ees Beep ewe on 

: ins is not what it was. The meth- 

: ods of vaude booking have changed } 

: Aiscerned as their handiwork; al 

rs ‘Ofc course, there still is the same 

t Fapan between good, fair and pad 

‘hookers. And there still is but one. 

ays 
ctures, in changing most every. 

soather. phase of show business to an. 
ifextent, did not omit vaude booking, 
'tVaude bogkers the country over are 

roportent booking of vaudfilm the- 
+atrés: ‘nowadays. Almost all vaude- 

; The Turn-over ; ; 
n: five and six-act houses ‘eus- 

3 arily using ‘that much vaude, 
ifthe. :‘vaude to. accompany the. “big'’ 

‘films: fs . often cut to three. or two 
: im. some cases to one. . The 

\ethy running time of. the film 
one: cause of the vaude_ reduc- 

e foremost. was the turn-over: 
xtra ‘business induced into the’ 
trés by these “big” pictures. 

if usual five or six acts amd the film 
yutining its extra full Jength. would: 

ye.omitted at least orie perform- 

ould. have been procured. with: 
N shorter performance... .They 
D geht ‘too much of ‘the pieture to’ 
t ‘it, and thinking . less of the 
Aude : as. box . office-—justly—eut 

Another . instance . was “Reith’s: 
aydrie- ofRadigPictures’ “Rio-Rita”: 

without vaudecin its vaude theatres, 
cli nging ‘policy: in ‘a ‘revolutionary- 
way’ “to: Becure: ‘available ‘turn-over. 

nh datés ‘on that film. ‘for Keith | 
thi res. were set, approximately | 

15 ‘vaude acts booked in advance 
avere on: the’ ‘yaude pookers’. hands 
for’ the split ‘or full week, .. They 
haa ta re-routé or cancel and did,’ 

‘pecause. of the picture. 
his condition in vaude bookifig 

fay existed outside Kelth’s for some 
while, ‘With Keith’s now | getting 

fair share of the so-called “big”. 
‘pletures, it .is becoming as pro- 
npunced on that circuit, 

-Same Pattern 

> pitts for the vaudfilms, when. the 
fan is not a factor, use much the 

“Name comes along the routine ts. 
“broken, but sparse genuine names. 

~- come along. 
Salaries 

. phase ‘practically unchanged. - if 
:“ placing the borrowed ~ drawing 
’ names in vaude on the same plane. 
i with vaude’s own, drawing names of 
the past, there ‘seems no. difference. 

Dat all. Salaries today hit the ceil-. 
Ang, but the budget is larger. A 

- $¥0,000 ‘bill six or seven years. ago 
_at the Palace, New York, was -tre- 

- mendous. Today $10,000 is average 
mat the same box office scale! : 

compete with the picture opposition 

’ ‘pictures in as grounds for still an-. 

: other change.. 

manding $5,000 and $6,000 weekly 
“an vauds eave little for the rest 
of the acts on the bill, Presence. of 
pné turn of such proportions oft- 

‘the other seven or eight turns in on 

.. 0 create. the same Situation. 

--yione ‘drawing tod much salary, 
a ‘Yeaving enough’ to. spate for the the same, with variations, The fol- 

others, But -this is not always|lowing week didn’t change it. Nor 

~ possible, nor is it-.always possible {the many other weeks that passed. 

“to secure a genuine single name, 

“there is ‘guch a shortage of real| know: how good you are. But I do, 

*It-fa when the booker is and I’m going to sell you. You just 

k.-for one genuine name or a|wait a little while tin conditions 
: 7 ones... 

inibeck 0 that he des- 
Mack on & aynthetic 

Framing. Vaude Bills 
By Joe. Bigelow 

*3>paming, oer booking, of vaude. name, these would-bes- ‘almost al- 

ways. failing to draw. 

ent picture stars and other bor- 

: ‘| rowed attractions, vaude bills. at 

: ‘No longer individualistic stylists the Palace are as they. always were: | 

‘tamong vaude act buyers, men who|They usually open dumbly” and 
lance can be | deuce it dumbly ‘and hardly ever 

ook shows that 01.2 & ;|get started until No.3. : While the 
five- act bill bookers follow the rules 

his ability as. an agent second to. 

his. skill at stalling. He was the 

‘Teuiding their vaude booking by: the | sort of. agent who would stall acts, 

¥ films. ‘their bills play with, building off. rather | than’ tell them their 

| chances were slight. . 

juring, their feelings, He wasn’t 

‘| cause . he. hoped | some day ‘some 

booker. ‘might get stuck | and be- 

forced. to. use this or that. act. “Why 

‘Should ‘I let another agent Bet the 

commission?" said Doakes. ~ 

was a hoofer among. ‘many, « many | 

‘but: another was for economy. hoofera; te vfenew: “Daake afiwas: al 

stalls ‘from. ‘experlénce, rr 

A. full length - vaude. bill ‘of ‘the -the Doakes agency” he: ‘was told, to ; 

leave. his. name, address and, phone 
number with the. girl at-thé switeh- | 

¢e'on. the day and one additional. hodtd: Ae. waited for, ‘) “week, ‘but 

apacity or: -near-capacity: gross Mr.Doakes. alan’t, phone. , 

my number," thought, Eddie. - 

.] and ‘let me know. rl hop’ out ‘and 

‘Nine out of 10 Bogkers of five- act |. 

|; same pattern. When a drawing} catch him. "‘Badie dia: fairly well— 

‘| fiee ‘éarly néxt morning for” the good 

Booking the few remaining |. 
‘straight yaude.theatrés Is the. only 

‘agent caught him: Eddie was pretty. 

That's been found necessary to ‘confident; for again he fared fairly 

up and down the street, bringing | 

_}route by Saturday.” — 

Numerous star acts. today com-. 

times makes a one-act show of it, 

’ “low salary and just support... Or 
*-omtwo big salarfes-on-the-one~ bill-tend- 

-Ié,-ig conceded the pest booked 
rstraight vaude bill is one founded 
on. two or three. Solid. feature acts, 
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the same pooker ‘may ‘also close the 
show. with another and similar]. 

‘|dancing flash, boneheaded | booking 
but often done. oe 
Proper spotting of bills after they. 

are booked, on many occasions |" - ° ; 

-|more. important than: the. actual }- It's no fay dream: being hostess 

booking, and always. important./in ts ne ‘aide cafe. Making coy 
.. fenough, 13 nearly a lost art.. There’ eyos. and becoming: soulfully com- | 

‘are. few. bookers left who really |municant with a beard-as it tears 
‘know. bill spotting, who can maké|in¢o a herring or snaps at onions, is | rakeoff. on: -food and drinks’ and.- 

@ good show out of a poor one and |in direct “contrast to’ a. arden’, of | working. the tables*with songs: for 
who cari prevent. & good one. from roses. ‘ypin ‘money. . Liquor isn't“sold: un 

looking: bad. -Dotting the lower east sidé are at- {less.the hostea’ vouches for the boy 

“Just as..there are good; fair and mospheric cafes, designed'and dedi- | friend. As unpretentious joints £0, . 
bad. hookers, there ate good, fair cated to the’ belief that aliens. get | the food bill is‘ sometimes. rather 

afd: bad bills. Picture big or pic-|ionesome for the-old country. .And|high.." Table d'hote . dinner ‘costs 

ture small, it takes a good booker'| working these cafes are middle-|from $2°to $3.50, and-the layout is 
or a lucky one to book a good vaude | aged hostesses, firm in. the convic-_ 
bill.and frame. it properly. The|tion that what.the forelgn-speaking 

| odds always favor. ‘the ,£000, booker boys. want in America fs a generous 
and framer, © = *. .Jallotment: of back home .mamma,. 

who can make a chair creak when 

“The ‘Sling Agent 
she sits In it. 

Jim Doakes' critics always. placed 

- East Side Hostessing. . 
‘By. Joe Hoffman | 

appeal, ana. it's catch as catch can 

thereafter. 
“The girls. work on: a. gmall- -time_ 

scale, _ getting an. inconspicuous: 
_ As: Always 

Underneath the passe: and pres-_ 

tive breath. A hostess finding her- 
gelf hooked with a guy who's in. 
just to eat raises the take by order- 
Ing high- -priced incidentals. “It she 

Wines are $1.a' bottle, ‘and’ ‘liquors 
much. higher, accoraing. to how well 
they -know the customer, °- , 

“) AD ‘big-time - ‘American ‘hostess ‘of 
.| the. type working ‘a :better . ‘class 
Times Square joint would be’ -con- 
sidered ‘dangerously.-tll by an - -east 

.| side customer. He wants his wo- 
= Tmen broad: Billowy femininity at. 

aancers were working, why. couldn’ t his table or nothing. Native Ameri: 
he?. None was.a better dancer than. | Baaie ‘Bday. - Maybe. that talk about cans ‘wouldn't call these . -damsels 
Doakes. and his stalling was trite pretty. “But, an east. ‘sider . gets a 
after ‘all. \ terrific kick and will take the brace- 

: : lets off the bankroll’ and Spend. to 
- The day. he. went - to: gee Doakes some extent. a 

to ask him to quit stalling, Doakes When. the foreigner. enters ‘these 
beat him to: it. cafes he isn’t asked -if. he’d lke 
~ got “you: a ‘ showing in town. companionship; it’s up to ‘the wo- 

Its the Gem on Hester street. Not|}men sitting around to turn on: the 

Colored Show Biz 

hostesses. must, be able to sing ' or. 

so vocalists are plentiful, At dinner. 
the hostesses sing in: English, some- 
times: with a dialect. . During. after- 
theatre - ‘hours, foreign’ ditties. pre- 

‘dominate... 
Hostess’: ‘Income is. ‘enough - to 

support _the™ femmes satisfactorily. 
There’s ‘no expenditure on evening. 
clothes, and it's true. that. the wait~ : 
ing lists are. Tong. . 

It wasn’t that: Doakes disliked in- 

you. ‘to give ’em @ look. Take my 
advice and play it,” he informed. the 
fuming Eddie. 

‘He played| the Gem and was 
caught. : : Expectant of a __ break, 

.Eddie parked ' at Doakes’ “déor be- 
| fore the : office “opened © Jin the 
imorning:.’ « 
“Yep, . ‘the: boys. caught you,” said 

Doakes. ana 
“Did they . ‘fina out “you were 

right?” asked Eddie... 
!“No;. Eddie; Im sorry to say ‘they 

didn’t. mo 

“What's - wrong?” ‘moaned. Eddie. 
- “They. thought - you: had possibill- 

Eddie Eddy knew him well, _paay rn ed sre : . : Lots, wv 

Colored show.. biz. dia. not. make ‘most part) compr ‘aing part. of © their 

‘In 1928 -it: ‘progressed’ little ‘beyond Negro. show. ‘list? shows. that mast 

192%, - And the’ same night be said of. the’ attractions. are: about the 

of 1926.. a same as those ‘that hit the hinter- 

Yet the Negro “show promoter and land “last year and the: year be- 

producer faces 1930" with. the same tore.. 

old hope. 
|The. ‘colored . shows | vemain, an. a 

“THe first - ‘time ‘Hddie- ‘applied at ' 

- Juggling. Bills” 

Down through the southland. the 
* | different ‘colored. houses .seem to 
‘|juggle. their bills, tabs and local at- 
‘| traetions. “Nothing of-unusual in- 

terest that would indicate that col- 
_ ‘ored show biz..has. displayed. any 
- ‘unprecedented . gain. A few. new 
| houses, : put: ‘the average grade “of 

‘| stage entertainment. of not any ap- 
‘preciable {mprovement. Why is 

’ [something that..even. the - eriz- 
[ated vets of: the: TOBA time cannot 
"" | answer, 

From. Chicago come some dis- 
| tressing ‘stories. of show conditions 
there for the Negroes, There are a 
lot out of work there, ag. well as in 
New York. Yet, somehow or. other, 
still there | with ° ‘that — “unbeatable 
hope.. . . 

‘| Most of. the ‘houses may show 
profit, but ft-is not: the voluminous 
returns. that they’ would ‘like. 

Colored vaude seems to have lost 

{many of its - best ‘bets. Some of 
those. wha: acquired auy rep headed 

{for New. York or - went overseas. 
‘Between the . night. olubs snd the 
heap-much- tall? about: all kinds of 
stage’ work in New' York and sal- 
aries right, those acts are back in 
vaude, some. in. the white .man’s. 

J theatres and others in. the calorea 
‘houses. 

:. “Maybe the. girl didn't. give. him 

- He-awerit”to: ‘the: ‘office: ‘again. “ gun : 
“where are you Working?” Doakes: 

askea. VOTO ord 
. Pm not” “wobkeing, Mr. ‘Doakes,"” 
Eddie. veplied; ‘3 ‘That's: what I’m 
heré. ‘for. - I “want: you..to. ber. my |. 
agent.and ‘pook TmMy aut." 
| can't. book: it. unless. T Bee. you . 
work. I Synth Riki = says 

: “But, “Mr. Doakes, what, do. you 
think J want you. Bs. ‘my. agent. for? | -. 
I want. ‘yout get. mi: some Work,.| 
‘then: you can 6 ee my, eet” sald the 
amazed” Hddie.‘"" * 

“Baddie,” : ‘Answered | ‘Doakes, “it ‘ 
wouldn't be fair if I sold my. pais,.| 
the hookers, , en act that I. hadn’t 
seen, _. Supposing - it turned out a 
palooka.., They'd ‘be off me for Hfe. 
You greb yourself. a date Somewhere a 

take. a. look. es 
Eadie. grabbed . himself a date in 

Jersey, for’: apples. * “He: phoned 
Doakes.. -Doakes ‘gald ‘he'd surely 

“considering ‘what a dumb. audience 

it wag’-—and-went to Doakes’ of- 

news. LY 
; “Agent ‘Forgot 

“Awful sorry, Eddie, but I couldn't 
make it. Forgot all about it being 
my - mother-in- law's birthday.’ I 
know how you feel about it, son, 
but it was a tough break. Next 
time V’ll surely catch.” 
‘Eddie couldn’t find another ‘next 

time” for two weeks, . Finally he 
landed ‘a ‘Saturday on Long Island,’ 

{not, far from Doakes’ home. The 

West ‘Coast’ Good 

....| Froth the..west coast the best re- 
‘| ports on colored show biz came dur- 

ing. the past year, ‘Fhere appeared 
to be consecutive work for even 
‘dramatic - players who went out 
there expécting anything, but sur- 
prised: when. the work held out. 
‘And. the pictures appeared to do 
teal’ well by. ‘the colored ¢ players 
during 1929. Yet the hurrah wags 
‘dimmed somewhat when there were 

{no miore big all-Negro. casts se- 
lected for pictures to follow “Hal~ 
lelujah.” | 

Just what’ 1930 holds for the Ne- 
gro''thespians is again more than 

‘DOROTHY GULLIVER 
Jumping from famous “Collegiate Series”. into feature leads and chang- 

ing from silent to talk, playing with the supporting. cast made up: of 
‘stage veterans, was the accomplishment of Miss Gulliver during the ‘past 
year. With these hectic conditions. and tumultuous changes. going on 
“Miss Gulliver was able to achieve her greatest. success. ‘She ‘overcame 
all these handicaps, and is now entering into the realms of stardom. 

Hier latest hit is the lead in Tiffany’s super-feature, “Troopers. Three,” 
‘which, incidentally, is the only feminine. part in the picture. | 

well. In his own eyes: he did great. 

-“You're a cinch, kid,” said Doakes 
Monday. “You'll be working ona 

par’ with. those that ‘paraded. inte: 
the Lafayette tn Harlem in other 
years. .No marked difference other 

than some of the numbers were. 
‘different in ‘musical’ construction 
and the chorus girls ‘wore’ fewer 
vlothes, This goes. for the road 
troupe that buzzeit Into’: New York, 

‘}and it goes for the one that was 
thrown’ together overnight. ‘That 

| putting a colored: outfit together for 

..| a afayette: day..and perhaps_one. or. 
Hyman Shafter “has lett. “the “AY- two more in. nearby colored show 

thur Fisher offices, New York, stands is.an old racket uptown. Yet 
| the Lafayette audiences seem to en- 
joy them best. | 

On the road’ are a few colored 
shows getting. any ‘money. © Those. 
that seem to be getting soine: coin 
are operated by white men. The 
whites .seem to be more succegsful 
In operating colored shows than 
the colored ‘people, (The colored 

ties, but. they: didn't like -your rou- 
tine," answered Doakes, 

| “Whatdya mean?” Eddie yelped. 
’ “Just what I-sald.. They say you 
need_ a new routine.” : 

“Then they can t use me?" . 
“NTO. wy + 

“Because I wieed : a new routine?” 
- “Veg. iid 

“You. and me both, Mr. Doakes." 
sal. Fddie ashe blew. . _ Bige. 
ee, ~*~ 

Eddie figured he was In. 
“Doakes 1s a real agent,’ * he 

thought. . 
Before, Saturday. arrived. Doakes 

tola him the bookers ‘were - cold; 
“The books. are clogged up with 
dancing ,acts for the next -two 
weeks, They won't listen until then. 

-But..I_got_a. -promise..of.an. opening. 
for you. See me Thursday.” | 

- Eddie wasn’t eating, but retained 
his. confidence. © 

Weeks and Weeks 
Thursday Doakes’ story was about 

will be work for the chosen few, 
and the rest. will have to ‘struggle 
as hest they can until another year 
comes along and the. same old thing 
repeated. 

Mrs. Wilson in Clubs 

banker ‘and sportsman, and presi- 

dent of the Saratoga Racing Asso- 
ciation, removes a ‘popular figure 
from society. His widow, who was 
Marion Mason, has as many friends 

Miles Ingalls, associate of the Biil 
Jacobs Agency, Chicago, is in 
New York ona talent quest. 

Jack Osterman has been ‘booked 
by-Kelth's for two weeks, at Cin- 
cinnati and Chic ALO. 

It was always, "Kid, they don't 
founders of the Embassy Club in 
New York, and conspicuous when 

honses divide their ‘time between |a short-lived Embassy was started 

Hall's band has turned agent and| the traveling tabs-and the vaude!lat Newport. with Dorothy Green as 

is with the Al Silberman office. shows with picturés (talkers for thehostess, assisted by Jack King. 
« . . 
« \ alla. —__~ 

Sid Hall formerly leader of Sid 
Improve.” 
Eddie was’ gotting wise. Other 

catches 4a- @rinking’ man, it’s’ easy... 

dance. If ‘they eat they: can’t dance, . 

ee 7 , By Mark Vance . Cs 

the -stridés ‘in 1929: predicted: -in. 1928..| entertainment... €. glance at the | 
8 

in Botiemia as in society, and 1s’ 
on: cordial terms with various so-.- 
ciety reporters, She. was one of. the. 

arranged to give the customer a‘na- 

“Besides ability ‘to eat, ‘east side 

simple prediction.. As usual,’ there 

The “death “er RS ae “Wilson, “62, 
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‘Serving the Put blic 
By Herman Zohbel | 

‘Treasurer, R- K -0 

Not so: many. years ago. chain 
Operation of theatres was repre- 

. sented’ by the Kelth-Albee: Circuit 
in ‘the east and the Orpheum Cir- 
cuit in the west. Their houses were 
‘usualiy the most elaborate ‘and best 

_ equipped. in their: respective com- 
faunities, and the shows which they 
brought to the ‘public were ofa very 
-high quality. But even at their. best 
the . theatres of ‘this. earlier period 
lacked:the material ‘comforts: which 

' have. become standard.. 
The old B. F. Keith’s ‘Theatre. ‘in 

Boston,- the pride ‘of. its day, could 
“well boast of its mirrored:lobby. and 
Bpotless engine room. However, “it 
possessed but few of the. improve- 
' ments in theatre construction, ven- 
tiation. and, other -~ conveniences 
“which modern: science. has. recently 

‘developed. To the 2,100 ‘patrons that 
‘it could accommodate; it offered two: 

. performances a day of eight acts of: 
. high class. vaudeville, silent . news- 
-reel, Lopics and Fables, The show 
‘wa. run-seven days a week. where 
th? law . permitted a Sunday open- 

. ing. And, because. of the. relatively 
' small seating capacity, it was found 
necessary to charge a top admission 

price of $2 on Saturday and Sunday. 
“and $1,560 on week-days, to cover 

“oS “gost of operation. An ever- 

Aner easing . patronage showed the 
public faith in the policies of the |: 

‘Spur 

industéy in America have been ever 
quick to reinvest their profits. in 
constructing better. theatres and 
presenting. better. shows, realizing 

well that such a policy must in the 
‘end result in ‘greater patronage and 
greater service to the public, © ‘The 
automobile industry is another ex-. 
ample ‘of: the ‘application of this 

economic. law. Here, too, a manu- 

facturer of a popular car has ‘low-. 
‘ered its prices as the quality of its 
product has improved. As in the 
case of theatre operation, increased 
public patronage has. made this 
policy, possible. 

‘Competition, also, has had its part 
in this development. It is to be 
hoped that competition. will . con- 
tinue to. be in the-future as’ it has | 

been in the past the: most effective 
to | individual corporate en-. 

deavor. . Third dimension and tele- 
‘vision are-on the horizon, and com- 
petition more than. any other force 
will bring these and still other ‘in- 
ventions to a rapid perfection and 

commercial application. 

' Radio- -Keith- Orpheum _ will con- 
tinue to justify the confidence placed 
in the company by the public by 
producing the best vaudeville and 
picture shows that .its great. re- 
sources will. permit. . 

‘age. 

‘valuable 

| PHOTOGRAPHS | 
By John Pollack 

.(Special Bureau, R-K-O) _ 

The yalue of photographs to both 
exploitation and publicity. should. be 
forcibly accented. This is a picture 

They. speak louder than words. 

and the story they tell. us’ must-be 
attractively told, otherwise the mes- 
Sage is a blank. An old picture is 
like yesterday’ s gown—out of style. 

Further, it has no news value. . -The 
wise player who appreciates - the 
‘power ‘of the press should visit’ a 
gallery frequently and ‘discard the 
old custom of reproductions and re- 
orders from old. negatives. 
‘There are four distinct types. of 

photographs—for. lobby © display, 
newspapers, | magazines ‘and action 

pictures. - . 

The first may be. any finish, just 
as. long as they ‘are. attractive. 
Flashlight and group -pictures are 

in this class, -and 
wherever more than four figures are 
shown an 11 x 14 is advisable. 
Flashlights - should: always be this 
size, and they should be made by u 
specialist, otherwise .the figures 

‘| will be too small; musicians’ stands: 
‘and’ border lights will show, or. an 
otherwise ‘bad. result - obtained. . 

every case there should be at least 
four different poses to.. avoid dupli- 
cation in frames. _ ; 
‘Newspaper pictures must-be back 

— . a . . . 

circuit, while intelligent. and pru- | 
“dent management. enabled the cqm- 
peny.to earn a satisfactory return, 

on the capital invested. 
- Vaude and Pictures 

“phe: ‘betterment in the quality and 
“variety of the entertainment paral-- . 
..lels that in theatre construction. In 
the-beginning, for instance, the shot: 

. consisted of eight acts with several. 
- short, silent subjects. When motion | 
pictures had improved ‘sufficiently 

t- attract a public. preference, :the 
circuit introduced a -combination 
vaudeville-picture show to comply |. 

It soon be- | with the new demand. 
‘came apparent outside producers 
“would be unable to furnish a satis- 
“fa2tory number of first class feature |. 
‘pletures. Fortunately: the formation 
‘of Radio-Keith-Orpheum. placed. at : 

_ the disposal of the circuits adequate 
‘capital to engage in the production 
‘of their own’ pictures ‘on’ a large |: 

The. great public acclaim ac- 
“Street: 

scale: 
corded ‘to Radio Pictures’ 
Girl,” “Rio Rita,” “Hit the Deck” = 
and: ‘other pictures attests to. the’ 
ecyporation’s success in this” field.” 

- Furthermore, the corporation has 
been ‘quick to adopt. any improved 

“technical features in connection 
with the motion picture.. Sound de- 
vie1s have: been installed ag quickly 
as the: manufacturers. could supply 
the units.. By Jan. 1, 1929,°40 per. 
cent. of the theatres operated. by 

R-K-O had been equipped with. 
‘sound. machines, Within the past 

year this quota has been increased 
.to.96 per cent, with a-goal of 100 7° 
‘per cent in sight within the next. 
two months. The technique of using 
color. in pictur’ production has like- 
wise been accepted. and employed 
by R-K-O, while the $2 and. $1.50 
admission’ prices have been lowered 
to 75-cent and 50-cent top prices. 

This apparent anomaly. is ex- 
plained by the economic law of de- 
creasing costs or increasing returns 
—well known to the business man. 
‘Or, ‘more simply stated, the cost -per-. 
unit of output decreases as the. out- 

‘put expands. 
The leaders of ti the fourth greatest 

BILLY. 

HIBBITT 
“Wall Street or no wall Street, we're booked solidly - as usual, 

Joe Flaum. 

Players and Dit Directors . 

“gince its incéption a yer ago, 
Radio Pictures, starting practically 

from scratch, has assembled a no-; 

table array of stars, ‘directors and 

featured players. The stars include 

Bebe Daniels, Richard. Dix, Rudy 

‘Vallee, Betty . ‘Compson, Chester 

“Morris, | Jack ; ‘Oakie, Polly, Walker, 

. Olive ‘Borden, Rod La Rocque, Bert 

“Wheeler, Robert. Woolsey, Evelyn 

Brent, Conrad Nagel, Lila Lee and 

‘Sally Blane. 
— “pirectors”-incnide~ Gutker* Reed; sees io ai 

Herbert Brenon, Paul Sloane, Rus- 

.. gel]. Mack,*Roy J. Pomeroy, George 

 Archainbaud, Lambert Hillyer, Mal 
Sti Clair, Marshall Neilan, Melville 

_ Brown, Frank Reicher, Bert Glen- 

non, Rupert Julian, Reginald Barker 

and ‘A. Leslie Pearce. : ° 
Among the featured players util- 

ized by Radio Pictures-are Margaret 
j.ivingston, June Clyde, J ot Boles, 

Ann Pennington, Danny - O'Shea, 
Helen Kaiser, Mirlam Seegar, Rita 
La, Roy,- Joseph Cawthorn, Ned 
Sparks, Ivan Lebedeff, Guy Buccola, 
‘Raymond Maurel, Allen Kearns, 
Mary Carr, Lucien. Littlefield, Sally 
O'Neil,. Mitchell Lewis, | ‘Reginald 
Sharland, Hugh Huntley, Freddie 

| Burke Frederick, Margaret Seddon, 

Lee Moran, Tom O’Brién, Alec B. 

Francis, Jean Hersholt, Clyde 
Cooke, Lionel Belmore, Montague 
Loye, Lloyd Hughes, Hugh Trevor, 

Dorothy Gulliyer, Dorothy Lee, Ar- 
-thur. Lake. and Regis Toomey. . 

. “Susie the Gorilla,” pitied as the 
ape brought over from Germany on 
the first trip of the Graf Zeppelin, 
will g0 in the Johnny Jones Circus, 
now in Florida, as a side attraction. 
Ape being handled by Vincent & 
Reiners. 

—= 6 

Tred Buchanan,, owner of . the 
Robbins Bros. tents and title, was 
in Chi last week picking off the men 
he wants for 1930. v0 

(SSA SS ee 

and squeege finish is 
Sharp lines and white 

important. Of 

and white, 
preferable. | 

| backgrounds .-are™ 
course, this suggestion. is primarily: 

for the fair sex. An editor puts. a 

lot .of. stock. in beauty, and mere |- 

man, even though, he be 2. star, 
hardly qualifies in this -respect. 
Heads and artistic’ postures: are 
most serviceable. -Skirta and just 
attire waste space. Every theatri- 
cal. photographer. understands news- 

paper requirements. Tell him you 
want pictures for this purpose and 
he will know. what to give you. 
Magazine and rotogravure set- 

tions are usually printed on a good 
grade: of paper, affording greater 
artistic elasticity.. Fine héads, the 
“DIZATFS;- Art poses, strony or-beauti= 

ful faces, all make satisfactory 
magazine pictures. 
these pictures aré exclusive, We 
maintain contact with every pub- 
lication using theatrical photo- 
graphs. If you give us-pictures of 

the required sort, you are very like- 
ly to find yourself in some: of these 
‘valuable medtums. 

‘Fry Onions 
Action pictures are used to Il- 

(Continued on page'103) 

ee 

cording to .statistics, | 
higher than the whites. 

rackets. 
‘+ture houses,’ 

_ MARIE 
and HARTMAN: 

' Loew Circuit, now, via Meyer North and 

It is better if 

~ Har lem 
By Mark Vance 

“Hey, boy, page Mr. ‘ana Mrs, 
Colored Harlem! Tell 7em.to put 

the children ‘fo: bediand Agure out 

how come. that. Harlem, with its: 

300,000 Negroes, can't Stop. same 
of the things. going. on in their New 
York district.” “. 
Some startling” truths are coming 

out of Harlem. One.more so ‘than 
any other, pérhaps, which has the 
white men:in the New York health. 
departments. trying. to help the Har-. 
lem Negroes is that Har lem has the [- 

| highest death rate in. all the. entire 

commonwealth of New -York. Ac- 
it ig - 65% 

The majority of deaths in Harlem 
are due to pneumonia and. tuberct-. 

losis. 
The year 1930 may see some ‘sort 

-of intensive educational campaign 
that may start something essential 
in reducing this alarming -death 
rate. -Despite the high mortality, 

the population of. Harlem continues 

to show increase. 
Harlem, from: all. accounts, is a 

hotbed of superstition. It “is 
there in the dice .and. card 
games, In the’ fortune telling 

It Is apparent in. the pic-. 
dance ‘halls and the 

theatres. It bobs up at. ‘church: af- 

{and out gag.- 
. (might .drop. a mule, hut some 
- | these inveterate drinkers don’t: 
“: | their nightly: ‘ibittons.” 
lof drinking ‘is a: part ‘of- their. 

m Algo in the Hatem, ‘population 
| Hindu and South American Negr 

..| in the past year. Many of its st 
2.) are stilt.pitch dark ‘at night... 
i | the more thickly ‘populated ‘b 

| district. isn’t so electrically. br 

~ Fun—and Fi un 
- By. Molly Gray 

Any dictionary says fun ig “mirth, 

drollery, sport.” But the ‘dictionary 
doesn't know everything. 

It may be very good'as far as it 
goes, of course, but old ‘Mother 
Lexicon: doesn’ t know how some of 
her ‘most respectable children, hon- 
ored members of the famous firm 

known as “Words and Music,” are 
often shamefully’ mistreated by 
comedians glving. them. meanings 

J-she--never-in ten ded, 125s ee: 

‘Good fun is one of the most im- 
portant things in or out. of the the- 
atre, Yet many. comedians pollute 
it with their own vileness. 

Of all the wrong kinds of fun 
the double-entendre is the most vi- 
cious because it is dragged into 
the better theatres where coarse 
stuff doesn’t ‘blénd:° And usually by 
the headliner or star who gets away 
with storles that less Important and 

} more. decent performers wouldn't 

‘such a thing is possible. 
“picture houses get the greatest y 

‘mite. 

‘he can. 

‘shoot ‘it in craps-or lose it,at 

‘ment, not the. family’s. 

tem spends: $1,200, 000,000. for - rem 

| flat except..the bath ubs: 

‘bathroom toa floor. 

——- 100 grocery ‘stores: supply. 
Vand. under -100. restaurants. ~: 

_| Fairly modern cabarets, some 
‘} called IMght clubs, but: aside. 
‘the leaders, none even -to be 

) and ‘plenty. 

| Negro from getting. his Hitle, 
-| There is whiskey sold: in: Harle 

"| to the. iriside ‘ Anforniexe, 

'| bright spots it retails at 20c 

} would Go to. an ‘iron constitution 4 

- | being held. - 
“lgo a long way.in giving. a differ 

{found in the pleture’ houses: or thy - 

VARIETY 

faii's, notwithstanding that . “th 

attending have got religion.. 
‘Harlem's. greatest problem. 

keeping its: 300,000° entertained 
“Its che . 

. Its retail biz needs a.lot of dy. 
Many ‘small. stores, but | 

big onés are missing, ‘with the pry 
cipal Negro interests trying. 70.3 : 
some new life into ‘a ‘more. m™ 0 od 
aspect: of. business. : 5 

Forgetting the Family 

On a general summarization, ; 

average Negro wage-earner has 
than. 25 bucks. in his’ envy 
weekly. Yet-the Harlem resi 
somehow or. other- gets along as. 

Out of 25 he-isn’t spend 
so much for entertainment, . He ng 

but that is-different—his enterts . 

- Some calculator. has. figured 

but there are any number ‘of -fary 
ilies that rent. eve part of th@ 

Still: 
merous apartments - with but 

. Barber shops, the: Ind’ remin 
of. the old type in the days fol 
ing. the. Civil War, are not 
merous as believed in. ‘He: 
There are less than 166, Less: thi 

Hark 

Some nice churches and 
that could: stand: ‘some fresh’ 

pared with ‘the white joints in 6 
sections... a ; 

= Speaks 

As to: ‘sheals,. Harlem’ haa 8 
‘Most of them. ar 

with the old secret. lodge... pass 
- Some of the gr: 

‘Phat 

.‘ According’to sévéral colored: 
acres, ‘prohibition “won't - stop 

same, as it is. ‘elsewhere, 

It is, easy) to imagine whats 

time. . 
‘Figures - have ‘been: ‘somp: 

ing - Harlem.. 40,000 . Porto: 

So. it is ‘readily, understood how. 
‘lot’ dislike ‘cain hit one: ‘of. ‘thelr 
race. . “. ; 

‘Harlem hasn't. changed’ g0 

; . Socially: - 

+! Soctally ana’ “mn church wor 
lem: hag held its,own. ‘Social’ g: 
erings of some sort are contiriu 

Those soclal concia' 

kind of entertainment: than may .h¢ 

speakeasies, 
Some. prominent Negro ndti 

uals are: doing, their’. best - 
something unusually, big. 11h 

- (Continted on. page 102); Pe 

think of telling. The: thought tha 
sterilizes the blood, makes it boils 
is the low opinion this “ kind” 
comedian displays of his audience: 4 
‘That works both ways. What the. 
audience thinks of him is ‘not te ry 
carve on a tombstone either, . And 
‘perhaps he may be. right about the 
‘audience ‘at ‘that—or it woulad’t 1 
come to see ‘him. . 

Women Funsters _ 
As for the women who go in for 

that infumous..avay.of.making: aly, 
ing, there are only a few, but: the 
tire incomprehensible. How ca 
‘they do it? What are they made’ 
of? Where do they leave their real 
selves when they step on the stage 
What philosophy do-they use -: 
excuse themselves? And where or 
what does it-get them?” Questions 
without answers and-as-old-as' Eves 
And “black outs.” A number’ ¢ off 

stage people. telling a story tha 

(Continued on: page 108). 
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—— Rl... Aca _ [ELIZABETH MORGAN PARAMOUNT 

New Acts and Go. (4) | | (“Streets of Bombay’ —Unit) 

“66 WEIRD RHYTHM” (29) 

with knee drops and soft shoe, Good. 
flash from the Markert brigade at 
the close with radium light effects, 
Three minor, but significant, diver~ 

tissements precede. Ji rst is a 
Grecian ballet bringing out Patricia, .. 
Bowman in an adagio. routine with 
Leonide Massine. Miss Bowman 
impresses more and more each time 

Singing and Dancing . oo, ew York, Jan, 3 

| 20 Mina; Two (Special) and Full Showmanship of the highest class 
| Jefferson (V-P) ~~... | ss Lis) exemplified in the Paramount's 

wo. _ ° routine this week. Perfect balance 
Al and Jack. Edwards are given) («+6 most entertaining ingredients 

i Song and Dance Revue re , . 1 

gs, Dancing one. Es, tev the spot more than either Elizabeth | trom stage show to feature picture, ! , 

wv. 'P) . yee pene Ops Spec ial) Q -'| Morgan or the rest of the support.| Although featured. in the, ae om roen ho 2 fire res paerina. ene 

t.. C A bang-up girl flash that, should| Both boys are good looking youn g- Niggemeyer revue, “Streets 0 nn eer ancing and Po gens 

bay,” Rudy Vallee, at’. tonight ® The “Miserere” .is. the next’ topic, 
with Miss Philo and David Drollet. - 
dueting the operatic arla around the —_ 
male choir. Another scenic and terp .” 
gem. is. the “Le Reveille’ number, 
Boudoir novelty. with the Markert_ 
girls. stretched out on a huge ‘bed 
and awakened by Lillian La Tonge, 
garbed ag an alarm clock. = «5 

House: orchestra, conducted by . 
Erno Rapee, gives full sway. to an’ 
ancient overture éver pdpular. Sym- 
at.’ Newsreels. complete with Fox 
phonic arrangément on Roxy over-' | 
tures are always something to listen 
clocking off four sequences against. 
Metrotone’s two. . Span. — 

(“Blue Garden”"—Unit): 
“tl ass.) New York, Jan. 3. 

’. Everything snugly cut this week: 
to fit. Metro's “Hellywood. Revue,” . 
two hours, ‘or, to be. exact, 116 min-— 
utes of feature picture. “Allot that ~ 
much time for one item and then 
look for turnover and you're: forced 
to trim ‘the balance all around. : 

Arthur Knorr's unit is, -one of 
those things.~ Blue: costumes, blue. 
scenery. and blue lights—so' ‘Blue 
Garden.” Finish flash is the lower~ 
ing of three chorus ladies on flowered- 
swings. Not even a band unit pro-. 
ducer could ‘more closely follow an. 
‘original pattern. ‘While.a pair of: 
acrobats from yaude are the. show 
stoppers and nothing that preceded. 

‘hit the high. spots without any 
trouble, after smoothing off the cor-. 
ners and lopping off some time. It’s 
one of. those song and dance affairs 
that has everything: .:color, speed, 
rhythm, specialties. and even a. bit 
of comedy. . .. re 
Battalion. of 24 Foster girls will 

probably ‘top everything else, not 
disregarding. some nifty specialists 
ere. This: Foster bunch is . snap 

stuff all the way; .corking line. of 
even-sized ponies who look smart 
and step like rockets. One number 
they. do, a drum corps routine, is a} 
sure applause getter. On formation |. 
and specialty work they're there too. |. a Oo 
Opening is scenically effective;. with |3 KASWELL SISTERS 
jazz vs. classics idea worked out by Trapeze rae 

Winnie Shaw, blues warbler, and|7 Mins.; Full (Special). 
Phyllis Newkirk, prima. . Merame 81st St. (V-P) . . 
chorus, shading. the background,: Is |- > CAT ow tra- 

collegiately garbed for the dispiay. | pore wnile the other goes through 
Ensuing numbers dovetail neatly | acrobatic routine on one of the side, 
and. bring. out. clicking soloists’ in| ones, After that- another trapeze 
Betsy Rees, Gloria Lee and. Miss Is lowered for double-bar work. 

ee ae eg sual bar acrobatics are the rou- 
Miss Rees is another big clicker | ting with a bit of novelty here and 

towards the finale ‘with a toe strut | there. Girl working on. uppermost 
\eirt Wake tied Oaiy mate in one bar is. the outstanding performer. | tumbling: rolling and body swirling. 
layout is Charles Elbcy, announced | 2 W° £004 bits are: one Birl spinning |neyer equalled. on’ the Paramount 
from Hollywood. Elbey’s eccentric TOOL anetie jee {gauent in the |boards.. Brothers were arrayed in 

mes J. Corbett and Neil O'Brien | Roofing is a toss-up. between- Hal | trom another girl’s molars, and the red, black: and gold. aent,: Madelyn 
siedy chatter. bo Te ened eo ots In condensing. ins to, normai run- ‘¢losing pit the 4{nterlocking pf the ‘McKenzie, periprmed. with. Perkins 
“gan stand considerable jacking ning time it is suggested that. the. ‘swiftly around the bar. ad ng assisting. Cute blonde divertisse- 

before set aca strong mext-to- |apot vocal by the prima ve cut en- | “hai? ouener or closer er eae, ane ret fee. dns 
oo dance rendered in. Hasoutra’s part. 

show, literally popped .on and 0 
as-@ mere incidental. It took him 
‘Just six minutes, of 37 in the run- 
ning time ofthe. presentation, to 
sing his.three favorites; Between 
each he grabbed nervously at his 
golden sax for a few-bars, then set: 
'it.down and as hurriedly jerked the. 
blindfolding meg to his face, Voice 
cracked slightly. Vallee, .who is ‘a/ 
pretty much over-worked boy and 
is beginning to exhibit the strain 
even behind make-up and footlights, 
held on with admirable grit. “While 
applauded after each. number the 
reaction was far below that which 

This silent presence evoked at, his 
previous appearance here. wot 

_ Johnny Perkins, the pot-bellied, |. 
red-stveatered, near-collegian comic, |. 
practically m.c,’d.. That infectious | 
laugh.carried over a. few atale: ones. 
‘Dream: Mother,”. talking and _sing- 
ing, was, his one serious attempt,- 
and the only mistake in the snappy 
routine of the unit was that he 
went into a second verse: = - | 

" Pasquali Brothers were the hit of 
the unit, .They earned it’. with 

‘sters, pleasing warblers and oke 

steppers, ot 
anged since last caught. six 
mths ago and, with greater va- 
ty of numbers and a peach of a 

Sncing finish, clicks. As good 
aude fare as found hereabouts, this 

e comedy turn. 
Miss Ford still opens with “Yid- 
sher Flapper,” in which the Fan- 
# Brice style immediately figures, 
i@.then gives her impression of: 
sopie living in the same buijding 
era: she does. . These include 

. §anish chorus gal; Italian mamma. 
pho’s. bothered by a masher at the 
Ncture. show, and the Irish prima 
fring that’s worse than awful, This 
of working up characterizations 
‘almilar to that used by Frances 

_.Miss Morgan, slim blonde, weaves 
in and out as does Don Donaldson, 
her dancing partner.. Both take the 
spot twice, once for a ballroom spe-_ 
cialty and later for a tango. Latter 
‘bit was attempted to be made “hot” 
“by: Donaldson's pawing and kissing, 
of Miss Morgan and his burning 
glances. Entirely unnecessary and 
would go better without the burn- 
ing stuf... 

. Larry Raymonde at the piano.” . 

mee nuggets for laughs are bal- 
mber and Miss Ford’s dancer 

g-her daily dozen. Both show 
. Fotd—and her form-—to €x- 

r ent advantage. 
‘{ Spotted second here and walked 

- with things when caught. 
har. 

J. CORBETT and Neil O'BRIEN 

‘St. (V-P). 

‘comedy act as on this bill. tirely. Following a ‘slow fan dance 

hett has been with divers part- 
. solo it leaves a dead lull right, inthe] =. :. Te dered Part | st nothing the reces 

Hig latest is from minstrelsy, | Middle. Span. | Four JACKS: of the bill on the gilted steps lead- | them presumed to be a departure. 
nies the under cork characte: —_—_——_ ootting  <S and GIRLIE ing. up to the Bagdad ‘street set.| Allan Rogers, blond leading’ man 
e present skit. Corbett straights - san’ ‘19..Mins.; Full Stage |Iridescent .serpetine folds covered |of operetta and musical rep, ‘seemed: 
*F , ; ROYAL REVUE (30). wo 181 "(yvep).. . the dancer. - . . -|to go into a panic. when called upon 

'Brien’s comedy hot dog vender: | wijidaets, A is, Girle “2: ° | 81st St. (V-P) ; BO ee ° ; 
Jingo has Corbett bragging | so gets, Animals, Girls st Good casting turn. Circusy in| Dave Gould’s boys. and girls|to. m.'c.. Besides which, while he 

47 Mins.; One and Full (Special) aspect. but ‘not flashy. Tricks done |™2de mueh use‘of the steps part of probably knows the rendition end 
bout his. war record with O’Brien 

paraphrasing in burlesque. 
Corbett interrogates O’Brien on 
it. fitness to enter the reveriue serv- 

8. gin tester, asking the usual 
‘iquestions and some of the 

rs bringing laughs. Duo work 
gether but need better mate- 

+ Jim's ‘popularity more than 
hing else will have to be de-. 

“"pon to put them over as iz. 
oe Edba. 

Jefferson (V-P) =. foe 
Neighborhood material: despite its 

pretentiousness,:.and: mainly due to 
‘poor showmanship in the presenta+ 
tion as now running. . Moves slowly 
and awkwardly with its 12: numbers 
and eight scenes shifting . alter- 
nately from one to full, Fixing up 
can make this a pip act. roe 
Opening is .in. one -to introduce 

the midgets. ._Then into full against 
a drop of. big painted faces and 
a miniature sawdust . ring. .whera 
midget girl attempts bareback drive 
of seven pony combo. After that. 
the. routine’. meanders into. every ‘ 
realm: of. stage biz from an ele-|BARR and DAVIS 
phant and acro.tumbling to tread-|Songs == - 
mill racing and inatrumentalizing. | 14 Mins.; On 

Act is owned ‘by Harry and Bur-| Jefferson (V-P). ° 
‘ton Lester, adult brothers, who work | Two. colored womén, using same 
in the turn. Comprises 14 midgets, type of material as when Miss Barr 
eight of whom are girls; 16 adults, | formerly -appeared with’. another 
half of whom :are women, and two| partner, as Barr and Cross. . 
prop men. All are British except| Both girls are hot warblers, and 
three, . ; oe . - using matter. best suited for their 
-One of the Lesters does comic. | tonsils. Girt. at the piano.is.a na- 

Other acts as. ringmaster, strong |tural colored singer of “blue” stuff 
man, tumbler and instrumentalist. | and makes it al the more. effective 
Treadmill race is done ‘by aduit| by. the gargling style of tonal de- 
girls aided -by three plants from | livery. ‘Other gal is also a capable 
audience. Good number is a ballet | warbler and takes the solo once with 
tableau called. “Song of the Dres-|“Marching Home.” Otherwise both 
den China Clock,” done by the mid- | quet. . a : 
gets. Setting is a huge clock with| Clicked solid here. . 
-side stairways. Closing. number is. 
Arab tumbling. : oO 

Spotted closing a five-act bill and: 
did very well. Touching .up will 
give it speed and make it excellent 
tare, , . . 

(Continued from page 101) 

Hariem, but it will take time and a 
lot of money. Where Harlem should 

| have several of the biggest modern 
film palaces to help entertain those. 
$00,000 Negroes, it has only hopes. 
Harlem took ‘more interest -In the 
opening of several dance halls, one 

of the music -thing from “Baby 
Shoes” to “Il Trovatore,” being 2 
tenor chirper, Rogers. shakes a. atick 
at stage band with considerably less 
ease than many hoofers who became 
maestros. because they looked okay 
in a tux. In this show. Rogers must 
straight for and:gag wih Kaye and. 
Sayre, who ore dancers and. don’t . 
fag so effectively themselves,. Roge . 
ers didn’t seem to be. enjoying: it at. 
all, “When vocally solojng he was 
at home, of course. Friday night 

'|the m. c. stated he. was singing over 
a cold, en ee 
Gomez and Winona, mixed bail- 

room team, ‘are on for a waltz at the 
beginning. Kaye and Sayre, two 
men, leg themselves over passably 
and then return at..their own risk 
for some stunting with a small 
Scoteh terrier... The dog..is cute, 
cuter still when “playing dead” or 
prancing on the back. pins, and 
that’s al. _ 4 
Paul and Nino Ghezzi are handed 

a. swell layout and plenty of:room. 
They got ‘em and held ’em with 
their hand-over-hand lifting stunt, 
something many are trying but still 
executed best by Les Ghezzi. They've. 
added a ‘novelty finish, a “black bot- 
tom” on their. hands. . My 

Chester Hale's girls are on at.both 
ends. -In feather rompers they 
politely cooch the finale home. 

‘All incidentals out but newsreel 
and trailers. Stage show runs 35 
minutes, Bige. 

ORIENTAL 
(Présentation) 

; mo Chicago, Jan. 3. . 
- “Knick Knacks,” locally produced 
by Will Harris of the B.-& K. staff 
for the Oriental only, is under aver- 
age stuff, . ; oo 

Slashing the. stage show to 22 
‘minutes because of the Iength of the 

| feature, “Flight” (Col.), should have 

the set, confining all their dances 
to. it, Girls changed costumes three 
times, .Five of the lads.in. one ‘part 

without any stalling, with passing 
of two men and a.girl by the casters 
letter-perfect. oe , 

Several standouts. A double in. 
the air with one: man doing the 
pass is the best. One’ man works 
in comedy attire and. goes in for. 
some nifty trampoline work. He is 
also a part of the casting routine. 
There. was: another casting’ act. 

which worked vaude under caption. 
of Four Aces and a Queen. Might 
have been inspiration for ‘present 

. ar. ‘o 

did a tap routine. aa 
-. Jesse. Crawford, assisted twice ‘at 
the other console by his wife, picked 
five good pops. =. :..-. 
-_ Feature, Paramount's “The Laugh- 

Jing Lady,” so well liked it was ap- 
plauded; unusual for audiences in 
this house.’ : oO 

Newsreel was Paramount’s. ; 
Te 0 Waly. 

‘ (Presentation) =. 
Sa, Chicago, Jan. :7, 
- Spotted across the street from the 
RKO Englewood, this housé con- 
tinues to spend dough for a: stage 
band and four acts of small vaude. 
‘Stage is very small, making it. im- 
possible to try production... - 
Ted Leary, m. c., continues to be 

a fay with the southside mob. They. 
like his roughhouse: humor, even 
‘though. it. does tend to get blue. 
Opens with an old gag, Learyr out 
in front of drapes telling the audi- 
ence that the band is pepped up for. 
the New Year and raring to go. 
Drapes open to disclase the -band- 
meh grabb{pg & snooze. sie 
'. Bardo and Cunningham — went: 
through a. fair hoofing routine to 
Satisfactory returns; Barbara Ver- 
non yodeled a couple of tunes list- 
lessly and tossed off-a few steps 
and called :it a day. For ‘real in- 
terest,; Finks and Ayres delivered 
what is still the best, picture house 
skating routine, although the boys 
were rather cramp2d for space: 
Shapiro and O'Malley. didn’t grab 
a laugh with their comedy cross- 
fire, but managed’ a giggle when 
they resorted to the prattfall. : 

‘Is Everybody Happy" (WB). fea- 
ture. Business: heavy. ' Loop. 

SE ‘Whoopee Revue (18) title of this act. 
«One and Full Stage 
V-P) 

ll-Chinese revue stands out 
‘ace of all the Oriental revue 
“yet seen. Not only has a 

AR at cing personnel, but its in- 
| hg Ispecialty people give cork- 
Nenie.-accounts of themselves. Joe 
Wong,. with a sense of humor, a 
mlendid. voice and an Americanized. 

nerof working did impressions 
¥ Rudy: Vallee and Ukelele Ike Ea- 
ards. that wera an emphatic hit. 

Zuwonge.is certain to go long way. 
a Ghines¢ Whoopee is very similar 
wo. the former “Honorable Wu” act; 

° the ofie Wu is doing currently 
Chinese Show Boat.” Where 
eld forth there is a worthy, 

mecessor in Peter Chang. Latter 
faye both the violin and the banjo. 
Aalde-from his instrumental ability 
6 sings well, as shown by his ren- 

on of “Eli Eli” in Yiddish. And 
‘house where they know this 

imber fore and aft he was ap- 
iamduded to the echo. 
mmthers. are Rose Low, a tapper; 
wHdzel and Bill Wong, singing; 
‘Harry and Kee Kee Lowe in adagio 

a work, and Bernee Ahi, in a sweet 
7 Jiula. - . 

horus of boys and girls work 
together. All did a little tap- 
This act. has’a “Floradora” 

JEAN RANKIN. and Blue Belles (10) 
Girls’ Band eo ce, 
11 Mins.; Full (Special) - 
68th St. (V-P).. ' 
.With one. girl added, special drops; 

earried. and various changes made 
in routine and -presentation, Jean 
Rankin and Her Blue Belles, enter- 
taining girl orchéstra outfit, rates . A — 708s 

*Whoopee” outfit. could eliminate it : ' “|that seemed to prove ‘a revelation ' heen compensated by presentation 

hout spoiling the act. at oied's gece peter nen me In its operation by- white -interests, |- -ROXY Sneed. qnatead, At..was paced at 4 
Reported the act, known in Eu- |" pressing of act and costumes, then | than. it has in .anything else that (Presentation) | of Tou Rosia tek oa im, e. after 

krope as “Children of Asia,” was: 
Marought over here for Flo Ziegfeld's 

‘Ming Toy," but deferred produc- 
mion landed it in Keith vaude. 

a Mark. 

«New York, Jan. 3. 
Big cathedral is starting: off an- 

other year with a whale of a stage 
show, representative of the others 
here. In scope and taste the current 
display. rates with the best. _ It's 
‘atmospherically designed. and pre-: 
sented in prolog fashion to the fea- 
ture, “Hot for Paris” (Fox), which 
was piling 'em in the seat acreage 

has happened in Harlem in a long 
while. Big modern picture houses 
in -colored sections have not been 
big money-makers. © ce 
With all the reported progress, 

-Harlem still bas its interest in Mar- 
cus Garvey. There is still a loyal 
Garvey following that looks forward 
to the day the Honorable Marcus 
will come back and reclaim every- 

bad, are now the last word. Where 
before there was lack of: flash, -it is 
now notable. . Dancing has been cut 
out altogether, but violin. number 
with all but one girl taking part 
and some very obvious’ faking, ‘is 
effective. Harmoriica ensemble spe-: 
clalty now cut to a few. notes by. 
Miss Rankin for closing’ and soprano: 
solo by planist, though thought 
good, is also missing. ~ oe, 

All playing banjos, Miss Rankin- 
at an over-sized instrument, still 
stands for the finish. Se 

Altogether’ avery pleasing act of 
its kind, deserving closing spots on 
good five-act bills as here, or better. 

a ar. 

a week at the Uptown. Kosloff con-— 
tinues to. hold himself aloof, and 
still does not deviate from his stere- 
otyped “Now, friends—" introduce 
on: - - 

. Another fault was absolute lack. 
of continuity, a réason for the poor ~- 
‘results gained: by the ‘Van. de Velde 
trio, two.girls.and a man in equill- 

Friday night. - —— pale aerobatics. This act is classy, 
aL ; A two-hour. and-10-mi ‘gho na though the routine was no 

thing in Harlem, making good: on | with the ploture copping Wha shaped for a presentation house, de-: 
some of those phoney promises. —_| of the total, allowing plenty of time | S¢tved better reactions, ~~ 

The ‘crossroads of the: Harlem|to the stage.end. Big item-on the |,4!Sley Lambert girls, 13 in num- 
world professionally is the Lafayette. bill is a Parisian layout in front of | P&™ TePlaced the Bourman ballet, _ 
theatre section. There the promi-|@ Might club quarter, many and |2"d opened in a novelty of doubtful : ’ : variegated. The Moulin Rouge value. Show started with the girls 
nent and.the near prominent either | in gor the b " Ge comes | in the pit with: band: inst t 
loll around or gather to hear what: © best plus, the name being b vine and’ instruments un ther to A prominently displayed in center, red | bUt, blowing kazoos, and did not. 

{the Harlem comment is about him,|mill and all, It’s:a classic for color | Click. | Kosloff came forward alone 
and in return the profesh loves to|and. effect, this’ scene. in “one,” with the front curtain still 
tell what he is doing ‘the ofays.| stint at times. Maybe because of Five specialties, the Roxy chorus, | dawn, and fired them, whereupon 

~ She newness of the Xt. ‘|. Rigidly. the neighborhood type. | downtown. Knocking them ‘lower ballet it on 23 and 32 Markert girls, | the curtain parted and they. tripped 

-. "m@urn is. called “Song Photos” and|Ynoriginal hoke comic. and. star- | than the pavement. It is all-in the] Anny ‘on all sides for an elaborate | 0n the stage to execute a drill. ., 
cbutails character. numbers _built| eyed -brunette do. chatter_and_tin-| Harlem. professional's. game. He | Montane se ethae eon woe Picture. | anand was set apainst a staircase 
Pground an assortinent. of things|type adagio fails. He wears scrimpy |has been doing {t so long that If the|edy tango ‘work of Dinciny oy 
from evolution’ of the pop song,/raccoon and silk plug and she in|yofayetta ever. passes out of ex- Harry Dixon r tk Dorothy: and 
‘with mother singing in Victor Her- | three different costumes, from short | }.:4, there will be a | house ‘en smatking of picture 

-bert's time and: daughter in the|dress to dancing rompers and s ence, ere Ww be a, line of with corking ec Shire os He Spot 
e hoop-boop-de-oop fashion, to a-very|crinoline gown, latter for adagio | mourners miles long. - | should: find tts way ft tc peat ait 
dramatic and sobby number built|/number. Second spot on five-act: What Harlem says to the rest. of ay Into production 

, bill here and went over. Strictly |New York is, “Let us alone.” Yet 
there are’ many whites who have 

around a divorce case. Pop song 
sooner or later. 

Feyolution shows Miss Shipman atjan outlying deucer. . s motif, with. the first apeclaity 
“her best.. ‘The other, closing, is.a| Blue spot attempted once. Male|/spent real time and money’ trying.|Apache réel from Cortez and Helene 

F.Nttle. too. heavy. without making it | offers description of gin. to. audt.. to-help the Harlem Negro get some- | Russia is represented by Viola Philo 
‘@lear if {t is‘ being travestied. - -| ence*-with: e's Shell shocked | where. So far, the black is still in 

Harlem, and Harlem looks good to 
him. 

ReNEVILLE FLEESON and HELEN 
a SHIPMAN . 

ngs 
-Mins.; One (Special) 
th St. (V-P) 
*Neville -Fleeson’s new act and 

mtew partner, Helen Shipman, make 
a 'fair entertainment. With more work 
‘and the possible injection of a little 
-Mgre punch, the team could play 

= anywhere. oy 
-2"Miss Shipman comes from musi- |. 

M@cil comedy. Fleeson, composer-|).. © _ ——— 
pianist who writes his own acts, is} HARRY STANLEY (1) 

@..well: known in vaude. A knockout! Comedy, Chatter ‘and Dances . 
¢ for Jooks, Miss Shipman is a little| 49-Mins.; One - 

‘Jefferson (V-P) 

changing. ‘back drops, one an 
“Aren’t We All?” with girls on pa- 
rade, but ineffective, and finishing 
with girls on. giant wind glasses; 
the other, a Happy New Year finale’ 
flash, with the rear stage trans-— 
formed into two terraced blocks. 
carrying huge calendars, upon which 
the -girls finished another clever. 
stepping routine. a 
Value of cross-fire between Kos- 

loff and Bobby Callahan, diminutive 
comedian formerly with Ben Bard, 
was practically nil. 

— 

. Ww: ’ « ” 

‘Next’ to closing here and con-| from her mother's ‘eating peanuts arbling the eternal “Black Eyes ; 
and some fast hock stepping by, ween just’ ight ¥ when caught, ) in be ed opoed here, Youry Yourlo, Keene and Ruffin: 
colored, are spotted for more hoofing e 

-terrace-used-for=two-features=with-=- 
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PALACE. 

Pride and ‘Joy of the booking of-| 
fice and one of its chief headaches, 

sometimes referred to. as the ace 
house of yaudeville, takes a back 
flip this week, and its. bill as a unit 

-doesn't. approach ‘those. of the past: 

. That.the: Palace show |- 
. can’t be’ grreat every “week might be 
an excuse, but. it’s not. such good 

Current’ name, 
George on the program, Mr,’ on’ the 
lobby boards. 
Pace igs gimpy.’ 

Georgie: J essel; 

“Punches. infre- 
And a-scearcity. of women. 

Stars with: a.girl, Jean Carr. 
., Allen: (Burns and Allen). next. No.. 

4 Mrs. Jack Benny, on for a few 
* moments, and.a song with her hus+ 
band; three frails in Billy. House's 
act and one with Gitz-Rice, are the 

It was'a spot for éven Kary] 
Nor man or Francis Renault —. 

Miss Carr opened the bill with a: 
twist that always softens their hard 
‘old hearts—two old folks, introduced 
as Miss Carr's. parents, - ‘dancing. 
Miss Carr startg it alone, contrib-. 
uting appearance to'-her deft tap 
dancing, then. plants the kith. and 
kin with.an announcement. -Imme- 
‘diately flag waving and bowing with. 
_the kid become’ small-time stuff . in 

. effectiveness. | 
Cart’s gray-haired ‘companions: are 

. sprightly for ‘their ages and clog 
‘dancers of ability in the old-fash- |. 
joned way... Applause given the so- 
-loists is. doubled when Miss Carr 
and: the: folks. go off to Buffalo to- 

comparative 

an 

Bobby “May, single, continueg to 
‘spend more time than he should 4s 
ea ‘harmonica’ player -hefore getting 
down to his business of jugeling. 
Main part, the. Juggling, has been 
rearranged -and «tightened up, and. 
May now ‘hits hard in the deuce. 
Wi: ‘Osborne, third ‘on. the bill;. 
‘can hardly evade drawing the. same 
comment at the Palace as else- 

‘ where:. that he’s not another Rudy. 
Osborne sings through a mike in- 
stead of a meg, and his orchestra 
sounds better than Vallee’s. 
“4s all that iow appears.to be in Ox 
‘ borne’s: favor, while: Vallee’s edge 
. 1s that he is Rudy. Vallee. - Vallee: 
just got there first. 

.. Back to vaude in the next slot, 
-“*occupied and well filled by Burns 

‘and. Allen,-a sweet comedy couple 
‘Their. “Lamb Chops” 

‘who is: giving 
with material, 
fis by Al. Boasberg, 
‘Paul Gerard Smith @ race for vaude 

“Last. week's m. c, Jack .Benny, 
grouped it into one spot and made 
‘it a half hour of fancy entertain- 

As a surprise for the regu- 
lars he brought Lou Foreman, house 

. leader, and the pit band on the stage 
for'a gag on all stage bands: - 
came after some minutes by Benny 
alone and a bit with Burns and 

Benny knows ‘the. Palace and 
the audiences there as few ‘others 
do, knowing: what else they like’ be- 
sides. actor and show.biz gags. 
matter how often he returns with 
the same bright stuff,, Benny always: 
seems to be ad Hbbine. . 
The band atuff with ‘the pit crew 

in comedy. style 
throughout. Foreman’ Ss men. finished . 
the turn and closed the first: part of: 

Benny having handed 
‘them: the: stage, and repeated.a nov- 
elty arrangement played in the pit 
@ couple of bills ago. Routine Benny 
‘put them through, announced as 
done Saturday matinee after but 
two rehearsals, was about the same 
he used a. few years ago when 
‘bringing a cafe band’ into - vaude 

Much attention for Foreman and 
the boys this week. Everybody said 
hello, shook hands with the director 
and stage whispered a compliment. 

- Billy House, one of the very few 
good Shubert reasons in history for 
picking a fight, sold himself pound 
by pound to an audience that im- 
_mensely enjoyed his. comedy and 
style, giving the second part 4 head 
start with his “Resolutions” musi- 
cal.skit, done here before. 
western tabloid manner holds a cer. 
tain freshness that. becomes new- 
ness to an eastern vaude audience. 
They're accustomed to other types 
_and this departure, so expertly. han- | 
-aled; seems to be much 'to ther lik-. 
ing. Lorraine ‘Weimer, Helen La- 

’ Vonne, Frances Logan,. Jack Kerr 
‘and Jack Young are the supporters. 

Jessel spent an even 30 minutes. 
next to. closing in "A ‘Monosongolog: 

. Characteristique.” 
“to see Jessel’s turn to find out just 
what-that means. 
in:a comical and tender monolog on 
the phone with mamme and-a remi- 

. niscent song. in which he. sobbily 
About the ‘old timers 

“of the stage who have passed away. 
cries and. sells the. 

dipped lyrics to a greatly impressed 
populace that falls before it realizes. 
just what was purchased, The very 
way which this number lands is a 

«.—+-high-cnough.tribute.to_Jessel.. 8_an. 
' acting showman. And the act is. not: : 
“new -for this Palace. 

Start of . Lieut. 

“Quite necessary 

It means Georgle 

Gitz- Rice’s full 
‘stage singing act was interrupted 
‘when they recalled the bill’s. star, 
Jessel for a chorus of “Mother's 

‘late spot fora’ 
straizht vocal turn and although 
Gitz-Rice can hold them, many were 
lost before the Lieut. and his men. 
commenced. No complaints at the 
finish from those who remainéd. 

No New Acts, 
_ No acrobats. 

VAUDE HOUSE REVIEWS 

(Vaudfilm) | 
State’s stage is for women only. 

this week. ISverything turned over 
to Grace and Marie Eline’s all-girl 
unit, and Lillian Shaw. “The Tres- 
“passer”. (UA), talker’ with Gloria 
Swanson,: made it look . 100% fe- 
male, 

The Eline. girls and. troupe and 
Miss Shaw comprise.a strong vaude |. 
show. All-girl idea can be: some-. 
thing else besides just. .a--movelty, 
a3 shown currently. at the State.. 

’ Meanwhile the straight '-vaude 
Palace,.up the street, has a show 
that is crying. for. feminine partici- 
pants. There is no justice. | : 

. Misses Eline have a. 60- minute 
‘band and, ‘specialty - revue that: hits: 
an average. with many, - others in 
the specialty line, but ‘Stands out 
prominently, thanks to the. two. 
.prineipals, . The Blines clown and 
romp everything ‘over and: ‘hold it 
‘all together. They are extremely 
capable people. © - 

Unit is: broken. in two ‘to: make. 
‘room for’ Miss Shaw, who, Satur- 
day evening, received the. ‘experi-: 
ence of. seeing her old material land 
as though it were shiny and new. It 
must be the way Miss Shaw: does 
it, for .even. the before-and-after 
wedding and haby carriage number 
‘Miss Shaw has been’ singing for 
so. many moons, could. not. last that 
long without something’ behind. it. 
As the Eline unit has: been laid 

out: for this ‘date, the- -band- seo- 
tion climaxed. by Flo :Mayo’s aerial 
‘arm twists ona high ‘trapeze, apen- 
ed up. Grace:and Marie had the 
“one” spot next for their own com- 
‘edy.and the Bowery bit. Latter ig 
remembered from the turn of Joe 
Weston (now Weston ‘and Lyons): 
‘and: Grace. Eline’and is done also 
by: “Weston and ‘his ‘new partner. . 
“Second part, following Miss Shaw, 

held’ most -of. the specialties, two | 
singing and the rest dancing.. Taps 
ore a eet of. steps, like’ Bill: Rob- 
‘Inson, and a tap on toes were most 
outstanding.. Toe tapper looked 

Hke the. best of the many seen 
aroun ately. Names caught were 

Elliott ~ Sisters, Ruth . Love, .Jean 
Spence, Meryle Smith, Lillian Daw- 
son, and Betty Jane Cooper. 

- Near, capacity biz. ' Bige. 

81ST STREET 
(Vaudfilm) 

hen the new Beacon, at 75th 
ang on the same’ side of the street 
as the 81st, opened Christmas week 
the Keith crowd’ closed its eyes and 
waited. Now the - 8ist claims to 
have come with $200 of-the house 
‘record for that week. And the sec- 
ond week for the 81st started off to 
capacity, with 60 or more standees 
last Saturday night. Reported. the 
Beacon also sold out. 
No special. b: o. significance: at- 

tached to either the vaude ‘as: a 
whole or the picture, “This Thing 
Called Love” (Pathe). "“Vaude started 
hy Four Jacks and Girlie (New 
Acts), casting act that held atten- 
tion, Ray and Nord were. ‘second. 
Boys lame ducked along with. their 
foolish ‘chatter, but once they be- 
came intimate with the musical in- 
struments they got quicker returns, 
Raymond Bond Co. in ‘‘Hello.There! 
What?” -whooped it up all the. way 
for solid Jaughter. A farcical gem, 
slightly risque, but a veritable howl 
when: the yokel bride greets her 
hubby on their first honeymoon 
night with that old-fashioned night- 
gown. Bond and Helen Sullivan. 
work this skit up to the explosive 
pitch. © 

Miss. Patricola may not belong to 
the flapper age, but she’s there with 
bells when it comes to selling songs 
and putting over a number with the 
‘old violin. Varies with. her num- | 
bers nicely in. that easy;. effective 
way. She had the audience with 
her all the way. A hit without 
‘question. 

In ‘closing spot. was “Chinese | 
Whoopee Revue” (New Acts), a 
fast-moving array of entertainment, 
with several individual specialties. 

; ark 

LAFAYETTE 
(Colored Revue) ~ 

The Whitman Sisters’ Revue was 
in Harlem last week. It’s not the 
first time the Whitman outfit has 
been at.the Lafayette, yet this ‘T. O, 
B, A. ace hung up.a new b. o.. record 
for ‘the Lafayette, This ig one 
show that made its rep on the T. O. 
B. A. (colored circuit), and sticks to 
it. May Whitman's the. boss. The 
‘sisters heading the show. aré Alberta 
and Alice Whitman, the latter 
-claimed to be the best femme col- 
ored tap dancer on: the American 
stage. 

tiie Whitman revue has no theme 
—just songs and dances and some 
comedy bits worked up by the com- 
edy contingent; individual special- 
-ties;-of-course,;-the:standout,...---: 

Watching the 10 girls: who com- 
‘| prise the chorus -background, it’s 
readily understood why the Whit- 
man Sisters have builded a rep.: The 
colored boy and his sw eetie love pep, |. 
and they get it'in the dancing feet. 
of these chorines. --After. seeing 
Alice Whitman do about 15 minutes 
In a tap solo that was sold every 
tap of the ‘way, it Is evident that her. 
direction. is somewhere. back of that 
tapping chorus. Bill Robinson may 
be the ble tapping shot in Harlem 
on the male side of the fence, but on 

4 

the femme lineup Miss Whitman 
Stands alone. -At least the colored 
wiseacreg grant her that niche with- 
out argument. 

Miss Alice works in several] num- 
bers with her sister, Alberta, who 
dons masculine attire throughout 
‘Neither has much of a voice, but 
they. dance well together and keep 
up the. pep... Lena Curry is the 
‘prima -and also duets- with Frank 
McGlennon. Not bad. 
‘The comics are Leonard Ellis and 

Willie (Toot) Sweet. -They are of 
‘the ‘slow, unctuous type, deliberate 
in working up their gags, but this 
method seemed surefire at the La- 
fayette, Show-stoppers are- Miss, 
Whitman's tapping, the dancing. of 
the juvenile: trio, Albert Palmer 
Whitman, Joseph Jones and Grace 
‘(Skeezicks) Johnson (who {s. going 
‘to develop: into a topnotcher), and 
the. Ukulele. Five, headed by the 
dancing director, Virgil Scoggin. 
‘Four boys with instruments sure jazz 
‘things up; with Leo ‘Watson a sort 
of Ukulele Ike Edwards, who bowled 
‘em; Douglas Daniels doing some 
fancy. strumming, and Princess Wee 
Wee, colored lilliputian, who did her 
stuff+-and how!. . 

“ The show ig thoroughly clean; 
‘girls make no. pretense as being 
careless of dress, and there isn’t as. 
-_much body. shaking as. one would 
imagine. There is far more nudity 
in other: Négro tabs than this’ one 
.would ever attempt, probably due to 
the apron strings being. pulled tight. 
‘and close by “Boss” Whitman, who. 
Is: back stage at every performance. 

“Soe. the Lafayette, with a house 
record: by a show sans nudity and 
body. syncopation,. is something for. 
the risque and.blue tab ‘producer to 
run over on-his mathematical piano. 
It proves that it can be done,. even 
at the Lafayette, where they get 
some pretty raw shows sometimes. 

Ata er 

“ACADEMY 
“(Vaudfilm) 

Gooa lineup for first half. Singer’ 8 
Midgets toplining and offering prac- 

tically a whole show in: themselves. 
Bill- well spotted;-even running and 
plenty -of laughs on: -the. show. 
Business capacity. Saturday. after- 
noon. 

Blue Slickers, “mixed dance team 
flanked .by four’ male miusicians, 

.| opened and’ satisfied with dancing 
and instrumentation. The dancers 
go for. eccentric hoofing rather than 
routine ballroom stuff and get over 
big. The tune ticklers are a .versa- 

.| tile quartet with an esgence of com- 
edy which helped along the laughs. 
' Eddie Miller and Co.,, latter girl 
accompanist; held the deuce’ with’ 
songs and comedy talk. Miller han-, 
dles the songs and got plenty out. 
of “Old Man River.” The girl did 
an Ann Pennington -impression | at: 
closer with Miller firing across. a 
Snappy number to accompany the 
Jazz.dancer, with both whooping 
things up to a torrid finish and good 
hand‘ at getaway. 

Ida May Chadwick: and “Dixie 
Daisies” clicked in follow-up with 
a fast song and dance revue, ‘Miss |: 
Chadwick is backed by colored 
dancers and singers, three men and 
11 girls. Miss Chadwick spots her 
tap dance and another with the sup- |. 
porters spacing with. fast hoofing 
by the men‘and jubilee singing by 
the women. The combo gets over 
for tops and provides a good build- 
up for:the featured dancer. 
Harry Howard and Co. whammed 

for comedy with a nifty potpourri 
of-nut stuff and eccentric comedy. 
Howard clowns all over the place 
to results, winding up with a: dance 
with the femme assistant, attractive 
blonde. Howard rolled’ them for 
laughs. and walked off a solid: hit. 

“Christina” | (Fox) screen feature. 
Edba. 

GRAND 0. H. 
‘(Vaudfilm) - 

Like to like. and freak flash: head- 
liner that opened Saturday. change 
day blus (WB). feature, Evidence,” 
makes good draw here—but bill's 
only mild dope, comprising four 
acts, Four Flashes, Hi-Ho Boys, 
Chamberlain and Earl, and. “A. 
Night ‘in ‘Coney . Island,”-order of 
appearance. All hit ‘the : ‘bell, ‘clos-., 
ing turn best,’ 

Opener, Four: Flashes; milk. wat-- 
ered act of routine tap and buck 
bangers, two girls and two boys 
‘with unoriginal military tap and 
buck in cadet uniforms of gray and 
white. Used full platform with 
special drop for collegiate air but. 
never occupying space only tends. to 
‘shrink act’s atmosphere. Slow in 
hitting cues, too, but went . over 
‘plenty here,:: 
-Hi-Ho Boys, singing. trio includ- 

ing ‘pianist, do about five numbers. 
that go lukey, fair, mild, n. g. and 
usless.: Singing’s away "off. ’ Good 
liand just the sdme,. especially for 
the, .comedy.:numbérs,,. 2-0-0: 

— a ee 

RIVERSIDE 
(St Vaude) | 

The “big time” wake of the River-. 

Side is being. held this week. with 

only a handful of faithful mourners: 

gathering Saturday mat. Split week 
policy’ replaces the present. two- 
show-a-day next 
change in prices, a Riverside screen 
announcement: says, but there. will 
be a longer grind with two complete 
shows at night.. ‘Thus the Riverside 
goes neighborhood. 
policy the house goes talker again 
as the wiring apparatus..has ‘not. 
been. ‘used with the present. shows,. 
the newsreel being silent. . 
‘The current bill ‘proved pretty 

good vaude; dancing, songs and in-. 
strumental music. plus: a dash .of. 
comedy that for 50c.: should have’. 

| packed the house even on a Satur- 
Even the gratis dis- 

tribution of presents . ‘for the’ boys 
and girls’ didn’t appear. to- help 
much at the first: mat. 
was back, yet didn't. drag. ’em.‘in. 
Lewis and his musical gang enter- 
tained, those there but it was ad- 
‘mitted.’as a b. o: proposition- Ted 
Lewis didn’t mean much that after- 

With the new 

day afternoon. 

‘Show opened’ with songs’ ‘by the 
Warbling along former. 

2 The Ushers have an act that 
-didn’t overstay,. thanks to the way 
Harry Usher speeded things. along 
and quit ‘when the 
good.” Third held Bill Farrell and 

There was'a wait and Farrell's: 
music. cue was ‘played. about. six 
‘times, beforé’- he finally. appeared. 
‘The Farrell act has a number of. 
good laughs and speeds’ up on the 
dancing by. “Pop” Farrell and Bill. 
Corinne Tilton has been around for 
‘some time and seems unwilling i 
let go that “‘souse” she does. 
her standby and puts her across. 
Jay Brennan and. Stanléy Rogers. 

again and getting the laughs. 
‘have. dropped: some of the old tags 

-|for new ones just as effective. 
Leéewis,-who picks up his cues faSter |- 
and still struts around in the spots, 
The talkers gave Lewis some new 

_yet it’s Ted Lewis ‘and the 

Vivian ‘and. ‘Walters. closed with 
pleasing handbalancing. The woman 
does her work neatly and gracefully 
as the topmounter. Ma 

HIPPODROME._ 

Restitution ‘of - regular vaude here 
‘after a disappointing. experiment 
with the stage ‘band idea, together 
with passing of the pre-holiday de-, 
pression, ‘has this big Sixth avenue 
erind looking like a subway during. 

aturday af- 
ternoon. seats. were as scarce as. on 
thet, R.. T., but outside: of a: better 
than fair vaude the ‘sitters’ ‘didn't 
get- very far or “the fares. paid. Pic- 

(Pathe), 
‘No ‘big |. 

uitting was 

.| novelty of dogs: pantomiming.as 

rush -hours. 

playing a. first-run here,.° 
names in ‘the six-act: vaude lauout, | 
but the ‘entertainment at pop. prices: 
fa there and satisfying. -: ”- 
Oklahoma ‘Bob ‘Albright scored 

solidly with his monolog and other. 
comedy material. 
possessing. a good baritone, has Iong 
been standard in vaude and the way.|. 
‘he got: over in this huge stand is 
‘proof of his surefire. quality. : 
ter here in next to. closing and en- 
tirely justifying the position. - . 
Runners-up for honors on cur-{ 

rent six-acter, in order, are Barry 
‘and Whitlege, doing an -A-1 com- 
edy. double, and George Beatty, a 
strong single. 
Barry and Whitlege were on third: 

It would have been better to’ place 
the Colleano Family in this spot. to 
follow. Beatty, thus sandwiching the 
acrobatic troupe -between ‘the - two 
comedy acts, 

Doing a crack comedy turn with 
}sure-hit crossfire, Barry and Whit- |. 
lege registered nicely, landing for 
returns second : only. to ‘Albright. 
The: circus ageregation,. 

‘featuring. Maurice: in a 
double ‘somerzault . ‘round-off.. from 

without the aid of a 
springboard, is out of the acrobatic 
class and as.a consequence.is de- 
manding better spots. -. 
the: girls do dance -routines, and 
Maurice, besides: being something 
of a hoofer, is becoming: a fair SEF 4 ERSON . 

also 

Spot- 

Colleano 

Several ‘of 

comedy, 
George Beatty, held No, 2 with as- 
surance, getting across soundly in 
a routine of special songs and com- 
edy: Talk is improved, if anything, 
since caught by “Vartety” as.a new 
act, but the violin finish deters the 
punch of. the act, killing effect: of. 

sailor . song and dance 
that’s 2 cinch close.. | 

' Tinova and Baikoft, dancers, as- 
sisted. by Fred Martin, opened and 
‘proceeded slowly through 16 min- |. 
utes, Offering is somewhat changed 
since reviewed by “Variety” in 1928, 
now being a three-people ‘instead 

[ot a fourspeople, act_with. some.of 
Chamberlain and ‘Earl, man: “and 

woman pair, latter violinist, man a |. 
hoke comie, and both sing, just an 
act... Returns oltay. 

ular sideshow offering without band 
Same old stuff. |All right here. 
Vaude ran 69 minutes, feature 78. 

with about 20 minutes of. overture, 
sound news reel and trailers, giv- 
ling show 167 minutes. 

VARIETY 
ee a— — 

PALACE 
(St. Vaude) ‘a 

Chicago, Jan, 43m 
» Biz boosted here remarkably al 

the holidays with new high es - 

lished last week and practically £ 

house on hand:-to watch the open: 

of. a fair bill today. a 

‘Florence Richardson and: 
troupe ran up the curtain: cm 
proved'an entertaining instrumeng 
turn. Sonny’ O’Brien. tossed. oft¢ 
vocal solo and: Edn . Sedgwick ‘e 
tributed bits of hoofing that wel 
just over the line.. | 

Falls and Reading and | Boy' 
showed enough speed in deuce 4 
make: the grade with especial 
‘turns -to ‘the: boys for their hand 
hand ‘stuff.:-Pepito exhibited ag 
his unfailing. eye for comic. cost = 
and clocked. nicely with his var 
bits. His act makes the: grade. " 
its- novelty: and color with: gu 
offeréd by Juanita, daricer. os . 

Clifford and. Marion were surefig 
and. grabbed for themselves the hag ¥ . 
‘ors of the. entire bill... The dung 
femme didn’t. miss .a’ laugh xg 
landed ‘solidly every time. 

Richard Bennett. Company. clo 
intermission with ‘their skit and 
‘over on. Bennett's legit rep... Oth 
‘wise, the turn was‘ cold. - 

Lina Basquette and . her | 
Hoofers hoofed for- some 20. minus 
and ‘then .Miss Basquette ‘made. 
speech. Overladened: with: danci 
bits,: with ..the only - outstand 
‘humber being Misa: Basquette’ 
work, which. was excellent, ©: °°: 

Jim. McWilliams delivered th: 
hoke and clicked. easily wit 
piano and ‘talk nonsense. Ex 
‘of what a guy can do. with exu 

|.anee, a couple of horselaug 
the good old showmanship. 
‘Bruno Weise and Co.: closed “si 

| held: the majority of the lated cnoy 

STATE LAKE 
(Vaudfilm). 

Chteag,: 
Steve, Freda and Sohnny :3 
Italian dialecticians, top »® » 
paced, five-act bill, running: 90 
utes.:~-Marinoff's Russian: Ca 
opened and went: tremendously 

maria after.a slow start. “Do 
mings, “pleasant chap with @- 
and.a few. gags, filed the deuc 

\pably, Act of Jay Dilton :and., 
Parker with pianist; girl dance 
eolored boy legster, -unbilled, 
first 15: minutes on Dillon and 
‘ker song-chatter, but saved} 
‘Robinson imitation. by colo’ 

‘Freda and Palace, next to: 
Fan. pigh,; wide and. handsome :¥ 
of their 20. minutes. Rase's Mid 
‘some ..20. ‘of the ‘Lttle. fo 
‘merry with. nice cabaret ente 

t and played to no walke 
On the screen, “‘Dance Hall” ¢¥ 
and Pathe Silent Reviews... 
‘Business. was excelent . Pat 

show with holdou ; . 

86TH. ST REET 
_(Vaudfilm) : 

Gooa. show. for typeof. h } 
‘first ‘half... Four .acts. and.: “f 
Thing Cailed Love’. (Pathe 
‘screen. Fair ‘biz at ‘the. m: 
show Saturday. .-- - _ 
Nothing: wallopy . put ~ 

‘Show Boat” had fun and 
the closing spot.. The alnion 

a|flapper. chorus’ is. a. “novelty. . 
neighborhood houses, . . 

Felovis, ‘male juggler, pace 
with..Jugeling and . ‘ball. Ananip 
tions, going big." ©... 
Lou Cameron, ‘assisted. by R 

Marvin, got™plenty ‘of. jaughs « 
Cameron’ Ss. nut stuff. Miss 3 

vow Ac Acts) | ar st Ne oe in 
‘comedy crossfire of familiar vinta e. 
but hand ndled | for value by -the ; 

Biba , 
~S 

are 

- (Vau . yo: ‘, n 

Always a ‘lengthy B here, The 
first half it: ran about. 194. minutes 
“Vaude, seven acts, too up 10% 

minutes, A’ small. supper \shov 
crowd were meagre in responding tof 
-the featured turns while‘ giving: t 
‘majority: of their applause: to thone§ 
‘on either end of ‘the bill. “Whole 
vaude looked good on paper, but. 
didn't play as well. Probably sue’ 
to the small audience.’ - 
‘Ilizabeth-Morgan and Co. - “Nar 

‘Acts), small .dance | flash, openedg 
Deice. was’ filled: by - ‘two colored 
warblers, Barr. and Davis (New 
Acts). 

routine new. 
of Jap 

equilibrists did a six-minute perch 
and fnot-juggling exhibition notable 
for smoothness. and novelty, 

Pathe Sound News; Fred Kinsley, . 
“Bathtub Ballads,” 

-and overture of numbers from “Rio 
Rita” (Radio), with Charles Stein 

.Leonducting better pit band than 
here ~ ‘before, represents the 

ce Night in Coney Island” Ig -a 
troupe of side show ‘freaks, major- 
ity of whom recently showed at 
Hubert’s museum, 42d street... Reg- 

organ number, 

Whole show, 3 hours 5 

—Joe-Jackson=heldthe= tniva~ arog 
‘with his hokée comedy bike panto-4 
‘mime, Still dressed. in tramp attire ; 

| Got: laughs. 7 
|. Bobby. Folsom .trouped . on. nex 
with three characterizationa, by Nex 
‘ville Fleeson, preceded. by a pons 
tune, .Misgs Folsom did not do ag 
‘well ag expected, due mainly to the 
lenrth of the bits. Closing, that of 
a gold digging Priscilla, lifted the! 
turn out of the rut. Opening num- 
ber, as a clgaret girl telling about; 

(Continued on page 128) 
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oe , ERN N Blood & Thunder 
Mr vi h’s 0 Brown Bros (4) 

_ HOUSTON. ‘TEX. | Horton Spurr Healy & Cross ‘One to fll Ke 
State (11 Andre De Val Co. (4) jorrie La Vere 

* 
4 Ussems . ) ‘Llora’ Hoffman Dixie 4 Block & Sully 4 it nae * SCHEN ECTADY 

Primrose 4 (One to fill) Harry & F Usher | Iken Christy bbl giriet Keith's 

‘1 ty. bill [SBE RICHMOND, VA. [Bue ceuatnce [MOTE Buti | |Eivalte Rico Go| ithe AEA 
2 oa 

se Jr orinne . ; 

: Dream Street yeroe’ & st) Brennan & Rogers ' CHICAGO Ray Lehr Ce Girls Malin SN OWwnE > 

Hos NEXT WEEK (Jan. 11). JAMAICA, LY. | Sack north | ed Lewls Orch | Palace (11). Wea half. (15-17) :| Dance Bouquets ” 

on ° ; Low menel® (a1) ' | Geo D' Ormonde Co | Vivian & Weitere Lime 3 Wells. 4 2d hips “S| (Bwo to ay” 

fe THIS WEEK. (Jan. 4). | Dolores Eddie & p | Demarest & Deland Royal 14) _|¢ Diamonds. qhe Fee or 20 ale Girton: 
‘ Pearl Hughie Clark Co ist half: (11-14) _ | 4 Diamonds Chas Slim ‘Timblin | Murand &~ Girton: 

‘ . (iwe ora ROCHESTER Red Donahue & P Harris & a8. actitfe: ‘Sully & Thomas Mercedes *- . 

my |, ,kaews OD miny Maine Co. Berscom "aeeley co | The, anit. nthe tre to ee. 

Numerals in connection with bills below indicate opening day” of [fl aaier @ © ID a Jean Granese Co: °| Kane & Ellis) | Jimmie rin Mangean 2d half (8-10)° Tr 
land Geo Herman. . 

Demarest, & De Cardiff & Wales 
Geo Sholton Co 

Seymour & Howard | E Sanderson Revels 

| Searels Price - . 2a half (15-17) Pepito . . 

Amerique & Neville Thelma Deonzo Co. | Falls “Reading. & B 
.| Mills & Bhea. - 
Charlotte aorrue 

show, whether full or split week Ches Ruggles Co 18! 
Miller & Peterson 

a an (Two to fll) King & McIntyre - |Flo Richardson Co 

- 

a Co |Rogers & Donnelly’ 

4 4 oe “se " KANSAS OITx. , SYRACUSE Geo Wong Co Clifford & Marion’ | ®¥lz foWaR c simmy Burehill 

PARIS ny Stanley (4) -Sunklgt: Girls *h v's (11) ws (11) Anger &. Corday - {Richard Bennett Co Paince (11) SEATTLE 

Mardi Gras” Unit | Meyer Davia Sym The. Du Ponts. |G & M Eyine ‘| Bob Albright Go | Line Basquette Co jm. pel Ortos ~ Orpheum: (11) 
Dick Powell Christina” 3 Rah Rah Girls - | All. Girl. Show - | Dane & Alvin’ Sis [Jim McWilliams Co|iioq Leightner Co |The Digitamoa 

Week of January 6 “The “Kibltzer’’.- Trixie Friganza 2a half (8-10) .| Bruno Wiese 3 | Derickson & Bro (Three to fill) 
TO : 4). 

.{83'N ANT'NIO, xX. Horace Held -| Joo Laurie Jr : KONTO : Hether. Ralston 

“Apollo Neg & Loyal Toxas. (11) Meyer. relat. sym Signor. Friscoe Or '| | Loew's (11) Govunote ae Crow © aerate & dates tt). Pat Henning Co | Fo art a ne 

inghat Gesture | Powell 6 “Garden. of Love” Leon Brusiloft i MEHIS, N. | Milton Berle Unit |myans Wolfe Co - Walter Dare. Wahi |The Crystal 3 C ov iiers 

ae Marnac Mary & John Bayee & Speck... - | “Hot for “Paria” . State. (11) ‘W'SHINGT'N,. D.C. | Meehan &,-Shannon|-vox & Walters - ne ~Cavallers 

lide’ Wield Dragas 4 Renoft & Renova. Paince (11) ‘Chapelle & Carlton.| _ - Loew's (11) Tillian Morton. --| Roy.Cummings. © 

an Worms Severus Schaffer | Mirlam ax “Eton Days’ Unit. | Stroud 2. John Maxwell The Great Rolle --- Mbrveltene : _ ; 

t fant is. A Kling’s Monks Earl Scholl . Davo Schcoler. Burke & Durkin Marguerite -& Gi ‘| BROOKLYN | 4) : a LOAT 

iBot gor -Peev o & elie ry Car) Doren sorerke ‘ Wesley Eddy . Bown Home ‘ sive eonee Albee (11). . Russian ‘Art Circus. a | O W A R Dp S 

airoli-Porto-Carl. orothy Berke Co | ‘New York Nigit a ome wo to . M , i 

Palace W'SHINGT'N, D.C. 4) te OO MONTREAL | WOODH’V'N, I. ‘1, | Bobby, May oo Dillon & Parker BONDS FOR INVESTMENT | . 

“Good News" Fox (1%) “Oddities? Unit. » ge Woewis (ALY lard... {Three -to fill TPMT ATOM A.B. Leach & Co. Inc. 57 Wiha St.N.Y. 

: Meg Lemonnler “Jazz Buccaneers” | Ai Evans 3 Silvers _ Ast half (11-14) pe egy ‘| Rose’s Midgets” ae cree 

aw. “oon” Pasquall Alexander .CaHam | Gerdon & KNog Marlo & Lazarin.|Gallarini & Sis Tiny Town Rev | CINCINNATI ; 

genet: ‘Elynn Jane Aubért Cherles Brugge .|3 Dennis: Sis Harry Kabne .' | McManus: & Hickey | Chevalier Bros - - “Albee..(11): .. | Rhnapsody_in silk | yy 

Radre Bauge Betty Spell Helen Warner . Collette Sis. | Francia & Wally: | Carl Shaw Co: ‘Lulu McConnell: | Mijares -  |K ne & Ellis nor & Byron 

ynielia’ Bregis Plerre Neyer Eddie Kay |.Snyder Hale Girls: | Snow _Ci'mbus & I (Two:to fll) |: Wilton & Weber Boyd Senter. Helen Kane _ ; gayno & Parker’ 

h-Lenotty Simone Cerdan La Petite Marle ‘It’s a Great Life’ Seated). 7 Hom nat aga ‘|Jimmy. Savo | Danny Duncan’ Co” Sal Gould Co Olsen & Johnson . 

Jean Sorbier _ e (1) omer Oe Guy & & P'rl Megley! Jack Osterman | Dance Parade J (Two to fill) - 
3 Melvin Brot. : | 
Chabét & Tortoni. 
Jack Sidney's Co 

; (Te to fill)” 

‘Marty. & Nancy ~ 
Robinson & Pierce 
Allman eS Coulter 
Alex ‘Hyde 

- NEW ROCHELLE .' | SPOKANE 

eT OEL VU RECICNE Keith's Orpheum (11) 
EXCLUSIVELY DESIGNED fet halt (14-14). 

GARMENTS FOR GENTLEMEN |4 et ee Healy & Cross | 
Henney-Hamilton Palau : 
Boucot - . Max Berger 
* Olrque Medrano =| Charles Frank 

fi ondonia &-Ptur Allan Foster Tr 

WW 
at 
Pr .? 

nd “HARRY SAVOY 
Serge . 

‘HW ORLEANS YONKERS, ° N.- ¥. 
w 1 . Block & Sully 

ay . ‘Wilson & Irene Ken Christy. — 

fear Schumann James Boucher 1 “ROMANCE: ISLE” . | Dave farris Co. ist halt cui-14)- | {csi Timblin Co| Alexander Sia 

—_—— ff} (Others: te fill) | Carr Bros & Betty | . Fatr cole Parade Howard's Ponies 

Boris Petrofi’s | NO Rtate mit) | Bergoua Con ah ga half (15-11) | wm '@ Joo. Mandell: 
ate - {Sol Gou oO. . 

+. 

eon mye Re eee eel oe ae _fhamteytsenge [Rho MWager 
Dir —LEDDY Hq a ° alaman |'(One to, ‘ ee , Cie, :| Billy. Main Co. Paviey Oukrainsk 

&§ ia J ead tormaii. Fer wilson 1 1632 Beware a 60th St, N.Y. City Williams & Delaney | Nash. ‘e Fately y 
‘| Tinova. &. Batkoff —- 

. YORK CITY i & § Wisner = ; . =e Ann: Pritchard Co | Moran Warner & M 2d Halt (8-10) _c elth'e “di 

Sees 288, | ——— erty Ee ae” | a ae Dina & Ferker | mae croatel ©, |pasoing. 
. mo, ype _ “tat half (11-14): - _ Raynor Lehr Co 

“puppets, Parade” 
1 (Qne. to. fill) ’ |Werr-Harman:Co ° | Mascagna. 4 - over Imhoff ‘Co “Lubin Pourle & A 

: “ neeneea moans Wally & Zeller - |. Chesleigh & -Gibbs Res Samuels or arion 

Ferry Corwey . vv : : ' _ '* | Henr Santre Ba . 

W Ww - 2 a Ty Te Saxton & Farrell Siamese JRC A Ther y y 

& Dunn Bileen_ & Margery | °) — . copy df Stan Stanley Lime 3 @ Grey” “yon AB 8 | Cone "0 4 a> 

| 
. “ eroy: : me 

A . ; 

Dhester: Hale Girls Blair & Thornton 7 . , _ ' 2a halt 5- -17) CLEV VELAND :]_ 2d_half (16- 17) Mevekor. i. Ww hi. 
105th Street (11) Jay Herble 

A. 

VHollywood “Revue” | John Guinan “Bou leva ‘a 
. -_ - | x 

3 

dan’ t 1 ; ee, . . . - . |i}. Monde. & Carmo. 
a 

‘Paramgoant. (4) Mary Reade Girls Ist half. (ai- 14) . Jéan ‘LaCrosse ‘Don’ Cummings — Roplea &- Hamilton Tempest & & nshine 

| Harmony Girls: ~ |Moran,& McBann . ob Hope Ca 
Fase of Bombay. U | DES MOINES, IA. Bloomberg's Co 

#founy Perkins reramount (11) | Reed & La Vere | NEW. xORK ‘orry Raymond Bona co zom Howard |Dane & Alvin Sis” Ledova 

“McKenzie | “Snap Into It Wally Sharples Co Ches' Harry. Howard - |" 8a halt: (8- 10). Mt Collegian’. One to An ‘ST. PAUL 

iet half Gia . Russfan Art. Circus K Orpheum (11) 
Val & E‘Stanton (Two to fill) Jean Rankin. & BB ‘Hazel Crosb 

The Toregos 2a halt (15 17) Cora Green half . | Hite’ & Refow “otheurn (11) Howard. & Newton ‘ 

Olvera Bros - 
Abbott & Bisland- 
Emil Boreo 
Lockett & Page Co’ 

Patterson 2 Paul Nolan “Co (One to fll) ‘Ew Goat noo. |: (4) 7 

Maxine Henry George Lyons. “Kings (11) Parry Sich "Co Brine. West & Mee | Zee, Bonome Co “| Golf -Fiends . |La Salle & Mack | Teck Murdock Co 

Ann Williams arty Hayden Co | Runaway 4 (Two to fill), - Rich & Hart Muriel Kaye Co Rudell. & Donegen | Blood & Thunder -| Bili Robinson 

ty - _| Serova’ Girls Bro Ing & Clark | Teddy. Joyce |. 2d half. (4517 y. ‘Larry Rich. Co-'. -|... Kenmore (11),~- (Three to fi Ly. Sham nein (Two to riiaa 

tricia Bowman HOUSTON, TEX. | Living Jewels- (Three to. fill) -|Paul Sydell & 8S. (One: to_ fill). | Batt & Herman : Palace. (tit ~ -- Brown Bros. GH gi ‘é te 8 

gonide Massine Metropolitan (11) | Capitol (11) Loew's 46th St | Bennington & Or 2d half (8-10) | Dixie 4- Sandy Lang Co. - a ; Gongs. 4 eps . 

Hilo. ‘Pirates Melody” U|-Renoff.& Renova .| 1st half (11-14) Sylvia Clark - Blizabeth Morgen ‘| Burns & ‘Allen’. — Chesleigh & Gibbs - Keleo B ack Major . 

: Smith & Hadley 6 White Lillies | Little. Pipifax Co..| Lane Osborne & c.|3 Jests— lied Lewis Orch ©: | Jarvis & Harrison” (Othe Oe any Cummings & R'b’ts 

ay att “Ya Tonge ‘| Jve Fong : Mi Estes Morrell &. Beckwith | (One to fill). ‘Joe Jackson: One to All’. = | Siamese.2 OMA. AD Fe Belfordey 

Miestin ove |fimmy Sunn LCR aD oe | Ceeecae | matt Bibeate Bebe Belson oo se, Daigo, | Francols Penamore |p eters) |" eeRACUSE 
i xon {a o fill 8 c er. Co" - 

Gamby-Hale B & G| tet half (11-14) “2a half (16-17) Enos Fe a Dobson. Buck & Bubbles | Bordner & & Boyer 3- Lubin Lourie & A. is oe Keith’s (11) 
‘Lovejoy Dancers 

10S ANGELES Karolt Bros 
|, Kouns Sis Saranoff &. O'R Mulroy McN & R Jerry-Coe & Bros ‘| 6 Tanaleye . 

D Boulevard (0) Osborne-C’ & alt J-& B. Morgan | Maxine Lewis. Hamilton Pat Rooney Rev Bvans & Mayer | Helena: Justa & C glare Howaré 

Bang ee arog |Batieatingat” ho (Brunk Boueryce [Ham Guat Rev | ant Ra tao 1" Gatlnen | omerme, [fee sion ts ., [fearte ais 
B& L Buroff  , | (One to fll) [Bloomberg's Al'kins| | 1st half (11- “14) ey tuestelio of. 1st half: (11-14) | >. Orpheum (11) Bene wants Co | (One. te AN) 
Pept ° Fact Lee aig (15-17) jRietronoliten qt) , ‘Kitchen Pirates ‘Don ‘Galvin : Alexander S&D- Marinettt Girls Arthur Petley Co Revel. Bros | & Red — 

ptian ot u Cameron =. oe Sle ., .| Goss.& Barrowag.: .- 

Desert idea Eddie- Hanléy Co |Badie Leonard Co | ystelle: Taylor Fore - Conley Chas Ruggles Pollock & Dunn Hels way. - Wm Boe 
ec Dance Derby Biny @ nev | eee mips aa half (15-17). .| Barty & Whitledge| Harry Holmes 4 Pals ore irahan Co: 

Muriel: Stryker Two. to All '| Meyers L & . 
ee eet | oT Salrmount tf ey | Ops 
Carla Torney Girls. 1st half, (1- 14). 

Mulroy MoN’cé & R 

Wilson & Irene © — 
.4 Carleton “Bros - 2d half (15-17)" ; 

. May Questelle ss * 
Wilson .& Dobson “ & O'Brien, Doin Pe 

to fi . Joe: Jackson Alphonse Ber Dalto Cc i 

(One er? 1. “| 2a halt (5: 211): amine 7; a pe ee Lester Irving, 3 

i ant hale (it-14). «| $2 AeeNe 
; 

TA A... 
‘|. RKO-Pantages. Qt) 

“The: nrese ser’’ Jean Carr ve 
Loew's tath -(0) | Fletder-Harriet: Co | Mangean Tr.'" Chas ‘Rug “| Bobby Folsom. Three to fill | Gaynor, & Byron 

. gles - : Three to fil! 

Georete tail a ta | vine Sewsle Hinpiet hasten |G ‘G & P Magley a Toe Bey) ‘2a hait (8-10). | © ee USHING _ | Eulton (& Parker 
‘Manila ‘Bound’ (Two, to Al) 1. -| Bronson & RF Rev | (One to Ally Inez & Dwynn Bane 1 Torrence. |. .” Kelth’s ‘Harkins (two to ail) 

Romero Family Karoli. ars: 7 >» | 2a half. (16-17) pete te) | Bwing- Baton co | Abbott & Bisland’ | (1st halt (11:14). Sohany Jane . (4) 

Stella’ Royal Rosita’ Hoya. Co Metropolitan ‘S'e’rs | Gardini Faber & Pricé 6 1Nan Halperin. - _| Edna ‘Torrence PITTSBURGH Hal Neiman . | Pred Sylvester recto, |B ei Morton & Arbuckle ance’ 1a 
. ‘Rub Norton . 
Harriman 3 '& L - | (Three to ll)”, PONONTO -TORON 
‘€Others, to. ‘fN) - ; “ Hippodrome 11) 

‘Rd half (8-10) Swat aan” * 4M | wison Kepple, & B 
Paul Syded & > | Eeenx, XX Silie Glad Somes ir, ’ < Blair. 

.| Sylvia’ Clark: . (Two to fill). Benne by - 

Corbett & O'Brien |: 
‘Herb Willtama ° : "Harris: (a1) 
(Two to fill)-- 

2a halt (16-17) 

| Pat. Henning 
., Prospec 

ist -half (11-14) 
Monde & Carmo. 
Marle. Sabbott Co 
Glenn & Jenkins  — 
Joe Bonomo — .. 
One to fill 

. 2a half. (16- 11) 
Herr Herman. Co... 
Foley. -&-~ Lature _ 

“Navy . Blues’ Morris & Shaw. |Rogers.& Wynne Co lin Co 
|. Paramount (9) -B Henshaw & Rel | Bussey & Case. chester Sonulin : 
Milton Charles Carl Shaw Co (Two, | to. ofl) 4 Jacks & 2. Girlie” 
“Laughing. Ladies” kin (11) Sigt Street 

- United Artists tat helt, (il- 14) ‘Fortunelio é&¢.. 1st half qi1- 44) - 
(Indef.) a yen Cello. & Mary .|C- Emmy's M Wags|wm Groh ; 

Oliver Wallace. .. 518 . | Afleen Clark, 4 Carleton. ‘Bros 

“Taming of Shrew’ _ {Ivan Triesault Tiny Town Rev 

NSIS, | MINN. | Fre 4 Go. “Gus vai xander Rae Samuels : Pre malex j “One .to fll at 
2d: half -(15- 1, 

Willie West &. MeG 

Hippodrome a1) 
Rhapsody. in Peel 

‘|Cuby & Smith 
Blizabeth’ ‘Brice Co 
Ruiz & Bonita ‘Co. 

‘| Buck & Bubbles 
: Wille wert & McG. 

(4) 
Tinova & Batkoft | ‘Cocoanut Grave’ ert °¢ 132 ; C Bennington’s Ba’ REO Pp, Pilcer -& ‘Douglas. 

Keller § Sis & Lynch |: Bros” 2 att halt Gia ‘| jiangean Tr: Geo Beatty. Serove Fev (One. to! 111) _ Har Pantages ‘an: OG 

Christie &: Nelson [sack Rest & mM «| vou Cameron Barry & Whitiedge One to Ail HORNELL _ : | Fred: Sytyester.. | Norman’ Thomas 6 

Gambayort Branke D br Co Lulu “McConnell Colleano. Family. - "2a" half: (8- 10) - Keith's Ray &: ‘Harrison . Maidie’'& Ray - rc 

|-Ceell Bivir | wo to. Al i) co PExank po, ‘Ruth Roye Bob Albright.Co_ | ¢ ovis. - ga Half (16-17) ‘© |Dance Fables © © | Junior ‘Durkin ; 

| Dave Gould” Girls i get halt Sty | OX? pate, (6-17) “(One tol) Hino Tr orpon - Bennett &- Fenwick | Cothors t Family Ruby Norton | Natal sis 
8 . 24 half. (8-10) ist hale Cli-14) _ | Billy.’Arlington *Co™ (Others to fll) iy ¢ 

‘Mangean Tr 2a half (8- 10). Oads & ‘Beas 
Branford (4) - Frank Wiison . ~)3 Melfords. : 

‘Chas Melson’s - Co” | Seymour & Cunard Clark & Smith, “May Questelle _--|Zhelma Deonzo Co. N say &daybird Blekhell Others’ to All). * Gapltel on) 

; ‘The Ingenues” | Hadfe Hanley -Co- - McManus; & Hickey Madge Kennedy Co Geo Beatty . RON: Polar Pastimes _ PROVIDENCE Darny:Smell Co . 

“Raye Pointed Heals Tracey .& Hey Co ‘Trace & Hay Co: \Gienn & Jenkina 9 |J2¢ azar. Rey. Palace (1). (Three’ to fii)) Keith - Albeo Qi) Kelly Jackson. Co 

‘yo See Paris’ | NEW HAVEN  [-(Ono: to 6-17)” “AKRON: ',| Geo Andre Co Bee eet tt Co | Harim Scarum -.| JERSEY OITY. |¥ie ern he a) 
- Toew’s. (11), : If, Loma Worth | .¢, State... 

avatermelon Bi'es' | Brinkley Sis. '|'sheldon Heft -& 2] 1st hale (11-24) q 20, Relt O5-17) | Marty May 1st ‘half. (11-14)' 
Chag ‘Chase Fielder Harriet Co | Pevnolds & tee Mangean. Tr g tinett & Cc 142 o'Clock: Rev. Alexander Tr Jerome &-Evelyp | 

Mammy & Picks _ | Bob. Nelson. . (Nat Chick Haines | Ewing Eaton Toby Wilso Co (One to fili) Jerome Jackson. Co M Montgomery 

Fed Ledtora (Two'to li), . -|Revmond & caverly | Chester Conklin Co | Datticola 7" (4)... | Boley &.LaTour. © ‘ Lander, Bros 
Loulre & Mitchell National. 6 Lucky. Boys | (two. to dill). Kitchen Pirat ‘Paula Paquita ie ic | Pirate Queen. Douglas | right Co |.-Wella & 4 .Fays 

8 Southern Stepp’rs| tat half (11-14)° ATLANTA 2a half (as. 17) |Bert Walton C Dotson’ (One te fill) ; | Brnest Hiatt (One. to filly 

pent nel Rapp Ba Byde = Buel Grand (11) __ -| Wm. Groth Peinkin & Blue B| Danny Duncan Co 2a halt. | Weston % Lyon peers 
, Diesden China U_ |.Evans ° 2a Hale (8-10) -| Chain & Conroy - Bddle Minetti Co - 

“Vagabond Lover’ | 2a half (15-17) TIM MD.|Joe Jackson yo _ | Fashion Show . ‘Ist half (11-14) 

N. OBLEANS, LA.|-Aurora 3° OR) | Herb Willams Fownsend pase Pe BANY ea yiee |-. ROCHESTER -|Murand & Girton 

Saenger, (11) Seymour & Cunard Cole: & Snyder (One to fill) -- “| Herbert Faye. Co Proctor’s Gn ; oo Palace. @) Mercedes -- - 

‘Radio: Romance’ Uj Lew White _Co- | 3° Dennis Sis ‘2a halt. (8- -10) ‘Felovis ~ ‘Geo Hermans - |Cadette 6 _| Billy DeWolf Co 

Ross & Edwards = | Wilson Bros |, = - Gordon & King §|-8 Rangers -* "| en Murray. . 1G & M'Moore. : (Two. to All) 

BP & Av Dewees Jack Russell Co (Two to fill) ‘Ray i Nord “(| The Charlestons. | Roger. Imhoff yet "tat Gs: 717) 

Sylvester | Lonny Adler, gist Bag 2) | BAY RIDGE - | Esteve wowara Co | ‘ict half C-14) : Gone.” « Doriegan, “RANSAS O1ry | Lester Irving. a ‘Melino & Daw's 
ou alle B ette 

r ; ohnny Downs 
let half (11-14) Kitchen - Pirates Local Girls * |. Helene Justa & C Soe Menat Rikute Japa. 

- 58th Street - 
1st’ halt (1-14) " 

ane Qeborne &C . 
Paul Sydell & 8. 

Hewitt & Hall 
Bussey & Case 
Devil's Circua 
(Two to All) 

“Cy 
Murand .& Girton 
4 Pala’ . 
Dalton &. Craig 
Harrison &° "Daltin’ 

item ford OMAHA, NEB. Zelda Santley Co 
jaune xc “11)- Paramount (hi The Briants 

i Aubrey “Creole, ene 
. . ng aley 

Manito 3. co Rolling Stones 
Anita La Pierre 
Chantal Sis 
Helen Hayes 
Dorathy Berke Co 
PHILADELPHIA 

Zita & Anis - 
Russell & Purcell 
Jerry Bergen - . 

. One to An 

Bob Hope Co -- | Hap" Hazzard (One ‘to fill) . 
Irene Rich Co 4. Diamonds UNION ILL. 
Freda & Palace Cap 

. ‘Ast, half: (11-14) Petleys .-. - 
(4). -| SALT LAKE CITY | Eddie Minetti Co 

]Dakotas. - °-. ./BKO Fantages (U1) | Cardift &. Wales _ 
"| Stanley & Giger. Carrie. & Had ye B Wels i. ane , 

enry Santrey Bd urphy wo to 
(wo to fll)” Mildrea Hunt. |. 2a half (15-17) 

tT 
Jimmy Lucas ' 
Deno-Rochelle Co 

. 9a half (15-17) . 
Alf Loyal’s Dogs 
Hyde & Burrell 
Mary Haynes Co 
Joe Fejer Orch 

Se —————— 

TUESDAYS Ace L. LIPSHUTZ — 
MANHATTAN 

‘gong, Sho Masters Ba 
Wial. Herman 
Caritin & Ballou ar.) (One to ah 

ate 

z . le (4) Parndise (i) 159- W ‘i arth St. T 
LONG BEACH o Lewis Alexander Tr 

‘Palm Beach F’ U | Les Ghezzes es " Phil 7 we Sawyer & Hady Glenn & Jenkins 

.» | Badte White Kaye & Sayre ; NEW_Y a jut tL, a. 2 |e paveth’s @y) (AY. ‘Pirate Queen: 

Zz Bros omes none ; re | (thors to fill) a : 

Grace & Barrie (Two, to AN 24 half (15-17) || Sylvia Claric. 2a half (15- 12) LOS ANGE OFFICIAL DENTIST. TO THE N.. V. A 
Dainty Marie | . 

BOSTON 
Kelth-Albee (1) 

Eno 
May Wynn: & ‘S’nny. 
Douglas Wright, Co. 

LES 
Hilistreet. (11) 

Kelso Bros 
| (Others to fill) 

: (4 . : 
Johnson & Dalcer © 

State (11) 
Roye & Maye Co 
Irene Ricardo 
Warry Fox Co ; 
Oscar Stang Oreh 

Bennington’s Orch 
(One to fill) 
2d half (15-17) 

-HAl Billies 
Estelle Taylor . 

‘| Local Girls . 
Ham & Nee 
Ade Ayres’ 

.| Evans & Adams . 
/One to fill -— 
ga halt (8- 10) 

Bentell & Gould 
The Briants. — 
Brandeis C & M 
G Smith & Buddies 
(One to fill) 

; BOSTON. 

“Wedding Rings” 
' ‘Fox (1) 

*‘Speead” “idea 
Sully & Thoman 
Parker & Mack 

“DR. JULIAN SIEGEL 
. 1560 BROADWAY. 7 

. This.Week: Valda Pavia 
. iffany 
“Bard & Avon Helen Byrnes (One to- fill) Don Galvin. Wil Ethel 

‘ . at t el Davis: — 

‘3 Evans Ensemble | B'ack Cat 4 Victoria 1 - Orpheam (11) (Two to fill)’ ‘Local Girls. ;| Robert t Ripley ‘| Ky Jubllee Singers | 4, -inelit GI 

Gold. Diggers of B’| Cheer Lenders ; Ist half (11-1 - | Gobs of Joy . 2a half (8-10) Rooney Sis, Q & K (4 y ‘Buster West . . | Marinelll! Girls. . (Ewa: to M1). 

Bi N. Nortis's Greyh’ds | Keith~ Wilbur CANTON ‘Harris. .& Claire Bernice & Foran 5 Nelsons ‘ Schepp's Cireus | Ross & Barrows’. 2a halt (8- 10) 

“Metropolitan o Alexander CaNam ‘| Robinson & Pierce Loew's (11). Tou Cameron a “6 Merritt & Norman | Roy Rogers: ; SPORT. | Pollock & Dunn The Cansinos 

aymon ond Co 
POY Art's Sake” U Sunkist Beauties -Mary Haynes Co ‘Angee Bros Ross & & on 

a: 
_ | Harry Hoimes: .| (Others to_ fill) 

" Chester. Frederick “Hot for Paris” J & K Spangler “Chas & aie Girard 
Barris Qt) | A OU Weaver Bros Harum Scarum > |Alphonse Berg. ° “VANCOUVER, 

rd | Patricola  - Waiace (11) Home Folks LEG 

Sain Mamamery ""iactyoum (D,, [one eile 4, | Hooper & G.Co. | Herb Wittams — | Bnos Frazere , | (One to aity | gsten && Anpuckio| | SARDINES. [wm Bee, sfandell 
vteecrginte () EERE PE ogg mn BNE he | CANORAT ES Ket ith MME gCTR y, | Maxine: bewlo -<Mippodome. (11).-|-sKelth'e (Qn |vatee-& Lawley. fee Sie 
_Modemas Fishs '30’ wi W'y to H'v'n' | Wally Sharples Co: Plat [Hientigon evan u Ken Murray ~ . [White &.Manning -| 6 ‘Belforas eta Sasa [NEE eas hid 

‘Jadk Miller Bd. PI BURGH Robbins .& Jewett. Ist half ite 14) “ga half (15-17) Cley ton Jack'n & D ‘Cardint, Mr ts wo (others to fill), De Marcos (One to pny. 

y (4 
“Enright (4) Gallarini & . Lockett & Page: Go 

BROOKI 

{Inne Tilton. 

‘tst Anni Rev" Joyner &. Foster : Edna ‘Torrence Win Fyffe a | 
. prey Rodgers 

; 
Cora Green 

(One to gh I The Digitanos 
Chain & Conroy Bozo snyder Co 

Jay Mills ‘Bedford (Three to fill). a (4) 6 Davilias , Derickson & Brow 

‘In the. Next: Room’ | “1gt half (11-14) 2a hnit (15-17), | Harty J Conley Colne Gitz Rice (4) (Others to fly Kitty O'Connor. _| Powers & farrett 

. Penn Aurora 3 Van Cello & Mary |(Gne to. fill) Jean Carr Wilson Kepple & B Imperial (11) Leavitt & Lockw'd Cavaliers Lash. 
yi Orborne Orch vie} 
urna & Allen iola Dana Co 

. Billy House Co Brank Gaby Meaioe Sunk 
obby May . "Donnell & Blair |B ‘ a GeRY esser & Balfour 

Glad Moffat 
‘Pan Fancies’ Unit | Wiison - ‘Bros 
Nat Nazarro Jr (Three to fill) - 
Bmile Boreo 2a half (16- 17) 

| Sunching Sammy B & L Gillette 

Norman Tmohas, 6 - Hewitt & Hall 
Hipbitt & Hartman | ,,24: halt, (8 Pe 
Reed & L Vere 4 Carlton Bros 
Bronson & Renee RI a rhett O'Brien 

(Two ‘to fill) . : } PLAINS: 
SAN FRANCISCO_ » WHITE -itl’s 
Golden Gate. (11) | ist half (11-14) 
Tillis’ & LaRue Ada Kaufman Girls 

Oliyo- Sibley Kelth Wilbur. EVANSVILLE | Jack «Benny ’ é One: t 1) * 

‘Dorothy Dodd Frances Arnia’.Co ‘Loéw’'s’ (11) Cone to R--Geo Jessel ° - -~|- ~-Grand (My -. ( o fill) . Curly “Buna Co ay Ashley ‘aigo 
Riverside (41) Rexalo Bros Lohse sé Qrerling | Les Jardys 

‘| Gertrude Sheffleld | Jimmy Lucas -_.. 

a Breeskin® | & J Spangler’ Romaine & Castle _ Franklin 7. Mariners Snooz ; Eddie Pardo. Ed Sheriff Co 

Mantra & | See Liebert : ~ Gates Ave. . Jack Janis Co ist half (11-14) . | Bobby Folsom * The Teving Me A Selly n Beehee Geet. are vale (6- 17) 

::'s. Barnice srt Cherter_ Hale: Giria “det half (11-14) Carl Freed ore! nan oe Bros Lo aed Dooley . Jack Pepper Scott Sdnders La Salle & Mack | Aa aut an Girls 

¥+Bunuy Schenck J phels Own Desire’ | Alg Loyal's Dogs = | Carl Breed Orch ° ay. ‘Chevalier Bros Medley & Dupree | (One to All) Chamberlain & H Charm’ 4 , 
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Vaudeville Comeback—and 
How? ~ 

(Continued from page 95) 

four- act pitts, but with the three, ragged ‘in the salary. end, that. end 
act stage shows- contemplated by now being so important. ; , 
Publix... | If the. Palace on Broadway is a 

show window for vaudeville, it is 
the’ most expensive one in ‘the 

/ country. Though the Palace, New. 
York, makés money: weekly for it- 
self, it is’. costing its. chain plenty. 
Aside from the salary reflection 
the New - York Palace sends down 
along the line of all vaudeville acts, 

(Three to fill} ; 
' 2d halt (16-17) © 
Gold & Ray 
Joe Menai . 
M Montgomery .- 

| Barty &: Whitledge 
W Hieggle & Girls — 

| 2a alt. (8-10) 
The Del Ortos ' 
Wilson &-Irene _. 
Harry. J Conley Co 
Willams & Delaney 

‘| Thelma Deonzo Co 

YOUNGSTOWN 
| Kelith’s (41) 

‘| 3; Black Aces 
O'Neill & Manners. 
F Richardson. 

| Evans & Mayer 
Francois ‘Densmore 

Kane & Ellis 
Raynor Léhr Co 
Peter Higgins 
‘Bd half (8-10) 
Adu Kaufman Girls 
Murray & Allen. 
Foley & Latour 
Murdock & Mayo 

- Peter Higgins 
WENNIPEG 

Orpheum (11) 
4 Cirillo Boys 
M & A Skelly 
Scott Sanders 
‘Peplito 
(One. to All) 

‘Lee, twine Co 
‘ Bnoozer Jr : 
Jack Pepper - ..- 
‘Medley &.Dupree © 
-Larimer & Hudson a (4) 

YONKERS ~ | Hill Billies 
Kelth’s ‘| Marle -Muarlosv 

1Bt half (11- -14) | White & Manning 
-The Rangers Kramer &. Boyle 

; N’SHVILLE, NN. 
. Princess (11) 

Manahan & Co-Eds. 
Grace Doro 
Jimmy Allard Co | 
Frankel -& Dunlevy 
(One to fill) ~ 
.ROCKFEIRD, ILL, 

Palace . 
1st halt (b2-i4) 

Plekerd & Saat 
|Cowboy - Rev ely 
GibL’ 2. . 
(Two. to ALD 

2d nalf (16-187 
Wilton. -& Murrhy | 

(Three. to Ait) 
2d half (16-18) 

Thomas's .Suxotette 
Big Parade 
Georgie Hunter 
(Two to fill) 

IND’POLIS, IND. 
Lyrle (11) 

Opora vs Jazz 
Harry, Hines 
Eddie Dale Co 
(Qne to AN). 

LINCOLN, NEL. 
' Stuart (13) ; 

| Stanley. Tollickers. 
Victor Oliver Co | 
‘(Three to fill) 

. LONDON, CAN, 
W's: 

‘Jat half: (18- 15) ’ 
Dot Myers Co™ 
Fern & Marie , 

| (One to fill) 
2a “halt U6- 18) 

‘| comedy support. ‘For comedy tf 
| mainstay of vaudeville, or was ¥ 
‘| vaudeville. meant comedy, . ‘and ; 
riety only in. the strictest vauy 
ville sense. of both. 

Due for Comeback 

Vaudeville, - booked: with: “intel 
gence, is due for a comeback. : "I 
time is opportune. It. does look j 
though R-K-O,. which came 

Keith's: when. vaudeville was at 
‘lowest, has picked the spot for: 
‘revival. “While vaudeville must 3 ° 
ways rely upon its bookers, o 
causes. may :: -contribute ‘ ‘within © 
very: ‘near future to the restora’ 
‘In. front .is that. immense -portts 

Quality or Quantity 
_ The current audience. anywhere 

Rose's Midgets : - | has been trained to. a certain num- 
‘SHEB'YG'N, WIS. | ber of acts to a show, That has 

Let eee aaa) | been five’ or six; more often five, in 
A & I. Rudack the sticks. If quality will be ac- 

{ER &T Rinehart cepted. rather than quantity by the 
natives, the reduced bills without Bruno Weise... . 

Hart’s Krazy. ‘Kats 

Pat , Rooney. Co.  atijares ‘| Flashlights. (One to, fill) \reduced cost will go over, for they|it is a. competitive variety house in| of the. masses. who: were. vaude 

; ; (MADISON, WIS. SHOU or CITY, 1A.:| will: be ever so ‘much’ the better. | S2lary. bidding; it. creates false sal-|jlovers. They may have gone, A. 

rpheurm, TY ast Orph “1-18 ° |But if the townspeople - somehow | avies. for overnight false -alarms,| they can be ‘returned. An -aydie 

:} Ist half (12-14) - 
Gleason Browning . 
Princeton & Renee 
(One to fill) 

2a ‘haif (15-18) - 

Max. & Geng. . 
Joyce Lando Co - 
“(Three to: fill), 
SO. BEN De IND, 

without. really a reputation other 
than local; it forces ‘rival variety 
houses to bid for stage attractions, : 

of 10,000,000 can’t be. lost. in a dm 
Another is all. sound. and the cag 
‘tinuous flicker of the image... ‘TRY 

--| sense ‘ they. are. being. cheated - “in 
numbers, without understanding the 
situation that cannot be explained 

| Fanchon and Marco. 
. ‘ : Palac and by this means assists, in- main- may be raw meat all-of. the time 

‘ . . : to lay people ‘then. the chains - had 

ATLANTA | ; *‘Peasant”’ den Cowboy Revel 1 t half. (12-14 ’ 1 } k 

-Fox (10) “Peaasnt ea - Jack Hanley ° | dst & C219 best revert” immediately to their taining the . igh ‘salary « -mar. s the: flaps, but there. are. others’ : 

“Jazz Buc'ners’ I 
Emille & Romaino 
Chas Brugge 
Bddie Ray 

‘Bért Privat The Meyakos 
General Ed Lavine. MEMPHIS, TENN. 

_ | Blehl Sis - - Orpheum (11) 
Belcher’ Dancers Hisie Greenwell Co 

Rose's Midgets 
(Three to fill) | 

2d half (15-18) 
Sargent & Cammie 

which - have; ‘proven.’'so . ruinous to. 

the balance: -sheets of all circuits 
pay. ing | them. | 

like to see and. hear in. per; 
While the talking short is wor 
every day for vaudeville’ g recov 

former ‘quota of acts, ‘doing - what- 
ever can be done ‘at the same. money 
In bulk for the show, -or spending a 

_. Helen ‘Warner’ | PHILADELPHIA | Senra & Dean 4 Camerons - - itt! i 12,000 Bill R-K-O must’ yeceive unlimig 
. Le Petite Marie © : Lonesome Club (Three to ‘fill e more while the’ comeback $12, ills 

-BROGHEYN, N x. ‘speed 1den) Joe Ri Roberta : an Le TeUL ,” MO. | campaign. is on. Besides. which, this one house on credit for ite vaugevile ary, ‘As 

‘ox Jack Cat 4 dan 1 ‘Only vaudfilm’ houses ‘are now on|the R-K-O chain, without consid- | Toun er’s.. successo 

« +9 . MILW'KEE, wis. . Ist h if 11-14 . ” 

Eva Mandel # Norrle's Greyncs Riverside (11) . Toe Freed So ” the map, but ‘that ¢lass of house| ering the’ Palace, Chicago, is but vaudeville, R-K-O «believes it 

Jones &. Hull. Helen. Burke.’ Wylle-& Young ° | Bob Witt: needs: to: be considered.. The twofone of its. kind that can play or pay’ the bulge on the field. It has, 3§ 

Bebe, COTS on POR rondway. Oo Tucker. & Smith” “WINDSO: CAN. \kelth big time theatres left, the| the bills the Palace, New York, has | doesn't ‘surrender to. . the’ *-oth 

‘DENVER - ‘Black & Gold’ Ia | Herbert GeV re ae Palaces: in New York. and: Chicago, | been and is now playing. . While on | chains, particularly the. on ea 

«Baber Grand (2) 4 Remmys forse h MD) NN otst tate 15) - are’ a hindrance.to all vaudeville| top-of allof the-rest, it can be re-: -houses. But R-K-O has the $¢ 
on that’ also, since the’ R 
houses ‘playing - ' yaudeville - 
built for vaudeville; ‘those: pla: 
pictures were built for pictu p 

| (Pwo to ANY 
“ad halt .(if- 18) . 

Dot Myers:Co.. . — 
Fern & Mare 

. (One to ay 

and‘. especially .Keith’s, They are 
the heavy weighted tail: to. an’. un-' 
wieldy kite. ‘They swerve. .vaude-, 
ville-as it is, and.though but two 

Maxine’ Hamilton goer gnes qa Ly 

Leg Wilmotnto |Bat Daley Co... 
’. Senator (10) Broudua Erle’ ~ 

‘Carnival Russe’ Id (One to: fit ny ae 

-I'rank Stever — 
Helen ‘Pachaud: 
“M ‘Sanamit_.Co 
“2 Jacks & 2 Queens. 

' Ruth Kadamatsu 

corded here. that . any office ‘poy 
who | can:.spend $12,000. for one 
vaudeville pill . and fail ‘to supply fl 
.good show should | be fired. Any: 

Joan Hardcastle Countess ‘Sonia’ ° ‘| out of. ‘hundreds, those two are - | office b “book a -$12;000 sho -‘makes a huge difference. in @ 

D 
run: ce boy can book a. show. 

RETROIE Alex Sherer Beker : ning, vaudeville and alt variety, It's no trick. The agents do it, nat show that must get over ‘its 

"Drapes" Idea - 
Frank Molino-:Co 
Jerome Mann | 

Sam Linfleld Co 

edy, for the more intimate — 

"| Dorig- Bisley 

h the booker. . house the more certain ‘the: 
The trick in vaua ille pookinis “Interstate 

Natale & Darnale “Golden Pampkin A. her in business or dialog, 
Dorothy, Kelly - Elsinore (11) ‘| % ———"'| Sol Wagner Bd ‘Benny Strong . jis ‘to make a limited ‘salary bill. look. ‘whet 

. "FRESNO" _ | eke, Pretend: ta porrereaenees (One to fll) le Peace ee M Sherman Ba “| well, play ‘well, and thoroughly en~ ate Rn pictuire, ‘theatre 

ist -hatf (9-11) © | Lyda Roberti Carr Lyn ; - "Majestic Cinderella. Green Mill - “| tertain, | - Bon 

“Tatern’ I’ Idea "Ed Cheney . ., ; Wheeler & Morton oa naif (8210) Honk Bickin 2a. 7 ‘Guineas # Ge ne |. On the Loew “ efreuit within the. MOE eae ae ete ie ; 

Stop, | rons Colleans: Family . [Prank Shaw | Charité Rose past three months, but one. act, a 
‘Since it 1s’ so important ae 

‘| (One to’ fill) Johnny Tobin Ba: “| Joe Monnone Ba single man, has received a. salary |~ 

FISHER and GILMORE . Stanley & Ginger: J:°.. College Inn. . ; tive: for acts that vat 
“ATLANTA (Two to fill) Lloyd Huntley Me loon rake =. [as high as $1,500 a week. For. 20 pera. > 

-: Afvizan ‘Theatres, ‘Ltd, Ir ee evermiition .. | NEW ORLEANS ‘Colasimo ... | Claude ayrey. years Loew’s has been presenting: does coms back, their co-one 

Johannesburg South At rlea rene oe Searle’ Orpheum Cat) James eg vatton .|Inna Miraeva the combined ‘vaudeyille ‘and pic- | must ‘be whole-heartéd, | ‘Th 

. . Frank Devoe - Tom: Davies | aie L * {A Agatelon ture show in its vaudeville theatres. atre. can still. play. all: pictus 
Permaine '& Shelley. ‘Rose: Lane | M Marusina 

‘| Honey Fa 

Haskell te Faun “| Kitty Doner ‘Jean Jordon Geo .Stcherban Or some other: pdlicy. "Mast 

Rita Lane (One té fill):’ - “ . - Loew's has.not found it necessary 

Fedrico| Flores SAN DIEGO BIRMINGHAM. | Val Harris Angelo De Sot - .. Stables’ -  '|.to: change. policy. or bookers., Just vatidevillians. are.” specta 

‘M Laird & B Carr ~Fox (9) Ritz (2). -|Margaret Morrell | -Cotten siuh Singing Waiters L js try! th can do nothing else, 

Osaka Boys “Ivory": ” St Clair Sla & O'D | OKLAHQMA. CITY Mal ‘Allx Johnny Dodds.Ba. | NOW oew’s is trying another way Remembering that ‘ants 

'. GREAT FALLS Alene & Hvans Wenry J Kelly’... ‘Orpheum (10): Walter. Barnes Ba Verrace Gurden of - presentation - in its’ yaude, the fT b y ki ae 

Grand (14) Hy Meyer. A & F Stedman. | poy Huling & Seal ¥Frolics Dusty Rhodes Bd | arst instance, but otherwise its lay efit themselves by working. 

“Baby. Songs” Idea | H & F Seamon -| Our Gang Kids» Rey, Huling | & Jack Waldron ~~. |. . Triangle , . booking office and theatre.100 

Penny ‘Pennington | SAN FRANCISCO |.(One to: all) Holl & Erminlo. | Zao Mequeen | Ray Reynolds. : | Out isthe gamer. longer can thé act safely sw 
Miller & Marx Fox (10) — CHABLOT! Lee Gall Bins Miss Harriett Jimmy Green Bd Fox goes. in for “names “in ite |: 8 ¥ paar 

_ Rose Valyda *" ‘Hot Domintoes’ Id Orphe ‘ALD Balth Murray’ ‘| Turkish Village. ‘the circuit it‘ is. working” for . wif 

TP" HARTEORD Les Klicks * 9d. halt. (14. 8) (One to bdlth 1 array leoetie & Hie New York vaudeville houses, usually working on the stage, : No ‘I Res. 

' Capitol (10) Paul Mall - ‘Ryan Sis. SAN ANTONIO | 2iddy Howe Parodian Ba | of the freak kind,, due mostly to the + 

“Jazz Cinderella’ I| Dexter Webb & D | Stan Kavanaugh MaJeatie (11) | Foule Sales Ba. - |. Uptown Village | large capacity of the Fox de luxe should hé tell the. orchestra: Tee 

Mae Usher . SAN JOSE Conlin '& Glass |-Lottie.Athtrton = | Garden Allah Eddie Varzoo Ba y what he thinks of soandso ‘inf 

Roy Rogers © California Marion AWikins: LaMarr & Boice Castles : Varsity _.| vaude- theatres. : . “Thege, with its bookine office.’ No. longer ‘s! “ 

James gaylora. qe half *3-18) (One to a) Ex Lytel if. Fant. h- Hiddie Cilfford Al Handler Ba. picture’ house shows, can. ‘offer a the ne write ‘anonymous, lett : 

“ ‘ . 

& z 

Adair & Stewart Haskell & Fann Tatojentle a0)” (one. toa | Souk Berman Rich” OE Goyder few weeks for high salaried turns.. 
Babe Payne ° ‘the head: of a ‘chain, as: ‘that. # 

‘Bilty Ste _|Fedrice Fiores Yacopi Tr). . NWADO, "TEX. ~| Lew Lewis Ba a Keith Buchet's r va Keith's has but two. ‘weeks that . 

“Pauline Alpert «i | Gina aor ALK olen Orpheum: GO} | a = jcan. play 8 $5,000 act, the-two Pal- Bay. Sermo neck the ‘act lal 

West C OH, (10) SEATTLE (Two to: fll) Carr Lyn : dices.” : It may have eight or ten ca- no e 5 

|, West: Coas EAa OLY | agg, | Wheeler -& Morton excuses’ to explain wh 

4a Hatt tee | ykoe remie’ ta ‘Majestic (10) | Stop. ook & List pable of surviving a $2,600 headline working, for all acts ‘know’ 

' Edison’ ee ye Wally ‘Jackson * .- Count. 23 te alt). Co. tone Some : $ ; year ‘The act: o00 ss into ioe e Por ‘are . 9,500. layofis. every: 
ers to ao 

Goetz & Dufty Nore tours HOUSTON, WICHITA. FALLS | “6 and 4 13 aces for over $3,000 as a rule want | 4 vorten, 
Charite & oes move. than ‘two ‘weeks. | The $2,500: Ss 

‘Majestic — (19). LES. | Sylvia Dores - Majestic: (10), Lytle Those acts. ‘who ‘dov’'t>c 
’ ? ‘ a L * ¢ } 

,” Grauman’s Egypt'n aS Beauties, Saxoh Reed aK Garr Lynn | Morton: act cannot - always he given the. 10 don’t work with: and. for. the 

.| weeks,” They may be mostly avatl- 
able for four or five, That immer’ 

| diately. tangles up the. situation. . 
‘While -the salary.- reflection. is 

chiefly found in the acts vaudeville | 
mostly. needs, citing” Palace salaries |. 

Stop,. Leok & List’n. 
Texas Comedy 4 ‘Palace (10) 

‘Sor'nl'd. M'l'dies” T° 
David Reece:3 |. 
Sherry Louise 
Franklin &. mene 
JI & B Welling _ 
Lucille Iverson 
BHverts & Lowry 

ST. LOUIS 

(3) 
“Degert’ Idea. - - 
Ea & Morton Beck 
Muriel & Stryker | 
gropley_& Violet 

arry Rapes | 
Carla Torney Girls 

. Loew's - State . (9) 
” Manila’ Bound’ Id: 

of vaudeville, may, tothe 
‘|eost and cause, join the; layoi® 
yaudeyiile doean't come back. 34 

aE SSE ree , 

New Technical Cer intel 

Ppressier & Klaiss.— 
Princess. Pat. 

* Deen: 18 Ta On 1 
‘itwaukees 

- Toledo; 3s 18, 

ns Seamon . : ane | “Asto ia; and. insisting. upon .a ‘proportionate 

Romero Family art FeO 308 JOLIET, 3 JUL. | The Meyakon se ea N.Y mae ‘amount: for. ‘themselves, - And the | - Hollywood, ° 

ella Roye £a. ha ). Gracker.. Jacks—6-8;_ “Weageway: -),| yvaudfilm houses with:an intact’ ‘bill iPechnical ‘Research . Hu 

MILWAUKEE | Myrtle Gordon ist half (13-15) | Hait's .Krazy Kais iro, Albany. *. 
MILWAUKEE |Redney & Gould | yarcugs Woliles > | Martie -Kracy Kats | Schenecta wits pole APY’ co-/ of maximum: Hmit.can not pay. ~jthe Motion Picturé ‘Producers 

Al & Hall 
Jeanne McDonald 
Johnny Plank 
Bddie Lewis 
Brown & Wille: 
Oo UTICA 

_ “Types” Idea 
‘Trado 2 
‘Carlen Diamond 
Harald Stanton 

Vv HAVEN : NEV 
_”* Palace. (10) 

(Twe. to fil). Intern’] Rhythm _ |ionlal, Utica. 
2d half (16-13)... ] WAUKEGAN, ILL. | Dimpled ‘Darlings—Gayety, Baltimore; 13, 

| Lena -Basquctte Co Geneseo ‘| Gayety, Washington. woe 
Falls. Reading. & B Ist halt’ .(12- 15) Flapper: Follies—Lyceum, ‘Columbus; 18, 
(One..to fill) Graumar, Hees & V | Lyric, Dayton. 
PEORIA, ILL, =| Frances ‘White French M ‘Modelo—Gafety, Scranton; 18-15, 

Last Minute Bookings. . 
one of the biggest - faulta ‘in 

vaudeville’ bookings has been, the 
laxity of preparation. Bills have not 

be realigned under the ‘wing: j 
‘Academy of Motion: ‘Picture "= 
and Sciences as a part of that¢ 
ganization’s' existing | technical:; 

Niles Marsh © 
Billy Rolle 

_ gGardens” Idea’ oa Cavers, 14). tnt pralace, 14 (one fo mlb) 6-13). Lyric, Allentown; ‘16-18, Orpheum, Read- oer fed until te last tun ets tivities. ; . 

ate Bros “ 1p tbe-F4). st half - - 2 at enforced compliance with acts Producers “will donate $1 ov0 
M Columns” Idea Lari ; revue Follies — ne: —_ Emp’ ' 

, 

one golle Rome & Gaut Choa. Foy, Nason (revo to ail) nbrivolties—Now ire,, Albany: 13) salary demands. It was the, eastest | nually to’ keep: the’ bureau .# 

iff N — Bi t:18, 1.0. e acts sh under - 
‘Cl sazatro: crry Get Hot—Lyrlc Bridgeport; 18 Us Om: way. Whereas acts 8 ould be under | under ‘the Academy, It wil 

- Ginger Girls—Gayety, ‘Detroit. 

_ Audubon (10) . | Maxine Hvelyn mo : j 7 »troled contract long ahead or booked suffl- |known as thé ‘Technical - 

"Watermelon, Bret | Dorothy Henley, Ash , . Pius Krom the Follles—Orpheum, Pater-|ciently in advance to ‘avold this | with G. F. Rackett in- veharges. 
ammy 

. continual condition. Last. minute { 
bookings prevent ‘proper - exploit: 
tion, cut down the advance work, 
and result very often. in an attrac-. 7 
‘tion. ina. vaudeville theatre remair- 
ing a secret. ‘for want of required 
publicity. 

' "os a : son} 13, Hudson, Union City... 

sony Strand (13) ee ~ : Girls ‘From Happyland—Trocadero, Phile-. 
“Idea in Green" delpiila; 18, Gayety. Baltimore, 
Baddie Lambert Girls’ In . Blue—6-8, Lyric, Allentown; 

Moran. & Weston . | 9-11, Orpheurd, “Reading; 13, Star, Brook- 
Franklyn Record — 

lyn 
a Gallant’ yn 

Way Watts & Arm]. ° t's Hello’ Paree—L. 0.3 13, " Gayety, Boston. . 

ATERBURY |B & M Jonnaton | ia Kewin: High rivers Empire, "Newark; 13, , Or- Ww. 
Palace .(10) pheum, Paterson, : 

‘up in the Alr Idea | Cardell Twins Joey Chance Ba |" Hindu. ‘Belles—Hudson, Wnton Citys, 8, 

Louise & Mitchell 
Ted Bedford 
Southern. Steppers 
NIAGARA 

Stran . 
‘Ist half 10-43)" 

“Columne’ Idea 
Rome & -Gaut 
Niles Marsh - 

Both: ‘Reno-Bound 
- Holly woad;*: Saris “Bes 

Natale Movthead; gereen actr 
and her husband, Ray. ‘Phiilfps,- 

NEW YORK ° 
McCunn: Bis 

Billy Rolla - Walter . Nilsson. Hale Be “| Gayety, Brooklyn. Tt -is - -estimated there are: “trom come to afi' understanding - wher 
yer Orch Les Ambassedeurs 

’ 

Dorothy. Henley - Fon Costenelt Casanova, 2 | oe te ba’ me Revue—Gayety, Kansas City; 18,1 6999 to 6,000 vaudeville. acts’ at pon. te pect ts to get’ f ‘thon 
KLAND .Laddie. La Monte | Ramon & Rosita. {, rante Kuddll Kuties-Ga et 7 : Brookl no; 13,'| prese . B ouple expect to gel one, 2 

Fox (10) WORCESTER | H Rosenthal Ba | Frankle McCoy | {L.. 0.: ne vety ™: present in: this country y the ‘gamie estimate there-are not over quick divorces, . _ 
_ #Unttorms” ‘Idea . Club Lide an rms” idea : Gakjand’s: Nerrace - -Lafiin’ Thrs—Gayety; ‘Boston; 18, Btate, 

rman 
Springfield. 

..Palace (10). . 
‘Hfoligwood.Studlo | Libby Holman 

11,500. working in” theatres: today. |: ° 
oe . tees ee ae 2 an —. 

-_ Hs . Will Oakland's Rey cera — . Ce 

Ruth Hamilton 3 Gove Tdea. a Mose pon ia ‘| Helen Seville Galety, Beranton. re Moaern, Providence; $18, Nor -yesterday. ..Nor tomorrow. | -=): ' Armstrong With :Wasners: 

S shore & H.Moore Shas Rozelle ‘Ohateau Madrid . |.A22, Winston Moonlight ‘Maids—Btate, ‘Springfield; 18, {That's the - supply and demarid |. _« Hollyyrood, J; & 

‘PASADENA, ‘Lorrid & Fermine: | Jack “White evey Bolton Grand, Hartford. :" | proposition. in’ sight. The . booker Olly." an. 
Pat Harrington |. ‘Kay Green 
Gebrgia Paine. yee Storacy 
Anthony ‘Trini Ba. | Rosalie Wynne Naughty Nitties—Empresn, ‘Chicago; 13, 

- Dot Crowley. Gayety, Detrot ow 

Ric | Shirley La Mar Nite Club Girie—Cotumbia, Cleveland; 2B, 
Morton Downey Loretta Flushing | gayety, Buffalo. , 
Bankoff & Cannon .| Mildred Lorraine — 
Connie Clayton Landau’s Bd Acrnental | “Girls —Gayety, ‘Washington; 13, 

Abe ts von oe mh, aramount Hotel Parisian "Flappere—Casino, Boston; - 13, 

Miles &~Perlee © 
John Vale. * 

Moulin Rouge-Gayety, Louisville; 18, 
1 Theat to 

"Co ora’ y 9») - 
Mutual, Indianapolis. 

On. ‘concluding. ty: two-year. re 
‘tract with Pathe, Robert. Armstrog 
was engaged by ‘Warners: & 
“Dumbbelis in Ermine.” It goes 4 
to ‘production Feb. 1 with sok 
Adolphi directing. 

who says there's a shortage of acts 
is the booker -therefore ‘who. waits 
until! Thursday. afternoon at four to 

1 fill.out the bill opening the follow- 
ing Saturday. 
It seems’ quite compulsory - that 

Trocadero, Philadelphia, tthe surplus acts take cognizance of Balance . of | cast will incl 

4 mie’s Inna Roy Ingraham Bd . 

‘low da halt MP 5-18) swoon *reo aver Slipper preety, Bables Lyric, Dayton; 13, Em-|+nig employment condition they are | Claude Gillingwater, Beryl Meree 

1st halt. (12-14) ‘Ben Marks & Hthel | Jazzlips Rich’rdson } Dolores ‘Farris \"-Puss Puss—L.. 0.: 18, Fox, Jamaica, | confronted with. No longer can the Charlotte’ Merriam, Marie Astak 

Geo Broadhurst Co | Edith Grigith Co. | Leonard Harper Rv | Beth Miller N.Y. ; two hoofing b ff the street a. Arth o : 

BHdith Grimth Co. ‘| (One to fill) Le Roy Smith Ba | Vivian Hall '. Record Breakers-l. 0.; 13, Howard, o hoofing boys o e street cor- | an ur Hoyt.’ “Dumbbells | 

“(Two - me. 18). DETROIT; MICH. D Cotton Club Ginger Snare Boston. 43, ‘Gayet er ner. expect $400 for No. 2. Nor. the | Ermine” will be the screen verah 

h _ an Healy Rev n - 

8 zat Flyers dat mele 2-15) Wells Bryson & M | Billy Toy. . frases Matds—l. O.; ayes -|punk and punk flash act with 30c._ of the stage play, “Weak Sisters.*/ 

Bobby & K Kin 5, John ‘Steet “| Sora, ba Redd ‘Mfousle” ard. a___ |, Speed Giris—Academy, - Pitteburgh;. 18; On th of. talent © it ask -“s $1,200. |... , 

aa were = allece=|-;nqwo~to-nll)=———~_| Duke: Dilington.Ba...|.Je: .| Lyceum,..Columbua, .. {On the. recor appears the pro- ‘ 

: Max & Gang. (OE halt tY6 8) Everglades .. | Ben Pollack Ba ~ Sporty Widows—Plaza, - “Worceat > 1 auetic LPP IOs jo. One: Week- Ine Yonkers: “ 

_ DAVENPORT, IA. | Paul Yocan Danc’rs Le Roy Prinz Rev Yacht Ulob. -Caaino, Boston, duction act for any. sized money is 

Capitol | (Two to fill) Hddle Davis. Zacht on eee Lively s(itls—Star, Brooklyn; 13,| washed up for the Intact vaude |: James Carroll reopened hig’ atai 

- ‘ LLE, IND. awn ordan wen Ric ire, Newar' : . 

ott Ba Oe 14) | Bv'NSviN , Frances Wilson ‘} Lou Raderman Ba Steppe Show—Empress, ‘Cincinnat!; . bills. For the money they ask at the Warburton,. Yonkers, N. 1 

and give nothing, two worth-while 
comedy acts can be obtained. This 
‘takes in all production acts, $1, 200 
or $4,500. 

That brings up comedy acts. 

last week following a Christy 
layoff, He's sorry he didn’t st 
closed. . 
‘No biz forced Carroll to ‘vaca 

the Warburton. The after-Chria 

‘Gayety. Loulsville. 
Sugar Bables—Howard,, Boston; 13, Mod- 

orn. Providence. 
ake @ Chance—Colambla, N.Y. C.; - 13- 

15, Wedgeway; 10-18, Schenectady. 
cotmpters irving Place, N. ¥. C.3 18, 
olumbla, N.. 

. 

og irateon Show-—Garrlek, St, Ipuis; 13,/It’s quite certain that the in-|mas week is reported to have ca 

aye’ ansas City. - Wi ne Wornan” sod Song—Mutual, In- tact vaudeville bill, while composed | Carroll $1,000.to find out that stor 

dianapolia; 13, Garrick, St. Louts. |in. the vatiety way, must‘rely upon doesn’ t ‘pay in Yonkers, 

Victory: 
en Marks & Ethel] 24 half (16-18) 

Beers & Wallace Delong Family CHICAGO - 

2a half (16-18) | Birdie Reeves . . 

Butts & Cal P’ches | Joe Freed Co . Alabam . Thelma Villard 

‘Geo Broadhurst Co Fauntleroy & Van | Ear! Tucker Louls Stover 

s(One to filly (One a ay) M'CH: Kal Al Hut 3 . Jimmy Nogue Ba 

INES TA. | G’D . < ale Dyer mmy Noone 

DES balls , Keith’s Bernie Adler Beau Mondé 

Jat half (12- 13) Eddie Jackson BA | Joe Lewis . 

Frances White Ambassadeurs =. j Lillian Barnes 

Paul Yocan Danc'rs Esther Durnell Joan Gall 

Orp 
tet orn “i2-14) 
6 Bich Flyers 

. Sargent & Cammie 
ee 

\ 



VARIETY 

® nosturnal playground. 
“The Village had been punch 
unk for two years as far as 

atronage Was concerned, but still 
4 youldn’t. take the count. 

“mew mob is playing the racket. 
Mappers and sheiks have been 
ushed into the background of Vil- 

nd Fougher crowd now on Bunk 

ie: change has been due to the 
ish: ‘up of spooky joints which for-. 

mer" y ‘made perfect cuddle spots for 
i Youngsters. Speakeasties out- 
i= ber the former tea rooms and 
Péabarets ata ratio of 10 tol. | 

The latter joints are too fast for 
: kids, most working a- Coney 

‘rush on drink setups and 
tolerate the spooning couples 
ould linger for the evening 

‘@ bottle of pop or something 
bnger. 
‘here's little or no entertainment 
the speaks other’ than whatever 

Ss ee ee ge oe Digoaplonfentap insta 

‘the laughing soup. - 
down there is satisfied with 

he change but the collegiates with 
2eir short allowances have shifted 
ysslbly to some of the cheap creep 

Jeints skirting the Village and _‘up- 
- Where youth can havé™ its 
if’ paying the tariff. 
tle left of the former atmos-. 
‘that had traditionally. lured 

‘okel for years, With impres- 
tic tea rooms having “gone. 

4% and no longer going in for 
mt Bee de, the small cabarets suc- 
Bs &, to. the_heavy spedk op- 

; eee all’s left are fhe sp speaks; 
ere: one ‘can name hér 
ison ata price to fit every purse, 

: Red Inks There 
nants. of the former free and: 

Spirit that qualified the. spot 
ohemian: center still obtains 

all way in. some: of the red 
The cheap spots in this dt-. 

prices. . 
‘iar op. dinner and pint of red for. 

‘: hese are getting | ‘the strug-: 
7 gling’ gerret and - cellar ‘dwellers,- 
Vand- provide the only’ unconscious: 
'ffeak show ‘still left in the Village.: 

jat‘of the red inkeries operate 
losed doors, although there. 

, eee ‘Wide open. The speaks, ex-. 
Pent ‘tione that have gone tall mil-. 

éle,* are wide open, serving 

B joints ‘Son identification.” - Taking: 

Set ‘theirs before the bump- 
* off comes: The speaks with good. 
E olientelé have gone gyp, locked. 

r at home, 
Better Cabarets 

“the: ‘better grade cabarets * and” 
B night. clubs still left in the Village 
are still getting their quota of trade 
i.and. probably will as long as their 
“popularity holds out. Barney: Gal- 

® lant's gets the swank mob, mostly 

Epricés so the chump mob tliey draw 
- will. fes 

: iteiyniers from 
f Park avenue, mostly a late crowd 
i ‘allowing in after show time and 

ith the holidays comes the usual 
ot.. victims poisoned ‘by dele- 

terioyis hpotch. .Thanksgiving start- 
L e#doff the annual. epidemic, the hos- 
‘ pitals ‘receiving an average of two 

7 0: three @ day. 
= Doctors’. offices have been invaded 

‘py the army of inebriates in need 
F ft prompt attention. One physician 
:. fx the 50's reported 10 cases - (pa- 
-‘tlents) in one day» He declared 
‘the disorders were mostly eye trou- 
Ble with two of. paralysis, 
three were “nerves.” 

Hie asserted, as ‘a specialist . in 
* “treating” “pad lHquorvictims,--that. 
' there “have. been. fewer cases of 
“-gerlous ‘Winess« ‘this year than in 
, previous years, due “mostly to. the 
fact that the laws have become so 
; atringent the peddlers are vending 
» re better grade of merchandise. - 

‘One girl, he attended, told of ob- 
iining her drinks from a friend in 

ey night club. She said she felt all 
“right: wntil she.and. her escort start- 
a dancing. While on the floor she 
“fett dizzy, and suddenly ‘passed out, 
Mirepping to the floor. . 

: fe ig a fact that the Main Stem- 

———- a ne ae 

ng Greenwich Village fy almost new 

‘6 night life, with a more mature. 

“1 ulatint: kick one can get out , 
The new: 

are getting the pseudg in-,; 
als, principally . because or 

Several offer a reg-. ; 

Mare & number of off the street stores | 

--through. having’ ‘built: up" a. 

ody that rolls in.with the pricd’ 
t as particular as the uptown : 

fics and don’t care what, if they. 

H their. doors to rough trade and tilted |: 

Broadway and: 

while 

TIMES SQUARE 

~The Village—Az "7 and Isn't , 
‘By Ed. Barry 

sticking “until who knows. . 

does thé Greenwich Village Inn. 
Neither of the latter:hag: floor shows 

allure. - 
and Francisci’s are in usual rating 

stuff. vod 
The Real” Life oo 

Real. night life of the Village: is 
in the studios and: shacks. » This 

unless he has an ‘ins: 
lage having undergone’ considerable 

shacks have been supplanted - by 

boring ‘joints and throwing parties 

than go out and be’ taken,. : 
- Local . caterers’ and . hootleggers: 
are getting plenty of a break. on 
this change... Anyone living in the 

to his friends and most of the mob 
down there are. that: -way.: Clerks j. 
and other moderate ‘salaried play- | 
boys are in majority as lessees of. 
the apartments, figuring with even’ 

their own place. Mote private and 
more - ‘swanky. . 

them out and ‘take ‘them off. . More 
rent parties staged. nightly in the 
Village than _Harlem ever thought: 

of having. — 
Chumps,. 

down. rookeries. “for _atmosphere, are 
renting: the. few cellars. and garrets 

left. An’ artist or writer hitting the | 
| Village and going native soon. finds. 
jout ‘the ‘strenuous: nite’ life. orgies 
and. ‘drinking bouts “sap - ‘up too}. 
much energy for work. . ‘Liking the 

‘rents one of the. rookeries and dé- 
pends upon his uptown. or out-of~ 
town friends to. carry him in. ex 
change for the parties in his. studio, 

_Package Parties tot 

guests bringing | their. own and slip- 

of the hall.” If. _required,. he. .can 
dig up other. poseurs: ‘like , -himself, 
men and women, . ‘with fe: ‘thirst, to 
sit in and go naughty for the edifil- 
cation of. the uptown. visitors being. 
entertained, and sending them away |. 
with the set.idea that, free. love still} 
reigns’ in Greenwich Village, 
Other “near-artists with . better 

commercial: sense throw ‘studio. par- 
ties that:are just dressed-up stags,, 
strip ‘dances py ‘professiqnal gals. 
palmed off as models, . and all -else 
that goes with it.. 

No tnside Stuff ! 
“Most of: the speaks “operate on the 

up-and- -up. Only ‘the. take ‘joints 
pass out downs to the gals, with a; 

| regular shutting off the dame. ywhen 
getting too stewed and. advising her 

host. she’s had enough. Most pro- 

tect. their spenders © ‘and won't 
stand for any lifting Btuff on the 
premises, 
side later is nobody’s business. _ 
on the whole the speak operators 
are trying to be as legitimate as 
their racket will. permit. 

Good—Bad. Booze 
By Wallace Sullivan 

mers ‘have more confidence in liquor 
now ‘than in prior times. Only the’ 
“cheaper grades” cause any. fear. 
Stuff in. the speaks that goes for 
$3. is prima -facie. innocuous and 

even the $5 stuff is. understood to be. 
“out, 53> 

quart of rye reassures anybody 
nowadays, for there is plenty of 
stuff’ of the finest grade floating. 
‘about, 
‘double, 

One sees even the “wisest guys” 
imbibing freely with no ill effect. 
There is more bad stuff sent back 

so careful are they to keep from. be- 
Ing rapped. 

Plenty of superfluous liquor is on 
the hands of bootleggers, who ordi- 
narily would have a steady mart on 
Park and Fifth avenues. Due to 
the market conditions, less has been 
sold this holiday period than in any 
previously. - 

‘Viewed generally ‘this-is the -best 
year for buying, for the stuff can’ 
be gauged as to quality by the price 
peia 

‘The | 
|Blue Horse also gets its. share as 

with. food and dancing the double |- 
“Mori's, Lafayette, Brevoort. 

as. food placés and see swells. at’] | 
dinner. hour but slim on the. late ; 

is not open to the sightseeing. muge 
‘With the Vil- |: - 

modern apartment houses, with:.the 
dwellers cold shouldering.the neigh- |. 

in their own apartments, rather 

Village is automatically elected host | 

the high rent, it’s- cheaper to have’ 7 

-When -things. get | 
tough, a couple of rent parties. pull 

still accepting “worn- 

glamiour when things get tough, he 

r 

' Most are package parties, with: 

ping the chap. something for the usel 

“What may. ‘happen .out- 
But! 

But payment of $10 for a. 

In nite clubs the prices 

structural changes in past year, | . 
most of the former | picturesque: 

BENNY ROSS. 
Scason’ Ss 12 to: ail my 

friends in and out of the profession. 

_ Second. year with Warner - ‘Bros., 
Stanley Theatre, Jersey. City. 

7 : . Management me 

be ‘HARRY Ww. CRULL . 

Chater in 1 Loop | 
McA dishea: ‘out eleht: -day clocks 

for Xmas. gifts. 

_Ez Keough has sold the automo- 

bile ‘given. him. as 2 present by the 

Comedy Club members. a 

': Col. Roche © -has| 45. ‘Shetland 

ponies now, all with, the’ same name; 
"P eggy.”. i a 

* Pour more. Beep shows on State 
street. 

Oldest speak operator in the loop 
is'%7, and drinks.a- quart. before he. 
closes: and a. pint when he arises. 
Ralph Kettering has finally let his. 

youngster into, show biz, via the. 
Civic theatre’ box" office, . yo 
> May Dowling has not.varied trom 
breakfast of scrambled BES, - ~toast 
and. black coffée in two years. | 

Despite plush and gold of the new. 
Civic’ Opera louse, .program boys 
bally © with. ‘foglorn | voices through 
the. marble’ halls, wot, 

Groucho . Marx _is.* “wping. | ‘Jack; }- 
Hess’ - punch . ‘ines. for the “Vaga-. 
bond Lover” in ‘his. “Animal Crack- 
ers” burlesque of Rudy Vallee.. ~ 

’ Harry Munns’ greatest treasure is 
@ book: ‘of old ‘vaude programs, 
once won 4 case on proof offered by’ 
@ certain bill.’ c 
A déeper mystery. than. most oft 

the. Shubert’ mystery. plays is why" 
the Shuberts have been. getting the’ 
first night bréaks from all seven of 
the city’s ‘dramatic critics, | 
‘Art’ Schoenstadt, the south side’ 
theatre operator, is slowly. living 
down the question, “Are you going’ 
hunting ?”, since he took to a col-. 
legiate coonskin coat. - 

A mother whose son was born on. 

an L platform’ doesn’t know what to 
name him, but a search of city birth 
records shows ro girl born on 
Christmas ever was named “Carol,” 
Fox-Case. people engaged in mak- 

ing local Chicago. talking film are 
looking for a. girl to represent Chi 
‘spirit which is ‘T will ” Girls don’t 
[like the title. 

‘Viola: Dana says she would rather 
do three-a-day and ‘four-a-day- than 
burn up’ under the. incandescents. 
used in dialog shots,‘ eyen. if the 
weekly ‘result nets her less, _ 
Chick Castle, fashion plate of 

|}musie row, wasn’t going ‘to get his: 

pearl-gray - . trousers.. ‘in - the snow. 
when his cab stopped in the ‘middle 
of the. street in front of the East- 
gate. So he had the. doorman dig. 
@. path to the taxi. . 

Local tab sheet grabbed a picture 
of three gunmen after a battle. That 
evening its circulation jumped.-sgsey- 
eral hundred, most of the sheets go- 
ing through the local office’ of. the 
Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce 
to folks they are trying to keep, in 
the land of suntans. . 

penetrating observer has never seen 
.... Roscoe Ails with a dirty shirt... 
John Henry Mears without his hat 

-by-“speak"-owners.than.ever. pefore, | -- Fritz Leiber eating a hot dog... 
“An orchestra in “Henriat's::>Pro=- 
found silence in Coffee Dan’s.. 

...Harriet Calloway showing em- 
barrassment...Mary . Garden ” shop- 
ping at Woolworth’s...Harpo Marx |. 
on parade...Actors:at the Comedy 
Club...Arthur (The Great) Shires 
in vaude...Jim Petrillo being 
bested at a conference...Racketeers 
muleting’ funds ,from the.. Woods 
building . tenants....Charles ‘Win- 
ninger riding a tandem bike with 
Leon Friedman. 

-| the Swaddiing. cloth.. 

-sshr fekéed, and fainted, 

“Hey 
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Inaccurate Biographies © 
“yy ARIETY” . : REPORTER 

By. Claude Binyon. 
For. sake of redundancy, the. com-: 

‘posite ‘Variety”. reporter is namec 

Huh What. — 
At the hospital, when. the: as. -yet 

unchristened: Huh. What ‘was. car- 
| ried to.his. mother’s bed for -in- |. 
-spection, his ‘ ‘father. forewarned 
with.a suggestion of caution... ‘a 
“I've geen him," said pop, “and I'd 

; advise you not to look, at all.of him. 

-| at once.’ -His expression was a 
cross. between fatherly pride’ ‘and 

wavering faith. | 
‘What's: the matter ad ‘demanded | 

‘the mother fearfully, “Has: he six 
toes or something ?” 

“What mostly. bothers 
me is. his. face. “Phere’s.. no fore- 
head and. the ears. are big enough 
to set sail. ‘The. eyes are open, but 
the doc’ says he'll never be able. ‘to 

| understand what he sees. | 
The ‘mother: lifted one. corner of 

“Eek!". she. 

.. Mother never did ‘completely. con- 

‘|quer the tingly feeling at the nape of. 
her neck whenever Huh What wad-: 

pated nto ‘a room unexpectedly. . 
“fT guess _ he's. different: from other 

.| children,” - phe | -alibied: ‘to . startled 
neighbors. - “It ‘looks: like: -he was 
‘born, for. the. show world. . A freak. 

- In grammar. school Huh What was: 
ay sensation, ‘As Soon as the .other 
mutts bécame somewhat accustom - 
ed to his. appedrance and ceased 
poking him with inquisitive thumbs,. 
teachers started doing straight tor 
the unintentional comic.: 
“What is your ‘name?” ‘asked: ‘the 

first. grade.-teacher. — 
“Huh What,” said the youngster 

surveying | the young Jady- specula- 
tively, - 
/- “IT mean, -‘what is your. name?” 
said the teacher impatiently... 
went on for days, like Kolb-and pin 

In’ 'second* grade, Huh: What. was 
still ‘anybody’s fool. : 
“Jf you had three apples ‘and ate 

two,” gaid the teacher,” how many: 
applés would you have left?”. - 

. “None,” ‘gaid Huh ‘What. a 
“What happened to thé other 

one?” asked’ the teacher. 
' “YT: gave it to that alleged blonde 

across. the aisle.” - 
‘The: teacher laughed - put’ ‘threw 

Auh What out, because .thé ‘deuce |. 
spot is no place for a sex gag. 

: Wise Kid Se vhete 

. Busting. ‘into: thirg grade, on a! 

ea OF . 

pass, Huh What watched his : step: 
and. reached the seventh before -he: 
‘was again. aired—-permanenily. ‘The: 

teacher had mentiond Washington's; 

ferry ridé across the Delaware as. 
-an enviable feat and Huh - ‘What 

‘snickered. 

. ‘Tf it werd -only. ‘that! ‘exclaimed: 
‘the father. | 

~“Don't you: admire. his bravery?” 
asked the teacher, 

“Nuts,” | retorted”: ‘Huh. What. 
“Just.a préss gag. They wanted to 
steam the muges:’”. 

“Oh yeah?” said. the teacher, who 
had done the. coffee routine in bur-: 

lesque. ran 
.“You. heard me, ” ‘snapped Huh 
What. “And ‘take my.advice and ~ 
Jay off. of me. If you don’t, the great 
American public will be surprised to’ 
learn that: you have. been hitting it. 
up with the school janitor.” ; 

A slight error by Huh What. ‘The ; 
guy. he thought was. the. janitor ~ 
turned out to be the mayor, doubling 
in overalls for secrecy. 

“Which. - ‘would you, rather . do? ” 
asked the school: president. iater, 
“Be kicked: out of .school. or g¢ 
‘home and tell your. folks you's re. too ” 
smart for us?" -. 

'T'? . tell’ them: the: truth,’ ”, paid 
-Huh’ What, “I mean,. about - being. 
too. smart for you.saps.”. .He left in 
‘a, huff, wrapping it tightly around 
his throat to. protect, himselt from. 
fey” stares, a =. 

. Many ‘Jobs. 
The next. few. years. witnessed. a. 

steady. succession. of jobs for : Huh 
What. He was'a plumber's assist-. 
ant,-newsboy, professor of. philoso- 
‘phy, “Abie’s . Irish. Rose,” | waiter, 
newspaper ‘reporter. . and ..sange 
“Laugh, Clown, Laugh. ” It made no 
-impression : on him... +? 

“Strolling into. the. “Varlety” office. 
one day,-.he. sat himself. before ry 
typewriter and absently . typed: the 
following: 
*“It is. rumored. that. Willaim Fox 

will took over a nother. theater in 
Joisey, it is said, Although no con- 
firma— Although Will’m Fox has 
not con—. Although. Fox. ain’t said 

Jit’s the. truth -yet,, still is believed 
by: many that he will take over a 
nother house in Jolsey, according to 

| report.” .- . ' 
Fox. did take over another house 

in Jersey and Huh What was hired. .. 
....| Because he wouldn’t leave the office, 

- Huh. What. now: gets. his news 
from a ringing in those big ears, but 
it’s right more. times than .even he 

| himself knows. “I guess it’s in_ me.” 
says Huh What. “I guess I'm born 
with a‘ sort of ‘instinct. Like an 
‘ostrich hides. ‘its. head | when’ the In- 

*dians come.’"’ 
Huh ‘What dig not’ ‘married. - ‘He 

used to go with. a ‘girl, put now she’s 
going’ with somebody’ else.’ He's 
‘going. with another. gitl, ‘and - she, 
also, is going with somebody else. | 
” “Life,” says. Huh What, “ds a 
fake.” 
‘He smileg sadly. “ 
“According to report,’ ”" he adds. 

; Broadway Chatter 
George-Kaufman jis doing. the legit. 

chatter in the Sunday “Times,” 

Lynn Farnol |. is throwing ‘the 
medicine ball: regularly, 

Joan Bennett -was tea-ed . at the 
| Ambassador by U...A.. |. 

_ No difficulty getting. accommioda- 
tions to’Miami, Florida, just now. - 
‘Warren Nolan tips the scales at]. 

| late Harry Houdini,. has ‘opened a 210, new ‘high. 

Nité clubs. ‘trying sO much econ- 
omy only: the couvert .will be left. 

. Laura Carpenter has quit legit for 
Loeser's. department. store, 

Al Selig counts up at every show, 
| side by ‘side on a Morris chair with- at the. Gaiety. 

‘Al -Ansbacher, the ‘cameraman, 1s 
letting it grow again. 

lleana Kazanova wants to change 
her residence.’ 

‘Bernie Fineman still thinks he’ sa 
dramatic editor. 

Gladys Bentley, pianist at the 
‘Clam House, goes on _the air with 
‘her blues yodels, 

Things Randolph street’s most | Don. Henderson Clarke has - writ- 
ten his first book Jeview—at last} - 

Val Lewton. idea. of epitome is an 
epic poem, 

_ The Fox matter as much talkea. 
About Ain Wall ‘Street-as= ‘in--Times:- 

; L -| Square and Hollyw | Judith Anderson talking to herself | ywood. 
Harry Cohn, from the coast, is 

due here pretty quick to buy that 
yacht, 

Charlie Einfeld hag the coldest 
office in town. Fresh air fiend works 
with all windows open..: 
Harry Reichenbach. spent the ¢ eX-. 

act changover from '29 to '30 Wwait- 
‘ing for the mayor. 

An early season backstage dress- 
ing room squawk squared a couple 

of supposed theatre fire regulation 

violations when the protesting miss 
was appeased. 
Guggenheim, Hollywood's champ 

|parlor entertainment, is also taxing 
eastern minds this season. 

Lily _Damita and Irene: Bordont 
icicled each other at a New Year’ s- 

party. . Homme trouble. 
Beatrice Houdini, widow of the 

tea-room in the 60's. 
Max. Weiss, of Artclass, and. Irvin 

_Willat. to Europe for a production 
‘and distribytion.suryey, ; 

Sid Skolsky and his. wife can sit 

out wrinkling, 
“New England,” the. play. written 

by’ Don Clarke - ‘and Halsey Raines, 
| both’ of Métro, has two acts. 

Harry Rosenthal. says he’s on the 
wagon. because of overweight. 
-Jimmy Durante says its a lie. 

Marty Bloom, Gene Austin’s &. Moy 
.[has. a snapshot of himself. fast ; 
asleep. 

Bob Sisk is thinking of taking the’ 
wife to Baltimore’ and. exhibit the 
new production, 
Walter Craig, legit ‘juvenile, has. 

Abr etoed a musical based on a stage 
farce. “Herman Gantvoort has ith 

Pat. Casey has been going to the 
coast for the past eight months. 
He hasn’t made it yet and he’s got 
a new house in Beverly Hills, 

Claiborne Foster -wrote a play for herself which: hasn't had = stage 
nibble, but the picture lads are in- 
terested, 

A Broadway star went to. Los: An- 
‘geles not long ago. Ensconsed him=" ~* 
self in a handsome Hollywood home, 
swimming pool and everything. The 

(Continued on page 108) 
ow 
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Plenty for Nothing on B way. 

By Claude Binyon 

‘Broadway, | associated in provin- 

:glal minds with ‘steep. prices, EyD 

‘ rackets and how-much-have-you- 
‘Bot, | is ‘giving away’ plenty. for noth- 
1 ne." wt . ‘ 

. Out-of- towners are’ tak en for _ 
‘Simps -bécause they. ‘mufe the exit 
‘cue and ' Hang around: to - pay’ ‘the 

_, Piper. ’ 

- The ‘sex lecturer at 47th ana th 
- gyenue’ ig! dishing a load ‘of hot!: 
“physiological: ‘info — for. nothing. 
“When he pauses to clear his throat 
-and' ease into a sales spiel for book- 
_Iets, etc., the Broadway vets heed it 
“as’ 2 Clarion: signal ‘to aave their 
~-pennies,’ noe . Hy 

-So-:it is up aiid: down’ the street; 
. “free shows ‘ éverywhere for’ those |. 
“who: can. anticipate the passing of. 

--the collection platter. ~ an 
Consider ‘Broadway a. five-act|. 

- vaude ‘show ‘and’:lookt at: it: without 
- opening the purse. ; 

‘Opening the’ bill are’ the. Dimes | 
’ Square “PedeStrians, — pyramid’: ‘and 
-tambling act.. This troup has a slow | 

‘ but. interestihg opening bit, with. the 
: ‘company divided into halves, ‘facing 

rf 1 

each “other like football: ‘squads. | 
Slowly, as ‘reinforcements arrive for 

each side, they advance upon each| 
“other ‘and merge into ‘one milling| 
“mass, ° ‘ 
“ @yrtes -of' “Hey, - 

. “Where are you, “Maggie?” ° 
‘thickest: points. the ‘acrobats’ start 

“piling into pyramid formation, dis 
playing amazing lack of regard ‘for 

“danger. The act has numerous ‘com- 
: edy sidelights, ‘such as ‘the guy. who 
. Starts ‘to buy a ticket at Loew's 
State and sudden!. 

‘ Jostled ‘into ‘Child's. for a. stack of 

‘pancakes, -. 
' In the deuce. is Jewelry : “Auc- |} 
“tioneer, ‘flip monologist, ° with’ ‘sassy 
Bags. . This’ guy “imbues @ pop.bottle 

yehip. with sex appeal, ‘and now. and 
“then. ‘works straight for an uninten- 
‘tional ‘comic billed as Chump. ° 

Ethel! ” “and 

~ 

-“T am reminded,” says Auctioneer, 
‘“of -two Irishmen who had | never 
been ‘to this country before. it 
‘seers—” ; 

- This boy has. good entertainment 
-yalues;: ‘but carries a deadly aftel- 
piece. : Wise: Buys duck the: sales } 

- follow - ‘up. : 
4 

: * Special Set _ 
" Middle ‘spot, js held’ “by. ‘a ‘eomedy 

“sketch: titled “How Lucky. . ‘Strikes 
Are Made." Act is.in fullstage with | 
‘special setting,’ At opening numer-~ 

_ ous attendants ‘costumed ‘in. white] | 
‘stand beside’ “machines which are) 
doing mechanically what Tom. Mix 

- does with Bull Durham | and a slab 

of rice-paper. | 
Then -enters the comic, ‘Otto. K. 

Public, who gets preliminary laughs]. 
by nifty. mugging while ‘watching 
‘the machines. Best expression has 
his eyes popping wide, his jowls 
‘loose and his tongue. slightly pro-. 

tuberant, He cinehes the act with 
a series of. fast questions’ and com-. 

ments, including a derogatory crack 
that “men who do are men who 
chew.” Finish has Otto, who had |- 
come in to watch a free show, buy: 
ing a fancy souvenir package of 

cigarets to send back home. 
Strong comedy ,crossfire. in next-|~ 

to- -closing, handled by Traffic Cop, |. 
_comie, and any one of numerous 

automobilists who play straight for 

him. . 

. . Copper’s, Chatter. 

“Where « do you 

goin’?"’ bawls cop. ; 
' Having | no. eas lines,. the straight | 
remains silent. “How would you 
like: a ticket for. a swell show. in 
Traffic Court?” gags the copper. Al-" 

_ ways. good for a laugh from anyone 

‘but “the straight. ° 
enough to .be runnin’ a merry- g0- 
round,” continues the. cop. “Who do 

.you think you. . are —G rover 
“Whalen?” 

If the. straight happens to - be 
Grover Whalen, the act’s.a riot. 

Closing spot is held by a dance 
flash, to be seen through the win- 
dows of numerous chop-and-danceé 

.\ emporiums. A mob of novel routines 
in the act, including stuff too hot 

for the ordinary stage. 
During elections a free series of 

talking shorts are thrown. in for 
good measure, as the Square has 

-been ay ired for sound. 

At the |" 

finds’ himself |" 

“You're. dizzy’ 

BEER BARON DOESN'T 
FORGET HIS EARLY. DAYS) 
rors « 

Y -Ghtcaigas’ Ta an,” ‘4, 
The taxi driver was new—an un- a : 

assuming youth. better fitted: for. al 
white- collar job.. 

When the ‘call came=- for him. ‘to 
pick ‘up all, the evening’. -papers and |. 
deliver them. to a mansion: in River- 
‘side, - a fashionable suburb, he. had]. 
visions of a palatial home, obsequi- q 
ous butlers and all of. that. ee 
‘He set out in a “plizzard and, final- | 

‘ly’ 'Yedched ‘the address, finding. ‘a 
magnificent : hotise ‘on the’ “edge ‘of 
‘arr éState. ‘Certainly* there would. be} 
2 butler, He walked.'to the front | 
gor, ’ ‘after. - searching | for. ‘@ Ser-! 
‘vants’ ‘entrance, and’ gave: the bell 
a short. ring. ; 
~The’ huge portal swung’ ‘open, re- 

‘vealing” a. ‘handsomely. - accoutred 
Lutler, as butlers go, and all. of that, 

“Hello,” said the - butler.” in a 

‘booming voice. - 
“Hello,” said the new taxi ‘driver 

in: a. small voice, “T have. brought 
h your: papers.” 

“Come. in!” boomed ‘the: -putier. 
“It’s. snowing.” So the. driver: moved 
ing it. 
He-': noticed the’ : ‘putler: -had 

-ears' and a giant’s physique;.-also 
that: something. ‘gleamed in his hip 
pocket..: . : 

- “It's cold outside,” said the: butler. 
“Yes, ” said the taxi driver. 

._D’ Marster - 
Ty ‘eall the: marster.” The ‘butler. 

walked. to the.foot of the stairs and 
‘bellowed: - “Hey, ‘Frank, -.. . whynell 

‘don’t you.come. down, : a cabbie. got. 
dé: poipers -here!”’. ao 
: Ouch!” said: the’ cabbie - to “afin 

. self,:.- an: “undignified. figure 
stamped’ down ‘the stairs... °°! 
: “D’. marster,”. said-the butler. - 
“Hello; kid,’ sald the © marster’ 

“Come. on in ..and have. a drink: 
-Whassa matter - w'd 4’. bum-butler, 
dat he didn’t serve yah. qne als, 

‘ready 2 - bolorelg ty 

-He gave. the taxi: driver’ 
atl a 

‘$3, a “gus 

papers. oat ay dat 

‘est. ‘young tani: driver whit. his stand 

in Cicero, 
“Who,” he. asked, “ig the guy with 
the’ butler?”” 
“And-then he found out he. had 

‘token ° ‘his ‘turn’ -on -deliyering -the 
‘dailies to Frank cle Lake; beer baron 
ana: all‘of ‘that. - Toe 
When Lake was: poor. he was a. 

‘taxicab driver. In affluence, he re- 
members the cabbies, having. his. 
‘papers delivered’ by a differént: 
driver every. nig ht from a. Cicerd 
cab stand, . 
Which also explains the butler 

with the cauliflower ears, 

CHORINE PLAYGIRL iS 
UNDERCOVER DRY SPY 

Rochester, N. x, Jan. 4. 
_Aniy Hunt, blonde. chorine looker 
_“My Maryland” and “Blossom 

Tinie” road companies, ig credited 
with being. chief .factor in'a dry 
wave in Rochester. ‘Said to have 

_think you "re: found ‘tipping more profitable than 

tripping before. the footlights. . 
- Known as “the-tall blonde in the 
spotted’ coat,” she frequented hotels’ 
here and made the acquaintarice of 

‘men who could show her a. good 
time in some of the class. wet spots 
in and about the city.’ Dry men.from 
outside © usually — raided: the,” next: 

night. 
Warrants charged: selling liquor: 

and enabled raiders to take:every- 

thing -in the place. Consternation 
until someone discovered that the 
name of Amy Hunt on the warrants 
corresponded with that of the blonde 

in the. leopard coat.. Then it was. 
all off. Brunettes were. ‘welcomed 

were looked on with, ‘suspicion. - “So 
Amy blew. Local: dry officials: ar 
‘pass the buck on who hired ‘her. 
Made tough going for. road houses 
over the holidays. : 

a. face ‘like a gargoyle, ‘cauliflower |- 

-Jhaired scribbler’s item more than 

fit ‘as 

 tomary:. amount - ‘for- delivery:; of the ” 

: Several ‘Dighballs ‘Tater. the: ‘mod= : 

anywhere, ‘but -even short. blondes | 

_ GRANT. - WHYTOCK 

Now" Affiliated with @iffany. as as: 
sistant’ ‘prodii¢tion’ manager “to ‘Phil. 
Goldstone, . after,serving more than 
ten years.” ‘with . M-G-M.’. “With 
M-G-M he: served ag studio man- 
ager-for Rex Ingram unit in France| 
and handled the “White | Shadows" 
company in. Tahiti, then became 
assistant to Hunt’ Strombers. a 

By Sam Shain 

Main ‘Stem . ‘chiselers and Inte 
messengers say there - ought to. be 
a Baumes— law ‘on plagiarism; any. 
columnist ' printing “another fair- 

once should: be sentenced to a zas- 

less life. 
. Reprinting of: advertised maxims 
and theatre programs, these bimbos 
aver,- must ‘be due to either of two 
causes:. that the. columnists are un- 
cultivated.‘ word: lingers - and not-. 

\ well-read: perdons or, else they’ think. 
‘ |the public. is‘ the Haithe,. Either -waly: 

it’s jist as Dads". 
When the newspaper columnists: 

are “not: reprinting the house organs: 
‘er.Joé: Millér’s’ joke ‘book’ they're 

‘using, ‘other’ folks’ ‘wit. and claiming: 
their own. <It’s ‘all a. racket, 

Not .an ‘unusual. experience ; to. hear 
dway peeker averring, his| 

six. ‘have jobs, The! 
rent ony 2 99, 994’ make’ up an army: 

‘lot gossips and gag : ‘pinchers, who' 
supply: the. columnists’ ‘with ‘their: 
pilfered patter, ~ 
Habit of: printing, most every- 

arch conspirators. - Often one may 

gags—forgetting: ‘that he had used 
something similar ‘previously.. 

treason. * He is blacklisted by the 
deserted columnist. No gag clip- 
per on Broadway can serve two col- 
umnists, It’s all for one and one 
for nobody. . 

Prima Donnas - 

Having sprung from the theatre 
arenas the Broadway tin-typers 

journalistic | reatm-‘of digressions 
certain attributes of the stage that 

prima donnas ‘with most Sensitive 
temperaments. 

courted ° ‘by everybody. 
- Their trick is merely the bring- 
ing of the: trade paper angle to the 

it could be catalogued” ‘as Tlews, ~ 
- Like: prima donnas they are shell- 

moving about with that royal air of. 

indifference. Consequently, - they 
have nearly: as many ill wishers. as 
friends,. for if ° there's ‘anything | 
Broadway - ‘dislikes it's the swelled 
head. .--- 
Most of: them have: an unbounded 

admiration for ‘the air.. 

about themselves these guys would 
rather broadcast before a -mike. ‘One. 

‘has even been movietoned for ex- 
ploitation purposes. 
Yet, while moat..of their. stuff. is.. 

Astor Marquee Flach | 
’ For the first time in memory the 
Astor Hotel is turning its marquee 
over to advertising purposes. 

This week it’s been given a regu- 
lar $4.40 top touch. General Elec- 
tric has sold the idea, giving its 

exhibition ‘a display in bulbs on all 

sides of the hotel’s shed, 

“Did | ever erybody ‘pet ‘a load:-of those 
Hollywood “stills” the ‘Mirror’ 

printed of Wincehll and Coleman 

last Saturday? As a matter of fact, 
one of ‘these boys did take a screen 
test (silent). And enough: on the 
level for the aspirant to don Hus- 
sar uniform—busbe, cape, dangling 
sword, serious. pan, profiles, n’all. 
Few ever saw or have seen it. Or 
want to., . 

brought: in to them the columnists, 
like ancient Spartan. ‘goidiers, also 
forage along the Great White Way ! 
for dope. They spend much of their 
time in night clubs, speaks, thea-_ 
tres, .Broadway ‘restaurants 
other hangouts. 
It’s a rare. thing to find any of 

them at:their offices. oo 
Extraordinarily Interesting 

What makes their racket so pro- 

and 

‘déork’s: ‘Clemenceau tablet in “the 
wall’ of Loew's Sheridan. theatre in 

‘urday afternoon. — 

Berthe, ‘daughter of a French war 
-yeteran. Two wreaths weré laid.dn. 
‘the tablet, one by. ‘the ‘Manhattan 

‘Council : 
. America’ ‘and. the other by four res-. 

| enceau: resided’ on.the Sheridan site. 
| Mayor Jamés_ Walker was among: 

_| tures’ erected special stands to seat 
‘the: representative committee and | 
amplifier .° 
throughout Sheridan’ Square: s0 ‘that 
‘the: ‘speakers ‘could be heard: by’ all.’ 
‘One’ hundred’ policemen. were. pres. 
ent to. handle ‘the crowds. - 

The Broadway. Columnist 

| Broadtway ’ ‘coluninist; who: after. 
| {is ‘said and‘ done, is’ ‘the ‘tacketeer "ot 

os las as “piked one. of nis. 

“who. “dled. aboard! . 180,900 eolainnists;| © 

|thing ‘that’s gay or frisky has de-- 
veloped. to make the -coliimnists: 

be found to’ be stéaling his own 

For. any, of. these info snitchers | 
to be caught supplying’ a contem- | 

.|porary’ with tips or gags is akin to 

have ‘carried with them into their. 

has made of them super- -cultivated’ 

dailies in the only’ possible. way. that. 

shocked ...with touchy. ‘sensibilities, 

extreme -boredom and patronizing 

-This in- | - 
clues the. radio, ‘and next to talking 

QUARE 

~ Clemenceau Tablet 
for: “unv eile of. _the. Services - 

Greenwich Village,’ were “held Bate 

Tablet was unveiled: by a Ji eanne 

‘of the . Boy Scouts - of 

idents. “who ‘recalled when ‘Clem- 

those. present, : 
- Department ‘of Plants arid Struc- 

horns. ‘were: . spotted 

. Entire services: wvent over the air 
through: a CB. S.. hook- “up and 280. 

. over” WHN: of 

: |e 

: 1 

‘ductive is that it's’ mostly - theatre. 
centered and therefore curiously. in- 
‘teresting to a‘ public. that roman: 
ticizes about Broadway and its sub- 
jects: - Broadway and ‘Hollywood are 
‘the - world’s’ gossip | centre. | All arg 
‘affiliated to & more or.less degree |’ 
with : ‘the - ‘theatre . in some way or 
a 1other, 
walk . of - life: and occupation. who 

something. they. jiad Alseovered in. 
print. « Saye au | 

ment, 

” ‘These_ drmies of ‘whisperers - “andi 
péek-a+boo * “artists have helped” to. 
‘ereate a new newspaper type, the: 

all; 

the’ newspaper r “profession, . 

John 3. Ward, 

the “Berengaria’ ‘while: bound for’ 

London, ’ ‘was secretary of the ‘Bing: 

‘| York, not. ‘presjdent, AS reported..: 

‘Haik. Kavoakjian is: ‘president, 

New: York's. greatest, free ‘side 
show is the spectacular electric ad-. 
vertising in Times Square. To pro- 
duce this display for. more than 

and local advertisers who use eléc- 

000,000 annually. 

cording to a recent survey made: by 
“the Merchants’ Association, one of 
the’ seven--wonders of New York. 

They're’ the “it”. of | The candlepower required to light 

newspaperdom and they, know it. | 
Star reporters—they are in a class, 
of their own, envied: by most and | 

a single sign on Broadway, such 
‘as the new Warner display. nightly 
opposite the. Winter Garden is. suf- 
ficient. to light any town in the 

‘A check by the business analysis 

‘Advertising :'-Co.,- which controls 
most: of the. advertising: space in 
Times: ‘Square, ‘says peoplé come to 
Broadway from every state in ‘the 
Union and 30 foreign nations, which 
means that. people ‘from every cor- 

ner. of the “world see the Times 
“Square free show overhead. New 
York draws 160,000 transients daily 
cand few leave town without. getting 
a load ‘of ‘Times. Sauare. at: night. 

Huge Subway. Center. 

The Times ‘Square subway station 
is considered ‘the world’s ‘gréatest 
traffic point, the: number ‘of. pas- 
sengers leaving trains at that point 

"Pipsters range ‘from every | 

sense that péculiar .pridé of seeing. |¢ 
‘Sealed. in’ ‘the coat, ‘trous 
sleeve, of. ‘the. agents oa abe 

- The - pay-6ft” “ts * “a! “qui avout: mm 
‘| themselves at the! opportune mo-! 

‘ham. ‘Photo. Engraving - ©o.: in: New)|” 

1,000,000: spectators . daily, national’ 

trie-signs,. painted. bulletin or poster: 
space in the area spend about. $15,-: 

Times Square is considered, ace. 

“country. with a population, of 20,000.: 

department of the General Outdoor. 

uring. 1928 | being estimated at 

‘VARIETY | 

~Cameraing. Prohibition 4 
By Wallace Sullivan 

—+ —_—~ 

Some of the insida- tactios 

, government. ‘for accumulat ‘ 

dence for & drive against: j 

Ing beverages has been ' 

‘an operative. who deciares th oy 

prohibition department has 

“on” virtually évery: hotel and: 
legger along the New. York 
to padlock the hostelries — 
‘the’ purveyors, ‘ : 

‘Like big” game hunters butd 
cameras :instead: of’ “rifles, . thi 
‘stead enforcers | ‘have been. 
factual liquor: traffic ‘and “h 
‘goods”: on scores, of. persi 
places,” “not along: on. the ma, 

| but throughout Manhatta 
ture ‘cameramen and kodak’ '“% 
have been recruited: .for the 4 
lection of evidence. 
Ing ana cutting ‘rooms. of . 
bartment are as elaborate 
of some .of the. -pictu e. 
‘Even. directors: ‘are 
with . the cameramen, , § iu 
Ing the jobs... aanet 
Not only have the. omofar sl 

‘; }men.‘secured; undetected,’..sha 
= | trucks unloading, heer. and. 

but, ‘actual:, “film . 
“showing | pro 

money » being paid: patrolme 
geants,; and ‘others. 

... empty bottles in| hotel refuse 9 
| 4nd. pictures of hotel. roo 
dozens of bottles..of liquors 
‘taxicated guests have been ong 
by the’ lurking . “snappers: 
‘stored in..the basements. 
big: “hotels. has - algo beet 
|@raphed, showing it being moyen 

" “hijackin 
‘gloss prints of : night” “alu 
stooping under their tab 

whiskies,. 
Washington 

-Photogra’ 

The dew 

Mo 

tles ~ Have been ° made. *) 

nually. 

way. 

Broadway. . ; 

“180, 000, 000. 

trains at the statlon is estimated 
at slightly less than that figure. 

| -A crew of men employed by the 
General Outdoor concern . travel 
around Times Square each night in. 
autos, checking up on all electrical 
‘display to ‘see that they .are. in 

proper working order with:all bulbs 
burnt out instantly replaced. — 
Electrical advertising, hulletin 

“fhe number boarding 

about: 
nightly. 

tomers “is ‘also. on ae 
:| planted, dictogranhs., ai 
secure talking’ eviden 
pictures” ‘and. ‘talic : ean’, : 
nized ‘to. give added. potentiality bs 
Alm. used’. ais’ Fedei ral” {a 3% 

roping ‘the. viclators:: Roawon | 
‘the department ‘wighe ‘to: 

i its” ‘victims. Cy y 
In’ other “words; “don’t” 

bootlegs er anti: YOU ve. 
; screen n test 

and poster space rates 
creased put. slightly: in the pa 
years, when it: was | sald. {ne 
had’ beén reached. 

property. in “Greater ‘New: Yor 
‘Still the Publicity ‘Building’ at .4 

This triangular ‘sha: 
building at 47th street contains: 
spectacular electric displays, Sau 
tooth paste.:and Chevrolet . Mot 
signs, and the Camel cigaret pe 
ed: bulletin, all ‘facing south. i 
gigantic: painted bulletins’ are: 
located on the sides of the bull 
netting the lessee: over $500,0 

Co 
annually _ to 

ave. J 

‘The puilding “hext’ "oot, . 
‘houses a Chinese: 
the -upper portion ‘of thé” bultd 
devoted: to. 34: ‘twenty-four 8h 
stands with: additional. space 
cently. added. : 

- Sign which gets the’ most att 
tion. and favorable comment: fr 
passersby fs the Chesterfield. cliga 
display aft 48th street and Bra! 

‘New Coca Cola.sign atop. i. 
‘Brill Bullding at. 50th street: & 
Broadway. is said. to. ‘cost $160, 

‘|a. year to operate. © 
Warner Bros. now. ig, the jargen 

Warner Bros. now. is the large 
candlepower ‘buyer . among’. 
atrical advertisers, 
locations such as the.two signs on: 
the Miller Building at 46th street { 
and. Seventh: 
‘around .$100,000 

theatrical shoe condern, have | bees 
dark for some time, . a 
“Cost of spectacular electrics si 

‘the Times Square area runs fro 
‘$3,000 to $6,000 a month. 
tion to the cost- of operation, mii 
lions of dollars are Invested in‘ 
construction of the signs which ‘4 

35,000,000 

Yestaura 

‘thes a 
Several .chole 

which __netteg 

In aad 

candlepowgm 



"VARIETY _ 

Broadway Cater 
Grandeur Trans-Lux is visible trom 

any place in the room.: - 

Leading motor _ companies: are 
maintaining prices’ on used cars, 
but smaller out of town agencies 
are breaking line. Many owners 
who turned in old cars for. an al- 
lowance on new models‘to be de- 
livered in the spring, are trying. to]. 
get loans and it can’t be done. .. 

While Ethel Dade argued with 
Business Mer: Hulvey over $100 dif-. 
ference in salary 20 photographers 
waited in-Samuel Goldwyn’s office 
over an hour to get a: picture of: 
Ronald Colman’s new lead. - Miss 
Dade is an unknown,. having ‘had 
only a couple of bits in legit. . 

Women’s gown shops are dizzy 
with change in styles.. Mamas ‘don’t 
like the new long skirts,’ they're 
afraid they won't.-be stylish —in 
short ones and they won't buy any. 

Kick against new lengths comes 
from the matrons who feel younger 

_| in the abbreviated models, _ 
a Wife said might be all The proletariat had the ‘most: de- 
‘i ut Without the hyphens. lightsome New Year’s stomping. in 
“ revolution-formation along - the 

Main Stem, knocking off the high 
hats of the gentry. Several broken 
canes were mute testimony of the 
fight for their crowns, put up by 
the formal parade. 
“The tribulations of securing taxi- 

cabs New Year’s. is yet the talk. of 
the merry contingents, many of 
whom got their first walking exer- 
cise that night. Broadway and “its | 
contiguous streets were a sea of for- |, 
mally attired ‘pedestrians, haggard 
from seeking conveyance and dizzy 
from hootch. 

Blizzard-Bound Legeers 
Sell Stuff at Bargain | 
Plattsburgh,,. N. Y.>-Jan.. 4, 

With more than 100 booze-laden 
automobiles stalled along northern 
New York highways. because of. 
heavy snowfall,. cases of liquor in-~ 

jtended for happy New. Year down- 
‘jstate were disposed of. at knock- 
down prices ‘to any nearby bargain 
hunters. 

Boys sold. the stuff right out ‘of 
the automobiles. Drivers who didn’t 
have authority to sell transferred 
their cargoes to sleighs and paid 
fancy rent prices for surrounding 
barns. 

too (Continued -from. page 101) 
needs. a quick. cloud. ‘to: ‘hide ‘their 

shame. 
One of the wonders: is why gome 

‘ace once belonged to a picture 
fiji@r, now. rarely heard of. When 
jimes Baer heard about the place 
“i@ who originally owned it he 
jacked: “That was B. S.” (before 

‘human: nature—which, need | no ¢a- 
tering to.. 

‘What They. ‘Think: 
The thought. gometimes ° occurs, 

i week to visit Mrs. Kaufman's geives?® 
al lks in Vienna. Away about four 

but. - what . they: ‘think ‘when | they 

The boys are giving the 
“| _ more than the usual atten- 

‘shakes his head. ; 
A real comedian. raises the: hearts 

and spirits of everybody about him; 
makes people laugh, not. blush; feel 
good, not bad. He adds to the 
gaiety of the world and its people 
as only smiling can, and dis even 
‘good for the health. A noted doctor 

inany Marie’s, where a hangout is 
| free and everybody tries to be- 

for. the Liver. a 
* Comedy is a. vocation, not. ‘an 

‘avocation. That recent gift of Mme. 
| Cure should be: duplicated to search 
‘for a gram ‘of humor which would 

€ awalls and squaring those who 

get their names there. 

man, or supposed to. be, race: 
*They say. “money makes the mare 
go” ‘and - 

‘£0: round, ” and if. so, fun (as Dame 
‘Dictionary thinks of it). is. what 
‘keeps it from getting. izzy. ; 

PHOTOGRAPHS 
+(Continued from page 101) 

3 personally as a protege. 
irl reader of the New York 

ibs: wants to know if the column- 
Pe all are really one man writ- 

nder different names? 
‘eight months at Saranac as 

ager of N. V. A. affairs there 
‘his felt, Col. C. B. Bray is 

‘this-burg with Mrs. Bray. 
aramount’s tests of the “Heads 

t are said to have been okay. 
f the original players will do 

icture at the Long, Island stu- 

lustrate special stories. 

a fishing trip; ‘a midget boxing Jack 
Dempsey; any picture that shows 
motion and activities. 
snapshot enlarged to an 8 = 10 will 
do. 
‘Remember photographs. ‘used for: 

publication are never returned. ‘The: 
only pictures ‘that. ‘come’ back. are 
the ones. used for the lobby and al- 
lowance for ordinary wear and tear 
must be made for these, -Laok at 
photographs as a perishable prop 
-arid put them in your budget: Good 
pictures, are good: salesmanship. 

~ Our: staff. understands -: - photog-. 
raphy perfectly. ‘Our advice ‘and 
assistance always .at the artists’ 
disposal.- Even. to. the-extent of g0-: 
ing to the studio. Our help may. 
bring economic .as well as artistic 
results, 

ROUND THE SOUARE 

ae for the occasion. 
ourse, she*weeped. 

For 

é party thrown by Al Knight, 
ored| elevator runner at the 
bert. theatre building. All 

‘were whites. 
is the latest juvenile game 

tobe: rediscovered by local fun- 
saakers, | Bridge and anagrams are 
oh ;the decline. Too many head- 
‘aches. ‘ 

* Cutthroats Social Meeting 
aor Chandler Sprague in town, 

rant newly opened by ‘Myer | Gerson. in: the Hotel Somerset. It was late. 
when the double crossers got together and later when they adjourned. 
In between a piano in an alcove behind the chair of the president, Al 
Trahan received the most attention. In fact the piano was the only 
thing heard during the meeting. Several started speeches never 
finished. 

The Order of Cutthroats was formed with the avowed purpose of its 
members to do unto. others what others shouldn’t do unte them. Sev- 
eral if not all of the members have rewritten that into. its original 
shape and the cutthroats are practicing. 
Everything was going along pretty well. Mr. Gerson didn’t seem ‘to 

be worrying over who would pay the check, most unusual, and the 
boys had the restaurant to themselves when Herb: Williams came ‘in. 
Herb. was late and didn’t want to eat. He and Trahan commenced talk- 
ing about the piano right behind them. Trahan expressed a regret that 
Will H. Fox was not present. . Herb regretted also and added Charlie 
Sweet. .That- was too deep for some of the younger element: at. the 
board and*they: commenced to, blow, belleving Fox and Sweet. a couple 
of plain clothes men. 

The cutthroats don’t: meet so-often but their get togethers aré always 
friendly. To guarantee:that Mr. Gerson supplied each plate with spoons, 
only. 

- ‘Picture house having the 
not. consistent box office line from 
hriatmas to Jan. 4 seemed to be 

vou. 
; ‘fnual motor boat show will 
probably gee someone step in and 
bus ig $40,000 runabout as a port 
‘tender’ for the yacht to balance the 
‘booze © cargo on the starboard side. 
‘It Always happens. 
i<“Walter “Woolf, who recently 
@pened with the Shubert operetta, 
‘¢Duchess of Chicago,” but left that 
show in Philadelphia because of 
tithess; has gone to Bermuda for a 
Fest, “ “He sailéd Saturday. 

.. brokerage. partnerships as 
“year, Partly hangover. from 

“the."-Oct.-Nov. crash, partly the 
usual . shifting around. incidental to. 
ar lw. year, , 

ote] Astor brokerage branch is 
filthe throes of ‘another remodelling. 
‘Bach change makes it tougher for 
the. non-trading droppers-in. One 
of, the faw. places where women are 
‘paked not, to. sit dawn. 
Scott Sanders, a Scotchman - in 

‘Vaude over here, says he can’t un- 
‘derstand why, after carrying his 
igvip from the train td the hotel, 
-&,bellhop then insists upon taking 
it to his room, 
‘Jake Wilk made his radio debut 
San. 2 plugging First National via 
‘WJZ. and a scenario talk written by: 
‘Charlie, Einfeld. Wilk’s discourse 
‘eame during the Lehn-Fink half 
hour,. with which firm FN has an 
exploitation tle-up. 
= i, M. Rubens’ family -arrived--in- 
New York. last week on the “Asama 
‘Maru” afte; three months in the| 1 
Orient. Two of the daughters are 
‘Eyma .. King, films, and Charlo 
Dawn, vaude. Rubens is the Great 
States theatres exec, besides being 
chief of police of Joliet, I. . 
N The Mike Meehan brokerage 
branch in the Hotel Biltmore hotel 
je the last word in equipment: 
Plectrically operated quotation. 
board,” Tigures snap into view me- 
chahically and there are no board 
boys, News ticker -on a sort of 

When Lahiff Sacked? Harry Carroll 

showed up at the Tavern and. ‘loudly: blusteréd she’ would not: pay: $100 
he owed Lahiff on a-cash loan, — 
‘Carroll made himself so obnoxious the sock followed. 

roll filed bankruptcy proceedings, a legal expedient he has employed 
before when financially jammed. — 

Carroll probably had in. mind the legal angle when loudly welching 
on the Lahift loan..: 

New. Year's ‘Eve: 'N.: Ss. G. in Viliage 

Village. 
didn’t get it and went: home. . 
joints to.themselves and help. 

anything else in return queered. possibilities of a fair. intake for the 
evening if prices had been right. “Those hopping down to the Village 
-chilled after. being apprised of. the tariff, didn’t. fall and walked around 
‘instead.. “Annual “rent, parties “fopped: “and -it'sfigured=a- number—will.| 
fold as consequence. , 

In Times Square about as usual, with no. big spending. 

. Holdup Without a Holler: ; 
A holdup without | a holler occurred very recently in a Times Square 

office building containing a “clearing house” for bootleggers. Five bandits 
with guns held the office for four. hours, taking .’em as they came to 
settle.for the week. ‘Mostly small, Maquor dealers but ‘the stick ’em ups 
‘got $28,000, in cash. a 

, As fast as a caller was frisked, he was shunted into another room 
with the door locked. 
rest. 

another. 
sear ime 

[ROSENBLOOM UPS AGAIN,| 
BADLY BEATING LOMSKI| 

smart, clever men. turn their. talents |: 
‘to catering to the worse traits in 

that ‘do they think. of.them-|.  _ 
Not. what’ they’ tell their} .. | 

agents or the. fellow: on the. corner | 

“feel . bootleg low’. vand:. the” doctor 7 

spoke over the radio on “Laughter, 

and: one match x draw, .- 
could be no‘question as-to the best 
‘man in the ring this time. 
round Rosenbloom: 

be just. as great.a help to the -hu- 

“Love makes the: ‘world: 

A prima, 7 
donna in the kitchen frying onions; 

-A:- good” 

The Order of Cutthroats held a social ‘meeting Thursday 1 in the restau-— 

Billy Lahiff. had to. sock ‘Harry Carroll “when the actor-composer. 

Next day Car- | 

.Gyp prices put on by the smal) places with neither entértainment or: 

The bankroll of the establishment went with the 
None could say anything since it was all .bogze in one. way ¢ or. 

_TIMES. SQUARE—SPORTS _ 

~ Dark’ Theatres oy 

Wednesday, January. B, 1830 

og: 

- By Molly: Grey 

Géorge Courtney in Comeback 
‘Beats Banovic 

~ By JACK: PU LASKI 
Good. show at the Garden. ‘Friday, 

but the crowd was rather Neht. In’ 
the main event Maxie ‘Rosenbloom, 
of Harlem, gave Leo Lomski, from. 
Aberdeen; Wash,, one of the worst 
lacings of. ‘the’ -westerner’s. ring 

caréer, 

reported . favored dn the last’ minute 

betting. © ; 

-It -was ‘the fourth time the men. 
bad’ met, . ‘each winning. a ‘ decision 

There 

‘In every. 
copped " the 

points. It was a fast bout between 
two rugged men, yet during the ‘rest 

periods - Maxie -sat: in_ his. corner 
without taking. a ‘long: breath. 

’ ‘The fight was to decide the lead- 
ing contender for. the vacated light 

| heavyweight ‘title, which the New. 
York state athletic commission had 

‘already 
_|Rosenbloom. - 

indicated _ belonged | to 

They say that’ Maxie slaps -with 
his right hand, but he must. slap. 
very hard, for frequently he sent 
Lomski ‘spinning yards away with 
‘that ‘blow... 
closed his right fist and sent in up- 

Then occasionally Rosie 

percuts’. that -all but. spilled Leo. 
Only the ropes saved Lomsk! from 
‘going - down inthe ninth round. 
Referee Tommy Sheridan. raised his 
arm for some reason..and Rosie 
stayed away while Lomski regained: 
his stance. 

ln. the fifth” round Lomskt’s right 
eye was opened, and the ‘sharp- 

; shooting Maxie picked on that. lamp 
‘until “he got: tired of it. 
bloom’s left hook’ is his best, 
rarely’. missed with 
like Rosfe is. the best man in the|. 
division, 
isn’t as careful as he should be with 
his training, but the man certainly 
looked in great condition. 
mo newcomer, 
per, but is fast, crafty and game, 

Rosen- 
He 

it. Looks 

According to reports he 

Max is 
He may be a slap- 

and it. will take an exceptionally. 
good man to beat him. 

‘Courtney's Good - ‘Showing. 
George Courtney who © looked, 

like a million bucks two years ago, 
made a comeback and won from the 
tough Joe Banovie, of Binghamton, 
N. ¥;. George weighed 168. pounds, 
so he is: pointed. toward the light 
heavy class, Courtney’ slipped from 
favor’ after displaying a propensity 
for night-clubbing, but he is back’ 
in form again. 

_ Banovic started very fast and had 

Georgie bothered for a time. Once 
he got’ started, the Courtney fel- 
low slammed rights and uppercuts 
to Joe’s chin and the up-stater was. 
battered plenty. Courtney again 
displayed .a, tendency to hit low. In 
the eighth Banovic dropped to his 
knees claiming to have been fouled. 
He arose at.nine still protesting and 
flailed his arms in such fury that 

‘there. was no doubt about his hay- 
ing been stung, fair or foul. 
“In the 10th and last round, near 
the close, George did land what 
looked. like a low left hook. ‘With! 
his hands . down. Banovic started 
calling George every fancy name he 
-could ‘get: through his swollen lips. 
Courtney might have stepped in‘and | 
knocked his man flat, but instead 
he stood. off and took the tongue 
lashing, replying that he. had . not 
meant to hit low. It was a comic 
interlude. The men: resumed and 
were tangled together, bent. over the . 

- | ropes, at the ‘bell, — 

New. ‘Year's. Eve. proved a bust in. the small cabarets of Greenwich | ° , 
‘Muggs: hitting the -hobohemian centre and hoping for a break |’ 

Consequently the cabaret. owners had the 

280-Lb, Laugh - 
The 280- -pound ‘Won elant, Primo. 

-Carnera, ..was. introduced. : The: 
crowd: Jaughea as the: “Ttallan - in-. 
vention,” Joe Humphries called him, 
pulled his ‘mammouth ‘feet through 
the ropes aftér him. Those dogs. 
are sure big, but the man’s hands 
look like hams.- From the contour 

-of=hig== ~sehnozale,-Primo--has.-been.|-- 
hit on’ the beezer plenty. ~ . 

In the. first 10- -roundér, Arturo 
Sheckls was awarded the match 
with Canada Lee. Bald-headed 
Arturo claimed a foul and they, let 
it go at that. . 

Tina "Meller, ‘Jean Barry | and 
Dave Fitzgibbons, ali of “Wake. Up 
and Dream,” opened for elght 

weeks at the Central Park Casino, | 

New York, Monday -night: ‘Trio 
will double from the show, oO 

The. odds’ favored. Maxie, |. 
but. during the day so much money 
‘on. Lomski- turned up that he was. 

unconsciously. 

weg 

“Many 1 men love ‘the dark. , 

ting. near. a 

Ordinarily no one wishes to cause 

| another - to: “perish,” “put ‘ there are 

times. ‘when if ‘thoughts. were rights 

to the. Jaw, there would be lovers 

of the- dark well: on their way. 

The. ‘inyentive- genius of: ian, has. 
given’ pictures movement, ‘yoice and: 
color.: The day it, ‘removes: ‘the ne-. 
‘cessity. of” darkness, the feminine © Dy 
sighs of. relief will reach’ skyward. 
When an unsuspicious, naturally- 

‘anxious-to-give-the - other - party ~ 
even - @- man - the = -henefit-of-the- 

doubt . female first encounters ‘that 
man of feeling in a dark theatre, she 

and. even crossed her: knees: in: an 
effort to make herself as..small as __ 
possible. After’ tiring of © this 
cramped, but. usually wyecessary po-. 
sition,.. she. decided to attend the 
first show’ and . before the'- lights 7 
went out, ‘pick herself. a seat with.a 
pillar on one’ side to: ‘give her a 
‘Jittle ‘margin. as it were, But still 
she couldn’t avoid. the coritact man. 
..When danger of. -becoming lop>. 

sided. reached. an. ‘acute stage, it 
finally seeped: into her. head: that 

| these, were no. continuous accidents: 
It wasn’t always the same. man. She 
knew it was nothing. personal. Too 
dark to see faces. And the “white” 
not so important, ‘either, maybe. 

. Useless ‘Mean. Looks 

; - Necessity being the mother of in- 
:-vention,. she’. tried’ raising a few 
ideas, :: Giving the ‘tree-handéd one 
a@ mean look: didn’t chelp: because he 
couldn't’ pee it.. - Jabbing: - ‘the arm 
‘with a sharp: pencil: ‘was taken ‘for 
play, and jabbing. the back of the 
and’ disturbed it. no ‘more than it.. 

‘would an overcoated oyster. 
‘best. persuader was 4 right or left: 
to the ‘shin lor a heel (feminine) ; 
to. a toe (masculine). of. course, if 

- And any. woman “wiio, may be Bit 

thought. he was just tired and was ; 
‘spreading himself a}l over the séats: 

So..she accommo-. 

datingly. Kept her. elbows in. her : Jap ; 

The. 

one weren't a lady, . one might say o 

a heel to a heel. 
' Rainy days: were | a great help, 
umbfellas keeping off. things that 
should be crawling, but were -sit- 
ting, them knees not caring for them 
riba. Fur coats helped in a way, 
but, of: course, that’s the’ overcoat” 
season too. It is remarkable | how 
tenderly a‘man sometimes handles 

his overcoat, regardless of. whose lap 
‘his hand rests in. ~ 

It wasn't the: overcoat season 
-when she: reached for a hanky:and 
found: a cold hand’ instead, which 
she returned to its. owner, holding 
it as she-might a worm. 

Of course, she tried changing 
seats, but soon discovered that: the 
chances were a hundred to one she 
wouldn’t be any happier; better 
fight it out on the first site and clear 
the field. 

The: Shin, Kick 
She adopted that shin kick or. 

ankle putt, and while some were aS 
sensitive as an E] pillar, they usual- 
ly decided to stop wasting their tal- 
ents on such stupidity. -— - 
Mayhap now that the long skirts 

are with’ us. again ‘the old reliable 
hat ‘pin may: be .revived. When 
that. day.comes, unless the present 
reform, wave lasts, the © ‘Knees will 
have it. 
But for the present ‘it is a case 

of came the- talkers—anid: -lordy, 
‘lordy; the knees are still. May they 
forever Stick. to. their: owners. 

Films Entire Rose Bowl - 

Game: for U.S. Cs. Coach 
- Hollywood, Jan, 4 

First. National, at the request | ‘of 
.| the University. of Southern Califor- 

nia, filmed ‘the: éntire Rose” Bowl: -. 
Pittsburgh game in sound and with 
high speed cameras. 

seasons. 

. First National. donated the: fim” 
for the privilege "to buy 50 good | 
seats to. the game.” 

Film will be’. 
used by ‘Coach: Jones to teach the... 
‘boys by slow motion during future 

jong eg oe 

7 90-Minute Club 
Probably the most unique night 

club .In the country -is the: Candle | 
Light, spotted in-a hotel in E. 60th 
‘street and operated by Charles M. 
Bellak. Open only from-‘nine to 
10:30 p.m. and-carrying a nut of 
a big: floor’ show and Eddie Dav is 
orchestra. 
‘Place opened a wéek ago,: with biz 

reported nil, — 
F 
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Year: in- Burlesque 
By Ed Barry ; 

; This “Sea? . has ‘proven more 

+ 

-cisively than’ ever. that burlesq OPPOSITION PAYING FOR 
1) ONE CLOSED CHE HOUSE) 3s... ssw ansies of mantosite 

| ne — and. operation, real comics and & 

‘|ter material the. only. formula, th 

can make it survive the current: a 
gon. | Ct RB, 

Even the: morons are getting: 

News From the Dailies 
| This department containa rewritten theatrical news items.as:'p _ 
“Wwhed during the week in the daily papers of see tem Siieege, 1 
San Francisco, Los Angeles and London. Variety takes.no credit 
for these news items; each. has been rewritten from a daily paper. a] 

_ “Ten Nights tn a Bar. Room, or 
- Ruined by Drink,” being done at the 

: .Gate with due solemnity. -. Just to: 
- ‘brighten things.: Old time playbills. : 

Latest City sensation is the resig-- 
. nation of William Harrison.from the. 
‘* board of Inveresk Papers and sub-.| 
sidiary companies, important. news- 
paper group. Shareholders commit- 

. tee .formed, Company: .is said to 
be 10 million in. the red. eS 

_As reported in “Variety” and then 
promptly contradicted all around, 

. the Hotel Cecil has been’ sold to the 
.. Shell-Mex oil group for offices. 

‘Multicolor Films, Inc. and the 
Binocular Stereoscopic Film Co.,| ~ 
charging. that. the two companies 
named.have infringed on ‘Vitacolor’s 
patents. Vitacolor. seeks. a perma- |. 
nent injunction and an accounting 
fall (profits made by the defend- 

antSs..... 07): wo, ; : 

re Chicago, Jan. 4 

" Althougth there is much.smoke to 
" |-eloud., the fact, it is said. Warren |! 

| Irons received or is receiving some |’ 

reimbursement..from: his, two, bur- up ‘on the dirt. 
iesque house competitors in closing 

\ his Haymarket here; =. oo 
‘|. The immediate result was two 

record grosses at the Academy and 
the Star and Garter. - 

“Trial. of George Scarborough, au- |. 
thor, and cast: of “Bad “Babies,” |. 
charged with giving an -indecent’ 
performance, was postponed again to ' 
Jan, 22. Grounds were that defense | . 
attorneys were tngaged in the ‘trial |. 
of another case. toy in 

- Mutual circuit, survivor. of | 
wheels, started out promisingly § 
season with 50 houses and 50 shog 
Plenty of optimism on pre-seag 
Joutlook, put’ this gone, too, bee 
the season ‘had. reached half wa 
With dropouts thus far the Mut® 
wheel has 43 houses and. 48..shoqg 
the. realignment cutting the. rot 
for shows to, 43, weeks. out of 48 

\‘five weeks of layoffs for shows 
ing. season. ’. That's if some. o 
other doubtful. houses do. not P 
‘out meanwhile. - 7) 
-.Sameness of burlesque show! 
another. angle, same as ever, 
‘has hit the division hard, with n 
ing done to readjust. As soon 
“blue” gag. is new all the comediy 
cop it, and spring It in. each 
ceeding ‘show, ‘so the ‘muggs kn 
all the answers and the sgags= 
So do the ‘bits, due‘to. being: wé 
overtime by practically. every § 
and.-then expecting. the muges 
laugh. cy 

_ TOM BARRY —' 
Of the ten best picturea. of 1929 
“Rilm Mercury” includes “The Val- 

. Billie Dove and her husband, Irv-. 
ing ‘Willatt, inaugurated: the new 
year by annownene ‘they had come 
oa parting of the ways, This-ac-: nnd OT aU 

tually took place three months ago, : lant: ‘and “In Old Arizona. 

when Willatt went to New York to. 
make. pictures, it is: likely Miss 
Dove will goto Reno: shortly ‘to: 
secure:a divorce Couple have been 

oo Six .more | prosecutions. .against: 
‘"-yenters falling to comply with the. 

Quota Act mooted by the. Board of 
Trade, who have just beaten F.B.O. 

_in a testcase. Te - 

Astoria Out, Chop a Show: 

neha Tania aeheveptent tit | Forty-four afotonl deat show 
the only author represented twice. || are routed through this week when- 

ro", MeCormack's eae? rex andther readjustment of stands will 

- oe Films. ary rea y shortly: ; ox be made to provide for the dropping 

"Charles Yorba, 38, bulled‘a lot of| Direction SIDNEY PHILLIPS. | °© *he Stetnwlay, 1 I, which quits 
screen illuminaries and execytives ‘N84 West 44th street, - Jan, 11. Mutual keeps the circuit 

Mee stands equalized by the number of 
WE '  woORK - .: ,|that he-had alot of old whiskey in| 

. NEW YORK oe 
shows so with another house def- 

fo. . ar government warehouses and that he |: ——— 

‘Benefit, performance at the Im- lad een granted permission to re~ - PR. WN initely off ‘one:.of the companies. 

AMERICAN Goes: out. i oo a 

ot (STOCK) 
-perial several ..weeks ago provided. move’ same. “All he ‘wanted was 

; _ 

7 CK) a - .Several have been getting bad re- 

': “Peek-a-Boo,” current stock 
$1,646 for. each of the four, families’ freight, and then would make. a)’. 

ports in thd home office with. one of 

show ‘here, is a vast improvement: 
of the girls burned to death in the | price adjustment later. He got $7,-. 

‘Pathe studio fire.’ oo ~ | 000 and..was pinched ona charge of. ; 0 M 

a, ahaa - BO 
them slated to get ‘the axe by next 

over others caught by this reviewer sweek, | 

since the ‘house went stock bur- 

7 Co 4 - | theft.. — 
Studio: building occupied. jointly | 1.04 , _ re 

‘py. General Talking Pictures Corp. | _ ‘When her parents refused to per- 

‘and Weiss .Bros. was |. ordered’ mit ost fo marry an Hawation en 

i , inklers for the | “er. acIntosch, actress, attempt- x ua oks ‘like they've | J : 7 ale 

equipped Wit See ers onacters, _ed suicide by poison... Her condition lesque Tay OMe edini’ former Go. Top Fines for K. C. s 

‘Tenants state there is no need for. ‘is not serious, . _ salvaged eae oe aoe ; Ste k PI y R i 

.. Denants state tremtudio isn't being | ao? gp ST twepang “was (eee een show of samo title Stock Players Raided 

used for picture production, onc hareing that. her husband Myge | and spotted the cream of the latter s_ Kansas City, Jan..4.--. 

-vows; Rose Parker filed suit in Su-. materia) in ow stock Shwe Ree “I believe from the testimony in. 

petior Court for a divorce from EU- |fn “numbers and moré comedy than |the. "Cases tried that these ‘shows 
Irvin elig, eccentric. nie, Car |. 4 - ; of: 

Brichton ‘have’ n, 1 Sg as0 ries: "tie. ‘comedy burden: “eapably, .. With. this description of stock 

Brighton have filed suit for $38,850 | ‘ith Ben Mann and Artie Leeming, | burlesque as it is played in Kansas. 
( p- |City, Judge Carlin: P. Smith ‘fined’ 

six persons the maximum of $500. 
each in police court this week. .- 
Local heads.of women’s clubs and |: 

damages from Richard “Skeets” | Soscciate comics, giving 4008, SYD. 
church ; organizations, had led ‘cop-- 

“ - Queenie Day, ‘chorus girl, trippe 
_ up nine months quod for shop lift- 
ing. re mo 

‘married seven years, . .— 

Sloughed . 

| ‘Wheel shows have been slow 
\in ‘several. spots on @irt and. 
consequently ‘suffered througti¢ 
‘hole in performance, since that 
that’s left of: burlesque, In 
spots the shows-are toned do 
‘House managers, fearing. los Ot 
ccense ora pinch; when this Is dog 
the bettom goes out of the per 
ance. What's. left of a burl 
‘clientele warits rough’ shows, # 
getting them when the gendat ae 
don’t interfere. © - 0° 

‘Stocks; most of them. dirtier 
the wheel shows, have been’ 
Mutuals a tough tussle. around 
York-and: elsewhere. ‘The stot 
them for filth and get away 
‘They're algo .getting most of ‘wi 
ever business“is around, 
'. Several. stock ‘burlesque . tri 
shoestringers melted early, - - 
The burlesque racket‘is und 
ing -its critical crisis just nov 
‘so. far-as the wheel shows aré’ed 
cerned. They've stripped ‘the ¢ 
down as far as: they can,"but 
ingly need moré than -that to 
vive, _— yee Te 

“.:" arry) Carroll filed a’ voluntary 

--“ petition in: bankruptcy, isting “no 
-. agsets and $16,000. in liabilities. .He 

“4s: also asking relief. from. the. $200 
weekly alimony’ :payable. to. Christy |- 
Carrol. | rs , 

Carter De Haven; Jr., and. ‘Sue 

Marion Alden,.. show: ‘girl, was 
willed $30,000 by her late foster:. 

‘father, T, C. Alden... She’ recelves 

‘ the sum Jan. 10, her 21st. birthday. 

; é 
in. triumvirate get- 

ah. . _we port and with the triumvira ; 

and Miss 3 Je «Haven wan B50. ting plenty of laughs: Most.of the 

| pits and: blackouts: are usual pure. 

lesque. familiars, but the trio get 

more. out of them. than the wheel. 
workers, do. Lt ae 
-The femme. section is also there’ 

plenty. Mable White- is. an “Itsome’’ 

‘oub who knows her. burlesque and. 

gives them everything. Billie Shaw 

is another gal that knows what they.
 

Whe “el al: oon ihe exme 
clusseand Kaplin, comedian, and Jack Dick- 

rheeler algo in.the. same class, an |atein, manager, wer the slap.. 
Rose Lee, ingenue soub, giving 00d |mpoge "piak eT op at: bine neannereta 

account. of ‘herself.in twisting, | a 663. ar6 George Scoville, 

grinds and teasers; . |. ‘land fingd: are George Scoville, man- 

The show is spotted in routine ager; Leona (Cherie) Griffith, dan- 

-revue formula, “with zippy musical cer; _Eddie Haywood, straight, and 

\numbers spacing comedy bits and Ralph. Duby. . oe 

plackouts, and all spotted in speedy| Miss Griffith and Eddie Kaplin |" a a 

tempo making for a Snappy 80NE-|were arrested during disrobing | ‘Burlesque . needs, something 

- scenes. An appeal tothe cireuit,| hasn't got, hut: not on the: sta 

‘court has been announced., >| M_the noodle.” | and-dance layout. | — 
..“Canary Murder Case,” satire on a. 

Perhaps that kind of noodle aay 
make more in picture. house. ch 

‘mystery piays, grabbed a world of 
laughs through efforts of Selig, 
Leeming and Mann, with “The 
Honeymooners,” a revamp. on ins 

rere me 

usual hotel, bit, also doing its Stu 
wm 7 oe 

perfectly as.alaugh-getter. J.P. Passes: Undress; 

Most of the bits are spiced up 
eee me 

| plenty, but never go overboard on Holds. Mer. for Raw - 

vulgarity. ‘The same goes for the ee aes 

principal women’s teasers. None of Davenport,. Ia., Jan, - 

the girls stalls as. the wheel show- Lack of clothes on women dan 

appearing here does not matter #% 
much, but raw lines don’t go, salt % 
Justice of the Peace Merle Wells 14% 
ruling on charges. against Harsy§ 
Pabst, owner of the Star. theatte. 3 
Pabst was held: to the grand. jory 3 

in $500 charged with presenting Ai 

“CHICAGO” 
In the second alienation suit filed. 

by the ex-wife of.Henry, Bedford- 
Jones,” short-story writer, against 
the present spouse, Mrs. Mary. Ber-. 
nadin Bedford-Jones, the first wife 
claims that she “made” her husband 
‘thé writer he is. today, :She criti-. 
cized his writings, taught him ‘rhet- 
oric, ‘encouraged -him, acted: as his 
business manager, and,: in_ fact, 
wrote many of. his stories. | Suit is: 

|pers ‘in a -mid-performance raid on 
two stock burlesque troupes at the 
Empress and 12th Street. The same- 
group.is trying to pass an ordinance: 
closing “unmoral” ghows.. . . | 
Of the Empress company: Eddie 

“Irvin Willat, ‘director, came to|- 
“New York without his wife, Billle 
Dove. _ re 

texas jewelers’ are suing Mabel 
-Boli, international .actress, for. $2,+ 

400 payment on a diamond lavalliere 

-: which she said was. given to her by. 
“Yieut. Albert “Bach at ‘a dinner. in 

Dallas, ~ ; rn oy 

- Drena Beach, suing Sam Shan- 

non and his defunct. “Temptations 

-of 1930” revue for $179 alleged due 

in salary, ‘also -claims . Shannon 

copped her “Tiger Girl’ billing and 

pasted it on. Pearl Regay, who Tre- 

“placed: ‘her in ‘the’ show “before . it 

-- closed. - are mee, 

‘for $200,000. 
James. Torelli,. bouncer at Smart 

‘Set. studio; ‘north side taxi. dance 
hall, was shot by a,couple of toughs. 
the bounced out. © 7 2 

Historical film, “Woodrow _Wil-* 
son,” was presented. at the <Audi- 
torium last Saturday night, with 

| orice :range from $1 to $2.50.. First 
‘opportunity house had to dust. off |. 
the: seats since the Chicago opera 
scrammed, — T. 

. ‘Will Hays wouldn't deny or affirm 

reports that he is engaged to Mrs. 

Virginia «Lake, of: Indianapolis: 

_ Friends say it isn’t true, ‘ 
. we _ ty . 

. Frances Dade, stock actress, has 

‘@ five year picture contract from 

Sam Goldwyn. Her first will be in. 

“Raffles.” — oo 

'. .Burlesque Changes. 
- Midgie Gibbons in “Moulin ‘Rouge 
Girls” (Mutual); Sam Rice, Jr., out 
of same show and Eddie Mitchell 
substituted. , , 
: Jeanne Rae out; Marlene Salzaar 
in, -‘Moonlight Maids” (Mutual); 
Sam -Lewis, Hebe: comic, replaced 
Harry Vine, tramp principal, same 
show. , . 

Billy. Lee, out; Harry Meyers, in, 
“Mischief. Makers” (Mutual). Mar- 
jorie Vay in same show, with Lu- 
cille Carroll replacing Marie Tom- 
lison..- a , 
-. Emmett Callahan sent. Cleora, 
syncopated body shaker, into Seran- 
ton, Pa., to add a little spice to his 

| Matual show, “Girls in Blue.” 
Abe Feinberg has replaced Morris 

Costello as manager of “The Temp- 
ters” (Mutual). . 
_.Nanette Dailey, who. has’ been 
with the “Moulin Rouge - Girls” 
(Mutual), has signed as a runway 
leader at the Columbia, New York. 

’ Chicago “Daily News” has come 
out in special article on Chi’s new 
Civic Opéra house and Insull’s one- 
man rule. Reviews all theifaults of 
the heuse and company, ending with 
the alarming thought that perhaps 
at the end of a three-year period 
Mr. Insull may be supplanted, © — 

Editorial in current issue of “The 

’ Churchman” ‘asks ‘Bishop. Francis 

J. McConnell, president of the Fed- 

eral Council of Churches, to inves- 

tigate the organization to determine. 

~ whether it is dominated to any ex~ 

‘tent by Will Hays, Carl. BE; Milliken 

and officers. of the M. P. P. D. A. 

Editorial also refers to Rev: Charles |: 

.. Stelzle; ‘whd has been doing pub- 

licity. for both the. church . council 

and picture - organization. A 

- “housecleaning” is. suggested. - 

semi-strip if sufficiently encouraged 
by outfronters, or walk off without. 
Nothing like the dozen encores nec- 
essary here’for the shawl drop or 
coat take-off, revealing them in 
trunks and brassieres, which is as 
far as they can go now. 

- The musical numbers are also well 
set, with most earrying a semblance 
\of an idea; and choristers working. 

‘| with sufficient.zest and animation to. 
make them count for better than 
routine spacers.. Severak of the 
numbers. got over as heavy as the. 
‘comedy bits, unusual for a_bur- 
lesque show. Especially “Circus 
Day". and “Mechanical. Man.” | 

-. Slight -Improvement. on business 
but plenty of improvement on: the 
stock show.. As good a burlesque as 
there is around if they. still want 
burlesque. Plenty of laughs, good 
comics, femme principals that know 
their stuff and. a. hard-working 
chorus. of lookers, all working ear- 
nestly. and: together for, best results’ 
which they achieve. . idba, 

- Right beside stories of the wetest 
New -Year’s since passage of the. 
18th Amendment, dailies carried a 
statement from E. C. Yellowley, pro- 
hibition administrator, showing 1929 
was. the ‘driest year in Chicago's 
Volsteadian history. ; 

girls do, but all. get down to the 

fimmoral .show.:: ©. 
' “In this day and age acarcity; of 3 
wearing apparel of women on tha 
stage or off the stage does not tend } 
to the corruption of morals of youtt:3 
or others,” the justice ‘wrote in his’ 
opinion. “However, the evidence tt 4 
this case proves that the language 4 
used was so rotten, so foul and. sa. 
licentious: that it. Would make ‘éven = 
@ hardened sinner blush.”. «= 

- Pabst show was sloughed. after hist, 
-|musical stock company gave a mid} 
night ‘show while a policewomamm\ 
was in ‘the house. She said at: tha 
hearing. that she had beén there bea 
fore, but. Pabst always toned dows 
the show when she was presents 
When she got evidence for the pineig 
she went disguised. Pabst claimeg? 
he was out of the city and dian?) 

|know that his‘ help put. on anything } 
rought at hig midnight shows, play < 
ing mostly for. stags. og 

_ .Marriages and divorces in 1929 
yan four to one. There were 10,366 
divorces and 43,059.marriages. .-.. 

‘Casino. theatre, constructed on | 

39th and Broadway almost 50 years 

|. Jago,, will. be demolished: April. :30,- 

‘at which time the Shubert leas
e ex~ 

pires: An office building will occu- |’ 

-py the site. Te 
Mrs. Mary B. Bedford-Jones, first 
wife of H. Bedford-Jones, novelist, 
is suing the second Mrs. Beadford- 
‘Jones for. $200,000. for alienation. of 
‘affections. . 

Dr. Victor Nilsson, ‘music’ critic’ 

of the. Minneapolis: “Journal,” has 

been knighted by King. Gustfa, .of 

Sweden, with the. order of the North 

Star, in recognition of -his worl: in. 

_ Swedish letters and music. 

~- + Mutual Sues Irons. 
Jacob Goodstein, attorney for Mu-. 

tual circuit, has filed’ suit: against 
' |Warren Irons of..Chicago for can- 

| OHIO STOCK. FLOPS —_  /eellation of. franchise. _— 
. Canton; 0., Jan. 40" Irons’ franchise had about. five 

oe mote: | 

Atter thves uostecentel attempts [ROPe, Years, to run when, he tossed 
to revive burlesque, the Lyceum is {to Alms ; oa poe oa 

dark this week and probably will re- |S 0. |. 
main closed. indefinitely. Mutual 

| burlesque opened the house this fall 
and had a run‘of only a few weeks. 
Then stock was tried: out and fizzled. 

Dr. Henry Schireson, in his fight 
to prevent revocation of his license, 
‘charges there‘is a conspiracy against 
\him ‘in‘a ‘petition filed in: Superior 
Court.-) * Oo .- ae ce, : 

“Glare Briggs, 54, cartoonist, died 

' Jan; 3 in ‘the Neurological Institute, 

New York, He-had been suffering. 

from a°complication of disorders. 
Parents of Alta Warshawsky 

Shorr, formerly a danseuse with the 

- |Chicago Civic Opera ballet, are. be- 

ling sued for $50,000 by Maurice 

| Shorr, who charges alienation of his 

wife’s. love. - me 

Loaanou a Syperion.-- Court... Iudge. _ Schauer 

granted -Anita Barnes,. pictures, di- "|: 

vorce from Edward J. Klein for 

cruelty. Miss Barnes testified that 

her husband struck’ her when she 

smoked cigarets. : 

' UM 
aes 

Mr, ‘and ‘Mrs. Harry Newman cele- BPAY 4 
brated their 25th wedding anniver- | 
sary Jan. 6 at their home, 210 West 
69th street. Newman {gs manager of 

1 “Sporty Widows” (Mutualy:. Mrs. 
Newman was Sadie Huested on the 

stage, = 

7. Ste 

PROV. NIXES BURLESQUE : 
Providence, Jan. 4. 9 

Although every effort has bee 
made by the management of tha 
Modern theatre. to work up interest 
in burlesque house has. been: mab 
ing no headway since’ sea 
opened, 

Hatry Moir is to be granted a di- 

vorce from Martha Grief Moir, 

dancer. Judge Joseph Sabath indi- 

cated no alimony would be allowed. 

CHI MUTUAL STAND? 
. . ‘Chicago, Jan. 7. 

’ Jacob Paley, owner of the Empire 
theatre, at Madison and Halsted 
streets, has gone to New York to 

Detectives used tear gas to. raid: 

Superior Court Judge Archbald. a Gold Coast bookie headquarters, 

pranted Mrs. Pearl Taylor a divorce 

from Glenn H, Taylor, stage, on, the 

grounds of desertion. She was given 

the custody of their §-year-old 
Martha Greif, divorced wife of 

Harry Moir, Jr. son of the pro- 

prietor of the Morrison hotel, was 

—— ae 

Howard and Lyons. Modern is owned’ by. Sdward ¥ 
daughter. : © ne ‘fa’ last | confer With I. H, Herk, with prob- |. . 

; 

M = DuPont Vitacolor Corp Psa. Day dished ed through the able proposal to place Mutual bur- : Tom rowan Joe Lyons open Fay. This is the first time It na 

Max 2B. y1tac wee ee TAY : ate : i . r R-K- saturday. . a 

filed suit in Federal Court against glass partition of 4 taxicab, ; lesque in the, house fo oF urday, played burlesque, eg 
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“Hollywood Styles 
By Cecelia Ager 

Uncommon Chatter 
By Ruth Morris 

a e ks: have’ the round ‘eurls 

aI A Hollywood style in salesman Her chooks them. that means Spain, ° 
- ship pervades local business to. such ‘With hands firmly on her hips, she. 

. ,an extent that even. parking stations elinks. and slides through a tri ; 

“} use showmanship to attract custom - -umph of seductive artlessness.. 

ers.. The. necessity. and routine: of|. Lillian Gish: does. a very: surprise 

parking. your’ car can. be done with | ing thing. in her first talker, ‘ The 

| a flourish out ‘here. Hollywood likes Swan.” Not only does she essay 

Week-End on 6th Ave. 
Almost two hours of show, news- 

ree], organ. - ‘selection and feature 

| picture make covering the Hippo- 2, 
drome. seem like spending a week- | .. 
end on 6th avénue—particularly. = 
when every. one of the six acts, rou- |.. 
‘tines_and costumes unchanged, has ; 
been. ‘previously. vlewed:. in, the hous- o° 
es all over town. — 

This situation brings ‘the re-|- | 

a “Nanette” Backstage 
: lo, No, Nanette” has gone the 
of all successful musical come- 

fps: and reached New York by way 
the talking screen. Film com- 
8 the story of the original farce, 
8 Lady Friends,” with a back- 

nee yarn without which no mu- 
cal. picture is considered com- 
: No original screen technique 

een.added to either subjects, 
érsonalities involved. are light- 

iehts, and the result is a film 
i er than: dull. 

! Louise Fazenda and Zasu Pitts 
Hmonld have been a good team for 

ighs, but they've been given little 
work with. Bernice Claire is a, 

prsonable lead, singing and going: 
rough. ingenue paces pleasantly. 

picture was ‘Almed way back in 
¢ short. skirt era and looks like 
museum piece—which makes one 
rider what happened to all those 

-who said that long dresses 
talking pictures wouldn't last. 

-“Paris” in the Roxy 
-There are no half measures at 

“Roxy when a film is to be pro-. 
puéd—particularly when that film. 
4Hot for Paris,” making possible 
Montmartre background and 

bilant “Ca C’est Paris’ accom-, 
niment. The stylized glimpse of 

5. Hey-Hey Hill reveals Amer- 
ourists, hoofers, apache danc- 
ussian steppers and darkens 
he scrim announcement of the 
n-&. blaze of red, silver and 
‘Costumes worn by the girls. 

e Moulin Rouge.’ Dorothy 
rry Dixon appear for their 
‘adagio and register a per- 

Thit that is decidedly unusual 
the Roxy type of entertainment. 

" “Hot for Paris” is a vulgar pic- 
4 hoked to. the nth degree with 
broad lusty comedy, but Victor Mc- 
J glen’s gea-going presence makes 

ssible to. forgive lack of parlor. 
“El Brendel’s shy comedy is 

a “great help. With Gallic co- 
Promised in the title, it’s a 
“find a French heroine with 

‘bona ‘fide an accent as Fifi Dor- 
“She sings and dances and 

goles her eyes and hips in the ap- 
a proved ‘Screen manner. 

flares alittle in front, and. decides 
on a length to cover the knees. Her 
felt hat tightly outlines her head 
and is cut up over one eye. A 
flaring brim begins over. the ears 
and runs across the back; there is 
no: brim in front to hide her 
pleasant brown. eyes; which as a 
result’ seem even: larger. va : 

| Catharine Dale. Owen. is playing 
\for Fox in “Such _Men Are Danger- 
ous” and looking’ ‘very pretty in a. 
garden party dress of printed chif-. 
fon, . Designed to stress the better 

‘{part of her figure, {t makes her 
look tall and willowy and.at the 
sathe time emphasizes her Dresden 
China blonde fragility. The slim 
bodice molds her figure till just 
above the hipline, where a long cire 

cular skirt is attached, with fulle 
ness folded into pleats at the sides... 
A bertha collar takes the place of 
sleeves. Lace is worked into ‘the 
side of the skirt and collar but it 
scarcely shows, which ig just as 
well, The hat, of pink horsehair, 
is fitted turban style with a-turned- 
back ‘brim pleated at one side. Miss 
Owen's slanting eyes, made-up so 
artfully, present. contrast ‘to her 
blonde hair and give her an almost 
exotic air, a quality infrequently. 
encountered in the fair-haired 
maidens. 

Edwina Booth is the girl Metro 
sent to Africa to be fought for. in 
“Trader Horn:” . From the pictures _ 
that the expedition has: sent over, 

it was a wise and completely con- 
vincing. choice. “Miss: Booth. plays 
@ white girl in Africa, one of the 

carelessly . reared Caucasians:- in 
tropical countries whose simple im- 

Pulses and naive honesty lead them 
to ‘go native, in costume at least. _ 

Dreaming At “Wake Up” 
‘Wake Up and Dream” had a 
appointing premiere, due chiefly. 
second half that wouldn’t obey 

; wirst command of the show’s 
'g on mand slumbered blisgfully into 

‘finale. Reconstruction may 
AY WF produce insomnia by this 

ur .things, however, stand out 
reconsideration of the produc- 
*/ Phe first is a highly amus- 
ong about the trills and .pills 

the. _aiusical ‘and = medicinal 
chams done by Jack Buchan- 
The second is a comedy horse 

parts—rear and fore parts, to be 
ct, made up of the. agile limbs 

eof’ .the Griffiths Brothers. It’s a 
masrand horse, registering indigna- 
Lo ‘tion. ‘and shabby gentility in the 
Pbest ‘Bea Lillie manner. The third 

‘the dancing of Tilly Losch, par- 
‘ticularly the Hand Arabesque, 
which one audience flip-tosser de- 
-seribed as “Lady Eating - As- 
-paxagus.” And the fourth and most 
lasting memory is of perfectly de- 
lightful costumes. 
As- usual, “Mr. Cochran’s Young 
ZLadies” and principals have been 

+ stefully and sleekly . groomed, 
» with. ‘touches of originality added 
to their more imaginative numbers. 
“Dreaming or waking, the produic- 
| ton. vields beautiful costumes. In- 
| atead. of familiar rhinestone tiaras, 
-J ‘a moonlight ballet has mica crowns 
}-which catch lovely gleams of blue 
{flood lights, and other dream dress- 
98 ‘have just the right fantastic 
‘quality. Clothes of the moment 
t emphasize monotones or two-toned 
“combinations - against contrasting 
{-drops. One particularly nice Jes-. 
* ste Matthews frock is in organdy, 
_ayith tiered flounces edged in silver, 
"- gomipleted by a largish ‘organdy hat 
-and tiny muff of: petalled | green 
“Welvet.....Blagk. __velvet || traveling’ 
“@nsembles are lightened with rose} 

, and white polka-dotted silk, used 
gn ‘blouses and. brief. panties, Shades 

nn Of. chartreuse and blue tulle fash- 
“fon. evening dresses that achieve 
-what no other ‘musical comedy 
' dresses have done—the new ong 
dine. used: appropriately for dancing 
costumes. roy 

It’s been so long since any pro- 
duction went Spanish that the first 

- act finale seems something quite 
. néw and bright; but if Tina Mel-. 
ler's dancing is a criterion of 

eville dance-hall styles, they're 
rery nice in Spelt 

be expert after doing it so often in. 
pictures, Another scheme is retalia- 
tion for the treatment accorded her 
by her husband's lawyer. during the 
divorce trial. Touch of wonder in 
this too, the oldest wonder in the 
world—“Wonder what she ever saw 
in him.” Husband supplied here is. 
certainly the prize dub. And con- 
sistently Dorothy Hall, his. itinerant 
girl friend, matches him exactly. 

Miss Chatterton looked well in all 
her gowns, but except for the beret 
‘worn with her plain’ dark coat her 
hats might have been chosen by a 
rival. ‘White’ silk frock: with this 

coat “had a draped collar, narrow 
leather: ‘belt slightly -blousing the. 
bodice, and. a- wrap-around skirt 
that lapped in’ back; ‘Light velvet 
frock ‘had circular:skirt on a pointed: 
yoke,: string bows. on the. elbows and 
another center. front at the’ waist, 
where 2 circular flare started, ‘bodice 
gathered frito a narrow band up the 
front. Black velvet evening ‘gown 
with train and wide shoulder straps.. 
Lace negligee closed with a double- 
breasted coat effect, another of me- 
tallic cloth. had. a Jong sleeveless" 
velvet Jacket... 

Speedy Irish 
| It's the truth entirely that Mor- 
ton Downey was “Lucky in Love,” . 
since herself was Betty Lawford, as 
sweet a girl ag ever. landed’ back 
in Ireland one day and brided it at 
a grand wedding the next, It’s pos- 
sible Miss Lawford could outfit her- 
self in a beautiful white satin gown 
with miles of train and veiling at:a 
day’s notice, what with the slimness 
of-her. ,But the old place must be 
looking up in fine style when smart 
tulle frocks and big . transparent 
hats for. six bridesmaids can be’ se-. 
cured.’so quickly. Lovely frocks. 
they. were, to be sure, with the tulle 
standing out ‘fresh and. unruffied, 
starting a bit- higher on the sides 
than in front.of the long skirts. 

Tiny. flower girls ‘to scatter roses 
in her: path. could also be secured at 
a moment's: notice, no doubt. ‘The. 
‘poor folk and the gentry ‘mingled. 
sociably, as they always do at wed- 
dings and wakes, though social dis- 
tinctions be rife at other times;. the 
poor usually being more disdainful 
of the rich because: of some fault 
among their ancestors, Asa sales- 
girl, Miss Lawford wore a neat 
black . frock with rolled’ white: col-'|- “ — 
lar and cuffs that finished with a{ Hollywood Revue” Girle 
narrow: frill. Her silk suit was |:- “Hollywood Revue’.is long.on tal- 
brightened with a striped scarf, and ent and short—in ‘number of 
a satin evening gowr lightly bead- changes—on costumes, ‘which fg’ 
ed used a bit of ruffle at the waist |emough novelty to. make the picture. | 
in back. Elizabeth Murray, who. It seemed strange to, see the chorus 
~vould-be.a-treat.inpictures, {appear so often in the same cos- 
small part which she hand po | tumes:-—Can't-.say.. the... girls. were 
fectly. Teel ected an this: cast’ sounds: Hke 

Mr. .Downey sang to _peguile: € feminine roll of honor, Marie 
shamrocks. into. four-leaf clovers, Dre sire Marlon Davies, Polly ‘Mo- 
but. somebody should rehearse the | 4742 Pace Brow’ Joan Crawford, 

change of heart every few feet. Do- |¢xtras as to their expressions during |7 "> Shearst, rox Sisters and Nor- Which falls below her waist in‘ its 
| lores Costello is beatitiful as ever as |S2me. In one instance what was |" 4 Ney Year's wish—to se Jgenerous profusion. Around ‘her 
the heroine, and as mechanical. -. probably meant. to “be adoration ture which doesn’t de ond ea pic- hips she wears a skirt of black and 

Clothes are of chiffon or bouf- looked more like indigestion, | cases for every choruy. number ade white monkey fur, and she wears 
fante. tulle, sets are magnifictently bertina Rasch ballet very effec tive. some barbaric necklaces. That's all 
modern and that’s about all, except, in this, being In color and reflected | srerro! eto, Protect, her, from the that it’s the sort of film that makes in a mirror. Shadow bit also good, savage elements of  Aftica, poor 
irreverent audiences laugh in the changing girls’ faces and costumes cette eae rt Her beauty in this 

. e isn oin wrong spots (Continued on page 121) thorn. prick lesa paietul make a 

|of Africa, * “Miss - Booth foes bare-.. 
foot and practically bare ‘skinned, 
although the traders -who ‘fight for 
cher are compelled to wear stout 
boots.to master the. topography of 
that wild country. This paradox 
again raises the question of just 
--Which_js the weaker sex, after it.” 

aa Ja role in which no-floors are scrube 
‘T'to do things.in the grand. manner, | bed’ nor cakes baked, but she is ace 

« dmaidens porter back to.the problem of what | = the. shrewder parking station entre . ‘tually a. princess with ‘han 

to do in order to veep busy and] “| preneurs: have. discovered - ‘to. “their to serve. her and balconies: to throw 

happy while conscientiously remain- -| financial gain. “They have. made it roses eat, he clothes are deli-« 

ing for the oe veatbiitine Sar | ot possible to, park & car with: as cately “correct, of good. materials, 
version. were listed “here; ‘put they |. much to-do as. greets the star's €Nn- | one costume even mayne her look 
weren't ‘really constructive. - -Noth- _ trance on a stage. a2 well-traveled royal miss who in- 

ing important could éver come of | | “GYP SY RHOUMAJE The ‘parking . station with the /cludes Paris a no ig made. of a se ane. merely excursions, of |: Starring ‘in European Revues for fanciest touches. is the one that. Saye sely.w oven tweed, Fash= 

last 4 years. Recording for H. M. V., gets the cars. . The price doesn’t |onea Hke a coat, the taflored one- 
How much better to improve. each | Vocalion. and Dominion.. Played one 4 t 

boring ‘hour. by thinking ‘up some-. “Pondeleyo”. ‘in “White Cargo” and matter. ‘Hollywood | likes to put its | piece dress closes ‘at the side. ront, 
thing big. ahd important—like vamp roles in “Atlantic” and “Alt's ‘cars away - in. places. that make a|its Hne trim and straight. The 

adapting a well known classic for Button,” all British talkies, Speaks ceremony of: the procedure It a dress derives its smartness: from a. 

the talking picture market, - | five languages. All round musical y P . ‘separate. collar of galyak, cut: like 
« n __.{ comedy. qualifications. Will be heard| Chevrolet is greeted withthe fan-|2 tittle cape; tied in front casually. 

Take “Romeo and Jullet, for in- from. Soon. | fare that ‘should rightfully - ‘be re-| A band. of galyak is used for the 
stance.” Loads of people have been. . ‘Address American Express, Paris.| erved for ‘a ‘yellow. Rolls, that’s cuffs and also. is made into a cir-. 
reading. that: play for. years? its § , .| cular flare which is placed below. 
simple scénario has great possibili- the place that. will. ‘do business, the hipline 
ties for revamping. What a -mu-: i 
sical. talker! | TRADE POSING CALLS © Se At the Studios ‘ Miss Gish’s hat, the same color 

. Dolores’ Del Rio is back to the as e fur, fits ead ° 

paren let, ven sn Nentee| FOR MORE THAN LOOKS tempestuous roles that brought her |its: brim crushed back away from 
nival . putter-on-er. That makes fame in “The.Bad One.” Set amidst | her face in the-best current mane 

possible any number of backstage | the squalid surroundings of water-|ner. The ensemble has a trigness, | 
scenes showing. the carnival in a “good many stage girls - who front: dives, this ‘picture has a ‘log-.|4 sort. of modish pertness that ia 
preparation. The situation is a nat- have tried their. hand at commer-’| ical ' background. for the sudden|a departure from Miss Gish's. 

ural for Technicolor. cial photography. huve not found it | flare-ups of: elemental emotion and | former screen costuming. She does 
Juliet was loved by a youn g blad de’ easy to break ‘into the game.|direct methods of sorcery exhibited very nicely in smart clothes, After 

of ‘Venice named Romeo ‘Montague Bureaus. supplying girly for * this | by the. first Mexican enchantress, all, smartly dressed girls: can 
who met. her by érashing.a party worl. will not. take what they call|. The forerunner. of the Latin in-|languish and yearn just as; hard 
one or two nights ago. Old Man | a: “theatrical”. type. Just what is a | vasion, Lupe. Velez and Lily Damita,|behind their stylishness as the 
M had the carnival clown c onces- theatrical: type - 1s hard. ‘to: define, can thank ‘Del Rio for makitig~the frumpy looking, ones, 

tween the heads of the two -busi-. ooking: girls. who are not particu- primitive ‘passions. displayed ‘with-. ficult - hats of the present millinery 
ness houses. This feud necessitates |/2™¥ striking, They don't have ‘to our hinting. - She.is a dancer with mode, ‘the kind that will have none. 

clandestine meetings of the sweet-|Pe_beauties. |a.“My Man” philosophy, in-this film | >¢ hair to temper. its. severity, yet 
hearts and made possible a- love | Some stage girls are not at all with ‘the grand box office title, 2|Boscte’s features are so. clear cut 
seene in thé country under cherry theatrical, it seems. Helen and | dancer in a cheap cafe, Her cheap|ipat no aid for becomingness is 
trees in blossom with Venetian birds Dolores. Costello have both done|'little dancing dress, a a bit of a black | necessary. 
cooing: a sound accompaniment this: work and Dorothy ‘Knapp. and. satin bodice, ‘and a skitt of .three Thi . 

’ i , This hat completes a suit costume while Romeo sings “ ” May McAvoy; too. .: rows of fringe, is. scant but close , 
ss “Hot Baby.” Be-. Personality (counts, more - than fitting: The bodice is cut low front, that she wears.in “They. Learned 

Ing a song and meaning practically | | g ;-| About Women.” Made of crepe, the nothing, it can be repeated. to. save good looks for this type of work; a| back, and deep .under her arms. ich h " . 
.160 feet as often as the 150-ft. holes. girl's ‘personality - 1s°.studied,..and | ‘The skirt is sHt under the fringe so |SeVven-elghths strafght coat has a 
show up she is photographed. over and over | as ‘not to impede the flinging about 

, again before she is put on a bureau | and swift rushing movements that 
Further possibilities of brightness book as a. recommended “model. _|.always characterize pictures of this 

are offered’ by ‘the fact that. the) ie a girl becomes. a wiz at the kind. “A brave red rose is fastened 
| girls of the Venetian Junior’ League | same and is in. demand, she can ask] ori‘ her hip, her. black. aatin. shoes: 
.were rehearsing a performance for| 35. -high'as $50 for an engagement, | are tied with ribbons criss-crossing 
the. benefit of all the little boys; a> few picture companies who | over her ankles, 'and her lithe, rip- 
of Venice who have to walk ‘the want’ unusual looking “girls. “use | pling ‘figure is as enticingly dis-| 
canal barefoot because trumps were these models. played as’ her. fans could. wish for. 
not led. ‘These girls rehearse off- 
stage during the entire picture, but 
can be brought in any time the di- Gi hy and CI 
rector wants to utilize natural color |. st it h 
and‘the larger: screen. The‘ very O es a 0. es 
lines of the play can be worked into 
a smagh aviary number entitled, By Mollie Gray 
“Oh, You Canary.” This will call 
for ostrich feathers. ; 

Comedy is introduced by Juliet’s 
nurse who should be a swell mug- 
ger and dark. By-play can be in- 
terpolated by having the nurse go 
sweet on Mercutio, another young 
blade of Venice, who was slightly 
goofy, On the side he should be 
Lable to hoof a neat tap. dance. 

Mr. C. tries to coerce Julie into 
a marriage with the local spaghetti 
king, but she connives with the 

priest to outwit him. -The priest 
should be a kindly old soul, who can 
philosophize on the brotherhood -of 
man at either a minute’s or two 
weeks’ notice, or bringing in a re- 
prise of the theme. song. 

The ending, of course, would have 
to be changed for the screen. Romeo, |: 
hearing that Juliet ‘been hanging 
around a speakeasy calls all the |: 
young blades about him and. they 
‘march through the. street of Venice 
looking for booze, having the water 
on the side.. They arrived at the 
speak just as Julie is about to ex- | 
pire on the last drink and find that 
the. poisoned phial which Romeo 
has brought along ig nothing more 
or less than. Venetian pre-war.. 
Meanwhile .Capulet and Montague 
have' united for a big business mer- 
ger andthe whole crowd goes off 
to see the junior. league _Birls 
finally put on a show. 

~<By.this.time. the the . Hip Dbit.le ended. 

No Choice at All. 
“Second Choice” is a pretty poor 

excuse of a picture, with its char- 
acters—particularly the quasi-yil- 

lain of Chester Morris—having a 

Chief among the materials used 
to clothe Miss Booth in this film 
is her lovely long blonde hair, 

_ Usual Chatterton Child 
“In “The Laughing Lady” Ruth 

Chatterton is again scheming to get 
back her thild, at which she should 

: mn 

shawl collar of beaver. The ‘skirt. ~ 

So ‘in the thickets. and’ brambles a 

had been quietly laid to rest. 7" 
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15 YEARS AGO; - 
“Fr ‘om, ‘Vartety and Clipper) 

“The government's: ‘anti-trust - -case. 

against | the Patents Co. and General 

Film Co. (pleture. trust) was all ‘in 

and the Federal Court ‘in Philadel- 

phia reserved decision. Prosecution: 

had sought to show the licensees: had 

. Made’ 1 600% in a year on. ‘their in-. 

; “vestment - of. $1,000. . Another ‘point 7 

was that out. ‘of 116 independent. film 

exchanges only one remained after 

18 months, Sixty-eight had been 

purchased and the others “de- 

stroyed, " government said. . 

Al Liehtraan: went with -World 

‘films, taking ‘position of. exploitation 

~ man on. specials, position created for: 
chim. ‘First’ film under scheme was 

“Your Girl, ‘and: “Mine,” | ‘propaganda 

for women's suffrage, and - suffrage 

organizations were to receive a split 

on profits. ' a 

‘Johnny. Ford and 1 Eva Tanguay, 

married. when they were both. with 

the Tanguay road show: parted. 

Columbia ' -Burlesque: wheel had ; 

%3 - shows: and 81 theatres on’ its 

“route ‘sheets and proposed reducing 

the houses to 73 for the’ next season. 

Harry ‘Pilcer and Gaby Deslys had 

Va tiff due’ to Gaby’ s interest in Basil 

"Hallam, English juvenile appearing 

_in the same. “ghow at -the. Palace; ” 

* Pari Se 

: ‘Paul Murray awas wounded, in ac- 

tion in France and Harry Lauder’s |. 

‘son, John, joined, the Areyll High-. 

Janders at, ‘the front.” 

i) YEARS AGO. 
(From. Clipper) . 

“Important jegal. battle was on in|’ 
New. Haven, Conn., where city ordi- 

nance . prohibited varlety theatres 

from having. bars in the same build- 

‘ing as the performance, Houses re- 

sisted and three managers, ‘together. 

with the performers, were ‘arrested. 

A ruling on a motion gave the ad- 

vantage to the prosecution at the 

start. : 

A baseball game in. which one side 

was blanked was known asa “Chi- 

-cago defeat,” from the historic game 

in. which the New York Mutuals 

won: from Chicago White Stockings, 

19 to. 0. .Clipper notes that blank 

acores are:rare, the records, show- | 

‘ing only five such games up to 1870.
 

“Meintyre | ‘and “Heath, song. and 

"-aance’ team; played the Garden, In- 

dianapolis, Christmas. "week, zs 

Park’ theatre, New. ‘York, "was 

- ‘damaged by fire during a perform- 

ance. When smoke: came“into the 

auditorium, J, K. Emmett,. star of 

the current attraction, walked down 

_front. and calmed the. . audience, 

which walked out quietly. and with- 

out injury, to any one. ..-.. 

Dan Rice, famous minstrél- man, 

{s reported “converted” and about 

to quit the st@ge for the evangelist |. 

platform. in’ the Billy Sunday. man- 

ner. on 
soroptece seo ey 

Galveston, Tex., . “Gontributed a 

“gem to school discipline, by ‘making 

boys. who smoked. take a dose of 

castor oil,: Little girls who swore 

had the oil smeared on their lips. 

In response ‘to’ agitation for 
cheaper baseball admissions, the 
Buffaio club of the league said it 
would, sell grandstand’ tickets for 

. the coming season at 3 for $1. 

VARIETY | 

. The moving: picture “always. has: been in a- process ‘of: evolution. . “It 
is now. Wide: film and screen are to follow the talker. With ‘the talker. 

_| chance * ‘to. slowly return if ‘it’s ‘then in -more’ capable | and competent 

hands: than- at present. 

on: “the large scale, for.a sight amusement. ..That sight is now embrac- 
jing sound, and with voice recorded on a. record or ‘film, the volume of 

among picture house audiences.as may..be found ‘in those: theatres of 

‘be Kept filled, to take up the overhead and leave a.net on the balance 7 
‘ sheet. “Let: the: operator take stock. and: his heart probably stands still 

‘as he ‘tries to imagine what might happen were there to ‘be a streak.of 

‘the.operator’s. panic of thought passed‘.on to the chain's: picture ‘pro- 
-ducing. end. . Then the producer must right any - Wrong. | ‘Its: pictures 

must ‘come through to keep. that house alive. - 

in: cities, -towns, villages and communities, with neighborhoods now. 

; lower. prices. , 

increase,, that. coming through several houses. It brought out that-‘there 

is always more amusement money in any town, far beyond the weekly 
|. average.’ The picture ‘draws it in. .Seldom will a theatré man admit 

in. secluded, spots: Just now, does not expand generally, ‘the. picture houses 
‘should. continue their. high earning pace during 1930. If ‘it’s the picture. 
‘that. js. going~ to do it; the current crop‘ from Holly wood seems ta say 

| thing’ wrong ‘with the legit, “past or present, can, be ‘traced ‘to one little 

7 tract new producers fer they have driven the producing talent from 
them. They can’t. produce themselves. and they can’t” operate succesi- 

| by the situation right now. in legit. 

‘big one is easily accepted. Independent préducers rushed for the best 

with them. Often as not promises. Those producers did. what they 

for a musical that cost $150,000 to produce within stage confines, when 

‘out, where again. is that $3. 60 or $6 ‘audience coming from? The legit 

‘jot ‘the: Jegit. and. its, “ways, ita direction, 

‘Tegits” ‘Just-dor'e~ know=they-are- stilldoing-. business.a.Ja...Sy¥r acuses + 

——— ~ ANNIVERSARIES The Show Business 
This ‘special .number of Variety incorporates two anniversariel , 

Nothing on the stage stood out:in 1929, Nearly all stage entertain~ 
ment slipped, more or: less: Legit did most. of the skidding. . Vaude-, 
ville stood still, But Pictures, through. the talkers, shot ahead. | first for Radio- -Keifh-Orpheum and@ the paper's 24th, That never & 

; happened to ‘Variety. But ‘both anniversaries fell at about the 
time,” so they have been joined in the one, issue, . 

* PICTURES 

R- K- oO. is ‘having’ a. rather happy. ‘and surprise initial birthday 
year ago who in the show business would have said. that the aq 
Keith-Albee-Orpheum could earn a net of $2,500, 000 or more in4 
Yet. that is what has been. -Necomplished by and for R-K-O. © s 

1: 

And then color; | Then what? About ‘the time wide film, -wide screen. 

and. color for the talkers have had their day, the- drama. may have a 

|. That Radio Pictures.is mainly: responsible seems ‘peside the fact, 
‘Radio. Pictures is an ‘integral part of R-K-O and the bank: account J 
-one, However, its theatre:end has ‘made an individual showing. © 
Sidering that the Keith- Orpheum chain was dipping into: the 9rd 
around» $150, 000 a week when R-K-O. assumed ‘charge last . Jay 
and at that. time ‘R-K- Ohad no. ‘established | picture. producing aq 

of moment, that R-K-O. could turn that red to black by last .s t 
and Keep | it black since, must redound to’ some one's" credit, if ng 

entire - -‘R- K- O theatre: organization. . oS 

Pictures néed goniething new to.stimulate the box office.. Pictures are 
exhibited in large theatres.. Many of them. All over. They-are built 

sound may: be controlled, until as. voiced before, any “seat is a-front seat.- 

With an. admission of uniform price or nearly: so,. there. is not the caste 

different policies and larger scale, where the top: price denotes position 

not only of the seats: but of the patrons. 
‘Meanwhile . Radio “Pictures : ‘bloomed and - ‘Plossomed. R-K-0's | 

Radio. Pictures. went. into R-K- O's own theatres, . making money 
both and. are “still doing it, * ' 

A. picture house opérator “when surveying. the ‘many theatres : on his 
and«other chains has-his worries,. Those film palaces are: big and must 

” of 

R- K-O is not touching upon the: money ‘anelé. in its: first: annives 
edition, so. Variety. is doing it. -R-K-O in this number merely. 
itself before the show and newspaper business of the country ‘as* 
.of the. big parts ‘of the theatre. No one could’ hardly. be blamedtd 
doubting its. achievements in the first . and single year -of a -comp 

| that was thought not to have a chance. to succeed on Jan 1, ‘1928. 

poor. business for any length of time. That may be the ‘preventive; 

In its reading matter herein - R- K- oO brings internationally 1 nt 
names in finance and business as by-line’ ‘writers, nearly all assoc 
with that ever spreading’ “Radio Family” of which R-K-O now. 

| so.important an‘arm, R-K-O is using ‘Variety | ‘as a circulator. of 
will, and more importantly, taking the means of this -Anniverzery 
vi as the start- ‘Off to its: expressed intention. of bringing back 
ville. - _ 

Picture houses any and everywhere. on the ‘street, around ‘the corner, oo 

vying -with. downtown * in size of theatres,, picture ‘Product | and often 

With the. greatly improved grade of talkers, improving: monthly if 
not weekly,: the picture house has. gone through a ‘bonanza ‘period the 

past - -year. At times the bulked grosses indicated locally -a surprising. 
if for no. other: ‘reason, R-K- oO will: or ‘should: ‘receive imany : 

the back for the vaudeville attempt. It must overcome. everyth “ 
has. been mistakenly done to injure yaudeville during the past five. 
R-K-O when {1 says it is going: to bring’. back vaudeville wi 
‘swing that immense’ throng. of once. vaudeville fans from: wher 
have gone. von an =: 

anything but. the picture in a film house does draw. But. if red ‘comes 
out at’ the week's end, it’s everything else at fault but the picture: if 

anything else was on “the stage. 

oR: K-O Welleves’ it « can-do ate "$0 does. Variety: were Variety he 
as much as does R- K-O. R-K-O may ‘have made ‘a. belated stal 
vaudeville try.” But. any start is better than ‘none, as ita ‘pre 
never started at all.. A 100% theatre organization, with: the 
‘that end’s- publicity, exploitation. and: booking, and vaudeville w . 
back. But particularly a 100% booking department in itd nian-pow 
‘that exploitation department R- ‘K- O now. Js. sadly without” and 
so badly. Radio. Pictures is set. 

“Providing ‘the ‘present unemployment. over the Gountry “put. mostly 

that the. picture . wlll: ‘do:.its duty ‘by the theatres. Stage shows for, the 
big. houses: will. be just as valuable, however, for. they. may .be.. the 
unknown: balancer ‘with poor pictures that: holds. ‘up ‘the. gross anyway, 

when it’s needed ‘the most. . 

: >. LEGIT. 
ithe legit is- through’ That's béen said more in 1929 than‘in ‘all time. 

And that saying has been the ‘poison for the legits who. might have 
under’ normal conditions in their branch, held up against whatever is the 

matter “with the legit. . : » 

_ Special numbers. in | the ‘show. business have grown to be. iad 
with: Variety. Its Anniversary: ‘Number has been’ an. annuat speéct Be 
this paper's first year. For a long while a Variety. special i 
more of a favor to Variety than anything else. They were n 

| Varlety’s income had been cut off to a -gveat.extent by. very. in 
theatre companies, antagonistic to ‘it. - Those battles are of thé” 
with one prevailing exception, - They. need ‘not be. ‘gone: into or Atet rf Anyone intimately knowing the legit readily - believes the matter ‘is 

the. absence of all good will toward the legitimate playhouse, | -Every- 

. ‘Then. Variety ‘had two. big: personal special Assues, one : ‘for: , 
Zukor andthe: other for Marcus Loew... Both were ‘favors... “Mr. 

agreed, that Variety should issue,a special number under his nam 
Mr. Loew suggested it, and Mr. Loew informed Mr. Zukor-. that. 
ing the’ Zukor number, there: woiild be a-Variety ‘Marcus: Loew 

|. Mr, Loew. said Variety néeded these numbers, to. recoup its income: 
‘through its battles. That was 80, 

group of commanding strength and -no- showmanship, .. ‘They can’t at- 

fully when real: show’ operation is needed.’ That. is" ‘undeniably proven 

Some: years ago when a few of the progressive . and. ‘successful. pro-- 
ducera’ on Broadway seemed to be forewarned of this future: that has 
arrived in and for. the legit, they wanted to. take away the. reing;. to 
run their business themselves. That they did not is their own punish- 
ment, for now they are almost without a business, ‘To what- extent 
money; given, borrowed or advanced, has entered: into ‘this: current con- 
dition in the legit, no: one can tell... That it has had an influence and a 

4 

Unfortunately, and to an unlimited . degree for ‘the ‘show. 
Marcus Loew ‘had. passed on when his number by Varlety-was' oe. 
Varlety has been severely criticized by competing’ trade papers tor Ons 
ing’ printed the Marcus Loew number following his death. — 4 
justly criticized from their viewpoint, but three men, camong: other 
‘close to Mr. Loew, asked Variety to. go through “with it, sipgge ir Sie 
nad wanted ‘it—for Variety. They ‘were Mr. Zukor, wilh ays ang , 3 
chenck. . a TS 

did against their better. judgment. Now it looks too late for them as |. 
well as the others. , 

terms offered to: stick in those days.:- The terms: usually carried eash 

“These special numbers turned over to Variety as favors, with 
years and Variety's circulation moving on, brought out the comnie! 
possibility of Variety with a special number. ‘This possibility 
Variety as a good will extender to the advertiser, and.a publicity me 
that could not be duplicated by any publicity department. The sym 
numbers go to all dailies in the U. S. They are retained for refer 
with either the. picture, dramatic or Sunday editor always  findill 
story in them when wanted, at’any time. This was brought out. 
Variety’ 's issue of the. Paramount- Publix special number last. Septeng 

The legit can’t charge $3.50 for the drama when a. “Disraeli” talker 
may be seen for 75c or: 60c in the smaller cities, They can’t ask $6.60 

a “Rio Rita” that cost $1,000,000 or a "Gold Diggers” that cost $600,000 
can be exhibited for the same 60 or 75-cent prices. With a legit at $3 
or $6 drawing from its. circle of say perhaps at the most 1,500,000 people 
all over: this country : and a talker at 60c drawing from 75, 000, 0090. 

"Now. that Variety’s ‘special numbers have ‘become’ commergta 
are’ still essential to this paper’s support. - - For the: overhead: ont 
unusually high gaited..paper, as a-trade ‘paper,. has grown relativ 
‘much from the first anniversary 24 _years Ago. ‘as has. this teque 
beyond its first one. . 

Which. leaves the legit Broadway as its stand- =by, with Chicago, Phila- 
| delphia and. Boston no longer the added bulwarks of the legit as- those 
cities once were. The talker fs too strong,’ and if the talker does die 

has nearly lost its own ‘exclusive. reserved seat $3 audience. © It ‘ag. ‘tired 

And for the first time. in’ 24 years, Variety got “out of. debt in 
May it keep out.” Some years. ago it was said ‘on “this: Page that 
Variety paid off, if ever, it would be told. Here’ "tis. © . As to ticket. speculation! There has been but one solution ‘proposed 80 far 

of ‘the ticket problem—that was Joe.. Leblang’s. ‘central . ‘ticket clearing 
house—and it was rejected by the Iegit managers. ‘That might have 
survived and accomplished - its purpose. The. present system proposed | s 
by the managers themselves can not, ‘not while that’ little group is run- 
ning legit. Or without, that group. , 

see ‘some vaudeville | that they can sit through. Give’ them. that vd rd 
ville and they will sit through it. ‘Vaudeville is not complex. It'g 
a’ gamble or should not be.- Vaudeville’ acts play alt over. 1 . 
towns of 10 take to-an act, that act will be universally liked. - 
one town in.10 likes it, the act can be taken -off. Between the. two 
6,000 acts. it seems as thotigh a likable vaudeville bill of five acts & 
be collected for. once weekly playing. ! %, 

tf vaudeville passes; it: will be no ‘one’s fault but those in a 7 

While the. legit may be too far gone just: ‘now for the. mere ticket cone. 
trol propaganda - -to aid -it.; . The real .New Yorker who. has. patronized 
the legit theatre: once or-more ‘weekly in the past has quit, | With a 
proper direction. in the legit, something may be done,.. but nothing of 
benefit will ever -happen under present, conditions. : : : 

it, Vaudeville has the additional]. support of a talking ‘picture, ft 
on an admission scale that closely -Narallels the picture theatre’ 8, 
‘in as. 3 Inviting theatres in the main, and it's human: enter tainment, . i 

oo . . ho 

When. ‘and if the legit ‘ever. ‘does ‘start for first base, someoné in “Gt. 
should take a look at the picture advertising, at the picture. ‘methods 
and then. at themselves. Any day in any dally tells: that story. The 

° soe ‘VAUDEVILLE they get on “the same bills.. ‘That's. up to ‘the becker It’s all 1 

Vaudeville is going through a struggle. The poor old thing his had|the hookers. Getting the right bookers is the right way, A dumb. 
more misdirection than any other branch of the chow business, Ivery-. books dumb acts, literally as well as figuratively, and dumb acts. 

thing has been working for it since sound came in, the absence of|a dumb show. , Y 

humans. on all local stages, those terrible talking shorts intended. -as ‘f) 

vyaudeville’s substitutes, but vaudeville has gone—blunderingly, stagger- ; BURLESQUE 4, # 

ing, tumbling along, the great big. place for alibis. ; Burlesque fas a chance. Here’s the. stage show without oppo 
2 tion, There are only two types of burlesque shows playing. One : 

it may do better now. One ‘soft spot in connection ts that {it can't | regular (wheel) burlesque and the other stock bnrlesque, Ie the w 

do worse. Hundreds of thousands of people tn America would lke tc (Continued on page 121) 

ee 
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a ) The: genson ° of: 198. 129 4s cons 

Shows Out. . va sidered to have produced 25° out- - 

. “7. | gtanding legit successes. Some of 

re ‘the run ratings indicated several . 

Barly this ‘week eet inaieations were | jttractions in the group were really - 

| that several shows of. recent entry th moderately suctessful..class. 

on Broadway would..be taken off. ‘in the  opeest run. sliow 

‘| “falf Gods,” -presented by Arthur “Last season’s: long al 

‘Hopkins, closed at: the Plymouth. j-of last. ‘season's’ make. was “The | 

Played. less_ than three weeks. ' |New: Moon,” which | recently with- 

— | drew, ‘after 66 weeks on Broads 

|| way, “It. held over, into the new 

HALF. GODS : || season as. did six other shows, seV-. 

~ Opened - Dec. 2h Anderson aT eral of. which are still running. 

- (Journal) found, it ae) ‘}{ Among ‘the - musica’s rian the 

| and flat” an rown . (Post) || “xfoon’s” run were 0 very- 

- reported, “particularly - disap- -|| thing,” which . bette
red a year's. 

pointing.” Most of the: critics -}|-stay, “Whoopee,” the biggest. gross 

‘blamed Hollywood’s influence |) getter of. the list, 50 weeks; and the 

on the playwright. .._. |} same for “Follow Thru.” Other mu-
. 

Variety. (thee) felt: “Little || sicats which made @ run- of it: 

chance to land." 
_ ‘Tl“Good. Boy,” 385 weeks; “Three 

|‘Cheers”. and «vanities, ” 96 weeks; 

“Jenny” will leave the @ Booth af after |sAnima} Crackers, " 24 we
ns ane 

14 -weeks, Presented by . ear’ 0 

Brady, Jr. and: Dwight D. Wwimen Little Show,” 36 weeks: and - still 

Dia ‘very well’ first two months, | running. 

averaging better than $14,000. Then “Street Scene” tops the dramas. 

dropped and was not in the running It is now in its: 63d. week 

during holidays. 
- Janda still, running as' is “Bird: in| 

— Hana” in its 41st week; “Let Us 

JEN NY “ Be Gay” ran 43 weeks; “The Front 

LEGITIMATE 
_ VARIETY 

~~ YEAR IN. LEGITIMATE. 
By Jack Pulaski 

‘season of. '28-'29 in the legit 
i-was the worst as to business 

‘a nine-year period. Cur- 
#-'29-'30 season may be no 

se to: date, but it is no better. 
t the start things picked up on 
adway. Half a dozen succésses 

-" "Mcket’ demand generally 
With that a promising 

ation, showmen predicted a 
i ‘season, but a bit too hastily. 
Rade’ ‘started to slide in. Sep- 

amber, in' fact never got into full 
dS “when a fresh grief arose— 

. panic in Wall Street, which 
Ptinues a long drawn-out, disas~-’ 

sg. story and, it seems, inter- 

Anterlude. 
f eason it was‘ the rapid de- 
iment. -of talking pictures as 
Hb. There has been no abate- 

Of talkers and now with the 
iarket collapse not only a 

sonal: “worry, the ability of the 

-playgoer to pay high 

Gag Heya § $ Stock 

All kinds. of [eltation gags.: 
to keep a dratnhatic stock alive. 

One that has worked well is 
getting: a play in- Allentown, | 
Pa. where the Lyric each 
week conducts a dramatic and - 
dancing school. under separate’: 

direction. . 
The dramatic class mumabers” 

82 while the dancing school . 
has a lst of 1165.. Special. pe- 
riods are set. aside each , 
Wednesday for the pupils. 
There is no charge for in- 

- structions, the only . condition © 

imposed being that.each. pupil : 

must. be a. season's subscriber: . Featured ‘in “TOP SPEED”. 

fo the stock shows, at Chanin's. 46th - Street Theatre, 

Leanne LEE 
7 -New York, — 

ness all showmen.- know that people extends the Season’s Greetings t
o all 

will come to a hit, regardless. And : ‘Lambs’. Club, New York Lo 

Times Square still looks like @ vil- 

lage during the hours the cops chase 

“of. traders on margins in'|tazis-and cars away. DO MOB SUPERS LOOK TOUGH} 

et. 
: 

Smart Picture People 
- : “ cee 

way is perha. t t 

. ||-Page,” 36. weeks;. “Courage” and 

6. Mee third of vast etter The expectancy of pictures going |. 10 GIRLS IN THE CAST 
7 Opened Oct, 8. A. relapse |] “Bittle Accident,” 34 weeks; “Hol- 

There are dark theatres, but into the legitimate with screened |- 
|] into’ shopworn . romance,” sai iday" and “The. Perfect Alibi,”. 27 

more:.than last autumn, ’ rhe | Stage plays appears to have faded, | {| Ate (Times), what cally —||weeks; “The Age of. Innocence,” 26 

sahes. are getting big money, as | but deals between producers and|-” ‘professional: supers. ‘are ‘the. oad- tell (World) more: one ace \cecks: “Paris,” 24 weeks; “Ca-. 

¢ always have. ‘film groups are in constant report. | ities of show business. wrote: “Not even tne *. 
” a“ tp 

hief .||.price,” 21 weeks; The High Road, 

~ The .Shuberts have attempted to’ 
naturalness of its two: ¢ ai “rn. 1" weeks. 

Hit..of town, threat of talking make several combinations, several | “Phey make no pretensions of be- performers can “tempt. me into. |- 38 weeks, § and Conga 17 

dropped because the picture ‘people | ing actors, are merely. types. ‘They 
“thinking .. I really like any. of 

. their |] ity - |: 6 > 

sondition is clear. Musical ap peared to be too smart... have ‘never acted @ part in Variety (Ibee) thought otar ORIGIN OF TURKEY 

“which were big hits on The march of players, managers, | lives, but those .of them who are would sustain piece for mod- 
; 

‘already have flopped, directors, stagers, authors and com-| good - types ‘sometimes work. -52{|- ent. ‘ ) 

such stands as Chicago and | posers to. Hollywood was. ‘pelleved weeks: a year. Supers, usually “erate engageme AND: ANNIE. OAKLEYS 

ex Where a run in Chicago | to haye ‘affected Broadway's. pro- ‘ , —— 

‘ual season was looked for | ductién éapabilities, but that seems |. needed | for. ‘gang, or, mob - scenes,{ «Damn. Your Honor,” presented at. 

certainty, it was cut down to |to be a question. ‘New names. and | have ‘to look rough. | They. usually the Cosmopolitan by Vincent tou. The origin of the term, turkey as 

yeeks: Acited case is “Follow faces in pictures and the fact that. are that and. sometimes scare. the’ mans,, off Saturday. One. -week.. applied . ie road attractio: nkey @ a 

+, Two companies of a mu- | talkers: do. ‘not. necessarily ‘require: actors to death: — 
1] sometimes those on Breadyay—has 

mas of the previous season | legit: ‘people except in musicals, 
have | In a: la “that. receritl ti i a out DAMN YOUR HONOR been explained in several verstons, 

on the road early in No-|changed the ‘situation somewhat. Play: y trie 
. ® 

‘there were @ ‘number | of gang type Opened : Dec. 30. Branded as || Most authentic is the word oz the 

rid ‘half a dozen’ other | Several legit producers discounted re gang type || ,, Openad Dec, ty Lockridge |{old showmen, who should know. 

sicals died on tour. Not ! the Hollywood inclination | and have ‘supers;'. One, of the. girls in. the (Sun), only. first. strin ger to | Turkey shows were put on during 

for the drama, and com-, cast aise . C i et described the a8 looking Uke -eatch ‘opening. iM ' 1 ‘Was’ no when bookings were as sparse 

eadin ritice * *. |. arie said: a et a. ° 

The critics tending. in: the mat- derers: and some” of them reeked|] few. weeks for tauahe” 9 ‘When a: theatre manager found 

‘ter’ of predictions. of rights and of alcohol, As the girl stood among 
: ‘he had no. attraction booked in at. 

wron 3 last geason, develo ed a new. them in-one. darkened scene she in- 
‘| Thanksgiving he would issue a call 

; 6 in the person’ of Robert: Lit. stinctively ‘hid a diamond ring. she AML three houses are dark, and throw on any kind of @ per- 

tell of the ydning Post (he is:now | Wore: ORS: whgnone super asked if} |, jformance, Actors “would gamble, 

an o P ” the Mi E ing World).” He it.-was real, she said’ it came. from 
| generally taking a percentage | of 

fad an avers ” “io, hat i ° the five and: ten’ cent store. “FUTURE PLAYS. the gate -and-all would be assured 

had an average’ 0 aving -re- ‘Mhere: is one agency that spe-|. - fa little hol 

viewed. 89 ‘shows,. ‘predicting: ‘e6re | ofalizes in’ super
s: who aré iher- 

Of. a e holiday coin, perhaps 

PR ga ag Blood,” by Lewi “tat enough to partake of a turkey din- 

porting, oo y Lewis Ely, |ner with trimmings. Same pro- 
rectly in 72 ‘cases, being wrens. ‘16 ea from any place_in, the elty. Any- | 

times oe a Bs Bei me the: vial one whe fone
 “tigen te hag gone into rehearsal as George | cedure applied to Christmas and 

. 
plied 

year and: three-quarter. “mark; how- |are-used in -picthre work. On the M.. Cohan’s, next- and bows in. at Ne eee she. at h 

Pittsburgh Jan. 21. ‘The piece will ometimes happene hat suc 

ever, was St. John. Irvine, -the | jot they are o.k.,. but in the small 
’ “ 

9.” 

Worle eee crite tro Goosen confines of a stage production they: remain out, several weeks. before set. ron woula ore pan
a ae 

wee ' ‘are strange companions, _ |for..s otting | ‘in New: York or. Chi- | , 

closed.. Irvine’s batting average was | Supers get about $20 a week and cago. P pa eecaenenr al aways _ one - 

815. - He covered 65 shows, making | generally. the people ‘who handle : tt get. enough patron~ 

[53 correct predictions, . being wrong |them have ‘them “under some sort The bow in date was set for Pitts. eile hanksgiving: it could: last 

‘lin -1%- reviews but always expressing of personal ‘management arrange-. purgh. because: George ‘M. will’ be. util step “he other turk
ey holey: 

an opinion. ment, so they are, taken for $4 or |there in “Gambling”. at the same’ Jeys” as applied to freé: tickets to 

‘ ‘The matter of legit Sunday per- $5. a. week of: ‘their $20. All -of 

formances. éame up early this. sea-. them continue. some other occupa-. time,’ and wants ‘to. be on hang te te a show Guide early become. obsolete. 

son, the managers’ voting ‘in’ favor, | tion on the side which is probably. supervise the’ opening. eatest ey was perhaps ; the 

Equity members’ meeting’ shortly |of .a desperate nature, according | “Seven Keys to Baldpate,” George ae Jeaat roman. s arDe -shooter, el 

afterwards voted against, saying the, to the actors. ~ M. Cohan’s dramatization of Earl | terest in: ‘sub sea: * t Pre ne 

managers should clean house first | \Derr Biggera serial; will be revived | iss Oakle vas au re Se root 

before they would consider playing certs by the Washington Square Players y supposed to S 

|@undays. The actors were inclined: Farnum Wants His G 
at the Gansevoori, Greenwich Vil- holes hve a pair of tekets, tosses 

7 PAUL FRAWLEY 

tened by the wiping out of 

For ‘Broadway Only 

quarters there is a feel- 
t. ‘producers - will soon be 

i to produce for Broadway 
hat ig an impossibility as 
e bfg musicals go. Such 

4.000. -and more, and a season’s 
a” 

or Broadway about wins that 
back. If the road is im- 
“such production ‘will die. 

out has. cropped up with the 
4 of. ‘several attractions with 
anoney. “At least two of the 
big musicals are so sup- 

ae ed; ‘while at least one drama 

- cer ‘made a deal to put on six 

: “picture money to pay. for 

ee hictions. , 
‘ om the drooping busi- 

@ legit, the high-lght of 
heatrical year was, Eaqnity’s 

é to invade. -the talking pic- 

field, Without notice Equity: 

= -an. ultimatum that on, and 

“eae ox ch ‘June 6, 1929, no member was. 

m_ tept a contract for: talking 

eTaNhives except that of a new 
hon dard: form then issued. 

pe 

‘aot k Gillmore set up headquar- to blame ticket’ speculators. for the]... 
9 lage,. New York, Jan. 20. The yevival 

din Hellywood on teat day ana | Present business depression, and the From Leftwich’s Job is set for a.four weeks’ run. jal hima meme, Weky é wabe 

then on he and other Equity .| legit-manager’s manner of t operating, Suit ‘to collect. $1, 000, claimed ‘for Sisters of the “Chorus,” tried out ber. Free “ducats” are generally 

bbe had. a - miserable: summer. 

tribeing after meeting whooped it 

‘PAYAL Wt as week after week rolled 

astinitthout actual results, Equity’s 

Bhtft. nica started to crack. After 
tile weeks, Gillmore returned 

ew York... The “strike” was 

ay Lunced ‘as “temporarily” called 

tg - Ue nd future movements in. that 

De ea! stion have since been hazy. 

a “1e thing that really beat Equity 

a £9 eae was itself. Factions 

a ne up and still exist. There is 

ene utedly - powerful group on. the 

e flood} that wants its own organiza- 

= an Equity association but with 

a | autonomy. 

his theatre. re |services as :personal representative, |!@st sunimer by Louis. Safian, has | punched: 

. -lnas been brought by.Ralph Farnum‘ been takeri over by Robert Newman | theatres. wher exter sithough sles 
and Arnold Johnson. Now. casting: n extending courtesies 

give a-complete ticket which Js ac-. 
and. goes into réhearsal in two. 
weeks. counted for on a. special form. In Co eee ‘ against Alexander. “Leftwich, “legit 

Three Below 42nd Jdirector,:in the Fifth District Mu- 
~ nicipal Court, New York. 7 “U cone chain t h 

/. Agent's complaint alleges writ- |: ‘Harlemania,’ colored musical, Tocati separate slips’ with the 

Jien contract with Leftwich, whereby |5@S_ sone. into rehearsal. and due 77. on of the seats are given, the 

With the Knickerbocker about to:|former was to.obtain the director a (for spotting three weeks hence in‘a’ ticket itself never being. given In 

be razed Broadway will-also: lose |jobh ‘with. Aarons’. & Freedly for New. York house. David Cowper jg | Part or. whole to the persons per- 

‘the Casino, the Shubert ease 0n|«tiold..Everything.” This, Farnum (Producer. : ae | mitted in without charge. _ 

which expires in April. The first |geclares, he aid and also that as a -Cast “includes: Taa. Shaw, Bobby. 

named house is on the corner at lresult Leftwich directed two other Tennant, William Maher, Lew Heth- 

sain street and the latter at 39th|musical comedies for the combine, erington, Mabel § Stokes, Ruth Wash- Ray Leaves ‘Warners’ 

street. - “Spring Is Here” and “Me for You.” |*"Z-om an others. | 

The entire block will be used for Salary in all three cases fe ire “City Limits,” ‘comedy by ‘Arthur eoWhitaker Ray ‘has resigned a8 

another Lefcourt skyscraper. - wich, it is claimed, was $600 weekly Keeler, is set for production next | legit ‘prodtiction. ae vn ere 

The passing. of the houses means |for first five cweeks and $300 for month by Cherry, Lane Productions. | withdrawal on i epartment. 8 

|that.only three theatres in the regu- |added weeks. and will open cold at the Cherry | partment. was. timed. when the ae 

lar legit group will remain south|. Farnum. claims that although by- Lane Playhouse, Greenwich: Village, way to the ag moved from, Broad- 

of 42d street. Empire, National and | the terms of.the contract with Left. |New York. Jone: has ‘ bi arner’ building. No. 

Maxine. Elliott’s., The - Comedy is|wich latter was to pay him 10% of |..F iece is an -elabcrated version of: job. - uve cen. chosen, to ml the 

yarely open, the Garrick virtually |the deal he has thus far received |® -vaude Skit of same title, which |". ape. Halt ‘a 

a’ dead letter, while the Assembly nothing. Lo. 
alle’ is ‘managing Fifty: Keller formerly did in vaude. 

(Princess), the only. other house in|. ~ “The Plutocrate” js being readied Million Frenchmen,” — while - Ted 

the zone, is. a Uttle theatre, Do 
‘\for a road tour, This Js the Charles Barter As back with “Top Spear " 

Coburn show, but Coburn isn’t a f ormel ite man" 

backing the proposed tour... ger for Jed Harri and may ‘re- 

_'Even..in. Egypt,” the new, Bert: |4 join him. ; eee . 

a Bloch . comedy | which’ John: a 
olden is producing,. with George | , 6 ” 
bee star, opens Jan, 18. at Wer- “Woof ” 280% Cut 
a's Flatbush, Brooklyn, and then} A. 25% salar i roo! » 2 y cut is reported hav- 

goes to the Garrick, Philadelphia, jing been agreed to by the cast of 
or two weeks. Ferdinand’ Gotts-|Woof, Woof,” opening recently at 
chalk, Alan Mowbray, Jona Blair |the: ‘Royale, New York. 
and 3 Frank Monroe are ‘in supporting | While the managemcnt denies in- 

tention of folding up, the arrange- 
“ P “Phantoms,” produced by A. L.|ment with the players. is said to 
aflan, which was written as|guarantee continuance another. 

straight -.melodrama. has  been-|thrée- 
; erie ae weel = 

changed to a satirical comedy, tion. - KS because of the! reduc: 

Traffic | 

nen business was on the decline 

‘season, Grover Whalen.was 
ap-. 

ad police commissioner of New 

He designed a new system of 

which at, first principally af- 

2 Times: ‘Square. , The managers 

eht it would be a good thing— : Stocks Opening 

le ‘would. be enabled to-get “toy ————- 
_=The-...Playhouse,...-Poughkeepsle,. 

from, theatres. ‘easily. With no |i Jed “Hareis” “Staff. “Try, Y., opened With dramatic 
sto ole lis 

une rules and a horde of cops | Jed Harris has installed himself Dec. 30. The promoters.are Mc- 

new. system. started off with 4/ in offices in the Morogco theatre, | Elkany & Malakoff. 

mu hodrome. It wasn't long before| New York, and is reorganizing his| A new stock ‘started Dec. 30: at 

: franker showmen ‘admitted the| former staff. Whittaker. Ray, for- | Pawtucket under John Ravoid. 

‘at 

oeciunstos seen Soe 

! 
i 
; 
) 
\ 
} 

, 

7 ar fie display was 2 lot of hooey, | mer general manager, and Richard| The Palace, Toledo, launched 

_ cod "dit peems to be that: way still.| Maney, former feneral press rep-| stock Dec. 30. 

; big publicity and plenty ‘of pic- | resentative, will return to their| “The Rialto, Elyria, 0. opened 

| Res: for. Whalen. 
‘former berths. 

‘Dec: 30 under Ken Cartier’s direc- 

q aa rhings are. somewhat better go- Ray and Maney: are handling tion. - 

north and -south,. but the east | management. and exploitation for| -New stock in Reading, Pa., open- 

nla west traffic: now seems as! “30 Million Frenchmen” and “Top ead Dec. 80 with Charles. Warde 

1M cled'as before. As for show busi- 
| 

Speed” for Warners.. directing. 
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Broken Promise and Other Things  |MACLOON-EQUITY PEACE; Poy J Manazement Killing Stock ad] 

Case Schwab & Mande to Quit Legit! eee Remedy Ist Needed From Wi 
Los Angeles, Jan. 4.” 

Louls O, MacLoon and his wife, 

Lillian Albertson, have been re- Ushers as Scene Shifters J An amazing’ statement | 

moved from Equity’s unfair list Close Four People Play in the Prompter, house © 
- ° 

: Follow Thru” -may have been|{ 
“Schwab and. Mandel’s.. swan - song | 
-as legit producers. The show re-. 
cently left Broadway after run- 
ning a year. In an adv appearing Those who have seen Lee. 

A Natral—Good—Test Paul. Duzzell, secretary of. Equity. Los Angeles, Jan. 4. the Century Play Co,, und 
‘Move followed. ‘a two day confer- 

Box office of unlucky Actors’ The-] of Jan. 4, which tells of som | : ence between the producing duo and 
“in this Variety, the firm, outstand-|| Tracey's. test, which led him. business agents of the stagehands,|atre refunded, $6.75 when Charles tions giving stock a black § Miller, local Equity representative, not included in the recent 0 
ing amone the younger producers|| into a three-year Fox con- | musicians and Los Angeles Amuse- 

usical shows, state they are||. tract, pronounce it the best reel | ment Federation, ° sald nix to actors working in. front ter of the Theatrica] Stock 

quitting the legit.for pictures be-|] ofits kind made todate.. That's. of ‘scenery moved by ushers. Jagers’ Association. Thats 

- cause of adverse conditions but hope ‘from the .actor’s- standpoint, , Ruth Rennick, the somewhat des- ditions .are. true -has’- long 

for better things by the time. next ||. not technically. With the wide perate’ impresarioess of “Power of | known -by. stock managers, | 

Season arrives: difference between the tests as - Love,” twice a ‘flop locally, decided .The statement is made by: 

“Lawrence Schwab and Frank || turned out'in New York and that the solution of her managerial | ™@nager following a tour off 

Mandel. are taking an excursion || ©D the Coast, invariably:in favor — interested. It was announced that} problems might be found’ in con- jn the east. . : 

-into talking. pictures until such |}. of the west, plus the uncer- — a ‘statement anent the Macloon, verting aisle prowlers into scene. In part it says: 

time as ticket brokers; musicians. tainty of the person concerned .- matter would be made public Jan. | shifters. - “Conditions existing ama 

- and stage hands come to their as. to what to do before the © 6 (Monday). Miss Rennick had a $240 bond up We managers certainly are g 

senses. - We sincerely. | hope that |] camera,.in angle or two. on Those. participating in the arbi- to cover two. week’s salaries of ‘her blame for poor business. Wi 

this will be in time for us to pro- || -the Tracey test. may help. | tration ‘meeting were .sworn to] cast, consisting of four persons ‘at give enough. time, applicatigag 

duce a new musical play to open secrecy’ as to the details: decided $30. per weekly.. pervision and actual “wor -4 

upon or the nature of the discus- jobs. The Talkie. interest 7 _ Tracey . walked ‘in front of 

next fall, Thank you.” the camera and kept talking. to —_—— ;|100%. I waited, in ‘on 

There is another angle to Schwabi sions. In agreeing to make good| - May Robson to Honolulu trom “7230 vntil. 8:45 tor tne the: Fox casting official,, who. 

and Mandel’s :ptofessed reasons for: ‘had prevailed upon him to go on’ all outstanding financial claims . Los Angeles, Jan. 4. . 

becoming Tnactive: in the le eit. -Tt ' up against the lens, seated be- against Equity, the Macloons satis- | May Robson. sails for Honolulu’ aBer in M100). was. cee 

concerns booking con ditions ‘an m hind the camera, Actor simply fled not only. that organization . but. Jan. 14 for an engagement as guest: in ringing. vp.” a 1 

‘terms as ‘conducted by the Shuberts. ie rambled along saying, “Well, also ‘the. L.. A. Amusement Federa~ star with the Richard. Wilbur Play-.| - ‘tT noted conditions in ft 

Barly in the fall the producers were: | let’s: do’ a dramatic’ bit’—and - tion. ers, Opens Jan, 27... Will do three atres that were unsanitary 

roused to anger when *he Shuberts.| then did it. But in the middle — te As 1 result of the axe burying plays and maybe four. _ gusting, “Also.a deplorable’ Sy 

are said to have repudiated : a| of, the scene switched off sud- | “New . Moon” will come into the|: Lillian’ Harmon accompanies her,: Interest’ and courtesy: ‘tron ™ 

_promise | ‘concerning “The New: .denly by Chirping, | “Enough. of | Majestic Jan, 18 under the’ Macloon: ‘Miss Robson closed her. Dufty- en~ ployees.”” 

- Moot,” another of the Schwab ana:|| thet: how. about a gag?”. And ||banner._ '|Bagement Dec.. 28. ‘found: a low grade 0 

Mandel smash successes of last’ then. did one, after which the 
‘| formance and. actors. : . Inexpes 

. season, the: attraction having “but impromptu routine kept chang- ‘ 
.| youth, poor studies amow 

recently left: Broadway... _ ing back and forth’ from tense 
‘| actors, and untrained: young 

According to the understanding: _ bits to Inughs. *: 
: attempting to: direct’ -phows 

better terms were to apply to. the.}| - Camera ana mike, of cotirse, .- 
“71 duce: ‘them, and play. ag a 

attraction’ then at the’ Impérial, New|] - picked up . everything, includ- 
| parts.” 

York, during the summer, When} ing the by-play, with the total . 
.- “T found ‘a- lack of: “gu 

Schwah .and Mandel called atten-.| result bowling over the boys . ‘| the selection of plays.” _ 

‘tion ‘to “that, the Shuberts' are: who sat in to pass judgnient 
, | *E found. an excess. ‘of: 

charged with stalling. and  the|{ ©” Tracey as @ picture pos- | among. actors, : resultin 

“. wintet!. terms continued, Finally | sibility. oe ‘of morale within, the. ct 

: “Yeurence Schwab called for .a Test ran 700 feet.. te 
.'|@ lack of respect. anid: th 

~ setilement but he was told ‘nothing: 
{able Interest a- public. 

. could be done about: it and the L a | toward: a stock compa 

_ winter terms would: hold.: ondon Legits, 29 
receipe hasn't change a 

' Schwab pnd Mandel became ‘gondon, Dec. 24. 
ae aerate ana emilingt””. ! 

inaction ote or the. n several aa Review of London theatrical fleld |. . “f think stock's real meg 

‘Both OG aN _ roa ic aa: a ‘for 1929 is just a curate’s egE. - Bits] °. 
within ourselves. ‘We must § 

“EP flow ght compan. os ane|that were good were very goods 
ter managers~all the way 

a ollow. ru roupe Were! nity that were bad were worse.: 
brought. in. The’ closings . caused} Ups and downs—more. downs than |" 

some surprise on Broadway but it: ups, and many more failures than 
k We 

tfow. develops that. poor business successes, Successes. were smashes; ° 
_ Stoc orse" 

was not the only ‘réason. It is. failures, ‘flops. ‘ae 
: 

- glaimed (ihe grosses. were 00d] pirat’ the talkers, then the] * jl yyitn: 80. stock compant = 

going at. a, "modest profit. but- the at-: weathef, then 2 Fadio,.. -MOre. recently; 
i) the’ proportionate” ‘closings 

titude of -the producers was. that: not any g00d managers. ‘Then play-: 
_:'|'eember, 1929, were far groah 

ers they wanted. Then the Wall 
| ‘thet: of any previous: yer] 

they would’. ‘not financially . benefit! ‘Street business, heard as an echo. 
, : 

the. Shuberts. if _ they could. avoid, over here, gave the overdraft ‘boys’ . Slump: Hits Caste 
4 Legit casting . agents. arg 
| erying the blues. and, BbOuE 
| vinced their’ business is 
badly as Andependent: 

doing 30. |. 
: Jtheir best alibi in years. . 

_Although ‘Schwab and Mandel are: ‘Five weeke seem to have been a 

bookings. “= 
“With little " production: | 

- operating Chanin’s. 46th Street un-' pretty good average ,for a show, 

‘NORMAN: TAUROG » : and practically nothing: in": 

der ‘a lease from. the Shuberts, it’ 

is reported that if returning to the with five anys more ae many 

“legit field, they will’ book through netted. Statistics revea pray 
the wr] anger. office. were produced in London up to De- 

- |eember. Out ‘of that total about 60 

: ‘| were. Sunday-nighters and. arties, 

Rest the poor old commercial the- Noted director of comedies is now. basking in the limelight. as one of| ing, the caster: 

atre. Of the 180 it is asserted ‘less the industry's great dramatic directors brought about. by the subtle wosther i fold weet 

than 25 made real money. About| dramatic touches incorporated into his recent production of “Troopers | further: logge, hoping foi 

that number have eased out square, Three,” a Tiffany special. b hi, later, Fe ig fOr 

with the vast majorit laying aurog gained prominence by his direction of Clark_and McCullough : a 

J y ® in seven Fox comedies and George Jessel’s “Lucky Boy;” all box-office With r oad attractions tol ‘ i 

naturals. .It is an ‘old adage that our greatest comedy directors have year, even the larger castes 

turned out some ofthe industry's best dramatic masterpieces, and ‘feeling the pinch, / Otherat} 

Taurog, running true to form, has that happy showmanship wallop of set for season for ‘fairy ag 

coupling his great comedy ability with fine dramatic qualities of picture though musical comedy plotail} 

j were also badly lit thrd 

through bright vermilion.. | Money: 

making. ; 
withdrawal of several attr 

wasn’t. short generally . from the 

which they had. placemen 

By Ed Barry 

_Duzzell. remained . inaccessible to 
newspapermen throughout his’ local: 
stay, both on the. Macloon matter 
and on the Equity attitude toward 
films in. which some reporters were 

Mary Lewis’ Divorce 
- Hollywood, Jan, 4. 

‘Reported here that Mary. Lewis, 
opera star, has instituted divorce 
‘proceedings against Michael. Boh- 
rian, Russian. singer. . 
_Understanding is that Miss Lewis | 

will remain here until her petition’ 
is granted. Bohnan is supposedly 

on his way back to America from 

abroad, _"— 

round. Generally-more shows walt- 

ing than theatres to house them. . 

Some theatres have had failure 

after failure, while others keep pn 

velvet, 

Noticeable thing over the year ; 

was -that. the big producers didn't 

get it all their own way. Some of 

“Son. o’ Guns,”. legit musical, an/| the leading, peddlers ' dropped flops. 

“additional,-eight weeks after her | quite frequently, while the smaller 

present contract. expires April 8. | managements cashed: in on good 

Miss Damita's extension .was ar- shows. oo: 

ranged through Samuel - ‘Goldwyn, |. Another thing: Generally. speak- 

to whom she ds under contract for ‘Ing, American plays didn’t have too 

_ pictures. ; . . . .- .. good, a time: over here: this, year.. 

~ | Biggest’ winners in their - several 

RAPLEY HER IN. CH
ARGE "| eategories have been nearly all 

4 British. oe 

‘Washington, Jan. 4. | 

* Daughter of William W.. Rapley, 

former owner, of. the legit National Walk on ‘Woof Woof’ Cut 

here, has just: acknowledged the re- 

ceipt of an inheritance of $109,000 1. “Refusing | to accept a 25%, .cut in 

‘left in trust for’ her by her father “Woof, “Woof, ” the Demarest-Loh- 

until ‘she" reached | her. twenty-fi
rst muller musical, George Hagearty, 

birthday. 
h Jack Squires and 

She_ took the ‘court: procedure to |Helen. Good ue, ; in how 

‘@ischarge the present owner of the Olive Fay are leaving. é show. 

theatre, William H. Rapley, under | “Others . of the: cast, ‘including 

the terms. of the will. -: oo Louise Brown and Edd{ié™ Nelson, 

Jfeatured, are ‘understood to have 

compromised with the. producers 

Hollywood, Jan. “4 ands "are-continuing:- et
 an 

Louis. Mann.and Marie Dressler 

will be featured in “Father's Day,” HARBACH- KERN- MILLER | 

-backing end. Enough saps to £0 

the past month. . 
Stock casting as alae: au Ly © ee 

| par this year through: the pm 
; Closings. ; — : . Prolong. Damita. Stay 

~ Bily Damita. will remain with, 

’ “Los Angeles, 
: Sudden withdrawal of. Marg | 

‘from “Among the Married” ie . 
of the tragic. death of her hit... 
Kenneth’ Hawks, necessitated 
Lloyd stepping. into. the. xol¢:: 
‘out a rehearsal, reading trom i t 
- ‘Baward. ..Everett : Horton: 
nounced_ gubstitution:. from. We. it 
tie stage Thursday. night. a Wana’ 8 

ACTRESS’ REAL ESTATE: 
Bridgeport, Conn., Ig 

Mabel Tallaferro,’ of &y om 
-Conn.; has been named age 
‘jin a $26, 000 real estate com 
sult brought against her in sus 7? 
‘Court by P. M, Barrows, ali | * 
Stamford. ee 

Plaintiff alleges that Miss: rey 
ferro. employed him last - 

| sell her property in Mayappis | 
‘Stamford. Barrows’ claims. 
cured a purchaser, C, F. 

was bitten by the producing bug] - 
-and launched “Carnival,” which had 
‘a. brief. run. at. the Forrest, New 
York, in .early season, and “The 
Crooks. Conventions,” which had-a 
“prief run ‘later _ at the Longacre, 

New York. — 
Lande copped ‘something on the 

screen. rights sale on the former but 
dropped it on. the latter. 

Several others also made the try, 
legitimately, but are In the red on 
the attempt after paying al obliga- | 

tions. ' 

A, tough: year for: the short roll-. 
ers: and shoestringers in legit. Looks 
like the: boys are through and will 
have. to pick another graft - , 

. According to: -a,. notorious. ‘shoe- 
string producer, the angels haye 

their doughbags sealed as far as 
show angeling goes. That tells it. 
‘With. veterans instead of new- 
comers rating whatever legit hits 
of late, the shoestringers are at a 
loss to line up authentic - ‘material 
for the usual prospectuses sent out 

as bait for chump money. . 
Of the dozen or more tries by in- 

dependents this year there has been 
less grief for the- troupers than 

formerly. — 
Edward A. Blatt, going independ- 

ent after serving apprenticeship un- 
der Jed Harris,. rates the best on 
+the~past--year-output- with..‘Har- 
lem” and “Subway. Express.” Blatt, 
like some of the others making the 

‘|try did not go for the shoestring 

‘Film Rights Stall 
Plenty of short roll producing 

still going on in the making. but 
| no takers to even get the boys atart- 

ed. The old sales talk of the film 
rights sale reimbursing the angel. is 
out now, .as it is too well known 

Apple buying... euiaeaget apts sa, wte uns nana 
‘Despite ‘tough | “conditions all 

around, ‘the shoestringers and short 
bankroll boys still insist they’re not 

sliote Nugent. MGM Py FC. and Hollywood, Jan. 4. | manipulation, but had their coin up| licked. The few around and the the property, ‘but the defersy5\ . 

Sam Wood. will direct- Unofficial word around is that| before starting. “Harlem” hit fair| others that crop up now and then| then refused to sell ee it) 

Otto’ Harbach and Jerome Kern ‘will| for a couple of months, starting | insist they are merely “suspending : - 3 

out like a world beater but netering| production activities” until times _ Syracuse Stock . 

:|do the book and music for Marilyn 

Miller’ 5 next picture, her second, for 

First National. © 

Miss Miller will again come - out 

this summer to-go before the 

are better. The stock market alibi 
_—_—_—— 

Dot Hall in Musical 
made to order for them. 

Dorothy Hall goes into “Plying 
\ later, but did its stuff both on profit 

” ree White show. 
and prestige builder for the young 

ae the n ow ire first musical, her producer.. “Subway Express” ig] These bad boys of legit, like the| Jan, 13. Nancy Sheridan and * ; 

still current and turning a profit. poor, will always be with us—while fam Coleman will be the oy # 

# 

The Ismpire theatre, Byr4 
will begin a series: of stock a 

ving | here 

previous stage appearances having Irving Lande, youthful publicizer,| there is a legit. tures, 

been in the other branches of legit. | camera, 

: 



nga \ Webster: i, et 
| Who 2 expresses a reasoned 

ion involving judgment of value, 
1. ON” “righteousness.” 

film critics: “One 
alysis: of! the Works} 

others, at a loss to/ 
=press| their pique, | 
‘ish when critically 

14,-p eocutive, ahove the 
Lcherk. will brush aside 

these ‘critics, particu-: 
ith a gift for salting: 
‘He will quote favor-|}: 

tak hem seriously. 
ly. results count, pnd 

‘a ‘retort is; ‘Could you |. 
yourself?” .Criticism of.) 

d: picture, like the preach-|- 
ion’ at’ a funeral, doesn't 

y: practical purpose as af-. 
gubject. And critics 

‘vorabularies and devious. 
are suspected of . nat. 

hen;: it. may be asked, is)’ 
bis of the Terrible Picture: 

. anxious to be polite 

riti¢’ of the “Times’'? Is]: 
Ys''a ‘film: ‘critic and’ 

B.at all. It’s because he 
Or hinder the placing of 

: ‘cute, | . Yyotogravure 

tus, eee mistakingly in-, 
‘thé’ deference of peer, 

d.. neath actually, aeoks) 

PO don’t ‘drink, smoke or care 

entral Park.’ Up there after 
the way from an out-of- 

ton et,:rent a boat and row the 

really kill it, Murder it, in 
the summer. 
inter time rowing’s out. 
Information is strictly 
¥Yorkers,::and everyone 

Al]: eal ‘New worsens 
Morlad: £ for” the winter. 

; . ‘Ginsburg polishing} 

| eo mot produces losing it. 
Bh whi ators, riding in the subway.. 

| sootien Kane imitators, 
’ Z qdeb trian: crossing streets. 

qualv-drivers ‘Knocking ‘em over. 
syed pedestrians: getting up. 

wn -Bernurd Shaw shaving. 
“watchmen sleeping. 

ffs laying off. 
eggers spieling prohibition. 
“What Do You Do? 
t d>.you do with your eve- 

-- Do -you waste them? If 

9. think of the ‘advantages 

Bly. operation. 

mdrug store chemist spends his 

ings making cream cheese and 

Z combination sandwiches sprin- 

Ruith grated. wainuts. He thinks 

pr U Rts. - 

xs, stop ‘going out with girls: 

aa, stop going. ‘out .with ‘boys. | 

\" mey ‘be. wasting. valuable 

fae aré “e chump, ‘gie
continute. 

~ Crities” 
By, Bob b Landry 

‘thnewspaner sie. Seewilling to. g0 , fur- 
} ther there’s. .a.: iservice of.. warning 
‘yeaders against'lemons,- ‘thereby. save] 
ing readers tinié and money, .. 

| does not, seein to ‘pe the’ daily eritie’s | - 
own, idea,.of his’ ‘Jon. , With, 4, tew |. 
exceptions the . -eritics: : who have 
come under the- attention of “Va- 
riety’ s” box score havé ‘a. iminimum | 
of regard for’ their eaders - and. ‘a 

. | mqnumental. preoccupation with |' 
‘| their own ‘personal reactions,, preju-|2 
‘dices, and ideas. .Several s¢em de- 
.termined to .be . Heywood . Brouns; 
| possibly a laudible ambition but not. 
very’ satisfactory. to the film-shop- 
per looking for information, rather. | 

‘| ihan autobiography: : - 

lou a wider’ swath than the? film 
-| eritics. . There have, - after. all,’ ‘been 
William Winters, Bernard . -Bhaws.| 

i and other erudite. gents. among,, th 
-eontemptuously. ." They} qramatic , corps.” And.’ dramatic. 

‘criticism ‘has - ithe, background. of 
-tinke whereas. film: -griticism .is’ up- 

‘ start, smartaleck’ and only. recently. 
but still he really, conceded any ‘recognition, although; 

actually of. far greater potential. 
general reader interest. ~ 

“eriticism, Those. ‘who. do: are fre-. 
quently men of genuine scholarship: 
and wide cultural ‘equipment. Others 
merely. represent. Broadway..: - 

on: film . critics, ‘There’ hdve. been 
complaints, Why. didn’t’. “variéty”’ 
‘pick -on . someone its" ‘own size, | 
‘meaning ‘draniatic. ‘critics, one. girl). 
reviewer of ‘$n, .pinema wanted to 
know. 

‘sorjal mannerisms, : spités;: ine. 
competence: ‘aiid”.p te §sional * Jazi- 
negs in dramatic | ‘reviews: quite ‘as, 
easily as in the. ‘notices of, the: film 

“writers. — 

ictiire? ‘Pnis ‘is -not|= 

steppings,“that. false enthusiasin’ for 
Shubert musicals, for - instatice,” an 

--unwillingness to" disparage What: is 
| fashionable, and innunierable’ other stop’ contract. . 

‘eritic 1s: usefil to provide for'|' 
earing house . fOr abel 
ons, uide . to: what's | co tinuously « and..:re ented Syttht 

a a P Ty expected, balcony, and: gallery .sales | cut its vaude from five to three acts. . 
yeh facts ‘and. com- ‘dramatic. criticism: Wherever there. is _ 

6, the reader an idea|a@ Shubert theatre;' fs, worth: telling) have ee saa ae Wek. - June 26—Over 1,000 theatres in. the. country were “under negatiation 

es: character, For. the’, “—but not yet. 2% 

OK illing’ ‘Bvenings e : oF : 
By: Joe Bigelow 

Go. to night clubs where you'll learn 
something. 

ing is to ask a ¢op how to| 

direct to the broadcasting station 

-and see the sopranos ‘in: the flesh. 

haway on the silvery, moonlit | 

your everiings by: ‘working. Look at, 
all,those boys ‘on the curb at 47th 
street. They refused to” play night 

‘}manity. Spurn all jobs at theatres: 

.|New York if-you- don't spend any- 

{Modest Stock Trouper 

, ight -gain~by-~putting..theim -to,.’ 
ge, Change your plan of: 

TE. Gensler), has become associated 
|with Warrier Bros, 
|. Shé’'(not he)* will Hiandle “Top. 

| Warner- ~backed legit musicals. 

L E G I T. IM A T E. . Wednesday, January * 8, 1980. 
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MARXES SHOW, 2 “A Year in “Variety be 
UecTTS BIG. 

| By. ‘Claude Binyon 

[eee Son eine
 sine ate ° any. local reviewer; ‘and : 

“Animal “Crackers $41; * e panned at the, Palace.’ . 
000: 6 116 Russell Markert girls were 

at bod “and . 

— 
— in pictures were con us ng every y, J 

rs ‘June natin Rumors ot ae cnt body. odor). instinct name
d his picture a 

- Moon,” “St: Scene” 
_ 

ze 

| 
Jety in 1928: 

A couple. of items weekly out of. Var 

. Jan, 2—Al Jolson: was rated the Jeading picture 
star of 1928 after makes 

‘ling only, two pl etures,- an 7 and everybody. torgot to. give" sir Jos. Ginsburg 

This idea of a’ Gritic’s. function . é 
a ents. . | Xmas’ pres itte on 1 the, New: York. morn- 

a French “producer. with 
b. o. 

“Three Naked. Flappers.” 8: started as head of. the: ailtea ‘States indfe 
3 23—Abram: PB, Myer 

_ 

enti: association, and’ Variety started runnin
g: all ‘pleture ‘deal ‘rumors .

 

‘big ‘box. -. 

ne sto-earge: Godfrey was, 
appointed Keith's sole booking. 

‘head, and . 

Y ib, cted ‘to paying. ‘commission.to Ke 7: 7 

Mee se wott was. going. to happen ‘in. the Ne V. Ay. 

- Feb, @—It -was felt. something: 
. 

and Kresge’ g ‘store in ‘Newark announced everything. trom: a ‘shoestring a
, 

‘up could be purchased on the instalment plan, ¢ 0: 

Feb. eee dnost" certain’ Publix ‘would take over" ‘ReK-O for o
peration, . 

ld at ‘auction. 
and furnishings’ of the Vendome th

eatre in. Chicago were 80 . 

Feb. 20—Department: of Justice'started probé of: alleged sound.’ ‘trust 

‘in: pictures; and Helen Morgan‘w
as named the best. dressed. woman.

 of ‘the : 

- " Chiedeo, Jan. 4... 
Year ‘1930 finds three productions 

definitely set on the Rialto: “Animal 
“Crackers” at the Grand; “Street 
Scene” at the Apollo, vand | “June 

| Moon” at the Selwyn. © °* 
Last week’s grasses..were aided, 

‘by capacity New. Year's ‘Eve, busi=:}. 
Ness at tilted:..tops. ° “Nick at the 
musicals was $8.80.» .° ‘ ; 

Two... productions . left. “Blue 
¢ Heaven". was: ‘taken’ Off at tne or Be " 

rick after. grossing. a low 0. in | we pare a 

‘two weeks. vNight in Venice” left{ Feb.: 21—A. special {gsue of Variety. was devoted. to A: a 
Balaban, ena oo 

the Majestic after sik: Weeks; five |: Alexander Pantages. ordered nis: New: ‘York. office to quit boo ng acts 

of. which were played at: loss.: ‘This | for a while. - a 

musical «started at around. $24,000 |: Mareh 6—Grosses of Biway: egits. dropped: as. ‘much as 50%. from. the 

and then. sagged, doing. only $12,000 ‘a mob started visiting astrologers. . ° 

i 1 k. previous week, and the Broa way 

Parlor", replaces "oe tee Bi healers ‘ March 18—Reformers were in: a-panic as Hoover. started ignoring 
their oo 

the, Garrick, w ile nothing has béen | Job! claims, and Eddie Cantor got $10,000 for en ndorsing Lucky ‘Strikes. ~~ 

booked: to ‘follow’ “Night in Venice” "March 20—David Wardetd named the world’s richest. actor 
with around. : 

at the Majestic. | $12,000,000: following sale of-his Eoew holdings to. Fox, and ‘Singing Fool” 

_ seiage nee Departs | tth was in its 27th B’way week. . ke of t -a- aa b sent ‘4 m 

. Two Closings are'scheduled at the} March 27+-R-K-O was hoping for 15 weeks of two- y yy -d, 
‘end of this:‘week. “Brothers” leaves and. space-crazy debutantes were’ ‘hiring p. a.'s.: . 

eee ranger pentties | ee 
‘April ‘3—Keith permitted its. agents to: ‘start selling acts’ ‘elsewhere, and 

and “Queen: Bee”. goes’ ‘out | at the. performers were getting fat jobs: as:lHfe of.the party. at summer resorts. ° 

Cort after . SIX, weeks. "House: will April 10-—-Good legit actors had made it. tough for Bway producers 

‘be dark, © - Ly going to the Coast for pictures; and the. latest. merger. was two. euys 

Next sveek, “Show Boat end pooling phone numbers. — p-weekt contract in Chi f ( 

pro © run a © nois _ April 17—W. V. M. A. started. jssuing 2 20-week contract in or 

weeks) ‘and goes on tout.. “Whoopee” | tne frst time in five years, and‘acters or the Coast ‘were. getting: up 
comes. in. “‘Uniless it-repeats on last }- - 
week’s’ business, “Tegal Practice” at dawn to watch the ticker. 

will ‘be: taken off. at’ thé Playhouse. | April 24—William Fox told V. M. P..A. members at’ thé annual ‘inner 

“Infinite Shoeblack” will finish its what a great guy Pat Casey ‘4s,;-and kids were being Jet into burlesque 

subscription run at the Princess. houses -on: a. grocery store premium gag. = 

May 1—Macy’s department store in. New Yori : installed an. $800, 000: 

cals. with $41,000, followed by. $39,- | cooling system, and 205 legit people were in. pictures under contract. 

{New Moon, (ise ad eee aire: . May 8—Hddie Cantor announced he ‘would retire in. Tune, 1930, and: - 

Up : wit th $2 9.08 OO. Which mivang stay ‘May. 15—Keith bought Proctot’s 12: houses in New York, and 13 filme on. 
on,. as' the . ation, Ties, a: $15; 000°] _.,. : 

: ‘B way sere at $2. * 
‘May 22—E. F. Albee definitely out of N. Vv: A and a. painter said to - 

Dramatic ‘Critica: 
- Dramatic ‘eritics,.1 taken’ ‘AS: a group, 

Sob sisters ‘don’t write: dramatic 

“Variety” has: perhaps” been harsh’ 

It. would: ‘be. possible to trace per-| 

‘There . are. ‘those ' deliberate. side- 

' (Anima) Crackers” led ‘the musi- 

the. Par-Warner deal looked: almost ‘set. 

.| charges::that..from, time .to tf “Steet Scene”: was near capacity’) 

could be made against Gramatie. nerf: aad _the dramas,}.be using. Texas Guinan as a model for Sept. morn was told.’ ‘to give the 

viewers. . . a erator ws id. een eney demand. Uttle girl a great. big hand... | 

: ‘June, Moon’, ‘cam tent “behind |" May 29—Indie exhibs wanted the Dept. of Justice: to Know that they 
" neon at $32,000; . "Bik i ae ane vbiekea were being ruined, and Shuberts’ “Night in Venice”. was, using: 42 “hells” 

he .-Hartis. land “damns” besides three pair of falling pants... | 

. +1) June. 6~+Equity declared Equity “ Shop. in .pictures, ‘and. the. Liberty ‘In: 7 

he. other” Guild. ‘play, ‘Watertawn, N. ¥., was scheduled’ to open -with.sound: in four days. *. 

subacr bers. ‘at. ‘the June! 12—Five Minneapolis loop houses. ‘were dark,’ and: four acts | died: 

at. the Palace, Chicago. | ‘While the. ‘ghunen i “inte iT'Studebaker.. “Fn drivde” ,continges | 4 
HY ‘at, the. ‘Blackstone indefinit itely. AS! June 19—Equity still ‘fighting. on, Coast; and a house in. Dixon; Ty 

for full control by Publix, and ‘Ohio. Amusement . Co. in: Cleveland went: 

. week). .Marx Brothers’. nonsense at into receivership with 12 houses. oO 

‘| $41,000;., New ‘Year's Eve top: $8,80, | July 3—Eddie Cantor elected ‘president of the N.. Vv. ‘A, and two Sells 

" Tand was capacity. - Floto baby elephants stampeded’ in Hitchburg, Mass.’ 

| “Bird in Hand” (Harris, 3a. week). “July 10—Acts were being gypped by racketeer agents, and holdups: in a 

Up from. $12,000 :for eight days to chi prompted Shuberts to install easy chairs in.lobbies for coppers. : 
$15, 000 for last week. With “June| July 17—Wall Street came out in the open to wage its fight against © 
Moon” ‘next: door, this house might the electrics f be expected to suffer somewhat. e electrics for control of picture business, and a mother who received 

“Blackbirds”- (Adelphi, 7th: week). a telegram from her boy that he had stopped the show, wired back: 

Colored musical gained $19,000; N. Don't worry. You'll find something else to do.” 
Y. Eve top $8.80. July, 24—Noted an increasing number of college boys were hivading 

“Brothers”. (Erlanger, 10th week). | show biz, and ‘Western Electric employees who make sound: apparatus 
Consistent ne 000 at ¢ cut rates, Gives} were producing their own picture—silent. 
|way to the “Vanities.” July 31—Rox 
“egal Practice” (Playhouse, 4th. 5 stern, and rey hese $132,000 in a week. with. aid of its cooling 

week). Climbed to-$5,000 from $3,500, y at brought new lows to several B’way legits. 
Aug. 7—Special Paramount-Publix issue:of Wariety,. and. Equity fight 

for closed shop in pictures was in its last gasp. 2 : but wi come off if. it slumps this 
Get cured. °- we 

If you are an actor, ‘stop wasting oa ite Shoeblack” - (Princess, 3d Aug. 14—Keith’s two-a-day vaude starting weakly in seven ‘cities, ‘and 
exhibitors. were told their only profit chance was a long-term R- K- Oo week). Around $8,000 for this trag- 
or Tiffany-Stahl franchise. edy ict a Scot's idealism showing 

Leslie Banks off to advantage. ili Aug. 21—Equity fight, also big time vaude were 
be followed Jan. 13 by “The Matri- | and colegians in Toledo were annoying natives syria se 0 se 
arch.” . Future. plans for. “Infinite | street in pajamas, pipe and can ppearing on the 

vw , ee ; ‘Shoeblack” not set.. Aug. 28—Eastern legit act June Moon" (Selwyn, 3 a week). 4 ae mas egit actors were found’ unnecessary for talicers,: ana 

Going’ see ang. considered. the | ~ ae S Iidie’ Ga sent ha lurry wn sot 
Max Steuer.’ ; 

comedy of the fown. Last week a= 0 augurate . Vv. A. resident, 
$22,000. — ’|had only five vaude houses left. — “ » nt, and. Chicago, a 

Sept. 11—Ringling bought out the - American Cireu s Cort nd an. 
amateur attempting a “living burial” stunt in ‘Buenos isos aud it - ‘toa 

4 “Animal , Grackers” (Grand, 3d. 

Be cured. 
Stop listening to the radio. . Go 

shows. They're smart. © 
They're. watching” the ‘erowd. go |. 

by .and learning: the. oddities of hu- 

open at night.« Two matinees week- 
‘ly are enough work ‘for. any ‘actor. 

For some actors “two. matinees 

would be a route.- 
It’s hard-to spend an evening in 

* New Moon’ (Great Northern, 

eifectively: 
118th week). This Schwab and Man- | 
del musical: was satisfied with '$24,-. 

00g; cotting onde tee eetio, & eth |__Sept: 18-—NBC banned ali amateurs on. tadio programs, and manager's . 

and fnal week). On the road- after report on’ a vaude act breaking in commented: . “Opened by mistake.” 

, {a discouraging . and - unprofitable Sept. 25—European animosity toward American. films, especially. talk~ 
'lstay; $12,000. Hits. Detroit first, ers, reached fever heat, and manager of Capitol in St. Catherines, Can., 

barred preaking peanut shells because. his house. had been’ wired 
ct. 2—Paramount-Warner combine ‘was the talk, ‘way. legits. ‘were doing good for a change. and B'’way legits 

.|House- goes dark. 

Oct. 9—Britain had poured nearly $200, 000, 600 into its picture business, 

‘thing else. 

Picks Picture ‘Prize 
Frances Dade, - stock player, en- 

gaged by Samuel Goldwyn. under 2 

fice-year contract. Miss. Dade de- 
parted for the coast Friday and 

=Avon>= — seacrmenSursn teeM score rear nin 

Nov. 6-—B' way getting. full effect.of Wall Street crash, and. 
jin a night club show ‘said she was ‘going to heaven and a bare beaut 
needed there for decoration. ~ 

Nov. 18—Clayton, Jackson and Durante s ’ quawked because their. $250,- 
000° libel suit against Variety had received no publicity, and cherue ae 
were falling for “poor but. hot" boys: like Durante. 

Novy.. 20-—Mob of R-K- O. bookers let out in revised lineup, and things . 
were | .80 tough vaude people were thinking of canceling Christmas. . , 

Nov.. 27—<All film arbitration had been ‘called: off in expectancy of a 
decree: ‘from Fudge Thacher, ° and: Mack’ Sennett,:who had borrowed - 65 

nm ‘(Continued on page 117) ‘ 

‘Toad. “shows: and “stock... 

_ Phyllis’ a Girl 
-Phyllis ‘Perlman (not Pearlman), 

tormerly attached: to: Shuberts’ pub- 
licity ‘office (but lately with Lewis 

“Queen Bee” (Cort, 6th. week). 
Around $4,000. Closes the ‘end. of 
the week. io 

nee een ‘Was in the Parlor by and contestants. 4 in a flop Des Moines bunion derby got $7.50 each. 
ward Belasco after trying Detroit; ort. 16—B'way’s early season legit hits were produced by veterans, 

J ALL i “the |Eauline Frederick back to. Chicago, | 2" construction of a $1,000,000 theatre in Greenwich, Conn., was halted 
an. 15. Ww begin .work as the} Which liked her for a long time in because nobody | knew - ‘where to put. the Big ‘Dipper in a sky-effect: 

feminine lead in U.A.’s “Raffles,” |The Scarlet_Woman” at. the . Cort, | cefling. sky-ellec 

to star Ronald Colman. “Blue Heaven did $6,000 and ts out. Oct, 28—Talking pictures haa ad 

Miss Dade has. -.never “made a “R, U..R’ (Studebaker, 34 week). ville dance instructor was tcannieareuttedty Rilled th road, ona Louls- 
legit appearance.in New York. All. About $15,000. Guild and subscrip~- | Oct. 30—Wall Street had laid its famous e and Rete 
her _experience has been confined. to tion, but helpful box office, too. . fe, an ate Rosenthal, 

“ == “§tpeet<«Scene!!(Apollo,.. 3d_week).. 
“TAN ‘set ana no worries over gross 

seen for some time, $23,000 and be- 
ginning to spreads 

. “Strange Interlude” (Blackstone, 
6th week). About $19,000;. length of 
stay an undetermined, though | to. Feb. 

certai 
“Show ‘Boat!’ (itinols, 14th week). 

Announcement of closing date. of 

te . Jan, 18, together with holiday ad- 

Speed” (not “Sons o” Guns”) and vance, etc, brought. $39,000; top was 
“Fifty | “Million Frenchmen,” “both}$8.80.. Dec. 31." House awaits 

“Whoopee.” 

former manager of the Majestic | in. Dubuque, _was transferred _ to’ the 
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New Year's Eve and Extra Shows | a 
Sent B'way Grosses Up to $55,000) 

Ticket Scheme Proposed - |. 
‘At no ‘time heretofore. have so |. To Control Agency Sales o 

many big grosses been registered at} ~~. ° _ ae 

the same times Ln Up ane _ ‘What some legit producers, hope | 

Drenthe new Ballon Fevue 0 | praae aston to tmte| 
ne. Senwy ee SS ne per | ticket speculating— ging. of |” 

formances "were played, the Dre ee een ee a te toa alan 
miere night having a: top:-price. of | M8h or syp prices for hits, iga plan}... worked out by.a proup of producers, fae 

4 
Ss 

Shows in N. Y. and Comment “ 

. . Figures estimated and comment point to some attractions being 

1. successful, while the same gross accredited to others might eugges 

| mediocrity or loss, The variance is. explained in the difference © 

|, ‘house capacities with the varying overhead. Also the size of o 

| - with consequent difference in necessary, grose of profit. arta 

Broadway's : legitimate . business 
Jin business .necessary for musical attraction as “against. dramat ! 

came: back last week with New 
Year’s Eve and added matinees. 

play is also considered, . bots 

| Glassification of attraction, house capacity and top 

* admission: ecale given below... Key. to classification:. 

- (2 (drama)s 'R (revue); M (musical comedy); F (farce); 
CG (somedy)# 
O (operettaly 

i ‘Admission tax applies an. tickets over $3 

-|“Berkeley Square,” Lyceum (10th| “ris ..Monday;. laugh. show “ae 

week), (C-957-$4.40), Leaders got fair trade, but under expectatio} 

’ great money last week, with New| $12,000. cree 

” '¥Year’s Eve ‘and “extra -matinees; | “Meteor,” Guild (8rd. week): (& 

‘nine performances: for “Berkeley” |:  914-$3), ‘Only three: perform 

$22 while -$11 ‘was.the lower floor 
oe 

seale on the holiday eve. -__ | who, claimed late last week was.sub- |_ * 7 | -for over $21,000. © =. + ast week. because Alfred’ 

“Slightly more than $56,000 was). inea to by. managers 1 yuan ee ES RS: luBied in Hand.” Horrest (41st- week) |:. had. neuritis, stanted@with bety 

ori nto tthe tAie NaS | seed to wy manacoe representing] AY DA, "Mcbride Sie. | angnae cnaces Cow 
, r c: 3 : - ‘on. B: | en- |" ' , L “a oant mal ye Foie: a | é an id j vk’ =a 

rae . 40 theatres'on Broagway.' The éet-| WARD SISTERS _|...20esi't mate, much aiterencs,a8|"Fcnouncaa to onan several Hin 
en ee Ome This week,- Paramount, Brooklyn, 
cents per ticket....... .... : - | with Jack: Partington’s:“Now and 
"Phe. committee working: ‘on . the ‘Then’. unit, doing: their: origina 

problem: proposes: that “‘huy-outs” of Dance of the Marionettes. = -|- what, but.on the ‘eve got $10,000] 

shows, by brokers be discontinued.; Direction. MARK LEDDY, =. '|_ (11. top); claimed: $48000, 

Ticket agenciés haye used:as a.de-.| a. vo Broken: Dishes,”: Masdue (10th) 

fense. of charging high prices, say-.| 5 .. week) (C-700-$3). Moved here. 

ing-that when forced -to accept: al- 1 ; ArT “_ yy . |.- from Ritz; moderate money, show 

1g ; 7 iY / EES |. but: making.- money - because of 

: . ,  . | operating nut;.$9,000, 0 2 1. ‘lotment. of. tickets for shows. which 

“City. Haul,” . Hudson *.(2nd° week) |: are not: successful, they are left 
ree a ’ ee me | (CD-1,094-$3):: Notices on whole | 
ao A BLS mA | pretty good but business’. very) 

. te Bi: Gs iy F "| weak; will continue, however... « |.. 

dine. "One ‘extra’ performance. - : Es URC ey ete ne nes oe > 

nerifty ‘Million’ Frenchmen” also | eral idea is’to limit premiums fo 75 

went to a new high mark--$49,000, 
few 

“Bitter: Sweet” ‘claimed $48,000. | 

“Sweet Adeline’ got about '$40,000;. 

“Sketch Book,” $39,000; “Heads Up” 

and “Scandals” around $36,000; for 

a new show “Top Speed” was lag- 
ging at $30,000; : “Little: Show": got 

$23,000... cee a 
Not all the. musicals gave extra 

matinees. “Dream” added a special 

-performance....at | midnight, New. 

“Year's eve, with a $6.60 scale. ‘With. 
‘the -leading ‘musicals: charging. $11, 

at least for: the” front: rows. down-:| Ger. the | 

‘stairs, the -takings. in:a single .per-.|ance-. claimed: losses, they. charge 

formance the ‘night before the 1st | more: for-tickets which are in  de- 
‘reached $10,000. .-- a mands 0 eet Doe 

ee Dramape te The managers appear agreed that | 

The comedies and dramas were | a certain. number of agencies: are 

-not*so high. with: their ‘prices, but | necessary,.as.of service to the thea- 

-geveral approximated $5,000 on New | tres in. the matter.of distribution 

Year's eve. .Top money. among that | ana to the public. -- en 

However, they. propose ‘to: make group: went to “June Moon” again— |. 
$31,000 in 10 perfdérniances (two eX- |, : se 

tra _matinees),. “Wise Child” bet-- limited allotments to agencies which |. pest the Ma : L00-$6 

fered $25,000" in. nine times, - with | agree, to bond themselves not to-sell $20,000 with “Oh Susanna,” helped |. success and “Top Speed 

“Strictly. Dishonorable” almost as | for more than 75 cents over the By two performances at. $5 top.|. by Warner Brothers; “French~ 

much; “Berkeley Square” played an | box-office pricé.. The balance of ‘the | fi amond Li,” on: its second and| men’ stuck 'to eight performances; | 

extra matinee, getting again $210 tickets are. to be available at the top $8.00, at eh Hiplies’ Hop. Jan't Bot 10,000 wt ¥o 949 000. holiday 

“ ng Sinners” inserted two addl- ¢ te ed a Op $8,000, which . lies Mop... |» eVe; BOSS Went tO 940,000. - 

tional € tternoons, hettering $18,000; box offices. .Homtt is proposed to| ’‘Among the Married,” at-the Ma- | uripst Mrs. Fraser,” Playhouse (8rd 

the néw-The First. Mre. Fraser” | Prevent, “diggers” from gyp offices jestic,. quoted around | $8,000, Okay |", week). (CD-879-$3.85). Off to fine |. 

‘was figured around $19,000; ‘Death |. from buying “such tickets'in ‘the for _ house. Mary. Astor withdrew! start; one extra performance; vir- 

moves’ a Holiday,” also new, did |euise of patrons has not..been| ooh cast th Soy et oe ates ' tual. capacity: through ‘week; 

-mnoderately ag. $10,000; “Journey's | worked out. 2. oe plane accident. g death Jn an alr; |. elaimed: takings exceeded: $19,000. 

. The managerial committee is Gil-|" Three’ . Duffy ;° -hoilses,, quoted, ; , sek) 

bert .-Miller, -Arthur -Hopkins..and | “Boomerang,” Bl, Capitan, | $5,700; 
Brock .Pemberton. -. tae 

“profit; over ‘$9,000 estimated.” - 
“Bitter Sweet,” Ziegfeld (10th ‘week) 
"(M-1,622-$6.60). Dropped pif some- 

they must dispose of: at-prices un- 
der, the _boxroffice: scales. To bal- ‘and: -John .-Wray;': op 

aie 8). 
\ “Scandals,” Apollo (16th we 

' "1,168-$6.60). .Not as-big as ® 
“other: musitals ‘but ‘holiday: ' 
trade ‘considerable, improvemess 

around « $37,000; ~ 
weeks more. . 7". 
«“Seven," Republic: (3rd. “week 
. 901-$3). . Playing: this: week, 
-. must: improve or -war : 

with. tickets on their hands, which. 

“Damn Your Honor,” Cosmopolitan. 
_ .. Closed. Saturday; panned ‘severe- 

ee . |. Jy;:one week, ... . oe os 

: . Los Angeles, Jan.:4. :: “Death Takes’-a Holiday,” Barry- |: 

‘New Year's Eve ana Jan. 1, itself, |-.- more -..(3rd. week) . (D-1,090-$3).. 

brought. out: éxtra business, but in| . Expected to build, but first week |. 

general-Loes Angeles.and Hollywood | .not exceptional despite agency 

Jegits had scant reason for enthu-| - buy; around $10,000, 9 

siasm Lo | “Fifty.” Million: Frenchmen,” - Lyric 
Town's -best  was,.the Mayan’s|: (7th week) ‘QM-1,400-$6.60).. This 

acke out.. we tages 

“dng :o’ Guns,” Imper. 
(Mr1,400-$6.60), Ano 

'-: money. mark for shaw:é 
“Guns” held Broadwe Guns” h ay lenders; 
‘and with $10,000 New xeana. ' 

ttercd-¥ 
. 

and added ‘mating 
“Sketch:.Book,” 44th, St. (28th. ¥ 

(R-1,200~$3.85);-- Mo red Uwe 
- holiday: going; no extra nertoy 
“ance. and .$11: price: New Yee “6gndie Light,” Empire (15th. week) 

‘ cD-A 009 Scene,” $15,000, which about com- 
mp LoUn .¥ 

pletes the list of money shows. . 
- 8 ye Did well New 

“Meteor,” the new Guild show, 
Mitiaee’ $ 

started at better than $16,000, helped 
ler $ 

by subscriptions, but was: forced to 

suspend after Wednesday, when the |.- 

lead. (Alfred. Lunt) was" taken. ill. | 
Show resumes this week... | .. 
“Gut rates reported thriving ‘trade, 

-- even without an assortment of mu- 

sicals such as were available there. 

last year at holiday time. . Business 

- late last: week was éspecially strong 

in the agencies—premium and par- 

gain, =) ee 
‘Several of the newer shows were 
placed in cut rates and were not 
figured to last:.. Two closed Satur- 
day—‘Half Gods”:at the Plymouth. 
-anad “Damn Your Honor,”. Cosmo-' 
_politan.. Unless ‘business improves 

“ more will close this. Saturday, at 
‘which time “Jenny” . leaves. the 
Booth after three months. 

Pittsburgh’s Lack ‘of 
Xmas Musicals Hurts 

. .’ Pittsburgh, Jan. .4. 
_ Legits missed musicals New Year's 
‘week. Biz fair but not up to usual 
holiday ‘season... Both Nixon: and 
‘Alvin housed dramatic attractions, 

End” estimated at $16,000; “Street 

2: ..4“Déar Me,” Hollywood . Playhouse, 
_|$4,500, and President, | “Ferguson 
‘| Family,” final week,” $3,300... With 

; To — - : through month.. ara Batak: 

. Co heavy" overhéads. involved, this | “Children “of “Darkness,” ‘Biltmore | ~ 
F risco Grosses.- “3 ‘/ddesn’t listen like much profit,” |" aise. week). (D=1,000-$3). Pre-| friday with’ gr 

a a re ‘Franklin. Pangborn s whe ‘Rear |. sented’ by Macgowan and Reed;| giki000.. 0 9 "tS 

ee Cart did” quite~“well. ‘at the "“Virle $e | *§trietly Divhanorab. 

Street, coping $6,000 In its second)! week) (C-880-$886 
week, édies got around, 

. ‘Year's eve, ‘ap in tht 

aan oer ore eo) = oe tyes tal 

“-.«o.S$an. Franciseo;, Jans 4: - 
" New. 'Year’s: week proved. propor-— 
tionately:. more. of a boon to: San:} 
Francisco's legit. houses than to the,|. 
‘picture ‘palaces. ‘Latter *did’, good 
business, but nothing to write big 
rheadg about.:' 7° 70 ee 

- Quoted ‘legit’ takings .ran ‘well 
ahead. of Xmas week... Of. the four: 
attractions... giving special :.New 
Year’s Eve performances, the .esti-~ 
mates are; - me 

. “Now and. Then,” President, $8,~ | 

'. “Power ‘of ‘Love made a -seconid || &j4; 

a second time quickly and ‘decisive 0 : -Mméht, with “claimed: 
ly flopped, “withirawing ” after: the : $12,000; . “Sarl? in. Hu 

: | Adeline,” - 

‘to etght performanices,:but “Ww 
‘holiday. scales ; and, ‘capacity, 
week-end, nearly. $40,000; J 

been off. 2 fui oes 
“The “<Criminal: Code,” 
‘16th week)}-.~(D 

000; “She Gouldn’t Say No,” Al 
cazar, $9,000; “Flat Tire,” Green 

_| Street, $1,000, and at the Capitol a 
resounding $20,000 for. “Follow 
Thru.” .. re 

Other figures. include “Journey’s 
End,” at the Geary, neck and neck, 
at $14,000, with its next-door neigh-. 
bor, “Chauve Souris,” and $19,000 
for the Stratford Players repertory 
at the Columbia, : ; ; 

‘Belasco, attracted $6,000, quite! eek; estimated at $7,500. 

zoftic. . “Inspector Kennedy,” Bijou (4th 

~~ = week) (CD-605-$3). Started light- 

Cast Ch ly, but picked up very well, clos- 

L Vl anges ing strongly. 

mo De, “It Never Rains,” Eltinge (8th week) 

Lester Vail replaced Robert Lynn (o-$92"¢ 3. oe Malin, Sey eeting 

‘lin “Nancy's Private. Affair.’. cost small. ~ 
___ | “Jenny,” Booth (14th week) (CD- 

946-$4.40). Final week; slipped 

xed n wt - ewe 

Vawter wee 

‘tra performance, 
with gross mi 

ing upward to $23,000 or bett 

former with “Children of Darkness,”. 7 7 down under $9,000, but very good| should last into s a3 

. . : 
7 

; ’ ’ ‘ ‘ prin eer ed, 

and later Ethel Barrymore in Stock Sh ow S 
first two months; ‘no new attrac-|“The Street ‘Sin ger Sin bere: 

Lh a, : tlon. booked as yet. a “week) © (M-1,395-$6.50)... Dro 

pearrymore, in, second weeks 00. Te “Journey's End,” Miller's (434 week) | well under $20,000, but better 
, & 000. (D-946-$4.40)... Holding up to ex-| | week; doubtful of: sticking. 

“Jonger.’: | og _ 
“The ‘Unsophisticates,”: Longa 
"(and week) (CD-1,019+$3). Rat 
weak start; ‘svent into-cut ra 

. right. after opening; ., must -4 
‘prove materially ,to:,stay,..°~ 

|“Top Speed,” Chanin’s 46th. St. (¢: 
/ week) (M-1,413-$5,50).~ ‘With ae 
3100 New. Year’s eve, Holiday we -"” 
went to. $39,000, not . big. Lorre. 

‘ ‘major ‘musical, 9! °°. >: reer \: ane 
“Wake Up. and. Dream,” Selwka: ©. 
(2nd: week) (R-1,067-$6.6fg 
Played.’ 10. performancea - wl. 
high scales for. -prem{eré. ar, 

_ holiday eve; : $55,000, tieing “Sox ' 
‘.‘o’ Guns”, for leadership last: wacky 
“Waterloo . Bridge,” ~ Fulton © Ast: 

week) (C-913-$9.85). Present¢é.. 
by Charles . Dillingham; “wre2%- 

' by. Robert Emmet. Sherwé:,: ; 

iso iid,’ Belasco (23rd -we. 2 ¥:- 
(C-1,050-$3.85) . Nine performanot. ee 
for season’s first comedy smask®, 

$16,000-or better... : a 
“June: -Moon," Broadhurst (14th 

source of ..considerable discussion week). (C-pee $5). north ay 

among stock'qperators. Some main-| performances; that: and. big eve 
tain that it is a big draw and.where| ‘money ‘gent gross to $31,000. 

the “stars” can be afforded - busi-'| “Mendel, Inc.,” Ritz (7th week) (C- 

‘ness has been. surprisingly. uarger.| - 945-$3.85). Moved here from Har- 

This is ‘true in spots. Yet the.en-| 0° : 

By Mark Vi ance ‘|. . cellent. business; added matinee | 

gagement of the “stars” has puta}... = 

‘mighty. big crimp in the b. nr, and) Vy  Menun Clean 

aE ae ee ese aay name | Cn Troup Cleans |. 
ber of stocks put on the “guest| Up on. Commonwealth 

‘star” gag and then collapse com-|. , Pittsburgh J 4. 

1 sear omen ‘1g almost absurd then!) arter william Lando, local Yid- 
or the managers to attempt the, ,. toe “ahr thoit war 

plain little permanent. company in dish stock implica nee ‘ vtract 

shows to follow the “stars.” -- & terminated nis week coLtract. 
a an : ee . [with a group of 12- imported: play-. 

Where one stock manager after|ers, preferring to forfeit his bond 

another cries: and bemoans. hard | with the Hebrew Actors’ Union 

New Basil Sydney-Mary Eliis play |} 

about $9,000, a’teriffia flop. ~ ” 
George. Sharp: :stock in special 

_ New. Year's eve midnight show .and . ee 

‘extra mat went. above usual figures! Though stock producers won't 

at. $8,000 with “Getting Gertie’s Gar- | aqmit it, 1929 is the reddest of red 

_ ter. Lon wee | they shave. experienced .in all their 

. Se years: And. 1930 doesn’t augur 

6 Pagve.’’. LH well. Co, - 

Front Page, . Raw, Does ‘Stock. managers saw: the. cards 

Top Sor Bainbridge Co. | being :stacked against them by the 

IE itinneapolis, Jan. 4 +] PiCtUrEs SE en ae ot yes. 
The legit staged somewhat of a. giving. stock along the lines of yes- 

‘comeback this week. | -— 7 ‘teryeay; .while the screen manufac- 

With. prices boosted ‘to $3.85 on | turers kept whanging away at prog- 

New -Year's.eve and‘ at the matinee | ress that-finally brought them. the 

and evening performances on New || talkers. - mo 

Year's day and with the scale $3 the’} with the advent of the present 

‘balance of the week, “Porgy” drew | season even the staid old stock 

around $10,000: on its return at the “ little ~ hope, but 

‘Lyceum. In on a. stiff: guarantee | stager held out little ~ hope, 

and lost nothing. . opined that the talker wouldn't. last 

“Minne vont Page." put on with: [and that it would make Ht al fe| simes and. the “breaks” others rather eogether ona co 
bridge y dramatic “stock ; company, to come back into their own. There Point k oot or re str inctaroe, oe Me acts roger theatre in with ue font holiday eve, b a 

mado the natives Bae p est ereek of a ae exces ohne the aoe Henry Duffy, on the west coast.|the Center avenue sector, formerly | “Wonderful Night,” Mafestic (111. 

Sr eisee. ‘The gross went close | 2d stock is pointing & Yet, granting that Duffy is success- |S!ven over to silent films, and have | week) (O-1,776-$5.50); ‘Dropg 

out. | } __| ful, his type of stock and the kind |been making a go of Yiddieh s'ock. to $20,000, but pace materially Jay: 

Few stock producers have ble} Q" nroauctions are wholly away| Last week, with Molly Coher. sent | ,,, Proved by holiday going. . - 
Oe oad, of pre ol > Woof Woof,” Royale (8rd -wee 

enough bankrolls to go very far fromthe. weekly change of stock|0% from New York as: guest star,| "(3r-1118-$4. yale (8rd week 

against boxoffice crushing condi= bills in the sticks. naan @ach-one-of-the-players-netted-$102;- 
Ao eainee eae eae rend ; 

tions. : an more than many of them were re- | tart. usine BRC: 

5. J. Leventhal has shuffled plans|. And there’s the radio. Radio| Tew of the old stock warriors are| ceiving from. Lando. House they oft oo poor star f, using some ¢ i 

again and has sidetracked. his pro- handing.a bigger and wholly unex- left. They have found each recur-|have is Center Square, a 600-seater, | “Young. Sinners,’ Moroseo qa 

posed production of “Baby Blue” in | pected angle through huge commer- | ring year a little tougher than the |and trade has been building stead- | week) (CD-893-$3). Extra 

favor of a new musical “You Don't cial firms and business interests of| previous one. So they have folded |jjy., ‘ te, nees went to capacity herelaake | 

Say,’ featuring Mary Hay.’ the country spending millions inj and given it up as hopeless. Oth-} Union has ‘agreed to send them on in 10 performances takings quot¢@h . 

It bows in at the Broad Street, | giving hourly air entertainment has| ers hang grimly on, hoping appa-jat ‘least one well-known Yiddish wYoue nee Dudl Pea. 

“Newark, N. J., Jan. 20, and’ comes | certainly added more than its mite| rently against fate, which has yet |actor or actress weekly, with Bessie week) (Cok 042-$3)." Noe, (Sa: 

-to.a New York house two weeks | tothe downfall of stock. ; to turn the big card of permanent|Thomashefsky the present guest| real coin; last week betioee : 

later. - nee" phe ‘stock “gtiest “star” is: the} success on stock.” ~~ ">" "" ‘so fptab or te a ey vee + tween” $7,000 and $8,000. aa 7 

: 
an 

‘ . oe yo" ! + . a ¥ 
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VARIETY 

A. Stamp Figurer 
ine O. M. Samuel, a mugs in New 
‘leans, and a chump anywhere; 
jo;.says “Variety” owes him $160. 
fe'doesn’t ask or demand payment, 
at says. It’s for stamps used for 

“years to mail envelopes contain- 

gy some of the best wastepaper 

psket | matter ever received by 

lety.” 
24 years the mugg has been 
“Orleans correspondent for|- 
ty,” without space. For noth- 
That is, as far as “Variety” 

- And now the red headea 

mée.-wrecker thinks he has spent 

"94: years $150 for ordinary 2c. 

ois. He might have used a 
fal: delivery or air mail stamp 

r then, 
[. always has been fussy about 
itials, Never would tell what 
«M. stood for, O stands for 
‘and M stands for Mugg. Mr. 
Mugg is being informed he 
get the $150, or any part of 
the won't be fired, and he 
esign;. he’s Just the New Or- 
correspondent of “Variety.” 
only is this chump the oldest 
ondent for (not on) “Va- 

-hut he’s the only one who 

Tot now paid space rates. He 
an’'t been so very active lately, 

nt for nothing he needn’t work too 

ard, 
However, during these years and 

how, it does seem as though 
‘Muge and Saenger Circuit 

speréd. Before the Saengers and 

Fv. Richards sold the Saenger 

énit to Publix Theatres, those 

in 

to 

ceaed 

Panis grosses. The Saenger Cir- 

;.on the grosses 2rinted in '"Va- 

geoured. some very low rent- 

¢h,: the Saengers probably 

6a to ‘have the Mississippi 

‘bad cotton year, or if not 

the rentals. 
m the Saenger Cc 

: . by: Publix, everything 

jo the South. The Saenger 

“mented a house.in Rye, N. Yu 

‘the Ossie Mugg started to build } fiction writer in New York is $6,- 

home in New Orleans. It's all 000 a ‘ye 3 

my Geoge T. Delacorte,. Jr., Street &. 

Smith, W. M. Clayton, Bernarr Mac- 

fadden and W. H. Fawtett. Espe- 

clally the last-named. - , 

peculiar. One wouldn't sus- 

‘ the red headed bandit of being 

the Saenger payroll while with 

‘ariety” and those grosses,, how 

me this new home all of a sud- 

‘And nowadays, when New Orleans 

‘dsses are’ reported, they appear 

pave immensely increased from 

& time when the Saenger Circuit 

ow {self and paid its own rentals. 

Mortunately, Mr: Samuel didn’t 

th. scar in‘ New York this year. He 

y have got the idea from a letter 

tten to him. He likely wants to. 

VE, it until that Saenger explanation 

SN too long overdue to be requested 

 @ Haddle horse the mugg bought 

her, and she fell off the horse 

‘i-she burt -her back. and the 

“se got off free and Sam says 

oe he no come to New York 

‘ae. spurmmer. 

HM. Sideline. in Paris. 

tor Glover; dramatic. critic of 

aris edition. of the New York 

E Aid,” ig confining his: duties to 

Literati 
let out by Paramount as its foreign 
play reader. Gloyer, like so. many 

other Parisian newspapermen, held 

down this alternate job, with a desk 

submitting translations . of ‘French 

plays to Jesse L. Lasky with a view 

signed a man from New York for 

that post’ combined with other 

duties. . 

This multiple job-holding. by 

newspapermen in Paris.seems. to, be 

generally accepted by their sheets, 

the latter probably realizing best 

that the pressmen must ‘augment 

their incomes in view of local stand- 

ards. As a result, ‘they ‘double,. 

triple and even quadruple. in their 

tasks, dividing their interests: ac- 

cordingly, chiefly °as press-agents 

‘for hotels, fashion houses,.étc. _ 

In the case of Paramount, the 

thought that possibly favoritism to Johnson was. Gertrude. Bovee, who 

a theatrical interest by. a “Herald” 

‘newspapermay in the circuit’s em- 

ploy, seemingly means nothing." 

Paramount, as 4 result, 1s said to 

have things, pretty well sewed up. 

locally in the way ‘of: publicity, 

charging ‘those extra francs off to 

the general exploitation overhead, 

and probably the‘cheapest buy for 

the theatre operators through ‘this 
more or less frank subsidy. 

‘When writérs’ gather they :say" St | 

never has been so easy to. break into 

the writing field as now. Numerous 

new #ags. are responsible for a drop 

.:  .. Best Sellers ae 

(Compiled by Womrath, Inc, retail and wholesale booksellers) - 

' : + Fiction ‘ Te oe 

Ewell tO ATMS. ...ccerccesesecnceecs 

x-Hushand PPT PPeTTTTTTT TTT 

ery Of, WOMEN. .eseeceeecceseeereveseeseesig
s 

a wie ceecceerceerssee
ensesesensssssssarss

esceseeee 

na the Plt. cccecvsavecvraeerecsseers 

Ss Non-Fiction 

Sp elalist ce cocecg cc cceececncesssessse
ssssasecasaeeeesns 

AUGHL SHOrt..cccscc
veccescccacss

sessscsoseses
ees? 

alve Against the GOS. ccccccccccccccvevesvornios 

SSATY?.. es eveees scecceccccccesceseesThurper and-White [li oe Vecnare rx, Cees 

(Compiled, by Brentano’s, retail booksellers). ‘ter of gonare. Jerome, founder. of. 

Fiction Leese Jerome Park racetrack, ane 

i dson River Bracketed....eeesses 

ewell to AUIS... .cceceeceeeerseeseceeeeeess
 Ernest Hemingway 

Peter Arno’s Parade......sssseseesseecseesens 

Nor the. Defense....-ccccccsevesesenc
ossssecs 

welve Against the Gods..cccessseescesseseesers 

“Sex: Necessary?..csssecceccsscoo
ceeressces 

rriage and Morals....ceccccvcsdos
secscvenessce® 

iger houses did a terrible busi- in standards. Most anyone who can 

iS, according to “Variety.” “Mr. |be understood has more than a fair 

uel always reported the New | chance of acceptance. _ 

keen. They are being tied up by the 

‘maga for exclusive work: Quantity 

rom the film distributors in{is desired, as always, Nom de 

York, it has been alleged. }plumes are used to get a writer 

m- ‘the - rentals: -weren’t low | represented more than once in any 

one issue. oO 

ow. Anyway, there was a fiood | writers mostly those contributing |; 

i there and the Saenger rentals [to the pulp-wood mags, going in for 

ower. After that the South ‘full-time work in the fiction field. 

Limited markets and difficult entry 

always something to keep formerly made it necessary for most 

, of them to hold on to non-writing 

ircuit was {jobs ‘to live, burning the midnight. 

oil to write on chance. Now they. 

devote all their time to writing, and 

rs,:,Julian, and Abe, retired. | selling all they turn out. 

d-)) werson;--Besides;-his.-wifa.is ride. fashion consultant, 

Twas guest critic for the World last 

ows end marvels at their type- 

“paper exclusively, having been). 

LEGITIMATE 

—ORITY 
| -Mr, and’ Mrs. Owen Jahnson re-|° 

éently gave a big: luncheon. party 

at Mayfair House, Park avenue, for | 

their son-in-law and daughter, Mr. 

and. Mrs. Peter F. , Chambers. 

Chambers is a baritone. with the 

American Opera at’ the Casino. the-: 

atre, and is a nephew of. Robert 

W.. Chambers,: the novelist. - Mrs.° 

Chambers, 2d, and Mrs. William. E.. 

-Kugeman, Jr., are daughters by the 

‘first of Owen Johnson's five wives, 

the Paramount ‘offices ‘in Paris, 

their picture rights. Lasky as- 

gon, ‘a. well-known -novelist, .son of}. | 

‘Robert Underwood Johnson, for- 

mer ambassador to Italy, was next. 

divorcea by Esther Cobb, who sings 

professionally. as. Mme. = Cobina 

‘Wright....She ‘became the ‘second - 

wife of William May. ‘Wright..Owen 

Johnson’s third was. the: late Cecile 

de la Garde, and his fourth the late 

| Catherine... S.. Burton, : mother. of 

| ‘patricia -Johnson. ‘The fifth. Mrs, 

‘was ‘first Mrs. Mackay. and then 

Mrs. .John A. Le’ Boutillier,. with a 

‘|Mackay daughter, Lorna. ~- _— 

-The-guests: at Mayfair House in- 

cluded. Mrs.’ Dorothy Caruso (as. the 
lady who ‘divorced. Capt. Ernest 
‘Ingram‘now calls herself), ‘and. Mrs. [ 

Wiiliam ‘Astor Chanler (who, .as.| 

Minnie Ashley, was once @ musical 
‘| comedy favorite). 

'. Mrs. Campbell Visiting. _ 
Mrs.. Patrick Campbell is at the. 

Hotel Ambassador, with Mrs. Ben- 
jamin ‘S.: Guinness. |. The. latter 
makes her’ homé in’ London, where 

her husband enjoys @ large income. 

‘from ‘ the’ brewery business, Mrs. 

Campbell was born in:1865, daugh- 

ter. of an Englishman, John Tanner, 

and: his Italian wife, Imigia Ro-| | 

manini.:... She began acting in 1888,.[ 

ws . ot eu, || in 1893 making her big hit as “The |. 

weeseveesErnest Hemingway - Second. Mrs!s Panqteray,’” and .an-. 

Anonymous }|other, in’ 1895, as “The Notorious. 

“Theodore Dreiser || Mrs. Ebbsmith.” “In. 1902 shé made 

Emil Luawig | |the first of several visits to, America. 

e@oeveece ‘eee eove we oe e ..Kuprin . . Her first husband : was Patrick 

aon , Campbell,..and: her ‘second George 

‘Cornwallis-West, .many..years her 

|| Junior. . He. had. previously been 

| divorced. by. Her intimate friend, 
Lady. Randolph Churchill, who was. 

Fiction Writer's Income: . 

ow 

..Chic :Sale = 
...ddie Cantor 
William Bolitho: 

..eee Peter Arno. [| 2, 
‘|| Jennie Jerome, of New York, daugh- 

In “Syracuse”. From ‘Trenton. 
_Ruth.. Donnelly, -who-~ returns to 

‘Broadway in “Phe Sap From ‘Syra 
‘cuse,” “hails-ftom ‘Trenton, : where | 

.| | Vier ‘unele’ is mayor. ‘He: ‘recently | 

‘authorized’ ‘the “deepening ‘of: the 

| canal, so has been nicknamed - “Old 
(Man .River): 7 8 : 
: ‘When. Ethel Barrymore made her 
stellar, debut, in 1901,"1t. was in. 

|“Gaptain Jinks,”" by Clyde. Fitch. 

|@he played: the role -of -a. singer 

from Trenton who - became ‘known: 

‘as Mme. Trentoni. .. me, 

peavccoseg beter ‘Arno. | 
.Edward Marjoribanks. . 

.. William Bolitho” 
veeoecs. dames ‘Thurber: - 

Bertrand Russell" 

Competition for ‘able writers is | . Frances: Alda’s: Farewell 

}, The “farewell” staged by Frances 

Alda at. the Metropolitan Opera 

House was certainly a touching af- 

fair, after 21 years, during which 

time she married” and. divorced 

‘Gatti-Casazza, the’director. She is 

‘to devot® herself to radio, In. the 
It’s responsible for scores of | 

‘spring Mme. Alda. publishes her 

‘“reminiscences.” In. her . native 

| Australia, as Frances Adler, she 

started in-the chorus. of musical} 
‘comedy., ‘She. was named after an. 
aunt, Frances: Simonsen, known ‘in: 
opera as Frances - Savile. “Another 
aunt was Florrie Siniongon, actress. 
Her grandmother,. Mme. Simonson, 
was a music teacher in Melbourne. 
- Of recent years Mme. Alda has 

Average income of the average 
& eee | often been sued by: tradespeople. - 

ar, most of it coming from “Vi ctue \For Sale” Soon. 

‘Virtue For’ Sale,” by -Lillian 
Trimble Brady, soon:opens in Lon- 

don. Mrs. Bradley married ‘George |. 

Broadhurst, who: built the theatre 
in: New York bearing. his name, 
after a protracted courtship. In 
1920 he: produced Mrs. Bradley's 
“Phe Wonderful Thing” ‘as a star- 
ring play for thé late Jeanne’ 
Bagels. 9 9 

_ International .P. A.” 
First international publicity man 

will be Benjamin Sonnenberg, 247° 

Park avenue, New York, p. a., who. 

opens a Paris branch in May, to 

handle Mauboussin, .French.jewelry 

concern, Minerva, Price Matchabelli 

perfumes, Hotel George V, etc. in 

Paris. a : 
Sonnenberg now has the Grand. 

Duchess Marie of Russia at Berg- 

dorf-Goodman. in New York as 

pected to marry Thomas L, Chad- | 
bourne, whose second wife had just 
died. Later, however, he marrie 
Marjorie, daughter of the late Dr. 
H. Holbrook Curtis, throat special- 
ist. ; .. 

‘Die yéar 1929 was, a bad one f 

American. musical ‘comedy
 boom came to 

plays disappeared. . - - ee 

* The ‘all-triumpha; 

and I. usually: 
put; after care 
true that not one 
ing. the whole of 19291 

the late Mary Galt Stockley. John-} - 

talkers. went ‘on churning © 

¢ most interesting when I saw ( a 

ful consideration. of a. duli year’s plays, I helieve At is 

‘American play produ 

' “Merry Merry, 

Everything;”. “Follow Thru 
Arthur” -were the only 

Moon” brought the run of r 

yerything” dragged ‘along, .. “Hold E 
ndon, where; in spite 0 able for Lo 

‘we all pre 
too noisy.. 
was badly cast. .- 
“Follow Thru’ ” 
theatre. where, playg 
like marionettes, 60 . 
cannot hear.” 2: - 
Well, the: 
Arthur,” whic 

£ Carnera.an 

e our sports serlously.. 

-I did not see..“The, Five: O'Clock: Girl,” 

“guffered from the largeness : 

oers write to, me, “The actors and: actresses look . 

far away are they, 

em-all was “A 
it was on Marx .- 

drivel when you saw if on the stage. 

worst of them 
h, based though 

looked like the most amateur 

imerican play prod 
was most artistica 

for more than afew weeks, 

~The best A 
_. | which; as you know, 

acted... Still, it. 

tremendous: yelp of praise I gave it. 

~.“@aprice,” which was. : bo 
Guild, -was,. to. my -mind,. altoget 
‘The actors really: ‘acted: 
know it. - Still, they call. that art, 
f: the house were not 

‘Jieve the sta , 

care, 

did ‘not. run 

much. booste 
her too precious 
h they: were acting ‘and you had --to 

nowadays, I suppose. 
full, even-on 
ways pretty ‘well patronized, 

a Some, Bad Flops . 
' Much worse was “Coque 
childishly artless. 

‘drum ‘had been Bb 
Arthur Hopkins. ‘had a b 
fashion. for young gentlemen to 
two or three other people. were tal 

tte,” which flopped. ‘and 
the London career of Helen. 

nged so.much when she appeared in ‘The Patsy.” 

ad: flop with. “Parig Bound,” 
go.on the stage and play the piano while. 

EC ulking, This bunk idea fortunately has been 

killed :now.. I like it because you cannot hear. the piano “and you can+-. 

‘not hear the: dialog.: Still, the public think the other wWay.. - , on 

“Afraid ‘of, the Dark” .was perhaps the worst American production 

. ; e nights and therefore shared the glory 

of the shortest run with “The:Man Who Missed It,” 
which also-ran for only five ni : _ 

of: the year.’ It ran for only fiv' 

‘Indegency. of a Maternity Home 
nt’? committed. the indecency of being 2 
e and atarted off. with the idea that English audiences 

. funny to see unfortunate men waiting in'a nursing. home 
ty ‘while their. wives had babies. rs 

“Little Accident’ 
(a maternity ho 
‘would think. it. funn 
‘full..of anxie 

I.dia n&t see “Craig’s .7 
‘did I see “The Black Ace, 
“The Devil in the. Cheese,” which also flopped. 
“The Bachelor Father” broke all the rules ina 

ed it in the original New. York style, Then it- flopped, of 
1 Aubrey. Smith cleaned it up and ran it as a commonwealth. 
Then. they cleaned it up again, and revived it a few weeks afterwards 
fwith Peggy O'Neil. It had three leading ladies. and it was played “in 
[three theatres all in about eight weeks. — 7G 

‘Still, it’ failed to.make. any i | 

Wife,”. which ran fo 
” which made‘no: impression. Nor did ‘I see- 

tcendor pass 
Fcourse,. .So 

ot , - The Return of Gladys Frazin . 
_ “This Thing Called Love” proved @ clumsy failure for, 
Bound,” it took-an American slant on marriage. and was quite misun- 
derstood he hehe Devil in Bronze” made its author, Austin Pagé,. 
ee nm ‘ims ic u at he ook the theatre for six months. It flopped from 

“The Woman in 

‘derstood here, 

spare a couple 
nothing, 

‘Lucille and the Face-Slapper. ° ” 
That is the h.story.of America’s year in London, 

LaVerne insisted .on playing Shylock in “The Merchant of Vénice” ‘for 
Jone entire week. Virginia Pemberton, of whom I said’ frank things 
When fhe played Portia, is still writing me nice lettérs “about tt from 

3 , sen . . . . : "4 . . Or Seana 
Wheat woeet he ne Poems and ‘all sorts. of things. ‘I shall like Virginia, 

Unfortunately, I. did meet: 

“At ‘that time’ Jeanne was ex-|.- 
I reckon that the 24's 

1929 made $1,590,000 and that the 86 failures los 
that the 22 American productions of. va Ce elt noe eon 

this year cost $520,000. 
I was barred from 11 first nigh 

ot vista 

St. John Ervine ‘has. written. an 
article on New York's critics of the 
drama, It will appear in a Sunday 

edition of the New York Morning. 

World, which requested the yarn. 

The English. author and- reviewer 

Arthur Rankin, film actor, sep- 
arated from his wife, Ruth Rankin, 
scenario writer, is the son of 
Phyllis Rankin, actress, by her first 
husband. Phyllis “has long been 
married to Harry Davenport, actor, 
brother of the late Fanny Daven- 
port, famous star. Arthur is a 
grandson of the late Mt. and Mrs. 
McKee ‘Rankin, players... McKee 
Rankin long had Nance O'Neill as 

(Continued on page 118) — 

season.’ Ervine rates New York's 

critics as an honest’ bunch of fel- 

writer stamina. As for himself he 

(Continued on page 117) ot 

pane Rankine eee 
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London As It Looks 
By Hannen Swaffer 

- London, Dec, 20. 

or American plays.in London. The 

a sudden end, - American crime 

ut. that sort of thing, 
it on the. screen 

ced-in London made money dir’ 

American Musical.Comedy Fails =. ; ; 

‘ive O'Clock” Girl,” ““The New. Moon,” “Hold |. 

and “A Yankee at the Court of King 

n. musical plays. staged. 

Drury Lane’s luck to'an end. 
“The New 

its. story of a boxer being unsuit- 

“Merry Merry” was a bit 

of the new Dominion 

In “many. of ‘the seats you 

Yankee at the Court of King 
Mark Twain's splendid . book, 

..°" @ood-Shows. That. Did: Not: Pay ce es 

uced in: London during 1929 was “Porgy,” . 

ally staged and- most naturally 
in spite of the 

a@ here, when done by the Theatre 
and: self+important. 

The back parts 

the first night, and although I be- 
the. public’ did “not 

‘gagged and proved | 

an, English ‘farce, 

wv 

funny play about 

rT only afew nights. ’ Nor 

mpression. 

. Room 13” brought J. L. Sacks back 1 ment 
for aon three were me had been trying to wet pack: for “two panen 

nd then, when Monty Banks marrie 1 
to put some money ‘up for his bride. Se ee oer etry 

and arguments of all kinds, and people Jost their money. . 
. “The Stranger Within” dragged along for a few weeks. 
brought from New York by Edgar Wallace, who apparently could not’ 

of hours jn which to write a new play himself, . did. 

‘éxcept that ‘Lucille 

: “Lillian Foster,..who, thinking I was at 
tacking: her personally ‘when. I was only finding fault with her ated 
voice in “Conscience,” smacked my face in the Savoy Grill Room. She 
will be interested #0 know that cuttings ‘are still coming from. Aus 

alia and Africa and India about the incident w mention her 
name. All are about me. ; Ment but that few mention ner 

Profits and Losses 
uccessful- plays produce 

ts. Nine of those 11 plays lost money. 

d all that sort of nonsense, _ 

put Iam told it 

ord, whose -. 

which set the | 

remarkable way.. The , 

like “Paris 

There were rows in the theatre 

“Brothers,” 

a in London. during 

rious kinds that London saw 

I send my affectionate greetings to..Charlie Cha 
Joe. Schenck, Nathan Burkan, Sophie Tucker, Bayona Vetter Al Wace 
‘Charles Dillingham, Noel Coward, Big Bill. Thompson Du Bois Ha 
ward, Irene Franklin.and husband, Doug and. Mary, Clive Brook, Fr: nk 
Wilson, Evelyn Laye, Reginald Denham, James Whale, Winnie Sheehan 
Karl Kitchen, George Kauffman, Ashton Stevens, Bill Morrts, son an¢ 
daughter, Arthur Hammerstein, Arthur Hopkins, Pauline ‘Lord Ernes 
Truex, D. W. Griffith, John Emerson, Lionel- Belmore, A. 3. Matth 
Lyle Andrews—yes, and Lillian Foster. co ows 

I always try to turn the other cheek, 

c 

After all, I have got enoug) 
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As Paris Is Staged 
By Abel Green 

LEGITIMATE 
—S 

Inside Stuff—Legit 
What's a team of oxen worth? There ‘is no quotation available from. 

3 | Wall Street and the Butchers’ Digest doesn’t say so, it-may take more 
‘than’ a board of arbitration to decide. Anyway. a pair -went into “Woot 

” ‘Wocé, " with the angel of the show assessed for $7,000. a 
The man who: paid for them made his b. r. from the wide ‘gale of; 

“Konjola,” a patent medicine, and. ‘buy ing oxen or beef on the. hoof fs 

out of his: line. oo , ; : an 

Paris, Dee. 22. 
. Paris: is considerably tamed. In 
‘@ quiet, sub rosa manner, and: only 

_. noticeable to an avid nite lifer, spot 
' ‘after spot is - being eliminated for 
one reason | or" another, * noticeable 

“ only to the rounder’ who. might. re- 

turn, and discover that. somebody. 

“again has been: quletly. ‘put out of 

‘business: on:one. pretext or another: 

ehiefly~ not -because of any moral || . 

breach, “for the Frenchmen: resents 

that, put perhaps through after- 
“hour: errors, improper | tax’ _remit- 
tances, or ‘the like. | 
The joints now know that. There 

-are. varying rules governing the 

and: purse, " excepting that once |. 
you've: seen one, not only have you 

seen them all but you've seen. 
enough. They are not conducive to 
repeats, From then.on,. having gone- 
in for an intensive nocturnal jaunt 
for séveral weeks, it’s.just.a matter |. 
Of. returns - to show other. visiting 
firemen around, ‘or a@-return in en-.|. 
nui through ‘not haying anything 
else to do.» : : 

‘Stock actors. seem to have disappeared ‘since stock w ent plovey. 
have. even lost track of each other, 
Broadway. ask where : the -others are. . 
_A couple of former’ stock producers are now turning toward ‘Broadway: 

and propose using. their old people, Looks as: though it.won’t be” Jong: 
before there are at Teast two stock companies, on Broadway. ; mo 

Shey! 
A few. around looking for. work on. 

lowe 

a 
Claés Places 

There are. a few. class. rooms ‘that , 
are possessed of a more attrac- |- 
tive character. The swanky Casa- |. 
nova, with its’ Russe motif, fs one. 

{It's ultra and ultra-expensive. Ditto 
‘the .Sheherazade and the. Russian 
Eagle, all of .the vodka motif, with 

Conditions’ of. show business. nave scared. all the smaller’ produceres’ 
‘They. sit. in ‘their: ‘offices in frightened: urigertainty ahd: mutter . that. x 
play must be a hit or nothing. 

. start all have. a ‘play - that. they. want, to do, but they ‘are afraid, to 

Formerly nothing but getting the packing. worried. an indie producer. 
He ‘always thought his play was great, but now dxen if he. has a, ‘bit 

. Globe Giraling Greetings. 
- To Every One’ .- 

eateries and cabarets and they. ob-|the same 250-300 franc per. bottle a of cash. on hand- he hesitates. He frankly doesnit 
serve them diligently. A dinner: Spot | for wine imperative, and that: means. . Jimmy “My rtle and. ‘Says so. ly: ms now about hig. play. 

can’t remain open after two. 'Alat: least ‘three quarts pér. hour, if CONLIN. and: GLASS ve foe. Oe4 

 #gouper” spot-supper club—if open-| you're gonna: stick. ‘That's $48 and | | a “WHOA" Se An. ‘unintentional: break favoring Aarons ‘and Freedle was the ‘bo . ; aks, r 
ing at midnight, can go-until dawn. /the McCoy, although they. have |. - ' Direction jing of “June “Moon” into the Broadhurst, New -York,. yo they have" 
‘The “brasseries,"” meaning the many 
sidewalk cafes: where only aperitif 
beverages, coffee and ‘an. occasional 

_ sandwich or piece of cake is served, 
‘. are not as stringently: limited, al- 
_-though they automatically close on 
“the grand boulevards around one or 
. two,. at which time the nite life 
has shifted into the. Montmartre: or 

- Montparnasse, where no time-limits 
obtain. The dinner-supper. ‘restu- 
rants, | rather ‘than brook official 
frowning, commence ‘to ease the |. 

patronage out 15 minutes before the 
allotted time Hmits,.: -- 

‘This curb on the nite life . dates 
. to the first convention of the Amer- 
ican Legion here, two years ago. 
Many of the Legionnaires came over 
with thelr American wives and the 
Prefecture of Police orderéd “the 
girls” off the grand. boulevards. If. 
the . visiting stags | wanted femme 
companionship, they — could find it 
‘aplenty on the. side streets, but the’ 
main. boulevards then,. it was or-. 

. dered, were to be cleared - of: any 
- strolling ladies, That was the be- 
ginning. — 

Easier Way 

_ AS a result, this habit for a time 
has driven the better type of girl, 
4nto the many: spacious cafes, where |. 
they find it .more attractive to |. 
create: contacts in a much easier. 
“ganner and under more pleasant 

- eircumstances. 
_ Phere is a special ‘class of “conde”. 
‘girl who is more.or less favored, 
-through many ‘being police. inform-. 
ers. . They flourish. in the Mont- 

martre mostly, 
From that, many ofthe freak es-. 

tablishments have been curtailed. - 
_ The notorious. Bal Colonial—bet- 

’ ter known as the Bal du ‘Negre—on 
the Rue Blomet (Left Bank). still 
remains a highlight, This “dance- 

- hall sees “dancing”. such . as: no 
American ever saw in the States. 
It's a haunt for the dapper Sene- 

_ Balese: and the dusky-inclined: white 
- girls, and vice.versa, but one per- 
' ceives-more palefaced.. femmes and 
‘ebony males than the. other way. 
‘round. They do a type of. body- 
swaying, side-hip form of terpsi-_ 
chore that was a secret, more. or 
less, to even the seekers-out of this 
type of thing until the recent, 
‘French scandal of the Jane Weiler 
household brought it. into the. lime-. 
ight. That woman murdered her 
husband and she herself is now 
serving. a relatively light sentence. 

' The: Bal du Negre received - great: 
publicity for it was “here that the 
erotic couple -both picked 
dusky companions and retired to 
‘their household, where the tragedy - 
occurred, From thence on, the Bal 
Colonial has - been doing’ a. great 

“biz to a seven-franc admish ° “pour ‘|. 
and - a franc less. for - messieurs” 

women, ; 
“One stagey “mance” ‘spot on the 
‘rue St. Jacques -has been quietly 
slipped the lock although another 
is still blasting away for the tourist’ 
shekels, It’s comparable to another 
establishment on rue Blondel where 

--every. morbidly- inclined tourist goes 
to view an assortment of femmes 
‘parading around in “complete un- 
,dress and serving your champagne 
en deshabille, but also sitting down 
with you—as many as a dozen if 
you're a prize chump—to help you 
consume it fast at 200 francs the 

=<<ayarts If the-madame-knows.-y.ou,.. 
of course, that’s different, and you 
get away with a couple of. quarts 
and only about three: or four of 
the “waitresses” to assist. — 

n Montparnasse are two spots, 
opposite each other on: the Boule- 
vard du Montparnasse, where the 
black-and-tanning is proving a gold 
mine from evéry direction. 
Along with this is an assortment 

. of nite spots for almost every taste 

.Cilally | attractive, 

up. 

plenty of extras, taxes, percentages; 

etc., to jack it-up. - 

Montmartre in: ‘the main is. just’ 
a glorified. -counterpart of ‘any 
Anglo-American . nite life sector, 
‘principally designed. to cater: to. the. 
‘Americans. and ‘the British, chiefly 
the ‘former. Joe. Zelli’s. Royal Box 

lnooey is part -of the picture - ‘and. 
Joe is a great male. Texas Guinan, 
‘besides which he features the mean-' 
est spaghetti: extant. oo 
The. Abbaye, just . reopened, | 

class: ditto the Rat Mort ead 
Rat) ‘but nothing especially attrac-., 
tive. The Palermo, Florida, Fio-- 
rence’s (where Peppy . de. -Albrew_ 
hosts. on. a. percentage- -per-bottle 
basis), .. Troika ‘Keshek,; ‘Chateau 
Caucasian, Chauve-Souris, Pile. ou 
Face (Heads or Tails) completes 
the roster, all: closely ‘groupéd to- 
gether, all . offering ‘nothing espe- 

The Brick-Top is. 
a black-and-tan windup spot which’ 
doesn't open until.4 a, m., but: why 
‘this silly regulation when there’s 
hardly any. life. in the joint. at that. |- 

-|hour, or later (for ‘the reason that. 
Montmartre goes dead quick nowa-_ 
days). has- yet. to be ascertained, 

Freak Spote” Bs sO 

There. are many ana supa pars |. 
ttl oms for | 

ts. too mechanical to’ prove ‘alluring 
In - that: respect. ‘There ‘are, .dpots 
of course that unofficially draw * cer-. 
tain freakish clientéle. - 
A performer-may go to the Ameri~ 

can quick lunchery in’ the- Rue .Pi-. 
| galle, formerly Lou Mitchell’s-prop- 

iting colored: jazzist’s name, ‘It’s a 
clean but -cheap. eatery, . cheap ‘in: 
its appointments. but not the scale.” 
Through the.type of clientele, it is. 
possessed of a character ’ that ele- 
‘vates the general drabness of the 
room. It looks like a 6th avenue. 
cafeteria anda has a Chin Lee type 
of doorman in: braid at the door, 

| just: to-add to the picture. 
All over Montmartre there . are 

Senegalese gone Oriental, in Turk- 
ish fezes, owning the coffee conces- 
sions in the class cabarets, There 
are: American negroes, | obviously 
proud of the white women they. es- 
cort and, if another American white 
party is.in the room, they make. 
their familiar relationships a bit 
more marked, strictly for audience 
effect. For Van Vechten Paris is it. 
‘There are other. Jess dusky, just 

slightly swarthy. and ‘more regularly 
featured Seriegalese- and. Africans, 
who are pseudo- -Argentinlans or 
South’. Americans _ or . ‘Spaniards. 
However, these aubterfuges- are ex-. 
traneous, tor there is: no color line 

anywhere.. ~_ 
There ' are “other -type joints, 

strictly tourist like La Fetiche, 
‘which is .the feminine counterpart 
of La Petlte Chaumiere.’ Here the. 
gals wax very masculine and while 
It’s all siaged, as is the Apache. 
hodey, these spots attract _ the 
‘queers ‘of all kinds. 

Rue Delappe and its alleged 
Apache sector. look and dress the 
part, but the tip-off Is that throw- 
aways and handbills are circulated 
on the-grand boulevards for tourist 
edification and the scale they - get 
from the non-natives. ‘The pictur- 
esquely: attired peasants are. just 
midinettes and: messenger boys in 

tariff ‘per drink slipped on. to-the 

tourist, 
‘youth . doubles in brass as “man- 
ager” for two or ‘three of his par- 

ticular girl friends. A gréat gag 
for the joints, of course, And noth- 
ing to worry about, either, what 
with a ‘couple of gendarmes sta- 

These cops are the best ballyhoo— 

erty and still known ky the ploneer- : 

“the=main=and=couldn't--afford._the_]. 

An occasional handsome }- 

THOS. J. rection RICK. 
WM: MORRIS AGENCY- 

they suggest a non-existent daneer,: 
and the uniformed boys deserve be- 
‘ing. on the payroll, as’ ‘they Probably 
are. . 

: Staking - 

“That's: ‘the underside of Paris, in. 
of 

course, must he conformed with.|. 
The bowing orchestra maestro of no 

the | main. Certain custonis, 

the terrible orchestras—he’ s usu> 
ally a. fiddler—when ‘he gives you 

‘that grand “bon soir, messieur, ” it 
Mméans you can be.a ‘spendthrift and |. 

give him all, of 20. francs: (80c.) as 
“pourboire” (drink ‘wioney, gratuity 
‘or just plain tip) for his staff. Don’t 
do that and you're. embarrassed. 
you won't. come back. It’s a bad 
idea tor the management, but they 
all take that’ same attitude of let- 
ting the public pay for everything, 

not alone’ for: the. metshandige:. or 

“yestiare! ‘(coatroom, ‘which’ is” ‘oke, 
of course), an assortment of door- 

men and starters, and: withal ‘to. a. 
| greater degree, if not.as expensive, 
as in New York, =~ - 

Running out of the. nite: life, the | 
visitor will go: in for the’ Bal Tab- 
arin and Moulin Rouge. bals, merely |: 
large, glorified dance halls, ‘featuring | 
a form of. floor. ‘show,’ ithe highlight, 

| of which is the “can-can.' ” That's 
re ‘pip’ specialty. fer. New. York as a 
demonstration of an’ original school 
of. French terpsichore. 

‘the .Cirquesi.Medrano,. de. Paris. Ang 
‘D'Hiter; ‘also.,the ‘Palais .de, Glace |. 
‘(ice skating arena onthe: Champs |. 
-Elysées)y, of for the. loca] -hotel ac-: 
livities..: That usually; obtains. more 
for. the natives—those | who. don’t 
kriow_ what else to do., , 

“Swank Stuff 
There’ s Ctro’ 3 for the swanky, ‘and | 

Its next-door Phillipe’ s, equally’ as]: 
good and expensive,. if not famous, 
-Right across the street, - on the Rue 

Daunou, is Harry’s ° famous New 
York bar, a meeting-greeting place, 
as are the nearby Henry and 
Johnny's bars; ditto...the w. k. 
Scribe and Ritz bars, or further up- 

town (westward), on the Champs 
Elysees, are the Claridge, Le Berry, 
Fouquet’s and the basement of the 
Restaurant des Champs Elysees; 
also _ downtown, in the’ form o 

swank eateries, ‘are the Cafe de 

‘Paris ‘and. Delmonico’s, rating in- 
differently, but heavy on the checks, 
both: 

Tf. you re in Paris for any length 
of time you. get to know. the gen-. 

eral picture in a hurry. 
‘It as ‘unconsciously as you do the 
occasional ‘word of restaurant. 
French to help you eat successfully 
things. other than poulet, veau, jam- 
bon - and -oeufs, . 

‘the ‘easiest to ‘remember 
chicken, veal, ham and eggs. - 
On ‘the. Left..Bank of Montpar-. 

nasse, along with its saucy Jungle 
and Jockey clubs, there are the fa- 
mous Dome,. 
Rotonde cafe bars, the hangouts of 
‘the artistically inclined, .espectally 
at the Dome, 

other similarly paraphrased cafes 
pot. th their_ ideas, These are the 
greatest museums of humankind in’ 
‘the world; veritable -cocktail of 

faces and phases. You can stall 
over a drink for hours and be in- 
terested in your: surrounding per- 

sonalities. 
The upstairs of an adjacent. bras- 

serie is a cabaret and notorious for 

tioried at all: such spots, just in ¢ase.‘ the general viciousness of its im- 
port, appreaching more the. charac. ' 

-From. thet. one go0és in for -an. as-.| 
-‘portment’ ‘of inidoor circuses, as* at’ h 

“You absorb 

because. these are 
for | 

La Coupole and La’ 

from whence. the | 

under lease from the: Shuberts. 

bert ‘office. ‘outsmarting: itself.. 

_ The Broadhurst, is more adaptable to musical shows, having 12: necits. * 
Jon. the ower. floor. ee : : e 

‘ : ‘(Continued from. page. 114) | ae 

pies for : a pleture from’ a farmer, was being: sued for 24 ples born ‘aus 
the ‘shooting. . 

Dec.- 4--Arnusement: stocks were lagging in a recovering market, :: 
embalmed. whales ‘at two- bits” a. look were mopping up as an, ou 
attraction, 

Harry Le Stuart and William Fox;' had ‘been appointed, and belief 
growing: that picture business eventually ‘would be a Jbranch | o 
American Telegraph and Telephone Co. ee 

. Dec, 18—Sidney R. Kent, ‘general manager of. Paramount, ‘told hi 
force ‘the independent. exhibitor must be saved in ‘the interests’ | 
ture business,. and Clara.Bow and Harry Richman : were - ‘forced to. 
clowning their. ‘amorous ‘affair in the’ interests. of. ‘the. same pict 

| business, ; 
‘Dec, 25—Inter national afr hookups for. film exploitation. look. ke: 

thing for: 1930, and a guy. was running around Broadway: with: oo ] lack: y 
eye because he mistook asthma for passion. . fn 

~AMTERATI 
(Continued from page 116) 

says he coula not, stand the almost 
nightly pace of. covering new plays, 
‘though. ‘he: expects to return here’ 
goon:for one purpose . or another. . 

“His: ‘play: “Phe. First Mrs. Frazer” |- os 

opened. in. ‘New York recently, but 
ig story: was timed to break some- 

tinie after its premiere. cot 

- Ervine stood very well with ‘the : 

There. thority has been glyen a contract: 
“the ‘National 

newspaper. crowd over here. 
were. several exceptions, _ notably 
the two columnists Heywood ‘Broun 
and Walter . ‘Winchell, - who were 
‘minded to kid with ‘St. ‘John rather . 
than annoy him. 

Frank Wilstach’s Similes 

; Filmdom’s aimile. -exper't, Frank 
Wilstach, “who, has conipited a. dic- 
tionary. on the subject, has just fin- 
ished picking the finest 200, similes 
conceived ‘during. 1929. 

The winners. include seribblers, 
hovelists, playwrights and.all specie 
of the literati field, lowly: film trade- 
‘Paper men: as well. - 

. Most.remarkable quality’ is: ‘in the 
f sticktoitiveness, exhibited by Frank: 

All during the year his office has 
been piled high with books, period- 
icals and papers of nonedescript 
classification. 
every one for the digest. 
Anybody can get a free copy of 

the: lst: by. writing. to’ Frank at. the. 
Briefly, the sémi-meta-. Hays office, 

phors run all the way ‘from “She is 
long and thin as'a-wax candle” to 
“About - as “uproarfous as a. gnat’s 
laugh. ; 

Novelizing Talkers: - 

Harry Sinclair Drago, the novel- 
ist, goes with A. L.. Burt Co. to 

ter of an ‘establishment . de. femme _ 
rather ‘than a nite club. 
-For the most it’s nothing you can 

find,-in. any other metropolis, ex- |" 
cepting that here: everything is 
[widd open.-Everything=pampera= to. 

the meretricious tastes of tourists 
and it’s all a case of. as-you-)ike-it. 
Littie wonder, therefore, that the 
Parisians resent the general reac- 
tion, knowing that New York, Lon- 
don, Berlin—which they say is even 
hotter, if you. know how—Vienna,: 
Ronve and Pareelona (also. extrac 

Ma tly $0) ar¢-ol a same par. 

The show has been. leading the non-.. 
musicals on Broadway, averaging over “$25, 000 weekly. | 

.| slated for the Royale which Sam.H. Harris, the show's producer, favored, } 
The Shuberts recelved a. report. from a. couple of yes men that .the: show | : 
‘was not so hot, so the booking was ‘switched. It was. a- case of the. Shu-, . 

cA Year in “Variety” 

{First two. ivill be “Rio Rita”..and: 

{arist, has done one eraecot pee fox 
Rig ‘Burt,.. 

“Evangeline,” - 

He read .each and | 

| 

of ‘that in one of the new bod 

‘w biography of the late Donn. Byit, 

“Grand=theatrehere=-playing-="2 

It was’ ‘originally... 

dig}. 

{novelize a ‘series’ of filme; to. ‘he-pub- £ 
‘Hlished ‘in a popular-priced. edi 

“The ‘Trespasser.”. Finis ‘Fox, cen 

that. of Dolores 
and. maz 4 

others. a oo 

‘ 

Lo Chic Columnist - 
No. doubt Spedtallatically’ 

ished: as an: author, Chie 
‘going to doa daily: column; *. los 

. The: backyard |. architectural: 

Newspaper: Service 
His: ‘first syndicated column. ‘wil 
released Jan. .8 Bo hee et 

That. ‘arug-store “giveaway opEy, 
Puzzler - Magazine,” is. published, - 
by the M. P. Gould. Co., and edited 
by Edna. Mayo. It has not estab. 
lished ‘a dramatic, department a 

_For lawful obscenity,’ get ‘a. Toad: 

“Death of a Hero,” Richard Alding; 7 
ton’ 8 Angpiration. ; ; 

eee 

’ Thurston - Macauley, who hee 
Broadway. flat for Paris, has. wri 

Irish-American writer wha - a 
killed recently, © ‘Century Co, ig pu 
ishing. ‘he on 

ae 

W. Chase, - "who: eatin: 
“Vogue,” is’ the mother ‘of | ke" 
Chase, '‘the- actrere,. ' Mrg. ‘Chase 
never. atage- struck, nevertheless, : 

‘Edna. ° 

With itie. collapse of: “ignéppy 
Stories,” “Snappy Magazine” Is herr. 

‘{to take its place. Virginia: ‘O'Day: fe je 
selecting the snappy stories: for’ ‘thi: . 
new mag. _ Do th re 

"The - John Preslan4,. who. wrot.- 4 
“Mfosate,”. one of: the newer: ‘Bookim, — 
is Gladys Skelton, nae ; 

. uy 

ae 
aa 
4 

Splurge i in 1 El Paso. 
El Paso, Texas, Jan. “Y 

Callis-Baker Players at the’ Texam: 

Hole in the Wall” as first of 4.séries 
with scenic splurges, “Is That So?,"*!. 
‘East of Suez,” “Just Married” and. 
“Zeppelin”: to follow. 

Ethel Jackson and, Richard E14 
lers have just joined the compan 
an ingenue and juvenile respective 
ly, Ellers comes from the Denha 
Denver, stock which closes: Jan, 4} 

ad 

*- 



VARIETY ot 

8, L 
~-OUF-OF-TOWN REVIEWS 
. OH, SUSANNA 
i Los Angeles, Dec. 31. 
‘- & Jnusical romance in three acts and six 
b-@cenes. Book by MSHernard - McConville; 
“Jyxics -by Alfred Hustwick; music by <Au- 
“prey Stauffer; directed by George Roesner; 
Sidances staged by Bud Murray; orchestra 
‘and’ chceral direction by Constantin Baka- 
F-Joinkoff. Presented by Franklyn Produc- 
itions at the Muyan, Los Angeles, Dee. 30, 
: Susanna Marlowe Carlotta King 
Don Jose de Ortega....Wallace MacDonald 
“Aunt Hetnbel Georgia Caine 
TUdGC. 11. ce cc rece ener owe enee Roger Gray 

Redmond Wells 
sever eco ceneeee Gary Breckner 

scene eee eenesereee Georgle Harris 
sa eerccecotavcce James Ford 

rr rs George Burton 
Haines Twins 

Ernest Murray, Sr. 
Harry Stafford 

the girl of the. canips. 

scene that she can act. 

mistake in grabbing this girl, ~ 

in execution of their steps, 
none of the numbers were extraor- 
dinary Bud Murray is entitled’ to 
a bow for .the 
staged them. 

have the performance on the open- 

brought out a lot of. detail that re- 
veals a seasoned producer. |..-”. 

Cr ey it a big picture, 
zona” ‘or a “Virginian” 
means and. the expense of produc- 
tion involves a considerable risk. 

wceeee ecccctoeseceee Bud Averiil 
Manuel Emanuel 
Edward Delgado 

Fred and Charles Millard 
S. Marshal........ ....George M. Vail| decide to send this production out, 

Qe cccccvccecccenecees Leslie Everson | it will get b. 0. encouragement, but 
paneer eessene eeesesseeeekorn Redmond whether or not it would pay, con- 

. sidering costs, is a question. . © - 
California has sunshine and Ung. 

hordes of loyal residents. They are 

ong as the fair name of;the state 
and the talents of its “sun loving 
cjtizens” are glorified. . 

F “- Bherefore, on the opening of “Oh, 
wee Susanna,” a story based on early 

California Hfe in romantic operetta 
form, done in lavish, colorful fash- 
jon, no one dared do anything’ but 

Mepraise it. Local boosting will be 
Serheavy for “Susanna” and the at- 
wae traction has really something to 
ape boast about. 

_It cost about $85,000 to put on. 
mer sScenically and atmospherically it 
fiAiepicts the “Golden West” in 
w Chamber of Commerce fashion. It 

wa fs a perfect producing job and it is 
“ne just: too bad that the chap who 

i built it is not given program credit. 
. Branklyn Warner, who made pic- 
‘tures in the east and who-got Sol 
Lesser into Bristolphone promotion, 
s-sponsoring the opus. He does not 

Never productions he has on. the 
atage to the talking screen. 
-- Were he to figure on making any 

.fo' piotures in a big way. 
Getting back to “Susanna”; it has 
weak book and a musical score 

which at times leads one to suspect 
mathe composer has great adapting 

mmebility, “Sacramento Packet” 
Mounds much like “Robert E. Lee” 

.tune as well as lyrics. But it 
I n California. 
The story deals with life in the 

Mission of Monterey. The opening 
éfes show the festival merry- 

makers. One appears, crying he has 
fheen.-attatked by the bandits of 

; ad Man’s Pass,” who stole the 

General Supervisor of Public 

Every actor and actress pauses 

and listens in awe and admiration 
to the great artist super-woman. 

Madame Schumann-Heink, carolling 
“Heilige Nachte.” The story. run- 

neth thus, the pathos and love of 

her voice, the depth of the mean- 

ing in the words of her carol. _ 
It brings us to many’ years since 

Joseph: accompanied by Mary, his 

wife, quitted his:‘native hills to go 
at the command of. his worldly 
Lord to be enrolled at the City of 
David, the birthplace of the great 
King from whose tribe and family 
Joseph had sprung. Four days 
they had been on their way. Tired 
with travel over a rough and dan- 
serous road and suffering from ex- 

posure to the weather by day and 
still. mindful of: the chill ‘of the 
nights spent in. the open, they came 
at. last within sight of Bethlenem, 
a town located upon.a long and 
whitish: hill, whose. slope rose in 

wears he will get it back. Rest 
A=". the story is made up of hig ad- 
erY Duitures. 
eughrhe book in itself will mean noth- 

hez.. It is draggy and at.times the 
yayers inject their specialties and 
1 lib comedy. 
Carlotta King as Susanna was a 

Jetty figure to gaze upon. Though 
‘ he has a thin voice and started 
A msi nervously, she came to the fore at 
whidthe end of the first act and ac- 

sd quitted herself creditably. Wallace 
‘MacDonald, who did an out and out 
Fairbanks, was a perfect “Don” in 

gaccent and carriage and gave a 
Fortunately for 

ie'W'Sver all of the production numbers 
within: spirited fashion, MacDonald's 
sompiyoice being none too strong. 
and: The high spot of the perform- 
valyg ance was the comedy of Redmond 

Wells, a vaudevillian. Wells stole 
the. show outright with his low 
“comedy and dancing and then was 

his partner, Fern Redmond. 
ae ‘That was show stopping through-- 

out. A bit he did with Georgie Har- 
ris in the third act held up the 
parade for minutes. | 

f4 Roger Gray, 2 seasoned come- 
Midian, had no chance with the ma- 

terial he had to. work with. Had 
not he and Georgia. Caine, his 
femme foil, been adept at the art 
of. selling it it. would have been 
ust too bad. Miss Cainé hag plenty. 
of ability but was held down on 

1 

mit of this slope can be seen in the 
distance the most fertile of valleys 
where, in ancient days Jacob 
mourned for his dearly beloved 
Rachel, .where at. one time stood 

‘the home of Boaz and his rich har- 
vest fleld in which Ruth had 
gleaned. Here in this green valley 
also David as a boy had tended his 
father’s flocks. : 
Wearilly these ‘two travelers 

material.. There was also. Rosita, 
She is. a 

Spanish wiggler, but proved in one 
With their 

desire for this type on the screen 
the producers. might not make a leading lady. 

The femme chorus ‘costumed. in 
the period of ’50 were plenty. 1929 

Though 

manner in which he 

George Roesner did the staging. 
There is little doubt that he did a 
lot of fixing of’ material to get. it 
on in showmanlike fashion and ‘to. 

ing night go without a. hitch. He 

Story and score wiil hardly make 
It is not an “Ari- 

by any 

-Up and’ down the Coast if they 

. i . moe . _ 

he Holy Night 
By Rev. Hugh J. O’Connor 

‘| terraces Ke Steps“Iromthe-sum-- 

EGITIMATE 
— 'Ritzy —_—'|. Getting Stories 

. Ritzy Get Rok Morris. 
(Continued from page 116) 

Arthur is a nephew 
of Doris Rankin, who . divorced 
Lionel Barrymore, and of the late 
first wife of the late Sidney Drew. 

' A reporter may be out for .a quiet 

evening off. 
something bright—or near bright— 
and the thought. will occur that 
in that remark les a potential story. 
Whereupon the rest of the evening 
is ruined in contemplating how that. 
remark can be made to hit type and 
not the waste. basket. ; - 
‘You grow. bitter at a task like 

Mr, and Mrs, Messmore Kendall 
have leased the David H.. McCul- 
lough. villa. at -Palm Beach, The 
theatrical: producer was. divorced 
by Hlizabeth Thomason of.Memphis, 
who then married Eugene Davis. |. 
She is the ‘mother of Elizabeth |that, Sulk in ‘corners. Morose. 
Kendall. .Messmore: then. married |Lose your elan—if.you have any. 
Katherine Flynn of ‘Brooklyn, -and |: 
‘they had a son... se found.a story in a. baked- potato? 

|Just silly vegetables, some meat, 
salad: and dessert—food! You stop 
eating, | - 7 

Among the: 300 guests ‘at the re- 
ception given on New Year's Day 
by Mrs. Alice Foote MacDougall at: 
her. apartment, “111 Park -ayenue, 
.were Effie Shannon, Grant Mitchell, 
Emma Frohman, Mr. and Mrs. Irvin 
S. Cobb, _Mr. and= Mrs, Kingdon 

| Gould and Mr. and Mrs, Charles 
M. Schwab. . - oo 

ple. who may have seemed divert- 
ing become obnoxious, Did they 
ever say anything bright or sug- 
gest a lead to good:copy? Tell 
wwith ’em.. -. - , 

‘ 

Someone will say |: 

Lose your appetite. _ Whoever] 

:.- You even lose your friends.” Peo- | 

‘|: ‘You get clubby. with. press agents 
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Playboy of the Western © 

World 
‘omedy in. three acts and’ one. set by 

ww Synge.’ Produced by the Irish Thea 
‘tre, Greenwich Village, New York. Staged 
by Miceal Breathnach. Setting by Willlam 
George Gaskin. gopenod at the Irish thea- 
tre Dec. 31, . op...” . . 
Christopher Mnhon,...+.+.+++..Sean Dillon 

sececeees ens Sidney: 
+ Royal Dana Tracy 

+.+eBetty Murray 

Ola .Mahon......- ow'eoe 
Michael J. Flaherty... 
Margaret Flaherty...+.-+ 
Widow Quin.. cv eceresene 

Philly Cullen. ::ssse00...sFrancis Kennelly 
‘ vesescecsserds So McLaughlin 

Sura Tansey. STIS. .c Ann Mitchel 

Nellle.....scceevcace wae Re Su, . 
Some Neighbors. . Barbara Robins, Kathleen ’ 
Baddoley, 

_ A third revival for New 
second bil] for the Irish Theatre, 
From an. acting. standpoint. okay. 
Doubtful, however, if,.the produc- 
tion will raise any more dust for the © 
roup ‘players than their first. 
8 “Playboy” créated _ considerable 
stir when first brought out by Lady 
Gregory's Irish Players in Dublin 25 
years ago.. lt got. somewhat the 
same: reception .as ““McFadden's 

.| Plats” here, with the exception that - 
‘potatoes and other garden varieties 
were tossed instéad- of eggs at the 
actors. Besides which the Celts 

| figured the hen fruit too good to: be 
‘wasted on the thespians, whom they 

- ‘claimed ‘were libelling. their fore~-. 
fathers by. participating in. this more 

_’.| or less broad: satire on the frailties: 
: . |of the Irish.. Lady Gregory revived . 

it in New York on her first trip’ over 
|} with her Irish Players at ‘Wallack’s 
{some 20 years ago. 

. | created a stir at the time. The play | 
’.| opened and ran briefly without fur- 

'.[ ther interference. . 

‘|. Story ‘is ‘told in 
vein in three acts, with most of the: ~ 
comedy. running to the satirical. . It: 

purged of former objectionable ma-~ 
-}| terlal,,so as not to offend. - 

Story is of the weakling Irish: hoy 
braggart who. becomes an overnight 

tyrannical dad. “ Peasant girls and 
‘| pub house. owner's daughter ‘wor. -* 

| Ship at his shrine after hearing. his‘: 
| tale of the homicide; but: wken it 
develops that the hardy Irish father 
survived the assault the halo. of 
herodom is shorn from. the. youth 
and he is booted out to 
tramping. ; 

a ‘serio-comic 

is hardly material with -which to 
establish the Irish Theatre move- 
ment in New York. - =~ | 
. Several good .performances are 

_| registered, with Betty Murray grab-: 
bing Stellar honors as the innkeep-. 

| er’s daughter. Sean. Dillon gives a 
' | good account of the bragegart, while 

Season's Greetings ‘to Ail Our Friends 

And his “BRUNSWICK RECORDING” ORCHESTRA. 
Engaged for George White's forthcoming production, “Aces Up.” 
At present pinch conducting for Jack Donahue in “Sons o’ Guns.” 

{and then discover that not even the 
famous four-out-of-five number of 
film-star interviews have that cer- 
tain quelque-chose that lands 
write-ups where they’re headed. _ 
_So, feeling like the spirit of O. Henry, you wander along the high- 
ways, trying to hear the voice of: 
the city. = 
Color, that’s what you want— 

“Broadway. the Street of Squawks,” 
“Hester Street Hey-Hey,” “No. 
Clancey on Delancey"—hot titles. 
Feel psychic,. ready to hear the 

Relations, De Paul University 

“ 

the housetops, but with all their 
haste,. ‘night had settled down as 
they passed within .the town. Anx- 
tously they came on to the inn only 
to find that their hope of shelter 
was in. vain. There was no room 
in the inn for them.. Sadly and 
drooping in spirits they retraced 
their. steps to the town’s outskirts 
where. they found the :‘¢ave “used | 
oftentimes to stable animals. — 

' Out of the Syrian winter's night 
with its fretting winds, they passed 
into the stable dark but soon to be 
brightened with. a stage setting, the 
longest and most glorious act in the 
history of mankind. — - 

The time for Mary's delivery 
came. Amid the straw used as bed- 
ding ‘for beasts, she brought forth 
into World, Jesus. . And. presently 
an angel bore glad tidings to some 
‘shepherds, who not far away were 
guarding their flocks throughout 

oe their steps at the sight of 

small, still voice—only that day it 
has laryngitis. 

Friends 

You're friendly to taximen,. street 
Car conductors’ and stage hands. 
You can never tell when they're 
going to - spill some inside dope that’s good for at least. a lauga, 
You try to draw lite stories. and- comments on the town from wait- 
resses and hat check girls, They’re difficult to interview if they suspect. 
the possibility of a newspaper story. Unlike celebs they -have not been: bitten with the urge to. seé- their names in print. and always fear for their jobs. ‘The Sphinx would be 
easier. 

in swaddling clothes and lying ir 
manger, mete * The whole world today listens in awe and admiration to the carol 
of “Heilige Nachte.” Its echoes bound and rebound. with Glory be 

the night. These heard with won- 
-der.. the. mesnage,... Very soon. they 
realized too, that the messenger 
was not alone for the music of a 
celestial choir fell on: their ears, 
The angelic strains became fainter 
and fainter and faded away’ with 
the Heavenly visitors into’ 
farthest depths of the skies, 

“They then hastened to Bethlehem, 
but none knew of the Saviour but 
they found the cave.. Entering 
they saw a Nttle infant, wrapped 

Sta ec 

the 

Earth to. Men.of Good WiU, for this 
day is, born to us a Saviour. 

great cosmic message in the city’s. | 

to God’ in the Highest, Peace on|- 

important roles. | ° 

ing given sufficient support from its 
subscribers, 

survive two weeks. ba.. 

GINGER SNAPS | 
Colored revue at the-Belmont. Deo. 81. 

z Homer pute, 
eorge Morris, Music by Heywood. Dances 

staged by George Stamper.” Settings. b 
Ben Glick. “Staged by the. aitthors. “With 
Roscoe Simmons, Boots Swan, Jo 
Homer Tutt, Vivian Baber, 
Barrington Guy, Maud De Forest, James 
Monday, Bertha Wright, Walter Meadows, 
George Stamper, Selma Smith and Larry 
Seymour. $4.40 top. 

Most putrid exhibition on Broad- 
way this season. If this colored 
Piece is still at the Belmont when 
this is printed it will be another 
error, se ae 
Supposed to open a day ahead, but 

postponed at the last minute. 
producer mentioned. Just as well, 
Opening nisht mob, on a New 
Year's..eve spree, razzed the show. 
unmercifully, and not without cause, 
Discounting’ the protracted stago. 

Bobby Leon, 

minutes late and another 20 minuteg 
between acts, the rest w | 
pathetic. shoestring 

+ -Grania O'Malley . 
Shawn Keough....+ssseees Gcorge Mitchem . 

‘York and 

“ Current ‘edition is reported partly 

hero with the village maidens upon. . 
.|the premise that he has slain his | 

continue his | 

Jess Sidnéy does well as. the: sup-. 
posed murdered father. Royal Tracy: 

| 1s capital as the inebriated ‘innkeep-. 
er. Rest of the cast do well in less 

Aside from that -con- . 
tingent it would. be doing well to 

_ 

No producer credited. Book and lyrics by. | 
_Donald_ Heywood and - - 

John Lee, . 

No- 

Staged on a shoestring . 

.. Alice Brhardt .- 

Trish societies | 

Not much. chance of the piece be- . 

‘waits after the curtain went ‘up 20.. 

of the shortest kind. Calico drops: - and gingham arapes; -not a clean 
; ume in a carload, and a grou of i line girls who looked anything: 

At least to be anticipatea’ from 
& colored aggregation is hoofing, but: here not : 
step from principals or chorus, and, to top that-off, not the semblance of - a voice in the layout. Skits an blackouts just a lot of rehashed 
phoneys, ages old. Audience ‘did. laugh at some, but in the wrong 
Places, and out loud. Got. so bad that by the middle of the second half house three-quarters. empty. They. walked in flocks. If any real talent ‘here, submerged -in the gloom, 
~The. original opened. by. mistake... 

. a Span. 

AHEAD AND BACK 
A. W. Bachellor, back “June 
Moon,” Chicago, ae 

Mrs. Genevieve XKasper press 
agenting “Queen Was in the Parlor,” 
Garrick, Chicago, ... . 

Sam Straton, ahead, and Frank 
Buehl, back,: “Nina Rose,” -Great 
Northern, Chicago; 

even a ‘solitary unusual . 
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-Year in 

Viewing ‘the American music ‘sit- 
uation and reviewing its revolution- 
ary turmoil in the year. just past, 
1929 certainly was an epochal land- 
‘mark in the history of Tin. Pan 
Alley. For the final convincer in| 
its career it established the. music . 

--trade as a big business. 

. The talkers - ‘saved © what threat: 
ened” to become. a doddering. by-| 
" product ‘of the show business, With 
the..same effectiveness that it en- 
‘riched the opportunists, and the vis- 
ionary.. music men,.it swept aside 
or almost ruined, as the case proved. 
to be, many: an old- established, 

. prosperous: firm, ; 

- The Hons of Tin ‘Pan: Alley were 
like unto lambs in the Musico-Cin- 
ema. League when the financial bat- 
‘ting averages were turning. topsy- 
turvy early in. the year. 

Upstarts who: never before. ratea | 
‘found: themselves sitting on: top 
of the. world, thanks ‘to. tortunate 

‘ theme ‘gong “hook-ups. -- 

Soon they: came’ .to the. realiza- 
_tion that it wasn't the song as ‘much 

: as that’ the screen plug to the 
masses that. counted, Frantically 
everybody cast about for a picture |. 

_ hook- -up,- 
. Taking its. cue ‘from the picture} 

"mergers, the: ‘music. busifiess was 

fast spreading out and certain par- 
_ ent firms were absorbing or financ- 
‘ing: or buying-in.on others... 9. 

“Warner was the pacemaker in the 
_music absorption. 

- The performing. rights were and 
still are. another théory. ‘With its 

‘ 

multiple companies, Warners now. 
control the majority of the goyern-. 
ing board: of the. American Society 

of Composers, Authors: ‘and Pub- 
‘Mshers, It can rule.and dictate im- | 
.pertantly . ‘on “performing ; Tights’ 
revenue. oo 

' Phe . basic: “economic ‘factor: also’ 
‘The revenue from the] figures. ~ 

many rights . guch as publication, 
_sheet music, mechanical, perform- | 
ing, cinematic, éte., as it has since 
worked out, is‘ no negligible factor, 

Its. an {mportant 4rivestment. basis. 
- + The Songwriter 

' For. the creative artist, the - -song- 
“walter, it meant .a new era. Holly- 
‘-wood was the objective of.-a.con- 
temporary 1929 gold. rush. It gave 

_ the songwriter new dignity. 
‘once he assumed importance.- The. 
writer was the keynote. The ‘worthy. 
‘and. past-proved songsmiths found 
themselves . besieged with ‘offers 
calling for their services: in a duplex 

‘fashion. 
contributing theme: Songs on spec, 
but as paid. employees, - worthy - of.|- 
their hire, were their services in 

demand... 
Anywhere from. 4350 to $1,500 a 

week as advances on ‘their royalties 
were songwriters” offered. Half of 
these amounts were their “gravy. ”? 
These were met by the. picture pro- 
ducers for services rendered exclu- 
sively to sit in on song conferences 

--and fashion themes as the pictures 
were: being “shot:” The other half, 

. Say of a $500 weekly drawing ac- 
count, was against — the royalties. 
‘And where and when could a song- 
writer in the past be assured of a 
$25,000 annual income?. Many a 
phenomenal. hit songsmith “was 

lucky to-.round out-that income from 
.a number of songs. Here, all of a 

' sudden, he found himself guaran- 
teed, black on white, in contract’ 
‘form, an income in excess of @ 
bank executive. And under what 

* pleasurable . cireumstances! 
longer the ‘underling who must 

‘await the pleasure of a more or less. 
* thick-headéd music publisher.” No 
longer competing .with. the staff 
writer. No longer subjected to the. 

- “angles” and “ins of any papliehs 
ing” establishment. 
Here was a new personality. -.\ 

' 20th century minstrel, A gum- -chew- 

“ing, ' pecullarly-phizzed.. piano- 
thumping, side-of-the-mouth and 
nasal- -twanging contriver of the dit- 
ties which moved 2 nation to terpsi- 
‘chore, a universe to.song or pucker- 
‘ing of the lips, The Tin: Pan Alley 
boys found themselves sought after 

_ to drop in on this. and ‘that.. swim- 

ming-pool-fronted manse and “have 
“give out’: 
“reprise “Or: 

a darink,”’- and techie om 
~their® “Tatest” “ditty or 

their past performances in the realm 

of popular song. : 
And so the. situation rests today. 

The ultimate. of it all is the com- 
“mercial phase—the - gross sales. 
“What's gonna. happen. to the theme 
song? 

The Best Song 
What'll this. avalanche of cine- 

~matic pops evolve into? Obviously, 

as with the avalanche of popular. 
‘songs, f, e., the pre-theme song, itests, 

For 

~Not only as ‘songwriters, 

No |]. 

‘| ging up the lists that way.. 

Music 
‘By Abel 

?* 

2D CHICAGO AGENCY 

- , Chicago, Jan, 4,: 
‘Chicago ' Music’ Corporation - has 

the partners in the: venture. . 
the outstanding debts were rather 
low the members of the firm decidea 
‘to, quit.: - 

cision was made to sell all fixtures 
‘of the offices, with creditors agree- 

ing to divide the. proceeds pro rata. 
Officers of the.corporation were Rico 
Bosca, president; Louis Salami and 
Frank | Sherman, © vice-presidents; | _ 

Ferris, secretary. 

Benson agency ~here, and. leaves 

business. 

Economic Consolidation 
It is reported Warners ‘may 

shortly consolidate two or three of 
‘its ‘smaller. music ..publishing 

‘office, operating as a single unit. . 

' This they will do. with an eye’ to 
cutting the overhead ‘which: their. 
many music subsidiaries now ene. 
tail. : 

. Just ‘when this. ‘move will. be 
niade, or the. Publishers involved, 
has not been stated. 

~ aaa 

Big ‘Artists, ‘Pop. Scale, 
Civic Bust in. ‘Minn. 

- Minneapolis, Jan. 4. ; 
The municipality . of Minneapolis 
is finding the amusement game 2 
tough one. 

| new field put it on. the. losing side. of 
‘| the ledger. = 

In an effort. to keep the municipal 
Auditorium: out of red,- the city 

‘new manager, ‘to arrange “elvic 

concerts. ” 
- Even with. popular prices-from 50c. 
to $1.50 for. the first individual’ con- 
cert by” Zimbalist last week, there 

the 10,000-seat ‘hall;: and. the - elty 
went into. the red. . Sophie Braslau 
was. Jast Sunday's. artist. cos 

vscaua the’ atrsivad of the fittest. 
True, it} The best songs will click. . 

is that the popularity of the. silver 

that of the popularity of the ‘radio. 

or the stage. 
personality . has yet.to put. over an 

inferior ‘song—one that isn’t basi- 
cally metirtorious. ' ‘It has been tried 
time and again and. nobody, no 
matter the popularity of - the per- 
forming or broadcasting artist, has 
been capable of single-handedly, or. 

in concert with anybody else, to foist 
a song on the public and force it. 
into hitdom. ; 
Not so of the screen,. It has been 

ers can, if the picture itself is of 
sufficient merit, successfully exploit 
a mediocre or inferior song. into im-. 

portant ‘sales popularity. | 
For a time the: mechanicals were 

‘swamped ‘with: theme songs. , Any- 
thing and everything that: was a 
‘theme, almost,. was: ‘‘canned,”: even 
by Victor. Then Victor and Bruns- 
wick and Columbia: ‘and the rest de-. 
elded that ‘there was no use clog- 

‘They'd 

record only the themes of ‘the ‘big 
pictures or the hits. 

Mechanicals - 

‘mechanicals, especially their “west 
coast scouts, are now going in for 
the pre-views just like they did with 
the new Broadway musicals on their 
break-in stands, It’s in this wise 
that the recording scouts.can judge 
for themselves not alone the merits 
of. the songs but the prospective 
“success “ofthe = pictures,knowing | 
that if the flicker has merit it will. 
earry the song or songs along with 
it, as witness the “Dancing. Daugh- 

ters” instance. 
So the music business rests to- 

day. The screen has been the savior 
of the industry. .Even the die-hards 
admit that as witness again the most 
recent affiliations. 
‘So far, everything’s heen hunky- 

dory for the musico-picture: inter- 
@ 

DnOrs OUT OF RACE 
| vaudeville as. a side’ line, but: upon | 

_| completion of his recent Keith route 
ending in Chicago Feb. 16, it. may, 

closed, following a dissolution by. 

‘While 

At a meeting of the creditors. ae. 

Daniel Johnson, ‘treasurer, and ALY 

The collapse of this’ company fol- 
lows. the recent closing of the Edgar] - 

Music: Corporation and Amusement |. 
Service. as the ‘main contenders for 

“adapting” - 

‘| America, may ‘be legally regarded as}. 
in - the. common © .domain;| , 

houses ‘by placing them all in one. right. 

- 50° veere 

| arranger of, the ‘original ‘composition. 

Its initial sally into this | themselves faced with expensive 

council authorized: George. L Adams, | 

endeavor to. show that he in turn 

were only. a few ‘hundred people in |- 

screen is an element not so unlike | 

The ether or any one. 

that. the . 
_It's gotten to be so now. essary evil, but they must have Story 

MUSIC 
-POLLACK RENEWS 

Remick’s Takes: Up - Option— 
$28,000 Year's Salary 

remain with the organization as 

composer for another. year . at a 
reported salary of $28,000. ~ 

.Pollack has been allowed to play |" 

be. necessary ‘for him to return to 
the coast and. join the First: Na- 
tional-Warner ‘songwriting staff. In 
‘this | event Pollack would. demand 
the studio. to’ pay. him: inaddition 
‘to. the Remick salary a sum equiv- 

alent to what: he. could: draw: from 
vaudeville. oo 

Continental Copyrights. 

On Music and Confasion 

=. Paris, Dec, 24, 

stir a. ‘problem here to’ ‘the ' con-. 

tinental “representatives. of the 

American. music ‘publishers: fs the 

copyright | tangles that ‘so. often re- 
sult from:a Tin Pan Alley songsmith 

a ‘classic which, 

being 
whereas: in.’ France . or Germany, 

Italy. or Austria- -Hungary,. it is still: 
protected by : a longer ‘term of copy-. 

_ The reason. for this is that cre- 
ative artists are accorded greater. 
copyright protection and. for longer 
periods. than under the. American 
statutes which-call for-28° years plus 

28 more renewal. In somie countries. 

on,this side, a copyright is valid for 
more after the death’ of thy 
aborator,- be he only @ new ‘ast col 

As a result, * where the tin. pan 
alleyite may have free. access to. 
some classic, ‘withou* any legal com- 
plications under American ‘jurisdic- 
tion, on this side, ‘the local agents. 
of the American publishers find 

lawsuits" from. the estatea. of. some- 
ancient: ‘composer whose work may 
have been “adapted” in the. _w. k, 
t. pa. fashion. ’ 

The procedure, of course; now ‘is 
for the defendant.to trace back the 
plaintiff's alleged composition. and 

had adapted ‘dt from something else. 

| Remiick's has exercised its option | 
on Lew Pollack éalling for him to 

in}- 

Riding the crest of a wave of un- 
precedented stock market specula- 
tion, Florida's main winter resorts, 
Miami and Palm Beach, . flourished 
as they never did before last winter. 

-Practically everybody was playing 
the market and with the bulls+in 
control, money was plentifu. and. 
worries few. 

Everybody ‘was - pleasure-tent, 
none giving a thought to real estate 
ventures or financial gain through 
other. means. “ 

An. -hour or two In the morning 
watching the trans-lux ticker in a 
beach-side brokerage office sufficed 

Miami, last year operating on a 
liberal policy of. giving '‘its: visitors 

whatever they ‘wanted in the way 
of recreation and amusement,: ea¥ly. 

in the season attracted enough peo- 
ple to fill all its class ‘hotels... 
‘Racing. at the Hiahleah track and 

greyhound racing. are credited with 
having contributed considerably.’ to 
Miami’s popularity last season, fol- 
lowers of these sports sticking 
around for the full 70 days. _ 

N ite. Life 

In nite life. Miami “Beach had 
varied spots for :the stay- up-lates, 
Club - Lido, the Embassy ‘and. the 
Deauville getting the class play 
while the. ‘Floridian, the. Roman 
Pools and. a half dozen hotsy-totsies 
on the outskirts | of Miami divided 
‘the rest. ‘The Lido atid the Embassy 
were the big. money ‘winners, the 
Deauville being handicapped in’ its 
first season by political trouble ‘on 
the casino end. 
During the ' season: there were at 

-least a dozen: game: rooms. around 
Miami open. the Palm Island Club 
‘drawing the biz moriey players as. 
in. former years, At: least. three. 
games were run in hotels, the. opera- 
tors taking over an entire: floor for. 
their layouts of “usually * ‘a. half. 
dozen roulette tables, two dice out- - 
fits, - ‘birdcage and faro bank. oo 
Theatre executives were as prpmi-. 

nent in: Miami Beach. last. winter 
as they are on Broadway: Many 
who in -former.years ‘had made 
Palm. ‘Beach their -winter' head- 
quarters: last year ewitched . to 
Miami -to’ ‘be with the mob. Prac- 
tically all the picture executives 
were south at one ‘time or another 
during the Beason. * 

Song: Writing for Pic ctures 
By L. Wolfe Gilbert 

After eight months of. contact, ob- 
servation and experience, I am of 
‘the mind that the boys who write 
the. - Nation’s Songs. are part and 
parcel of picture making, and are 
here to stay. 

The Vanguard . ‘and. ‘pioneer haa 
tough sledding, convincing dyed-in- 
the-wool picture executives, direc- 
tors, scenarists and particularly 
continuity - writers, - who all thought 
a song should ‘not. be dragged .in. 
The inevitable argument was “What 
is the reason for going into the |: 

{song ?” “Where. does the orchestra 
proved time and again ‘that the talk-. come from?” “It looks too much. like 

plugging, ”" “It’s not in keeping with 
the character and besides it’s out of 
kilter with the mood of the picture,” 
etc., etc, - 

All these and many ‘more the pio- 
neer had to break down,. until now 
many, if not most, of the industry, 
realize:that the best éxcuse: and re= 
lief ‘for tedious and continuous ‘dia- 
log is.a song. 

Notwithstanding this . foregoing 
optimistic. conclusion ‘the writer 
who works with an entire commer- 

-lelal sheet- ~selling: ‘outlook, is doomed 
to gO,. ..- 

Songs and music are now: a nec- 

value.and must dovetail. with the 
whole scheme of the picture. The 
writer must be prolific and can't 
survive by just writing the element- 
ary love song with trite. sentimen- 
talities, - Hence, the out and out. 
theme song is too obvious and will. 
not be te tolerated by broducer.or. or pub-_|. 
Ife. 

‘Much. that is fine will come out of 
all of this. “While it has’ become 
a@ mechanical work shop type of 
writing, .yet we are now supplied 
with atmospheric ideas, the medium 
of the story of the picture, the char- 
acters, the locale, etc. ,Heretofore, 
we had to grope in the dark and 
pick ideas and titles from a source 
of inspiration governed by trying to 
guess the pulse of the public as to 
its emotion and tempo. 

"As to the continued prosperity of 
the boys from the world of words 
and music, they have arrived with 
the advent of this mechanical age |. 
and by carefully applying them- 
selves to the craft, the drawing 
account from royalties will eventu- 
ally. become secondary; the salary 
‘they earn by making themselves in- 
dispensible to the picture producer 
and contributing actual entertain- | 7 

engaged by Pat Flaherty two weeks”. ment units will be their goal. 

The Difference . 
‘A sidelight was to learn that the 

public is more ready to accept a 
fair rendition of a song by. a real |. 
picture. star than a great. delivery. 
by a stage star who was unknown. 
to the picture fan. On the other 
hand, the stage stars and their de- 
livery in the revue form of. picture. 
has stood out like a sore thumb, and 
his or her experience with humoring . 
lyrics .and = melody have made ‘it 
tough ‘competition ‘for the picture 
player. -And still again, the pic- 
ture star’s experience with camera. 
angles. and photographic expression | 
have more than: made up for the 
lack of song sense. It's a case of 
both 

technique, 

I think the trials ‘and tribulations 
are. lesser than the old days for the 
song boys, but the heart-aches are 
still here. For instance, what greater |: 
shock can’ there ‘be than after you |. 
have seen the. child of your brain 
brought to. life and you've lived with 
it all through the production ‘pe- 

| riod; you've even. heaid.and--seen- 
it. reproduced, 
graphically, : 

healthy child—and then, a pair of 
shears'.in the cutting ‘room. clips it 
right out; it never gets to thie pub: 
lic to determine its fate: 

In conclusion, ‘the gratifying out- 
come of. the song boy's rush to Hol- } 

orally and phato- 

lywood, is: the comperisation, and: 
the standing in the amusement com- 
munity ‘that’ we have earned and. 
should continue to merit. 
A happy New Year. 

Florida—This Winter 

most visitors and after that it was. 
‘Jone pleasure. 

Palm Beach their. winter. rendez= 

|. Two. white-haired women, “one on : 

learning .. each other's forte. 

-to all -appearances’ a |. 

VARIETY. 

' Despite the. many sporting and 
recreational. activities offered by 
Miami, Palm Beach maintained. its 
standing as.the outstanding water-_ 
ing .place in = America, drawing’ -. 
largely from social. registerites, — 
climbers. with money but :no social © 
station and social. parasites . with | 
family trees’ barren. Palm. ‘Beach’s > 
exclusive clubs, Bath and Tennis; ; 
Everglades, Beach Club, Osasis and! 
the Colony, all had their: devotees. — 4 

It is. estimated that’ one who. 

re ane 

. | waits’ ‘to. live ‘in “style . in _Palm: os 

‘Beach, entertain and be entertained, . 
can do so for about $200.a day with- | 
‘out gambiing. _ A -free spender, of 
course, would easily beat that figure. | o 

This Season , 
The coming Florida’ season, “due | 

to. the stock market, seems to be a 
‘toss-up as far as Miami is’ con- ° 
‘cerned, but it’s safe to predict ‘that 
hotel space will not be.at a. premium.. . 
Many a margin 'speculator on ‘the’. 
loose in Miami last winter is now. - 
jin the box and ‘the girl friend will, 
-miss: her. load: of: Florida . tan for. 
modeling © again, If, ‘as. generally, 
stated, Wall Street reflects’ condi- -*~ 

* . | tons three - ‘months ‘in- “advance, © a 
Miami Is. bound: to. feel it early , An . 
Irebr' wary, = 

‘Nevertheless. the “resort's “nleht 
club. operators are. showing ' activity © 
and angling for attractions, spread= 
ing optimism | regarding. ‘conditions « 
this’ season: 

- Palm Beach more. stabilized - and. 
less, dependent - on market conditions :: 
than’ the. Florida metropolis,” ars: 
‘cording to all signs, seems to ‘be in: 
for a fairly. healthy season.; . 
The magnificent estates in Palm: 

Beach, many. owned ‘by those cone ..- 
nected in one way or another’ with 
the- show business, will. draw (a8. in : 
previous years the.owners,. |” x 
“Collapse of the real’ estate -boomr” 

in Florida two years ago had little -- 
effect ‘on those. who : annually make: 7 

vous, especially the home. ownerp;: 
Brokers: will go south for. a rest.”. 

and those who planned, a. winter on™." 
the Riviera . are expected te! turn 
to Palm Beach. | 

Many who got. clipped. “in: the: 7 
market will'go to Plam Beach. justto’ a 
keep up appearances, living less‘ 6x~): 
pensiyely . but: making: daily: viste 

to the Breakers Beach to. keepin,” 
the whirl. and -within Striking .¢ sin "3 
tance of a, fresh: bankroll.” a . 

Grandmas Go Jazz . 
Chicago, Jan. hy 

‘Small girls’ orchestra on tlié north. ° : 
side here ig. ‘advertising itself as. . 
the only orchestra with two “singing oh 
grandmothers.” : , _ 
Mary curious come to the Chinese’ . 

spot where the girls play. . a 

‘drums and one with sax, croon,. play,” 3 
and kid with the crowd. “7. 

—_ OS 

With Red Star . ot 
Jesse Greer and Ray Klages, on: 

the Coast, have been engaged by °' 
Red Star Music Co. to write for Fox: | 
Greer and Klages were formerly uni ue 
der contract to Robbins. __- 7 

. Edward Pola and Eddie Brandt; : 

ago, departed for the. Coast: Friday... 

Organists: Switch | es. 
- . Omaha, Jan.. Ae —, 

Con Maffie succeeds. Herbie Koch 
as organist at the ‘Paramount, 
Koch goes to the | Paramount, Des" ¢ 
Moines. - 

Maffle is from Denver. ‘where no 
was succeeded by Billy Muth, trang-- : 
ferred from the Palace, Dallas, where... 
the organ’ Job -is now held down .- 
by Johnny. Winters, formerly’ at thes: 
Capitol, Cedar Rapids. - 
aE 

S-B Revue Music: eo 
o "Shapiro, Bernstein “has: obiainea 
the publishing rights to. the. rousic 
written by Jimmie McHugh and. .. 
Dorothy Fields of Lew Leslie’s “In- - 
ternational. Revue,’ mo. ; 4 

' 
a . 

Hamp ii inL. As eat 
Los Angeles, Jan. 4, 

Johnny. ‘Hamp and his orchestra , 
are’ due here this week to begin 
a 12-week. engagement at the Co- 
coanut Grove, Hotel Ambagsador, -. 
Jan: as re 

it seermpnetEe moe 

: §-B 2 Talkers 
Shapiro- Bernstein have the mu-e. 

sic .from two current Broadway 
talker spécials: Sono-Art’s “Blaze 
o)6Glory” and Tiffany's: “Party 
Girl.” \ ; : 

—S 

Billie Shiffrin will locate wit? 
Sam Robbins, music publisher, “™ 
charge of radio and vaude exploit. 
tion. 
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Along the Coast 
By Bill Swigart 

a 

crulted from al]l the First National- 
Warner players for the First Na- 
tional’ weekly .radio hour .over. 
KFWB, but it seems not. Among . 
the outsiders selected for last week's 
program was Ruth Clifford, now at- 
tempting to ‘stage a comeback in. 
picturés to prove to. the producers 
that. she has: a ‘voice, Miss Clifford: - . 
sang,“You're always in My Arms, : 
Feist song from Radio’s “Rio Rita.” ~ 

. .. Los Angeles, Jan. 3. 
More than 6,000 songs, including 

special and, incidental. scores, have 
been composed and used in pictures. 
during the past year. “Of this num- 
ber it is estimated that less than 
1,000 have. been published. .. 

’ Carl Laemmle, who js ‘still active 
and a pioneer picture producer, was 
also @ music publisher as far back 
as 1910. It was a side issue with] — i oeece nee re 
Laemmle and: was operated entirely|. Frank, .Givney, .representing | the 
separate from his:picture producing Witmark: office ‘in San . Francisco, 
interests under the firm name, “The! has been relieved of this post with- 
Music House of: Laemmie.”. Paul| out any successor.: All business tor. 
Gulick, now: in Universal's New- 
York office, wrote. many’ of. the 
lyrics published by picture producer 
and. would be contributing. today 
had not. Laemmle disposed of the 
firm'to Joe Morris a decade or more. 
ago.. FO j 

the Los Angeles office...Jack Reed, 
who. succeeded Abe Blum in the . 
Berlin office in.:San Francisco, is. 
also out aftér holding it down for. ——. 5 

Jessica Dragonétte,. with one of 

‘Joe Burke's option-has been taken 
‘up by Warner... He will remain with _ 
Al Dubin until Feb. 1 at which time 
thelatter goes to M-G-M for Rob- 

| bins, Burke will. then possibly. 
team with. Gottler and Mitchell... . 
Abe Meyer returned from New York.. 
intending: to open a Hollywood. 
/braneh for gcoring. music with. pice. 
tures produced by independent pro-_ 
ducers,..Henry H. and Harry ‘To- 
bias are in Hollywood looking :for 
a'studio berth. Tor the present they - 
‘are ‘working with. Ramon Romero, 
who is writing the book for a screen: 
musical. Charley Tobias is expected , 

troducing: numbers. Joseph Koest- 
ney for the :former has one of the 
largest bands doing radio ‘service: 

* | Abe Lyman and band were missing 
on regularly assigned WJZ period 
from Club Richman. Replacing was 
Smith Bellew: and orchestra, which 
has been coming along slow but 

_ Pickers Picking:Up 
- Schradertown Band (WBAF) 
stepped on “Stars and'Stripes” for 
‘Tesults, Planters Pickers (WEAF) 
Sot away from some. of-its former 
style and dashed off a little. more 
class. “Brown Bilt (W.ABC) playing 
‘up fashion talks via interviews with 
.|Madame Hamilton Jeffries. Sure- 
fire for. the ‘ladies.. _Eversharp 
Penmen: (WABC)’ pretty talky be- 
tween musical numbers, Eversharp 
setting its money’s*:worth- on the 

_ VARIETY —— RADIO—MUSIC 

Radio To Date _—_| COLUMBIA ELIMINATES. 
ce, By Mark Vance DEALINGS WITH. AGENTS 

|. Money. invested in radio during. | AIR LINE ; |. By way of doing away with con- | a4 1928 showed that this baby of some | 7s . wks flictions, annoyances and. cancella-. 
jew vears ‘has grown so vigorously | ee tions, the. Columbia. broadcasting 

ok thing in’ Amerfoan industry’ eae " Back to Normal: | system hereafter is going to-do all 

‘future : (maybe 1930) with experi-| with Christmas and New Year's of its bookings direct Via its Art:' ‘Ments and research work by electric | hullabaloo over, radio. programs| ists’ Bureau, now in’ complete. “Wizards'may bring some startling have. resumed _ normalcy, _. NBC| charge of Henry: Burr. "Assisting. 
a *-| spread: iteelt in heralding the new] Burris L, C. Monteastle. aa 7 . | vear, going from New York to. Chi-. Outside . interests haye. cluttered 

Fine OF becomes the com-| cago to Denver to San’ Franoisco.| up the Columbia ofMlees, With  ap- ae ome . oct, : o's ahen there Bands “were hooked up .at each| pointment of Burr a number of 
Pe whi 1 in “icates 't ca jrenscription. Place, with. the noisy. touch com-| booking contracts were immediately 
- Siete : t n 1 ca, ra the time isn't far) ing in from ‘Frisco, There the mike | abrogated. -Only where Columbia. mR Sint valle aporyant jproadeasts wag on Market street in the open, |feels ‘that such talent is absolutely Rc prope © ales e to the. stations: for | and at. 3 a.m. the celebration there | necessary. will it: recognize .artists e.. PY ner. release with the speeches or | was recorded. After all a great plug} under agency representation. use Upon plates. | / -. | for NBC, ry." mhe direct booking plan is ‘ex- 7 ane “Uncle Sam! What a busy; pected to provide for free. lancing three weeks. _- firce"livine Aimer gq Suy-he is-on the radio. During thé of artists for single dates without. = - There ate only three'living Amer. t .. first’ ten months that the National: ani SAT leet  |impelling the Columbia: to put any er eeer ates jican music’ composers ion Charles & Broadcasting Co. operated the|the best soprano voices on the air, ‘artists under a term ‘contract. in| . Disguised Advertising  .- | Encyclopedia . Britannica li 
gy. United’ States used exactly 200|now with the Cities Service WEAF | Oracr to ineure thein sorvines fow| A. clever ‘aystem of advertising | Wakefield. Cadman, “Irving” Berlin, . z. hours,, And of that 300 the tlree/and an unquestioned asset to this| -_ set eee over the air is being practiced at|George Gershwin. | " so 

abt ; : ; ~" {one broadcast. . B -Service bands of Uncle Sam's con- |.weekly -NBC_ period: Sam Hérman This new arran ement gives Burr ‘the KFOX station in Long Beach. |. “sumed 135 in rendering programs | directs the. band with the comedy “ ne hat gen a, | |Announcer here pretends he is phon-. f forthe tans. a assigned Lou Noel and Jim Wha- | OMSiderable booking power. ing and asks for various stores and A te ta cater [lon Silarbor Lights” sti holding | | euning in suet way that 1 - <“Radio is the biggest booster that | temsion. on “WEAF, thanks to work the advertised product over with the ‘has. come down the pike since |°%, Bdwin:M. Whitney. Last de- listeners-in that~they. don’t suspect, ‘Noah's ark for business, All busi-|cidedly meller.  ; Se ‘the real motive... .Song. pluggers L. -Ness int ; radio | a who get an opportunity to sing over . ness interests get results.. The radio the air as many as 10-or more radio gy 18 the biggest go-getter that com- programs a day are also fooling the: k “mercial products have had in years, 
, 7 public by. using alias names. This, 

they -contend, will establish. many 
individual followings with each of 
the stations: and keep the listeners 
from growing. tired. of hearing the 
same name...One would: think that 
sufficient radio talent could be’ re- 

f,. /°At rst: only the rich and highest 
Bm. Standard goods had nerve to expend 
» for. radio - advertising. “But now 

y anything for the house, home or- 
(: farm plugged on the ether. 
x... Selling. coal by air! And fish!. 
A othing missing by big business. . 
e. .: Paying high money for the air is 
& only“part of the racket. The com- 
t mercial accounts handled by adver-. 
, tising agenciés must, aiso ‘pay for. 
artists.. And artists “cost ‘money. 
:And. so does music. Stage and 
\ atreen-stars <.t any price. Even. the 
biggest of ¢pera stars ing 
-t-may seem worth $100,000 for 
“Stokowski symphonies but how 
; Bhout the same amount for a brief 

» period of blackfaced comics such as on the air. .Jo ; Do ee omy, n th - ‘Jones and Hare gagzged. *” &mos“N’ Andy now. receive for their | sna cued fast ‘for Interwoven Hose _ exchange of low negro Conversae Pgh 

here next month. 7 ' 
~ 

- Landeau’s' Serenaders from Ooak- 
land Terrace (WMCA) giving Lan- 
deau a better break: Landeau’s 
music at. times. doegn’t come. 
through so sweetly... Will Osborne | 
(WABC) has’ setled down for a 
permanent. stay with his” assign- 

-. {Mert ‘subject to Columbia shift- | 
Weal callions ond tena cctez {ing ‘Ballads his’ best. Brunswick 
‘Usual calliope and band mixture | program CWABC) entertaining in 

for. Bob . Sherwood’s: Dixie’. Circus! spots, Norman ‘Brokenshire’s an- 

nouncing ,enlivens.. 

Speakeasies 
By Wallace Sullivan air plug. 

\ 

-Although ‘the “speaks” of: Times 
Square have become commensu- 
rately more popular than the night. 
flubs, as'a result of the. stock mar-. 
‘ket crash, they. aré, nevertheless, 
pining: for business, Most: of them 
are doing just well enough to get 
.by, although a. few are doing a hot 
trade, Pot 
The majority are operating . on 

sound, business principles, seeking 
“repeats,” finding ‘it more lucrative 
in the end than “taking” a cus- 
tomer, Thus they. offer the cou- 
vert places stiff opposition, not only 
in deportment, but in’ value re- 
‘ceived, © 

found the old-time cut throat meth- 
ods of operating. fall to pay-in the 
long. run. One fellow -who- has’ 
served 20 years: in jail in his 40. odd. 
span was. knocked off three’ times . 
in the past two:years, but his pres- 
ent “speak” has no tincture of those.. 
he ran ‘ih the past. Now he serves 
a.-fine’ meal and excellent liquor. . 
He breaks about oven on. the: food 
‘and'makes up_ his profit on the stuff, | 
.- Many of. the. ‘speak”. owners are. . 
members of the: better golf .clubs 
and purvey their wares to the mem- 
bers. The sportsmanship demanded 
by that class of men. prevents the. 

. ; speak proprietor from. slipping one 
With musie¢ and,, sometimes, over. So he plays ‘according to the 

dancing, aside ron a regular old-/| ethics one expects on the links. 
fashioned bar lunch free, their lack | . ; nercia ‘ 
‘of couvert is just what the doctor | - As Good, Commercially a ordered for the Wall Street blues, |;.“+ 5Pe@K proprietor relating. the. Maat venta & ‘77 | in and.-outs of his game said that trom, are eer to arth oct hever has the business been.'s0 fa- 
the size of his check, For the vorable, commercially speaking. In- . r the]. , 
owners realize it will go hard if a | 6t©24 of- the usual brawls and un- - derhand. business involved, they are 

Period of WJZ. Vincent ‘Lopez | 
(WEAF): giving band: individuals 
more singlé opportunities to shine]. 

Slumber Music (WJZ) has some 
pleasing stringed . music, . Ludwig 
Laurier Al on musical arrange-. 
‘ment. | Ren- Pollack and band now 
regular. (WABC) assignment from 
Silyer ‘Slipper. -Pollack’s. pro-. 
grams generally very, effective. 
Pave Berhie arid banda (WOR) have, 

. (my . 

‘ton? Radfo grabbed them out of the: 
-, Small time vaudeville in the mid-|) ). 7° eT “west. And Pepsodent, toothpaste| TWO good progranis follow each 
-@oneert, foots the bill. on rene Ota products: eer ener ea eo end Ar rong Quakers... ‘Latter go. , ce Bunk Salar 108 o {in for more ‘novelty in way of in-- ..™ Itt the. general impression an-- a po 

;; Nouncers. receive enormous salaries - 
\..fvom.the stations, That's the bunk. 
' Phe‘average weekly stipend of an- 
“snpuneers. is between $75 and: $80. 
“Granting. that -Graham McNamee 
.. ‘leans: up $50,000 a year. it. doesn’t |. 
“geome from. the NBC stations...: Me- |. 
_WNamee. receives his biggest intake |' 

. from:the special accounts that de- 
Mand? McNamee and pay...accord- 
»-fhgly and from his ‘personal ap-. 
. ~eRrances and “coricerts.” 
x: The big systems are paying move. 
~. aeeengion to.the Sundays. ‘Heéreto- 
: “fore, Sunday programs have been 
“attractive in spots. | 
:. International radio excharige now- 
-In-vogue. American programs are 
“being broadcast over CKGW, the 
. Trans-Canada -broadcasting station 
“rat Toronto, “And in ‘return the 
_Dominion station offers its pro- 

:; gtams for NBC broadcasting, 
eee Radio Spends Most 
"* Looking’ over the weekly broad- 
“easting programs the manufacturers 
“ of-‘radio | outfits and accessories 
“<gpéend more money: than all the 

‘ . 

Inside Sufi 
CC , . . Indie, Publishers Sore ; 
Many indfe publishers are doing a burn up over the story. in Variety 

jast week, which reported that they. were bombarding the film com- 
panies for picture contracts. Se ou 
Reason quoted for the burn is that the film companies are liable, and 

some.said most likely will get big headed when they ‘read it and make: 
their demands more stringent: than heretofore before contracting an | lawsuit: arises. ., indie’ publisher. 7 | a : , ae __ |. Numerous ‘of the “speak” owners fotheag tet on regular business “What do you want to do?” sald one publisher, “make it more dif-|are men of criminal caliber, whol! "The Se ae ficult for us to get in on the film end? I think Variety is. biased against'| have long records, Yet they havel). ce customer is always right now, the indie publisher and all for the film publishers. Variety is afraid ‘to i : _: 126 asserted. “Instead of getting a ‘print anything against the film publishers ‘because it might lose a page crack on the skull for a ‘beef, one of. advertising,. But Iet me tell you something,” he went.on, “a good. can get @ square deal, and patrons . song is a good song and it will sell, picture’tie-up or No picture tie-up.” pare rarely Deeyenety which ‘fore: 

Conformity. with :‘the laws—aside 
from the liquor laws—is the de- 
Sideratum of -every’ owner. He 
closes promptly at three to obey the 
police, and otherwise conducts his 
bar in accord with. pure food laws. 

In.a recent decision handed down 
by.a court, the judge. said of the de- 
Cendant, a ‘‘speak” proprietor: | 
“Inasmuch as the defendant sold 

good liquor and carefully complied 
with city ordinances, I.shall be more. 

~ Dise Revie Special Plug Slides SC CVIEWS 
Special slidés.and novelties to plug “The Vagabond King,” Par’s next 

$2 special, are being sent all Publix theatres with a view to ‘giving. the 
operetta every opportunity of a wide ballyhoo, The slides will’ tout 
the songs from. “Vagabond. King” and be used as filler in Publix houses 

{to take -the place ‘of orchestras where they are out. A non-syne device 
was used in such Publix houses regularly until recently when the records 
-were made interchangeable so that they could be played on the regular 
Western Electric equipment. _ ye , 

Jimmy Rodgers 
' (Victor 22143) More “Frankie and. 

Johnny” and backed by “Everybody 
Does It ‘in Hawaii,” . Dealers should 
use discrimination and not sell this 
into polite families. or for juvenile 
consumption. .  — 

‘It's never made clear what every- 
body does in Hawali.- That leaves 
the, sensitive listeners in a state-of 
unrelieved embarrassment, © ~ 
_ _ Ford and’ Glenn ; 
(Columbia. 2025) - Middle west 

| radio favs collaborated.on ‘Daddy’s 
Lullaby,” backed. by’ “Old Virginia 
Moon.” ve _ 
‘Sentimental stuff of some. appeal, 

and particularly good for territory. 
where pair are radio-known,. . 

“Sandy MacFarlane ~~. |. 
(Columbia 2039) Scotch combo, 
hen the MHeathei Belly Are 

Blooming” and “In_ the. Morning.” 
That old gag about ‘not being’ able 
to distinguish the words applies, 
Entirely unintelligible. - Hence 

limited, ; - ne 

‘other interests combined. 
"Reports show radio imports in- 
Lgreased almost 100% over last year. 
“ Argentina, Brazil and Chile lead in f. 
‘imports of American radio in South 
“American. countries. Spain and 
. Italy have displayed prodigious .in-: 
“ereases in radio selling. South 
“Africa has turned in glowing prog- 
, ress, And even China (with the 
xembargo off) is hitting on all. trade 
“igylinders, oo 
. “New stations are now operative 
in Argentina and Brazil ' while 
.Mexico City plans a big new station. 
—; Amateur radio.continues active. 
Last year there were 16,629 licensed 
~ambtgur radio stations. | 7 
“; According to the Federal Radio 

. Asks $200,000 for British Rights ; 
_A story percolating into Paris from London and. New York ‘concerns 

Pat Flaheity’s. extraordinary: demands for the British rights to the Fox ‘more, his - or ag 
he nands ; ; . . e, his prices were reasonable.” Red Star Music Co. catalog, when-he asked Jimmy Campbell, of Camp- ‘It is suich @ decision. which tend 

to establish quality in: the imtoxi- 
‘cants dispensed in a speakeasy, An. 
‘owner who sells. thé best. stuff can. 
look any judge or jury. in the eye: |. 
and admit he sold. good ‘stuff at 4. 
reasonable fee and hopé for a “break.” . an aa * . . 

bell-Connelly, for $200,000. for one year. Se, 
- It wasn’t so long ago that $5,000 a year was considered a Bo00d advance 
guarantee, or even $10,000 for thrée years, when ,American firms of the 
lesser grade were glad to get hold of that much ready cash, Lately, with 
the picture thing, prices. went up, as for example Campbell-Connelly be- 
ing supposed to have paid DeSylva, Brown and Henderson $100,000 for 
the foreign rights to Great Britain. It's a definite fact that J. H. Wood, 
for Francis-Day, took the Robbins-Metro ‘catalog away from. Camp- 
bell’s firm for $50,000 annually for England and $10,000 for France, - 
Wood, ‘when in New York, beat Campbell by 24 hours, closing. the 

‘deal personally with David Bernstein, acting for ‘Metro, although. Camp-_ Commission there are now 594 H-. bell, with $125,000-in his: possession, was prepared’ to pay almost: any 
‘price for the Robbins-Metro, catalog. Jack Robbins is: supposed to have- 

7 ‘Few Drunks 
It is’ remarkable that there are 
fewer drunks on. Broadway in the. | Speaks and night clubs than ever before. The reason is that people are handling liquor -better ‘or not. 
staying out so late. 

“| de 

censed radio stations. In February 
“Of 1927 there were 733. So little by} favored Campbell in view of the latter having given him‘ (Robbins) a ‘Httle the air is becoming more clari- | hit in “If I Had You" when he needed it badly. | OO er 
- fied and broadcasting made a whole}. -° : . 
“lat better. “There Is stil room for 
“Improvement. 

“.". . Helen Morgan... | 
=== (Mictor-22199)=“Don't=Ever-Leave” 
Me” and “Why Was I Born," from 
the musical .‘Sweet Adeline.” 
Typical Helen Morgan stuff. 

chomneoecnnmnnslnpigging Up Old Tunes = 
‘|: Of late publishers are noticing a marked resemblance between a few: 
_jof.the present theme tunes and old’ numbers, long since withered, This 

resemblance has become more noticeable lately, © 

prevails in ‘apartments and homes, this speak owner declared. Club. 1 stul and: speak operaters are quick to Johnny Marvin’ -- ” ely cst {Victor 22186) Johnny Marvin ts|{ne Shenae eet any Patron show- well sustained by.“Happy Days Are ‘Ens of Boing under, ‘Here Again” (appropriate after! ~ — a ‘Black November) and “Lucky ‘Me, |. ‘Soph in Miami | , 6 ou.” . . , : aa - » William McEwan ; ” star Miami, Jan. 4: ; . . Later, the agent called up the man giving the party and said he coulan't| (Columbia 2055) Imported brace of}. .’ Sophie Tucker will open Jan, 14. 

ntertainment will bé tm the hands | furnish a band for:$40, ~Host then told the agent he hea ess or $40, sared tunes, “Thou Remainest” ang|2t the Floridian Club in Miami usty Rhodes and band, who.open | naming the leader who had ‘previously turned. down the job because it “There must be 8 By. | Begeh. is in i at 
fe that: date, - was below. the union scale. where, § rket—some- ween is to remain there. three 

Acts Off Hotel Floor 

, Chicago, Jan. 4. 
Commencing Jan. 27, the Terrace 

sarden in the Morrison Hotel here 
rill operate minus vaude materfal 

\ cts. . . , : ~ : 

a, ., Working Cheap on Coast: 
. A vaude agent hud a New Year's party booked where the top of.a five- 
piece orchestra was $40. Union scale for the job was $75, Agent called in a band leader who. turned it down because of the price, - 

this section will -be handled from .. 

‘lenient: in sentencing him.” Further- .) 

-~-Most-rowayisni “and” aninikennees 



Wednesday, January. 8, 1990. MUSIC—NIGHT CLUBS—RADIO. 
New Ye ’ York's Class Nite Clubs 
New York’s class nite clubs, most 

of them opening late in September, 

had hardly gotten into their stride 

_ When the stock market started to] 
“do ‘niprups. and back bends, and biz 

hit the skids. _One new club, Troc- 

adero, folded up after running” about 

a week, while the others. are -still 
carrying on hoping to get a ‘break. 
-Out of eight clubs that rate a. 

class’ draw, not over. four: are now 
showing. 2. profit, but the operators 
“tn the face of heavy hookups. for}. | 
floor’ phow3, radiate. optimism. at: all 

' times. 

_ All of the ‘class ‘spots ‘open after 
theatre, observe the 3 a..m. closing 

_rule and the ‘no-selling rule “is in 
‘effect generally.- That. gives the. 
operator but four houses to get. his 
-weekly payroll and profit via couver. 
charges, water and food. As a re- 

, sult of. that @ room.seating 200 and 
paying $4,000: weekly fora show has 
to. play to capacity most Of ‘ the 

." week and fill. the room. twice’ on 
rn Saturday to. “stand off the. dull 

’ nights. « 

_ The. Embassy | club, the most ‘guc- 
- eessful of ‘the. often-tried ‘member- 
~~ Bhip night clubs, : under ‘the direc 

. tion ‘of Jack Rumsey, : was. a. big 
» money,-maker last season ‘and. is 

again. leading - the: field .currently.. 
- This spot, open’ for luncheon, din- 

. ner-and supper, has 1,500. members, 
each: of: whom pay $150 a year in 
lieu.of couver. Pancho’s orchestra | 
is ‘the sole. attraction;. now in its 

third. season, In addition -to the 
$225,000- annually. paid in- dues, the 

". elub is heavily underwritten by its 
many . bondholders. a 

. -In its: seyenth season. the Club 
- Lido, . operated by ‘Frank: Garlasco: 
.and May: Heyward, is doing unusu-. 
ally «well with. strictly dress trade. 
"The club hasn't had a ‘losing ‘sea- 

“gon: since it- opened. Expertly man- 

- aged, it. depends on: names to draw 
thé ‘smart ‘set regularly, Appearing 
are Moss and Fontana, dancers, 
‘with @ following among the ‘sophis- 
ticates of Park Ave. and the other 

- ritzy. main stems of the key cities. 
Libby Holman, doubling from: the |’ 

“Little. Show” and singing her 
torch songs in distinctive fashion, 
has ‘established herself as a' new 

" ite club “name” here ‘this season.. 
.. With .a $5. couver.’ the: Lido aver- | 
‘seed | 200 People ‘nightly. ° . 

‘Casino's ‘Competition 

- Sidney Solomon's Casino in .Cen- | 
‘tral Park, without competition. all 
“summer to great profit, has found. 
the going tougher recently. Under 
Solomon’s . direction. ; the. Casino, |: 
formerly .a@ joint, was’ remodeled, 
brought up'to class rating and one 
of the best patronized dining and 

- dancing: spots in town because of 
‘fits. smart Continental atmosphere. 

. Leo Reisman’s orchestra is the lone 
-but. strong. attraction here, with 
Solomon now negotiating for an es- 
tablished nite.club “name” to draw 

- the after-theatre crowd. . 
. The. longest established of the 
class clubs.is the. Montmartre, with 
‘the Coleman orchestra. This dress 
place operated by’ Charley Journal 
is still.a favorite with the younger. 

- set, but business is not on.a par 
with former seasons. ‘Club.is the 
most inconveniently located of. the 
ritz nite life, subway kiosk blocking 

the front door.” ~ 
- Handicapped . by a fire, “xo Club: 
‘Richman, minus an established nite | 
Club draw,. got. off to a poor start; 
running right smack into the stock’ 

’ market. Lou .Schwartz, operating, 
is: ‘confident the. club. will” again hit 
fits: stride and take its. place among 
the. leaders. as in’ former years. 
“Whe: Villa Vallee with the Rudy 
Vallee orchéstra.and the Seaglades | 

_ with Vincent Lopez and his orches- 
-; tra are going along to good trade. 
‘Valiee’s ‘popularity shows no sign 
of waning with the. flapper set,. 
‘while Lopez holds his: established 
‘clientele. ~~ 

The. Casanova, with. the heaviest 
hook-up of any of the clubs now 
operating, is showing’ a slim profit 
for its operators, Nick Blair and 
Buck Gompers: ‘ This spot. has Ro- 

’ sita and Ramon, dancers; Ruth Et- 
ting, torch singer, and Harry Ros- 
enthal and his.. orchestra. The 
dancers and’ Rosenthal are society]. 

==draws-and= -Miss~Etting-is--well-on+} 

her way to that classification. 
Other clubs which. get a play 

more or less from the class mob are | 

the Les Ambassadeurs, with Clay- 
ton, Jackson — and Durente, and 

AMERICAN DISTRIBS 
(Continued from: page 76) ° 

obligea to have native product, he is . 
entitled to one of two things: cither 
to pay. the nercentage value of this 
market for it, or to restrict. his 

price to a sum which, if that is:all 
that is spent on the production, 
rules out’ any ‘chance’ ‘of making a. 
reasonably good picture, 

Dodging the Gyp 

shioula get his entire negative cost. 
from: the American distributor, and’ 
&yp him over that if possible, and 
also keep the rest of the world for 
himself, -He wants to take out $30,- 
000 for.a. $25, 000 production, ‘when 
‘he ought, in economic ‘common 
sense, to be. taking that. much for a 
$100, 000 production. Becatise ‘that 
-ig all this market ig worth as a ratio 
advance against negative. cost - it. 
film: production is a business, ° Any 
other way it’s just legalized. black- 

, | jacking, and all the ‘squawks. are 

due to the fact. that the ‘American 
| distributors are trying to dodge. the 
swipe as much as they . can. 

A ‘specific: case:.P. D, Cc. will need. 
‘Six. features for its next quota year.. 
Outside. the shoestringers, the pro- ve 
ducers ‘are’ asking $50,000. a film to 
make the whole six. Which means 
P. D: C. would be paying the whole 
of the. negative cost, ‘would get the. 
home ™ ‘market only, - and: ‘could not. 
possibly get even ‘its. money. out ‘on 

the deal. And theirs is: a. typical 
‘case, . 

It ig almost impossible. ‘to. make 

‘the - native producers Brasp. the 
American: distributor is a foreigner 

who obeys the law of the country in 
which he is operating, whether: it is 

directed against hjm- specifically or 
not; but who is under no moral or 
national or patriotic obligation -to 
do more than that. law - demands. 
‘When the American distributor.-re- 
fuses to pay such: prices and make 
‘such terms the British producer can 
not only pare off a bit of the Ameri- 
can’s gross: output, but make some 
‘profit and’ build Up a. compétitive 
business doing it, ‘the said Ameri- 
cans ‘are accused ‘of being: lowlifes 
who. want ‘to trade according’ to} 
economics and not according to the- 

. | needs of the poor, weak, defenseless 
and. worthty British film producer! | 

One’ of the biggest American ‘dis- 
tributors: operating ‘here: ‘has’ of- 
fered more than: once to make a 
contract for a. quota film, star. and 
‘director and story to be agreed, film 

to cost around $300,000, the Ameri- 

can company advancing the U. K. 
negative percentage of around $90,- 
000 ‘against the producer’s share of 
at least 70% of ‘the gross here, and. 
guaranteeing to take the film un- 
sighted for America on a.65-35 split, 
the big end for the producer. 

- And will any British producer. 
take the offer? 

No. Because the British producer 
will not spend more than the pro- 
duction, value of his share: of the 
gross in this market alone, unless 
he can get the. other money ad- 
vanced from the other markets. 

American Sales Resistance - 

- The other: angle to the quota sys- 
tem which does not seem to. be 
grasped. ‘by the British’ ‘producer— 

or if it is grasped ts ignored—is the 
‘effect it hason.what might be his 
-chances of sales. in America. As it 

is, a British. producer, ‘even if ‘his. 
product were outstanding, goes to 
New York to sell it with a ball and 
chain around his. foot. . . 

‘He is trying’ to. ‘sell. soniething 
from-which ‘the best slice of the for-. 

| elgn market has gone, but he might 
‘get over this if the stuff measured |. 
up and if there were no sales re- 
sistance. created by the very thing 

designed ‘to foster British produc- 
‘tion, 

_ The British producér’s. {dea"is he ‘sizes up. the position here." 

Supreme Court Gets WGY 
Part-Time Order. Protest 

25 librarians, 

here to buy? British International 
has its own distributing organiza- |. 

Gainsborough company is a 
Gaumont subsidiary. British & Do-| 

tion, 

minions, now nearly through a big 
batch of stuff,. releases through the 
W. & RB subsidiary. of .Gaumont. 

| British Instructional] (Bundy com- 
Pany) is making little or nothing, | | 
and using Klangfilm at ‘that... °. 

the American distributor. to. take? 
Even if he were ready to subsidize 
British production: to the _ point 
.where he got native product as good 
as-his own best, he: ‘has nothing but 
@. bunch: of junk merchants » and 
‘shoestring flops to go to, . oe 

That may be pad. grammar, but, it 

. ‘Washington, Jan, 4 . 
Question © involving right. of - the 

radio commission to set the number 
of hours.a broadcasting station may 
g§0 on the air:now reaches the’ U.S. 

Supreme Court, with the General| - 
Electric Co. filing: two. briefs in ref- 

“Studi 

erence to wey. 

‘will let the stocks g0 along. by. themselves. and’ die in the natural course, 

So, again, what is there. left for 

‘controlled. Burlesque is low comedy with -women, 

. the ‘difference? 

come interested in reah burlesque, by any other name, 

‘means ' more. circuses. 

XX 
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The Show Business. —_ 
(Continued from page: 111) 

of. ‘time, only wheel burlesque will. be left. _ 

As long ‘a3 there. are girls, girls: will be. an attraction. on any stage, : 
if properly picked, placed and trained. Comedy can be low and laughable: J 
without being filthy. Dialog or lines for. principals of either sex can be | 

‘It canbe made to . 
pay.: If the Mutual wheel heads go along on the lines’ they. have: laid 
down, they have something in their burlesque for the future. If not,* 
like’ the stock: burlesques, ‘they will die in time, sooner or later, what’s: 

‘No one cares for the dirty burlesque; many might hes : 

aoe: ene 

OUTDOORS 
Outdoor show business’ is up a tree, Reviled, repulsed, rejected and. 

repudiated. -by its. own people who call carnival anything but,: that. 
carnival ‘entertainment, carnal or otherwise, is about washed. up, At” 
the rate. of towns going closed for carnivals, there won't ‘be room, for 
a dozen of. them all over the map within three years, “What: ‘the. towns. 
don’t ‘do to keep them out, the. local theatre managers will, The. 
carnivals take the ‘theatre’s amusement money out of town, ‘and leave, 
nothing behind but disease. While the. theatre spends at least t 40% | of” 
‘its Bross in the town it’s in, mo . “ 

- Circuses always.. “They are circuses, A big change in that: field merély 
Like’ everything else in the show business, when.” 

By Bill Swigart 

one. branch. tries to trustify itself, it opens up opposition. 

Music 

_ Hollywood, “Dec. 30. 
Aside from the ‘technical improve- 
ments. ‘made during the. ‘past year 
for the ‘recording. of ‘talking. -pic- 
tures, and the advances made: by 
the creators of screen stories, music 
has’ contributed ‘as “much ‘as ‘any 
other one - factor to the advance- 
ment, ‘To ‘convey the importance 
of-: music to the present physical 
operation » of miaking pictures is to. 
tell: that. a total’ ‘of 800 technical 
people. are regularly employed: 

throughout. the year .on. music by. 
studios on the Coast... - 
An ‘analysis. of the’ various. pési~ 

tions filled and. necessary for the 
proper functioning of this division 
shows a total:of 93 staff composers 

Janda: lyricists’ regularly employed by: 
the major picture plants. ’’ Added 
to this are about 50 free lance coni- 
posers, 
studio on special | picture assign- 
ments. 

devoting their entire. time to. ‘Scor- 
ing pictures, 

Staff musicians working” under 
these. conductors total 112, while 
‘an average of 460 outside musicians 
are daily employed by the various 
plants. There are 33 arrangers 
constantly working plus an added 
list of 50 free lance arrangers ‘who 
find the picture’ business: a. source 
of income. 

It requires a permanent staff. of 

braries; to check and clear any:com- 

positions which might involve pre- 
vious .copyrighted ' material, ‘Mis- 
cellaneous help, made up mostly of 
office clerks and secretaries, - “num- 
ber 54, while 14 executives are nec- 
essary to operate the 11 established 
music 
studios. 

- Improvements | ” 
. Singing ‘choruses ‘are under the 

personal supervision of the music 
department, yet the studios find it] 
Ampractical to carry stock choruses. 
and-will hire. them by the picture. 
Of ‘this: group. there are about 500 
artists free lancing and depending. 
upon talkers for a Hvelihood. More 
than 1,500 musical artists devote 
practically. all _ their, time: to. | Ple-, 
‘tures, * 

working from - studio to) 

" Number’ of ‘staff musical | 
conductors and: directors’ show.’ 20, t 
‘with 10 free lancers available and 

divided among the 
studios -conducting their ‘own li- 

.departments in as many. 

In ‘checking the improvements for 
the past year, you “will find that the 
initial problem in sound waa.to co- 
incide music with: dialog, .. There 
were . ‘spasmodic talking ‘and silent 
sequences,. leaving half .the’ ‘picture 
talking and‘half silent. Where the. 
talking stopped, the:music was used 
for the. pantomime. . For no reacon. 

there would | suddenly . be music. 
Then—the music would cease and 
dialog: resume.. 
satisfied. “neither ‘artistically: ‘nor 
theatrically. _ : 

Paramount. experimented, . under, 
Nathaniel -Finston, using: no music 
except where it.fitted the.need of 
the. picture: . “Romeo .and J uliet"” 
and “Midsummer: Night’s . Dream”: 
where. music was introduced during. 
the romantic’ scenes subordinating 
the dialog, were taken as models. 
But this proved ‘to have* no. merit 
for pictures. : 

Péople thus listened to 

‘gation.. Reaction of a picture. audi- 
énce to this. was not altogether. de- 
sirable, Producers then were quick 
to follow this type of picture -by 
talk coupled with music: A radio. 
might be playing in the next: room,. 
or @ character might go .to.a. win- 
dow. to hear an orchestra, thereby 
breaking. the straight line of con- 
versation. . 

rangement, © 

A better solution was -followed. by 
injecting: four minute musical se- | 
quences... Main thought, however, 
still existed that there was no logi- 
cal and -prepared relationship be- 
tween music: and dialog. So the 
theory of combining the two in .a 
manner which would appear ob-« 
viously forced was abandoned. To- 
day. finds the majority of. producers 
depending heavily on the music de- 
partment for @ picture's ultimate 
success, - 

: Written to Fit 

Music. is now: written to fit the 
picture as a taflor makes a suit. In- 
stead of first filming, without any 
thought of music. until completion 
and then fnserting songs in a hit- 
and-miss fashion, the present pro- 
cedure is to call a conference of 
writers, director and. composers be-. 
fore’ “anything: is. shot, | , They then’ 

‘This arrangement ’ 

Followed ‘the all- talker, eliminat- 
‘ing music. 
a@ solid 70.or 80 minutes of conyer- 

At best an awkward ar-. 

figure: where music - would dest 
heighten the. action, 
‘Music. departments have. added: 

the most’ people in new studio jobs.” 
for the making of sound pictures. ; 

“|Sound technicians rank. second, Oth- 
er new. departments and occupations.. * 
have been created. One ‘is. a. test- . “ 
ing | ‘department, under ‘the supers 
‘vision: of the casting director, who 
sends each new applica.it to ‘the. 
voice expert in-charge. who, in. turn; 
makes a detailed: report’ or: thelr.” a 
qualifications, : 

Gray M Matter 
(Continued from page 5 1109" % 

from black to white, ‘ete., ‘and cre- . 
ating white” shadows. : 

Infant Makes. Good . 

“Hell's Heroes” is ‘& mastedy 
piece of photography of both nature |" 
and ‘human nature, « ‘Various refers. a 

some’ connection: thereto. were .re~ : : 
spectfully handled, | though: @ bit.. 

ixed... But the thovght’ ‘uppermost 
Jina feminine spectator was: What. 
mother permitted an. ‘infant, : Me 
only a few days old,‘to be exposed « 
to the glare and blowing. ‘sand of: 
that desert? Only woman was-Fritzti . 
Ridgeway, whose. brief scene was” 
‘very well done. <A lttle dancing. girl. : 
had her chance. to imitate Lupe. 
Velez and failed, But: that title! It. 
seems as. if studios loose all ‘bafance © 
when the time: ‘comes tor name a Dio 
ture. a 

Vallee and “Laughing Landy" - : oy 
Paramount has Rudy. Vallee and." ob 

“The Laughing Lady"”—no™ connee* "+ 
tion anriounced.. Mr. Vallee is. go~.”: 
ing to chill the gals who made the ~ 
megaphone: a national embiem.. He . 
sings but .two songs, down stage: 
away from the -boys -who_ helped - 
make him, and forthwith takes him<. u 
self off.. Popularity is a delicate -. 
plant and needs cultivating to keep . : 
blooming... “Streets. ‘of ‘Bombay, v 3 
richly. colored Orfental - costumes _ 
with bespangled dancers anda stout -: 
collegian who sang a -mother . ‘Song 
wvith all the-sweet cadences and-deep eS 
feeling of a court crier announcing: - 
the judge’s arrival. The Dave Gould «.. 
boys and girls joined the ‘climbers. 
or stair dancers, .Mrs,.Jesse Craw~ A 
ford .at the organ, wore a simple ~ 
black satin frock with white yy Oo 
lar. Did red i ‘slippers. symbolize hot 
feet? 

‘THIS TABLE SHOWS NUMBER OF PERSONS ENGAGED iN VARIOUS OCCUPATIONS OF: 
THE MUSIC DEPARTMENTS IN THE 11 MAJOR PICTURE STUDIOS OF THE. COAST: ALL-FIG-: 
URES, EXCEPTING THE FREE LANCE COLUMN, ARE REGULARLY: EMPLOVED AS STAFF MEM” 
BERS JN THEIR ‘RESPECTIVE ORGANIZATIONS. | 

STUDIOS 
The American buyer figures out { 

that if he buys British pictures he 
is ‘subsidizing a system of political 
protection which penalizes him in 
the British market.. So his reaction 
against attempts to. sell him British 
films’ runs along the lines—quality. 
apart—that he is damaging his own 

-foreign..business-if.he supports..the | 
commiercial continuance of product 
which is‘bolstered up by legislation 
which aims not only to whittle down 
his foreign sales in his best roreign 
market, but forces him there:to buy 

Barney's in Greenwich Village, biz| and handle local product which may 

at the latter slipping badly follow- 
ing the break., 

All in all, the operators of clubs 
depending on. ~‘1ss trade at present 

find canditiong far from normal. But 
they keep trying. all the time, 

not be,-and usually is, not the grade 
of stuff that lines up with his own 

schedule. 
Coming down again to the “junk-. 

subsidizing” allegation, what is 

OCCUPATION. 
Composers and lyricists. «oo. 4. 
Musical conductors: ... 
‘Staff musicians..,.....-0:20. 
ATYANEZETS wo ccc ce cep ee wees 
Average outside musicians 
weekly ....ccacecccces 
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“CORRESPONDENCE 
we AN ‘matter in CORRESPONDENCE rofere | to current week unless 
, othorwise indicatea 

The cities under Correspondence in this issue of Variety are as 
* follows and on pages: 

| BROOKLYN veestrsereceseees. 180) MONTREAL a | 

GHICAGO .......ccceceeceeee 122] OTTAWA ieepeesdvsaneieegee 120 
FP DENVER 2.0... ceeceeeee ete 130 PITTSBURGH . ceetesceneeseas: 122 
DES MOINES. ...2sesesesen 122| poRTLAND, ORE. eeseerees 408 

ACKSONVILLE «nce, -++ 128] pRovIBENGE Chegentegce cee 128 

LOS ANGELES..........0004 122, SALT LAKE CITY ss eevedseee 130 

LOUISVILLE sa seeeeeeevases 128 SEATTUE sei 22 
MILWAUKEE ........ceeeeee 1281 TOLEDO cso ccesceseecnnse 122 
‘MINNEAPOLIS veceechaadeces 1364 : WASHINGTON steed ade nae . 

and Wat ner: pictures. Operated ‘by 
R. D. Whitson,.. president of the 
M.P.T.O, ‘of southern California, and 
his father, | We: ‘W,. Whitson, 

‘Englewood 

Opening day of the last half found 
ndout business at this spot: Mc- 
riald Trio, bike act, brought. up 
‘ourtain and and managed ‘fair 

jults with a fair turn. -South and 
. West, blackface, had two laughs: 
with two lifted gags, and.-satisfied 
pest with their harmonica and. gul- 
tar stuff. Boys are made up poorly 
ind .don’t: work in the proper com- 
dy. vein. 

. “Walsh. and. Bilis, man and femme, 

the Mostow~™ ‘Inn --cafe, filed. salary |: 
claims with ‘the. State Labor Com. 
aeainst Harvey Bowles; ‘proprietor, 
alleging’ he:. has-been -paid with 
bouncing. checks: for: the: past, three 
weeks. -. 
Claims ‘were: also filed’ “by. iL G. 

Mamer, bookkeeper; against |. the 
Colorart ‘Synchrotone’ Coa. for $100. 

E. L. Calvi, ‘A: Baffino and Frank: 
| Buffa..took: over the York (900-— 
seater), York: boulevard, from’ Law-. 
rence Cohn. og 
Robert’. ‘Foster and ° B, Harper, 

‘carpenters, filed ° salary claims with 
the: State ‘Labor. :Comni. against 
Alexander Drinkhoff, operator of the 
‘Volga: ‘Boat’ Cafe, ‘Venice, amounting 
to $225." Both claim. they were en- 

persed with a gag or two. 
tried a-semi-classic dance, and the 
‘mar. “handled two comedy songs. 
“Edwards and Sanford have a louder 
‘and noisier. act: than the: preceding 

urn; but in the same manner.:.Some 
fa, ‘a song, and close with.a clown-. 

ing impression of the Duncan,,Sis- 
ors. 4 eeds some finer. touches.. . 

Lib Marcelle - -and- Williams company, 
formerly with the “Kitchen, Pirates,” 
‘gdagio. routine, with three ‘men as 

ts and girl as mouse, have taken 
9. “Pirates” idea,- and are now: 
rking, against.a pirate .boat set, 

ith. three pirates and ‘femme cap-. 
-Routine is unchanged ‘in any 

ay costuming. and setting has 
‘Made it somehow less effective than 
“formerly. . Should at: least, work in 
full. ‘to relieve . the cramped impres- 

cafe. 

Jones |.wWild ‘mest Sliow, : filed claims 
against Jones for. $250. 

Union Theatres. of “Australia lias 
discontiriued its local. office. Eric 
Strelitz, former Coast ' ‘manager, is 
now located: in the: N. ¥: Office: - 

At the. election. ‘of. the Métion Pic-. 
ture . Projectionists' Union, . Local 
150, E. . C. Hamilton -:was: elected 
president., ona ‘D,, Levitt . vice=pres. 
T. H. Eckerson was re- -elected: busi- 
ness manager, and. M.: » Sands, sec. 
and treas’ . | 

ure.” Business, excellent: . Loop. 

- Tack ‘Fine, . producer, has. turned 
he “Nutty ‘Club, radio feature, of 
everal- years’. standing, at. WERM: 
nto, p An. act. - a st : 

BY yA ly 

PiESSBURGH 
By, HAROLD. WwW. COHEN. 

vin-=Thurston, *: or 
ixon—Dark. - 

Pitt—sharp stock, 
Academy-—Mutual burlesque. 

: Plotnares. 
Peni—"Their Own. Desires”; : 

show 

Stanley—‘The ‘Kipttzer"; ‘stage show. 
we nright—‘‘In_ the: Next Room"; stage 
show. 
Grand—“gally. ses ° a 
Aldine—"‘Sunny. Side Une”: 
Sheridan Square—‘‘Great Gabbo. aa 
Harris—"Wall Street” ; vaude, ‘. 

‘On New ‘Year's. eve; the. ‘Selwyn, 
“June -Moon,” -. grossed .$5,700, | . 

hich: js: ‘the largest houge: this -the- 
, on dts twin, the. Harris, has 
“since. erected ‘seven: years ago. 

Reason for record ‘is: high top: for 
how-.on the ‘holiday, namely,- $6. 60. 
‘Ou e seats 1,089... 

3, 

“stage 

"Kinsley Lambert, formerly dance 
prodticer with Marks Bros., is stag- 
ng ballet numbers for the "Oriental. 

oe First annual benefit ball of thel 
Motors Union of America wil be 
“held at the Morrison hotel Feb. 21. 

Harris will” not dispense with 
vaude when “Rio Rita” comes in 
January 18 for first downtown run. 
Picture ° ‘previously played . record 
four weeks’ at ‘ Sheridan Sauare, 
neighborhood.. , 

- Varsity, 500 seats and wired, Val- 
“paraiso Ind., goes to George Shauer 
.on a new lease, James Gregory re- 
“linquishing the operation. Shauer 
‘algo operates the Premier and Opera 
- House, small sound theatre. 

Nite clubs took back seat to ho- 
tels this New Year’s Eve, the big 
spots being jammed to capacity 
while some of the smaller cabarets 
had plenty of empty tables. 

-' Dick Bergen, booker with Keith 
_-western, leaves for New York to 

: Spend a couple of weeks scouting 
”: for new acts for the western’ terri- 
tory. . 

Thurston at Alvin for two weeks 
at $1.50 top. Magician has always 

for month.’ ' 

” ezunting Tigers” will follow “Dia- 
: mond Lil" Anto the ‘Biltmore Jan. ‘12. 

tion and -plans to. convert ‘it into 
Charles: Kenyon engaged ‘by War- a laboratory. theatre and workshop. 

“net ‘Brothers: to do a screen treat- 
ment. . 

* ‘. Al Cohn hag increased his: duties ‘two silent’ downtown houses, 
at First National: by filling in at 

:@raham Baker's post as ‘scenario 
editor, - Latter 1s convalescinig “rom. 
a tonsil operation at Palm Springs, ' 

on Liberty avenue. 

"WASHINGTON, D. C: 
By" ‘HARDIE. MEAKIN. 

National (Brlanger-Rapsey)—"Sherlock 
Holmes.'! 

‘Fox’s “If I Were Alone with You, ant 
“owritten by ‘Richard Connell, and a 
* gtarring part for “whispering Tack 
‘Smith, will reach the screen as 
. “Alone with You.”. . 

. ‘Pleturos.~ 
: Columbla—"Condemned” (24: wh. 1s 

Ed di: i harge t ex Tox Oreo for Parle’ (2d wk.) “Jack wards, in ‘charge o - rox——"" . 

” plottation . at the Orpheum, Salt| Mef—"'show of Shows" (2d wk.) 
‘sake City, has been'transferred by |  jiaito—“Hell's-Heroes.” 
. RKO to the Orpheum at San Diego. RKO (Kelth's)—"Love Comes Along.” 
. James Quinn, former eastern theatre,| 
manager, replaces Edwards. at. Salt 

> ‘National. had: ‘one of the largest 

mero 

; Construction of three-story Santa 
“ Monica Playhouse at. the beach 
“starts this month at Wilshire boule- 
yard and 10th street, Santa Monica, 

Gal, Wilshire: Playhouse Corp. fig-' 
" ures investment will go to’ $250, 000. 

farewell in “Sherlocic Holmes,” now 
current. 

Year’s eve. 

NL Mack lias acquired the Hidalgo | dle the jams.’ 
- -(850-seater), .-North Main’ _- Street, 
from M Traillis, 

oe 

Wairtand, . Anaheim, ‘Cal, went 

, - wound Jan, 2, with ‘W.E. “equipment Ambassador as assistant manager. 

| ana Mae 

| Holmes,” i th ae ne 

: Stone; 

Col, ALP, ' “Dobrynin#aporman’ at . 

gaged to do. ‘remodeling work at.the |. 

Charies'’ 1 Hott; ‘former foreman of |: 
the candy ‘stands -:with ‘the ‘Buck'|. 

. and. back in Phig own home. 

charge of. State, - 

thanager’ and bupgeviee’ 'poth’ houses, 

| stage -role in, “Your: 
opposite . 

| land, Tans Al. 

ix? 

.tentiary 

played Pitt where he usually. stayed 

Little’. Theatre of “Pittsburgh: has. 
leased big room’ in- downtown sec~ 

Wiring of: Palace will leave only : 
e 

State on Fifth avenue and. Avenue’ 5 

‘| Keith, 

'|advance sales recorded on the rather 
thin-season—with—William-Gillette’s- 

‘Universal's Rialto was only house 
not giving midnight. show New. 

Others had capacities: 
and near riots in attempting to han- 

" Harold Pease, for ‘many years a 
eer organist, is now doubling 
in the front of the neighborhood 

VARIETY 

TOLEDO 
: By Ee. H. GOODING 

Palace—If I Was Rich" (stock), \ 
ah eramount—"Laughing Lady"; stage 

(8a _ vita-Temple—"Show of Shows" 

vPanthéon—"No, (3d No, Nanette" 
week). . 
Valentine—"‘Condemned.” 
State—‘Seven Faces,” - 
Princess—‘‘Tiger Rose,” . : 

* Rivoli—Vaudfilm, bool 
Empire—Mutual "Hurlesque, 
National (iaianger Rapley) Sberiock 

vif he 

Ohio censors Jet “Applause”: (Par) 
through after two.months’ stalling. 

}"This ‘Thing Called. Love” (Pathe). 
‘suiferéd some. deletions, ‘but. finally: 
‘passed, - “Princess - . playing “Ap-|' 
plause” next. week. .Censors: 
‘wouldn’t. look: over. “General, Crack” 
(WB) between. holidays, so Ohio 
showing ‘is delayed. | : 

"Parrot belonging to: Harry Black- 
magician, ' appearing § 

various foreign tongues, Blackstane 
‘finally. awoke and- 
Merriman, manager of Loew’ 3 ‘Val- 
entine,. and. nine: others, . : 

oO. a ‘Motry, onerator of: Lyric 
-theatre, ‘Tiffin, ‘sued: in“ fedéral court 
here ‘by! ‘Tiffany.: “Prodticey ‘claims 
Motry | leased  the.. film, -“Clothes 
Make. the Woman," -for:-the: Lyric]: 
only but exhibited it. on. other. dates - 
and -in.. other Places. Lo. 

Bay’ Shore: dance. “halt. padiocked’|. 
last: -week “by ‘governnient. Place 
raided in September, 1928, and: Max 
Richland, proprietor, “given two 
years in. Atlanta -for operating. a 
booze resort. ~ . ; 

- ‘Earl Fleischman, | 17; only son of 
Clarence: . Fleischman, : owner . with 
George Kroetz of the: World,. State 
and Atlas theatres;. died Dec.. 26 
following” an appendicitis operation. 

SAN FRANCISCO * 
By. WALTER: RIVERS . 

: Art Hick n, band leadex,, “ig out 
‘of: ‘the hospital after six” months. 

He was 
reported at the point. of’ ‘death ‘sev- 
eral times and still ig. a very, ‘sick 
Mane ei _ 

a 1, hoe 

Nick @urner,. ‘recently . yeturnea 
from a trip. to Kurope,. is back in 
the. Fox. managerial service in 

Stockton, Cal. 
When the. DEM, Fox. theatre is. com- 
pleted, ‘in; tha t AoW rebably by 
Septémb r,, ‘Turner jecome city 

' Henry ‘Duffy has.. signed. . Betty 
Bronson,.. picture, Atar,,” ‘to. play.” 

nele ‘Budiey 
‘Taylor. “Holmes. . Show 

scheduled to’ open, at t Duftvin, Oak- 

T, ‘File “pledsoe,. “press “agent Pilb- 
St. Frandéis" here, “has been 

moved to same job. in Publix’ United 
Artists theatre; Los. Angeles. . 

Prisoners in San: Quentin peni- 

rious’ theatres in the San Francisco 
Bay region. Harry Ettling of R- 
K-O had charge of the bill and 
‘stage managed the. ‘show. 

Acts taking part included, ‘Hermie 
King. and orchestra; ‘Rue Enos, 
Billy Banks, Les Poe, Art Varian, |. 
George and George, Irving Kennedy, 
Lou’ Emmel, Frank: Siegrist, Don 
Smith, Jack Reed and. Dick O’Mera, 
Buss McClelland and Jimmy Barr, 
Michael Patrick Brennan, Max Do- 
lin, Tillyou and... Rogers, . . Johnny 
Toffoli, . 
several others.. 

DES MOINES. 
, Rerchel-—"‘Porsy. ” 
Casino—Chan 

Girl, 
Garden—"Marianne. ” 
Orpheum—Vaudfilm. «| . 

. Palace—''Texas Tommy. 
‘ Paramount— ‘Navy Blues”: stage show. 
-President—"The Command: to Love. ” 

. Frincese—Der Keo: . 
Sturine—Da. 
‘Strond—"Women “Trap.” ” 

+ CG, D. Krepps, former manager of 
‘Gilda Gray and recently a salesman 
in hig father’s clothing store at' Ma- 
quoketa, Ja., has been divorced’ by 
his wife of- six months, Alice-Krepps 
charged Krepps marrié¢d: her out of 
pique at Miss: Gray, ~with whom he 
was in love. 

Oberfelder - ‘Ketcham Production 
|-Co, opened Dec. 28 with “The Com- 
mand to Love,” guest-Starring Ian 

Company includes Frances 
Dale, Georgia. Neese, John 
Moore, Vessie Farrell, Fred Sulli- 
van, Jonathan Hole and Anthony 
Blair. ‘ Addison Pitt is - irector; 
“George — ‘Clarker Ynaningere “Allen 
Franklin,, general business, and 
Frank McDonald, ‘stage manager, 

HH, L. waters, a stagehand, fell 50 
feet from a platform at ‘the Berchel 
during “Porgy” show. Recuperat- 
ing at Polyclinic hospital, 

“Journey's, . End” 
Berche] Jan. 10-11. « 

‘scheduled for 
sobs 

EB. O. Hllsworth, manager of the 
Metropolitan, Iowa Falls, also a rep- 

|Santa‘ Monica,: Cal., Jan, 2 
|- Hawks was a-native of: Gosken, - 

| Ind., and attended’ Yale; : During-the |. 

| war he became a naval officer, after : 

{been at ‘Fox for’ three and: a half 
; rvisor, of pro: a eats and was a supe sor, of. 2) 

week. in: the Rivoli, bewildered  firé-. 
: men. dn: an- apartment: ‘house’ blaze: 
|last. week,. shouting. maledictiong in: 

ed, a3 did Jack| 

-| Mary. Astor, Screen actréss, _ Surviv-. 

; came to St. Paul from St. ‘Louis to 

‘t tinue road ‘show! legit; bookings as 
“Journey’s ‘End":: for:- -three | 

. era given a New Year's} 
Day:: vaudeville’’ show comprising 
twenty-one acts recruited, from va-. 

Putnam and Hurley and | ¢ 

Des. Moinesr—"Glorifying the Amerlean . 

Ww. 
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Obituary’ 
pas 

KENNETH HAWKS 

Kenneth Hawks, 33, Fox film direc- 

tor, was killed ina plane, crash at 

which he returned to: the university. 

and resumed his studies. . In 1919 he 
was captain of the Yale ‘tennis. team, | 
and with C. S. Garland held.the in-! 
terscholasti¢ doubles championship. | 
‘After graduating, . Hawks began. 

his film career as an: assistarit: direc- . 

tor at Paramount, later going Into) . = = 

the scenario department. He had’). 

duction: until, he made. 4, reauest . ‘to 
direct,.., ‘His. first picture -was,.: “Big 
Time.” He then did “Such Men Are |, 
Dangerons” and,was working ‘on.xe- |, 
tales. of this Am: at the, time; of. the 
crash, 
Two. ‘Years ago ‘Hawks: njarried: 

ing. him ard ‘his’ ‘widow, parents. ‘and: 
two “prothors, Howard, 2... -director,, 

“William, Imsband ‘of ‘Bessie 
Love, ee 

“Lous” N- ‘scott. 
“Louis N. Scott, brother. of. Robert Tt 
Scott, operator; of the Metropolitan |. 
theatres, died,. aged 1,. .of ‘pheu~ 
monia. - oe 
Mr, -Scott,- one of the est. ‘Amown 

| shownien in the United States, waa.|-‘ 
proprietor. of the two Minneapolis 
and. St.. Paul -houses . and, directed 
their operation up: to the time , of. 
his death, .His theatrical experience’ 
dates back. 47 years ‘in’ St. Paul, and 
36 years. in ‘Minneapolis, . :He. ‘first 

work: in the office of a river ‘packet 
line as a checker. 

pt. W. Fi. ‘Davidson, owner. of 
the” packet. ne employing Mr. 
Scott, also. owned. the..opera, house 
in St.. Paul.: 
and. asked. Mr. “Scott” to take! the’ 
position.’ “Although ‘he’ had no" the- 
atrical éxperience and. “haa: not’ ‘peen 
tngide’'A ‘theatré ‘more’ “than a half 
a dozén times during his lite,’ young 
Scott accepted ' the* offer. a 
"Mr. ‘Scott: contracted” pw bad. cold. 
Christmas eve ‘and it. developed: into. 
prieumonia, © He “hadi been! <i 21 
health for sevéral' years: but ‘@uting’ 

\ the: “past six’: months" this: ‘condition 

was: ‘greatly: improved. ' ATM a:com- 
paritively: : 

howevef, he: was ‘unatle: to" stand 
the ravages ‘of pneumonia..- 
».Robert'-Scott: said: he would: con- 

before. 
nights each in the two ‘houses | is the 
only forward’ booking. “ 

BETH: ‘CARSON 

Beth ‘Carson, - 23). “didd in Chicago, 
Dec. 31, of double pneumonia. © She 
was in a dancing ‘turn. with her 
husband, Bud Carson,.and was ap- 
pearing in “Animal Crackers” when 

taken ill. 
eles, 

resentative in the Towa legislature, 
celebrated his 30th year as manager 
of the old “opera house” last week..|~ 
Theatre is now 1c: grind. 

. The Rex,. Grand Junction; la., pur- 
chased by R, O. Wellmyer, 

The Iowa, Waterloo, formerly the 
Plaza,. reopened Christmas. under 
‘supervision of Jake 

; policy, in: effect. 

A. ‘Tomianovic. nas: bought ‘the | 

‘leased the. picture house'at Pomer oy, |. 
Towa.’ 

Coon | 
To]. 

‘have purchased -the Lyric, - 
‘Raplds,:- from J, E. Ridgeway. 
remodel : and. wire. |: a 

Villisea, ‘Ia., has new $25; 000 house, | 
‘opened Dec. 31 by F _B. Pennington. 

JACKSONVILLE, FLA. 
Arende—Perucht ‘Players. oe 
Florida—"‘New ‘York Nights. » . 
Palace—"‘Romance of Rio Grande." 

_ Imperial—''So - This Is College. ” 

Beginning: Jan. 12, “Areade ‘stock 
house will cut 'té 60c. top and put 

Gerald Rowan and Leslie, Rice head} 
the company. 

Addie Berry, local. radio organist 
and singer, is playing réquests in 
outer lobby of Piorida theatre. ‘Has 
attracted much attention,. 

Frank - As Keeney’s . “runout at 
Keeney. Park race track gave the 
local sports, outside bockers, and 
horsemen, one grand pain. Ceeney’s. 
Florida goose is cooked, consensus 

. He heeded a manager’ 

; comedy jugegler.:: 

“Wweakeried’: 1° condition, . 

- Burial was in Los ‘An- | 

. -Rosenthal..| 
‘House remodeled: and redecorated 

‘| and now seats 1,200. First: srun ‘sound 

-New Lyon house at. Madrid, ia, 
Former owner, Marco Lyon: | 

-Loulg. ‘Lynk, - Forest - "City, | has. 

Ge An Howell’ and M. 1. Sauvago | 

- 

. BETH CARSON 
Death of Beth Carson, appearing 

in “Antmal Crackers,” came: exactly 
atthe stroke of midnight, Dee. 31, 
in a Chicago: hospital: -" - 
AiMng: witha: cold; Miss Carson. 

‘vefused to missy. performanges : until. 
two. days before her death, when’. . 
she was taken to a hospital. ‘Double 7 
pneumonia developed ' within. ied 
Hours, and, death followed, 

The « husband, | Bud Carson,” ‘also. 
of. “animal Crackers,’ survives. ; 

4, t WILLIAM: LONG . 
“William Long, 68, : theatre owner: oS 

and sportsman, | died Jan. ; 1 of intes« 

84th street, New. York, - 
yived by. ‘nis’ ‘Widow,’ Son: anid a 
brother,’ Edivin’ J. Long. ° re 

“Mr. ‘Leng: ‘at, “one time. owned any 
] extensive racing. stable ‘and was also. 
identified. with. the. fight game and .- 
was... associated. wwith. thé, ‘promotion 

‘Coney , ‘Island. He. was. also. promi- ve 
nent ,in, politi¢s,..;_- 
He, owned. considerable theatileal 

EN. SAD MEMORY OF . 
“My. Late: Governor 

“FRANK VAN. Dovel 
_ ‘Highest . 

=LESLI 
o by All © 

+ wert 

property ana in ‘addition to. owning 
part of the Riverside theatre prop= __ 
‘erty at 96th and Broadway was also. 
associated with William Fox in thee 
atre cownership-:: in Jamaica., He’. 
never. onerated any. houses, ‘but for | 

|years had - always -heen: a silent: 

| financial figure ‘in Fox operations on 

Long Island, 

_ GUSTAVE DRAWEE. 

Gustave: ‘Drawee’. (Gustave Beck 
er), 63, died of a heart attack in the 
Philadelphia: General - Hospital, Deo. 
26.+- ‘Drawee ‘in former years had_ 
been internationally known as a. 

-Among his acts 
was. that. of ‘Drawee, Hambeo (col- 
ored) and: Friseo:, 
“Drawee at. one time worked. for 

‘Barnum & Bailey ‘and: -had'‘alsd' ap 
peared: with the Eugerie Sandow: Co. 
‘He came’ to'tlie ‘States from ‘Gere 

many in‘'1885: alia later’ took out‘citi- 
zenship ‘papers, * His'. “widow: and 
daughter, living im: ‘London, survive, 

Interment in the Ardsley ceme- 

tery, Ardsley, Pa. a 
Saeed 

"Jack Gumpert, vice- resident. of 
1§,- Gumpert Co, » ‘Inc,; ‘of. Brooklyn, 
died of heart disease Dee. 80. 

DEATHS ABROAD 
‘Paris, Dec. 24. 

Paul Garbagny, 50,, manager of 
Folies Dramatiques theatre, Paris, 
died suddenly of. pneumonia, 

Jean. Manoussi, 40, picture pro- 
ducer, died in Paris, 

of opinion. Cabaret acts picked up 
some change here, then blew. 

' Holiday biz excellent in all-houses. 

SEATTLE 
By DAVE: TREPP 

Metropolitan—Colbourne’s Players. 
President-——‘‘Let Us Be Gay’': (stoch). 
Musie Box—'‘Show of Shows” (2d wik.), 
Fifth Ave—- "Navy: Blues": stage show. 
Blue Mouse-—"Tiger Rose” (2a “wi.). 

; Seattle-- “Condemned,” ” 
Fox—‘‘Hot' for Parls." . 
Coliseum— “Untamed. ” 

=—_ 

Jules B. Reisman has resigned. as 
eit. manager for. Fox at, ‘Medford, 

Sucdeéded: by S..G. Meriden- 
‘hall, former manager. of ‘the. Houses 7 
when owned by, ‘George’ Fhunt. " 

“Ctreus Maximus; put: on by. ress 
‘club, failed to ‘get. over. “Used: pub-: 

. In ‘Port-"— 

with: “Plank” Russell “gueceeding 
| Joe Muller as manager of Jack Rus- 

sell Musical at old Pantages: theatre, , 
Russell is naw. manager of. the house 
‘as well ag of the company. for his 
brother. This: gives Seattle dramatic 
stock, vaude-and musical, and but. 

ety ee 

tinal: trouble. at: his' home; 355 West 
‘He. is sure. . | 

of the Jeffries and Corbett fight: in... 

-company-and-house=crew“in-charges| “one presentation house. ~ te 

Andy - Gunnara- is new manage of. 
Publix shows at Metropolitan, suc- 
ceeding Harry Wareham, resigned, 

Jira Merfam, formerly with John - 
Hamrick, is back as assistant to 
"Hamrick, for circuit of Hamrick 
‘houses, 

‘Henry. Sommers here as new Ore : 
pheum (R-K-O) manager, succeede 
ing Bob Hartung, resigned. 
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A Carnival Grifter i 

- (Ruth Morris « comes from. a good family, ‘is young, a. looker, lives + 
“home, reads nice books, works on this. paper when she works, earns a 
good salary (for a’ girl), and heretofore has borne a. ‘No. 1 reputation. ° 
As any one knows who has. ‘ever. seen the gaff put on by an outdoor. 

outfit, no girl reporter. could remember all of the lot lingo: below: at one 
ae 

- As Miss Morris is. ‘now: v-single and. her own boss i in a way, she. can ‘do| 
- whatever explaining ‘is necessary to them wot wants it. Otherwise it] 
sounds as though one ) of Ruth's summer | vacations was spent Shilling. ae 

What ‘does a carnival ‘man’ “do ‘innival man. is" going ‘to - take the’ 
winter ‘when the: gimmick: racket 
for which he- is pecullarly gifted | - 
does a lay- -off?:. 

-According to one: of the brethren, 
he’s “too lazy to ‘work and hasn't 
‘enough nerve. to steal,” 
His: code wouldn’t permit ‘adop- 

"tion of.a legitimate trade, and: his 
vocabulary ‘would make at impos- 

" pible. 
Listen to" ‘the carnival lingo - of 

‘one who tells of a pinch while. work- 
_ ing. ‘His racket:: 
“Ym working the ‘gimmick on oe 

> mark: ‘who looks: like a solid ‘chump |. 

- where. they, steer clients, to crap 

| Monte) orto “play the duke,” which 

OUTDOORS 

By Ruth + Morris 

EMBALMED WHALE ODOR 
100 STRONG. FOR COAST 

“Los Angeles, Jan, 4, 
- After numerous complaints had 

| been filed with the health depart-. 

to rémove his embalmed whale from 
L. A. The whale had been on ex-: 
hibition in a parking station oppo- 
site the United Artists theatre. 
‘Shopkeepers. and: office help for a 

block on each side of the whale 

‘chance of a long rap.” 

Some of the’ racketeers get winter ; 
jobs in gambling houses. . “Many. go 
‘south to certain wide-i -open towns 

joints: “and other resorts. Here, too, 
there is no -personal risk ‘Since ‘the 
housé squares with the authorities 
and the steerer is protected,. . ; 

‘Ones. who’ prefer: to live’ solely | 
on: their Native” shrewdness ride 
traina’.to’ “play broads” (3- card |: 

hyde. and’: turpentine ‘which arose 
from _ the ‘whale, an 

| Frink as. Downie Gen. Agt. ~. 
.. ‘Havre-De-Grace, Jan.. 4. 

FJ. Frink, last season assistant 
general agent of ‘the Al G. Barnes 
circus, will. be‘ general’ agent for 
the -~Downie- Bros. truck show this 

means getting. an easy mark into 
a card game with a cold ‘deck. -‘The 

Winter! 

ment, ‘the police asked F. W. Fowser Garden, . opening in.Match..... - 

complained of-the odor of formalde- 

to this town next winter, _. 
-Glaim they can offer him- more}: 

Talbott. Dodging 
Chicago, Jan. 4. 

‘Edward O. Talbott, carnival oper- 
ator and a former president of the |. 

~ | Showmen's League, ‘dodged process |’ 
servers here when his wife tried to 

forbid him leaving the state pending | 

| a settlement. of divorce action. 
Talbott’s . trouble - with - his wife 

has-been ‘on for a number of years, 
His: income. is Teputed: to he $20, 000 
yearly. 

RB at Garden 
The Ringling-Barnum and Bailey’ ~ 

circus ‘Will play -Madison Square 

It -was announced that the Sells- 
Floto show would play the Garden, | 
but with control of that outfit pass- 
ing to John. Ringling, the. booking }. 

‘Ringling’s. first |. change followed. . 
New York date will be in the Bronx, 
as last season, . . 

- SARASOTA’S IDEA 
| Sarasota, Fla., Jan. 4, 

Biz men .here - have ‘approached 
John Ringling to bring all circuses 

than any. other town and that. the 
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RINGLING OUTFIT TRIES * 
TO HEAD TORONTO EXPO 

Toronto, Jan. ae 

, Asking 9124; 000 for, each week's. . 
| showitig, the Ringling-Barnum eins; 
cus is- making. a strong play. here to - 
be the feature attraction at. the 1980 oo 

Toronto ‘Exposition, , oe 
‘ Ambassadors from the inellrig”? 

office in Chicago have tried to close” 
|. tha deal, but’so far without success. .\- 

All representatives heye had’,to. *, 
work. on the plan that if after they. a 

| have finished wwith.the fair. officfals. “ 
and Ringling doesn’t lke the frames: 
‘up. it can be cancelled. ae 

Chi’s Civic Circus * ee 
; ‘Chicago, Jan.: a os 

Biggest. thing in independent. cir= 

{cus dates in Chi will bea circus’ Uw. 

der auspices ‘of -the ‘United: Suburbs a 

of Chicago and Chicago Policeman,” 
Contraet calls’ for the ‘stiowine thine." 
in Tune,, a ie 

-. City. Hall, anxious: t0 help- the a 
bluecoats, has: stamped its O. K. “on : 
all ‘copies’ of the contracts, < .-. 
“John. Megrall Promoted. 

"Christy Show. Sele. 
Zack Terre for’ s. F Houston, Jan. 4 

* Chicago, Jan. 4. The precarious. condition of G.W,'" 
" Zack - “‘Terrel went into a ‘huddle. Christy,. owner of.the Christy Circus, 2 

_| the last day: of ‘1929 with the Ring- | may. £0¥ce, the sale of the show. ‘It 
‘Ung offices here and emerged man-|.is -not: likély that’ Christy's Realth”™:. 
ager of the- Sells-Floto citcus.: — will: permit him to. 60 on the road, A 

sucker himself - deals. the hand and 
has no chance. to squawk, particu- 
larly as the conductors’ co- ‘operation 

-has .been Aisually fixed. beforehand. 
“Cold : ‘decks’ are preferred - to 

“paper"’. ‘(marked cards): because the.|. 

- when’ the law grabs me. TI try.. to 
- do ‘business “with him, but he's a 
muee. - Probably “wants: to. get..a 
gold tin. So ‘he books me: and lugs 
me off’ to the ancay. - ’ Pretty: soon]. 
the fixer comes down and> gives me 

the office not, to. open. my kisser; | medium: is ‘suré and fast... 

to stand pat, that everything’s set.|. “If you're riding™ to. Philly - you]. 

Justices of the Peace, get” me, will| can’t’ stall with. paper,” explained |. A fait Board 
take anything from a red hot stove| the: informant, “The. other’ way's G0, 

, I} af er ry Mugivan Kas been appointed 0" ‘a:.¢ross on -a church, . So Tm faster—it’ s like throwing tops | in On| one of the Iridiaria’: representatives 
* gittin' pretty.’ @ game, . | 2 presen e 

year, - coming of this business will help.in-.| 
Frink | wa |, fornierly genéral crease the value” of. Ringling's. and - 

agent: for Déwnie when: he was their’ own Florida land. ion 
owner of the ‘Walter L. Main and = 
LaTena titles, - 

- Mugivan: on Chi Fair Board | 

. “After an. ‘acespay. in’ the: ugsay I 
gets. a chance to. reel : my spiel. to. 

“the. we Ps 
{It ‘Was This Way. ‘| key” making the fourth. ‘He is per-| 

‘mitted to win (“thrown: ‘the: con- 

Ringing i in a Deck. 
“Playing the duke is usually don’ 

in groups of three, with the. “mon- 

Fair. - 

OUTDOOR: SLANTS | 

‘|to serve on. the 1938 Chicago World's ’ 

| the Ringling office.” 
Térrel-is. considered: @ key-man- by. next’ season, — ae 

~His .capitula-|.. No. one else’ can handle’ ‘the show 
-after- holding out: for two and’ make’ money, which Jeaves. it. tion, 

months, is--considéred. some sort of open: to ‘bidders. Two already, nave. 
been, received, = ‘Merry 'D New Year r by the he big office? 

a ‘Well, yer Honor,’ I. starts, “at 
- was this way. The monkey. stuck -vineer”) until “considered. ripe for - Jack Wri 7 Jr, will pick the 

‘His nose in my Joint. . 

hip ‘to ‘the squeeze.. 

him out.a half a C cop, re~hashed 
him and clipped him for, about 5 
yards, or half a grand, ‘when | he. Bot 

hip to the out-count. . 
“Well, it was.only | one thing. to 

I. equidn't :let that} 
_umpchay - screw :with all. ‘that line. 
“ao, yer “Honor. . 

So I.used a last come on.and popped 
out with that old store ‘that clips 
everyhody—the peek ‘em: store, - 

peek with the ‘rest of his scratch. 
’ The uckersay started . to beef, 

joint, my drop-case and a super, 
put it In my vest pocket and lammed } 
to grab a rattler when the Jaw 
nabbed me, yer Honor.’ 
.“The judge says, . ‘Is that. all you 

have to say, young man?’ 
. ‘So. help me,-: yer Honor,’ J: an- 

. ewers.. 
“and he says, . ‘Case ‘dismissed— 

and next time bring an interpreter’. 
“What chance has a guy like that 

to turn an honest penny? ' He ean’t 

even turn an honest phrase. 
2 Kinds ; 

"According ‘to the informant, there 
are: two types of carnival men— 
honest ones who work a legitimate 
business in the summer, and rack- 
eteers. The former are considered 
by the latter the “bums” of the 
‘trade. - They save enough: to see 
‘them over the winter season, dur-: 
ing. which they Hve in cheap dig- 
sings, They: never put on the dog 
even in summer, when they scrimp : 

hasn’ t paused once for. breath dur- 

‘ing the monolog, breezes - off with 
and’ pick up what food they can 

find on the lot. | 
“They do worse: than: that, ” ‘said 

‘the big info man. “They: even cook 
for themselves. | ‘They live, in tents. 
“They're not gyps—they're gypsies,” 
he added in real disgust. “Those 

sticks who hang around all day. for 
a fin—are the biggest monkeys of. 

‘all. 
“Mugs are the ‘only ones who live 

high. ‘They live by their wits. 
‘When ‘the other guys are starving, 

the wise ones . ride’ in . cars in 

Miamer, . 
“A first class racketeer, as I said, 

is too lazy to work and hasn't 

enough. nerve to .steal—but he'll do 
~anything-in-the-way--of short “con 
that will not cop .his liberty. 

; - [In the Bag 
“But he’s got to know that the 

game is fixed. Big carnivals don’t 
usually get the racketeers,. but the 
gcilly outfits that travel a merry- 
go-round, a cooth show and 8 joints 
have the town constabulary in the 

bag weeks before they play the 
bure. 

“Byerything’s fixed, see? There 
won't be no pinch, No real car- 

‘My. sticks 

. duked him in ‘and he: went for about: 
3 .C’s: on a. set joint: when he got 

I couldn’ t let 

the: mug. ewscray .with all that 
scratch, so I sprung the old reliable 

the count-em-up store that never 
« blows, I taro-banked him and, threw 

1g in, . 

“The cappers gave the mark the through: argument..that’ comes ‘so |’ 

My |'to follow. it.: 
sticks lugged him away. I took.my | 

| You can. surely spare that arhount| 

-Iovements. 

‘who's. on. his feet all day. 
- ganization will send you a pair free. 

‘tin’ them free!” 

may be ‘a; Santa. Claus after all. 

modestly commented, “but. you gotta 

honest. guys—ard the shills and know: how to sling it.” - 

‘ered salesman, who can average $30 

1930. towns for " the Nat Reiis Mel- picking, when he will be rounded. 80. 
vile carny. | that one of the gang can slip in a 

cold deck.. Best way to round—or 
to get the sap’s attention away from 

ie game—is to say; “Look, your 
coat's burning,” or some similar. dig. 
tractor. ‘While, the mistake is being |. 
explained, a confederate puts over | 
the shift and the stacked duplicate 

It takes skill and rapid con- 
versation.. |. - 

- “Writing : sheet’. calls. ‘for: even. 
‘greater artistry. and. high- pitch: tal- 
ent, .This ancient. ‘and ‘not :so hon- 
orable art:is the securing of. maga- 
zine subscriptions by: misrepresenta- 
tion. ‘The chump must.be made to 
feel. that he’s getting. a break 

Jack O’Brien will: assist John 
McCaffery on. the Gruberg’ outfits 
‘as assistant general agent, 

“wm. Riley. again ahead ‘of. the 
Sheesley | carnival ‘for. 1930. 

John smith, horse trainer’ at Pert, 
Ind., has gone to-the ‘Al G.. Barnes 
circus ‘on the ‘coast’ to, brighten up 
the ‘equine’ numbers, * 

ance at the Ringling office last. week 

| Robinson trick.’ 
Cres 

fluently he: ‘can't: think, fast enough | Many old timers writing the /Ring- 
.tling office to come back, among them 

Billy Exton, former putt scriber for The approach : to a, workman is circuses. 
something like this: 

. The. Spiel 

“Are you interested in better con- 
ditions for the working. man—short- | 
er hours, a better wage? Now, we 
have,a magazine that sets down] ° 
these economic. problems. We keep 
you informed. and send you latest]. - : 
literature. on the . subject. You]. Nineteen- -twenity-nine slapped the 
should know what is being dis- 
cussed pro and con. We'll send you 
our magazine free. All you have to 
give us is enough to cover postage. 

. 

Wall St. slapped everything and 

everybody. ‘ 

For the past few years ‘the car-- 

nivals have been taking the rap 

preity hard. 

to keep in touch with important 

“Let’s see your shoes. Those are 
retty. bad to be worn by. a man 

who's, our or- outlined his fair program: it marked 

‘the: 10-count for the smidways and 

‘the joints. 

. Along with this hurrah is the 

All yoti have to give is the postage. | 
.“How much? Gimme a bill. Never 

mind how. much, Free—you’ re get- 

general agents. Even.the old timers 
have been switching about. this 
‘year hoping. to grab something that 
-would .be sure of wadding the. bank 
‘roll. . Everyone | in the racket is up 
inthe air. 

“Just conversation,” the informant|. The big thing, for the past few 
years, for carnivals, was the fair 

dates, There’s not so. many of these 
that all the carnivals could ‘crowd 
in. Those that did ‘got a lHttle 
dough. The rest either blew up or 
folded and went to the barns, Those 
that stuck out the season came 
home in the red, except in one or 
two cases. And these had: ‘plenty 

of rides and clean amusements. 
They got away from the games 
and saved the bacon. Some of the 
muges still try to keep on with 

And the short ‘con ‘artist, Who 

the “postage,” and. the’ bewildered 
workman ifs left. ‘feeling that there 

Smooth Workers 
Other big. vocabulary men “hustle 

slum” (sell junk’ jewelry) or: “drop. 
a hoop” (peddle a cheap ring). They 
stealthily approach @ mark and con- 
fidentially inquire if he wants to 
make a great buy of stolen goods. 
Nine out of every 10 do, and the 
field ig then open for thé high-pow- 

or $40 o day if he knows his stuff, 
-“Suckers-wouldn't-be-nipped, "said. |. 

ages. of the St. Louis Arena; was 
j let out last. week by the major 

Robert Hickey ‘was’ given | ‘assur- , a 

‘that: he would again Pp a thé John . 

hala 
carnival in the eye about. as. hard as” 

| the wheels will be owned by: indi-.|- 

alarming ~number of changes of. 

the wheel and polite con_ games.| _ 

8 1 Garden Manager Out. 

" St. Louts, Jan. 4, 
Geo. Holcombe, builder and man- 

British Fil Fidd 4 
' (Continued ‘froma page. 1: eae 

how’ figuied that Alga may’. start 

= 
; stockholders, Successor: not  ap-| ocd Dec. 80° with’ Mate ‘Ham: 
P bourg on the ‘life of oothovcn Holcombe has. a record for build- Mark ‘playing: the ‘title’ part 
ine more. fairs and: fairgrounds in. Herbert Wilcox ‘airecting. © 

Mo. and It. than any other one man. }. 
He also bullt the “first. dog: track f ' 
near r Phicago. = a . oo 

: ‘Britieh Film: Rovus ne 
Dan: Fish, artists’ ‘agent, started: | 

: proinotine™ @ Bcreén’ revue: ‘It. got © 
a bit too big for his pocketbook, - so’ 

Cireus for ‘Faire John Maxwell took it over, and dt’s: 
, ' :#Chigago,; Jan. 4. | now ‘in production: with a working 

Earl: _ Taylor offices ‘ here ‘have title.of “Elstrée Calling.” Has Wil: 
taken on the Sells-Stérling ‘circus | Fyfe, Three Eddies’ and: Jack: ‘Hule : : 

bert and. band, as ‘principal. ‘acts...’ 
| Adrian ‘Brunel directing and Jimmie. * 
Sloan, through“with: Blattrer. COrP 
as production manageér.:.': : 

Sloan” was formerly Pe Me “tor oe 
.| Paramount when it- started a, studio: 

over heré in 1919 - at Isiington. — 
Brother - of Daisy : Sloan,...formeér. | 
vaude star - who married - Major *. 
Charlie © Bell, electrical head. of: : 
Paramount's theatre - building. Bee ‘ 
tivities. . : 

. we 

ae 

which will be booked as a ‘fair at- 
traction. ‘ 
Trick consists of 30 trucks: of cir- 

cus equipment. | , 

‘N 

even to these dumb guys the folly 

of this. . ” 

It looks. like 1930 ig going to be. Paneer, epee Pe ntheeat epee ritom oo 
a tough year for the merry metries. | ing Well. enough to. go another <a 

Few Left . . | month,. ‘ _ 

There are still‘a few of the. old Lloya taller open ed to capdie ty, 
style carnivals planning on rail- shoppers’ sights of the West End: 

Lloyd Opens Okay " 
Paramount. opened - “welcome: ° 

-| roading next season. ‘The guys that|this: week and causing: ‘plenty _ ae: 
This season ‘when John Ringling. “ own them are not worried a great talk, 

deal, They'll still have few riding] — 
devices but plenty of wheels. All Bits and Things 2, 

Board. ‘of. Film: .Censors. now hat: 
viduals, ‘When the break comes the |its own - theatre. wired with. pe 
owner gets: back on a- train and|A; 'W. H. device with which Georg -* 
shortly sits about the Showmen’s ee hopes to salvage’the fortunes . S, 
League telling. of the. hard.breaks | °!, British ‘Phototone Company..." °° 
~ Board: of Trade has refused ‘to... 
in the middle of the season. The “ ” pass “Song of London” as'a Quota _: 
boys with‘ the wheels grab a freight | film on grounds it is mainly a “pace. o 
train and another carnival. is no]ord of‘current events,” and- news.” 
more, . - Lreels do not qualify tor: ‘Quota.’ Pics: 2 

. The “remaining outnts, | ‘of which ture was made by Harry B, Parkin-. 
there are about six, get their money setae jorma mee Sr ae 
‘with rides. and clean amusements Ufa made more than -a. ‘year ago, | 
the same as the circuses get their] Agitation is going on strongly, with. . 
money from’ top performances. the B, O, T. sitting pat on its. de~: : 
These boys are on the up and up, | cision. — 
although they still carry a few|, Film business: 15 being ‘dragged. ; 
joints, They. don’t need them, but into the Provincial fight for news- 
h paper supremacy, started by -Lord' » 
aving grown up in the biz they’ Rotnermere pushing into the Pro- 

hate to drop them. The midway] vincial daily field. At Bristol the - 
wouldn’t seem right without:a few | “Evening Times and Echo” has been’ 
~wheels, but that the wheels are get- | running free Saturday picture mati-. 
ting less each season shows: these nées aor kids at the | Hippodrome 

t an rew'a protest from the loca 
showmen to be sm art. branch of the Exhibitors’ Associa- . 

. More Barring Towns. tion. 

the. “seats... at..matines 
Carnival Con, “if: they weren’t. try- “This ‘y year's biz has hammered home 

ing to beat some game themselves, 
Every mark has larceny in his heart, 
and that makes it sweet for the 

pickers.. 
“Racketeers aren’t ‘pad—the gim- 

mici? is all they-know. And the 
scratch is such short money that it 
never hurts'anyone much. What 
can a guy with special gifts do but 
use ’em? 

“Take from them that makes— 

that’s what carnival men do ‘In 
winter. : ; 
“What's a mug gonna do? He 

can’t set up his spindle or creeper 
on a street corner in winter. He's 
gotta put his wits to work. The 
better the line the bigger the pay- 
off—and wot the hell, if everyone 
was honest life would be a bust,” 

that have the monied faire sewed up, os “but exhibs squawk is that 
They get-them each year. The rest they ‘are given at. a vaude ‘house 

and not at a régular picture the- of the U. S. A. jis fast sticking the an 
ban on the carnivals. ‘This year atre. Rothermere paper just started 

in the Bristol area, “Bristol. Eye« 
there were some hundred odd towns | ning News,” has made a counter to 
that barred carnivals. ° Next. year|the “Times and Echo” stunt by 
there probably -will be twice that promising to’ double all money 
many. taken for the Lord Mayor's. Christ-: 

1930 fs going to write a strange mas Dinner for the Poor Fund. if 

carnival story. It may be red for the Mand pertormances their, spe- 
many, but’ for the: public it’ ll be ning News” shows, Most exhibs : 

rosy. bhai agreed, ve 
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, Warner Bros.-First National 

SEASON’S GREETINGS 

ALAN ~~ 

|. | “GENERAL CRACK” with JOHN BARRYMORE 

“THE FURIES” | 

Vitaphone Productions. 

\ 

WARNER BROS. STUDIO 
_. Hollywood, Cal. 

VARIETY Wedriesday, January 8, 1980 

CRO SLAN D ||| 

_ PRODUCTIONS mid 
1929. 

“ON WITH THE SHOW” " : \ ix | 
y 

Wrote the Story and Dialogue for 

MISS MARION DAVIES’ | 
next M.G.M. Picture | 

“THE FLORODORA GIRL” 
1. “SONG OF THE FLAME,” All Technicolor | | | 

Management 

MYRON SELZNICK, Ina 

Hollywood, Calif. 
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F. Tiegfeld, : 
F or His Wonderful Production of “Whoopee”. 

| illiam Anthony McGuire. 
a For His Intelligent Adaptation 

Gus Kahn anda 

Walter L Donaldson, 
For Their Unusually Fine Lyrics and Music. 

Seymour Felix, af 
For His Excellent Work in Staging the Dances. 7 3 

; And The Entire Cast and Enseinble for Their Loyalty in Making “Whoopee”. . | : y as 

the most memorable engagement of my career : z 

Now on Tour—but after. April 1 all bills should be sent to-me at. ‘Hollywood, o : ql 1s 

California, where I will be making the Ziegfeld-Goldwyn talking’ picture of» B 7 
“Whoopee.” ,. 7 

a ik 

———, -and author.” | : | 

3.. 
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, “Paramount--"Love Parade.” 

Se A WE TA SAC DA cae Ae een sneer. 2-2 eee, Hag 

‘Olvie-"Remote Control,” 
i, Pictures - 
“Bex Hrong, Star Ranger.” 

“' Walted ' Artists’ — 

= +) 8fate—“‘Show of. of Shower’ " 

., 2 Leo: ‘Devaney’ has been appointed 
- Inanager of the. Detroit Universal 
“branch to succeed Ray Moon, who 
“ yesfened,to become manager of an 

exhibitors’. booking office which is 
to. start operating January 16. 

Theatre Owners will move their 
headquarters from the Wolverine. 
Feo 2: to the © new Fox building 

éb. 

se Detiott hotels and night clubs. re- 

° ‘ LEO D RICKS. President 

Hollywood 

ported. the. lightest New Year Eve 
business.in years, Across the river, 

‘DETROIT, MICH, 
Milson-—‘Harl Carroll Vanities. id 
bert—A. Night in Venice.” filled to. capacity, 

LOUISVILLE, KY: 
By RICHARD, B. GILBERT 

State—“Dynamite.” 

Oriental-—-‘‘Phantom of.‘the Opera.’* 
“‘Condemned.”’ 

chigan—"It's. a Great “Life.” 

er—“Tigér Rose.’ 'Strand—"‘Show. of Shows 
Alamo—“Broadway.” ; 
Andérson—“The Battle of Paris." ” 

, Brown — “Connecticut Yankee’ 
show).. 
Walnut—Stocle burlesque. 

. ‘Gayety—Mutual . 

_Adains'—-“‘Dynam 
ii ison-—""Sunny Side Up.” 

—————. 

manager of the Penn theatre, Pitts- 
‘burgh, has been transferred, here to 
State. Loew’ 8 and United Artists’ 
s ate. 

Owners of the Silos Cabin, recently 
‘destroyed by firé at a loss of $250,- 
000, have rebuilt and opened on the 
same site a-less pretentious place 
called the Pom-Pom. Club. Floor 
show. 

ho Michigan. Motion, Picture 

NANCY GIBBS_ 
|) «pEAR LITTLE REBEL” 
qe BOOKED SOLID UNTIL APRIL BY 

~ MAX RICHARD, WESTERN REP. | 

PERSONAL DIRECTION. WM. MORRIS AGENCY — 
we eee 

Sooners eset Sys 

Jin. Windsor, hotels and clubs werc| 
7 |. Alhambra—‘‘Evangeline,” 

- Majestlo—“Tiger Rose.” > — 

. 1--Pabst—German stock; concerts. 
‘Rlalto—"Glorifying the American Girl A on 

Shrew.” 

(road | 
oS show. 

in local theatres. 
down for a week or 10 days gave 
many an ‘opportunity ‘for theatre- 
going. 

‘James Moyer, formerly assistant- 

‘listed for the Pabst for three days 
starting Jan. 80. Theatre Guild will 
offer. 
and R. U. R. at the same house week 
of Jan. 13, 

tT “iletory "Vagabond Lover,” . 

: Blalto—2 a run. . 

VARIETY 

“MILWAUKEE, 
By FRANK J. MILLER 

Davidson—“Mawas. 
Garden—“Show of * shows.” 
Gay ety—Mutual burlesque, 

Merrill—“‘Dynamite.” 

Palace-Orpheum _ “Taming | 

Riverside—‘Love Song”; vaude, 
Strand—''Welcome Danger.” 
Wisconsin —— “The - ‘Untamed’; atage 

Holiday business: was extra good 
Factories shutting 

German Grand Opera Company is 

“Marco Millions,” “Volpone” 

Davidson has temporary wiring 
-| for “Mawas,” jungle picture. 

: PROVIDENCE 
; Opera House—Dark. 
Car tone riain ponborn: Chita. id 

" Eay’e—Vaudal . 
Empire—Dar 
Loew's Siaten:“Condemned. o. 

”.Majestic—‘Show of Showa." 
.Strand—Double feature. 
Albee—Vaudfilm. 

Modern— Burlesque, 
ea 

The Magnificscope, enlarge. a 
screen, is being used for “Show: of 
Shows” at the Majestic’ ‘theatre here. 

; Talking version of “Her: Unborn 
Chila” -in its second week at the 
Carlton. House formerly -used for 
vaude, but dark for months, espe- 
cially wired for showing. 

Hotels LORRAINE and GRANT--Chicago 
— LORRAINE. 

Ls ‘SINGLE. ROOM, BATH; §2.00 UP |. 
ROOM,..BATH $17.60, AND $21.00 WEEKLY 

ooo H, $14.00 WEEKLY LE "ROOM WITHOUT 

- “PORTLAND, ORE. 

of the]. 

2 GRANT... 
~ SINGLE. BOOM WiTHoUT BATH, $1.25 AND 

GLE ROOM, BATH, $ PEE D s. bay PER DAY 

7. 

. | Exclusive “Management 

California. 
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Frank Joyce—Myron Selznick, Lid. - 

: “Brondway—"Hét for: “Paris: me 
United Artists—“Sunny. Sido’ Up.” « 
Alder—“It’s' a Great Life.” ; 

' Portland—‘‘Love Parade.” 
Rialto—‘‘The Kibitzer.” 
Music Box—"Show of Shows." 
Blue Mouse—“Tiger Rose.” 

- Orlental—"Sallor's Holiday.” 
:Orpheum—"His First Command.” 

- Dafwin—Henry Dufty: Players, 

v 

. Universal's Columbia, closed sev- . 
eral months, reopened under lease 
to Col. Woodlaw, indie operator. 
First bill had “Dance of Life” with 
RCA Photophone. 

Portland Civic Theatre has cast 
in production of “Juno and the 
Paycock,” to be presented at the 
Studio theatre this month. 

.Leo Lindhard joined the Henry 
Duffy stock cast. Irene Tuttle, 
leading woman, also back after re- 
cent iliness, 

Vaude: Reviews 
(Continued fr om page 103) 

| the tough breaks. she’ received, much . 
too long. 

As. entertaining. as ever, Marshall 
Montgomery and: Co. were the most 
pleasing turn. Ventriloquial - work 

| of. Montgomery is always: expert, 
| »lus the snappy -crossfire: and the 
clever manipulations of the dummy, 

Buck and Bubbles, those two col- 
ored boys, must have received a 
distinct shock that they. weren't 
even called back to take the habitual. 
encore. In fact, not much of a hand 
at all for them. Somehow the turn 
didn’t appeal, with the house think--. 
ing many of the gags unfunny or 

; berhaps they just aeroplaned: over 

SoS 

$2.00 P 
BATH, DOUB. $14. WEER 

_ DOUBLE ROOM WITH BATH. $17.50 AND ' $21 00 WEEKLY 

“MADDIE 1 MADISON and his. R- K- OLIANS 
“RK-O THEATRE, LOS ANGELES 

their heads, 

‘|Love” (Pathe), 

|£ooled them and they like it. 

cred Ef 

Buck’ 8 legmania is the: : 
-outstariding attraction of the turn, - 
helped along by the comedy of Bub- . 
bles, at the ivories. . 

Six Jansleys, | swift moving acro- 
batic and. ‘body balancing turn, 
closed. 

Feature was “This Thing. Called. 
Fables and Pathe .. 

sound news. 

58TH STREET 
(Vaudfilm) 

Appeared as though a _ last-min- 
ute change was made in the first .. 
half bill this. week. Two acts pro- 
grammed as appearing are out, All 
around good. bill and a well: filled 
Saturday matinee received the show 

‘nicely, . : 

Edna. Torrence, : dancing and war-.~ 
bling turn, opened and got away to 
a neat start. Adagio ballroom dance 
by Miss Torrence and her brother, 
Johnnie, pushing off. Assisting was. 
a gushing blonde, Mary Dunn, who 

with a little stepping. . Special con~ 

neatly: . 
Deft digit manipulator, Cardini, 

Toby 
Wilson. Co, comedy skit, supplied 
chuckles, 
with*a hayseed goatee, is capably 

chap. One of. the femmes is a per- 
‘sonable: blonde and a neat hoofer | 

| with a catchy style of song delivery. 
Nan Halperin, doing her four char-- 
acter. songs, earned ‘and received a. 
big quota for herself. . 
Jack and Kay Spangler closed 

oke, but were somewhat at a dis- 
advantage due to spotting, Their 
set represents a hotel lobby,.as did 

of the bits: resemble. each other. 
Cross fire not as effective as the 

male half also going in for a 
leg’ work plus some singing. ' 

once for some fast eccentric step- 
ology. “This Thing Called Love” 
(Pathe): feature film. © 

vocals sweetly and also supports : 

Wilson, as a: hick and. 

agsisted by two -girls and a. young - 

the ‘Wilson turn, ‘besides which some _. 

ton, comedy acrobats, and Red Cole- ._ 
man, @ red haired youngster, on . 

tortion ‘of Miss Torrence, followed’ - 
by the legmania of’ all three, closed _ 

song and dance work. Miss Kay is. 
j& néat and. easy kicker, me the 

it of. 
Sup-- 

port people were unusually well. 
liked, They were Kooper and_Klif- -_. 
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TO | 

ADOLPH ZUKOR 
HARRY WARNER 

| WILLIAM FOX 
| DAVID SARNOFF 

JOSEPH SCHENCK 
NICHOLAS" SCHENCK | 

Listen, s swe éethez arts, 1 wish y all a Happy New Yea and the Mo st Prosper 
I. ous Sea on the, ta Ikies er ha 4, bu it only on -conditio nth at you don’t take any 

© Equ uity actors to , Ho Ilywood ‘this ‘seas son, as I i, would me to produce 
the ‘followi ng plays, which, T thin, will make w onde rful talkies 0, you see, 
I’m m wo orking for r you 

| “RECAPTURE” ” 
| “MAN’S ENEMY” 
| “LATITUDE OF LOVE” 
| “THE GRAND: HOTEL” y 
| “QUEEN OF CONEYISLAND” |__| 

| “THE IRON WIDOW” = ||_—s'| 
With Love and Kisses, 

A. H. WOODS. | 



” 

Starring i in 

“THE SHANGHAI LADY” 
“UNDERTOW” 
“WHAT MEN WANT” 

‘OTTAWA. 
By. W.. M. GLADISH. 

There has been a’ “persistent 1 ru- 
--mor in Canada’s Wall. Street that 
.N- L. -Nathanson’s theatre chain 

- project will be held up until ‘Wil- 
. liam Fox matters are straightened’ 
-.-gut, Credence has been given this 
report because ‘tenants: of the prop- 
erty “held in. Montreal, by Nathan- 
son, for.a big theatre site have been 

_ granted a. ‘further’ “year’ s- lease. a 

; One -year ago there: were: three 
 near-riots in theatres, due _to- over-: 
* ly-wet patrons. 
' maintained in Ottawa theatres thig } 

. year. by the presence of a Police 
: officer”in every ‘aisle, 

A sober effect .was 

“Be: eae 

- “The E. L Ruddy. Advertising Co, 
> big bill: 
‘+ been sold for $1,000,000, arid BE. L. 
. Ruddy, founder: of the - company: 25 
years ago, hasretired. 
: anson: 1s réputed. to have a substan- 

osting firm in. Canada, has 

“Wilian Non 
and Co. a 

In 

| -s100p — 
‘Now Playing R-K-O Circuit 

VARIETY 

SEASON’S GREETINGS 

- UNIVERSAL PICTURES 

tial interest in the ‘company. -. J. R. 
Robinson, vice-president, - becomes. 
head of the new enterprise. _ 

“The ‘Operators Local, at Hamil-: 
ton, Ont., has been using newspg per. 
advertising space'to publish Msts of 
both union and non- -union. theatres 
in Hamilton. . 

Cont: Ww: A. Summerville, promf- 
nent . official :of Famous Players ’ 
Canadian Corp., headed the polls in 
the municipal elections: at Toronto, 
on, New Year’s Day, for re- election 
to the Board. of Control, | 

' Following the theatre: disaster in 
Paisley; Scotland, in which 75 chil- 
dren: lost their lives, ° officials of the: 

‘| Quebec, Provincial- Government de-~ 
clare that the Quebec law ‘prohibit- 
ing all children from seeing a mov- 
ing’ picture performance. in. Quebec 
cities ig - justified. :The law -was. 
passed. following the Laurier Pal- 
ace theatre: fire, in ‘Montreal three: 

‘| years 2g0, | in which 18 children were 
-killed. . 

- Following the announcement of a 
‘huge: surplus for the. Ontario gov- 
‘ernment. for .1929, . -exhibitors of the 
Province :‘aré looking to the.forth- |. 
coming: session of the:Ontario legis-' 
lature fora further reduction in: the 
amusement. tax'; as - promised “by 
Premier G. Howard Ferguson. 

“Fred. Buchannan, 
Robbins: Bros.. Circus,-may. turn to. 
straight picture star, either man or 
woman, for 1930 if he can't get the 
cowboy he ‘is: after. te. 

. Floyd Kine, failing to raise money 
for his‘own trick, is connecting with 
‘the. Ringling-B- B show, where he. 
will be car manager.: 

FIRST PUBLIX APPEARANCE 
IN NEW. YORK” 

MADELON | 

MACKENZIE 
“STREETS ‘OF BOMBAY” UNIT 

‘THIS. WEEK (JAN 3)_ 
_ PARAMOUNT—NEW YORK 

_ (NEXT. .WEEK (JAN. 10) 
PARAMOUNT—BROOKLYN 

Thanks to. MAX. TURNER 

UDE K. WEBSTER, Piano 
CLARENCE CREAMER, Violin 

owner of the | 

| Western Radio. ‘Company’s 
| Lake loudspeaker. factor is going 

SALT LAKE CITY 
Jack. Edwards, who. joined ‘the 

‘R-K-O as publicity man when ‘the 
house was taken from Pantages four 
‘months ago, has been transferred to 
R-K-O'‘at San Diego, Calif.. James 
Quinn teeved- Edwards: at Salt 
Lake City , 

When Publix: Bought. the. Amer- 
ican theatre from the. Glassman in- 
terests last June, they took over the 
Orpheum ‘theatre in Ogden, also 
owned by Glassman. The American. 
was. changed to-the Granada, . but |: 
the Ogden house continued under 

|-Orpheum name until this - week 
-when it. was changed to the Gran- 
& ae a ; 

Salt. Lake's Granada. was closed : 
‘due to sale of the ‘building to Grant 
'& Company, chain. stores,’ so new. 
large Neon sign was sent to Ogden. 
-Hence change; of name of Ogden i 
‘house, 

P. A. Speckart, for the past five 
months manager.at the Victory the- 

| atre, left Publix Jan. 1... He is re- 
placed by Eugene Carlin, sent here 
from San. Francisco. 

Pubiix has taken: over the Strand 
‘theatte at Boise, ‘Idaho, renaming it 
the Paramount, and wiring it with 
‘equipment from the darkened Gran- 
ada. in Salt Lake City, | 

. Rialto ‘theatre, 1,500 seating ca- 
pacity, popular prices, threw. out. in- 
dependent sound equipment in: favor}: 
of Ww. E,. 

Amplion Corp. of America, New|: 
‘York, since- purchasing the: Great 

Salt 

after sound business, and placing 
‘| equipment. in ‘the smaller towns, 

BROOKLYN, NOY. 3 
By JO ABRAMSON —- 

" MaJestic—'“Little Accident,” 
den Fiatbush—‘‘She Got Away With Mur- 
er 
‘Jamaica—"Let Us Be Gay." . 

| Boulevara—'Nanoy’a | Frivate Affair, ” 
Century—“‘After Dar) 
Paramount—“The 

stage show, 
‘ox—' ‘Broadway. Hoofera’ H 

Strand—No, ‘No, Nanett 

laughing Lady"; 

stage show. 

‘Loew's Mot—“The Trespasser” 5; vaude, . 
Albee—"This Thing Called Love's 

vaude. 
Orpheam—Piciure, 
‘Brooklyn—Newsreel, 
Momart—Shorts . 
St. George—Picture.: 

_ Star—Mutual burlesque. 
Gayety—Mutual burlesque, 

“The town has two new legits this |. 
“She Got. Away With Mur-. week, 

der,” Lee- Shubert’s ‘Production, 
starring Fay Bainter, at the Flat- 
bush, and “Nancy’s Private Affair,” 
with Minna Gombel Myron, Fagin), 
‘ate the. Boulevard. 

New- arrivals scheduled for next 
week include “Even in Egypt, " with 

a stitutional.. 

‘| path again, 

‘| (stock). 

_-GREET. ING. FROM........ _ 

George Jessel in the. lead. This, is: 
the Golden - ‘production With cast of. 
60, - 

Academy rm : Music; - high-hat 
‘opera house in: Brooklyn, started. : 

Pian to: Sunday silent pictures. 
offer a foreign’ film every ‘Sabbath 

| oye “The Weavers” on: ‘the first 
ill ; : 

; Martin Dickstein; picture critic of 
the “Brooklyn. Eagle,” is. confined to 
his home Dy. illness. ° 

“Louw Goldberg; ptess head. at thé 
Brooklyn Paramount, suffering from 
‘a slight attack of i ptomdine, 

His  Malenty'y— "strange. Tnterlude.”, 
_ Palace—“Pari : 
Capitol—‘ Thee Vagabond Lover." . 

wis—“Love, Live and Laugh.” . 
Princess—"‘It's a Great Life." 

‘ Imperlal—‘The Mighty.’’ , 
Orpheam—‘'The Forward Pasa.” 
Strand—Double bill, . 
-Einpress—Double. bill, 
Roxy—"The Wrecker,” 

. Gayety—Musical ‘stock, 

Protest in the province. of Quebec 
| against Sunday closing of picture 
‘theatres, which began. a 
iweeks ago at ‘Granby: has spread 
to Three Rivers,. where, three the- 
atres: opened | ‘simultaneously last 

| Sunday ‘and are now awaiting ace. 

Sun-: tion by the civic authorities; 
day closing is, a matter. of local 
option in ‘the province ‘and the the- 
‘atre men hold that this ts ‘uncon- 

-Phinareas ’ were turned away last 
Monday -from an Ottawa picture 
house where the “Arotic Patrol’ was 
advertised to be shown, produced by. 
the Dominion Government Motion 
Picture Bureau. Manager was ad- 

_| vised by the government his license 
‘would: be forfeited if he showed the 
film. © This ‘will ‘give government 
travel pictures a black eye ‘in the 
capital of Canada. . 

Montreal censors are on the war 
Hundreds of feet: of 

film have been -cut:from recent re- 
leases and some of the. pictures have 
had to be cancelled since thay. no 
longer held together. Others were 
so mauled that most of -the coher- 
ence was lost. , There is no remedy. 

MINNEAPOLIS 
Metropolitan—Dark, 
Lyceum—Dark, 
Shubert. — 

"Pantages=-"“Plight”; vaude. : 
Seventh St.—'The | Racket’; vaude. 
Palace—Stock burlesque. : 

gh vimnesota—"Neiv York Nights” ; Stage 

Century—"The-Lo © P ” 

Bio BANC ane -K- leu _" mand? rpheum His: First 

‘Lyrle—"Mystertoug Jolana. " 
Astor—‘'Twin Beds. a 
‘Grand—"Rio Rita." 

Vitagraph, ‘Inc., has . announced 
plans for immediate construction 
-here of a new five- -story exchange building to cost. appro 
$250, 000.. . pproximately 

G. c. McKinnon, formerly assist- 
ant. manager of the Century the- atre, has been promoted by. Publix 
to. manager of. the Chateau ° Dodge 
theatre at Rochester, Minn, 

a couple of. 

“Ladies of . the Evening” 

Com. 

. \ . 
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. Brondway—Doark. 
Orpheum. — ‘His 

vaude. 
Riaito—“‘Sfysterious Island. ” 
Tabor—“Forward “Pass’’; 

Marco Idea. 

Theatres Co. . 

dickering | with 

DENVER © 
By JACK. ROSE 

America—"Evidence. we ee 
- Aladdin—‘“‘Show of Shows.". bo 

-. Denver—'Lhe Kibitzer"; stage show. 

S. F. Millard has eased the Eni: 
press for. sex pictures; ° : 

H. M. Gring, R, s. ‘Rost. arid. Sami. 
Horner have incorporated Nokomis a 

“Ralph Lée -and Brea Dunham are. a 
oca 

backing for Danham. | 
Los Angeles capitalist, has the lease | 
and closed the house Jam 4. — i 

eden TT 

First | “Command” 3 as 

‘Fanchon & UB 

capital for - 
Cc. C. Spicer, _ 

Lee. -- | 
and Dunham are members of the ~- 

| VARIETY 

| POSTCARDS 
- OROULAB ‘LE 

Barnett & Co ‘Der- 
oth ¥ 

Bernstein Abraham 
Brown W HL: 
Buss Johnny 
Byrne. Dolly 

Carrette Bessle M. 
Chi‘ton- Carol . 

Davidson ‘Gere. 
Du Val Manile ~ 

Ferguson Ww. N 

Haight Coolldge 
Hendrix 
Hilton Maude ; 
Hoey ‘Little Mary — 

Innes Willlam 

Johnson Ruth 

Kaye Muriel 

Alexander Roy 
Arnand P B 

Bainsfair r 
Baker Doc 
Binder Ray 
Blumenfeld Herm’n 

‘Capman’ M 
Chandler Fehmer 7 
Chang Kal. Sheck 

Churchill. Ben 
Citkins ‘Jack 
Coster & Rich 

Davis & McCoy 
‘De Lane Dale 
Duff. as 

Goodlette’ 

vans “Alvin AG 

Ferguson ‘Mae 
Frohman :Bert.. 

Gifford W Cc 
Giibert Bert. 
Gillette Lucy | 

Wid 

Hall & Essley 
Halligan Jacic 
Hammond Al 
Hart Lisle C 
Herman Lewis 
Hertz Lillian 
Hogan &' Stanley 

ASS See ae tS tee 

R-K-O ORPHEUM, SAN DIEGO, CALIF, 
NOTHING BUT FEATURE ‘OVERTURES ARRANGED ‘BY. 

GEORGE FISH, Clarinet 
HARRY LANDRY, Bass 

+ 
} 

CLAUDE K. WEBSTER .. 
(JULES JACQUES, Trumpet 
HARRY JONES, Trumpet 

SI JAMISON, Trombone 
BURTON SWIFT, Drums 

CLF WEBSTER and his R. k. Olians 

ROMA LINDSAY, Organist 

Denham stock company. : 

| LETTERS | 
“When radar et waic te 

- ADVERTISING of 
ETTERS .W 

BE ADVERTISED, 
“LTTE ERS ADVERTISED: aN. 

- 7 ONE ete ONLY | 

Owen Betty 

| Purcell Peto 

‘| Reeves Jack 

Sheppard J 8 

| Watson Minoe 

CHICAGO OFFICE. 

| Howard Buddy 

. ‘Novit Sules 

. Ruth Sis & Moore 

lerk, - 

TLL Nor 

Kentucky Twins 
Menke Frank. @ 
Miller Helene . 

‘Orma ‘Grace 

Paige.George 
Perry Harry 

Remington Joseph 
Rice Andy 
Rigitlette Bros 

Sader Dorothea 
Sexton Al 

Switsky | B 

“Washington Betty 

Young Hall 

Holt Miles 

‘Howard May 

Iverson Fritzle 

Jones Davy 
Jones ‘Terese M 

Keoiaha Violet . 

; Lamey Jack 
Lange Howard. 
Lee Byran ‘ 
‘Leis Clara - 

|.Leslle & V'nd'rgritt 
Lopez Bobby 
Lyman Tommy. 

MacGowan’ “Coundy 
May 

Pymm F & P 

Robertson L B 
Rose Charlie: 

SIlby Nat — 
Steinbeck. Bruno 

Van Rex 
Vanderkcor HE. 
Verobell Madame 

White H Plerre 
Wynn Ray 
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NAY R-K-O'S FIRST ASese\ MILESTONE 

Congratulations and Best Wishes | 

To 

One of Our Highly Regarded Members 
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\=—-FIRST MIRACLE MILESTONES 
/ 

PICTURES ~ HAPPY NEW YEAR TO EVERYBODY 
From 

Brothers | 
Have Just Completed Featured Specialties for 

“NO, NO, NANETTE”- -—First National. ‘Corp. | 
‘“SHOW OF SHOWS”—Warner Bros. = 

“NEW ¢ ‘ORLEANS FROLIC”—Fox Studios 
Now F. eaturing *- 

FANCHON & MARCO'S “GARDEN IDEA” 
THANX X TO : So RO Agent . ie ABE SUGARMAN : _MR. JOHNNY SIMON. © | MR AL KNIGHT, Personal Representative Me _WEBER-SIMON AGENCY » 

DELL 

TATA a CAR Ay - Liazeed- Demnati_ CHAIN ana a CONROY Gazeed-Demnati 
= Best RKO Wishes ) r oupe — 

Booked Solid: Best Wishes to RK -O 

oo, Direction WEBER-SIMON AGENCY con "Direction WEBER-SIMON AGENCY | | 

Best Wishes to R-K-O| | cana | : | ~SAMAROFF | F 

| SONIA A plece of rope and. a 

aie of personalities 
° . Fastest: and Cleverest Novelty. ‘Act 

Jn Vaudeville ; 

‘Baok from Australia 

~THALEROS il 
CIRCUS =f 

. Best R-K -0. Wishes | 

Hungaria Troupe | 
Season’ » Greetings to All : im 

7 Many Thanks to R-K-O | 
Direction | os Direction | Played 16 weeke in Presentation ' Direction’ 7 ON 4 y Now R-K-O . “ee WEBER-SIMON AGENCY “HARRY | WEBER-SIMON ; . . . 

| TakUTA JAPS | 
: WORLD'S BEST TROUPE . 

World S Greatest Forehead Balancers iZ | Personal Direction RUSSELL DECKER, i 
* WEBER-SIMON AGENCY . RUSSELL DECKER a WEBER-SIMON AGENCY 7 | 

: | Best Wishes to. | 

RK-O : 
: For This Coming Season 

OE MENDI | 
THE $100,000 CHIMPANZEE 

~ Ord Consecutive Year with R-K-O- ; ne aa if : : 

2 pate admaroe, . 

: LORIN TTT THINS i yy, 

¥ ve _ .. 2 a 

‘ 

Direction HARRY WEBER-SIMON AGENGY | 

A NEW REGIME IN THE ENTERTAINMENT WORLD | * 
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HEADLINING R-K-O CIRCUIT | 
. | For More Than One Solid Year : 

| PICTURE STAR--RADIO STAR = |. 

| ‘Pronounced by Critics to to Be the Theatrical OF; ind” of Many Seasons ; 

- NICHOLAS. GYORY—Personal Manager. 

| BOOKED EXCLUSIVELY THROUGH WEBER-SIMON AGENCY : 

fl A NEW REGIME IN THE (Rams) “ENTERTAINMENT WORLD 



IN THEATRICAL DisTRICT 

HOTEL 

MANGER 
7th Avenue—50th—51st Streets 
“The Rendezvous of the Profession’ , 

- 2000 ROOMS — 
- DAILY RATES—NONE HIGHER 

oo FORONE = = FOR TWO 
R ith |... 85 PF, Qe 

Running: Weter ° $2.50 $3.50 

' Rooms with . “Private Bath... 3-00-5.00 4.00-6.00 || § 
Also Attractive Suites—Rates on Application 

All Rooms Have ‘Hot and Cold Running Water, 

Circulating Ice Water and Servidors _ 

_ DINE AND DANCE 
in, the MOORISH GRILL - 

i 

HOTEL. 

CUMBERLAND \ 
Broadway and 54th Street. a 

“Long the New York Home of Headliners mo 

- DAILY RATES~NONE HIGHER 

let on 
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4 
: _ ” FOR ONE FOR Two 
Rooms with. 

Running Water. $2, 50-3. 00: $3, 50. 

‘Rooms with 
“Private Bath. . 00-4. 00 4.00- 5. 00 | 
Suites of Parlor, 
Bedroom and Bath 5 .00-6.00-7 00 

‘Reduction of One Day on Weekly Rates 

HOTEL 

mel SQUARE 
A3rd Street West of Broadway 

“Popular Residence of Broadway Players” | 

DAILY RATES—NONE HIGHER 
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FOR ONE. FOR TWO 

Rooms with Ae 

Running Woter . $2.00. 7 $3.00 

Rooms with Con- , 
necting Shower. 2.50 
Rooms with. - : 

: Private Shower . 3.00. 3.50-4.00 

Reduction of One Day on Weekly Rates 
on Rooms Over $2.60 — 

+$@e 
- co a ~ n 

: . he . | - A 4 

H o T E L i Ye Tee pear a gre ae et EELS BE eas ae ee 2 tae ee “et eer ails 

HERMITAGE | 
42nd. Street—7th Avenue at Times Square» 

“Known Wherever There's @ Callboard” 

‘DAILY RATES—NONE HIGHER EVA PUCK «= SAMMY WHITE 
Wish All of Our F riends A Happy New Year 

“FOR, ONE FOR TWO. 
Rooms with 

~ Running Water. $2 .00- 2. 50 $3.50. 

Rooms with . 

Private Bath... 3.00-3.50 4.50-5.00 | 
7 "Reduction oF. One Day on eekly R Rates’ a {J NOW. IN THIRD-YEAR, ZIEGFELD’S.“SHOW. BOAT”... Spe 

ILLINOIS THEATRE, CHICAGO 

“New York City 
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ONT FIRST MIRACLE muesroN = ih 

Miss Kitty Doner ‘| 
- EXTENDS SEASON'S Ly TO ALL 

Direction HARRY WEBER. SIMON AGENCY 

‘ADE. puvat| ~~ CORINNE TILTON 
BEST. ‘WISHES 

| HARRY WEBER- SIMON AGENCY 

Ratio 

Rul Ralf 

Y 

BEST WISHES TO
 RKO. 

“NK Rhapsody in Silk” ANGUS and SEARLE Chevalier Bros. 
: SEASON'S GREETINGS TO ALL 

SEASON'S GREETINGS : 
Direction RUSSELL DECKER 
-WEBER-SIMON AGENCY 

Direction. 
“Dir . HARRY. WEBER. SIMON AGENCY > yW ARRY WEBER- SIMON AGENCY - | 

‘May the ee ie ar is | _ THE Ll \ M () NT FO 1 

DOROTHY DARLING =| sm somttnie 6, sean 
‘HARRY ‘WEBER Got Us Our Picture” Contract o . Also HARRY WEBER- SIMON. AGENCY - 

FRED. SIMON Booked Us Solid in Vaudeville ; for Obtaining Same vo 

| TOM BROWN = ORIGINAL BROWN BROS. 
CONGRATULATES THE R-K-O 
For Whom They Are Scoring the Hit of Their ‘Career 

NOW PLAYING. ORPHEUM CIRCUIT 

"HARRY WEBER and SIMON AGENCY Keep Us Working 

St. Claire Sisters’ ODay | 
WISH THEIR MANY FRIENDS 

A HAPPY NEW YEAR 

' Direction HARRY WEBER-SIMON AGENCY 

CHERRY BLOSSOM and. JUNE © 
SOUTHLAND’S DANCING DAUGHTERS | 

AMERICA’S GREATEST JUVENILE DANCERS 

THE DARLINGS OF THE R-K-O 
_ Direction WEBER- SIMON AGENCY 

JIMMY: LUCAS |MecRaTH o » TRAVERS 
BEST WISHES BEST WISHES - 

Direction HARRY .WEBER-SIMON AGENCY =|. Directisn WEBER- SIMON AGENCY 

BLANCHE ° 

‘PRESSLER  KLAISS 
_ PERSONALITY: PLUS | 

HARRY WEBER —— SIMON “AGENCY 
Representing 

BOB HALL 
‘BEST WISHES 

R-K-O 

ae ee ee 

187. 

HE MSS SES 

“Direction WEBER & SIMON Manager, FERD SIMON 

A NEW REGIME IN THE ENT ERTAINMENT WORLD 
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“Che Girl From Dixie” 

Resume | 

4927 Opened’ London (Palladium) July for three 
weeks and stayed five months. — 

1928. Australia.. Booked for ten weeks. Stayed six- 
sient teen weeks. Then Africa, where booked for one 

‘month and stayed two months. Back to England 
to play return. dates: for General Theatres 

_ | Corporation and Stoll’s Circuit. 

| 1929 Continued to play English dates. ‘Then Apollo, 
~ Copenhagen, month of August, followed by the . 

‘Casino de Paris, where booked for one month: 
and stayed two months, till termination of revue. 

‘ANN SUTER IS THE ONLY ENGLISH SPEAKING COMEDIENNE 
EVER STARRED IN A FRENCH REVUE 

Now Playing ‘Third Return on General Theatres and. Stoll Circuits, Where Booked. 
Right. Up’ to June, Nineteen Hundred and Thirty, Then Returning. to, America and Home 

. American ‘Representative: 
NORMAN JEFFERIES, Philadelphia 

Continental Representative: 

ALBERT ‘TAVEL (British-American Agency, Paris) 

English Representatives: 

REEVES & LAMPORT, London 

hgtiunincan ene esc “A HAPPY--NEW-YEAR- to~-My- Friends All- Over the-Globe~ 

Love to DAD, MUMMY, JIM, TOM, PAPPY and the Rest of My Favaity 4 
(This is the first time I have been away from you all, and I miss you terribly!) 



Greetings 

ESTELLE TAYLOR | 
oe. 

“THEME SONG” 

| PALACE--New York ~RIVERSIDE---New York 

vt 
"HN 

RN >. »s 

x 

ys 

S 

i ) ENTERTAINMENT WORLD 
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AE TE ILE TLE MELE ATA SE LE PE AE TE LE WE AE AE AS es ee EE AP ATL WPL HEE OLE AE NOES Se ae eae ite TA et ee 

from the 

ILLIAM FOX VAUDEVIL E BOOKING OF ICES 
JACK W. ‘LOEB, Gen. Booking Manager 

ASSISTANTS TO MR. LOEB -FANCHON & MARCO FOX METROPOLITAN THEATRES 
SS I 

PHIL BLOOM. — EARL SIMMONS JACK ALLEN 

JESSE KAYE | - Oo oo So ‘BEN KUCHUK 

1659 Broadway ‘ew voucany 
“COLUMBUS 21 05. ° 

“Our New Home” 

¥ | . ad af e2 7 / | ~ ~ , 

-- (Whom. some people have accused of being a writer) 9 ~~ 

~ PAST. | PRESENT 
“Brown of Harvard,” M- G- Me “Take It Big,” Van and Schenck’s first talking 

_ picture, M-G-M “Slide, Kelly, Slide,” M- G-M | ‘ . a 
“Twelve Miles Out,” M:-G-M. Fresh, From, Golleger’ ome William Haines, . 

“Tillie the Toiler,” M-G-M “Father's Day,” featuring the Nugente, prodic- , 
“Souls for Sables,” Tiffany tion to start soon, M-G-M | : 

“Wild Geese,” Tiffany To: “The, en for Lon. Chaney’ t he'll talk);. 4 

“While the. City Sleeps,” M- G-M “ . -- 

“Alias Jimmy Valentine,” M-G-M . Get Rich Quick, Wallingford, William Haines’ <h 

FUTURE 

“Resurrection,” an amazingly different version of T olstol’s classic with musical, Interpola- 

- tions for Tiffany : 

“Pardon My Glove,” the life ‘and loves of. a likeable young guy who thinks he’s a prize 
fighter, Tiffany ; 

“Happy Daze,” a lot of college kids having a good time with the , audience, Tiffany 
“Lasca” in story and background, this should be one of the year’s big pictures, Tiffany 

~ STARS OF “GEORGE WHITE'S 
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— FIRST - MIRACLE. _MILESTONE- ) JED DOOLEY Y) “WANTED BY EVERYONE. BUT THE POLICE” 
Direction. HARRY and HERMAN WEBER. and JOHNNY, IRVING. and FERD SIMON | . = 

“FIVE OF THE THREE MUSKETEERS” Ht 

“Maurice Colleano “TU S WL E R- ‘and 

F amily af 7 Direction ‘HARRY WEBER-SIMON AGENCY 
y - ; meet Booked Solid: R- K- co 

_ Personal Directi ion RUSSELL DECKER | “Thanke to BEN PIAZZA, GEORGE. GODFREY and. i ___CHARLES FREEMAN a 
HARRY WEBER- SIMON - AGENCY . .-[>. 

BOOKED SOLID WITH R-K-O 
THROUGH HARRY ” WEBER. SIMON _ AGENCY 

wy . : . - 2 7 - . ‘. ve ny ci LBA Le OTL y nn - Mapes, mo, . wot a fr 
ag Vln. lai EL 

M I J A R E Ss. |THE PALACE 34 TIME IN Wain MONTHS: 
The World’s Greatest Slack - | THE R ANGERS 

Wire Walker _ | _ | . 
a CONGRATULATES. R-K-O| Direction RUSSELL DECKER | 

HARRY WEBER-SIMON AGENCY — a 

“Ly, 

i siitiblaay eau en nM Ep, 

| HARRY WEBER-SIMON AGENCY, | 

A PROSPEROUS NEW. YEAR TO ALL 

Three Alexander Sisters 
“Sweethearts of Vaudeville” 

Our Sincere Appreciation to All R- K- Oo. Bookerss, also to HARRY WEBER. SIMON. ‘AGENCY. 

: Lt : fy : 

a : z 4 

3 in ee ne a : 
BOOKED SOLID R- K- O 

Large : and “Morgner ['N ELLIE AaNavt | 
_ Holiday Greetings to All BROTHER S | _ 

is _ “HARRY F LAMM ~ - ro Best Wishes for the Conti nued Success of R K- Oo | 7 : HARRY WEBERSIMON AGENCY, HARRY WEBER-SIMON AGENCY 
ANEW REGIME IN THE ENTERTAINMENT WORLD 
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HOLIDAY GREETINGS 

CHARLES DILLINGHAM 
and His Three New Year Productions | 7 | 

“GLENN HUNTER: The return of the one and only, ‘MAURICE 
FRED STONE 

| JUNE Ww ALKER a In a new musical extravaganza MOSCOY Tc a ‘ | 

“JEW suss” | | “RIPPLES™ 
“WATERLOO. | (Power) 

_ BRIDGE” s DOROTHY STONE | _ ASHLEY DUKE’S 
” And the Stage Debut of / Version in English of e . : 

“ROBERT chet Shenwoop 7 ; P AULA. STONE FEUCHTW ANGER Ss
 D 

taged.b , 
Famous Novel, “ Power" 

WINCHELL ‘SMITH . ANDREW TOMBES, EDDIE FOY, JR. ERLANGER THEATRE 
Many Others a os 

-F ULTON THEATRE al Book: by. WILLIAM ANTHONY MeGUIRE.. a ' JANUARY 20° 

Coming’ to the NEW AMSTERDAM 

BS A AO AO AS AS A GG Sa Sa aN aN ae Ae Se re oo SO eee eee Neh ae eth Shae SCL SN aE COR CO NaN A ETT 
ay id nd vr his . a rita aad. “ + co 5 ‘4 ei a + r , 3 ‘ 4 . hd af . a ° ‘ 1 vail . be 

. i. 
hes at 

WILLIAM LeBARON 
Vice-President. 

‘in Charge of Production, 
Radio Pictures 

Bertram Miullhauser 

Associate Producer a 
- Fox West Coast Studios 

- For. the Stage—“Sally, lrene and ‘Mary, » “The 2a in Ermine,” | xe y 
te « “The Blushing Bride,’ “Lovely Lady,’ “The Street Singer,” “Woot Woof’ ? 

Now Writing for RADIO PICTURES 
SE jy SOTTO se wah on wab.ot Yeth.on ealacnt endo on ain OL eS A A ete et ae 

Pr Ga A A A A Pe PRE GLA Sa ee WER NOGA NORE NO OA EA OO sig es AE TE A LT ET AE A IAT NOLS HIE ALE KOE ¥ OE} 
roo oY : 5 : A ON eT aE a SOP pe ge ‘ 5 oF fe ok x A SRA RAR on A aa Atte Eek Eh a A 

ee eet 
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~"""Preduced by EARLE WALLACE, the American Ballet Master 

VARIETY 

L 

NICHOLAS BOILA Presents | Niataae) | 

: IN . 

“HOLLYWOOD FANTASY” 
HARRY WEBER: SIMON AGENCY NOW TOURING R-K-O __ PAV- MARLAY 

: ——— . NICHOLAS mma Prom . a , 

| nz Hi : E DENNY 

BERNICE MARSHAL “BOOKED. SOLID SALLY WISNER 
_.” SUNNY SHUCK eve % "HELEN WISNER aust THANKS TO R-K-O_ 

. anne _ | aa | Direction HARRY WEBER-SIMON AGENCY : 

oe NICHOLAS BOILA Presents 

‘wom HOLLYWOOD. STEPPERS. == 
Now with LINA BASQUETTE . _JASS REHLY 

a VTE TOURING R-K-O CIRCUIT JOE BORBERS 
Direction HARRY WEBER-SIMON. AGENCY 

| THE MUCH IMITATED 

BUT NEVER EQUALLED 

7 Personal Direction RUSSELL DECKER, WEBERSIMON AGENCY | 

THE BRIANTS ISTAN KAVANAGH 
WALTER and. P AUL | One of the Fanniest Acts in Vaudeville 

THE HOUSE MOVERS 

Direction RUSSELL DECKER 
- WEB ER-SIMON AGENCY . 

East—HARRY ‘WEBER-SIMON AGENCY 
| West—WILLIAM JACOBS 

EARLE WALLACE ADAGIO FIVE. 
‘ANOTHER SENSATION FROM OUT OF THE WEST 

Produced by EARLE WALLACE Direction HARRY WEBER- SIMON AGENCY NOW TOURING R-K-O. 

THE THREE PHANTOMS 
IN. 

Direction HARRY WEBER: ‘SIMON AGENCY 

ran NEW REGIME IN THE ENTERTAINMENT WORLD 

“A NEW IDEA IN ARTISTIC ADAGIO” _.___ “A CYCLONE. OF. THRILLS”. es 
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“FIRST. MIRACLE 'MILESTONE=="—— 

. . pote 
a Neyer Orp Teen e DEPLETE ETE, 

DTV TOI cy Ou Pe 

ASSOCIATES 

JEFF. DAVIS -PETEMACK 
BRYANT 4531 151 WEST 46TH ST., NEW.YORK CITY 

CHARLES WITHERS | 
| 
| 

: Wishes to Thank Mr. BEN PIAZZA, Mr. CHARLES FREEMAN, Mr. ‘GEORGE 

: GODFREY and Associates for Many Pleasant. Years of Vaudeville Booking in 

: “FOR PITY’S SAKE,” “WITHERS OPR’Y,” “UNCLE TOM’S CABIN,” and 

: Hopes to Be Playing the: Same Theatres Again on the Screen . 

Direction C. B. MADDOCK, 151 West 46th. St. 
“ ° 

: 

: tle! : cope ghee ce ge tg eee ee ee et 
wee wee ee ee ee TS te fa. 

nec ae nyc 

PICTURES | 

es NEW REGIME. INTHE ENTERTAINIMENL.WORL be 



VARIETY Weantsuny ee awe 

“Telegrams: OWASTOLL, WESTRAND, LONDON 
‘Telephone TEMPLE BAR 1800 (7 Lines), 

TOLL THEATRES CORPORATION, Lip. 
COLISEUM BUILDINGS, CHARING CROSS, LONDON, W. C. 2. 

COLISEUM SYNDICATE,. Ltd.; , THE ALHAMBRA. Co., Ltd.; STOLL PICTURE THEATRE (KINGSWAY), Ltd:; HACKNEY: ‘AND SHEPHERD'S. BUSH EMPIRE PALACES, 

Ltd.; WOOD GREEN EMPIRE THEATRE OF VARIETIES, Ltd.;. MANCHESTER. HIPPODROME AND ARDWICK EMPIRE, Ltd.;. LEICESTER. PALACE T BRISTOL 3 

CHISWICK EMPIRE THEATRE OF. VARIETIES, Ltd.; CHATHAM EMPIRE ‘THEATRE OF VARIETIES, Ltd.; ST. AUGUSTINE'S PARADE HIPPODROME, ’ re 

Chairman and Managing Director, SIR" OSWALD STOLL 

“Secretary: and. Chief Accountant, w. $.. GORDON MICHIE. ; 

.- every Monday at 10 a.m. | 

VARIETY 
IN. EVERY FORM > 

“LONDON COLISEUM 
CHARING: CROSS, Facing TRAFALGAR BQUARB 

Three ‘Performances “Daby, 3: 16, 5:18 and OrI8. 

"1. MANCHESTER HIPPODROME 
' OXFORD STREET. - 

' ™@wo Performances Nightly at 6:30 and 8:35. Matinees. Monday 
, and Tuesday. -Rohearsala every ‘Monday. at1¢@a, We, 

SHEPHERD’S BUSH EMPIRE 
BHEPHERD'S BUSH GREEN, LONDON, Ww. 

‘Two Performances Nightly at 6: 20 and 8:40, “Rehearsals every 
’ Monday. at 12 noon 

_ Monday at 13 noon, | 

"HACKNEY 1 EMPIRE 
_). ,) ‘MAR STRWET, LONDON, N. 3. 

Two Performances Nightly at 6: 20 .and 8:85, - 

LEICESTER PALACE. 
o BELGRAVE. GATE . 

’ wo Performances Nightly at 6:35. and 8246.. Rehearsals every - | 
Monday at 13 noon, 

\ 

| Rehearmle ; 

‘Rehearsals every.-. 

ARTISTES’ DEPARTMENT: Negotiations—A. D. DAVIS; Dateo—LLEWELLYN J
 JOHNS . 

Address all. communications to the > Managing Director 

“THE ALANA 
| LEICESTBR SQUARB 

Daily, 2:50, :10 ona 8:46, 
.m 

~ CHATHAM EMPIRE, THEATRE| 
‘HIGH STREET 

‘Talking Pictures i 

BRISTOL HIPPODROME 
TRAMWAY, CENTRE a 

_ Two. Petformances a Nightly. at 6: 20 and 8: 30, "Rehearsals: every. 
Monday. at 12:3 

” CHISWICK EMPIRE 
CHISWICK HIGH ROAD, W. 

‘Pwo Performances Nightly at 6: 80 ana ‘8:50, Rehearsals every : 
- ‘Monday at] 12° neon, ; 

wooD GREEN. EMPIRE 
HIGH ROAD, “WwooD. GREEN, LONDON, yy. 

Two Performances ‘Nightly at 6: 320 and. 8: 36. | Weheureals every : 
_ Monday at 12° noon 

Rehearsele every. Mondey at 

VARIETY 
JIN EVERY FORM | 

THE STOLL PICTURE THEATRE 
LONDON OPERA HOUSE), ‘KINGSWAY - 

‘Daily ‘from 13: 80, ‘(continuons), talking piotures, — 

"ARDWICK EMPIRE _ 
; “ARDWICK: GRHDN 

- Two Performances Nightly, at 6: 35 ‘and 8: 4b, “Roheargala: every 
: Monday at 12; a9 Pp, me. 

. STOLL PICTURE THEATRE 
. _BEDMINSTER, BRISTOL . 
ma ‘Talking Pictures a 

“FLORAL HALL, LEICESTER 
 Adsoining Leicester Palace) 

Me , PICTURES" : 

“THE PICTURE HOUSE, CHATHAM 
"PICTURES | 

STOLL PICT URE THEATRE 
"(TYNE THDATRE), NBEWCASTLY 

‘Talking Pictures mos 

‘ NOTE: an eketches played at. the above theatres ‘must be leensea by the Lora Chamber- 

eg, 8 : . 

nN ee age ee el a 

\ ‘stage requirements. ‘atated, in 1 Jetters marked “Stage, Department”. by artistes three. weeks | 
tain and a copy of the Iicerise, together -with script as licensed,’ must be sent ‘to. the Stoll ~ before opening. 
‘offices at least 21 days before date ‘of performance, ADVERTISING: ‘MATTER—Bills, blocks, photographs. and specimens of pictorials really 

representing the act should be forwarded three weeks before opening: 

‘ COABBENESS, VULGARITY, etc, is not allowed. 

‘ARPISTES’ SCENERY AND PEOPERTIES - muat -be ‘fireproofed er they eannot be brought . 
into the theatre. . This 19. by s order of the Licensing Authorities.. 

: BAND ‘PARTS REQUIRED. —1. different parts ‘for ‘Bnelteh, Orchestrations | and a7 tor . 
--Wereign Orchestrations.. Bristol Hippodrome requires 20 _ parte, including three. ‘first violina, hoy 
and ‘piano part for- harp, : ; 

STAGE DEPARTMENT. Songs: proposed, fo be’ sung - should be submitted and special 

og Wish Their Many Friends in America. a: 

‘4 All Best Wishes for 1930 - hoes ¢ 

v4 

¥ ; 

« 
ry 

2 
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> "y P. S.—Have not given up hopes of seeing you. 
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VARIETY 

| | THOMAS CURRAN 

THE reun. CONNORS 

Direction JAS. E. ‘PLUNKETT - 
"Direction. JAS. E. PLUNKETT 

“JOHN BARTON and Co. : 

| ANNE ASHLEY. and BETH CLARK Comedy as. You like It a 
- . PLAYING RK-O° a ee ALWAYS. ‘WORKING | 

Representative, JAS. E. PLUNKETT | Direction MAX TISHMAN. JAS. E. PLUNKETT OFFICE a) oo { 

PEG B ATES. ; ‘oe | SEASON'S GREETINGS - _ man) & a 

The World's: Greatest, Monipededancer : TT CARRIE andi. EDDY | . q . 3 

‘LEW: LESLIE'S E'S “BLACKBIRDS” /. MOANGE HEADLIGHTS”. oS | - v4 

. . . NOW. PLAYING R-K-O VAUDE. | BOOKED SOLID R-K-O | ee 

“Direction JAS. E. PLUNKETT : _ | e a “Direction JAS. EB. PLUNKETT and MAX TISHMAN oo 

—. ARGENTINE’S SUPER GYMNASTS  —is—tsSN ee 

‘TA SALLE. and MACK n f iN oe 
—_ VACOPI TROUPE . 

| STATIC NUTS "  “OFFER™ ae 

‘BOOKED SOLID . "PRETENTIOUS and. ORIGINAL ENTERTAINMENT aa 

PLAYING RKO | ‘BOOKED SOLID — | 1 

Twe DAVIES. 
Extend Season’s Greetings 

| Six American Belfards 

WORLD'S GREATEST. FOOT PASTIMES OF HUMAN BEINGS 
-G. W. BELFORD, ORIGINATOR 

—DOING MY ‘OWN. IDEA AND ORIGINATOR OF TURN- | FORWARD root JUGGLING— 
ING ‘THREE PEOPLE A'COMPLETE ‘SOMERSAULT. SITTING IN. ‘EACH. O

THERS 

BOOKED SOLID—R-K.O CIRCUIT. 

Fos CANO 

BOOKED | SOLID RKO ; 

: ——— sical << Direction JAS. E. PLUNKETT | 

GJ. PRESTON) (NAOMA L.) 

FERRIS and BAY 
WITH . 

DOLORES LAVOY 
In a New. Singing and. Dancing. Revue 

FOSTER ad | 
PEGGY |. 

World's Most re 
Wonderful Dog ‘BOOKED SOLID WORKING FOR R-K-O 

Direction JAS. E. = | R-K-O BY i 
3 _ MAX TISHMAN Personal Direction JAS. E. PLUNKETT. Thanks to TOMMY CURRAN © 

PLUNKETT _ co Week Jan. 4, Seattle 

“From the 1929 CLASS OF JATZOLOGY 
“wir H 

KIT. KRAMER as “The Sweetheart of 

‘Sigma Chi” 

. CHARLIE GOULD, Cheer Leader - 
_EDDIE BALTZ, Mer. ‘TO A HAPRY ADDRESS ‘GREENWOOD LAKE, N. ¥. 

Booked Solid REO Til Jn 
; nEMiean - ‘THE SMILING TENOR “R

KO. | 

ae CHARLES: MASSINGER - ante 
* - SINGING YOUR FAVORITE SONGS 

HARRIMAN, SWAN aod LUCILLE 
Present DANCING JUST A LITTLE BIT DIF F ERENT 

- BOOKED R-K-O TIM 
soosnan + =." Representative; TOMMY. CURRAN, JAMES. E.. PLUNKETT OFFICE. ener — _ eee 

Thanx to MAX TISHMAN (Jas. Plunkett Office) 

AK NEW REGIME IN THE ENTERTAI INMENT “WORLD 
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“GREETINGS 

LOUISE BI 0 IN 
STARRI NG ° r 

“WOOF, WOOF” 
ROYALE THEATRE, NEW YORK, NOW 

“14 

PARAMOUNT FAMOUS LASKY CORPORATION 

eet Set Seat Set See 7 Sr eee se eet See a7 SoA x ee A 3 bet ee ye Ye rey oi cs wae ge see PAS TAS ee te te A ee 
——9 

5d 
w 

STILL WITH THE LION 
(9 A.M. Wed., Dec. 11, ’29) 

7, 

In “MARCUS UNIT”. No. 1 

ry a - ” ~ . . . 

POOF CROFT HOOT COLOR WR OT WOE SE HOR UHR HAD " 3 a, u ~ i, ~~ ot GOP hb ot ER, Py 
‘i " 4 4 , - S, 4 es at et 

Season’s Greetings to All 

HELENA JUSTA and CHARLIE 
Thanks to ROSE & MANWARING _ 



“Wednesday, January 8, 1980 VARIETY 

‘IN STEP AND IN CONTACT. WITH THE GREATEST ERA THE 

AMUSEMENT INDUSTRY HAS EVER KNOWN : 

CONGRATULATIONS 

AGENCY 

ASSOCIATES 

| JACK KLOTZ CHAS. S$. WILSHIN | 

LILLIAN ALPERT 

Palace Theatre Bldg. 

NEW YORK 

1564 Broadway Suite 1004 

~~ NEW REGIME IN THE [ i Rolo \ encreataInMeNT WORLD 1 

Phone Bryant 0766-0385 | - 
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ss i. ARTY: FORKINS~
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Lev. New REGIME IN THE ENTERTAINMENT ° sWORLD- 

Wednesday, January 8, 10800 a ‘VARIETY 

FIRST MIRACLE MI ILESTON® a 

“EWING EATC ON 
HOLIDAY GREETINGS 

NOW TOURING RKO CIRCUIT 
Direction MARTY FORKINS L 

GREE TINGS 

D N NY SM \ LL. 
‘Direction 

MARTY F
OREN 

7 2 fen 

exo W. LTON and B NT ae 
Direction MARTY FORKINS a 

1 | % ‘TIT T A Happy New Year 

oat. |SAWYER a EDDY 
! RKO Extend Their Greetings | 

FREDDIE ROSS REVUE 
WITH 

MILDRED LEDDY- 
- MARIE BARTELL 
- HOWARD ORLOFF 

Representative MARTY, FORK
ING] 
ua FORKINS Direction | MARTY. F ORKINS 

| | . | So Greetings 
" am 7 oo 

“TEDDY 

J ACK TRAINOR
- ' FALLS 'READING and BOYCE 

- Direction: MARTY, FORKINS- 
| To MARTY FORKINS: 

Lo. 

HOLIDAY _ | ’ GREETINGS - 

EREDA AND . PALACE 
Direction MARTY. FORKINS 

CONGRATULATIONS 
R-K-O 

“Compliments of the Season 

Bert Hanlon, Eddie Allen = Doris
 Canfield 

Extend Their Congratilations to R- K-O. 

: Direction MARTY FORKINS 

~ SEROR BROTHERS 4 AND , SISTER | 
“IN THE NUT HOUSE” 

SEND THEIR 

7 SEASON’S GREE TINGS. 

To An Members of R- K-O and 
7 Their Representatives 

a wee citer ee ee pe ee i 

_ 
« 
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. SARSARRARAE OR acre 

OHN FouD 
FOX FILMS 
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THE : BLUE STREAK OF F VAUDEVILLE” 

APPRECIATES THIS OPPORTUNITY 
TO USE 

“VARIETY, ” THE. VOICE OF SHOW 
BUSINESS 

| TO EXPRESS HER 

CONG RATULA TIONS 

RKO. 
AND THEIR. ENTIRE PERSONNEL 

FOR BRINGING THE GREATEST ERA OF ENTERTAINMENT THE 

THEATRE WORLD HAS EVER KNOWN 

Direction MARTY. FORKINS 



“Peace On Earth, Good Will . 

‘ Toward. Men” 
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v HITEHEAD 
FEATURED COMEDIAN WITH. 

Eres es 
~~ 
ea 7 

dq 
Ni 

1 ad i a 

; m3 ~~ iN — - PUBLIX UNIT 
Closed in New Orleans, La., Dec. 12 | 

Played One Week, Dec. 14, Orpheum Theatre, Memphis, Tenn. 

Opened Christmas Day for Two.as Master of Ceremonies 

: “HOLLYWOOD THEATRE 
DETROIT, MICH. 

— 

Publix and Independent 
Representative 

‘Eg. MAX TURNER” 
my WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY, INC. 

162 North State St. 

‘CHICAGO, ILL. 

RKO Representative 

177 North State St. 

CHICAGO, ILL... 

VARIETY 

SAM ROBERTS 

FRANK BUTLER 
M-G- M Productions 

“CHINA BOUND” 
DANE ‘and ARTHUR. (Original) 

“UNTAMED” 
JOAN CRAWFORD. (Adaptation and. Continuity) 

“MONT ANA” 
JOAN ‘CRAWF ORD (Original and Dialogue Version): 

“THE CIRCLE” 
Preparing Screen Version 

a 
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dees 

" Congratulations R-K-0 | 
A. HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL a So 

mare ween eat AP 

= (ap 

_ Direction MARTY FORKINS 

wean GREETINGS TO ALL 

‘AND HIS 

TTES | 
_ Direction MARTY FORKINS | ie 

CONGRATULATIONS TO RKO | 

4 

“CL 0 WNI E 
- “HOLIDAY GREETINGS 

"DEALERS in HUMOR 
By AL. BOASBERG 

| Direction MARTY FORKINS 

_ GREETINGS» 

ELTINGE~ VERNON 
in’ 66 ‘MY CARAVAN’ 9 

‘ Direction MARTY FORKINS 

SEASON'S GREETINGS 

HOMER ROMAINE 
| Direction MARTY | FORKINS 

RLIE WILSON 2 
~Direction- ‘-MARTY- FORKINS. So cseagc ffm 

LORI RAL POOE MASE TOOT TOE 

THE ENT ERTAINME NT
 _WORLD : 
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Making. \d 

“ABRAHAM LINCOLN” ie 
with Dialogue anid Story by. _ S 

STEPHEN VINCENT BENET 
si oayise tea soeeee re ee tra SFr 



VARIETY 

\ x : 
apes / Een (MILESTONE 

| STEP BY STEP | ; 

— WITH | 

VAUDEVILLE'S 

PROGRESS 

MR. and MRS. 

BILL ROBINSON | 
Dir ection MARTY FORKINS 

oa 

[LA NEW REGIME IN"THE ( ae 



VARIETY. 

RMT ME TE TE ETP ELE EE TEED CO TLE REE EAE LEE LEELA EIA E LOT RAR Do 
a 

HOLIDAY GREETINGS 

JUST COMPLETED ONE YEAR N “FOLLOW THRU” 
. NEW YORK COMPANY 

_SICNED WITH PARAMOUNT F OR TALKING PICT URES 
aa sis oak OE AF WTAE ATA SOME AE OE WTAE AE AE HE a os es ous ERE EES Gis ees 

SLA OCTET PULP OC ae Ree ee on, ron ge AN Re GX RP TERA REE 2 73 23 rate 

d had ‘ ‘paper “profits” - ee 
And I had “margin” too | % 

“So I will take a “Happy New. Year” 

and d split It up. with | you, | oe 

es oe $s ee eA ma Se Te Suse a8 73 zk SA Ne De Ae Ae AN RE GD A, De re TOTP PER EE EEE OO I 

A. F. ERICKSON 
_ mS * Directing for 

fe “THE LONE. STAR RANGER” . ae “THE GIRL WHO WASN'T WANTED” 
| WIRBRRnOREaD mn meme ms memes mers meee es SAREE RATE SASS GES seem cee FAS I TLE HN WAR Feats ticFane 

= Season’ 's Greetings 

lag, meee fae e Sneath 

GREETINGS! 

RALPH GRAVES 
: COLUMBIA PICTURES | 

oA Roe ERROR GOTT AEE CAPE ES en ee ee ee noe ae wane 8 Wah, Trot a. hI sea UP toe LF WIL yey. ; . 
WC LA LE LN LT a P Fae, ia ke LE LE ELIE LIN ELE ELI EL DN TED VERN CLAD. SLED TRA EAD. SD ILM An Te ee Te eee 

| cca A ULO and PA ou u iT A Ronin | 
fo All _with CHIKITA - _. SACK CURTIS | 

aa 

Season's Greetings! | : a So) ar 

it _jU N 1OR COGH L A N_ __ 

“MONTAGU LOVE | a - 

ot 
fn ae 

x . e 



VARIETY 

SENATOR MU PHY 
Campaign Manager | ome 

MARTY FORKINS 

_PUBLIX ‘TOUR 

WILLIAM MORRIS OFFICE: ‘NAT KALCHEIM 

H A R R Y ar I N E 5 
WISHES EVERYONE Ao HAPPIER . NEW YEAR | a 

2 Direction MARTY 
FORKINS . ae 

B R O Ww N- | | New Year | -DEVOE
 - | : 

“THE ‘TIDAL ‘WAVE OF SONGS”. [Wishing F riends A Happy Ne ew Year 

Directio on MARTY FORKINS| | Swartz 

a JAMES STEIGER | I | 

ifford x TENDS HIS BEST WISH
ES n\n 

| | Has a New Act in Preparation | | Disectio 

Direction MARTY FORKINS 
| | | PLAYING 

RKO VAUDEVILLE 

| George. McClennon | 7 ss war ronan | 

HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL | — 

Sends Greeting to His F riends 

J CONGRATULATIONS | "WILFRED | 
RKO | J DUBOIS | 

a Dinan MARTY FoRKINS | EXTENDS HIS GREETINGS 
a oon Divection MARTY FORKINS|-—-"] 

A NEW REGIME WN THE ENTERTAINMENT WORLD 
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| SONO-ART. STAR § 
Management FRANK. JOYCE-MYRON | SELZNICK, Led. 

- Hollywood, Calif. 

<< WARASAS LATA 
(33 

y 
' 

SELES Pe Ee BEN eS 
pwn 

i “¥" r 

Management 

FRANK JOYCE-MYRON SELZNICK, Ltd. 

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF, | 

a ¥ in “ALL'S QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT”. 
\ _ Management FRANK JOYCE-MYRON SELZNICK, Led. Hollywood, Calif. | 

on Ween Ween Gen GR Weck Beck Wack Bach Hack Vat Sek Heh VR PMR Che ~ Te, ee ee ee eT eR OD 

ie vas Ms m t : ; - . i f 

“BR -MYRON SELZNICK, Inc. PARAMOUNT ‘ 
By \, Hollywood, Cal. | . . “ 
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N 

MI Ea FINST MIRACLE 

‘THE PROPHET OF BOX OFFICE. PROFITS 

1 NOW PLAYING PUBLIX NEW ENGLAND PICTURE HOUSES 
. No, Pencils, No Pads, 

No Writing, No Stalling 
Managers, Note The Only Man in the World Who Can Tel 
TL. Dikne Tmo The Only Man in the Wor o Can 

This Billing Line: ‘ | You.What You Are Thinking Without Your 

: od. First Writing It Down . | 

At Last—A Mind-Reader That Is a Real Entertainer! 

fy. INVITE YOU TO CATCH MY PERFORMANCE AT PUBLIX BIG SCOLLAY SQUARE THEATRE, BOSTON, 

: TE YON WEEK STARTING SATURDAY, JANUARY 11.. (A WILLIAM MORRIS DATE.) a 

REPRESENTATIVES: 

BILLY BEECHER publix New England Theatres: 

-_ K -_ -_ Director of Publicity L. - . | 

PINE UT jC. WESLEY FRASER, Inc. /” 

K Assistants: “WESTON. SAGE, ~~~ ogTon, MASS. ~ [3 mG 
| MARTY F RKINS | * oRPHA HENSON : ed 

WW eA NEW REGIME IN THE ENTERTAINMENT WORLD—2— 
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b Glad to be back with: you. again. 
ey a ae - on. Broadway. 

+s Compliments of the. Season 
a4 to all my Friends. 
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UMMM 

MMM 

yesse FREEMAN 

eg MORRISON | “ at CHARLES MEN | | ; : 

Cte eT 

” Zeonewn® New xo Casue A Oe Tonk? 

1560 ROOM 908 7 HceMORSON/ NEN | 

Cee, fe fom 

NT yao? : rT ava 

Ald ddl” PT 

EL. 
Mlle 

Lemen:* 
= congratulations: 

ry vest wishes 

pect sally, 

ld 
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a eee a mer get eto rata 

Syren oo ape ninee 

“JAZZ IN A KITCHENETTE” 
we to ere Viren nt 

pron a 

Attorney, MARK J. LEDDY Direction LEDDY & SMITH 

cagtepdee femiee A MY r  e 

ae, pee 

Season’s Greetings 

ve rote mae alle tear oe 

from 

“The Flying Cowboy” 

HOOT GIBSON” 
Prodeetioet 

eS Ne Ce ae 

DAS ETM NTE Ae NO a A a ra aN Sa eran 

AVID BUTLER 
op FOX DIRECTOR. 

In Preparation | 

# = “HIGH SOCIETY BLUES” 
‘ 
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eA NEW REGIME 

JANETTE HACKETT 
EDITH GRIFFITH 
PEGGY and GARY 
EDNA MILLER 7 
-CEASAR RIVOLI. 
NORMAN SISTERS 
NICK CASA and ELSIE. LEHN 
DOLLY O'BRIEN. en 
SAMMY. KREVOFF 
WALLY DAVIS 

~ FOUR DIANE SISTERS 
LEO RAYMOND | 

Direction: CHARLIE MORRISON AGENCY 

ALTHOFF 
“THE YANKEE FIDDLER” 

Direction CHAS. MORRISON 

PRODUCTIONS — - as 

VARIETY 

.GRACE LONG | 
MAUDE FODREA 

_ CLIFFORD POLLARD _ 
WILLIAM H. KELLY 

_ RUTH. HARRISON: 
ALEX FISHER | 

- Mariagement: MEYER GOLDEN, INC. _ \ 

CHARLES | 

iN THE ENTERTAINMENT WORLD- 

165 

—“Ge———FIRST MIRACLE MILESTONE : 

CONGRATULATIONS 

BOB. LAMARR_ 

GEO. ‘SPANOVER © 

FRED’ TAGGART - 
STUART FARRINGTON |. 

| WILLY CAMIA. an i: ve 
ROSAMOND ‘ROMILY 1 

MARIUS. SABATIER 

‘HARRY: DOTTY 

| Masters «Grayce |_ 

In “OH, HARRY”
 po 

By ED. LOWRY 

‘The Same. to Everyone ' 

Direction: 

JESSE FREEMAN—CHAS. MORRISON 

No mG 

LW 
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at the Mogador Theatre 

Max Rivers staged the Dances 

“VARIETY” sayst. 46 ‘Hallelujah’ opened at the’ Mogador Oct. Brd and 

came through a rousing hit, rating . as the best production ‘of ‘an 

American. Musical for years and good: for a solid year. It is the first 

solid success of the new season. The. production As excellent, the 

equal to the. best on ‘Broadway. While credit i is. being distributed, a 

_ good portion goes to. Max Rivers, English Stager of D
ances... His. 36 

girls and his direction contribute enormously to. the performance.” 

Londen’ s greatest. Revue ‘is ¢. B. Cochran’s - . 

“WAKE UP AND DREAM,” ‘at the Pavilion - as 

Max Rivers staged the Dances 
we 

at the Hippodrome 

Max Rivers staged the Dances 
GN AOS Soe 
London’s most successful ‘Cabaret. is the Trocadero 

— “DOWN WITH DORA” — 

Max Rivers stoged the Dances 
Max Rivers has the most modern school of dancing i in: the British Isles, where every kind 

of Stage Dancing i is taught under the personal ‘supervision of himself. 

. Max Rivers has been engaged to stage “HIT THE DECK” in Marseilles i in December 

with “THE DESERT SONG” and “RIO RITA” i in Paris to follow. 

_ Max Rivers has 16 girls and 12 boys from his school at the MOGADOR THEAT
RE; 

PARIS; 16 girls and #2 boys at: the VARIETTE, MARSEILLES; 8 girls at the 

BERLINER THEATRE, BERLIN; 12. girls at the WORLD'S FAIR, XMAS 

SEASON at the AGRICULTURAL HALL, LONDON; 8 girls and 8 boys at 

the PAVILION, SHEPHERD'S BUSH,. LONDON, and pupils: i in every musical 

show in London. 

MAX RIVERS Is Dancing Master to 

C. B. COCHRAN 

MAX. RIVERS School of Dancing | 

ws From the Season’s' ° 

) 0 Trio of Successes 

VARIETY 

. London’s foremost Musical. Comedy i is MR. CINDERS, a 

Callard Heese, Tha; Regent. st, W.1. TELECHONs 

Wednesday, January 8, 1930 — 

Same Pe 4A 

CHARLES. 
B. 

COCHRAN: 
49, Old Bond Street 

LONDON, W. 

St. . James's | 

‘Sole Lessee and Manager GILBERT MILLER 

Cc hristmas. H olidays 
Twenty-sixth. Annual Season 

. By J. M.: BARRIE| 

GERALD DU MAURIER 
JEAN. FORBES-ROBERTSON-. 

MARY CASSON .- 

And All the Original Pirates 

Season’ 'S ‘Greetings to All 

Stanley W. Wathon 
Agent in ‘England 

Booking EXCLUSIVELY: the following Circuses: 

..- Royal Agricultural Hall, London 
The Olympia, Liverpool ° 
Hippodrome, Great Yarmouth 
Belle Vue, Manchester 
The Tower. Circus, Blackpool 
Winter Gardens Circus, Blackpool 
F. A. Lumley’s Waverley Carnival, Edinburgh 
E. H. Bostock’s Kelvin Hall, Glasgow 

ONLY ADDRESS :— . 

33, Quéensborough Terrace 
LONDON, W. 2, ENGLAND 

TELEGRAMS:-~- . 
_ BRAVISSIMO, LONDON .  * 

Feats, iPass ea 4 

Compliments of the. Season from” 

JULIAN ROSE 
Represented by JULIUS DAREWSKI 

LONDON, ENG. . 

Te, 
he hc 

ROOM. TO5A o sce a .Brooks-Costume. -Company——--- en | 

7 Brooks Uniform Company 
Brooks Costume Rental Co. 

1437 Broadway 
New York City 

‘SYLVIA HAHLO 
1650 BROADWAY 

. ° NEW YORK CITY 

CABLE ADDRESS: SILVAH NEW YORK . 

The Only Cy Vaudeville. and Circus ‘ 

TELEPHONE CIRCLE 0530. 7 

_ International Artists’ and Authors’ Representative 

“vere == | 
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FOUR DIAMONDS 

LL pemererrcvore resi 00r087 18001; 

7 I : 4 

VARIETY. 

a= FIRST MIRAC LE MILESTONE 

BERNARDO DE PACE 
THE VICTOR ARTIST 

THE WIZARD OF. THE. MANDOLIN 
Assisted by. 

CELINE LESCAR and THAISA GOTKOVA 

Direction CHAS. E. MORRISON 

JACK P EP P E Rg 
THE SOUTHERN ENTERTAINER 

Direction CHAS. E. MORRISON 

HUGHIE, TOM, HAROLD and EVELYN 

‘Present 

BRIGHT SONGS, BRIGHT. COMEDY and FLASHY DANCES . 

in “A PERFECT SETTING” 

Direction CHAS. E. ‘MORRISON 

jaNien waRnIN” 
(LATE STAR OF “COURAGE”) 

A Comedy Dramatic Playlet 

“THE LITTLE -VAGABOND” 
By EDGAR ALLAN WOOLF 

Direction CHAS. E, MORRISON - 

HAL JEROME. 
“THE LAUGHOLOGIST” ? 

with 

GLORIA GRAY 

"Direction CHAS. E. MORRISON EE 

g ASSy Yen S SS es VAN ~ : , NEW REGIME IN THE NO ERTA Al ’ IN ME NP WORLD NEW REOIME THE EN ? : ) 
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7 _ oo . 2 rer 

To all its. “hosts of. friends. 

of the theatrical profession 

; lenrici’ S 
ON RANDOLPH © 

extends. us best wishes for— 

a ' Prospero ‘ous and happy year. 

“When. the fathers and grandfathers of today s headliners were. in 

their prime Henrici’ S, as now, was the great central. gathering 

| place ‘ ‘after the show” for those’ from both sides of’ the foot- 

& Jights- who support the theatre i in all. its varied forms. Here; 

| in the very center and heart of Chicago’ 5 “Rialto, ” those who - 

follow. histrionic paths find the special welcome that“one re-. 

serves for those who are truly friends. 

HENRICI’S — 
Between Dearborn and Clark Sts. | 

; CHICAGO 

Established 1868 
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\MILESTONE 

-EDW. S. KELLER 
ALLIED FOR THE PAST 25 YEARS WITH 

KEITH STANDARD VAUDEVILLE | 

F ELICIT ATES 

RADIO- | 
 KEITH-| 

- ORPHEUM 
ON THEIR FIRST ‘ANNIVERSARY 

‘MAY THEY GROW BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVEk 

JACK WEINER, Associate 
BERT WISHNEW, ‘Assistant 

Address: Palace Theatre Bldg., 1564 Broadway, New York 

Congratulations and best wishes to. 

R-K-O 
on its FIRST BIRTHDAY 

Only the First but an’ Important Milestone in Show Business . 

Nan. Halperin 

Now entour R- K- O Circuit 

Direction. EDW. S. KELLER-JACK WEINER. 

: WY a 

* 

. “a, . 

> a 

sevens fh sy wotsolcc ccleaner ce a a a he Se ts sae rays 

. ‘ s, Py Kailio “ENTERTAINMENT WORLD _ 
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wa ey ak AN. 

. tse 
Jie 

Leo. Feist Inc. 
Irving Berlin Inc. 
RobinsMassic Corp. 

Remick Masic Corp. 

Handy Bros. » 
___NewYork.__ _ 

Milton Weil MusicCorp. 
GrossmarLenisCo. 
Yill Rossiter. 

ForsterInc. 

_..Chkicago 

Villa Moret Inc. 
138-140, CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, YY.C.2. | Sar Fransisco 

FRANCE. Publication Francis -Day T GERMANY: F.D«H, G.m.e.H. 
30, Rue de LT ECHIQUIER - PARIS. LEIPZIGER STRASSE 37, BERLIN.YY.8. 

Representing 

the 

“ ELITE ” 
of the 

Americar 

‘Pabliskers 

In 

Great Britain 

ard tke 

Cortinent 

-SEASON’S GREETINGS 

CHAPPELL & CO.,Ltd. 
7 ( Established 1811 ) 

50, New Bond Street. 

LONDON, ENGLAND, and SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA 
Representing | 

5. W, JENKINS SONS? MUSIC CO. _ H AR} S, Incorporate 
Kansas City, Mo. ~~ 

. 
New York 
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Direction EDWARD S, KELLER—JACK WEINER 

GREETING « 

LLL 

: SS LLL HO LOO . . 

. ? CTA ARE, Ge GE ark a 

~ en a . . . ee. . - : a . 

: _ fg : : 5 , . 

, a 7 J! : as a BEN 

—o0 acca 

OLLI Aee inna 

“ple 

Direction EDWARD S. KELLERJACK WEINER. 3 

A HAPPY NEW YEAR . qo 
- JACQUE . ‘IRENE _ : | HAYES and CODY Direction: EDWARD S. KELLER—JACK WEINER. 

“GEeTinas | 

MAE WYNN 
AND 

“CONGRATULATIONS 

- ‘JACK aes HUNTER | 
MONTY. | 

_ Direction EDWARD S. KELLER—JACK 
| ~~ WEINER 

JANETTE | 
MOMENTS VITAL” 

BUDDY 
Direction of EDWARD S. KELLER—JACK | MONTY 

| | ™ l 7 SaaTINES TO TiKo 

HUDIAKOFF 
Producers of. 

“SONGS AND. STEPS” 
| Direction EDWARD 5.|. With — 

| KELLER—JACK _THEADOR STEPANOFF & co. 

WEINER "Direction EDWARD S. KELLER—JACK 7 : —. , WEINER os 

Direction EDWARD Ss: KELLER—JACK po 
‘WEINER | Con 4 

SEASON'S, GREETINGS TO Te OUR FRIENDS IN AND OUT OF THE PROFESSION . 

“st 4 CIRILLO BROS. =" | | 
IN SINGING—DANCING—VARIET Y—COMEDY—MUSIC 

wine Andependent, EDW.. -RILEY| aaa | a _[Direction, R- -K-O, SACK. _-WEINER—EDWARD ‘Ss. KELLER 

REGIME IN THE ENTERTAINMENT WORLD 
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SAM WOOD. 
A Ss | | Productions for 

3 -__ METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER 
‘SILENT 

“Rookies” “Fair Coed” 

“Latest from Paris” “Telling the World” 

Season’s Greetings 

SAAS + RS ON er ee 

TALKING and SINGING PICTURES 
RELEASED © 

«So This Is College’ 
| sULIUS KENDLER | 

Attorney-at-Law 

1540 Broadway, New: York City 

| Bryant 5780 | 
Te ee Pe PE Se The DUNCAN SISTERS in : 

‘It’s A Great Life”’ 

IRE Nar RA OE ae SS 

“Now IN PRODUCTION: ~~ Booey fe fa 
a 

WILLIAM HAINES in ‘ : 
i 

“FRESH FROM COLLLG y?? 
NS 

Le ei 
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ry Baker super. "Bland Johanneson, “DAILY “MIRROR.” 

“Miss Baker very good, ” H. ARRISON'S. REPORTS.’ ” 

“Belle. Baker made ‘a personal hit.’ —“ZIT's." en 

; “Picture fane will ke her."—“"MOTION PICTURE NEWS,” 

“- “A cheer for Misa Baker and. her Songs. There's a dvuman angle in. this ‘story.”"——. os Irene. Thirer, “DAILY NEWS.” 

ie Miss Baker will ada to her list ot ‘aamirers.”—Mainedont, ‘Hou, “NEW YORK. “TIMES.” . we ; . 
“Misa Baker does her part. magnificently. Quinn Martin, NEW YORK: . WORLD, ”. n 

"smartly done, ‘genuine pathos," " —"HERALD- TRIBUNE. pe: ” 
“Decidedly superior, pourids away at the: heartstrings. "NEW YORK “TELEGRAM.” 

“Misa Baker scores a new success.” BOSTON “GLOBE. ” 

iss ‘Baker, a great favorite in this- - town, good for a return engagement any 
tine. BALAIMONE “SUN.” Lote ; . oo. | 

; “Sho- shows considerable dramatic: ability, sings in a way. which has never, been o 
imitated. “—BALTIMORE “PosT.” : 

con hear Beile sing: “Itless’ is almost. worth the price of idmtesion, —BALTHIORE 
“EVENING. SUN? 

_ “Pinnacle. of success is attained by. Belle. Bakor in First movie. *—Harleteh Schultz, 
ms BOSTON “EVENING, AMERICAN.” ; 

- “Miss Baker's ‘performance convinced me that she. is the paramount out: and- out. 
. entertainer on, the screen.""—ORKLAHOMA “NEWS.” . 

a “oNfiga” Baker captured: her audience. with emotional Fuste,”"—Arthar: Jomes, EX 
-HIBITORS DAILY. REVIEW.” ; . ; . ot 

“Miss ‘Baker’ is irfesistible. She ‘has every! thing that is needed” to atir the emotion 
and enlist — the, sympathies. of an-. audience.'’—DPierre de Bohan, MORNING “TELE- 
GRAPH.” . 

angie « Baker ‘brings every whit of her: taroinating: ‘personality to ‘the “voseen's 
. Charles -Hastings, BROOKLYN “TIMES.” 

- “Miss Baker got: a big hand: ‘The audience got up on ‘their, hind legs: cand shouted . : 
for her.” —“EXHIBITORS’ HERALD-W ORLD." 4 

“She ‘presents can attractive flgure on the screen and demonstrates her ability. to 
portray emottonal scenes before mike and camera, ‘She js by all odds the best of the 
‘vaudevillians yet to appear. ucAN.” talkies, ‘Song. of Love’ is box-office muste."——Regine 
Crewe, NEW. YORK ‘AMERICA 

“Belle. Baker hag established. herself with one pleture ‘Son, of Love,’ at R- K- Oo" 
triumph . for’ Belle, Baker." —Jerry Hoffman, Los ANGELES "E MINER.” 

“Artistically done, ‘Few ballad singers can: put a song ‘over better than she. aay 
‘ EVENING “WORLD.” 

“Belle Baker scores. a decided hit. “Women wept unreservedly and perhaps sors ; 
‘fully,”—Burke Henry, “STANDARD UNION.” 

"Belle Baker was a Pleasant surprise, looks Uke certain money.” —“VARIETY. pe 

My. Sincere Thanks | to the Critics Who Were ‘Most Kind to. Me in My First’ Talking Pictire, “SONG OF: LOVE» 

Direction EDW. 'S. KELLER JACK WEINER 7 os 

MARION 
THIS YEAR'S STYLE IN DANCES 

WITH 

THE HARRIS TWINS AND JACK MEYERS 

Ler, 

8. eppmmmmnin papa prensa pap apres sae ae 

OUTIL GUN Sy, iil ‘ iliac E, 

Direction EDWARD S, KELLER—JACK WEINER 

BILLY ee = CHARLOTTE 

| CHASE and | LATOUR_ 
IN THE, VAUDEVILLE CLASSIC. 

“AROUND. ‘THE CORNER” 
‘WITH 

SCOTT MOORE and MARY. MOE 

Direction EDW. Se. KELLER—JACK WEINER 

OAL LAI 

ad 

Prosperous Ne ew: Year. A Happy and 
Deu pe ene.e 5s Stat 

LALOR LTR LPUUIUIALLLSLELILLLILLULELUDTLIYLELOTLLILITLBOLALULHIMUUULTMI Direction EDW. S. KELLER JACK W WEINER 

wae 
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SEASON'S GREETINGS AND BEST WISHES FOR A HAPPY NEW YEA
R 

i 

FROM 4 

and his | 

illionaire 
“ 

Aa ee ee 

fae ee pe ee ee eee Ne 

”. 

To Their Friends and Their Friends’ Friends and Their Friends’ Friends’ Friends & 
aa A . 

2 

ae 
“t 

> 
‘ 

ra 
4 
t 

Wi ntering in Paris as one of the Features of q 
oo. Mistinguett’s New Revue 

. 

““PARIS-MISS” 
at the Casino de Paris, PARIS. 

eee 7 a ae 

vent ee pee eee Tee cre oe ee et eee dee 

SSS TT ee er ee TNT Toe (Thanks to Harry Foster, Henri Lartigue, Clifford C. Fischer and Lou Wolfson—also Abe Lastfogel 

and the entire William Morris staff, Harry Hollander, Charles Niggemeyer and to Mr. Julius Marx, 

Manager of the World-Famous Scala, Berlin—not forgetting my old pal, Al Grossman y) 

Thanks to “VARIETY” (Abel Green) for this review: 

Nevertheless the production, beautiful as it is, is frankly ‘dull, but is 

saved. by. certain elements imported from America and England. ~ 

.For instance, ‘Charles Ahearn and his Millionaire ‘Band scored an indi- 

. vidual triumph, coming on- ‘after midnight in an extremely long performance, 
' Ahearn’s hit is equalled only by the sensational’score of Borrah. Minevitch’s 
-harmonica novelty in “Halleluiah.” Reason for spotting. Ahearn so late 

apparently was.the realization that nothing could follow him, in a comedy 

way. 

Mistinguett will do business at the $3 top, but the success probably will 

be largely due to show’s importations. Besides Ahearn from America, there 

is the Jackson dancing troup of boys and girls from England. Another hit 

is the theme song from “The Broadway Melody,” also American in origin. 
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\Lubin, Lowry. ad Andre 
a/. IN THEIR HILARIOUS COMEDY CLASSIC 7 
ik “AH’LL SHOW. YOU” 2 

: | ee a ” Divsition CHARLES E, MORRISON — | : | 

g ERNIE. suy 3 | eeaxoy mT -,anr oe 7 

sheng Yet 

| LOOS BROTHERS| - 
PEL bo —“SMILIN TH ” 
a in » ALL, IN HARMONY " , By AL NTR 

in 

Direction ‘CHARLES E. ‘MORRISON. 

“Western Representative WM. JACOBS 7 Direction CHARLES E. MORRISON 

- 

Expressing a Kind Thought for Everyone 

HOLIDAY GREETINGS : , 

rs. SERGE FLASH 
Personal Direction CHARLES E. ‘MORRISON 

A a 3 

| Mr. and 

Permaine and Shelley 
In “PULLEY-PULLEY” 

. . 

Lillian Morton 
~ THE POCKET EDITION COMEDIENNE © 

| Direction CHARLES E, MORRISON 

dee CLALURSRLaaneN mean pesyre, 

KMebhihhisis5inn 

¢ 

Direction CHARLES E., MORRISON 

Primrose Semon 7 Eddie, Halson 
Presents 

“Primrose Semon, who ‘starts: ‘her special series of ' ; 
"songs with a ditty about redheads being hot. and | | peppy stuff, lives up to the idea. Good’ women singles ‘Ryth “Taps” Jue lepers’ 

| are scarce, and Miss Primrose, who until recently had 
never appeared alone, is: within the category. Honest.. ; 
effort: which has been put into her numbers jis typi- ee one with. MURPHY: BROS. 

| AL 
| fed Jn the "Al olsoye Sammy’ Al Pale are open _e “TAP-SITY IN BLUES” 

to this. little redhead.” : a | ; Introducing ; ; 

= | CARROLL TWINS Directio on. | 
Direction CHARLES E. MORRISON . MARGIE. KENNY | -_ CHARLES Eu ‘MORRISON. 

“SEASON'S GREETINGS TO EVERYONE 

TOM LOMAS ‘COMPANY 
_BOOKED SOLID TILL JULY 12, 1930 0g 

Personal Management—EDWARD RILEY - | | 

cote once mets mer Ta a Sa aoe sa. 

R-K-O—CHAS. E. MORRISON 

IME IN THE ENTES RTA NMENT WORLD 
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~ BELASCO THEATRE 
“West 44th Street, New York 

. Under the Sole Management of. David Belasco. - 

“alts a wise child. in the. 
theatre who can ‘write 50 

a Zi comic a play. And it ‘is - 
ee wise producer’ who can as- Mee 

ivf semble so varied a cast.” 

, oS J. Brooks Atkinson, 
. N.Y. “TIMES.” 

a “Mr, Belasco brings in. a 
ME. good young comedy and an 
‘excellent company:to act in it. 

 ‘¥t's a’ Wise Child’: went over, 
-, “well over.” 
Bt Gilbert Gabriel, — 

N.Y: “AMERICAN.” ys 

Wan uproarious “comedy.” 
se John Anderson, .. 

~ pawn Betaseo 
presents: ° 

‘It’s A Wise child” 
; “town. ” 

A Comedy by 

Laurence E. Johnson 

Now in Its Sinth Month, 

“K funny. show.” 

Walter . Winchell, ° 

, : “THE MIRROR.” | 

“A: superbly right, superbly 
acted comedy.” , 

So Whitney Bolton, 

“MORNING TELEGRAPH.” |. 

“The hreartiest Taugh’ “in 

"Robert Garland, 
“EVE, TELEGRAM.” = [f]} 

“The most human comedy 4 
in town.’ yo mnt: 

Wednesday, January S, 1930 

*-.Ohas. “Darnton, oe | Ie 
“EVE, WORLD.” AN 

“EVE. JOURNAL. ” 

~ 

In Prepmation 7 

BETH MERRILL 

New England = & 

31 West 47th Street, New York 

GOWNS 
for Afternoon-Evening 

_also 

COSTUMES 
STREET 

nd 

Here We Are Again! 

With the Same. Good Wish for. You R 

THE ORIGINAL (Accept No Substitute) — | 

Goldman S. 



Wednesday, ‘January 8, 1980 

Congratulations 

TO 

_ RADIO-KEITH-ORPHEUM | 

We offer our: sincere’ congratulations: to ‘the: R-K-O. 

. organization on their first. anniversary and. our wishes. | 

_ for many more successful anniversaries. It has been 
our ‘distinct pleasure. to. serve R-K-O ‘by. installing: : 

thousands of comfortable ‘theatre seats. in’ many of. 

“their most Prominent showhouses. 

| HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD | 
COMPANY — 

e 

 GHICAGO—NEW YORK» 
“And Offices i in Most Principal. Cities 

‘Congratulations. and Best Wishes 
for the Future Success of 

, “R-K-O 

COMMONWEALTH 
SIGN COMPANY 

Designers and Creators’ of 

Theatre Displays” and 

Canopy Attractions 

(1) Banff and Lake 

‘ful, inexpensive 

. Open May to Sep- — 
“tember. Ask for --- 

details. | a . popular. | 

CHICAGO 
- “4209 West Lake Street es || 

“Book via | 
Soo Line — 

| between 
; Chicago 

«St. Paul 

7 Minneapolis 

Fond du Lac. 

Oshko sh 

iz Neenah 

| Menasha 

|. Duluth © 

fe Superior 

| | Ashland 

“ Chippewa - Falls 

Winnipeg 

_ Moose. Jaw 1 
. | Calgary’ dl 

| i Banff i 

jo Lake Louise’ (2) Alaska: bound. ' 
Princess steamers 

tan hotels to rest- "night Sun. Make 

and all points a on ‘resorvations early, 

Paci fie Coast: - 

bungalow camps. 

for theatrical people | 
Soo Line traffic officials and train men 
have always made.a special effort to- 
look after the ,comfort and conve- 
‘nience of theatrical people. We are 
-proud of our many friends in the pro-. 
_fession who repeatedly take Soo Line 
trains when traveling in the North- i 
-west and in Canada, or to or from the 
Pacific Coast. If you are not familiar 

_ with our. service, . we. solicit, your 
patronage. , 

You will particularly 

enjoy Soo Line meals 
The Soo Line. diners are highly 
spoken of by. people who travel 
everywhere. - 

Yours for service and. courtesy 

B.E. SMEED 
_Assistant General Passenger. Agent _ 

T1 CE. , Jackson Boul., Chicago. 
_ Phone Wabash "1904 

ol Te SS BR oS CO 

VARIETY | | 177} 

- Louise offer ' the —— ae | larly WE 

‘mest gorgeous | ® Vancouver  feave regulary 
oo tin ie the Cane _ following the. 4 

. adi ian Rockies— Victori 1a sheltered Inside . 
2 - with accommoda: Passage to the 

_ tions ranging from - : are 
superb ‘cosmopoli-. Seattle . land of the Mid. 

for the Princesse . : 
line is -exceedingly - - 

| The Soo Line T nakes | 
travel easy and pleasant | 
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{NATIONAL | 

|SERVICE 

GRAND 

SCREEN 

TRAILERS | 

_ ‘| We were honored when 
- assigned to the posting," nose 
heralding the. opening RKO 

in Philadelphia! 

est enough to state that the 

Radio picture, “Street Girl,” 

and the comprehensive cam- 

paign instituted. by R-K-O 

top 0’ City Hall! : 7 

HAIL | 

|RADIO- KEITH. ORPHEUM 
Its Executives and Personnel 

‘They’re REAL MEN! 

|Loce POSTE ADVERTISING C0, 
“(DAVE LODGE) 

A NEW. REGIME Ey IN» THE 

| SANITATION Spatial i 

| fseminaton 
|. of " VERMIN and RODENTS | 

“Davenport's. Sanitary. Service o 

ne BROOKLYN 

[ia ts 
. Ite, Many: Friends on the R-K-0 Cirguit ; 

ERLANGER 
We covered the ‘Quaker City 
like a blanket! We're ‘mod-- 

almost shook Billy Penn. on 

VARIETY. 

FIRST MIRACLE MILESTC 

EDWARDS ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
Specialists in: 

CENTRAL TERMINAL, NEW. YORK 

SINCE 1872 

. RKO Uses Our Service 
WHY NOT your 

613 -Onderdonk Avenue ; 

NEW: ‘YORK 

; 7 Phone’ Hegeman. 8240 

cBUFRALO’ 3 OWN. "THEATRICAL : 
FRANSFER Sends - Greetings” ‘to all 

J. J. MALLOY 
' Proprietor’ and Manager 

| tionst-anytime—anywhere. .. 

torium. 

continuously since 1897: 

KEITH-ALBEE PALACE.. 

ORPHEUM 

NN FS NY 

KEITH-ALBEE PALACE. ....ccceeceseeeesel ‘ . 

KEITH MEMORIAL, eoeorsergre ‘eae oe.aee oeete sBOSTON, MASS. - 

‘ KEITH-ALBEE PALACE. «+01 ooeeces ‘eovees 

B. ¥. KEITH FORDHAM OTevererTecere ey tee 

KEITH-ALBEE PALACE eevee . wevEaTErey 

ORPHEUM eeeeeeennnen vases wievescesees * MADISON, WIA. 
ORPHEUM. (HENNEPIN).. oosecce re ceeceoecns 

x Sou | 

LNT 

NS 

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS and ENGINEERS. 

The Largest, Most Capable and Best Equipped Organization for This Class of ‘Work 

. “We Have: Designed or Installed the Electrical. Equipment in Over Four Hundred Theatres 

of the Radio- Keith, Warner, Fox, Paramount and Loew Circuits ; 

ves b nee eesesscveawedenconsaones 

: MAIN. peng 

Gus DURKIN 

“254 Ss. ‘Juniper ‘Sty. Philadelphia” me
t 

Phones Penna. 2459-1590" 

ENTE  F RTAI 

Wittenmeier Machinery 

ORPHEUM. PALACE........2 woeee oeeseenel 

EASTERN: OFFICE: 

Co., “9 
‘York, N. Y. 

Qs 
Me “Ni N 
Wi be § ae 

tern eeetetemernne 

_ THEATRE LIGHTING and ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 

More and. More Success. 

R-K-O 
ds All We Can Say 

National Printing 
& Engraving Co. 

New York, Chicago, St. Louis, St. Paul 
and ‘Niles, Mich. 

= Half jCentury Specializing an ‘Outdoor 
. Posters 

tf When considering. the ‘jnstallation of a Cooling. Plant for. your 
Theatre. think. of “WITTENMEIER. THE: PIONEER.” :: «.. 

| With WITTENMEIER equipment’ you. can establish comfort- 
-able conditions inside regardless of outside: weather condi- 

WITTENMEIER has been 1 using the Carbonié-Satety System oo 

A representative list of over one hundred Installations through- 
out the country. include the following” RKO- Theatres: 

COLUMBUS, OHIO ™ 
. FLUSHING, L: 1, N. ¥. 

. ROCHESTER, N. WY 
KANSAS CITY, MO. 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN, ‘ N 

COLONIAL. oecessese eceoses oe econo ‘eueee oe BICHMOND, WA, 

EMPIRE ..... owe » MILWAUKEE, wis. eyecwetecorcves 

‘ GRAND : {OPERA WoUsE, oe eoceese ’ eevasee Sx. LOUIS, MO. 

‘STREET eueeee > oe whe orwepeoe ° eee mi -HANEAS cITY, MQ,, 

FOR ‘COMPLETE INFORMATION WRITE oR WIRE: 

WITTENMEIER MACHINERY co, 
850 North: Spaulding. Avenue 

: CHICAGO, ‘ILLINOIS | 

-30 Church | Street, New 

HAROLD WILLIAMS. 

“DU WICO 
Theatrical Electrical /Equipment. and Supplies 

“Everything Electrical for the Theatre” 

eon ISB West - ATth- Street ncn ee fo ff 
e 

179 

‘(NEW YORK 

“WITTENMEIER claims the. distinetion of having ‘been the 7 =| - 
| first. manufacturer_to_install. a:cooling - equipment: in-a Theatre,| 1) 
-in a public’ Dance Hall, ina Church and in a Public Andi-. 



~ERLANGER'S THEATRES 

THE LARGEST INDIVIDUAL 
THEATRE OWNER IN 

THE WORLD 

Booking Quality Attractions in the ° 

- Theatres of Quality i in all the Prin- 

: cipal ¢ Cities of the United States 

— and. Canada... ee 6 

“Address all communications to 

A. L. ERLANGER 
‘New Amsterdam Theatre 

214. West 42nd Street 

tetiucrst 

SAULVaHL S.MSONVINS = | 

_ERLANGER’S THEATRES _ 
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oe ee COMPLIMENTS _TC-- dS 

- R-k-O 
. FROM: 

| ESTABLISHED 1842 

“America’s foremost. theatrical supply. house to the stage 

and screen, with eighty- eight years of service. as a 

| background.” 

ORIGINA TORS OF NOVELTIES IN. 

STAGE ‘DRAPERY . F ABRICS 

SCENIC FABRICS. : 

COSTUME FABRICS AND ACCESSORIES 

RHINESTONE NOVELTIES 
THEATRICAL TRIMMINGS 
OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES 

NEW. YORK .
 

WA2 West 44th St. 

CHICAGO | LOS ANGELES PHILADELPHIA. BOSTON DETROIT 

203 North: Wabash’ 728 South Hilt 401 Fox Building — 126 Bedford 835 Washington Boulevard 

Avenue + “Street ' 16th and Market Streets - Street . Building 

PHONE LONGACRE 7586 ae ; |. 

; id F RAnklin 4765- ‘In emergency cases only |] | 

-CENtral . 6808. call EUClid 1636 

"244 West 4915 Street-" 
New Yo rk 

CONGRATULATIONS TO RADIO PICTURES. 
“AND R-K-O THEATRES | _ 

ON THEIR FIRST ANNIVERSARY COMPLIMENTS FRANK LL. 
We feel proud of our association for whatever 

| |. 

contribution. it was our privilege to render in 
, 

ern TE Christian 

|Paschen 
Building 

Commissioner 

CHICAGO 

Pres. ELEC TRI CAL EN GINEER 

“and - CONTRACTOR 
A REAL HOME 

The New Bismarck is remarkable for ‘the 

. quiet and homelike atmosphere of its lobby. 

There is none. of the hustle and chatter so 

usual to the large metropolitan hotel. The 

Bismarck is within a few steps of all the- 

atres. The New Palace Theatre is located 

‘in our. building. 

SPECIAL a THEATRICAL . 

Single Room and Bath— 
$21.00 week. . 

Double Room and Bath—.— 
$30.00 week. 

111 W. Washington Street 

CHICAGO, ILL. 
EE ES IS om 1 

_ Attractive Scenic and 

Decorative Specialists: 

Sa ee oa 
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“LORD BYRON OF BROADWAY _ ss, “THE SONGWRITER” 

DIRECTING F OR 

PARAMOUN T 
OF OUR F EATHERS” “DANGEROUS. CURVES” , “]LLUSION” 

“CHILDREN” | “THE HUMMING BIRD” 
_ Management MYRON SELZNICK, Ine. ” Hollywood, Calif. . 

} FRED SCOTT 
“GRAND PARADE?” 

PATHE STUDIOS 

~ Management FRANK JOYCE: MYRON SELZNICK, Ltd. 

- Hollywood, Calif. 

Productions 

1929 

“WELCOME DANGER,” Harold Lloyd 

“SIDE STREET,” R.K.O. 
“NIGHT PARADE,” R.K.O. aie. 

Next Release ‘ | PERCY. HEATH 
“MONTAN A? , Metro- Gol dwyn-Mayer Paramount-F amous-Lasky 

" Management FRANK JOYCE. ‘MYRON, SELZNICK, Ltd. Re oo 

DIALOGUE # 

Seat Wert Wek Nort Net Set Se eee DSBS OLS ELS LN EN eS ELSES. IEE ES SLE LESS SEES ESS IESE SS ESE EES ES t >. 

SBE RK aN. OE RL aE To ees Oe So I I gE ERG SE EGE gl gE gag : : em 3 
: a a be . ain oe . . ‘ ‘° 7. 7 ‘= owes 

_ GREETINGS! 

Management MYRON SELZNICK, Inc., Hollywood, Calif. 
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a ——FIRST MIRACLE M ILESTONE 

“Rew Koo — 
“IN: THE AMUSEMENT FIELD. 

AND 

THE APPLICATION OF SOUND. BUSINESS PRINCIPLES 

-Has Brought SUCCESS! 

‘THE’ ‘RADIO- KEITH. ORPHEUM CORPORATION 

| MAY STILL ‘GREATER | SUCCESS: BE THEIRS IN YEARS TO COME | 

‘A MAN IS ONLY WORTH AS MUCH AS HE CAN DO FOR OTHERS 

R-K-0 
May They Alway s Do Bigger 

FROM 

Ws. BUTTERFIELD THEATRES, INC. 

BUTTERFIELD MICHIGAN THEATRES C0. 
w. S.. BUTTERFIELD, Pre 

| _E, ©, BEATTY, Gen. Mer. f— 
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“TWO ARABIAN KNIGHTS ” 

“THE. GARDEN. OF EDEN”. 

“THE RACKET” 

“THE BETRAYAL” 

OES 

Vieng. 
Pre’ aoe. 

Management MYRON SELZNICK, Inc., Hollywood, Calif. 

OLORES DEL RIO 

IN 

SCENARIO AND DIALOGUE BY 

Management 
MYRON SELZNICK, Inc. 

Hollywood, Cal. 
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+ CONGRATULATIONS TO R-K-O 

{ PRESENTING | 
res pore ETT ROP VEE TY 

ARTISTS’ REPRESENTATIVE, INC. a an iF 

1564 Bdway, N. Y.. - | Associates | Tel. Bryant 3468-9 | : 

ARTHUR PEARLE ‘BERNARD BURKE CABLE ADDRESS, CURTART, N. Y. 
Bank of. Hollywood. Bldg. HARRY WARD. - ANN A BEDRICK, SECY 

HOLLYWOOD, CAL. JACK. CURTIS, JR. 

EXCLUSIVELY-R-K-O-CONSCIENTIOUSLY | 
Clayton, Jackson and. Durante, Blossom ‘Seeley, Jack Pearl, James Barton, Pat, Rooney and Marion Bent, Pat 

Rooney, 3d, Walter Huston, Frances Williams, Watson Sisters, Dave Apollon and. Co., Henry Santrey and Co., Irving : 7 

y J Aaronson’ $s Commanders, Lou Holtz,, Georgie Price, Jack Osterman, Jimmy Cavo, Karl Noorman, Nellie and Sara 

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth, Harry Fox and Beatrice Curtis, Harry J. ‘Conley, Morris and Campbell, Natt
acha 

McKay and Ardine, Gallarini and Sister, Marshall Montgomery, Jos. E. Howard, Frank 
Kouns, 

| | Nattova, Clark and. Bergman, 

Gaby, Arnold Johnson Orch., the DeMarcos, Miacahua, Owen McGivne,y Wm. and
 Joe Mandel, 14 Bricktops, Sully and 

| Thomas, Chas. T. Aldrich, Stanley and Ginger, 6 Galenos, Anna Seymour, Rose Perfect, Mercedes, John Hyman, 

i Buddy Doyle and Peggy Hoover,. Shaw. and Lee, Joe and Pete. Michon, . Rita Gould, Benny Davis and Gang, Venita 

| Gould, Joseph Regan, Lillian Shaw, Pollack and Dunn
, Billy Glason, Pat Henning» and Co., Lytell and Fant, .Coscia, 

and Verdi, 4 Camerons, Young China, Kendall Capps, McLellan ‘and Sarah, ‘Car
lton Emmy’s Pets, Rogers and Wynn, 

| | - Wm. H. Groh, Marguerite and Gill, ‘Paula,. Paqui
ta and Chiquita, Billy and Elsa Newell, Caits Br

os., Ida May Chadwick 

So and Co., ‘Ed. Sheriff. Co., Les Gellis, Bob Nelson, Kerr and Ensign, Kerr and Weston Revue, ‘Winslow. 4, ‘Bogan
ny 

| 
| 

' Troupe, Prosper and Maret, ‘Harry Delf, Jero
me. and. Evel yn, Esmond and Grant, Farnell and Florence, Saranoff and 

O'Rourke, Jones and Rae, N. T. G. Hollywood . Revue. 

=-PICTURES--: =~ ARRAY OF TALENT! — 
_A NEW REGIME IN THE ENTERTAINMENT Wonca aM 
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| ARNER ‘BROS. 
“THE GOLD DIGGERS OF BROADWAY” -. 
z “SHOW OF SHOWS” & 

“SHE COULDNT SAY NO” : % 
“HOLD EVERYTHIN 9. as 

Personal, Direction 

HARRY BESTRY_ 2 LAS 
. 
() “ae 
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==-FIRST - MIRACLE -MIt ILEST TONE 

\ oon men amecabee na bhanhianeey 

| 

W ] 

-(Reproductton R-K- 0 pling) 

|B L O S SC O M | | ‘The Super Showman and Orchestra ; : 7 

oe Genius" en oan) 

mee 

Commanding His 

“SOLDIERS OF F ORTUNE” At the Music Boxes 

oA Crack Squad of Musicians, 

Singers and Dancers 

“CHAS. “BOURNE. and BOB HAMILL 

‘Guardian--JACK_ CURTIS ft Guardian—J ACK CURTIS) 

"SEASON'S GREE TINGS _R-K-O 

a" OW EN McGIVENEY __ 
Directions BERNARD BURKE 
Guardian—JACK CURTIS _ oo ‘SEASON'S. GREETINGS 

“MARSHAL | mers! 
_ MONTGOMERY MANDEL 

| | ‘Personal Direction. BERNARD BURKE 
Ventriloquist - _ | 

‘Guardian—JACK CURTIS 

ee en 

R-K-O 

GREETINGS TO ALL 

Guardian—JACK CURTIS 
Na 

Iniarnatioan Sta “at Dance an — yu APY. NEW YEAR : 

TACHA |. “reo 

NATAC OV A: |EDDIE STANLEY 
with NICHOLAS DAKS 

| “an d “GINGER
” 

Assisted by BOGDAN and GEORGE GANJOU Opening Jan. 15—Interstate Time—Thanks ‘to CHAS. FREEMAN: 

LOUIS LOCKETT, Musical Director. EDDIE STANLEY Doing M. C. on All Interstate Bills : peeseeecerirenpsng LLL LLM wy td ryeremmamcereracrmmer 

eee TACK CURTIS © “AGENCY. 
* Guardian JACK “CURTIS es | Direction “ARTIE PEARCE 

aeGIME IN THE EN TERTAIN NMENT WORLD 
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_SEASON’S GREETINGS 

1600 Broadway 4 

NEW YORK CITY Pp “6 

se usta ie St ee ee 
‘ 

M. E. COMERFORD, President eee Telephone Pennsylvania 3580 
jibe es a ee 

: a 

i 

‘BUD IRWIN, Booking Manager : 4 
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mt =FIRST.. MIRACLE /MILESTONE-—it 
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_ Advertising Again 
When Will We Stop? 

_ Going Again | ean 

“When Will We Stop? 

BILLS BILLS 
Coming Again 

When ‘Will-We Pay? 

et 

N y 

y 

BILLS 

“CH ORUS” 

(SUE US) 

LOU. _ EDDIE JIMMY 
4 . . ; 

' 

. . . ‘e.: : . ‘ ” 

; . ; ’ 

Appearing Nightly at the 
a ALSO _ i oh 

AMRASCSADEL _ WEEK OF JANUARY 11. | es 

_ LES AMBASSADEURS AT “OUR OLD HOME” 7 
Broadway at 50th Street, New York RK.O. P ALACE. . 1 

Atop the Winter Garden -NEW YORK 

AND LATER ON 

“THE RIVER INN” 

SEASON’S GREETINGS | 

Jest for a Laugh 

WARNING _ | 

“| UPS.TO HIM” AND “CAN BROADWAY DO WITH. | © 

_| oUT ME?” COLUMBIA RECORD. NO. 1860-D, ‘ARE |. 
‘| RESTRICTED AND COPYRIGHTED. NUMBERS. ANY- | 

ONE USING THEM WILL BE PROSECUTED UNDER | 
THE COPYRIGHT LAWS. : : 

JACK CURTIS ‘LEO FITZGERALD JACK HARVEY 
For Vaudeville For Productions Our Secretary for Abuse. 

eee ee ee 

A NEW REGIME IN THE ENTERTAIN MENT WORLDS 7 /” : 
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“SKOLL? 
from: 

LEO McCARE 
| “Who Directed. “THE SOPHOMORE” a 

Now Directing “LETS reo} NATIVF” 
a Musical: Extravaganza, | for 

HOWARD HUGHES’ 

MULTLMILLION DOLLAR AIR. SPECTACLE 

OPENING SOON ON BROADWAY 

WITH 100 PER CENT’ DIALOG. AND SOUND. 
/ » 

SN RE EE Sheet rege aa ah ot >A Ye = ~ e a ge Ae gis : Se i ea ee 

Se Ra ie fi atone) Teas Se Soe am wie ee Le ie Si a vA 

‘Greetings to Iity. Many F riends ii in Omaha, Cleveland, ‘Columbus, Detroit, Washington and New York 

AL EVANS 
MASTER OF STAGE BANDS 
And Presentation Entertainment. 

Permanent: Address: LOEW'S, Inc,, 1540 Broadway, NEW YORK 
. 

a . x ae ” , ~ ' , , , — - = . - . . ¥ , ™ 7 = . = . “ -. , iy iy ‘ 4 ~ i ~ “ _ on, =. We a - og r. ee * 

7, G 6 vet ot = p = ye? ae ao Bee v sg G oe fi 4 ao es an == a rm =i fg a “a _ .) 

4 . athe — We 

en 
A. OS ne a o) * ~.2 ° 

Adaptation —C ontinuity~-Dialogue . 

for 

FIRST NATIONALS “SALLY” 

JOHN Y. A. ~ WEAVER 
Hollywood, Calif. a, ADAPTATIONS AND DIALOGUE FOR PARAMOUNT | 

Management 
MYRON SELZNICK, Inc. 
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2O—= FIRST. MIRACLE MILESTONES 

Happy New Year to Everyone 

FANNY and KITTY | 

BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER 
Booked Solid R-K-O oo JACK CURTIS, Guardian 

‘WORLD FAMOUS ACROBATIC WONDERS 

RKO JACK CURTIS, Guardian 

Return to Vandevlle After 8-Years With Shubert Revues 

JACK CURTIS, Guardian. 6 ARETE ROT WIRSTS UE 

‘BOOKED SOLID. R-K-O. 

HOLIDAY GREETINGS TO ALL MY FRIENDS 

DAVE APOLLON 
Personal Direction BERNARD BURKE JACK CURTIS, Guardian 

| A Musical Comedy Episode _ 

CHARLES =|. 

and MACK 

“2 Fools and a Fiddle” 
| “JACK CURTIS, Guardian “J 

CHAS. T. JOE MAY 
ALDRICH and DOTTY 

DIFFERENT? ENTIRELY! | Happy New Year-to All of the Profession. 

JACK CURTIS, Guardian 
wut = a Sgt wen TA ee 

JACK CURTIS, Guardian 

Le OAE BALMER LOPNN POLAT AEELLICOOTPRYOOOYLLYHINIO aa : oe . ‘. . . i 

ee Lihat sthdabishsishididictubided uuu MON To inamaapnnalaneaae ee - 

. . oo 

A NEW REGIME IN THE ENTERTAINMENT WORLD 

ese : = SLR TSE, Syste es eee 
u 
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TONDON" DAILY SKETC H"says E 

| is Hi E , 

EVENING STANDARD.—“HAS NEVER BEEN SURPASSED'ON | 
- THESCREEN.A TRIUMPH” = ©. | 
DAILY MIRROR —“IT IS A TRIUMPH, AN ARTISTIC AND & 

__. . GOMMERCIAL SUCCESS.” 
| DAILY NEWS.—* A MASTERPIECE ‘OF SCREEN ART. .~ 

: DAILY MAIL—“ IS” IMPRESSIVE AND DEEPLY INTERESTIN 

Bi DAILY. TELEGRAPH—“ MOST IMPRESSIVE. ” 
oe ‘SUNDAY EXPRESS.——-“A VERY GREAT FILM. —- 

_ DAILY. CHRONICLE.—“ THE GREATEST. TALKING PICTURE OF THE YEAR. A 
TREMENDOUS . ACHIEVEMENT ” Co oe 

_ MORNING POST." AS A SPECTACULAR ‘PRODUCTION UNDOUBTEDLY A BRITISH. 

The BEST stags 

NEWS OF THE WORLD.—“A MASTERLY PORTRAYAL OF STARK TRAGEDY.” 
SUNDAY PICTORIAL,—‘ RISES DEFINITELY TO THE HEIGHTS OF EPIC.DRAMA. 

_ REYNOLDS.—“ BRILLIANT, UNFORGETABLE—ONE OF THE GREATEST OF THE TALKIES.” 
SUNDAY REFEREE.‘ MAGNIFICENT, A GENUINE MOTION 2.009 

: PRO! WHAT-A-TALKIE!--~- | -~- 
_ PICTURE MASTERPIECE... 

ACHIEVED, EITHER HERE OR IN AMERICA”. | WHAT A CAST! 
"INE. “THE BEST SOUND REPRODUCTION YET~“"}~ 

ee 

CINEMA.—* AMAZING —SUPERB—FLAWLESS !°" | : | Made 
DAILY. FILM _RENTER.—" DESTINED TO CREATE A: GREAT WHAT A PRESS!!! Tompon 

EN - . - a SS _ : 

IT’S A BRITISH INTERNATIONAL PICTURE 
ee 
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| Intelligent | 

Representation 
 SeOeOes. 

| -QUICK ACTION 
Sees 

RESULTS BRYANT — 
1753-1226 BOOKING EXCLUSIVELY 

With 

- RADIO. KEITH 
—ORP H EUM 

AFPATeD cmcurts 

1560 
: Broadway | 

: NEW YORK. 

. Suite . 

—911— 

CLIFFORD WAYNE SIX 

deecucey Nf TONY. 
MITCHELL _ SHAYNE’S 

“GOSS 
and ° 

BARROWS BROS. _.\. PRODUCTIONS 

‘JIMMY. 
MORTON 

and 

CORINNE : 
. ARBUCKLE / 

ED (Bumps). 

MINNETI 
LOOT RM AMLL ITLL CTRL EY/ CULLMAN tenn paper uapn gain 

TER RTAINME NT WORLD. 
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"SEASON'S GREE TINGS 

RALPH HAMMERAS 
‘Supervisor Trick and Miniature Department 

SEASON’S GREETINGS 

Fex Featured Player - 

Musical Director and in Charge of. Synchronization 

FOX MOVIETONE STUDIO, CALIF ORNIA 
Sincerest Appreciation ¢ to ) Winfield Sheehan, ‘ Sol Wartzel, Ben Jacksen and Keith Weeks 

SEASON'S GREE TINGS 

SHARON LYNN 

SEASON’S-GREETINGS! | 

DICK KEENE 
F OX F EATURED PLAYER _ 
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: For ‘Years and Years" 
i We Have Been SEARCHING 

‘FINDING | 
DEVELOPING 
nome | The Dooleys— 

MARKETING | Johnny 

VAUDEVILE, HEADLINERS ar 
Billy 

‘Olsen and Johnson 
| Pressler and Klaiss 
-| Clifton and De Rex 
Lee Gail Ensemble 

| Brooks and Rush 
| Miss Billee Regay 

Where others waited for ‘acts to come in, we went everywhere, : 
anywhere to procure new entertainment material to ‘sustain the _ 

' institution . of ‘vaudeville. Where some of . the boys may be . 
disheartened, our loyalty ‘to vaudeville (and that means R-K-OQ) . 
inspires us to continue this missionary work. 

We're Looking for UNDEVELOPED COMICS 

INEXPERIENCED - 
L INGENUES 

UNKNOWN. 
PRIMA DONNAS 

If there’s one chance in a thousand, 

If there’s an ounce of talent, 

If you have. ambition and guts, 

We Want You to Join. This List 

H. BART McHUGH 
11S. 16th Street, PHILADELPHIA 

RITTENHOUSE 1734 
Production Department—JIMMY JONES, Director 

Vaughn Comfort 
Yvette Rugel 

| Coogan and Casey 

| El Br onde a
nd Flo Bert

 rt | . | 

Keller Sisters & Lynch | 

And a hundred ‘other comedy acts - 



-- “NEWS OF THE WORLD,” Oct. 6 

‘AMERICAN STAR ON THE 
RIGHT WAY TO DO IT 

“DAILY NEWS” 

- GREAT TRIUMPH FOR 
ADA MAY 

“Again we. have to hand the py E. A. BAUGHAN 
flowers to America, Nine: people 

out of every ten who: were at-a 
» memorable first night of the new. 
Dominion Theatre in Tottenham yy Court road will probably agree that: “gee outstanding’ personality’ was. a _ plittle lady from. the United States, Wyhose name.is Miss Ada May. She _ took the honors every time, which is no disparagement. of the. perform: © . @nce of Mr. Leslie Henson, _.. “But then we know Mr. Hengor 420, Well, that the familiarity has re i endency to discount his comic bril-' be ance, | Miss’ May, on the other hand, caught ug unprepared for her | 
rerybody simply ra 

6 néw Emma Haig’ Paya 
- much. of Miss 

8 all fire and grace 

‘genius, and : abou t: th eve 

cally there ‘is not 

May, but ‘she j 
‘and personality. 

ina 
' actress ha 

. deiiv " ering her humor. 

“THE. MORNING “POST” 
~~ Oct. 4, 1929 

_/A NEW SOUBRETTE 
ADA. MAY'S TRIUMPH IN 

NEW PLAY 

_. ‘THE DOMINION. 
“FOLLOW THROUGH” AT 
“In the paradoxical. way. that. 

..“She knows how. to be funny, too, : ws how © funny,: 
3 has St other musica] comedy , 

covered, and she h _Cultivated a.most ingenious atyle ot 

1, there was ftasel- 

nating ACE TED ACTRE
SS: * 4g worth seer. 

« pollow Through; I Whe is not 

enjoyed : 
seldom - 
peared 

.things: have the g th: cae the greatest. thing th 
_ happened last-night at the opening. 
. of ‘London's largest theatre’ was 

. the arrival of a tiny wisp of genius, | 
. “This was Miss Ada May, the lit- 
tle American soubrette, who shares 
“with Mr..Leslie Henson the honors 
-of Follow. Through,’ the American 
musical comedy. with which the 
new Dominion theatre in St, Giles’ 
Circus Gpened its doors to an audi-. 
.ence which seemed to include every 
distinguished playgoer. London can: 
boast of at the moment. _— . 
- “The wonders of the theatre it- 
self have been. already described 
but the chief wonder of all was still 
to see that vast azure auditorium 
thundering its welcome to a little 

‘ figure. that anyone would -have 
‘thought would have been completely . 
‘lost. upon so huge a stage. — 

A GOLDEN-CURLED IMP _ 
“She is like no other soubrette as 

yet sent us—a golden-curled little 
imp of a creature with a ‘baby’ 

o 

“chirp that we have had before, but 
with a faunlike grace of movement, 
an easy. virtuosity in. eccentric 
dancing, and a faculty of doing’. 
what she liked with the audience 

..that makes her ‘something dif- 
ferent." 

"NEW THEATRE OPENED 
ADA: MAY THE TRIUMPH 

OF THE EVENING - 
“The redeeming. features of the 

entertainment are Miss Ada. May, 
who is very small and. slim, very 
agile and graceful, and, above all, 

with a vein .of extremely funny, 
humor quite her own. 

“Hers were the triumphs of the 
She-even put into the 

shade Mr. Leslie Henson, who was 
evening. 

her opposite number.” 

“DAILY SKETCH” 
“One of the real ‘successes of the 

night was Ada May.” 

“THE PEOPLE,” 6/10/29. 

ADA MAY'S SUCCESS 
“A newcomer from America, Ada 
May, made a big and deserved per- 
sonal: success, for she is a: bright 
little: thing who possesses @ sense 
of humor and -can dance divinely.” 
— 

_ “SUNDAY NEWS,” 6/10/29 © 

. ADA ‘MAY MAKES.GOOD. - 
“We went to the: Dominion. to. 

al : : 1 comedi- .. 
and orleth amazing 

tee evening, end if the Fee” there 

after the fir 
ila have been nolh’'™ _ 

of -her . dances and 

thing but en”. 

Wednesday, January 8, 1930 

~ 

one of jlie Henson oF 

~ applause. - Sh . ‘contrast everyone. - 

DAILY | 
«Miss Ada: May, an A 

comedienne new to 

__ > show: were easily | r 

- ¢ from America, Ada 

, DoT the most. ‘of. her. d
iminutive | 

personality. and 
can 

of the company 
0 

response to the orches 
r 

angeles voice, eloquent of 

jn which: we live. 

‘atage seemed: dull and 

~ TELEGRAHPH” 

‘She -will prob- 

ably create a scramble among the 

anagers.” managers 
“SUNDAY TIMES” 

“phe first good thing was the 

manifest virtuosity: . of the’ new 

comedienne, Miss ‘Ada May. ‘You 

are to imagine — a bit of Dresden 

china, the: size of nothing at all, 

attired in a pair of those overalls 

~ which Kate Greenway ordained for 

her. little boys and which boller- 

_ gerapers and Jackie Coogan - affect 

today.” 

“SUNDAY CHRONICLE,” 6/10/29 

CLEVER NEWCOMER . 
Aly] London should see Miss Ada 

. May, the little American soubrette 

in-the new musical comedy, ‘Follow 
Through,’ with which the’ Domin- 
ion theatre opened its doors. There 
is not much of her physically, but 

‘what there is 1s sheer genius. Miss 
May. is the cleverest newcomer to 
the London stage I have seen for 
‘@ long time.” 

“SUNDAY GRAPHIC” 
‘October 6, 1929 

“It was Ada May, however,. who 
put the cream in our 
salt in our stew. 

coffee and the | - 
A vivacious little 

wench, built apparently of whale- 
bone.” 

“EVENING NEWS” 

A THISTLEDOWN DANCER 
“But to me the most enjoyable 

feature of the evening was Miss 
Ada May, yet another 
from’ America. - 

- “She dances like a bit of 
down’ gone mad, 

soubrette 

thistle- 
looks adorable, 

and, in short, has the sort of ‘way 
with her which. grabs you by the 
throat and makes you want to buy 
@ megaphone and tell all London 
about her through it. 
““AllL- London will soon find out 

for itself, I predict... 
“Compared. with her, the other 

stars were rather pale luminaries.” 

“SUNDAY OBSERVER” 

y 

“Miss Ada May is‘a charmer in- - 
deed; a. gay,’ be-trousered cutie, 
“with all the tricks ‘of the’ trade at 

el 

“Jaugh at Leslie Henson; we found” 
ourselves applauding Ada May, ‘the. 
‘ttle American, instead. She has 
‘py far the best part in ‘Follow. 
Through,’ and she makes the most 

of it. She dances and tumbles like 
a rubber ball; she utters the dullest 
lines in such a tone of guileless in- 
fancy that they sound funny; -she 
looks. full of unutterable, mischtef.” 

4 

ADA MA 
A 

her heels, and ‘an- irresistible. per- 
sonality.. And she with her kick, 
‘and he with his tic, were perfect 
partners. -To her stock of. unique 
grimaces he has added yet another, 
less. a grimace, perhaps, than the | 
whole of the Bateman gamut; @ -- 
giad eye carried to its awful con- 
clusion. | Miss May is a discovery 

who should be seen.” 

HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS. 

fo 

- > NM Oo 

Nese t 
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grown the mighty wings of 
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| WM. A BRADY, Jr., and DWIGHT DEERE WIMAN 
Present 

(In. Association with Tom Weatherly). 

“THE LITTLE SHOW'|| 
“An Intimate. Musical Revue 

CLIFTON WEBB 

FRED. "ALLEN 
NOW PLAYING—THE MUSIC BOX 

; Ina New American Comedy | | 

‘JENNY’ 
With GUY STANDING 

NOW PLAYING—BOOTH THEATRE * 

x 
« | 

M4 — 
4 

“WOLF OF WALL STREET”. ¥ 
: : Original Screen Play and Dialogue. | Pr 

| “CHARMING SINNERS” 
\J Screen Play and Interpolated Dialogue: . ng 

; - “MARRIAGE PLAYGROUND” a 
c ) “Adaptation: and. Dialogue | aN 

ve IN PREPARATION a 

aa “THE HUMMING BIRD? 
s Adaptation and Dialogue ia 

PARAMOUNT oT 

IN PREPARATION 
AU THOR | 

JOHN McCORMACK'S = 
irst Ta | ing ron inging Picture 

WILLIAM FOX 
HOLLYWOOD 

Something Quite Mad Entitled 

‘MRS. COOK’S TOUR’ 
With MARY BOLAND - 

Second Edition of “The Little Show” 

GREETINGS 

LEO F ORBSTEIN 
=e MUSICAL DIRECTOR 
ee | _ FIRST NATIONAL 

~ VITAPHONE PRODUCTIONS ©} i 

SEASON’S GREETINGS 

ULDERICO MARCELLI 
|. or, MUSICAL DIRECTOR can 

| PUBLIX-BALABAN AND KATZ ‘THEATRES a _.  €HICAGO, ILL. _ 
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PICTURES . 

Sees. - 

ae : 1 

4 

. (72 

4 oe 

. . wx . . - as 

BRYANT 
8944. 

"ROGER E. MURREL | eal | 
THE PLAYHOUSE | _ . 

137 West 48th Street _ 
NEW YORK CITY _ 

THE PERT. PERSONALITY | | ( 

“Irene Vermillion” | Booking Exclusive] The Palm Beach Girls'| : 
m io “ly wit oe 

: 

_—R-K-O Theatres a RUTH SINGER, conducting 

a in “VARIETY” with t. and. affiliated crs ose. - ELEVEN ENTERTAINING MISSES. 

ee ‘DART, ‘ONA_ "CRAWFORD, WILL: BENZ, VIOLET : — | & ane a SARI. ont ba au ind 7 
ELHARDT, RHEA PARK, MADALYN GREEN, CEIL HOTALING | | " TRIGGS, MARION LYNCH, HAREY RICHARDS 

YY Qo ty GO TE, gt DOT TOT a MOMELE MO GAT Le, og! “ay St, po fae ae i v “at . 1 ~ 

: P aN 

a . N 

. . 7 

: as 

: ‘ a 

“We are now. in. a “position: to” represent a limited number of “acts which 

“do not conflict with * ‘those, already ‘on. our books. We. will be. in Chicago. 

week: of January eleventh, care. Max ° Richards, 162, North. State street. 

- \ : “THE: TOREADOR” | SOLE. PAUL” a “BILLY CHAMP AND. co,” ” 

7 \ 7 A PECULIAR BURLETTA. AMERICA’S” FOREMOST EXPONENT oF} in “666 SYCAMORE” 
- IN 3 SCENES oS . “ ‘CARD MANIPULATION - . ‘|.  & SHREIERING COMEDY BUELESQUE. 

: IN PREPARATION FOR EARLY PRODUCTION. | 

” “THE NO-A-COUNT. COUNT” “STEP LIVELY”. 
_ A MOST MODERN 

REVUE 

“IMPRESSIONS” | 
“A COMEDY SINGING AND DANCING NOVELTY J 

A VARIETY BRAINSTORM 
- with WARDELL and LA COSTE, JIMMY WHITR 

LEE, 
Wish to connect with reputable European Agency. 

References » Exchanged. 

WE TAKE GREAT PLEASU RE IN ANNOUNCING THAT 

lll 

LLL OLR rn, ve 

~Y 

Is NOW ASSOCIATED WITH US AND. WILL BE GLAD TO INTERVIEW ACTS DESIRING FIRST CLASS 
| REPRESENTATION. _ | 

“ . ; d. . SI : Wok —_ . EN : we rave wet Np | | Best Wishes to PENNANTS 
a out the country, | ; a = and : : crea on ide ‘R-K-O” BANNERS — : pendents, for. | ‘aN ’ a 

on (years — but the a | oe for Effective - “Theatrical 
a gre 868 “% —_ Purposes 

_ experience has — . 

“ as our contact Ww. a F We ‘have supplied the. R- K- °o Theatres for 
i. : , | Thanksgiving Xmas, Now Year's and. all their. 

rs | ACME FILM co... z | epecial celebrations 

‘H. FROH MAN Stock Pennants Always Avallable 

7 {tati 1 co ceived | oe | Write. for. List of Sketches and Prices 
For whom - we handled. two. explo on accessories, con 1 . 

t. Oo te to. . . Be oRRe hg te Sate Gureween | | 1540 Broadway | | HARMONY ART AND NOVELTY CO. 
‘the slightest deviation. . - 7 ~ . 12 EAST 12TH STREET, NEW YORK 

oo PHONE SPRING eos 

‘ness principles; dedicated to. those same principals, without New York - 

TRIANGLE POSTER & PRINTING co. 
\ 147-49-51 Ne Tenth St. TRAILERS a — . _  \ PHILADELBPHIA 

| ) 
; 

and ; , KRAMER PIANO Co. “erinting Service—AN There Words Imply — SOREEN ANNOUNCEMENTS , Offers the largent: variety of ‘the smallest Pianos made 
“CATING ROPE WORKS Of Bvery Description Baby Uprights, Kewpie Grands and 

TING ROPE Wc | _ | | ..._........ Bleetrie_ Reproducerg. 2... JJ a oe i a oo “Decorated ‘Lacquer Finishes and. Fancy | Woods . " ic MANU FACTURERS-OF-MANIEA-AND-SISAL~“}--"[- 

“R-K-O” KNOWS—ASK THEM | 
26 Cortlandt St., New York Phone Barclay 4268 

. | ; . _ z LRAT TT CLTOLLIOOLLILLULLLLULLLLLUL ng aannananang negara apg 

254 WEST 42TH STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. 
‘| Between Hroadway and 48th Street. Phone 3178 ‘Chickering 

“Bryant 2325-2317 | - Bold on Convenient ferme. Renta Ip and tunings. 

a> ~~ —~ 
A NEW REGI IMB IN) (CHE! ENne RTAL NM ENT 
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PON a ON 8 OL SPE SELES Season’s Greetings! 
Fae IA 

I _ a 

S ial ven 503 

Te 

“The Pennant Winning Battery of Song Land” 

GUS JOE | MG - 

‘Contracted with. 

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER : CULVER CITY, CAL. ¥ 

| - oe | a \ 

Direction LEO MORRISON, Hollywood, Cal. Br 

* Greetings! \ 

Herbert Stothart Clifford Grey : 

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER 

DIRECTOR 

Sas et seers coo arariiatsua 

# “Gentlemen of, the Press’ “The Lady Lies” 
Now Under Contract to METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER 

ate et a ek oe FN Re ke poe fe Ay Sl Re te de Ne Ne Ne A we on EO ERS Se EM PL OE PL XR OE WE ¥ 
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PICTURES 

_ ACTS UNDER. DIRECTION OF 

$22\ ROSE & MANWARING-+ | wy ‘ : 

Spapsinepeninestnrainen tices! NICK AGNETA and JOE REIDER, Associates | ‘PALACE THEATRE BUILDING, NEW YORK CITY 
. See —| q a 

BASIL 
| 

LEWIS. 
-AND 

_ MOURINE . 

STOVALL 
; WITH 

ALICE WRIGHT —_ NANCY GREY 

ae . CHARLIE to PATSY. WYNNE 

| “THE WEDDING struT” | 

5 Le
land

s 

Season’s Greetings to. 

| HELENA 
— JUSTA 

and | 

_EDNA- |. 

BLOSSOM - 
‘BUT B 1 | ART” 

| ‘HARRY RUSKIN. 

STEPPING | 
"RIGHT 

_ ALONG 
: Joe Laurie, Jr. 

}) THE PINT-SIZE “my | 
R-K-O | 

A Brighter ‘New Year to. All 

JARVIS AND > HARRISON 
SONNY JARVIS 

“ELEVATED LOVE” 
By WES FRAZER _ 

Ted and Ted | 
A. Few Laughs HENRY J. KELLY Jim Jam Jems. 

Greetings to R-K-O Bicknell 
“CLAY” 

JACK - TERRY 

| | Dugan «@ Parker| Record Boys | Elly 

| 

R-K-O 

America’ s. Guests ] FRANK KAMPLAIN |. 

Wish R-K-O Holiday Greetings | ARTHUR UTTRY 

THE BLUE RIDGE RAMBLERS. 
SEND THE SEASON’S GREETINGS T O. 

: : : _ ; : ' ' . 
. 

. 
eed ANS Soogaesee x y os yw By og. ELS SS TL CT : we Sem AY F PRK B 

em VY ¥ SY SE ss EK S Axon . SYN Gow DS. Fs sNews 
S wo, x NaN > Sas yr ASS BASS. } : ae « \ ; ‘ : 
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EXECUTIVE OFFICES 

Pres. and Gen. “Mgr, rrr ~~ — — ; ~NEW, YORK ~ a i as | ae 
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: TOURING R R-K-O ciRcuIT OF F THEATRES / 

CARE, TOINTON & PEPPY] TOUS and 
hs qe LE nk 

> MIRACLE M ILEST ONE 9 
- ACTS UNDER. DIRECTION OF, 

MH ROSE & _MANWARING NE 
Aeneas: 

| | st diciat WALTER 
DARE | |GEORGIE | mea (HUI YTER 
POR REO ‘Prince of Jesters’ een 

STA
RR 

| Wishing « a Happy New: . 
Year to all: his friends 

a in the profession. | 

Personal Direction of 

NICK. AGNETA 

| Direction of ROSE 
- & MANWARING 

NICK AGNETA , 

~ BIGGER AND BETTER 
: HARRY. “+” (MARY 

Fan on a Fire Hickory Sticks “DIVORCE” 

GREETINGS RKO “LETS Go” 

IN VERSATILITY 

Direction: -ROSE. & MANWARING 

| 1 HOW HIGH IS UP? MARJORIE salu | HRD MOSS and FRYE 
JIMMY MULROE and DAVE DUNN 7 6 AB ARET =e 4 

NeW oLD SAYINGS 

NOVELTY CLINTONS = 
CHERIE 
——— CROCKETT 

BEEHEE | KENTUCKY 
WILLIAM ‘MILLER 

JUNE MITCHELL 

THE BICKFORD FAMILY | “RUBYATTE _ MOUNTAINEERS 
; in Their 1930 Version of = =|. ATHLETES |. FATHER and FIVE. SONS... 
a SONGS, “STEPS: and TUNES — “ DIFFERENT _ | Bringing direct from the Kentucky Hi Hs. the 

-time music, songs and come dy 

Headlining R- K-O Circuit 

| Nes Wy REGIME IN THE £ N Ty ky KAI N MENT 3 WORLD 

RAY HULING and SEAL 

iy . 

mem ee ee fe — caren — sj —— : 

: . : if R . mn 

we ag hs a LENG * 

_ ‘ PICTU E #3 

" ) 4G if 

NICK AQNETA and JOE. REIDER, Assoolates : PALACE. THEATRE BUILDING, NEW york CITY, . Vv uf 

I 

Jour Haas Bros. | 
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/ i \ Pry ROGERS THEATRICAL ENTERPRISES, wc “QI? ) 
Vv Atmerica's s Foremost t Producer o of Standard Vaudeville At Attractions | 

KEN CHRISTY 
THE, EX-WIFE” 

| with | BARBARA BURNELL 
wee n by BILLY'S HOU 

™ RYAN— ‘NOBELETTE™= pane 
___“HERE | WE ARE” __ 

~ DANNY DUNCAN 
_“OLD SWEETHEARTS” _ 

WALLY JACKSON" 
ST! HE ACE OF ALL ECCENTRIC DANCERS ” _ 

GEORGE SCHRECK > 
. THE BUM BRUMMEL. 

“LOVE CRAZE” 

“BRONSON AND , GARDNER 
“WHAT WILL WILLIAM TELL?” 7 

~ CAROLINE SCOVILLE 
“HER WEDDING DRESS” 

_ Written by MATT KENNEDY 

“ms HAGAN axo MARSH 2 
vO “NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH” 

D | JACK HAYES AND MARSH SALLY . 

REVUE with 

_ Jack—TRACY and VINE—Lita 

HARRY ROGERS THEATRICAL ENTERPRISES, INC. 
an cn 226 West 47th Street; New-York od 

; Vice-Preside nt, » JACK DAVIES Secretary, HELEN. COLLINS 
anted—Original Comedy Scripts for Talking Shorts. (Musical and Farce.) | 

. —$— $< 
Eo 

“A NEW REGIME, AlN THE ENTERTAINMENT _WORLD 
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é a7 . HARRY ROGERS THEATRICAL ENTERPRISES, we ( PICTURES | 

x cmd America $ Foremost Producer of Standard Vaudeville Attractions Wi 

BILLY HOUSE 
~ «RESOLUTIONS” 

_ SENSATIONAL HIT KEITH'S PALACE, NEW: YORK, THIS WEEK. 

CARL FREED 
_ AND BOYS 

ALWAYS A HIT a 

“COUNT BERNI VICI 
| And HIS ALL GIRL REVUE : 

- _ THE PEER OF ALL UNITS | : 

MR. “WU 
And HIS CHINESE SHOW BOAT 

with MISS JUE SU TAI 
Sta aged by EDDIE GARDNER a 

“HOOPER axv GATCHETT 
THE ROOKIE” 

“TOBY WILSON” 
“TELEGRAM FOR JOHN SMITH” 

_____with SIDNEY and PEGGY PAGE - 

JIMMY ALLARD 
“JOURNEY’S END” 
Written by BILLY HOUSE. 

‘CURLEY. BURNS» 
“CHICAGO” 

with MORRIS QUIN | LEVAN and JIM BLAINE 
. ritten. by BILLY HOUSE 

~ BILLY MAINE 
“OH PHIL” 

HARRY ROGERS THEATRICAL ENTERPRISES, NC 
226 West'47th Street, ‘New York ye 

Vic e-President, JACK DAVIES. Sec retary, HELEN COLLINS 
Wanted—Ori riginal Comedy Seri ipts for | Talki ing Sho rts. (Music al o r Farce.) 
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Under Contract to. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

_ With’ | 

; MARION DAVIES in. CECIL B. DE MILLE’S 

“NOT SO DUMB” ~ “DYNAMITE” and “MADAME SATAN” 

OP VPer “ea SR COT OR EM, ie hon Veoh ‘ 
CABIN Ce LO” a ro j 

Now Starring in 

Productions 

Direction WILLIAM MORRIS 
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fase AA Sere a Bon WeIae . et et et ve ee Pe fei ie Rg EE EI Tere ee Ze | 

TAS eee ESAS yar Tn 3 a FLL LP LABOR TALE 32 ne ue we , 
~~ 

‘SEASON'S GREETINGS 70. EVERYBOD! YBODY EVER ERYWHERE 

G U 5 E D’ ) rARD IS 
RECORD FOR 1929 

“GFollywood Revue” : _ Many. Song Hits. 

. Many Short Colortone Revues | 7 Discovered Many ‘New Stare’ 

MRS. PAUL GERARD SMITH 

BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF. : 

LD hoped. I would be home: with you for the holidays. 

How -are the. Kids? I'll see you in the. early Spring. 
They’ re keeping me busy down here. Happy New Year 

to. everybody. 
Paul Gerard Smith. 

. “ oe - 
a op or vf pt a pt 2 

po Re pen San ge ge I I I TU SUE I I SI Es 
” 4 2 

SB RE Os Se Si ins EES EE HS a Se Se 
77 all ollial ald alld — nat — - O 

‘Original and ‘Screen Play. . - Adaptation and Screen. Play 

“PAINTED FACES” 
“PEACOCK ALLEY” 
A Mae Murray Production 

Screen Adaptation = Screen Play and Dialog: 

“ZEPPELIN” a “RESURRECTION” 

FRANCES HYLAND 
NOW WRI TING 

AN ORIGINAL STORY AND DIALOG FOR MAE MURRAY'S NEXT STARRING PRODUCTION 

- TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS ce eee, HOLLYWOOD, CALIF, 
FE ERE AE IEEE SSE GEE GEE AE EEE GEE IEEE IEEE GEARED 

=, te SA Saree aor Teg Nar Sat Seat EOC A Oa Ss de fae ade 4 ear wie a eee we Sa ke ae ~~ 
4 

v 

GREETINGS 

MICHAEL CURTIZ 
DIRECTOR 

WARNER BROS. VITAPHONE. PRODUCT IONS 
iE AS WE Ot EWE ETE EME OE AE ITE AE AE oa LETASATASATA SAS a ES ERS ER eS IEE 

“WILSON BENGE 
“BULLDOG DRUMMOND” _ “THE RIGHT BED” “SPRING IS HERE” “FAITHFUL”. 8 

"MITCHELL LEWIS 
_ “MADAME x, ” “BLACK WATCH, ” “MAMMY, OE IREWALKERS” 

GREETINGS 

fo J OH N DAUME RY- ee | 
-First National Vitaphone Productions, Burbank, Calif. 

“SEASON'S GREETINGS f 

STUART ERWIN. 
‘“§PEAKEASY” “SWEETIE” “THIS THING CALLED LOVE" 

FOX _ PARAMOUNT | PATHE 
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FIRST “MIRACLE ‘Mit LESTONE—= 

“PICTURES GREETINGS-R-K- 0. 

J OHIN H. BILLSBURY — 
CHAS. ‘HART, Associate 

State-Lake Bide. 2s _CHICAGO 

| BERTRAND o ui) ALLER NR ENO 
in “SOMETHING FOR. NOTHING” | ree 

BOOKED SOLID ON THE R-K-O | oe Master of Ceremonies 

-_ Represented by JOHN H..BILLSBURY Direction JOHN H. BILLSBURY 

oe  ‘Sccessally Presenting 
AND = A DISTINCTIVE 

e ‘Musionistic Novely_ | 

| AXEL CHRISTENSEN 
Direction JOHN H. BILLSBURY _ 

MAX— | —JACK © 

TRO UT and HEFF | Character Pianologist 
“TWO BLACK SPASMS” New Featured on Radio Station WGN 

Direction JOHN H. BILLSBURY | 

- . Te, : Lo te hot ee DOE rie 

won . : : fate oft nn Ge Ly 

yt, Gy ty ai tes bad enannet ans . Ss : p TARA PRT ee 

his imtiigti - A 17/1 AW AA “ — J 

GREETINGS R-K-0 

E. HARRISON T. JONES. CHAS. HART’S 

-KRAZY KAT Zz |cuayton ano LEONARD 
Mgr. PAUL BUGA. “International Comedians” 

‘With EUGENE TULLY, CHAS. MARIANO, MAD ALDRICH, BILLY 
 DEBOID, FRED WEEKS and CHAS. CARMEN. . Thanks to R-K- -O—Let’s Go! | 

Direction JOHN H. BILLSBURY Direction JOHN H. BILLSBURY 

LENT im, om 

EEL. BOOKED SOLID 

THANKS TO R-K-O JACK HANLEY | — HaRyey 
“What Well-Dressed ‘Men Should Wear’? _ oe The Glass of Fashion 

BOOKED SOLID THANKS TO R-K-O 

Mud { {TTT TT LE EE JOHN H. BILLSBURY, Representative Direction JOHN H. BILLSBURY 

LOLLSLLI DAS IMMUN) 

GREE TIN GS—R-K-O -O 

JOHN H. BILLSBURY | 
_. CHAS. HART, Associate. oon nai a Bldg. » = = CHICAGO) 

—_ CHARLES HART, now in New York Weewing ‘acts for immediate bookin See him now at Me er Golden Offi NOTE: —My associate, 151.West St. New York ro y r) en ice 

IN THE ENTERTAINMENT WORLD 

i! 

oe - ! 5 . . . . 

= LONUILCLULULPPIYTYYITLIILLIL IDI {: : : , 

| A NEW REG GIME 
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3 Progressive Fox Units 
x - | Under the Supervision of 

ee : JOE LEO 

. y - ; 

. : a . co Cott, : . 

as . “ . et PL wah OAK eA Al PAZ 
Shh a ee, a Ze * es re mS “Fa Far ta ta 

as SE LP it Ca ° os “™ . ‘Metropolitan: Playhouses 
160 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY. 

WILLIAM BRANDT, General Manager 

i? Ch a 
‘eo of 

PASAT 

{ 

’ Midwesco Theatres _ ; 
308 SIXTH STREET, MILWAUKEE, WIS. i. 

HAROLD J. FITZGERALD, General Manager x 

ro} 
_ Chicago Theatres 
57 WEST MONROE STREET, CHICAGO, I. = tt 

spNey MEYER, General Manager de 

oe Qe, Geren & 

AMS GAM: GARE GA GA ; OM gL TAN LI LI IAI NIE IAM AH eG at, Cane NOOR CSE. CORRS : : Z ey 

EE PRACT HE EX BLN A TS aa LR Lan Hen LF I ARON EIEN SION ER SER LL UN HLN LA TN OLE TLE LN TON BRN CN 
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WE. ARE. HAPPY TO JOIN. 

THE: NUMEROUS. WELL ‘WISHERS. - 

IN “CONGRATULATING - 

7 R- K-O ! 

ON ITS FIRST ANNIVERSARY, 

MAX. GORDON ENTERPRISES 
‘DAVE GORDON 
BEN. A. BOYAR. 

EDDIE SOBOL 
FRANK O'BRIEN 

o 

a : 
TS SEL ee tet SUG fuel: i 

| ANEW REGIME IN THE |" 
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ll oF, | 0 
fon Sea ag, Ne ce 

(LOUIS, FRIEDA and GERTRUDE). 
Just finished with Charles Cochran’s s Revue at the Pavilion, London, and immediately booked: to HEADLIN E 

| AT THE L ON DON’ PALLADIUM, and after tremendous success. there immediately offered further time, but - 

4 unable to accept, owing to previous. booking to’ HEADLINE for the opening of the NEW UFA THEA- 

; TRE, HAMBOURG, ‘and. then a Publix Tour - opening February 6, for which. Unit Louis. Berkoff has been 
\ .engaged to stage the dances. | 

\a SEASON 

Jack Partington, William “Morris Office, ‘Fosters’ Agency, London. 

‘HOLIDAY GREETINGS 

NATHAN 
BURKAN 

Mr, yo Et CAEN Wh ~ 5A ASR CLM HoT I 
: A erat Tice Io re x 

MISS HETTY KING 
EXTENDS SEASON’S GREETINGS: 

Spending Christmas in England, and Looking F. orward 
- with Great Pleasure to. Her Retarn Visit to America 

TAI 

Returned. to England After “Three Years’ “Absence, ‘and ‘Still Stops Shows. 

Opened Palladium December 2, and Immediately Booked FIVE RETURN DATES AT PALLADIUM 
| AND HOLBORN EMPIRE, DOUBLING COCHRAN’S REVUE, “DOWN WITH DORA” 

. ADEA mteats" OFFICE Greetings to All My Friends, Not Forgetting MR. and MRS. ALEX HYDE European Representatives: 
STERS’ AGENG 

LOND 
~ mon Cone) eek Gen Geek CO et eet os CPA wie a shone af, at a ‘7 CF, 4 ° A 2 7 - OOP LX BADER CLE BEX Bed VECN AESON TAG EFRON ES REE IE NTE ATT IE AI 
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a —BESSFIAST MIRACLE MILESTONE SE ———— 

MAX GORDON = CY, 
—_ "PRESENTS TO R-K- oO HEADLINE ATTRACTIONS FOR. 1930, 

yates 
_ 

, MA 
DANA 

4° DGE_ “n |WaPpy NEW YEAR} eB nN | 
A PROSPEROUS 1930 TO YOU |f 

_KENNEDY}« Hollywood New York) | 

THE COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON , 

To My New F riends of Vaudeville and My. Old F riends
 of the Screen 

' BOOKING: 

‘DAVE GORDON > 

F RANK oO’ BRIEN 

PRODUCING 

BEN A. BOYAR 

EDDIE SOBOL 

goay Wary 
epypeMMMsy VY sly Uy Uys 

LL! La | @ HESTER | 
-_ONKLIN |. 

FOR 1930 

uarey LANDER BROTHERS WILLIE 
| will be featured in a new comedy production 

Begin 1930 
‘WITH 

EDDIE 

FOLEY 
_AND 

LEA. 

‘LETURE 

A VAUDEVILLE ENTREE 
Direction FRANK O’BRIEN 

BOB McDONALD IHARRY C. LEWIS 
MUSICAL COMEDY Co. 

TWO OF A KIND _ SEASON'S. GREETINGS. 

Direction FRANK O'BRIEN’ | 
, , a INDEFINITELY. Direct 

READIN pale FRANK O'BRIEN 

JILDA 

PARADISE 
VICTOR ~ AILEEN. 

| BAYARD and COOK 
Not pa oy 

A NEW REGIME IN THE ENTERTAINMENT | WORLD 
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BUSILY ENGAGED SCORING 

“KING OF JAZZ” | 
Starring PAUL WHITEMAN 

| A U niversal Super-Special Production 

2. 

But Not Too Busy to Extend Season’s Greetings to Everybody 

| , UNIVERSAL CITY, CALIF. 

w 

he de Pk 
a es 

YE PEA 4 

oxy 

Ek 
+ oe 

t wt 

SS ware 

a 
pate =, 

oe 

ee 

Ses 

™ 

rs TL Th MF fs be TS I oe, 7 Age i fs we 7 AS alles, wn LN ee? £9 dy wg a, LS MO L9 lee “ Pat rf i, i ff . ° ff 2 fi vf lr a . 4 PAE IE TE TAT TE NOE TE AE a SES ES ES ES PBL EES ESSER PEGE NT, ri 4 07, a 
fon Se men hee ees 

JEANETTE LOFF 

re A John Murray Anderson Production) 

oe 

a a he 

Secret 

ar re 

" UNIVERSAL STUDIOS 
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YO eS FIRST MIRACLE MILESTONE 

-GREENWALD & WESTON PRODUCTIONS, iwc. 
606 State-Lake Bldg., Chicago, i. 

Telephone State 6667 
MAX RICHARD AGENCY, Ines Butler Bidg., Chicago, Representing GREENWALD & WESTON PRODUCTIONS i in the Middle West. 

“The | Hottest Thing | Ever” 

DON SANTO. 
EXIE BUTLER 

Baty GANG 
FEATURING 

THE SEVEN RHYTHMANIACS © 
-RUTH ROBERTS and SAM STONE 

Also Introducing © * 
Don. Santos Originat “Dance Creation 

“HOT CHA”. 
ITS A wow! 

“Don: Santo: and: Exie Butler with their ‘PRESS ACCLAMATIONS 
PALACE THEATRE: CHICAGO 

. gang ‘are. all that advance publicity said of «Don santo and Exie Butler, with their gene, are. 
vs . Mew to two a day, into the Palace after hitting bigh them and more too, Santo apparently was’ in the tamily opets te the mniddio west’ and rode over 

a them here, for.castern bookers yapywhere. - Miss. ier 
= born: to entertain—and how he does it- This is 2 pip and ® fine moaner’ She's e stage /darb. 

Santo goes streng with comic clothes and Feptares. 

act. reflects. the torrid jazz of the exclusive Slugeing them with @ monkey impersonation.” 
. : “Loop,” “VARIETY. 7. 
“New York Night: Club’ and leaves the audi-. f 

. PALACE THEATRE,. CHICAGO 
ence begging for “more. .. . Oh, yes, - back “Don Santo, eccentric dancer,. got plenty of laughs 

; --¥ith,. his slow New Orleans Water Front Steps, Hot 
to Santo again, if. you are looking for a real Ona.” ‘The boy can look ‘funny by merely standing - 

. till or doing a Leon Errol. down a filght of stairs.” 
leg exercise, watch this versatile chap-do the, Chicago “AMERICAN.” 
“Hot Cha. Ad t hich h 1 nis Sante Bae a, delienttol rythunie. Stepping, excelling 

sd a.’ ance step whic, € &xp ains, 3n strutting. . Miss. Butler clicks strongly. "Her. war- 
“. 46 bling is delvered very effectvely,” he. originated after’ watching the “Darkies Cut ) atdney ixcels, “BILLBOARD.” 

Sugar Cane Down in Louisiana.” It takes a oe 4 Bale Butler, mbo rather overwhelma you 
w er long dresses. an er magnificent presence as 

‘pair: of Rubber: Legs to execute the - -move- she tras along & certain portion of the atage, nines “ 
. ol on, Slver Moon," and a. number of popular airs 

ments of this. dance, but it’s a honey.” Her voice ia remarkable ap her personality is unusual. Thanks to Producers and Managers 
Certainly the Thursday afternoon crowd could not get . 

__M. G,. L Sioux City “JOURN AL” enough of her as well as the glorified dancing offered. for their marvelous offers -while 
"9 by Don Santo. There is a certain debonair manner ] h ] Chi Di 

- which distinguished bis work. He is the epitenie of p aying the Pa ace, icago. 1s. 

the Jazz craze.” James Muir, Dayton “NEWS.” rection. Greenwald & Weston. 

BOOKED SOLID UNT IL DEC. 1930—R-K-O—LET'S. GO | =n and COMP ANY ADA BROWN 
. re - “SOUTHERN “ SYNCOPATIOW: 

“A SYMPHONY OF TONE AND COLOR”: | Assisted by | 
‘HARRY SWANIGAN 

oe Cordon and Healy | Joe Freed and Company 
with “WHAT MIGHT HAPPEN” 

ART ROGERS _. . “SUITE 16” With 
DORTHEA SUMMERS. af | | ; _ a . ! 

FOUR RHYTHM GIRLS. * | Fourth Consecutive Year With R-K-O |. WYNN LABOIS AND JACK LONG. 
DOLLY MAROBIO™ . , “ ; ‘ ot . . 

HANNA SISTERS - _ — oe | a 

| PAT DALY . BILLY ZECK. & 00... ‘JOYCE LANDO & COMPANY _ JOSEPHINE DAVIS 
With ART KAYE, GENE GRAY - With HICKEY and MASSART and The International Comedienne in 

NCERS JERRY BELL i a 
and “ah Barrel of Fun” in “The Lonesome Club” “Patches of art” Five Feet of Melody” 

WHIRL OF SOCIETY . ~ STANLEY ROLLICKERS 7 “WILLARD SINGLEY & FRIENDS 
‘A Youthful Frolic Featuririg . 3 

“A Mirror of Personalities” __ Stanley Brothers ae *YQUTH” 

|» LORETTA GRAY © ss SEK: CRACKER JACKS JAZZ LIPS RICHARDSON 

t “Stop, Look, Listen”. _ ‘The More You Get the More Now Being Featured in \ the Big 
With CLAY STEARNS. an and SIX. | You Want” | —atigt Chocolates” 

"DANNY SMALL | ” PLANTATION DAYS CO. as | 
n . ats GEORGE McLENNON 

“The Dixie Song Tits ane the America’s Foremost Colored “That's Me” : 
“Songs” and Such” ee Revue 

‘| WANT PRODUCTION PEOPLE—COMEDIANS, 'INGENUES, SOUBRETTES "JUVENILES oe | 
| SINGERS, DANCERS and SPECIALTY PEOPLE __ 
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| “Almost a Musician” 

- Direction EDW.. M. MORSE Dir. ‘EDWARD | M. ‘MORSE I. 

Dorothy Mae Williams |’ W. H. GROH 
a “The Youthful ‘Dane- | and His Piano Hounds |. 

VARIETY + 

_HERE’S TO R-K-O! 
Best wishes for the: most glorious year in their history from the . 

EDWARD M. MORSE. ATTRACTIONS 
R-K-O ARTISTS’ REPRESENTATIVES : 

= ARNOLD HIRSCH, Manager, J‘ _ - 826 State-Lake Bldg. > Chicago 

THE NEW STARRING COMBINATION | 

~ ARTHUR COREY and- SULAN- 
with MYRNA. CELETE Offering “PERSONALITIES” Personal Direction EDWARD M. MORSE. 

BRUNO WEISE TRIO. | 
A UNIQUE, OFFERING FOR VAUDEVILLE AND. PRESENTATIONS. 

“Direction EDWARD M. MORSE (R- -K- 0 Western) 

RICHARD LEWIS, Bass-Baritone GRACE CARLITA, Soprano 

“OPERA. VS. JAZZ” 
. ED. M. MORSE, Western Rep. BOOKED SOLID R- K-O. Thanks to: MR. DIAMOND and Associates “JACK MANDEL, Eastern Rep. 

| JOS. NAPOLITANA, Tenor 

AL BUTTS | and His 

California Peaches 
- "Personal Direction EDWARD M. MORSE 

T- America’s F oremost™ 

_Magician 
‘Direction E..M. MORSE 

: ._(R-K-O Western) — 

EVE SAUNDERS, ¢ CLAIRE LACY | 
MAE ROSE ‘and GENE DAVIDSON at the Piano 

Direction EDWARD M.. MORSE > 

MISS SHURON DE VRIES, FRANK BACON. and. co. 
Greetings to the entire profession and our “Australian. friends. 

Direction ED. M. MORSE. 

DACK ‘SHING CO. 
T. he. World’s Greatest Chinese Marvels 

Direction ED. M. MORSE 

“BALABANOW FIVE 
; - Presenting 

“A Night in Moscow” 
' Dir, EDWARD M. ‘MORSE. 

]Moss and MANNING [7, The World’s Fastest. Lightning Change Artist] 
“A Whirlwind of D O GC B AKER : Dance” 

. , tn His Protean Novelty 

. “AT THE WISHING WELL” 
) with PEACHES and POPPY 

‘Direction EDWARD M. MORSE 

~ LEE FESTER 

FRANK _ MAE 

ing. Marvel” — “A Distinct Comedy 
: 99. 
Peragnal ‘Management Attraction 
EDWARD M. MORSE R-K-O. -O (Western) 

in “AFTERWARDS” 
Dir. EDWARD. M. MORSE 

Chas_S E NNA and D E AN—Helen : 
in “CHARLIE’S NIGHT OUT” —By Frank C. Joyce 

Direction ED. M. MORSE (R- K-O Western) . 

| GARTELL BROTHERS LE CROHS “LA BELLE POLA | BETTY OUIMET THREE LORDENS | 
Sensational Comedy | ‘The Simian Dancer | “The Darling of “C dy Skates’. in . 
= Novel lty and Jungle Band — “Vaudeville” |, second saat “Taking Things Easy” 

sinew worse exo) en eaN Monee] sural sete | cowanomwonee | FAY: HOE 
FRANCIS. RENAULT | 

THE SLAVE OF. FASHION ; 
‘Direction EDWARD. .M.. MORSE (R- k- “0. Western) 

| Prosper and Maret | Geo. W. Viera & Co. | 
College Athletes 

| Direction ED. M. MORSE 
(R- K- O Western) | 

~ ADELA VERNE 
The Eminent Pianiste 

EDWARD M. MORSE. 
(R-K-O Western) 

An. Art Classic in Slow 
Motion 

Direction ED. M. MORSE 

. (R-K-O Western) 

“INTERNATIONAL RHYTHM 

in. “Kampus Kapers” 

Pers. Dir. ED. M. MORSE - 

‘(R- K-O Western). 

An Evening. in: Hawaii 

Dir. ED. M. MORSE (R- K- 0) 

Se ee ey ee 

: Walmsley and Keating 

| INEZ and DE WYN [Eiwht Kolleye Komiks 

“=F IRST MIRACLE MILESTONES 
iy. 

‘PICTURES 

| BLACKSTONE] MARIE ALLYN and CO. | 

ait 

A Scenic | Song ‘and Dance Production. Presenting BUD. “MARCELLUS==Apolls ~of -Dancers*=—>= jee le en | oo 
with JOVITA and CORRINE, FRANCES NOVA, SIERRA: and BAKOUS ‘ : 

Direction EDWARD M. MORSE “ 

6 NEW REGIME IN THE ENT ERTA\ NMENT WORLD 
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2. UNIVERSAL STUDIOS 

Greetings 

DIRECTOR OF DANCES: 

~ PAUL WHITEMAN’S 

“KING OF JAZZ ” 

- “UNIVERSAL'S ALL TECHNICOLOR MUSICAL EPIC ~ - 

P. S.—The Famous 16 Markert Dancers Say “Hello” Too! 

GREETINGS OF THE SEASON 

, _ PAUL WHITEMAN’S 
“The King of . Jazz” 

DEVISED AND DIRECTED BY . 

JOHN MURRAY ANDERSON 
| First All Technicolor Musical Epic 

UNIVERSAL cl TY, CALIF. 

Fas is as oe Tae HOAs PERE ALE TLE PAE AAS AILS IAS AS AOE of Sig wie ee wee 
. : wWe 

Mr. and Mrs. 

J ESSE CRAWF ORD 
Extend Holiday Greetings 
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\ FIRST MIRACLE "MILESTONES 

PICTU RES 

_ AGENCY 

(WITH THE KEITH: OFFICE FOR THE PAST 18 YEARS) 

843 State Lake Bldg. Chicago, Ill. 
‘Representing MORT GOLDBERG. PRODUCTIONS Dancing Cadets, Dance Oddities and Others 

6 “AFF AIRS OF 1930” ! | You Will See Him East. Soon—WHO? | 

wm | | JACK McBRIDE 

FRANZ RUF vt y 
D AVIS SISTERS | FLO. Cu CLAYMAN _ : 

15th Consecutive Week for R-K-O ol 

JO KEITH GIRLS MORE TO FOLLOW | 

BOOKING EXCLUSIVELY WITH RKO 
AND THEIR AF F ILIATIONS | 

fia Ls! Che Popular Route 

| | ST. LOUIS 
Our Congratulations to R-K-O On. Its. First 

i 

| 

“5 Trains Daily 

F teed. 

SesorSerss BS Bovey? q PEBQ?BEBEBO? 
an: nhs 

no on pepvu® 

1 FF 

“and, of course. for - AMPHEUM HEATRE, Los. “Angeles, ilustrated ; 

above, R-K-O selected’ ‘a Claude’ Neon sign. This installation is. believed 

to be the largest spectacular. flashing NEON sign in the country and jf. 

‘Includes the effective use of Claude NEON interchangeable letters. | 

- Serving electrical ‘advertisers everywhere in the West, other large instal- 

lations were made by this corporation for R-K-O in San Francisco, Salt 

Lake, Tacoma, Portland, Spokane ‘and San Diego. 

Electrical Products| 
_ Corporation — 

OPERATING FACTORIES IN 

Los ANGELES, OAKLAND, PORTLAND, SEATTLE, SPOKANE, | 

GREAT FALLS, SALT LAKE CITY, EL PASO, MEXICO CITY — 

s ewvaininieo WORLD 

” Gemfortable Modern Equipment 
‘Superior Dining Car Service. ©” 

‘Automatic Block Signals 

A. D. BELL © 
Paseonger Traffic Manager 

MISSOURI PACIFIC ERE. co. 

1001 Missouri Pacific Bldg. 
: -. Bt...Louls, Mo... ee. |i 

“A Bervice Institution” 



: Spending Second Christ iM 

~Timas in London, and Oaly ) 

[Came Over for Four |/58 

2. Six Return Dates, Palladium, “f 

eC a 

> Three Return Dates, “Holborn ce 
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~- SEASON’ s GREETINGS 

|/X¢ FROHLICHE WEIHNACHTEN 

BOLDOG KARACSONYOT ES q 
JOYEUX NOEL ‘JU EVET 

¢ FELIZ NOCHE BUENA a ae 7 BUON NATALE 

sais EN GLAD JUL 

Woes Oignaly YA nano 305 31D 51D 
DoDODoOD _ 

Among I Dates Played: 
L E N N | E L L Y | N . 

| FOLIES-BERGERE 
FRANCE 

- "Thee Return Dates, Alhambra; ia 

London 

Empire, London 

7 “Two Return Dates, Coliseum, ad 
London 

' Six Weeks, Olympia Circus, Lon- 

don 

“OTHE BLACK . LAUGH” & 

AL HERMAN 
THE ASSASSIN .OF 

GRIEF AND REMORSE 
_Imitated But’ Not Duplicated 

: Eight Weeks, Trocadero Cabaret, 

London ‘ 
Greetings 

-. The Members of the Cast of “DRACULA,” on tour and 
celebrating their third season in. this international 
success, send their warmest greetings to all their 
friends’ of: the press and the theatrical profession. 

I Three Weeks, ‘Mayfair Hotel, 

London . 

DoD oDoD 

Direction Talking Pictures 

CHARLIE MORRISON DAVE THOMPSON 5 
a RKO Circuit’ | Hollywood, Calif. 

Season’s Greetings. | 

to All Our Friends : 

All Over the Globe General Manager 

HORACE LIVERIGHT PRODUCTIONS 
--61 ‘West 48th- Street: wn veers soe 
NEW YORK CITY. ~ 

DoD eSoaD 

- American Reprosentative: {jf © ' ~ 

_ JENIE JACOBS | Chief: Cinematographer 

“SAY IT WITH SONGS” —« “ISRAELI” 
“SONG OF THE FLAME” (All Technicolor) 

“BRIGHT LIGHTS” (AH Technicolor) 

European Representative: 

HENRY SHEREK 
DIXON and DIXON 

Wishing Everyone 
SEASON’S GREETINGS 
With E. K. NADEL’S 

“GOLF FIENDS” 
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| (XW FIRST MIRACLE MILESTONE 

- RK-O GREETINGS | RKO ( 4 

SAM ROBERTS | AGENCY 
"DANNY GRAHAM, Associate | ANN F ELDT. Secretary 

_ BOOKING EXCLUSIVELY, WITH R- K- 0 AND. AFFILIATED CIRCUITS 

SUITE 826, STATE LAKE BLDG. d 190 NO. STATE STREET, “‘OHICAGO, PHONE SraTE 7418-9 

GREETINGS TO R-K-
O 

mo co 

“HUBERT DYER | 7 HOLIDAY GREETINGS 

|. and BEN COYNE MERRILL BROS. and. SISTER 
3 LAUGH A SECOND” |. 

. - Direotion 5AM ROBERTS 

“BRUCE. . . JUANITA 

MORGAN and ming 
“PERSONIFICATION OF NONSENSE” 

"Direction SAM ROBERTS... 

| “THREE MELVIN BROS. 

" Direction SAM ROBERTS. 

"DANCELAND LIMITED 
SENSATIONAL. GYMNASTS a 

Always Working Greetings. to Everybody | “With Harry Brosius and Dorothy Barnette . 1 < 

a __ Direction SAM ROBERTS © _ - West, ‘SAM ROBERTS. . _ ‘Bast, WAYNE CHRISTY, : 

~ REXOLA BROS. - 7 Te. eG Cu — (GLEASON. and BROWNING REVUE 
WITH. 

I anning am | NELLE SPEAKMAN, JULIE ALLYN and TRENE 

| ““SKATING WIZARDS” | Character Dances _ GOODREAN. in a Musical Description 
; | Direction SAM. ROBERTS . 

| Direction SAM ROBERTS : Direction SAM ROBERTS - 

THE LeMAYS 
.. EUROPEAN SENSATIONAL DANCERS 

Direction SAM ROBERTS © 

STEPHEN CSILLAG 
Presents “THE REVUE LA MERIT” 

; Direction SAM ROBERTS. 

—— |  «MERC” 

“MILDRED COUCH | | TING SISTERS 
ore cous and LAKE] 

| 9 | In “SWEETHEARTS OF HARMONY” 

. » ¢ . in “Collegiate Now Appearing in Greenwald and Weston : 

a. NEO: | ~ Aristocrats” == | “LONESOME CLUB” | ° 

a” G ILVERTONE <5 
_ Direction SAM ROBERTS 

Direction SAM ROBERTS 

Direction SAM ROBERTS. : a 

SEASON'S GREETINGS 
' JOE ‘MARIE 

Whitehead & Alvarez, 
“The Egg from Broadway” 

and 

ELSA 
GREENWELL | 

"Greetings R-K-O 

“WAN 
t "SEASON'S. GREETINGS. 

R-K-O - 

FLASHES | BROADUS 

Of 1929-1930 ERLE 
Wishing R-K-O Con- | Boy Violinist -CHARNOFF |: a | And BOYS 

: tinued Success The Year's Greatest 
in ‘A. LITTLE REVUE’ “The Toast of Spain” 

- . Discovery Direction SAM BOBERTS 1 Direction SAM ROBERTS 

_JACK ATTREE, Mor. Direction SAM ROBERTS 
Direction SAM ROBERTS 

Manager and Producer of 
Following ‘Attractions SEASON'S GREETINGS 

HNNY HAMP 
~ (And His CONGRESS HOTEL ORCHESTRA 

Says Farewell to Chicago 

Opening at the Coconut Grove, Los. Angeles, 
Cal, Jan. 13 

AN Vaudeville Engagements Booked by ‘SAM ROBERTS, 

; Chic 
. ‘PLAYED PALACE, CHICAGO, RECENTLY 

Dot Myer evue 

_ Dolores Revue 

- “Toy Shop Revue” ~ 
Roberts-Arco Co. 

_ “Nine Steppers” 
Direction 8AM ROBERTS 

SEASON'S GREETINGS. 

fT] WIA DESMOND and CO. 
m~or § MARY: MaclVOR ‘HARRY SHUTAN 

Presenting His Big Success . 

“THE DUDE BANDIT” 
, _ Direction SAM ROBERTS 

‘Holiday Greetings. BURT © * MAXINE a} SEASON'S GREETINGS | = SEASON'S GREETINGS 

n Earth HAGER & MILSTEAD} CLARK’S | VERNON 
OSCAR | and | “TEACHER'S PET” _ JAZZ “RATHBURN 

7 rar jp JOE. MARTIN] “ac mas ee | | co, 

“Peace on Earth—Good witl 

“An Acrobatic Sensational an Featuring Saxophonist - 

Surprise” — , Xv “Harry & Billie Clark,-Lind: 

: Oni . ylophonists - Twins, Jimmie McGee in y with MISS FLORINE 

Direction SAM ROBERTS ‘Direction SAM ROBERTS Mi Re “Direction SAM ROBERTS — “| Direction SAM ROBERTS © Direction: SAM ROBERTS 

SEASON'S GREETINGS a SEASON'S: GREETINGS TO ALL 

AC PRINCETON and RENEE * BILL TALENT and FLO MERIT 
css in “THE HOTEL DETECTIVE” 

Oo ‘Direction. SAM ROBERTS” =
 Booked -Solid- Seasons 1920-30.R-K

-O.$e Wishing R-K-O Conti: nu
e ed Success 

7 

Western Rep, 8AM ROBERTS: Eastern Rep, CHAS. ALLEN | Thonks 

RICHABD BERGEN, JOHNNY 
COLLINS, BILLY DIAMOND, BAM 

ROBERTS - 

A NEW REGIME IN THE ENTERTAINMENT WORLD 
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he ~me—SEIRST (MIRACLE  MILESTONE= ——— 
wM.. JACOBS AGENCY x 

| - MILES» INGALLS, Associate . 8 
Booking Exclusively with R-K-O and Affiliated Circuits. me 

. STATE ‘LAKE BUILDING, CHICAGO 

ENTIRE FIVE ACTS AUTHORED, ‘STAGED. AND PRODUCED BY. GEORGE. LIBBY 

IDA MAY. SPARROW BILLY DE WOLFE and FEMMES 
in “KIDDING CINDERELLA” : _, in “TICKLING TECHNIQUE” - 

GEORGE LIBBY PRODUCTIONS 
i 299 Riverside Drive, ‘New. York. 
fe Clarkson 4224 

“MELODY MANSION” 
Featuring JAY. KENT and. FRANCINE (CRAWFORD, -with | BETTY and ANN GARDNER 

7 LIBBY DANCERS a “FLASHLIGHTS” 
with EILEEN FORD, SALLY METCALF, MURIELLE D’OR . with JERRY HINES 

Mr. Libby, experienced legitimate dance and. stage: director, i is available for movie, musical comedy or presentation 

‘Direction WM. JACOBS- ‘MILES INGALLS 

— CLEONE WEBER 
“THE DANCING STREAK OF RADIO” UPS 

HAZEL MANGEAN TROUPE 
* SENSATIONAL WILD WEST PASTIMES — 

; . Third - Consecutive Season with the “W. L. S, Show Boat” VB Dir. WM. JACOBS- MILES: INGALLS | - SEARLE | SeneeWVILL JACOBS-MILES INGALLS 

~ GREETINGS R-K-0.. “YOU CAN’T TELL. -” SEASON'S GREETINGS 

Ewen | THE GREAT NELSON TROUPE co 
‘MILES. INGALLS ~ . The Flying Acrobatic Combination 

Direction WM. JACOBS | mo _ MILES INGALLS 

BRIT I | SEASON’S GREETINGS 

woop JOE THOMAS’ SAXOTETTE | 
With Archic, Nicholeon s(Cgmiediany 

CELENT ACT. - GOT G 

WALTER BROWER 
“THE JOLLY JESTER” i 

TEXAS FOUR. 
“EASIN’ ALONG OOZIN’ MELODIES” 

é , T RESULTS” 
‘Dir. WM. JACOBS-MILES INGALLS “The Boob and His " WARIETY,” NOVEMBER. 27, 1928) 

mF Harmonica” SIMON, East—-Agentlee—JACOBS-INGALLS, West. 
iq “R-K-0 —_ R-K-O Booked Solid: with | 

ff R-K-O 1930-1931. . SEASON'S GREETINGS | 

BADGER and | MUESELER 
1 TWO LOOSE SCREWS 
aH. MILES INGALLS-WM. JACOBS OFFICE 
4 West, Rep. 2 , PHIL TYRELL and WEBER-SIMON 

R-K- ° a“ 

| West. WM JACOBS: 

Fact, MAX in “THRILLS FOR ALL” °- 
_ . Ith SEASON KEITH-ORPHEUM . 

HARRY | Weetern Representatives, WM. JACOBS, MILES INGALLS. | 
C ARDIFF Dee _Eastern ‘Representatives, MOBRIS & FEIL 

Holiday. Greetings. 

-t, | EVERETT SANDERSON 
SEASON’S GREETINGS 

BEEHEE sad RUBYATTE Co. 
dl. ' &SSISTED BY . and his | 

i M. OMOSSA’. ___ BEN SAID WALES | JP=RISCO A Group of \ 
FS BEN HAMID R. ARABI. M. AMZZAL Doing wor in. New at Fe | Versatile 
F Touring R-K-O Circuit: c IXERS Entertainers | 

West. Rep., Will Jacobs Agency, MILES INGALLS : By DAN JARRETT Personal Management OMER’ HEBERT 
Dir. -WM. JACOBS- MILES. INGALLS | East, Rep, ROSE & MANWARING MILES INGALLS 

| use| LARGE-MORGNER 
| ) BOB HOPE 3 Holiday Greetings to All | 

_ VAUDEVILLE’S NEW HOPE 
in the R WILLIAM JACOBS HARRY WEBER-SIMONS 

‘Direction WILL "IACOBS- MILES INGALLS. 

| ——~EXTRA—400,000,000 . PEOPLE 
"Have Seen, Heard and Asked What 

.Z CHASE 
“THE INTERNATIONAL UNIQUE COMIC”. 

‘Does with the ¢ Matches, Shirt F ronts, Cigars, Ukalelés, Flowers, Cigarettes That He Eats 

“ft ore ~TOURING: R-K-O- CIRCUIT_OF. THEATRES... ot senate tn vac 
q Fore Bee MORRIS & & FEIL a For Picture House 2 foun 

West. Rep. WM. JACOBS- MILES INGALLS . SACK LOEB- CREATORE ‘MARTIN AGENCY 

Sei, . NEW REC ree ENLERTA NMENIT WORLD= 
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GREETINGS TO R-K-O 

F rom 1 America’ s Sensational Tenor 

LARRY WALKER— Accompanist 

Personal Direction MARVIN, WELT 

Bordertights 
Any Length 

Adopted by R-K-O a Returning to RKO Vaudeville in February’ : 

for LEE smewan 

FID 
GORDON 

After playing 20. successful weeks in London 

| and England: 

OOFERS get an even break with character ee 

artists In the new R-K- -O house at Rockford. .. 

The Bel- Sun-Lite double foots give: just as. much 

light at the ankles as they do six feet up. And 

you'd better keep your eyes of the files or the 

borders will blind you. The chrome reflectors in 

‘those Bel-Sun-Lites get twice as much light out.. 

of an incandescent as other reflectors do. The * 

customers| don’t miss a.thing in light Itke- ‘that. / 

They get ‘their money’s worth. So does the man- . 

agement.’ Twice the light for the same money is. 

a good buy in any business. That’s why R-K-O 

bought $Bel- Sun-Lite after trying them all. 

Belson Manufacturing Co. 
' 814 Sibley St., Chicago, ill. 

. Our representatives are theatre lighting experts.. They ‘aro sted 

fm the classified phone book of these cities. . Call, the: nearest. 

GREETINGS ‘Aaa By wth ne, Set et 
q . 

Detroit, Mich. ; few ow York Nn Tampa, Fla. - 

| SALLY, IRENE and MARY. bet gh ome Se oT 

: "with D. J. SULLIVAN - BBRSE gas ee ae 

Direction ‘LEE STEWART 
Single and. Double Foots 

Compliments | ‘Congratulations to R-K-O.
 

of BOBBY O'NEILL 
ND 

Mickey Goss | GERTRUDE MANNERS 

Compliments 

of 
‘Sioux. City” 

| 

: Compliments 
| | of 

| LT. S.E. No. AQ 

: 
| 
| 

- Musicians Manager R-K-O - 

Sioux City, lows Local. 254 _ Orpheum Theatre Management LEE STEWART and 
Sioux City, lowa | LEWIS MOSLEY 

LEE STEWART DISCOVERED ANOTHER NEW “COMEDIENNE” | 

IN | 
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SEASON'S GREETINGS FROM ABRAHAM LINCOLN 
(In Hollywood) 

Stephen Vincent Benet 

IT IS ALWAYS 

TO RISK SCREEN QUALITY ON ANY FILM OTHER THAN THE BEST 

THATS— EASTMAN PANCHROMATIC NEGATIVE —ALWays 
J. BE. BRULATOUR, Inc. 

NEW YORK CHICAGO 

SEASON’S GREETINGS 

I. AM " 
ie . oe 4 

wa am ™S - . . 

\ 

N 

\ 

a. a wate Ss eet eer er So en tee ee ee eas 8 est BRET ODOLOLE LOREAL ORAS SE OE AF i ota NO NN eas a. Pas DN AE AS Ya¥a ea TEE TETAS PATE HOE Oe md mes 8 all So v : cf an Oe D 

E ee =P AUL OSCAR D- 
aot pene eee ee [ene ee en 

" PRODUCTIONS: —-PUBLIX- BALABAN a KATZ, cHicaco ‘THEATRE, (CHICAGO - 

WILLIAM CAMERON MENZIES 
SUPERVISOR 

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.. 

~BERTHOLD. ‘VIERTEL_ 
a SI Ne cae at et. 

“yas aes _ JOHN SHEEHAN 
ONE YEAR WITH “FOLLOW. THRU,” NEW YORK COMPANY cc 
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CHICAGO & ALTON 

RAILROAD 
THE ONLY WAY 

BETWEEN. 

CHICAGO AND KANSAS CITY 

: VARIETY 

FIRS MIRACLE ~ MILESTONE—=— 

PETER CLARK, | Inc. 
Extend Their Congratulations to the , 7 | 

R-K-O THEATRES | 
Upon Their Fi irst Anniversary 

‘Leave Chicago 9 :30 A. M. Arrive Kansas City 9: 15 RM 

“ “. 8:00 P, M. . “ 8:00 AM. 

Construction of Stage 

Equipment in its’ 
CHICAGO AND ST. LOUIS 

“Leave Chicago 11:30 A. M. Arrive St, Louis 6 00 P. M.. 

«“ “ 3:00 P. M. os os 9:58 P.M. 

“ “ 650RM “.  1:20-A, . '« NoPM © «6S AM Entirety 
a“ “11:59PM “4 7:43.48. ML 

_ FEATURING ‘THROUGH SLEEPING CAR SERVICE 7 

Chicago via St. Louis to Tulsa and Oklahoma City 

Chicago. via St. Louis to Hot Springs and Houston 

Chicago via Kansas City to Pueblo, Colorado Springs, Denver and 

Los Angeles — 544 West 30th St, New York 
oun ae cee ee Yer P hone Chickering | 6240 

W. H. ABEL 

Passenger Traffic Mor., Chicago 

In Milwaukee It’s 

| T.PLANKINTONHOTEL j| 
The Home of the Profession 

BEST LUCK 

TO 
. ONE BLOCK FROM _R-K-O RIVERSIDE 

. ; | | ‘TWO BLOCKS: FROM DAVIDSON THEATRE . 

| _ - , PROFESSIONAL RATES 

Radio Keith Orpheum PLANKINTON SKY ROOM 
FOR 1930. PLANKINTON COFFEE SHOP 

: . WALTER H. KEENAN, ‘Manager 

a. _ “Hold All the Cleaning for | Barney” a 

from | “WHEN, YOU PLAY MILWAUKEE 

MARKS. BROS. 
DYE WORKS 

SERVICE: “SUCH AS YOU GET ~ 
NOWHERE ELSE IN THE WORLD 

America’ 3 Greatest Cleaners and. Dyers , 

N ATI ONAL 

_525 Dearborn St. ss. 

| Milwaukee’s Newest and Best Place to. Eat 

EAST TOWN 
Artists All Enthuse Over This Unique Restaurant—the 
Food, the Prices, the Unusually Inviting Environment, ~ 

‘“ DIRECTLY ACROSS THE RIVER “FROM: THE R-K-O0*° "~~ 
_ RIVERSIDE THEATRE | 

a SNTERTAI N. ME NT wORL 0 

"CHICAGO, ILLINOIS | 

MERSIN THE, AR NEW. REG 
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SA RS OS ee 

| ‘SAM FOX PUBLISHING co. 

IEE WE IE OE EES SOE Ws ey + 

‘ i ‘ ra i Zz s ‘ _ ee aes Lane a > , 

Se ee eee ee ee ee ee a a EN 

LONDON. England 

‘extend. the Season's Greetings to their many American 

friends, among. whom they desire to mention specially 

| ° SHERMAN CLAY & co. 
| SHAPIRO, BERNSTEIN & CO., Inc. 

‘TED BROWNE MUSIC CO. 

; 7 EDWARD MARKS MUSIC Co.. 

: “CHAS. BAYHA MUSIC CO. 

“As " SHERMAN, LEWIS & ARMSTRONG, Inc. 

A eh pees “ : ce PUBLISHERS. IN GREAT BRITAIN OF 

. od 7 . . . ee 

. t . . . - _ - 2 . ast] 

: + ; . eB 

. . . : : " " . 2 Sag ‘ 
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"LONESOME LITTLE DOLL” 

Numbers from “THE GREAT GABBO,” Ete., Etc., Ete. 

PUBLISHING OF F ICES 

42-43 POLAND ‘STREET, LONDON. 

HEAD OFFICE 

159, NEW BOND STREET, LONDON _. 

40 BRANCHES—THROUGHOUT ‘LONDON—150 AGENTS 

r 

| “Telephone: Gerrard. 9001 2 Lines). | _ “Cables: ‘Stalls, ‘London 
‘Telegrams: Academy, Wesdo, London Code: 

eS aa Sgt EE ee et ee eine ee etgeet eee bate ge eee 

Western Union, 5 Letter Edition 
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POLLY WALKER 
As 

“LOO | LOO” 

RADIO: PICTURES 

“HIT THE DECK” 

CONGRATULATIONS 

MR. HIRAM S. BROWN. 

ON THE FIRST ANNIVERSARY. 

R-K-O 
” LUTHER REED 

Adapted and Directed - 

~ *RI0'RITA” 
“HIT THE DECK” 

“DIXIANA” 
" (COMING)* . 

Directing and Writing for | a 

R-K-O' . / 
Directed “SECOND. WIFE,” “RIO RITA, 2 

“SEVEN KEYS TO: BALDPATE, : 
“TANNED LEGS” 

MAX REE 
SUPERVISING-ART DIRECTOR (Sets and Costumes) 

we Se eT ns + WORD” Zz 

- _* - - oe 

—— CC . 

Bp 
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NOW DIRECTING 

$6 The Dollar Princess ” 

For 1929 

THE GAMBLERS” 

“MURDER WILL OUT” 

“FAITHFUL” 
; 

and 

“GENERAL CRACK’ 

For 1930 
“A Happy New Year to All” 

J. GRUBB ALEXANDER 
Warner Bros.-First. National-Vitaphone Productions 

Directed” ye on 
a 

wt 

‘ad 2 

A tee Re 

““SUBMARINE” 
“THE DONOVAN’ AFFAIR” o 

FOR a 

Columbia Pictures 

\ 
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. Congratulations and Best Wishes 

from 

 ERVING 
_ TISHMAN 

JIMMIE 
— O'NEAL | 

Productions | 

Fame Fast 

Wabash Service 
between 

Chica ad | Se. Louis 

| 1560 Broadway, New York City |] 

The splendid ‘Wabash equipment on the day trains include. Observation cars,. “Pullman parlor cars, 

Free reclining Chair cars and Dining cars with roller. bearlngs. The night trains have latest design. 

Pullman Sleeping cars; Club-lounge cars with roller bearings, Free reclining chair-cars, The Wabash = 

ig noted for its excellent meals, ‘smooth tracks and courteous employees. Any ticket agent will make 

reservations and sell tickets over the Wabash Railway. 

For Particulars of Wabash service apply to any Wabash representative or to 

Tn O.: ‘Bostwick, General Agent Wabash. Rallway, or 

A. 8. Dunbar, ‘District Passetger Agent Wabash Rallway 
6 Singer Building, New ‘York, N 

VABASH 

‘and. 
. 

Season's Greetings St. Le Ka . Gi ty | 
ae ~_FROM CHICAGO - —-FROM ST. LOUIS— 

“11:30 MORNING . = 3:00 AFTERNOON _ 9:03: MORNING. - 2:00 AFTERNOON 

a Ar, St. Louis 6:00 pm Ar. St. Louis 10:00 pm ‘Ar. Kansas City 4:33 pm ‘Ar. Kansas City 9:30 pm 

. - 9355 NIGHT 12:05: MIDNIGHT | ; 10:02 NIGHT 11:55 MIDNIGHT 

Be 
Ar. St. Louis 7:03 am. Ar. St. Louis 7:41 am Ar. Kansas City7:30 am = Ar. Kansas City 7: 

at i | ( FROM ST. LOUIS— _ - FROM KANSAS CITY— 

| : 8:47 MORNING _ —_ 12:20 NOON 9:00 MORNING ~~ 1:30: AFTERNOON. 

BR: . 
Ar. Chicago 3:45 pm Ar. Chicago 6: 30 pm Ar. St. Louis 4:20 pm Ar. St. Louis 9:00 pm. 

. . 9:52 NIGHT 11:50 MIDNIGHT 9:30 NIGHT 11:55 MIDNIGHT. ° 

} EBEDEFF 
Ar. Chicago 7:05 am Ar. Chicago 7:35 am Ar. St. Louis 7:30 am Ar, St. Louis :7:30 am , 

. stan toteg" 

RADIO PICTURES || 

pH Ip see ty Sn FR GAM ERR Hep wee Oe 

BEST WISHES 

_ESSANESS THEATRES — 
Glorif ying the American Song 

_THE THREE 
~ CORP. 

CHICAGO 
BROX SISTERS. 

Direction WM. MORRIS. AGENCY 
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“ BROTHERS” 

_ SSE a ae ree Se er tet et Sea SS ain as een Win A OO STATA TAROT LOSE LOLRPELOLEARS © 

Erlanger Theatre, Chicago : 

“As for Bert Lytcit, the came: ‘into. the. scene. last night with 1 
‘his innocent movie: following leading the applause ; but, before 

|. the night was mature hard-boiled . bootleggers, - critics’ and 
, maybe gunmen were. claiming him for their: own.” 

oe \ Ashton Stevens 
“CHICAGO )HERALD-EXAMINER, La | 

“The interesting thing 2 about the play, however, is that ‘Bert 
‘Lytell proves himself-more than. a-iovie actor. He ‘demon- - | 
strates once ‘and for all that he can -act.. and. act. with, 
feeling. for. -both the: comic and the sentimental parts.” 

| . Gail Borden - 
CHICAGO “DAILY TIMES. ” 

o 

 Lytell § is the stage’ s best. pair’ ‘of twins.” 7 - 
‘Frederick McQuigg’ 

‘CHICAGO. “EVENING AMERICAN.” | 

“Bert Lytell thrills us in “‘Brothers’.” ” 
“Amy Leslie 

“Last night's audience ‘adored him.” 

oF rederick Donaghey 
“__ CHICAGO “TRIBUNE.” _ 

me 

“Bert Lytell wins , audience in ‘Brothers’.” 

Margaret Mann Crolius * 
CHICAGO “DAILY NEWS. 7 

° 

LM SPA AES I WLI A A PA IA PE AL ALE AE AE AS WOE AOE EE Ee eS os a a tn ee ee TAS Pe OR OE TE ES ME 

Best Wishes for the New Year 

Dn] 
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| PICTURES” 

R-K- O COMEDIES 

“MICKEY (Himself McGUIRE SERIES. 
FROM 

FONTAINE FOX’ S FAMOUS: CARTOONS 

HH C. WITWER’S 

_ RECORD BREAKER SERIES 
sme vat 

LARRY DARMOUR 2 PRODUCTIONS - i 
_ STANDARD CINEMA « CORPORATION 

“ANNE. ‘CALDWELL 
“CHIN CHIN” “GOOD MORNING, DEARIE” 

_ “JACK O’. LANTERN” “THE NIGHT BOAT” 

“TIP TOP” . “THE SWEETHEART SHOP” 

- “STEPPING STONES” “TAKE THE AIR” 

“CRISS CROSS” “THREE CHEERS” 

FOR FRED STONE 
Now Under Contract to RADIO PICTURES 

“HARRY TIERNEY 
Amer rica’s s Di stinguis shed Composer r of Light Oper ettas 

COMPOSER OF 

“Rio Rita” for RADIO PICTURES “Dixianna” 

“Trene” -“Up She Goes” 
for the STAGE 

ns “Kid Boots”. ae _ “Ziegfeld Follies” setae |. 

oT ow New REGIME IN| THE ENTERTAINMENT worid | 
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NEO 
ALL TYPES ELEC TRIC 

“SIGNS | ___Ceaat Jumps ae 

Enjoy ¢ a Glorious Short Sea 

Voyage on Your Pacific 

~ 

Discriminating Theatres Have Federal | | | hundreds’ of per- 

Electrical Advertising Display Signs || i emprety 

eee COR a | : rest. and relax! - 

: . Sal Maine 

Claude Neon F Federal Cocmpany 
F ederal Electric Company 

225 No. Michigan ‘CHICAGO 
Phone: FRAnklin 2436 

+ mH 

6B BREEZES! 
grerty POTENT? > 

“Our Compliments to. 

-RADIO-KEITH- ORPHEUM coRP. 
AND THE 

PALACE and GRANADA 
“THEATRES: 

SOUTH BEND. “NEWS TIMES”. 

Hearticat “Congratulations and "Beat Wishee to 

RADIO-KEITH-ORPHEUM: CORP. | _ ; | : ‘Make the Jump Between Seattle and San | 
AND THE 

THEATRES. | Francisco via Famous “Alexander” Liners 
SOUTH BEND “TRIBUNE” | : | | . 

7 Jumps between Pacific Northwest cities and: Calf- 

— . ——— fornia are unusually long ones. Most times a “dead 

' Our Compliments to . Wele: . week” is prcvided between closing in the Northwest 

RADIO-KEITH-ORPHEUM__. mw eneome | and opening in San Francisco, Take advantage of 

CORPOR ATION Ty. : _R-K-O | > this opportunity to enjoy, a delightful short ocean 

and 1 Entertainers |: [| voyage. It's probably the only opportunity on the - 

La - 7 ee. ss entire circuit to vary the monotony of train travel— 

P ALACE HOTEL LA SALLE ’ te enjoy an ocean trip—to rest and relax—to really ~ 

and 7 | enjoy yourself. 

GRANADA | | and SS 

- ‘THEATRES. . : ANNEX 

| AMERICAN TRUST sour Beni 
_COMPANY INDIANA 
South Bend, Indiana 

You ean leave Seattle. after: étostng the week ‘Saturday 
night—sail ‘down the Pacific Coast on a modern ocean 

eee Mner—the finest in coastwise sérvice in the world—and 
t arriv6. San Francisco Tuesday morning. All ‘the. comforts ” 

and conveniences of a modern hotel—double and twin bed- | 
. rooms—music with mealé—dancing—a miniature vacation 

which will prove a delightful, refreshing and invigorating 

interlude. Unusually ‘conventont saflings make. the same - 

trip possible from Portland if you close there. 

Best Wishes 
nani sedate 

Palace and Granada Theatres 
__ Local No. 496 | : 
L A. T. S. E. Your transportation agent will gladly include this trip in your routing if you request 

(PROJECTIONISTS) it The cost ie no. greater than a rail jump! Our agent arranges your accommo- 
South Bend, Indiana dations at Portland or Seattle without inconvenience to you. 

"Best Wishes to. 

| RADIO-REITH-ORPHEUM 

Palace and Granada Theatres | 
From Local. Ne, 187 

I. A. T.S. E. 
(STAGE HANDS) ; 

South Bend, Indiana 

Additional information may ‘be had upon request toe 
_More. Power.to You . Lk... ‘ae eee Pn be Snowe ee webs “Is aa ‘DA E z pele eis Be 

~ RADIO-KEITH-ORPHEUM ° noe NAHER; District: ‘Passenger: “Agere 
110 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, fll. R-K-O 1 

Palace and Granada Theatres | | 
I. A. B. P. and B. 
Local No. 90 © 
South Bend, Indiana 

-|----Continued: Success: to You-- 

RADIO. KEITHLORPHEUM - 

R-K-O 

‘Palace and Granada Theatres | 
—- * 

Local No. 278 
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF 

"MUSICIANS 
South Bend, Indiana 
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NICK LONG, JR.- 
“LADY BUTTERFLY” » NICK LONG, JR. _ 

“SHE'S MY BABY”. 

‘NIGK LONG, JR.- 
NICK LONG, JR. 
“uSTREET SINGER” | 

“KITTY’S KISSES” 

In. His. Broadway. Successes. 
NOW APPEARING IN 

“THE REET SINGER” 
‘SHUBERT ‘THEATRE, ‘NEW ‘YORK | 

EXTENDS ‘SEASON'S GREETINGS To HIS MANY FRIENDS 
' NICK LONG, JR. 

“LOLLIPOP” | 

fe aah ear a alah ae wa r? ke ee ra 
re — - — — = eet 4 — —_ ay ~ a a 

, + fee * . 

i he 

see 

2S Tee 3 

: « 

'SEASON’S GREETINGS 

To All My Friends in the Show World 

Directing KEN MAYNARD _ 
AML Talkies: for Universal _ : 

ee won eseere Quteeere Se ige er n p ee yee doer epee ea at : : 7 aes sa Norrie po eens ads fear Spee Eh oar Soa tae ence ee ee eke Cae oe Lae : : renee : ati sas ave, A, et 

“THE WAGON MASTER” : “PARADE: OF THE WEST” 
“SENOR AMERICANO” “THE FIGHTNIG LEGION” 

FOUR TO FOLLOW 
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M } ¥ ~ MILESTONE rr 

‘Sincere Thanks to R-K-O for Past Considerations. : 
Best Wishes to R-K-O for a Tremendous Successful Future 

FROM 

an R K- 0 ARTIS) 3) REPRESENTATIVE 
oe Gorcere 804 PALACE THEATRE BLDG. 

BRYANT 8504.5 ‘CABLE ADDRESS “HAROMM® 

With My PERSONAL ATTENTION and ‘EXCELLENT STAFF I Can Offer SERVICE to. 

20 MORE REAL STANDARD ‘ACTS 
| SOME OF THE ARTISTS 

| oo 1 NOW REPRESENT 

- WILL OSBORNE -VIVIENNE SEGAL CHAS. RAY . a 

i IRENE RICARDO BUSTER WEST _ WAITE, HOYT | es 

] RUBY NORTON MICKEY COCHRANE, ‘HERB WILLIAMS if 

HARRY BURNS | DOOLEY & SALES FULTON & PARKER ° 1. 

ALEXANDRIA & OLSEN LOCKETT & PAGE OSCAR LORRAINE 1 

McLAUGHLIN & EVANS = REDMOND & WELLS SWOR & GOODE. 

4 y _ STAN STANLEY . LOMA WORTH ADELA VERNE _ , 

RAYMOND BOND & CO. CY LANDRY - REED & DUTHERS f 

| HILTON & ALMY GORDON & KING J. FRED COOTS | 
ad GUS & WILL _ ALLAN PRYOR MURRAY & ALLEN 
am | WARD & VAN “ROY ROGERS BOB ALBRIGHT 

ay GUS MULCAHY _ FOSTER, FAGAN & COX. ELIZABETH BRICE 
an | -LESTERS’ ROYAL MIDGETS - _MONICA and ANN SKELLY NATHANO BROS. 

a _ PAUL SPECHT and ORCHESTRA 
ee BERNIE CUMMINS and HIS NEW YORKERS | 

To all artists represented by my office I extend. my sincere thanks for past business and continued good will, | 

PHIL L GERSH . FRANCES PERNER 
Associate ‘Secretary 

Gen, ‘Mer. | Office Manager — 

ey: NEW) REGIME IN THE ENTERTAINMENT WORLD—2>—@ 
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0 B ER T i “Al 

ie “Music Engravers & Printers _ 
‘Splendid F acilities for POST ERS, SHOW CARDS 

and PHOTOGRAPHIC COLOR REPRODUCTIONS . 

A Phone Call. will Bring You One. of, Our Representatives re 

"311 West 43d:St. . 
NEW YORK CITY 4 
"PENNSYLVANIA. 7500 ata 

7 

W Starring i in PS 
a on ‘4 “OH, SUSANNA” Mw 
i At Mayan Theatre, Los Angeles : a 

GREETINGS 

_FROM 

HOWARD ESTABROOK 
PARAMOUNT 
Shooting Scripts of— 

“THE VIRGINIAN” 
““HELL’S ANGELS (Caddo) 
“FOUR FEATHERS” | 
“SHOPWORN ANGEL” 

. “FORGOTTEN FACES” 
“DRESSED TO KILL” (Fox) 
“STREET OF ‘CHANCE” 

“BEHIND THE. MAKEUP”. __ 
“SLIGHTLY SCARLET” 
“YONDER. GROW THE DAISIES”, (Fox) 

° “SMART SET SUSIE” (Pathe) 

AXINE HENRY. 
WITH. 

PUBLIX’S “SNAP INTO IT” UNIT 
Direction WM. MORRIS AGENCY 
Many Thanks to NAT KALCHEIM 
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FIRST “MIRACLE "MILESTONE - =, 

"BERLIN, GERMANY | 

September, 1929 

| | EUROPE to AMERICA 
- .. Greetings 

Personal Management HARRY A. ROMM. 

BUFFALO, NEW YORK 
November, 1929 

‘BILLY | | PATRICIA : | Yuletide Greetings G. M. ‘STEVENS 
‘ ee a —_ i for All My Many Kind Friends ‘and Sincere s 

3 : Appreciation for ‘Past, Present and. ‘Future Presents 

| | WALSH CLARKE | “an cscs , 
, Vik | Messrs: BEN PIAZZA, WAYNE IM THE BEAR 

« » CHRISTY, HARRY A. ROMM © : 

“ASK ME ANOTHER” | = iensticaty sours, With 
CHEERIO 

ADELA VERNE. 
CHAS. ORO—JOE SMITH 

The Original. Face- Slapping Comedy Act 

Direction HARRY A. ROMM’ 
Season’s Greetings to All. 

Direction HARRY FITZGERALD 

‘in. “F AMOUS BLONDE: . by Neville Fleeson 

Now - Headlining Orpheum Circuit 

While at the Palace, N. Y, May. 20th, 1929, “Variety” said: 

“Ruby Norton. has a new act by. Neville Fleeson. that ranks her with the. 

best women m singles in | vaudeville, PRESENT or PAST. "SIME. 

27S <7 PEEL at ek a, Venue tue! ene eee ee eee i pe ee eevee gop tetabetyee ee ad sep ergieser ee ed 
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,Season’s Greetings from 

we = q —_ Sao a -_ er spe eg A . 

oe . v. . - . . a Z . - _ ; . ; . Z . ’ 7 - 

i Directing, Developing and Ex 
i panding Europe’ s Foremost 

‘Popular Music House. 

CAMPBELL, CONNELLY & CO., LTD. 
Campbell Connelly Buildings, 10-11 Denmark Street 

-CHARING CROSS ROAD, ‘LONDON, ENGLAND 

OUR 1929 HITS 

: “SONNY BOY” “MEAN TO ME” 
“ALL BY YOURSELF IN THE MOONLIGHT” ‘TLL ALWAYS BE IN LOVE WITH you" : “LOUISE” “FUR YOU" = BREAK AWAY” 

. - 2c a a . — _ : 
Ae saiiaa aS aide atical 7 

se” aw ee yen 
in EE 

EAA EEE EE EEE LED, 

a § 

Sa ae ae a ee es * “DO SOMETHING “EVER SO GOOSEY” 

4 ee ee 

“TW CRAZY ovER YOu" PRE IN TM FALLING’ 
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“MIRACLE ‘MIL — FIRST: 
SINCERE BEST WISHES | TO R-K-O 

wiki OSBORNE 
“UNDISPUTED ORIGINATOR, OF HIS STYLE OF RADIO ENTERTAINMENT” 

Palace, New York, Now (Jan. ) - Exelusive Management i 
“All Theatrical ‘and: 

Production. ab 
«COLUMBIA . 

“BROADCASTING =. 
“Engagements 

/. | SYSTEM | a i 
Dir HARRY! A. ROMM:- 

JOHN JACK 

“The Fastest. Girl Tumbling Aet i in the World” 

“TWO BLACK ACES” ORPHEUM CIRCUIT NOW 
of _ INTERSTATE | cIRcUIT Now | -_ _ 

VBA os “pena First Time in U. S.A. 
- A HAPPY 7 HARRY ROMM 
AND. 
PROSPEROUS 
(NEW. YEAR WAYNE curisty | ue R K-O > Representative, F HARRY A. ROMM 

“DOOLEY AND SALES 
—| N— . A 

““DOOLEY’S. THE NAME” 

JOE WHIT | Dir, HARRY A. ROMM 
NOW ‘PLAYING R-K-O, GREATER NEW YORK. ‘THEATRES: 

SAXON REED 410 KENNY] HERB WILLIAMS K! HARK! HARK! 

“JUST KIDDING” | HAR 
INTERSTATE. CIRCUIT NOW. ‘Return from, Europe 

|6s R-K-O Weeks Consecutively. Since My, 

Representative, HARRY. A. ROMM T. Personal Direction HARRY. A. ROMM 

GREETINGS FROM : 
a an | | ‘SEASON'S GREETINGS. To ALL 

A HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL! | wot toexerr d. 

vy RAD RY (ARMSTRONG BRtS 
GREETINGS TO ALL Best Wi she £ R. K oO | | est Wishes to K-K- 

| Monica and Ann Skelly : 
ws Direction H ARRY A. ROMM ; Direction HARRY A. ROMM 

Reps ‘HARRY A. ROMM 

J seasows cnasrncs fosteR FAGAN ANd COX 
| HILLER "0 0 PET ERSON| - generenas 1o-Ats 

PLAYING 90 "CONSECUTIVE R-K-O ‘WEEKS 

JOHNNY D OWNS 
“THE ALL-AMERICAN BOY” 

ORIGINAL JUVENILE of 

nan _HAL.- ROACH’S...OUR... (GANG. COMEDIES . a 

JAN. 11, TROY, SCHENECTADY; JAN. 18, ALBANY, FULL WEEK | . 

Personal. Direction HARRY A. ROMM 

Cm 

 SWOR «* gone MARINELLI GIRLS 

‘Direction HARRY A. ROMM | _ Representative, HARRY A. ROMM 

«eal 
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has resulted i in the production of numerous Broadway hits and f 
and development of a number of standard comedy R-K-O head | 

: At present: managitig and: representing the following artists, pla . 

““THE TORCH-BEARERS,” BEHOLD THE BRIDEGROOM,” 
- By James. Forbes—“PRECIOUS.’ ” Sketches: “THE WEAK SPO — 

-. THE GREEN,” “THE: HOTEL. PORCH,” ” “MRS. WELLINGTO- : 
| APRIL.” es ca - 

net Te Y ‘LEE STEWART Fi lly Persuaded 
“BOOKED. WITH RK-O A ; er en ears ina y. ersua 

FOR FIVE YEARS | 1 RAYNOR LEHR 

4 BOB HOPE and (Louise). |” ‘THEATRE’S “JACK OF ALL. TRADES” 
ee a} " SEASONS ’29-'30-'31-'32.'33 | : 

ne | » LEE STEWART Responsible 
TO APPEAR IN R- K- o VAUDEVILLE 

OPENED JANUARY 4, 1929. 

F ROM Wishes All, 

| EDNA « and JOHNNY TORRENCE| 4% "ee Ye 
_ JUST FINISHED ORPHEUM | BOOKED SOLID RKO 
NOW PLAYING EASTERN R-K-O HOUSES | LEE STEWART ; 

RADIO'S FAVORITE TENOR | THANKS TO RKO 
| ee wr TINOVA and BAIKOFF 

JAY VELIE | In a SYMPHONY OF DANCES | 
BEST TO R-K-O ; | “Management of LEE STEWART 

an re Settings by ANDREI HUDIAKOFF : 

CHAS. BILLIE GREETINGS ———i—i‘—i«~@YS=CSC*S 
FRAN COIs and ‘DENSMORE | co. FROM” i 

| wr ‘| Red Donohue 2 
Dp) “UNIQUE ‘FANTASTIC DANSANTE” “Late Feature of 

BOOKED SOLID: UNTIL END OF’ MAY “TAKE THE AIR” 

RKO "NOW. PLAYING -R-K-O VAUDEVILLE 
Direction ‘LEE: STEWART- LEWIS MOSLEY for LEE STEWART | 

Good Wishes to R-K-O 

_ CN elson CLIFFORD | cand MARION Marie ie |) 
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[: 7 irene successful vaudeville Pro ductions, as well a as the discovery OS 

: °y ys and sketches for vaudeville and talkies: By Geo. KellyPlays: i | 

’° “DAISY MAYME.” By-Lynn Starling—“MEET THE WIFE.” _ a0 
me T,” “WHO'S. THE BOSS?” “SMARTY’S PARTY,” “DAISIES ON TO 1. 

-N’S SURPRISE.” By Kane Compbell THE. ENCHANTED a. 

BOOKED FOR 1930-31 

: oe -RUDELL. and DUNIGAN 
_ THANKS TO R-K- O.and. LEE = STEWART | - 

oP Sa Tramp Single | - OIE: DIS. HERE R-K-O DONE SED. Les So. 

f eer aa] GREEN and. FLETCHER | “One of the Idle Rich” 

ogee 
tT 

Just Finished Two Consecuilve 

at - Ina ‘New Act by | 
, Seasons: with 

“J DARBY AARONSON “SENDING GA WIRE”. : R K O 

Ya Direction LEE. STEWART - OF THANKS TO LEE STEWART _ 7 ". a 

- uadges sng ee etcene te meee ST T 

pee - | oR. “RKO F Radio fo Fritae Donna - ; op) "| SeRRY! ond JOSEPHINE, pb "laa likes _ | 
a) 

Here We Go for. R-K.O : “MARTIN. 
Pe : 

ay NENETTE MARCHAND | GEO. ANDRE 
and co. _ FEATURING JERRY AS THE | RocER WILLIAMS io on 

- 

Acsiated y ; 

| Season’ s Greetings IN. ve | LON ‘(CHANEY OF THE AIR ALICE CORDE 

“TROPICAL NIGHTMARES” | | - East, LEE. STEWART a 
LEE STEWART | 7 _ | West, WILLIAM JACOBS =| | “ON THE AIR” 

| THREE : Segen’s ae 7 — Happy New Year . | ‘GREETINGS | | | | 

-KASWELL SISTERS STANLEY and KERN - rrom, . | GONVEY TWINS 

| | “active MIsses | “wars” and A Miss | COLBURN and LAKE ponents ciao. | 

oof - “KEEPING FIT” . - Direction LEE STEWART | 1 . Direction LEE p STEWART “BITS OF Tis AND TH AT” " | 

2 ee ANDREI HUDIAKOFF “FLOWERS OF |) > 

=| TINOVA and _ DESIGNER and PRODUCER ; 4 ) SEVILLE’ ee tae | 

BAIKOFF | STEPANOFF — GREETINGS. | GRACELLA - NINA. DE SILVA. "0 - 

. and 
i 

" Direction LEE STEWART | _ COMPANY | 
| Direction ED. S. KELLAR | 

a and a 

° _ BEAUCAIRE GIRLS _. 

. Direction. LEE STEWART 
Direction 

SAM: BAERWITZ 

Best Wishes to ‘R-K-O 
Direction LEE STEWART 

RAY STANTON 
“INVITES | YOU TO: ane 

= “GLADYS re 
_ GERRISH “ BALDRIDGE 

Greetings o RK-O . i 

“GEORGE KENNEDY | gy yuon 
and. His. RHYTHM KINGS: 

“AVAILABLE FOR “VAUDEVILLE. AN
D “DANCES “AFTER “DAVE: ‘L

E WINTER---- a 

A SEASON AT MALBA COUNTRY CLUB) 
at the Piano 

"Se NEW. REGIME AN: THE ENTERTAINMENT WORLD 
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“THE BIG PARADE” 
“THE CROWD” 
“HALLELUJAH” 

t 
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§ Pew Bear's Greetings | || « ‘ 1 
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- WARNER BROS. STUDIO 

ERNST LUBITSCH 
_._ DIRECTED | Se IES Se Se eg ee it PJ ec ee ee, et: seoteteetee Sees ee Ee ee me ota ce Unrate eno 

v 

“THE LOVE PARADE” 
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VOCcC “HOLIDAY GREETINGS 

L. Woure GivBert ane Ase Baer 
OUR HOLLYWOOD. ACT IVITIES — 

os SONG ‘SUNG BY | _PICTURE. 
'j- &\. “If You Believed in Me” Everybody None . 
i] xq “The Right Kind of Man” Lenore Ulric. ‘Frozen. Justice” . 
, é bo ; Oo. 

on Pitas in My Eyes” Warner Baxter \.“Romance of the Rio 
‘| 38 “Ride On, Vaquero”. Mona ‘Maris | Grande” 
: 6 ” — 

Dos ohne Late Baby Arms” J George Jessel [ ‘Love, Live and Laugh” § 
‘| xq “Italian Kisses” Tom Patricola “Three Sisters”. 
; oe ‘Time Will Tell” Lola.Lane “Cirl From Havana” 

F §s “I’m On a Diet of Love” Margy White and “Happy Days” 
. | Dick Keane _ ~ 

‘< “South Sea Rose” ‘Lenore Ulric - “South Sea Rose” 
oe “Say the Word” _ | I 
 ¥& “The Song of My Heart” + May Clarke. 7 “Nix On Dames”. 

t . “Two Pals” - i _ 

PUBLISHERS: DeSylva, Brown and Henderson 

WATCH - FOR OUR: PARAMOUNT RELEASES 

SAS ; + . As . = =, =, , ~ 4 my Bem Oe, v2, . we ey ag ah tS - - - - 4 
ae 7 : a a er, che eal LN ae gl Pg PS FS "9 oe oO a 2° on -: 7 7: " a 7 fa 7 : J 

a "Ss 
. 7 

. : . . - soy toe ’ \ 

; G EO] RE 

. . . . 

: F ¥ 5 

» t y . " ‘ 

y 
. t 

Scenario Editor. 
Fi oreign Department Representative - 

Paramount West Coast Studio 

Hi a ry BS ee, ne, ee , ® . 

', 

4 
. - 7 fi ee (Oe 

a . ~ as ms . . 

* ori “ 
~- Nee ~ a, a De A 

a i = = a  - ° ro a 
is yt (a (ie "7 ° 7 

16 WEEKS AT CHEZ ROSENTHAL, MIAMI 

| Management ; (Was) 1928-9, CHARLES MacARTHUR “ 

I ee i ag a IE EE GE IE EEL FE TE Fi ai ile Mg NE. ME EE ee agi ete eR PD IE PE ON TER Bs 



PICTURES | 

C. W. & Geo. L. Rapp. 

ARCHITECTS 

_ Chicago ts New York 

conereynD ‘SUCCESS TO R-K-O 

Globe Electric Sign Corporation |. 
549 West oend Street | New York, N. Y-. if 

Telephones Columbus 57235724 

Compliments of 

GEORGE GREEN LUMBER COMPANY 
THE COMPLETE LUMBER YARD] 

22d St. Bridge, Chicago, il. 

VICTORY 2400 ° 

THEATRICAL LUMBER WALLBOARDS 

-WooD DWORK _ PANELS - 

We Are Pleased to Have Contributed t
o the Artistic Results Attained by the Gr

eat - Greetings: 

R-K-O Dark. FLOWER CO. 

CHARLES J. WEINSTEIN CO.|, 232. 

DISTINCTIVE LIGHTING EFFECTS Sr 
2 WEST 47TH STREET, NEW YORK 

ee _ c. MUSSMAN 

R PURE CARBONIC,
 Inc. Compliments of | 

R ‘SEMLER SINEMA SERVICE - 

K vaupo —~ TRAILER ~~~ IANS K| ™Cuicaco. | Reliable Stationery Co. 

O- RK— O - SERRE SERCO __CHICAGO.__ _ 
—— 1600. BROADWAY, NEW xo 

White Way Electric Sign Service Co. 
‘ELECTRIC SIGN MAINTENANCE AND. PAINTING. 

DAY AND NIGHT ‘SERVICE 

1935 Larrabee St. CHICAGO | Lincoln 0472 \ 

EXCLUSIVE "<* MAINTENANCE ‘i R-K-O nese 
A NEW REGIME IN THE 

ENTERTAINMENT WORLD 
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we wees UD Be A GA SA 

- for a 

|: REAL CONVENIENCE, REAL SERVICE 
2 and REASONABLE RATES 

In the heart. of the Theatre District and only afew | 
minutes from. shops and banks and trains—a favorite , 

with the. Profession ‘since . the day it opened—four. 

famous restaurants with ‘menus and. prices to. meet. 

your preferences—and rooms with bath: from $2.50 

single, $4. double—garage attached to hotel if you” 

are driving—and a warm welcome: always. a 

| HOTEL SHERMAN 
. - _ Randolph, Clark, Lake and LaSalle

 Sts. 

"1700 Rooms CHICAGO: , 1700 Baths | 

a CL ALE Je.
 

| The ability to handle the instal 

CARPETS 

| DRAPERIES 
— With promiptness and superior workman-" ] 

| ship, has won for u
s many notable theatre 

contracts, among which are numerots” 
~*~ 

RK-O HOUSES 

Uy Az 

We have never failed‘ to ‘deliver for an
 

| opening 

SERVICE 
- € . . THEATRES 

LINOLEUM Wn. Slater 
Jr. STORES 

DRAPERIES, , INSTITUTIONS. 

RUGS _ “Flgorcraft”. |§©«-«-—=2»-« HOMES 

316 No. Michigan Ave., 

| CHICAGO 

—— oe tn cng 1616. Sherman Aves 
EVANSTON 

ICAGO 

. wo oo “Valley: returning from. 

| PERSONAL SERVICE— 

ROUTE 

ve 

4 

| —_ “to ALL THE WEST 

@. Our entire ‘personnel, trained to. anticipate. :
 

7 your every travel want, is willing and anxious 
| 

to serve you-—to plan your trip and to carry. 

-out every detail that goes to make your 

travel.a.pleasure. -, 

5 FINE, FAST TRAINS DAILY: 
. to CALIFORNIA 

Los Angeles. No extra fare. Lv. Chicago 8:10 p. m. 

OVERLAND LIMITED. Finest ond: fastest. 58-hour 
all-Pullman to San Francisco. Extra fare. Lv. Chicago 

11:50 a, m. ot OO 

SAN FRANCISCO LIMITED. All-Pullman, 63 hours 
and every travel luxury to San Francisco with no . 

extra fare. Lv. Chicago 8:20 p. m. . 

GOLD. COAST LIMITED to Los Angeles and San 

Francisco. Observation car; drawing room, compart- 

ment, standard section Pullmans; tourist sleeping 

cars and chair cars. Lv. Chicago 2:30 p. m. 

CONTINENTAL LIMITED to Los Angeles. All classes 
of accommodation. Lv. Chicago 11:20 p. m. 

To the PACIFIC NORTHWEST 

PORTLAND LIMITED. Only solid thru train to 
Portland. Lv. Chicago 8:30 p. m.. 

1 Arrange to see Death | of equipment. tv, Chicago 11:20 p. m. 

1 California. Enjoy Its ee res 

colorful grandeur by | 
|] comfortable 4-day, 

all-expense rail-motor 
trip. . Ts 

- To COLORADO 

THE COLUMBINE. “The Flower ‘of Travel Comfort” 

to Denver. Lv. Chicago 10:30 a. m. 

COLORADO EXPRESS. Another convenient ‘daily 

train to Denver. Lv! Chicago 11:59. p. mM. 

‘Dining Cor Meals That Appeal on All Trains. 

C. j. Collins or. C. A. Cairns 
General Possenger Agent — Passenger Traffic Manager 

Union Pacific Systers Chicago & North Western Ry. 

Omaha, Nebr. 

Ask about escorted all- 
expense California- 

- Howail tours. 

Frequent sailings from 
or. 

Pacifie Coast ports to 
Hawaitand the Orient. | 

CHICAGO & 

ome ce Saeee : -e: : 

eee ee pee ce ee ee a nin le ce a a 

LOS ANGELES LIMITED. All-Pullman. 63 hours to _ 
ee te 

CONTINENTAL LIMITED to Portland with all classes 

acter, 

ee —-—— 

diene ie 

4ooW. Madison St., Chicago, tl. a 

Is Ch aracteristic of the | 

Fe ere: Sa 
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(HIS FIRST ALL-TALKING PICTURE) ~ 

“ na wh HAROLD LLOYD CORPORATION 
L. ,! sy é, 

. i . 
i vot wg eg aaah Se Wie CST SE 

ae ee es 73 Fara SERN NR OR ORE OR Ot St ee ae ts tot a ts Ts a ee ae ee et Se a 
sof . 7 . J + sou ar ly, H fo. . - : tye : 

tT A te TESA RAS PARA RANA RR ATOR RE LE OE SOE ES Set Et Whe 

"COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON 

DIE | TIN 
SCREEN STORY AND DIALOG . . 

~“DRAG” 
“YOUNG NOWHERE’S” 
“SON OF THE GODS” 
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MIRACLE -MILESTONE——= ™— 
—_— . _ ' “"pICTURES 

BOOKED SOLID TO:1933 
“BY 

HARRY WEBER-SIMON AGENCY 

FLO L EW 
MU cH 

'F EE-DOOD-LIN | 
SNAPPY-HOO-IN_ 

and. SNELL-F OO-IN. ‘to R-K-O 
ne The Company is “still 

; LEO ‘KARLYN- 

“BLANCHE and JIMMY a: (cena a 
~ CREIGHTO: J “HOWARD ‘anid: | NEWTON 

“WEDDING BELLS” 

Extend Season’ s Greetings to ‘AL Direction © 

*  gusT SIGNED WITH R-K-O- HARRY. WEBER-SIMON 
"Direction HARRY WEBER-SIMON. AGENCY _ | "for 'Forry WEEKS AGENCY = 

~Pavley- Oukrainsky | eee iH oliday Grectings 
: 

Manager Huebner saya: ; 
sae ae wets 

° . - Ballet schools open all year around. Classes. “Punjab’e co-operation fecerd | Gee 

‘\¢o¢ children and adults: in. professional, amateur, eexing crowds to see the ~~, 

- intermediate. and beginners” work; also tap. classes.. | best act of its kind to ever 

*” GONCERTS, TOURS, ENTERTAINMENTS AND MOVIES 
| 

a0 For further information. ‘and rates addreast ; . oar and His 

CHICAGO, ILL. a | _ s Re 

Practice classes for. ‘professionals at special rates. “play my house.” 7 DE 

BALLETS ARRANGED,. STAGED AND CREATED BY. | 4 . ae |SAND RS
O 

". .. MESSRS. PAVLEY- OUKRAINSKY FOR. PRODUCTIONS, : _ ao . ; 

64 East Jackson Blvd. 

LOS ANGELES. ‘BRANCH SCHOOL 

4157 West Fifth St. 

UN 
IXERS 

a 2 Versatile Entertainers) 

sf a "Personal ‘Management OMER, HEBERT 

Greeting to. R-K-O- 

an their Fitet Birthday | “The Hind tein | WALTER “BOOB” ‘WeM
ANUS 

Direction. © 

‘ROSE & MANWARING | AND 

| Ushers’ & Attendants | EDDIE ICKEY 
UNIFORMS’ - in “Speakeasy”’ 

SEND GREETINGS TO R-K-O 

R-K-0 woe ATRES | Direction of ROSE & MANWARING | 

ARE MADE BY a : 

ae RUSSELL. 1 a COMPLIMENTS 

Estyre Paige | "HARRY WEBER- UNIFORM co.| ‘MADISON'S MUSICIANS
’ UNION 

RKO’ Vaiideville * SIMON AGENCY. | 1609 Broadway, N-Y.C. |: ee No. 166, Madieon, We. 

BACK IN AMERICA IN. JANUARY . 

Se a woe peo an fp te ce: 

“Direction HARRY: WEBER-SIMON “AGENCY. an 

i 
Bl 

Ww NEW REGIME IN’ THE ‘ENT ERTAINMENT | WORLD 
eS 
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Ci a 

: . then ‘camtie Felovis,. who;” ‘without disparagement to 7 op | ” Felovis, in his own distinctive way, did much toward : 

Henry Santrey’s ‘masterly showmanship, was on this: bill, the Jo}. creating a clear path-in audience response for this layout. This 

concentrated ¢ essence of vauideville’s perennial an to arene . ~ juggling: fad. seems better every time we catch him. At this view- 

People: carry:away a remembrance of such talents and find _ ‘ing his. feats ‘with pins and’ a: all had them, ing, and when 

the ordinary effusive adjective ‘marvelous’ yather weak to convey . 

the full: measure of awe felt at the ability of a human being” to. | they recovered: ‘they hailed him. out. for a. show-stopping reception. 

be able to achieve these impossibilities, » - pe ‘Difficult to tell whether he excels as a juggler or showman; he’s ~ “ - 

“With: ‘unustial simplicity | and ‘restraint, Felovis bills himself oe va master « of b both: phases. ‘That's certain. <..”| (Palace, New | ee 

simply as ‘The European: Juggler.’ . That’s a “smile in itself - York.) a | | 

cae Riverside "Reviewed York) in ay ARIETY” = es ca | E. E. Sugarman i in’ “THE BILLBOARD” 

"Dee. Al, 1929,. oo ae “Dec. 14, 1929. 

66 
° 

A. E. JOHNSON MAX LOWENSTEIN, 

1560 BROADWAY 
"1560 BROADWAY. «. 

NEW YORK 
NEW . YORK. 

Ae Pe Pe Ee Oe ORO EROS ISIN ERED EE red, ‘ 

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER CULVER CITY, CALIF. 

GREETINGS 

. . tt 

ni St Oth Sk CAO EON AA SR RAT CHR CREOLE EG CME WHEEE EST WT CHIE WHEE Chon Cot Ce 
CRE OR Ot OR 

soa See Se Se See Se eT Se 
ees 

BS ns me es ie a wee ee Ae eae Ae a a a a we tt tae ea 

“THE BISHOP MURDER CASE” 

and N TALKING SHORTS 
mn, Gaon Ge WOR We om Gack Vark Beackt Vat Cer C oare Neer: “aes “eae Ne See Se Sener: aa 

“SEASON'S GREETINGS! 

ROBERT HARRIS 
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FIRST MIRACLES MILESTONES 
PICTURES 

CONGRATULATION TO R-K-O 

wvOo: | - MURRAY 

ARTISTS’ » REPRESENTATIVE 
ABE FEINGOLD, Associate 

1564 Broadway, New York 

“PAUL “SYDELL and. ‘SPOTTY 

SELECTED BY R-K-O FOR THEIR ROAD SHOW 
| Thanks J MORRIS & FEIL,. - . 

ay "Greetings t to All Our’ 

F: riends. “T NORMAN THOMAS | 
| QUINTET 

“HARLEM. MANIA” — 

Featuring 

_Norman Thomas, Jr., and Frank Allen 

F reddie Crump | Joseph P. Jones ; GUY 

Wizard of the Drums The Silver Tone Tenor | L AUREN 

“Hot Lips” Fred Mason in the Pit. - AND 

THE BOUNDING 
. MARIE 

BANJOKESTER Mr. Thomas at the Piano, . L A D ARE 

Greetings to All |: BOOKED SOLID — OPENING LONDON MAY 26th | _ 
| | Bt | da 

Direction Direction ABE FEINGOLD, MORRIS & FEIL Playing Aroun 

‘MORRIS | & FEIL | 
; with Moosic 

‘HAPPY NEW YEAR 

: GONGRATULATIONS R-K-O_ 

L 
: : vO . a _ 

Direction MORRIS & FEIL. 

_AMOUILLLD ROLL nec ORL i pimnpanng ap pemmaa 

° . t Loe 

i NEW REGIME IN THE ENTERTAINMENT WORLD 
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FEL DMAN 

WARNER. ; KO — S 

M. WITMARK and SONS 
AND . 

GEORGE and ARTHUR, PIANTADOSI 

GREATEST. SONG HITS 
IN HISTORY 

A Prosperous New Year To All Friends 

B. FELDMAN & CO. 
FELDMAN HOUSE; 125, 127, 129 SHAFTESBURY AVENUE 

LONDON, Ww. C. 2, ENGLAND 
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=F IRS Te MIRACLE) MILESTONE 7 ON 

Congratulations, R K- oO! 

JOE WILTON = REX WEBER | 
| _ Representatives, MORRIS & FE 

SEASONS GREETINGS! 

EVANS »> MAYER™ | 
“THE COWBOY and THE GIRL” 

Direction MORRIS & FEIL 

GREETINGS! 

Lou CAMERONw RUTH MARVIN 
“THE PRIDE OF THE CLAN” | 

Personal Direction ABE FEINGOLD, MORRIS & FEIL 

A HAPPY NEW. YEAR! 

wowaro KANE and ELLIS COREL. 
PLAYING R. K. oO. . 

Personal Direction, MORRIS & FEIL. Associate, ABE FEINGOLD | 

GREETINGS! 

-JUDSON COLE. 
- Direction ABE: FEINGOLD, MORRIS & FEIL aM 

GREETINGS! _ 

TABOR and GREEN 

_ Direction MORRIS & FEIL 

HAPPY NEW YEAR, EVERYBODY!» 

pene: CHAMBERLIN = and HIMES » me 
' _ ft R K-O- CIRCUIT a _ Representatives, I MORRIS & FEIL 

- ee er 

(ML LLd bed hha Anbhbbhbshidetéshihndnias ul, vi - : . . . 

~ 7 A NEW. REGIME IN THE ENTERTAINMENT WORLD 

— 
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ARTHUR HAMMERSTEIN 

‘GREE TINGS 

and Best Wishes of the Season. 

Presents os 

“SWEET ADELINE” i 
; A Musical Romance of the Gay Nineties :. 

: Music by Book and Lyrics by 

JEROME KERN = OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN, ai ‘ | :. : H AMIL T O N- 
with ss MACFADDEN 

HELEN MORGAN: ROBERT CHISHOLM IRENE FRANKLIN  § 
M CHARLES BUTTERWORTH VIOLET CARLSON. ROBT, EMMETT KEANE ; 

JAMES THORNTON CARYL BERGMAN | _ MAX HOFFMAN, JR: 

JOHN D. SEYMOUR GUS AND WILL . ROBERT FISCHER — 

SALLY BATES - LEN MENCE — "THOMAS CHADWICK ~ 

_ CHORUS OF 60. 

TT aaa oye . 2 . o . . . 

a: ot oles ot : i og 5 See o, 

cece etme epee an oer ae na ne ee 0 _— 

forsne one - pasar . le : 

eo ee a et 5 er a I, ” _ : 7 . . te whe ary . . an 

. tt . . - won. : my Mee : = 

a ‘ re 

. “yo! “ prt ~ 

a ao atiaal 

. 
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haar eee ng ete 

SL ETT rae aan meee et 
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Sr ee aa 

Director 

) Acclaimed by the critics and public as the outstanding musical succes
s SiR William Fox Studio, Hollywood. AY 

oo) of the season + 
ae 

NOW PLAYING AT 

| HAMMERSTEIN’ § THEATRE 
_ Broadway a at t 53rd St, N New York 

. : : . &y : ae Je : 
. \e 

jeepers i a \ sb \, Snes .. Management._ ee 
CAFES GFA I ort Path MP VP oe MP tel Pt a Tn ele t Si a4 

nie See uss ta 

"SIDNEY PHILLIPS — 
234 West 44th St., New York City 

. Released 

“Harmony At Home” 

_ Season’s Greetings to All 

JEANIE LANG 
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FIRST MIRACLE MILESTONES 
GREETINGS! | , MICTURES 

_ ROGERS and DONNELLY SS 
Direction MORRIS & | FEIL 

“VAUDEVILLE LITTLE, BUFFOON a 

} ‘THE 

| MEYAKOS 
RKO CRCUT 

, Personal nopresentstive © 7 

ABE FEINGOLD _ 
. MORRIS & FEIL 

- iz BREEN 
aK RCO 

Di rection 

_ MORRIS & rex | 

Holiday 

| Greetings 

| MARTINET 

crow 
_ Direction: 

MORRIS « FEIL 

Compliments. = 
of the Season 

Is Gratefal 

_ for Most 

ce a | Now 

Di rection . Contract 

MORRIS & FEIL 
with R-K-0 

- Pleasant 

Associations | 

Happy 
New Year 

FIVE 

Season’s 
‘Best Wishes 

FRITZ and JEAN 

HUBERT | 
“THE 

REALISTIC” 

SYLVIA 
Also Presents ithe ‘Musical Novelty Act Known: ‘A

s 

BOBBIE KUHN a RAY ALLAN | 4 | rxo YAIDEVILE 
ao INEBRIA in “RAGS ’N’ RHYTHM” ni 
Q - Direction R-K-O CIRCUIT Direction” . 

MORRIS & FEIL Vaudeville © Representative ING, Ching FEI, New York. ~ MORRIS & FEIL 

_ Talking and Motion Pictures, LICHTIG & ENGLANDER, Hollywood. / 

Happy and Prosperous 
| New. Year 

a MEREDITH. and SNOOZER, AR. Oo 
' 

_ Direction MORRIS & FEIL 

EGIME IN, THE, ENTERTAINMENT WORLD 
: a_i —— 
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" SCENARIST 

Beginning. Fifth Year With: 

M-G-M 

LATEST RELEASES ' 
“HALLELUJAH” 

(Adaptation). 

“DEVIL MAY CARE” 
_ (Adaptation) 

“BUSTER, KEATON’S FIRST TALKIE 
(Scenario) _ 

“ROAD SHOW” 
“(Story Collaboration) _ 

“IT’S A GREAT LIFE” 
~ (Story Collaboration) 

“THE SONG WRITER” 
(Scenario) 

Et Se ee ee POD Ci ee A PAS 

eo 

' fu ~~ 2 iv; art a ae rs na 72 AP yatet Pager pt Pt i 

TE RI a Se 

VARIETY 
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PRODUCTIONS 
ce 1929 | 

“WEARY RIVER” 
| “DRAG” 

“YOUNG NOWHERES” 

“SON OF THE. GODS" 

Wednesday, January 8, 1930 

con ee Fe Ve a ae ee mei 

ALEX. Ac. ~.. VINTON 

"AARONS & FREEDLEY 
START. 1930 WITH’ 

THE HAPPY NEW YEAR 

MUSICAL HIT 
” VICTOR JACK, BARBARA BETTY 

mE WHITING NEWBERRY STARBUCK] 
And. a Perfect Cast 

ALVIN THEATRE v5 ‘NOW. 

NEW YORK: THEATRES UNDER THE DIRECTION OF. 

ALEX. A. AARONS & VINTON FREEDLEY 

‘ALVIN. Be Broadway BROADHURST dith St Weat of Broadway | 

| EXECUTIVE OFFICES if 

Alvin. Theatre Bldg., 250 Ww. 52d. St., N. Y. (City 

Telephone Columbus: 3600 

pyri 

AND. 
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Wednesday, January 8, 1980 | _ Rg: | | 

i anf IRST.-MIRACLE MILE STONES 

“Hello Ever: ‘body and A Happy New Year” 

| ureetings R- ‘K-O 

“Associares re 

- DANNY, COLLINS | 
PAUL DEMPSEY oe 

_ ~ PALACE THEATRE BLDG. . 
- ~ 1564 BROADWAY : 

RKO. WESTERN ‘THEATRES 
ARE, PUTTING | | Just back from by first trip to. the Coast on. 

the -Radio- Keith-Orpheum tour and the big- | 

over @ year. 

STE ER gS) ss 3 | 
- To all managers. ‘anid agente: Have opened 

EE RS eee ene nem 

222 W. “MADISON ST. - | 

: oo the largest. dancing academy and rehearsal. | 

CHIC cCAGO . hall in New York City, 37 West 65th Street,. 

ee oe in conjunction. : with. ‘Arthar Mack. “THE 

SCHOOL. OF THE THEATRE. ar 

Best Wishes for a Greater Success. 
Poon F | 

FROM 
To the performers, chorus. girls and boys

, 

also to all amateurs, we can. teach. -you. any 

OSCAR N. PRESTON. 
kind of a dance that is. being done thr

oughout 

the entire world. ; 

and His R. K. OLIANS 

“MIKE” ‘RAOHMAN, ‘Asst. Director; “MICKEY” LAZARUS, Clarinet and Saxo opho 

RB THOMPSON, Cello and Saxophone; “E DIE” 

- “STEVE” STECH, 1st. Trumpet; HE 
; 

LA. VERE. Piano and Guitar; CHAS. WEINER, “Hot” Trumpet; JEAN SEWELL, Basese; 

“EDDIE” BURKE, Trombone and Euphonium lk € Rose and
 Arthar Mack

 
Za 

ANK PECHAM, Drum, 
etc.; 

KATHERINE: BANNON 

IT OVER WITH": 
‘gest sensation and tremendous, business done i

n) | | : : 

\ ‘ | | 
sneeaesencionamn nates “==+ === = SOLO ORGANIST a 

R- K- 0 > ORPHEUM THEATRE, OAKLAND, 
CAL. 

REGIME IN THE ENTERTAI IN
MENT ‘WORLD 

= re 

DME AA Ae RPATOL RAPS PPOILIIPLL RTO ILA PHAM ODESIYA/I SI . . a . 

i . > SYK) ia tanita 

A 

® 

De ane 
A. “NEW 
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“H oliday | ; jreetings — 
‘The WILLIAM. MORRIS $ AGEN NCY; 1 Foremost Artists’ » Representa: 

tives Since 1898, With Ever Increasing: Alliances, Facilities and 

_. Sales Forces, Offers to ‘Artists a Service ‘and Type. of Representa: 

tion Without Equal. ne 

_ The WILLIAM MORRIS ‘AGENCY Service Means. World-Wide 
. Simultaneous. ‘Representation in Every Branch of the Show. ‘Busi- 

oe ness. by Thirty Capable and | Responsible Showmen. — 

_ Booking Ever; where 

_ PRODUCTIONS | wM. MORRIS EXCHANGE, i Ine. . RADIO and MECHANICALS ad. 

BILLY GRADY — | “LAWRENCE GOLDE,. Manager. oo “ MORTON: MILLMAN, BRUCE QUISENBERRY | 

"VAUDEVILLE : DEPARTMENT 
~ 2. +... JOHN HYDE | 
ao EDWIN MEYERS; Associate 

PRESENTATION THEATRES. . _ PICTURES. ko - ‘FAIRS. a 

_ HARRY LENETSKA ° LESTER HAMMEL st ‘Assgeiation with © Hr 

NAT: KALCHEIM | ARTHUR ASHLEY. = WIRTH & HAMID & 

JOE DEGRAZIA | “ _SIDNEY WINTERS © . ; | 

TERT ttle re ee Pe a To Ry Me nade. pepe ee eta BS SM tent . 

-Chicago| Los Angeles __. Pari London 

be : MAX TURNER, Mgr. ‘WALTER: MEYERS, Mgr. ~. M. LARTIGUE, Dir. Ger. FOSTERS, Ltd. 

‘cae ~ SAM BRAMSON WM. .PERLBERG, Associate . “CLIFFORD FISCHER GEORGE FOSTER 

\ 

JOE. CORNBLETH : _LOU WOLFSON - » HARRY FOSTER | 

a OP ‘Comptroller . | Tours ‘Photos and Press Department. 

be -- NAT LEFKOWITZ M. M. WAGNER HENRY BERLINGHOFF 

“WORLD. TOURS 
‘WM. MORRIS. Presents. . ooo . 

SiR. HARRY LAUDER .. | ALJ OLSON | 
. 6th“‘Annual Farewell” og. | a " Limited Concert Tour 

Now ‘Touring U. S. and. Canada we ae . Commencing January 18, 1930° 

| | ‘WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY, Inc. 
_ |] WILLIAM MORRIS, JR. WILLIAM MORRIS = ABE LASTFOGEL 
ee _..1560 BROADWAY ce 2 NEW. YORK CITY. ee 

ae coos se, ee cde ee ease Soy es 

“CABLE ADDRESS "- : 7 sa cma |e 

“WILLMORRIS,” New York - BRYANT (saree | 

. AWILLIMOR,” Paris | | 

24-HOUR PHONE, WIRE AND CABLE SERVICE 

3650-1-2-3- 4 

TH EXPERIENCE 
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_up to the head of 
, circuit, . 

A. FEW. BOUQUETS HAN 
IN LEADING TOWNS ‘PLAYED EN ROUTE 

PORTLAND. ORE. 

-R-K-O Orpheum , 

Mister Murphy is at onee @ mas- 

‘ter of ceremonies - and a prince of 

humor. So clever, however, is this 

m. ¢. that the yawns invariably in- 

spired at first by. gentry of his ilk 

were shortly: tyrned to surprised 

His performance should be billed as 

a school for masters .of ceremonies 

most. of the - hoys - could . ‘learn 

. ‘plenty from him. . 

~. BIRMINGHAM 

_ Ritz, Theatre - 

Mr. Murphy is one of ‘those kld-" 

r 

‘'smiles and then. to frank guffaws. a 

ding salesmen who make you like it, | 

anti he-isn’t any respecter of pers. -. 

sons. Ranging from gigeling shebas 

down near. the front of the: house on 
the’ theatrical 

he travels. 

-. and At was quite a Pleasant after- 

-the wisecracking: frater om 

- Dills himself - 

the show. - 

noon. 

[NEW YORK ‘* 

“Proctor’s Sth Avenue 

‘This corpulent representative of 
‘who 

“Prince oO Humor,” 

Bob Murphy ~ 

spoofed’ with and about. them all- 

sports a style of talking and singing .- 

’ delivery. and, a personality .that. is 

guaranteed. to assert itgelf in any 

vaudeville house.’ Although Mur-. 

phy’s . single act was but a very . 

small portion of the entertainment 

né provided, «by: itself it stood out 
as a sure-fire item, 

LOUISVILLE 
Rialto Theatre 

‘Mr. Murphy,.a jovial jester, is an . 

; informal: spokesman ‘who flits here 

and there to jolly the audience into 

an especially receptive mood and 

he has no opposition. Mr, Murphy’s 

humor is -new and unlike many 

. masters of ceremonies he never 

bores one and’ is. never offensive in 

his intimate cracks ‘to the audience. 

They like him. immensely. 

re . SALEM ; 
. Federal Theatre 7 

Bob Murphy, who contributes the 
‘comedy, is a whole show himself. 

He cuts loose with a lot of humor- 

ous sayings and plenty of “hokum”. 

and gets plenty of laughs. He pos- 

‘gesses a. pleasing personality, along 

with originalities and is: the hit of 

« 

—— 

"AND- WHEN IT ‘COMES TO RECORDS— 

— . 

VARIETY. 

city 

FIRST OIMIRACLEY MI LESTONE~ 

‘The Prince of H umor 
DED OUT BY HARD-BOILED CRITICS. OF SHOWS 

- ATLANTA | 
Keith’s Georgia’ 

--Every now ang then some comedy 
ace, like Big Bob ‘Murphy,. comes.. 

‘along to prové to the variegated 

_ing the audience to shatter the roof, ~ 

7 __ universe | ‘that while some comedians 

_. “maybe made, the chap who would 
aspire té.such worth works as caus- 

. mutilate the sents, chew up the.’ 
‘upholstery and otherwise. ‘demon-. 
strate its* approval, must be» born: 
that way. a 

~ 

NEw. ORLEANS: ae 
me ‘Orpheum, 

“Bob: Murphy, the headliner ana” 
master of cerenionies, introduces. 
with quips. and quirks and wanton 

~ ‘wiles,-‘some - quite wanton;. by. the. 
‘way. He -has.a fund of good gags 
‘and delivers them easily, It’s per-. 

‘sonality that. does it—if you’. have” 
- that'y you shave everything. | 

| YONKERS. 
,  Proctor’s. Theatre. ot 

‘Boh ‘Murphy knows his:two a day, 
or'three a day audience. He.has a 
remarkable good atage personality. 

a combined with’a good and more or ~ 
“2: Jess criginal style: 

‘the introducing, Murphy: stops gut 
“After doing. all. _ 

of “his ‘character pnd, does. his ‘own 
little act, which,- judged strictly on - 
the. applause it’ récetved, can be 
classed: as &, hit. o 

GRAND RAPIDS: 
Ramona Theatre. 

‘Bob Murphy, as "naster - bests oe 
. monies, * ‘put a lot.’.of pep: and 

" “whoopee” into the bill. He is a big 

““gtorehouse of comedy and versatile®. 

chap and a human dynamo of 
" energy and.personality, . His kind of 
funny: stories and his general fool- 
_ery would blast laughter from the 
most stolid audience, 

a 

TV LSA 
: Orpheum 

“Bob Murphy; the prince of humor 
and maater of .ceremontes, could be 
given the entire evening. A greater 

acting is seldom to be found.. Mure 
phy keeps the, audience. ‘continually: 
laughing. . 

Bob Murphy played the St. Louis Orphen for EIGHT ‘WEEKS, in addition to a full week i ina majority. of the slit-week hoes of te 

RKO Circuit. 

_ He has a record. of four yeais booking, with only six weeks’ layoff: during the period. 

Tn the. four years he addfeased 633. ‘civic. bodies. ‘and 208, radio broadca
st audiences, thereby aiding the box office tremendously. 

| Vaudeville Direction—HARRY FITZGERALD 

_, NEW’ REGIME IN, 

BOB 

+. 

~. 

Permanent Address Co URP 

agate ~7601- Hollywood. Bivd.,. Hollywood, California a Re 

~~ 

TELEPHONE GRANITE 7738 

N ‘THE £ NTE RIAIN Mé NI<WORL D a 

261. 
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* 

a Fong Lon and Co.” 7 § 
A Unique and Original Chinese Variety. ‘Sensation Re 

: Gorgeous. ‘Native Costumes and Scenery . en 

~ NOW PLAYING LOEW'S NEW YORK THEATRES - oe 
an me Recently Returned from One Year European Tour Me . 

AS ea RKO ‘Representatives De 

‘an Direc 7 : JACK CURTIS (East) RE. 
wM. MORRIS "AGENCY oo, a _ “WM. JACOBS (West) re 

ae cH JARLOTTE a ee BARTLETT 
g. Bras ond sBROWN| : 7" 7 “JOHNNY a penis 4 

| MILES « and SHEA of 
“Direction wn. MORRIS, _ as 

S Compliments of the Season . a oR 

| Direction MR. LASTFOGEL, WM. MORRIS AGENCY: 

Now on » Tour with, Publix. Unit, “SHANGHAL Jesrene” 

. Ss OO oe SEASON'S GREETINGS TO-ALL = a od 

“BOVDELL 
oy oo i ae ‘Publis. tour ‘this season. “Opening. in England ‘Oct. 20, 1930." 

‘With Appreciation’ to the WM. MORRIS: AGENCY os ye eg 
ABE  uaeTrOgEL, NAT KALCHEIM, LESTER t HAMMEL, EDWIN 1 MEYERS, MAX TURNER are 

ae NT 8 

wm ene mS 
f 
.. :f 

"SEASON'S. GREE TINGS ‘SEASON'S. GREE TINGS 

WALTER WALTERS 
‘and. co. | 8 ne 

In “THE BABY’S cry” as 
Pe WITH. PUBLIX “VELVET”. REVUE Direction WM. MORRIS OFFICE wer ron “VELVET” REVUE Direction’ Wi. MonRis OFFICE . o ME 

va 

Blaiw and. 1 Thornton : 
: 4-FLYING ‘FEET—4 ° 

ah 

Bie ery. 

7. 

Pe ar sos 
a 

woe : : . } . ote : ae 
ah . 

- 

“THE "INTERNATIONAL JOY-BOY” Ld 

ALEX HYDE =: 
AND His 

| MODERN MAIDENS 4 
“World's Most VERS ATILE Girl Band ” “d 

WITH =! 

“GREETINGS FROM TH
E’ 

LIME TRIO
 

“THE GOLLYWOG" 
Direction WM. MORRIS 

YOUTH, PEP. AND ¢ CLASS: Wd 

RKO—HARRY WEBER-SIMON AGENCY "COMMENTS OF THE TRADE PRESSr’ © Sa 

“VARIETY” . are f 
cote oH yde ‘has a class act. “oe « 6 “To much praise. is ‘not enough “tor 

apot here and good anywhere. this offering. . . . The finest girl 
Te it handles at with | spirit and one band ct on yer this 

eure a Fip-roaring eo day, the. . . included. Can play any- 
finish Fee Techatkowski'e - 1812, ~ It i d Hyde 
should be # cinch for this turn any- has ‘female organization that is # “DY 
where. . worthy competitor to any in. the: field,”” 

“BILLBOARD” — - wy 
“N. ¥. STAR” : 

Offering a peppy start and a w ow 
‘nian ap to. the. best. of. big-time atands.... 4 They... rendered ..the. .1812 Overture fee ( 2 
ards. ocke a the om cold for @ five- without ta flaw Bxcellont come “MR 

Re ~ -'YOUTH-SPEED-PEP | 

MARY and BOBBY 
ae eet ee er sauiuienametsiiunemmmanaamrateamaisamtaa Fost raisin fan 3p = ea 

- \S aS Dancing act with Publix “Believe It Or Not” Unit NOW HEADLINING LOEW'S THEATRES oS 

a Direction WM. MORRIS . JOHN HYDE—WM. MORRIS OFFICE WEBER-SIMONS—R-K-O Re 

IEA EAE GEE AE ENR AEE TE EEE WE WGA WOE EE SAE LiL EAE IE AE i is MEALS 
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. =F | RST” M. MIRACL LE MILESTONE 

. COLETTE. 

a “ Imitated, | but Never Duplicated 

. = Doing « a New Version of Their Original Drunken Bit 

: THIS WEEK (JAN. 4) 0 

© Robert. Coleman: ‘said . in: ‘the “MIRROR”: “Managers. and ~ s. M. Sanders said in. the » “BILLBOARD” ‘at tfe: Hip- a) 

agents, attention! Get an eyeful of Collette. Lyons of the ~~ podrome: “Joe ‘Weston and - Collette ‘Lyons | bring. their: "| 9~ 

team of Weston :and Lyons. . -Collette is.one of the cutest familiar but always enjoyable comedy: and. singing ‘into the oy 

7 and cleverest comediennes seen hereabouts: since Ray Dooley oe t-to-cl t for ‘2 h t West ‘d libbine 

». flashed across. the horizon: Joe: ‘Weston. is a perfect foil” 8 BEXE o-closing spot fora show. stop. ‘Weston’s ad libbing ... | \ 
. a and. straight work makes _ a: swell foil for . the. inimitable. © 

The” “MORNING. TELEGRAPH” said at. ‘the’ Hippo-.: © “clowning of Miss. Lyons. As’ usual, her crooning brought 

drome: “Joe Weston and Collette Lyons, the musical comedy the pair several “encdres.” 

_ stars, had the next-to-closing ‘spot and went over like 
- wildfire. ‘They-have a very snappy routine, but, more than “VARIETY” said at the Palace; New York: “Joe: ‘Weston 

3 _ “that, the: Lyons ‘girl, has a personality that’s: hard to beat. _. and Collette Lyons picked up the going: ‘quickly: and stayed 

. She is a natural comedienne and: knows. comedy value. In- 9g ‘iminutes ‘to abundant‘ interest, the routine stretched out 
_ addition she. puts - over a.couple of songs with a- “bang. ” de 1; 
Weston teams: up beautifully’. ‘with ‘her, and together. they | by their ‘Bowery stew bit, always a hilarious . passage, and: 2 

do: an ‘impersonation of-an east side couple: that provides a ‘particularly. so with this. new (for the Palace) partner, Miss ee 

: ‘wow of a ‘finish. : This. act is a eal nifty.” o ne Ryans, ‘who is a great. clown,” 

“(SAILING ‘FOR. EUROPE. IN THE SPRING) 7 
Felicitations to All Our. F riends. . oe ll 

"Direction -HARRY Je FITZGERALD, DANNY COLLINS, PAUL DEMPSEY 

vf 
wht 

: JU AN ITA i. 
: 

. 

& | Assisted by GERALD. ‘and HOAG, the DANCING HORSE | 

te _ 
oa 

: “ART HENRY “PETER HIGGINS ~— | 
* DOROTHY "MARTIN MASTER. OF CEREMONIES : 

a 8 LATE MUSICAL COMEDY FEATURE 7 : 

eo “AMERICANA” “JUST, FANCY” 7 R-K-O, WHITE PLAINS. 
xs iN; “JUST -A MINUTE”. ~ .o 

Pan | Direction HARRY. FITZGERALD. Direction HARRY FITZGERALD, DANNY ‘COLLINS - 

we — : — : : | | 

! i: LORRIE LE VERE 
ALWAYS ‘WORKING FOR | RADIO-KEITH-ORPHEUM 

4 1 Success to Vaudeville Assisted by EDYTHE HANDMAN 

Brg 

a foo : SINGING LOU HANDMAN SONG HITS 

MO . oo "Direction HARRY FITZGERALD ~ ae oe eae 

/ =f A NEW REGIME IN: THE ENTERT AINMENT_ ‘WORLD! 

& a —_ a = 
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JUST RETURNED FROM TRIUMPHANT WORLD TOUR 

UES. 

The F eal Paul Whiteman 25 “Cor of Gils. 

*, 

| Return World Tour in June Publix Circuit Now 
. |: -Direstion. WM. MORRIS” oo 

“os. GRACIE | LYONS: 

“CHAS. 

CANN! NEF Xx. ‘BOOKED SOLID 

Featured Boris Petroff’s 

Publix Unit “THE VELVET: REVUE” 

WM. ‘MORRIS 

(JOHN, HYDE) | 

: - 

es . ¢ 

|| LEON 
AND | | Daw N 

Take This Opportunity: 

NED FRANCIS 

bee! _ MILO VICKERY 

_ ORD TOOMEY 

FREDERIC FIELD 

To Wish Mr. Lubin, | 

Mr. Schenck and the 

Entire Loew Staff 
A Prosperous New Year 

FOUR | 
Featured with 

Direction JONNNY HYDE 

‘Louis MacDermott’s 

“WHITE CAPS”*~"] 

| Now ym Playing F Pi Toor 
ars: wea ea 7 

Treat] 
| Harp Virtuoso 

ferme soumuuext nexontsr*’| 

TERMINI | 

Wednesday, January 'B, 1980 

JOE 

An International Favorite 
j 

A Universal Comedy Hit 

A Publix Unit 

ANNA 
CHANG 
GREETINGS 

“Direction WM. MORRIS - 
Direction WM. MORRIS" 

‘Dir. HARRY LENETSKA, WM. MORRIS OFFICE 
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Ral (0 

Neville Fleeson. W 
SR 

aN nd 

_ Composer of : Broadway musical shows, and ‘writer of special material. for. many of Broadway’
 Ss 

best known. stars. - - Who has successfully exploited i in his acts ANN GREENWAY, NORMA TER- 

RISS, ‘BOBBY FOLSOM, GLADYS BAXTER and GRACE HAYES, 

As row | appearing in his new act featuring 

ipman 
well-known musical. comedy star 

“And is selling. hia exclusive . 

“SONG. PHOTOS” | | 

In. the leading R. K: oO Theatres 

tion, of JOHN SCHULTZ of. WEEDEN ¢ & SCHULTZ. AGE
NCY 

Under. Personal Direct 

ij | JamesJ. Corbett NeilO Brien | 
RKO 

Continued Prosperity 

and 

Take this opportunity of thanking Mr. Hiram S. Brown, Mr. George "Godfrey, Mr. Charlie Fi reeman, “Mr. Ben 
Piazza, 

and also their managers. 

GEORGE QO. WEEDEN and JOHN A. SCHULTZ 

for a most successful: season. 

“WE ARE INTERESTED IN THE TALKIES” 

Address Palace. Theatre Building, N
ew York 

(LA PALINA) © A. Kuznetzot
 and 7. Nicolina 

| 

a an ttaninsllblddddddauudMge EEE EEE RUSSIAN GYPSY SINGERS 

NEW YEAR'S GREETINGS TO ‘OUR AMERICAN FRIENDS. 

WEEDEN & SCHULTZ AGENCY: 

ee oo _ Season’s . 2D 0 YN . ¢ U M 
M I N G: S- Direction of _ — or 

= ——— aw WEEDEN & SCHULTZ AGENCY ee ae 
| Greetings 

A, NEW REGIME IN THE ENTERTAINMENT WORLD 



oe PRESENTS | 

} JACK BUCHANAN 
, CHAS. B. COCHRAN’S es FEES 

REVUE. 

WAKE UP aa DREAM’ 
f. . Music and Lyries by COLE, PORTER 

{JESSIE MATTHENS. ‘TULY Losca 
@ JEAN BARRY TINA MELLER - 

From’ the London Pavilion, London, Eng. 

NOW. PLAYING 

S | The Toast of. N ew. York . 

"FLORENZ ZIEGE ELD. and. ARCH SELWYN | 

» Present . 

b LYN. -LAYE 

NOEL COWARD'S OPERETTA 

‘NOW. PLAYING 

ZIEGFELD THEATRE, NEW YORK 
- , : oe 

ARCH SELWYN’S. “EXECUTIVE OFF ICES 

: 229 West ¢ 42nd Street, New ‘York | vs 

T-Wrote and_ Directed |. 

“The Chost:- Breaker,” | 
“The Misleading Lady,”. 

‘1“The B rok en Wing,” 

4“The-_Back-Slapper,”.|- 

“Lights. Out,” “The Lin- 

‘Tcoln Highwayman;” 
“The Comeback,” “The | 

. Last Laugh,” “The Man 
From the Sea, ” “The 

. Brass Bandit,” “The. 

~ Heart-Breaker”’ 

Directed “Rose- 

nons of Broadway,” 

“Lilac Time,” “Arms 

and the Girl” 

“Yours Truly” 
with 

MGM 

_ SELWYN THEATRE, NEW. YORK a 

| Marie,” “Excess Bag- | 

gage,”...“The._.Shan- }}. | = 

and 

re 

oe ae 
ot 

. Wednesday, January 8,/1930 

Ney ee ene ee Pe 

SEASON’S GREETINGS 

—LumspeNn HARE» 
Directing and Acting for FOX 

RALPH J. 
DIETRICH 
Film Editor 

. “Fox Movietone Follies” 
_ _An. Normal. and: Grandeur Film__ 

-and 
“The Sky Hawk” 

FOX 

MOVIETONE 
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-Sfter 25 years’: nasociation with Keith anid Orpheum, it is with extreme 
 Sratification that I ‘congratulate the R-K-O ‘upon. their efficient, -admninis« a 

a tration of. these major vaudeville circuits 

See SONANRINS ES re wwe - : woe ae eet ge eg eg ae el ae aa . 
4 SES Rte re eB ee po VERS qe TASER 4 oT Se ot fe ee OS ae ac vo. . . . “4 . . . ‘ 

f- eS — Ss, Pa Theate Buidng, 1564 Broadway New York City 
: | | : . Ae aa _ “CHAS. iH ALLEN, ‘Manager 

co | . “Telephone 1265-1266 § Bryant 7 

Pictures - Vaudeville 
"WM: i STEPHENS “CUS. H. ALLEN and HERMAN CITRON 

Cable: Benelair, New York x | - 

Radio. 
DALY PASKMAN, W. Be | 

- LONDON | ; PARIS 
“ERNEST EDELSTEN an CAMILLE WYN 
125 Shaftesbury Ave. 86. Boulevard. Haussman 

. _ HOLLYWoop 
: ARTHUR LANDAUER 
oon 1509 No. ‘Vine St 7 

a BERLIN | 
POLLAK &: DeBRUN 

.  Behrenstrasse “No. ‘50 | 

. TOKYO a 
oY. KUSHIBIKI' ° 
3 Yurakucho -1 Chome 7 . 

+ SRE NR GE SSP 8E SE BEE SRE BH “LE F SAAee SEPSIS BT OPI 

SSS 

= 

. Amac 

Dorothy Appleby - 

ae Harold. Atteridge 

on Dave Bennet: 

Beth Berri | 

“Mary Boland: -;’ 
Irene Bordoni | 

‘Alice Brady 
Billie Burke 
Eddie Buzzel 

Leo Carillo 

Wm. Caryl 

Robt. Chisholm 
_Ina Claire . °. 

‘Clark and. MeCullogk 

: Harold Conkling 

“Peggy Cornell _ 

Hazel Cox 

Courtney Sisters 

Yvonne D’Arle 

Harland Dixon 

Hubert Druce 
Mary Eaton 

Leon Errol oo 
hoo 

° ye Tet, 

oe 8, HF 

. . | 

(Listed Alphabetically) 

Wee. Fields - 
; ‘Frakson 

_ “Jean | Greene 

_ . Madeline Grey 
Louise Groody” 
ALK. Hall 
Mary Hay 
: Dan Healy 

“Tom Howard 
Healy and Cross 

‘Hurst and Vogt 

‘Jans and Whalen 
Kaye and Sayre. 

"Lang and Haley 
» Bert Lahr 

Lean and Mayfield _ 

| Leavitt and Lockwood 

‘Claire Luce | 

Joe Lyons 

Ethel Levey 

Lulu McConnel 

Fuller Mellish, Jr. 

Qo ' | . a ~ Representing the F Following. Artists: 

Lee Morse’ 7 

Moss and F ontana - 

_Ken Murray - 

Odette Myrtil : 

Norton and Haley. 

Ann Orr. | 

Kitty. O’Connor 

Ann Pennington 

Eleanor. Painter 

Chas. Purcell « 
Randall and Watson 
George Rosener 

Nell Roy | 
. Larry Rich 

Oscar Shaw 

Hal Skelly | 

H. Reeves-Smith 

Olive Shea Sf 
Ethlynd Terry | 

Ben Turpin. 
Clifton Webb 

Rella Winn 

Willie, ‘West and McGinty 

Walter ‘Woolf 

¥. 

Helen Morgan _ 
ae paet 

. . : . eo 

. . .. . . 

2A, NEW REGIME IN THE ENTERTAINMENT WORLD 
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Routed west? Follow the lead of 

experienced troupers and goGreat . 

‘Northern! Plenty reasons: cast an. 

eye at the happy ensemble in the . 

IN ide these 
palatial trains to the Coast 

- eee peo ple you know, and peo- | 
tie you Il like to know. . 

- Sixty-three hours Chicago to ‘the 

Coast on the new Empire Builder— 

‘Wednesday, January 8, 2930 

: club-car, upper right..N Note'the set > and a chance to.sce some new 
i 

» . props; radio singing merrily; big- ° ‘scenery en route. ‘And when yousit | 
7 

2 cushioned chairs; lazy davetipott; . downto a Great Northern meal 
‘. 

, lots.of books-and magazines tO ina Great Northern dinimgcar... 
.s 

: while away an hour. chicken piel Fish fresh from Minne-' . wo 
az 

» There's always congenial com- sota lakes! Inch-thick. juicy steaks! 
7 

: pany, too, in the observation-club . Ride past Glacier Park intheday-. .. 7 a vis 

car-of the new Enspire Builder'and . time are see it?) and see some” ee wey Sa “8 ’ 

a the. Orsental’ Limited. RKO'sister | ofthe ittleoldU.S.A.you'venever ; en es 

cs acts‘on the way to Seattle; names © -had a shot at fcfore! Blectric and. . au the infriaton yon wnt i from re ar 

a 
- reat Northern afices {abl wver. ..° as 

from the Orpheum Circuit jamp-  oil-burning’ ‘Jocomotives—twelve: |: 

- ing to the hundred milés of cleat, cindet- vt 
Twin Cities less travel!” 

rhe country} or -weite direct te travel.” 

beadquarsirs ot Saint, Past oe Fa 

THE PACIFIC NORT HW EST
 ne 

Ua: Great Northern’ — 

a 

WILLIAM: CONSELMAN > ae 
WRITING ~ 
“WHOOPEE” 

. FOR | 
EDDIE CANTOR . 

A. 
SAMUEL GOLDWYN 

PRODUCTION 

~ POWER'S ‘DANCING ELEPHAN TS 
NOW IN THEIR 4TH YEAR IN EUROPE AND STILL, GOING STRONG 

ae 0 PENING TOWER CRC, BLACKPOOL, AINE “th, FOR j WEEKS 

a _BOOKED RETURN' ENGAGEMENTS SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES FOR 1931- SEASON 

: PERMANENT ADDRESS: DAS PROGRAM, BERLIN 

38 WEE AE AR OEE OE EOE 
wa 

Ny x ‘, NS *s x ME 
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| Anniversary Congratulations 

to the 

OFFICERS AND EXECUTIVES 
of. ‘the: 

- from 

| RADIO-KEITH-ORPHEUM _ 
| VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE 

RADIO- -KEITH- -ORPHEUM |. 
ad w estern V audeville Exchange é 

i 7 State-Lake Building 
1 CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
an i WM. R. DIAMOND, General Manager 

Make 1930 The Big Year! 
The R-K-O Year! 

i Be 

1 RES 

ki . i i 

- Lew NEW REGIME?CIN THE.ENTERTAINMENT WORLD Z 
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oe de ek Bh Re OR OR ORY FE. ee et 

ON A GR PRA AR PARA POR OR ORES OR OP OPE er EEE 
- re i re ee weet wre ee ee 

a i 
. Wis shing All My F riends, Fans and Relatives alt Over the World A HAPPY. NE Ww YEAR 4 - 

» OUR MOTTO 
QUALITY, SERVICE AND 

_. BRLIABILITY 
WEISS &. WEISS, In Inc, 

667 Manhattan aver Beconlya, N. ¥. | Xe mf WV Re 

- Phones Greenpoint 0933 and 2699: | 7 " . en | ad 

, a "HEALTH ‘AND PROSPERITY. \ * 

_ SCENARIO: ADAPTATION DIALOG’ 
“FEATURE LEADS “LePAN 

“lad Byron of Breaivay” al agate bes al “BLAZE o GLORY , 

“GoodNews? | a wpamp|® FIRST NATIONAL VITAPHORE STUDIO 
‘For Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. 

BW WHICH ALL STAGE |X 
‘aes as |S 

D. 

‘Season’ $ Greetings 

‘SINGER’S MIDGETS. 
145 West. 58th St., New York 

oh WE We! 

GREETINGS  — liga ete 100" Saye 

WILL ra | a MARGARET LEE 
Stage Director aN ae. 1s “Follow Thru’? 

sci mnapinirer & KATZ val \ 
_cHicaco. sss | ee ———S\k One Year New York ¢ Company 

-§ "UNIT ED ARTISTS’ STUDIO 

as Nese SUSE ASE SUSE SUSE SE RST SESE HE AE ESE IEE SSS I SIs SIs es es pram s; 
. , 

: . cn 2 
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Na FIRST - M IRAC LE MILE STONE 
=o (Map ——— | ~ ’ 

GUY PERKINS AGENCY mess 
; PEGGY PERKINS, . Associate. . 

BOOKING EXCLUSIVELY WITH R- .K-O AND AFFILIATED. CIRCUITS - 

Telephone RANdolph 0740. 7 : - 7 Suite 626, State-Lake Building, Chicago 2 

ie | GREETINGS - a | RKO, RKO. ns Seo) 
| SEASON'S: GREETINGS’ _— 

REX. and LILLEAN operate rn 

FAU L K Xv ER" 

| GLORIF YING: THE “MARIONETTE | 

‘Lillian Faulkner & Co. - Direstion Guy ‘PERKINS a's 
: . a Se 

GREETINGS —RK.O a oe = 7 _-R-K-O—GREETINGS : 

“WALTER. DAYVISON’S © | a 
LOUISVILLE LOONS: Ble ft 

DER Rap I 

OOS ass: 

. Direction—GUY: ‘PERKINS 

. ee , oo re 

; ‘Weaa0 . PERAING: Tent morals & ding: a 

WILFRED | Da BOIS 

JONGIEUR 
> 

Western’ “Representative—GUY PERKINS | 
Eastern Representative MARTY FORKINS 

y EN "ROUTE R-K.O "THEATRES 
Direction: . GUY. PERKINS . 

aoe 

neo a SEASON'S GREETINGS 7 aE 7 ae 

ee | oad  SNOOZER_ JUNIOR | 
@°HANA SAN’S FOLLIES! THE MOST TALKED. ABOUT DOG. 

oe | ae re JIN AMERICA | 

" East-MORRIS & FEL “West—-GUY PERKINS 
SEASON’S ‘GREETINGS E FROM 

raiwareurme | JIM McDONALD. 
AND THEIR (| | | ‘Gs 

. 

‘JUVENILE: ENTERTAINERS — | ue -A SERIOUS GENTLEMAN 
Direction ‘GUY: PERKINS 

And to. you, BILLY. DIAMOND, GUY PERKINS, and AMY COX, . 

Our Sincere Best Wishes _ - “PEGGY PERKINS, Associate 

NOW ‘TOURING. R-K-O- ‘CIRCUIT OF. TH
EATRES os , 

RKO. - SEASON'S GREETINGS : ; R-K-0 a MM AX GRUBER 
Presents. 

MILLER and ‘WILSON. | 
“DIFFERENT"-THAT'S IT | ODDITIES OF THE JUNGLE 

— | ‘Western Manager—GUY ‘PERKINS 

East—MORRIS & F EIL ‘Eastern. Manager—WEBER-SIMONS' 
West—GUY PERKINS 

SEASON'S GREETINGS FROM SEASON’S GREETINGS — 
‘| Tabor and . Green Victori and lovenz T Six Tip Tops | i, on HOW UcLY YOUIS” | "Presents “ON DECK” 

SEASON’S GREETINGS 

aS 

J ” a. 7 : ° 

rn Pn CMLL EAA EROORSECLOD LLIB CLE nee, eS ' , vere scuanee : 

sf 

“~~ AMERICA’S: -FASTEST- TUMBLERS — eS “MORRIS & FEILEast ™ se a 

_ . Direction GUY. PERKINS 
Direction GUY PERKINS GUY PERKINS—West | 

A NEW REGIME IN THE ENTEF RTAINMENT WORLD. 

Ir 

aaerehed Fs 

i 

S arse cor og 5 WEF RSG SOS. a oN eS tide 

vr 



Wednesday, January 8, “1930 

" 

. SEASON’S GREETINGS 

“THE BRIDE OF THE REGIMENT” 

“SONG OF THE WEST* 
“GOLDEN DAWN”: ; 



- S| a ee Can n Always U Use Good Standard d Comedy A Acts 
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=Ze—=FIRST MIRACLE MILESTONE = 

a 

RIALTO VAUDEVILLE REPRESENTATIVE, ne 
A ADYS F. BROWN--FRED De: “BONDY~A sociates 

“ROOM. 1005 

"PALACE THEATRE BUILDING 

1564 Broadway, New York © 

Best Wishes to R-K -O for a Very Successful Year 

- 

~ 

| Compliments of the Season to the Theatrical World. 
from 

i. 7 

\* 

nd an 2 adel wen dm ae med hate al 

2 

Including 

JACK CURTIS f th 

=N: WORLD 



trains to the 

VARIETY 

fleet of famous | 
Milwaukee Road || | 

Nest, | 
Northwest: and Southwest — mal 

\. 

—the finest of service | 
- TheNew .... . 

| OLYMPIAN - 
‘CHICAGO - MILWAUKEE. 

BUTTE - SPOKANE - 
SEATTLE - TACOMA, 

“Only ‘trangconti-. 
ye . nental troller bear- 
oN ing train; queen of - 

The New. 

ARROW 
CHICAGO - OMAHA 

DES MOINES - SIOUX CITY 

2 Featuring the alle 
a Berg luxury Limousine- n, : 

PEE Bly, BD Observation Car. An- - 
yal other of the de luxe = 

mm roller bearing trains. 

The Southwest Limited 
CHICAGO + MILWAUKEE 

CEDAR RAPIDS - KANSAS CITY 

Observation club car, radio;.through 
sleeping care. Dining car. 

The. 
Copper Country. Limited 

' CHICAGO- , MILWAUKEE 
_ GREEN E.AX-HOUGHTON-CALUMET : 
The favorite to the copper country. 
Standard sleeping. care, Dining car 

all de luxe trains,” AE 
\< Electrically oper~. .. ae 
Sh ated for.656 soot- —[umrexe<: 

== ~ *, LO6B,. emokeless | 
ma mountain. miles: Every travel luxury . 

| nd convenience: No extra fare, 

The New. | 

PIONEER 
SIMETED 

.CHICAGO - MILWAUKEE 
_ST. PAUL- MINNEAPOLIS 

- . The Mid-west's 
. most distinctive 

_ train, Rollerbear- 

and: only - -double 
‘“qracked route via Milwaukee. Every . 
convenience to make'your, overnight ~ 
trip epjoyable—famous: ‘meals. 

The SIOUX 
‘CHICAGO- MADISON | 

MASON CITY - SIOUX FALL8 
-. MITCHELL- RAPID CITY _ 

“Cafe - observation car, 
radio, standard sleeping 
care, Noted forite home- 

like atmosphere. 

The Columbian 
.. CHICAGO. MILWAUKEE 
SPOKANE - SEATTLE - TACOMA 

Electrified over four mountain ranges, 
Lounge - - sleeping car, standard and 
tourist sleeping cars. Dining car. 

The Pacific Limited 
_ CHICAGO. OMAHA 

SAN. FRANCISCO - LOS ANGELES 

Observation car, standard and tourist: 

sleeping care. Dining car. 

For contpolete information as to equipment and 

echedules, also for reservations and tickets, ask 

G. L. COBB, General Agent . 

ry) Fifth Ave. at 45th St., Phone Vanderbilt a721 

New York, N. Y. 

- 

B. J. SCHILLING, General Agent 7 
50 So. Clark St., Phone Central 7600. 

Chicago, mn. 

WwW. C. KLOMP, Theatrical Passenger Agent 

50 South Clark Street, Phone Central 7600 

_. _W. _B. Dixon, General Passenger Agent, Chicag
o, | ma 

ees ing equipped. 
vn Overtheshortest - 

Oe Mi ILWAUKEE | 
[ELECTRIFIED OVER THE ROCKIES TO THE SEA RO AD MAJESTIC THEATRE BLDG. 

‘Wednesday, January 8, 2880 

’ 

Greetings! . 

SEE 
HEA

R an
i | 

LAU
GH 

| 
. a 

" THROUGHOUT. THE YEAR’ WITH 

COMED! 
1 (RELEASED THROUGH EDUCATIONAL FILM 

EXCHANGES) 

GREETINGS 
: To all our. friends-in the music nrofession slong ¢ the |. 
~Coast who have helped. in making our success their - 

- success by. playing and singing | hit tunes from hit com- | 

posers” and leading music publishers of the country. 

BEN BERMAN 
De Sylva, Brown and- Henderson 

SIG A. BOSLEY 
Robbins Music Corporation. | 

TUBBY GARON 
‘Santly Brothers Inc. 

HERMAN SCHENCK 
Shapiro-Bernstein 

_ART SCHWARTZ... | 
» .M. Witmark and Sons 

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 
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iness Mana 

RIALTO VAUDEVILLE REPRESENTATIVE, Inc. . 
oe 1564 Broadway, New York 
. . ‘GLADYS F. BROWN a nd: FRED. DE. BONDY, Assoc iatos : 

| HARRY HOLKaAN 
(IN PERSON). with: 

— EDITH ‘MANSON and’ HAL -TAGGART 
ae in “SPECULATION” 

GREETINGS RKO 

JACK BENNY 
M. G. M. STUDIOS. 

a A New COMEDY’ PLAYLET with: SONGS *. 

PALACE, ‘NEW. YORK, THIS WEEK 

_GRACE 

B ats ~ Ss a m ad A LL EN 
in “LAMB ‘CHOPS; ad fy AL BOASBERG. 

‘American Representative; TOM F ITZPATRICK European’ Representatives, JENIE JACOBS, HENRY. SHEREK 

| FIVE HONEY BOYS] 424 | Compliments « of | 

‘TOMMY HYDE - - BILL CAWLEY | a e 

IRVING KARO. | NATE TALBOT. _ tL MARY FAIR : 
ROY “CUMMINGS” Compliments of 

| DAN MARSHALL a 

rLoneNc® ROBERTS - Glenn amd Jenkins | 

“ONE. AFTERNOON” | _ “WORKING FOR THE RAILROAD” 

CLARA _ -ORVAL 

‘BARRY am WHITLEDGE. 
Congratulations for First Anniversary R: K- Oo 

~~ Season’s Greetings to All Our Friends 

‘DOTSON: oN WAH TROUPE - 
CHINESE. NOVELTY i UAT TRS AND ‘LAUGHS 

"GEORGE | Best vate to nko 
FOR A VERY ‘SUCCESSFUL SEASON: 

HERMANN 
_ mnnaeraneate, IBuck and. BU BBLES- 

H as 

ee suet Return. red m Eur as oe ee _Peraonal Direction NAT NAZARRO _ 

A NEW REGIME IN THE ENTERTAINMENT | WORLD | 
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- 0 Tht WOT EST CCR Choke Got Gh’ Ce m4 PONE NA NL Le en Pee fe Pe pk A Ae A OR er rp ae ™ 
RS OS AL A ARS SN A A SE: Ae igo ae: ae aa ert ar are tn FN al a3 en 4 - LE EE FE Be 9 

BA hon — — 

‘TOMY FRENDS = 

NEW YEAR 

SENDING THI 

Ki 

WY. 
‘. ‘ ‘ 

, 

2A West Séth St. 
ee ees 8 8 —— 
? 

i 

“THE MOST SENSATIONAL SUCCESS In The Annals of the New York Theatre 

Any ticket broker. will tell you that the demand for seats for “Strictly Dishon- 

orable” since its opening, Sept. 18, has been greater than for any other play 

ever produced in America. ‘The Standing Room Only sign has ‘been out at. 
. every performance, and seats have brought record premiums. : On Thursday, 

night, supposedly the ‘off night of the week, in the ‘week before Christmas, al« 

ways the worst of the season, 32: persons- paid to stand. Monday night, Dec. 

23, with a blizzard outside, all seats were sold and there were 13 standees. -No 

other theatre in New York sold out that night. 

Brock Pemberton’s Avon Theatre Production of 
Preston Sturges’ Gay Comedy 

“STRICTLY DISHONORABLE” 
‘Directed by. ANTOINETTE PERRY and MR. PEMBERT ON : 

TALKING: PICTURE, LONDON, OTHER FOREIGN, TOURING, 
PACIFIC COAST, AMATEUR AND STOCK RIGHTS OPEN TO 
Co NEGOTIATION - —— 

Companies for Chicago, Eastern Cities and London 
in Preparation | 

: “4 tren teeeyninns alter -souvenir-folder-about-the:play, -with-decorations-by-H.-H.—Hofman, will... _ 

1-3) _ : be mailed free on request. Address all inquiries about rights to Brock Pem- 

berton, Avon Theatre, 251 West 45th street, New York City. Cable address, 
a Brocberton, New York | 
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RADIO PI “er URES. 
On 1 Your Ist t Anniversary 

“The Case of. Sergeant | 3risc! 1a” "! A 

| “Sorrell and Son”’!! 

: “Beau Geste”!!! 

“Lummox
” ' 1 

[Lx New. REGIME IN THE ENTERTAINMENT WORLD~Z>—.
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1ST NATIONAL, VITAPHONE... 

aS ee ee Ne PSs a pee is gras See FAS HE TE AE EAE a Ee E'S 

7 INERS_ 
‘MAKEUP * 

oe is Est, Henry C. Miner, Inc. \ 

ae “Dorothea ‘Antel 
Bi | aze We 72d see LN 

~ New. York City ae i 

Al “The. Sunshine Shoppe 
Direotor 

ar ‘ Next to the stage door of “the | \ 
Palace. Theatre, the new home of 

MRS. GERSON’S GRILL. 
- After T1 Years on Broadway 

~ 

‘ 7 “Ani insurance policy to any picture,” 

says Eddie Cline ‘WARNER BROS. | 

_VITAPHONE, PRODUCT ION 

we EA OY 

: ‘oseland 
og ‘America’s § Foremost. Ballroom : 

_Broadway at Bist St. New York 

KENTON 
DIRECTOR 

“Celebrating Its 12th’ Anniversary _ 

DANCING EVERY AFTERNOON AND EVENING 

150 CHARMING HOSTESSES - 
FLETCHER HENDERSON and: His Orchestra 

MILT SHAW and the DETROITERS | 
VINCENT SOREY and His ORCHESTRA Musical. Conductur 

and o _ 

Presentation Director 

CIVIC. THEATRE 
Auckland, New Zealand 
PITT ORCHESTRA OF 30 

-- STAGE BAND OF 20 

HOWARD 
JACKSON 
Conducted and Arranged the. 

MUSICAL SCORE. 
| | for. 
it “HEARTS. IN DIXIE” : = woe FOX: 

| “BROADWAY” - « «= «4 UNIVERSAL 

| “THE GREAT GABBO” . . JAMES CRUZE. 

JULANNE 

Vitaphone First National Productions.“ | 
BURBANK, CALIF. 

Arrangements Only 

“PUTTING ON THE RITZ” - * UNITED ARTISTS 
“THE CHAMP” =~ . «= ~- - UNITED ARTISTS 
“HAPPY DAYS” .«.. . FOX 

|" scar nous | 
OF EXCEPTIONAL MERIT 

| 156-8 WEST 48TH STREET 
¥. ——e East of Broadway ———=— 
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‘Wednesday, January 6, 1930 | | VARIETY 

: : . | Personal Direction MILTON BERGER 

ANDERSON and GRAVES | 

- BARTRAM and SAXTON. | 

FIRST) MIRACLE). MILESTONES, 

- MILTON BERGER. | 
ARTISTS’ REPRESENTATIVE 

S/S. Booking Exclusively. with R-K-O. and Affiliations \ 

- 622 State Lake Building oe Phone Franklin « 4678 . CHICAGO 

“The “Singing | Machine” 

SINGING SONGS ‘AS THEY SHOULD BE SUNG . 

Now Playing R- K -O Theatres | Exclusively - 

EMERSON and BALDWIN 

rn ' — ® “99 - | oe 

TAKING HER FISHING _ “THE B ARON wt 

BOBBY and KING 

“A CYCLE OF SONGS” “STEPPING IN. SOCIETY” 

ROMAS TROUPE | 
“THE FIVE FUNSTERS” 

BOBBY "JACKSON 

“THE MASTER” : 

EMILY DARRELL — [MORRELL and BECKWI
TH 

in “CHARACTERIZATIONS” “FROM THE FIVE AND TEN”. 

PARKER | 
and MeCARTHY: 

and » FRANZ RUF - | 

~STERNARD~
 _—  BABB.. 

a NEw REGIME AN THE ENTERTAINMENT “WORLD 

622 State | Lake Bldg., Chicago 

279 
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THE E SEASON ) GREETINGS 

TO ‘ALL OUR FRIENDS IN THE THEATRE 

~
 

“SO DN S o GUNS” 

Li LY D y AMIT A 
: er: ‘Arraigement with Samuel Geldwyn)” 

IMPERIAL THEA TRE, NEW YORK 
_ Book by F RED THOMPSON and. JACK DONAHUE 

Music’ ‘and. Lryies by ARTHUR SWANSTROM, FRED COOTS and BENN IE DAVIS 

“Scenery. by JOSEPH URBAN, 7 vo ‘Costumes by. CHARLES LE MAIRE 

DALLETT | 4, WILSON 

THOMAS N. ‘BODKIN 
General Manager . 

‘MILTON. RAISON 
General: Press Representative: 

Sore Se ae er eee!) 

“160 Broabay, New Yok === Cobbs HRY 
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FIRST! MIRACLE MILESTONE—=s— y > 

- PICTURES 

2s fore) mn LEY“ 

| ” SACK curTis, Guordian 

"SEASON'S. GREE TINGS 

oo! _ SULLY and THOMAS 
a vi - BOOKED . ‘SOLID — 

_ a JACK CURTIS, . Guardian” 

| | _— ~ ace _ ‘HELEN | 

JOHN HYMAN “ Ly : MARR. and BOICE 
“PLAYING. PRANKS WITH WEBSTER” a. GRACIOUS ENTERTAINERS me | _in “HOSTESSING” 

“JACK CURTIS, Guardian 

_ a . JACK CURTIS, Guardian . 

-”. SEASON’S GREETINGS ~~ 
THE WORLD'S GREATEST LADY WIRE ARTISTE. 

FLORDELINA ~ Schepp’ s Comedy Circus . 
| — . MIACAHUA 

JACK CURTIS; ‘Guardian RRAZILIAN WONDES GIRL. 
: Does not use Umbrella or Balancing Pole to “Guar her bs balance - 

. B-EK-0O , ‘JACK CUBTIS, 

“CHARLES SLYVIA 

HARRISON and DAKIN 
. Present “AN UPROAR FOR TWO”: 

A travesty ‘on musical comedy by CHARLES HARRISON 

JACK CURTIS, Guardian 7 

CY BOGANNY 
AND. HIS. COMEDIANS IN A NEW ‘ACT, “GONE COLLEGIATE” 

JACK CURTIS, Guardian | BS 

Accept Our. Best Wishes _ 

ROGERS ENGRAVING COMPANY 
: | BERT GLENNON “Master Photo- Engravers” 

151. West: Twenty-fifth Street 
_ New York, N. Y. . 

Looe 4 

Telephone WATking $373: Ee ee _S yo Nae bey an ae 
N : coy | . 

N . " : 

N ; . . N : 
N S$}. 
N 
> . § 

aN oe 

an "ee Enterprises 

THE £ NT re RT AINMENT WORLD 
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= FIRST —MIRACTE- “MILESTONE : 

we. sAcons AGENCY. Chicago : 

‘SEASON'S GREETINGS - 

WILLE SOLAR 
“The 

_ International a 

° . Entertainer " : 

SIMON- “WEBER, Eastern Rep. 

R-K- O—Season's Greetings—R- K- 0. 

- BUZZINGTONS - 
- RUSTIC REVELERS 

_ A Comedy. Musical Act of Unusual . 
Character.. Clean, Wholesome, One 

. Hundred per cent Entertainment 

West, WM. aacoss- MILES . 

_East, WEBER. “SIMONS. “ot 

PAUL YOCAN | 
-DANCERS. 

a, tA. “Dances: That Charm”. 
“Eve SAETHER and FAYE Eddie— 

“ADRIANNE” , 
EUNICE:  SCHORNG: and LYNN 

“hanks to WM, JACOBS and - 
_ “MYLES INGALLS.” 

. NOW—Western Tour—NOW . : 

ap AFTER MY LAUGHTER — R-K-O 

came TEARS” 

After I read. the funny | papers—heard conditions 

‘explained ?—saw field men picking. talent—try- 

Jing to recognize originality—saw | producers try-. 
[ing to’ put comedy in. presentations—stage | 
shows missing” from. the | _talkies—visited the 
booking offices—then it. was LAUGHTER—and. 

T finding: not enuff. money. for a full. page—then 
ae jcame the TEARS. 

| | nd | : 
WM. JACOBS-MILES INGALLS, Western Rep. . Hap Farnell’ an Florence 

7 | Direction WiLL JACOBS and MILES INGALLS _ 

-KEO-TAKI- 
~-YOKI 

; Happy end Prosperous 

_ B-EK-0 and ‘All Our Friends 

“ West;. WM. _JACOBS- ‘MILES 

INGALLS - os 

_ East, PHIL COFFIN 

_ SAXEN- REED 

and. KENNY 

~ “JUST KIDDING” 

_Diceeton we sagpes-miLEs IcaLts : 

‘VAN . 
“De VELDE 
And: Co. . — 
"Featuring ‘MISS ELY _ 

World's Greatest ‘Lady Equilibrist . 

West, WM. JACOBS- “MILES - 
... + INGALLS. " 

“East, ROSE & MANWARING: 

‘New. Year ‘to of 

"MEDLEY and. DUPREE 
“YOU'D NEVER BELIEVE. IT”. 

» “(ME TOO” 
_ Direction WM. JACOBS: MILES: INGALLS 

“MEYERS and NOLAN _ 
“A LITTLE OF THIS—AND. A-LITTLE OF THAT” 

‘Diréction WM. JACOBS- MILES INGALLS - 

“SAM ROBERTS AGENCY, | State Lake > Bide. Chacwee : 

es ‘HIS GANG. | In. e izard of ek e anjo 

~ RAY CONLIN © 

Direction SAM: ROBERTS. _|- Direction SAM ROBERTS 

wit 
Miss BOBBIE BREWSTER Miss JOSEPHINE. EHRLICH : 

NTIN _ Sub-Vocal Comedian | 

_ MANAHAN and COEDS — 
In-a Musical: Playlet . 

Mr. GEORGE ‘SCOTTI’ 

JACK MERLIN 

Now Playing for R-K-O Western Office, co o 

"With LOIS EVANS and 

Miss er MARTELLE — |. 

West. Rep. WM. JACOBS: MILES INGALLS - East. Rep. JOHN McKEE 

Miss MARIE McLAUGHLIN 7 

VICTOR OLIVER] 
The Aristocrat of Variety | 

with 
“MARGARET CRANGLE. 

Direction SAM ROBERTS 

THE ORIGINAL SALLARDO TRIO. 
FRANK DeRUE _ CHAS. LAKE 1 

~ EDW. SIFERT |. 
Direction ‘SAM ROBERTS = 

FRANK (Asthma) MELINO~ 
With AL MELINO and HARRIET POWELL 

ou os ‘Direction SAM. ROBERTS oo 

_ HELLO! HELLO! 
RKO | 

Iwec Congratulate You on Your 
First ‘Anniversary 8 

We Like Your Shows Here i in 
Des Moines 

You. Always Have. the Best 

WALLY HUNT | W.D.POLLARD | 
P t - “The Cadet Saxetto” “All By Himself”. [Pe 

 Dipection SAM ROBERTS | Sore Direction SAM ROBERTS 

FRED and JANE RINEHART 
in “Dawg Days” 

; Direction. ‘SAM ROBERTS - 

ANYONE ELSE. 
Direction SAM ROBERTS 

BECK and REGAN 
Playing. for R-K-O 

Thanks to SAM ROBERTS and 
- DANNY GRAHAM 

i. 

"Congratulations to 

The Oldest Theatrical Hate! 

DES MOINES; 1OWA_ 
Artists wil Find It Homelike | 

HE 

"Congratulations and- 
Best Wishes to 

. RK-O | 
UP-TO-DATE 
CLEANERS . 

| esata co | Mayer Hotel 
‘Rockford, Illinois 
Right Next to the 

| -R-K-O Palace 

“Meet Jack Lauder 

International: Alliance 

of Theatrical Stage | 
Employees, Local (286 

DES MOINES, 1A. 

eT OTTO LLYYLULI RRO wi sy panssanasera easetayssss14 . . “ot. . : irene 

. - sis y LET a : iatteler 

Professional. Cleaners M A J E Ss T I C Pictures and. Vaudeville - Personally” 

Professional People Des Moines People Like Your 
HONE 8 8th STREET. Friendly Attitude and Co-f .-- |... | 2 1407 6th "Avex Des. Moines, la. ANDREW FP. BOEHLER, Mer. - operative Spirit ‘| .. Congratulations to the ~ New Lafayette 

|. Orpheum and R-K-O | Season's Greetings. ‘to. 
Best ‘Wises to R-K-O he Orpheum and R- K- 

~ Success Comp. & | BR Payne Hotel Cafe 
H 
i .. MOTION. PICTURE “AMERICAN ee 

oe “4 Se ntanene es: ROJ ECTIONIST..... eee TCIANS OF = lo _ Printing (o. _ House Dentist’ Past 10 Wears : Rockford’s Finest 
: i oe = xs i ae Fe eee . = - 

LOCAL 206, Ia oF Des Moines, lowa. : ees Moines, aa tv One" Bleek "From Palace. a snes crore DES MOINES, IA. DES MOINES, 1A., No. 75 

A NEW R SIME IN, THE ENTERTAINMENT WORLD 
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' "Oe she appears in 

“THE E BaTTiE OF PARIS” 
Starring | in 

“ ‘CANDLE ont ” 
EMPIRE, NEW YORK, NOW 

fp pe carne 

SURE RE re oer rene remem me rst 

Phe ke Pe Ee Oe OS 

HOLLYWOOD CALIFORNIA 

~. 
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T-—MIRACLE  MILESTONE—= 
. 

—and the Sime to You"
 

c ompliments to ME 

R-K-O° oe 
from 

| Typhoon E an’ Company, Ine 
ESTABLISHED. 1909: te 

Manufacturers and Engivieers _ 

‘Ventilating , —_— Cooling - — Refrigeration ry ; 

3 West 39th Street, ‘New York 

THE NEW SILENT - |g) cose |. Je of. itn 
lek; Alte’ Sax. and AY Velee. 

TYPHOON vi3ii2. SYSTEM | ae | a Gee ; 
ULIUS. BAGLIN 

Refreshing air currents ara distributed evenly ‘throughout the i |. prume‘eand Veo = ot : ; {oe fie 

theatre nolselessly und without, objectionable drafts. . TYPHOON: ey <3 DOC” RITTER’: wT) Ant, Director and (st. Vietin ice 

Engineers oF are at your: ‘service. Write or pkene now for descriptive a —— ne 3 . pov | FRANK —— 
e *.. : .. 

Over 6,000 Theatres and Public Bullaings ave smofatiea TYPHOON ., 7 “BOB MISNEB 

Systems. ' . . rr ———: 

” ist, Trumpet oo . 
vie” KRESS | 

Our. Heartiest Congratulations ' 

R-K-O 

On Your First ‘Anniversary 

|) ALTA ELECTRIC CO, Inc: 
Gur Sincere Appreciation to Mr. CLIFF WORK 

"BEST WISHES AND SUCCESS ‘TO R-K-0 — 

TOMMY BOYD 
‘and His R- K- OLIANS 

“HAPPY “BUSS” McCLELLAND _ 
CONCERT: ORGANIST. 

xy 

AZ=AAmMAK 
R-K-0 ORPHEUSI Theatre, San. Francisco, cal. 

af — eo 
FOR - 10 PICTURES 

uw Walton. Scenery - Transfer, Inc. 

162 TURK BT SAN FRA
NCISCO, CAL.. 

7 250 W. 47th Street | Phone ee _ _ a oo ene a , 

: OUR ‘BEST WISHES ON. YOUR, “FIRST ANNIVERSARY ‘ oe | oo BEST WISHES AND. “SUCCESS: TO. R-K-O ee 

3 

‘PEARL HICKMAN'S 5 The BLANCHARD PRESS, Inc 
oD ; 

NOW ON THEM SEVENTH TOUR FOR R-E-O_ |: ‘SHOW PRINTERS _ oe ‘San Francisco, Cal. 

‘OUR BEST WISHES AND SUCCESS TOR-K-O° J. CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR FIRST ANNIVERSARY, R-K-O i 

: US TEMPS : 

Gry TRANSFER co. |- “ERBE UNIFORM MFG. CO. 
| ~ pagcack AsPeGiALTY S| “HEAT RICAL: UNIFORMS. A. SPECIALTY. 22-0200 20.0005. 
' THEATRI _ 7 “Factory ‘and: Salesroom, 149 Montgomery St San Francisco,. Cal. 

. u 

. . . . . sy aw - ey go ge Or ; od ¢ se 4 ~ 

; . Ss oye _3 sy WN > ‘ N yy x S 
. 

Fe 
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PEREIRA PERE RITE TE IETS ISTE TENE IEICE ETE STOTT 

BERT MILLER 
_ Presents’ . 

(By Arrangement With MAURICE: BROWNE) 

i “JOURNEY’S EN Db” ' 
* “HENRY MILLER’S THEATRE, NEW YORK 

“Re . EASTERN COMPANY. AT 

as LYRIC THEATRE, PHILADELPHIA 

"MIDWESTERN, COMPANY AT. ‘4 

OMAHA, SIOUX cry, ‘DES ‘MOINES: THIS WEEK — 

‘PACIFIC COAST. COMPANY - 

Sa GEARY | THEATRE, SAN. FRANCISCO 1 
we: 

fe pe ecurrt feed SOUTHERN COMPANY 

_ ERLANGER'S THEATRE; BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA. i 
—V ae 

“GILBERT: ap TESUE | 
‘MILLER “HOWARD'S, 

PRODUCTION 

“BERKELEY SQUARE” 4 
By JOHN L BALDERSTON 

With LESLIE HOWARD ‘ 
_and MARGALO GILLMORE . \¢ 

LYCEUM THEATRE, 45TH ST, EAST OF BIWAY, N. Y.. 
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(In. Association With GUTHRIE McCLINTIC) 

KATHARINE CORNELL q 

““DISHONORED LADY” 
By MARGARET AYER: BARNES and EDWARD SHELDON 

Staged by GUTHRIE McCLINTIC 
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a FIRST ‘MIRACLE MILESTONES . 
alt, 

\s “MAX RICHARD "AGENCY, Ine. (“Ragas 
@ \ ScOKING E “ARTIST REPRESENTATIVE | . YO ) 

. 7 . SUITE 903, BUTLER. BUILDING, SP PE eho ee CHICAGO | 

1 TEX. McLEOD | 

1 i MARJORIE. MILLER] i 
| Standard Vandeville Globe Trotting Aet 1 

: _ We offer for “Talkies” our unlimited. ‘talents \ . 

a a in English, F rench and Spanish 
| 

A | | Ask Warner Bros. and “Variety” 

os ‘ii BURT a ED es PAUL RENARD Presents - | 

on ie YORK and LORD 7 "HERBERT GERALDINE _ 
il - and VICTORIA 7 
on in in mes GREAT LOVER” : = In “THE NEW GENERATION” © on 

me | CORINNE «BIL ) | 

oT) ery. and Crarey aim sacs . asi 
] MAY and Memento ee ~) MENTAL DIVERSIONS 

of} WODEVILLE RICOFATOS : “BOBBY”. ti. _EXTRAORDINARY_ 

- | 7 Carpenter. and Ingram : “That Fa unny Little F ‘ellow’ , 

ul ; ie | -in “FUN -AT THE BEACH” 

#{| FROM RADIO STATION WLS "Amistad by 
| ; ° | ase » EDDIE PANLO and MISS. ELSIE 

|| THE BLUE SLICKERS| 
| , | FEATURING | ae POLLY - and OZ 

| FRANCES REINEE, JERRY DERR |  DEBONAIE wn - 

| - KING OF THE KAZOOS | er | 

| ALLARD SINGLY and | _ ee 
7 GIRL FRIENDS — BRISTOL and BELL THE De LONG ‘FAMILY 

- f Se sian PEGGY BFA | In “DUCKS” | | Novelty. Contortionists and Acrobats. 

: 4 ____ Direction MAX. nigHARS AGE = — _ 

a "9 ‘Three "Alexander Sisters “ANDY” | | 
: a” ; SWEETHEARTS OF VAUDEVILLE 

7 ‘ANDERSON. _-WISH YOU A HAPPY NEW YEAR 

| And Hi : THE ORIGINAL _ 
i An 18 fo . GEORGIE HUNTER_ 

: OMAHA BEE ‘NEWSBOY ‘HARMONICA BAND ~~ “@THE ‘PRINCE OF JESTERS” — 

A NEW REGIME ITN THE, ENTE -RTAINMENT WORLD 
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7 ‘SEASON'S GREETINGS 
oa | 

aa 
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* 2 NOW R-K-O VAUDEVILLE _ - 

| 4... two fine, fast tfains daily 

tBluebonnet Texas Speciat 
7 eee 9101 pen | fbov Ste Louis siiissscommasarer- 6:90. pono 

Ar Dallas .........:es tees 2225 PM 
Ar Ft. Worthy... secs 240 pm 

’ Lv Dallas seusnseponmnsoeasecnebestamnerseel 2299 pm 

. Ar WACO... serccsssseecserschecesssnemy eoeee 3:00 pm 

; ; Ar Temple .......sanaregercocesegaoseres, 4:00 pm. 

: pu . Ar Austin ses sgecs cocastscqsenfasensasposere 6:00 pm 

Ap San Antonioni 6:10pm .-[ At San ANtONIO...... cree B30 PM 

¢obtecs ++ OBSERVATION CAR” . SUN PARLOR LOUNGE CAR . 

| SLERPERS 2 CHAIR CARS _ SLEEPING CARS +) CHAIR CARS wet any 
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= FIRST MIRACLE Mil STONE —_ 

DOUG RUTH. 

~ LEAVITT al LOCKWOOD» 
R- K- 0 Vaudeville, 1929- 1930 

Direction CHAS. ‘H. ALLEN (M. s. BENTHAM OF FICE) 

Season’. s. Greetings 

~ CARL RANDALL 

VIRGINIA WATSON 
EARLE BROWNE at Piano in 

_ “MOMENTS DANGIAL” . 

- Direction” M. Ss. BENTHAM 

"Revel Brothers » and Red’ Willie, West and McGinty 
“STEPS | ON STEPS” ’ Soy “A BILLION BUILDING BLUNDERS” 

_ “Direction M. S. BENTHAM | 

PEGGY CORNELL 
' “Street Singer” 

- Exclusive Management M. S.. BENTHAM 

| FRANK HURST vaste Cow Comedia 

“EDDIE VocT | AL K. HALL 
: still learning our ° 

| chas. h. Alien | EDDIE. . CASSELL 
ois _ «HEATHER ANDERSON 

fom S. ‘Bentham _*» RITA RIDDELL 

iz herman Citron 
‘Divection M. s. BENTHAM 

Direction M. ‘s. ‘BENTHAM. 

THE UNSOLV ED MYSTERY 

“AMAG’S ELUSIVE LADY ,- mane | 

‘ROY J. POMEROY 
DIREC TOR 

een NT 

EEL, 

Kishin ke 

Congratulations Radio Pictures on Your First Anniversary. 

REX BAILEY 
CASTING DIRECTOR | H 

~RADIO- ‘PICTURES.. STUDIOS,.. Inc... incre OMI 

ls NEW REGIME IN THE &NTERTAINMENT WORLD 
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“Consratulations: 

-R-K-O! |. 
SH OWMANSHIP 

, “DEMANDS . . 
Outdoor ‘Advertising 

To. My F FRIENDS OF. THE, ‘THEATRICAL, RADIO and. 
‘PHONOGRAPH INDUSTRIES © ~~ 

From 

| > OUFF WINEHILL 
Master of Ceremonies, 

“THE. PEANUT._ MAN” | 
- * At Coffee Ollffa. - i 

4ith Bt: and: %th- ‘Ave. , New: York 

PACIFIC a 
OAS = 

rE ay : 

BHIL A EREASE| . 
DIRECTOR 4 " a _ronati a SAN FRANCISCO. 

CECO COURIERS - - - - -°- - (WABCY 
. : . ‘GOLD STRAND GROUP - - -. - (WABC) 
ee HAPPY SAXOPHONE SEXTETTE - ( WOR): 

‘Studio: 181 West: 46th Street, NEW YORK - _ Bryant oe 
ODUCTIONS 

BRELOISATIONS 7 
‘PRESHNTATIONS 

rer : ; et th >t CR OF Vb? bor eat eR Se atts 2 oe Ca Ce FLT RE LE FE LIE PI 
1 TT AT LE ee gl a BA A At: Emenee PAB Ie ee ie er 5 wea Niet ee Ws an ior Ora Pe es ars =o SP 

§ = ~ om ~~ te BO vs -_ _ ‘i moe ane , es ; Pas — a ——wr a ° 
a ee aoe Oe ee ee es Pane ps noha 

. : 

ws DIRECTOR _ 

§ PARAMOUNT STUDIOS -/ HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 
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== IRST MIRACLE... MILESTONE-—Ss — 

"GOOD LUCK HAPPY NEW YEAR | 38 

Oe | “Represented by) WEEDEN. & TRIG 0 L A 

| Ts and LA RUE] i] ara 
HARRY BUSS EY 

‘MARYON VADIE. DANCERS - [Always Reliable | : 
7 . A Novel Comedy’ Offering 

‘NESA sen at the Piano - an | sun. ~ 

i onion crnt | HIME] popan CASE 
-WEEDEN & SCHULTZ: AGENCY : vaso re SCHULTZ | 

C0 RA GREEN | “HARRY WEBB'S 
GEORGE GODFREY ENTERTAINERS 

WEEDEN & SCHULTZ EYERY, SEASON 
os JACK LOEB | __ Direction of WEEDEN & SCHULTZ AGENCY — 

Season’ s Greetings. | ta OO | New Year’ s oe 

GLYN | WALTER L. |, 
Acknowled ed Premier ~ ROSEM ONT | | 

Creator of saci and — | | ‘Mina Claire 

The Chas. J. Sie Productions T WiLL WLS | munhe atin“a & ; 

BARBIER-SIMS and CO. | Society Circus [wo woes wo Ass 
“ACTION! CAMERA!” | , vcreetscew | “Stepping With the Belle” 

| nny Ave Direction Won SHE Represented by | WEEDEN 8 ‘SCHULTZ . 2 Funny. Apes - 

a AGENCY ; WEEDEN e "abate AGENCY . | 

~ CONSTANCE, and ‘CAPPO 
“A STUDY. IN 'STEPS” 

. >. Direction of WEEDEN & SCHULTZ AGENCY | 

TAYLOR and BOBBIE. 
. in “A MENU” 

A COMEDY HIT CHEF. FRED ALLEN: 

—GAUTSCHI and CAROL 
INTERNATIONAL ° ‘DANCING TEAM 

ASSISTED BY. 

DON CARLOS’ RIO RITA MARIMBA ORCHESTRA. 
‘Direction of WEEDEN'& SCHULTZ AGENCY 

MARGARET HILL’S. BABY ELEPHANTS | 
(TULSA and JUDY) 

IMPORTED DIRECT FROM INDIA 

Direction WEEDEN &. SCHULTZ AGENCY 

pick NASH and mingic FATELY | 
BOOKED SOLID R-K-O 1929 AND 1930 

--Many--Thanks- to. -Our-.. Agents, - -WEEDEN.. &. _ SCHULTZ... 

aos 
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- SEASON’S GREETINGS 

“Management 

UNIVERSAL | PICTURES REBECCA & ‘SILTON, "Hollywood, Cal. 

| Four Great Routes” 1 

| to Pacific € Coast Playgrounds q 

DP Nee 

. " Oo 

f 

at 
Puesrse OF a Ii 

| | . nr = Ya _N —~ os apy : 

zt — — — 
= SSeS “Laurence Schwab and Frank 

° - Mandel are ‘taking an. excur- ae 

} sion into talking pictures until” - . f Hose FON 

- such, time. as ticket brokers, - : Tit =“) _. 
A : al ———— 
zs ; musicians, and stage hands = > ethern Pacific Offers | 

af ‘come to their senses. We sin- | Choice. of Fine, Fast Trains 

u cerely hope | that this. will be i in OUTHERN.* PACIFIC. offers SUNSET ROUTE 
you a choice. of four great New. Orleans, Los Angeles, 

San Francisco 

_ routes West. De luxe transcon- “Sunset Limited” ° 

: tinental trains over cach route “Argonaut” 
provide every travel luxury— 
Club Car, with its valet. service, GOLDEN STATE 

barber ‘and bath—Observation 7 ROUTE 

Car, ladies’ lounge, maid and Chicago, San. Diego; 

bath—and a Dining Car Service Los Angeles 
“Golden State Limited” 

par excellence. Apache” 

time for us to produce. a new 

musical play to open next fall. 

Thank you.” 

You can’ go-one way—return an- ‘ Californian’ 
other and see the whole Pacific a 
Coast via Southern Pacific. elaieeitaie ROUTE 

This gives. you, ‘more travel ex- Chicago, Ogden, 

perience than can be obtained . San Franetsco 

- from a round. trip) over any “Overland Limited” , 

single line.. Send’ today for com- “San Francisco Limited! 

plimentary | copy of booklet— Gon fe Li Limited ; 

. “How Best. to See: the Pacific acitic imiftec 

Coast.” >» . SHASTA: ROUTE 

. For detatied information. write - Portland, San_ Fiancisco 
’ ‘“ 

0: ©. BARTLETT, Passenger Traffic Masinger ““Gaseade” Oregonian 7 

Straus ‘Bigg, ., Chicage. Til. “Shasta” MWAlast Coast 

Southern Pacitic 

Dialogue, Lyrics-and Music 

FOX WEST COAST STUDIO 

ASE SED SDS SESASERDSESOSEDORER | 



7 EARL STANLEY. . WILLIAM ‘Stanley Rollickers mar 7 a : om _ 

DeBELL and VINE GILSON : and SCOTT A YOUTHFUL. FROLIC WYLIE. and YOUNG 
In “GUESS AGAIN” a “RADIO ACES” Featuring | | es 

“TARIMIER wt HUDSO 

-s,., Wednesday, January 8,169. WARIETY | OO | ae 

= FIRST MIRACLE MILESTONE~ = 

PICTURES MAX RICHARD AGENCY, Chicago 

MAX. 
~ 

And His G ANG - YUONG KING ‘TROUPE 

7 “SMART LITTLE. RASCALS” Sa 7 "CHINESE MARVELS 

Direction MAX. RICHARD AGENCY ae Direction MAX RICHARD AGENCY 

| COOLEY. and SNYDER wan and Tne I “TAKE IT EASY HARLI ia 
n c E ‘UNITED. IN ‘SONGS AND SAYINGS 
Direction: MAX RICHARD. nae, a Direction MAX RICHARD AGENCY 

WILSON, KEPPLE | 
and BETTY 

DANCING ENTERTAINERS 
Direction MAX RICHARD AGENCY a | 

| ‘STANLEY BROTHERS in’ “A FEW LIES”. 

Dir, MAX: RICHARD SGENCY 1 | Dir, MAX, RICHARD AGENCY | Dir. MAX RICHARD AGENCY io Dir. MAX RICHARD AGENCY. 

“Mand “POWERS ana “WALLACE Vernon 
In “GEORGIA”. 

A SONG PORTRAYAL OF THE SOUTHLAND 

Direction MAX RICHARD AGENCY 

"PICKARD. and SEAL 
_ANIMALDOM’S SENSATIONAL ENTERTAINER of 

Charles and. Mayme Butters 
_ INTRODUCING 

“THE TALLEST LADY IN: THE. LAND” 

‘Direction MAX. RICHARD AGENCY ' ele Direction MAX RICHARD. ‘AGENCY . 

“MILTON: BERGER, Chicago — 
[AN-HESS ina VALLE] ‘TUCKER and SMITH 

1 FEATURING “Two GENTLEMEN FROM NOWHERE” 
“THE BIG FIGHT” 

Direction: MILTON BERGER . - aA Direction MILTON BERGER 

_| HERBERT CLIFTON 
In 

LANG | 

LEE 
Din MILTON BERGER 

“MOVING MOMENTS” 
“HIS TRAVESTIES-OF THE WEAKER SEX”. 

Direction MILTON BERGER - Direction MILTON BERGER 

‘COOK and OATMAN, _} _ PICCHIANI TROUPE. 
" “DELINEATORS, OF SONGLAND” | a “WHIRLWINDS OF ITALY”: 

Direction MILTON BERGER Direction MILTON BERGER 

pe _ nox : : : ” — , 

"WALL and DEEDS. | oniatinge nica 
SIMPLESIMONS | ee ee 

sister | IBLINGS and THOMAS .| 
West: SAM ROBERTS. . | | 7 

East: PHIL OFFIN 

Max Hayes Office 

Best . ‘Wishes to: R-K- ie) and Al Our. Friends for the 

' New Year from 

BEN MARKS «a ETHEL| 
(Now Playing R- K- Oo ‘Western Theatres) 

Many Thanke io A LSO Mr. BILL JACOBS. ’ Direction MORT INFIELD | 
Mr. BILLY DIAMOND Our: Western Rep. | — 

A NEW REGIME IN THE. ENTERTAINMENT _ WORLD 
/ 
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\ T ms E The Pioneer 

NGRATULATES 

ITS FIRST BIRTHDAY 
4 se 

Pane, the pioneer of the motion picture industry with a record of twenty-five years of real achieve- 

ment, takes this occasion to offer its sincerest congratulations toR K Oon this, the first anniversary 

of its inception, and to . compliment the lusty young company on its truly splend id ‘record . during the : 

year just closed. . .. 

aq Under the leadership of such sterling executives as David Sarnoff, Hiram s. Brown, Joseph Plunkett, 

B. B. Kahane, Herman Zohbel, and other big showmen, R K © has in truth fulfilled every promise 

made to the ‘amusement world and has just cause for celebrating the passing of its first milestone in 

ra the show business under its present organization. 

D Qa The things that make for stability in any business won be summed up in two words—vision and 7 

integrity. “The ability ‘to anticipate the ‘developments of the amusement business in all its phases . 

‘and the 7 needs of showmen to meet the demands. of _their public; the keeping of faith with 

those to whom the amusement purveyor must look for an outlet. In these two assentials R’ KO 

has not been found wanting. 
Ste tis Sat MES ae te 

TRE SE ete neces cee 
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THE HIGHROA 

Parhé, the Nestor of all producers-distributors, has for a quarter of.a century kept faith with the. 

exhibitors. A: world-wide. distributing agency with offices. encircling the globe, the name and reputa- 

tion of PATHE is built upon the firm foundation of INTEGRITY. Cay 

Q For twenty-five years PATHE has kept unsullied its: record for fulfilling every protaise it has made; 

and the year 1929. serves as a criterion for all the glorious years that have gone before, in the high 
~ 

character of its product and the clear vision of the men responsible for that product. 

@ Production excellence—in all the term implies—is no accident. It is based on experience and 

showmanship ability. It is production superiority such as that embodied in the great Pathé Feature. 

and Short Subject. product, Pathé Sound and Silent News—the peer of all-news reels—Pathé Audio 

A 

and Silent Review, released in 1929 and to be released in 1930, that has made the PATHE ROOSTER. 

_@ synonym. for Excellence, a trademark backed by twenty-five years of INTEGRITY. 

Q. PATHE is.proud that such. an organization as R K O has taken. the same high road trod with such. 

honor by the pioneer of the motion picture industry. 

295 
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"says Ousinnn Martin 
N. ¥. worl d 

“HELL’S HEROES 
"is the hardest-hitting melodrama . . 3% which has come 
this way since the talking films have been with us . . . 
‘first rate entertainment. Quinn Martin, N.Y. World. 

“HELL'S HEROES | 
“is the most impressive picture to be playe

d at the Col. : 

ony since this house turned talkie. . . . It brings a- 

lump to the throat and a tear to the eve. 2 
“Colony. should house it for at least several weeks.” 

.. Irene Thirer, N. Y. Daily News. 

“HELL’S HEROES 
takes its place with the best films of the month 3 ; 
done with an extraordinarily impressive and sincere 
dignity. . Director William Wyler’s uderstanding : 
and thrilling treatment of the story holds one absorbed. | 

There’s nothing conventional about this. . . 

PETER B. KYNE’S don’t miss it!’ ’—Rose Pelswick, N:.Y. Evening Journal) 

Firat sfory in sound. With Charles Bicke 4 ‘ 4. 
“ » ord, ‘Raymond. Hatton, Fred .Kohler, - 

| Friei Ridgeway. Directed by William 
Wyler. Presented by: 

-” 

is an n interesting ‘and realistic bit of characterization. ” 

“CARL LAEMMLE —N. Y. Times. 
“HELL’S HEROES 

is a dandy drama . . . Charles Bickford’s perform: 
ance stands out brilliantly.”—Bland Johaneson, N.Y. 
Daily Mirror. 

“HELL’S HEROES HELL’S HER . 
is a thrilling talkie . . . excellent version of Peter B: 

~~ Kyne’s story, ‘The Three Godfathers.’ The important 
-members of the cast are Charles Bickford, Fred Kohler 
‘and Raymond Hatton . - - each excels in his own par- 
ticular sequence.’ "Regina Crewe, N. Y. American. 

“HELL’S HEROES [ee to read 

has something new and original in_ its 
method of telling a story in dialogue set en- __ 

~“tirely out of ‘doors. oS “For the picture™-~ - 
connoisseur, this is one to see.”—Marguerite UNIVERSAL | 

Tazelaar, N.Y. Herald Tribune. WEEKLY 

complete 

details in 

a ‘GREATER UNIVERSAL’S NEW SELLING SEASON. STARTS Now! 



The Sarah-Bernhardt of the Shadow Stage. The Great 
Star of “Smilin’ Through,” “Kiki, “Camille” in her 

first ALL-TALKING PICTURE 

ork Nights’ 
‘The motion. picture millions have been“ waiting for — 7 

with a greater NORMA TALMADGE | with _ 

than you have ever known. GILBERT ROLAND. 

a Lewis Milestone Pro- 

U N I T E D 
duction. Presented by 

Joseph M. Schenck. 

_THEME.SONG.... 
on Year From Today” 
by AL JOLSON published 
by Irving Berlin, Inc. 
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@ ‘Comnidn sense tells? you’ how! much the tastes of motion picture. audiences . have changed in 
(Tad. yeas te : they i 

- the past few’ months; ; 1980 i is Another New. Show World! . q Back-stage. stuff. isiouts: outiloor 
mre! audy 

action. ‘atu fe ia. in. Look at the 6 censational success of “THE VIRGINIAN, m ‘Sout " eet thi old-time: 
eli grattgesiany “Pe yates ; 

| atar favidulids have paadod’ x new name, bits have joined the top-notchers : : acre Oakie Gary 

Cooper, Richard Arlen, Naney Carroll and others. q It’s amazing at first glance how ‘many. of the 
an 

mew w favorites are PARAMOUNT. Analyze it and you'll f find that PARAMOUNT planned it that 

RA! Y [OUNT months. ago wonder att the tremendous 
: . 4 7 a 

reviaéd prothuction and star lists grosses the ‘PARAMOUNT exe 

to meet 1930 public demands, 

q 11 of PARAMOUNT’S 31 

releases from now to August are 

Tt oat wot he tind cient te Pa Se See ae ae wr 

“~~ brand* new — never announced ~ ney , 
phan 

- 

or sold till now. The other 20 1930 PARAMOUNT hits right 
were a year ahead of their time | off the fire and they’re flocking 

when first planned. ; @ Don't to the feast! 

hibitor is piling up. He's not 

pulling. 1929 pictures out of. 

the ice box and hoping they'll | 

“eat” exit “up; he’s #iving them ~~ 

| Wednesday, January 8, 1030 — 
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| Maurice Chevalier in Ernst : 
Lubitsch’s “The Love Parade” | 

with JEANETTE MacDONALD, 
ao - Lupino Lane, Lillian Roth 

“Easily the best picture of the year,” says Liberty Mage-. 
zine. Opened Nov. 19, at Criterion Theatre, New York, at 
_ €@2 and not an empty seat at any performance since, 
‘‘Number One among the $2 talkers,” cays » Variety. Its 
fame is sweeping the > country! 

7? “PARAMOUNT ON PARADE” 
The revue of revues. The grand march of the stars! . ‘The . 

_ greatest box office personalities in the world are arrayed 
‘under the Paramount banners practically all of them’. 
‘appear in this laughing, singing, dancing. hit of hitat Je G 

_ Many of ite scenes in dazzling Technicolor. ‘The. ‘New Wt - 
Show ‘World on Parade! _ rat 

HELEN KANE as veers 
“Dangerous N an MeGrew”’. . 

The“‘boop-boop-a-doop” singing comedienneiot*“Sweetio” Ty 
_and “Pointed Heels” in an outdoor all-talking ‘comedy- - 
melodrama especially written for her. Helen as the sweetis 
of the Northwest Mounties who gets her man. With , 

. Stuart Erwin, ‘sAxe]”? in “Sweetie.” 7 wo 

THE en LEGION” 
Zane Grey’s famous. novel, With Richard Arlen, Fay Wray, 

_ Fred Kohler and other favorites. Paramount Proved. with . 
“The Virginian” that Ho. other producer can compare with . 
this company when it cores to all-outdoors, all-talking 
action pictures. ‘The Border Legion” i is one of. the great- 

‘outdoor. dramas of all times, . foots 
soy 

| “RETURN ¢ oF FU MANCHU” 
With Warner Oland, Jean Arthur, Neil Hamilton and 
others. Rowland ¥V: Lee Production. Same cast and direc- 
‘tor that made “Tho Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu”? one of 

™ «the outstanding hits of the present season. Now “Fu” is 
_ back in an even more thrilling all-talking mystery-melo- 
drama. Based upon ‘the famous stories by Sax Rohmer. 

mM <ROADHOUSE NIGHTS” 
"With Helen Morgan,' Charles Ruggles, Fred Kobler and 
the famous Ziegfeld and night club comedy screams, '- 
Clayton, J ackson and Durante. Story by Ben Hecht, au- 
thor of “Underworld.”’ Directed by Hobart Henley, who 
made “The Lady Lies.”® A fast moving, all-talking 1930- 

. style melodrama i in which thrills mix with mirth... 

oe 

2 Issues a Week Starting 

PARAMOUNT 8OT 
‘CHRISTIE TALK KING PLAYS ° 

SCREEN SONGS 

DENNIS KING i in 
"The Vagabond a 
“With JEANETTE MacDONALD, Warner Oland and 0. ny 

7 Heggie. Perfect All-Technicolor smash! Ludwig Berger -_ . 
Production. Greatest of singing stars in the greatest of 
allsong romances. With the famous “Song of the Vages. 

| bonds,” “Only a Rose’’ and other rousing melodies. Sup= , 
porting ¢ cast of f 2,000. 

| ‘come TEXAN? with 
GARY COOPER end big cast 

. The public” saw a new and greater Cooper i in. “The Vir- 
_. ginian.”’ His popularity has mounted by leaps and bounds. 
“Now Paramount gives. Cooper to you.in an all-outdoors, alle - 
talking thriller bigger ii in every way than “The Virginian.” 

THE BENSON 
MURDER CASE” 
With William Powell: as “Philo Vance,” Eugene Pallette as 

.' the dumb sergeant, E. H. Calvert.as the district attorney 
- and Fay Wray as the girl. From S.S. Van Dine’s best sell- |. 
ing novel. Sequel to “The. Canary Murder Case” and - 
The. Greene Murder Case.” Directed by Lothar Mendes. 

“MEN ARE LIKE THAT”. 
fp With Hal Skelly, Doris Hill, Morgan Farley, Helene Chad- 

wick and big cast. Directed. by Frank Tuttle. From George . 

_ Kelly’s famous Broadway. coniedy hit, ‘The Show Off.”* : 
‘An entertainment packed. with wit; wiedom and whoops 
of laughter. /Skelly, star of The. Dance of Life,” is here 

geen and heard at his hest. 

| “YOUNG MAN : . 
OF MANHATTAN” 
‘With Claudette Colbert, Charles: Ruggles, and others, ° 
From the serial story by Katharine Brush that just finished 
.-in the. Shturday Evening [Post and will soon be out asa 
book. Millions have read it and want to see it on the 
screen. The romance of a gallant young pair of lovers and 

their fight to stay married. Directed by Monta Bell, - 

Jack Oakie as *Mareo Himself’’ | 
(tentative® title) 

B. Oakiecis:the comedy craze.of the. hour. As the result of 
: “Close Harmony,’’ “Fast Company” and “Sweetie” he’s 

got the whole country talking about him. Now you cash 
- jn big on his. popularity! :““Marco Himeelf,”? by Octavus .. 
Roy Cohen, With Skeets Gallagher, Harry Green and Kay. 

_ Francis. Directed by Frank. Tuttle, who. made ““Sweetie.”” 
‘A SECOND OAKIE. PICTURE TO BE ANNOUNCED 

po Gy 
Pass 

Feh. 26: 

ww 
H 1 

1 

7X 

PARAMOU NT FT AND 

PARAMOUNT SELENT NEWS 

Dp NEWS 
2-REEL ACTS 

TALKARTOONS 

NEW SHOW WORLD OF 1930! 
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“—-1930-— | 
tor oxkibitors who know the bons ffice 

value ofthese sure-fire til] fillers 

Start it 

RIGHT. 
a all 1 talking movietone 1 mirthquche 

‘with a, singing and dancing 

whirl. around. Hollywood 

ae with 7 VICTOR ‘McLAG LEN 

:. Joseph Wegstaf Lola lone FIFIDORSAY EL BRENDEL POLLYMORAN. fF), 
Ht H. Sharon Lynn Frank Richardson 

4 

4 7 Walter ‘Catlett Dixie Lee 
Story and directed by 7: Py | 

| : a Charles Judels “tka Chase aa 
R A Oo U L W ALSH 

1  Pialeg by ‘William K. Wells 2 ~ i" 
| 

Now: playing ROXY to sensational” 

.. business. It’s more ‘cock eyed than. 

THE.COCK EYED. WORLD and al- 

“ready gives promise of. exceeding | 

the records made by that box |. 

. peel office marvel. iy 

Directed | by FRANK STRAYER 

Here’ S. the - “merriest: maddest, 

musical romance’ you've ever 

heard or cast an eye on. 

without 

the movietone melodrama 
of. submarine thrills 

with 

‘KENNETH Mac KENNA. 

farrell Macdonald Frank Albertson. 
Stuart Erwin. ‘Warren Hymer . 

Paul Page Walter McGrail 

“Story by 
John Ford and James K. McGuinness Th SKY tae Te 

‘AW K me JOHN FORD GO LDE N 
all talking movietone romance I | | oS ; C A L E 

of a daring birdman 

. with | 

~ JOHN. GARRICK ~ HELEN ‘CHANDLER 

| GILBERT EMERY = 

all talking romance of 
~ Greenwich Village 

- Richard. Keene-------Paul- Page... . 

Directed by 

MILLARD WEBB 

“JOHN 'BLYSTONE 
Now playing GAIETY, N. Y. 

to turn away business at $a top. 

. with 

Lennox Pawle Lumsden Hare Billy Bevan 
| ae 

, Daphne. Pollard Joyce. coeten 
JACK MULHALL 

ti Stary by SUE CAROL 
Bi | Llewellyn Hughes 

EI Brendel x . Whi 

| Pow. oon ett Din ected..by - 
rende arlonie ite 
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SNS 

“Broadway's new $2 favorite. Thrills!” Yout public is waiting for the “Broadway. © MGM ‘signed these happy singers agali, «- 
“Romance!.: Novarro: of “Pagan’Love .. _ . Melody” team! Another laugh and song. _ +because your.folks will wane them again 

} hie. sont So and again, It’s great!” | Song" fame now sings four hit songs!’ . “thriller! 7 
ov. 's Directed by. Sidney Franklin! 

‘ey 
J 

OT 

we EE ELEN 
4 2 

ee 

beeen Sh tooo, 
toe 

PUREE Sean LCR Lp, aerel, 

Imitations: only: prove-that ‘the: écteen’s> « _ Mobs~storm - Gapitol,- N.7Y. continuing. 
. first Revue is best of all. It’s still Singin’. 

Her first Talkie! And one of the greatese': rs 

success record of De Mille’s first spectacue ° SUCCESS. ) “pictures of all time. We predict it nowl =: 

in the Rain” to profits! lar Talkie! . Box-office Dynamitel, * - You'll agree later} Clarence Brown: dif: 

| ne rected ic! : rs 

en aco 

Box-office names! -In a rousing comedy, What a drama this talkie ist, Unbridled The most distinguished talkie drama of 

‘drama of the. baseball.world.& They-sing. passions of youth! Exquisite production! the past year. Texas exhib,W. J. Chesher, 
—anid the public flocks in! ..Norma’at her most beautifut best!” sprites © Patrons enthusiastic. North of 
~8 i ee pouth, a winner! 

A scream! Bill Haines funnier than ever. Still, smacking the records; wherever ie - - Beautiful, untamed Joan Crawford in het 

As a gob he'll win your folks again} A . plays." Greta sets audiences afire with this. first talkie is sensational.’-““Chant of the 

love story that’s got audience powerL ~ -thrilling drama of love. _ Jungle” is just one. hit song. ~ 

(Es 

ream. in Your 
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~ ‘AIL New York will 

want to see it If 
_ Opinion of © 
_ press and — 

ublic- ¢ 

” ALEXANDER GRAY - > BERNICE CLAIRE 

“LOUISE FAZENDA < ZASU PITTS 
LUCIEN LITTLEFIELD. - EILYAN TASHMAN 
‘BERT ROACH -- - MIEDRED HARRIS 

Directed by ‘Clarence Badger 

"Adapted from musical comedy by Frank Mandel, Otto Harboch, Vincent 
Youmans end Emil Nyltray: 

“One of the few naturals of season!” 
—N. ¥. American. 

“Full of laughs. A joy. Comic 

episodes make the big. Strand roar.”. 
” —Daily News 

“, . . rewarded with gusts of laugh- 

ter.” | : | 

ore —N. Y. Times 

“Smartly staged revue scenes.” 
—N. Y. Herald Tribune 

National it} “TURNED TOLEDO 

TOPSY TURVY” 
“Good for. two and half weeks’ run,” 

says Kumler of the: Pantheon, Toledo. 

CORE : ToL | rIN99 | ‘GREATEST HIT”. 
These Popular Song Hits Are ‘Plugging at Stanley, Philadel nes man poeys" 

: . | “Nanette” for You Every Minute of the Day 

ft | “Whg Long ‘As Pm With You” +. Published a “HE 7. F T E R =H I Fy. ~A- F T E
 R« Htt--FROM-- 

” “Were You Just Pretending?” W. Witmark “Sally” | “Paris’’ “Son of the Gods” “Song of the Flame” _UByide of the Regiment’ 

- “Dance of the Wooden Shoes” and Sons | | | | | , “* 

“Tea for Two” : | Published by | } | | 

“T Want. to Be Happy” \ Harms, Ince : | } 
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Greetings and Congratulations | 

the Pyoducer and Distributor 

Whose World Debut 

at the 

Gaiety Theatre, N. Y,, 

Was the First. 

Box Office Sensation. 

of 1930. a 
With . A HALPERIN 

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. “PRODUCTION 

Jeanette Loft a -_ 
en ot Produced ‘by 

Marie P revost Edward Halperin 

Judith Barrie Directed by: 

John St. Polis 
’ Victor Halperin 

‘Distributed by 

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS, Inc. 

1930 1S TIFFANY VEAR- 



Pero 
sTUDIOS 

INC. OF CALIF. 

OLLYWOOD ~~ CALIFORNIA 

Greetings of the Season. 

i | Greetings Radio Pictures on Your Ist Anniversary _ 

J. Walter Ruben 
“JAZZ. HEAVEN’ 
“DANCE HALL” 

- ¢ Pleasure-loving and. 
7 een New. Yorkers. oo 

| Plantation Club |\% 
80 W.. 126th St, New York . 

Gust off Lenox Ave. y 

Bee and Hear the ~ 

“Jungle Drums” 
7 Musical Revue . 

“HELEN MENKEN 
‘SEASON'S: GREETINGS 

Management LEE SHUBERT. 

$—Shows Nightly—8 
. 40—Beautifal- Brown: Siine—40 

When _ Your Day. 1D Done Come ‘on | a 

- Suggested. 
rnin 2042 

: Plantation Clob nde a New {|< 
Te ote in New York's Ni Night Life Al 

oF NOW | || 

y & Preparing Wm. LeBaron’s Stage Play, I: ———_—— = 
of “T LOVE YOU, 29 Richard . Dix’s | Next” ° THEATE RICAL. 

ae Starring F Picture ’ it 1 
. mass sue BNE i 

Lee Horlemania Posner _. 
a 

“When. in Chicago - . 

Visit These Hits | 
GREE TINGS — 

| WM. WYLER 
|; PRODUCTIONS 1929 
7 “ANYBODY HERE SEEN KELLY?” 

“THE | SHAKEDOWN?” — 

“LOVE TRAP” 

|| GRACE MENKEN. 
NOW ‘APPEARING. IN 

“BROTHERS” 

1 gan woop, . 
AB DELP i Wed. & Sat. 

Mtg. Thurs. 
and Sat. SELWYN * onight 

With LAURA LaPLANTE. sn18 5 SEAS ASON'S conse Bao, 

" NOW “June Moon’ | “You Must Come Over” | 

“HELL'S: HEROES” ec Geonae S. _ Says La Belle Rose, to the _ 

ae | «=O VILLAGE GROVE 
THE &S RM HILLINOIS§ Mats. Wed.-Sat. ; ; <a 

oo. S O | “ZIEGFELD SENSATION. Pel UT C iu B 
‘UNIVERSAL 

‘SHOW BOAT 
. (In the Flesh and Blood) 

With CHARLES WINNINGER 

. Wed. a Bat. ERLANGER ™**,, Weg, ana. sat. [J 

| DONIA - CLARK = 
Direction ROSE: & MANWARING 

; Theiling Romantic Melodrama 

~ VAN DE VELDE 
. “THE GYPSY CAMP” 
._ Direction ROSE & ) MANWARING, 

15 Barrow 5St., ‘New York 
“(in the. Heart. of Greenwich Village) - 

Watch the. actiial broadcasting of ‘ ‘The Daily News” ’ Blue Ribbon 
- Feature as you dine and dance in New York’s. newest and most 
talked of rendezvous. 

LEW. DOLGOFF, Master of Ceremonies. 

“The Theatrical Mecca. of ‘New ‘York City” 
Don’t: miss the Monday and Thursday Midnite Broadcasting! 

; You'll roll off your chaira laughing! 

JEWELS | 

“The wise mob are missing a laugh if they . haven’t ‘made the viese | 
Grove as yet.’ ‘—Abel Green in “VARIETY.” 

-RK-O WOODS 
* Radio. Pictures: Triumph of 

and Rom ance — 

RUDY VALLEE 
in in “THE, YAGABOND LOVER” 

IN. CHICAGO 

LINDY’S RESTAURANT| 
On Randolph Street 

‘Is Home, Sweet Home, to the Profession 
A Good Place to Eat and Meet 

"with John West _ | 
3U Js TE R Ww E S T Christie Comedies | 

_ and. RK-O Vaudeville 

t 

“FREDDIE: FLECK 
With RADIO PICTURES 
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i = cs SEASON’S GREETINGS 

td. C. NUGENT and ELLIOTT RUGENT 
eS with METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER 
4 - WRITING—ACTING—DIRECTING | | 
if “So This Is College” Navy Blues? tt “Wise Girls” (‘Kempy”) “Beautiful But Dumb” ( Duley” ) 

BS , “Taking It Big,” Ete. | 
i “. Also Author of the Stage Plays: | “Rempy, ” “The Poor Nut,”: “The Trouper,’ ” “The Rising Son,” “The Rounder.” 7 Co-Author with. John Wray of “Nightstick, ” Now “Alibi,” and with Jo Swerling ‘and Edward Robinson, “Kibitzer” 
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‘SEASON'S GREETINGS. 

F, rom 

FARL CARROLL'S. 
Brilliant Revue 

“SKETCH BOOK” 
_ By 

EDDIE CANTOR 

F eaturing 

=|: > WILL MAHONEY 
x. William Demarest, Three Sailors 

Now Playing 

Me Street Theatre, New York 

To My Friends 

For Whom I Have Written ee 7 ar 

PATSY KELLY a . eats BERT 1 ree ° ane “a 

SHAW and: LEE 

EDGAR MacGREGOR 
WILL MAHONEY 
KEN MURRAY ee 

BADIO-KEITH-ORPHEUM 2 
g OLIVEOLSEN - on 

OSCAR SHAW 
THREE SAILORS ~ 
BERT WHEELER. 
BOBBY WOOLSEY - 

X JANS and WHALEN =| 2 #8 
Buwawar FOUR BARRY and WEXILEIGS a," 

ON TOUR 

Ww c FIELDS 
Se 

“ Guersini & Co’ ‘ 

; > Se FAR. CARNOLL’s “VANITIES” 
?} ia ee _Playing’ to Sensational Business 
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SAM H. HARRIS. 
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Compliments of. 
eo 

‘Attractions 

<a e. 

BROADHURST THEATRE .. 
West 44th St., New York 

o<u:e , 

“JUNE MOON” 
SELWYN THEATRE, Chicage 

a 

gd 

THE MARX BROTHERS 
in ‘ANIMAL CRACKERS’ | 

GRAND OPERA HOUSE, Chicago 

O<e . 

THE | 
MUSIC BOX THEATRE 

West 45th Street, New York . 

NOW PLAYING 

_ SEASON'S GREE TINGS: i 
Se eis 

“THE LITTLE. SHOW” 

oo 

DIALOGUE DIRECTOR | yo 

2h co.; Hy Daab, of Radio Pictures; 

“WARRY
. ‘GRE

EN | e
e 

z e, 

oe 23 

On the contrary, it-has been an in- 

-ané has opened up new avenues for 

|.composers, artists and musical or-. 
‘ganizationg through vast affiliations 

and amusemént lover ' are the ones 
x mostly benefited.” - 

|tion I found that my “companions | 

| young and mighty reinforcements 
| which the “electrical entertainment 

‘the future of our show business, its 

| ship, offering a new and’ inexhaust- 

| they are not given to nor influenced. 
| by the sensational Barnum. methods: 

exaggerations ‘or adjectives, 

‘| and constitute an organized - pro- 

‘ment world or the show business 

ae 
an wt a 2: Ln a Ys ary oP re 

“THE: GRAND PARADE; ”? PATHE * ¥ 

“MISTER: ANTONIO, TIFF ‘ANY 

“THE, GIRL. OF THE PORT, ” RADIO" . oe 4 7 

ATL Ms wet. OA we 2S ee WAY. ee oF. “9 2S. ee LN. le, (AY. hs PTR eS IE Pl tie A 

ee. Paes IES wis os aa ee Se po ee 

VAUDE. AS BASE 
(Continued fr from- page 40) . 

a, ge gs TU 

ee, Sent Pee ii! 

tres, . sense. the great idea of a new.» 
modern theatre, although it has only: 
begun: to be realized and. get. well 
under ‘way. throughout ‘the coast- tos. 
coast : circuit: of. “Radio-Keiths 
Orpheum.: 
Vaudeville’s Greatest Opportunity: 
This writer is further impressed: . 

by the fact that each and all : ‘of. 

these representatives of. the various 
but allied phases of so- -called elec. 
trical éntertainment are completely 
ani mutually convinced of the idea. 

(Continued on. page 310). ; 

néw epoch in the history of amuse- 
ments, They are the spokesmen of 
tho new marvels of theatre enter-. 
tainment. From them come the first 

- announcements’ of perfected. tele- 

um, - has been an entirely construc- vision, ‘of theremin and radiovox;. 

tive process. It has not destroyed | of faultless phonetics.and acoustics; 

any other branch of stage or film. of future screen and stage innova- |- 

tions and. evolutions, and of all the 
astonishing devices and inventions 
which have brought; and are bring- 
ing,. forth an entirely new ‘show 
world. Already the entire public, 
as well.as the patrons of our thea- 

spiration to. ‘the entire profession 

young singers, actors, playwrights, 

of .amusement interests. And, ‘in 
the last analyais,. the. theatregoer 

-Most Attractive Future : me 
‘At this luncheon of the theatre |. 

division of the Merchant's Associa- 

Se eason’ 's Greetings from 

‘The Arthur Fisher. 
‘Select Vaudeville 

Agency 
‘The Premier Independent ‘Booking. Office . 

Booking the Best and ‘Largest: Independent | 
. ‘Theatres i in the East 

1560 Broadway ' Bryant 6352-34 
NEW. YORK CITY aan 

were the public relations counsellors, | }§ 
information experts and press rep- | ¥} 
resentatives of what now must be 
called “the electrical entertainment 
family” of the modern theatre. My 
mental reaction, partly expressed in 
this comment, was inspired by the | x 
presence at. this luncheon. of such |g 
men as Emmett Grozier of Radio 
Corporation. of America; G. W. 
Johnstone, of National Broadcasting 

Julius: Haber, of Radio-Victor Talk- 
ing Machine Co.; Gerald ‘Rudolph, Ni 
of Radio Corporation of America ! Fry 
Photophone, and I. M. Norr, general 
factotum of. public relations for 
David Sarnoff's innumerable in- 
terests. 
Here, then, is an ‘assemblage of 

intelligent, resourceful,.. energetic 
and aggressive present-day publicity 
experts, who represent, individually |: 
and collectively, the new allies, the | —. 

family” has brought to our 20th 
century “American theatre. The 
thought which I wish. to convey 
here, and which: impressed me 
greatly upon the occasion. of this 
fraternal symposium, is that all of 
these men are impelled and actuated 
by the motives and plans of their 
superior officers, who look far into 

‘Best Wishes to “Variety” 

expansion and development in the 

finest sense. 
These men represent the guperla- X 

‘tive type of high-powered salesman- 

ible “line” and. supply ‘of .3ilmost 
miraculous entertainment material. 

Already these men have proved that 

of the earliér and cruder days. They 
do not lean towards. superlatives, 

‘They | %; 
are trained - super-salesmen who |.§ 
“have the. guods’—no end of it— 

‘pelling agency which the amuse- 

‘has never known until now, : 
Each of these men represents an 

important factor, a vital integer, in|} 
the unified and energetic force 

WILLIAM FOX STUDIOS 

PARAMOUNT FEATURED PLAYER 
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| Greetings for a. a Prosperous Ne ew Year to Everyone 

| . Direction. LYONS & LYONS: 
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PAUL WHITEMAN 

- All Dialogue and 

Comedy Treatment - 
A Universal Super Special 

DONALD. GALLAHER 
| DIRECTED FOR FOX 

“PLEASURE -CRAZED” 7 “NIX ON DAMES” 
NOW IN PRODUCTION 

“TEMPLE TOWER” (Tentative Title) 

Cyt re So aT ee gr ig She ee ae ee ie RON Re ans ~e ee ee: a ies Ae TAO a ia tn ib ie Tn IA ate Pte we 

EDWARD CRONJAGER 
_ CINEMATOGRAPHER | RADIO PICTURES 

SP ES Te Pa Ae TS es Pg gis Tas 38 Tae aS as SAE TE AE HOA Sis Ta ae EE EE SSE SEI AE SASS ee : | 
SEASON'S GREE TINGS 

Orpheum Theatre B 0 Bo A A M i} L T 0 N ~ Featured Specialist 

}__Los Angeles, Calif. at t Organ Console | 
sean Sees feed crs Mita ot Se: 

BEST WISHES TO R-K- 0 : 

Saree LEWIS 
THEATRICAL ENTERPRISES | | 

PENN. 9875. 234 WEST 44th ST,, NEW YORK: 
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Greeting. s of : the S eason (Continued from page’ 308) 

that. vaudeville as an institution has 
|now the greatest opportunity in its | % BOOKED FOR: RETURN. ENGAGEMENT” 

B | history. . They are as one in ‘the 
certainty that all mechanical, elec- 

qv . . , —— ] 4 |.trical and wireless devices’ are so . . FL 
_ . 2. oo Wy | largely dependent upon human tal- LILLIAN ~ 

a . a ents, forces and personalities that | 
. , C ; mm \ vaudeville today is upon “the. firing | 

: 7. > acs ‘gig | line” of. tts greatest opportunity. | § 

S a | Years ago, and until very recently, 

WARNER BROS Poe it was a slow, uncertain, uphill fight 
for. talented young artists to get 
even a.-start. towards. recognition, 

fe | towards general fame. * Today, with 

VITAPHONE PRODUCTIONS §\sssiereneate 3) “The Female Van and Schenck” 
. nersonallte, may win: international 

% |. success almost. overnight. 

Many new and young vaudeville ce 
‘| headliners already are coming to its | Ry 7 Direction we. MORRIS. 

4|stage “over the air” even ‘before | Wg: 

W | they know the stage door. I have/Qy Personal | Representative, JOHN HYDE 
in mind the new team of Andy.and | Ja. , 
/Amos, as an example of this swift 

| ascent to’ national vaudeville fame 
) | via the radio. At this writing. few a 

‘| have seen them, and yet ‘they are]; 
already chosen entertainers for mil- | 
lions of people who have only heard 
‘them-and. now would enjoy meéting. 
them “face to face” on the vaude- 
‘ville stage. How swift and sure 
‘would have been the rise to fame 

- land. fortune of such great stars of 
| vaudeville as Fred Stone, George M.. 
4 |Cohan, Rose Ponselle,. David War- 

fleld and countless other geniuses 
, | of the early stage if they had en- 

f1 | jJoyed the swift and gure process of 
today, which broadcasts to every 
corner of the world the fine voices, ; ; . 
the songs, the eloquence and the JOE CHAS. 
humor of the artists everywhere. 
Instant recognition, quick promo- 

RN | tion, perfect exploitation these are 
2 -| the rewards which are now at hand 
|for real ability in vaudeville. = -_ ND 

| And I found’ ‘that these - expert 
— reprosentatives of the new theatre 

are imbued with the basic knowl- 
| edge that ‘no theatre or amusement STARRING 
palace will go far without real at- | 7 
tractions; no motion picture, silent | [7 - in “MENDE INC,” 
or with sound, will be worth while va L, 
hereafter unless it 1s “real theatre,” 
with a story; a.cast and expert 
direction; no Photophone or pro- Ritz T heatre, New York, Now 

Greetings To All re | Fr 

. ; . : jJecting machine can prove itself a 
. 9 valuable asset without stitable and 

. . . ject; no.broadcasting program will be 

_ Direction ROSE & MANWARING tolerated, much less kindly. received 
, today, unless {it offers high ability, | 

variety, genuine’ merit and good 
—¥ showmanship, 

"SEASON'S GREETINGS [| i, $8 8, Tondsrful, and authentic | CHARLES TOBIAS | 
FREDERICK. M. SMITH Or ne ee aeapriges rine acy | ' The Boy ‘Who Writes the Songs You Sing 

ORGANIST branch of the stage—now have more|4 Direction ROSE & MANWARING 
__WARNERS’- STRAND THEATRE, NEW YORK ‘to look forward to than ever before, 

= : weemmmes| (Bubbles Shelby has -split. with 
Allan Walker and will.open a single. 

tura Jan 9 at, the Lea Ambassn- MURAND d GIR i ON turn Jan, 3 at tho Le | eam 
ce a TENOR { Sophie Tucker and the Fairbanks | | “ODDITIES IN WHEELS” 

|| Pwins open Jan. 15 for three weeks D 
Direction MAX RICHARD | at the Floridian Hotel, Miami. = |f irection ROSE & MANWARING 

IN HOLLYWOOD 
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SEASON’S GREE TINGS 

PRODUCTIONS 1929 

“THE-LEATHER NECK” 
“HIGH VOLTAGE” | 
“THE. RACKETEERS” 

(PATHE). 

Management -MYRON: SELZNICK, INC., Hollywood, Cal. 

Ti In ‘His First. Talking. Pictare : , 

“GENERAL. CRACK’. oy 
‘Warner Bros. Thea. | apy. 2 3: 45, i 45" 
Bway. & 52d St. 

© GEORGE ARLISS 
““DISRAELI” 

" Central: Tate |B aily, 3:46, “ti oq 7 
Bway & 47th 8t..| Sun., 3, 6,8 a | 

, | GRACE. GEORGE a(S) 
: >. dathe St. Jobn Ervine comedy. - on \ a OF 

agains sir!” |“FIRST MRS. FRASER” |' |S 
|o-.: With om MATTHEWS — | hee 

- Ey: ° -) ana’ Lawrence Gro - | Travelers who travel often- PLAYHOUSE fot Seka Wis. Bs 
& Sat., 2:88:| 

| |BASIL SYDNEY andj AY 
|. MARY ELLIS in -.| [9 
[CHILDREN OF DARKNESS) lng 

Everyone likes to repeat. = pleasant experience. ‘The , BILTMORE? Me, Mee WO, 

- .courteous, € cient. service ways resent on ce) — a ~ 

Central trains wins the lasting friendship ofourpatcons. 94 - BELASCOE:: Ey aaa a iar sine 

_ Three Splendid. Trains Daily — DAVID BELASCt 

miereee Spee Hl Its sa Wise Guild 
Ly. r Shicago 11:55 p. m.—Ar. St. Louis 7:28 a. my "Ly. St. Louls Th 

is open fo Cag 7: fo 00 p. m. Choice ub b og A New. Comedy by Laurence E.. Johnson 

Daylight Special _ ——. 

Popular our train . 5 Be i 

iy. Chicago 11 1:45 a. m.—Ar. Sprioefield 3:44 p.m. Ac. St.Louls . AVON Zn & $5 am, = ase || Iie 

See Se oats Pe ieipus ble & riagteld 2:39 Pm Dir, A. L. Exlanger y 
. te id pom: De cious © anor Breck Pemberton Presents 

St: Lonts Spectal - Stricily Dishonorable 
: _ Ss ‘Loule~ : 

; Iilinols Central ri sick oe car service. pringfeld 1: 30 Pe mas es . : Comedy | sn Presien, sr ont 

:, trains. leave ; Staged by Aateia Perry: fr. . Pemberton --| |. : 

|. arrive Central Two Other Trains St. Louis to Chicago : le 

» the ‘only railroad Chicago Special . 
/ terminal os Convenient miorning train 

} Michigan C Ly. St. Louis 9:00 a, m.—Lv. Springfield 11: 24a.m.; At. Chicago 
wer d. Conveni- 4:00 p.m. Dining car service. an 

ica gO. , Chicago Express 
Lv. St. Louis 9:09 p. m.; Lv. East St. Louis 9:27 p.m.—Lv. Spring 
field 12:43 a.m.; Ar. Chi icago 7:30a.m. Appetizing club brea 

All times shown are Central Standard Time | mo 

Address Mail Inquiries. - > 

Ay, SAUBRIDGE J. V. LANIGAN D. MILLER 
j - ee cago Agent. Pee ea dem Ass’ rece Fasseoger Agt 
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_ Midnite Sow Evary Night 
| All Seats to 2 PB Me, 850 

“THEATRE GUILD. FRODUCTION 5 

METEOR 
By S. N.. BEHRMAN 

GUILD Thea,, 52nd St. W. of Bway || KY 
Evgs. 8:50. Mate. Thurs, & Sat., 2:40 ff} 

2D HIG 1 

80. Minois Centr wae | [AL] -xennet: MacGowan s and. _Jomeph. Werner |. | Ys 7 a 
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Wednesday, January 8, 1990 « 

-50th Street 1th ‘Avenue a 
Direction Ss bu ROTHAFEL (ROXY) 

v 

An Ack owle ement— ae | n Acknowleg gS 

To every member of : 
the organization | of 

‘the ‘Roxy Theatre: . 

In: extending to you my 
_~ best wishes for the New | 

Year, L wish also to express 
my ‘deep gratitude for your 

~ cooperation in the main- .- 
tenance of the high ideals” 
and: ‘standards of ‘this 
theatre. 

I earnestly hope for a con. . 
tinuance-of our happy 
telationship and sincerely 
trust, that in the furthér- 

ance of our united efforts, - 
the years ‘shall bring you 
health, happiness and 
good fortune. 

Cordially, | 

- & D 

Mitiire 
—< HN 

(32: ae 

iim . 

A 

ial i 

he 
id 
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ENOYT THE BEST! Modern, scientific 

equipment and management make 

it possible for you to enjoy the best 

in New York at the Hotel Lincoln. 

| 400 o Rooms “tn'shower 
NEW YORK'S NEW $9 for & 4 For 

/ One Two . 

O OT E Lo “Tolephooe Lackev/unne 1400 © 

Directed | 

CEORGE ARLISS 

‘“DISR
AELI ’ 

A WARNER BROS. Production 

~ coment FRANK JOYCE-MYRON SELZNICK, LTD. HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. | 
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_NEW YORK THEATRES 

ROXYS" sean aot 
William Fox Prese . 

O «HOT FOR PARIS” 
with. VICTOR McLAGLEN 

X FIFI DORSAY EL BREND 

JACK HASKELL 

‘Directed 

All Talldng, La , Fox. Movi Hs 
Y New York's. Finest Stage Entertainment 

Hollyw ood Revue 
. Dances and Ensembler - 

“SHOW OF sHOws” , 
CAPITOL BE: Batre or tt) 

Mng. ia Howes, : 
———_—_—_——__————_— —&xK\rrwnmnemnnrnon 

January “Good Time” 

I le-paLAce'ae ' : qeirive . 

| oo ‘GEORGE ee 86 °. 
ILLY H : 

| aes BENNY wend 
Witt os2°RNENS and | ALLEN 

[RIVERSIDE cl : 
; TED LEWIS ': . Hensow., 

i 2056°S7E Ne 
| Wednesday to Friday, Jan. 8.to (0 

, “WILLIAMS 
‘MISS PATHICOLA. oe a 

LEW CAMERON; Other Acts - 

| os tly TANNED | LEGS Ago: 

5 36°STA 
Wednosday te Friday, Jan. 8 te re 

5SA 53NL . NEW YORK NY NOV coe 1929 

“JACK HASKELL WB _ 
‘|’ WORDS FAIL ME IN DESCRIBING THE UNANIMOUS SUCCESS PRAISE AND. i 

‘|. \ COMMENT SHOW OF. SHOWS STOP THE PART. YOU PLAYED INMAKING “>, | estgite Fav LOR, nao | 
{| THIS POSSIBLE IS TRULY A WORTHWHILE ONE AND WILL GO DOWN ~ | Ulf. TANNED LEGS “gu” 

|: . IN HISTORY AS: A SIGNAL: ACCOMPLISHMENT. KINDEST PERSONAL ——SS= 

"REGARDS TO ALL STOP BILL KOENIG SAYS YES TO ALL I HAVE WIRED 
oe Jack WARNER | 

922AM-21 | 

Season’s Greetings | 

FREDDIE. | 
| (Bones) : Z : 

BACHMAN " 

Winfield, Il. “| 
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SEASON'S, ‘GREET INGS” 

TERRIS 
Ziegteld’s Original Magnolia in 

’ » “SHOW BOAT” | 
GE. NOW STARRING IN FOX FILMS 

“(MARRIED INHOLLYWOOD” “CAMEO KIRBY” 
ae ee 2 ian Ze a ws wa ae rs ene oe a I. 
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To the Crafts, 

To the Stage A rtists, 

‘ To our. ‘Employees, 

fh} To.“ Variety,” 
‘And to. all those associated with across 131 E 

the production” and distribution 9° SRE 

- of motion pictures— 

cordially extend the’ 

SEASON’S GR EETINGS| 

spyros P. Skoure 
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Al - . . we 

GREETINGS! 

; (Continued from page. 40) 

a ‘dred, 24-ingh . ‘five ‘Kktlowatt -incan- |] | 
descerit: lamps and “200.18-inch two | hege 

500r ‘kilowatt incandescent lamps were . pla. 
ve : — [ used. mt . flee ric | 

he 28 es : me i : Powerful: Light Lofty er , 

“In tact; with the studio’s equip- 
ment and power capacity, a town 

sae ioe Lhe. . . 2 . _ , 7 . . 

of 25,000 population could’ be Hight: ec gay We neh, foci 
‘J | ed, & road from Los' Angeles to New oat " _- . ees a 

York iNuminated, or a searchlight | ve a . ; ; Va So : i . 

a Cpe ye 

7 FAgUUTY—cLADYS’ MURRAY. G.. ye :ROSt 
Se - CLEO.PAGE: 

"3636 Beverly Blvd, Los Angeles, Calif. 

LAFE PAGE, 

utilized which would throw a beam. 
60 miles, 

In the meantime Radio Pictures’ 
recently acquired 100-acre tract .in 

|the San Fernando Valley already 
{has been utilized by Herbert Brenon 
in his filming of “The, Case of. Ser- 
geant Grischa,” starring ‘Chester 
Morris with Betty Compson, This 

| tract was acquired for the purpose ; 
| of. supplying sufficient room for big / : . 
| productions of the type ‘of “Grischa” .S 
and others to be announced - by 
Radio. 

[Pit » sinalo mitch spas anel| NU ow in 2nd Week last word in . picture-making ef- 
‘ficiency, with every. facility at its 
command for the filming of talking, (WEEK. JAN. 4) 
singing, dancing productions, with 
‘@ roster of stars, featured players, = 
directors and writers of proven tal- 
ents, with the. entire resources. of 
the RCA Photophone laboratories, 
the Radio Corporation of America | KEITH'S NEW YORK . and the Radio-Keith-Orpheum cir- 
cuit of theatres behind it, and with. 

THROUGH COURTESY OF 

IN CONCLUDING OUR FIRST YEAR IN 
CALIFORNIA, THE FOLLOWING REASONS 
“MAKE. US PROUD AND HAPPY: 

A “MURRAY'S CALIFORNIA. SUNBEAMS” ‘ 
2. GRAUMAN’'S CHINESE THEATRE ‘(STAGE DIRECTION) . 

. “GOOD NEWS” (STAGE DIRECTION) | 
. 2 “BUD MURRAY BEVUE” AT: COTTON OLUB 

& “NEW FOX THEATRE,” SAN FRANOISOO, “STEPS FINALE?’ 
6. TE OUR GATRE,” 1 L. A. (3 MONTHS), WEEKLY CHANGE PRO- 

- %. FANCHON &: MARCO UNIT, “GOOD NEWS” (STAGE DANOES) 
: oo 8. “ARBUCKLE’S PLANTATION REVUE” (STAGE DANOES) 

/ 2+ 9, “HARRY CARROLL REVUE” (ONLY LEGITIMATE FLOP), . 
i. a 10. JULIAN ELTINGE PICTUBE, “MAID TO ORDER” (DANCES) : 

“v.41. “MODERN. STAIDENS,”. “UNITED -ARTISTS”. PICTURE (DANCES)- 
ao © . BR STAGE CHILDREN’S FUND REVUE’ (WRITE AND STAGE) 

| Our BIGGEST HIT!! OH! SUSANNA! Opened. 
‘|. This Week at MAYAN THEATRE, Los Angeles, 

and Our Latest’ DANCE HIT!. “SACRAMENTO 
PACKET,” Stopped the Show Cold—“No Foolin’ ” 

A FEW OF OUR MOVING PICTURE STAR PUPILS 

CORINNE GRIFFITH LAURA LA PLANTE ALICE WHITE 
OLIVE BORDEN MARY BRIAN ESTHER RALSTON 
SHARON LX¥NN ABTHUR LAKE JUNIOR COGHLAN 

the ‘guiding influence of such mas- 
ter showmen as Joseph L Schnitzer | 
‘and William. Le ‘Baron, Radio Pic- 
tures enters 1930 as a itan in every | 

: ,sense of the word. 

-_REMEMBER : 

When Hiram Brown did not play 
golf (who says he does)? 

When Jack Nervorth did black- in nt | METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER 
1] tzisr Frank Tinney was a cornet | ° STUDI O 

When Monigomery and Stone bere 
acrobats? 

SPANISH-LATIN ‘AMERICAN FILM BUREAU 
i . Now Acting as Advisor for 
o SONO-ART’S PRODUCTION, “SOMBRAS DE GLORIA,” 

STARRING JOSE BOHR 

ADDRESS 
METROPOLITAN STUDIOS, HOLLYWOOD 

Telephone GE $111 ; 
| When Sime’ Silverman - -was fired — 

» 1] from the “Morning Telegraph” by the 
I! publisher because he panned a good 

advertiser. which stared: “Variety”? | , PAUL WHITEM AN 

pation At Trchan gonld nol get the Booking Exclusively Through His Own Office 
Beat wishés ba: B:R2O and Rédio i- 1560 Broadway 

Pictures on their fast anniversary. 

_N ew York Gi t 
—By AL ‘TRAHAN- ay 

JAMES. F. GILLESPIE. 

Personal Representative 

JONES and HUL HULL | 
F reatured i in F. & M. “SWEET COOKIES” IDEA 

Thanks te FANCHON & MAR 

JP. Direetion 'SHALLMAN. BR BROS, : 

KATYA wo THEODORE 

rs TT occu 
. £60.00 and up. | | 

S—ALL SIZES ON HAND. 
AraT SGREATLY REDUCED PRICES 

“ALSO. 1,000 USED TRUNKS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION . 
WE DO REPAIRING . | OPEN EVENINGS ‘WRITE FOR CATALOG 

SAMUEL NATHANS, Inc. CONGRATULATIONS 
: 668 a Avenue, between 40th and 4iat Streete, New York City . AND | 

OLE AGENTS FOR 8 
' Phones: Longue QioF” Penneytranta ot ST BEST. WISHES 

TO R-K-O 
FOR THE COMING YEAR Paniner DIFFERENT! ORIGINAL } li 

ie ra RS Alioaye the Hit of the Show! _|LART- TITLE. 
‘ges Costumes That Click STU D I 0S. 

- ® : 

For Pricoa Trailers 

' «845. So. Wabash: 

y . 

, Wire or Write, HARRY BOURNE 

643 SC. OLIVE ST, LOS ANGELES, CAL. || 

‘FEATURED DANCERS 
IN Wr. & M. “AOCORDION” IDEAS 

THANX TO ALICE GQOoOoDWIN 
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70.FOOT 

CARLOAD 
OF ILLUSIONS | 
AND” EFFECTS. 

STARTING "WESTERN R. K. O ‘TOUR IN ‘FEBRUARY > 
.DUE TO: FORESIGHT: OF 

‘CHAS. FREEMAN ’ GEORGE: GODFREY 'WwM. DIAMOND — 
ARTHUR KLEIN—TERRY TURNER 

, “Special. Representatives 

BEN PIAZZA 

/ POSITIVELY. THE GREATEST BOX: “OFFICE 

ATTRACTION © IN HISTORY. OF. 

| SHOW — BUSINESS © _— 

AND HIS | 

“MIGHTY. WONDER SHOW 

EDW. MORSE 

Western R-K-O Representative 

HEALTHFUL 

ooler- 
NATURES REFRIGERATION 

RKC 
Leading theatres throug

hout 

America,’ including impor=, 

tant R-K-O houses, are using 

Kooler-Aire Systems. 

In winter - ‘Kooler-Aire is 

without an egual tor quiet, 

efficient ventilation. All 

summer it increases profits 

and insures sustained pat-: 

vonage ‘by its -silent, Con- 

trolled. Pre-Cooling. 

A revolutionary achieve- 

ment tn theatre air condi- . 

Get all the facts 
tioning. 

about. pre-cooling wit 

-Kooler-Aire. Write for com- 

plete information. 
ae ee a cee 

Kooler-Aire Engineering Corp. 

1916 Paramount Bidg., New York, N. Y. 

108° STYLES OF 
“BLOCK AND LITHO | 
DISPLAY PRINTING | 

- | From School .Cards ‘to - 
~. 16 Sheets 

and 
. Prose Agent in. ‘Advance a : | Campaign 2 Ever Known 

THE RECORD BREAKE 

VARIETY 

cod. wae Oo ncaa ete f° ~ acini - 

‘ALL NEW. COSTUMES |- 
“AND SCENERY | 

_ Wonderful Jerful Lobby 
_ Display 

Greatest rest Publicity 

Sai RIO tot Fe nel Se amen NS el 2 

187-139, ‘West 45th St. 
YORK cITy 

Completely nD wamedeted-—er verything of 
the: best Simmons ng furniture (Beauty- 
rest: “ares hot and L coll water, 

Season’s Greetings 

To the. Profession | 3 
This. ie the sea att “a fer the Professt

on—in the 
of the theatrical section. 

Phones Bryant “0878: 4-5. 

$8 and Be Binele 
and Up Dow 

yy” Shower Baths, rot 
and Cold ‘Water and 

Telephone “y 

Electric Fano : 
‘ t 

264-268 West 46th Street 
w York City 

AW Newly 

Decorated . ~~ 

$8 Bingle 2. 
$3 ona W Double 

5, . 

Cola Water — Hot and 
and Telephone ip. 

Bach Room . 

102 West 44th Street - 

_ New. York City 

“phone BRYANT 2228-29 ot 

“A GOOD HOTEL IN 
MIDTOWN NEW YORK | 

Weekly Rates 
Singlerooms $14. to $21 
Double rooms. . $17.50 to $24... 

’ Two-room suites $3500 
_Three-room suites $45 

HOTEL WELLINGTON | 
Tth Ave: at 550 Se St., New York City _ 
Under. KN! OTT Management 

— THE =DUPLEX 
HOUSEKEEPING FURNISHED 

APARTME 

330 West 43rd Street, New ‘York 
Longsere 7132 

Three and four reoms with bath, — 

complete kitchen. Modern in every 

particular. Will accommodate four 

or more adults. — 
$12.00 UF WEEKLY 
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R.K- 

SVL EIN I HONE Mates nett: 

WEEK -~ 

RIVERSIDE, NEW YORK, NOW (JAN. ) 

a a | R-K-O Representative—BILLY J ACKSON 
; 

RK 0 AND THEN SOME |< 

(Continued from page 88) B 

standing around 47th street or at] 

the’ entrance. of the Bond Building. 

It won’t bring you.a thing but dis- 

appointment. Get up to that bunch 

Jin 806, From that time on, watch | 

‘the different spots Vou get on the 

bill. “Watch the reports that go in. 

Everything 1s all: pepped up. And 

I particularly advise those acts who 

have been doing the same routine. 

for years and think they’re about 

through, to get a couple of ideas 

‘up there in 805. . 

Pp, S.—If your agent doesn’t know 

about this opportunity, get your- 

self a new agent. . 

R-K-O Div. Mgrs. 
Claude Saunders, R-K-O division-. 

al northwest manager, will be trans- 
_| ferred to managership of Baltimore, 
‘1 Washington and Philadelphia, Jan. 
12. His previous territory will be- 

|handled by J. McCurdy. 
, Another R-K-O divisional change 

|makes Henry Kaufman. assistant. to 
Nate Blumberg, with supervision of 
It. Wayne and Detroit. He replaces 

.|. Manny. Marcus, -- Quimby | Amuse- 
_|ment Co, has ‘sold its Ft. Wayne 

‘—. [holdings to R-K-O. 
1 -Joe Pearlstein, formerly of To-.| § 
ledo, will become - manager of 
R- K-O’s 23rd St., New. York, Jan. 12. 

LOEW BUILDING ¥ 
NN EX 

160 WEST 46"ST- 
BRYANT 7800 NEW YORK CITY 

J. H. LUBIN 
GENERAL 1 MANAGEB - 

MARVIN H. SCHENCK 
BOOKING ‘MANAGER. -' 
le _— 

OHICAGO OFFICE » 

600 WOODS THEATRE B’LD’G 
JOHNNY JONES © 

IN CHARGE 

Aunt 

Jemima 

. “Showboat § 

| She’ll tell you Hotel McCormick i is 
“her favorite Chicago hotel. She 
likes the location—so near the 
loop, yet away from the noise and RATES 
dirt. She likes the spacioys, airy Apartments for 
rooms, the smart and charming fur- Two, $90: Mo. up: 

nishings, the modern facilities of L  Aparte’ 
all kinds. The low rentals include nents For Four. 
-complete’ maid and’ hotel service, ~__ $150 Mo, up 

Japanese for Broadway 
Los Angeles, Jan. 4. 

_ Tsutsui and Co., Japanese sword rt 
_ 

players, open in New York next, jone! LONGACRE 6805 ‘ao. P. SCHNEIDER. Prop. 

ESS. THE BERTHA aanee 
; Los ‘Angeles. COMPLETE FOR HOUSEK EEPING.. . CLEAN AND AIBY. 

The company played at the 325 West 43rd Street © NEW YORK CITY 
_ Japanese _ theatre here. last season, |. Private Bathi. 

frigeration, light ‘and gas. Hotel 1 Rooms, “\then went into Gratman’s Chinese |~ --2:4__Roome:  OgtSTIne $e the: comfort. and. convenlenee OF | 
h 

Hotel McCormick offers such added feae | - $60- -$70° Mo..up . m Cae ation Chaplin. with, a rave. STEAM HEAT ‘AND ELECTRIC LIGHT, $15. 00 UP. Mes, Jackeon | now in charge 

lures as golf driving nets, handball ccurts, 
, 

_gymnasium with latest health and reducing 
a “apparatus, - « « all enjoyed by guests 
ee without charge. 

electric re 

. vA Metro People on Air 

’ Purety Bakeries Hour, new com- 
mercial account for C. B. S., which a. Nine ke 

will broadcast: every Monday dur- LNs TITUTION ef INTERNATIONALS 

‘ling the year of 1930, has arranged 

with Metro: whereby the latter “arm es hoes for the Stage: and street 

will supply a flew of its featured ad 

players for each program. \aes SHOWFOLK’S SHOESHOP—1552. BROADWAY 

a Ontario and Rush Sts. 
Phone Superior 4927 

- 

ars 
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BESSIE we and CHARLES. KING 
MAE MURRAY oe 

“CHASING RAINBOWS” “PE ACOCK ALLEY” | 

— E L LS R 0 0 ] — 
“JOHN ‘BOLES ona LAURA ‘LaPLANTE. = LAWRENCE TIBBETT. 

in Universa - im M-G-M!'s | a 

“LA woes Current Ss pecials “THE ROGUE SONG” | | 
o 

origina 

(in collaboration) 
“(in collaboration) 

Management: MYRON SELZNICK, INC. | A. GEORGE VOLCK, Vice-Pres. : 

Sth es Wes ins ns 

” SEASON’S ‘GREETINGS! _ 

‘Under. Contract to. 

RADIO PICTURES - 

MANAGEMENT 

FRANK JOYCE-MYRON. SELZNICK, | LTD. 

oe HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 

SVE War BOP EOS eee ee EEE EDS. TASES TA 

_DIRECTING 

HOOT GIBSON _ 
IN 100% TALKERS — 

| 

For 
|} 

UNIVERSAL 
y 

“THE SPIELER’ ] TAY GARNETT ~ 
| “FLYING FOOLS” "— Director 

“OH YEAH” | ; 

| “OFFICER O'BRIEN” Management MYRON SELZNICK, INC. 

a HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 

600 HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS . 

: _ ‘LANDSEER, APTS. | ‘BENDOR COURT 

—— 
245 West Sist.Street -- 343 West 65th Street . 

: RADIO- . » fe ; . ‘Columbus 8950 LL Columbus 6066 

KEITH-ORPHEUM / © g238 \ R’ } , 
cinvurt or THEATRES | GVq \ PRODUCTIONS, INC. . | IRVINGTON HALL | HENRI 1 COURT 

_—_—_ : Producers and Distributors of , Columbus 1360 3830 Longacre 

HILDONA COURT 
341-847 West 45th Street, 3560 Longacre 

1- 2-3- 4-room apartments. Private bath, phone, kitchen or kitchenette. 

” $18.00 UP WEEKLY—$70.00 UP MONTHLY. 

All apartments directly under the supervision of the owner . 

».:-In-the-center-of.the theatrical. district... All fireproof. buildings of. 

Vaudeville Exchange to COAST; 

‘General Booking Offices 
RADIO 

, Buildi , Deo. ; 

Palace creas | PICTURES 
4 RAK-O- FILM...... [7 MA BY _Lauriching an Ere | 

| vee eee og: BI Joab --2=2- Pel. 

BOOKING CORP. ‘| CORPORA TIO N Satertainment 

General Booking ces 4860-1564. Broadway, New York 1560 Broadway Address all communications to 

CHARLES TENENBAUM 

Pr tneipal Office: Landseer Apts. +. 245 West Sist Street, New York 

All apartments can be seen evenings, Office in each building 

SVL) Lense by the Week, Month or- Year — Forolehed or Unfurnished. 

-1560 Broadway 

NEW YORK Welophone Exchange Bryant 9800 NEW YORK CITY — 

Oable Address: “RBADIOKEITH’ 
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YOU WILL BOOK. 

SOME OF. OUR ACTS: ‘ALL OF THE TIME B 

ALL OF OUR> -ACTS - ‘SOME: OF ‘THE ‘TIME 

BUT. IF YOU. COULD ONLY BOOK 

ALL OF OUR ACTS ALL. OF ‘THE TIME—— 

Be, WHAT . A BEAUTIFUL. WORLD ‘THIS WOULD BE 
|: 

SEASON’S GREETINGS 

FROM “KIDDIN’ THRU” 

JOSEPH P. 

| BICKERTON, JR. 
~ COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW 

~_ Direction ROSE & MANWARING. 

GREETINGS — 
Oo. & W. RESTAURANTS 

| FRANK SINCLAIR and col 

‘BEE PAIGE _ DOLORES HART : ||: 
KAY KARYL ‘GEORGE PAIGE. 

‘Wednesday, January 6, 1880 
ee a RS A 

LEADING ORCHESTRAS | 
[IRVING AARONSON | 
and HIS COMMANDERS 

‘Now Featured with 

“| IRENE BORDONI in““PARIS* 
VICTOR RECORDS .. 
EXCLUSI IVELY. 

| CTE BRICK TOPS pot 
" (PARISIAN RED HEADS) 

[America’s Greatest. Girl. Band. 
. Permanent Addre 

head West North St. Indlanapolle, Ind. . 

FROM 
DETROIT Oo 

|SEANGOLDKETTE| 
Orchestras. . 

' VIOTOR RECORDS. 

Offices 812 Book " Tower. 
DET RO OlT 

Ic ~ PHIL FABELLO a 

ORCHESTRA. on 

‘The Different. Ensemble _ 
Presentation Feature | 

~ COLISEUM THEATRE. 
: New. York cit ty. 

WEN FALLON- 
= His CALIFORNIANS 

. Now. Playing. Second ‘Year’ 

_ WILSON’S BALLROOM 
_ (Formerly Cinderella Roof) ° 

LOS ANGELES © ne 
| 

TAL HENRY 
: and His ORCHESTRA 

‘Victor Records 

Playing Baker Hotel 
Dallas, Tex. 

' Exclusive. Managemen nt 
’ Orchestra Corp. of America | 
1050 Broa dway. New Yo tial 

i AND His ‘ORCHESTRA. . : 

_ Now Playing. | , 

Cocoanut: Grove: oe, 

|. ‘Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles oa 

[VINCENT LOPEZ | 
and. His ORCHESTRA 

mering at the. 
"PELHAM HEATH ANN 

Dettling a the” , 
‘et. REGIS. HOTEL 

‘New. York ( Cit 

_ AND HIS. PLANTATION. CLUB. . 

: ORCHESTRA oi 
Formerly the. Missourians, World's Great- 

“Il est Colored Band, Now at the Plantation 
Olub; 80 West. 126th Btn New York Clty 

~_AND HIS MUSIC 
-“ ROOSEVELT HOTEL. 

HOLLYWCOD, CALIF. oN 
‘With. ‘SID :GRAUMAN. 
7 VICTOR RECORDS * 

[ B.A. ROLFE | 
———— err 

‘Radio’ 8 Premier Conductor 

Lucky: Strike: Dance: Orchestra- 

Palais D'Or Restaurant Orchestra ‘ te 
Edleon Ace e Recording Orchestra . 

| [ANSON WEI ANSON WEEKS | | 
a a ; 148 WEST 49TH STREET’ 

. 220 West 42nd ‘Street | NEAR SEVENTH: AVENUE ° NEW. YORK. | . -AND.HIS ORCHESTRA. | 
: oa ; Branch: 1734 Broadway M. WACHTEL, Prop. . Now in Third Year at the | 

NEW YORK. 
SEASON'S GREETINGS 

3 MELVIN. BROS. 
SENSATIONAL GYMNASTS—A CREDIT TO ANY BILL 

Direction WML MOBRIS 

Greetings 

ANDERSON and BURT 
Direction MARTY FORKINS 

ron LEE PO 
at her 45 West street aaa 

New York — 

‘HOTEL MARK HOPKINS 
San ‘Francisco .. 

COLUMBIA | BECORDS ° 

[PA UL WHITEM WHITEMAN| | 
And His Greater: Orchestra 

Now Making 
"KING OF JAZZ" 
for Universal. 

aes | Persona)” “Rép.1-as."F ¥VAS: “Fe ‘GILLESPIE 

| ARTHUR WARREN | 
AND HIS — 

Park Central Hotel. Orchestra 
Brondcant! WEAFEF—W4JZ . PARK ee NT WIZ, 
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FOX GRAND ORCHESTRA 
oe _. LEON BRUSILOFF . oo 

H. SOKOLOVE — _ Conductor 8. ZEIBEL 

Concertmaster 
MAXIM. ZINDER. - Concertmaster 

= . . ‘MEYER DAVIS. Peet a B Director . . 

BB. Goats opin & sphfinster, violin z Amann geil ctartiEt Wilsons ger pNaciprient {dorm : ue pea te ms Re He Manning, are 

wr Rissa cc Se dain viola we Newell vase, "Wi Bintse, bageoor Me Frieame trumpet mesny ana grums Ee te 

3. Rose Jonbl win, ololin AY Finckel, cello ©. ‘Darby. ‘larine t 3. wishnow hore . D, Wade, Hombone nDORe mo WGrawtord, drums ‘B. Rogan, lor arian 

. oThe - ‘ex ‘Theatre, Hes Living Mesiel 

Cena eee aan EEEEEESPSEa MEE! 

a ee a oa.” MABELLE JENNINGS 
ARTHUR A. DE TTTA Dramatic and Motion Picture Editor van oom 

~ a (born t te ‘eriticize). 

HEARST METROTONE NEWS os DANIEL BREESKIN _ oo: Lucky STRIKE BOWLING “ALLEYS 

“ROX FILM CORPORATION / General mt eset gitar baa Theeters Rae MEYER DAVIS: - 
ee = EARLE. METROPOLITAN 

; ; | a 

_ 
_ . . \ 

Q “JOHNNY. CHEVALIER MARKOWITZ STUDIOS” . Renae Tne, S 

cane says LONG LIVE LINEN © | "Pictorial ond Decorative Posters. , Sita ideaiellsaace 

on To A Hie. Friends in. _-.' and Display Signs > a THEATRICAL’ CLEANSERS 

ae +. |: the Show World: 
514 10th Street NW: _ Nat, 2022 

fies FOX. THEATRE. | Le 
foe ol) QB Winchester, Mor _ = 

| "JOE LA ROSE 
loot, dames 2 inaawtae Mo cog — MEYER. DA VIS 

| : _ ie 
ook oS ‘E- ‘S. Halley. Asst. Trees. - oe ' cone, W. ; 

oO Productions _ “ve a Jota x t . “— eto u 

1. jee see RON THEATRE — 
New York ecdeipaia oo 

pee os LONG LIVE LINEN : , Me, 
: cand) © ; 

ig 

| 
. MARSHALL . 

@é 

| | mo LIDO ORCHESTRAS.” 
mae aa “JACK CONNOLLY : ne 

| ‘. "president. oe For Movietone News _ Maurice. Kafka. “ 

3 “managing. Cre eetor a _ —_ . a . oo if Lnew Bldg. Z 

re | 
i 

My offices ‘at 1451 Broadway ‘(plephone Wisconsin 7580),. New ‘York. City, or my 1 office in 

' Washington, D. C;, are open during. the entire year to serve my friends in the profession— 

Call at, write.or telephone either office. — 

oh a Congressman SOL BLOOM a 

pn 
: \ 

8 a . RKO KEITH'S: . FOX. PROJECTION. STAFF 

an Corbin Sheild, manager 
ae Walter W. Bush ohiey projectionist 

” Cc. terry ‘Bebreiber, assistant ‘manager. aid treasurer 
a 

: m ¢ 
charles Plunkett. : TY, DeWitt Bittenbendes 

“ 6. “pred Grice F. Cole, ‘secretary, _ - ORE e peonard, omnoy mon mo James Hamilton ; Frank Mitchell . 

: wm. ‘Dawson, -chie} projectiontst Roy Good, chief o service . a Gil James Lehman - oe 

STATION WRC 
; ut: 

- managed and. operated by - 
; = 

NG . THE NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY - ° 

1” Again Congratulates Variety , 

SERVICE ENGRAVING CO., Inc. 
‘Washington Post Building 
“The Service That Counts” 

NELSON B. BELL 
Motion Picture Editor 

THE WASHINGTON POST - 
The Capitals Only Reat Picture Medium. 

‘SEASON'S GREETINGS TO ALL. MY FRIE
NDS IN THE PROFESSION 

_pOROTHY. “MeNULTY 
FORREST HALSEY 

“. WRITER 

First National Vitaphone Production _ 
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= WW, ag Coolnes 
|) the foundation of big. profits. 
: ‘Modernize your: theatre with ww hind 

Cooling and ineipon = 
‘Write’ - 

LE es 

ARCT IC NU- AIR CORP. 
831 State Lake Building,, Chicago, iM. 

OF THE AMUSEMENT. WORLD 
Combining the finest of talking screen and stage. features: to produce Broadway's 
most delightful and complete. entertainment. 

Magnificent Stage Revues, featuring girls. mirth and melody, devised by Arthur - 
a an Knorr and. Chester Hale, under the personal supervision: of Louis K. Sidney. 

et The Capitol Ballet : Corps and Chester Hale The Capitollang, Broadway's jaze- ~mad ayn- Cog, 
‘ -Girls, under the direction of Chester Hale, copators, a feature: of every. Program. ye py ; d. _ 

_ Ballet. Master, in’ novel and rhythmic ganes ; ; ; Think ahea — 
formation ne, . . ad ot ; a 

ww . ‘Major Edward Bowes'and the Capitol “Fam- send.now for. 
ue YASHA. BUN CHUK conducting the Capitol ae ‘Broadcasting every Sunday event 7 id. 4 op: 

' Grand Orchestra.. Always. new delights for =| ion the Capitol Studio: over Station WHE *. Oa, . > 
lovers of the. dnest of ‘popular and classical "and associated stations of the. National this’ ‘book! ° 

: . Broadcasting Company. 

i THe HOME OF METRO- Coldwyn- MAYER PICTURES 

- William Slavens McNutt 
and ~~, 

Grover Jones 
Paramount Famous Lasky Corp. 

MERVYN LEROY 
IST NATIONAL VITAPHONE 

PRODUCT IONS” 

“SHOW GIRL IN HOLLYWOOD,” Special 
“LITTLE JOHNNY JONES,” Special 
“PLAYING AROUND”. | 
“BROADWAY BABIES” 
“HAROLD TEENS” 

_ Screen Play: and Dialogue. 

“The Mighty” 

with George Bancroft 

Screen Play and Dialogue 

“Dangerous: Paradise” 

with Nancy Carroll 

‘Screen Play and Dialogue 
“Young Eagles” 

with Buddy. Rogers. 

: Story-Screen Play-Dialogue : 

“Burning Up? 
«with Richard Arlen. 

DAVID E. WESHNER'| 
WARNER THEATRES a 
NORTHERN ‘NEW JERSEY | “LUMINOUS. EFFECTS 

U. V. Colors, Luminous Paints | A. STROBL 
. For Costumes, Scenery, Etc. 68. West 50th St., New York Gity 

| , CONGRATULATIONS 

JEAN ROSE REVUE 
“DANCES AS YOU LIKE THEM” . 

Direction LEE: STEWART . 

“TOOTS NOVELLO 
Ary _IN FANCHON & MARCO'S OVERLURES IDEA 

1: EXTENDS SEASON'S GREETINGS 
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EE THs special Nariety-R- K-O. edition would: not be 4 

| “complete
 
without a tribute’ to the artists “organizatio

n, 
the N. Vv. A. a 7 

| “The. IN. Vv. A. ‘Lodge at Sarena, for the stricken and. unfortunat
e 

7 

- oa members of the professio
n, 

is worthy ‘of. the support. and ‘gratitude. of oe 7 

- . everyone: in the theatrical industry. ° 7 

eo “And yet, this great sanatorium is but | One. eof the many splendid activities ae es ee 

- oy of the N. N. A. Their clubhouse i in New York is one of the Finest of its cee 

kind” in this country. and their recent - drive for new members recruited. both 7 

added interest and numerical strength to their assdciation
. 

| | | 

Vaudeville
 

artists always have had: the. distinction of being: among the. 

est ‘to volunteer: aid to. every needy, deserving charity, without regard to. _ 

creed, race: or, - nationality
 

| | | | anaes 

“This same considerat
ion 

for the: less: fortunate,’ the: ‘aed, and. the ir incapec- 

tated members. of the vaudeville profession,
 
has. been ‘the. foundation

 
upon 

which the. N. Vv. A. has built. a reputation.
 
that i is not only’ an "example and: an elas 

_ inspiration to. the entire show ‘business; but: has won. the admiration: of 1 men 

7 | “and women in high public places throughout
 
the world. cs a 

Tt The R-K-O organization wishes for the N. V. Ay its officers and its 

al members, that the current year may be the: most. auspicious and successful in, 

a their: history” and in the solution of their. problems and in the. promotion of 

» their benevolent and fraternal activities, we pledge our complete co-operation 

and support. 

: RADIO- KEITH. -ORPHEUM CORPORATION 

HIRAM S. BROWN, 
| President. 
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abaret and night club pro- 

Ators have reached the conclu- 
that people have ceased to pat- 

ize the night places, not because 

y are broke or trying to save 
ey, but because they have be- 

me speakeasy -minded. 
n ultra smart ntfte club with its 

Bensive cover charge and every- 

ng else could be attended for the 
ne price that one spends in an 

ning in a speak. More money is 
nt In constant speakeasy attend- 

ce than in the old nite club days. 

en to drown one’s sorrows over 

bubles costs plenty of dough. 
he majority of people just pre- 

ir speakeasies to nite clubs now, 
aa that’s all there is to it. 
The smore decorative and ex- 

bnsive a speak is, che more popu- 
mr. Peopte-can go to a very smart 
oking place and not bother to 

(Continued on Page 61) 

ap Film M. C.’s Supply 
Dialog for Talkers 

Japan's wired houses, of which 
jere are now 20, are “fading down” 
nglish dialog to an almost inaudi- 

Mie mumble while the benchai, or 
iterpreter, continues to explain the 
ction as he did previously with si- 

ment pictures. 
Benchals, who constitute the 
rongest labor union in Japan, were 
first apprehensive and antagonis- 

c about dialog, but as almost no 
be understands English in Japan, 
heir jobs were perfectly safe. In 

ct, dialog has given them an ad- 
Wantage. . 

: They do not interpret literally. 
mn fact, they frequently give the 

Japanese audiences a version of 

erican stories that they think 

vill. be Hked better by the natives. 

ence, according to Frank V. 

hamberlain, general representative, 

n the Orient for M-G-M, Japanese 

Budiences sometimes burst into 

q@eaughter in the middle of serious se- 
Wa wences. 

Benchais are great wisecrackers 

and in proportion to their ability as 
Wmumorists have personal followings 
mvhich command for them salaries as 
Wuleh ay 150 yen weekly, about $75, 

pulous wages for Japan. 

iMchts Paint Brooklyn 

Ballroom to Any Order 
‘New annex of the St. George 

otel, Brooklyn, contains a unique 

allroom. It is without windows, 

‘ating upparatus or ornamenta- 
n. Walls and ceilings are paint- 

oe ' solid white. 
i Syecial lighting system projects 

lors onto the walls and ceilings 

hanging the architectural motif at 

ill, according to the soclal event 

n progress. Thus an Irish ball can 

~ golden harps on a green field, 

can have antlers all over the 
Q ete. 

generated by the Ilghts pro- 

“essary warmth of the room 
*h a capacity of 2,500 per- 

NEW YORK, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 15, 1930 

Talking Film Dolls 

Hollywood, Jan. 14. 

Local toy manufacturer is 
soliciting screen stars for a 

record of their voices in an ef- 
fort to duplicate them in talk- 
ing dolls to be placed on the 
market when the mechanism is 

perfected, 

Overtures are‘also for, per- 
mission to mold the dolls after 
the likeness of the screen play- 

ers. Few are willing to grant. 
this concession without some 
compensation. Toy man won't 

promise anything until he sees 
how the dolls get over. 

COAST WOMEN ATTACK 
FRISCO’S BILLBOARDS 

San Francisco, Jan. 14. 

Committees from various wom- 

en’s clubs have been putting out 

propaganda against billboards. 

Talk has been going the rounds 

that various big firms have been 

approached with the intimation that 

a boycott may be invoked by the 

women against any and all using 

this medium of advertising. 

It ts pretty generally admitted 
here that one of the country’s big 

oil concerns !s backing the cam- 

paign and figuratively yelling “Sic 

‘em” to the femmes. 

Local billboard concerns are con- 
siderably worried. Foster & Kleiser, 
the biggest, is going out to combat 

the campaign by building numerous 

children's playgrounds behind their 

signboards. Many of these boards 
are erected in front of vacant lots 

and the plans call for beautifying 

these plots, dubbing them “Foster 
& Klefser Children’s Playground.” 

There is a crying need in this town 

for such space. It is reported 

F. & K. will spend something like 
$100,000 for the purpose. 

World League Film 

Geneva, Jan. 14. 

A propaganda picture has been 

produced under the auspices of the 

League of Nations which maintains 

its permanent seat here. 

Sequences show the buildings of 

the World League. the Congress of 

diplomats in full sessfon and prin- 

cipal leaders in the movement 

toward international accord are re- 

corded in addresses. 
One of the principal purposes is 

said to be circulation in the United. 
States, where League membership 

is still being debated. 

Fame! 

Berlin, Jan. 14. 

A new song published in Berlin 

bears the title: “Greta Garbo 
Kissed Me In My Dream.” 

S RIDING MAD 
+ 

HOSTESSES, FAQN Indie Suicide F ollows Tough Breaks; 
NEW YORK TOFLE. Despite Bombing, Wife Still: 

Girls Applying for Bus Jobs 

Preferred Who Can Dig 

Up Extra Fares—Arrange. 

and Enliven Trips With 
Uke Strumming— ‘Person- 

al” Advertisements Used 

LATEST RACKET 

Several of the Florida bus lines 

operating out of New York are em- 

ploying hostesses on outgoing trips, 

with gals getting frée transporta- 

tion, other expenses and a per- 
centage cut on sales solicited by 
them. 

Unemployed show girls with a 
yen for Folrida &nd_ it’s balmy 
beaches are going heavy for the 

(Continued on page 57) 

Film “Rita” Ends All 
Demand for Road Co. 

Ogden, Utah, Jan. 14. 
Newspaper, organizations and 

one church, even, united in giving 

free advertising to road production 

of “Rio Rita,” first road company 

to play town in year. 

Two perfermances were given. 

The theatre manager admitted he 
would have made $500 more if he 
had run pictures as usual. A few 
days later “Rio Rita” in sound pic- 

ture form came to téwn. The people 
liked it better than the road com- 

pany, so everybody is saying, 

“what’s the use?” Besides the big 
difference in the prices. 

Charges U.S. Army With 

Sex Appeal Methods 
Washington, Jan. 14. 

Army will be more cautious in 

the future when itt comes to hand- 
ing out honorary commissions as 

colonels, etc., to feminine Jegit and 
picture stars. 

Congressman Ross A. Collins 

charges that the Army is attempting 

to use “sex appeal methods” to 

whoop up recruiting and. secure 

publicity. 

Some Tough! 

So tough in the small caba- 

rets of Greenwich Viliage that 
proprietors are cutting in on 

the throw money of buskin en- 
tertainers, 

They have been doing their 

Stuff gratis in the joints, -de- 
pending on the toss for cakes’ 
coin, 

New order has it that the 
catcher split 60-60 on the 
throw with the house pianist. 
The boss takes the planist’s 

end of the cut later. 

> 

uF ire” Racketeers 

Chicago, Jan. 14. 
Another racket by sidewalk 

gangsters has the smail the- 
atre owners worried. 
Gang of petty racketeers go 

into theatre, wait until a quiet 
moment and then yell “Fire.” 
As the crowd rushes out, the 
boys snatch pocketbooks from 

the women and skip. 
This occurred three times in 

as many houses on the west 

side last week. 

MORE NOVELTY, LESS BIZ 
IN SHIP-SHORE CHATTER| 

Edenton, N. C., Jan. 14, 
Ship-to-shore ‘’phone conversa- 

tions which cost $7 per minute are 
mostly being used for the novelty 
of the thing. Carroll E. Kramer, 
wartime naval radio electrictan who 
has'a home bitlt low wave set of 
extraordinary, range, says so and 
reveals that the conversations aern’t 

as private as they’re supposed to 
be. . 
.Kramer Metens in regularly on 

chatter between the “Leviathan” 
and land ’phones. Very little of the 
stuff is worth $7, he claims. Evi- 
dently stock traders know the talk 

isn’t private, for they use code. 
Kramer discovered that interna- 

tional programs arranged itn Europe 
for rebroadcasting in the United 

States are tried out privately a few 
days before the public broadcast. 

. They are sent over for checking 

and, if needed, censoring, The New 
Year program of greeting and talent 
was heard by Kramer in a broad- 
cast from Europe three days before 
it was put on the air in this coun- 
try. 

Dollar Line Wires 

San Francisco, Jan. 14. 
Steamers of the Dollar Line are 

being equipped to show talking 
pictures. 

First installation, W. E., has 
been made in the “President Fill- 
more,” which sails from New York 
for the Coast Jan. 16, according to 
R. Stanley Dollar, president. 

This will be the first ship in Pa- 
cific waters equipped for. sound. 
When the boat reaches the Malay 
Peninsula eities it will give those 
residents their first opportunity to 
hear dialog films. 

All other ships of the Hne will be 
similarly: provided. \ 

Eastman Giveaways 
Rochester, N. ¥., Jan. 14. 

Eastman Kodak is reported plan- 

ning the giving away of 1,000,000 

inexpensive cameras to schoo! chil- 

dren throughout the country. 
Idea fg that the cameras will cre- || 

—_ Cr..8.8?.87380 nn —e ate a big demand for film. 

Akron, O., Jan. 14. 
Park J. Palmer, owner of - the. 

Ideal theatre, killed himself ‘with a 

gu. Jan. 10. Back of his tragic ‘de- 
Inise is the drama of an independent 
theatre operator. 

Last spring Palmer. was operat." 
ing the Ideal, little. neighborhood. 
theatre, with his wife in the ‘box © 
office ‘and & union operator in the ” 
booth. Palmer was feeling: the: op--- 
osition of wired ‘houses, But. had ~ 
opes of equipping his own ‘hotise ~. 

for talkers. Then the operators’ 
union established a new and. higher 
wage scale. Palmer said he couldn’t~ 
meet it and stay in: ‘hgisiness; $0 he. 
installed a non-union operator, 

With the new. operator. in- the | 
booth a can .of: film. “caught’ fire.” | 
More than 100 ‘school children were . 
in the theatre at a matinee’ per} 
formance. Mrs. Palmer calmed the -; 
youngsters and led them through... 
the smoke-filled theatre to safety.” 
During the fire the operator ‘disap-.; 
peared. He -hag not been seen - 
since. 

Twice Repaired - 
Palmer redecorated the hose aiid: 

ppened it again. Expense of. aiter- 
ing wasn't great, but | to. Palmer Je. 

(Continued - on Page 61). 

WARNERS WILL GLORIFY 
SEC’S 3 SUNDAY NITES - 

Glorifying secretaries in a Broad- . 
way show, with first night lights 
and everything, is actyally going to. 
happen. . It’s the first. time a busi- 
ness house, or film company, has 
decided. to. match the gams of its 
gum chewers in 2 Broadway house .. 
with the trained ones at a $3, top 
for the public. 
WB beauts, and there are. some. 

snappy pencil pushers . over’. on w 
Eighth ave., are being scanned for. 
the best 32. These will ‘compose . 
the ballet, chorus and what-nof.. 
Plus this will be 10 sketches for a- 
two and a half hour show due the . 
first three Sunday nights. in Feb- - 
ruary at Chanin’s 46th street the- 
atre, 

Show will be all- Warner, no » out. - 
sfde talent being considered. Songs, 
some new, are already being tuned 
up in the Warner key factory. 
The prima has already heen se- | 

lected. She is a Miss” Winston in 
the Witmark offices, who igs said . 
to have that. Ingenue technique. . 
Work on the revue has: been 

completed. George Billson, p. a.; 
did most of it. Money derived wht 
go to the. employees’ ” club and ~ 
charity. , : 

BROOKS 
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London Christmas Pantos Enormous; | 
Flock of Revival Spotty Returns) 

London, Jan;.14. |]. 
Survey of the London box office ]] 

field as the new year starts shows': 
the two Christmas Pantomimes do- | 
ing an enormous businesg with 2]. 
group of revues running: at -high 
tide and the large number of re- || 
vivals uneven in takings but gen- 
erally weak. Some of the long run. 
attractions also are showing slens, 
of having exhausted their pull. - Just: died... - 

Adelphi—The Jack Hulbert revue, |. ‘Mr. Buchanan has rewritten” 
“The Housé That Jack Built,” |} the line and: now says: 
couldn’t be bigger, with libraries. ae ‘““Tt'g lousy.” | 
clamoring for more seats, Big laugh.. 

Aldwych—"The Cup of Kindness” 
has fizzled out and is coming off, 
with a new Ben Travers. piece to. 

follow. 

Ambassadors. — uphird ‘Time || 
Lucky” is Gnother - that has not 

much-longer to go. Counted a ‘flop. 

Apollo—"Symphony in Two Flats” 
makes another change of base, Bo- 
ing back to the New theat re with: | 
the Apollo offered on rental, “Sym- ‘ported. losing: his post,. with ‘real 
phony” running along at around $8- - jroyalty: discussed as 2 Probable 
600 a week. successor, 
Comedy—"The . Ghost. ‘Train, in ; Royal candidate fs Henry, 

revival, a flop and closing. shortly. . 

Criterion—"The Private Seere~ 
tary” put in as revival for a short 
run and doing. micely for that pur-" 

pose, 

Daly’ e—Charley’ F) Aunt,’ ” revival 
of ancient farce, and. doing ‘nicely. 
Tq be succeeded, at the end of. the |: 
month -by “Point Counter Point.” | 

Dominion—"Follow Thru” opened. 
in October and went to Christmas. 
with only two losing weeks. : Now 
getting around $18,000 and libraries 
are doing better than when they. 
contracted, particularly with the 
upstairs, the orchestra being only |, 
fair. a 

Drury Lane—‘“Sleeping Beauty,” | 
Christmas pantomime, is enormous, 
especially at matinees, Grossing 

$25,000. 

Duchess—"The Man at Six,” an- 
other revival: Originally. put in for 
matinees only.* “Typhoon,” how- 
ever, has closé@' as'the evening bill. 
and the first riamed piece is playing: 
nights also. Doing poorly. 

Duke of York—‘Jew Suss” was 
slightly off around Christmas, but 
ds again still close to capacity. At-. 
traction has just entered ‘into ‘an- 

“other library deal, 
'22)-'Pertuné Theatre—The Last En- 
* hemy” started slowly with unfavor- 
, able noticés, ‘hut yiow picking up. 
Swafter commended the play and 
the cast has taken a cut in. salaries, 
Both helped, but continued success . 
is doubtful. 

'  Gaiety—“Love Lies” ts doing a 
remarkable business in spite o2 an-. 
nouncement of closing. The Nbrartes 

‘ have been buying Heavily. under a 
contract that lasts for the run and. 
‘are satisfied to continue. ‘Gross is‘ 
still around $15,000, with closing set 
for Jan. 18 completing nine months’ 
run. Same management will then |: Pre 

(Continued on page 6) is out of luck. 

GUITRYS QUIT PIGALLE; | 
TO STAR IN OWN REVUE| 

Paris, Jan. 14. 
Sacha Guitry fs leaving Barori de 

* Rothschild’s-swank Theatre Pigalle 
where “Histoires de France” will 
continue. 
Dramatist-star is writing a new 

revue to be presented at the Made- 
leine theatre in March with Guitry. 
and his wife, Yvonne Printemps, 
starred. ; 

* Until then the couple will spend 
a vacation on the Riviera. Pigalle.|. 
started with a great furore, but the 
introductory offering “Hig Tolres” 
did not fare well at the hands either 
of the critics or the public. ‘ 

| “Lousy” in. English 

When. “Wake Up and Dream" ” 
.opened at the Selwyn,. New 

the all- English company, : hag 
a blackout in: ‘which ‘he: was © 

_ asked for an opinion. The re- - 
Ply was, . ‘It’s terrible, woe 

JAS VIENNA. DIRECTO 
Vienna, J an. ‘14, 

Herterich, manager, of the Vienna 
Bargtheatre: (civic. theatre) .is -re- 

i 

Yi 
I 

45th 

lity Jor: about: 450 square miles, for- 
merly attached. to old imperial -Ger- 
many, with ‘a line of rulers.running |’ 
‘back, to. very: ‘ancientstimes. . . 

‘of “The: ‘Cradje “Song.” * 
Story here is‘ that invitation will 

i bé ‘exténded'"to. Max Relwhardat. to: 
take? directorship ‘of the Stats house,’ 
contingent upon his .vzreement to 
make. Vienna‘his resid-nce and con- 
fine his activity to the Austrian cap- 
ital, . 

"WEATHER. 
Washington, Jan. 14. - 

_ Weather.-Bureau furnished .“Va- 
riety” ‘with following outlook, for |: 
week. beginning tomorrow: 
‘Indications are: for much cloudy | 

and- ‘unsettled weather next: several 
days, with probability of occasional 

rain along Atlantic Caast and snow 
‘or rain elsewhere from Chicago area 

eastward. | - 
1’ Much colder Chicago to Piitsbureh 
‘Wednesday: (15) and in ‘Atlantic 
‘states Wednesday. night. 
yweather ‘will 
thereafter for several days. 

_" 

“bendon: Censors Songs. | 
; . London, Jan. 14. 
| Lord Byng, London's newly ap- 
ipointed police commissioner, ‘is tak- 
ing drastic steps to modify all songs. 
sung in cabarets. All reference -to 
{the Prince of Wales; or other per- 
‘gonages of the royal.family; is out. 

‘tive gags. 
‘entertainer, and a permanent fea- 

- ‘All-Europe Circus Tour 
Zurich, Jan. 14, 

Sarrasani’s eircus, which calls 
‘itself the world’s biggest show, has |- 
‘laid out a toyr to cover all Europe. 

' Route -starts at Mannheim, with 

to follow and then France, 

CAIRO SCHNOZZLES MOVE 
Cairo, Jan, 14. 

The ‘Inseparables, feature at 

‘Shephard’s. hotel and. resembling. in’ 
‘more ways than one New. York’s’ 
Schnozzles, Clayton, Jackson and 
Durante, shortly open at the Semi- 
‘ramis, . 

-Trio are by name Jack Wallace, 
Louis: ‘Praeger. and Maurice Har- 
ford. . . 

IRVING TWINS DO. WELL. 
London, Jan, 14, 

-Inying Twins; Americans with a 

‘Buropean reputation, scored’ nicely 

SOPH FOR LONDON KIT-CAT |: 
‘London; Jan. 14. 

When Sophie Tucker opens. her 
new show here in March, under. the 
management of Paul. Murray: and 
Jack. Hulbert, she probably will 
double at the Kit Cat restaurant,’ 

week, also doubling :at the Cafe de 
Paris, where they are in for a fort- 
night. | 
ena ti eeeamereeea 

The Tiller Dancing Schools| REMODELING ODEON Paris, Jan. 14, 

of America, Inc. 
Odeon; historic. legit house,. will 

J undergo . considerable 

64 WEST" 74th ST.; NEW YORK 
MARY READ. President 

when it shuts down for the summer. 
Theatre is. an ancient structure 

_ Phone Bndicott 8216-¢ | 
Now Classes Now Forming - 

and could not conform at. times 
with, certain, modern standards. 

York,,.Jack Buchanan, star of | 

_ ata ROYALTY], 

‘Prince -of- Reuss, a small principal- |. 

" "Reason for the retirement: of the] 
old: theatre manager is the- failure | 

in private life, Luis Alp Luis Alphonse. 

‘Geddes, Diplomat, Sees: 

‘an outlying theatre, ‘Embassy, . of 
‘Cola |. Through. the. Veil. 

likely _ predominate ‘has beep rewritten by Sir Auckland 

|,Hempstead. It was staged only ‘tor 

Censorship also goes for: sugges- |: - 
As a result one famous |. 

‘ture in one of the West End spots, |; 

-| Berlin and other by-German towns a 

‘at the Coliseum - (vaudeville) last. ; 

==-DUrBH-Castleys 

FOREIGN. SHOW NEWS: 

(CHIC) (ROSE) 
- YORK and KING | 

aq tiginators ‘of “Tin-Type” com- 

a oe riving South Africa ‘per. ‘Arman- 
“| dale .Castie, and due» to open De-|. 
cember 9. 

"Three ~ weeks, Empire ipheatre, 
Johannesburg; two weeks, Durban; 
two weeks, Capetown. 

MISSED NET TT FALL, 
WJONNEL KILLED IN S. A) 

~ Buenos. Aites,” Jan. 4 

Last. night. ati the ‘Japanese | Gar- 

dens, “with 10,000. people -present,, 

Lionne}, aerfalist;,: over-balanced ‘on 

‘the’ 80-foot* high | ‘par: for his. fall, 

missing the’ net and Being. ingtan- 

taneously killed. : 

’ Lionnel was a ‘French trapezist; 

Own Ply Done Seely 

- London, Jan. 14. 
‘Sir _ Auckland Geddes, . former 

British. Ambassador to Washington, 
‘appeared.as a. dramatist for the first 
‘time- last night (Monday) when. he 
‘appeared at the first performance in. 

Play deals -with ‘spiritualism and 

‘and his ‘secretary ‘from: an origina) |, 
iwork produced two .years: ago: at 

‘the: week in its new form. . °. 
It is full of argument, some of it 

‘reasonable,: ‘some .of it far-fetched, 

‘and | ‘without’ commercial . appeal. 
‘Diplomat wrote it secretly and only |; 
‘when the curtain fell on the . pre- 
imiere admitted that he was its co- 
jauthor. ; 

_ NILSSON’S NEAR. FLOP. 
London, Jan, 14.- 

Walter Nilsson, ° ‘after. two. years’ 
jabgence, appeared at-the Palladium 
‘(vaude). and scored. Due to ner-| 
‘vousness. he failed to get his comedy |- 
‘points across at the’ first show and |. 
|was ready to quit. 

On the. second show,. a favorable 
reception gave him new courage and 

he changed his mind. ow, nay 

- SAILINGS” 
Feb. .22 (New York | to: Germany) , 

J. C. Stein (Bremen). 

Feb. 15..(Cherbourg to New York) 
Richard. Barthelmess (Bremen)... 

' Jan. 23 (Paris to New York), Car- 
lo Bavetta (Bremen). 

‘Jan. 22 (San Francisco’ to ‘Syd- , 
ney); Charles Zimmy; and. manager, 
‘Morris Hertz (Manoa). . 

Jan. 
)-Pedro Rubin, 
‘De France). 

Jan.'15 (Bremen to. New York) 
| Oscar: Strauss (Roosevelt). 

Triana - Sisters Me 

Jan, 11 (New York to London), 
‘Charles B, Cochran, Frank Collins, 
Major E, O. Leadley (Olympic). 

Jan, 11 (New York: to London), 
Handers and Millis ° (Bremen). 

Jan, 10° (Capetown to London), | 
Two _Sovers ABdin- John Deverell, 

=- 

Jat the Theatre Royal, Durban, act- 

-|, The. show continued ‘with. the iand “Sex Fable!” 

: ROYALTY BATTLE MAY. 

f “Soctety of ‘Spanish’ ‘Authors. and 

|, Valenefa.: “ 

“was sold for 80-pesetas, or less than: 

‘| ation and pictures are in.a second- 

‘| Flore ‘LeBreton. in a: talking film | 

17 (New: York | to - Paris). 

Cable Address: VARINEWS,: PARIS t 
_ Central ‘01-87; Lowes 5e15:.  . 

DIES AT . KEYBOARD 

Arthur Owen, Sa. Af Africa Conductor, 
Dies as Overture Ende 

‘Capetown, Jan. 14. 

At the conclusion of-the overture | 
"Paris, an, 14. . 

Post-holiday . Jegit : buginess ia .' 
badly. shot. Paying trade. is at-a 

ing conducter Arthur Owen fell dead | minimum except for a few attrac- 

across the piano ‘keyboard, a victim | tions, chief among them being the . 
of heart disease. -Mistinguette. reve eh “News, 7 

audience ‘not. aware of the tragedy, |‘2t the: Michodlere,~- 
Owen leaves a: wita and two: chil- ‘the work of Hdouard’ eee 
aren. - - .., fauthor of “The Captive.” 7 

a ““Shanghal Gesture” is, only’ fair | ~ 
while, “Marius” and” Tonaze;” by the 
same ‘author, are comedy smashes, _ 
and slated for Broadway. 

CLOSE P SPANISH. LEGIT year here. ‘Good News,”. which’ : 
opened at the same time,as “Shangs 
hai Geature” ‘and. “New . “Moon, hl 
sgoppina - mas . cat 

apts 

Pee 
: ate 

Maar, Jan’: M4. 
eho coer 

= Pan Wealthy Juvenile a 
fie » Being Chased for: Filing _ 
|i Hy ve acmmmnenenl Vi 

|? oh. P Paris, Jan.44. 0 
| ‘Pierre. “Meyer,” wealthy . “Juvenile: 
jlead.in the ‘local -version. of “Gpod:. - 
News,” : at:. the “Palace, .is réported! 

7. receiving: flattering’ offers forspicture' 
Managers démanda” that the old Heads‘in French alkers,: +‘ ” 

|-system be continued by which ‘they |! PTH GAT 
paid for plays on-a'flat sum. They 1 teser ‘made anh impression on the: 

Oppose any pércentage arrangement. 
iDramatists “counter. by ‘citing’. the || 
‘easé of Jose: :Zorilla,:..the’ great. 
‘Spanish ° ‘poet, whose’ lyric. ' @rama |; 

thie Madrid legitimate managers’ are, 

iti a, deadlock. -over the. question of 
payitig .authors a. royalty. of: 1% 
amounts being. gollected . daily. | ont 

thors” are: “interfering with: their. 
business; ‘that, they propose to close 
‘all legit. theatrés’ in. the Province of. 

cise) 

appearance: and” hié: ability. in-songi. 
‘and dance’ specialties, ° ‘He owns ‘the” 
‘chain of so-called ‘Old: Bngland de». 
{partment stores in. Paris vend at :, 

wMe" $15,-with: the play revived aniually’ he fashionable resorts: a 

throughout Spain on All Souls” ‘fes 7 
tival motif...’ This yearly custom is} 
‘gaid.to earn for the publishers more 
than $300,000 a. ‘year (2,000, 000 ‘pe- 

| _ Bat Retiring? | 
‘setas) ‘without ‘thé: ‘author, ‘enjoying | i! 
a‘ cent of. income. fe ee “Rondon, Jane 14:: 

Possibility: of. - théatre- closing in| Str Alfred Butt, tired’ of. show" 
‘Spain is’ a serious ‘one, since the 
stage is the. great: medium of recre- 

‘theatre interests. | 

ary place,. with the ‘talking “sereen | 
rot yet popularized ‘here. ~ English producer, It was. he who 4 

introduced -the’ Asthires ‘to Lotidén | - 

Tiler Stock Chorus’ 
fons Coliseum it Maret tty | 

- Lodén; Jan: aa) Hi 

‘Drury. Lane from a “white ‘elephant. 

‘He. staged Hammer= 
stein’ productions: ‘here sin: ‘conjunc. ; 
jton. with Tues: ‘Ephraim: ns 

yy 

a7 Fay tay 

headliner ta draw ‘this. “weeks. bist | 
jpulled 2. capacity matinee yesterday’ || 1 
(Monday) “with ‘the 24. -Pillerettes;.|! ! 
‘assisted by ‘Mae. Baird. ‘and: Archie |: 
‘Thompson, scoring ‘the hit: of : the}. 
‘bill... wey. 

- The. ‘girls are » sponsored. by | 

| cheap Jolson: Copy 4 ‘Act. Lae 
Booked i in Akead: ais _ 
. Paris, . Jan. 14; 

"With" AY ‘Jolson’ ‘pooked téntatives: ; 
iy. at the Empire Here’ at: the stag=. 

|! gerin lary of $1,20 : 
‘els Mangan,’ Paramount’s Huropean s 1s 6a 3° $; 00 a day, "or \almost _ twice’ ‘the ' ‘Tigure- ‘paid “te - 

petting $1.280. baht for tis ate: jChevalier, management has’ booked 
: a chea| tc " 

i“to show.” If the‘feature is ap- baer openings ae recede Jolsdin’g 
‘proved by ‘Stoll it will: become .a|- Imitation is'-Bob Fish bl 
‘permanent Coliseum attraction with face — comedian, ai Fie aoe et ; 
changes of routine each week. Man- frank impersonation. of the ‘mammy 
‘gan is said to have 20, ), such ‘changes singer. He opens. ‘at the Empire’ 

in readiness, .° Feb. % fora fortnight at a salary. 
Others on: ‘the. ° program were |! which figures out at $60 a-day. ““! 

Fisher makes no secret ‘about his. 
‘sequence’ ‘duplicated. -by the actress |:copy act and. has -been “getting. Cons 

‘jon the ‘stage. Fred. Duprez ap- itinental bookings ° on the reputation 
peared with a.new line of chatter |. . Greated | here by Jolson’s talkers. ° 
and “went over splendidly. The difference in the daily salary 

‘Is about the difference in the: per 

Chisholm With. U. A 
. formers. tht 

Robert Chisholm left “Sweet ‘Ade- . 
line” Saturday, to trek: for the 
United Artists studios on the. coast. |; . 
‘He was called west, by ‘Arthur |: 

“Saxe Troupe Resumes. 
- Paris, Jan..14, 

Carol Saxe’ s American Players ree 
_| Hammerstein, who ‘is: producing , a |'sume Jan, 17 at the Caumartin the> 
musical talker for U. .A. ; _ |} atre, staging ‘an English version: in. 
Hammerstein: is also the. producer ‘modern dress of Moliere’s old. farce, 

of. “Adeline.” 7 “Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme. ". 
Conway ‘Winffield anda. _Jesslg, ‘Chisholm is the. ‘Australian part- |! ( 

tone,. He ‘came over here some ‘Ralph - ‘will do. the leads. ne, 
‘with the up-to-dateness of. the ‘vers, : 

a ; remaini Tendon an a New. eo between ;sion, ‘a jazz band has’been engaged . - 

no ‘Lalli score. will be arragned: Ju. Wy. 
.| Jackson ‘from the. Casino de. Paris 

“McCORMACK. 0 ROME, is Staging the dances. : 
Hollywood, ‘Jan. 14... 

Having completed his first picture 
for Fox, John McCormack will re-|| 
main in California until March 1, at]: . 

which time he leaves for Rome. | The operstensgrdam, Jan 14. ; 

Following. this, McCormack retires now gone, to its 200th performance 
to his estate in Ireland until. Sep- here’ and Holland. 18, Rose-Marie 
tember when ‘he returns here to re- crazy. — 
join the Fox organization for one - Vogue spreading on. ‘all sides, with” 
more picture. . ; ‘[a Belgian company being formed’ for . 

. the piece. | 
‘Enormous’ sales of- disks with the: 

CAIRO’S DE LUXE OPERA . operetta D numbers contributes to thia - 
cet eee ie _Cairo,. Tan, AG sereef PESUIt. 

“Rose-Marie” Chane’ | 
- 

' Jan. 9 (New: York to Paris), Ar- 
thus Selig (Geo. Washington). 
‘Jan. 8.(Paris to New York), Babe 

Egan - and “Redheads” (Ile de 
remodeling | France). 

Jan, 3 (Capetown to London), 
Fred Beck,: Jackson Owen and as- 
sistant, Dorie ‘Dene and assistant, 
Derry' afd Sloan, Burnara Lovett, 

The opera season is in full swing |. 
here, ‘starting with “Manon Les- 
caut,” Enterprise has 60 musicians 
in the-pit directed by Giacomo Ar- | 
mani,’who has conducted here for |' 
‘seven years, . i 

Company has a fine group of |: 
artists -backed by a chorus:of 565 
voices and 24. dancerg, ed. 

If your luck. fs not what. it 
“might be, write a “P” in 
front of it—and try again. ; 

AND MRS. JACK NOoRWOR 
180 West 44th Street. 

ee ee New Yor) 

“Topaze” is now in: its: second we 

m men by yveason of his excellent - . . 

business, is ‘said to be ‘ready’ to: rea 0 
tire as soon ashe can realize on his. eo 

. Butt ig. considered.” “the - ‘pigeest’ oe 

i, ifn: the Aarons and ‘Fiéedley shows. :(< . 
‘It Was Butt. also, who tarned the...” 

jfour. years ago into a ‘profitabé en moe 
jterprise, . ‘turning :in a.year’s profit: 

‘] and a new modernized edition of the. 
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~ BANKHEAD AS CAMILLE | 

; wilt’ Use ‘Bernhardt Version, . Invit- 
ing Daring Comparisons ote 

= sono CRIPPLES. 
_ FRENGH VAUDE 

oa Paris, ‘Jan. iva 
" Vaudeville: ‘in France is parallel- 
ing the’ experience of the States. 
as the increasing number of: vaude~' 
ville theatres in. the . provinces. 50. 
into sound and eliminate spécialty i 
bills, -Agents are voicing .com-.. - 
‘plaints about decreasing. employ-. 
ment and acts are worried. . os 

New - condition hits with - ‘special: 

on - Paris, ‘Jan. “14. 
Taking ° “ae ‘page out: of “Eagar 

‘Davis’ book, a Paris theatre, the} 
Albert ‘I, has. started the free ad- 
mission idea for.a week, following 

. the experiment | the rich American 
‘oil man tried on “The Ladder” in}. 

New York a: year. ago. . oo 

Piece. is “Le. Mandragore” (The a 
-. Maridrake”), French version of an|- 

. anelent. work by Machiavelli, Italian]. . 

tee ‘philosopher of the middle ages. « lt > 

was. translated by J. J. Olivier and ee 
.. presented ‘by Marie Valsamaki. .to- 

“gether with a one-act playlet, ‘Un 
-  Bys’ (SA Lily"), by - ‘Michael Mur- 
“Spay and Jean Silvani. House was 
'.. populated during . the’ week. of the 7 
:. free offer ‘entirely. by. deadheads. ~ 

sot Double. bill is‘ an. oddity. The old 

play” is a risque’ -affair ‘set. in the |: 

”- 46th .century in. France.- Plot:..A 
. agilly. old Florence’ physician is made 
. to believe that his. beautiful young 

'. wife,;-Lucrece, is. sterile, - - A. young 
nobleman: falls in. love’ with her 

“. and, pretending to- know’of a magic |‘ 
(drug made from the randrake plant] . 

., that will cure sterility, becomes her } -. 
- lover with the ‘assistance. of a ra-|°. 
el ‘pacious. “priest and a “scheming 

" uyalet, °° 
. “in Lys,” the one-acter, is equal- 

Ak od AM 1 | 

‘| the week - is the announcement. that 
| Tallulah: Bankhead is about to play. 
| Camille. - She will use the original 
adaptation by Nigel Playfair, close-|. 
ly. resembling the version used by 
Sarah Bernhardt, in America - some 

years ago. 
Miss . Bankhend’s husky voice. ‘is 

regarded as perfect for the role and: 
show © people. ‘express admiration 

} for ‘her daring in inviting ‘compari- 
-gons with’ famous. Camilles - of this 
and: the last generation. . 

, Eves ‘Comedie’ | Francaise 

_ ‘Supports Demonstration— 
_: Promised Relief Fails and 
_Imposts ‘on . Transit Add 
- to Burden 

ne 

Ipar 1s. LSA NS TAXIS| 

" Paris, Jan, 14, 

: A. strike. of all the. theatres in 

. France has been called for Jan. 25]. 

‘as,a. protest against. the tax bur-.|: 

dens. imposed © on show business. 
The. managers have chosen :Satur- 
day. night to. start their demon- 
stration in order to call attention 
to what they declare. is the acute- 
ness “of the situation. 
Action” is taken . in the face. of 

opposition from several sides. The 
stage. hands’: union . is. unsympa- 

| thetic, ‘peing socialistic. ‘in its views 
=| and declaring its: membership will 

-be. the chief sufferers, They have 
formally. made demands. that sal- 

in Earl ‘Carroll's “Sketch: Book” 

44th St. Theatre, N, a Cc. 

Kelcey Allen in.‘'Women's Wear” 
said: .“The chief comedian is Will 
‘Mahoney; whose comedy, ‘eccentric 
dances: and ‘falls: win’ the_ ‘loudest. 
laughs of the evening.. Mahoney is 
‘a comic whose. style | of clowning - is 

| severity. those native turns which, ” 
by reason of their ‘strictly French 

| ZIEGFELD LONDON HOUSE English time.. Elimination of the . 
provincial outlets leaves them flat. 
Same situation Strikes. ‘in another 

| nowledge freely that the stage plug. 
‘London, Jan: 14. ./is, out and. that they-are relying. on 

The new. theatre in Soho, . for | Screen.song hits Just as they are in 
which Ziegteld. was. reported to be a 
negotiating is. almost complete, ‘but |: 
'it (is extremely unlikely that the 
‘American musical | producer. ‘ever 
considered it seriously, story having ; 
‘been put out as propaganda. 
The house. isn’t big enough to 

‘pay for a Ziegfeld production and 
‘in’any event’ London probably 
|.wouldn’t support so costly: an enter- 
prise as a major Ziegfeld show. 

material, cannot: play German.= or. 

»| LEASE CALLED UNLIKELY direction. “Musie publishers  ac- 

America. 

German Prize-Ring Play ; 
Berlin, Jan, 14. . 

“Hard Bandages,” play. of the, 
prize ring, was offered‘at the’ State 
‘Playhouse with indifferent ‘yegults.. _ 
It is by Ferdinand Reyher, Ameri- ~ 
ean free lance. 

Production was at a. ‘disadvantage. 

Direction ao 

RALPH G. FARNUM 
1560 Broadway _ 

a 

: ay bizarre. -- 
"home to find that. his parents run | 

: >with one of the women. who fre- 
*. ‘quent the. place and “spends his ‘time. 

girl: 

- ‘tion’ is “Le Peche” (“The Sin’) by 

. “gon’s. wife, a pretty, well educated 

’ ‘Bllys and Isabdile Kloukowski 23 
principals. 

. woman’ 8s role. 

-~piris - 

oo tied up here by the ‘management of 
‘ the Deutscher theatre, Berlin, which. increase‘in rates, A drop off. in taxi] way. Forelgn sb etebeceeesrecs hes’ 

= roe ine give toe breteh of cons | | -|Lusage is already noticeable, with| Sudden change of plan came in|} Pictures ..4.vsqecevecees 18739" ns 

~ tract. _Vienna’s s U. Ss. Trou e [many chauffeurs refusing to observe spite of the fact that Lonsdale was ||| Picture Reviews. vaewee “ 29-37 Ih 

Berlin manager ‘tied up the joint | Pe ‘the new rate schedules.” - sharing a..table’ aboard: ship with| Film House: Reviews... a "53 
"Vienna,- Jah, 14. ‘Restaurant men. also are filing. Lord Rothmere: and hig staff. m “ee ~ salary of 12,090 a. month ($480) from 

“with the other half; or 6,000 francs, 

_ pressing” shudder. in. three - ‘acts. 

‘ of Paris where he died a few ‘years 
: :" abo, has-set his action in his native 

- -eountry,. 

_ timate. | 
going on for some time, the ‘elder 
‘"man ‘learns that his: daughter-in- |: 
"Jaw. is: about to become: a mother, | 
. and uncertain whether: the son or}: 

. he himself is the father,. commits | 

‘guicide. 
_" Dainty eritertainment is interpret- 

also, 

=; 500— -geats; ~=It--will--he—used- for} = = 

Young student returns 

a brothel. - ‘He. declines an intrigue 

Friday “night on the 

‘peading’ poetry. with a pure young 
‘The mob seemed to like the 

short piece, 

Up..and Dream,” 

° } he arrived. 
_ Paria Idyll 

* Another © post-Christmas produc- 

Adolph Orna at the Studio Champs 
Blysees, nicely played, but,a ‘de- 

Author, a Roumanian jong resident 

Plot: 
A peasant | falls in: love with his 

‘ance. : 

on its’ possibilities. 

‘ girl and bit by ‘bit. they become in- |. 
‘When the. affair has been 

‘Hest publicity pusher. 

“ed by Camille Corney, Mmes. France | 

A one-act piece fills out this bill |: 
Courteline's popular farce, 

“Peur des Coups” (“Fear .of Vio- 
lence”), with -Ellys doing a young 

$240 ‘Month Enough for 
Girls to Live “Honestly” 

- Baris, Jan. 14. 
_ French courts have ruled that! 

$240 a month is sufficient for two 
to live “honestly.” The. 

Gécision comes in the suit. of the. 
Ep Sisters to replevin their salaries 

2 one-actor vehicle.. Plot: 

ness affairs, 

median. 

“the. Folies Bergere,, where. they ‘Vienna 

have been for the last 11 months. 
‘Girls, Scandanavians, protested that. 
‘the’ attachment deprives them of 
their living | and. the French ‘court 
‘hag now ,released half .the’ salary 

applied. monthly to the satisfaction 
of ‘the Judgment. diplomatic corps here, | 

revues and operettas, , 
. a revue author before the wat. . " 

vors from the Folies Bergere, Paris. In| Modern Dress —————- coe Saneeeeesneane at 
Handers- Millise Doubling ——___—. Paris, Jan. 14.. N Sof Dailies. ae 

‘London, Jan. 14, |. - 7 - Carol M. Sax’s Paris-American ‘Cairo Booking Outde a wer eseerees 73 
Handers and’ Milliss return here Gopdenberg Recital Players will shortly do a French - Cairo,. Jan. 14, Lett Li e teeensewsnees a3 

to open Jan, 27 at the Palladium Cairo, Jan. 14. | play in English as part of their} dna Davis, xylophoniste from < ts Bh stecenscevers 60 
(vaude). Franz Gopdenberg gave a recital] program. Australia, and Baby Opga, havel]l sient Giubs co. ad 

Act: will double into the Hotel! at the Kursaal theatre here last] ‘It’ will -be Moliere’s “Bourgols | been engaged, for the Voxy Palace, “6h UDS sreeeeer eens “ 
Splendide. week. 

Cochran’ $ Trio 
- Charles B.. Cochran Jett New York 

“Olympic,” 
‘much less apprehensive over “Wake 

his. all-English. 
musical at the Selwyn, than when. 

“Wake Up" 1s the third English 
‘musical. ‘brought over ‘by Cochran. 
His other two' ‘exportations had-been 
‘successes in New York, with Coch- 
ran in trepidation about the third. 
‘The’ latter didn’t open any too well 
when’ récently starting at the 
Selwyn, owing to the company going 
up in the air at the first perform- 

Since it has been a better: 
. show. and this week will give a. ‘line |. 

The other. Cochran shows - are 
-“Bitter.Sweet,”. also current in New 
| York, ‘and “Year of Grace.”.. : 

- Returning ‘with . Cochran was 
‘Major E. O.. Leadley, London's live- 

‘Molnar’ s New Coniedy 
Scores. Berlin Hit 

Berlin, Jan. 14, | 
Ferenc Molnar’s new comedy, 

‘presented at the Kuenstler theatre 
-here under the title of “One, Two, 
‘Three,” scored one of the hits of 
ithe season, due to the effective ‘writ- 
ing of: the Hungarian and the 
brilliant playing of Max Pallenberg. 

| Piece is a long ‘one and strictly 
Chauf- 

feur marries daughter of a wealthy 
‘business: man and the father’s asso- 
‘gociates. mdke him eligible to gso- 
‘ciety. in'an hour by dressing him 
up; getting him a title and putting 
him. in charge of important busi- 

It’s'a great piece for a-cleyer co- 

now has an American 
company playing in, English. : like the 
Carol Saxe organization in: Paris. 

‘This - group ‘will. produze only 
‘works by American authors, start- 
ing with “The-Saint in the Evening 
Frock,” by. Lillian Hendrick, wife 
of: an ‘attache of the ‘American, 

‘Venture starts Jan, 18 at the Ko- 

_Engagements...for... the...Perroquet, ! 

here include _Magda Weisz from 
Berlin, Irma Bahring Duo and Kud- 

aries be paid ‘during | any layoffs. 
‘Date’ for the shutdown was set 

more than a week:in advance in 
‘order to give traveling attractions 
an opportunity to get to their. homes 
without sudden ‘strandings. ~ - 
One immediate result of the man- 

agers protesting that the: new. tax on 
taxi ‘travel 1s. hurting tne tneatre 
was an _tmpressive demonstration 
by the taxi.drivers themselves: last 
‘week. Last Friday Paris was cab- 
less except for.a few private cars. 
Even the Comedie Francaise, state 

theatre: of France, approves .the. 
demonstration. So ‘do.the manage- 
ments: -of' the Odeon and. Opera 
Comique. —«. 

. ‘It is proposed. ‘to. have all -the- 
atres in Paris go dark in the hope. 
-that. the public ean be brought into 
‘sympathy with ‘the. .plight of the 
overtaxed show business. . 
‘Theatres now pay.:7%° state or. 

-war tax and. a 10% poor tax also. 
Maurey takes the position that the| 
‘government has plenty of: money 
‘and. suggests 2. ‘levy on alcoholic 
beverages if more revenues must be 
raised.: He sets up the argument. 
that the over-taxing of theatres 
shows gross discrimination. 

All. preparations. have ‘been made 
for a general lockout, Maurey told 
Variety, a@ lockout that would | in- 
volve all the theatres in’ Frarice. 
The dramatists’ society is in accord 
with the managers’ stand on. taxes, 
although there is a more cautious 
group that argues against it on the 
ground it might altenate public 
good will. 
Theatres now have.the sympathy 

of the people at large in their com- 
plaint: of over-taxation,. and it is 
this feeling. which some think would 
‘pe jeopardized. - 
| Paris taxi service was always the 
‘cheapest among world capitals and 
French thrift. violently resents the 

in- May. 

the States, 

‘complaint, . They demand that. the 
custom of doubling. the usual rate 
at 11. 0’clock in the evening be re- 
vised to put the higher rate in 
‘effect only at. 12: 30, in the hope 
‘that such concession will tiinimize 
dangers to after-theatre gaiety due 
‘to the high price of cabs. ‘New 

‘| rates, double the old normal price ; 
‘and the 11: o'clock tariff doubles 

going from theatre to_ restaurant 
Atak eee Se! 

“as” “proposed. ~ 

Gentleman” in modern dress. 

That. disposes of that story. ~ 
Another tale was that Earl Carroll’ 

had his) eye on the: house. - 
builders say negotiations. werg never 
‘on in that quarter, . but they have | 
entertained a proposition from Lee 
Ephraim to prodice a musical show 
on the twice nightly basis. . 
idea ts not likely .either -because 
‘the theatre people: are reluctant: to |- 
establish such a policy at the start. |: 
The house ig built along intimate 

‘lines and seats 1,600.. 
completed in the: Spring.. 

“Others: Building _ 
London is in the midst ‘of a thea-- 

tre building wave,’ 
-houses being. under way. 
Meyer is putting. up tl 
bridge in the Seven Dials district,. 
due to open. with a Charlot revue 

The Whitehali ‘theatre ‘Just - off 
Trafalgar Square is @ small. house 
approaching completion “but | with 
no ‘definite policy announced, . | 
“The New Jack Buchanan theatre |. 

in Leicester square will ‘probably 
be ready for the star. on. his return. 
to this sidé, with a new musical 
by himself and Douglas Furber, 
with. lyrics being. arranged for: in 

Jn addition. to these undertakings 
‘there is the house on the upper end 
of Shafisbury avenue to be built 
by Bert Feldman and the Phoenix 
in Charing .Cross road, but these 
two cannot well -be completed be- 
fore the end of 1930. 

Lonsdale Ducks Again 

Frederick Lonsdale sailed on: the 
‘ Aquitania headed for thé ‘States tol; 
make-a talker, but returned | ‘sud- 
deftly. on the Berengaria, which he}! 
caught at. Cherbourg headed this 

Lonsdale always dreads going .to 
America and puts it off until’ the| 
last minute, reason - -being: that he 
prefers the easy life of England.to 

. the rush and bustle of New York. 

FEBRUARY REVUE 

New. annual reyue of ‘Lemarchand, 

Pierre. Varenne has resigned as 

| press. agent.of. the house... He is .re- |: 
placed by Charles. Quinnel, himself |. 

tourist resort, by Manager Shafto. 

“The 

drama,. 

This 

It will, be. 

‘| but: at. a. decided. cut.. 

some: ~seven’ 
- Bertie 

the: Cam- 

‘Friends, comedy hobo band, 

June, ° 

a 

Pehling: is effective. : 

here. = 

London, Jan, 14, 

“INDEX: 

Vaudeville 

‘New Acts pee eee serve een, 

Bills - 

Editorial ../..s....ceeer 

“Women's Page veveevese 

Paris, Jan, 14, ‘Musie ..c65- 

Literati ...ce... 

at this “house where .the clientele . 
looks for high brow, literary fare. 
Tn spite of the: ‘public indifference. ; 
‘at the State theatre,. the piece has. 
real possibilities: and. As | _ Sffective 

| AHEARN. FOR BERLIN. 
. ‘Paris, Jan. 14.. hoot 

Charies: Ahearn’s ¢ontract with : 
the Mistinguett. show, “Paris-Mias,”. 
at ‘the Casino de. Paris, . wad ap- . 
{proached for renewal and extension, . 

But the. 
management passed on. ‘the thought o 
that.. Ahearn’ and. his Millionaire . 

turned © 
down the extension of the. cut. until” 

Troupe leaves: in ‘about a month .-. 
for Berlin to “take up. the obligation | 
-with Julius, Marx. of the Scala, who : 
set aside his Ahearn booking to en-.-. 
able Ahearn ‘to play. the- revue: here. : 

- GERicAN MUSICAL FARCE © 
ooo Berlin, ‘Jan: 14." 

“Brunnenstrasse, ”. by Grossmann 
and Hessel, new at thé ‘Apollo, was - : 
revealed as a force with songa and : 
set in the slum district of Berlin.“ -: 

. Stage settings aré amusingly de-.. 
signed | and the directidn of Juergen 

JOE MARKS, SUCCESS. 
. ‘Capetown, Jan. - 14; . 

Joe Marks, - American :: comedian, 
has :scored . an impressive: succens: 

| “His. original ‘eontract calling” tor. - 
| six weeks has been. extended to iM. 

eee eeaees 42- -52 . 

_.Vaude Reviews | vsecesigs, B4- ‘55 | 
. 56. 

sede ence eneabeeeeee 66- BT: 

‘Times Square \..,..ce016- 59-61 | _ 

| 638 OP, 
62 

Legitimate’ weccececegees OSKT1 | 
se veseeenete W2- 74 

moedie theatre, the new high taxi scale; Obituary... ...iecesesees TT . 
ae at the Folies Bergere, iS in full re- ||] : 

‘MARE crRus REBUILDING ! restaurant men ‘point out that hearsal and the production, ‘with ||| Correspondence ee 7 76 

Amsterdam, Jan. 14. “CAIRO CLUB ENG AGEMENTS. most oF the thea tee30 is closed ©Y| André Randall still starring, is list- |] ynsiae—Vaude: —-o 
‘ The Mare Cirus is about to be re- midnight and a ncrease in ed for the middle of February. «— e— teveeesees 4 

‘ : tariff would not-apply to people| ° Talking Shorts saceeaues 22 
built, with capacity increased . to| Cairo, Jan.-14. 64 

Sree Oe ert 

Forelgn -Film. ‘News., vee 2-7. 

4 

a ea. 



- VARIETY FOREIGN FILM NEWS 

Rais 

London, Jan. 14. 

A big syndicate of British bankers, 
with whom Sir Gordon Craig is as- 
sociated, is reported trying to make 
a'deal for the purchase of the Fox 
interest in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
(subsidiary of Loew’s, Inc.), and is | 
further understood to be ready to 
form a company of $40,000,000. cap- 

ital for this purpose. 

Idea is to form ‘the éyndicate 

‘whether or not anything is done: 
about the Metro deal, with a view to 
getting possession of an American. 
concern with a world distributing . 
system and “international © reléase 
schedule. Craig, who is connected 
with the syndicate through’ Con- 
servative party political affiliations, 
is negotiating through Arthur Blum- 
enthal. 

Group is said to be prepared to 
make alternative offers for another 
American property. Scheme is part. 
of a wider plan to build up a British’ 
and Continental producing concern 
with world releases and an American 
production end, The group figures. 
such an organization -could be 
formed only with an Amer ican major 
unit as its nucleus, 

Such an offer from England was - 
made to the Fox trustees some days 
ago, but-on other terms than ex- 
pressed in the cable. Bid then was 
for the British clique supply $20,- 
000,000 of a total purchase price of 
$40,000,000, -with the other $20,000,000 | 
put up by a downtown New York 
syndicate of banks. 

Part played by the New York 
banks did not appear in the reports 
of the transaction, whether acting 
for themselves or clients al or clients abroad. 

FRENCH PUZZLE 
iV ‘DEBATE: 

Paris, Jan, 14, 

American producer's’ representa- 
tives, whose job ‘it is to solve the 
Problem of dealing with dialog in 
this market, are debating the ad- 
visability of engaging French play- 

‘ ers and sending them to Hollywood 
for native dialog as an alternative 
to risking the French market with 

» merely synchronized (sound) prod- 
uct with songs. 
Reception of “Broadway Melody” 

and Fox's “Movietone Follies” 
seems to make it clear that Eng- 
lish dialog is cold, whereas the Jol- 
son songs have been vastly success- 
ful, That is not a good index, how- 
ever, it is figured, because the per- 
sonality of Jolson enters into the 
problem. 
Americans here are watching “The 

Pagan" which Metro opened at the | 
Madeleine last week to an enor- 
niously successful start, Favorable 
reception was taken to indicate a 
French preference for synchronized 
features without dialog, but with 
hit songs. In this case‘the accom- 
panying program of. short subjects 
was also chosen with good judg- 
ment, 

In the matter of ‘Movietone Fol- 
lies” at the Moulin Rouge (where 
an audience made a: hostile demon- 
stration) the forepart of shorts was | 
unfortunate in choice, having a sur- 
plus of English talk. 

Raising $40,00,000 to Buy U. §. Co. 
Brish Group After Metro and Loew 

\ nance. ‘against . foreign. 

| understood. 

remodeled Olympia (2,000-seater), |- 

GORDON & YAWITZ: ABROAD 

‘Setting “Jarnegan” for Bertin 
Stage With Jannings 

Paris, Jan. 2. 
Charles’ ‘K, Gordon and Paul 

Yawitz are to set “Jarnegan” in 
Berlin. The play, originally pro- 
duced by Gordon and Paul Streger,: 
will be done in.Germany. in asso- 
ciation with ‘the Bruder Rotter. 

|EXPECT SPAIN AS NEXT 
BOOM CENTER. ON SOUND 

"* Paris, - Jan. 5, 
. Western: Blectric -expects Spain |’ 

to be: the next: boom ‘territory for 
sound. That country has an ordi- 

(English) 
language dialog, but when the new 
‘Spanish-speaking ~ features come 
‘through orders are expected pronto, 
. W..E. has now. established sub- 
headquarters in’ Barcelona, Spain, 
also at Rome, each district. to han- 
“dle sales .and installations .inde-- 
‘pendent of W. E. continental. head- 
‘quarters here. 

Latter office has recently equipped: 
the Splendide, Algiers; Royale. ‘and 
Palmarium, Tunismand, and — the 
Rialto, Casablanca, - All are French 
colonies. : 

U A Billing j in 1 London; 
Not Taking Haik’s House : 
With plans set for ‘the erection’ of 

a.de luxe in London, Joseph - M. 
Schenck, accompanied by William 
‘Phillips, director of the U, A, the- 
atre’ circuit, and. Sam Goldwyn, re- 
turned. to New York: yesterday 
(Tuesday) on the Me de France. ._ 
Report that Schenck is taking 

over Jacques ‘Haik’s 2,500- ~Seater in 
Paris fis declared erroneous. Haik 
fs to operate the house. himself 
alongs modern ‘American lines, it is 

Erich Pommer ‘to direct. the play: 
in a German talker with Emil Jan- 
nings for UFA. : : 
Much of the original het stuff. in 

the original script, adapted. from |} 
Jim. Tully's book, will. be reinstated 

for the Contineat. 
Yawitz, acting for ‘Nea “Wayburn; 

is: going along with a view towards. 

a musical in 1 in Germany... . ; 

BILLION F RANC 
~ RADIO-FILM 
~ MERGER 

Paris, ‘Jan, 14.. 

A \ ‘gigantic merger of. certain: film 

radio industry is: being promulgated 

float. stock to. the amount of 1,200,- 
000,000 francs or $48,000,000. Object 
is a hookup. of cinemas and broad- 

casting. 
Details, of. the. operation’ are: se- 

cret, Interpretation ‘put upon the 
scheme is that access is sought to 
the 2,000,000 French radio listeners-. 
in with a good deal of speculation. 
over the propaganda: ‘possibilities. of 

‘such an arrangement, | 

| raat SOUND WILL. FLOP 
. 

London, ‘Jan. ‘dd. 

Amery Parkes, a leading ‘solicitor 
and representative. of a large clien- 
tele of investoré, and who was legal. 
representative for the Gulliver cir-. 
cuit for many years, entertained. 
Joseph Schenck continuously during 
his London stay.. Parkes is among 
the best versed men in ‘theatre 

realty in England. 
It is reported that Parkes is ar- 

ranging theatre _sites for United 
Artists and that Walter, Bentley, 
prominent vaude agent and manag- 
ing director of several provincial 
cinemas, is to be Schenck’s repre- 
sentative here in all negotiations for. 
theatre locations. 

Germans “Boo” Greta 
Berlin, Jan, 14. 

Greta Garbo was hissed and 
“pooed” during the running of “The 
‘Green Hat” at the Floria Palast 
here. Nothing of .the kind ever 
happened before, Miss Garbo being 
a prime favorite with German fans. 

Trade points to the story as fhe 
probable cause of the outburst. 

Japan, with a. total: of: 1,100° film 
theatres, has but 20 sound installa- 
tions, while China, with only 86 
cinema theatres. all ‘told, has” 16 
wired. Disproportionate . ratio be- 
tween the two oriental countries is 
due: in large measure to the domf- 

producers im Japanese theatres, . 

Japan makes annually almost as 

many features as’ does. Hollywood, 
some claim more, and as this 

tremendous. 7 output must —-be 
absorbed entirely ‘by the - native 
market, American product .is.at a 
handicap. Japanese features aver- 
age around $5,000 in cost. 

Dialog films. are regarded ‘by -the 
Japanese. producer-exhibitors as 
menaces,' If succeeding they fear 
Japanese dialog would be forced on 
the native industry which, as 

presently organized and financed, 
‘naturally couldn’t bear the. burden 
Therefore there is reported a wish 

lamong the’ Nipponese that talkers 
do not prosper in their midst. 

Olympia Opening with “98, 
_ Probably Net. Until Feb. 

Paris, Jan: 14.: ; 
Jacques Haik will not have his _ HAVANA’S BAD NEWS 

Hollywood, Jan. 14, 
Independents who rushed into the 

foreign dialog field found conditions 
|) éxaetly as someé-of the major tom- 
panies who rushed dubbed versions. 
Latest. bad news is. from Havana 

ready until at least the end of 
January, and most likely not. until 
next. month. . 

‘Famous old music hall; which 
Haik has converted into a- picture 

Gordon has a_ proposition with |- 

imported into his part of India, ac- 

.Canty, Federal trade commissioner 

lca Sydney B. 0. Scale. 

interests: and -the. whole - French . 

by a Paris -bank,. which is about to ‘cutting & boxoffice scales all . over 

‘way off with “Married in Holly-: 

awithdrawn before its run‘ limit. 

-it. turned to a sound picture: ‘policy. 
under the joint management of Wil-, 

IS A JAPANESE WISH) 

nance of. the leading Japanese film} mont, to demonstrate the French 

. American films can get inio oniy : 
labout 350. o0f Japan’s 1,100 houses | 
because of the native. conditions.! | 

‘proportion of the population able to: 

cooling System and the acoustical 
firm, the latter by Johns-Manville. 
Both contractors must: bring: their 

| materials from America, hence the 
‘delays, 

Films’ Censor Tieup 

house, is being delayed by the air 

| on the grounds that: the picture was 

where an indie, “Havana Shadows,” | 
was taken off after its second show- 
ing. . 

Mayor of the éity issued the edict 

Sydney, Jan. 14. 

Censor Appeals Board here has 
refused to release an entire group 
of American pictures which have 
been fréely circulated in- the States, 

List Includes “Dynamite,” “Girl 
From Woolworth’s,” “College Co- 
quette” and ‘“The Locked “Door.” 

All-Canada Standard 
For Picture Censorship 

Toronto, Jan. 14: 

Exhibitors in the Toronto district aboard the..S. S. Western World 
are commenting : ‘on the ‘conflicting assigned to this territory in the in--| 

~="Standards of picture Géiisorship In 
various Canadian provinces. 

the various provinclat and local 
boards. will agree on a. standard 

practice. 
This. would’ make ° it: possible ‘to 

Indi- a 

erations are that either.a Dominion |' 
censorship will be arranged or that |. 

Haik opens. with- ippaid . of 199" 
(M-G) with talking shorts of his 
own manufacture. Says he will in- 
stall Radio- Cinema, a sound equip- 
ment in which he’s financially in- 
terested, but the trade here knows: 
that. R-C isn’t: quite ready - enough 
yetl Tor. ‘installations. 

unfair to his city, plus bad. dialog. - 
Picture w was made: here. vo 

PATHE’S SPANISH “PARADE” 
‘Hollywood, Jan. 14... 

' Pathte’s first direct foreign ver- 
sion will be the Spanish edition of: 
“Grand Parade.” * Lucio | Villegas 
will do the translating and” direct- 
ing. 

Studio's ‘former. foreign start was 
Buenos: ‘Aires, Jan. 14. “ 

: Trade here has been advised. In serman dub’ of “A Ship Comes 

that George Kalman, former repre- |: 
sentative ‘of United Artists, fs 

A 

KALMAN FOR: WORLDWIDE: 

Korff's Coast Duties 

' -Ffollywood, Jan. 14. 
: pole >RSOFL = “fornier diréctor and 

star at the Berg theatre, Vienna, is 
‘here under contract to M-G-M. 

Handy with six languages, Korff 

térests of Worldwide Fini 

‘SCHMELING FOR ‘FILMS ?. 
. Berlin, Jan. -14. 

Max. Schmeling, Germian heavy- 
weight boxer, will appear in a pic- 
ture to be called “The Terror,” 

synchronization of foreign versions 
and later Will direct and probably 
act. He was Catherine Cornell's 

have only one print okayed at point made by. United . Artists, according leading man in “The Age of Inno- 
. of entry, propably ¢ at Toronto, ‘to report. cence,” 

has been assigned to assist in the| 
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All-French Pictur Cleans Up; y 
Native Film Far Over Jolson lo 

EASY MONEY FOR PETTY 
RULERS IS SOFT TAKE 

- ‘Washington, Jan, 44, 

Nizan of Hyderabad has imposed 
‘a.tax- of over 2 cents a foot.on. films 

; ' paris, Jan. 14. 3 
All-native. French -talker, “La: :4 . 

Route est -Belle” (“The Road Js. ; 
Beautiful," produced: by:. Piérre | 

| Braunberger ana directed by Robert - 
‘Florey, is smashing. all south ‘of . 
France records in its. fourth. week. 
at the Capitol, Marseilles, and at. ~: 
the Colisee, Nimes, ae 
-In the last named theatre. “Sing= 1. Se 

ing: Fool’. grossed 70,000. franca,:. © 
whereas this, native picture is piling 
up a total of 118,000 francs, proving 
definitely that the French are not t:.. 
to be drawn by English dialog.: Cure2s a, 
‘rent indications are that-they willec -” 
‘equally rebel at. songs with English"? 
lyrics. This nullifies the idea. of 
‘holding the market | with - synchron-. 
ized pictures for songs in English;._ 
as was-tried with apparent. success. 
with. “The Pagan” dn Paris by: 
Metro- Goldwyn. - : dad 

- Sound Man Pessimistic. - 
: Elmer ‘Buchere, vice-president: of. . 
RCA Photophone, addressed a cone: a ae 

| gress of American distributors here, ; 
‘land expressed a pessimistic view of; 2 
the situation. Ludvig Lawrence,» 
Metro’s general foreign representa 

| tive, also spoke, taking a. hopeful 
slant at conditions, — 

' But: the French figures. seem’ to: 
support. the adverse side of .the pice... 
ture. For. instdnce,. “Ben-Hur” . 
grossed 6,000,000 francs, which. may. - _ 
‘be taken as the limit. Average res... =: 
lease probably does from 500,000. to 
1,000,000 francs, or $40, 000 for. the © 
higher figure. 

Belief. here is that the Ameicans.’ 
. {can not. make Frefch versions of | 

House has gone back ever since| pictures for a figure’ that could .. 
make a profit on that total for this 
market. Logical deduction. is that 
‘the market isn’t’ here for that kind. . 
of money. — _ a 

Distributors are in a quandary. te 
One cheerful. ‘angle comes in here: 
-Warners, - with Jolson, and Pavan” 

. mount, with Chevalier, have a-highe. 
ly ‘salable product and may pas- 
sibly sell the rest.of their product 
because of it, but this advantageous 
consideration. does not _apply,.. to | 
others less fortunately situated... ; 
‘Silents are cold. .The best money. 

houses are. now wired and .the- <-. . 
shooting galleries, with booking of. =; 
features at. 200 francs, involve. ace . oe 
cessory. costs almost equal to highs. ost 
priced dates. .-.. 

| - Following the end of: “The. ‘Jazz: 
Singer's” year’s: run at the Aubert; 
Palace, “The Singing Fool” Brossed, 
$10,000 in. its . first week, 
House: has ‘ a 700 seating capscltys . 

cording ..to word from George R.. 

at Paris. More than 300 film the-. 
atres in the Nizan’s dominions, 
-If the Nizan-gets. away with his 

-attempt to collect approximately $20.). 
a reel, the.cue towards an easy rev- 
enue will be picked up by .nabobs. 
cf nifty little. kingdoms and princi- 
palities in all. ‘parts of Europe, At- 

‘| rica and Asia; American: producers 
will therefore prebably arrange’ to 
limit the number. of films sent into: 

‘| Hyderabad or cross ‘that . territory. 
oft their. sales maps: entirely. 

To Encourage Business 
vot . Sydney, Jan, 14." 

* Wiltianison: Tait- management. 1s 

Sydney in 2 determined " effort.” to 
stimulate dull trade. - | 

Some W-T houses have fared 
badly. . Notably the Royal here is 

wood": (Fox), a. picture that will be 

| hamson- “Tait and Hoyt's. 

Equipment Demonstration 
“Paris, Jan, 14, 

Gaumont’ is. planning a unique 
demonstration of ite sound: projec-: 
‘tion equipment for late this month. 

It will be an invitation trade 
showing of shorts produced * on 
Western Electric, RCA Photophone 
and. Gaumont equipments, each. in 
sequence being projected over Gau- 

;toncern’s claim for. feasible, inter- 
changeability. 

| BELGRADE TALKER 800M ; 
Three Houses Beirfg. Wired 

Czechoslovak Capital .. 

- Belgrade, Jan. 14. : HOLLYWOOD FOR FRENCH 

_ DIALOG, METRO'S — : Kolorac, equipped by ‘Western 

Paris, Jan, 14 aod 

‘| Electric, opened here ‘with “The 
Singing. Fool’ to Sensational ‘re- 

turns. 
' Same: management now. -pluns to Metro-Goldwyn has reached they 
wire another house, the Casino; | Gecision not.to make French dialogs. - 

which will give Belgrade three talk-| pictures in France, even thous? 
that process would be cheaper, ac#i - 
cording to Laudy Lawrence, M-Ge © 
‘M ‘general foreign representative 

ing. picture establishments, The 

and personal representative of Abe: 

third is the already wired. Luxor, 
which has “White Shadows in the 
South. Seas” (M- ‘G) as. its attrac- 
tion. . thur Loew. © . - 

As the run of Jolson piciure con-:|. Accordingly -he’ is scouring the 
tinues, opposition is developing. French stage for players, with Mrs, 

Jacques Feyder (the former ac 

tress Francoise Rozay), whose hus« 
band is now directing M-G-M nice 
tures in Hollywood, employed it 
the samé- q@iiést. = * 

She: has been particularly: ‘comic | 
missioned.to find a juvenile comedy* 
personality, . similar . to - Chevalier," 
who ‘can -be built up for Francé-. . 
American talkers by Metro. as 
‘Lawrence believes the quality of 

such - - product: “will. be superior . af. 
they are made in ‘Hollywood,’ als. 

, _‘, | though he, admits the cost. will: Bee 
ANDRES LOUGET’S OFFER | zreater. 

Hollywood, Jan.. 14. _ 
_'M-G is, negotiating with Andres. 
Louget, of the Comedie Francais, to 
‘come here for the lead in the Fr ench: 
‘version of “Unholy Night.” ° 

Studio offers. a ‘year's contract, 
and may have Jetta Goudal in’ the 
femme lead. Production on trah- 
scription due Jan. 20... ° | 

among the native fans against the 
higher admissions charged for talk- 
ers. This is taken to forecast shorter 

runs for important productions, the 

pay high scale prices being less than. 
elsewhere. 

Condition applies to all ot Jugo- 
Slavia.. Picture’s quality” doesn’t 
enter into the consideration. “The 
‘Singing Fool,” first talker in, {s well, 

| regarded at the. Kolarac: theatre,.°’. 

- 

ROACH’S 3-WAY FILMS - 
; _ Hollywood, Jan. 14, 

Following its last Harry Langdon 

comedy, made in: three. languages, - 
Roach ‘studio. will. duplicate. this 
three- “way: idea on: its. next Charley... 
Chase two reeler, : 

.| Picture will have three leading’ 
_|femmes. Thelma Todd. will be Jin, 

the English cast, Panchita Acosta, 
Spanish, and the French entry’ A 
not: picked. 
aoe —_ ne 

“RAISE AND DROP TAXES © 
Washington, Jan. 14, 

Finland has a new tax on picture 
houses. Slap has been jumped 
from 30% to 35% of the cross, saya 

Baltazar Fernandez Cue ‘has been|C. R. Matheson reporting to the Deé- 
engaged by Radio as foreign pub-j|partment of Commerce. e 
licity. writer and assistant to Leon| At the same time, hower er, the 
d’Aussea on Spanish translations. | cinema seat, tax has been abolished, 

Expect Spanish Chaney 
Hollywood, Jan. 14, 

Ernesto Vilches, the Spanish Lon 
Chaney, 1s"en route here after per 
sonal 1 appearance in: South America. 

Sato rts ee 

‘Radio's Spanish Writer - 

Hollywood, Jan. 14. 



. 
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WESTERN. TOBIS. 

rr seen Berlin, Jan. is, 
- The. board intimation. that ‘West- 
ern. Electric and Tobis- Klangfilm 
are near a settlement ‘out ‘of court 
on. conflicting patent claims, is -re- 
flected in new. developments.. vO, 

-- Ufa has made public the*deciston. 
‘that its newest Ufa - production, 
‘ “Melody . ‘of .the Heart,” - may. ‘be 
: ‘shown ‘in: ‘theatres wired with’ the 
“Western Electric device, the ruling. 
‘to cover all theatres ‘in Austria,. 

. once the storm. center of legal ‘con- 
. flict. over sound. Western :Hlectric| 
‘is understood. to be’ satisfied ‘with 
‘this: situation, ‘ indicating: mutual 
‘concessions ‘looking. toward general. 

_ interchangeability of product. . 
: However, Klangfilm’s gesture 
‘toward. W.E, ‘does not go for inde- |: 
pendent equipment, native or for-| 

_-eign. Tobis is engaged ina squabble 
“with the device known as_Kinoton, 
“denying: the. use of. amplifying tubes 
to .that: independent. ' 
taken the matter to court. _ 

‘SPAIN. ‘CHILDREN BAN 
MEANS BANKRUPTCY 

oe oe, Maatia, Jan. 14,: 

” Spain. proposes a law forbidding. 
'. attendance of children: at moving. 
Picture theatres, except at perform- |’ 
ances: especially arranged for them, 
‘It 1s. declared such a regulation 
‘would mean bankruptcy for many 

- exhibitors. . 
‘Proposal. comes on the heels of 

‘@ hew law prohibiting the admission 
_of children under 14 to ‘bull and 
“prize fights. . Now the. Society’ for 
the ‘Protection: of Children has pe- | 

‘titioned the government to forbid 
; youngsters from the ‘special occa- 
“sions: — 
_ Greater number of native the- 
atres depend for their revenue upon 
adults taking the children to the 
theatre when they’ attend them- 
selves. - People have no means of 
‘leaving their young families at 
home. -Matinees' are patronized ex- 

_clusiyely by women and, the Span- 
‘fish ‘birth rate being: “what it. is, 
cebildren ; have to be admitted sto 

atres of all grades... 
‘In the fire ‘catastrophe of the 

Novedades theatre during Septem- 
‘per, 1928, the victims were nearly all 

. Women and children, illustrating the 
‘class of. matinee patronage. The 
Ohildren’s Society cites the fire in 
its. petition. 

South African Musicians 

7 Forced Out. by Talkers 

oo Capetown, Jan. 14, 

Paling pictures are forcing out 
_ ustolans at many spots in. this 

‘ -territory. African ‘Theatres -has 
“ giyen notice to orchestras tn the 

Bijou’ cinema, Johannesburg, and 
_sayeral other houses, 

‘' Operators declare pit musicians 
are no longer a business proposition 
‘with mechanical music available. 

> 4 Kinemas, Ltd., is reported to have: 
' given ‘its musicians: ‘at: the: King 
cinema, Durban,.the option of going 
out or remaining on half pay. Mu- 
sicians all. over the colony are badly 
worried. 

FO FOREIGN CONFERENCE 
’ * Paris, Jan. 14. 

‘Carlo Bavetta, Fox French ‘chief, 
" sails on the Bremen, . Jan." 23 to be 
gone three weeks. ° 

“He will spend. the time between 
‘siilings in conference - with Win- 
fiéld. Sheehan on foreign ‘sound film 
distribution _Problems and ‘Policies. 

. Kano. Encounters 

“TRUCE HINTED : 
“aches here, akin to. the elementary 

Kinoton - has |. 

a new Gaumont. 

|notables: for cable. news transmis- 

RAW. STOCK WORRY 

“it “With Stock: 
From. England 

Paris, . Jan," 14. 

‘Bob: ‘Kane, with: his shorts’. “pro- 
duction is ‘having plenty -of head- 

| stages: the . pioneer talker producers 
in, America went. through. . : 

- The. main- problem, with the raw. 
kodak film, imported from ‘England, 
was the difference in size of the 
sprocket holes. - 
inch larger in the ‘pre-talker stock, 
brought: over from London, causes’ 

attendant: distortion. - 

* ‘'Phis has. created delay in. a . large 
measure, snecessitating importation | 
Of raw stock from America, - ; 

AWAIT TEST OF 

——— ‘a 

Paris, Jan. 14. . 

Capitol, Brest, opens Friday with 

whole. industry, ‘native and foreign, 
is awaiting the test. of quality: Te- 
production of the device. 

‘This is the first installation of the 
new Gaumont system, and upon its 
showing depend more than 30 orders 
already placed. conditionally. 

Clifford Smith, “Western. Electric’s 
commercial manager. here, denied 
‘among other stories. unfavorable to 
his company, that he knew of ex- 
hibitors being swayed from closing 
for American apparatus because 
they ‘have heard of the ‘cheaper 
Gaumont system.. Despite which all 
distributors here confirm that state 
of. affairs, on: knowledge received. 
through salesmen contacts with ex- 
Aibitors all over. 

Exhibitors, as well as. the ais- 
tributing branch of the trade, are) 

lively interest. 
Gaumont's sound equipment is 

now. in use in 31. French houses, 
Future ‘contracts provide for :sup- 
-plying an. average of five. theatres. 

@& week for the next year. . 
Present price of $6,000 is to. ‘be 

shortly advariced $1,000. ; 

Sonore 80,” is sold on a deferred 
payment plan, ‘but not rented to 

users. , 

COURT VERDICT LOOKS 
LIKE GERMAN MONOPOLY 

Berlin, Jan. 14, 

Decision has been made in the 
Tobis Klangfilm suit against West- 
ern Electric, arising over use of 
tubes in. the -W. E. amplifying ap- 
paratus, giving the advantage to the 
German interests, 

- Western Electric has given no- 
tice ‘of appeal and will fight .the 
casa through the up er courts. — 
“Yradé opinion here ig that the 

victory will make it possible for the 
Germans. to defend a monopoly on 
thefr patents and in the end a set- 
Hement will be made out of court. | 

Wants Talker News 
’ Paris, Jan. 14, 

Paris bureau of the New York 
“Times”. is. very -talker-conscious 
now. The foreign correspondents | 
here interview all. visiting cinematic |: 

sion, ever since Mussolini’s edict -in 
Ronie barring foreign- -language talk- 
ers. 
The “Times” in New. York and its 

allled papers: ‘demand - up-to-the-. 
minute dope on how’ the American 
talkers are being received abroad. 

we ey yee ee 

“AN OLD ) COMPLAINT. 
“Western Electric's suit against 

Pat Powers’ Cinephone in England 
is. the new version of an old. com- 
pjaint filed in the U. S. ‘about the 
same time W. E. went into a huddle: 
over Pacent. . 

Quicker . action is expectod. over-" 
geas, 

peta cae tee 

‘More Native Egyptians 
Cairo, Jan, .14,. 

Native film. production entitled. 
“Moonlight,” made by the - Egypt 
Awakening Film Co.,°is completed 
and is promised for exhibition with- 

‘(in a short time. 
Featured players are Abdel Moety 

and Ansaf ' Rushdy. 

PATHE: TM N 

Control’ of 100 Houses Care 

‘The fraction ‘of an.| 

a wavering in the sound track with | 

7 | BREAK FOR BOB KANE 

F OREIGN SOUND 
| what to do for the future, 

wiring and the: 

awaiting Friday’s test in Brest with 

This equipment, known as “Ideal |: 

'-| torate, - 

Teer aoa 

GAUMONT GROUP! 
_ vies Grip on. French Out- 
let: for Product—Amer- 

ican. Distributors: With: 
‘hold | Usual. March Trade 

‘Showings i in. Uncertainty — 

Paris, Jan, 14. 

"Barly this ‘week all signs: pointed 
toward certainty of the inclusion of 
the: Pathe-Natan group in the mer- 
ger, with. consequent worry on the 
part of. American distributors, - . 

Worry. approaches a panic of pes- 
simism with the. trade, uncertain 

normal conditions - the “ Americans 
would be busy about this time ar- 
ranging March trade shows for next 
season's product, but with the fu-. 
ture clouded, activity is small in 
this direction. - 

_ With the Gaumont- Franco-Abu- 
ért-Pathe-Natan lineup controlling 
more than 100 houses the ‘Americans 

see’ themselves losing the important. 
‘market they had built - ‘up So. well, 

- Gaumont-Aubert-Franco. merger ; 
(the three-ply name will be its cor- | 
porate title) looks even more likely 
than ever to take in the Pathe- 
Natan. group as well. The latter 
has more than 40° theatres of its 
own and its acquisition would give 
-the big three over 100 houses. 
"Such an addition would, concen-. 
trate the cream of exhibitor out- 
lets in France into a single con- 
gumer organization, and it - can 
worry American. distributors plenty. 

On the other ‘hand it’s a great 
break for Bob Kane, allied with 
Gaumont and using . Gaumont 
studios, so: that the theatre lineup 
can - underwrite his ~ productions. 
These ‘productions represent a lot 
of money used in experiments -car- 
ried on with the backing of ‘Para- 
mount.in the States, 

Pathe-Natan using Photophone, 
already. has three sound news trucks 
operating in France and is adding 
two more this week. Equipment 
compares with the Fox Movietone’s 
four crews and trucks. 
Pathe-Natan is golng aggessive- 

ly after exhibitor contracts for 
newsreel service, apparently antic- 
ipating a merger with Gaumont- 
Aubert-Franco which would control 
more than 100 theatres. 

Conflict within the new Gaumont- 
Franco merger, arising out of an~ 
cient tension between Robert Hure}, 
ef Franco, and. Edgar. Costil, of 
Gaumont, has been avoided for the 
present. by keeping the two men in 

different divisions. 
.Hurel becomes the. theatre head 

while Costil goes into the studio end 
of the new merger, acting as head 
ef that branch. No president or 
production chief has been so far 
definitely named. Meanwhile, Albert 
Kohan and de Caulane, both repre- 
senting banking groups in the diréc- 

are practically ‘running 
everything. 

Metro Covers Near-East 
Cairo, Jan, 14, 

“Louis Lorber, special representa- 
tive ‘for M-G-M. recently, reached 
this-point. from. New. York. 
“He ig. taking charge c: Metro. re- 

leases in Egypt, Palestine’ and 
Syria, representing. Metro’s entrance 

into this territory in an aggressive 
way.. : 

—-HAbie”“Mask” Big 
” Amsterdam, Jan, 14, 

“Apte's Trish Rose” (Par), which 
‘film didn't look so forte at the start 
here, has gained in popularity. 

It is now. being held over, with 
signs it may further develop. 
“Man in the Iron Mask” (U. A.) 

is also going big at the Royal Ci- 
nema. . 

Under | 

|work started under the. direction of 

FOREIGN: FILM FILM NEWS 

JOLT 
(VARIETY. 

‘SPANISH TALKER S0-S0 | 
. | inde Wiring Hurts. Picture About | 

Football and Bull Fights. 

“Madrid, Jan, 14. 
' The first Spanish talking picture, | 
made - here. and ‘titled “Football 
Love and. Bull Fighters” ' was indif- 

|-ferently received at the Zarzueéla, a 
house: formerly devoted to musical 
shows. but. now. wired. 

- Sound © ‘apparatus. is an indepen- 
dent called Gramophone, work. of a 
Spanish ‘engineer, .and. reports: in- 
‘dicate-it did not reproduce. ‘satis-_ 
factorily at: this showing. 

Picture, which has to:do with’ the 
amourous adventures of 4 lot. of: 
‘football playérs and toreadores was: 
not. well regarded. 

FRENCH ROW ON 

. 

Paris, Jan. ‘14 

Charles Bourguet, president . of 

the "Societe a'Auteurs de Films, hav- 

ing succeeded in gaining admittance 

Composers, is now trying: ‘to com- 

Cinematographie. the producers’ ‘or- 

ard” scenario contract. 

‘This calls for a royalty to scen- 

ceipts. 

designed with a future view to na- 
tive talking pictures. Authors: take 
the position . that - talking. ‘pictures 
are’ logically identical with’ stage 
plays.. 

‘For the’ “present ‘the producers : are 

the fact ‘that Charles Mere, presi- 
dent of the. dramatists’ body, re- 
cently ‘authored “Trais. Masques; Pa 
the first French talker, : 

Aynerican - distributors. are’ not 
concerned in the’ dispute, but have 
a vital interest in its outcome. For, 
should the authors ~ - prevail, 
French exhibitors - would. naturally- 
be disposed to- favor foreign prod- 
uct, regardless. of any ‘other con- 
sideration, for which they would 
not be required to give up. a per- 
céntage of their grosses. 

3-DAY SALARY DELAY 
ROUSES MENJOU IRE 

Paris, Jan. 14. 

Adolphe Menjou took measures to 
enforce the letter of his contract for 
the making of his first Pathe-Natan 
picture, when payment of the $20,-: 
000 due when Shooting. commenced 
was delayed. 

Payment was due. Jan. 3,. when 

Jean Delimur. On Jan. 5, Menjou 
had not received the stipulated: sum 
and walked off the set to see about 
it personally and immedlately. 
plantion is said to have been that, 
owing to the rapid expansion of op- 
erations, many. studio. details had 
beeri neglected.and the matter was]. -. 
smoothed over in the polite French |. 
way. 

this picture to reinstate him in the 
American . market as a front rank 
star, the picture tohave both French 
and English versions. Pathe-Natan 
has an option for another Picture 
starring Menjou. © 

: Delfmur is to return: to the States 
after completion of the pictures, |. 
‘possibly to handle. French- ‘English 
‘duplicate versions for Paramount. 

: Liege, Jan. 14. 

“The. Jazz Singer” (WB) opened 
here sensationally at the Coliseum 
wired with Western. Electric. 

This. introduces ° Liege’s second 
sound house, bringing the Western 
Electric equipment into rivalry 
with independent Phillips". Luta- 
phone at the Palace 

into the Societe - of: . Authors anda]. 

pel .the:-Chambre Syndicate | de: la. 

ganization, to approve a. new. stand- , 

ario writers : ‘based on ‘gross. re-. 
“It -would -apply. ‘only ‘to. 

French - product, of course, and. is 

stalling, but.the powerful authors’ |} 
group is adamant, strengthened by| - 

the: 

‘Ex- | 

Menjou’ fs reported banking on\. « 

AUSTRIA QUOTA 
AS BOOMERANG 

"Vienna, J an. 14.. 

“Austria's contingerit system, call. 
ing for 20 foreign. imports for one | 

‘| native production, has turned. out to - 

bea boomerang. ‘Country is. threat-': 
ened with a dire film famine, caused 
by a world-wide ‘demand for talk- 
ers tothe exclugion of silents, -. 
- Native: exhibitors’ organization. | 
convened Saturday and presented a 
petition calling. upon the govern-" 
ment to abolish all quotas and con- 
tingents. -applying to. pictures, .Ar- 

_|gument.is that Austrian production . 
has fallen off so radically that, for- 
eign | talkers (this means American 

product, of course) .are’- insufficient: 
| at the’ 20-to-1 ratio to supply the de- 

STORY ROYALTY) 
mand. - Already Vienna’s. supply -of 
foreign: product, is ‘Inadequate to 
meet anything like. current: needs, ” . 
“World. ‘demand. for talkers has ; 

curtailed ‘the. ‘foreign ‘call for. “Aus- 
tria's silent. -pictures, ‘and.-. has. 
‘caused these soundless: productions 
‘to: drop: so. rapidly that their. fu- 
ture continuance is. seriously im-. 
‘periled. Austria’s provincial .de- - 
mand for product is: not sufficient 
to keep the industry moving andthe 
‘big cities “will have only sound sub- 
jects. .. 

The recent French situation is re- 
peated... While exhibitors ‘demand 
American pictures the native .pro=: 
ducers are. calling. for further ‘and 
stronger counter measures. “such as. 
quotas, and. contingents. oo ; 

KENNEDY BRITISH ONT - 
PRODUCING QUOTA FILMS 

London, ‘Ja an. dk 

Joseph .P. Kennedy's. release unit: 
here, called the British Producers: x. a 

.| Distributors, . begins | ‘Jan. -23 on. a. 
schedule of making its quota films, 
with Andre Charlot’. doing two re-: 
vues and Monty Banks and Gordon: ' 
Bostock directing features. Steve. 
FitzGibbons, . formerly ‘of the. Pathe 
New York. studio: staff and recently. 
with Bob Kane tn Paris, is in ‘charge 
of production for PDC. First pro« : 
duction is entitled "Eve's Fall, ” with 

John Stuart featured. - 
British International studios are, 

being used and. the retording done: 
by RCA Photophone.. Four features * 
‘are already set,-with an additional: 
two ‘productions . scheduled <since: 
PDC needs six: releases for the. 
year’s quota purposes. 

All will be released in the States 
through. Pathe. 

RKO Productions a few. days ago 
issued a statement: by Joseph 
Schnitzer getting: forth in. general. 
terms its project ‘for an Anglo 
American exchange of picture prod- 
uct under an agreement between 
that company. and “a newly formed... 
English company of which: ‘Basit , 
Dean js director -and. chairman: aya 
Sir Gerald du. Maurier . -one” of. the | 
directors. we 

Statement added that William. Le- 

Baron of- RKO would pass on stories © 
‘and select technical, staffs to be sent * 
abroad, 

Rosy i in. Argentine | 
Buenos. ‘Aires, . Jan. 14. 

_ Fred Lange, Paramount. chief. for 
Argentine, has arrived’ ‘here: from 
New York. 
‘He predicts a ‘long: list of. re- 

leases suitable for this: market dur- 
ing 1930. 

Carl Sonin, head of., Metro- Gold. 
wyn here,. returning . from . Chili 

where he had been on a survey, ex- 
pr essed the’ same view. 

Wa Ex. _V8... ‘JLutaphone __ Italian. Star. Dies. Broke... 
Rome, Jan. 14, 

Emilio: ‘Ghione, famous Italian: 
picture star of the pioneer days, 
died of tuberculosis in a santtarium. 
near here ina pitiable State of 
impoverishment. 

His passing aroused much pubite 
sympathy, but it ‘came too 14ate to. 
ease his last days. dt 



“~—Tashionable cabaret, the prince’ of. 

oe an 

. Ways! drew a4 good-deal’ of patronage, ; 
‘| house. © 

VARIETY 

‘Paris Night Clubs Stil Stagger 
From tects of Market Crash i 

‘Paris, Jan, B. 
Stock market is. affecting ‘local 

night clubs in more ways. than one. 
‘Santo, who’ was to turn. over a 

chain of night clubs: to Huntley of]. - 

the British ‘biscuit firm, Huntley and 
Palmers, finds himself up a tree.: 
The French bank, Societe Financiere. 
@’Expansion, acting as financial: 
‘agent. in’ the - deal,..had ; ‘endorsed 
Huntley's notes, now .coming ‘due, 
but due to the Hatry. stock thing. 
that instead of. ‘increasing its capital | 
stock from: 10,000,000 francs. ($400,-: 
€00) ‘to four times that. amount, it 
must ask: its creditors -for an ex-- 
tension of 90. days to ‘meet current. 
Habilities, “Hence, if ‘things. are. not 
adjusted promptly; Santo: will re- | 
wiain: the: embarrased ‘owner : of ai 
chain of’which he was only’ to: rés J 
main as managing ‘director... ~ : 

‘ Though the chain fs doing. a. tirn- 
over of 80:million francs ($3,200 1000); 
a"year, business has decreased ‘con- 
Siderably because of general. condi-. 
tions, and ‘the smartest ' ‘clubs: did “a. 
Ohristmas business of about 40% ‘of: 
Jast-year, Drastic reductions-are be- 
ivig:made_.in expenses, and: a dane-. 
ing’ act: (couple): which: would. have 
received $80 a night:a year ago now 
gets $24, and that for Playing two’; 
houses a. night. 

‘\To" further “cut” expenses, whilst 
Perroquet’ wilt remain ‘open “for busi- 
hess, “its next door. “neighbor, | the 
Fioriaa, ' ‘has’ closed -tintil April, ‘”. 
“Cheaper places, - dépending léss.6on | 
foreign patronage, are less affected ; 
by ‘the geriéi‘al ‘business. depression, | 
For’ fistance, ‘the Bal ‘Tabarin, re- | 
decorated by Paul Colin and Gir, aid | 
a’ “reeord © "_businéss | for. aro’ 

MNew pisces even if i cpenalva, a 

“LiSiglé ‘Russe’ is at’ present. the: 

Walesa aisdaining to: retain his | in- | 
cen. o 

mo Top Holiday, Biz. 
coma Paris, Jan. 5. 

"Probably the ‘peak of ‘business of: 
‘the: ‘holidays by a nite: club was: 
done, by the: capacious Lido on the: 
‘Champs-Dlysees,: adjoining: the Ho-; 
tel. Claridge. Christmas intake ‘was: 

FOREIGN SHOW .NEWS 

"Melbourne 
By ©. Re BRADISH 

. “Melbourne, Dec. 10. 
’ Robert. Ganthony’s'‘ 0ld “sob, - 
Message. ‘From. Mars,”. which: stands 
‘higher in meller esteem. than “East 

of box. office -pull, - 

hankies. : 

Gregan ‘MeMahon as Horace ‘Parker, 
@ part in ‘which his. histrionic finish 
and blue eyes have shone in. some-. 
thing over: 1,000 previous instances. 
McMahon is ‘assisted by Gerald Kay 
‘Souper, Helen Saintebury, Bonita 
Appleton, Beatrice Day: and Leonard 
‘Stevens. , Miss Day, who originally 
came. to Australia with the late Her- 

“AT 

Lynne,” always. ‘has a. fair. amount. 
Revived. . by |: 

|-Gregan McMahor Aat.the Palace, all}: 
the’ faithful: again ; moistened’ a few 

- Following an unexpectedly long offer “Darling, I Love Fou,”, 
run. of :“A Bird in Hand,” it has] ing Jan; 22.° 

-and 
‘nights, | poth.. flop: revivals,” - 

- Sing.” 

‘bert’ Flemming. in “The ‘Walls of 
-Jericho,” is now. reduced to drama- 
tizing the memory of lier former self. 
—a' somewhat trying spastime for an. 
elderly: dame... However, she. -is: a 
reputation; and reps. are: reverently 
regarded in this land.- . 
ye Message From. Mars” has ‘been. étinues ‘around $19,000,: ‘whichis $2,- 
a ‘gource df coOnsiderable* wealth to} 
various managers, Most’ successful 
‘was William Hawtrey who first pre- 
sented it.’way back in the beginning: 
of ; the’ current century. - Hawtrey | 
wae: not the world’s greatest actor— | 
he was,’in fact, several Henry: “Irv- | 
ings: away—but he was. 2 ‘shrewd. 
judge of popular .taste..-His judg-. 

} ment was' rewarded: with ‘a profit 
that ageregated over the years: to]. 
48 much. as $200,000. But he. failed 
to put his. surplus in a. vault .and/ 
thén forget the combination. So it. 
came to: pass.that he had to borrow: 
his. fare back to England, — 

“Bijou. theatre, which closed after 
| many-years ‘service in.the cause.of 
small) time vaudeville, is to reopen, 
on Boxing’ Day again as a legit 

‘Grogan McMahon,’ who has. 
found the..Palace’. too spacious for 
hig needs, ig to: move over with the 
present ‘Mntention™ of reviving. “Bird: 
in Hand.” ‘He may: stage: one of 
five modern. comedies, ‘manuscripts |, 
of: which he is at. Present studying. 

Prank ‘Neti. is’ dtaging vat. the. 
‘| King’s “Clowns in’ Clover,” “a not 
over-arresting .songandance show,, 
but enlivened by the antics of Roy 
Rene, . local. Hebrew “comic. Best 
feature: of the show. Is thé ‘brisk’ 
‘dancing -by a<‘group of ‘Australian 

262,000: frances: (over $10,000) for. | girls. : Clever. work of thé Hardgrove. 
food and everything. -Of the every- 

- thing, 450° bottles of champagne |. 
were sold. . New ‘Year's. gross ex~ 
ceeded this slightly. ‘ 

Lido is the swimming- pool. caba- 
ret, extending an‘avenue block tong, 
and permitting for an elastlé capa- "s 

Sty of over 1, 000, - 

World's Producers at - 
- Rothschild’s ‘New. House. 

. Paris, Jan. 4. 
A foreign season Is being arranged 

for. the Pigalle theatre, the new play- 
house of. Baron Henri de Rothschild 
(theatrically known as Andre Pas- 
cal), next May, when the best known 
producers of the world will. be. in- 
vited to make use of the. stage. - 
Among the names mentioned as 

accepting | to participate in this in- 
ternational ‘season are Max Rein-. 
hardt (German), Tairoff, of the Kam- 
erny theatre, Moscow (Russian), 
Rugeero Ruggieri and Meyerhotd 
(Italy), who will mount: works. re- 
cently produced in their . respective 
countries, 

- The Theatre: Guild. of New York 
‘Js ‘mentioned as also a probable |. 
asset: to: the: scheme, J 

in Madrid “Volpone” | 
Madrid, : Dec, 29. 

‘Two separate versions in ‘Spanish |. 
of Ben Jorison’s revived play, “‘Vol- 
pone,” have just beén presented to 
the Madrid theatrical ‘public. at the 

_Alkazar and Infanta Beatriz the-. 
‘atres. Both have been successful. 

“Althodgh “Volpone” is wholly a 
classical play, its, essence: impreg- 

“nated’ with antiquity and an at- 
Inospheré* out of tune: with the mod- 

“ern age of jazz and frivolity of dra- 
‘matic productions, it. has been much 
“appreciated by the Spanish public. i 

——————————e 

‘Brothers, dancers, is also .a-stand- 
aut. :Others in: the show are Mary 
Gannon, ‘Neva. Carr. .Glynn, ..Sadie 

Ann Penn, Englich Ampersonator, is 
also in the Hneup. . 

Nij j inskaja i in: Vienna ° 
‘Vienna, Jan. 3.0 

‘Teontiew,: gifted but temperament- 
al ballet ‘tnaster of the Vienna State 

-| Opera, who leaves next September, 
will be succeeded, according to pres- 
ent expectation, by Mme.. Bronis- 
lawa Nijinskaja, now of. Paris. °° 

‘Klemens Krauss, director of the 
Vienna Opera, wants Nijinskaja, to 
réorganize the Vienna ballet as she 

| did- some years ago at the. Teatro 
Colon of Buenos Aires. ° - Since then 
she has managed the former Ruben- 
stein ballet in “Paris. | 

With the aid of summer and win- 

ter spor ts and the 18-day diet, Nijin- 
skaja may be able to take-some of. 
‘the strain off. the. spectators and 

the ‘boards of: the. opera. 

“Tallulah's F amily Tree 
_ ‘Washington, Jan, 14. 

“Wailutah | Bankhead, . American , 
actr ess in’ London, has a chance. ‘for 
‘double family representation’ in 
Congress. 
Her father, Winiam B. “Bankhead, 

is now a member of the. Hause from 
Alabama. Her uncle, John H. 
Bankhead, has just announced his 
‘candidécy for the Senate as a Dem- 
ecrat.to. oppose Senator Heflin, who 
has been “written out” of that party. 
-Miss Bankhead’s grandfather was 

for. many years a member of the 
Senate, also fre om Alabama. - 

PARIS ENGAGEMENTS 
gist te ey a ee, =. Folies"”- -Engagements-—-=- 

‘Pearo. Rubin and the Triana. Sis- 
ters have been engaged. for the new 
“edition of the Paris “Folies Bergere” 
which goes. into ‘rehear sal late this 

month | 
Rubin will be a. featured . dancer 

and the ballet master. ‘This is the 

first time the “Folies .Bergere”’ en- 

‘gaged an American dancer as ballet 

_ miaster, Both ‘acts sail Jan. 17. -, 

‘Eddie Mayo and his eight piece 

soon as they have. completed the 
tour arranged.for them by. Univer- 
sum Agency, which includes Berlin, 

Italy, Brussels. and /Prague. 
This same agency is bringing into 

the Cirque Medrano the Rose Kress. 
(skating) Tri i, and to the local Lido 
Ifelen. Gray, a ancery 

was 

uel 

| Just: as. ‘they did iast year. 

Shower Craze 

: ‘Paris, Jan. 5 
Arrange to reach Paris any 

day. but Monday. Public bath 
houses are closed that day. 
Apart from. this fact, the © 

_ French are feeling American. 
-influerae in their new loye for 
. showers. So popular | have these 
become that seven public. 

| ‘shower. bath houses are to be . 
immediately ‘built here, located _ 
An populous. neighborhoods. ‘ 

“XMAS PANTOS BIG. 
(Continuea trom ‘page 2) 

start: 

Garrick—Pegey_ O'Neil in “paddy A 
the Next Best Thing,” matimees, 

“The . Bachelor:. Father” ‘at 

Globe—~"‘Canaries. ‘So etimes 
Libraries ‘are holding off. 

from contracting and ‘the show Js 

about: breaking even. — 
Haymarket-—'The | First Mr 8. 

the. absence, ‘due to illness, -of Marie | 
Tempest,: but has picked. up ion her, 
return and is doing ‘around $12,000. - 
La Hippodrome—"“Mr. Cinders”. .con- 

700° over’ the guaranteé. Piece is ‘cided. to try their: luck. in ‘the reputation as.a magician and 81 on. ‘ a “ 
likely - ‘to. “continue .several ,, months 
more, with : Williamson- Tate’ s new | staged, in Darmstadt, a production: title. of “King ‘of. 

| called. “Fl Dance Round the: ‘World English - musical: to follow.:- 
His.” -Majesty’s—“Bitter - Sweet”: 

was abit. off“in the stalis ‘around 
Chrigtmas!but is again in high de- 
mand, ' with - recovery © immediately 
after’ Christmas. 4 5 
Kingsway—"School for: Seatidat,” " 

fair’ for the old standard. ae 
‘Lyceum—“Puss in Boots,” anothér. . 

panto, is enormous. :. ‘They ‘tilted’ 
| prices for the more ‘expensive seats, 

‘this-timé they’ re sélling ‘them. Daily. 
matineés: are doing: 52, 800. and. eve-! 
niings' ‘$2,000! * 
_Lyrie— ‘Murder ‘on. “the * ‘seeona| 

Floor,” revival, getting along nicely 
enough ori ‘the profit : ‘sie, ‘but the, 
house ig available, if @ strong at-. 
traction éomes, ‘into’ wight. | 
,New—"Maddme. Plays Nap, » “flop. 
“Palace—“Dear , Love,” medium 

‘| business, ‘with call'for, the oreliestra 
seats, ‘a@abit. weak, | woe, 
.Playhouse—“When, ‘Knights. ‘Were 

| Bold,” ” Christmas revival. of . the ald 
Tomance, ‘did fairly,.: 

vevive., Doing $11, 009,.. “which means 

Gale, Violet Elliott, Eric Masters, |. 
‘| John V. Dobbie and ‘Ciaude ‘Holland.: 

};on the hope it may. 

-@ flop. 

"Prince of Wales—"J auirmey’ ¢) ona." 
still, very. 004, but short ‘of capac- 
ity. "Sale of. Stalls .has: been off, for 
the. ‘past, three weeks, but: call may 

$3,000 profit,’ . . 
:Prince’s—“A Warm. Corner”. do- 

ang. moderate business and. sticking 
velop... 

. Queen’s—"The. Apple Cart”. 
holding up to medium husiness. - 

. Royalty—“Art. and Mrs, Bottle" is 

is |. 

‘St. James—“Peter. “Pan” revival, 
Annual feature is not quite up .to 
its usual: demand: . Libraries are 
slightly on the losing end. 

St. Martin’s—"Sorry You've Been 
Troubled” -has enjoyed 2° splendid: 
run -and now- is doing about 60% 
capacity, which still shows a: profit. th 
Shaftsbury—“The Middle Watch” 

as big as ever and still araund $13,- 
000, -: + 
Strand—Treasure Island”. mat- 

inees' very profitable for this re- 
‘vival. Coupled with evening bill 

of “Sport of Kings,” 
‘Vaudeville—‘French. Leave, ” 

vival; only fair: . . . 
| Winter. Garden—Gracie Fields in 
“The. Show’s the Thing,” in its 
eighth: month. . Piece opened. at the: 

Te- 

| Victoria Palace, moved to the Ly- 

ss encen = Pa ris;-J ani By 

harmonica hand are due. here as | 

i 

ceum and now at the Winter Gar- 
den is. not ‘so strong. Doing about 

: halt capacity and nearing .its end. 
- Wyndham's—"The Calendar” still 

going, Strong a 

_ SKAARUP AFTER I OLSON. 
; . Copenhagen, Jan, 4, 

“ Freae Skaarup, most... prominent 
of. Scandinavian showmen, is in 
Berlin to negotiate for Al Jolson | 
concert, ‘appearances | in this. sec-, 
“tor. 

Skaarup “wishes - to. engage Jol- 
son for three Scandinavian capi- 
itals, Copenhagen, Stockholm and: 
Oslo. : 

FAMILY, CONCERT. AFFAIR. 
Moscow,. Dec. 31. 

A series. of five. concerts by Sergei 
Radomsky, New. York tenor, and 
Marie. Williams, soprano, of Glas- 
gow, Scotland, has evoked enthusi- 
asti¢ comment from Muscovite 

critics, 
Off the program Miss W iliams Is 

Mrs, Radomsky. The partnership 
is quite recent. 

aA we i a Pe 

Only |" 

_| seript ‘caused laughs 

-ROME’S IN 
Opera Season Opened Dec. 26—New 
Rostrum in 20 Movable Sections 

Sesineemeamnel 

Rome, Jan: 2. 

with Cimarosa’s “The Secret Wed- 
ding.” A brilliant audience, in- 
cluding ‘the. King, Queen: ana the 

|| princesses Giovanna and Maria ate. 
after every intermission, Jo] ‘tended the first. night. As much as’ Protests are “becoming. ‘atron: eer . : 

500. lire (about $25): was the price 
asked for-a fautell. - 

have --been: emodernized . ‘for. the’ 
present season. The stage js now 
divided . into. some 20 movable. sec-. 
tions, which ‘can’ be ‘inclined, raised, |: 

ways. and combinations, It is. stated. 
to be oné of the'most. modern’ and 
beat arranged stages, in Burope. - i 

Schiffer-Hollander™ Put - 
eee 

os “ Frankfort, “Fan. 5.. 
“Marcel, “Sehitter and: ‘Friedrich, 
Fionander ‘are Berlin musical cqme- 

ries. into the ‘fal. ‘They. have’ had 
-& ‘series of: successes “the. past few 
years, ; . 

-For some. ‘reason or other. they’ “ae= 

provinces this”. winter, and have. 

With You.” -.. Much ‘song, - ‘much: 
dancing. and ‘a ‘flat: story in the: 
Parisien farce manner.. Hollander‘s 
‘music. is often worthy. of Broadway, 

Land: the -theme. song . of. this revue... 
4 is another ‘Posetbiiity.. per 

Moscow’ s U. 5. Plays : 
“ Moscow, ‘Dec. 31. : 

“Pheaire going public sees America’ 
chiefly, through the artistic glasses a 
of Eugene, O'Neill. "Desire Under. 
the, Elms,” “The Hairy Ape” and 

on the repertoire ° of. ‘Tairoft’s Ka- 
merny theatre. , 

cow. boards. are “Spread Eagle,” in 
the. Studio of the Mali ‘theatre, and 
‘an, amusing version of “Uncle Tom’s. 
Cabin” py’ the Second, Moscow, Art 
Theatre, vey ; 

‘Maurine Watkins’ “Chicago” - is 
being, played. by: the Narodni .Dom 
‘of Leningrad, and ts also in rehear-.}! 
sal. here at Stanislavsky’s - ‘Moscow 
Art Theatre for Production in the 
nearest,futuré.. — - 
“Gods of “Lightening.” the. Sacco- 

Vanzetti play, is being prepared for 
“| production ‘by the. Theatre of. Rev- . 

olution here: 

‘Sigrid Undaet’ s: Failure : 
Oslo, Jan. 2..." 

Sigrid Unasét, awarded the literary 
Nobel Prize last year, and whose 
novels have gained fame in numer-: 
‘ous countries, has failed utterly: asa 
dramatist. ‘Her first piece of dramatic. 
work, .a comedy for children, “East. 
of Sun and West of Moon, ” flopped 
at Oslo’s New theatre... 
Everybody of: any importance: in | 
e Norwegian capital attended, and 

they were sadly disappointed. 

DISILLUSIONED 
Vienna, Jan. 3. 

hich - fl Viennese, who have been ‘taking . 
which is @ flop. | ;indly to negro spirituals, are likely 

jto lose their illusions as a result of 
a matinee given by Igsidora: New- 

man at. _Reéinhardt’s - . Josephstadt 
theatre. ~ ; oo 

While she was. rendering a series 
of Creole ballads, which she claimed 
were the foundation ‘of the whole 
cult of Negro spirituals, the audi-.| 
ence could. stand it, but when’'she, 
gaye Yvette. Guilbert's 
Mai,” it was too much, . Yvette her- 

| self had been here ) Just three weeks 
before, * ; : 

sNICKER AT. PAGNOL 
, -Frankfort, Jan.. 5. 

“Marius Ahoy,” ‘well known plece 
‘of the. French. playwright, Marcel 
‘Pagnol, was ‘rendered in: a fairly 
conyincing manner at the municipal 
theatre here, 

Fritz Peter’ Buch put it: on, put 
| could not help the fact that a great 
many lines of ‘Pagnol’s original 

-instead of 

the: ‘original intention. 

Americans Abroad 
a Paris, Jan, 5. 

In Paris: Billy McCarney, Frank- 
ie Genaro, Benno Moeisvitch; ‘Mary 
McCormic, George Abell, Edna. L, 
Goleman, Sonya Mitchell. 

,, Wednesday, January 15,1690 

TRICATE STAGE PARISIANS. COMPLAIN”, oe 

. Opera season ‘opened here Dec. 26 |. 

lowered and moved in a- ‘variety of ; 

-, 1 Tells How He Hooked Onto: King 

On. Midwinter Revue| - - 

ithe title have been. passéd.: on 

“All: ‘God’s Chillun Got Wings” are - 

‘Other American ‘pieces ‘on “Mos- 

: | gets plenty. | 
1 frequently,. 

- “Cest- le 

holding” dramatic attention 2 as Was an 

-| “Journey's 

_ Abou LATE ARRIV: 
& 

"Parle, Jan. 6. 

the universal habit of arriving late | 
for shows. Situation is acute here’: 
because. they evén come | in: Tone.” 

dally, and people. already seated © 
Stage and whole gcenic arrange- have ‘been doing their. best to make. . 

ments. of..the Royal. Opera : House: 
it dificult for late arrivals ‘to. reach «. 
their chairs, This always causes a: 

:| disturbance and: it's _becoming . B 
regular habit.. 

have: reached no solution, 

“ DANTE’S CLAIM - 
amon 

of ‘Magicians"’ OB 

Copenhagen,. his. native’ tawn, whére ™. 
he signed, a. contract to appear ‘gfe. 

Fraser".. was: off. somewhat. during dy writers who manage to ‘put in. March next. 
on a show every summer which.car-. |’ Interviewed, ‘Dante, ‘desetibea’ “how 

he left Copenhagen when only a. hoy 
of 9'to gO. ‘to. United States. with ibis 
parents; ‘In America he qucceeded 
at.an .early age. in. building’. uj 

heir. to ‘the. traditional 
agicians." re 

tually fell 

"This. titl ates 
right back’ to..the early days” of: 
vaudeville. in: America,. originally. 
belonged: to ,the. ilusionist,.. Kerrel, .. : ~ 
‘When. he. ‘retired in 1896 he sold. his oy 
atunts to Howard. Thurston, “WH, | 

‘|traveled with” them‘ all over” “the. . 
world, Dante says. Now they, and. 

[o. 
See CSe 

'|Darite, who travels with a troup. of 
;|20 people.: - 

“After 158 Years. et o 
a Prague, "Dee. 31. , 
“Lucius Sulla,” - 

‘and not given since, again saw light, 
here,-when it was performed at the. , 
‘New German theatre. __ 
Anton “Rudolph, young Gérnat- : 4 

Bohemian musical director and,com~<: 
" Lposer, translated the libretto: with. - 

chief role sung by Susanne Jicha, ©. 
wife of ‘Steinberg, musical director : 
of the Frankfurt opera. . 

London Chatter” 
“London, Jani. 

. ‘Primo- ‘Carnera. loves work. and | 
‘|his manager, Leon- See,-sees that he |.’ 

Besides fighting pretty °° 
 Carnera has Played 

vaudeville ana algo ‘acted - ‘ag . Wye 
at the Deauville. restaurant, 
Van Horn. and Inez, skaters, : have - 

just made a tglker for Pathe:: 
Edythe Baker, who on becoming -. 

Legit. ‘nianagers ‘aré facing an ine ‘ 
creasingly difficult situation due to ~ 

“As far as ‘icnown: ‘the mange _ 

te : Copenhagen, Jain: 4 Oar. 
“phe ‘King. of: Magicians,”. .Mr.: |: 

.|Dante, the- other day. paid ‘a, ‘visit, to... 

rare 

which, ‘he says, dates: aan 

an. early, opera os 
which’ Mozart -wrote when: he. was |: 

-|only 16, presented in Milan in 1772 

“Bae wo! 

Mrs, Gerard d Erlanger gave ae 
stage career, may make a. reap- ft 

pearance, 

‘at the Alhambra told donor thaf,:lt. 
wag first tip he had received siyce 
house went “talker. . Adding, ‘that | 
during the house’s. vaude career, his. 
“donations” averaged $5 dallyg*; 

‘here is a $2 top drive on among. 

the Dominion on this theory. .9, 
Nellie Melba, after two years sof 

silence gave Brighton .a farewell 
concert. -Her pipes are still 100- per 
cent. ae 

Doug Byns. 
engaged to write revue. sketol¢s, 
was a dregs: designer a. few: YRS. 

ago. Chucked it for acting.. pe: 
A. mob: calling ‘themselves ‘OTe 

Mountebanks- Operatic Society”: ‘nave 

been giving ‘“Florodora,” fom 
_ Julian: Wylie has produced "68 
pantos, 

Esme: Percy’s going Hamlet...” 
Record ice rink crowds. this wins 

ter, 

Ivan ‘Campbell's managing. “Vite 
tue for Sale.”. 

Hymn’ singing at nite clubs. these 
days. _.: 

Cicely. Cour tneldge’ is. playing cab-. 
aret as a holiday. . 

So many pantos they .were. thigk~ 
ing of extending school vaca 
‘Connie “Haiss - is clicking’ in “A. 

Warm Corner” - cat the. Princes. .— 

‘fest British studio bet: ; 
_ John Drinkwater is the: ronly 
writer boasting he has sat. in® x= 

_ | offices .and checked up receipts, | 
Robin: - Irvine, 

End”: 
film - player, 
‘while © 

of, AM 
Maytice 

Evans rests. 

turned from America with the: first: 
reel of “All Quiet’ under his: arm. 

a 

, whom Cochran: Has. 

Ss. 5 

Jimmy Bryson, of “Universal, tes , 

Commissionaire given a ‘shi}jing | 

legits the Winter Garden following = 

ae 

Faked. first editions’ are the vegue.. 7 

-“Rookery-Nook’!=is-- now-the*heaywo=+== 



rh Germany Stalls on 

_OWednesday, January 15, 1930 

Film Contingent 
Under New Trade Barrier Treaty 

“Washington, Jan. 14 Taussian “ELMER GANTRY” 
New. ‘and expected. German ‘film | 

contingent. is being. held up pending. 
action by. “Poland and. Czechoslo- 

\-yakfa om the - Geneva Convention, 
-. whith convention, if ratified by all} 
. signing countries,: ‘will do. away with 
". commercial trade. barriers. | -. - 
at Reporting. by cable to the Com. 
" merce’ Department, . Douglas Miller, 
-assistant trade’ -commissioner, Ber-. 

- ‘Jin, ‘advises that should. the. two 
“mations fail. to ratify. the treaty 

: ‘Germany | will-put into effect a new. 
contingent. : ‘Poland and ‘Czechoslo- 
;wakia. must ratify. by May. 31° or 
‘Germany: automatically © cancels. its 

. adherence to the treaty. v 

“Conditional Plan. 

- Because ‘of pressure: being brought. 
“upon. the German government it is 

2 ‘expected. that the provisions - of the 
new. arrangement . will be announced 
:on February 1, Actually going into 
effect, however, on July 1 and then. 

™ dependent _ upon the action of. the 
“other. “two -nations| on the treaty, 
Bays. ‘Miller. 

‘Miller adds that an informal talk 
with’ ‘the German film commissioner 
brought ‘forth the information that. 

: . tke ‘TEW: regulations’ would. -practt-. 
-.ealty, mean ‘a continuation of . the 
. present status ‘for'’one year... No 
“substantial change is contemplated, 

, - however, in that portion of: quota 
allotted ag export premiums. *. 

“Miller is not optimistic that even 
“deh the’ ratification by Poland 
and. ‘Czechoslovakia’ Germany. will 
‘drop. ‘the contingent idea,” He sees 

Yt, then, switchéd to the‘ question ‘of 
a domestic cultural matter through 
tthe ‘ministry of interior or educa- 

. -tion.so that curtailing of foreign 
-  films..may be continued, on other 

. - grounds. . 
- Miller interprets the Government 

as. believing the present regulations 
i ‘offer the best solution. 

“Foreign Language Batis | 
tht Hollywood Dubbing 

Holly wood, Jan. 14. 

Passing of: laws in Italy and 
Spain, plus similar proposed. action 
by: ‘Cuba and Mexico, forbidding the 

“showing of foreign language ‘pic- 
' tures, has halted the dubbing of 
_,Beveral musicals.out here, 

Latest .to.be denied the foreign] 
“It’s a Great: Life.” market: is M-G’s 

. Plan was to have the songs sung in 
‘English, with Spanish spoken just 
“dn. ‘the: final sequence. . 

_ COLUMBIA’S VERSION 

plane German, French and Spanish 
“fatal Transcriptions ~ 

“ ao 

‘“iJack Cohn, vice-pr-sident of Co- 
- lumbia,.who went abroad with the 
{dea of selling silent product, has 
returned to declare it’s no use 
thinking of silents for over there. 
Columbia's “Flight” will be -its first 

- dialog film for European showing, 
- ‘with all original lines remaining in|}- 
‘the production plus titles superim- 
-posed for German, Spanish and 
‘French consumption. ‘ ; 

“With options on. three French | 
stories to- be -doné in MBnglish, 

. French, and German, Cohn goes to |: 
thr Coast within a week to discuss 
-foreign production angles. Pictures 
‘on the regular Columbia program, 
* originally to be produced in Eng- 
+fish’ only, may ‘also be made in two 
or thrce’ foreign versions, 
oe “ — 

“Accident —No Frame 
Paris, Jan, 1,- 

Jeanne .Helbling, French picture 
‘actress, due to. star shortly. in the 
~ filmization ‘of Roland ‘Dorgele’s 
“ novel, “Partir,” was found -uncon- 

sclous' in the early ‘hours of : the 
“morning in her apartment, due to}. 
Sa leak in a gas pipe. © . 
“h3he thing looking either as at- 
~ “€émpted. suicide or a publicity stunt 
_ Really was a Plain accident. 

Francoeur, in: Paris, are being wired. 

fcatures' to follow. 

Louis’ P. Verande, 

)Helay, of the Opera, Saint-Granter, 

Anti- Religious Films the “Vogue in 
Russia—Several Opened Xmas 

° 
‘Moscow, ‘Dec: 31. 

‘One Russian - film company ts 
working on.a scenario of Sinclair 
“Lewls’s . “Elmer Gantry” and will 
doubtless squeeze out every drop of. 
anti-religious propaganda the. book 
holds. — 
Celluloid | attacks © on leaven have 

been the vogue in ‘Russia. recently. 
In fact,’ several anti-religious: films 
opened. ‘simultaneously in the cap- 
ital on ‘Christmas Day. 

JOINVILLE BECOMING 
FRANCES HOLLYWOOD), : 

“Paris, Jan. B.* 

Joinville; Paris suburb, ‘Is fast bé- 

coming the center of French picture 

production. 
In the old. Sapene studios, ‘sound 

equipped. and. under the manage- 

{ment of Natan (Pathe- Natan), three 
French talkers are being produced. 
On Gaumont equipment. at this stu- 
dio’ Abe! Gance is making “La Fin 
du Monde” with himself as the star; 
on. RCA wire Marcel: Lherbier is 
filming “L’Enfant de I'Amour,” with 
Jean Angelo and Jacques Catelain,. 
and Jean ‘de Limur. is. directing 
Adolphe Menjou and Alice Cocea, of 
French musical comedy -fame, . in 
“Mon Gosse de Pere.” Incidentally, 
the’ Pathe-Natan studios: of Rue 

Aigo: in- Joinville, the Reservoir 
studios, now known as the Kane 
plant, will begin to turn out French 
shorts this month with full-length 

Disttibution is 
to be. arrdnged by Paramount ‘in 
Lurope; and Pathe in the States, 

Fer, these“ one and’ two- reelers: 
impresario, 1s 

gathering talent fron) both Frencn 
vaudeville and legit, such as Fanny 

Tr.ki, Bach, Koval, Suzy. Prim and 
Jearne Saint- ‘Bonnet. 

French. Makers Cautious. 
‘Paris, Jan. 14, 

French sound and talk production 

is at a standstill, except for the op- 
erations of a, few daring producers 
who are anxious to set dialog films 
into-release, : 
_ Majority prefer to stand aside for 
the. moment in order’ to ‘observe 
.what real results. native dialog’ pic- 

| tures achieve. 

Ramaphone’s Trio 
' The Hague, Jan.- 6. 

Nederlandsche. Bioscooptrust (N- 
._BT) has. wired its Olympla at Nij-. 
megen and the Corso, Amsterdam, 
with Ramaphone, an Americah inde- 
pendent wiring equipment made by 
Radio Motion Picture Corp. 

Henri A. Lube is head of this 
company and is personally making 
the installations, 

“Amsterdam, Jan. 4. 
Tuschinsky's in Amsterdam and 

Rotterdam both have W. FE. equip- 
ment, but the picture exhibitor is 
letting the contract of his 1,800 seat 
Roxy here to. Ramaphone. 

et 

China Likes Talkers 
Washington, Jan. 14, 

talkers, Novelty of all dialog, de- 
spite being in English, is attracting’ 
Plenty of business, says a report 
to. the picture division of the com- 
merce department, ; 

China officials - have their own 
ideas on censoring. and are setting 
up standards that must be adhered 
to. . This -is particularly true in 
the. ‘municipality of Greater 
Shanghai. | 

; Outlying theatres’ are beginning 
to > Bet installations, , 

ste = 

1900 crowns. 

‘to be rescinded. ‘In order to render. 

shareholder, Dr. Richard. von Kock’ 
of Berlin, in conjunction with.one | 

Cheaper Tonefilm Device 
“Prague, Dec, 27. 

Owner of the Olmuttz Electro 
and Radio Company, Masak, in con- 
junction with his engineer, Masarek; 
has constructed a tonefilm which he 
claims. is 20 times cheaper than the. 
American apparatus at Present, in 
use. ; 

- The Olmuetz machine’ can be fur- 
nished for 34,000 crowns, while the 
foreign apparatus costs - over. 700, - 

Fox Buy Mixes 
Up B-G Contract 
A or Danish Wire 

: Copénhagen, Jan, 2, - 
Law courts have pronounced sen- 

tence -in .an important’ sound ‘Alm 
case over here concerning the .wire 
equipment in British Gaumont the- 
atreg.. - 

In 1926 the Electrical | Phono Film, 
Co. was formed for the exploitation | 
of sound film patents. ‘belonging . to 
the: Danish inventors, Petersen and 
‘Poulsen. This company later. made.] 
a contract with British Gaumont, 

was to the effect that ‘B-G and its 
300-odd cinemas were only to.use 
the Danish sound and talking film 
apparatus. In- return, the English 
company obtained the rights. to ex- 
ploit the: Danish invention in ‘Eng- 
land. wo 

After that Fox ‘opened negotia- 
tions for the purchase of British 
Gaumont. Successful: completion of 
these, . negotiations. ‘ : consequently. 
made it necessary that. the clause |. 
binding British Gaumont to use only 
Petersen- ‘Poulsen’ wire would have 

this clause null-and void, the-Gau- 
mont firm bought the controlling in-: 
terest in the. Danish company and. 
afterward called a general .meeting, 
where it was decided to cancel the 
clause. in -question. ‘This decision 
caused consternation among -share- 
holders in Electrical ‘Phono Film in 
Denmark and .Germany. ".A.German. 

of the inventors, Petersen, then 
filed” suit in .the . Danis courts. 
against the comipany,. disputing the. 

‘|right. of the general meeting to re-. 
scind the contract with Gaumont. 
‘In ' pronouncing . judgment, the 
Danish court says that the clause. 
must be considered of fundamental 

Electrical Phono Film and that ‘the 
Danish law governing limited com- 
panies would make its cancellation: 
by a general meeting illegal. © 

It is probable that the dissatisfied 
shareholders : will use this. judgment 

jas’a basis: for continuing the case 
in an. English court, - 
Electrical. Phono ts’ ‘doing great 

business in Sweden. Firm has com- 
‘Eleted the installation. of Petersen 
and Poulsen equipment in 20 cine- 
mas. 

- Popularity of this Danish system 
ls increased by its cheapness. 

Radio’ 8 British Trio. 
Ony three pictures are on Radio's 

British schedule to be handled over 
there by. Basil Dean, English pro- 
‘ducer, What American performers, 

ductions is not disclosed by ‘ocal 
executives. J. I.: Schnitzer,. who 
{ssued a statement on the hook-up, 

‘| refused to be interviewed ~ for de- 
‘tails. . 

Statement “concedes ‘that Dean 
contributions will be-mostly com- 

‘|-posed of casts. 
China is falling into Hne on the 

At the same time 
technical aid, approval of. stories 
and’ selection of staff will be up 
to LeBaron, Radio production head, 

Coast German: ‘Showing 
San Francisco, Jan. 14. 

clit Work is. to give the first: 
Coast showing next week of. the 
German vyersion of Universal's 
“Broadway” ata midnight. show at 
the. Orpheum. 

-It will be in the nature of a pre-" 
view for several local German 80- 

; cleties, 
sepia “Blumenthal Decorated. nee 

“Paris, Jan. 2.° 
- “Young. Dick Blumenthal, ‘assistant 
-¥6 Mel Shaurer here .at: the Para- 

.. mount. Paris headquarters, has been 
'.' decorated. by the Ligue Aeronau- 
‘dque de Trance, for his air-minded 

_. services. 
Whey arose from. Par's. pictures, 

*Wings" and “Legion of-the Con- 
demined. ” 

/ALL- NIGHT: GRIND ‘OKAY 
Paris, Jan. 5. 

Paramount theatre, which played 
continuously New Year's. Eve, did 
a steady business, 

_ About 150 people were turned 
‘away every half hour from two to| 
six a, m. as the people emerged 
from night clubs and restaurants, 

= 

“Appendix Surrender 
‘Before returning to the. Orient to- 

resume as M-G-M’s general repre- 
sentative, Frank V. Chamberlain 
went to the Manhattan Hospital, 
‘New York, .to ‘surrender his | appen- 
dix. 

As soon as he's mended Chamber- 
lain goes to, and then. Balla from 
San Francisco. 

the most important. clause of which | 

Pa 

importance for every shareholder in‘ 

jf any, will take part in these pro- |. 

= = me 

‘FOREIGN FILM NEWS ‘VARIETY 

As Many French Wire Cos. as Here: 

HOWE’S: JAP. TALKERS 

Cameraman Forme Own Company— 
‘Tom: White as Partner 

‘Los Angeles, Jan, 14, 

James: Wong. Howe, only Chinese 
‘cameraman’ out. here, .has organized 
his .own* producing company. He. 
.will "make a series of all Japanese 
talkers, 

local and. Frisco theatres. 

Howe is a-former cameraman for. 
-| Paramount, where he. ‘photographed. 

all of the Victor Fleming and Her-. 
bert Brenon. productions. ° ‘Associated 
with him in this" venture is Tom. 
White, indie producer and. former 
Paramount exec.: ” 

Pictures: will be made. at. White's 
‘studio in Monrovia. Hollywood Re- 
cording System,’ disks owned by 
‘White, will be used.. Pictures will 
play in cities where. there tsa large 
Japanese population, the rights for | 
Japan already having been ‘sold to 
fe: syndicate there... | 

-Howeé also intends making a series 
tor Chinese "se consumption. — . 

British Film F ield| 
By. F rank ‘Tilley 

London, Jan. 2. 

_A chap. calling himself Arthur 

Barrett is getting by with a gag, 

in the sticks... Travels - a talker 

called “Motherless” with portable 

equipment.. 

- Set consists. of mike, - amplifier, 
loudspeaker. and the. silent: film.’ 
‘An assistant sits. in the booth, 

watches ‘the film and. does the talk- 
ing into the mike, ‘synchronizing 
the sound ‘and doubling the. voices. 
well enough for the houses played.. 

So far only one. audience has ‘Got- 
ten: wise. _ ; 

Percentage False Returns : 

Since the talkers ‘brought per- 
centage. bookings as the general. 
rule there. has been -spasmodic 
trouble over. theatre returns, ‘Around 
three months ago distributors tried 
'to get by. with a plan. for. having 
their own checkers in the: payboxea,, 
but the ‘ Exhibitors’ Assocfation 
laughed the idea out. 

Several ‘percentage distribs- got]. 
wise to the fact that they were ba- 

‘and. got after things. Universal 
found one case and called the ex- 
hibitor in for a conference, This 
exhibitor, Jacob Rothstein, fs direc- 
tor’ of Super Cinema (Canning 
Town) Ltd. a company owning 
theatre of that name, also of Poplar 
Pavilion, Ltd., and Poplar Hippo- 
drome, Ltd., two other companies 
owning those houses. Man named 
Musselwhite is secretary and gen- 
eral manager of all three companies. 

Rothstein said he had no knowl- 
edge that distribs were being cheat- 
ed on thelr percenta e, but Mussel-. 
white became the goat and said it 

on his own. - . 
Shortages discovered amounted to 

five. cases from. the Super Cinema, 
four. from the Poplar Pavilion, and 

three from. the Hippodrome, the. 
victims) and..amounts being: 
‘Super Paramount $390;. Warner, 
$253; M-G-M;. $240; Gaumont,’ $182:. 
Ideal--Co., $168; Poplar Pavilion, 

Fox, $404; Warner, $192; First Na- 
‘tional, $167; Wi & tT. Co.;-$35; Pop-+ 
lar Hippodrome,. Warner, — $626; 
First National, $163; Fox, $162. 
Rothstein has paid. ‘these and has 

-agreed to. have automatic ticket 
machineg installed, also to give dis- 
tributors’ representatives access to 
the three houses’ at any time. A 

jsum equal to. the total. of the ad- 
mitted defalcations has also .been 
paid.to the Trade Benevolent Fund, 
legal and: accountancy costs being 
charged to the theatres in addition. 

Distributors, through their . so- 
-elety;-say= -this=settlement--will-not: 

which may arisé.. And there seem 
to be some coming from the: North 
‘Midlands, where one of the Amert- 
can distributors has . discovered a 
shortage. 

As the. percentage _playing . of 
talkers is on thé. wane Tow, exnibs 
are wise. to the fact there's enough 

‘(Continued on Page BT) 

‘| America,,. 

using.“ native actors from} 

algo - 
‘| Sonor-Film; 

ing .short. changed in, some’ places, | - 

wag his. idea and he carried it out]. 

‘be followed in any other cases] 

Claim US. Distrihs Over-Phugging W. E 
. Paris, Jan. 5... 

There : are” as many indie - sound 
equipments. here’ ‘as were. ‘in Amere. 

fica when. ‘sound .was- in its. early 
stages. of development.’ And as in 

they will reduce them- 
selves down to a handful, although, 
niore so. than in the States, the price 
factor isa stron sly. ‘determining. in- . 
fluence. - 

If,.an exhib. knows’ that Synchros oe 
phone - (disk) | “‘sélls at 20,000-francs, — 

0), that’s: what ‘interests him | 
most. Survox (disk) at 25,000 ‘to ,- 
40,000 frances ($1,000 to $1, 600) is an-. 
other cheap ‘one. .Syntok goes for . 
$3,000 for film. and $2,000. for. disk;. 

Sonovision,. disk, $1,400 to $1, 600; 
Melovox, both disk and: film,. $1,600 
to $2,000; Gaumont's Idealsonore, 
$4,000: to $6,000. 

“Other =: makes - are’ _Lutaphone, 
$8,000; Ramaphone, $3, 500; ‘Western — 
Electric, price depending on type of : 
equipment, - ranges to. $20, 000 and 
$24,000}. .Thomson-Houston Co's ° 
Thomson-Tona, at $2,800, asking for~ 
25 percent down and 1,000 franca 
($40) a month... Thomson- Houston. 

‘handles “RCA . Photophone;". 
Synchronista; LN-Ay 

Synchro- -France, - 
‘Indie wire’ men argue here that 

American: distributors, . Af they ‘do ~ 
not approve of a theatre’s equips. 
‘ment, will not rent its pictures. The - 

'|continental: sound makers take..the. “ 
‘position. of who: is. the judge, the os 
distributor or the public? If tha . 
latter, by-hooting or razzing, should — 
demonstrate against. poor reproduc- . 

]tion, there can be no.question: about 
the wisdom of.the distribs’ position. 

It has also been said that W. BB 
and ‘Gaumont were ‘supposedly -. 
working. in. accord, | or on some sort - 
of a tie-up.” This ‘Clifford Smith, - 
W..E, executive head, denies to Vae 
riety: heye. Smith explained. such @ 
misimpression came through the. 
Moulin Rouge wiring. This houseé. 
is -using.a Gaumont projector, but. - 
otnerwise is W. E. equipped. From 
this’ fact sprang the rumor of | a 
working. arrangement between’ the. 
two firms, according to Smith. - 
-Some of the independent. wire 

‘|manufacturers. cry. that exhibitora — 
are being influenced to install W. EB,” 
on the allegations. that ERPI’s proi- 
uct is not only superior, but that it - 
may prove a factor.in securing. the. 
ies ‘of. the. choleer. ‘sound . ‘ples ; 
ures, 

FIRE’ REGULATIONS 

Paria ‘Theatre Owners. Worrying 
“That Lax Days May Be Over - 

: Paris; Jan; 6. 
Theatre c owners: are much’ worrled © 

over the -Glen Cinema fire, which © 
‘caused 70 children tobe burnt or 
trampled to death: in’ Paisley, ‘near 
Glasgow, Scotland... Fire laws here 
are far from: being as strict as in. 
the States, and are quite loosely ob- 
-served, often being -winked at, os 

Some managers go 80 far. as to 
have some equipment installed con-* 
trary to all regulations, such equip. _ 
ment being hidden on. inspection i: 
day. Should fire inspections become . | 
‘more severe, quite a. lot of- changes | 
might be required ‘in either stage , 
or r seating accommodations, 2, 

' 

oe ars 

Spain's $ Will Rogers: 
' Madrid, Dee; 28, 

Federico Garcia. Sanchiz, Spanish | 
author . and writer, has created 
new style of theatrical entertain- :- 
ment. called Charlas Lirleas.- (Lyre : 
‘ical-Chats), and which he has ‘been - 
giving at theatres throughout Spain, - - 
His’ performances thus far have 
been. very popular and a financial 
success for their creator. 
.Garcla Sanchiz's - performances 

‘consist of. stage lectures upon al- .. 
most every conceivable topic of in«- 
terest, including descriptive in-< 
terpretations of.every phase of 
Spain and her people, + comments 
upon interesting current events as 
reported in the newspapers,. some-. 
what after ‘tho. manner of. will 
Rogers. 

Big Orchestra i in Small House 
Jestgeel ate ara e rae ~Berlin;-Dec:- “80S 

A 33- plece orohestra in a. house _. 
seating 600 is at the Ufa Palast — 
here, where Metro’s “White Shae. 
dows” is showing. .. 
Tobis’ litigation. against Western 

Electric forces this soundfilm to be 
shown silent, as. with every other 
‘American sound-synchronized pro« 

duction where W. LE. equipment fig- 

a See aa ak EE 

yuresg.. 



VARIETY PICTURES ; Wednesday, Bn 16 is, 1900. 

Pa 

- DeForest, ‘controlled by. the Schles- | 
' singers, had: completed its sched- 

-ment will insist upon greater pre- | 

Blanket Shutdown Ordered. 
For N.Y. Studios—Result of | 

e— feset Mn | SAYS HAYS a aramount — “Behin e os Pathe Fir Par-Warners, Okay rg | a 
. ¢ 0x) on an 

| 

‘Ist Runs on Broadway | 
(Subject to Change). . 

— ep 

Week ‘of January 17 
Capitol—It's a. Great: Life” 

Week of January 24 

ADVERTISING. 
— JOO TORRID, . 

ny 

Until architectural . adjustments | J ' a 
and fire preventatives, aggregating a Nerv e! ot i aes Own De Newspapers Best . Censor 

total of hundreds of thousands of || = : a 
dollars, are miade and acquired, not : ness" (Oe Moonlight, Mad-- of ny About “Party 6 o ho 
a film studio so designated in Man- ; ‘Honlywood, Jan.. 14; a 7 ge 6 Cc a 
hattan will be allowed to function. Anna Q. Nilsson has been “p Paramgunt | — “Battle ot | ae a eel : any art _ ot 
Blanket shutdown order, «which || admitted as a. patient and will : Fares ; 
came through fire headquarters a |} spend the next five months in’ 

Rialte—“iockea Door? (WA). ‘Loe . ; oy 

few days ago, is the aftermath of || ‘the Orthopedic hospital, a wa “Sunnyside Up": “Newspavers are. ‘the best “censor, f 
the Pathe studio fire. " children’s hospital to: which she $2: Runs. of the advertising copy submit ed; |: is 
In the suspension of. licenses: until has. made financial donations, Jan. . 9 — “Lost ‘Ze nelin” said Al Selig, publicity. head. for _ lg emande arg complies git] "ioe inom i te a Gaigg—aet Pomme” | miany ee ess cen 

Pathe agai cores ihe BOR | plaster two. atter ner hip b ree | FUNDS FOR PEACE | Feb. 3—“Rogiie’s Song" (As- ; “Though ‘Tiffany is a. non-member.’ . 
week Pathe had been working oa |} |b ok md 1 " t i ‘that, At Cabaret and- feature numbers by ||* tor).” - ot the Hays organization, Selig ac» . >. wer hoot Gaiin schedule in aeeted |. bro en an properly. “ many debutantes etal, me renee | |. Feb. - _9—"Vagabona - King” ‘|| corded it the courtesy ‘of Tiffany's - a 

: wo 7 ne. Plaz. el, Dec : os 
fort to make up for lost time, is|f- . Miss. Nilsson.: will” then re- ‘| 21st, 2 stellar ‘oceasion of. the social (Criterion). }- - |} appearance ‘when requested by the’ - 
one of those ‘closed. - sume. her film career, 

Charles Ross, head of RCA’s 
Photophone interests, . stated that | 
the ' sprinkler .system 1s being in- 
stalled and that required changes 
aré being made in the placement of 
fire-escapes, These, he. stated, will 
be completed within another three 
~veeks, when a speedy okay for the. 
resumption of work ‘will -be sought. 

It is the: understandizig of: Ross, 
and other studio heads, that.- -every |. 
New York studio is within the fire. 
preventive net, although .it was re- 
vorted . that. Cosmopolitan had es- 
caped summons, This’ studio, ac- 
cording to some, haa beén equipped. 
with a sprinkler system... 

Fox: Included . 
Shut down does not. cripple. east- 

ern. production for. Paramount or 
Warners,. both these plants being 
fuily equipped. . Most .of the. sts~. 
dios affected are small. spots .used 
=; asmodically by various independ- 
ents. and ‘fly-by-night producers, 
‘Among the largest of* these, the 

COLORED HALLELUIA 
GOING 70 JACKSONVILLE 

Jacksonville, Fla, ‘Jan: i. 
“‘fTallelujah” hasbeen booked. to 

open Jan.. 18 at-the Palace. . This 
is the first - southern booking ‘for 

madeé,.only .after Jean Henderson, 
film critic of the ‘Florida “Times-_ 

columns an -open ‘forum, to: bring. 
out sentiment. - 

Jacksonville has 160, 000. popula-. 
tion, at least. 50%. negro ard, much 
‘of the white group from. the north. 
Picture was slated for the Florida, 
Publix, house, ‘but hooking awwas re- 
scinded. by New ork, ' for the 

| Palace, owned by E. J.- Sparks, 
Plorida exhibitor in whose chain 

Publix. has an interest. ; 
. While there was no outpouring 

of letters commending the booking, 
enough voiced themselves for ‘the. 
affirmative to decide the Palace to 
take a chance, . : 

| Talk. of Clara, Hany 
For New B’way Musical 
‘Clara ‘Bow and Harry: Richman 

are . being considered as eleventh 
‘hour. addition to. cast. of George. 
White's musical ‘Flying High,” cur- 
rently in rehearsal. 
Miss ._Bow’s. contract with Para- 

mount matures this month unless 2. 
renewal is made, . swith an- under- 
standing that the film flapper has a 
yen for stage appearances before 
re-signing for the chirpers. =: 

Possibilities of Miss: Bow'’s stage 
appearance gains impetus through 
an offer made last week by a couple 

the past few days. — of independent producers for ‘her 
services in another attraction. ‘They: 
wired the film star, with terms and 
everything, and a return wire ac- 
knowlegement was. received hinting 
the screen star is: available for’ TWO VERSIONS 

= IN SAME | TOWN Sttichinan announced -at the Club: 

ule of 12 shorts a day before the 
Ucense was revoked, At other times 
this studio has. been rented .to indies 
at $500 a day. Louis Weiss, the last 
of these, ‘left the week before. the 
revoke to. make shorts: in the 
Schlessinger-British studios. . 
Fox, ‘while included in the batch, 

has not used its 10th avenue studios: 
for film purposes for about a year. 
it is reported Mm connection with. 
Fox, however, that the fire depart- 

caution because of the structure. of |. 
the building. 
Simultaneous with the studio en- 

forcements, . firemen, who have here- 
tofore ‘concentrated: ‘on. tobacco 
smoke, are now putting employees 
in-many of the film home offices 
through abandon house @rill, Fox- 
ites, while in projection rooms, have 
oxperjenced several ‘of these within 

Richman Miss Bow would be in New 
York Jan. 17. 

Fire Hearing Jan. 17 
. The hearing of the case against 
John C. Flinn and Henry F. Lal- 
ley, . Pathe, charged: with illegally 
‘storing films in. the company’s 
plant at 134th street and Park ave- 
nue, where a number of lives. were 
lost, when the place: was destroyed 
by fire recently, was adjourned un- 

New Orleans, Jan. 14, 
It has -been arranged by Robert 

O'Donnell of the Saenger chain, to 
nlay two: versions of Chevalier’s 
“Big Pond” simultaneously. in this 
city, when the picture is released. 
One version will be in English at 
the big Saenger and the French 
version will go into a smaller house 

that. week, 
New. Orleans has a substantial 

French speaking population. 

Women’s Club Enthusiastic 
. . ° . _ ge! 

- Over Film Co-operation 
_ . Washington, Jan. 14.” 

General ‘federation of women's 
clubs waxed enthusiastic at the gen-.|. 
‘eral meeting. last week over the 
manner in which the picture indus- 
try was co-operating. by arranging 
‘pre-views of. pictures in ‘order: -to 
bring the films up ‘to meet the 
standards, of the nation’s women.” 
Plans are underway to instvuct: 
state chairman’how to do the pre- 

viewing referred to. - ; 
Women say they are using per- 

in the Tombs. Court... 

‘istrates Court. 

‘each.on: this charge’ and: $15,000 
bail. each on a homicide charge. 
“Sol Tekulsky and’ Frederick R.} 

‘Goudert,; representing the defend- 
‘ants, asked for. the. adjournment 
owing to the death at St..Peters- 
burg, Fla» of Mr. Lalley's father. 

BAD. CHECK PINCH” 
‘ . Spokane, Jan. 14. 
Posing as a representative of 

Paramount, Maurice Neill, 27, -ran. 
up against John Law here. on- 

the -all-colored picture and “was/ 

Union,” had conducted. through her | 

til. Jan. 17 by: Magistrate Simpson | 

_ Bearing will. be. before . Simpson ; 
in the Municipal Term of the Mag- |} 

Both men are under "$5, 000 ball 

Season. «.° 

For this highly important affair; 
given’ for the. International Council: 
‘of Women, the. entire musical ‘Pro- 
gram was entrusted to three © 

MEYER DAVIS ORCHESTRAS. 

.| SHOE. VERDICT| 
AGAINST 
DEPT. J 

May Affect Actions Pend- 
ing on Picture. Com- 

panies’ ; Buys 

Washington, Jan. 14. 
Aside from the natural interest. in 

seeing the fedéral trade: ‘commission | 
got another set back by the U. S. 
‘Supreme Court, local attorneys fa- 
miliar. with ‘the “assault” of the De- | 
‘partment of Justice on the picture 
jindustry find considerable material 
for thought in the recent Interna- 
Yonal Shoe Co. decision. 

Court ruled that in acquiring oth- 
er companies of a like nature ‘the 
suit: under’ the. Clayton -act,, which 
act js being utilized by the Depart- 
ment of Justice in the Fox and 
Warner suits, did not violate: that 
act as .the competition was not 
lessened to a generally. appreciable 
degree. -Principal point made in the 
decision 

were competing in 
different markets. 
-Question was also ‘brought * out 

that this competition was in dif- 
ferent parts of the country. 
Further the decision states: “The 

great purpose of both statutes was 
to advance the public interest by se- 
curing fair opportunity for the play. 
of the contending forces ordinarily 
engendered by an honest desire for 
gain. vo 

‘Though attorneys here see ‘where- 
in the government’s claim of con- 

siderably lessened competition may 
jexist by the acquirement of the 
various companies accredited to Fox 
and Warner, it is stated that “the 
decision opens up another channel 
of argument for the picture com- 
panies and reduces the previously 
wide margin allowed the govern-. 
ment in proving cases brought un- 
der the Clayton act, 

The Mixes in Town 
Tom and Victoria. Mix reached 

New. York last week, stopping at the 
Biltmore.: 

Mr. and Mrs, Mix. ‘shortly. leave 
‘for Florida, where ‘Tom. fs due for. 

a conference at Sarasota with John 
Ringling. His contract with the 

Sells-Floto circus for 35 weeks. next 
‘summer. at $10,000° weekly.’ was 
taken over by Ringling when. buying | 
the American Circus group ‘of. tent 

shows, including: S-F. ; 

Toledo. Okays ‘Applause’ | 
po nevigene oe 

was that the, companies ac- | 
Jatired. International, and who did | 
‘|the acquiring, 

FLINN ON PATHE SHORTS| 
|AT WEST COAST STUDIOS 
“When. the legal - eritanglements 

arising from the Pathe studio fire 
are smoothed out, John. C.- Flinn, 
mixed up. in the ‘léegal.end, will leave 
for. the Pathe studio out Hollywood 
way. .In ‘the studio Flinn will 
supervise the: production of Pathe's 
talking shorts. - 

In New York -Flinn. assumed the 
‘lairectfon of the shorts shortly be-| 
fore the. fire, with his ‘first under- 
way -when : it happened. Trans- 
ferring- the production to the ‘RCA. 
Gramercy... Park studio that. was‘ 
closed for fire: protective. additions 
last week, obliging the. Coast move. 

. About ‘the only other. available 
studio left in- ‘Manhattan at present’ 
is the Cosmopolitan | in Harlem, 

; Hearst~owned. . 

Medley’ $ Suicide. 

‘Chicago, Jan. 14, 
Gavin Blair McElroy, 51, partner 

in the Fitzpatrick-McElroy circuit 
of Indiana theatres, : shot: and killed 
himself here last week. No. motive 
was given for the suicide; — 

MeBHlroy’s finances are: believed’ 
to have been in excellent condition | 
sincé the firm had just sold 50% of 
its holdings to Publix for $3,000,000 
In cash and an equal sum in stock. 

’ Fitzpatrick and. McElroy first 
came into prominence some 12 years. 
ago-when they secured the rights. 
to the Ford Industrial Newsreel. 

Film Players Collect $2,000 
On Hawaiian Date) : 

Los Angeles, Jan, 14,. 
Eska Wilson, agent, was ordered 

by the State Labor Commission to 
pay a $2,000. salary claim filed 
against him by Hugh Allan and 

|Gladys MacConnell. Wilson engaged |- . 
the players to make g picture tn. 
Honolulu. When they arrived there 
they found no money in sight for 
production, so: they came back. ~ 

Both Allan and Miss MacConnell 
testified that Wilson represented 
himself as the president of the Jef- 
ferson and Hawaiian Pictures Corp.,. 
and as such engaged them. Wilson 
stated he was only acting as agent. 
‘Contracts of both Players were ex- 
hibited ‘showing Wilson's 
signed as president of the’ 2 film com- 
pany. . 

3,147 W. E’s 
Latest: figures ‘on Western Elec- 

tric installations in the U. S, show |. 
@ total of 8,147 theatres wired ‘with 
that company’s equipment. . 
. ‘An. installation, every 89 minutes, 
the. week of Dec. 23, was topped 
during the ‘week of. Dec. 28 by one 
every 69 minutes, Just 146 W. BE. 
installations comprise the most ever. 
installed: over such a@ ‘period, this 
electric company claims, . 

re ces 

HAYS ON COAST 
WHOL. ‘Hays picked last Friday 
(Jan. 10) to commence the first of 
four” 30 jaunts to the Coast, 

Hays. ‘will be. away_for.about. _three. 
==<=<"Noledo, Jan. 14. “suasion,” ylot ‘force,: to" get Fesults ‘CHAT BES Of PUSsiNng Worthless checks” 

_ ‘and car theft. « 

- Grinde on. “News” 
. ‘ Hollywood, Jan. 14. 
Nicke’ Grinde gets. the “Good 

News” director's job, not. Albert 
_ Kelly. 

Grinde will work...with . Edgar 
‘MacGregor who staged the original 
“New York version | 

He is said to“have| Paramount’s 

the northwest with worthless paper.|ing its rejection’ by them, and their 
-Pollee from’ Brigham, Utah, re-| reversal of themselves, besideg: 

turned “Neill to that city, where Favorable action: was taken too 
he will be tricd. =: late last week: for. “Applause” to 

Efforts - of 
fdentify Neill with the picture or- 

ganization were futile. : 
show. It -will ‘be played later. 
“Rich People,” Pathe, is in.: 

‘local alithorities . to | open for the current. Valentine- 

° ‘weeks. 
“Applause” has been-| 

admitted. plastering othér cities of] okayed by the local censors, follow- 

Blumenthal: . Backe” 
A.. C, Blumenthal, acquirer of. 

much Fox -real estate here and 
abroad, docked yesterday. . (Tues- 
day).on the Aquitania. - 

- name : 

| York contact man, 

Hays: office. In attendance were . 
other. and: members’ ‘Pp. a.’s, with 2 
‘Hays rep or.two. The Hays men. 
launched right into ‘the advertising 
‘campaign .being” conducted by Selig 
for Tiffany’ 8 $2 “Party, Girl” at the -. 
Gaiety, New York. . ear) 

Selig admonished | “the. ‘Hays’. ‘lack: : 
‘of authority, but added. he would | 
argue. any - point. on. advertising. 
brought up. ‘The biggest. point the. 
Hays. office had, from the. account | 
‘py: the other publicity people: pres= | 
ent, was that the New York “Times” . e 
had rejected a “Party. Girl”: copy, 
‘containing the line: . © 

* See the road to din, gin and ‘sin.’ wo 
: Tiffany's. reply to. that was. that Le 

‘12. other New York dailies, the-re=" bo 
mainder, ‘had “accepted | ‘the same.’ 
‘copy: without protest, “leaving, the | os 
“Times”. in its own minority, . . 

- That is when Selig is said to have : 
told the Hays men they: could safely’. 
leave: censoring of advertising .copy . 
.to the ‘newspapers, which ‘had:..as..: 
high a regard for their readerg as” 

J the Hays office has for the’ theatre — 
-patrons, . . 

Another’ Line 

The very: next Sunday every daily” 
in New. York, including the “Times,” . A 

| printed. the Tiffany copy on “Party 
.Girl” containing this sentence: - © 

CA ‘ broadminded broad 
Broadway.” . . 

From the story, Selig. dia’ nee: ‘ate 

from. 

‘tempt to dig in for the Hays dee: 
‘fense of how it handled the pro- |. 
‘ducers of fts: ‘membership who have’? 
‘taken chances’ with ad. copy for “ 
‘thelr pictures, in and. out: ‘of: New." 
‘York. 

.The ‘Tiffany ad ‘copy ‘for its “apes: - 
ctlal at the Galety has ‘been. ‘tn. line *- 
with that picture, It has attempted - 

velled allusions in the ads. - 
'. Last week Selig effected a tie up 

ame a with the tab “Graphic”. on 
Party, Girl. Racket. ‘Exposed. aan 

TIFFANY TAKES OLYMPIC.” 
PISBG, FROM. WARNERS: 

34% 

Tiffany has leased the downtown, 
Olympic from Warner Brothers, for.,. 
@ first run house. 
day (18) with Tiffany's. “Lost. Zep-,,. 
pelin.” “Peacock Alley,” a Titt,, 
‘talker with Mae Murray . “starred, , 
will follow. ° 

Olympic was the ‘Warners’ second 

theatre wired, 

Opening. day will be Wednesday; 
giving downtown Pittsburgh ‘a plews ” “ 
ture house opening .every day in’ 
the “week. excepting ‘Tuesday. — nee 

Dr. Barry Katz Drops. 
Practice for Show Field. 

‘Chicago, Jan, 14. « 
Dr Harry Katz, brother of Sam 

‘Kata, and owner of 25 percent of: 
the Fitzpatrick-McBlroy circuit, - 
lately acquired by Publix, has gone 
100 percent show business... He will 
hereafter devote all his time to Pub- 

| lix, giving up. an extensive pro-- 
fessiorial practice, 
“Dr. Katz will act as direct New’: 

representing © 
western divisional heads, and moves! 
east. aie 

oe STEENT QOQUETTE =~ 
. Hollywood, Jan. 14. °°" 

Mary Pickford has reconsidered 
on not having a silent version of. 
“Coquette” (UA) released. — 

Soundless, print is now being cut’ 
[and will be released in the foreign: 
;field in the belief that a silent will 

. He had been overseas since early 
‘last fall. 

stand up better than . a dubbed 
4 talker. 

| to-bring out the subject’ matter jn” 7 

It opens Satur-., . ; 

_|run house here and the first local. a 

Pittsburgh,. Jan. 14, ye 



Wo. Fox Rej jects All Overtures for 

~ Compromise—Ci vil Suits Started? FOR GEN. RELEASE 
“Acting upon advice of ‘counsél. and * 

: with ‘William Fox rejecting: ‘all com- { 

“ ‘promis overtures to date; bankers ||. - . 

- 
"Stee 

: holding Fox past due obligations are 
 gaid to have started ‘civil: actions 
under ‘them, - : These suits, either. 

commenced last week. or expected af 

to be, served. ‘this ‘week, in the N.Y. 

: Supreme Court, ‘will ‘allow the: ‘de- 
 fendants 20 days to answer, © Unless 

“ox: can find a substantial defense, 

- ‘judgment: will become automatic: . 

Tt. is said that: about. 10: ‘days: will 

- ‘elapse after the time to answer..ex- 

<[ptres ‘and ‘until the judgment or 

2 Judgments can be recor ded. >> 

‘Attorneys for the bankers: are re- | 
. ported to have informed their ‘clients 
‘that no application for a recetver- 

me ‘ship. would be entertained by. the 
‘-gourts before judgment fs taken.| 
 >Fox, they.said, is a solvent company 
-, and under that condition * a civil ac- |: 
- Hon: first becomes necessary. ree 

Et. is. anticipated ‘that. ‘phould no| 
: . -gettiement be reached between Wil- |. 
‘a ‘Yam. Fox and the bankers, or no so- 
_ lution found. personally. by Mr. Fox. 

‘ actions,.. an application - for a. re-|. 
“ceivership may then be filed. 

before. the ‘time limit’ on the civil 

In- 

-- ‘glders seem. to’ think some agree-'|: 
/ . ment” will be duly reached, if not 
“this week, then, before Jan. 25. 

Meanwhile, ‘from accounts, 

‘As far as can 

= be learned, Mr. Fox has submitted 
no counter proposition. to the hank- 

‘ers; which. might. form a basis for 
trading. His attitude. appears to be 
that he must have supreme control 

88 formerly. 

Neutral Banker: 

A ‘downtown neutral. banker has. 

_ “pees reported: in daily conference 
with Mr. Fox, without result to date. 

"With these conferences continuing, 
. ft is. hoped by the interested parties 

- may: ‘develop. . 

| quintet... 
sign: the: “presidency of both Fox 

claimed the Eastman advance was 

‘ ' business matters, is claimed to be 

. Consin, 

on. elther side. that some / daylight 
It is conceded that 

‘the morale of :the ‘entire. Fox or- 
“ganization, east -and. west, is at.a 
“eritical: point, due to the procraati- 
“nation and the. vague, future: as it 
stands, at present. 

-One-of ‘the bankers’ ‘proposal | is 
said to have been that there be 15 

. directors on the Fox board, five each 
‘td! ‘be selected by the two sides and 
“these 10: to choose the remaining 

This called for Fox to re- 

companies. --Another and later ore 

was to reduce the. board to.10 mem- 
bers, five on each side; and another 
to ‘increase the present board of 
trustees to four, two each, with Mr. 
Fox remaining at the: head of his 
_organization, subject to certain con- 
“trols.as protective measures for the | 
banker- -creditors.” 

. Ford and Eastman 

Repeated. stories of Mr. Fox pro- 
curing -funds’ to’ cléar ‘the. current 
‘situation and relieve himself of. the 
present - trustee complication | have 
been floating around, but nothing 

. tangible. ‘to..date has’ come from 
them. _ 

hat George Eastman or his com- 
pany might come to thé William | 
~ Fox financial rescue doesn’t receive 

-much: credence -now. 
downtown that Mr. ‘Eastman ad- 
vanced’ three millions to take Mr. 

Fox’s personal. stock ‘holdings out 

of the market. By Fox: people it is 

Bix millions, 

_ The Fox business operations keeps 
going without interference, although 
a@ Jack of authority on important 

“noticed. None of the Fox people 
will comment upon the situation, 

and. Mr, om is.: savallable. to. but.a. 
. very few. - 

Chicazo, Jan, 14, 

“Pwo or three small theatre deals 

entered. into by William Fox six 
months ago went through last week. 

All were for small towns in Wis- 

‘the 

: overtures continue despite the re-. 
_ “Jections: by. Mr. Fox, 

An added name has been!’ 

Henry -Ford, but without anything 
: ‘Substantial to connect it.. , 

-It is said 

records ‘fell, 

the tills. 

Wednesday, January 15, 1930: 

Eureka 1. 

; Hollywood, Jan. 14; ; 

- . At one. ‘of the ‘Tocal. film stu-. 
“: dios, a Hollywood. inventor is. . 
° working on a mechanical man _ 

to reduce the number of pro-. 
' jectionists. now. necessary to — 

~ operate sound in the avérage | 
theatre: booth. Claim’ is’ that. 
when. it: is perfected it: will re- 
quire only.one man in a boot!” 

-. to start and stop the operation. 
_ Present system of’ ‘projecting. - 
reauires crews of from four to _ 

om men. oe 

BULL. FIGHTERS 
‘ALSO HEROES IN 
SPAIN § FILMS 

“Madrid, wai, 3. - 
* Motion pletures 

principal . ‘characters are - popular 
. | bullfighters appear.to be on the ine 

crease in’ Spain. 

audiences. A new such film is now 
at the Cine Madrid, a- large. theatre. 
It is entitled “El: Suceso de Anoche” 
(Last Night’s | Event). ‘Nicanor 
Villalta, one of the most popular of 
Spanish bull fighters, plays the 
principal ‘role. ‘Spanish . critics .in 

the ace of Spanish picture actors 
and claim that the picture | is: a tre- 
mendous’ success. 

‘The filming was. done. ‘in. Spain, 
put . from a. standpoint of artistry. 
and ‘technique it is not. _ worthy” Of. 
special. mention. _ 

-It.is the second first rank Spanish 
picture in which. a bull fighter has | 
‘Played. the leading role. that . has 
had “any success. .'The. other, ‘in 
which the bullighter Marcial La- 
landa was the lead,.was entitled 
“Viva Madrid: Que .Es Mi Pueblo” 
(Long Live Madrid, That's My 
Home, Town). . It had for a theme 
the story of a: bullfightér who fell 
in-love. with a girl in very humble 
circumstances, rejecting the love of 

hero of the -bull ring. 
This film, first in the Avenida 

theatre, Madrid, had a long run of 
second . showings in other ‘Madrid 
‘theatres and has been the greatest 
financial success of all Spanish - film 
plays so far produced..: 

the heroine.: 
Villaita in his film drama shows 

that the old mastery of poise and 
erace necessary . in the bull ring. in 
the. full brilliancy. of. sunlight and 
color can be used to advantage un- 

tors... 
-Technically - ana artistically the 

filming : is: poorly done in spite of 

torious. defects. The photography 
is. lamentably fogsy. and weal’ and 
has not the proper: lighting effects 
for day. and. night. 

Oriental’ $ First Holdover: 
“Fiigh’s' ” 6 Loop Weeks 

Chicago, Jan; 14, 

For the swt time in the history 
of a R. & K. loop weekly change 
house, a picture was retained for 

a secorm week when “Flight” (Col) 
| was héld over at the Oriental: - 

Decision was made: on the first 
Saturday's business when house 

$11,000 ‘coming in at 

. At that, the Oriental marks: the 
film’? % second showing in the loop, 
feature having had four weeks at 

ithe. Studebaker at $1.50 top. — 

. Guarding Premature Setting, 

; future. 

in which’ the, 

in.” They shave been} 
well received ‘by. Spanish cinema 

“present time,” 

ather women who worshipped the 

/ public. 

A sister of Villalta, never- before: 
in pictures, -is taking the pert of 

der the lights of: laboratory reflec-. 

Villalta’s mastery, and .presénts no- |. 

| ried the tidings that there would be 

| a. television hook-up with the two 

product of the ‘American Religious. 
Films Syndicate that. went blooey 

‘operation paid by A, G. Lambrecht, 

preTunes. — 

-.or Demonstration — RCA 
'.Photophone to. Handle 
Device. for Radio _ 

HOMES AND, ‘THEATRES | 

‘Radio considers. television among. 
its biggest ‘assets of the immediate 

flood the public market one: week 
after scientists conclude present ex- | 
perimentation for better definition 
of: ether detail.. - Latest: status of 
television was “revealed. ‘by = high 
Radio authorities a few days after | 
‘the. ‘corporation had made applica- 

| tion’ in Washington for. further vat-. 

‘ent rights.. © 
; Premature selling or “demonstra- | 
tion, -except privately and ‘in the 
‘homes of Radio executives, is: being | 
guarded against until the’ air‘ in- 
terests nre certain. that ‘television 
has arrived:on the game and perma- 

| nent scale as sound broadcasting. . 
Gauging the speed of. development 

Charles: Ross, head -of Radio’s 
Photophone,.. the : subsidiary which 
‘will have charge of the broadcasting 
of all air. pictures. ‘and the distribu-. 
tion. of receiving sets to. theatres 
and professional places of | ‘amuse- 
ment, does not figure ‘mass ‘produc- 

tion until. early in 1932. 
“Attachment ‘ to present radio sets 

in the home, which. -will facilitate 
fireside picture. projection, will be 
handled for Radio exclusively by 
the Radio-Victor subsidiary, wnder 
present agreement with the parent 

their indulgence pronounce. Villalta -organization. © 
Claim No Stalling 

Retail. prices have not yet been 
determined, either for the -home or 
theatre, ‘Manufacturing. costs will 
first have to be ascertained. - At the 

‘according | to Ross, 
mass production | figures for tele- 
vision’s receptive devices have not 

ganization. ‘ 

That. Radio for some time. has 
had television in the perfected state, . 
but is withholding. it: at. this time 
for fear of injuring or rendering ob- |. 

solete some of its other ‘interests, 
was a persistent: report presented to 
Mr. Ross. His reply was: 
‘“Nonsense. If it were perfected 

today the public would have it. We 
are as anxious to get it on the mar- 
ket as they. are to see it.” 
Photophone exec warns that as in 

the early days of the screen sound, 
there will probably be many fly-by- 
night television companies spring- 
ing up. to sell. stock to a gullible 

In regard to. broadcasting news 
events by television, such as foot- 
ball, fights,- ete, Western Electric 
engineers said, about a year ago,. 
that, they believed this’ phase was |. 
years. away due to the wide field 
to be-condensed. But as to sending 
‘movirig. pictures into the home or 
-theatre the W. TE. men thought. it 
‘very . likely | and not so far in the 
future, at that.’ 

_ Minneapolis, Jan. 14; 

7 "Front page story in the 
local. daily, last week stated that 
RCA. will have a television broad- 
cast here within the next six 
months and that receiving sets will 
be sold for $75. Same story car- 

local RKO theatres, the Orpheum. 
and Seventh Street, making 
sound like a press. yarn. 

RELIGIOUS EXCHANGE PASSES 
Lutheran Film Division -- has 

passed’ out with its library of re- 
ligious pictures purchased by Edited: 

Pictures, Inc., which also owns the 

- Air. pictures will start -to. 

even. been: discussed. within: the or-. 

projection just so she can’t enjoy the 

intuition which guards some of the. 

“Star,” husbands all of the time and. all of 

‘atre. He is also credited by his wife 

it, 

| this lad a little attention. 

"Weather Squawk 

* “Chicago, Jani: 14. 
“Local picture. houses: are ‘be- f 
ginning to complain to. .the 

' -@ailies ‘about the playing up of ; 
weather reports when the ad- 
vance tip is severe cold, ‘rain: 
Or ‘snow. - People» are ‘showing - 
a- disinclination ‘to go :out- if 

: the papers predict unfavorable ~ 
“weather. 

_" Loop houses, in particular, 
have found that. a report of. - 

‘cold for an evening means ° 
plenty, of ‘empty: seats, even -if 
the. report furns out - to” be. 

. wrong. , 

LESS CONTRACT 
*F IM PLAYERS 

“Hollywood, Jan.. 14, : 

Current year will see fewer names 

on the. players’ contract. ‘lists. at. 

the studios. . With the. 
changing conditions: of the ‘business, 

the studios have. found it expensive: 
to keep long ‘lists ‘with only & small 
percentage of | those in’ the stock 
company engaged. : Only. those with | : 
starring or featuring possibilities: 

‘immediately secure (b). sufficient will be retained. 

Closing months: of the last year 
saw more exchanging of contract 
players - between. the studios than 
ever. This exchanging reached the 
stage where it was not uncommon 

for studios to allow other companies 
to utilize their’ stars. 

- Example © -of the. overburdenea 
contract lists was seen the. last 
‘week of the old ‘year. at. .Metro 
where; out of. 60: players, only - 14 
were working:. Of this. number, 
three were at other studios and. one 
filling a. stage engagement, 

BOOTH OPERATOR’S WIFE] 
SAYS HE'S THE LIMIT 

Chicago, J an. 14, 

If somebody. will-dash off a text- 
book on “Matrimonial Advice: as 
Applied to Employees” they'll. find 
certain circulation in the theatre 
chain operating feld if the divorce 
suit of Mrs. Frances Schrader is an 
indication. 

Mrs. Schrader’s pet pout is that 
every time she enters her husband’s 
theatre, he. does ‘tricks with the film: 

picture. No argument on hubby 
holding the whiphand as he’s in the 
driving’ seat, in. this case Inown 

failed to narrate what remedy. the. 
rest .of the audience may suggest or 
how ‘her..chief annoyance ‘always 
knows that the wife's: present, ex- 
‘cept maybe by that matrimontal 

the husbands some of the. time, but: 
not all.the -husbands. all of: :the 
time—you get Mrs, Schrader's idea, 

Schrader, Fred C., it seems,‘ is an 
operator -at' the local Olympia the- 

with having evolved a scheme to out- 
wit Chicago’s famous censors. His 
method, Mrs. Schrader points. out, is 
simply tg give 3 a.m. ‘previews to 
girl friends before the pictures are 
chiseled bythe blue-noseg. - 
Fred's own idea, it may be another 
reason for chain operators giving 

aos eihe goa gest Se ee 

some years ago. 
Lutheran Division was in-exist- 

ence about five years with losses of 

wealthy Lutheran philanthropist 
He has since died, the fold- -up fol- 
lowing. 

‘of Wilkes-Barre, 
The director is now working on the 

rapidly |” 

hereafter as the booth: The bride |- 

‘from thée.market.: 

Being | 

FIGURE THT YEAR Reformers Free Filu- Ratio » Shows. | 

ater Gov't Burean—Lankfords s Bill 
Washington, - Jan; 14, 

Ww. Cc. “Lankford, Democratic Con- :- 
gressman” ‘from Georgia, has an-. 
other idea: in addition to Sunday . 
closing for the District of Columbia. 
Latter is the proposed and: supposed 
opening. wedge to close up the en- 
tire. country on the Sabbath. The 

||Congressman ‘would’ have -Uncle _ 
|Sam.go into the exhibition of. pic- ° 
tures and run’ radio broadcasting - 
exclusively. for amusement through 
a Department of: General | Welfare. 

. Lankford asks: for $1, 000, 000,000 - 
annually, “or. ‘so much ‘thereof as: - 
may; be’ necessary"* to run the prop-- 
‘osition and has lined up behind him 
‘a contingent of religious workers,- ~~ 
{principally the Lord’s Day Alliance _ 
and Canon. Chase's ‘international’ Te ; 

form association, me 

“To get: into the. provisions ‘of. ‘the 
bill, ‘which was presented to. the 
House immediately that. body got” 
to work, the general tdea is to “aid, 
encourage ‘and - promote” ‘almost 
every kind - of a school, lodge, 
church, and in fact, any organiza-* 
tion in order to secure for the peo- - 
ple a “better mental, physical, spire . 
itual, moral and patriotic develop- . 
ment.” . Proposal also gives $16, 000 , 
annually to.a secretary, — 

“Complete ‘Radio™ ‘Control - | 

After. -proposing the. “fullest and. 
most complete control of the: send- - 
ing and receiving of all communi-.. 
cations” and full authority to man-.. 
age and control -said radio, the bill” 
provides that the secretary: shall © 

‘motion. picture. films of such nature 
and standard as to encourage and” 
promote the policy and purpose of . 
this act.” -° 

In turn the ‘welfare secretary will,” 
proposes Lankford, not only. supply 
‘every branch -of. the government . 
with every. film. wanted for any oc-. 
casion. but will. also supply films, 
as well:as.the apparatus to show .. 
them, without: “cost. to most anybody . 
anywhere - im these : United - States 
who-has some sort of an organiza 
ton behind them. 

- Lankford: wants the showings: to 
Ja free. gate but puts in. the-provisa . 
that “nothing herein shall Interfere. 
with the usual tuition, dues or col- 
lections that .may be charged or 
voluntarily given in such churches,. 
schools, lodges,. or other. _gather- 
ings.” 7 

‘Along with the films the. radio : 
ig barred from utilizing any coni- 
mercial advertising. without permie-' 
sion of. the secretary, — 

. Bill :‘was-referred to the ‘commit- 
tee on‘ expenditures in the execu- _ 
tive departments, ..Lankford says ' 
he has been promised. hearings. . 

LIBSON HOUSES TAKEN 
FROM MARKET FOR SALE 

° Monday at a meeting of ‘the stook-— 
holders in the Libson houses:of. Ohio | 
and‘ the middié west in.thé New . 
York. office of Maurice Goodman, it 
-was decided to withdraw the circuit __ 

The theaties will 
continue to -be. operated. under, the 

direction ‘of. Ike Libson, =. 
. An understanding for. the gale. of. 
the properties to William Fox had ~_ 
been reached. Date of closing was’ — 
postponed a. couple of times. An- ™ 
other ‘postponement may be | set, 
since’ the Jast closing date should 
have ‘been the same day the an- 
nouncement | of withdrawal was 
‘tmade, , , 

F ranklin Turns Back. 
Kansas: City, Jan. 14, 

Harold B. Frankln’s eastern trip 
eraed here, 

” Vignola on “Priest” 

Bob ‘Vignola will -direct “The 
Parish Priest” for Mayor Dan Hart, 

Pa., its’ author. 

script. 

Talker, with another title; 
probably -be made in New. York. 

will 

-He- -turned:=back:- forthe: const; 
leaving 4 thie: point today -( (Tuesday). 

KENT BACK IN FEB. 
: Sidney Icent is not expected ta 
return from abroad until late in 

February, according to home Para- | 
mount. officials, 



tot é 

YO. VARIETY: 

Anmusement Stocks Push Up to. 
- Double Top in Renewed Active |. 

Trading; Worst Over i in Fox : 
By ALG GREASON * | 

Amusement leaders’ pushed up || 
again yesterday. in.@. fairly. impres-. 

“Yesterday's Prices. 
Leading Amusements : , 

‘give burst, of trading,’ most of them |] =" Beh Low Laut: on 

making double‘ tops and some in. 19.099 Eoow "oo 2h 208 2% < 

. new high ground.. Early dealings | 1 1100 Ber. on 33% Dy a * | 

hesitated waiting upon action from. 41,900 RCA - 5.22. 42%. 4%. A+ 

.. the Fox trustees on: question of pay- |} - 62,700 RKO ns “ve au} aet e At. 

ing. the dividend due ‘today in’ seript - 28,200-W. B..+.. ie 48% cis a | 

oY. cash. 

Even when no. ‘Gecision was ‘ané 

‘ nounced; however, demand: appeared 

for .the- principal theatre. issues, 

- With -Loew: moving -up- into new. 
high .ground. Above. 49,. Paramount 
reaching - ‘and holding. its old’ ‘peak 

Jat. ,52. and - ‘obvious resumption ‘pt 

“group. ‘work in ,RKO above.its best 

Of: Jast- week, at 26.. 

- Cue from ‘Fox 

- Irrespective - of yesterday’s| ‘Fox 

action, conviction is spreading, ‘in. 

the ticker ‘crowd that: the werst is 
“over ‘in that. situation. Three weeks 

or more.of extremely dull . trading. 

have. tested: out:the ‘market, position 

of the *“A” shares, . demonstrating. 

‘pretty’ conclusively. that strong in-: 
aide people are. taking. offerings be- 
Tow: 20, which seems to be the bot- 

tom of the trading range. me 
‘ ‘How much covering has been ‘done 

_ during desultory trading. ig a ques- 

- dion, probably. not: a great deal, 80 
‘that the outstanding. short account 
must ‘be considerable. One com- 
mentator has ‘estimated it probably | 
nearly equals ° that ° in Montgomery 

\ Ward, 

‘Idea that the Fox gyrations ' are 
about over contributeg a great. deal 
to. the ‘improved’ sentiment through-' 
out the picturé issues, troubles in 

_that quarter having discouraged any 
 agbresslye ‘operation elsewhere 

‘among the associated shares, for 2) on all amusements were stimulated. |. 
long -time back. | Failure of Para-|poew particularly moving up in 

mount to fake on aggressive leader- | relatively. large. dealings to’. better 
., ship also hag helped: toward hack | than 47, while the old Keith “pre-| 
“wardness’ in the group... ’ 

Warner ; Bros; did’ “well Yesterday 
. " throughout . the. day, carrying on .& 

constructive . campaign. begun. on 
‘Monday and: ‘making. a new ‘top at 
4454 round: noon, : old stories: of 
dau: Pont. dntereat in. the company, 
are again. in circulation. . - 

dt is. ridtable that’ ‘pullish propa- 
ganda is ‘beginning - ‘to find its ‘way 

; “into. print,: mostly concerning: Para- 
mount. . President. ‘Zukor’s ‘estimate 
of. “$15, 000,000 net. for the year. is 
being “ “repeated, and statements . of | , 

1930. production, ‘schedules on 4 
‘ Jarge.seale, together with plans. for 
polgtering ‘up the foreign ‘trade in 

talkers. have -been: receiving atten- 
tion. .ANl this is helpful ‘in. drawing 
attention both to “Paramount: and 
to the’ generality of amusement 
securities and: the first hint. of 

setting the stage for a spring up- 
turn, 

- 1,300 Fe Th...» «5% | 5% 
5,200 Seas. ++ 88% ae stat 

- . a . 

‘opening ‘to’ 2 o'clock. About. ‘that |" 
time -one: ‘single . transaction. ‘of 20,- 
600 shares’ showed on the. tape ‘and 
thereafter: dealings lagged: and con-" 
‘tinued quiet © until: last - Monday, 
when: quotations again: ‘climbed to 
“3M, . with: the turnover around, 

, 30, 000. - 

- Taterpretation: placed on. the’ ope- 
ration was that qn’ inside clique 
(Meéehan’ was reported in the cam-’ 
-paign) knew of a heavy ‘short ac- 
‘count “and: ‘went after it. The - big’ 
block: was: ‘done at 2356, which ap-. 
parently. was the price at which the 
‘bull: cHaue. was, willing’ to. Iet the]: 
short seller have. .the ‘stock. “After 
‘the climax to the drive for that day 
RKO carried through to 24%, on its’ 
momentum... and then subsided, 
Monday's. brisk upturn suggested 
that the maneuver might be. re- 

peated, ‘ 

- While prices were on 1 the run-up, 
‘Story .was circulated that . RKO 
hoped to get. control. of» ‘the. Loew 
stock held by Fox, but’ this .was 
discounted at the time. and. dis-. 
posed -of. the. next day.. ‘by the un- 
compromising : statement. from the 
RKO side. that such ,a deal never 
had. been contemplated. ‘Tale has 
persisted none the less since. | .- 
Anyhow, while the campaign was 

Ville. 

dullness. 

the theory. 

This Senior: ‘Keith ine ‘is well. re- were reclipibie. 

garded, due to. the fact itis” con 

vertible 3 for'1 into RKO. ‘common 

and pays, $7 a year. . -It-‘dmounts to-a 
long. term call -on: the junior shares:. 
Same is true in: a ration of 2 to 1 of 
Orpheum preferred, which also got 
out of low ground below 60 toa new. 
top of 65% on negligible, dealings. ; 

Warner du-Pont Talk on. Again 

‘Warner made good for ita large 
following; | ‘and the: story of interest 
in- the- company on. ‘the ‘part. of dii-. 
‘Pont: ‘Wilmington interests was. cir-. 
culated again.:,.Following ‘the re- 
peated assaults: “of three weeks ago 
that pressed Warners to below 37, it 
moved. ateadily up from the turn of 
the year. and Monday - was in new 

| Reh territory ; jat. 43. and better, 
Financial. papers: of. Monday carried 

48. 

lation.. —_ 

Group Stands Out 

In a week of small, indefinite and 
fnconclusiye market movements the 

Sumniary Yor week ‘ending ‘Jan. 12: _ 

STOCK EXCHANGE ~ 

evitably follow,. 

_P! CTURES 

f want to thank Mr. Charles. ree- 
[man - ‘for a. pleasant ‘and guecessful 
headline tour of the Interstate: ‘Cir- 
cuit just finished. ‘ 

Offers invited for talking pictures, 
‘musical. comedy, radio and vaude- 

Increase ‘your’ ‘grosses: by playing |: 

CHARLIE ALTHOFF — 
: Direction CHAS..MORRISON -_ . 

‘story ‘of H. Li ‘Warner ‘being in’ Wil- 
mington, and visiting ‘John, J. Ras- 
kKob. Both men said that visit was 
“purely. social,” and: ‘Warner denied 
his company. ‘was. negotiating - for. 
Fox’s Florida. theatres. | 
Paramount ran to form. 

sensational in this leader. of. the 
group, but it made steady progress |. 
and held. the ground - it -gained. 

Best thing about the theatre -se- 
curities was their ability :to’ break 
into new high ground in spite of 

Idea that the uncertainty | 
‘in Fox: has been. overdone -by the 
shorts in depressing the allied Issues 
and that with any improvement in 
Fox a run in of bears would in-'|. 

prompted many 

Times. Square speculators to give 
‘the group a. play. - 
RKO cvuup last week suggests’ that 
‘there is probably some, ground for 

Success of the 

. Pathe- Shubert: Blah . 

- Almost the only: theatre stocks 
that did not display, & better. feel- 

Shubert apparently 

ig thoroughly liquidated, with the] 
bulk of all outstanding stock back 
in inside hands: and niarket interest 
accordingly at, low ebb. - Pathe like-'|: 
‘wise is in a dead calm, -speculative 
interest having: shifted:to the bonds 
which are subject to. Father violent 

‘ gyrationg, up 3% Monday. alone: to. 

Success:of Universi in solving its | 
year-end problém: of financing: ‘obli- 
‘gations of $2,500,000 was reflected in 
etter prices for the listed preferred, 
10 points up from the. bottom at 38, 

. On the Curb. Fox Theatres: ‘kept 
about. abreast of ‘its Big Board par- 
ent with trading much reduced, 
while: General’ Theatre Equipment 
displayed a strong.tone under heavy. 
dealings,. apparently under accumu-, 

Nothing | - 

Nils Asther may go yaude, 
Martin Quigley is here. . 
James Hall will lose ‘his tonstls, 

| tor Story material for Columbia. .. - 
|. Raoul Walsh ' 
: months of Europe. 

an tine room floor. 

lot from “New: York, 

pictures. . 
Dorothy © Herzog. ‘agures: on get- 

‘ting married... — 

of Fox, “Atlanta, 

the only woman assistant ‘director. 
_ Lenore Ulric. back in. town, régt- 

ing.’ 

rhéumatiz at Arrowhead. - 
Theodora. ‘Warfield gone ‘home, ta 

Julian,’ Cal. 
.. May. Robson sails - Jan. 17 trom 

s. ‘F. to the land of ‘poi... oe 
' Ruth Taylor is going” ‘to 
York to try. the stage. ~- 

- Price ‘for a ‘rooster. crow for the 
talkers*has been set at _50_per.crow.. 

r 

‘Saturdayed here, 
‘Jrving Berlin. 
Springing it. 4 

. Benny Markson. replaces Harry. 
Wilson as unit: p. a. at -UA.. 
-“Sin Flood” has the greatest | line-. 

up of Iens lice extant. : 

and ‘tamily” Palm 

Hills home. 

‘Prolic ‘here in March. 

D. Francis Zanuck wearing a fur-. 
trimmed overcoat in the rain. _ 

- Marco of. Fanchon. and Marco in- 

Song. writers claim. that alr pub- 
Ushers: “who gypped ° them > are now 
out of business. ' 

|... Alberta “Vaughn received ro fan 
letter from - China . ‘asking her to 
make a Chinese talker. | : 

. Judge K,. “M. Landis had his son 
| pinch ‘hit for him’-on an appoint- 
ment to. visit the ‘Fox: studies,” 

.. Sinclair. Lewis -. and his - wife, 
s Dorothy ‘Thompson, arrivé here Feb. 

1 to spend ‘a two months’. vacation. | 
. That bird from Ohio ‘who bid:one 

diamond. with 13 hearts. is now a 
‘screen extra. here. .* 

‘tor in Radio publicity. office. 
Ham Gibbs contact. man. 

Colin Clive, finishing ‘his’ picture. 
‘part‘in “Journey’s End,” is-en ‘route 

DeWolf Hopper went north. to 
visit his. wife's» folks. 
which: -_. 
_ Stanley Resor, | : president of J.. 
‘Walter. Thampson, decided to: win- 
ter here instead of Europe. . 
‘Harry Cohn, offers $50. apiece tor 

title suggestions for his ’30~'31 Co-' 
lumbia ‘program. .- 

. Agnés O'Malley, late of Roach, 

‘mund Romberg. °- — . 
Youngest Salome . born “New| 

Year's Eve. .That’s what Joseph 
Cherniavsky naméd his’ ‘daughter, 

tet Eddie “Dowling due- back’ from, 

amusement ‘group : did. about as|——1980-— . Net ‘ 

well as anything else, Indeed, there | High av. Bales, | Issue and rate, +High. Low. | Last, Chge. | New York to make his ‘ Honeymoon 
. 3,600. erican Seat 2). sesepeneseces 28 20 28 +4. Lane’ for Sonoart. 

“were times when, the theatre issues | 259% 10 1,100 Consol, Flim (2).e.ecscsseseseee 17% = 16%. 17, + BI | Jack Wad di h 
gtood out rather. conspicuously’ in | 30% 15% 1,000 Consol, Film pfd. SQ, 20 19 19% +3 ac ‘ade, Fox studio usher, 

sa | 20% 160 2,400 Eastman Kodak (8)+.-cecesesee 181% 175%. 178% © + carries. 800 phone numbers in ie 

contrast ‘to .listlessness’ general wood 19% 521,600 Fox-Class A ()ececcsccsteccsece 28% 1944 20%. 1% | bean.- 

_. throughout. the whole market... Fox|188, 70 © 1,300 Keith pref. (7).+s+sesseseeei (91° - 85 91 11% “Show. of Sh ws" opent ¢! t 

continued ‘to ‘turn ‘over in volume | iio +. ee eT pret GB olen Be Be 8 EE | warner ublieit b ’ ning De two 
what-would have been huge in nor- a 10% 1,000 Madison, Sa. Garden a “a apts: By Be pty + % Kleig. aan y boys-in be 

27° . et-G-M -pre! GD) cvesccvies . . i ed mal trade, but still moderate, in 05% 50% 100 Orpheum pref. (8)....esececses ane 3 asta +2 -Lewis.Milestone gets beaned in a 
- comparison with some of the recent] 74 : - - yo. . “ ” a 35 (000 Par-Fam-Lasky (S).cssccssecess 52 49%. GL Western Front” explosion, shakes 

‘epéctacular.. days - in that much 14% 2%. 10,800 Pathe Exchange... SEI BY 2% . 8 t M Pp , 

- troubled: spot. ey oh - 492/900 Bathe CIES Ass esesteseees seen ei «Big BH) +H | His head ‘and. carries on. 

+ !-Dealings, apparently represented’ 40% “12 °-279;900 Radio-K-O v.vivysen “ aay 18% : Eta ° +1 , Paul Whiteman has gone Holly- 
a more “or Lee violent ‘tug ‘of war 74% og 00 Shubert 0°. BR 8K wood with riding breeches, puttees, 

‘between. downtown - professionals + 28 499 300. Universal pref eo . Bi. cm ah ‘ait leather doublet’ ’neverything. - 

7 . . . arner ‘os. eeecerececgeeees . 7 = 

who look for sharp dips and a con- | 0% 2% "1,500 “Do. pref. (2.20). sesersecegsenrs AEiB 0H aoe ta | | Vine Delmar's toughness on sob 
“.-trary minded coterie who expect the : “CURB” weet OS aia bigs: carne ahead of her. Chatterers 

company to emerge from its diM- | sg $2" 1,100 ‘Columbia. Picts. c.iscssseveeeees . “o 25% ead ore Me eying’. to. entice Greta 
culties. The latter seems to. have.a| 37% 2% 30,500 Fox iTheatress. 2... iu BM OAM | an Oe a Myers trom the N York G 

bit the better of the argument, now | $6%4 24. 28,500°Gen The Eq v.t.c... 34%. 27-84% uh y. m the New ‘Yor erman 

more than a month old, They have 49% 1% , 400 Loew rts, deb. -++++ 40 ae 4 + 3.) stage for a ‘Teutonic part. 

“ Mere snable to hold the price level 10 4. 12,700, Sonora “POG ss seeesesveeeqeveeee, % % % oc Best ‘original title’ of the year to| - 

generally above 21 and breaking be- ; BONDS: a . ~ {be registered - by an “independent 

Feral eetomentacliye Play tn|.of HP HE HO Sao BM GB zy [Royal Mountea” nh 
‘Fox is ‘extremely complicated. There | 10018. 88 0,000 Do-eX WOressscrcccses 92% 1% 024%, + % Now that. tl a: io 1 

* $g probably a good deal of scalping | 95, - 30 73000 parrramcLacky 0s °a7..: 44% 30% 44% + 9% he sound: version s 
: ; 100% 9D, 12,000. Far-Fam Lasky on, Mescveicee: 99% 98% 08% —~ 46 completed on “Hell's Angels” How- 

a for small ‘returns, but. it. seems 1134 4034. 7,000 Shubert Gs.. 4714 46% 47% .... lard Hu he i . iti f “Tele 

-elear that there are abundant sup- | % ‘87. 5,000. Warner Bros. 6s, "30 (Curb)... 90 80 90°. + %- vision ghes fs waiting for Tele-|- 

porting orders below, 20. ISSUES IN OTHER MARKETS | Soe ned said. hé only received’ 

a Coup in ‘RKO : 9 ed.tn.bia. i, ken, peers the Counter—New. ‘ York © 33% returns-on Christmas cards and 

=“ gael >a mrovemerit= ‘tooke=~place:|~=- uote dan ask COU eee | he is going to send out a flow Up. 

early last week when RKO in a Bid. Asked: Bide * letter. ; a 

day's turnover of more than 126,000 2a Be 3B Roxy, Clase A (B.BO)sccrccvecie’” oe ee Fred Niblo says the only chap |* 

‘climbed: up. above 24, for the first 2° ai ah Unit QO. uaveaseceseedeew sees - a permanently. engaged at a studio is 

‘time - breaking through narrow] ,1 3 “1 Do Forest Phon0....-ececssesae oe ee the ‘guy who, changes the name- 

movements “ground 19-20. _Tech- 33 55 2 Technicolor aeons peseccees seesee oe ; plates on the office doors. | 

nique of this immediate move ap- 7 1%... Roach ine Angeles _ 8 Walter Huston’s idea‘of going ‘to: 

parently was a drive against shorts. “ ue oir) ontreal ° ™ Hollywood via the canal was to 

Stock turned over in large blocks ‘Sale 8, ° a ; _ grow a bush for his Abraham Lin- 

‘and monopolized _ attention ‘from .,° 200. Famous PIAYEDBseceeeseeeseeere 4%, (42% coln part. 

Wednesday, January 15, 10904, 

- Hollywood Ch Chatter 
Hal Roach is again in New York, 

“TDavld Selznick, 

D. A. Doran in New York looking 

returned from’ two 

. Eddie Conrad's tonsils on. the. out: 

George, Middleton | “back: ‘on ‘Fox 
Hollywood. house's name. is the-ided. = 

‘Harry Cohn bet both ways on ‘the 
| U. S. C.-Pittsburgh fracas.and won.. 

Nano. O’Dair,. Soprano, going. into features are the vogue. . 

Bob McHale back £ from opening 

Arthur. Kay. is pathing. ‘out the. 

‘new : Hollywood. drink. °. 
‘for. two fingers. of scotch, dash of “%. 

“‘llemon to. make it: muddy, | and” nk 
‘splash of absinthe; ance 

New . 

problem’ means ‘to. the talker ‘pro-'. 
ances is realized: when you. recall”. ‘ 

|that-some producers. were makin Re 
President Ortiz Rubio, of “Mesico,+| subtitles in 47 languages. ‘for’ ‘thele 

, -‘silents..: ‘ 

booker, ‘ 
with H,.Von Stremel, retired “Tom:}:- 
Mix of vaudeville.” : 
ing acts. for. the MacQuarrie. office’. 

. in Hollywood. 

June Collyer: back ‘in her Beverly ; 

Bert. Wheeler promoting a: Rrlars’ 

Latest. Hollywood fashion leader— | 
member. 

of a. new wrinkle, in expressirig con: 
‘dolences. During ‘her recent: ‘ilinesa | 
she received a dictaphone. record ‘of 
sympathy “from. an admirer st 
‘Brooklyn. 

stalled in new Holmby Hills home,. 
with tennis court and putting green. 

casting. director;.an actor asked. the, * 
secretary . how. much .- ‘longer., the- 
would have to ‘wait... Secretary’ : 
looked‘ up in surprise, saying, “Juat - 
a ‘ninute. ‘until. iT, look: into . my. 

Herbert Moultonis new, riews: sedi-. crystal.” ¥ 
Wil. 

Parsons; for a. wedding gift gave her. . 
a diamond. necklace and. bracelet, 
valued: at . $25,000. 
rade” at. ‘the wedding reception ins .”* 
cluded. Jack Warner, Daryl Zanuck, ::° 
‘Carl ‘Laenimle, - 

| Bebe: Daniels, Colleen Moore, Juli> | 
anne’ Johnston, 
“Vie Shapiro, Louise Dresser: and: a. 
.| couple hundred others, ‘They looked . 
over ‘the gifts Jaid, out, in: ‘three 
rooms: and ‘guarded; by. Finkertoft + 
dicks. an # 

to London to resumé his stage part.’ 

‘Don't ask : 

D. aing Oscar Hammerstein’ and Sig- . 

river. include ‘Louis Brock’s 

. Gene. Markey. 

“‘Paramounters ‘mixing pleasure 
and. business in New York are.’ 

Henry Herxbrus. | 
and: Julian Johnson. 

‘Pechnicolor: took . no ‘chances’ on... igen: 
|.the colonyites missing their ads in «> 
‘the, -Satevepost. Mailed the « info; 
with a nickle enclosed. ..- -.° _ 
The ‘Chinese: theatre * now “has: ‘a a. 

‘Chinese. artist. Keye: Luke is his - 
name, Ad art in harmony. with the. a: 

“Femme. extras | with wardrobes _,, mi 
hard hit when outdoor and. he-man “:.: 

‘The alle are 
male cast draws the female -waill..,: a 
-Peverell ‘Marley ° gives - up: ‘thea:s3 
photographing thing with C, B-Day 
Millie to be dancing partnér to: ‘Was ¥ 
wife, Lina: Basquett¢y | in New. Yorks9) : 

Carl Laemmle wants to relinquish, 
J his $32,000 ‘equity. held’ ‘on a. fe ana 
‘chicken: ranch, at Girard City, and... 

‘+mave -his chickens ‘back - ‘to. “Unie a 
-versal, . rs 

“Boulder. Dam" is the ‘name of. & 
Recipe calls : 

Just what ithe. ‘foreten language 

Helen. Stevens, Boston Publix ext “ 
Hollywood - honeymooning -. a 

‘They are: plac+ cs 

John: Barrymore ‘owns, one of: the 

biggest Steel yachts. on the .Coast ; 
and. will ‘formally. christen . it, “Tae: we 

. Clara Bow became ‘the , rébtyledt 

‘Metro’s two ‘wild men n from Africd, . i. 
for “Trader: Horn,” are’ housed: on me 
the . lot in a: shack where. they--do ° 
their own cooking. . Like. theiy’ Ala. ° 3 
bam cousins they like chicken; but. j 
they. won't take it- unless. it comes 
to them on-the:haof,, 

: After waiting two hours. to. ‘Bee, a 

URS Hearst, . boss of ‘poliena: : 

. “The Big’ Pae _ 

Jr. Harry. Cohn, © 

‘Sylvia. cee amet 

“since the burning’ of the. ‘Pathe -’ 
studio and the closing. of the RCA’s 
Gramercy. plant, there has been an: 
exodus. of talking short producers. 
to. Fort - Lee, ' Metropolitan studio. .. 
there, under the “general” matiage” 
ment of George Orth, ‘has: recently 
installed. RCA sound equipment, ° Le 
--Companies working: ‘across - the - 

“Ginss | 

berg”.series, with Nat Carr; Jamés 
Fitzpatrick’s. Horoscéope's, a Géorge - 
Lemaire series for Pathe,.and som6 
Independent shorts made. by Harry 
Revier. — Pan rd 
Rayart, Chesterfiela, ‘ana Empire 7 

Tee produce intermittently at Fort . 
ee. 

- 

N.Y. to LAL, 
Low Rycell. 
Jack Benny . 

Hy. Daab. 
; ‘Dmitri Tiomkin.. 

J ack Cohn. 

LA ‘to N. Y. 

Coast late next month 
program conferences. 

“Louis B. Mayer. 

‘Clara -Bow.- 

‘Harry. Warner Coastward 1, 
Harry Warner. will leave for ‘the 

for 730'84 

’ Expectation is that he will: spend 
about two weeks in the film center, 



«. ‘Squawk: department of the Acad-' 
> emy. disposed of 19 complaints filed. 
_“py*persons engaged in picture. pro- 
-.duétion during . ‘29, . ‘and in‘17 of 
o that” ‘secured: satisfaction: for ‘the 
vt ediiawker, © | The* other ‘two, claims 

- were made by writers against pro- 
“ducers for work:-under contract and 
|: qwere: ruled’ out,.by the executive 
ws ‘committee: of - the ‘writers’ branch 
- ofthe Academy." 
ea iiree., other. claims, “by writers 
’. against: producers.are pending. Oné || W 
i ‘charges misuse . of. the, title of a} 

'. ptory, but. does ‘not’ name: ithe : -pro- , 
er “ducer. ‘accused. “Consideration of. 

- “the: case. awaits this. information. 

“Official ‘title. for the. squawk de- 
“ppartment: is. the Conciliation - Com- 
a “mittee. This is composed ‘of one 

“ getor, ‘one director, : ‘one. writer,.- one, 
- technician and one “producer. Only 
' five of 27 cases considered by the 
- Academy last’ year: got as far as 
/ the? ‘Conciliation . ‘Committee: - Two} 

.. of these are still’ pending. _ 

“‘Phirteen' of. the ‘complaints, went 
“no further than: Secretary. Frank. 
_: Woods. for: disposal. ’Most of these 
_ Were: ‘actors’, claims: for “pay. _ 

-. "One, however, ‘was’ @ complaint: 
. "made by.a director:against. another. 
“1S early in the year. Complaint: was: 

of unfair . publicity... -The '-second 
director | denied any such thing. and. 

his letter. ‘of disavowal was forward- 
' @@. to the complainant. with, no|-. 
- further action deemed: necessary... 

“Only one. ‘other » complaint was 
™ “made by a director.. ‘It sought bal- 
“ance due “from a. producer under. 
~ eantract, and is‘still. in conciliation. 

; Hear. Ally Squawks, oo nour ve 

“any “{ndiwidual or ‘company in. the 
‘industry, ‘whether. members of the 
“M. P.. Academy of’ Arts.and Sci- 

- enéés’ or’ not:: First protedure is 
“<> eonsidefation by. the. Secretary, who 

éndeayors to effect’ a‘ friendly ‘ad- | 
- Justment without. red. tape. - 
- gettlenient ‘is reached: the case: goes 
' to" "the éxecutive cotmmitte of that 
, branch | of. the | Academy—actors, 
"writers," ‘directors, _technicilans—to- 
which: the. complainant -belohgs, ' or 
“would. belong. ‘if a mémber. Branch 

_ .@xecs. go. ‘into’ the. ‘complaint . and 
... aly response made ‘to it,’ and again 
ettempt adjustrient. 
“Only then ‘does. ‘the case go. to 

~ the: official. Conciliation. Committee, 
‘which may make. further efforts at 
 onciliation or may proceed to a 
hearing of the facts. When any 

_waember of the Conciliation .Com-’ 
t ttee' is involved in the cases 

Wkectly, or is’ “employed: ‘by: or. in| 
-partnership. with any person, firm, 
or corporation appearing either as 
complainant or respondent,” he is. 

_.Teplaced. by another member from 
.°, ‘ttié.same branch of the Academy. 
Hu * ‘Outlines. ‘of the 27 cases before 
i ‘tlie Academy the past 12 months: 
“. | SSveals. that actors have the most: 
: ‘grlevances, or are: the quickest to 

ae Vice them. Their's ‘are also. the| 
a Gilickest settled. Only.. ‘three of 19. 
he - complaints by actoré are still pend-. 
; . Sig. ‘One’ cites ' certain abuses | 

aginst extras'and easting practices, ' 
eid. awaits -further’ investigation..: 

r  Wother. is~a claim’ filed’ Nov. 19: 
.: : €orr continuous. eniployment’ in: a: 
: - production«.taken over by. : another 
., producer. The third.is an actor's 

-, ery that he was called ‘back for a. re- 
_take 18 months after his engage- 
_ ment -closed. 

- One complaint was ‘fied by | ‘one | 
At al-| : _actor. against another actor. 

j “leges use of the complainant’s name 
_ by the respondent, 

' yespondence during which the .ac- 
“cused..actor consulted his attorney, 

. .hé telephoned the complainant and 
. told -him he would cease taking his 
‘name in vain.’ 
Only. complaint by ‘a member of 

- the technicians’ branch of the acad-" 
emy. ig that of. a cinematographer 

i =glaiming= ‘his“engagement «cancelled: 
contrary: to, contract. Point involved. 
was the interpretation of the “satis-' 
faction” clause, Case. was filed last: 
April and. eonciliatory efforts con-. 

- @nued the..rest of the year, with 
; a hearing finally called: by the con-' 

- teHiation committee. 
ia, producer filed.a complaint. in 

on Weinestiay; J dnuary’ 15, "1980" 

COLUMBIA'S PROFIT FoR! 

‘duction for the ‘30-"31 season, soon. to. 
be, held,: advance indications are that 
‘Columbia will. either’ increase’: its 
program. over and above ‘the 26 made 
this year or in the absence. of that 
.plan, budget afar larger amount to. 
cover pictures with. the number to 

he ‘made remaining .at 26. 

for. the fiscal year: ending ‘June 30 
next, Columbia. will. show--a net . of 
considerably ‘over: $1,000,000, 
representing. a ilarger profit’ “than. 

" Academy considers squawks fromm 

If: no |. 

After some cor- | 

‘dtaking a four weeks’ vacation © in 

= soo Fi gl ly woods ~Jan=-14.-+|- 

‘scenario editor .of First National. 

“Squawk: Chart 
_.Release.of All. Studio: .Pro- 

| | duction’ and Casting 'Mat-|| 
: ‘ter—Dailies and Wire Ser-|| 

vices Complain on “Beats” 

: (1929). * mn 
18 ‘actors vs. producers, ee 

.. 4B. pay claims settled. 
3. special ‘complaints under. 

. investigation. | — ; 
“L-actor Vs. actor; settled.’ 
6 writers vs. producers. ; 
2° dropped ‘after: hearing: by. “Tl 
riters’ committee. — an 
8 pending further data. - 

- od ‘cinematographer, vs. pro- . 
.. ducer; pending... 

1- director... “8. . 
o pending. . ; 
oo. director: vs. “director;.. sete 

Loss the Last Straw 
“. ae 

LARKIN. iN CHARGE 
ae D 

" prodiceri, 

yet 

-_ - “ “Hollywood; Jan: 44 

duction. . news... “Fixclusive’’ racket 
has: worked _ itself .inta.,such, a YEAR’ OVER ER $1, 000, 000 
who meet monthly. at: the headquar- 

“With. ‘the annual po: pow-wow on: pro: ™ ¥. 

Picture: ‘Producers, will. throw. aside: 

wire. services: here. 
‘Daily:: ‘papers: and wire. ‘sepvices, 

have. been. protesting to the studios: 
regarding: favoritism. of news. re-- 

* It ds estimated on: the inside that 
gave the biggest individual. circulas. | 

“this }on ‘her string. 

ever before in: the history of .the 
former ‘independent, now. up. among 
the nationals. ..- . 

Addition of two. sound ‘stages. on. 
the west coast, permitting Columbia | 
to shoot six pictures simultaneously |: 
daily, . working with: different shifts, 
is pointed -‘to“'as' an indication of | 
expansion of production’: for. next} 

season. 
A few stories, have peer pur- 

chased ‘for ‘next: year ‘and ‘options 
taken on others... “Thesé are headed 
by “Rain or ‘Shine,”” the Joe Cook’ 
musical, - to. be ‘done’ ‘by Col. with 
‘Cook the star.” Additional: stories 
will ‘De lined up soon, with D,: A. 
Doran, scenario head of’ Columbia, |: of. _ Local Angie: im portant nine 

Sxpected sat ‘Other material within of a three-cornered fight on between 

duction. plans are being carried out} 
tentatively by correspondence. be- 
tween the east: and. west coasts... — 

’ While Columbia is. reported sold 
‘on Technicolor. aid will soon re- 
lease “Melody Man” as its first’ in 
tinta, it is indefinite at this time just 
‘what percentage of next year’s 
product ‘will. be colored. Techni- 
color for all pictures is Columbia's 
choice, « according to insiders, the. 
Photo-Color. process used for the 
series of 26 shorts on this. season’s 
Col program being there because 
this series was bought outright and 
is not produced by Columbia. itself. 

~ Studie’s § Music Saving. 
“Los Angeles, Jan. 14.. 

Radio. hag’ ‘engaged a permanent 
orchestra. of 25 men under the 
leadership. of Victor Baravalle. ©. - 
“The men ‘have ‘been signed for a 

year. “On the basis of a. 83-hour 
week, the studio saves $80 a: week 
per man over the old system of 
‘engaging musicians by the hour.. 

FOY VACATIONING 
Hollywood, Jan. 14... 

- Curtailing its production on 
shorts out here a few, weeks ago, |, 
Warners: has now temporarily sus- 
pended all work in this department. 

Bryan: Foy, head of this unit, is. 

of the so- -called tiews beats coming 
out’ of studios; but that’ the studfos. 
had no « hésitancy ‘ in asking: | that 

eb bre “poltey” stories ‘be. printed. + 

‘Wire’ Service Angle: 

| Wire. services, .s 
and United Press, Aguring, they can. 

‘writer,. -complain ; that, their, . papers 
[are . peeved. ‘about. the: service. and 
the ‘way they were being beaten by 
‘the Parsons column... _ It ‘was ‘also 
poifited Gut to the preas agents that, 

ors oh stories the studios. ask: the 
wire services to make the correction. 

ter. writer of the Los Angeles 
“Times,” ‘and Harrison ‘Carroll, of 
the “Hvening Herald.” Anytime one 
getS an- -exclusive, the other writers 
protest to.the studio heads. the 
discrimination. being shown by their 
publicity department in favor of the 
‘other ‘one ‘and the: ‘studio p.-a.’s take 
the slap. 

What seems to have brought. the 
matter to a head is a couple of the 
column writers informing. the studio 
p. a's that they would either play 
ball or some one would be placed 
tin the studlo job who would; The 
boys then got together by them-. 
selves and decided they'd. figure, out 
a solution. 

New Plan’ 

‘According ‘to. present: plans - all 
‘| daily papers and wire ‘services are. 
to get simultaneous release’on news: 
This - will probably. be handled 
through ‘Mark Larkin, publicity con- 

him, He,.in turn, will have it de- 
livered to all papers and wire ‘serv-. 
ices with the release time marked. 
Should any of the papers. break 
faith by trying to beat each other, 
a committee of the p. a. group will 
be entrusted with the task of ad- 
monishing the newspaper or serv- 
‘Ice that news will not. be forth- 
coming -in the future... 

Proposal on news applies to. that 
of: production and casting. of pic-. 
tures, In no way ‘does it. héear on. 
the planting of feature or freak 
stories" direct | ‘with the ‘papers - or 
services... 

Nevada. 

" Al Cohn Resigns’ 
Sa a3, e SS Ce ee ee 

7 | Meet and: Plan Simultaneous 

7 —Chatter Writers Threat-| 
ening ' Py. A's With "Job | 

- Studio. press : agents are going to ||. 
drop the old habit of giving chatter.|. 
column. writers exclusives on pro- ty 

pain:ali around: that the. De a..; ,boys,| | 

ters. of the Association of. _Metion |} 

the practice and. -hereafter, give.an.| 
even: break. ‘to all: daily. papers. and ‘ 

FIND CARELESSNESS 
lease. to: Louella Parsons. ‘(Universal Po 
News.Service)-on her claim that she. 

tion of any: writer, having, 40 ‘papers |. 
Sauawks are “that | 

Miss Parsons. hag, the edge..on 15% 

. for the taking of ‘the scenes, - . - 

such as Associated. 

'giye; more. service. than. any, one’ 

whenever Miss Parsons makes” err-- 

Miss Parsons, Grace Kingsley, chat-. 

|exhausted. Due to. the heavy weath-., 

jman; George Eastman, cameraman, | 

“ITman. 

tact for the local Hays office. | Stu- |° 
dios will send all copy direct to. 

‘KFWB the news was slipped the 

VARIETY 

TOD MUCH ERIEF. [No Marketing of Wide Fibn Unt Set Ou 
rr From Actors esi On Py Chins | =F Tl 0 P. A a Widt : - ~Demonstrations'1 in Feb. ‘March 

‘Until, three: “points “are: definitely" 
settled upon, “wide film. will not be-:.. 
.come. a: tangible part of. the: ‘film.-.- 
industry, These points: are: — 

Cost of. production. a 
_ Facilities. for ‘distribution. - oo 
Practicability for general exhibi~ 

tion. vs 
.Many think. dit will be: closer. to’ 

two. years than a year: before the: 

~ Publicity Tip) 

“Boston, Jan. 14 
‘Haven vand. Heaven for. ‘the 

p. a, here hag been: padlocked. | 
: Mayor Curléy, breaking all es-. | 
tablished precedents, and quite © 
‘contrary to the form of. his, 
predecessors, thas | ‘refused to. 
pose “for. sriaps with: visiting ° 
stage and film. stars,’ i 

For years this: was a pipe. in : 
: . Beantown. ; 

‘Tough on the 'p. a; put: he. 
- gets a. break. in the State. 
“House, a. couple of: blocks ap: 
the street, It's still a.cinch on, . 
‘this site. Massachusetts’ new 
"governor, Allen, posed. with-a - 
‘flock of bagpipes in his face, : 
‘last week, to advertise the Ca- 
nadian. National Railways. AC 
‘kiltle band-came down. from . 
the northland,: ‘put Jock'’s. Nit-. 
tle cap on the governor, gave: 

chim the inflated pig to hold, - 
and the. papers did the rest. 
"ust | a tip. to: approaching - - 
pa Lay off. the mayor and: 
concentrate on: the governor, 

_ oa 

tia 

‘big screens for common usage, Dur! 

“wise worry;” but that | wide ' film | 
Js ‘as. certain ‘to be as- ‘generally 

show business as sound has estab, 
‘lished. itself to ‘be. is’ conceded by. 

| the. majority,. . 
- Panicked'state of exhibitors, plus. 

|tions regarding the big ‘screens,. is, 
‘given by the repr esentatives of pro-: 
ducer. groups, 
‘width, as the reason for the- above. . 
summary. Regardless. of the. adits 
‘ferences in widths ‘among: the: wide 
|-film - pioneers, * the industry is, Not, 
‘going to repeat.-its costly.” plunge - 
nto: the ‘interchangeable. issue. | 1 

‘Millions, of. dollars “could have. 
been ‘saved’ had gtandardization - 
marked. ‘the entrance ‘of “talkers, - ‘it 

jis pointéd out... In the: case of wide . 
: film, - this . saving’ ig going to... ibe 
realized, ; 1 

To, ‘date. there, ‘are’ ‘only’ threé 
“wide ‘systems’ ‘of, repute being diss 

_ | puted.: They are. thos} controlled 
by, Fox, Radio and ‘Paramount, Be- 

CAUSE. OF AIR CRASH 

a Los Angeles, Jan. Ww 
: "With: the finding” of - five. bodies. 
of ‘the 10 men who-lost their lives 
in the Fox aerial: disaster, -a coro- 
fer’s jury found that sufficiént. care 
was not exercised: in the: preparation 

metits of. each -systeri,. “Fox. an a 

ing February and Radio will present 
its: test to the public in March. 

It fs expected.that this: series" of 
“demonstrations” | will detetniine 
standardization’ of. wide’ film. ‘The’. 
displays Will’ne given | Jn’ ‘different 
parts of the country, but, it. igde-: 

‘Jury’s verdict was: to the ‘effect 
that the men lost their lives as a 
result of a ‘Collision caused. “py. two, 
planes ‘flying too closely, “adding: : 
‘We believe that. flying of such na« 
ture. is.teo hazardous and that it. 
fn no way: ‘encourages - :commercial 
aviation, ana in’ too many instances 
seems unnecessary.” 

Divers have been able to recover 
three other ‘bodies, including that 
of Kenneth Hawks, the director. 
Five other bodies. remain -‘unrecoy- 
ered, During the week one of the 
planes was. raised and the second. 
was. located, but then lost through. 
shifting | ‘currents. ey 

. Despite heavy rains* ‘and ‘high’ 
winds, which at times caused tem- 
porary suspension of the work of 
reclamation,. Fox officials are in- 

‘agreed not to generally market any - 
patticular system :.or. méthod DRE 
final’ efforts ‘have. been’ privately | 

able’ agreement,’ 

- Corinne’ $ EN Final. 
_ Hollywood, Jan. 14," 

“First ‘National will pay Corinne’: 
Griffith $225, 000 for one: ‘more pic- 

ing for-two pictures at. $160,000 ‘each - 
lan abrogated by payment of thé higher » 

tent on the recovery. of all bodies| sum for this ‘final’ picture: after 
and will continue the effort until | which she will leave the company. 
every vestige.of chance has been] “The Lost Lady,” previously made. 

silent ‘by. Warners, 
er ‘of the past few days there wa8ihaving been selected as the picture. 
thought to be a Hkelihood that the|. Cdmpany has also bought “Office 
'bodids might be washed up on nedr- | Wife,” magazine story written by 

by beaches. Faith Baldwin... 
- Bodies still ‘missing are those of | - One report is s that this, na be for 
Ross Cooke, pilot; Hallock Rouge, | Miss Grif_ith. : y 
pilot; Henry Johannes, property | 

-jand Otto. Jordan,- assistant camera. | . mm 
Recovered to date are those} Both Laem mles Due.” 

of Kenneth Hawks,. Ben, Frankel, |. The two Laemmles, Carl Sr, and. 
Conrad Wells; Max Gold: and om: Ir., will be at the New York home . 
Harris.’ . office Jan. 24. - According to..rela- 

| tives hepe,. tha doyble- -header. oes 

Warners aid West Coast 
yo Hollywood, ‘Jan: 14, 

“Sn a radio talk from Station 

-‘mencement -of negotiations. ‘for. the « 
| sale of the cotapany.» 7 

It’s described. as a regular “visit: 
| by the father, while the son. it is 
understood, ‘will. interest . himself” 
chiefly in givirg the. sales depart- 
ment a low-down on the goo! points. 
of. Universal production: 

. F_N’s Fla. Premiere 
‘Dempsey and Carl Laemmle have 
seta precedent In Palm Beach pre- 
mieres which First: National ig fol- 
lowing for its "Son of the Gods,”* 

Author, Rex. Beach, is tanning 
there now, and the opening date of 

public by Jack Warner that all is 
not serene and harmonious between 
‘Warners and Fox West. Coast. the- |. 
atres, : 

After commenting. on forthcoming] 

Warner. product and extolling their 
stars .and other virtues: Warner 
added: “None of these productions 
will -be shown in Fox. West Coast! 

houses,” 

* ‘Alfred -A.- Cohn has. resigned as 

MRS. BLACKTON ILL. 
- Hollywood, Jan, 14. 

Mrs. J. Stuart Blackton, wife of 
veteran Vitagraph producer, is seti- 
ously ill in a Hollywood hogpltal.«= 

|. She Is the produces's second wife 
-lend mother of bis two children. - 

He was there six months. . 

Boles’ “Serenade” 
“Serenade” is the -title- of Conrad 

Bercovici’s ‘orlginal with music for 
Universal. 
John Boles will be starred. 

wody the.EN., film _deperids, upon what 

~~ QUICK ANN ULMENT™ ‘[ time next month Dig? % 
_ Hollywood; Jan, 14; ‘| decides to. come 

‘Nutalle . Moorehead, stage and:| Moritz.. i 
screen actress, had her marriage of. a nt 
four months to Ray Phillips, actor, 
annulled in exactly. five days at ]- D. We Griffith’s Flu .: 

Rena, i . Hollywood, Jan. 14: 

_ Miss Moorehead and Phillips both “p. w. Griffith is confined to. his 

went to Reno to expedite matters, home witha bad attack of influenza. i 

ck’ from -§t. 

{giant projectors. will be geared tor 

‘the ' countless rumors and predic~, a 

promoting ©. greater, 

fore spring each will have demon- | 
strated publicly the’ merits and. de-. - 

clared, all of the big producers: have , 

made ‘to ‘arrive at An interchange: ‘ 

3 ch a 

is named as_ 

not mean a shake-up nor, the .com- . 

‘Paramount’ will: show, ‘their's’ “dur: a 

ing that time there will be-a tot of! 

‘accepted and. practical a. ‘partof 

4 

ture, her contract: previously call- - 

sarthelmess ~~ 
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‘Mighty Dips $31, 000, and Still 0.K;. 
Roxy $117,800; Par Also Big, $86,600; 

Disraeli Drawing Non-Film Goers 

“LADY'S” $23, 500 BEST. \ Broadway ‘was back to normal. 

‘Yast week ~ following : the holiday 

, ‘whirligig.. Film. parlors. with out- | 

“ ptanding- ‘totals were the. Roxy, 
‘Paramount, Capitol ‘and. ‘Rivoli. |: 
Elaéwhere ‘it: might have been. ‘bet- 

. ‘ter. .. 

. - Phere | was . -unseasonabie | warm. 
"weather, the thermometer. register- | 
re higher than for. ‘corresponding 
4@dtes within the memory of statis-. 

. ieanting up, there wee rain, After years ago, and intermittently a bur- 

‘cetiously announced’ that ‘the. heat | lesaue. house ‘since then, is back in 
and the spilling ‘skies would ‘be the the picture ranks. This time. aga 

> alibi. pop ‘price follow- “Up. house with» ‘a 
"Hot for Paris? endorsed the Fox. two-bit top. 
production department's faith ‘in: Bist . a tty iast ek, 
, primitive comedy. by: tilling $117,800: usiness: was spotty last we 

‘pt. the-Roxy,: calling for a holdover. 
Paramount's: .flossy $86,600 was 
partly | attributable to the Rudy Val-. 
-J6e presence on the stage, feature 
being “The Laughing” Lady.” Dive 
of “The: Mighty” from an’ opening. 
week of $77,300 to $47,300 must be. 
viewed with the tremendous holiday. 

. trade in mind... Follow up figure is a. 
strong second week for the Rivoli. 

-2 ~"“Condemned” follows at the Rivoli 
“when. “The Mighty” blows. Another 
United: ‘Artists picture, “The Locked. 

.° Door?’ succeeds “The Virginian” at 
. the- Rialto... Booking Jam of United. 
:, Artists -productions . because’ the 

..» Rivoli-Rialto~ congestion has the. 
“following films patiently: waiting 
their turn: . ““TLummox, “” “New York 
‘Nights,"| ‘Hell’ Harbor,’ “Putting. 
on the Ritz” and “Be Yourself.” 
-. Estimates for Last Week 
a Astor—"Devil May Care” (Metro) 
oo Q, 120; $1-$2) (4th week). Figured 
-_ to. “finish January and then | be suc- 

. “@eeded by “Rogue’s Song”: around 

. $17,000 and tapering off rapidly; not 
a $2 click. 

', Garroll—"Hit the Deck” (Radio) 

Baltimore, Jan. 14, 

» (Drawing Population,. 850,000) | 

; Weather: Fair . 
“Enibassy, ‘a deluxe first run for: 
@ brief and expensive period several 

others were upgrade. - 
was. the New where “Sunnyside 

week, 
&. good week at the. Century’ and 
“Dynamite” was. pretty fair. at the. 
-Stanley.. “Tiger Rose” was okay | 
-at the Rivoli.. 

uptown. Parkway, but the day. and 
date run at the upstairs Valencia | 
was just fair. “Disraeli’’ concluded 
‘two weeks at the uptown . Metro- 
politan, a house that usually takes 
‘em on for_a ‘Month or. more. .. 

Estimates. for Last Week 
“Century. (Loew)—“Laughing . 
Laay” (Par). GQ, 200; 25-60). Ruth 
Chatterton established. - fav here, 
film liked and Clive Brook a draw; 
last: week - for’ Ken: Whitmer, . resi- 
dent m. ¢:; grossed $23,500. 

Stanley | ’ (Loew-Stanley-Crandall) 
—"“Dynamite” (M-G) (3,600; 25-60). 
‘Mixed comment; no cast names fea- 
tured. in daily ads, DeMille getting 
the spotlight; business average at 
$18,000; might have been better if 
film didn’t: run so Tong, preventing 

" "(988; $1-$2). ‘Three weeks for “7 turnover. 
Keys to Baldpate’ which dover. Rivoli. (Wilson ‘Amusement Co.)— 

. showed in’ the money; “Deck” “Tiger Rose”. (WB) (2,100; 25-60). 
opened last night (Tuesday), Jack 

.. Oakie' being heavily billed. . 
"Capitol — “Hollywood Revue” 

o ‘(Metro) (4,620; - 35 - 50'- 75 - $1.50). 
- Strong draw and ‘good total, $76,900, 

after long $2.engagement at Astor. : 
- 2 ~ Central—“Disraeli” (WB) (922; 

$1- $2) (14th week). Beating ‘‘Sally” 
_: Mondays to Fridays and only nosed 
_ out by Winter Garden through 
weekends; ‘at length of engagement 
and all factors ‘weighed, Arliss pic- 

-.ture.is Broadway's steadieat: $2 at- 
- traction, keeping pace with” “Love 
Parade” and attracting people who 
never’ patronize pictures; $17,600 
excellent in middle of third month. 

.. Gohan — “Blaze: O’Glory”” (World |: 
“yvtae) (1,400;- $1-$2) (8rd, final 

. week), Blows this Sunday; re-cut 
_ and considered improved ‘but harm 

- - of opening made Broadway showing 
“geat.-scale iImpossible;. somewhere 
around $6,000 with Eddie Dowling’s 
Irish following probably meaning |: 

_seomething locally.. 
2:34 Golony — “Hell’s Heroes” (U) 
ul, 900; 35-50-75) (2nd, final week). 
oxHoldover week, $10,100, giving pic- 
=/ture $28,100 on fortnight;' good in. 

toush house; Pathe’s “Her Private | here: about $6,000. 
w Affair” current; house. circusing a : 
a ay niversal’s “Talking Reporter.” 
‘4, Criterion— “Love -Parade” (Par) 
ims (B62; -$1-$2) (9th week). No weak- |" MET, BOSTON, $39, 700 

° vening; over $16, 000.. “ 7. 

i -Embassy—"Newsreel House” (Fox- $18}000 f oF s24300 parte " 
" Hearst) (568; 25). Show window of 

uiftwo newsreel companies has found 

Off to big start, getting the best 
Saturday .since. “Flight”; okay 
throughout; maybe. $8,700. . 

‘New (M.. Mechanic)—“ Sunnyside 
Up” (Fox) (2d. week) (1,500; | 25- 
60). Outstanding -success. of past 
‘two weeks; . business limited only 
by capacity; one. of few films to 
equal opening week and_still strong; 
about $16,000. 

Keith's (Schanbergers) —“ Gold 
Diggers of Broadway” (WB) (2,- 
500; ‘25-50).. Long uptown run at 
Met took ‘pb. o. steam out of this 
one. for a holddéver on main shop- 
-ping‘stem ;second and final week 
only. about $8, 500, ; 
Valencia. (Loew- UA)-—"Navy 

Blues” (M-G) (1,200;. 25-50). Day- 
and-dated with uptown Pkhy., but, 
as usual, uptown house won the 
‘race by a good margin; about $2,- 
800, under recent first runners at 
this stand. 
Parkway tLoew-WA)—"Navy 

| Blues” (M-G) (1,000; 15-35). Above 
recent’ average at about $4,100. 
‘Auditorium (Schanbergers)— 

“Lost Zeppelin” (Tiff) (1,572; 25- 

—"Con- 
$28,000 

- edema _ -Boston, Jan. 14. 
is 37, cryin consistent; “better than (Drawing. Population, 850,000: 
 Gaiety—'Party Girl” (Tiff). (808: Weather: Fair 

House record for the Metropolitan 
went overboard last ‘Thursday when 
“Amos and Andy,” booked for a 
week and. playing five shows a day, 
drew better than $11,000 on the 
day. - 
‘Previous to_their arrival, house 

‘had just a fair week of $39, 700 for 
“The Sacred. Flame.” 

at $1-$2)- (3rd. week), Stirred up dis- 
“cussion in and out of trade on pub- 
licity campaign; Tiffany going after. 

. business via high voltage exploita- 
- tion;. $10,500 all right. ' 
“Globe—“Rio Rita” (Radio) (1,066; 

$5. -50-75): (4th, final week). Got 
some real dough for house following 

_, $2-run at: Carroll; next attraction 
“i"Baldpate, * also formerly tenanted 
“at Carroll; last week “Rita” $19,000.: 

_ 6 Paramount: — “Laughing . Lady”. 
* (Par) .(2,665;. 35-65-$1).. They're in’ 
battalion ‘formation when .the. box- 
‘Office here registers $86,600; if a 
new ‘house record had not been 
“hung up the week before this would. 

ave been within a couple of G’s of |: 

best of the picture houses’ in town 
last week based on seating capacity 
‘and scale. “Condemned” did $24,300 
here. ‘“Paris” (FN) at: ‘the Keith 

.Albee did average business, 
Estimates for Last Week 

the previous maximum. Met (4,000; 50-75) “Sacred 
cnialto —-"The Virginian’ (Par) Plame” (WB). Did $39,700,. only, 

00; 35-50-65-85) (4th _ week . a a en\_t 
‘Western. ‘story, oft-filmed, has eek). ‘State (4,000; _ 30-40-50)—-"Con- 
te ell ° | demned”. (UA). Good at $24,300. thea wen, on , newent incarnation; _ Keith. Memorial (4 000: : 35. “50-6 -65) 

.., Rivoli — “The Mighty” (Par) | “Paris” (F ay at 
s "2, 200; 35-50-65-85) eCard Aran) | -. Keith-Albee (R-K-O) .(3,000; "50- 

60)—"“Little Johnny Jones” (FN). “Ample vim in $47,300 despite stazg- 
gering discre 0, Picture with Eddie Buzzell had nice 

& discrepancy of $30,000 from week for. around. $18, 000. opening week's. smash-holiday. total;. 

IN BALTO. —BIZ SPOTTY | 

room. 

New York. 
several ‘houses. easing off while : 

Outstanding } 

Up” ‘equalled its capacity’ opening |. 
““Laughing Lady” turned in ]. 

“Navy. Blues” satisfactory at the 

$1). Not in running with big weeks 

Busiriess ‘at. the State. almost the. 

Memorial got over well and “Little. 
Johnny Jones” (FN) at the. Keith- 

a Great Life” 

., Second gross is average: for wham 
= ‘pictures ‘playing Rivoli. 

Roxy — “Hot for Paris”. (Fox). 
6, 205; 50-75-$1.50). Sold as pa- 

 prika and reaction $117,800; second 
“picture on street last week. with 
“naughty” ads; holds over. . 
Strand—“No, No,. Nanette” (FN). 

; °@ 900; 35-50-75) (2nd week). New 
extended ° run policy called off; two 
weeks: and out; “Show of Shows” 

CWB) | in’ this “Priday; “Nanette” 
$32,500. first week, ; 

' Warners—‘General Crack”. ‘((WB) 
(1,360; $1-$2) (7th week). No wow 
at scale; around $18, 000. 
Winter Garden — “Sally” (FN) 

(1,484; $1-$2) (4th week). Just fair 
at $22, 100. 
succeed Feb. 9. 

“Mammy” mentioned to. 

TUNA elegy gi” Meagg 

CORTEZ: and’ ‘HELENE ~ 
International Dancers. Supreme. 

African, Gypsy, Apache. and. ball- 
Held over end week, Roxy, | 

‘Formerly Shubert Productions. 

‘Direction. LYONS & LYONS. . 

Thanks to Paul Ross. 

BAD STORM SHRINKS. 
ALL K. C. GROSSES 

Kansas City, ‘Jan. 14.- 
After a couple of weeks of balmy 

weather a real blizzard just stopped 
| business early in the week. Satur- 

day. and Sunday okay, but: Monday | : 
and Tuésday practically no'oné was 
on the streets, day or night.: 

Estimates for Last Week 

Loew’s 
(UA) (4,000; 25-35-60-60). Ann 
Harding rapidly building a follow- 
ing here; stage. show. one of best; 
house so big it’s tough on talking 
acts and parlor voice singers; -pic- 
ture liked; $18,200. 

- Mainstreet—“Hot for Paris” (Fox) 
G, 200; 25-36-60-60). Fans repeated 
for McLagien; Henry Santrey’ s band 
and good. vaude bill helped; $18,700. 
.Newman—“Show of Shows” (WB) 

(1,890; 25-35-50-60).. Nothing else 
but the newsreel on bill; feature 
clicked;. $19,700. ° ~ 

Royal—“So Long Letty (WB). 
(840; 25-40). Charlotte Greenwood 
liked heré; $3,900. 

Pantages — ‘ ‘Careless Age” (FN) 
(2,200; 25-35-50). Good notices, and. 
customers agreed; vaude stood up, 
too; $8,100. _ 

Paris $20,000 ini Montreal 
“Vagabond Lover’ $18,000) 

Montreal, . Jan. 14. 

(Drawing Population, 600,000) ; 
Weather: Wet and Cold - 

Grosses fell a bit last week after 
the holidays. 
tturesiand “Strange Interlude,” at 
His Majesty’s at $4 top with a $17,- 
000 advance sale, took away a lot 
ef coin from the films. . 

Palace, as usual, got most of 
money, but ‘way below its previous 
week.. 

$20,000. Manager Rotsky capital- 
ized the French angle. Rudy Vallee 
got all the. femmes to the Capitol 
and “Vagabond Lover” for $18,000; . 
very good in a dull week. 
advertising would have ‘boosted gross 
maybe 50%. 

Loew’s had “Love, Live, and 

went té $17,500, well up. Princess 
showed “It’s a Great Life” for okay 
results, about $10,000, while the Im- 
perial had one of its best weeks on 
“The Mighty” for $11,000.. Vaude 
was good. Orpheum. ran college pic- 
ture, “Forward Pass,” 
up and $3,500 covers. 
hooed railroad men for “The 
Wrecker” and ran little over its 
average at $3,500. 
Neighborhoods all’ below previous 

week. . 
‘Estimates for Last Week 

Palace (FP) (2,700; 40-75)— 
“Paris” (EN ). . French ‘atmosphere 
and singing helped this one to $20,- 
000,. fair, . 

Capitol (FP) (2, 700; .40- 65)— 
“Vagabond Lover” (Radio). Femmes 
liked it-enough to contribute around 

Roxy bally- 

$18,000. 
Loew’s = (FP). QG, 200; 35-60) — 

‘Tove, Live, and: Laugh” (Fox). 

to fine $17,600. 
Prinéesa (CT) (2, 300; 30- 55)—“It’s 

(M-G).. 
held to average of about $10,000. 

Imperial : (FP) (1, 900; 

shows on main ‘stems. “with. locally 
‘}popular . 

$11,000. 
vaude™.’ headliner; | 

Orpheum (CT) (1,200; 40-50)— 
“Forward Pass” (FN). Fans tired 
of football;. nosedived | by ‘barely 
erossing $3, 500. 

(600; Roxy (Ind) 
Wrecker” (Tiff), Fair and got 
some railroad support; boosted to 

about 

$3, 500. 

‘business, . 

“prosperity. with “Navy Blues.” The 
-! Warfield, with 

fend is near. . 

.| Everybody. Happy” likewise. 

Midland — “Condemned” 

‘of weeks but beginning to. show 

4} 65)- 

No ‘outstanding ,Pic- ; 

Irene Bordonit singing in |}. 
French helped put “Paris” around | 

Heavier | - 

Laugh”. with a big vaude unit anda |- 

but fans fed. 

Picture and’ vaude unit held house |, 

- Nice show 

35-60)—. 
Seas The. Mighty: .(Par),..Qne..of . best: 

60)—“The |- 

PICTURE GROSSES _ Oo _ VARIETY 13 

Fight Hops Oriental to Top, $47, 000: 
‘Great Life’ Low at Chicago $3, 100 

San Francisco;- Jan. 14. 
(Drawing Population, 760,000) 

- Surprised marked the past week’ 8 
Most notable was. the 

toboggan. of .“Vagabond Lover” 
which after opening. to better than 

.| $22,000 in its first: week. did 88, 000 | 
on’ its second. 

- “New . York Nights, iad at. the “Gra- 
nada, opened big, slid along at 
normal, and then: climbed. suffici-. 
ently. to cause a holdover. |. 

. Fox enjoyed more than its usual 

“Sunnyside “Up,” 
piled them in way above normal. : 

California with a second week of 
“Locked Door” ‘tumbled nearly $10,-. 

|.000,: but still. was ‘on the safe side | 
of the ledger. St. Francis with 
“Love: Parade,” still doing - ‘well but 
feature is showing signs that ‘the 

Wagnon’s Embassy, 
with “Disraeli,” in its third week,. 
very good and the Davies,. with “Is 

- Estimates For Last ‘Week 
.Fox—(Fox) (000; 50-65-75-$1) 

“Navy - “Blues” (M-G). 
consistent and much better than 
average; $42,000. 
Warfield—(Fox) (2,672; 60- +65-90) 

“Sunnyside - Up” (Pox). <A bang; 
first. two days biggér than '‘Cock- 

ale ae * put’ in snidnight 
4,000 

- Granada—(Publix) : (2,698; is -50- 
65-$1). “New York Nights” (UWA). 
Opened big; .Norma Talmadge 
drawing. Good enough to’ hold 
-second week, unusual at this house; 
$20,000. 

California—(Publix) ~ (2,200; 35- 
50-65-90) ‘Locked Door” | (WA). 
Second. week, nearly $10,000 below 
first, but still profitable; $9,500. : 
. St. Francis—(Publix) (1,375; ‘36- 
50-65-90) .“Love “Parade” ~ (Par). 
Still. ‘going strong after.a number 

signs of wearing; $8,000. 
Orpheum—(RKO) . (2,270; 35-50- |. 

“Vagabond Lover” 

first seven days; slipped more than 
$14,000 to $8,000, 
Embassy—(Wagnon) - (1,365; 

66-90) “Is Everybody Happy” 
(WB).: TBed Lewis - pulled; 
good week for this small house; 
$8, 500. 
Casino—(Ackerman Sx Harris) 

(2,400: 40- ~80) “Most Immoral Lady” 
“(FN) and. Graf Zeppelin World 
Cruise (Hearst). -Double bill with 

draw, above normal; $12,000, 

TACOMA DROPS 
“Show of Shows”. $2,500 in Second 

_Week—Rialto’s $6,300 Best 

Tacoma, Jan. 14. 
(Drawing Population, 125,000) 

Weather: Cold and Snow | 
_Business' dropped. “Welcome 

‘into last week at the Rialto and 
“Show. of Shows” was okay at the 
Blue Mouse. Otherwise quiet. 

‘Estimates for Last Week . 
RKO- Pantages (RKO) — “Paris” 

(Fox) five days; great at $6,300. — 
Colonial (Fox) (800; 25-50)— 

“Love Doctor” (Par). Richard Dix 
did fairly; ‘$2,200. : 

Jason-Levy Cartoons. 
“Los Angeles, Jan. 14, 

cartoonist. 

bodies, and backgrounds. 

“g PRINCESS” POSTPONED 
Hollywood, Jan. 14. 

Fox, running into a little daim- 

proposed production. 

ing, has been put to work on an 
original for J.Harold Murray and. 
Fifi Dorsay. Alexander Korda, sched- 
uled. to direct - “Princess,” will megs 
the latter. _ 

"Schiller Fishing 
‘EB. A. Schiller left for Florida Jan. 

10, on a. month’s: fishing trip. 

—+. 

‘NONy $20, 000, FRISCO , 
2H. 0.’S SLIDE, $924, 000): | 

figure. 
-houses recovered ‘from the high 
ross hysteria of the holiday season, 

Business ; 

(Radio). 
‘Bust in second week.after strong | 

50- 
65-90) “Disraeli” (WB). Third week. 

to better Bross than’ expected; $10,-" Studebaker two. months. ago ‘and - 

Davies—(Wagnon) (1,160; 36- 50-. 

. very. 

good. stage show proved excellent |. 

Danger” held over a couple days. 

|‘SUNNY’ NEAR $65,000 
(FN).. Fair at $6,100. 

. Blue Mouse (Harick) (650; 25-50) 
—"Show of Shows” (WB). Second 
Week tor $2,600. _ 

- Rialto (Fox) (1, 250; 25-35- 50) | 
“Welcome . Danger” (Par), Two 
days then “Romance of Rio Grande” 

Lelgh Jason, former U director, | 
has organized. the Royal Film Co. 

to Produce a series of novelty car-. 
toons by Bert Levy, former vaude 

Human heads will- be 
used with Levy filling in the action, 

| week; 

| culty with the screen rights to “The 
‘Dollar . Princess,” has. deferred its 

= George: ‘Grossmith; who wag: adapt 

Chicago, Jan. 14. 
- Weather: ‘Good: and bad 

Week was up and down. Weather 
started mild and closed with snow 
and slush. The Oriental took a dose 
of tonic: and grabbed the. loop lead 
for itself; while the Chicago took it 
‘on, the chin and sank to its lowest 

in months. Other loop 

and calmed to normal figures. . 
*- “Blight” came into the Oriental 
‘and: immediately socked. out.a rec- . 
-ord for itself when it did $10,600 on 
Saturday, new. high for a day’s run. 
However, -house {is now running a 
midnite performance Saturdays. 
‘Business. big all week, $47,000, forc- 
‘ing a holdover, At the Chicago “It's” 
‘a Great Life” didn’t. mean a thing. | 

‘to. ‘$39,100, even House slipped 
though. this’ town is. ‘supposedly a 
strong spot for the Duncan Sisters. 

Critics hela “Welcome Danger”. to 
a poor start,. but. word-of-mouth 
sent steady money into McVicker's. 
“Taming of Shrew" continued big at 
United. Artists, and was far above 
average ‘on its.” second full week, -. 
“Dynamite”: moved out of the. Roose- 
velt in midweek, and was replaced 
by: “The. Virginian: " Figuring the 
last seven days, “Dynamite” did $18,- 
000, better than. an average second 
week at this small house. 
-Two RKO houses disappointed;. 

the: State-Lake :dropped: off some- 
what, although picture: and -vaude- 
were up to standard. At the Woods 
“Vagabond Lover” was yanked sud- 
denly Wednesday and replaced with 
“Love Comes Along.” | Vallee film ~ 

original booking because. of first 
-week’s high gross. Slid off immedi- 
ately, playing' to 50: people on its: 
closing night. “So Long Letty" fin- 
‘ished. nicely at the Orpheum, War- 
ner two-week: loop spot. . 

Estimates for ‘Last Week \ 
_ Chicago (Publix-B. & K.)—“It’s a 
Great Life” (M-G), stage show. (4,- 
400; 50-85). - Notices:-just fair, and 
Duncan ‘Sisters not a draw;. more 
than $6,000 under average at $39, 109, 

‘MeVicker’s (Publix-B, & K.)—. 
“Welcome Danger” (Par) (1,855; 50-. 
'85).. - Held up splendidly in second 
week; $32,000 : 

Monroe (Fox)—"Christina’” (Fox). 
(1,120; 50-75). Just average, al- — 
though the critics were kind: $4,900, . - 
Oriental (Publix-B. & K.)— 
“Flight” (Col), stage show (3,600; 
60-85), Picture had showing at . 

dil eight: good. weeks; .even so, $47,- 
000, and- held: over; very big for 
house, which has been in slump for 
weeks. . 
Orpheum ’ (Warner) — “So ‘Long 

Letty” (WB). (799; 50-75). Second 
week.to.a normal slide; $7,200.: : 
‘Roosevelt (Publix-B, & K.j—"Dy- . 

namite”’ (M-G) (1,500; 50-85). Pic- 
ture crawled up ‘Into fair figures; 
‘last full week $18,000; “Virginian” 
(Par). current and. ‘started. big. -, 
-State-Lake (RKO)— “Dance Hall" 
(Radio) and vaude. (2,700; ° 50-85). 

+Slumped somewhat again with rest .. 
‘of houses; $25,000 not bad, though... 

United : Artists (Publix-UA)— ‘. 
“Taming of Shrew” (UA): (1,700; 50- - 
85). Excellent second week: $34,000, 

_ Woods. (RKO)—"Love “Comes |. 
Along” (Radio). Replaced “Vaga- - 
bond Lover” 
dropped suddenly; . figuring seven 
days for both. both. pictures, wea! weak $16, 000.. 

IN BUFFALO FORTNIGHT 
' Buffalo, Jan. “14, 

 (Orawing Papulation, 500,000) 
' Weather: Stormy. J 

- Businéss was. distinctly on the up. 
at picture theatres last week. Great. 
Lakes . skyrocketed ‘for a second 
week. an 
Unexpected spell of bad and cold: - : 

‘weather probably kept grogges from 
peaks, 

Estimates for Last Week 
Buffalo (Publix). (3,600; 30-40-65). - 

—"“New York Nights” (UA), “Novels~ : 
ties” unit. Good bill, but without 
any particular distinction: ‘pageed 
at.. midweek, due ‘to. ~ Inclement. 
weather, $25, 400. 
‘Century (Publix) (3, 400; 40- 60)— 

“Show of Shows” (WB), Came in 
with ‘plenty of publicity, but failed 
to hold up; being held for second 

$18,900. ; 
Hipp (Publix) (2,400; 40- 60)— 

“Sacred Plame” (WB) and vaude. .. 
Business held at fair level for” 
$15,400. 
Great Lakes: (Fox). (3,400; 25- 35- 

560)—“Sunnyside Up" (Fox) (2d 
week). One of best runs: house has 
had .in months; picture showed _ 
nrearly=$85;000=firse= veek=-on=!s1k-<= 
shows a day at 60 cents top, short .. 
of house. record. by. reason of re-.- 
duced top; second week atill close — 
to capacity for around $30,000. 

Lafayette (ind).- 46,400; —40-60)— 
“Jazz Heaven” (Radio) and vaude. 
Honors about evenly divided between 
picture and Alex Hyde. heading 
vaude card; opened with rush, but. 

~“\fell off: due to weather; $14,000, 

was held four days: Joneger - than. . 

when that picture. -. 



BT VARIETY 

Cold Cuf s Minn’s Pips About $30, 0: 

2H. 0. Anyway—N. Y. Nights, vl, 300), 
Minneapolis, Jan, 14, + 

(Drawing Popuiation, 500,000) - 
' Weather: Unfavorable se ; 

_ heatres here. gota. tough] [ An. Office Boy s ‘Idea 

weather break last week. Just |} * 
when they were set with an array ||° 
of box office attractions,: the tem- |. 
perature started hugging 15 below || - 
for no less than four. ‘days. Friday 

-to Sunday, opening and invariably. 
the biggest days, fortunately wit- 

. nessed ‘mild weather. So business 
. ‘was respectable, but under ordinary. 
conditions ‘some new: records might | Scream.*: Poor. boy. ' Rescue, 

have been registered. | “Swoon. Love, Elopement. End. 
“Seldom has the: local loop’ poasted 1 ion Net: saving; 6,791. ‘words. — 

go many money ‘pictires simultan- |. , 

eously as “Love. Parade,” “New: eee ee enna 

» PAR’S ‘AVAILABLE | LIST . York Nights, " “Might” and “Dyna~ 

Lineup of idle ‘Players to. Other 

mite.” : 
“The Love Parade” 

, Studice—Labor. Comm: Probes 

: einer" Cohen, M-G-M of- 
fice boy, authored an. “Eco- 
nomicall : Short Story” for. the . 

- New :. York: ‘office weekly, 
- “Mimeo- Graphic.” It runs: ; 

‘Rich girl..Motor car, Break- 
down, - Lonely road. _ Ruffian. 

Both and 
“Flight” hold for..a second: ‘week, 

“Tt is estimated..-that the. ~cold| ’ 
weather ‘cheated. them out of more} _. 
than ‘$10,000 last week and through- |. 
-out the Idop that the. below zero |. 
temperatures cost the. pictures $30, nf 

' Estimates for Last. Week. 
_ Minnesota (Publix). (4,200; .75)— 
' “New -York Nights” (UA) and Pub-: 
lix stage show. First. Norma, Ta 

ee ta etieer, backstage een. tarming out players. Belief has been. 

‘ ventional lines but elaborate and. that they could ask a bigger’ price | 

highly ‘seasoned; stage show ‘also | if the producer seeking. the player 

‘well liked; about $21,300, fine con-. made the first bid. 
sidering * “terrible “weather ..condi- Incidentally, ' the. "State . ~Labor-|. 

tions. |‘commiasion. and the city police are| 
Century (Publix) 4, 600; - 75)— the number of ‘indi- 

ee eeey ee eor)” Dofinitely | Mvestigating the, r 
establishes: Chevalier’ here as box. 
office -attraction; won raves from 
critics, anid around $13,700.. — 

State (Publix) (2,100; 60)—"“Dyna-. 

. . Hollywood, Jan. 14. 
tn. an attempt to keep its ‘stock 

‘players engaged at all times Para- 
mount. is. ‘sending, @ weekly list of: 
available players to. each studio, 
notifying who is available, | Blo 
‘Heretofore the. major lots have’ 

refrained from open solicitation in| 

‘under contract, but ‘who are not, 
licensed as agents. Numerous ‘cases: 
of directors having players. under - 

mite” (M-G). Implausible melo ‘put | contract,: the . director then seling:| 

box office hokum; pleased and did: ‘his’ client_ to: the studios. Few, if 

moderately well: in face of cold;-] any, : of ‘these people -are Mcensed 

‘about $11,000. yy agents, 7 

Orpheum (R-K-O) -(2,890;. 50)— ‘Some 62 licenses have been grant- 

“His First Command” (Pathe). ed to agents in Hollywood during 
Pleasing picture: but couldn't’ ‘stand the past year.: With the ! nflux of, 

up against extremely stiff. opposi- New York agents this number is: 

ton ant. sinking mercury; around expected. to greatly increase this 
$6,00 
eric: (Publix) (1,800; 40)—"“Mys- | year. — 

- terlous Island’ (t-@). wel sooo a : 

and attracted fairly; close to 0. ‘ 
- Aster (Publix) .(900;- $5)—"“Twin Ree Film 

Beds": €FN).: Found moderate. Pars g 1 Indian 
favor; around. $2,500. ° 

Pantages | (Pantages) . (1,500;-- 25- 
60)—"Flight”. (Col) and -vaude, Best |- 

'. picture house has had in some time Paramount is almost ready ‘to 
and. -evoked enthusiasm;:, hurt by| release -W. Douglas Burden’s -film 
weather, but $8,000. biggest here'/on the Indians of Canada, ° Picture 
in months; held over.. 1 ric: in 

Seventh "Street. (H-H-0)-°(1,600; | 48 the result Of re See 
50)—“The Racketeer” (Pathe) and Film has: been edited at the local 

vaude, Nothing much. in the way. Paramount studic by Jullan John- of b..*o. lure but enough show ‘at. 
Petes: around °$5,00 gon.and -will go to the theatres syn- 

Musie for Grand. ‘(Publiz) G, 100; 35)—"Rio chronized in eight réels.. 
Rita” (Radio). Second loop run ‘the film. has been: written by Kur: 

Due for general 

‘Hollywood, Jan.. 14, 

after t two weeks. at Orpheum plus ‘gheur, a Persian. :. 
another week at leading neighbor- arch, 
hood house; about.$3,000, fine. — release inM 
Shubert - (Bainbridge * dramatic _ 

stock) = °(1, 400; ‘$5- $1) —“Ladies rof t- 
the Evening. ” Panned by critics, 
but, alded by advent of new leading |. 
lady and second woman, Gladys 
Hurlbut and Ruth. Lee, pulled: some | 

biz;- around $6,000. “Raffles”. for Ronatd Colman _ and 

WEATHER HURTS DENVER} °:,*;, This is © an. exceptional literary 

“Forward Pass” Oke at. $9,600— 
‘Mne-up.' It is understood Howard 

W. B. Revue $6,500 on 2d Week gets $1,500 weekly from: Samuel 

Denver, Jan. AA. 
(Drawing Population, .400, 

Weather: Snow and Cold 
Weather ‘was Near zero for three 

days and with snow and. slippery 
streets grosses were down to some 
extent last week. 

“Show of Shows,” which hung up 
a house record at the Aladdin the 

Literary and Costly 
‘Louis Bromfield, novelist, -will 

collaborate ‘with Sidney Howard, 

to: pictures, starts at $1,000 per... 

- Team’ r Limit Raised 
Hollywood, Jan. 14, 

not. be’ confined to two reels in 
the future. Agreement with M-G. 
is to lay out the pictures with two 

over. Denham, indie stock, is closed, yeels.in mind, but if the material 
maybe temporarily. . | spills over to. let it run. - 

Eatimates for Last Week . 
Th or (indie), (2, 20ND ciate comics will be used in feature | 

well pleased with $9,600. lengths during the year, 
Aladdin (Huffman) 1,600; 35- 50- 

76)—“Show of Shows” (WB). Only |. 
$6,500.on second week; $14, 000_ first 
week a record. ~ 

25- 40- 
65 the Publix) , Cre). Just -ver Twist,” planning to start the 
fair; $19, 200, picture within the next two weeks, 
America (Huffman) (1, 500; 20-35- | Lionel Barrymore directing. Dick- 

60)—“‘Evidence” (WB). Better than en’s story has been adapted by John 
average; $4,500. + ’ 1B. Hymer and Sam Shipman, .. 
enftialto (Pant (1,040; 25-40-50)—| Story was made twice as a silent. 
Mysterious Island’ ms). More | First with Marie Doro and: later 
than usual, $5,000, ‘with Jackie Coogan. No cast as 

yet chosen for its third appearance 
SISTROM AT RADIO on the screen, 

v .Hollywood, Jan. 14.: 
Willlam Sistrom, out as produc-— 

tion head or eines goes to. Radio Hy Daab has left New York to 
as an associate producer. ly 
He is the fifth for this title, the the Coast... at the Radio, outht.on 

—=--others--béing=-Lbou~Sarecky;-Myles-|= 
Connolly, Henry. Hobart and Ber- 
vam Millhauser. _ No assignment 
ye ; 

“wes. “OLIVER TWIST” 
“Hollywood, Jan. 14: 

we Hy ‘Daab on a Look: - 

Titan for Radio. He wants every- 

|spelled with an “1.” 

_ MANKIE EAST 
Herman Mankeweicz, Paramount. a . 

_writer, arrived in New York last M-G will send its “Sea Bat” com- 
. Week, pany, Wesley Rugeles directing, on 

May remain east three months ‘at [location off Mazatlan on the west 
the Long Island studios. coast of Mexico. South sea stuff, 

On Mexican Location 
Hollywood, Jan. 14, 

viduals who: have picture. players | ; 

Due for March Release 

| playwright, on the adaptation . of, 

Goldwyn, while Bromfield, a noyice | 

. Laurel and ‘Hardy comedies will 

Also a ‘probability’ that these two 

M-G will ‘make a. talker of “on. | 

“Daab's the ¢ ziy “who ‘discovered 

one to understand. Titan is: not]. 

7 “Here Tie” . 
Yours Very Truly_- . 

- LITTLE JACK- LITTLE” 
Bigger ‘and better than evér, 
‘Now at Radion.’ Station . ‘WLw. 

‘This is positively my: ‘greatest radio 
season.. 

Mr, Manager: “Nowds the time to|]: 
take advantage of the immediate 
publicity I can’ give my: personal . 
appearance ‘booking. ; 
For open dates ‘correspond with 

1238 Michigan avenue, Cincinnati. 

“RICH” ‘OPENS LIBERTY, 
~ SEATTLE, TO $10, 000) . 7 

| Kinearams 

Seattle,. Jan.. a 

> (Drawing Population, 650,000) 
- Weather: Show’. 

* Diversion for the miavinter show 
‘season was enlivened. by the open- 
ing of: the Liberty’ by. the pioneer 
showmen, Jensen and Von Herberg 
‘the. past. week.“ Opening days to 
capacity with “Rich People” (Pathe) 
the opéner. Wiring results excel- 
lent-and an all sound policy. Scale 
is 15, 265,and 35. House. revamped 
with new seats and wide’ screen. 

. This ‘marks Jensen-Von Herberg's 
‘entry into downtown first run com-. 
petish.: Will book on open ‘mare 
Ret 2 and change. weekly on. ‘Satur- 

a 
Good attractions all over ‘town 

Jast, week but snow and: cold: cut 
attendance,’ street car service. being: 
tied up. 

| “Navy “Blues” vied. with “Hot for | 
Paris" for the high.spot. “Sunny- | 
side. Up” had a great fifth. week at- 

‘the Coliseum. (was three weeks at Lt 
the Fox)... Hamrick’s houses fared 
-okay with “Show of Shows” looking: 
oe for four weeks at the Music 

Ox, 
but Jack Russell's Musical Come- 
-dians are having a hard time get-. 
ting the masses. started again. to~ 

‘| ward. the Pantages. 

Estimates for: L st Week oo 
Seattle’ (Pub) (3,806; 25- 60)— | 

“Condemned"”.(UA). Ron. and Don, 
latter at the organ; $10,000. =: 
- Fifth. Ave. (Fox) (2,500; :26-60)— 
“Navy Blues’  (M-G).- 

cold weather. maybe; $16, 000, *.: - 
Fox (Fox): (2,500; 25- 60)—“‘Hot 

for Paris” (Fox). ‘Liked; $13,800.- 
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (900; 26- 

-50- -7h)—"“Wall Street” (Col). Tense 
picture won approval; $3,600. . 

Music Box (Hamrick) qd, 000: 25- 
60-75)—"Show. of Shows” (WB). 
Good. week again; $6, 250. 

as ‘Liberty (Jensen-Von _Herberg) 
| (2,000;°  15- 25-35)-—"Rich ‘People” 
(Pathe). Reopening’ ‘of old. fav 
house;. 
tising ‘campaign, using -full page 
spreads, two colors, in dailies; good 
at $10;0 

‘ oligeun (Fox) (1, 800; 
“Sunnyside Up” . (Pox), 
fifth week in town; $5,40 

25- 50) 

Orpheum (R-K-O) Q, 760: . 25-60) |. 
Pic- |. —“The . Racketeer” (Pathe), 

‘ture interesting. but .Johnson: and 
‘Olson, with same old laughs, 
brought ‘Jong lines opening days; 

| Manager Sommers" now in charge; . 
"| $16, 000. 

: President: (Duffy) (1,800; 25-$1)—. 
“Let Us Be: Gay” (Duffy Players). 
"Good cast and. class plays ‘booked: 
for future; should build; $3, 100.. 

— 

EDITING “J OURNEY” 
‘Tiffany’ 8 picture version of “J our- 

ney’s End” is in the editing stage. 
Colin ‘Clive, essayer of the Stan- 

hope. role, returned ‘to Europe last 
week after a. rush awl from Lon- 
don. 

‘Tiffany hopes to get the tirst 
print into an English nouse aimul- 
taneously. with the New York pre- 
miere sometime early in March. 
-Plan, also, is to stage the interne.- 
“tional” radio“ hook- “up” the” ‘night™ F 
the dual openings. 

Waxman Next 
-Publicity men are going on the 

swindle sheet. pretty regularly of 
late through trips to the Coast. 

Next is A. P. Waxman of 
Warners. He leaves early next 
month. Jack Warner wants to talk 
it over with A. P, 

“Paramount, Metro, Pathe and U's 

Orpheum was a. big winner 

Haines | 
draws; started great but thinned}. 

‘plugged heavily. in adver-. 

oot ‘for. 

Saas a ND. pect es a 

Chi Neighborhoods Using Big Screens 

Wednesday, January 15, 1930 

As Offset to nn Pre-Release Films. 

co Rebuttal! 

. Hollywood, Jan. 14. 
'Viewers-with-alarm on. some: 

’ air tragedy to argue that pro- 
- ducers should not make gcenes 
: endangering . human ‘life, - In - 
‘ other words, cut out the fly- - 
| ing thrills,-None. of the writers, | 
'. however, argue: that passenger 
transportation should be stop- _ 
. ped ‘after the crash in New ~ 

Mexico a few months ago. | 

_-this city. In°11.months there 
- have been $89. killed in traffic,.. 

_ air‘accidents during the year. 
: C¥ash which took 10 lives, . 
. eight of them picture. people,. 
Was an airplane accident ‘and |: 

- not one staged for a picture . 
-" geene. Producers have the fig=. 
“ures on traffic casualties ready 

| in. case. further - argumenta 
2 against fying scenes: come. up... 

~ STAYING SILENT 

New . [Only - Voicetess: 
Newsreel: in Field 

-inograms ‘is. the only neéwaréel: ‘to. 
| continue’ silent, with no thought ‘on: 
the part of its” heads. to: add: sound. 
immediately, - due .to “cost™ ‘and - the |. 
competition... from. Fox-Movietone, | 

Talking Reporter. . . 
While-it is. hinted that Kinograms | 

may later give itself talking as- 
pects, by having someone speak as 
‘in' U's reel, the chances are’ that. it 
will. remain. silent. 
‘Kinograms: figures. that with other 

newsreel companies “eutting out. 

silents, 2 bigger field will be opened |. 
to. it if it stays away . from sound, 

- local sheets are using: the: Fox: }. 

. &g opposed to 30 fatalities from. |) 

on 7 os _ —______ 

Chicago, Jan, .14,. 
Town is going for. big screens in 
a big way. Plenty. ot neighborhood 
spots /are grabbing” at the ‘idea to . 

|| hold ‘em. from -going down to the 
loop for their. film fare.. 
_ Real rush for wide film. ataited - 
when Emil .Stern’ opened. the new... 
Pantheon with = his Magnafilm, — 
grabbing plenty |, -of publicity. : and" 
ruining ‘biz for his’ competitors on... 
the -north side. PolHowing day, © 
James . Coston “announced. Magna- 
film for three'‘National. playhouses, 
‘the ‘Avalon, Capitol, and Stratford, 

‘Coston: circuit for using. the name — 

‘discevered that his. -copyright. on the oS 
‘title ‘was. not, exclustve.: oT _ 

yo A week’. “later George - Burdick 
} joined’ the big screen procession at. 
the west side American, ‘but, tagged _ 
his spread “Magnascr3en.” Other . 
housés are now taking steps to in-. 

‘ stall the big sheet and. the wide. 
angle projection lenses. Fox Sheri- 

‘has: had for some ‘time. But ‘only, 
now isthe: house’ beginning . to. Se: 
‘Ploit it as a boxoffice draw. wo 

‘Sudden jump to: ‘enlarged. screens. - 
| is. the cheapness. with: which. it: is 

| accomplished. Moe a 
- De luxe loop: housés are ‘not going : 
for the big screens a’ all, being con-. ‘. 
tent to sit’ back ‘with their pre«- 
release: product. © Bvidently © holding -.. 
out for 70. or. 65° mm. film or. noth- me 
ing in leu of. their. first, runs, ' 

a ’s la and Outs 
A list of those. being. fet. ‘out, by . 

M-G-M_ includes. the: name’ of Nils - 
Asther .whose contract, up Jan. 21,.: 
is. not being renewed. ..-Asther isa - 
Swedish ‘actor. brought over Jnee e-@ 
few years ago. 

- Among others being. turnéa’ lage 
. ve ‘are .John Meehan,-. “author, ‘whose 

contract terminated : Jan. 7° Inez | 

Newsreel Truck Overturns Berkey, artist, whose. contract. enda: 

2 Fox-Hearst Men Hurt| 
mae Chicago, Jan. 14. 

While enroute -from Chicago to 
Detroit a Fox-Hearst newsreel truck 
‘oveturned near South Bend, Ind., 
resulting in Bévere. injuries to two 
men and complete. demolition of the 
truck and apparatus by fire. ‘Dam- 
age estimated. at $40,000. ne 
‘Driver and sound man, M. Arey, 

“was severely burned, while Norman 
Alley, cameraman, escaped serious 
injury. 

“Wood for “Kelly”? ? 
Holly wood, Jan, 14.- 

\ 3. P, Kennedy. is endeavoring - to: 
‘borrow Sam Wood from’ M-G to 
direct the revised version of “Queen 
Kelly,” Gloria Swanson picture... ~ 
-Film' again went in for revision 

after a second start had. been ‘made, 
After. several attempts - to" secure 
‘local composers who. could. ‘fit ‘the. 
operatic ‘trend. the picture is now 

~| with: Martin Flavin, 

Jan, 22; Doris Sandford, contract © 
up Jan, 22;. Mary Forbes, contract... 
Fexpiring. Jan. 16; ‘Holmes Herbert, 
through. Jan.. 15; -G@ Sil-Vara; au". 
thor, without options. taken on his 
contract ending Dec..31; Helen Mile | 
lard, actress, out: Jan, 15,. and Edgar 
Smith, who was through Dec, 14. 

As. against. these, -M-G-M ‘had : 
‘ renewed ‘several. ‘contracts, one of 
which : goes :to" the Duncan. Sisters 
for one year, including’ all personal . 
appearances and vaude engage- 
-ments, Agreement. carries an option. 

for an. additional year. 
‘Among other contracts are: those: - 

author-play= : 

| wright, to write ‘adaptations and 
treatments; Jack King, composer; - 

“| Andy Rice, lyricist; William Hurl- 
burt, author-playwright,. under @ 
six mnonths’ contract with an option 
for one year;: ‘George. Wazener, lyre 
icist; a1) come 
poser, and Helen . Johnson, «rtist, 
for “The Song’ Writer,” with a sup- 
plementary ‘agreement covering of< 
tions on services: for a- longer term. 

‘taking, .Kennedy engaged - Franz | - 
Lehar to write'the score in. Berlin. 

construction with Wood kibitzing 
and planning to meg if M-G agrees 
to the temporary transfer. - 

NO REFEREE... 
New ‘York Supreme Court: Justice 

Ford has denied an application by. 
‘Ferdinand V; Lipporjni, Inc., for the | 
appointment ‘ofa referee to take an: 
accounting from. Roberti Natalin1. 

| for. failure to turn over 40% of the 
~} money received by: the defendent in 
‘|the distribution - of motion pictures 

in Cuba and Mexico. °. 
‘Defendant objected to the ap- 

‘| pointment. of a referee on the. 
ground that the plaintiff has not 
showed itself entitled to an ac- 
counting, and because the defend- 
ant 1s suing the plaitniff in the Su- 
preme Court for damages for breach. 
of agreement. 

City Court on a note, 

MUST. FILE NEW COMPLAINT 
William ‘H. Pritchard; suing Ci- 

nema Products for $22,500 commis- 
sions on the sale of $100,000 of 
goods, must file a new complaint, 
‘under a Supreme Court order, 

-Pritchard’s lawyers failed to al- 
lege that he had performed his part 
of the contract. 

' Meanwhile, the story is: in the , 
hands of: Delmar Daves for plot re-]. 

The Luporini com- |_ 
pany is-‘also suing Natalini in the 

MG's) Westerns 
Hollywood, Jan. 14. 

M- G will follow Paramount’s 
lead and increase | its output .of 
‘westerns. ‘Larry - ‘Weingarten, who 
supervised: the Tim: McCoy stories, 

_|is looking for material. : 
An early one will be. pased on the 

biography. of Billy the Kid, , 

- “CASANOVA” IN COLOR. 
Hollywood, Jan. 14. 

Paramount | will do “Loves of 
Casanova,” by Arthur Schnitzler. 
Made in: France asa ‘silent, it was 
brought over under the quota. lawa 
by M- G-M'a year ago and shown in 
the ‘gure-seaters. : Par’s' production, ; 
according to plans, “will make of it 
an all-color picture. 

_ ‘Ludwig Berger, ‘who directed. 
“Vagabond King” for Par, has been 
assigned. No one has been selected 
for the. title part. 

Keaton’s ‘War. Background 
." . Hollywood; Jan. 14. 

PMG will” give a “war background 
to Buster Keaton’s next. Paul: 
Dickey and Al’ Boasberg ' gre now 
creating: a yarn. : . 

Another. Dreésler-Moran | 
‘' “Hollywood, Jan.. 14. 

Marie Dressler and Polly Moran 
are to be featured in another M-G@ 
two reeler. Charles Reisnet is ¢on- 

cocting a story and will direct. 

In the last 10 days of. 199 - | Stern then started suit against the . 

there. were 18 traffic deathg in’ ~ ‘Magnafilm, but dropped it when: he |. 

dan. also has the wide. screen and 
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ORE than: one hundred feature pies 

av tures — ~ all or. part. ‘Technicolor: will. 

tbe playing in | America’s motion witmre. 

theatres. in 1930: : ee opts 

a: year. ago: ‘the: big g hoxtoltice draw was. 

| y “SOUND. ene CE Se 

ee dy ee a is TECHNICOLOR.— a 
Technicolor’s monster advertising. cam- : 

paign began in The Saturday Evening Post, 

“jfissue dated January lith, = 

| Three pages in full color, costing 834 500 

‘for space alone, was the first smash. ‘Three | 

| = -pages more in full color appear two ‘weeks 

oteeteo - ‘later, The: ‘campaign ‘continues all year. AST ine ARE start 

Ay CAN “Deven weep e)> iets (BA 
- ae ‘on . wath SOLS. tt an ne . 

er ™ DIKES Cats oe ae GAN amg oe In addition toe The Post, this tremendous” 
ets Mo’ ‘ore! on ’ . 

| See wie Pa campaign: uses the motion: pieture fan 
~, 5 wi ee tats ‘Winnie: B at 

aa ie 2 ee +‘ | _‘magazines— Photoplay, Picture Plays 
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en gaia (cate : Motion Picture Magazine, Motion Picture 
an a Po nt . | nee sock ont re usenet a Classic, Screenland, Screen Book, Sereen 
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. with or _ - 

Mo BRE gogo eteOSETT | Secrets and Film Fun- spreading the news 
< i 

had my cs ‘gis 

—— ering th es | of Technicolor pictures to a total of twenty-=- 
ue — L CR . 

tase paton Fe five million readers. Yesterday, today, to- 
x Boer ' 
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cna De aw a Sand morrow. 
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a ae gi neil, — a From now on, they'll know all about the 

ene Borden arc Biche” latest Technicolor Pietmres. They’ be. 
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- Glyn. kate hier 3 plenty of “iv in the t 

: Warner’ Baxter heads the cast. oo 

includes Catherine Dale: ‘Owen 

_Hedda Hopper, Alberf Conti. 

itof“Romance of | 

eno and Tom 
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MEN WITHO
UT WOME

N 

: Movietone masterpiec
e of the U. S.. Sub- 

"marine Service. Directed. by John Ford, the
 

Gold Medal director, with Kenneth Mac- 

“Kenna, Farrell Macd
onald, Frank Albert

son, 

_ Walter. ‘McGrail, : Pau
l Page. Watch this 

~~ remarkable drama l
and among the 

| 

ten best pictures of 1930! | ) 
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Behind the Keys 
Hopewell, va. Steubenville, ‘O. 

. which aspires. to be|- C. _M. Urling announced. he has | 
acquired the property adjoining his 
Rex theatre and will construct, a 
theatre on. the site. : 

ford.’ 
‘Ezra Skirboll 

abandoned. his small town - 

atre, Montrose, Cal, over to R. 

Hopewell, 
‘Virginia’s foremost industrial town, 
will have a new theatre’ remodeled 
out of the Woodworth building at 
Broadway and’ Hopewell - streets. 
‘Frank Harris, also operating. the 
“Strand in Hopewell and the Palace, 
Petersburg, will. wire the house and 
open it in February as the’ New. 
Harris. . 

from E, L. Franck. 

oe  Perttora, N.C De. 
“malker competition: is too. strong | : 
to. permit rejuvenation of the Rex) 
theatre here: as a silent house. © It 
expired last, summer: after ‘a jam 
with the Charlotte, N. C.; film. board 

Jof trade. . Straightened out, house, 
only one in town, | couldn't stand 

ferred from management of: the: Best | wire competition’ of 12:and. eight 

theatre to the Publix-Saenger house: miles. ‘away and has closed: again. 

at Alexandria, La. Robert Drake] . , 
succeeds him here. | 

——— 

Robert. Falton, 
: Princess, 

. 

-Pine Bluff, Ark. 
Robert Hampton has. been trans- 

from. the Fremont; Fremont, Neb. | 
ae, 

Rockford, ‘ TN. 
"Middletown, 0. 

Publix ‘ts reported. leasing’ for 25 
‘Tyears house of 2,000 capacity ‘pro- 
posed. for construction in. this town. 
Cost claimed. at t $500, 000, 

Clarinda, ‘Ia. 
Fire in operating booth of the 

Armory theatre Jan. 2 caused $2,000 | 
damages to films and equipment. 
‘Theatre was empty. . i 

arn 

Indiana. He will. headquarter. 
—_ 

; ; "pine Bite, Ark, ee 
1 A, Brown Parkes; manager: of the 

‘Saenger here, goes to the Saehger~ 
Publix in Hattties urs, Miss. . 

foo houses ‘te supervise, es on 

i ; Burlington, Ia. ‘, 
Claire Stover, organist at the} 

Rialto for two years, has been ap- 
‘pointed assistant manager of Blank’s |: 

Palace in Burlington. 

a Palm Beach, Fla! 
J. 2, Bienen has. been named 

manager of the Publix- ‘Beaux Arte) ma ; 
‘ ptye ~ southern | ‘California’ indie . theatre: here. . ( 

Sle | houses under new management for. 

Buffalo, N.Y. [the new year. Herman Schwartz 
Seneca, new -Publix’ house in has sold the local Gem theatre to 

. South Buffalo, opened Jan. 11 on a|Paul Neuerburg. Harry . H. Hicks 
““gtraight sound policy, Shea Oper- is appointed manager. .. |. 

Ogden, ‘Utah. 

ye D. “Marpole, of San Francisco, 
sueceeds F. L, Clawson as, manager, 

; of the. local Public. Orpheum. " 
oN o | e ——. J ws al: 

Los” lAngeles! 

‘signed. Milton’ Nichols,.. 

him.- 

at 

‘former house from the: Knights 
Columbus: for ‘a reported $40, 000. 

1 
! 
, : dential distilet, 

- PICTURES . 
November by Lambert and Shackel- 

has apparenitly 
chain 

ideaby turning the Montrose the-. 

‘Houck -after a month’s operation. ¢ 
J. A. Lisy has taken. over the Mis- 

sion theatre (600),- Glendora, Cal, 

La-Mesa is the new. fame given 
the Davis theatre, Mesa,- Cal., by 

|C. BE. Lewinson and C. E, Gleason, |: 
who take it over from R. iW. Davis. ; 

 Stoux: City, : Ta. 
Manager of. the’ 

goes to the. ‘Broadway 

(Publix),, Council Bluffs, Ia.¢ Fulton 
is. succeeded here by F. C.: Croson, 

“Louis St: Pierre, local. city “man- 
ager ‘for Publix, has. been promoted 
‘to | district ‘Manager for northern. 

the’ New Colfax, South Bend, “with | 

~ re ‘Waterloo, Ya: 
William: Gotlter, manager of the} 

.| Palace and Waterloo Theatres, un- 
-der the Diebold interests, | has re-| 

assistant 

manager at, ithe Paramount, succeds 

i ” Charies 5 City, Ta. 
Mrs: J. C.. Norman; operating’ the |’ 
Gem. theatre in connection with the 
Hildreth theatre, has purchased the 

‘Wednesday, Januaty. 15,. 1990 

cently opened in the ‘Hotel “Arie 
building by Elmer Domlonavit; ‘dam- 
aged beyond repair by fire of. ‘"n- 
known origin the first week house 
was opened. 

- Domianovit' was operating | the 
machine when the film burst into 
flame. Fire was. confined’ sto ithe 
booth and’ the manager escaped 
without serlous’ injury. | 

Hearing on Colo. Sunday 
Law Comes Up Jan. 20 

Denver, Jan, 14, 
District Attorney J.. A, Phelps, 

of Ordway, has’ dug up a 70-year- 
old Sunday: blue Jaw as a Christ- 
mas -present for ‘the . amusement 
-pusiness in Colorado. Law pro- 

. [vides fines of from $50 to $100 for. 

BE. 

Réatetord; mn. i 
Contract for the new irl ‘the- 

atre will be let late* this: month: |’ ‘atre,. ‘Ordway, Colo.,. “was arrested: 
Work. scheduled to start: ‘Feb. 4. ‘ana. ‘tried’ before: a liberal. “minded - 
Theatré will seat675. J. _Wataon . of judge who | “alamiased the case. 
Freeport lessee and operator. .° “> .'lewever, the D. A. appealed and 

- bef he: Sprinkle: a, ot. a |-the ease will be argued: efore t 

18 “Construction: early. this year -o Supreme: Court Sani 20, + 
vaudfilm house ‘to seat:’2,600, “an- |..”: 

“[nounced. here, by, Phil ‘Chakerea, ‘of | ° “CARTOON BANKRUPTCY 
‘\the  Springfie eatrés sidieare of the Schine | es Out-of-the-Inkwell Films, Inc., 
is set at: $750, 000. # 

: the: Sabbath, | 

i zcartoon, New York, filed a. 
petition. in bankruptcy . ‘The Laurier,. Publix éwnea: 

at socket, R. 1, closed Jan. 11, 

Booth operators . 
creasé of $2.50 awe 
an equal increase 
under the terms - 

urt -for specific per- 
nd” an accounting. 

B-K Pp, A. S CHANGE 
* Chicago, Jan. 14. 

| the operators’ cuttin ‘hake. 7 
Operators had ‘been: figntive for a 

‘six day week ‘with no: increase,’ ex-. 
cept extra pay. for the -half hour 
‘they’ work before actual: filming. 
Under the new contract ‘they will 

| still continue to ‘work seven: days 

send Henry Kahn to Detroit as as- 
sistant .to . David’ Lipton.” Milton 
Levy steps into Kahn’s post as ag- 
sistant to Les Kaufman, seneral: ex- 

of 

ating (o., managing. ‘House ‘seats: “Divisign.: theatre, Lo pAn ele, has yee oa oe Madrid: Jay | But with the. nun of. taking /one pleitation; man.. fey 

- about;2,000. and ‘is“located in roe ea réqpened. by H.- akefmar} New. proiection machine ang soupd. day off a. week: minys: pay,”.. Upion'| ‘€. A. Leonard, “haniling MeVick- 
wy “refused to. neBotiate iwithi the” indie er’s, takes “over’, the ‘local , United 

4 \ ay nd 9. 3) equipment in: the Lyon 
\ axis 

‘Wa Hlangerson. ° “Glosed - ‘im 

: —_ , Recording. and. 
[| OE * Reproduc ing 

Equipment 
oh 

De ‘Luxe 

Producers and Exhibitors Alike. . ‘must con- 

i sider. ‘Sound Quality ; above- every. other detail . 

lof Production ind. Exhibition. . . .: The Public 
is “Sound; Wise” and. ‘Tonal Quality i is: ‘Indispens-. 

| able ‘to, Suctebs, _ i 

Jan 7 POWERS CINEPHONE RECORDERS. Photo- 
graph on. Film Every Delicate Inflection of the 

Human Voice. ‘and All Notes of All Instruments: 

with Clear, Full-Toned Fidelity. 

: 
ae ¢ Al . 

‘ ' 

t 

; ears (POWERS: iGINEPHONE ‘THEATRE. EQUIP- = 
Ti oO a. “MENTS Reproduce Every Sound : Recorded on. 

\ Bila or -on ‘Discs. with ‘Crystal- Clear: Clarity— 
ithout Distortion at ‘High Point! Volume. | 

: : ° , POWERS ‘GINEPHONE nstills. “A. Dominant. 
“Personality into. the Picture and the Playhouse.” 

Converiient New 

PAY: AS YOU PLAY| 
, Plan Now Available 

ry 
a . _ . vo 

e : : t 
species ee Saeercasee aot Seis ‘ 

Recording Equipments or on 

Daily or Yearly Period. - 

, _ Eeages, 7 
’ Powers Building . 

723 Seventh Avenue New. York City, N. Y¥. 

tre, re 

.| | | first ‘of. its radio. broadcasts’ today 

POWERS, CINEPHONE EQUIPMENT ¢ CORP. 

group. and forced: then; te! .accept ‘Artists; leaving Lloyd tewis to look 
‘the. same terms. after the Chicago and Roosevelt. 

FILM THEATRE ON HOOKUP” 7 
“Paramount, . Brooklyn, . held the 

Laughlin Coastbound 
Chicago, Jan..14. 

Jack Laughlin, B, *& K.: stager, 
who came over to. the organization 
when it acquired the: Marks Bros,’ 
‘houses, is leaving April 1 upon ex- 
-Piration of his.contract, - ~ 

. Laughlin returns to the ‘Coast to 
go With Fox, on the studio end. 

(Tuesday): from” the stage of ‘the 
theatre. Program was chained over 

Columbia “System, , through | 
‘WAEC. i oy 

fl Bight mikes. arourid She ‘theatre | 
| picked up’ the customers’: voices ‘as: 
7 they, sang 3. theme SON. ; 

Wi ORTHWEST NAME. CHAN aks 
. Publix will ‘change, the names of |: 
“[) its Seattle and ‘Portland : theatres; 
|} in those cities, to Paramount, This 
‘L}is in accordance with an. adopted 

policy. for major. theatres. through- 
‘out ‘the: circuit: * 

These northwest. changes wail be. 
. made immnediately, : ; 
Abo: en) 

_ Behrman on “Lilioni” , 
Hollywood, Jan. 14. 

Sam Behrman is due here Feb, 1 
‘to join ‘the Fox writing staff, First 
‘assignment will be the dialog -for 
“Liliom” and Janet Gaynor. Sonya 
Levien preparing, the’ Screen -treat- 
‘ment.’ 
 fayden Talbot, Enelish play- 

‘wright, has joined the Fox writers. 

; Jack Gohn West 
Hollywood, Jan. 14. 

- ‘Jack Cohn, of Columbiaj. is due 
here Jan. 22. 

Leaves New York this Saturday. 
Harry ‘Cohn may return east with 

; Byrne at Beacon . - 
| - John J. Byrne, ‘of Newark, has | ; 
teen appointed , ‘BY: . “Harry. : y. 

‘| Charnas, as - ‘manager’. of : the ‘lately |" 
| ]/opened Warner's Beacon, New York, 

| to. succeed Charles G.. Garfield. 

| BESSIE LOVE: 

“Road ‘Show” 
MGM Picture. 

Used Exclusi vely 
i Freedom fom “Make-Up ‘Conisciousness” gives an opportunity to portray - 

straight characters in a: true-to-life way, 96% of Hollywood? 8 stars. have 
found this an important quality of Max Factor’s Make-Up. . 

- When you see Bessie Love in “Road Show,” note the perfect make-up. 
and remember it is Max Factor’s. 

tion. Address: Special Service Make- Up De Dept. MAX. FACTOR MAKE-UP 
STUDIO, Brie) EEXWOOD, CALIF, 

At Alt Leading nts Stores 

pS re tetas Di 

Max Factor’ S. ‘Max Faetor’s 
PANCHROMATIC . Theatrical Make-Up 

_nd TECHNICOLOR FOR THE STAG 
/MAKE-UP | 
for the screen. 

theatres, elreuses, ete, operating on 

'D.. J, .Mooney’ of the Princess the- « 7 

roducers of Max Fleischer’s | ani: ; 

Liabilities: were listed. at . 
and assets" ‘unknown, Pe- - “ a 

Further B. & K,. publicity changes .. 

‘Max Factors Make-Up 

Your i uiry on any makeup problem will receive. immediate. attention, No obliga- 

._.Hollywood. Bird. : at. Highland. 4 Ave... ck 

wet Sal a lt le cl 
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TRADE PAPER 

HEADLINES 
tell the story y of _ 

boson eg 

Pe ite tea 

FP mcHrY” IN aed WEEK AT RIVOLL NEW TORK | 
__ (2100 seats) BEATS HOUSE RECORD BY ¥sisso01 | 

” VARIETY’S ANNUAL POLL SHOWS GEORGE BANCROFT | 
“FILMDOM'S LEADING BOX OFFICE STAR! | 

| CRITERION, N Y. SMASH OPENINGS IN OTHER CITIES 31 | 

| PARAMOUNT T THEATRE, NY., WITH “POINTED HEELS” | - 
Tors Au PREVIOUS | RECORDS B BY r $6, 01 

~ “VAGABOND KING”ACCLAIMED AT COAST PRE-VIEWS | 
_ GREATEST ALL-TECHNICOLOR HIT TO DATE! , 

f§ SMART EXHIBITORS GRABBING PARAMOUNT’S NEW | 
11 HITS FOR SPRING RELEASE AT RECORD SPEED! 
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Party Gir? Is Daringly Different Motion. 

By REGINA CREWE, 
Melon Eleturé Edlter N. ¥. American. 

N “Party Girl” a picture that 
- fe rather daringly different 

‘has come to the screen of the 
‘Galety Theatre, 

And it promises highly 
‘for subsequent. productions Irom 
the group that sponsors it— 
Tiffany. | 
Toned down: for screen -pur- 

poses: the. story is about: “call”. 
oy “party” girls. who earn their 
purple and fine lingerie by en- 
taining tired businessmen. They 
ave listed In the files of an in- 
dustrious lady who objects to 
heing called “Madam,” and who 
aurvanges patties for business 
organizations entertaining buy- | 
ers, - It is the work of the girls 
to sce that orders come the way | 

‘of the host. For this they. are 
well paid and in addition are 
enabled to co quite a lot with a 
side line. 

Excitement Aplenty 

’ Against this background -is 
discovered a triangle consisting 
of young Douglas Fairbanks as 
the wild son of é ‘menufact 
who disdains to do business 
through party girls, the father’s 
secretary, Jeanette Loff; 

Judith Barrie, one of, the pa: 
racketeers. ‘The poy is trické 
into marrying Judith, wha, 
explained, is rather. ‘ba 
need, of a husband just at the 
time. There, plenty: ‘of x> 
citement ‘and lots of: “at in the 
picture, 

Miss Loff, one of the screen's 
most beautiful blondes,’ con= 
tributes the best work she has 
-thus. far. offered, and In addi. 
tion surprises even her. friejds 
with the tonal qualities of a 
most cimpatica ‘voice, .Doub te 

to 
whom. the son Is. erigaged, andy, 

RAL BRING THEM 
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SILVERMAN 
of VARIETY” The New Photoplay 

—_$—— 
‘Party ‘Girl? Jazz. Story of Modern Business, 

on View at the Gaiety. | | 
Tiffany, has. taken the. jazz atmosphere of movie “college 

Stories and transferred it, theme songs and all, to.a tale of 
“idodexn. business. | “Party: Girl," now at.the Gaiety, preaches 
. little-sermon on tlie business methods, of this country. If, as 
‘jt wwould-seem, the wheels of industry are turned only by’ gin, 
‘the Wall Street crash came none too. soon. - 

RICAN | 

“A WARM 
PICTURE ONA 
WARM SUBJECT 
THAT WILL 

IN” 

SA MONEY/’ 
PICTURE. 

NOY AME gO 

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS INC. 
729 SEVENTH AVE. NEW YORK CITY. 
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Conway Teil 
‘Virginia Valli 
Ricardo Cortez 

“A Smashing Special For, Exploi- “The Lost Zeppelin,” Cinema 
tation, as S ow . by Boston. Run : pifany’s .all-talking special, “The 

Where All Records Were. Virginia Vail and” Rlearae Cortaz, Thnely in {ts subject and-Almost colts, 
Broken. oe ore tae Ree wo is tne ‘Lost Zeppelin, tow ta be sel , al the Park ‘Theatre. -Even the fa 

CASH IN NOW} weenie BOSTON Recorded. by RCA Photophone, AM ER ICAN 

sit PACKS ’EM IN ht to. keop the Park, ‘Theater _& taeda 
fwded for weeks. It is that goad, .. a 

i “eat Zoppelin’ fi vp tr yNnmarrNNienneommm Al PARK te. in ite. use of -alrsiips, ee oo , SaRNED © 

, dialogue and ‘sound... Some EXAMUIN ER — : — 
@ moat fascinating scenes sho _ a earns of adyenture and of 

Atl deg of some of the hardships & love, of ‘the great. open 
that. rmander | spaces ahd of polar expldration, . 

Miring: his’ presen}: 1 to ' ‘are among the highlights of | 
Bouth Poles; given in “The Lost; “The Lost Zeppelin,” now being 

BOSTON Zeppelin,” which today optnetr on the Shown At thé Parle est nad 
, QR A N S C T asa Rfsthd Marlon Davie _ enthusiasm, “The Lost Zeppelin”. 

IR | ‘established itself in (he matter 
of merité The-ending of the pic- 
‘ture ig filled with dramatic 
power, ; , 

Lou da 
”. ig (4 

o i) px 

dif necessary whet the cred Coog" 85) og .. “The Lost: Zeppelin” ts caltu- Picture ost Tated. to do: all thess.things and exploit 
i all these scare-head ‘Jtems; - ‘That It- docs 

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS INC. 
729 SEVENTH AVE. NEW YORK CITY. 



“LADRONES” (NIGHT ows) 
All Spanish Dialog 
With. Stan Laurel Sand Oliver Hardy 
Comedy 
36 Mins. 
Loew’s 116th St., New ‘York 

Roach Metrotone 
Spanish version of a regular 

Laurel-Hardy two-reeler padded out. 
to four reels. Rates very good for. 
Spanish speaking neighbs in the U, 
S., but has no native Spanish at- 
mosphere. 

Real Spaniards will Nkely squirm 
at the enunciation of their tongue: 
and the interjection. of several. Eng- 
lish words may complicate. things, 
but it doesn't make.much difference 
as, in the Bnglish’ print; neither 
comic talks any more than he has 
to. 

There's a difference between 
Spanish speaking. neighbs and real 
Castillians. Locals in this prticular 
sector are mostly Mexicans, .Portu- 
guese, Porto Ricans, Filipinos’ and 
West Indians speaking Spanish dia- 
lects. True Spanish to them. is as 
strange as. English,. so. they enjoy: 
both no matter how or when spoken 
when presented. as entertainment} 
because they consider | ‘themselves 
part of one or ‘poth—- Spaniards and 
Americans, But this short proved. 
the theatre’s biggest draw, break- 
ing records on a two-day stand. . 

It’s a skit about a police chief. who 
ig rankled over a paper headline 
inferring hig possible ousting. . He 
takes it out on goofy cop.. Latter, 
to make good, convinces Laurel. and. 
Hardy to frame a robbery. They 
pick the chief’s house, 80. everybody. | . 
ends up wrong. 

Disregarding dialog, comedy. pan- , 
tomime itself'is good” hoke. Dialog 
is down to a minimum, most of it 
being expostulatory idioms,.. single 
words. or very brief phrases,. ‘making 
picture mostly pantomime with 
sound. 

Customers’ reaction was tabbed 
in the following lobby remarks: 

“Pretty punk. Actors show 
knowledge of Spanish.” . 

“Not so bad, but if they want to 
make géod Spanish pictureg, why 
not use Spanish actors. I never 
knew that: the words ‘block’ and 
‘change’ were Spanish.” 

“Splendid. Give us some more.” 
“Fun, especially in this neighbor- 

hood.” 
“I Hike very much always Spanish 

—and how!” 

no 

“THE BARBERS’ COLLEGE” 
Comedy 
12 Mins. 
Colony, New: York 

Pathe 
Another of the George LeMaire- 

short series for Pathe, along the line 
LeMaire is establishing. Where that 
has proven ‘acceptable previously 
this one‘ will do. It is low comedy 
all the way, much of. it rough and) 
most of it messy slapstick. Behind: 
the keys it should. almost be certain 
with its laughs. - 
A husband's. continual . absence 

from home an@ a suspiciotis wife is 
explained: through attending a bar-. 

. bers’ School, to graduate and take 
up that. art, ‘THe barbers’: school, 
on graduating day with ‘the léectur- 

. ing professor getting the‘ bird: three |. 
. times from. a scholar, much: to; the 
evident. delight ‘of. the: remainder. of 
the class- and audience... ’. 
Then to thé regular: ‘barber shop, 

‘with George LeMaire aa the straight | 
and Lew ‘Hearne: the comedy bar~ 
ber. Commences: the, slapstick. Cus- 
‘tomers are cyt, have their faces 
cemented wheh asking for a mud 
bath and their hair clipped. all: off 
for 2 Hairot. * 

. The twife adopts ‘a ruge to hear 
what’ - her ‘husband thinks of her 
‘while. She is preparing for a close 
bob.-in: hig. chair with, a towel over 
cher fade, 
‘him around: ‘and finally knocks him | 
out, Before that finish occurs, Le-. 
‘Maire -has*manhandled a’ couple: of 
customers, giving’a stew an internal 
highball when hé insists that the 
barber’s concoctions on the shelf. 
are liquor bottles, The highball 
starts with a piece of ice down his. 
throat, with the liquor. following and. 
his head then shaken. 7 

Not exhllirating: exactly, but hold-' 
ing several laughs even for the hard 
boiled. Sime. a! 

«DRUMMING iT IN” 
With Raymond McKee . 
Two-reel Comedy 
17 Mins. : 
Loew's New York, N. ¥. 

- Educational 
Very weak comedy. two- reeler. 

only suitable for the smallest of the 
wired houses. : ... 

Material must have been’ scarce’ to 
have filmed thig one. Harks back 
to sloppiest of ‘slapstick and the 

“—thinnest~of: ‘situations:-=-Dverything- 
. revolyes around the silly romance of 
‘a vich uncle's. nephew. and steno, 
culminating in. a: palatial country 

= home with the old’ man trying to 
keep them from marrying-and, as a 

- result, chasing them all over the 
“house, the preacher. conducting the 
ceremony on the run. 
Jack White pruduced and: Mckee 

and his. support cast, including -Lor~ 
| Byrie Duval and. Philip Smiley, do 
yothing to establish themsélves indi-’ 
Vvidually. “Char. 

és 

Tn | 
: Strand, iNew York 

‘11 clips, all interesting. from. either. 

Wire. 

‘killed when ‘his car. overturned: dur- 
crack Italian: cavalry ||. 

‘before giving.-each other- the: works} ; 

As narrowly averted. .. . } 
by’ arrange-. 

‘ment with NBC,’is the “talking re- J. 

-building. up the shots" for ‘nore . in- 

the pictured scenes, to make you 
el acl without | 

| does not. shaw at: anytime, : 
' Jf Mr, McNainee can do: chat at: the 

| der are of the: library sort, «vith: the. 

| McNamee’s added salary to the sil 

{aS a silent. screen name. Better, for 
. small than the big houses, © 

: She hears plenty, chases’ 

‘| sterile in idea and execution ‘of: the 

, screen ‘importance and ‘a dramatic 
. | actress of :much charm and talent. 

Theré must prestmably be a wide- 

| ‘angle, should: be given consideration. 

FI 

Shorts 
_ UNIVERSAL. NEWSREEL 
Newscasting. .- oe, 
9. Mins. . ; 7 

Universal | 
‘First of. U's “talking . reporter” 

newsreels, ‘with Graham. McNamee, 
was given its first: general. release 
last Thursday (Jan. 9). -It ‘obtained 

a news, action.or laugh. standpoint, 
and good: anywhere ‘where . there’ 8. 

Outstanding . shots. were: “those 
showing a. British racing. - driver 

ing. a.-race;. 
‘going. through their stunts; shot. of 
the White House after the fire; Jap 
wrestlers .kowtowing to each other 

stunts on a pole stretched across. a 
‘swimming’ pool, and an. interesting | 
speed’ boat: race in: which ay calliston: 

,Graham McNamee, 

porter,” .and: “does. ‘a Heat job. of it,- 

terest than they w ould normally rer 
ceive, 
“Fact that the’ ‘Bhots were net ‘abal- | 

bly recorded was: given no attention, 
‘and it. proved.a pleasing. entertainer. : 
‘when previewed at this ‘house... . 

1) will - jasue:’the néywereel ’: “bis 5 
‘|-weekly; -In New York ‘the local 
“Evening. World’! is’ -credited- as: 
‘working in ‘conjunction: with Uz-.-U | 
has also hooked up With. 52° “other 
dailies throughout, 
which: will, ibe credited in their re-, 
spective towns. - a 4 

“With its’ ‘silent. newsreel and’ Gra- 
ham, McNamée : giving -. it’ sound 
through speech,” Universal’ appears. 
to have ‘something worth ‘while, as|{ 

A. talker ‘which’! ican get=by in:the .. a newsreel and a comedy possibil- 
ity. In this week's issue; Universal's: 
first. with the famed announcer, 
McNamee, while getting away: from 
the .“‘caption”. idea. in talking, nas’ 
not: ‘gone in for any verbal. comedy. 
socks, He has just made it inter- 
esting enough and holds‘ sufficient 
attention. without detracting .from 

almost forget. this ré 
actual. sound: ‘attached 

outset, he is limitless. when grasping. 
the full scheme -and-its .opportuni- 
-tles for kidding, which. will often 
arise. 
hook-up- 
World.” 

‘Several ‘goad newsy. clips; : one. ‘of | 
a baby christening’ :in an ‘alrplahe 
and the most important as well 46 
sightly, the sgoiety ite carnival- held [: 
in New York. Other than. a, couple 
‘of more spot “news events, retipine: 

The\New. ‘York Universal 
is with’ “The. Evening 

Colony: seemingly running. the entire 
‘reel. That was sensible, but perhaps 
with McNamee talking, necessary. - 
Anyhow, Universal seems to have 

hit upon something, with .perhay DS 

ents making up the’ difference now- 
adays . of’: turning: out . newsreels 
sound as‘ against the production 
cost of silents, ve Sime. 

BLANCHE. SWEET 
“Always Faithful”. 
Sketch . 
16 Mins... 
Strand, New: York. 

Vitaphone No. 3334 
’ One of those nondescript dramatic 
‘pilis leaving the perplexed spectator 
wondering on the point’ or moral, if 
any. Nothing to recommend it ex- 
cept the interest in Blanche Sweet 

‘A wife contemplates but does not’ 
‘consummate infidelity. “It. is: never. 
‘made clear that the husband,. seated 
‘in a high~back ‘chair, has‘ héard. the 
damaging ¢vidéhce or was: agleep all’ 
the while. True, hé does. throw. the 
boy.-friend’s overcoat out: the’ ‘wine 
dow when the wife isn’t looking, but 
the symbolism is entirely too vague 
and befogged to risk interpretation. 
Three characters,.two men and/ 

“Miss ‘Sweet;- and all -simply” -conver= 
sational:” automatons.’ Hopelessly 

eternal triangle. It ig an unhappy | 
‘medium for introducing. Miss Sweet 
to talkers. - 
‘In her time -Miss.. Sweet . ‘was of 

‘spread remembrance. of her and this 

Land. ; 

COW. CAMP BALLADS 
Comedy with Songs. . 
10 Mins.- 
Stanley, New York 

Paramount 
2.xReleased-several.months.. ago,this: 
probably hag played through the 
largér stands -by now: Well: made 
and suited to any house without be- 
ing particularly distinctive. —- 
A quartet of cowhands Is re- 

hearsing several ballads prepara- 
tory to leaving’ for Hollywood to. 
erash: talking pictures. : . The ‘strvan- 
gers who approach the ranch owner 
for. jobs, ‘and ‘are refused, join the 
cowhands and ‘deliver ‘a ‘couple of 
their. own number's, One-is the 
highlight among the short's interest- 

|. of a murder without detectives, — 

} women in this. talker, 

the country, |. : 

| . Haines—no- ‘chance.: < 

.{ while. all-dialog, oddly enough - de- 

7. ‘|they formerly’ swallowed the silent 

L Me REVIEWS 
| [HER PRIVATE AF FAIR 

(ALL DIALOG) ” Miniature Reviews 
: Hardl Lahde ugtion Diets py Paul. stain my DE a . au ein 

Fim" ‘reviews. in this ‘from 3 a award waragoh epta- | 
‘ ” - ion. of the. orl. Bernstein. yp : 

issue’ of “Variety” are here” || Right to Kill." Dialog. directed by Rollo 
eonaeneess ecording, to. j > thie | Lioyd. Comeramen, _ Pave Abel. goound 
opinion.- 0: ariety’s” review- |} men, Dy. A. Phe own, 

ers, ‘This. will be continued || $9r: eas’ yan. io. “Bunting. tvse, 70 
weekly.’ : . minutes, ° 1 

érdin | Vera’ "Hessler, cosssecehies ic, sADN Hi 
veoad ‘Harry eo Jud Kesnler. ace 

4 Sark well Hee 

Pull eviews as heréin.. - 
: printed are: written in: the: 
usual style: end: Tength. . M 

. “Her: Private Affair” athe). | 
- Strong drama of a wife who.. 
' forgot “but not for too Jong;. 

: Pathe has. a: peach of. a ster ‘in 
and. Ann. Harding.’ With Miss ‘|}/ Ann Harding, one of the few legits. 
“Harding's. fast developing ‘||:-who have been able to break through: 
screen popularity and splene || the talkers to boxoffice popularity. 
aid performance, she is. the: In. “Her Private Affair,” Miss Hard- 

* pieture; and may’ be heavily, ing is well fitted-and she plays the 
* boom d. “There ig an appe 1 to: | sane wrong wife as well. It’s good: 
. a Pperl to’: |).arama for anywhere and where Miss. 

“|| Harding. is not'as yét b.o. “heavy, the. 
picture can stand-its own exploita-: 

j tion. ‘Women may; ke mgre attracted 
by. the‘story than'the men... — 
_ ‘The- wife after a spat with her 
‘husband-Judge, goes to Italy. There 
she :meéeta. arid falls ‘for a. society 
‘blackmailer. She writes letters to 
him. But she leaves him a4s-she met 
him, for which, later, she has cause 
:to' be. thankful. He folloiys her back, - 
blackmails her for: money, as he did. 
‘to:, ather women, hut unlike the 
others, he also-;wants the wife. When 
‘forcing “her. to ‘come ‘to his. apart- 
ment, and she has to. maneuver’ to | 
leave the -opera.-to. do ‘that, she- 
‘shoots ‘him | ‘with | his. own gun ina 
struggle. ‘ae ae 

- ‘The. man’s valet . ia. arrested. ana 
|| tried before the.same. judge. A jury 
‘| aequits’ him. .-Méanwhilé, the wife. 
.| hag left her husband; conscience and. 
terror stricken, but -her crime re- | 
mains: a. tnystery.: <On & New Year's 

| Eve, when the Wife. is inVveigled to a 
| nite club celebration, she meets the 

{| valet, who. makes her ,confess, and. 
I méets: at: the same ‘time -her hus- 

band, to. whom she ‘confesses. | ; 
-In between are scenes of the 

gaiety in the restaurant: and the 
court: room. Besides .a.story that 
Hever becomes as tense as it should 
‘have been, as.taken from the stage | 

| play, “The Right ‘to ae 

“Glorifying .. the . American 
-Giel” ; (Par), - Only ‘moderate 

*. entertainment ~ and” ‘runs: 96 
- minutes, Exploitable but can’t: 
meet: guperlatives: 1 it. ‘given. in 

“piling: 
“The Aviator” (Ww. B.). Aver- 

age. programmer with. laughs. | + 
Sate: enough all over.” 
_ “Behind -the Makeup” (Par). 
Backstage talker okay. for all” 
over, :‘but: : beat - “possibilities 

. away fromm: ‘key ‘stands. oo 
’ “Navy Blues (M-G). Holds - | 

: little outside the Haines and« : 
- Anita Pagé names.” But that’s* 
enough. ‘Where they don’t like ; 

-“Bhaze.o? Glory”. "{Sond-Art). 
-Reedited into- fair -Programer — 
for. average. house.’.- -. 
“The: Rampant “Age” (Con 4 
7 ‘tinental).... . Weak indie all-. 

“ dafiy \. ehlanges and. ; lesser” 
houses, partly on the title, —— 

ing: _assortmenit. of ‘yanch; ‘‘ballads— 
a wailing ditty titled “Bu-l-o0-0-d.” 
Owner, irritated by t the® noise, fires: 

ance. be 

‘des it: ‘alone? and ‘she’ “alway. h 
the’ sympathy of :the. audience.. 

- | Henry Bannister‘as the Judge turns 
Jin a fine piece’of. “work with a voice. 

. | that will cafry him a long distance. 
“in high on the talking screen. Other 
‘{roles were: ‘Well, done “by. ‘Elmer Bal- 
lard as thé; valet. and.:Kay Ham- 

them. brea ing ‘into’ nastier “ballad, . 
with the éwner joining the; ¢! us. 
Song nuthbers, make. .the- short... 
rected ‘by: Robert c. Brice. ae 

mo, “Bong.” 

STAR cet Be 
een, Vice oF alysoa” 
4 ; morid: as a social. 'erienias 

eae ¥ . : Prog uction of : ‘the finished sort, t 

‘ ee. withoxpent Sime. Colony, ‘New’ You 
tet Tec: ; ‘it. 

A novelty. ‘short’ ‘goad aiiywhere. 
Full of interest, action and “naniés.” 
If the first of this’ character, ' it's 
almost sure to catch. on; if it can be 
followed. by others. The announcer, 
‘Reginald’. Denny, “yientioiied ‘that: 
anyone -in’ ‘the audiénce wishing ‘to 
ask’ question on pictures could aa- | 
-dressi the letter’ to S-T+A-R, care 
-of .the. theatre where seen, ‘and it 
would be answered. This suggests. a 
national hookup with ‘STAR of 
Hollywood. This isa second review, 
ynrequested. 

. iiredtion., © va 
x- Soa (oe! 

Glorifying -Amefican, Girl 
(ALL. DIALOG) 

: (5% Color) 
"Paramount production and release, fea- 
turing Mary: Eaton.’ Directed. by’ Mile. 
lara ‘Webb..° Story by J. .P. McEvoy and 
Millard..Webb,.". Music and lyrics by Wal- 
‘ter Donaldson, . Irving ‘Berlin, Dave Stam-: 
per ard Larry Spier. Ballet: ensembles by 
‘Ted Shawn. Finales by John Harkrider. 
Chief cameraman, George Folsey.. Eddie 
‘Cantor,.Helen Morgan in reyue scenes, At 
the Paramount, New York, week of Jan, 
10, . Running time, 06 mins, - 

, Gloria H CS. ceenearecsene <M Eaton 
-Ag. the title indicates, Mt ig of a Buddy. Mates seeeeeees Baward "Crandan 

radio. station. Mr. Denny as the very Barbara. ccccccccccdscccsdesens.Olive Shea 
Millerstsccsjlcsseesioes «eose-Dan Healey 
Mooney... ; ve 
Mrs Hughes. veces veecneees ‘Sarah Edwards 

pleasing announcer mentions . the. 
attraction for the evening. As named 
‘they are seen instead of only heard; 
‘and. are ‘aldo heard, Julian Hitinge 
in costurne leadé a girl number, then 
speaks. through the mike. | Paul 
Whiteman is given a comedy in-. 
‘itiation before the crowded Break- 
fast Club in Hollywood. A male 
‘otgan grindey. impérsonates Helen 
‘Kane’s singing voice, while a couplé 
of film colony girls, Anita Page and 
Jilia ‘Faye, humorously discuss. ‘the. 
Jong Bkirt. . : 

Bobby Vérnon, a8-the short’s own 
“comi¢, runs throygh the picture at-. 
tenipting to play a French horn. A’ 
sub-billing calls. the STAR station, 
“The Voice of Hollywood.” 

Quite an idea in this short, ‘really 
adapting: the. television scheme to 
thé radio: station's mike, for.a cork~- 
ing ‘short that can’ stand repetition 
as long as the names’and faces of 
Hollywood's best.. knowns may ‘be 
‘placed in t em... '~ Sime. 

OH OT=AND How" oO 
Comedy . 
16 Mins. _. - 
New: York, New: York: 

- Educational | 
Oia style ‘two reel comedy of the 

hall _and bedroom chase type, and,. 

Production values ‘and names. 
rather’ than plot, narrative, . or 
humor will have to carry this one. 
.Too much aqua pura has trickled 
‘under the trestle since the backstage 
formula. was first’ promulgated . by 
‘Hollywood. Six months ago “Glori- 
fying” would have. seemed a lot.bet- | 
ter. It'was firiished then, but the 
editing; cutting and ‘remakes delayed | 
release. ‘“Today.. it’s not hotter than; 
moderate program divertisement. 
-Much money has been poured into 

“Glorifying.” What's visible in the 
finished product is itself a mint full. 
Not appearing on. the screen,’ but 
probably looming large on the cost 
sheet..is the accumulated. charge-. 
offs for scenarios, adaptations, and. 
material never used, the Ziegfeld. 
hook-up, royalty. tights, etc.,. to fors. 
mer. song and: ‘comedy. material from 

-|previous “Follies.” Paramount will 
.|probably be ‘happy to liquidate and 
‘{not worry too much about profit. 

This is not to: underestimate. or 
belittle the value of the title, “Glori- 
fying the American Girl,” the classic 
phrase that. carries . box office be- 

ness, But the “Follies” have too 
often.. been. screened’ sq that, like pends, in. thé old way, entirely on 
“Abie’s. Irish. Rose,” the original situations rather than conversation 

for laughs. Gar. easily pass. where 
tern. Final plot,’ 

slapsticks and the talk may enlarge, 
its field. reminiscent of. dozens of other films, 

jmany:.of..them. from..Paramount..it-.. 
self, that “Glorifying” ends as just. 
another picture. 
Long telay in’ relea8ing the pie-. 

ture’: was: & bad break for Mary }. 
Eaton, featured. ‘She appeared. per-° 
functorily in. “Cocoanuts, “but really 
has something to do in “Glorifying.” 
And she does it well, Miss Eaton 
is one ‘of-the' best-known Broadway 
dancing itngenues and herself ia 

8 | Ziegfeld. alumnus. 
It may or may not be ‘unfor tuhate 

from: her angle that the role is rath+ 

chasing in and out of bedrooms and 
‘finding each othér under the sheets 
—there innocently enough, of course 
—for laughs. In this instance con- 
cerns a secretly married pair, young 
girl on the make, goofy kibitzer, and: 
ma and pa.of the on-the-make girl, 
House. party provides a chance for 
some singing and dancing at the 
start. 

- None of the playéis’ featured. ‘It’s 
a Jack White. production and RCA’ 
sounded, Bige, 

‘ward Crandali,. 
looking and. Okay as an actor. 
‘about. sums up Olive Shea; the bru- 2 
nette who takes the boy from the 
blonde Miss Eaton, 
Broadway ‘an intimate, « ‘but’ not a. 
‘household word in Oshkosh, smartly ©. 
impersonates a Times Square hoofer | 
who is also a heel. 
is a seasoned legit -troufer. =~! 

-Except 

his. | Beacon, - 

‘Gordon....ce 

.Kaye Renard |- 

cause implying. feminine gorgeous: + Marie 

seems but another of a familiar pat-:} : 
after. so many]. - 

scripts were.found wanting, is so_|’ 

wey hs 

.. Wednesday, ‘January’ i, 1930 oS, te 
at 7) 

~ al 

er unsympathetic, Bhe loses the boy, 4 
she loves, 

{blinds her and she consents to the:: 
domineering of* 9 Hansparently 5 
hypocritical stage mother, =~ 

becausa her ambition.; 

‘An “opportunity: ‘ for dramitie: 
punch, whether atithentic or not, 
‘was missed. in .not: developing the] 
mother. obstacle‘and bringing in an} 
emotional denouement, Not that: 
this would. haye been new, but at:; 

ng jleast it would have.-made for greata | 
yer’ plot éngrossment -and less Telia: : 
Janee upon color splurges for the Dice. 
ture’ 8 fade-out. © ts. 

Miss Eaton does ‘both. toe: work: 
‘land : taps, . also singing well. She | 
| photographs ‘beautifully. : 
practically no ‘established dancing — 
girls in ‘pictures under. regular con- 
tract, ‘And there. ought. to be a, de- 
mand, 

There are - 

Moatly unknowns. in the. cast. Ea-- 
juvenile, .is good 

That 

.Dan Healey, to. 

‘Sarah Edwards at 

‘Revue scenes, added after the pice. 
ture-was finished, are highlighted by. . 
Eddie Cantor's ‘clothing store ‘skit, 
a laugh riot. 
former. Winter Garden: stage revue - 
years ago and is ascribed to Harold 
Atteridge’s. 
Cantor probably developed the busi=. - 
ness. 

This was done in a. 

authorship,,. although | 

. AS: projected at the Paramount, | 
New York, picture had frequent use: ~ 

lof the wide screen for marginal em- 
bellishment 3 la symbolism. With 
the ‘color and. costumes it tended to: 
increase. the | ‘impression of costi- 
ness,: 
Paramount. : 

On that score it’ s every inch - 

‘Promising much, tt can. hardly ‘be | 
‘denied that “Glorifyme”. fails'to de- 
liver full weight... Trade. judgment . 
would place the ‘plame with the lau: 
thors andthe general confusion of 
the whole enterprise, with its. three 
year history of change and» post= 
ponement, Millard Webb's direc- _ 
tion within the mould at his disposal - 
\was entirely competent. ; 

‘THE AVIATOR. 
(ALL DIALOG) ; 

- ‘Warner: Bros. production and releace,.: Di- . 
| rected by Roy Del Ruth from a theme based — 
on the James ‘Montgomery play. At. the - 

-New.. York, eginning : Jan. 10. 
Running time,.73 mine... : 
Robert - Street’... a eeeee.- Edward E. Hort On 
Grace Douglas.......5...Fatey Ruth Miter... 
‘Hobart... oe ceeeeseceees sees es eSohnny Arthur 
‘Brown. teaeeens Py «cevees Lee Moran 

... Edward Martindel 
«+e. Arman Kallis. . 
.Kew pie Morgan 

ees ‘Phillips Smalley 
ese William Bailey, . 

Major. Gatliord. (33! 
Sam: Robinson uw ses%. 
John Douglas......;. 
BrOgKSs +++-eseeesnese 

“award -Everétt Hotton” 4s, “teat | 
for, these: impostor, parts. A! few. 
months ago he was, released in “The 
Hottentot.” : “* Now! i#t's:. aviation. 
Scripts. are .one and ,the same. and ; 
somie of the | dialbg “aria” gags: ‘are 
identical. Peg this as.a- ‘good, one 
and two-day affair in ‘the majority - 
of, hquses, 

«Patsy Ruth Miller has the’ same 
love. for’ aviators that. she had for. 
horsemen.’ And, as Grace Doue_las, | 
‘she ‘insists. upon: ‘daring and plays. 
dumb to excuses. In. order to get 
‘Horton into a ‘plane, the script has. 
him lending his name to a. technical. « 
book: on aviation to save the pub- 
lishing house’s press. agent from los- 
‘ing a Job. : 

Despite the foolishness’ of it all, a 
novice. and_ air hater. suddenly -be-- 
ing alone and aloft. in ‘a. pHotless. 
plane, : Horton’s ; grimacés .in ‘the - 
closeups and some. long ones on 
stunt flying make an audience un- 
comfortable enough to. settle down 
‘ta concentration.. 

Like in the steeplechase in the 
horse affair, Horton, as. the avia- 
tor, must. find: a competitor for air) 
honors, so: Arman ‘Kaliz is. sume 
moned to :takte’ Gare’ of ‘that: end. 
Again, this time ‘Kndwingly,’Horton © 
‘goes aloft, . Adapters: had ‘to. over-. -: 
‘work for the landing,. but finally ‘wet 
Horton: safely into” a tree minus.’a 
seratch. ' Waly. 

BEHIND T THE MAKEUP 
(ALL. DIALOG) - : 

: ’ Paramount production: and release, feature. 
ing. Hal Skelly, Fay~ Wray and ‘William: 
Powell. Directed by Robert Milton: from — 
story, ‘'The Feedér,"” by Mildred Cram. 
Diaiog adapted by George M:. Watters. and. 
Howard Estabrook. Charles Lang, camerae 
man,.. Doris Drousht,. film editor. At the 

- Running. time, - 

. .Hal Skelly 
oe -Whitam: Powell 

ay Wray 
Kay Francis 

: -Paul Lukas 
oeeans ‘v1 yAgostino Borgato- 

‘Norfolk, Va., Jan. 11. 
Another backstage picture, of 

moderate gross. possibilities in the 

State, Norfolk, Va., 
65 minutes. ; 

2 Jan. 6 

eaneres 

*metropolitan....stands.._. Should... do... 
better than.that in ‘the outlying dis- 
tricts if the locals. still. relish the 
Broadway ballyhoo. — : 
-. Feature -has excellent perform... 
ances by Hal Skelly-“ana - William 
Powell, adroit direction by Robert: 
Milton and skilled photography by 
Charles Lang. Its handicap is the’ 
backstage story idea, upon which 
reviewers probably. Will har ‘D, m 

Skelly’ as a hoke “vaude. comic 
turns in a better performance than. 

(Continued on page 37): 
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‘you ‘can “present. the world’s most. 
famous radio broadcaster as the — 
Talking Reporter in Universal 
~Newsreel....... Now you can have 
an attraction in your newsreel 
never’ before equaled.... Now you 
can have the only. newsreel with. a. 
direct newspaper tieup....the 
only talking. newsreel, with ‘real. . 
up-to-the-minute NEWS. vee 

Produced under the | ‘supervison ‘of . , eo @ : ; : ; 
‘Sam B:: Jacobson. By arrangement | | te > : . . 

with National Broadcasting Com- | y ag. | 
pany. Twice a week—on disc. < 

‘Presented by : : | 

_GARL LAEMMLE news asting the latest events. Warner Bros. 
’. booked it for their new: Beacon. Theatre; 

Broadway; for the N.- Y. Strand; for the 
Brooklyn Strand, ‘Strand, because, Tike thousands of 
other showmen, they. know it’s the greatest 
newsreel attraction on the market! 

PICTURES — _NOT PROMISES! t 
LAURA LA PLANTE and JOHN BOLES in “LA MARSEILLAISE”. wee ‘JOHN BOLES i in 
“MOONLIGHT MADNESS” and “THE SONG OF PASSION ... MARY NOLAN in “SHANG- 
HAI LADY,” “UNDERTOW” and “BARBARY COAST” . ; > - PETER B..KYNE’S “HELL’S 
HEROES” . . . “DAMES AHOY,” with GLENN TRYON . . . JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT in 
“NIGHT RIDE” . ; . “THE SHANNONS OF BROADWAY,” starring THE GLEASONS . 
“THE STORM” ; :.; “THE COHENS AND KELLYS IN SCOTLAND” .. . “WHAT MEN 
WANT” .: . “BROADWAY” . ... “SHOWBOAT” ; .... and the two BIGGEST of all . —— 

"CALL QUIET ON THE ‘WESTERN- FRONT” -and- PAUL_WHITEMAN’S. “KING. OF- Azz" ee 

2.5. Presented by CARL LAEMMLE. | “iy 
. ot a he, —_ 

GREATER UNIVERSAL'S NEW SELLING SEASON STARTS Now: 
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FROGKEFELLER IN | 
TAXES’ FOR | 
FIRST TIME =| 

Standard Oil Anniversary ‘Ade 
dress Now" Running at 

Embassy Theatre. 
_ John D. Rockefeller, the world’s 
richest man, who at ninety years 

of age has given more than $bU0;- 

000,000 to public Kenefhictions, has. 
succumbed to-the lure of the talke. 

‘ing motion. pictures. After ‘two - 

3 | years of effort, C. E. Engelbrecht, 
1 of the Fox-Hearst Corpoyation,. ine | 
duced Mr.. Rockefeller to pose ie- 
fore:the camera and talk into tne. 

| microphone for tthe first time for -3. 
-| Hearst Metrotone News... a. 

- The Standard Oil Company yes- -#. 
terday celebrated the sixtieth #. 
anniversary. of -its existence .at_ 

| Cleveland. -Mr.'Rockefeller, as is - 
| his custom, is spending the Wine - 

‘| ter at Ormond Beach, Fla..-and . 
‘could not brave the. change. in- 
temperature to attend the Cleves © 

S {land celebration in person. so it : 
was arranged for him to appear 
through the medium of the falk<- 

‘|ing motion pictures. - 

RUSH PRINTS BY AIR MAIL. 

_ The negative was made at O 
oS \mond ‘Beach ‘on - Monday “ani 

Putt saved on » sound films ‘after ‘two |Tushed here, where a: print was 
turned out and‘ sent by air mail. 
to Cleveland: It was shown last 

+ memes 

REALS SOTT 

ETRY 

cught “ _. | dniternatfonal Newareel Ph 
John D. Rockefefier, at the. age of ¢ be | 

ninety, has has een won over by the ta talkies, " years of persuasion, aided by sixtieth anni- 
‘Photo shows him at his Winter home in. |~ versary celebration at Mleveland of the | aint at the gathering of the 

Ormond Beach, Fia., in pose he took for | founding ofthe Standard Oil Company. [standard Oil Company executives, 

the’ newsreel. picture:made by Hearst Met- ‘| He will-be seen and talk to his associates | and, simultaneously at the ‘Ems 

ronome: News. He finally | consented to: there through the medium of the serge bassy, the Newsreel. Theatre here, 
—— — ‘as part of the new programme. ° 

.. Mr, Rockefeller’s volce:is amare. 
_ ingly strong and clear, and the: 

recording is without a flaw. 
is shown seated on the veranda ra 

‘this home at Ormond Beach. ™ 
\the course of his talk, whieh. is 
addressed to the executives of the | 
Standard Oil Compahy, he saya; 

EXPRESSES GRATITUDE. 

- 

Typical Nationwide Hearst Promotion. for Hearst 
o...{ “Zam grateful beyond mease, 

Metrotone. News and M-G-M International News- >. Pl*] ure tor ai these. ‘long, happy’ 
and now 

_ reel. It sells your public! \S Soeceen ee | 
3 é g : g 

een 

of its beginning. 
“We cherish ‘the ‘ynemory ‘ot. | 

the nfultitude of our dear bsboe. - 

have passed-on with: unclouded 
records, We-who remain are to. WHEN THE ‘WORLD'S ai] carry on the work whicir they 2 | 

* LEADING PERSONALITIES LS SS } ‘ failures, withr ever growing -con< 
’ Tid and an increasing dé? ’ 

A } ] ‘sire to be of the greatest vervice: 

TALK  penknt The pictures of ‘Mr, ‘Rovkefellee 
7 also, are ,being showzi 

ws o» \Ftheatres everywhere. w "Feas BO 

oe bk Metrotone’ News. oe, 

They pick the world’s ES op S™ 
leading Talking Newsreel 

a live-wire Sound News from the.live-wire company 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
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Indie Exhibs Predict Major Electrics 
USHER AND Al Nana 

Must Cut Service Charge or Lose Out Milwaukee, Jan. 14. 

When Caésar Fee, 26, usher at the 

; ‘Big electrics, “particularly Western 
Blectric, will’ have to cut service |. 

Tower theatre, was sent to the’ bank 

charges or take’ a severe dip in 

with $300. by his. house manager; 
last September, -he kept right on 
‘going—with the coin. Tiring of the 
warmth fn Houston he stole a car - 

prestige within the next three years, 
and, in company with Edmund R. 

“according ‘to. representative ‘inde-~ 
Waybrant and the latter’s new wife, 

- pendent exhibitors in the less popu- 
‘drove back here. 

‘- lated’ sections of the country. The 
. indies think that some of the better |. 
a -independent’ ‘equipment ‘manufac- ||. 
‘turers will corner the small. theatre | 

. It takes money :to live so Fee and . 
Wavirant hit’ upon. the .scheme of - 

.. sound ‘situation unless. the major). 
-Sirms-commence shearing. 

taking letters from apartment house 
mail. boxes} forging. ‘endorsements 
on ‘checks found in the letters, and — 

; 
cashing them at local stores, Last. © 

Photophone, through its chief ex- 
|-Thursday they made the mistake of. 

_ ecutive, ‘Charles Ross, reasserts the 
a sincerity of its announcement to 
"> manufacture: ‘a cheaper equipment. 

Ross points’ out that the. $3,000 

qe ‘going int t d time | 

$267, 000 Texas Verdict on eons, thoy had cashed a check for 

‘ equipment, now. in mass production, Tl mg Pict e€ Mache 

' carries with it a service charge of 

$150 upon which payment had been . 

only $15 per week. This. can bef: | 

‘Stopped, ‘At the time of the second. 
‘visit. the salesman called a traffic 
officer. who. placed Fee in custody. _ 

. terminated by the exhibitor three}. 
_/vyears after. the - installation . date. 
: Speaking of the service charge,’ Ross 

Wagon Films 

Plymouth, N. C., Jan, 14. 
Sou.d having ruined their 

biz and. necessity being the 
mother of invention, the movie 

’ equivalent. of the old wagon. 
“show has developed. | a 

Boys get hold of. a states- 
' rights silent . print, ‘give it a. 

- suggestive . title, . and. circulate | 
’ by. auto,’ putting: on private ex- . 
- hibitions’ “for © men. only.” = 
Showing usually. is’ arranged | 
for 11 p.‘m. on. lodge or Satur-. 
day nights, - -Word is, passed | 
around that this is ‘something © 

| warm, and everybody should 2 
‘git in; 
- ‘Title's the ‘only thing that's : 
x) hot. : If “the. town scamps 

_ grumble and it looks like : 
_they’re . ‘going to start some-.-- 

'. thing; one. ‘of. the wagon lads: 
_ gees that the constable: or - 
sheriff {s tipped oft to raid the . 

’ “immoral show.” This .usual- . 
ly ‘fixes everything, for those 
_ taken in are.afraid to squawk . 
_-in' court and let the wife know — 
* ‘where they’ve een. -Mean- . 
while the. auto is on. its. way. 

Frogs On Time! 

- Holly wood,. Jan. 14. 

First “National has an auto-. 
matic - film sound... track of: . 
‘eroaking frogs attached ‘to its” 
studio fountain at- Burbank, 
Supposed. frogs go into action 1].. 

“every hour on the hour by”. 
2 clock control. ; , 

“EL. _BRENDEL: 
. The erftics. were ‘unanimous ‘in: 

| praising El. Brendel in “Sunnyside 
Up,”. “The Cock-Eyed World,’ “ and 
‘his newest picture, hit, “Hot for 
Paris,” held over for. a second week’ 
at the Roxy. . 

Galveston, Tex., -Jan. 14. 
a ohn L. Dannelly, president. of the 

company. promoting a -talking pic- 
{ure machine invented | by’ Allen i ‘Holi . 
‘Stowers, of: Laredo, was. awarded wend, Brendel. vom. Fi Ims,_ vs | 

$267,000 damages against A. F Bard! pyirection, “SIDNEY PHILLIPS “| 

and otters of Se "tried ‘tate te? a , 234 West 44th Street’ . _| ASCHERS BLOCK DEAL: 

Blank’ s 20 Houses ‘EVICTION SUT STARTED Fee was a favorite as a , child:aie= 
tor at the old Shubert theatre, here, 

redo. district ‘court. 

Jwhere his father and mother, John 

Sharing the’ verdict. with. ‘Dan- 
nelly was. his wife,. also ‘financially 

a Fee:and Mildred Davenport, ..were. 
members oft the stock company. 

“Waybrant - -Wwas, arrested goon after 
‘wher. Fee squealed... =: | 

“At ch headquarters Fee confessed to 
skipping with the theatre’s:$300 and- 
the- stealing, . in association: with | 
Waybrant, of more than 600 letters, 
Mrs. Waybrant. ‘was released, police - 
‘and ‘postal authorities being con- ~.- 
vinced, she had‘ nothing. to. ‘do with. — 
the ‘exploits. of the boys. . 

“At. $16 there fa no. ‘profit ‘hich 
‘we can realize, .In: fact, we would 
be glad. to. discontinue it ‘entirely, 

. except that.we have a reputation to 
_maintain and.can do so only by pro-. 
viding - perfect reproduction at all. 
times. me 
Outlying. exhibs have ‘praised the 
promptness of Photophone’s: service 
departments,. These, they say, pro- 
tect the: small town: theatre. better. . 

7 than ‘Western Electric. - a 

: - Starting. in February, according: to: 
Radio . executives, . the: lower | price 

; Photophone “will be speeded out of 
the factory. at the- rate. of 260 a 

month. ; 
_~ ‘Western “Bieetric | remaining. 
aloof from: the. chedper: field or..the 
cut in service charges. An Bgree- 
_ment with its financing organization, 
Exhibitors’ ‘Reliance Corporation, 
has held ‘up its: plans -to knock .the | . 
present. 26 per cent down paymient |. 
plan into the Serial buy. . 

interested in’ the invention.”: They 
asked . for $400, 000; Defendants. will 
appeal _ 

Des “Moines, la, Jan. 14. 

A. H.: Blank ‘active in. show ; . Ascher Bros. ‘refuse to .be ‘sub- 
puainess again. — leased out of show business. 

| After building up a. powerful, film . Barney Balaban gave them. $22, - 
house ‘chain in this :state and Ne-. 060: to get back nto show. business |- 

-braska,: which he -later- disposed offa year ago, “and - -they are now. 

, to Publix, Blank stepped away from: ‘blocking a. deal between ‘Publix and 

sue New oan s 46th St Street the:. | theatres: . Lately he decided. to get. Fred ‘Becklenberg for. their. Diversey “Love in Chicago.” It was in West's 

Screen -version’ of the Warn er. -- back. and. has acquired. tapout 20 theatre, ‘North’ ‘Side: ‘house, .- }. “Alibi” that. Morris first clicked. 

financed stage show will be: r e- |* houses, in his old fields. ° . |. “Aschers. refused. to: relinquish: op- ~ Charles Walt, author of. the nov-_ 

leased in early. summer, the motor |. eration Jan.-1, as had been’ agreed: |-el, “Chicago,” is making the, screen: 

boat race atuft | to be shot at Cata- declaring they have a 10-year con-.| ada: ‘ation. , Walt is a nom de 
Hina. | tract. for. tha ‘Diversey: at. $70,000 a- ‘plume, ° ‘the writer refusing. to er. 

‘year... Becklenberg, ': however, has veal his identity. - 
‘gtarted eviction action, in ‘Municipat |. 
Court..on -grounds: that the Aschers [ 
had only a straight percentage con- 
tract. . ot . 

- Publix-Becklenberg deal ‘involved 
pooling of: receipts of the: ‘Diversey 
and Publix’s Covent Gardens, a 
block away. ‘First $40;000 in” profits 
was to go to Publix,‘and profits. over 

‘\*hat were te, be: divided. 

“Chicago, Jan, 14. 

MORRIS’ | MYSTERY: AUTHOR 
After only about a year. in talkers, 

Chester iviorris, from legit, is slated: 
to: be. atarred in. Roland: West's 

er cans 

FNS BOAT. RACE. 
; ‘Hollywood, Jan. 14. 

Fist. National is rushing plans for 
the screen version of “Top Speed,” 

U. BUYS TOWNE’S ‘iggan” 
+ One -of Hollywood's . own -has. 

.\ struck pay. dirt, Gene Towne,. who 
| tried everything from press agent- 
ling to looking in the Burbank cut- 
‘ting room, hag sold .“Czar - of | 
Broadway” to. Universal. . 
Laemmle company plans to use 

the.. story as a follow-up to the 
Whiteman opus. Joseph Schildkraut 
is- ‘scheduled. to: be starred -:n 

-|, Towne's story. . . 

Load 

WESTERN ‘TWO-REELERS 
_Hollywooa,, Jan,14. .. 

‘Pathe. ‘plans a series of two reel - 
dialog. westerns and has engaged 
Wallace | Fox: to. find. stories: and 

direct,’ 
"Studio ‘1s searching for 3 a hard rid- 

ing s star. | ; 

DROPPING OPTIONS 
Hollywood, Jan. 14. 

““ Fox will not exercise options on 
the continuation of contracts © ex- 

| pirtng Feb. 1 of Lola Lane, actress, 
Le and..Frank Merlin, stage director. 

; . James. Tinling, Fox director, has |’ Bernard Steel, brought on several 
| been ‘assigned to silent . versions of months ago from New York, | is al-- 
talkers So “ syt of the payroll,: ; 

Tinling on Silent Versions aa 
Hollywood, Jan, 14. - 

. : . - . 4 : vere oe aielinennl ee ee er 
: 

J anuary F ifteenth, Nineteen. Thirty: 

Dear] Roxy: 

On the eve of my departure for. California I want the whole world 

to know of the sincere appreciation Thave for youasa showman, and my 

deep affection for you as a friend. 

You have made: it possible for all to know me as the composer of 

“Charmaine,” “Diane” and ‘Angela Mia.” 

Your ‘sympathetic and wholehearted guidance has helped me to 

make the Roxy Symphony a world-renowned organization, and you. 

have given me something which is dearer to my heart than any material 

possession—the understanding of loyalty and faith i in mankind. 

- _-T want you to feel: that Vi always carry forward the Roxy Banner, 

and that between us it is ‘not to be good-bye, but, au revoir. | 

Yours i in 1F riendship, 

sotepeccon QJ ee ce cee ten 

To Mr. S. L. Rothafel (Roxy) from Erno Rapee 
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, eMost ‘veautitot ‘pleture that . has 
come to .the- screen.”  Mordaunt 

; Hall—"TIMES. ” : 

_“Gorgeously. Technicolored! Entire- 

“ly: éye-filling ! Stunning, costumes !"" 

“7 Evens. Thirer— -—“NEWS 
. 

: “A juxury of. colorful ‘costumes that 
would, be hard to surpass.” Quinn 

Martin —“MORNING WORLD.” 

“She sang well, danced gorgeously 7 
and: looked simply swell.” Richard - 

“Watts, Jr—"H ERALD- TRIBUN
E. ie 

" (Ag gorgeously glittering as any to - 
reach Broadway.” Regina Crewe 

. “AMERICAN. moa 4 

“Blaborate gettings, interesting ome 
_tumies, pretty eare. Bland Johanes . 
‘son—t'MIRRO : 

- “Miss Miller gives ‘undoubtedly the 
best performance of her career.’ 
4erre “De Rohan — ‘MORNING 

TETEcraPH, a 

“Recommended ag diverting. and ace 
ceptable film entertainment. * Wile 
ama agenmel “EVENING | TELE- 

ay “Miss. Miller is excellent.and does 
.. geveral very effective dances,” Rose 

| Pelewiok—" JOURNAL. ro 

vepone ona grand sogle Stipens” NOW. SETTING BROADWAY'S PACE AT 
- @ous I! John S. Gohen, ore NSUNST “nes | _THE ‘WINTER. GARDEN THEATRE; N. Y. 

‘with ALEXANDER GRAY = - JOE E. BROWN - = PERT KELTON. si DILLON OHN FRANCIS 

T. ROY: BARNES © FORD. STERLING. MAUDE. TURNER ‘GORDON ©: - JACK DUFFY. 

". From: Hloredz ‘Ziegfeld’s Mustoal Cicedy by Guy Bolton, ‘Author: and Jerome ‘Kern, Composer , Co oo 

Vitaphone’ é is the registered trade mark of the Vitaphone Corp. designating its products 

“BRIDE OF TH 



hor 

b— 
re 

ye E 
Wedn eaday; J 

RICHARD 

BARTHELMESS 
“SON OF THE GODS” 

“2 “weeks. Brooklyn 
started! 

: *hmacel 
. days Sem ap then moved to.» : 

LOUISE SN AZENDA 
HMAN ‘bicae LITTLEFIELD. » UEYAN TAS 

je Diretied by Clarance Badger Me adapind tro musical comedy 
’ by Frank Mande, Ofte 

BRIDE. REGIMENT 
All Techniceier, With Vovienne 

Segal, Allan Pror, 

P.dgeen, Myrna Lo,, 

Lane. Sigmund Roberg muss. 

Malter 

Luoino 

Harbach; Vincent Youmans and Emil Nyltray 

SONG o- tHe FLAME 
All Techniccles cork Barner 

Clarre, Alexus Noon 

Beery, Alice “Gentle, 5,o0°9 

extras. George Gers muse. 

designating its products 

s 

a ae Se 
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Publix Takes Grubel 
House in St. Joseph 
St. Joseph, Mo., Jan. 14. 

Publix, already having the Mis- 
gouri and Colonia] theatres here, 

-. took over the Electric theatre Mon- 
day, which has been rivaling the 
‘Missouri as the local leader. Papers 
were signed Saturday between Ed-. 
‘ward Grubel, C. U. Philley and their 
associates on the one side and rep- 
resentatives of Publix-on the other. 
. Deal is a 20-year lease at $40,000 
@® year. 
valued at $450,000... 
-policy. announced. 
vaudefilm until. 

No change in 
Electric . “was 

and straight pictures was made. the 

bill, 
Unofficially répor ted: here, ‘that |. 

Grubels’ Electric houses. ‘at Kansas |. 
City, Kans., Joplin,-and Springfield, 
also passed over to. Publix, under 
long-time leases. - 

Pauline Garon in "Version 
Hollywood, Jan. 14. , 

Pauline Garon will have the. 
femme lead in. the French version. 
of “An Unholy Night." . -: 

It will be directed. by, Jacques 
Feyder for Metro. _ a 

2 : : an 

HEALT HF FUL. 

“system... 

efficient ventilation. 
cooling with Kooler-Aire, 

(WEEK 

(WEEK 

| Making “Beyond. History”—Wolfen- 

House and equipment is. 

joined this studio here. ‘He will be 

‘ast. September, 
when sound apparatus was installed 

ee on ‘Univerzal ’ ‘has. resumed produc- 
' [tion of” its “Sporting. Youth”. two 

reelers, with two to, go to “complete. 

“sound” equipment. was centered on 

and “King of Jazz. ad 

WRITE FOR FULL 
INFOR MATION: 

{CORES “ot Jeading * theatres. throughout _ 
America ° use ~ this revolutionary cooling 

It brings big, sustained summer: 
oa patronage—makes a theatre the coolest place in . 

. town. All year it has no equal for SILENT, 
Get. the facts about pre-: 

Write today, = -- 

KOOLER AIRE ENGINEERING CORP. 
1916 PARAMOUNT BLDG., NEW YORK, N.Y. 

Cap erton » Biddle ; 

PARAMOUNT, NEW YORK 

PARAMOUNT, BROOKLYN: 
Direction JERRY CARGILL. 

PATHE’S SUPER —_—| Qperators Turn-on Chill 
den Joins” Studio—62 Shorts 

Hollywood, Jan. 14, 
Pathe will do.a super-production 

of “Beyond History” by Lynn Riggs. 
Cast will include Ann Harding, Wil- 
liam -Boyd, .Ina_ Claire, Helen 
Twelvetrees, James. Gleason, Fred 
Scott, ‘Laura Hope Crews and zasu 

Pitts. 
It’ will be Pathe B most: expensive 

production of | the season,. with a 
stage director from New York to 
direct, Bill Wolfenden,. formerly. 
Pathe’s. eastern. casting agent, has 

“Chicago; Jan, 14. 
Operators’ union last week broke 

off negotiations with the Illinois In- 

and conferred only with the recog-. 
nized ‘Exhib Ass'n. 
comprised ‘of. approximately. 100. 
owners of neighborhood store spots, 
‘will. be forced to accept the same 
terms settled upon by the regulation 
ass’n, If, they: refuse, the operators 

will, of course, walk out. 
‘ Indies have been: fighting “with |. 
their backs against the wall, claim- 

| ing that they. can’t exist unless: ‘they. 
get rid of one operator. Operators” 

added - to. EB, EL Deer’ s. production. 
staff, | 
Company will make 62 shorts out 

here, bringing on Harry Delmar and 
Arch Heath for the purpose, and. wouldn't budee. : 

_ At.the meeting between the indie. 
exhibs and the union Tom Maloy, 
operator chief, forced Manny. Eller, 

‘| counsel for the exhibs, to leave the 
conference when Eller admitted he 
was not an exhibitor. . After some. 

U Rosumes On 2. Reelers 

‘Hollywood, Jan.- 14; 

10. “ 
Series, ‘directed : a Ray . Taylor, 

-was ‘halted when the whole studio sentatives, 
In view of the fact that the new 

indie group. got together principally. 
to: ‘dicker with the operators on the 
new: contract, opinion . here is that 
| the indie’ group will dissolve. 

| |Sue Mayor for $20, 000 on: 
- Sunday Showing. Arrests 

_ Fairfield, Ia.,. Jan. 14. 
“Richard: and Luther Day, mana- 

gers ‘of the Victory théatre ‘here, 
.Jarrested and fined twice by Mayor. 

Carter for violation of the Sun- 
day closing. ordinance, which a dis- 

_| trict court judge declared yoid, have 
sued the Mayor for $20,000.damages 

|for persecution and 
with their: business, 

‘ Brothers, at. the ‘time of their 
arrest plead, among other things, 
that being Seventh Day Adventists 

| they had’ observed the holy day 

the. production of. Western’ Front” 

-.° |on Sunday- was: no. violation, ac- 
.] cording to . their “pelief, Later the 

| city council enacted a specific ordi-. 
nance which closed. the theatre but 
the . Days. are ‘seeking a financial 
balm for ‘the two arrests, 

Rogers’ “London” 
Hollywood,. Jan, 14. 

wil Rogers ‘will be. seen next in 
“So ‘This Is London,” for Fox. : 

, - Rogers, ‘who passed through New 
York last week, did not care for his’ 

‘| m. c. assigned Job in Fox's “Internd-. 
7 tional Revua” : 

"Glazer for Pickford 
Hollywood, Jan. 14, 

. “Benjamin Glazer ‘will write : an 
original story for Mary Plekford,-t to 

[be made. this year, 

Lew. Collins Elevated | 
Hollywood, Jan. 14. 

Lew Collins, for five years an as- 
| sistant director-on the Universat! lot, 
has been given his credentials as a 
full-fledged director, . 

‘| First chore will be “Carnival, ” 
| Starring Mary Nolan. 

COLUMBIA HOLDS SWERLING 
: Hollywood, Jan. 14. 

- Jo Swerling, 
‘} Harry Cohn to write for Columbia 
on.a six weeks: trial, clicked.-on. 
“Ladies of the ‘Evening. m. He gets 

‘| another six months... 
-Swerling -is 

“Finders Keepers,” made as a silent 
by this company, under. another 
title, several years ago,-.~- -- 
Barbara Stanwyck will be: oppo: 

site Ralph Graves in “Ladies of the 
‘Evening,” ‘with Marie Prevost also 
in-the cast, Frank Capra will di- 
rect and Patterson McNutt stages 
the ) dialog. 

- MAYER- RAPF, AGENTS 
Hollywood, Jan, 14, 

Jerry a Mayer, ‘brother of Louis 
B. Mayer, and Arthur’ M. Rapf, 

JAN. 17) 

JAN. 24) 
into the agenting business, 

| Mayer was formerly a production 
manager at M-G and Rapf operated 
a chain of picture houses in -Brook- 

DOROTHY a 
-NOW SECOND WEEK ROXY, NEW YORK 

" Direction WM. MORRIS 

For. Iinois Indie Group =. 

dependent Theatre Owners’ Ass'n]. 

Indie group, | 

‘haggling the union ‘men walked‘ out, |: 
‘Maloy later stating -he had heen/|- 
insulted by the. association's ,repre-4| - 

-interference , 

and their operation of _the theatre |, 

brought ‘here by 

now  talkerizing |’ 

brother of Harry Rapf, have gone |. 

ee 

od HARRY 

i 
i 
i 

' “Ginger. Snape” 

Pictnre Possibilities « 
—U nfavorable 

“GINGER SNAPS" (Colored. Revue, . Belmont)... 
Not a bit here for the camera. 

Angeles). 

“Oh Susanna” 

“OH SUSANNA” (Romantic Operetta, Franklyn, Prod., ‘Mayan, Los aa 

Spam 
—_ Unfavorable 

Story of no consequence with score not outstanding enough to make 
‘it ‘practical: as a film winner. Too many of its. type ahead of it, Ung. 

——— 

‘Children of Darkness—Favorable 
“CEIILDREN © OF DARKNESS” (costume melodrama). (Biltmore, Ken- 

neth MacGowan, Joseph Veneer Reed), 
“While some changes and toning. down: would be fnievitable. the rich char- 

acterization and, unusual plot laid in a: debtor's prison in London, 1725,. 
‘ought | to: ‘make this play by Eawin Justus Mayer ‘a Prospect, Land.. 

‘union remained cold -to. the ‘pleas |. . 

URES, my a pilt)..: 

Nancy's: Private Affair” 
“NANCY'S: PRIVATE AFFAIR” (Comedy, ' ‘Myron C.. Fagan, Vander- 

—Unfavorable 

A comedy of. farcical trend. - “But ‘somewhat diverting ‘and a Broadway 
stamp. night build it for a moderate, program picture. 

Te OS 

. Idee. 

- «Phantomsl?—Unfavorable. 
‘ightaNTOMS1"" (Mystery satire, Louis A. Safian, Wallack’s), 
Offers nothing for. -pletures: "with quality that's: “ROW demanded. 

ws _ ' ‘Char. 

‘MRS. WILLIAMS PLEADS GUILT | 
‘Holly wood, Jan.. 14, 

«Florina, Walz: Williams, ‘willow of | 
‘| Barl “Williams, late. ‘Vitagraph. pic- 
-lture star, 
count .of. grand. theft: arising ‘from 

| her handling of her husband's es ; 

pleaded ‘guilty to. one 

tate. on vu 

She jammed iégany when obtain’ 
ing a $5,000 loan.on property already 
mortgaged? Her $5,000. bail was con- 
tinued. until Jan. 20 due to her iil- 

She will then receive sen-' ness, 
tence.. 

RADIO'S TWO PLAYS 
, Hollywood, Jan. 14. 

“Lights. Out,” the play by Paul 
Dicky and Mann Page; made as.a. 
silent by FBO, will be. talkerized by 
‘Radio. 

Studio secured the silent rights 
with the. purchase of. FBO assets, 
and has procured the dialog rights 
from the two authors, ~ 
-.Kirm.has also bought Bayard 
Veilier's play, “The Chatterbox,” for 
Bebe Daniels. It will reach the 
screen as “Smooth as Satin.” 

"JONES and HULL 
Featured in F. & M. “SWEET COOKIES” IDEA 

‘Thanks to FANCHON & MABCO. 

Direction SHALLMAN BROS. 

INF. & mM. “ACCORDION” IDEAS. 

KATYA aw 
FEATURED DANCERS 

o THEODORE 
THANX TO ALIOE Goopwin - 

DIXON 
OPEN PUBLIX TOUR JANUARY 17 

ry Tm ee 
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You ‘ve got to: ‘keep ahead of the procession if you want to , keep up: with 

the parade!” There's a: paradox—but it's. true, nevertheless. In this fast- 

_moving, rapidly-developing business of. the look-and- listens, yesterday's 

product is -ebsolete tomorrow. 

“PATHE i isa step in advance of the field. i in 1 the quality of its product—and 

is stepping: faster. every. minute.” New stars. and | new ‘product. at
tuned to 

_ the new ideas of showmanship. “The. world do move’ “—and the talking 

movies ‘are. ‘the fastest things on. this, whirling: sphere. _ | 

Don’ os be obsolete! Keep up with the procession by keeping a step in 

advance with PATHE! " 

HERE ARE FOUR TRAIL-BLAZERS TO PROSPERITY FOR 1930 

A thrilling. epic. of. old-time minstrelsy. One 

that will draw a Grand Parade of customers 

to. your box office. 7 _ 

A hit at ROXY’S, NY. A sensation when played © 

. simultaneously. in seven. West Coast Theatres.. 

7 Booked by PUBLIX CIRCUIT in Minneapolis. 

THE GRAND STHIS THING Bo 

mea. 4 PARADE fCALLED LOVE 
“Grossed | more . 

g than $27,000 
at Loew's 

‘With h EDMUND LOWE—CONSTANCE BENNETT ond « a cost j ine - State, Los Ang. 

_. eluding: Zasu Pitts, Carmelita Geraghty and. Stuart Erwin., geles, week hee. 

Directed by Paul Stein. . Associate producer Ralph Block.. e foreChristmas, 
With HELEN TWELVETREES— FRED SCOTT. Written and 
produced by Edmund’Goulding. . Directed by Fred Newmeyer. 

Powerful smashing drama of a notorious racket... 

* Stopped traffic at the State-Lake, Chicago. Rated 

: “Three Stars s by Mae Tinee of Chicago-Tribune. 

WILLIAM BOYD ina spectacular drama of U. S 
Cavalry life. With a magnificent color sequence mo 
of cavalry parade shots. Rated Three Stars. by 

- N-Y. Daily News. . 

THE 

RACKETEER 

Featuring Dorothy Sebastian. Directed. and adapted by Starring ROBERT ARMSTRONG, with Carol Lombard. ‘Directed. ( 

ee ee +~Gregory-La-Cava:~Associate-producer- Ralph- Block.” settee by: Howard: Higgin.. Associate. producer Ralph Block. a 

ALL MUSIC ® Att. SOUND «, AbL DIALOGUE 

r 
{ 



$0 7 VARIETY | Wednesday, January 15, 1930 

The most amazing drama ever screened. 

The most heart-stirring story ever told. 

The greatest picture ofa great director. 

‘And a screen. performance that will bring 
cheers from. millions. _ 

That tremendous novel, by Fannie Hurst is the picture 

HERBERT SRENON 
“The man who gave to the ‘world: ‘such. stupendous 

RM successes as “Beau Geste” cand.’ “Sorrell and Son’ is 
AB responsible for. this heart-stirring All Talking sensation. 

7 WINIFRED. WESTOVER: ‘as the heroine 
a of ‘this. gripping story of mother’s ‘love gives 

a performance ‘the equal of which has not been 
seen: ron the sereen in many years. 

UNITED ARTISTS’ 
10" Consecutive All Talking HIT! 

Presented by Joseph: M. Schenck. 
Pa _ Also in the Cast 

~ 

A "WILLIAM COLLIER R jn 
f _Myrtle. Stedman 



» 
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Say Someone Started Blaze|B-K Rejects “Hallelujah” 

In Rochester. Theatre| Fo" Loop House Showing 
_ Chicago, Jan, 14. 

Rochester, N:.¥., Jan. -14. | 
Publix- B. &.K. has definitely 

turned down “Hallelujah” (M-G), 

Fire which wrecked Fay’s theatre all-negro film, for its. loop houses, 

here early Sunday morning was in- dlthough accepting the picture for 

cendiary, police claim. They arrest- -their’ south side negro spot,. ‘the, Re-. 

_ea Edward Harding, 47, night watch- gal. 
man and janitor, after firemen found 
‘eo quantity of gasoline soaked rags 

’ Decision. was made ‘because. ‘of 
bringing the negroes into the. loop 

-between ‘the. ceiling and the roof of 
the house. . 

and possible clashes between — the ' 

Harding, who . says. he was “‘for- 

races, 
Clarence. Beck: picked up the pie- 

merly treasurer. of. 2° Keith- Albee on the “pleture. there We and will 
shouse on Long Island, and that he PB 

_Yran into hard luck, was sent ‘here |. 
“two weeks ago by Edward Fay of 
‘Providence, R. I., ‘operator: of the: - Limited. Picketing . . 
theatre. Fay - defends: Harding's. 2 : i.+ \; “Buffalo, Jan. 14s. 

character and has engaged a lawyer Local indepenaent. tneutre owners} 
for him. scored a victory over the Operators’ |’ R a - 

Fay’ 5 had been - sone all sum~ Union when Judge: Larkin, in ‘the| - 
mer and was not doing wejl:s neg |-Supreme: Court; handed down a de= te 
reopening.. Fire damage ‘éstimated} cision: Mmiting :. picketing” by\: thé | te BENNY. ROSS. 
at $60,000.. This is the third big fire |‘union to’ one man in front of each| | Second’ year with’ Warner Bros: 

in the theatre within the past five| theatre. Court also limited the use. thet Mastering the Ceremonies at 
house an be Fennyvessy:- says the | of: handpilts with the exception. of & ‘and how! Eneatre, Jersey City— 
ouse will be rebuilt. : 2 : or lon | Single. Bermissibis | statement ..that ‘Management HARRY ..W:: CRULL 

& ithe theattes, did ‘not. employ’. union: 
operators: Judge ‘Larkin’ ‘continued —— 

Warners Take U Newsreel; R K-0 an iu ‘. Wis | 

‘Chicago, Jan. 14. 

the: injunction | prohibiting interfer- 

‘McNamee Helps Send-Off 

~R-K-O;: is angling - for Universal's 

‘ence by the union with patrons or 

employees of the theatre. .. - 

‘Warners, ‘at one time: planning to| Action was brought by the Rivoli 
have its own newsreel]: but dropping. pnd the (Genesee. isesy ahd. thi an in- 
the idea, wil! use Uniiversal's Talk=-/] Junction.and lamages; ahd the pres- ; ; 

ing Reporter in.all its houses don’ ent réstraining worder! will continue 15 Wisconsin houses. 28 move ot 

1930. Hamilton, Ont., Jan. 14. 
Joseph Plunkett while heré on}. ‘Perhaps the lone important’ com- 

a deal reported arranged with the until the trial of the action. 
Laemmle company. — ' Sidney” B. Pfeifer, Buffalo attor- |’ 

_ Two Strands, New -York -and rfey, appeared for the theatre own- an administrative visit ordered: an, ‘ pany in Canada’ which has’ failed to: 

Brooklyn, and Warners’. new Bea- | ers. ‘inspection tour of the theatres with.| report.a ‘big incredge in earnings for 
con,. uptown, - are the. first to use -At the present time, eight neigh-. a: ‘view toward their purchase. the ‘past year is Hamilton United 

‘the U reel, adding it today (Wed-|-borhood houses are operating here| - Fouses are Alhambra, first run| Theatres, Ltd., operating two houses 
nesday). _In connection ‘with the| without union operators. . theatre in’ Milwaukee; nine subur- | here, with a. combined capacity of 
booking Warners’ has completed _ban stands around the Cream City; | 4,478 seats. 

Racine and Venetian, Racine; She- Annual financial statement. shows 
boygan, Sheboygan, and one at |a deficit of $37, 201, with. $9,582 writ~ 

“arrangements for the. personal ‘ap-/{ 
‘pearance ‘in. all * three houses _ of 

Kenosha. teu off for sound installations, “AT 

q year ago there was a; surplus jof 

Graham ~ McNamee, billed’ as the 

" $15,716., 

| 4 Houses Play Bean Bag 
- With Reels ‘in 3 Towns 

Kansas City, Jan, “14, 

: Chaney’s Promise 

When finally emerging, if re-. 
luctantly, from his-long silence, 
Lon Chaney promises not only 
to talk’ but to sing, 

This is no idle boast, for the 
. greasepaint and wig kid .once 
-sang..baritone in comic opera, 
- including “The: Mikado” and 
“Wizard of. the Nile.” , 

Union Wants. Two Men 

‘To Mount and Unmount 
San Francisco, Jan. 14.. 

: Picture house. managers, - ‘through 
mal T.- -D: Van. Osten, secretary of. the 

_ Allied ‘Managers’ Association ‘here, 

have called a meeting with the Pic- 
ture Operators’ Union, this week to 

| adjust an overtime dispute.. ; 
Formerly, operators “mounted” 

'|.their own shows,.but recently the] : 
union deniatided. that a special man|~ 
be employed for this work, utilizing 
approximately. two: hours to take 

films out of cans and. mount them 

on .machines' iat the. beginning of. the 
bhow: ** | i 

New’ demand is that’ managers 

provide still another man to take the 

‘films off the machines and put them 
back in the cans after the regular 
house operator gets through. 

Canadian Deficit 

dred extra dollars New Years. 

Meity. to its special: preview show- 
—| ing of “Show of Shows.” The Royal, 

accommodate all ‘who were in line 
for tickets, so announcement. was. 

“picture would. be ‘shown. at the 
Royal. 7 

AS fast as a reel of the picture: 
was .off' at the Newman it was 
rushed to the Royal, ‘and then back 
again. : vs vl 

itihnéapolis, Jan. 14. 

Although the local.Century the- 
atre and the Paramount in St. Paul 
are more than 10. miles apart, both 
ouses used one ‘print of “Show of: 

picture’ gs run at the Century and its 

lay of the New York office in getting 

tated the action. 
Bight motorcycle, cops of the St. 

‘tained. to carry’ thé ‘reels back and 
forth. They made 60: trips during 

reéls. Were carried: at 'a.time. Cen- 
tury started on the eighth reel: 

Shanberg Delay 
Holly wood, Jan. 14. 

Understooa here that the deal be- 
‘tween Fox and the Shanberg (Mid- 
land) theatre group of, Kansas and 

Deny N. E. Merger 
Boston,. Jan. 14. 

- Rumors that the entire ‘picture 
theatre chain of New . England 
Theatres Operating Co,, would pass 
into control of. Publix has ' been. 

‘denied by Samuel Pinansky, presi- 
dent of the Netoco. company.. 

Three Netoco houses in Portland,! 
Me. became part of the Publix 
string .last| week. _ This’ was the 
lcause.of the merger rumors, Pin- 
ansky, however, states. that the. 
Portland arrangement is just a 
booking. matter. | 

talking. reporter. McNamee is ap- 
“pearing at one show in each. house, 

only. a F ox Attachment 
San: Francisco, Jan. 14. 

' William Fox's realty holdings 
here had‘a plaster pasted on: them 
last week when S, L. Lansburgh, 
attorney, levied a $250,000 attach- 
sment. 
Property tieup - is based. on the 

allegation that Fox failed to -meet 

payment on purchase of large realty 
holdings in Los. Angeles. 

present.- . 
. Shanberg:- askirie price of - $2, 900,- 
000 is not’ acceptable to “William 
Fox personally, it is, said. 

Columbia’ 8 Team 
Hollywood, Jan, 14. 

Columbia will again team Jack 
Holt and Ralph Graves.in a naval 
picture... ; , 

New yarn is being concocted. by ‘ 
Patterson, McNutt and. Graves. 

Frank Capra will again direct the 

{two. 

e e . @ . . 

Publix in Frisco « 
: ee P 

‘ Publix has selected a site in San 

Francisco. It will bulld a 4,600-saat 
‘house near the Fox’ and Orpheum 
theatres there. 

Percy Kent, Publix realty head on 
coast, made the deal... - 

:Masquera’ ‘Revel: Feb. 19 
’ “Hollywood, Jan. 14, 

ter revel Feb, 19 at the Philharmonic 

Auditori so 

THIS WEEK WAN. 10) ‘BROOKLYN PARAMOUNT ENTIRE PUBLIX TOUR 

Quick thinking and action on the. 
part of the Publix houses, Newman - 
and Royal, brought, in-several hun- 

Newman had given heavy . pub-.’ 

made ‘to’ the crowd that the same 

hows (WB): on the last day- of the 

opening day at the-Paramount. De-. : 

a print to the ‘Poramount necessi-" 

;Paul police. department were ‘ob-. 

the day and thefr running time. was. 
1. minutes: for | the.1) miles. Three. 

dasavers ‘Club will -hold. its win-- 

a block away, had. nothing planned’ 
for the midnite. festivities. It was. 
seen that the Newman could not” 

Missouri has heen postponed for the _ 
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We: s War Met Stands’ | When Kent Returns 
- Wil Play | Day and Date Chicago, Jan. 14. 

Fox will probably relleve itself of 
cperating its six neighborhood 
houses to. the ‘Essaness circuit of 
18 theatres, of which Emil: Stern is” Kent. 

4 left B. & K. bhanaeobesetntees 5 io become a ‘arte _. Paramount expects Kent back in. 
ner in Essanese... ‘These theatres. February, but. Maysites. -hear he wilt 

have been offering: Fox serlous ‘com- arrive Jan, 27. — 
‘petition, In the three months. ‘Stern : 
took Essaness out. of the red. °°. 
‘Fox did: not acquire its outlying 

houses here as 4 groundwork move, 

-but took them to save its equity: on 
loans,. For a time, under the. ‘close. 
surveillance of Joe: .Leo, they showed 
a profit. ‘Theatres. are the. Sheridan, 
north side deluxer; Terminal and 
‘Midwest, ‘.sem1+ deluxers; ‘Commer- 
-eial, -Crown,. and Portag- ; Park. 
Sheridan ‘might be excluded from. 
‘such a deal because it 1s’ only six" 
‘blocks from Essaness’. Pantheon. on 
‘Sheridan road... 1 

_| -Itis Ynderstood a rent: ‘and. per- 
; centage has: been worked. out. 

Essaness May Run Fox’s | 
6 Chi Neighborhooders | 

system, including Hays, Myers and 

Indefinite runs at pop prices, an- 
nounced as instituted by. Warner’s 
at the New York Strand, with “No, 
‘No, Nanette” the ‘first: under: this 

policy, will not be continued: Value 
of pictures booked. for week. dates 
~ will determine whether they .. will 
‘hold over as before. | 

“Effective this. Friday (Jan. : 17). 
“Show of Shows” noses out “Nanette” 
at the Strand, this theatre, ‘the 
Strand, _Brooklyn,. and ‘Warner's: 
Beacon (74th street) “will play prod- 

“uct day and date. “Show of Shows”. 
-goes into all three houses on that 
“day. - 

" Day. and date’ policy for the: two 
* Strands and the Beacon will not be 
wavered from except under unusual. 

Q ‘conditions, 

the return from abroad of. Sidney 

_ RAYART. CLosING: OUT 
w. Ray ‘Johnston, president: of 

‘Continental Pictures, also Rayart, | 
has gone. to the Coast for produc-. 

the new: company. 
Meariwhile, Rayart is in the proc- 

ess. of closing . out its business. 

_ CUBAN TWO WEEKS. 
John.- -W. ‘Fingerlan, .’ “executive 

studio manager. .of . ‘Paramount's: 
. | Long Island studio, and John Ham-. 

‘| mel, ‘of, the: home office, have ‘gone 
| to Cuba for:. two weeks... 

_ Trip is ‘combined ° with pleasure. 
Ar thur Cozine ‘1s -pubbing | ‘for Fin- 
fer ‘lan. ; 7 

Cruze Berrows. Schildkraut_ 

. Hollywood, Jan. 14, 
Universal . “has: farmed Joseph. 

Schildkraut . to. ‘James - Cruze for 

“Soul of the Tango.” 
~ Deal was not closed until Cruze’ 
-. guarantéed to” bill ‘the - -actor 50%" 
*“ above anyone in the cast. , ; 

TONING, DOWN BK: WIFE” 
“Hollywood, Je fan, 14, 

With the ‘Hays office objecting to 
“Bx-Wife, "and Metro. announcing |. 
abandonment, it is understood. the. 

| studio will tone down the objection- 
lable. features: in the’ story;,:. change 
the title, and. ‘make | it ata later , 
date, -. . - 
“Under the. ‘circumstances the stu- 

dio will not be able to. use the ad-: 
vertising value . of the book. 

* Mayer in N. YY. Ce 

Block on “Cieco Kid” _ Hollywood, Jan. “aa 

Holly wood;' Jan. 14. 
Ralph Block; among 2 score . to 

_, leave Pathe Jan, 1, has. been’ en- 
” gaged: by Fox to. adapt. and | dialog. 

aoe “The Cisco. ‘Kid." be Votl 

York Thursday . (16); 
-. He. will, confer’ with: Metro asso- 
clates In home office’ on production 
schedule. and policy. i 

that match every mood in 

Tue widest range of tints ever offered the 

oy 7 

. 6 

industry is. embraced by. Eastman Sono- ; 

chrome Tinted Positive Films. They can be. - 

used to match every: mood i in the story, or. 

to reproduce the one lighting or tone that 

predominates throughout the picture.... 

In either : case Sonochrome ‘gives beautiful 1 

color. Tt gives faithfully reproduced 

sound. And it costs no more > than regular - 

black-and-white positive. © 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 
‘ROCHESTER, NEW YORK . 

“J. E: ‘Bralatour, Tn 
New York 7 Chicago - Hollywood 

a 

{| Exhibitor pow-wows | on the one 
national organization idea and unit |- 

Lightman, will not be resumed until | 

“Lights” (FN). 

| ‘Writer, " -M-G.. 

tion conferences :on forthcoming | 
Continental releases, - Two features | 
have. been: completed thus far for | 

- | newspaper man, and John Kirkland, 
| new writers at Par, 

|. Harrison Ford, Bert Morehouse,. 

‘Louis ‘B. ‘Mayer. will. arrive in’ New ; 

: ‘| Roach.. 
' .Joe.E. ‘Brown, ‘ “Bride 66, MOTTA, - 

. {Irving Bacon, Del Henderson, ° ‘The 
|Dear Slayer,” Darmour. 

4 : William Harrigan, “A Very. Practical 
d. Joker, ” Pox. : 

_. [elude Beatrice Lillie, Maureen O'Sul- 

. Jand John Garrick:. Hazzard- Short 

ter,” Sono-Aft: . Reginald Denny, 

‘| Love,” Fox. 

. Jand direct Spanish ‘versions.; 

| Blues,” Fox. 

- ‘| umn,”. WB; 

‘|La Roy, “I Love You,” Radio. | 

: Fields, “Tadies: Love Brutes,” Par. 

| Jules’ Rancourt, Jacques Vanaire, 

_| Ernest Torrence, “The Circle,” M-G. 

- lola Timers’ Revue,” secondly ehris- 
‘|tened “Just Kids.” - 

| Kia" 

_ East," WB. 

Wednesday, Jenuary 15, 15, 1930 

- Traveling “Scho “Schoe 
Los ‘Angeles, Jan: "14. 

WEST COAST. NOTES 
a U7 - 

Go. native” (ear). Gordon in Let's Fox. ‘Coast managers and ‘projec. 
1 . 

Roland west will. direct “Love. in. Honiste are taking and sepeduciner 

eae i Murat | tn: “Hi gh So oclety ERPI technicians and the chain's 
Blues" (Fox). experts are demonstrating. 

Duke Martin in “Black Grows" “School” played here Jan. 6, Ban “ 
(Par). © ; 

Peter - C. “Richmiond in “prigtt | 
Seattle Tan. 20. = 

Edward Martinidel “tor “Song ' _- $48,000 In TWO SUITS: 

.. |’) Portland, Me. Jan, 14.. -- 
Empire Amusement. Co., operator “ 
of the Empire theatre, is sued for. 

“New Metro’ contract ‘for John 
Mack Brown. . 

Zelda Sears cand" John | Meehen, 
“Ex-Wite;” M-G, 

~ John Miljan for “Séa Bat,” “M-G.. |in Superior Court here. : _ 
. Sherman Lowe and Adrian: John=|. . . Abraham. Goodside, . generally un- -« 

son on Col's writing ‘staff. - 
A. Harold .Noon, San- Francisco fhouse, is suing the’ company for 

$25,000, asserting that the firm |is, 
“| obligated to him. Attorney: H. C._ 
Libby, administrator of the estate .- 
of. the late Irving E. Vernon, is 

-| suing. for. $20,000. on*a series. of . 

Jackie Heller for short, M- a. 

Rita La Roy added “r Tove. You,” 
Radio. - 

John. F. Goodrich writing. an.orig- 
inal to be: directed by Roy Pomeroy. 
at Radio. .* 
William ‘Irving ‘and Philip- Strange 

to “Bright Lights,’” PN, 
Louis King and ‘William Orlamond 

to “Sin Flood,” FN, . 
. Ray: Enright. ‘will ‘direct Alice 
White in.“Sweet Mamma,” FN. 

- Fay Wray opposite Gary Cooper 
in “The Texan,”. Par. 
Nancy. Drexel :in femme Jead in 

‘Harry: ‘Langdon's two-reeler for 

Vernon. by: the theatre company be- 
tween - September, 1924, arid April, 
1926, 

“ DICKER on ts TRIO 
Chicago, Jan,. 14. 

‘R-K-O and Publix-B. & K.: are: 
dickering for an ‘exchange of. equi- 
‘ties in three houses. which - would ° 
‘completely. give R-K-O the Belmont, 
north side ‘vaudfilm house, in’ ex- - 
change for : sole B..& K. ownership - 
of. the Tower and Norshore, neigh 
borhood houses. me 

‘ R-K-O has been operating the. 
Belmont, B, & K. the other . two 
houses. 

Rhia Del Ruth, Arthur Housman, 

Ralph Ince, “Jail Break,” FN, 
- Bill Henry, -U’s publicity staff. 
* Mae Clarke, -Kenneth . McKenna, 

- J, Harold Murray, Fifi Dorsay,. fea- 
tured. in: untitled ™ox original. To 
be directed by Alexander Korda. 

Carol Lombard, “Safety in. Num-. 
bers," Par. - 

Tenen Holtz, Carl Stockdale, Del 
Henderson. to: English version “All 
Teed Up,”: Roach. - Enrique: Acosta 
and.* Albert Pollett- Spanish), and. 
Gene’ De Briac and . ‘Leo. Cleary, 
‘French version, — 
‘Fox's “London: “Revue” will dns 

LICENSE BILL BEFORE SENATE 
Washington, Jan. 14. 

Senator Smith W. ‘Brookhart now 
|has his lcensing bill béfore the. 
Senate. .H@ introduced it last: week, 
As previously reported the Senator’. 
planned ..this: measure ‘during the 
‘special session. *. * 

Jt will. “require; 4f-° enacted: into 
law, that every corporation oper= 
ating directly or indirectly in inter- 
state commerce ‘be licensed by the. 
federal trade commission, 

livan, Fifi Dorsay, Victor McLaglen. 

will stage it, with no screen direc- 
tor assigned as yet. ' 
Lynn Riggs, New York play- 

wright, here under contract to 
Pathe... 4 
Complete ast, “Phe. Dark Chap- 

AEVERYTHINGin RUBBER 
‘For the Stage and Soreen 

“-| Miriam. Seegar, : Anita Louise,: Har-"|. COSTUMES ‘ 
_|vey Clark, Charles Coleman, Norma s ANIMALS 

1 Drew, Lucille Ward, Christian Yves, |. a NOVELTIES 
Carlisle. ‘Moore, Greta Greenstedt. - 

Lumsden. Hare; “In - Love. “with: : uclustre furnishers of all.waterproof 
.. materials to Publix Theatres 

* Nopinseal Rubber. Mfg. Co. . 
19 Weat 18th St. Watkins 9627 

, - . . New York 

Fo. Yorke: Sherwood, “Temple Tower,” ‘| 

Carlos Villegas, to Pathe to: ‘write 

Hedda ‘Hopper, : “High Boctety , 

Howard Green, writer, has. ob- : 
tained another six months with Fox, 
ann Carter, : “Viennese - Nights,” mt 

Claude: King,” My “The . Agony ‘Col- 

* Lois Wilson; Harrison Ford,’ An- 
thoay Bushell, Renile Macready, Rita 

wane ‘Torres, “The, Sea Bat," " 

Paul Fix, Terike, ‘Borros, ‘Stanley 

George Davis, Georges Renovent, 
Andrea Cheron, Marcelle Corday, { 

Robert Graves, Arthur Hurn!, Yucca 
‘Toubetzky, Lionel Belmore, Bugene 
‘Boren, Pierre de Ramey, French) 
version..“Unholy Night,’ .M-G.. -. 

' Lewis Stone, Alison Skipworth, 

Raymond Hackett, . “Jail Break, oy DIALOGUE, FOR M-G-M 

FOX THEATRES 
DOROT Ys os 

Martin FPiavin, playwright, here 
from New York under contract to 

- “March: -of.. "Time," Jatest--title of 

- Fox has: ‘cast Mona. Maris. oppo- 
site Warner Baxter in “The Arizona | 
Kid,” formerly called “The . _Cisco 

Leroy Prinz joins ‘Cecil DeMille 
Feb. 1 at M-G as dance director. _ 
Dorothy Revier, borrowed by FN: 

from Columbia for “Sin Flood.” — 
Frances Dade, stage, under con- 

tract to Sam Goldwyn. ‘No assign- 
ment yet... 
Kay Francis borrowed from Par. 

for “Raffles,” UA,. 
Allen Kearns, “tT ‘Love You" 

(Radio). 
Ralph Lewis, ‘The Bad One," UA. 
Anthony Bushell, “Three . Faces. 

pe ea neeee Seed eed 

Samson Raphaelson to “Radio, ‘to. 
write, a ; 

—_.s 
Po™ “HIRE 

RODUCTIONS | 

ANIMAL SOUND FILM . 
Denver, Jan. 14. 

Pictures taken in Africa by Paul 
L. Hoeffler,. head .of the Colorado 
African’expedition, will be combined 
with scenes taken in Hollywood, by 
Columbia, as the first all- sound wild: 
animal picture, 

XELOLTA TIONS 
ESHNTATIONS 

Bey 

‘Erancigco Jan, 18," and. / Goes. to |. 

a. total of $45,000' in, two suits fled 

derstood.to. be. operator: of © the... - 

notes alleged to have-~ been given - 
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Titan. dreadnaught looses guns and shoots’ coin in all _ 

directions at $2. 00 Carroll NY. Smashing met. pre- 

miere drew” distinguished audience last: night , | 

htier than Rio Rita” in n solid gross-getting values! 

ie J Directed | by. 

_ ay he 6: ere a te ed wR 5 Rita’ oe caf 

Music by. Vincent Youmans. Story. by Herbert 
Fields; lyrics by Clifford Grey, Leo Rubin’ . 

"and Irving. Caesas¥ 



. 
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Los An: geles SendsFlag Alofti in 
Complete Surrender to Radio's 
Gorgeous New Wonder Show - 
... Third Week RKO Orpheum | 
‘and Bouncing House Records 

3 All Over The Landscapel aif 
Beavis 

_"Rollicking; | fast: and be
autiful production vue

 

Ho) oon Angeles’ Evening? ‘Express 

” Hie the Deck’ hits the bull's-eye:. « »: will hit the popular 

H ORN PI PE fancy a5. well.as- the.popular pocketbook. aoc Y Los: Angeles Record 
a 
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AVAST YE LAND-LUBBERING 
THEATRE MANAGERS, AND 
HEAVE TO . 

Ss 

‘eer | A Bigger Shot Than’ Rio Rita”... A 
| Smoking Smackerino For Every Live _~ 

a a Theatre eee in. the Nodal a 

— on HERE’: S. A FAST DESCRIPTION OF THE 

SENSATIONAL RKO LOS ANGELES | 

CAMPAIGN THAT SMASHED ALL. 
~ ORPHEUM THEATRE RECORDS! (Take: Bow ; 
George). Hop To. It, Mates, and Sock Hard . cae 

oe NAVY. COOPERATION . KELLOGG'S PEP TIE-UP. 
woe Special « one- -sheets with enlistment: tie-ups in. 
> ‘reeruiting offices and on general boards . 

~~ Models of U.S. S. Virginia i in store windows 
with ‘naval paraphernalia . . . Special’ hight - 
for ex- naval officers . Distributed a . SHEET MUSIC 

oo ese fei -tabloid tiled ‘Navy News”... oe Full cooperative campaigns by. Harms, and 
‘28. Naval recruits named Smith given passes... . Vincent Youmans. Ei ht sensational 

oo Don't miss SMITH: Angle in Show! a numbers... a ene jonal - 

"52. AMERICAN LEGION. TIE-UP ey 
oh, Special story in American-Legion Weekly:. 2 

Half-sheet cards tieing up attraction and ps pros: 
duction distributed to grocery. stores . 

: as eA 1! 

he" BEN HUR COFFEE TIE. uP. 
fe Coffee served. gratis in theatre's lounging 

fom « ; half- F-sheets distributed through 

@ | THAT HAD THE 

NY 

~ 

restaurants . ~ 
¥ 

VICTOR RECORDS 
Special heralds mailed and distributed through = 
retail stores... Window easels and counter. 
‘cards « carrying theatre billing and rece i" 

.'ords <4. Radio stations playing records |. « 
Banners on trucks and special deploys h ina nal 
stores handling ister. Records . 

AND’ 12:OTHER'SWELL LOCAL TIE-UPS - : 
NATIVES: ON. EDGE. eee 

[Copies of theatre's abloid maled out with ORCHESTRAS 
eS 7 Legion. Publication . . 

‘local billing from manufacturer .. - Cardboard ‘ 
marquee Pennants available at RK re) 

ee / Deck’ Campaign _ Manua LW 

aN a cata te. ll Out-Next-Week.<A. Blazing.) ——> 
| Battery: of. Money Ideas and ” 

‘Gunde AdnYousEver Sel, 

ep qv Watch for Mammoth. Titan 

. vance of run. 

FLAGS AND PENNANTS. 

7 Brilliant-banners for theatre front at minimum 
cost... Made. possible by purchase “" 
government over- stock code and yacht flags 

All material. now ‘available for s cong ‘plugging 
in advance .. . Special medley of “Hit the’ 
Deck’ tunes viepared for overture in ad.'c 

in catload lots . . ; Quick delivery” with’ 

exchanges . 

1S Pepae 
= Pl CTUR E Ss Rete soseseuntes, a toes 
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1 

-. and sees Powell doing the act Skelly 

- genius craves. Skelly, just .a feeder | 

’ Powell away is subtly convincing. 

4 “Never: ‘Say Die.’ No heavy. nro- 

_ to form a two act, He suggests a]. 

. He drowns himself., Skelly attempts’ 

“beauty and the beast” marriages 

(Continued from page 22) | 
: a 7 

Phe aid in “Danco of pifes’ his aa pass, Costello, oc 1prominest per consumption by the time they the ship's captain, who takes charge | 1. ©: Hoyt. Phil Rosen, director. Charles 

in n sincere; lovable part will draw ecte y ester. Morris, be-|get together again. and quarrels with the owner, Wolfe, A. vost producing manager, and John Elliott 

a tew tears. But William Powell, cause of. her ‘poverty, is shown ‘to 

whe continues to steal honors from 

“Whe fe above him, does it again. | sincerity, especially in the recitation 
of dialog. 

The wealthy’ Owen’ “Mallery i 
competently essayed by. Jack Mul- 
hall, whose assignment is as prom- 
‘inent as. that of. Morris, who is fea- 
tured. 
Suspense ig well sustained through 

‘the handling of speculation us to the 
outcome. ‘of the marriage. ‘While 
Vallery is fighting against.a weak- 
ness’ for’ Don,.Mallery.ig -having a 
similar. experience | aboard: a.train 
-with: Beth, his former sweetheart, a. 
Jesser part played in perky fashion’ 
by Edna-Murphy. .Morris. shows '.a 
tendency toward .stage - hysterics 
when he flashes a gun on the hero- 
ine. in. a final: effort to get her to 
leave her husband. 
One of the set novelties is a mov- 

ing house.. Both -floors are crowded 
with drunks, dancers, and. musicians 
but | ‘the momentum effect is there, 
regardless of- whether a borax team 
OF, a. couple of trucks did the pulling:. 

Waly. 

; NAVY BLUES 
, (ALL ‘DIALOG) - 

; Metro- Goldwyn-Mayer. production and re- 
lease. Starring Willam Haines. Features 
AnitéePage and Karl ‘Dane.- Directed by 
Ciarence Brown with dialog by J. C. and KE. 
Nugent and Ww, LL. River. Cameraman, M. 
-B. Geratad. : ‘Douglas Shearer, sound. eng!- 
necr. On disk.. “At ‘Capitol, New. York, 
week” Jan, 10. “Running time, ‘75 mins.. 

Wh is why house managers dis-. 
regard press instructions and give 
Powell top breaks: 

-" Story. starts in New’ Orleans, 
“where. Skelly is. bowling ’em over 
within his’ small- time limitations, 
as t-‘clown: bike rider doubling’ in. 
vocals. °- He has met and fallen for 
a waitress. The romance is devel-. 
oping. Then. Skelly: finds Powell in 
the street, about. to. collapse -from 
hunger, and takes him to his room 
fcr.a feed and a flop. Powell: ‘spills 

_ his story about coming from a fam-- 
ily .of -famous -European clowns 
whose. artistry is: no. longer appre-’ 
ciated by modern America. Skelly, 
the generous and somewhat sappy 
‘guy who has built up his little rep 
on hoke, is all adoration and. wants | 

‘ glapsticl: routine, but Powell wants 
‘only the ‘higher style. of artistry. 
‘Dubious, Skelly tries out’ Powell's: 
‘Gdea of an.act. with him, and they: 
flop. Ag Skelly is: doing a. routine 
in a -saloon, trying to get: énough | 
dough to feed the team, Powell ¥ 

‘blows out on him. | ; 
Later Skelly attends.a vaude show 

had suggested with another partner. 
Backstage: Powell: ‘plibis his deser- 
tion and swiping of the Skelly act. 

‘Lingo of the genius ‘convinces Skelly, 
_and he teams: with. ‘Powell again— 
on ‘the ‘small end of the billing. 
Powell meets ‘Skelly’s girl - friend; 
_and in ro time hag married’ rer. . 

| With Skelly’s: act the team: pro- Lesccdeceveceesess Anita, Page 

gresses to a Broadway show. Powell Sven Swanaba:: sereneneeenoe res ‘Karl Dane | 

“Joves his wife, -but -is two-timing | yrs, Powe cwvsesees vere eee ioe Chapman 

“With another dame who gives. him | Higgins. vestatacneenensensee Wade ‘Boteler 
the higher sort of stimulation . his J. 

A feature that doesn't merit the 
coin: it'll get. on the Haines namé 
and the. Anita Page ‘underpinning. 
In ‘those “spots where they're off, 
William Haines “Navy Blues” is go-. 
inz to paint ‘the theatre as the Har- 
vard side in the Yale Bowl of a No-- 
vember. afternoon. But in, a, majority 
of spots: the. picture is: going .to 
do. fairly, the answer to that tre- 
mendous. picture publicity, which 
the legit theatre men. don’t ‘believe 
and with which they can't compete. 
“Navy Blues” will evolve into an ex- 
‘ample of making a bad. picture - 
stand up in the Keys. . 
_ And. everybody can’t get off with 
a clean slate.. The main sufferer will 
probably be Haines. Not with “Navy 
Blues.”” His next one. When they’ ré 
as weak as this the follow-up pic-: 
ture of the star concerned takes the 
slap unless it’s unusually strong—. 
going back ‘to the old film adage of 
three successive bad pictures puts 
any of ’em on the skids. Tough on 
Haines because it’s not’ his. fault, 
although ‘a Jot’ of the newspaper 
opinions will probably . slip him the 
blame. 

Fault is in an exasperating story, 
and the comedy | material which 

-in the act, covers: up Powell's ca-. 
-vortings” and tries to keep the wife 
happy. Powell loges all the act's 
savings in gambling, and eventually 
is tossed aside by; the second girl. 

to shoulder the. lost money blame 
so the widow will never know. Re- 
‘vealment . of -this: | sacrifice causes 
‘the pair's final uniting. 

Fay. Wray as the wife is subdued. 
in impressiveness by. the. perform- 
ances of the two men. Kay Francis 
as the high-minded -gal who weans 

Press: sheet’ announces. this _pic- 
-ture was to contain shots of talking 

‘ pictures in the making. scenes to be 
‘of Skelly making a talker test. No 
vestige of these remained at the 

_ Bhowing in Norfolk. 
Theme song is a likeable melody, 

‘duction displays. except. for. short 
: Shots: of ‘ Skelly and Powell doing 
hits of the-act... . Bang. 

SECOND CHOICE 
. (ALL DIALOG) 

_ pwamer production and - release, star ring 

olores = Costcilo recte y_ Howard | isn’t there.. So Haines is over-play- 
or < . 

Brotherton trom sph Jackson, chester, story ing for laughs, Clarence Brown, the’ 
‘Tis featured. At “Warner's Beacon, N. ee : director, evidently realizing the sit- 

nning Jan. Running time, mins. | vation, has’apparently let him go as 

‘Vallery Grove. .......+1++.-Dolores Costello | fay as he likes. The result is that 
Owen Mallery. aateperere eres TACK Mulhall|{there are points where the star is 

Beth Randall.. seasons -Edna Murphy -embarrassingly.. unfunny. Haines 

can't carry it alone (who can?) and 
especially when he hasn't anything 
to give him a feothold. 
“Navy Blues” is a pretty fair ci- 

tation of the fact that-pictures are 
made behind, not in front of the 

|Jcamera. Not that Haines and his 
support ‘cast are so short, but when 
the material is lacking to such an 
extent it doesn’t make much differ- 

Although: ‘gaps: “in story logic are. 
‘wide and many, .“Second Choice,” 
despite characterizations which are 
as frequently unnatural, is a good 
program attraction. One of those 

ence who is in the picture, or show. 

STANDARD for entertainment values. 

‘BY WHICH ALL STAGE | T22t Simdom makes its own rules 
and can refute this'-theory is the 

ENTERTAINMENT is paradox that this release is going to 

SUBSE. . do moderately well because Haines 
is in it and his name will.draw. The. 
picture companies get back that tre- 
mendous advertising budget on the 
bad ones, The good ones will always 
‘do business, anywhere. 
‘|; Treature’s sock laugh is a side arm 
punch by Dane, as he and ‘Haines 
go through an anti-climax restau- 

way and. hits the other, It’s funny 

studio effort to pick-up the pro- 
verbial. “dull. thud” via microphone. 

on leave and mecting Miss Page at 

the sailor to the extent that. when 
hee irate mother orders the Navy 
out uf the house, the daughter walks 

Biwith him. He, in turn, walks out 
.|on’ the. girl after procuring: her a 
room for the night. and informing 
that he’s not the marrying kind. “A 
time jump brings Haines back. to 
the girl’s home, the parents think 
they're married and he realizes that 
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BEHIND THE MAKEUP : the elrl flat, ana as she’s doing as 
is an anticlimax to carlier' sequences | best she can, with business evi- / ously on hoard. Refusing. to sign on 
in which.both parties have been|dently okay, when he finds hey again | the dotted line for the oil stock buy, 
slapped and resort to matrimony as|—love’s young sweet dream has Wardell is found shot, with -no one’ 

a conventional buffer, been pretty well smirched for flap-} and no gun’ in the room. Peel and 

advantage... Much. of her former |of.a strong dramatic plot, «and. it Count won't sit in the chair in 

chill ig replaced by .a warmth and)does, don’t forget that meanwhile | Which Wardell was shot, so long as 

| Haines. has been playing a silly kid | Someone is playing the plano in the 
gob. And how silly those who sé¢e | next reom. It: ‘develops there's a 

it will find out.. So the ironic tan. ; un hidden ‘in ‘the skirting -behind 

gent which -the picture takes is. the Chair, fired when a certain chord 

rather ludicrous in a supposed. com- {is sty uck, this. being the Count’s idea 
edy. It unwinds like a Vina. Del- {to avenge ‘his’ father; who he.’ be- 

mar. rewrite of “Anna Christie.” —_| lieves ‘was ‘murdered by. Wolfe. 

that appearance will count, as usual. killed in ensuing scrap. Peel Bets . 

Dane ‘is obviously not as yet on a | S¥lvia- 
friendly ‘footing with dialog and J. 
(on enusent, ig ne eee that he's 
mixe in the ‘dialog credits, is 
‘most creditable as the meek hale: ‘a dall Ayrton, who. makes his. ship's 
a tyrannical marriage. | Doesn't 
seem possible that as smart a per- 
former and writer as the older Nu- 
ent could have a one. stuff that’s. Snciaded Some of ture where they don’t object to Eng- 

through this type of fare... No worry |. 
|there., He's. simply the victim of | BLAZE (oy GLORY 
trying ‘to do too much in Heu of lit- 
tle background. This is his first:all--|° -. (ALL : DIALOG) 

| they’ll-come m: to see ‘it, occasional- | nearer being: ox office. This second 

1 fest bade Sewer c en eeees William Haines | 

(27, RCA recording... Running’ time, 90) stuff is less apparent. Curbing the 

‘Arthur Wardell....scecseeees Carl Harbord tinuity.. 

“part brawl.” The” Swede: looks one]. -~ 

land “the: first, instance noted of a- 

Story has Haines as.a gob in port | 

‘a welfare club dance, She falls for |. 

Alice is still loose somewhere. To. 
make good. with ‘the ‘unsuspecting. 

Count's father, who diea myster!-| THE RAMPANT AGE 
. (ALL DIALOG) 

Trem ‘Carr production released by Come - 
‘tinental Pictures. Based on a novel by 
R. S. Carr and adapted for the screen by 

‘If that y ; at yarn sounds. like the germ by doing so, probe and find the Or ee Recording by Nell Jack ‘ands. 4 

cq. BY Franklin, RCA Photophone records --'j 
ing. At Loew's New York, one day, Jan, - 
Jl. Running time, 62 mins, a: 
‘Sandy Benton..ccrcsesececsss James Murray. 
‘Dorls Lawrence. .sepeseees. Merna Kennedy 
Eddie Mason. eves ee-+. Eddie Borden 
Estelle. .seveees Margaret Quimby. 
Mrs, Lawrence . Florence Turner |. 
Mr. Benton, .««. eoseoeveesy OWN Elliott ¥ 
Tullos... SOOrerrcrr rr eren Gertie Messinger ~ 
De Witt ieee eee ee Pat Cunning - 

Miss Page hasn't much to. do but Count accuses Wolfe, and latter gets |. 
- Box office. chances for “The Ram-=. : 

pant Age,” aside from its title, are - 
weak excépt for the daily change... 3 
erinds, Shown at Loew's” New 3 
York, daily’ change, ‘as the lone feas ’ 

captain seem real. Direction capable ture. 
and crisp. . 

Good average "program feature 
here. For America a.-second “fea- 

‘Good: comedy bits from Edna ‘Da- 
‘vies ‘asa’ maid and Syd Crossley as 
a valet. Best work’ easily from Ran- 

Continental's. "second talker Ia an: 
based on the novel “of. Robert 5S. 
Carr, an 18-year-old. school boy ape | 
parently seeking ‘to expose youth in. | 
its modern. fling... ‘What. exists. in 3 
the ‘novel .of a sensational nature . § 

_ [has become mild ‘in transition to the | 
a screen, the ‘censors. — :: 

A round.of gin parties, where: the 7 
lights go out and ‘the. girls pretend — 
they're wild, scenes that are actu= . 
ally tame in comparison.with what. } 
some pictures have’ offered, figure. | 
‘too: prominently... If.-patrons don't’ 4 
tire. of the incessant noise-making-.J 
in’ these sequenceés, they're Hkely to - 4 
find little interest in the plot... This J 
concerns an episode ‘in puppy love: 
with James Murray sowing’ plenty ~ 
of wild oats and resenting the sud- 
den- determination of Merna Kene- “ 
nedy to do a little partying herself, 4 
He doesntt learn until the plane fin= § 
ish, when he rescues her. up in mide "J 
air, that she did all the things ‘she * 
ostensibly was doing just to arouse J 
his jealousy. Story is very. slow: | 
getting started, with the noisy. reve .| 
elry and dialog in the first. reel :de~™ 
veloping nothing at all: outside of 
atmosphere. oh 
Murray and Miss Kennedy, loaned: 

from U, fail. to distinguish them--"° 
selves. It ia also true that the parts. 
offer them little. But Eddie Borden,’ 
for comedy, is a delight in several .} 
spots; particularly. in the last few™ 
hundred feet. Photography: and ree 
cording Bod. : Char.’ 

Haines can audibly kid his way. lish broad, “as frat. 

talker, ‘though he- ‘previously ‘spoke "(24 R eview) 
in (Jimmy ‘Valentine.’ ‘Sono Art has re-tailored this one: 
H jin ure won't further: - endear Picture premicred at the Cohan Dec. 

aines .into anyone’s’ heart, “but | 30. New -version comes somewhere 

ly snicker at it,. depart, and ‘forget | review - by. reques ; 
it, And the. latter phase is the ‘best | ,. ‘All the. cutting, t however, cannot 

break M-G could ask of the pubiic- change the. theme and dialog. But 
on this one. ~ aos Sid; ‘|the, “second editorial | treatment, 

oT OO chiefly. a tr imming of Dowling’s per- 
oe peers ae petual singing. and. coughing, ele- 

_HATE SHIP _.| vates, “Blaze 2S Glory” to fair pro- 
Ce _ - gram rating for the. average house. 

(BRITISH. MADE). “| New edition, despite seven or eight 
(All Dialog, With Songs) deletions, is projected in the same 

‘British International . production. and -a | time ‘that. the original required: 
‘Noonan Walker tro release. apirected by Minus the shéared: stuff, and regard- 

“Bruce. Graeme'’s novel. Features Jameson legs of the. similarity in running pe- 
Thomas, Jean Colin, and Randall Aryton | riod brought..about by. slower pro- 
Preview, :Metropole theatre, London, -Dec. | jection, the. court fadeouts into war 

minutes. 
Vernon: Wolfe.. ,.Jameson Thomas singing Dowling until screen encores 
Sylvia Paget..... cas Jean Colin| are ‘also fractionalized alds as well 
Col. Paget......... MT Nitvo Dawson | in’ “smoothing some of the rough 
Count Bt ote. vw see cena eee tees Henry Victor | 
Capt.. McDonnell. : Oo senene Randall ‘Ayrton edges: and r elieving the original con- 

Roger Peel..... teeecedeeeses..Claude Rainé One situation, while wisely omit- 
Countess Karova. SLT Mariette Minetti. ted for story. ‘importance,. practically 

sacrifices what appealed to many in 
Adaptation here isso. free it: has the: opening night audience as the]. 

produced anew story. Bruce’ Graeme |best of the four song specialties. 
could write ‘another novel from this | This number..“Doughboy’s Lullaby,” 
and give it a .new title. About all |is- ‘clipped to an off-set murmur in. 
they've left-in is a pistol fired by.|the finis. Better the shears, how-.]- 
-electric contact ‘from behind a wall. |ever, than.the superfluous and illog- 

But. as:a meller it’s a good ‘enough |ical picture work which the render- 
picture. Recording is ‘okay, also the |ing of. this theme requifed. The 
acting; ‘dialog is not too stagey; |marriage, while the troops are‘cross-. 
there’s: action and. nice clothes. |ing the transport gangplank, is also 
Good for split’ weeks and daily out. In the same sequence, Dowl- 
changes in the States,. © ing’s repeat on “Wrapped in a.Red, 

Aboard a ritzy yacht ts Wolfe and |Red Rose,”: in- competition with the 
his’ party, thrown to get Wardell. liner’s whistle, is reduced to a few 
hoeked on.a phoney oil well propo-.| bars of humming. © 
sition .framed ‘between Wolfe and Phonograph solos in his reitera- 
the Count. . Former is also making tion ‘of. “Put a Little Salt on the 
‘a play for Sylvia, whose father is in | Bluebird’s Tail’ are improved since 
Gent. ; whe promide. Wardell, neared. wo ehroceh 4 Darro doesn’t have to weekly 
ms olfe, takes Peel with him as |s0 rough those anguishin leas ° , 
valet, Peel being an ex-captain and |for a cracked, coughing, and flatted _ All of the 12 theatres now: oper ” 
of the upper clawss. - | rendition, as was first done by the ating here have joined. the organizer ; 

Yacht used to belong ' to. the star. Waly. | tion. - 

SPOKANE’S 7 0.M: A. 7 
, Spokane, Jan, 14.-~ 

Organization of the Theatre Own é 
ers and Managers’ Association hag - 
been effected here, marking the first 
time such a group Has combined in. 
the interest of the theatres, : “ 
Ray.A. Grombacher, president and: e 

operator of Spokane Theatrés,. Incy.. 
was named president, Will Maylon, ; 
producer-director-actor of the May.’ 
lon Players (stock) ig vice-president © 
and.L. J. Carkey, manager. of ‘the | 
R-K-O Orpheum, “fs . ‘ secretarye :. 
treasurer, Meetings. will be held. 

| ANOTHER SUCCESS SCORE
D BY ee 

“SOCIETY’S STEP-SONS” 
: 

DAVID 

oe ~Not. Forgetting — “ ‘WAFFLES” 

MN THE CAPITOL THEATRE, NEW YORK 
(LAST WEEK, JAN. 3, 1930). 

NOW AT LOEW’S PARADISE THEATRE 
‘PLAYING GREATER LOEW PRESENTATION. HOUSES | 

We Extend Our. Gratitude. to 

MR. LOUIS K. SIDNEY, MR. BENNY THAU, MR. ARTHUR KNORR 4 

finds her in a cafe with a man, the 
,| battle .ensues,. and the gob stages 
.{the reunion. 

J ence the script calls for Haines, in- 
dicating he'll marry the lass, despite 
her costume. and dialog: insinuating 
that during his.absence she’s found 
the ancient means of keeping allve. 

But the yarn has killed off sym- 

pathy for Haines’ when he leaves: 

“ltyome folks" Ne poes“on~a~search)-|- <1 xa 

To square himself with the audi-. 

“Pp AST ‘PERFORM. ANCES | on aarscbinapeeceanatied nel ee a ae | 

TWO SOLID YEARS R-K-O cIRCUTT, 

ONE SEASON PUBLIX CIRCUIT: 

REPRESENTATION 
‘R- K-O (HERMAN L. CITRON— CHAS. ALLEN Pioture Theatres 

UM. S. BENTHAM OFFICE . JERRY CARGILL 
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(Arbitration, Film Boards and = 
Adjustments as Doubly Seen 

- In over the six weeks -that ‘arbi- 

fration has been shut down, pending 

_fhe: federal court's -decrée, Film 
Boards have affected adjustments, 

During . that time ‘only 300 cases, 
mostly with-oxhibitors as complain- 

- ants, have been filed. 

While it. reveals this” condition, 
the Hays organization also empha- |. 
‘gizes that it- has: no intention of | 
abolishing arbitration.. The method, 
iguspended until Judge Thacher tells 
how it can be patched up so as to 
‘pe within the lav, is the smoother 
and. more successful of the two, it 

is. conceded. 

Company attorncys. ‘for the vari- 

‘ous members of the. Hays body met 
‘last week and discussed the 1930 
budget for the Film Boards, It is 
understood that the figures are. not 
an excess of those for 1929, 

Experts outside of the Hays gr oup 
-fidiculed even the thought of trade]. 
‘hoards being able to: substitute for |- 
erbitration for any. lengthy period. 
The 32 trade boards are simply the: 

enforcers of rulings from arbitration 
Groups, they say. Producers’ and 

“- exchanges, 4s. well as many exhib- 

ftors,. they ventured, are holding up 
many flings until arbitration is re- 
gumed. . 

| ‘NEGROES’ SILENT ‘THEATRE 
Elizabeth City, N. C:, Jan. 14, 

' Sound is responsible for negroes 
having a -big theatre of their’ own 
here. 

Alkrania, silent house, didn’t draw 
fafter the newer Carolina was “wired. 
‘About to. close the Alkrama, some- 
‘hody suggested the all-colored idea. 
House is now crowded on week- 
ends,. de spite the silent. programs. 

Both ‘theatres are. ‘owned by . the 

pame company. 

. Eddie: <schman,. traveling. sales 
Jad for W. B. equipment, ts spend- 
fing. th. present time around’ Wash- 
ington and Atlanta. 

‘wouldn't wait, . 

| What Talkers Have Done 
To Trailers—$7. 50 Rental 
Dialog has completely revolution- 

ized the National Screen Service, 
only organization of its kind in the 
trade. Where formerly. silent trail- 
ers ran 60-or 70 feet, talking trail- 

The . so- 

called “deluxe” trailer is obsolete, 
the’ talking trailer requiring @ cou- 
ple of weeks instead of a few hours 

. to edit. 

“With the new era many houses, 

are using talking trailers where they 

didn't use silents. ~ 

Former blanket monthly -charge 

‘of $25 in the ‘silent days, has. been 
replaced by a -rental of $7. 50 per 
trailer. oe 

Boot Trouble 
’ Chicago, Jan. 14. 

‘Parthenon, Publix-B-K house, has 
‘peen having plenty of trouble in the 
booth. © 
jerkily, . 

Shows have. been moving 
sometimes shutting down | 

‘| entirely. : 

Happened again last weelt, For 
the third time in two months the 
generator ‘blew out, and house: had 
to refund #375 - ‘to patrons. who 

Cutting Down 

San Diego, Cal., Jan. 14. 
‘New Fox theatre here has elimi- 

nated its local line of 12 girls. . 

Fanchon and Marco “units. 
Orchestra is ‘also slashed. - 

Mike Connolly is severing connet- 
tions with the Edward ‘Small New. 

York office Jan.. 15. 

ers average from 300. to 350 feet. |. 

Now necessary to. create. trailers . 
on a scenario basis and with’ proper . 

regard for censorship. 

Gould Friday night. 
.| knew a car was going to sock ‘his | 
‘taxi broadside. From here on it’ goes 

such as the Capitol and Paramount 

|Jhouse equipment . for © ‘which. 

1 A.. Edmonds. 

“Now }. 
confining the stage shows to the] 

PICTURES 

‘Plunkett Month’ for R-K-0; 
No Picture in Lobby Display 
 Pebruary will be called. “Jos. 
‘Plunkett Month" for a ballyhoo over 
the R-K-O chain, 

Plunkett is the R-K-O general 
theatre operator. He is said to 

have issued an order to.all man- 
agers to cling to the name only for 

exploitation purposes, without men- 
tioning him. other wise or displaying 
his’. picture. in. any” ‘publicity’ or in 
the lobby. . ; ; 

Al Gould’s Escape 

ing out the SRO rope in the days. 
when his local indlé box offices were 
flourishing, was experienced by. Al 

He says he 

in his own. language: | 

«7 saw that car: ‘coming. for. us.a 
half ‘block away and.I -knew. we 
would be hit, So,.1 looked around 
inside the cab and ‘pulled. myself j. 
over to the right. Then I rolled up| 

Jin a ball and waited for the smash. 

_| The: ‘taxi was turned over, as I ex- 
pected. how, I don't 
know. an 

Al. was trying to figure Monday | 

whether his scarred. arm and. cleft 

cheek were worth five or 10 grand. 

I. got out;. 

‘More’ thrill than he ever got play- ; 

Must Look to Sell 

Los Angeles, Jan, 14. 
Femmes applying as cashiers 

in Fox Coast theatres, draw 
one of five classifications: At- | 
tractive blonde, attractive bru- 
net, fairly attractive blonde, 
fairly attractive brunet; filed 

_for reference.’ 
- That “filed” means the gal 
“may be capable . but .is not 
enough of a looker to sit. out - 
in a glass cage. She. ‘may ‘get 
‘an inside job. 

Intelligence: is . taken. into — 
- consideration before the look-. 
-ers.are ‘hired, but all. things 

_ being equal,: ‘the cutie gets 
“the job. ‘The face under the- 
“How Many?” sign is an im- . 
portant part of lobby dress. 

Reserve stock of . ‘lookers 
awaiting lobby showcase as- _ 
signments remains steady: at 

about 30. 

~ Quits Wich Ass'n n 
Del oit, Jan. 14. 

Leavi ing the ‘Michigan: “Motion 
Picture Theatre Owners, the -But-.. 
terfield Circuit has issued a lengthy 

statement of its reason. Main point 
in the staterrent is that. other mem- 
bers of the MPTOA are forming an-. 
other indie exhib combination with- 
out consulting with Butterfield. This: 
ts alleged to bein violation of an 

‘Tunderstanding among the | members 

“RUNNING FOR “LANDLORD 
Los Angeles, Jan. 14, 

“R. D. Whitson’s lease on the 
‘Broadway, San Diego, Cal,. 1.000- 
seater, expired: Dec. 31 so he is 
now operating for..the landlord. 
Whitson owns considerable of the 

his 

landlord now pays him rent, 

Whitson, books: the films and 
manages. the house.’ . Owner, is E. 

ANOTHER CLAIM 
a Omaha, ‘Jan. 14. 

_ Story ‘Teporting ‘that - the 243- 
| seater: in Atkinson, Neb., was the 

smallest sound house, brings a‘re- 

tort ‘that a 200-seater at ‘Clearwater, 

| Neb., is the champ. co 

‘{of the association’s board of direc- 
tors. a 

Publix and. ‘R-K-0 are. financially 
‘interested in the Butterfield. chain, 

- RICHMOND'S 1, 100-SEATER, © 
“Richmond, Va, Jan. 14, 

Richmond's newest theater is to 
seat 1,100, according to plans an- 
nounced by E, F. -Neal, secretary- 
treasurer of a newly formed build-. 
ing. corporation. House will be con- 

a structed at 26th and Marshall streets 
-jand. will . be known as the Patrick 

‘Henry. 
This is the first theatre to be bulit 

here since sound arrived, hurch 

Bill sector has a population ‘of 40,- 
000. The theatre will be located ‘fn |. 
the heart of this section's business 

| district. 

Playing a Delightful Engagement of Six Weeks at the = 

CONGRESS HOTEL, CHICAGO 

Doubling This Week at PALACE, CHICAGO, to Very Splendid Results 

Direction WM. MORRIS OF F ICE 

San 2 Ma bee 
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“Sanday”. Violation Suit 
By N.Y.C. C. Against Roxy 

The city of New "New York has flea 
a suit against the Roxy Theatres 
Corporation, asking a penalty of 
$500 on:the ground that .a performs: 
ance at Roxy’s on Sunday, Jan. 20, 
1929, was in violation of the law 
prohibiting all Sunday theatre eXe 
hibitions except those which are 
sacred or educational, and barring, 
secular acts, especially those in cose . 
tume. 

Corporation Counsel ‘Arthur t W. 
Hilly was asked whether the action 
is a.test ‘case, and if “other $500 
suits for . penalties were to: be 
brought. - 
It ig the. only one: I know of, D- 

he said. . 
“Bow does it happen that the als: 
leged violation was nearly. a year 
ago?” he was asked, . 
“We had a complaint about that 

— performance and. the matter was 
‘lin the office for a long. time until 
finally some assistant got the. 
jpapers ang-drew up the court come 
plaint,” he replied... 

At. Roxy’s the suspicion was eXe 
pressed that: some of the legitimate: 
theatrical: interests barred - from: 
Sunday . performances avere behind - 
the suit, but this. was denied by Mr. | 

W. E. Raises Budget for 
Trade Paper Advertising: 

_ Western Electric is budgeting 
around. $50,000 to be spent in film 

. trade . papers during the current. 
year, This is above the 1929 amount, 
initially allotted as $20,000. , 

[> FREE.EDUCATIONAIS 
. Lynchburg, Va., Jan. 14, _ 

Not only are classroom subjects. 
being exposed on the silver sheet by. 
Alpha Chi Sigma fraternity, Univer= 
sity of Virginia, but visiting sure 
geons are being entertained with 
‘flickers .dear to the professional 
heart. 

This fraternity has announced & 
monthly program of technical films, 
Subjects will’ be chosen for their 
educational value, and no admfssion 
will be. charged. The public is to be 
invited, 

~ Vaudeville Direction, MORRIS & FEIL | 

Personal Management, HERMAN and JEFF BERNIE, 745 Seventh Avenue, New York - 
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Club Agencies Socked by Amateurs \Radio Providing Continuous 

And Obliging Employment Agents} Work for Artists From Vande 

-| TEAM DOES 20. SHOWS | DICK BENNETT SETBACK | 
eat fs ata ccs] DAILY ON STREET CARS| “IN CURTAIN SPEECHES}: 
point where only pickings ‘can be - “Chicago; ‘Jan, ve 

a . sti = by those ‘in close. Richard ("Curtain Speech") Ben. s estima nett was a definite flop as a cur- 

touch with the. club booking situ-' .| tain speaker in..the Palace, where 
ation that. theré are ‘at. least 250] ~ ‘his skit, “Cigar Boxes,” ‘played last, 
clubs agencies catering ‘to various]. | weelc. 

types of organizations where enter-. By. the ‘game token. ‘Lina “Bas- 

tainment of this type is wanted. {Pench material, wai played fa quette; ‘on: the -same. bill,sat Mr. 

Jy} Bach performance , ; -'| Bennett into his niche with a vocal 

b The field is so sewed un, nok ons a'-different downtown ‘street car] oo ~ ~~. | thud .and betoolc herself all curtain 

offices but by. the few theatrical Routing | Myon: rise from seat) ; “ANN P RITCHARD . speech laurels. . 

FLd an ¥ "~ ' thi al ht hi n= oe aera bel | -¥ somt cate where soute going] « Late, feture of “Ned Wasbom's|aetp the Sundiy’ nigh shay Ben 
newcomers are P ¥ I'm getting oft here:” Gin registers coggtes ners ot" in her* own act on ed of the audience that he (Ben-. 

There are several. club. agencies anpropriate surprise - and, “annoy~ ‘Loew ‘Circuit, Acclaimed ‘by all.| nett). give a: ‘curtain talix, although 

Brooklyn to supply that field, and |?" ” ' | eritics.as the ou standing dancer of| his act barely Went over. “When 

a vey What for?” she screeches.. ,|:the theatre. some of the spectators started .to | many in New Jersey. In Newark ‘ing ° 
, don’t cate where you're going .€ Manager for vaudeville walk -he belabored ‘them and the}. there are at least 10 club agencies. ‘roars. the man: “Broa: away’s” "a |. i=4 

i y t en fo. Sedo a tan orice i Sapuen|__ AINE Vas | Ree iy ms mrmot 
. wif ? ». o mony 

York, there being ‘around 50 agen- and I'm ‘going: to see it! The following night Miss Bas- 
' Man leaves the. car as ‘passengers 1 ~ in, did 

cg in. that ty, extering to elt _ P LICE CENSOR TAN 3 |anetie, after kins @ conta a | gape. . Woman leaves at next stop. bit talk for five: minutes. Shie 
Some of the biggest - ‘club “pusi- ‘Then into. the next car. i a r fi 

ness revenue comes from amateurs, { showed. the “ spectators why Jack 

who work during the day. with-com: |. " OVER COAST THEATRES ‘Hess, p. a, chief here, ‘and others = 

mercial organizations, These peop: ~ COULDN'T HEAR KELLY in oan oe 

are willlne to work evenings for '$ 
: . . . talks, “but. altered his sub ect” mat- 

or $10 and represent a large pe: ‘Rea "Balcony ‘Patrons “of Loew's: Le Los Angeles; Jan, “4. ter, Sy J 
centage of club talent that isn’t}. _. ee 

, : “Midland interrupted ‘Judge Aimed. to put a turb: on. the main. catried on the books of: ‘the av we street: “honky tonks” and “cooch” 

club agency. Kansas City, Jan. 14: ‘{joints, the Police Commission. has JACKSON'S - MISTAKE 
ound ia part or the audience recommended to the City ¢ Council 

MOREN AMES? AND MORE which ‘could. not ‘hear -him, and] passage of an ordinance giving the 

MONEY. NN WAITING 
cheered, by those closer to the.stage police complete supervision over 
was..the experience of ater a the licensing and operation: of the- |. 
‘Kelly, “The Virginia Judge” a A tentative draft of the ordinance 
Loew's. Midland Saturday evening. would give the commission such Joe Jackson—and this is on ‘the . ; Jevel—missed the supper. show. at 
The huge theatre was packed, Soon} far-reaching power that it could) seith’s Madison, ‘Brooklyn, Satur- 

More film names "angling, with | after .Mr, Kelly started on his| close theatres on Sunday as well as day and sat.in jail Instead because 
Keith’s for vaude time are Eddie} southern courtroom act, those in| arbitrarily enforce a censorship. ‘he wore his. tram : p stage outfit on 
Dowling, Ricardo Cortez, Alma! ‘the rear seats of ‘the ‘balcony, | ‘half This: ordinance ‘would make the the street and lookea suspicious to 
Rubens (Mrs, Cortez), Norma|a block from: the stage, started to commission ne solé judges as to a cop. 

Terris, Belle Bennett and Hal} applaud. : _ |what is préper amusement and 
Skelly. All asking for plenty. | "The. speaker . tried to continue| what is’ objectionable. It. would |. Jackson became im during the 

Dowling, Skelly and Miss Terris| put the clapping grew louder. Judge also have authority to. padlock a matinee an Tove his car to @ 
have set themselves up in the. $5, 000 
a week class for stage appearances. 
Miss Terris’ terms say. she ‘is .un- 
willing to give. more than two per- 
formances daily. 

With regular employment. ‘agen- 
cies now in the. lub” business in 
a big way with - ‘amateur. ‘talent, | 

+ Figuring out the time ‘possibilities - 
on the air has revealed that radio 
Lis headed ‘for the lap of the: vaude 

artists, Radio has,an alluring : ‘pro= - 

_ {vision of Hime,” erformance - and 
salary. 

Illustéative of. ‘this ‘Is the ether 
perfor mance of “Little | Jack, Little, |. 

out there in. Cincy, « “his pianolog < ‘S 
artist hitting over. WIW, the Crosse | | 
ley Radio station, shows 10 times 
weekly over the nike, rating plenty , 

four figures. for: his stuff—and. no 

worry about rails, rods, . billing - or 4 

j 

San Francisco, Jan, 14.) 
Bloom : and.-.Dale, vaude’ team 

have just finished a week’s en- 
barra in Jocal. street, cars, Dlay~: 

20. shows a ‘day. 
en ‘was employed by. Cliet, Work 

of the R-K-O.- Orpheum | and. used 

hotels. Little shows: once on Sun- 

days, Thursdays: and Fridays and 

twice other” days. 

400 at Present 

The situation. is by no mieans.cona | © | 
spicious at the present with anestie 3 

‘[niate of less than 100 vaude artists. -/° 
using the air:for a living. . Of this i 
number: NBC uses. about. 60.- The ~ 
remainder divided between. Colum~ oo 
bia and the bigger independents, .. } 

. Altogether there are 587. stations. 
in. the U. S. but not all go for. all< © 
day programs and many. are just. 

\propaganda sources for. civic, re= . 4 

religious. and ‘other. lay bodies. =~. 4 

. Radio’s: big time ts over the ‘ 
chains’ and approximately 75 of the 

| bigger independent stations, making : | 
Tramp Gyelist ‘On Street in ‘Stage an air theatre circuit of about 214 

Clothes Jailed'in: Brooklyn. _ Stations, *. 
These stations ‘use from two to 

10 artists on a single program .and 
the latter may range in.time from 
five ‘minutes. or an: hour’ or’ r more, 
The. number . of. programs that may .. 
be aired then is- pretty nearly | ure 
limited" ‘with certain Stations— 
‘some of which open at 6:45 in the 
morning and run until two the fole 
lowing morning, ‘They can run. 

} 

a 
. , from 20 air hour Vv . a 

Keliy stepped to the front and rais- | theatre for the presentation of any- | nearby “phy sician's s- orice Without |: so i rs to over 70 oy 

ing his hand for silence, said: thing it. considers improper. | changing. to s reet clothes, By the . —— — 

“Ladies. and gentlemen, I have The .ordinance’s scope: is 80 time he was. through with thé doc,. ) - 4, 

alpeared on many ‘stages in the | broad it proposes that all establish- nis car had violated the parking: LOEW S MAY G0 BACK : a 
Le. ‘|iagt . 30 years. You have the honor | ments where paid entertainment. is ru" es and a cap was W aiting outside’ | 

Skelly claims $5,000 is. necessary | of being the first to ever interrupt| held shall be designated as “the- with a ticket. ; TO MON. “THURS. CHANGE: | 

to operate a condensed version of] my act, I beg that you will pardon | atres” regardless of whether or not}: To the Brooklyn Lib of the law | 
“Burlesque,” which ke has secured} my intrusion.” they have stages. It also gives the Jackson closely resembled a com- 
for vaude use, Heavy royalties to} As he left the stage those on the| commission the right to formulate | 7™on specie of hobo and thé cop re-| 
Arthur Hopkins on. the script must ‘lower. floor and the closer seats*in| rules which would regulate tto| fused to believe his: -story:: He was 

be taken care of. - ‘| the ‘balcony realized. what had hap-|hours’ and days which’ theatres taken to the station, booked.as a 
Dowling’s $5,000 bid was made « on 

- Loew's may shor tly revert to its 
-ola policy of changing programs in 

pened. and applause was given him. {could present performances. suspicious character and held for its split :week houses in the metro- 
general principles. Returni Kell ain addressed Such dn ordinance would please | identification. ; politan district on. Mondays -and t ng y ag 

the: audience, saying: the “blue law” element that is par-| By the time the ‘theatre was Thursdays instead of Saturdays 
' “Emdies and gentlemen, I ha‘ -not ticularly strong with John C, Por- reached to square it, Jackson had 

thought the theatre was so large.|ter, the present mayor, and which | muffed the supper show. 
‘Perhaps you could<not hear well in Broups backed him a his candidacy — 
the-rear. I am-very sorry and thank dast year lor the ‘ofiice, _ - 

| sou very much for your generosity.” | ‘The idea, for the proposed ordi N. V. A. Checker Tourney 
He hesitated for a moment and| nance was conceived by the ‘Checkers, b'gosh, are the rage: ; . . rs, , eat 
added, “The band that follows is Grand Jury, which attacked mU-1 tne N. V.-AL Stn. ~ AW because the 
good." seums and girly-shows on Main| x.y", ‘checker tournament is on, 
‘Again he exited but the applause | Street. Mayor’ Porter prior to run-| in ‘competitive playing starting 

‘continued and the judge responded | "ing for his office had been fore-| 525 45. Both active and lay mem- 
for several bows, but no more talk- | ™an of the grand jury. 

and Wednésdays, as Is now the cus- 
tom. A. meeting of the Loew offie 
cials will be held this week to dee 
termine whether or not to revert to 

the former change days. 
Present policy has not shown up 

as profitable as the Monday and 
Thursday program changes. Two 
days reported to suffer heavily are 
Monday and Tuesday. « 

Creditors Sue—Marion — 
Harris Blames Orpheum 

‘Chicago, Jan. 14.° 
Following the bankruptcy pe- 

tition filed here against Marion: 
Harris by three creditors while she 
was at the Palace, a suit hag been 
brought against the Orpheum cir- 

cult for forcing her te. close. The i he i At present the change is only be- 

claims against Miss Harris are for | ing that night. City Attorney Werner, to whom Perhere will be a handicap tour- | [ne considered for the split weel: 
$20,000, . the proposed ordinance was sub- |: nament with all contestants havin houses in New York. 

Attorney for. Miss Harris states mitted for approval, ealled -atten-| o°Chance to win the prizes offered] : . 
that bankruptcy was forced upon ‘Cortez-Rubens Acts "| tion to the “blue law” phase, but |}. X" yA. Henry” Chesterfield, os 

7 wi has gone ahead working on its le-| 2% 2%: Ys ttn teenry Chesterfield, 
her by the Orpheum Circuit wlien 
it withheld $900 of the $1,750 due 

for her week at the Palace here, and 
when it cancelled her New York and 
Cleveland bookings, making it im-. 
possible for her to pay her bills, It 
is admitted Miss Harrls owed the 
circuit money, but she claims the 
money was to have been’ deducted. 
in three installmenta. 

Hat-Thrower Misses ~ _ 
Too. Often—Eased Out 

Los Angeles, Jan. 14, 

Johnson and Drucker, hat throws 

Hollywood, Jan. 14. | gality and will have it prepared for | Eddie Cantor, Pat Casey.and others. 
Ricardo Cortez and his wife, Alma | the action of the City Council late | Masor Doyle is. chairman “of the 

Rubens, are bound for New York,| this month. _ checker committee. 
where they will separately start/ In the meantime the Association wane the entries are Herbert 
on vaude routes. of Motion Picture Producers and Witliew Luigi Pecaro, Fred Stone, 

Cortez will appear in a sketch,| the Motion Picture Theatre Owners Sai am Beattie, Burt Turner, Tom | ors, were cancelled at the R-K-O 
“Brothers, * produced by Max Gor-|of Southern California have filed ed or Dave Oakes, Frank Crom- | otter. the. last show on Wednesday. 
don, while Miss Rubens will do aj protests with the Council against hen, us aed Ch rea Hanlon, . Drucker didn’t seem to see his 
chanting turn, aided by a pianist. local regulation claiming there. are | Radic. enn wo par an hong ‘partner, All the hats ‘he threw at 

es sufficient state laws and local ordi- A are u ran SS, socal him landed in the orchestra pit. 
{nances on the. statute books to’ ndres,, Henry. Talmund, Clifford" sonnson eased him off the stage i,t a : ‘°| Mack, Paul Martell, Bob Bell, O'Hara's Vaude Act | |Fich aint edt ees, yal sarin ebony Eu Waters | foe eh A Pe ' They also seemed to. sense the ; 

:. For vaide. Fiske. O'Hara is ap- fact. that- the. “blue law” - element Harry Hart, Barney Flynn, Al Ed- the week. 
pearing. in a musical comedy: play- q wards, Billy Rouge and, Dan Dutty. |. 
let, “The O'Sheas.”. - has an ace in the hole which might 

: ‘lead to. Sunday closing of all the- 
His Keith debut was made Jan.| aires, At present theatres through- - pie oe { 6 11 at the Bushwick, Brooklyn. Two} out the state can give regular. per- Flamm Joins Sobel Performers Sue Peaches” 

persons are assisting, = formances on the Sabbath, ~ - ‘Hairy Flamm, Keith agent for| Claiming “Peaches” Browning 
several years with Weber-Simon, is Tate len they owed in her act 

\transferring to the Nat _ Sobel act, 
Just for Record : MacDonald Handling Riv. agency, also Keith's, Walter Pearson, Fred Borbe and. 

The Pantages Vaudeville Agents’! ziarry MacDonald, brother . of | Sobel became partnerless when] Gertrude D'Arcy, latter two a, team 
Association has quietly passed ‘out| charles MacDonald, R-K-O New {70° Sullivan left recently. ang suing as one, have gtarted ae 
of existence, York. division manager, left the} ee — Franklyn ‘Goldner to: ‘regain the | 
Association had started t6 become | Hippodrome, New York, this. weeltc ; Denies. Being Let Out mone . . 

active just when Pan . disposed vy. 
his mai holdi 3 to the R-i-0.| 2° take over management of the! Report that Charles Niggermeyer{. Claim fs ‘for doubling between 

Of Bis main holdings to the R-Ik-O.| Riverside under latter's ‘new policy. /hag been let out by Publix is denied | the Embassy and Montclair in New 
MacDonald is - successor. to Harry |. 

In Person. with Shorts 
Nat Caf ‘Yr, Hebe. dialect conic; has 

framed a staze ‘monolog for person~ 
al appearances in vaude houses. in 
conjunction with his Vitaphone and 
Radio short talkers, - 

Carr broke in in: person . and’ on: 
the screen at Loew's Grand, New 
York, last week. ; 

Ruth Gordon’ 8 | Act 
Ruth Gordon is. to appear. in a 

vaude act being produced | by. Ben 
Boyer, . 

Miss Gordon is already signed by 
Lawrence Weber for a. show to be 
produced after his Ernest Truex }by Niggermeyer. ' Jersey for three days in Nov., 1928, 

_ Bhow {gs launched, so her vaudeville Owen, Moore's exetch | 4. Mitchell at the Riv. -Niggermeyer states ‘that he ‘left|for which they allege only one 
“ome pearance will. -be. wlimited, 2 ef e s Angeles, Jan, |..-Al Reid, formerly with _ Stanley voluntarily, .. _despite. suggestion... by. week's: salary. .w was. paride oo 

“Owen Moore will open for Weith | Fabian, is the new Hip manager. ° : as A, J. Balaban that he remain until : 
Pi Held :H at the State. theatre, Long. Beach, , A at lest May 1 

- Piazza Held ‘Home ‘learly in February. a ie . 
Ben: Plazza, of Keith's booking]: He will use a sketch, “Private CONKLIN’ WB SHORT B- K-0 “Managerial ‘Changes 

office, is ill with flu at his home .in|Jones,” by Richard Schayer, shown | Chester Conklin, through Lou Jack Benny Called Back ‘Latest R-K-O managerial switch< 
at the Writers’ Club two years’ a0, New York. Doctors.may keep him’ 

WW y P for his vaude debut. out of action: for about two weeks. 
' Because of Piazza’s illness, pro- 
posed trip of Charlie Freeman, 
Keith's western booking head, .to. 
‘the Coast. has been temporarily 
postponed, 

Irwin, will do a Warner short, “The ‘Jack Benny réturned to the coast 
Master Sweeper,” written by Wal- | Sunday after playing for R-K-O one 

——s ; lace Sullivan. of Variety's New York | month, Benny was forced to cut 
Gene Dennis for Loew’ s. office, Charles Butterworti was| his R-K-O tour as Metro sent for 

-Gene. Dennis opens for Loew's in| originally. scheduled for the lead.] him to appear in a new talker. 
Boston Monday. “Miss Dennis ré- Will go into work at the Flatbush] Benny is under contract to M-G- 
cently completed a tour of Publix.].studio next week. M until June. 

es place Harry Mitchell, manager of 
the Riverside, New York, and .‘‘Doc” 
Miller, -manager of the Palace, 
South Bend on the outside. 

Ia South Bend, Jack Gross, mari- 
ager. of the Granada, also assumes 
direction. of ‘the Palace, 



_ country, ‘quit, his” Loew. job cold 

_ yaricement in position or salary for 
im as:a Loew booker. 

. other than ‘to. take. a vacation. His | 
‘work .and hooks in‘the Loew. offices 

-Godfrey became chief booker for 

- that he had reached -his possible 
—peak-in-the-Loew—booking. office by- 

“have replied that after spending a. 

‘booking department - Was: ‘zoned, 
.. Godfrey. remained . as the R-K-@] 
booker in the ‘east. 

‘Wednesday, January 15, 1930. 

0 
__ Remy th Than Os, $15, 000 Loew Job) 
Benny “pau, 

‘Yeading. “waudeville Dookers - of. the 

mhen advised there could be no. ad- 

His pres- 

ent salary: is’ $15, 000. yearly, and he’ 
will leave Loew’s. vaude. booking de- 
partment the end ofthis month. =| 

Thau. has no. 

will be taken over by Marvin 

Schenck. 

Thau estab- 

lished his’ rep. in that position. Later,: 

that) Keith’s and recently, “when 

Told: by Ed ‘Schiller 
Unusualness of Thau’s move, and 

at his salary, is as rare in the show 
business as in any other industry.) 
He is said to have been advised. 

EE. V..Schiller, Loew's general the- 
atre operator. Schiller is said to 
have suggested to Thau that. he go} 
into another branch ‘of the circuit, ° 
but Thau declined. Heris said to 

number of years booking, he did not 
eare to slowly pick up a new voca- 
tion. | 
Mr. Lubin has been in charge of 

the Loew. ‘booking office since Jos. 
M. Schenck left long ago. He was 
appointed by Marcus Loew. Marvin 
Schenck is Lubin’s son-in-law. He 
is a. nephew. of Jce and Nick 
Schenck, the latter president of 
Loew’ 8. , 

CHI BOOKERS, ‘AGENTS 
NIX EASTERN FLASHES 

Plash acts were entirely passed 
. up by Chicago Keith bookers and 

; Miles ‘Ingalls, 
Bergen, booker. - 

agents In New York for acts during 
the past week. - All other types: of 
turns were viewed as possibilities 
for the west, 

'” BPlashes were out of considera - 
tion, it was said, because of the 
overloaded condition at present of 
the Chicago books. Most flashes 
Playing In that section are locally 
Produced affairs and Chi producers 
are turning out more than. the 

. bookers. can use, the western Keith 

men stated. — . 
_ Remaining in town this week are 
Max Richards, Danny Graham and 

agents, and Dick 
Between 25 and 

_5¢ acts will be signed. by them for 
“ western vaude. 

a is in convineing: eastern K ith’s Av d i attitude of vaudeville, with . the 
io acts 0 take ba Saary cats “house el S$: war S orrison _‘hugual picture house pace maintained. 

"budgets, F Diy-Wi "te western nouse éé - +only-when: the unit gets away from 
rom Feports. | “Office Act “Commission its ‘several sequences’ in “one.’ 

‘| Slower. paciing’ makes easy the in-. 
Man er Ms Lo Sj ht timacy desired.in vaude. 

jag ay ose ig “‘Retioactive | deciston by. Keith's - .Although in. the larger cities 

From C ti Mu booking office awards back commis- ‘stageband shows have become i 

sion ‘from Ledova, the ddncer,. to|familiar theatres are trying varia- 
oun ng. oney Charles Morrison, agent, in settle: - Hons fe relieve: the. monotony, in 

ment of Morrison's plea for commis- soewation Sacked b On stageband 
* Toledo; Jan. 14, |-ston on grounds of being Ledova's may be considered. practically a 

: It is feared that Jack Merriman agent prior and up to the time new form of entertainment. Loew's 

ei lose the sight of one eye) Keith's booked her direct. ‘State is the only theatre with a 
rough an infeetion. ‘Ledova was’ engaged: by Keith’s| stage show in this town. Until this} 
Mr. ‘Merriman is the manager of production department for an- “of- week the natives had not met the 

Leew's, Valentine, The infection is fice act” in which she is now playing house musicians face to face. 
thought to have’ been . caused and featured. The dancer's pre-. This novelty, which in-other spots 

- through - the manager - rubbing Dis | vious Keith bookings were consum=_ is no longer a novelty, is respons: 5. 
“—“€O- Alter Counting money Which Sious. fom -ible.to.a.great degree for the ood |p. 

contained” a tainted bil, ‘mated through. Morrison. © reception given the unit both in 
. < vorfolk an 

7 Opens Dance School vious week. 
BROWN-SCH SCHNITZER™” "WEST P Reading, Pa, Jan, 14. yet airls and the band as. comps aved | reliey 

. Los “Angeles, Jan. 14. Catharine L; Wolff, Reading en-!'O Tee tess colori dressing oF, 
rs ivam s. “Brown, head of R-K- O,|{ tertainer who took @ dozen- girl! s Inoderate quality five-act vaude 
e 

- Weeks’. with options for more 

‘Acts are. being of- 
fered contracts. guaranteeing 10 

‘time. 
Greatest difficulty: confronting. the 

hookers 

and Juseph I. 
of Radio Pir DUres, are due here Jan. 
25. 

: Conferences with studio éxécs and 
Thee fun; mianagcrs, 

‘rated - ‘amone - the | 

ic this year.. 
immediate: ‘plans, 7o 

“Marvin is chief booker | 

~ under the head: of the departnient, : 
. J H.. Lubin. : : 
‘o Phaw left his Keith books two and 
ag half ‘years azo to go with Loew. | 
Jn’ Keith’s Thau had been a. hooker 
of. the Orpheunr Cireuit, houses un- | 

- Ger George Godfrey, 

Kate | Pullman, 

7 - Receives: - ‘Settlement—- 

"VERTICAL. ‘BOOKERS 

Unless the. manager is. an--/ 

“unusually nice guy, Keith - 
~bookers and agénts will have 
~-to. stand . up when. viewing 
--shows. in: their ‘own 

/On the 1930: R-K-O.- 

* house. passes _ issued. to’ those © 

‘gonnected with 
office is this . notation: 
‘Good for: Seats.” 7 
Must be ‘expecting plenty of. 

ash customers. . 

EUGENIC BABY, 
CARED FOR BY 
ROSCOE AILS 

Boy. Christened 

‘Tor onto, Jan. 14. 

While ‘Kate: Pullman was appear-: 
ing at Pantages here last week, she 
informed a Vartety reporter that 
Roscoe Ails had made a settlement 
with her on behalf of Miss Pull-’ 
man’s “eugenic” baby. The child 
has been christened Roscoe Cleve- 
land Ails, ry said Miss Pullman. 

* Roscoe Ails is the admitted father 
of Kate Pullman's boy, born out of 
wedlock in Chicago last summer. 
Previously .Miss. Pullman . had ap- 
peared with ‘Ails in, the latter's 
vaudeville act for some years. They. 

a. strong verbal. 
paitle in. their hotel. room in a 
separated after 

Pennsylvania town... — . 

The split followed a story in “Va- 
riety”, that Ails was the father of 
another “eugentc” baby, had by a 
woman ih New’ York some weeks 
before. That case received consid- 
erable speculation over the father |. 
in the dailies, as the mother wags 
quite well known. She denied Ails 
was its father and Ails stood by her 
denial before the story was printed. 
“Variety's”. information was suf- 
ficient to print the facts, .with the 
stary remaining undenied after pub- 

lication. | 
Miss Pullman is “said to have up- 

braided Ails when reading the story 
in “Variety.” As a net result she 
was tossed out ‘of the room by 
Roscoe at three in the morning. The 
clerks tosse@ Roscoe after her, but] 
they remained. apart thereafter. 

. Since then Ails. has been appear- 
ing in vaude- and productions, with 

Miss Pullman. forming a vaude act 
of her own.. : 

theatres: } |” 

the booking: Ee ; 
SNot : a 

| vaude, pictures | and. ‘an occasional: 

‘Mother, | 

The has glimpsed © in his: 25 years of 

PRESENTATION 
“18 BLLADIPTED _ 

| Good - Novelty” “Show ‘as 
. Vaudeville’ s Substit. ute; 

‘Where Presentation Not | 

‘Overly ‘Familiar—As._ ‘at 
Norfolk, Not. ‘Strong 

_ Bill 1 in n Larger Cities as 

By. CLAUDE BINYON 

Norfolk, Va. Jan. ‘10. 

ing: the variety) of vaude for its 
southern houses, Loew’s. adaptation | 
-of cits | New York-produced— picture 

| house presentations for its smaller 
“| budgeted vaudeville theatres was]. 

deemed: worthy of immediate record. | 
“At Loew’s State here this week, 

“dis first. of the vaude-presentation 
units, ‘Dresden China,” an indubit- 
able click with the populace. ‘The 
city’s leading. ‘eritic,..who. reviews 

road show besides. doubling on the 
copy desk,-. stated” it was the best 
popular-priced stage entertainment 

‘Norfolk show-going.. 

Tt is. not’ planned to replace: vaude 
in these 10 weeks: of: southern -time. 
with the revised picture house units. 

Oné will. tour the.time on an average 
of every five. ~eeks, as a deviation 
-from the regular five-act bills. Un- 
doubtedly they. will be a welcome 
“novelty.-in. the houses and will. re-. 

ceive better.than normal patronage. 

‘Acts retained. for both the 11 -weeks 

southern vaude will have a ‘route, or 

21 weeks. 
Vaude ‘salary expenditures ‘in the: 

Loew southern. ‘houses average 

about, $2,500. weekly. - Presentations 
produced at the Capitol,. New York, 
-by Louis’ K. Sidney cost from $3.500 
to $4,500 weekly, after they leave 

the elaborate Capitol and start play- 

houses, .The main. item to be met. 
in their revision for vaude is an- 
other cutting of expenditures; next, 
the replacement of necessarily trim-. 

tial.- In this instance it’s comedy. 

In each: house ‘the regular pit or-" 
chestra is brought up on the stage; 
which makes tittle. difference in the 
theatre's. music overhead. -The tour- 
ing troupe of ballet girls is cut from 
16 to 12 when reaching the vqude 
houses, and may Jater be. cut to 10 
or eight. A comedy act is insert2d. 
in each unit to act as m. ¢., be- 
sides doing :t: own routine, and one 
or two act replacements are made 

to reduce the overhead. 

Longer and. Sléwer 

The ‘result is best described as 
vauidé-presentation. 

presentation in being ‘longer, Slow- 

er paced, mcre devoted to comedy 
fand less to outright flash. Its acts 

tour, has quit the road. 
She has opened a danee studio! 

here to train girls fur dancing and 
the stage, 

‘Enough to Replace Vaude | 

_ [RKO WESTERN 
“AS an alert experiment. in increas-, ’ 

‘northwest houses.. 

, trict probably assigned to Saunders 

‘visional director for Publix, is slated 
‘to move over’ into. R-K-O ranks: to. 

in-.picture houses and the 10- of}. 

ing the less. pretentious picture | 

meéd flash with something substan- 

‘It differs from |. - 
the accepted picture’ house style of |. 

‘stick around with. that” no-hurry |. 

',|the various, branch. offices. | 

VAUDEVILLE 

NEW STYLE VAUD 
Seeing No Advancement in in Sight 

VARIETY 

‘Keith Houses Pay Excess Salaries 
Is Make Up for Act s “Cut” Dates. 

‘Starved : Walkout. 

Two: actors” limenting’ 

times in vaude. ; 
“I haven't’ had anything: to 

ent. ‘for two. days,” . muttered, . 
_ one. oe 
My. tapeworm walked. out. 
“on me days ago,” answer ed! the: ¢ 

_ other... oe 

“the a 

~ SHAKEUP NEAR 
Chicago, 30 an.. 14. 

preparing for a shakeup following 

‘the arrival here of Joseph Plunkett, 

general manager; ‘and Jules Levy, 

genera} circuit film. buyer, who are 
making a. survey and tour of the 

Several changes ‘are rumored, with 

derg, . divisional: director for the 

to. the eastern territory. ‘The | dis- 

will’ be ‘Baltimore, Washington and 
Philadelphia. Jack L, McCurdy, di- 

replace: Saunders. 
Other’ switches: are expected 

throughout the midwest, with a 
change at_ Milwaukee particularly 

imminent. 

MAKING TALKERS ON STAGE 

"Reproduction 2 

A new act, breaking in tomorrow 

(Thursday) at the Republic, Brook- 

lyn, will show the public how talk- 

ers are made. . It is called “Making 

Talkies,” reported backed by picture 

capital, 

recording man and an operator (at: 
union scale), talking pictures with. 
-be. made on the stage and repro- 
duced by special projection appara: 
tus. Due to cost of production and 
overhead, act wil have to get 

around.$2,000, it is said. _ 
Frank Abrams, in ‘control - .of 

“Making Talkies,” has given book- 
ing rights for all circuits to: ‘Ward 

,and Br owne. , 

New Tax Forms 

“Washington, Jan, 14, 

turns are now available at offices of 
eéllectors of - internal: revenup4and 

Forms heing distributed were’ 
printed prior to the passage of the 

joint resolution of Congress grant- 
ing another cut to individuals in 
the amount of tax to.be. paid for |’ 
1929. Hencé the forms.are accom- 
panied by “riders” showing the re- 
duced rate, 
These rates now are! one-half of 

1% on the first $4,000 of net in- 

come (after all deductions for .ex- 
‘penses are made, including personal 
exemptions and credits), 25 on the 

pext $4,000 and 4%, on the balance. 
This is: @ cut fiom 112% 700 3% and. 

pills is obviously the sales point in° 
Schnitzer, president | dancers on a coast-to-coast vaude | the xouth. If Loew's brings thes: 

| units into the east for vande houses, 
there will ie ereater aiflculty jn! 
| Selling. For in the. cast pieture | 

(Cantinued on pige 52) 

in Richmond the pre- | l making returns last year. 
Scenic flash, a lincup to receive a form, however, does not 

“| spend for stage bills, 

R-K-O per ‘sonnel in this section. tg ‘the’ budget. . 

the ‘hot tip-being that Claude Saun- | 

northwest, which includes. Minneap- 
‘olis, St.. Paul, Winnipeg, Calgary, | 
Omaha and Denver, will be. switched 

‘Full Crew and Equipment Also For}. 

Carrying a camieraman, director,]. 

Forms for filing: income tax re-° 

1 atom by which ‘Keith's ‘eastern 
booking departmenit: avoids exceeds 
ing house vaude budgets is forcing 
many of the. circuit's theatres it 
New York and'the east to pay morr 
for. bills than’ they - actually cost. 

Under: the system. when a show is 
; found: to cost, more than, ‘the house - 
limit permits, acts are askea to take 
@ ‘cut.and . promised the . difference. 

Lf will be made up at a later date. The 
Jatey date’ (theatre) “selected to 
‘pay the difference is taxed the ex- 
cess besides the act's regular sal- 
‘ary. 

. The. new. style pay- -off, in ‘slipping 
around the. rules, makes the Keith 
house budgets about: as binding as 
prohibition, 
‘Each R-K-O vaude-playing the- 

atre has a. maximum amount to 
This is called 

‘The budgets were set 
by | the operating. department and, 
were gauged by the. theatres’ ca- 
pacity, gtoss and average business. . 
Budget setting was..left to the 
operating department on strength. 
of its familiarity With the theatres 
-and business and definite knowledge 

‘ of exactly -how much they can af- 
ford. to spend for vaude. 

Qn the vaude bookers remaining 
within the ‘budgets: on stage show 
expenditures. depends: the theatres’. 
‘profits or losses, If a vaude bill ex- 
ceeds a house budget and the busi- 
ness drawn by. the. over-board bid 
is average, the profit is unnecessar- 
ily reduced . or the house goes into - 
‘the: red, 

Cheapening Bill 

“Acceptance of cuts by ‘the ‘acts 
helps the bookers to adhere. to the 
house limit, but by the same token 
another theatre. must take care of 
the - difference later on. As the. 
‘othe theatre also“has a restricted. 

-! amount to. spend, its bil! must be 
cheapened so that the booking of- 
fice’s. debts’ can be provided for, 

For example, if an act takes, a 
$300 cut to. help out a booker, that 
‘$300-must.be paid by another the- 
‘atre at a later date. If the. second. 
itheatre’s : vaude budget ‘maximum. 
and average bill cost is $2,500, the 
‘$300 must come out in. some way. 
The only way is to play a $2,200 
bil Instead of one for $2,500. A 
weaker show than. would. be. other- 
wise available is the result. | 

- Debts incurred by Keith’s eastern: 
‘booking department through jug: 
gling the. budget are piling up fast, 
from reports.. House managers aré 
reported burning over future sacri- 
flees they wilt have to make in 
‘order to take care. of obligations 
now outstanding and. steadily in- 

creasing. 

PLIMMER THROUCH; SON. 
TAKES INDIE REMNANTS 
‘Walter. J. “Plimmer, veteran yvaude 

booker, : ‘for ‘years with Keith’s and 
Jater 4ndependent, {s following the 
lead of Fally Markus and going into 
retirement, 
‘Plimmer: ‘has . siyen: ap his: suite 

of offices in the Strand Building and 
‘turned. ‘over. the remnants of his 
bookings to his son, Walt:r Plime 
mer, Jr., legit actor, who is tem- 
Porarily quitting. the stage. 

The younger Plimmer will align 
with Lawrence Leon, tormer em- 
ployee of Plimmer and row on his: 
own, with the duo. operating under . 
the Walter Plimmer license. [Elder 
Plimmer left last week for .a two ~ 
months’ vacation \in ‘Florida . and 
upon return’ will. engas se din Jegat — 

producing. 
ed 

Morrison’s Coast Trip: 

“Forms ‘are > beinz Tailed to. persons | 

e the taxpayer of the respun- 
riiility to fille a return, 
As professionals are’ granted cer- 

Vain deductions due to the nature of 

‘theiv means of livelihood and «x- 
penses incident thereto, making of l bara 

returns should be. with 
care to tale advants 

partierlar | 

fe of the-e, 

Failure |. 
“New York for Hollywood, hy Feb. 1. 

While on the Coast he will de-: 
cide ‘whether to estavHsh a pranch 

of his New York agency out there. 
ne 

Mort ‘Downey West’ 

Mort Downey and his wife, 

Bennett, departed fer 
coast last Thursday. - _ 

Elis Kim destination is net known, 

Bar- 

the 

Charlie vorrison-expeuts=tocleawe.s--- 



ee 

| 

Publix Collecting Commish for 

18. 

44 VARIETY 

All All Agents at Source of Salary . 
2 FILMS CUTTING DOWN] & 

KEITH'S BILLS IN JAN. 
Although. share "name? ‘acts ‘are 

being used -thig month” in line -with : 
R-K-O's Good Times’ January. “Ju- 

This service established by Bala- . dice, - celebrating. the’ circuit's ‘fir st] 

‘ban contemplates ‘the agent’s Com-}.j.;;thday, less money will be spent |: 

mission as 5%. . There’ will. be NO /auring the month, than under ordi-} | 

charge to the agent for the collec-| nary conditions: due principally.to|- 

tion. the. reduction. of bills to two and 

A similar service is'in effect on tree acts .to make room for heavy 
the I-K-O chain, with a slight tax rictures. 
to the benefiting agents for the la-: . 
bor involved. R-K-O maintains a Contrary 
staff for the purpose of receiving 
and distributing the moneys col- 

jlected for the several agencies do- 
, ing business with R-K- oO. 

j Cost Millions 

R-K-O, when: formerly - Keith- 
Albee, imposed a 50-50 split with 
the agents, withholding oné-half of 
the commissions collected, - Upon 
Hiram: S, Brown assuming the pres- 
idency of R-K-O, a year: ago, he. 
immediately ordered the split abol- 
ished, stating at the time the agent 
was ‘entitled to his full commis- 
sion. The “Collection Agency” or- |. 
ganized by the former. Keith's. ‘to 
take this money away from the Wiring Palace for . 

duck eating, Vernon. Lawrence “is 
Pathe News and Shorts ‘back “curing” at 64 Park ave.” He 

agents, giving K-A. 744% instead of 

went to Freeport. 

A. J. Balaban has directed - that, 

. the commission due agents by acts 

playing Publix theatres shall be de- 

ducted at the source.of the salary. 
It will be remitted by the Publix |. 

theatre in New York and turned. 

over to the agent. 

. “RUTH | 
bookers have. not been notified ot LEAVITT and LOCKWOOD 

to . ‘reports circulated, pou 

any increase in house. budgets any- 
;where on the circuit “with. a “view 
to. strengthening shows during the! . 
January. drive. Cost of regular biils 

where pictur @s are not’ throwing. out 

acts is. running. ‘the. same, they. say. |” 
With '“Paris’’ playing all Keith]. 

‘heuses ‘the. current week the cus- 
tomary. fiye act bills are cut ‘to. three, 
With “Rio Rita” (Jan, 25), the’ stage.. 
‘shows: Wil be. trimnyed. to’ ‘two acts. 

“Rio Rita” plays all R-K-O houses 
where it was. not. previousiy shown 
while in its $32 ‘un, at the Carroll. 

In “Hit-Bits: of. 4929" 
with Ted Eddy and: Band, the 

Seven. Hayden. Gloria” Girls, Babs 
Day and: Gattison Jones and Elsie 
Elliott. 

This- “week (ane 15) 
Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Costumes. by Saul ‘Burger Modes, 

‘Ine. : 

‘Orpheum, 

“Direction CHAS: He ALLEN 

-SARANAC — | 
By “HAPPY” BENWAY . 

Saranac, Ne 'Yy, Jan. 10: 

the 5% a circuit charges through 
custom, cost Keith's millions of. dol- 
lars, all of it indirectly . through 
agents and their acts conniving to 
raise salaries without either feeling 
any compunction.under the circum - 

stances. 
What agents pooking with Publix | 

and charging acts 10%, as many are: 
doing, may think of the 5% com- 
mission retention for their protec- 
tection is not made plain so’ far. 
With Publix retaining the 5%, the 
agents charging. 10% or more will 
have to secure the ‘remainder from. 

the act, direct. 
Neither Loew’s nor. Fox protects 

the agents in this manner and mat- 
ter of commission. 

PRESS CO-OPERATION 
WITH BOOKING OFFICE 

Designed especially to allow for 

better and more concentrated, ex- 
ploitation of vaude shows and in- 
Gividual acts, weekly meetings are 
to be held in Keith’s between ‘the 
+beoking heads and the R-K-O Pub- 
licity and Promotion department. 
Tirst meeting will be held this week, 
Frobably today (Wednesday), with 
either Tuesday or Wednesday in 
the future as the day scheduled reg- 
ularly for the get-togethers. 

After several inter-organizational 
conferences, Ben Plazza, ‘business 
head of the booking office, decided 
that closer contact between ‘booking 
and publicity-exploitation depart- 
ments was needed as a step toward 
greater efficiency, and better opera- 
tion. Formerly Pete Herman, of the. 
publicity staff, has acted as centact |, 
man between publicity and booking: 
This was found to be unsatisfactory, |” 
with only the surface scraped so far 
as booking activity was- concerned. 

Mark Luescher, Floyd B. Scott, 
John Pollock and E. M. Orowitz will 
sit in at the planned weekly meet- 
ings with the booking executives, to 
be advised in advance of bookings; |. 
headliners, matters of billing, etc. 

As a result, of .the. new system | 
planned, the publicity and exploita- 
tion men in Keith's wi keep a rec- 
ord of billing agreements and prom- 
ises, s» that promotion work on at- |’ 
tractions, as well'as advice to thea- 
tres, will be In accordance with such 

‘booking | stipulations, 

F. & M.’s One . 

No bookings for New York houses | 
of Fanchon & Marco Ideas. lately 
other than the Fox, Br ooklyn, where 
“Sweet Cookies” opened Friday. 
Regular vaude vills at the Academy 
and Audubon have been played, ow- 
ing to lack of n new. Ideas for Jocal | 
placement, ; 

Thomas White looked over - Broad- 
way for a.couple of, weeks. Back at 
64 Park ave. 

Palace (straight yaude), ‘New 
York, last unwired R-K-O theatre 

in the Met district, will. fo sound 

by Feb. 1 to play the. Pathe talking Frank Garfield isa new arrival, at 

newsreels, 7 Front street... From the’ Benny. 
Whether or not the’ ‘Palace will Rubin act. Kriow: him?. Drop a line. 

‘use other talking ‘short’ subjects - in |, 
tid@dition to the news stuff and: pos- | 
sibly sounded trailers, remains un- 
decided. Likelihood: exists that a weight and how, 
‘previously announced: ixitention of 

adding a talking short to tne 
straight vaude bills may go through. 

Such. a move depends on whether wife (Alli Pranks days” that ak ile 

the howise can Le assured of a week- | jooks good. 
ly short of sufficiently high. stand- 
ard for. first run and ‘exclusive Ben Schaffer is . sporting ‘a new 

showing on Broadway... style-plus. suit; new galoshes, new 

A sereen short as an act on each | smile, néw everything... Just. a reg~ 

Falace bill would most likely take] ular, this Ben. - Always calling . on. 

the place of a stage act. If shorts the ailing. 
of the right quality can be consist- 

ontly obtained, it’s probable. that in William ‘Holly is.a new arrival. (A little run down with. véry little 
replacing one act the shorts will be trouble. At 7 Front street : 

expected to add variety to the Pal- oe ° 

ace vaude shows. On ‘the Week. 
General report is that 75 patients 

are on the okay,side, with 99% of. 

De Luxer Helps Rival | health ‘in: ! 
Williams now eating three meals in 

Peculiar situation in ‘the Ford- |the downstairs. dining. room. and is 

ham section of the Bronx since ‘the | porch ‘““curing”.,.Chris Hagedorn 
opening of Loew’s: dé luxe picture | on a weight gaining campalgn. Can't 
house, the Paradise, is that the stop that boy...Andrew Molony 
R-K-O Fordham gets most ‘of the looking is best and on daily exer-. 

orge Neville now ‘using his 
Paradise oventow policy mere Chevy to carry the no-walk patients 

t , downtown. George is that kind, 
Fordham theatre, and the same dis-|anyway...Anna Mae Powers im- 

tance from the Paradise, 1: another proving | ‘much. . Called the “Sun- 

direction, is suffering. shine Gal"’,..Mae Armitage had: a 
A special ‘exploitation man has | little set- back, - and was moved from 

been assigned to the Grand by the 12 Park place to 7 Front street... 

Loew offices to educate Bronxites | J- C. Louden is on the up side, doing 

to go to the Grand. a great comeback...Bed patients 
5 doing extra well are Olga Kalinin, 

Chris Hagedorn, Valentine Kincaid,. 
Xela, Edwards, Allie Bagley; Mary 
Bradin and: Harry Namba... Osear 

Johnny Singer, who recently dis- | Loraine has’ staged’ a fine come-" 
solved his. veude agency partner- packs Looks good, feels good and 

ship with Harold’Ward, the latter | .--Jimmy Cannon back from, ey 
taking in. Mack Brown, is in Spo-| pari ave....¥ord’ Raymond is on 

kane, Wash., staging musical stock. | exercise ‘and okay...Harry Clark 
. a added a few pounds...Sore because, 

hig pants don’t fit. him now...Law- 
rence McCarthy is In and out of 
_bed,: ‘mostly out, therefore feeling 

Edith Cohen, at ‘80 Park ave., ‘puts 
the big O. K. on the diet. Added 

but likes ‘it. 

Fran Smith, 
“Record Breakers,” is paying ‘the 

q 

Singer Producing Stock 

Office Switching. 
R-K-O‘has - leased: the Broadway 

side: ‘of the 10th floor of the Bond. 

Building and is having it remodeled himself during the Now ne’ 3 “poren 
to house the offices. of its construc- | “curing”.,..Bobby Hatz on the gain, 
tion and. maintenance departments, but still bedding. it...This is a 
which ‘will.move in upon. comple- ‘health resort, and the most welcome 

‘tion.. 
on the eighth floor, 
-Tevy's .film. booking department 
moyes in as. soon as all, arrange- 
ments are completed. — 

’ Ben Piazza’s sanctums. going into 
the present Levy. offices. | 
“R-K-O's leasing of the new: apace 

means the removal of the Tony 
Shayne booking office, This office 
‘voided its privileges ‘under its own 
lease ut the request of the R-K-O 

“| CMes “to “AtcOMMIAAts— =thelatter" 
with an early move-in, Shayne has 
not yet selected his new space, but 
ig expected to be ensconced ina’ 
new layout within a week, 

where Jules: ‘write. to. those you know in Saranac 
‘or about those you know, shoot the 
cheerful things to them. The other 
things get to them soon enough. 

“Lou Golder on Coast 

‘Lou Golder, now on vacation, may. 
wind it up at the Warner studios 
in Hollywood. 

Golder left the charge of the 
‘Warner vaude booking office in New.|- 
-work..about..a. month,ago.to.Harold. 
Kemp. If liking it at the studios 
Lou may stick for.a while.. 

ORPHEUM'S L. A, MIDNITES 
“Los ‘Angeles, Jan. 14. 

- Orpherim theatre ‘will start giving) 
midnight shows on’ Saturdays, Jan, 

Trixie’s 4 Weeks 

; Log Angeles, Jan. 14. 
Trixte Friganza opened at Loew’s, 

Kansas City, Jan. 10, four more 
weeks of singling before further 
film work. 
Chicago and. New- York on the 

route, 

. Cargill’s Paris Office. 
Arthur Selig has been appointed 

Turopean representative for the. 
Jerry Cargill office. ite sailed on 
the “George Washington” Jan. - % to 
open an office’ in Paris. 

Regular picture bill will be augu- 

‘mented by vaude acts from the 
R-K-O- -with a Radio film -star as 

nM G 

VAUDEVILLE 

'R-K-0 Booker Explains Why La poh 

INDIE AGENTS FURTHER 

. resentntives - and: even ~ 

jagents in case they want to avail 
: themselves . of the welcome. ‘on the 
mat, 

-lmaking a: comparatively easy: liv- 

, sentry now admit.: 

Keith: and Loew agents, grabbing, 
. everything independently ‘that: can’ 

‘be. 

| the constant decrease of indie vaude 
-}heuses and.the shortening of. the 

- merly having ° representation. on. in- 

realize really. -how little is left and 

After ctwo weers of ong. Island |. 

5 Job. at. $75 ‘a week. This particular 

for. indie vaude, | is looking around 
for a small, film. ‘house in a little 

comique of: the | 

‘agents who don’t want .to bother. 

. up. 

{to take 242% 
terial: to Loew's, not having access 

good health in their. favor...James |. 

good: .. Keith Lundberg over-worked | 

These departments are now visitor is. the mailman...When you | 

managers and publicity men here 

| represented in his division. 

in vaude. 
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~ Acts Dont Work More eal 
ig “Good acts * ‘ate ‘not. tobe. found’ 
on the street ‘corner.”. ~ s 

WORRIED. BY CONDITIONS} 
With the. doors: open in Warners, 

Pantages (what's left of it). and all, 

indle booking ‘agencies to Loew. rep- 

“to . Keith. I. 

‘ville bookers last week.. In saying 

‘| gaia before, - 
of all. bookers to the. ‘perennial. com= 
plaint:; of ‘hundreds of. acts—that . 
Keith's: “and ‘all he: ‘rest are overe 
looking real .talen a ' 

‘of ‘the time, anyway,” ' 
booker. continued,” 
original way. 
‘offs’ are: not good acts,” he! went. 
on, “If good acts, they: would not ~ 
be: constant .layofts; 

-the ‘same 
in his 

tthe ‘ayed- in-the- ‘wool inde- 

pendent sellers of “acts” formerly 

ing, will pass out’ of the picture be-. 
fore 1930. is. over, unless something |. 
unforseen ‘happens; most of the 

for new “and ‘good. material. , 
‘jobs depend on the quality. of their’ 
shows and they must’ book all. good. 
acts: that cdn be foufid. or lose their 
jobs. Bad shows are.marks. against. . 
them, ‘Shows made up of: standard 
‘talent, even though réliable, can'be 
‘bad through. the lack of. ‘newndss. 
New good acts: are necessary: | to 

‘food vaude bills. 
. “Many. acts ‘are -reaily Jaying off - 
because the- oo! cers do. not think » 
them: worth ‘playing eausing the bry 
the bookers are personally dis- 
criminating - ‘against them. ‘That ,. 

might be true once in a while,| of. 
course, ‘but: ‘very rarely nowadays. 
It- was a method . practiced ° by: a 
past regime, but the method pasted 
with the regime, ; 

; Must Be a Reason i 
“Agents are ‘encouraged as farlas 

possible to bring new material; to 
thé bookers. Few agents. can truth- 
fully say ‘they have an act laying 
off all the time that should be work- 
ing all the time, for no good reason 
at all, Theré must be. a reason. If 
‘the act is good, it might be that its 
salary demands exceed the amount 

the bookers can afford to pay .or 
think the act is ‘worth, 
idleness for the act as a result of ; 

‘“Bookers: are .ever: ‘on the lookout 

- Besides the opposition: “fromm 

had and =- representing | “most. 

everything - in: vaude- ‘that's Worth 

carrying, the. indie - ig up ‘against 

More- 
acts for- 

bankrolls . allowed: for bills, 
over; it. is: pointed: out, 

die agent’s books are beginning to 

are. passing up this class_ of agent 

—without franchises of any . kind, 
: Several of the indies. are to the 

point where they are financially 

embarrassed -and stand ready. as 
takers -for:any kind of a half- -way 

decent job that shows up, One con- 

fesses he lost 14 pounds in two 
weeks and would welcome a steady 

indie; sold on the lack of chances: 

town: that ‘would bring -himt a -1e- 
turn of $75 or $100 weekly. 

No Place to Go 

Of. all.the indie agents, it is said 
there is only one doing a satisfying 
business and this because of its 
representation . of a large number 
of acts on the outside for Keith 

fortunate but usually, unavoidable. 

‘- “The booker . knows what 

much: he can affordto pay. 
wants the act, but can’t afford to 
‘meet the terms, he looks around.for 
a substitute unless the act alters its. 
demands. Oftimes the booker’s dee 
mands may seem unreasonable to 
the act, but holding: out or giving 
in spells either laying off or work~ 

ing. 
“The dishonest booker, one who 

will play a bad act if paid to do it 
and will lay off a good act if the 
act or its. representatives will not ' 
“kickin,” is one menace the ‘variety 
actor has to cope with less and Jess 
today.” The ‘taking’ booker is on his 
way-out. Few are left in major 
circles and soon, we. hope, all will. . 
be Gone. 

. “Gertain Reasons” 
“when: an act loses a date for 

refusing to pay-off the booker or 
declare him. in, that act cannot be 
blamed for voicing an opinion that 

with that end of:the business. Some 
of these acts pay only 1% or 2%% 
commission: to the agency but in 

having. them the agent’s list is puiit 

Others . who. don’t, get this 
break are unwilling to try.to get 
by on such small cuts.. They have 

‘when shunting ma- 

|to that: booking office, but this “is 
‘such:a small amount with what sal- 
aries now stand at, that it’s hardly 
worth the trouble, they claim. 
“Most of the independent agents 

have been advised to get out of the 

business,” one admitted. ° _ 
“The Only trouble is, we ‘don't 

know’ other’ fields and can't: figure 
a way to turn.” ; 

New Eastern Div. 
A new district within RKO to 

embrace. Washington, SBaltimore,| bad acts are often preferred to good 
Philadelphia, Trenton, New Bruns-|ones for certain reasons. It just 
Wick-and other cities in this zone,|so happens, however, that such 
is being created. by Joseph Plunkett, 
operating head. The Keith houses 
in these and other cities in the ter- 
ritory have been without any special 
divisional direction, their operation 
fhhavihe come. under: -the’ direct .su- 
pervision. of Plunkett. 

Claud Saunders, in charge of the 
middle northwest division, is being 
‘transferred to assume charge of the 

newly created district, it. is under- 
stood. 

Saunders is being . succeeded Sat-. 
urday (18) in the district he has 
supervised by J. L. MeCurdy..” 

things seldom occur and such @& 
complaint cannot. be. rightfully 
lodged against the entire booking 
fraternity, or. even a sizeable part 
of it. 
“RKO wants new acts and good 

acts; .- I want .them and. so does. 
every . -conscientious booker. There 
are not ‘enough good acts, There 
are too-many bad ones. That prob- 
ably’ will always be, for it always 

has’ been. 
“It has been. estimated. that. there 

and week out, in American vaude- 

ville, -You. can bet that of the 3,- 
1500, 3,000. or more are idle for a good 

reason. 
“Perhaps -because some booker 

was boneheaded and. could not. see 
talent, a few: are laying off. But, 
if possessing the stuff, they cannot 
remain. idle for very long. ‘They 
must be digcovered at some time - 
‘or another. - The hundr eds who have. 

Western Meetings 
Hollywood, Jan. 14,’ 

Frank W. Vincent, coast division- 
al manager of the R-K-O theatres, 
called. all his local and out of town 

‘for a get-together meeting. 'Phose 
‘attending from out of town are Cliff 

Work of San Francisco, Grant 
Pemberton, Salt Lake City, and: 
Jack Coudy. of San Diego. , 
‘The meetings are planned to be 

@ monthly event with ‘Vincent. 
“They will be staged at Various “eities” 

for years should Be convinced that 
there is something ‘wrong-—with 
them, not with vaude, If the 3, 000 

stantly idle. 
idle: because théy don’t belong. It’s 

|the same old story all over. again.” 

Holden and Graham’s Shop |. 
Holden and Graham, who have 

‘done & magic act in vaude for 
years, have opened.a magic shop on 
42nd Street to dispense’ “wares: to |indié vaude agent, joined the War- 
magicians, ner staff in Brooklyn as short caster, 
They ‘will continue doing their act . 

SILBER CASTING: SHORTS .. 
Arthur Silber, for many. years an 

Silber office. 

“Good: acts’ alway. ‘work; or “most, 

not. so’ . 

“The! constant lay=._ 

they sare: not — 

good acts, and: that’s the -answer.”. 

are 3, 500 layoffs regularly, week in” 

bad acts among. the 3,500 lay-offs © 
were. cood,.the they_we would not. ‘be. t be con-- 

They are re constantly - 

Charles Grohs has taken over. the . 

So stated: one -of. Keith’s valde _ 

it, he’ said . nothing ° that. hasn’ t. been we 
‘put it is the answer 

Their 

‘Enforced _ 

such -a difference in.opinion is un« .):¥ 

he = 
wants (or should) and just how |): 

If he :3 

4 

habitually laid off most of the time — 

4 
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HELEN CHARLESTON 

: “TIMES” 
. “Ken Murray, who acted’ 28 Master of 

Ceremonies in Palace bill not so. Jong ago, ° 

gave excellent evidence as to the invasion of” 

‘ the Talkies by the stage stars, when: he 

“. “¥ompéd’ through the photoplay, “Half. Mara 
riage,” employing his stage tricks and eclips« 
‘ing in doing the work of the screen stars.” 

WWORLD” | 
“When the name Ken Murray appéared 

on the Annunciator. that. graced, the, Palace’s 

"proscenium there were. several moments of 

ear. splitting applause. . ’ The: reception ace 

corded Mr, ‘Murr ay w as nothing. short | ‘of 

amazing. “If memory serves me ‘Tight, he has 

achieved his reputation in these parts within 

. the. last year or two. 

lished favorite.” 

" “EVENING GRAPHIC” 
“, “Ken Murray is probably the biggest draw- 
ing card on R- “K-O roster ed ePF 

‘He is now an estab- - 
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FAREWELL 

NEw “YORK 
For a Year 

Going | to Holly wood Under Contract to Radio Pictures 

MILTON CHARLESTON | 

NEW YORK “AMERICAN” 

" “With the names of Jacic. Dempsey, Esther 
Ralston and: Ken. -Murray: as ‘drawing cards, 
the Palace. bill proved ‘a literal sensation the 
épeéening night performance, If the audience 
was. wild about Dempsey. it went absolutely 
-crazy with the Ken Murray turn.. Whistling | 
and shouting as probably no other Palace- 
‘audience. has. done before. “The winsome. 
‘Helen Charléston and the amusing -Milton - 
Charleston are still with Ken, as are Foster, 
Fagan and Cox, a splendid trio of humorous 
harmonists.” ” 

“BILLBOARD” oo 

. “Ken Murray came’ in for: an ovation that 
barely secorided that given” Dempsey. . More 
and more. it becomes evident that this une. - 
cannily’ ‘clever and breezy furster act and his i 

_ pair of Charlestons-(Helen and-Milton). are. - 
the most popular trio: that have played thig 
house the last several season, - The Foster, | 
Fagan & Cox trio shine out here. Helen 
Charleston stands. out. as about the cutest 
girl that-has occupied the Palace stage ‘since 
ther last appéarance here. Milton’ does his . 

‘ stépping “with? the new girl, Bessie Fagan, 
and she is very good.” . . Sar BS ee 

Many Thanks to 

Mr. Hiram Brown and Other R-K- O Executives 

Fe or Their Kindness to Me 

FOSTER, FAGAN and COX 
: Direction 

“CHAS: ‘ALLEN—M., 5S. BENTHAM OFFICE -BESSIE FAGAN . 
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Warners Lean to Presentations for | 
Present and Future Vande Houses} . 

Due to successful experiments 
with the. stage band. policy » at its: 

Elizabeth, N. J.,. house, the. Ritz, 

where. @ line: of - local girls and a: ; 
master of ceremonies are. permanent 

features, ‘Warner - ‘Bros...may drop 

regular vaude in all the houses han- 

dled by. its own “booking. office in 

favor of this type of show. ‘ 

garded as favorable, not. only. for 
most of the houses. now on the War- 
ner books, but for. several. new ones 
coming in within the next month or 
six weeks, | -including.“Warners’ new 
housé. in Canton, ‘O., and.a number 
of theatres in the Hoffman chain in 
New England. 
-4 The Canton house, the. ‘Palace,. 
opens. Feb. 1 under: an “attractions”: 
policy, which means big flashes and 
name acts more in the line of pres- | 

“regular - 
: Hoffman. stands...contem- |. 

entation material. than 
vaude..: 
plated for vaude or. stage band poli- 
cies are those in New Britian, Dan-' 
bury, Norwich and other New ry Bing 
land towns. | 

Sound on Wane 

Most definite as the second. ‘house.+. 
for the stage. -band: idea as now. in. 
effect at Elizabeth is in the Lin- 
coin, Union Hill. In Elizabeth Ben- 
ny Fairbanks 1s m.c., and the line 
of eight girls, recruited locally; are 

d ‘ ’ ; ; under. the: ‘direction of - Dorothy Box Revue,” played thé Stanley less. 
D'Emerle, 
Reason advanced for . considera- 

tion of attractions for the- Hoffman’ 
houses fs that all-sound: policies are: 
slightly on- -the wane in that ter- 
ritory. - 

recently by Bob Hall, Warners have’ 
decided to sign Hall indefinitely to. 
appear at that house as m. ¢.. 

_ Only house going out of the’ War-:|. 
ner booking office is Uptown, Cleve- | 
land, which exits. Saturday * (Wan\ 
18) after playing. vaude on & ‘split 
week basis several months, 

CHARLES WARREN, Prof. Mgr. 
“bt 

caso, 

‘plenty.. of. ‘repeat acts. 

Only one ‘of string that has |. 
used vaude ‘at. all singe.’ Warners 
gained control is New. London. | |! 

At the Earle, Philadelphia, played- 

VAUDEVILLE 

- Acts at Hennepin 

Chicago: Jan. 14. 

Hennepin, Minneapolis, Joseph, Plun- 
-| kett has: decided :to play one or two 

‘acts of. presentation calibre ‘in-con-- 
-Acts. junction with the. pictures. 

chosen: will. be. those. that .can- g0 
: “on w ithout orchestra, such as musi- 

The. policy . from reports. is” re-: cal turns ‘or those that have own 

accompaniment. 
_ Billy ‘Diamond will - personally 
supervise the booking. He once 
handled. the -Finklestein- Ruben 
houses on: the. same. ‘basis.: 

Within a few weeks the Hennepin 
may -play. the regular R-K-O west-. 
ern intact road vaude show: with. 
a couple: of acts. added: from Chi- 

Street will. return: to pictures. ‘ 

_ REPEATS FORCE CHANGE: 
' Pittsburgh, Jan, 14, 

units at the . ‘Stanley, Warners’ 

downtown . deluxer is running. into 
In order. tu 

relieve the situation, opening day: 
of the Enright -has been ‘changed. 
from. Saturday to. Friday. to care 

for acts coming in. with units which } 

may. have played the Stanley a few 
weeks earlier. 

Giersdorf. Sisters, with “Match 

than three months. ago when house 
“was: producing its: own presenta 
Hons. 

Rin-Tin-Tin's Vaude: Route » 
‘' Los Angeles, Jan. 14, 

” incrin- Tin and his trainer, Lee 
‘Duncan, will start a Keith route for 
“that circuit's Chicago office open- 
ing early in February. . 
‘Route is in the middle west. 

Jimmy. Savo. ended his’ Albee, 
Brooklyn,’ date a day. ahead of time 
to: make the Saturday opening at 

“4A the Palace, : Chicago. 

219. West 46th Street 

‘producers, who claim money . ‘losses 

In or der to bolster. business at the | 

| when entering his camplaint that he 

t that time R-K-O's’ 7th |: 
|were. broken -were made, 

“Lwhen Keith's. was encouraging. the. 
7 : ay roducti f. “unit an 1 
With the introduction. «@ Publix| 2 on .of “units,” of, elaborate 

; MACK GOLDMAN, 

KEITH’S PRODUCERS SAY 
OFFICE MUST SETTLE 

Squawks, “beefs and threats: of 

jlawsuits are being hurled right and 

left at Keith's by several vaude act 

through pr omises made to them and 

later broken ‘by the booking office. 

complaining producers hold most of 

the booking office's unfulfilled prom- 
iges in wr iting.. In’ face of that, re- 

| ports are it. may cost RKO “close to 

$100, 000 to settle. 

‘One. producer claims the booking: 

office owes him between $16,000. and 

$18, 000, and wants it neht away. 

Another’ producer grew so excited 

called one of the important Keith |- 
bookers a well-known brand of liar, 

‘and said he would like to “bust him 
in the nose” * 

The promises the: producers say. 
it is 

‘claimed, when George Godfrey was 
single head of the booking office and 

flash acts. . 
At that time the producers: were.| \ 

permitted to submit their _production 
plans to tfe’ booking ‘head. 

submitted, and the producers told to. 

-g0.ahead with production on guar- 
antee of bookings and salaries, — 
When the guarantees were ‘not 

fulfilled according to agreement, the 
producers were stuck..with inactive. 
units on their hands and no way of |. 
getting back investments. . 

The situation is coming to a head 
and probably will be settled shortly 
by arbitration. Max Hayes, Henry 
Bellitt,: George Choos and C, B. Mad- 
dock are reported: among the pro-. 
ducers involved, 

/ BIRTHS | 
Mr; and -Mrs. Gene Jerome, Jan, 6, 

at Garfield ‘Park hospital, Chicago, 
‘son, Parents were formerly known 
professionally as Gene Jerome and 
Suzanne France. 

Detroit: Jan. 6. 

Irene Mary Schuch,. 
have. filed riotice of - 
marry .in. Los Angeles. 

Johnny Jones to Ruth Glanville 

The. 

-plang were altered:or passed on as.|:° 

‘Morley Sisters. 

: Radio Mer. 

Viusi 

MARRIAGES 
Basil N. Femeen, musician, and 

Elizabeth Council, actress, both of 
New York, applied in Greenwich, 
Conn., for a marriage license, 

Meyer North, vaude agent, to wea | 
Betty Taylor picture house singer, 
in March, . 

Eugene Goossens to Janet Lewls in ° 
Groom is conductor |. 

of Rochester. Philharmonic orches- 
tra, He . had .marnied - before. but 
divorced, 

‘To substantiate ‘their. claims the | | Mary Russell . (Marie. c: Frey- 
heardt) to William A. McCabe, .Néw 
York broker, ‘in Poughkeepsie, N, Y,, 
Jan. 4.° 0. ; 

Doris Anderson, ‘Paramount scene. 
ario writer, to Anthony Jowitt, M-@ 

, Writer - and. technica] . director, Jan, 
4‘in Beverly. Hills. 

Chester. W. Friedman. to Lillian 
Gould, Brooklyn, in Omaha recent- |. 

Groom is assistant manager. ‘ ly. 
Omaha. Paramount theatre. . 

Francis McDonald, pictures,: ‘and 

‘Indianapolis, 
intention . to 

(pro), in Chicago, Jan. 9. Groom 
in charge “of the. Loew r oMice, Chi~ 

30. 

- “Bier re Boologne,. manager Loew’ s 
Norva in Norfolk, Va., to: Jessimine 
Campbell, -non-pro, . recently, 
Norfolk, ° ee : 

~NEW. ACTS - 
Tom. Howard, of ‘Rain. oF Shine,” 

opened ° for Keith is the last half. 
of last week at Bushwick, Brook- 
lyn. “With him is ‘Joe Lyons, also 

from the Howard show. a ‘ 

George ‘W. Jones- (That Quar- 
|tette) and: Joe Brady (Brady: and - 
Mahoney). 

‘Al Anger, formerly “of. ‘Morley. and 1 
Anger, now Anger and Corday. 

* Dot Morley with: her sister as the 

Megley at Studio 
_Hollywood, Jan. 14. 

. Macklin Megley has been assigned. 

at large by Wm. Le Baron. 

He will devote his time ‘to prep- 
aration and stagingof R-K-O mu- 
‘Sical productions.at the studio. 

An |. 
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R-K-0'sRoadShow 
Too Heavy for 15 

Eastern Stands 
"Because thelr budgets do not per-. -. 

15 ‘houses. in ‘the. east that will be 
kept off the intact road show route | 
of Kelith’s, according to present. 
plans. Heaviest loser in. the Keith 
chain, the Riv erside, will be booked 
independently: of. the road shows be- 
cause of bad business it has been 
doing. 

The road show- for the east, put. . 
together by George A.: Godfrey and 
associate bookers, has a. route of 
approximately 15 theatres, inclu-— 
ding those in the-Greater, New York: 
area and out of. town. 

According . ‘to one “eastern. booker, 
the 15 theatres now not getting the 
road shows will. probably never get 
‘them, because the extent of business” 

| and ..the appropriations allowed. 
rake. it impossible. : 

WAN AND SCHENCK SOUTH 
Hollywood, Jan. 14. --- 

Van and Schenck play the Palace,. 
, Chicago, next week. and follow ‘that 
with four more weeks of “‘vaude 
while en route to the Floridan Club, 
Miami, where they will complete the 
winter, season.. 
The .Reilleys’ will constitute - ‘the 

rest of Moor. show, at the Floridan, ° 

~All Irish: Bill: ; 

Keith's. is booking an “all-Irish® 
five-act. bill to. play with “Shan- 
nons of Br ondway, " U talker, at the 
Hamilton, New York, last~ halt: 

| Jan. 18.. 
Kiske. oO’ Hara, will headline. 

Pearce on Coast. 
Arthur Pearce, - Hollywood Bank 

Building, is the coast associate of 

Jack Curtis. 
Another name. appeared. in error 

in an adver tisement in “Variety” of 

Jan. 38. 

J EROME KEIT,. President 

New York City 

mit the expenditure, there.dre about. 
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WB's 265 Flatbush 
Par Cue From Exchanges-Theatres | 

——— 
- 

During » its first ye ear of activity 
Warners’ Flatbush studio made 265 
talking. shorts.. ‘Total: was accom- 
‘plished ‘despite an ‘interruption. to. 
make.the first German language fea- 
ture, “The Royal Box.”. 

‘An average of four shorts “weekly |. 
maintained this year: will be S.J 

Arthur | Hurley and |. Murray Roth, 
Edmund Josephs have charge ‘of | 
‘production: . Eddie -Buzzell-has just. 
‘completed ‘a two reel comedy, ‘The 
Pet Shop,” with Evelyn Knapp, Clay 
Clement and. Audrey. Berry, Three 
days and- three. nights consumed. ony 
this one. . 

Ruth Etting, who has done a num- 

ber of singing shorts for. various 
- companies, made her initial appear- | 

“ance in a’ speaking part in “Broad- 
way'’s Like That,” directed by Hur- 
ley with Roth supervising. Mary 

‘Phillips, Joan Blondell and Humph- 

“ rey Bogart are in the cast. 
Giovanni Martinelli is making an-|- 

other ‘series of: oper atic shorts at the 

rate of two a month. His latest is 

with _ Adan Didur, | “Metropolitan 
-basso. 

‘Sylvia Clarke - and ‘Howara and 

; Newton, .from vaude, w ere also -re- 

corded. . 

- Paramount 

‘Series o? Watteau paintings “that 
‘come to . life," directed by Frank 

Cambria, is Publix's ‘first participa- 
tion in the Paramount talking short 

program under’ the A. J. Balaban 

- regime. 
It will not be until March or “April 

-that Paramount. definitely maps its 
talking short plans. At present the 
studio is turning out shorts of wide- 
ly diversified character in an effort 

; to. learn just what is wanted. * : 
Exchange managers and. theatre 

men. of. Paramount-Publix around 
the- country will in the end deter- 
‘mine the policy to be pursued on 

Long Island. 
are being convassed for expressions 
of opinion and. reports on audience 

- reaction. 
Meanwhile, Astoria is turning out 

shorts each -week,-: 
barelli- appeared in the Cambria] 
series, similar in type to regular 
Publix units. . 
-Venita Gould, George. Beatty and 

Bert‘ Gordon ‘are among recent re- 
: eordings, Gordon was assisted by 
Tabatha Goodwin, Dorothy Dare, 
Roy DeLeon, Dolores: Cardéva, Ed- 
‘ward O'Rourke and Evan ‘Valentine. 

Lewis in Publix. House. 

‘Ted Lewis and band. have been 
pooked for a five -week tour of Pub- 

_lix houses beginning in February. 
He will play. in Minneapolis, Chi- 

cago, 
Booking was made by the Morris 
office. 

Mayician's Big Act 

Chicago; Jan. 14. 
Blackstone, magician, with an act 

of 16, has been booked for 15 weeks 
over R-K-O western time at $3,000 

Opens Feb, 22 
South Bend; Ind., 
Morse. 

at the Palace, 
booked hy 

roan ee 

REMEMBE R? 
When Jule Delmar started. wearing 

a carnation and booking acts, back int 
1891 (he's still doing both)? - 

When Frank Fay played the Palace 
‘for _ eight consecutive. weeks on an 
original. one-week booking? . . 

When Charlie. Chaplin. stopped 
-working for’ Keystone fo work for 
Aimself 2 

When Buster ‘Keaton, pa. and. ma 
were.the Three Keatons? 

When George M. and folks were 
the Four Cohans? 

When Albee, Murdock, Proctor, 
Heiman and Beck were the Five 
Apostles? 

When Marcus Loew was the One 
Who Outsmarted: Them -All? 

In fend .remembrance “Rags — 
just -a pal. - 

PACIFIC 
€ OAS tT. ARTISTS 

RE aT SENTATIVE | 

“They have been and. 

Marie Gam- 

Detroit and Philadelphia. ' 

-|"Nina Rosa” in Montreal last week, 

Ea | 

and Nadherny. 

Shorts in Year: 

ik K-0 SETS $850 TOP 
ON AVERAGE FLASH ACT} 

|to a straight picture. policy. 

| Maximum salary rating. for flash 

acts of average ‘merit. and’. minus)] © 

“name” participants is renor ted: to 

have beer: “set at $850 by Keith's, 

That will serve 2. as tops, from the 

account, with the pr oducers expect- 

ed to. hold. the - operating expenses 

down’ to. consider ably below $850 and 

‘reaching it only with sxeeptional 

productions. ; 
Heavy encouragement ‘for 

cr 

circuits, including’ Keith's 
Fox and. the others. 

_ The producing men are now .on 
their own and taking all the chances 1: - 

themselves. From now on, It is said, | 
they will be promised nothing g; also 
given nothing in the way ‘of time 
unless definitely delivering what is 
wanted, 

‘New system™ may reduce vaude |. 
production - activities considerably, 
and is ‘certain to: exterminate. the 
shoe stringers. General uplift in 
quality is Antlewpated: 

DIVORCES 
| Mrs, Eleanor 
comedy dancer known on the stage 
as Eleanor Leach, filed suit in New 
York for a divorce from William 
Henry Weise, 32, said .to be a hotel 
manager. .Mrs. Weise is living with 
her father at Stoughton, Mass. 
Weise is reported to. be in Denver, 
recuptrating from an. illness. 
couple’ were’ married in Norfolk, 
Conn., May. 17, 1925, and have-no 
children. According to the com- 
plaint, Weise. wasliving with an- jj 

waman as his. wife. during |} 

An-; 
other 
-1928-1929 ‘at the Hotel Marie 

foinette, New York. 

ALL AND INJURED 
‘Gertr ude Bond (Mrs, Jack Shea} 

of ‘Bond and .Eleanor (vaude) re- 
covering in Midtown: hospital, New ft: 
York, from appermiicitis operation. 

Al Kvale, m. 

‘down, 
Art ‘Kahn,. orchestra leader, 

smashed .a finger in a- door while 
playing the Michigan (Publix), De- |f 

 troit, oo . 
' Helen Joy, leading woman. ‘in 
stock at’ Poughkeepsie, N. Y., forced 
by illness to. withdraw from. the 
cast. 

Fred Wilcox is in the Reconstrue- 
tion Hospital, New York, recover- 
fng from injuries received in an 
auto accident. He had five ribs and 
his collar bone fractured. 

Harriett Bennett left Shubert’s 

to undergo a major operation. 

Theatres Proposed 
‘Chicago.=—$1, 000, 000. _Also.store, .office, 

and apts. Owner, company forming, ¢-o 
United Theatre Corp. Architects, Dyer 

‘Site not: disclosed. 
Flat River, Mo.—$100,000, Main street. 

Owner, Roseland Theatre Co. Architects, 
Kennerty & Stlegemeyer, St. Louie, FPol- 
icy not given. —. . 
Hackensack. N. J,.—311_ Main street. 

Owner, Fox Metropolitan Playhouse Co. 
Architect, 'T. W, .Lam)b.- ; 

- Kansas City, Mo.—$200,000.. Owner, J. 
|. Nichols Inv. -Co. ‘Architect, EL W. 
“Tanner, Site and polley not given.. 

__ Rossford,. O.—(M.. P. also. Offices, 
Owner, ‘Paul otewitz, Architect, 8. 

tel . Site and policy not given. 

Talkaphone Pictures Corp,} ‘Du 
Pont Pathe Mfg. Corp.; $2,162, 

Joseph Hurtig, Harry J. Seamon 
Modern. In-° and David: C, Meyers; 

vestment and Loan Corp.; $4,235. 

Gallo; Pierce Holding Corp.; §11- 
11985. 

$824, 

Alhambra Drops Vaude | 
‘Vaude is out again at the Alham- 

i bra, Brooklyn, after this week. 

House had been playing four acts 
on last: half, hooked independently, 

next Ww eek. 

vaude. 

act producer's seems to’ have become | 

a thing. of the past on all the major |{ 
- Loew, |] 

P, Welse, musical | 

The 

e., seriously ill in 
Chicago, followi ing a. nervous break- |q 

~Speak=O'=Phone- Corps; Pe aAlkins}| 

but reverts to straight picture policy 

‘THREE BALLS “IN ONE” 

_Solly Violinsky says his fid- - 
dle has been -in hock so often 
the pawnbrokers. ean outpliy 

him in his own act, 

WB BU Ys PAN, MEMPHIS. 
; ' Memphis, Jan. 14. 

' Pantages" theatre: here has: ‘been 

bought by Warners - 

It will be remodeled and converted. 

- Morris. & Greene Dissolve 
Phil ‘Morris .and Harry “‘Greene 

have dissolved their vaude produc+ 
ing. partnership. after’ together ‘five 

years, : . 

VAUDEVILLE 
2 CHAMPAIGN HOUSES | 

-RESUMING WITH VAUDE 

Champaign, Tl. Jan, ‘14, 

» After ‘being ‘discontinued . for 

houses here. - 

Virginia is using three acts with 

j picture. and sound shor ts on a split }/ 
their: minds. week. For. two weeks the Virginia 

booked in three acts on Sundays 
and on Christmas and New Year's 
day to test its appeal. Despite 13,- 
000 university students were on 
vacation, the Virginia drew capacity 
houses. 

Orpheum, R-K-O house, for years 
the home ‘of . yaude in Champaign, 

six 

| months, vaudeville will Blay. in two 

VARIETY ay 

Collecting for Agents 

Chicago, Jan. 14. 
Plans are belng made for the: 

establishment of a collection bureau 
here for western agents following. 
a conference | between Ben Piazza 

and Billy Diamond, The subject of 
2 collection agency has come up 
often in the past, but the agents ' 
have opposed it, 

The agents have now: “changed . 

starts Jan. 10 with: four, acts with a. 
feature picture. 

Virginia and Orpheum are oppost- 
tion. 

Rialto and Park are. the other. two. 
theatres in town. having sound. Var- 
‘sity, grind. house, uses silents. - 

cee ao a aaa a 

a 

R-K-O 
CHAS. BIERBAUER 

HOME AGAIN! 

19 WEEKS GENERAL THEATRES CORP. 
“With Return . Engagements cat. ‘Palladium and Holborn Empire, London 

5 WEEKS CHARLOT’ S REVUE, LONDON. 

2 WEEKS EMPIRE, PARIS 
Many thanks: _to ‘Mr. GEORGE BLACK and VAL FARNEL, cand, to _ PAUL 

~SPADONI- for future’ German’ offers” 

Representatives 

Picture Houses. | 

WM. MORRIS OFFICE 

' 

European 
JENIE JACOBS” 
HENRY SHEREK 

REEVES & LAMPORT 

' 

moose ee (ee 
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‘Tnside Stuf—Vaudeville 
Up to now there has been no concerted movement hy the variety cir- 

cuits looking toward a permanent income sufficient -to support Ue N. V. 

A. and its institutions. This: delay: has’ been edcasioned : principally 

through the. complications arising with. the Willi imi Pax companies | and’ 

his own affairs. ’ . 

Mr. Fox was agaressively interested inw orking out the Ni V; “A, ‘problem, 

He had -several conferences with ' Pat Casey looking toward that end. 
When Fox was submerged, however, by his own buslness m: itters, Mr, 
Casey had to take up the. entire’ matter all over, again ‘sith the other 
circuits’. representatives. . There ‘it: has stood for two or three weeks. 

Mr. Fox is the president of the. ‘two supporting: organizations: for the 

N. V. A. Club. - 
The delay also has affected the: formal’ opening. of the N, 

torium at Saranac, N. Y. No date. has been placed forvit.. 
-& Sana- 

In other ways there has been some unrest amongst those mostly con-. 
cerned. Casey is of the impression the matter will be: brought toa. con-- 

clusion by TFeb. 1. 

That American circus troupes do-not always treat performers from 
foreign countries fairly-is revealed by. the record of a cage listed in a re- 

port of the Division of Aliens of the New York State Department of 

Labor for the first nine months of 1929. The case, one of four cited as 

“typical” of the kind concerried an acrobat engaged in Germany by a 

white top. and brought to this country. After here for a time, he ap- 
pealed to the Division for aid. His condition was described as “pitiable” 

by Frieda S. Miller, director of the division. ~ 
Under- nourished, the German complained of. having been: beaten and 

mistreated by his employers, .He alleged that éec. was. ‘promised $10 a 
week and board when hired, but that, he had received no salary. An 

investigation by the Division.of Aliens revealed that $240 was due the. 
acrobat in wages and $150. in: transportation, Through efforts’ of the 
Labor Department, the entire sum was obtained for the German from 
his employers and his passage home was arranged. While it is called 
the Division of Aliens, that branch ‘of the State Labor Department handles 
complaints made not only by aliens but also by citizen workers against 
employers who are alleged to have ‘defrauded or done them an injustice. 

A new check-up system for agents may be shortly employed - by all | 

Keith New York bookers to. Prevent ‘curious: agents from Jearning too 

FIRST APPEARANCE AT 

KEITH’S PALACE 
THIS WEEK oa, at) 

Publix Tour / 
WILLIAM MORRIS OFFICE 

_| much, about their fellow agents’ business. 
| and still in vogue involves a list of currently | working ‘ac 

“wanted it kept. quiet, 

needed three hours one. afternoon: to. ‘convince Markus that that kind. 

JERRY, LARRY and HARRY 

DIRECTION 

The systent sasét for. years|~ 
ts, typewritten |. 

and posted at each booker's desk. Agents place their initials ‘alongside 
each of their own acts on the Ust, in that way verlfying the. bookings. : 
Some of the agents, it is claimed, kept tabs on their brethrens’ income by 
aid of the check-up lists. ° . . 

Separate lists for checking -by individual agents, each agent: receiving 
a list of his own active acts only, may be used in the future, thereby 
spiking -the nose-pokers, Idea‘ is Sam Tishman’'s, one of: the Orpheum 

‘bookers, who has already started > ‘the individual list arrangement in ‘his 
own department. 

Ially “Markus gives’ as the reason for the. “aisintegration of the “inae- 
pendent vaudeville fleld the talker. © 
the two major causes’ are the independent booker and manager. 

A booker of the Markus calibre could not, hope to ‘compete or hold ‘his , 
business. against. .the .tactics’ of the usual indie booker and the ivery 
‘ordinary indie theatre manager, Hither one or the, other had to tear 
down. -a business Mr. Markus . did. a great deal. for, and both tore it 
down: -: Markus and: “his upright -methods. ‘of. operation ‘were ‘helpless... ”: 
. Tally Markus has been: a: very ‘fair. and-square booker. 
square for. the people hé had to-mix.with, Markus was the kind - -of a 
booker that when a manager of a house’ he booked canceled an act ‘nfter: 

And then Yo the .first show refusing to pay its salary, ‘Markus - paid it. 
saying. the manager wouldn't do. it again, It 

of a manager should ‘be: thrown out in the: alley: and that publicity Was 
the best cure. It: still is. - 
But that kind. of- a manager went to ‘Other. indie pookers and: they 

‘were glad to have him, for. he was of: their - stamp and breed. Of the | 
‘low lifes or rats in vaudeville, the worst. of the. ‘lot: ‘could always be 
located amongst the indie bookers, managers: and agents, - 
‘Whatever chance “the indie -vaude field had in the east ‘was. Kcillea by 

this species. . For Mr.. Markus to blame. the talker ‘is judging only from 
the advent of the taller. 
talker, the” indies ‘in vaude. were told their only chancé was in organ- 
ization, for protection, They. couldn’t organize by. themselves and they 

wouldn't organize. when. advised- to do so by the Variety Managers’ -As-* 
sociation. ‘They didn’t want ‘to - organize, those birds, bécause the bad 
ones knew they couldn’t ‘do. business .on the level and the B00d | ones 
couldn't afford to mix with the bad, in a social or business way: . 
-So Fally Markus, . as good. a booker and as good-a business: man. as 

any. in. vaude With his record as clean asa record can be, had to leave 
a hooking office he: had had. for years_ and. a field he had been in ‘for 

(Continued on. page 49) 

NEW YORK 

qo, R-K-O 
WEBER-SIMON AGENCY 

"Acknowledging with thanks the perfection achieved by all IMITATORS | 

OF MY SLOW MOTION DANCE, of which I AM THE ORIGINATOR. | 

That had its-effect doubtlessly, but | 

Too. fair and. 

* Variety's files ‘will tell that: long: before the. 

(court order), Buffalo, . : ; 
adway - Dramatic Corporation. “El a 

; Filed..by Henry, Benton and Mea. * 
‘Cann, Elmira, N.Y; . 

| of Brookline. 

| INCORPORATIONS — 
New York 

" @orris “Amusement Company, Ino., Mana 
hattan, operate theatres, realty,. 100, 
shorey no par; Raymond Flaherty, Gere 
trudo Jessup, Robert M. Werblow, Fi led, 
by. Joseph Quittner, 36 West 44th atreoty 7 
New ‘York, 

Amendola Theatre Corporation, Bute . 
falo, operate theatreg,- moving pictures, 
$10,000; Clarence. Ross, George W, Fera 
guson, ‘Fred .M.. Zimmerman... File d by}. 
Soeree Sohopf, . 778: Ellicot¢. ‘Bquarey _ 

uffalo, rn rc are 
-Deleond ‘Productions, Inc., Manhinttane.: 

operate theatres, moving plctures,. $10,< . 
000; Theodore Lichtman, Sddye Fischer, 
Charlies. Soble, IMiled by. Monroe N. Gold- . 

_[ stein, 1501 Broadway, New York; : 
Bilmore Studio Film’ ‘Tone, Inc., Man=| 

hattan, deal in ..moving pictures and 
other entertainment, $100, 000; Willlam 
I.. | Jones,. Leo -B. Jones, . Wililam- Taq 

9 Park place, New. York. 

“Arthur Mack Dramatic ond Dancing ce 
School; Ine., Manhattan, deal in-talkine 
pictures,: musical shows, $10,000; Lyman 
Hess, Irv ing Novick, Rose* Trelmar. Filed 
y man. Hess, B61 Fifth avenue, New 

Corporation, New Yorlc, deal 

value; -C. 

35: Weat. 44th” street, ; New, 3 

Pauleo, Inc., Manhattan, operate, thee” ; 
: Léo ‘Ro Loe 

Flaherty. —. 
.| Filed by Mayer C. Goldman, 510 Seventh a 
avenue,’ New York, 

Entertainmént . ‘Service, ; 

atres,. moving pictures, $ 5,000; 
senblatt, Paul Savoy,. Mary. F, 

King ‘Cole's 
Ine., Manhattan, deal in motion pictures 

$35,000; Alan. Menler, Hilda Samuels, 

1440 Broadway,. New York, 

.Nilmubs, Inc., Manhattan, deal in. 
-moving pictures, plays-and amusements 
of all. kinds, 
George Haight, Hyman J, :Glicle, Georga ~ 

300 shares no .par. value; 

| Streltl, . Wjled by Saul Levy. “475. Pifth 
ay onué, New York, . : 

Briggs. Supply Company, Ine... New‘ 
York, 

Walter LB. Briggs, 

hattan, operate - theatres, 

Greenwald. Tiled by. Pompan,-Price .and. 
Greenwald, “$8 Park Row, New: York. - 

Dissolutions © 

tan. Filed by Radio, Keith Orpheum cors 
poration, 1660 ‘Broadway; Néw. York, |. - 

The McGarry: Majestic Players,” 

Bro 
mira.’ 

"Statement and Designation _ 

Chinese Theatre. ‘Corporation;® Del., 
manage theatres, roof gardena and other 
places of amusements. dnd deal In- see 
curities; New York office, 51 Chambers 
street; Ernest -K, 
shares, MMled- by Maurice Gevirtz, ‘BL 

} Chambers street, New York, 

MASSACHUSETTS. 

atrical; capital,’ $26,000; Philip Smith, 
Samuel . Markell and Betty G. Selya, all 

1;mouth Amusement | Co., 
Alexander C, Kilpatrick, 

DELAWARE 

of “Knights of the Most Noble Order of 

zation. . . 
. Change of. Name. 

to Warner Bros., 
(Japan), Inc., New York, 
Trust Co, of America.) 

WEST VIRGINIA . 

{tal, $23,000 
J, E, Woods, T. 
Jr., all of Fayetteville. 

Greger, ale, 

Jack Powell, who has been playa 
ing in New York vaude houses lates 
ly, leaves for London Jan, 31 to ape 
pear in a revue. 

MADE 10 APPEARANCES DAILY 

PALACE THEATRE, TWO WEEKS IN PERSON 
“CAPITOL. 

‘IN M- G-M HOLLYWOOD REVUE 
’ Direction—William Pearlberg, William Morris Hollywood Office 

COURTESY M-G-M. 

NOW 
KEITH’S PALACE : 

NEW YORK 

el Seer ee Se 

-ENOS FRAZERE — 
Direction LOUIS MOSELY and LEE STEWART 

HaMSet Tea te ete ict ee ce ee oe 

GAIETY 
M-G-M SONG WRITERS’ REVUE 

“ACME OF 
FINESSE” 

’ Stan-a-Phone Equipment- ‘Distributing . 
in- moving’: - 

pictures of all kinds, 200 shares no par - 
Carlton’ Sand, Lotetta -Relss.” 

Matilda ‘Baskind,:: Filed. ‘by. Louis Martin 
ony York ; 

oa Ludwig. Filed by. A, Alan Mehler, 

“Moy, president; 11,000 - 

the Garter; Mterary society; no: capitalia. 

‘Jones, Jr. Filed by: Welsstein. ond Dench, . 

and Photographic supplies: of all. kinds, . .-- 

‘géncral motion picture business, .- 
100 shares no par value; Arthur Dunn, . 

Howard C, .Seaman,' 
Fited by ‘Arthur Dunn, 342 Madison aves 

| nue, New York. - : 
A and -M: Theatre . -Corporation,. Man= 

moving pics’ 
tures, 100 sharés no par value; Maurice’ 
A. Pompan, Fraser P. Price, - Samuel Ww... 

Vaudeville. ‘Acta Corporation, Manhat« - 

Reading Amusement Co., Boston: the-. 

Boston 
Benjamin Roe- 

senthal, Anne R. ‘Morrison, all of Boston. . 

uncil of the Society of Descendante. 

First National Pictures (Japan), : Tao” 
First National Pictures. 

(Corporation 7 

Fayette Gheatre Co., Tayetteville; gaps a 

A; Myles, H. BE. Dillon, 
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Inside Stuff—Vaude 
the concession that dower rights of 

— : — ~ 

News From the Dailies 
“Peaches” Browning .be impressed |- (Continued fro om page 48) 

This gepartmont contains rewritten theatrical news items ae pub- | 

leh uring the week. in the daily papers of New York, Chicago, - upon the sales. This will gross about over a quarter of a. century because : his competitors ruined their own 

$188,999 for Miss Browning. meal ticket. 

7 purse of Paite Waite. (Waite Sis- 
ters) ina booking office. 

Desiring to sell four pieces of real 
estate, E. W, (Daddy) Browning has 
applied for. court permission : with 

San Francisco, Loe Angeles and London. Variety takes no credit. 
- for these | news items; each hae. been rewritten from a daily papers. 

DeVinrie-Hallenbeck Co., “printers, 
file: suit. against Life Publishing 
Co. for $130,958, charging breach of 
printing contract. 

the thought. that the others will have to go. also. 
For that kind of an indie manager. who would cance] acts. after. the. LONDON “phe Co-Optimists” ana “The Hate 

‘Ship,” both British. talkers. 

acts never turning ‘up that manager for operating two of the worst fire 
traps in. America in the nanie of, theatres. Any act complaining would pveélyn ‘Laye-Sonnie Hale ‘divorce “End of St. Petersburg,” . Soviet 

comes. up soon. = _ | picture,. has been passed by the. 
. - censor. , 

" Among. those held. for questioning 
‘by Federal agents in. the perennial. 
‘Times Square dope ring investiga- 
tion is Marion Scott, former show-. 
girl “now working in’ cafes. She 
was picked up ‘in: a. midtown. hotel. 

Public picture telesraphy b between . . much: weekly he may. have’ been giving up to keep them open. But 

-.-London and Berlin. . . |) Maurice Browne. plans Shake- 
| speare's “Othello,” with Paul. Robe-. 

‘Alexander Durwood, manager: ‘of son as the Moor, next: summer, 
the Glen, . Paisley, small -hall where 
70 children died in a fire ‘panié, ar-|- John Henry, comedian, -only. man 
rested for culpable homicide. In this ‘country: to be starred on 

radio, gassed. ° Pipe. leak: 
“Sapper's” latest play has been | —- 

. taken by ‘Archibald “Nettlefold for |: Shakespeare - ooking up, with 
the Comedy... Will follow revival of. Cochran: planning to present Moissi; 

- “The Ghost Train.” | German’ actor, in “Hamlet,” while 
"| Robert: ‘Loraine has. @ slant of. re- 

Hamilton: Deane, “Dracula” au- vivals. ° 
thor, ° has written ““Iryankenstein,” _— 
thriller, adapted from a book by|-. Lord Byng, police chief, has been 
the wife of the-poet Shelley... Due drafting plain clothes’ provincial. 

. at the Little in February. . coppers into the West End to check 
; uP. on ‘the boys. 

Barry Jackson's latest 4s: “Phe : 
- White Assegai, ” due at the’ Play- 
house Jan.- 21,. Godfrey Tearle . : _ NEW YORK 

lives three’ times daily? What igs any act to him?. And such a man 
| must attract.a similar kind. of: a: booker. “Which he did and: ‘that, booker, 

with his lying, - cheating ways,-enticed other indie houses for. ‘booking. 
This spreading throughout the indie business had to kil] it. A thousand 
Fally Markuses could: not . prevent,’ no ‘more. than you can - -make - ink 
white by pouring mill ‘into. it. 

Breaking into the hotel ‘roorh of: 
Mabel Kelly, showgirl,, a Porto. 
Rican, giving his. name as Benito 
‘Carlo, attempted to snatch moncy 
and jewelry from her, then clubbed 
her. and slashed her face with, a| 
‘knife ‘when. she resisted. He was 
subdued -by hotel.detectives after 
‘escaping twice. from hotel guests 
who had. come to. ‘the girl's assist- 
ance. . . 

o 

. Some ‘time’ ago: a tab comic from. the west, trying to erash eastern: 
vaude, played some “showing” dates in. New ‘York for’ Keith's; While 

‘| greatly impressed. He offered ‘his discovery a. contract at a salary more 
vA. ‘detachment of opera, singers than 200%. higher than the figure Keith’s. cowld have landed him for 
scrubbed the statue of’ Giuseppe 
Verdi in front of the Hotel Ansonia 

; for publicity purposes. contracts prevented him from accepting the tardy: Keith. offer. 

. Hearing. what :he thought was the] oA former booker in Keith’s in Montreal on a- big. spree thought. nea: 
Sasa, Ernest Thesiger, and Mimie tek of fll Wa bee a the show ’em up there how a vaude act. should be done. According ‘to the 7 

story, he called on a:team back stage and disliking. the way they were. Brooklyn, a colored porter rushed 
out and returned with a squad of 
copr... Wary .cops unwrapped. the 
ticking package under water anc 
spoiled a perfectly, good eignt-day | 
clock. 7 

7 A taxpayer has- flea suit against 
Charles Laughton. stars in revival the Roxy. theatre under a “blue law”. 

f'. Reginald Berkeley's: “French | restricting Sunday performances. 
Leaver” at. the Vaudeville, -with | Last .of these ‘reformer. suits was 
Madeleine -Carroll,, May . Agate, filed a year ago. 
‘Charles Groves, James Raglan | and). —_—_—_. 

Fr ederick Burtwell, Hearing of. the film storage viola- 
og tion charge agairist Henry F. Lalle 

The Apple Cart” has played ‘to and ° John @.. Flinn, of Pathe, has 
80,000 admissions; “The First Mrs. been postponed to. Jan. 17. Lalley 

Fraser, 200,000. lwent to St. Petersburg, Fla.,. owing 
to the death of his father. 

be done. | aur must be setting worse in Montreal, ” muse the . boys 
around ‘Keith's. ; 

"King, King ana King, ‘playing Publix, are ‘three of a- family ot 11 poys, 

Hazel “Marie. , Vetiant, “aancer; ‘se- 
cured.a separation and maintenance 
decree from Oliver J. Vetiani, alleg-. 
ing hubby swapped wives with an- |. 
other guy for a night.. Mrs, Vetiani 
said she awoketo find the other guy 

sage that her husband haa sent him. ’ Griffith Brother s, ‘the English prop “horse act ‘in the, Cochran show, 
“Wake. Up anda Dream,” first came to New York when there were really 
two brothers in the turn, over 50 years.ago. They appeared at the Union 

and wired the. brother next to him-in years to: fill in for him. ‘This was 
done, and as the boys: resemble each other it was not noticed. | 

The. turn is still 1 playing with the > younger brother subbing for the sl. 
one. . 

“Carl Hermann, composer, is dead. 

Metropole, latest West End film Louts Golastein was. arrested and 
house, . seating 2,000, opened with -held: in $1,500 bail for snatching -the 

Health | Commissioner. ” Shirley 
Wynne broadcast a denouncement of 
quack medical commercial air pro- 
grams. He: stated practically’ all 
fakers. barred from newspapers have 
taken to the air, . ; 

Now in the turn is one of. the original brothers, and his son. They have. 
been | a famous comedy ‘star turn. in Britain. for’ many. ‘years.: 

‘Barry: Richman, on hfs cafe floor, 
announced the impending remarriage 
of Louise Brooks and Eddie Suther- 

-}land, ‘who -parted some time ago. 
Miss Brooks was present at the club. 

act at any point. Result is that Warners are ng longer’ messing with 

The ‘extra act is usually a strong. comedy turn. 

“Exp losion in the’ Globe theatre, 
Philadelphia, killed three persons 
and. injured 16. Occurred. at height 

| fot. night: business, 

Moving: pictures: of the ‘Lind- 

| |berghe on tty HM, are doing their pillow pounding elsewhere, 
» |of the Motorboat Show,:Jan. 17-26. | 
Aviator , and bride’ . successfully” 
eluded “all newspapermen ‘ and 

- Continued on page 58) contracts. Theatres pay the acta’ commiskion direct ‘to the bookers. . 
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See Our “FEMALE sipuEsove? Something } New 
Direction LYONS & LYONS 

One may ‘regret the loss of Fally “Markus but there is happiness in. 

‘while he was “showing” around New York.. The comic's. presentation 7 

all shoofers. _ Last week; when playing Detroit, one of the boys ‘became. ill 

Square, New York. Later the act appeared at the old Koster & Biak< 

“Publix Fesents the ‘ghortennig of its. units in. any. house or the éliminas 
tion of any material, but it doesn’t, mind if Warner Bros. add an extra | 

- | first’ performance, leaving | them stranded away from home, with the. .. 

have obligec the. local authorities to. close his houses, no matter how . 

‘what may be expected of a. man who will. ‘take a.chance on a hundred. 

Keith’s was making up its: mind . Fanchon & Marco stepned in. and . 
grabbed the. comedian for coast picture’ houses. Two weeks ago a Keith . 

act scout operating in the ‘west caught the- comic ‘at work and wag. 

doing. their act, went out on the stage himself: to: show: how it. should. - 

: 

1: 

any of the units in Jersey City, Newark or-other cities by cutting on: 
them, but at the Mastbaum, Philadelphia, an attraction is added weekly. ; 

Construction work in’ back of the N. ve A.. club on West 46th atest : 
has cut deeply into the club’s ‘hotel. revenue, .' Noise. by .the diggers: and ” 
“blasters kills off all chances for early morning sleep by rear room oce 
cupants.. Result is that all guests want.to.be on the front t (46th street), « 
aide, That section is now filled: and those unable to land a. front, room. 

Any ‘number. of: disruptea and. uneettled ‘pookers. are scraping’ oe 
without a booking license and keeping within the law. by issuing net. 
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~ LOEWS VS NEW VAUDE 

(Continuea trom page 43) 

houses have taken the edge off. 
all novelty angles.. A better line- 
up of acts wouid be needed, repeti- 

‘tion could: not be indulged to. so 
great an extent as here,: and -con- 
sequently the entire. presentation 
would revert toward the usual vaude. 
bill from, which it is. attempting »to 
break away. 

But in the. south’ as a variant 
from five-act bills, these rearranged 
Capitol units make very good fare.. 
Since they are to be spaced. several | 
weeks apart over the route,. their 
technical handicaps. of. repetitious. 
‘specialties will.not. be so: obvious. 
as they would be if. vaude-pre- 
sentations. were made a regular. 
policy. ; 

“Dresden | China” - 

“Dresden China,” for the: southern 
vaude stands retains Smith: and 

. Jolly, Patti Spears and 12 Chester 
Hale girls: from its original: Capitol | 
showing. New ‘are Collins and 
Peterson, male ‘comedy - team m. 
c'ing; Georgie Taps, dancer; and 
Rodion Dancers, | adiago. trio,. re- 

2802-2803 BRYANT. 

“HOW 

ETTA REED 
SINGER OF 

BLUES 

RANDALL’ 
RAZILIAN CIRCUS 

placing the adiago quartet first with 
the unit. 
‘Despite ‘the pob- tailed appearance 

of its flash as compared with big 
city presentation, this unit was re- 
garded as great stuff scenically in 
Norfolk, where house drops and liv- 
ing. room. sets have been the usual. 

vaude display. In center stage was 
a boxed movable bandstand, with a. 
‘staircase.on each side leading to a|- 
large Dresden. clock cutout. Every- 
thing highly: decorated. Stage was 
.draped with white ‘ gilky material, 
for colorful display of pink; green 
and gold lighting. 
‘Adaptation of the unit left only 

part of the- original all-costume 
‘idea, in which performers were out- 
‘fitted as wigged dandies and hoop- 
‘skirted: frails. Costumes . now. :are 
used for ensemble: numbers only, 
while Collings and Peterson and 

| Georgie Taps. retain their 1930 -rai- 
ment. After working in costume for 
opening number, Jolly:. and Smith 
reappear in tuxedos for two. har- [| 
mony numbers before a drop... . 
Presentation opens with Collins 

and : Peterson in. “one,”. both at- 
tempting to pallyhoo’™ the . show 
simultaneously for ‘first dash: .of 

comedy. Then into full stage where 
Jolly and Smith start @ vocal num- 
ber building into a ballet routine 
by the 12 girls. Patti Spears, so- 
prano, joins the ensemble with a 
love ballad and also builds into a 
chorus routine. .She winds up with 
a violin solo, played very well. Taps 
rounds out the first ensemble period 

with an acrobatic dance. 
Back to “one” for ‘crossfire be- 

tween. ‘Collings and Peterson. Then 
Jolly. and. Smith for vocals in tux, 
getting away. strong with the dra- 
matic “Marching Home.” Taps gets 
hot again. with ‘an eccentric tap 
routine. | a 

Another. full. ‘stage ensemble pe- 
rlod follows, titled “At the Ball.” 
Ballet, dressed as girls and. boys, 
‘work a slow and graceful! : ‘ballroom | 
number.:: Miss Spears takes a mid- 
dle interlude with powerfully ‘de- 
livered: love lyrics, 

oe Laughs — 

Collins‘ and. Peterson, in their 
“py ‘Be Seein’ You” vaude act, took 
about 10 minutes and packed the 
period with laughs, Finish had Col- 
lins getting emotional on a cornet. 
It. alibied. hig position as stage- 

band conductor throughout’ the 
presentation. As..the only comedy 
representative in the unit this team 
kept the humor average good by 
frequent appearances. * Collins fig- 
ured his audience perfectly, and 
rang in some of the world’s oldest 
gags for his best laughs, Only fault 
with their. m. c. was. Peterson's 
sideshow ballyhoo for each act. Toa 
strong even. for here, - 

Final ensemble period started 
with Rodion Dancers, two girls and 
man in leaping adagio. ‘Primarily 
a series of flying catches by .the 
man, and Hked even though it 
lacked any degree of sensationalism. - 
Ballet in’ short. routine ‘and posing 
finale closed the presentation,’ 

House orchestra of 10, in. cOs- 
tum, did well in its’ first stage ap- 
pearance, Dominic Tocce, director, 
was seated with the boys and giving 
secret high signs with his fiddle as 

.| Collins waved the baton. 

Stage show ran 65. minutes and 
didn't drag because of its novelty. 
To an audience more familiar with | . 
presentations the frequent re-ap- 
pearance of perfotmers in ‘similar 

specialties ‘would. have hurt.- 

~ COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON FROM . 

JACK: MANDEL | 
‘HENRY PEYSER AND SOME OF THEIR ACTS. 

160 WEST 46TH ST. LOEW BLDG.. ANNEX, NEW. YORK, SUITE. 503 

oo. 

\VENTRILOQUIALLY _ 
SPEAKING 

“CHARLIE McCARTHY 
and 

EDGAR BERGEN 
WISH ALL 

A. HAPPY. NEW YEAR_ 

‘CIRCUS RIDERS 
‘ARE. | 

TAUGHT 

MEXICAN WONDERS 

AND 

* MUSIC 
- COMEDY 

Review, 

In comparison of talent, the unit 
naturally doesn’t equal a five-act: 
bill, as much of its budget is spent 
for girls, costumes. and scenery 
transportation. But eye appeal 
and novelty {t is superior where 
presentations have not worn off the 
édge. Allen Sparrow, Loew's Nor-_ 
folk director, said the locals were 
commenting on it extensively.. “Di- 
rect From the Capitol, New York,” — 
front." heralded alt. over. the house 
ront, 

Feature, “Behind the “Makeup” 
(Par). Shorts included Pathe Audio 

Oswald Talking Cartoon. - 
comedy, “Crosby's Corners” (Pathe), | 
two reel talking comedy, and Metro= 
tone newsreel, House wired with . 
Western Electric equipment. . — 

‘Business strong Friday evening 
and fair at the matinee, Four down- 
-town wired houses on the same. 
street, and. packed closely together, 
are all operated by Loew’s and draw, 
‘from population of about 170,000. 
Only the State carries Loew billing. 

_ For four-bits top week nights and 
BOC Saturdays:in the State, Nor: 
folk is getting, lots for “its: money. 

E DeTOREGO’S DOING THEIR 

INDIAN’ DANCE 

Jack Partington’ $ 

“SNAP INTO IT” . 

Publix Unit 

_TWO BOYS 
lee woe Jee 8 

THAT STEP_ 

“Moran, Warner |[aL LESTER CO. and Margie 
COLLEGIATE 

IN , . 

MODERN OPERA 

HIGH NOTES OF FUN’. 

Chas. Niggemeyer’ s 
“MATCH BOX”? 

Publix Unit. 

THELMA DeONZO, 
SISTER SALLY and CO. 

IN A SPECTACULAR REVUE 
THRILLS DANCING 

SINGING 
__RK-O | 

PADDY SCHWARTZ 



* eyes,” 

- we'll have to buy another.” 
’ he did not relish the idea, 

: 

a 

’ 

: 

id 
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ARCADE 
Norfolk, Va, Jan, 11. - , 

The manager: of the Arcade, 650 
geats, open from 11:to 11, did not 
gee why a “Variety” reporter should 
come all the way from New York to 
-{nvestigate_an unwired house on @ 
downtown side street. Even though 
the house reccntly had burned and 
was now wi.at might be called a. 

. completely redecorated job. But he 
was ds friendly a8, ‘suspicion ‘per- 

" mitted. 

- Inside, Harry Carey was. shooting 
“90 western roughnecks. in two reels 
of “Phantom Riders” (U).: “A lanky 

outh,, white-coated and 
* ‘Yred, softly drawled a sales splel 
‘for * peanuts and- potato chips. 
. Freckled: youngster at the door| ~ 
“whistled quietly and surveyed ‘his 
+ fingernails. “Trade was droning. 

‘. The reporter was polite. “How is | 
closing his. business?” he’ asked, 

‘THe manager ‘spoke in anagrams, 
“Business,” “he said; “could be taken 
“care of in' Norfolk by Loew’s State, 
Those. other three Loew houses...” 

_. There was a muffled report in the 
‘theatre. The manager disappeared 

’ ‘and returned shottly holding’ a radio 
tube aloft. «©°- 

. “This is from: my Phototone ma- 
chine,” he said. ‘“It blew out and 

Plainly 

-. “Qh,” said the: ‘reporter, vyou have 
‘gound?”. none 

“Yes,” said the manager, “we have 
| pound. * 

“. Harry” Carey ‘sent: several . more 

cae we Hee 

~. €aught. 

‘,. “is -dead.’?- 

-roughnecks into eternity. : . ‘ . 
“This town,’ said ‘the ‘manager, 

He repeated ‘it. “This 
town is dead.” ‘He sighed.- 

navy didn't come into town so oftén. 
-«. There is. only the. Ford. factory. 
left. ” : 

" Suddenly his ‘theatrical instinct 
came to the fore, “But. business is. 
': pretty -good,” he ald: briskly.: “We: 
get our: people, Family trade, - and 
people like that. ‘For 60c'a man can’ 

. bring ‘his wife and two kids here. 
‘Fifteen cents apiece for him and the 

-- old lady and 10c. apiece for the kids, 

. freckled. ticket taker frowned. 

:-—~gpome warmth. > ~~ 

What would he have to pay if he 
‘took the old lady and. kids to, one. of , 

» EMBASSY those other theatres?” . ; 
“. “More,” ‘guessed the: reporter. 

“Right,” . conceded ‘the manager. 
He rocked back and forth on his] 
heels. Pathe’s “Spieler” had started, 
-and the operator placed a light, airy 
ditty. on the phonograph. Seven 
-eustomers walked out, and the man- 

‘-ager said goodbye to three. 
““We change every day here,”. said 

‘tha manager. “We give ’em a fea- 
ture and a western ora ‘feature and 
a comedy. Variety.” : 

- .“*Who operates the house?”. asked 
the: reporter, 
‘“BHofheimer. Brothers. State 

- Amusement. Co. is the name of the 
‘business, We have. a negro house 
on! Queens street, called -the™ Man- 
hattan.” — 

. “How is business there?” 
- The. manager sighed again. 

' fellows. 
» they’ re the first: ones; that haven’t 
got it.’ He started to edge away. 
“Tf you don’t mind,” he said... ; 

' “Certainly not,” paid he reporter. 
The manager disappeared. The 

‘freckled ticket taker approached the 
‘reporter. 

"You. from New York?” he asked. 
3 "Yes." - oe 

_ “Oh,” said. the boy. . 4 70 
"Two youths, one carrying a uku- 

Tele, left the theatre. The ukulele 
musician scratched a.match on the 
‘wall and Hghted a cigaret. The 

“Joe,” he said, 
that. Cut that out, will ya? Darn 
it, this place was just fixed up 
again.” — 

“All right,” said oe. He plunked 
® chord on his ukulele. 
- The ticket taker’s irritation was 
gonquered by his budding showman- 
6 

“Goodbye, Joe,” he called, ‘smiling 
sweetly. 

“Goo'bye, *” mumbled Joe, without 
“- any display of warmth. 

The ticket taker obviously \ was. not 
satisfied. 
: “Hey! Joe, *-he called. 

“Yeah?’ 
“Good luck to you. Joe!” 
“Thanks,”’: said Joe, smiling: with 

“please don't do 

The ticket taker was satisfied. ‘He 
resumed his quiet whistling and re- 
"turned to the survey of his nails. 

ang. 

‘ENRIGHT 
(Presentation) 

- Pittsburgh, Jan. 9.. 
Enright’s first anniversary and 

nice stage fare. Stage decorated 
with. birthday cakes, candles, etc. 
Inexpensive ‘but sightly. 

Jay Mills, m. ¢c., glides over the 
Trough spots and his easy, Intimate 
stage presence is a big factor in a 
neighborhood stand.: 

Presentation... was. clicking. when. 
Band novelty in one, an- 

nounced by Mills as. Enright band’s. 
‘theme signature. (burlesque on 
those radio hours), followed by line. 
girls. Chorus here increased slightly 
and Ditz Morelock is getting some 
good formations. Claire Cupps, lo- 
cal gal and one of winners in War- 
ners’ recent Sunshine contest, on 
next for a little tap stuff. Nothing 
distinctive, of course, but local 
angle was 5 all she needed. Hart and 

-Tather |. 

_The operator in the booth. 
* “put on’ ‘another galloping record :as 

-/ tures. of ‘the - Shubert | 

“Most. 
. of the people are.out.of.work. If the 

| versary celebration. 

“Poor . 

- When, there’s'' no work |" 

, ‘boat, 

parrot on for some chatter and then 
went. into. their hoke wire stuff.: 
Band number was a sweet arrange. | . 
ment of “Mighty’. Lak’. a Rose.” 
These mubsickergs are building up 
quite a local rep. Cliff Friend next 
and his’ hoofing was the show’ 8 high 
spot. 

“Mills took next- to- closing with a 
song and dance with Betty. Veron- 
ica, classy. blonde.who exudes plenty 
of what. the customers care for. 
Gal’s second week here and being 
held over again. | ‘ 

Picture “In the.Next Room” (FN) 
and _ biz good. en. 

“AVALON 
_ (Presentation) 

a ‘Chicago, Jan, 8. - 

Whiie the. stage presentation ~ ‘is 
not always worthwhile, the pictures. 
this South Side house has been. 
showing ‘are bringing. customers in 
steadily increasing throngs. - Busi-+|. 
ness was excéllent this night . from 
7 o'clock until the box office closed, 
although a; blizzard had. raged all. 
day. Past.few weeks this: theatre 
has. been taking, ‘Warner: and. M-G 
films. straight from, the. loop, and 
what Radio attractions © it wanted.. 
Higher prices are ‘being paid, put: 
the profits have increased. Od 
‘Deficiencies in: the. stage show 

were many. Too much of. Charlie |: 
Crafts, an m. c. with. tragic gestures, |. 
‘and hig band, Careless direction of. 
the 10 Abbott girls. and improper 
support for the Three Kings, tap- 
pers, ‘who were one of the few. fea- 

“Broadway 

; fanciest drummers 

Nights." 
Band. was. set against a summer’ 

garden for the opening,taking about. 
five minutes before the Abbott. girls, 
holding a silken. canopy ‘over: the 
orchestra, went. into a slipshod rou- 
tine, Crafts oversang “Talking Pic- 
ture” with.the band and girls, using 
the mirror-pick-me-a-man finish, iA 
few real laughs''from Zelaya, ‘gerio- 
comid pianist, who muffed his Kreis- 
ler opening, and a moon song by 
Crafts for the finale. 

“Rio Rita” (Radio) | on the screen 
was ‘the’ draw. 

- (Newsreel) 
_ New York, Jan. 13. 

| Fox and Hearst issues splitting: 
26 clips 60-50.. Big shot carries this’ 
week's only. scarehead on the title 
sheet of a Hearst clip on John D. 

‘| Rockefeller, Sr.,. addressing the sound 
camera for the first time, according 
to billing. Record: of the oil man 
was made to square his absence 
from the 60th Standard Oil anni- 

He is at ease, 
talks clearly and flashes an impos- 
ing front. Title said he’s 90-and has 
tossed $600,000,000 to charity up to 
now. That’s a lot of dimes.,.Prob- 
ably a’ valuable. addition to the li- 
brary. 

Rockefeller opened the show ‘and: 
things were pretty newasay during 
the first four spots. “Charley Bos-. 

| ton’s” Chinese funeral an interest- 
ing if dismal deucer (like No. 2-con- 
tortionists: who make you ill but 
stop. the show) and Dr. Nicholas 
Partos treyed amusingly by explain- 
ing how he biffed that big robber 
out of his“Park avenue home. Julius 
Rosenwald and his new bride were. 
grabbed. boarding their honeymoon 

the: millionaire explaining 
they’re hound for Egypt. He always 
shows a‘ sense of humor before the 
sound box. 

Religious ‘parade. in Seville,. one 
of those things, separated Rosen- 
wald.and President Hoover's dele- 
‘gates to the naval conference. 
Opening scenes here seemed to be 
silents with offscreen vocal descrip- 
tive comment.: Closes with an ad- 
dress by Secretary Stimson. 

Doug. Fairbanks and Mary Pick- 
fo.: back in Calif,. after a trip 
around the world. get a few laughs, 

| most of.them when Fairbanks does 
a Great Gabbo with a pony. More 
film. fan. stuff in the next slot— 
Louella Parsons’ wedding reception. 
Louella, the bride; osculated by some 
screen celebs. Groom, Doc Martin, 
made his spiel short and snappy and 
drew a favorable laugh. 

Hylan speaking on his new bench” 
job (Fox), “Dancing Football” in‘a. 
Chicago ballroom}. ski Jumping at 
St. Moritz and match on miniature. 

‘| golf course between Glenna Collett 
-j;and George Dunlap, all) Hearsts; 

five Foxs in a row were ice hockey. 
‘| game, Allister MacDonald (son of 

British’ Prime Minister), Japanese 
dames in .a goofy drill, Curtiss 
safety plane (drew most applause) 
and two kids, -billed ag “youngest 
radio stars,” singing (surefire); one 
of those eight-months-old babies’ in 
acrobatics with his father (Hearst); 
two Florida shots in a row, both. 

. The balance: .making cannons in| 
a ‘Washington gun factory (Hearst), 

this ‘week, due to the length of the 
| feature,.115 minutes, | 

Kids in dialog about a ealf (Fox), 
street scenes in Pekin (Hearst),.and_ 
Maxine Jaurett, talking model, in 
second of her series on clothes, this 
week the lid. Next week, she an- 
nounces, the dress. Stick for the 
lingerie. 

Steady flow In and out. keeping 
the house well filled Monday pignt 

i ee 

CAPITOL 
("Gypsy Dreams”—Unit) 

New York, Jan. 10. 
Uninspir ing stage display plus 

“Navy Blues” (M-G) doesn’t predict 
an especially big week for this Man- 
hattan ace of the Loew string. Just 
a so-so :Jayout all the way,. with 
Yasha -Bunchuk’s. overture of 
“Metropolitan Echoes” (operatic 
medley)” as’ pleasing ‘as - anything | 
later in the bill 

. Shock. troops: in the. pit went after: 
| this arrangement in an -emphatic | 
manner. and put-it away to every- 
‘body's. satisfaction... In fact,. the 

‘|Capitol _ js: now sporting the two- 
in Broadway 

cinemas, tympani and bass,’ and it’s 
not ‘as silly as it: may sound for the 
‘twosome ‘help the salesmanship. If 

‘|the. snare tapper..catches: the spirit} : 
that'll make the percussion | division . 
100 “percent, 
‘Leon Navara’ {3° the week's ‘mc. 

and, as according to the P. -H. R.]° 
(picture house .regulations), delves 
‘into his single next to shut. It’s.a 
plano playing bit potent for amuse- 
ment——out of town. _ Neither does 
that mean it’s all ‘Navara’s fault. 
Tis ‘true that” his ‘chatter’ could: 
stand .simonizing, but: his wilfull 
changing: of key: while. playing a 
miscellaneous assortment of pops is 

‘|preenant for ‘chuckles :-where the 
audience will whistle with him. In 
New: York, “however, . they're too 
‘busy: keeping “Wrigley in ball -play-: 
‘ers tb pucker up—which is tough on 
those to whom noisy mastication is. 
as the return of the Spanish Inqui- 
sition and,. of course, also Navara. 
So them. c. is calling on the re- 

.jserves (the ‘stage band) for ‘support 
while the Capitol. patrons are con- 
tent: to listen to the puppets play 

And" 
that the bit tickles. 

‘them despite that they won "t Join in 

hide and ‘seek 
it’s pretty: fair. 

ith each. other. 

the musical frolic. 
Otherwise this revuette (Abe? get 

a load) has Angelo and. his’ five |. 
comedy |adagio- tramps.as the main 
Item. Angelo, :who is plenty grace- 
fullamidst all the clowning, abpears. 
to be making the mistake of -work- | 
ine with a spotlight following him 
throughout. Unnecessary, as he 
stands out anyway and. it, only,.d6- 
tracts from the general: ‘present- 
ment. Embarrassing: sectional. ‘ap- 
plause forced ! the. burlesque ballet 
dancer into an. obviously unprepared . 
encore.. So awkward ag to increase 
the embarrassment on both sides of 
the. stage: Meaning that Angelo 
ought to frame’ something extra 
just in case. But those Bronx de- 
fenders in the balcony who do turn 
loose their lady’ loves’ once ina 
while to applaud, . did much to hurt 
the show by making. an insincere 
and prolonged job of it.. - 

- Renoff and Renova offered a prief 

ballet spins with taps and acrobatic 
work for at least one noteworthy 
routine. Boy registers on versatil- 
ity alone and can. dance besides. 
Bevy ‘of. Chester Hales flounced 
about nicely, espécially in a forma- 
tion march, Hale being credited with 
having staged | ‘this 45 minute pro- 

- Costumed to fit the title 
in a woodland set. 

Newsreel, plus trailer, ran 18 min- | | 
utes, providing the unusual. 
screening two silent M-G clips. 
the sound end Hearst had three and 
Fox two.. House is: apparently 

-in 

spreading its news, and rightly, with 
the trailer trumpeting the. arrival of 
“It’s .a Great .Day”: (M-G) .as the | 
next screen leader. Business Friday 
night very much okay. — Sid. 

ORIENTAL 
(Presentation). 

. Chicago, Jan. 10. 
Dropping off for some time, and 

for the last three months in a bad 
slump, it’s unusual now when this 
house has ‘a profitable week. Past 
seven - days proved such an excep- 
tion,. due chiefly to the picture, 
“Plight” (Col),. which is: “being held 

Site has. a-nut of around $28; 000, |. 
relatively higher than anything in 
the city, but the Oriental goes along | | 
on a.small: staff and some ‘dozen 
men who work in the pit and double 
on the stage. ‘The overhead lies 
principally in the rent, $327, 000 an- 
nually. - 
-_ Stage - shows here. ~have- -always. 
-been built. around the m.c. Since 
Ash, the m. c.'s haven’t.meant much 
at this ‘spot and. the stage shows 
have deteriorated. 

It’s an exceptional house” and 
should be treated. apart from the 
other Publix-B. & K. string. “With 
its own management and own book-. 
ing jt could prosper.. Simply: sim- 
‘mers down to giving the public 
what it wants here. Better no stage 
show. at all than the cold rehash 
being served weekly of a pair, of 
hoofers, femme warbler and @ flop: 
talk pair. 
Stage show shorter than usual 

Repeating the 

last week. Harry Savoy grabbed 
a couple of laughs with his gags 
and closed on a comedy song, 
bara Vernon is leading one chorus 
number, but is not doing her reg- 
ular.song and dance routine. 
the whale the presentation lacks a 

‘On. 

‘a big screen. 

FILM HOUSE. REVIEWS 
4d Whitestone brought their trained 

Bar- 

On 

bright or outstanding moment, an 
object lesson in itself. a 

Rather unusual is that the picture 
is in on a guarantee and percentage 
basis. Getting . $2,500 guarantee 
with .a 60-50 split - over $40,000. 
With Eross last ‘week. $47,000, and 
this’ week. indicating . -another big 
gross, picture should grab close to 
$12,000 for itself. ‘Booking. of 
“Flight” into the house for. two. 
weeks necessitates the shelving of 
two contract pictures by Publix, but 
evidently: worth it. . Loop. 

PARAMOUNT 
‘(Modes and Models""—Unit) | 

‘New York, Jan. 10.: 
“This house is always an interest- 
ing example . of. up-to- the-second 
theatre operation. It is, in fact, a 
barometer of how things will be 
done. later in the provinces, - 

_If the Paramount makes repeated 
employment of the wide screen, spe- 
cial color blends for announcements 
-or Jesse Crawford’s organ concert, 
or breaks In.on the newsreel. with 
the trailer for next week's. picture, 
it’s a, bet that whether by official 
ukase or. merely the weight of pres- 
“tige these. styles in éperation. will. 
‘be. seen in the far boroughs before 
many’ changes of marquee. a 

Perhaps many of the small details: 
noted from time to time at the Par- 
amount originated in smaller towns. 
‘and not: in New York at all. .-That 
would in itself be a problem in re-. 
earch, with many a. bright idea 

thoroughfares and only brought to 
recognition via the crossroads. Pub- 
lix, beyond the most. quarrelsome 
person’s .capacity to dispute, leads 
in the chain matter of dressing its 
shows with’ those little evidences. 
that ‘subtly insinuate’.a-‘sense of’ 
enormous efficiency and is'the fabrie s 

It’s ‘the: of modérn showmanship.: . 
‘lubrication that keeps high-speed 
méchanisms ‘purring. Loh bay gd 

report of an uncommonly’ well- 
blended show despite including a 
feature, “Glorifying the American 
Girl” (Par), that is only fair. 

Boris Petroff’s “unit has ingre- 
dients of easy. popularity. Comedy. 
is the tempo and novelty in the form 
of Brenck’s Golden Horse. Five acts 
participate—the horse, . Chester 
Fredericks, .Duffin and: Draper, 
Montrose and Reynolds and Nita. 
Carol. All can be mentioned flat-+ 
-teringly. 

adagio while Carl Saxton mixed up |. 
‘sensational. steps. Duffin and Dra- 
per,. applause ‘champions’ Friday 
night, have a style that -is pro- 
‘nouncedly © individualistic, super- 
praise in this day of type groupings. 
‘Montrose and Reynolds unfold the 
woman doing goof comedy and hap- 
pily avoiding the pitfalls of mug- 
_ging.. Nita Carol, ingenue, has quite 
a nice. and an actually audible 
voice, no commonplace asset in pic-. 
ture house units. Brenck’s gilded 
pony has been posing for.years in 
vaudeville. It’s a patient equine. 

* Rudy Vallee favored with a few 
selections, all of them established 
hits, a radio practice that happily 
omits the usual evils of song plug- 
ging. . Vallee’s reception was too 
sincere to permit skepticism of his 
entrenched position with those 
present. There has been some dis-— 
‘cussion as to whether he has been- 
drawing as of yore. Nothing the 

‘| matter with business this night. 

For “Glorifying,” the film leader, 
the house is several times going to 

It helps the picture. 
but {it’s tough on customers in this 
house, where all seats aren't advan- 
tageous when. the picture | widens 
and heightens. 

Land. 

_ FOX 
(Presentation) 

° Atlanta, Jan. 10, 

Three weeks old and doing. plenty 
of business. This week with: “Cock- 
-Eyed-- World”- (Fox) and the: Fane t 
chon. and Marco -“Through the 
Gates;” patronage was exceptional. 

Unit is the least. attractive of the 
three to have played here. Ames 
and Lewis, featured act, drew criti- 
cism for blue gags and ‘the dancing. 
in the unit was hardly up to stand-. 
ard. Marvel, deaf and dumb dancer, 
over nicely on. merit.: — 

House is, of course, the outstana- | 
ing theatre in this section. Opened 
Christmas Day and for the four 
days of that week drew $26,500. 
Following week, with. “They Tad to]: 
See Paris’. (Fox) site did $33,000. 
And don’t forget—no Sunday shows. 
Rockey T. Newton in charge and 

house opened with every vacant 
-yanis~"stage--production=this=-week-|-place:for-miles=in--and=out-of=the: 
with different entertainers on the 
b. o. Peggy -Bernier {s a return at 
this house, Although heralded. with 
spreads in the dailies, she . didn't 
get a-reception, and disappointed 
with baby talk songs, even with 
some of’ the.staff in the back of the 
house organized into a _  claque. 
Those flaps that would have come 
to see Bernier stayed away hecause. 
they had already seen, the. picture 

city plastered with announcements. 
Al Goodwin is resident manager. He 
formerly was connected _with Loew’ 5 
State in Los Angeles. 

Policy is four shows. daily “with 
the scale 15 to 75 cénts for whites 
and 10 to 35 for Negroes, segre- 
gated in a special baleony and who 
have a private entrance. 
Attendance so far has exceeded 

anything. ever accomplished here. . 

‘organist, shows it clearly... 

‘found to have been born on narrow. 

All of: which is ‘introductory to’ & 

|theip. toothpaste sponsors,. 

‘Frederitks is.a stepper with some | 

_ {squeaky voice, 

..| Unit, - 

VARIETY 53. 
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B’KLYN PARAMOUNT 
(“Streets of Bombay”—Unit) 

Brooklyn, Jan, 11. 
‘Harry Richman (New Acts) is in 

his second and.last week here as 
the stage draw. Rudy Vallee re- 
turns next week. Applause given the 
gcreen trailer announcement of Val- 
lee’s return tripled the reception 
applause for Richman. when_ he. 
walked.on the stage to. ‘sing. three 
songs before the finale of the cur- 
rent Publix unit... ~ 

Par's “Glorifying. the . American . 
Girl,” feature film,. plus Richman, 
gave the Brooklyn Paramount some 
powerful names for its marquee— 
Eddie Cantor, Helen Morgan, Rudy 
Vallee, Mary. Eaton (in. the picture) 
and Richman. Capacity business. 
and standees: Satur day night: 

“|. Over in.-Brooklyn. the downtown .. . 
‘theatre audiences are'as famtly-like .-. 
Jas any: neighborhood crowd any- 
where. Bob. West, permanent. solo 

West's 
billing is.“The. Man You ‘Love’ to 
Sing With.” From response at. the ©. 
show reviewed » the ‘billing seemed 
deserved. a 
Via slides, West informed. the full 

house that inorder to become stage | 
stars they must also. read lines be- .-. 
sides sing songs. congregationally. » 
One line for the girls and. the next. - 
line for the boys...’ Sounded like a . 
bunch of. kids ina kindergarten, go 
willingly did they: follow the teach- 
er. West turns around and faces his.. 
audience. to talk and encourage bet- 
ter vocal: outbursts. And they lové 
it. One slide invited them to attend 
the. weekly’ radto- broadcast . and:. 
“have the. world hear: your voice." | 
Such good. nature in an audience: 
Spells: bucks for a theatre. ~ 

“Streets. of Bombay” runs here 
as at the Paramount, New: York, the. 
week before without change, but for | 
the 10-minute. interruption. toward ~: 
the. finish by Richman. . Everything 
clicked. ~ Mat 

Screen ‘widened’ twice: during: the 7 
sound newsreel (Par) and. several 
times during the feature. — Getting 
some excellent’ ‘effects with the big 
sheet over. here, Bige. 

‘METROPOLITAN: va 
reteneaton, 

. Boston; ‘Jan. ; Se 
7 ‘WArion’™ Andy" will: probably 
-break - he. Mouse record. “A turna-° 
way shortly after-noon opening day 
and five daily ordered.as the week's | 
policy. Opening day grossed $11,000, 
record, with the ' evening ‘mob 
standing fn Nne for. nearly an-hour 
both .in ‘the ‘lobby. and out on Tre- 
mont street, where a blizzard raged. -. 
_ Radio stars were giver reasonable 
exploitation in advance,’ Ancluding 
apparently ..some :participation, by 

‘and .it: 
was obvious seyeral weeks: in. ad- 
vance that it was a natural booking 
for New England. Team was given: 
a tough set-up against the feature 
film,. “The ‘Kibitzer”’ (Pary' and 
would. have had. easier. sailing ..if. . 
placed with something other than a.) 
comedy. - : 

' ‘To. many: the team was. a disap- 
pointment in that their personal . 
‘appearance shattered ‘the. popular 
conception that Andy is a huge chap 
with a booming voice and that 
Amos_is a diminutive typée. with a 

Some of the exiting | 
lobby-chatter even challenged Andy- 
as being a substitute. Material waa. 
old. but sure-fire, .They work: a 
routine starting -with a broadcast, . 
followed. by a. dimmed stage prea~ 
entation of one of their. taxicab of-- 
fice bits, after which they make a 
transformation into dress clothes - 
and white face by a lighting effect. 
No question that the act will | 

stand a repeat if the next routine — 
includes what the public now. wants, 
including seeing them talk into a 
“mike” with the familiar voices. be- | 
‘ing broadcast in the flesh, together - 
with a demonstration of their ver- 
satility of voice change that will 
prove the ‘publicity claims that. 
every character which they. broad- 
‘cast is: played by" ‘them: ‘without. as~ 

_| sistance. : 
Balance ‘of. the ‘bill. dian’t matter, 

“Jazz. -Preferfed;” features — 
.Yvette Rugel, Dorothea Berke -girls,. 
and - Caperton and ‘Biggie, jdasio 
duo, . bbe. 

. NEW-HUD HUDSON. a 
- --New York, Jan. 13. 

Where infants ‘sleep or squawk 
on the. laps of: young: mothers. 
Where candied apples on'the stick: 

are hawked by venders through the’ 
most dramatic moments of a non- 
sink show. 

- Where the: film still flickers and, 
the manager hasn’t time to i #3 
away from selling dime stubs to A 
pipe down the shrieking adolescency ° 
which majors the patronage. of this 
‘housé.° 

Where few: seats escape the odor 
of booze imbibers. 
Where the ‘male adults keep on 

their.caps and ram their kneea into 
the back, or their mud-gilded shoe 
-points—iInto-the= -Bidey--0f- -the_patron-. 
In. the next row. ° 
That about’ sums up the New 

Hudson tn a few weary parag? phs.. 
A visitation there is something that 
few will forget. It’s ike a vivid re~ 
incarnation of the: ld filcker days 
when Essany dominated the picture 
field. . 

A lad titled Max Schwartz repre- 
sents three other partners in the 

(Continued on page: 58): 
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-PALACE. 
(St. Vaude). | 

Speeches, spotlights, bows and 

the runniig’f:the straight vaude- 
.ville atthe Palace. . But still, a: first 
‘class variety bill at the Palace this| his comic opposite. 

week, andthe owners of the return | centric comedienne,. 
dates the respective hits..of ‘the | Fagen: 
show's. On ‘top ofthat, those two | whoever 
return acta: received..the most..and{ singer and dancer, 
an-equal quantity of reception: ap- 

-plause, © 0 A pt Hae. 
“Yet there..appears. no need with 

all vaude :to repeat acts so fre- 
quently at the Palace.. 
way..to book .of. course: but it may 
‘not-be the easiest way. to hold busi- 
ness,: since no act, is 100% every-. 
where. and ‘with everybody. | 
_JIf.a vaudeville act could be. 100%, 
it youla be Ken Murray's one of 
the’ returns. There is as much 

low. comedy entertainment in_ this 
Ken. Murray turn ag.has,been, con- 
tained in anyone of.. many. Palace |- 

‘bills... It’s’ all variety and all laugh-"| 
able... ‘Vaudeville, may.. feel; Sorry |-d 
that Murray is.leaving it for. a. pics | My): taking - 

ture, for a year for RKQ_ pictures | ajgo cut out. 

and RKO ‘pictures may by that be [running 60.minutes, was a 

taking .away ,RKO’s best. comedy 
turn.::: | : : 

the; Clayton, Jackson : 
song act, closing the bill, 

don't tire, It’s ‘the other return 
_ date. That these two repeats-didn’t 
hurt; attendance. Sunday night, was 
evident,.by,a sellout by eight for fhe 
third show.. that day, with the 
Palace now priced at. $3 for the 
down front orchestra chairs. . 
Jimmy Durante will shortly be 

stander. Worked. fast and went. well 

’ geen in the yet to.be released Para- |ley of. old favs, composed by him-. 

mount picture, “Roadhouse. Nights,”. 
first called “The River Inn.” 1. 

3 

mount’s. midnight ‘show “in. 

-will more .than duplicate. his’ suc-. 

stage,..and,, flogr.. 
‘mentioned as info for. .the..treng 
of those, three -boys, al. in the same | - 
picture... 0 2-2 Tare . 
In booking this bill .is peculiar. 
Mhnere are three different turns ‘with 

- three. boys. in seach, ‘with one re- 
peating. the trio of, boys; ‘ thers. is 
Corinne, Tilton, .in.. character, songs, 

. appearing’ before Helen , Shipman 
(Fléeson and Shipman (New Acts) 
and removing some of the edge from 
Miss -Shipman, ‘besides the’ retufris 
and Enos Frazere “opening “fhe 

“show... Bot 7 rs hits Pte y 7 

» ‘Thig; Enos -Frazere 18 booked: in 
‘the eld: fashion way, .as an acrobat. 
- opening: the show, Hé is an acroba' 
_ hut what an athlete! ‘This young 
man :on'a trapeze talking while he 
swings,;out and over the audience 

_ does.,feats miljions. of, People Haye | 

” 

never seen anywhere, and m 
of. others. wouldn’t,: believe’ possi 
This “Variety”. mugg got into 

le. 

tricks,. tricks. never before: perr 
‘formed on a bar under-a tent. or 
on a stage. What he may.-have, 
done previously is .:immaterial.: 
Those two were enough, And 
opening the show! == =~... ; 
-Qne of: Frazere's tricks, his’ fin-, 

ish,-looks to be his finish as he: 
goes to it. while swinging. When. 
they. talk ‘about daredeévils of the. 
‘air, include Frazere. In the middle 

--of the. bill, probably opening after. 
intermission, the spot where he 
should be for full value, thig per-. 
“former would have been a panic. 
AS it was he opened the show ‘with: 
less than 250 people downstairs. 

acrobat can’t be a great act. Where |' 
one man only in the world can do 
certain things on a stage with a 
thrili in each, he’s not an opening 
act in vaudeville, This could be 
continued for. weeks, taking in the 
circuses where they feature anyone 
“doing @ hazardous feat over the. 
tanbark and without a net beneath. 
And here's Frazere, great in hid.line 
and worthy of ‘being publicized into 
an RKO star attraction merely on 
the strength of his being alone in 
his class, for despite, booking ‘offices, 
an.acrobat is still enjoyed in this 

for RKO booking and bublictty men 

the fact in the least. 
“Chinese Whoopee Revue,” 

$, and a novelty on its Chinese side 
and dress... Dress mostly as there 
is suspicion about.some of the per- 
gonnel being from the homeland, 
ut it has a production possibility 

_“tin’a Chinese boy comedian who does 
-. imitations. He looks like a natural 
’.-comic,. minus thé mimicry. .Num- 
7 ‘hets” are’. too American - and~ the 

‘Bpecialists ‘are from the line otheér- 
‘Wise, but big enough ‘as an’en- 
-gemble tarn! on the dressing with 

; the 12 hoys and girls besides the 
one scomedian...to...be:-headlined.in..the. 

‘smaller “Houses capable of: paying 
the ‘salary. ° Dee ee 
-'Miss Tilton did’ her usual num+ 

“bers, depending ‘upon the “drunk” 
' iit to’ gét over as always, and Bet~ 
- f¢ihg--over’ with It. : Not so bad for 
#Miss Tilton at this date’ to pet inte 

. ‘the Palace. a a 
‘, «Foster, Fagen and Cox are three | 

“singing boys of the old cellar gov't, | 
but, they also go into the Ken Mur- 

-: ray act So never mind about that 

w 

* 

* v r a ta of ‘}- 

Na. 2-while Mutray ist on the. show. 
Jerry. Coe and 
got away in a. ‘ 
for them by ore of the three boys 

return dates. still interfering with dancing. 

tioned without Milton,.Charleston, 

‘former... And Murray..al 
one of the two women. asa “broad.” 
Since this:seems to be.a f:,mily.af- 
fair-in-a way, that “broad” may be 

“It's an easy | oke “because it’s a laugh, but when 
Murray returns to vaudeville or in 
a talker forget “broad.” It's in very 
bad taste to say the Jeast, for. the 
proper defining of “broad” has: not 
as yet been attempted. 

combo,..consisting of ‘a ° songster- 
ae er oa my com Tr, 

Nor does one. ever, grow tired of. Joe: Briseo;. a..comedy™ and. turn, | 

nd. Durante | Ogcar, Stang;.with. the Hungar!: 
aS That is. Troupe; a foreign acrobatic. sextet, 

the, strength. of the three’ boys, they leading. off.. °°; ee 

sex, in. snappy feet to feet. work and 
acrobatics, :.Also-stunt from .a-ateel: 
ladder: supported on Jegs of ;ainder-- 

for that type of turn. 

He [until-then that the tui‘n ‘really came. 

is. the comic of the picture, given |through. ‘With ‘the familiarity. of 
a@ preview a while ago. at the Para- |the old tunes, the medley ‘was ‘sure: 

in New I fire.” Previous to this'4 gal intro- 

York. -In’ pictures’ or’, at least in |duced as Ruby Shaw sold a brisk 

this talker, his first, Mr. Durante Pop, and followed it with taps - An- 
other 

cess as a. Singing. comedian on the whirled on next for fast acrobatic 
: or... This. 18,, merely [dance. Phil Ellis. and 

info for. ‘the:frjénds | assist at the ivories.. © 

straw chapeau instead of ‘the char-' 
acteristic’ iron. -hat, -. Joe. .-Frisco. 
knocked. '’em fora row.” Frisco. 
doesn’t affect exactly what: the well 
dressed man is wearing--with' his 
double-breasted ’ tan. Jacket ‘and. 
pearl , 
inchés’ above his ankles.’ But it’s. 
in keeping with the. dizzy patter. 
What appeared to be a new" bit, 2. 
parody, of ‘Helen Morgan’ warbling | 
“Man Tt Love,” done. from ‘the char- 
acteristi¢ “Morgan. position, atop a. 
‘piano, brought plenty ©. chuckles, 
Clised with “the: Frisco’ strut, with 
derby, cigar, et al.” oo 
ning pieces began. with. group. har- 

iilions|mony and «instrumentation and _ 
i closed with a hoke femme impersa- 
the {nation . number. 

Palace just before his. two last {Some-solo hoofing. “Liked 

for a two-week stay: House jammed 

There {a no reason why a great furng is around $2,500; with one of 

No. | 

£onsolation is that while “Rio Ritas” 

middle; “while drawing most’ of the” 
. | cain, 
Small Bros., 

en A we 
! 

ACADEMY 
. — (Vaudfilm) - a 

_ Non-satisfying vaudeville. dill 
Saturday. Slow Fanchon and Marco. 
unit, “Watermelon:.Blues,! followed 
four acts that never achieved more 

Brothers:.(new. acts) - 
too important spot 

‘Murray's act should not be men- 

Nor -the.ec- 
either. Beasie 

or Helen Charleston, : while. 
the other one. may .be, the: 

also a nifty. per- 
luding. to! 

distinct... booking conflict’ between: 

opening’. turn, 

acrobatics. by women:""
 — 

-. Aileen“and Marjory gave the show ' 
a fast’ getaway, ‘but. this .was- 
promptly’ nullified by’ Harm and- 
Nee, who sang three’ songs and 
laid an ostrich: egg. Variety's rec-: 
ords reveal tHis act as playing ‘the. 
Academy’ once before in 1928 and. 
at. that'time also doing poorly. ~ 

It is not properly a . vaudeville: . Sime. 7 
tq, 

STATE © 
ch (Maudfilmy 

aying but four ‘acts this” week 
to DeMille’s. “Dynamite” (M-G- : 

a long time, to- unwind. 
Movietone news... Vaude, - 

leasing. 

. 

for harmonizing who might be okay 
im: a big;.act: but are ‘out of focus 
in. full: possession of the. rostrum. 
When : their. -maturity - and ,» profes- 
sional:-equipment. equals their as- 
‘surance they. may have 2 :claim:-to 

. separate. identity, They. washed up 
in five minutes. - 0.) oe 
» Chase ‘and: LaTour’s conveyance, 

. which has. provided its owners: with: 
enormous’. vaudevillé mileage for 
|many seasons, .is about ready .for 

Pl 
ue. 

oser, ‘Benny Dayis; a funster, 

ungarian | 

stale and old timey with the team 
looking. capable of something. better. 
.. Irené Ricardo-. held . the next . to 
shut. and did nicely. although .the. 
show by. that, time, was pretty. hope- 
less. : Orchestra. meanwhile trans- 
ferred. to ‘the. stage band shell.‘to 
participate more intimately’ in the 
unit, Latter. was lacking..in_ the 
requisite « Sock ‘that _ might - have 
pulled: the bill out of the dumps... 

_ ‘Patrons’. best value was Warners’ 
“Gold Diggers of Broadway.”. Good 
business on second show. ~ Land.. 

“Hungarian: Troupe, “three, ef. each: 

Benny Davis held’ back his med- 

alf, ‘until the finish -and'}it wasn't 

sfemme, ‘Margie. -Reeves, 
JEFFERSON: - 

te ct , (Maudfilmy oo 3 
'. Real, box office yalue. here this’ 
week, .even;, though .the .vaude bill 
is. cut by one. act -due,to the length 
of the feature, “Paris,” the Bordoni 
talker, (EN) and. running 99 min-- 
utes,” Both what's on the stage.and 
‘qn-the streen assumes. greater, en- 
tertainment. value. than, ordinarily 
found’ at _this.;,dpwntown “Keith: 
neighborhood. . * me 

Walter ‘Riley’ 

' Strutting on next, and with’ a 

gray trousers ‘hanging’™ three 

py 

et * “J only one: turn. . As.-a result, it's 
, Oscar Stang. and his. orchestra, of 

Also interspersed 

“ 

threé minutes,’ ‘| 
“Jack. ‘Lazar’ ; 

flash, fails to take. the grade for 
' ” (Vaudfilm):, | 

ALBEE, BROOKLYN | 

Radio Pictures’ “Rio Rita”: is'here 

early opening day (Saturday). and 
continued with capacity audiences 
for all four shows that day. 

‘An axceptional ‘insight on how 
vaudeville stacks up against.a pic-. 
ture like “Rio Rita” is to be had at 
the Albee. Bill running with the 
film is of three acts, instead of the 
Albee’s, usual six. Cost of the three 

tining might land. 
show. This also goes for the re- 

work seems to be the forte of 
these Arkansaw entertainers, one 

he three drawing $2,000-of the total. 
House’ ‘budget: for the - weekly 

vaude at the Albee strikes an aver-. 
age of about $6,000, with the limit 
always holding ‘the amount within. 
$6,500. On the vaude. alone, with: 
the vaude so submerged this week, 
there is a saving of close to $4,000, ~ 

_ Opening day attendance indicated. 
the house can hardly gross less than. 
$40;000: in ‘the first ‘week of. “Rio: 
Rita.” With the increased: number 
of performances (four daily) and 
aiidded turnover, that ‘total should’ be 

attempt. at. hoofing. 
cent is also overdone at the begin- 
ning, -almost: creating. the. impres- 
sion that these “Hillbillies” are -pos- 
sibly from New: England. Patter 
song. material closing, with any 
number..of. comedy verses,.sent act 
‘across nicely after the very serious 

better out in this routine than. in. 
* Comedy of a rich burlesque sort 

| arrived next when Billy and Eleanor 
: Arlington : slapped, banged, “cajoled 

(OB and cross-fired each other. for. 
$28,000 or theréabouts, or $12,000 un- 16-minute stretch. ‘The: dmexpected 
oo ota 3 anticipated. with.|sriack on the face ‘Miss Arlington 
l@ Buta, __. .|reteives. in retaliation, for. one she 

eagily: reached. : 
. Albee’s average weekly gross is 

‘mainly "because it is so sudden and 
unlooked-for. The <Arlingtons do 

fo the theatre, it éventually “winds a typical burlesque. skit in which 
up in the same till. |. 

. Such a. difference .in gross and 
profits with a strong picture and 
sliced .stage stuff makes vaude. 
shiver fromthe’. breeze. -..-Vaude's 

guised detective, the lady called for, 

plunder. and liquor, doing a drunk 
‘bit for the finish that’s a near riot. 
Yn neighborhoods such as drawn 
from by this house, this kind of 
low: comedy. material is sure-hit 
stuff, but there’s no particular rea- 
son’ why it shouldn't do o. k. any- 
Where. | Ss 

- George ‘Beatty, monologist, about 
‘for ‘some ‘time, found the’ going 
smooth and the results of his work 
‘highly ‘satisfactory even’ though he 

cah make it logk so chumpy, few of 
them come along. While- vaude is 
always there. . | pe _ 

_ The $2,500 stage bill runs 30 min- 
utes and knows its place. As enter. 
tainment and remembering just how 
it stands ‘in this instance, a snappy 
layout. oe, Te 
-. Billy House and his company ‘con- 
tribute. the. comedy punch in the 

Around House are the Three 
mn 4, Opening, and Bobby 

May at -the far end. Smalis: are 
dancers. along the lines of Kine, 
King; and King, working-hard-: and 
energetically and accomplishing .a 
lot with fancy. stepping. -May is 4 
juggler principally: and .a talking 
comic:on the side, talking much of 
his juggling over. .All. three _turns 
hit the target, | -.  .. ' Bige. 

Lest part of his offering, It’s the 
drunk sailor number that’ shotld 
be the parting shot. '° 0 

Scoring’ rYnore solidly here, as 
might be expected, considering na- 
ture ‘of ' audience, thar In. other 
‘Keith liotises where recently caught, 
Glenn ‘and’ Jenkins‘ did 24° minutes 
‘and allowed thé. unbilled out-of- 
character: colored chap carried to 
do three numbers. This must have 

VAUDE HOUSE’ REVIEWS 

‘Maybe:the third member of the; act, 

than perfunctory sucgess. .And 2, 

Aileen and Marjory (New Acts), the: 
! and ‘ Louise © and: 

‘Mitchel di ‘the unit, . Both feature: 

act at‘all ‘but -simply a couple: of | 
18-year-old’ youths with a knack’. 

-eided' pickup ‘was’ noticed for ‘the 
opening - Saturday “afternoon grind] ;, 
‘at the 58th Street. ‘While Satur-. 

honorable retirement. Seems pretty |' 

‘the show. Sheé' did her’ 
.fooning and ‘pyt over ‘h 

_ Most . Keith houses are cutting: 
the vaude by two acts during the: 
run ‘of i‘‘Paris;”* but.in. the: face .of | 
stiff opposition: In -this. séction. and ' 
a-usually strong show of’seven acts — 
at the Academy (Fox) a.-bvlock away 
‘on 14th, street, . Jeff...management | 
figured: it..advisable to: eliminate. 

@ long: showin toto. for.the money: 
(60c),,.running in, all. three: hours: 
and..84. minutes, -There...was room: 
for. five .minutes.of. trailer material, . 
including ‘a: talking ad..on-.“The: 
Racketeer”.(Pathe),- coming; .Pathe| . 
Sound, News, which couldn't’ have: 

| been eliminated and the orchestra. 
averture, shortened, as was. wise, to:|. 

Revue,’ five-people'| 

Keith neighborhoéds in itS present: 
shape, but with fixing’and're-rou-: 

It opened the | 

ception accorded. (New. Acts).- °° 
No. 2, Art Hall and the Hillbillies,. 

billed for some time as ,the Six 
Hillbillies, fared fairly well,: letting’ 
down only. in“spots and once peril-- 
ously, but closing strong. Harmony: 

dance number absolutely proving 
they should stay away. from.any 

The Ozark ac- 

.| mistake of the backwoods dancing,. 
S, the attractive. stage pictures as. 

had delivered -is: the ‘biggest laugh,| “Christina”. (Fox) on-screen, 

a burglar is mistaken for the dis- |. 

and helps’ himself to: additional) 

took up.17 minutes as 2 single and. 
chooses to wind. up with the weak- 

‘pleased the blackface team as well 
as the unbilled: lad..aince on other. 
oceasions latter, hag; done only..one |: » 
‘Dumber and..obyjoug, pulling. for en- 
cores @idn’t, work ,out., 80 ..wWell., 

ig improving .9. little as he, goes, 
along, and some day his, appearance! 
to. play. and sing ‘numbers won't 
have a. tendency to glow. up. the fast 
pace: set. by-Glenn: and Jenkins, who’ 
are a great act by. themselveg and 
always have beep. so  ; 

Closing, a novelty act, De Onzo 
and Sally and’ Co., saved their best 
stuff for the encoré and by the time 
they: got through had used up 16 
minutes of. the Jeff's valuable time. 
Act shouldn’t run. more than eight: 
or ten minutes at the most (New 
Acts), se Ohate 

S8TH ST. 
we 1 (Waudfilm). : 
-For the first time ‘in’ weeks a de-. 

daz’s biz: was‘ better,- there is ‘still 
room for improvement, .Slow build. 
is a‘healthy indication that the mat 
returns are: there once: they: get go~: 
ing. The nights take care of them-: 
selves, as might: be expected in a 
dense. neighborhood. not over- 
theatred .has not been. as advanced 
as elsewhere, --0 00 ee 
-The four acts ‘as laid out didn’t 

‘assure much comedy, although show : 
‘gave clean. entertainment. ._ 
little..comedy..was offered, was. re-! 
celved with open’ arms. er ene 
.- Lester Lane act opened, Here his 
‘dancing. partner,, Ethel Osborne, 

‘What: 

a ler, E and: 
Louis Chicco, are. given prominence: 
in the billing. Gone. is the’ sister’ 
‘team that. wag formerly. with. Lane‘ 
and repjacing-is a musical divergion, . 
aharp duet, a man.and' woman’ 

‘1 combbd that displayéd ‘skill with the’ 
instrument. that Harpo ‘Marx: made: 
famous. ’ The. standout is: the acro- 
batie dancing’ of Lane and Osborne,,| 
‘thelr toy number used as. 4 closer. — 

On. second -was Paul Sydell’ and: 
Scotty, the’ latter: d dog wonder.. 
‘Acrobatic and balancing work of the' 
canine performer ts really remark-; 
able. The dog is beautifully han- 
dled. by: Sydell, _ Trainer attempts— 
no talk or clowning... . 

- Sylvia Clark‘headlined 
a . } 

ahd stopped 
usual “buf; 

\ er ‘chatac-' 
teristic numbers, including the fare: 
well ‘bit’ at: thé depot, a cdmiedy: 
‘elassic. ‘Her finish is with the two: 
men impersonating overgrown kids, ; 
who aided: vocally in making. the! 
Clark hit. © 0 
‘Closing was ‘Charles Bennington, 

and-his harmorifea’ band; Benning:. 
ton’s: peg-legged: dancing was an in-, 
dividual :click; but. the real novelty: 
‘in this house was'the.Peter Stuyve-' 
sant: peg-leg_numiber that the nine. 
-boys: did with Bennington: .."'! 
.7“Pgris”- with Irene Bordoni and, 
the Pathe sound news. - Mark. -; 

." FOX, BROOKLYN | 
 .  -(Maudfilm) . 0 |, 

Rube: Wolf remains as chief. baton: 
wielder and clown with the current 
bill, a perfect setup for Wolf., to 
extend himself, and he does. Fun 
aplenty throughout, with Wolf cop-, 
ping lion share of laughs. Biz good 
‘at middle show Saturday. -.. 

Another Fanchon and Marco build 
up to spot the surrounding bill, cap- 
tioned “Sweet Cookies,” and with 
the band in baker outfits. ; 
Wolfe-sets things in opener, giving 

way'to Sully and Thomas for some 
nifty’ clowning and. dancing. Eva, 
Mandell, rotund singing comedienne, 
enlivened .with a tunefest, and 
doubled up with Wolf for some 
nifty clowning that got them. . 
Fanchon and, Margo gals spotted 

a colorful dance ensemble,’ giving |. 
‘was. to Jones:and Hull, two men 
with’ a comedy acrobatic routine 
that clicked: . ‘ 
- Plenty of fun packed. in the hour |. 
stage show ard plenty of color :in 

staged by Fanchon and Marco, espe- 
cially the rainbow finale, which had 
the girl ensemble, flimsily. clad and 
projected as color spots of the rain- 
bow. ‘Very ‘classy and effective 
finale that brought loud applause. 

Altogether a good show, _ 

- > RIVERSIDE — 
(Vaude-Shorts): 

Nice five-act layout combined 
with several.. talking shorts and 
sound newsreel.’ Better than usual 
Saturday matinee gate at 50 cents:: 

’ Serova Revue (New Acts) fol- 
lowed the overture, doing nicely, al-. 
though the: show's weakest compo- 
nent. Bobby Folsom deuced bright- 
ly, and. was followed by Faber and 
Wales (New. Acts), wherein “Casey’!- 
Faber returns’ to full stage after a 
long trick “before thé olfo. © ° | 
“Jed: Dooley and the madame had 

it easy and Will Osborne singi 
‘with’ Herbert’ Diamond's band did” 
well, closing the show with'what hé. 
announced as: “our. own original 
style of music: §. ° |: ; 
Pat Rooney Family in one : of those 

sugar+sweet domestic complications 
made for Universal’ topped. ‘the | 
screen “featurettes” (as they are: 
hilled), with Murray and Oakland, 
also of vaude, ‘in another, House 
advance trailers lists these shorts 
equally with the.vaude,.- Zand. 

“Wednesday, January 18, 1980 
yA ge Pi a ACE. ve 

vv (St Maude}. 64-0 
. Chicago, Jan, 12, 

+» In justice. to the. preformers and 
others ' concerned;:-absolutely. fair 
Judgment could not-be passed on the 
bill’s first show, Saturday matinee. 

Starting at an even kee] Saturday. 
matinee, each act:-lengthened as it 
succeeded the other, Folks started 

{to walk at 4:55. Jimmy Savo, the: 
slow -motionist, next:to closing, and: 
the. Alexanders, following, were not 
caught. because of time limit. D 
Though the acts dovetailed wel 
the snap was not there, performers 
thus piling added difficulties on per= | 
formers... Bud Harris and Radcliff, 

{playing No. 4 as the two piano 
|movers who. sing dance and gab, 
stole everything from Ben Bernie 
and -hig band, closing intermission,” - 

Kid hoofer with them proved a riot 
with his Bili Robinson , footings, — 
Lime Tria opéned with the con-, 

tortioniat * novelty, “Gallywog,” | ta 
good rounds of applause at the close. | 
Florence: Brady..and Gilbert Wells, ° 
the ‘tune writer, hit. it. off. in tha . 
deuce, finally with. Miss Brady's. -. 
“Man on My. Hands" 0° 7s, 
: The -Four Diamonds, dancing. 
group of three:.men ‘and. a_ gir.; 
‘appeared: unnecessary”. for . the 
Palace until the younger pair. of 
boys: began tossing ‘their ‘dialog. and 
‘truck into ‘their ga@ilor-boy.danc- 
ing. Though’ pleasing, it could have - 
been. cut’ to 10 minutes... Ran /15..: | 
.- Bud. Harris and Radcliff on next 
wowed them: at,.the start.. Turn 
ran 20 minutes with.encore;  . ©... 
.. Bernie and: his ..band, . doubling 
from the Congress’ hotel, held. the., 
stage entirely. too long,‘running 35 - 
minutes.: The 12 boys are versatile -. 
a8 Singers but weak on comedy for 
Stage. work, with ,the exception. of 
the: drummer, who cracked. a xylo. 
specialty. ike a vet trouper. Mur © 
sic swept.from good pop into: a 
syncopated. finale of . “Scherezade.” 
Givl. dancer was. négligible. a 
.Came finally..a five-minute in- . 

termission, after which Seeley and. 
Fields work hard, with Fislds suf- . 
fering; from..a cold again, and for 
gome odd reason razzing the State- . _ 

2.) e. _— . . . a ee 

| '<Bavo next, . and the “Alexanders ~ 

closed. LOOP.” 

: MET, BROOKLYN’ 
- 2 0: (Vaudfilmy. 5 000 0: 

’-RPour acts instead. of six r cur. 
‘lrent week at Loew's Brooklyn, and. 
“Dynamite”: (M-G-M)_ on' ‘screen, 
Chop on. stage show necessary be- 
‘cause of the film feature consuming 
nearly two hours. Good layout all 
the way and a. sellout Saturday 
afternoon.’ “""' ns 
‘Eddie Leonard: toplined . and ‘‘in - . 
i@euce, got over in a big Way with . 
‘a batch. of songs: and shuffle -soft . 
shoe dancing. “ Leonard ‘got ‘a big 

\|hatid’ on walk-on and bigger at bow 
off. A male planist ‘and mixed daride. 
‘team ‘support, worthy .adjuncts, 

“ |Dsonard and the. éther men are urn 
‘der cork, as usual, but no smear on’ 
the gal. The dancers space Leon- 
ard’s Vocals and uncork some clever 
hoofing.. Leonard sewed them up _ 
legitimately with-his regular act and - 
camsé back for “Roly -Boly Eyes” 

-jand “Ida” before they'd. permit him 
to leave. ~ 
'.. Kanasawa Troupe, six male Chi- 
nese, preceded. as opener with a 
swell routine. of balancing, perch, 
acrobatics. and tumbling. Better 
.than usual for this type of act and 
‘got good returns. wo Lo 

Billy Glason followed Leonard and 
cleaned up heavy on’ comédy. Gila- 
son’s hut and semi-nance stuff hit 
the spot with the mob and sent. him 
awaytoasolid hit. 7 

Myers, Lubow and Rice Revue,. 
six-peoplée daricing flash, closed and 
held. them in with a classy dance 
revue. eit . 4, 

“Dynamite” follawed on screen. 
a, dba. . 

81ST. STREET 
(Vaudfilm)..” ~ - 

. Sweet bill,, smooth and tacks on - 
evenly to nest of ‘show here to make - . 

‘ja two-handed. draw with the feature, 
“Paris” (EN), starring Irene Bor-, 

\doni, wha rates: ‘high’ around here.. 
Rae Samuels topped. ‘Preceding her 
were W. H. Groh and his dogs; Miss 
Ewing Eaton, ‘personable: young 
blonde, and Buster Shaver and Tiny. . 
Town Revue. All okay.” ‘Weather 
‘conspired. =’ oo a 
‘None of acts need lengthy say So, | 

but combo speaks well for booking 
judgement. Orchestra nearly full, 
balcony fair: and boxes and loges 
well taken for ‘this Saturday per-— 
formance. - Be, _ 
-Seale calls for 50 cents for floor 

on Saturday matinee,’ 60 cents for 
‘boxes. and loges.and 380 for balcony. 
This day performance offers plenty 

Jof competition: to other two houses 
in neighborhood at these prices, The 
Beacon’ (Warners’).. gets 60 cents— 
ana the 83a Street “( Loew)-40-cents-~ 
‘for ‘films only, Customers ' 90%. 
‘adults, women predominating. - ; 

Miss Samuels is her usual peppy. 
self, running through in. intimate, 
breezy manner; which. locals like. 
She.. pattered and sang,. hopped 
about while her pianist, Jack Car- 
roll. stayed at ‘the plano. ‘She 
knocked 'em and made a speech at 
the close. Two numbers that were 
startlers were her impersonation of. 

and from Blossom Seeley and. Ben- | - 
Iny Flelds, who opened ..after recess, 



Sw 
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LINCOLN SQ. 
(Vaudfilm). 

. Feature in the first half, U. A.’s 
“Trespasser,” proved a draw for this 
neighborhood and there wasn’t an 
empty seat in the house for the 
second show. Vaude was typical 
neighborhood affair and weak in 
many spots, but the mob here isn't 

Wednesday, 
._ + 

a. hick band leader playing the har- - 
- monica and a characterization of a 

poop-oop-a-doop mama which un- 
geated her audience: Did 21 minutes 

' for a hang.” Oo 
Buster Shaver and his ‘Tiny Town 

Revue, mixed sextet of midgets with 
Shaver at the piano in novelty song 
and dance, offeréd chuckling inter-- 
Jude in third spot and paved way 
for stronger laughs with Miss Sam. 
uels. Crew. does about six numbers, 
Smilingest bit given by Olive Olive;. 

- gmall enough to decorate a cigar- 
ette. holder. Thirteen minutes: of 

.. applause. » mt, 
_ W. H. Groh opened. . His informal 

. ‘aog. comedy:.turn played in. three 
- with special drop and fixings started 

_ off to: smart laughter. Not. sensa- 
”* #$onal, but out-of-ordinary and of- 
 gering plenty ha-has. - Groh ‘enters 
.to-open top of dummy piano, out of 

‘- which hounds leap to r6émp:and: rip: 
-.- everything apart, including drop 

-and tearing away at bunch of bal-. loons. . 

Miss HwWing. Eaton. occupled: the: 
deuce, rating all the way. About 

‘.- five numbers to her routine. It in-’ 
+ eludes. violin, songs, chatter. and. 
-.. dances, : Girl works fast and finishes 
”- strong with a good dance’ .Opens in. 

. , “one” special in. tux, trousers and - 
' - Eton jacket, making changes on 
.. stage to close in ‘dancing . teddy. 
. . Looker, pleasant voice. and good. 
‘+ dancer headed ‘straight for musical . 
‘eS eomedye = 

‘"..": Wength of feature cut usual. five- 
‘act bill. to four, Feature ran ‘90 min- 
_utes,. cutting ‘out eveny newsreel, 

ceives anyone and anything. ‘With 
the house mobbed, all turns ‘got 
more of a hand than they earned. 

Standard bike turn, Frank * Wil- 
son, made the bike do everything 
but talk.’ Wilson rides “no hands” 
while stunting onthe, bike and fin- 
ished with the front wheel spinning 
routine 20 0 Se 

- Joyce Yates and Her Boy Friends 
(New: Acts),° took. the deuce for 
string pop. instrumentation. .and 
warbling. © 0 ei ye 
Fisher and 

in comedy crossfire and the_ solo. 
“plues" warbling of. Miss. ‘Hurst, 
treyed and held... Crossfire opens, 
revolving ‘around Fisher. renting a 

meeting in a hotel lobby and -finally 
flirtation stuff. comedy talk. Gags. 
area bit old but they found it easy. 
going :in.this house. Miss.. Hurst 
possesses a strong. voice and. slugged 
her tunes across oke. ee 

Eddie: Hanley and Co., doing.-his: 
“Jest for a Laugh, was the comedy 
hit of the bill. Hanley.and his two 
male supports all work ‘as “nuts” 
and.are in that manner garbed. All 

“s>  HIPPODROME. 
ce! ” “(Vaudfilm): ’ J after for two straight dancing num- 

"Returning to. six-acts or so and a | bers. 
feature, besides other screen items, 
the Hip completes the circle and ar-- 

_ Yives back to its. original ‘policy 
under the Kelth management... 
“This week it’s a pure vaudeville. 
layout with no pretense to presenta-. 

>, tion-elaboration, strong on straight. 
. ‘specialty material-and not s0 heavy 
. on flash. Good variety. all around |. - 
«with the show: ‘trimly' laid. out for]. ~- 

. effect, and the money -snent dis- | ¢ 
played for worth. Better than fair}: 
comedy’ values and. okay for this - 
.type of drop-i:. house. Strong bally- 
hoo on-“three-hour entertainment,” 
Dilling that. the show makes good. 
“Seven acts, feature, “Pointed Heels” 

* (Par.), a. two-real talking comedy, 
Pathe sound news and several incti- 
dentals such as a long. buildup of 
the RKO jubilee week; Fred Kins-. 

‘|helps with a wee ‘bit of. gagging 

good. hoke: number. but overdone. ~ 

goes in. for. some. tonsil work and 
fast legmania,.. ‘Boys are good sup~ 
port, all being. adept in the art of 
stepology. .. Loo 

Hearst-Metrotone News. 

2s (Vaudfilm) 
- ore i+ Chicago, Jan, 11.._ 

'; People have fallen into the habit. 
of. getting, here regularly. Saturday. 
morning. Lower floor was com- 

the feature, “Thing Called - Love,” 
7 ce ‘ins- | (Pathe), and there were holdouts in 

. ley’s strong community singing plug|the lobby at the end of ‘the first 

fhe, uses a mike for announces | show. stepansft and coin! 
pictures, and finally thewhoopee of'|; Flash turn, Stepanoff and com-. 
the Charles Stein “house "Orchestra led ‘off, and were chiefly. on. -colpr- 
novelty overture... =: 7." 6 f Sones and dances were 6 

House: filled .downstairs. Sunday. ful Bets Songs. and dances. were of ” nieht ordinary calibre, and just. made the 
Night and well occupied. upstairs, |prage, Uses seven changes, moving 

. arguing that it is building .up.a4 Sun-'| ¢.om full to “ ” to deliver Span- 

day clientele glad to And a auies ohn Dutch, nite’ club" and. gypsy . . - te . a . » 4 . 

Sreaaway Ge lazess ” oF owed. routines. “Dare” Wahi ana partner 
' Ade D with: his. le; q. ) ANCE: : Ae D eds 
ealled hae wae Fi s. legerdemai M1went big with hoke and. comedy: 

Base in apemene cy| tumbling and.set themselves strot sightly and novel arrangement of | tumbling and. set tnemse ves strong 
simple magic tricks all.of.the me-| With a real strength feat for en- 
chanica] sort, but nicely worked | Core. ot : 

-into a showmanly turn. Worker |. _Vox. and. Walters, ventriloquists, 

‘produces vast quantities of brightly | did nicely, the girl especially get- 
colored. silks from: all sorts. of ap- | 
‘paratus, gradually filling ‘even the | bawling baby.. . _ wo, 
big ‘Hip stage with, a rainbow of. ote nord ene one ia ms 
‘hues, . oe. 3% | standard” routine, grabbin aughs 

... °° Cuby,: and Smith, apparently ajon prattfalls. and clowning. His 
.. Mew. partnership. in comedy. acro-/| partner fs a looker, ‘but doesn’t do 

» patic act that's a: gorker., Patr in anything to bolster the turn, Mar- 
a -get-up going to-the hand-to- | yeltone, George Lovett’s old ‘mind- 

hand routines ‘and become tragically | reading act brought up to date with 
. tangled up with each. other. Stuff | the aid of the talker, closed. Lovett 

1s built up splendidly in clean cut/nas filmed and sounded his two 
. pantomime with the skill that only j women-: playing certain standard 

; finished acrobats could achieve. Not | tunes and answering some standard 
- a spoken word and a solid low com- ott : 

redy Jaws ee eee ony ancwerlng questions not 
vi alizabeth Brice, working. pith lon: Alm ; . 

no accompanist and a boy &S| on the screen femme is speaking 
When last seen and making hard) into ‘mike so that mouth and lips 
a en the huge. Hiopedeee’ the ‘are hidden.. Woman is planted be- 

lyrics of a. special number’ don't hind sereen and speaking into the 

__-Faslsier ever. Best thing in the tum | AUPITT®, ority oduG of the. Deo: __is-a. “nut” ‘medley by the pianis' , 7 vv oneal 
" “filling In an interval between songs.’ ples’ Has‘already played the neigh-. 

A pianist who can dig a novelty for borhood Belmont, where the folks 
this perfunctory time filling bit de- | went for it in a.big way. Here, 
‘Serves something. Seek’ to bolster with a wiser mob, over but not a 
kid for his numbers, with announce- |. rave. Loop. 

“ment. that he does the songs as 
. ‘Charles King did before he became ary TpDt 
‘|... &@- pleture . personage, doesn’t -.par- _ 86TH STREET doen 

- -;tieularly help. Tough’: assignment] - - -- '(Vaudfilm) . 
.... “for .such @ routine and it scarcely 

: » fills the bill. Miss Brice’s agreeable 
" Bersonality doesn’t get a chance to 
‘register in.the vast Sixth avenue 

amphitheatre, o30-0:. . .: : 
_ Willie, West and McGinty, next to 
closing and a knockabout riot. here, 
Background is’ .a half-completed, 
-house and the three workmen “get 

. into a thousand bungling dilemmas 
with tools, building materials, scaf- 
folds,, Jadders and whatnot. All 
pantomime, : = - : 
'. Ruiz and Bonita, with their Nov-. 
elty .Quartette, are new. only in: the 
musical accompaniment, an unusual 
arrangement for a dance team. 
Music is supplied.by a string quar- 

_ tet, two women at two harps,-a vio- 
-eoeo=slinint-anda-banjolst:- Solos~by~the- 

latter two and a number by the two 
harpists filled in nicely between 
dance ‘numbers, the harps being 
especially agreeable. Young dancers 
aid not give as spirited a perform- 

‘ance as ugual here, or they were so 
- far away from the reviewer that It 
seemed so. However; the whirlwind 

finish made up for earlier slowness. 
. tush. 

All. kinds’.of competition in this 
neighborhood keeps the Keith book- 
ers on edge. ‘Of late the house has’ 
perked up :considerably with nights 
reported sellout and. the mats. in- 
creasing. .-. - Mo, 

Trene Bordoni .in: “Paris” (FN). 
was the feature, wits the vaude 
headliner, a screen comic, Chester 
Conklin. Bordon! is a. stage name: 
and new as a celluloid celeb, What 

ture,.. Conklin may have inspired 
some b. 0. curiosity. = oo, 
- The. regular’ five-act show: was. 
chopped to four, owing to the 
length of the Bordoni picture. Spe-. 
clialty; show.seemed to lack vaude 
-punch.=-The.Conklin._act,..panta-.. 
mimie¢ :on Conklin's part, is not the 
belly-laugh producer one would an- 
ticipate, building. slowly with com- 
edy punch late. So : _ 
Conklin, .with his familiar . trick 

moustache, glasses, sans coat and 
with his usual timid pantomime sat- 
‘isfles the fans who want to see him 
in person, but as a big laugh pro- 
ducer his sketch is weak. However, 

hard. to please and responsively re- | 

Hurst, dealing. mainly. 

room to Miss Hurst, then. their: 

employ héke délivery :in both “man= 
nerism and ‘speech, -with the two: 
supports wearing dead pans: “A ‘girl. 

with Hanley: and out_ twice. there-. 

“Sonny Boy,” skit,. with: one 
of the assists as the;-child,..was a- 

. Grace Smith and Buddies; colored 
hoofing turn, opened flashily... Girl- 

fortably filléd at the conclusion of |. 

pany,. three men and four women, | 

ting a hand for her handling of a }- 

-|stem.:-restaurant,. - Nobody would. 

pull she lias on the screen is conjec- |. 

REVIEWS 

HARRY RICHMAN 
Songe =. a 
‘10 Mins.; One . 
Paramount (Pres.),. Brooklyn 

"In a large capacity picture house 
Harry Richman runs up against the 

same: handicap. confronting . most. 
“intimate” specialists, As with oth- 
ers, such spacious quarters reduce 
Richman’s effectiveness by at least. 
5Q%. That goes for Richman strictly 
as an entertainer, momentarily for- 
‘getting that additionally he is now 

fore probably a draw... Needless to. 

office capabilities primarily and sec-. 
ondly for a'singer of songs. 

Peculiar with: Richman that he re- 
ceived more publicity in New York 
after: leaving New. York: than. he 
received in all the years.he pre- 

licity, good or bad (matter of taste), 

out over in: Brooklyn hints that. 
Publix was willing to take a chance 
‘on something it wasn’t: absolutely 
certain about., ST De 

: oy Loe 

numbers, opening at a midget grand 
on‘the rising .pit.. His first number, 

house. musicians, is. typically cafe 

separating them is weak, 4ige. - 
. 

“SYNCOPETS” - __ 
Trio Harmony,’ Piano: . 
11 Mins.:; One - - 
‘Belmont .(V-P), Chicago .. . 7 
. Three girls with. average voice 

ballads and pop. 

unnecessary and slows¢the act. ~ 
Would be more effectively: staged 

if the two younger girls dressed in 
velvet shorts and.silk blouses wore 

| dresses instead. “A weak dance by 
this -pair to finish ‘should be im-_ 
proved, just as a finisher. Loop. - 

it gives his leading woman, Blanche 
LeClair, all. the talking. to do, Conk- 
lin appears as a servant, speaking 
‘only. ‘one line at the finish. ae 

The Mangean Troupe’: open the 
show, giving it a flying . start, on 

a@ flashy routine of aerials: fiom 2. 
tetér-board. : The troupe. has. been 

ized in many ways. .The four men 
and one woman look ‘well, work ad- 

and. Wolf-Co., (New Acts) second; 
‘did fairly =. - uo oe 

After Conklin came Hall.and Pil- 
lard, closing the show. This hoke 
duo chatter Knockabout, sing. a lit- 
‘tle and-pull old gags. 

Screen. flashes. lyrics for com- 
munity sing, Ied by James.F. Thom- 
as,organist. Little vocal response 
from the audience. Also the Pathe 
sound news besides. feature, k 

o . . Mark. 
1 I 

LOEW’S ORPHEUM 
(Vaudfilm) 

_. ° New York, Jan. 13. 
Fairly good vaude played to a 

packed house Monday night. and all 
went well, Few seats available. 
even after the feature, U. A.’s 
“Trespasser” went into its last 
erind for the night. ; 

Standard. acrobatic and juggling 
turn, Bob and Lucy Gillette, were 
fair pleasers, Miss. Gillette. tosses. 
plenty objects simultaneously, when 
either juggling or balancing. Man 
works comedy. 

Zelda Santley, doing imitations of 
stage and screen celebs, was an oke 
neighborhood : offering: 

‘ordered their victuals in a main 

have guessed: it if she hadn't an-. 
nounced them. =~ a 

Closed -with an impression of H. 
Morgan warbling “Must Have That 
Man.” from atop the. ivories. ~~ 
Phe Briants caused much. wonder- 

ment here with the various dummy-. 
like. bends and twists >one chap 
takes,' plus his many hard. falls, 
cleverly executed. Many of the cus-- 
tomers wondered if the smaller chap 
were a stuffed figure. -Nicé hand. 
Buffoonery of Jimmy Lucas and his 

many laughs, Lucas knows how to 
play up to the mob. Both. take a. 
hand. at solo’ warbling, mixing com- 
edy and pop numbers.. Wound up. 
with Jimmy mimicking foreign kids 
singing.U..S. anthems, 000s. 

- Deno and Rochelle. clicked with 
three. dance numbers; tango, com- 
edy' and apache, Latter number 
closed and took ‘the. cake for rough 
handling of 4 femme: ‘partner. De- 
Sario and Regar supported with 
a neat adagio ballet as did Helene 
Manning with peppy specialty step- 
ology. Three other male assists are 
celloist, violinist and pianist. 

somewhat of a “name” and. there-- 

say that Publix, in paying him ‘plen-— 
\ty, is paying for his ypossible..box 

viously spent there... On which pub-. 

Publix: ‘anyway is gambling with: 
this name. That ‘he’s being first tried |. 

. In his. second and- final ‘week in 
Brooklyn, Richman. is singing three 

with. :vocal assistance: from the 

and missed in this. big theatre with. 
its picture ‘house:audience. A. pair 
ef songs from .Richman’s picture 
(announced). follow. ‘A. bit of, talk 

but no-personality in straight songs, 
Harmony is nice 

‘| but. solo by. the soprano-pianist is 

some:corking, graund acrobatics and |- 
soned 

around some time, but has modern- - 

vantageously and with spéed. Evans |: 

; Miss Sant-— 
ley’s lyrics tell how various celebs. 

femme assists, unbilled, came in for | 

= << —————— SS re 

“WEW ACTS 
| JERRY COE and Brothe 
‘Music and Dances 
1t Mins.; One. 
Palace (St. V.) . 
Three accordio 

a@ dancer, all boys. 

rs (2) 

n players with one 
They make a 

light but sufficiently entertaining. 
turn for a spot, through the dancer, 
probably Jerry . 
likeable personality besides. - .-- 
~~ Other instruments are in use, with 
a couple of the boys dancing while 

Coe, and who has a 

‘playing. The act is held up and. 
gets over however on the work of 
the dancing boy.” 

PAT HENNI 
Comedy 

time. 

‘minutes. 

‘Riverside 

“badly. .-Inciden 

-their lines. 
for a “Sin 

|tain, 
An attractive turn. ~ 

Loretta KING: and Tommy 
- McINTYRE*. . wee 
Comedy, Singing: 
11 Mins.; 

| Academy. (V 
'- Suitable for No. 2 
class neighborhoods. 
an, act that beats all others rating: 
for this ‘type of ‘house,. King and 
McIntyre do 11. minutes: of pleasing 
comedy. .and song, bro 
dance steps. ... 

Miss. King was 

turn. 

| Harry Faber and Lita Wa 
@ second couple offer a light com- 
edy divertissement that should en- 
joy’ general booking. utility. mo 
. Plot hangs, on the 
male -campers ‘who have mutually 
bet.'$500 that they will not fall for 
the opposite gender during their 
-campifig period. Each bribes a. girl 
to vamp the other fellow :with farce: 

NG and Co. (2) 

21 Mins.;:One 
86th St.-(V-P) 

' Not a new act in namie 
proved. one in material. 
more than ever before, in money and 
spotting, .and likely. to score satis- 
factorily or better anywhere... 

_ Pat Henning appears with his dad. 
(the .company), ‘and has for some 

Formerly the. talented. lad's 
‘mother was also in turn. Equipped 
with entirely new gags, bits and: 
comedy situations, many évolved in. 

| connection with mandolin'solos and 
accompanying clowning, young. Hen- 
‘ning heads a turn that clicks from. 
start to finish. This ts somewhat 
remarkable in. view of the time, 21 

Hard work (and Henning 
is almost indefatigable) earned its 
reward here. 
: On No, 21 

- Sine. 

put an im- 
Now worth 

N nere but that due'to a 
disappointment, . Answer was that 
Henning got .dcross the. way good: 
next to closers aré supposed to, all 
but: stopping the show this night. 

‘||. The Palace ‘has no terrors for this 
lad and his. take-it-easy pa. Char. 

FABER and WALES 
With Lew. Lehr, Nancy: Bell 
‘Comedy Skit. = 5 
25 Mine.; . Full j(Special) 

les with 

thread of.two- 

derived from. resultant situations. | 
.Featherweight, (of. course, bu 

‘bright and ‘breezy’ and the type of 
stuff. middle-of-the-bijll spots need. 

tal ‘song ‘patter. and. 
a bit of stepping by Faber increase 
‘tempo and provides, light and shade... 

‘All.-of -the participants: are’ .sea- 
vaudeville - ‘troupers 

‘know how to handle themselves and 
_ Finale uses rain effect 
ging in the Rain’ cur- 

“Lande |e eer 
- -|:\Mae QUESTELLE 

‘With Joe Daly — 
|)Songs 9 - 6: 

-Mins.; One 

‘who: 

Spo ts ‘in petter 
Although not: 

ken by a.few 

formerly with a 
“Company,” heading a four-people’ 

She and her new partner. are 
entirely in “one,” opening In a very. 
brief park bench bit and going into 
a double number, topped by a bit of 
licofing and straightaway into talk. 
during which the business of Mc- 
Intyre pushing Miss King. around 
goes for laughs. Additional - song 
doubles, straight and comedy, and 
more talk carries the team to their: 
finish. 

At no time is the material: strong 
enough to threaten show-stopping 
applause. 

- Team is 0 £ the very juventle type 
that expects to click mainly. on the 
youth and kid angle, which ‘it does. 

On second and across satistac- 
torily. - 

SEROVA Revue (10) 
Singing, Dancing 
17.M 
Riverside (V-P) 
Okay girl and spe 

ins.; Special Sets 

har. 

Leaves no,mark upon the memory 
‘one ‘way. or.the other, but while on) 
manages not to bore. Scenery and 
costuming gives it additional worth 
from booking angle... ~~’ ° 
Hardly an outstanding bi. 

wholly: within conventional -vaude 
channels, contortionist dancer, male 

Runs 

‘singer, pair of sleek ‘hoofers and all 
the rest that has been seen so often. 

Passable but- not distingu 

AILEEN and MARJORY 

5 Mins.; T 
‘Female Acrobats . 

[wo 
Academy (V-P) Co 
-_. Speedis..the.dominant.character-.}.with, 1 J 
istic. of a very good. opening turn. 

ished. 
Land. 

presented by two muscular young 
women, Smaller of the two accom-. 
plishes a back round-off head som-. 

topper. 
Some of the 

interesting. 
hookings, 

-ersault without use of hands, the 

‘tricks have a comedy 
angle and entire session is zippy and | 

Should find plen' ty of. 
nd... 

-| tive. 
‘|.€asy. 

but 

VARIETY 55 

“TOWNSEND and. BOLD (4) 
Dancing, Singing and Harpiste. 
13 Mins.; Full (Special) 

Jefferson. (V-P) 7 

. Okay one opener. 
newness. 
break-in period's | 
‘loosens up on. gears. 
Five. girls, one man. 

over, - 

‘Latter is Bold. 
Ann Pinto and Helen. Regals, harp- 

ists;: 

ers, 

O’Connor Sisters, 
singers, and Rita Townsend, mod- 
ern adagio dancing half. 

_ Settings and costumes attrac- © 
Big applause at this please - 

All look- 

Too tight from. 
Should rate better after 

and. turn 
As. is, bit slow. 

harmony . 

' Did about six numbers, all rating . 
fair. 
Ball, stage throughout. Setting 
Is rosé drop’ and drapes with double 
hangings shaped ‘over. wide stairs . . 
back against second drop. providing - 
rise and fall ‘entrance for dancers. © 

* Turn. 

Piano takes right’and harpists left... 
throughout turn.) 

‘ opens to: harp accompani- - 
ment. with the O'Connor girls trill- .— 
ing, Who break away for adagio.. © 

medley. follows. | 
lowed by tango adagio; then piano 
‘and song duet and another modern =~ 

felt. Time 

adagio step. Finale has all par- 
ticipafing: (oo oe 

Dancers need loosening of form 
and O'Connor. Sisters. overwork per~ .- 
sonality stuff—subconsciously “but: 

should remedy, -~ 

“HARRIS and CLAIRE, Inc. (1). 
“Dealers in Dances” 
12-Mins.; Full Stade. ~ 
58th St. (V-P) i 

ters to. pep things up.a bit. /.That 
‘they did. Now the. brother and sis- 
ter teams are out, and the turn ap- . | 

waltz ‘by hoofer pair.: Good. harp. . 
Pop tunes. only fol- ; 

A commonplace dancing team 
‘with: the routines badly framed.” 
When last caught by “Variety” Fred 
Harris and Julie Claire had the 
Slate Brothers and the Burton Sis- 

pecrs to suffer..by it: - Support. of 
the. kind form 

-- That Inc, 

that of 
‘with a 

an 

dance, 

‘Used too frequently. 
: ‘Harris: soloed with 

Tap num “centrics. 

badly . framed. 

erly used. appears to. 
be needed at.present.. © eg 

at the end ‘of the naties” 
ts'a gag, or perhaps it isn’t -a.gag 
‘and Harris. and Claire.thought it. 
was about time they became a cor- ~ 
poration:professionally: Either way,. .~ 
‘their turn is weak and. the. routines: 

- Opening -nunober, . 
adagio ballroom mixed: 

a 
- pantomime, 

7 

“Httle acrobatics by. ‘Miss. 
Claire, was the best and could build . 
‘considerably ‘with later spotting.  - 
‘Other pleasing .bit was solo toe. 

with ime, by Miss’. 
Claire... Pantomime should be enti... 

tap and ce. wt 
ber. was poorly — - 

‘cued to the piano accompaniment. _- 

19 
Sist St. (V- 

three 
R-K-O 

' Miss: ‘Questelle 

Billy Safford assists-at, the ‘ivories, 

P). 
Mae Quesielle.is the little gir) who 

‘won the. Helen Kane impersonation, . 
contest conducted by.R-K-O through - 

boroughs.’ Billed as an, . 
-K-O. find, her handicap is she. 18. 

jast an imitator. 0-0) ue 
fs a ‘cute brunet 

‘closely resembling Miss Kane phys-.’. 
‘ically ag we]l as vocally, .- Whoever — 

. 

arranged the..roytiné showed good -—: 
judgment in permitting her to imi-. 

bers, one'as an opener and the other 
for the encore. -For 
‘perience .she © surprised “with her — 
other imitations. ° 
a Maurice 
-original, in. 

a@ girl of her. ex- 

hey consisted of 
Chevalier number, an 
whieh she imitates a 

femme mick,. wop.and yid applying 
for a job as a maid and that of a-.. 
boy innocently saying the wrong — 
things. . 

across. . 

‘Takes the - 

Lincotn Sq. 

nothing. 

looker and 

abbreviated 

parently it 

guitar. and 
Clouds.” 

“Turn wouldn't stand much chang 
were it not that Miss Yates 1s-a- 

8. & across,. 

looks and shape would register. 

“Her delivery spelled personality 
from the opening number. 
of vigor..and mannerisms pit her” 

spot once whilé.: Miss 
Questelle is off for a costume change. 

Did well here. __. * 

| SOvCE: YATES and Co. (3) 
cialty flash, Songs and Dances 

11 Mina: One 
(V-P) 

>: Small time pop and comedy sing- 
ing. turn, supported by the string. 
instrumentation of the three -boys. 
Also:a bit of legmania, which means 

8. 

knows how to get the 
She appears in ultra 

garb, even if she only 

was realized that her 

are handy 

Plenty. 

tate Miss Kane in only two num- 

Joe Daly assists’ at the Svories. ve 

( 
vocals and strumg the guitar, Ap- | 

a 

singing ‘Painting. the, , 

re 



Casino de Parle 
Mistinguett 
Earl Leslie 
Charles Ahearn 

_Alme Simon Girard 
J W Jackson Tr. 

- Henri Garat 
Reyac-Lebas 
Viviane Gosset 
Marguerite Jade 
Guetts Freres 
Biglarelli Ballets 
Mona Lee 
Rocky Twins 
Ladd & Olive 
Pizella-Dandy 
Eltzoft-Romoff 

Cirque D'Hiver 
Joe Breitbart 
Albert Carre 
Carre Fils 
Frateltinl 4 
Klammek Ter 
Ajax 3 
Lopoz .8 . 
Little Walter & C.- 
Jackte Collier & Sis 
Daunton-Shaw 6 

Oirque Medrano 
Allison 10 
Poncherry 6. 
Wulasls 6 

LONDON 
Week of J anuary 13. 

FINSBURY PARK. 

Empire , 
The Vagabond King 

LONDON 

Hippodreme 

Mr Cinders 

PROVINCIAL 
. ENGLAND 

BIRMINGHAM 
. Emplre 
Mp Ward 

My Morris 
Jimmie Ferguson 
‘Prof Gazeka 
“The Ida Te 
Phil & Philora- 
Peel & Curtis 
Gaston 

Grand 
August 1914 

Royal ya \ 
' Golditovka. & 3 B're 

“- BRADFORD .. 
. Alhambra .- 
The Desert Song 

CARDIFF 
__Emplre._.. 

The Co-Optimlste 
EDINBURGH 

Nervo & Knox. 
HANLEY 
Grand 

‘Show's the Thing 
HULL 
‘Palace 

ACup of Kindness 
LEEDS 
Empird 

All Fit . 

PARIS 
Week of January 13 

-Cocilla: Schumann . 

‘Christian 4 
H es. . O Schumann Hors ‘Bob Weat | 

-"Gloritying Girt’ 
_BUFFAL 

‘Jane Sorbier 

Robinson “Crusoe, 

NEXT WEE 

. 

Hundatze Tr 

Calroll-Porto-C-rl'to 
Folies Bergere =|. 

Andre Randall 
Alice Meva 
Glenn Ellyn: 
Georgie Craves 
Alfred Jackson Tr 
Rudeau-Castel - 
Dellys- -Chryals 
Epp. Sis 
Dayelma Ballets 
Balpetre 
Yvonne Guillet 
Betty Campson . 
Rennie Brandon at 

Palace 
Jane Aukert. 
Pasquali 
Plerre Meyer 
Meg Lemonnter 

Simone Cerdan 
Charies Frank 
Allan Foster, Tr 
Max’ Berger 
Betty Spell . 
Brunot-Palau 
Jean Trace 

“‘Vietoria Palace _ 
D'm Th'g After A |, 

NEWC CROSS 
Enipire ; 

Beau. Geste | . 
STRATFORD 

Empire 
Jack Hylton Ba - 

. Royal 
Mother Goose _ 

LIVERPOOL... 
: Empire 

Aladdin, 

. MANCHESTER ; 
. Palace : 

; NEWCASTLE 7 
Empir ; 

, Hola Everything : 
‘NEWPORT 

Emplre 
| Gypsy Vagabond - 

TROTTINGHAM 
-" “Empire - 

Parisian Pleasures 
Ro . 

Cinderella, | Zz 
PORTSM OUT. 

Royal 
Babes in the Wood 

SHEFFIELD . 
Empire - 

M Cinders 
SOUTHAMPTON 

Empire _— 
Five O’Clock Girl 

. SOUTHSEA . 
() 

Firet Mra Frazer 
SWANSEA |. 
Empire : 

For Goodness Sake 

NEW YORE. GIT | Lorraine Tumler. 
Capital (10). 

“Gypsy Dreams’ VU. 
Renoft & Renova 
6 White Lilies & A 
Estes Jones 
Carl Saxton 
Leon Navara 
Yasha Bunchuk 
Chester ‘Hale Girls 
“Navy .Blues” 

Paramount (11) 
“Modes & Modcls’”’ 
Montrose & Reyn‘da 
Chester Fredericks 
Duffin & Draper 
Nita Carol - 
Willard Irry 
Brengk’s Horse & B 
Fred Evang Girls 
Rudy Vallee Orch 
Jesse Crawford - 
“Glorifying Girl” 

Roxy (iL) 
Patricla Bowman 
Leonide Massine 
Viola Philo 
David Drollet 
Lillian La Tonge 
Angelita Loyo 

..D.& H. Dixon 
Youry Yourlo:. 
Kkerne & Ruffln 
M Vodnoy 
Coitez' & Helene 
Mauasxert Roxyattos 
“flat tor Pariy” - 
CHICAGO, ILL, 
Avalon (10) 

Cookle’s Bd 
Duncan's Tollles 
Will Aubrey. 
Jano & J MeKenna 

‘Capitol (10) 
Charlie Craft's Bd 
saetayo, 
King King & King 

Chicago: (10) 
“Painted Melodles” 
HL Spitalny Bd — 
Bob Nolan Ba 
‘King &. King 
Irene Taylor 
Bert Gordon 

. -Birdle Dean. . 
':  Jirwin Lewis 
-=-Norothy=Berke= Cos 

“Navy Blues" 
Granoila (10) ° 

“La Fiesta” U- 
Benny Meroff Bd 
Joe Griffin 
Mexicana 8 
The Brantoms 
“Rio Rita’ 
' Marbro (10) 
“Candy Cutups” U 
Joey Ross Bd - 
Fred Ardath Co 
6 Maxellos | 
Gray & White . 

| Harry Downing _ 
| (One_to fill) . 

Ballet . 
“Romance Rio Q@’’ 

Oriental (10) 
“The Girl Friend” 
Lou Kosloff Bd, 
Harry Savoy. -- 
Peggy Bernier 
Barbara Vernon 
“Riight” 

Paradise (10). 
“Jong Shoppe Rev” 
Mark Fisher Bd . 
‘Hal Sherman 
Carlton & Ballew 
Faust 3 
Gladys St John 
Harold Hanson 
Admund Sjovik 
Maureen & Sonny 
Dave Gould Girla 
"Sweetie > (10) 

Kath Sinelate bo” 
Renee Austin — 

Stratford 
2a half. 16-18) 

Ted Leary 
.Piechlan! Tr 
Nelson & Knight 

-TivoH (10) ; 
“Jazz Clock Store”. 
Frank Masters. Bd 
Bob LaSalle. : 
Paul ‘Kirkland: 
Tiffany 2 - : 
Bard & Avon ; 
Fred Evans Ens - 
“Sweetie” — 

Uptown . (10) 
“odds & Ends" U. 
Joe Browning : 
$1 Browning 
Jules & J Walton 
Whitey Roberts 
Dave Gould G & B 
"Sweetie": 

BOSTON | 
"Metropolitan (11) 
“Jazz Preferred”. 
Amos ‘N' Andy 
Yvette Rugel - 
Al Mitchell Bd 
“The Kibitzer” . 

Thorralne & Minto 
_{ Joe Phillips . 

Jack Miller Bd 
Harry Rodgers 
“Dynamite ; 

; BROOKLYN .. 
; Fox (11) 
“Sweet Cookies" 
Rube Wolf 
Jones & Hult 
Eva Mandel! 

| Sully & Thomas 
Caprice Sia 

‘Sunkist Beauties ~ 

. “wOhristina’’ 

“Anniversary Rev’ 

‘Odette. Myrtll — 

Val & B Stanton 7 

Ann Willams 
Serova Girlls 

‘Keller Sir & Lynch 

Variety B
ills 

K (Jan. 18) 
THIS WEEK (Jan. 11)_ 

Numerals in connection with bills below: indicate opening day of 
show, whether full. or split week, 

Paramount: a1)” 
“Str'ta of. Bombay” 
‘Harry Richman 
Johnny. Perkins 
Pacquila: Bros 
Hasoutra | 

| Madelyn MeiXenzie 
Dave Gould Girla 

iFFALO 
" Buffalo: (11) 

Barto & Mann 
A Robins. . — 

| Stone-Vernon ¢ 
Yorke & Jotinson 
Vivian Fay 

._| Fred: Evans’ Beaut’s' 
‘| “The Kibitzer” 

‘Hippodrome (11). 

Whlte & Manning. 
J-AL Samuels & . Bros, 

- [-Charn’ & Conroy 
| Cardint . 

6 Davillas 
, “The Locked Door" 

GLEVELAN. 
. State (11) 

“They’re Off’ Unit 
Ted Claire . 

{GD Washington 
Forsythe "& Kelly: 
Addie Seamon. 
Eddie McKenna. 
Fred Evans. B & G 
Ben Hur Ponies 
“Pointed Heels”. 
- DALLAS, TEX. 

Palace (18). 
{ “Snap Into It U _ 

Patterson. 2° 
The Toregos . 
Maxine Henry 

DENVER, COL... 
Denver (18) . 

“Coconut Grove” U 

Christie’ & Nelson. - 
Keambaroft 
Cecil Blair 
Dave Gould’ Girls. 

DES MOINES, TA. 
Paramount (18). 

‘*Craole Nights" U - 
Lang & Haley 
Rolling Stones 
Anita La Pierre 

+ Chantal Sis 
Helen Hayes 
Dorothy Berke Co 

‘DETEOITL 
: ‘Fox (11) 

“Drapes” Idea 
Frank Melino Co 
Jerome-Mann 
Dorothy Kelly 
Frankie Jenks 
“Hot for. Paris” 

- Michigan (11) 
“Showland’' Unit. 
‘Nick Lucas - 
‘Al Morey 

of -Helen Kennedy. 
‘Gaudsmith Bros 
Floria Weston Co 

HOUSTON, TEX.: 
Metropolitan . (18) 

“Garden of Love” 
Bayes & Speck 
Renoff .& Renova 

| Miriam Lax 
Harl Scholl. 
Fellcla Sorel Co 
Dorothy Berke Co 
-LOS ANGELES 

_ Boulevard (16) 
Dave Good 
“Had to See Paria" 

' Egyptian (16) 
“Overtures’’ Idea 

Harry Rayee 
Toots Novello 
Huff & Dahl 
“The Mighty’ 
Loew's. State (16) 
“Peasant! Idea 
Georgle Stoll 
General Ed Lavine 
Bieh! Sis 
June Worth 

1 Bert Prival 
Belcher Dancers 
“South Sea Rose” 
Paramount_(16) _ 

"Milton Charles 
'“Sey'n Days Leave’: 

. United “Artists - 
- (Indef) -.. 

Olfver Wallace 
“Taming Shrew". 

_ MINNEAP., MINN, 
‘Minnesota (18) 

“Song. Shoppe Hev"”’ 
Hal Sherman. 
Carlton & Ballew 
Faust.$- 

| Gladys St John 
Harold Hanson 
-Admund Sjovilc . 
Maureen & Sonny 
‘Dave Gould Girls 

NEWARK | 
Branford (11) 

“White “Caps” Unit 
Charile Melson 
Harold, Rieder 
“Glorifylng Girt’ 

we Bate (UL) oneal 

Boulevard - 

Ast half (18-21) 
Bob & L. Gillette 
PFynan & Doris 
‘Art Henry Co 
Meyers Lubow & R 
(One to Mil) 
2d half (32 ~24) 

|N. ‘ORLEANS; - LA. 

“Piratea Melody” U- 
Smith &: Hadley | 
Jue. Fong 

J Jimmy’ Dunn. 
‘Farrar —. , 
Gamby-Hale B & G 
OMAHA, N 

“| “Puppets ‘Parade’: 
| Perry Corwey — 

.| Walter Walthers Co’ 
Elleen & Margery 
Blair & Thornton. 
John. Quinlan . 
Mary ‘Reade Girls 
PHILADELPHIA 

“Mlashiights" - Unit 
Eddle White’. 
Roy °Sedley. 

*) June. Carr 
Smith & Hadley, 
“Palnted “Angel” 

“chinese Show Bt” 
Mr 
Miss. Jue Sue-Tal . 
The Uyenos ' : 
Chinese Girl Bd , 
“Song of Love"’ 

“All Girl Rev” 
Jean Boydell. 
Ettora Venna 
Stuart Barrie 
Charles Previn. 
“Devil May -Care” 

“Bag | .’ Tricks’ U 
Jay Mills - a 

| JACK POWELL 
“Jam na Kitchenette” 
‘Sailing for ‘Europe Jan. 31st. 
Dir. LEDDY & SMITH _- 

Ferry. Corway 
Edna.Covey 
Betty: Veronica 
Colby & Murphy 
“Th'g Called Love” 

(11) 
“Miami Nights” U 

| Nat Nazarro Jr 

Llora Hoffman 

|De Val 4 . 

| Ellas Breeskin 

: “Match: Box Rev" 
| Dick Powell 

‘| “Warmyard Frolies” 

“Lilles of the Pia 

: (18) 
‘Up in the Air” U 

Edison & Gregory ~ 

| & M Idea 

-| Bronson 

. Saenger .(18). 

Paramount. (18) 

Earle (11) 

x (11) 

Wu. 

Mastbaum (11) 

' PITTSBURGH 
Enright ql) 

Penn 

Burns & Kissen 

Horton Spurr 

Chester Hale Gtris 
Dick. Liebert 

“Dynamite” 
Stanley (11) 

Gtersdorf Sis 
Bayes & Sveck 
Morlarity & Burne 
AI Gordon Co 
Foster Girls 
“M'r'ge Player ‘na’ 
PROVIDENCE 

Fay’s' (11) 
‘Georgla Crackers 
Georgia St'nley & G 
Cosmopolitan Ens 
Lydia Barry . 
Barrett & Cuneen . 
geo & iy at tome” 

rm’y a ome’ 
8.. ANTONIO, TEX. 

Texas Oka) 

Senator Murphy 
.Frank. Hamilton 
"Zastro & White 

ernice: Marshall 
Sunny Schenck 
H & S Wisner 
Dave Gould Girls 
WASH’GTON, D. C. 

Fox j 

YF & M Idea 
Alexander Callam 
Paul Gordon’ 
Nell Castagnol! 
Joan Knox 
Laddie LaMont 
Sunkist Girls 
Meyer Davis Sym 
Leon Bruslioft . 
“Song of Kentucky" 

“Jazz Buccaneers” 

Alexander Callam 
-Emille & Romaine. 
La Petlt Marie . 
Charles Brugge 
Helen Warner 
Eddie Rey. 
Sunklat Girls 
Meyer Davis Sym 
Leon Brusllott 
“Christina” 
__. Palace_(18) 

“La Partum” U 
‘Loew Unit — ; 
Wesley Bddy 
“Thetr Own Desire” 

(11) 

HOTEL. 

““Bton Days” 
Loew Unit 
Dave Schooler. 

uv 

“1 John Maxwell. 
Marguerite’ & -GIIL 
Castleton. & Maclc- 
Chester Hale Girls - 
“New York Nights” 

NEW YorK CITY faroll. Bros 
Keith. Wilbur - 
Bernard & Squlres 
Frances Arms Co. 

& Renee 

Capitol (18) 
Caligarl Bros 
Serge Flash — 
(Three to fll) 

(One ‘to Milly. 

{Franklyn & Royce 
Eddie Leonard Co 

| Frank Masters Co 
‘(One to: fll) 

-Palermos Canines. 
Billy Glason , 
Alex Hyde ‘Maidens. 

| De ‘Vito Denny Co 
Jack Russell Caq ... 

‘Homer Romaine 
‘T Rice & Shirley. - 

Braille & Patlo Rev’ 

_ | Palermos Canines - 
Lauren & La Dare 
Francie Arms Co 

‘1 Billy De~ Wolt Co 
(One to fill) - 

(-Harry Hayden Co 
4-Pals —- 
Meyers - Lubow & Ry} 

; Lassiter . Breas 
Babby ‘Henshaw Co 
Living, canes 

. (Two t 

Joo Termink 

“(Three to fill) - 
State (18) 

7} Aurore 
1 Badie Miller & H 
Venita Gould 
Walter C Kelly 
}Carl Shaw Co 

. | Al B White Talkies 
"| (Two to fill). 

(Two to fill) 
. Pitkin 

TU. ESDAYS JACK L. LIPSHUTZ 
TAILOR, 908 Walnut St, Phila. 

-MANH ATTAN 
159 4 West i ane St. 

VARIETY 
Delancey St. 

ist half Tec2i) 
Bernard: & Squires . 
Happiness Girls - 
{Threeto fill) - 

2a half ez) 
Franklyn & Royce 
Lassitter Bros. °. 

-| De Vito Denny Co 
Bob Nelson: Co. 
Kanazawa Tr 

- Fairmount. 
Ist half (18-21) 

George Lyons - 
Billy ‘Glason — 
Bronson & Renee. 
(Two to fill) 
2a half. (22-24) 

Prosper &. Maret — 
Thos McAuliffe . -- 
Art Henry Co. | 
Frank Masters ore’ 

Grand ; 
1st: half (18-21) 

Bussey -& Case - 

2d halt (22 $4). 

(Two to fill) . 

Lincoln’ ‘Sq. - 
“lat Halt (18- 21) 

(Three to fill) 
2a half (22-24) 

(Two to fill): 
National 

1st half (18- 21). 

od half :(22-24). 

(Two to a 

‘gt half (18-21) 

‘2d. nent pe 24) 

Al B White Tallies 

Victoria 
_ tet half (18- -21) 
Frank Willson . 
Kimberley & Page 

. 2a half (22- 24) 
Joe Mandis 3 
Michel - 
Lionel ‘Mike Amés 
Bussey & Case. 
Living Jewels . 

BROO KLXN 
Tator 

1st. halt. tie -21) 
Homer Romaine 
Robbins & Jewett 
Alex Hyde: Maidens 
(Two to fill). . 

2a half (22-24) 
$ Melvin Bros 
Bernard & Townes 
Bobby Henshaw Co 
Ray & Rose Lyte 
(One to. All) © 

Gates Ave. 
1st half (18-21) 

Ruloff & Bilton Co 
Kelth Wilbur 
Wally Sharples Co 
Gallarint A Sis 
(One to fill) 

24 fat (22-24) 
Hungaria Tr 
George Lyons - 
MeManus & Hickey 
Lights & Shadows 
(One ‘to fill) 

' Kings. (1 
Les Ghezzis. 
Kaye & Sayre 
(Three, to: fill) _. 

46th 8&t. 
- Ist “holt (18-21) 
Joe Mandis 8 
Si Wills - 
Ray &-Rose Lyte 
Alexandria & Olsén 
(One to . fill) 

24 half e- 24) 
Dora Early Co 
Hiddie Leonard Co 
Misher & Hurst 
(Two to fill) 
Metropolitan (18) 

Stickney’s Circus - 
Fullmer & Wayne 
Billy Farrell Co 
Georgie Price 

0 
ist half (18-21) 

Van Cello:& Mary 
Joe Termini 
Tights & pghadows 
(Two t 

. 2d ware” (22- 24) 
The. Briants 
‘Deyil’s Circus 
Joe Laurie Jr 

(18) 
Lou Holtz 

Dolores Eddy & D 
Pearl Twins 
(Two to fill) 

- Premier 
Vat half’ TAB: ay: 
Kanazawa. Tr 
Bob Nelson Co 
‘Grace Smith Co, 
(Two ‘to: alt) 

2d half (22-24) 
Etta Reed . 
Rogers & Wynne 
Sol. Gould Co. 
Carr Bros & Betty 
(One to al) my 

NEW YORK CITY 
_ Chester 

1st half (18-21) - 
Lydia Diaz — 
Buddy Doyle & H 
Jack & K Spangler 
Bow'ra & D'lamotte 
Senorita Alcanez 

2a half (22-24) ; 
Heras & Wallace 
Orville Stamm 

Marlo’ &. Lagarin © 
‘| Harry Kahne . 
Francis.& Wally | 

Loew's 
[Sheldon Heft & 
Reynolds :& White. 
Raym'nd &-Caverly 

“Dora Early Co 

‘| Sally Irene & Mary 
Gallarini & Sis 

The - DuPonts 

| Wil J Kennedy Co 

_Fortunello & C’lino 

Duke Ellington Orc | 
riental ; 

“AKRON 
Loew's (18) 

Les Jardys : 
Romaine & Castle. 
Jack Jania Co . 
Caits Bros ~ mo 
‘Carl Freed Orch 

ATLANTA 
Grand (18) 

lArchie & G Falls 
“Ted & Al Waldman 
Jane & Kath Lee 
Toney & Norman 
Ann Pritchard Boys 

- BAY RIDGE 
Loow’'s 

1st half (18-21) 
Carr. Bros & Betty 
Zelda Santley Co 
Fisher & Hurst . . 
.Braille-Pallo Rey 
(One ‘to fill) 

2d halt (22-24). 
| Prank Wilson 
‘Wally Sharples Co 
Robbins & Jewett 
Billy De Wolf Co 
¢One to All). 

BOSTON 
Orpheam (18) - 
Silvers. 8. 

Snow. oni ohm bus. & & i 

qasy - 
&L 

Trixie Peiganza,. 
6 Lucky Boys |. 
CORONA, L. Ke 

: Plazas. 
" 18t half (18- 21). 

6 Juggling Nelaons 

Harry.Hayden Co. 
McManus & Hickey |’ 
Joe Rea Night H’'ks 

2d half (22- +24) - 
Olvera ‘Bros - * 
Clark -& Smith 

(One. ‘to filly : 
_ BV. ANSVILLE 

Loew’s (18) 

3 Rah Rah Girls 

Joe Darcey 
Signor..Friscoe Orch 
‘HOU TEX. 

. State: (18) 
Dave ‘Harris Co ; 
(Others to fill) - 
JAMAICA, E. I. | 
Valencia (18) 

Runaway 4 
‘Teddy Joyce 
(Three to fill) 
JEBSEX CITY 
Loew’s (18) 

Carl. Emmy's. Pets 
Alleen Clark — 
Ivan Triesault 
Payla_. 
Gus Alexander . 

CITY 
Loew's (18) 

4 Ussems -- 
Ross Wyse Jr Co 
Edgar Borgen Co 
‘Emil Boreo , 
Watson Sis 
MEMPHIS, ‘PENN. 

State (18) 
Dresden China Unit 

MONTRE : 
Loew's ( . 

Milton Berle Unit 
NEWARK 

. State (18) 
Alf Loyal's Dogs © 
Fielder Harrtet Co 
Coscia & Verdi. 
Gracella-Theodore. 
(One to fill) . 
NEW ORLEANS 

State (18) 
| ea & Jen. Rooney 
Dixie Hamilton 
Smith & Hart — 
Les Gelles — 
Benny Barton Co 

_ NORFOLK, VA... 
- State . (18) 

Jerome & Evelyn 
Jack North 
Geo'D’Ormonde Co 
Demarest. & Deland. 
-Hughie Clark Co . 
RICHMOND, WA. 

Loew’s (18) - 
‘|wa & Lee Travers® 
Billy Beard . 
Jack Sidney Co 
(Two to’ fill) . 

ROCHESTER — 

Grace ‘&: 
All Girl Show - 
(Three te cue 

USE 

Sim Magore & Fal 
Jack Norworth Co 
Harry Del 
Roye .& Maye Co 
(One to fill) 

TORONTO 
‘Loew's (18) 

Angel Bros 
Chas & Lil Girard 
Hooper. & Gatchett 
Frank Conville 
Big. Parade Person 
WOODHAV'N, Lf, 

wi 
ist half (18-21) : 

Hungaria Tr._ 
Bernard & Towhes 
Devil's Circus 
(Two to fill) 
- 2a-halt: (22 24) 
Van Cello & Mary — 

.| Zelda: Santley Co 
Mayo & Lynn. 

-| Happiness . Girls 
One to fil any” 
xO Ne 

- Yon 
Ast’ halt wets 21) 

The: Briants 

1 Gordon: & Walker 
Tracey & Hay Co: 
-€Two to fill) - 

. @@ half (22-24) 
Yan Fancles - 
(Others. to fill) 

_ || Bob..Carter, &. Gina. : 

Weaver Bros 
Home Folks: 
(One to fill) . 
2a half (15-17) 

Lane Osborne & C 
Paut Gydell & S 
Chas B'nningt’n Bd 
Halt & Pillard 
Sylvia Clark 

. . Collseeum 
1st hale (13-21) 

‘ 

(Two t 

: Mangean Tr 

4} Gulu MeConnell 
‘| Ruth Roye .. 

Esther. Ralston Co ‘| Joe Mendl 
.: | Hurst & Vogt ° -| Jean Carr : 
- | Lockett. & “Pag Billy House Co 

24 half: (23- oa). Bobby May. . 

-| Faber Lehr :Co.. 

; wim. Seabury Co. - CHICAGO 
Heras: & Wallace. Hoya Palace (18) . 
Orville Stamm ” dat halt” (is: =21) 6 Davillos © 
Weaver Bros & Phillips | 7 Chesleigh & Gibbs ; 
Home Folks 3 Jests. ‘Natacha Nattova °. 

| Billy House Co -': 

1Ted Lewis Orch 

Dixie’ 4 
Any Family 
Ruth Ford: 
Ted Lewis Orch 
(One to fill) : 

. 2d half (22424) 
‘Aileén .& Marjorie. 
Ewing Eaton. . 
Taber Lehr Co 
Corinne | Tilton . 
Chinese’ Whoopee . 

2a half (16-17) 
Hill Biilies' - 
Jean Carr 

SS 

° (11) 
Geo Herman 
Gene & M Moore 
‘Roger Imhoft- 
Ruddell & Donegan 
CorEds - ~ 7 

BOSTON 
Kelth-Albee (1a). - 

Armstrong Broa - 
ELulu McConnell Co: 
Rich & Hart. 
Larry Rich & Gang 
(One to atl ; 

Patricola 
Kitchen Pirate 

| Bert Walton Co 
Jean Rankin Belts. 

.. 325th Street 
1st half (18-21)- -- 

3 Rhythm Boys 
Roslyn &. Green 
Russell & Caffery 
{Twa:to fill) 
ga half (22-24) 

Bert & H Skatell 
Corday &. Anager . 
Marie Decomba — 

Chas Ruggles Co Kay & Darr Eno Tr 
Lilian: Morton —. Local Gir, May Wynn &. ‘Sonny 
Hatt_& Herman: 2a helt. (16-17). Douglas Wright Co. | 

: Blat Street... Local Girls _ Wilton - & Weber 
. lat half (18-21). Dancing - McDonalds Robert BR uipley 
Will Higgie. Co to Emma Wark Harvey B Alo. 
Roy Rogera_ . ‘| Ada’ Ayres Hippodrome (i8) 
Lita: Gray Chapiin | -| Bvans & Adams Lane Osborne & C 

| Manny King Co- Palace (18): Sydell.& Spotty 
Joe Jackson’ _. 

| 2@ half (22-34) 
8 ‘Rangers... 
Ruth Gordon Co 
Barry = Whitledge. 

Chas ‘Benn’gton Bd 
‘| Willle West & McG 
Brennan & Rogers 
Clayton -J’kson &'D 
‘Odette ra tine . 

Enoz Frazere - . 
.| Foster Fagin & Cox 
‘Chinese Whoopee -: 
Shipman & Fleéson 
Ken Murray: | 
‘Jerry Coe & Broz. 

Roger Imhoff Co - 
Al Trahan... 
‘(One to fill) 

qi 
6 Davillos- 

‘| Cardini 
Odette Myrtil . 
Chain & Conroy 
White .& Manning .” 

CALGARY 
Grand (18) | 

4 Clrillo Boys ~ 

fll) - 
“2a half (ib- 11). 

-Lou Cameron’ 

‘Paula Paquita & re 
86th Street. |Corinne Tilton -. Monica & A ‘Skelly 

Jat half (is 21). Clayton J’kson & D Soote jbonders 
3 Melfords- we Riverside 
Saranoft. & OR'rke “Ast hai? ¢ ‘(8- ty (one “to all): 

Harrim’n Swan & L |: 
Harrison & Dakin 
Irene Bordoni - 
Luster Bros 

2a half -(22- ~24) — 
Ruth Ford | 
Lina: asquette Co. \ SU 

(One. to fill). ‘| Herbert Faye - 
2d halt: (16- 17) | Senorita Alcanez 

‘Wm Groh .. (One to fill) ayy: 
Rexola: Bros_ 
Snoozer Jr 
Lee Twins: -. 
Jack Pepper. . 
Medley & Dupree 

Joe Jackson: ‘2a halt’ (15- 17) 
Nan Halperin 4 Chevaller Bros 

Courtney | Sis. 
Toto.. ... a 
Harry. Howara Co 

Herb Williams. co 
- OU8th Street | 
ist -half '(18-21) 

(One to. fill) -. : 
2a halt: (22- 24) 

6 Danubes’ - 
Cora Green 

' -| Saxton’ & Farrell . 
Stan Stanley. Co. 
Glenn & Jenkins Co 
“2a halt. Q2- -24) 

Bob.Hope Co. .- 
.Webb Entertainers 
Harry Holmes Co 
Van & Schenck 

J Dakotas 

‘Lime 3. _ 
Brady & Welln . 
4 Diamonds 
Harris & Radcliffe | 

| ‘Ben Bernie Bad. 
| Blossom Seeley. Go | 
Jimmy Savo - . 

State Lake, (18) 
‘Helena Justa & C. 
Bvans & Mayer 
Henry Santrey Ba 
(Two to fill): . 

(q1iry 
Songs & Steps 
Walter Dare Wahl 

CHE NINO . 

PUBLIX TOUR. 
Sept. 4,-.1030 

Dir—LEDDY &. SMITH | 

Rhapsody in Silk - Vox & Walters — 
Bobby. May Danny Small Co Roy. Cummings 
Szite .& Anis _| Smythe’ & Bisler | Marveltone 

2a half (15-17) Joe Jackson wT ‘OINCINNATI 
‘| Happy Harrison Co | Barry & Whitledge ‘Albee (18) 
Millard & Marlin | Dance: Parade. 6 Jansleys'— - 
Bstelle ‘Taylor Co’. 2a half (16-17) O'Neill & Manners 

Nancy Gibbs -Co 
Roy Cummings . 
Butler: a Co 

11) 
_Mijares — 
Boyd Senter 

Thelma Deonzo Co 
King & McIntyre; 
|Geo ‘Wong. Co: 
rAnger & Corday. 
Bob Albright -Co 
‘Dane & Alvin Gis . 

Don Galvin 
Elizabeth Morgan 
_____ Fordham 
Ist halt (18- Baie 
4 Jacks & a ‘Girlle 
Danny Small.” 
‘Estelle Taylor Co : BROOKLYN Danny Duncan Co - 
Paula Pa uita &.C Bob Hope. : . 
(One to Al - Albee. (18) Ledova - Kitchen Pirates. 

Corbett & O'Brien 
(Three: to filly 

3 Small Bros 

1) 
“2d reat (22- -24)0 

Dixie 4 
Wilson & Dobson 

OLEVELAN 
105th Street 

‘Mr & Mrs Peto 1S) 
Miller & Wilson 

ine 0 to Als-17) | Billy House Co Dany ee 
3 ‘Melforas | Bobby May Frabell Frolics 
dors Green . (One to: fi) (11) 

Harry’ J Conley “Co -Bushw. Don Cummings - 
Harmony Girls. 
Maryland Colleg’ns 
Jerome & Grey =: 
Russian Art Circus: 

‘Palace (18). 
Ilorence Richards’n. 
‘Harris & Radcliffe - 
Blossom Seeley Co 
Jimmy Savo — ; 
Mijares — 

‘Jed Dooley. Co 
Johnny. Pastine Rev 

Franklia 
ist half (18-21) 

Murand & Girton: . 
Cora Green * 
Dave Férgurson Co 
‘Bage Egan Redh’ds 
Herbert ware 

| Luster Bros 
2d half (22- -24) 

Jean Carr. Co 
‘Marle DeComba 
Dougias Wright Co | 
Rogers &: Donnelly 
Manny King Co 
Glenn & Jenkins 
‘ga half (16-17) 

Ewing Baton 
Anderson & Burt, 
Saranoft & O'’R'rke 
‘Rich & Hart 
Larry Rich Friends 

Hamilton 
-ist half (18-21) 

Harris & Claire 
Primrose Semon 
Ruth Gordon Co 
Harry jioward Co 
8 Ran 
‘ 2d halt (22-24) 
Roy Rogers 
Fiske O’Hara Co 
Burns & Allen 
(Two to filly 
2a half (1¢- 17) | 

3 Allisons 
Wilson & Irene 
Wilson & Dobson . 
Bobby Folsom 
Tiny Town. Rev 

; Hippodrome (18) 

lat halt’ by 21) 
Chevalier Bros 
Jas Coughlan Co 
Dave Manly 
Tom Kuma Co 
(One to fill)’ 
2a half (22- 24)" 

Francoise :_Denam're 
{Don Cummings _. 

'| Saxton -& Farrell 
| Weston & Lyons 

3 Arts Rev 
2a half “(s- 17) 

3 Belmonts 
. [Monty & Carmo 

‘| True to the Navy 
Jean. LaCrosse 

| Tom Howard 
Mualcana 

Kenmore (18) 
Red Donahue Pals 
Millard & Marlin 
Bobby_Folsom 
Hérb Williams 
(Ono to All) 

mee! 
3% Arleys 
Dixle 4 
Burns & Allen 
Ted Lewis Orch 
(One to fill). 

Madison 
Ist half (18-21) 

Harrim'n Swan & IL 
Harrison & Dakin 
Irene Bordoni . - 
Robles & Hamilton 
(One to fill) - 

2a-half (22-24) 
| Mangean Tr 

| Myra -Lanford 
Geo K Arthur Co 

|Sandy Lang Co. 
Chesleigh & ‘Gibbs 
Jarvis & Harrison - 
‘Jack Osterman. 
Siamese Twins 

DENV ER 
Orpheum (18) . 

.Carrie & Eddy 
Brems F & M Bros 
Mildred Hunt . 
Flo Lewis 
Sawyer & Bday 

) 
Marinelli Girls 
Goss & Barrows 

+ Pollack & Dunn 
Harry Holmes 
Alphonse, Berg . 

FLUSHING 
Keith's 

Ist half (18-21) 
Alleen & Marjorie 
Ewing Eaton — 
Corlnne Tilton 
‘Chinese Whoopee’ 
(One to fill) 

2d half (22- 24) 

aly Roy -| (Two to filly © 
Odiva * Seals ed halt (16-17) 

pe Sth Bailie Romas. Tr 
“The ess f Sete 

(One, to: Any ; | May. .Questelie | 
Any Family 
Corbett & O'Brien 
Off to Butralo 

Prospec . 
lst. half ere “21) 

Mazett! Lewis Co 
Gerard & Marlo 
Datgon' - . 
Eddie Carr fe 
(One to 

2a halt (oo 24) 
Tom. Kuma 

= | Etta Reed Co 
Jas Coghlan Co 
Bert Walton 
Musicana - 

2a halt (15-17) 
| Foley & -Latour 

Fiske O'Hara Co 
Stan Stanley — 
Serova Rev - 
Herr Hoffman Co 

AKRON 
Palace (18) 

Golf. lends... 
(Others fo, Ot), 

Murand & Girton . 
Murray & Alan | 
Bather Ralston :Co. 
Harry, Howard, Co 

| Lockett & Page - 
| 2d halt (16-17) 
“1 Harrim’n Swan & 

Harrison. & Dakin 
Irene Bordonl.. - 
Herbert Faye Co 
‘Luster: Bros — : 

JERSEY | CITY 
State 

- Ist: halt: (18- -21) 
Monde & _Carmio 
Jean La Crosse 
Lovejoy. Dancers 
(Two to fill) 

2d half (22- -24) 
Dotson 
DeLong & Renard 
(Three to fill) © 

| @a half (16-17) 
’ | Bddle Minett! Co 

a——=Oarl rranay-C 
Cardlft: & Wales 
Wells & 4 Fays. 
Inez & Kivette. 

KANSAS CITY 
Mainstreet. (18) 

Doin’ Things 
(Others to All)” 

Helena Justa & C 
Irene Rich Co ~- 
Freda & Palace 
Petleys 

. (One to -fill) 

(11) ° 
Rhapsody tn Silk. 
Cuby” & Smith 

Elizabeth Brice Ca: 
Rulz & Bonita Co 

| Buck & Bubbles 
Willie West & McG 

Jefferson 
Ist half (18-21) 

Rhapsody in Sill 
Lou Cameron Co . 
Chas § Timblln Co 
May Questrella 

woney arent © 
G Orl . 

2d halt (22- 724) 
Stolen Steps 
3 Jests . 
Toby Wilson Co- 
Ford & Watson. 
Nan Halperin 
Jack Wilson.Co . 
Kikuta Japs 

2d half (16-17) 
Gi'ria Lee & R Bros. 
Martinett & Crow 
Kerr & Weston Co 

Harum Scarum, 
Loma: Worth 
Marty May 
12 O'Clock: Rev 

Proctor’s. (18) 
Frank Viola Co 
Tabor &: Green 
Johnny Downs ~ 
Gene Rankin Bells 
(One. to fill) 

‘| Fran 

4 Maldie & 
Jr Durkin 

Inc, 

, PATERSON, | 
~ Kel 

1: Sooesiaieeat Gen 

Wednesday, January 15, 1980 ; 

LOS ANGELES 
Hilistreet (18) 

La Salle & Hack’ 
Blood & Thunder 
Florrie La Vere. 
Chamb'I'n §&- Himes. 
6 Brown Bros 

7 Aly 
Kelso Bros 
(Others to fill) 
M'KEESP 

_ Harri 
Bob Hall. 
(Others, MD 

‘Ted Schwab Co . 
Easton & Howells 
(Three at fill) - 

MO. L 
’ Imperial (18) 

Wiison Kepple & B: 
Dainty Marie 

Gaby 
Plicer & Douglas 
“(One to. a “ 

Norman: eT homas oe 
Ray. 

Besser &. ‘Balfour - 
(One ‘to AD 

MT, VERNON . 
Kelth’s . — 

"Ast half (18-21) - 
Revel Bros &.Red 
George Beatty 
Toto. 
Rogers & Donnelly, 

‘(One to fl Hn. 

BONDS FOR INVESTMENT 

17 Witlam St. NY 

3a. half - (22- 24)/ 
‘Cunningham: &C Co 

‘| Chevaller: Bros © 
Tom Howard Co. 
Bob Albright Co” 
On, Wah Tr 
2a halt: (15- -i2), 

_|4 ‘Phillips | 
‘TThe Rangers 

| Chas ‘S: Timblin Co 
Kane & Bilis 
The Dance Parade 

_NEWARKE. 
‘Palice ‘(18) 

‘| Enos: Frazere 
‘| ‘Jerry Coe & Bros 
| Chas Ruggles Co 
Maxine Lewis . 
Harry. Carroll Co 
a - yy: 
The Del Ortos 
Fred Leightner Co 
Esther Ralston 
Pat Henning Co 

{| Crystal . 3 
_ NEW ROCHELLE 

‘Keith's - 
Jat half (18-21) 

Micahua 
Harrington Sis 

/ Tom .Howard.Co - 

2a half (22-24) - 
| Revel Bros.& Red 
‘Nancy Decker — 
Toto: 
Kane & Bilis. 
Jack & K Spangler 

‘2@ half (16-17) - 
Tinova & Baikoff 
Ashley Paige 
‘Billy. Main Co a 
Williams & Delaney 
4 Jacks & Girjle . 
ON ORTH ADAMS 

Kel 
2a half 1 ~24) © 

James Pierrot - 
Silver Flashes 
(Three to fill) 
‘2a half (16-17) 

-Feancie & Frances 
Ross .& Costello 

1 Ella Bradna Co 
| DeCoster & Gridley | 
Carney. & Frazer . 

; OAKLAND 
Orpheum (8). 

Tilis & La. Rue 
Curley Burns Ge 
Fritz & J'n Hubert . 
Eddie Pardo. 

‘ Beeheos & Rubyatte 
(11) 

“LaBalle & Mack 
Blood & Thunder 
Florrie, pavere. 
Chamb'!l'’n & Himes 
Brown, Bros 

HA 
eum (18) — 

: Mateo Girls 
Goss & Barrows 

| Pollack & Dunn 
Ward & Van 
Alphonse Berg 

q11) 
Doin’ Things 

|JI C FPiuppen. 
(Three to fill) 

OTTAWA 
Kelth’s (18) 

Maidie. & Ray 
3 Blossoms 
Nathal 
Besser & Balfour 
Norman. Thomas 6 

(il). 
Margie Hallick Co 
4 Pals 
Dalton & Craig 
Swartz & Cilfford 

J Liazeed Arabs 

‘OFFICIAL DENTIST TO THE N. V; A. 

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL 
. 1560 BROADWAY oo 

| This Week: Mrs. Harry Romm, Mrs. Wayoe Christy 
a 

N. J. 

Ist wet rie 21) 
Myra Langford - 
Dan Coleman — 
Chabat & Tortonl 
Gitz’ Rice . 
(One ‘to. fill) 

2d half (15- 17) 
Robin & Hood 
Wally & Zeller - 
Mason & Keeler 
Rddie | “AOL 
G & P Magley 

PITTSBU RG- 
Harris (18) 

6  Telands 

(Three ic fill) 
PORTLAND 

RKO Yantages (18) 
Gaynor & Byron 
Fulton & Parker 
Olsen. &. a 
ATwo_to fill) {Tv0._.toy fl 

.| Hal. Neiman 
Yred Sylvester. 
Ray & Harrison 
Dance Fables 
Ruby Norton 
‘PBOVIDENCE 
Keith-Albee (18) 

Eno TY 
Lane & Lee 
Tiny Town Rev - 
Wilton & Weber 

‘! Tom McAuliffe - 
SF qf) 

' | Barry & Whitledge . 
‘| Cunningham. & C:Co 

Morton & Arbuckle~ 

. 

HOWARD SLOAT 



” Home Folks .: 
One to fill) 4 

. Slamese, 

RKO Pantages aay 
Jack Major . 
Leavitt & Likwood 

Mildred Hunt . 
-. Pla Lewis. 

e Marcos Cadette:.6 > 
Pena to fill): (One to. tll)” 

SAN FRANCISCO |: 24 halt (22-24). 
Golden Gate (18). Tort, & Dolly. Ward. 

. Odds. & Ends + Co-B : ne 
° (Others to fill). -. | Sid Lewis a 
- Pa 1): aa ‘Tlazeed. Arabs | 

» Tilia: & Le Rus - | (One 6. AID: 
. Cunly Suns. Co . 2a heit (15-19). 7 

F & I Hubert ; James Pierrot Co | 
Eddie Pardo ©. Melino & Davin ~ . 

‘Wednesday, January 15, 1980 

Schepp’s Circus. 

Two to fill) 

carte Rad Carrie . y. 
Brems F & M Bros 

Sawyer & wady JAN DIEGO 
Kelth’s (18) 

3 Daveys_ 
Yates & Lawley. 
Morris & Campbell 

ESTES 
’ Apnearing at the 
CAPITOL, New. York 

Thi k Jan. 10 . 
_ pirection BAM BAERWITZ: 

, - . - —— 

Cardin! 
ae mn Co 

ain onroy 
White & 

qi) 
Wilson Kepple & B 
Glad Moffatt ‘ 

& Manning 

O'Donnell .& Blair 
Frank Gaby 

& Dougias 
NTON 

Capitol 
Ist half (18-21) 

8 Blue. Steppers 
Jack Conway Co 
Bob Albright Co. 
Samaroft © Sonia 
(One-:to fill) 

‘2a wee (22 24). 
4-Phillips.. 
Chas Measlnger Co 
Billy. Batchelor Co 
Raynor Lehr Co 
(One to fill) 

2d half (16- 4) 
. ‘Danny ' Small! 
Toby .Wilson Ge 
Hrnest -Hiatt' ~ 
(Two. to fill): 

_ TROY. 
*. ‘Proctor’s 
1st half ore a4) 

Wm Ebs 
Chase‘ & Latour. 

‘T Rudel .& Donegan. 

JONES: 

“Beehes & Rubyatte 

= (One. to sill): 

” “Margie -Hallick. Co 

SORENECT ADY- 
Kelth’s —- 

ist -half (18- 21) 
‘Tom & Dolly Ward 
Co-Eds -° 
Sid Lewis ~~" 
Kikuta Japs | 

2d half (22-24) 

“Chase & Latour, 

7 (One to fill) 

" Murand -& 
.2d: half: (15-17) 

Girton 
‘Ray & Nord 
Mercedes - — 

; RnytOpAT. 

i Paviey Oukrainsky 
-, Nash. & Fately | 

- “The Wager. 

Cavaliers 
. OKANE | 

Orpheum (18) . 
Lee 2. 

’ Jack ‘Pepper 

- Petleys 

‘Irene Rich Co 
‘Frede & Palace 

‘: Songs & Steps 
. . GL) 

. Lubin Larry 

. (Two to filly 
“SYR. 

. Ryan & Nobdlette 

Morgan & ‘Sheldon 
Taps — 
LE | SEATT. 

‘Orpheum (18). 

Wm & Joe. Mandell 
Owen McGiveney 

qa 
The. Digitanos _ 
Derickson & Brown 
Powers. &. Jarrett : 
Stuart Pe ‘Lash 

Medley & Duprey . 
Snoozer Jr° 

(One to iy. 
med! 

Healy: 4 Cross 
Block : Sully, 
Ken Cittety 
Alexander .Sis 
‘Howard's Ponies 

ST, LOUIS 
' Keith’s 18) 

Brady & Wells 

‘Dakotas oo 
ry & A 

Cilfford:: & Marion 
.Henry Santrey Bd 
(One to . fill) 

. &P.. PAUL 
"Orpheum. (18) — 

The Great Rolle. 
Walter Dare Wahl 
yx & Walters 
4 Diamonds 
‘(One ‘to: fill) 

-. (LLY 
Pickard & Seal 
Howard & Newton 
Teck Murdock Co 

ACUSE. 
Kelth’a. Ti3) | 

Md Collegians 

T'mpest & S’nshine 
-Jim McWilliams 

‘Wright- Douglas .- 

‘Dan Coleman: Co 
Johnny Downs = 
Kikuta ‘Japs 

“UNION HILL 
+: Capitol. 
Ast. half: (18-21)° . 

Jack. Clifford. Co ° 

3 Arts Rev 
“| (Ewo. to fill) 

2d halt (22-24) 
| Monde & Carmo 
Lovejoy Dancers _ 

_| (three to fill) 
2a half (15- 17) 

Monge Tr 
Taylor &.Bobbe 
Grace’ Niles Co 
Glenn & Jenking 
Pirate: Queen: 

VANCOUVER 
Orpheam_ (18) 

‘Alexander Girls 
.}| Ken Christy Co 

Healy & Cross 
‘Block & Sully 
Howard's Ponies 

) 
Wm. & Joe Mandell 
Owen -McGiveney 
The Wager 
Palvey' Gukrainsiy 
Nash .& Fately 

WHITE PLAINS .. 
» Keith’s 

‘ast half (18-21) 
Ada Kaufman Girls 
Nawahi & Capers 
Bert Walton Co 
Burns & Aller 
Peter Higgins 

2a half. (22-24). 
-Ada Kaufman Girls 

| Ernest Hiatt ~ 
Hatt & Herman 
Patricola  . 
Peter Higgins 

2a half (15- 217) 
Ada Kautman Girls 
Charm 4 
Pickard & Pal 
Raynor Lehr Co 
Peter Higgins 

WINNIPEG 
Qapitol 18) 

6 American Belf'ds 
Howard & Newton 
Teck Murdock Co 
Bin Robinson 
(One to. fill) 

11) 
4 Cirlllo Boys 
M & A Skelly 
Scott Saunders 

Ist haif (18-21) 
The Dance Parade 
Ernest Hiatt 
Toby Wilson Co 
Kane & Ellis 
3 Londons 

2a half (22-24) 
Micah ue 
Rudell & - Donegan 

FISHER and GILMORE 
African Theatres, Ltd. 
Johanneshurg, South Africa 

Rhythin 4 & Taps: 

-,, Lovejoy. Dancers 
Clara. Howard .. 

_. Miola Dana Co 

owers & Jarrett 
' Derickson & ‘Brown 

TORONTO 
Hippddrome’ (18) . 

Margie Clifton co 

' 1 Crockett’s M't'ra 
Rae.’ Samuels 

| Joe Young Co 
24. half..€16-17}..... 

Gold. & Ray 
‘T Joe Mendl 
Raymond Bond Co 
Barry & Whitledge 
W Higeie & Girls 
YOUNGSTOWN 

“* Keith’s (18) 
Harum Scarum 
Le Paul 
Jack Usher 
Marty May & 12 

o'Clock Rey 
(11), 

3 Black -Aces 
ONeill & Manners 
Flo ‘Richardson 
Evans & Mayer. 
Francois Densmore 

“Fanchon and Marco 

. Fox (17) . 

“Speed” Idea .. 
Blaok Cat Four . 
Cal Norris Greyh'ds 
Parker & Mack 

“len ‘Burke 

BRIDGEPORT 
Palace (17) 

Gardens" Idea 
late Bros 

Maffa & Mae 
Vina Zolle 
Cure Nazzaro 

“wat melon Blues” 
Mammy & Picks 

‘| Loulse & Mitchell 
‘Ted Ledford - 
Southern Steppers 

BUFFALO 
Lafayette (17) 

“Drapes” Idea 
Frank Melino Co 
Jerome Mann 
Dorothy Kelly 

DENVER 
Tabor Grand (21) 
“Baby Songs” Idea. 

+ “Kiases’”’ Idea 

| Helen Aubrey 
Mabel & 

‘|-Wallen & Barnes: 

‘|:David Reece _ 
Sherry . Louise 

Jack & B Welling. 
“T Lucille Iverson 

Levins & Ricard — 
LOS ANGELES §: 

Overtures™ Ides: 

‘| Arnold Hartman . 
J: NEW 

1 “Jazz ‘Cinderella” 
‘| Mae Usher — 

Penn Pennington 
iiler & Marx 

Rose "Valyda 
Pearl Hoft ... 

DETROIT 
Fox (17) 

Joo & J: McKenna 
Will Cowan 
B Flat 4 

Marcia. 
Mitzi. Mayfair 

Dave. Hacker — 
. NO. 

 Wilso: 
‘lat halt - 16-18) 

“Desert”. Idea. 
Ha & Morton Beck 
Muriel Stryker : : 
Cropley & Violet. 

5 Manuel’ Lopez 
Carla Torney Girls 
GMEAT FALLS. 
; Grand (21) 
“In Green”. 

‘| Moran &. Weston. 
Franklin Record 

| Way Watts &.A-. 
Doris Nierly.. 

HAR’ RTFORD. 
+. Capitol (17) - 

“Serna nnotoates" 
Keravaeft 
Lamberti 

Franklin & Warner 

Everts & 

“West Coast (18) 
“very” Idea’. 
4 High Hatters 
Ay Meyer : 
Goetz & Duffy 
Betty Lou Wobb 

“Egyptian. (16) 

Edison & Gresory: 
Toots Novelle. _- 
Harry Rope. 
Huft & Huff. 
Helen Hille 
: 'MILWAU KEE. 

‘Wisconsin (17) . 
“Accordion” Idea ; 
Burt & Lehman 
Theo & Katya 
Nat Spector 
Mary Price - 

‘HAVEN . 
Palace (17). 

Roy Rogers 
Pauline: Alpert 
James Gaylord 
Albert Hugo 
Adair. & Stewart 
Billy ..Randall 
NIAGARA By 

Strand 
1st:half (17-19) ° 

“Columns” Idea 
Rome &.Gaut 

. Niles Marsh ‘ 
Billy . Rolls. 

— 

‘Romero Family  ~ 

Fox (17). 
‘“Int@natinal™ 

Osaka Boys: 
. SAN 

| Maxine. Haniillton . 

BACRAMENTO. 
Senator ‘ay 

“Uniforms” 
Armand & Perez 
Ruth Hamilton’ 
Joy Bros 
8 Shore & H Moore 

SALEM, OBE. 
Hisinore (18). 

“Carnival Russe’ 
| Countess : Sonia 

Alex. Sherer’ Bekefi 
Russian Sunrise’ a , 
Sam. Linfield | Co 

-- ” Fox . (16) 
‘Manila ‘Bound"”’ 
H & F.Seamon | 

Stella Rovel 6 
SAN FRANCISCO 

Idea- 
Markell & Faun 
‘Fredrico Flores : 
Mignon Laird - 
Billy Carr 

JOSE. 
California 

2a half. (19-23) 
“Desert” Idea. - 

| Bd & Morton Beck. 
| Muriel Stryker : 
Cropley .& Violet _ 
‘Manuel. Lopez 
Carla. Torney Girls 

TTLE . BEA’ 7 
Wirth Ave. 18) 

“Black & Gold Pe 
.4 Kemmys . 
Arnold Grazer 

§.:Gob 
|: Chas Rozelle a 

i) Lorris.& Fermine * 
Miles & Perlee 

: J ohn: Vale 
_ ST. LOUIS. 

“Far Hast’ Idea 
‘Frank Stever - 
Helen Pachaud. — 

‘Ruth Kadamatsu 
J¢ oan Barieate 

‘Orpheum ay) 

& .Ames 
‘Benny & Western: 
Marvel 
‘Cushing & Hutton 
‘Tea & Frances. 
Prank. Masters 

UTICA 
Gayety . 

24 half (19- -21) 
“Golumns” Idea 
Rome & Gaut 

‘| Niles: Marsh 
‘Billy Rolls . 
‘Maxine Bvelyn 

* Dorothy Henley 

EXCLUSIVELY DESIGNED. 

SBEN ROCKE 
1632 B'way, at 50th Sts N. Y. City 

ma sine Evelyn 
a :sthy Henley 

OAKLAND 
Fox: (17) 

“Hot Dominoes” 
Les Klicgks” . 
Dexter 
PHILADELPHIA 
--- Fox (17) 
“Sweet Cookies’’ 
Eva Mandel 
Jones & Hull 
Roy Loomis 
Bobbe Thompson ~ 

. PORTLAND | 
Broadway (16) . 

“Let's Pretend . 
Tillyou. & Rogers 

aaa 
ATLANTA 

Kelth’s (10) 
Tom Davies 3° 
Germaine, & Shell’y 
Val Harris: 
‘Margaret Morrell 
(One to fill) 

BIRMINGHAM 
‘Ritz (19)"° 

Honey Family 
Angus & Searle 
Frank Devoe” 
Irene Vermillion Co 
(One to fill) 

OHARLOTTE 
.. Orpheum 

2a half (21-23)- 
St Clair Sis & O’D: 
Henry J Kelly: 
A & F Stedman 

| (Two. to a 
DALLAS, 
Mihajeatie eis 

(Others to a. 
FT... WOR 

yratontio. a 
Carr ‘Lynn. 
‘Wheeler &” . Morton 

| Texas Comedy 4 
Stop Look & Listen 
; (One to fll) : 

VANCOUVER * 
Strand (20) 

‘Jazz. Temple” 
Wally Jackson 
‘Jora Schiller .- 
Gus Elmore 
Sylvia Doree 
Temple Beuuties 

: WASHINGTON 
Fox (17) 

"Up in.the Afr” 
Walter Nilsson 
Neil. Castagneli 
Joan Knox - . 
Laddie La Monte 

EST 

“Feminine Follies” 

HOUSTON, TEX. 
Majestic (17) 

Lottie. Atherton 
Lemarr & Boyce. 
Lyte! & Fant 
MeLallen & 
(One to fill): 
MIAMI, OKLA, 
Majestic . (17) 
2a half (15-17) 

3 Lordens - 
Peggy. Eames 
‘Wm Desmond Co 

. Orpheum (18) 
Princess Pat 
Saxon Reed & K 
Parker Babb .Co 
Pressler & Kiaiss 
(One to a 

Orpheum. (17) 
: Colleano Family 

Count Bernlvici Co | 

Px 

Al. K Hall - 
UCT wo. to fill) 

Cc c'D'R RAPIDS, IA. Farge & Richards . 
- -Jowa 

1st half (19- -21) 
Lime’ 3 
Claudia, Coleman. 

‘ Mascagno sy : 
5 Honey 

2a halt wien ~25), 
Rose’s Midgets 
(Three to fill) 
DAVENPORT, IA. -| PAS apitel (18) E(one“to-nily 
Princeton & Renee 
Stanley Rollickers 
DES MOINES, IA. 

Orpheum 
tst?halt (19-21) 

Rose's Midgets 
(Two to fill): 

Qa half (22-26) - 
Rexola Bros 
6 Honey Boys. , 
Powers & Wallace 
EW’ NSVILLE, IND. 

Victory . 
aa half (23-25) 

Opera vs Jazz. . 
Al Thela Little Rev 
(Two to fill). 

Ist half (19-22) 
Jack McBride Co 
Marveltone ’ 
John Steél 
‘Picchlani Tr. 

2d half (23- 28) . 
Wilton. & Murphy 
Joe Freed Co 
(Threo to fill) 
LND’POLIS, IND. 

; Lyric (18) 
Little Pipifax Co 
Grace Doro 
F & J. Rinehart 
Waltman’ s Clown't's 

.Falls Reading & B 
Joe Christy Co 

| (One to fill) 
MEMPH 

| MLW? 

aaNet 
[Jack Birchley 

Fox (7) S|. 

M Sanami Co." | 
12 M yecke & 2 Queens. Willard Singley Co. 

| “pnru-the Gates” 
‘| Lewis & 

| Harry Stockwell - 2 

GARMENTS. FOR. GENTLEMEN. Hale Beyer Orch - 

.| Moss & Fontana 

| Le Roy Smith Ba’ 

7 Wells & 

& Sarah 

(One to an) 
LONDON, 7, CAN. 

Loew 
‘its half 20-32) 
O'Connor Family 
(Two. to. fill) 

2a half (23-25) 
Lohse & Sterling 
Georgie Hunter 
Paul Yocan Dane'’rs 

ADISON, WIS. 
Orpheum 

Ist half (19- 21) 
Marcus Show No 1 - 

2a half (22- 25). 
Tex McLeod. 
Spirit: of. Minstrelay. 

Is, ‘TENN. 
salt iprpheam (28) . 

(Others to. nn) 
KEE, 

Riverside (18) 
Mildred Andre. Co 
Pickard &. Seal... 
.Pat- Daly Co: 
‘Harry. Hines oe: 
Manning & Class 

S, MINN. 
ith Street. 

Corey & Mann 
Wylie’ & Young — 
Palm Beach Girls 
Neos ENN. 

Serna & Dean .. 
| Lonesome Club- 

| LeGrohs - 
-(One to. fill). v 
 BOCKEORD, : ILL. 

Tex McLeod © 
Anternath “Rhythm 

‘JOLIET, oe 
Rialto * 

Ast. half (20-22). ° 
Jimmy Allard Co . 
(Two to.fill)) | 

24 half. (23- 28)" 

John Steel 
, ‘(One _ to’ B11) 

7 ‘Ast half (19-21) - 
| ‘Badle Dale €°. Jo: 

van.” Fauntleroy & 

—s 
‘Gallant's - 

B & M Johnston - 
Elinor. Kerr . 
‘Cardell Twins 

1. Casanova 
Ruth Htting. 
Ramon: & Rosita. 
li Rosenthal Ba © 

-‘Clab Lido - - 
‘Libby Holman 

‘Bobby Brook Bd. 
- Chateau Madrid . 

‘Al Shayne - 
Pat Harrington _ 

| Georgia Paine. . 
.| Anthony. Trini. Ba 

~ Richman 
‘Morton Downey - 
.Bankoff & Cannon 
‘Connie Clayton” 
Abe Lyman Bd - 
Harry michman ‘ 

Connie's’ ‘in 
Swan &* Leo. ; 
‘Jazzlips Rich’rdson’ 
Leonard Harper Rv 

‘Cotton Club 
Dan Healy Rev . 
Leitha Hill - 
Daly & Carter. - 
Henry Wessels 
Mordecal a 

‘Taylor 
‘Mildred Dixon . 
Madeline Belt | .- 
Johnson's Jubilee 

Singers 
Washboard Serena- 

ders 
‘|Cora La Reda 

Everglades 
Le Roy Prinz Rév 
Hddie Davis 
Fawn & Jordan 
Frances Wilson 
McCunn Sis 

Bernie Adler 
Eddie Jackson Bad 

Ambassadeurs 
Esther -_Durnell . 

‘| OKLAHOMA: CITY | Thelma Villard 
Louis Stover . 
Isabelle Gerhardt . 
Jimmy Noone Bd 

_ Beau _Sfonde_ 

Lillian Barnes’ 
Jean Gail. 
Natale & Darnale- 
Sal Wagner. Ba 

Black Hawk 
‘Coon-Sanders Bd | 

Cinderella 
‘Hank Liskin Bd 

Coffee Dan 
Frank Shaw 
Johnny Tobin Ba 

. College Inp . 
“Lioyd Huntley Bd. 

Colosimo 
| James Meo Ba | 
Snyder & Watton 
Rose Lane .. 
Jean Jordon. 
Angelo De Soto: 

Cotton Club 
Lucino Venable 
Mal Allx 
Walter Barnes - ‘Ba 

. Frolics 
Jack Waldron 

Misa Harriett 
Edith*sMurray 
Loomis Twins 

Lace 
. Ast half (19- 21) °° . 
‘|The Meyakos'' . | 

, Bobby & Kin 

| Brown & 
Frances. White Co ~ 

| Grauman Hess & vo 

-‘Frankle. McCoy 

Duke Ellington Bd 

VARIETY 

Geo Broadhurst Co 
(Ome to fill) 
. 30 half (22-25) 
Dillon & Parker ; 
Ben Marks & Bthel 
(Three to oA) 
SHEBOY@’ 

ysan 
' let halt 8-19) 
Spirit of Minstrelsy 
Herbery G & V 
(Three to fll) 
SIOUX CITY, IA. 

Orpheum . 
1st half (18-20) © 

Rexola Bros 
Talent & Merit, 
Dillon & Parker . 

| (Two. to. fill) 
80, BEND, IND.. 

. Palace 
Ist half (19-21) © 

Fauntleroy & Van. - 
* | Raith Grifith Co - 

Joe Freed Co | 
(Two to fill)” 

.2a half. (22- 25) ° 
‘Marcus Show 
(Others te BND . 

8ST. MO... 

- 1st helr't (8-21). 
al Zimmy & Boys . 
(Others to fill); 
7 2a half (22-24) © 
| Vietor Oliver : 
Frances Kennedy. 

‘| Grauman meee & v 

yeAN- : 

; ly: called Royal Animated Pictures, 

(Iwo to fi 
| WINTS® 

lat halt (20-32). 
Lohse & 8 erling 
George Hunter: — 

MH) 

‘Paul Yocqan- ‘Dancers 
2a half (28-25) 

O'Connor Family 
. A(T wo to all) 

2a: halt: reread 26) 
Gibbs. - : 
eos Revels: 
‘Jones & Jones” 

N, WIS. : 

: rentals. 

| had a record week end, in all cases: 

| day: every place was packed. Carl- 

‘1 Danger” and. “Splinters," respective- 
Jly, turned thousands away. 

British Film Field 
(Continued from page 1) 

product on the ‘market to get flat 

; Holiday. Business 7 
- Due to the Christmas. holiday 
‘falling midweek, also to stronger 
programs in the ‘West End, theatres 

topping their gross for. _ the same 
‘week last year. — 

Boxing Day, Friday, and: ‘Satur-. 

_ton' and Capitol, with “Welcome |: 

Alham-. 
bra pulled. well with. “Atlantic.” 

-Fire Tragedy 
Ola year closed with one ‘of . the 

worst disasters ‘on record, the fire 
.in the booth at. the: Glen Cinema, 
Paisley, Scotland.: 
‘The theatre is an ‘ola hall. former: 

‘and. Was at one time a temperance 
institute, It was lighted with .coal 
gas, and when the panic began the 
‘exit doors were apparently ‘locked. 
and most of the. children. were ‘suf 
focated by gas... : 

Fire itself was of ‘grnall’ account: 
and involved one can of film in the 
‘booth, goon put. out. _But the chil- 

| dren - stampeded because. -of . the 
ee smoke, and: ‘piled Up, @. dozen. deep. at 

| the doors.: 
..Paisley is’a poor class town not 

| tar out of Glasgow, and alt the kids 
were from the laboring class. Man- 

‘WAUKEGAN, ILL. | ager was later arrested and charged 
Geneses © 

“tet half (19-22): 
& Wells 

‘2d half (28: 225). 
‘Mascagno 4 
Fauntleroy &: Van 
Jimmy. Allard” Co 

“|! which. they will stop,.and the boys 

YORK | 
[Rete Rayne 

Tira. Kewin 
Marie. Regan - 
Joey Chance Ba 
es Am) leurs 

‘| Clayton, Jackson, 
‘Durante & Bd 

Oakhland’s Terrace 
* | Buddy. Kennedy 

WIL. Oakland's 
Helen Seville 
Ada Winston: 
Peggy Bolton 
‘Kay Green. oe 
Joe Storacy .. 
Rosalle “Wynne 
Dot Crowley. 
Shirley. La Mar 

Rev 

‘| Loretta Flushing 
Mildred Lorraine . 

| Landay's Ba: : 
Paramount Hotel - 

DuVal 4 
| Roy Ingraham Bd 
‘Plantation Clab . 
Eddie Rector 

| Eddie Greene 
Josephine Hall; 
Alma Smith 
Méekka Shaw 
Joseph Attles 
Pete & Peaches 

; Lackwood Tewls" 

Chiver Slip 
Dolores Farris 
Beth Miller 
Vivian Hall 

| Blanche & Elitott 
Ruby Shaw 
Earnest Charles 
Small & Lewis 
Ford & Truly 
Ben Pollack Bd 
Village Nut Club 
Loule Dolgoft 
La Belle Rose’ 
Hauser Bros 

- Albert . 
Jack Bloom: 
Bob -McLionala 
Gabriel 

CHICAGO - 
Alabam Buddy Howe - 

EarL Tucker |Louls Sales Bd 
Kal Al Hult $ Garden Allah 
Dale Dyer. . Castles 

Eddie Clifford 
‘Cecil. Lehman 
Babe Payne 
LLew_ Lewis. Bd 
Golden Pamp 

Benny Strong 
M Sherman Bd 

Green MIN 

—~:]-T_Guinan_&_Gang__ _—-Statements—alleged- by: the--police- 
~My. Cellar. 

‘Charlie Rose . 
| Joe. Monnone Bd — 

Petrushka 
George Nelidoff 
Claude -Avrey 

‘tInna .Miraeva 
A Arateloff 
M Marusina 
Geo Stcherban Or. 

woman are said ta have been living. Stables - 
| Singing Waiters 
Johnny Dodds Ba 
-Berrace Garden 

Dusty Rhodes. Ba 

‘Triangle 
Ray Reynolds .. 
Jimmy Green Bd | 

Tarkish Village 
Freddie & His. 

Parodlan Bd |. 

Uptown ¥illage 
Eddle yarzoe Ba - 

7 Varsity 
“Geo. McQueen | Al -Handler- ya =--shown=bythefirst-two-years”bal= 

Vanity Fair 
Riek & Snyder . 
Keith Bucher's Fd - 

ASH’S ORIENTAL RETURN. 

Chicago, Jan, 14. 
-Paul Ash js tentatively slated for| the development 

a return week at his old stand, the| COMpany laws call for a profit and 

Oriental], beginning Jan, 24, 

“—1.| government. . 
these are. not - legal . trade. phows 

within the: méaning of the act and. 

7 against Powers’ Cinephone here, al- 
leging infringement of British pat- 

..» | mumbered 455. . 
{ Rt. Hon, ‘Winston Chiurchili, ‘for- . 

| writing a series. for. the “Daily Tel- 
egraph.” 

‘| company to make talkers. 

| prietor Crodon Street. Cinema, 

| Hardy are further charged with 

. offered to find someone to burn the 

’'|} exploded and partly blown off. the 

with culpable: homicide on the. count 
of locked exits. . ; 

Bits of News. 

views made te the Board. of Trade 
by exhibitors are likely to have. that 

‘department ' declare 

‘do not count for registration. After 

can all go home some nights... 
‘Western Electric has issued a writ 

ent 275—1917, covering the. push-pull 
amplifier. 
‘the end of 1929 in. this. territory, 

mer Chancellor of: the Exchequer, is 
back from an. American tour ‘and 

Says about Hollywood and 
film production “principal charac- 
teristics are hard work, . frugality 
-and discipline.” - “Shares. Chaplin's 
opinion . favoring. ‘Silents “against: 
talkers. |. 

Metropole, new 2, 000-seater ‘at. 
Victoria and alongside: the Victoria 
Palace (vaude), opened Dec. 27. 
‘Built by. Phil Hyams after the com-'|1 
._pany formed to develop the site got | 
stuck for dough through unsuccess-. 
ful public issue of stock. 

Warners’ “Gold Diggers,” . playing 
. the Regal theatre, grossed more 
than “Singing Fool,” which held for- 
/mer house record. 
M-G’s “At College,” at the Empire. 

Paul Kimberley, head of Natfonal 
‘Sereen Services here, sails for New 
York Jan, 10. 

Sascha Geneen,..-who' megaphoned 
“Sleeping Partners” for Par, is over 
‘here ‘and is to direct “Comets” at 
St. Margarets. A ‘song and. dance 
show with Billy Merson, Elsa Lan- 
chester, Charles Laughton, Flora le 
Breton, Rex Evans, the Plaza-Tiller 
Girls and. Albert Sandler’s band in 
the cast. 
‘Arthur Maude has registered a 

Alleged Incendiaries _ 
Paisley fire has made a highlight 

of the trial of Frank Royiance, 
l= 

ton, with Willlam Rogers, traveler; 
Johnathan Hardy, insurance agent, 
and Richard Coles. .They are 
charged with. conspiracy to set fire 
to the theatre, and’ Rogers, Cole and 

doing ‘so. 

to ‘haye been made by the accused 
show Roylance was introduced to. 
Hardy for raising a. mortgage on 
the theatre, 
stuck, and Hardy is said to have 

house for $750. 
Eight: children and an invalid 

“In rooms ahove the cinema, and 
when the fire occurred. the police 
found a drum of gasoline which had 

roof.. Coles was discharged . and. 
other. three ‘committed for trial on 
ail ; 

. Pro Patria Balance 

“Talkers weré blamed for results 

ance sheet of Pro Patria, Ltd., pre-. 
sented at the meeting Dec, 30. A. E. 
Bundy, presiding, said a policy of 
caution had averted disaster and the 
company had weathered the storm 
Balance sheet shows a debit balance 
of over $125,000. 

Pro Patria’s business {fs still in 
stage, but new 

loss account, in which the company 
shows cost of film ‘production as a 

|-buses, . 

: [money on a week... - 
‘Protests against’ midnight. pre- have. to“ be shown: plenty before. 

Ww, E.'s. installations: at‘... 

Held in, as .is: 

| Garrick, St; Louls. 

ro- | 

but. the negotiations | 

‘Hecured creditor for $209,700, 

St 
SS 

BUS HOSTESSES 
: \ 
(Continued from Page 1) 

racket. It’s a new one around New 
York: but ‘said. to be an. idea which. 
cropped up in the sauth. 

Hostesses are delegated to ar- 
range trips and in. general enliven 
the ride for the customers, with uke ~ 
SONES. ... 
Some of. ‘the ‘gals’ already booked: 

have been recruited from side street 
speaks in Times Square, with ap- 
plicants being. given from -15 to 30 
days to arrange: parties desirous of 
taking the ride to the Floridas. 

- With — the. few lines established - 
leaving. with more than half empty - 

the hostess gag has: been. . 
adopted to stimulate trade.. 

Solicitation of passengers: ‘is not 
compulsory upon part. of ‘the. girl 
applicants but helps lots in getting 
the. berth as well as a liberal cut.on 
the. trips ‘gold by them, which go 

}from $35 to $50 each way. ; 
Some of .the more enterprising 

hostesses: are working ‘the’ personal. 
columns’ of the dailies. with blind..: 
advertisements. as’ means. of getting: 
prospects : for the. Florida’ busses. * 
“Some of. the, dailies already on to 
the subterfuge through -investigat- 
ing, have closed their columns to: 

jthis sort ‘of. advertising when even 
slightly questionable. In“ most in-.... 
satnces | the.. bus companies. have © 
been holding the bag financially for... 
the daily ads but only after the girl. 
has convinced them of her quality 
as.& go-getter. . 7 

“With dailies exacting. ‘top’ rates. 
for - insertions in - their personal 
columns, ‘the advertising’ Yuns “into: 

Bus operators 

going for this. high pressure ‘sales-. 
man. (or saleswoman) stuff stuff. 

‘Mutual Wheel 
. (Weeks of Jan..13 and 20) _ 

-Bare ‘Pacte—L: 
; 

‘Jamaica, N.Y. vrte, Bridgeport: 20, Fox, 

Best. show. in own—H,. 5 oo: ret §n Te &a Apoito, N. 

0." Big Revue, 

_ Bohemians—L, O.; 20, Gayety, Boston. 
og wary, Burlesauere — Empress, Chicago; 

20, aeague Buntele. ~ Columbia, Cleveland; 

cbtpedyay Scandale—trving 1 Place, N, YT. 

‘Cracker ‘Jacks—New Empire, 
Plaza, ‘Worcester. . pres Atbiny; 701" 

Dainty’ Dolle—Colontal, Utica: 20, L. 0. 

ase Stak ween 
Pench ees 43-15 Lyrte, Allentown; 
10-16, Orpheum, ‘Reading; 20, ‘Star; Brook= - 

YFrivoliti Plaza, ¥ pralvs eg— Worcester; 20, Casino, 

Get "Hot—Fox, J . ¥. 

aot A oo an maton 
MGinis’ trom the -Folliee—Hudson, Union : 
Cu Tom Happen e cuyety, spaitmore | 

Girls in Blue Stan Brookdyns. 20, Colum- 

pieeno Parce-Gayety, Boston; : 20, Modern. 
Providence. . , _ , 

20, Irving ma 

’ 

High -Flyers — Orpheum, -P 
Hudson, Union Cfty. , atereon; 70, 
Findu. Bellos-Gayety. 2 Brooklyn; 20, L. O. 

mi vu » Ow “ weeaztim evue—L, 0.; 20, Gayety, Mil 

quuddiing Kutles—L. 0.3 20, Howard, Bos- 

Laffin® “Thru — State, . Bpringficld; 20, 
OT hee ere 

schief Makers—-Gayety, Scranton; 20-22, 
Lyric, Allentown; 28- 2b, Ocpheum* Riadlos! 
Moonlight Maids—Grand, Hartford; 20, 

Lyric, Bridgeport. ° - : 
Moulin - Rouge—Mutual, Indianapolia; 20, 

Naughty Nifties — Ga r 0, 
Empire, Toledo. « vety,.. Detroit; 20, 
Nite Club Girle—Gayety,. Buffalo; 20, Co- 

lontal, Utica. iat 
arisian F ppere—Trocadero Philadel- 

‘hia : 20, Ga ety, Balti ore. ‘ el: 
retty’ Babies—Empress neln 

Gayety, Loulsville. P ¢ natls “90, 
Puss Puss—Academy,: Pittsburgh; 20, Ly, 

ceum, Columbus, 
ecor reakers — Howard Bos ony: 

Trocadero, Philadelphia. - .. ‘ 20, 
Socia] Matds—Gayety, ‘Milwaukee; 6, Tom 

| Prese, anicngo. L . 
pee tls. Lyceum, «Col 8; 

-Lyric,;--Dayton, -- wee an umbu _ _ 
‘Sporty Widows—Casino, Boston; 20, State,. . 

Springfield. ; 
Step. Lively Girls—Empire, Newark; 20, 

Orpheum, Paterson, - 
Steppe Show—Gayety, Louisville; 20, Mue 

tual, - Indianapolfs. 
Sugar Bables—Modern, | .20, + 

Galety, Scranton. - 
Take a Chance—12-15, roles hi 10-18, 

Schenectady; 20, New. Empire, A any. 
Tempters—Columbla, ‘N.Y, . 

Wedgeway; 23-25, Schenectady. 
, Wateon Show—Gayety, Kansas cy: ‘20, 

Wine, Woman and Bong—Garrick, oe’ 
Louie; 20, Gayety, . Maneas Cit ye 

Providence; - 

“aebit ttem of rather more than $2,- 
500,000. Revenue from distribution. 
and sundries {3 $228,757, and maturi- 
ties from the. date of the balance 
sheet (Sept. 30 to Dec. 15) are $101,- . 
"620," Which doesnot: fipure=in “the 
accounts, 
Compiny.has an issued capital of 

$3,000,000 in $1.25 stock, which is at 
present queted at around 30 cents, 

British Instructional Filmis, Ltd, 
(Bundy's producing Company), is 
shown on the. balance sheet as a 

Pre- 
liminary expenses of issuing com- 
pany are $26,245, under 10%, and a 
favorable comparison with many of.- 
the, 1927-8 flotations, a 



“VARIETY. 

~ BURLESQUE REVIEWS: 
TAKE A CHANCE 

(MUTUAL) 
“Take - 8 “Chance” ds an ‘all-around: : 

lively cantata for what's left of bur-| 
lesque, and a vast improvement over. 
-its ‘twin. -“Crackerjacks.” “Charlie: 
‘Fox has produced both, - with | the 
“former laying: an egg: and: ‘this one. 
‘ringing. the bell as a snappy ‘fun, 
- Gong and dance’ show. 

Patterned in revue formula, ; ‘the 
show stands: up ‘through ‘differen- |. 

.tiating from: most. of the routiners. 
that spot their ‘show: in. first: half.. 
This one. has..an equal balance on 
‘comedy and numbers in.. both ‘di- 
visions,.with plenty of doings all the 

- time right“up to the finale.. Comedy 
-is' nothing.. to. write home about, 

_ Mostly “all. veteran bits. ‘threabare 
from usage, -but. there’s. no pension 
‘for old gags in burlesque. ' Yet. the 
comics :. do. more. with the. ‘oldboy 

blackouts and skits here than. most 
‘ of the -wheel.:muggers and laugh 
stabbers have been doing. | . 

. ‘Max Coleman, doing Hebe, carries. 
‘. the ‘comedy burden and gets better 
‘results than usual out of the famil- 
‘far wheezes and situations. Johnny. 
‘Goodman makes a capable supporter 
as. red-nose bum, getting- laughs: 
when . given an opportunity” to}; 
spréad. himself, but more. or less. 
“shunted to background in favor -of |: 
Coleman. The: latter. has most of 
the ‘laughs of" the show - ‘through 

-<cbeing., ‘spotted. in: practically every, 
- gkit and ‘blackout... > 

. The femme contingent. are there 
M aplenty with all the requisites for 

burlesque, and -makes. them count. 
-Ina-Thomas,. vivacious blonde with 

’ plenty::to-:look at, is. co-featured. 
with Coleman, and cops everything, 
. A corker.on number handling and 
“has..a° teaser menipulation | ‘system 
that's.all-her own. ‘Gabby Fields ‘is 
a likeable ingenue who knows. her 
burlesque’ ‘and: gets’ plenty ‘of value. 
dn. anything .she does, . Marion 

> 

O'Neill, attractive brunet, is second}. 
ub with the show, and outwrig-. 
g the rest of them, while ‘Tiny 

Huff, classy blonde, is an attractive 
“ingenue and good stepper, |. 

The chorus is there 40 ways with 
_ pep, vitdlity: and . animation . that 

,° Sends numbers over. with a can't- 
‘maiss zest. Plenty..of attention paid 
“to the song scenes and. group en-. 

- ‘gembles lifts” the numbers beyond | : 
routine spacers, as in’ most: of the |- 
wheel shows. through lack of ani: 7 

ne ' mation upon part of. the girls. 
choristers deserved a great big hand 
and.got it. - 
Several atandoyts in’ bits. were| 

“Over There,” a -war. trayesty 
worked yp for plenty of comedy and 
“Jazz Opera,” which gave the prin- 
cipals ‘ard chorus an opportunity to 
display better than average choral 
harmonizing... An all-around show 
and not rough; either,. but. one -of 
those things: that can be: blued to 
-order when _hitting the’ mining 
towns, . ; “Eedba. . 

CANDY SELLING STOPPEI 
IN: EMPRESS, CINCY. 

Cincinnatt, Jan, 14. 
Prize candy selling has been 

atopped at the: Empress, here, -by 
order of City Manager-Sherrill. -- 

-House plays Mutual wheel Bur- 
lesque shows. , 

Candy selling in the Mutual wheel 
houses is a concession. 

Hired and Ignored 
_ Recently a Spanish organization 

- rented Minsky’s 126th Street for 
Sunday, said to have given. the 

-., ¢Minskys $1,500 for the privilege, and 
“2 the Mutual attraction, ‘Bare Facts,” 

“shad to ‘stick around all day doing 
only. two numbers, . 

_.... With the_renters wanting. to give 
‘their own. show plenty of play, the 
-traveling’ attraction is subjected to 
their assignment,- And with a $1,500 
“pickup the Minskys are. not so par- 
ticular who goes on, 

Stock i in Montreal 
Montreal], Jan. 14, 

"Stock - burlesque ‘went in| this 
Pweek at the Gayety. : 
_-Company has. Joe Rose, walter 
‘Brown,, Tommy Moran, Florence 
“Naomi, Isabelle. Van, Frances| 
.Browning,, Morris <Perry, Carl 
Bowers, Alma Montague and others. 
-Rose is featured and staging the 
shows_with Paul Kane directing 

SS 

the musical numbers. 

Managers Change 

Joe Leavitt has been replaced as 
manager of “The Burlesque Re- 

: vlew” 
Namara, 

» The . latter left “Pugs Puss” to 
join the other show, with Lou Reals 
sent by the New York Mutual of- 

ee to manage “Puss.” 

|has had better shows and will Prob- 

pire” bit as buildup for Tangara. 

112 years, 
’ ‘house over on a 10-year :leasé and 

| Artie Leeming with the stock at 

tthe City, New York, 

(Mutual), by. Charles Mo-| - 

_TEMPTERS 
_ (MUTUAL) oe 

«pempters”’. is: just atiother - rou-- 
‘tiner for. Mutual that may go. heavy: 
in the: rough: spots of the wheel but 
far from okay: for the better stands.. 
Monday. night there ‘were plenty. of 

layout, Charley Burns, producer, 

ably jack this one up. 
“Tangara,” featured femme, ‘is 

flash for looks: on the semi-strips, 
but: that’s all. Flo: Trautman; in-- 
geriue,- has. looks: -and gets her num- 
bers over, while’ Midgie Brandon, 
soub, looks a.bit too hefty for the | 
‘assignment, yet grinds. well enough 
‘and reads-nicely in the skits. ‘Dolores’| 
Ryan and Helen Miller comprise re~ 
mainder . of ‘the femme principals 
with little to do and.get by. - 
Art Mayer and. Tommy -Miller are 

a -hard-working ‘brace’ of. comics, 
with the latter having: the. edge as] 
laugh getter and with neither having 
any good ‘material ‘to work: with. | 
‘Charles Schultz and. Harry Howe 
alternate as straights and spot @ 
‘song ,and ‘dance double. that: gets. 
over, 

Comedy. is: “weakest ever, 
“Dan Magrew” burlesque by Mayer, 
Miller Schultz, Howe, Misses Traut- 
‘Man and Miller depended upon for 
standout and better than : the rest. | 
Nearly. all stock. stuff such. as: “Vam- 

-and the comics, “The Gorilla” only- 
other --bit . provoking “a . chuckle. 
Skits-and- dialog roughed plenty here 
but most died inside the foots. _ 
’ “Tangara”. spotted” m7 couple .of 
teasers in both. divisions of the show 
that excited somewhat, but too much 
stalling on ‘the earlier number les- 
sened expected wallop. As soon as 
these teaser. manipulators learn that 
smart mobs won't go. for nine or ten. 
encores before the punch, ‘better re- |’ 
‘turns will follow. — . 

Good ‘production, © scenically and 
from a costume angle. Chorus, hard’ 
workers ‘and jookers putting ‘zip: in 
the numbers. Better book with some: 
original and punchier blackouts: is: 
needed badly here. | Edba. 

5%, of Gross for Rent 
Of Chi House—Barlesque 

> 

. Chicago, Jan. 14, 
Far northside got. its first. bur- 

lesque- stand, when Harry Evans }. 
opened the Chateau Saturday. It 
had been closed for some time. 
Evans jsan old vaude performer, 
formerly of: Evans and ‘Pearl, and 
has had some ‘experience in produc- 
ing musical stuff. Evans is. paying 
practically nothing for the house, 
getting. the theatre from M. Fox, 
owner, in. return for 5% of the gross. 
House: has had a varied career for 

Ascher ‘Bros. took: the 

‘Gleaned- up with vaudfilm. When 
their lease expired, vaude was cold, 
‘so they quit, - House. seats 1,600, 

| ” Burlesque Changes 
Max Fehrman_ has - supplanted 

the American, New York. 
‘Midgie Gibbons has _ succeeded 

Annette Daley with “Moulin Rouge 
Girls.” 

Ernie Mack closed with stock at 
with Sam 

Mitchell going in. 
Johnny Goodman with 

Chance. ” 
Don Killarney has replaced Ed 

Larry with “Step Lively Girls.” 
‘Johnny Gold$mith has taken over 

“management of the Mutual show 
“Moulin Rouge Girls”. operated by 
Joe Catalanos — 

“Take a 

‘this ‘week, 
‘Lorraine closed last. Saturday with 
Eddie Aiken and Artie Lioyd go- 
ing in. as supplanters. on Monday. 
Bobby Randall and George Carroll 

“thave also gone-in. — 
“Boots” Rush- sidetracked her en-| 

Pagement. to join stock at National 
Winter Garden, New ‘York and in- 
stead hopped into “Best ‘Show In 
Town” (Mutual) this: week. Miss 
‘Rush replaces Reba Mulvey, who 
quit the show to return to vaude. 

CITY SOUBRET HELD OVER 
Connie St. Clair, featured runway. 

soub with the stock at, the City, New. 

announced.- Instead, she has re- 
newed her contract with house for 
another 10 weeks, 

Back -to Lebanon 
‘Lebanon, Pa., Jan. 14, 

Mutual -burlesque, after ’a long 

in this city’s theatre fare.. 
started’ in the Auditorlum, 
Attendance fair, so far. 

It' | has 

-. |THE MANAGERS PAY, | 
NOT THE CHORUS GIRLS| 

as formerly. 
walkers out-at the Columbia, prob- | ¥ 

vably due: to’ the oldtiminess of ‘the: 

‘ments ‘on: principals: did the chorus 
casting gratis, but with the situa- 
‘tion: as it. is now they have been 

arrangement and: are: setting Ate 

‘the City, “New York, is not staging |— 
dirty burlesque shows nor was word 
‘passed by. him” to roughen up: the 

with. ; 

Several changes in line-up of the. 
“stock at City,;New ‘York; ‘went in| 

Paul Ryan and Eddie 

.| association. 

-York,..49.not..leaving_this..week_as_|. 

‘lapse, has been given a place again 

‘Burlesque ‘casters, getting. calls 
for. choristerg from both wheel 
shows. and out of town stocks, are 
now demanding a set fee per ‘girl 
from - ‘the: producer rather than the 
commission : from - the girls: placed 

When the business.¥ was better the 
casters . “getting exclusive place- 

compelled to-revert to the head tax 

Denials for City 
Take. Mr.. Mansbach’s word for it 

performances there. : 
‘Mansbach denied chorus girls had 
walked out on’ him but added that 
they walked by request, He dis- 
claimed_ knowledge of any ‘proposed 
stock in the. Empire, Brooklyn.” 

- Detroit's Stock: Flop 
/ ie» Ohfeaga; Jan. 4. 

Bis: stock burlesque policy. at the 
‘Times ‘Square. Detroit, a flop, . Alex. 
Schreiber: was in: ‘town’ last. week 
dickering. with. the ‘R-K- 0. local of-. 
fice. for -vaude bookings.. 
‘May. use: thrée acts ‘on 2. Split, 

augmented. by ‘house -soub and 12 
girles with band ‘in : pit. 
.Jack Dempsey. went into-the house 

last Saturday, for ‘two weeks. 

‘Brody’ Ss. Show. or 
“Oriental Girls” » ‘closed on the 

Mutual wheel last -week. 
The show was Sol Brody's. first 

on the. wheel,.dropped because of 
priority of other producers. cr 

‘Mutual at ‘Present ~ 
With: recent elimination of poth 

Shows and starids, the Mutual bur- 
lesque . circuit: to date comprises 43. 

shows. -and .39 playing weeks. 

season, — : 

OUT, ‘BACK BY. OPERATION. 
La - Villa Maye, ' burlesque soub, 

out for 10. weeks after. undergoing 
an operation, rejoined .“Puss Puss” 
(Mutual) in former. assignment of 
featured soub on. tour last week, . 

: Miss Maye had figured a longer 
rest, but hopped in when. Buster 
‘Sanborn, substituting,, was. forced 
out to undergo an. operation for. ap- 
Pendicitis, 

Dainty. ‘Dolls. Out 

the Mutual circuit. 
Its. Columbia,..N. Y., date for 

March 2 has been cancelled and as- 
signed to “The Burlesque Review.” 

Key and Chain Radio 
Los Angeles, Jan. 14. 

James Dobbins, owner of KEGR, 
Long Beach, is attempting to or- 
ganize a chain of small radio sta- 
tions in. Southern California, with 
KEGR as the key station. , 

> 

Specht’s Majestic Hour 
Paul Specht goes on. the Majestic 

Hour (Columbia chain) with: two 
band. units. 
He will also act as general musi- 

"NEW HUDSON 
(Continued from ‘page 53) 

Hudson lease. And: Max has to sell 
the tickets and keep some of the 
youngsters from . slipping between 
the doors. _. 
‘Now, Max is a pretty shrewd cus- 

tomer. Despite the police card, 
brand new and all that, he mistook 
his interviewer for a representative 
of the child labor law, or protective 

Even a day nursery, 
because.the squawks were plentiful 
enough to drown out the phono- 
graph orchestration. 

It's this way with the Hudson: 
new for the past seven years since 

for the eight years before. 
‘The house has to take in a cen- 

tury a day or flop. 
must have wiring in order to get the 

sions which the .larger producers 
are publicizing as turned out for 
Just such tiny indies as Max fire 
plain pediculous,’ Yet where is the 
mazuma coming from? It’s his 
question -to some: philanthropic’ 
Hays. . Waly. 

A 

This number is expected to re- , 
main intact until the close of the 

‘Dainty Dolls” is ‘dropping | from 

cal. director for the. commercial.” canes 

“Max and hiS gang took it-over; ola] 

Max knows it. 

big names, because the ailent ver- 
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‘photographers during ° the nuptial 
cruise in a 38- footer, _ 

Astor for $3,000 because she: tripped 
on steps. She claims her career as 
a singer was interfered with. by the 
injuries. sustained, 7 ; 

, National: Board of “Review hotly 

‘| ing body. 

_Arthur ‘train, novelist, asked in- 

films. He. has a serial’ novel: ‘under 
the same title.” _ 

‘Mabel ‘Kelly, dancer, 7 was murdered ; 
in the- ‘Hotel Remington, Carlos 
Benato, homeless Porto Rican, was 
held for :the Grand Jury charged. 
with. the deed. 

.Hélen- Hayes ‘denies that: she wil 
quit the stage. a, 

Some’ historic dataswas publicized’ 
by Fred FI. French, who will build 
an 83-story office building on ‘the 
present site of the Hippodrome the-: 
atre. This whole area was once part: 
of. “commons” on public ‘land, and 
when a parcel of ‘it' was finally. ‘sold 
in 1828 the part that Fred F. Erench: 
paid $7, 500,000. for sold; for +1, 500. : 

Describing himself as a “gurprise” 
| delegate to the London Naval. Dis-. ¢ 
armament Conference, ‘Will Rogers 
sailed on the Bremen to '“fix things 

big powers. 

.Bleanor - Steele, whose papa is a 
partner of J. P. Morgan, is going 
into opera.: At least as far'as “The 
‘Magic Flute” production, by Brook- 
lyn Little Theatre Opera Companys 
is concerned. 

merstein, ' erandson of Oscar," 
Dorothy Underhill . Storms, 

| profegsional, was announced. Ham- 

.to 

Wonderful Night. ad 

LOS ANGELES 

With Sally “O'Neil, his’ sister ana 

‘Feb.' 20 when his ‘case, charging 

come up for. hearing ‘in: Superior 
court, © 

‘Arguments ‘ on the appeal of ‘Alex- 
ander Pantages, convicted of attack+ 
ing Eunice Pringle, willbe heard-in 
me District: ‘Court: of Appeals, Jan. 

Separate. maintenance suit of 

weeks. It has been impossible to 
: [locate Mrs. Isabelle. Major: alleged | ° 

corespondent. 

“Mary Pickford appeared in court 
‘at a hearing over. the $90,000 inher- 
itance tax levied against her moth- 
er’s estate. . Miss Pickford claims 

be deducted, as it was levied-against 
amounts she earned held in trust. 

| by her mother. *— 

Chester M, Franklin, ' 
sued for divorce by his wife, Mildred 
A. franklin, on grounds of. cruelty 
and neglect. Asserting her husband 
makes $10,000 a year, Mrs. Franklin 
asks $375 a-‘month alimony and a 

y ‘share in “community property. 

After a. “warrant “WAS issued. ‘for 
his arrest, Francis X,. Bushman, Jr, | 
appeared in traffic court. and paid a. 
fine of $5. 

_.. Two..giant. four-ton. sea elephants, |. 
|on. exhibition at the Bimini plunge, 
[engaged in a terrific battle and had 

to be subdued with hose and nets. 

-Hilda Deesy,- Hungarian. 
actress, filed a cross-complaint in 
answer to her husband, Roy Har- 
low's suit for an annulment of their 
marriage. She claims that. Harlow 
dissipated | her money and property 
amounting to $25,000, and asks for 
an additional $25, 000 by way of 
punishment, 

Superior . - Court Judge Keetch 
continued the $180,000 heart balm 
suit brought by Dolores ‘Salazar, 
dancer, against Ferdinand ‘Pinney 
Earle to await. the arrival of more 
depositions from Earle, who is in 

mitted that he and Miss Salazar 
had lived as man and wife, but de- 
nied that he had ever: asked her to 
marry him. — 

The Federal Grand | Jury. re-in- 
dicted Dr. I. Jesse Citron, Holly- 
wood physician, awaiting trial on 
charges of selling narcotic prescrip- 
tions to Alma Rubens, pictures, on 
$1 counts involving the same trans- 
actions. 

Winifred Gaynor. “sued the | Hotel 

jon a liquor. ‘possession charge. — 

denied Canon Chase's charges that]: 
they are not af unfettered review- 

junction against Tiffany ‘using the. 
-|title “Paper Profits” on-one of: its. 

up” for the anxious. statesmen. of the |: 

“Engagement | of Theodore Ham- 

non- |: 

‘merstein igs stage. manager: for “A: 

‘|{man’s case. 

principal witness away, Jack Noonan 
‘was: granted a’ continuation: until} ~ 

burglary in Ted.Lewis’ -home, will. 

Olive Ann Farnum against William] ~ 
‘| Farnum has been continued for two | 

that $38,000 of this. amount’ should | 

director, | 

jover films for several years. 

‘film . 

‘France,-~Barle's-first-deposition-ad~+}- 

Dr, Citron is accused of! 

— 

News of the Dailies 
(Contnued from page 49) 

\ 

giving Miss ‘Rubens 31 prescriptions 
fin less than -40 days,. — 

Municipal Court Judge Turney. . 
issued“ a warrant for the arrest: of . 
Art Acord, pictures, who ‘jumped a.. 
$1,000: bail bond while :waiting. irat 

6. 
warrant’ was sent. to Nogales, Ariz., 
where Acord. was: last. seen, 

Carmel ‘Myers, piotures,. ‘nartowly 
‘escaped serious ‘burns’ when. her. 

‘| limousine, in which she was riding, . 
caught fire and. was completely. de- a 
stroyed. Do 

: Superior. ‘Court Judge Wilson sen~ 
tenced. Tdward Kavanaugh and his - 
wife,.Mary, to from two to 15 years. 
in San Quentin for the: ‘robbery. of © 
the United Artists theatre in which - 
$12,800: was. stolen. Judge. Wilson: 
refused to order an examination of 
Mrs. Kavanaugh to. determine. the 

‘truth of ‘claims that. she is an “ee? 
pectant mother. “ 

“Ruth Roland was. granted a ‘pers - 
mit. by the city council to operate 
@.miniature golf course on. her’ 
‘property: at Carthay Circle, : 

Art ‘Acora: was found. ‘guilty on. a 
Mquor’ possession ‘charge and fined 

| $150 in Municipal Court. ..Acord, sald. 
-he “was broke and was given (24: 
[hours to set the: fine. . . 

, Lionel Belmore was. , arrested on a. 
charge . ‘of ‘iquor- possession after... 
officers had. found a- large quantity : 
in his home. .. . oa 

“Bench warrant was issued for” 
Francis: X. Bushman, Jr., pictures, . 
when -he failed to answer a traffic © 
summons. 

" Plorine. Walz “Williams, iwidow ‘of 
Earl: Williams, :.on trial ‘for grand. 
theft: charges, succeeded. in having . 
three counts dismissed. Case is to - 
be: decided without jury. ‘ 

: Counsel for. “Alexander. ' Pantages . 
asked an extension of from 20:to 30 
days over-the allotted time to: file 
briefs ‘on the appeal of the theatre 

Decision will be given ~ 
later, | . . 

; Cecilia. Hoyt DeMille, daughte® of 
| Cectl B. DeMille, will marry Francis, 
Bdgar ‘Calvin in February... 

Superior Court Judge McComb ap= 
proved the ‘contracts of -18 minor 
girls with Fox, Girls are Mary 
Lansing, Maureen = Sullivan, Char- 
lotte Henry,.Joan Navarro, Jo Ann. 
Christensen,-Yvonne Pelletier, Hilde- 
garde Juch, Hazel Sperling, Consu- . 
elo Los: Angeles, Georgia ‘Pambleton, - 
Dorothy McNames, Betty Cotes, 
‘Helen Mann; Miriam Hellman, Mar- 
garet Comer, Cathrine. Navarro, ‘Véo- 
Maule and Bo Peep Karlin. 

CHICAGO 

‘Raid on: the loop headquarters of 
| Jack Gusick, Capone henchman, re-. 
vealed that: Capone’s; gang were — 
spotted .in.the loop in suite. 900 of. 
the Garrick theatre building. : 

Michael Crowe, owner of the: ‘Peep 
o’ Day roadhouse, Glenview,. was 
arrested by prohibition agents last . 
week. 

Petitions were circulated ta 
Evanston, Ill, asking the city coun- 
cil to form a board of picture cen 
‘sors to replace Mrs. Minnie. Ran- 
dolph, who hag had-sole jurisdiction 

Picture 
producers complained last week be-. 
cause . the. woman. banned “Bulldog 
Drummond,” asserting no ) other city. 
had done SO. . 

More ‘than | 2,000 city’ ‘employces, 
including 473 policemen, were fired 
last week-as a result of the adoption 
by the-city— council of the-1930- “Te-. -- 
‘trenchmient budget.”': - 

. Because she wore too few clothes 
while posing as a.model for an “It” 
démonstration in the Gem theatre, 
on ‘State street, Beverly Thompson, 
17, of Louisville, Ky., was arrested 
last. week, Thomas: Villiers, “lec- 
turer,” was also nabbed. ; 

June. Warwick, 28, concert singer, 
has been sued for $50, 000 damages 
by 'W. H. Wachter, 29,.cab driver. 
The bill alleged that- Miss Warwick 
stabbed Wachter in the left wrist 
during a lovers’ quarrel at a loop 

otel. 

“Members of the women’s civic ors 
ganizations conducted examination 
for‘ motion-picture*censors-last-week,=~ 
There are two vacancies on the cen- 
sors last week. There are two va- 
cancies on the censor .board,: each 
paying a. maxtmum of $2 500 an- 
nually. 

Hearing of Dr. Henry J. Schireson 
before the medical committee ended 
last week, Decision whether hig li- 
cense to practice will ba revoked 
will be rendered after written are't- 
ments are submitted Jan. 16.. 
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Chatter From. Florida 
By V Wallace Sullivan. 

: : Miami Beach, Jan. 10, 
Driving along Biscayne boulevard 

this ‘serene afternoon when a siren 
shrieks from a captain of police’s 
ear, The official wagon swung into |. 
Tenth street. A group of women 

- stood waiting for the police officers. 
“The first woman said; = | 

“ “Captain, ’'m not going to ‘tana. 
‘this. outrage—at least 25 men have 
peen walking over my tin roof. dur- 
ing the. Jast 10 minutes. = 

“Who are they?” inquirea the law. 
‘“Gamblers,” she replied—they’ re 

. raiding the house in th street, 
back: of. mine. eet 

_Accompanied | ‘the, captain ‘to. the 
“next block.” Above. ‘a: new. garage. 
the raid was. still in progress. Some: 

. 250 men: and. women were being 
- herded. out, Herding ‘was leisurely 
_ ahd caused ‘no ‘palpable: ‘excitement. 
Smartly frocked “girls, and middle- 

_ aged women, some with sin glasses, 
and all in sport sweaters ‘and. golf 
habiiiment, emerged, going © ‘their, 

‘various ways. ..No : arrest of. the 
players was made,. The males: were: 

“well dressed. but fewer in sport: 
attire. Apparently” the-owners were 

“not. taken, for” one § ‘fellow in: the 
gambling ‘room. sald: 

:" “Come ‘back’ torpriow ‘morning, 
buddy. . We pay off then.”.-‘Then a 
patrolman sald, “Beat it, Cracker.” 
Further inquiry révealed that the 

‘ralds- are continuous, ‘but eet. little 
newspaper mention. °. . 

-The. natives" tell you. the greater 
” numnber- of: palm trees in Miami 
..Beach and’ hereabout * are trans~ 
“planted ‘from Key’ West,” Florida. 

a The Boys: 

All “the. “boys” it-seems are’ here. 
If you know your Broadway joints 

you'll. recognize them. with the 
thedicine balls on the sands or in 

_ the pools. .The lads. seem not ‘to be 
_ holding much this season. . 
Bouche . opens his’. Villa Venice}. 

‘tomorrow - night... Knockout place 
situated right: on the -water.. Dar- 
‘Jing Sisters, Marie Vero,. Lorraine 
Sisters, John Chevelin, Easter and 
Halloway. and AL Moore's: vaude 
“band, | oie ; 

Jodo. Benjainin tiers, he: ‘gays, for 
‘the first time. ‘So, too, Flo Dunbar, 
Dotty May, Joey Benton, Billie Grey, 
Niegic of. the Les. Ambassadeurs— |: 
‘and you'd be surprised how. many 7 
ex-Broadway. - night elub - cashiers. ‘owed ‘him’ money for Brofeasional 

| services, Demetrius told reporters 
“that he was-a Canadian lawyer, ' 

waiters and doormen. . 
Gondolas. are the rage. near. the 

Roney Plaza, ‘an: artificial Venice: 
marking ‘one ofthe most: exquisite 
settings’ near, ‘thé “peach. Imagine 
19 bucks an hour in a ‘gondola 
4,000 ‘miles from “Venice. . 

- Palm Beach Season 

Palm Beach is dead. for the time 
being—starting this coming wéek-~ 
end, it will again go into high. 
‘Helen Vernon, .after looking so 

‘long for .a suitable place to live, 
‘two bull pups accompanying her, 
‘finally settled in the MacAllister-. in 
Flagler ‘street. The dogs went for 

. the bed mattress one afternoon this 
‘week and poor Helen (incidentally 
of the films), is awaiting the ver- 
dict of the hotel management. It 

looks bad. 
Al Smith and J. J. Raskob ar- 

rived here; causing the usual hub- 
bub. They presided at the gor- 
geous premiere of the. Miami-Bilt- 
more hotel, which they bought, and 
in case _you don't know, paid. two 
million. * 

. For the first. time in ‘years Cyrus 
H. K. Curtis’ yacht arrived in the 
harbor without the owner. He came’ 

in ‘today, three days after boat an- 
chored. Andrew Mellon’s yacht, 

_...“Vagabonda,?--algo-..arrived ..without, 
‘Seems’ the big - men: 

have plenty on their minds this. 
{in Biscayne . Bay, : 

“Mr, Mellon. . 

‘year. 

‘The manager of Al's restaurant: 
here—smart little place—is named’ 
Mr. Polite, so his card reads, ‘but 
he pronounces it Mr. Poli-tay,. since 
having left the management. of}. 

. Childs in Flagler ‘street. 

Soph’s Figure . 

Sophie Tucker is quite the figure 
in the doings of Miami Beach. One 
may see her in a Annette Keller- 
man bathing -suit of an afternoon 
at the Roman Pools—which is: see- 

ing a “Hot Mamma” at the hottest. 
Miss Tucker is’ apparently setting 

_.._ the. mode—or..striving .to—hedecked. 
in purple ensembles, even unto, her 
Slippers. and turban. She opens at’ 
the Floridian here tomorrow night. 
‘With: her are. billed Al Wohlman, 
Fairbanks Sisters, Dorothy Van 
Alte and others. Also Freddy 
Hamm's orch, , 
One of the most curious sights of 

this locale fs that of pretty flappers 

in gay. redg,. greens and pink silk|.and lower the, morale 50 they'll|articles from’ cojnters in Wana- 

largé-brimmed hats—check out, dresses and 

{for -$1,800, 

left... 

JIN A CHINESE KITCHEN; | 
3 COOKS AND A CLEAVER 

. “Wong. Suey, 30, 3810 Broadway, a 
cook in the Palais D'Or, 200 West | 

‘| 48th street, was held in: $1,000 ‘bail 
for. further examination when ‘he 
was’ arraigned | before “Magistrate. 
Weil in. West. Side Court on . alr: 
charge of felonious assault... - . 

- Suey. is second cook ‘at: the: res- 
taurant and Tow Young, - 30, 285 
Grand street, is third ‘cook. A situ- 

|ation arose as to just how’ certain. 
foods should be proportioned.. It is]. 
the. custom for the third cook to |] 
consult the second nian, and he. in 
turn appears before the chief chef..- 
‘Young: failed ‘to observe ‘these’ 

ethics: ‘He went over. Suey’s head. 
Suey ‘is alleged to have gotten a |I. 
‘meat ‘cleaver and : Started after 
‘Youne. Young dia® “not: ‘run. fast 

enough... 
.Other employees hearing the com-. 

motion. stopped “what . would have 
been: & massacre, After the. wounds 
of Young: were --treatéd . -Detective: 
Pat “Maney,.:-West :47th street sta+ 
tion, arrested. Suey, He pleaded not' 

| guilty. 

; ~ AUTHOR | iN couRT 
Nichalgon Charged With Sénvartng : 

. Stock: Left in. His Gare . 

sift Court held for. the action of 
the.Grand Jury Demetrivs Nichol- 

_|gon,: 40, auther: and' playwright, of 
316 West.102d street.. The defend- 
ant was arrested. by “Detectives 
Harole . Moore: and ‘William Harris 
of the West 100th stréet: station. 

The ‘author. was charged with ap- 
proating some stock, certificates: to. 
‘his own use... He. denied ‘the charge: 
‘He has. been. out. ‘on: pail since his 
arrest. . 

B. Stewart J ones, . promoter; of 677 
West End avenue, was.the com- 
plainant, He charged that he. gave 
the author. the stdck ‘to ‘hold-as sé- 
‘eurity.. He. asserted that he and 
‘Demetrius were to start a. renting. 
agency. It was never. started, stated 
;the. promoter. .°: vat 

‘ Demetrius alleges « that James 

James. appeared in court with 
his bride of a- short time.and who 
had been married. twiee before,’ said 
Demetrius. ‘et wo, 

_ Jeweler Went Broke 
“Frances Shelly appeared in “West 

‘Side.Court befors Magistrate Ed- 
ward. Neil to.prosecute Jolin. -‘Rosen= 
feld, jeweler,. formerly of 784 7th] 
avenue, whom ‘she - charged with. 
pawning several pieces of jewelry, 
valued at $7,500, after she placed 
the gems in ‘his custody for repair. 
Rosenfeld pleaded. not guilty. He 
hag been admitted to bail. 
"Rosenfeld resides at ihe Sherinan 

Square Hotel, 70th street and Am- 
gterdam avenue.’ His jewelry store 

is said to be in the hands of re- 
ceivers, ‘The jewelry” is now in the 
Commonwealth Loan Company, The 
baubles were pawned. by. the jeweler 

stated Detective Bert- 
of the” West’ ‘47th street 

‘| gan put the “mug” on McCarthy, 
‘and Hearn. extracted $75 from his. 

Maskiell, 
station. 

The ‘sleuth avers: Rosenfeld told 
him he. had gone broke and. pledged 

the gems. 

often as many as. a. scorefishing 
standing on the 

Causeway. easement, ...But: ‘you. 
should see. the boys strolling by— 
-fishing for the’ gals. . . 

Expectations of this being a-han- 
ner year may hold water, but, judg- 
ing by replies, there scems no in- 
dication of anything ‘extraordinary’ 
occurring, although this. will doubt- |. 

less be a fairly big winter. 

Raids 

City, county and’ federal author- 
ities are raiding ; resorts right and’ 

che. headline_on_ last, night's 
paper “recounted a. raid in. which 
300 were taken and. released, with 
17 booked. The reason for the 
raids is advanced that the towns 
hereabouts wish to clear out the 

“smali shots,” who invade all the 
casinos with practically nickels’ and 
dimes. By breaking them up con- 
tinually it is hoped to scatter them. 

| Gulf stream here is highly. . | 

Magistrate award “Weil in West 

Booze in | Miami: 
Miam|, Jan, 14, 

“It would appear that the 

charged...:One can. scarcely 
_ buy a newspaper without the 
_ boy asking if you would care. 
to have a ‘cocktail with. your 
favorite sheet. The _ quor: 
quotations follow:— 

- «Wholesale-. —Retail— 
‘Bottle. Case. Bottle. Case. 

“Rye | oeeee $5-. $40 $6 $45 | 
“*Rye_ news 12. 106 9:15 «125 
“ Seotch.. SO , 

“(best -. » 6 “65 °° 106 #70 
Scotch. ee 
 Anext) . 6B: 646 °0ClUC6. BO 

Holland:..6 40 " 5. . 50° 
Sloe w..45 4 45° 6 50. 

_ Gordon os 3 30... 4:-+-85.: 
Rum— Se 

“Bacardi. we BAB 6 60° 
Jamaica 7/6. 5B. BS OS 

“Wines... 6°40 °.6 750 © 
* Brandios. 6 - 60 vgn 10" 

a an 

“17-year-old pre-war in eut . 
glass “decanters. . - oo 

Booze is the easiest: thing to 7 
get here, next to sunburn, 

Good-Natured Sax 
| Player. Gets Worst! 
Oflti in 1 Two Ways'. 
Never- “again. awl, Herbert’ “Me- 

Carthy, | 482 Van “Buren ' street, 

Brooklyn, saxophone. player, act the 

good. samaritan. The. next one who 

gets a dime from: Herbert’ will havé 
to’ blast. - He always has ‘been lib-. 
‘eral but’ from. now on a Scotch- 
man will be a. 2. Spendthrift m. com- 
parison.- 

Herbert. was. walking ‘ ‘along 
Broadway. when David’ Hearn; 48, 
341 - Broome stréet, : and .. Michael 
Flanagan,::36, 206. West: 20th street, 
approached.him ‘and: tdld ‘a - hard |: 

McCarthy dug: down |: luck. -story,. 
and pulled forth a dollar and hand- 
ed it to them. ° 

They. eppeared, gratefyl ana. An- | 
vited’.their benefactor “td have a 
Gtink with’. them." - They: lea Mc- 
Carthy’ throughi : 44th ™: street and 
when they arrived in front of°153 
one of ‘the ‘men ‘pushed him ‘into 42 
doorway. Two other men’ were there 
and they procéeded to' beat up the 
‘Saxophone’ player. an 

While ‘they were doing this Flana- 

‘pocket. The four then fled. Some 
passersby. saw what was happen- 
ing. and ,Started to shout. Their |. 

-eries of ‘stickup attracted Police- 
man. Francis McNally, East 35th 
street. station, who. was on a. special 
detail. He gave chase and caught 
Flanagan at Broadway and 44th 
street. 

McCarthy identified Flanagan. 
Later ‘Policeman Maguire, West 
47th street: station, saw Hearn and 
arrested him. «Later Hearn, who 
has a: ‘long: criminal record, was 
‘identified. ; 

When. Hearn and Flanagan Were 

arraigned before Magistrate Well in 
West Side court they: were held 
‘without bail for - further hearing: | 
McCarthy said he: was ,about ‘to 
sail for South. America, ‘where he 
/was to play, in Arthur Blight’s or- 
chestra.’ , . 

~ Specs for Trial Seals 
: “Chicago, Jan. BA: 

“Seats in the courtroom at the 

Dorr trial. are being peddled by: 
petty racketeers at $1 to $5. Case 
almost parallels the ‘Snyder-Gray 

killing. . 

Shoplifting Girls 
Ruth’ St. ‘Clair, 29, of 348. West} 

54th. street, and Frances Saunders, 
'29, of 348 ‘West T1st street, pleaded 
not guilty -before Judge Morris 
‘Koenig =in-General-Sessions-on=ins- 
dictments charging grand larceny. 
Miss St. Clair was remanded with- 
out bail while Miss Saunders was |. 
héld In $10,000 bail, pending their 
trials, Both women have long 
police records. 

-The girls are accused with hav-. 
ing stolen a large quantity of 

makers. on Dee. 2% last. 

{ 

‘ture Supply Co,,° 

1 Special. Sessions: in -West Side Court. 

, William Wittenberg, Dec, 31. © 

| not: have | any, but. offered: .to get, 
| some’, and. ‘announced .; the . “yerital | 

TIMES-S QU'A VARE 

Bwa 

VARIETY (5 

way'’s Lone Femme House Mgr. 7 
_ Running Theatre for l 4 Yrs.. 

INDECENT FILM HANDLER |. 
DEALT WITH A COPPER |: 

- Charged’: with possessing indecent. 
'|and. immoral films Benjamin Perse, 

Bronx, - years ago, . 22, 1634 Popham avenue, | 
manager of the Capitol Motion Pic- 

630 9th avenue, 
was held in $500 bail-for trial in. 

- Perse was: arrested by: ‘Detective. 
The: 

officer. bad gone to office of Perse 
and. posed aa a representative | of.a 
hosiery. concern, going: to: hola. B. 

~The: “cop said ‘Perse’ sald he: dia’ 

price:as $40. Wittenberg went back, 
later,.and-when Perse’ 4urned ‘the 
films over to him ‘he was. arrested. 
Perse claimed he-did not know what: 

was: ‘merely dois’ the’ Stranger a 
favor. :- 

“Wittenberg. ‘testined ‘that. Perse 
had: explained ‘the. films to him’ be- 
fore he received: them,. Magistrate 
Weill decided to’ let the’ higher court 
decide the. case. 

BEGGAR WITH. RECORD 

Groin 

“Frank: ‘Kelly,’ 43, 1188 24. ‘avenue, 
known: as the “Dude Panhandler,” 
will be missing. from: his ‘usual 

triet for six months.:. He. has been 
} delivered to the ‘Workhouse on Wel. 
fare’ Island. - 

Kelly, or ‘one - "of, the, ‘16  otiien | 
names he has ‘used in. the last 16° 
years, was’ arrested. by. Policeman 

60th street and 6th’ avenue, gharged. 
witu soliciting . alms;. _ Whe. cop said 
he saw’ hint’ ‘approach ™ ‘several peo- 
ple and heard him ask for money. 

In West Side Court, before Magis-. 
‘trate Edward Weil, Kelly was neatly: 

dressed, - 
. the: magistrate. ordered. him finger- 
‘printed: :)When: “ returned: for: seri+ 
tence the- magistrate gasped... Frank’s 

record showed. that .he -had- ~peen 
arrested 35. times -since 1916. for 
panhandling,- ana@ had served. sens 
tences - segregating” about” elght 

‘years. . 

_ After viewing the record, one of 
the longest on. file, Magistrate ‘Weil 
sent Kelly away. 

Beant Parade, Aug. 2 6. 
Galveston, Jan.: 14. 

Aug. "9. 6 are dates for the 5th 
annual’ International’ Pageant of 
Pulchritude | for “Miss. Orient.” | 

European’ beauts 
here July 31 on a French Hner. Rob- 
ert I. Cohen, Jr., veteran business 
man, 1s executive chairman. C. E. 
Barfield, veteran carnival. man, “now: 
operating beach ride here, is busi- 
ness manager. 

Nicky. Arnstein Escapes 
2d Bond. Theft Trial 

Judge Morris. Koentg, of. General 
Sessions, on the recommendation. of, 
the District Attorney, hag, discharged: 
the ba!l in: the cases which have been 

‘| pending for .more than five. years’ 
‘\ against Jules Ww. “Nicky” Arnstein, | 

former. husband ‘of ‘Fanny . Brice. 
This means that. in a short time 

| counsel for Arnstein will move for 
the dismissal of the indictments 
against. Nicky, which will no doubt 

be done. 
Arnstein was- indicted for’ grand 

larceny and receiving stolen prop- 
erty in 1924. The charges Brew. out 
of the theft at that time of more 
than five million dollars in bonds 
and securities from Wall street mes- 
senger boys. Arnstein-with others 
were arrested in Washington with 
some stolen bonds in their posses~ 
sion. Nicky was tried by the gov- 
“ernment and’ ‘ON CONnVICtOn Was SoMn="|5 
tenced to two years jn Leavenworth, 
prison and fied $10,000. . 

In recommending the discharge of 
the bail the District Attorney be- 
Neved . that by. placing Arnstein- 
again on trial for the same offense 
on which he was convicted by the 
government would place him in sec- 
ond Jeouardy and wag doubtful if a 
New York jury w ould ‘convict hist 

|been up against. all ot them... . 
‘| does she handle'a ‘drunk? How does. 

‘How joes she. 

the films contained, and ‘said he |. 

7 now. : 

Jmuch: better than a man,” 

“Dude Panhandler® ¢ Giv-n 6 ‘Months 

_ Arrested - 35" ‘Times - Ey back to the door with met’ 1 -~- 

haunts around the theatrical. dis-- 

William, “Cox, mendicant : squad, at t 

He denied. the charge, but. ! 

due to arrive j. 

‘Broadway's . only woman theatre 
piinager, overseeing a 730 - ‘seat 
house, has evolved a: uniqte psy=" 
choldgy from the 19 yéars. she has: a 

ent down on. 34th street. 

"Forced to take care of: her. ‘three. 
children. when widowed .a score of: |” 

“Mrs.:M: Browning’ first | 
entered the Savoy. theatre asa $6- . 
a-week usher.’ 
‘know... .the habits ‘of. the. “queers- 

Early _ ‘she got to.:- 

‘which infested ‘that neighborhood - 
before. ‘stocking - booths rented. at 10°: 

grand a: year... “They're a*small but 
atil ingportent ' part of the audience: —_ 
today. 

- There - isn't” a “situation ~ Mrs 
-Browning” can't ‘meet, because she’s Lo. 

‘ghe treat a pansy ?. 
determine the. veracity . ‘of a woman 
patron's complaint against.a masher? 
-And what.about, the managing bust-, 

: there. ‘more : riess?._.- Why. aren't - 
women: holding: such jobs? 

‘Well, it’s - “this. way, 

Qn the ‘stew. biz.- 
‘But she can recall,.the. time: 

when, in aiding. the inebriate. out”: 
into the aisle, she. more .than once . 

anal: Mis, 
Browning doésn’t use- apostrophes: 7 

‘Not ‘sO many. — 

rolled. with him - down: Ante .. the” 
orchestra pit. 

' In ‘Action * 
cow ‘woman can handle ‘a. arunk 

‘clares... 
male chelp on ‘such. cases. ):1 just go 
‘down and hunior- him into: coming. 

' Reporter had a chairice’ to see Mra.. 
‘Browning™ in action.” A’ ger! was 
‘complaiiing toa nev. ‘girl Usher 
‘about’ something when the ‘lead of 
‘the liouse put in-a.qvuery. 

‘and wanted the usherette’ to put the 
. naughty. poy .out. . 

“You'll do nothing of ‘the. sort; * 
said the manageresy. . Turning * to 
the man, she interrogated: © 
“How do you know the boy didn’t ~ 

Jostle you .accideritally?” ‘Ana that 
was that, as the complainant wasn’t. 
certain... :: 

| --"T have'to keep on- amy: toes: all: ‘of: 
the.-time, though,": Mrs. Browhing: 
said Jater. “When I get.a complaint | 
ke that I do my. Jowni. investigat- 
Ing. - rn watch ‘that suspect, until 
he leaves’ the house, If.'he moves 
around, .I. know, there’s ‘goniething 
wrong, You can. always tell..:.’vo 
even followed: ‘Some of them’ up ito 
the- balcony.” ha nr ee 

ae Judgment. ce ee 

Mrs. Brownitig is. ‘all. -dompathy 
| for the average masher until he is 

“Just one mistake . preven guilty. 
‘arid: you libel the house. You know, - 

_ _{ Ive sat in‘some of those seats’ and . 
“{L. know how. tiresome it gets, ‘this 

‘holding your” legs -straight out in. 
front of you. It’s natural for the 
average patron to cross and squirm’ 
‘eccasionally. If it's a man, and the 
male is: usually’ the: riost. restless, 
his legs are. longer and naturally — 
he’s going to touch ‘the person. site 
ting next to him. we 

“Well, when the 
touches comes to.me, ahd she does 
far more. often than anyone would 
believe, I insist. that she; identify, 
the man to. his. face ‘and give me 
her own name. and address. before I 

i| will make a move. No, I don’t have 
to call the police... ‘Probably haven’t 
‘more’ than:.a half dozen times. as 

: long as I’ve. been. here” - 2 '" D 

she dé 
“7 never send. any: of. ‘my 

M 
‘claimed. ‘the had .been . 2 ye te 

_ avoman. «he — 

‘As to & woman: ‘managing a tiie 
atre; ‘Mrs. :- ‘Browning: ds. naturally: 
proud: But she ts just' as practical, 
‘A tour through the: Savoy will find 
@ house as spotless as'a suburban 
‘home. E 
-vated- during the past: six-months, — 
‘Bhe said, the Waiter’ Read: ‘Interests - 

Everything had "been reno-~. 

‘spending. $102,000 on the ‘improve- — 
ments. - Mrs. Browning, as neat ‘as ~ 
her theatre, and more like a hostess” 
in a class tea resort,-has her. own 
little version of the theatre. 

Patrons Confide 

“We've got such a nice ladies 
room that. some of the girls stay 
there for hours. A lot of wom 
who come in ask me how. they can 
get a job like mine. They think it’s 
fun watching pictures and stand-« 
ing around. But watching those re- 
ceipts, knowing what to. do when 
there's .a fight on your handg, and 
protecting -your péople when there 
is danger_of. _fire—that's when you | 

what most women can’t do.” 

sponsible for the Savoy from 8: 30 
a.m, until 11:30 p. m.° That's ‘her 
routine seven days a week. But she 
likes it. And the folks who. drop 
in like her. ‘Those who come twice 
confide In her, Women tell her theirt 
domestic troubles. 
the men, a ee 

K 

Incidentally, Mrs, Browning is re- 

have to keep your “head—ana@ that'g 

&o do some. of ) 
Sawa, 
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“Nelda Kincald’'s on the. air. 7 
Lewis. Warner, 

basking in Pinehurst, N. C.. 

Jack Hartley shot his. wolfskin. 

coat 
Some stagehands with hit shows] 

are embracing canes and spats. 
No. Edgar 

around for a long while. 
Alden Chase goes to Newfound-_ 

land to make a picture, Jan, 18. 
Henry H. Dagand booked Cheva-. 

lier 
.Medronna and Donna at’ the. Club 

VARIETY 

‘Broadway Chatter 
Katherine, * contemplating a 
room, | on ‘ 

‘Reynolds Sisters. (2) doubling be 
.Witmark exec; 

after it bit an urchin. |lant’s: 

Allan .Woolf beans he, alleges. 

Christie, Inc. . 

for. broadcasting. 
Chez. Florence. 

TIMES SQUARE—SPORTS. 

ten 

tween “Heads Up" and: Barney Gal 

Leo Cohen | ‘of the “Loew vaude 
| booking - office -writing a “scenario, 

‘Ottilie - -Amend in charge of play 
reading: department of Margaret 

After three a. m. most of Broad- 
lway’s beauts can. be found at the 

Jimmy Carr. arid, band. move into . 

Cute | 

-Miamil Beach, Jan.14. * 
Just when it looked like the 

airports here .were due:for a. 
business depression somebody — 
thought up the hot idea of hy- 
droplaning to cocktail and tea 

* parties in Nassau, Palm Beach 
“and. other points distant. ©. 

-Curtis and ‘Viking flying 
services assert these parties 
are: attended: nearly every aft-_ 

“-ernoon by: society -women of . 
- Miami-and Miama Beach. Wife 
‘of .a.-multi-millionaire. paid. — 
- $225 -for an air trip to ‘a tea 
‘party .on- -the: island, and the 
-game.-afternoon 2 debutante - 

under which was the name and 
snooty address of. the sender, 
‘Harry .Akst returned the card 

after writing on it: “What.is wrong 
with this picture?”. 

Billy Montgomery, survivor. of 
Bill Morrissey’s “Hoboken Hoboes,” 
grabbed $15 at a Manhattan speak 
in throw money and hiked back to 
Hoboken where coin talks louder. 

‘It was ‘formerly Uttle Bahe Hoey. 
| Since she has become a Broadway 
show’ principal it's Evelyn. Hoey. 
The former Minneapolis girl is still 
‘her mother’s : pal. © She reached N. 

; ¥, via’ vaude. . 
Electric sign’ atop the Park’ Cen- 

tral attracted attention when all 
letters except A and R were dark, 
.The lighted ones were the initials. of. 

Wednesday, January 16, 1890. 

PAULINO BEATS PORAT 
TO HEAVY ATTENDANCE 

By JACK PULASKI Lae 
Garden was nearly capacity Frie 

day night. Maybe it was the chilly. 
night or perhaps .the - ‘pop scale in-.. 
stalled again, Might have been the. 
heavyweight. -ecard, ‘topped. 

that the solemn visaged. Porat: was 
not trying his ‘best. . 

know what to do with. Uzie .who 
Richman. doled out $110 for plane’trans- || Arnold ‘Rothstein, whose murder in .paye the lanky one @ “bad beati 

Adrienne Cohen never misses the Silver Slipper Jan, 27, replacing ‘portation to a shindig. A third: the. hotel remains unsolved, on the con ne 

mass. Ben’ Pollack. and his crew. — wealthy woman pald $160 to be _A° well. known . ticket broker] yon Porat has the rep ot being. 

They. mustn't wear shoes in Tom 

Davin’s house. 
Dave Cantor authoring a. play on 

newspapermen. , 
Jaek Devine’s gone back to Glo- 

versville to stay. 
Mae 'Mary Grady will: stay pru- 

nette. : 
’ Anta Pam, known as a nifty tap- 

‘per, 

10 years. younger. 

‘editor of “The Sun.” Expectant. 

may land in the new White, possum. 

‘Herman. Shunilin, legit ° producer, 
jhas flagged the lip toupe, and looks 

“Kay ‘Trenholm has taken a few 
‘weeks’ leave from her job as radio 

Bill Pierce and staff had. a pos- 
sum .dinner in Harlem Sat nite: 
How. that. bunch can .cook and eat. 

whisked to. a cocktail party 
several | hundred. miles away. 

One supposedly’ smart stunt 
“4s to calla friend via“‘tong dis~ 
tance and: say you'll’ be right 

over. Then hop ‘into. a plane. 
and amaze the. friend: 

Cute. if you'can ¢ afford it 

ducked for Florida last week. He 
was asked why he went so éarly 
this. season and replied: “Economy 
—cheaper to lHve':in Miami than 
stand for touches on, Broadway.” . 

' Mankie Mankiewicz is. in New 
-York. and may stick for a. while. 
Walter Wanger wants the writer at 
the Par L, I, studios.: On. the coast 
Mankie..is Mkewise. Par attached, 

show. 
A 
has 
Taught.” 

dance school in Times Square 
a sign reading, « “Radio Tapping 

Sign on an uptown. moving - -pic- | 

ture 
Halfway to Heaven.” 

house marquis: “C, ‘Rogers. 

Jed Harris checked his beard com- 
plex abroad. Now sans the fuzz 

parody title on 
Madame” out of the nightly talk | do. a 

material ‘in Dave’s Blue Room, - : 

this week.for acts are Max Richards |couple of weeks. | One of: those New 
and Danny 

: 

Dick Bergen, booker. 

, have ruled. the. new. Freeman. a ‘drink, ‘top hat. and cane. 

“I Kiss Your Hand, | (one. of each for both)” “and: they'll 
great song and dance. | 

|) Mrs. ‘Bill Seeman (Phylis- Haver): 

Chicago, Keith men in New York |has gone to Pinehurst, N. C., for a 

‘Censors 

Graham, agents, and York: coughs, 

> Louis Cohen, among, the railroads’ 

‘| “Gambling” 
‘Saturday, : 
with him, - 
both an office and a little branch of 

‘|the Friarg. |. ; 

but. unattached. otherwise. . 
When George M. Cohan and his 

left the Fulton, - last 
his private. club. went 
His ‘dressing room was 

Wedding’ bells - ‘for. Frances De- 

a front’ runner; : 
they. think him a world-beater. In« 
variably in New York ‘he: shows’ 4 
little,’ resembling. a paluka. ag ‘he-: - 
did, against Uzie. 
before, - 
‘cision. - 
licked and dope was that. he was 

The men’ fought 

sort of washed up: Yet the odds — 
changed to. his favor ‘before. the .° 
fight, the price being seven. to five. 
Looked ke Uzcudun won -every . - 

Porat started... 
out as though. ‘he was going to fell ' .. 

He clipped‘ him in: 
pretty style and: Uzie’s schnozzle "..: - 

Then. Billy Gibson: whis«  .- : 
‘Into: Paulie’s caulied ear, :. 

round after : ‘the first. 

the woodsman. — 

started. - 
‘pered 

-by.- 
Paulino Uzcudun, the Spanish tree- ., 
felling demon, ‘who’ decisively dee ° 
feated Otto Von. Porat, the Norsee 
‘man from Chicago. - . . 

Some at. ringside ‘got ‘the idea . 

From the ex- | 
hibition he put up, Otto just didn’t 

Around Chicago’ 

the “spig getting the de= 
Since. then Uzie has. been,” 

Se te A a 

‘Peggy Doherty vamped the floor best customers, is. again. away . for 
‘| show. at the Mayfair, claiming lack. Universal, ‘west, for, a couple : of 

of. ‘acoustics tpo much ‘of a strain weeks... 

on her voice. | 

Lacy, of Carroll's “Sketch Book,” if 
an engagement sparkler. means any-. 
thing. The favored boy. is the au- | 
purn-haired ‘Member. “or ‘the Four. 

After: that it: was different. 
‘Look. Out Above 

one — 

Invariably Uzie- would tle up 

“and going heavy on debonair. ~ 
The Fifi Dorsay,: featured. in ‘Fox 

pictures, is the: Fifi who appeared Anne ‘Morgan. Jost a: $1, 500 tar 
in the late Ed Gallagher's act. 

Jack Benny, ‘while. at the Palace, | 
kept place: with Frisco as the mob 

jester, 
Mrs, 

A 

’ 

‘cup 
GRACE GEORGE] - 

“FIRST. MRS.. FRASER" 

PLAYHOUSE ; 
——— 
Kenneth MacGowan and Joseph, Werner |. : 

BASIL SYDNEY and|. 

CHILDREN OF DARKNESS) 
Mayer 

BILTMORE ?; Me. Mite LW ro Bi Bn, 

Th ave 4th Eva 8:40 
BELASCO%E ts Ea Mi Bt Bee ge 

It’s a Wise Child 
A New Comedy by Laurence gE, Johnson 

-Pit. men ‘in most Broadway mu- 
aicals are going for soft, instead ‘of 
stiff collars with their tuxes at the |}: 
evening shows.. No- squawks. yet. 

" Give Charlie Morrison and Jess Lee, mother ot’ ‘Jane: and |" 

ie. 18, SUH aw Ae), Nene . a Me 

PRT COR? St? NYT SIT Sed 1S W7 SYR SOT SET SYCLL SYELA Sd ONO a ONO ON MANGO eVnialores 

THEATRE” GUILD PRODUCTION : 

METEOR 
By S. N. ‘BEHRMAN 

“‘Thea.; 52a. St., W. of Bway. 
Eve. 8:50... Mts. Thure,,Sat., 2; 140 

WARNER BROS, | 
VITAPHONE. HITS 

paniehoaE 
“GEN ERAL, CRACK” 

| warner Bros. Thea. Daily, 2 246, 8:46 
: Bway & 52d st. Sun., 8, 6, 3:46 

caer ARLISS 

. Central Theatre | Daily, ‘2:46, 8: 46: | 
: Bway o ith St. Sug. +» 3, 6, 8:46 iB. 

in the St, John Ervine comedy 

with A, EB, MATTHEWS 
and. Lawrence ‘Grossmith . 

48th St.. EB. of Bway. Eve 8. 
8140, Mts. Wed. & Sat., 2:30 - 

Reed present - 

William HAINE S in. 

MARY ELLIS in NAVY BLUES 
Leen § Ne SOT uk, Orch. 

APITOL Edwin Justus ' Bway . 

Slet St. 

DAVID SELABCO Presents 

ye ar 

Biggest Comedy Show. in x ade 

CLAYTON, JACKSON & DURANTE: 
Theatre, W..45th St. Eves. 8:50 AVON Patten OT Pires Bae, 2:30: Helen SHIPMAN z & Ne EE REVUR 

STREET SCENE, 

it 

R 

oO 
-y 

Staged by Anteinette Perry & Mr. oe arom” 

:_ Opening Friday at Strand, Prices ; 
rea 

Dir. A. L. Erlanger | ‘and ‘REN MURRAY 

‘Breck Pemberton Presents 

Strictly: Dishonorable 
. Comedy Hit by Preston- Sturges, NEW. POLICY—NEW enon 

: New Show Saturday and: Wednesday | 
Wednesday to Friday, January 15 to 17 

M. SEABURY & CO.—TOTO. 
Harry “Woward:" Otter 

Albert Spalding. Douglas “stanbury 

NEAR 

~gND. “YEAR IN 
NEW. YORK CITY" 

has ; 
from_the oe Wodnestiay to -Friday, January 15 w 17 

TO ANO 
For further information 

". >. geo dally papers - ALE “THE RACKETEER” 
’ This cyclone of “LAFFS _with ROBERT ARMSTRONG 
1 ROARS into a 2nd. week |. 

* contin. ‘Warner Bros. Bklyn 
a0! Perform. 

Nisei 
R- K-O 

PROCTOR'S LEX 
s AVE: 

Wednesday to. Friday, January 15 to 17. 
NA Other - 

AL “THE RACKETEER” 
8: oe ence meee Es “SHOW OF SHOWS 

O »,4 50th St & 7th. Avo, Dir. 
s& L. Rothafel (ROAY) 

William Fox Presents 

FOOTBALL REDEEMING BONDS 
-. Minneapolis, Jan. 14. 

| ened. 

Stem night clubs have. ingtalled high 
: chairs. . 

| direct, but can be- Alrected without. 

Riotous All “ Palting Comedy - 

—_ “Good Times” cree 

r Adts ~~ 

25 8"ST'S 
ESTELLE TAYLOR pifcon. 

1 COR | 

HALPERIN WILLLAMS |. RKO Acts 

ones with: -ROBERT=ARMSTRON Q==== 

coat,. They riabbed ‘the girl who had’ 
left it at a furrier’ 8 to have it short- 

Since Sid. ‘Skolsky ‘took over the: 
Daily News Broadway column Main 

At certain free cover “Joints along. 
the Main Stem you can’t buy liquor 

leaving your. ‘table. 

-Beth Brown;-: ‘the: novelist,. ‘tells: 
how. to get a-mink coat: “Bore. a: 
hole in. the ice and knock ‘em -on 
the head with a certified ° ‘check... 

Estranged wite- of a vaude ‘man 
netted . $25. in ‘a business deal 
around Xmas, Sent ‘the husband 
$765: in habérdashery. and received a 
check for $100 In return. a 

Before Morton: Downey ‘departed 
for the coast he took time. off to 
remark there.is no presently con- 
templated. _blessed event for. “his 

family, 

‘Blue. Room’ Dave’ has gone " de- 
bonair, substituting tux and every- 
thing after dark rather than. the 
former ‘white apron stuf. ‘at his 

. eatery, 

Auto . show visitors, most. with 
edin' and on ‘the loose spending 
‘last - ‘week in’ the Times Square 
speaks, . 
ing joints in | on the cut. 

“hee Posner ‘broadcasts he’s of- 
fering a. self-winding -wrist watch 
to Bway columnist who can. write 

According to. Ford salesmen, the 
‘|gals are giving the new designs 
more attention. P’rhaps the stock 
crash responsible for the switch from 
RR’s to Fords. : 
Acker, Merrall and Condit opened 

(Warners) theatre bullding last. 
week, Boxes of peppermint as 
souvenirs. | 
More novelty compacts sold ‘to 

.{ wimmin and flaps in New York than 

BWAY S 46H 
RIVERSIDE 

in any: other city in the U.S. Be- 
cause there are more wimmin ’ in 

New York, 

into the intricacies of psychology. 

J even: break, ‘but he still has. ‘hopes. 

Guin in lobby of the Morosco Sat- 
urday." No casualties, merely the 
unvelling of Ray, juvenile of “Young 
Stnifers,” in oil over the box office. 

‘| Steerers for specs are now wear-. 
ing spats and white collars to fool 
the coppers, Figure the pseudo 
swank stuff makes them. look ‘ke 
buying chumps. 
The George S, Kaufmans have 

taken a lease on the house in_ the 
Bast Sixties owned by Peggy Joyce. 
Walter Lippmann, the 

wife, Wants to see how that Cali- 

Al Shayne is kidding. the Chateau 
coveur givers-up while Jack’s away. 

Tina Meller, Spanish. dancer, re- 

Hotel clerks - _recommend- 

a full column without contributions, 
‘lby May. 1. 

a.tea room in the new Hollywood 

Matt Rooney has temporarily mis- 
laid his inventing complex to delve. 

“Vivian, Tobin « Hung. Raymond 

editorial 
‘| writer, had been living in ft. . 

Jack White is coasting with his | 

-fornian-sun-affects*thePacific-tides:|- 

“HOT FOR PARIS” 
; with VICTOR McLAGLEN 

. FIFI DORSAY EL ‘BRENDEL 
All Talking Fox Movietone Comedy 

Footbali hag- been such a Dig! ceives $1,500 weekly for. appearing 
money maker ‘at the University of|at the Central Park Casino. She 
Minnesota that the institution new} is also in the English show at the 
is able to take from its earnings! Selwyn. 
$130,000 to redeem bonds of that! <A song writer,‘ proud of his Park 

Hit. Directed by: Raoul Walsh | amount five years in. advance of the/ Avenue apartment sent out Christ- 
New York’s Finest - ‘Stage Show time they. are. due. ‘mas - cards showing .&- ereen. door 

Diamonds, ; 
‘Bill, Demarest, actor, is unique as 

@ new producer, He and: «Bernard 
Lohmuller put on “Woof “Woof,” 
but Bill has. never seen the. show, 
It’s at the Royale. -He is. playing 
in “Sketch: ‘Book,’ "opposition mu- 
sical. 
Meyer Gerson is receiving. “g0 

many ‘squowks .from_ celebrities 
whose names are not on the murals 
of his new restaurant that he Is 
going to install two Palace theatre |. 
annunciators ‘to bill transient 
celebs. 

’ Al Trahan . will aupervise official 
affairs of. Royal Order of Cut 
Throats from the road until May.: 
Newest officer is -Joe Frieberg, of 
the Somerset, with the title Keeper 
of the Royal: Fumbles created. for’ 
‘him, - 

George Bancroft, - considered : by 
‘many the ‘strongest. drawing. card 
on. the screen or stage, in the U..S. 
and. elsewhere,’ ‘formerly .appeared. 
in‘ea two-man talking act in vaude- 
“ville at $176 a.week. The turn was 
‘known: as: Bancroft and Broskie, 
booked by Max Hart. Bancroft did 
straight, . 

’ Arthur Ashiey reports a theatrir 
cal agent in one-of‘the Times Square. 
buildings: ‘who runs a. ‘gambling. busle. 
ness on the side.. When asked if 
the racket didn’t interfere with his 
regular trade he replied: “No, I 
‘do all my theatrical business in the 
elevators.” ; 
In a 47th street restaurant’ the. 

other night a girl received a two, 
‘pound box of candy from a, bird 
who tossed a bottle of water at. 
someone else and spilled a little on 
the lady. Almost got two boxes 
when claiming she was wearing her 
sister's dress. 

‘Tis reported Sam Marx of WMCA 
and Walter Winchell have reached 
a parting of the ways. Said to be 
professional jealousy on Winchell’s 
part because Marx fed some main 
stem chatter to ariother daily 
squibbler. 

Matthews have been in:-New York 

they haven't met. But it's possible. 
One night last week Charlie Coch- 
ran took ‘Miss Laye out after. the 

|.show. and_the next. night. Miss_Mat-. 
Also } thews. - He's. their manager, ; 

the manager for Sonnie Hale. 

of honor and toastmaster at: -his 
own dinner tonight (Wednesday) 
in’ Gerson’s © Grill 
Somerset. Basil Gearson will pick up 
‘the check. Basil, previously known 
as Myer Gerson, wanted to pick a 
mugs for. the head of the table. 
Charlie: Morrison told. him . Harry 
looked .hungry.: Myer became Basil 
beeause Joe Figel:- claims the Hotel 

Somerset is classy. 
A survey to be published short'y 

will sHow it’s cheaper to take out 
the average show girl than a home 
girl from the Bronx. Inside rumor 

gal is the Bronxette’s cab .fare 
home—$2.50, minimum, from Times. 
‘Square, if you send her home alone 
and double if you go with her and 
return. There’s always a chance 
that if you send her solo and hand 
her the fare, she'll get‘out at 59th 
and for a nickel subway the rest 
of the way, netting $2 on the. eve-, 
ning. 

a 

| spring. 
Scott, who claimed a. ‘foul and won. . 
They will put him up against 

Since. Evelyn . Laye and “Jessie - 

with their respective English shows,. 

in the Hotel]: 

‘that’ the-real<clinchar “forthe: show |} 

‘Porat in the clinches -which the we 
fight. . principally _ consisted... of—a 
‘mauling: match.’ With his advan- " 
tage in reach and reputed. punching 
‘power, Porat seemed lacking in the — 
‘upper story.: He permitted Uzie to 
come ‘to him, rarely: attempting to aA 
counter, but generally held his right: 
mit: over his lantern, jaw. Otto 
“probably remembered having been 
‘dropped in their first meeting. . 

Uzcudun’s win over. Von Porat is 
another. boost for Max Schmeling 
‘who easily beat the. Spaniard last 

Otto. récently. met Phil 

Sharkey in Miam!: next ‘month be- 
-eause of the Porat affair; . Looks 
.2lf the more a: ‘fact that the best 
heavies today are. Sharkey and 
Schmeling, who meet next ‘summer. 

Veteran: Loses - 

‘The semi-final was a pitter pattie . 
between Marty ‘Gallagher | of Wash-. 
ington and Johnny. Grosso, the vet=. 7 

the former | i 
Grosso went: 

eran of Mt. “Vernon, 
getting the ‘decision. 
into the lead’ the first:.three or 
four rounds; Then the hardfer’ ‘and 
younger Gallagher started climbing. 
“Marty hurt Johnny with Ieft 
hooks to the’ body and right smashes 
to the jaw, but Grosso is the kind. 
of fellow who fights | the harder. . 
when. hurt.. Therefore Gallagher 

‘| got plenty of punishment himself. “ 
Grosso’s ‘battling in the last. two 

rounds made it look close and the 
fans razzed the. judges. Quiet was 
not restored -until 
Venetian giant, climbed through 
the ropes with :the satchels he wears 
for shoes. Vittorio Campolo, the 
Argentine, who 1s no cupid himself, 
was in the ring being introduced 
and had the laugh at Primero and 

his feet. 
The first 10 introduced Freddie 

Lenhart of Spokane and Phil Mer- 
curio, who looked good but went 
out Hike a light in the ‘sixth, 

- SUBLETTING SPORTS 
: . Chicago, Jan. 14. 

Charles Hall, owner of the Coli- 
seum, . gets $800 from the Chicago, 
Stadium for each hockey match. and 
$1,000 for every day of the - bike races, - - 
including. the day in and.out. | 

$5,000. Band. ‘Chore 
Hollywood; Jan. 14. 

Abe Lyman and his band will play 
in one scene in Warner Brothers’ 
“Hold Everything,” 
for the-chore, _ 

A Tribute to a Clever Publicist 

We Wish to Acknowledge. the 
‘'  - Capable Services of 

George Lottman. 
In Preparing Our Advertising 

Copy 

Gratefully 

Mrs. Gerson’s Gill 
160 W. 4%th St., New York City 

(Palace Stage Door) 

Carnera, . the. 

‘Hall holds. -the original contracts -_ 
; on these two ‘sports. | 

Harry Reichenbach will be. guest | - 

getting $5.0 000° 
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Inaccurate Biographies 
William 

By Claude. Binyon 

“William (Milton c. Work) Mor- 
ris’ should never have permitted his 
daughter to join the notorious 
‘jiliterate of Variety. His’ first great 
‘ghock came wken he read her ex- 
pose of carnival. grifters, contain- 
ing a lot of lousy words. His next 

'. shock . will come as he reads. what 
- his own daughter, and possibly: his |- 
-- whole family, think of him. . 

When approached - for - ‘a load of 
Jowdown, Ruth Morris was opening 

“ a box:of chocolates. left on her. desk 
by ‘an unknown admirer—probably | 

“half of. a “hoofing duo that has been. 
trying to. get a showing since 1927. 
‘Miss’ Morris never. pans acts be-' 
cauge she thinks there's. a. place for 
everyone in. this world, So she. 
-never -has to” have her. chocolates, 
"analyzed, : . 

““Father,”. said. Miss Morris, “wads 
mat in. Poland.” 7 

“Might L-call you. Ruth? . asked 
“the mug, letting loose a swell eye. 
: He rumpled his crinkling curls and. 
pointed . his aquiline nose Tight at 

her. 
“Father,” . said. Miss “Morris, was 

born. in ‘Poland. It was some un- 
. godly town: in Poland—I don’t) re- 
member how to spell it and I don't 
think ‘he ‘does, either. Just say he 
<was born in. Poland and they’ ll know 
what you. ‘mean.” . — 

. “What, will’ r mean?” asked, ‘the, 
mug. . 7 

“What?” asked. Miss ‘Morris. . 
“Oh,” said:. the mug, making a 
Rote. of: it, ot 
“Rather tells a joke about the 
political. difficulties in. Poland at the 
time,” continued Miss Morris. “He 
says ‘he used to go to sleep as a 

’. Russian subject and wake up as a 
‘German subject.” 

Inasmuch as Mr. Morris. had told 
_ the joke, Miss Morris and the mug 
_ Jaughed heartily. “Heh, heh, they 
said... 

- “When he was ‘about. seven,” said 
- Miss Morris, “Father came to this 

By the way, don’t meén- | ..country. . 

‘tion that. his. name used ‘to be 
“Moses or-he’ll ‘kill you.” ... 

’ “Okay,” said the reporter, making 
a note not to make a note of. it. . 

“Rather was carrying coal '-.and, 
‘ice when he was 14,” Miss Morris 

_ went on, “Then he started solicit- 
‘jng:ads for a trade journal. 
. “used to go up in the balcony of the 

* Fifth Avenue theatre and write the 
‘ads. He says that’s how he got 
his, start in show business, but I 
don’t believe it.” 

“Neither do I,” gaia. the mug. 
-. “It's my privilege not to .belfeve 

. 4t," replied Miss Morris icily. 
~ .' “Deciding ne’é like show business, 
father “went to the office of George 
“Lehman. He talked to Mr. Leh- 

» man’s . office boy and learned all 
about the business, ‘Then he talked 
to Mr. Lehman and got. the job on 
‘the strength of what he had just 
picked up. - That's how’ he started 
' booking vaudeville. 

“When Mr. Lehman died, father 
‘handled the business. Then he got 

- into an. argument with Mr. Leh- 
‘man’s widow and started his own 
agency.” -Miss Morris smiled. 

“You're going to ask me what the 
‘argument with. the widow was 
about,” she hazarded, “and I’m 
going to tell you I don’t know." 
-“What was the argument with the 

_ widow: Bbout?” asked the mug. 
‘T don't know,” said Miss Morris. 

“The . agency Was. a terrible 
| Btruggle for father,” continued Miss’ 
‘Morris, “No sooner ‘would he get 
-a batch of Houses linea- -up than the 
“houses would join the United’ Book- 
ing agency an@ leave father flat. 

~ It went on that way for years. 
‘Father. was..-blacklisted --and: - left 
without . ‘theatres. to book, : . but: -he 
always came back.” - 

“Gritty fellow!” exclaimed the | re- 
Porter. He made a note: “Grtty 
Filwi” . 

- “Rather. married. ‘Just about when 
he ‘started his own agency,” said 
Miss Morris. “Then came Bill and 
I.” She sighed. “I guess that's 

_ dust about all.” - 
1 “What about .recreation?” ‘asked: 
the. mtg. “Has he no hobbies?” | 
“He likes.to play cards,” said 

‘Miss Morris, “put he’s terrible. He 
tells a joke about himself playing 
cards.. ‘Would you like to hear it?” 

“Yes,” said the reporter, not 
a a 2 note. Of it. 

And—oh—don't °  vormet 
about Harry Lauder. Fatlier’s his 
Manager, and he’s father's closest 

friend, you know.” .. 
i. Tke chocolates turned | over 

their box, 

“That's all,” 
“So long kid.” 

She lammed. _ 

in 

said Miss Morris. 

‘| end of' the knife, | 

Hej 

“Mellish 

Mi orris | 

"Starting Early 

Chicago, Jan. 14. 
“Racketeers ‘start young. | 

* During the heavy snows 
. street gamins . found: it easy - 
collecting dimes: and nickels - 

. with’ the. red lights on .Michi-:, 
- gan boulevard by. jumping on 

‘| running boards and wiping the 
_ Snow! off windshields. L ‘ an 

MABEL KELLY FACED. 
- BURGLAR WITH: KNIFE 
Atter a ‘ively battle. in. ‘the room: 

-of Mabel Kelly, dancer, in the Hotel 
‘Remington,’ 129 West 46th: ‘street, 
‘Carlos Benato, 21, Porto Rican, 20 
home, was arrested. on-a charge. of 

‘burglary. . 
_ Miss Kelly. haa just entered. her 
room on the fourth floor. when she 
heard someone at the door, Turning 
she.. observed ‘Benato. ‘coming: into}: 
‘the room. ‘He had a handkerchief |- 
across’ his face and a long bladed. 
knife in his hand. 
He advanced towards. the actress 

and muttered something she could 
not understand. Miss Kelly began 
to -scream - and edged towards the 

| phone, :knocking the réceiver off the 
-hook and : continued ‘screaming. . 

Her -cries were. heard . by . the 
phone operator. 
‘sistant manager, was notified. Ac- 
companied by. Henry ‘Leonard, per- 
former and: guest, the manager. 
hastened to the room. There they 
found Benato. - 

- Started Cutting - . 
Just ‘before ‘the arrival. of the 

two. men | ‘Benato had struck Miss 
Kelly over the. head with the blunt 

lacerating her 
‘sealp and cut her in the cheek 
with the. point of the knife. ° 

Nicholas and ‘Leonard: rushed 
towards Benato. After a stiff fight 
they" subdued him. Employees lo- 
Gated Detectives Levine and Mur- |’ 
ray, Safe and Loft .squad.-’ When 
the détectives arrived they found. 
Nicholas and Leonard. dragging 
Benato from the elevator... 

Kelly’s’ room: where ‘she identified 
him :as. the man who entered her 
room and assaulted. her. She was: 
bordering on. a nervous collapse; . 

- Later. in West Side .court Benato 
said: he was: “broke and jobless. and. 
wanted: to get some money to buy 

| some food. , After Magistrate Well | 
held’ Benato in’ $10, 000 -bail for the 
grand jury... 

Chas. Levine Not “Located, 

‘Default Judgment Taken| 
Charles..A. Levine, who has basked 

in the Broadway lmelight for sev- 
eral years as the only person to fly 
the Atlantic as a passenger, was not 
so conspicuous’ when process servers. 

tried to find him all. last summer to 
serve him with papers in a suit 
against the Talkophone Picture Cor- 
poration, of 511 5th ave., of which 
he was an officer. The suit was 
brought by tue DuPont Pathe Film 
‘Mfg. Corp. to recover for panchro- 
matic film sold to the Talkophone 
company, 6f which Harry Cahane 
‘was president. and Johnny Walker, 
film actor, was also an officer. 
The process servers never could 

trace’ Walker nor Cahane. ‘They 
hung around Levine’s home at. 150 
Beach .135th street, ‘Belle Harbor, 
BE. I. When reporting they. could 
never. find Levine . at home, secured 
-an -order.- from...City.Court. Justice 
Hartman to serve the papers by 
leaving them in the entry’ way of. 
the Levine home. . 
answered, and: judgment for $2,254 
was entered against: the corpor ation 

last week. . 

“YELLOW ‘RITZ FLOPS | 
Classy _chowmeineries ha v e 

proven a bust in Greenwich Village. 
Several of the uptown. syndicates - 

behind Chinese spots had figured the: 

' Village-a fertile spot for a setup and 
high prices. ‘Futuristic tea gardens 
with. philosophy students as -man- 

agers scared Muggs away. | 

Fuller “Mellish,. ; on. a “recent trip. es 

»| to the coast, bumped into’ Arthur. 
Caesar. Windup was dn invite for 

to the Caesar Acropolis. 
He arriyed at the homestead, rap- 
ped with anticipatory joy. on the 
Caesar door which suddenly. opened 
to reveal the master—as 15 Phillp- 
Pino servants nosedived through the 

windows. Mellish may still he run- 
ning. . 

\OBLIGING GIRL DOES 

‘| Screen actress and beHeving that 

Mark Nicholas, as- | 

Benato. was taken - back to. “Miss: 

The suit was not | 

FLOP ON PUBLICITY 
Having aspirations to become a 

publicity would help her land a job, 
Pauline Stevensky, 29, stenographer, |. 

{317 West 94th street, caused the 
arrest of Louis Geizler, 30, 697 West 
-End avenue, on @ disorderly con- | 
duct charge. . 

. Miss’ Stevensky said: “she - was 
walking along Broadway at 94th 

‘man brushed against her. One re- 
marked she looked lonesome.. She. 

admitted it., Geizier, she. said, agk-. 
ed: her ‘to take: a walk and they | 
accompaniéd ‘her to. her. home. -. 

On. the way, she said, Geizler 
pinched her arm. When ‘she. re- 
sented it, she said, Geizler’ turned to 
his friend, saying: “You .can have 
this pig.”. This irritated her and 
she began to chase Geizler. Police-" 
man. Stafford appeared and she de- 
manded Geizler’s arrest. 

On the way to the station. house 
Miss Stevensky remarked she could 
serve a double purpose.. She‘ could 

| prosecute. Geizler for his. offensive. 
remark and at.the same. time re- 
ceive publicity, and : photographs in 
the papers. - 
Wher. she admitted. to Magistrate 

‘Weil in West Side court that. she 
was seeking publicity, he. dismissed 
the complaint against Geizler. 

Win Foley on Probation, 
William Foley, ‘who told Magis- 

trate. Stern, ‘in: West Side Court, he 

an. expert’ technician for Warner 
Brothers,’ was found guilty on the 
charge of assaulting hig wife, Rose. 

84th ‘street. The Court gave Foley 

tence pending good behavior. _ 
_ The. Foleys have two boys. He is 
said to: have been paying his wife 
$23 a.week, ordered by the family 
‘court.. Foley, according to the pro-. 
bation officer, received as high ag 
$400 a. week as salary. . 
‘Mrs,Foley charged that her Rus. | 

band kicked. her. Foley denied it. 

~“SPEAKEASY CRUSADE” 

N. Y.’s D. A. Acting in Concert with | 
vo Prohibition: Director - ae 

District Attorney. Crain “has. in- 
structed ‘his. assistants located in 

 plaint they might receive from pro- 

The 

deputies -have been instructed to 
proceed under the section of the law 
relating to the maintaining of public 
nuisances, | 

' Saturday: Mr. Crain received a let- 

substance that his officers have pos- 
‘itive evidence against certain places 
which would result in conviction 
under the nuisance lew. He offered 
to submit thé names of these places 
and the owner to the District Attor- 
ney. for submission. ‘to the grand 

jury. 

“Pleasure Man” People 
-Ordered to Trial Feb. 3 
The trial of Mae West ‘and 57. 

other. defendants, for playing “The 
‘Pleasure Man, ” was tentatively set 
for Feb..'3. by Judge Charles C. Nott 
in General Sessions Monday. 

_ Miss. .West is accused in two 
counts .in the indictment, one for 

‘show, and the- other for maifntain- 
ing a public. nuisance, Her co-de- 
ferndants are’ charged ° ‘with having 
taken part in the play. ~ Miss West 
is under $1,000. bail while the others 
are under $500 bail each.. 
When the case was called for 

|trial’ Monday, Nathan Burkan, for 
the defendants, stated it: would re- 
‘quire a month . or two to gather his 

ecliénts. — 
. The defendants. were . indicted 
‘Oct. 5, 1928, following - a-raid by the 
police. on the Biltmore theatre while 
the show was in progress.. 

Los Angeles, Jan. 14. 
Mae West pulled out of here with 

cast immediately after the show 
Saturday for New York. Show is 
scheduled to reopen in Jackson 
Heights, L. 1, Jan. 20. 

lallie Stiles, new opera star, has 
a hushand who, when introduced, 
says: “I'm Haliie Stile’s husband.” 

| Few know his right moniker. - 

“street when Geizler and another|L 

~ Wife Says He Kicked Her} 

-was in the research department and. 

Foley gave his address as 66 West |” 

three months, but. suspended sen- 

the various magistrate courts “in| - 
Manhattan to prosecute any com- 

hibition agents. working under Di-. 
| rector Maurice: C. Campbell. 

‘ter from Mr. Campbell stating in 

-stroyed” added Sumner. 

participating. in an. alleged | indecent.|. 

ecu re mh er worthy of. Jeads. 
55 me@nhbers of the “Diamond Lil'"*|* 

| credit in Greenwich Village take 

HOLLYWOOD T00 SMART 

Tiny Tim, vendor of inspira- 
tion candy, is back in Green-. 

wich VinNage after three years: 
in Hollywood. 

Tim, a. former legit. actor, . is 
making the rounds again, ped- 

. dling. a quintet-of vari-colored 
gum drops at 25 cents, label- 
ing them soul candy. - Tim 

_ says. .the - Hollywood mob. . 
smarted : up on him too soon, ° 

| but the Village ‘is different. : | 

“Chatter i in ‘Loop 
——_ 

Texas Guinan 4s leading -the 
bunch. in hotel bills: in the Loop. 
Last week’s at the: Sherman .went 
over a grand, with $100. marked for 
postage stamps and . 300: odd for 
Christmas cards, 
Femmes turned. out. ‘in: big num-' 

‘bers to. watch a basketball’ game 
between long whiskered House of | 
David gang and bunch of girls 
‘known. as. ‘‘Taylor Trunks, ” Freak 

game rolled up: big attendance. _ 
‘Auditors . have’ discovered : the 

crepe bill at: the City Hall greater 
than the janitor bill. Each time 
anyone ‘dies in’: the City: Hall it 
goes in for the black:.and purple, 
with always, according to bills, new 

, crepe. _ 

1 Ledova got a: ‘pia. from the. chi 
Opera. She: used ‘to: ballet there 

7 while her mother ‘looked: after the. 
wardrobe. 2 

_ Aaron: Jones. has gone Florida, 
Ea Wappler spends a lot of. his 

time persuading. performers at .the 
Blackstone to hold that: pose: ‘while 
he smears ‘some’ paint on a piece: 
of canvas. |... 

Jules Greengard. ran out of phone. 

books when all the Rose’s midgets | 
ate in the ‘Green Grill. 

Frank Bering is. teaching his 
tricky. horse new ‘stunts ‘to try. the 
beast in ‘vaude. Charles McMurran 
is the teacher... | 
‘Universal exchange is going 

‘toss. a dinner for Gen. Sales Mer. 
Van Praag Saturday: | ; 

Carol Frink, film critic of the 
“Herald- Examiner,” is back at her]. 
desk, having laid. off: while two 

cracked ribs got together, 
| Girls working for ‘one of - the 

“| ticket agencies haye petitioned for 
time off. to see the shows, arguing 
they can sell better if they know 
what. they’ re selling. oe 

-|Book on ‘Josephine’ Called | 
Salacious by. ‘Vice Snooper} 

- “Josephine .. the: Great 

leon’s first’ wife, was the cause: of 
@ summons issued. in West Side 
Court by Magistrate Richard F, Mc-. 
Kiniry for the’ Liveright Company, 
book dealer, 61 West 48th ‘street: 

The summons was obtained by 
John Ss. Sumner, ‘Secretary of the 

“Y. ‘Vice- Society; Henry .Van 
yeen, of the law firm of Arthur 
Garflela|) Hays, appéared in ‘West 
Side Court to answer the summons.| 
An adjournment. was to be taken 

by Van Veen when Sumner asked. 
Magistrate Edward ‘Weil if the 
booksellers would destroy what 
copies they had, together with the 
plates, he (Suniner) would consent 
to a withdrawal of the summons, 

“But I would like to be présent 
when the books and plate are de- 

Van Veen 
replied Liveright’s. firm would do 
his bidding but “I will not concede 
the book is salacious,” said: “Van 
Veen... There was no reply. . 
Many copies of the book has. been 

sold said Van Veen,. The book sold 
for $?, he said. It wast in French 
but. has been translated into Eng- 
lish. 

“The ‘book: was considered. a “aud. , 
I understand that a woman in Chi-— 
cago wrote Mr. Sumner and. com- 
plained of the book,” said Van Veen. 
The attorney stated to the. céourt 

that the book contained: only his-. 
torical data. Sumner, it is said, pur-| 
chased .a book from. Liveright’s 
shipping department. . 

Fox. Testing Choristers 
' Hollywood, Jan. 14. 

Some 32 Fox girls under contract 
for a year as chorines ‘are to be 
tested before the camera and mike. 

Studio hopes ‘to find © material 

riglitentag B. F. Okays 
Hostesses okaying boy friengs for 

joints must stand the gaff if the 
check bounces, under a new ruling. 
oo many okays on Mberal tippers 

by the gal entertainers, and no re- 

dress when the muge didn’ t pay.. 

0 

Lover,”’. 
novel by FE. ' P:: Nezelof, . of Napo- 

‘drinting, 

| FRIARS FROLIC SPECIAL 
‘12-DAY TRIP TO MIAMI 
-The “Friars Frolic Special” train 

‘will take a party of Friars and 
others to Miami.on a 12-day trip. 
starting Feb. 19 from the Penn sta- | 

tion. The party will return. to New 

York March 1, “making the trip four 

-days ‘longer than last season, ‘with. 

eight days’ stop in the. southern re- 

|. sort. 

dk benefit perfor mance w will be hela 

Feb. 26 at: the ‘Olympia. the: total. 
‘| proceeds’ to. go to. the club. ‘Last. 

‘| season when the Friars party went - 
‘to Mian! . the Sharkey- -Stribling 

fight was supposed to be the main: 

attraction, though. the Frolic netted” 
the Friars more than $9,000, This 
year the show will take place the: 
evening before the: "Sharkey- ‘Strib- “ 
‘ling match. 

Rehearsals: ‘for. the show’ will bo. 
hela on the strand‘ in front of the 

| Roney’ Plaza: hotel, 
_A full orchestra will be taken along, _ 

Miamt Beach. 

with “dancing ‘and pictures nightly. 

trip will be made ‘py Joe Seiden. -- 
‘Fred. Block is’ in.. charge of the 

Friars Miamt jaunt, as last season, 
Joe Glick will be business manager; 
‘Benny Holzman,” publicity at the 
resort; Rube: Bernstein ‘stage man-. 

be-accompanied by their wives. The 
special will be parked within three 
b:ocks of the new 50,000-seat arena. 
‘where ‘the fight will be held. ‘Car 
equipment will’ be a club and. bag- 

bination drawing room and. com~ 

Iction Pullmans. 

INDIE SUICIDE 
(Continued. from Page 4° 

meant the toss of his small mérein 
‘of profit for Some time to: come. - 

the theatre was shattered by a bomb 
tossed ‘from an automobile. 
bined with the worry of operating 
-at a loss, the shock broke Palmer's 

and . reopened. once more, 

:theatre,.. Mrs. Palmer doing every- 
thing but, run ‘the: projection ma- 
‘chine. .Then a:.stench bomb. was 
hurled in ‘the house. 
business worse, ©. 
Palmer, {ll and discouraged, . sat 

at his desk and wrote checks coy- 
‘| ering his film exchange bills, Among” 

he © them was one for. “Revenge,” 
film which had ‘burned in his pros 
jection machine. With. his bills 

desk and killed: himself, . 
Mrs. Palmer accused local police 

of refusing to co-operate in finding 
the departed operator and “tracing 
racketeering to-its proper source.” 
She stated her husbhand’s death was. 
murder chargeable to weak- kneed 
police action. 

Exchange officials have been more | 
than kind to Mrs. Palmer.. So, also, 
hag the nelghborhood rallied to her 
support. 

And. despite advice to the con- 
trary, Mrs. Palmer is reopening the . 

‘Jittle Ideal. 

SPEAKEASIES SPREADING 

ager, and Si. Goodfriend in advance.: 
“Reservations are not. closed to. 

club members, ‘some - ‘Of whom will: 

Sage car, two ‘diners and five com-. 

partment cars in addition to regus 7 

‘Several weeks Jater. the front’ of 

Com- 

health. But ‘he supervised the sec-_ 
ond reconstruction” of the theatre. 

There . 
‘were intervals. ‘when. his health was’ 
‘80 poor he was unable. to visit the - 

-pald, he took a revolver from bis: 

on the train. Motion pictures of the. 

i 

Tt. made. bad . 

~--. (Continued. from: -Page-1)—— - a 

dresa: 
ten into the habit of. drinking rather, 
heavily. 

‘While people have grown. more 
interested and fastidious . about 

*heir. craze for dancing 
has diminished. An occasional eve- 
ning of dancing suffices, but speak- 

| easies become a pleasant habit, it: 
seems. 

One..can. side into a speak with- : 
out preparation. 
genial yet semi-forhidden atmos- 
phere’ that people seem to now 
crave. It has taken the place of 
the nite club excitement, . Se 
The younger generation leads all 
the rest. 
drink than dance or watch a floor 
show, Now and then only they like 
to go out to strut their stuff. Ina 
number of the best speaks. there is 
yome entertainment. 

An. addict to the comfortable 
speakeasy. fad isa quickly made, 
when anything else seems an ef- 

j fort. 

Toting a bottle to a nite | 

‘club ‘is’ not an attractive outlook.’ 

They would much rather 

- Almost ‘everybody has got- -: 

-There is the con- .— 
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~ = (Jneommon Chatter 
By Ruth 

Palace Laugh Revel 

‘Laughter is headlining the Palace 
‘pill-this week, with Ken Murray and 
_his hoodlums finishing the first half 
* with’. what . is known as: a. bang. 
Along | toward the end of the bill, 
when the audience is worn out with 

“ Jots “of show, come Clayton, -Jack- 
‘son and Durante, providing a new 
‘spasm of merriment: that is“almost: 

-., painful. . “They have :perfected their 
‘Wood number to a ‘very fine—one 
‘might’ even: say; ‘ “specialized 
‘point of production. ~~ 

‘Annie: Bohm is featured ‘with the]. 
“Snozzles. : She ‘never appears, . 80 
it’s hard to say what. she might - ‘pe 
‘wearing, but it’s pretty: ‘certain that 
she’ ‘would have | lots. of chic and 

. dash. ; 
The reinaining- “acts round. out 

“nice entertainment, with the Chi- 
nese Whoopee Revue. setting a fast 

“pace... There have ‘been other. Chi- 
"nese acts, but none can -touch this. 

one for speed and pleasant comedy. 
“Wearing gorgeous Chinese silks, and]. 
embroideries ‘that’ create constantly, 

‘: tnteresting _picturés,' .the..-troupe} 
“Nnoively, presents numbers in typical 

. ‘particularly’ knockout costume. hag 
_ all-over ‘enibroidery” ‘on a robe. of. 

white rabbit..- 
‘Corinne. ‘Tilton. returns - to “the 
Palace with. the same “material, and 

” .gostumes | ‘that are. “mainly ° ‘comedy. 
" effects, making a lack of. style un- 

important... A™ straight © ‘costume, 
. ‘worn: -for: opening” song, uses pink 
moire prettily; with - petaled tulle 
creating fashionable length. 
‘The ‘lyrics: that ‘were. formerly. 

‘described by. Neville Fleeson as be- 
ing “written, ‘to ‘suit Grace Hayes”. 

are now being sung by a.new. part- 
ner,. Helen Shipman. This is a lit- 
tle unfortunate, as‘ Miss Shipman 
works too closely’ te-Grace Hayes’ 

. them. 

‘| silks :.to: advertise. ‘the, contours” of. 

‘white. satin (always a symbol of 

unimaginative. person in the audi- 

‘south or the Beaux Arts. Ball, 
‘American style and is grand. fun. One|. 

Jane Regny,. It is of dark garbardine. 

'| show, a decided attempt to get away 

Morris 

are ‘that “unattractive. . They: are 
made. of soft materials that hang 
on, rather than describe, the: figure. 
Only .@- ‘noble person would » “Wear 

-Dorothy | Revier, - ‘on. the other 
hand, is immediately’ damned by 
‘the frocks she wears, She is at once 
stamped as the gangster’s gal who. 
treads the scarlet path ‘wearing 
“white . fox scarfs, gaudy hand-bags 
and choosing. nothing. but shiny 

ther anatomy... 
. She runs. so, true to form that she 
appears — for her. big scene in a 
tightly molded: ‘aress” of “black “and. 

cinema sin) with inserted owhite sat- 
in vestee ‘that clings in a most un- 
lady-like ‘manner, . Even the. most’: 

ence . will. know ‘ ‘at a -Blance’ that 

she's a bad. ene. . : a 

Things for North and South 

: .Shops’ ‘about: town’ are chiefly’ con- 
cerned. atthe. ‘moment’ with people 
who are going - -gomewhere—north, 

The winter . ‘things: are dashing 
enough ° 6. provide: impetus to hop |.- 
‘a train “to Lake - Placid: and ‘points 
north. . “If one must freeze, it would 
be a, comfort to.do it in anything as 
cute as the.Dutch' Skiing costume of 

with slightly flaring trou caught. in’ 
at. the ankle and’ a’ waist- Tength’ 

double brested. ‘Jacket. Other imports 

from.: trite,’ unimaginative . winter 
styles, ‘There are Indian motifs used 
in ‘swedters: and otlier, accessories, 

style ‘without. possessing any of her/ . 
finesse. and suave ‘delivery. Slie|-. 
-looks stunning in a succession of |: 

” gowns made trickily. to. permit on- 
stage changes. ‘Her last costume 
‘ig a smart black velvet worn with |. 
. two gorgeously . long “and ‘silyerea 
foxes, One heart in the audience 
‘actually -bled when, at, the end of 
the: act that stunning: fur-piec? wag 
left on the piarig, awaiting the ten- 
der mercies of Stagehands. 

- Glorified for Dough | 

The. American girl, having’ “been 
: glorified: ‘by. Mr, Ziegfeld and ‘facial. 
cream endorsements,. is now. being: 
celebrated in Paramount’s Jatest,. 

“Glorifying. the’ American Girl.” Tha. 
drawing power of the title alone 
should glorify box offices. 
‘The film shows, in cleverly tricked 

‘shots, an arniy of girls crossing ‘the 
continent: to: the theatrical mecca 
of ‘America—dropping their’ wheat- 
‘cake griddies, typewriters and. choir 
vestments to. emerge in. footlight 
splendor. . Its’ technicolor ‘scenes 
are not only lavish but beautiful, 
giving the picture - ‘the rich Ziegfeld 
touch, 
Mary Eaton “is- disappointing". as. 

the lead... She sings well and per- 
’ ‘forms conscientlously, but. her most 
important contribution is her 
charming dancing: Olive Shea 
registers more. convincingly in a 
minor role, stuck in by the pro- 
ducers to-make all the little sales- 
girls and typists who watch the pic- 
ture ‘happy and not discontented | 
‘with their lot. © - 

For .the script takes an unusual. 
turn; the. leading man and lady do} 
not.. attain - happiness: ever after. 
Mary: Eaton. gains stardom, | but 

" loses ‘her ‘hero to a less dazzling 
_home-girl who comments at the 
end.of the film that she-is.not glori- | 
fled “but. awfully happy,"—which- 
‘may or. may not please the flappers 
-who picture themselves. as proto: 
types. of the ‘scintillating heroine. 
and nurse secret dreams of. some 
“day ‘being glorified.. 

_ Clothes ‘Make the ‘Woman 

Clothes are sometimes a great 
. help to scenarists.' Many feet ‘of 
explanatory. dialog may be elimi- 
nated if the pure woman in the film 
can be dréssed to look, unmistakably 

‘pure, and tlie bad woman -to look 
‘ unmistakably bad.. Picture audi- 
ences, brought up on these devices, | 

wees CANS -wet-hep--to--the- situation..imme-.|. 
‘ @iately and there is ‘no confusion 
‘regarding the standing of the char- 
acters. ; 

This type of short-cut has been 
used .in the costuming of “The 
“Mighty,” the latest film in which |. 

- ‘George Bancroft airs his smilé and 
‘gangster: personality. Tiere can be 
no doubt of the fact that, Esther 
‘Ralston plays @ lady—her costumes 

‘big reasons why “Her Private’ Af- 
fair”. (Colony) will ‘interest. Ann |. 

oo | clinging gown with. crystal bands 
' | crossing the hloused bodice. and}. 

Ann- Harging’s Gowns 
. Ann. Harding's ‘patrician beauty 
and ability :as'an actress are two 

-Harding-could put thrills -in “Little 
|| Snow White.” --For one ‘unfortunate. 
‘occasion Misg: Harding. wore a 

topping the ‘ciroular fiounce- that. ‘be-: 
came a train. (how. she ‘hid. that: 
bunch,, of . letters . without . . their: 
showing is a mystery), her wrap 
then a luxuriously furred brocade 
also with ‘a circular . flounce at the 
bottom. . 
AS plack velvet - ensemble had al 
finger-tip Ighgth wrap with divided 

gown with crystal shoulders, Tight 
fitting silk frock had draped collar. 
.& lighter... color, whose long. scarf 
‘end. hung out of’ ‘aight, ‘beautiful dia- 

‘many beautiful Jewels.. “Betty Car- 
ter, remembered for ‘good work * as 

passer,”: also looked stunning in a 

furs. on the wrap,.and in a’ black. 
lace gown with doyble tiered slcirt, 

Absent Short 
Riverside is billing its. new pro- 

gram as. “VaudeTalkies” and then 
not giving’ one screen attraction 
that promised diversion. The 

ing: “Satires’ use part of their 
vaudeville act. Miss Oakland's frock 
was. of taffeta, skirt made with a 
pepulum.. oo 
‘The very agreeable and. ‘talented 

(Miss), “Bobby © Folsom hasn't 
changed, either her songs or her 
gowns, though “poth. can easily. be 

‘tolerated a second time. 

_ Serova’s Revue is billed as: “A 
Feast of Amusement,” so it must be 
on a diet at this time. Girls open 
in white satin and large neck ruffs, 
red banjos and, slippers; two oth- 
ers in. what were once probably at- 
tractive frocks. of petals and. span- 
gles, capes collared with stiff ma- 
line. Then there was a moment .of 
flittings about in blue veils: and 
spangles, a gypsy tambourine inter- 
val, and: at last the one pretty en- 

bonnets. If Affile Martyn is the 

number she deserves special men- 
tion, 

‘the. woods to avoid the girls. Both. 
girls are pretty, the dark one could 
sing more pleasingly if she didn't 
‘strain ‘her voice. . Being campers, 

| too, one costume. -was a black bath- 

- Clothes Gnd Clothes” 
By Mollie Gray 

cape collar edged with’ chinchilla, 

‘mond pin on the ‘right side. besides’ 

the , crippled wife in “The - Tres-. 

satin ensemble, using two different. 

“Rooney Family do “Three Dia-| 
monds” and also “Beach Babies,”: 
which. was, around months ago. 
“Murray and ‘Oakland in their amus-: 

-sembie--in---hoop--skirts--and—poke+: 

girl who did the difficult acrobatic] 

Fader and Wales. try camping in. 

and Russian blouses and keimmer. 
hats to create interest. : 

Schiaperelli. has fashioned" one of 
the giddiest ensembles out of ‘pastel 
pink leather, describing short 

Black wool provides a strong con- 
trast in cap, stockings and. gloves. 
Schiaperelli has - another unusual. 
effect. - in’ succession of: ‘sweaters 
worn with the. same costu me—each 
one with neckline cut. a little lower 
than the last to: show. the’ different 
‘color of the one worn: beneath: 

fetching. The top sweater has a 
hood and scarf attachment: and,: as 
another ‘interesting item,. .a- long. 
scarf can be made. into a jacket by 
the use of zipper fastenings. not 

- Summer” stuff for ‘the ‘Florida=- 
bound.is grand. Dresses in dotted 

cape-sleeves, prim. waistlines ‘and 
fluted flounces. Being washable; 
they make the. dry-cleaning horror 
shrink to nothing. No.matter how 

sports. dresses may appear, they’re 
never brusque and are relieved: with 

‘| delightful, soft touches. The most 
fashionable shoes to be worn with 

‘| these frocks are of white with ‘one- 
tone applications to match the trim 
‘of the § dress, Hats are. still. tiny: 
ones in’ a new shiny,. brittle: straw 

| or’ slightly erratic. with: large irreg-, 
‘ular brims.: . 

Thousands: of dollars’ are being: 
spent: on -costumes for the Beaux: 
Arts, with ‘Stewart, ‘Saks: and. Lord 
-& ‘Taylor ‘leading the activity. Mrs. 
|Pemberton’s theatre department is 
slightly Curtailed here because of 
the -number of -theatrical. - ‘produc-, 
tions ‘going ‘out: of her studio: at 
‘present, At least. 15 Renaissance 
costumes. are being. made from de- 
[signs - by. ‘Virginia. Hawkins ‘and 
other staff artists, with a last- 
minute rush being anticipated, 

ing ‘suit. and. sheer those under a’ 
short, white jacket, the other yellow 
Sweater. and silk. skirt. Oh, yes, a 
diamond ring with the bathing ‘sult. 
“Audrey Evaas, with Jed Dooley, 
wears little to interfere. with the 
vision, Miss Evans being the vision. 

‘Soviet Picture Flat oo 
“The Man From the Restaurgrt” 

(Cameo) had a son who died from 
‘the effects of gas during. ‘the war 
(Russian film)..and later his wife’ 
died “from -the shock and -still -the 
hard-hearted. school master waxted 
the daughter's tuition: fees.. Such 

‘rule sons, and wives won’t die: and 
interfere - with ‘violin - lessons and 
the like, Daughter was in the sey-: 
enth grade, according to. her books, 
yet a few days after her. ‘expulsion 
and subsequent job int the hotel or- 
chestra she was engaged to be. mar- 
ried. In the matter of falling off 
a ladder just. when the handsome 
roomer wag on ‘hand to catch her: 
or what to do with silk clad legs 
this blonde could compete with any. 
country. 

An awfully funny Laurel and 
Hardy comedy, “Night. Owls,” pre- 

.|cedes the Ramon Novarro ‘song: re- 
cital, “Devil May. Care,” at the As- 
tor. It’s an important part of the 
‘show. 

- Dreams and Sailors 
Capitol has a long show and a 

“weary: -one.:° Stage -presentation, 
“Gypsy. | Dreams,”. accounts for the 
‘predominant Russian influence: on. 
the costumes) and— dancing—in_ 
dreams all lands are one.-: Set a 
pretty: woodland, first, Chester -Hales 
in ‘good looking costumes. of ‘futur- 
istic © patterned . silk—no. ‘ribbon 
“rags” for which thanks—and. red 
boots, and finale in gorgeous red 
and white satin uniforms, swords 
and everything, . -another gypsy. 
dream. An. adaglo. team chased 
‘each other like the words on a run- 
ning sign, but meaning less and 
wearing still Jess, four girly in 
mountains. of white skirts trimmed 
with a wide band of color through 
the center; all pretty. 

chief cause. of “Navy Blues,” ‘his. 

first vocal effort; he can talk, ‘even: 

sing, but both are wasted energy. 

-Anita--Page -was- -the: -emptyheaded- 
little girl who didn't know all sailor 
talk should be taken with extra galt 
beside what they put in it, Her 
dark -checked coat was good look-: 
ing and a light ¢repe with biased 
bands ef satin trimming, both skirt 
and bodice also’ simple and at- 
tractive... Checks ‘going. to. be popu- 
lar. Miss Page wore a sleeveless 
frock of checked taffeta quite pretty. 

knickers and tuck-in zipper blouses. | 

Effect is of a rainbow ‘and extremely |]. 

swiss, organdy and handkerchief || 
Jinen. are ultra feminine, with tiny |b 

definitely athletic the out and-out.|- 

‘wood. right, now is “amazing. ” It is 

‘may take. on. from. uttering those 

saying - ‘amazing is magically trans- 

‘there, Charwomen, pausing in their 

| wonders to be- wrought with soap 

‘at the ‘premieré. of another fellow’s 
| picture, “replies. to his ‘query, © “It’s 

a: '|.things ‘it ‘could do. for one were dis- 
- | covered. Returning travelers, from 

‘| by this ésoteric. word.. - What's fair 
| for one. is fair for all. Soon all! 

it's at its peak, It's faint. literati 

as well as the déscriber. ‘Amazing 

‘| ing: ‘good or amazing bad, as suits 

oppression! Possibly. under ‘Soviet 

| will give her no trouble when she 

' ‘Willlam Haines, is, of course, the | 

St ere) 

Wisdom for the Woeful 
‘A trouble shared. is a trouble cured, ° : . 
Beginning next week Variety will inaugurate an innovation . in. 

_ theatrical journalism.: Jt is a department through which. Variety 
readers may seek advice on domestic and other troubles, and be 
‘assured that thelr problems wilt be sympathetically, considered and. . 

_ their confidence respected. 
Department will be conducted’ by ‘Nellie Revell, well known as a 

‘hurts of the lovelorn. - ' 
' , Miss ‘Revell, who. has spent -her lifetime in the theatre and has 

. been. a wife, mother,’ and grandmother, has a ‘worldly -wise under- 
; standing of the heartaches confronting show folks.: 

All letters: will. be- treated as strictly confidential. No attention. ae 
* will be’ paid to unsigned communications, ‘and. in -replying names” 
“willl Bs suppressed. ; 

~ Hol lywood Styles 
By Cecelia Ager 

* Hollywood; Jan: 10... * her, -and “in “Burning. up". she. 
- Amazing! — qe obe t. Instead hes is costumed 

n “becoming” clothes, and. is much 
- The. most. ‘stylish word in Holly- the better for it. ! 

In .an ensemble that . As ‘designed 
-to indicate “for southern wedr" she 
wears white kid slippers, a white - 
felt hat! cut. wisely off the. forehead. 
so that all may,see her. nice : eyes; . 
and a: white ‘leather bag- and gloves. . 

@ word. that - deserves ‘its: all-em- 
bracing vogue, for it. is: so adapt- 
able..-.The whole. town | is .finding 
out. the power and eclat. that one 

magic three ‘syllables... A. mugg 

piped around the neckline with red. 
and. white polka-dotted. sik. A 
polka-dotted bow is encrusted | at. 
the, waistline: after. the manner of. 
Chanel; and the -skirt is ‘eirculdr. - 
The . three-quarter -length | crepe . 
jacket has similar ‘bows on the 
pockets, and the. polka-dotted col- 
lar. becomes ‘two. scarf ends which 
are ‘Knotted in back. 

formed.into a sophisticate. then and 

labors. to. review ‘the floors. they 
have been. scrubbing, .- ‘sigh and say: 
to themselves, “It’s: ‘amazing, ‘the 

and ‘water!”, ‘A producer, cornered 

amazing!” . 
Amazing first came ‘into promi- |: 

nence. -in New York, : where | the 
What Parvenue Will Wear _ 

and her splendid height serves her 
well in setting off some convincing 
costumes. ‘There is an ensemble of 
all-over. beige lace, - perhaps the: 
most difficult. stuff of all’ to whip 
{nto smartness, yet Jobyna and her. 
designer did it. The dress. has a 

the metropolis: startled their friends: 

Hollywopd was doing it, and now 

flavor.has perfumed all, the object 

is ‘such a nice: word. . When in. 
doubt as to the reaction of one’s 
companion to the subject under dis- 
eussion; one says “amazing " ‘The 
companion may interpret it ‘amaz- 

her figure. Grace is given the long . 
skirt by circular godets. placéd be- 
low the hipline. Over the frock is 
a hip-length lace jacket that. fas- 
tens snugly at the side'with a large 

his own attitude:. Fewer énmities 
would have been. created in Holly- 
wood if ‘Hollywood had only known 
about this blessed straddling term 
sooner: Now. old scores are being: 
wiped’ out.: It's amazing 

with wide bands of beige fox, for 
the combination of lace with fur 

luxury. 

A great big necklace of diamonds 
v and emeralds and’ lots of large 

- | jéweled bracelets complete - & .cose 
At the Stiidios ‘| tume that accomplishes its purpose, 

Nancy Carrol demonstrates to that -of ‘putting . over a. nouveau 
flustered housewives how. to~ look _ without mixing signals. 
ravishing amidst the homely back- 
ground of pots’ and pans. She is]. 
Cool and ‘fresh and unspotted cook- 
‘ing’ in. “Honey,” Paramount's ulti-: 
mate title for “Come Out: of the 
Kitchen.” Standing before a kitchen 
‘stove, tenderly holding a double 
boiler.in one hand as she.'places a 
tea kettle in the oven- with the 
other,’.she’ is a -studio lesson in 
kitchen daintiness, Her white 
cook’s cap is puffed out to make 
an aura for her serene smile. The 
dotted Swiss dress she wears has 
a wide ‘round. neck with a tendency 
to slip off one’s nicely rounded 
shoulder, and the tiny -puff sleeves 

‘Costumes for Role ‘ 
Blanche. Sweet has the pathos in 
“Show Girl in Hollywood,” for she 
‘plays a fading star’ seeking a job. 
Bits of.the old glory remain in her 
wardrobe, however, and in a -black 
velvet. dress it is hard to ‘believe 
that her draw has waned. Designed 
along the simple lines of Vionnet, 
the dress has a’ Vv neck with a 
‘searf cut in -one- -piece with the - 
shoulder, that Miss Sweet flings 
across her throat with dramatic 
effect. 

There are long sleeves wide at 
the bottom, ‘a slim bodice and a. 
skirt with an -uneven circular flare 

washes dishes. | 
Her apron, with a few- ‘gmudges 

applied . by. the realistic property 
man, is carefully fitted to tie at the 
waistline and flutter prettily with 
the full short skirt of her dress. 
There will probably be some dis- 
senters who will scoff at Nancy's 
:kitchen. comeliness.. A” smoothly |- 
powdered face does: not survive the 
proper basting. of a roast, for in- 
stance, nor is pirouetting prac- 
ticed . after ‘kneading a. batch ‘of 
bread, they will argue.” No matter, 
there are lovers .of beauty’ left in 
the world who ‘would rather: far 
their kitchens be taken over by 2 
maid to. delight the. eyes than an. 
old ecrosspatch who can only delight 
the tummy.- 

back. Folds of: light colored chif- 
fon outline: the neck, scarf. and 
sleeve bottoms. Costfme co-op- 
erates with the role to provide a be-' 
lievable medium for yéearnine 
glances in graceful poses. 

Evelyn. Brent fancies: ‘a@ark suede. 
gloves ‘to give the- final cachet of - 
chic to her tweed ensemble in 
“Slightly Scarlet.” - This costume, 
made of a coarse. rough tweed in 
-beige, follows simple tailored lines, 
as behooves its. fabric. The dress is © 
one piece, fitting well, with a Peter 

| Pan collar tied with a brown galyak 
cravat. Circular godets give move- 
ment. to the skirt, and 2 galyak belt 
fastens at the waistline.. 

; There is a casual short jacket 
1930 Femme ‘Type | lined -with galyak that swings out 

‘Mary Brian's type of -woman is slightly from the shoulders. It has 
returning, the fashion writers pro-| buttons down the front,:.and their 
claim. Sweet femininity has licked| buttonholes have. been worked 
-the.-atriking; -.terribly--smart.-.ones,|.through..the.fur...with.-the..carefree.. 
and soft charm will be the.thing.| ‘disregard of economy. that. makes 
Fluttering eyelids win over the] swell clothes in pictures so pleas- 
bold stare. Winsome, half smiles| ant for practical audiences, Galyak 
will be used in place of-the demode| ties hang from the wrist. of the 
hearty laugh, so Mary may be con-j coat. Only Miss Brent’s hat pre- 
sidered as. a forerunner of Woman| vents the costume from -being 
1930. ‘She. need not trouble to wear| wholly. satisfactory, for it is a 
any more the severe, interesting} draped turban of .galyak - ‘that be- 
‘elothes that on her somehow| longs to a more formal. ensemble 
looked as if they didn’t belong to! than this ‘one. . 

woman of experience and. understanding in ‘the affairs of the heart, |” 
. having shared for years the secrets of her friends and healed the | - 

‘The: sleeveless white crepe dress is 

we 

Jobyna Howland plays a domi- . 
nating nouveau riche in‘ “Honey” - 

Jeweled pin. The sleeves are cuffed - 

used | impractically’ always spells. , 

at:the hem that becomes a train in 

low square neck. ‘and fits close to - 
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- Plauding from a stage box; ; 
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William .. Fox filed. ‘his - ‘famous 

"$1,800, 000 triple. damage,. anti-trust 
suit against. the M. P. Patents Co.: 

_ ind General Film, alleging damages |. 

“pecause the Film Trust cut off ser- | 
“vice from any exhibitor wihio°* ‘showed 

_ product: from ‘an’ Independent pro- 
‘ducer. Suit. was a. test case and 

- ‘Joltea. the “trust.” “If Fox: won a) 
decision, a hundred : similar suits 

would be brought. | 

& “B. 
were engaged on & ‘plan: ‘for’ Cookin 

‘. pool under. which’ houses would be 
, put. into two" divisions; ‘one on a $2 
and: the other, ¢ on. a ‘SL Scale. wR gies rar 

a a 

rival. the. stage... . 
748 ne 

Te 

tue ® Harry Bilcer, having «split with |‘ 
- Gaby: Delys.in Paris, opened in. the. 
| Pavillion, London, ‘with: Feddy. ‘Ger- 

ard, American beaut, as . partner. 
Gaby ‘In person was present - ap- 

‘Loew leased thie New York theatre 
from K. &.E. at ‘reported: rental of 
-$70,000 a year. 
did not go with: the.dedl. Loew's. 
only other Broadway house was the 

Herald. Square, . 35th - .street and 
* Broadway, about to be. razed. for a 
. Jeft. building. .. . . 

. 

“Bob “vernon, ‘‘Brosdway ‘playboy 
and galesman for Pommery wine, |‘ 
was promoting the .Willard- Jack 
“Johnson title fight, . scheduled. at. 

oothis't time for Mexico. a, 
. comet 

50 YEARS. ACO. 
(From. Otpper) © 

aloes ot “i 7 . 

“Byen's so-far back. as 1880 observers 
-of trends in vaudeville noted a fail-: 
ure-to brighten shows up with nov- 
-elties, Clipper in an editorial ex- 
Presses wonder that ‘the. novelty 
theatre is lacking in novelty.” 

» One of the many six-day ‘ walking” 
“matches in Madison Square Garden. 
.drew a total of $18,500 for the week, 

regarded as satisfactory., Event. was] else controls a‘string outside his jurisdiction. The reported collapse of | ‘t is 
notable for a record, three leaders: 
haying. covered more than 500 miles. 
in the six-day ‘grind. One: contest- | 

- ant quit late the first day at the 75-: 
“tnile mark’ and died a few’ hours‘ 
later from Physical collapse.: 

“* 

Two, remarkable. batiles are re-. 
_ Ported.: In one of them : Paddy Bren- 
“Nan, & former -prize fighter, under- 
took to battle barehanded to.a fin- 

.4sh. with, a Russian bloodhound for. 
/& purse of $260. Fight lasted nearly 
-an hour, Dog died soon after,.and: 
-thé man was in bed terribly -torn.: 

w- In another fight a donkey. fought 
Off a Great Dane. for an-hour and 

. battle ended ‘only- ‘when: the dog. ‘was 
shot.” 4 

Moody, the evangelist, ‘denied that’ 
the circus clown, Dan Rice, would 
take part in’ the. religious revivals 
under ‘his direction. Moody. said |- 

‘that at his last meeting with: Rice 
the clown"had shown no evidence of 

.conversion.. Rice had made several 

Public declarations of his. ‘reform 
from a drunkard and declared he 
would devote. himself to evangelism. 

“Mr...and Mrs, Tony Pastor cele- 
. brated their. wooden wedding anni- 
__Versary at their -home,_116 ‘West .17th_|. 

A pe ee ne ee ee, Saal a ale cat 

~“atreet, ‘New York. Some joker sent 
them’ five truckloads of kindling 
wood which was dumped: into the 
area of their house. : 

The Opera -.House, Glens Falls, 

N. Y,, is offered either at a rental 
of $15 a night or-on sharing terms to | 
“first-¢lass attractions.” 

“| process which Fox owns, but which Eastman is iaanufacturing. Screen 

| Pox ultimately. planning to carry th? na..ral shades into : 

Roof and Criterion . 

obtained fromthe district. 

Inside Stuff—Pictures: 
New York “World” got hot on the Eastman-Fox tip late the night of 

but refused to ‘divulge any further identification. 
Daily started chasing the story, putting its film department ‘members 

‘fon the yarn, who evidently ran into nothing but denials, as. the story 
wasn't used the following. morning. . Rumor was. later more or less offi-. 
cially denied by. Eastman executives. . Neither the. “World” or anyone in 

| the Fox outfit yet seems to know who the party wes that phoned, _ 
Association of Eastman and’ Fox comes about through a color film, 

tests..of. the new ‘method have been going. on for at least five months, 
wide (70mm.) 

film, Fox Movietone City, on the coast, recently: e"ded a laboratory for 
the sole purpose of’ simplifying the work being done in conjunction with 
Eastman. It. ‘is also understood. that the Eastman concern ‘recently put’ 
up: $6,200,000. to’ take Fox’s - personal stock holdings out of the market, 
arranged through Jules ‘Brulatour. a a 

A. new ait. for. promoting. pankrolls ‘is being used by a publisher- of: 
one of the. struggling Hollywood daily trade papers. His gag is to adver-: 
‘tisé for a partner in a live- going. proposition. When: a prospect. applies, | 
publisher takes him on a tour.of the studios where he is best known ‘to 
‘the' big. ‘shots: and introduces the prospective angel. © .Latter becomes 
dazed’ with the glamour of meeting screen celebrities and ‘Baes: for the’ , 

works. , ; 
If one becomes ‘skeptical ‘and asks the publisher _why: the - -pioture 

people:.don’t invest in the paper he .explains that he. ‘couldn't afford to. 
have the. paper. subsidized, Yet. subsidization is open. ‘to any. studio worker 

for a, $10: ad. ‘ 

*Maniatacturing. found news. shots" is arawing the ‘ire ‘of a number of | 

Capital. tee 
“Incidentally, that wire: story. constituted the “firet time ‘ ‘that - the ‘type- 

writer fraternity: of the town has doublecrossed the camera. boys.’ ‘Staging 

events in an old ‘Spanish, or- rather Washington, “ custom, © 

CA precedent tliat will have: a nationwide jnifluence. ‘on the censorship 
.. [of dialog is" expected by the producer. group to materialize in Chicago : 
| within the next two weeks... ‘Getting at the root of the situation—the city: 

ordinance—is the: move: -anticipated. - This, according to experienced . anti- 
censor men, is the ‘only bit of, definite surgery that can be expected... . 
‘Reports emanating from. Chicago: that exhibitors, by refusing to fuiait 

contracts. on: dialog- ‘censored pictures, could precipitate a test case, or, 
at least’ pass ‘the buck to the exchanges, ‘are dissipated. by New York 
authorities. Such -action. would be licked before it was started, because 
the ¢ontract. ‘Taakes ‘provision. that the theatre owner ‘will: accept "his 
pictures, according to censor. conditions: existent: in’ his territory, ‘Ate is 
potrited out woe vos ‘ 

. 

mulcted out. of Coast residents, mostly picture people, . ‘by magazine and: 
newspaper solicitors, using: the fire department as a ‘bait, ‘has’ instituted : 
@ campaign against ‘it, but getting no co-operation fiom the dailies, 
fare sending firemen ..to.the studios to.tell the facts. °” 
-One of the chief offenders was -a ‘Los Angeles morning tabloid, whose! 

: solicitors would” call prospects. on ‘the phone: telling. them that. there was | 
{a movement ‘to give the. “boys.in. the fire. house a radio” and that the; 
‘paper had offered to give .the' radio if enough | ‘subscriptions: could: be’ 

| gag, the. paper was’ on the way to build up quite a circulation, until, 
| the department ‘stepped’ in and called a halt, = ¥°. 

., “Benson » Murder. Case” preparation has’ given Paramount plenty of. 
During its evolutionary stages.it has had ‘three directors ‘and is.|- | 

On ag'in, in off ag’in Finnegan stunts was with. the ; 
grief, 
not yet in production. 
leading. fémme role. First. was Jean Arthur, replaced by Way Wray. 
‘Then Miss Arthur again, Then Miss wray. Then ‘Miss Arthur. 
Now they, have cut out the’ role. . . 

' Exhibitors in some , countries and states seem to have a “penchant for 
electing .a guy to the chair who either has’ no theatres of his own or 

his interest in a house in Heightstown makes Joe Seider,. head: of * the 
MPTO of N.-J., one of those leaders, ' Joe has a few shops elsewhere, 

on L. I, me, - . 
° 

“Due ‘to favorable reaction from 350. newspapers recetving. Columbia’s 
| weekly letter (press matter) the company is planning to increase its list | 

{he would not show exceptional. drawing power beyond’ that ‘scope of, his of dailies to 1,000. . . 
Columbia has never issued a news letter in the past. Hank ‘Linet is 

putting out a. five- column ‘letter of matter pertaining to the firm's ‘pic-— 

tures and stars. , 

, Paramount's revue, ‘in. production several months, , more or ‘less under: 
cover; will reach the screen as “Paramount.on: Parade.” Picture is the. 
product. of. virtually every director, writer and song composer on the 
Western and Eastern lots, with Elsie Janis credited for: ‘much of the 
showmanship. Albert A. Kaufman supervised it. 
Melange will. ‘include three numbers featuring: “Maurice 

‘Gallows Song, * by Dennis King: “Show Girls on Parade”; song novelty 
by Charles Rogers and Lillian Roth; “The Toreador,” with..Kay Francis 
and Harry. Green, and numbers featuring Helen Kane, Jack Oakie, Ruth 
Chatterton, Nancy Carroll, ‘George Bancroft. Studio ‘will: kid its own 
Philo: Vance stories with “Murder Will Out.” “ 

’ (hree house: men in a week somewhat mysteriously fired on one. 
chain. Each had a good record. Sort of investigation disclosed that in 
checking up employees, an order had gone out to fire anyone on the 

list who had ever brought suit against the chain. 
Two of the three let out managers had been indie exhibs.and sued the 

circuit they later started to work for. The other had been an. exchange 
man and. did the samé thing. 

It is said that the theatre operator of the chain let out a yell when 
he heard what had happened. It isn’ t likely to recur excepting through 

his office. - 

those same reviewers. 
Several weeks ago the rating of one picture was challenged in a 

loop theatre’s ad, naming the critic, <All press agents decided they 
would: use no. more rave excerpts from any critic and attempt selling 
the public by their own -exploitation. - 

The publicity departments found the burden excessive, They are quot- 
ding critics right and left again. Last week one loop ‘house carried a 

. Howard (Publix) 

Los. ‘Angeles’ fire department: figuring ‘that at ‘least. “$26. 000 a year {34° 

{signed up. 
| Ously included . her namé on the. lis 

Using every section of Los’ Angeles for the: 

4 ing out a “still” of Pacent and, De 

‘Chevaller,_ “The. : 

critic’s name on its heavy poster front while its opposition Bave the 

game critic important space in its ads. 
Cheago's. most influential critic with the readers writes what she thinks, 

using the oné-two-three-four star ratings: - She isn’t always right. Ex~ 
hibitors and producers agree that her system has been a bane to. them.: 
Whenever this critic gives a picture in the loop ‘two stars the receipts. 
dive from $10,000 to $165, 000 for the.week.. Her review on “Sweetie” (Par) - 

Now York Gity Jan.'7 when someone called up that paper, said he was an official of the |turned the picture into a Chicago flop ard a flop in the territory. 
film company, narrated that Eastman had guaranteed the Fox notes, | It was this girl’s judgment which was challenged: On the‘other hand, 

it was this girl whose name was being used to bring money, into. two 
loop. houses last week, . . . 

Rather :than. stand the. COST of mailing: proofs of the first moshsiestoe 
~. | Spread in the “Saturday Evening. Post”. in. colors, to’ bring it to. the atten. - 

tion of exhibitors, Tech has mailed ‘under ‘2-cent stamps a.card ‘with a slot 
‘carrying a nickel. Cara asks the: exhib’ to buy. the “Post,” the nickel be- 
ing enclosed for this. purpose and refers. him ‘to’ the’ particular issue and 
pages.” Two weeks. later, another $34, 500 ‘advertisement will appear, ‘Tech- * 
nicolor. warns, . © .°.: 
.Cost: of nickels and mailing runs: to around. $700, tt. is understood. — 

~ “Loew and Behola!", the new Loew slogan, in. ‘al of’ the: ‘cirouit’s adver- 
| tising, | was workéea out by ° -Oscar Doob, . recently coming. to the: Loew's. 
'| press’ department. - ‘Besides making'.an. attractive headline to ‘the-: ‘ads 

-it- has served. another: ‘purpose, .to. teach the! public how to, ‘Pronounce 
Loew.. — Dole et 

Most lays call. Loew, Lo-ie or Lowey. wo Te 
Doob came: to. Loew’s from. the Kunsky . string. in. “Detroit, ‘Jeaving. a 

smart rep behind but one which preceded. ‘him to- ‘the’ ‘main street. oe 

“Mrs: ‘Evelyn Qa. ‘Gonzales, ‘recentiy” appointed ‘to ‘the profeasionsit staff 
of Thomas‘ C.. -T. Crain, new district attorney ': of’ New’ York. County, : is 
the wife of. Antonio On Gonzales, . associate counsel - ‘of M- Ge M, ‘in charge’ 

of .international affairs, a et 
Mrs. Gonzales is the. ‘only woman- appointee in Crain's office. She. has 

: -been, assigned to’ the: abandonment. division of the Bureau ‘of Investiga- 5 

tion and. Complaints . of. the D:. AY 8. office. 7 

An indje director ‘and producer, : with “around. $t7, 000 invested, in a 
| picture, found that he: had not enough money to: pay: the extras for their 

last. day’s work. - “About. $100 would: see him: through; biit hé could. not 
‘raise that-amount. Finally he called a -vaude. booker and offered: hirh: 10 
per: cent interest: ‘in the picture‘ if he would: invest the $100, | Booker 

/] passed it- UB Director Analy’ got’ a 10 per gent investor, elsewhere, ” 
fr 

largést in'town, inert 3 eto is slightly, off downtown, ‘the. new- 
ness is expected. to attract tor ‘some weelts yet. . The house opened Xmas 

Competiting” theatres’. seem. td ‘feel that; when local theatre going re-' 
sumes © ‘normalcy, all. three. houses will ‘have to hustle to keep out ‘ot 

‘the red. - 
Women managers: have been tried: put seldom and then in spots, One: 

or two chaing have. given it a test” in the: neighborhoods and say results 
justified the’ experiment. One operator is nursing the scheme. of taking 
a drooping downtown. house for a woman: ‘to boss.. - Selecting, her from ‘a 
social. strata, he thinks the womah ° may. be: able to do a few- ‘tricks 
through. her local. connections that might not otherwise be accomplished. 

"@ 

ens 

tract,. sent out’ word for the gals to take: tests.* .Qne ‘of. ‘those phowing 
proved good on the song and hoof’ stuff” ‘put. she. was “below size and 
given the air. . 
company. and likewise turned for th ‘game. cause. - : 
‘During the. two tests she ‘heard e' name of: an’ exec’ ‘used, ‘more - or 

less in -awe,.-by girls taking ‘the tests and by studio‘ employees... She 
went back'to the first tester and told him. that she had. been. okayed 
and that Mr. Blank, using the name she had: heard, ‘wanted her to be 

Immediately. the director who. had: turned her. down ‘previ- 

' After the contract was tucked: sty ‘away she surprised. the atrector 
by. asking ‘him who. Mr. Blank was 

"Tt has’ long. -been rumored ‘in. the. trade that: L. ¢é Pacent got his sound . 
on film via a hook-up with Doe DeForest, Now,. Pacent’s Pp a, ds hand- 

‘orest , 
‘The two inventors. Rave: that brotherly pose with the, ‘caption . telling. 

| that. they have been ‘bosom. pals for 23° ‘yeare, : 

In keeping with talking pictures Radio's. future press Sheets will be 
“talking. "- All story material. will, be in the -first persan. 

‘Idea is to. be frst carried ‘aut 

on “The Case of Sergeant Grischa. ” 

. U. A; is so sold on. the vahie of radio as an. advertising medium that 
reported willing to allow some of its stars—at fancy -prices—to :ap- 

pear for special occasions. It, however, will'‘not countenance any: use of 
the stars for {ndorsements, testimonials. and the like,- it is underatood. 

A couple of surprises have come out ‘of the R-K-O releasd of the. Rudy 
Vallee picture, ‘Vagabond Lover.” A first impression was-that Vallee’s 
area was limited, almost entirely to-the near east to New. York, ‘and that: 

broadcasting. : 
Reports coming. in seem to say ‘that: Vallee's territory” was ‘ot’ a ‘much 

| larger range, with. the middle.. west and ‘south finding the. picture ts. 
‘| drawing.. Not much favor ‘by the experts was given to. the picture itself 

or Vallee’s performance in it. The acting. end ‘wag ‘taken care of by Marte 
Dressler, who was sent in to stand off. Vallee’s: debut. on the screen; But 
the boy's rep: and songs appear, to have - done~ and be doing, the b. 0. 
trick. 

‘planned immediately after the. conversion of the Embassy" ‘into an all” 
newsreel house, 1s being “held. up, but it is: understood that. it will 
eventually go through: Cities, © including St. Louis and San: Francisco, 
were picked for Fox newsreel houses . some . time. ago, but plans to: 
inaugurate the policy at:these points is. no further ahead than at that 
time.. The Fox financial situation is sald to be entirely, responsible for - 
the delay: 
-W. O. Hurst, formerly at Fox- Movietone headquarters, has been trans- 

ferred to the Embassy to handle promotion:on the house and policy,. ‘work 
formerly handled by ‘W. H, Rudolph. According -to” reported plans, 
Rudclph -will represent Fox-Movietone in a promotional capacity on 

expansion. of the Embassy | policy. ; 

Rumor still persists in Montreal ‘that Fox 1s a factor behind the. 
Nathanson group who are out to buck the practical monopoly of main 
stems in Canada. held by ‘Famous Flayers- Canadian. Court. dispute be-— 

Famous ‘Players chain and forming. sles of new group chain with. a 
5,000- geater on the main street as a second first- run house. : 

Emerson York is out as casting airector for Par’s Astoria studio be. 
cause of “too high financial aspirations,” it Is revealed. His assistant, 
Frank Heath, has, replaced. York held out for a raise, 

. 

“One of the “ studios; planning to put. 65° chorines on: a six months’ con: 

Blah. material ~ 
about the director:and players, instead of- being the n..a’s point. of yiew, 

-| will be the “I” stuff,. and with by-lines. 

‘Organization of" ‘the. coast- to-coast newsreel ‘theitre’ ‘elrcult: by. Fox,. - 

She took a similar itest at another studio of ‘the ‘same: a 



VARIETY 

Literati 
St. Louis Dog Story 

One of: the most.unique incidents 
in journalism isthe furore that has}. 
been raging in the St. Louis’ dailies 
~gince Christmas over:a dog story. 
‘The day before Christmas a-‘Humane 
‘Society. officer telephoned the “Globe- |. 
Democrat” that a woman. had: in-]- 
‘formed him of.a ‘terrier which had]. 
been mutilated and its mouth sewed |. 
up. : The dog. was supposed to ‘have 
‘been’ found . in an alley back of a 
hospital. by the ‘officer, who removed } 
it to his office but had to kill it. The 
“Globe-Democrat” | printed a couple 
of paragraphs: on an inside page.” 
..Christmas being dull in the way. 
of: news,..the “Post-Dispatch” and 
“Star” played. the’ yarn up as a hu- 
man interest story. Daily thereafter 
the dog story was the feature item, 
the city "and countryside | ‘becom- 

LEGITIMATE 

son's “Trespasser.” It was given 
the cynical smile by the ‘same 
paper. - 

It’s true, “ nevertheless,. Jos. -P: 
Kennedy put over the Lehar en- 
gagement for, the next | Swanson 
talker, “Queen Kelly. " 

. Framing a Pipe: ; 
- One day..last week, when : the 

‘thermometer reached 65 degrees, a 
New York daily thought it wouldn’t 
be a. bad idea to run a: front. page 
yarn on how a w. k. main stemmer 
had attempted to fry.an egg on the 

~. sidewalk that day. Accordingly they |. 
phoned a p..a,, -who handled - the 
w. k.. one, and attempted - to have. 
the gag put through. P. a. said 
that it couldn’t be’ done, but gave 
the ‘daily permission to. run the 
‘story saying it’ had been, ‘done and 

use his client’s name.. 

{| magazine in its new form has the 

‘attention in. _ publication centers.. 
Editorial handling under, supervision 
‘of Frank Whitbeck-is as smart’ as 

‘ario writer, finding himself among 

|. two. for the “Satevepost.” : 
ing intensely. interested. Telegrams| Next day the daily carried a yarn. 
sending money for a rewardfor the|on the front page explaining that 
perpetrator: steamed the story. uD. jt was. so warm, goandso..had:.at- 

. Finally” a ‘message cameé . from the tempted ‘to. ‘fry..an-egg on the side--|' 

managing. editor. of one .of New) walk in front of the p. ae ‘3 build- 
York’s leading morning papers, ask- 

. {ng -for ‘several thousand, ‘words On. 
the yarn, algo ‘to put his wife down| 

The}. ’ for $500 to, add to the reward, 
reply -from St. Louis: was: “You can 
have as many words as you. want, 
but hold off on. the reward. We} 
don’t think the: ‘darned thing: ever. 
happened.” 
The Humane officer. was ; questioned 

closely. 

plant. saw ‘him there. ‘No one ever 
has claimed. the dog and with sev- 

telephoned the society. — 

_ finally showed up. . The Humane of-: 
. flcer said he recognized. her voice as 
‘that on the 'phone when he ‘got the. 

° message, and the money was given 

her. = 
Observers who - ‘marveled. at the 

growth of the dog story figured. the 
original yarn a hoax, since it was 
close to the time when the Humane 
Society ‘was about to start. its drive 
for funds, “The hospital; in: back 
‘of which the dog was supposed ‘to 
“have been found is a Catholic in- 
stitution, . -That led. to the Ku Klux 
orning in.: “Though it was: not 
printed,‘ the. Klan blamed ‘the al- 
leged atrocity upon somebody in the 

_ hospital. Funny thing about the so- 
ciety fs that it offered $50 reward 
for the discovery ‘of. the “fiend” and. 
$500 for the identity: of the. woman 
who phoned. . 

Not “guspended 
_ The Macfadden people deny there 
ig any intention to suspend “The 
Investment News.” . 

Adams on “Sporting. News” 
Franklin ‘J. Adams, a former 

copy. réader on the New York Her- 
ald Tribune,”. has’ assumed .the 
editorship of “The Sporting News,” 
so-called official publication of Or- 
ganized Baseball, issued. weekly 
from the St Louis headquarters. of 
Cc. C. Spink & Son, sporting. goods 
.dealers. He succeeds Richard Far- 
rington, appointed sports editor of 

the St. Louls “Times.” The latter 
post was vacated by Sid Keener, 
who went over to the S: Louis 
““Star.". Adams once covered sports. 
for a Maine daily. 

Double Anniversary Number 
. Last week’s double anniversary 
,pumber of “Variety” of 324 pages 
was not only the largest single edi- 
tion ever gotten out. by this paper, | 
but it was completed in record 
time, 21. working: days. © 
--Thé ‘anniversary, number contain- 

‘He said he had given the| 
‘dog arsenic, taken the carcass to! 

the. incinerator, ‘but nobody at the Gilbert of the New York “Times’’ 

staff is in Paris for ‘six months-on 
whis seif- ‘imposed literary. mission, is. 

eral thousand dollars on hand for} doing pict re reviews for the sheet.. 
the. reward it- was decided to turn/He-contribs a Sunday letter on the. 
the: coin over to the woman. who foreten. talkers te the “Times.” 

.A -woman |. ; 
who claimed to have senf the word: 

a ures it’s 

ing. 

Devilish: Title . 
Burton Davis, former, ‘Telegraph 

critic,’ has sold his opener to Call- 
lers. It’s. titled “Hellgate ‘20 Para- 
dise”: and is about .chorines. Dayis 
‘uses his pen name, Lawrence, Saun- 
ders. ; . 

Writing, in , Paris: 
While finishing ‘his novel, Morris 

Literary Chicago oo. 
‘Chicago. has. dropped to. a par 

with Boston and booksellers have 
found education. of. the masses un- 
profitable. | 

Rev. Philiip Yarrow, evangelist 
and chief agent of the Iilinois Vigi- 
lance Society, read. Frank. Harris’. 
“Life and Loves” a few weeks ago. 
and decided ‘something. must be 
done about it. - 
arrested in vne week and three were 
fined $100. - . Brentano’ s, the city’s 
largest, was arrested for selling |. 
Yarrow informers a copy of Roble’ 8 
“Art of Love.” . = 
*As yet the Public Library has not 

‘been raided. oss 

7 Chi asa "Spot 
“Chicago. Loop hotels have become 

“winter vacation grounds of any. 
_| number of financial writers. Sev- 

| eral on pay from New York, Wash- 
‘ington, Philadelphia, Boston, Bal- 
timore, augmented by Coast rep- 
resentatives, are yarning their pa-. 
pers daily .on. Chicago's -firancial 
difficulties. For the last two weeks 
they have been bending their type 
to depleted municipal. funds.. Some | 
have. wired ‘for. political writers“to 
help cover the near-bankruptcy: sit- 
uation. , 
‘Then there’s the usual number of 

lancemén trying’ to sell a series or 
two on what's wrong with Chi and 
where all the tax money goes. 

Paula Gould’s Check 
Paula Gould has received a fat 

check from “Smart Set” for a %,-. 
000-word picture of some Broadway, 
play girls she claims ‘most of the 
men. folk in filmdom know. 
It’s called “Easy,” and Paula fig- 

“sensational” enough for 
some pi¢cher ‘company. to send for. 

‘Rosemary. Rees’ Work 

sailed back to London ‘last week 
after a conference with her. New 
-York publishers. as well as, closing 

new mags called “Prize Air Stories,” 
| “Prize Western Stories” and “Prize | 

stories: for the’ magazines, | 
‘shortly to Liberia, the colored re- 
‘public in Africa, as aide- de-camp 
to the Protestant Episcopal. Bishep. 

; with ‘the French Foreign’ Legion. - 

‘Harold Hickerson, the playwright,. 
‘and the rest.. Gold and ‘the others 
-are mentioned frequently. by Broun 
‘in his column. 

Six booksellers were | 

1 friend of Polly. Lauder,. who mar-. 

Rosemary Rees, English novelist, . 

ed 1,200. individual advertisements.|a. contract with King” Syndicate. 
That is ‘believed - to be the largest | Miss Rees is one of England’s most 
number . of distinct advertisements prolific writers, turning: out a. novel 
éver carried in one issue. of any| while you wait... Among her’. latest 

“Dear Acquaintances” and newpaper, outside of the classified are: 
-departments. 

Just, Naturally. Suspicious 
Newspapers are evidently suspi- 

_clous these days. on general princi-. 
ples.. A story which appeared in 
the New. York “Herald Tribune’ in. 
1907 was. quoted in a press agent's 
story recently and wags rejected by: 

. the same ‘paper asa publicity ad- 
* dict’s fantasy. ; 

Franz Lehar, . Austrian librettist, 
mass a ee 

hag.never crossed. the Atlantic be- 
-cause of a superstition arising from 
-his Horoscope having warned him 
‘never to cross water. At least, that’s 
the story which ran in the “Herald 
Tribune” in 1907. 
Yarn was ferreted out by Warren 

Nolan, United Artists press agent, 
and incorporated into a story on 
Lehar which teed-in. Gloria Swan-1- 

“Life’s What -You Make It.”” 

Beth Brown’s “Ring” 

might,. will. publish Beth Brown's 
“Wedding Ring.” | 

Shorter Shorts 
‘Those short-short stories are in- 

‘ereasing in favor, and. now. the 
“Christian Herald” is going. to use 

_ket for those writing the tabloid- 
‘gize tales of 800 words or s0, with 

| “Collier's,” “Liberty,” “Top-Notch,” 
“American Mercury” and others 
using them and in each case paying 
above their usual rates. % 

Bright House Organ 
First number of Fox Coast's 

’ 

jings in California valued at be- 

Doubleday-Doran, and not Live-'| 

| maker. 

“thei, tdo- There’ snow a E00d mar= 

“Now” as a weekly house: organ 
reveals striking use of modern type 
and decorative handling. in tabloid 
format, Two color effect is achieved | 
with only one color run in addition 
to black “by using red on eight 
pages.and green on the other eight: 

| An interesting. stunt on page 1 has 

@ Zig-zag band of ben-dayed red 
carrying a story broken across five 
columns and avoiding confusion 
with neighboring - - stories, ‘ The 

smart effect of a continental literary | 
‘weekly, 

Details of its. make-up and {n- 
genious . ‘use of color. will- attract | 

the art and typography. 

_ 7 Between Pictures’ 
‘Harold Shumate,. Hollywood scen- 

the’ boys “between picturés"” turned 
to short. storying with the. colony. 
asa theme.. He has clicked with 

: Grant's Dilemma | he 
“J. WW. D, Grant, who recently added 

to hig “Prize Story Magazirie”: three 

Detective Stories,” is in difficulties, 
with a receiver. appointed for the 
critire .group.: Chief. losers .are a 
large number of authors, Unpaid for 

material, . ue . 

After Local Color. 
To get material for some “Javen-|. 

‘{ ture tales, Seymour Pond, - one - of 
the most prolific - - writers of: air 

goes 

Pond got. back last year after a 
jaunt Uthrough the Sahara Desert’ 

Broun’s Recruits _ 
‘The stalwarts of ‘the John Reed 

‘Club, or what's left of - ‘them, have |- 
gone -over to. Heywood Broun’s 
Dizzy Club, including Michael Gold, 

RITLY 
Mrs. Myrtle. Hanan Robinson ° has: 

leased an apartment: at 210 East 
‘68th street. She was an intimate 

ried Gene Tunney. : Myrtle left her 
husband, Thomas A. Robinson, el- 
derly millionaire, and became a 
‘chorus girl in “Show Boat,” sharing. 
a flat, with Helen’ Chandler, of the 
same company. Glenn Anders has 
sublet his penthouse, at 103 ‘East 
22nd. street, Eugene Bonner, social- 

ed an apartment: at. 28 .East. 1ith 
street. . 

The most fashionable of the 
songwriters. is also the most snob- 

whenever. possible. Nevertheless, 
one of his ‘intimate friends is a 
‘handsome bootlegger, who was for- 

New_York hotel. 

engaged to Uoelia Ponsonby, daugh- 
ter of Sir Frederick Ponsonby, 
treasurer to the King and keeper 
of the privy purse. The duke was 

first divorced by Constance Corn-' 

wallis- West, 
Nelson. Was 

and then by Violet 

edy star. Gertie divorced . Lionel 
Monckton and married the Earl of 
Dudley. The duke was then atten- 

tive to Gabrielle Chanel, 

Viola Kraus, who was- questioned 

‘{n the: Elwell murder case. 

of the late EB. J. “Lucky” Baldwin, is 
‘about to: sell her real estate hold- 

tween. $20,000,000 and $25, 000,000. 

She is the mother of Baldwin Bald- 

Lenglen, French tennis champion, 
now associated with a Paris dress- 

Baldwin was expected to 
marry Suzanne, but his wife, Nell 
Maxine Baldwin, refused to divorce 
him.. He is said to receive an al- 
lowance of $15,000 a month from 
“his“motier.-The-senior Mrs:Bald-: 
win fs half-sister of the late Clara 
Baldwin, who was itn turn Mrs. 
/- Matthews, Mrs. Budd Doble, Mrs. 
Snyder and Mrs. Harry B. Stocker, 
the fourth husband singing in opera 
a3 Stuart Harrold. Heiress to $10,- 
000,000, this old lady, who died in 
Los Angeles a year 20, “wore jewels 
worth $1, 500, 1,000. 

‘English - stage. | 
knighted on the same day that Charles -Hawtrey was knighted. Du 

the reason: for Hawtrey’s knighthood is’ still a. mystery.” 
only ex-bankrupt I remember who became a “Sir.” - 

_ tinction about him. 

he. has met fallure and he. has resented it, . 

-have a little brains but no courage. 

| reviving and call it creation. 

ly ambitious music critic, hds leas- |. 

“bish.. He assumes patronizing airs. 

‘merly a liveried elevator boy. in a] 

The Duke of Westminster, 50, is 

long attentive to 
-| Gertie Millar, London musical com- 

. French | 

modiste, who now has as partner 
‘Viola Cross:of New. York,. formerly | 

Mrs. Anita M. Baldwin, daughter 

win, for years_manager of Suzanne |. 
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London As It Looks 
By Hannen Swaffer 

a, | a London, Jan, 3, 
With 1930, conjuring up memories of the past 12 moliths of acting and 

production, again rises the question, “Has the English stage a leader?” 
_ You ask it when, going through the list of plays, you see the failures - 
and the’ successes’ and you Jook for progress: and ‘Proof of achievement, 
No one seems to. have. advanced much.. : 

‘When du Maurier “Led” -; 
A few years ag0; ‘Gerald du Maurier was considered the leader of the» 

Tree was dead, and there was: nothing to beat. He got.. 

Maurier was said to have done a great deal for théatrical charities. * 
‘He was the. 

‘Theré was no @is- * 
He was merely a very ‘accomplished comedian, 

- Well, for’ some. time, du ‘Maurier upstaged it; but, for two years now, 
‘His strength is his great ~ 

sense of “character and his finished ‘method. of producing ‘a: modern...’ 
‘drama, Still, the Americans have made that look nothingey, lately, . His 
weakness, is his lack of Managerial. courage—I mean. that a failure “up- 
sets him. , 
Well, now au Maurier can. no. ‘longer: be said to lead, not that there 

; [ts much to. ‘lead: even if he were leading it. 
Wanted—A Man With Vision. - 

“In ‘fact, the London stage has’ nobody. who stands out in any ‘artistic™ 
sense. ‘One or two have a little’ courage, | but no ‘brains. One or. two 

From the publicity point of view, of course, all the ‘gang have been 
pushed well:on one side by the films and now by the talkers. Theatres | 
content themselves. with a ‘few. lines: of ‘advertisement, not. nearly ag 
much as they ‘buy in New.York, while the picture houses. take Jarge, 
gpaces and advertise without stint. . + . 

Recently, in England, too, film stars have been believed to be ot greater | : 
news value ®. than the stars of the stage. 

Why. ‘the Films Have Won oe 
“Then, when. -you ‘realize that -not one lire of. poetry was spoken on the. :, 

West End stage ‘last year, and not: ‘one ‘British opéra, was produced in. . 
all. London, ‘you realize that, ‘quite. frankly, | the art of the theatre is Me 
nothing. much after all.. 
_We have 20: novelists in England | who: are worthy of ranking beside 

almost anybody's. In the. world of the theatre, -w we lag behind, merely 

‘because there is no one with vision and no: one: “with dominating brains 
‘and no. one with the courage of foresight. : 

: Some -people import and call it showmanship. Other people Keep’ on: 

Sybil Missed the. Omnibus : 
A few years ago,. ‘the outstanding figure on the London: stage was ‘Sybit 

‘Thorndike, whose genius for tragedy was something that. did the nation ~~ 
honor. Now, all-that great reputation has been. footled away. 

Joan”—nothing.. © 
Sybil has: produced one or two good plays, but they have been failures, . 

After-“St, «. 

‘Now she is: acting in a Napoleonic. comedy, “Madame Plays Nap,” which ~ 
[is drawing merely a handful of - people. On tour, she can crowd them”. 
in. Her London reputation seems to have disappeared...» 

. They tried to put up Edith Evans. against her a few years ago. Edith 
| Bvans, nowadays, means’ y next to nothing in the theatre. , ; 

‘The End of Bohemia - 

. As for. the: men there are “no: people of outstanding merit. ’ Robert 
‘| Loraine, now .and then, does some brilliant acting in Strindberg. | 

The young actors seem to get into cocktail sets. The promising ones, . 
join the Garrick Club, or some clique of that sort, and, instead of being © 
the fine splendid Bohemians that all the great actors ‘were, ‘they become : 
‘too respectable for anything.. : 

It. is almost pitiful to look. round and think of the people—I will not | 
print their names—who, a few years ago, might have stood for: some- 
thing in the great world of art. Now you see them as hangers-on, per-. . 
haps, of .some. snobbish little set, all terribly shocked if any daring ‘pers 
son says one ‘word of truth. 

: Alfred Butt’s Untucky | Year 

ot the managers, Cochran has made the most. success in the last year. 
Anyway, he keeps on doing something. — 

Alfred Butt has had the worst year. ‘The ‘Victoria Palace. paid only 
15% this year; the Dominioh failed, while the Empire theatre, in which 
he had _a large holding, seems a great success as a talker house;. Drury 
Lane did not repeat its record- breaking successes; the Globe and the 
‘Queeh’s could not have done much; Butt’s election agent and his wife 
were found poisoned by gas; John Hayman, his associate at thé Vice | 
‘toria Palace, died; then, aniong other troubles, Solly Joel, for years . 
Butt's business associate, began to disagree. 

The End of Another Music Hall 

The turning of the Alhambra into a talker was a minor tragedy in the 
world of vaudeville. They keep on saying “Vartety is not dead,” but it 
keeps on dying under everybody’s eyes. ~ 

I. must say that, as you cannot sell drink in England in ‘a theatre 
where they are showing pictures, no harm has been done ff it means the ; 
closing of thé bar behind the circle. 
Years ago, I was largely instrumental in: closing the promenades. at 

four London music’ halls, which’ ‘used to house prostitutes. Although I 
have often been blamed,. since, for the condition of: the Alhambra . 
promenade, as it‘has been’ since, I did not. believe it until last Saturday 
‘night when, quite casually, I walked round the promenade and into . the . 
bar, I saw nancies all over. the place,. grinning and painted. 
The arrival of talker at the Alhambra may be a bad thing in. one way, 

but at least it will have. closed the. ‘har. § as. - saw. At Saturday. night. 1" 
‘was a Scandal. : 

The Retirement. of Another Critic 

‘Hubert Griffith told me on ‘Christmas Eve that “A, Warm Corner,” the 
farce he was seeing then, was. the last show /he™ would criticize for the 
“Evening Standard.” 
It seems he is joining a new , paper which the “Daily Chronicle" starts - 

in “March, and is going round the Continent writing descriptive articles, 
.Now that St, John Ervine and Hubert Griffith have retired within . 
few weeks, the personalities of London’s dramatic critics have shrunk © 
to a very few. - 

There are some: agit dogs, and then my’ ‘boyish imitators, who ‘merely 
exaggerate a lot of nonsense, their dominating idea seeming to be ‘to 
contradict anything I say. As I cannot be wrong more than four times_ 
out of 10, this makes them wrong six times out of 10, before, they start. — 

Ivor Brown, one of the ‘sanest of: the duller critics, has followed St. 
John Ervine on the “Observer,” where he has to sign every criticism by - 
-his-full-name--because~his-~initials-.are--the -same-as.-Irty ..Barry,..who-As... 
the “Daily Mail’ film critic, although she does not sign her name. 

Griffith's weakness was a .flapdoodle idea of young actresses. He would 
write sentences, sometimes of 185 words, all about how marvelous some 
young actress was. Nine times out of 10 we never heard of her again 
Then sometimes .he talked drivel about how he would rather see Edith. 
Evans walk across the stage. once than watch any other actress for half ~ , 
an hour, 
Why anybody should ever want to watch any actress! I thought peo- 

iple went t to the theatre to see a play. 



Critica Estimates 

Des. Moines, Jan. 14.° 
“Perusal of box office receipts. 

of the five road shows tat. 
have appeared here this sea- 
son give the following one. 

. Might average. ‘box. office _re- 
ceipts: 
-Rio-. Rita,”: $8, 908: 503° “Con- . 

necticut - -Yankee,’',; $5,315; 
' “Strange Interlude,” $4,927; 
“Porgy,” $1,908; Genevieve 
Hamper (Shakespeare), $720.. 
', he shows are-rated as fol- 
lows by critics here: 1. “Porgy.” 
2. “Strange Interlude.” 3, “Con- 
necticut | Yankee. 7 4, Biter 7 

. Vieve Hamper. Be “Rio Rita.” a 

cONCY SNUBS SHUBERT. 
‘VENICE CLEAN- UP AD 

; Cincinnati, Jan, 14, 

Belated start ot: the local road 

“e 

opening Monday night. of “Night in 
Venice,” at the Shubert. A news- 

Sherrill preceded the opening. 

tts © “Paris version” 

sion. 
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NO GOOD SOUTH a peat unt 
a , i “Follow Thru,” which Honier 

‘Curran brought - into the Capitol 

. “Atlanta, Jan; 14.. here in association | with ‘Schwab &. 
" wpurkey” legit shows, musical and ‘Mandel, has proved a costly. bust. 

otherwise, that have -been..coming |, The Los Angeles: run of “Follow 
South from the north and-west look | Tru" was.a dud and reported ‘to 

to be washed up. below the Mason have set, Curran back about $25,000. | 
“end Dixon line, : .|;When the :show. folded up’in San 

Musical “turkeys” especially, . are. Francisco | last Saturday night the. 

"declared out, it is said, all over the | deficit was reported somewhere 
" gouth by ‘the ‘picture people: who'| close to $75,000. 

control. the large majority of. avatl- | | While the producers: of the golf. 
‘able Houses, Some. of. the musicals: operetta lost, a numberof the play- 
of late have been so turkified they |¢rs| found “Lady. Luck.” . “Vernon 
" were Obnoxious. -When seen by the.| Rickard, . juvenile, lead, got @ .con- 
picture men in whose houses they tract from Tec-Art.to do a picture. 

” Eopearea, the ordér werit out:to: shut ‘Zelma O'Neal, femme comic, goes 
that kind ‘of, ‘troupe all: off. As | to ‘Paramount to play. her same role 

‘nothing of merit comes. along. it {in talkie ‘version. _ Mary. Hutchin- | 
virtually. means the closing of. the son and Billy Taft have been signed 
legit. down this way. - to play juvenile leads in. twelve] 

Independent legit producers, those ‘short comedies for Warners. Allen 
“who have made chumps out of ‘the | Kearns has been grabbed by Co- 
south and.southwest: for some years |lumbia, while Tiffany-Stahl got Earl) 
‘with’ their “productions,”.: are the Hampton, | comedian. 

Most seriously affected.. Now, ‘they. |’ 
eay, it will become necessary ‘for 
them to play their “turkeys” in halls: Concert Tour Called Off: 
or. auditorfume, . That's where they. 

_.ghould appear, say the-film folks, or his 
under a. fen, or. ‘in the’ back yard. ~ Can’t Start T Ss. Season 

Hollywood, Jan. 14. 

NEWSPAP ER EXPLOITS First annual ‘Allied Concert* Tour 
of America is: postponed on account 

~ ALIEN GROUP PLAYS ‘of previous engagements. . 
| ‘Idea was:-to line up three’ headline: 
musical artists and one’ male ‘b. 0. 

oo . Cleveland, Jans 14. |name from pictures for a 19-week 
se “Theatre of Nations,” boosting tour, each of the four guaranteed 
‘Jocal dramatic’ groups and _ their-|$100,000 for the season. 
shows, is a new theatrical wrinkle| Promoters are Richard K: Polf- /bere.” - 
‘peing introduced here this week by |mer, claiming ‘to be manager for| Erlanger - Grand. ends eight 
“Plain Dealer,” morning daily, as|Waring’s Pennsylvanians; Georges months of darkness Jan, 19, with 
@ circulation. promotion stunt. Carpentier, Blsie Ferguson, with {the road “turkey,” “Padlocks of 

Haven MacQuarrie working. with |1929,". slated for a week. 
them at the coast end. Polimer re- |. 
turned to New York two weeks ago |, e.. .. ; 

Scarcity of Houses 

‘ Dramatic clubs all hopped up over. 
it, as’ paper foots all production ex-. 

. penses. jn addition to giving them 
use. of Public Hali’s Little: Theatre. 
A series of plays given weekly by 
veity’ 3 racial groups are planned. 
Cleveland’ ‘Syrians’ - presenting 
“The Robbers”: in Arabic as initial 
‘production, XK. _Elmo Lowe and. Max: 
Elgenstat, . Play .- . House officials, 
giving their. services: as technical 

. €o-directora. Project . directed by 
Julius C. Dubin. 

with idea of engaging Harry Reich- 
enbach to. promote the ballyhoo. 
MacQuarrie. telegraphed. proposi- 
tions to about 20 concert violinists, 
vocalists and. pianists, He says re- 
plies favoring the scheme came 
back, but they are too tied up to 
pull the stunt this season. . 
Polimer and MacQuarrie figured. 

on: launching ‘the. Aled Concert 
Tours of America at. San Francisco 
the latter part of this month, with 
Kansas City, Salt. Lake City, Chi- 
cago and Cincinnati on the line-up. 
Number of. previous engagement 

regrets ‘received from talent: ap- 
‘|proached wet the idea for this year. 

Grace Moore Starred 
” Hollywood, Jan. 14. 

"Metro: will star Grace Moore, 
Metropolitan soprano, in a film ver- 
sion of the life of Jenny Lind. 
Following this.she will be co- 

starred with Lawrence Tibbits, 
operatic tenor, in something light. 

Chicago, Jan. 14, 
"Reports from small towns in Wis- 

continue to claim. that stock is still 
.” 

good business. . 

In face of these “reports, stocks 300, Supes in “Miracle” 
Riot Over No Payoff 

. Dallas, Jan, 14, 
‘Riot ‘squad haa to ‘go into action 

“here on = closing night ‘of .“The 
“Miracle” when 300 extras, bit ac- 
“tors, union musicians and stage- 
hand®& got the unpleasant informa- 
tion that there wasn't eoipg to be 
(any pay-off. 

Spectacle. came here from. St. 
Paul where it also had difficulties 

_and although heavily exploited and 
_Biven the church and society angle 

~ pulld-up paid: admissions at $3 top 
were too few to cover expenses. 
Sheriff came down with an attach- 

“ment on the paybox, grabbing all 
properties, trunks, etc. 

Morris Gest: was not on hand to 
deal with the emergency. 

— 

week John Winninger closed his rep 
road .company at Delvan, Wis., 

‘| Beaver. Dam, Wis. 

down, 

the. closing is, 

secure houses in which to play. All 

road shows have gone talker, shut- 

theatres, In the spring and sum- 

mer the companies are able. to com- 
bat this lack of houses by operat- 

ing as tent shows. 
Cochran Takes Back Play 

Charles B. Cochran, who came 
from. London to attend the opening 

of “Wake Up and Dream,” now 
current at the Sehvyn, sailed back 
Friday at midnight. During. his 
brief visit he arranged to present 
“Strictly Dishonorable’ in London, 
in association with .Brock Pember- 

ton, 
Cochran has also secured Joe 

Cook who has not appeared abroad 
for 20’years. Cook is to be spotted 
in a new musical due there in the 
spring, — 

“9:15. Revue” Late Start 
- Extra Mat. Tryout 

Pittsburgh, Jan. 14. 
George M. Cohan, at the Nixon 

next week in “Gambling,” will try 
“out his new play, “Sporting Blood,” 

- With three matinees, Performances, 
With regular scale, will be. given’ 

. » Tuesday, Thursday and Friday 
‘afternoons, not conflicting with 
“Wednesday and Saturday mats of 
“Gambling.” 

“Sporting Blooa” will go from 
~-here to New York for an early opefi- 
“ing while Cohan moves. westward 

with. “Gambling” on his way to the 
coast, 

End of a Dream 
: Hollywood, Jan. 14.- 

Franklin. Pangborn, who figured 
that hig screen value would be -en- 
hanced by operating a theatre and 
appearing In productions gives the | 
idea'up.March 14 after‘a-year, 
-He and his financial backer, Mrs. 

Lilllan. Reld, a wealthy... ‘Beverly. 
Hills woman, are reported to have. 
lost $50,000 ‘in ‘the operation: At 
present “The Rear Car” is in the 

__.-+Vine-.street,-and—it—1s-—-lkély-—the-|_—- _TOUCHY¥-BOSTON— 
house will shut after this produc- Boston, Jan; 14. 

tion for the balance of the lease. . Because it’ ridicules Boston’ may- | 
7 - ors, both. for their personal ideas MACK AT PATHE : P _|and their attitude on censorship, to- 

‘Hollywood, Jan. 14.. |gether with attacks on the Watch 
ugsell ‘Mack, brought out. here | and Ward society, steps are being. 

as director for Radio, has jumpedjtaken by the police of Cambridge 
‘9 Pathe. He is to direct the. next: to ban “The Whistling Oyster,” a 
Ann Harding picture. two act play written by a former 
Contraét ‘is. for one year. State representative. . 

“ = ve 

{Ruth Selwyn’s “9.15 Revue,” due in 
New Haven next week, Miss. Etting 

asked for a release, because the 
show’s opening date Was set back 
seven weeks after the date stipu- 
lated in the songstress's run of 

the ‘play contract, 
Her $1,200 weekly salary was 

‘|dated to start Dec. 1 and, accord- 
‘ling to Equity’s interpretation of. the 
‘contract, salary from that time’ is 
due and payable. Miss Etting 
turned down. a Miami. offer, unable 
to terminate the show contract. 

“ 

_ Casey Reappointed 
” a * Boston,. Jan. 14. 
John M. Casey,, for 25 years head 

of the Boston licensing board, and, 
who’ passes on all the plays and 
pictures, has been reappointed to 
the -position by ‘Mayor Curley. | 

| Casey hay’ always been rated as { 
a “square shooter.” ‘He’ has a most 
complete reference. library” on the 

stage, 
Following’ his. appointment Casey 

collapsed in his.office and was taken 
to a. hospital suffering from. an at- 
tack of indigestion. | He has now 
fully ‘recovered and. is on, the. job 

again, 

Sold for Screen 

& Freedley’s"‘Heads Up” by .Para- 
mount, were closed last week, 
Warner’s paid $25,000.for “Courage” 
and Par $60,600: for “Heads Up.” 
Fox .is. negotiating for the pur- 

“Scotland Yard, a 
pa 

Lottice Howell. ‘Lands ; 
Holly wood,. Jan. 14, 

‘Lottice | Howell, imported here 
from the New York stage, failed to 
suit after tests were made,:and was 
kept idle for two months. 

Finally studio cast her in a talk- 
‘ing short, which pleased, and she 
was given a secondary part i in “The 
House of Troy woe a 

show season was. witnessed with. 

.|paper tete-a-teté with City Manager 

Shuberts’ advance newspaper ads 
asked for public opinion as_ to 
whether: the: show was desired in 

or inca more 
sedately | garbed and censored ver- | 

City. Manager: Sherrill quickly an- 
nounced -in the dailies that “any. | 
theatrical advertising » to the con- 
trary notwithstanding, the authori- 
ties will permit nothing: which is 
tvulgar or indecent to be’ exhibited 

- Close Mid- West Stocks 

consin,. Illinois, Indiana and Ohio 

as powerful an attraction. as ever,. 
with stock ‘companies. reporting 

continue to close, prematurely. Last. 

while his brother, Frank Winninger, |- 
will fold his company Jan..19 in’ 

Both companies’ 
in the past. have always lasted far 
into the _ epring before shutting 

Reason offered. by these men tor 
not that biz was 

poor, but that they were unable to 

houses which formerly played stock 

ting the ‘stock companies out of the 

Ruth Etting’s Windfall 

Ruth Etting will open with Mrs.. 

The purchase’ of. Lew Cantor’s. 
“Courage” by Warners. and Aarons 

; chase of “In Love. with Love” and 
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THE TRAITOR | 
‘By Laurence Schwab 

” Since leay ing college T have ‘been in no.other business but the theatre 
and I love it.’ Years ago when pictures were silently ‘flourishing, Jesse 
Lasky. offered me a good job and I. rejected it... During the last fesv 
years. my partner, Mr, Frank Mandel, ‘and myself have had great suc- - 
cess.:: We have pr oduced: five . musical. ‘shows, all-of more than hit: pro- 

portions, We have never had a musical failure. . 
And yet I.sit here’ now before whatever reading public these Ines 

| command and calmly’state that I am almost ready to become a traitor— ; 
throw off the Broadway. -yoke..of the. theatre and enter a new field—re- 

mate ‘stage. to: ‘desert for the much maligned. ‘business | called talkies. 
| Many -reasons present themselves. No one will care. No: one will cry, | 
‘but soon there will be a ‘furious upturning in. all branches of the legiti- 

| mate: theatre : ‘that will make the recent stock ‘market. scramble. look. like 
a football game at. Vassar. Tt have: not yet. changed. colors. I‘still love 
the theatre—but I love it asa poor ‘relation we. regard. affectionately and . 

‘visit—but do not live ‘with. ~ 
“The west. is full of modern ‘Horace: Greeley’s beckoning ‘young. men, 

of the theatre. _They' say “Come” where-Greeley said.“Go." They really 
know more ‘about it. than -H. G; did for they are on the: ‘ground. .So was 
I. -Very. recently I: went out.to put on a stage play called. “Follow Thru.” ~ 
‘We produced it in New York. It took over two.years for. “Follow Thru”... 
to cover the few key cities, of. the United States but when we make a 
talkie of “Follow Thru,” two weeks after. it is released it will- be. playing 
in Medicine Hat, Manitoba. and Key West,. with ‘enough towns dotted 
in between’ to dirty up one’ of Mr. Rand MeNally’s. best United States ; 
maps, and every ‘place it plays ‘At. will be. ‘working for ‘Schwab and 

Mandel. 
‘Icam: still on the’ fence. - I ‘cannot yet be hung for desertion for I do 

not: believe the theatrical managers could get together long: enough to 
decide to buy: a rope. to hang me. . They. never have on anything yet— 
and then who would pay. for the rope? While I am still straddling, let 
me tell you the situation’ as it appears to me, . 

The Situation | 
The pictures’ can. offer so much - more in opportunity, ‘money and con-. 

tinuous employment to the actor, author, technician and business. man of 
the theatre that no comparison. with: the. legitiniate is possible, The 
picture people can afford the very best. ‘They: engage.an actor, for six. 
or eight weeks for a ‘picture—then the picture is: theirs. with no more 
to pay... The stage producer must pay -his actor every week he plays 
for two years or more in good and bad times, The picture producer has — 

| his finished product in. hand. at the end of: this short period and can go 
‘on ‘to another. ~The stage. producer must keep nursing his play and his 
stars week to week, and the illness or dereliction of one person may ruin 
his property. ~The: picture. producer has his play under his arm. No 
comedian can putin his recollections from “Judge”; no prima donna 

|} can become. suddenly. tired: when she: has played. long enough to..save 
a few pennies—no second companies can run down in performances— 
no chorus can walk through their: dances—in short none of the thousand 
heartaches that ‘shows are heir. to can annoy the man with: his 3 picture 
under his erm—boueht and, i paid for, — : 

The Handicaps 

“Then again there: is the old but costly. story ‘of stagehands. and mu-. 
sicians, They can make it tough for ‘picture producers during produc- — 
tion, but. production costs are not. the important: thing to worry about. . 
‘It is running costs that hurt, and. runrilng” costs for. a picture consist 
of an operator and Some. one to wake him up. when: it. is time to change 
‘the reels, 4 

Railroads cannot. make it- difficult for ‘you to transport. your scenery 
by treating all. theatrical bageage with absolute. contempt; . hauling ‘com- 
panies cannot gouge you. for scenery’ transfer ‘charges, charging. ‘double. 
time and over time. on every opportunity,’ all day and night. it*. seems, 
except at: lunch time when they won't work; ‘and above all, _ you do not 
have to:play ball with unions who havé'the umpire | in their own potkets, 

- The theatrical. producer. has no right of: arbitration with the musicians © 
or stagehanhde union. If any difference ‘of opinion arisés the union‘ de-- 
cides what the producer shall’ ‘do, and the producer—not beirig organized— 
does: it. 

r) 

“More. Intelligence ; 

I found the life in’ Hollywood andthe procedure in production. ‘of pic-: 
tures more interesting and more: intelligently. ‘planned ‘than that of :the - 
theatre.’ There is certainly a broader scope for the. development. of. 
‘stories ‘on the. scréen, especially in musical comedy , It fa‘ not necessary . 
to write ‘unimportant scenes in front ofthe curtain so that: ‘the settings 
may be changed. It is also unnecessary to hear the stagehands change 
these settings on opening nights - - Just - when: the . producer Is. trying. to 
have everything perfect. 

There seems. to be a fine lass of men’ working in all fields at the. 
better studios and working mostly for the good’ of tho picture. Co- 
operation is. given gladly. Studio politics undoubtedly exiat but do not 
assume part sufficiently. to affect picture production. 

At the present time there is a deal of experimentation. | Most every- 
one is in the dark and feeling around, trying to find the right*path to 
take toward the production of something which is nelther the old fash- 
foned moving picture nor a slavish reproduction of the stage play with | 
noise added. This 1s especially true in musical productions. A new -: 
medium must. be: discoyered to tell a story with the charm and comedy 
attained upon the stage by good dialog; not forgetting however, | that’ 
pictorial values are most important and can be used to great advantage ~ 
‘to forward the story both. musically. and in adding .to ‘entertainment 
value. With the conditions in the theatre such as they are it should be 
most interesting to walk into this ghadow-space’ with the: ‘candle of ex- 
perience gained in the theatre and ‘try to evolve a new form of screen 
entertainment which will combine the. best of musical comedy and the 
best of picture values. ; 

* Opening. Night Thrill Lost ; 
of cour se it must. be admitted that there is a certain lack of nersonal 
contact in pictures. that is. most. pleasant. -in ‘a ‘stage. production ‘when: it. 
is new. The thrill, of opening night (when ‘the show. is. a hit). will be. 
lost. "Undoubtedly the stage must go on and will go'on. It ts the basie 
form of entertainment and-I believe always. will be. There will always 
be producers. There will always be dramatic shows and musical shows 
and big’ successes in both fields, but no matter how much oné may: love 
the theatre it fs a very. difficult thing at this time to resist the call of 
the talking. pictures. 

The Actors’ Equity. Association | should forget. the: West ‘Coast, and 
pay attention to the great problem of keeping the stage theatres open 
for their. members—the rank and file of whom are not valuable in pictures 
—and every manager, producer, author, actor and well-wisher of’ the thee 
atre as an art or.a business, should unite in one suprenie. effort to stop 
the ticket brokers from / charging such outrageous prices for desirable 
seats... 
I should chate to think of deserting ‘the stage entir ely, but unless there 

‘ig a great change in the public attitude toward the too high priced. stage 
productions anda definite lowering of theatrical | costs in .all depart- 
‘nients, the man ‘who has .proven himself able to. produce Successfu hy 
and who now stays in this theatrical business, in. my ‘opinion will be. 
‘a martyr: and /untortunately martyrs are not in. style this or any, ‘thes 

atrical season. - . 

Fund Benefit January 7 oe 
- The 48th annual Actors’ Fund 
Benefit will be staged Friday after- 
noon, Jan. 17, at the New Ameter- 
dam theatre wider direction of 
Daniel Frohman, : 

Prinz’s Rush M-G-M Job 
Le Roy Prinz, legit dance stager, 

left by plane for the coast last week 
to handle dances for M-G-M in a 
C. De MiJle unit. Prinz’ agreement. 

calls for $1,000. weekly. . 

treat ‘from the small and divided citadel: still left to the f0-called legiti-- . 



A 

~ 

eon oneJ,0rd=ig-—no--slouch,,.either,..and_the. 

‘m, 
Fan 

_ show. 

-y.0(Maybe‘you don’t think: I -kriow | 

-...Of course, 
“honey. 2.yeh; I guess. you're right, 

. can eat that old English stuff up.. ¢ 

* That’s Horace. Livertght, 
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An Actor and His Honey Sit in 
_ Two Critical Seats and Judgment 

By Joe. Laurie, Jee 
(Now ‘Working. Again) 

(Now Working Again) 
Come on, June..,this is the nigh | 

I've been waiting for for years. 
“Variety” just asked me to.cover re 

..P1l show these 

mugs. now to do it... . 
I have nothing to wear,... = . ' 
‘Well, aren't you a critic’s : wife?.. oe! 

‘seing to see? © 
“Dark Children, ” or “#@iunarén’ ‘oft 

Darkness,” or something. ‘Tike that 4b. 
«itis for | > 

‘nothing... and I know. nit'g at: the} 
-. What's the difference?.. 

Biltmore...I- hope .it’s good,.. 'cause, 
‘the:'buneh there: area: great’ zane}. 
and deserve @& ‘predk. vvthat whole, 
‘Chanin ntob is okeh..” ae OM 
*. ‘(What's hard . about” this. ‘exitic 

stuff?) wee 
“Did | you , see. “wine -Goniie¥s ‘put 
on an extra smile when’ I called, for! 
“Variety’s” tickets?,..He. is. ithe! 
manager ‘of’ the. housé;. a great ‘Buy! 
wee. now, that Tama ‘eritic L guess he 
is. ‘trying ita. ‘get; in “with . :mé,s.they}| : 
all. smile cat .crities,-<: some: people! 
Jaigh: right’. ‘Out. loud. , (there's ra} 
nifty) ¥."' a oo ar 
‘ Did ‘you' notice that all: the. onitics’ 
have their names on'the ‘back’ of thel|: 
sédts?... Did you hear what thé Ajady|| 
next: to.. me,.said, “Such a- young; 
handsome kid a erltic;;. too, bad.” ” 
I hear: Clayton, .Jackson: and | ‘Du-| 

rants have hired three! good- lookin’; 
guys'to-pose for them at ‘eirls* élubs'|.! 
‘and high-class joints. . Well, - 
won’t be long now that I'll have: one, 
,of them brass platés on. bacle of: my, 
‘seat...What a chance for @& crack: 
here...but may as well start: off. my: 
first review. clean. ..V1l paint: out. the’ 
celebs to you, honey... -. vs 

Who's going to tell you?:” 
Oh, yeh?,,. Well, smarty, that: tit~ 

tle, neat- -léoking ‘fellow | theré is: 
Heywood Broun...That big,.-hand-:| 
‘some guy. is Kelcey;- Allen. - Hel 
doesn’t look like a critic. 

Well, he is; you should hear hima! 
‘criticize the food at the’ club, ; 
“There's: Walter Winchell. . 
“JY thought he was kreyer ‘than 
that... 
Tiguess it’s the lights... 
‘There's Mark. Hellinger, -who just | 

went on the “Mirror,” and his theau-' 
tiful wife; the former Gladys Glad |. 

lol) 

how to get in with everybddy Dag 
Food and Liquor 

“man with the. ‘beautiful. lady are. 
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Bebk. .: ..the 
only. millionaire whose home I have 
visited that ‘ever perved me food’ 

with liquor. 
‘Well, the lights are lowered. me 

better get my pencils, ready to make |. 
notes,..I see all my. contemporaries 
are doing it already...Say,. that 
“Contemp word will ghoul those. guys 
on. “Variety”. iI ‘don’t think they 
have the type to set it” ‘up. 

See that handsome. young” man 
that: just came in... he’ ‘is. one of the |.» 
funniést guys I know..:.Bob Berich-:| 

y,,.ail in evening | ‘elothes, too. « « 
maybe. he is going. to a party. after 
the show or. else.: ‘maybe - he rated 
evening clothes::., You. know, honey; 
that with tritics it’s. just like in the 
army, certain’ fellbwy rate...sh’sh sh 
. ‘The’ curtain Ais: up. :P Wt’ tell you 

Jater. ° 
Nice, get, eh?... Don't“ ‘have . ‘to. 

‘knew. who. designed, it. now; I wil 
look at the program: when I’m “writ 

ing .my reyiew....Oh, this-is one of 
tose old English things,;.well, tryt. 
and ‘get.a glimpad of my.- contempo- 
“yaries’ fates, honey...and see ‘what | 
they register. Not that I have-to do 
‘that, but. I don’t want to knock my 

box score. 
Well, I don’t: care what ‘they like 

or what they don't like. ..I am. going 
_to ‘come out flat that Basil Sydney: 
‘ahd Mary Ellis are two swell actors 

if I had that part, 

I am, Hot built for it...but I gure. 

‘but he ig good, too, the jailer is fine; 
I'll get. his name later. So is the guy 
that plays Jonathan Wild, and the 

poet. . Say, this is a swell cast... 7 
‘Muggs Don’t Know . 

some nice stuff, lots of it new, very. 
subtle... . (Those “Variety” mugs 
won't know. what that one.is, either) 
oo. Well, to. tell. the truth, I think 

the act ‘drags the least little bit. ..it 
needs cutting. Not bad, though. 

“Well, -here’s.gome more celebs..: 
the pub- 

“Varlety™: Sey 

7 _ mag. - 

it may: sneed : AnD 

it}: 

| made,’ 

‘Ty you may. want a: favor. - ; 

F -ple :may:: think, I’m 

So F ormal 

_ Hollywood, Jan: 14.. 
‘One . ‘of the free, lance © fan 

“gtudio rounds in. formal attire. 

Guy claims. he is doing: te i 

ink correspondents. “Othorwlsty, 
OK ay. | aan 

oo 

mer eS 

publisher), -- “Winchell: 
just asked mie‘for'a gag; so did Hel-: 

|: inger. ‘Thismay- be.the:makings’ of. 
me: ‘gaa criti¢. I‘nyill havé to: use! 
‘the two-l know. ..So'why give it. to, 
‘my ‘dbntemporaries ' (Gée,'T: hope! 

“| they” don't. baw! up, the shelling” of 
| thaty;, 

" Not. a Baa’ ‘second: get “whit. ao! 
you, think?,., .What? .Kelcey: Allen: 
acts; fidgety ?.jWell, .he, .knows ai 
thing’. or, two... guess. if js.a Hit}. 

dragey... 

much: fot: one - show, | 
‘are! still Bood.’ Pees eG 

“Well, let's go out’ for a; amie. and; 
see. what they’ think’ about” ‘the ‘show! 
“Ss edt may: bé, ‘ego; at’ that. ..thenj 
where - ‘would, iny ‘box score be?. 

, Yeh, that’s Joe Leblang - cover. there: 
ee '.yeh, I saw him. smiling...those 
keys he dropped -aré.for Cain's... I] 
saw -him on 8th Ave. having a. set 

Great pal of Cain’s,. Joe is. 
‘Ishould: mention alot ‘of other: 

suys‘here; -One-never knows. when; 
"When: they| 

ask me ‘why I ‘didn’t use thelr names: 
I can say I did have it in but a lot: 
of. ‘my stuff was cut...In fact, I will 
Say my, best stuff. was.cut, 
_Dhere’s s.the bell. .Let’s see the end'l. 

‘of this...I- rather ‘enjoy it. . But I] . 
must look th:s way. or_else the peo- 

: enjoying it; and, 
‘that won't do....8h ‘sh’ sh... .3d act. in 

Smart. Critics ° 

Say, that ain't bad.at all. - ‘Some! 
surprises and swell jacting...Yeh, I 

guess. you're, right..+ it’s too-long... 
‘Drags. ..Yep...How’s my ‘Contempo-. 
¥aries" ‘faces’ 100K?:... They’ ‘don't 

| show:.anything...Smart. guys, eh? 
| 7.) Now“it’s everysman for himself. | 

That Napoleonic looking gentle-| - Well, I know what I'm: going to. 
‘Say... “Children: of Darkness” opened 
‘tonight ‘toa: very swanky looking: 
‘audience. ; ‘It ‘ran until 11:30. ..some 
people - liked it and some. people 
didn’t...parts greeted with laughter 
and parts not. Some'people thought. 
‘it was. toa long;. ‘others too short: 
Almost’ everybody: ‘agreed that the 
acting was swell. 
of my future and my box score, I 
guy in twe weeks I will ‘be sitting. 

‘| again .on. this seat looking at an-; 
‘other show. I hope it’s a big hit, 
’eause I like to see big: hits, and the 
boys at the Biltmore are swell guys 

_seat?... | 
‘Well, honey, , ‘it. any: guy on “Va-: 

“This ‘stuft: is much better: than Sid's: 
-when he. wrote. under the name of: 

i| Skigie. Ae suppose. he’ n grudge, me: 
a. ‘by- -ling. ..and,.. 
‘Winchell and, Hellingér - “and. my! 

pal,» 0.00: MclIntyre,.: ‘and. my’ .Con-: 

an--actor can ‘write an unbiased, 
straightforward account of a play? 
What is worrying me is what 

name I should take to sign. Let me 

guess I will just, sign " Lousyee.. 

Lieber Heads B’wayward 
Fritz Lieber's subsidized Chicago 

Shakespearean. rep . company will. 
open March 17 in New York for 
four weeks. at a theatre and scale: 
to be named. Chicago top is $2, 50. 
‘Lieber presents old - fashioned 

Shakespeare without any modern; 
4stie~frills:+-Company=is- -angeled=by- 
Harley L. Clarke, millionaire Chi- 

oo utllilies magnat 
This Hdwin ‘Mayer. has written cago : snare. Scenery valued at $215,000 goes 

on the road with the company. 

Latham Staging for Radio 

4 Hollywood, Jan. 14. 
Fred G. Latham, New York stage 

director, brought. here under con- 
tract by Radio to stage musicals. , 

‘writers. is: making: the We 

*t' don't: know yet... “What’ are. wel ; “with ‘embellishments, ‘ di. 

“sto. set. a precedent, ‘for visit-' }| . zt 

|FILM STARS BALK AT 
Gee; that Mayer: guy sure) ne ) 

wrote , :pienty’- ‘of Smart’ stuff, tool-: 
and the _actorsi| oo 

But for the sake. 7 

and maybe Vil have. my: name on & : i 

ety”. or off of it, can do.a reviews |: 
be::ter than this, I'd like to see them.:| 

temporaries (Hey! honey, are you! |. 
sure it:means: that?) will ‘sée- that) 

‘gee; there’s a Freddie and Ibee—I |- 

a 

, 

ROSCOE’ Aus 
| Schwab & Mandel “New Maon” Co. ae 

-Grdat.-Northsrns Chiao 
_ Diractian. iquis | ‘Sh pire j 

ON great comedian is Roscoe: Ails. 
Take it: from one. who has. suffered } 
years of bad: comedians in otherwise 
good operettas, . ,Ails is never! 
found. ailing’ with Dae ‘fever to get! 
himself laughed at."-—Ashton Stev- 
ens, Chicago. “Herald- Examiner. ” 

aa ea Sor 

HARD WORK IN. stock 
~ “San ‘Fiaiiclseo; ‘Jan: oY 

“Hetty “Durty: hasn't’ ad wach | 
luck: ‘with. ‘pictur ‘players: ‘fie , fas’ 
dmaported | from. enon: for his 
super-stoel, here... 

wood, -then ‘trekked ‘back to the," ‘filma |? 
town. —— 
Then appeared Betty ‘Bronson and 

Josephine Dunn.” They, : stayed. for, 
one: ‘rehearaal | ‘and Of they’ trotted! 
back to flmland. - Miss, Bronspn. was 
floored. by: the size, of the part they; 
handed her :for her'rolei in: ‘Your: 
Uncle ‘Dudley.” “Miss :‘Dunn' was: 
scheduled for “Give and Take,” with:} 
Kolp and Dill, but-her lack' pf stage: 
exbérience proved too bi ‘a Randi; 

Three Shows 
‘Three: shows - are. “ off.. ‘Br: 

Two. dropped. but. saueing: ‘the: ‘holi-; 
adays.i-: 

Out 
imvy (aes 

i “Candle Lignt?" ‘presented : at - the’ 

‘Empire by Gilbert Millet,’ wilt: élése: 
after’. 18: sweeks." , 

; CANDLE LIGHT | 

‘Opened ‘Sept, 29." “ugmart: , 
gt of smart cqmeédies” ‘voted * 
Darnton (Eve.. World), :but on. 
the other hand most of critics. ; 

.- seemed to concur ‘with. Brown . 
- (Post) in. finding © piece ay 
‘but: “faltering.” os : 

- “The . ‘Ungophiaticates,” - inde-' 
pendently presented at the Long-'. 
acre, withdrawn’ Jan. 4. - One: week, 
Nee a. aE 

THE. UNSOPHISTIGATES wo 

_ ‘Opened Dec.‘ 30.~ - Second 
’ stringéts found it éaitoonish.” ~ 

‘Variety (thee). figured | it Outs 
‘(Not enough fun. made. ‘out. of 
a situation , that; ‘could: have... 

4 ‘been. made,much. more amus- if 
ing.” Rae a a 

“yin 

“Ginger Snaps,” | o colored . " revue,: 
lasted but . a. few days. at the Bel-: 
mont; « oi a Ae ! 

1 > 

Thos 

“giNGER SNAPS | 

7 Opened. Dec. 31.: “Complete: ofl 
ly. unbearable,” paid. Littell . 
(World), and Loeridge (Sun)'” 
told his readers to. “be warned.” 

Variety. (Span) thought: 
“Opened by mistake.” a 

-LEGITS’ LEGITS’ SHORTS - 
William Gaxton is to make series 

‘of shorts‘ for ‘Warners at the Flat- 
bush. ‘gtudia. He is ‘currently . in. 

Ten © 

“Fifty Million Freri¢hinen,”*. that’ pice; - 

ture firm’s show. | 
Eddie Buzzell has completed his! 

second WB two-reeler in the east, 
and will probably. make two more. 
““Trene Delroy took a test’ at” this: 
studio about 10 days ago. 

‘Seek Chi Hoboken Spot 
Chicago, Jan. 14.. 

Hal Esby, Robert Williams and 
Phil Davis are hunting for a near 
northside spot at which to produce 
revivals of the old melodramas to 
entice the same sort. of crowd that 

‘| ferries across to Hoboken... 

| r "Woods « as > Champ 

aigath'’ ‘and “has: sidetracked produc 

Isadora. ‘Dulicah’, Bot hot. similar to 
=I “tdatiora,” dared |b} ‘Lawrende 
=| el rah which, depped’ after, twp 
| Weeks, at "he Longacre, N New: York.. 

“Bryant - Wash-.. 
:| burn: came up’ with, Charlatte Green?! 

| Honeymoon,” 
act, comedy,,,. which. will open in New } 

“lis: nots comiplete': 4g.: yet... 

relieatsal ‘latter ‘part ‘of next morith, 

Bernard ‘Shaw, ‘ts set as ‘tiext” for 

of: Philip.” 
|| will be-thé first Shavian’” work 

] Joan” 
, Guild several years: 'agoy 

‘to include ‘ Ps number of*. 

A. A Woods says: he. wilt 
_ Continue ‘Producing Teste plays - 

iis threatened. 
Al. claims inte rep * ane now’. 

é is champion ‘flop - - producer. -. 
- So far ‘three: ,this season, ‘but 

vat was. away: a. dew. weeks: .. ae 

Tyee 

: | Plays ae ; 
att ye re Sa accor ae lees 

“Sam. H. Harris has. shuftled: DI 

ton, of: linha Swan. Song? ‘until, next 
spring.” ‘Swan Song;*" “authored: hy 
_Ben’.-Hecht and! Charles’ MacArthur, 
is "based ‘Upott the life ‘ofthe “ate 

“Harris is also’ “holding. production 
lof “Dread. .,in.; abeyance “until ext 
| spring. “Dread,” aathored- by: owen 
| Davis}!'was tried: out some’: weeks. 
| BBO ‘ahd hauled. in ‘for ‘revision.. 33) 
oren ation ‘Rallésger | Jias’ aaa 

eyes 

own. plays, ‘put. is baddest 8 now 
since the current one is’ authored 

by. Charles -Sherman, . 
Hyman - Adler's: proposed. produc. 

tion ‘of: “Challenge. ‘of Youth”. halt- 
ed in rehearsal two*weeks ago has’ 
‘resumed: rehearsals ‘with: cast: walv- | 
ing. the usual, Equity bond and’ ¢é- | 
ing | ‘commonwealth. “Show. ‘sched: | 
uled: to open ‘cgld: at a ‘New; York: 
house two: “weeks thence. -. . 
“Two. sds Company," » comedy ny| 

| John Paton: ‘Russell, :is” set: for im: 
‘mediate production’ by ‘William’ A.; 
Brady.’ It's 2'two"pedple, ‘ast! affair: 
with Brady dickeritig: for a. brace of! 
stars. for. ‘east. ‘Will go. into- re-' 

‘| hearsal, as S0on-as ‘cast ‘id. set.’ 
Paul Moss. ‘ig, preparing “Second; 

ita. ‘Weiman’a:; three- j 

‘London; Conn: :ahout Feb: :22;.., Cast, 
iMoss’ is. ‘al 

hrother: of -B.''S.’ Moss. ' 3 +": 
“Report: ig ‘that .thére- ‘is ” ‘picture: 

goin ‘beltina’ the *show.., |: 
“Souvenir,” by Caesar: Dung. “wit: | 
Ham, Harris prodwcing;, .: * 
_A comedy,, as-yet unnamed, ptar-| 

ring: Hrnest Truex. ‘Lawrence We-' 
ber producing. - 
. “The. Short - Cut,” - produced by. 
Paul. Gilmore at the Cherry Lane! 
theatre. Helen “Holmes. in‘lead. - !j-- 
Dramatization of Achmed Abdul-! 

lah’s “Broadway. Interlude,” to be, 
produced."by Earle Boothe. 
George ‘Givott anda Farley’ Gates’ 

have: formed & combine as legit: pro- 
ducers and bre ‘réading: their first. 
“Tinker Town,” musical. it goes into) 

“Apple © ‘Cart,” ° ‘by’ George] 

‘Theatre’ Gufld'“and’’ goes. ‘into ° ré-||. 
heéatsal - next week under directtdn' | ' 

‘Moeller:. ' “A pple ‘Cart 
to 

be’ staged. in New 'York since’ ou tel. 
préduced by ‘the ‘Theatre| 

“Although! 
cast is’ not ‘yét set” “Yt is” ex ectelll 

English 

actor’: front. the ‘Guild’s “roaid’ pro- 
‘dtiction of ‘wings ‘Over ‘Europe.’ ~ 

“Family ~ Blues,” by * Hatcher 
| Hughes,’ Starring Mrs. Fiske: weit! 

into rehearsil -thig- wéék with. A. 
L, Erlanger and George. C. “Tyler 
producing. Mrs. Fiske closed Some 
weeks ago in “Ladies of the Jury”, 
‘and. was to have been projected ‘in 
a repertoire of former successes - : 
under the same management. 

“Family Blues” was given pre- 

cedence and with the proposed rep 
tour set back until. late’ Spring.’ 
“Juno ‘and'' the '-iPaycock,”® py: 

Sean’ O’Cagey'is set for next-at the’. 
Irish Theatre, Greenwich Village, 
New. York.: It will mark "the third 
Nevival of the Piece... 
~~ “Echo,” comedy — by. “Leila “Mane 
ning Taylor has gorie into rehearsal: 
with Harold Winston as producer. 
‘It opens cold at a New York house 
Feb, 3. Cast, includes ‘Dodd Meehan, 
Al Bartlett, Jane _Altemus 
others; ©: . 

“All the: World: Wondered,” for. 
immediate production by ' Herman. 
Shumlin, Directed by. Chester’ Er- 
skine. Now casting. | 

be os 

. | once’ sought! to 
” I the: latter: contended’ the. suit. was. 

. improperly v brought in. the : federal. 

fugal; to review... a 

Motted lineswice 5! 

and: - 

Wednesday, =. 15, 1930° 

ing agents learned. of the dpnial. ‘of. 

a Feview | of the’ Edelsten “case py. 

the. U.S Supreme Court, last ‘week, 

they. . again’ refused . to accede to 
om Equity’s - mandate to operate. arly *. 

under, the* permit | ‘system: which. 

Jlimits ‘the fee for. ‘most engagements . 

against: ‘Equity’s*: ‘stringent: : rules, 
‘|{ using. new legal tactics; ‘The ‘Casters - 

-efijoin: Equity, but. 

courts becatiae of lack . of: jurisdic 
tion ‘Upheld’ ‘on’ ‘appeal ; and‘ Tett 
standing” hy phe "highest court's ' "re 

. ‘Phere ape. 16 casting” agents;: in 
the, agsociation, ‘formed. ‘to. OPPose © 

‘the: legitimate: producers —in« ‘the 
‘casting: of deamatio: and rusia 
attractions... I¢'4s' claimed: ‘the ‘pro 
ducers’: have’ ‘dbpHderice! in these 
casters; for- their ‘judgment | of ‘talent 
atid. ‘Gigcoyery of Heyy players. ~The 
casters. say, ‘leading: prodiicers, have. 
already. refusedto do Jbusiness with 
agentg’ who.:have signed Ow. Equity’s 

i res ; . 

‘The important’: “casters | Bay their 
business has. not: yet..beén affected 

| by: -Equity . _pacause, _most., of.. the | 

| layers. handled. ;are under, contract: - 
to..them., | Under ‘the. Equity: rules" 

yall: such contracts are supposed : to 
automatically: expire in, 1982, but the. 
agents ar6é- not yet. taking up. that - 

| issue. _ 

“They - further ‘state. that ‘in no 
case,.so far.as, known, has any actor 
refused a “legit: b. because - the 
‘caster had. not obtained. a@ permit, 
also that. the actors appear to know 
little about. the: permit: rules. ,. Jobs 
have been:'too scarce for: them to 

| ‘stand: on .ceremony: 
One. method under . examination 
would .make'‘the: d¢asting | ‘agent: an 
appointée Of the producer. |The 
‘agent would in fact be “working for 

\ thé manager: to whom ‘he. “would 
dT looks” for compensation,. _. 

Agents intimate that if forced to 
become the, producer's, representa- 
tive it would, tend.to lower salaries, 
rather than increase them. ...: . 

Equity, . appears determined to . 
regulate the. agents. .It declares. if 

ithe permit: system’ does not work 
out, it: will rute’ out’all casters ‘and. 

j| create its .own . agency. That the 
jeading agents are. permitted ‘under 

‘) the rules to. charge 10% for the life 
of an engagement in cases where 
the, players..are given a guarantee 

| of.at least .20 weeks per. season, has 
not changed: ‘the :casters attitude of 
rejecting the entire’ list: of rules. 
“In the casting agents association | 
are William Morris, Ralph Farnum, 
‘Max:'Hart; ‘ Lyons: &- Lyons, Jenle 

i|Jacobs, M...:S. -Bentham,-' Willie 
Edelsten, Lou’ Shurr; ‘Harry Bestry, 
Leo Fitzgerald, Jimmy ‘Dealy, Ea 
Davidow, ‘James: Ashley, Walter 
Bachelor, Herntipe Shone and Jerry 
‘Cargill, . Bs ey ate wo on 

Treasurers’ New Charter 
: Chicago, Jani. 14, 

‘Theatre. treasurers... are. :to "be. 

granted a new charter-by: the: Ai F.° 
of I, following: suspension of their 
‘old: charter, ° tat ag ea 

This. move. thwarts: ‘av tacketeers 
who tried to muscle: int. the box-. 
‘office’ men's ‘organization last. year. . 

AL'Fof Lis. ‘investigating sus- 
pension. of the charter, held by the 
treasurers in, 1929,. since. discovering 
dues paid. to the - business agent 
were not turned over to’ the Chi- 
cago Yederation of Labor. 

“WHOOPEE” TESTS 
All femme members of the stage ; 

cast’ of “Whoopee” will. be given 
silent: sereén.. tests by. Thornton _- 
Freeland. idea is their possible 
employment in the Goldwyn-Zieg- 

feld screen version. ; 
Goldwyn. returns’ from Europe 

| Jan. 16 ‘when: the final huddle on 
| prcduction™ “detatls-w il=take=places-= 

| Meanwhile, ‘Freeland is Philadel- 
‘phiaing with the stage production. to 
Bet Saturated. with material. 

__ 

“Blue. “Sky” at Booth ; 
“Out of a Blue Sky,” Tom Van 

Dyck’s first production try, has been 
apotted for the Booth, New York, 
Feb. 5, the house’ remaining dark 

until then, “" 
¢ 

When the Iéading’ ‘legitimate: ‘caste. _ 

a 

6°65 % tor ‘20-weeks. After discugs= © 
‘ing. ‘the situation, the casters intim- : 

| ated ‘they might carry: ion thévaghe | 

Eaquity’s rules.;All do; business with | a 



Last 1 week, following New Year's 
going, nia ntained the holiday. pace, 
ie thé legders prospering... The au- 

~ \tomobile: how accounted for. the | 
good grosges. -' 

Guns”. got nearly $49, 000; 
“Witty Mfillion Frenchmen” almost 
. $45,000;. ¢ “Bitter - Sweet,”.-. $43,000; 

‘ ‘WSketch ‘Book” bettered. . $40, 000; 
. "Wake Wp and Dream,” -eapacity 
approximately $39,000; “Sweet Ade-- 
line,” $35,000; . “Scandals, * - $38,000; 

' “Heads Pe $31,000; “Top Speed,” 
about. §. 0; “Wonderful Night,” 
28,0005: Aime ‘Little: Show," $19, 500; 

“The. ‘Street Singer,” estimated less;. 
same. OF “Woot ‘Woof.” - 

‘Non- ‘Musicals | i 
oon” still‘a bit in the lead. 

of: the 1on-- musicals at virtual $24,- 
000; “Ita Wise Child’ quoted at 
: almost. #24000; “Strictly Dishonor- 

_. able,” $23,600 Qeader in demand); 
_ “Berkeley Square,” $19,300; “Young 
Sinners” : yery strong at $18,500; 
“Meteor,” | anon 000;." “Red Rust,” 
around §,000; “png” First Mra. 
Fraser” . Betterea ‘that. mark. (good 

; ney ticket); “Death Takes a 
Holiday," between $12,000 and _$13,- 

» 9005 “Joyrney’s End” and “Street. 
a Hie,” #he' holdover dramas, ‘over. 
ae 31 000 “Subway Express,” $11,000; 

ut! same. for’ “The Criminal: 
Code" (“atehael Inc.” and “Bird in 

are une 

9,500; “Broken Dishes,” $7,-. 
t Water” quoted over §$8,-. 

ty,” $6,500, with the others 
and mostly. lower, . 

lew Plays - 

wad aweek's new shows saw noth- 
eptional, although “Waterloo 
he claimed to- have a chance.: 

eek gross quoted over $14,- 
rok wi agency call reported Hght. 

‘aren of Darkness” better eight; 
~ may Hold: on for a time,-but that’s 

' about all; “So Was Napoleon” (“Sap 
from}: Syracuse”) drew in and_ out 
notices, with light’ trade after a mid 
“week premiere. 

N sreek ' offers “y osef Suss” 
CTe eae): in English at Erlan- 

. ger’s and “The Challenge of Youth” 
,at the 49th Street. ‘Her Delicate 
‘Condition” may come in late in the 
‘week at the Little. ‘Candle Light” 
closes at the .Empire this. week, 

_ house going dark -until. “The Dis- 
~honored Lady” is’ ready.. Added: 
sudden closings. during the ‘holiday 
week were “The Unsophisticates,” 
Longacre, and “Ginger Snaps,” Bel- aa 
mont. 

; “Production seems to pe slowing up 
. again. There. are-16 dark theatres 

on Broadway’ this week. 

2 SHOWS ONLY. STOOD 

OUT INL. A. LAST WEEK 
Loa. ‘Angele’, Jan. 14,” 

. Two shows. did ‘as much business | ' 
~ Jast week-as did: the remaining six 

in town. With rain most of the. 
week, - night trade. was none ‘too. 
“brisk. 

Estimates for Last Week - 

Belasco—Stratford-upon-Avon Co. 
(1st week), With schools and unf-. 
versitiés buying in large. lots, -ex- 
ceptionally good at $16,000, 
Biltmore—"Diamond Lil” (3a and. 

final week). Mae West's opera none’ 
too hot. here. Blew at.end of this 
‘stanza with $8,000, still profit, even. 
though 564 on ‘payroll. 
« El Capitan—“The Boomerang” (3a: 
eta Trade. just not obtainable.. 

Hollywood Playhouse—“Dear “Me” |- 
_ -@a, final week). Probably little 

: Old fashioned, with Grace La Rue 
and Hale Hamilton helping to do 

-. what business was done. Pulled 
‘stakes with $4,100, 

Majestic — “Among the . Married” 
- (6th,. final week). - Most successful 
run of any show Horton put on 

here, ° Wound up with $6,800. 
ayan—"“Oh Susanna” (2a week). 

‘With show smoothea up, have sup-. 
Ported this one. much better than 
Senerally for shows of this type. 
‘But no profit at $16,800, - 

President-——“Cat and Canary” (1st 
. Week).. Rather antiquated for local 
friterest in mystery plays. $3, 400, 
‘quite disappointing. 

Vine St—"Rear Soar" (last. week). 
_ Another ‘mystery none too keen 
about, $4,000, ana closed Saturday, 

“Tour Despite Pinch 
San Francisco, Jan. 15. 

_Homer_ _Curran’s...“Follow..-Thru'.. 
~~ stepped out of the. Capitol last 
.week, followed by “Bad Babies” 
which - ‘still has an account to settle 
with the cops in Los- Angeles. Show 

1s opening here with great ballyhoo 
and pinch is looked for. 
Wesley Barry and Pauline Garon 

are in the cast. Some of the players: 
nabbed in Los Angeles are still 
With the show and their case is to 
‘tome up Jan. 26, 

92 000 FOR FRI 

_:| dinary and reflected normal letdown 
-after the holidays. ° 

“Major. Barbara” did -about three- 
quarters capacity, 
‘at $3 top.. 
scriptions. -. . 

for its: final week grossed: about| | 
$13,000, not .so hot. Colored shows 

Click here consistently, -. 

rat the Plymouth - is: on the last of 

| dark with the premiere of the. Zileg- 

‘week)—Did $13,000 last week; rather 

Tan with. Bailief’s 
| fair at $14,000. The Geary next door 
“lL got. $14,000 with “Journey's End.” - 

| Then," 

OAT $2. 50 IN BOSTON 
. “Boston, Jan. 14 

Fritzt. Scheff at the Majestic in|: 
“Mille. Modiste” led the-town, .She. 
has another. week at ‘the Majestic if 
and ‘then to allow. the - theatre: to 
take care. of the-rest of the Herbert 
revival booking will probably go to 
the Wilbur. It has been a personal 
triumph for her with her comeback 
getting plenty of publicity. _ 

Business: elsewhere was about or-. 

“At the Hollis the Theatre Guilds 

‘around $14,000, 
About half from - sub-, 

“Hot Chocolates” at the Tremont { 

‘with very’ few. exceptions fall to 

“Pleasure Bound” at. the. Shubert 
continués' this. week with a. .few |: 
changes in the cast, Jack Pearl be-. 
ing out to enter the: “International 
Review” and “The House of Fear” 

three weeks. - 
But one opening. Monday, at ‘the |. 

Hollis ‘where the Theatre Guild. 
presented “Pygmalion.” “Little. Ac- 
cident”: is due to follow into the 
Plymouth next week and 23rd the. 
Colonial, will reopen after being 

feld’s “Simple Simon.” 

Last Week’s Estimates 
“Mile. Modiste’ (Fritzi Scheff) 

(Victor Herbert revival) Majestic 
(2nd week).—Did best. business in 
town opening week; $20,000; com- 
parative difference to the Shubert is: 
in price scale, here $2.50, 

“The House of Fear,” 
‘(last week), near $9,000. : 

- “Pleasure Bound,” Shubert (2nd 
week)—Did $25,000. 

. “Hot Chocolates,” - Tremont . (last 

Plymouth 

poor gross for a musical. 
“Pygmalion,” Hollis (first week 

of Theatre Guild)—Last week “Ma-, 
jor Barbara” grossed’$14,000, .-. 
“The Middle Watch,” Copley—The 

only. farce in-town and ‘Going com- 
fortable. ‘business, 

F RISCO GROSSES 
>. ° San Francisco, Jan. 14, 

“Business not-so hot in legit. Cur- 
“Chauve Souris” 

Homer Curran’s third attraction 
in the Capitol, “Follow Thru,” 

barely $15,000, which doesn’t look 
profitable. 
‘Henry. Duffy’s Alcazar, “Now ana 

slipped at $4,500. President 
with “She Couldn’t Say No” holding 
up strong and E and pulled $7,000 $7, 000. 

‘That Ti Ticket Ide Idea . 

Although there was a lull in the 
past week in the ‘managerial :con- 
ferences to eliminate high ‘prices 
and gypinge of theatre tickets, the 
plan as set forth is dated to go 
into effect March 1. That date was 
set because. of a number of agency 
buys, some of which. do not ex- 
pire. until then. No actual “agree- 
ment between agencies and man- 

‘agers has yet.been made. 
The ‘plan stipulates that all buys 

are to be. discontinued, ‘meaning 
that all unsold. tickets handled by 
the agencies are returnable to ths 
‘box offices. Buys generally permit 
but 10% ‘of. allotments .to be re- 
turned. - The brokers are expected 
‘to agree to sell all” ‘tickets: for not’ 
more than :79 cents (75 cents. pre- |’ 
mium: plus federa) tax), Recognized 
agencies are to be given regular 
allotments but are to. bond them- 
selves not to sell for. higher. prices. 

| The managers will also be under 
bond. The plan_ further calls for 
a fair percentage ‘of tickets be hela 
in the box offices for. direct window 
sale. 

agerial committee that only two 
managers opposed the idea, A. L. | 
Erlanger and Charles Dillingham. 

Takings: in 2 Pittsburgh 
Joe Pittsburgh Jane de 

Thurston had town’to himself at 
Alvin and at. $1.50 got excellent 
$13,000. . Stays over for another 
‘week, making way for “Night in 
Venice,” Alvin's. first musical since 
Thanksgiving week. 

Sharp stock at Pitt had ‘Eugene 
Walter’s “Paid in Full,” and made 
creditable showing. Sharp turning 
tidy profit. 
Nixon dark, but 

brodied on its second week, getting.| 

“| week). 

It was announced by the man-. 

“Gambling,” 
! “Brothers” and “Papa Juan” due. 

LEGITIMATE 

Shows in Rehearsal 
~“You Don't Say” (J. J, Lev- 
enthal), Bryant Hall. 

' .“Eeho” (Harold Winston), 
Lyric Studios, . .. ; 

-. “Family: Blues” (Erlangér: & 
Fyler),. Erlanger. Sols, 

“(George “Flying © High” 
White), :Apollo.. Be , 

'- “Simple Simon”: _ (lo . Zheg-. 
feld), Ziegfeld. 

. “Street Scéne,” No. 3 cw. A 
' Brady), Playhouse. - : 

_ “Sisters. of Chorus” (New-. 
man & Johnson), Harris. .- 

“Juno and Paycock” (irish 
_ Players), Irish. Theatre. 

Leslie), Shubert, 

TOP '$30, 000; 
BIZ UP 

- Chicago, . Jan. 14, 

Loop. legit business . the . second 
week of the new year held up well; 
much optimism for’ future weeks. 

“Vanities” edy - opened.’ replaced 
“Brothers” ‘at. the ‘Erlanger; “Nina'| 
Rosa” followed “New. Moon” at the 
Great Northern, and “Queen Was in| 
the Parlor” opened at. the Garrick. 
“Animal Crackers” gt the Grand 

led all houses again with a strong 
.$84,000, followed by “Show Boat” at 
$33, 000 and “New Moon” ‘at a great 
$31,000 for the last week of that 
show, which went on tour. 
, Among, the straights, “Street 
Scene” was the class at the Apollo. 
with .$24,000; “Strange Interlude” 
and “June . Moon” following with 
$19,000 apiece. . 
“Queen Bee” finished a six-week 

run at the Cort, was disappoint- 
ing throughout and folded;- 
talk of a revival next fall if Allan 
Dinéhart will return to the cast and 
-do further revision on the script of 
‘this comedy. 

the Studebaker and ‘went on tour. 
House is dark until. Jan. 27, when 
“Let Us Be Gay” opéns with Fran- 
cine Larrimore, a big Chicago draw, 
heading the cast. She should pull 
extra’ results, 

Estimates for Last Week ; 
“Animal Crackers” (Grand, 4th 

week). -‘Harpo, Groucho, Zeppo and 
Chica brought $34,000 with their 
Bags ‘and idiocies, and no letup yet. 
. “Bird in’ Hand” (Harris, ‘4th 
week). Up. $1, 000 to $16,000 for this 
comedy, 

“Blackbirds” (Adelphi, 8th week). 

sical at $16,000, but will stay so long 
a8 ane ‘figures ° do not fall below 

“Ilegal Practice” (Playhouse, 6th 
Eked out $5,000, but future 

doubéful, though cut-rate ducats 
hel 

“infinite Shooeblack” (Princess, 4th 
week). Ends its run Saturday; 
around $8,500 last week. ‘Will be 
followed by “The Matriarch.” 

“June Moon” (Selwyn, 4th week). 
At $19,000, this comedy dropped 
$3,000, but ‘heures still look good. 
“Nina Rosa” (Great Northern, 1st 

week). This Shubert musical re- 
placed: “New Moon,” which. ended 
an 18-week run with $31,000. 
Queen Bee” (Cort, 6th and final 

week). - Closed. with a low $5,000, 
‘but was off throughout and started 
even poorer. Comedy folded. 
“Queen Was in the Parlor” (Gar- 

as star and: producer; opened a 
week later than announced... 

“R. U..R.” (Studebaker, 3d and 
final week). Ended regular Guild 
run with $15,000.. House will be re- 
lehted. Jan, . 27 with. “Let. Us Be 
( ay. an 

“Street Scene”. (Apollo, 4th week). 
Did about $24,000, which is up over 
the previous week, and has the 
strongest demand in the city. . 

_ “Strange Interlude” (Blackstone, 
ith week). Still steady at $19,000 
for: six performances a week. ; 

Did $33,000 and is.in its final week, 
leaving Saturday, with “Whoopee” 
replacing. 

“Vanities” (arlanger, 1st week), 
Replaces “Brothers,” which: was 

start. and continued through 10 
| profitable weeks, averaging $10, 000 
for the run and doing $11, 000 the 
closing week. | 

pattote 

~Billers Pay ‘Scale 
- The scale fog the New York local 

set for the new year as follows: 
One sheet cards, $10 per 100; half 
sheets, $7 ber. 100; one sheets, $10 
per 160... 

The salaries of the billers and 

week for driver of the card autos 
and $40 for his: assistant, ; 

|. house capacities with the varying overhead. 

VARIETY 

Shows in N. Y. and. Comment 
[" Figures. estimated and ‘comment point to: some. attractions being 

successful, while the same gross accredited to others might suggest . 
| mediocrity or loss. The variance is explained in the difference in }. 

Also the size of. cast, . 
“with consequent difference in necessary gross. of profit. Variance. 
In business necessary for musical. attraction as against. dramatic _ . 

67 

_. “International Revue". “(Lew ain 

“Broken 

_ show and business showed some 

Two. musicals: and. one com- 

some + 

“R. U. Ro” ended its Guild run at | 

Just. getting by for the colored mu-. 

rick, 1st week); Pauline Frederick | 

- “Show. Boat”. (Illinois, 16th week). 

.gaved by cut rates after a weak |: 

2 eae 

(No. 1) of billers and ‘distributors is-| 

posters remains the same, $45 a. 

‘play ig also considered. — . 

; ‘admission ‘acalo' given: below. |. 
Classification of. attraction, - house .capacity and top prices of -the 

Key to. classification: 
“D (drama) > R (revue); M (musical comedy); F (farce); O 

Cc G {comedy 
operatta).. 

Admission tax. applies on tickets over $3 

“Berkeley Square,” Lyceum - (11th }. 
Motor car] 

show aided jleaders last. week, | 
. When. grosses’ nearly. as. good“ as 

- week) (C-957-$4.40). 

holiday week discounting. extra 
matinees; “Berkeley” better $19,- 

“Bird in Hand,” Forrest (424 week) | 

3 CHI. MUSICALS : 
“Bitter Sweet,” Ziegfeld (11th week) 

‘(CD-1,015- $3. 85). -Has moved five. 
times since’ opening, but appears} 
a:hardy show.and making money 
‘at moderate grosses; $10,000. — 

(M-1,622-$6.60). English operetta | 
stood: up. excellently last week, 
rating with the actual. front-run- 
ning musicals; $43,000. 

Dishes,” Masque ‘(11th 
week) (C = 700 - $3), Moderate. 
money comedy. now. spotted in 
house of limited capacity; figured. 
‘about $7,500. 

“City Haul,” Hudson (3d week) 
(CD-1,094-$3). Audiences like this 

improvement, but has to pick up 
much more;' $5,000 estimated. 

“Candle Light,” Empire (16th week) 
(C-1,000-§$3:85). Final week;. did 

very well first two months. with 
average of over. $14,000, 
‘gteadily slipped downward; about 
$7,000. last week; “The Dishon- 
ored Lady” next attraction. 

“Children of Darkness,” Biltmore 
(2d week) (D-1,000-$3.85). Critics 

‘ geemed to like this new one in| 
‘light trade | the main; rather. 

after premitre, however, indicates 
doubtful chances at run; . $6,000 
estimated. ; 

“Death Takes a Holiday,” Barry- 
- more (4th week) (D-1,090-$3). 
Plugged with extra advertising,.| 

- trade. jumped last week; matinees’ 
oon ey strong; $12, 000 to $13,- 

“Fifty Million Frenchmen,” Lyre. 
This'| (8th week) (M-1,400-$6.60). 

-show and. “Sons-o’-Guns” are: 
Broadway’s leaders; gross last 
week at $45,000 indicates capacity. 

“First Mre.-Fraser,” Playhouse (4th:| 
‘ week) (CD-879- $3. 85). Very good 
agency call, with’ trade bigger 
than first ‘indicated: | gross went. 
over $15,000 last week, 

“Ginger Snaps,” Belmont. Closed 
Jan, 4;-only played a few days.-: 

“Heads Up,” Alvin (10th week) (M- 
. 1,387-$3,50).. Has commanded good 
business - right along, and. while 
not among actual\gross leaders, is 
well up in rating; $34,000 last 
wee 

“Houseparty,” 48th St. (19th week) 
(D-969-$3). 
profit because of low operating |. 
cost; cut ratts count in the Bross 
of. $6, 500. 

“Inspector Kennedy,” Bijou (5th 
week) (CD-605-$3). Draw of star. 
(William Hodge) figures, though:} 
Piay not rated very highly; esti- 
mated. around $6,500. 

“It Never Rains,” Eltinge (thi 
week) (C-892- $3). Players re-: 

’ ported working under ’common-i 
wealth arrahgement and to-share 
in picture rights: if sold; -$4,000. 

“Journey’s End,” Miller's (44th week) 
(D-946-$4.40). Holdover should. 
last through current season; last! 
week about $12,300, which aftords 
@ good profit, 

“June Moon,” Broadhurst (15th: 
week) (C- 1,118- $3.85). ‘Still the. 

’ biggest money-getter among non- 
musicals; not full capacity, but} 
not far from It at $24,000 

“Mendel, Inc.,” Ritz (8th’ week) (C-.|. 
945-$3. 85). Said to have more 
parties arranged than any other | 
‘current ‘show, East Side organ- 
izations attending; about $9,600 

‘last week. 
“Meteor,” Guild’ (4th. week) (CD=:} 

914-$3); Resumed last week after 
several days’ Jayofft because of 
lead’s illness and played to ca- 
pacity business; over $16,000. 

“Nancy’s Private Affair,” Vander- 
-bilt (1st week). (C-771-$3). 
sented by Myron C. Fagan, who 
also .authorei. it;. reported favor- 
ably; opened Monday. 

“Phantoms,” | Wallack’s “(ist week) 
(CD-770-$3). Presented independ- 

. ently; written by A. E. Snitt and 
-L. Sand: 
several delays. 

“Red Rust,” Beck (5th week) (D- 
-1,189-$3), Something of a sur-. 
prise: in thé way of business; 
drawing. persons interested in 
Russian art; over $14,000. - 

week) (C- 900- $3). Making some 
money at "better than quoted 
$8,400 last week; may move when 
even in Egypt” is ready for New: 
Yor 

“So Was Nappleon,” Harris (2d 
week) (C-1,051-$3). Renamed from 
“The Sap from Syracuse”; come 

ce] edy which drew difference 

dle of last week. 
“Scandals,” Apollo | (ith week) (R- 

‘then j 

‘|“Sweet 

Going along to some: 

Pre- |; 

opened | Monday after | 

“Salt-—Water’—-John= Golden “(8th-|-= “Bverything's.Jake/2-- 

opinion from critics; opened mid-. 

1 168-$6. 60). ‘Made good profit last « 
week; though not as big as ex- 
pected, | ‘finished strongly; about 

-. $33,000. 
“Seven,” Republic (4th week). (D- 

- 901-$3)... Continues with cast tak- 
ing a salary cut of 25 per cent.; 
may .move after Jan. 27, when 
“Subway Express” switches over 
from. Liberty, 

“Sons-o’-Guns," Iniperial (8th. week) 
(M-1,400-$6.60).: Remained at top 
of. musicals, with capacity regis- 
tered throughout last: week tor. a 
“gross over $48,000, | 

Sketch Book,” 44th ‘St. (29th week) 
' (R-1,823-$8.85). Got as much last 
-weels. or more than during holiday 
period; auto. visitors went for 
$40,000. ‘strong; claimed well: over . 

“Street Scene,” Ambassador (54th 
week) (C-=1,200-$3,85). . Longest 
run show.on list:. dramatic smash 
of last season. still making some 
meney; bettered $12,000 last week.. 

‘|“Strictly Dishonorable,”. Avon (18th 
week) (C-830-$3.85).. Is on a nine- 
‘performance basis, extra matinee 
addéd; ‘sells out all performances; 
nothing stronger in’ demand; $21,- 

Up the Band,” Times 
Square (1st week) (M-1,057- 
-$5.50). Presented by Edgar Sel- 
wyn;. book by Morrie Ryskind;- 
score by George and Ira Gersh- 
win; Clark and McCullough 
starred; well regarded in Boston; 
opened Tuesday. 

“Subway . Express,” Liberty (1%th 
week) (D- 1,202-$3), Will move to 
the Republic after another week: 

- house to get “Sari” at that time: 
‘mystery play got about $11, 000 
last week.. 

Adeline,” Hammerstein’s . 
(20th week) (M. = 1,265 = $6.60).- ~ 
Season's first musical ° SUCCESS} 4 
-though under .earlier pace,’ still 

; doing well; last week nearly $35, - 

“the ‘Criminal: Code,” National (iéth 
week) (D-1,164-$3),. Has proved... 
its staying.powers; one of season’s.. 
serious dramas making a. profit; 
over $10,000. 

“The Little Show,’" Music Box (48th: 
week) (R-1,000-$4.40). Got $19, 
500 last week, : regarded as excel- 

-lent at, this stage. of run; nearly 
as strong as: holiday week when 
New Year's eve. scale pushed pace 
to $25,000. . 

“The Street Singer,” Shubert (17th. 
week) (M-~1,395-$5. 50), Sticking - 
to. about an even break and will 
‘probably leave for road soon; ~ 
$19,000 estimated. 

“The Unsophisticates,” Longacre. 
Was withdrawn Jan. 4; played 

“ one week, ; . 
“Top. Speed,” Chanin’ 8, 46th St. (4th 
week) (M-1,418-$5.50), Liked but 
not amorg the’ real musical lead- 
ers;') approximated $27,000 tast 
week; only moderate for new high 
scaled show. : 

“Wake: Up and Dream,” Selwyn 
(3rd week) (R-1,067-$6.60). Held 

_ to excellent.business second week; 
close to $39,000, which is about 
all house can get as scaled,. -. 

“Waterloo, Bridge,” Fulton (ina 
week) (C-913-$3.85), Got off to 
very good start ‘considering. the 
Notices, "which -were pKewarm; 
first week around $14,000 , 

“When Hell Froze,” Hintet. Post- 
“poned bevause of script revision. 

“Wise Child,” Belasco (24th week) 
(C-1,060-$3,85). Great gross get- 
ter; was, first comedy hit of . 
season and indications point to a 
run until warm weather: $23,000. 

“Wonderful ‘Night,” Majestic (12th 
-week) (O-1,776-$5,.50). -Manage- | 

-- ment- plugging: show with extra -. 
‘space advs, and radio; appears to. 

“Strike: 

be turning some Profit; | $23,000 
last week, . 

UWoof - Woof,” Royale. (4th seek) 
(M-1,118-$4.40). Rated about 
weakest of new musicals, 

“Young -Sinners,” Morosco (8th 
- week) (CD-893-$3). Has climbed 
to the hit-class; last week takings 
went .to $18,500 or better;. big 
money {n. this house. . 

“Your Uncle. Dudley,” Cort (9th | 
week) (C-1,042-$3), Not big but_ © 

making ‘money, cut rate support | 
_ -eounting; business rated: better ” 
than $7,000. 

Special Attractions—Little Theatres 
“Prince of Pilsen,” Jolson’s; revi- 

val: opened Monday. 7 
_Agsemblys’- =. 

new group . offering Don. Marquis 
comedy; opens Thursday (Jan. 16). 

“Michael and Mary,”: Hopkins; 
still doing big. 

' “The Blue and ‘the Gray,” Rialto, 
Hoboken; revival. . 
American Grand * Opera Co., 

Casino; limited date. 
Civic Repertory, 14th Street, 
“At the Bottom,” Waldorf; ‘a@ yer- 

sion of “In the Depths,” 
Ruth" Draper, comedy. 
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Philly Exceeds Holiday Week Take 

LEGITIMATE 

of 6 Shows Go to Smash Class 
Philadelphia, Jan. 14. 

After three of the worst months 
exper ienced by the legit. theatre 
in Philly for years, business has 
suddenly picked up. with a ven- 
geance. The strange thing is that 
last week was really better than}. 
New Year's week in general trade. 
Six of the eight hatses opened re- 
norted satisfactory business and 
Four of the six were in or close to 
the “smash” class. . 
“Whoopee,” with.a $4.40 top, came 

into its own after being admittedly 
far under expectations New Year's 
week. From Wednesday matinee. 
on, there were two or three rows 
of standees at every performance 
end plenty of turn-aways. The. 
gross on the week hit $36,000 which, 
without the aid: of -holidays, 1s 
something that Philly hasn't had 
this season. Show could have 
stayed at the Garrick for another 
three weeks, 

For consistency, however, “The 
New Moon” has it all over the Zieg- 
feld show... This Schwab & Mandel 
operetta, coming. into the Forrest 
Christmas ‘week, did almost $30,000, 
jumped to. $38,000 New Year's week, 
and did around $32,000 last. week. 
At a $3.50 top, that looked like the 
millenium: for the harrassed and 
-discouragéd local managers. | ‘‘The 
New Moon” is said to be: set for: 
only six weeks here, because of the 
very heavy.overhead, but ‘unless: it 
nose-dives .suddenly it would not’ 
be” surprising if another fortnight 
were added. It was, by all odds, th 
most solid: and thumping hit the 
Forrest has. had since it gpened al- 
most two. hyears - ago and it may go 
a long ways toward putting. this’ . 
house on the theatre map. 

Of the dramatic shows, the sur- 
prise of the town was “Dear Old 
England,” offered under the aus- 

. pices of the Professional Players at |’ 
the Adelphi theatre.'’ This English 
comedy was shoved in hurriedly: 
when the second of. their series’ of: 
five plays, “Thunder in: the Air,” 

- flopped hard, The latter, in the 
holiday season, hardly grossed $8,- 

- 000 in two weeks. . “Dear Old Eng- 
land,” starting off at $500, picked 
up all week and on. ‘Saturday: got al-- 
most $4,000 with a week's gross of 
around $8,000 resulting. It started 
this week: with a. complete sell-out 
and ag & result it will’ be moved 
down next week to the Chestnut 
Street Opera House, now dark, to 
make room for the next regular sub- |- 
scription offering of the Profes- | 
sionel Players, “The, Infinite Shoe- 
black.” : 

‘ Next door, at the ‘Lyric, “Jour- 
ney’s End’ also held up nicely al- 
though off from its original pace. 

Another pleasant surprise was 
the strong trade done by “Papa 
Juan” with Otis Skinner at the 
Broad. Offered now by Mr.. Skin- 
‘ner himself and James Reilly, and 
licked strongly. 
_The second of the five scheduled 

Victor Herbert revivals, “Naughty 
Marietta,” with Ilse Marvenga at 
Keith’s, was along way from ¢a- 
pacity, but a profitable figure. 
Another light opera revival, “Robin 

Hood,” died up at the Shubert, al- 
though excellently presented, prov- 
ing lack of wisdom in pitting these 
two similar revivals against each 
other. 
‘The Walnut, with another try-out, 

“Escapade,” got fair notices, but a 
tough break due to incapacity of 
Lou Tellegen. 
.This week's only newcomer, @ re- 

vival of “Sari,” with Mitzi, started |- 
big at the Garrick. It Is now re- 
ported that it will move over to the 
Shubert next Monday for an addi- 
tional fortnight. This switch, : to- 
gether with that of “Dear Old Eng- 
land” to, the Chestnut, will mean 
that all nine | legit . houses here will 
again be filled. 

Openings next Monday will in- 
clude “Jenny,” at the Walnut; “The 
Infinite Shoeblack,” at the Adelphi; 
“Porgy,”. at the. Broad; 

Egypt,” try-out ‘with George Jessel, 
at the Garrick. . 

Estimates. of the Week 
“Papa Juan” (Broad, 2d weelt). 

Otis Skinner started with unexpect- 
ed strength. last week, grossing be- 
tween $17,000 and $18, 000. “Porgy” 
next Monday. 
“Robin Hood” (Shubert, 2d weel). 

A sorry flop here despite fine no- 
tices. Doubtful if it got $12,000. 
“Sari” to move over here next Mon-- 

Mitzi’) 
day, according to report. - 

“Sari” (Garrick, 1st week). 
revival started strongly. Expected 
to move to Shubert to make room 
‘for “Even in Egypt,” George Jessel’s 
latest. “Whoopee” real smash at 

~~ $36,000 OY more ‘last~week;~ eapacity-} 
after Tuesday. ©. 
“Naughty Marietta” (Keith's, 2d 

week). Profitable but not what it 
might have been with a better pro- 
_duction.- Ilse Marvenga favorite 
here, helped get the $20,000. 
“Escapade” (Walnut, 2d week). 

Not so forte, with Lou Tellegen’s ill- 
ness hurting. Hardly $5,000. 
“Journey's End” (Lyric, 4th week), 

. Still .profitable and plenty . beside, 
although off to between $14, 000 and 

a moving picture house, 

the theatre presented the first mo- 
tion ‘picture in the playhouse that 
promiséd to blaze. a new trail in ‘the 
advancement of the drama when it 
-was dedicated.. No attempt will be 
made for the present to. stage 
“talkers” in the ‘Repertory. 

“Babes in | 
Toyland,” at Keith’s,. and “Elven in 

| BOSTON'S GREAT LITTLE 
BOSTON’S GREAT CIVIC 

Boston, Jan. 14, 

The new $1,000,000 Repertory the: 
atre on Huntington avenue, ded- 
{cated as the.-first civic theatre in 

America; : has surrended its’ unique 

position. and. will be converted into 
‘On Jan. 6 

“What is the. point in attempting 
to force upon: ‘the public what. they. 
do. not, want?” , 
Jewett, executive | director of the 
theatre. | ; 

“T am frank to. admit. today that |: 
I can. foresee no future for the legit- 
imate stage. 
word ‘hope to. ‘compete against the 
highly “advanced moving’ picture? . 
They can carry you in:seconds from | 
one beautiful - country to another; |: 
from one beautiful scene to. another, 
portraying for your benefit ‘scenes. 
‘that it’ would: be impossible to place : 
‘on the legitimate stage,’ or 

‘said. Mrs, 

‘How. can the spoken 

~ CAST: CHANGES - 

drew Tombes © “The - 
Singer. ” Tombe. pehearsing with 
“Ripples.” 

William. Sully 

replace Gus. Shy in the “June 
-Moon” cast. Jan. 27. 

Calvin Thomas and Charles Har- 
old. have supplanted Walter. Kings- 
ford and Norman Miller in cast of 
“Criminal Code’ at the National, 
New York. “ 

Janet Bell has. replaced’ Dorothy 
Patten in cast. of “Subway Ex- 

press” at Liberty, New York. 
Irene Delroy is ‘leaving : “Top 

Speed” to assume place in “Aces 
High.” 

Betty -Compton. gave her . notice 
for. “50 Million Frenchmen” and 
will: go to Florida. Ruth: Sennett 
steps into her place Jan. 20. 
Loring Smith, recently . returned 

\from Australia, has replaced Jack 
‘Elsa and |. ‘Squires in “Woof. Woof.” 

Billy Newell, in addition to their 
regular roles have : been assigned 
the: parts formerly played by’ Helen 
Goodhue and George Hageerty. - 

ENGAGEMENTS 
Bight girk tap dancers; ‘from the 

Billy Pierce studio, in the new Ruth 
Selwyn show, “9:15 Revue.” They 
are Mary Sawyer, Teddy. Walters, 
Lillian Ostrom, Carol. Mackey, Jane 
Sherman,: Thelma Temple, Louise 
“Barrett and: Dorothy James, 

-Clarence Derwent, “Topaze.” 

LAWYER DAVIS, SHOWMAN 
Chicago, Jan. 14, 

Having played hide-and- seek with 

with both feet. He has taken over, 
‘from. Hal Esby, the. “After Dark” 
company, now in Milwaukee, . and 
will play producer.. .. 

Davis. has_ tentative booking for 

: Kean . Gives Notice. 
J. Robert Keane’ turned. . in his 

“Sweet Adeline,” musical, at Ham- 
merstein’s, New York. 
No reason assigned, Show is ‘on 

an indef run. ‘ 

Gillette's $30,000 
_ “Washington, Jan, 14.. 

William Gillette’s 
Holmes” had them fighting to get 
into the’ National all last week. 
Looks to have gotten $30,000. ; 

$15, 000, Ought to complete | six or 
“sevVen-_WweekS,...-.-<:.--. 

|HE NEVER CAME BACK, . 

| of Greenwich. Village.” 

“Henry |. - 

in ‘vaude: -with 
_Genevieve Houghton, will turn his: 
‘act over to George Patten. and 

show business. for. many years, Phil : 
Davis, ‘the lawyer, has jumped in}: 

the show through a southern route. 

ae “Feb. 3.. a 

notice. Saturday to. Hammerstein’s’ 

“Sherlock, 

$0 WIFE AFTER DIVORCE 
, _ Chicago, Jan. 14. 
August 24, 1927, Chester L. Over- 

gard, contractor, got up, shaved and 
dressed, then tiptoed into the bed- 
room. where his bride of two months 
‘was sleeping. She. was a showsirl, 
professionally: Hazel. Bernard, and. 
had appeared with Fay Lamphier, 
then “Miss America,” -in “Venus 

Overgard ‘woke her gently.. ‘I’m 
| going away ona little business trip, . 
honey; wait: for daddy,” he said, and 
‘kissed her. - 

‘His wife. waited. until Jan:, "1930, 
before she was convinced her daddy 
wasn’t going to keep the date and |‘ 
then had Irving. Eisenman file a 
divorce bill, charging desertion... The 
couple were married. in Santa Ana, 
Cal, May 1927, foilie 

Furniture. Man Angel . 
Like Cloak-and- Suter : 

: Chicago; Jan. 14. | 
A furniture ' man: has: ‘sldetracked 

‘his: parlor: and. bedroom suites. to 
turn angel and “produce” first, local ; 
“professional musical in years, ... “| 

Jack Eldredge is the name, and.) 
the. production. entitled’ “Creations.” 
With a colored and. white cast, it. 
cpened. -at. the . Shubert’s: Majestic 
Saturday. (ia). : 

The. Shuberts are. “collecting a 
| four -weeks. guaranteed rental when 
o the house would otherwise be dark. 

-Shuberts’. manager, Sam . Gerson, |- 
Tis. handling exploitation through his 

‘Franklyn ‘Ardell has replaced An- |. 
Street: 

advertising. agency, : . 
Eldredge’s. claim to knowing” show 

buainess is that he played. the Ma-: 
-jestic 20 years ago when he was a 
long-distance -walking .champ, and 
got back into show biz last year 
with a. . furniture . -men’s_ fashion 

‘show, 
Percy ‘Venable, colored ’ producer 

“who has done cabaret shov.s around | 
town, was. presented ‘with the stag-: 
‘Ing job by Eldredge 10 days: before 
the scheduded opening. ‘The big 
boss had thrown up his: mitts in de-.| 
‘spair at producing. . 

Furniture merchandisers are said 
‘to be co-angels ‘with Eldredge, and 
about $20,000 laid down. in advance; 
‘also to have guaranteed seat sales. 
Hope for a chance -to. break even in: 

tho four weeks lies in daily. matinees: 
at $1 top and: a two-buck -top for 
evenings. — 

Cleveland Legit Gap 
Cleveland, Jan. 14. 

“Both ‘the: Ohio’ and Hanna go 
dark this week, Jeaving town legit- 
lesg ‘for the: first time in local is-, ‘I. 
tory. .. 

Will be. second “week. of - darkness |. 
for Ohio. Reopens” Jan. 
George. M. ‘Cohan’s 
Hanna, which ‘did only fair biz with 
Ethel Barrymore’s “Love Duel” last: 
week, to be reopened Jan. 27 by 
Genevieve Hamper. in Shakespear- 
ean rep. 
-Play House, rep group, ‘taking ad- 

vantage of lack of competish by 
holding over. “Racket” and “Im- 

27 . with 

: portance of Being Earnest,” both. 
-| drawing. good gates. = ~ 

> Dunning Producing aL 

way,” is turning, producer. His first 
effort will be “Those We Love,” by | 
‘George Abbott and 8. K. Laurin. . 

: Abbott, who collaborated with 
Dunning in “Broadway,’’. will stage 
the new play to. be first. shown at 
the . Boulevard, » “Jackson ‘Heights, 

‘Wdward’ ‘A Blatt: will act as ‘man- 

ager for Dunning. . The latter lately 
declined “an offer, from. a@& coast 
‘studio. : 

GALLO MUST PAY NOTE 
- Pierce Holding ‘Corp... won 2 

| judgment of $11,985.25 against For- 
{tune Gallo, legit producer, in New 
-York Supreme Court, In a sult to 
collect :interest and face of note 
made out” to the City Trust and 

Savings Bank. 
Note was for three months and 

made about six months ago, 

Gertrude MacDonald Cast 
“Dear Old England”. (Adelphi, “8a | 

week). Surprise hit of week, build- 
ing to $8,000 after opening night of 
$500. So strong it moves to.Chest- 
nut next Monday with “Infinite 
Shoeblack,” next subscription offer- 
ing of professional players, definitely | . 
set to come in. 
“(New Moon” (Forrest, 4th week). 

Real consistent smash hit of year. 
Last week $32,000 after grossing 
$68, 000 during» twa’ holiday weeks. 

~ Betty” Compton is“définitely-out:} 
of “Fifty . Million Frenchmen” for 
‘the season, due to illness. She will 
go to Florida to rest. 

' Gertrude MacDonald ts mentioned 
as replacing, 

2d “Little Show” | 
Brady & Wiman have begun 

casting for a second edition of “The 
Little Show.” 

| to: materialize when ca&t. stood out 

with cast‘and chorus obdurate: about. 

| dienne;-Winton Perry, Billy Evans, | : 

Fred Cortway and Frank Kelley. |. 
| They've been 

“Gambling. oy. 

‘Philip Dunning, author of “Broad- 

| for the Harry. Rosenthal part. - 

‘\easting for his old Chicago LaSalle 
shows, to be revived at. thé Gar- |. 

‘|rick, Chicago, starting early in | 

‘| York, with Mrs. Fiske starred, 

| been withdrawn for revision. - 

SHUBERT TROUPE. BALKS|. 
“AT-NO- PAY BROADCAST) 
“Wonderful Nik ight,” ” Shubert oper- 

‘etta,, scheduled’ for broadcast . last |: 
Sunday night: over ‘WMCA, failed 

for an extra one-eighth of a week's 
salary. : 

Cast -had been. approached in 
midweek’ on the broadcast idea upon. 

premise: it would please | Mr._ Lee | 
Shubert .and help - ‘the: show: lots.. 
“Most of the: players. thumbsdowned 

‘\ the {dea with others: not. -wishing to 
brook entire displeasure of the Shu- 

| bert: office recalling Equity’ 3. regu- 
lation on broadcasts as an out, 

The show is scheduled for ‘an- |. 
other broadcast. with understanding . 

the Shuberts are. getting. the air. 
time gratis from the station’ but 

extra compensation or else. 

| Wotta, Woman! 
Cleveland, Jan. 14, 

Harry. L. Horwitz - would have. 

wife. and -her girl friend . hadn't: 
‘shown they were harder-boiled than 
‘@ gunman from.New York. 
_Morwitz was stuck up in front. of 

‘hig house as. he was carrying a| 
strong box containing the jack tol 
the ‘bank. - Dropping’ the box he 
tackled the'stick-up while his wife 
grabbed the gun and socked the 
umpcha on: the head. Then the. girl 
friend took the rod and covered him 
until the cops arrived. The gun- 
man, from. New: York, gave his’ 
neme as ‘Frank LeCostre. ; 

House Wanted—and How 
‘Holly wood, Jan. 14. 

‘Hunter Keasy has. a-cast. letter- 
perfect | ‘fn a play called “Panic,’ 
but. ‘doesn't know what he’s going: 
to do for.a theatre. Theatres he’s 
had his eye on want to see ‘money. 
Cast, non- Equity, consists of Lane 

Chandler and. Sherley Ann_ Claire 
in: the leads, Betty Boyd and Allen” 
‘Paul, heavies; Phyllis, Sallee, come- 

rehearsing at the 
Hollywood Conservatory of. Music 

Keasy, author of the “The Illegiti- 
mate,” wrote this one as well as’ 
directing. 

“Rosalie Claire Suit Up 
Chicago,. Jan. 14. 

The. case of the estate of Rosalie 
Claire, who was killed here ‘by an 
‘auto in July, 1928, has finally come 
10 trial. The estate demands $10,000 
.from. Julian Black, whose auta ran 
down the girl. Black is owner-and. 
operator of the Apex cafe, south 
side black and tan joint. Miss 
Claire was in town With “Sunny 
Days” when the accident happened: 

‘FRAME COAST “JUNE MOON” | 
Los Angeles, Jan. 14, 

Sam Harris is ‘here to organize 2 
coast production of ‘Juife Moon” ‘to 
play. Los Angeles at the Mason. 
‘George: -S. Kaufmann, co-author 
with Ring Lardner coming to direct. 
Max Hart is picking a cast this 

week with rehearsals to start about 
Jan, 20. ° Looks like Eddie Conrad 

: Howard Revivals 
Joseph Howard; in New York, 

April, will. use only three members, 
of his old" ‘organization. 

Mary Boland’s Coast Show 
. Los Angeles, Jan, 14. 

‘ Mary ‘Boland will be brought here 
by Henry Duffy to play the lead in 
“Ladies of the Jury.” . 

Piece was recently shown in New 

nuemaseecy a -Stock— Goes--Co-Op--=== === 
Jacksonville, Jan, 14, 

Perucht stock players ave taken 
over management of their theatre 
on & co-operative basis with. stage 
hands and musiciana, 

“Bon Voyage” Comes la” 
“Bon Voyage,” by Rachel Crothers 

and produced by John Golden, has 

. -handled: . 

roducer 3; 

content 

A good many of the: 
around town who have ‘bee 

eccme to ‘the conclusion - 
have to adopt a new Ds chology 
toward producing. 

little money. Now they find there is’ 
no place for ‘the intermediate; show 
and the Producers. of that grafie ‘are. 
lett at sea.” 
They have never “accustomed 

themselves to thinking in’ big terms | 
ROW they find that. they myst. ; 

Plunge - or Quit. . 
There are many able mén‘. among 

the . lesser producers and & good. - 
many shows. that they shave ‘put: on, 
have. received ‘praise for direction 
ahd the manner.in whick thay were. 

-It is quite possible that 
they: never achieved a great it! ‘be- 
cause “they” never ‘serious! y .at= 
tempted orie. They felt. that | big 
things and big money. expend itures, 
“were beyond them, 

‘peen. out. $1;500, a day’s box office | 
; receipts | af his Astor theatre, if his: 

‘But now a few of them are)walt- 

Some may hit. The independents 
who are still trying. to. get a hice 
little show with. i: cheap Kook up 

are out of luck. = \: 

ie EQUITY MEMBERS 
IN MACLOON’S. sHOW 

: “Los Angeles, Jan. 14, 
' With the adjustment of the dif- 
ferences between the Macloons and 
Equity, Louis ‘Macloon commenced 
casting his. coast production of the 
Schwah -& Mandel musical, “New - 
Moon," It opens at’ the. Majestic 
here, — 
‘In the: company will ‘be 71 Equity 
memters, including. chorus, with 16 

‘ing to do a big thing or pendent. 

yy 

“musicians and 15 stage hands. _ 

Coast Civic Rep: Troupe 

_ Ready. on Co-op. Plan 
oe, “Hollywood, Jan. 14, 

The Civic Repertory © Theatre 

opens a season of. eight productions | 

at the. Hollywood Music Box Jan. 
26 with “And So to Bed.” Opening 

|date set back one. week due tg re- - 
organization of company. on com- 

monwealth and withdrawal of: 
| Simeon Gest, . manager of the Los. 

Angeles Civic Repertory last sea- 
son. 

- Its a-non- - profit reorganization. 
‘Enrolled in the acting group are 
‘Elise Bartlett Schildkraut, Maude 
Fealey, Marion Clayton, Mabel Gib- 
gon, Olaf Hytten, Eric Snowden, 
Kenneth Duncan, and Boyd Irwin. 
In addition to the repertory actors. 

Nance: Dorlan, Karen Morely and 
Frederick Harrington are cast in 
this piece ona salary basis. 
‘All others have weekly drawing. 

accounts. Any surplus at.the end 
-|of the season goes into a sinking 
fund for the 1931 season, if so voted 
by the members of the ‘company, 

‘Klein’ 8 “City Haul” a 
Control of “City Haul’ at. the 

Hudson, New York, is said to have 
been taken over by Arthur Klein. 
The show was: presented by Gil 

Boag, ..with’ an ‘unnamed _ backer. 
Klein’s backer is said to. be Lee 
‘Morris,‘2 downtown man. © 

ENOUGH’S ENOUGH 
_ Los -Angeles, Jan, 14. 

- Franklin ‘Pangborn suddenly de- 
cided Saturday night that he was 
fed up on operating the Vine Street. 

| “Rear Car”.was closed forthwith. 
Unless he gets a tenant, Pangborn . 

thas to pay rent on the house while 
dark. until March 17, contract date. 

Stage Co- Stars. 
Hollywood, Jan. 14, 

—Altee- ‘Joyee--and-Hale--Hamilton... 
-,)g0 with Henry Luffy to co- -star. in 
“Her Friend the Kin.s.” 

It will have a crast premiere at 
the Dufwin, Oakland, Feb. 1. 

Lo Wright’s Piece Off 
“Cease Firing,” Andy Wright's 

proposed musical scheduled for re- 
-hearsal next week, has been called 

off until next spring..: 
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NAT LEWIS PRE- INVENTORY 

‘Women’s and Men’s Distinguished Wearables 

REDUCED 
20 0 TO 50% 

AT. ALL SHOPS 
This Is a splendid opportunity to effect exceptional savings. This sale includes our regular stock of dis- . 
tinguished accessories, both for men and womén. ‘No merchandise has been imported just fot salé pur-" | 

_ posés. The drastic reductions noted are to be deducted from our regular prices. Many of the items are being” 
disposed of'a at cost.and below cost, An early. visit will find its reward ina more complete selection. 

NO THEATRICAL MERCHANDISE INCLUDED IN THIS SALE 

‘WOMEN’S: M E N’S 
| LINGERIE . . . 40% off | Reductions of 20% to 50% on following items 
PANTIES . . . 40% off |- 
NIGHTGOWNS 40% off © 

_. FITTED. CASES 33'4% off 
NOVELTIES . . 50% off . 
GIFTS... . 50% off - 
JEWELRY . . . 50% off 
PURSES ... . 25% off 
PAJAMAS:. . . 40% off 
NEGLIGEES . 40% off 

4 

~~ SHIRTS + NECKWEAR - _ HOSIERY . PAJAMAS 
* GLOVES «+ - FITTED CASES: +, COLORED UNDERSHIRTS 
‘FANCY MADRAS SHORTS ** COLORED SILK UNDERSHIRTS —_ 
FANCY SILK SHORTS .: .WHITE SILK UNION SUITS: © $ 
DRESS VESTS - KNICKERS - AUTOMOBILE ‘ROBES 
AUTO PILLOWS - FOOT MUFFS - RAINCOATS -«. SPATS 
SLIPPERS - NOVELTY ASH TRAYS - CIGARETTE CASES 
CIGARETTE LIGHTERS : COLLAR BOXES + PIPES * WALLETS 
MILITARY BRUSHES + FLASKS + CIGARETTE BOXES 
GOLF HOSE - SUSPENDERS - GARTERS + MUFFLERS. 

DRESS SETS - CUFF LINKS - GOLF BALLS - PULLOVERS| 
LEATHER JACKETS -* HANDKERCHIEF AND TIE SETS . 
COLORED HANDKERCHIEFS + INITIALED HANDKERCHIFS 
LEATHER BELTS. - SILK LINED ROBES’ - WOOL ROBES 
PULLOVER & HOSE SWEATER SETS «+ HOUSE JACKETS 

UMBRELLAS & CANE SETS. HOSIERY . .. 20% off 
“GLOVES . . . 20% off At Men's Shop Only — 1580 Broadway at ATh Street _ 

MEN’S AND WOMEN’S DEPT. _ 
1580 Broadway, at 47th Street 

WOMEN’S SHOPS 

. TEA GOWNS . 40% off 

) | 
7 
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Plays on Broadway 
a 

50 WAS NAPOLEON 
hree-act: farce, by. Jack O'Donnell and 

Peden wiser: 

job-lot. without: a character or a 
situation of genuine humor or com- 
edy.. It’s all. too polite to be good} 

. _ Tey n Wray, presénted by Robert V. New- 
a mm. and.-Arnold: Johnson.. Play is .an slapstick one 00 Slapstick to. be. 

ptation- of O’Donnell'’s short: story. | SAlable po 9 Yo 
Se ged by John Hayden. At the Sam H.| - Syracuse town boob. gets a lee- 

» Barris sreatre New York, Jan, 3, 1929.! acy and takes a trip to Europe to 
caled a 4 spend it. Local Main street smart 

.. _ Baicee eeepc Beta t lls alecks wire the captain of the Le- 
| Adolph......... sgeeceseeceesss-Frank Dae viathan. that he’s a. big politician. provinces. 
: | Pittleton poner: . Hugh Bot orion ‘He denies it and they take him for 

am NAeCSON. wes 7 7 to him 

-G Pope..sssecves “Lioya Russell| 2 Smooth kidder, playing up: a bag swinger. 
Bee "Beaeaeies 00052) Salton Harte | as a big shot. He falls'in.love with g 

‘Roland Wilson..... «co Orville Harris ‘a French countess. ard: she begs him 
* Charles Powell...... ‘Herbert Standing, Jr. to ‘solve an intricate engineering 

 Sitste Sooame e221 lSpeneer Bentley problem in -which- her . fortune’ is J. gle. 
* Gammodors Barker. ona sg oule Frohoft. involved.. 4 ie strings. along. acting 

otomon YCYOSS. os eeee ee GTANvisle ates on “the a vice of one o e‘ party him up. 

.. Dow pede Zepatlar ee RUN ee Riess |to-think he’s great and he ‘will be. P. 
"'@ountess de. ‘Bouchard, .........Elsa Eral | Hence the. Napoleon reference of.) 

7, = ator i « allitord. « Franklyn rox: the title. . i t \ th 
anator AIPIM eo senevces . ack ¢: 2 en 80 ves e 

Jdoujou. . MoT OeESU logan: Romanyi In the end. an acci countess’s engineering problem that 
has .-been the. despair . of ' experts, 
and he. wins the. dame, “Through 
the “action that. develops ‘the: ‘tale. 
there is sprinkled a great deal of 
“wise” chatter, such ‘stuff.as might 
go great in:a blackface monolog— 
prohibition gags, reference to Wash- 
ington.politics immediately. current 
—and generally it’s three acts of 
shallow hoke. ; 
‘Nice production and painstaking. 

direction -here, .the defects* being | 
‘pretty generally in ‘the’ substance 
of. fhe play, itself... a oe & Rush. 

"WATERLOO. BRIDGE 
Co meday drama. in three acts.. Presénted 
by ‘Charles Dillingham at the Fulton Jag. 

Written. by “Robert Emmett Sherwood. 
Glenus Hunter, and. June Walker starred, 

y Win che 11.Smith, 

“Beauvais, eesqeeegereees Marcel Rousseau 

: “éeble. farce. masquerading as. a 
- comedy. - Flashy gagging is .only 
agset.. Commercially a- ‘misfit. on: 
~Broadway, particularly at: a time 
_when: there isn’t any. call ‘for medi- 

-" etre stage. attractions. - A weak sis- 
.tér- of the shortest: duration. 

‘Same piece that broke in: upstate 
a “~The Sap From Syracuse,” which 

- | a “better title, although no. title 
oe Chula help it much. Play about a 

- titesome boob: who. is: even, more 
_ ivvitating jn: his. moments .of. boob | | 
‘sentimentality... Funny | ‘only when |: 
‘he’s meant. to’ be’ serious and amus- 
- 18g only'-to: boobs of even larger. 
. and moré: intense’ boobery: than the: 
type. \ 
_SNobody could” be. that: dumb. and 

. live—even . in‘ Syracuse.. ‘Play 
flashes of? what?’passes fop. brit ht 
\ gagging lifes; mogt of. them eman- 

“ating from lay geld-digging: sweetie} 4 
“of a tired, business man, ‘and - labor- 
“>. jously pumped up.‘ Cast ‘apparently. 
“works with an unconscious feeling | | 
: that. it -all.isn't so very funny and 
‘in consequence works too ‘hard to 

- purse. 

Copa’ “Witherspoon 
sHannam Clark 

* Bunt4- 

aig we e ee. we 
oats Nae * 

“Wednesday, J Janvaty 15; 1990 - 

The time ia during the’ war, the 
| place London, the exact spot Water- 

-] loo Bridge, hunting ground of.Lon- } 
-| don street women. 

‘| women are seei 
it beiig reason 
the line have dough. Among the 
lighter touches is the attitude of the 
dames against sailers. For some 
reason ‘they. say’.the gobs. “won't 
spend, giving the lie ‘to that old saw, 
“like.a drunken sailor.” 

Myra is one of the girls... 
an American,’ having’ come across: 
with “The Pink Lady,” remained to 
join a troupe that stranded in the 

reason she had sunk to the level of 

comes a young American in the uni- | 
form of a Canadian soldier.‘ 
‘joined up at the start of the strug-. 

Just out of the hospital, where 
‘for. eight months they chad patched 

“Roy- Cronin, from: a. little town 
near Syracuse, sees heaven in the 
eyes of Myra. 
in the war—been a farmerette for 
no pay, but now back to small-pay 
drudgery. .. 
-room in @ cheap. lodging house, .- 
tells her what happiness. her voice 
‘means to him—to hear . his -own 
Americanese.. 

tinkering at the “Y” in a4-‘dump of a 
town, how he -was volunteer phy- 
‘sical instr uctor. . 

Myra-.has. three shillings | in her 

coin to start the gas going. 
‘has “gone next door for -some. fish 

| -and chips. 
owing back. room rent: and all, she. 
just cannot take’ Roy, and she sends’ 
him away, with a date.at noon the 
next day.. Then she changes to a 
cotfie-6n Wrap and nearly white fur 
piece and goes out to ply her side-. 
walk trade.’ 

Roy.is onttime the next day.. He 
makes 
‘wants to marry her.at once.. 
stalls and ‘wants to change her dress. | 

| Getting him out of the room, she 
escapes over the roof. 
-bolled landlady does the explaining, 

her scheming mother are invited, 
also the re-made Nancy, who is 
dolled up as she never w:'3 before, 
and Billy, whom Nancy pr: “tends to. 
have fallen in love with. 

may receive. Prophesy of success 
is not unclouded, in other words. 
A very high order of literary merit 

ig represented throughout the play. 
There. may be points ‘where. more 
speed: would have helped, et as a 
complete work it ia remarkably well 
sustained in pace while simultane- 
ously revealing fine writing, superb 
dialog and dramatic power, 

Basil Stdney and Mary. “is 
‘leasily top all previous efforts-of their 
joint starring career., Hach is splen- 
did, Sydney. as a noble felon, cyn- 
ical, . disillusioned, jaded,. but still 
harboring human qualities; . Miss 
Ellis as a voluptuous trollop, a.vig- 

jorous, biting, sarcastic, daughter. of 
dalliance. | 
Séldom have. two: “leads ‘had: ‘Bo 

much to do,’such glossy dialog,. so. 
many scenes. Each part-is.an ac- 
tor's: delight. Mayer has, in fact, 
given all of his. players a” lot ‘to, 
chew on. And ft is tremendously 
favorable to. the:. play’s probable 
longevity that every Thespian here 
is worthy of. ‘the ‘trust reposed in 

m. 
‘A coin -would have to be tossed 

between. the toothless, snickering,. 
beastially.. jovial | “Jailer played by. 
Walter. Kingsford, and the classic 
misantrophy of :the elegant .family 
‘exterminator . played .by Eugene 

At the time the 
soldiers, on Jeave, 
18 that men from 

paying no attention to him except 
to arouse his jealousy. Sensing that 
he is still very much in love with 
her, Nancy wins out. A Sir. Guy 
Harrington..is in the party, sup- 

She ‘is that, 
ly wealthy. 
Tight off and she falls for it. In the 
end they elope to New York and it 
then develops that Harrington -is. 
really : ‘a picture actor engaged for 
the-.job,;.but who happened to. be. 
quite: mad over Peggy. 

For some unexplained. 

Across thé. bridge 

He had 

it wag.up to the author to make it. 

ly -well. by mixing ‘in farce. 
farcical moments earlier are the best, 
though the play is entirely so.at the 
finale. - 
Minna Gombel,. She had done her bit featured, is © the 

little devil in the nice way.’ - 
seemed to fit the: play very well. She takes Roy to her 

‘He 

She listens to him provides the. title). ‘Ridges stood 

She hears. him tell-ef|. A lavish scoop: of effusion may 
‘also. be dished to. J. Kerby Hawkes, 
making real and believable an ideal- 
istic poet flung into the cesspool of 
18th Century corruption, and to 
Charies* Dalton for the gallows- 
dreading, super-scoundrel. who is 
triple-crossed so neatly’ by his, fel- | 
low-conyict (Sydney) in league, ‘with 
‘the itchey-pawed, warden, ~ . 

Acting so distinguished, a. produc- 
tion so intelligent, .and ‘writing of 
such exceptional force and dharm 
ougint to argue. financial success. 

: fen tend... 

‘Nancy’ s: Private: ‘Affair. 
* Comedy: In threo’ acts by “Myron c. Fagan, 
who presented it at the Vanderbilt Jan. 13. 
Minna Gombell featured. . Staged ‘by the: ; 
author.  . 
Billy Ross... 

Terry ' looked: 

Pattison, | Don's | sister, might: -have. 
had more to do, her’s: being a heavy 
thinking part; ‘Gavin. Muir ‘played 
‘Harrington and Marjan-Grant the 
Httle gold: digger who’ “was . caught 
too easily. ... 
‘ “Nancy's: Private “ Aftair® has a 
‘ghance in the ‘présent going when 
production ‘seems. to -haye. greatly 
slowed up. But with cut, ae: 

i ‘ ee, 

‘She touches. the’ kid for a 
The lad 

.But as.-broke as she is, 

ardent love. to Myra” anal’. 
She.|: 

RECAPTURE 
’ Atlantic City, Jan. 14.- ‘The hard- 

The idea is to win back Don by. 

‘OUT-OF TOWN | REVIEWS. 

ona | 

“The play is quite transparent, and . 

amusing in which he succeeded fair- ... . 
‘The |. °- 

Stanley Ridges,’ however, really is | 
the life of “Nancy’s Private Affgir’ ; 
Cher . supposed ‘attraction . to ‘him. :. 

chatter ‘boyishly, with no. under- Powers. Both characterizations|out as quite a. juvenile, ‘winning .- 
peanding . what she is and. what have the glitter of greatness. © /nearly all the laughs. : Beatrice © 

the gold: digger’s 4 
mama; Lester. Vail did Don; Diantha ; 

posedly a friend of Nancy's, but only. .. . 
He is reputed to be enormous- ‘‘ 

Makes.a play for Peggy’ : 

rejuvenated ‘Nancy who.is a-sort of : | ° 
She |. 

senevecepccasenies ‘Preston Sturges, whose ‘Strictly. 
- But it over. Vehemence is’ substi- ii ipiorence Edney spilling the news. that Myra is just’ Norah. Bevewees Stanly Ridges Dishonorable” has. put him at the 

»./Mgited for intrinsic “ humor, | the George: Spelvin | a harpie, . Rally ‘Leas a aaeseeseseeres 2a Fattiaon | top of this season's playwrights, of- 

| : Hee eer then inthe: rework | rons Margaret Searls ‘But the. boy: will. See her. again;: Donaid Gibson... 6.2, Lester Vall fered: another comedy, “Recapture,” 

‘Robert. Ewimett Sherwood, news- 
paper man. and playwright,’ aimed 
for satire in. his- “The ‘Road ° to 
Rome".and “The Queen’ s Husband.” 
“Waterloo. Bridge” is not that way.: 
It’s a rather: quiet comedy’ drama, 
perhaps too quiet to indicate it will 
be'on Broadway when snow: time is 
over. .° 
“Waterloo Bridge” is ‘the. story of. 

the. regeneration ofa street. walker. . 

;.Cast has several players of, sterl«. 
ing ability, notable among them‘ be-. 
ng. Hugh O'Connell who was a joy 

a .the. reporter-stew in = “The 
raciet, *. Ruth Donnelly,, who can 

do. the sophisticated .dame to a 
Bal when the part is there, and 

Isa Ersi, ‘made. to. order. for. the 
.", graceful ‘foreign type lead. . An 
’ abyndance of. talent is. to. no pur-. 
“ pose. here. ’, , Play. is dust. a literary 

~ 

Used by Prominent Stage and 
“Screen Stars Everywhere Mr. 

REAL improvement on 
ZX nature! Long, rich, 
i: appealing lashes that make 
your eyes irresistable! Can | 
be used repeatedly—and 
easily cleaned. For sale at 
Drug and Department 
Stores and Beauty Salons. 

THE NESTLE LEMUR CO. 
_ 12 East “ore Street .New York City 

"Only $1.00 
@ Pair 

Tae N NeSTLE LEMUR COMPANY.» « 
12 East agth Street» New York Gity .. 

Edclosed find $1 forapair of black Nesto Lashes for stage wear. 
- If for private weat, check color desired. . se -++++- 

. 

Dark Brown 
‘MediumBrowa . 

v 
' a Blonde 
‘ “Name - 

& “le Address ——— 

’ Gipy States: 

and does find her despondent in the: 
Same spot on.Waterloo Bridge. He 
gives her a card alloting her part of 
his pay, makes her promise to g0 
straight, and wrings from her the 
‘confession that. she, 
‘time, really loves someone. 
is an air raid: on and. people are 
seurrying from the bridge.. 
Myra slowly —but- bravely. ‘walks 
away to.a new life. . 

There- are enough. ‘people - -in- ‘the |- 
cast, but. most.of -the. characters are |. 
bits. It seemed the stretches of dia- 
log between Glenn Hunter-and June’ 

' | Walker, tha starred leads, were. f90, 
"'* [long “anda. frequent.: 
et, Miss: Walker <did- not: ‘dimpress ‘as 

ae ‘etre ‘th 
-| but’ she -’ 
Streetg with Such effect thnt at times 
there was mist in the eyes of the 
first-nighters... 
starred, .made.-the boyish! soldier 
amusing: 
‘Witherspoon as a loquacious sister 
bag-swinger. was very good in. sup- 
port, as was Florence Edney in the 

. | guise of .a ‘frowsy — lodgingtrouse 
-keeper. . 

: “Waterloo Bridge” is a’ two- seéne,’ 
‘Ltwo-act play. The change of setting 
‘Fon. the. opening night. was rather 
| slowly done. 
| ness for a time, but a run not likely. 

mare” ae. yo, 

- Children -« -of. Darkness 
Kenneth MacGowan ana Joseph Veneer 
eed vresent Basil Sydney and Mary Ellis 

in a play by Bdwin Justus Mayer. 
by the author with a set by Robert Ed- 
mond Jones. 
Scaled at $8.85 

Snap 
.Firat Bellite.. 
Mr. Cartwrig we 

Mr, @1erce... ccc dseeccenne 
Jonathan Wild.. sees enes «Charles Dalton 
Coant La Ruse, 

; Blood- soaked: ‘English 
melodrama packed with action and 
epigrams is-good sturdy theatre. and. Qo: 
as such ought to. prosper. 

Saueamish persons or ‘those who 
have no sympathy with anything 
outside the orbit of whimsy and _re- 
finement will not like: “Children ‘of 
Darkness.” It’s altogether.too robust 

J and salty. for prudish people. 

A young woman of Park Avenue’ 
accent was heard to remark 
makes me sick,” using the expres- 
sion physiologically rather than fig- 
uratively. .Her escort’s retort was. 
equally. significant: “Oh, you can al- 
ways make. the nicest things seem so 
awéul.” 

This may or may not be a clue,to 
the sort of play Mayer has written 
and the sort of mixed reception it: 

Mrs. Jane Preston. ; 
Peggy Prestofi.? : ‘ ere 
Henri : ieeecseyeesssAlbort Ferro 
Sir Guy. Harrington. Vo evecsace -Gavin Mutr: 

| at the Apollo last evening. A. 
Woods‘sponsors this play, which is. 
termed'a love story.. Staging a novel‘ 
mechanical deyice at the finale and: 
‘fine acting make it effective and. 
occasionally exciting.” 

The setting. is a hotel: in Vichy, 
France, where:.a divorced couple; 
meet for the first time in five years. 
Ex-husband is: there with anothér. 

éral shows’ Which stuck’ for a time} Woman, ' and. wife arrives: with «a 
‘on Broadway, and while they may |, mar .she introduces as -her fiance. 
"not haVé. made real” money on the (Continued on page 77) - 
engagement proper, the stock rights | « — 
were profitable, hat may- apply. to. 

. ‘higenewy at ‘work: | % 
itis i. sho rtacas ast play}: avell acted 

in” Spot 2 ‘is amusing “in -spots, | 
‘too.: Pé fiaps the “author would gay 
the dull parts-afforded a change ‘of 
pace, but. it didn’t seem just ‘so 
.worked out. The. locales are. West-: 
chester, N.-Y:, and a home on Long 
Island, ‘out Southampton way... 
A love story, the play has to do 

with a playwright who has been wed 
‘three and a half years, losés interest 
at: home, gets himself what he thinks 
ig a new love,- is divorced, but in 
“the.end remarries. _ 

Nothing new about. “1g, ‘buts the | 
laugh or gag lines: do light it. up. |} 
Nancy Gibson, wife of Donald~has 
‘let | herself ~ become unattractive, 
sporting horn-rim_ specs, . woollen 
stockings, and so forth. ‘That wasn't . 
all the.matter with her, aecording to {I. 
Billy Ross, stuck on Don’s sister, but 
‘who thinks he knows what a woman 
Should do. She loveg Don too much,- 
according to Billy, feeding affection 
to him morning, . noon and night, | 
until Don wearied . of .attention. 
‘Though Billy tells Nancy she. is 
stupid like’ a mudhen, she turns out: 
much smarter: . 
Nancy agrees to divorce Don, ‘pro- 

vided. he doesn’t marry Peggy, his 

‘Nancy’ s: Private. Affair’ is not 
so liard to. take, yet ‘its: first night 
indicated a moderate engagement. 

Myron C. Fagan, who authored it, 
likes to produte his own plays—with 
backing, of course. He has had. sev- 

for the first 
There 

Little 

tee » 4) 

sort. of. woman. Myra.ts,’ 
cted the- heraine of the 

Mr. Hunter, co- 

‘and’ believable.’ © Cora’ 

Show should do busi- 

Ibee. 

Staged ; . Zz 
There Must Be a Reason! 

Over $,000 people tn the Profession 
have taken out Insurance ‘through me 

Our Service Extends from 
COAST TO C 

waeees Walter Kingsford 
. SAlb 

At Biltmore, opening Jan, 

.Richard Menefee 

teeereovenss «Basil. Sydney |hew. flame, for six months after the || JOHN J. KEMP 
ainwright sae e ts os Ml Sowers decree. The fact that. Peggy is a\f Spectallat in. all ‘lines of. 

venee scisee$ Joseph Skinner |gold digger appeared not to bother I nsurance 
“Uwilliam Plunkett. Don. A house party is arranged: at 

Sally “Lee’s homie . Several. months 
after the divorce. Don, Peggy and 
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NOW AT THE MAYAN THEATRE 

a 

A MUSICAL EPIC OF EARLY CALIFORNIA 

LOS’ ANGELES : 

Produced Under the Direction of 

‘M.-G.-M. STUDIOS 
. Culver City; Cal. 

‘MAYAN THEATRE. |. 
“Les Angeles; Cal. - 

me “FRANKLIN: PRODU 
Present 

its 

‘MAYAN THEATRE, LOS ANGELES | oe 
It’s-an Instantaneous HI TL! bE 

The ‘Outstanding Musical Romance of the Year! 

‘Colorful—Gorgeous i in n Settings—with the Song Hits of ‘the Year: a 

“SACRAMENTO PACKET”: “LOVE IS WHISPERING” “HEARTSTRINGS” 
“Phe second act in the musical ro-- 

mance of the gold rush days in Cali- 
. fornia opens on the deck of a paddle- 
wheel steamer. 

and furbelow beat out one of those 
going-wild-on rhythm dances. Color. 
and romance are. certainly there to a 
sensational degree. 

—Liewellyn Miller, “RECORD.” 

Against a dim blue | 
sky, the chorus in moon-silvered frills |: 

next few days. 

“A distinct epoch in local theatrical 
history. . Probably .the most catchy 
song..of the entire opus is ‘Love Is: 
Whispering.’ It has a fascinating: lilt 
and rhythm and is romantic enough 
to’ become the pet number of every 
ballroom dance director within the 

The dramatic presen~ 
tation of ‘Gold’ proved a sensation.” 
—Florence Law? ‘ence, “EXAMINER.” 

syganna’ 18a blaz6 Of coloy’ Set in melody. Wealth of varied “ana colorful=}*" 
“traditions contribute to the play. It proved to be a veritable carnival of melody 
and optical charm, Its like, in a physical sense, hasn't been attempted on a western 
stage in many a long day. Prodigal outlay of money, labor and talent has gone 
into the making of a show that is a high credit to all concerned for sincerity and 
effort,” 

—Monroe Lathrop, “EXPRESS.” 

“Produced on a handsome scale and 
with every costume right out of thé 
.bandbox, .‘Oh,. Susanna’ was disclosed 
to a premiere audience at the Mayan 

as the smartest decked musical comedy 

of the season.” 

7 —Harrison Carroll, “HERALD.” 

— “Suen ‘a-“Yeception! “Every” number was” roundly ~ ‘applaudaed;~ “every: ‘principal as hee 

What an ovation! accorded recognition. 

costumed.” 

ke 

“‘Oh, Susanna’ spectacular, A beau- 
tiful and elaborate production—excel- 

_lent substance for a musical show— 
enriching settings and atmosphere—an 
unusual male chorus—splendid musical 
numbers—capable and in many cases 
very efficient principals. Principals 
and chorus score hits at Mayan. ‘Oh, 
Susanna’ possesses unusual promise.” 

—Edwin Behatlert, “TIMES.” 

It is lavish in settings and exquisitely 

‘—Hleanor Barnes, “ILLUSTRATED. DAILY NEWS.” 
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Acclaimed 

: | WORLD'S GREATEST VERSATILE ORGANIZATION | 

Just Completed Two Hit” ‘Years | 
with Trene Bordoni tin the Play ° Paris” 

) N 0 w_ | 26 F eaturing oe 

“RED ” “8 PHIL 

Entertaining the Flower ST ANLEY an F ‘Ss AX Mi 
of Society at Florida’s 

Return E ngagement 

| for One Solid Year 

Famous Jimmy Taylor : Sal Ci belli. 

“ROMAN POOLS | Chas.. Trotta ‘| Stan Johnston © 

9 . 4 1: _ . 
CASINO” an | Arthur Quenzer _ . Mack Walker 

MIAMI BEACH | 

HOTEL. 

HOLLYWOOD 

ee ‘| Ralph Napoli 
| FLORIDA—! vernon 

Thanks and Appreciation. to 

"Messrs. Joseph M. Scheuck, Sid Grauman, Eugene Stark, Lou Anger ee 
John Steinberg, “Cristo” and Our Many Friends 

Tony Pestritto | “Chummy” ‘MacGregor 

| Paul Mertz, 

—CALIFORNIA— Jack Armstrong 
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Londoners Talking 
Music Invasion 

. Londor, . Jan. 5. 
With many impending , changes [. 

and, ‘switches in bands in London 
: night resorts, the situation has be- 
come.somewhat hazy. 

“go-called “insiders” gloating that 
. not. only is this the end of the Amer- 
ican. invasion, but also marks the | 
end of those ‘Americans who have. 

_.been logked-.upon . “as. a Permanent 
' London attraction. ° ~ 

The situation is as 3 follows? , 
The Savoy. Hotel, which also con- 

trols the Berkéley and. Claridge’s, 
now that they cannot get Gus Arn- 

_ heim to. stay,. owing. to his American 
’ bookings,: will have Al Collins, from 

' Claridge’ Ss, and. Claridge’ 3. geet 
Georges Boulanger from. the ‘Sayoy, 
‘which is just a ‘awit¢h, ”* 

‘Berkeley hotel ter 
gagement with Howard “Jacobs, who 
is a high-priced man} and he is be- 
ing replaced .by, two bands, Van. 
Straten and. Jean. Pougnets, ‘Jacobs 
has nothing over here. -and. will re- 
turn to America. in due: course,. ‘with. 
most of his men.going tothe Sayoy. 

_ as @ second. band, to;be directed by. 
Percival Mackey, now directing ‘the 
Dominion : theatre orchestra. . Cafe} 
de Paris, which has been running a 
-Bert .Ambrose . unit,. “The. Blue 
Lyres,” under Arthur Lally’s direc- 
tion, continues with Al Starita, for- | 
merly of the Piccadilly hotel, replac- |. 
-ing Lally. Ambrose... himself leads 
his. hand at the Mayfair hotel, and 
-will remain. Sid: Bright, ‘formerly |. 
pianist. in the Starita aggregation, 
at .the - Piccadilly hotel,: 
Jeadership at. that. hotel. — 

“ Kyte Conducting 

‘Ciro’s Club, which had Teddy 
_ Brown, formerly of the Cafe de 
Paris, has terminated’ Brown's . en- 

-"gagement, ‘and. ‘Brown opens at the 
Kit. Cat Club in March, follawing | , 

As in Hylton’s case,. “Jack Hylton. 
Hal Swaine remains at the Kit’ ‘Cat 
as relief band. Sid Kyte, one : of 

'' Jacobs’ boys, is ‘elevated to leader 
ship at Ciro’s. 

Jay Whidden, formerly ‘n- vande 
-as ;violinist and. leader of” his own 

- band, and for. several seasons leader 
at the Carlton hotel, -~will stay there. 
indefinitely, as lie fs very. popular. 
Jack Harris and Abe Aaronson, who 
have units working at the Embassy 
Club, Hotel Splenaide and Grosvenor 
House, are two. of the, most popular’ 
boys :amiong “soci ty” - and 

‘- command big fees - 
_ tions, where they. are in demand. It 

folk, 

is’ almost. certain Horace: ‘Heidt’s. 
combination ‘will invade London as. 
soon ag Heidt's continental . dates 
permit. | = ay 

Abe Lyman is also, scheduled for a |. 
return to the Kit Cat ag soon as his 
“American engagements allow... This 
he, has promised Foster. Other 

“Americans in London ‘who. always 
seem to be working are: Eddie 
Grossbart at the Deauyille Restau- 
rant, and Ray Starita, -the Ambas- 
sador Club’s loader ' ‘of a Jack Hyl+ 
ton unit, | 
The ‘actual ‘position: of American 

band leaders is on a par with that 
of American vaude acts. They can 
‘stay here as long as they have work,’ 
and when there is nothing doing 

. they go elsewhere. — 

Yellen Directing 
. Hollywood, Jan. 14, 

“Jack. Yellen is to become a. 'pic- 
ture director. He went over to 
Columbia to make @ screen adapta- 
‘tion, of “Rain Or Shine,” which Joe 
Cook: will do, and they decided that. 
he should do the dialog. Now they’re 
going to let him direct the film. - 

Yellen, with: Milton:Ager, : wrote: 
the music and lyrics for (Rain or 
Bhine” as a show. : 

. Akst Settlement | 
Harry. Richman has made a “sub- 

stantial” settlement ‘in the’ $50,000 
‘suit brought against him by Harry 
Aksi, orchestra leader, on the ground 
that he was’ employed for the 26-27 
season at the Club Richman at: $1,- 
300 a week and’ was discharged a 
few weeks later... 

This was announced . by Terence 
J. McManus, attorney for Akst, 
after a jury had been drawn to hear 
the case in N.Y. Supreme Court. 

PIANTADOSI C CO: ENDED © 
‘Innumerable | 

_yumors. are in the. air, with many |- 

Piantadosi, was- disbanded.’ Entire 
| staff, 

' Piantadosi,- 

inated ite ‘eni-: 

takes up| 

“plyn edition of’. the -New - York 

for social func- | 

\around Raramoiunt’s Long Island 

Novel With Theme. Song - 
“Lovejoy,” novel by Beatrice Bur-' 

ton, has had a theme song. written 
and named for {t. Each exploits the |: 

“Lovejoy,” the song, is by | other, 

M. Homer Pearson and Milton. H. 
Pascal and is published by Edward 

-B. Marks.’ King Features is syndi- 
cating the novel in serial] form. 

a) 

of American | 
at End Over There 

IN WARNER REVISION 
‘Warner. ‘revamped its. ‘music. per- 

sonnel Saturday when its subsid- | 
iary, the firm of George and Arthur 

avith ‘the exception . of the 
Piantadosis, were let out. 
George’ Piantados!- was shifted to 
‘general’ manager of ‘Remick’s and: 
Arthur. Piantadosi took. up his’ new 
position in the music department of 
Vitaphone. 

‘Ine., was opened by. 
Warner's seven months ago,. Its en- 
tire. catalog ‘went over to Remick’s 
Monday.’ - 

The. professional department of T, 
B. Harms moved yesterday (Tues- 
‘day) into the quarters. formerly. oc- 
ceupied “by. the: Piantadosis, . 
installed: ‘its own. personnel witha 
Willie: ‘Rockwell in .charge~ of. the 
department ‘under the supervision. of 
Henry Spitzer. 
‘Sam_ Serwer, -who- formerly - han- 

-Gled the exploitation for -Witmark's 
alone, will. hereafter handle the exe. 
ploitation -for . three Warner - pub- 
lishers, Harms, DeSylva, Brown & 
Henderson and Remicks.. , ced 

“Traffic Tangle” ‘Tie-up 
Rube Wolf “Traffic Tangles” 
picture | ‘contest, featured in- Brook- 

Journal, -was fostered by Bert Adler 
‘for. the” Fox, Brooklyn.” Paper is 
-front-paging At daily; . with. prizes 
including two ‘automobiles. 7 

Adler was also. instrumental in. 
putting over the Fanchon & Marco 
.“Talent-- Quest” in’ the - “New! York 
“Graphic. an 

Coast Round-Tripper’ 
So ‘Hollywood, Jan. 14. 

cure Friend, one-of the sonewrit- 
ers imported by Red Star to write 
‘for Fox, is on his way back to New 

. York, 

; He is the first tunester to go home 

‘on the new. Fox threemonth trial 
‘Uckets. 

| ‘YOUNG KAHN AND PAR? 
Roger ‘Wolfe Kahn is puttering 

studio.” Aim ‘is reported as studying 
music.and its place in films, . 
Kahn, pere, is a director of Par- 

amount. | 

CHEVALIER’S COL. DISKS 
-Maurice’ Chevalier. ‘has accepted 

an exclusive contract with Colum- 
tia for phonograph records. Price 
not announced. 

Deal was ‘put over by ihe William 
Morris office and Tom Hearn, Che- 
valier’s representative. 

VALLEE-RICHMAN SWITCH 
Publix’s option on Harry Richman 

having been exercised following his 
Brooklyn engagement, he ‘comes into 
the Paramount, New York, Jan. 17. 
Rudy Vallee returns to Brooklyn. 

_ Richman will rémain in_ the 
Broadway deluxer for four weeks. 

TAPS-SHAW SUIT. _ 
“Taps,” band and orchestra book- 

er, 
against Milton Shaw, band leader, 
now at Roseland, New. York. 

into. Stadler’s Dance’ ‘Hall, Youngs- 
town; for four weeks last summer, 

- AARONSON TO FLA. 
Irving Aaronson. left: for Florida 

this week to start a band engage- 
ment.at. the Roman Pool, Miami 
Beach, Miami, until March. 
Then he sets out for Hollywood 

to begin a year's’ engagement at 
‘the: Roosevelt Hotel, Hollywood. | 

Organ-Theatre Suit 
* Gottlieb H.. Tobias has - sued 

- Monday j. 

-George -and = Arthur|- 

Harms |. 

| Symphony non-skid, and the world 

has started action for $400 

"tans" allegés: he. booked” Shaw’ 

and the $400 is due him as commis- . 
sion. : 

MUSIC 

Street Minstrel Plug 
_Los Angeles, Jan. 14. . 

Blind musicians who play the 
‘downtown business streets are 
not. being . “overlooked by the 

, song pluggers, . 
. As the'street: musicians’ pass. . 
the Majestic ‘theatre bullding. 

- where’ most-of the publishers _ 
are housed they are grabbed by | } 
the : pluggers: and ushered up” 
to the offices where. the boys _ 

. teach’ them the current “hits. 

$35, 000 IN 3 
YRS. FOR RAPEE 
When it ‘comes. nes, to spending coin 

for the development of music and 
musical organizations, the. symphony 
societies and philharmonic clubs 
‘don’t compare with the picture out- 
fits. Allowing that the sudden film 
concentration is strictly. commer- 
cial, that .also .goes for :the- sym- 
phonies and . philharmonics. ‘who 
aren't exactly satisfied if-the income 
from concerts is. as a: post-season 
game between _Vermont and Hobart, 
Newspapers front — paged that 

‘tha baton of the Boston Symphony 

blinked when an- orchestral engineer 

yearly. to make the Philadelphi 

In. general .gulped once or twice 
when Toscanini accepted leadership 
of the New: York Philharmonic So- 
ciety at. $75, 000 the: ‘annum, the: 
equivalent to that of. the “White 
House .oceupant with just as many 
drums. and. trumpets. = . 

- But has- ‘anybody. ‘mentioned that 
Warner -Brothers’- contract * with | | 
Erno Rapee: ‘Calls: for. $345, 0007. 
4 

: That, sum”. spreads. over three 

‘years, but itll do” until a. ‘regular, 
‘salary shows 1p. . .: 
‘For his fist year. Rapes will be. on 

tie receiving end of $856,000;. for his 
| second, $115,000; for his third $135,- 
000, and if ‘there’ 8 a fourth year the 

job of? general musical director on 
the coast. for ‘both Warners and 
First National, ‘The contract.carries 

a two-year option. Rapee is 38 and 
leaves for. Hollywood Jan, 25. 

cured -Oscar Strauss, the Viennese 
composer, who comes over to wiite 
original scores for both WB and FN 
iilms. 

and will spend a few weeks in New 
York before heading :west to take 
up ‘his studio duties. His financial 
arrangement has not’ been men- 
tioned as yet. | 

F ischer-Conn Merger 
Carl Fischer instrument depart- 

Conn Co.; of Elkhart, .Ind.. New 
company will operate the depart- 
ment without change of personnel. 

_ In the merger Walter S, Fischer 
becomes a director of Conn. 

Union Death Benefits 
During the year 1929 there were 

129 deaths in the ranks of New York 
Musical “Union - 862 (local), .and 
$129,000 was paid. in eroup. insur- 
ance. 

The local started the insurance 
plan, paying $1,000 to the beneficiary 
of each. deceased member two years | 

apo.” 
and $99,000. ‘paid out. 

CONTRACT AND DIVORCE 
Pittsburg, Jan.. 14, 

As a result of haying clicked here 
at. the Enright, Jay Mills, m. ¢., 
was handed. a. new contract last 

week by Warners, 
for one year, with usual option. 

Mills came to the Enright nearly 
three months ago when Dick Powell. 
was moved downtown to the. Stan- 
ley. 

Des Moines, Ia., Jan. 14. 
._Jay._Mills,...former._m....c....at...the. 

~ “Seine Enterprises, Gloversville; Noy 
Y., for $1,100 on an organ bought 
by the defendant before it sold out 
to Fox. 

_. Reisman’s Watiea 
A notice reproduced in Leo Reis- 

man’s advertisement in Jast week's 
“Variety,” without credit, was writ- 
ten by “Lipstick,” and appeared in 
“The New Yorker.” 

local Paramount, was divorced here |- 

last week by Ruth Berlfein. 
. Couple married in Rock Island in 

1928 while Mrs. Mills was appear- 
ing in Publix stage shows. | 

Stein Sailing 
J. C, Stein, president of M. C. A., 

sails to Europe on a business trip 
Feb, 22. He will be gone one month. 

| orient: Has . But Two Instruments 

‘old or paraffin. . 

Francis-Day. Handling 

Serge Kousevitsky had been handed | - 

and $40,000; even. General Motors}. 

like Stokowski ‘was slipped $60,000. 

ante. goes to $165,000. This for the |. 

Meanwhile, “Warners has also se- | 

‘Straues sails from. Bremen ‘today ~ 
(Wednesday) on the “Roosevelt,” | 

ment has merged with the Cc. G. 

‘In 1928 there were’ ‘99° deaths |, 

Agreement is’ 

VARIETY. 

DISC REVIEWS 
By Bob Landry 

HEAT-STRUCK. ORGANS — 

° —Paraffin Coating Necessary 

There are. only two theatre organs 

in. the Orient; one at Hong ‘Kong, 
China, and one at ‘Calcutta, : India. 

Intense heat and tropical humidity 
makes it practically. impossible. to 

‘| keep the insirunients in tune:; © 
- Only ‘antidote that has any. effect 
is to coat all the pipes with cellu~ 

Robbins’ Songs i in France. 
“Partis, Jan, 14, ° 

Formal notification - “by cable ace 

cords Francis-Day. the. exclusive 

French territorial representation to 

Robbins’ publications, | particularly 

the M- :G-M. picture music. 
Contract went. into effect. with 

Metro’s “The -Pagan” which. open- 
ed here Jan. 8. at the Madeleine- 
Cinema, .— 

Fox. Music ‘Delay 

Music Company. in their new quart- 
ers, slated to take place about the 
middle of :this month, has again 
been: postponed. Office in all 
probability will not be opened until 
Feb. -1.. 
.Reagon is- that the “frst Fox: pro- 

ductions of which the’.Red Star will 
publish’ the. music, - will not be Ffe- 

‘| leased © until ‘the « end . of February 
or “March. ; 

Negotiations. ‘between Pat. Fla- 
herty; for. the. Red.Star and Camp- 

Flaherty ig also dealing with Davie 
of Australia. , 

MEYERS’ TWO YEARS 
Omaha, Jan. 14. 

Billy Meyers, m. c: at Paramount 
here,:has'a new two-year contract 
with Publix. 
‘This house is not adopting a spiit | 

week policy as reported. 

‘| release includes 

The opening ‘of. Fox's Red- Star 

bell & Connelly for the English re-- 
easing rights ‘are still pending. 

Ben Selvin 
“(Victor 2066) Much- recorded 

“Shepherd's . Serenade,” from “Devil 
May Care,” teamed -with “Charm-- 
ing,” a tune that calls for an‘ad-. 

| Jective less enthusiastic © than its 
‘| title. . 

Colonial Club 
(Brunswick 4666). Cole Porter, 

whose lyrics are at once as simple. 
as nursery rhymes and as sophisti-" 
cated as Times Square, is. typically 
represented in “Find Me a Primitive 
Man" ‘and-“You've Got That Thing,” 
‘from the hit musical, “Fifty. Million 
Frenchmen,” 

- Libby. Holman and: Dick Robert- 
son sing the. respective sets of. 
words. Ought to be a seller, 

Abe Lym 
(Brunswick 4600)" Love Ain't 

Nothing But the Blues" .and “Lucky 
Me, Lovable You” make. an average 
dance couplet, . 

' Guy Lombardo” 
(Columbia 3062) By now the Chi-. 

cago band should be meaning some- . 
thing: in the east, where they have- 
-been functioning for some ‘time. 
Characterized always - by: unusual | 
approach in orchestrations and: in- 
terpretation. Because of their abill- 
ty to do things with mediocre tunes, . 
they generally get just that. This - 

“Have a Little 
Faith in Me” and “Crying for the 
Carolines.” 

‘ Charles King ; 
(Brunswick 4616) “Everybody. 

Tap,” a less than memorable ‘ditty © 
from “Road Show,” makes an indif-~" 
ferent selection: for wax. Earl Bur- 
nett’s Trio ‘reverses with “Lucky 
Me, Lovable You.” . 

-A. and P.. Gypsies 
(Bruriswick: 4656) Two: of the. 

minor theme songs, “South Sea . 
Rose” and “Only: the Girl,” imply 
limited sdlés movement. | ‘Handled 
conventionally. —- 

‘The Captivatore : 
'. (Brunswick . 4591) Universal's 
“Shannon's of Broadway” has little 
strength in “Get Happy” and-“Some- 
body. to Tove.” ; _ Stefetly ‘80-89 ‘Us- 
tening. © ; 

New Fox ‘Songemiths 
. |: Hollywood, Jan,” 14. 

Eddie. Brandt. and Eddie Pola, 
English: songwriters, arrived here 
this week under contract to Fox Rea 
Star. They. will contribute with 
-Hazzard Short to the tunes for . 
‘Beatrice Lillie’s “London Revue,” 

Inside Stuff—Music 
me Caution ‘on Friml 4, 

Under the terms of its contract with Rudolph Frim1, composer of: “The 

Warners expect the music annex 
to be completed by June. 

to one of its high executives, 

the exec stated.’ 
way, for any picture having songs.” 

from Columbia product, 

also moved over.. 

with Paramount's 
written. 

Vagabond King,” Paramount cannot publish or mention. the : ‘Bong,. “Kt I 
Were King,” in connection with the picture. - 

Publicity and advertising men of Paramount. and Publix have been 
cautioned to be more than ordinarily careful not to violate this clause, 

Warner’s Music Annex 
it is erecting at 44th. and 11th ave. 

Annex will be used as a factory and storehouse as well as Hbrary. 
Executives for the brothers’ music publishing interests, however, will 
remain. in’ the’ home office building. ‘ 

' Although approached, as others have been; for exclusive ‘publishing 
rights and tie-ups, Columbia Pictures has made no alliance, according 

“We are not interested in the publishing game outside of seeing that 
songg from our pictures are handled by companies with proper facilities,” . 

“We find we can practically pick our publishers, any- 

De Sylva, Brown & Henderson, Shapiro- -Bernstein, Irving Berlin, Feist 
and Remicks are among the publishers who. have so far handled songs 

Publishing Rights to Hit 
_Peculiar-sidelight- -to “Happy Days,”-first: picture: to-be. entirely: photo- 
graphed -in Grandeur (wide film) and a Fox release, is that what promises 
.to be the hit number: of. the film,.“Moana,” will be published by Warner 
‘Brothers. through DeSylva, Brown &. Henderson. 
.Gonrad, Gottler-and Mitchell wrote the sone. 

Bobby Crawford firm, since goné WB, the publishing means of the number 
_Composing trio has: at least two. other numbers in the © 

picture which, it is presumed, will also go through the same channel. 

Under contract to the 

Publix opintor this week, instructs all Publix managers not to make 
any reference to the interpolated song “If I Were King” in connection’ 

“Vagabond King,” for which the song was expressly 

Reason given for this Is that Paramount has agreed, in {ts contract . 
with Rudolf Friml, that it. will not print or. “publish. the song in conneéc- 

-] tion with the picture, and. that the production-and the song therefore 
must not be connected. Publix. showmen are further cautiéned to re- 
frain from mentioning the song in either advertising, ‘publicity stories, 
-posters,~heralds;~radio- ‘or-through=any- other=mediums 

It is reported. that. Paramount. has agreed to this through deference 
for I'riml, composer of the original scoré for the “Vagabond King," -as. 
it is liable to be thought, upon the release of the picture, that Friml also 
composed “If I Were King.” Paramount does not wish to build the song 

up on Friml's reputation. | 
“If I Were King” interpolated in the original “Vagabond Lover” score. 

for the Paramount adaptation, was written by Sam Coslow, Newell Chase 

and: Leo Robbins. .Spler & Coslow, subsidiary to Famous Music, will 
publish the number hut the title page will make. no mention of it being 
from Paramount’s “Vagabond King.” * 

ta 
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Wednesday, January 15, 1980 

By Mark Vance 

A, headache for WMCA! 
‘battling WNYC over same air 
lengths and finally sharing it on a 

_ 60-50 basis, along comes an experi- 
‘mental gesture.on the part of the] 
Federal Radio Commission permit- 
ting WGBS to soar from a low wave 
into close proximity. of WMCA, 

WMCA dialers were surprised. to 
find WGES coming in on the edge 
of the WMCA waves. WMCA's chief 
announcer, A, L, Alexander, spoke. 

ing that those finding interference 
file a complaint. 

Phil Cook’s Plug 
Considerable program changing in 

the early morning periods. Gone is 
‘the Landt ‘Trio on WJZ, moving to 
@ regular later hour. period, Re- 
placing is Phil Cook, who is on a 
commiercial plug for Aunt Jemima 
pancakes. Soy, 

Chevalier’ 3 Debut 
Maurice Chevalier made his debut 

‘via WABC for Coty perfumes, and 
{t seemed odd to have him singing: 
at the.same time Miss Bordoni. was 
on the ‘air from WEAF, French 

" eompetition done: in Ameriean. style. 

—— 

EARL BAILEY 
‘WITH HIS. 

Ritz-Carlton Hotel | 
Orchestra: 

Philadelphia, Pa. 
| Management HARRY WALKER 

~ CLIFF WINEHILL.- 
- Master of Ceremonies 

“THE PEANUT MAN? 
“At Coffee. Cliffs - 

_ ftth 6t. and Uth Ave., New York . 

| WEAF 

. After Chevalier registered, Vallee’ put in 
hice plug for -his picture... Dove- 
tailed in on announcement. of ‘one. of 
‘his. numbers. . ; 

- Checker Cab period’ WOR pulling 
contest on the Checker Cab theme 
‘song, offering a cash. prize for the 
best new. lyrics.. Irene Bordoni 
graced: the Rudy ..Vallee -hour’: for 
Fleischmann yeast on WEAF.. Her 
voice. came over effectively. 

about: protests. coming in, and -ask- |. 
The Lehn & Fink orchestra--WJ: Z. 

—showed what can be done in.a. 
change of rhythm. ‘ Champion 
Sparkers continues its sports drama 
broadcasts by Phil Carlin. Ben Pol- 
lock and band, still at Silver Slipper, 
heard adyantageously. from WABC, 
Roland Weber on WNYC goes after 
those arty. announcements -@ la Jack 
Fillman. 

"Maxwell House period off WIZ 7 
to permit broadcasting. of. former |, 

‘| President .Coolidge’s 
“Economics of Insurance’ from the 

‘speech ‘on 

N. Y. Life Insurance banquet in St. 
Petersburg, Fla, Jack Frost. ‘period: 

Bamberger | interesting. “ 
Symphony orchestra WOR has: be- 
come a. standard for -this - station, 
Philip J ames directing. 

Lone Star ‘Rangers: WOR: ‘strive | 
to be different -and- are, thanks to: 
‘John White's prairie tunes: Aunt 
Mandy’s Children WOR amusing in 
spots; most effective In song. ‘Eve. 
Journal’ WPAP had a. symphonic 
ensemble working overtime, Seiber- 
ling Singers WHRAF in° another 
splendid program. Wilfred .Glenn 
seemed in Unusually ‘good voice 
basso). 

“Recalling Operas 
RCA-Victor | program — — WEAF— 

extended from half hour to hour 
period and offered one of the’ best}, 
periods of the year. Light operas 
for 50. years recalied.. 
‘Robert Simmons, Edna Kellogg and 
Belle Mann came over. great. Miss | 

(Continued on page 75) 

7 — 
and AIS COMMANDERS 

Fea 
“RED STANLEY’ and PHIL SAXE 

eo AT 

ROMAN. POOL’S CASINO 
Miami Beach, Florida 

| OWEN FALLON ] 
And’ His CALIFORNIANS 

Now Playing Second Year : 

'WILSON’S BALLROOM - 
(Formerly Cinderella Roof) 

LOS ANGELES 

FROM. DETROIT: 

[JEAN GOLDKETTE| 
~~ Orchestras 

VICTOR RECORDS 
Office: 812 Book Tower 

DETROIT: 

and His ORCHESTRA. 
Summering at the . 

PELHAM HEATH INN 
Petham, N. ¥.° 

’ Doubling at the — 

ST. REGIS HOTEL 
New. ow York Cl ce | ty : 

[ LOCKW 0D LEWIS |) 
AND HIS PLANTATION cLuB. 

‘ORCHESTRA 

the Afissourians, ‘World's Great- |. 
bar eolared Band, Now at the Plantation 
Club, . sd West } 1e6th Bt, New ‘York ‘Glty 

» AND’HIS MUSIC: 

ROOSEVELT. HOTEL 
ies HOLLYWCOD, CALIF... 

With SID GRAUMAN 
__ VICTOR’ RECORDS 

ARSON WEEKS || WEEKS | 
AND HIS ORCHESTRA 

-. ' Now in ‘(Third Year at the. 

; HOTEL: MARK HOPKINS 
no Francisco . 

" SOLUMBIA RECORDS 

‘ 

amie THE BRICK TOPS | 
(PARISIAN BED HEADS) | 

Permanent Addrese 

&8 West ‘North 8t., Indianapolis, Ind 

" ORCHESTRA 
The Different Ensemble . 

sentation F 

COLISEUM "THEATRE 
- Now. York City 

| MAL HALLETT | 
-AND-HIS GRCHESTRA 
) SEASONS ON BROADWAY 

‘ En Tour 

‘Opening Soon at the Milllon Dollar 
Arcadia Ballroom, B'way and 53rd St. 

Management _ 
CHARLES SHIR BMAN, Salem, Mass: 

TAL HENRY 
‘and His ORCHESTRA 

Victor Records 

Playing Baker: Hotel 
- Dallas, Tex. 

Exclasive Management 
- Orchestra Corp. of America 

, 1650 Broadway, New York te 

[BO A; ROLFE] 

Lucky Strike Dance Orchestra . 

Edison Ace © Recording Orehestra - 

So AND HIS 7 

Park Central Hotel Orchestra 
__ Broadcasting WEA 
ARK CENTRAL "HOTEL 

PAUL WAITEMAN| 
And His Greater Orchestra 

_ . Now Making :.. 
“KING OF JAZZ" 

for Universal . 

Personal Rep.: JAS, ¥. GILLESPIE 

‘ 

rquency of 600 kilocycles.. 

amble.. 

‘Voices -of. 

‘Pickford, _Murial McCormac. and. 

: room scene, 

| America’ s Greatest Girl Band| 

[PHIL FABEILO FABELLO 1) 

-Radio’s Premier ‘Conductor 

Palais D’Or Restaurant Orchestra” 

[ARTHUR WARREN | 

| NEW WGBS FREQUENCY | 
GOING FOR COMMERCIAL 
Since Jan. 6& ‘WGBS has. been 

operating on a newly assigned fre- 
Pioneer 

station, inaugurated’ In 1924, is .be- 
ing operated. by the General’ Broad-. 
casting System, which took over 
this ether dispatch source in No- 
vember, 1928. 

Station - has been: broadcasting in-: 
termittently: the past 10 days, re- 
sponding letters testifying to the 
clarity and non-interference of the 
new allocation. Plan is for ‘exten- 
sive commercial and.- ‘sustaining 
hours Jan. 21 to -witness' the indugu- 
ration of weekly series | of talks by 
Commissioner . Grover “Whalen with 
Mayor Walker supplying the pre- 

Last Monday the station’ 
also launched U.S, District . At-. 
torney Charles” H. ‘Tuttle as a 
weekly feature for a succession of 
addreases., oe 

WGBS ‘was: formerly operated. by. 
Gimbel Brothers: Dailey Pasknian, 
who has conducted the station since 
its inception, is president o of General 
Broadcasting. ; 

© Investigate KWKH 
‘Washington,. Jan, 14..-- 

 KWKH - at Shreaveport, ‘La.,. is. 
‘forcing a situation on Congress via 
Senator C...C.: Dill, responsible for. 
the present radio laws, through its 
inethods of broadcasting, that many 
here see as heading toward plenty. 
of grief for the broadcasters in gen- 
eral. 
‘Senator: Dill: ‘hag spoken: on this 

particular station. and its assaults: 
on the chain stores: Not. the radio 
commission has promised the. Senat- 
or an. investigation principally a 
check upon. the use of profanity. 

Senator Brookhart is in the con- 
troversy also, 

Trailer by. Radio | 
Hollywood, Jan,. 14, 

M- G-M's: first broadcast over ‘the 
Columbia chain: was practically. .a 
spoken trailer’ for © “Dynamite,” 
whith c..B. de Mille produced. It 

was prepared in continulty. form by. 
a ‘gtudio, scenarist. 
‘Lawrence Gray chanted the theme. 

‘song of: the picture, with Charles 

‘Robert T. Haines doing the court- 

At the conclusion of: this Mr.. 
dé Mille spoke to the Hsteners for 
three minutes about the story. .- 

| Higgins, 

Columbia’s Coup 
Washington, Jan, 14, 

‘Columbia has got the diplomats 
firsti NBC was getting the foreign 
‘representatives lined up for talks 
through the League of Women Vot- |. 
ers. With announcement of this 
to be- made shortly, Columbia, 
through its local representative, 
Harry C. Butcher, states that such 
a series will start on Jan. 21 with 
the opening of the Naval parley in 
London. 

First is to be Sir Esme. Howard, 
Great Britain’s ambassador, 

Coty’s Program 
Coty’s half-hour ‘broadcast’ 

chained through Columbia System |. 
‘over WABC, Jan. 9, with Maurice 
Chevalier. featured at $5, 000, cost 
the perfumers $20,000. 

Of this $9,000 was used for news- 
‘paper announcements. " . 

RADIO ADV. HOLDS UP. 
7 Washington, Jan, 14. 

Broadcasters. have .been getting 
“steady. advertising income with no 
‘seasonal ‘changes, according to ‘sta- 
tistics made available by. the. Cen- 
sus Bureau. 
.Cneck ‘covers. 11 months of 1929° 

and discloses that-60% of the adver- 
-tising done via. broadcasting’ was 
used by the automotive and radio 
industries along with the: foodstuffs | 
concerns. 

WMCA Against Crooners — 
“WMCA last week put the ban 

down on crooning tenors and for- 
bids any of their tenors. from 
yodeling in that style during the 

| studio programs. 
According to this station ‘croon- 

= -|-ing-tenors-have-been-overdone..-‘The. | 
‘fad started by Rudy Vallee or Will 
Osborne (both are still arguing it 
‘out) is shot, they think, because it 
has been over used and misused. 

Columbia Turns Stylish 
. Columbia broadcasting 
putting on dog. An official edict 
issued by Jack: Ricker, studio direc- 
tor, says everybody must don for- 
mal dress after 6 P. m. 

period, : 

system |. 

CLUB MONTMARTRE 
(MIAME). 
Miami! Beach, Jan, 9. 

‘Raided the other night, this spot, 
consequently the talk of the town, 
has been nursing its black eye with 
raw meat. Ten waiters are reported 
to have’ been taken, but owners 
booked. Club .was not’ closed. Op- 
erated by R.: Maurice of the Ross- 
Fenton Farm. Entrepreneur ob- 
viously disconsolate, having: opened 
New Year's Eve, admittedly prema- 
ture, which was heart-breaking 
enough without the distressing in- 
vasion of the law. Considering | that 
the place is brand new, the whole 
building having beén remodeled and: 
the retreat installed to accommo- 
date 150 to 175 guests,.the. situation 
was. the ‘more mortifying. . , 

Catering” to semi-class and sit- 
uated so close to the $25 a day mini- 
mum Roney-Plaza hotel, its door- 
man virtually’ rubbing shoulders 
with the admiral outside the hostel- | 
ry, the club needed a flawless rep. 
Another rald last night within a 
stone’s: throw resulted in the con- 
fiscation of liquor and arrest of the 
owners of a speakeasy, who smiled 
when ‘the law arrived, confident no 
intoxicants could be found. But the 
‘officers happened to walk out the 
back door and into a miniature golf 
course adjoining, locating. Scotch 

-|and- rye beverages neatly” secreted 
. in golf bags, 

.The Montmartre ts practically a 
merger. of the Chateau Madrid and 
Casanova: of Broadway. Its en- 
tire floor. show, except: dance team,,. 
is recruited from. both places, The 
band, : “too, 
Gerry Freedmans, « 

Arthur Brown, late tenor of. the 
Madrid, is billed as Arthur Broun.. 
Only: diff between Broun. He atarts 
off the show with: “Now we'll first 
hear. three very, very. sweet ‘little 
girls—the Nightingales, who were 
in Bee Lillie’s ‘show, and at the]. 

-heet eet.” | Casanova in’ New. York. ee 
' Forthwith, Doreen Glover, Evelyn |. 
Sayers and. "Jessie. Payne, three re-~ 
maining blondes of a former quar- 
tet, which was graduated from the 
chorus ensembles of Broadway, es- 
say to chant suave harmony, walk- 
ing ‘shoulder to shoulder from one 
table to another. They sing a num- 
her about 

“Collegiate.” The girls: have -neat 
appearance to their credit, attired in. 
pinkish evening. gowns. 

cult to ‘judge how strong any act 
goes over when a room has but 26 
people in it—all Hstless, ©. 
Jean Kenin and Geo. Clifford, called 

society dancers from the Club Rich- 
man, though they have never. been 

.|known generally to -have ever been 
at that club, unless for @ very short | 

Clifford was partner of 
Claire Windsor for a few. weeks and 
for “a: longer’ period ‘with Lisbeth 

society girl, whose folks 
are the Higgins Ink péople.. The 
work of Clifford and Miss Kenin is |- 

‘| splendid, while they adhere to “hot- 
stuff” taps and eccentrics, but their 
ball room stuff is unsophisticated. 
Brown follows on this number. He 
tenors a couple of numbers. 

The room is small, but, the dance | 
space is larger than one’s cigaret 
case, Walls of the club are card- 
board, with blue water color paint- 
ngs, 
Couvert is $2. all. week through. 

When .the season starts this current 
week, it will mount a dollar Satur- 
day nights only, Business has been 
barely passable, 
-Maurice ig not alone in the un- 

dertaking, a silent partner being: 
with him. Christo and John, with 
whom he has been associated, have ; 
no “In” on the receipts. 

Too bad the. natives take a ttle 
raid so seriously. 

. Boniel. in ‘New York 

“Robert. D.. Boniel, 
director now ‘manager of commercial] | ff 
broadcast for Hearst’s WTMS in 

| Milwaukee, arrived Sunday in New |. 
York on a business trip. 

‘ Boniel formerly was booker and : 
director of. Publicity for KYW - vin} 1 
Chicago, 

TED HENKEL | 

_Masical Conductor 
and 

Presentation Director 

CIVIC THEATRE 
Auckland, New Zealand 

' PITT ORCHESTRA OF 30 

STAGE BAND OF 20° 

belongs to. Casanova, | 

“You ‘broke my. heart |. 
“Lwhen we parted, now I'm so melan- |: 
choly,” followed by “Tip-toe” and 

pioneer radio| ‘ 

One Pelham Roadhouse. 
With the closing of the Castillian 

on the Pelham road after New 
Year's: but one roadhouse is ,left 
in that section, It is Hunter Island 
nn, 

The Crying. Goldmans, who have. 
the Castillian, retain the lease. It. 
will probably reopen. in the. spring, 
under Jack Goldman's direction, 
Another. crier, Al. Goldman, is now 
manager, of the Roman. Pools at 
Miami.Beach for John and Christo. 

- The other brother, Chick, recently - ~ 
opened a restaurant at 62 West | ‘b3d 
street, New York. 

- Fired Gyps- 
. St Paul, Jan, 14, 

‘When: eyps got worse instead 07f 
better after repeated warnings, John 
Lane, proprietor Boulevards of Paris 
night club, fired. all the men waite. 
ers and replaced them ‘with chic, 
black-aproned. girls.., 

Business: way off "here too since. 
New. Year’ 8. 

FRANCES. SHELLY SUES. 
‘Claiming | she was fired” ‘unwar- 

‘rantedly and: that ‘he still owes her 
@ week's salary for singing: ‘at the. 
Villa Vallee, Frances Shelly: brought 
suit against’ C. B. Bellak and the 
‘Hotel Bellaire, Inc.,. _ owners of the. 
club,. for $250. Zz 

J udge Thomas E. “Murray, in Mus. 
nicipal Court. Monday, reserved de , 
cision. . 

Bellak’s defense ‘was that. Miss | 
Shelly : sang too : Janguldly | te suit | 
him, oo 

Blows 
‘Jan, “14, 

. Brice- Franklin Cafe 
Hollywood, 

‘Lew ‘Brice ‘and. Dave’ Franklin's 
sawdust Jimmy Durante. night club 
idea for the basement of the Chris- 
tie Hotel has blooeyed. . 
Opened New Year's Eve, but- after 

that starved. . . 

Mae. Joyce in Club 
Mae A oyce, under contract to Fox, 

opened an indefinite engagement at. 
= Club Richman,. Monday. 

Harmony | 
Subdued but slightly raucous.. Diffi- 

TAVERN: 
A CHOP HOUSE 

OF EXCEPTIONAL MERIT 
156-8 WEST 48TH STREET . 
<a East of Broadway ————o 

THERE'S A REASON! 
One of the most active and. puccessCul , 

f modern leaders is 

SMITH ‘BALLEW 
=. who alternates, with his orchestra, ms 

betweon the famous: Whyto's Restau- - 
‘rant and the equally. renowned Club — 
Richman, in: New York, and {is a , 
ronounced favorite . over Station. . 

Maybe his fine discrimination in. ree 
gard to the songs he features: has a . 
lot to do with his. popularity. For 

-ON every. Dropram,. you're almost cer- _. f 
_ tain -to find thoge three great “hits’’:: 

“Singin’-in the Rain” —sf 
attr tee Am I to: Know?” 3 
“Sust You, Just Me” 

aR BINS Muss ue Ross u ¢ CORPORATIO 

Carlton Kelsey | 
_~ Director Music. 

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS, Ino. | 

'  ORGANISTS 
Ranmunity Singing” Organ Solos for 
Rent—Speclal Solos Written to Order 

HARRY I. ROBINSON 
Suite 807, Woods Theatre Bldg. 
iw. Randolph St., Chicago 



PENN. GRANGERS FORCE | 
FAIR MIDWAY CLEANUP) 

Reading, Pa, Jan, 14, 

Carnivals coming to the big Read- 

ine Fair, the Pennsylvania Septem- 

ber exhibition which has for some 
-years held the state high record | 

. for paid admissions, will have to be 
“disinfected if President. Abner. S. 

' Deysher carries, out “his. ‘pledges’ at 

the annual meeting: of the board of: 

an directors | here, ; 

“I'm down on. carnivals,” he ‘said, 
‘In recent years. large numoers.-of 
“gtate police,, who made many: ar-. 
rests, have been required to keep | 
“the farmers and other rural visitors 
from making downright . gifts. of 

“their money. to. fakers at carnivals! 
‘and midway. shows, and merchan- * t 
dise:-wheels:' and maney boards. :, 
“Every time.a. . Visitors. lost a wad.’ 

of: jack, he hunted; ‘up'a state cop ! 
. and the faker. had to refund or stop 
business, so that'the carnival .and. 
‘gideshow men aré just as sore at’ 
“the fair. as the fair managers. are at 

‘the fakers.” “ 
‘ Deysher’ says: the eatnivals: some |- 

- of. them: big ‘terited affairs: with a 
dozen or more iridividial ‘tents: in’ 
‘one’ -group, ‘bring in, “undesirable 
characters. I'rh rio reformer," Dey- 

“ sher said; “but I’m’ filled ‘up to the | 
neck with disgust at some ‘of. these 
entertainments. ‘We: must commer-. 
“elalize ‘the fair, to:‘some extent, but. 
 §f.we can’t do without carnivals they 
‘ought to be the kind @ man can: take 

‘ his family to.” ‘i. : 
‘Deysher's: promise to clean. up was | 

- inspired by complaints from. the two 
‘dozen or more, Grangeérs’. lodges. in 

. the district, . They. threaten not to |. 
‘exhibit or visi{ the fair unless they 
are. protected. ‘and. unlegs.. the y bet. 
- better display £ fapitities, 

10-Yr.. S iccess a. Flop 
Quincy, ‘l., Jan. | 14, 

Adams: County Fair : “Awsoctation. 

will ‘quit: unless ' gomebody | shows 

them chow to obtain $150,000 neces-' 

sary to” acquire’ land and buildings, 

_ This ‘despite ten ‘Years of success- 

ful. fairs. oo eB 
Likely the “aaging; ‘bunty ga be 

; merged. with others -in 
- fair. ‘ 

Rival ‘Whales ‘Teo ‘Much! 
‘Frestio, Gai,’ Jan. 14. 

This. “ein {Was "sredted * ‘to ' the’ 
_etrange 'syiectadla:”'of":-two rival 

' pickled. whales showing a 
time last. Weel, ‘One came \e:from Los 
Angeles. and. ‘the. ther: from Long: 
‘Beach, ‘both | owned - ae /separate 
companies; *' “whet 
Heddéd east, ‘It! wig “feured. to get 

the nut ‘here; ‘but only ‘resulted in | 
price war with. the natives golng 
“cold with one: at. each” end of town.. 

ry - 

- ‘DOWNIE ‘PERSONNEL 
L Bede Frink has not been engaged 

; ‘as general agent of the Downie cir- 

‘cus for ‘next season as reported No. 

‘agent has. heen engaged to date, al- 
_though a number of applicants are 7 
Kelg considered. ‘Show. opens “April 

19 around Baltimore. 
_ it Erish Hofan, Downie's.- ‘general 
‘press representative, is in New 
“York looking after some prelim 
matters for. the ‘show, which © opens 
Ard 19. ‘es 

oe NOTHING IN. WISCONSIN 
re Milwaukee, Jan. 14. 

» Wisconsin Associatians of Fairs, - 
“in session here- for 3 days at Hotel 
_ Schroeder, was nothing, for. the. car- |. 
‘-niyal . boy’. ‘who “were™ présent. in 
Groves, “ 

Milwaukee said they’ might buy: a 
; “eireus, but that another huddle was 
necessary: before. the final ‘word, 

‘Chautauqua’ Congress 
. Chicago, Jan. 14. 

‘Interriational Lyceum & Chautau- 
‘qua Association will hold its annual 
meeting again. at Winona Lake, Ind., 

Sept. 2- 6. ” 

lowa Fair Bankrupt 
Perry, Ia.,, Jan. 14. 

The Tri-County fair has thrown 
==s=fts-affalrs-into-the-bankruptey--court: 

_* at Des Moines, seeking liquidation. 
' The fair officers schéduled debts of 

- $44,955, chiefly wages and notes, and’ 
‘assets of $15,266. 

Fred Buchanan bought stock last 
week from the Cole Bros. eircus, at 
Brehemen, Texas. Deal was made 
in Chicago through National Print- 

‘ing Co. 
Ne we me ee ee a 

at ‘the: same}. 

| the balance to~ his widow, 
‘ Katherine K. . Floto, Denver. 

t vee 

Wednesday, January: 15, 15, .1930 | Lae 

Invite Bowers, Mugivan 

As New 
_ Peru, Ind., Jan. 14.' 

‘Bert Bowers and Jerry ‘Mugivan 
‘|have been offered honorary | vice- 
president titles ‘In John Ringling’s. 
new circus’ corporation now. being 
formed in New York.. It Is under-'! 
stood that. no money was put into! 
the new corp ‘by either Bowers or 

Mugivan. - 
Ringling, it is ‘reportea, ‘made the, 

offer so he could ‘avail hiinself of the: 
ideas and services of the two ‘for- 
mer circus: executives in 1930.-- 

~ Retained ‘by Ringling 
“. Ghicaigo,-Jan.14.: | 

” @atrit. SO: ‘that Ringling won't en-: 
gage former. American’ Circus Corp} 
executives: for his; shows in 1930.: 

i Rosters, now. released: give the fol, | 
lowing for, the gohn Robinson. trick: i 
Arthur ‘Hopper,. general agent; Wm: 
Bachell, car manager; .W. B. Lester, ‘| 
contracting | agent; F. B. Head, ‘con- i 

Paul Rice, | 
auto: brigade manager, and Robert 

) Hickey, p..a. .-* 

tracting- press agent; 

“Hagenbechi- Wallace.” _outat’ wilh 

visitor, J. GC. Rhodes, local contrac-: 
tor; Fred “Moulton, ‘contracting Pe 
a.}.. Francis: Regan, ‘special » story. 
man; Ben. ‘Voorhiés,. © at 
Nolan,. car manager,- wand ‘Harry 
Howard, auto brigade. manager, All 
these men are old timers with. their 
respective outfits, and. have been re- 

engaged - after being on the waiting 
bench " a : 

so wo we! 

er 

ahow. 

‘phoney. 
‘packed ‘Harvey * up. in ‘this: ‘state-; 

we “JoimNSON. pYEs 

race” in the Island. He leaves a 
wife and, a daughter. 
Tatheran 1 cemetery. 

FINED IN. LIQUOR CASE 
Detroit, Jan. 14," 

"Howard “Hambure” Barry, adver- 
tising man ‘for John Robinson cir- 
cus, was arrested by custom men 
here. for carrying liquor in.. Barry 
-had a flat in Windsor and made. fre- 

quent trips across the river. He 
was fined. 

BOOKER TACTICS 
. Chicago, Jan. 14. 

‘Rumors: that Illinois had chopped 
the’ 1930: fair appropriation: in half 
have no  foundation., The’ - 1930 
moneys, set, aside for county and 

state fairs by. the legislature last 
| year, will be’ adhered to. 

Stery started by fair pooking 
‘agency to cut the price of ‘acts, 

Barnes’ ‘Rehearsals . 
' Los. Angeles; Jan, 14. 

winter . quarters at Baldwin Park. 
"Show opens. there March 10. 

Floto | Left’ $217,480 
. ‘’ Denver, Jan. 14. 

The estate of Otto. Floto, | circus 

amounted to $217,480. 
- Five thousand dollars was left: to 
Harry J. Dunne, Pitcairn, Pa., and 

Mrs. 

Storied Showboat Sinks 
7 _ Norfolk, Jan. .14: 
James. Adams’ _ Showboat sank 
heres 

The floating theatre is the one 
Edna Ferber wrote her “Showboat” 

around, 
Independent circus owners have 

soeeoee. 

‘|talked the picture star draw thing 
over among themselves and agree 
that it is -best to wait until the last 
minute before sending for this type 
of big top attraction. Claim they 

-peet them 20%, cheaper by waiting. 
ar a ey rr nO did 

. 

Circus Advisors| 

_ .[ {improved . 
af point out wagon and’ truck shows 
-lare not competition, 

old J. Robinson Staff” - 

have J. C, Donahtie as ‘the Taina | 

their Moves. . 

Jess ' 

‘ ‘Accused — ‘by. “Miller: of deine’ ‘a 

‘Chaney. or having a. hideaway son,| 
-Harvey declared the -iwire ‘to be! 

‘Police at. Kansas. : City: 

‘ment. ‘On his’ way: east he stopped | 
off log. enough ‘to~ help" G. W.. 
Paige, a: candy. butcher. ‘get 60 days 

| in a place whe candy i 't vt 
inte-.a! district . ao re,candy isn = 

“William ‘Johngon,. 70, well ‘Asnown- 
|| ‘outdoor? man and dperator’ of sev- 

| eral “amusement , parks” in. ‘Térsey; 
Coney’ Island’ ‘and -in ‘Cuba, died in|. 
Coney , Island. ‘suddenly, Jast. week. | 

Johnson. ‘constructed a “Ben Hur |: 
be poor'air stuff without:the captain |. 

Interment. in’ 

- Jesy. flavor:: 

~All -pérformérs--with the -Al:G.|> 
Barnes. Circus ‘are ‘in rehearsal in Toe 

man .and veteran sporting | editor, 

. Quakers. 

sath 

Charges ‘Trust’. Against 
Ringling’ $: Circus Sew-Up 

‘Washington, Jan. 14, 
“Effort is ‘being made here to have 
John Ringling: questioned under the 
Shernian anti-trust law. Instigators |' 
told senate members. Ringling now 
controls outdoor circus’ biz.” 

Base the claim on fact. that eir-" 
feusés no ‘longer play’ cities. but 

“This new angle. because of: 
‘transportation. - - They 

zones, 

allege, has‘ grabbed all. zones. in 
broad. America. by. having ‘outfits ta: 7 
fit them.. -This. they. say makes him 
a monopoly. ~ * 
Ringling could. “have used the 

many. wagon and truck shows for: 
defense, if the case carries, but the 
‘way the. framerg have ‘planted the. 
thing the will have’ to turn: to other | 

| means for. defense. : we 

Canadian: Carnival Rai 

- Tit: Hurts “Keep. Out”| 
Toronto;: ‘Cah., ‘Jan: 14. 

‘Canadian. Pacific ° ard: Canadian 

‘National ard going to allow. carni- | 
‘vals only'10 per ‘cent, im mileage. for 

reduction over former’ years. | Phe 
circus arrangement . of 20° per - ‘cent 

Twill. stand, .” 

to. discourage - carnival _ moving. |: 
Roads ‘have tried: to: pass: thé. buck 

” to each’ other the past tew: years’ in 
‘| mévirig' these tricks, but ‘this. Ig: the, 

oat. first out-and- out, évidence that. the 
oad carnival ds not wanted in Fanade 

” Kansas City, Jan. 14 ak 
: 

“Harvey, ‘general: agent of}. 
|. the. ot pane munching ‘on come THE AIR LINE" 

(Continued. from page 74) 
m,! sfann ‘took care of the present’ pe-. 

| riod numbers in.a way that fhe ft 
€, bring her more ‘before the mike. 

o- =r he “0 . 

- Leicester Harrison, 
WMCA!: told’. some “of her . hearers 
she was bawling: them. out because 
she: wanted to help them... Myra 

‘ Johnson . sang during. Small’s -Para- 
dise -period .. WMCA; .. hoarseness 
spoiled resuitg., _. National / Grand 
Opera WEAF cwith, all -yota}" ‘eylin- | 
ders at. work on. “La ‘Traviata.”’ 2" 

he 

Kee’s + restaurant «on: “WOR, 
Howard Emerson -dirécting, : 
ber - Hour. WJZ 

Slum- 

fo. usual. bedtime, musical layout, .. 

‘Classics \ vs. ‘Hoke mo 

Harbor. Lights on WEAF would 

character. Jones and Hare, on ‘WJZ,. 
improve as they go. along. . 
Story hour on WABC had a Japan- 

Schradertown. ‘Band ‘(Arthur | Pryor) 
on -WEAF went highbrowed and 

‘lreeled’ off:'“Echoes. of the Metoropol-. 
itan Opera. House.” And then went 
into a hoke comedy as Allen and 
Mason pulled low down talk. 

oo 

. Planters and Pugs 
Planters Pickers (WEAF) has a 

good orchestra and scored with its 
topical selections. WGBS getting 
a better play on its high wave jump. 

|All it needs now is. some regular | 
standouts and. WMCA will have to 
watch -its wave lengths. WMCA 
had play on the Garden fights, Main. 
interest in the Paolina-Van Porat 
bout. Sam Taub is improving: on. 
his blow-by-blow spieling: - 
WOR depended. on. the talk of 

Gen, Jan. Christian. Smuts at the.| ° 
League of Nations anniversary: din- 
ner at the; Commodore. . Interesting. 
Tuneful Tales had a little comedy 
that. in ‘spots’ (WOR) “was dccept- 
able... Dave Bernie and band dis- 
played more ginger than usual... 

os Dake: Hot: ard Cold - 
Sleepy Hall and band on from 

‘| Washington via WABC, Came over: 
. |oke, but some of his number 
“|ltoo oldtimey for present-day 

were 
radio. 

Ben. Pollack and band put over some. 
tuneful dance music from the Silver, 
Slipper,. WABC: 
Duke Ellington and and ‘keep on 

mixing the hot with the not so hot 
on WABC. , 

Like String “tails 
Two splendid programs - - follow 

each other’ on WJZ, - namely Ar- 
mour . program and. Arnistrong 

That huge orchestra that 
Josef Koestner directs for ‘the for- 
mer is a pip. Some nice singing 

This: is, a.10. per cent |- 

May Shelve Christy, Show : 

Idea: back ‘of. chane¢ in policy’ gt 

[leave . hospital. , 
{vise year. lay-off, which is algo ‘wish, 
‘fof Mrs. Christy... . 

‘If he takes: this” advice. likely the! 
show will. be on the. shelf in (1930. 

‘astrologist, 

‘ gual: line of dance numbers: from. 
with: 

included some 
-‘Qriéntal. music. that. was in contrast |. 

True. 

held ténsion | in spots. : 

‘during=“the=-Quaker=~Girl—party= 

They are coming pretty fast via 
WOR. — 

The YWCA quartette was. a 
stringed combo that WGBS used as 
a filer. Brunswick period not bad 
and enlivened by: Brokenshire’s an- 
nouncing. He never lets down a 
minute. - 

Louis Reid, WOR announcer, 
visited Vincent Lopez on W EAF 

Stringed ensembles still in vogue. }- 

Central Circus Booking | 
“At $200,000 Year Saving 

Chicago, Jan, 14, 

’ Ringling office here is figuring a. 
‘Isaving of $200,000. by routing all 
circuses from the general office and 
cutting down on personnel of gen-: 
eral agents and advance crew, | 
Present plang call for all circuses 

being routed by “Jan. 31. Most of 
this work will. be. done by Geo, 
Meighan ‘and Ww. H Horton. 

Gruberg, Jones Cop Fairs; 
Rincling, | ‘they’ an Morris & Castle. ‘Trail 

Chicago, Jan. 14.- 

Up- to-date some “67 fairs have 
| been closed by carnivals for’:1930, 

The Rubin: & Cherry shows: lead’ the 
field with the.-No. 1 having. 9 weeks 
set and. the No. 2 éight.- . 

'- Johnny J. Jones has 11, with the 
C.: A. Wortham, shows:7 and the s.. 
Ww: Broundage outfit the same num- 

ber, . 
given. ‘the. Morris* &. Castle . trick, 

‘| which has ‘only 55. ‘and. most. ‘at: these 
small ones. 

‘This carnival ‘Jost: ‘Dallas: to the. 
“| Wortham ‘shows when it"thought it 

was in the bag. Likewise, the ‘Sister 
fair’ at. Shreveport. went to. Rubin & 
Cherry. a . 

“Houston, ‘Jan. ‘dae 

1930 is:-still . uncertain, :. - - Geo, 
Christy, owner, is. riow out of. dan- 
ger, although. pulée-feelérs. figure it ” 
will be four weeks before he ‘can. 

They” strongly, ad- 

Several . ‘bids’ from- outsiders if 
Christy decides _to-rest, but. all 
awaiting. return’ ‘ot health. ee ay 

. Milwaukee, Wis.; Jan. 14. 

In an effort to take the fair busi- | 
ness: out of. polities, Wisconsin ‘will 
hold a civil gervice-exam, Jan: 31, at | aor 
‘which time the highest man will be 

| given the. title of Chief of Fuirs, 
Publicity and State. Departments. 
“Thé.:;Man appointed - wile. then 

close vattractions. to “play .'the . 1930. 
This will. 

include! #! ‘earniival | ‘and. “posalbly a}. 
Wisconsin ‘State -Fair, . 

elrepss tice 
ge day 

a8 Aaley tee. ee 

yoni. ‘TURNS ‘TORONTO... 
. "Toronto, Jan..14,: 

. The. Jobnny . . Jones . carnival 
passed,’ up the Masonie celebration 
‘here for Tuly.’ No’ reason. siven and 
‘unusual. . eh ys 

Town, is running ih 40 large boats 
to care for overflow. 
What. carnival will: fn. “in “not 

known yet.” a 

during ‘the St: Regis period, and did | 
the spieling as Lopez’s guest.. An 
idea to give the Lopez hour a few. 
more followers; i. e., accepting the 
belief: -announcers. have followers. 
Lopez surefire on. piano. ; 

U. S. Attorney Charles . Tuttle’ 
was on WGBS and gave an interest~ 
ing talk on the crime wave and the 
campaign to ‘énd jt. WMCA had 
another Goodman Jewish period with 
some -good music, - 

Film Fan Appeal . 
Tasty ‘Bread is ‘paying. for Voices 

from Filmiand on“WABC. 
one that has pul} for the fans. With 
music is ‘mixed talks.. Cecil B. De 
Mille. spoke briefly on “Dynamite.” 
The Hotel Biltmore band supplied 
the main music for. the.. broadcast. 

‘|;Using up a lot. of: ‘gag bits in the 
Henry George - period: : 
‘lesque. 
good. . 
Roxy and His Gang put ‘on ‘some 

good. entertainment via WJZ..Roxy’s 
program more varied and should 
make: for great ‘following. Ingram 
Shavers, WJZ,;.haye been together 

A la. bur- 
Some good and: ‘some, not’ FT) 

|a long time and. they show results. 
Team work stands out. Instrumen- 

|tal musie.-pleasing.. CeCo Couriers 
came over nicely. Musie oke,. but 
Henry Burbig’s Hebe monologue. no 
standout, 
A & P Gypsies along its custom-. 

ary line (WEAF)... ' Light opera. 
“Poor Butterfly” over nicely. Grace 
Moore’s high “notes a feature of Gen- |. 
eral Motors period. Money was well 
‘Spent. pronase see eet ae —— 

Alta, Canada; 

The hardest | slap has.. been | 

| Future: of. the. Christy circya for- - 
Ww. 

A new | 

PSs Sy 

Plenty Opera 
Hotel Montclair. on- WOR offered 

some effective string music. Em- 
pire period made “Pinafore” enter- 
taining. Four Dusty Travelers ad- 
hered more to singing and got good 
results. Union Label period, WMCA, 
sent over excerpts from "C favalleria 
Rusticana.” Also plug for the sym- 
bo) of union- rmade products. 
AD gat - wbotae-d oe 

jat the Chi Stadium. 

VARIETY 

34 CHAUTAUQUA CO’S IN 
"299. NOW DOWN TO 12 

Chicago, Jan. 14. . 
Chautauqua business in’ the 

States and Canada has simniered 
down to 12 active companies, against 
$4 at the-same time -last year... 
Those remaining and carrying. on 
the losing fight are: ... 
Acme Chautauqua System of Des 

Moines, Iowa; Associated - Chatau- . ; 
quas of America of Topeka, Kansas; _ 
Canadian Chautauquas at Calgary, 

Central Community 
Chautauqua System, Indianapolis;. . 

{Community Chautauquas.of Canada, | 
Ltd., Rouleau, Sask.,- Canada; ENi- 
gon- White ‘Chautauqua System, To-. 
peka, Kan.; Loar Independent Chau- . 

re | 

‘tauqua Co., Bloomington, Ml; -Rad- 
| cliffe ‘Chautauqua System, Wash." 
ington, D. C.; Redpath, spread over 
several key™ - cities; _ Swarthmore 
Chautauqua Association, ‘ Swath- 
‘more, Pa,, and United Chautauquas, 
Des ‘Moines, Iowa; | 
While the above. -eompanies hold 

the bulk of) this. fast . fading: usi- © 
nesé, there are still.a number of. 
‘individuals who now and ‘then Book » 
‘a date near their home. town. * In 
addition | the. ‘major - companies - 
named go. in strong for winter. book= 

“ling or. lyceum, which is. an- effort |. 
to give the help 2 long season. Like - 
the’ chautauqua biz the lygeum, end. 
is also. on the decline.. “yh 

Fans Buyiie Stock. 7 
.Chicago, Jan. 14.; r: 

‘Circus Fans Association members, 
, numbering over 4,000,. are figured © 
‘as thé heavy’ ‘buyers ‘of the Ring: - 
‘ling new | circas ‘corporation’ “stock. 
| Tentative: namie ‘for: the- new corp 
will be; _American Ciccps- Co hes 
which Is the same as used’ by Muegt 
van, Bowers and Ballard. .§ |: 

" One of the few letters weriitg 
by: “Ringling: has been sent::to the’ 
association ‘praising. ‘it for. good. 

| work in, pronioting: ‘the interest ot 
_F, airs, “Out: of Politiés | os | the: circus. 

“Auto Co. Walks Out 
Fort. Dodge; towa,, Jan. 142° 

’ Fred. “Buchannan; owner’ “of. “the 
Robbins. Bros.’ Circus,. is starting 
off $35,000 in the red... 
“The . Cheyrolet Co. refused to re-_ 

new, a two-year’: advertising: con. 
tract and supply .cars. for 4930. - 

: aera aa Bees oon ° 

_ Winnipeg Revives, Fair. 
‘Winnipeg, ‘Jan. 14. 

” “winnipeg came back, into. the fair. 
game when’ town. fathers set aside 
$800,000 for an event the second 
week in July. 7 

‘It will be operated entirely hy ‘the 
‘lelty,. with Ernie, Richardson ‘slated 
to manage. If Ernie does not take 
the post his brother, ‘William, Swill 
be next ‘In line. Town has been out. 

{of the fair biz for a few years, this 
one coming, as a revival. 

WATTS" MGR. OF SPARKS 
- Macon,: Ga., Jan. 14. 

Ira Watts, former assistant trease 
lurer of the Ringling, Barnum & Bal- 
ley circus, has been. ‘made. manager 
of the Sparks circus Here... 
“Watts has. handled the. cook. house 

for Ringling for. two .years..during: 
‘the winter and replaces H. B. Gen-— 
try, who had the Sparks. berth last 
season. a . 

th. 

.. Barnes”. Sta i 

' | Chicago, Jan. ‘140 
AL G... Barnes’ linerup: for 1930. 

puts “the following. poys to work: 
Ben. Austin, boss of ‘the advance;- 
Ed. F. Maxwell,’ contracting: agent;. 
R. C.. Morgan, éar ‘manager: Allen” 
Lester, P. “A.; Cliff MeDougal, con-. 
tracting P: A., and Jack Austin, auto 

. brigade manager, . - 

; Circus Flotation? 
. Chicago, ‘Jan. 14, 

John Ringling again. reported to 
make a public offer of stock in,a 
new circus. corporation which will, 
jinclude all his newly acquired dire 
cuses, but the Ringling & Barnum 
& - ‘Bailey outfit, Details are not 
made public. so oe 

Harmon Out of Bike Grind _ 
Chicago, Jan.. 14. 

Paddy Harmon will not be” con- 
nected-with the.February.-bike.rares.. 

Harmon built 

the place for the races, but John 
Chapman ruled him out recently. 

To amuse himself; Harmon Says 
he will run for sheriff in the spring. 

J. A. B. Hossick, ‘auditor for the 
American Circus Corp., is on his 
way to L. A. from, Chi. Giving up: 
the circus trade. 

ola er ee eT) Cee 
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business reaction being felt. Fred 
Varin of the R-K-O -club depart- 
ment. expects around- $10,000 in 
pookings. Indie agents will Bet a 
Small share, as usual CHICAGO 

Variety’ s Chicago Office 
WooDs THEATRE BUILDING—CENTRAL 0644. saat 

Following Publix policy of putting 
candy machines in all its houses, the 
Oriental is making the first plunge. 
in this town. Machines will be spot- 
ted in lobby, backstage and. rest 
rooms. : . oun 

me |: McDonald and Dayton: have apitt.- 
Englewood a tempts: floppéd. | Dale and “Meyers, Jim McDonald is adding Leo Russo 

A better than ordinary lineup for|male acrobatic ‘team, opened, but | and Marjorie Harkness. to his act. 
‘the preview night, with only two|lagged throughout, though contor- : — ae 
acts going into the flop column.|tions -by the bellhop and coupled 
Dutch and Dutchie led off in a good |handstands are classy: and’ took 
acrobatic turn, with a novelty in|/heavy applause. Monroe and King, 
having a woman as the under-/another: male pair, spent time in. 
stander in head-to-head and pole|the deuce starting: as. comic acro- 
stuff.. Elaine and Boyle have.a two-.|bats, then. swinging into. comic 
girl blackface act, and capable of dancing and. finally’ straight hoofing, 
getting results: from vocalizing and {none of family calibre. | 
hoofing: ‘Syd. Shepeard and Co.|. Syncopets, girl. singing trio (new |. 
need two men-and three girls to tell | Acts). did well on third, followed by | 
a weak music-comedy skit. “Rather|Faye, Pat and Willa Levolo showed 
jumbled, trying to get across with |again, Pat doing his:slack-wire rou- 
song and dance numbers.- Morria|tine and Willa just watching, More [| 
Landini is from the Chicago Opera, | hokum in No.- 5, with Worth Marks. 
without.a routine for vaude.. Lan-/and Co., two men. and a girl, who |. 
dini sings long operatic selections|walloped. with steals from. “every |; 
and. everybody applauds in. the/hoke act in the business and noth-’ 
middle of his act. He finished ‘with ing original. Big. 
.an_ unexpected blackout, _ Shaver’s Jubilee. (colored), three 

Raymond Brown is a- memory | girls and.two men, closed the NO--) 
wizard with possibilities, but doesn't | pays, dragging in- places with their | 
‘stand much. chance until he devel- straight song. turn, but. with merit 
‘ops his’ showmanship. “Little | in two. spirituals. 
Nemo,”. baby elephant, does some}. Regular show: crept high with 
ordinary tricks which will please the | stunts: ‘by “Mickey,” trained. seal, 
youngsters. ‘The trainer ‘should quit and. stayedthere for hoke by Bar- 

.. using the gouhe, since the sight of|ton and ‘Young, the thin straight 
:, the pick used on the animal is- ais: and: stubby comedian with the Hebe 

Pleasing to an audience with S. P./accent.. Barton (Hebe). did things 
C. A. leanings. up brown. Willard Singley flash 
Myers and Nolan whamnied ‘em. | act, :three men.‘and three girls, | 

This pair of hoke artists is-stand- closed,..just passing. 
sails mall -time stuf rte fat girl On. the screen, “Untamed” (M- G- 

..- sells her. gizé and: gags for : laughs : 
‘ ' every time... They have been doing ™M) and | Pathe. News. Loop. ° 

very well in these parts and deserve 
& crack at the State-Lake. Al Theis |- 
.and-Co., midget act, manage some 

” wire-walking, tumbling and‘a couple. 
_of songs and dances, and are across 
because they’re midgets. . Packard 
and Dodge got some tunes out -of 

- ,Saws and.inner tubes and were over 
'.. . big, “except for their weak’ encore. 

_, Willard Singly ‘and -Girl. Friends— 
three men and. three women—closed 

'* with a fair song-and-dance flash. 
“Midnight Daddies” (World -Wide) 

feature, : : ° DLoop. 

BELMONT - 
Usual Friday. night. menu of 10 

“", . gets, seven of: them no-pays. Okay 
‘fn quality,. .Business very good for 
this particular, ‘show. - 

--. ., Bert. Faye, seen often in presen- 
“tation houses. doing his snowshoe | 
dance, stopped them with. his stuff |- 
here, but. Bab: ‘and ‘Personality: at- 

Dave Dubin, formerly Education- 
al’s exchange manager. now an indie 
distributor, has opened an office. 

TOLEDO 
- By E. H.-GOODING . 

Paiace—Wright Players (stock), 
‘Paramount = “Love . Parade"; 

show. | 
. Vita-Temple—“Loye Comes Along.” 

- Pantheom—''Sally. 
Yv alentine—“Dynamilte. ” 
State—"Hell’s Heroes.” 
‘Princess—‘‘Applause."'. 
Rivoll—Vaudilm 

. Empire—Burlesquo! (Mutual). 

stage 

. Gaudsmith. Bros. were unable ‘to 

cause of illness, 

“Princess | (Publix) ctianging Fri-| 

‘otherwise : ‘indicated. 

follows and on pages: 
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Nate Blumberg, western. theatre 
manager. for. R-K-O, has named 
Henry Kauffman: his: assistant to 
‘operate R-K-O’s: four new houses 
at Ft.. Wayne, Ind., and to supervise 
the circuit's three Detroit theatres.. 
Kauffman has owned and oper- 

ated several independent houses in 
Detroit, and was among the fore- 
most indie: ‘operators: of the Middle 
West.. Ft. Wayne houses are the 
Jefferson, Palace, Strand and Em- 

_| boy;: in- Detroit, the Temple, Up- 
|town and Highland. 

cococeasecevecs 79 
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Barney. and John Balaban, Jules | 
Rubens and: Emil Stern are going to 
Florida, joining the Adolph Zukor- 

.||Sam Katz crowd; which expects to 
leave New York Jan. 25. 

‘days instead of Saturdays hereafter. 
Vita-Temple doing same but not yet 
permanent policy there. 

. Among those nabbed for driving 
with 1929 auto tags last week was 
Paul Spor, Paramount m. c Re- 

| leased on. own recognizance. 

Bookings for the auto show last 
of. this month. will be belaw 1928, 

Censors held - up Paramcunt’s 
“ppelause” for monthg, then finally 

| released it with ‘Princess booking 
ithe film for this. ‘weelt, Board then 

' Tenegged. 

Christmas. Party. 
‘Hotel McCormick 

| Lobby, For Home of 
Friendieas | Children 

- The Jalil, Inc.,, restaurant whose 
booths were cells and waiters wore 
prison garb, opening - about two 
‘months ago to a big business, is now 
in bankruptcy: - ; \ 

‘Royal (Smith- Beidler) recently 
gutted ‘by fire, being. remodeled. 

’ Robert Paris, Sandusky “matinee 
idol,” who posed as the son of Fran- 
cig x Bushman while playing stock 
there, and left a lot of bouncing 
checks around, made good the 
amount (about $300) with money 
sent by his father, charges were 
dropped and he returned to his home 
in Moreland, Wyo. 

Schine’ sg Ohio Theatres, Inc. (Fox) 
‘|have purchased A. C. Himmelein’s 
lease’on the Plaza, Sandusky.. Ends 
theatrical battle begun Nov. 1, 1927, 

1 when Schine’s State opened. WHY YOULL ENJOY 
LIVING AT THE McCORMICK 

It’s such a pleasant sociable. place to live ... you 
are almost sure to meet someone you know there. 
It's so modern in every detail . . . luxuriously 
furnished . .-. charmingly comfortable. 

-It’s less than. ten. minutes’ walk from the loop... .e. 
near Michigan Boulevard-and the lake... . away 
from the noise and dirt of downtown. 
It has handball courts . . . geymmrasium , .° « 
golf driving nets for your use, ~ 

Isaac: J. Collins and Thomas ‘C. 
Fulton, owners, Ohio theatre build- 
‘ing, Piqua, leased and operated .by 
Theodore’ J. Pekras, have filed mo- 
tion in common pleas court asking 
-for appointment. ‘of a .receiver to 
‘operate the house.. 
to be two months-in arrears with 
‘rent, and to have failed to -pay $3,- 

orating. the house, as ‘per agreement. 

' ROCHESTER, N. +Y. 
Hotel Rooms | 

Lover é “vaud 
6 Tomeie—"saly” (34 week). 

; Leow’s hester — “Chasing Rain- 
bows"; vaude, 

astman—‘'Love ‘Parad. we 
Plecadilly——"Kibltzer.” ” 
Regent—“Applause." : 
Fay's—'‘Nix on Dames,” 
Victorla—Dark. : 

- Strand—Change. 
Famlly—Change. 

$90 and $100 «$150. to $175 $60. a mo. up 

When in CHICAGO Stay at 

MCCORMICK 
RUSH AND ONTARIO. STS. 

Phone Superior 4927. 

Victoria may go into hands of 

not installing. House bought by 

year and a half ago. Closed -once 
for burlesque dirt. Vaude, silents 
and tab shows floppo, so house now 
in straits. 

James Carrigien, 57, arrested for 
presenting bouncing check for $163 
to Strong Memoria] Hospital here, 

cuse. Also presented draft at local 

appear all week. at ‘Paramount -be- 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
“At matter: in CORRESPONDENCE, ‘refers to current week. unless” 

‘The. cities: under Correspondence ‘in this issue of Variety are a8 . 

9) OTTAWA 

. . : : - . — _ —— en . . 

‘|advisory capacity. - 
witz, manager of the Ritz, was made {- 

‘Pekras is said| 

. .500,_the. sum over $50,000 which the! _ 
‘building cost, and: $3,200. for dec- | 

Apartments Larger Apts. _ By DON RECORD 

, . “an Ete at the Thira." 
for 2 for 4 with bath KO. Falace — “This. ‘Thing Callea . 

+-banks,=--Sound:-apparatus_here...but. 

said he owned.a theatre in. Syra-. 

Wednesday, January 15, 1930 
bank for collection from a Mra. Slat- 
tery in St. Louis. Held for sanity 
examination. Syracuse police said 
he was not connected ‘with theatre 
there, 

.. Negotiations for change of Pub- 
lix-Eastman contract off. Ideag on 
terms too far apart...Concerts cut- 
ting in on opening day. for films 
burns. Publix ‘up.. 

California Collegians, “10:plece 
Rochester band,. goes to’ Los An- 
geles’ for vaude. ‘contract. . 

: Fay’ Py theatre with change from 
-vaude to all sound cuts prices 20%. 

_Bimanuel “Balaban, héad- of the] 
opera’ ‘department of the Eastman 

| School of -Music, is organizing an 
| Italian .Opera Co: . ore: Wealthy 
Italians behind move. 

ALBANY, N Y. 
_ By HENRY -RETONDA 

Capitol—"On the. Wing.” 
Hall—"The Sky. Hawk.’ 
.Leland—"South Sea. Rose.” 

. Strand—“Show of Shows.” 
* Ritz—"Three Live. Ghosts.”. . 
Proctor—Vaudfilm, . 

Diy’ Ss. iil, former manager , of the 
‘five Warner. houses in Albany, has 

ba 
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resigned after 40° years’ service in 
the theatre ‘business. For. the last 
several months he-was.acting in an 

‘Charles Smak- 

manager of the chain in Albany and 
Troy. Charles Farley succeeded him 
at the Ritz. : 

Charles H. Goulding of Harmanus 
Bleecker. Hall,. and: his assistant, 
John Grogan, have. severed connec=: 
tions with the theatre. Both have. 
been replaced by Raymond “Morey, 
chief usher at the theatre, by C. H. 
Buckley, owner. 
its ‘opening day from Monday to: 
Friday. 

A. four-page weekly tabloid, en- 
tered as second class: mail, is: be- 
ing published by the Warner house 
in Albany and Troy. It is known 

{as the Warner: Brothers: “Theatre 
News,” and the ads pay for. itself. 
The tab is printed in Albany. 

Claiborne Foster opened a new 
show at the Capitol “On the Wing,” 
prior. to New York opening. It is by 
Peter McDowell, Miss Foster is in 

stock company. , 

‘Troy theatre is starting its week- 
ly programs on Saturday instead ‘of 
Sunday, 

State, Schenectady, © first house 
upstate to install magnascope, Re- 
ceived favorably. 

Walter Clyde has resigned as | 
technical director of the Capitol 
Players. Ralph Moorehouse, suc- 
ceeded. He also will play parts, 

NEWARK, N. Je 
By &. Ri AUSTIN ~ 

Broad—“Josef- Suss.” 
Shubert—“‘Babies in. Toyland.” 

r’a—‘'Dance Hall’; vaude. - 
Loew's State—‘Cameo Kirby”; vaude. 
Newark—"Red Hot. Rhythm”; vaude. 
Mosque—“The Trespasser.” 
Branford—"Glorifying the 

Girl"; stage show. 
American 

Blalto—“The’ Taming of the Shrew.” | 
. Capitol—'The Mysterlous Island.” 
| Emplre—“Step Lively Girls”. (Mutual). 

A, Gordon Reid, former manager 
of Mosque and for years with the 
Fabians, appointed manager of New 
‘York Hippodrome. ~ 

. Harry Brown,. manager of Proc- 
tor's since H. R. Emde was elevated 
to division manager, has resigned, 

‘Hall has changed | * 

Albany as guest star of the Capitol | 

Terminal—"The Girl from Ha-: 

“The- assistant~ ~manager;~Paul--Wal--|-- aH Wit 

Sam Tandler, real estate operator, | 

len, son of vice president of Proct 
offices, has also quit. om 

Mrs, Gloria -Schwarts, actress, 
Brooklyn, last Tuesday secured 
from Vice Chancellor. Church an. 
order directing the National Surety . 
Co, to show cause why its bond for _ 
5,000 to assure. the appearance of 

her . husband, Charles ° Schwartz, 
should not be forfeited. The sheriff: 
reported he was unable to locate. 
Schwartz, former orchestra leader 
in Union City, who was ordered 
committed to jail. in October, Mra, 
Schwartz was awarded $50 a week. 
‘in June, Schwartz reported in are 
rears of $4, 544, 

- John Joseph Corbliss, Newark ; 
(vaude) is being sued for alimony 
by his third wife, Helen S.; who is. 
asking for.a divorce on the ‘grounds 
of desertion. and misconduct, - Cora...” 
‘bliss. has also sued for a’ divorce, 
Vice Chancellor Berry ordered the 
case continued ‘but: ordered a fee. 
paid counsel for Mrs, Corbliss. ae 

Business ‘in’. - downtown: Warner 
houses seems off decidedly. since 
raise in admission. Proctor’s appears | 
now in first place with Loew's: ‘State . 
vigorously running. second. Adame’ 
‘Newark has: improved. 

Newark Motion ‘Picture. Guild: 
building, the sure-seater near the 
_Broad Street (legit), has postponed 
‘the opening until February. to ‘per- 
mit installing ‘sound. ; 

"Bred. C. Hartung,. doorman at the 
‘Branford, made ‘his debut on the 
‘stage there last week. 

mo INDIANAPOLIS. 
By EDWIN Vv. O’NEEL 

" palnce’—Condemned.” 
- Clrcle—"‘Sally.”” 
Apollo—"‘Romance of Rio Grande. ” 
lee Seren Faces.” 

. Indlana—“Hell’s Heroes.” 
New ‘Ohio—“Footlights. and Fools.” 

Picture’ business was off ‘for the 7 
past. week, partly result of a spinal 
meningitis prevalence, 

The Strana at’ ‘Crawfordsville has 
signed a 20-year lease with Publix, 
The house will be remodeled. ° 

‘The Gentry’ Bros’ circus of Bloom- | 
ington, Ind., has been sold. at publica 
debts. at Paris, Tenn,’ to satisfy . 
debts. : 

. Columbia Theatres to erect 1,200- 
capacity. house :at Hammond, Ind. 
House will, cost $225,000 for talkers, : 

Irene. Mae Schuch, : local girl, has 
‘announced engagement. to Francis | 
McDonald, film actor, according to 
Hollywood dispatches; ° 

When in C Chicago 

Visit - These. Hits 

‘ERLANGER 
THRED WEEKS ONLY—MAT. SAT. 
4th Hdition America’s Greatest Revue. 

.:C,. FIELDS in | 
“EARL CARROLL | 

VANITIES 
Company of 100 with Most Beautiful 

.Girls in the World ; 

‘R-K-O WOODS 

Bebe Daniels 
in Radio Plotures’ | 

Romantic Song Drama 

“Love Comes Along” 
_ with 

“LLOYD HUGHES 

A. H. ‘Woops’ 

DELPH 
Clark at Madison 

LEW LESLIE’S 

“BLACKBIRDS”. 
‘Fastest, “Funniest, Most. Tuneful: 
Musical Revue Ever Presented. 
Original ‘New York and Paris Cast 

Mats, Wed. & Sat. 

eure. | 
d Sat, : ‘SELWYN Tonight Mte. 

:-H. HARRIS Presents SA 
"THIS SWASON’ S COMEDY SMASH 7 

“June Moon” 
“By. America's: Foremost Humortata 

RING — ang GEORGES. 
LARDNER ‘KAUFMAN 

J ILLINOIS mats. wea.-sat._ 
ZIEGFELD SENSATION - 

(In the Flesh and Blood) . 

h-CHARLES-W1! NNINGER==-—-- 

IN CHICAGO * 

LINDY’S RESTAURANT 
On Randolph Street 

Ia Home, Sweet Home, to the Profession 
A Good Place to Eat and Meet 



JUDGE BRACKETT . 
Funeral services for Judge a. ‘Al- 

bert Brackett,’ well-known. Boston 
“theatrical attorney, were held last 
3 week. - He had been.. senior’ asso- 
ciate. judge of the West. Roxbury 
; court for over. 30. years. 

- Judge Brackett was best. -kniown 
‘in law practice through his con- 

“ nections * with the theatrical busi- 
“ness, He was for-some years coun- 
f#el for the Association of: ‘Theatrical 
Managers of . Boston. “In recent 
years ‘he was a prominent first 

‘ nighter. at nearly. every. show .open- 
ing in Boston. of importance, He 
was also an aviation. enthusiast. 

Judge Brackett: had ‘been in fafl- 
. ing health for. the. -past year but 
* did. not relinquish -his legal .work: 

until last November, , ‘when -he en- 
tered the Phillips ‘House . for treat- 

ment, where he died. A ‘large con- 
. tingent. ‘of Boston’, theatrical men 

a attended thie funeral. : 

oe - ADA BURNETT: 
: sda Burnett, for 33 years the 
vaudeville partner of her husband, ' 

-- Dan Gracy, forming the team of. 
’ Gracy. and. Burnett, . died at her 
home in Fairhaven, N. J., Jan. 12 

.. of cancer, 
-Miss Burnett; prior . to appearing |, 

a in vaude and also on the road’ in 
.. “& Hot Old Time,” had ‘worked .with 
the: ola Barnum &. Bailey circus. 

She. was known at that time as a 

“goon shouter.” 
She met Gracy, - ‘Trish - comedian; 

. “while traveling and the two were 
'“ married, remaining together as 

stage mates’ until last year, when 
she. retired, owing to ill health.. Her- 
‘husband gave up stage work to tend 

-her. : 
- Ada. Burnett enacted the Emma 

“Ray ‘character in “Hot Time” when 
- Gracy was signed to double for Ray 

IN LOVING MEMORY 

~ DAVID GOODMAN 
Our Dear. Father 

A. loving one trom: vus has. gone. 
A voice we love is stil. . 
A place-is vacant in, our house 

Which never can “be. filled. 

Lod ACK. POWELL 
‘and F amily” 

von the road tour. ‘In appearance, 
_. Miss ‘Burnett greatly 
- Miss. Ray. 

J. H. ADAMS “ 
““Jacov H. Adams, 73,. play agent, 
president of International Play .Bu- 
reau,- New: York, died suddenly in 
Rockefeller Institute, N. Y.,. Jan. 9 
of heart disease. 

Mr, Adams had been connected 
“with -various phases of theatrical 
life but his longest association was 
with the-Henry W..Savage offices 
as stage director and company man- 
ager. He managed the Klaw & Er- 
langer. production, “Ben Hur” for 

-16 years, .He had also been on the 
‘stage at one time, being a baritone 
and known as a “quick study,” with 
‘a yepertoire of 34 comic operas, in- 
cluding those of Gilbert & Sullivan. 

As an authors’ representative in 
‘ later years: he became:a familiar 

figure along Broadway... « 
_Mrs, Adams died some. years ago. 

Two nieces survive. 

ON RAD WELLS : 
“Conrad ‘Wells’ (Abe Fried), 32, 
cameraman, who died in the Fox 
air disaster on the Coast Jan. 2, 
haa: ‘peer a ‘staff cameraman for 
this’ company for six years, He 
was born in New York. After leav- | 
ing school, Wells toured Porto Rico 
‘on horseback, photographing trop- 
ical settings with an experimental 
camera. .: 

a: newsreel. ‘photographer 

- years. 
Wells was ‘married in 1926 to 

‘Gypsy Wells, a film editor with Uni- 
‘versal, who survives ‘him. His sis- 
ter, Mrs. Scott Darling, is a writer 
for. Columbia. .Among his recent 
pictures were “Sky Hawk," ‘Be- 
hind That Curtain,” -“Holly wood 
Nights” and "Dressed to Ixill." 

aa AN TONIO—MICHIELI + 
Antonio . Michieli, 81, 

light opera tenor, died Jan. 5 in 
the Home for the Blind, Grand Con- 
course (Bronx), New York, where, 
hé had been. living for the past 11 
years. Mr. Michieli had been as- 
sisted by the Actor’s Fund since 
1915. A daughter survives. | 
He was born in Venice, Italy. 

During his career he had appeared 

Weilnesday, January 15, 1980 _ 

e = . . a 

Obituary 
with the Maplesén Opera Co.,. Grau 

with: DeWolf Hopper, Francis Will-. 
son; his last stage ‘appearance be- 
ing with “The Girl of the Golden 
“West” for Henry W. Savage in 1911. 

Calvary cemetery, New York. . 

killea in. the. airplane ‘fatality off 
‘Santa ‘Monica, 
“Known athlete. 
was “national” handball champion, 

“representing ° the Los Angeles Ath-° 
In 1923: he was ranked | 

.as.the second best. basketball .for- 
‘ward. in the country and captained 

letic Club. 

-Jacob-Gold, also survive. 
- been. in Los: Angeles since: 1910, 

1 appearing at the Biltmore, 

resembled - 

On. his return. he became. 
for four. 

veteran |" | 

Metropolitan Co., McCaull Opera 

Interment in the family plot in 

MAX: GOLD ° 
‘Max Gold,. 32, assistant ‘director,. 

Cal, 
In 1920 and. 1921 he 

the second. All- American. team.. He. 

was ‘horn. in New York. 

“He leaves ‘a@ widow ‘and a daugh- 
ter, His’ parents,- Mr. and * Mrs.. 

FRANK iM. KELLY 
.. Frank: Mostyn Kelly, 44, cartoon- 
Ist, died at 9 Front street, Saranac 

“In Loving Remembrance. : 
of My - Brother - 

“FRANK VAN .HOVEN, 
“Who Departed This Life. 7 ue 

January 11, 1929 . : 
" HARRY VAN HOVEN. 

Lake, ‘New York, of tuberculosis. 
He had. been. sent up- “state about a. 
month ago. 

‘Kelly,. years ‘ABO, - was in. vaude 
With a .cartoon: act but when. his’ |. 
health became impaired | he quit 

stage work. 
Kelly did not: belong to the’ N. Vv. 

‘A. but when his. casé. came to the 
attention of the N. V. A. arrange- 

ments were made to have him go to 
Saranac .Lake.. Prior to his de- 
parture he was in French. Hospital, 
N. Y., under’ N. V..AL care, 

LILLIAN SCHAFFNER | ” 
Mrs. Lillian Schaffner, 68, actress, 

Los. 

Angeles, in “Diamond Lil,” died Jan. 
|8 in Methodist hospital of diabetes.. 
She had played yaudeville in her. 
own. skit, “A Pair of Pink Corsets.” 

Mrs.: Schaffner. for 15 years" ap- 
peared in legit shows in New York 
‘with Julia Nash and Piske O’Hara. 

| She was with “Diamond Lil” since 
‘its New. York opening two years 

She was divorced in 1908 from. ‘ag 0. 

‘| Major. Ben -M." Schaffner, ‘Chicago 
attorney. ot, 
A niece, Mrs. Margaret: Foster, 

Avalon, Catalina, Island, survives, . 
' The Actors’ Fund had charge of 
her funeral'and the body was cre- 
‘mated in Los Angeles. 

: ; HELEN. CURTIS 
Helen Curtis. died. - in -Saranac 

Lake, N. Y., Jan. 12 of tuberculosis. 
Miss ‘Curtis, ‘while not a member: of 
the N. V: A., had been. sent to the: 
northern lake point when her con- 
dition was reported to the: associa- 
‘tion ‘by show people. : } 

Miss Curtis had worked ‘with bur- 
lesque companies. and was with. 
“Dancing Around,” then operating 
as a Mutual burlesque show,. when 
her health forced her to 9rop. all 
stage work. 

Interment in Baltimore. 

HALLOCK ROUSE : 
Hallock Rouse, 33, airplane pilot, 

who died Jan. 2 in the Fox air. 
crash over the Pacific, ° for some 
time had piloted planes for picture 
work in and around Hollywood. 
Formerly an instructor at Hancock. 
College of Aeronautics, L. A., Rouse’ 
left to. join commercial aviation and 
.to answer calls from the picture’ 
colony, |... .-.- cae 
Le Previous empleyment for: Fox. 

The Jewish “Theatrical Guild of 

“America 

Mourns. the Joss of a faithful : 

and ‘loyal. brother 

HARRY DEVINE 

‘was in the taking of “Behind That 
Curtain.” He lived in. 

|-dea, Cal. 

; HARRY DEVINE | 
Harry: Devine, 55, vaudevillian 

and furmer burlesque comedian, 

died Jan. 5 of septic poisoning at 
his home, 603 West 146th ‘Street, 
|New - York. 

Mr. Devine is survived by. his 
‘widow, Belle Williams,.who had ap- 
peared in vaude with him, Devine 
and Williams being among the early, 

. Hospital. 

‘two children, Felix. Reich, Tre, -and. 
-|Mrs. John Nanee. - 

in the Showman’ 8 Rest. Plot. 

“was a-well-| . : 
John - M. Mulvihill, 61, theatrical | 

Gold had |: 

and formerly was cameraman with 

; lesque actor, Was stricken with a 

J appearing in “Girls From Paris” at 

Santa Mon-- 

now the Capitol. Players, dramatic = Sy 

VARIETY 

Keith acts. In recent years he had 
been writing material for vaude, 

Interment in Brooklyn. 

FELIX REICH 
Felix Reich, 58, for five years gen- 

-eral office manager of Barnes. & 
Carruthers in Chicago,.died Jan. 11 
of complications, at the ' (Oak Park 

He is survived by a. widow, the 
former ‘Laurie Ordway (vaude), and 

Interment in Woodlawn’ Cemetery’ 

“JOHN. M. MULVIHILL - 

man, died. Jan. 7 of pneumonia in, 
Denver. . 
Mr.. AMulvihil) in November, while 

east, caught a severe cold. It de- 
veloped into -pheumonia- upon. his. 
return home. — - 
‘He was. ‘president of Elitch ‘Gar-. 

dens and lessee’ of the Broadway 

theatre, ‘Denver. . 
His widow and a. married daugh- 

ter survive.. 

BEN FRANKEL... 

Ben Frankel, 26, assistant Gamera~ 
inan,:.died Jan. 2 in’ ‘the Fox: air- 

plane. disaster. . He “was born in 
-New York. City and was graduated. 
\-from “New. York. . University: 

.| school. 

law 

: In 1928 he went -to. -Holly- 
wood,. first doing: office. work with 
Columbia, He had -been in the Fox | 
camera department, for. more . ‘than |. 
‘@. year. He was single ‘and is’ sur~ 
-vived: by his father. and sister’ “living 
in? n New York. . 

“ROSS: cook | 

Ross Cook, 32, airplane: pilot, who 
died Jan.'2:in the Fox plane ‘fatal- 
ity, had ‘occasionally flown for. pic-- 

He was one of the ture. work. ” 
flyers in Caado’s” “FHell’s: Angels.” 
He ‘saw: service in the war and | 

was a captain in’ the .U. S. Army 

Reserve Corps. 

; : DAN. PUPUKA 
- Dan: ‘Pupuka, 29, Hawaiian musi: 
cian, died Jan..10-in. French Hos- 
pital following: an \ operation. 

Pupuka’s Hawaiians. 

“aN, Memory of my Dear Husband’ 

JACK APDALE 
Died January 11, 1929 

My_ thoughts of you with me remain; 

The love you-kuew.has néver. changed, 

My” loneliness ru gladly weather — 
‘Tin He. once: more. brings us together. 

Lillian Apdale - 

‘ing been in demand for’ New York’s 
society events. . 

His funeral was hela Monday af- |< 
ternoon with native Hawaiian, servr 

ices. 

oTTO JORDAN . 
Otto J ordan, 26, assistant camera- 

man, killed in. the Fox air disaster 
-on the Coast. . He ‘had. been with 
Fox five years, He was born: in 
Wilton, Me., where his mother lives. 
He was in the photographic. divi- |. 

sion of the army during the war, 

John Barrymore. 
His’ widow and a daughter sur- 

vive. 

‘JAMES O'CONNELL 
-James O'Connell, for 25 years 

Syracuse, and recently in. ‘charge of 
preparing the Emplre there for the 
new stock, died Jan. 10 of a heart 

ters, survive, Cot 

‘WALTER Cc. VAN. HORN 
~ Walter C,. Van. Horn, -47, .bur- 

cerebral hemorrlage. Jan.. 5 while 

the Follies, Los Angeles.. He died 
a few hours Tater. 
Survived by his wife and two 

children who reside in Los ‘Ange les. 
-~ 

FRANK CARMAN 
Frank Barrett Carman, financial 

backer of the Comricon ' Players, 

Aha SO Se 

stock ‘company 2 thane died Jan. 
12 in: Raleigh, N..C., of heart dis- | 

case. 

GAVIN B. McELROY. 
Gavin Blair. McBlroy, 51, shot and 

killed himself in Chicago, Jan. 10. 
He was a partner of the Fitzpat- 
rick-McElroy circuit of Indiana the- 
atres. Interment in Oak Ridge cem- 

. County ‘hospital, Chicago. -of pneu- 

. children: survive. 

Pupuka had ‘been appearing in 
Keith vaude. for’ some time with 

In addition to 
jPlaying, for vaudeville he haa played 

many clubs and private dates, hav- |. 

stage..manager at the. Wieting, | 

Jattack, He was. a charter. member | . 
of Syracuse ‘stage hands. union, His. 

widow, four sons. ahd. two daugh- 

| week: brings another new play, 

—— 

etery,, Chicago. Divorced wife and 
three children survive, 

_ George Eastman, 25, cameraman, 
among those killed in the picture air 

erash on the -Coast,-had been em- 
ployed by Fox for 10 years’ and 
rated as an Akeley camera expert. 
‘His widow and one child. survive. 

Henry Johannes, . 28, stage hand 
with Fox in. Hollywood for four 
years,. was: among those killed in 
the airplane crash over the ‘Pacific. 
He was - born :in- ‘Kerman, : Cal., 
where his father. and mother live. 
His Widow. and baby. survive, 

Mrs. Lizzie. Lites; 69, “formerly. ‘of 
the M, L; Clark and ‘Mighty Haag 

|-Shows, died - Jan. 12, in Chicago, at. 
the ‘home of her daughter,” Irene 
‘Bennett.. She is survived by a son,. 
‘Ever ett James, hand leader, Christy 

| Bros, .circus, - and Irene Bennett, of 
John Robinson circus, . 

“William: Eliis,: 53, last season. poss 
canvasman of Robbins Bros. Play-- 
ers, and for many’ years with: cir- 
‘euses,. died Jan. 1 “in the Cook 

monia. Interment : “ine "Woodlawn 
cemetery, Chicago. . . 

* Clarence Macy, 56, _manager, of 
the Grand theatre, Perry, Ia.; died 
‘Jan, 9 of appendicitis at the: Mercy 
‘Hospital. at..Perry,: Burial. was at 
Adel; Towa, Jan. 12, 

- ‘Thomas Harris, 30, property man 
‘Yor Fox for five: years, died Jan. 2 

| Monica, ‘Cal. His widow and three 

The father ‘of Joe Jacobs (boxing 
manager) died.in.New York Jan. 12. 
of | mastolditis. - A daughter is sec- 

‘tional Theatrical Association. 

“Tom Maloney, for years. stage 
doorkeeper at.the old Capitol, . in 
San Francisco and later at the Lu- 

7 _[rie, in- Oakland, ‘died in St. Mary's’ 
Hospital, Ss. F. 

manager of the Empire, London, 

Deaths Abroad 
Paris, Jan. 5. 

Paul Blondot, 70, business man- 
ager. of the Opera, Paris. . 

died in {Brussels of congestion of the 
brain while taking.a bath. 

Etienne Dinet, - 
painter, died in Paris. . 

|. Edwin Scott, 66, American painter, 
died in Paris, Born in Buffalo, N. Y, 

Emile Tavan, 70, French composer, |. 
died at Gassicout, France. — . 

Jean Manousin, 50,. French play- 
wright, died in Paris. - 

Mme. ‘Roland “Buret, wife of the 
tagent of Fox Films, died in Paris. 

Antoine Seguin, 40, french vaude- 
villian, died in the public hospital 
at Grenoble. 

singer, died a at Baschwitz, Germany. 

BROOKLYN, N. Y. 
' By JO ABRAMSON 

Werba’s Flatbush—“Even in Egypt. i 
Jamaica—‘Porgy.’ 
Boulevard—' Let Us Be Gay.” 
Majestic—‘The Fortune Teller. 
Paramount—‘'Gliorify ing the ‘Amer ican 

Girl, stage show. - 
- Fox—Chriatina”’; stage show. 

Strand=-‘No, No Nanette.” 
_Jaew's Met—‘Dynamite"’; vaude. 
“Albee—"Rio Rita’; vaude. 
- Orpheum—Picture. ; 

- Momart—Newsreels; shorts. . 
Brooklyn—Newsreela; shorts. 
Star—'"'Girls in Blue’: (Mutual). 
‘Gayety—"Hindu Belles” (Mutual). 

“Byen in Egyp t,” John Golden’ s.-new- 
‘show, with Geor ge Jessel., Hext 

e- 

capture (Preston: Sturges), produced 
by Al Woods, with Ann. Andrews 

bush... 

Brooklyn News- Reel theatre, now 
- rechristened Brooklyn theatre, with- 
another. change of. policy. | Full- 
length film in addition to > shorts and 
news-reel - clips. 

‘Strand ‘is -thira house “downtown 
to offer double features one night a 
week, Par and I*ox other two. 

Goldberg. as chief publicity man at 
“Brooklyir- Paramount 

Elizabeth CGrimball offers “Bunk- 
house,” new play by Hugh Aber- 
ey ombie and Hamilton Harrower, at 

| Brooklyn Little theatre next week, . 

Overruling the complaints 
Flatbush residents in Brooklyn, the 
Board of Standards and Appeals 
okayed application of Warner Bros. 
to build.another picture studio, here. 

‘| longer ‘give. to the same man. 

/mext day. 
Vichy she is certain: that her love 

in the. airplane accidént off Santa. 

retary to. Ligon ‘Johnson, Intérna- | 

Father of Dave Goldenburg, house 

died of a paraytlic stroke | Dec. .30.| 

Jacques Dhur (Le Heéno), 65, well 
} known, French journalist. 

Albert Giraud, 69, Belgian: “poet, |been a-sensation and has taken ‘a. 

Frénch.. oriental ; 

_ Theresa Maltel, 74, German opera 

‘ Montreal. . 

“Oné lone™ tryout here this week— |. 

and Melvyyn- ‘Douglas, at the Flat- be 

Maurice A. Bergman replaces Lou | 

“Century, 

of | 

77 

OUT-OF- TOWN N REVIEWS 
"RECAPTURE 

(Continued » from page 30) 

There is swift, intense scene In: 
which he proposes they. pick’ up their 
broken threads and try again. She 

.is not so sure, and:so he suggests a 
week at a hotel at the outskirts of 
“Vichy, where.they spent their hon- 
eymoon,.in the hope of. recapturing 
their lost love.: ©. 
‘The mistress left behind follows 

the couple to their. 
where the ex-wife sees in ‘the | 
younger. woman a.love she can no. 

Each : 
woman offers to sacrifice herself, 
“with the mistress finally. inducing 
the wife. to. give. herself” another 
chance, since she means.se.much to: 
his happiness. She agrees, and. the. aS 
‘remarriage is planned for Paris the 

Upon their return to . 

is gone, that remarriage would be 
jaii for her, with her husband the 
Jailer. And since she stands in the . 
way -.of what she believes to be a 
real love between her: former hus- 
band and. his mistress, she: elimi- 
nates herself from the picture by - 
crashing to death in the small ele- 
vator of the hotel. - 
The first: act. is smart: anda lively: 

the. second somewhat: long and” 
| slushy, with. two. explanatory scenes: 
between. the women. and “another. 
between mistréss.'and lover... It is 
below, the. opening act, a ‘good: bit .- 

“of: which is. ‘Picked. up’ again: in the. 
finale. : 

The tale is ever so slight, most” 
. 4mportant -being the performance. 
of the. company; which included . 
Katherine Stewart, Hugh Sinclair, 
Gustave Rolland, -Glenda . Farrell, 
Melvyn - Douglas, . Joseph ~ Roeder, 

7 Stuart Casey and Ann Andrews, ' 
who ‘still bears: much of the Barry-. © 
‘moreish mannerisms of “The. Royal 
Family.” ne Weintraub. 

‘AHEAD AND: BACK. 
Nick Holde ‘managing: Bernard 

“Levy, publicity: “Children ot: ‘Dark-. 
ness.” - : 

Frank, Hope, pack with? “Gam- 
bling.” “ 

John. Hope, ‘managing “House: 
party.” = ; : 

"ATLANTA 
By ERNIE ROGERS _ 

; Fox — ‘Romance: at 5 
Fanchon-Marco I Blo. Grande"; : 

‘Loew's Capitol—"Thotr. Own Desires. 

“Keith's Georgia=—“Li elth’s Geo “Lil yee _ | vaudevite: vs 5 les. of the Fieta’ ; 

aramoun New, ork, Ni hts.” 
Met—“Big Tim & . 
Rialto—“‘Her Unborn Child. ae 

- Loew's Grand—“Disraell.”" 
+ 

First . three weeks’ operation © ‘of 
‘]Jnew $3,000,000: Fox.theatre here ‘hag. 

deep cut into. receipts of the down-~ 
town houses. .Paramoujit, Georgia.;- 
and Capitol are shooting the: works : 
in an effort to stem the march fur- |.” 
ther out Peachtree street. Wise boys!’ “ 
say the panic should be over” in: 
about fiye more: “weeks, | 

Yrank Henson, treasurer of Loew's 
Capitol, ‘transferred . to “Midlané,. 
Kansas City. 

Lionel - Keene, southern division’ 
manager for Loew, has recovered - 
from a serious eye infection. , 

Hila Majesty’s—"Sothor Goose." . 
Palace—‘‘Sunny Side Up.’ ’ 

* Capitol—"Our Modern Malden, sd 
Loew's—“‘Romance of Bio. Grande,” 
Princess—‘“‘Peacock Alley,” 
Imperlal—"Little Johnny Jones. ad 

- . Orpheum—“‘Night Parade,’ 
' Boxy—“‘Lightsa of Paris.” 
Empress—Double bill, | 
Gayety—Musical . stock, 
Strand—Double “DIN. - 

\°Thousands of unemployed and no 
immediate prospect of relief having. 
influence on main stems. Current 
year looks like worst in a decade for 

Not much hvpe of jm- 
api until navigation opens: in 

pr. . 

Efforts. to found a Little. theatre. 
here {indicate success, ‘with. socially | 
prominent citizens: behind move. All 
amateur groups. ‘in the’ elty. agreéd: 
‘to support. - a y ~ 

“Strange Interlude,” at ‘Hie Ma- 
{dJesty's,, had a good week. Theatre 
had advance sale of $17,000, totaling. 
dn neighborhood of $30,000 gross for" 
seven days. - 

Harris? Irish Play . ; 
“Among the plays which Jed War- 

ris contemplates. is an Irish drama. 
It is known as “Mr, Gilhooley.” 

— 

Stock at Teller, - ‘Brooklyn 
Harold. Hevia has taken over the 

former r Leller-Shubert. 
trooklyn. Ni Y., for dramatic stock. 

ae et 
ee 

-¥vonne Hughes, actress, says 
she's going to sue Leopold Godow- 
sky, pianist, for loss of her husband, | 
Gordon Godowsky, the pianist’s son. 
Also she’s going to sue Cordon for 
separation. Meanwhile her husband 
is preparing a divorce suit of. his 
own In Paris.. 

rendezvous, ’: _ 



VARIETY 

HOLLYWOOD) 
and Los Angeles 

“‘Variety’s” Office, TAFT. BUILDING, Vine St..and Hollywood Blvd. 

Phone Hollywood 6141 

-Fox Coast personnel changes: 
-Gene Bolln succeeded R. C. Phil- 
lips, manager, Starland, Los: An- 
geles. N,. O. Turner returned after 
leave to manage Fox theatres at 
Stockton, Cal. CG. A. Tompkins goes. 

.from Stockton to manage: the: T.. & 
D., Oakland, Cal. . ; 

Field, - Los | Angeles,- Mar ty Styer | tlieatres in which. “Rox” precedes 
was m. ¢. and the scor es S0-S80. _ | the house name it-is specified that 

“Fox”. be in letters approximately 
one-third the size and inset into 
the initial letter. ..- . 

Fred Graham. walked. out. of the 
“Bambina" - musical, ‘Feplaced by 
Harry, Walker. . 

Gene ‘Lewis’ “has. joined. the Claire 
stock at Sacramento. Lex Lindsay 
‘is in the Sacramento company after 
closing” in San. ‘Antonio. 

Commissioner against. the ‘Buck 
J ones Wila West Show for: $80. 

- ‘Wesley Barry in “Bad Babies” 

Fanchon gays her idea in “Manila 
Bound” is to produce a musical 
comedy with the. plot omitted. -The 
news to many in that item being. 
that musical comedies have ‘Plots. 

‘Strand, ‘Long Beach, went pack 
to ‘straight. pictures after two-week 
try of .vaudfilm.. Not enough good 
acts around ; and. ‘too. much - local] 
opposition. siven | as reasons for. the 
‘switch. . 

‘cisco. 

Lola Adams Gentry, secretary of 
the L. A, Film Board,. celebrated 
the new year by moving from hos- 
pital to home. She is convalescing | 
from. an operation last November. 

Arcadia theatre, -Niles,- cal, has 
reopened. _ . 

_. Kay’ Brown, Radio's eastern sce- 
‘nario head, is. here. te confer with 
“William LeBaron on. the. current 
Year's, product. ~ ; 

against the Buck. Jones Wila ‘West 
Seventy vaude acts and an or- Show for. $126, 

chestra of 40 pieces will be used in 
the free: show at. the 14-day In- 
ternational Orange, Show at San 
Bernardino, opening ‘Feb. 18, 

4 

- Al Norman, dancer, goes -into ‘the 
‘Chinese theatre, Hollywood, with . “Figuring its: time: Los. _ Angeles 

stopped rolling up the sidewalks at 
wildnight, Loew’s State has inaugu- 
‘rated a policy of Saturday. midnight 
shows, © reserving Seats . ‘but -n0 
change: in ‘prices. ° 

‘of: “Ro ue Song” ‘Jan. ‘11. 
- A. Christmas. vacation - given the BN ll 
Ann Dempster. Players ‘in. Santa 
‘Barbara ‘is permanent, . The high- 
hat crowd. in the. millionaire colony 
couldn't be .coaxed into Paradise 
.(Teatra, Paraiso). Company, quit 
with -five ‘weeks’ ‘dramatic ‘stock to. 
-its ‘eredit: and the actors out part 
‘of their last week's salary amount- 
ing” to $400. 

‘Granada theatre, 
with .“The | Laughling. Lady,” . 
which she is: co- ~starred with Clive 
Brook. : 

“PORTLAND, ORE. 
rondway— Untamed,” 

iy watted 
K). 

WA lder—“It's a Great Life’ (2d week). 

: David Graham Fischer has taken. 
_over the rights. and writers depart- 
ment of Lichtig &: Englander. |. 
‘Fischer recently ‘tried book, Publish: 
ing. in Hollywood. 

-Fatherly -advice given by ‘Officer 
Wi. W. Smith, police license inspec- 

‘tor, to couple of femme secs who 
tired working for someone else and]. 

Gertrude zimmerman and Esther 
. La Pette, © singers, and Jack Car-. 
rington, announcer, filed. salary. 

- Claimé against -KFQZ and the Taft. ided.to go .into the agency| Portland-—‘‘Love Parade” (2a week)... 
Broadcasting Co. amounting to $100. dec Rialto—“The Laughing Lady.” _ 
All claim they were paid with ye: racket on their own. They were| yogi” "Box—-"Show of Shows” ~ (fa 

set to pay. the city employment: 
agency - license fee of: $100 when 
Smith gave his adyice, which was: 
‘Pon’ t. ” 7 . 

' They looked over his list of 60. 
agencies ‘bétween © “Western ' and 
Highland in .Hollywood, and his. 
list of’ another 50 that folded in the 
last year. Then took his advice. — 

week), 
_ Blue: Mouse—''Heartg ‘in. Exile.” . 

. Orpheam—“‘'The Careless Age.” — 
Or lental—“Gold Diggers of Broadway. sd 

. Dutwin—Henry Duffy’ Flayers, 

ber..checks. Claims filed against 
‘the Buck. Jones Wild West Show 
for $383 by 5.0. Mickel and George: 
Hallahan, trick ropers.. 

‘Pom Pom night club has. discon- 
tinued its chorus girls.. Hereafter 
the club. will have black-outs be- 
-tween each. dance, 

Jack Daly is’ ‘new Dp. a. ‘at the Pub- 
lix Rialto; where. Jack Gault, for- 
-mer ‘Publix Portland Dp: a., is ‘house’ 
‘manager. € 

Stuart Erwin, now in Paramount's 
“Young : Eagles,” has been assured 
of another year’ s meal ticket. 

“Oh- Su-: 
-to “New 

Gary Breckner; from 
- ganna,” at the- Mayan, 
-Moon,” in rehearsal. 

Dull ‘Wednesday night biz at the 
Fox Broadway boosted by cabaret 

Count. William yon Br incken’ filed. night). with stage orchestra, 
salary claims.with the State Labor 
Commission .against Colorart Syn- 
chrotone Corp.” for $100. Von 
Brincken said he was. engaged for 

«| “Mamba” at $400. per: weelt. and only 
received $300. 

.. F. Bledsoe, former publicity. ai: 
rector, St. Francis theatre, Frisco, 
to publicity staff, ‘United Artists . 

. theatre. . 

" Radio employees at the Holly- 
-wood studio held their.second tour- 
*mament. with 60 entries ‘at, Sunset 

\ ae NE ER 

1 ey S = { “Eyebrows and" 

‘Rven staid conservative banks 
have now gone -. 
Town- holds illumination ' contest 
every new. year. First place for 
fancy lobby -and trick lights this 
year went to Majestic and marble 
First National Bank. 

‘Lashes Darkened | 
Permanently - 

_Coloura’ darkens them ermenently with one 
application, Easy to: apply—harmless. .Un- 
‘Affected by bathing, creams, perspirition, -ctc. 
‘Eyebrows and lashes shaped and darkened at 
our shops, 75c, Box of Coloura (black or 
brown), 73.05 postpald, 
J. Spire, 28 We 38th St. and 35 ‘We Abth’ Bt. 

Maurice Colbourn’s English Play- 
ers of Shaw plays booked into the 

oa ae | Auditorium, week Jan, 17, by Calvin 
‘Charles MacNaughton and Evelyn | Heilig. Likely to do well, but house 

Preer added to “Oh, Susanna” at! is impossible for dramatic shows; 
Mayan theatre. : _| too, big. 

John J."Richardson, assistant di- 
‘rector, filéd salary claims with the. 
State Labor Commission ‘against 
Viscount Julio De Morass for 3375. 
Richardson engaged by thé viscount 
to work on a ‘Spanish talker avers 
he has. been. unableto collect his 
salary for five weeks, . 

‘ 

Cellofane kills sound, 
Rialto used this frail celluloid sheet- 
ing to block out top gallery. Gal- 
lery was useless since house con- 

: | ‘Dorothea / “Antel_ 
226 W. 72d St. 
New. York City’ 

The. Sunshine Shoppe 
— 

echoed up there. Sheeting with cel- 
| lofane was effected to ceiling at low 
| cost and. works okay.. No more echo 
in waste gallery space. 

OTTAWA, CAN. 
_© By W..M. GLADISH 

- Joe Br own, “wnder contract to Fox, 
‘as an actor, will assist ‘Howard. 
Estabrook’ in’ underworld research ]. 
tor “Yonder. Grows the Daisies.” :- 

~~ Guer, sini & Co. 
The. Leading and 

Largest 
“ acconDEON 

“in the United Stater 
The .only Factory 

that Giakes. any eet 
Reeds — made bs 

mond 

277-279 Columbus. 
Avenu e 

San. Francisce.. Cal 
Cree Cateloguer 

Ts 

esa So” Pa 

‘Dan Daniels, dancer, filed salary 
claims for $50 against: E. Hoxie The Canadian House of Commons 
Green, tab show producer, with the| Will again hear the proposal to 
State ‘Labor Commissioner. | amend the Canadian Copyright Act 

to permit licensing of theatres for 

the... presentation of ‘copyrighted 

music’ when Parliament opens at 

Ottawa Feb. 20, 
third time for the introduction of 

the Dill: Meanwhile, . the Canadian 

Performing Rights Society has been 

+ Edward _ Shayne, former Denver 
manager W. V:. M. A., has retired 
and has come to L, A. to live. 

A master alphabet, ‘in the modern 
block. stencil. style, has been adopted 
by Fox Coast theatres as a trade-'|' 

| mark style for all-house names in] 
posters and advertising layouts. For 

a 93 the Privy Council. — 

—_ N. L. Natha , a é- “STRIGTLY UNION MADE athanson, former mana 

~ PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS 
$ 60.00 and up 

‘Hartmann, Oshkosh & Mendel Trunks 
. ALL MODELS—ALL ._SIZES' ON HAND 

AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES. 

ALSO 1,000 USED TRUNKS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION 
_WE DO REPAIRING OPEN EVENINGS | WRITE FOR CATALOG 

_SAMUEL NATHANS, Inc. 
inth Avenue, between 40th and 41st Straste, New Vork City 
SOLE “AGENTS*FOR®* B-@"3=TRUNES* IN° THE : BAST 22=:2022= =|: 

- : Phones: Longacre 6197..Pennsylvania 9004 ; 

nadian Corp., has issued official 
denial that his $25,000,000 theatre 
chain project. has: been called ‘oft 
because of Fox film: problem. He 
claims. the financing of the Co has 
been completed. 

. The new Speaker of the Quebec 
| Provincial Legislature, now in ses- 
sion at Quebec City, ig T, D. Bouch- 
ard, member of the Legislative As- 
sembly for. St. Hyacinthe. Mr, 
‘Bouchard is well- Inown. independ- 
ent exhibitor. - 

. The Ontario Division of the M. P.. 

Exhibitors Co-Operative of Canada, 
an exhibitor organization which has 

Federal charter with Earl Lawson. 
of the Canadian: Parliament, as its 
head. The Co-Operative conducts a 
film buying pool with: F, R. Lennon, 
veteran exchange man, as buying 

] agent. The M. 
ment in Canada has ceased.to exist. 

tT. REae Wee 
EN STITUTION efo INTERNATIONALE 

Shoes for the Stage and Street 
SHOWFOLK'S SHOESHOP—1552 BROADWAY 

“William . -Farmer, ‘musician, ‘flea | 
salary claims with the State Labor | 

‘| association and ‘Community’ Drama 

cast when it ‘opened in San Fran- 

“Mike Shea, horseshoer, ‘flea salary . 
Claim ‘with the ‘State ‘Labor. Comm } 

Abe Lyman’s band at. the. opening. 

Ruth Chatterton: mates: her. first 
“personal appearance” Jan. 17-at the.|| 

San. Francisco, 
nh. 

rtiste—“Sunny Side up" (24) 

‘dances in lounge.10:30 to 12 (mid-| 

“show business.” |: 

Publix 

verted to picture showing, but sound 

This makes the|- 

inactive, having -lost its. appeal - to]. 

ing director, Famous Players Ca- |‘: 

-T.-Ohas:become-identifled-with-the|_.. 

been incorporated under a Canadian |. 

P. T. O. establish- |. 

~ Two theatres at.Toronto had fire . 

Wednesday, January 15, 1980 

scares, namely the Duchess and 
King Theatres. No casualties. 

——sen —- se 

DETROIT 
Wilson—"'Whoopee.” ? 
Givie— Holiday. m . 
ass—“The Love Duel. ” 

Shubert—"Hunting Tigers In Indla.” 
Mic Picturas . 

higan—"‘Lilies of the Field,” 
Stater—“Disraell. 
Mi Groat ‘Gabbo. a 
Adams—"Glorifying American Girl.” 
Paramount—'‘Love Parade 

- United .Artists—‘ ‘Condemned.” 
Oriental—“Headlines,” a 
Fox—"Hot from Paris, an 

ART the new Parliament theatre, 
Toronto, a runaway automobile! 
knocked down and wrecked the 
ticket booth, pinning the cashier, |- 
Miss Fluhrer, in the wreckage, After 
being revived, she continued to sell 
tickets. . 

DES MOINES 
Berchei—"'J ourney’s Bnd,” 
Casino—Change. 
Des Moines—*Show of Shows.”. 
_Garden—“Marianne.”’ 
rpc sunny Side. Up"; viude. 
Palace—Cha 
Paramount—'Pointed. Heels"; 

show. 
: President—"Crime”. (stock), 

Shrine—Dark.- 
| Strand—"The Girl From Woolwortn’a.” 

“Gornelia ‘Otis. Skianer at’ ' Boyt| 
Sherman Jan. 16, zuspices Fine Arts 

. Annual Shrine circus. at the De- 
.| troit Coliseum, State: Fair srounds, 
Feb. “3-16 - (twice daily). : 

J. C.. ‘Wodesky’ ‘has resigned as 
‘tage manager of the Regent, - 

. Freddie Jenks is the. new: m. ©. at 
the - ‘Fox theatre..’ ; 

‘Ethel - ‘Barrymore id doing two © 
shows at. the Casg thig week—“The 
Love Duel” Monday to Friday and - 
“The Kingdom of God” - Saturday 
matinee and night, | , 

association. 

"Sam. Tuthill, former juvenile of | 
Clemant- Walsh Players, hag opened 
a dancing. school here... . 

Because of illness of J udge Murs 
‘phy, the trial of Martin Cohen, pro- 
prietor of the Study Club, where 22 
‘people lost their: lives. in a fire last 

‘| September, -has been indefinitely 
postponed. a - 

“OAKLAND 
, “The Taming of the Shrew": ‘broke 

all opening records at the: Vitaphone’ . 
here, including “The Jazz. Singer." 
The picture was only held for two 
weeks.. “The Gold Diggers of. Broad- " 
‘way’ starts the new Warner cone °° 
tract at the Vitaphone. ~ 

_ A shift in plans at the Dufwin in-| 
‘| dicates that “It Pays ta Advertise” 

will be: held ‘for more than two 
weeks and. the opening of Taylor 

‘| Holmes in “Your Uncle Dudley” de-. ; 
ferred for. a time. 

‘Herbie Koch has returned. as ‘tear 
tured organist at the Paramount. | 

‘John ‘Moore is new leading man. 
at the President. : He opens: in: “The . 
Copperhead.” ” ° 

John. ‘Disalvo; 26, son of. former 
"Kine of Little: Italy”: here, operator 
at the U and I ‘theatre, shot his 

‘| sweetheart of six years and killed 
himself ‘while joy riding last week. 

DENVER 
" Pabor—"Tanned: Legs” (EF. & ‘M, Idea). 
-Aladdia—‘‘Sunny Side. Up. 

_ Denham—Dark.. 
-Broadway—Dark. eo, 

| American—“The River. ee. 
- Rlalto—“The Lady Lies,’” 
Denver—‘“‘New York - Nights" Publix [| 

stage show. oo : Hal Honore, manager, Fox T.& D 
here, assigned the U. C. in Berkeley. - 
His place..is taken by Charles. . 
Tompkins from, Stockton. . 

SOUTHERN TIER, .N. Ys. 
’ By PAUL M. WILDRICK 

The. J...L. M. Corporation, Bing- 
hamton,: plans a new theatre’ On . 
Main street, capacity, 2, 276, 

The controversy over Sunday. . 
movies in Waverly is to be settled - 
at’ the regular village election, 
March 18. : 

. Albert. J. Sinton, Binghamton,’ 
drummer at the Binghamton the-_ 
atre, has received: appointment, ef- 
fective Jan. 15, as sound technician 

‘|for. Columbia Broadcasting System. 
Denver: musicians elected the fol-  — : a 

‘lowing officers: Michael Muro, pres- 
ident; Harold P. Wurtzebach, vice- 
president; F, J. Liebold, recording. 
secretary; and John Herr, treasurer. : 

Charles. Clogston, gen: mer : ‘for 
Cc. C. Spicer. interests in Salt Lake 
City and Denver, is here dickering. 
for the reopening: of the ‘Denham 
(stock house).. . 

Drama club of Denver u presents 
“The Admirable Crichton” Jan, 15. 
Dr. Maurice Gnesin directing. 

‘Denver theatre changes’ from: ; 
Wednesday te Thursday openings 
account of rerouting of stage ‘shows. 

Stratford-on-Avon plans week of 
Shakespeare.at Broadway. Jan, 21- 27. 

Colorado has joined the National 
Boxing Assn. again.. Dropped out 
-gome. time ago account high dues. 

1 

HEN. THE BIG SHOTS” 
- OF STAGE AND SCREEN 
VISIT HOLLYWOOD, 
THY ALWAYS LIVE AT THE Bandits captured by police. con: 

fessed robbing the Egyptian. theatre 
$200. twice recently, getting. over : a. 

‘By GLENN C.. PULLEN. 
_ Ohlo—Dark 
Hanna—Dark. . 
‘Play House—“Racket.’ ... 
Palace—“Painted | “Angel,” 
Stitliman— "Sally. . 
Hippodrome— "Sunny Side Up.” 
State—"Polnted Heels 
Allen—“Their Own Dasira.” 
100th—‘“'So Long, Letty.’ 

Cuss words and ‘improper”. shows 
hereafter are taboo in Cleveland. So 
says the chief of police, :-who has 
appointed himself the official censor 
of city’s shows.’ But when asked. if 
he would fix the minimum length of 
abbreviated costumes or cut out 
bedroom scenes, the chief. chuckled, 

OUR MOTTO 
i 

‘QUALITY, SERVICE AND. 
RELIABILITY 

WEISS & WEISS, -Inc. 
PAINTERS’ SUPPLIES, 

667 Manhattan Ave., Brooklyn N. ¥. 
Phones Greenpoint 0933 and 2699 - 

INERS 
MAKEUP. 

Est, Henry Cc. ‘Miner, Ines 

'§ “The One Best Cellar” 

B..B. B. 
~ CELLAR 

- 6370 Hollywood Blvd. 
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 

Laffs—Food—S urprises_ 

Panne) DIFFERENT! ORIGINAL 7 
& cas 

Warners’ local deluxer, ‘Uptown, 
scheduled to be closed, Two weeks’ 
notice: has been given. employees;. 
effective Jan, 18. . ; 

Florian DeNarde, recently: of 
Loew’s Stillman, asst. mgr. at RKO 
Palace.“ Succeeded at Loew's by L. 
BE. Herget, formerly of Granada. . 

“Merle - Jacobs’ band opening in 
| ‘claremont Tent: nitery. ‘following 
Sammy Watkins. 

' White Sun Cafe,: newest “Yellow 
Peril joint, engagés. Straight’s or- 
.chestra from Chicago. . 

‘Report that. “Wallace J. Elliott 
had taken over the. Princess theatre 
here was incorrect. -It was his 
uncle, J ames Elliott. 

“ Costumes That Click 
¥or Rent. Sate or Manufactured ‘to Your Designs 

For Prices 

Wire or Write HARRY BOURNE 
CARE , 

Fancnons MARCO COSTUME © | 
643 $€ OLIVE ST, LOS ANGELES. CAL. 
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MeGiveney Owen : 
Minnowitch . Borah: 
Murphy & Brody’ 

. Bond George 

Chaney_Marls 
Collin Emma 
Cook & Oatman . 
Crammer Jerry B 
Crossman Robt Mrs. 
Crowley Leopold 

Newhall Buddy 

Peterson John 
‘Plerce Jack . 

Denning . George j Pruitt Bir. 
Dobbs Irene Mrs 

Harcourt Daisy 
Holmes Ww. J. 

Mi, w 1 Mies Bete 

‘Swoboda Vacheslatt, 

Telligan. Lou: | 
Torick Mary 

: Vality’ ‘Miss ° 

- CHICAGO OFFICE 

Alexander, Roy" ‘+ Iverson Fritzie, 

Binder Ray Jones Davy _ 
‘Blumenfeld 1 Herm’n. Jones ‘Terese, M ‘ 

Capman M Keolaha- Violet . 
. Chandler Fehmer . 
“Chang - ‘Kal’ Scheck, 

-Ghurabi Ben . : 
Citkins Jack — 

a vind’ re et Coster, & ‘Fich © 
Lae Ets Hoth, Lopes Bobby: 

Davie: & McCoy + ‘1° 
De. ty Dale: = MacGowan “Counay: 

Lamey Jack. 
‘| Iaange Howard: 

a 

Duffy . May: . 

‘Evang, Alvin - AL “ Novit, Jules 7 ; . 
‘Ferguson . Mae . 
‘Frohman Bert Pymy, F &P 

.'| Rahn’ Paul. wo! 
-| Robertson,- Kath'ne 

‘| Rose: arlie° 
Ruth Sis & Moore 

- Gifford’. wo c. 
Gilbert: Bert: a 
Gillette. Lucy . 
-Goodlette * wos 

Halt’ Be: Essley a 
‘Halligan Jack . 
-Hammond Al; 
Hart Lisle Cc. 
Herman Lew{fé 
-Hertz. Lilllan 
Hogan &. Stanley 
Holt Miles -:. 
Howard Buddy 
Howard May. 

‘MINNEAPOLIS 
‘ygletrepolitan—“y ourney’ a End” 

_ we Shubert.— “Th 
(Bainbridge stock 

Pantages —“Flight” (2a: week): vaude, 
“The ™ Delightful 

, Seabury Ral h 
‘| 8nby Nat” 

| Vanderkoor a Ez 
. Verobell Madame 

| white H Pierre | 
Wynn Ray aa 

“den, 
8. Bachelor. _ Father”: 

Seventh Street — 
Regue”’; vaude. .. 
-Palace—Stock burlesque. . 
Minnesota—‘'Hot: for. Paris’; 

anit ¢! ‘Cocoanut Grove'’),. ; 
tate—“Disraell.” : 

: Oenttry—"The Love Parade”: (Qa wk.). 
«B+K-0O ‘Orpheum—"'Lave Comes Along.’"|- 
“Tyrie—"The 13th Chair.”’: . 
Aster—“The Sap.” 

.” Grand— “Welcome 
toon run). 
} 

"se 

Danger" ; (second 
hoo ge 

id ° a - 

; Mildred Billért, "former “ Ziepteld: - 
dancer, has: joined. the. ‘Bainbridge. 
Stock as ‘ingenue, sucteeding’ Dor-’' 

2 ide Rich, who left. for New York.. 

‘‘Spoken. ‘drama at ‘low. ebb. “ere. | 
‘Journey's ‘End,” a@.. Broadway - ‘hit, : 
is playing ‘only three’ nights and a 
mMatinee’at the’ Metropolitan instead 
4 the. ‘customary week. . 

- Joseph Plunkett, R-K- -O general 
manager, was. here last week con-|} 
ferring with local civic leaders re- 
garding the prosperity propaganda: 
which R-K-O theatres will I carry on 
their screens. 

” 

. * Publix has put into- effect its 10c 
service charge on passes to all its: 
theatres, t 

" Carlyle Scott, local’ ‘impresario, 
reported financing a*new legit the- 
atre- to ‘house a unit of the New|! 
York Theatre Guild. Little credence |. - 
given. report as it was pulled dur- 
ing the “Porgy” (Guild) engagement | 
at the Lyceum. : 

- 

M, PY Pp, D. A has: ‘dent tiore than 
400 films to the. ‘Minneapolis Film 
Board of Trade for gratis -distribu- 
tion to hospitals anda other institu- 
tions: in the vicinity of the Twin 
Cities. Pictures are shown as many 
as. two and three times a week in. 
some of the institutions Organiza- |: 
tion has ‘been doing this for years. 

a. H. “Maclntyre, ‘manager | of the 
local Pathe branch, promoted, to 
western division. manager, with 
headquarters in Los Angeles. “M. 
_&. Montgomery, city salesman, as- | 
sumes the vacancy. 

MILWAUKEE 
By FRANK J. MILLER 

Alhambra—"'Sally.” 
Davidson—"New Moon" (legit). 
Gardcen—"Sacred Flame. 
Gayety—"‘Soclal Maids”. (Mutual). 
Majfexstic—‘‘Second Cholecc, 
Pabst—"'Marco Millions,” “R. U. R., 

“Volpone”. (N. Y. Theatre Guild). — 
Pulace-Orpheam “Taming _ of | _the 

~Bhroew""(2a" week Jr 
Rlverside—'"Dance Hall”; vaude, 
Strand—'"'Welcome Danger" (3a week): 
Merrill—“Dynamite", (3a week). . 
Wisconsin — “Marrige Playground”; 

stago show, 

“After. "Dark" stayed a second 
week at the Davidson, arrangements 
_having been made late after Mawas, 
jungle film, had: been advertised. 
Second week. fell down, but first 
was close to capacity. * 

” 

‘}as treasurer at the ‘Wisconsin. 
| ward! 

til: Mirth.’ ‘Russell Leddy: riow is tn ‘en- 
‘tire. charge of trént‘arid' back activi- | 

Phiits. & Boyle i "fi 

Steinbeck” Brung no ' 

“Bang 

; : concert ‘date; no reason. 

‘drones.”. 

Show closed 

‘ 

SINGLE g ROOM, 
DOUBLE ROOM 

VARIETY 

BATH, §$ 00 UP . 
$17.60. AND: $21.00. WEEELY 

2 DOUBLE Pwaznour BATH. $14.00 WEEKLY 
NARD HICKS President 

[Hotels LORRAINE and. GRANT--Chicago 
LORRAINE . GRANT 

79 

SINGLE ROOM Wir nour BATH, $1.25 AND $1. $1.50 | rER DAY 
LE ROOM, BATH, $2 

UBLE: ROOM WITHOU1I 
.00 PER 

BATH, $14. 00. PER WEER 
po . 

DOUBLE ROOM Wits’ BATH. $12.50 4ND $21.00 WEERLY | 

—_—_—e 

137-139 West 45th St. 
NEW YORK CITY 

Compi tely remodeled—eversthing “of: - 
the past einmaone furniture (Beauty- 
‘rest mattresses), mot and cold ‘water. . 

rt.of the theafrica) section 

Phones. Bryant 9573- 4-5 

here® “aha” ‘company’ tdkeni: pack to 
“1 ;New York by Hal Espey, the owner. : 

_ Harry - Ramps! managing Mirth 
J: (Pox), has ‘returned. to ‘his ‘old ‘job 

Lute" ‘succéeded | ‘him 4at-'the 

-ties‘at ‘the Wistonsin. “W.'N. Wat- 

.|, Sid Stein has ‘been: placed in charge 
of state exploitation. for ‘Fox, _ 
: rey 

mew theatre. | 3 nt mh, 
stk 

ciety is urging the formation ‘of. a 
civic opera. tae 

“first ‘theatres. to install the new de- 
‘| vice. from “RKO laboratories. ‘that |}: 
‘| eliminates all repeat tones, making 
sound ‘reproduction almost perfect. 

‘with. almond oil. a 

"JACKSONVILLE, FLA. 
. Arcade—Perucht Player 7 

‘ Florida—“‘Lilles of the "Kiel. ” 
- Imperlal—“The Very Idea.":: ': 
/Falace—“Love Comes Along. ” 
eyes 1. A 

Gus: “Folger is’ exhibiting his. em- 
: balmied: whdle here. another - week; 
‘but . forced to stay in the railroad 
‘yards: |: : City. authorities: taking no 
chanices : ‘on ‘whale. perfume,”. such 

‘week: yor 

Jess Marlowe has heen: transferred 
from the ‘Riversitie; Jacksonville; ito 
‘Pheil, St: Pete, Byron: Gooper comes 
. froth Georgia to the Riverside. sR 

- After much discussion . whether 
‘the Florida , (Publix). would show 
' “Hallelujahy*. it hag ‘been’ booked in 

| the Palace, (sparks). for. a, ‘week, 
‘starting Jan. 

_Arcade theatre has ‘been. ‘turnea 

employees for operation, according 
to BE. J. Sparks,: who .is leasing 
house at “actual cost?” Ten-piece 
orchestra added. 
average since opening. ; 

‘29, ° Lauder turnéd 
down. the date earlier ‘in seasori -be- 

demanded, or 80% of, gate, ' 

- Barvére’s Little’ Symphony‘: ‘br. 
chestra played before Woman's Club | 
Jan. 6; Report is that agency’ can- 
celled booking about 10° days before 

‘charge wired: back that unless’ Bar- 
‘rere played, four. other attractions 
would-be cancelled, | 

os BRONX, N. y. 

home, the Tremont, has: changed - its 
»-opening date from Jan. 16 to Jan. 

21. . First production will be a new 
comedy called “H. H.°H.” Mean-. 
while,. part’ of the’ Tremont's. bal- 
cony is being altered: into a tea room 
and art gallery. 

‘Loew’ 8 116th Street ‘theatre, in. the 
_|heart of the Spanish-speaking com- | 
munity, will show talkies in Span- 
ish whenever it can get. them. First 
of the foreign-language talkies was 
on view last. Week, called. “La- 

—— 
Yiddish,. ‘now at 

the American theatre, negotiating 
for the Intimate Playhouse. -Lat- 

Vilna wroupe® 

SBA ESO 

This ie. rte ideat hotel. for! the teaton—in tho ; 

Ed-: 

-ren now’ mandgér’ of -the* Garfield, 

“Butterfly: “theatre | and ‘Tillema’s 
‘restaurant .-have: been .yaca ed: ‘pre-'|— 
:paratory to razing of build ngs for. 

. The Milwaukee, Phitiarimonic. So- : 

Palace- -Orpheum. is: ‘one, “of. ‘the| 

-The ‘device: is housed in a vacuum | 
_box suspended on two springs .that |: 
are: -contained:: in:-.a- ‘chamber ‘eet 

| as objected to: By. L. A. ‘Police. last} 

over to Peruchi Players’ and ‘stage. 

“Bisinesgs ‘below | 

' sik Harry Lauder’ may play the 
‘| Templo‘ Jan.' 

causé’ of! réported $5,000 guarantee 

“Women in. 

Bronx: ‘Theatre -Guila; in its new 

aa “Op osite 
N..V. A, Club: 

* $9 ana Up Single 
$14 and: Up Double a 

- Shower Baths, :Hot | 
. and Céila “Water and 
mo, : Telephone 

.Blectric: Fane 

264- ‘268 West 46th Street 
New York Cit 

Alt (Newly - 

pero me 

, Decorated | . A 

$ 8 and Up Single. aN %) 

‘Hot and Cold Water Ss. 
‘ “and: ‘Telephone: tn - 

- 402 West 44th Street 
New York City’: ° 

. $12 and Up Double 

on rr rs .vHach; Room _ 0, : . 

‘Phone. BRYANT.7228-20 ©: 

PITTSBURGH .- 
; y HAROLD W.. COHEN 
‘Ajvin”-Taureton: €4a week). 7 | 
Nixon—Dark. 
Eltt—“sharp stock, | 

” eadomys Mut Bury ? ‘stage show, 

. Show,” . a tee 
AWartier—“‘saily:’ oe" fe 

, Aldine—‘Sunny ‘ Side "Up." an 
Enright—"Thing | Called Love.” 
Harrie—“Jazz . Heaven.” 

“The Family: Blues,” her new :play, 
lin time.. George.-M..Cohan here next 
.| week: in. “Gambling,” his _ -first 
‘Pittsburgh appearance in 17 years. 

| George: M.. Sohan. : next week. at 
; Nixon. ° ‘ - . ey veg 

. .Penn got 
“Post-Gazet! é”.as result ‘of “Short 
| Skirts” - serial rurining in daily. Joe 
: Hiller and; -Sdmmy. Mysels wrote. 

f | free: ‘Space. | 

SYRACUSE, N ¥.. 
‘ By CHESTER 1 B. BAHN © 7 

Em pire—Syracuse Fleyers (atock), . 
Wieting—Dar rk, . , 
Loew’s—Vaudfilm. 
Kelth’s—Vaudfilm. 
Btrand—"Second Choice.” . 
-Paramount—"Fast Company,” — 

. Eckel—‘Loné Star Ranger.’ ” 

The Wieting. ‘continues dark, with 
Shuberts ‘holding no’ promises: ‘save 
a possible one-night stand of Wil- 
liar ‘GiHette in “Sherlock Holmes,” 
Conviction: grows: the Shuberts; in 
so far as their home town is con- 

they will surrender the Wieting at 
the xpiration - of the lease next 
Aug: 31. : 

-_ 

ciation will shortly cast ‘ “Rudigore” 
as its. second bill, - . 

American pictures have been an 
indirect cause of some of the dis- 

lin _H.: .Chase,. dramatic ‘eritie ‘of 
Hearst's) “Journal-American,” just 
back from.‘the Orient, told the 
Onondaga. Historical Association. 
Chase saids Reds use the pictures 
specifically to .make.the Chinese 

. | dissatisfied with. their own condi- 
on. 

for - his | paper.: Helen’ 
Brown, who - subbed, has returned 
to staff writing. . 

The Rome Players, an active 
amateur group up-State, produces 

.|“The -Royal Family” late in Feb- 
ruary, - 

BUFFALO 
By SIDNEY BURTON 

Buffalo-"The Kabitzer.”” : 
Century— ‘Show of Shows, ” 

(3d 

y Neayette—' ‘Song of Love.” 

of Arc.” 
Gayety—Burlesque (Mutual). 

‘dish community.” 

| Windsor, subway circuit house, to. 
.| drop its press agent, Paul Blaufox, 
and will struggle along without one. 

‘ Edward A. Guild, house manager 
at the Prospect, Yiddish 1: zit house, 
is a brother of Nathan Goldberg, 
theatre's -operator and leading 
player. 

ter is in. a thickly-populated _ id). 

Drop. in business has caused the 

“Shea's (Publix) — 
‘fourth neighborhood ‘house ‘to be 
opened by. Publix in Buffalo, opened 
Jan, 11. Robert Murphy will man- 
‘age. Frank Quinlivan goes. from 
the Kensington to ‘the Bailey as 
manager, and Kenneth Cowley will 
manage the Kensington. 

The Erlanger went dark Saturday 
night, with no further bookings in 
immediate ‘prospect. The Teck, 

Stanley—"Marriage: Playground” ; 3 into 

“4 Keys to! Bald- 

7 Nixon: ‘dark: ‘again ‘this week, Mrs. - 
-/ Fiske -having been unabje to “ready 7 

Charles ; “Washburn din ‘ahead. of | 

ublicity Jast week with 

‘theme ‘song for story and Chester. 
- f Hale . girls . worked. ad in tor. ‘Plenty’ 

‘| (non- -pro) from Minneapolis, 

The Theatre. School. Players, at |. 

cerned, are all washed up and that 

The Syracuse : Civic Opera Asso- |. 

turbed conditions in China, Frank-— 

Chase-has- resumed- reviewing: 
Strough:|. 

~ hew “Seneca, “ 

LANDSEER APTS. . 
(246 Wes 6ist Street a 

‘Columbus. 8950 - To 

"IRVINGTON HALL. 
855 West Gist Street 

‘ Columbus 1360 

All-apartments directly under 

" Principal Office: Landseer ‘Apts., 

Pbone:. LON GACRE G80s 

COMPLETE FOR HOUSEKEEPING. 

325. West. 43rd Street 
etvate Bath. oe Boome. 

“THE DUPLEX | 
HOUSEKEEPING FURNISHED. 

APARTMENTS 
330 West 48rd Street, New York . 

Longacre 7183 ; . 
Three’ and four rooms with path, 

complete kitchen. Modern in every 
particular. | Wil) secommodate four’ . 
or more eduits. ‘ . 

$12.00 UP WEEKLY 

rweek with “Blossom. Time” an 
f£ Victor. Herbert revivals, booked. t 
fallow. 7 Vos 

Katherine: Cornell's new ““Dishon- 
ored Lady,” after its Jan. -27 week, ! 
goes Ante the. Empire, New. ‘York, 
Eeb. | . : : 

"Alex. Hyde, former m. c,-at Shea's. 
‘Buffalo, returns to the Lafayette 
currently with his “Modern Maid- 
ens” and also a. new Mrs. Hyde 

the Studio Theatre, producing “The 
Show Off’. currently for'10. shows up 
to Jan. 18. 

. The Lafayette thia week began its 
new policy’ of Fanchon.and Marco 
stage “Ideas” each week, in addition 
to its regular pictures. - 

: BIRMINGHAM, "ALA. 
By ROBERT H. BROWN | 

Bite—“south Sea Rose’: vaude. 
, ma—"Love Parade."’. 
rerponey mace Laughing Lady.” 
Emptre—“‘Rio Rita” (2d week). 
Galax—''The Locked Door.” 

' Trianon—‘Red Hot Rhythm, o, 
Lyric—Stock. 
Pantages—Musical comedy. 

. Rialto—Change. 
Capitol—Change, 

The Trianon, a. small house. in 
Birmingham that was on the verge’ 
of closing, has. suddenly shown, 
profit.. . Ste bs 

Warren Parker returns to Favor-| 
ite Players at Lyric as juvenile lead. : 

“Rio Rita,” now in second. week: 
at Empire, drawing the best crowas | 
in months. | 

* Publix. annoiinced it will advertise. 
no more in the Post. (Scripps-How-. 
ard) for the present. Post an- 
nounced that no more show reviews 
of three Publix theatres would "be 
published. 

BOSTON 
Martha W. Ferris, secretary, Bos- 

ton Film Board of Trade, has ap- 
proved the distribution of one bil-- 
lion feet of film tothe 16,000 tn- 
‘mates of Massachusetts. institutions 
during the coming year. This means 
that inmates of prisons, orphan ages; 

Little Theatre—"‘The Passion of Joan - hospitals and other institutions will 
see a free show each week. The 
gift was. made through will H. 
Hays. etna nee 

Mellie Dunham, 76, whose fiddle 
brought fame to Maine, made his 
final appearance on the stage of the 
Keith theatre last at_ week. 

The Perkins “Institute for - the 
Blind sent 50 members to Joew’'s 
State last week, where they heard 
“Condemned.” Thisis the first time. 
any group of blind people have lis- 
tened to a talker in Boston, ~ 

600 HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS 

HILDONA COURT © -|- 
841-847 ‘West: 45th Street. - 3660: Longacre | 

1 2- 3-4-room apartments. Private bath, phone, kitchen or Kitchenette. 

$18.00 UP WEEKLY—$70.00 UP MONTHLY. 

An the center ot the. theatri¢al district. | “An fireproof buildings. _ 

.. Address, ail: ‘communications to ° 

CHARLES TENENBAUM | 

_ All apartments can be seen avenings, 
wu Lease by. the Week . Month or Year — Furnished, ‘or Unfornishea. 

"(Tite BERTHA & 
Oatering, to 
the ‘profession, 

STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIO LIGHT, $15: 00 UP ° 

| Jan, 20+ 22. 

4 with: a ‘taxi,’ 

-|-Congressman---Sol-—Bloomy+-Nr-=-¥- 

BENDOR. COURT 
848 West 65th Street 

: ~: Columbus. 6066. - 

-HENRI COURT 
_ 812 West 48th Street. 

3830 Longacre _ 

the supervision. of the owner 

245 West 5ist Street, New York ' 
Office in. each building 

GO... P. SCHNEIDER. ' ‘Peop. 

FURNISHED... 
APARTMENTS — 

EAN AND & 
N EW YORK. City. 

‘the gomfort and sonvenjence of 

. ‘Mire. Jackson now in ‘charge 

"x GOOD HOTEL 1N 
- MIDTOWN NEW YORK - 
. Weekly Rates. 
Single. rooms. 

: Double rooms: 
$14. to $21 
\$17.50 to $24 - 

es. $35 
Three-room suites $45° 

-:Two-room suites. 

‘|| HOTEL WELLINGTON . closed: for a: month, reopened this | 
“Tth Ave. at 55th St., New York City 

’. Under KNOTT Management .°: 

VARIETY BUREAU | 7 

WASHINGTON; D. €. | 
ANG: ‘Ttie Argonne © es 

1629° “Columbia Road, N.. We ? 
Telephone ‘Columbia 4630 * 

By HARDIE: MEAKIN 
. National (Brlenger-Rapley) — Gave 

., Cohan .in -“Gambling.” 
 Polf’s "BhubertnSeany."" 

Pictures 
Colambla—"Dynamite.” . 

le—"Pointed Heels,” 
'Fox—‘Christina.” .. 
- Met— “General Crack.” ° 

: “New Yorke Nights,” 
. Flaite "thing Called Love.” 
R-K-O (Kelth’s)—"'7 Keys to Bald- 

pate.”’ oo Ace “. 

ow. - 

” National has a-serfes.of Newman 
| travelogs to fill in the Sundays, 

American Opera, Co. at Poll's. . 
~ oe “ te A > ety f ate oe 

Gevige ‘Peters: “Bata at Iaen's 
! | Palace after ‘operation. ’ 

“Reg, Conway, of Réj arta Chas 
his wife in:a serious’ ndition;, at 

4 local hospital following’’a “collision 
“Driver of the latter” 

stated ‘to have. been drunk, . 

Navy Department ‘saw Fox ‘Men. 
Without Women” last. week. Glen- 
don Allvine, Fox. publieitysy brought 
the film down.. This ip usual. pro- 
-cedure with-all films pertaining. to ..... 
either Nayy or” Army.’ - Officials -. 7 
mist give it the once © Over . before « 
final release. _ 

Alexander Callam, from. ‘ musteal: 
comedy, is in as new m. ¢, at. - the 
ox . 

Rotating. m, c's at the. Palace is 
bringing “back old‘ favorites’ with 
Wesley Eddy, with 75 weeks to his 
credit, coming In shortly. 

Idea of Publix “units ‘going into 
the U Rialto appears to be out, : 

Local official ‘and society groups 
still hopeful of getting, the Fox for 
two ‘days bf Metropolitan Opera. 

i Serie 
Started the idea about six months - 
ago and it’s still hanging fire. Lo- 
cal guarantors are to give the Met- 
ropolitan $50,000 for the three per- 
formances scheduled, 

C, J. North, chief of. the motion 
picture division of the Department 
of Commerce, is expected back at 
hig desi this week after gq severe 
siege with his cyes. Was. in dart 
room for several days, — 



80 —_ VARIETY Wednesday, January. 16, 1980 

. Still in England After Twelve Months onsecutive Work, Including: 

34 Weeks i in C. B. Cochran’ 3 Supper ‘Revue at the Trocadero 

13 Weeks. Featured Dancers in “The Five O'Clock Girl,” ” at the London Hippodrome . 

we (Doubling from the Trocadero Show) ~~ | 

2 Weeks Piccadilly Hotel Cabaret 4 Return Dates London Coliseum : 

- 4 Return Dates London Alhambra--Also Palladium and Holborn Empire and Stoll Tour. 
rd 

NOW STARRING IN GEORGE ROBEY’S REVUE, “IN OTHER 

WORDS,” at the PRINCESS THEATRE, MANCHESTER, ENGLAND, . 

till..theend. of. January, . with... Tours in F rance and. Germany_to_ Follow = 

American Representative 
European Representative | 

MAX HART ERNEST EDELSTEN 

uw 

od 



': ‘ever of “bookies” from New York, 

.. “victimes - and saps,. 
- frenzy to’ “clean up” where’ there | 

. Jother. . on 

‘ala palms and all the beauties which 

. fm‘ Miami when they broke two 

eS . .» Pablished Weekly at i5¢ West’ <tth st. New York, N.Y. 
f OE : . Bntered Qn second-class: matter December 23, 1906, at the 

a] 

aS 

Miami, J an. 21. 

: Plorida. “1s - gambling . mad. - Bet-. 
ting of every kind has swept the re-_ 
sorts here with hurricane intensity. 
The whole state is wide open. 

. Unquestionably the greatest swarm 

“ ‘Philadelphia, Atlantic City, Detroit, 
> Chicago, St.-Loufs and Frisco have. 

. ‘@escended, “finding. ‘money "so tight | 
' they are ,out taking each other. ; oe 
Miami and contiguous parts are]}. 
‘mere clearing houses for all the 
- tacketeers, gunmen, Wall. Street 

who are in a 

‘4sn’t much to work | on except each | 

Tropical mioons, blue seas, emer- 

“ordinarily. lure the folks. here are 
: forgotten in ‘the delirious play of 
* erap: games, horse racing, dog .races, 

baccarat, roulette, 
Jack, poker, ‘prize fights and .every- 
‘thing else on which ‘money may be 
‘wagered. 
“More. pinchea, worrled faces ob- 

. Bervable than cocoanuts. : Women 
- -erazier than the. men this. year. 
They. inundate.all the casings, leave 
‘ng back-weary and broke. 

One woman is the cynosure of. all 
eyes, having lost a: fortune in the 
Jast two weeks. She's stilt. betting 
cher head off, her husband’s occa- 
@lonal winnings alone keeping her 
in, the. game. “She and her hus- 

_ band went goofy the first three days 

houses. Since that coup, the couple 
have been hit on an average of 
$12, 000 a night. 

-“The other night the husband, 
‘playing the dice table while his 
wife occupied a chair at a roulette 
game adjacent, sent word to her 
‘not. to go above $2,000. She Iost 
‘that amount. with $50 chips in a 
‘few minutes. She’ went another 

_ $500, then walked over to get per- 

‘mission to play more. Just as he 
_ made & pass for $11, 000 she told 
' ‘him she ‘was out. $2,500. The hus- 
‘band berated her in front of 300 

_ People. and. compelled. .her . to. go 
’ downstairs and sit in the car ‘until 
he finished. 

. Wifey refused ‘to. go, finishing 

nearly a package of cigarettes walk- 
ing from table to table and mum- 

(Continued on page 43) 

“Bad Babies” Hoodoo 
- San Francisco, Jan. 21. | 

Trouble and mishaps are the lot 
_of “Bad Babies,” George Searbor- 
ough’s play at the Capitol, 
Pinched in Los Angeles and get- 

ting a hung jury, the troupe moved 
up here. The opening night the 
curtain, at the close of the first ast, 

“pluck “and “caused a comedy “situ 
ation that nearly. ruined the per- 
formance,, A few nights later one 

bird-cage, black- |[* 

oA New Wild West 

‘Hollywood, Jan. 21. 
- Ralph° ‘Harolde, of Radio, has. 

‘a colored valet who is a church . 
' deacon. After getting his first. 
' Sunday off, the valet- returned 
to the Harolde apartment very 
‘morose. : 

Servant: ‘explained. that the 
church: was in the red and that 
‘all it ever got was “wild. west” 

~ collections—too many Indians — 
and Buffaloes. . . 

Top Air-Time Buyer. 

yy 100, 000 Listeners: 

Paying $100,000 Monthy 

Weeks on One Station Fall 
fo 

Head: —. Organized’. 
Big. Biz,. 109’ "Operators i ia all 

“U.S. Pay Master Mind i in}. 
Chi.a. Grand a Year: 

oN ' 

“4 

|b a. FERTILE FIEBD| 
™ 

40, 
‘Los Angeles, Jan. 21. 

_, Softest racket for heavy sugar is, 
“| the. ‘radio fortune telling, sex secret 

By its appropriation of $100, 000 a. 

month for. broadcasts over the NBC. 

network, American Radiator . and. 

Standard Sanitary Corp. becomes 

the biggest buyer of commercial . air 

time in the world. — 

Adyerttaer ‘has leased half “hours 
five: nights a. week for broadcasts, 
except on “Saturdays and Sundays. 
Program is to be known as: the 
“American Home Banquet.” The 100° 
BS £0 for talent and time. 

Chevalier’s $18,000 Wk. 
_ San Francisco, Jan. 21. 

Maurice Chevalier has boen. en- 
gaged.as the name attraction for. 

the San Francisco Auto Show (Feb. 

3), which runs eight days. Film star 

will appear twice daily, singing two 

numbers, each time, and will re- 

‘ceive $18,000 for the engagement, 

racket, with -more:than 100 stations 
in the country: inngcent promoters | 
of a gimmick. that, illegal’, TF 
worked through mail ‘solicitation. 
‘Seems harmless enough to a radio. 

station to dllow one of the gimmick, : 
‘operators an‘hour a day to tell for- : 
‘tunes’ free: to’ the listenérs-in,” But |, 
the station operators: fiéver™ ‘take’ a 
tumble to the sideline, or if they 
do they. wink. -.Today the gag is 
growirig from the racket stage to 
a business—and a sweet one at that. 
“The broadcasting station’s end of 

the. game. is innocent, but it is. the 
side racket. which results from the 
broadcasts‘ that is making coin for 
charlatans working the umpchays 
in every section of the country. 
‘This. burg has been an especially. 

good ground with a dozen or more 
(Continued on: Page on: Page 46) 

CLEVELAND SET 
Promoters. turned down @a& name} ‘| 
band at the same figure. 

Auto shows out this way alf have| 
a yen for picture names as attrac- 
tions this year. Denver is dicker-. 
ing for Carmel Myers, Anita Page, 
ane Gus Edwards. Seattle and 
Portland are both figuring. on using 
/screen people to help the draw. 

Too Much Petting 
‘Kenosha, Wis., Jan, ‘21, 

. Because -police claim that young 
couples have been frequenting the 
-balconies during matinees..for the 
express: purpose of petting, two lo- 
cal picture houses have announced 
the closing of their balconies: for 
the afternoon shows. 

‘Police chief hag issued a warning 
that couples who fail to comply’ 
with the police department's orders 

af any time will be: arrested. for, 
disorderly conducts== 

—_—_ 

F OR TELEVISION 
———t 

= 

First commercial television broad- | 
‘cast - ‘of a ‘vaudeville and - picture 
program for home reception willbe 
sent from the Palace theatre, Cleve- 

jland, in either June or September. 
The city's telephone wires have al- 
ready been adapted to transmission 
of television. 

It is reported, Cleveland was ‘ge- 
lected for the initial broadcast. be- 
cause of the close banking connec- |. 
tion between North American Pub-. 
He Utility, controlling Cleveland’s 
telephone system, and: Goldman 
Sachs, bankers for the utility or- 

ganization. : 

wn = - Limit-for Lauder-~ 

we Variety, Inc.” anneal subsoriptien, sie. 
ost Omice at New: York, N.Y: under the aot. of “March 3, 1878. 

“NEW YORK, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 22, 1930 _ 

in. rth 

for “Fortunes”. and “Sex| 
~ Secrets” at $1 to. 4. 2 | 

mix AND “BILL SHOW”. 

‘west show for the coming sedson. 

‘can bill a show under it if he. de- 

-will tour as a separate unit or along, 

‘Ringling banner is something that 
‘will be decided soon by the: outdoor 

.cuses, while others prefer only wild 

‘up for consideration in* determining 

“West or the Tom Mix-Buffalo Bill 

-he threshed out, from accounts, by. 

‘started to round. up circuses, he 

made _.a.. hid... for..-the.:-Miller....“L01 
Ranch,” but the deal petered out, |... 

| due, 

= AMOEKT STF Hoes 0 On Cao crs: 
 n in c i , ee ‘CATHERS Kanne = 

A: x Const Tutor © 

we! Hollywood, Jon, ‘21. 
Six “months ago the pro: 

moter of a Hollywood film act- 
‘ing school was. charged’ witfi 

_ stealing $10 from « pupil, When~ 
the cops went to make the . 
pinch the schoo't waa--closed, 
and'the promoter had vamped, - 
Recently . the’ palice .decided 

‘ta investigata a school for de-. 
tectives next door to the Hol- 
-lywood ‘police station. .When - 
‘they asked ‘for the big shot- 
> mning the joint; out stepped | 

_the film -school muge. they'd 
been: looking for, 2 

10 STAND OFF “101” | 
woe 

Accepted, by outdoor © -ghowmen 
familiar with moves as designed ‘to 
‘stand off Miller Bros! “101 Ranch,” 
‘John Ringling, head of the. circus 
‘combine, is again reported -on good 
authority to be planning a wild 

Tom Mix, according to plans, will 
‘head the show, which may be a re- 
vival of the old Buffalo Bill Wild 
West Show, with that title-carried. 
'. Although the old Buffalo Bill Wild 
West Show has not toured for many 
years, Ringling holds the title ana 

sires, Whether the wild w«st show 

with one,of the circuses under the 

showman, insiders sgy. The angle 
that some people like to see cir- 

west shows and still others both, is 

on how the wild west outfit planned 
will be shown and routed. It may 
be sent. out along with the Sells- 
Floto Circus, it is said. 

. Although : the. thought. now. is. to}. -- 
‘retrin the Buffalo Bill. title, ‘under 

considération is the billing of the 
show as. either Tom Mix’s Wild 

Wild West Show, these matters to 

Ringling, his associates and . the 
former picture star within the next 
few weeks. | 
Mix left for Sarasota to confer 

with Ringling on Saturday, He will 
remain in Florida until abou March 
1, going from there to Peru, Ind., 
where he now: has his hoses, and 
will go into some spring training. 
When Ringling. last summer 

‘from. reports, 

Gingie. ‘copies,’ ac conta, 

we 

(Three Day Bill . 
° Actors ara, * charged with” owing 
close to $600,000 for room. rent to” ° 

} 26 major Times Square theatrical 
‘| hotels, 

’ As a result of the ‘anjiount ‘of the. 
Falleged debt and what. the hotels”: :: 
{claim tobe a bare chance of cole .*: 
‘{Jecting.a substantial part, all but a" 

New York’ hostelries’ . 
-have, in the. ‘past three weeks, or-" 
few of the. 

dered. ait” non-paying professional 
‘guests. ‘to pay. or get out,. ° 

‘One of the best: known ‘places, - 
which ‘always. carried - from. 45 to’ 50 
‘people on. the: ‘cuff, notified 27 to. - 

| leave fn one day’ last “week. The". 
2 panded: together ana moved in- .. 
‘tact to another hotel-a ‘block away, | 
Management...of. the: latter ‘gave ©.” 
them rooms on condition they. pay 

| in. 10 days or leave. - 
‘Times: Square hotel - ‘imdnugers: 

who. have. been widely known -as - 
Uberal: carriers: of actors until they -- 
were able to pay. off -have tightened 

lup:and now refuse. to permit the 
f&uests to ride free for more than a 
week, unless assured they'll be paid 
off. Few. actors out. of work, how- 
ever, can give. that assurance. OF 
name adate... — ; 

' . The Challenge 
; In some cases, where. the hotels. 
are not certain of the guests, bills © 
‘are being presented evéry “three 
days. Formerly the presentation of 
a bill to an actor in less than: a 
week was a challenge, 

The Times Square manager, who 
is known among yaudevilliang a3 
“thé actors’ best friend,” haa closed. 
his doors to all without funds, and 
states he is definitely through 
trusting the elbow guests. This 
manager is holding ‘unpaid board. 
bilis amounting to. $51,000, compiled 
‘in two and a half years, He de- 
clares that while his hotel caters 
almost exclusively. to the. theatrical 
profession it.cannot afford-to carry. 
non-paying. actors any ‘longer, Be~ 
sides thelr rent many of those out 
of work sign tabs for meals and -. : 
incidentals. This in addition to 
telephone’ calla caused the place to 

(Continued on page 43) 

$18, 200 a Day to Run 

Ringling-B-B Circus. 7 
‘Montreal, Jan. 21. 

' Geo. Meighan, ‘general manager 
for John Ringling; told, 500 members 
of the Canadian Railway Club here | 
that the Ringling-Barnum &. Bailey 
circus spends $8,000 annually on its. 
advance publicity: in New York. 

The nut. of the show he placed at. 
$18,200 daily. ‘I'he canvas cost $40,«. 
000.° Mr. Meighan ig also vice- 
president of the St. Louis & ‘Han- 
‘nibal. R. R. 

+. SST 

to the. price 
' Manager with the Sir Harry 
Lauder road show in the far 
west wired the William. Morris — 
office in New York that i? it 
grows any colder, the kilted 
~ne threatens to buy a . pair of 
pants. 

Perfect 

Mt: Clemens, Jan. 21. 
Maving a dream, possibly because 

of something they ate, Mr. and 
Mrs. Risk, of this city, christened 
their boy High. 

Their vision. has materialized. 
High Risk is now a taxi driver. 

of the cast saw a rope dangling asked. 
back stage and playfully gave it a 
yank. The rope ttirned loose a few 
thousand gallons. of water in a roof 

’ tank and nearly drowned the show. 
and the cast, 

‘They had te call the fire depart- 
‘nent to help drain off the water. 

Broons 
ay | 
‘COSTUMES 
1.GOWNS AND U Smtr 

1437 BIWAY, NY. TEL S560 PENN. II. 
w= ALSO 25,000 COSTUMES TO RENT 

Polite Firemen . 
. Los Angeles, Jan. 21. 

Los Angeles fireman carry. brooins, 
brushes; mops and buckets. 

After putting out: a minor blaze. 
t they clean up the mess, 



Carol Sax Wins French Order. | 

Through: Paris Good- Vill Troupe 
. +- = 

s a an . 

- paris, Jan. OL: regularly ‘revived. ‘The. American m\y: s = ‘sp MAKE HY. Cn 

The Societe Uniyerselle. together | Production ‘was arranged in novel . See ee / . ‘SYMPAT PLAY a ‘B rl Parle, Jan, 21, 

with the Ministers of Firié Arts and |7anner. by Jacques Cabannes with : ly ro uetion haa. taken on fis, ust 

Foreign Affaires will honor Carol ene amen i a8. typewriter, : POR SUNDAY OPENINGS post-holiday - activity, ‘the. ten. aye © 

M. Sax’s Paris-Amefican , Players ‘its props and. suck and’ -ing dances 
past, witnessing an.even ‘half-dozen ° 

and ‘a, jazz band as 20th Century 
new. pieces * received with varying. 

adaptations of the ith Century ac; | 
| degrees of favor, |*~ 

cessories. a o. 

. Moliere’s. “timeless “sense 6f. the 
dramatic is evidenced by the ever 
fresh situations of his. great - com- 
‘edy, which score, anew. at each 
repetition as they do. in this’ in- 
stance. The play is a. bit verbose, 

but always amusing. . ‘Conway Win- 
field was ‘excellent, in the title role; 
Jessie Ralph: does ‘aplendidly oppo- 
site, leads. being ably supported by: 

| Richard Lanier,. Alan, “Ward, - Rose | 
Burdick, Joan Kenyon pe Larry, 

Fletcher. 

: The: Caumartin ‘has a capacity. 

‘of only 250,° so small that even 
capacity. cquldn’t. show a profit, ins} 
dicating. ‘the’ veriture® ‘relies: upon. its 
backiig which. is réported genérous.. 

The American. ‘Players’ jazz ver- 
sion of. the Moliere ‘work aroused |. 
some résentmeént' ‘in: the. Hationalist | 
press..The French-are. ‘touchy about 
the: master, much as the English 

would be about Mberties taken with 

| Shakespeare. 

“VARIETY’S” ‘PARIS OFF: ICE. FOREIGN SHOW: NEWS Cable sadist Mates PARIS” a 
9 Cy « 

~ 

7 ~ London;. Jan. 21, 
; Concerted ootien is shortly. con-. 
templated: issue . summonses 

| against West “Ena. cinemas” Sunday 
‘shows by. the Sotiety, of West End 
Managers and Entertainment. Pra- 

| tection: “Association, supported...by 
| the. Stage -Guild, . Variety. Artistes: 
Federation and Actors’. Association. @ 
This ig being: done to. gain the sym-. hore in T codtegalenal box: Bhe Deol 

pathy’ ‘of the public as to the unfair. 
treatment meted out’ £0" the. theatre 
and mvsichall.. 

_ Sabbath: ‘elosing of places of en- 
tertainment ‘is. due to an old. 18th. 
-century Jaw, In. the. ease. of. cine- 

| mias,* ‘the veounty. ‘ouncil has. overs 
ridden this lacy by Mmakinz-cinemas 
contribute a percentage of the Sun- 
day receipts to charity. ‘Grogs ‘in+ 
come from Sundays in. London alone 
is around $7,000,000 annually, —- 
‘Sympathy of the ‘public, “which. 

seems to be apparent, will ultimate- 
‘ly force ‘Parliament’ to make . ‘the 

: ancient law. obsolete. 

with a banquet, Jan. .265, - . during 
which the official decoration * of 
that order probably will be ‘con-. 
-ferred upon the American producer, 
for -his “services to France.’ Sax 
has not yet had any intimation of 
the honor that awaits’ him ‘and. it 
will come as a surprise at the ban- 

quet, 
If anything interferes with ‘the 

present plan to thus signalize . the 
coming event, the decoration. will. 
be conferred in the near future, 
but that he is slated for distinction. 
in this way is certain. _ 

Moliere a: la Mode . 
On the 308th anniversary of. 

Moliere’s birth the American, play- 
ers staged “Le Bourgeois’ Genti- 
homme” in modern dress at the 
Comedie Caumartin, their | new 
downtown theatre to which “they. 
moved from the Femina, The- last 
nanied house. is to be razed. .-_. 

The French, acclaimed. this as an 
honor to their .great national 
dramatist, “Bourgeois Gentihomme” 
being the repertory - favorite of whe 
Comedie © Frangaige where. it, 

“Rostarid’s Play. 
he Omnium theatre. eritererises 
offered. at the ‘Mathurins''a“new : 
work' by. Maurice Rostand’: hunted. 

Critics “fl “find ‘its ‘peate propaganda’ 

(elite) ” (ROSE) 7 
- YORK: ad KING | 

‘Originators. of “Tin-'Type” Goméay. 
‘Now. Star, Attraction on Arman- 

dale Castle.” (That's the name ot: a@ 
boat.) “¢ ; 

Represented by, JENIE JAcoBS.| 

BAND. CAUSES 

OME TREATS | : “ARGENTINE: 
Di DOG RACES - 

“2 [ait American to's ‘Starts: in. Two 

= a hn ao "" Towns—Gambling "Banned 

‘Bombing ‘threats. on. the: life:and| - 
houaghold ‘of Francis:Szekeres, well+ 

known “ -ofgan::itechnician, follawed ame. Py ‘on “American acted tor the 

his initial: public demonstration of th Ri Platte Club stadium 

his: new Breakaphon mechanical use of the River Platte Clu ferent. - 

| Jazz-band | ‘here at the Budapest, wor fprocsmonth option cots, mits . Story has ae semi-political come 

Academy of Music. © ; tenancy an {:plexion, having to do with the over= 

"Its dire effect on the Jazz musi- The municipality does not permit 

cian* is foreseen as such that un-|,2yapling, but the ‘concérn is Boing 

employment. to, every bandmian’ in’ into the enterprise on a large ‘scale. 
the: world is imminent, {so ‘realistic |" “prey have 160 -dogs here and will 

‘less. ‘German duming the -war.: : He 
‘finds -out™ about his victim. atid . 
makes confession to his priest. ‘Then 
he goes to. Germany; traces his. vic-. 
tim’s ‘parerits’ and :his fiancee..--He - 
‘pretends | ‘the knew the ‘youth before © 

ing amends i to: his. survivors. © °°! 

-In' the” “cast are. Constant Remiy; 

ported partly ‘financing ‘the’ ‘venture, 
: She ‘plays. the German: fiancee, ° Biv- 
ting, a ‘rather ragged performance ‘at 

the premilere, due in large part to 
; nervousness. 

“New ‘Componsr wot ps 

. 

anew composer,. Jacques Thert, was: 
‘| producéd “at the Opera: Comique, — 

Book is by Jean Limezin and Andre 
‘de_la. Tourasee. Production is ex- 
cellent,’ ‘put the’ reception was indit~ 

Buenos Aires, Jan, 21, 

“enemy invades the city. ‘The people. 

‘ing fat! atate positions, The women. 
‘dissent ‘from the new ‘rule, fight 
the men, and. restore the crown, with 

the king. marrying his former faith 
ful: servaht. Musy plays ‘the king} 
Emma Luart, ‘the servant. 

° _ Pardon, . adame” 
: “Pardon, Madame,” a sophisticat- 

ed comedy, by, Andre. Rivoire. and 
j Romain Goolus, did fairly at. the 

| dttle.theatra Michel. It is.a semi- 
political satire, full of keen wit and 
bright dialog. Plot: An independent 
youth, Maurice,’ falls’ in love ‘with 
Yvonne; the. wife of a--bumptious- 
politician, and maneuvers himself — 
Into a. position as the  Kusband’s | 
parliamentary advisor, “In that ca- 
pacity” he-helps him to ‘the position 
of. secretary’ of -commefrce, In re- 

4 hel House that 
ack Built’ 

Cicel 
ourtneidge | 

and 

ack Hulbert | 
London’s: Leading | Critics Proclaim | 

It Our Greatest Success. 

mistress: ’ ‘Presently she decides’ to 
divorce the husband: and marry 
Maurice, but the politician unéx- 
-pectedly is elected president of the 

| republic, whereupon 'the wife cormés. 
to feel that her. real ‘duty lidd with 
her husband to avoid scandal, at 
least. during his term’ of office. 
Maurice finds consolation with the 

In the cast are Harry Baur, Jéan 
Debucourt, Henriette Marion, Rob- 
ert Clermont,. Renee. Devillers. and 
Jany ‘Clairjane. . Piece ‘is: splendialy 

acted. 
“Candle - Light” : 

“Enfin, une’ femme du monde" 

‘unexpected title of “By. Candle 
Light,” which is a’ French version of 
‘the Vieneese comedy known as “By 

- Despite. ‘protests ahd! appeals ..ot | Prorosario - where a we will be 

: South ‘America’s. ‘Beauty ” 

This. year’s international peauty 

TURNS 10 SKATE RINKS 
os Le France is already hot, and both- 

placing dance halls all over and ex- selected Miss France by a jury 

bullt.: On Feb. 4 a semi; final to. choose 

Vogu 

‘hall built’ not so long ago at a cost|Leslie’s “International Revue” in 

bureh, Dublin: and Belfast, Joverhead on the revue at $26, 000 a 

: Sydney, Jan. -21. dancer, now in the States on concert | 

Candle Light, new at-the Potiniere. 

here. sion to ocean travel as Raquel Mel- 

are the. ‘Jazz "effects ‘produceable’ ‘on divide them inté ° two. ‘strings, ‘one 

| the mechanical contraption. | = lor this - spot’ and -another for’ 

| Hungary’s Jjazziéts,. Szekereq . -held started shortly. cat 

‘his’: demonstration. The-success]. - 

and the ominous import ‘fetched al. 
- number of threatening letters, which 

; are. in’ the* hands: of the “pales. ; 
. "Contest Is ‘Due Sept. 7 

LONDON QUITS DANCING; \". intentional teat 
| competition will be ‘staged ‘in’. Rio 
| de Janeiro Sept..7, where Miss Uni- 
verse will be. selected, and crowned. 

: . ) toe ~ Pondom,. Jan. 4, dered about it and Yvette Labrousse, 

The ice and: roller skating craze | 23-year-old beéaut,. born : ‘in, Cannes. 

has hit London hard; with rinks re-|and a dressmaker‘ at Lyons, was 

cluding most other evening diver- which included Abel: Gance, picture 

sions. London already has three Ice | director, and the. usual artists and 

rinks and_ several others are to be couturieres. . 

A number of dance places are be- | Miss Hurope will he staged. 

ing converted: : “into ‘roller skating , 

rinks. 

e is éven more "pronounced Leslie’ 8 “$3,000 Dancer 

in:the provinces. A medium-sized. “" paris, Jan. 21, 

town like: Birmingham already has, ‘Argentinita, Spanish dancer, sails: 

four rinks and one Glasgow ‘dance |on the Bremen, Jan. 23, to join Lew 

of $38650,000,. has. gone into the’ New York, signed at $3,000 a week 

change. through Henri Lartigue.. This addi- 

Same is true in Liverpool, Edin-. tional salary. is said to place the 

‘ week, 
1 Argentinita is not to be ‘cunfused 

“two SYDNEY PLAYS CLICK lwith Argentina, another Spanish 

“new: ‘Moon ana “Journey’s End, » |tour. * 
\poth opening ‘within a few days _Argentinita, géts ‘only ‘3, 200 in 

have scored substantial successes'|=P2im, but she has the same aver- 

: ler.. Lartigue had to. go.to ‘Madrid 
-| and. argue. with. her to. make. the 
trip. : 

the lead, role of a lady’s maid who 
pretends: to be a countess. ; 

ACTS’ FOREIGN’ ‘DATES - 
‘Eddie Mayo and harmonica rasg- 

. | cals feight), now in Roumania, dpen 

-| at the Wintergarten, Berlin, in Feb- 

ruary, They have six. months’ 

~ SAILINGS ; 
Jan. 81: “(New York to ‘Paris), 

| Yvonne - D'Arle .(Olympic). ° 
.Jan., 24 (London to New York) 

Van Horn and Inez (George Wash-. Among Americar acts slated. ‘for 

|| ington), ‘the Riviera are June Roberts, Bob | >ookings. ahead. 

| Jan. 34 (New York to Monte| Fisher and the. Novello Bros, at the| Helen Gray is booked for a three 

Carlo) Horace Heidt Band (Paris). | Casino, Cannes. months’ tour ,with dats in Italy, 

Jan, 23 (Paris to New York), Joe] : En route from the Coliseum, Lon-| France and Germany. Likewise, 

Cohen (Bremen). -|@on, Chaney: and Fox. picked up| Three Vagrants. 

| Jan, 23 (Parls’ to New. York), | some bookings here for Cannes and Rose Kress Trio opens | "March. 7. 

Mrs. A, H. Woods, J. J. Shubert,| Monte Carlo. May also play the at the Cirque Midrano, Paris, for 

Argentinita, Constance Bennett, Paramount tour in France. three weeks and has seven months’ 

Dorothy Gish, Jack Connolly (Bre- ——_—— time abroad. Little Jay: Herby sis 

men). 

ACTS FOR, RIVIERA 
Paris, Jan, 21. 

In: Preparation for Summer 

A NEW MUSICAL PLAY > 
ce ee an Spee Aes st. {a a Jane 22° “(Lonton-to “New “¥ork)- _-DANCER’S. RIVIERA MONTH....|:2 

Harry Rowson; Julian’ - Sande ~ - Paris, Jan, 21. _ 
| (Olympic). Thelma “Eawards, : Broadway nite 

Jan. 21 (New York to ‘London) | club danseuse, after establishing 
| Frances Mann (Pres. Harding). herself as a doubling. feature be- 

Jan. 17 Capetown to London): | tween the Perroquet and Embassy, 
Francis Curtis (Saxon). is set for a ‘month on the Riviera. 

Jan. 16: (Capetown to Singapore): | Henri Lartigue booked her at Monte: 
Laura Guerite (Canada). | Carlo and Cannes. 

Ja... 15 (Paris to New York): Ed Miss Edwards comes into the 
Ballard, Mrs. Ballard and family | Paramount, Paris, thereafter with.a 
(Paris). - mat . Par tour to follow. 

’ 

‘Henry. 

with - 

* €he recording angel enters *: 

only those good deeds which - 

wo do not recotd ourselves. 
a 

.MRE. AND MRS. JACK NORWORTH 
_ 180° west at Ath Street’ 

. Sophie 

[Paris Productions in Post-Holiday 5 
Spurt; Six New Phys Fare SoSo 

““L'Homme. U'al, tue” (“The -Man-I__ 
Killed”) : to a favorable reception, - 

A young | ‘Frenchman atill: sufférs | 
remorse for’ having Killed a defense! ..: 

the war‘and devotes his life to mak+: 

Andre’ ‘Burgere, Pierre “Finaly, Mais 

riana Flort and Paulé Andral, Mme, . 
Fiort, a new. Polish actress, is ren 

ine: Rol @yYvetot,” new’ opera by. ; 

throw of a peaceful_king when an 4 

‘declaré, @ republic, the ledders tak- - 4 

Mme..’Rahna, former. dancer, plays | 

. Vv 

z 
“4 

if 
A 

aT ee 

Sie “e Fo 
i 

: 
| 
' 

STOEL 

turn, -Yvonne- becomes ' Maurice’s -. 

politician’s charming girl secretary. | - - 

(“A Society Lady, at Least”) is the .. 

4 

set for three months in Italy, ‘Paris . 

and. Berlin. | . Booked: | fhroven. Dick 



CABLE ADDRESS: VARIETY, ‘LONDON FOREIGN SHOW NEWS Temple Bar 5041-5042" 

‘(French 1 rench Theatre Strike Deferred 

As Govt Weighs Tax Relief Plans 

éVARIETY’S” LONDON OFFICE 
8 St. Martin’s Place, Trafalgar Square 

Reveal Gaby Deslys as Herome =| 

. Of War; Paris May Build Statue 

. tangle. involving : ‘Hedwige | Navratil, - 

. clared to have ‘been none other’ than’ 

we “e: ‘Her. property ‘had, been willed 

- their aid had -gone into Austria and 

, “paris, Jan.- 21, 

Revelation ‘that the late Gaby: ; 

«pas international revue star, was 

“ ge gecret government . agent: during 

- the .war ‘and - as a spy performed: 
"valuable | services to. the. allies, may 
‘pring about a. movement. to erect ay} 

. gtatue:in her’ honor. in Paris. =. 
The secret came out in an. identity: 

' ‘Pungarian Jewess, who ‘was de-' 

Gaby. Deslys. Mile.- Navratil’s par-. 
: ents. sought: to. establish this fact, 
in. order” to support’ a claim: ‘upon 

. ‘the ‘estate of the dead artiste. “ °; 

-taastly to her native city ‘of. Mar- 

“Harry. Pilcer, the. American. ©): 

- ‘The - Navratils — brought . 1a ‘suit 
“against; ‘the ‘thunicipality ; of. Mar- 
sellles to. recover’ the: Déslys estate, 
and in the- action it was. disclosed 

~ that — ‘Gaby - had. filched. the’ Hun- 
garian girl's identity paper's, pass- 

“ports: and other documents and: with 

Hungary, during the war as a spy. 
The German. officials were hood- 
winked . decause of the. rémiarkable. 
resemblance. between . Gaby, and the 
Hungarian girl she rl she impersonated. 

USING MORE U.S. ACTS; 
PAYNE: GILLESPIE TIEUP| | 

‘London, Jan, 21." Q 
‘Walter . Payna, head of the Syndi-.| 

‘ ¢ate Halls, controlling. elght. outly- 
ing London houses, intends to bool. 
more: American, acts in his theatres 

this vear. 
This looks like an: ‘allianée be- 

tween Payne and ‘Gillespie, head of 
Moss Empires, to. jointly. import 

_ American acts. . They share offices 
in the same ‘builuing and have. in- 
terests in ‘common. in the. show 
business. . Gillespie’ is a director - in 
the Syndicate Halls, 

Public Financing of: 

Roumania. Theatre Flop 
Bucharest, Jan. 21. . 

. The Roumanian government in an 

effort to float a stock issue for pub- 
lie subscription. by the public, aid a 
“complete ™ flop. 

Scheme was to commercialize the 
subventioned Bucharest Opera and 
‘National theatre in order to place |. 
them. on ‘2 paying. basis.. 
‘was offered, © 
I red. 
Objection was that control did not 

eo, with stock, since the government 
was holding a majority and- only. 
offered a minority. for» sale, - 

r3 

: * CLIEE-LUPINO’S NEWEST 
. . qvondon, Jan. 21. 
. Laddie - Cliff's “partnership with 

‘Stanley Lupino has still another 

but: no takers _ap- 

‘six years to go and the firm is ac-| 
. tively engaged in turning out its 

“Love” series of. musical plays. 
“Darling, I Love \You” succeeds 
"Love Lies” at the Galety tomorrow 
(Wednesday), when the latter play 

goes on the road for 18 weeks. 
-. New show, “I Am in Love,”. then 
@oes into. rehearsal and. will tour 
the provinces till the Gaiety ‘is 

‘Lanter Takes. Over. ‘Ambassadeurs. 
Restaurant, ‘Former. Keys Theatre I 

the’ Monte Larlo “the year’ round, and | 
‘who also has the’ Kursaal,, Ostend, 
‘Is relinquishing the remodeled :Am- 

‘Ciro restaurants in Deauville,’ Mon- 
te'Carlo, Paris and’ Londen. ‘Hobson |. 

‘has also taken over the swanky. La 

taurant, with entertainment, having 

B. colored band ‘installed, 
: geilles: outside. of her. personal ef- |° 
2 tects” ‘which. went: to’ her’. ‘partner, . 

‘larged-site ‘of the old: Ambagsadeurs
 

under an. ‘arrangement. ‘similar’. to 

_the.Céntral: Park Casino, New York; 

‘Policy: 

‘wired; 

‘entertainment there’ this, Summer... 

‘be a feature of the. Monte. Carlo 

|market crash in 

ISPAIN RESENT: § FRENCH 

Security | 

‘producers and ‘players, are greatly: 

| Barcelona, which support the tour-, 

“SAYAG- HOBSON DEAL 
—— 

mo Paris, Jan. 21, 
..Eamund “Sayag,. who: is running 

bassadeurs restaurant here to Clem- |: 
ent: -Hobson,, owner of the famous 

WILL ‘MAHONEY. 
in Earl ‘Carroll’s "Sketch Book” 

44th St. Theatre, New ‘York | 
‘The. Bronx Home, News said: 

Michodiere eatery,: an exclusive res- Will - Mahoney, who is without a 

doubt one: of ‘the furiniest of the 
‘| men who. ‘cavort: about: our.. stage.” 

. Sayag will operate. the theatre ; "Direction © ° 

which is now: being: built. on the.en- "RALPH G. FARNUM | 
1560 Broadwa 

restaurant. .Both theatre. and. the. y 

Ambassadeurs. occupy city. property 
—_ 

Tiness, ‘Holds Actor: From 
* Drawing Double Salary. 

_ Paris, Jan. 21. 
“On the. eve of the premiere of his’ 

‘production | of.. “Criminels” at the |. 
|. Theatre .des Arts,’ Georges. ‘Pitoeff, 
‘actor-manager, decided to’ ‘do. the |: 
male ‘ledd. himself, “ousting. Henri 

| Vermeil. .Latter brought. suit for 
damages. and has heen awarded not 

-|only hig full salary during the run 
‘of the play, but $400° aliditional’ as 
vei ‘damages. ° 

dd phase. of the legal, decision | 
4s. that ‘Varmeil is: also’ free to. ac- 
cépt ‘another’ engagement, -but will 
‘eontinue: "drawing salary during the 
run of “Criminels.”, Owing ‘to Ver- |. 
meil’s recent illness,’ it is unlikely |, 
he will grasp for a ‘double weekly: 
“income. . ; 

of the. theatre. is: -gtill ‘inde= 

terminate. It. will, - probably - be} 

put -most: likely Sayag will}: | 

play .a. colored ‘yevue, or some: such 

‘BULL FIGHTS AS. 
RIVIERA BOOM 

Paris, Jan, : 31. 

The: first real Spanish bull - fights’ 
ever. given’ outside of’. Spain will 

season, starting in March, when. 
Edmund Saytag will. book them irito. 
the ‘new. stadium, seating 22,000. 

“The: foremost . ‘toreadors of Spain :| Hubby’ 5 Wealth will be brought in,. receiving 50, 900 
francs: for each fight. 

May! Make Sunny 
‘Jarman Star 

The enterprise is a strong effort 
to pep up the ‘Riviera, the season of . 
which has been badly dented by ‘the: 

New York and j- 
other world capitals. 

So thoroughly’ 1s . Monte Carlo | 
persuaded .that something is needed: 
to feature the resort that the Prince |" 
of ‘Monaco, who is landlord for all 
Monte Carlo, 1s donating the ground - 
for the stadium. - - - ‘ London, Jan. 21. . 

; Mr. and. Mrs. Francis | Fraricis 
| will be. passengers for ‘New York on 
‘the’ Olympic, salling tomorraw 
‘((Wed.). Mra. Francis is the former 
show girl; Sunny Jarmann, while ‘STAGE ART INFLUENCE 

Madrid, ‘Jan. -21. 
Spanish theatre men, particularly 

man who married her recently. 

nation from the Horse Guards, as is’ 

incensed over the. preference of the| 2" actress, but this is probably the: 
populace for French ballets and 
American. spectacles and jazz bands. 

. Protests come principally from 
the big towns, notably Madrid’ and 

tion has not been accepted. ‘He may’ 
be called up at any time in the dis- 
cretion of the army authorities. « 

The young man is ‘worth .$15,000,- 
000 and has promised his wife that 
any time she wants to return to the 
stage he will present her himself in 
a musical show on. Broadway. 

oe 

Coliseum. Titled Band 

ing French, Itallan and American 
troups to the loss of native produc- 
tions, 

Affair has caused a considerable. 

hullabaloo, with Spanish art cir- 
cles complaining that native au- 
thors are being forced against their 
wills to model themselves and their 
product upon foreign ‘standards, 

"London, Jan. 21. 

Drury Lane-Ziegfeld 
seum yesterday,’ proving ideal fare: 

-‘|days ago after a gala farewell per-. 

‘|make. way: for -streét: improvements 

“unphere is joy in the performance of |. 

-tion, 

“|]three years ago.. 

, Mear ano. now. r rvemain, 

> BUTT AND JOEL 

Francis is the milHonaire guards- |’ 

|be bad-for at ‘least a. year dr two, 
Bridegroom ‘has sent in his resig- | 

customary when an officer. marries |. 

first instance. where such a resigna-_ 

| BERLIN STATE TATE THEATRE |. 

‘Starting Something | 
| Sir Henry Wood's orchestra of 80 
pulled a good ‘matinee at the Coli- | 

CIRQUE DE. PARIS ENDS 

Second, Paris | Place to Go—Was. 
‘Best Fight’ Arena 

- Pariy, Jan: 21. 

Although’ ‘the Paris. ‘apresarios 
don't know. it yet their. ‘stroke for . 

|tax relief: by means . of a general 
| theatre strike has already had:some . 
.| effect on the Minister of. Finance's 

office. The executive ‘assistant | of 
Minister . ‘Henri Cheron. yesterday - 
‘disclosed - to. Vafiety that. several... 
taxation. amendments already are - 
under consideration, ... : one 
..They. are being. drafted into a. 
new Dill, text of which: will ‘not be- - 
‘come public property until late in. 
February when ‘the pill is presented. , 
to:Parliament for a vote.” 
The tentative draft © definitely : 

eliminates hope- ‘of .&. reduction in... 
the 10% poor. tax. | . This. will have 
to stand for the. ‘reason that the. 
‘government sees no means of. rais- 
ing such monies for. the: Adminis- 
tration of: ‘Public: Assistance, except 

‘through the theatres. _ 
. . Staté Tax Cut . no. 

However, the. percentages of ‘the _ 
| state tax. would ‘be reduced, “The. -. 
present 10% on the’ frst. "10,000 - 
frances would ‘be ‘changed ‘to 5% of. 
the. first .15,000;.. the. 1%. state tax. 
would ‘be ‘reduced to. 5%, a and all. 
‘taxes . on :subventioned - theatres, . ; 
such: ag- the Opera. Comique,. -the* 
Odeon and the Comedie” Francaise 
would: be eliminated. eo 
“At. this. writing (the © “proposed _ 

terms “will “probably. ‘first .come -‘to © 
public. “attention with - ‘publication 
here) it ‘seéms ° ‘probable . that. the 
terms . outlined will. prove , unsatis- _ 
factory to the. Franch’ managers, : . 

Meantime the: threatened strike is. - 
Ikely to be deferr ed.. The. managers. ae 
realize | that ‘Minister’ ° ‘Cheron’s 
duties at the’ Hague ‘conference for 
Naval Disarmament stands. in the 7 
way. of any definite answer. to their. - 
demands from the Finance Ministry. 
and. for that reason. “the proposal is * 
‘up to put the demonstration: off: un~ — 

| consulting’ Joel. til “ML: Cheron’s | returns’ to. office |. 

A day’or so after that happened ‘auty." . 

‘Butt announced ‘that. the: Victorla| However, . “the « legit. _mianagers a 
| Palace was for sale. - Yesterday. the promise. a regional strike: centering 

Daily Herald published the’ state- | in Lyons as 4. demonstration agéinst =. 
ment that the Drury Lane’ and .the|| local conditions. The situation there’ 

Dominion (in - which ‘Butt is in-1{is even: more acute than in Paris, | 

terested) were: being negotiated. for] due toa town tax of 25% additional | 

by A. E. Abrahains, former. bill] on posters, billing: and. other. incl- | 

poster and now. @ big theatre owner.|dentals.  .. 7 

| While Butt denied such a transac-| Mayor Herriot;. of Lyons, “has the ™ 

tion is under way, it is nevertheless | strike: ultimatum before -him .and 

itrue that, offers are being made for calling: Of ‘the local Jockout awalts ” : 
‘thé. Drury | Lane and are being con- his" answer, _ _ 
sidered. J Taxed Inte Bankruptey 

. Méeanw file. Butt. ‘fs. telling © nis At Toulon the local impresario, 
friends. that he is tired : of show Marjol of the Theatre Muntefpal, 

‘business and would prefer life in} filed a bankruptcy petition and’ the. 

:the financial district, his idea being | theatre has gone dark. Taxes are... 

‘that theatre business is-going to blamed for the failure. ; 
In Paris. the average taxes.on & . 

cinema theatre. amount to a third 
of gross. receipts, including 17%, 
‘poor and: state” faxes, 12% to.tlie 
Authors. and Composers’ Soctety,: 
plus war taxes and other imposts._ 7 

Provincial tour managers routing . 
orie-night » ‘engagements, notably . 
Tournees and Baret, are giving up — a 
the ghost ‘April 1, They propose .° 
abandoning road tours regardless of 
the strike, declaring the business 
Holds out ‘no: hope of profit. 

| YAYELIS AMERY DIES 
_': Sydney, Jan, 21, - 

Phyllis Amery, young Austral{an. - 
dancer, died suddenly on the eve of. 
an. engagement: for “Love Ties” 

INDEX — 

Paris,’ Jan. 21... 

‘Te Ciraue de Paris closed:a few 

formance. . Place is being razed to. 

and its passing’ eliminates not only. 
the largest and most popular. of the 

Paris circuses -but the town's best 
fight” arena as well.: 

Manager Rousseau plans to hia 
‘another to .take its place. This 
makes the second post-war ‘demoli- 

‘the’ famous. Cirque Nouveau 
giving way. to. an office _ building 

Only the. ancient. 

Cirque: d'Hiver and the - Cirque 

ARE AT ODDS 
. ” London,’ Jan, 21. 
An open quarret- which has been |: 

going ‘on for some weeks : between 
Sir Alfred Butt and- Sally - Joel, 
‘multi-milHonaire, who - has: always 
‘packed. Butt’s theatrical: venturey, 
‘has grown so intense that _there: is]. 
‘talk ° -of Butt's. future in ‘the the- 

atres.: 

. Last week - while William Hutter 
‘and -Harry Cohen: were both dealing 
independently. for the ‘Queen's and| 
‘Globe.theatres, Hutter dealing with | 

T Joel, .both houses ‘were sold to! 
Maitrice’ Browne ‘by Butt" without 

and: if he wanted to: -return. after 

that. he could. do so. . 
Joel is cynical about Butt’s am- 

bitions to shine in finance and his 
.attitude has not been improved by 
having Butt scere the first round 
in their tiff, for it'was only from 
the newspapers: that Joel found the 
two theatres which he partly owned 
had been sold without-his knowl- 

edge. . 

HEAD Is FORCED. our 
ae Bertin, Jan, a 

Leopold Jessner, general manager. 
of. the State Playhouse since .the 
revolution, has heen forced to resign, 

available. This troupe will have London,’ Jan. 21.— ’ - #1. .| for this ri ouse. : r D : -4 

practically the*same cast as “Love| The Drury Lane management is a sin ty b Kk ave syear 7 ee net signed anew = oreign ».. nn piven a 

r Lies,” the only doubtful ones being in- negotiation with Florenz Ziegfeld ookings are heavy, and it: loo 3 TI 1 t 1 hi: alti 1t Pictures seevaces dooce oe 8-32 . 

-” * Cyril -Ritchard-and Madge Elliott.-- for.‘the .production, -here, -of..“'The Uke a. a buy. for. Stoll for three “yacht fast ee of. the. ‘American’ Picture Reviews. ¢2¥5.095. 17-300 [po 
ae cae ? . | . t ee 

—_-—————_—— Three. Musketeers,”. following the , ‘comedy, “Hard ‘Bandages,” by Fer- ||. Film: House Reviews 4, 40 He. 

run of the Christmas Pantomime. As a result the Palladium is: keen, at 
“RUTH DEYO HOME- BO at , i i-dinand Reyher, although the realj}{/ Vaudeville .....5..:..0.+ 33-38 Jf 

UND Latter ends its run in March, | 0% Setting Sir Thomas Beecham's . ° . atter -ends. run, ch, reason for all the trouble is the dis- Vaude Reviews . soceseoey O9-4L 

Cairo, Jan. ‘21. | having been very successful. orchestra of 100° as a counterblast organized state of the company and New Act : 41 

Ruth’ Deyo is sailing from this —_—— to Coliseum’s coup. Beecham was lack * f t ti rain, Bil Ne Seana 

-port for New York this week. An- ‘ | due to. open last week, but would not ck of. a, constructive program. BAUS cee cece ee eee renee 42948 | 

other departure is that of “L d P; d accept less than $15,000 a week. -Jessner continues as stage man-|}} Times Scare . sesevaeees 44046 

Sor ; -P s that of Cecile on on ro uction Up J ager, while his successor to ‘the di-} || Isditovial.......cceecesee 48° 

el and Co. for Beirut -by rail. . London, Jan, 21, |rectorship general will be Ernst,|]) Women’s Page ves : AT 
; “The London. theatre ig "getting I a legal and business: manager of the||] Legitimate ........06... 50+54 

OSCAR, 2D, FOR AUSTRALIA | 20" to business for the méw year. Mella a Suicide. | state opera. Music vsseeeeesrne reer 55-59 
: |The large number of ‘revivals : Bucharest, Jan, 21: —— Obituary cosccsccecseees 60 

; Hollywood, Jan. 21. | spotted for the Christmas season “Mella, the French dancer, starring | ,Correspondence .......5. 61 

«Oscar Hammerstein, 2d, here writ-| have gradually been withdrawn. in a revue at the Varietes Conti- Big Russian Opera Co. Inside—Pictures’ . oe eeeees 20 

+ dng music for “Viennese Nights”| This week's list of new produc- nental -in Botoshani, Roumania, ft Tnside—Waude .-s2- reese 36 

: (WB), goes to Australia at the close tions numbers half a dozen or more. committed suicide by severing her As Cuba Tourist Lure Ingide—Legit .....e600.) 48 

of-his contract to direct an Antipo- |. _ wrist arterles with a razor.’ - Wavana, Jan, 21. Talking Shorts ....s+-0¢ Ww 

a==-=(les company-of “New-Moonst-—-—— =f aa ana _-Friends--attribute..the.act..to_an. _-. Russlan..OperaCompany. opened |{f, Diterati ...--ssesrrsttt aot | 

“BANOIT s FIRST PLAY unhappy love affair. here at the National theatre with “Legit Reviews’ ws. eere rs oe q 
»: monet Paris; Jan. 21. _ . 130 in-the troupe ara 50 in the or-{|} Phurlesdne srssssserses rere Mee 

‘The Tiller Dancing Schools Wy nae at ee ene ae Johnston Going. Home Cuba has ever bade {ff Radio fea 38 
collaboration ‘with Alfred Savoir,| Millard Johnston, New York rep-| Company was” brought’ -h yy fee ANMCSeerecnere  & 

-. of America, Inc. | who is adapting Banoit's “Jacob’s| tative for Union Theatres of] the National. Tourist Commission id Outa CEM ae 60 

. 64 WEST 74th ST.. NEW YORK| Well,” 2 French best seller. “| Australia, is en route to the island|a winter attraction... Playing, at gil] Letter List sseereeeerre 63 
; be MARY. RBAD, President Jane’ Marnac will produce ‘and continent for his first visit in three top. Spor ts sees seeeeneee vee _ 44 

Phone Hindicott 8216-6 
New Classes Now Forming 

years, 

He returns fa the spring. 
star in it later this season: at the 
Apoilo. . 

Trench reper tory company operis Nig ht Clubs. eveuoeeree 

here early in February, 



AS 
, by having to look at realistic close- 

’ faces of American opera stars,” as 
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Russia Steamed Ut Over Wer Sound: 
Special Showings Require Police; 

Have Own Ideas 0 on How to Use It 
Moscow, Dec. 31. ~ 

Moscow’s. film world—directors, 
actors, scenario writers, erities and 
those who manage to crash the 

gate—is crowding the special 
‘ demonstr. ations by RCA Photophone 
here. Only one film theatre, the 

First Sovkino| House, has been 
wired. Since the regular show- 
ings of the silent ‘films make the 
house unavailable until -midnight, 
the sound demonstrations have -all]. 

St. PeterSbure” fame, is in the midst. 
of a tone’ film which he calls “We, 
‘Live Well”; 

taken place after that hour and 

‘usually do not finish until the wee 
hours of the Arctic mornings. . 

General public has as yet. gotten 
no glimpse and heard no note of the’ 
talkers. Aside from the members 
of the Soviet Parliament. (Central 
Executive Committee), which came 
in a body to ore of .the perform- 
ances, . sound pictures have so far. 

been Hmited to. the. film people ‘and: 
their .acolytes. - Nevertheless the. 
echoes of the private showings have: 
spread and the magazines -have 

‘given the matter full’. attention. 
Popular -interest is rising to ‘the 
boiling point. 

In picture circles scarcely ‘any- 
thing else but sound is talked about. 
Some directors and cameramen have. 
seen a few American | samples—a 
fragment of “King of Kings,” ‘some | 
Pathe newsreels, the whole of ‘Wly- 
ing Fool’ and several: operatic. bits 
—a dozen times... They. mispro- 
.nounce Englsh phrases. from these}: 
samples almost perfectly.. 
At two of the. midnight showings 

police were present to” control the 
mob. 

" Handicapped 

Unfortunately the imported talk- 
ers are not. represenative of the 
best the States are offering, dué in 
part to. technical defects in the 
theatre itself. But being complete. 
neophytes-in this game, the Russians 
are loudly enthusiastic, Effect Is 
Breatly helghtened by the .simul- 
tanous projection of the first. ef- 
forts ..at .Russian-made talkers, 
which sound a good: deal like. the 
early DeForest tryouts.: 
Perhaps. the only. negative re-. 

marks came from that Jack-of-all- | 
arts, the ex-Commissar of Educa- 
tion, Anatolia Lunacharsky. * After 
paying a thoroughgoing tribute to 
the sound films as such in a recent 
article, he proceeded to take out a 
grouch on the: opera stars who. in- 
vade.the screen, : 
Burden of his complaint is that 

beautiful music is spoiled for him 

‘ups of the singers—“vulgar overfed 

he delicately phrases the matter. 
At least three Russian éhgineers 

and inventors are at work on sound 

film ideas, which in some of their 
details at least are original,. Their 
work. has beén seriously hampered 
by lack‘of means, absence of various 
materials not easily procurable here 
and inadequate: laboratory equip- 

ment, 

Only films as yet shown, based 
on methods’ developed by Prof. 
Shorin of Leningrad, are, as al- 
ready indicated,. quite inferior. 
Some’ Russians, who perhaps. know 
what they. are talking about, insist 
that the defects are due to factors 
which can and will be eliminated, 
and that Prof. Shorin’s. principle] . 
(whatever that may be): is alto- 

_ Sether practical, 
For. and: Against: - 

‘Indeed; orie sector of’ official Soviet 
opinion: argues against: long: term 
tie-ups with American. wire com- 
panies. It is only a matter. of time, 
it insists, when the Soviet. Union will 
be independent of foreigners for its 

sound. equipinent. 
The film people themselves are 

for the most. part not.so optimistic, 
They are frankly anxious to obtain 
the best that America has to offer 
ingtead of experimenting at home. 
Actual policy of the. government— 

everything here is in the final anal- 
ysis decided by the Soviet govern- 
ment—is likely to strike a: balance. 
between these conflicting view- 

‘of horses, tears, 
Despite obvious imperfections the y 

produced here for a popular’ silent 
film:' “The Women of Rizzan,” 
shown in the States under the title 
of “The Village of Sin.”. 

It does. not attempt to give con- 
versation, merely providing syn- 
chronized sound effects and music 

; —accordion playing at the wedding |- 
feast, shouts of crowds, ‘tramping 

and laughter, ete. 

| assert 

, film is greatly enhanced by the 
sound. accompaniment. This version: 
has not yet been ‘released to the 

public. 
‘Tone Films 

-Several of.-the leading directors. 
are at the ‘moment furiously. at 
work on what they term “tone. pic-- 
tures,” ” as distinguished from the 
American and ‘west. European: talk-- 
ing pictures. 

V. I, Pudovkin, of: ‘Vast Days of 

“Nikolai-Ekk and A. M. 
Rom, both among the. best: of: the 
young directors, are likewise doing. 
tone pictures, 
Chief differences | between - “Rus-. 

sian‘ tone. film and the: -American. 
sound: film, 
Pudovkin, is that: the Russian | idea‘| 
Lis to’ avoid a literal ‘transcript: of. 

‘as. explained -by M. 

sound. That. is to say,” there - ig]. 
“usually: no. protracted conversation, | 
no realistic ‘reproduction , of ‘noises | 

“Instead Pudovkin, |... 
and most of his” ‘Soviet: colleagues, 
hope to use sound only as an im- 

.as they occur. 

-pressionistic | “ACCeSSOTY. . Where an 
‘emotional ‘effect can. be strength- 
ened by sound of some. ‘sort—the 
dripping of. water, the rumbling: of 
distant’ thunder, a wisp of music, 
etc.,-it is. put in, even if the cause 
of the sound is . not visible | on the 
screen. 

. Thus, Pudovkin explained, when 
one of the characters. thinks of his 
‘sweetheart- going away on a train,, 
the ‘effect. may be strengthened by. 
‘the chug-chug' of the locomotive as 
it might sound in the mind. of the 
‘character, although there is no loco- 
motive on the screen. There may 
even be “voices from the. void” to 
underline some idea, or. clarify 4 
situation--acting like spoken cap- 
tions, more or less. In“short, the 
Russians aim to use the sound: tech- 
nique. not to reproduce real life— 
that, they say, amounts at best to 
an imitation of the legitimate 
theatre—but to achieve: new. effects.. 
Pudovkin’s first tone film will soor. 

reveal how his theory stacks up in 
the eyes—and ears—of an au- 

dience. 
Another of the most important 

Soviet directors, Leonid ‘L. Obolen- 
sky, is now in western Europe, 
where he went especially to listen 
to American: talkers in Paris and 
Berlin. 

. -@ 

Spain 
By ARTURO G. CARDONA 

Madrid, Jan, 10. 
Last year a total of 460 pictures 

were exhibited in Spain of which 
only 14 were Spanish productions 
Native producing companies . are 
composed rather of small groups 
of amateurs than expert technical 
men. and do not have the category 
of large cinema producing enter- 
prises with adequate capital and 1¢- 
sources. As a consequence, Spanish 
productions are almost wholly Jack- 
ing in technique. Some few have 
enjoyed passing success. 

_Of the: total. number of - films 
shown, 85% were American features. 
German pictures’ wére second, but 
‘way behind, with French and Enz- 
lish films following in order, - 
Producers in the latter’ countries 

were’ persistent in -their efforts to 
place’ more of their -pictures in 

.|. Spanish._theatres,. but-only in.a. few. 
exceptional instances’ can it he said 

Nearly all.of the..cinema programs: 
in the theatres of Madrid and Bar- 
celona consist ‘of American fms. 

‘Talkers have been very | well re- 
‘teived, especially at first. and in: 
spite of handicaps. . One objection- 
able censequence to the vublic of 
the introduction of. sound films’ is 
the substitution of good orches stras 
by mechanical miusic. 

Lack of -knowledge of the Eng-- 
lish language in Spain is a handi-' 
cap, of course, and has been the 
chief cause of a few protests 
against their exhibition. Hower er, 
the Spaniards have not received 
‘American sound films as an effort 

n | to-impose=the-Englsh—language-on=|= 
them.-. Those few. Spaniards whd 
speak English, ‘snd who have 
learned the language in’ Engiand, 

difficulty. in) understanding: 
U.S. Slang. a 

"Tryout in Short -_ 
oe . Holywood, Jan, 21. 
Lotti Loder, brought here from 

.Vienna under contract to Warners, 
will. be first tried out in a_ short, 
“Lonely Gigalo,” by. this company. 

{the Joinville studios: ‘of. Gaumont, 

has been experimentally. very ex- 
. pensive: to date -through: necessity. 
‘o£ completely: renovating conditions 
‘to conforni with hig ideas of -Amer!- 

perimental Idea: to ‘produce. talkers 
(shorts at first and features after), 

to prove that Americans: can: make 
‘French talkers in Frances: : 

‘securities, and it was a sure bet 

.picture magnates to play ball with 
their stocks without’ charging ad-|. 

work of bankers, such men as Albert 

‘ket. 

‘tive ‘company) interests formerly 

‘land had moderate reviews, but it is 

‘that. these films had. any success. | 

| was around, but not Sidney Kent. 
Latter coming, here end of month, ' 

COSTLY EXPERIMENT 

Kane's 3 Mone. oF Renovating—On 
Two- -Reeler in Parts 

A) 

Parts, Jan. ‘12. 
Bob Kane expects to.move out tol 

next month, when. his . Western] 
Blectric’ équipment. is installed. 
Meantime, he is using the Gaumont 
studios -here, RCA -Photophone | 
equipmient,. 
shooting on a twin-reel. comedy... 
Kane's three months’ stay here 

can standards. Kane is said to ‘be 
drawing $80,000 annually against 
everything, not including the ‘per- +. 
centage. of. the profits, ete. Para- 
mount is backing: him in: this’ 6x- 

In a ‘desire on that: company's: part 

PARIS BANKERS | 
ARE EASING IN 

Paris, Jan. 12. 
Picture business is slipping from 

the. ‘hands of private French opera- 
tors into those of the bankers. Signs: 
for ‘this. were clear here directly 
‘the picture. people: started issuing 

the banks. would not allow the local 

mission to that green pasture known 

as the investing public. 
Recent: purchase: of - -Gaumont, by 

‘Aubert Franco Film has been ‘the 

Kohan, Languevillain and Grinieff 
being used to pick up the neces- 
sary controling stock on the mar- 

Two big. French banks have 
now got-a finger in the picture ple, 
and more’ consolidations of interests 
are, due. Control of Gaumont now 
entajls that of G. M. Films, and the 
Societe. des Films Historiques will 
probably be included in the new 
eroup. . 

- Powerful Conti: Gancel (automo- 

backing Natan are .now interested 
in Gaumont, which makes it pos- 
sible that the Pathe-Natan firm 
will be included in the new group. 
.Gaumont, stock market valuation 

of a $400,000, nominal, capital is 
about. $1,250,000 and “Aubert-Franco 
Film stock, with a nominal capital 
of $2,400,000, is ‘worth over $7, 000,- 
000 on the makket, quotations be- 
ing respectively 320 and 300 frs 
for shares 100 francs, nominal ($4). 

Director’s Trailer Sends 
“Ark” Over in Budapest 

~ Budapest, Jan. 7%. 
_ Release of “Noah’s Ark” (WB) 
proved the local advantage for any 
film having anything to do with 
Hungary or Hungarians, 

“Ark” was not too well received 

preceded by a trailer of Michael 
Curtiz, of Budapest extraction, and 

who directed, ‘spéaking .the native 
tongue. This was considered so 
striking that it decided the success 

of the film. 
“Ark” is practically the only 

really’: successful picture running 

Just, now. ’ 

~ British F im F eld 
By Frank Tilley 

a “tonden,’ Jan. 12. 
It's dull. Nothing happening and 

plenty promised. .Paramount had a 
convention. 
ish executives giving J. GC. Graham 
a silver tea service. Mel Shauer 

- Personal . and. Otherwise ; 

Pola Negri picture to Warners for 
quota, Was to have gone through 
Paramount. Whittaker got $62,600 for. 
this market. Now making one for 
Por called “Mystery of the: Wagon 
it.” 
truck; it’s just French for sleeping- 
ear, 

British . and Dominions (Wileox 
company) is laying off the produc- 
tion of “Beethoven,” for which Olga 
‘Tsechova was brought over, Re- 

and -has ‘commenced]: 

‘1000 feet in '28, 

*British South Africa 3 Bo G48 
*Other countries...... 5,8 

Many Shorts Among. 60 

Finished with the Brit-. 

“Charlie “Whittaker ‘has ‘sold his” 

Nothing to do with a. booze. 

FILM EXPOR 
INCREASE OF | 
& , 000 FT. 

“Washington, Jan: ‘a1. 
Increase. of : 56,000, 000. feet: ia re-. 

corded in exports ‘of -positive mo- 
tion picture film: for the 11 months 
ending Nov: 30 over. the: ‘correspond- 
Ang: -period of, 1928>° 7 

Increase ‘fs considered remarkable 
by Department of Commerce. offi- |: 
cials under whose direction the sta- 
tistics were compiled. Particularly 
so in view of the numerous contin- 
gent plans, ete., put through abroad.: 

Total. footage: for the 11 months 
of 1929: exceeded 260,000,000 Jin. ‘feet, |’ 
‘ag: against. 195,000,000 lin. feet for |: 
41928, Latter had a declared value of 
1 $4, 798, 000 
1929. To this is added. negatives. ex-— 

against $5,939,000 

ported running. to.:7; 885,000 - feet for 
11 ‘months of 1929 as against 7,133,- 

totaled another 66,000,000 feet.. _ 

Officials ‘state that no- appreciable : 
change in the increase will be: made 

o when the final figures for the: com-~’. 
‘plete year are compiled. - 

Following ‘table discloses. just. 
where the ‘gains. were made. and 
edmbined - actua)- footage on nega- 

tives and positives sént to the vari-. 
ous countries, 

el months ending: Nov. 
“ 19: 1938. 20. 

Qin Ft.) (bin, Ft.) 
Denmark ......+sce0s: 3,413,086 09,105 
SIrance seccsseveesss 1,007,204 12,918,903 
*Germany_ pocconceees 10,342,052 14,354,700 
"Spain  ..cccccccaveee 7,408, G47 7,734,128 
*Sweden ... ao 2;642,975 451,527 
*United -Kingdom.... +i. 433,033 .- 33,102,403 
*Other Europe....... 21,851,125 26,268,357 
“Canada ....cececace a Wy 880, 408 14,446,087 
*Central America. ..» 8,019,183 (3,728,300 
*MexICo. ....ccseceaee 8,041,22 8,329,886 
*British West Indles - : 
and Bermuda ...... 5, 485, 765 5,501,691 

*Cuba ..... vocesceces 5,289,007 5,374,783 
Argentina sre geresion 18,608, 400 17,867,101 
SBraZil cececcccccnees 15,278,998 17,017,576 
Chile ..cccescccccsces 200,570 $,256,7 08 
Other ‘South America. 12 428, 238 11,800,778 
*Britiah India....... 1 4, 707,233 6,834,783 - 
British. Malaya,...,..-.3,506,448 3 300,037 
*China, ‘Hong Kong. .- 
and Kwantung. Seases 1471142 . 3,346,632 
*Netherland East In- * 7 : 

| GIES coco Teka eciee 2,833,766 3,348,739 
Japan wveccccacacres. 520,629 6,708,137 
*Philippine isiands.. - 2,813,456 991.06 
*Australla” .....506e% 2,219,085 24,946,778 
*New Zealand........ 6,148 4,985,018 

20, 841 cs 451, 508 

* Increase. 

Ont. ‘Rejected: 1929 Films 
‘Toronto, Jan. 21. 

Annual teport of -the Ontario 
board of censors‘ shows 60 ‘films re- 
jected entirely--and 631 subject to| 
minor costs in-scene or dialog. . 
Many of the 60 rejected -films 

were shorts, Reasons were obscen- 
Ity, slurs on the British flag, too 
much Americanism and lack of 
morality. . . 

DOUBT FED’L CENSORSHIP 
Washington, Jan. 21. 

Federal censorship of pictures in 
Canada is reported highly improb- 
able by Commercial Attache Lynn 
W. Meekins, Ottawa, to the Com- 
merce Department. 

. Recent general conference of rep- 
resentatives of provincial boards of: 
censors at Toronto had created im- 
pression a federal board was-in 
the offing. Mr. Meekins queried: of- 
ficilals there and made the nega- 
tive report to this Ore 

| organizing the. studio: ds” the pub- 
city story. ‘ 
Dick Henderson goes ‘into. films : 

with Gainsborough. Francis Man- 
gan’s Tillerettes get.a ‘break, too, in 
this, with Roy “Royston, Rebla. and 

-|Sydad Seymour’s Mad Hatters also. 
coming from vaude. Same concern 
also remaking, “Valley of Death,” 
the Balaclava film Maurice Elvey 
“did for then over a yéar Ago. “Do- --|-have 
ing it talker and: color with’ Vic 
MacLiaglen's Ss prother Cyril as lead. . 
Alhambra. doing not so bad with 

“Atlantic,” now in third week. Run- 
ning the German version Saturday 
mornings at 10:15 to catch the Ger- 
man ‘students, who are plenty in 

.|London again. ° 
“Splinters,” doped ‘in Variety to 

gross $300,000. here, is ‘way over 
that figure now. Herbert Wilcox 

(Continued on page 7) 

for 

Raw film for 1929 : 

Tremendous: increase | 
in -both Great Britain and France, 
outstanding ‘quota countries, “will be 
noted: , 

7 | market here. ° 

{die a- natural: 

DELAY GERMAN IN “ANNA 
M-G 

Second ‘Talker 

- Hollywood, Jan, ‘21, 
M-G. has postponed its. proposed 

German. version of “Anna Christie.” 
‘| Studio ‘execs feel ‘that Greta Garbo. 
will be an ear-opener in her first 

‘talker in: this. country and want to - 
| follow © quickly with her second,. - 

“| “Romance,” ‘while - ‘the ~ ; | expected 
plaudits are still ringing. — Clarence 
Brown, who. directed “anna wil 7 
also. do. “Romance. id 

Immediately . Doing Garbo’s” 

- Studio ig sending out’ a: ‘silent 
trailer. on’ the first. picture to keep 

7 Miss. Garbo’ 8 screen ‘voice as a. (Sure 
prise. ! ° 

German Talkers 
To Flood U. S.. 
Within 5) Days. 
“American market: ‘will be flooded. 

With German. dialog pictures within: - 
-another ‘month. Competition is. far 
keener than ‘the trade . surface reé- 

veals. 

“There. are at least. four fairly. big” 
‘companies: which are. going after . 
-the German population throughout: 

‘Cities.and towns ‘ 
‘where wieners.are most popular are 
‘the country. - . 

being: thoroughly. . -tabulated. “Phe: 
first -all- German talker feature on 

. Broadway. opens at the Mansfield 

.). [this Friday night. It-is “Because 

I Love You” (Afa) and the fist. of 
52 in Teutonic dialog which the. 

Schlessingers, under | their ‘German. . 
talker. tie-up, are attempting to 

The. Mansfield is now 

getting DeForest wiring, 

“Warners is stepping on .the re- 
lease of its “The Royal Box” as the | 
result of United Artists’ plans. to. 
get “The Lummox” to.a quick. get- 

away. in.German draw houses. . . 
- Hoboken, Newark, Germantown | ; 
and parts’ of Cleveland. ana _Mil- 
waukee are now shaping up as the 
best bets. for German’ dialog as well 
as certain ‘neighborhoods in the 

9 bigger’ ‘key cities, 

Other language film possibilities, 
at least in the -U..S.,;, have faded 
to German for the present. 

| England Expects. New Drive 
On Film House » Regulations 

~ London,-Jan, 12. 
As a result of the Paisley. fife 

panic, in which 70 children were 
killed, town councils and watth 
committees all over the country are .- 

complaining against. the lax res, 

strictions ‘on cinema ‘regulations. 
Feeling in the trade Is ‘that Par'lia- 
ment, on reassembling Jan. 21, will 
think about nation-wide legislation. 
Up to now cinemas are mainly con- 
trolled by local regulations. . “1 

There’s talk that the Government 
will strengthen the provisions.;pf 
the Childrens Act of 1908 and 

authorities are said to be circular- 
izing local bodies with a view to: 
stricter observance. 

northern. industrial 
At Durham, 

centre,- mage. 

oh 

istrates went into committe after .- 
police told them one of. their. cinemas 
was unsafe. 
Among new suggestions are the 

abolition of child queues, 
number of adults ‘at. all children’s _ 
shows, no child ‘under’ séven to: “ipe ~ 

-'l admitted except with an adult, -and - 
|. greater: care in the ‘choice of - films: 

| shown. 
Trade in general, ‘thiough wits 
papers, is praying that the storm’ll. 

death before the 
Government gets. busy.. The Home 
Office:is meanwhile said to be ad- 

j vising . the. -Government ‘on - new 

legislation. 
Home Secretary is ‘expected to: 

tell the House all about Paisley, at. 
the end of the rhonth. 

ee 

‘No UA. BRITISH PRODUCING 
Although’ several propositions. 

by Edwin Carewe with English 
backing, United Artists will not at-— 
tempt. to produce. talkers in. Great 
Britain to fill quota requirements. 
This is. according to reports fol- 
lowing the return of Joseph M. 
Schenck from Europe. 

In the future, UA will pick from 
the open English market, to .meet 
quota requirements, it is ‘under- 
stood. , . 

ys 

-been.advanced,..including...one..... 

larger . : 
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French Bookers Watch Opening 
toe of Native Talkers as Guide; | 

CINEM f TRADE [Screen Propaganda Chills Europe 
AR OPS a 5g - As Soviet Agent Goes Lecturing. 

la Route's s "$12, 000 Whly Amazes| Exhiblenre Diclave. ‘Tus GAINSBOROUGH STUDIO. ‘the Hague, Jan 21 
—|""Cannet Live in Times of BURNED- HAMPERS WORK 

Eisenstein, picture director. under . 

the Russian Soviet regime, is on s La 

‘180. AFRICA. DEFOREST |. Depression and. Meet|. 

RIGHTS ARE IN DISPUTE Heavy Imposts—Dance| . 7, gainanseanen gt 2, 

jiecture of Europe. ° 

Halls . and ‘Cabarets Join |iington was burned out Saturday, 
an causing delay in talker production 

- Capetown, Jan..: 31. in ‘Movement Smaller by the Gaumont British Company. 
Kinemas, Ltd, applied for a court : Houses Hit: by Big Talker 

order interdicting African Theatres |". *’ 

There were no casualties except 

: Spots 
and African Talking Pictures, Ltd.,]. : 

injury to George Gunn,’ studio man- 
ager, -who was burned. 

from using apparatus under the De 
Forest system’ (American) and ex- 

Plant was built in 1919 by Para- 
mount and now contains two sound 

hibiting pictures made by that -de- 
vice, which plaintiff alleges iIn- 

stages recently wired with Western 
Electric system, “The Valley of 

fringes. its sole rights for South 
‘Africa. - : ’ Berlin, Jan. 21. 

Death” was in production, with 
Berit Milton Rosmer directing, when the 

— : erlin: Exhibitors,.’ .at. a. formal] fire: ‘started, . 
Both par ties: ‘consented to the. meeting called for the purpose, de- | - Jacquelin Logan. arrived here Pri- 

clared their. intention of calling a day. and was about to begin work. 
‘Strike unless some measure of -re-/on.“A Symphony in Two Flats” 
lief from heavy amusement taxes is 
granted. them, . following. the  ex- 

this week, with. Ivor Novello, pro- 
duction being for -Sono-Art and |. 

ample..of the. French - amusement 
business toward the same end. 

Gainsborough, ‘belng a co-operative 

During. the. meeting. it was stated’ 
undertaking. 
Gainsborough ig -the production 

that business,. particularly in the| end of British Gaumont Corpora- 
smaller ‘picture establishments, is/ tion. 

scarcely 50% of what it was at this} ‘William Shann, studio employee, 
time last-year.. Probably. the sit-.| who seemed. only slightly hurt in 
uation -in .these minor theatres is] the fire, died several days later as 
worse than in the larger establish- | a result of shock, 
ments that feature important ‘talk- 
ing pictures, but business is de- 

er ae Te the amusement FOLLIES GIRL | 
IN SOVIET FILM 

| business is in much thé same con- 
dition. The cabarets and the dance- 
‘halls complain of the same state of 

Moscow, Jan. 21, 
; The Moscow Soviets take no. 
chances on the morals of their kids. 

‘| business and: show every disposi- 

-tion to. make cause with the picture 

They won't let them look at capital- 
istic American pictures, such as 

people in direct action to call the 
attention of the. government to their 

Doug Fairbanks’ “Don Q.” On the 
other hand the Russians have just 

difficulties, 
Taxes are abnormally high in all 

‘these places and the complaint has 
been ‘heard before. Apparently the 

admitted the first American actress” 
to their native picture casts. 
_ She is (Miss) Billy Lyons, other- 
wise the wife of Eugene Lyons, 

| aggressive campaign of the French 
‘theatre business to force recogni- 
tion of their situation upon the 
authorities, and. the early results 
of their action, have inspired the 

Moscow correspondent of the United 
Press, and she will play the lead in 
Sovkino’s newest production, to be 
‘directed by Ivan Vonogradoff, look- 
ed upon as one of the’ Sovkino’s 

Berlin managers to a like course. 

most brilliant young directors. Miss 
oP FRA TALKERS Lyons is a graduate of Shubert 

musicals, Ziegfeld’s “Follies” and 
@ post-graduate of the Hollywood 

Rome, Jan. 21, 
studios. 
Objection to the attendance of 

_ The Pittaluga Company, powerful | children at American pictures is the 
Italian theatre. chain operator and 
film producer, has installed RCA 

fear that their young minds would 
be contaminated by capitalistic 

Photophone .recording apparatus in 
its studios here and is rushing 

propaganda and other bourgeoise. 
ideas and manners, like shaving, 

talker production, especially singing | maybe. 

pictures. ~ The Fairbanks picture “Don Q” 
The concern ig banking on ihe had a long run in Moscow, but no. 

fame of Italian opera voices. and is 
going after world markets for this 

- Marseilles, Jan, 21, 

_ First month's gross of “La Route” 
at. “the Capitol. in. Marseilles | 

_ paralyzed the local ‘industry . by} 
“clocking 1,200,000 francs ‘which is]: 
an average of $12,000 a. week ina 
town of. 700,000 population. | Figure |- 
‘{s considered phenomenal here.‘con-. 

‘ sidering that American silent film’s 
. previous. yield — averaged 1,000,000. 
‘francs for the entire ‘French terri- 
-tory. However,. Marseilles ig an 
- abnormally good: show town, being 
a big. seaport with many: transients. 

: Distributors - here: usually charge 
25% to 33% of. the gross for nat 
run: products. .Hence the Marseilles |’ 

“Sastenee trebled the normal income withdrawal of- the. issue. bas’ been 
as previously a gross. of $4,000 was tested on bathe the issue has been 
considered excellent. . oe 4 
- The business: done by this native omens, creme _cPerating _.for = 

- tongued talker indicates’ that dialog t t a in bal free-for- 
‘fs widening the French film: market | # Tes engage: a ver 
tremendously. It also means that all at the Bloemfontein swimming 

| baths when. the. British swimmer 
the . Capitol ig killing: everything : 

- else in: Marseilles “which: can be-: Norman Brooks gave an exhibition. .} 
African... Theatres “claimed ex- 

ay France's chief. bling ‘al’ the clusive picture rights to ‘the. event, 
ly one. house . : 60 ng ail tne! and when the: Kinemas camera crew 

(Continued | on page Dd 

a, — | eestative raised objections. whieh 

‘UA’s GERMAN ‘LUMMOX’ 
IS muck SENSATION 

were sustained by the bath officials., 
‘Now Kinemas, Ltd., is demanding a 
judicial ruling on ita rights to show |. 

; - Prague, Jan, 21, - 

: United Artists’ production of “The 
. Lummox” created a sensation here, | 

the pletures of the swimmer. , 

upon presentation with German dia- 

|METRO BUYING | 

ESeivercns| F RENCH TALENT 
The Fanny Hurst story ‘1s titled | 

Ip “a th rague oo Der. Tolpatch . for e Prag ; Paris, Jan. a1. 

Metro is demonstrating it is seri- 
‘showing: 

ous about signing French players 
Particular ‘appeal of the picture 
inges upon the peculiar political |. 
h ng P p D to make French language talkers in 

Hollywood, by going in for a long 
condition in. Czechoslavakia, For. 
{nstance no. German: street sireng 
are permitted in Prague, even if the list of such people. . 
war has been over 10 years and |: Idea has spread around that other 
the country -has a population of. American companies will. do the 
-German origin of more than 3,000,-. same: thing, :and shrewd ‘freelance |. 
R00. : French agents are sewing up all the 

Dr. Baxa, the ultra-Nationalist talent they can find with the idea 
of reselling the people for export. | 
“Andre Luguet, French matinee 

. Ozech .mayor of Prague, made a 
. Special concession for the first Ger- 
“man talker to be released in this |idol and comedian, sailed .Saturday 
territory. on the Empress of Scotland for 

Hollywood ag the first performer | 
under the scheme, He is to get 

‘United Artists is using ‘The 

Tummox” ag a fest of: the foreign 
$800 a. week for a single picture |: 
‘designed as a test and in which he 

language market. with a view to 

will. play lead. Picture is Jacques: 
Betting data to control its future 
policy and the release of the pic- 

Feyder’'s M-G-M feature “Unholy 
‘Nights.” “ 

- ture in its German version comes 
before the English print has been 

Feyder is the French director on 
Metro-Goldwyn’s Hollywood lot, 

generally viewed in the States. 

while his wife is in Pdris’ under 
Connolly Sailing . Metro: retainer, commissioned. ‘to |. 

| scout for talent for export to Holly- 

Paris, Jan. 21. 

children. were allowed. to see. it. . 

wood. Feyder. directed Greta 
Garbo’s production, “The Kiss.” Hig|Kind of product which is visualized 

‘Jack Connolly, European chief of. 
* Fox Movietone, sails on the Bremen 

next, after “Unholy Nights” is to be | 28 full of possibilities. RCA OVER EUROPE 

“ (hursday. © oe 

a.French theme story and it is‘for| Pittaluga. Co. admits that the eer 
this that other French players are| Americans are away ahead of the Station in rganizing Continen nt Italy 
Sought,---—------5 = ++ ee __j world in talker feature standards. 

- Called home for a. conference: He Idea‘of the money’ the .producer | 2nd it is handicapped by ‘such com- 
‘ts leaving William O’Brien in charge [13 prepared to spend. to get what petition. It ‘is for this reason that 
and taking with him Tom Chal-|it wants may be had from fact that|the company is specializing in the 

‘mers, who arrived recently to edit| Metro’was ready: to’ pay 50,000 singing picture style. ~ - 
@ ‘special. French Newsreel edition | francs. each to Rip and Roze for|\ Nevertheless it will. not ignore the 
to buck the Pathe-Natan local Luguet’s. release from Rip’s revue| dialog picture entirely. Its first 
sound news service, at the Folies Wagram. This ar-| dialog production. will go in work 
On the same ship will sail Ba-|rangement may .be changed to one|immediately,- the first in the 

vetta, Fox's French executive; Ju- |by which-M-G-M will pay $4,000 to|language. This enterprise will have 
‘ius Aussenberg, German repre-|the Unione des Artistes instead of | the advantage of the Mussolini 
‘Bentative; Benito Fuchs, in charge |to Rip and: Roze. edict against alien languages film 
in Italy, and E. E. Horan, Spanish 

. chief. Walter Hutchinson emains 
“in England. 

‘Soviet film: kultur with: large lots — 
of Communist propaganda scattered. - 
-through’ the: remarks. . Purpose is ~~ 
candid enough, but the .odd thing ts -..- 
that Russian ‘films: ‘are barred in. 

ground of suspicion’ of communist - 
propaganda... . + ; 

In spite ‘of. the ban: a local. arty ‘ 
group, called ‘the Film Riga, shows 
them privately.: One of the Hague’s 
leading dailies, “Nieuwe Rottem- 
dansche Courants,” devotes much. 
‘space to. highbrow: ‘pictures.. The: 

| Liga; Ratterdam’s cinema, withdrew 
its advertising from the sheet: for 
this ° reason, declaring a boycott 
against it and: the deadlock. is. etn a 
on, .” ; . 

DEMAND. LOWER RATES 

Amsterdam, Jan. 21, - . 
.Hisenstein, . Soviet film «. director 

‘and: agent of the Communist Goy- 
‘ernment, visited Amsterdam a few . 
days‘ago and was interviewed ‘on 
his mission. His remarks suggested - 
that: his object 1s to break open the 
way for Russian pictures: in world 
‘markets. 

’ Briefly what he wants to get. over 

won't do, that the future’ of the 
screen is bound up: in color pic- 

system that ‘holds out great possl- . 
bilities. and that the French pic- | 
ture technique, as disclosed in new 
product, is a flop, the pictures: being. 

{sunk in “super-refinement. and na- . 
tional snobbery.” 

*. , Cairo, Jan. : 2° 
The ‘Government of Egypt has’ 

delegated. @ special. agent from the 
European Bureau of the Public Se- 
curity Department to devote his én- 
tire time to watching and censoring 
all films imported from Europe. «. 

. Purpose frankly. is to prevent the 
circulation of Soviet Propagands 
pictures. ; 

TFEANY'S DISTRI N 
FRANCE ASKS NEW DEAL 

Paris, Jan. 21. 
Johan Gerhardt Schuman, man- 

| aging director. of Wilton Brockliss- 
Tiffany; distributor of Tiffany pic- 
tures in this country, and owners. 
of the Capucines .Cinema, Paris, 
sailed for New. York on the Paris 
-to negotiate a new deal with -Tit- 
fany, 

Concern. wants Tiffany to finance 
the French distributor ‘machine to 
the extent of 60%. _~ 
, Wilton Broékliss now works: ‘ona 
customer arrangement, purchasing 
Tiffany distribution -rights instead 
of operating. as a partner. With . 
Frank Brockliss, who originally or- 
ganized the French Metro Service, 
is... Wilton.. -Brockliss,..famous Am-.. 

| sterdam: ship owner whose shipping 
‘business. was affected by the mar-: 
_ket.crash. This has caused him to - 
-curtall his film. financing, which was 
a sideline. 
Schuman has: declared ‘that if 

Tiffany does not care to go into 
‘the proposed financing partnership’. 
the Tiffany franchise, which has 
four years to 80, may be offered for.. 
sale, 

. Paris,. Jan. a: oe 
With ‘Important new arrange-. 

ments for broadcasting, one in Italy 
and the other in Russia, it looks. as 
though RCA will ultimately organ- 
ize Buropean radio, 

Maestro Pietro ‘Mascagni spon- 
sored the debut of the Continent’s 
most powerful broadcasting station, 
Rome, owned jointly by RCA and 
the Italian Radio Corp., the latter 
a government subsidized concern, 
.Radio Corp. of America also ig 

planning a 500- kilowatt station un- 
.der the Soviet regime, apparently |~ . 
coinciding with the Soviet’s con- 
tracting in a big. way. for RCA 
‘Photophone: ‘fer picture -recording. 
"These operations “AYS tiKEN to fore= 

cast the organization of Europe’s 
commercial alr ‘communication by. 
Radio. 

Maxwell On Film ‘Board| 
London, Jan. 21, 

John Maxwell, head of British In-- 
ternational, has been niade a mem- 

ber of the Board of Trade advisory 
committee on films.: — - 

Players with whom Mme. Feyder (outside of singing sequences). This 
{is carrying on negotiations are ‘eliminates the forelgn—particularly. 
Claude Nohaine, Marcel Lievin, | American—dialog picture and ‘gives | 

‘| Serge Naduad, Gil Rolland, Robert the home market almost entirely to 

| Ancelin and Richard of the Odeon the. native producer. - 
‘London Chain for Sound |ana Gara for ‘Hollywood, ‘The Pittaluga people paid 8 high 

Metro. expec compliment to otophone, having 
moma cncentss cere eo ONGON J aN 2 bse . pects to. lose _money .on compliment to Photophone, having 

The Summers Brown circuit, com- 
prising seven theatres in London. 

‘the Trench dialog versions, but is 
‘willing to stand. the outlay to hold|other systems on the market. 

. and the suburbs, which once were 
part of the Gulliver circuit and of 

‘the good will of the French market. 

“which Gulliver. & Abrahams still Dutch Cool to “Shadows” 
hold the freehold, have been leased. Amsterdam, Jan. 21, 

Control goes to Sam Berney, who,| “White Shadows in the South 
-is «understood to be acting as an Seas” was revealed at the Tuschin- 
agent for Bundy. Report is the|ski as a remarkably beautiful pic- 
chain wili go into a talker policy in|ture, but both critical and public. 
March. . interest is below expectations. 

Censor “Glorious Night” 
Sydney, Jan. 21, 

Censor ‘here has refused to re- 
lease “His Glorious Night,” M-G- MS 
-picture-starring..Joahn..Gilbert 2. 

. American distributor has: filed. an ; 
appeal, 

_—. 

-WILL’S OPENING 
London, Jan, 2L 

Will Rogers !s here, which hap- 
pens to coincide with the general 
release of his picture, “They Had 
to See Parls.”" 

Trilm is well Hked, 

Financing German Star 
' London, Jan. 21, 

Dr. Galperson, German producer,. 
is in London, seeking to raise capital 
with which to produce a picture in 
England starring Dlizabeth Bergen, 
Germany’s most -prominent film 
actress. . 

Addresses ‘are on the subject oft 

‘most European .countries on the. 

is the idea that talking pictures — 

tures; that Russia hag a new color. 
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‘PARIS’ BIC- BIG-TIME. VAUDE; 
MAY HAVE 3 HOUSES ] 

* Paris, Jan," 21, 
When. the Plaza opens. late. this. 

“spring it’ will give Parts its second 
‘bie tim’ vaude house, © Enipire : is 
the. sole: important music hall at : 

present.’ 
The Alhambra, ‘burned ‘aown-some 2 

“years ago, is’ fast nearing. comple- | 
tion after considerable hitch through. 
legal complications, This music hall 
will make Paris’. third such, .and|..™,, 
possibly may ‘become . the premier 
variety. -house, according. to’ unverl- |. 
fled. rumors that elther Jules: Marx]. . 

or British Bente of the Scala, Berlin,. 
“vaudeville ‘interests will take . 

over... 
Paul. Franck, former manager: ‘of 

the Olympia. music hall (now slow- 
ly being: ‘converted into a sound pic- 
ture: house’ by Jacques ‘Haik). will} 
manage the Plaza. Rose Amy, va- 
riety. star, will. be associated with 

him in:an executive ‘capacity. | 
Plaza ..was ‘originally © designed 

during its’ protracted construction 
_ periods. over. the past. two ‘years ‘to. 
open. -Christmas as a combination |, 

‘It will play]. house with pictures, 
strdight yaudeville, -copying | the: 
.former: Olympia. ‘policy as a top~ 

notch ‘variety house. 

Sax Dissenters Quit | 
- " Paris, Jan. 21. : 

“here. and ‘fs ‘sailing for’ New. ‘York: 
. tomorrow. -(Wed.) .on. the “Olympic, 
having flown’ to England to eatch 
‘the boat. Lae 

They are: MeKay. Morris, “Walter 
Folmer’ ‘and ‘Catherine Swan. Mor- 
ris came here as the star: of the 

: troupe and . clashed with Sax’ on 
. policies. Miss Swan was ‘secretary 
to the impresario. and Folmer was 
assistant, director... 
“Thé . troups’ is “now getting: full 

ealaries, after taking’ half ‘pay: dur- 
ing the, ‘fortnight . when they weére. 
ousted from the Femina, due to be. 
razed, Sax takes the position. that 

- no pay was required under Equity. 
act of God rule, but he. paid half. 
Salatiés ° ‘regardless. until ‘they ob- 
tained. Dossession of the Caumartin 

to continiue,. a oe 

Call New Berlin Play” | 
A Prospect. for ‘B’way 

Berlin, Jan. 21.. 
At. the Nollendort theatre. “People 

-in the Hotel,” by Vicky %. Baum, is 
' revealed ‘as an entertaining but un- 
even dramatization ‘of a. current [ 
popular. novel... — 

‘Story: thas .to do with § a - gentleman 
thief robbing-a dancer and then fall- 
ing in love’ with: her and -she with 

him! . Piece has distinct possibilities 
‘for Broadway,: but ‘it would have to 
_ undergo @rastic changes in’ adapta- 
tion to the. States. ; 
The: “production here 

Gruendgens is first rate. 

under. 

“Silver Wings” Comes, In 
‘London, Jan. 21. 

“Follow Thru’. ends. at the: Do- 
minion, Feb: 8, after a run of four 
months, arid Clayton & Waller's 
“Silver Wings’ comes in from the 
provinces’ to take its place, 

This: transaction” was forecast in |. 
Variety - ‘recently, | ‘although: "at the 
time it met general ‘denial - in Lon- 
don, 

. Muddled Berlin Farce. 
; . : 'Berlin,--Janz-21.~ 

“La ‘Night’s Waltz,” at: ‘Ricine’s 
theatre,. : is. a muddled farce’ by 
llgenstein,..made: ‘just palatable -by 
the fine playing of: Max .Adalbert |. 
and. Erika Glaessner. It -has no 
‘ehance outside of Berlin and not 
much. here. . . 

“ROSE: MARIE” REVIVAL 
‘Paris, Jan. one 

“Rose-Marie” was revived at the! 
Mogador as a stopgap until the ad- 

‘A 

‘ruary.:: 
:The piece: played: 1,170. perform= 

ances at. the house: during its. run of 

~==iops~than=thrée~ seasons; when=It-}2:--—
 

rentino,. calted ‘I’m Sorry I Dared to: 

‘still mastering the ceremonies . at: 
Stanley Theatre, Jersey City, — 

Lehar Hailed i in 1 Paris; 

‘will: compose. a score for Gloria 
.| Swanson's 

A group “of. insurgents has. quit. Kelly,” Frans Lehar 

. the Carol M. Sax American players }‘aucted at. the premiere of his three- 

‘I not already. been heard there,. 

‘Tthe | ‘curtain’ the ‘70-year-old com- 

| Feb. 1 for South America, where a 

| acts, are expected to quit the Mis- 

| mild, resembling: that of the Riviera. 

‘|to Pittsburgh area, and snow fol- 

Wednesday: . Fair and ‘cold weather 
| Thursday and. probably mostly fair 

vent. of. “The, Desert Song” in. Feb-_ 

Paris s “Deck ” Quits 
Paris, Jan. 21. 

AS expected, ‘Borrah Minevitch’s 
withdrawal with his. Harmonica 
Vagabonds from ‘Hallelujah (“Hit 
the Deck”), at the Mogador Jan, 2, 
forced the closing of that musical 

and prolonged it. another . fortnight 
or so, counting on the momentunt: 

-| to. give them a break for another. 
“Ttwo weeks, with the cfimination of. 

the $2,000.to. Minevitch... «.. 
. “Rose- Marie” - follows in as: ‘a. 
stop-gap revival, this operetta. hav- 
ing run two and a half-years at the: 

. | Mogador. .“Desert Song,” - adapted 
|.by and with Saint. Granier, is be- 

for the house, and will ‘not go into. 
the Theatre Sarah Bernhardt as 

| previously announced. - 
“Desert Song” is due. ‘at the. Mo- 
gador in April with - Cousinou and 
Mme. Marcelle Denys, both from the 
‘Opera, slated for the singing Jeada. 
Saint-Granier will: do, an. interpo- 
lated comedy role. - : 

Revival of “The. Three: ola Maids 
With “ Green “Hats” . “occupies the. 
Sarah’ ‘Bernhardt. ° 

an 

[BENNY ROSS 
Just wrote a song,” with John: Sor-: 

Care.” It looks good. Besides that, 

Management ‘HARRY . We CRULL 

Famine in Novelties . 
(play; : “Bitter Sweet,” the. ‘best 

_ ‘His Opera. Great. Success . Jams Palladium Bill musical, and ‘Shaw, the. top: space 

“. Paris, Jan, 21. , “London, Jan. 21." grabber. ~ ; 

‘palladitim; pill Monday, night was. 
way below. house. average. Scarcity | ; 
of headliners «rushed in ~ Pegey | 
O'Neill and cast of three ina. sketch, . 
“The Silver Slipper.” Under proper 
circumstances it would bé doubtful. | 
“Without enough rehearsals | and 

| poorly .cast-it proved indigestible as: . 
‘entertainment. —~ , 

In the- second halt. ‘there’ were | 
three American: ‘acts, “Brown ahd: 
Lavelle, just back from Australia 
‘and getting over nicely; Lioyd- -and 
Bryce, also ‘doing nicely, and Han- |. 
ders and Millis,’ clicking despite. 

' Millis ‘working | against doctor's or- 

ders. 
Of.the. shiows’ AL acta, ‘eight: were 

Americans. Laci ‘of. novelty. arid. 
booking balance very noticeable, t+ 

En route to the. States. where he _ 

new picture, : “Queen. 
reonally con- 

act Operette, . “Frederique,” préesent~ 
ed “Friday evening at the” Gaite- 

Tyrlque. tae 
: Phe venerable: Viennese ‘composer. 

was. - enthusiastically acclaimed. 
“The score: -of the. piece is : tuneful 
and includes.a cinch waltz hit. Book 
is based on a romantic episode in- 
‘yelving Goethe, and the--operetta 
looks .good for the States it it has. 

Piece is adapted. by Andre Rivoire 
‘from -Herzer and Lohner's- original. 
Louise Dhamary. plays. the leading 
‘role’ -with Rene. Gerbert . in the role 
6f- Goethe, both: roles. being..ad- 
mirably played. The production is 
first rate’ and the -roniantic book + 
‘and tuneful: seore both: ‘are assets. 
‘With the top set at. $1.20 prospects 
are for a real hit... . 

In support - are. "Janie. “Matese, 
Robert Allard and. Andre Noel. At 

Success Kept Out: 
London, ‘Jan.. “ot 

‘Lilian | Trimble ; Bradley's play, 
“Virtue for Sale," was. produced , by’ 
Laurillard at the Streatham, a, su-* 
burban. housé, last week, and made: 
a. strikingly good impression. * ; 
However, the .authoress : insists | 

J upon the letter of the original book-. 
ing which calis for. playing: of ‘16 
‘weeks in the provinces. : Lauriliard 
wants -to bring the: piece. into .the 
West End immediately, ‘but the po- 
sition ~of the. authoress: palke hia, 

plan. ‘ 

poser ‘wag called to the .stage. And 
made the hero of. a. tumultuous. re-. 

ception. 
‘Permission’ tor an alien . ‘to con- 

‘duct a Paris’. performance ‘is. a 
‘highly: unusual. misicians’ courtesy. 
.Messager, composer and before his 
death head of the Opera Comique, 
‘was at one time denied permission 
to conduct his. own work at the 

Marigny.. - Cabaret: Prodigy 
Paris; Jan, 21. 

Casino Pay Chopped Thiee: -and-a-halt- -year-old Mag- 

* Paris, Jan. ‘21, 

Salary cutting and general prun- 
ing of costs on in’ Mistinguette’ 8 re- 
yue, “Paris Miss,” at the Casino de] 
Paris, forcing out Charles. Ahearn's 
Millionaire Band. 
Ahearn and his crowd will sail 

out to be a wow of a cabaret ‘sen- 

sation a night of two ago. 
‘Youngster gave a plano recital at 

the Club: ¥ysher during an after- 
noon tea, playing Beethoven and. 

singing. She is not perr’ jtted to 
arpear at night owing to ‘her. ten- 

der’ age. She looks, even. youns ser 
tour of 14 ‘weeks. has been laid out, 

than the age given, . 
-starting® in’ Buenos Aires, | under 
William ° Morris’ |. booking: ~ Other. 

“Fight Over Agents.” 
* Paris, Jan. 21.° 

» Meutisse - ‘and : “Uriversum, agen- |: 
cles, aré ‘in litigation over Sashoff, 
Tchernoff’ and Ehrenthal, three 
agents. formerly with. Meurigse, :but 

whd moved over to ‘Universum. 

“the boulevards, crowding the side-. withheld. commissions; . there ..are. 

wall, cafes ana ‘the cinemas. mm 1 counter-charges of personal violence. 

oad, . and generally there ts a fine ‘melee’ 

‘in the noisy but. harmless: “French }: 

‘manner, 

tinguette, show. 

. WEATHER - 
. Paris, Jan. - 21. 

‘Weather here: is. excepticnally 

‘Washington, . Jan. “21. 
Weather_ Bureau furnished Va-} 

riety with the following outlook for 
the week: beginning taday (Wednes- 

day): 
‘Fair and very cdld in the Chicago 

"es. ‘woons’ TRIP. 
. Paris, Jan. 21. 

. Mrs: A. H. "Woods is sailing for 
New York Thursday on the Bremen,. 
taking the same boat that brought 
her over. 
"She came over to pay & Visit to 

her cousin, Joseph ‘Godsol, who is 
Hl ef tuberculosis in ‘Lausanne, 

‘Switzerland. : 

lowed by clear and considerably 
colder, weather’ in Atlantic States 

until Saturday or, Sunday. ‘ Rising 
temperature Friday and probably’ 

Saturday. 

gave way to “Hit the Deck, ” called 
‘“FTallelujah” here, ‘ which - hasn't 
fared so walh, «© . 

ee 

+ Sybit Thorndyke Debut 

‘London, Jan, 21. 
Sybil Thorndyke makes her vaude-' 

ville debut Feb. 17 in “Meet the 
King?’ sketch by an unknowh au- 
thor which is ‘booked for the. house’ 

~ for-two weeks. -° 

-|Papsz, age 17. 
4 of a naval officer. -- < 

. the ‘Palladium. 

“Hungary's: 4930" ‘Beaut™ 
Budapest, Jan. 21. 

“atiss Hungary" for 1930 is Maria 
She is the orphan 

= WME -HOULDING: DIES: ventbaacysy [i 
London, Jan. 21. 

William MHoulding, chairman of 
Moss Empires, died in Scotland yes- 

\‘terday (Monday). ‘He was 65. 

, Georgie Wood Home 
London, Jan. 21. 

Georgie ‘Wood arrivés in London 
Jan. 28 from Canada, opening: in 
Bristol Feb. 3 and then coming into 

CARL: MAXSTADT DIES 
Zurich, Jan. 21. 

Carl Maxstadt, famous" Swiss 
comedian, died here a few days ago: 

at the age of 63.- - 

Saturday. Isola Bros., ‘took a chance |]. 

, claquers, | 

their salaries ané then gets his -| 
_ by shaking down the’ perform- oa 

Ing. readied. as the real attraction || 

. the year; 

| talker; 

‘Noah’s 

da, Hungarian child prodigy, turned | 

is springing up, 
.opened Jan. 

| district. 
Not doing, so well because the. up- 

watched, is missing. - 
‘that part of the tourist clientele 
which comes to watch 1 more than to 

; dance. Los 

. Wednesday, ‘January 22, 1980.,, 
— 

Licensed Claque 
Buenos Aires, Jan; 21. 

This municipality. is inviting: 
“tenders for. a séason of the 
opera, company from Colon, 

‘bids being required ‘by Feb. 20, -4 
accompanied by deposit - ‘of 

, 200,000 pesos ($80,000), . 
son opéns May, 15. 
A contract | oddity . ts that a- 

_ eoncessionaire has .charge of | | 
- the claque, whick is limited to:-]]_ 

Theatre licenses 50 persons... 
concessionaire pays 

ers, apparently. ©’. 
Company -nust’ be made up 

: of American. _and\ ‘Buropean 

“London. Chatter. 

“Doridon, Jan. 43. 

Pr iestley’s 3 

Dora. Maughan has ‘recelved. an | 

offer to open for R- K- -O in March. 

‘She ig. ‘doubling ‘here, playing four | 

and five shows: daily. oo 
‘ Oxford -street is now ‘one way. 

_ Pola Negri’s. off to St. Moritz. . 
Y.“Unecles” are in ‘season, : . 

' Leslie’. Henson's - -got a ‘Sunday 
opening: complex, - ~ 
Emil Jannings ‘on skiis: | 
Of the 40 shows in town: 37 are 

British... - 

So far, Alfred Hitchcock 

« After" ‘the: critics have 

safety devices. 

Manning. «Haynes, -director, 
left British Intérnational. 
Alexander Esway, picture direct- 

. or, is a football. international. Play-. 

‘ed halfback for Hungary. 
Pat. Mannock, --editor 

(Continued on Page 46) 

Negro Ballrooms 
- ‘ Paris, Jan: “12° 

“Such is the success of: the Negro 
Ball in Rue’ Blomet that opposition 

‘A new colored ball | 
6; in- the ‘Montmartre 

Bear : 

“Good Companions” 

seems: to be voted: the’ best novel of 
“Atlantic,”. the best. Brit- 

ish film; “Rio Rita,” the ‘ ‘best .b.: 0. 
“Journey's: End, " the: best 

‘| produced 

only 
signed himself to play. in- his next 
picture... 

- There's ‘a Jad: reciting Robert 

Burns into Elstree mikes. ; 
’ They: smashed up AuguStus John’s 

Ark. at the Three ‘Arts’ Ball.. 
All they have to ‘do to get pub-. 

licity is to think: of something to]: 
say .on the National.theatre. -: . 
Mona Grey. in another car smash. 

. Coliseum's. ‘going in . for sym- 
phonies with. Sit Henry “Wood con- 
ducting. - . 

- Sharper pointea heels: are ‘making 
tt tough. ‘on. ‘pridge -hushands. . 

been 

‘acreaming for one for years, Gau- 
mont has decided to make a foot- 
ball. film, : -Engish code. . 
‘Gareth ‘Gundrey. due ‘to direct No- 

vello’s “Symphony in. Two Flats,” 
Gainsborough. talker. 
Adrian .Brunel, ‘directing “Bistree 

‘| calling.” talker.revue for British 
-{ International, is playing the film’ 
. | director in it himself. 

‘Paisley disaster has revived an 

interest in 
drills in-most:all of the cinemas. — 

Such a jam ‘to get into Italian 
Art Exhibition in Piccadilly. visitors 
think it’s a theatre.. . 

All the nite clubs between them 
couldn’t: think of a@ new: idea, for the 
holiday” revels, 
“Jimmy Bryson, of Universal, upon 
hearing of the Paisley disaster, 
wired Glasgow. ‘authorizing relief 

an payment up-to $5,000. 
‘| ‘Gary Schwartz, American cutter 
| Just ‘out of British International, Is 
rated the. film. colony’s. most reck- 
less poker player. — . 
: Basque dancing. is another- rage. 

has 

‘Fire 

“Picture; 

goer”. into. film box of new “Daily 

Herald. woe 
_ Lily. Elsie’: was: the. first” actreas 

to get . ‘space: “by, 

v panic. ; 

preventing fire. 

Largely through the critics plug-' 

———— ———— 

‘JOURNEY’S END’ PROFIE. = 
- BUYS BUTT THEATRES - 

. London, Jan. 1.” 

“Sir Alfred Butt has sold his leases. 

‘| on the. Globe and Queen’s . theatres” 

to Maurice Browne, former. actor, 

_who ‘produced “Journey's Enda” ang: 

‘has’ made a .uge fortune: with it. - 

-ward the probable: retirement of Sir 
Alfredpit is: assumed. in show circles 
‘here. 

referred to the falling off-in profits, 

‘lack of ‘ncveélties avaflabie for that 

‘petition in theatre operation, adding. ‘ 
that if anybody. came ‘forward - with .. 

ne no hesitancy: in. considering: + 

view | of. Sir Alfred's. 

Drury ‘Lane_may change at any. time: 
now.. The: only. other’ "theatrical. 
property in swhich’ he js interested 
is the . new Dominion theatre, ° 

- which he ig chairman. ; 

Ben Franklin On Stage 

- Polite French Gesture 
wa Paris, Jan. 21. 

ers ‘production of the French. play. 
“Le .Bourgeols . Gentihomme,”’. -the 
Qdeon, subventioned state theatre, 

|Shipman’s play. “Bonhomme Rich- 
ard” late last week. . , 

Feature. of the gala performance’ 
was. the - official presence in the 
audience of. Mrs. Walter Edge, wif 
of _the United States . Ambassador, 
and’ the’ diplomatic corps.’ 
‘The. play serves ‘to commemorate 

the. 224th anniversary of Ben. Frank-. 
lin’s birth, and also serves, to remind 
that Ben ‘Franklin. was. the ‘first - 
American - diplomatic agent of the 
new. Republic to France. : 
Louis -Bacques plays Fr anklin 

nicely and. the: production was ‘fa- 
vorably received, but; prospect as: a: 
commercial ‘theatre. - enterprise is 
doubtful. 

Hylton’s $6,000 . 
London, : Jan. 21. 

Ernest. Rolf, Swedish impresario, 

a series of concerts. - “Hylton opens, 
at Oslo,, Norway, April 11, then” 
tours Sweden and Denmark. 
‘Tour is scheduded for. ever 2 

month, and Hylton is guaranteed a 
minimum of $6,000 weekly, vith ex- 
tra money for: ‘broadeasting.: 

Almost a Gag Now 
Paris, Jan. 12.. 

Getting. to be a gag, but Jane Aus ; 
bert, femme lead of .“Good News(”’ 
insists on the level and naively dis-: 
parages any. suspicion of. publicity: 

Col.. Nelson Morris. of Armour &. 
Co., the Chi-meat packers, who is. 
being divorced by Miss Aubert, has 
started one of those 1,000,000 frano 
suits against Dufrenne and Varna, 
the “Good News” impresarios, for 
damages as the result of letting his | 
wife appear in the show. Morris’ 

refusal to permit his: Wife to return. 
to thé ‘stage. - . on, 
' Miss Aubert states she: will foot 

any judgement against Dufrenne and. 
Varna. wh 

Vienna, Jan. 10. 
’ Bela von Strasser and Alexander: - 

| Hess, dfrectors of. the Grand Hotél ° 
here, are engaging in a grand bally-. 
hoo: to. exploit Vienna, as a. tourist | 
city. 

American ‘tourists’ preference for 
the’ Teutonic metropolises, including 
Berlin, as against Paris. It is 
deemed that the latter city has be- 
come, ‘too Americanized, pean 
Berlin ana Vienna are notorious 
expensive: tourist stop: “offs, ; 

Legit. at Piccadilly 
London, Jan. 21. 

The Piccadilly reverts to produc- 
tions Feb.-10, ‘starting with Jullau 

‘| Wylie’s “Hére Comes the Bride. a 

S ee ee 

hig deprives 

| cletian., - 

” SOREL. IN SPLIT 
Belgvade, Jan. 102-" 

‘Yougoslav Adriatic town ' Split: 
(Spalatto) and will give several per- 
formances in the old palace of Dae 

This will be the height of” 

the séason in Split. ” 
‘Company is now in Constantinople 

and Jater will visit Athens. 

At the’ annual. meeting of ‘stock= . 

: holdars’ of the Victoria Palace, Butt 

an offer ‘for. the old house -:.6 would: »: 

of - 

“Regiprocating. the American: Play- a 

has booked Jack Hylton's band for. .. 

or spaqe-grabbing. .— a ae 

Inarital differences date from. his’ _ 

the bill of Morris Should he recover - 

eee 

“Vierina’ $ Ballyhoo an 

Both Vienna ana Budapest | are 
now cognizant of the spending — 

oe * =" Sictto ees 4y2e see 

Tn May. Cecil Sorel comes tos the: ‘ 

i. 

“This fs another move looking’ to= ~ ao 
“ 

giving. as ‘the probable reason the 3 

type theatre and the severe com- © 

- Another item tending toward.:the ie 
retirement is .-- 

the story that ‘the. control of. the | 7 

in French: Lovis Evan — 
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CAN CLOSE HOUSE AS 
NO PASS FOR CENSOR 

Paris, Jan. 21. 
Alleged misjudgment in carrying 

out M-G-M’s strict | -orders to cur- | 
tall ‘the free lst at all premieres 
at the Madeleine, Kas. caused Jean. 
‘Mounier, house manager, .to be: com- 

. plained against at ‘the office of the 
:.’ Minister. of Fine Arts. . 

:. to admission to any theatre. . 

.. however.. 

U A. BUYS ELINOR GLYN 
ENGLISH FILM IN qoral: BF 

“. nor - Glyn, . 

Among. those refused free: ‘admis- 
‘sion ‘to. “The Pagan’s” opening at. 
the: Madeleine: was: Charles Gallo, 
member..of the film censor. board, 
film’ eritic..on “Comoedia,” . trade. 
paper, and ‘partner in Star Films. 
As a censor Gallo is legally. entitled 

‘Following a lobby . argument,. 
’ Mounier charged Gallo- ‘with rude- 
mess, Mrs, Gallo, also a censor, 

: filed the complaint against the.man-. 
ager... 
ean’ be- fined © or even closed: for a}: 

As a result. the Madéleine 

week. nareme, penalty is. ‘unlikely,’ 

: a -London,: ‘Jan, 21. 
Unitea Artists: has purchased : the 

native-made talker, 
“Knowing Men,” paying $175, 000 for 

a quota. purposes. 
-At the same time the: picture: ‘pro-. : 

ducer. has signed a contract calling 
for its production of “The Middle 
Watch,” stage play in London, in a 
talker’ version. . 
.-This is the second American con- 

- cern which is. going in for its own 

i 

_ployes of Paramount, 
.operatic debut last week in Milan, 

- out, cutting the presentation feature 
. of ‘the show to ‘almost nothing. 

' production ‘after two years of diffil- 
: . culty in getting an even break from. 
the native film makers, — 
‘Tendency in: this direction looks. 

‘pet. Sidney Kent, arriving here Jan. 
24, will, it-is believed; make’ ‘a state- 
.ment ‘outlining the quota production 

Program for Paramount. 

Former Film Sec’y Scores 
ia Milan Opera Debut | 

| atres, Ltd., 

Ray Delightisch, formerly secre- 
tary to John W. Butler in. Para- 
mount’s production department, and 
who left. about three years ago to 
atudy voice’ in Burope. with funds 
partly contributed by’ fellow em- 

made her 

Italy. . ; . 
‘Reported. getting over strongly. 

Ufa’ Ss: Budapest | House, 

‘Near’ ‘Opening, Burned. 
- Budapest, Jan. 21. 

‘The: entire. interior of Ufa’s new 
picture house here was destroyed. 
by ‘fire, causing a loss estimated at 

$100,000, 
Probable cause was arson, ° fire 

being started by a gang of tramps 
who stole into the place while it 
was closed for remodelling. 
‘Place was to have opened Feb. 1. 

Talker Double Bills 
. | Sydney, Jan. 21. 

“Union ‘Theatres’ Capitol, Sydney, 
is switching out of long, runs: pic- 
tures into an experiment. ‘designed 
to stimulate lagging trade. 
* New idea is weekly change, play- 
ing double bills. with all talkers 
where possible. —- 
At the same time the ballet goes 

Rumania Bars ‘Musicians 
"Bucharest, Jan.: 21. 

“The Labor Ministry - of Rumania 
, has decreed a ban on foreign musi- 
cians due to the threat of unem- 
ployment of native bandsmen with | 
‘the advent of. talkers, 

Orchestral. organizations on tour 
are. excepted. 

‘ENGLISH REVUE RECRUIT 
London, Jan. 21.. 

Julian Sande sails on the” 9 Olym- 

TL A eR RE 

r 

oso: aay 

- pic tomorrow (Wed.) headed for. 
Hollywood to be. in. the cast of the 
all-Dinglish . revue being made by 
Fox with Beatrice Lillie and Ger-’ 
trude Lawrence featured. 

_ Miss Lawrence is in rehearsal in 
New York for Leslie's International 
revue and has not been mentioned 
here for the Fox: film. She could, 
however, make a short in the east 
for inclusion in the picture, © 

sorts. 
duced concerning western figures |. 
-in this. eastern setting,. as could. well 

| Despite.their crudities, the majority. 

is one’ of. the leading concerns, -.. 

“Roughly, there are 21° producing |. - 
‘companies: of any standing in. India 

‘capital can. be raised, - 
| “studio” is merely-a two set yacant |: 
‘plot, with ‘roughly. painted scenery. |. 

"| country" are. seldom utilized. 

‘imto Indian hands.’ . 

‘| ditioning plant which does away 

| Qut! 

‘|the name of Marcelle Racier, 

India 
Calcutta, Dec. 30. 

n this vast country it is strange 
‘that so little has been done in. film 
production. It is only during the 
past few years that Indian film-pro- 
‘ducing concerns, with a smattering 
of technical knowledge, have sprung 
up and attempied anything. In al- 
most every. case they have, of ne-. 
‘cessity, taken for their subjects the 
figures.of old-time superstition and 
mythology, and. built up a story of 

No story has yet been pro- 

be done.” - 

‘In 1927. no fewer ‘than 155 Indian: 
films were produced by native con-: 
cerns, 47.of. these being in-~Burma.. 

of these found .favor with Indian 
exhibitors ‘and audiences, -the: for- 
mer in many. cases -paying. high | 
rentals. Hindustan Film Co,,. Nasik, 

and-17.in Burma. Less than. half 
‘| the: ‘total: number produce anything 
like a steady output, the rest pro- 
ducing ‘spasmodically .as - working. 

The average 

the most tawdry description, 
Silver-papered boards reflect..sun- 
‘light, artificial light being ‘unneces-- 
sary. The. natural. beauties of. the 

Average cost ‘of. producing an In- 
dian film of from 8 to 10,000 feet. 
-varles from $1,500 to -$5, 000, seldom 
excéeding the latter figure... — 
Bombay producers admit that, as 

these. films ‘are -popular .at Indian’ 
theatres,.they make 10%. profit, but: 
those: in the..know compute it as 
much higher. ‘Apart from the Bom- 
bay district,. where ‘are situated. at 
least two-thirds of the producing 
concerns, the only. other spot where 
regular. production .is carried on is 
in Calcutta; where of four concerns 
{Madan Theatres, Ltd., is the chief. 

Several films were produced | in 
Madras, but the concerns’ no longer: 
exist, while in Delhi the well-known 
film, “The Light. of Asia’: owes its 
success largely to its not being a 
purely Indian film, 

Most - of the principal: theatres, in 
India are owned by Madan The- 
atres, Ltd., a Parsee concern of long | 
‘standing ‘who ‘also do ~ film pro- 
duction (and - exhibit. ‘Globe The- 

‘partners, ‘Messrs. Kooka 
and Sidhwa) own the Globe Opera 
-House. here, which has the largest 
stage but only occasionally uses’ it 
‘for stage productions, the Capitol 
and the Rialto theatres,. Bombay, 
the Opera House,- ngalore and 
the Globe, Rangoon. . 
does an extensive rental business, 
dealing largely with Metro films. 

The. Empire. theatre, Calcutta, - for 
long the premier. playhouse in In-, 
dia and. visited .in-its time by in- 
ternational artistes, has now be- 
come a back number and will prob-: 
ably be devoted almost entirely to 
films in the future, having passed. 

Appropriately. 
enough, the last. Show on its: stage 
was “Journey's End,” put on by 
R. B,: Salisbury’s Co. from London 
in first class style. - 

The New Empire theatre, Cal- 
cutta, under entirely Iuropean di- 
rectorship and with a smart London 
manager, opened last’ month with 
an excellent company playing cur- 
rent London revues, Theatre is 
spacious, has lifts, a handsome 
foyer, bar lounges and an air-con- 

with creaking and. draughty ceiling 
fans and renders life bearable for 
performers: in the: hottest weather. 
Directors are Humayan Properties, 
Ltd., manager Albert E. Warren.- 

Following | films" of note are cur-. 
rent here: 

Caleutta—"Piccaailly, ” ‘Diamond 
Handcuffs,” “Broadway,” “Silence,” 
“The Iron’ Mask," “Rose Marie.” 
Bombay—The Toilers," “Vamp- 

ing- Venus,” “The ‘Barker,. 12. Miles 

* Rangoon. - 
Lady,” “Circus Rookies.” ° 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and ‘Uni-. 

versal Pictures each have -well ap- 
pointed offices in. Calcutta, also a 
branch of Pathe, the ‘main office 
being in. Bombay. 

Del Rio Voice Training 
Belg rade, Jan, 21. | 

. "Delores Del Rio is here incognito 
en-route to Constantinople, using 

She said in an interview that she 
is taking lessons in English’ and 
hopes soon to be sufficiently profi-: 
celent..to...do.--English....ta. g-pic-.. ; . . 

ngusn.; Iking Pic: “ing ballyhoota 111°100-%- ‘French-good- ~-Phil-Lenger-and~Ernest-Fried=: Sse oe = SS SSE 
tures next season. 

W. E s ; French ‘50 
‘Paris, Jan. 21, | 

France now. has 40 Western Elec- 
tric wired houses, 21 of them In 
Paris and 19 in the provinces. 
New equipment contracts number 

10 and these are expected for com- 
pletion by mid-February. 

Natan. 

This firm also |: 

(Burma)—"Mysterious | 

FOREIGN FILM NEWS 
AUSTRALIAN MERGER TO} 
PUSH BRITISH PRODUCT) 

Sydney, Jan. 21, 
‘Greater Australian Films. and 

British Dorfiinion Films, Ltd., major 
distributors in ‘this. territory, haye 
amalgamated... . 

‘Idea is to concentrate | ‘regources 
on the development of trade in Eng- 
lish made pictures.and eliminate 
duplication of exchange overhead. 

To this end the British. Dominion. 
chain of exchanges. will be closed: 
with the parallel system of Greater. 
Australian branches handling, the 
‘business. 

F reach Talker Big 
(Continued ‘from page. 5)" 

business . : at ‘the: ‘expense of the 
others. - 

Paris, Jan: 21. 
"Byes of both the picture industry 

.and,* more ‘vitally, . the bankers are 
focused. on. the first French crop of 
100% talkers and. Pierre Braunber- 
ger’s “La ‘Route Est La Belle.” Lat-: 
ter,: due at the Moulin Rouge this 

-| Thursday (23) was directed by Rob-. 
ert Florey, formerly . with :Para- 
‘mount in America, and cost. $104,000. 

is. 
deemed geared too high: but is do-. 
‘This Braunberger . “production | 

ing ‘sensational business ‘in south- 
ern France," topping Jolson.« 

In’ Paris “La Nuit Bst a Nous” 
(“The :Night. is Ours") opened at 

‘the Marivaux and Jacques Haik’'s 
“Le: Mystere De La Villa’ Rose” at 
Cinema Max Linder.. ~ 

‘and - Pathe-Natan’s forthcoming 
“Adolph Menjou feature will deter- 
-mine the banks’ further interest in. 
pictures:. financially. , Attitude is 
‘that French could not. produce good. 
silents, and with talkers: mote ex- 

pensive to produce, can they. turn. 
the trick and, combined | with the- 
atre operating similar:to the Gau- 
mont-Aubert-Franco ‘merger, show 
substantial profits? . 

Delay in. amalgamating "Pathe 

caused by this. ‘test of pictures. 
‘Bankers are also patriotically mind- 

‘ed, 
‘possible ‘for French goods 
French ‘talkers. - 

seeing. beneficial propaganda 
via 

‘$125,000 for Two 
“Mystere Villa Rose,” proguced in 

Sngland on Photophone equipment 
at’ Twickenham: studios, has both 
French and. English versions, latter 
standing. a. moderate chance in. 
America. if equal in quality to the 
French print. Film is a surprising- 
ly ..good. mystery | detective melo- 
drama, plus éffective comedy ré- 
Hef. . Directed by Louis Mercanton 
and: ‘Renee Hervil. Mercanton did 
Constance Talmadge’s “Venus” and 
has the American slant. Features 

‘|Simone Vaudry, Baron Junior and 
Leon Mathot.’ Cost $125,000, both 
versions,-and should make monéy. 

“La Nuit East A Nous” is in 

sound, latter being aimed at an in- 
ternational market. . Carl Froelich 
and Henry Roussell directed. South 
American countries are counted on 
to turn a profit for the French and 
German ‘versions. Picture was: ex- 
pensively produced in Berlin, cost- 
ing 800,000 marks: ($200,000), Fea- 
tures: Marie Bell of the Comedie 
Francais, ‘whose histrionics - pre- 
sent a likelihood of French talker 
fame. Roussell is also in the cast 

hero. | May Costes, wife of the avia- 
‘ator;. Jim Gerald, May Vincent: and 
Kitty. Kelly support. Pp. J. De’ Ven-. 
loo paid. $40, 000 to the: French and 
Belgian rights to the picture. 
English version of “Villa Rose” 

a different (British) cast. Sald here 
|to be inferior to the French version. 

“Night Is Ours,” on strength of 
pioneering novelty and. title, with its 

erate business. - 
stronger, Both combined and pro- 
viding. “Rout Est Belle’. proves 
‘okay,. auger 

tongue, obviating such anti-Amer- 
ican demonstrations.. “Route” is be- 

; will advertising. 
As vital to. the French industry ig 

the effect of these native talkers on 
America’s foreign market, which 
threatened disintegration by these 
‘talkers, where dialog and novelty 
alone, plus rich native histrionic re- 
sources and ancient French. theatre 
training, gives therm an added ad- 
vantage over the silent pictures of 
othef days, 

Seven: installations, * 

film equipment is now producing 

log retained except .some 2,000 feet 

{of the print .and: inserted subtitles 
in Swedish, these being ofa de- 

‘ginning of each reel, made.by 2 

was: £oing ‘to happen in the forth- 
ccoming reel, :but the distributor felt 

‘approaching | its ‘solution, 

‘in - comedy . acts, 

‘| the. newspapers which seem ‘to. be 

of their favorite actors in -addition' 
}to songs and sound effects. 

- Success or otherwise of this trio. 

‘music and effects only. - 

into .a triumvirate” was’ 

three versions, French, German and |: 

ernment, in virtue: of: the decisions 

with Jean Murat a satisfactory |. 

- cided to effect the necessary changes 

was directed by Leslie Hiscott with | 

heavy romantic theme, may do mod-. 
Other will click 

rouble for American, 
, | films over here as it is quite natural 

that natives will patronize their own. 

i 

VARIETY 

Sweden 

7 

British Film Field 
.Stockholm, Jan. 2. 

Western Blectric’s local branch] -° 
is visited by Messrs, Koenig. andj]. 
Kent, who will help the distribu- |. 
tors to convey the meaning of sound | , 
‘to the Swedes. : 

This: organization is now. ‘wirlng 
some of the small theatres... W. E. 
already dominates locally with 

(Continued from ‘page. 4). 

figures to make a follow-up to be 
called “Splinters Encore.” -” 

Donald Calthrop, star. of uBlack-. 
mail,”. was to have played for 
Gainsborough in '“The Message,” 
but is replaced by Don McNally 
through Clathrop being under con- 
tract. to British | International. 

‘Manufacturer. of Nordisk ‘trone- 

the first inter-Scandinavian. talker, 
being made in three versions, Dan- 
ish, Norwegian and Swedish... Pic- 
ture. will be a. comedy two- reeler. . 

- Whattll w. E. Do? 
This’ ‘isn’t’ kidding. Over here 

‘right now isa piece of. équipment 
which projects sound track of varia- 

Radio's first - release . ‘in SWveaen 
was “Rio Rita,” presented at the 
China theatre Dec, 26 with the dia- | hestres. 

-Mihaly, television « ace, | 

and straight talk - -Which had been 
cut out.. Instead. of: superimposing 
titles the distributor had ¢ut parts 

financier, who is. trying. to keep it: 
bulls, tin ready - with. equipment in 
u 
In” the. ‘projection: booth goes. a 

small, lens.-and' a piece of equip-. 
ment. Screen Ais set*in a saucer- 
shaped backing; in the top left cor- 
-ner of, which is a. light. sensitive 

scriptive kind. and:‘not a transia-. 
tion of: the dialog. Film held 2 
brief address in Swedish at the be- 

h Swede in. New. York, telling what from. which ‘a couple of yar ds of 

flex. connect to an amplifier. “Scréen 

that this would . not. appeal to ‘the. 
public ‘and therefore cut it out.” as sound cone, 

Film ‘in projection booth passes 
. Problem. ‘of’. ‘presenting. “American. 
dialog and synchronized pictures is 

- Ameri 
can. dialog’ on'.the- stage, such’ as 

is _ acceptable. 
Other 100% straight dialog: is -ob- 
‘Jectionable’ at present, . principally 
on account of.the stand taken by. 

lens. and equipment throws .an 
infra-red light - through: the . track. 
onto the plate beside the ‘screen. 

Brqund ‘noise’ and infra-red ray: is 

interfere with picture projection. 
Whole apparatus can be marketed. 

afraid -of too much American in- 
fluence, Part dialog pictures, 15 to’ 
86%, are geing over well.. Public 
likes to hear‘'a- little of the voice | frol, comes by -pulling up. or dim-- 

‘ming infra-red ight. ray. Von 

. When. 
the dialog: covers more than .one- 
third: of ‘the picture it séems to tire 
local. audiences. ‘ 

needles, 

= : 
More. Film Act Finea ' 

First | Swedish "synchronized, ple. 
ture, “Say. ‘In -Tunes,”- opened 
here. Dec... 260 *. With the "exception. 
of a few'songs, the picture contains 

‘fined: $375 and Tiffany: Productions, 

{mum fine is $500. 
Tiffany . Productions,’ Ltd.,. came. 

Into existence at. the end. of 1928, 

Synchronized. in.’ Berlin ‘and a 
good box office picture for here, 
but. not much chance to. ‘draw out-" 
side of Scandinavia... - 

Britain’s 528 1929 Fiims, 
As Against 70 in . 1928 

London, Jan. 21. 
An: angle on the smack’ “British 

‘producers received when American. 
sound drifted. over, is. indicated by. 
the fact that.of the subjects qchéd- 
uled. in’ 1928 for '29- production, only: 
12 were actually made, 

Altogether, ‘Britain turned out 28 
features last year, as against nearly 
70. the -year. before, . Most of ’em 
were. put on in the. wake. of the. 
talkerg, and looked. it.” 
“More than-half ‘were either sllent, 

synchronized or duped part dia- 
logers. 

Company (headed, like Tiffany 
-ductions, by Charles F. ‘Bernhard) 

quota year, April 1, 1928, to March, 

distributed 12 “foreign” features of 

British product. . 
‘months fn the first quota year, Tif- 
-fany. Productions had one. “foreign” 
feature and no British... 
‘Difficulty. was, while for some 

‘purposes.. the . two. .concerns were. 
merged, both had. -appliéd ...for 
licenses to’ distribute... Tiffany. ‘Pro- 
ductiona -hoped to-have “To What 
Red. Hell,” ‘which it: producéd; for 
Its. quota, _ 
Company made no défense. ‘Red 
Hell” was held up owing.to. the ill- 
ness of John Hamilton, actor, - ‘but 
H. D. Roome, K.C., prosecuting for 

ness lasted one week, 
supposed “Red Hell,” 
$70,000 to produce and does . not: 
seem to be grossing anything, would 
cover both concerns for quota, 
Magistrate Dummett sald ‘there 

Austria’s Protection 
. ‘Washington,. Jan. 21. 

. Austrian Justice Commission has 
decided to prolong until Dec.. 31, 
1931, all copyright protection. which 
was to lapse at present, according 
to a report to the commerce dé- 
partment. 

Austrian body issued the follow- 
{ng statement: “The -Federal gov- 

{tors Company, but Tiffany Produc- 
tions had some, and imposed fines 
as above. . a/ 

Folks and Things 

left only $1,500, which has been 
given. to his secretary and. servant. 
T. P., who. must have been making 
close.to $15,000 a year at least, was 

‘taken ‘in Rome. at the Copyright 
Conference gf 1928, and according to 
an understanding with the: govern- 
‘ment of the German Reich, in view 
‘of the necessity of amending Au- 
strian copyright legislation, has de- 

had any money of his own. — - 
. Alfred: Lever, well-known exhib- 

itor and formerly. with the late Stoll 
Film .Company,.goes_to Pro Patria 
Company.(A, ©. Bundy's distribut- 
ing end) as: general manager in 
place of ‘Steve Slinger. 

_ Sidney Bernstein opened his Gra- 
nada theatre at Dover Jan. 8, taking 

|@ press party down by. special ‘train, 
Fine house and a new feature. for 
the south coast, where modern at~ 
mospheric theatres were formerly 

| unknown... 
Lord Churchill's son, Hon, ‘Victor 

Spencer, has turned up as a film 
actor. 

so as to ‘make Austrian. legislation 
correspond: with: that ot the: Ger- 
man Reich.” ; 

“US. FOREIGN NOVELTIES. 
: Hollywood, Jan. 21.: 

U's foreign department. is lining 
up a ‘dozen novelty shorts in. dif- 
ferent languages. 

‘First ig in Spanish, then > ‘Rene 
DeLiouro - will be featured: in an 
Italian reel.’ Others are to be in 
German, French, Czechoslovakian, 
Hungarian, , . 

has now been récognized: Has a 

now om your side working it out 
This explodes his alibi. Educated 
at Eton and speaks French, German. 
and Arabic, 

Agfa Men on Coast. . 
' Hollywood, Jan. 21, 

lander, vice-presidents of Agfa 
Film,- are here to establish execu- 
tive and sales offices. 

Also will ereet a storage building 
for raw stock. 

PAR SNUBS: DUBBING 
‘Believing the superimposing ‘of - 

titles. more. desirable than the so- 
called “dubbing,” Par.ia releasing 

.{some.of its features in torelgn 
[countries under this plan.  —«_—-:—- 

One of the first to go out is @ 
Cairo Sees Fox “Follies” 

. : Gatro, Jan. 21.. 
Tox “Follies of 1929" is the new 

attraction at the Metropole, cinema, nocents of Paris” for the’ Spanish’ 
here, speaking countries. . 

ble density or width without wiring. | 
Invention. of. Denes von’... ° 

and. ac- - 
quired. by Charles. Stafford,:. city. 

and_-its..saucer-shape backing’ serve 

‘sound track ‘behind the small extra. 

- British: Exhibitors Company was 

31, 1929, British Exhibitors company:. 

_ | 67,610 feet length, and handled ‘no ~ | 
Over its ‘four. — 

but British - Exhibitors - 

always a: generous giyer and seldom 

super!mposed title version of “In-— 

plate: taking ‘infra-red rays only,‘ - 

The: sound comes: through without — - 

practically invisible and does. not ~ 

for $1,250, and sound amplification — 
seems greater. than with any wired . 
equipment now in use.: Volume con- ° 

Mihaly figures. with two rays he can |. 
use the, apparatus for. disk without 

Ltd., $26 ‘this ‘week for. failing to" 
distribute. their legal: quota. under —: 
the films act during 1928-29. Max- nh 

and previously British Exhib tors a 
ro-. 

‘had been. distributing Tiffany films. . 
In this -market,.. During the first: . 

the Board of Trade, showed this ill-, * 
_ Executive. . 
which ‘caost-"— 

was no excuse for British Exhib=- - 

Late T. P. O'Connor, M,P., prest-- | 
dent of the Board of Iilm Censors, . 

Played in “Blue Peter” un- _ 
der the name of Peter Spencer and 

contract with Paramount. and is. - 



‘the sound track and the sprocket 

, terchangabllity, is. also ‘revealed, 

‘film the easier it will be subject to 
“puckling and the greater ‘the sacri-- 

_gereen, The movement is already 

- tures which he was to produce, Nor- 

$125 a week from Aug, 3,. 1928, to 

‘her complaint, when Norfleet gave 

§ = VARIETY 

Radio Claims Matter of 5 mm., 
Alone Holding Back Wide Film 
Status—Fox’s 40 Big Proj jectors 

Five millometers of blank nega- 

tive is the only barrier to the im- 

mediate standardization of wide 

film. In. frame of. ‘picture and di- | h- 

mension of sound track, “alt the. 

three known giant film methods are’ 

identical, 
Until Fox agrees to dispense. with T 

the margin between the picture and 
the’ sound. track, and that between: 

holes, ‘there. will be no ‘standard | 
width. It is these margins which. 
make Grandeur 70 millometers,. In 
all other respects the film dimen- 
sions gibe with those of the 65mm. 
agreed upon by Radio and Para- 
mount.’ 

’ Physical: differences were - indi-- 
cated ‘by’ Radio men. They. illus- 
trated their claims of the necessary. 
retarding of ‘the ° wide film, era, by 
three systems. - 

. That Radio bowed. its Spoor proce. 
ess to that of Paramount. ‘in effect- 
ing. the first ‘step toward film -in- 

necessity. for emphasis: being - laid 
on width rather ‘than -height. -be-. 
cause of prosecenium facilities. An 
the average theatre, ; 

. Radio's. Reasons | 
This subject of margin is the only 

change which Fox. would have to 
make to’ establish. a- unanimous 
width, according to Radio ‘disciples. 
Need "tor space between: the sound. 
and picture parts of the negative, 
to facilitate. better ‘development 
during the lab ‘stage, is met by an 
argument. the Radio lads. ‘consider 
stronger, ie., that the wider the 

fice. economically, ‘Every — millo-- 
meter, they ‘point out, meang in- 
creased | amperage. 
It is-practically certain’ that wide | 

film. will be preceded by. the wide | 

underfoot for the:installation of big 
screens to accommodate wide angle. 
projection lenses of ordinary se- 
quences on the present 35mm. . 
(standard): releases. 

Partly substantiating propaganda 
from the Hays:office that exhibitors 
need have no fear of. the immediate 
entrance of wide negative, and that 
that: shown for some time to come: 
will .be merely for purposes of 
demonstration, it is-learned that the |. 
Fox Grandeur ‘picture, ‘Happy: 
Days,” has not yet. been assigned 
general release except in its normal 
width. print. Also-it is definitely 
gathered that Radio's first’ with the 
Spoor process, “Dixiana,” will not 
be fully marketed until 1931. 
Fox is putting three Grandeur 

projectors in the Roxy for the pre- 
miere of “Happy Days.” Two is all 
that is considered necessary by en- 
gineers, but, the third, lke in the 
Galety during the first public show- 
ing months back, is as a precaution. 
Immediately after the end of the 
Roxy run this Grandeur equipment 
will be moved to the Fox, Brook- 
lyn. Fox is reported now having 

20 pairs of Grandeur projectors 
ready for. installation where desired. 
One set ig sure cto go into the. 

Chinese, Los Angeles. 

Sues on Quickie Job | 
Suit to collect salary past.due_and | 

for the future under a contract which. 
she alleges has 2934 more ‘weeks to| 
run was filed by Jackie Dola, ac- 
tress, in the New York. Supreme 
Court: alleging two causes of action 

against J. Frank Norfleet. She asks 

$4,000 damages also. 
Miss Dola alleges she was hired: 

by Norfleet as feminine lead in pic- 

fleet, she claims,’ was to pay her 

March 15,.1929. The actress worked 
two and.a, half weeks, according to 

her her notice and no ‘salary. 

‘Washington, Jan. 21, 
Non «theatrical film gather ing, 

- s¢heduled to be held here under 
the auspices of the motion picture 
division: of the Commerce Depart- 
ment, has not yet had a definite 
date set, 
Representatives. of some 376. pro- 

ducing and distributing firms are 
scheduled to be:on hand. It’s the 
size of the gathering that is hold-' 

ing up the definite setting of a date. 

TELEVISION ATTRACTS 
ATTENTION OF AUTHORS |: 

With television steadily looming 
up as a not so futuristic household 
‘amusement, ‘authors. are beginning 
to study. the’ clauses. regarding tele-. 
vision ‘when: ‘selling’ a play or. musi- 
cal toa film company. | : 

came forward with the announce- 
‘ment that.in all contracts. it is re- 
‘taining the rights of. television and | 
‘also that the organization has plans 
under way regarding this factor. One] 

‘| part of the announcement reads: |’ 
“In fact, if- the truth could -be told 
at-this time as to what will be: de- 
veloped in television within the next 
year it would astound the world. 7 

reached " the same ‘conclusion. _ 

that huge profits may derive from 
that source in. the future. “Many are. 
now retaining | ‘the rights to tele- 

‘the screen, for themselves, and will 

7 Rates Kids | High 
“Hollywood, Jan, 21, 

; Child ‘film. actors» are from~. 
10% to 20%: above the average 
school child in muscular and 

. Inental, development. : 
°. This is, according to. Dr. : 
‘Charles K. Taylor, New York 

. psychologist, who made’ tests ; 

. here. . 

. This week, ‘as an instance, Tiftariy 

It appears ag though authors have 

“Majority ‘of writers ._ now ‘realize: 

vision, both for living. actors and 

not sell unless the’ film company 
pays an additional amount 6f 
money, and the authors are de- 
manding plenty. . : 

Chaney Agrees On Dialog, 
‘But Snubbing New Terms 

Hollywood, Jan, 21, 
Lon Chaney may be off the Metro 

Jot when his. contract expires next 
year. .Agreement. has 14 more 

months to go and calls for him to 
remain ‘silent on. the screen, 
A rew contract is understood to 

‘have been offered, but this’ sup- 
posedly stipulates that he must talk. 
Chaney has agreed to that, but can- 
not get together with the studio on. 
money, 

Metro is reported to have made 
an offer of a $75,000 bonus against 
his salary for the next two years, 
with the contract increasing the 
working guarantee from 32 to 40 
weeks a year, However, Chaney 
hasn’t yet accepted becaus6 of the | 
difference in dough. 

Official Glossary 
Hollywood, Jan. 21. 

dictionary.. An official glossary ot 
technical terms used in every 

publshed: “by the Academy of Mo- 
tion Picture Arts and Sciences. 
A -preliminary Hst_ of 1,200 words 

groups for corrections’ and ‘addi- 
tions. Before the glossary’ is is- 
sued in more. permanent form, con- 
‘flicting. terms will be standardized 

perfected by experts in that branch 
of the ‘industry in which they. are 
in use, 

divided into the following ‘groups: 

make-up, art direction, exploitation 
and exhibition,. projection, acting, 
direction, writing, acoustics, 
DEE a cote or ee ee a 

URSON ‘ESTATE SUIT: 
Hollywood, Jan. 21, 

Net} S. McCarthy,.theatrical at- 
torney, has started suit against the 

ture director who was drowned 
near Chicago about. a year and a 
half ago. 

McCarthy: is asking $26,000 for 
services to Urson prior to his death, 
Mrs. Peggy Urson,. wife of the de- 
ceased, is fighting the claim. 

erly: intertwined with the architec- 
ture and decoration of the famous 

| nas -become world wide. 

a noted MEYER DAVIS ORCHES- 
TRA haye become bywords of ex-|- 

‘| division. of the Commerce » ‘Depart-. 

| 000 people passed the picture ticket 

| takers in 1929, which number actu- 

| based upon advance indications, ap~ 

Film business is: writing its own 

branch of: picture. work will be. 

has been compiled under the’ “ai-] 
rection of Don Ledhill and goes to} 
committees in the’ various academy 

and -definitions will be checked and’ 

HOLMES ‘SUES DICK TALMADGE 

For. the - préliminary ‘checking | . 
the words. now compiled are being 

‘Sound, electrical, cinematographic,,. 

n “| picture for.wwhich be. was to receive. ea ir, 

“| maintains: he ‘was only paid for one 

estate of Frank Urson, former -pic- |: 

“Ast Runs on Broadway 
(Subject to Change) 

‘ ‘Week: of January 24 

Capitol—'Their Own Desire” 
(Metro). . ok 1 
Colony —“Murder on: ‘the : 

Root”. (Col). « 
: Paramount—"S even Days 

- Leave” (Par). 
_Rivoli—“Condemned” (UA). 

- Roxy— “Sunnyside Up" (Fox). 

Week of January 31 , 
a ' Capitol —“Bi's ho Pp Murder: t 
: \Case". (Metro). 
Colony — “Gran d Parade’ ° 
(Pathe). . 
Roxy — “Men ‘Without 

_. Women” (Fox),. 

: “$2 Rune. | 

_ Jan. 28—"Rogue’ 8 Song”. (As : 
tor). J . 

‘Feb. 8—"Mamba” (Gaiety). . 
{ © Feb.- 19—."Vagabond. King” 

. (Criterion).. 

MARQUEE GLOW DRAWS 
“The cuisine; the éntertainment by |. CHAIN STORE SITE MEN 

“Chain stores. “which in previous 
years were not prone to consider 
theatre . centres. as. good ‘sites are 
now reported to be ‘giving such lo- 
cations preference. . 

BREATH ‘OF SPAIN: 
The lure. of: ‘Andalusia. is 80 clev? 

PATIO LAMAZE that its popularity. 

cellence among those: who. ‘appre- 
ciate: the ‘bent things. a _ . 

120, 000,000 PAID 10. 
“SEE FILMS | LAST YEAR | 

_ 

425th street. and. Broadway, New. 
_| York, and its real ‘estate départment 

ig practically in the midst of a chain 
Washington, Jan. 21, store scramble for locatlong,. with 

-nearly every type of chain - group .Jump in receipts, and general in- iaentided it th of rou 

kéers and color, entified in the rush to get within. 
terest, due to the tal ers the glow of the new marques, : 

has caused the government, through 

N. D. Golden of the motion picture Syracuse Critics? Club 

Holds 3d Anal. Banquet 

Syracuse, Jan. 21. 
‘With @ special show,. through’ the 

co-operation of local theatrical, ra- 
dio and other interests, and a dinner 
‘and ‘ball at the Onondaga hotel, ‘the: 
Syracuse Herald Cinema Critics’ 
Club, unique fan organization better 
known as.the Tri-C, | celebrated” its 
third anniversary last week. Affair 
had an attendance of over 300 people, 
@ record since the fan club’s incep- 
tion and fathership by the Syracuse 
“Herald” and its. dramatic | critic, 
Chester B. Bahn. = - 

. The Tri-C enjoyed the co-opera-" 
tion of all. local theatre managers 

and exhibitors, who threw away op- 
position’ for the .evening. ‘There: 
were five shows in one. ‘The first 
was provided by R-K-O; the sec-- 

ment, ‘to-issue a lengthy statement : 

on the returns for 1929. and pros- 

pects for 1930. _ 

Golden predicts theatre construc- 
tion and general improvements to | 
increase 200%: during the current. 

‘year. ; o , 

Further, the government official 

points out. that more. than 120, 000, - 

ally exceeds the entire population of 
the U..S. which, on July 1, was esti- 
mated at 119,206,000. . 
- On’ theatre “construction. Golden 
states that “During 1928 approxi- 
mately $90,000,000 was spent in the-|- 
atre building and reconstruction, “In 
1929 this fell to $40,000,000 and, 

proximately $120,000,000 will be 
spent during 1930.” Uncertainty. 
of the industry ‘and the coming ‘of 
sound is charged with the drop in 
building in 1929. ° — 
On ‘the’ overseating situation, 

olden says this will be more or less 
corrected this year, partially due to 
the scrapping of many houses, con- 
versions to commercial purposes of 
others, and-..the assured increased 
business due to the talkers. 

Loew’s State, and fifth by profes- 
sionals from the Empire and the 
Eckel, in’ additional to various local 
entertainers. . 
During the coming year the Tri- c 

is planning’ to enlarge the scope of 
its activities to cover the legit and 
radio fields, : 

Tiff’s High Scale 
Tiffany and Al Selig are already 

laying the fuses for the opening of 
|“Journey’s End” at the Gaiety in 
April. ‘Tickets will be scaled for the 
Premiere at $12.50 each, or 325 per 
pair. 
‘Thereafter house Will bé scaled 

$2.50 week nights and $3.50° Satur- 
day and Sunday nights. ~ 

‘SIGN LANGUAGE TALKER. 
Washington,. Jan, 21. 

Raising $25,000 for Fox 
Air Crash Victims’ Families 

- Hollywood, Jan. 21, 

Fox studio employees are ‘raising 
$25,000 as a fund for the families 
of the victims’ of the Fox air dis- 
aster. 

This is in addition to the. $5,000 
éach family gets from liability in- 
surance: 

“N.Y. to Lo AL 
Herman Manktewicz. 

Mrs. B, A. Glazer. 
.Charles Althoff. 
Pat Casey, 
Walter Myers. 
Fred: Kerr. 

| talker of the sign language of the 
American Indian. Bill has been fa- 

| vorably reported by. the committee 
on Indian affairs.. 

| Maj. Gen. Hugh L. Scott,. retired, 
‘| will be in charge of the picture ‘if 
the bill becomes law. Purpose is 
to preserve the. language of the first 

Los. Angeles, Jan. 21. Americans. 

“Stuart: Holmes filed suit in Su- 
‘perior Court against Richard Tal- | 
madge for $1,400 alleged ‘due him 
on a contract made in 1928, _ 

Holmeg claims he made an agree-. 
ment with Talmadge to play in a. 

Goldwyn Stops. Off 

; .. Chicago, Jan. 21. _ 
 gamuel Goldwyn stopped off here. 
Monday to confer with Eddie Can- 
tor on the forthcoming screen ver- 
sion of “Whoopee,” which Cantor 
'ig-now- appearing ‘in-locally~ ‘atthe: 
Thlinois. 

Goldwyn, .accompanied - by his 
wife, continued the journey to the 

‘Jcoast Tuesday morning. 

$700'a week for three weeks, Holmes 
says he has $1, 400 coming as he 

Ww eek, 

Roxy’s Vacation 

S. L. Rothafel will take his golf| 
tools to Miami for a week, leaving 
‘Wednesday (today). 

Roxy has “Sunny Side Up” in for 
at least two weeks, making the set- 
away possible, © 

Lyon Opposite Bebe’ 
' Hollywood, Jan, 21. - 

Ben Lyon will play opposite Bebe 
Daniels, his fiancee, in “The Chat- 
terbox,” for Radio.. George Archain- 
baud will direct: 

- Production starts this week. 

‘Loew is building a- new theatre at . 

ond by SWYR artists; the fourth by | 

38 STENOES BURN WHEN. 

> Howse’ has. been “asked to appro- | ~~ 
| priate’ $5,000 for the: making of a]. 
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May Ask Further ® 
Answer of WB 

{In Washington 
‘Washington, Jan. 21. 

Answers. by Warner ‘Bros. - and 
Fox to the Department of ‘Justice 
suits charging violations of the in- © 
‘terstate. commerce. laws were. ree. 
ceived by the legal lights of the de- 
partment. here with. divided opin-— 
fons, but with a general rush. to dig 
‘Into: them and. get: ready: for the 
‘court Proceedings. . . 

One official charges Warner with 
“splitting | hairs” and Fox with 
‘grabbing the International Shoe 
ease decision of the U, ‘8. Supreme. . 
Court before it’ was even printed. 
On the. Warner charge, friends. of 
this official | state, the ‘defensé that - 
‘there was no competition between: 
their company and First National | 
‘because the former made talkers -— 

and F.N. didn’t, comes under that 
| “splitting” head.: The Fox contens - 
tion that.in acquiring Loew compe- 
tition was-not lessened, ag most of 
-the theatres were. not in the.same 
cities with those operated by. Fox, 
was likewise characterized. | 

Ohne report had it that a further |. 
‘answer “would sbe required. ‘from |, 
‘Warners. oo . 

With the filing of ‘the suits Con- 
gress, or at. least those members. of. . 
the legislative’ body demanding: ace. 
tion | and ‘charging ‘all ‘sorts of tie= a 
ups, have become’ silent, Many: 
state. the. general trend in the sen=- -- 
‘timent there is: turning to the. in- 
dustry. This in-no small degree is ~ 

| being. brought about by the fight © 
| Fox is making to retain control of . 
his enterprises. . General. consensus - “ 
following. the.” International ' Shoe’ 
decision, wherein it {s going.to be 
more difficult for the establishment 

| of the charge: of lessened competi- 
tion on the part of the’ department. 
{gs that: Congress is’ ‘going, to adopt . 
a hands. off policy at least for- the — 
present, 
" Another phase is the natural ‘de- 
‘sire of the administration .to dodge 
any. respensibility of forcing, or 
aiding in that forcing, ary breaks | 
‘in the picture or any other. industry. 
All of which will stifle everybody 
but . Senator | Brookhart;- who is 
, working: on. the final: arait- of his 

bill. 
However, the attitude of the com- 

mittee is* interpreted to. mean that 
the hoped for and promised report 
by Brookhart will not be forthcom-~. 
ing for some. time, if at all this 
session. - 

CUT FROM OFFICE SHOW 
Despite a lot of heart aches and 

green glances, when only 24 of the 
62 stences who turned out for re-- 
hearsals. were selected, ‘Warners is 
ploughing ahead with that <office 
help musical comedy, its going to do 
on Broadway for a few nights next 
month. 

Credits for the dance routine are 
copped by Al Zimbalist. and Sandy 
Abrahams. M.' Hess has: written 
most of the lyrics. 

Herb ‘Crooker, Charlie Einfeld’s 
assistant, has been’ conscripted , ag 
‘m. ec. for the opening: performance. 

_NO DECISION ON MIX 
_ > “Washington, - ‘Jan.-2h --- 

‘Department of. Justice: wants to 
prosecute Tom Mix on his.tax con- 
troversy with the Treasury. Mix 
was.in town last week in a long 
series of conferences with both jius- 
tice and treasury officials, leaving 
without anything definite being de- 
cided. Mix has offered: to pay what- 
ever the government asks to adjust 
and the government has promised to 
make up its mind this week. _ 

NO “DISHONORABLE” DEAL 
Although “Strictly Dishonorable” 

was reported sold as a talker, no 
picture deal for this Brock Pem- 
-berton---show-—has.-- -been_conaum=.. — 
mated. 

’ Picture firms are reported stil 
angling for the rights. 

PARAMOUNT BALL FEB. 7 
Par’s annual. ball will be held at 

-the Astor hotel Feb. 7. 
Tickets for outsiders are $10 each, 

and for members of the Paramount 
Pep Club $6 it two tickes are pure 

chased. 



- "not 
'. ‘as ‘a. producer-distributer. but. to 

- .prdvide first-run key city represen- 
- , tation for product where not now 
"“Lxeceived.. 

- gities, 

‘Tiffany Plans. 
Theatre Chain; 
> Rentals and 9) 

‘Starting from "seesih with the|| 
Gatety. on Broadway, leased for one 
year with. an option as the. first 
house under its: wing, Tiffany is out. 
“to establish a ‘theatre chain across | 

the country. View, of course, is to 
only. - strengthen: its position 

jn- ‘ning . up. ‘theatres, “Miffany is 
: picking theatres on lease: or to ‘get 

> dn ‘through . a percentage arrange- 

“..ment with owners.. 
. Galety, and under ‘leases carrying 
‘.aptions, are the. Olympic (1,200), | 
* Pittsburgh, 
‘and the Modern (800). and Beacon |: 

- ‘theatres -(800), Boston, leaged from 

sub- let. from Warners, 

Jake Lowry. Only. theatre thus far 
lined up under’ the. percentage| 
‘scheme, outside of the. Park, Bos-. 

. ton, ‘is the Shubert Opera House, | 
Detroit, “of 1, 700 seats. 
The, basis on which the. agreement |- 

was. made withthe Shuberts calls 
. for a 60-40 split,. 40% going to the 
Shuberts in lieu. of rént, and for the 

- continuance. of the deal on eight 
“week. periods, the . Shuberts being 
permitted, by mutual ‘agreement, | to 
occasionally route: road. shows. into 

the house between pictures. 
All houses will play indefinite 

runs, according. ‘to plans, with Tiff’s 
- pictures remaining as long as busi- 

ness warrants. . Negotiations are 

now-on with various theatre owners 
\--in the keys, next site obtained Hkely 

. to be in the. downtown section of 
‘Cleveland. 

Piffany will only go into the major 
{ “Journey’s End” will be 

‘ready by April, and by that time 
Tiffany wants to have a representa- 

‘tive. number: of houses in key cen- 
ters. 

Brookhart Will Not Take 
~ Part in Graphic Corp. Suit 

Washington, Jan. 21. 
#Benator 8. W. “Brookhart has con- 

firmed the previous report that he 
would not in any manner, shape, or 
form represent Ivan Abrahamson 
and the Graphic Film Corp., in its 
anti-trust suit against the Hays Oor- 
ganization, . 

‘Senator wrote the film company 
withdrawing his previous authoriza- 
tion to use his name several weeks 
before the papers in the case were 
filed. Reason for withdrawal was 
.given by the Senator as hinging ‘on 

- the failure to. advise him as to the 
elass of. films involved. He stated 
he would not be placed in the posi- 
tion of. defending. “sex pictures.” 
“There is something phoney about | 

the whole business,” said Senator 
' Brookhart .when. again questioned. 

- Loew i in. Chicago? 

‘Chicago, Jan. 21. 
 oew. Circuit is: ‘reported contem- 

‘plating: stepping into the = Chicago 
freld, Loew had an agreement re- 

‘ Hgiously kept with Aaron Jones that | 
as long ‘as - Jones, _ Linick and 
Schaefer played - vaudeville Loew. 
‘would never enter this city. 
Jones, Linick and Schaefer stepped 
out of vaude two years ago when 
it turned the Rialto theatre into a 
burlesque house. 
Understood that Loew-Metro may 

start with the acquisition of the 
“Woods theatre as a film site which 
Aaron J. Jones owns and which, at 

present, js Jeased. tothe. _Shuberts. = 
for $125,000 a year and subleased to 
Radio Pictures for $185,000°a year 
for five years, each option taken up 
every three months. This is at 
‘variance with the report around 

'. here that Publix-B, & K. have been 
dickering for the Woods with the 
object of: making it a combination 
newsreel and sure-seat house. 

. No confirmation: from Publix- B. 
& K. or Jones could be obtained. 
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‘Besides the , 

But |- 

Midnite Rentals 

Midnight show business is — 
‘gaining widespread popularity. 
So much so that. the film com-_ 
.panies are realizing additional 
‘profits in extra rentals, 

_. Warners; especially, thas _ 
" deemed the ‘zero hour displays | 
- of sufficient: importance to let 

“ many theatre owners have a- 
_- print of a film a :week in ad-. 
vance of its regular. - booking 
for the freak audience. puller. 

' Some. exhibs do their best. 
' -business late‘ at night and at 

the sanie time have the oppor- 
tunity to. ballyhoo future .prod-. | 
‘uct. ‘through the *. stay-ups. 

. Showings of: -this kind are 
‘proving: ‘more advantageous ; 
than the most. elaborate trail-.. | [Fox OK’s TRUSTEE PLAN 

.|Company ‘paid $125. per share for] 
In point of fact. 

\ ers, “according to’ some exhibs. - 
Another angle. which the -[| 

qd. big: companies are taking in. 
‘some of the lesser key spots is - 
‘to, double feature: one show a 
" week. Poorest night is picked. 
“for this, second, film. usually. 
being a revival. ; 

RCA LOOKING DAILY. 
* AT TELEVISION TESTS 

As Western Blectric stole a march 
on sound pictures, ‘0 General Elec- 

tric is preparing for leadership 
of the.television era. That. the 
show ‘world is: not cognizant of the 
nearness. of ‘television is pointed 
out by Radio executives who are sit-. 
ting in on tests. ‘and ‘experiments 
‘being conducted from one of their 
amaliler stations to a reception room 

at RCA... 
‘Tests have become go important. 

a part of the Photophone executives 
‘and scientists | activities, 
the past few days entire mornings 

that for 

have::-been devoted to ‘television. A 
decided improvement over televised 
pictures. shown as recently as ‘Just . 
before Christmas is reported of the 
dernonstration™ “given last ‘Thursday 
morning. - . 

Manifestations, however, that the 
film industry realizes- television .is 
on its way -are beginning ‘to. re- 
flect in the house’ organs of -varioug 
‘chains, particularly Fox. West Coast 
paper,. “Now,” warns exhibitors to 
‘prepare for air pictures. in the 

theatre. - 

XN. 

Storyless Jolson 
Warners has ‘no story as yet for’ 

Jolson’s final picture under the WB 
‘banner, A suggestion that’ War- 
ners buy “Big Boy” from United 
Artists, which that company. 1s 
holding for the star, is said to have 
been turned down by the Vitaphone 

firm. 
‘Warners ‘jhas ‘until April 1 to dig 

up a yarn: for Jolson, at which 
time, if no script has been selected, 
it is reported he will offer to re- 
turn the $50,000 Warners has ad- 
vanced him on the picture and ask 

| for his release. . 
. Jolson: ig -expected © in ‘New York 

‘In about two weeks following the 
‘opening of his concert tour ‘in’ 
Texas. 

. Stanley’ 's- $3,500, 000 - 
“Stanley: Company, ‘Yt 1s ‘reported, 

will show a profit of $3, 500, 000. for 
the. past year. 
This is exclusive of $2, 000,000 ‘pald 

to - Warner Brothers for: 
rentals. 

ZUKOR- KATZ TRIPS 
; Adolph, ‘Zukor probably will-make 
a trip to the Coast instead of going 
to Florida this winter, . 

Sam Katz is scheduled to leave. 
for. Florida Jan, 25. 

NEWSREEL HOUSE QUITS 

ated by Brookbrand heatres, Inc., 
has discontinued its ffewsreel policy 
and reverted back to the usual fea- 
ture policy. ® 
- Newsreel routine was s Inaugurated 
in the theatre around mid-Decem- 
ber, Not enough business the rea- 
son. ; 
This is the house sued by the 

Fox-Hearst Corp, for using the 
term “Newsreel Theatre.’ 

‘stockholders committee and 

tion. 

_ house: 

-| Talley. é 
| of the Fox silent’ news, became Mr. 

‘| Fox's personal representative, went 

Brooklyn. Newsreel. theatre, oper- | 
—_ ‘application, 

PICTURES 

‘PLANS BONIS | 
OR NEW TRUSTEES 
Company Officials Say De:| 

This). 
Week—Concentrating - on | 
Bond Issue—Suits for Re-| 
_ceiverships and Mr. Fox’s| 

cision Must Come © 

‘Answers — 5-Year _ Fran- 
chise: for Exhibs ‘Taking| 

. Bonds” 

"Appointment. of three nationally 
known men to. act as trustees for 
tho Fox. organization | is understood 
‘to be the basis upon which confer- 
ences are being held to reach a solu- 
tion of the film company's proble:ns. 
.Fox officials. ‘gay that. the. matter 
must come to a head this: week, 
with. Thursday cited asthe Probabte 
climax date. =. 

It was also teportea that every 
“effort. was. being’ concentrated. yes- 
terday (Tuesday) on a “Grive to put 
over the $35,000,000. bond issue, in- 
augurated last week, in spite of the 
dual applications. madé for a re- 
ceivership ‘on behalf of an “A” 

Mrs. 

S$: D. Kuser. suing individually as « 
substantial holder of the “B” (vot- 
ing). -gtock.. . 

Proposition: of the new trustees 
was submitted last week to Mr. Fox, 
‘who is reportéd.to have accepted 
the. plan in full. . , This outline has 
‘been placed. before a group of bank-~ 
ergs who are trying to. work outa 
suitable . arrangement ‘upon this 
basis. A receiver is a third possi- 
bility. 

The past “week was. marked by 
‘the formation. of a new corporation 

to float the. Fox bond issue, filing of 
an answer to the Clayton Act anit, 
and the double filing of applications 
for an ‘equity: receivership. Mrs, 
S. D. Kuser suing as an individual 
holder of about one-fifth of all the 
class “B”" (voting). stock. T his 
latter suit, it’ igs expected,: will be 
answered today (Wednesday), The]. 

‘Fox lawyers have 20 days in which 
to file a reply ‘to the first applica- 

Views on Bond Issue 
Reports on the bond issue which, 

jf successful would make bank as- 
sistance unnecessary, conflict. With- 
in the Fox organization the feeling 
was optimistic, a few claiming on 
Friday that half of the issue had 
already. been subscribed. The 
downtown (bankers) version took 
an opposite view, with doubts ex- 
pressed, especially in view of the 
Kuser application... 
‘Those within the -Irox outfit felt 

almost sure that Mr. Fox was in the. 
clear on Friday, which day marked 
the severance of relations between 
Courtland Smith, named on the first 
proposed ‘board of directors, and 
Fox as general manager of. the Fox- 
Hearst (newsreel) Corp. Officers of 
Fox based their contention upon the 
theory. that attention to depart- 

| mental matters would not be ‘given 
-} at the. time unless the major situa- 
tion had been - adjusted or was ap- 
proaching a solution. . The depar- 
‘ture of Smith was immediately 
followed by personally signed wires 
advising all Fox-Hearat men to take 
orders from no one except Truman 

Talley was formerly head 

abroad to establish British Movie- 
tone News last summer and ‘was 
supposedly headed for the Coast 
with. W. R. ‘Sheehan when the 
change came... — 

Mr. Fox issued a letter to stock- 
holders © Saturday and. yesterday 

(Tuesday) an answer to the -Kuser 

‘ulation with the: company funds. 
‘The letter urged support of the bond 
issue and denied Mrs. Kuser's 
charges in toto. Mr. Fox, in his 
meetings with a group of exhibitors, 
offered a five-year franchise on Fox 
film product to those subscribing to 
a substantial amount of the pro- 
posed issue, : a 
in yesterday's statement referring. 

“charging” “stock spec’ 

"Street's Film News 

Wall Street is so hot. for 
‘film. news these days that Dow | 

~ Jones ‘men’ are out to scoop . 
_all fields. One of- them. got — 

into B. 
‘Coast ‘and tickered. out the 
bullétin on Paramount's "80-31. 
pr oduction. schedule. ..“Wall St. ~ 
Journal, "in turn played it up. 

(AS week after all this hap- 
pened the ‘Paramount. home of- -} 
fice didn’t know officially how 
many Pictureg would be on the — 
program, but agreed that the — 

- Dow Jones’ 66. was probably 
right. : _ 

to: ‘the Kuser “suit, Mr. Fox said. in 
part: 

“The: newspaper accounts (of the 
Kuser complaint). state that the Fox 

the Loew's stock. 
it cost the company an- average of 

$105 per share. While ‘this was a 
good ‘price, - although the stock is 
now earning at the rate of $10 per 
share, -it is’ worth. far more to the 

Fox Company than the sum paid, 
the saving from. consolidation of the 
companies in ‘eliminating duplica- 
tion and overhead charges’ is’ esti- 
mated‘to be worth about: $17,000,000 
per year to the ‘consolidated com: } 

pany. 

‘In 1915, when ‘the Fox Corpora- 
tion was incorporated, its capital 
structure was $600,000 of 8% pre- 
fered stock “and 100,000 shares. of 
common ‘stock, The $500,000 worth | : 
of /preferred | stock was' subscribed’ 
as follows: $100,000 by Willian: Fox, 
$200,000 by. Anthony R.-Kuser and 
his family, and the balance of $200, - 
000 by: others in New Jersey. |. 

oe oe received. as a bonus 50, 000 
shares of the common stock, An-: 
thony R. Kuser and his family re-. 
ceived 26,000 ‘shares, - and the re- 
‘maining 38, 000 shares: of common. 
stock were given to those who 
bought the. remaining $200, 000. of 
the preferred stock.” 
For. the second time ‘in two pusi- 

ness days the Federal courts in New 
York were petitioned for an equity 
receivership for the Fox companies. 
Second suit was brought by Susie 
Dryden Kuster, of Somerset county, 
N. J., who is credited with control 
of 19, 150 shares of Fox Film B.stock, 
or one-fifth of all the voting stock 
in the company. 

This suit set up the allegation 
that William Fox had: “foisted upon 
the corporation a loss of many hun- 
dreds of thousands of dollars”. 
through disastrous speculation, and 
makes other allegations of similar 
technical tenor to support the de- 
mand ‘for a receiver, chief among 
them being that large obligations of 
the company are coming due in the 
near future and no provision has 
been made to take care of them. 

_ Events had crowded in the Fox 
affairs from early. last week on, In 
chronological order they were: | 

Trustees decided to pay the quar- 
terly dividend declared in Decem-: 
ber and payable Jan, 15 in script in 
the form of. promissory notes bear- 
ing 6% and payable next January, 

‘purpose being to preserve cash re- 
sources. 
ing on the. Produce Exchange, where 
price between 72 and 80 prevailed 
for the $100 units, representing $1 
on each share of Fox.A, 
William Fox addressed a letter .to 

the-: -gstoclcholders - -outlining a--plan 
to form the Fox Sécurities’ Corp;,. 
which would issue $35,000,000 in 7% 
three-year gold notes to be offered |- 
to Fox theatre-owner customers, 
Fox employées and others to fund 
outstanding obligations, | 

such stocks or other securities or 
equities as inthe ‘opinion of the. 
directors would be equal to at least 
twice the amount of the note face, 
Previous to the full announcement 

of this. plan, notice had been given 
that Jules Brulatour had resigned 
as president of Fox Securities owing 
to the pressure of his other duties 
and also that . David A. Brown, 
Chalrman of the board of Broadway 
National Bank and Trust Co., had 
talcen the office. . 

In his letter to his ‘stockholders 
outlining the Securities Corp. pro- 
gram, Mr, Fox charged that he. had 
been double-crossed by. the financial 
people who had up to the- October 
market crash backed him in his ex- 
pansion. After detailing the prom- 

.(Continued on page 20) 

1U MAY REDUCE 
P: Schulberg on the |] 

‘Sound: Service contracts. . 

” Script admitted to trad-. 

Security ; 
would be the promissory note of the 
borrower secured by mortgage or 

‘VARIETY | 9. 

NEW LINEUP 10 
i) FEATURES - 

‘Universal is: ‘seriously ‘considering 
the production’ of. only 25. features. 
during’ the .1930-’31. season. : “This. 
“would. whittle. the usual U program. 
to- less ‘than’ half ‘the accustomed 
.number of features, which ‘have run. 

| between 50 and 60. the past. few 
vyears, Some. 56. have been: sched- . 
uled as the current season's output. 
This. number is being delivered . on 
the ’29-'30 list. 

While both. Laemmles, senior ‘and: 
‘junior, are said to be: anxious to 
carry out the 26 plan, there is. some 7 
doubt whether the. desire can pe ful- - 
filled, due to the many “small ac- 
counts on the books. of the com- | 
pany, some of which must be served. 
at low rentals under the Complete 

It is.un-. 
derstood the’ cont :. aplated: decrease - 
is dependent: entirely. upon: surveys. 
to be made on the smaller accounts. 

Bigger Films. 
In coming down to 25. all- talkers, : 

Laemmle idew is to produc. big. 
‘scale pictures to approximate: the~ . 
same. pudget, or slightly: over, that 
allowed for the 66 this season to be 
prorated, | as 
How the shaving to 26 “sill. effect 

the. continuance of westerns’ in the 
-series of Hoot Gibson. and: Ken May- 
nard, who are making eight each. 
this. year, is not. explained. -It. was 
suggested that these, as average’ 
program ‘talkers, would be eliml-. 
nated from:the program, with more 
elaborate production on. the: outdoor . 
series. . - oy 
Providing U-~ eventually: “aeter= 

mines on the production of. only 2a | 
‘ pictures for next season, it. will offer: 
a staaller program. of product than. 
any of its- brother. producer-distrib- ‘ 
utors of national reputation, ~ 

Shakeup i in Fox Movietone a 
News Dept—Many Out 

——w: 

Following Courtland Smith’s de-. 
parture as general manager. of the - 
Fox-Hearst Corp., Truman Talley 
being appointed to succeed, a gen- . 
eral shakeup took place Saturday. 
Among those either resigning .or 

let out were BH. P. Howard, editor; 
Earl. Sponable, chief technician; | 
Harold ‘Wondsel, ‘Lou ‘Hoffman, 
Dwight Eldred, Lloyd Lehrbas, news 
editor for the Far East; Bert Waneg- 
ler,-Major Holland and Tom Here-. 
ford, the latter three from the con- 
tract department, 

Case of John Begg, who is also. 
out, is pecullar inasmuch as -he is 
currently aboard stilp bound for 
Japan, having sailed from the Coast 
Jan, 11. About six cameramen and 
as many sound men have also been 
urned. loose. ed 

- Subsequent appointments. have: -- 
been E.:C. Harvey as. managing. 
editor of Fox Movietone News, with 
M. E. Clofine-in the same capacity 
‘for Hearst Metrotone.. Edmund Reek 
has. been made Joint news editor of 
both ‘sdurid newsreels.” 7 wey 

“King’s ” 39 Houses 
“Vagabond King”. will open asl- 

‘multaneously in New York ‘and at 
-the’ Paramount, Palm Beach, Feb. 
19, ‘Within two weeks thereafter it 
will be spotted by Paramount in 30 
houses around the country, both in . 
and out of the Publix group, to 
make extended runs at $1 top. 

- This is.a compromise arrange- 
ment and an innovation because of © 
road shows, as such, being cold and. 
Paramount's: belief that “Vagabond . 

2 | King? *-i9-of -road.. show. dimensions... - 

‘Goldwyn Next, Schenek following | 
Remaining over in New York only 

long enough. to clean up details and 
go into some reported deals, Jos- 
eph M. Schenck plans-to return to 
the Coast within a weelt or sooner. 
Samuel Goldwyn, who returned 

from Europe with Schenck, left tor 
Hollywood last week. 



“10° VARIETY" 

~ Yearly S Studio Sur Survey 
‘Hollywood, Jan, at. 

Production activity. on the. Coast’ 
for’. 1929° shows: a decrease of 10 
units ‘over the corresponding ‘year 
of 1928> and ‘a ‘decrease of 32 ‘units 
. from the year 1927, Gradual reduc- |: 
‘tion. of units working: ‘throughout 
the year is attributed chiefly .to 
fewer and bigger productions which 
have attained less. circulation -but 
longer runs. around the country the: 
past year than when silent produc- 
tins had reached the peak of cir- 

‘ enlation : ‘and. ‘shorter. runs during 
1927. 7 
While: fewe yer pictures ‘were made. 

last ‘year, more money. and- labor 
were spent: quiring this period than 
the preceding. tivo. years. - 

. thoge. ‘effected ‘most in the gradual 
- reduction. in- production were the 
actors, but even this’ group. is be-" 
‘ginning -to recover. its old .status. 
in demand of service becaige talk- 
‘erg: are gradually ‘coming. ‘back to} 

the. old silent form ‘of making pic- 
tures, and ‘getting: ‘further away 
-from the. stage . ‘technique where 
casts are limited to -small: ‘groups. 
Again, fewer short subjects.are be-- 
“ing, made which ° also. has a bearing 
in reducing the average number. ‘of 
‘units reported for the. past year, 
‘Where 12 ghort subject units worked 
throughout. “27. there’ were but. six | 
‘kept bugy during ’29, 

' Fox Has. Most Films 
In. compiling a-table of -compara- 

tive records of activity for the past | 
three -years, the results show Fox 
still retaining..consistent top position 
for activity. . Paramount reveals 
the biggest: drop in its four less 
units than reported for ‘28, but 
this can be accounted for by a ‘num- 
ber of Par's pictures being made at | 
the Long. Island studio. Universal 
‘ghows a- gain over 1928, while 
M-G-M held close to thé same num- 
“ber ‘over both. periods, 

-- ‘Warners and First Nationai- show | 
- @ noticeable - reduction in the: aver-.| 

age. number of units for the year, 
yet this does not necessarily mean. 
‘that thesé companies produced less 
product... <t is chiefly due to the 
system.of working ona’ fast sched- 
‘ule, : 

For the coming year present pro- 
‘duction plans. among: most ‘of the 
Major studios call for expanding 
programs in the belief that the day: 
of the long runs lias reachéd its 
' peak and that film presentation will 
revert back to the silent day routine 
.of shorter and more‘ program fea- 
tures. Fox intention is not to turn 

. out more than four 10-reel- ‘features 
‘@ year, This condition will prob- 
ably change the pr esent scheme of 
‘the short. subject of producers and 

‘However, 

will in time Ukely. force them. to 
- spend less per picture, but increase : 

- .jnicolor can handle the. ‘additional 
»In checking on the number of fea-. 

..tures and shorts, now in final prepa- |. 

. volume, 

tion for production within. the next: 
three’ months, reports show -that.163 

‘‘new pictures will be placed under’ 
way within-this period. Paramount 
leads in this: respect: with 19 stories |. 

. lined up and ready to go ag quickly 
‘as production facilities are avail- 
able, 

‘M-G-M 11, ‘Warners 13, and: First 
. National nine, . This indicates that 
. by. the end of January, or the first 
part of February, production - will 
reach a new high level for this 
period and continue until the end of 
April at which time all studios 
struggle to complete as’ many pic- 

- tures as they can and get the nega- 
tive out of ‘the state before a state 
tax is assessed on all exposed nega- 

_, tive on hand... 

This table shows the average number of production unite working at’ the 19 active picture atudios on 

‘Fox has. 14,. Universal. 10, 

PAR’S: 36 CARTOONS 

2. Series ‘of 18 Each—Will Also Have 
Foreign. Versions. i 

. Paramount, with ‘Max Fleisher 
under. exclusive contract, is sched- 

4ts | '30-'81 program. reelers for 

‘different series of 18 each, ond be- 

‘Talkartoons. 
Fleisher, 

and other producing. equipment. | 
In addition ‘to. making the car- 

toons: for American : ‘distribution, | 
-plans.. are: under “way..to produce |’ 
foreign | ‘version ‘shorts..in the two]: 
serles, «. First,. “La: Paloma,” done 
entirely in Spanish and. under the 

completed “and. will’ be shipped to 
.Spain: and other Spanish speaking 
-countries . ‘for showing. Feb. 22. 
‘Results from “La Paloma” will de-: 

' eartoons, 

Hollywood, Jan. 21. 
- Anticipating’ ‘a. heavy. production 
schedule .for the . current year, 

the owners of the Metropolitan 
“studios, is. drawing plans. to -build 
its -own: sound stage “and: ‘office 
building. = 

alo property. 

TALKERIZING 
.- “Hollywood, Jan, 21, 

First. National will talkerize zelda 
Sears’ play, “Cornered,” in. which 
Madge Kennédy : starred. 
‘made-three years ago as a silent by. 
Warners. ¥F. Hugh Herbert is 
adapting “with ‘William Beaudine to 
diréct. Title is now “At Bay.” - - 

‘Another company remake .as a 
talker’ is “Rodd House,” ‘which ‘Fox 
made ‘silent two years ago.:. Brad- 
ley King ‘Wray has been engaged 
bo adapt. ‘ 

" TEFF’S EXTRA COLOR 
Tiffany: will.produce several of its. 

30-'31 pictures in color, using the 
Technicolor - process, While . the 
Tech contract with Tiffany calls for 
three or four pictures on next year’s 
program the number may and prob- 
ably ‘will..be increased, being con- 
tingent in, part on- whether. Tech-. 

footage. : 
. Tiffany has. been a Technicolor 

user for several years, having made 

means, 

Some Canadian Advice 
Hollywood, Jan, 21, 

Percy Taylor, Canadian : repre- 
sentative of Radio Pletures, is visit- 
ing. the studio. here. 

‘minion. 

Carlotta King Out 
“Hollywood, Jan. 21. 

-Additional talent to fall at’ M-G, 
when option time comes around, in- 
cludes. Carlotta King, recently 
loaned | by the studio. for a , Coast 
musical, , 

uling. a total of 36, cartoon one-|. | 1 

Number is to be made up of two|.-” 

ing the Song . Cartoons, the: other Fe 

“formerly -with: “out of on 
‘the Inkwell Films, is producing the. 
entire 36 and: has taken over large |. 
quarters, engaged: ‘a. staff of 35 art-|.. © 
ists, and is building. his own camera |”: 

Song’ Cartoons series, has just. been | 

COAST TESTS FOR BEST 
SILENT CAMERA METHOD); 

‘termine’ . furtherance for . foreign |. 

_ Sono-Art’s Met. Bldg. | 
‘| types. of studio camera: silencers 
|-have been underway the last four 
‘days in-a soundproof. room in the 

Sono-Art, ‘by an arrangement with: 

‘Construction will. be ‘on Met: ‘stu- 

| -lencing. 

It was| 

through a microphone, with an un- 
covered camera operating as con-|. 

its former Color Classics ‘by this 

Sharpening up the hoys on. cen- 
sorship requirements in the Do-, 

PICTURES 

CHARLIE ALTHOFF | 
- Now in ‘Hollywood:: 

. Address -care Variety, Taft ‘Bulla: 
‘ing, Hollywood, Calif.. 

"Hollywood, ‘Jan. 21, 

noiselessness attained” by various 

ERPI offices here. | -Reésearch being. 

conducted by, RCA and ERPI tech- 
nicians under the. direction of H. G.. 
Knox, .of ERPI, and F..M. Sam-. 
mis; of°. -Photophone..’. 
Sammis aet as a. sub-committee. of 
the’ Academy's: joint committee . of. 
producers. and technicians on the/!. 
specific problem of’ camera-sl- 

. In. the : preliminary © ‘survey. ‘the 
“gound experts visited major: studios 
‘and examined.all devices in’: use to 
keep the sound of camera operation 
from the mikes and found. that: 

- Booths are principally in usé ‘at 
M-G,. Pathe, Tiffany, and W..B:.° 
‘Blimps,, or bungalows - (housing 

over the camera, are used at Radio,, 
M- G ‘Paramount, ‘Metropolitan, 
Pathe, United Artists and Tec-Art. 
Experiments . ‘in, muffling ~ with 

blankets, usually closed’ with: zip- 
pers, -are. being made. at Columbia, 
Darmour, Educational, Fox, Roach, 
Metropolitan, Pathe, Tec - Art, 
United Artists and Universal.” . 
Tests on each camera is to am- 

plify the noise of: its operation 

trol,.and to determine how many 
decibels of noise its silencer cuts: 
off. The decibel is an arbitrarily 
selected init to measure intensity. | 
This unit is the difference hetween 
the softest sound the normal ear.can. 
detect and the next detectible dif- 
ferentiation. .-The decibel, ab= 
breviated’ “DB,” has largely | ‘sup- 
Planted .the term “TU;” _meaning 
Transmission Unit, in sound . work. 

Findings of. the technical experts 
will ‘be reported to the producers- 
technicians joint committee, headed 
by. Irving Thalberg.. 
a report outlining the best method 
of silencing ‘the. camera will be 
available to all picture producers. 

‘Warners’ ‘Regional Meeting 

Warners will call eastern branch 
managers to New York Jan, ‘25 for 
a regional ‘meeting at. the Hotel 
Pennsylvania. 

the Coast for 12 monthe of the: year 1929, and the total yearly averages for years 27. it also. Ay. 
a “Shows: number of productions” in preparation: ‘ready to start within. first. quarter. of. aysaor ae we 

. “ WRARLY—— - - 

Av’ te Av’ ae AY’ "age "the Vv (J iD 

NAME On . “units units: units fret 

‘Feature Production: MONTHLY AVERAGES FOR YEAR 102 “ing, “ing, ing, tor of 
‘ erolPe Jan. Feb, March. April, May, June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. ‘Dec. 1929. (1028. 1927. *1980. 

AE ovecvsccescee A 6 6 IW 4% -g 79 8. 8 9 6 «66 4 ~ 6.9 6.1 8 §=.8.0 10: 
M- G-M eres oeteseseooee 6 4 9 6 4. 4 4 ‘8 "42 qT 4 6 (6.2. 6.4 8.0 11 

Paramount aeepeneocene 6 1 4 5 q 5 6 4 5 2 Jo a 6 4.8 . 8.8 8.0 . 19 

Warner Bros........+6 4 .5 4 4 6 6 6 3 8 7 2 2 48 #67. 80 13 
First National.......,. 4 ..3 3 °.4 6 4 5 5° 6 6 4° #4 #444 --60 2.0 So} 
Radio oe eeerrecoscesene 2 . 0 ‘0 2 2 . 3. 3° 3 5 4 “3 2 2.4 2.8 6.0 8 

Tiffany cree eeceeeseeee 1 1 0 2 2 2 2 2 3... 3 ‘3 1.18 3.0 8 8=— 6.0 14 
Pathe ..s...cecsscceoe A 1 1° 2. #4. =.3 2 3 2 1 1 1- 18 2.7. 6.0 4. 

; Columbia... 1 1 1-1 2. 83. 2 ‘2 2 1 2 1 1.6 20. 3.0 1 
J United Artiste......... 2 1 0 2.-°2 2 2 0 2 2 8 1 16 20 30, 9 
‘Chaplin ee eoebh mono nere 1 al “1 1 1° ‘1 LL. 1 = | 1 1 1. 1.0 : 0.6 1.0 0 

Cruze... cseccvecssess O 1 2 2 1 4 0 0 0- 0 1 1 08° 1.0 1.0 6 

“I~ CEASING- "GROUPS == crease oer ce nse es oie amr ae Sete ee et ne 
Metropolitan ......... 3 3 3 5 6 2 3. 8 3 5 4 8.60 32 B05 10* 
Tec-Art .ocacccccccess 2 1 3) 6 63 3 2 2 2 3 4 2 256 ~ 2.0 40 15 | 

; SHORT Susy ECT. 

Darmour ,...ceviveees & 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 4 3 18 18 100 06=— 3 
Mack Sennett. va teeees ‘2° 2 3° 2 $3 1 1 1 2 1 s4 1 1.6 1.6 3.0 3 
Hal Roach.....;......5 0 2 38 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 418 21 30 6 
Educational coeeeeeees 4 3 3 0 oO O -1, 1 2 1-1 0 1.3 2.0 5.0 2 

‘TOTALS ceeeeeeee 56 49 567 -60 64 54 56 658 78 65 57.9 67.8 163 fi 

* Stortes: i preparation for r production January to March, 1990. 

. 

| Clty. 
‘Dick ‘Talmadge has insured nis 

- cow for’ $5,000... 

‘into production, 

Ultimately |. 

‘completed, 

A} Par under 

, Wednesday, January 22, 1980. 

- Nancy. ‘Carroll .is- expected. here 
‘from Honolulu Jan. 28 . . 

_ Harry Pollard ‘and. Marguerita 
| Fischer. are. -Honoluluing. - 

. Stuart. Erwin, the comic. valen- 
, tine,. was -born on Feb, 14, ; 

William ‘Seiter back from. Mexico 

Rebecca. Uhr. left for a ‘month's 
, scouting on Broadway,. 

“Rod La Rocque and Vilma Banky 
‘| are roughing it: in. the, snow at Lake 
_| Arrowhead. . 

-Don Gallaher. not. only directs tor} 
| Fox, -but does offstage - ‘dialog | for 
“Temple. Towers. ae 

The: Connor ©: twins; “Velina ‘ana 

Two car loads of logal Negroes 
will be taken to “Mexico ag @ mob 

| for. Metro’ s “Sea Bat.” 

. A man named Chatters is head 
of. the. California Newspaper* Pub- : 
lishers’. ‘Association. 

- Screen. ‘actors ‘using the | ‘ snow= 
bound lib : .when > showing up late), 

: ; : | tor kk. 
‘Pests to méasure the degree. of |: Wor. EW. ‘Harper Mitchell, former. “book- 

er with Lyons & Lyons, now in’ the 
line of the F. & M. “Trees” idea, 
- Into being has sprung “the girl of 
the month: ¢lub.” ° 
for. & sweetie instead ‘of & smoke.” . 
Joe Shea writing a picture column 

for the “Three Em Dash,” - official 
organ of the New Y : 

Knox and org £ the New York Press club 

To cope with the unusual _rain,. 
“Hollywood. Citizen's” delivery boys 
wrap each copy’ in. waxed paper. 
Ina’ Claire paid -several thou 

duty on a post-wedding trousseau 
purchased . in Paris. 

through a: railroad gate. . 
wi M, “Beanie” Walker. will ‘see 
avana’ during the. ‘Roach shut~- 

down. 

tion trip into the. Mexican wilds 
photographed - for home use. ~ 

Albertina Rasch’ and Dmitri 
Tiomkin,. the other half, -back on 
the M-G lot. 
‘Bernice Claire plays her first non- 

singing. part for Fr. N. in “Jail 
Bréak.” 
‘Morton Downey and Barbara 

Bennett. in town looking for a pic- 
ture spot. 

_ Couple: of land shakes the other 

Clive, . 

Thelma, putting on ‘weight: at Long. 
_ | Beach, 

: Sloganr.is: “Reach. 

Jay: Chapmah contributed: $25 to. 
the city of Burbank .after: crashing 

Jesse Lasky having his explora- 

/“% gallons.ifor $1.16.” | 

- Hollywood Chatter 
ood “David Fischer | says relativity ie. 
-_ what's wrong, with: ‘pictures, 

day had the New York’ mob. very 
; nervous, a 

Jean Morgan, First National. con- 
tract. chorine, . 

N. Y¥, 
beautiful show girl in pictures, _ 
Steve Newman, former city come. 

Selected by Henry | 
artist, ‘as the most .: 

missioner: of. Salt. Lake, now road - 
man with “Tvories,” Fanchon: and. 
Marco unit.. 

Billy Grady’s ‘principal ‘duty: ‘ag’ 
manager of the Jolgon. concert tour 
is to inquire at 10-minute : intervals 
about the Jolson’. throat, ~~ 
Cocoanut Grove looked itke: “New | 

York night club at: opening. of its 
new band. last. week. \- Eastern 
celebrities had the ring: side seats. + 
Bobby Crawford and Mary. Lucas, 

‘one year married, dined: 60 songs 
writers and wives at. the Roosevelt. 
Olaon's band alternated. on. dance ° 
music with.Lyman, — 

First. National has the ‘heaviest’ 
writing. stafe in town. . Waldemar. 
Young. tips. ‘the beam vat ° 245, 

‘ard ‘Weil, 210.° 
| Humphrey Pearson, 230° and. Rich- _ 

- Dorothy. Mackaill "broke a rib - 
falling ‘against a. pidno at rehear- | ~ 
sal, Bound in ‘tape, acted: in. film 
the next day. Collapsed, and sent to | 
bed. 

Geel 

engaged in. Par's’ “Young Eagles," 
has 5,000 hours inthe air to his © 

' Started as. a parachute credit. 
jumper in 1916. 

Charles Farrel]. was “nabbed ; in ~ 
.|front of the Fox studios-for speed- *.| 

“I'm Charles Farrell,” he. said. -: ing. 
“Sorry,” said ‘the cop, “put I don't 
play. golf.” 
Because ‘so many writers ‘catvied: 

their own applés: and raisins | ‘and: | 
ordered nothing | ‘but coffee, - Fox 

commissary. placed a sign on the wall 
“No Basket Parties Wel-._. reading: . 

come.” 
Bil 

Segal’s 
‘Koenig 

heavy ¢ cheering at 

and,. Ancidentally, ‘Warner pictures. 

Cost Clarence | Brown. two “grand. - 4 
to. insure his ‘Stearman: J-6 plane, , : 

: which cost 10 g: He figures on trad- | 
ing it fora 450 ‘h. Pe ‘Wasp, costing. 
1B g. 

‘Led. Nomis, one of the stunt fliers. 

8 Mate ule ed 

afraid Vivienne: % 
the’ ~ 

‘|Legion fights. ‘will affect the pipes’ 

Asked her to. go Ment: on ringside, 
Jadyice. 

Inde gas stations post. a ‘ gleantio ” 
red “7” and smaller letters to read 

One. Holly- 

wood. station. hasn't that price,.. but 
has the same big. red. “7” out front. «:: 
Tiny letters make it read “open 7 ©. 
a. th.” 

WB On 30 Program 
Hollywood, Jan. 21. 

‘Warners started its 1930 produc- 
tion program this week with “Agony 
Column, ”” Roy Del Ruth directing; 
with © 
Young in the leads. 
Company will now put five more 

starting one a 
week, , 

KALEY OUT—HALL IN 
Los Angeles, Jan. 21. 

Failure to renew. contract on the 
services of Charles - -Kaley found. 
M-G seeking a'new male lead for. 
“Good ‘News.” 
Kaley was slated to go into this 

picture six weeks ago, but a pro- 
‘duction delay prevented him play- 
ing-it before his. contract. exptred. 
James Hall is mentioned ‘as being |. 

:| borrowed. from Paramopnt for the 
. part, . 

“DIXIANA” DELAY 
- Holly wood, Jan, 21. 

" Yrddequate- facilities - to. 
“Dixiana” in wide film.has ‘forced 

Radio to-push back ‘the starting 
| @ate on the picture to March ‘1, at 

7| which time*a laboratory for: the 
handling of the big film will be 

Meanwhile Bebe: Dan- 
lels, slated for “Dixiana,” will make 
“Smooth as ‘Satin.” . 

AFTER AFRICAN DOUBLES 
oo Hollywood, Jan. 21. 

 Wadie Butler of the Central Cast- 
ing Bureau has the job of finding 
local doubles for a mob-of African 
Savages filmed on location for 
“Trader Horn.” He hag a. location 

}| still of the mob fo duplicaté.-—"-~ 
W. S. Van Dyke brought: two of 

the natives back with him, ‘but 
‘they're not enough. 

Erwin’s Term Contract 
Hollywood, Jan. 21. 

Stuart Erwin goes to work for 
a term. contract that 

starts when he returns here from 
doing .“Shooting of Nan McGrew” 
at the Long island studio. | 

Grant Withers and Loretta |: 

film | - 

DE FOREST sruio oLoces 

May Record In Office Bidg. 

anent. closing.of several, 
Forest studio is one of ‘these. - 

biggest: item, 

pendents with short.term leases and 
the uncertainty of options can’t see 
a way to live. 
Forest the lease on.the 47th street 
property expires April 1. 

rentals of approximately $600 a day, 
but not often enough. 

cost of around $15,000.. 

ing on’ ‘42n4 - street,” 

_ WRITERS. IN AND our’ 7 
' Hollywood Jan,’ 21, 

‘Herbert ‘Ashton, Jr.,- playwright, 
brought from New York ‘by. .Co- 
lIumbia, has not had his ‘option ree 
newed,. 

Paul H.: Fox, from Broadway, 

“SLOMAN AT COLUMBIA. . 
Hollywood, Jan, 21. 

Installation |. 
of a water system would mean | a. 

DeForest recording’ will probably ~ 
be done in.the home office bulld- ; 

This will be - 
| Jargely on a dubbing basis’ accord~ 
° ing to- present ‘plans. , 

Sprinkler. System ‘Too Expensive 3 

Rigid demands levied upon Man. ws 
hattan film studios by the fire dee 

‘| partment are resulting in the perme —: 
‘The Dee |. 

‘With ‘costly sprinkler ‘systems. the a 
some of the inde- - 

In the case of De- | 

The “ 
Schlessingers have been getting -_ 

will write ‘at this studio for another : 

git ‘months. : 

Edward Sloman goes with Colum- © 
bia to direct two pictures. He's 
now under contract to do one for 

Par. . 
Frank Capra will direct “Rain or 

Shine” for this ‘studio, film to be., 
~wrade-under-the-supervision-of-Jack.. 
Yellen. - 

Fox Directors Change 
Hollywood, Jan. 21. 

Benjamin Stoloff, scheduled to 
| direct Will Rogers’ next for Fox, ; 
was replaced on the assignment by 
‘John’ Blystone, when a switch in 

“So This Is London.” 
Stolof€ will meg Fox's 1920 follies. 

ro lil S. 

stories listed the cowboy- actor for. 



irediediy,Famry 900 

WE DeFOREST Sur 

technical -knockouts. ‘scored by Pa- 
cent over “Western Electric, nothing 
but calendar juggling is the general. 

. trend. of the, talker equipment. pat-! 
ent litigation. field. 

., Two-year-old. ‘DeForest: ¥S.. Fox- 
 Gase.. suit has by mutual consent 
“abeen ‘slipped to the bottom..of the 
svpcal | federal. “district, . docket ‘for 

sing, which. wit consume at least | | 

- another year, ° wT 
- Booze ‘ violators ‘are “ responsibie | 

“for what practically’ amounts © to aq 
" withdrawal of the initia] talker bat- 

- tle in New: York, 
. ways getting | précedence - in /hear-, 
ines, the DeForest boys, decided: the’ 
. ‘quickest relief. would be. ‘Délaware. | 

. Their. guess. ig: right, - because - .trial |’ 
". into the: merits“of W.-E. sound ‘on: 

- film reproduction. gets. under iway in 

Wilmington Feb. 41, 
“In. Philadelphia, nekt ‘month’ De- 

- Forest ig also ‘reviving ‘the. Powers 
‘ Cinephone . matter. This: ‘was hurled. 
ont of: court a. year. ago. because 

’ papers | were not properly, ‘composed.. 
“Phat seems to be the “trouble 

. throughout; 
“plotto” on’ technique ‘or A. TT. & T. 

- éan’t ‘satisfy the court -that its 
Hehts to.‘talker patenta’ have all 
' béen. transferred’ to W. E.. ' 

‘Incidentally, the ‘internal : rumpus 
"between Warners and - Western 
Electric over Pacent, also in ‘Dela- 

ware, . was: ‘reached. 
wanted more than “was: recited. in 

. ‘court, -so briefs ‘were handed up. ‘No 
decision expected for some: time, 

- but’ ‘both sides are ‘certain: ‘they'll 

win... 
About the same time Pacent inal-. 

vidually again. thwarted W. BE. The. 
- big electric had. ‘appealed: from find-. 

” ing of: the lower" court. that ‘A. T. 
‘do * it w “Aghting. 

& Tt. ‘should ots own (06 &. Under this process these hues’ really 
“Appeal got. ‘the_air._ 

D. W.. REVIVALS OFF 

- Phéno- -Kinema Drops: Plat’ to: Bring | 
Back Old Features—Al Grey Out . 

Plans for. the road showing of old 
.D,.W. Griffith pictures, to be syn- 
_chronized with music and. sound ef- 
fects, a part of the announced pur- 
pose. of -Phono-Kinema,. Inc., have 
been dropped. “Way. Down | Bast” 
was to have been the first: to ‘be 

_ resurrected for sounding. 
3» Al Grey, former roadshow head of 
Paramount and instrumental. in the 
formation of Phono- Kinema, . backed 
‘from reports by Pedlar. and Ryan, 

. advertising agency, and others out- 
We ‘Side of pictures, Js out. He held the 

office of vice-president and general 
., Manager,. Paul J. Larsen, also a 
vwice- president, has moved up to the 
"president's chair, with Lewis C. 
“Pedlar, former president, also with- 
drawn from the organization, © 
_ Pedlar is returning to, the adver- 
.:tising agency business,, it. is under-: 
“stood, but the future plans of Grey 

- are unknown. Latter went to Holly- 
, wood to arrange to synchronize. the 
‘Griffiths features, and is still on the 

. " €oast,. according to report. 
1. Phono-Kinema, also in the. bus!- 

ness of making indie sound record- 
ing -.equipment,: is: ‘continuing in 
business to sell its device, but: its 

organization in. New. York’ chas. been. 
out down. 

ae t 

' Costly Rain" 
- Hollywood, Jan, 21. 

- Production | on U’s “All Quiet” 

S iemnttatad 

cannot be. resumed until the present. 
heavy rains:-stop and ‘water is 
pumped from a ‘mile long trench 
built. on location:-at the Irvine 
ranch,. 50 miles’ south of here. 

A company of more than 1,000 the traveling expensés for his. wife 
Jand himself from ‘Spain to the. 
| United States. 

: people is idle. 
———— — - 

- HEATH FOLLOWS YORKE 
a “New casting director at Par’'s - 

-—=-+hong Tslana- Studio, succeeding Heb 
Emerson. Yorke, is Frank Heath, an]. 
assistant casting chief with Par for 

Six years. , 
Yorke has resigned. 

Film Storage Judgments 
J udgment for $1,569, as a balance 

‘due on an account, hag been filed In 
- the Supreme Court by Lloyd's Film 
Storage Corp. against _ Donald 

Campbell of 125 W. 45th street,. 

“DUEIN DELAWARE FEB il. 
_ Except. fora few . ‘more minor] 

With' ‘liquor aly 

either DeForest ™ Boes™ 

The -’ judge | 

‘las a staff. cameraman for two years. 
| Salary: was set at $100 weekly from, 

} Nov. 1; 1928, until May 1,.1929, and 

. wag suddenly fired. by. -Fox Case, 

2 300 Feet. of Plot 

‘ “Be. Yourself, ” the forthcom- 
“ing, Fannie -Brice. ‘picture, is In 
6,800 feet. Of this roll of cellu- | 

jloid | 4,500 is devoted ‘to. songs, 
production numbers ° ‘and Te- 

. prises. | 
_° Just 2, 300° feet is. devoted ‘to ; 
plot dialog. 7 

COLOR FIRMS INCREASE 

turers, °. in: the. picture. biz,’ 

about 11 last year. 

terested: in’ the manufacture - of a 

color” film: ‘process; 

eases... 

pieture’ company, - 
financial . “backing _ . 

.$0urces, - 

from - 7 other 

the. twa. color process may be defi-~ 
nitely out of the running. | Com-:. 
panies are. seriously concerned .over 

getting a proper. three color process 
‘for .future. production:.: Thus: far 

color scheme. Its. two-color ts 
known ‘as Kodacolor,. and its. three}: : 

color. Kodacrome, or vice versa. 

icolors, such as yellow, red-and blue, 
cannot be filmed fully in two color. 

‘come-~ out ine compromised. shades 
like .green.-over blue, etc. ‘The. 

the full. complement . 

’ “ Holly wood, Jan.. ei. 

operate on Radio’s “Dixianna.” © 

to handle thé new film, but decision 
has been made to start work Feb. 
1 and ship-the film to’Chicago for 
developing and printing. 

News Boy’s $10,565 
Fernando E. Delgado, cameraman, 

has started two separate. suits 
against the Fox Case News Service. 
One action is for $9,875 for breach 
of contract; for employment and the 
other for $690, which Delgado 
alleges’ is ‘due him for traveling. ex- 

-penses, 
Delgado,. through his. attorney, A. 

J. Rubien, avers that. he was em- 

Africa and the. United Staes. 

‘entered into a written. contract with. 
‘Fox: “whereby he’ would” be: employed 

‘from then on, until the expiration of 
his contract, he was to receive $125. 
Delgado was to work in Spain and 
wos sent there accompanied by his 
wife. 

In April, 1929, alleges Delgado, he 

which firm claims, he refuses to pay 

REOPENING CON LAB 
“Hollywood, “Jan. 21. 

H. J. Yates, head of. Consolidated 
Film Industries, is here making 
final arrangements for the reopen- 
ing of the old Consolidated lab, and 
to erect a similar bullding next to 
this plant for developing and print- 
ing of release prints. 

Older building will be used for 
daily rush. print work in addition 
to the Bennett plant now. handling 
all the Consolidated print work. 

FROM 11 TO OVER 20| > 
‘Total, yumber of. “eolor. manufac- , 

rated.|- 

This year, with - 
ithe | ‘first month hardly under. way; _ 

shows ‘more than 20 firms, corpora- |: 

tions, and: individuals definitely in- 

Most of these are- two ‘color proc- 
Outside of the two or three | - 

major. firms-about 10 of these com-'|’ 
panies like the :shoestring legit: 
producer, -are- looking -for adoption | 
by some. philanthropically © inclined: thing . ‘to: actual 

‘or else ‘seeking 

“Twist is 5 that’ within a few months . 

there are only three makers - with. 
the three color scheme, one of these 
us - Eastman, ! which also has ‘a two: 

Difference between the two color : 
and three: color. process is that solid: 

three-color process, . ‘however, . gives 

Radio Starting Wide Film | : 
“Dixiana” Next. Month | . 

M. W. Spoor. and C. A. Superts 
are here with three Spoor-Berggren: 
wide: film cameras: which they will. 

. It was first ‘believed that Radio 
would. postpone this production un- | 
til a-laborartory could be erected’ 

| their . lines. . 

ployed by .Fox Case: -for -years in. 
In] 

November,-1928, claims. Delgado, he] 

trading it was pushed down ‘to 

PICTURES 

LEADERS ‘e010 | 

llParaniount ‘Hits ‘New. ‘Peak 
at: 5534 .on..Heavy Trad-| 
ing, While ‘R-K-O Moves 
Boldly. Into New Terri- 

pressed, Loses Resiliency 
in Below 20 Levels—War- 

Century 
_ 

BIG EARNINGS, REASON 
‘ 

By, AL GREASON. 
For the: second. “consecutive, ses- 

ston the amusement . stocks. fur- 
-nished the market with the: nearest |’ 

leadership. | . The 
three : leaders ‘turned: over . in. large 
volume, with, alt three in new . ‘high 
ground, boo ogre 

‘Paramount got to 57..at- one. time, 
and. cheld ‘througnout- the session 
around and at ‘the top; RKO, com- 
ing out in the huge votume that has: 
characterized it for a month back, 
made .a. new. peak..at 27, a/full 2 
points. above its top on. the move of: 

Warner: Brothers. 
‘made a double top. at 50l4,’ repeat: |. 
ten days. ago. 

ing ‘its top of the: previous ‘day. 

Rosy ‘Income’ ‘Showings 

leaders chad real substance, - 

_. Yesterday’ s Prices 

Leading. Amusements , 
High. Low. Last. Chee. - 

: . Net - 

oa 48% 
“92 So te Br” ton . ’ . 7e74 

1,800" a ; 
:* "400 Atm 

. 24,300 RKO 
. . CURB . 

- 1,000 Fox Th... 6% 5% 
- 1,200 Equip. BO ‘87 «36. 

oS NDS. 
$3,000... Shu. ... wei 43% 

_ *New low all time. 

43% —1% 

Par.. or: Warner, sellers of a month 
ago having pretty. ‘well drawn in 

Situation in current 
éarnings of the solid film issues was 
drawn to the market’s, attention by |. 
.gtatement. from ‘Loew for the 12 
weeks to-Nov. 22, showing net be- | 
fore preferred dividends of more 
than - $3,000,000, and at an advance 
of more than 75%.over net for the 
same period of 1928. . Paramount 
‘also furnished: bullish ammunition 
by a statement of even more bril- 
liant import. _ 

RKO Situation - 
‘Situation in RKO is‘clouded. First 

move. up accompanied . ‘by ‘rumors 
that the company hoped to get con- 
trol” of the ‘Fok. majority in “Loew | 
stock, -but this. was: promptly can- 
celled by positive ‘statements: from 
RKO. officials... Thereafter the Street 

markable improvement in earnings, | 
but with nothing definite to go on. 
Perhaps the good showing of new 
Radio picture productions, - notably 
“Rio Rita,” was the basis of the talk. 
-Fox‘lost a good deal of its power 

to come back yesterday, following |: 
the sensational treatment in the 
morning papers of the ‘second .re-. 
cefyership suit, this one by a New 
Jersey woman holder of nearly’ 20,- 
000 shares of “B" voting stock. For | 
the first time Fox A failed to re- 

=“\-Gover promptly from levels= ‘onder® 
20 yesterday. In relatively — quiet |. 

18% and came back only to 19 and 
a fraction. Heretofore stronz sup- 
port has come tnto the. stock at 
anything under 20. On yesterday's 
drop the stock went, quiet. - 

There is a crowded short ‘interest | 
in the issue and there is a sus- 
picion in gome quarters. that there 
has been a great deal of strong 

NEW Ht MARKS 

tory Above 26—Fox,.De-| 

“ners Holds: ‘Close to Half-| 
a month, 

‘| of pacemakers, both in. -ability. to 

Buying was a. mixture of pool |. 
operations and a belated ‘realization 
‘on the part'of outsiders that the 
bullish talk surrounding the picture |. 

' It is}, 

doubtful. whether’ théere."was any 
Jarge- outstanding short interest in 

|| under continued pounding inspired 

}in Warners, assumed to be the op- 

heard: tnat RKO would shew. a re-. 

_ VARIETY 

ws, 4, 

Ballon Mikes! - JEWISH FILM
S 

22 | IN OWN TONGUE Canning aeroplanes ‘in flight: 
‘has. always been rather a puz- | 
‘gle for ‘top effect. Paramount . 

" ‘That: there. are millions of: Jewish. — 
‘film fans who would support prod- 

Market Pacemakers 
The amusement shares. shot out 

ahead, béginning Idst. week, and 
‘would have been ealled market 
leaders if, the market had been: any; 
sort of affair that could properly | be 
said to have leadership. - ‘At. Jeast. 
the theatre stocks took on the roles 

force their way into new high ter- 
ritory and in volume of daily tran: So. 

actions. . - 
The ‘principal - issues—that. is to 

say Paramount, oew and ‘Warner 
Bros.—all touched riew -peaks: ‘Mon- 
‘day, being. among the few -groups 
‘that earned that distinction in. a 
aull and otherwise featureless ses~. 
sion of narrow trading: and small 
price, movements.- All this headway. 
‘was accomplished: in the. fave of 
-eontinued uncert#inty in the ‘Fox 
situation and with that stock. give. 
‘ing away from its best of last week 

by: no less than two suits for Fe- 
ceiverships. 
Probably the incentive for ‘activity: 

| among the film stocks was the re- 
markable. earnings . reports issued 
by Loew first, and. then by Para-, 
mount; Leadership here was fol- 
lowed by a sudden burst of strength 

erations of du: Pont interests from 
Wilmington, long’ believed to be ac- 
cumulating the stock and now tak- 

ing it boldly and in quantity. Mon- 
day’s turnover in that: issue alone 
reached the imposing: total of 125,- 

000 shares, 

Loew's High Net *« 

Loew. reported for the 12 weeks 
ending Nov. 22, first quarter of its 
fiscal year, showing net profit, be- 
fore preferred dividends, of $3,1651,- 
954. This compares with $2,102; 033 
for the same period of 1928, an in-. 
crease of almost exactly 80%. Com-~- 

. parison is even more striking in re- 
lation to returns of 1927, ‘when. the. 
net for the quarter’ was $1,257,064. 
~The income statement ‘camé out 

‘on the ticker during’ the more abtive: 
trading of midweek. and —-made an 
immediate impression on the ‘tape. 
It more than confirmed all the rosy 
predictions made for Loew, Its 
market fortunes improved immedi-. 
ately. and continued to improve 
through the Monday session. when | 
it touched the new high -mark, 
above .52, 
‘Paramount got into line promptly. 

-with the publication of an estimate, 
‘based on latest figures, of $15,500,000 
‘net for 1929, equal to $6.34 a share 

of common, a-new high mark for. 
the company since its organization 
and 18% ahead of the 1928 figures. 

‘ Estimated profit for the quarter. 
to Dec.. 30 was $5,770,000, equivalent | 
-t0:-$2:15--a--share—and---2.1%=above: 
the fourth quarter of 1928, when net} 
was $2,737,000. © 
No formal statement came from 

the Warner camp, but the market 
supplied the” appropriate bullish 
| propaganda Dy reviving all the 

brilliant figures that have been Veta 
leased for the -past six months. and 
deducing from them that the state- 
ment, when it does come ou. will be 

(Continued on page 29) 

. thinks it has solved: the enigma: 

|. Studio -is, using the idea.on | 
-“Young Eagles,” having planes — 
fly around the balloons. uot: in their own:-tongue is given by 

‘motor. has usually been syn- _||for the formation. of Judea Pictures — 7 
‘thetic, being .an - “electric fan ||Corporation. .Company, the: only one 
beating against a ° drum. jin existence, is’ counting ‘on the sup- 

buying at the lows. This is based | throughout the country, all of: which , 
on the sensational volume in which. ‘have. a tabulated ‘Jewish draw,’ : a 

the issue has been turning over for ‘Judea's ambition, after it gets 

| total traded in has: been : 1,780,000 local independent studios, is to make: 

| shares, or twice the actual stock |% Special on Zion history, with locale 
outstanding. With a turnover jof in Jerusalem. 

‘somebody -must have been taking’ weeks ago, and with ‘further asser- a. lot. of stock, even allowing for tiun that severa) well-known Jew- 

a vast amount changing hands in |!S Dhilanthropists Haye promised *" 

row. turns... Jing 12. well-known Jewish: perform- 

Latest: news in the Fox inside sit- ers aie ine ta; Th hesejdt is‘claimed, uation is that definite. action will are working largely on.a-perceritaze 

Thursday. and perhaps before, .ac-: through states sieht of” ‘obtaining, 
ition which, {t.is promised this time, |""Om ere of the -company: include.” 

| will definitely dispose of the dead- | ‘company: include ; 
.| company; : president; . Sam. Berliner, |. 
secretary and treusurer, anid Moe. — 
Goldman, general manager. Sydney _ 

been retained to handle, the mega~ 
phone. - ee 
.Goldman, ..owner.. “of. four: ‘Bronx - 

jJreelers will be made at a: budget of - 
$15,000 apiece. : » “Cloaks and’ Suits” - 
is the first. It is described.as a mu- 

‘and Goldie Eisman; “A Shoemakegr’s 
Romance” js billed. as a modernistic 
version of an old Russian. tale, with. - 

featured; William Schwartz, .and _ 
Bella Meisel. will do. the third, ““The™ 
Young Maccabees,”.. while. Mae: Si- 

“My -Yiddisher Mamma.” Judea pro- 
Moters claim that, among other. sige: -- 
natures are those. of Cantor Hirsch: .. - 

bel‘and Jenny.Goldstein. — - 
Company is depending upon Gold. .. 

man. to exercise the ‘same ‘Ingenuity ” 

ing. Moe, it will be recatled,.Js the - 
lad who .cheated the electrics ‘by - 
talking for the male screen players. . 

speak for. the women. - 
- This was over.a year ago. when 
dialog ‘was. high priced.’ 

Alleging an unpaid manufacture, 
ing bill of $31,174, Vendex, Ing. has. 
filed a sujt for attachment in: the” 

the American Phototure Co,,. ‘ma- 
nipuletors. of automatic Photo- 
graphic machines. . 

basis. of a contract alleged to have . 
been negotiated betweenthe Plioto- ~~ 
ture people and H. A. Tremaine 

ture 100 automatic photo machines | . 
‘in: -accordance’ ‘with drawing ‘and: 
‘Specifications | by Phototure. . His' 

-for . his: assigning - his: contractual 
privileges: to. Vendex: For.this.work... 
which Vendex later assumed ‘Tre- 

ture, besides the actual..cost of 
Manufacturing . each “miachine, : an 
extra 10% of that. amount plus. $2 

ployed in such manufacture. - Incf-" 
. dental expenses. in the work, ‘such 
‘as traveling; was also included, it is 

Vendex . claims that “*Phototure 
paid: for the. first 26 weeks of the . 
work but thereupon stopped and 

‘by attaching mikes to balloons. . 

Heretofore the buzz: of. the | |organizers as the underlying: Treason 

et port. of 250.‘ theatres ©in Key ‘cities : 

“In three weeks past the {tolling on some shorts.to be made in oe 

those proportions, it is - argued, Incorporated in ‘New | York afew: 

‘the back and forth dealings for nar- |Support, Fudea ennounces coritract< .~ 7 

be taken this week,. not Jater than’ -basis,, from: the .returns . which’ the 

lock. Joe Seiden, -head- or an équipment. 

Goldin;:, independent director,. ‘has. 

houses,. says that the first: four two. © 

sical revue featuring Marty: Baritz. 

Joe Bouloff and the -Vilma. troup.” 

mon has. promised the. bpys to be in 

man, Samuel.Goldenburg, : Max 4 Gas 

in: ‘Production that he: has.in exhibit- ... 

and getting his. femme cashier ‘to 

Autophoto Shit 

New York Supreme: Court’ against 

.-Vendex suit is brought - ‘on the 

whereby. Tremaine was to.manufac- _ 

agreement, it is claimed,. allawed. 

maine was to receive from Photo- 

an hour for each person he ems 

alleged.. 

it now seéks to- collect. 

wens _DAVEY- LEE- ‘AS TWIST”. reson 
_ ‘Hollywood, Jan. 21. 

Ruth Chatterton ‘will play 
“Nancy” in M-G-M's “Oliver Twist” 
and will be opposite Lionel Barry-. 
more’s “Fagan.” Latter will also 
direct. Part of “Bill Sykes” “will 
probably go to Ernest Torrence, — - 
‘No selection for the. title char- 

acter as yet, but tests are now be- 
ing made of a number of juvenile 
players, including Davey Lee. 
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B’ way’ s Quiet Week—Parade’ and 
Disraeli’ Standouts—Capitol Neat | 
on $79 513,10-Roxy $65, 000 Weekend 

[FRISCO FIGHTS RAI; 
the $2. attractions: : At: _ the- Para~ ‘HELL'S HEROES’ $12, 500 

Girl” fell under. $70, 000—slow going Os 
at this house. 

Diminishing impetus for: “General 
Crack,” “Sally” and “Devil May 
Care,” among the reserved seat pic- 
tures, contrasted with the strong 
trade of “Love Parade” and “Dis- 

|W. B. Revue and ‘Sally’ $62,700 In L. A 
- Rogue’ Opens Big, $18, 000 on 3 Days 
[“CRACK” BIGIN SMALL | coming Snot 
CAPITAL HOUSE, $20, 000 

14 fod det Assorted ~ 
An approximate tie between three 

‘Washington, Jan. 21, 

(White . Population, 460,000) 

pictures for the ‘town’s’ top - had. 
“Show of Shows,” with the aid of a 

Weather: Hot. to Storms... 
- Demonstrated ‘again’ last . we si 

‘| special. ‘Saturday . midnight, getting. 
| $31, 700, against an‘even $31,000 for . 
“Sally” and a similar estimate for’ 
“Rogue Song,” ‘opening at: Grau«— 
man’s Chinese, and. tilling $18, 000. on. . 

that it’s names that do it in this “Len 
town. Janet Gaynor in “Christina” ture, tore Ulric, unos P revio ules 

_| and Norma Talmadge in “Nights of/ at Loew's. State, had smoother: sail 
|New York,” did excellent business: ing at the same house with “South- 
‘| John Barrymore in “General. Crack” | Sea Rose,” which translated. into _ 

Broadway was -becalmed last 
week, About the only craft with 
any boxoffice breezé behind them 
were the Capitol and a couple of 

‘ San Francisco, Jan. 21. 
(Drawing Population, 760,000) 
Rain, and plenty of: it, didn’t do: 

the downtown picture houses any 
good last week. Heavy downpours, 
reaching theip peak in the early eve- 
nings, hurt.grosses materially. Big 

Its first three days. - 's 

almost had. the walls.of ‘the Met $29,500, sweet music, 

raell." -“Party. Girl’ did moderately |. Fox probably suffered worst, being | © crying. for. help, ‘while. Edmund Estimates for Last Week ~ 

well at the ‘Gaiety ‘and: “Hit: "the in an_ uptown. location. Feature, JOE BROWNING - on Tower, featured all: over. the jot din}. Biltmore (Erlanger), ae ee The 

Deck,” on its first five days, revealed | ‘‘Untamed,” ‘hit . fair. “but | ‘hardly |. .* Presenting Pathe’s: “This: Thing Called Love,”| gers” (Welsfeldt) (1,550; 50-$1.50)... 
geome charms in luring -shekels, profitable stride. — an a . doubled. the: ‘usual business at: the House back in the picture. column 

“Rogue Song” comes into’ the|_.,W2rfeld, however, pulled them in| ‘A: Timely Sermon’ -| Rialto. after long absence in the service of 

Astor Jan, 28, giving “Devil. May | With. “Sunny Side Up.” ‘California| Assisted’ by Joe Browning, Jr. |“ Richard Dix,. whose name “got to | stage drama; this educational found 
the local ‘peasants indisposed to pay _ 
$1.50 to be edified; lost in. the jungle. 
at. $4,000. 
‘Boulevard (Fox) “They ‘Had to. 

See Paris" (Fox). (2,164; 25-50). |... 
‘Will Rogers. has performed box- 
office wonders .all-over this far-flung — 

‘| municipality; after all the runs. and. 
repeats, hit this negihborhood house , 
for ‘a rousing $9,400, very big. 
Carthay Circle (Fox), vuRio Rita” 

(Radio) CA, 500; 50-$1.60). (9th week). 
Clasey at $10, 600 in third month: 
Chinese « (Fox), “Rogue . Song" 

(Metro) (2,028: 50-$1.50) (1st week). 

got-a good week with. “Sally,” but This week (Jan. 17), Tivoli the-. the. point of not meaning much, 
the Granada, with second week of | atre, Chicago, in Charles Nigge-|came back for a’ nice gross in 
“New York Nights,” was very poor. |meyer’s “Marathon. Frolics.” * “Seven Keys.” 

St. Francis with:“The Love Parade” | Direction Abe. Lastfogel, Harry |'. On: the. other. hand, “Dynamite,” 
held up well. considering length: of Lenetska, William .Morris Agency. with no names, was only able ‘to 
run, “R- K-O direction, Morris é Feil. -| stick. one ‘week in the small ca-. 
“Broadway,” at the Orpheum, ‘was pacity: run house, Columbia, . and: 

decidedly | de ee . . Both. —————EEEEEEE “Pointed Heels,” at the Earle, drop- 
w er and fac at feature was . , an | ped about $3,000 under that the- pictures go direct to the Paramount.. 7 é ARAD 9 |.pe 

It is understood that Warners will esching Market by. t owns | before aU NUTTY ON P. E’. atre’ s almost assured intake. | 
open its new Hollywood theatre in ‘bassy. -bowed. out -“Disraeéli” ‘to é ‘Estimates for Last Week 

March with “Under a Texas Moon.” healthy total,.and the Davies, with |: _ AND DISRAELL, MINN. ; Columbia ° (Loew) —" Dynamite” 
This will give Warners.-four $2] «ts Eyerybody Happy” had profit- | (M-G) (1,232; 35-60). In this run. 
stands on Broadway between 47th} apie week. Ackerman & Harris’ Ca- : Thouse got $10,300; all:right but not. 

Care” one of the shortest engage- 
ments at this house ‘since Metro 
started paying. the rent. ‘Love Pa- 
rade,” when deferring to “Vagabond 
King” at the Criterion, will inaugu-. 
rate an innovation for Publix by 
going into. the Rivoli for an -ex-. 
tended- run. Ordinarily Criterion 

and 52d streets, besides the. Strand,| sino showine, “Fell's Heroes,” got. al. ; Minneapolis, Jan. 21, J up to predecessors, Off to good. gtart;. ‘first week should - 
‘also in the same geographical. better than usual.week. ~ - “(Drawing Population, 500,000) ‘| | Earle (S-C Warner) —* Pointed figure over $30,000; stage.entertain- 

- bracket. Estimates for. Last Week . a ‘ Weather: | Unfavorable Heels” (Par) (2,244; 85- 50). - Pepped ment ' resumed with ‘Abe ‘Lyman 

Roxy erabbed $65,000 by Monday 
morning With “Sunnyside Up.” 

Estimates for Last Week 
Astor—"Devil May. Care’ (Metro) 

(1,120; $1-$2) (5th week). Hovering 
eround $17,000 and exiting after this 
week; marked for the - Capitol 
March. 14. 

Carroll—"Hit the Deck” (Raalo) 

_. Hats off to “Love Parade”. and 
‘Fox (Fox) (5,000; B0-65-75-$1)— | “Disraeli” here, Displaying amaz- up ads with plenty sex, etc. couldn't -| “Untamed” ‘(M- G-M). Got away to|ing box office virility, these two help; dropped $3,000 below usual; 

an average start and did a fair| pictures drew. extremely. healthy ene “ ” 
week, but not enough for profit Fox (Fox) “Christina” (Fox) and, ; »| grosses tothe Century and State 
$34, 000, stage show (8,434; 35-50-60-75). despite blizzards.and-15 below zero 
Warfield (Fox) (2,672; 50-65-90)—| temperatures. Par “picture: was in Janet Gaynor got the. $28,000 here;. 

“Sunnyside .Up” (Fox).: In second | its second week. - mighty good considering; Alex. Cal- 
. week goingstrong; matinee trade| ‘Estimated ‘that the ‘weather’ coat | am. new m. c. 
(1,018; - $1-$2) (2a week). Fairly | Bighly, satisfactory ana. ‘business| these two pictures more than $10,-| -Met (S- C)—"General Crack” 
Ecod notices and got $15,300 on first | 8°erally claimed more consistent !o90, No two films in recent mem- | (WB). (1,585; 35-50), Barrymore 
five days; matinees a little off- but than any feature in ‘house ‘for long ory have won such. high praise | name proved magic; demonstration 
going clean nights, with some neti ada Cpublixy (2,698; 36-50 trom. the seoecmouth be received so | of getting. plenty of dough. in where 

. ; - | much word-of-mout boosting from | capacity and scale wou ndicate 
atic former Broadway smash | 65-$1)—"New York. Nights” (UA). patrons. it can’t be done; $20, 000 and stick- 

Capitol—‘Navy Blues” (Metra) reeny gross first week ae ot. For Paris,” at the Minne: | ing. 
6 5-$1. Okay at Sota, and “Love Comes Along,” at! Palace (Loew)—" New York (4.805 ei 1-50). each y eck second; down more than: $12,000 to. the Orpheum, : -garnered anything: Nights”: “(UA), - ‘stage: show . Q; 363: $8,600 (Radio). (2,270; 60-75): (4th week). 

with units, after Walt Roesner and California (Publix) (2,200; 35-50- but laudatory mewspaper - notices, |35-50-60).. Very-nice at $22,500. 

Dave Schooler divided.a year's: run 

| Next ‘to final. weekt $15; B00. . Dax oe 

a and, hurt badly, too, ther, a aramoun ublix even Day: 

65-90)-—“Sally” (FN). Got away to| thig * pair dione shaw The ta ite _ Rialto (U)—“This Thing . Called 
between them. 

Central — “Disraeli”. (WB). (922; 

a ‘Leave’. (Par) (3,595; 95-75). No 
nice start and maintained. healthy second and last. week at the Pan- -Love (Pathe). (1,987; 35-50). -An- ‘names - to bolster, . BO $21,000, ace 

pace; nearly $21,000. — tages, “Flight,” a hit here, did sat-|. other name, Edmund ‘Lowe, heavily ceptable.” 
$1-$2) (15th week). At present mo- St. Francis (Publix) (1,375; 35-50- istactory: biz‘ ‘all things considered billed, almost doubled usual take; O,. “His First - ” Command” 

mentum can carry. into March;.| 65-90)—“The Love Parade”. (Par). |. *| $8,6 (Pathe) (2,950; 30- $5). “Unusual ex- 
cramming them in and_ getting) Slight increase over preceding: week, - Estimates for Last Week RKO (Keith’s)—"Seven Keys to| ploitation; okay at $17,000. . 
highbrows and »those’ whose’ alle- | notwithstanding long run; $8,200, 7 -Minnesota (Publix) (4,200; 75)—|Baldpate” (Radio) (1,870; 35-60).| United Artists (Pub-UA), “Tame: .. 

giance is ordinarily Hmited to legit; Orpheurn (RKO) (2,270; 35-50-65) “Hot for Paris” (Fox) and Publix | Dix plus Cohan’s name, who was|ing of Shrew” (UA) (2,100; 25-$1) 

last week, $16,000, stjll_ strong. —"“Broadway” (U). | Disappointed | unit, “Cocoanut Grove.” McLaglen here dn 1 legit house, helped to about | (4th, final week). Went out with 
Cohan—"‘Across. the World” (Mar- despite big ballyhoo; profitable but. picture lacked femme appeal; hurt | $15, oS $10,800 

tin Johnson) (1,400; $1-$2). Third | light, £3. 500... by adverse reviews and_ terrible “Warners Downtown (WB), “Show 

- Broadway appearance of jungle ex- Embassy (Wagnon) Q, 365; 60-65- | weather. Around $20,800, low. 

ploring couple within last couple of 
‘years; have. played at Carroll. and 

90)—"Disraell” (WB), Fourth and|' State (Publix) (2,200; 60)—“Dis or Sno wae Le se attraction (2a 
— r _ - wee trongest. attraction. in 

bow out. week strong; closed to|raeli” (WB). Critics and public K, (. F ROLICS ALL WEEK; ; 5 

_ Colony previously; latest one has] $9,600 raved; ‘around $13,900 excellent con- 

tie-up with Boy Scouts; opened 

town; $31,700, 
Warners Hollywood (WB), “Sally” 

Davies (Wagnon) (1,150; 35-50-|sidering weather and ‘slow start; BIZ UP—$24, 000 TOPS », (WH). 4 
Monday night for limited engage- | 65-99. —. ‘Is. Everybody ‘Happy” | business . built: but picture didn’t 
ment; same auspices that presented | (W®). Sécond week did better than | hold ‘over, 

band and Lawrence Tibbets in per- 
gon. . 

Criterion : (Fox) “Hot tor Paris” 
(Fox) (1,600; 25-75) (4th, final 
week). . Never meant much; 
scrammed with $6,000. 
‘Egyptian: (UA-Fox), “The: Mighty” . 

(Par) ‘(1,800;..26-75). Substantial 
‘| margin.of ‘profit’ in $12,500: ‘Bancroft 
gets:’em.on Hollywood Blvd. - 
State (Loéw-Fox), “South ‘Sea 

Rose” (Fox) (2,024; 26-$1)..° Cone .: 
trasts favorably with local showing 
of former Ulric opera; going to $29,+ 
600. with extra Saturday midnight 
‘performance... 

Orpheum (RKO), ‘Hit the Deck”. 

~~ = 

(PN) (2,756; 25-75) (1st week). Did 
very well on opening; $31,00 00. 

“Hunting Tigers in India” at. this expected; $6,200 . / Century (Publix) (1, 600; 15) — K Cit ¢ 7 >. 

; asino (Ackerman ‘& Harrisy (2,-| “Love Parade” (Par). Town's other |. ansas City, Jan. 21. $. 

nose oe Nqier | Private Agtair | 400; 40-60)—“Hell’s Heroes” (U).| fav and ‘second week phenomenal (Drawing Population, 700,000) VAG. LOVER S 13, 600 
Better business than in some weeks; |considering weather; about $10,900 | Newman went Hollywood Thurs- 
stage show helped some;. $12,500.. | and does a third week. day, with “its premiere’ of ‘“Love| 

‘| Orpheum: (RKO) (2,890; 650)—| Parade.” - Showed the villagers how 
P 6, 900, 1: “Love Comes Along” ees. Bebe | the stunt is done. For the first time 

all, acoma ‘| Daniels’ picture pleasing: but unable |!n its history, all house seats were | - 
to meet tough opposition, critics |reserved. Searchlights, microphones, |. 

“Tacome, Jan.c21. aia mot treat. it too kindly; around | ete. ' 
4 ad. In spite of the coldest weather of 

(Drawing Population, | 125,000) Pantages (Pantages) (1,560; 25-|the season amusements held up 
RKO-P tae “ie a old ot. this 50)—Flight” (Col) _and vaude.|nicely, The Mainstreet with irene 

it Pole. 1 J hy sp billed Second week went’ over okay; | Rich, in person, featured: over the 
rook wit shan 4 ° nen dy | nearly $7,000; good in face of zero picture, “Dance Hall,” checked up 
; gh, w . an han a to al one and snow. several complete .sellouts. , Same 
eam went on alt and to ot < to| Lyric (Publix) (1,800; 40)—“13th | thing happened at Loew’s Midland 
plug. Picture attractions Just aver-'| chair’ (M-G). Oke at about. $5,100. | with “Sunnyside Up” and the best 
age program. Aster: (Publix) (900; &5)—The | vaude bill ever in the house. The 

Estimates for Last Week. ee ” 
RKO-Pantages (RKO) (1,500;. 26- Sap (WB). Satisfactory; around | only fault,. if any, was length of the 

(Pathe) (1,900; 35-50-75). “Ann 
‘Harding picture did nicely, $18,500; 
future bookings here include Colum- 
bia’s “Murder on the Roof,” Pathe’s 
“Grand Parade’ and U’s remade 
conversational version of “Phantom 
of the Opera.” 
Criterion—“Love Parade”. (Par). 

(862; $1-$2) (10th week).. Maurice 
Chevalier cinched locally with] 
smash engagement of this picture; 
again over $17,000, coming back 
with better weather. 
Embassy—Newsreel. House (Fox- 

Hearst) (568; 25). Last week's 
‘headliner was John D. Rockefeller; 
between $7,000 and $8,000; new 
Fox-Hearst-regime now editing and 
handling news stuff. 
Gaiety—"Party Girl” (Tift) £808; 

$1-$2) ‘ath week). ‘With iImprove- 
ment. in weather, able to hold to 
within $60.of previous: week’s: ‘gross, 
namely $10,600, which: satisfies; at 
least five weeks for “Girl,” then 

LEADS ALL PORTLAND 
Portland, .Ore., Jan. 21. - 

(Drawing Population, ‘425,000) 
Hamrick’s Music Box pulled 

“Show of Shows” after a second 
week and did well with “Sacred - 
Flame.” Third and. last ‘week of 
“Sunnyside Up,” at the United 
‘Artists, proved okay. Two-day op- 
posish last week was Maurice Cole 
bourne company at the Auditorium, 
doing well, 

Rialto. had a second good week 
with' “Laughing — Lady.” Best 
grosses went to “Lone Star Ranger” 

'60)—"Tanned Legs” (Radio). © Olsen $2,000. bill, over three hours, at the Broadway, and. “Sally” at , | Seventh Street (RKO) (1,600; 50) |. Best reviews were given “Disra- 
$6900. got ‘em on low comedy;"| _“Delightful Rogue” (Radio) and/eli,” at the Newman, and picture the; reathaitos for Last Week 

Blue Moves, Giamiiy oun; 25:| Sata’ gpggiag, mat eele® BOR nde enecoed by women gh,ATS | Broadway OD), Cty Get) 
__t ” ; ’ . “ ¢ é 

GOS Great Divide” (EN). Fair at ne Grand: (Publix) (1,000; 35)—. o'clock Thursday to make room for door talker reciateeeas Gisoo0. Out+" 

e Rialto -(Fox) - (1,200; 25-50) —“Ro- {Welcome sar $2,600, ar). eee eye ear ade. apaiages enjoyed 2 | United. Artiste (Parker-Fox) (1,9 
mance of Rio Grande" (Fox). Went | oop Tun near: $2, 5: Be een en --nice. week with Plight”. and.held. it. 2003 ° “5 60) =="Sumnyside-U ' “(FOx)e" 

into second week; oke for $4, 100: Oo for second week, which also intro- y. p « 

“Mamba” or “Lost Zeppelin” (Tift), ! (Fox 850: . 26-50)— duces a change "of policy, the Loie For third week, okay; $8,000. 

order to be determined; giving Sat- |, colonial, (Rox) (50) aa 50) $16, 500 Denver’ S$. Best Bridge Musical Company, taking the] .,f\!der Parker-Box) ek; — 
urday midnight shows at $1. ——_——<—$—$<—— place of. vaudeville, for a few weeks, | ? ot for Paris” (Fox e 

Globe—"7 Keys ‘to -Baldpate” a re least. rom. Broadway and: did fairly; 

(Radio) (1,065;.. 35-50-75). Main|demned” (UA). “llows; last week _ Denver, Jan. 21. ‘Estimates for Last Week MA land (Publix). (3, 500; 25-60) 
electrical display. solely devoted to | $33,700. (Drawing Population, 400,000) 
informing public of new house pol- 
icy; Dix picture came in Saturday, 
succeeding “Rio. Rita,” which batted 

- out a nifty four. weeks, ending with 
around $15,000... 

- Paramount—" Glorifying the Amer- 
ican Girl” (Par) (3,665 35-65-$1). 

Filled the marquee but not the the- 
atre; long delayed picture couldn't 

_ get into the. happy hunting grounds 
“above §7%0;000; ended wtih==$69;800,- 
just fair; Rudy Vallee present, but 
nat gathering enough votes to coun- 
teract: first time Vallee has been 
identified with’a poor week at this 
house. ; 

Rialto — “Locked . Door" (UA) 
(2,000; 35-50-65-85). Save your key 
and win a valuable ‘prize—tie-ins 
with Broadway shops to exploit this 
one; manner of handling unusual 
for New York: “Virginian” (Par) 
exited with $27,300. 
-Rivoli—"“The Mighty” (Par) (2,- 

200; 35-50-66-85) (4th week), “Con- 

7 te” a Loew’s Midland—“Sunnyside Up" 
Roxy—-“Hot for. ‘Paris (Fox) Weather, Snow.and Cold. 

(6,208; 60-75-$1.50) (24, final week).| Most ofthe houses took it on the | (POX) (4,000; 26°35-50-60), | Picture 
Holdover took: $91,200; “Sunnyside | chin on account of zero weather all and when offered ith oe ei 

Up” $65,000 on first three days;| week: Huffman's Aladdin had!vyauge the house has ever had it 
stays two weeks, maybe three; de-| “Sunnyside Up” and went a little proved surefire and counted heavil , 
cision depends. ‘on following’ films; | better than ‘average in spite of the | go4 4 iy 
doing five daily. * weather. With a break would have ae t “ ” 
“Strand—"No, No, Nannette” (FN) | hung up a record, (a, ainetr eot— “Dance Hall! (Radio) 

(2,900; 35-50-75) (2nd, final week). | — Estimates for Last Week Irene Rich in’ a keteh: business start- 
Did proportionately better second! Huffman’s Aladdin (1,500; 35-50-|ed strong and held; -$16,200. aveek=than--first,..getting. $30,300.as. -18)-“Sunnyside-Up"!...(Eox)..... Cold." Newman-— ~“Disraeli”, (WB). (1,890; 
against opening $32,500; house cur-| kent them home, but best figure for | 25-35-50-60). Given the newspaper 
rently playing “Show of Shows” day | week $10,000. breaks; critics noted that picture 
and date with uptown Beacon and Tabor (Indie). (2, 200; 25-40-60- 18) was so good there was fear: it 
Biklyn Strand, . “Tanned Legs” (Radio). Hard hit wouldn't be appreciated by the fans; 
Warners—‘General Crack” (WB)! and ‘way below average: $6,000. $12,9 

(1,360; $1-$2) (8th week). Continu- Denver (Publix) (2,300; 25-40-65) Bantages—“Flight” (Col) (2,200: 
ance a matter of couple of weeks|"“New York Nights” (UA). Okay |25-35-50). Perfect setup for this 
or SO; around $18,000 ; |satisfactory for this house; $16,500. |house; business great and film’ held 
Winter Garden— Sally” (FN) (1,- Huffman’s America (1,500; 20-35-|for second week; $12,200. . 

484; $1-$2) (bth week). Leaning| 650) “The River” (Fox), Turned in} Royal—“Sacred Flame” (WB) 
heavily on Marilyn Miller's name| the usual $4,500. © (840; 25-40). Critics disagreed; 
and following; also paced around Rialto (Publix) (1,040; 25-40-50) |customers must have read both sides 
$18,000, which is not good enough| “Lady Lies” (Par). Nothing tojand then went to see for them- 
to put off successor in near future.|brag about at $2,600. selves; $3,600. 

sa pally” (FN). . Got them ‘in; 
00. So, 

Rialto | (Publix) “(1.8003 25-60). - 
Second week of “The . Laughing 
Lady” (Par). Did well with $3,000. - 

Music Rox (Hamrick) (2,000; 25- 
50)—“The : Sacred .Flame” (WB ). 
Heavy drama connected; $5,000... 

Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 25~ 
50)—“The: Aviator" (WB). Good 
laugh film; $3,000, Lo 
__ Oriental’ (Tebbetts) (2,700; 25-35) 
—"The tréespasser’™ (UA)= Got Tres 
sults on second run; $5,000. 
‘Orpheum (R- K-0) (2,000; 25-60) 

—"Vagabond Lover” (Rad lo). 
Proved popular and got extra biz;. 
$13,600.  - 

Dufwin: (Duffy) GQ, 400; 25- $1. 25). 
Guy Bates Post and Henry Dufty 
Players in “Her Friend the King”3, 
very well at $7,500. 

Auditorium (Civic) (3,000; 50-$2). - 
Maurice Colbourne Players in Shaw 
-plays, road company, two days. 
Good for $4,000. 



“Virginian 

__ Wednesday, January 22, 1930 

n’ Breaks. Roosevelt Top, 
Does $36, st Navy Blues’ at $50, 000) 

Chicago, Jan.: 21, 

. Weather—Snow, and Cold. 
< Figures at most loop . houses. 

-aropped off last week with two: 
spots. proying exceptions with good |" 
‘to ‘record business. 

3 gt the Chicago, which. did- $50,000 
' for” “Navy Blues,” and the record . 

- gross| occurred at-: the. Roosevelt, 
where ‘'The Virginian” grabbed a] 
new high at $36,500. Previous high. 
was - $35,600. Picture is setting a 
terrific pace, opening on Wednesday 
.and grabbing $9,000 for last two 
days ‘of the week, figures 2 total of. 
$46,500 for nine days. . Tremendous 
at this small house. 

Right” held over at the Oriental, 
. and the house took. a slide but was 
Still satisfactory. - House going. in 
for names on the stage now, with 
“Nick Lucas. and Paul-Ash each here 
for a week... Two run pictures -left 
after dropping badly in their third ° 
weeks, “Welcome Danzer,” 
-Vicker’s was replaced . by - “Sunny-. 
side Up,”, which opened big. . After 

- ‘two very big weeks atthe United: 
’ Artists, “Taming | of hrew” took 
the dip and Bave “way to : “Con- 
demined. an 

‘State-Lake came back to. $29, 000, 
which is becoming the approximate- 
ly average. figure for this. house. 
Woods. took..it on the chin with, 
“Love Comes Along” and yanked. 
‘the film, slapping in. “Applause.” 
Picture was booked in ‘at the State- 
‘Lake for one week, but was switched 
to the run -house. 

. Estimates for Last 1 Week ; 

Chicago—(Publix-B. .& K,)’ “Navy 
Blues”. (M-G) stage -show |. (4,4003 ° 
50-85).. ‘Notices -not much _ but: 
‘Haines a draw; picked ‘house. up 
after previous week's. low}. good at 
$50, 000.. 

ee McVicker's — - (Publix - B. & kK). 
“elcome Danger” (Par) (1,855;.50- 
85). Dropped off on third weeks: 
$41,900 first. week; 
closed to $21,900. — 

Monroe-—(Fox) “They Hada To See 
‘Paris” (Fox) (1,120; 60-75)... After 
‘playing all the big neighborhoods 
tame back. to. loop, for Bo0d | biz; 

5,7 a 
Oriental - (Publix - RB & K): 

“Flight” (Col) . stage’ show (3,500; | 
50-85). Holdover picture and house. 
took expected slide, . $10, 000 off, but 
$37,000 good. here. 

Orpheum—-( Warner). “Little John-- 
_ ny Jones” (FN) (799; 50-75). Only 
one week: fair. at $7,500.°.,. | ; 

Roosevelt. —. (Publix-B.’ & K.). 
“Virginian” (Par) (1,600; 65-85): 
Holdout . biz from the first day in 
spite of snaw and cold; from pres-- 
ent pace’ 
through 
$36,500, 

‘should continue_. 
second week; 

big 
record at 

_ State Lake — RKO): “This Thing 
Called Love” (Pathe) vaude (2,700; 
60-85). House came back; picture 
Bot good notices; $29, 000. 

United: Artists — (Publix - UA): 
“Taming: of Shrew”: (UA) (1,700; 
50-86), Slumped | after two big weeks 

. ana. gamed third: and last week, 

Woods — (RKO) “Love Comes 
Along” (Radio) (1,200: 60-85).. 
Dailies gave it weak notices; out 
rie 10 poor days;. last week $13,- 

SUNNY SIDE’ CLEANS UP 
__ IN PROV. AT $16,500 

: Providence, Jan. ‘21. 
(Drawing. Population, 315,000) | 
ugVeathen: ‘Mostly Unsettled 

unnyside Up” was the big. thin 
last week. -Not only. did this g. thing 
break records for the Majestic, but 
it rather put the skids to other pro-’ 

"--rams-here. - -: “Dynamite,” at Loew's 
State, was the only: other house. in 
town that could brag.. 

. Paris” failed to hit the mark al- 
‘though the Strand plugged the fea- 
ture to the skies, 

Estimates for Last Week 
- Loew's State (3,500; 15-50)— 

“Dynamite” (M-G)... Kay Johnson 
‘got swell notices; very good at 
$24,00 
Majestic (Fay) (2, 200; 15-650) — 

Took town “Sunnyside Up" (Fox). 
by storm.and sticks; sensational at]. 
$16, 500: biggest house thas had since: 
Jazz Singer.” 

(2, 200; 15-50)— “ Strand (Ind). 
Paris’ (FN). Fine plugging, in- 

cluding contests and other tie-ups, 
sae “Prled to pack as" expected; : “average” 

at $11,500. 
7 Victory (REO) - (1,600; 15-50)— 
“First Command” (Pathe). Clipped 
by fine bills at otner houses; close | 
to $8,000; fair, 

Fay’s (Fay) (1,600; 15-50)—"Har- | 
mony at Home” and vaude. Aver- 
age at $10,000, 
7 Albee (RKO) (2,500; 15- 60)— 
Grand Parade” (Pathe) ‘and vaude. 

Vartety bill pulled it through; okay. 
at “$12,600, 

-break at . Keith's, 

“Mc- toe 

-mate, — 

$32, 000. second, 

|“Navy Blues” (M-G),- 
jup, largely because of managerial 

50)—"Hot for Paris” 
nicely but nothing sensational; -held » 

{| “Seven Faces” (Fox). 

“B00 

| AFTER LONG WAIT, STAN 
MATCHES CEN’S $18,000] 

The up biz was |. a “Baltimore, Jan. 21. 

Drawing Population, 850,000) 
: Weather, Bad. . 

Business was yes and. no Jast 
week. For the first time-in a long 
while the Slanley matched the Cen- 
tury. 
‘the Century | rather than to an. ad- 
vante-at the other house. “Paris” 
‘wag the Century picture, while the 
Stanley had “Chasing Rainbows.” 
“Sunnyside Up’’ eontinued. its sué- 
cessful way at the New.and “This 
Thing Called. Love” reported a good 

Valencia and 
“Condemned” Parkway,...showing 

‘day and date, came through satia-. 
factorily. . 

Estimates for Last Week. 2 
Gentury. (Loew) “Paris” . (FN) 

(3,200; 25-60). Not much comment, 
-pro. or con: Bordoni liked, but at- 
‘tracted - former ‘legit fans . rather. 

| than regular screen devotees; stage 
show pleased: 
tiurt;. not over $18, 000, which’ is be- ‘ 

-weather first half, 

low. house: average. : 

Stanley (Loew,. Stanley-Crandall) 
“Chasing. Rainbows” (3,600; 25-60). 
Drew well; not sensational, but up 
to house average; about $18,000. _ 

Valencia (Loew-UA) “Condemned” ; 
(UA) C1, 200;. 25-50). -Shown day- 
-and-date ~ with ‘uptown Parkway; 
drew w pretty well, $2,500.. 

Parkway: (Loew- UA) “Condemned”. 
(WA)’.(1,000; 15- 85). This house at 
lower top consistently runs “up 
higher scoie than its day-and-date. 

the. Valencia; - true to form. 
this, time; about $3,800. . 

‘Keith’s (Schanbergers) “pis Thing 
Called Love” (Pathe) (2,500;\25-50). 
House stepped out with a new one 
this time, breaking récent policy of 
taking: uptown: fare -for a ‘con- 
tinued run at: pop prices; say $9,000. 

New (M.. Mechanic). “Sunnyside 
Up”: (Fox) °(1,500; 25-50). Third. 
week and strong; | only down a few. 
grand; $13,000 to $14;000.”. 

_ Auditorium (Schanbersers) “Pea 
cock” | Alley” (Tiff) (1,572;. 35- $1). 
Just ‘another: week; about $4, 000. 

‘Navy Blues’ Does $17, 850: 
2 Stags. Musicals $10, 800 

Louisville, Jan. 21. 
(Drawing Population, 500,000) 

Weather: Rain and Co 
‘Heavy and novel: exploitation 

helped “Navy. Blues” at the State 
to better average. business. - Only 
inland station: of the U. S. Coast |. 
Guard, docked in the Ohio River 
-here, carried a banner advertising. 
it and the Coast Guard” boys further 
co-operated -by lending life pre-: 
servers for box office ‘decorations. 

.|Some-18 employees were decked out 
in. uniforms secured from the Great 
Lakes Naval Training Base, repre-. 
sented every rank from the captain 
down. ‘Recruiting boards of the: 
Navy also bore placards on “Navy 
Blues.” . 

Despite ‘no hold-outs, Strand de- 
cided to hold over “Hot for Paris,” 
figuring . that consistently good 
business throughout the first week 
might continue a second. ~- 

Estimates for Last Week. 
State (Loew) (3,400; 35-60)— 

Hela ‘house: 

efforts: .to stimulate ‘interest; 
‘at $17,850. 

Rialto. (R- K-0) (2, 940; 30-50)— 
“Four Feathers” (Par), ° Loudly. 
praised and avidiences enthusiastic, 
but take rose only to ALL 400, under 
average... - 

- Strand (Fourth Ave.) , 785; “30~ 
(Fox). ' Did 

good 

over on $6,200. 
Alamo (Fourth “Ave.). (900; " 40)— 

Satisfactory 
at around $3,800. 
“Mary Anderson - (R-K- Oo) (1, 387; 

30-50) —“Girl From Woolworth’'s” 
(FN). Safely out of the red at 
$3,200; better than expected con- 
sidering stiff. opposition, .- 
Brown (Brown) (1,591; $3 top)— 

“Rio Rita” (Wintz road show) first 
half. Did about $5,200 at a $3 top; 
last - half “Connecticut: Yankee” 
(road show) doing approximately 
$5,600 on four performances; total | 
for week on both attractions $10,- 

Dual Films 
Chicago, Jan. 21, 

Oriental theatre goes into & new’ 
policy when it starts showing double 
features on Wednesdays, — 

Second picture will be a .revival 
which has not ‘shown at this house 
but has appeared elsewhere in the 

city. 

Oriental’s 

This was due toa drop at}. 

Roxy. New York, ‘this week Gan. a. 

lohg-run houses, . hit new lows. For- 

jat the Boyd, 

- | picture. a third week. 

-epidemic in figuring at $23,000 with. 

-all season. 
‘the fourth week of “Sacred Flame,” 

| probably the biggest surprise hit of 

PICTURE GROSSES | 

Sk ee ee ee 
Featured in “ORIENTAL. NIGHTS.” 

IEARLE’S $23,000 REALLY|| 
PHILLY'S BEST—OFF WK. 

Philaaelphia, Jan. 21. 
‘Business has been definitely off |. 

‘tne last fortnight in ‘the picture 
houses. - ‘Last week. saw. another 
nose- -dive taken by: some of the 
more important sites. 
:-Mastbaum, after its sensational 

drop from .a New Year's. ‘week 
record, . slid som: .more to. $40,v00. 
‘Film was:“Devil May Care,” which }. 
received splendid notices, 

ox-Locust and the. Aldine, two 

mer hotise| has, “Sky Hawk’ ‘at 
around $7,000 or $8 000 and feature 

Jwas taken out. Saturday, "Men 
Without Women” following. Aldine 
fell from $12,000. ‘to. ‘$8,000 with 
“General Crack.”. - Barrymore’ goes 
out this Saturday. House. may. be. 
dark for a week or two. | 

“Sally” got $28,000 in its first week 
considerably under 

average first week. figures for other 
attractions within these ‘walls -this 
year. The Stanley got $27,000, rather | 
a good figure for. this house now- | 
adays: with “Condemned,” which 
had a heavy advertising splurge and 
plugging... “Management is holding 

-‘Harle was one house to escape the 

‘The Painted: Angel” and a good 
stage show. This house has beeen. 
running. along-evenly and profitably 

Stanton got $12,000 with 

the year. -Looks now as if this: pic- 
ture will round out six weeks, un- 
doubtedly due to. clever advertising 
campaign. Fox was pretty well off 
with “Song of Love.” Tabbed at 
around $26,000, which. is five grand 
‘under normal. 
well with “Seven Keys to Baldpate,” 
although picture was removed Sat- 
urday. Reason was management’s 
anxiety to get “Hit the Deck” in as 
soon as possible. 

-Estimates for Last Week - 
Mastbaum (4,800; 35-50-75) “Devil 

May Care” (M-G). Nice.notices but 
trade: disappointing; $40,000, well 
under house normal. | 
Stanley (3,700; 35-50-75) “Con- 

demned”. (UA) (1st week). Off to 
nice it not sensational start; around 
$27,0 
Boyd (2,400; 35-50-75) “Sally” 

(FN) (ist week). Around . $28,000, 
good, compared to -some other 
houses last week, but not what 
house. has’ been getting opening 
‘weeks, 
Aldine (4, 500; $2.5¢ ) “General 

Gracl ” CWB) (4th week). Slid some 
‘More to: $8,000 and. out this Satur- 
day;. nothing mentioned as yet to 
follow. 

. Fox-Locust (1,800; $1. 50) “Sky 
Hawk” _(Fox)--(4th - -week). 
off “Saturday ‘after: sharp dive to 
‘around $7,500; “Men ~ Without. 
Women” (Fox) now. 

Fox (3,000; 90) 
(Col). Well under average at $25,- 
000; “Sunny Side Up” (Fox) follow- 
ing for probable fortnight. 
“Stanton (1,700; 35-60-75) ‘Sacred 

Flame” (WB) . ‘(4th week). | Still 
strong puller at $12,000; may make 
six weeks of iti a surprise hit. 
‘Erlanger .(1,900; 650-75) “Seven 

Keys to Baldpate” (Radio). ‘Quite | - 
good trade estimated at $17,000, but 
‘picture not held over because of de- 
-stre to get “Hit the Deck” » (Radio). 
in at one 

‘ Earle (3, 000; '50- 15) “Pajnted An- 
gel” (EN). Fine week for popular 

-|-presentation--house;--$23, 0. 0..or- bets. 
ter; up $3,090. ~ 
.Karlton (1, 000; 60) ‘Woman Trap" 

(Par). _ Average. week at $5,000. 

Jack Jackson, “publicity director 
for Publix: in Rochester, N. ¥., goes 
to Dallas, Tex.,to handle the Pub- 
lix theatres in "Dallas and San An- 
tonio. Harry..Royster, from the 
Paramount, N. ¥., becomes district 
advertising director for Rochester, 
Buffalo and Toledo, ~ 

| Detroit is full of nuts: 

| LIBERTY Sil, 000, AND 

Erlanger did fairly | 

‘Taken |- 

“Song of Love” |. 

VARIETY 

[Records Topple in London as 

Talkers Click; ‘Flight’ $20,000; 
‘Atlantic, British, $18,000, Big 

London, Jan. 21. 
 Wakers are doing excellent. busi- 
ness in the.majo.» cinema parlors. 
Extended runs are the rule and many 

| former.. house. _Tecords: are. being 
“broken. ° 50° 

‘Estimates. for’ Last Week 
 Alhambra—"Atlantic” (Brit, Intl.) 

'(5th week). (capacity, 1,400). This 
one is the surprise-of the.film trade 

Jover ‘here. Holding. to around $18,-: 
000 on four showings daily. British .. 

; International took house, not deemed: 
a good picture site, for a show win- 

_Detroit’s Grinds 

. Detroit, Jan. at. 
"Final proof that, besides" its 

‘quota of booze and’ filvvers, L 

Three downtown picture 
‘houses are operating on a 24- 
hour grind: They are the Fine 7 

- Arts, Colonial and Blackstone, © 
‘all wired, Coffee is served at. 

] four in:the morning, All do-  ||dow and found unexpected profits. 
.ing business. _ ae * Capitol—"Flight” (Col): (2a week) 

Charlie Richardson,: picture: (capacity, 1,400).. Accumulating. 
critic on the local “Times,” - |} around $20, 000, big. Looks like it 

|might. beat’ some. of. the records 
achieved by “What Price Glory.” : 

Carlton—'Welcome Danger” (Par) 
(5th week). (capacity, 1,100). Small 
capacity but largest admission scale 
in West End. “Zooming. at $20,000. 
Only three showings daily. - 

Marblearch—"Locked Door” (UA) 
(2d week) (capacity, 1,100). Very 
ordinary trade, $8,700. - Arliss. in. 
“Disraeli” follows next week. ° 

THATS OKE IN SEATTLE| New Gallery—“Sunny ° Side . Up” 
(ox). (5th, final. week) (capacity, . 
1 600). Left'with final gross of $15,- 
000.° Current attraction “Paris,” 
with Irene Bordoni and Jack Bu- 
chanan. 

Pavillion—"Condemned” (UA) a 
week) (capacity, 1,400). Went to 
$19,500.on opening week. English 
star, Ronald Colman, Probably good 
until house wanted for Cochran re- 

-lost a night’s sleep finding out . 
‘that night club waiters, snow | 
cleaners, chambermaids and 
‘operators of the. ferry boats 

} on the Detroit River predom- 
-. inate in the audiences, . 

Seattle, Jan. 21. 

(Deawing Population,. 550,000 

Weather: Clear ‘and cold 
Snow and. cold. cut last week, but 

“Love Parade” went great at the 
Seattle, while Rudy Vallee was at 
‘the Orpheum in’ “The Vagabond 
Lover,” also for big biz -|vue in March. . 

Fox had a second week of “Hot ‘Regal—“Gold Diggers” (WB) (4th - 
for. Paris,” and “Show of -Shows"|Wweek) | (capacity, 2,100). Doing . 
held just three weeks at the Music | nicely at.$18,500, but large capacity 
Box, Revues without story. getting could accommodate considerably 
passe’ here: ~.{heavier grosses, 

Estimates for Last Week - ‘Tiveli—"Rio Rita” GRadio) (stk, 
Seattle (Pub) (3,106; . 25-60)— final week), Could have gone an-. 

‘Love Parade” (Par). Chevalier other month, but “Sky Hawk’ over- 
liked ‘here and billed heavily; due. Exited around $20, 000, very 
$16,500. strong. 

qf, Ave, en, (500: 26-4 2 FOX FILMS 8 $45, 500: 

“JONES” DOES $11,500 
“weak; Eddie Peabody next week for 

“Montreal, Jan. 21. 

four weeks as m. ¢.; $8,600 bad. 

(Drawing Population 600,000) 

Fox (Fox) 2,500; 25-60)—“Hot for 

eather: Fair 

Paris” (Fox). Second week fair; 
Vic Meyer’s band in-hot music stays, 
with Owen: Sweeten handling stick 
for. two weeks while former goes 

Turnaway business was the rule. 
atthe Palace the first three ‘days 
last week with capacity all week 
for “Sunnyside Up.” Thig made the 

out “Peacock 

south; $8,6 

Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (900; 26- 
50-75) —“Footlights and - Yools’”’ 
(FN).. Colleen Moore popular here 
and good weak; $6,250. 
Music Box (Hamrick) (1, 000; 25- a 

tt ” ‘best. gross so far this year. and 
50-75)—“Show of. Shows” (WB). capped everything else in town with 
Planned for four.weeks, but taken $28,000 Falling off at matinees 
out; cold weather hurt; third week probably- accounts for it being be- 

‘ low. $30,000. “At that, George -Rotsky 
Liberty (Jensen-Von  Herbere) | couldn't be persuaded to-hold it = 

(2,0005 pe 26-35) — Sailor's Holiday" second week. 
athe rth elements heavily “ +9 

advertised, and $11,000 great; used |. oad: Modern Matdens’ a Seo pped 
lots of- printers’ ink and two colors. below previous week- to $16,000,- 

a-coliseum (Fox) (1,800; 25-35)—| lowest for the new year. Loew's 
Long, Long, Trail” (U). - Prices | haa “Romance of Rio Grande,” - 
down at this house to meet new making Fox’run one-two for the 
competish; $3,000. week at $17,500, Waude was much 
go Metropalitan (Pub) C200 25-50- inferior to film. 
0)—"Locke oor” . iz) - . Heht at $3,500. Princess - tried 

Orpheum (RKO) (2,700; 25-60)—| of $10,000. This theatre is holding 
‘Vagabond Lover” (Radio). Vallee | its own well. 
plastered all over house and in| Imperial, as usual; had a good 
newspapers; plugged for weeks, and | film, “Little Johnny _Jones,” and 
sreat week; $14,500. - -|pood vaude, running a bit above 

President (Dufty) (1, 800; 25- $1)— | level and grossing aroynd $11,600. 
“Boomerang” — Duffy _ Players). Roxy, with. the “French picture, 
Lower scale and more folks coming;-| ‘Lights — of Paris, ” brought - 
well staged and acted; $3,100. '| French-speaking ‘element and aia 

$4,500, justifying a holdover, Neigh 

Birmingham Ritz $8,000; |‘ ruses! ime eo 
‘Rita’? $6, 300 i in-2d Wk. 

‘them don’t, but “Trespasser,” on. 
‘gecond: run, brought turnaway biz 

Birmingham: Jan. 21, 
(Drawing Population, 325,000) 

Weather: Cold.and Rain . 
Heavily’ vn pe “Our Gang’ kids, 

appearing in person at the Ritz, 
failed to create ‘any box- office 4 Capitol (FP) 7 (2,700; -40-65)-—. 

tumult locally. Elsewhere around ‘Modern Maidens” (M-G), ‘Fair but 
‘town. things’. were. spotty, with only regular. fans came along; 

weather handicapping. around $16,000. 
"Estimates for Last Week - Loew's (FP) (3, 200; 
-Ritz—"South Sea Rose” (Fox) | mance of Rio Grande” (Fox). Sec- 

and vaude (2,200; -26-35-60). Around | 0nd best in. town, accounting almost” 

$8,000; house cireused “Our Gane’ entirely for $17, 500; vaude scarcely 

on stage, which attracted children | up_to average. 
at half-price admissions. Princess (CT): (2,300; 30- -55)— 

- Alabama—“Love Parade” - (Par) aweacocle Aney (Tift). About avers” 
(2,500: -25-35-50). Just fair. ~ age @ 
~ Empire Rlo—-Rita-(Rad 0): --<fmperial...(EP)... A, 900; $580. 
(1,000; 25-35-50) (2d week). “Tittle Johnny Jones” (EN). Good. 

prices and: capacity, second weeks vyaude and one of best pictures this 

total of $6,500 very strong and ‘an- | year made combination that pulled; - 

other week added. ; | over average at $11,500. — 

-Strand—"Laughing Lady" (Par):|' Orpheum (CT) °(1,200; 40-50)—.- 

(1,000; 25-85-50). More than was “Night Parade’ (Col). Fans showed 
expected; touched $5,000: appreciation of change from recent 

Trianon —"Red Hot Rhythm” |run of: pictures by putting BY 088 ‘up 

(Pathe) (600+ 15-85). imped to $4,590. 
through for mediocre gross of $1,5 Roxy (Ind) (600; 50)—"“Lights of: : 

Pantagées—Musical c omedy aoe. Paris” (French). -French speaking 

(3,000; 30-40). Business too meagre | fans piled in; highest yet at $4,500;. 
for this one to last, yery good for size of house, - 

esty’s put..on -British: pantornime - 
‘and picked up around $20,000 

- “Estimates for Last Week | 
Palace (FP) (2,700; 40- 18) =" 

“Sunnyside Up’ (Fox). "A wow and 
could easily have run second week, 
‘but was not held despite $28, 000. 

Alley” and hit: around an average , 

to--the -Rialto- all -wéek, .. His - Maj-. ... 

35-60)——“Ro- . 
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‘Comparative Grosses for December KANSAS CITY 
Ce oe 

“DYNAMITE’S” LENGTH 
Dee. 14 Dec. 21 | Dec. 28 

MAIN “Paris”. | “Love | “Vagabond. HOLDS PENN T0 $28, 790: 
Table of grosses during December for towns and. houses listed. Pda et . yeas | $16, 500. Racket” | Lover” | 

NEW YORK © High. .$32, ; oop -1.. $17,000 $29,500 
>: a ows 8,000 ao So oo, 7 Pittsburgh, Jan. ‘21. 
__- ~ LOEW'S -|. “tLocked - “Untamed: - “Navy. Drawin Population 1,000,000 

Dec. 7 Dec. 14 ‘Dec. 21 Dec. 28 - MIDLAND: “|. ‘Door’. , | "$22,000 pou Blues” oy, x Weather: Warm ’ 
CAPITOL. “Song of. “Hallelujah” “Mysterious “Dynamite” High. .$35,000 $15,000 fe $80,000: ; “Sunnyside Up” did the expected 

High. .$98,200;, Love” _ "$61,800 ~~ Asland” |. $87,600 ragh aigg] Stee Show | wee | | — at the'Aldine, A ‘smash: at $20,000 
Low... 30,000 $48,800 $71,800 - _ PANTAGES |“Her. Private “Why Leave |" -“Moat . “Salute” in its fi sf 1 

a, Stage Show Doe a ee be High. .$31,800} Affair”? = [| Home” | . Immoral” $12,200 s first six days and should’ 
PAR- [Half Way to “Marriage. “Kibitzer” pointed | Low... 8) $20,500 [$8,700 fs Lady” | Weather-a month, Got off to fying 

AMOUNT Heaven” | Playground” |" . $76,100 - Heels” ees OO aude _ ae $7,900} fart and was helped by rave no=- 
High.. $94,200] $66,100 $70,500. ; Po $94,200 ° NEWMAN | “American | “Half Way “Marriage | “Pointed tetae 
Low. .:, 49,100). Stage Show |. fe (Record) - High. .$33,000): Girl”: to. ‘Heaven" Pleren Heels” i pntalae. yet this, the town ‘was’ 

"ROXY “South Sea |“This Thing | “Christina” “TGhristina” | Low. > 8000|.". $16,000 ~| “$12,000 [$11,200 7. - $14,900. * | Srarmest January around here ity 
High.$173,658| ° Rose” ‘Called: Eove" 4: $111,800 ~ $129,000 ———— § Shi an eee years, Cold wave ‘hit. Thursday — 
Low... 70,000) $83,500. - $74, , .|_ Ga week) B TIMORE ~- Land things. picked up a little. Penn, - 

Stage Show |: a so Daria Al a ; . 

STRAND } Gold Le "Gold -| “Girl from $35,000 ae — a ~ re rena to es notte witha 
High. .$81,200 Diggers” “Diggers” |Woolworth’s” ; ed woe! -Dec,-7 | ‘Dec 14 | Bes. 21. Dees 28." ‘creditable $28,760. . Entire bill - ran; i 

Low... 15,000) al Som $36,000 | $28,700 CENTURY |*Half Way to) “Glorious Navy Blues "Great, Life” over three hours and clogged. the -_ . ound _ = High. .$27,000| Heaven” Night” . #24 000 “| $24,000' turnover. Marriage Playground’: . . 
— Low... 15,000 $17,500 ° $18, 000 . , on ‘|-was liked at the Stanley where it? ; 

“CHIC AGO Stage Show on i | | turned in cloze to $25,000, after a:. 
slow start. Word- of-mouth and: Te- 

“STANLEY. “Kise” ) “Locked \- “TARgerigan ™Gondemned” views shot this ope into high., 
— Dee. a . Dec. 28 = - Dee 7. "Dec. 14. ‘|-High.. - $16,500 | «Door”.: |: Girl? .° | $21,000. “Sally,” at ‘Warners, ‘held ‘up. 

CHICAGO |“Half. Way to|.° “Kiss” “CT heir Cwn : “Pointed Low. .c. 12,000) all Sound ; 400 ae id $16, 000. on re Hen in its gecona week and no" 
High. .$71,300| Heaven” . $46,500 Desire” _ |. Heels” af af cks at. 0 his one started 
High. 971 - $42,200. ¥ oe $45,700 “ho $49, 500. a VALENCIA iGock Eyed | “Taming.of | “irl from | “Viking” |. third week Thursday’ but house! 

— Stage Show SCT PEF “| High. .$11,000), .- World’ + “Shrew” | VF ‘tworth’s” | - $3,200 -- | closed Saturday “for redecorations, 
_ McVICKER'S “Disraeli” “Disraeli” “Disraeli”. “Welcome Low... * 1,900) - -. $3,000 _ iat 1300 lp. _ $3, 400. 7 ; ‘Reopens this week with. “General ” 

High,.$53,000! . $33,000 - ‘$28,000 -. "| - | $22,300. | ° Danger’: - ., | Gist week) | ep | -.,- | Crack.” - 
Low... 13,000] (1st. week) ’ oo * TL o8d week) $41,900. | Alb Sound fo About $7,000 ‘okay tor. “Seven: 

“__:{_All: Sound _| a y H joh$18,000 “Rio Rita” | “Rio Rita” | “Rio Rita” |" - “Gold Keys io pntinued bette an etnies so | i Ya re ig *- $17,000. : 12,000 > | 10,000 -|* > Diggers” «. nright continued better with “This. 

MONROE eye st eal Pon | + Bix On|: “pearied gv. | Low... 9,0 ate week) 4 : oie 1 “gtto00. < [Thing | Called Love,” $16,750 being 
fish “9128 _ $6,200" ‘$3,800 ~ : oo "$3,800 ° 88 300° en “All Sound — ‘| st week) | Pye riaeecaen no matter how. you iene 

teers Sh ie he CC Ad hc = = at: it, use has been going along’ 
_an Souna_ ee ee SC : | nicely last few weeks and is profit- 

“ORIENTAL “Girl from “Marriage | yt “Footlights | “13th Chair” | WASHINGTON 7 ing by being East ‘Liberty's. only 
High. .$52,000 Woolworth’s” | Playground” | ‘and Fools” . $48,000 «- — —— presentation stand. - Harris’ took: 
Low. . - 20,000 $31,000 ; $25, 200 , . $25,500 ; oe, -. ae Dec. 7 "Dec. 4G: “Dec. 94 . Dee. -28° $6,000 with “Jazz Heaven,” -consid~ 

| Al’ Sound_ | “os — | | COLUMBIA | “Virginian” THallelajah” . “Mysterious, “Condemned” ered good. Town got. another first - 
ROOSEVELT “Romance | of. ™Romance of|“Romance of| “Dynamite” |:High. $19,000 - $11,000 . $10,500 |. Island”): $15,500 ~~ | run house last Saturday, the Olym-_ 
High. .$35,600| Rio Grande” | Rio Grande” | Rio Grande” - $26,000 - Low... (2a_week) ae ‘TY. $12,000 - ; _| pic, which Tiffany leased ..from.. 
Low... 9,000 . $27,000 - $16,900 $16,000 | me SARLE “Love THalf Way to Way to ——gecond — “Second | Warners... Downtown, site is a 1,200<...°: 

st week) (3d week) High... Racket”. | Nee “Choice? = | ein” ape "at 35-00. scales ep = _All Sound’ jet Low... 6 $10, 0. | 000 . oT ATE- Tanne 7 “Brandway of B or . C AF irSk on FOX eat Sound. x —— | _ a ‘Estimates for Last Week: 
; egs” roadway”. ove 70 t iver” 7) L J 

High..$35,750| . . $26,000 $20,000 #28, 300 | "$29,000 | High. .$41,500 Song (o $18,400 Te, Es Hot. for jenn (Loew's-UA) ‘(3, 900; 25-35-. 
ow... 16,000| ‘Vaude . | Low. 14, $17,600. | $1720 | $36,900 | 99-75). Blocked from afother big = 

“~APDLIEIIN |. “Forward oS rT ceeries ir ~7% on oe 7 session by Jength of “Dynamite jf 
ORPH EUM Everybody So ‘Long —__ Stage Show_ ef of -CM- we “bill” "way over three hours;.. 
High. .$16,900) Pass” - Letty METRO-. “Paris” “Charming: "Everybody ~~. “Show of -|.$28,750. i 
Low,... 4,800; — $5,500 $5,500° $10,000 POLITAN : $9,900 Sinners” | Happy” , | “Shows” | Aldine (Loew' s) (1,900; - 35- 50)— 

a “N (24. week) : a. High. -$21,000} . “All Sound $11, 900 . $10, 500 . $18,500. . “Sunn side Up" Fx @ = ox Smash: 

‘All Sound | L 5,000 oo ait y Dp )e 
. ou . «| sl ape |: OW... |: Sy J a with $20,000 claimed; should. stick | 
UNITED |“Live Ghosts’ |“Live Ghosts “Live Ghosts ‘| “Taming of PALACE . “Locked | - “Battle of “Navy Blue” out month. ; 

. ARTISTS $22,900 - $16,600, $12,000 |. the Shrew” | High. .$26, _ ‘Door” |. Paris’ | $28,000 Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25=35- 60) 
High.. ert te “All Sound © days) $41,000 i. ; 18.500._|____"____| “Marriage Playground” (Par). 

-\ to slow start but picked up; sation a 
factory $24,500, - Nog 

‘Warner. (WB) (2, 000; 25-50- 16). 
At $15,000 for “Sally” (FN) in sec« - 

PORTLAND, ORE. 

‘Dec. 7. , Dec. -14 _ | "Dees O14 “1p Dec. 28 - 
- “Los ANGELES 
— ae — =~ - ef ee Re ond week, okay; house closed Sate © ~ 

as __Dee. 14 = Dee. 21, _. Dec. 28 | PORTLAND |"Half Way to| “American | “Pointed |~. “Love |urday. for decorations; ped Bate a 
EGYPTIAN | “Marianne” - “Seven - “This Is. “Welcoine High. .$25,300} Heaven” Girl” Heels” ' Parade” Thursday with | “General . Crack” - 

High. .$14,000 $9,800 ~ Faces” | College” ' Danger”. Low... 5,800) "$5,800 $8,100 " $8,500 $14,800 CWB); -~ 
ow..,° .6,000| Stage Show $8,200 $10,200] __ $12,600 __ “a. [ New low) - . ce Enright CWB) (3,700; | 25-35~40~ 
LOEW’S | “Untamed” "Thing Called “Romance of | “Their Own cater aobsined | as | 60) —“ Phi" Thing - Called.’ Love” 
STATE: $29,000. Love” Rio Grande” | —_‘ Desire” . ORPHEUM. a “Painted | |. wgesftOdzz . “Tanned ‘4 “EFipst (Pathe). :First Pathe picture to 

High. :$48,000| (ist week) — $27,500 |, $32,000 $31,000 High... ‘Angel’ “Heaven” . Legs” . Gommand” | mean much. ‘at this house; $16,750. 

Low... 15,600) Stage Show | _ ae eee | Low,... 5,500 . $9,000 $9,500 $9, 000 $13,500- and considered good. - 

AR- . Mighty” Semester remaster “American oa “Vaude _ a ae Harris—"Jazz Heaven” (Radio). o 

AMOUNT. _ $35,000 $28,000 Girl! ~ORIENTAL| “Eternal — ; ee “This ls | “Sailor's | Forté at $6,000; Saturday openings, * 

High. .$57,800 All Sound (ist week), | ea week) |: . $22,000. | High. ‘¥ 000 Love’ “Piccadilly” |. /Heaven” . Holiday” started fem months ago, seems to be: 
Lean a6 | . Low... 4,500}:, , $6,000 $7,500 $5,500 | = $7,500 | "“Gharidan Square—Good exploita- 
a |: “Tamin ; of. Ast week) fk aude _ ” 
ARTISTS eve $10,000 » Shree | “Taming of | MUSIC BOX]. “Shanghai “Skinner |-..“Skinner . “Show of tan ot “Seven Keys to, Baldpate® 

High. $38,700 Stage Show (a week) |-. $35,500 - Shrew” High. ..620,000 -Lady” 1 | Steps: Out” |. “Steps Out” Shows” ¢ helped along: $7,000 in “arst: full, .- 
‘Low... “6,180 - ye _ $26,000. | Low... 4,000). $6,900 $7,500 $8,000 - * $11,000. 5 | 

, . : , (2d_week) “| ‘A Souna_|_(ist week) | (2a week) | | rE ee pe i200; | B8-BO)=— 
WARNER'S |"Tiger. Rose” “Johnny | “Paris”. “Paris” ‘UNITED . | “Hallelujah” | “Hallelujah” “Venus” | “Sunnyside | “Lost Zeppelin” (Tiff), Opened ~ 
High. .$38,800| $16,000 Jones” $16,000 - $14,500 | ARTISTS. "$11,000 $8,000 — $5,500 . Up” | Saturday; house just. leased:. by 
Low... 10,300) All: Souna Rian 300 tot High. .$22,000|, Get week) (2d week) a $14,000 :-| Tiffany from Warners, which had 

. : . . see u : ro 

& 7 "SAN FR wcakco FAA sKiss”” rer of “Thing Called} Hot for. ines. downtown; ‘vo. doors “away 
eo RA ‘ | High... , 1 io Grande . ove” - . Paris”. rom arner and £0 reak @ 
wo , ow... . 9,000 Sta e Show 14,500 14,000 | 20,000 -.|‘opening due to Warner’ s closing for 

ft d a 
_WARFIELD|__Dee. 7 “Dec. 14 |. Dec. 21. |___Dec. 28 / MINNEAPOLIS: four Gays. 
High. .$48,000) “Cock Eyed © 7 Hollywood, “Hollywood “Hollywood a 

tow. 10.009 Wovay | ginodo | Sakoso | Soooo, |= Dee. 7 |_Dee. 14) Des. 21) Bes. 20 | Met's New High, High, $66, 000, : 
(6th week) | _(New Jow) - MINNESOTA “Halt Way to “American “Navy, Blues” “Pointed Wi th R: di Pai Bos " 

St I 3 re Hig eaven . Gir ; eels > 

“GRANADA| “American | "Half Way,to| "Pointed —|"7Wiarviage | Low-+:. 17/000) $18,600. | 417,000 a $28,200 ith hadto Fair, Boston” 
High. .$36,000 Girl” | Heavén” = |- Heels” Playground” |____*____.|_ Stage Show _|_ (New low) |] y 
Low... 6,200) - $18,800 $14,000 $12,500 ** $15,000 Wi on “Taming, of “Tgnrew? pp Marriage, , “Laughing "Boston, Jan, 21. 3] 

. | Stage Show . ; . 19 rew” hrew” . ayground” | — Lady’: 
CALI Paming of “Paris” — “Paris” “Locked Low.. 4,500 $16,600 : "$8,000. $7,100... ° $14,800 | _ {Prawing Population, 280.000) ; 

FORNIA_ | Shrew” $16,600 “$12,500 Door” ; Aiat greek) | (2d week). ee b _.| the Metropolitan’s house record last 
High. .$34,000 $9,500 . $19,000 ———__—____}| a sound oy | week by $6,000 in doing $66,000, but 
Low... 6,200) (8d. week) iRPH EUM S000 ae to See oa Pat *Vagabend. bettered the combined. gross of four. | 

aa ~All Sound .-J-- 20 ee rs igh. .$22,000)_ rt aris” - |" abbo over” - jof the. five legits in tow Radio 

* §T FRANCIS iiLove ‘Love. “Love | “Love” Low... 6 “Maude -. -| --- $10,000- $7 000. wh. $12,000. -pair..did_five ‘dally, except, Sunday, “4 

*High. .$23,300| Parade” Parade” Parade” '. Parade” j oo “| With ‘the. act - broadcast. from” the 
Low... 3,000] $18,400 $14,400 $10,000 |- $16,000 PROVIDENCE | stage. 

’ oh : k) . ~ - (5th week) ; oe ‘Weather. conditions were poor but. 
“ _All Sound co : ‘ ° , Dec. 7: Dec. 14 - Dew, 21 Dec. 28. “the Keith- sat 00 guid well for jtself _ 

EMBASSY_|~ “Gold — |~“Hearts in |~ “Disraeli” | "Disraeli" |—SrATE—|"tath- Ghai” |" “Locked — | *Mystarious’ |"NaveBiues" | 1", Setting This house has 
High. -624,300| © Diggers” Exile” $14,000 | $14,000. | piceesonooo| “ecoo0e | Beant" Myjeorjous | “Navy. Glues”) been coming right along of late. 
L 7,000} - $8,000: $8,500 (1st week) | (2d week) | Low erst yi 19.0 $26,000. Estimates for Last Week’ Oe | (oth week) " _ SE Wes O weeks). | Low... 14,000) AN Sound | __$19,600_}__$19,000__{__-___—_—s |. Met (Publix) (4,380; 50-75) “Gen- 

~'} All Sound Coe STRAND “American '|“Her Private| “Marriage | “Footlights | eral Crack” (WB). New record at 
—— : — High. .$14,900 Girl” Affair” and |. Playground” | and Fools’ | $66,000 with Amos and Andy, radio 

SE ATTLE Low...” 8,000) : “418,000 a “Half Way to} $10,500 $11,000 team, . on stage and extra perform-- 

. a a a : _ $12,000 | | i Keith-Memorial (4,000; 35-50-60) 
Dec. 7. {| Dec. 14 | | Dec. 21 Dec. 28 “maesTig.| - “Awful “iso Long Long "Broadway ST Show of ete Paris” (Fox). Light at- 

. “American Upalf Wav tol "Pointed lig 5,200} . ru ,etty” and | Daddies’ and| |. Shows” _ on 

ae a bem GO) Satta [rine | aoStet | AMO mince ati crane! Grow Good oy. oo oun ' Flame” > ss __., Low... 9,000 stan 000 © $10,500, | $9,000 a Flame! | fat. $21,000. | 
 ‘Bs1e BOX a igag "lp, Antonio’ | “Mn. Antonie” [oo EEE oo = Loew's State (4, 000 (30-40- -50) 

. n 7 pirnlnteniGeeni eee a fr .---.-5 oo . a ws Mos Boel ewe | vam | eon a ‘ACOMA; WASH. oygamlte" Glo). "Nee week for 
“Low... oun ow _ . . —_ ee : .? 

FIFFHAVE "Romance of | “South” Sea “Thing Called) J “Dee. 7 |. Dec. 14) Dees 21 | Deo 28 | 
. High. .$26,000} Rio Grande” Rose” Love” BLUE -|“Mr.Antonio”| «“Sap”- “Show of — = OFF THE SHELF © ; 

_ Low... 10,800 $14, 500 - . $10,800 $12, 700 MOUSE : $4,000 . $4,900 ~ Shows” “4 . Hollywood Jan.: “91, . | 

Stage Show (Low) _. 7 High...$8,280) All Sound ~ $4,490 —_ oa ‘ 
\ BLUE | “Shanghai | “Mississippt | “Mississippi: Low.i.. 1,400 M-G's “Redemption,” directed bY . 

MOUSE . Lady” Gambler” Gambler” RIALTO “Marianne” |_ “American “43th Chair” Fred Niblo and starring John Gil- 
aT? _— : ! High a zap? . ‘bert, which went on the shelf to ‘High. .616,000 . $7,800 $7,800 | $4,400. High... .$8,500 $3,900 Girl” $5, 300 . 

Low... 4,490 ‘All Sound | - (1st week) {2d week) | Low.... 2,000) All Sound oo be later: recooked by Lionel Barry- 
i __ |_ (New low) ¢ RKO | £“Sazz | “Painted | “She Goes to more, was previewed last week in 

ORPHEUM “Jazz. ~ “Careless _ High. $13,800] Heaven” Angel” War” San Bernardino, Cal, Clicked suf* — 
High. .$29,500 Heaven” Age” Low... 4,200 $6,000 . $5,900 $7,300 ficiently to be scheduled, as is, for 

Low... 6,500) . «$11,000, $12,000 Vaude early release. 
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Talking Shorts 
“MISER FROM BLEAK HOUSE” 
With Bransby Williams 
Character Study. — 

> 9 Mins. ee a 7 

Loew's New York, N.Y. 
‘General Talking Pictures . 

Has box-office value in that 
Bransby Williams -here. offers a 
character study of unusual interest. 
Admirably done and paints the por- 
trait of an old miser, 
"Williams appears alone in /this 
short, but holds attention.for the 
full nine .minutes.. His imaginary 

_.. support Characters are his good-for-. 
nothing wife, a .friend,;.and the boy, }{/ 
Barty, who gets a lesson in money, 
the old -miser exhorting him to 

«squeeze his. best friends like an 
orange. 

Williams’ ‘makeup: excellent -and 
hig “ouches” and “ohs” from rheu- | 
-matism effectively build -up.-- Wil- | 
liams’ work ‘clicks if. nothing” else |]. 

_, does, 
' . Recording ; 

very good, as‘also the photography. 

- “WILD WAVES” 
Disney Cartoon 
8 Mins. 
Carroll, N.Y... 
oe, Columbia - 2 
'.. Fast-moving comedy. cartoon, 
which .isn’t on long enough to. bore 
many, no matter if it isn’t always 

- Jaugh provoking. Doesn't rank -with 
“the best of the recent crop, but will. 
fit any program. |e ae 

It’s one of the Mickey Mouse se-- 
ries, unwinding the usual antics of 
the cartoonist’s imagination. . Most 
of the action attempts to keep the. 
rhythm: of the synchronized score, |. 
“put the resultant gag maneuvers not 
‘being. overly. strong. Some of the. 

' gartoons are mimicking the voices 
.. of. the figures in. cértain spots, a 

‘mistake, as it rudely interrupts any | 
_ Musion the drawings may have pre- 

“~- viously invoked. That's -overdoing” 
‘the sound thing. = ; 
_.. The cartoon one-ree 
in front at present, with a wealth of 
material to pick from to make. it 
tough to offset their strength, Care- 
Jessness and an attempt to turn ’em 
out ‘too fast can undermine as fast 
as the novelty of.sound anda couple 
‘of great ideas sent them out as pace 
makers, Their main asset is that: 
they’re built for laughs, and people 

heairé for, that primarily go to the t 
purpose. 

“ROMANCE DE LUXE” 
With Monty Collins | 
Comedy — LN 
15 Mins. . . 

. Sheridan | 
ro '-Educational- i 

While out-and-out slapstick and 
_of the old sctiool besides, the dialog 
together with sound and the re-. 
freshing manner in which Stephen 
‘Roberts has directed the subject 

“makes it suitable short entertain-| 
ment. Final 100 feet or so of film, 

_@ chase, redeems everything. — 
_Semblance of story concerns mis- 
taken identity with a dip, overhear- 
ing plans, posing as the young man 
who's to meet the fair heroine at a 

. reception in her honor engineered 
. “by the. fathers of both. Clearing 

up identity between them, boy and 
girl start: to elope »ut father of 
latter thinks there's a mistake, with 
a hair-raising auto chase resulting. 
Of the laughs 90% of them arrive 
‘§n the closing sequence when. one of 
the cars hangs perilously over a 
precipice ‘and. its occupants can’t 
manage their way to safety. This 
alone ‘will leave audiences satisfied 
at the finish. What transpires he- 
fore: is incidental but, not hard to 
take. moON 
-Monty 

_ and is assisted by Nancy 
Buddy Shavv, - 

Collins is a fair comedian. 
Dover and 

-- Char. 

PATHE AUDIO REVIEW 
Sound Novelty — 
9 Mins © |. ; 
Sheridan Sq. New York. 

, Far. from strong entertainment 
‘ Hut. -novel and on this phase gets 
py Better” Pathe” Audio” Reviews: 
’”-have been turned out, but in. jus-. 

tice’ to ‘this one, 
been not.so good... ; 

Reviews no longer numbered but 
they carry: editing credit. for Terry 
-Ramsaye. Three different subjects 
make up this one with a supposed. 

also some: have 

fight between a couple of Siamese }j. 
fish. This is billed as a battle to 
the death, but it’s more like a little 
piscatorial playfulness and to show 
the fish dies, there is a cut to one 
-of the -“‘combatants” under obvious 
slow motion lying down on his side. 

Other subjects are a variety show 
by marionettes: handled by Sueé 
Hastings, including song, orchestra 

number and sister team bit, and ‘a. 
photographic tour along the Bow- 

onan OLYyy- With. gide..views. of .shops,..mis-. 
sions, etc..,Bowery shots are an 
interesting”: contribution, hoto- 
graphically and otherwise. Char. 

“PILGRIM PAPAS,” 
with Benny Rubin 

Comedy | 
10 Mins. 
Stanley, New York 

' .Universal: 
A fair comedy short. 
Bénny Rubin has enlarged the 

Hebe recitation on Pilgrims from 

30 

by DeForest Phonofilm | 

Char. | 

lers are'riding | 

'|apparent reason or comedy 

| “WEDNESDA 

| Loew’s New Y 

“|-girl,.both acquitting themselves sat- 

Miniature Reviews - 

“Hit the Deck” (Radio). With ; 
Jack Oakié to draw, color, and 
at least one, maybe two, un-" 

. familiar tunes which tickle, no: 

‘gram society drama made to 
- Jook de luxe quality by expert | 
handling. and fine’ acting. . 
Quiet for. neighborhood, but 
exploitation from human in- ~ 
terest angle. Om 

“it’s a Great Life” (Metro). ” 
Duncan Sisters probably not- 

- names to main street, but pic- | 
ture packs: entertainment ‘of. 

_ easy hokum type. Ought to:be . 
fancied, in the smaller places... 
even. more than the big towns,. j 

“Night Ride” .(U). Looks © 
‘like this will do‘ nicely. by box 
offices: all over... Exploitation -. 
“possibilities are legion. - 

- . “Lone -Star.-Ranger”: (Fox).. 
- Inferior recording only thing © 

| stopping this one from ‘better 
class first runs. Heavy action 
‘western, with love. story re- 
freshingly done,;. looks very 

. good for all lesser spots. 3 

his vaude ‘act. .Much. of .its laugh 
possibilities: are lust in _ the strain 
following. Rubin's. hurried broken 
English which has been added: as 
narration to. numerous sequences 
shot silent... — “ Ps 

Starts: with Rubin, dressed:as a 
kid. in a schoolroom, volunteering 
to teli the class. the story of the’ 
Pilgrim papas,, Scene jumps to the. 
Mayflower.. approaching ‘America, | 
with Rubin as Captain.Smith, spy- 
Ing Pocahontas. on shore and ap- 
proaching her for a short neckfest,. 
and.she-saves. him from the Indians. 

Next, Rubin becomes Paul Revere, 
jockey, and takes a -horseback ride 
to find-food for the Pilgrims. Brings 
back-a. turkey, regarded: with sus-: 
picion until a. PHgrim leader in- 
spects/it thoroughly and stamps it 
as kosher. — .. So : 
_All this is shot silent, with’ Ru- 

bin’s: voice describing .the action. 
Flashback to. the classroom as Ru- 
bin finishes the story,. showing the. 
students in Pilgrim outfits for no 

effect. . 
Bang. » 

Y. AT THE RITZ” | 
Comedy © mo . 
19 Mins. ee 

ork, N. Y. o 

7 _ Pathe ~ . Lt 
‘Scattered in laughs, but well han- 

dled and played. Shapes.as suitable 
for everything outside of the big de 
luxers.. Situations alone help along 
to fair success,  - —. , 

Story: and. production by Gordon 
Bostock, who hails fro6m vaude .and 
knows. his comedy. values. : Laughs 
wrung from discovery of drunk in 
the: wrong room and his belief. that 
the beautiful maiden. is his. wife, 
married to him the previous night 
when he couldn’t remember any- 
‘thing. Bostock has cleverly han-: 
dted the aituation, bringing in a hot- 
tempered Itallan looking for. his 
better half and also. In the wrong 
premises. Later thé girl’s husband 
ig dragged in, but meanwhile the 
unhappily yoked wife strikes up a 

who'd been there all night without 
knowing the girl was in an adjJoin- 
ing room. Title of short is gained’ 
from the line: whispered to the acci- 
dentally met swain by the wife who 
delivers the tag,.“‘Wednesday at the at ig € 

Charles Kemper plays. the sober- 
ing-up stew and Evelyn Knapp the 

isfactorily and speaking clearly. All 
the action takes “place in a hotel. 

_ suite, nee - Char, 

Wijliam Boyd . (stage): and Paul 
Lukas, “Benson Murder. Case,” Par. 
~~ Complete_ cast; -“Ex-Wife,"—-M-G; 
Norma ‘Shearer, Chester . Morris, 
Conrad. Nagel, Helen Johrison, 
Zelda Sears, Florence. Eldridge, 
Helen Millard. . oo 
Monte Katterjohn rejoins Tiff. to 

write screen treatment for “Moran 
of the Lady Letty.” ae ; 
Lawrence Gray, Walter Catlett, 

Gwen Lee, “Florodora Girl,” M-G.. 
Tyrell Davis, Mary Forbes, .“The 

Circle,” M-G. ; 
- Marie Dressler, 

lege,” M-G. 
- Cliff. Edwar 
“The Clock.” 

Carol Lombard, Vir 
Roscoe Karns 
Par, a a . 
Maude T. Gordon,-“‘Let’s Go Na-. 

tive," Par 0b ee pee eee 
Joan Bennett,’ Robert Montgom- 

ery, Sharon Lynn, Lumsden Hare, 
“In Love With Love,” Fox. — , 
‘Henry Armeita, “Father's Day,” 

M-G, then to Par. 
Charlotte Walker, “Yonder Grow 

the Daisies,” Fox, ; 
David Torrence, “Raffles,” UA. 
Metro has: bought Arthur Schnitz- 

lex's novel, “Daybreak.” | | ; 
M-G-M has purchased ‘Let Us Be 

Gay,” comedy, and “Rosalie,” musti- 
eal, 

s 

“Fresh From’ Col- 

ds’ to new M-G revue, 

Virginia Bruce, 
, “Safety in Numbers,” 

(ALL DIALOG, With Songs 

muaical of same name with score. by Vin- 

reason: why this one should’ || recording. Technicolor sequence, At the] - _ Tee bys Ta pmean’ 
es i. te wee * la Mr. and Mrs..'Martin Johnson re- uble on week stands Earl Carroll, New ‘York, for twice. daily: ~ : —- : 

run into trol ble . Ww e row | $2 run starting Jan, 14. Running time,. visit what are gradually becoming 
_andless. a Lo / 25, minutes, Ct Jack 6 ki famillar ‘camera. - fields... Namely,. 
4 ‘Pro-.: | Be aercacecervectetoevssvecveers ag allie ith: g and: . 

Locked Door” (UA). Pro. ‘Loolod.-ssecoesertser’ vecese Polly Walker South Sea. points and African brush. 

folding anything to class it as-great. 
}| It’s got Jack Oakie, an addition to 

way to satisfactory grosses. 
can't be much of an argument with 

| its vaudeville for this film, and that 

FILM REVIEWS 
———— ———— 

ACROSS THE. WORLD 
(DISK LECTURE) 

Produced by Mr. and Mrs. Martin John- 
son and presented by Talking Picture 
Epics. Travelog and study of South Seas 
and ‘Africa. Opening™Nat $1.50 top at. the. 
Cohan, New Yor Jan. 20. Running+ time, 
about St ming. J. Leo Meehan credited 
with direction, at vos. 

HIT THE DECK. 
) 

(33% Color) OS 
Radio production and release featuring 

Jack Oalkie and Polly Walker. Directed 
by Luther Reed. Adapted from stage 

cent Youmans. 
Kurrle; 

Robert - 
dances 

staged by’ Pearl Eaton. :RCA Photophone |: 

. Photographer, 
sound, Hugh. McDowell; 

It's fair, although sometimes‘ tire- 
‘some. entertainment: for. the adult 
film addict. Children, particularly 
the lads of Boy Scout age, will go for 
‘it lustily;’ Among other points di-. 
rected for its suécess: commercially, 
the Johnsons. have worked. three’ 
young scouts into the: last quarter. 

If an animal and head hunter pic- 
ture study: could ever be caught in 
its realm of real sound it would 
truly. ‘be an interesting novelty,. In 

Mat, eeee.-Roger. Gray 
owe ranker. Woods 

Bunny. cosccoecvese: eoeveeHarry. Sweet 
Lavinia. ....ecccoecseee.sMarguerita Padula 
TODAY... csccecscsencecetsoeess JUNG Clyde 
Mrs," Payné...cccoecveeessssbthel Clayton 

Batasscasceere oe 

Nice program ‘picture without un-. 

the sdéore. by Youmans which 
tinkles, and color to help it on its. 

There | the only soynd is supplied. via. disk 
after the orlginal print. is back in 
the U.S... ot re 

Lecture angle is‘used by Mr: John-, 
son most often to éulogize the forti- | 
tude and womanly qualities of his 
wife. Thousands of housewives will 
like this, or a-part of it,.no doubt, 
The diction of the speaker is: at all! 

RKO-which has decided not to drop 

decision about covers “Hit the 
Deck.”. It figures to do better with 

stage help. — 
» VLatest “Radio output listens as a: 

|| great piece of recording. Between 
the studio and this theatre, RCA on 

section: of smart film manufactur-: 

‘feature away fast by a. comedy re-. 

‘awkwardly dragged in-but couldn't 

}-16. colored. damsels shaking it up 

.j action as Seymour Felix’s concep- 

famiHarity with. the poaching drunk, |. 

l|-from “smash” rating. 

both ends, ‘they. can split the credit 
any way they want to, but. it still 
remains that opening night this film | 
ran off better than anything Broad- 

way has, heard. of Jate. And that’s 
despite some early, mumbling by thé 
comics which smothered their: wit- 
ticisms.. And speaking of the early 
portion of the picture, it’s a cross- 

ing. Up .to and ‘including “Halle- 
lujah,” the number, “Hit the Deck" 
looked as if it might turn into quite | 
an evening. Then the musical com- |. 
edy story-and its Iove interest hop- 
ped too. far out of the corner and. 
dropped the anchor... 
" Reed, the director,*has, sent this 

cruiting sequence which includes a 
male chorus. warbling in the street 
and: shortly after a number by, Oakie 
with eight girls .behind him, still 
on the same thoroughfare. . 
to the street number in. “Rio Rita.” 
It’s novel and it’s good because this 
isn’t the stage, it’s a picture. © , 
‘The “Hallelujah” item is rather. 

afford to be dropped, so -Marguerita 
Padula. synthetically leads it with 
an octet of colored boy hoofers and 

-ag the punch in the supposed re- | 
vival. meeting.: If not as dynamic in 

tion ‘of it in the show, the studio 
seenic: surroundings are important, 
“and the rurals won't know the dif- 
|ference. In fact, Pearl Eaton's 
staging of the numbers is ordinary. 
and: held. up by the color process 
involved. ©. °° = ee, 
-: Story is jumpy as put together 

-for the screen, with its tendency to 
lag during the second half the weak 

efed excellent from the stage stand-. 
‘point in that it finally unfolded an. 
ingenue part that had some char- 
acter. But Polly Walker doesn’t 
appear to be cut out for pictures. 
Being rather a big girl is empha- 
sized in playing opposite the me- 
-dium-height Oakie. Her voice is 
excellent and: records well, but ap- 
pearance is still the main hurdle 
for the screen. 

- For cast Oakie is practically 
holding it up alone.. With his pre- 
vious pictures having established 
him he particularly predominates 
here because of the lack of opposi- 
‘tion. Yarn makes a “heel” of him 
for 80% of the footage and the fast 
changeover at the finish, as well 
as the herolae’s Nghtning slide for 
him, is .something .a lot of people 
will find it hard to,condone, Doesn't 
riatter much but it keeps this one 

Miss Padula does little or noth- 
ing with her colored mammy from 
which Stella Mayhew pried so much 
on the stage. Roger Gray and 
-ffranker~“Wood, both: recrufted-from- 
the: original ‘company, fit nicely 

sons’ camera. Oo! 
of -varioug members of the party, 

Similar |. 

point, As-a script it was consid- |. 

times good and the spoken. lines 
very often add -considerable to the 
dramatic value of a long. stretch’ of 
land that would ordinarily be taken 
for grazing,steers on good old Amer- |. 
ican plains. oo 
'To the observer of many. pictures, 

the cannibals will: prance too .pre- 
cisely in. thickets and. purveyors of | 
preserved heads are too candid in 
the selling of their wares to be per- 
forming spontanevusly for the John- 

Dangerous. positions 

especially the intrepid Mrs. Johnson, 
‘are.also remembered by the initi-. 
ated to. have been protected by an 
immediate camera.party and ‘gun 
crew. . ee 
-" Many fans will dislike the intro- 
ductions to the various spots camera 
hunted. ._, Consclousness that.. the. 
African action is being faded out of 
a drawing room in which the John- 
sons are. projecting to a few select. 
friends in. evening clothes is bound 
to cut .away from ‘the. suspense 
which is always realized in. the 
forceful present: = © + 7) 
_/4oo much:stress throughout the 
travel'is made. upon protection.’ For. 
-instance, elephants,- crocodiles, birds 
and other beasts . are -.admittedly 
photographed from the side. of a 
steam-propelled vessel. 
hunt for lions is relieved. of: the 
arduous trek by. a ride in a shiny. 
new car on which the trade-mark 
ig conspicuously displayed. — : 

Boy Scout thing, on their first. ex- 
perience with. the lions, is overdone: 
-by closeups of shaking knees. Again, 
a golf-game has. to be. inserted-.in- 
which dions are shown dodging the. 
balls.. Too. much American.zoo at- 
mosphere for the: big thrill that a 
picture in this locale should have 
provided. ~° Waly. 

—. . (ALL DIALOG): . 
United. Artists production and release. 

Directed by. George Fitzmaurice. . Barbdra 
‘Stanwyck and Red La Rocque featured.  C. 
Gardner Sullivan adapted story trom the 
Channing Pollock play, ‘Sign -on the 
Door.’ Photography by Ray June. Dialog 
by George Scarborough. At the Rlalto 
New York, Jan. 17. Running time, 7 
‘mins, ; . 
Frank 
Ann Carter.sessccccecess BA 

Lawrence Reagan. 
rbara -Stanwyok 

Helen Reagan.... »».Betty Bronson 
he Walter......ccoseseees-,-Hatry Stubbs 
‘District Attorney....ecse.-Harry Meastayer 
Hotel Proprietor. .cecoesceoses ack Swain 
Telephone GIL, . coccccveece css ss lasu Pitts 

‘The Valets.....-+-- George Bunny 

All the earmarks of a ‘straight 

of a formal play, and for that rea- 
son, if for no other, a picture of no- 
great ‘story: distinction. Assets. are 
the dramatic sock that 1s inherent 
in the play material, albeit ‘some- 
what diluted by repetition of simi- 
liar situations during the late: epl- 

and the capital. acting-of a smooth, 
easy cast, chief among them bging 
-Barbara--Stanwyck,:-an—actre 
much character. First-rate p 

Jal. It will please an 

Again’ the | 

Devereaux..........Rod. La Rocque |- 

| by Henry. 

transcription from ‘stage to screen |. 

demic‘ of society murder dramas,: 

A -of- 

though making it tough for Harry | mater leas 
Sweet td stay. with them. June} tele, but. -prohably ‘won't 
Clyde and Ethel Clayton are only |} any special draw. ” 
doing ‘bits. a _ Production one of fine. taste and 

Final 31 minutes are all color| 4 good deal of elegance in makeup 
with. the set a replica of a battle-| and handling, embellished by ad- 
‘ship deck. It is: here that Miss. mirable settings, although they are 
Walker croons “Keeping Myself | formal interiors for a society play. 
Just for You,” which won't have An introductory episode has to do 
any trouble reaching popularity and | with a raid on a floating cabaret 
is an addition. since the. show. 
“Hallelujah” and “Sometimes I’m} volved, this being” studio . stuff 
Happy” have worn the trail too visualized where the play merely 
smooth to again become important| described {t as antecedent. story. 
to: the score, although “Nothing/ Effective here, with good screen 

ey. 

chieve- 

-in which heroine and heavy are in-. 

| cause.it: never, nas. nada, 

Could Be Sweeter,” which many be- 
-lieved was the best tune in.the first 
score, may: come. to the front. be- 

heavy. 7 ee aol 

-Brox Sisters deliver in this play. 
instance, ; 4 Oo 
“Hit the Deck” figures as satisfy- 

ing material, wholesale. and, retail, 
‘and should enjoy solid: figures. 
Where and if it develops into a 
holdover showing, that'll be a pleas- 
ant. surprise for..the house. But 
the betting will be against the two- 
week thing before it opens, and-one 

low-up dive on a fortnight attom pt, 
solid. weck fs regularly worth a fol-|- 

values both in drama and comedy. 
- Comedy, by the way, enters trick- 

TTS, 

telephone girl, played to a nicety by 

trick, supplies the relief humor in 
the punch scenes, where police are 
probing what looks Mke a murder 

save his wife by assuming guilt 
and wife seeking to-do the husband 
the same familiar service. - 
Play is admirably built up to this 

highlight scene in that painstaking 
way that is. characteristic of the 

fly into the picture, being woven: 
into its most heavily dramatic se-. 
quences for surprise laughs. .Comedy 

Zasu Pitts, who never misses a studio. 

and when a husband {s. trying to. 
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stage, but doesn’t serve so well for’ 
a sustained ‘picture, even with the 
help of dialog. Result is a somewhat | 
lagging effect common to a great: 
many of stories. transplanted from 
the stage. : ce ; ; 

Picture is nicely exploited here 
in concentrating on the human in- 
terest involved in the woman's Sac- 
rifice an@ the..sexy angle of a 
Woman's love that makes her re-. . 
veal a secret to save. her husband. | 
All literary hoke, but not without 
its’ pop 
Served, | Fo 

It’s a: particularly theatrical. plot, 
but saved from dullness by its at- 
mosphere of elegance in acting and. 
as noted before by the handling of 
the principal role by Miss Stanwyck. 
Rod La Rocque as the heavy, and 

ular “appeal when neatly 

-Betty ‘Bronson, ‘William... Boyd. and. 
Harry Meystayer. ° 

_. IPS A GREAT LIFE 
this version, Hke. in . predecessors, |. - 

‘Rush, 2. 

(ALL. DIALOG) - 
(27% Color) — sO 

release, starring the 
ed . by ' Wood 

ewveeses Rosetta Duncan 
veasesecesss Vivian Duncan 

Jimmy Dean.....eccoesseee. Lawrence Gray. . 
David Parker. .ecesseecescsees-ssJed Prouty . . 
Priedman,...sscceseose cesses. Bonny, Rubin — 

Good entertainment and more in- ©... 
telligently handled than most of the - 
buckstage yarns. .Substantial per-: 
centage of the footage is: devoted to, 
songs, numbers and. comedy busi-. ° 
ness, which is no cause for com-." 
plaint, as plots certainly amount to. 
very little in most musicals, stage 
or screen. -_ oe OS 
’ Duncans give. composed ahd sur- + 
prisingly sincere performances, - 
Their serious moments in particular 
‘commend praise in which Director: 
Sam Wood, and’:maybe Willard -'- 
Mack, should participate. It Is espe- 
clally ‘unexpected to find: Rosetta, —. 
the’ clown member, capable of dis-.: - 
tilling some genuine pathos. Clowns, . 
and it seems to apply, more‘ when 
they're women, have a faculty of 
being-pretty indigestible when turn: . 
ing serious. . rn nee 

. Peverell’ Marley, among tife coast’s: ../ 
crack cameramen, has done an ex- 
cellent job in giving the girls the. - 
-sort, of: photographic support people © 
from the ‘stage pray for if ‘they 
know what’ cameramen can do. In. 
fact, the studio has handled’. them 
very smartly:throughout. ©... °. 
“It's a Great Life” has to be ac- — 

cepted as entertainment designed. 
and. geared for the masses. That 
needs a willingness to overlook the . 
slightness of plot, the. recourse to 
color . splurges: for. the production. 
sock and other. items of triteness. “~~ 
- Lawrence Gray has the only part : 
of size other than the sisters. He is. 
‘the conceited chap who. marries —, 
“Vivian and breaks up the act... Jed” ~ 
Prouty’s duty is to love Rosetta si-..°- 
lently and get left out of the shuf- 
fle when Rosetta and Vivian decide. 
_that- happiness is possible only ‘in. 
being together. The actor has a — 
place, Kut the department. store 
-manager is not.in the picture. 
_. Where the Duncans have played 
in person this one ought to be big, ~ . 
despite thelr stage draw having 
been weal of late. Elsewhere, and - 
for general consumption, it’s good - 
Hghtweight. singing. and . clowning 
divertissement, __ . Band, 

_.. (ALL DIALOG)... 
: Universal production and release. Stor 

/ La Cossitt, with dialog by Tom. 
‘Reed. Story. supervision by C. ardner 
Sullivan. Direction by John S. Robertson. 
Photography, Alvin Wyckoff. Recording, 
Cc, Roy Hunter. Joe Schildkraut featured.: 
At the Colony, New York, week of Jan. 18, 
Running time, 8. intus. . oo, . 
Joe Rooker ss cscscecsevsceesd00 Schildkraut 

. Barbara Kent 

~ Racketeering underworld meller . 
done. with a refreshing touch, pack- 
ing more than a deal of punch’and 
indicating.it opght to sell at all box 
offices. “Taken for.a Ride” as a 
title would have better explained 
what happens —here-: -—Edward--G.--- 
Robingon is a finishéd and polished | 
actor, ideal for the character he en- 
acts; ‘Joe Schildkraut, the ‘reporter 
‘who invites the enmity of the killer, 
ia too often theatrical, and ‘prine- 
cipally in the more tense scenes, 
‘ Karly shots reveal Schildkraut as 
a reporter type that’s rare, with § 
words put into his mouth ‘by .the 
dialog writer which are far from 
natural. Later on the. part and 
Schildkraut assume a more realistic. 
flavor. Sequences particularly well 
‘written, and ‘directed are those: in 
which the racketeer and reporter: 
face each other with shots lkely to 
-be loosed any moment, Outstanding 
is the episode that has Garottea tak- 
ing the dauntless reporter and a pal 
for a ride that is to end when 4 
spéed boat carries: them far-out:to—~ 
sea where one of the racketeer’s 
booze ships lays at anchor. How the 
newspapermen turn captor into cap- 
tive as the boat is on its way, with. 
the shots on the water uncommonly 
effective directorially and photo-— 
graphically, provides an-exciting and 
attention-holding climax. Its a 
happy ending, with Schildkraut find- 
ing his newly married wife (Bar- 
bara Kent) safe in the hospital with 

(Continued: on page 30) 
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Grab’ Your: Mops and- Hit the Deck: les: Clean-t -up. > Day. gl * 

in the Navyl-Radio’s. Grand Fleet. of Gorgeous Spectacle oe 

Booming Over the F lorizon.... Mightier than “Rio Rita”... go5 

START TO ,PLAN NOW. FOR THE BIGGEST 

MONEY.GETTING ENGAGEMENT OF THE YEAR 

“A TIDY SET-UP FOR THE SHOWMAN WITH 
BRAINS AND-GUTSI.0. 

- 

AND THE RADIO TITANS MIGHTY AFFILIATED 
‘ORGANIZATIONS BACK YOU WITH THE = 
‘GREATEST SHOW CAMPAIGN EVER DEVISED! 

‘ere. 
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TTLE-WAGON RIDES 

<nock A\ll-time Orph 
igures Galley West in ard V 
or ‘urious Bombar ment! 

— PICTURES 2a0 
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Inside Siuf—Pictures 
Jack. Warner’ s radio. ‘statement that ‘Fox’ coast houses were showing 

no Warner .or First National pictures got thoroughly garbled after a 
couple, of.’ days of. word-of-mouth repetition on coast boulevards. 
curb story had it. that his statement had been an out-and-out defy to 

Fox and the coast. ‘chain, 
What Warner actually said was that the information is ‘to where 

‘WB and FN pictures were playing was available to the public by: phon- | - 
jing *the Warner Hollywood theatre. Out-of-town listeners are ‘invited 
nightly. by KFWB to send names and addresses for mailing lists of show-_ 

ings in. their locality. . 

‘Central Castings”. Bureau maintains a set of enormous ledgers with an 
entire. page devoted te each extra, working through the bureau. This 

“page has columns fer 12 months and lines for every day of the month. 
Here is recorded’ each Gay's work. given. the individual, and the pay, with 
monthly incame tetas. Purpose is to: answer ‘squawkers who. claim. they 
are being distrimiated against. . 

Only oocasional. compiaints are received, invariable refutation. wising: 
up individuals to the elaborate check kept on ‘their work.. Sduawks come 
in directly or indirectly concerning extras who have influential friends 
or relatives. The. niece of a high county official, the daughter of a news- 
paper executive, the wife of a deputy. sheriff, the brother ‘of a city. editor, |. 
or even 2 member of the family of a composing. room foreman may start 

a kick which finally reaches the producers’ association and is straight-. 
ened out.as a matter.of good will Individuals related to a possible pres- 
sure bearer are. spotted, .frequently ‘taking care themselves to explain. 

‘just who their influential relatives are: “when: registering. No’ unusual 
preference is. given them on that. account. However, ‘when. little - Nell 
sobs at home that she isn’t being dane right by, the figures are, ‘there to 
show that she gets as many calls asthe average for her type. 
-One good: looking” ‘femme told her boy: friend, who happened to. be a 

deputy district. attorney, that she. had turned. down a date. with. one ‘of 
the casting bureau personnel and since. ha@ received no calls. The kick 

- didn’t’ come. through. officially. but Dave Allen heard about it and: checked.’ 
The -bureau’s ‘records Showed that. the femme. had been. averaging one 
day a week more work ‘since the time. of the alleged ‘turn down than she 
had hefore. . The: boy’ friend ‘was. ‘given the: dope. confidentially and * ‘no 

more was sald about it. — 
. These. ledgers ‘are’ only one item in. an elaborate. system ‘of records and 
triple checks kept on the activities of the casting bureau purely for 
protection from ‘criticism, Allen estimates - that ‘half of the. bureau’s 
overhead is spent on “defense,” or records entirely. outside the bureau’s 
functions in’ casting. An entire department. devoted to. handling re- 
quests from studios for specific individuals - is under direction of Fritz 
fReetson. “Requests” are made out in triplicate, and the machinery of 
this department’s functioning would fascinate the editors of “System.” 
Every effort made to reach the individuals desired. is noted on the records 

-antil ‘the eontact:. is actually made, Reports go daily to each studio 
listing ‘any. requested. persons not ‘reached, - and the reasons given. | In 
cases where the extra’s phone is. disconnected, written confirmation of 

. this fact is obtained from the telephone company in proof. . 
. One of the most prominent directors in the business made a friendly 
and informa) suggestion that the casting biireau should know the talking 
ability.of its people. He had just completed his first talker and. he de- 
clared that hardly any. of the people furnished him ‘had been. able to 
handlé dialog. The bureau, in. fact, has thorough records on the voices. 
of its .people both for dramatic’ talking and singing. — 

Folder containing ‘all orders for extra talent on this director’ 3 picture 
was brought out, and. the records showed 9914%4% of them were requests 
by the director's staff for specific people. Director took his squawk back 

- to the lot and did a little heart-to-heart suggesting to his aides. 
So far this year an _ average of only 450 extras have been: working 

daily. . 

An important chieaee film exchange recently ‘tried to cover a pooking 
boner pulled in one of its exhibiting subsidiaries, a Chicago. chain, but 
was outwitted by the press agent of a rival exhibitors’ chain,. also na- 
tional. 

Theatre chain of the important. distributor - neglected to pook. a pic- 
ture for which special: boosting. had been ordered, the film being deemed 

. needless in the light of crowded bookings. As a result, the picture was 
sola to the competing chain for a loop -run,. 
was 4, request from New York that-the picture should - -play the exchange’s 
own theatres there. 
tract with the competing chain -brolcen, not openly but by offering to 

‘ eancel the contract. since “the censors have mutilated, the picture and 
it is worthless to you or anybody else." Purchaser was ready to. drop 
the picture, but its press agent insisted on a.screening at the exchange. 

While the picture was being shown the-press agent sent an office boy 
to the operating booth for all cuts. - 
him, and he lammed. <At his. office he examined the slices, There were 
three minor ones. His chain did not acquiesce to the exchange’s willing 
cancellation and ‘ended by. booking the’ film ° in its only loop run house 

instead of a. vaudfilm theatre. - 

M-G-M is outfitting the first seagoing sound stage by its acquisition 
of a 150¢foot schooner to be used in filming, “The Sea Bat” along the | 
coast of Mexico, 
Wesley Ruggles is slated to direct, with most of the action to be 

aquatic, 
Will Rogers’ sense of publicity values prompted Fox to switch its plans 

for his next story and follow his: hunch to’ buy “So This. Is. London,” 
as his next starring talker. 

Going to London to the- disarmanient: confab,- Rogers" saw oodles of 
- publicity for a picture with this title which could cash in on his syndi- 
cated press stuff that will emanate from the cowboy-actor-writer. | 

_5aw the. light .and immediately got busy putting the stage play into. 
~~ sereen. Vfornr tobe ready for Rogers-on: his. return. to-Hollywaod.. re 

Fox-Movietone. News now “gupposedly has so. much matter coming in 
that thousands of feet are being thrown away. or placed in stock. .Con- 
siderable amount of footage came in from the South Sea cruise re- 
cently completed and the. best of the stuff shot is: being used from time 

to time. — . 
. All units in the Movietone News or ganization are now considered well 
organized, the British. and other foregin units contributing a large. 

This, together with the matter arriving |: amount of footage weekly. 
‘from trucks all over the U. S..is: what. originally dnstigated' the Fox 
.thought of seven issues a week. _ Idea has apparently been discarded 
since the combination with Hearst, but the surplus Fox footage. ex- 
plains “why many of the ‘clips: are being’ given Hearst credit titles. 

Publix and United Artists spent ‘a. couple of days pouting at each 
other recently over. the “control figures" ‘of ‘the Rialto and Rivoli, New 

’ ‘York, -Both companies are reported overboard on product. they’d like to 
“cut 10086," 50 When a UA-Rivyol-film-recently-dipped..below..that..theatre’s . 

control total, Publix drew UA's attention to it and, being: the operator, 
-withdrew the UA feature for a Paramount picture, © 

- UfA's chance came a little later when a Paramount film. at the Rialto 
slipped off the control curb. This fact was called to Publix’s attention 
and on a tit-for-tat. basis UA insisted that its next’ release be sent into 
the 42d street house. . This léd to. around 19 changes in dates on the 
UA: film’s Rialto opening, multiple contradictory wires being sent the 
daily paper film columns regarding announcement of the premier. 

In its Minneapolis newspaper ads for “The Love Parade,” Publix 
“apologized” to. the public for the “risqueness” of Chevalier's songs. 
“If some: of the songs he sings are a bit risque,” read the ads, “remember 

{George Tyler, Century ‘theatre's 

The | 

_On the heels of this there: 

The exchange immediately sought to have the con- | 

‘The boy returned, handed them to: 

| padding. process. 

Fox. 

it is. Chevalier who nings them. If the songs Jeanette MacDonald sings 
are romantic and love inspiring, just remember she’s after the ‘dashing, | 
debonair, daring Maurice Chevalier.” 

Public accepted. the “apology” and flocked. Theatre men handed: 
press agent, the palm for getting the 

idea of the picture's daring: ‘before | Prospective customers in a. new and 
naive manner. 

‘Warners appears" “to ‘have: received. &@ great break. in the Beacon’ the- 
atre, New: York, deal. Straight sound, film house seems fairly gure of 
sticking in the. profit class, After the theatre. had lain idle for 2 ‘couple 
of cars with no takers, Warners eased in. 

. W. Strauss & Co., bankers, hold the property. - Wirners: is ‘sald to 
be in on a free ducat (no rent) operating and running the theatre for 

| the Strauss firm and sharing in the profits on a perecntage plan, Strauss, 
‘from accounts, fg perfectly satisfied to see.no more than 6% of its orig- 
inal investment come..out of the. deal, or enough to pay off the bond. 
holders with . regularity. So far, - ‘things look rosier ‘than six per tor 
Strauss and good. enough for Warners... 

Paramount film. contracts ‘have been revised to include a: -clause.-. giving 
the exhibitor the. right to choose whether or not he. wants arbitration,, 
this action following on the heels. of the. arbitration . system’s’ upset 
through the recent Judge: Thatcher ruling declaring it. unconstitutional. 
_If the exhibitor account. “wants arbitration, efforts will be made to settle 

aisputes. in the usual manner, ..~ 
Par, “warning. its exchanges. to ‘give the matter of the ‘addea clause 

careful-attention, made a rubber stamp for all contracts: ‘pending: the 
actual printing of. the temporary. clause in its agreements between dis- | 
tributor and exhib which. goes into the revised forms. 

Alexander Korda has. been ‘assigned by Fox to tnake ‘the’ ‘retakes: for 
“Such Men Are Dangerous” which‘ were being.made by the late Ken- 
neth Hawks. atthe time of the crash betweeh two planes off Santa 
Monica. Complete new ‘ending - for the picture’ is to be made. Harlan 
‘Thompson writing the new finish. ; 3 

. Additional. air scenes for the picture, - showing ‘a ‘parachute: jump, are: 
‘needed, ‘but in view of. the recent tragedy ‘the studio will attempt to ‘use 
stock shots to cover.’ If desired’ scenes . are Rot available, : . they will 
be photographed ag originally: ‘intended, : 

Overlooking nothing in the way of "publicizing color’ with a view ‘to. 
‘¢reating demand, Technicolor is now sending speakers before clubs and: 
other gatherings to talk on the newest wrinkle in pictures, | ~ 

_ Blake M¢Veigh of the Erickson Company, handling Tech. publicity and 
advertising,. delivered an address’ before the Rotary Club, Newark, last 
week... He,’predicted without reservation that everything would be color 
in two years. McVeigh has already been invited; as a result of his New- 
ark speech, to try his elocution on. Rotarians. in: Newton. and Elizabeth, 
N..J ° . . . f. . 

Warners Flatbush - studio. is now installed: on ‘its new stage, built. 
Since: last. year, while the..“old” stage, hardly. more than two years 
of age, is brought up to date on technical equipment and construction. 

With. the Matbush plant complete, ‘Warners is performing an. act of 
elvie philanthropy by removing the debris that has made an eyesore of 
the lot across the lane, used 128 long as most memories can recall’ as a 
cemetery -for automobiles, . 
“Warners is cleaning it ub, and will seed the land ‘with. grass. 

A movement is said to be. underway to propose a ‘national. ‘organization 
to. take up the troubles of the independent exhibitor, also to become the’ 
contact between the chains andthe ‘unions, W. A. McAdoo or Jos. 
‘Henneberry have béen mentioned in connection as the head of the new 
formation, with Henneberry reported just now as most’ favorably con- 

sidered. — . 
The proposal is said to haye been: put underway by the theatre division. 

of films. The producing end has the’ Hays office. — 

-AS both a sales ‘inducement : ‘and ‘guide to. "exploitation, Insptration 
Pictures ig distributing 16,000 copies of a specially prepared book. con-- 
taining photographs, teohnical data and the story proper of “Hell Harbor” 
(UA) among exhibitors. — 

Book is much more pretentious - than ordinary exploitation material. 
It has a stiff. back cover, and the story is revealed in literary form, with | 
photograph. illustrations, as a novelette, . Attractive qualities take it ‘out 
of the throwaway classificaion, ; 

Pete Harrison‘ is waging a one man fieht for projection: room ‘reviewing, 
now pratically obsolete. : ‘Being under the necessity of catching. all 
pictures himself, Pete doesn’t like to wait for. theatre showings and hints 
that producers don’t want him to see certain pictures in. advance because ; 
they are not so hot. 

It’s pretty generally accepted in the trade, and particularly’ since. dialog 
further complicated things, that a fair estimate of a picture cannot be 
-obtained when viewed ‘cold in a projection room without benefit of audi- 
ence reaction. « . 

Current Laurel and Haray comedy, although distributed domestically 
‘as a two reeler, will be a five reel feature in foreign countries.. This 
is due to the less stringent censorship laws in the continental and South 
American countries. 
New picture, with a night. club background, - -offered an ideal spot for 

interpolation of solo dances that couldn't get by in any state here. 
‘Studio took full advantage and let the picture run. ‘Same plan will .be 
used in other films made by Hal Roach whenever they can stand the 

. Audiences are evidently still ‘thumbs down on. the’ unhappy ending. 
Paramount discovered this at its two previews of “Street of Chance.” 
Although the studio, and those, of the film bunch who have seen it, rate. 
it as.one of the best of its kind since the advent of talkers, 90% of the 
postcard returns from the preview ‘audiences advise letting William 

~-|Powell_live,.. instead_of. passing. out... Studio,. however, _ will Jet it 50. put, 
‘as is.. 

Fox is. also’ more. or less pondering over: the ‘public’ s ‘reception of “Men. 
Without. Women” which comes under the same summary as “Street of 
Chance.” , , - 

-For the. first time, a ‘studio has made a direct appeal to the highbrows 
for: support of a. picture. Film is the “Rogue Song” playing at the 
Hollywood Chinese. : 
Idea’ was Joe. Polonsky’ 8 of the M- G press department, who sent 10, 000 

photographic. invitations to the intelligentsia of the Hollywood Bowl Asso- 
ciation, L. A. Grand Opera Association, ‘Women’s Music Federation, 
German music. societies and a score of other similar organizations, . 

_ For the first time M-G-M is using all 12 of the foreign language papers 
in Los: Angeles to advertise “The Rogue’ Song,” playing at the Chinese. 
Experiment is being carried out to.see whether or not the opera star, 
Lawrence Tibbet, can draw the forelgners. 

| —-Jf~the-idea--goes,.forelen. papers in. all key. cities will _profit whenever 

_whelmingly solvent.” 

FIXING FOX 
(Continued from page 9) an 

ises of co-operation he had recelved - 
from “the Street,” the letter foes 
on: . 
“At this juncture (the market 

{break) there was presented to me ; 
‘(what I now believe to have been a 
cleverly coricocted scheme). in the 
form of a friendly gesture in which 
all that’ was necessary was for me- 
to place in the hands of ‘friends’ the’. 
contro? of the’ companies. I headed,: .. 
and.in turn these so-called. ‘friends’ - 
would see to it that the probiems. of. 
the companies would be solved, , .-. 

“Within 48 hours after tnis..ar- 
. [rangement had ‘been: entered into it 
became evident to me: that‘ instead - 
of an attempt to help and protect, — 
I had: placed myself in the ‘hands. 
of. those who were. déterminéd. to 
make capital of the difficulties. of 
my organizations, ‘for ‘which they 
themselves were in part responsi | 
ble. ... . I found myself. arrayed | 
against the most powerful forces in. 
the financial world. ......They told 
me that the gods of: ‘Wall Street had 
practically proclaimed my doom and 

jthat nothing on earth could prevent 
this great money machine - from 
mowing me: down.” . 
Fox Films and’ Fox ‘Theatres 

flled answer to the ‘sovernment’ suit 
under the Clayton Act to .separate ~. 
Fox from control of Loew's. -.An- 
swer points out that: Loew stock 
(amounting to 660,900. ‘shares) : is 
owned -by Fox: ‘theatres and Fox 
films has no interest in the owner- 
ship. Answer asked dismissal of the 
suit. on the ground of insufficient 
fact and allegations to justify’ a sult 
in equity. .. 

- Counsel. for the- class A stockhold- 
ers served: notice the stockholders 
would. oppose the Fox - . Seourities. 
plan. — 

Meantime, Fox went ahead “with 
his campaign to float. $35, 060,000 of 
notes, A group of theatre ‘owners 
‘met Fox himself, heard his des¢rip- 
tion of the plan and ‘issvied & state-*. 
ment they were convinced. Fox could - 
solve his. difficulties with the pro- 
poséd $35,000,000.and pledged them- 
selves to make “a substantial sub-. 

| scription” to the notes and to urge 
exhibitors. elsewhere to do likewise. 
‘Document was signed ‘by William 
Benton, Samuel Beridheim, Chris H. 
Buckley, Sidney S. Cohen,. Fred 
Dolle, H. B. Koppin, Howard ‘Payne, - 
Mort -Shea; ‘H.W. Scherer, ‘Morton. 
Thalheimér, Frank C. Walker an@ 
Harry Zejtz, all exhibitors dn. the 
east and south, 

Matter ~ rested there : with Pox 
‘taking an office in. Times Square. 
and organizing for a: campaign’ to: 
float the new notes. . Saturday the 
stockholders’. committee, through 
Stanley Lazarus, made. application 
for an equity receivership of Fox 
‘companies - in the Federal Court, 
naming 11 defendants and asking 
for a: vestralning order preventing 
them from’ transferring: assets from 
one corporation to another or com- 
mingling assets with those of any 
other corporation. 

Complaint “was based on an- 
nouncement. of the mew plan—called 
“the Brown plan”—alleging that 
proposal had been made to transfer 

‘| $70,000;000 from’: Fox companies to 
Fox Securities, 

Samuel Untermyer, counsel for 

Fox, said the application for a re- 
ceiver would be vigorously ‘opposed, 
that. the corporations were “over- 

It was ex- 
pected that this stockholders’ suit 
would not be. pushed immediately, 

| the parties awaiting the outcome of 
a- conference. today - (Wednesday) 
attended by Fox trustees, a num= 
ber of banks, creditors of Fox com- 
panies and the stockholders” coun» 
sel and other interests. involved. 

-” 

Bridgeport, ‘Conn., Jan.. 21. 

~.,Sylvester..Z.—Poll,-. wlio. sold. his_ 
chain. of theatres to Williani- ‘Tox : 
one year ago for more. ‘than: $20,- 
000,000, refused to. say today whether. 
or not he would reclaim the. the- 
atres. A. payment of $500, 000 is due 

Poli Feb, 14. . 
Poli is said.to ola: a first’ mort- 

gage of $14,000,000. 

Mr... Poli stated’ that he. feels 
“quite comfortable” about the deal. 
and is not worrying... He added 
that so far all obligations of Fox 
to him have been readily met. 
When Fox bought the chain he 
paid Poli $4,000,000 and has paid 
$700,000 more in interest" since that. 
time. 

pictures of a musical naturé are shown by this company. Idea was put 
Over: by. -George Brown, who is handling the Chinese campaign: 

; Couple: of Hollywood: extra players, who haye tried to crash the’ studios 
by representing themselves as correspondents of ‘South -American 
papers, used new tactics with the visit to New York of President-elect 
Ortiz Rubio, of Mexico, Extras got the publicity -boys stirred up by 
saying they were the only ones with authority who could steer’ the presi- 
dent to the studios. ' 
All the p. 4.’s were mapping out plans for the president’s visit, until 

Continued on page 48 

Korda on “Hels Belles”. a 
. Hollywood, Jan. 21. 

Alexander KKorda, taken off othe 
Dollar Princess” as Fox ‘couldn't 
connect “for the rights, will direct 
“Hell’s Belles,” by George Gros- 
smith and Zolton Korda, Alex's 
brother, 

Production into work Feb. 1 with 
J. Harold Murray and Fifi Dorsay. 
Yarn is melodramatic with music. 
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NEW ORLEANS 
States: “She is more adorable than 

. she has ever been in the film. She 
344 acts and plays the part with great 

skiJl. The ‘picture has been espe- 
cially well directed and handled and 
is bound to pack the Saenger as no 
other has.: It is a knockout as a box 
office attraction, being full of tender 
loye, passion, hate. and jealousy.’ 

| ’ ATLANTA 
_ Georgian: ‘Miss Talmadge is at 

mm Her Best in New Talkie. The dia- - 
=m logue and action are practically — 

. a -. foolproof. -Go to see this picture at 
the Paramourit. Norma Talmadge 
is. her. usual, beautiful and. charm-. . 
ing self.” oe 

EE ~ Journal: ‘New York Nights’ is a 
skilfully made: film, always interest-. 
ing. and stirring. It serves to con- 

a _.vey Norma Talmadge safely to the: 
m talkie shores.”’ | ON 

. - 

Constitution: ‘‘Her voice rings. - 
clear, true, convincing. Norma is 

as delightful as ever. Gilbert Roland . 
‘has a part that suits him well.” 

a _ »- OMAHA 

fam Eve. World: “A melodrama with 
a*number of situations high-keyed 
“with suspensé.. The star. is at her 
appealing. best. This talkie, with 
its musical interludes and songs, 

fm moves.at.a rapid tempo.. Climax 
™ - of-great suspense.”” pe 

a News: “Miss Talmadge’s acting : so0 Se Co a 

ability is well known and. what; her oe ee 
admirers will probably want. to hear . : oo : | 

about is her screen voice. It’s good. | : eps: - ee : 7 

Miss. Talmadge spoke; lines with | : 
clearness and expression, using. her 
old trick of reserved ‘style of, emo- 
tionalism as capably as she_has. 
been doing. ini silent, pictures, A. 
real thrill.’* | | 

BUFFALO 
Courier & Express: , “lis ant nter- 
esting story and it holds attention.” 

Times: ‘In her first talking picture, 
~ the star. of ‘Camille,’ ‘The Woman 

Disputed’ and ‘Smilin’ Through’ 
‘has a character particularly suited 
_to her talents; Norma Talmadge’s 
“first {talking picture . is. also. her 
most ambitious film.” 

In her latest screen sensation—Her first ALL TALKING Picture 
- presented by,  // ; sh with 
JOSEPH M, EVV ‘GILBERT’ 
SCHENCK | a ROLAND 

Theme Song, “A YEAR FROM TODAY,” by Al Jolson. Published by Irving Berlin, Inc. - 

UNITED ARTISTS HIT No. 9 
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| ixtended Runs , 
Everywhere, é 

Now in its Sth capacity week at. the Winter 
Garden, New York _ 

Set for 3 weeks at the Pantheon, Toledo ~— 

4 smashing. weeks i in Hartford. « 

| Indefinite run at ‘the. Boyd, Philadelphia: 

‘Set for 3 weeks’ at the California. Theatre, 
San-F rancisco = 

Indefinite run at the Warner Bros., Holly-. 

wood. . oe 
In ite 2nd big week at Empress, 

City 

TIRELY IN. TECHNICOLOR | 

wih Alaxonder Grey, Joe:.E. Brown, ‘Pert. 

-J.-Roy Barnes, Jdck-- .-- 

‘Francis. Dillon Pom: a 

Teatald’e mv sical. ody by-C wat 7 on 

sirat 
National 
Pictures 

me Bolton,: author, and Jerome Kern,
 composer. — Ss 
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New Lankford Bill 
Aims at Closing 
Just Film-Legit 
; Washington, Jan, 21, 

“William ron . Lankford, from 
Georgia, has still another idea, This 
is the third, but in bringing this 
‘one out via a bill in the House he 

_ has.abandoned his first thought. 

who ‘ad- 

mittedly has plenty of church or-: 
’ ganizations backing him, has given 

Democratic reformer, - 

up the idea of stopping everything 
in general.on Sunday, and now 
confines the new proposal to the 
picture. and legit theatres. 

.His new bill aims to ‘prohibit the 
; “showing. on Sunday of films trans- 

." ported in interstate. commerce and 
to prohibit Sunday shows, perform- 
ances, and exhibitions by theatrical | 
troupes traveling in interstate com- 
merce, and for other purposes.” 

‘*. On the interstate phase the Con- 
gressman has profited by the flop 
of the law governing the showing 
of prize. fight: films (incidentally 
also from a Georgia member of the 
House) and in defining that phase 
specifically states that it shall be 
unlawful elther to ship, mail, ex- 
press, ete., as. well as to recelve, 
or transport, from state to state, 

_ He is careful to protect his “wel- 
fare” bill of last. week wherein 
Uncle Sam would furnish the en- 
‘tire country films free, gratis, and. 

_ without. charge . to any kind .of an 
‘organization. He does that pro- 

. . tecting by including “exhibition or 
-use of films to produce motion pic- 
tures. for commercéial purposes.” 

Section 5 ‘covers ‘the legit thea- 

tre: | 
“That it shall be: unlawful for. . 

any theatrical troupe, or any per- 
asa B. & K. feature at the Chicago,. son, or persons, constituting a part 

or parcel of such troupe to travel 
‘in interstate commerce for the pur- 
‘pose of showing, exhibiting, or as- 
sisting in a ‘show, theatrical -per- 

. formance, or exhibition of any kind 
for commercial purposes, at: any 
time during 24 hours from 12 o’clock 

AMERICA’S 
VERSATILE 
MUSICAL 
GENIUS 
aad 

‘chance for. his latest proposal... - 
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o'clock midnight. 

ance, or show has been put on or 
conducted during: said. 24 hours 
‘shall establish a presumption that 
everything done to bring about said 
performance was done with the in- 

tent and for the . purpose of said 

Act.” - 

This is further avemented by. gec- 

tion 6 wherein he makes the proposal 
apply to any individual traveling in 
‘interstate commerce... 

If this bill should’ be put - over. 
it will mean that New York and 
California, will. be ‘the only open 
spots on Sunday unless picture and} 
legit:. producers established them- 

{selves in every state. ‘Those fol- 

lowing such’ things aimed at 
amusements \do not discount the 
possibilities of anything sponsored 
by Congressman Lankford. Last 
session there were several ‘tight 
spots on his previous Sunday law 
which almost. brought the measure 
to.the floor with a. full committee 
recommendation behind: it. 

Mr. Lankford sees a decided 

_ Actor Immunity Bill | 
Albany, Jan. 21. 

A pill has been introduced in the 
New. York Legislature by Assem-= 
blyman . ‘Post amending the penal 

law in. relation: to .immoral. plays 
and’the use of property therefor. 

The measure would not place any. 
responsibility on the actor, musi- 
cian or stage hands in the . presen- 
tation of indecent or obscene per- 
formances. unless the court ‘shall 

have passed upon the matter, ‘found |: 
the actor's part a violation . of 
the law. And the actor, musician 
or stage hand shall have been for- 
mally notified to refrain’ from con- 

finuing. “e 

2. MINUTE. PLUGS 
» Chicago, Jan. 21. - 

“Publix Paragraphs,” introduced 

will be extended to: ‘all B. & K. 

houses. 
This screen news concerns the pic- 

ture world and exploits future book-. 
ings. C. A. Leonard, newest on the 
p. 2. staff is editor, Reel runs two 
minutes, 

PICTURES 
midnight Saturday night until 12] 

Sunday . night.| 
Evidence that exhibition, perform- 

; ‘Just Forgot! 

. Cleveland, Jan, 21. 
Hetght of dumbness for the- - 

atre managers was hit recent- 
ly by a local umpchay who had 
5,000 hand. bills: printed. hally- 
hooing a talker, |. . 
‘Had ’em all peddled out. be- 

fore he discovered he had for-— 
‘gotten .to include the name of — 
his. theatre. 

Both Boys Teach ands? 
How to Ran Projectors 

Milwaukee, Jan. 21. . 
_ ‘With. about 100 stagehands. idle, 
and no prospects. of stage shows 
increasing, thé picture _ operators 
and. stagehands unions have come 
to an agreement to aid each other 

in unemployment. - 
All neighborhood. theatres are be- 

ing. used as schools for stagehands. 

| Each night a- different: stagehand 
ccomes:to the theatre for. lessons in 
the elementary points of | ‘picture 
projection. ‘The next night he goes 
to another theatre for more instruc- 

‘tion. 
completed their schooling,:a shifting 
system of employment will be in- 
_stituted.. Through this system’ no 
operator will remain at one thea- 
tre for more than two weeks. . To 

keep. all members. 
ployed:at least part time, they will 

‘phe rotated between theatres. Scale 
now ranges from $40 to $90 a week 
for seyen six. hour days. 

Musicians, ousted with the advent 
of sound, will not be- included. in 
_the arrangements, ° , 

_Ramish, Stern Quit 
Adolph Ramish has resigned from 

the board of directors of Fox ‘West 
Coast Theatres. 
He is:moving his offices to a 

downtown .building. 

_Chicago, Jan. 21. 
Herbert S. Stern, president of 

Balaban & Katz, resignation effec- 
tive today (Tuesday). 
' Stern was one.of.thé original or- 
ganizers of B. & K, 

When, the stagehands. ‘haye | 

the union em-: 
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{16M Sound On Film No Go for Homes; 
Studios Frown On Reducing Product 

Sound on film in the home Is :im- 
practicable. Radio, after devoting 
over $2,000, 000 in researc’, © work 
and. experimentation, reluctantly 
admits this decision. 
‘Behind the” virtual ‘- abandon- 

‘ment of. what a few months ago 
shaped as among’ the - important 
‘phases. ‘of fireside entertainment, is 
a@.reason bigger than excessive re-|- 
tail cost- of: the 16mm. ‘sound .set.- 
Film producers have frowned on 
the idea. of any general reduction 
of their’ standard: theatre “product 
for the home projector. | 

This, developing from ‘private: ‘ine. 
vestigation into the scope on which 
reduced ‘film libraries could. be es- 
tablished, carries a greater signif-. 

jicance. than. ‘Just. for the sound end. 
It means general limitation for the. 
home market, which-makes it: fall 
far short.as a remunerative propo- 

‘sition except for those vendors who 
can see money in independently: pro- 
ducing: originals for 16mm. display. 

The blow to home. projection, both 
sound and silent, so far as accessi-. 
bility to reduced professional per- 
formances are. concerned, is admit- 
ted to have not been anticipated to 
the extent that.it is now manifest- 
ling itself. While certain old prints 
are now in circulation in the min- 
iature size, and some: comparatively . 
new ones in the instances of a few. 
‘companies, Universal leading, ‘the 
investigation reveals th ‘ the field 
is minimized to these. Maintaining 
a library, even with ‘the co-opera- 
‘tion of various regular film pro- 
ducers, would mean an initial outlay 
of dollars running well into the mil- 

‘This lions, according to Radfoites. . 
would have to be done. -before mass 
production on the projection equip- 
ment could be started.. Considerable 
money. would then be lost between 
the marketings, it is pointed out. 

RCA By Iteelf 
RCA Photophone, which last fall 

announced ‘the home.-sound talker 
as one: of its future bets, Hterally | 
had the feld to itself so far as big 
electric. relations: are .- concerned. 

MASTER OF CEREMONIES 

CAPITOL, NEW YORK NOW 
‘Direction JERRY CARGILL Se. ee rt f 

American ‘Telephone ‘and’ ‘Telegraph. 
had ruled Western Electric out of . 
the home installation field, vesting. . 
RCA Photophone (General Blectric) 
with that exclusive right. This, 
executives at that time. declared,.. 
was a part ‘of the cross. patent li- 
censing- agreement between ‘the A. 
T, & T, proteges. | ; 

Other’ reasons’ .:for.. withdrawing 

from-the home field‘ contradict any 
flop on the part:of Radio scientista: 
At Jeast two hearth models’ have. 
been perfected and are In the homes 
‘of a few. individuals. 
Sarnoff. hag. one ‘of them. 
‘ability to. retain quality and minti- 
mum cost is another. detail why — a 
mass production | has not been or- 
dered. 

Mrs. David 
‘But. in- 

Radioites claim, however,,. that . 
they will continue ‘to work on the 
16mm. size sound system—but only 
for commercial business, 

$25, 000 Staff Contest 
A $26,000 profit making, contest: 

among its personnel is now .under’ 
way by Publix: -Plan is only in its 
embryonic stage with a -committee 
of -.executives now at work . in 
straightening out details. 

‘David Chatkin, general director of - 
theatre management for the chain, 
is the originator. It will embrace 
the. entire... operating personnel of 
the system's: theatres, . 
according to present: plans, will be. 
in cash and in substance. will effect. 
operation and management depart-: 
ments as an additional: bonus for 
new and. definite Practices . and 
‘Ideas. 

‘WIRED HOTEL THEATRE FLOP. - . 
.. . \ Washington, ‘Jan. 21, 

One of the town’s little theatres, 
“Wardman Park,” in the residential - 
hotel of that name, flopped again 
even : though wired. 4 
‘Max Lowe, former pooking agent ue 

and now. with Meyer Davis, 1 took the si 7 
. chance. - 

FIRST BROADWAY APPEARANCE 
’ - 

A MUSICAL MARVEL 
PLAYING 

ALL INSTRUMENTS 

QUAL and AMAZING 
PROFICIENCY and SKILL | 

WEEK (JAN’Y 17) 

“All prizes,” . 
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ready made aus 

dience of millions 
. 

awaits your showing | 

of this great mystery 4 

thriller, Serialized... .. 
- 

novelized ... adver- | 
tised for sure money 
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PAR-PHILCO HOOKUP 
TAKES IN ALL ANGLES}. 

Throughout the United States un- 
’ ysual tie-ups, especially in connec- 
‘tion with the use of ad gales mater- 
‘jal, are being affected as 2. ‘result 
of the ‘Paramount-Philco ‘national 
hookup... Under. the ‘Par-Philco 
(radio: products) tie-up, D. W. May, 

Inc., 
New York and. New Jersey, led off 
its conyentions held, or to be held, 
inother parts. of. the country “with 
the Par deal the keynote in talks 

and advertising, ; 
When May, Inc. held. its New york | 

meeting recently, “there was a verit- 
able. stampede on the part. of the 

VARIETY 

‘dealers to sign contracts, circulated | - 
then and there. by the May. sales- 

men, for the 24 sheet postings in 

their various. localities,” the offic- 

‘jal Par report says. 

plug ‘Philco  in® connection with 

Maurice Chevalier and: “The Love | 

Parade.” Ad. sales manager J. A. 
Clark of Paramount addressed. the 

Newark Philco meéting, and to fur- 
‘ther the results of the -Par- -Philco 
deal, Chevalier went on ‘the regular 

weekly Philco radio Hour. 
In the metrepélitan — area, ‘May, 

Inc. is leaving it to dealérs to effect. 
tle-ups with. local theatres, every 
salesman instructed to. call on the 
theatres. This: will be done in other 
territories ag well: National. post-: 
ing of “The Love Parade” 24 sheets 

- begins this. week. In- February: a 
‘similar . posting will be done on 
“Street ‘of Chance.”. 

National advertising, also arrang- 

ed under the.. Par-Philco hookup, 
with pages ‘ scheduled for national 
magazines starts this week on “The 
Love Parade". and on Feb. 16 the 
same advertising will be. inserted 
for “Street of Chance.” Third pic- 
ture in the Par-Philco tie-up is 
“Vagabond King. ” 

oN 

TA 
 RNTERTARMENT is 

_ Supers. - 
“I the Warner interests in this dis- 

-| Indianapolis several 

|Publix Drops “B” Route; 

distibutors of Philco in greater. 

These’ posters |) 

the conservation. department, said 

STANDARD 
| floor of the Clark building. 

|nouse, the Enright, liere Al Kaye, |. 

‘| house reverts to him Jan. 28. - °° 

and call it the Century. 

PICTURES 

|ROXY THEATRE SUIT TO MAKE YOU 
“HALT CORP. DISSOLVE 
Suit has been n started in the Su- 

preme Court to prevent dissolution 
of the Organizers’ Holding. Corp. 
successor to the Associated Pictures 
‘Corp,, and the Associated Holding 
Corp., original option holders of the 
property on which the Roxy The- 
atre is: built. ° -. Suit was. brought by 
Benjamin. and. ‘Herman Warendorf, 
florists, who, through their attor- 
ney, Morris: ‘F.. Goldstein, obtained 
from Supreme: Court Justice Collins 
a show cause order in proceedings 
for ‘the examination: of .the. ‘officers 
and books of. the corporation... 

- Argument on the motion will be 
heard by J ustice Aaron J: Levy and 
an effort will be made to restrain 
the dissolution of the corporation, . 

-| According: to. the. petition, a. special 
meeting was called for ‘today 
(Wednesday) . to, dissolve the -cor- 

porttion. 
Petition. alleges that. Herbert Lu- 

-bin; Harry G. Kosch and. ‘other di- 
rectors and officers of the corpora- 
tion ‘have made: secret profits out 

of the corporation, It ig stated in the 
petition that no dividends have been 

j paid to the stockholders of Associ- 
ated - Pictures. Corp. Associated 
Holding’ Corp., or the Organizers. 
Holding Corp., and that . no finan- 
cial. statement” has been issued / 
showing what became ‘of the ‘profits 

of. these corporations. 
‘Paper declares that on Aug. 10, 

1925, the stockholders were notified 
that after the payment of all of the 
debts of. the Associated Pictures 
Corporation there would -be-left .tn 
the treasury of that corporation 

| $200,000. Associated Holding Torp.. 
the. petition alleges, .- acquired the 
option -to. purchase the property 
upon: which the Roxy theatre is 

now located ‘and. thereafter, upon 

the erganization of the Roxy The-. 
-atre Corp. ‘the option was trans- 
ferred for a large sum to that cor- 

| poration, “The amount of the profits’ 
the petition alleges, is unknown. 
In. addition, it is alleged,. the or- 

ganizers Holding Corp. had insured 

the life of Barbara La Marr, late 

picture actress; and upon her death 

in 1926, collected, $200, 000 insurance. 

ee oo 

Own Shows for 4 Houses 
, -Chicago, Jan. 21 

B. & K. has: abandoned its. “BY 

unit - route. consisting of - the 

Oriental, Granada - and. Marbro. 

(neighborhoods) and the .Fischer. 

Detroit, Reasons are that business. 

at the Oriental might have been 

‘hurt with the same units going to 

the neighborhoods, . and the - ex- 

pensive jump. to Detroit. 

Production goes back to distinct 

shows for-.the 'Oriental,: separate 

Granada and Marbro units, and: De- 

troit staff for the’ Fischer. 

NO. SHIPPING OF FILM . 
BY MOTOR BUS—HAYS 
Shipment of film by: ‘motor buses: 

1s out by. order of the. Hays organi - 

zation, action. -having. been, taken. 
as the result. of a fire on a pas-- 
senger bus enroute between two 
towns in Texas: in which a can of 
film was. consumed: Hays. organi- 
zation’s idea is. reported as being 
that any sych fires may. be. blamed. 

on the film. — 
In a letter sent. 10 ‘the general 

managers . of. all ‘distributing. com- 
panies, A..S, Dickinson, director of 

J. C.. Blicker. With the aid. of 

‘fool-proof. | 

spond with paint required. 

aging $40... 

Milwaukee Stirred by 

in ‘part: -. oo 
“Because it is believed: that pass 

senger motor buses are not properly’ 
equipped to handle ‘shipment of 
prints and to avoid in the future 
the probable claims that’ may be 
made ‘that a ike fire (referrihg to 
the Texas incident) ‘was caused: by- 
motion picture film, you are re- 
quested to instruct all’ branch. of- 
ices to cease ‘making. shipments: of 
‘prints, if any are now made by mo-. 
tor buses, and to immediately ar- 
range for other | means of: carriage 
tor such shipments.” : 

local front.’. 

sentatives of Publix - 

‘theatres ‘and. ‘gites. - 

‘been forthcoming. 

John R. _Freuler’s new house 

as soon as it is completed. 
auction. sale was held Jan.: 16. 

WB Pitt Shakeup 
Pittsburgh, Jan., 21. 

Another of those ‘seasonal War: 
ner shake-ups last, week and new 
|faces spread all - over ‘the. second 

-~ sold. 

Lynn’ 5 City Censors 
‘.- Lynn, Mass., Jan. 21. 

“New mayor of Lynn, J. Fred 
-Manning, is not going to revive the 

custom of appointing city.censors to 

‘oversee all attractions in the the- 
atres. If he really does the man- 
agers are going to ‘again find a 
wholesale, demand for free tickets. 

- Manning, it seems, is not at all 

‘satisfied, with some of the shows in 

Lynn,. ‘declaring. theni decidedly. 

risque. And he revives the old 

“free: pass” system by, saying. there 

is enough work. here to warrant a. 

staff of censors to ‘Keep watch over 

the theatres. 

First come, first served, probably 

will be the. mayor's slogan. for the 

“citizen censors.” 

Paint-Smeared Lobbies 
Milwaukee, Jan. 21. 

' Miramar. ‘and Studio © theatres 

were givén some. early morning 

.paint which police attribute to 

labor troubles. Boxoffices and lob- 

bies' of both houses were. well 

smeared. 
Circulars were’ recently distri-. 

puted from house to house in the: 

theatre neighborhoods. warning pa- 

trons that they: were in danger be- 

cause non-union - picture operators 

were employed, 

‘Ace Berry, genéral manager of other end of the. new theatre. 

trict, was. succeeded . by . Reeves } 
‘Espy, original Skouras man, while 
George Tyson, who came on from 

weeks ago, 

supplanted Larry B. Jacobs as ai- 
rector of publicity. ; 

Berry.is reported going with R- 
K-O in the mid-west division while 
Jacobs has connected with Tiffany 
as exploitation chief in the Pennsyl- 

vania territory. 
With the introduction of -Publix 

units at the Stanley, leaving War} 
‘ners: with . ofly one: preseritation 

consin Ave.. 

company, 

expires next September. 

$1,294. SOUND VERDICT 

Smith Theatres Co., 

production manager, may pe’ sent 
‘to Philadelphia. In this event, Jerry 
Mayhall,: musical arranger, will 
likely be placed in charge of pro- 
duction. 

. Berry ‘was the fifth general | mana- .. 
ger'in two years for the lgcal Stan- ; 
ley-Warner combination. ; 

recover $1,250. 

in Boston by which Biophone 

Se 

_DIVERSEY’S NAME CHANGE. 
‘Chiéago, Jan, 21. 

Fred: Becklenberg, owner of the 

| Diversey, won . his eviction suit 

against the Asher Bros., and the | 

satisfactory. 

———— ee 

Publix will immediately take over 

the theatre, remodel the. marque 
“Dangerous Dan McGrew,” at 

Astoria plant, Feb. 1. 

~Annoencing 

‘HOLLYWOOD'S NEWEST EXCLUSIVE AGENCY
 

R OWN POSTERS |K]p). THEATRE STARE 
Plan Line Drawings to House Mgrs. 
—Filled in By Keyed Paint Colors 

Every -manager his own poster 

designer is the aim. of @ new com-| 
pany. promoted . by. a. young. artist, 

father’s money, Elicker’s plan calls 
‘for a service to theatres. which 
makes poster designing cheap and 

Idea is to sell managers” “about 
40 jars: of paints, each numbered, 
and to service them with two pos- 
‘ter’ designs on every: fikn. released. 
‘Manager. receives . a line. drawing |. 
with ‘spaces | “numbered: to. corre- 

" ‘Man- 

ager projects small. drawing onto 
blank poster regulated to size, sten- 
ells the lines with. a. pencil, follows | 
the color chart. and. has his own 
home-made lobby poster far around: 
$5. instead of the usual poster aver-'| 

Company starts service. Feb. A _ 

More Theatre Rumors 

Milwaukee, Jan. 21. 

That Milwaukee will soon see a 
hot film campaign, is. the. general: 
impression’ among -those on_., ‘the 

Max Balaban was here 

“with several of the New York: repre- 
inspecting 

‘The Alhambra 

and other... Universal houses are 

sald ‘to be the. object of ‘their visit, 
although no official verification has 

Warners .has_ had representatives 

in and out of town. every week and 
good authority has it that they 
have finally decided to take over 

Second “Street, and Wisconsin. Ave;,. 

which the entire contents of the} 
old ‘Butterfly, on the site of which. 
-the new house will be built, were | 

The Butterfly will be razed 
within the month:as will the Olym-. 
pic bowling: alley structure on ‘Sec-. 
ond street which will form the 

. Minor details must be ironed out | 
concerning the new house. which |}. 

Fox amnounced for Eighth and Wis- 
That the theatre will 

be built within the next two years, 

was established when the Kresge 

owners of the Merrill. 

building in which the Fox Merrill 

is housed, announced the Fox lease 

6 : 

_A jury in City Court gave a ver-. 
‘dict for $1, 294 in favor of the Phil. 

against the 

‘Blophone Corporation, in a suit ‘ta. 

Plaintifé ‘sued on the. ground that. 

on April 5 last a contract was made 

stalled a sound-producing. machine 

in the Royal theatre, Providence, 

R. I, for $1,300, and. by the agree- 

ment the defendant was to remove 

the machine in a month and the 

plaintiff was ‘to have the money. 

back if the apparatus proved un~ 

Plaintiff gave notice | 

of dissatisfaction, but the Biophone 

company did nothing, it is alleged. 

Paramount will go into work on 

: _ : 
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WHILE LIFTING RECEIPTS 
Macon, Ga,, Jan, 21. 

While hundreds of patrons in the 

Capito] theatre were watching the: 

‘h 
is ‘ager Amos and his staff, told 'a ‘few 

jokes, took possession of the. day’s 

receipts and made their getaway. 

Thugs were neatly groomed and. 

well mannered. 

As. Amos. was working in ‘his Oofe 

‘fice. at about . 9:30 p. m, the. door 

silencer attached. Saying, “I don’t 

want. to knock you guys “off,” the’ 

bandit. forced Amos to open. the 

safe. Inquiring why there was not 
more money, Amos explained that. 
he day’s receipts were in the box 

‘office. and had not been brought up 

jgun,' glanced at - his watch’ and 
noted that the girl in the b.o, should. 

|be coming in around 10 o’clock. ‘He 
relayed an order to round ‘up: the 
remainder of the. staff and one of. 

‘| aisle to ‘single out each. usher, ‘told 
| them they. were wanted at the office . 
and ‘went with’. them. © 
crowded before the. pandit jéader, 
Ticket cage. girl arrived and was 
relieved. of about $600. Bandit then: 
clipped the phone’ ‘wires as he joked 
‘with. the staff, Addressing them, the: 

money. You're. poor, hard working 
‘people. All we want is the Publix 
money, - and they’re insured.” 
Warning the group'to remain in the. 
‘office for another half hour,, the 
bandits: left, but. the leader came 
back five minutes later, opened the 
door and stated” that he’ “just. . 
wanted to See - if you Tre. all still 

here.” 
‘An . None. ‘of ‘the five ‘men vwore. 2 

‘at mask. 4 . . 

at 

a 
DIALOGUE FOR: M-G-M 

MOTION PICTURE THEATRE 
FOR SALE AT ‘REAL BARGAIN , 

WWithin 00 Miles of New Work. city. 
. Seats 1,100; town population 100,000; good 
condition. and complete, up-to-date equipment; 
ne other theatre in section. . Only one mort- 

Present owner ob biained possession 
through foreclosure. - 

FOX THEATRES in- 

ORIGINALS DIALOGUE 

Howard J. Green 
NOW. WITH FOX 

CONTINUITIES . ADAPTATION Ss. the 

See Next Week’s Advertisement On This Page 

‘show, five bandits rounded up Mane — 

for the night. ‘Bandit put away his < 

rT | 

ADDRESS L. P., Varlety, New. York | 

‘opened and. the Jeader of the stick- . 7 
‘up men flashed a .45. gun with a 

the’ gang went quietly down the .. 

All were | my 

rn 

main, lad: said: “We don’ t want. your _ 
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Film Stocks Advance 
(Continued from page 11) - 

atre stocks is not new. It has been 
the subject of comment and proph-’ 
esy for weeks. However, coming out 

at this juncture seemed to be the 
_cue ‘for bullish: demonstrations all 

. along the line, Perhaps the idea is 
: that the actual release of. the de- 
tails.may -be taken as‘ marking the 
culmination’. of’. bull. preparations, 

_ ‘Variety. has: maintained for some: 
“time back .that the publication of: 
fourth: quarter. profits probably, 

-“‘would be the signa! for. some. sort 
‘of bull: drive in the group. .- 

Upturn in R-K-O 
‘ Generally better’ feeling in aspect 

_of the amusement stocks extended 

-to other issues as to which |there 
has been no especially faverable 
‘news development lately. . . Conspic- 
uous was Radio-Keith, which got to 
a new high of 25% Monday, better~ 

- ing its previous best this year -by 
-. a small fraction,. Turnover here is 

largé also and the pool operation 
well heeled and. determined. 

During the activity in the’ ‘group 
last week there ‘seemed to. be an 
aggressive move on even ‘in Fox. 
-AtTone:.time. an upward push :be- 
came so determined that there were 
indisputable signs of cover ing every 
time the stock. got above 24,. One 

‘noticeable covering operation ‘with 
all the earmarks of retreating bears. 
came with the peak last week~<at 

* 24%, Of course Saturday's applica- 
tion for a receiver stopped all that, 
although it did ‘not by.- any means 
bring on 2 collapse in Fox. : 
_Summiary for week. ending January: 18: 

STOCK EXCHANGE 

00d deal.of uncertainty about a re- 

stock was beaten’ down to. 16 on 

uation ‘of entirely complacent shorts |. 

‘seem .nervous and are: prompt to 

‘disposition to climb. there - is) un- 

ticker ‘community, - ‘and when they 

‘there ‘probably : is. something going | 

‘lines of. Fox around 20-25 and have 

in mind a run up, ‘based on the short 

believers. in. the leaders begin. to} 
‘feel that in view of the uncertainty 
‘in: the ‘general market, the amusec- 

a climb as. they: are: entitled to for 

will not follow ‘prices much. further 

PICTURES 
Frisco Houses Steam Over 

First-Run Film Protection 
San Francisco, Jan. 21: 

Protection both before and after’ 
first. run showings here is to be de- 
manded of exchanges by local pic- 

Some crafty traders think. they 
see something mysterious in the be- 
havior of Fox.. For. instance, weeks | ture house managers, _ 
ard weeks ago, when there was.aj . Protests have been. "frequently. 

-voieed: that big features booked for |, 
Market street first run houses. have 
been shown in small theatres in bay- 

celvership. in the company, the 

mere report that it. might happen, 
Saturday, when the. petition for a 
r-ceiver was actually filed, the best | 
the bears could: do was to break it 
from 21 to 18. -And then it re- 
bounded promptly to. 20. and better. 
“Point heré_is that. the former sit- 

to 30 miles, ‘Suburban audiences 

tures before those ‘in - town, and 
‘business drawn ordinarily - from 
nearby, communities . has suffered,. 

"SPLITTING INDIANA 
‘Chicago, Jan. 21: 

‘Two. supervisors have been. pro- 
moted by Jules Rubens ‘to. manage. 
the 32 Fitzpatrick- McElroy: houses, 

now seems to have changed. Bears| . 

draw in short: lines whenever ‘the 
issue sags, |. When the stock shows 

doubtedly urgent covering. Profes- 

sion&’l bears aré probably the wisest 
and cagiest™ element in the’ whole 

Indiana. - 
Louis St. Pierre, who ° ‘managed: 

the Rockford, Ill, district, assumes 
abandon 4 ‘position like that in Fox, charge of northern Indiana with of- 

will oversee. southern ‘Indiana,’ of- |" 
on behind the scenes. It has been ficiating ‘at In dianapolis.. 
suggested that. strong. downtown 
interests may. have taken on long) 

.Ala,. Sunday Closing _ 
Montgomery, Ala., Jan: 21. 

Montgomery’: 8 wide. open Sundays. 
are threatened. —- 

Movement “has ‘been started. by 
churches. for a-bill in the legislature 
forbidding open theatres, -basebalL 
and golf on Sunday. - 
The town has been open for years: 

account. 
. Following the upturn in the group, 

ments:have had about as mucl: of. 

the present, and it is likely the bulls | . 

up, for the time being at least, 

region towns within a radius. of 20 |: 

hav -| e been enabled to see these pic of. the city. 

‘buildings on the two sites will prob- 

' |R. -P. ‘theatre will. seat 4,200. 
"J other, 

‘annexed to Publix-Great States, in| 

fices at. South Bend. Guy Martin). 

6,200 More Seats 
Toronto, Jan. 21, 

' Two big film houses are to be put | 
up within a couple of blocks of 
each other here, It’s the first sign 

of an approaching fight for~ the 

cream of the Canadian film business 

between Famous Players Can, Corp. ” 
and N. L, Nathanson, former man- 
aging director of the F. P. . 

Both, houses will be in the heart, 
Wrecking of. present 

ably be started within'a month. The 

backed ‘by Nathanson, - or 
Regal Films of which he is. manag- 
ing director, will seat close to 2,000. 

No announcement about this . has 

been made yet. 
There is room here for one“of the 

new theatres. ~All: présent biz going 
to. the Uptown.,. or. Tivoli, ‘doth con- 
trolled: by I EF, Pp." 

~ PUBLIZ'S SAN ANTONE 3 
San’ ‘Antonio, Jan, 21. 

Publix, having taken over opera- 
tion of the Aztec and Rialto. the- 

‘| atres here, has closed the Rivoli. 
Thig gives the chain: three houses. . 

{in the city, the State (formerly the |: - 
Majestic) also” being Pablix oper- 

J ated. 
William ‘Epstein, formerly. man- 

aging director of. the Aztec,.is re- 
tained in an‘advisory capacity, with. 

| Ray Allison as: manager. .G.- Lh. 
Stewart is manager of the Rialto, 

“NED DOBSON 

The. 

VARIETY 29 

Loew Chain Will Appeal 
Mellon-Stuart Verdict 

After _ more than three years of . 

litigation, Loew's ‘is still battling 

the attempt. of the Mellon, Stuart 

Co., Pittsburgh: contractors,, ir. the 
latter's effort to win $100,000 from.- 
the theatre chain and will take the 
case into the New York Court . of 
| Appeals for. final judgment. 

Application to bring the action 
into the higher tribunal was to be 
made this week by. Loew's counsel, 
Leopold Friedman.: 

of the December Appellate Court . 
decision. wherein judgment for the 

‘|full amount sought was affirmed by 
a jury in the New. York Supreme 
Court. before Justice ‘Schmuck. 

Suit revolves about the Penn the- 
atre and office building in Pitts- 
burgh and concerns commission 
which the Pitt. company alleges is. 
due for services rendered by. one 
of its members in securing: certain. 
‘financial. interests in the Smoky. 
City to underwrite a $1,000,000: bond 

tion of: the theatre structure, 

_ Publix’s Sex F ilm: 
> Publix‘ hag booked . the. first all- 
talking sex picture, “Her Unborn 
‘Child,’ for. its New Englend houses, 
Opens Feb. 15 at the Fenway, Bos-- 

‘ton, and will play the ‘‘B” houses. 
Windsor produced the picture. _ 

Introduces for the First Time in New York City at the Famous 

It is an en-. 
‘deavor. to effect a reconsideration © 

. CAPITOL THEATRE, ‘NEW YORK 

70 Lo Net 
‘Fien. Sales. ‘Issue and rate. oo ‘High. Low. Last, Chee. 
41% 7 ‘1,100 American Seat (2).c.secccsseees 22% 19% 201 —2% 

. 23% 10 | “2,000 Consol, Film (2)....eccccseccees 17% 16% 17 
_ 30% 15% 2,000 Consol.: Film pfd, oc eercceses 20 19% 20 % 

‘204% 160° 2,900 Eastman Kodak (8). cccccveveree 180% 178 = «| «178% «+H 
103% 16% 478,400 Fox Class A (Meer: soreossoveces . 23% “18 2056 — 3% |. 

8145 82°° ‘ 87,900 Loew Gh re errr ee re i B24 46% 5056. —3%76 
110% 80. . ° 200 Do pref. (6%).......00. scccees, 86 855, «BG - + 4 
24° 11% ‘1,000 Madison Sa. Garden BD ac serns . 12% 12% 12%, 
T51G 86. —«-:s« 78,000. Paramount-Fam.-Lasky cooes . OAH 50% 53 +2 
1476 | 2% 6,000 Pathe Exchange ..ccousiveccesse 3% 8 3% ._+% 
30 44 3,500 - Pathe Class A.esoe. seevecccesens 6% 5 6 + % 

114% 26 719,100 Radto Corp.. eevee rvoencoevasees ‘427 36% 37% —3% 
46% 12 440,000 Radio-K-O ..cscceccccscseccess 25% 21% 28% +417 | 
95% - 60% "10 .Orph, pref, Br sireerseeceesees 63% . 68% 8% —2% 
744: 8 B00 “Shubert .eev.cscesssevsevosesee BF 8% 8% —% 
93 28 .. 1,200° Universal pref. (B)ecvacvecceoees, 38% 34 35% =+4% 
61% 30° 6,000 ‘Warner Brog,. (4)..c.ssceseeceee 4835- 43% 48% +g 
Soy 254 - 1,000. Do. Pret.” (2.20) ---sseeccesecesee 43 88%: 41% +2 

, / CURB! 3 : ’ 

36° 22. 4,400 Columbia Picts. eecscrecevascsee§ SL 25% 81% +5356. Europe s Greatest 
87% 2% 27,200 Fox Theatres ...... sence geosene 7 5 64 41% : 
gov ay et Gen. The. Eq. ve T. Cy sveccnee $8 a4 ay +2% ; . eo ef 

- , ew Be sacorvecacecvvcssstes 12 _ ” i ; ion B00 Sonora Brod. “22002 SEES 20,0 Wa and Most Origina’ 
19:. 9 100 Universal Plets. wieciveccesscee 10 10 10 + % as ; 

“aT 4%: “$8,000 “Keith 6 Gh ONDS | ; 1 | . . . Oe 2: 's, °46... a eeecevace 6 “T4. 18 . . Se ye. . 

124:° 96 20,000 Loew 6's, .’ seceevscees 102% 101% -102 ~ t ~ C omedians 
10014 88 ,000 do ex war. eoccsees . 9356 91% ° 984% -+1 a : ; 

+ 84. 2914 10,000 Pathe 7's, ’87.. evoenvees 43 — 43° 44. -—-% 
-,, 100% ‘91% 12,000 ParFane Lasky. e's, Sa 90% 82998% = 09%_s—iC YH 
7 914g J .000 Shubert 6’s..7,...- 5) seaceecion or 45 45 1% 

6 87 22,000 ‘Warner Bros. 0's (Curb eS eeeuae 90 934% +38% 
ISSUES IN OTHER ‘MARKETS - 

All quoted ‘for Monday 
‘Over the Counter—New York 

~ Produce. Exchange—New York 7 
$0,600 Fox Script. ($100. WOts).ccceceeace 75: 18 4 

** Quotea’ in ‘bid and asked. — : : 
7 Prev. . 
Bid. Asked. Bid. 
20 22... 20 Roxy, (Class A (B00)... cnccoreee ae es oe 
20% 22% , 20% Unit do....es aoe oe es oo 

1% RY 1% Unit do..cece eve oe oe 2 ° 

1 . 3 1, De Forest Phono.. ene oe ee 
5546 . S7 bt" Technicolor .... errrrere ey rere ess oe oe ‘os’ 

Sales. . 
- Los Angeles 

eve one, see Roach, Inc... ecw cece eens coose 00 ee 8% 
Montreal 

oes oe “86 Famous Players.......: concves 42% 41% 42% 
‘Toronto | ; 

eve eee 15 Famous. PlAYCTBs.-seeeeesseccess 424 42 42 

Anti-Faction Halt Sunday | May Force Toronto Films 

Vote by: Injunction| 
Bloomfield, Ia., Jan. 21° 

Anti- Sunday . film ‘crowd - here |: 
tied an attempted referendum into 
a knot last- week by serving an in- 
junction which halrea the election 
‘on the scheduled day. 

Business men of the community, 
.., active in support of H. BE. Redfiela, 

. theatre. owner, and. “who -were pay- 
ing expenses of the. special ballot,. 

‘rushed to Centerville to vacate the. 
temporary writ and hurry the’ hear- 

‘ing, but the antis had represented 
that the election.-was illegal and 

, that a certain expenditure of: the 
city” S money was involved. 

Exchange Bldg. Move 
' San Franciseo, Jan. 21. 

-With Warners buying the prop- 
‘erty of the Film Exchange building 
here, it is expectea that the film 
companies housed there at present 
will vacate this summer. Principal 

--..Jeases..are_held-by--Metr ‘o,- Universal,.|. 
Paramount and United Artists. - All 
expire about the same time. 

Understood that Warners wants 
the entire building for itself and 
First National and will remodel. 

‘Los Angeles, Jan, 21... 
Metro's new exchange building, 

‘on Cordova off Vermont, will be 

completed and ready for occupancy 
March 1. An elaborate structure of 
tivo floovs, 

doesn’t know what's: happening. 

Into New Storehouse : 
Toronto, Jan. 21. 

Film exchanges here may have to |. 
find special quarters in which to 
store their prints, and that'll cost 
plenty. ©. 

For the past week the fire mar- 
shal of Ontario has been: probing 
possibilities for fire or explosion in |} 
the present. exchanges. Entire ques«:|: an 
tion” came up ‘when” “Warner. ‘Bros., | 
Ltd., was told. to make’. some 
changes, . Three U.S. picture firms 
have had to move their stored film 
already. A new building is being | 
put up for this purpose, but even 
this may not do. 
Lawyers for the exchanges have 

managed to have the meetings be- 
hind. closed. doors, so the public 

GEORGE WHITE 

Malden, Mass., Tied Up. 
_ Malden, ‘Mass., Jan. 21. 

The Middlesex Amusement Com- } 
‘pany purchased of Dr. W. E. Hunt | 

the... Auditorium,....Malden,...Massu.|. 
which gives. Ramsdell Brothers and 
Green: & -Eilenburg control of all 
the Malden theatre properties, five 
houses in all, and ‘all running 
talkers, 

There was talk at the conference 
of re-establishing the Auditorium 
ag a stock house, which closed in 
stock a year ago after a continuous 
run of 19 years, a world record in 
the fleld. Rumored price paid was 
$50,000. 

Now: Touring 

‘Messrs. SCHWAB & MANDEL 
Messrs. SHUBERT 

oan Don’t Overlook This Sensational Comedy Act 

__.... PARADISE |..KINGS.|_ JAMAICA _ 

Positive Riot in 

Arthur Knorr’s Revue 

| JUST. ‘A SUGGESTION 
FLORENZ ‘EGFELD JESSE LASKY 

IRVING THALBERG 
WINIFIELD SHEEHAN 
“LOUIS B. MAYER 

Loew’s DeLuxe Circuit of Theatres 

PITKIN._|JERSEY.CITY _ 
‘Wk Jan. 25 Wk Feb. 11.Wk Feb. 8!WkFeb. 15. Wk Feb. 22 _ 

Exclusive Management 

NED DOBSON . 
JERRY. CARGILL, 1560 Broadway, New York City 

‘issue -that made possible the erec- 

“LAND OF SYNCOPATION” | 
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NIGHT RIDE 
“(Continued from page 11), 

. Granny who, at the wedding festiv: 
-itles, got a little too stewed and. 
‘went there to retrieve her balance. 

. Among the morals drawn. is. that 
it's a. bum Hitch when you walk to 
the altar with a newspaper man. 
‘Joe Rooker was’ some: netwspaper 
man, however. Even though a dis- 
trict man, he went.to the office to 
write. his ‘own stuff, 

- Harry Stubbs is effective, while 
DeWitt Jennings, as a precinct 
captain, with cop roles. his ‘meat, 
stands out.in a comparatively small 
‘part,. ‘Recording: and - photography 
above average. | : Char. 

THE FARMER'S. WIFE. 
(BRITISH MADE) 

(Silent) 
British. International production, released 

4n America’ by Super Features, Inc. Adapt- 
‘ed from play by Eden Phillpotts. Adapta- 
tlon by: Bliiott ‘Stannard.. Direction | by | 

_ Alfred Hitchcock. Photog raphy, John J. 
Cox. At the Little carnegie, New York, 
week beginning Jan. Runalng time, 75 
minutes. . 

= ———— 

“picture has - to be satisfied with 
bookings in houses. of lesser impor- |Indian atyle is different and picture 
tance, it will cer tainly stand up o. k. |fails. to ihe hh accounting resting: 

Beautiful scenically, color would used by. the kings, but interesting 
haye.enhanced heaps. Entire pra- in that loaded dice was known even’ 
duction: was photographed. on the unto the: Hindus in long ago cen- 

x ntry of Utah, a ° 
Roth end ree region, ; Mob. scenes. and festival ‘parades 
Based on-one of the earlier Zane- as: King Ranjit prepares for wed-. 

Grey novels of the west, with the|ding and march, across jungle 
original title retained for. the cellu- wastes to battle are interesting and 
loid version, picture figures to draw | Well photographed. ° 
to some extent on the strength of its| Astonishing angle is. careful act- 
wide ‘circulation. It was one of .the ing of cast. Kiss like’ Americans 
best of. the Grey novels and_is still | with. greatest difference .in- facial. 

found on some book shelves. - characteristics being that Hindu ac- 
George O'Brien makes an-impres- |tor: can look as a villain or hero at 

sive Buck :Duane, - the outlaw who.|the same time without effort. Hero- 
turns ranger in an effort to win a|ine- exceptionally. charming actress 

|pardon and the girl who has‘ come |and capable. - - 
from the east. The bad man is as- Story gets lost. in ‘prices. . While 
‘signed to clean: out a ring of rustlers |titles are mostly. good and brief— 
of which the girl’s father, unknown not explanatory enough in impor- 
to her, is the braing. tant spots, notably in getting across 

|. “While the director, A. F. Erickson, gambling idea and extraordinary ' 
jhas overlooked a few. technical de-'lrisk taken by the two kings. Film- 
tails and allowed a couple of minor jing also at fault. in this respect, 
discrepancies, ‘he hag. littered ‘the |making ‘no convincing. argument 
picture with the ‘commodity. that|why folks should live in such ap- 
-western:- have: always had.to have to|parent peace and recklessness in 
be. westerns — action. And there’s |heart of jungles ana stalk wild ani- 
plenty of_the shooting here from. the |mals' with such. calm.. .'This “lack 
second reel. on, with every sequence 

Atro- American cube tossing game. 

hurts: picture's entertainment values. , land... hn Thom: 
‘Rarmer Swreetland,....«. Jameson Thomas} ty oeatening the fight of edd. |. Biggest value: of. film 13. that it. 
Churdleg Agh..... vaseseoeee Gordon Harker| Another item in its favor is: the corroborates ° opporiunity of mak- 
ehirze Tapper. srrsereseerer Lobe pe an suspense. Most westerns give them: jing -decent . film ‘in ‘ India—which 
Mary Hearn.......0s. 2s scs.ss- Olga Slade | Selves away early. This one never |started with. “Shiraz” and. “The. 

does. Syl ‘another - point is the 
smooth,. natural ‘and wholly refresh- 
inz way in which the love. {riterest. 
is handled, the. only. @rawback in 
these. and other ‘scenes being’ the 
occasional _ poor. ‘recording. Fre- 
quently long lines are entirely lost J 
due to poor reproduction. With 
most. all of the action outdoors, the 
trouble is likely not to have been 
with the actors, so either the sound 

jtrucks oy the. theatre. must be 
blamed. Sue Carol’s voice registers 
.best; George O'Brien, possibly. ftom 
talking. ‘too . low, - sometimes issues 
from the screen in«a;jJumble of in- 
distinguishable tones. Russéll Simp-. 
son’s voice is also imperfectly heard 
‘in some sequences, * - 
Comedy reef satisfactory, ‘put not 

enough ‘of. it... A bad. honrbre, re- 
cruited "from New. York’s Bowery, 
shoulders most of: this job. Photog- 
raphy. excellent ‘and. recording’ of 
‘sound «. effects, ‘including. those. in 
shooting: frays, unusually Ny BoC 

tar. 

Light of Asia.” ‘With color and. syn- 
chronization, - “educational . “value 
Should be high, 

UP THE. CONGO 
. (AFRICAN MADE). 

(Disk Lecture). - 

. Mary Bassett......c..c00+-Antonia Brough 

Meritless picture incapable of 
Than the anywhere over here other. 

the smallest grinds... - 
‘It - has. been. the rule: that English 

pictures -have difficulty standing up 
over here, When the British attempt. 
to turn out comedies, as: in “The 
Farnier’s Wife,” the situation is sti}] 
‘more critical, if this contribution is 
any “eriterion. ; 

‘What probably was thought funny 
in this one over there is actually so 
on this side by virtue of: the ab- 
surdity. The titles are awkward at 
es 
Entire plot centers about the in- 

ability of the rich farmer, a wid- 
ower. tired. of single blessedness, to 
appreciate the fact that his house- 
keeper runs ‘rings: around others he 
considers. © for marriage. Wher it 
comes to s. a. ‘The farmer, conse= 
quently,’ darts about through 95% 
of the footage, proposing to a batch 
of other. women, all of whom turn 
‘thumbs down .on him, Fadeout 
brings the moral that perhaps; after 
‘all, it’s worthwhilé.to consider the 
housekeeper since she. of all others 
should. know qualifications, 

- Handling of the story as a com- |. 
edy makes: it ‘more ludicrous. for |} 
the screen than if done seriously. 
Both the direction and acting : are | 
amateurish, and Jameson.’ Thomas 
is‘-no more a farmer type - than 
Menjou. Attractive but doing little 
to attract attention in her. role; de 
Lillian. Hall-Davis. 
Among the poorest pictures for 

which even the sure- ~seaters have. 
fallen, : Char. 

LONE STAR RANGER 
(ALL DIALOG) : 

‘Willlam Fox production and release. AS-. 
soclate preducer, J. K, McGulness, | Di- 
rection by A. F. Erickson. - Picture based 
on novel by Zane Grey, with dialog by J. . 
‘Booth and S. I, Miller, Photography ty 
Dan Clark. ‘Recording by Bernard Fred. 
ericks. George O’Brien and Sue Carol co- 
featured, with Russell Simpson,. Warren 
Hymer and Elizabeth Patterson in support. 
At Loew's New York, one day, Jan, 1%. 
Running time, 64 minutes, 

‘tributed through First. Division Pictures.- 
Travelog on Africa and camera etudy- of: 
natives,: At the Cameo, N. Y., week ‘nf 
Jan, 18, Runnhig time, about’ 60 ymins. ~ 

So ‘many ‘people... ‘are going into 

lens shyness but are rapidly near- 
ng the stage where they will quality 

|for- export to . Hollywood:'- Miss 
O’Brien, one. of the latest. to. mosey 
through the wilderness, has bene- 
fited by this.” Her :travelog, while 
adhering to long-established lines, is | . 

highly suitable for the sure-seater, 
|non-theatrical, and most of the 
neighborhood audiences.. 

THROW. OF: THE. DICE | ‘-A “talking reporter”. replaces the 
). usual digk orchestration. This also 

(BRITISH. ‘MADE 
(Silent) . 

is in favor of the production’s -b. o. 

-seen lecturer dwells on subjects all 
too apparent to the eye, he never- 

ry by Nirayan Fal ndian cost includes theless touches upon some statistics | 
chueneman be d conditions which are not in the ta Devi. {29 

Hivanse Fey Cn ere ey ana cee Jan, 4. |film. Close-ups of cannibals, studies 
‘Running time, 75 minutes. _ - j 

Produced .by Satish Instructional. ‘No 
release. named: Directed by ‘Franz Osten. ; 
Story -by Nirayan Pal. Photographed by 

flicted knife lancings, -are. frequent. 

“Fair arty product, draw ‘being: 
weakened for sure-seater's because 
of liberties in story telling. . Draw is 
from novelty angle.and: photogr aphy 

jwhich. have several keen . spots.. 
Stuff possesses lure for intelligentsia 
if exploited from instructional and 
travelog viewpoint. “Looks as if ‘it 
had commercial ‘value possibilites 
which “director overlooked in zéal 
to make good scenic. views and re- 
strained ramance, 
An American. director would: have. 

made a second. “Chang” out of this. 
picture. For a while as the film, 
‘begins to unreel it almost seems 
this picture was headed that way. 
It opens in a jungle showing wild 
beasts in native lairs and goes on 
to.miss regularly ‘with story that 
had wide chance for spectacle de- 
velopment,’ with two Indian poten- 
tates gambling alf for sake of a 
woman—and shooting away a king- 
dom in a crap game. 

- Story is said to be based on Hin- 
du legend; “Nala and Damijanti," 
sort of an Arabian Night. tdle. de- 
tailing the intrigues of two neigh- 
boring Hindu kings. One frames the 
other for murdér to steal the lat=- |- 

‘Iter's kingdom and fails, only to 
frame him again, this time with a 
gal as an additional ‘prize—failing: 
again, 
Dice must not ‘be confused with 

but Miss O’Brien has wisely steered. 
clear of the conventional steps and 

Those emphasized are mostly three- 
qutiarter nudes of African debs... 
Neither is the animal angle over- 

done, What there.is of it is worth- 
while,. including shots. of a herd of 
elephants. noe ; -. Waly. 

JUNO AND PAYCOCK 
(BRITISH MADE) . 

All Dialog) 

released: by Wardour Film'Co. Directed by 
Alfred Hitchcock. Adapted by Alma Re- 
‘ville trom Sean O’Caséy’s play. Camera, 
Jack Cox. Censor’s certificate ““A:’’ Pre- Poor recording on dialog and a 

marked slowness in getting started: 
are all that keeps this talking west- 
ern from stacking up. as material 
for the better class first rins, it the 

Running time, 8} minutes, RCA recording. 
Capt. (“Paycock’’) Boyle. Edward Chapman 
‘Juno Boylé......sccceceeeeoee Sara Allgood 
Mrs. Madigan....secccscoesees Maire O’ Nell 
Joxer Daly...esseccsesee  Byaney Morgan 
Mary Boyle. evcccccccce K 

Bentham. ..ceccerecses 
Jerry Boyie.. sevccenece 

escaces SOhn Loder 
veeeee dOhn Laurie 

Almost a direct transcript of the 
stage play, with just a few extra |. 
incidents, occurring offstage in the 
play included. ‘Cast consists almost 
entirely of Irish players, some being 
members of the original Irish Play- 
ers company, others present West 

‘| End stars. To some'extent the film 
suffers: from ‘both things—the re- 
striction of the stage convention and 

WISCONSIN 
THEATRE 
Milwaukee 
Wis. _ 

a 

KATYA 0 THEODORE 
FEATURED DANCERS 

oN, E.. &: M. “ACCORDION” IDEAS ; THANX TO ALICE GOODWIN. | 

It ‘should do all right.in U.S, Irish 
neighborhoods and sure- -seaters. . 

Hitchcock shows little of his typi- 
cal’ direction, and seems. to have 
“been overawed either. by the subject |. 

stair.cases is, in fact, the only defi- 
nite sign of Hitchcock observable. 

Frequently the characters enter 
from the wings, and attitudinize in 

~ 

THE. SOMNOLENT MELODIST 

_. JOE TERMINI. 

FILM REVIEWS 

only in looking awkward. 

” Presented by. Alice M: O'Brien and dis- 

woolly Africa with cameras that the: 
natives" are not enly losing their. 

an interesting piece of work .and: 

rating. While quite often the un-. 

of, body decorations from ‘self-in- | ° 

There are the usual native. dances,’ 

routine. Not too. many of -these,:. 

‘Produced by British Terernational and 

view at Regal theatre, London, . Dec.- 80.. 

athleen O’Regan: 

the. long. stage training of the cast.. 

or the players. Repeated use of. 

the middle of the set as if on the 
‘green, sometimes with their backs 

the next has him a commander of 
a 

to the camera. . This might bé okay | 
if they could act witth thelr backs. 
As. it is, Kathleen O’Regan succeeds 

Edward Chapman is by no means 
.the Paycock  of.-Arthur Sinclair's 
stage interpretation. He loses a lot 
of the humor and muggs foo much: 
‘Sara Allgood is a flat Juno .com- 
-pared with the part her sister,. Maire : 
O'Neil, makes of it on the stage, and. 
the latter, playing Mrs. Madigan. in 
the film, introduces some of the ges-.: 
tures she uses on the stage when 
playing Juno. . 

“‘Three-quarters of. the ‘Alm is fust 
| photographed stage. play—excellent- 
jy photographed, but slow in action. 
The rest moves fast, building up a 
swift climax of drab tragedy with 
the seduction of Mary, the shooting 
of Jerry, and. the loss of the money 

street. battles, 

battleship. . 
A lot of hit and run and general 

hodge-podge having: to do. with 
apparently during 

Jone of: the révolutions, prevails be- 
fore Lelka adds to the furore of 
fright with her banditti. 
bold, brazen, swaggering wench un- 
til brought a captive’ to Vassilya.” 
Then her: gun pulling whims are.’ 
considered “spunk,” 

action. 
“While he frequently goes on the_ 

make for Vassilya that . worthy | 
never. guecumbs, thus there’s little 

according ‘to. 
the ‘titles which are .as bad as the 

Wednesday, January — 22, 1930 

She is a 

in the. sex way.to worry censors, 
But. closeups of: some of the ‘men 
she butchers, with goré streaming”. 
and. grimaces of death, are hardly . 
suitable for juvenile fans. 

due under the will. The end of the | 

executive thinking It an anti-climax. 

‘Irish:utmosphere of the tenement 
life incidental fo -the ‘country. has 
been well caught, Hitchcock having a 
flair for sniping the. -real feeling: of 
the submerged tenth. ~ 
- Film will have-a fair appeal here | 
inthe better grade houses-and lower 
‘class thedtres, but is wéak for the 
middle-grade fan halls. Should: have |‘R 
a chance for America on the stage 
play’s repute,-and also’ where the 
Irish predominate... Fact it is Irish‘| ; 

_. -| English spoken may. help it in the | 
a States, too. - fod , Frat. 

"THIRTEENTH CHAIR: 
(ALL DIALOG) - 

M-G-M . production. anr release.. Directed. 
‘by Tod- Browning from the’ stage play by 
Bayard Veiller, Adapted by. Bliiott Claw- 
‘son, Merritt B. Gersted, cameraman. At 
Loew's New York, ‘one day. _ Running 
time, 71 minutes. | ; : 
“Richard Crosby. deve eseseeeces Conrad Nagel 
Helen O'Nelll -Leila -_Hyams 
Mme. Rosalie La Grange. Margaret Wycherly 
Mary East wood...ccccreccsess Helen Millard 
Sir Roscoe Crosby......+..-Holmes Herbert 
Lady: Crosby. ...ccseceesseceeee Mary. Forbes 
‘Inspector Delzante..,. sneesenes Bela’ Lugosi 
Edward Walee.. ete peceececes "Sohn Davidson 

: oY mystery thriller which will keep 
them hanging on until the end: try- 
‘Ing to guess who the guilty party is. 
AS _ usual, the one least suspected 
turns out to be:the culprit. Nearly 
all fall’ under suspicion, | with. 
herdine most strongly suspected and. 
not-absolved until.the finish.-: Finish - 
itself is weak, aftér two killings, 
with the second murder left, unex- 
plained. Still, bécause: of its myste-- 
rious murder s, false accusations and 
‘gseances, it shduld satisfy ‘the taste 
for. melodrama of the customers. 
‘Playing the same role, here as 

when the piece was produced. on the 
Stage, Margarét | ‘Wycherly, as the 
‘good-hearted fake ‘spiritualist. and 
mother to the heroine, played’ by 
Leila Hyams, runs :away with the. 
talker,- She was natural and appeal- 
ing’ throughout, ang ‘when: pulling. 
off.a fake seance to free her daugh- 
ter from suspicion and to expose the |. 

| real culprit, she proved that, the 
voice can express as miuch through 

‘la sound box a as it can over the foot: . 
lights. 

Conrad ‘Nagel is sweetheart of 
Leila Hyams, and is wasted on the 
picture. Nothirig to do’ but take the 
backgraund and handle routine ro- 
‘mance. sequence. ‘© Miss. Hyams 
| sereened-and read lines prettily and 
otherwise carried her role through 
nicely: 
The scenes are laid in India, and 

the” characters: speak with. that, 
broad, overdone English accent 
which has become unwelcome..to 
American audiences. - Luckily - such 
lines as “Charwming ‘ideah” and 
Shawl we Play .anothah- rubbah ?” 

|fared out among the ensuing brisk 
action, _ 

‘DEMON OF STEPPES. 
(RUSSIAN MADE) 

(Silent) — 
Sovkino ‘production reledsed here through 

Amkino. Directed by Le: Scheffer, Theme 
based..on B. Lawvrenév’s. novel. At the 

Shelly.. Hamilton, titles,, . Running. . ‘time;- 
about’ 70 ‘minutes. 
Letea...ccrcccevescives Oxana Podelsnaya. 
Vaesilya. svendedoereseeee Nikolal Saltykov 
Annushka.. seoceese Natasha  Sokolova 
(Michael Stroy ‘ev. oeeeoeee - Bugen Nadevin 

play hag been dropped, ‘the studio} | a 

‘So the film finishes on Juno aban-. : 
doning her empty home,” : 

Unusual Phetoplays Corp. - 

Where it's going to play Wa quite 
a ‘problem. i ty. 

y, SURVIVAL 
(GERMAN MADE) 

(Synchronized) - 
- Made in Germany and presented - here by ., 

Directed. by - 
Manfred Noa from an adaptation claimed | 
to ‘be of Balzac’s “Splendeura ‘et Mis 
de Courtisens.”” Disk recording. . 
Cameo, ‘New York, beginning Jan, i Sune 
ning time, about. 60 mins. oO, 

.. Paul Wegener « Collin..... eeee 

Lueten. 

total stranger, 
house of luxury.: 

Marquis . de "Herrera. oo ees 
ONLE. es ceeseces 

-Paul Wege 

eves Kurt Ger: 

At. the 

ner. 

ee esccoes “Andree La Fayette 
sans inowesevesens .» Werner: Feuterrer 

+ Nien Son Ling: . 
ron 

An escaped “convict decides to 
father a: beautiful” young lad, a 

and moves - into. a- 
Title ts taken lit. 

erally. by the director until a courte- 
‘sadn, in love with the pretty young 
stranger, refuses to keep secret the’ 
escaped prisoner's advantageous _no-..” 
sition for getting coin from a ¢hump.. 
Convict ends his’ survival. with a’ 
bullet. Only for the sure- -seaters, 
and ‘it’s a cinch the ‘censors ‘cut 
plenty, — 

Regardless of the pell- -mell disre- 
‘gard for the little logic that would 
have made “Survival” A-1 for the 
arties, the picture does hold together - 
and entertain the intended classes. 

_ Prostie stuff..in the original . pic- 
ture version was probably torrid. An 
audience can gather that-the wine 
consuming and leg feeling was las-' 

without .- material 
e}| worry to the censors by the heavily 

¢eivieusly. done 

jo wled Kurt Gerron... 
Werner. Feuterrer, 

‘blonded and profiled, flutters his 
eyes and seems almost frightened: 
every time the ‘camera gets close. 
Some: of the boys, as well as, the 
girls, will consider him “gor, gous.” 

. ay, 

THE CO-OPTIMISTS.- 
‘(BRITISH MADE). . 

(Dialog Revue, With Sohgs) 
Rroduced by New Era in conjunction with 

Dan Fish.: Released: by: ‘ast: 
‘Davy Burnaby, Phylits* Monkman,” Melville. 
Gideon,’ Laddie Cliff, Gilbert Ghilds. 

New' E 

Lrected, by Edwin Greenwood. Stage dir 
Di- 
ece . 

tion by Laddie Cliff. Camera, Basil Emmett 
‘and Sydney Blythe. 
Metropole, London,. Dec. 27, 
1 minutes. RCA_ record! ng. 

Prerelease and run, 
-Running time, 

beautifully 

- This is, in part, the troupe which ~ 
Archie de Bear .and Clifford Whitley - 
started some eight years ago. “In 
New York, as a stage show, it was a 
flop, though it made lots ef dough 
here, 
‘Produced with intelligence - ana 

money, it might have made a fairly 
passable film of the revue type. 
made it is very poor, 
‘shot dead-on a proscenium opening 
froma middle distance; without any. 
regard for the photogenic. Value of © 
costumes and drapes, resulting in 
Fonat mainly looks Hke shadows in a 
1) 

even the designat 

Practically 
AS 
all 

most all facial expression, .and 
on of which artist 

is which is lost. } And the lighting 
just isn’t. ole 

pensionable. 
Materfal ig only 7% air; ‘dots ‘of it. 

Especially the intro. 
bits by. Burnaby, as m. ¢c., between 
the the acts. “ 

. AD hopeless ‘mess. Unreels as if} 
the cutting: -room had.‘ grabbed 
handfuls of: everything Russia has 
turned out. and slapped it together. 

sure-seaters, - 

acted, Oxana - Podelsnaya - strikes 
men with a horsewhip, shoots a 
couple, and is finally bashed in the 
face and ‘turned over to a firing 
squad by her lover, Vassilya, after 
she murders his pal; Michael. This 

“LOEW's PARADISE, NEW YORK, JAN. 18 . Direction WM. MORRIS ~ 1 |-Vassilya has..4,.peculiar career. One |_ 

‘In an absurd part, grossly ovel- 

| Distinctly ‘un-American even for the | 

COSTUMES 
HIRE 

t 
FOR 

Fr rat. 

AEVERYTHING in RUBBER 
; , _ For the. ‘Stage 

‘COSTUMES , 

ana ‘Screen 

ANIMALS te 
De. NOVELTIES 

Exclusive furnishers of all terproof 
materials to Publix i water 

Nopinseal Rubber Mfg. Co. 
' 20 West 18th Bt. Watkins 9627 

New York 

PRODUCT 

minute he fs shown as an ordinary | 
seaman getting ‘Ais. discharge, . and BESS 

BAXELOMFATIONS 
- PRESPNTATIONS 

ths: Ca 

MADDIE MADSON~ mi ws R-K-C OLIANS 
; R-K-O THEATRE, LOS ANGELES 
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Meet the C Crew of the “S-13".. 

- Ano you meet some tough, rough and 

sassy. sons-o ‘-sea-cooks — but as. ‘humana 

bunch « ‘as ever, swabbed a deck: 

‘COBB — _K gieat guy. —. ‘and 
how he loved the ladies! : Had a 

| gal back.in Philly, but ‘this was” 
wos Shanghai —and here. were dames : 
rs teimake a. guy’ forget a Tittle. 
oe thing like that. | , 

“First, whooping it up slong the lord Shanghei 

“Bund"— — carousing, with waterfront: ‘women == 

” bellowing bawdy ditties— "Frankie and Johnny” 

and all: ‘the rest wee “Then, later, trapped at the” 

© KAUFMAN — From New 
_. York, ‘mates, and..hard as nails, - 

Just as"tough on danies, too —~ 
and: baby, they sure did’ fall for 

“his caveman stuff. Socked a gat - 
‘in thejaw once—and she loved it! 

| bottom of the China sea — facing their fate in. 

various sways—some even witha wisecrack—but a | 

_ always the common topic—Women 1—Women! four 

“all talking Fox Movietone produced i in » cooper’ | 
ation with U. S. Submarine Service and en: 

 thusiastically endorsed: by the N avy Department a 

Only 6 one man could: have made.a 0.5 es 
. talking picture that Is at once a stir. 
ting saga: ‘of the undersea service 
‘and .a. séarching character study of ~ 
sixteen men whose hours have been wet 

 gne woman in Burke's life and. ‘counted. But one director could have. - Pe 
“he sure did-go the limit for her! created such a wealth of touching - 
eee ‘detail — hard and soft, bitter and. 

sweet, humorous and thrilling — _ 

JOHN FORD 
who was awarded the Photoplay Mag- 
azine gold medal for “Four Sons”, 
deemed the best picture of the year, 

_ BURKE—Strangeé chap, Burke 
“")  <—moody, mysterious, Didn’t 
qi esvexactly high-hat his mates—just 
i... kinda -kept to. himself. ‘Only 

ENSIGN PRICE — - Just out 
of Annapolis-and rarin’ to go. 
His: was a tough. berth on, the, 

_ S-13”, and maybe he was a bit 
soft and green — and lonesome 
for his girl —but nobody could 
sean the boy yellow. 

Remarkable performances are given 
by Kenneth MacKenna, Frank Albert- 
son, Farrell Macdonald, Stuart Erwin, 
Warren Hymer and Walter McGrail. 

‘Screen history was made with “Four 
Sons”.We predict Ford’sown achieve- 
ments will be eclipsed by: “Men. : 
Without Women". . envenionte - 

Fee “POLLOCK — A good lad — - 
fi." puta bit goofy. When the'crew-. 

talked ‘about women, Pollock, 

read the riot act to ’em. “Poor. 

-Poltock—he wasn’t a bad guy” 

«' COSTELLO—Insh and sang’ 
tenor. Had his eye-opener. every 
morn and his nightcap before ~ 
corking. off, and between times 
-he had everything, As for women. 
—sure, he had a “ball and chain” 
of his own. 

JENKINS—A wisecrackin’ guy 
with a dry sort of humor that 
was sure-fire for laughs. And he 
didn’t pull his jokes. out of a. 
musty old joke book. either — 
he rolled Kis own. 

eee, HAPPY DAYS Aim 
in GRANDEUR 

ane fre 

STANDARD 
MOVIETONE 

| Presented by WILLIAM FOX 
I. 

a4 Opening 
Ath 

ROXY 
NEW YORK 

JANUARY, 
1 hf st: 
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Behind the Keys 
Montgomery, Ala, ~ 

Paramount, new Publix. de luxe 
Seats. about. house, opens Jan. 25. 

2,200. ‘Hoxey C. Farley, manager.” 

‘Brie, : Pa. 

Colonial, independent house, has 

torn out its ‘sound ‘equipment _ and 

supplanted it with a . W.. B. “outfit, 

‘J éllet, Tih 

J. J. Rubens announces ‘appoint 

ment. of R.. J. Rogan, manager of 

four Publix houses in ‘this city; as. 

division manager. for Publix, super - 

vising its houses in’ ‘thig city, Au- 

rora, Elgin, ‘Chicago. ‘Heights, ‘Har- 

vey, 

Mortimer - Berman, Kanakee elty 

manager for Publix, succeeds Rogan 

here. 

Danville, mL. 

About 300 people in the Empress 
were forced to leave .the theatre. 
when explosion . in the ‘projection 

. booth. wrecked that. machine and 
destroyed four-reels of film. | Fire 
was confined to the. booth where T. 
J. Newman, operator, : ‘Was, severely 

burned. . 

_ . Earlsville, Ia. 
Crystal theatre, closed since sum- 

mer, reopens Jan. 25. Dean: Slick 
and Erwin Parkin operating. 

"Milwaukee; * 
RKO managerial® “changes at Mil- 

waukee, effective Feb. 1,. send H. 
Wren from -the. ‘Alhambra to the 
Palace. ° Harry: ‘Bililngs, who was 
managing both: the. Palace and 
Riverside, will. handle. the River-]. © | 
side alone; - Bill Danziger continues 
as publicity director for, both houses. 

Troy, .N. Ye 
Jacob Golden, ‘for several years | 

manager. of Proctor’s . " yaudeville 
theatre: (now: owned ‘by RKO)‘ in}, 
Troy, left this city. last week to as-. 
Bume the’ general’ managership of 
the RKO Temple “and. Palace in 
Rochester, 

Succeeded: here. by Harry: Black, 1. 
formerly connected with a Newark 
house. 

‘Syracuse, N. ¥. - 
Harry Weiss, Loew's State man- 

ager, goes to Tampa, Fla, for Pub- 
lix. 

; ‘London, Conn. 
Bids have ‘been requested for 

complete renovation of the Mait- 
land theatre at Ingersoll, 20 ‘miles 
from here. House will also be wired. 

Ft. Wayne, Ind. 
Mallers Brothers, owners and op- 

‘erators of a picture house chain, | 
eiecainaenicrines purchased the Princess and 

Blue Islam and ‘Waukegan. - 

Publix- Great States, 
‘| central Illinois supervisor, . handling 

17. houses, 
tin. 

ager for. Paramount here, 
‘| ferred. to the’ Washington branch. 
Succeeding here will bé Harry ‘Dike-. 
man; 

Crystal theatres in Portland from 
J. S. Hines. Hinés, remains in. con- 
tact as an officer in the -Portlana 
Theatre Realty Co. 

Rockford, Til. 

Harry Ells, - manager of Beloit,. 

‘Wis,, theatres; will become man- 
‘ager. of the Coronado (Publix) in 
this. city, succeeding ‘Louis St. 
Pierre, made Indiana. district : ‘man- 

f aBer for this. chain, = wo. 

‘ “ poledo. 

Joe ‘Pearlstein, manager of Keith's, 
Toledo, for--many'.years, and. now 
east, ‘has been: appointed manager 
of Proctor’s 23rd St, New ‘York. 

} 
Durham; N. o 

* Publix- Saenger: has made several 
changes.. E. ¥. .Whitaker has been 
made ‘manager of the Charlotte. 
‘houses, transferred, ‘from Spartan- 
burg, S.C, He. succeeds Warren 

1 Irvin, who becomes. district mana- 
ger. : 
‘to Raleigh as manager. of the Pal- 
ace. 
goes to the ‘Publix managers school 

‘D. D. Phoenix, from here, goes 

“Succeeds H. T.. Lashley, who 

in _ New York, 

| "-Joltet, ml, 
“eity manager for 

promoted to 
’ Roy Rogers, 

He succeeds Guy, Mar- 
M, BE. Berman, trom Kankakee, 

fills Rogers’ ‘post. — . 

New. ‘Haven, Conn. ; 
‘George Richardson, ad sales man- 

trans- 

promoted from the: “Boston 

poster department. yo 

“Sumter, S.C. 
David E.: ‘Parrish has been - ap- 

pointed manager. of the Publix-Rex 

theatré. Formerly at the. Rex, Col- 
umbia, Ss. Cc. 

Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Eugene Karlin, appointed mana- |: 

ger of the Victory theatre, succeed- 
ing P. A. Speckart, resigned: Karlin 
formerly was manager of ‘“e St. 
Francis. (@uplix), San Francisco. 

xtochester, | ‘Minn. 
Chateau ‘Dodge. local Publix house 

now. -managed by G. ©. McKinnon. 
Formerly - assistant manager-.of the 
Century, Minneapolis. 

Ogden, Utah. 
Jack. Marpole has succeeded F. L. 

Clawson as manager ‘of the Or- 
pheum (Publix). Marpole comes 
from the Capitol, Salt Lake. City, 
where he served as student mana- 

ger. 

\ . 
Huron, S. D. 

Huron and Bijou theatres now 
directed ‘by. Byron McElligot for 

‘Publix, recetly appointed local man- 
ager. McElligot formerly at the Or- |. 
pheum, Sioux City, Ta. ute 

JONES. and HULL 
_ Featured i in F. & M. “SWEET COOKIES” IDEA 

Thanks to FANCHON & MWAECO — 

Direction SHALLMAN BROS. 

Bertram. 

Soy* asset 

Jing departments in Publix includes 

-|H, Jeffery. and Alexander “Gottlieb, 

, Paramount . to. city: manager, and 
‘| Steve Barutior into the Paramount 
|from the Rialto, 

‘ager. of front. house: operation in. 

regards any future. developments 

' J organizations are to meet. §. ~~ 

. | away chinaware to boost biz. 

_| complaints of rough handling of 

Publix Switchings 
Realignment of divisional operat- 

COAST NOTES 
“Radto Revels," the promotfon of several advertis-. 

ing and exploitation members on the 
A, M. Botsford staff, 
Move marks Maurice Bergman as 

new publicity director of the Brook- 
lyn-Paramount, and J. C, Furman 
from ads and publicity on ‘the Rial- [ 
to, New York, to district advertis- 
ing manager under J. L. Kinske, his 
territory comprising Kansas. City, 
Mo.: Denver; Kansas City, Kans.; 
Springfield, Mo., and Joplin, Mo.. 
“Furman’s shifting has ‘divided the 

work at.the Rialto: between Arthur 

Mitchell ' Lewis, 
| Radio, 

Mary. Brian and Harry -Green, 

“Light of Western Stars,” Par. John 
Langan will stage ‘direct, : 

' Nils Asther in ‘Charles’ Bickford 
part in. Germanized “Anna Christie,” 

Pidgeon, Viennese’ 

‘Nights, "WB. 
‘John Rogers, “Raffles,” UAL. 
“Jeanette Lofft for “It ‘Happened. in 

Monterey,” U.. 
. George Draney “assistant to AC P. 

Younger, , gcenario editor, Tift, 

Phillip Holmes, ' “Devil's ‘Sunday,’ _ 

Par. wo 

Katherine . Crawford, 

Numbers, "Par + 

‘ 

Eddie. ‘Hitchcock. comes into: ‘New. 
York from. Portland, Ore., where hé: 
handled publicity. of the Portland. _ 
‘Recent managerial changes in 
New York list. Ted Leaper of . the 

'Satety: ‘in 

‘Latter theatre 
hereafter will be managed by Harry ° 
Coates. John Strock, formerly man- M- G. 

New York, assumes. similar duties. ning, ” Col. 
with the Finklestein and Rubin sub-. 
sidiary. . ‘Jeasting director and outside contact, 

| Tec-Art Studio. 

Chi Exhibs’ New Clause - ly “Business”. to “Beau Bandit.” .. 

In Case of Wide. Screen]. i ce-divtet Fannle Huret’s 
“OW. co-direc nn a urs 

Chicago, . Jan. 21, - an d Ten”. for M-G. . 
‘ Tocal exhibs: have ‘covered up as. 

Tracy in “On the Level,” Fox. More 

suitable story is being = sought for 

Tracy. we : 
- Allen ‘Kearns | replaces Harrison 

Ford and - Selmer Jackson replaces 

‘Bert. Morehouse, -“T": Love. You,” | 

Radio... 

on-the screen with their new.‘con-. 
tract with the operators. Looking 
ahead to wide film and third dimen-: 
sion, the exhibs have written. into. 
the contract-a' clause which states 
that any.’ conditions. arising over 
installing new equipment in operat- 
ing booths, which would in: any way 
change the. conditions of the opera- 
tors, | shall be discussed by the 
union, and business managers, if 
these two cannot: reach a ‘settle- 
ment the wage committees of both | 

are William Seiter to direct “Mile. 

Modiste”. 

“Sweet: Mamma. oa 

David Torrence, after. 

(WA), to. Pathe for “Queen Kelly.” . 
‘IMlorence . Eldridge, "Ex-Wite,” 

M-G. 
“The Night ‘Ride ” 

title for “Out to Kill, ” 
George Cooper, “Jail Break, ad FN, 
John Loder, | 

This clause was included after 
‘exhib- -operators in other localities 
had already made provision for an 
extra’ man in the booth in case of | 
any further . development in. Picture 
Frojection. Se 

U's" “release 

, . 7 7 Wives)" FN. ae acon 
rie: ' Complete cast, “The Agony Col-' 
Chinaware Gag jumn,”" WB: H. B. Warner, Claire 

McDowell, Crauford Kent, ‘John 
Loder, Claude. King, Sidney Bracey, 
Judith Voselli, Cosmo Kyrle Bellew. 

Eddie’ Kane, “Framed,” Radio. ° 
Tyrrell Davis, “The Circle,” M-G, 

Providence, R. I, Jan. 21. 
‘Some film houses ‘here. are giving 

a Wrinkle. is to give the girls one 
piece of a.50-plece set a week. Ads 
tell that if you attend regularly 
you'll have a set in a year. 

_ SUES THEATRE: AND COP 
‘Rochester N. Y., Jan, :21.- 

Linwood Amusement Corp., and po- 
liceman Charles Galloway were sued 
for $5,000 by: Joshua Carson, Strand |. 
theatre patron, claiming he was 
wrongfully accused of: annoying a 
woman and slapped ‘in the. face by | 
the policeman. 
Manager Paul Fenyvessy and the 

cop, says the-man was taken into 
the office for questioning following 
‘the woman’s complaint, but denied 
that he was struck or forceably de- 
tained. Action follows -humerous 

Moorehead in “Ladies Love Brutes,” 

in “Benson Murder. Case,” Par. . 
Dorothy. Ward, “Courage, " WE. 

Love,” Fox. 
Doris Hill, 

‘western, or 
Grover Jones and’ Wiillam Mc- 

Nutt writing original for George 
Bancroft, Par. . 

George Chandler, ‘sia Saylor, Guy 

‘Ken Maynard's next 

ern Stars,” Par. 

publicity department: 

Adolfi to direct, 
. Ray. Enright, . to have = directed 

Suspects by police. 

‘Double Talker’ Program | 
' $San Francisco, Jan. 21. 

First. house in this section to offer 
a double talker bill was ‘Warners’ 
theatre in Fresno, Cal. 

‘Bill was “On ‘With. the Show” || 
(WB) and “Little . Johnny - Jones” | 
(FN). No increase in prices, - 

r 

Claude Allister, “plorodor’a, Girt, ” 

_ Nance O'Ne!l, “Laales of the Eve- { 

- Billie Hodges - with Cal Core as: 

Radio has changed title of ugiriet 

Nick ‘Grinde | and” John - Meehan | ; 

““Bive 

* William _Harrigan ‘replaces - Lee. 

. Virginia Sale added to cast. | 

-Directorial assignments . at- FN.|- 

‘and: Eddie Cline. to do: 

“Raffles” 
| by .Eddie Cline. 

-|Dougias Fairbanks, 
' Revier, 
-Mathewa, 

“Sweethearts and: 

Margaret Quimby replaces Natalle | 

“Miss Moorehead and May Beatty 

Kenneth McKenna, “In Love Pith ' 

‘Oliver, Gus Saville, “Light of ‘West- ; 

Oliver Garver has joinea the Par. 

Barbara Kent loaned: by U: for | 
“Dumbbell in Ermine,” WE. John 

|PUBLIX-SAENGER ADS 
PAN DAILY FOR PANNING 

Lo! Durham, N. ‘N. C., Jan. 21, 
. Publix-Saenger ‘and the local 
morning paper are having a passage 
of arms, with Publix taking. paid 
space in the dally to reply to 
charges: in the editorial columns of 
the same sheet, oo 
Publix has ‘three ‘houses here, the 

fourth local theatre being owned by 
the city and operated. ‘on lesseeship 
by an independent. . Paper claims 
Publix makes it as tough as pos- 
sible for the indie, but that the indie: ~ 
is responsible: tor. ‘Publix giving bet- 

. ter shows than previously,. 

Other caustic | comment: brought 
forth Publix's. defensive. advertise= 
ments which the. paper replied to 
editorjally by. claiming it could 
prové eyerything: it said.” 

‘So. far looks like. a ‘draw. - 

at COLUMBIA BY SEPT. 1. 
Radio: expects to be in the Co- 

lumbia. theatre, New: York, with its 
program pictures ‘for weekly show- 

dings at pop: prices’ by - Sept. 1. The. 
‘house, home of burlesque for years,.. 
‘will: be rebuilt: to increase, its seat- 
Ang. capacity. to around 8, 000. 

Until the. Columbia is ready, 
‘Radio, will. continue its weekly 
policy at the Globe, : 

$2,500. Fire. 
. .Indjanapolis, Jan..21, 

' Prospect | theatre,. south side ~ 
neighborhood house, was damaged 
$2,600 by an explosion of films. Gas 
masks. used by firemen in battling 
the :- blaze. 
‘Blast broke out at 4 a. my, drive 

ing residents of an adjoining apart- 
‘ment from their rooms, 

“Sweet Mamma” at FN, replaced. . 

“Sin- Flood,” FN: 
ry. Dorothy: 

Wade Boteler, Dorothy 
jlona . Marlowe, Eddie 

Clayton, 
Ladey Horton -adapting “The 

Medtcine Man,” Tiff. -Formerly sec- 
retary to A. P. Younger. 

“Complete cast, 

Monte Blue for main parts of: a 
“Captain Blood” and: “Black Ivory,” 
N. 
Metro has bought “New Moon” 

for’ May production and” Lawrence. 
Tibbett. 

” SPANISH- LATIN AMERICAN FILM BUREAU 
Now Acting as Advisor for 

‘SONO- ART'S PRODUCTION, 
STARRING JOSE B 

ADDRESS 

METROPOLITAN STUDIOS, HOLLYWOOD 
_ Telephone ‘GR S111 

EG MERAS DE GLORIA; id 

as et 

; PRODUCER > 



.- after he paid off 26%: of the. Habil- 

Wednesday, January 22, 1930 

‘State Labor Comm. Starts Actions | 

Against Coast Shoestring Boys| 
Los Angeles, Jan. 21, 

: State labor’ bureau is making 
_g@ concerted drive against shoe 

_ string promoters. Boys have been 
‘flagrantly defying the law in trans- 
porting actors and: other, workers |: 
to outside. states, in most cases 
‘leaving them stranded. 

_ ‘Labor. office’ is particularly: in- 
“terested in warning easterm- actors. 
who come out here on .a chance 
and fall ready prey to these fiy- 

“ by-night guys. Promoters promise 
everything but gold. .mines, and 
even put it on paper.. It would 
save the labor. commission .much 

.. trouble and. expense, “it is claimed, 
'.4f2. performers from the east would 

first investigate conditions and look 
- before: falling, 

At present the labor office ‘is pre- 
paring a batch of criminal and civil 
actions | against. promoters, - chareg- 
ing them with misrepresentation: 
of employment: conditions and vio-. 
lation of the wage law. : 

_ First: of. these is . against - Buck 
-.. Jones, cowboy film actor, -who is 
"charged | with . taking out of the 

. state around 150 people, in his Wild 
West Show, then stranding them 
in Lancaster, Mo., with more than 
"$5,000 in wages due. Not all the 
claims are in yet, but loads of com-. 
plaints are. being .brought in daily. 
Most recent is from George -Atkin-: 
son, Mary. Atkinson, Flying Clouds, 

_. and Ira Walker, all circus acts, and 
, amounting. to. $250. ; 

-. ;: Jones ‘denies, responsibility, claim: 
_4ng his backers walked out on him 
after the show flopped,. but the per-'| 
‘formers argue that all during the 
- time of. their - employment Jones’ 
“~personally asserted his rights. of. 

; ownership, - by way of ‘managing, 
conducting and operating the show, 

.’ and,-as far as they. were concerned, 

. the only one whose commands: were 
respected.: 

“Front. Page” Stagehands ; 

Another criminal action is .pend- 
ing against the producers and back- 
ers ‘of “Front Page” coast com- 
pany, with. those named including | 

- Lester Bryant, his brother Ray, Dr. 
Montrose . Bernstein of’ New York 
and. John: J, Hill) _Another in on 
‘the show was. James: Norval, but 

‘. the labor. office’ “exonerated. him 

-4tfes, Claims on''this ‘bust. amount 
“to .$787, and. all: from stage hands. 
‘Equity, it is understood, took care 
of the actors... Stin another fiasco 

-* was the Jefferson’ Hiawalian Films 
‘Ltd, brain. child of one Eska Wil- 
-gson.. The misrepresentation techni- | 
* eality applies in this case, with the 
-promoter admitting the wage claims 

of Gladys McConnell. for $985 and 
Hugh Allan, $1,115. Both were 
potential actors in a non-niaterial-. 
izing film of the tropical island. 
“Wilson has been ordered to pay on]: 
penalty. of criminal prosecution. 

While these labor conditions have 
- been found to exist all around the 

coast, most of the. promoters seem 
to emanate from Hollywood and L. 
A. Charles. F. Lowy, legal head of 
‘the local labor office, is responsible 
for drive against the promoters. 

Craig Ready to Work | 
_ Richy. Craig, Jr. is back from 
‘Saranac, fully recovered. He looks 
‘fine, feels fine and is ready for work. 

Craig. returns. to action In two 
‘reeks on 2 route for Loew’s. ~ 

“GIRLS INI URY: SUIT - 
Pittsburgh, Jan. 21. 

Ruby. Whitmore Loeb, of Pitts- 
burgh, who gave her occupation as 
an actress, filed suit here last week 

in Common Pleas Court for $25,000 
from W. W. Scott for injuries re-: 
ceived in an. auto crash last sum- 
mer ‘while: she was riding in Scott's 
car. 

The machine | turned over "three 
times, Miss Loeb. related, and she 

- suffered several broken ribs, a cut 
forehead, injured spine and loss of 
eight teeth.. Claims that she hasn’t 
heen able to work since. . 

JEWISH GUILD MEETING . 
Jewish Theatrical Guild will hold 

an open meeting for. members and 
‘prospective members at the Btrjou 
theatre Jan. 28 at 11:15 p.m. - 

Willie and Eugene Howard will 
be guests of honor and Charles H. 
Tuttle, United States district at- 
torney,. will speak. ; 

Annual memorial services will 
held at Temple =manuel Feb. 16. 

rd 

A 

Ie 

‘not stage stuff, 
‘| thought actors would Hke it. | 

Wwe. are on: the -stage we -have|.._ 
to gag it up. ‘because it is written) === 

Of course ‘a radio _ 
audience listens to us for-a week or 
so and gets. used’ to wus, but pro-]| 
‘fessional ° people are 
something snappy . that ‘goes over). . 

AMOS- ANDY, TOP RADIO 
~ NAMES, FEAR PALACE 

"Amos? n Andy, one of the biggest 
radio acts, are afraid to play. the]: 
Palace because they are not actors 
and_aré afraid of the actor audience} ” 
in that’ theatre, : ' They have ap- 
peared in other theatres but the 
Palace, they feel, would be tough. 

However, they are all atwitter be-| 
cause Eddie Cantor made mention | *- 
of them in. the “World,” and Joe 
Frisco came. over to shake hands | 
with them: in a nite club the other 
evening. . They -almost feel that 
they have. Been taken, into the pro- 
fession, . 

“We never: thought we'd. ‘evack 
the actors,” said Andy. “You gee; 
‘we are: not ‘actors; - our. stuff | 

and 
When 

for: the radio. 

‘looking for 

immediately.” bee 

They ‘feel more. or less. the same. 

way about making .q. talking. pic- 
ture, Some’ day they'll make a talk- 
ing. ‘picture, but it will have to’ be 
written around their stuff and they 
don't teel that’ they: are well enough 
known yet.” 

But if they do make a picture it 
is likely to be a& sad one as, they | 

Schnozzles i in Six Eastern 
think that their best episodes. are 
the : sad’ ones, 
these by their. radio audience. "They 

have often: wanted to let Ruby Tay- | 
lor grow ill and He next to death’s 
door but considered that 2 number | 
of hospital patients. .or . invalids 
might be listening and be disheart- 
ened, 

K. 0. ICE. 

Hurled. From 125th ‘Street Balcony 
Co —Puts Sax Player to Sleep: 

Piece of ‘lee tossed by a muge 
in the balcony kayoed Bobby: Rol-: 
lins, sax player and vocalist in the 
stage band (Walter Clinton’s In- 
vaders) at the R-K-O 125th Street,. 
New -York,..one night last week.. 
Rollins received a.‘bad cut on his 

head. / 

of: the ice thrower, 

“Temptations” for Vaude 
-“Peaches” Browning is returning 

to vaude,in an abbreviated :versidn 
of “Temptations,” which in original. 
form as a legit show stranded sev~- 

eral weeks ago. 

Sam Shannon figured as pro-- 
ducer of the road-show. Miss. 
‘(Browning is. bankrolling the vaude 

version, 

NORMA KLING INJURED 
-Maylon: ‘and Kling were. -compelled ; 

‘to eancel first half at Alhambra, 
Brooklyn, this week, due to in- 

juries suffered in an: automobile 
‘accident by Norma Kling, 

Street Hospital, Brooklyn, suffer- 

.| ing -abrasions.- and lacerations but 
not listed as critical, 
’Miss Kling had appeared. in a 

‘benefit performance. Sunday night 
{n East New York and was en route 
to. New ‘York City. with friends 
when the party was hit by another 
car. Driver fled after . accident. 

Ruth and Grayson bridged ‘the sap 
Jat the Alhambra. 

LAUGHLIN on U SHORTS 
Chicago, Jan. 21. 

Jack Laughlin, producing B. & K. 
units at the Granada and Marbro, 
leaves Publix March 1 to dir ect for 

| Universal. 

He will ‘begin. with seven two “peer” 
‘shorts. 

PIAZZA BACK 
- Confined to his home with a se- 
vere case of grippe, 
business manager of the RKO book- 
ing department, is expected back 
to his office today (Wednesday). 

Since taken iH, Piazzi has lost 24 
pounds in weight. 

“we never . 

but are limited, in. 

ing Feb. 1 at the 86th Street. They 

tive week at the Palace, New York, 

“|plus a.-perecentage ; jover average 
jhouse business. . 
|to double with their band from Les 

 Keith’s in New York on percentage 

Reward of $25 was immediately. 
offered by the theatre for identity 

‘he found, -what he thought was a 

how he found out, Grady later dis- 

The lat- | 
ter is confined in the Cumberland: 

‘for - -Fanchon — and Marco, 

|four weeks in a. plaster cast to 
“wrend--a=broken--hip=-bone;=doctors./. 

Ben Piazzi,: 

DOUG’ LEAVITT 
of LEAVITT and LOCKWOOD. 

. In “Hit-Bits of. 1929” 

With Ted Eddy and- Band, . the 
Seven. Hayden: Gloria. Girls, Babs 
Day and: Gattison Jones. and Elsie| 
‘Eliiott. - . 

- This. week. (Jan: 28), Orpheum, 
Denver, Colorado. 
Costumes by. Saul. Burger Modes, 

‘Inc. 

‘ Direction CHAS. HH. ALLEN 

-DISTASTEF UL. ‘ITTY. 

- Sings—H usband  Greans— 
| Socks—Court—Divorce 

Wife 

Ne Chicago, Jan. 21ee: 
Her husband: ‘socked her” ‘because. 

he ‘didn’t like the tune she “wag us- 
ing in her. vaude. act, is the ‘charge 
on which Mary, Baxter secured her 
divorce from ‘William Hubert ‘Bax- 
ter, . interior decorator. , 

Couple married in April, 1923, and 
separated in. ‘July, 1929, 

Keith Weeks’ on Percent 
: Clayton, Jackson and Durante will 
play.six weeks for Keith’s_ in New 
York. on a percentage basis; open- 

are. currently in’ a. second consecu-: 

where: their salary {fs $4,500. : 
Trio’s. percentage. arrangement 

with Keith’s is reported to call for 
straight salary guarantee of $38,500 

They will continue 

Ambassadeurs, “night club, as at the | 
Palace.. on 

Jack Dempsey, “Peaches” Brown- 
ing. and Clayton, Jackson and Du- 
rante are. the only acts played by 

in recent years, 

Grady Chumps It 
. Hollywood, Jan. 21. : 

- ‘When - Billy Grady of the Wm. 
Morris office blew. in- here from the 
‘east to join Al Jolson on his con- 
cert tour, he fell like a ton of bricks 
for an old, tried and true Holly- 

wood gag. - 
Going into his hotel room the first 

night Grady turned all colors when 

dazzling ‘blonde fast asleep in his 
bed. . Although he. doesn’t explain 

covered the lady was made of wax: 
Jolson had put her there, * - 

‘Casey Coast-Bound 
Pat Casey left for the Coast yes- 

terday (Tuesday).. 
He will be gone about two weeks. 

KLEE: BEAUT ‘CHAPERON. 
“Mel Klee; -who. has. been - playing 

Jumped 
‘into New York from “Tulsa, Okla., 
Saturday. - 

Klee has been asked to ride with. 
‘the four girls chosen in the F, -& 
M.-Graphie beauty contest: on the 
3 when it i.aves via air, Jan. 26, 
for Los Angeles. He is thinking it 
over. .: 

OUT FOR YEAR 
’ -. Los Angeles, Jan. 21. 

Tough luck is’ trailing Princess 

‘Lavaska. 
She tumbled off a stage and after 

-have informed her she will be: un- 
able to walk for at least a year.. -. 

Harry Brown Accused. 

Chicago, Jan, 21. 
" Harry Brown was held in the 
county jail charged with fraud. 
Charge is he wrote several bounc- 
ing checks under the alias of Harry 
Cooper.’ N. V. A. is investigating. 

down to almost total inactivity. 

Jhave been successful, 
’ -[ have. flopped. 

the talking short field. - 

VAUDEVILLE 

200. 200 Acts Penniless 

VARIETY 

On Coast: 

33 

Hungry and No Chance for Work 

SCOUTING AIR FOR ACTS 
WANES AS VAUDE FAD| 

is receiving letters of appeal frqm 
Day and. night scouting of the air. 

. for radio ‘acts adaptable to vaude 

asa possible draw las. simmered. 

‘For a time the: “vaude * -scouts 
"| grabbed ‘right. and left, with - the. 

| Keith offices predominant in book- |: 
-‘Some of the turns 

‘but: most. 
‘ing: radio .acts,. 

Wanted to Team White : 
- Girls With Negro Hoofers| 
‘Parents, of two vo ‘white girls, prom- 

inent : sister team. in’ vaudeville, are 
indignant over efforts’ on the part. 

ment to team the sisters with two 

[eee men in a four-act. 
Whose: original idea this was is 

not revealed, 

| Murray Answers Felerel. 
Comm.. ‘Fake Ad’ Charges |. 

‘WAshington, Jan. 21. 
Arthur Murray, heading the cor- 

respondence school of dancing in 
Manhattan bearing his name, has 
answered the complaint 6f the Fed- 
eral Trade’ Commission, which 
charged unfair business methods, 

| with a flat denial and asks for a 
dismissal of the complaint. ° 

“special rates” which weren’t “spe- 
cial" for his course, with assuring. 
prospective pupils that he’ could 
make graceful dancers out of them, 

couldn’t do in. every case, and 

structors. of: the U. S. Naval Acad- 
emy, ex-presidents, governors, con- 
gressmen, etc., when he hadn’t, . It 
is charged that. his. whole, selling 
campaign was “misleading, | decep~ 
tive and fictitious.” 
‘Murray admits he has Incorpo- 

rated these statements in his solict- 

statements are true. 

TED ‘LEWIS VS. BROOKS. 

Backatage Fight in Brooklyn Over 
No One Knows What 

‘Ted Lewis and Eleanor Brooks, 
specialty dancer in the Lewis act, 

stage at Keith’s Kenmore, Brooklyn, 
last Thursday. <As a result, Miss 
Brooks was unable to go on that 
night. She returned to the act Fri- 
day. 
Backstage account was that Miss 

Brooks delivered the first blow and 
Lewis countered. They broke up the 
fight themselves. No one seems to 
know what it was all about. | 

The previous Saturday (opening 
day), Miss Brooks showed up at the 
Kenmore with a discolored eye. She 
explained that it happened when a 
cab in which she was riding stopped 
short. 

Cook the first half of Feb 1 week at 
the rate of Cook's regular Keith sal- 

for the split date, ° 
The Brill house, booked by Ar- 

thur Fisher, is one of the few indies 
anywhere paying and playing big | 
time and heavy: money acts. 

‘UNNECESSARY SQUAWK 
Contrary - to general rumors 

among vaude men, there is:no edict 
against vaude producers at’ Para- 
mount’s Long: Island studios. 
Vaude -producers have claimed 

_they -are. being’ 
“agalist= “in” thelr“attempls to enter| 

LE Eens eee 

liness Causes Split. 
Clarke and Harrison have dis- 

solved after 10 years as vaude team, 
Ray Clarke's fll health caused the 
split. He has been ordered to rest. 
May Harrison (Mrs. Clarke) will. 

doanew act-with Harry Farrell. - 

about the same as vaude for them. 

of. Keith’s ‘eastern booking depart- | 
George LeMaire ‘Dies 

' ¥ Murray. was charged. with giving. 

which. the commission sald he 

claimed he- had. trained dancing in-' 

tation of business,. but. claims that |. 
in each and every instance. the} 

had it out in a pugilistic way back- . 

Brill’s Big-Time Salaries | 
‘St. George, Sol Brill (indie), the-_ 

atre on Staten Island, will. play Joe 

ary, $4,000. Cook is to receive $2,000 

discriminated | 

Los ‘Angeles, ‘Jan, 21. 

Over 200 -yaude acts. are facing 

starvation in and around L: A. 
‘Bern Bernard, Keith booker, daily’ 

‘these performers. asking. for some. 
kind of: relief, The letters are. all. 

about the. same, : stating: the writer. 
is . completely. out of funds. All 
want to get away: ‘from the. coast. 

-In most cases they have tried 
‘other kinds of. work, but. find. that 
years in the show business have left 
them unprepared for other employ- 
ment. As a rule, they have ‘tried 
pictures, where conditions — are. 

- With about three weeks. of vaude. 
and practically no club work left in 
this territory, ‘there is Httle hope 
that these performers: will get any- 
thing out of: show. business ‘here-. 
abouts, 

In Bed, Heart Sa 
George -- LeMuire, © 46, : actor, 

vaudevillian’ and producer ot Pathe © 
comedy talker shorts, died ‘sud- 
denly at his home, 15 West 85th - 
street, New York,. of: heart: disease, | 

‘LeMaire had been downtown Sun-* 
day. and that night had been around’ 
the Friars’ Club where he was pop-. .- 
ular,. He was: apparently’ in good 
‘health at that time. The J ewish . 
Theatrical Guild, Friars ‘and .N..V. + 
A. arranged for his funeral. - on 

. LeMatire was found dead in bed. 1, 
He had planned to.be at the Pa: 

offices Monday: and. had everyth ng: 
set. to leave. within the near. future | 
‘for the west. coast’ to make’ moré 
pictures for: Pathe, He: had re- 
turned home Sunday night and re-. 
tired . _with no indication of i. 
health, ; 

He is survived by his widow, - 
Marie, a son,. Jack, who .had ep= 
peared in several of his pictures; . 
an only. sister, Mrs, Ida: Goldgraber, | . 
living in New. York, and three 
brothers, Rufus, in the agency. busi- 
ness in Hollywood; ‘William, :who * 
has beén appearing in: vaudeville — 
doing ‘blackface, and Sam, manage. 
ing Publix (pictures) units, : 

LeMaire's. longest stage aszociae - 
tion was in vaude partnership with: 
‘Frank Conroy, the Conroy and Le- 
Maire comedy act playing. the Keith © 
houses for: years as a headliner - 
‘and also as part of the Winter 
Garden: “Passing: Show. of 1918." _ 
‘They separated and’ later LeMaire | 
teamed with Joe Phillips. 

Divorce On Sleep 
Chicago, Jan. 21. 

Lillian Goldenberg, known profes- 
sionally as Lillian Golden, has.-se-—— 
cured a divorce from Harold Golden- 
.berg on charge~ of cruelty. She 
complained ‘that he was always falle | 
ing asleep—at the theatre, at giriner, ° 
playing bridge—and._ that when‘ she 
yoke him up he got sore and socked 

her, ~ 

They were married | at- ‘Crown. 
Point, Ind., on Oct. 6, 1920, and sep- 
arated Sept. 27, 1928. Plaintife was 
given the: custody of their seven: | 
year-old daughter. | 

-.Carnera a Prospect 
Primo Carnera broke in for. & 

vaude date at Shubert’s Newark last. . 
Sttiday. After his coming ‘fight he. . 
‘plans. @ vaude tour under Fred” 
Nevins’ management. - - — 

ELVIRA GIERSDORF HURT. 
’ Pittsburgh, Jan. 21. 

‘Elvira Giersdorf, of | Giersdorf:. 
Sisters, appearing at- Stanley, last. 
week’ in Publix unit, “Match Baz" 
Revue,” was seriously injured with” 

{run down by ‘a truck near the the- 
atre, Removed to’ Mercy hospital, 
she was found suffering a deep gash 
in’ the forehead and fractures. of 
several toes. : 

Act closed as: result before first 
show Tuesday night. Unit lays off 
‘this week, reopening in: Buftalo Fri“: 
day. According to hospital authori- 
ties, Misa Glersdorf will be. suf- 

ficiently recovered at that. time to 
join her sisters there. 

Harry Lorraine, who left the. 
Fally Markus office (now extinct), . 
has permanently settled in the J, A, 
Robbins office, New York. .~  __ nad 



Vaude Dialect Comics in Picture 
Shorts Drive Directors to hi renzy 

Putting on a talking “comedy 
shoft. has its tragic side, according 
to ‘short film directors and script 
writer—particularly. when that com- 
edy is a Jewish one with a cast 7 
made up of. herring and. gag de- po 
stroyers. . 

There were plenty’ of laughs ‘in 

ICoffee Date in Jersey 
Brings Nothing But Cops 

“ Playitig for - apples: ‘and. not even | - 
getting the seeds burned up the bill] | 

the making that weren't included. at ena ne A fivesect’ show ret _ 

in the original scrip toe been. booked | in for Saturday and 
-The chief trouble came in. trying Sunday through ‘Harry Myers, indie 

to make, vaudeville. actors aecept|pooker and newcomer to field. When 
direction. They’re go used to look- ithe: payoff. didn't arrive a-near. riot - - 

ing out at audiences that they can’t | ensued, with local coppers. called in _ 
get out of the habit - in. front of a to quell the. squawks. and. advising a : : CARL SHAW 

‘in “DANCING. WHAT. AM”: 

and LITKA KADEMOVA ~ 
’-This week (Jan:' 18), 
State, New ‘York. 
Management SAM! VEL BAERW TZ; 

161 “West 46th Sto, New York: 

WARNERS DROPPING USE 
OF STAGED VAUDE ACTS 
“Vaudeville acts’ ‘and ‘scripts will 

eo a 

“e 
. ye 

CONTESTS FOR SHORTS.” 

Piiblix-Herman “Hunch for \ 
Products—Want . Youngsters* ” 

_ . Chicago, Jan. 21. ag 

F ORUM ‘Sam Herman, indie agent, has rés 

a ‘| ferring with Sam Katz and A...J. 
Balaban. on. ‘establishing an agency 

‘Berlin, Jan: 8 

camera, They're so used to ad lib- the acts to: vamp. out-ofstown be- | 

bing that they can’t. stick to the |fore inheriting: quarters in the town 
.. script, and necessitate dozens of re- bastile. 

takes with ‘their “side-talk.” Know- Biz was terirore poth days.’ “Ralph: 
ing all the “coffee house’ sags” fey); Myerson; house . manager, didn’t 

insert them; | show ‘later’ to -pay off. 
Listen to the director's tale of woe |. Acts stormed Myers" office ‘in. the 

—which includes several good rea- Strand. building Monday: Myers in- 

sons why a picture-lot-is not a happy |rormed them he would have to take 
one—and why it ‘took four average | civil action against the house man-. 
shooting days to do’ a ‘short’'that/asement before recovering ‘salaries. 
should have’ taken no’ more: ‘than ‘al. The - five-act bill: included. Carlo. 

day and a haif.. {and Ruth, Marion: Trevor, Clark and | 
“We were: shooting a Jewish: wed: Kelly, “Tin Types,” ~ seven- -people 

ding ‘scene;. with a’ banquet | table flash, and Rossiter Brothers, - 

laden with an ‘assortment of frank- |:° 
furters and: fruit, ‘After rehearsing: 
the scene at least twelve times, we’ b 1 
had to hold the- ‘take! while we. sent. Shu ert Players Reporte ‘) t 

out for more food. Those herring- |: y Warner ‘Bros. in’ production o 

destroyers had! rehearsed eating as] ‘h Vaude With Permission future Vitaphone’ talking ‘shorts. 

well as ‘their lines.” Experience of the short ‘makers to 

A Gesture Goes Wrong. “Reported getting permission of the| date -has..shown, that few stage 
One of the actors had. a Jong | Shuberts to do go, artists under con- routines carry sufficient . effective- 

dramatic ona vhioh he: stick his tract to that legit organization are| ness to the screen without drastic. 
comedy Mnish an wile into 0. fill open time. 
hand, for emphasis, into a bowl of wore, Mealy on the road’ in. “A| changes, rewriting and restaging. 
pee turnips... - Night in Venice,” a Shubert show,| From now. ‘on, according’ to a 

"We rehearged that - pit for two. ane under-contract, to the Shiberts, ‘Warner short. official, vaude. pegple 

hours until: it looked as though we follows: Chic ‘Sale for vaude dates. will be engaged as people only. and 

finally had it right. Lights, mike and | gaie. opened at the Palace, Chicago, without their stage acts, unless the 

camera angles set, we: start the! new Year's week, and Healy 4s act is perfectly suited . to ‘screening 

‘take.’ He gets. to "the speech and| hooked by Keith’s for Chicago and| 23 standing. 

we all hold our breath for fear he'll! Qieveland. Booking was arranged A short time ago- " Paramount: 

do something: wrong. - Everything 18| through Paul Dempsey. ©° ~ -\ adopted a similar plan for ‘talking 

going fine.. He reads .the speech| nates (Feb. 1, Cleveland and Feb. | shorts. when several stage acts were: 

O...K.—and then. forgets to. put his | g, Chicago) ate contingent upon the| drastically changed for the Screen 
hand in the turnips. ' . [closing of “A Night in. Venice” by. transfer. 

“So we do a rertake.. This time he. ‘that time. Show is in ‘Cincinnati 
sticks his hand in the bowl—and ‘this week. -. ; 

_ forgets to, pull it out. Two more re-||' On returning ‘to. Keith's, Healy 

takes before we got it right.”... | will have an eight-people act, but] 
.There was the:girl who had ex-/ petty. Healy .will not be with him. 

actly one line to say. This was her. ‘She is on the west coast recovering 
first picture venture after: years in trom an appendix operation, ; 

vaudeville,. go she. rehearsed: con- 
scientiously, wanting to. be. letter, 
perfect. Worked well until it came. 
time for the ‘take’ and then forgot 
her_ one line.. ; 

“It was impossible to make the| here to supply youngsters for: Par- 
cast look at eachother when they Editor Variety: ; amount. shorts. | 
were playing. a scene,” said the di-| I am writing in regard to my two pared plans for a tour: of. various 
rector. “They'd read their lines | children, Geraldine and Joe. | ities. to. hold theatre ‘contests to 
looking straight at me with an ex- Your: near-sighted reporter called select the ‘talent. Idea is. to then 
pression that asked How. am I) them midgets. The girl is eight and bring the short back to the town, 
doin?” . [| the. boy is eleven. ‘Mistakes should | the youngsters making a screen per- 

“But we got. around that after’ a|be corrected: -  - | gonal: appearance. 
couple of -hours,” contributed . the |- The children are American born 
script lad. “John would yell ‘Cam: and ate well known in‘ Variety's 

- era!’ and then beat it off the. lot and Chicago office. The boy is the only 
watch the ‘take’ through a peek-|-one that can spin on his head’ like 

Chi Show People Assist 
hole in the studid scenery.” a top. Chas. DuBois. - Actor’s Destitute . Wife 

Seript-Shy oO Chicago, Jan. 21, 

Joe Turnip-Forgetter had another OZ AN AGENT While the Ne “V. A. has instituted 

scene in which he was supposed. {0/ 7 of the vaude act, Polly and|a search for Maurice Samuels, 
‘read aloud wires of congratulation! 6). has retired from the stage to|comedian, show people her: have 
sent to, the bridegroom. Instead of | .come-an agent. He is joining the ‘provided that Mrs. Samuels and her 
simply reading them,. which should Max ‘Richards (Chicago 
be an easy trick.for an actor, he agency, 

. would hold the telegram at arm's]: “Polly (Mrs. Oz) ig: planning ° to 

length at his side. and recite the continue in vaude. appealed to Judge Haas of ‘renters’| 
messages with his eyes’ focussed’ on |. court’when her landlord, H. Green- 
the camera. When criticized, for Ash's: One Week. in Chi 

this, He pulled a-pained expression! payj ‘Ash’s return to the Oriental, |cause she was behind in her rent, 
and explained that he couldn’t hold Chicago, Friday (Jan, 25) will ‘be Bailiffs at the court contributed 
up the . wire as his neuritis Wwasl'for one week ‘only, according, to]$10.and’took hér to the R-K-O of*'|. 
troubling him. | . ‘| Publix in New York. '|fices ‘where agents, bookers, arid: per- | 

This same actor was deeply in, Following the date, Ash returns|formers. . voluntarily 
sulted when the studio. Official | east-to continue his radio and shorts enough for. the rent and food. 
wanted to make. him up. . | _ production work for Par, Mrs. Samuels says her husband 
He pulled-a. yose of high dignity. has deserted her. 

“I have been ecting,” he stated, “‘for| © Latest ‘R-K-0O mangerial switch : 
9 ‘Wee Te. 

RKO’s Film Lineup 
finf und tswanstig years—and you ig the appointment of F. E. Wadge, 

vant ta raake me hop!” “ formerly at the Seventh Street, 
Out of respect to his. “finfi und Minneapolis, to’ Proctor’s, Newark, 

. Strongest picture line- -up RKO 
‘theatres have ‘ever had for any 
single month is booked for Febru- 

home. 

. tswantstig years,” he was permitted | _ 
cL to do his own making up, and came 
“down .on- the set with a complete] of ueceeding shots ‘nad to- be 
Moscow Art make-up ‘that would] changed.to meet the new dilemma. 
have’ scared children . out ° of the “But it. looks as though we got a 
theatre and started nielting into a} good picture in spite of breaking 
composite picture of a sun-set un-| mikes, disappearing props and ac- 

. der. the studio lights. More delay.| tors,” finished the, director. ; 
_After_all. these minor difficulties | 

hooed .as “Jos. Plunkett Month.” 
_ “Hit the Deck”. (Radio), “Sally” 
(FN), “No, No, Nanette” (FN), 

* VAUDEVILL 

‘With Mindel Twing, Antoni Flora - ‘ 

- ; Loew's | + 

| from - Guy 
‘George in the theatrical business. - 

for ‘a short ‘stay. : 
to- wait till the -holiday spirits had 
left. Broadway before: his -visit, all| 

| Sadie having been. canceled, by 
e. 

not be used in original stage form |. 

Pai: . 

‘turned from New .York after con- |. 

Hérman has pre-|. 

- Keith) three. ‘children have: food | and al. 

Absolutely destitute, Mrs. samusis . 

berg, obtained an eviction writ ‘be-". 

H stimulants. . 
‘self: 

contributed ‘ 

ary, designated .and to be bally-. 

E 
Short ‘Story 7 

Russ Brown and Mrs. Brown 
(Brown and Whittaker) were 

_{n ‘Hollywood beating on’ the 
‘talker gates. While there they 
were offered some vaude time. 
But they hadn’t done the act. 
for several months, didn’t re-. 

| “member the routine and could - 
not find: a copy. of the script. 

. ‘Brown remembered the Vita- — 
phone - short ‘they ‘made of the. 
act about a year befove. . He 

_ eallea up Bryan Foy and ask- 
. ed permission to sée it.. The 
_team brushed ‘up on forgotten . 
stage lines and gestures. by. 

- punning the picture in:a pro-- 
jection room all day. 

~SARANAC, 
~By “HAPPY” BENWAY 

ms ee TE 

Saranac, Jari. 48. 
* Pleunisy will | have: its fling, claim- 
ing three patients this, week—Allie 
“Bagley, | 

| Schaffer.’ 
Mary Bradin | and Ben 

George Harmon, Cherishés ; a. letter 
.Barleétt,’ who* 

Wddie: Boss: left for the big. street 
‘He déeniéd it best. 

Chris - ‘Hagedorn, 
has 

‘He is’ aiso’ feeling ‘at his 
curing” 

Mrs. Adolphe Menjou,- who vaca- 
tioned ‘at the Alta Vista Lodge visit- 
‘ing her sister, Miss Margaret Drum, 
left: for New York - city,- sailing on 
.the Olympic for Paris. 

Mrs. Allis: ‘Evans. (sister-in- law of |. 
the late George “Honey Boy” Evans). 
is -a. grandmother,’ the’ newcomer 
weighing eight ‘pounds. 

William Holly hit the ‘Adirondacks 
a little run down, A few weeks here 
will make a new man out of him. 
He is resting at F Front: street. : 

_ Lilly Leonora, 80 Park avenue, has 
taken ‘up leather. tooling, .an art 
‘brought to the Sanatorium by: Harry 

"| Namba and Vernon Lawrence. 

Richy Craig, JB, made’ a flying 
trip here: to get. his final x-ray, the||: 

‘| reading of which showed a lot of un- 
So Richy opens | -played contracts. 

‘for Loew next. week. | 

‘okay for unlimited . exercise and 
everything. He was formerly with 
“Scandals.” 

Jimmy Cannon has staged one of 
those wonder comebacks, “It won't 
be long now” before Jimmy. is back |. 
on the main stem.. 

A big event of the week is the im- 
provement of.Oscar Loraine. Can’t 
stop that old veteran. He -is now 

‘| tuning up for the grand. opening. - 

' Fred Rith arrived. after cy three-. 
week “setting” on Broadway. _Auto- 
mat, eats agreed with him, ag he 
added three pounds, Stopping now 
at 64 Park avenue, - coe 

’ 

Harry E. English is a new arrival.’ 
Not much tr ouble—just | a little tired. 
Now at 9 Fr ont street. - 

Weekly Passing Show 
‘Mayer, 
folks: 

specialist for Saranac show 
ON'T worry;.-it gets you 

nowhere, »-DON'T tell your troubles. 
‘4 to other patients and DON’T listen 

‘to their troubles...DON’T be self- 
conscious. .DON'T use alcoholic] w 

-DON’T overtax your- 
avoid “excitement ofall kinds 

ee .DON'T play exciting. games, as 
poker, chess or bridge whist... 
DON’T play exciting . music.» 
DON’T fear rain or: snow...DON'’T 
take chance advice of friends; .con- 
sult your doctor...DON'T' make 
sudden movement of any kind... 
DON’T lift heavy objects of any 
kind... DON’T take drugs unless or- 
dered by your doctor...DON’T kiss 
children,..DON’T walk fast at any 
time...DON'’T forget | that a 
CHEERFUL MIND will be one of 
‘your most valuable assets; the cul- 
tivation of it will be the greatest 
comfort to you...Tuberculosis, after 
all, is the MOST CURABLE OF 
ALL raid, Do DISEASES...And, 

started: 

A few “Dont’s” from Dr. Edgar |: 

_| rédueed, but RKO may also call 
‘in many annual passes outstanding . « 
|.and held for.. insufficient reasons. . 
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RKO JOINS DRIVE 
TO CURTAIL 
PASSES 

* 

” Results obtained by Publix in the. 

drive to. cut down » on passes haa | 
catised the fever to spread. RKO -- 

F has now started a similar offensive. co 

“RKO | theatre press department’ 
‘and all house managers were noti<« 

fled this week to tighen up on oak- - 

leys and’ issue free, rides: only when 

absolutely necessary. -New.. York 
‘office at the same, time. requested a. 
.current list -of deadheads.for ‘the. 
‘records. At the end-of a” short pe- 

- ‘riod another. list “will be due, the 
second: expected to show .a big..dé-~.- 

crease, anda” a natiorial check- “UD, 

‘made, 

’ Not only will. weekly paper - be 

‘Door lists are ‘to be re-edited and 
local merchants. ‘dealt. ‘with jin an- 

‘other. way than by the present: door 

‘pass system. : 

Newspaper ‘people and other nec- 
‘essary free trippers remain exempt . 

. ; an jin the RKO drive, as in that con-~ 

who took ‘the: 
Nerve operation last June, 
proven its worthiness by gaining 26 
pounds, - 
best after. a. two-year | 
cruise. 

ducted .by Publix... 

-One RKO exec “stated the. inan-. 
.agers’ are expected to show a mini- 

mum, decrease of 50% in pass: grab- 
bers within the next ‘two. or: three 
weeks. - 

ee wee ee 

CHARLIE MACK FOLDS. 
| INDE DETROMT | AGENCY 

pétroii, Jan. 21.. 

Charlie Mack, head of the Michi-- 

‘gan: Vaudeville Managers’ Associa- 

‘tion and for several years the big- 
gest indie. vaude booker im this. ter- 
ritory, has taken Fally Markus’ cue. 
Mack has given up his agency busi- 
ness and left. for Florida by auto 
‘with -Mrs, ‘Mack. . 

Until a short. time ago } Mack was 
;booking around 10 weéks ‘of Michi- 
‘gan; Ohio and Canadian ‘vaude time. 
Lately sound cut in and cleaned the 
‘books . of ‘everything. but a few. - 

":| Saturdays - and Sunda, s 
Al. Downing, of 10 Baker ‘street, is y ¥ 

in’ and 
‘around Detroit. | 

Mack’s retiremént is regarded ‘as 
a sure sign the indie vaude booking 
business is shot in this section. ~ 

- “Boycott” F ‘lop 
Vaude is out again at the Opera 

House, Grantwood, N. J., with‘ fu- 
ture policy of house doubtful. 
Tom Matthews,. who had. been, 

‘operating the O, H., claims to be. 
-yictimized by a boycott through 
Grantwood. residents interested in 
another local amusement enterprise. 
Says they wouldn’t give his shows 
a tumble. - 
Vaude flop makes the third nose-. 

dive for the house, with. stock and 
stock burlesque previously fading. 
House was formerly a dante hall. 

sNo Publix Shorts 
Preyious ‘story that the one and 

two: reélers. originating at Para- 
mounts Long Island studio would 

known as Publix. Shorts ig 
wrong. Publix has, and will have, 
nd production connection. with this 
department, 

Theatre chain. remains simply. a 
purchaser of this type of Paramount 
product under ‘which studio name 
the brief reelers will, of course, be 
released. . 

| Fannie Brice. at $5,000 
Fannie. Brice opens Jan. 25 at the 

Palace, Cleveland, for two ‘Keith 

weeks at $5,000 per. 
New York Palace follows Feb. 8. 

2,000-MILE JUMP 

Thad. been met and surmounted and | Turnip-Forgetter, himself has a few 
it looked as though there might be| words to say on the subject of pic- 
a picture any day now, the mikejture making, . Deleted of their dia- 
went dead—and stayed dead for five] lect, his words sound something 
hours, with everybody eating up the| lke this: . 
prop food, rehearsing, trying to in-| “If that. picture isn’t any good, 
terpolate. gags and otherwise going it’s their fault. I wns great, I gave 
crazy. ‘Finally the -wires were|them every good gag they had in 
splinted together, and it was found |the picture. I could haye been better, 

-. that the mike could not be moved} only they insisted on giving me di- 
for fear that it would break again,|rection. As an author Sam Lewis 

Pe ae all the plannec camera angles! is a great song-writer.” 

In rebuttal of: this, however, Joe Keith's sent. ‘Sunshine Sammy on 
-USeven-Keys-to- Baldpate'--(Radio) +} 
and “Their Own Desire” (M-G) are 
among the films. 

Murray’s 2nd Farewell 
. After a two-week coast vacation, 
Ken Murray will return for 10 more 
weeks of Keith vaude before leav- | 
ing definitely for RKO picture work. 

Murray’s last’ 10 weeks start Feb. 
1 in Cincinnati. 

‘|a@ near record jump from New York ~~ 
to Winnipeg, Can., last week for 
six days in ‘Winnipeg and three in 
Calgary as a. substitute: for Bill 
Robinson, who dropped due to ill- 
ness. -., 
“Sammy jumped about. 2,000 miles © 

and traveled for two days for the 
nine-day date. Booking office paid 
half the fare. a ae 
‘Robinson, who left off in St. Paul, 

resumes: Jan. 31 in Spokane. 

Sol Schwartz Quits 
Sol Schwartz, Keith manager for 

many years and lately at the Jeffer- 
son, New York, is leaving - show 
‘business to go in business for him- 
self. 
Harry Mitchell, transferred from 

the Riverside, replaces Schwartz on 

14th street. . 
oe hts a ard 

4 
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Loews and R-K-0 Will Play All 4-Act 
Units in Circuits Southern Houses | 

.An understanding has -been 
reached between Loew's and R-K-O 
-that each will play.a vaudeville unit 
“4n: the southern territory of each‘ of 

_ not -over. four acts. .; This will grad-. 
_ ually: become. uniform in ‘all: of the 
circuits’ theatres . in ‘the south, wo 

.. Loew's will’ start cutting its vaude 
“pills to the 4-turr. size for the. newly. 
formed: units. in ‘the. 14. oweeks of | 
southern: time hooked by Loew’ 8: 

Most: of the southern houses now: 
booked . by R-K-O are on the Inter- 
‘state Circuit of. Texas... Scattering 
furth-~ north are a ‘very few Kelth- 
‘booked theatres. ‘ 

R-K-O recently started the 4- act 
unit, announcing it first. for the |. 
avestern ..ivision and later for’ ‘the | 
eastern R- -K-O houses, 

" Jt is not ‘reported: that any agree- 
ment -vas reached by the chains as 

.to a minimum or maximum salary. 
This is left within the discretion of. 
the bookers:. 

Sun Keeps N Y. Office 

Gus. ‘Sun Agency will not relin-. 
quish its New York Office.as pre-- 
viously reported. It is angling for | 
additional stands, thus giving re-|- 

"maining. inde vaude -bookers the 
first opposish they. have had” from , 
Sun in the ‘east. 
J: Warren Todd, reported: going 

into the Sun. main office in Spring- 
field, Tl, will stick in New York. 
The - Sun: ‘circuit currently’: is more | Houses. ordinarily play five acts. 
.tab than’ vaude. Sun is. reported on a split week. © 
anxious to go entirely ‘tab, but a few]: . . 
holdotits for vaude are blocking that 
plan. 

Todd leaves next. week on a. field |. 
‘tour through _New ‘England and 
Pennsylvania, “ 

"Filled! 
Keith's western vaudeville 

‘books. of the New. York office 
are ‘completely . filled | up. to, 
March’ 1. . . 

. Advance: setting” of. ‘the west- 

month of February enables the - 
‘ houses to exploit future bills 
"more than a month. ahead... 

VAUDE’S ROCHESTER EDGE 

Stage ‘Shows Beating “Talkers 

’ Rochester, N. Y., Jan, 21.. 
Publix is installing vaude at the 

Piccadilly “this Friday .(Jan, . 24). 

Plan is a. hame band for four or 

‘five: weeks. and acts: from units lay: 

ing off. sO 

RKO ' "Temple sound - ‘policy will 
now change. bills’ weekly: to offset 

{the ° Piccadilly’s routine, - 
houses. have been getting the local 

so- SO, even on smashes. - 

“Sally” Kills Vaude. 
“Vaude is out completely for week 

of Jan. 27 in the Poli, Wilkes-Barre, 
and the’ Capitol, Scranton, owing to 
booking. of’ the FN. picture, “Sally,” 

Oakland, Jan. 21, 

. Local R-K- 0. Orpheum: ‘goes: 
straight pictures with opening - of 
“Sally” (FN) tomorrow (Wednes- 

| day). Film is-in for ‘one week 
| with -chances, of holding over, 

| “Odds.and . Ends,” ' vaude unit 
‘booked in for this week, was can-. 
celled,. Unit has been given: an- 
other week later on in lieu of Oak- 
land. ~ . 

Five-Week: Warner Units 

May Build i in Pittsburgh 
Pittsburgh, Jan. 21, 

: Warners: may build its own units 
out of Pittsburgh for seveial. pres- 
‘entation houses it ‘controls in this |. 

. district, “it: was reported here last 
“week. Acts would be given five or 
Bix weeks, playing first at Enright, 
here, then moving on +o Oil City,’ 
Erie, Canton, O., and Cleveland. 

Presentations for Enright are 
built here each week and plan is 
to send them out from: here com- 
pletely scored and set scenically. If 
idea.is carried out, Al’ Kaye, pro- 
duction manager for Warners here, 

‘will likely be.placed in‘charge, with |. 
. Jerry Mayhall as his- assistant. 

_ Excepting the Enright, the small- 
er Warner houses in‘ this. territory 
have been playing split-week vaude, 

Los Aneeles, Jan, 21, — 

The Orpheum, San Diego, vaud- 
film, will .cut ‘its vaude bill from 5- 
to.3 acts ‘week’ of Feb. 3 due to ‘the. 
length of the feature, “Sally.” : — 

All - other . Keith. coast houses 
playing this. picture will make the 
two act cut,. 

-Tabs Replace Vaude 
_ |. ‘Kansas City, Jaa, 21." 

The Pantages has discontinued 
its vaude policy. for at least. a few 
weeks, 

Loie Bridge company is replacing 

with a series of musical tabs, ; 
. Miss Bridge recently recovered 
from an extended illness and has 
just reorganized her company, - 

ILL AND INJURED 
Eddie Lyons, ‘general manager 

‘for Arthur Hopkins, ill with pneu- 
monia at his home, 

Blossom Seeley and Benny Fields 

dropped -out of the Palace, Cleve- 

land, this week, ‘due to Fields’ ill- 
|mess. Madge Kennedy replaced. — 

Bert Wilcox, not Fred ag reported, 
is confined in Reconstruction hos- 

pital, New. York. 

Western Vaude Additions 
; Chicago, Jan. 21. 

RKO has added three houses to 
the Chicago booking list. All start 
Jan, 26, 

Times Square, Detroit, will “age | 
five acts split week; Faurot_theatre, 
Lima, Ohio, three acts Saturdays 
and Sundays; Spencely, “Dubuaue, . 
Ta). ‘three: acts first ‘half. 

RESUMES VAUDFILM 
_ Erie, Pa., Jan, 21.° 

_ Perry. theatre, Warner-Stanley 
“house, has shelved its-stage band 
‘and.m.c. ‘and’ is back ’.to regular’) 
vaude. Started yesterday (Mon- 

_ day). 

_ Orchestra has been cut: to seven 
pieces, and the vaudfilm policy goes 
in at a new ‘top of 50 cents. House 
has not been doing anything all 
Beason, - 

his home in Long Island, Case of 
chicken pox. Several weeks prob- 
ably befgre he can -be ‘about. ... 
‘David Hutcheson (“Sons o’ Guns), 

laid up four weeks because of a 
broken bone’ in_ his foot, has. re- 
joined show. 

Zelma O'Neal, operated on at ‘the 
‘| Osteopathic Hospital, Los Angeles, 

for appendicitis. 

Jimmy Plunkett, Keith’ agent, ill 

with flu.at home in Rye, N..Y. 
Leonard Stevens, pianist at BBB 

Cellar, Los Angeles, serfously ill in 
California: Lutheran hospital, 

John LeClair, who suffered a 
paralytic stroke, removed to French 
“Hospital -Monday:- . 

William O’Brien (O’Brien | ‘and 
Buckley), who has been. quite ill m 
Roosevelt ' hospital, removed , 
French hospital Monday by ine 

N, V. A. 

VANCOUVER QUITS F. & Me 
Los Angeles, Jan. 21. 

Fanchon and ‘Marco Ideas quit 
Playing Vancouver when “Jazz Tem- 

ple” closes Jan. 25. -The Strand 
theatre goes straight sound. 

Butte, Mont., takes the Vancouver. 
.:-date.on.the. circutt, with. ‘Black.and. 
Gola" inaugurating it. : 

a 

Frisco’s Fast. Repeat 
Frisco, at Loew's State, New 
York, last week, will play a quick 
return there Feb. 1. 

_ Sunnyside Vaude Out 
| Waude has been dropped at Fox's 
Sunnyside theatre,. Long Island city. 
- House had been playing five acts 
on.a split week. 

Ruth Gordon Halts Act if 
Deciding to stick in legit, Ruth 

Gordon has called off proposed 
vaude appearances, 

‘érn ‘intact shows for the entire | 

Publix: Putting in. Acts at Piccadilly i 

Vaude |- 

gravy, all- sound pictures doing only ||. 

| weeks’ 
| gelves on actg through the privilege 

{ing at Denver, . 

Roger. Wolfe Kahn is. ¢onfined to |’ 

roe, 

o MURIEL 
SULLY and “THOMAS 

‘|: Consistently and successfully. pro- 
ducing laughs in vaudeville... 
Opening January 26, Palace, -: Chit 

‘cago, for 25-week R- K- O route.’ 
Thanking Publix Circuit and Fan- 

JOHNNY 

chon and Marco for kind ‘offers, 

Direction JACK: ‘CURTIS. 

F & M Now Issues 12-Wk. 
Contract With 3. Options| - 

Los “Angeles Jan, 21. 
- Fanchon and Marco playing time 

: around the coast is showing an in-. 
creasé, .Fox West Coast house ‘at 

| Long. Beach is going from a split 
to a full week with Sacramento’ re- |: 

-Up north cently doing thé same. 
Salem ‘moves from a one ‘to. three 

day stand while eastward F, & M. 
has. acquired | a four’ day stand’ in 

Jiect .the agents’. b%. Butte, Mont.- 
‘Coast. producers: are now. issuing 

| minimum blanket : contracts of 12 
‘and . are protecting © them- 

of exercising three successive op- 

tions. 
Pasadena, Los Angeles, San Diego, 
Long Beach, Fresno, . 

Portland, Seattle and ° ‘Tacoma, com- 

ing in shortly. , 
Vancouver, Great Falls and ‘Butte, . 

following, 
weeks, with the eastern route ‘start- |: 

are outside of the 12 

Acts. are kept in= 
tact up to that point,. ‘units under- 

going. no changes until hitting ‘New 
York. ; 

Minn. RKO1 Unit Opener 
Policy. at the Hennepin, ‘_Minne- 

apolis, when returning to vaude 

Feb, 1, will be five’ acts made up of 
the regular four-act R-K-O west- 
ern road show, and an added turn. 
Hennepin becomes the opening date 
for the western intact bills, -Preced- 

ing St. Paul. 
On the same date the Seventh 

Street, ‘which recently supplanted 
the Hennepin as. the. Keith vaude 
outlet in Minneapolis, reverts to 

straight pictures. -- 
“Hit the Deck” will! be the Henne- 

pin’s final straight film attraction, 
playtng there the weeks Jan. 18-25. 
If strong enough to stay-for a third 

week the picture may set the vaude 
opening date back to Feb. 8. 

Balieff’s Full Tour. 
Nikolai Balieff and his Russian 

“Chauve Souris,” originally brought 

‘to America by Morris Gest and 
never having appeared at popular 
prices, will make a complete tour 
of the Publix deluxe chain. . 
Russians will constitute a@.unit in 

themselves. 

troupe leaves there Jan.. 30 _to. open 
Feb. 18 in New Haven, Conn, : 

‘COLORED ACT FOR KEITH'S 
Adelaide Hall, one of the features 

of the colored musical, “Blackbirds,” 
has been placed with. Keith's for ; 
-vaudeville time. by Marty Forkins. | 

Miss Hall opens Jan, 27 in Union 
Hill, N. J. 

Mundy-Sparting Split —. 
‘Jack Mundy and Jack Sparling 

have split as a vaude team. 
Sparling has reteamed with his 

former partner, Al Friend, while 
Mundy will head a new: five-people 

1| flash captioned’ "So This“ 1s-Broaa= 
way. 

Vaudeville has returned tu the R- 
K-O Palace at Ft. Wayne, Ind., after 
several months’ ‘absence. Henry 
Kaufman is the new manager, 

a ny 

‘Herbert Hoey, formerly attached 
‘to the Edward. Small offices, has 

become manager of the picture de- 
partment of the Max Hart. offices. 

i. heads of an: .theatrical book-" . 

Tt for | revenge thr ough the writer 

1. This- later -series igs held ‘to’ so | 

| Keith Agents. Ordered. 

The 12’ week route takes -in: 

San . Jose, 
Frisco, Oakland, Sacramento, ‘Salem, 

{went straight pictures this week. 

musicians out of work along with 

. Unit ‘Plays “18 Months 
. After playing 18 months as an |. 

bury, .Conn., for Fox. | 

At- present on the Coast the. 

VAUDEVILLE 

Anonymous Letters 
Reports in New York and 

* from Chicago indicate there is: 
‘a systematized series of anon-.— 

_-ymous letters being . writ- . | 
ten to executives of R-K-O in . 
either’ city. The anonyminity 

_ o£ the letter writers is varied 
. somewhat by © ‘phoney - ‘signa-~ 
tures, with the signers: of the - 

“ misSives giving no address.. 
. The letters make charges of . 
incompetency and graft against” 

_ different mémbers of the Keith 
‘offices in both ° cities, -. - 

|. It is not unusual’ for. the 

, ing office to receive anonymaius. - 
letters with-. similar charges.. 
‘These most often are: written . 

“not securing an engagement. 

- consistently and | ‘directed 
against both of. ‘the | R-K-O J} 

. booking. offices in different ‘J 
‘ cities that. it: appears: ‘to. he Ore 
ganized. | f 
AY couple of stirmises ‘have 

|. been made. to the authors of : 
the letters or tNeir instigators. - 

-. Both:  surmises - | sound » well, 
I placed, . 

CHI WESTERN. ‘BUREAU 
y 

To Be Started Feb. .1 for Western: 
7 _Keith: Agents: : 

*. 

" Chieago, Jan. 21, 

“Bureau for. collection of commis- 

sion from acts,: recently promised to 
Chicago Keith ‘agents, will be in 
operation Feb..1. Agency will col- 

bookings consummated: through the 
western (Chicago). booking: office, - 
Operating arrangements will ‘be 

the same as that in practice with 
the Keith Collection: Agency in New 
York. 

Stagehands’ Wage Edict 
-Ousts Keith House aude 

; ‘North Adams, Mass., Jan. 21. 

Stage hand trouble has oisted 
vaude from Keith's. Management 
refused to comply. with the stage 
crew’s demands for a salary raise. 
The boys walked and the house 

Withdrawal. of. vaude’ threw. the: 

the stage hand 3. 

F, & M, Idea, “Up in the Afr’ was 
sent back to Los Angeles by the 
New York. branch. last Wednesday. ; 
It will disband upon reaching the 
west: ‘coast. 

Unit. was one of the first to start 
east, playing alt the time available, 
including additional Loew bookings, 

Its last date east was-in Water- 

Sobel’s New Associates 
Following the disappearance of 

Joe: Sullivan and the’ subsequent: 
split between him and Nat. Sobel, 
agency partners in R-K-O, two new 
representative associates. have been 
brought in by Sobel. . 

They are Harry. Flamm, for many 
years: with the’ Harry Weber and 
Weber-Simon agency, and Kenneth 
Ryan, who was: formerly with the 
Pat Casey office. 

COMERFORD. ‘SILVER, JUBILEE 
About 210 houses in: Pennsylva~- 

nia under direction of M. E, Com- 
erford will project silver jubilee in’ 
February, celebrating. the 25th an- 
-niversary of the Comerford organi- . 
zation. 

Delf’s. Vaude Jaunt . 
Harry Delf, after a lengthy stay 

|on the coast’ in talkers, returns to 
vaude shortly for three Keith weeks 
‘in the middle west. 

He opens Feb. 8 in Cincinnati and 
follows Feb. 22 and March 1 at the 

.| Palaces, Chicago and Cleveland. 

Healy and Clare Dissolve © 
==Healy--and-- Clare. havedissplved. 
their yaude partnership after three 
years. 

’ Bin Healy ‘Will do a new act with 
Sammy Tucker, while Ruth ‘Claire 

will rejo{n her sister, Emily, in’ a 
singing act. ; 
tt 

Waters- Fitzgibbon Double 

Tom Waters and Bert Fitzgibbon 
have formed a new combine for 
vaude. Both formerly did singles. 

for. them. on: 
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—|PUBLIX NOT AFTER FILM 
NAMES—KING AT PAR 

‘Publix will use Seréen stars when 
and where such bookings are deem-_ 
‘ed desir able, but there Is no. cone 
‘certed move to import a. succession 
of ‘Holly woodites as-reported. _ 

‘ Insistence -by Publix that screen: 
‘celebs doa regular act of somé sort 
}and not just. make a personal ap-| 
pearance, would limit the available | 
|names. Additionally, the dizzy ideas © - 
on salary held by most of the’ screen 

| folk. makes _ their - ‘employment con-" 
‘trary.. to. Publix _ operating . Prip> 
eiples, | 

. Dennis King, who. has made’ put? 
one. picture, . plays ‘the Paramount,- : 
New York, Jan. 31, with Brooklyn 
to follow, | care oo 

“To Quit Warner Bookings : 
The Kelth agents have been notl-- .f 

fied by-letter to discontinue dealings - 
| with the Warner vaude booking office - 
on penalty. of: losing: their Keith: 
-franchises,:'' Order went. ‘out when. - 
the Keith office. was. reported to: 
have learned the, agents. ‘were book-. 
ings ‘acts with Warners after the 
latter's’ theatres. were pulled from | 
the Keith books. | 

- All ‘but .two of the Keith- booked 
Warner “houses were - withdrawn. 
from the Keith floor ‘by request’ two = 
weeks ago when. Keith's. claimed. | 
they provided an opportunity. for — 
the agents to book’ acts on the out- 
side. . The Keith agents were ad- 
‘mittedly. selling. to the Warner. 
houses: not on the Keith books but 
booked in the. Warner home office. 7 

: Keith booking office's charge, w. 
‘the. -practice “was. in’ ‘opposition to~ 
the rule’ prohibiting outside vaude . 
bookings . by: franchised - agents. 
Keith's further ‘stated the outeide 
“Warner houses: were benefiting. by 
presence of the few other Warner: 

‘| houses on the: Keith books, since the... 
‘Keith agents’ material was available | 
and sold to both groups. Keith's 

did not profit by the arrangement, 
‘| besides, it was stated. 

“Warner ‘office is maintaining. an") 
open door policy for. all: ‘agents, de-.- 
claring Keith's: barring of. its act. 
representatives will nqt: affect the - 
source of acts, ©. . 
“Tf we can't get the acts we want © 

from Keith agents, we can get them _ 
from: others,” one “Warner booker » 
Stated.” mo ‘ 

‘~ 

Pan Boys Will 1 Operate 
New Hollywood House 

Hollywood, Jan. 21,.- ; 
Rodney Pantages announces that” 

he and “his brother, Lloyd, will 
operate the new Pantages, Holly- 
wood theatre, due to open: April 1. 
Presentation and pictures will be ” 
the policy. — 

This spikes all deals’ to lease or~ 
sell the -house, 

Film Delays Road Unit 
Next intact R-K-O road show to 

follow Standard-No. 7, which, opened . 
Saturday in Flushing. for the east- 
ern houses, will not be put together 
for opening until Feb, 1. This is due 
to the playing of “Rio Rita” in” 
Greater Néw. York ‘houses, with bills - 
cut by two and three acts. | 
Standard No. 8 for Flushing. ‘Feb. : 

1° will be built -around © “Charles ” 
“Sim”. Timblin, No. 7, just. going 
out, is made-up of Aileen and May; 
Hughie Eaton, Corinne, Tilton and... 
the ‘Chinese: Whoopee Revue. 

“TACOMA KEEPS PAN NAME 
R-K- O has removed the. Pantages 

name on five of the six theatres it. 
acquired last summer from Alex- | 
ander Pantages, Exception ‘Is the - 
Tacoma house, which continues to 
be known and billed as the Oras 
pheum-Pantages theatre.” | 

Keith officials offer-d' no explana- 
tion for retention of the name in 
‘that: city. R-K-O Orpheum is the. 
mew designation for. the former 
Pantages theatres in San Francisco, 
Seattle, Portland, Spokane and Salt 
Lake City. 
see oe 

Zerof's Damage Judgment 
The Appellate Court has affirmed 

a judgment for $100 in favor of 
Bessie Zerof, and $75 for Saul 

| Zerof in a $1,000 damage suit for 
injuries sustained 1n Loew’s Bed- 
ford theatre, Brooklyn. 

Johnny Marvin, Victor. artist, 
opens for Keith’s Jan, 25 at Rives 
Side, New York, 
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“Only 6 Th ‘Hungry 5 Bands Left in N.Y, | INCORPORATIONS: "Inside Stuft—Vaudeville 
New York 

Usual s3—Top $—Low, a Flower Pot ha ‘Haber, of RCA-Victor, which controls s Theremin, the ether ‘musical 

atres, pictures; Forrest. C. Haring, Jack 

Duke Hllingtom, Manhattan, theatres, 
pictures, plays; Irving Mills, Duke Ell-. 
ington,’ Samuel J, Buzzell. 

Afflliated Aotivitles, New - York, the- 

device, denies that Lane, Osborne and Chico, doing a: vaude act, did not. 
go through with plans to: use. the instrument because it was not ready 

. for public display. . ; 
tles. “They had that hunted appear- Del Bondio, Dwight Deere Wiman. 1°. Haber's. understanding is that ‘Leon Theremin's manager: heard Lane, 
ance but their. eyes were lighted pene: Producing Co., Inc., Manhattan, 
with the flame of unappreciated put Beh gictures: pemuel Bernard, Rose 

atres, pictures, securities; Samuel Green- 

Osborne: and Chico's. performance on the Theremin and later Suggested 

undying artistry. | , _ Grand Opera International Corp., Man-| justice to this new musical instrument and.to their own: artistry.” - 

| wala. Raymond . Felden, Murray. T., 
‘elden, 
Forrest Productions, Manhattan, ‘the- 

There remain only’ six “Hungry 

Five’ bands in the metropolitan 
area of New York, barely existing 
from day to day on the pennies and 

nickles thrown by those among 6,- 

000,000 citizens who still relish the 
finer things in music. 
-Average dally gross of these Ger- 

man quintets has: slipped below $3. 
The record day take for. one outfit: 
during 1929 was $5—exactly $1. per 
man, The. most adverse criticism 

* this same outfit received: during the | 
year was a flower pot, hurled from 
a second story window through the 
head of the base drum..: , 

To earn $2.50 or $2.75 per day. the 
five men arise at daybreak and set 
out from their community room on 
Third uve. In backyards, on side- 
walks and _ streets, the boys park’ 
their weary dogs at ‘intervals . ‘and 
break into a. hot jazz number. The] 
old German oom-pah classics are. 
rarely played, The American peo- 
ple, says one leader, are’ jazz mad, 
so mad music is. what they get. . 

There are other evidences: of - &, 
; losing battle to keep up with the 

., times. A German band invading’ 
‘Times .Square sported''a leader’ 
tooting a stream-line - up-to-the- 

minute -saxophone. ~The' leader's 
collar was stiff but ‘not celluloid; 

his tie’ was a flashy but not gaudy 
four-in-hand. His assistants, , not 
having the. benefit of: a° leader’s 
gross percentage, retained their in-- 
flammable __ collars ‘and. shoestring 

Only Christmas. remains _ 88 @/ Borris’ M, Komar, - Morris Cooperstein, 
favorable . gross period; said ‘the | Leo Singer. Gorp., New York, plet 
leader.“ When’ the saloon ‘disap- | paratus: Bentemla cork Matton G. 
peared so went the Hungry Five's Steinberg, Da David Gelman, 

. 8 Plaza Theat M hatt 
public. Thé boys tried playing out- inentres y Sealy: Dictiress Leo aBrecker, sical. device. 
Side speakeasies for & while, but the.| Dantel:G. Griffin, Samuel Brooke: .This act was later produced: but played only ‘one “date, | a ‘halt: week 
‘cops ‘-shooed .them. away.. It’s|.,Downes Entertainment Bureau, - Mt. at New. Rochelle Jan. 11.. Haber states. that. the implication that actors 

IV a . against -the law to . disturb _ the Lgeny;” Muriel Dewnheer We’ Wallace | OF others cannot use or exploit ‘Theremin on the Stage is wrong... 
drinkers.. Downes, Mark Lellek.. Filed by, Gordon 

T. Sheppard, .26 East Ist street, Mt. { 

time preparing an act for Presentation on Keith’s built. around the mu- 

Tt. is: costing R-K-O ‘around $4, 000 for. the pins, good luck coins, 

Goa Times Jubilee, ” 

for “time. ” 

or aised several times during the course. of the club performances. 
——— 

“With an Hdward Small on the casualty. ‘list of the air crash on. -the’ 
coast Jan, 19, the report quickly spread in New York that it was: Edward 
Small, the picture play broker and agent. 
“Rumor was unfounded. 

- 

Publix theatres, telephone wire charges to Chicago from whatever city 
the’ team is playing is paid by Publix on broadcast night, This amounts 
to around $1,600 additional to salary but. varying according to distance 

from Chicago. 

lated. The actor has no further authority and the box office order” when 

BUENOS-AIRES | —_ 

Porteno Theatre Revue 1 92 Q 

BERLIN 
Barberina lanan 

- Ambassadeurs 1929 

LONDON 
Coliseum (Return) ) 
Palladium me | 

Holborn Empire | 1930 
Cafe De Paris ° 

“THE STAR, ” London, Jan. 7, 1930 
T- recently saw two. young ladies; -whose’ zeal. was 

greater than their discretion, flounder about like seals to 
the music of Schumann. This performance gave mea 
temporary distaste for ‘acrobatic dancers,’ but the Irwin: 
Twins have, with their. grace and lightness, restored my _ 
appreciation, 

“These young ladies. are models of lithe and lissom 
. beauty ; every movement:is informed with delicate grace. 
« They are so extraordinarily alike that they are able to 

. give complete illusion in a mirror dance. This is a 
marvel of synchronized movement.” A. E. Wilson. 

Some 12 years: ago this one band Vernon. - 
came: from Germany, expecting to|_ Judea Films, Ino.; Manhattan, pictures; 

Goldman. 
escaping... ‘the aftermath of war and| Out of a Blue Sky, New York, theatri- 
picking up. some needed: nuggets off Frank C. Taylor, Kenneth R. Gregory, 

| - Goldstar Pictures Corp., New... York, 
and there’ are still people,.. claims 
the leader, who don’t know the. war Stern, Robert Spear. . New York, pice 

hibit a slight dent in his skull. .  |™4* Harlem, Robert G. Shelier. » 
It all seems rather hopeless. The From: William © Fox Securities Corpora- 

( tlon to William Fox Holding Corporation. 

and the drummer abandons his post Marshall, 120 Broadway, New York. 

. Dissolution 
window across the street. ~The 
leader quits his sax as he sees and. Joffe, 141 Broadway, New York. 

7 Pennsylvania ; 

eral paces away, It is a. wad of] K state charter was issued to. 21 , ‘Well known femme headliner was trying out a new song at Keith’ S, 

capital stock isa $5,00 0 and th f 
gome’ fate jazz Joker whe doesn’t the. corporation % to atin mnseuies ‘It came from ‘sailors, who possibly -resented. the nature of the’ number, 
appreciate azz ala symphony. Ke- . . ; 
PP ymp Ayman Tittle. 6337 Forbes. street, | Which concerned sea-sickness. 

plays: on without. interruption. -If.| phy, 7526% Hamilton avenue, and Henry. “ ” 
J. J. Schmitt, 1706 Carson street, both of | OM Answer was Yes,” and she did. 

band: will become.a duo. If some- |). Delaware 
body throws” a. brick it: will. ‘become: - Reflectograph _ Corp., -pictures, _signs, 

Samuel. Weberman, N. Y¥. 
‘ Advertiesrs’ Press, “printing and “ pub- 

| Murphy,. Wilmington agents.. 
‘Seattle Times- Co,, printing and pub- 

'p A R I Ss par; 3. L.: Mackey, J, Skrivan;. H. Ken- 
nedy, Wilmington, "Del. = , 

Rialto Theatre Co. theatres; Rueben 

‘has the theatre manager any. discretion but to deduct and pay over as 
NEW ACTS. , {directed In the order. - 

Bobby Batry and Dick ‘Lancaster, of many circuits sending notices to this effect to house ‘managers, Fre~< 
quently actors give “Variety” box office orders in settlement ‘for advertis~ 

.Ricardo Cortez, sketch. . 
‘Lew Kelleher and Myrtle Fields.|/the order or pay it in part only can embarrass the manager. and the 

actor, for the manager is powerless while the actor cannot repudiate ‘the 

‘kill: ‘two birds with one stone by Joseph — Selden, Samuel Berliner, Morris 

cal proprietors; Robert L. Cookingham, 

American streets. It found no gold rp 
pictures, $10, 000; Brnest Stern, Madeline | 

is. over. ‘Upon request he will ex-|ture apparatus; S, Edward Ginsburg, 

Change of Name 

ban wings into .*Carolina Moon” 
and. swing . F 1 ; ; | Filed by Guggenhelmer, Untermyer and 

to snatch. a nickle tossed from: a]. : 
Fllmtone Corp., Bronx, Flied by Joffe. 

something fall to the sidewalk sev- | Harrlaburé, Jen. ve 

chewing.gum, wrapped in paper by | Miracle Museum, Inc,, of Pittsburgh. The ‘New Rochelle, when a: not so polite razzberry .arrived-from .the balcony. 

for public exhibitions. Incorporators. are: 

duced to a trio of horns, the band Pittsburgh, ‘treasurer; Willlam J. Mur-| Headliner abruptly stopped and asked the audience if she should go 

somebody else. throws a nickle. the Pittebureh. 

a: ‘memory.’ on » |ete.;, $100,000; Harry Feld, Harry Miller, 

oll ’ = — — ——————— ——— — = Ushing; J..M. Frere, J, A. Frere, Cc. R. 

Hahing: $1,000,000; also 21,000 shares no 

Satterwalthe, . Jr, Willlam B= FPoulk, Mae. 

Pp la R e] 92 8. 1 929 A Pabilo Recogaltion, neral advertisi Pa oO CO: ion, general adver sing 

a ace evue Show iernen Wilmington, H. B-|the actor who signed it, but upon the theatre receiving the order. ‘ Nor 

This has been established by “Variety,” with. the legal departments 

comedy. two-act.. 
ing. For those actors later to request. the house managers not to honor 

order; it is irrevocable. - . * Allan and Jean. Creil have re- 
turned. from a” 14- months’ tour in 

‘ Hurope, let the actor plainly understand a box office order, 

HEIDT, HEIDT, HEIDT UP IN THE HILLS 
WATCHING THE CROWDS ROLL IN! 

AMERICA’S HEIDT-POWERED BOX OFFICE 
, SENSATION. | 

And His 

CALIFORNIANS 
ACCLAIMED EVERYWHERE AS THE Most. VERSATILE AND ENTERTAINING 

BAND IN AMERICA 

“SAILING. FRIDAY, JAN. (24 

hattan, picture studios, theatres, plays;|} previous_story was.that the act purchased a Theremin at $260 but | 
did not continue with the instrument following one show at the Franklin _ 
because © RCA. wanted. ‘to exploit the. Theremin itself and was. at’ that 

‘Under the arrangement whereby: Amos and Andy, radio ‘stars, ‘play. 

Pair will play the. Paramounts, New York and Brooklyn, in “March, . 

A box office order given ‘by an actor upon a theatre where he is or “will 
be engaged, is a final direction for the theatre to pay the amount stipu- | 

delivered at the theatre’ not only becomes a lien upon. the- moneys due. 

This is printed to avoid.the embarrassment for house managers and to: 

that they eliminate it until they could play it well enough to do full 

badges, buttons and stamps distrbiuted in corinection with the “January, Lo 

_R- K- 0's weekly radio hour over‘ the’ ‘NBC . ‘network is ‘eosting that oo 
vatde chain and its picture, subsidiary $400, 000° a 2 year. That sum is just 

R-K-O vaude is getting some. exira plugging in the shows pookea: and . 
| staged by the circuit's club department. R-K-O vaude is mentioned and .” 

CASING 0, MONTE cARLo 
Au Revoir—But Not Good-Bye Doing Nicely, Thank You 
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fo with the 

“waRMs CATALOGUE GREAT HITS. 

LOVE OU: “3 HOVEYOU 
oe DREAM OF ) ‘A LOVABLE FOX TROT BALLAD 

HEART ) RUDY VALEES From RUDY VALEES RADIO - 
BY RUBY COWAN & PHIL BOUTELJE SMASIAING PICTURE “THE VAGABOND LOVER” 

HIT BALLAD 

MARILYN MILLERS fi LL g BR JUST RELEASED.” 
DREAMY WALIZHI 

U NE . 

ii Acne COMES ie MORNING Bri; 
(DONT WAKE (A LITTLE KISS EACH NIGHT) | BY SIDNEY CLARE 
ME TOO SOON) WORDS E MUSIC’ BY HARRY Wwoobs © OSCAR LEVANT 

BY BIN « JOC BURKE a = / - 
me DURING FROM THE RADIO PICTURE FEATURED BY 

FROM THE: “THE VAGABOND LOVER‘ y BEBE DANIELS in 

FIRST NATIONAL PICTURE THE RADIO PICTURE 
"SALLY _ ; "UNTIL LOVE COMES ALONG 

PNY AY | : WILL ROCKWELL, PROF.MGR. 
9 MING, sian THEA Bib 

EXECUTIVE OFFICES -62 WEST G5! STREET,. NEW YORK 



.than vaude and film) are unknown 
._ Found here.. 

operas for the Imperial | League of _ 
‘ Opera's new Season. 

_ ee, 

A 

igecon 9 oa € 
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. -} less Co: nications and Peforest “March, Miss West and the com-/ when Lee Critehfield, film dancer, 
Radio. fo pany were indiotéd Oct. 5, 1928, on! swore out ‘a: ‘battery complaint 

~ News From the Dailies 
This departrnent containa ewritten ‘theatrical news items as pub- 

lished during the week in the daily papers of New York, Chicago. 
San Francisco, Los Angeles and: London. Variety takes no credit. 

_ for these news ‘items; each has. been rewritten from a daily ‘papor. 

“LONDON | 
“ 

4 

. allowance. 

“)qzuxtey's “Point Counterpoint,” 1s Pegey vVaell, ‘former. ‘showei 
due at Daly’s the end of the. ‘month. 

Jimmy’. Conzelman, 

“Love. Lies,” British musical ‘yec- | Player, in West Bend, - Wis. 
ord-breaker, leaves Gaiety Jan.. 18 |. 
‘for. tour. “Darling, I Love “You,” 
with . Nora. Lerinox and -George 
Clarke, follows. 

ry 

Jeff Dickson, American. boxing 
promoter, has been offered a license 
by the British Board of Boxing Con- 
trol, so ending: furious feud, 

Mrs. - Harriet. Adler, wealth 
tron, was found dead in the: 

‘Murphy, | picture ‘director. . 
claimed the woman left. her- 
husband.to associate with Bro 

a 

- For stealing. from the funds of the: 
British Legion, for whom he was 
employed, Major Chessman, of. Lon- | 
don, landed four months. | 

“T1usion, ” by Jean: ~Jacques. Bbe- 
nard, playing the Everyman. First 
tlme in England. Josephine Wilson, 
‘Douglas . “Burbidge | and Gabrielle 

- |}Casartelli in lineup. : apartment and refused to 
Lee Ephraim intends. to experi- 

ment with twice nightly musical]. 
comedy shows at popular . ‘prices, 
Starts his scheme Easter in the West 
End. Twice nightly shows (other 

Lewis Casson and Sybil. Thorn- 
dike, in Benn. Levy's “The Devil,” at. 
the Arts. Will probably play” ‘it 
during public’ run, their’ Napoleon 

-jPlay- doing. pretty badly. 

“NEW YORK 

adivan. She-was found dead 

Sir Thomas Béecham -plans six | uled to. appear in. court this. 

u we 

Panic in a Greenock (scottana)- 
clInéma was just.prevented by' ate. 
téndants. Somebody fred a squib 
and “a boy, rememibering’ ‘Paisley; | 
dashed into the’ street and was. killed 
by an auto. 

‘Christmas. party in 1928 and Janet Beecher retained | custody ‘of 
nerve. severed. in her leg. ‘her child longer than. the court or- 

der. permitted, “and. was ordered by | 
Justice. Churchill. ‘to return the} 
youngster‘ta its father, Dr. Richard 
Hoffman. “Couple separated in 1928 

Rudy. Vallée: is guar ded. ‘constant- 
ly: by private bouncers, says a. tab; 
Followed: threats:of murder sent by:|- 
‘an'.anenymous -racketeer - callifig | 
-himself The Whistler, for *what you 
‘done to: a aft th " murder 

ing harvests “here, tler says‘he. will ‘call-off ‘the’ mur er. 
; oo “ for. $100, 000. : _ 

Gerald au Maurier ‘and “ alaays 
Cooper are reviving Gilbert Wake-.}- 
flela’s “The Garey Divorce’ Case.” arr 

‘Underseas film: being shown 

‘\J,.. E..Williamson caught fire. 
bers ‘calmly. remained seated 
the: blaze was extinguished. - ‘Bond. street “Jeweler. has installed. 

a gadget whereby. heavy: steel bling}, 
falls over his window. if the-glass ia. 
broken. -First attempt to scare off { 
smash-and-grab raiders, now. reap-" 

Dorothy Stone 
she'll” marry’. will Rogers, Jr., 
‘Is only. 17, . She's'a daughter ts) 
Stone. : D 

Dramatists" Guild, of, the: Authors" Garret Garet, 
‘League’. announced its’ support : of. 

‘| theatre managers: attempting to curb, 
‘ticket ‘speculation, ' ; 

‘men: in. a west 15th. street r 
rant holdyp Sunday night. A 
ber of his, party ‘stated her 
to obey commands. ©: ‘Garet r 
to ‘© commentyon the shooting. 

“VEHlestones,” iong runner “by At- 
old Bennett and Edward Knoblock, 
‘Is. due. for revival at the Criterion; 
with Clare’ Eames and Allan Jeayes 
in- the, cast. . . 

“Thais, La Pe,’ sentencéd to 90 days 
in’ ‘jail in ‘Washington last year on. a 
larceny charge, must face: another | 
charge of. violation ‘of parole. 

: ‘davits have pe Gilbert by detertives 
‘| employe y: er olgate, Jr., 

Leon ™M Lion’ 8 pfoduction of that: the Russian dancer ‘tried to ex- 
-tort. money from him bécause of. an 
‘alleged comimon- law marriage. 

ae 
a 1 

comedy. ‘Also says he has a.- 
cal.‘ collaboration . scheduled 
George Gershwin. 
Hollywood Monday. 

R éhiried Ballsoom ve QL On complaints made by a 

Dancing’ Partner™ Wanted || 
. HILDA’ KAHLE: 
“328 West, 96th Street: 

“New, York. City”. 

“Alexander ‘Cohen, the private 
“detective who. .was. slapped in the 
face by Gloria Swanson in 1926. 
when he attempted to serve a sum- 
mons, claims he’ ‘has: received’ a 
handsome ‘settlement out of: court, 

a | He sued, for. $25,000. .- 

den, Craig theatre and. T 

‘citals being presented. 

jonly dancer given a summons. 
Anaréw: Geller, wealthy. owner’ - of 

a-chain of shoe stores, has protested 
against his daughter's appearances 
in.a. Broadway show, claiming she. 

| joined. the cast without telling him. 
If. Evelyn Gaile continues: in the 
show, says Geller, it will-be- ‘despite 
his, protests.. Very: p. a -- 

ENOS: FRAZERE. 
“Acme. ‘of Finesse”: 
. THIS WEEK: (JAN, 48): 

‘PALACE, | “NEWARK: 
‘anagers. - 

Louis MOSELY &. LEE ‘STEWART 

politan. 
cellaneous shots at the Met, | 

“‘W. K. Henderson, operator of. sta- * Georgia. plantation. owned 
tion. KWKH, in Shreveport, La., 
agreed to refrain from using ‘damn’. 
and “hell” in his radio talks, It had ment of employees on the 
almost become a national issue. 

PACIFIC 
COAST 

“- PHON 
ARTISTS. 
WRITE =: WIR 

PHIL. A..! 
| “744. e0 N 

PRANKUIN 59 

.| . Action alleging infringements of |. Joseph’ 
7. .| two patents dealing with. improve- 

-| ment’ of radio and wireless com- 
/} munication was entered in U.. S..]. 

. | district” court at .Wilmington; Del. 
‘| by the Radio..Corp. of America and 

‘tthe American Telephone and Tele-. 
| graph Co..against: Universal Wire- 

“WANTED 
Female PALMIST, GYPSY FORTUNE TELLER 

or CRYSTAL GAZING FUTURE READER ° 

uel. ‘Goldwyn, announced, 

the site costing $5,000, 000, 

atre in order to dévote most 

| vested. throughout the world 

lished by the International’ 

sum is accredited. to Americ 
terests. 

the work of: picture employee: 

Trial of. ‘May “West: and 
performers: ‘who participat: 
‘Pleasure Man,” 

“for! large department’ Store chain free: stunt tor customers; ‘to work : 
in four ‘hourly. Mntervals, daily, | 
| eourteots | of manner. 

Address, giving house. and’ telephone number’ and salary desired. - 

NOVOMAN, Variety, New “York” 

‘Must: be. of B00 dappearance, and . 

‘Nathan. Burkan, who said it 

return. from. her Coast tour: 

RADIO- ch 
-- KEITH-ORPHEUM | 
CIRCUIT OF THEATRES | 

: a 
PRODUCTIONS, INC, 
‘Producers and Distributors of. 

Vaudeville. Exchange 
=-General: =Booking= -Offices.:= fj 

Palace Theatre. Building 
; 1564 Broadway | 

3 RKO FILM 
: BOOKING CORP. 
‘General Booking Offices 

1560 Broadway" 
~NEW YORK. 

Launching | an Era 

of Electrical 
Entertainment 

1560 Broadway 
NEW YORK OITY 

CORPORATION 
1560-1564 Broadway, New York 

Telephone Exchange: Bryant 9300 

Cable Address: “RADIOKEITH” 

Arabelle Merrifield, opera singer, |. 
in a suit for $98,970 alleged alimony 

| arrears. against. G. E. Merrifield, 
chain store organizer, claims her 
husband forced her to ‘sign-a sup- 

| port waiver for.$1,500 by threatening 
ito totally discontinue . her weekly. 

started” suit for .divorce. against 
pro- -football. 

house. bachelor apartment of Dudley 

celebrities, and had been thrusting 
her attentions upon Murphy, —. 

Tuesday. night she. entered . the 

Murphy and John Barbour, an: in-. 
terior decorator, slept in the. bed- 
‘room while Mrs. Adler remained on 

morning,. apparently strangled. by .a. 
rope of “pearls. which she wore. ; 

Bawara (Daddy) Browning, sched- 

a to. oppose $25,000 suit brought, by’ 
‘| Helen Wice, who. claims. she. was 
-pushed through a window at his 

members of the Explorers club at’ 
‘the. Hotel. Astor .Sunday night by’ 

22; “deriies, reports " 

he. writer, 
‘seriously. wounded by -three masked’. 

os N, Behrman announces he will 
collaborate with: Eddie Cantor on a 

Behrman left. fOr, 

‘ber of the Sabbath Day Committeé, 
‘managements of the Walter. Hamp- 

Guila were served with summonses 
Sunday night because: of dance re-- 

. Margaret. 
‘Severn, at the Hampden, was the 

. Amelita - .Galli-Curci stated her 
resignation from the ‘Metropolitan 
Opera company was induced by her 
belief that opera.is out of tune with 
progress—especially at the Metro- |. 

She’ also aimed a few mis- 

‘M, Hanna, is equipped with a wire 
theatre-- exclusively for”. entertain- 

acre ‘tract. RCA Photophone wiring. 

Schenck, who returned 
last week from London with Sam- 

Artists would construct a picture 
theatre on Piccadilly Circus, with 

Fortune Gallo stated he has dis- 
-posed. of his lease of the Gallo the- 

“]| time to operation of station WCDA. ' 

There is ‘now $4,000,000,000 in- 
picture industry, says a survey pub-. 

Organization at. Geneva. Half th: 

Survey is to be used as. 
basis for proposing future interna- 
tional labor conventions regulating: } 

has been set for ' 
Feb. 8 aver protests of Attorney” 

‘preatly inconvenience Miss West to 

against him. Miss Critchfleld also 
{| filed a salary claim for $315 for 
‘ work done in his: store. . 

charge’ of maintaining a public 
nuisance. . 

‘Enthused by” reports ‘of pictures 
being shewn in planes, Harvey Dib- 
‘ble experimented on recorded. de- 
tective stories for patrons: of his 
father’s. bus: line ‘running. between 
Cedar Grove, N. J.,.and Thumb 
Point: “Poor timing. forced passen- 
gers to leave the bus before. the |: 
story. -had been finished, . - and. the 
idea was’ abandoned. 

‘William Powell, . divorced - by his: 
.wife, Jule M. Powell,on charges of 
mental cruelty. Property gettle-. 
ment and ‘Joint custody. of their 

the ‘court, 

rl,- has 

the Ship. cafe, ordered by the court 
to pay $84.50 to three chorus girls 

‘Phil K. Dalton, controlling the | 
play, “Chuckles,” has. ‘filed: sait for 
$100,000 against Bobby Clark .and 
Paul McCullough, claiming material |. 
the team used in a. talking short. 
was. taken: from ‘the- play... Sum-- 
mons also was served on. , the. Fox 
Film Co. 

them.: Arnold promised to pay. with- 
y_ma- in 90 days. pent-. 

It. is 
broker 
adway 

Maurey Love, ‘alias: Maurey Kos-! 

on a petty theft ¢ 
‘money. from Mrs. 
for tuition ‘of her. daughter..in the 
Hollywood. Photo Players’ School,. 

Claiming | Donald Shriner owes 
her. $685 paccarin 4 alimony: and is 
spending everything. on" an ‘actress: 
named Diana Gray, Virginia Shriner Teleased om $250 bail, 1B 
hag appealéd to'the Supreme. Court. 
‘in jWhite Plains to, deposit, her hus- |" 
band in Jail. : 

leave. |: 

in the 
; " Box office of the Holly wood ‘Play- 
house held up, and robbed of $75. 

“General . ‘Blectric: “and Westing- ; 
house Hlectric are reported plan- 
Ning. to sell radios through their 
own -organizations. instead of re- 
‘leasing .through.-the Radio . Corpo- 
ration’ of America. : 

Declaring - he never ‘promised to 
‘marry: Vivienne Sengler, ‘musician, 
who is suing him: for $100,000.dam- 
‘ages, -Maurice’: Costello .made- a 
sweeping” denial ‘of'the charges in 
his ‘answer. to.the suit: ~Case’ will 
‘probably not’ come up for. trial for 
“some tme.: ; 

week. 

had ‘a 

: Emanuel Margulies; New:: Jersey 
| millionaire; killed in ‘am airplane ac- 
cident in Jacksonville, Fla., was the 
‘husband. of Marguerite’ zander, 
actress: a . 

LOS ANGELES 

Elmer: Tepoorten,- ‘motion picture 
technician, was arrestéd. for striking. 
a woman in a Hellywood -hotel. 

‘to 400. 
Joe (Boomer) ‘Robinson, “poxer, 

; serving ‘gix'months. in city Jail. for 
petty theft. He pleaded: guilty to 
difting | a $400 | ‘coat from a woman. 

‘Mem- 
while, 

Natalie. “Mercedes: Jaxvis,. ‘known 

cout in a court. battle, to. collect on 
her grandmother's. estate. valued: at 
$20,000. Court decided-in favor of 
an uncle, Dr. Kleeman,: of. Ookland. 

who 
f Fred. 

: Superior Court. Judge: Hollzer 
ruled: that Mary: Pickford will. not 
have. to-pay $38,000 inheritance tax 
levied on a $780,000. joint. trust. fund 
established by. .the actress and her: 

mother, the late Mrs. Charlotte 
Pickford. ; 

was 
Fire starting in the. ‘cutting. room 

of the Phono-Kinema ;:studio, :Hol- 
lywood, ‘caused a.loss estimated at 
$75,000. Nobody hurt, ‘Two nega- 
tives of .edgar Guest subjects and 
two of. Art Mix westerns. destroyed. 

estau- 
mem-. 
efused. 
efused | 

Municipal Court Judge: Frederick- 
son specified that. Belle Bennett was 

{not responsible. for a $1, 500, debt 
incurred by her: husband, .Fred. 
Windemere, director-and. dismissed 
action of “Wind demere creditors: who. 
had. attached her -bank account. 

Blue law for L. A. is. out, as far 
as) Mayor: Porter is ‘concerned. 
Mayor émphatically stressed his 

(Continued on page 48) 
musij- 
“with 

REMEMBER t— 
When: W illie_ and ’ Eugene | ‘Howard 

and Thomas Potter’ Dunn ‘were the 
Messenger Boy Trio? 

When Jack Okie was a chorus boy? 
_ When Jimmy Durante mas a bum?- 
_ When Frank Fay “as Dyer ‘and 
Fay? 
“When. Ken Murray and his father 
tere Don Court and Griffith? 

When ‘Al and Harry were Jolson 
and Jolson? . 

When Al. Trahan wore his stage 
suit off :as . pelt as, on? 

hen | Pearl was the only 
homely eit of Herman ‘Becker's 
girl-act? - 
When members of the R.O. C. T. sal 

on chairs? 
When. Basil (Mrs. Gerson's) Ger- 

son was cigar clerk at the Knicker- 
bocker and: his first name wd’ Meyer? 

—By AL TRAHAN— 

‘Aimee Semple: “McPherson has 
asked. permission.of the State Cor- 
poration Commissioner to. form the 
Angelus Prod. .Co,, ,Ltd.,.for the pur- |. 
pose: of making a talker of her life 
and adventures.. ; 

mem- : 

heatre 

Bench warrants were. ‘{ssued. for | 
‘the arrest of Sam Landesman, pro- ||. 
prietor of the Girlesque theatre, and’ 
six showgirls when they failed to 
appear for trial on charges of pre- 
-senting an indecent performance. 
Bail of $50 each was forfeited. ~ 

Aventure to produce Chinese pic- 
tures for release in China ended in| 
court when: Jacob Sui and his 
brother; Y. C. Sui, asked ‘that their 

d agreement with James Wong Howe 
be dissolved and’ an accounting of 
$1,000 be given. ; 

by .H 

17,000- ~ 

Lydia Yeaman Titus, actress, who 
died recently, left ari estate valued 
at $1,600 to Emma Brazil, lifelong 
friend. 

United. 

’ Warrant was issued for the arrest 
of E, F. Mills, shoe store proprietor, 

of his | 

in the: 

Labo. 

an in- |. 

Ss. 

‘the ae 
ed in. 

‘would riOEW BUILDING § 
NNEX 

160 WEST 46"ST- 
BRYANT 7800 _NEW YORK CITY 

before 

“— ~ Gani. —WANAGER 

~ MARVIN H. SCHENCK 
BOOKING MANAGER 
se *.. 

’ CHICAGO OFFICE 

600 WOODS THEATRE. BLDG 

JOHNNY, JONES 
’ IN CHARGE 

‘four-year- -old. son: was. approved by =... 

Ralph ‘Arnold, ‘former manager of a 

who brought suit . for salary due -— 

Joff, arraigned. :in Municipal Court -. 
arge of obtaining 
harlotte ‘Scherrer 

which he formerly operated... Love‘. 
pleaded. not. guilty and a jury. trial - 

‘He was. - 

, on:.the screen as Dollie. Jarvis, lost | 



_o'clock Saturday matinée., 

: -opportunities. offered for.time trim-. 

- ming, with that probably taken care 

Tf re- spotting Was not: 

done at.the same time, it should | 

have been. - 
‘to. overstaying that in. at: least two 

- instances‘ was. downright hogging. 

-of.at night. 

~ Wednesday, January ‘22, 1930 

PALACE 
(St. Vaude) 

‘Badly spotted nine-act straight 

-vaude bill, delivering its best punch 

too early and, like a hoxer who leads 

with his left, wide open, off: balance 

and at Joss -thereafter - for a blow 

with which to follow up. - 

‘Show ran half: an hour past. five | 
- Divers 

Part. of the length due 

_. Chief. offenders were. Charles Ben- 
nington: and Odette Myrtil.: 

‘But 

five,. with two actg still to go, and 
" Insisted.on adding a speech, a song. 
and a story. Everything liked be-. 

yrtil was liked, but she. 
-could have shown more regard for. 
cause Miss 

those who were to follow.. . 
Bennington's ‘stage holding workea 

the other way, for it affected him 
more than the others. At_one time, 
‘when it appeared logical for the act 
to end, Bennington had ‘the audience 
in his mitt. After that he did his 
best. to.make it appear the act would 
never finish. .“Customers reacted in 
the ‘negative: manner and. switched: 
from a: highly‘ responsive crowd. to 

_ One that: refused to repeat itself. 
Clayton, Jackson and Durante and 

Band,” ‘in ‘their second week, again 
were: the sock;: This week, however, 

‘Nan and Stanley Rogers. 
‘-@ perfect ‘next-to-closing comedy | 

no Ken Murray to balance, and the 
. boys are closing the ‘first. part in- 
. Stead of the show. | Comedy that 
followed was in.a pretty tough spot, 

“and the only real subsequent: laugh 
stuff was contributed by Jay Bren- 

Even such 

, talking act’as this. ran. up against 
unusual odds. 

"> Preceding the schnozzles was the 
bill’s third and remaining. comedy 
‘entry, Charles “Slim” Timblin and 
Co. (No. :3),. and repeating at. the 
Palace after about-a year. Cabin 
scene in the middle is new, but the 
‘balance unchanged. Timblin’s black- 

-: face’ preacher. bit,. brought by the 

‘slip, the bill's. first. click arrived im-. 
mediately after with Madie and Ray 

"brother and. sisterg, . 

comic from burlesque, stood up, and , 
‘the act sailed over a hit. 

After. Bennington permitted his td 

in the deuce, These two. dancing 
and rope. spinning youngsters, 

are natural 
show stoppers. Whatever Keith's. 
might be paying them, they are 
worth it. 
No, 4, surrounded by Timblin and. 

"the schnozzles, came Frankie Heath, 
-of the old guard of vaude’s singing 
singles, . Miss Heath has added 
weight, and the dress she wore Sat- 
urday was far from flattering, but 
otherwise unchanged, asa single or 
in effectiveness, One mistake Miss 
Heath seems to be making is using 

yr two strongest songs first and 
‘0 inferfor-numbers to close. The 

ire, struck with thé second number 
is not maintained from then on. 

Clayton, Jackson. and Durante 
were 31 minutes closing the ‘first 

.. part, and, in contrast to others, their 

'. amateur contest winner, 

31° seemed: like 11. A zippy style of 
-nuttery ig but one of: the trio’s 
points. Current routine entirely 
changed from the-week before. Back 
to the standbys this week to sing 

’ “Broadway” and. “Jimmy, the Well- 
Dressed Man,” two numbers they 
can stand by for the rest of their 
days. . Everything whammed across. 
“ Waite Hoyt -has changed from a 

_girl partner to J. Fred Coots, the 
songwriter, and this combo, plus 
May Questelle, the Helen Kane 

opened. 
the’ second. -half. Newsreel 
dropped from intermish to push 
things along. Hoyt is now sharing 
more of the spot with Coots, and 
Coots’ reminiscing. about his past 

‘ compositions is the only legit sec-' 
“ tion of the turn. Hoyt first of all 
flashes a’pleasing front. After that 
he sings, well enough, but enough to 
show that he’s still a ball player. 
Miss Questelle was mistaken for 
Miss Kane herself when walking on, 

_.:@nd received some. surprise ap- 
 plause,.but more applause later ‘on: 
when . giving the best imitation. of 
‘Miss.Kane yet seen or heard. 

Miss Myrtil's classy but slow- 
moving ‘offering was. ariother set- 
back for the second part’s gait. In 
“one” with a man pianist, she sang. 
twice before picking up the. violin 
‘she plays -s0 well and dances so 
gracefully to as -accompamment. 
Her music master number.on full }- 
stage gould easily have finished ‘the 
‘act. 

William Seabury (New Acts) 
probably thought he'd never. ret. on.. 

‘His 20sminute specialty dancing 
company (6) stretched it to 5.30. 

ik held the. house in well for so 
ate, . 

_..._ Bookers could have picked: the 
running ¢ order’ out “OF a Hath “Biger— 

“Wadie Lambert starts new series 
of 12 shorts foy Educational in: May, 
Steve Roberts writing-directing. 

Pauline. Frederick, “Courage,” 
WB. Archie Mayo to direct. 
Hazzard Short here to stage the 

dances for “London Revue,” Fox. 
Metro will call its old timers’ 

retue “The March 6f Fverits.” -Re- 
lease will be ready by April 1. 

Ben-. 
nington’s out is that he opened the. 

. show without advance knowledge of 
-how long the bill. might run.. 
Misa Myrtil went:on at a quarter to 

ACADEMY 
‘(Vaudfilm) 

Box office at the Fox downtowner 

week. Picture, ‘Lone Star Ranger” 
(Fox), 
neighborhood . first-runs 
caliber. 

this 
Vaude menage on seven 

Jacts lacks the customary variety 
‘found here, 
six (believe it or. notLare played in 

Of the seven offerings 

full stage,°and of the six (again be- 

type. 

set. Joo Frisco was the single act: 
showing in “one,” 
ored flash, “Sur Tan Revue,” closed. 
Whether. it was the damp and cold. 

Weather outside that sapped the 
usual: spirit of the Academy audi+ 
‘ence, or that the current show had 
little of. appeal for the class of pa- 
tronage here, at: the. first Satur-. 
day. show one got anywhere. 
Even Mr. Joe Frisco was let: down 
lightly .after selling a great -little 
act in the best -showmanlike manner-.|. 
conceivable for his type of material. 

Only one. new. act among the 
seven, the Everett Sanderson Revue, 
which combines ‘a variety .of instru- 

clowning and comedy, all-to no un- 
usual avail, - Revue (New Acts) was 
on second, a peculiar sort of ‘Spot 
‘for this kind of offering. 

Opening; the Robbins - ‘Prio of 
roller ‘skaters’. whirled. through a 
routine which highlights fast and 
able pirouetting.. Billy Wells (not 
Billy K. Wells) . and his Four. Fays 
were spotted ‘third in a fullstage 
comedy, singing and dancing turn, 
Wells borrows ‘the style of Jimmy 
Savo. for much of: his comedy work, 

Not .a. strong act. Boxing match 
dance by a boy and girl member of 
‘the Four Fays quartet is about, its’ 
best. Act stayed on 20 minutes. and 
obviously padded. 
-Eddie Hanley and Co., five- people 

revue with comedy figuring strongly. 
in the setup, fs a good act but was 
let down mildly: at the finish. Satir- 
ized “Sonny Boy’ bit the logical 
close: here rather than the letter 
from the: farm with its gags, one of. 
them originally ‘Spilled hereabouts. 
by Scott Saunders. Some of the in- 
dividual. specialties in Hanley’s act 
are its’ most valuable assets. 

Oscar Stang and Orchestra, fifth, 
an entertaining act. 
taining. orchestras it is up: among 
the winners. Outstanding entertain- 
ment value is the singing ability of 
‘all. 11 men in ‘the band, including 
Stang. A skit on married life for | 
variety is a darb Dit. Everything 
very smoothly handled. 
Following the aforementioned Mr. 

Frisco, the Sun Tan Follies, a com- 
pany of eight colored artists, ended 
proceedings. Only spots stand out. 

Vaude totaled two hours and 48 
minutes. 

Foz-Movietone _ News supporting 
feature. Ohar. 

HIPPODROME 
(Vaudfilm) 

Business, as has been ‘mentioned 
before, is very good here, It has 
been good since the return to vaud- 
film after.a belated trial of picture 
house presentations ‘minus ‘the nic- 
ture house flash, And why not, 
when six acts and “Rio Rita” (Ra- 
dio) may be viewed for three hours 
and 40 minutes for 50 coppers? 
“This week’s combination of vaudfilm 
is pronounced vaudFILM. -On the 
stage the two major applause in- 
ducer@ are Odiva and‘ her sealg and 
a Chinese acrobatic troupe. headed 
by George Wong. 

Hon. Wong. and his supporting 
quintet of three girls and two boys 
provide an unusual spectacle of con- 
tortionists bending their respective : 
stuffs while supported in hand-to- 
hand balance by an .understander. 
Further, they. balance the honorable 
plates on sticks, etc, Undoubtedly. 
Wong would have been a. smart 
opener for a good show had there 
been a ‘good show to follow him. 
Quiet reigned in the auditorium 

as the Hill Billies, five boys m,.:¢.’d 
by Art Hall, “presented what was 
called a slice of Ozark instrumental, 
vocal. and terpsichorean_ recreation. 
Hall drawled his .way into. unin-- 
telligibility at the Hipp; apparently 
in an attempt-to definitely establish 
the hill-billy atmosphere. Every- 
thing is of moderate or less enter- 
tainment value, and the act is -with- 
out punch.. Third spot likewise ar- 
rived and: departed on tip toe, occu- 
pled ‘by seven girls in-an assortment 

“song and dance specialties collec- 
ively billed as “Dizzy Business” 
(New Acts). Girl flashes without a: 
distinctive lead are:seldom noted for 
rattling the rafters. 
Hyde and Burrill—Herman and 

Sally—awoke a little response, and 
can do better in more intimate 
cathedrals, Hyde starts to sing, and 
Miss Burril interrupts him to dance, 
and Hyde interrupts her to play the 
-fiddle: ~>Meanwhile..they.talk..of. this 
and that. Their finish, wherein. 
-Hyde. plays a prop bass viol which 
has flapping wings, is also being 
used as a Climax by another act. 

Sol Gould, next to shut, is assisted - 
by trio consisting of a prima 
straight, 
freak Eskimo outfit, and a little fel< 
low who sings soprano all. over the 
place,. Gould’s Hebe comedy might 
be called half-breed. Chatter is mis- 
cellaneous but most of it carries, No 

probably won't. be mobbed’ this 

a western and~ Mgt for |. 

lieve it. or not) five are. of the. revue 

Strange pooking’ had five. fulistage’ 
turns folowing.each other from out- 

_A fullstage col- | 

even.to aping of actions and voice. 

and. legmania.. 

Among’ enter- ; 

and. a Fanchon and 

@ dumb-panned guy in’ 

sequence is attempted in the humor. 
If improvement is desired, the 

--{ prima’s dramatic wailing. of “Chloe” 
should be replaced by something not 
so frazzled by repetition in vaude. 
In closing Odiva and her seals gave 
the bill a reliable tail-end balance. 

Outside the Hipp late Saturday 
afternoon an attendant was an-: 
nouncing 2 five-minute wait for 
main. floor seats. _An attendant in- 
side was announcing a 20-minute 
wait for.the.same seats, A third 
attendant was directing customers 
to a few of the seats, and there 
Was no line. Despite the genéral 
disagreement, business was good. 

. - Bang. 

(Vaudfilm) 

week’ at the State, and. plenty of 

laughs. 
Shrew" ” witnessed: by a packed 
house Saturday. 

- Aurora | Trio, 

usual, and putting’ the boys” across 
for a wallop. 

mental numbers, dancing, singing, : ° M4 Eddie Miller: baritone,. with Hen- 
riette at piano,. went over| in fine 
style with a routine of songs. Mil- 
ler’ clicked on all, but got best re- 
turns from “Old Man River" 
getaway. Henriette uncorked a good 
impresh of: Ann Pennington. in a 
dance number, with Miller whoop- 
ing it up: vocally. Team off. to a 
solid hit. 

Billy ‘Green’ and "Blossom were 
‘worthy ‘adjuncts to- the comedy 
division with a fast. line of hokum 
and knockabout stuff.. Tickled the 
outfronters plenty. Carl Shaw and 
Co.. spotted a, class dance flash in 
follow up, which gave Shaw plenty. 
of opportunity to strut his acrobatic 

Three girls and a 
boy supported and fared well with 
their contributions. ; 
Walter C. Kelly, “phe Virginia 

Judge,” whammed them as usual 
with his collection of dialect stories 
and impersonation of jurist and 
‘malefactors haled before the court. 
Kelly's yarns rolled them through- 
out. About even for comedy honors 
with Three Ritz.Brothers, following. 
and closing. 

| strong with their mixture‘of clown- 
Ritz: boys clicked 

Ing, dancing and -whatnot. . Mob 
went heavy for everything tossed 
across. 

. “Taming of the ‘Shrew’ (UA), 
Jedba. feature, 

RIVERSIDE 
(Vaudfilm) 

Second week of Riverside’s new: 
policy of vaude. and short film sub- 
jects was not startling at the box- 
office, Layout was okay both as to. 
vaude bill and shorts, with Phil 
Spitalny and Band.and Bert Wheeler 
in ,/“Small Timers” projected for 
“names” in the talker division. 

Joe Mendi, educated chipanzee 
with male trainer, opened and got 
over with tricky stunts afid mon- 
key-shines, Chimp is the best ever 
around and cleans up with young- 
sters and elders, J ean Carr, dancer, 
held deuce nicely with fast tapping, 
then topped by bringing on mother 
and father for some old.time step- 
ping that rocked the house. Trio 
work on mat and get in some nifty | 
tapping. 

Billy House and Co. copped com- 
edy honors without a. struggle in a 
skit supported by three women and 
man. Motif the absent wife return- 
‘Ing to find hubby celebrating with 
other femmes in the flat, but worked 
up fine by House, Went over for a 
wow. 
Bobby May was another sure 

clicker with his juggling, prefaced 
by some fair mouthing of a har- 
monica. His ball juggling is per- 
fect, and glib-chatter also helps. 

Szita.. and Annis, adagio team 
with girl pianist, closed with an 
acceptable dance ‘revue. Adagio. 
work the standout. ' Edba. 

FOX, BROOKLYN 
(Vaudfilm) 

Five shows.on.the grind clip. here 
on. Saturdays.gives.the big-seater a” 
chance to raké in the shekels. House 
got off to a pretty good start Satur-. 
day with “Hot for Paris” (Fox). 
From opening time up to 4;30-pat- 
ronage was.-strong but not a sellout. 
On the stage is Rube Wolf as m. c. 

Marco Idea, 
“Watermelon Blues.” 
-Rube Wolf out on.the west coast 

fg some pumpkins. Here he is slow- 
ly but surely building up a follow- 
‘ing. First of all, he.{s a musician— 
knows his sharps and flats and can 
blow.a mean cornet. ‘Then he has 
excellent ability to entertain and 
draw 100% music out of a’ band. 
Since Wolf landed in Brooklyn he 
has pepped up the house men, and 

. they seem to have caught his infec- 
-tHous._ inclination, _to..keep things. 
“steaming along. House is: using. a 
trailer publicity tleup with .a local 
newspaper on breaking traffle rules. 
Rube, in his car, is shown running 
riot against traffic regulations. Pa- 
trons are invited to jot down as 
many infractions'as they can note 
and turn in their. Hst. Several fancy 
prizes, It’s a great ballyhoo for 
Wolf. ; 

Presentation, Ww aternielon Blues, ' 
fs reviewed in New Acts, | Mar a 

. | here; 
“Good show all the way for current. 

aa Six acts plus Taming of | sion of a Jewish girl 

male. acrobats ° on}! 
‘cycles, enlivened : ‘pace with a rou- 
tine. of gymnastic stunts, mostly’ 
head balancing, handled. better than 

for. 

‘| to be really: outstanding. 

|came in for a féw laughs. 

‘plece attire, 

Pt ir Hoo fittest 

Vv AUDE HOUSE REVIEWS 

ORPHEUM 
(Vaudfilm) 

“Just 34 minutes of vaude here 
the first ‘half. Only three acts play- 
ing, as DeMllle's “Dynamite” runs 
for two hours, which also necessi- 
‘tated cutting Mefrotone News down 
to three clips. A well filled house 
‘greeted the substantial vaude tur ns. 
enthusiastically, | — 
‘Comedy stenology.- -acrobatic turn, 

| Lassiter Brothers, only on for seven: 
‘minutes, opened. fast and closed 
that. way. Boys are all ‘there’ ‘in. 
the eccentric hoofing and outbid 
that with their ecceatric acrobatics. 
Boys are’ doing more talk now than. 
they did in the picture hauses, Act 
will stand on the leg work alone. 

Lillian ‘Shaw, a great ‘fay with 
family, audiences, was. in her prime. 

‘House. went. for: her baby 
carriage bit especially, Supported 
this well with an excitable Italian 
femme number, followed by impres- 

undecided - 
about: matrimony, . 
Final act, Harrison ‘ana Fisher, 

was .a colorful. mixture of terpsi- 
chorean art. and vocaling, dressed, 
with posing Birls, 

‘RKO 
_ (Maudfilm) oe 
‘Los Angeles, Jan. “16. 

Selling vaude:on a local basis is 
what the RKO is doing this week, 
by topping its five-act bill with Tom 
Brown. © 
with the Six Brown Brothers is'a 
draw around here, haying become 
more or less of. a fixture al around 
Coast vaude stands. 
Always a good. idea to play up a. 

‘local fav, and since Keith's weStern 
intact’ unit shows have not hit L. A. 
yet, this house may continue with 
local build-ups to advantage. » Con- } 
sidering this was the only vaude 
spot.in town, the stage bill here is: 
receiving about an even break. with | 
pictures, unless the latter happens 

It indi- 
cates a healthy condition, | 

Current bill ‘holds twa: cananial 
turns beside Brown: Florrie Le Vere 
and Chamberlin and Himes: . Com- 
edy dance team is in next to shut 
with its relfable Youtines. Miss Le 
Vere is another in the same cate- 
gory. - 

for the natives, while.in the turn 
Edythe Handman continues to plug 
her brother's. (Lou) songs to a fare- 
thee-well. Harry Denny is at the 
piano where Handman_ formerly 
was, 
A made to order. No. 2 fs William. 

Nunn’s ‘old time meller sketch, 
“Blood and Thunder.” With the 
audience encouraged. to: hiss the, 
villain “and ‘applaud the: hero, it 
looks likely stuff for the ihnterme- 
diary bends... 
La Salle and Mack, roustabout. 

‘acrobats around for years, are still 
serving aS openers and okay. The 
Brown sextette is more old. ma- 
terial that holds up neatly,. closing 
the bill. ‘Tom ‘Brown, ‘of course, 
is the works, making his sax ‘talk 
and cry to laughing results. 

Feature,. “His First, Command” 
(Pathe). Thursday (opening), biz 
good, Span. 

86TH ST. 
‘, ‘(Vaudfilm) . ‘ 

Trade not so forte for the Satur- 
day matinee. House is in direct 
competition with Loew's Orpheum 
a-block down the street, with the 
latter house receiving the break this 
week because? of its flicker attrac- 
tion. Esther Ralston the main mag- 
net, and surrounded by a good bill. | 

Acrobatic and roller skating turn,. 
Alex Melford Trio, shoved off.to a 
fair start, Acrobatics are not un- 
usual, but the trick roller skating. 
done by. one chap puts it. across. | 
Closed with this chap skating on his 
‘hands, on a table supported by the 
other two men, 

Saranoff and O’Rourke, the latter 
planted in an upper box out front, 

ruptions. of O’Rourke from the box 
led into crossfire. with: Saranoff, not) 
used to its full. potentialities. Sara- 
noff uses Hebe accent and gags a 
bit at the violin. | ‘O'Rourke tenors 
two pops. | 

aking a charming. appearance. in |. 
bo h- evening gown.and short: one- 

Esther. Ralston. was. 
over easily. Ter sob recitation’ on 
the ups and downs of a taxi dancer 
is outstanding, with a comedy Irish 
impersonation also holding up well. 
‘Neat tap eccentric closed. Bruz 
Fletcher, at the piano, 2 good assist. 
and fills in with song between Miss 
Ralston’s costume changes. . 

Hurst and Vogt next. House was 
cold at the start but succumbed 
quickly. Boys are wise in the art 
of qraueeuing everything. out of a. 

gag. 
Stepclogy - exhibited: by: Lockett 

and Page, assisted by Wally Coyle, 
brought them back for: two encores. 
Diversify with solo warbling by 
Lockett and Coyle, AML three: know 

—_— => 

‘The sax. .comedy. : -taoter, 

“the first act after 

-Her mimicry of several stars, 
pictures and-stage, is sound stuff |. 

‘Inter- | 

| sitions, - 

oe ng es ny 

VARIETY 

PALACE 
(St. Vaude} 

Chicago, Jan. -1&. 
Tivo names on this vill, but it is 

still an applecart overweighted with 
hokum and mediocrity. 
Van and = Schenck showed who- 

they are and what by wowing them, | 
and were forced t9 do encores for - 
nearly 16 minutes in next-to-closing. - 
Natacha Nattova, in’ third spot, sold 
herself on the’ Death adagio with 
Nicholas Daks. “Her: other adagio, .: 
with-the three men in the troupe ™ 
assisting, was’ carelessly done. 
Surprise of this show came in the . 

deuce with the first of the hokum- 
ists, Irene - 
Gibbs. “A .bit hardboiled.in cross-— 
fire, but goin exceptionally well 
with a Saturday mat audience - 

Chesleigh .anad Ruth - 

Show was. opened. by .the Dakotas, -” , 
‘whip-cracking and lariat trio of two * 
men and a girl. Filling.out the time 
ts weak dancing and singing, - Act 
was moved to closing after the. first 
performance..: . 

Fourth came Bob Hone, combining 
his monologistic hoke with Harry. 
‘Webb and Webb's band of 10 fora 
‘double act layout. | Hop3 went none 
‘too well, and although he has been 
working’ ‘with.Webb in other places, 
‘Where both were on the same Dill, - 
he: doesn’t improve. the: ‘Webb. ‘act - 
any. Two novelties by the bands- 
men, one an old maid satire, gave 
the act something. Also the hoof= 
Ing of a colored youngster. 
Harry ‘Holmes, 

at _ the plano. cap-gunned some as. 

earning ‘applause: with -his planted 
reactions. - Followed by. Van: and 
Schenck. ‘ Over well as ever. \ 

Six Davillas, four men and two 
girls, closed with spring-board work | 
‘and tumbling. Changed to opening - 
after the first show. “ 
“Business was off, due in part to. 

the. sub- ‘Zero temperature. _ Hoop. 

IST STREET 
(Vaudfilm) 

After the opener; uncaught,. the - 
‘81st’s bill played smoothly, 
‘ing on its.own film name, Lita Grey - 
Chaplin, against the name’ on: 
screen, Helen Kane. Miss Kg 
monicker tops the Par film, “Poin ted 
Heels.” - 

Miss Chaplin ‘is. pack. in: the ‘east. 

time. While in the west she kept in. . 
touch with thée.coast via the dailies: 
‘with an engagement announcement, - 
Miss Chaplin looks and sings as well 

enter-vaude since the deluge started. - 
Perhaps none will be considered un-— 
usual until some female screen name | 
enters vaude as-a.tumbler.”°. * 
Roy Rogers, sure-fire ‘deucer. for - 

all bills, was just ahead of Miss 
‘Chaplin. On the other side, Manny . 
King, the Hebe diklectician .and - 
comic fiddlér: ‘with his company, 
‘Joe Jackson grabbed his old-time. 
‘Jaugh quota most all of: the way, but” 
at the finish lost much that he had .- 
‘gained. This old style piano turn,’ 
-aped by so many others and familiar . 
for that reason, still retains a share 
of its former charm as. Jackson - 
works it.. It’s a finish that Jackson .. 
now needs. ‘They're becoming ace 
customed ‘to being tipped when, an: 
act fig over. . 

. Will’ Higgie “and Co, .the unseen . 
opener. 
Business. good Saturday. ego 

LINCOLN SO. 
™ (Vaudfilm). 

New York, Jan. 20. © 
Another Loew house playing. ‘only *. 

three acts the first half. because of. 
DeMille’ 120-minute “Dynamite,” 
feature, Vaude went on and off:in 
35 minutes.. Small-time. stuff for. 
the most part, but lifted out of the. 

down buffoons, DeVito, Denny and | 
Co. ’ 

Ultra gymnastic acrobats, Rath | 
Brothers, put on a.neat exhibition > 
on the benefits of developing the ~ 
human muscular system. Both boys 
are splendidly built,.and proved it 
when - going through. their slow : 
hand-to-hand lifts from difficult poe ° 

Work. faster wihien going 
through easier gymnastic body lifts. 

DeVito, Denny ‘and. Co.. took .the 
mob here by surprise with hoke of. 
the old-time .standard, - Here they 
‘gereamed at it. This. trio, two boys - 
and one gal, with the‘latter, playing. . 
straight,-is: recently from. the. west. 
‘They should go far here. «. ~ 

‘Jack Russell and Co.,.. small flash . 
and small-time stuff, came on next.. 
-Not.much here. to please. Four - 
young femmes go in for a little-. 
hoofing and warbling which dog 
‘mean a thing. Russel) himself does. 
an “Ida” a la Eddie Leonard, and. 
some soft shoe work. Another chap | 
in this: flash ran away, with the 
turn. , 

_KEITH-ALBEE ee 
Paramount's “pointed eels” fea- 

ture, . Pathe Sound News completed, 

Russ Stewart, formerly publicity 
director for the Fox-Polf theatres 

in Bridgeport and for the past sev-. 
eral months employed by a‘Danbury: 
newspaper, has resigned and is now 
part owner: of: 

servicer in New York. 
a theatre poster. 

(Vaudtilr 

This house is beginning to be stiff 
com petitish for the Metropolitan, a 
few blocks away, now that its lm 
fodder is -beginning to hit higher 
booking standards. There is a fairly 
heavy fallung off in interest in 
standard units of the presentation. 
type here and the trek has started 

(Continued on page:41) 

oh 

“The Pessimist;" _ 

intermission, ° 

center<. o 

the 

‘after .kicking. over some ‘western - 

as. any other picture personality to © 

rut by a knockabout trio of low- :.. 

Boston, Jan. 24. 
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| lup to a certain standard. and in - 

Ok —— beeen —— 

UPP ER BROADWAY . ROXY ) view of the’ maa found at ine ola 
+ resentation Plaza for. revivals of o harlie 

New York, Jan. 11. New York, Jan. 17. |Chaplins and others, it will also in- 
Although as meaningless to Times There is a grand example of cin- |corporate these pictures as program 

Squareites as _Hohokus, upper ema stage celeca Se min at the | novelties to let the audience kid the 
. . oxy this week—a 25-minute pre- films. — 

Broadway nas a. {nriving | theatre sentation titled “A Tale of Araby.” | ‘Where the old-Llaza was dedt- 
colony which threatens to.grow un- And of great importance to the box | cated to silents, the new Plaza. is 
til, within the next decade, ° it |. office is “Sunnyside Up” (Fox), dedicated to sound, It is installed. : 
wouldn't surprise many snowmen if seen. re first (ime at pop prises | avith “Western Electric: equipment | its ane performance than the last _ 

- tye ¥ after a run. a e Gaiety a-land has the so-called ,Magnascope | Several presentations here. . na 
the 19 blocks above 74th street and tient . metropolitan. citizenry. was attachment. ‘and wide sereene cod Staging is. brilliant.. without. be-  ° 
the 11 houses within that area do given its choice early Friday: after- | “Site of the Plaza, 42 E. 68th street, |ing gaudy, the opening showing not major as a Manhattan enter- noon of standing at ease in the Roxy |, few doors east of Madison ave-'|'Mary . Stone syneo ata ger Own 
tainment lane. It is already an im-- Jobby or elevating. ° the further-.| que, is the former Clark: Art Gal-.| Billy Chandier, doubling bandsnian 
portant addition to the main-‘stem most reaches of the alcony. leries. . Mrs... Cornelius Vanderbilt, '|in-a duet separated from Louw Kos- to. : Obviously the. . production |. of who owns the property -and had | lofe and his band 
despite the present far away as-. “Araby” was -prompted by the been.a frequent patron of the old | show! s' hue we cut-out scrim 
pect. Co enthusiastic -reception ‘recently ac- Brecher a lease on it ng a huge banjo. After the 

corded “Scherezade,” an elaborately | ©1422 gave Brecher a le vocal, come the 12 Lambert girls 
All of these houses are reported G : and he converted. the building. into: 

making money and, for the ma- 
jority, it is nothing ‘unusual to put 
out the SRO rope three and four 

from . behind ‘the. scrim in peaked conceived: presentation tal.:.n:.from . Bp . 
‘the “Arabian‘Nights” stories. While | ‘8 oaoe Plaza.at.a reported cost | silver Hats with prop’ banjos. for a 

nights weekly. More than 100. hotels: 
and numerous apartment buildings, 

dancing” finish. | 
the newer piece is not staged on ‘so > . 
mammoth a, scale, it carries a wealth alee night's _ how, ith oghea- Band : is set against -a gunburst 
of: audience punch. and is every bit opened 45 minutes late. | Program, curtain. Martin and Martin; acro- 

where the minimum annual rental 
for a suite is $3,600, are partially 
responsible for the draw. They're 

as impressive. “i . .bats, showed interest in their work. 
in the. order shown, was Yesterday . 

Its story is of a irl taken trom and: Today,” a three-reel. compila- | 4, One-number turn’ that, did very 

all moneyed fans; even the delica- 
tessen people think less of the 60 

her lover and delivered to the sul- well. . . 
° tion of newsreel and other shots tan as fresh fodder for his perféctly contrasting days of long ago with Next a. bit: of. hoke by Nelson 

and 75 cent top than such classes’ 
elsewhere, 

legal. but nonetheless promiscuous and Knight, sailor comedian and 
ventures. After witnessing a splen- | those of the. present or. sound prea ‘attractive blonde. Gagging rode. 
did array of-dancing, the sultan be- | Mt; athe we One soun ‘Para. high, and team: were encored: 

; comes too intimate with. the’: girl toon, t sound pry ome ld Dig. | <,Jntroduction . for Lucas was a 
Big people in the show business, and is promptly bitten on the neck |moun own away” *WB) th ‘f en. ‘Broadway John number .by - the 

as recently as a few years ago, were by her pet snake.. Which ends: both | &ets *D lie wel 1 ', | dancing chorus in Hetty King at- 
inclined to look askance beyond the. dition tom, c.'ing pleasantly.’ Rich- the gultan’s mortal. career and the real ur ne ine om a on,. imme tire. Mary Stone centered, and all. 
70’s. The Beacon, the only, weekly man also picked up the baton mat. |Presentation. ae oly precesl Me niffman ° eneral neat. Lucas sang’ five: ‘numbers, . 
change straight film house in the |i oot tough for the boys. to follow |, 20. identity ‘personalities. in the | ture, i L ee Beecher & Judeo ‘increasing “his applause as he trav- ‘ 
district, has brought a switch in the. leader. ‘The Jesse. Crawfords. ‘Stage show is: impossible.’ It opens manager orn eo. rand "ips Cher | eled.. Lambert girls reappeared for 
this attitude. Regarded as an ele- were their usual ‘selves. ‘Played all in “one,” the girl. dancing with her: eed ae zberger, : an . ° | finale - based. on “Painting :- the 

. phant, too near ‘Times ‘Square and ops. ° lover while: ‘a peer gazes miutely into avepps t oO s 0S narrow apron the Clouds." As silver and gold: ‘putter- 

yet too big and differently policied |POPe = used for soniething |2. FYstal. Behind ‘them is a black. Plena ate. Se: oman's “o © flies among clouds, shaded behind” 
for outlying territory, the fact that new -in. trailers. Next | week's, pie- drop. .Then into full stage, where aza ne ud es Mu on orem a sheer scrim. which, raised, they 

the Beacon has also provided ‘busi-. ture, “Seven Days’ Leave” was an-. the sultan is seated ona dais, left- | manager; a Ca fle Stra arene s b | flutteréd,“ into a. novelty routine. 
ness impetus for houses still fur-.) Ur ooo vith @ still slide on the|St®8e. Surrounded by. slaves ad ete orecentative: | More atmosphere provided by three: 
ther north is defined as a bit of, big fancily decorated: sheet:. ‘Then. viewing the performances: of his Oy Labeda rig vec; ity i 1 ‘girls in ‘gold costumes. set against 
show world phenomena, . a voice. Man speaking (unseen). dancers. From. the tops of. the 538 ane 3 this ng capac ty, is only a soft sun. This presentation. is a 

In the vicinity of two Loew, two. States he is. the Peeanccer ofthe. Winding stairways, on both sides of ie 2 s. his ie y: exp ain roe © | credit to Oscard,: 
RKO. and a Fox, house. are a ‘Paramount: “theatre piss the pic- the theatre. auditorium, descends a high scale and ‘the policy of. four | 

er seats an ». 
all typical of the neighborhood va- 
riety. These, mostly under long 
term leases, are operated by. Jack 

Ss. n the|Shows a. day (from ‘one to..11. 
ture and recommends it highly. Procession. of > allet girls ‘and. n the p.m.). Premier bill will run ‘through 
This is now being used in about all | srirts whirl in a willowy routine. ,|to Saturday, after which time two. 
Publix. houses and just inaugu- |" two femmes completely ‘painted in | changes weekly will be instituted. 

Springer. They comprise Broad- rated, glistening red perform a symbolical|..Architecture of the theatre is of 
way’s only independent circuit: Of | Balance, Krazy Kat cartoon and |Gance. It ‘progresses intoa rhythmic the Tudor period, combining. rich- 
these three are considered. ‘light, |Faramount sound news, latter also | chant, centering on a green-painted |ness -withs ‘simplicity. Harry C. 
while the remainder are conceded | °? the widescreen for final shot,|man who stamps on a huge drum |Ingalls, architect, designed. the 
‘heavy takers at all times. ski Jumping. | . Bige. |while the ensemble: groups about|house and H. S. Outhwaite did: the 

Most successful in rating are’ the him with upraised arms. A -pre- |interior decorating, the scheme :of 
Symphony and Stoddard. A peep| ’ dominant kettle drum accompani-|which ‘is tasteful .and luxurious. 

; fo both, one: night last week re- | LOEW S. STATE ment contributes to high ‘effective-| Theatre .has no Stage_whatever, the 
» vealed a @ attendance with indi- ‘ , 

cations that before the last show “ Peasant” Idea) . 
both would cash a sellout. Just . Los Angeles, Jan. J6, 
before its last show the 77th St., 

ness. |40x150- plot having prohibited. the 
From here on dances: are reptilian waste of space. 

hich f 4 heart bet Two and a half hours of enter- 
whic eared a shearing before t 
Warners turned on the. Beacon. tainment for 50e. all afternoon! A 

‘lin’ theme and of. sinuous grace. A fully-uniformed. doorman helps 
First is a portion of. the. ballet wav- people. out of their buggies. Char. — 

lights, had them standing four] >4rgain on Broadway, N. Y., or L, A. 
deep. Thursday openings don’t appear. to 

ing .thin ribbons of cloth. in'a dance, 

- GRANADA 
Claiming to have benefited also hamper trade any if the value is 

Suddenly darkened stage leaves only |’ 
the whirling luminous strips ‘visible. 
Rearstage, the. 32 Roxyettes are ro: 
huddled together, on a Winding cir- (Presentation) 

by the Warner activity, the Adelphi, oma, cular - platform benea a large. ‘Chia -41¢ 
regarded as the nearest thing to g,| there. To an observer fresh from the | snare head, providing a coiled snake ; Chicago, Jan. 16. 
lemon, had about a three-quarter other Broadway, the line of compar- | jilusion with their skin-tight cover- Presentation was kept to a light 

attendance around 9:30 the same|ison -in relative value of picture ings. an cloge formation they (ane 18-minute flash: by length of the 
night. An hour before, the Key- | house shows must bedrawn. Where| Wind from. the plattorm feature, “Rio Rita” (Radio). En- 

P . center stage for a series of arm. and ’ : 

oY ine Ceeeer OF ae ine a sconnes New York can and does get an easy formation. routines: Forceful illu- titled “La Fiesta,” it is a neat pro- 
tham one-quarter occupied. ~ $1 top in its picture showcases, it’s |sion induced heavy applause.. End- log for the film. 

House managers, with the excep- | another story here, They’ve never ing, when the sultan. is bitten’ and Opens: with Benny Meroff's band 

tion of the Stoddard, seemingly | paid any more out this way, and the | falls dead and the’ ensemble is-in|in action behind a- center scrim,- 
have small knowledge of what it is} chances are they never could under- confusion, ig made a dramatic climax and ‘mixed chorus in front of this 

all about. It is easily understood |stand why they should. A cinch |°f.musle by the pit orchestra. a | but behind another scrim fashioned 
why the Stoddard is in the lead. | argument, Joseph Littatyy who hag replace as a huge Madeira shawl. Spanish 
Harry Coppinger, a Publix theatre|  F. & M. ideas are strongly en- |=rno Rapee as ne ait of the or- | pailad is signal for the drops to pull 
graduate, presents an initiative ‘and |trenchea at this downtown stand, |chestma, handled: a difficult score | un revealing ensemble: in gay 
understanding for a neighborhood | Billed as the “biggest stage show in with fine ability,, He is fully quali- | Spanish. costumery. set near a 
draw. .He has unlimited acquain-|1L.. A." Rather ambiguous, consid- is orig- -hacienda, with daricing girls draped 
tances among the fans, firstnaming | ering there are rio otherg in the vi- | Score for this’ presentation $ orlg-./in rear of the band, 
most of them and not infrequently | cinity. “Peasant” . idea hag 18 |{nal, written by Maurice four ell s,| Joseph Griffin, tenor, swings into 
Personally showing them to seats. chorines. corralled from the Belcher nerereel was. cut Hearst That song, refrains carried by four men 

school, rong 0 uantit u and four girls, afte h ‘Mae 
Springer offices, is reported ith rather weak on quality. Still, the |royal Italian weddirte, Al Smith ri r winich Maestro 
out an active manager or assistant ( | tire. to lead. the: ensemble. Bobb 
A red headed cashier couldn’t refer | some of the other crack troupes in | bout in Florida, ski jumping inn Callahan, waging. comic, “onters. in 
an inquirer to any one in authority | the east every day. - diana, and youngsters tne i one cowboy uniform. fora few cross- 
on the night in question, The house,| While on home ground intact,, the boxing at Aeneas Show will un fires with. Meroff. Bandemen go 

‘RF, & M. ideas are staple at the ‘box. doubtedly hold two weeks, and prob- into another ballad, all on ‘mando- 

~ ORIENTAL 
(Presentation) 

Chicago, Jan, 19. 

Built around Nick Lucas, the 43- 
minute’ presentation,, “Crooning 
Along,” locally produced: by Paul 

at the start and just grazed there- 
‘after. Yvette -Rugel, the short]: 
prima donna, sings both ways sev-" 
eral times to carry the thought, 
with foiling help from, a straight. 
man. His name sounded like Ray 
Kiel as announced by Richman.’ It 
was after Kiel had previously intro- 
duced. his introducer. 
‘Richman’s final number Is a com- 

‘edy ‘duet ‘with ‘Miss Rugel, who, he’ 
declared, 1s.his unt, without .sub-" 
‘sequent. ‘effort to make'a gag of it. 
Dorothea. Burke girls © start in a. 
formal manner on a’ tap routine, 
distinguished by their costumes. A 
‘bit: later the old gag’ dig reversed 
when they change, on the stage to: 
long’ - ballet skirts. ‘Usually. they 
start .out ‘with the skirts and take 
off. Smith and Hadley were the 
best « applause ‘grabbers on’. ‘thelr: 
dancing. They begin as a.composite: 
of Hal Sherman and Ben Blue, in 
big suits and comedy steps, then 
dress. straight. for a good. ‘buck by 
one and an acrobatic eccentric by 
the other. 
-First posing. ‘scene is the setting 

for Caperton and Biddle, adagioists, 
doing. the - -old' time double ‘routine: 
It. seems. almost new. again. after 
the epidémie of trios and foursomes. 
Caperton and Biddle are comely 
and graceful. Kiel. conducted ‘the 
stage band for a ‘few bars in. ad- 

house near. capacity. up. ‘and down. 
for the first show. “Glorifying .-the. 

Metrotone and Par silent news. 
shots.’ Preston Sellers in his usual 
pleasant 10 mintites at the organ, | 

wot Toop. 

- EMBASSY. 
-(N ewsreel) 

New. York, Jan. 18. 
Packing them in all... ‘Saturday . 

‘afternoon, meaning that only -the 
more aggressive could get seats 
during the show's’ running time of 
-46. minutes. 

Change of house to male ushers 
probably tells as.much as anything. 
the small capacity problem facing: 
the newsreel’: emporium. ‘Waiting 
space has to keep an aisle open, too. 
Polks in the ‘lobby, . evidently 

friends just meeting by. chance, ' 
started to exchange comment. on 
various newsreel clips viewed in the 
past. One wanted. to know if the 
other had seen John D, Rockefeller, 
last week's headliner. Thus has’ 
been. born the newsreel fan!. 7 
Unusually good selection of stuff 

this week, although no outstanders 
for lobby billing. Italian royal wede- 
ding led off, and Al. Smith attending 
‘the free-for-all negro fight in Florida 
followed. Many may wonder if Smith. 
wes cognizant of Mr. Fox’s scout. 
Still the clip is of a free-for-all 
flght with Smith dragged in eratui-_ 
tously. | ; 

. Among the ‘suspicious plugs is 
‘Tina Meller with caption mention of 
her show,.“Wake Up and Dream”; 
usual seasonal Florida stunts, all 
specially staged for the camera, and 
a repeat on Young Stribling, whose 
2-year-old son was a ‘wow in a for-. 

fled for the important, Roxy post. 

The Symphony, which houses the 
M r - Sean ea on nat Markert oc laughing at. a free-for-all boxing eroff arrives in troubadourish at 

like the others, is clean and well 
laid out. Additional asset is air} office. This one carries four spe- : lings.and guitars, and over, well as | mer Fox Moxietone visit but fatled 
ousnioned chairs, comfortable if tO a the 18s Jancing chorus of ably more. Bong. a novelty. : ell as to produce a good sequel, a habit of 

5 ; 7 nother ne geer stars. — 
All of the theatres double-feature | band, m. c.’d by Georgie Stoll, Lat- ‘ PLAZA - work ther neat spot was the choral '. Gladys Jones spoke her. piece. 

the major part of the week. They've | ter is not new around ‘here, and, as (NEW) | _{ing bit by an unbilled team with | upon lobbyists, of which she is one 
had W. E. installations for nearly | far as known, has never left the ! of the highest salaried. Her defense New York, Jan. 20. the entire band crooning. A few 

Dedicated to the swanky Park |More bits by Callahan and Meroff, 

Avenue and Lenox Hill trade that with Meroff doing @ short eccentric 

was deprived of its Plaza on 5ath oie ete ayent wok Finale: is 

street, near Madison, less than a ° a” by Griffin as 

‘year ago. Leo Brecher opens the|the 10 Laughlin girls, dancers, step Grurrieee can Pen er ce ae, ne 
Plaza on 58th streét, also near’ ene on a-short runway.. All effec-. terviewed. Okay up to the. ‘point 

Madison, to take its place.: New oust d. | where the memorizing of the lines ‘- 
house is an elaborate little theatre ness 00d. . Loop. became apparent in a ‘particularly — 

of the art type that’s as ritzy in its Oo long-winded bit of filapdoodle about 
decorative scheme and | appoint- | 5TH ; love, delivered by the: woman and. 
ments as the. patronage it’s after. AVE. presumably given to her asa speech 

From the special ladies’ maids in |.. (“Temple of Jaz2"—Unit ‘by the ‘interviewing cameraman 
attendance and the spacious. loung- | : ne ) Mob gave this bit the giggle. ° 
ing rooms; to ‘the rich rugs. on. the |": |, .- Seattle, Jan. 16.. 
floor, it is ‘all that Park Avenue | tttemple’ of Jazz" lives up, to its 

in, the east. flictine turns, be-|should desire. . s' Fanchon an arco’ 
cause of anil nature are General|. Brecher, an indie ‘exhib, operat-— creation registered main surprise 
#a Lavine and Johnson and Duker,|ing the, Olympia, Lafayette, New | coming from the line gals. They | | 
both essentially jugglers and both | Douglas, Odeon, Roosevelt and Lin- | come on like any other line, but 
doing comedy. One should'and may{¢oln, has done. things. up brown, | Soon turn into hot band, with every 
have been eliminated. Lavine pre- |and to go above the. Little Carnegie, | gal doing - her bit. -for syncopa- 
cedes with rubber ball and heavy {his nearest opposition, the scale 1s tion. 
objects while hoking it up in clown |50 and 75 cents matinees and $1]| _ In the middle of the. unit Owen 
soldier rig-out, Johnson and Duker |and $1. 50 nights, every day in the Sweeten and -band wow with a 

are more legit with hat tossing and | week. classic diversion, . Six nattily 
boomeranging . June Worth; acro-| An innovation in arty . theatre | dressed band boys, including Owen, 
dancer, is still’ embry ‘onic, but, de- operation ig the ability of the Plaza | step to front by pairs and join in 
serves watching. patron to reserve seats in advance | the brass. Sweeten. also has neat 

‘Stoll and his stage. combo are mu-|and have them held, although the | way of modestly passing glory and 
sically pleasant, and couple that|policy is continuous. Premium for bows to the other boys. ‘He ‘sells 
with neat appearances. Single spe- | this service and conventence is 50 | the act, © 
efalty number by the band was well|cents per ducat. Chinese temple. forms a rich back- 
arranged and novel, with Stoll_get- |". Besides’ the Little Carnegie, the | Rround.. Unit fits well with “Red 
ting the spot.on his fiddling. Isn= ‘Plaza has as opposition —Proctor's- “Hot-Rhythm"~(Pathe),;-picture-this | 
semble time step routine with- 16 | 58th street, less than twa. blocks.| week. Wally Jackson’ dances as 
mixed steppers takes the finale, but |distant; Loew's Lexington, at 51st ‘loose as. his clothes. Gus Elmore 
much too long at the second show. |and Lexington; Little Picture Cine- | out snorts. everybody, Nora Schiller 
No flash at the windup. Frolic runs|ma, an arty in east 5ist street, and | sings blues as though she liked ‘em, 

1 38 minutes flat. Screen subjects in- |the Arcade, straight picture .grind | Sylvia Doreé Jeads the line band. 
clude Movietone newsreel, an “Our|/on Third avenue at 59th street. A | dances, fiddles, and these are high 
Gang” talking comedy (M-G), and ‘third run, the Plaza must bow to { spots. 
“South Sen Rose” (Fox), the fea-|Broadway and Loew’s in this zone ‘Chinese temple in three decks 
ture, Atmospheric ballyhoo outside |of product, but in addition to using | brings the windup. Sweeten’s gang 
the theatre for the picture. the better’ class pictures of the|on middle deck, gals in lower, and 

Biz okay Thursday afternoon. American producers, it is planning {some specialities on top. Good 
Span. Ito select foreign-made films when] flash. — Trepp. 

a year. Adelphi and Symphony 
play day d date. These houses, 
it is understood, are booked by Tox 
simultaneously with that firm’s 
Japanese Gardens. Waly. 

PARAMOUNT 
(“Jazz Preferred”—Unit). 

New York, Jan..17. 
Harry Richman looked more..at 

home on Broadway. than ‘a. week 
ago in Brooklyn ‘and “probably felt 
better, judging by the way he}. 
worked. Easy worker, Richman,. 
always seeming to shut his eyes. 
and imagine he’s. on a fioor or. the 
Apollo stage where you can. reach 
out and touch the audience. 

That lack of intimacy ‘is Rich- 
man’s handicap in a. large. picture 
theatre. Although. the large ca- 

.pacity serves Richman just as well 
in another way, for without the 

peapacity from whence would come 
such a salary? Audience applauded 

_when Richman mentioned Miss Bow 
‘in the lyric of a song. For Rich- 
man and his songs Friday night 
they didn't applaud so much, He 
didn’t come within. a mile of stop- 

__ping a show. At Richman’s salary 
“an act should bé-titlrera-show-stop=*| 

per or a heavy draw. Richman has 
the rest of the week to prove that 
he’s the draw. Picture, “Behind the 
Makeup”. (Par) and balance of 

‘show are average. , 

_ Louis McDermott’s “Jazz -Pre- 
ferred” unit ig built along new lines 
until about .the half-way. point, and 
then it reverts to the-old style with 
the band on stage and a costume 
tableau. flash. finale. One of those 

-“Opeéra vs. Jazz” themes played up 

el 

coast.. Has ability with a fiddle, but 
otherwise weak. 

“Peasant” is a one-set idea, loud 
and glaringly designed along what 
appears to be Paris lines. Outdoor 

| display, with animated animals for 
atmosphere, including a goat and 
two others that might be taken for 
either mules or bloodhounds. Fol- 

1 lowing a number around “Marianne”. 
‘there’s a gypsy reel by the girls and 
boys, with specialties dovetailing 
thereafter. Diehl Sisters are the 
best bet. Two comely girls with a 
good ‘slant on burlesquing: song and 
dance... Should get: a look-in ‘when 

is flavored with sophistry but inter- 
esting as a current event. : 
Mr. and Mrs. Moyer, who have 

married with the proviso that if no 

‘vided | betwe een Hearst: and’ Tox. 
Land. 

CAPITOL 
(“Land -of Syncopation” — Unit) 

. New York, Jan. 18. 
. Exceptionally good picture house. 

presentation and one that lends 
itself. well to condensing for that 
southern tour now following the 
metropolitan deluxe circult. Pro-. 
duction has -flash and novelty, ‘and 
the specialty talent holds to things 
which can be easily seen and under- 

| stood. 
Unit carries an m. ec. who has a 

whole routine or, rather, several - 

not. commonplace. Ken Whitmer 
plays cornet, sax, piano, xylophones, 
clarinet, banjo, French horn, drums 
and accordion, And sings and 
dances,. He does everything quite 
expertly, 

By now it’s not overly acute dis- 
cernment to report that dumb and 
novelty acts have a way of ringing 
the bell louder than the average 
audible turn. Serge Flash, who jug- 
gles, and Caligary Bros. (New Acts), 

Oscard,. went easier and bigger at. : 

Business was excellent, with - the _ 

American Girl” (Par), feature, with... - 

Around 20 ‘clips, about equally di-.- - 

routines: That's new or, at’ 1éa5t;-"— 



'. ‘Covey, 
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NEW ACTS 
CALIGARY Bros. (2) 
gomedy Acrobats 

-|8 Mins.;. Before Band © 
Capitol -(Pres.)- New York’ 

Billed as just. over from Europe 
and making their initial American 
appearance this duo,. possibly Ger- 
‘mans, has’ some excellent ideas of 
comedy acrobats and. pantomime. 
As routined at the Capitol there was. 
ample area for improvement in pace, 
execution. and neatness, yet -funda- 
|mentally they have. individuality and | 
a high order of merit... 
Boys will '.be well advised’ to ex- 

périment.or.otherwise build ‘for the 
‘future even though.as-is- they. can 
‘probably work - indefinitely. | Torn 
armpits in tuxedo distinctly out of 
character at the Capitol, . or any-. 
where. Land. 

—-- - 

comedy acrobats, proved this anew, 
if it needed corroboration. - 

“ @ash has the house lights up for 
‘a short spell, while he throws rub- 
per balls to the audience, giving the 
customers free throws. Familiar as 
guch practices ‘are in vaude houses, 
for the film parlor it partakes of the 
unusual. Therefore. good, 

Chester Hale's Girls, as always, 
lively and pert. <As’ between one 
troupe of girls and another it would 
be invidious to draw . comparisons. 
But it is probably true .that: the 

‘ Capitol ballets have more femininity | 
week after week than any other on 
“Broadway... This femininity angle is 
sometimes lost sight of in. the rou: 
tine academies, -. 

-- + Capitol grand orchestra has three. 
: pianos, providing strong. foundation 
_-and ‘ pictorial ‘symmetry. Center: 
“piano ‘is, presided over by .2. young. 

lady in a white satin blouse and a 
Garbo coiffure. Percussion depart- 

*. ment, three stalwart wielders of the’ 
padded . mallets, were especially. 
warm this week 
- “It's a Great Life” (Metro) on the 

‘screen, running hour. anda half; as. 

Turn is - ‘rather unusual in that . it 
Ig paced at march time tempo, giv- 
Ing it snap and speed... Schafer and 
Bernice, in at an emergency call, 
got their laughs from their double- 
meaning talk. She's selling an auto 
and he’s angling for a wife, 
Evans and Mayer, “cowboy and | 

girl,” but with Mayer: working’ in 
‘street. clothes’ this performance, 
were over big...Miss Evans sings a. 
couple: of songs and. sells them for 
@ sure click, and. Mayer had_his 
gags timed. perfectly, They liked. 
this team here.. Henry Santrey and. 
band, ‘doing 45 minutes, had several 
walkouts ‘because of dropping: the 
‘curtain every now and then, . Turn 
‘is not as entertaining as. it. might. 
be, due priricipally to desire to cover 
too large’:a field. Santrey has a 
sweet band, ‘but routining could be 

-{-Paula “TRUEMAN (2) 
Impressions, Songs. : 
25 Mins.;- One and ‘Full (Special) i 

58th St. (VP) , 
- Paula Trueman, from legit,. has a-. 

class act of stage- and screen char- 
acter imipressions. Aided by: a. tenor, 
Arnold Gluck, a male piafio accom-:. . 
panist, Marshall McCurdy. Wor th. 
all houses. 

Opens in. “one” with Ghick an-_ 
nouncing -tuin, then. goes to full 
and ore alternately with Miss True- 
man .doing. takeoffs on ‘Maurice - 
Chevalier, Molly ‘Picon and Greta - 
‘Garbo. .: Finally”. a. number . called . 
“The Age of Innocence," taken fr om: 
her legit work, 

All are well done, - Among Gluck's 
numbers is. “Gypsy '.Love . Song,’ 

-.l which he’ sings well. .All -of Miss - 
‘| Trueman’s changes are done on. the 

WILLIAM SEABURY and Co. (6) 
Specialty Act... 

20 Mins.; Full (Special) . 
Palace. (St V)> 

. This is Seabury’s third new. act’ 
‘tn about a year... In it he ‘probably 
‘has found what he wants, or close 
‘enough to satisfy. As entertain- 
ment it.isn't quite as strong as the 
turn before this one, but it looks 
‘a.lot cheaper to -perate. The dif-. 
ference in cost is the current act's 
edge. It holds some excellent .spe- 
‘clalty numbers; these. plus Sea- 

improved.’ Stage was dressed slop- } bury’s own. work, sending it over.” 
pily first. show, but probably, due to} At the Palace andthe last .act. 
‘tthe rush. on the bill, Seabury. didn’t get on 

“Seven Keys to ‘Baldpate” (Radio) until. after'.6 p.m, when caught 
feature.. Business excellent, ‘with | (Saturday niatinee)., It was a han- 
holdouts: at- end of the first show. | dicap, particularly at the Palace 

Loop. ‘{where they walk ‘by. habit. at 5. 
‘and 11. That it held all.but a few 

is now usual -with talkers, Land. a speaks a lot for this act. and its “DANCE DERBY” (10) " | stage. 
—__—- GR AND OH people. > d Full (8 ) “Chevalier characterization is a 

° Two-man ‘darice team. and. four | 16 Mins.; One and Fu pecia ‘song from, ‘The Love Parade." “The 
ENRIGHT. : (Vaudfilm) are the: support. -The. boys Academy of Music (V~ Age of Innocence” is satirical crin- 

- By. largely on: the- Strength ofa 
few of the specialties, the nice man- 
ner in which .act.:is staged. and its. 
expensive ‘mounting, Lew Kessler's 
“Dance Derby”. fits for medium-time 
bills‘in splits of second importance. 
Opening spot, as here, seems its best | 
position in houses where flashes are. EVANS and WOLF. and Co. a) 
used ‘as starters. ‘Songs. and. Dances 

‘Kessler formerly called his act | 10° Mins.; Tw 
“Co-Eds,” also a 10-people . turn. | g6th. St. (V- P) 
‘Now the lineup embraces Kessler|’ This two men’ and. woman act 
and a clever specialty dancer be- | seems disjointed. Obtains its main 

|sides' an ensemble of ‘eight’ girls.| register on. single specialties, songs: 
None of: the eight double ‘for ‘in- -by one man, plano playing by the 
dividual numbers.:: While one of the | other: and acrobatic dancing by the 
‘two dances topping song numbe:s is ‘blonde: femme member, 
0. k., it-ig the specialties by Dor-| © Nothing new in way of routine. 
-othy Charles who puts ‘the class into Fairly well: received here. 
this act. Her slowly-done “‘high- | 
kicking acrobatic number and the) 
toe ballet later are gems and really 
save Kessler’s “Dance Derby” from 
scratching or being Jeft at the post. 

The ensemble, doing nicely in all 
their’ numbers and best for the’ 
jumping rope finish, provide pleas" 
ing background. 
Weak here. Char. 

-Oline number, Chevalier and. Picon.. 
‘impressions were the only weak. 
‘spots in applausé results here. Both’ . 
because the originals. are not yet mo 
thoroughly familiar, - ; : 

and the. toe: dancing girl stand out. 
-Blonde tap ‘dancer. and brunet singer 
and kicker aren’t far behind. Sea-. 
bury introduces the specialties most. 
of the way, saving himself for late 
‘moments:. His’ easy manner with 
strenuous steps is what sets him 
above most , others. Bige. 

For awhile the old Grand was get-. 
-ting some: ‘fast, well-balanced vaudeée 
‘shows. for. good b. 0. ‘response. - 
Monday. night wasn’t so hot;. rather 
repétitious’ in routine and ran small- 
timey.. . 

Five-act: show included Four Sid- 
neys, Holden:and King, Nevins and 
Gordon, Seymour and Howard, and 
‘the Speediacs. On the screen was 
“South Sea Rose” (Fox).. 
Two of the acts had femme souses,- 

That in itself is a novelty for any 
bill, but at the Grand they came too. 
close together.. The Sidneys opened. 
and were followed by’ Holden and 
King.’ Man in the latter turn goes 
‘in for a lot.of hokey horseplay, using 
prop instruments for a laugh. and 
pulling some bearded gags. 

Nevins and Gordon had them 
howling . when ‘they got into the 
rough stew. travesty. Too bad Sey- 
mour'and Howard had to follow. 
‘They have some pleasing patter, 
wisecracking along until they step 
into their. night club bit for the 
drunk characterization. 
Decidedly repetitious when three 

sailor boys in. Speediacs also put on 

_ (Presentation) - 

Pittsburgh, J an, 16; 

Topheavy with entertainment this | 
week. One turn could have © been 
eliminated without hurting. : Four 
acts—Colby and Murphy; Betty: Ve- 
‘ronica,. Ferry Corwey, and Edna 
Covey, besides Jay Mills,-m. c., and: 

- 16: girls, Quality turns, however, 
‘and show ‘held together as _ result. 
Stuffed fare due to presence of Edna 

‘brought out from ‘Publix 
‘unit, “Mateh Box Revué,” at: the 
 Stanley,. because another turn simi- 

Y lar to Miss Covey’s had played there 
just a few weeks.ago. mo 

After trick line routine, Colby. and 
“Murphy on for nifty dance. Nothing 

.. new, but they. sell it. Band special- 
. ty followed, ‘with ‘trumpeter step- | 
‘ping out for “hoke: dance that 
‘whammied, | Ievery musicker in this 
house is a fav,'and let.any one of 
them do. something besides play, 
“whether it’s” good. or bad, and it 
riots. 

Miss Covey also ‘cleaned with her 
purlesqte ballad. ‘Veronica gal, her 
third week here, worked in novel 

“WATERMELON BLUES” (25) 
30 Mins. 

Academy. (V-P) 

‘As a whole this F-M unit lacks real 
‘comedy, but is. colorful, tuneful. and: 
‘speedy.. Idea includes Louise: and | 
-Mitchell, mixed tumbler .duo; Ted 
Ledford, blackface’ singer; George 
‘Yager and Minnie Doyle, harmony:. 
and four colored entertainers com- 
‘prising three youngsters and a 
mammy. Kids dance and the woman 
sings, 

Futuristic setting in red and 
green, with a double drop curtain; 
upper half revealing tapering stair- 
way for a finale bit. Pit hand which 
takes to the stage, wears smocks 
and fez, and is in huge watermelon 

Mark. 

LAZAR Revue (5) 
Revue: - 
16 Mins.;. One and Full (Special) 
Jefferson (V-P) 

- Some fair talent and material, but 
in. present shape would have a. hard 
time getting across in better class’ 
neighborhood. stands. MRe-routing, ; 7 shell big enough for 26 musicians. F ttl d fixing might im- “production number that looked] a stew number. Speediacs has 10 GEORGE .ANDRE and Co. (3) some cutting and fixing might im 

gréat. On: for jungle dance to| persons and is a hardworking outfit. a ingot nd rant, set ta dagio prove the Jack Lazar Revue to the 
“Chant: of Jungle,” with backdrop 
-revealing some atmospheric stuff 
‘and gals jumping. up and down 
around a blaze. Veronica -is picked 
up by choristers and carried :up- 

' stairs, heing. deposited in the blaze. 

By the time Corwey camé on with 
his hoke-markmanship and musical 
specialties, mob. had, already seen 

It sticks mainly to dancing; and on 
this work scored quite a nit ere. 

ark, 

|7 Mins.; Full (Special) 
81st Street (V-P) 

Another adagio turn using three standing way. 
men and one girl. George Andre Though heading the act, Lazar re- . 
is. probably the. introductory singer.|mains in the background, allowing —- 

Majority of the throw and. twist |his acrobatic dancer and the sister: 
routines here employed staridard;team most’ of the numbers. -The ° 
type. Distinction lies‘in the staging ‘dancer offers’ two. numbers, one a 
and the clever work of the femme. high-kicking specialty that is a It- 

point ‘where it could get by ‘safely, 
right. ‘but chances are never in an: out-- . Most of the music is southern 
medley, “both modern and old. Mu- 
sicians here proved asset to the unit, 
and Jack. ‘Roth, conductor, was a 
likeable m. c. 
Turn opens and stays in full with- 

out, drop cut. Ensemble trotg out 
Good bill that ought, to do biz. | 

Screen has “Pointed Heels” (Par).. 

- enough for one afternoon, but he 
stepped in and walked off with as 
much as any of his predecessors. 
Mills closed with a song and dance 
_specialty, with Betty Veronica on 

_ again for a flash windup. Pip of a 
. presentation, with Al Kaye and 

Jerry: Mayhall responsible. _ 

Picture, ‘This Thing. Called Love” 
. (Pathe), and: biz next door to ca- 
pacity. Pathe sound news and Jim- 
my Orner’s:.organlog, a spirited me- 
lange of narodies,-wound up matters. 

.Cohen. 

‘KEITH-ALBEE 
(Continued from page’ 39) 

toward straight picture and vaud- 
film of the type of Loew’s Orpheum, 

. the. Scollay ‘Olympia end Keith- 
- Albee, 

This week Larry Rich’ s band 
came in under. wraps, but by Tues- 
‘day morning’ the town went gah- 
gah over the act, and it looks like a 
turnaway for the rest of the week. 

Rich operates ‘much as Whiteman 
might if Paul felt frolicsome, and is 
a dead ringer for the portly maestro. 
Act is a.classic in .showmanship, 
comedy and jighting, and this week's 
‘Mop-up is a particular surprise in 
view of the fact that Boston was 
‘supposedly fed up to the tonsils on 
bands. ; 
-Balance of the -bill consists of 
Lulu McConnell in a comedy sketch, 
the Armstrong Brothers, acrobatic, - 
and Harry McGowan Co. comedy- 
singing Troutine,.. .... 

Feature picture is “Romance of] 
the Rio Grande” (Fox), supported 
by the. Pathe ‘short, “Rubetown.”: 

Amplification. went squeaky: Mon- 
‘day night but did not die completely. 
Audience took it good naturedly for 
a change, apparently: being genial 
‘through the ‘earlier influence of 
good vaudeville. Allin all, the Keith-. 
Albee seems to be on ‘the mend. 
They're actually killing the tradition 
that its vaudeville poor and the pic- 
tures even worse, Libbey. 

STATE-LAKE 
Chicago, Jan. 18. 

With storms in the vicinity again, 
== §tage-show--started—80-:minutes._late. 

this morning, forcing the house. to. 
- run 2 flock of trailers and shorts to 
Sive the acts time to.get set. One 
act, Helena, Justa and ‘Charlie, 
didn’t make the first show and were. 
temporarily replaced by Schafer 
and Bernice, 
Opening was Jungieland, thrée 

contortionists working in animal 
costume for the most part. Act is. 
dressed -and executed well, and 
makes the grade easily for the spot.; His manipulations of the ball and 

J warbled 

-lgo into an. adagio routine, 

Saturday trade heavy. 
Paula Trueman comes from legit 

with a character turn carrying a 
tenor pianist (New Acts). Some of 
the material sailed overhead here. 
Miss Trueman was ‘third on 2 

five-act bill that’s . really four. 
Weaver Bros. and Elviry, next to 
closing, also are in last turn, “Home 
._Folks.” Also included are Stamm 
and Devane,.spotted second. Re- 
ported Stamm and Devane are to 
travel with. Weavers and “Home 
Folks” as unit hereafter. ; 

Only other act is old timer, Heras 
and Willes, opening. Comic acro- |. 
.bats start in full with special drop 
‘typifying back yard, where the two 
show as sidewalk musicians and |. 
then turn to burlesque acrobatics. 
Went big for the seven minutes. 
Stamm and Devane have an. as- 

sortment of physical culture, danc- 
ing and singing. He now is using 
two of Elviry Weaver's “daughters” 
among his quartet of singers and 
dancers, Closing bit has Stamm 
singing song while he lifts piano. 
and two girls. Heavy hand. 
Weaver Bros., Elviry and “Home 

Folks” takes in 15 people, made 
up as backwoods natives in an ex- 
aggerated but laugh creating idea 
of hinterland entertainment. Seven 
girls and eight men, including a 
sextet of instrumentalists in clod- 
hopper costume, 
Vaude took 96 minutes and fea- 

ture 62. Show ran 176 minutes. 

AUDUBON 
(Vaudfilm): 

Biz not so ‘good. ‘Bookers shot’ in 
a talker western, 
Ranger” (Fox). Usual ‘band act in 
the vaude lineup. was Art Landry. 
Landry’s group is a hard working, 
pleasing. array of musickers. They 
play well, put over their numbers 
effectively, ‘and Landry is a. modest 
showman with comedy slants. that 
the others don’t attempt. 
Vaude opened with “A Night in. 

Spain.” Aside from a prima. who 
“Kiss. Me Again” and a. 

pair of girls who stepped to castanet 
accompaniment, the act goes along 
quietly until three men and a girl 

Girl {fs 
tossed around plenty. Looked like a 
waste of time for all the lead up 
to.this..bit 2 

Hatt: and aserman “followed with 
a trampoline act somewhat away 
from the former beaten path. of 
bounding net workers. Woman has 
her’ partner, working as props, go 
to the net. for a serfes of comedy 
springs and falls, 
acceptably on the type of short 
shows -now hitting the neighbor- 
hoods, 

Felovis amazed with his juggling. 

| sits in front of the band and sings 

“The Lone Star. 

SUES at the lose ~wort-him-tremen=- 
‘dous applause here, 

Act can fill in’ 

for song and dance medley: that 
takes in various hot dances. Louise 
and Mitchell, acrobats, are mild ex- 
cept when gir! does the understand- 
ing. Their comedy attempt is face- 
tious and -should be cut to give the 
turn faster gait. 

George Yager and Minnle Doyle 
in. southern costume harmonize, with 
the ensemble coming tn to put over 
pleasant number. Mammy and her 
three kids follow with. good novelty 
because of juvenile angle. Woman 

Pleased. 

clicks -nicely, 
KERR and WESTON jand Co. (3) 
“Nite in Monte Carlo” (Comedy) 
22 Mins.; Full Special) 
Jefferson (V-P 
Donald Kerr and Effie Weston in 

a comedy follow- -up of their “Break- 
ing. in Society.” Kerr's continuous 
chatter, wisecracks and_ acrobatic. 
fol de rol keep the turn from fizzling. 
But it’s a herculean job to sustain 
‘the whole act. 

Wiss Weston works in a double 
number and also goes into her fa- 
miliar dancing routine. She main-. 
tains a fast straight pace when gab- 
bing with Kerr. 

Kerr's a good comic. Ag the pen- 
niless globe traveler introduced as 
the phoney prince of something or 
other, he takes up a collection for 
bootleggers and then plays the bank 
and wins. Later he again tries his 
luck and Joses everything. 

In the support, aside from Miss' 
Weston, there are two men and a 
girl, Alice Lawlor. One of the men 
warbles a serious solo, which glows 
up the act’s speed. Miss Lawlor 
looks well and does well with a vocal 
Bolo. 

There's a musical comedy finale 
with all taking part. Kerr then 
steps away from the act to demon- 
strate the acrobatic work that, has 
always stood him in good ‘stead. 
Act got ¢ over at the Jeff. Mark, 

cook double is still weaker. 

team announces that 

while the kids dance. Went over big 
ere 
Ted Ledford, introduced as the 

“Dixie Vagabond,” does his “Seven- 
Eleven” number to music with a 
‘pair of dice for good returns. En- 
semble breaks In for the finale with 
dance and chorus, splitting after 
one number. Boys remain on stage 
while the girls take to the upper 
platform. All don head masks for 
finish In blackface effect. 

‘specialty of far from unusual punch, 

when caught, finish being weak. 
Opened show here. Char. 

Alice and Sonny LAMONT 
Comedy Wire 
16 Mins.; One and Full ° 
Jefferson (V-P 

time. ‘Last billed as. 
LaMont Four. Now full billing given 
“Alice and Sonny, with the comedy. 
of Sonny the main prop.’ Aside from 
‘wire work of Alice and Billy, the 
act scores roundly on ‘Sonny's 
acrobatic skill.. Considering that he 
‘weighs 266 pounds his ground tum- 
bling quite unusual. 
Wire work of Billy and Alice 

“CO-EDS” (5) 

Songs, Dancing, Talk 
23 Mins.; One and Three (Special) 
Lincoln Sq. (V-P) 

Just‘an act. Pop deuce or opener. 
Played middle on five-act bill here. 

This quintet has idea but lacks 
cohesion and moves too slow. Stuff 
is in three scenes. that opens in| 
“three,” a girls’ college dormitory 
bedroom with three girls in bed; 
then to “one” to get two boys in, 
and then back to “three” for artist’s 

with their tricks appearing flashSer 
through execution without. any. net 
below the wire. 

studio scene. ‘Don GALVAN { . Lamont, senior, - ‘may have buried ~ 

Group includes Fred and Blanche Guitar, Banjo, Songs nies stage pride when he eliminated © Steger, Don Kennelly, Gwen Hay- 3 Mins; One - {is name and pushed the girl and. 

sath. St,.(V-P) - boy out in front. Laughs produced. 
‘Galvan’s adept strumming. on the. 

banjo puts him across. He ts best. 
for the deuce spot, as here. 

Galvan is billed as the Spanish 
Banjo Boy and uses heavy Spanish 

.den-and Shirley Wynn, .. 
Kennelly plays comic with. Steger 

as straight in. skit revolving about 
an artist's search for his dream girl. |. 
‘Sprightliest bit is Gwen Hayden, 
She's tiny but all good. 

ing asset to. Present: -day ‘vaude,” 
Mark. 

Bob ¢ CARTER and AALBU Sisters 
_ Act’ can go better with more | accent. Forced or natural, it helps 

work, and loosening up of. comedy.,| lots. 442 Mins.; Full (Special) 
Kennelly plays as if he’s doing the| “Opens with ‘guitar and° songs. Jefferson (V-P 
customers a favor, and crew alto-| Sings one number in Spanish and| Good anywhere, although Carter 
gether work in cues like ‘so many | then drifts into a pop. Guitar ac-| ought to move faster on cues and 
time bells taking each count as a|companiment far outshines the! play straight without energizing to oa 
separate order to step in.and divide voice. Straight. banjo playing fol-| be funny. Turn includes five, the 

lows and provides a good finish, Sure 
to click. is his simultaneous playing 
‘of melody.and accompaniment. 

Bisters making a quartet of blonde 
lookers.. Girla harmonize. well and 
have an instrumental foursome of. 
plano,. cello, violin and: clarinet, also 

o Garter Act fifth c 

act’s atmosphere. 
Miss Steger makes pretty toil, ana 

‘of crew, best dancing by Kennelly 
and Miss Hayden. Fred Steger 
sings okay. , - ROBILLO and Co. (2) 

1 Tight-wire 
15 Mins.; Full (Special) 
-Englewood_.(V-P),.Chicago. 

Carter’s a good. dancer, 
spot on seven-act set-up, and rated . 
Sizeable applause. 
pie oe === Saialiacaasanaainmeaiaies 2 

| tle slow, though well executed, :and 
jan. eccentric acrobatic number that - 

Sister twain are on 
several times and get themselves 
across principally on the strength of 
their harmony work.. Lazar and the. 

‘|acrobatic dancer. appear in a brief 
Russian comedy number that rates _ 
only fair, and the Oriental maid-. 

In an introductory bit: the sister 
“variety is 

what you want,” and while an at- 
tempt is made to vary the routine, - 
even to the inclusion of an Irish 

it still wasn’t what people wanted 

Lamonts -have been in vaude some ; 
the Billy 

by Billy. have made the turn a cork<: 

continues along -former rvuutines, ‘” 

mee es ce 

Two excellent stunts: fit this “act |: 
for family time. Both. are singles 

Irene’ Riccardo 
has been in neighborhood: houses in “CONNIE, BILLIE. and MANNY 
this uptown section so. many times] by Robillo. He does a back. hand-| Tap Dancing 
the schoolboys know her “Whoa! spring and a back somersault on|6 Mins.; One 
Pagiiacca" lyrics backward. Still} the wire. Englewood (V- P), Chicago . 
effective, with Miss Riccardo doing |: Other feats are split hounces on 
well also on her Spanish -number, | the wire, also sure fire. Woman as- 
She added comedy’ which the ‘show.| sistant participates in’ an opening 
needed. | tango off the wire, Robillo makes 

Art Landry band followed - and|a nice appearance in matadorish 
scored nicely. Mark. costume, Loap. 

in street flash In a ‘very weak dane ’ 
ing act, Primary fault is that two 
cannot tap dance, 

No showmanship a further handi- 
'cap.- ‘ Loop. 

. 

Three colored. men dressed alike. 



”- oottte a Ba 
_ Lewis & Dody 

smee 

PARIS" 
Week of J anaary 20 

Casino de Paris 
.Mistinguett 
Earl Leslie 
Charles Ahearn 
J W Jackson Tr 
Rocky Twins 
Ladd & Olive 
Eltzoft-Romofft 
Mona Lee. 

- Aime Simon Girard 
Pizella-Dandy 
Henri Garat 
Guetts 2 
Margaret Jade 
Viviane Gosset | 
Royac-Lebas ; 
Bigiareili Ballets 

Caumartin 
Carol Saxe Co 
Conway Wingfleld 
Lawrence Pletchar 
‘Alan. Ward . 
Wright Kramer 
T Carlton Upham 
Ollve Brokaw 
Richard Ranier 
Jackson Walker 
Earick Linden . 
A R Heron Ward 
Richard Hyman 
John Jackson 
Leon Keily 
Richard Ratmer 
Jessie Ralph 
Rose Burdick 
Betty Boice 
Regana Stanfield 
Ruth Conoley 
Jean Kenyon 

LONDON 
Week of Je anuary 20 

FINSBURY PARK Jean IKXennedy 
Empire 

Jack Hylton Ba 
Johnson Clark ’ 
Lily Morris NEW Harry Lauder.Co - : 

LONDON “Empl $s Lane Osborne &.C Kambarof :| Art “Henry Co -| Les Ghezzis — 
Hippodrome Paul Sydell & Sp'ty Dav Ga id Girts ‘Dance Derby -. .°|:Kayo & Sayre. 

My Cinders, Vagabond King “The Love Racket’? | Pave Gou rls | Alexandria & Olson | Dodd & Ruch 
Fay tetova Palace - STRATFORD i puntayette : (18) ‘PHTLADELYEIA 3 ak halt (29-831). | (fwo to fill) ITY 

a Tr mpire — “Drapes” Idea arle .. ' JERS 
Odall Careno_ Serise eee Nonsense Franit Melina: Co “Dance Rhythm” U | Lionel Mike Ames . -Loow's (26) 

Jerome Mann, -|Hddie White — . Fisher, & Hurst Lou Holtz 
Dorothy Kelly Senorita Carita -) Barry. & Lancaster. | Dolores Eddy & D- 

- PROVINCIAL St Touls Beautles vere Dancers, Happiness oy Pearl. Twin. 
“Hell's Heroes’ ‘“Bishop ‘Murder C” ]. o to 

ENGLAND _ OLEVELAND oo val Btickney's Circus KANSAS CITY 
Bate (18) | Zodnne Rigmelet | Bob Albright Co - Loewe 6) BIRMINGHAM. LIVERPOOL "| «showiand” Unit | ‘Adelaide Dea Loca | Georsie Price .. | Vardell_ Bros 

Bh Empire At aaemre Ted Clalre Harold C Wright - (one ae ore | Willie Solar é 
aw’s o Thing a n Rio Bros John Griffin . nm oO . 7 ave Harris Co 

MANOHESTER ith .. ‘Victoria. (Two to All) Grand ea uace Gaudemith Bros: Helen Andrews let halt: (26- 28) ‘MEMPHUS, ‘TENN. | 
y 

Sonny Boy Robinson.Crusoe —| Florie ‘Vestof — Sunny Side Up Aurora 3. __. State (25) 

Goldilocks & Bears . Empire Edith Rogers’ “White Caps” Unit Harry Hayden Co Ted & Al Waldman 
BRADFORD Funny Fate | Dorothea: Berke Co | Verne Buck’ . ‘McManus & Hickey | Jane & Kath Lée 
Alhambra NEWPORT “woman Racket” | Charles Previn Eddie Leonard. Co Toney & .Norman 

Hold Everything Empire - ‘DALLAS, TEX. Stuart’ Barrie . 2d half (29-31) Ann Pritchard Co 
CARDIFF The Seater ; Palace (265 ‘Zaughing Lady" - . Paul Nolan iS Epona) 
Empire GHAM “Creole Nights” U PITTSBURGH =; Clar m Loew's: 

- Empire . IL 2 . Enright (138 Barrett & .Cuneen | Angel Bros .- 
Firat airs. Fraser - Surprise Packet Bolling Btoon ig eREhE, (18), u|Gracella-Theodore | Chas & Lil Girard 

EDINBURGH Royal TA ita L Plerre | Jay Mills (One to fill) . Hooper & Gatchett -An a Pierr 

Tue New" Mteon CSET OM ourH grantal Sis 798 Pe iia sur a” a atora Bie Bavsde Pore n elen Hayen _| “Playing. Around’ & r oO GLASGO ‘Roya Dorothy Berke Co |. - ‘tet half (25-28) “NEWARK . 
Ato Babes in. The. Wood DENVER COL. | Fenn, (18) | ‘Gallarini & Sis State. (25 Oddities’ Unit filver Wings BA LEORD Denver .(25) Al Ev. Bol Gould Co- Bentell & Gould 

; Palen “gong Shoppe” Rev ans’ Frank Dobson Co | Morrell & Beckwith 
Empire Gordon & King . (Two ‘to fill 

Casino de Parla Babes in the: Wood Bane Bont 8 Dennis Sis 2d hait (2-81) Gieude & Marlon 
oe a ariton ellew |} Cole & Snyder 

a aoe ‘Wale kin a eDream Giadys. St John Chester Hale Girls, Lauren ua Dare | 3 BW OF ERANS 
oma; THAMPTO Harol : ’ > | Venita Gou .. r) 

HULL . = ‘Empire hdreaad Souk . 4,, Stanley (18) | | Allon & Canfield Chapelle & Carlton 
Palace The Dasert Song Maureen & Sonny...) -lngenues Gambol" ‘Templeton Boys Co | Stroud Twins -. 

Mr Cindere SOUTH SEA | Dave Gould. Girls [Jean Boydell . ‘Hate: 4 Gates. Ara . Burke & Durkin 
1 ‘ 5 @ e Hale st ha am Hearn 

- Empire Five ovclock Gir! -- DES MOINES, JA: The Ingenues | Grace & M Hline’ | Down Home: 
Ripples . SWANSEA “Puppets’ Parade" | 25 Ziegfeld Bea'ties | All Girl Show NORFOLK, VA. 

‘Royal Empire Ferry Corwey ‘Dick Powell - (Three to fill) State (25) 

motner Gease ——layeny Vagabond | Waller Walters bo| a! AMSLS" ix. |ctteeeGh aD | BAe bee.atever . je ‘ . y ear 

. Euleon & Margery Texas (25) _- | Bernard & ‘Townes | Jack Sidney Co 
e , oo John Quinlan: “Snap Into It’ U -. | Carr Bros & Retty tee, to fill) 

Pi Mary Reade Girls Val & E Stanton | Bernardo DePace ROCHESTER | 
Cf é eatres DETROIT Patterson 2° Watson Sis - Loew's (25) ' 

NEW YORK. CITY 
Capitol (¥2) 

“L'nd Syncopation” 
Caligary: Bros 
Sally & Ted 
Serge Flash . 
Ken Whitiner 
Yasha Bunchulk 
“It’s a Great Life” 

Paramount (18) 
"Jazz Preferred” U 
Harry Richman 
Yvotte Rugel 
Sniith & Hadley 
Caporton & Biddle 
Jesse Crawford 
Dorothea Berke Co 
“Behind Makeup” 

Roxy. (18) 
Harold Van Duzee.’ 
Patricia Bowman 

'Zeontde Massing 
Neryda 

’ Harry Losee 
Zanou & Kaz 
M Vodnoy 

- Mischa Voijanin 
Markert Roxyettes 
“Sunny Side ex. 

CHICAGO, ITLL 
Avalon (17). 

Charlie. Crafts Ba 

apltol 

Bernard & ty arle 
Welss 3 

One to fill 
i "Chica cago. 47) 

-“'Belleve.It_or Notte... 
Bob Nolan Bd 
The Great Leon. 

. Barl Lavere_ . 

~~. 

.“Laughin 

Mary é& Bobby 
Olive May 
Walter Powell . 
Fred Evans Ens'ple 

Lady’ 
Grana qu 

‘Enlok Knacks” U 
Joey Ross Ba 
Bert Gordon 
Barbara Vernon 
Quale & Kolly 
Tiambert Ballet . 
“Romane of Rio G 

Marbro (17) 
wie Tiegta’ U 

Variety Bills 

Numerals in connection. with bills below indicate opening day of 

'Néels 2 

.| Ecifero Dogs 
Jackie Collier 

-Fratellint 2 

Roseray-Cappella-S (Two to fill) —. '  Joew's. (25). 
Marthe] Ferrare © JACK. POWEL L 2a half (29-31) -|'Les Jardys — 
‘Spadaro Bob & L Gillette. : [Romaine & Castle. 
‘'Marle Ditrix 

“Glassner Horses 

‘Louls, Rigoulot 

Ren-Son 3 BUFFALO - ‘Harold: Rieder - _| Dance Derby Milton, Douglas Bd 
‘Oscar Schumann ‘Boffalo (18) . « | Geo: Morgenroth™ | (One to fill). EVANSVILLE 
Ties - & Loyal ; jMardl orn Unit |. "The Mighty”. tat’ National 8). ween B. (25) 

‘| Poncherry' . ampkin - . ssems - 
‘ 4 Ortons P N ORLEANS, LA ad Bussey & Case Primrose 4 | Calroli-Porto-C'l'tto 

Hazel & Day a 
. Mery & Stafford . 

‘| Peggy Bernier 

| Joe Browning 

‘Prwin Lewis 

| VARIETY 

Frances . Arms Co. 
Ruloff Biton: Co 
(Three to fil) — 

2d half (29- 31) 
Winnie & Dolly. . 
Keith Wilbur 
Fielder-Harrlet Co 
Johnny Berkes Co . 
Gallarini & Sis 

AKRON 

(Two to fill) 
2d half (29-81) 

Set Franklyn & R 
Ryan Sis 
‘eon & Dawn 
Bussey & Case 
Amerique & Neville 

Capltol (25) 
Bobby Walthour Coa 
Hickey Bros 

NEXT WEEK (Jan. 25) 
THIS WEEK (Jan. 18) Flo Mayo Loew's (25) 

Nat Nazarro The DuPonts 
(One. to: fill) 3 Rah Rah Girls 

Delancey. St. 
Ast half (25-28) 

|: Keith. Wilbur- 
‘Johnny Berkes Co 
6. Juggling, ‘Nelsons 
(Two to fill): 

. 24 nat (29- 31) 
‘Harm & Nee 3 | 
Alexan Iria & Olson 
(Three to fill) 

Fairmount — 
‘1st half. (20-28) 

Bernard De Pace . 
Jean Granese Co. . 
sack '&.K Spangler 
(Two to‘fill): : 

. 2d half (29- -8i): 
|] Myra Langford: ~ 
Masters & Grace. 
Joe Laurie Jr_. 
Nitz Vernille Co. 
(One to: fill) 

‘Grand . Tan 
} 1st half (26- 28). 
Zelda Santley Co 
Allen & Canfield. 
Braille & Pallo Rev. 

Wilt J Kennedy 
Joe Darcey 
Signor. Friscoe Orch 

ATLANTA 
_ Grand (25) - 

Jerome & Hvelyn 
Jaole North : 
‘George D' Ormonde 
Demarest & Deland 
Hughie Clark Co. 
BAY RIDGE 

.. aew’s a 
1st half (26-28) © 

Myra. Langford’ 
Milton Douglas ; 
Milton Douglas® Ba" 
(Two. to fill) 

‘@d half (29- 81). 
| George Lyons ° 

Le. Grohs ‘ 
Wilson -Bros 
Rogers &. Wynne Co 

‘| (One to -fill) 
BOSTON - . 

“Orpheum (25) .- 
‘| Milton Berle Unit 

CANTON. 

show, whether full. or split ‘week™ 

"7. ‘Days: Leave’. 
- United Artists 

: . .(Indef) . *: 
‘Oliver Wallace 
“New York . Nites” 
MINNEAP.,. MINN, 

.. Minnesota ( (25) . 
‘ "Jazz Clock: Store", 
Paul Kirkland | 
Bob LaSalle 

‘Tiffany 2 
Bard & Avon. 
Fred Evans Ens’ ble 

NEWARK Vv 
Branford (18). 

“Now. & Then": Oo 
Charlie Melson. . 

Jack Miller Ba . 
“Their Own egaire” . 

- BROOKLYN — 
Fox ery) . 

“wat! Melon. Blues" 
Hunter & Percival 
Rube Wolf 
Sunkist. Beauties: 
“Hot for Parls’’ . 
Paramount § (18). 

“Modes Models” 
Rudy Vallee Orch . 

-| Montrose & Reyn'ds 
‘Chester’ ‘Irredaricks. 
Duffin & Draper. , 
Nita Carol — 
Willard. Fry 

‘Push - 
Cirque D’Hi ver. 

Carre Junior 
Daunton-Shaw . 
Little Walter & C’ 
Joe Breitbart - 

Swan; Ringens 4 
‘Empire 

Richards’ “Robot” 

-| Dora Early Co 
Frank Dobson Co 
-Art Henry Co . 
Tracey & Hay Co 

‘Lincoln Square: -- 

Jack Janis Co 
“Caits Bros. 
Carl Breed Orch! 

. CORON Ay Loi. 
Plaz: 

“Ast half. (23: 28). 

Bonhair Tr 
Bletts “Jazz i ina Kitchenette” 
Blanche de Paunac |} Miss -Athea Selling for Europe Jan. Bist Ist half (26-28). 
Stadium Tr L: Loe Le Van & Bernie Rogers: & wynne. Co 

Medrano Dir. LEDDY- é SMITH Carr Bros & Betty | Joe Termint 
Allison’ 10. : | Marie & M Clark =| Hungari Tr 
Christians 4 Serova Rev... 

(One to fill) -.. 
. 2d-half (29-831). 
.Los Castilios - ed 

“Ff Michel 
Piyon & Mack _ , . 

(Two to fill). 
- 2d half. (29-31) . 
La’ France & Reed 
Peg Bates. 
Robinson & Pierce - 
Milton Douglas 

Cecilia Schumann 
Walasis. 6 
Miss. Mamie 
Londonia. * Partner 

. -Brenk’s Horee- & B | Charles Withers co 
Fred Evang Beaut’s Tommy. Wonder - 
Bob West - | Ward. Sis 2. . 
“Behind ‘Makeup’: D'Oraey. Byron’ 

Saenger (25) 
| “Garden of Love”: 
Bayes & Speck 
Renoff & Renova 

Trixie’ Friganza 
(Three to fill) 
2a half (29- 81) 

|. Hundatze Tr 2 Gob: 
Dorothy Nevilte: 
t ‘Harmonists: 

..| Edgar Bergen Co 
‘| Ross Wyse Jr Co 

/ Dream Street nx 
H & C Royal . Olvera Bros - . ‘HOUSTON, 

| Pred: Byae Diets Mirlam ex | | Colburn & Lake: - . Btate. (egy 
“Condemned” - (as) Felicla Sorel.Co: - | Marle & & Ann Clark Ed & ‘Jon eehiey 

podrome : arry Rose : xfe Hamilton 
| Al prahan ) | Dorothy Berke Co. (| Jack & Spangler ‘Smith & Hart — 

Paramount (25)- 
“Cocoanut Grove” 
Keller. Sis & Lynch 
Christie. & Nelson 

Bert Coota Roger Imhoff . 
Marcelle - -Coreena 
Fleurette’ Jeoftrie 

. |.Les: Gellls - 
‘Benny Barton Co - 

AMATI 
Valencia (2B) 

Orp 
ist: nae 26- 28) 

Olvera. Bros. -:. 
George Lyons. 

+ 

ord & Price 
Sim. Moore & Pal 
Jack Norworth Co 
Jack Osterman 

The Toregos 
Maxine Henry 
‘Ann Williams 
Serova Girls 

Kings: (25) 
6 White Lillies 
Estes Jones 

Fisher (18) - 
"Candy Cutups” U 
Del Delbridge 
Fred Ardath Co : 
6 Maxellos ms 

Benny Meroff Bd 
Joe Griffin Roye & Maye Cod 
-Mexicana 8 Gray & White , Fox (25) Ist half (26-28).. SYRACUSE 
The Brantoms Lorraine Tumler ; ““wat’Melon Blues”’ Peg. Bates . Loew's (26) 
Bobby Callahan Gamby. Hale Girls - DW & M Idea - -| Barry & Lancaster -| Rath. Bros 
Rio Rita’ “The Aviator” — Alexander Callam (Three to fill) Jue Fong 

Oriental (17 
) . 

Lou Kosloft gp? 2d half (29 31) ° . Fox: (18) Mammy & Picks O'Donnell & Blair 

Nick Lucas Kisses’ Idea 
Franitde- Jenks ee rT ¥ ; Bie Saw |B Ge. | Wee JACK L. LIPSHUTZ “Glorifying Girly. [Will Cowan HOTEL 

Paradise (17) Mitzl Mayfair MANHATTAN 
Dave Hacker “Jazz Clock Store” |..; > 

; ‘Hot for Paris’ Mark Fisher Bd. 159 a West Art arth Sti. 
_ Michigan (18) . 

Foul iiirkland ioveltios. Unit: 
Tiffany 2 Al Morey Bd uy [Louis & Mitchell | Weber & Ray: ‘Harry Burns 2a half (22-24) 
Bard & Avon Nathan Rubin .| Ted Ledford. - - | McManus & Hickey Ardine Tyrell & B- : Wally Sharples . Co 

‘Knight & Jager =~ | Trixle Hrigenza.. . TORONTO... - - 
“The Trespasser” | “Bishop “Murder c” 16 South'n Steppers'| Aurora 3. ~ Toow's (23) 2 

Bialto (17) Notecpoltan de), | Stevens & Rescs | (One to fill)” | shéidon Heft & L 
3 Browns “Farmyard Frolics” | Meyer Davis Sym‘. Reynolds & White 
Wilfred DuBols: 
(Three ’ to fill) — 

Stratford 
2d half (23-26) 

‘Metropolitan (2B) | 
Lassitter Bros . 
Mary Haynes Co 
‘Walter C Kelly 

"Nat Chick Haines. 
Raymond: & Cav'rly 

ucky Boys 
wD) HAVEN, L. 1. 

-| Leon Brusfloft . 
‘|“Romance Rio Gr" 

. a8). 
"Sweet Cookies” U 

-| Senator Murphy 
} Frank. Hamilton 
Zastro & White 
Bernice Marshall 14 Bricktops 

> | Brace 2.) Sunny Schenclc Fomaer Callam "| (One to fill) © tet Mere Con 28) 
Duncan’s Colites . H&S Wisner Jones & Hull Oriental Joe Laurie Jr. Dave Gould Girls McGrath & Travers lst half (26-28) | LO S Bva Mandell Tracey & Hay Co 

Tivoli (17) LOS ANGELES Bobbe Tomson’ Lauren & La Dare | (Three to fill) 
“Odda & Finds” 0 | ., Boulevard (23) | Roy Loomis Gracella-Theodore 2a half (29-31) 
Frankie Masters Bd (Three to. fill) 

2a half (20- -81) 
Jod Mandls 3 
Le-Van & Bern! 
Harry Hayden Co 
Hibbitt & Hartman ]. 

Sunkist Girls 
Meyer Davis Sym 
Leon -Bruslloft . 
“Song of Kent’cky”’- 

Palace (25) 

Grace & M Dline 
All Girl Show 
(Three to fill) 
YONKERS 

“The Ver ea” 
eyptian 423) 

erties Idea 
4 High Hatters | 
Hy Meyer : 

SI Browning. 
Jules & J Walton 
Kathryn Wright - kers 
Whitey Roberts 

- ‘on 

1st half. (26-28) 
+] Goetz & Duffle “poytown" U 

nthe. ‘trespasser? © Betty Lou Webb Loow, Unit . Alen lich op ‘Witz Verniile Co 
“Sweetie” . noc Agh 

opstttey Meloayea"” Loew's State (238) “Kibitzer"’ Runaway ‘4 Yenite, Gould 

Al_Kvale Ba _ “Byes'’ Idea” . (18) Teddy Joyce (Two of do. 41) 

ary Savoy = -Georgie=Stoll=—--——-|. “T,eg-Parfum"” Ui Helen_ ey eas ae ee nalts 2. on 

Harry & Pe 6 Candrevas . Loew Unit “(Two to any “Yerry & B Brow 

g& & Wells & Winthrop | Wesley Eddy Emil Boreo 
Irene Taylor - 
Birdle .Dean 

Pre 
Charfotto Woodruft| 1st halt msg-28) (Three to fill) 
Adler & Bradford 
Mills & Shea 

‘| Hale Gitis 
“Their Own Desire” 

Bob & Ula Buroft 
“Hollywood Rev” 

* Paramount 
-(Indef) 

Milton Charles 

Dorothy Berke Co 
“The Trespasser’” 

BOS 
MetropoHtan (18) . 
“~Ip Toppers” Unit 
Al Mitchell Bd 
Guy Harrison : 
Marla Ioussevitzkcy 
“General Crack’’ 

gene Dennis” ene Dennis 
Amorique & Nevitle 
Harry Rodgers 

NEW YORK CITY 
Chester 

Ist half (25-28) 
Hap Hazzard 
Wille Higgie Girls 
Burns & Allen 
(Iwo. to fill) 

2d half (22-24) 

Heras & Wallace 

Orville Stamm Co 

Weaver Brng - 
‘| Wome Folica 

(One to fill) 

Prosper & Maret 
Harry Roso 
Alex Hyde Maldens 

WNHW YORK CITY 
Roulevard 

1st half (25-28) 

TAILOR, 908 Walnut St, Phila. 

{ 

Jean Carr 
‘| Marle DeComba’ 
“Douglas Wright Co. 

Stolen Steps 

| Ford & Watson 

| Wagner & Leta - 

Wednesday, January 22; 1930 . ; : j . +] 

’ Gollsenm: 1 7° oyal Harrington Sis - | Norman Thomas 6 
Ist half (265-28)° Ist half’ (26-28) Henry Santrey Bd | PATERSON . 

Rudell & Dunnigan 3-Smah Bros Al Trehan - y Ne J 
Bliz Morgan Co 
Buck & Bubbles 
(Two to fill) 

2d half (22-24) 
Alleen & Marjorie 
Ewing Eaton. ; 
Faber & Lehr 
Corinne Tilton 
Chinese Whoopee 

Blet Street 
‘|. 1st halt (25-28) | 
Leo Beers & H. Bly 
C Bennington Ba” 
Cardiff & Wales 
(Two to.flll) - 
2d half (22- w24) 

8 Rangers — 
Paula. Truman: 
Richard Bennett Co 

| Barry & Whitledge- 
Locket & Page. 

86th Street 
"Ist half’ (25-28) - 
Danny .Small . . 
Willie. West & McG 
Hayes & Cody © 
(Two to fill): 

2a half (22-24) 
Harrim'n. Swan & GL 
Harrison &. Dakin 
Irene ‘Bordoni. 
Spence & True 
Luster Broa 

HELD 

"58th: Street ~ 
: ast half’ (25-28) 

| Marie Decomba 
.Kitohen Pirates 
Roblos &. Hamilton - 
(Two to fill): 

2a half (22-24) 
‘6 Danubes 
‘Cora Green 
Billy House. Co 
Bobby May 

| Gita & Anis 

FORDHAM 
‘Ist half (25-28) 

Smith Strong & Lee 
Faber: & Lehr Co 
Lillian. Morton 
(Tw. «to. fill) 
2a half (oe -24) 

|. Dixie 4 
Wilson & Dobson 
Ted: Lewis Orch 
‘(Two to fill) 

Franklin 
Ast half (26- 28) 

‘Don Galvin 
Caufleld &° "Ritchie 
Joe Young Co~™ 
(Two to fill) 

2d halt: 22- 24) 
Co 

Rogers -& Donneliy 
Manny King Co 
Glenn & Jenkins ° 

|) Gloria Lee Boys 

HMamiiton 
1st halt rite 28) 

Beaston & Franklin 
Paula Paquita & C 
Corinne: Tilton 
(Two ‘to fill) 

2a half (22-24) 
Elizabeth Morgan 
Roy Rogrers 
Carl Francis Co 
Burns & Allen 
Snyder & Cooléy 
Hippodrome (20) 

Liazeea Tr 
Don Cummings 
‘Tiny rown Rev 
Ada Brow 
Williams & Delaney 
Toto 

(18) 
Geo Wong’ Co 
The Hill Billles 
‘Sol Gould Co 
Shamplain & H 23 
Hyde & Burrell 
Odtva & Seals 

. Jefferson 
Ist half (25-28) 

Dane & Alvin Sis 
Joe Mendi 
Flelder. Harriett Co 
Boyle & Della Co: 
(One to fill) 

2a half (22-24) 

3 Jests 
Toby Wilson Co 

Nan Halperin 
Jack Wilson Co 
Kikuta Japs 

126th Street 
ist half (26-28) 

Desmond Ear! Co 
Band 
4 Pals 
(Three to fill) 

Corday & Anger ~ 

Kay & Barr 
(Two to fll) 

Palace (25) 
‘Harrim'n Swan & L 
‘Larry Rich Friends 
Harrison & Dakin - 
‘Irene Bordon! 
Luster Bros 
Corbett & O’Brien. 

Wilton & Weber 
- - (18) 

C Bennington Bd. 
Madel & Ray 
Sum: Timblln - 
Brennan & Rogers 
Waite Hoyt & FC 
Clayton J’'kaon & D 
Odette Myrtle - 
Frankie Heath. 

.| Wm’ Seabury Co 

22-2. Rlverside......Lrine- Tin TM nes2=s 
Ist half’ 25-28) 

Bordner & Boyer 3 
‘| Jack Joyce 

Jos McCarthy 
(Two to fill) 

2a half (29-81) 
Adeline Bendon Co. 
Maidie & Ray - 
Johnny Marvin 
Dalnty Marle 
(One to fill) 

8d half. (22-24) 
Happy Ifarrison Co 
Ruth Ford 

_| Daye Fergurson Co 
Herbert Faye. Co 
Lina Basquetie Co 

"SENORITA CARITA 

SECOND WEEK 

EARLE, PHILADELPHIA 
| Dir. LEDDY & SMITH 

-| Bernice 

Rich & 

|Van & 

Lina Basquette Co . 

Aileen & Marjorie 
Billy Maine Co 
(Two to All) - 

2a half (22-24) 
Rhapsody in Silice 

‘|Danny Small Co 
Smythe &. Elster . 
Joe Jackson 
Cardi? & Wales 
Dance. Parade 

_ BROOKLYN 
Albee (25). : 
Rhythmic Revels .- 
Tom 'McAullffe, - 
Odette Myrtle 
Barry & Whitleags. 

; Joe Cook ; 
( 

Don Galvin ; 
Kitchen : Plrates 

| Corbett’ &.O'Brien -|° 
: | (Lwo to. nll) « 

Bushwick 
1st half (25- 28). 
Geo Morton 

.-| Rolsmann’s. Mawrad 
(Three to fill) . 

2d half (22-24). 
‘Francois Densmore 
Jackson & Lee 
Saxton & Farrell: 

.}.Don Cummings. 
'-| Weston & Lyons . 

OVER 

§ Arts Rev 
Kenmore -(25)- 

Tabor -& Greene 
Will ‘Osborne’ Orch | 
(Three: bet ae 

Red. Donahue Co: 
Millard & Marlin 
Senorita’ Alcanez Co 
‘Bobby -Folsom. 
Herb. Williams 

Madlis 
1st halt (25- 28) 

‘& Foran 
Lulu McConnell Co 
Eliz Brice Co 
(Two to fill) 

- 2a: half. (22-24) 
Wh Groh., 
Myra Langford 
Geo K Arthur Co 
Gordon & Walker 

| Johnny Elliott Co 
Prospect . 

‘Ist half (26-28) 
Ewing /& Eaton 
Ross & Costello 
‘Wright & Douglas 
(Two to fill) - 

2a half (22-24) 
Tom Kuma. | 
Jos Coghlan Co 
Bert Walton 
Musicana 
(One to fill) 

pAkEoNn 
(25) 

Saronat S re & Sonla 
Le Paul 

, Dooley & Sales 
Florence Richards’n 
Chesleigh & Gibbs 

(18) 
Golf: Fiends | 
(Others to fill) 

ALBANY 
Proctor’ (25) 

‘Wm E 
Will Aubrey 
Kikuta Japs 
(Two to fill) 

(18 ) 
Frank Viola Co 
Tabor & Green 
Bring’g Up -Motner 
Johnny Downs 
Gene Rankin ‘Bells. 

BOSTO TON » 
Keith-Albeo (23) 

-Enoz Frazere 
Jerry Coe & Bros 
Jr Durkin Co 
Maxine Lewis 
Harry Carroll Rev 

(18) 
Armstrong Bros 
Lulu McConnell Co 

Hart 
Larry Rich Friends 
(One to fill) 

BUFFALO 
Hippodrome (25) 

Boyd Senter 
Harry J Conley Co 
Gracfe Barry 
Mijares 18 

) 
Lane Osborne & C 
Sydell & Spotty 
Roger Imhoff Co 
Fleurette Jeoffrie 
Al Trahan 

CALGARY 
Grand (26) 

6 American Belf'ds 
Howard & 
Teck Burdock Co 
Bill Robinson 
(One to fill) 

(18) 
4 Cirllleo Boys 
Monica & A Skelly 

| Scott Sanders 
Pepito. 
(One to fill) 

. CHICAGO - 
. -Palace .(@5) 
6 Davillos © . 
Chesleigh & Gibbs 
Natacha, Nattova 
Bob Hope 
Webb: Entertainers 
Harry Holmes 

Schencle 
Dakotas 

State-Lake (25). 
Mascagno 4 
Grace Doro 
Clifford & Marion . 
Irene Rich Co 

. Harris & Radcliffe 
-(18 ) 

Helena Justa &C. 
Evang & Mayer 
Henry Santrey Ba 
(Two to fill) 

- OINCINNATI 
' Albee (25) 

Frabelie Frolica 
‘Ward & Van 

Bvans & Moyer 
Chinege Show Boat 

(18) 
Sandy Tange Co 

| O'Neill & Manners 
Nancy Gibbs Co 
‘Roy Cummings Co 
Butler & Santos 

OLEVELAND 
105th St. (25) - 

Mr & Mrs Petching - 
Miller & Wilson - 
Danny Duncan Co 
Clara Howard 
Prabelle T'roles 

Palace (25) 
Tinova Balkof€t Co 

Florence Richards'n 

‘| Murand & Girtey 

| Murand & Girton © 

}.Curly Burns Co 

| Cardini 

Russell Markert Co |" 

| Jerry Coe & Bros 

Newton 

Lester Irving $3 
18) e.. 

Harris & Radcliffe 
Blossom Seeley Co 
Jimmy Savo™ 

Orpheum (26) 
‘Schepp's Circus - 
Jack Major 
Leavitt & Lockw'd 
“(Two to ise 4 

(18 wat 
‘Carrie. Bday ee, 
Brems It '& M Bros. 
Mildred Hunt. - 
Filo. Lewis - . 
Sawyer er uw ‘Bddy 

USHING 
eACelth's ; 

Inc A.B. Leach & Co, 

ist half (26- 28). 

Millard &. Faye : 
(Two to fll). - 

(32-24). 

Murray & A‘an ~ 
Esther Ralston. 
Harry’ Howard Co 
‘Adeline Bendon. Co- 

’ HORNELL . 
Melth’s _- 

Qa half. (29-34) -- 
Alma & Duval: 
(Others to fill). 

JERSEY CITY. 
State a 

ist half (26- -28) 
Chevalier Bros 

‘| Johnny Downs .~ 
Woodland Revue 
(Two to fll) 

2d half (29-31). 

14 of Us 
Glenn & Jenkins 
Francols Densmore 
(One-to fill) 
. 2a half (22- -24) “ 
Crystal 3 . 
Dotson + 
Delong & Renard. . 
(Two to fill) 

KANSAS CITY 
‘Mainstreet (25) 

| Marinelil Girls . 
Brady & Wells 
Bazo Snyder Co 
Kramer & Boyle: 
Foe Dima 

8S ANGELES. 
 Witistrest (25). 

‘Tillis & La. Rue 

Fritz. &:J Hubert . 
Eddie. Pardo . 
Beehee & Rubyatte 

, (18). . 

La Salle & Mack 
Blood & Thunder 
Florrle La Vere 
‘Chamb'l’n & Himes 
6 Brown Bros - - 

‘M’KEESPORT |. 
- > Harris (25) 

Crystal 3 
Emerson & Baldwin. 
(Three to fll) 

(18)... 
Bob Hall 
Bentell & Gould 

. (Three to fill) 

. MONTREATI, 
‘Imperial (25) 

White & Manning 
Charles & Conroy 
Polar Pastimes 
(One to fn) : 

(18) 
Wilson Kepple & B 
Dainty Marie~: 
Frank Gaby . 
Pileer &. Douglas 
(One to fill) 

MT. VERNON 
Keith’s 

Ist half (25- 28) 
Rodrigo & Lila Orc 
(Others to fill) - 
“ 2d half (22-24) 
Cunningham & C 
Chevalier Bros 
Raymond Bond Co 
Bob Albright’ Co 
On Wah Tr . 

NEWARK 
‘Palace (25) . 

Heras & Wallace 
Orville Stamm Co 
Raynor Lehr Co 
Weaver Bros 
Home Folks 

(18) 
Enog Frazere 

Chas Ruggles Co 
Maxine Lewis a 
Harry Carroll Co 

NEW ROCHELLE 
- Kelth’s . 

“Ist ‘half. (26-28) 
Senorita ‘ Aleanez 
(Others to fill) 

2a half (22-24) 
Revel Bros & Red. 
Nancy Decker 
Toto - 
Kane & Ellis 
Jack & K Spangler 

OAKLAND 
__y Orpheum (25) 
Odds & Ends’ 
(Others B All) © 

Tillis & La Rue 
Curly Burns: Co 
Fritz & J.Hubert — 
Eddie Pardo .-: 
Beehee:.& Rubyatte 

’ OMAHA 
‘Orpheum (25) 

Carrie & Eddy . 
Brems F.& M Bros 
Mildred Hunt 

Marine Girls’ . 
Goss & Barrows 
Pollack & Dunn 
Ward & Van 
Alphonse Borg — 

- OTTAWA 
' Keith's (25) 
Cufton & Partner . 
Co-Eds . 
Ates & Darling 
(Two to fy 

(18) 
The Skatells 
2 Blossoms 
Nathal 
Besser & Balfour 

(Two to fill) 
. SAN D 

| Healy 

‘Lime 3 

° 
1st half (25-28) 

Francois ‘Densmore 
Roy Rogera 
(Three to fll) 

ad half (29- “81) 
Cora Green 
Cothers to fill), 

a half (22-2) 
Paule Paquita & C 
Jean La Crosse: 
Lou Cameron 
Joe Cook | . 
(One to fill) - 
PITTSBURGH | 
‘Harris (25) - 

Bentell & Gould © 
(Others to fill): 

; POR TLAND . 
Orpheum (25) - 

. The Di. Gatanos 
. Powers & Jarrett. 

HOWARD SLOAT. 
BONDS FOR INVESTMENT 

. 57 Willram St NY. 

Derickson &. Brown 
Stuart. & Lash. 

aL ‘Cavaliers 
(18) . 

‘Gaynor & Byron 
‘Fulton & Parker 
Olsen. .& Johnson =. 
(Two. to fill) - 

PROVIDENCE 
Kelth-Albee | (25) 

Jean Carr “. 
Glad & Moffatt - 

‘| Billy House Co- | 
Joe Bonomo 
Bobby, May 

~ (18) 

Tiny Town Rev. 
Wilton: & -Weber 

: Tommy McAullffe 

ROCHESTER . 
. ‘Palace (25) 
‘Maryland : Calleg'ns 
Ryan & Noblette 

_| Tempest & S'nshine 
Jim McWilliams 
Rhythm & Taps 

Lamont 4 
‘| Charm 4 — 

Rich & Werner 
Fred Lightner Co 
Slamese Twins 
.BALT LAKE CITY 

-Orpheum (25) 
2 Daveys 
De Marcos m 
Yates & Lawley. 
Morris & ompbelt 
(One to fi WY 

(18) 
Schepp’ s Circus 

Orpheum (25) 
La Salle & Mack 
Chamb’l’n & Himes 
Blood & Thunder 
Brown Bros - 

‘| Plorrle La Vere 
AN 8 FRANCISCO 

Golden Gate (25) ° 
Dance Fables 
Hal Neiman 
Ruby Norton | 
Ray & Harrison 
‘Fred Sylvester 

(18) 
Odds & Ends 
(Others to fill) 
SOHENECTADY 

eith’s 
1st half (26-28) 

4 Phillips . 
Kraft & Lamont 

(Two .to fill) 
2a half (29-31) 

Frank Viola Co 
Goss & Barrows 
Rico & ‘Werner 
Morton & Arbuckle 
Gene Rankin Bells — 

2d half (22-24) 
Margle Hallick Co 
Wm Ebbs Co 

& Latour 
Cadette ¢ 

SEA’ 
Orpheum (25) 

‘Alexander Girls 
Ken Christy Co 

& Cross 
Block &- Sully 
Howard's Ponjes 

¢ 
Pavely Oukrainsky 

| Nash & Fately. 
Wm & Joe Mandell 
Owen McGlvney 
The :Wager 

' - SPOKANE 
’ Orpheum (25) 

4 Cirlllo Boys 
Monica & A Skelly 

| Scott Sanders 
Pepito 
(One to all) 

(18) 
Lee ‘Twins . 
Medley & Duprey 
Snoozer Junior 
Jack Pepper 
(One, to fill) 

ST. LOUIS . 
- Kelth’s (25) 

. Doin’ Things 
Jay C Fiippen 
(Three to fill) 

, (18): 
Petleys 
Brady & Wells 

.. | Irene Rich Co. 
‘| Wreda & Palace 
_ Songs. & 

Orpheum (25) 

Adela Verne 
Bob Hope 
Webb Bntertainers 

FISHER and GILMORE 
African Theatres, Ltd. 
Johanneshurg, South Africa 

(One to fil 
13) 

. The Grent Rollo 
Walter Dere Waal. 
Vox & Walters : 
4 Diamonds 

SYRACUSE 
: ‘Kelth (25) 
Lamont 4 

Rice & & Werner 
Fred Lightner Co 

. Charm 4 

' | Slamese Twins: 
(18) 

Maryland Colleg'ns 
Ryan & Nobictte 
Tempest & S'nshine 
Jim McWitHams 
Rhythm & Taps 

TACOMA | 
R-K-0-Pantages 

(25) 
Pavley Oukrainsky 



‘Wednesday, January 22, 1930 _ 

Naeh & Fately 
‘wm &. 

_ Owen McGlyney 
The wage : 

he Di Gatanos 
Powers & Jarrett 

Monde & Carmo 
Joe Mandell ‘Teller Sisg~ 

Ray & Nord . 
Lovejoy Dancera 
(One to fill) 
VANCOUVER 
Orpheum (25). 

-Derickson_& Brown | Lee Twins 
- @tuart & Lash 

valiers : 
Cave ORONTO 
Hippodrome (25) 

Joe Thomas Saxotet 
Sydell & Spotty 
Roger Imhoff Co: - 
Sylvia Clarke -" - | Hea 

Medley & Dupree 
Snoozer Junior 
Jack Pepper 
(One to pone 

| Alexander Girls: 
Ken_ Christy Co. 

dy & Cross 
Lane. Osborne ‘&-C |Block & Sully 

(18 : 
Margie. Clifton & P _ WHITE 
Cardin. 
‘Viola Dana. Co: ; 
Chain. & Conroy: 

-Howard’s. Zones 
AINS 

ine 
1st half (26-28) . 

Band 
White & Manoing Peter Higgins - 

.  , TREN TON . 
Capitol 

_ ist halt (25-28) - 
Chinese: Whoopee | 
(Orne to fill). eo 
$a half. (22- 24.0 

4:Phillips: vs 
Shas Messinger Co 
Billy Batchelor Co. 
Raynor at Co. 

ne to (One “TROY * 
Proctor’s ..- 

Ist half (25- -28) ~ 

“EXCLUSIVELY DESIGNED . -. 

-\ Peter Higgins -. 
N 

(Three to AI) 
2d half (22-24) - 

Ada Kaufman Girls 
Hrnest Hiatt - 
Hatt & Herman:: 
Patricola - — 

WI NIENG 
_ Capitol (25). 

Great Rolle 
‘| Walter. Dare Wahl 
Vox & Walters .: 

“1.4 Diamonds 
(One to fill) .. 

‘GARMENTS FOR GENTLEMEN ; 

EN ROCK 
1632. B'way, at, 60th St. N.Y. City. 

- Frank, Viole Co 
Rice erner'_. 
Morton & Arbuckle | Howard & 
Gene. Raniin Bells. 

- (One to fi . 
2d half "0- 31): 

4 Phillips - 
- Kraft & Lamont a 

- (One to fill) 
2d half (22-24) 

‘Tom & ‘Dolly. Ward 

. Joan “ 
‘Laddie La Monte: 

_ BRIDGEP'R! . 

. Pauline Alpert 

'- Billy Randall . 

- Mitzi Mayfair 
' Wallen & Barnes 

Dave Hacker. 

7 

: Eddie Lambert 

_Carléna Diamond 

. Keo Tokt & Yokt | 

-(Three to fll). - 

Mee Usher 

. Will Cowan 

The Co-Eds - 
Sid Lewis = - 

_ Liazeed Arabs 
(One to fill) 

UNIO Lo - 
Capitol | 

: Ist half (25-28) 
“Murand & Girton. 
Grace Barry’: .. 
Adelaide Hall Co 

. (Two to fill) 
2d half (29-81) - 

Chevalier Bros — .' 
Foley & Latour 

2d half e 24) 

“May Joyce & Boys 

‘ (18). 
6 American Belf’ds 

ewton 
Teck Murdock Co , 
Bill Robinson: | , 

. | One to fill) - 
YY ONK 

Keith’s 
ist halt (25- -28). 

‘Jackson &'Lee 
The Cansinos - 
(Two to fill) 

. 2d halt (22-24) | 
Miacahua 
Ruddell & Donegan 
Bd Sheriff Co 
Rae Samuelg a 
Joo Y 

(Others. to fill) 
(18) - 

Harum Scarum ° 
Le Paul ‘ 
Jack Usher | 

| Marty May Co. 
‘12 O'Clock Rev 

| Fanchon and Marco 
ATLANTA, 

Fox (24) 
‘Up in the Air’ Taea 
Walter Nilsson ; 
Neil Castagnell . 

Knox —~ 

cr. 
Palace: (24): 

‘Jazz_Cinderella’ Ia 

Roy Rogers 

James’ Gaylord 

Albert Hugo ; 
Adair & Stewart 

BY Meets Gaye ayette 
SKisses" Idea 
JI & J McKennse 

E Flat 4 
Helen Aubrey ° 
Mabel &. Marcia, 

ENVER, CO 
Tabor Grand (28) 
“In Green’’ 
Moran & Weston 
Franklyn Record 
‘Way Watts & A 
Doris Nierly 
ETROIT, MICH. 

; Fox (24) , 
py pes” . 

‘Trado .2° 

Harold Stanton 
‘FR 
Wilson. 

Ist half (28-26) 
“Overtures” Idea 
Edison & Gregory 
Toots Novelie. . 
Harry Rapee 
Huff & Huff 
GREAT FALLS 
-Grand_.(28) ‘ 

Black & Gold’ Idea 
4 Kemmys-. — 
Arnold Grazer 
“Maxine Hamilton 

-| Louise 
} Ted Ledford 

Eddie Lewis 
Brown & Willa 
NEW HAVEN cr. 

Palnce (24) 
‘Scr’nland ‘Meladies’ 
Karavaeff . 
Lamberti’ ©. 
‘David Reece 
Sherry Louise . 
Franklin’ & “Warner. 
J & B Welling: 
Lucille Iverson.: 
.2verta & Lowry. 

NORA WL hor N.Y, 

‘1st alt ena. -26) 
“Drapes” -Tdea : 

| Prank Melino Co’ 
Jerome Mann 
Dorothy Kelly 

OAKLAND |. 
Fox (24). 

|"International”’ Id 
Markell & Faun 
Federico Flores. .. 

Billy Carr | 
Osaka Boys 

PASADENA | 
Colorado (23) 

‘Byes’ Idea 

6 Candrevas = 
B & U Buroff.. 

PHIL’D’PHIA, PA. 
Fox (24) - 

‘Watermelon . Blues’ 
Mammy & Picks 

& Mitchell | 

Southern Steppers’ 

PORTLAND, ORE. 
Broadway (238) 

‘Carnival Russe’ Id 
Countess Sonia 
Alex Shere Bekefi 
Russian Surprise 3 
Sam Linfield Co 

SACRAMENTO) 
Senator (24) 

“Hot Dominioes” © 
Les: licks . 
Paul -Ma}jl 
Dexter. Vebb ‘be D. 

————————_——— 
OFFICIAL DENTIST TO THE N. Vv. A. 

DR. ‘JULIAN SIEGEL | 
1560. ‘BROADWAY 

. “This Week: ‘Allos Fitzsorald, Norman Worth | 

‘ Lee Wilmot: ; 
. HARTFORD, CT, 

Capitol (24 
“Hollywood ( Giris* 

Gobs 
Chas Rozelle 

. -Lorris & Fermine 
- Miles & Perlee 
John Vale 
HOLLYWOOD:. 

on SY Dtian (23) 
Ivory” Idea 

' 4 High Hatters 

H&P Seamon 
Romero Family - 

==="*-Stella-Roya pe 
LOS ANGELES 

Jocew's: State (28) 
‘Trees’ Idea 

‘Shapiro &, O'Malley 
Nayon'sa-Birds 

MILW’KEE,. wis. 
. Wisconsin. (24) - 

“Art jn Taps” 
Myrtle Gordon . 
Radney & Gould 
Al & Hal. 
Johnny Plank 
Jeanne MeDonald,, 

SA LEM, ORE. |. 
- Elsinore (25) — 

“Uniforms” Idea 
Armand & Perez 
Ruth Hamilton 
‘Joy Brothers | 
Shore & Moore. 

SAN DIEGO. 
Fox (23) 

“Peasant" Idea 
Diehl Sisters —~ - 
General Ed Lavine 
June Worth 
Bernice Agival 
Belcher Dancers 
SAN FRANCISCO 

Fox . (24) 
“Desert” Idea 
Ed & Morton Beok . 
Muriel Stryker 
Cropley & Violet 
“Manuel Lopez 
-Carla—Torney= -Girls= See 

SAN. JOSE 
. California 

- 9d half (26-29) 
“Overtures" 
Edison & Gregory 

‘| Toots Nevelle 
Harry apse 

q Huff 
| SE. ATTLE, WASH. 

Fifth Ave.. (23) 
‘Let‘s Pretend’ Idea 
Tillyou & Rogers 
Florence Forman 
Id Cheney 

CDR ey IA, 

‘Princéton & Renee 

Joa Christy Co | 

‘ (Others fo All 
GR’N - v8, 

Mignon Laird ne 

Wells & Winthrop — , 

|The Pickfords 

Wilton 

-|.Val Harris Co 

‘Texas Comedy 4 

(One to fill) 

ILL. Rita Lane . 4 Helen Burke WAUKEGAN, (One to fill) 
SPR’GE’LD, MASS. UTICA, N: ¥. Gen ' 2a half (80-1). 

Palace (24) . . Gayety (27). 1st half. (26- -29) Shapiro & O° Malley 
“Gobs of Joy” Idea . “Drape The Orantos| Dancing Cadets 
Pat West : Balley & Barnum - ‘Frank. ‘Melino Co. 

Jerome Mann 
Cook Sis . Bé& bh Lewis Dorothy Kelly 

Harry Girard. Ens (One to fill). 

D.C. ‘Moore & Moore W’SHINGT'N, 
Jones & Howett . Fox (24) e le Scotty Weston . ‘Sweet Gookies’ fa 
Coley - ’ Eva Mandel . : 
Loma Ruth. : ones, & & Hull . . “ 

Dolly Kramer Roy Loomis LANSING, MICH, - Ledova 

Johnny Ashford. | Bobbe Thompson Strand -~. 8a half (30- 1) - 
Wanda Allen : . WATERE' RY or. 1st half (26-39) Lohse & Sterling 

Henry Aguirre Palace (24) Libonati Tucker & Smith . 
ST. LOUIS, MO. | “Gardens” | . Jack. McBride Cq.. | Harry Girard Ens 

"Fox (24). ‘| Slate Bros - . wo. a 
‘Baby Songs’ Idea: | Maffa & Afae 

| Penny Pennington | Vina Zolle: . 
Rose Valyda : .ClUM Nazarro -: , 
Pearl Hoft ; W’RC'’ST’R, MASS. 
Alene & Evans - Palace (24) | 

‘TULSA, OKLA. “Columns” Idea ~~ 
‘Rome & Gaut 

“Speed” Idea Niles Marsh. : NEW ‘YORK. 
Black Cat 4 - Billy Rolls. . . 

-| Norris's Greyh'unds ‘Maxine Evelyn. - * Gallant's 4 Tira Kewin 
Parker & Mack | Dorothy. ‘Henley. ‘Marie Regan 

B & 3 Johnston: 7 | Joey Chance. Ba. BPlilnor Kerr 
Cardell Twins —_- 
Harry. Stockwell 

| Hale -Beyer Orch -- 

-. Casanova 
Ruth Btting - oo 
‘}Ramon & Rosita . 
H Rosenthal Ba 
.-. Clab Lido 
Libby Holman 
Moss.& Fontana . 

-| Bobby Brook Bd ° 
4. Chateau Madrid | 
Al Shayne. . 
Pat ‘Harrington 
Georgia Paine 
Anthony Trini’ Bd 

Clayton, Jackson, 
' Durante & Ba 
‘Frankie. McCoy. 

: Oakland's . Terrace 
‘Buddy Kennedy - 

|. Will Oaklana’s Rev 
Helen’ Seville 
Ada Winston, 

| Peggy Bolton 
“| Kay Green 
| Joe Storacy 

Rosalie Wynne 
Dot -Crowley’ 

1 Shirley La Mar 
Loretta Flushing 

Associaton 

Joe Freed ° . 
MA Oe WIS. 

ist halt (26- 28) 
ist half (26-28) 

Fauntleroy & Van 
Masecagno 4 
Harry Hines = - 

| Jimmy Allard Co 
‘2d half (29-1) © 

.Max & Gang 

Dilion &. Parker - 
(One.to fill) - 

2d-half .(29- 1) 
Sawyer & Eddy. 
Paul Yocen'D Rita” Bur ess Gould. Richman | Mildred’ Lorraine — 
au ocen-Danc'rs ne to ) ; Landau’s Bd 

Freda & Palace .. | MB TENN, | Morton Downey Paramount - Hotel 
Bankoff & Cannon: 
Connie Clayton 
Abe Lyman. Bd 
Harry Richman 

Connle’s Inn ; 
Swan.& Leo - 
Jazzlipa Rich'rdecn 
Leonard Harper Rv 
Le Roy Smith Ba 

-Cotton  Clab 

MPHIS, 
; Orpheum (28) -. 

| Grauman Hess &-V 
| Frances Kennedy 
(Three to fill). 

-| MILW’UKEE, - WIS. 
Riverside (25). 

TA. Edith Griffith Co - 
‘{ Vistor. Oliver Co 

Russlan -Art ‘Circus 

CHAMPAIGN, ILL. 
Orphe 

. 1st half a4 26). 
Cowboy Revels - 
Talent & Merit 
(Qne to fill) — 
DAVENPORT, - 

Capito 
1st halt iis -28) 

Rose's Midgets. 

DuVal. 4 
Roy: Ingraham pa 
“Plantation Club= 
Eddie Rector 
Eddie Greene . 
Josephine Hah. 
Alma ‘Smith . 
Mekka Shaw. .. 

. PJoseph Attiles 
‘|Pete. & Peaches - 

(Two to All) , MINN. | Dan. Healy Rev |: 
. 2d half (29-1) - | Seventh, St. (18) | teitha Hill. Lackwood | Lewis’ 3 

| Fauntleroy. & Van |.Pickard Seal Daly &. Carter . my ; Silver Slipper 
‘Francis Renault. Intern’] Rhythm Henry. Wessels: ‘| nolores Farris. 
(One to fill) Géo. Broadhurst Co Mordecai ost Beth Miller 
DES MOENES, TA.| Broadus Erle: Wells & Taylor. Beth Halt 

Orpheum (19) (One to fill) . 
N’SHVILLE, NN. 

Princess (25) ° 

Mildred Dixon 
Madeline Belt 

> | Blanche &- 1 antott | 
Johnson's. Jubilee Corey’& Mann . Ruby. Shaw . 

Earnest Charles (One to AN), Radio Jacks & Qu’n Singers & Lewis 
DETROIT, ‘MICH, | Swor & Goode Washboard Serena- Smatl eo truly 

Hollywood’ Theo Stepanoff Co. ders. Jimmy Carr Ba‘ 
ist half (26-29). | Whiteh’d & Alver’z:| Cora Le Redd 

Miller & ‘Wilson: Village Nut_ Club = 

(Two to_ fill). , 
(One to fill) ‘Loule Dolgoff.. RD, ILL. || Duke. Ellington. Bd, 

- Everglades . ‘La Belle Rose - 
4 pa pat, (30-1) 1st pelt (26- 28) ‘| Le Roy. Prinz Rev Hauser ‘Bros 

| O'Neil &+ Manners . | Max: & oang, Eddie Davis Aber Soom 

(One to fill), | Breda & Palace | Teeune sis an Bob McDonald . 
EV'NSVILLE, IND.) rire oe aD | Keith Rayne Gabriel. 
. 2@ half (80-2). 2d,half. (29-1) 
Little Pipitax Co O'Connor Family “CHICAGO. 
Bristol & Bell* | Jimmy Allard Co 

|Senna & Dean~™ Rexola Bros . «|: . \Alabain Buddy Howe. 
‘Harmonies . Ba : J Trwo: 70 7 ‘Earl Tucker: Louis Sales Ba. 
(One to. fill) + ‘SHEB GAN, ‘wis. Kal Al Hui 3. . Garden: Allah | 
Fr, WAXNE,. IND. Sheboyga Dale Dyer Castles — 

. lst. half ie 227) 
Mildred Andre Co. 
Pat Daly Co ; 
Wylle &. Young 

|:;-Manning & Class . 
(One to fill) 
SIOUX CITY, 1A, ; 

Orpheum 
“Ast half (26-27) 

‘| ddse Ciittora - 
‘Cecil Lehman 
‘Babe Payne" 

.| Lew Lewis. Ba 
‘} Golden Pamphin 
Benny Strong 
M: Sherman Bd 

Green’ Mill . 

Bernie Adler; _. 
‘Eddie Jackson Bd 
' Ambassadeurs . 
Esther Durnell . 
Thelma Villard. 

| Louis Stover 
Isabelle Gerhardt 
Jimmy Noone Ba. 

Beau Monde ~ 

1st nest "s-28) 
Marcus U - 
‘(Others to fill) . 

‘2a half, (29 1). 
Sallardo 3° 
Eddie Dale: Co ; 
‘res to filly. . 
GD RAP EDs: 1A. 

‘Jack Birchley . Joe Lewis Cell 
4st half. (26-29) South & West . Lilllan Barnes ; My lar 

O'Neill & Manners. |'Palm Beach. ‘airs Jean Gali - ,.° {Charlie ,Roge B 
Harry Se ermitn a Francis. ‘Renault io Natale & Darnale Joe Monnone Ba 

: cker. m. ‘Sawyer _ y ol a ; 
(Two £0, 0-1)" 80 END, » IND... e Blac aah, George Nelidoft. . 

a ace: . “-Caon-Sanders 
Pat Daly Co ‘ - 1st half (26-28) "Cinderella .| Inna Miraeva 

O'Connor. Family Hank Liskin Ba A Arafelof. .. 
‘| Tex McLeod _., ‘Coffee ‘Dan | M Marusina 

A ualtorfam Paul Yocan-Dane’rs | Frank Shaw | Geo Stcherban. Or 
‘Let half (25- 726) {Two to fill) Johnny Tobin Ba Stables _. 

3 Browns” - - 2d half (29-1) - Colle Inns. | Singing Walters 
Herbert G &.V (| Spirit of Minstrelsy Lioya Hiratley Ba | Jehnny. Dodds Ba 
(Three to fill) (Others to fill) .Colosimo ‘Terrace Garden. 
IND’POLIS, END. ST. LOUIS, MO. .| James Meo Bd. Dusty Rhodos Bd | 

Lyric (25) — a Snyder & Walton . Triangle Grand 
ist half (25-28) - 

Worth-Marks Co . 
Andrew Andy 

Rose Lane 
Jean Jordon. 
Angelo De Soto 

Ray *Reynolds 
Sargent & Cammie: = | Jimmy Green Bd 
4 Caomerons 
Duncan’s Collies | Anderson's Har Bd Cotton Club Turkish Village 
(One to fill) . | (wo to filly .| Lucino Venable Freddie & Bie 
LINCOLN, NEB. ‘2a halt (29- 31) ||Meal Alix Parodian ; 

Stuart (27) -. | Radiology . : Walter, ‘Barnes. Ba | Uptown ‘Village | 
Claudia Coleman Gibbs 2 ' Frolics. Eddie Varzoo Ba | 
5 Honey Boys (Three to fill) Jack ‘Waldron Varsity — 
(One to fill) WINDSOR, CAN. Geo, McQueen Al Handler Hd- 

NDON, CAN. Capitol Miss Harriett . Vanity Fatr 
, 1st halt. (27-29) Edith Murray Rick & Snyder Ww . 

Ist half (27-29) Homer Romaine Keith Bucher’s Ha 
“| Wilton & Murphy 

Joe Freed C . a 
2d half (30- 1) ote Mutual Wheel 

{| The Plekfords 

(Weeks. of ; Jan, | 20 and 20) 

Morgan & Sheldon | 
Ida Mae Sparrow... | ° 

| Bare PactsFox, Jamaica,. ‘K, ‘Y,; 27, He 
& S, Apollo, N. ¥. C 
Best Show in Town— Steinway, 

27, Irving Place, N. Y. C. 

Loomis Twins 

Morgan & Sheldon 
Ida Mae Sparrow 

2d half (30-1) 
Honter Romaine 

& Murphy 

Interstate Astoria; 

i x : ‘Bimpire: -Newark. - | 
eh TA Tee Gail Bascinble | Bonemians — Gayety, Boston; 27, State, 
K Hd) pringfie 

Faxon Ree Go | BOUEZON: @. - Bowery Burlesquere—Gayety, Detrolt; 27; 
Pressler & Klaiss Yacopt Tr: . 7. + BBR adway Scandale—Emplre, Newark; 2% Princess Pat Ker = & Ensign Orpheum, Paterson. é 
“(Ons to fill) 

NGHAM 
tz (26) 

Permaine. & Shelley 

(Two to fly |. Burlesque Revue — Gayety, Buffalo; “2, 
. -L. O. 
: ag oa . Cracker Jacks—Plaza, Worcester; 27, Gay- 

‘Falls Reading. & B | ety, Boston. | 
Juoma Worth’ - 
Herb Wlilliama Co.- 
(Two to fll)” 
NEW" ORLEANS, : 
Orpheum (25) 

Lottle Atherton 
Lamarr & Boice 
Lytel & Fant . 
-MeoLallen & Sarah 
Max Fink’s Orch 
OKLAHOMA . CITY 

’ Orpheum (28) 
8 Lordens 
Peggy Eames 
Wm Desmond - 
Tommy Npnab’n Co 
(One to fill) 
BAN ANTONIO 
‘Majestic (25). 

Count Bernt Vici - 
‘(Others to fill) - 

Margaret Morrell | 
Tom Davies 3 
(One to fill) - Be 
OHARLOTT ‘ 

Orpheum 
2a half (28-30) - 

Honey Family 
Angua & Searle 
Frank Devoe 

ALLAS,; TEX. 
MaJestic. (23) 

Carr Lynn 
Wheéler & Morton - 

-Dimpled Darlings — Academy, Pittsburgh; 
27, Lyceum; Columbus. 

‘Gayety, Louisville. 

lumbla, N. ¥. GC. 
Frivoltties—Casino,: Boston; 2, | Trocadero, 

Philadelphia, 
Get Hot—H. & S. Apollo, N. Y. C.; 27, 

Steinway, - Astoria. . 
Ginger’ Giris — Columbia, Cleveland; 27, 

‘| Gayety, Buffalo. 
Girls from the Follies—Gayety, Brooklyn; 

27, Colonial, Utica. 
- Girlie from Happyland—Gayety, Washing- 
ton; 27, Academy, Pittsburgh. ” 
‘Girls in Blue—Columblia, N. Y. C.; 2 20, 

Wedgeway; 30-1, Schenectady. 
Hello Paree -- Modern, Providence; 

Gayety, Scranton. - 
High Flyers—Hudson, Union City; 

Gayety, Brooklyn. 
Hindu Belles—L. O.: 27, Howard, Boston. 
Jazztime Revue~Gayety, Milwaukee; 27, 

-Empress— Chica gornm--= 
' Kuddling Kuties — 
Modern, Providence. 
Baan Thru—Grand, Hartford; 27, Lyric, 

0) 

AMiccbiet ‘Makers—20- 22, Lyric, Allentown; PRORIA, mL, 
alace - det half (26-28) . 23-25, Orpheum, Reading? _27, Star, Brook 

. ‘MaJjestic (23) 
Ray Huling & Seal. 
Britt Wood 

* Great States 
JOLIET, ILL, 

Rialto 
lst half (27-29) Mascagno 4 aM Heht Maid fe, Bridgeport; 27 

Rose’s Midgets - Shapiro & O'Malley Moonlight 3 N. site, Bridgep ' 
| (Two to fill) Santo-Butler Gang Moulin. Rouge—Garrick, St: Louis; 27, 

2a half (30-1) 
Harry Girard Ens. 
Barton & Young 

2a half (29-1). 
Francis Renault 
Nutty Club 
(One to fill) 

L. Q 
Naughty Niftles— Empire, Toledo; 

Nite Club Giris—Cotonig!, Utica; 27, L. O. 

VARIETY. | 

[the befriended actors forget to pay 

| other side of the street, stated “the 

. ‘Vover a bill of $1,200. Frew managers |. 
‘| permit. guests | to. get in that far, 
| however. oe 

Les Ambassedeure . : 

only. mieiins. outside of. court to col- 

.|debts ‘are available that way. 

‘|that small.time vaudeville; acts are. 

~.Jeure “only -enough work: to ‘exist, 
_}with thet’ existences not: including 
Jroom rent. 

, he extremely lucky. ff collecting | 

‘|fact. they'll settle for five. 

aisfavoy of stage. and screen cen;. 

| police: archives’ again. 

found | to be of no importance. ; 

winner and a former Miss Minne- 

a rT: Guinan. && Gang. - 

dréssing room under the- stage at 

. manager of the theatre, ; 

. shut down. of its own accord. - 

Jions immorally,” and that the. place. 

Big Revue—Irving Place, N. ¥. C.; 2, purposes. 

promised release if it were good | 

- Dainty Dolls—L. oO: 27, Casino, ° Boston. . 

| the hoosegow. - 
Flapper’ Follies—Empress, Cincinnati; 27, . 

French Models—Star, Brooklyn; 2, Co- 

‘her in back alimony. 

'Cinecinnatt, 

Howard, Boston; “oT . 

ve 
_ « = 43 | 

FLORIDA TO RECOUP 
(Continued from. page 1) 

HOTELS ON THE CUFF 
(Continued from page 1) 

lose money actually laid out for 
them, besides carrying their rent an 
the books, 
A lot of ’em would be surprised 

to know; he asserts, how.many of 

bling “cheap,” “lousy,” and other 
such epithets at the husband. Ha 
finaly wound up about $8,000 loser | 
and they ‘went downstairs fighting . 
on each flight: 

Mostly Women: 

One night in one of. the exclusive 
casinos connected with a class night 
club, 32. women were counted play-. 
‘ing roulette in evening. gowns, and 
‘only 12 men. One woman lost $30,- 
000 on one turn of the wheel’ With=. 
out ‘batting a lash. 
‘At. the Mandell- -Quintero fient.. 

there were but 11,000 customers In | 
'|.& 20,000. capacity drean. Of the 11,9 
'000. nearly all were .“‘the boys." BO 

A survey of the docks brought 
information that only 4% of the °~ 
usual number of milionaires..are. 
aboard this winter, although the: 
boats are docked. The Royal Palm -. 
docks are loaded to capacity with ~ 
95 crufsers; -Municipal nearly the -. 
same; Fischer dock, 50, and Pla= 
mingo, - 18, the two latter -in Miamt 
Beach. - The. big shots won't be 
‘around, ‘until ‘February, according’ to 
the ‘know-it- -alls, 

“Chicken- feed Gambling © 
: Slot machines, punch, ‘boards and 

all the. various other kinds of 
chicken-feed gambling. devices outs _ 
number. the. palm trees. “Even the . 
children here have the craze. Give™* 
.@ kid a nickel and instead of candy: . 
he'll punch the first board in fhe - 

| nearest store. All.the hotel lobbies: 
‘have golf gamés and quarter ‘ma-..: 

-} chines, sometimes . as many ag 20 — 
| men and. women. grouped around — 
feeding. them: ‘coins, -.. 

‘Scores: of. little ‘emporiums. ‘tor 
playing Radio, a. corn. game, dot.” 
‘every business center, Around First. 
‘Street is a regular carnival of. coh= 
cessions where. one might win any. 
thing: from. groceries. to a hydro 
plane... ‘Aven the newspapers: aré 
offering ‘prizes, knowing. the: gama 
bling fever is-bound to ‘boost Gircisty% 
lation. 

Taking. the form of a ‘gamble ‘te : 
the jacking-up of prices-for rooms, 
apartments and ‘wares along the 
beaches.: ‘Miamj -Beach, ‘ina swell. -- 
‘effort’ ‘to tone up,. elevated every~ 
thing. to the skies.” So far the cakdd 
read disaster. ‘The: visitors. won’ © 
bay. s 

the trusting hotels, On their next, 
trip to. town. they stop at another, 
hotel and: when passing the place 
they are indebted to walk on the 

actors’ best friend.” One formerly 
standard mixed comedy team” was 
ejected from a large hotel last weeks 

Eviction” as Help |. 
Holding baggage ds. the hotels’ 

lect, but only a small percentage of 
. The. 

managers staté, from experience, 

the worst offenders... Hundreds se- 

One. proprietor clainis he: ‘really 
helped two ‘of, his guests’ by order- 
ing them out. Both’ were- unable 
to ‘secure - ‘suitable lodgings else- 
where for promises, he claims, and 
were forced to leave show ‘business 
and take jobs. in commercial lines, 
The hotel managers say they will, 

10% ‘of the estimated $500,000. .In 

- News of the Dailies 

(Continued: from from page 38) - 

sure in a statement to the press, 
arising out of recent closings. ‘of 
“Honky tonk” shows on Main street, 

‘wm. . ‘Desmond ‘Taylor rurder 
case. has been shoved ‘hack to- the 

Story of. 
Otis. Hefner, former : convict who 
volunteered info about the case, | 

. ‘Dorothy . Slatin,. beaut  gontest 

sota, filed:‘new-charges in her. di- 
verce action against David D, 

{ Slatin, wealthy broker. Among 
other items Mrs. Slatin complained 
hubby tossed her from bed, taug: me, Progressive Rents” fee 
their young: son to call her. “dumb- }. 
bell,” besides once smacking her}. One fellow’ ‘who takes. two aparte 
with a. dish towel... Slatin’s: crogs-.| ments every year,-one for. himself 
complaint names. Basil. Madero, film and ‘one’ for. his brother's family, | 
actor, as co- respondent. ', [Was asked $620'a morith for the 

apartment he had used for. the past.” 
CHIC AGO five years,..He had it ‘for $120 the 

“Bertha Johnek, 30, was shot’ ‘in a 

"year. of the ‘boom, $280 the néxt, ard 
$420 the next,...This ‘yéar, he “hag. | 
been obliged to take a. large hotel, 
room at $1,000‘for the season, his 
brother likewise. taking one. They“ 
say they’}l not have to stay ‘in the - 
hotel moré than two more weeks, 
for this section can’t hold. ‘out. much ° 
longer despite the front being made. 
‘Dog racing is extremely .popular, 

with. the Biscayne and Beach: races 
well attended. Opening of Hialeah 
race track yesterday in’ the. ‘heaviest — 
rain in ‘the past two weeks failed | 
to détract from the pup “sprints, | 
Bad weather hit turf attendance, 
however, Greatest: racing stables: 
represented - for. the ‘45° ‘days — 
scheduled. Notably absent .wag 
Harry Payne Whitney, who had 
been’ announcéd as sending a string 
‘there. Overabundance. of horses on 
the grounds poirits to highly toms 
petitive season. : 

the Lincoln Hippodrome last week | 
by Theodore. Neumann, assistant 

Hearings for 61 nite: spots will ‘be: 
held next week. Include such 
‘places as Beau Monde, Chinese Gar- 
dens and. Kelly's Stables. Clab 
Royale is out of the case by, haying. 

Missing for two. days, Robert J. 
Gunning, real estate man, was found 
at closing time at the Chelton the- | 
atre. He refused:to leave, and cops 
were called to get him out, He was 
turned over to his relatives. . 

Chi’s oldest taxi dance joint, Em- 
pire Dancing. Academy, has been 
closed by the cops, who said that the 
gals “swayed their abdomjnal reg- 

whe eat 
1 . 

 Sudgments 
“Black ‘Beauty Taxi Gora, State, 

Indus,:Comm’r.:. $76.67. ° - - 
Home. wnt Corp. and’ ‘Henry Aa’ . 

‘Corey; M. Levine; $2, 649.04. 
Rex Hedwig | Laboratories, ‘Tne, 

Aetna Finance Corp.; $142.20.” 
_ .European Phoenix Features. Corps. 
and Montifiore ‘ Kahn; © Solomon 7 
Fillin; $3,059.61. . 
Ramona Theatre Corp.; Roberf- 

Morgan Organ Co,; $6,971.67. 
Lillian Lorraine; Rothmer Morte . 

gage Corp.s $1, 760. 64. 

BIRTHS > 
Mr. and Mrs, Wallace Wyman® 

Schooler, a daughter, in Los’Ana« 
geles, Jan. 10. Father Js assistant! 
publicity © -director, . Grauman’s 
Chinese theatre. , 

Mr,. and ‘Mrs. Wally . ‘Schooler, a 
daughter, in Los Angeles, Jan. 10, 
Father is press agent with “Rogue 
-Show”-at-Chinese-theatie,.U..A..4. 

“Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mitchell, @- 
daughter, In Park West. hospital 

was a meeting place for: immoral 

“Foeal ‘police’ ‘are more ‘partioular 
about their liquor than millionaires. 
Two bluecoats nabbed the steward 
of the exclusive Saddle and Cycle 
club as he was unloading a case of |: 
near Scotch at the club. They 

beverage, but after taking a sample, 
and nearly.: choking, . hauled: him. to} 

Mrs. Alfreda Kaley: has obtained 
an order for the arrest of Charles 
Kaley, orchestra . leader,. for his 
failure to pay $1,250, allegedly due 

. Parisian Flappers—Gayety, Baltimore; 27, 
Gayety, Washington. 
Prétty Babies—Gayety, Loulasville: , 27, Mu- 

tual, Indianapolis. - 
pees ‘buss—Lyceum, Columbus; 27, Lyrle, 
ayton. . 
Record Breakers—Trocadero, Philadelphia; 

27, Gayety, Baltimore. 
Social Malds—Empreaa, Chicago; 27, Gay- 

ety, Detroit. 
Speed Girla-—Lyric, Daytén; 27, Empress, 

Sporty ‘Widows — State, . Springfield; 1, 
» Hartford,.., : 

Step Lively Girls—Orpheum, Paterson; OT 
Hudson, Union City. 

zi, 
Steppe ‘Show—Mutyal, Indiana olis; 

Garrick, St. Louis. pou 
Leuger, Bables — Gayety, Scranton: 27-29, N. Y., Jan. 18. Mother is Jang .. 

Tic, ntown; rpheum, eading, ; * Take'a Chanre--New Empire, Albany; 20, Mitchell. -Father is of Mitchell and 

Pyaza. Worcester. Ww. 5 Durant (vaude).. 
emptersp—20)-2 edgeway; 23-25, Sche- . nectady: 27, Now Brogtie tiene, 23, Mr, and. Mrs. Al Curtis, a son, in 

‘Watson Show—L, 0.; #7, Columbia, Cleve- |UN. Y., Jan. 20, Mother is of Dung 
land. Sisters (vaude).. Father ts pianial 
Wine, Woman and Sone—Gayet , Kansas City; 27, Gayety, Milwaukee. at 58th Street theatre, N. Yu_ 

’ a ue. > 
ort 

perfects wt et L a oe rey 



VARIETY ‘TIMES SQUARE—SPORTS Wednesday, January 22, 1930 

Broadway Chatter 
ys. 3. Murdock has opened offices 
7 1,600 Broadway. 

, publicity for the Hotel New Yorker. | 
Harry ‘Klemfuss in charge of 

“Edited Haberdashery”. is. the 
name of a Store on Fifth ave. 
Wanda Stevenson’s going for 

voice culture. . ~ 

Lew Brown. has - “10 “belt-back 

Jovercoats. 

_ate possum with Billy Pierce. 

Vaude headliner who.. made one 
short now bills himself “in person.” 

Jack. Buchanan and. Clifton: Webb 

Actors still find the Bond build- 
ing elevators as hard to. crash as a 

full week. 

. possibly 

John Golden. ducked to Tlorida for 
eight © -weeks, perhaps, 

maybe. 
Joe Glick, ‘who will handle’ the 

‘Friars Frolic at Miami, ° goes, south 
; this week, : 

Charlie Pettijohn, | Hays. chief 
lawyer, is. back at his. desk. after 
several days with a bad. tummy, 
Henry Vannacelli, piano. thumper. 

with “Ton Speed” orchestra, says 
,pit boys - with a yen for ‘talking 
shop after hours are seagulls, - 
Tom Burke; who exited as. man- 

“ager of the Royale when. ‘Shuberts 
took it. over,. 

_ticket agency in’ Hotel Piccadilly, 
‘Irving Strous told the U, of Penn 

, Club in New York how. to be a sucy. 
-cessful p. a. Named himself as an 

‘ example. 

. 

Mrs. John CGC. Flinn; wite ‘of: the 
Pathe executive, is-associated with 
the Jay-Thorpe store as a, shopping, 
advisor to show people. ' 

Phil ‘Spitalny, Guy Lombardo and 

Lo 

oQND YEAR_IN 
NEW. YORK CITY 

STREET SCENE 
has 

from the PLAYHOUSE: 
‘ro 0 ANOTHER THEATRE 

for further information 
see dally’ papors 

Eves.’, 8:40." Mate. Wed. and Sat, 2:80 

: GRACE GEORGE 

“CHILDREN OF DARKNESS | 

— 

GUILD 

the St. Jolin Hrvine comedy 

with A, H. Matthews 
,and Lawrence Gyossmith 

48th St., EB. of B’ Eves, PLAYHOUSE {8 Si..Fivoh, S'W, U3 
Extra Matinees on Thursdays, 
Jan. 28, 30, Feb. 6, 18, 20; 27 
a 
Kenneth. “MacGowan and Joseph Werner 

“Reed present 

BASIL SYDNEY and} 
MARY ELLIS in. 

Justus Mayer 
, r Eve. |: BILTMORE? Bes, este Eee Ba 

‘ 40 BELASCOR#: Bre. 44h, 5, Be 340 
DAVID BELASCO Presents 

It's a Wee Child |}. 
A New Comedy by tnnronce E. Johnson 

Th ‘Ww. 45th St, Dir, A.L.Erlanger 
AVON 2 38 50. Mets a Thurs, "& 8 Sat. 
BROCK ‘PEMBERTON Presents 

Strictly 
Dishonorable_ 

Comedy Hit by Preston. Sturges. - 

A oan GUILD ‘PRODUCTION 

‘By S. Nz BEHRMAN 

Bivs.8:50, Mts. Thurs., Sat. 2: 40 

WARNER. BROS. t 
VITAPHONE HITS” 

JOHN 

BARRYMORE 

2 

Jn Hig First Talking ‘Picture _ 

~“GENERAL CRACK” “[ 
Wa arner Bros. Thea. 
Bway & 52d St. 

| GEORGE ARLISS © 

Daily, 2: 45, 8: 46 ‘ 
Sun,, 3, 6, 8:4 

“DISRAELI’ , 

Bernie Cummins all..come- from 
Ohio—home state of Presidents.and, 
orchestra leaders. : 

————————————— 

Chatter From Florida 
By’ Wallace Sullivan 

BERG OVERLOOKS DOPE 

Personality Test 

A New York store is bossed . 
- by Mme, Sunshine, milliner. _ 

The Mme. will not sell a hat 
.to anyone unless she likes. the 
customer's face, -Miamil Beach, Jan. 17. 

- |ton, two boys who have -taken: or- 

‘|Buchanan and Jessie Matthews the 

running -Broadway | 

Paris and be the only Hebe Gigolo. 

2 e ey Aer aw, : 8, BZ me Ow. Nes, wet Aor, RON 7 

“FIRST MRS. FRASER” |O 

\Y 

Staged _by Antoinette Perry’ & Mr. Pemberton ‘ 

Thea., 52a St., W. of Bway. 

}|. 1., was instalied as Grand Matron 

Mal Hallett's: fleet of q ‘Chryslers 
made the 3,000 hop for. their Call- 
fornia opening at the Cocoanut 
Grove,.L. A., in seven days, _ 
Every morning’ an: empty. ‘milk 

buttle stands outside the door of 
the R-K-O Construction and Main- 
tence department. Maybe the same 

one, ; 
’ Harry Kaplowitz and “Henry Res- 

and woman singing act and not a 
two-man talking ‘act as the note 
stated, and the ‘team’s regular sal- 
ary was around $3800: instead of 
$175. Bancroft © appeared with 
Octavia Broskie for some while be-. 
fore he: got: -billing 

“via telegram now. ‘One..S. O. 8. 

ders (cut and mat) from the. trade. 
since filmdom started, -are now 
partners’ operating their own shop. 

_ Sam Lewis is writing a standing- 

that he:-was dead and memorial 
gags from: friends would he appre- 

ciated, 

‘Basil. Gerson, the maitre-d'hotel- 
still-moving picture for. Harry |caterer-restaurateur, accommodated 
Rose, in which Rose plays three|,_ regular customer .when he re-| 
characters, father, mother, and|moved.from his wall the name of 
child. Bill Kent, replacing it with Charlie 

Morrison. a 
_ Edgar’: “Selwyn: ‘barred. Walter 
Winchell . for taunting. him’ about 
George: Jean Nathan, previously 

Moe vice Hafry Rosenthal. and 
band opened at the. Casanova Mon- 

day when the club resurfied.. Jack’ 

attractiong.. -. Selwyn-barred: With Winchell: on 
‘At one of the most profitable no the. blacklist, ‘Edgar "reinstated |_ 

cover places on the Main Stem:-you ‘Nathan. rd 
can get a companion to.sit in with 
your party if you. don't. ask’ too 
loudly for the privilege. © - 

Eddie Cantor admits that’. it ‘the |: 
market does it: again he'll go toj Chatter in Loop. 
He's also concerned: ‘about . the 
kosher restaurant situation there. _ 

' Note in last week's Chatter re- 
called that George. Bancroft, now 
a powerful picture star, was once | 
half of a vaude'team. known as 
Bancroft and Broskie; . 

; Harry’. “Minturn” _Feturned from 
Florida, — 

four blocks: to. ..his gymnasium, 
where he. is seeking a new. low. 

Everything |. be. Shubert in-town for the open- 
ing of “Nina. Rosa,” leaving. the 
mext morning. | . 

| Maurice Chartier “fas: ‘gone ‘to 
Universal City, tho. says: to join 

|‘Whiteman. . - 
- “Smitty” Smith, -gupervisor of the 
Publix Minneapolis district, saw. the 
loop and.heard no “bombs, — 

. Frank ‘Bering, manager - of the 
‘Sherman, waiting in ‘front of his 
hotel. in. the cold trying to get a 
taxi, 

Dusty Rhodes has “left Tea Fio-. 

okay excepting that it was. a man 

en RR as RUPRUTE 3 Or a8. a 

The’ HIT of HITS Enters a.. 
2nd Week at Strand Prices 

HOW of SHOWS| 
Another Warner. Bros. and — 

Vitaphone Sonsation ‘into the Terrace Garden at the Mor- 
au Seate | . Warner rison. 

10:30 a.m, 35 ¢ : Bros. Ne v. ‘Sign in front. of “Bull” Montana's 
to lpm, | TRAN training gym advertises him not 

as a wrestler but’ as a “Hollywood 
R Oo X Y 50th St. & 7th Aw, Dir. | star.” 

SL, Rothafel (ROX1, | All’ ‘Music Row dined. at Coffee 
Dan's in a farewell party for Rocco 
Vocco, No song plugging, ~abso- 
lutely. 

Police Commissioner. (hon.):: -and 
Fire Commissioner chon.) L, M. 
Rubens home again in Joliet, IIL, 
‘after a voyage to the Orient with 
his daughters. 

‘Exhibitors -jhave ‘been invited by 
Universal to* lunch with. the ex- 
change staff when M. Van ‘Praag, 
U's general sales. ‘manager, arrives 
for a conference, : . 
‘Frank Dare. has been out of town 

All Talking, Singing, Dancing 
Musioal Comedy Movietone 

“SUNNY SIDE UP” 
Story and Songs by 

De Sylver Brown & Henderson 
Pircented oY William For 
With NET GAYNOR 

and CHARLES FARRELL 
Briltiant Stage Program. Midatte ‘Shows 

DUNCAN SISTERS _ 
— ITS A GREAT LIFE 

“A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture 
“The Rollicking Musieal commas: Riot - 

Stage ete w—Caliga 

pAPITOL : 
unoliuk, Oreh.. 

TOL | : Bway 

bist St. | something. Frank Hopper answer- 
‘Ing the Equity phone in the inter- 
val. 
Broke at 70, an Oklahor a man 

| found ‘out how to “make beer. He 
charges $25 per batch, has 700 cus- 
tomers.and is now staking the rela- 
tives who staked him. 
Gai Borden, dram crit for ° the 

“Times” tab, is exhibiting scratched 
hands. Affectionate marks from two 
Siamese kittens given him by 
Ethel Barrymore before she. adieued 

from the Loop: 

“January “Good ” Times” Jubilee 

BWAYG 47%. 
BRYANT “PALACE: KEITH'S 

CLAYTON. JACKSON. DURANTE 
Odetts Myrtil, Walte ‘Hoyt & J. Fred Coots ° \ 

All Stars—Danner Show of Sengon 

| “Street Scene” has: had. fiye dogs 
| Sanat since the opening. Two “died of 

distemper before - John’ Gorman 
bought one ‘in a-hurry for $20,.only 

‘|to have it stolen. Now have a yel- 
-}low. cur which seems healthy and 

‘contented, - 
‘Thermometer was. minus “20. “at 

2 a.m. when ‘Barney: Deane hoofer- 
about- 

taxis for the party. | ‘“No’ cabs’ 
“came. the answer over the. wire. 
“Well pencil a couple in, then, lady; 
we gotta have two. ” 

Shires-Criss i in Chi 
Chicago, Jan. 21. 

Wetinesday to Friday, Jan. 22 78 70 

LINA BASQUEETE 
in Person; Others 

on talking “gorean: JIMMY . HUSSEY,. 
Cedee, Frank Orth, Clyde Doer- & Band 

Bats nie Se Ss. RVE. 
Wednesday to Friday, Jan. 22 to 24 
. “BILLY HOUSE & CO. 

_. ,BOBBY MAY and Other Acta’ 

Au ‘SHANNONS. OF B’WAY’ 
With ‘MR. and MRS. JAMES GLEASON - 

Ann 

" Art. Shires, R-K-O £08 regardless of what 
PROCTORS a AVE baseball says, will fight. Battling 

Criss at the Chi Stadium Jan, 24. 
Wodnesday to Friday, Jan. 22 to iA 

IRENE BORDONI ,.,, 
sll Talk, “SHANNONS.OF.B’WAY’ 
‘with MR. and MRS, JAMES GLEASON 

‘|! Criss is the man Shires had trouble 

with at Detroit. : 
Stadium {ts paying $36, 000 for two 

= 

“SPEC” CHARGE DISMISSED _ 
Nat Marks, 48, clerk, was acquit- 

ted by the Justices of Sp.cial Ses- 
sions of a ticket speculation charge. 
Marks was arrested Dec, 27 by 

officers attached to the Third Divi- 

Mrs. Anna Lipman, of Freeport, 

of ‘the Eastern Star, Garden. City 
branch, ‘last week. Then Anna's 
husband took her to Florida to re- 
cover, Inte. :st lies in the fact that 

' Walter Winchell ‘begs for gags| ~ 

for the Monday - column announced | - 

‘tler- boxer, . gave Tony Canzoneri .of 
Brooklyn one of the toughest eve- 
nings in the game little wop’s fliatic 
career last Friday night at the Gar- 

den, 
Brotherhood of Gate- Crashers, be- 
cause the house was capacity.” - 

Canzoneri was favored: to cop. 
easily. Betting. odds went . to three 
to one and were reported even high- 

er, - 

Nghtweight . 

‘dell; with, of course, : Kid ‘Chocolate 

‘| tor the 135- -pound. title, 

Ralph Kettering is’ chauffeured a 

‘den was enough ‘to° rematch. him 

‘tention, and his willingness to mix 
it. throughout 10. rounds enthused 

-head, but it gave him little trouble. 
Tony sent . numerous snapping. 

‘punches ‘across that should have 

rita. and. is taking his own .band | 

to the body, trying to bring down 

two weeks. now recuperating from |. 

town voluntered to call] ‘ 

been handling him Uzeudun | has 
‘earned approximately $330,000. 

“‘bouts=by=Shireg- =: tee s4 eee ee ee 

‘denly become interested in amateur. 

‘prize money. 

some. years ago the same Anna 
(Kelly) was in the show business— 

‘ burlesque—and very good too, 

ral Theatre.| Daily, 2:45, 8: 45 
pues & 41th St. Sun., 8, 6, 8:46 

© 

sion, who charged offering seats to 
“Scandals”. in front of the Apollo 
theatre at a prohibitive price. 

BY HASHING CANZONERI 

British Boy “Is. ‘New Light- 
weight Contender—3. to 1. 

‘Money Badly Fooled 
eeceeemerat 

. By JACK PULASKI. 
“Jack Kid Berg, the Etiglish bat- 

It was tough, ‘too, .on.. the’ 

The bout was a rare upset. 
Berg’s decisive win) makes thie 

somewhat complicated. ..Al- Singer. 
and Canzoneri were figured the two 
best men for a shot at Sammy. Man- 

distinctly in if he choosés..to fight 
‘Berg sailed 

back to London. after the match, a 

soon and asking ‘for a title bout. 
The limey. came here. virtually. un- 

known. One exhibitiom at the:Gar- 

shortly. afterward in a main event. 
His tireless. arm action. attracted at- 

the fans," 

knocked off his pins. Berg was ex- 
pected to get- ‘into close quarters and 
flail hig arms, put he stood off end 

Before two minutes had elapsed ‘he 

Berg himself was cut: on: ‘the. fore- 

hurt the wiry. Britisher, but almost 

invariably Jack not only took pun- 

and surer. Tony’s other lamp was 

cut before half the.10 rounds had 
been traveled, In’ the final two 
rounds:.Tony switched his attack 

Berg’s guard for a chin shot. But 
Berg retaliated and had Canzoneri 
doubled up a. couple. of times. 

Garden: in’ Uproar 
The Garden -was in‘an uproar as 

Berg won round after round. ‘At 
the. decision the fans roared for 
minutes, 
‘particularly . ‘excited. Canzoneri's 
moon face: was battered and red, 
but he took his defeat like the 
sportsman- boxer. he is. 

The semi-final went on last. 
Sammy Dorfman outpointed Harry 
‘Carlton... The . Perlick twins .from 
Wisconsin afforded. some novelty. 
Herman in a 10 rounder won from 
Jake Zeramby.of Boston. - Henry. 
Perlick fought a six-round draw 
with Eduardo Cordi, 

— Uacy’ s Staff Squawks: 
 Bertys Perry, Alfred Mayer and 
Arthur. Soulies, managers . and 
trainer, respectively, - 

Uzcudun, the Spanish heavy weight, 
claiming that the fighter ran out on 

them financially after his winning: 
bout with Otto Von Porat at the 
Garden Jan..10, have petitioned ‘the 

attachment against the boxer's Jo- 
cal property to the. amount of $3,450. 

This amount ‘represents, accord- 
ing to the trio’s affidavit, one-third 
of.Paulino’s gross received from the 
Porat battle, for which he is said 
to have received $11, 500. 

It is alleged Uzcudun was to pay. 
the three men 30 per cent. of his 
earnings for their sérvices. in secur- 
ing fights and training him.. Con- 
tract was signed Sept. 11; 1928, and 
it is alleged that since the trio has 

CHY’S $2: PUG LIMIT 
Chicago, Jans? 

Fight commission. here’ ‘has sud- 

boxing, and now insists that all the- 
atreg staging bouts pay not over. $2 

If they give fighters 
any more, the pugs are banned from 
the state. 
Commissioners also insist that no 

one shall remain on stage except 
fighters and seconds, 

championship. field 

“past. ‘three years, - 

happy ‘bey who will be coming back. 

‘at its pier. 

commodations 

They say Berg has never ‘been’ 

boxed, That was the first surprise. |" 

had Canzoneri’s right eye bleeding. 

Pools. 

ishment but fought. back ‘harder ]j. 

short end bettors being: 

of Paulino |.’ 

Johnny. Weismuller bought & Sece. 

ond- hand car and ‘the 2, bottom felt 

out, . 

Evan Burtoughs Fontaine and her 

little, boy at the Roman Pools every 

; afternoon. 

Autos need. no parking lights: here 

j and nobody uses garages. Park. all. 

: fatent. in ‘the. atreets and vacant - 

lots, - a “ an) 

A gust of wind blew $1; ‘800 from 

the hand of a man ‘paying his night . 

club check.. Three girls: and. a fels 

low crawled all over the ‘floor. res 

covering’ the - bills. One. girl ‘got 
$750. . “Finders - _ keepers!” * ‘she 

|chanted, declining ‘to give up the. 
money. The. ‘Idser- was: 80 .cock~ -. 
eyed he’ 0. K.'d her keeping. it, 

_ M. Lincoln’ Schuster and Clifton ~ 
Fadiman of Simon -and Schuster, © 
publishers, are sprinting along the 
‘Bands. every - ‘afternoon ‘keeping. or : 
getting into.: -shape. ; 
. Although none of the newspapers ; 

‘mentioned. it, the beach in front of 
the Pancoast and: Wofford hotels— 
class’ hostelries—is: practically gone, ~~ 
the.. tides having enroached in the: 

‘Hurricane had” 
much to do with its” disappearance, : . 
-Easily "100 - feet - of sands:are‘under _ 
water now and every. known method : 
of circumventing . this has been’ in-. 
effectually tried. 

.Floridian . hotel wouldn't permit” 
the floating battleship hotel. to. dock 

Waring’s Pennsylvan- 
fans, slated to be aboard, with ac- 

for 400 residents, 
The modiste ‘shops along Lincoln 

‘avenue and in the vicinage of the. 
Roney-Plaza are virtual ‘showgirl . 
‘quarters, Salesgirls and models 
‘Eddie Hillman and his “wife, Ma-. 

tion Nixon, at opening of the Em- - 

bassy. Miss Nixon loaded * with 
jewels. Louw Warner of Warner 
‘Bros. at. opening of the Roman. 

“Drove down here, “Dad ar- 

riving later. ; , 
. John O'Reilly here attending the 

pools and casino. Saved 40 lives at 
Long Beach. 

Al Smith gallivanting from one 
opening to another with a. large 
party that goes places in a- big” bus. 
Ex-Gov. is wearing a straw hat, 
Babe Ruth and Jack Sharkey. 

vying for sun-tan honors. - . 
All the telegraph messengérs here 

use motorcycles. 

Cops -made_ several pinches of 
New Yorkers when the boats docked 
at Mallory the other day. 
New show. at the Frolic with Don 

Lanning. superintendening- ‘an ens" 
semble of 12. Place is the. largest: 
night club in Miami, seating | over 
1,000. Only a buck admish. . 
Family Jacobs of the Alamac in 

‘Lake Hoptacong here, opening a 
new Alamac in Collins street; Now 
they have two places, the other the 
Biscayne-Collins. 

Swell sight was the arrival of the . 
Navy’s 26 combat planes, which 
swooped into Biscayne Bay én route 

for target practice In.the islands, 
Young Stribling a sensation when 

he took second placé piloting . his 

own plane in the Municipal. airport 
races. Some stunt flyer! 

A Hat Shop 

There is a millinery here called 
the Nance Hat Shop. . 
Numerous women wearing ermine 

wraps despite the warm nights. 
Big event here ’ was opening of 

chute theatre last week. | 
Nunnally Johnson bathing. and: 

night clubbing. 

‘|. New-York Supreme Court for an|.. ee ee 

N. Y. Race Receipts 
Albany, Jan. 21, 

Gate receipts last year. at. the 
‘seven racing associations and clubs 
in. New York amounted to. $2,919,< 
17%.75; None ‘of this went to the 
‘state treasury, although | the state 
paid out $2,850 .to. supervise the 
meets ‘through the state racing come-" 
mission. , 

- Following is the amount collected 
by each association: 
Metropolitan Jockey Club, ° 
Jamaica... vee beaeece ($643, 655.00 

‘Westchester Racing Ags’n, 
' Belmont Park .....se05 800, 541. 50. 

“Queens “County "J ocke > : 
Club, Aqueduct ........ 583,310. 50 

Empire City Racing Ass'n, 
Yonkers .icsscccccceces 467, 994.60 

Saratoga Racing Ass'n, 
Saratoga Springs ..... 487, 271. 50. 

United Hunts Racing 
Ass’n, Belrnont ....... 29,759.76 

Westchester - Biltmore 
Steeplechase <Asa’n,. 
Rye Oecncevoweceneceess 7,243.00 
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Cops in Speaks Frisking for Gats 
On Prohibition s 10th Anniversary 

- (he ‘newly “organized gangster 
. “aqua under direction of Lieut. Fitz- 
gibbon is making nightly visitations’| 

“to Times Square speaks, frisking 

suspicious characters, in. quest. of” 

gunmen rather’than booze. ~ 

The new order went in’ last “week, 

and. will” be continued.. indefinitely. : 

” Fitzbiggon ° and ‘his ‘staff have’ gone 

after the’ locked door. joints’ for the 

first time, probably figuring the lat- 

ter. perfect, hideaways for thugs sand 

. gunmen. , 

. Visitations: have been orderly thus: 

far, - with: ‘Fitzgibbon’ flashing: chis 

shield on the lookouts and" "imme: 

_ditely admitted... Place ‘and’ help are 

‘frisked for guns,: also ‘suspicious 
- characters, but with aver age mugE. 
-up against the bar’ unmolested un- 
Jess he speaks out. of turn. Booze 
is not disturbed or: trade hampered, 
.but. if any: ‘record men .are ‘around 

. they are tossed out pronto and the 
‘props warned against permitting 
them to. make. a’ hangout, of the 

_ place; . 

' Most of the. speaks. were panicked: 
when the ‘gendarmes pushed in last |. 
Thursday. on the tail end of the. 10th 
‘anniversary of the Volstead act. All : 
thought they were gone, but nobody 
was.taken.__.” 

. Coffee pots and béanertes ‘spotted 
_ ‘in side streets of the district. were 
: also subjected, to. a similar combing. 

SUMNER BONFIRE 

“Josephine the Great”. ‘Burned ‘as 
Salacious Literature - 

Attorney ‘Henry Van Veen, repre- 
-senting Horace Liveright, and John 
S. Sumner, secretary of the N. Y. 
Society for the Suppression of Vice, | 

‘witnessed the burning of. “J osephine 
the Great.” The book was written 

- by EB. P. Nezelof. It relates the life 
. of Napoeon’s’ first ‘wife, - 

‘The book was translated into Eng- 
ish and pubished, here by Horace 

', Liveright. It sold for $3 and was 
- Gonsidered a “dud,” said Van Veen. 

_& Woman resident . ‘of Chicago 
“whose sensibilities were injured 
when she read the book wrote a 

‘letter to Sumner charging the novel 
was somewhat salacious, said Van 
Veen. ‘Sumner and Charles Bam- 

_ berger. his chief. aide, came to West 
’ Side Court and obtained . a sum- 
‘mons from Magistrate Richard Ll 
‘McKiniry..- 

Van Veen answered the summons. 
. Mr. Sumner declared that if the 
‘plates and books were destroyed the 
‘society. would withdraw its action. 
It was also agreed to cease adver- 
‘tising the book.: ; 

Employees rounded up the plates 
‘about 400—and a few remaining 
books and cast them into the fur- 
nace. As the books were being con- 
sumed by the flames Attorney Van 
Veen remarked to Mr. Sumner: 
“Josephine is having a hot time 
now.” . 
_ adr. Sumner sald nothing. 

Cabin Ch’ Creditors. | 
“When the Cabin. Club shut its 

doors ‘recently it. left. behind a trail 
of unpaid bills. Ted Reber, 

: ‘moter, was ‘summoned to West Side 
- Court: to. face almost. a dozen cred- 

‘ itors’ who. claimed they ‘received 

rubber checks. 
‘Creditors were painters, electri- 

.. Clans, awning manufacturers, the- 
~ atrical producers and. even a press 
“egent. — , 

Reber was one of the Richard T. 
Davis corporation,’ he told. the 
court. He said. if :the creditors 
hadn’t besieged them too soon they. 
Would have made a success of the: 
‘Cabin Club, which is at Lenox Ave- 
“nue and 129th. street. 

. Ted Reilly, author and -theatr feat}: 
producer residing at the Paramount |- 
IIotel, sustained a loss of $324. 
Others total $1, 100.: Reber was or- 

eee ~Sered to. settle... : 

pro- | 

iFACE MARRED BY ACID, 

dent at N. Y. University, was ar-) 
raigned in West Side. Court before 

| Magistrate . John V. Flood: -on a 
charge ‘of throwing ‘sulphuric — acid ||" 
on the face of Kathleen’ Monahan,. 
19, former -dancer, He was held 
for action of the Grand Jury and ‘is 
now out on bail, 

Miss" Monahan and Hoffman : met 
“at a hotel where he worked as a 
waiter. and she-as_ telephone: ope- 
rator. ‘When they quit the summer | 
resort Hoffman sought to continue 
the friendship. Miss Monahan told |. 
him ‘she’ did not.:want to see him: 
-He ‘returned ‘shortly, carrying::a 

vial of acid, ‘she claims, which he |. 
“Hoffman . denies’ ne) ‘ 

‘He. says. he att |- 
- hurled at her... 
threw. the acid. 
tempted suicide and -she was burned, 
“when. she sought to- “thwart: him.. 

Former Actress Indicted 
“On 3 Extortion Charges 

Three indictnrents, two: charging 
extortion ‘and the. other attempted 

extortion, 
the. Grand Jury. with. Judge Morris 
Koenig in General Sessions | against 
Mrs. Olga Eide Edwards, former 
actress, living at. the Hotel Savoy- 
Plaza... M 
$5,000: bail. 
-According to: Nathan. L:: Amster, 

of. 956 Fifth ave. Mrs. Edwards at- 
tempted to get $2, 000 from him Nov. 
12 after she haa demanded $5,000 
and. his note to. pay hér $1,000- 
monthly for life. Unless she got the’ 
money, Amster declared, she threat- 

leged relations covering .a period 
of seven: years.. She also ‘accused 

Amster of being the father of her 
six-year-old son. - 
The two indictments charging di- 

rect extortion allege that on Aug: 

22 Mrs. Edwards demanded and re- 
ceived $2, 600° ‘and. that no. Nov. 12: 
she got $500. 
ceived the latter sum’ in marked 
bills that her: arrest, occurred. . In. 
each instance the ‘money was paid 
to the woman by Charles R. J effers, 

secretary to Amster. 

INTERRUPTED REPORTS. 

Adventures of Lone Wolf: Walsh and 
‘Master Mind ‘Maskiell 

Detectives - “Bert”: (Master Mind) 
Maskiell and John (Tuone ‘Wolf) 
Walsh, both of ‘West 47th St., last 
week had visions of capturing a pair 
of safeblowers. 

The sleuths were busy making out 
monthly reports in the bureau when 
@ phone call informed Maskiell that 
two men with safe- blowing appar- 
atus had entered a building just off 
Broadway. . Outside the | station 
house ' was Maskiell's Ford of an- 
cient vintage. The dicks hopped in 
and. sped to the building. They, 
waited. Presenty two men emerged. 

Cautiousy approaching the pair, 
'Maskiell and Walsh Jet loose a raft]: 
of questions. The two “safe blow- 
ers" - 
tanks to a dentist’s office: _. 
Lone Wolf.and Master Mind re- 

turned to their reports. 

- poLicy SLIP ARREST: 
“Théodore Chadwick, 37,. colored 

dancer, pleaded guilty in Special 
‘Sessions to. a’ charge of possessing 
policy slips; He was given-30 days. 
in the workhouse, with execution 
of the sentence ‘suspended. pending 

Chadwick’s good behavior. . 
‘Chadwick was arrested Oct. 8 by 

officers of the narcotic squad. 

CHI’S CRAZY WEATHER 
. Chicago, Jan. 21. 

Weather varied here all the way 

from .15 below zero on Saturday 

to 33 above on Monday. 

==Predicted—blizzard.. _failed..to_ma=. 

Next to the’ stage-door of the 
Palace Theatre, the new home ot | 

MRS. GERSON’S GRILL | 
After 11 Years on Broadway 

‘Morris office 

terialize despite heavy overhang. of 
‘clouds .that had Chicago street 
lights burning all thraugh Monday. 

_° Chevalier Disks 
Maurice. Chevalier’s phonograph 

deal engineered by t 
is with Victor, not 

Columbia, as erroneously reported. 

Deal runs for one’ year, 

~GIRL NAMES STUDENT|| 
Murray Hoffman, 20, ‘dental ‘stu- } 

were filed Monday by] 

Mrs. ‘Edwards is. free under: 

had just delivered. oxygen 

; ryon. 

the ‘William |- 

.. Cab Laws 

A revised: list of standard 
taxicab specifications has been 
issued by Police Commissioner 
Grover Whalen. | 
’In the new. specifications , 
maximum wheelbase permitted 

‘large taxicabs 88° 
‘inches, and for small cate 104 

’ inches. -Small cabs are limited . 
to three: passengers. ; 

Side, rear and partition win- , 
.dows-must be of shatter- proof 

--plass. 
|. Wearing = of istandara unl .. | 
forms also is being made com- - 

- pulsory. Features ‘are a seml-: 
. yachting cap; and slightly flared: 
Q “overcoating. ‘Outfit costs’ $38. 50. 

ACTRESS FACES 
LIFE SENTENCE 
Mrs.. Ruth St: Clair, 29, who claims 

to bean actress, faces life imprison- : 

‘ment as an habitual criminal as a, 
_ result of. pleading Bullty to a. felony. 

before Judge. Max S. Levine in Gen- 
eral Séssions. ”. The woman, with 
Mrs, Frances Saunders, show girl, 
who. also pleaded guilty, ° were ar- 
rested and. indicted. for: shoplifting. 
Both were remanded to the Tombs 
for- investigation - and. Sentence . on: 
Jan. 27, 
Inthe meantime, the district at- 

torney’ 's office will ascertain wheth- 
er Mrs, St. Clair 4s. to be tried on 
an information charging her with 
being a fourth offender. Both wom- 
en were arrested Dec. 12 after steal- 
ing. articles valued at $126 from a 

downtown. store. A:-month previous’ 
‘Mrs... St. Clair “was . , discharged by. 
‘Magistrate Rudich in ‘Brooklyn, on 
a Similar charge. As a result of the 
magistrate’s .action he was at- 
tacked’: by newspapers, inferring 

that: pressure had been ‘brought to 

: ‘bear to’ have the woman freed. 
ened ia. inform his wife of al-|. Her police record shows’ she has 

tbeen convicted a dozen times’ since 
1914,,and -has served. at least two 
terms. in state prison for felonies. A 
gun charge is also pending against 
her, 

Employee Lands Kleckner. 
It was after she re- |- 

Ih Court; Assault Charge| 

David: Kleckner, proprietor of 
Dave’s Blue Room, restaurant at 
791 7th ave., faces the grand jury 
on a felonious assault charge as re- 

|sult of a-recent altercation he is al- 
leged to have had with -Anthony 
Fonssainte, former counterman in 
the restaurant. 

hearing before Magistrate John V. 
Flood 
day. He wag pronounced guilty by 
Magistrate Flood and held in $1,000 
bail, which he produced. _ 

- Complainant told his story 
through teeth which were wired to- 
gether. He declared his jaw was 
fractured’ by a blow. from Kleckner. 

Fistics resulted over a.disagree- 
ment between employer .and em- 
ployee over the definition of 
loafing. , 

Otto | “He (Haip): “Kahn, 

wa: .born on a: Uttle. farm near 

Xzylych, which was later taken over 

by the Russians and converted into 
a Turkish bath. Kahn waa later re- 
-perted one of the angels behind the 
project, but ‘when they looked -he 
was gone. He is.one of the few 
angels known to have. disappeared. 
from behind a project without los- 
ing at Jeast a shirt. ; 
-Coming to America with.a load 

of steers, Otto followed his .nose 
‘and Jandel a livery stable job in 
New York.: Within three w2eks he 
was aired for investing ‘his salary 
AM dele, ~fangled. horseless car carriage, 
mae, 
armn's * eth in a crowded court- 

was 

transformed into a vulgar slogan by 
a well known five cent cigar com- ; rectors’ of the Metropolitan Opera 

pany. 
In iw time at all, thanks to his 

genius and a couple of well-to-do 
relatives, Otto had enough inoney 

Lsaved.to buy the Woolworth huild-: 

| ROTHSTEIN MYSTERY IS 

| has taken: ‘its place in the files of the. 

.|.case.” 
“Week. 

‘neither his . office nor the. police 
'|-know who killed’ the gambler " on 

--lwere jointly indicted with .George 
A, McManus, . 

Kleckner denied the charge at a. 

in West Side Court Satur-. 

Inaccurate Biographies 
‘Otto H.. Kahn 
By Claude Binyon 

"banker, | 

later condensed andi the time. 

TIMES SQUARE VARIETY: 

Chi Calls Backstage Racketeers 
Harmless Penny Grabbers; Maybe 

“OFFICIALLY ‘UNSOLVED’ 

o The Rothstein ‘murder mystery 

police department as an “unsolved 

-. when .. District ~ Attorney 
Thomas. C.-T. Crain admitted that 

| the. night of Nov. 4, 1928," in’ the 
| Park Central Hotel. 

Following this ‘admission the dis-. 
trict attorney proceeded to have the 
indictment against Hymah (Gilly) 

Biller ‘and two ficticious. persons, 
designated. as ‘John Doe” | and 
“Richard Roe,” dismissed. The three 

racetrack man, . 
complicity in the murder of, Roth- 
stein. McManus was tried on the 
‘charge and acquitted. Biller has 
never been arrested. coe 

In asking for dismissal of the re- 
maining indictments,.Crain informed 
|Judge. Charles C, Nott in General 
Sessions that from an investigation 
he had made’since assuming the of- 
fice. of prosecitor January 1, he ‘is: 
led to believe that those accused of 
the murder should never have. been 
indicted. on the testimony - obtained 
from — witnesses, whose characters 

were not of the best.. 
there never was any evidence before 
the Grand Jury to. connect Biller, |, 
and especially McManus, directly | 
with the shooting. 
-Only facts uncovered by the 

police, the district attorney: said, 

-was that MéManus had occupied. the 
room in. the hotel. where it is claimed 
Rothstein ‘was fatally wounded. 
‘Biller and.-McManus were last seen 
in that room -on the afternoon pre- 
ceeding the shooting. 

The shooting took place ° around: 
11 p.m. and: was discovered after. 
Rothstein had crawled to the 

servant’s entrance three. floors be-. 
low. ; . 

. “Shooting Accident”. 

Crain, in making. his announce- 
ment, stated that he was inclined 
to believe the shooting was an ac-. 
cident, caused by a drunken man! 
‘who sought to intimidate Rothstein: 
with a revolver. <A sudden lurch 

caused the gun to explode and the 
gambler happened to be in the line 
of fire. The. district attorney bases 
his belief on the fact that the re- 
volver, found later in the street and 
which caused the death, contained 
only one empty shell. Had. the 
shooting been premediated, he be- 

lieves, 

have been . fired. 
In asking for the dismissal of the 

indictments, Judge Crain also re- 
quested permission to resubmit the 

case against Biller to a Grand Jury 

in the future should he. obtain addi- 
tional evidence. Judge Nott 
granted this request, 

It is the hope of Crain that Me- 
|Manus, who is now in Florida, will’ 
return to New York in the near 
future and willingly appear as a 

witness before the Grand Jury. 

ing. ‘Inasmuch’ as Woolwor th hadn’ t 
pullt it yet, Otto decided not to} 
wait and slapped the dough into'a 
couple of investments. If the In- } 
vestments: flopped so would al] of 
Otto's cousins, and Otto knew’ his 
cousins better. than that. 

Otto eventually became the off- 
stage voice.in an act called Kuhn, 
‘Loeb & Co. This act makes Clay- 
ton, Jackson and Durante look like 
what they really are. Time. pro- 
gressed and so did Otto. He started 
bankrolling things, such as operas 
and little theatres and a boy named 
Roger. Wolfe Kahn. Roger, being 
‘pretty good at a saxophone, took 
about $1,000,000_ worth of. Jessons 

“plane. he had. been, thinking of all 

As. chalrman of the board of di- 

House, Otto has a perfect right to 
wear tail coats. As President of the 
‘United States of America, Calvin 
Coolidge had a perfect right to wear 
cowboy suits. So-.there you‘ure. 

This was made: known last | 

for | : 

He declared.| 

more than one shot would. 

Chicago; Jan, 21. 
: Information for performers play- 

ing: this alleged toughest city in the 

world: : 

Betty racketeers: working ‘back-. 
stage’ shakedowns.. are’ “not. hard- 
boiled. The bulges In. their ‘Rockets 
are handkerchiefs...” 
They “found. ‘actors had_ “softer 

hearts and wider. pocketbooks: than: 
tthe proverbial: rural’ sap,..so they: . 
‘concentrated on performers. 

Actors who laughed at attempted 
shakes for protection, Christmas: 

'|- benefits and threats of a “ride” are 
still Jaughing at the alleged rack- 
eteers—and at the ‘performers who 
came through. They. know the so- 
called tough guys trying to- muscle. 
them didn’t belong, because half- _ 
hour eggs don’t. meddle with Jail, for 
‘$50 a week. 

Actors who bit. just played them- 
selves for chumps. They laid. them- 

selves open by playing with the real. 
gunmen; who are. Ckicago’s best, ° 
‘spenders. Penny racketeers on the 
outside ‘took: advantage of ‘this by. 
following up as-hardboiled. .They -_ 
would borrow. sums, -posing. ‘as. the. 
“big guy’s" friends, <A. cinch: for’ 
the petty grafters, the next move 
was to offer steady protection: at $50 
a week per head. Again: the actor 
paid.: . 
The ‘up-and- -up racketeer : ‘hasn't 

informed the actor how. cheap the 

backstage racketeers are because he 
figures: it. another laugh. 

wf igure, Dies: in South
 

- With only a. hanéful of his former _ 
friends as mourners, . funeral ; ser 
vices were, ‘held in” Campbell's: 
Funeral Church for Frank Barrett. 
Carman, better. ‘known as “Barry” 
Carman.. Carman died suddenly in 
a. southern city. | 

The body. was ‘taken to. New Jer= 
sey: where {t was. cremated. The 
ashes were sent to Columbus, 0. 
Mrs. Hugo Schoelkopf, from: whom-~ 
he was divorced .a féw ‘years. ago, 
was not’ present, _ 

* Carman created a stir a few years’ 
ago ‘when he. was taken into cus-" 
‘tody in-connection’ with the holdup | 
and robbery of Mrs. Irene Schoel- 
kopf, ‘wife then of a Buffalo brewer 
and capitalist... Mrs, Schoelkopf. 
was robbed of several thousand dol- 
lars worth of gems. - 

Several arrests followed., Carman 
was released : ‘when Mrs. Schoelkopf - 
and her husband ‘assured police = 
‘Barry was innocent. Carman was. 
Mrs. Schoelkopf’s. chaperon. to a 
New Year's: party. in his apartment 
just off Broadway. Mrs. Schoelkopfe 
left his apartment for a moment. 
and was Carried into another apart- 
ment on.a lower floor and robhed. 
of her gems. 

Tll fate has followed the case ever 
since. Schoelkopf divorced - ‘his. 
wife, and later died. Others’ con- 
nected with the case met untimely 
deaths, with Carman the latest, 
‘Mrs. Schoelkopf had - married. and 
divorced. Carman. 

“NO-TIP” FLOPS 
B- G ‘Sandwich Shops in N. YY. Drop 

Tipping Ban . 

No-tipping system, brought to 
Broadway by the B-G Sandwich 
Shops, which. ‘Immediately drew on- 

this angle alone, is now a:thing: of - 
the past.. It was difficult . to get” 
waitresses and people wanted to tip. 
anyway. Sign hung in the: B-G 
Shops around New York now down 
and. the girls gladly - “accept: the 
gratuities. for services. 

Only complaint from -galjs’ behind 
the counters is that a lot of people®: 
don’t know the no-tipping thing is 
out, and mistake the leers of the 
hhash-slingers for: an unpleasant: 
personality. , 
ee 

‘BOOKMAKER CONVICTED 
“T= Convicted Of Se eirg aot n== 

the premises at 301 Seventh avenue, 

David Weitz, 21, clerk, was given 
20 days in the Wor khouse, with the 
‘execution of the sentence suspended 

by the Justices in Special Sessions. 
_Weltz was arrested Dee, 14 by of- 

ficers who claimed they saw him ac- 
cept several hets on horse races in 
the lobby of the building, 
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HAYMARKET BURLESQUE! 
os 3 GET DIVORCES 

- Chicags, Jan. 2h. 

Now that the. Haymarket, purles- 
“que stand, has closed, the girls are 
able to devote more time to affairs 
“of. law. . Helen Svec (Gibbons), 
soubrette, ‘secured a- divorce . from. 
Frank Svec, vaude performer, “~when 
‘she testified her ‘husband beat her 
and. blew... 

. They .weré married ‘March 2, 1927, 
‘for: the ‘second. time, having ' been 

_ divorced . earlier ‘in the ° year,.. and, 
‘separated. ‘Octi.22;.1928. 
Ruby "Taber |, (Rankin), chorus 

girl, has broken relations with Floyd 
’ Taber, straight. man, charging . de |- 
.Sertion. They: were married in Jan.. 
1926: ahd separated April °18, .1926. 
““Hazél Overgard (Bernard): has, ‘like 
the rest, secured, wher divorce, ‘thru: 
Arving Hiséinan, frorn Chester Over- 
gard, contractor. They. were mar=" 
-ried. in’ California,. May 1927, and 

separated Aug, 1927. 

Talk Supplements: 
Minit. Stock. Burlesaie 

- ‘Minheb poli, we any 24: : 

‘The’ Police “theatre, ‘which has 
been: *naving™ rough going, ‘With its 
stock: ‘burlesque policy, de 

of sound ° equipment. Under.a' new 
- policy to be ‘g-arted next week, talk- 
_ing, pictures will augment the. stock 
burlesque. 

Instead of two. ‘shows, a. day with, 
‘all eats, reserved, ‘there iw ‘N. be} 
three ¢ompiete purlesque~ ‘Eerform= } 
arices and four showings.of talking. 
pictures, ‘making’ ‘the: entertainment 

. continydus,’ 
Earlier’ in the. present: season,’ the }. 

‘Palace; an Iron &. Clamage house, 
tried: Mutual wheel burlesquie’ with’ 
unsatisfactory, Fesiilts., a 

_ Columbia Tenants Move | 
Offices of the: ‘Columbia Amuse- 

. ment Co.; which have ‘been ‘on. the 
sixth floor of the Columbia ‘theatre | 
building since. it was opened,. “will 
be ‘moved this’ week to the, ‘Han- 
over, pank building. in: West . 47th | 
street... 
Although the Columbia’ Co. is in- 

‘active as a producing concern it 
still retains equity, in sortie of the: 

’. former ‘Colunibia circuit houses. — 
‘Both Sam Scribner and J. Her- 

bert Mack made their headquarters 
in the Columbia. offices. , 
New York offices. of the Actors’ 

Fund, which have, been located for 
12 years in. the same building, are 
being moved this week,to the Han~ 
over bank building also, 

A. reception and reading room is 
being equipped to accommodate the [ 
Fund members. — ' 

Another Mutual Stock 
The Mutual circuit on Jan. 26 

~ drops'the Gayety, Kansas. City,.as a 
wieel spoke and, having the theatre 
lease on its hands, arranged for bur- 
lesque. stock to step right-in. 
Emmett Callahan, Mutual's ‘as-. 

sistant president, left Sunday. with 
a stock recruited in N. Y¥. to install | 
in the ‘K. GC, house. : 

The troupe includes Sam Micals, 
book producer; Jimmy Stanton, 
number stager; Billy Fields, Diadley 
Farnsworth, Tom Briskey, Hughcy 
Mack, Mary Lee Tucker, May Shaw, 
Polly Miller and Phryne McCarthy. 

Steinway Changes Mind_ 
Steinway, Astoria, I. I., will stick 

‘to, Mutual shows as ‘policy ‘instead. of: 
tossing” them as previously an- 
nounced. ‘A new stand for the wheel. 
shows and an added starter- through 
opening with ‘burlesque last Novem- 
ber this house had done ‘up ‘and 

down business. oo 
House now retains Mutuals ona 

two. w eeks’. closing notice arrange- 

-ment. Harry Shapiro has gone. in 
as house manager. 

_ MAY. CLAIRE ILL | 
May Claire, burlesque sob with 

stock and wheel shows, has been 
ordered to Saranac for a prolonged | : 

_-vest_hy_her_physician.__““ies Ctire 
-had been with Minsky’s stock at 
National Winter Garden, . New 

York,.- 
monia last November. 

. "Clark to Stage on Coast 
oo " Los Angeles, Jan. 21, 

' George Clirk has. been ‘eiigaged 
‘to stage. the pfoductions at Frank | 

‘Daton’s’ Follies and Burbank thea- 

tra, 

closed | 
‘this week to permit ‘the. installation 

| evidence, 

_|the. Columbia, N. 

when stricken with - pneu- | 

BURLESQUE 
ee ST * 

Stock Producer and Cast 

~ Walk Out on Receiver 
Chicago, Jan. 21, 

Claiming a double-cross, Harry 
‘Evans, manager, and most of the 
35 principals walked at the Cha- 
teau, stock ‘burlesque spot, 
days ‘after ‘the. house’ reopened, 

_ Bvans..was fired : ‘without notice, 
after ‘having: peen guaranteed 95% 
of the. gross and pay all expenses, 
Principals . of the production stood 
by him. and. ‘asked for their pay. 
They. left. dn: indignation. when they 
were offered the night's receipts, 
$15... - They. also claimed a double- 

| cross’ ‘when Harvey “Curzon ‘was 
suddenly: : ‘advertised « as: “producer: 
after being hired by. ‘Evans. ’ . 
The., house is operated : by: the 

‘Continental : Illinois Merchants’. 
Bank, js in receivership, and: had: 
.beén’ dark | some Hime; when it was 
Reopened. vey 

sIN: y. Stocks Spotty i ia. 
Gate; Winter Garden Best 

i Bublesaua , ‘ stocks: . ‘around’ ‘New. 
York . are “not hitting: ‘profitable for 
the! ‘past few.’ weeks.:with excep- 

‘| tion, of National: ‘Winter . Garden. 
on. lower. east” side ‘operated by’ 
Minsky. : 
The combo of stock ‘and ‘Mutuals | 

ts. -also “holding. up at the Apollo, |’ 
Harlem, uptown. Minsky ~stand, but 
biz is not strong at “American Mu- 

| sic -Hall. and City, both ‘of’ the . lat- 
iter regular stock troupes.. ~ 
«The, Gity,, which adopted: purl- 
esque stock policy in Noveriber has 
been, gradually: ‘building ‘since ‘opéti-: 
‘ing, helped - by the 50° cents top|. 
and. all: day grind. ; The American 
‘doing two shows daily. and a Sun- 
day..grind at $i ‘top and- opening: 
after. the City: -is also ‘gradually 
puilding .but | nothing | near what: it 
should. be. ‘Both spots, have a big- 
ger nut on their shows than: Mu- 

tuals. : 

‘Howe’. s “Suit Dismissed 
Sam Howe's. suit: for - $100,000 

d.meges, against the Columbia 
Amusement Co, which was filed 
about. four. years ago, finally ‘came 

Court Justice Mitchell: May in the 
‘Long’ ‘Island City courts, °' 

After Howe had submitted ° nis 
the. case was ‘digmissed 

on motion of insufficient grounds, ° -- 
Howe ‘was ‘a burlesque producer, 

producing" ‘two shows, “The. Heart 
Charniers” and “The ‘Love. Makers.” 
Both shows were. deelared to be be- 

Howe’ 's franchise as a producer | re- 
vokec,. Howe sued on this vaction, 

B’kiyn Runway Girls 7 Out | 

girls are out. cat the Star, Brooklyn; 
with house ‘now :depending on .the 
incoming wheel shows for 
twisting and runway -erinding. - 

‘Previously the house mob had the 
runway. exclusively, .with shows |: 

numbers on the stage. ; 
The Gayety, Brooklyn, operated 

by. same interests, is ‘still continu- 
ing the house mob. Both. houses 
im: ay Mutual shows. 

= 

BURLESQUE CHANGES 
-' Sam ‘Cohen has” replaced | Chris 
‘Nauman as company manager with 
“Get Hot’ (Mutual). Cohen -had 
formerly. ‘managed - “Moulin, Rouge 

Giyls”: earjier in season. a 
-,. LouReals will take over manoge- | 
ment. of “Puss Puss” (Mutual) next 

handling. who will take over man- 
agment of “Burlesque Revue.” 
Maurice Costello is: pinch hitting 

for Nat Fields as manager of ‘Take. 
a Chance” (Mutual), the latter hav- 
ing been recalled to Milwaukee. 
Mary Leé. Tucker, runway girl at 

Y., to Mutual's 
stock for the Gayety, Kansas City. 

. Lee Smith: was.engaged for run- 
way service, Columbia; N. Y., when 
Mary Lee Tucker stepped out. 

UTICA, GOES. 20. SPLIT" 
OO ‘Albany, Jan. 21, 

Mutual Wi ieel shows, heretofore 
playing a week stand at the Co- 

ed 

{lonial, Utica, will.do three days in- 
stead, The gap will be filled w ith 
touring attractions during ‘the ‘first 

hale, according to Nathan L. Rob- 
pins, owner. . 

Robbins is said to’ be completing 
a deal which will give Utica a road 

1 Split ‘with Syracuse. 

three ‘troupe was closed after first mat- 

sive in current. future biills.: 

up: for trial Jan. 17, before Supreme: 

low ' the Columbia. standard, . and. 

| sloppiest. comedian. 

Former house soubs| and runway. 

torso. 

playing house ignoring the: runway 
istufe entirely. and spotting their’ 

|-in the box scene. 

week, relleving Jack McNamara now: farmer's well scene, you know. you're 

Holdover Squawk Ends 
Cleaned-up Ky. Stock| 

Louisville, Ky,., Jan,- at. 

Kane Brothers’ stock burlesque 

inee, by police. acting on a. ‘com- 
-plaint made. against their previous. 
‘attraction. | Detectives and police- 
woman: had. shorthanded, some - of 
their dialog. .- 
The ‘Kane's had been, here: nearly ; 

a year ‘nthe Walnut: which hasn't}. 
‘made’. money in the past - “decade, 
‘Business ‘had not «been ‘so good: 
lately. but they.-were holding on. . 

"On the first day’ of the ne-- week, 
Kane’s ‘statéd they had engaged: 
a. new producer with nothing offen-' 

‘John 
Law,. ‘however, ‘remained obdurate. 

jand the troupe left town. ‘and ‘open=' 
"Led Jan, 18, at the Garrick, ‘Richmond, 
| Indiana. - 

Detectives, and four “scribes: -wit~ 
| nessed: B special .: Showing, of : the 

Kanes’ last. bill; ‘it! Was. tame stuff: 
and Chief of “Detectives M.. Rey: 
Yarberry walked, oyt on the show. 
There’ has been. considerable rivalry: 

‘between the. ‘Walnut - and. Gayety 
‘ (Mutual. og 

- GIRLS. IN. BLUE. 
(MUTUAL) 

’ Caliahan’ & ‘Bernstein, . Ab ‘seems, |: 
were so, conscious of’ possessing the. 
wheel’s best: stripper ‘they. passed. 
lightly-ovér the rest of the show and 
‘concentrated mainly, if not almost. 

‘| entirely, on Ann Corio... Miss Corio's. 
name: js.-on" top. of .“Girls’ in -Blue,” 
and:.Miss’'Corio, is “Girls:in Bhie. ma 
Nothing else-matters. : ~ 

‘The. black-haired and black-eyed: 
girl, on ‘the wheel:-but. two, seasons} * 
and already, ‘conceded. to be ‘the 
‘queen taker-off ‘of traveling - bur- 
lesque, ‘is‘'an unabashed strip spe-. 
cialist, . but, -like- few: others, when 
she takeg off. it. means ‘something, 
Such figure is not to bé found else- | 
where on, the Mutual, that probably 
‘convincing - Callahan: &.- Bernstein 
that.no trimmings were. needed. to 
sell this turk for $2, a buck or what- 
ever they get, when, they get it, on’ 
the road... 

Miss Corio used. to take off for. 
Izzy Seldenberg: ‘at Izzy’s Cadillac, in 
.Detroit.: It was then, and only. then, 
that the Cadillac. would hang them 
on the‘rafters. 
‘Jahan’ grabbed her: there he might 
not havé known it, but he got what 
now . amounts to ‘a whole- -Mutual 
show: - 
. At the Columbia. no other member 
of the traveling troupe made even a 
motion toward.stripping. Colurmbla’s 
ewn strippers, Jean Steele and Lee 
‘Smith, were taking off. when Miss 
Corio. wasn’t, and they" seemed to 
notice the. competition. 

No holding out on superlatives by 
the billing writer. .This show has 

‘| plenty on paper. 
Freyer is probably burlesque’s 

His: lines are 
not unusually rough, but his a¢tions 
class: him as dirty. For one ‘untidy 
bit he is a radio talker chewing lico- 
rice and loking for a safe spot to 
deposit the julce. When the an- 
nouncer. yells, “In the miké!"” Fréyer 
lets it EO. - Later on-in a booze -bit 
Freyer'’s influence cause@d — the 
straight man, to splash right along 
with the comedian. A lot more. of 
this messy stuff. _, 

. When not dirty Freyer can be just 
as effective. He shows that. much. 

Maybe dirt is the 
easiest way to laughs in burlesque. 
Freyer must imagine so. . 

Second comic is Chuck Callahan, 
who is neater but plenty strong on 
double talking. .Early in the show, 
with Larry Clark, Callahan: revives 
‘part of the old Callahan. and Bliss 
vaudeville two-act, of. which, he was 
50%. And of. Callahan Bros. and 
Midgie Miller, of whigh he was 
331-3%. The opening sbng about a 
couple of sports from Michigan and 
the. dance are used, although the 
dancing now is simple time stepping | 
‘in hard.soles; whereas. Callahan and |. 
Bliss soft shoed it. When you're Hs-_ 
tening | to Callahan's lines ‘fn the 

watching ‘burlesque. © 
Lew Petel, vet straight: Sy 

Young, singing juve; Buddy. Bich- 
ols, blonde ingenue, and Jean Gas- 
kell, prima, are the rest. Calbern 
Sisters ‘have their names on the 
program because of a pickout num- 
‘ber, Otherwise they’re in the fairly 
sprightly. chorus. Calbern. Amuse-- 
ment:Co. presents “Girls in Blue. ” 

19s 

\ 319 Censor Cuts ~ 
Providence, Jan. 21, 

= Capt, -=George-—Ws=-Gowany. police. 
censor, spent most of his time last 
year ‘censoring burlesque shows, 
his report to superiors shows. Of: 
6‘°* changes and eliminations made 
in theatre programs in the past 

year, Capt. Cowan ordered 319 out| 
of burlesque shows playing - this 
burg. 
‘Not one ‘eut was. made in- any of 
the talkers or silent pictures, his 

report shows. 

auto: accidents:: 

Colin’ Keith - ‘Johnston’: say 

*| $2,260." 

When Emmett Cal- |- 

“London, lion Chatter _ 
(Continued from page 6) 

ging for it, “The Last Enemy” has 
| emerged from a bad start. | 

Marie: Nay has replaced ‘Nora |. 
-Swinburne-in “Murder on: the’ Sec- 
ond: Floor.” 

- Gainsborough grabbed Dick ‘Hen- 
derson for a.talker ashe. stepped. 
off’ the. New York. boat, ... . 

- Maisie Gay' 8 filling in with vaude. 
Olga ‘Lindo off to Africa... 

John: Maxwell is wishing ‘his. ‘film 
‘Producers: a colorful New ‘Yéar. .” 

Heather Thatcher's “gone “in “for. 

‘Two: to date;7':°. 
* Craze ' for war books ‘continues, 
‘Papers. .Serializing vem ‘ag fast. as: 
‘they're: published. 

Steve Slinger, salesman, | out: ‘of 
Pro - Patria; British’ unit ‘he’ man- 
aged. 
_American owned’ » speed- hog, 

Easter Hero, .- is” already ‘down to 
nines ir the ‘Grand ‘National betting, | 
with the race* ‘weeks. away. . 
‘Bunor. Glyn’s. got’ a. home in the. 

suburbs. ‘Keeps it dark, though. 
‘Way your. newshounds.. -made 

“Eh, 

What?” every -timé’ he ‘was inter- 
‘viewed: in: New’ York, ‘Bbt. the. laugh. 

Paul Murray ‘Says,- at. inusical 
prices the. Adelphi — eapacity is 

Hans Bartsch here’ last: week,” 
‘Wilton; Crawley ‘played ‘one ‘per- 
formance at: the Palladium: ‘(vaude), 
Jan.,.'6, but ‘couldn’ t-.dance’ owing: ‘to 
water on’ ‘knee and engagement can- ' 

célled.” 
“If: Toscanini comies: to London. it 

avi’ be at.the head of. the Néw York 
‘Philharmonic. dn June.” He's never 
directed: here. * Ths . 
United: British Press boys are in 

the: picture peddling, biz.. They sold 
Walter Forde's B: 
lieve It?”’, 18 weeks on. the bill with 
“Bulldog; Drummond,” " ‘to America. 
Oswald Dale -Roberts;: ‘the “‘un-. 

‘known” actor. in “Charley” Peace,” 
has been a’ trouper in ‘the sticks for 
years. —- 
Bernard Shaw's aplel about. hay- 

‘Ing written 340,000,000 words. aver- 
‘ages more than 10, 000 a day since 
the day he “was born. _ : 

“Journey’s End’ celebrates 
first. birthday. Jan..21.  ~ 

Edna: Best ‘and’ ‘Herbert Marshall 
‘will be reunited ‘in’ A. A. “Milne’s 
“Michael and Mary,” now in re-. 
hearsal for thé St. James’ theatre. 
Title may be changed, 

- A ‘two-play bill succeeds “Third 
Time Lucky” at the Ambassadors 
Jan. ° 22—Eugene O'Neill’s “In the 

Zone” and 
sion,” new, by H, M. Harwood.: Co- 
stars, Isabel. Jeans and Raymond 
Massey... . 
Another thriller—“The ._Limping 

Man. a 

Dyall are trying” this out before. 
London. 

Violet: Vanbrugh, Arthur. Wontner 
and Miles -Malleson names fixed for 
stage version’ of Aldous Huxley’s 
“Point Counterpoint, " This pro- 
duction. breaks. musical policy at 
Daly’s, Producer is: looking for all- 
star cast, 

Chares Laughton, . whose. sudden 
lull in a rapid rise to stardom has 
caused comment, is to be ‘featured 
in the new Edgar Wallace play on 
Chicago gunmen, Gillian Lind, only 
other English artist in show.. Others 

to be American. 
After breaking for the second 

time into artificial flippancy, Sybil 
Thorndike is giving it up.and re- 
turning to tragedy.. She opens at 
the Court Feb. 12 jn “Hamlet” with 

Esme Percy. 
‘Sunny. Jarmann ‘and youthful mil- 

its, 

onaire . husband both. airsick on . 
way: to France for honeymoon. . 
‘Only ‘people connected with show 

business - appearing | ins the. New. 
Year's . ‘Honor List. were “Archibald: 
Flower, for' years: interested in 
‘Shakespearean “work at Stratford- 
on- -Avon and chairman of the Goy- 
ernors of the Memorial Theatre; 
Professor Granville Bantock, who. 
succeeded :Sir Edward Blgar as 
professor of music at: Birmingham 
University. Both receive knight- 
hoods. R. C. Sheriff and Walter 
‘Payne, considered eligibles, - were 
not placed. 

Bert Ambrose, ‘leader of May fair 
‘hotel. orchestra, has just. had his 
contract renewed for further two 

years. 
Vine and Russell: first English ‘act 

-over- 
vehicle. Ella Retford and Hilda 
Glyder will be next. . 

. Moore and Lewis robbed of $700 
from. their Palladium dressing room. 

New City ‘Producer. 

George, Walsh, has gone ‘in as 
producer of: the. stock shows. at the, 
City, New York, taking oyer. rassign- 
.ment this week. 

| gration. + 

-“Would “You Be-| — 

“The Man in Posses- | 

Mary | “Merrall and Franklin | 

resentative ‘for 

-here---to--do—Blanche=Merrilt:: 

_Wedneséay, January 22, 1030 

RADIO COME-ON 

(Continued from page 1) 

pulling . the stuff over local radio 
stations during the last- six months, 

- Racket centers around a chap in. 
Chicago -who nicks the racketeers 
‘one grand a year for. horoscopes.. 
With more than a hundred sub-- 
scribing, this is business aplenty't for 
him. 

” $100,000; in 6 Months 

As Prince ‘This, Doctor - That or. 
Professor So- and-So. the ‘eimmick- 
ers travel. all over thé country. The 
fortune telling: come-ons will. ‘al- 
aways. try: ‘@ new. one—hence- the. mi-_ 

One chap is. credited with. 
a hundred grand in ‘six. months .in 
this town, | A yeal home near L. AL 
while he was ‘here’ ‘and-a flock ’ of’. 
seven. ‘femme. secretaries; one“ of | 
avhom is now - filling in: since “the '”- 
storm and strife left: the bed . and” 
board, 

Racket’ is. ‘to “eal ‘for. ‘questions 
over the radio. that, thé ‘professor 
will answer at a later.. date. So 
many come, in -he can.: ‘only, answer ... 
a small: percentage of them,’ An-. 
‘swers are ‘vague. and, useless ‘to ‘the 

looker- in, . 
“At one~ “Igtation : here” ‘100, 000 ‘res’ - 

‘quests were: received in, 11 awweeks, | 
‘One .. ‘hundred |. ‘thousand - acknowl- a 
edged chumps! | “Then. the. secre-- . 
tarles get. to’ ‘work. mailing, the Mee 
come-ons, ° offering four: ‘answers 
for a dollar—a’, dream ‘book: for a. 
dollar—horoscope for: a" ‘dollar—sex 
secrets” for a dollar.’ ‘ . 

vo - One-Third . ‘Fall 

_Phitty percent. of. those. solicited © 
éome ‘across with one to: four ‘dol 
lars.. ‘Ten. percent . of. that | “number: 
went for the - ‘Awhole, $4... , Most of | 
the marks were women,. ‘with. the: 
femme > element: especially. - going 
heavy for the sex secret ‘stuff. 

These books ‘are supplied: by - ‘the 
same gink in Chicago who ‘supplies, 
the hor oscopes. . Cost to the racket- 
eer-is three cents each in quantities, 
And they) sell. for-a dollar. 

Local professor -sits in his: office a 
with a. ‘dictaphone ‘in front ‘of him.’ 
‘Hig femme secs ‘open the mail-.and... 
empty: the greenbacks into ‘paskets, 
then pass. the letters to the profes- 

‘sor: who- reads’ the’ answers:..into | 
the -dictaphone, Jater to: ‘be. typed 

and: ‘sent to the ‘umpchays. He 
handles the letters at about. 15 an 
hour—at a dollar per letter. © 

Graft extends further; The least 
hint of more coin in the offing and 
the professor gends a special come- . 

on—the need .for private consulta-_ 
tion. No. figures on.the extent of 
this end of the racket, ; 

Trinal ‘coin combing ‘is the sell- .. 
ing of the sucker -lists.to the mail... 
or der houses at five cents, its, per name, 

MARRIAGES. 
Marcella. Corbeyons . to. Fred 

Dalley, in Troy, N.. ¥., last week.. 
They ‘have been playing. yaude as 
Fred and Lala.- 

Jaci Stevens and: “Mickey” “Cul-: 
lanone at Los Angeles, Jan. 4, 
‘Groom is courthouse. reporter .on 
the L. A. Examiner. 
Robert Gleckler, Astoria, LL, and 

Adelaide. Hart, ‘Knabenshue, .New 
York City, filed application at 
Greenwich, Corin., for a. marriage | 
license. - 

' .Nydia _D’Arnell (musical com- 
edy). to Harry A. Bruno, press rep= 

Col, Charles A, 
Lindbergh, Jan. 19, in New York. 
Nalerie Taylor and Hugh Sinclair, 

in Atlantic City recently. Bride is’ 
‘with “Berkeley Square.” “Groom 
with “ Recapture.” , fo ‘ 

” 

Theatres: Proposed 
Beaver. Fille, Pa. <g500, 000. 

‘Avchie Fineman, Pittsburgh. 
M. J. DeAngelis. 
given, 

Binglamton, N. 
hotet- and * i ttores: 

* Owner, 
* Aronitect,” 

Site and policy | not 

¥.—#300, 000. Aleo 
66-58 Main street, 

Owner, J M. Dorp. Architect, H. E. 
Freeman. Boley” not given. 

‘Brooklyn, N. ¥.—$350,000, 18 Ave. M. 
Owner, Levau’ Constr. Co. - Architect, 
C. A. Sandblom. Policy not disclosed. 

. Des Moines, In, — ‘Pictures, . vaude. 
$1,000,000, Owner .and lessee, Radlo- 
Keith-Orpheum, Architect not ‘selected, 
Site not Alsclosed. : 

. Hammond, Ind.—3225,000. Calumet’ & 
Carroll atrectsy, Owner, Columbia The-. 
atre Co, Architects, George & .Zimmer- 
man Meyer, Polley not given. — : 

7 anna Clty, Mo.—$200, 000. Ow ner, 
C. Nichole Inv. Co. Architect, E. W. 

Tannen Site and pollcy not disclosed. 

Ixansas. Clty. Mo.—Also stores. Owner. 
“Weatbrooks ” Invest: “To. == SPEMMECH “AT BH 

“uller 

Middletown, O.—$7650, 006, “Owner, Mid- 
ham Co. Architects, Eberson’ & Bberson, 
Site and policy not given. ‘ 

Milwaukee, Wis. — Motion -pletures, 
Wisconsin, and Second streets. Owner, 
Wiscongin Enterprises. Architects, Rapp 
& Rapp, 

Stubenville, O.—Owner, W. B. Urling, 
Architect, BH. B. Franzhelm, Site and 
‘policy not disclosed, 

Stamford, Conn.—~Owner, Atlantia Play- 
house, Inc, * First of chain in Connecti- 
cut. 
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~ Clothes and Clothes 

WOMEN’S PAGE VARIETY At 

By Mollie Gray 

Jimmy's Spats 

This is the week. the Ace house 

pas Ace Vaudeville, the. Palace has 

a royal. show... 

- Odette Myrtil, actress: ‘ana. violin- 
fst, also. excelling in the art. of. pan- 
tomime. “Her “Dancing Master” just 
as de.ightful now as ever and. Miss 

__ Myrtil charming. in that’ costume’ 
- Opening gown of ‘black: velvet’ with. 
‘flounce hem and hip ruffle falling 
into. longer. skirt in back, string 
shoulder’ straps; jewele ~ ‘pin. at the 
waist. in’ back;. her wrap of pale 
blue’ velvet : edged ° all round. with 
_ fur. : mt _ 

Frankie: Heath | also ‘al “welcome 
- favorite. Miss. Heath wore a ‘smart | 
plack. gown with. ‘yoke and, tiny 

: sleeves. of net and very. ‘full ‘skirt 
of . bias ‘folds © of ‘stiffened ° maline, 

lonsést in 

‘back,- an: “ynusual- ‘and. stunning. cre- 
‘ation; slippers: ‘of russet. kid. 

"“Madie.. “and Ray,.: an two... ‘clever | 
" youngsters, ‘always enjoyable. With 

- Waite Hoyt and Fred, Cootes ap- 
. peared - -the: prize - winning. imitator’ 
~ of | Helen Kane. (name not. caught), 
‘and if there must: be imitators of 
Miss. Kane, if there must, this. girl 
es 1d double: for. her. any time, . _ 

William - Seabury has .a “nicely. 
” dressed” company. “Miss Jean in # 

very . -retty. ‘gown. of flesh ‘color sat- 
in. with triple. tiers of fishnet ‘on the 
skirt, back decolletage outlined | in 
fringe edged silk. flowers. Later the 
same: girl wore white ‘taffeta lightly 

>. bead trimmed: under an overskirt ‘of. 

= “recognition. - 

.. she r net- bound with the ‘taffeta, a 
double ‘ruffle. ‘of the ‘game round the 
hips. Rose Marie, ‘introduced: as a 
‘little, girl, was’ a big surprise; ‘ her 
.costume: some black and white vel- 
vet - -and . dejected ostrich. Suzane 
is.a dancer, 400, but her first gown 
seemed unwisely combined, since the 

 ° velvet’ bodice’ and satin skirt just. 
“missed “meeting each other on the’ 

color line...’ 
It’s a-wonder Variety hasn't. cre- 

‘ated a What the Men Will Wear | 
Department just for the benefit of 
‘Jimmy the best dressed man; those 
-handkerchiet spats surely . warrant 

“Jimmy Durante, not 

“Walker. — 
‘That new -eurtain of transparent 

‘velvet ruffles shading. fror - oyster 
“white at the flies to wine color at. 
the: floor. is handsome and. easy. on 

‘the eye. 

“Songs In “Devil. May: Care” 

‘Songs in courtyards” and orches- 
tras in. treetops: (probably started 
with “Rock-a-Bye-Baby”) are the 
order of business in 

_.Care,” starring: Ramon Novarro. . If 
‘pictures ‘must have symphony or- 

’ chestras:in prisons and mountains 

and other unexpected places they’re 
going .to spoil the story illusion. 
Novarro is an engaging young min-. 
strel though. the girl.in- the audience 

who confessed 
weaknegses,, J'll probably pass out 
when he sings,’”: was: still there at 

the final -note. 
‘Dorothy Jordan is’ charming and 

a delightful heroine in’ the high 
waisted drop’ shouldered. gowns of 

the ‘Napoleonic days. 
‘The most unkindest cut was that 

. given Marion Harris, whose croon- 
ing voice has delighted vaudeville 
and pleases here. On the stage Miss 
Harris always dresses in. soft. flow- | 
_ing fabrics to disguise her extreme 
slimness and always appeared. very. 

' attractive, but- here it’s. otherwise. 
Again a picture in which the gong's 
the thing, these serenades heading. 
for Breat f favor.” _ 

‘@iday Beach’ “Apparel” 

Shops ‘have: all. ditched | their 
Christmas greens and gone.in heav- 
fly for palm. trees and chintz cov- 

.@red atmosphere. And if bathing 
suits are any attraction this will 

bea ‘Great summier at the beaches; 
‘they're’ ‘shorter..and. more backless 
.than ever 

Jersey pathing | suits ate. Best’s 
have the square neck line in front 
and square decoiletage in “back 
which is cut. to ‘the waist where 
the shorts button onto the. one- 
piece suit underneath—can be worn |. 
with or without the shorts. 

_-quolse | blue favored. 

Tur- 

Ma¢y’s salesgirl. strolling about 
in a lovely thing in delicate blue. 
Silk of yoked pajama trousers and 

high necked short sléeved shirt. 
‘Another. combination used rajah 

. SIIK overalls a rose shade and white 
jersey coat. Beach pajamas also in 
linen either colors or figured white 

or in eponge using two colors or 
more. Separate short sleeveless 

jacket is printed pique Hned with 

“Devil May |. 

‘“He’s one of my 

turkish’ toweling, large patch 
‘pockets. A tricky ‘suit of navy jer- 
‘sey shad bodice of . Roman striped. 
silk tied .with bow in front, jacket 

| banded inside. with the silk. Silk 
| suits mostly : ‘dark: backgrounds with. 

bright figures. - 

“Pointed ‘Heele” 18. mostly. “Helen | 
‘Kane, who becomes :less like her 
‘name and: more like an umbrella. 
“Skeets” Gallagher - ‘provides. : the. 
laughs, even for himself; and Fay 
Wray the. charm and ornamentation. 
Everything. Miss Kane. wears tends 
to. make her. ‘look’ heavier, - One is. 
‘checked . dress also. worn! by ‘another 
star, though in a. ‘gmaller size . Her 
-gtage costume, was a nice model: of | 
black net” ‘with silver tipped pointed } 

Miss | “Wray | 
looked sweet. in a, ‘white silk. un-. 
‘puttoned. jacket. .worn. with a ‘black 4: 

edge - ruffled” skirt. 

satin ‘skirt of many. narrow panels. ° 
Another . jacket. frock was probably 
brown over... ‘pleated white skirt, ' 
quite ‘short, : -qne..of printed - chiffon } 
‘much ionger. by. the flounce- route, | 

short sleeves | and cape back. 

Among the . names that ‘should. be | 
‘featured in “The. Aviator” is that: 

stunt © aviator; of Frank . , Clarke, . 
for some. swondertul,. breath-taking: 
shots. ‘Bdward. « Byerett.. Horton, 
shares’ the rest, of the. many. “hon- |’ 
ors with. Patsy Ruth’ Miller, -who }*"° 
has always known ‘the difficult and: . 

-? + throat. 
“oy popular. among the’ stars. 

scale, then a. garden ballet and 
.| finally in one-piece red velvets and 
feather headdresses, Harry Rich- 
man getting the billing. . 

“Behind the. Make-Up” is the 
backstage struggle from a different 

angle. Two types of performer, be- 
lieving in entirely opposite theories 
of. entertainment, try ‘to ‘compli- 
ment each other, A. case of hokum 
versus art. . William. Powell and Hal 

| Skelly, make both ‘characters human 
and. understandable, - their. perform- |~ 
ances a pleasure. to watch, Fay 

‘| Wray, who has. improved tremen-. 
dously, is the girl ‘in ‘the case’ and 
‘a charming ‘one.- Her white: chiffon 
gown had a cape. collar edged with 
-@ ruffle,-.skirt hem irregular; squir-- 
rel fur edged @ light silk. suit, mak- 
ing a standing collars. the: yevers of: 
a plack crepe’ de chine frock’ con-: 
tinued ‘into long, loose panels in the 
tack, A silk cape tied. at. the neck 
with a fur bow. | 
‘Kay’ Francis - was, ‘packed. by a 

good: reason for the low decolletage |: 
of her black nét gown; even her 
velvet. negligee . with no ‘collar; | ‘put 
dark -fur banding on ‘ the: “loose. 

‘Beau-. 

a, single strand of pearls found a. 
lovely background ‘on Miss Wray’'s: 

: Flowered chiffon. is . still 

Mrs: - Crawford - ‘is ‘gowned, “in 
metallic’ -eloth this’. week, . short 
sleeves’ and silver ‘slippers, ‘put she 
isn't getting much chance. to show 
her greatest: adornment, her’ “syn-. 
popation, . wo . 

a 

“Standards. at ‘State | 

almost Jost art of good. carriage.| wes all standard atts, “Walter C. 
It’s a pleasure. to see her’ sit: in-a: 
chair... Of her. gowns, ane. of printed 
crepe used velvet. ribbon for shoul-; gh 
der .straps, the ends. hanging’ ‘loose’ 
in’ back, a -jeweled pin. on ‘poth .of; 
them. in’ front; :it' seemed a bit too: 
‘decollete, but then’she was:an avia-. 
trix, ‘which may excuse . ‘it. - Her 
‘moments in .a. leather outfit were 
brief’ and so was ‘her’ short. skirt. 
Kewpie’ Morgan is a big part, ds: he. 
must be of any picture. “The 
Aviator”. wins the altitude record. for. 

high glee.: _— 

Hokum | vs. ‘Art 

Paramount has “Jazz Preferred". 
on the” stage this, week. Yvette. 
Rugle’ s splendid voice is wasted. on. 
the material - given..her and the. 
Dorothy Berke Girls have little op-' 
portunity either.. 5 
ordinary, - opening as” notes of the. 

Costumes’ quite | 

Kelly and his gallery | ‘of. dialect 
tchings, 3 Ritz Brothers in. -whoppee 

| suits ‘of ‘red, green‘.and. yellow (the. 
| girls. : “picking . their ‘favorite . color) 
and Eddie Miller's: fine voice. Girl 
‘gecompanying Mr. Miller is an. ac- 

ing a very good imitation of Ann 

-Pennington, ‘even to the hair}. her 

‘gown, one of canary ye"ow. taffeta. 
which shed most of its skirt for the 

‘tmitation.. 
« Blossom, with’ Billy Green, “makes 

‘her first. round ‘in-a. jacket: frock of 

purple silk with blouse: of gray and 

‘black plaid, getting the decision in. 

eo ‘scant one- -piece of ‘plack velvet. 
‘Carl Shaw dances well; as does 

iic ompany, put the girls must de- 
-serve new. costumes: since. the old. 

American days. :: 
-“Taming of the Shrew” ‘packing 

them, in. 

Uncommon Chatter 
‘By Ruth Morris 

“Strike. Up the Band” . 
The latest stage fashion seems to 

be for a musical comedy to go into 
its dream—which will be. a great 
comfort to authors, since anything: 
can happen in a dream- script. - 
“Strike Up the Band” adopts this 

formula-—a perfect one for the sober 
and deliberate madness of Clarke |s 

‘land McCullough. 
The play's costumes reflect the 

technicolor influence, with turquoise 
blue and deep shell-pink. favored. All 
the gowns are modish and pretty. 
They lack, however, any distinctive 
or amusing touches that might have 
been made possible by the dream of 

the. script. . 
‘A group of bridesmaid gowns are 

in -cool, flowered green chiffon ac- 
companied by .delicate hair hats 
with brims- turned: off the face in 
front. and drooping in pleats about 
the shoulders. Tulle ‘muffs dotted 
with -too-brightly ‘colored flowers 
accompany these. Bridal costumes 
for. the’ finale are ‘stunning. -and- in 

extr ‘emely good taste. 
_Margaret- Schilling,.. as. the . in- 

genue lead, displays a ‘sweet clear 
voice, and Doris Carson stands out 
because of her bright personality - 
and fast and slightly eccentric 
dance-style. Blanche Ring, smartly 
groomed as one of those musical 
matrons, sails into numbers with 
old-time vigor. The Georgie Hale 

chorus performs briskly, and there 
is, in addition, a group of show girls 
who can actually: sing. - 

The first halt of “Hit the Deck” 
seems like a grand picture—one that 
can. stand on its own merits as a 
‘Aim without relying on the-reputa— 
tion of its original version. THe sec-. 
ond half ‘loses’ pace in the develop- 
ment of a not too convincing love 
story and “sacrifices | comedy ‘for’ 
technicolor splendor. But Jack 

Oakie is in it, and-no ‘film that has 
his presence could possibly be unen- 
tertaining: . He’s better than ever 

in this salty characterization. of a 

hard-boiled, lovable gob. 

lare featured in the Capitol’s 

Polly walker. ds sweet in her first 
screen role, as Looloo, dispenser of 
Java and” doughnuts. Marguerita 
Padula’s rich contralto has fallen 
heir to “Hallelujah,” which. stands" 
up after years of plugging, as a per- 
fectly grand song. .June Clyde and 
Ethel Clayton. perform adequately in’ 

small - Parts. , 

; Pity the Clown Sister 
“It’s a Great Life,” starring Vivian. 

and Rosetta Duncan, is built on the 
accepted sister team formula, This 
implies that Hfe will not be so great 
for: one of the sisters (the .come- 
dienne usually), who must shoulder 
all the burdens, take all the bad 
breaks, anda'grin. and bear it. The 
narrative pauses in spots” to permit 
interpolations | of: ‘typical - Duncan 
harmony.and comedy... ‘The sisters” 
troupe through their parts profi- 
elently, but’ the audience. ig always 
two jumps ahead of the: story. « ‘ 

tions of musical. motifs in’ silver, : 
“Land 

of Syncopation.” _Costumes are quite. 
lovely, particularly bouffante © ar-. 
rangements for the finale and ballet 
dresses. made with. long, fitted 
bodices and ‘skirts so full that they 
ripple to the waistline. The 
duction wastes too much time over. 
the musical versatility of its m. c. 
but otherwise. is very nice. 

Off Stage Action: . 
Barbara Kent has'a thankless role 

in “Night Ride,” an ‘exciting picture 
of reporters and. racketéers, As the 
sweetheart of a star reporter, :her 
life—is—threatened;--her--home-=-is. 
bombed and she is almost Killed in 
an automobile accident—but none of 
these . incidents is shown on the 
screen, and whatever acting she 
might have displayed is left to the 
imagination of the spectator. Jo- 
seph Schildkraut gives a tense per- 
formance as. the newspaper man, 
playing it occasionally as though he 
were clad in doublet and hose, 

‘State ‘has: plenty - of. ‘talent this|.) - 

complished pianiste as well as do-/. 

| repeated many dances. 

Black and: “white, with. punctua- |. piayéd, its grace and humor, as well 

pro- | 

left: home: ‘for New York six months 

/46th street, or..Lambs’ Club, ‘128 ‘W. 
‘44th. St., New York. City, will reach 

|'sleeves, achieves greater ‘distinction ‘are man and. wife. 

| because of: her. fine carriage. 
| titul jewels on Miss Francis, though: 

‘pictures to have a corner on lovely 

idea_rather..appeals..to Fox,..as. its. 

‘parture in picture maids, for she is 

Wisdom for the Woeful 
This department, conducted. by Miss Revell, 
weekly. feature and is. placed at the service of any “Variety” reader. 

-Matter submitted to Miss. Revell - will 
-attention will be paid. to unsigned letters, 
suppressed. 

has been instituted as a 

be treated confidentially. - No 
but real names will always be 

Miss. Revell may be addressed at the Hotel Somerset, West 47th street,. 

+ Oe or care “Variety,” New York... 

“Dear. Miss. Revell: “My. daughter 

ago and I have not had a ‘line. from 

her since, 

“Do you’ know. his. address?’ 
"  Anevious. 

JAnsw: ers, 7% letter addr essed to the: 
National - Vaudeville ‘Artists,# West 

him. 

‘Dear. ‘Laay: I-am. ‘a member of: a, 
trio. in.vaudeville. _The other two 

The husband: is’ 
always | showing. ‘me attention and 

paying’ me. compliments.. | His “wife 
is. jealous and.makes me miserable. 

act.. 

| engagement tor: I. don't:. want her 
man, =I wouldn't: have him on q bet. 
What do you-suggest?.. Patty. 

‘Answer: -I have seen your act. 

‘They. need you worse than you need 

them, or at’ least . ‘you are. more 
| necessary: to the ‘act than the wife |. 

Tr would ‘suggest’ you find’ an-. ‘is.’ 

“She used: to correspond |: 
‘with a@ ‘theatre: actor named. 
-ahd I ‘am, afraid - she has gone. to 

-him. 

stall or the air, 

‘him back to me? . 
She is.trying to make me quit the]. 

I would if I could -get..another| 

other partner, aman, and frame an 

act in. “one” with less" singing.” 

Dear Madam: I am heart br oken. 
My husband and I. have been part- 

ners for eight -years.:in -vaudeville. 

‘Now ‘he. suggests a male ‘partner. 
and. 1:don’t know whether it ‘is a.” 

And. he. says he.. 

road ‘with him if’I weren't: aworking. . 
in the act.. I have reasons to be- 

I can’t work alone ~ 
and would be. ‘unhappy. to stay home 

-and. do. nothing. 
‘couldn't afford to carry.me on the! . 

lieve that he is trying to air me for aol 
@ girl in a sister act: which played* 
on the same bill:.with us three or’. - 

Siall I tell = four: times this. season. 
him so-or should. I make her give 

Heart : Broken.. 
Answer:. Every. - man _needs: a 
matrimonial’ vacation occasionally. 

Perhaps getting out on ‘the. roa 
away from you | for a while. is. ex- 

‘| actly ‘what’ he- needs ‘to rekindle his: 
love for you. -T)l.-~wager he’ it get 
lonesome for you and you will get. . 
a wire begging you.to come’ on to” 
him -- before he: has” played “many 
bookings.» ; 

- Hliywood Styles 
“By Cecelia: Ager. 

Hollywood, Jan: ‘aa 

Argenti na. . 

Argentina’ 's dance recital ‘arew ‘the |- 
picture ‘colony downtown to the’ 
Philharmonic Auditorium - just * ‘as 
though ‘it — were a film ‘premiere. 
Rumors of ‘the dar. +r’s artistry. 
‘were. brought to .. Hollywood. ‘by- 
those who had ‘seen ‘her in Europe 
and New York, and then, too, ‘The. 

‘Vanity Fair’: 
So. 

Argentina: hada brilliant audience,’ 
from point of view of tre audience's. 

‘New. Yorker” and 
have a circulation out here, 

film. fame. Even: the:.shy Garbo 
oyercame her: w.. k. aversion: for: 
crowds.’ The’ greatest | of all the 
screen Gretas.came. out f.-. ‘the in-: 

-| tc:mission’ dressed in sports clothes: 
and a mink coat which she “belted. 
round her witha wide brown leath- | 
er belt. 

‘The Garb» ‘Eyelashes 7 

Garbo’s unbelievably long eye-|. 
lashes, «. which some ‘poo-poohers 

maintain are pasted on for her ‘pic- 
tures, were conclusively. proved to |. 
-be her .very own, Lilyan. Tash- 
‘man’s famous chinchilla clu.K was: 
.on view over a black and white 

All. 
the local ermine wraps. -promenaded; - 
printed chiffon, evening dress. 

those with. sable collar: were worn 
the haughtiest, as befitted their 
greater claim to grandeur, Unfor- 
tunately for Hollywood's star gaz- 
ers, ti.ere. were Tio searchlights em- 
anating from the auditorium to tell 
them what a fine bunch of 

‘eéleb.:ties could be seen waiting: 
under the marquee for their motors. 
Passersby could scarcely. believe 
their eyes, stumbling upon’ such a 
Grade A. assortment of. picture's. 
prominent. 
Arge..tina . found :. her: “audience 

whole-heartedly. ‘enthusiastic, as 
lavish. with its bravas and. oles. as 
any . continental gathering, She ap-. 
peared for each. number to applause | 
which became so insistent that she 

The cos- 

mopolitan intelligence her work dis- 

as her: strikingly . beautiful . cos- 
tumes, made her’ program setm all 
‘te~ brief. Let scoffers da-> to say: 
that ‘Hollywood. isn’t receptive to 
Art! ; 

‘At the Studios. 

Catherine Dale Owen wears the Fox 
uniform for ‘young actresses. when 
she appears in. her underthings in 
“Such Men Are Dangerous.” Hers 
is an exquisite satin and 

put a chemise, nevertheless, 
longer are the deMille and. Bow 

ladies in intimate garments. The 

bo | with encrustations of’ .brown.: 

lace | 

chemise, very dainty, very feminine, 
No 

her fenttul setting ina boudoir, for 

a tip -tilted nose? 

way,” and’ sv her clothes must: be 
meek. It would never do to let the. 
girl you-can count on ‘go about in 
striking. raiment. That is- .the- 

. provinces. of the heartless ones. Ma= 
rion, therefore, wears a ‘discreét | 
suit of broadcloth in tan. and -brown, 

Clothes. Make. the. Woman — 

. Marion Shilling. plays the stead-.' 
fast girl in “Lord Byron of Broad: . 

ian't: she blond, with blue eyes and 

The sober hip-length jacket {3g tan. ; 
It. 

buttons in-front, cardigan style, and. . 
has button trimmed ‘ciffs.: The. skirt 
is ‘all brown, quite short. according 
to present. standards, and cut with. 
a- slight - ‘circular ‘flare. Hat ‘and 
shoes are matching tan, the hat .a 

‘boux's “pirate” hat, 'The ensemble 
characterizes the role: 
‘well pehaved, young—but not flam- 
‘ing. . 

Bernice. Clair ‘attends ‘to her pusi- 

ants In “The Song of the Flame,” in © 

of course... She wears @ beige crepe 
two-piece dress, as simple as Huro-. 
‘pean convent garb. The long blouse ~ 
has a high neck with a turnover | 
collar, and buttons down the front. 
Skirt .is long and full, It. is, the | 
-cape of beige brozdcloth that gives. 
the costume its flair. Its volumin- 
ous, circular folds:reach to the floor. ~ 
Beige astrakhan forms the collar,tied 
_together with ends of broadcloth, 
The severity and size of this cloak, - 
flowing as the wearer moves, set- 
tlinz gracefully when she is qulet, 
makes it dramatic. Curlous, how 2 
flowing cape immediately symbol- - 
izes a bénefactor to humanity. Well, 
‘{t .simplifies matters for. the LON- 

tume designer... 
Immoral But Sad 

Corinne Griffith, lovely, dreamy- 
eyed, and sort of unresponsive, por-- 
trays the. kind. -of: woman in. “Back | 

| draped. turban. modeled ‘after Re-- 

modest, . 

iness of liberating the Russian peas- | 

‘evangelical garb that includes a cape, - 

Pay’ who ‘has expensively , beautl-. “|. 
ful clothes and magnificent jewels, 

& wedding ring. Everything is in- 
correct, picture. order, however, .be- 
cause, living in a luxurious house . 
and with a series of magnificent 

happiness all-the while. When she 
is in a blue. chiffon velvet negligee, 
she must be a pretty contrary bun- 
dle of femininity to languish 80 
wistfully, for she must know how 
glorious she looks. A finely pleated 
slip of flesh chiffon and lace has 
its. high waistline indicated by blue 
satin ribbon. Over this 1s a full 
length princesse_ coat, _of: velvet, its. 

recent pictures prove, Miss Owen's: 
maid, who, by the way, is a de~- 

comfortably middle-aged and wears 
low-heeled sensible shoes, stands by 
to cloak her mistress in a film of 
chiffon and lage, called a negligee, 
as soon as the chemise has. gotten 
over. Both garments are most sat- 
isfactory on Miss Owen. She-is In 

gee, 

back length becoming a train ‘that 
swirls around the ankles nicely. A 
band of ermine outlines the edges 
of the coat and the bell sleeves. 
Ermine tails are bunched into a 
pom-pom for the shoulder. Great 
richness 1s achieved in this negli- 

strive. 

costume’ changes, . she registers un- 

and frivolous impricticality, | 
‘the ideal -for which all . negligees 

even though. she can’t honestly wear. 

é 
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Publishea Weekly by VARIETY. Inc. | “Candle. Light,” presented. by: Gilbert Miller, is due to tour under ° ‘the. Continued from age 20 16. Ww oa me Silverman, Vrectacat’ city ( P v ) direction of the Shuberts. Eugenie Leontovitch is named as replacing 
a e SUBSCRIPTION: the ‘Mexican consul stepped in to inform that the president had changed Gertrude Lawrence. Miss Leontovitch is a Chicago favorite. Last sea- 
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in vogue at the time it was. ‘natural 

o 

receives ‘attention. The captain | 
won 13 games, drew five. and- lost 
only 2. Contest lasted only. 4 hours. | 

with . a number of: clubs springing 
up and_ holding: winter tournaments 
indoors.’ ‘Clipper. doesn’t. mention 
what brought ‘archery back. | (Sport 

. Mire Girl movements. >} 

. motive on the Santa Fe, so powerful 

‘diamond oddities. One of them is a 

a 

=== Brarz~Steiner,~-Berlin-~manager; 
‘got through word via Marinelli that: 
‘ business was prosperous in the Ger- 

. to Berlin. . 

, made refund. 

public ° ‘interest. Achievement of 

Capt. McKenzie in’ playing 20 ‘sepa-. 

his’ mind about going to Holly wood. son. she followed Yvonne Arnaud in “And So. To Bed” after it left New 
York. When the show opened in Chicago her. name ‘went ‘up in lights. 

‘Dorothy Mackaill ‘became so determinea to convince ‘First National of 
her ‘ability to do. a Hulu number ‘that she connived with the publicity 
department to pose in a series of dance stills. to get over point. 

‘|. After seeing the poses the studio. incorporated @ sequence in. her cur- 
rent picture, “Bright Lights,” and the let deems it the outstanding piece. 

of work ‘in the’ film, 

La Argentina, in Los Angeles for a. concert, visited the Metro lot, where 
execs offered her plenty of jack to do a. number in its revue. She’ 
turned it down cold, saying that if she ‘Boes for pictures. it will be to star 
in a feature’ length or nothing. ~ 

Nothing further. to report. yet. . 50 YEARS AGO 
(From. olipper) 

2 

~ Morris Rose, insurance : man and ‘sometime producet; is reported repre-. 
- Hubert Voight; ‘publicity director at. First: “National studios,. considers: 
it.a great scoop in being the first to obtain ‘intimate photographs inside 
the historical museum of the Missi6n hotel at Riverside. | 

After pleading that the pictures would be used only in ‘religious tie- 
ups, h@ was permitted to photograph. the ancient altars handed down 
from earJy California settlers,. with Loretta Young dressed as a nun 

posing in the foreground. : : 

“Woof Woof.” The show. was. produced by Bernard Lohimuller and 
William Demarest; but Rose is. signing contracts now. Just before — 
the. show arrived Mosby was sued for divorce, the wite naming Gladyce 
Deering, who is in the cast of “Woof, - Woof. ”. : 

} 
Macloon- -Equity truce signed on the Coast ‘called for : no publicity com- 

ment by. either side beyond. the statement that terms were “satisfactory.” 
‘Neither side was to claim a yictory,. with Equity in dropping the matter. 
of the. Albertson pamphlet: not wishing: that fact. gloated over by any . 
‘unsympathetic publication, such as the Los Angeles Times. The Mac-- 
loons agreed to Settle: all old debts and hereatfer be: Equity to the bone. 

Endurance contests being.’ much 

that. exploits. in chess: would be of 

Few. visitors ‘to. the Warner emporium,” ‘on’ 44th street. ‘know why 
W. B. executives are always. so well trimmed. Tucked ‘away on. the 
eighth floor is a barber and ‘nail cutter. -No charge and ho tips. . Brothers, 

-members of the barber club reveal, -consider: things tonsorial as im- 
“portant as things ‘contractural. .. And the office building has a doorman, 
from the cotton belt, -with gold praid. . 
~First. National | is now confined to one floor, ‘the fourth. 

rate players. at.once at the Man- | 

hattan . Club, 49 Bowery, which 

seems to have heen a swank locale, |. 

In a recent lecture at the University of Buffalo, Professor’ Henry Perry, ; 
talking on “Plays of the Present Season,” declared" that because.of the © 
‘paucity of acceptable ' road shows ‘practically no plays of interest to | 
intelligent theatregoerg come anyway near. the vicinity of Buffalo~ or... 

charge barber, emporium’in the home office, Universal is taking no| similar road: cities’ and that lovers of the theatré were being forced to . 
chances with the weather and. is fitting out an office. for a “physician. ‘| go to Br oadway if they cared. to see the. best in eqntemporary drama, 
Lesser Laémmle ‘employees are whispering: that: there'll be no. -ynore 

“hooky” now. that those sore throats and bum - ‘gains are to ‘stand the 
glare of the professional eye. © ne ae mo, 

. 

‘Archery. was in ‘vigorous revival} “While “Warners: is guarding ‘things. tonsorial by installing | a free- of- 

The ‘Bricken ‘Construction. Co. has bought the Casino’ theatre jease. oe 
from the Shuberts, whose tenancy would have. expired April ‘30, the deal’. 

{being arranged through Joseyh 0’ Gara and Irving, Maidman,. realty, 
brokers. Razing. of. the theatre is expected to start before Feb,.1. ‘A’ 

is popular now, winning récognition 

through the Boy" Scouts, and ‘Camp Several viewsreel cameramen with sound. trucks awaited ‘the ‘arrival 
of Col. Lindbergh at. the Los Angeles airport recently, but when the 
aviator arrived he refused to talk for the mikes. One of the. Pathe | men. 
then concealed a mike in his pocket and stuck around. 
He caught Lindbergh napping but the conversation recorded ‘could not 

‘be projected in a. theatre and) had to be scrapped: - 

7 Place the one time. Popular Play house. 

A marvel of the. age was a loco-. 
A: dramatic stock troupe settled in a Coast town, failed to ‘hat with: 

| $1 top and closed after five weeks. The producer had $1,400 posted with ; 
Equity covering salaries, but. when the cast came to collect, the amount 

"Production ‘manager of ‘A ‘Hollywood | studio, formerly an independent ‘had shrunk-so that everybody was out part'of.the last week's salary, -. 
‘producer, handed’ his employees a laugh | in the form of a Christmas|. It seems the troupe had brought in-some guest stars without posting . 
present. — | addittonal guarantee, and one: of the guest ‘stars got back to Hollywood 
‘Day before the héliday he passed around notices to the effect that it first. . - 

had always ‘been. his custom to give employees a share of the profits at 
‘Christmas and that, no doubt, his. present bosses: would institute. -the 
‘same Plan as soon as: the studio could: show, a profit... 

it could alone pull ten‘freight cars 
up the. grades of the Rocky Moun 
tains. 

Clipper, - which -was._° the aole 
medium for winter: league baseball 
discussion, brings up a collection’ ‘of 

A Broadway. lady on cabaret vacation ‘in Chicago gave ‘loop showgoers - 
at a performance of “Strange Interlude”. an extra show. In the middle: 
of an act she made'a bee-line for the lounge and in another moment her 
husky voice was heard in a telephone conversation with someone, and 
she was using her favorite expletives,  _ 
Heard in the rear rows, she. started a disturbance that ‘spread to the 

‘stage, with. the cast visibly. annoyed. But she resumed her Seat. and 
stayed until the bitter end, ; _ 

one-base hit stretched: out into a 
homer, when the ball became so 
firmly. lodged -between the, palings 
of a short field ferice that the run- 
ner was home before it could be 
dislodged. Another is: a case .in 
which an umpire decision was re-: 
versed on appeal. to the. Athletic: 
League and. a game voided. 

“Hollywood atudio Pp. a finding he couldn’t. zet any “breaks in: Los. 
Angeles. papers’ on a picture his. studio was making, checked up.-. He: 
found that the p. ‘a. at a local theatre, showing the stage production 
from which the picture. was being made, had ‘given: orders that no press 
material be printed on the picture during the stage. run. — 

Insinuation was that the theatre ads would be yanked, and. the. papers 

fell for it. . "With theatres doing nicely during cold weather in Southern California, 
where stay-at-homeg shiver behind thin walls, the premature closing _ 
of one stock house is laid to,the failure of its heating system. . 
Customers downstairs. were reported huddled in their coat collars dur- 

ing the show’s lagt. week. One of the. lines in the play, “The steam pipes 
must. be frozen,”. got mean siggles. 
Producer’s lease had two months to run when he. folded. A num- 

ber of. theatres in the Southland have, their heating ‘plants on. the. ‘roof, 
architects. in that. balmy land never figuring that heat. goes ap. 

Reaay, to make the hand-to-hand fighting, bombardment, and trench: 
scenes in Universal's “All Quiet on the Western Front,” the company is: 
now encamped on the Irvine ranch 50. miles south of Los Angeles. 
‘ Encampment coyers 6,000 acres with more than 500 extras and an’ 
equal number of ‘technicians-koused: in tents, .A German ‘trench a mile 
in length -has been built along. with a. 1, 000- -yard “concrete - pavement 
for running camera shots. ; 

Interesting news item in ‘base- 
ball has to do with the hold-out 
of the O’Rourke Brothers of Bos-. 
tion, who refused to sign a con- 
tract, not because of dispute over 
money, but because the players de- 
clined to be taxed $30 for a ‘uni- 
form and 50 cents maintenance on 
travel. Boston sports made up the 
eum and the brothers signed. 

15 YEARS AGO 
(From Variety ond Clipper) 

’ Matter of wantinz/to chisel a new dress for a publicity stunt. prevented 
an actress appearing in Chicago (at $1,500 *per) from a tie-up with the 
city’s largest department store.. ‘When apprised that she was the first 
performer ever.to gain exploitation by the store that until then had 
never consented tod any sort. of tie-up, the actress, instead of showing 
enthusiasm, gave her press agent a nod and sald: 

“Sure—I'll do it if they give me a new dress!” s 
The department store's record for not tying up with theatres: remained 

unbroken. ee 

Hollywood's biggest | picture stage, covering 500x100 ‘feet ‘and on 
‘Radio’s coast lot, will be completed within two weeks. Construction 
‘started two months ago with a crew of several . hundred men working 

; three shifts a day. 
1.° New stage is especially. designed to facilitate the filming of large sets 
to be used in future wide. angle film ‘productions... 

. Although. most contract’ players at various Studios are forbidden to 
‘ay without the written consent of execs, several studios have doubled 

J up on protection. <All employees Now must sign releases from Nability 
in case of accidents from air flights: not sanctioned by: the studios, Fox 
air disaster the reason. for the added ‘caution. . 

Coast Masquers’ Revel, Jan. 19, had Charlie Chase, Felix Adler, Bert 
Wheeler, Jack Hallor, Bob Woolsey and Joe H. Brown doing singles. 
“The Claw,” by Jean Partene and George ‘Renevent, and “The Fourth 
Degree”, by Maverick Carroll were dramatic sketches, and “Snow White” 
by Roger Gray, “Hollywood” by Robert Woolsey, “Closet” by John C. 
Brownell and “The Battle of the Century” were the comedy sketches. 

Olsen’s band and Loney ‘McIntyre’s Hawaiian trio furnished the tunes. 
Henry Clive was m.c. Lee Moran was jester for the revel, but delegated 
the general stage direction to Edward Earle, jester of the previous revel. 

Foreign actor i{ssue ‘came - up. in 
New. York when. the Stage Society | 
backed Granville Barker for $60,000 
with his English company in for 2. 
run at Wallack’s, New. York: Native 
players. argued that if the society |. 
had that much capital to risk, why 
not use American talent? Society 
retorted it was “serving best inter-_ 
ests of the drama.’ ” 

- Motion’ pictures, banned at Auburn Prison, New York, following the 
second riot, have been ‘restored to the. program of recreation offered at 
that institution. Pictures are screened four times weekly and inmates | 
are divided into groups so that each sees at least one filma week. Audi- 
ence has been limited to 200. 

a 

’ Jack’ Warner showed Col. Lindbergh: through the First National studios. 
But not until he first promised the aviator that no publicity would be 

| given the event. 
Result was the party went through athe studio with’ very few people 

recognizing the flyer. ° 

‘Cast and -chorus of “Wonderful Night” .were called upon the carpet 
| this week by Lee Shubert and lectured for a let down in performance. 

Shubert hopped in Friday night and found principals ad HMbbing and. 
clowning and choristers going blah on the vocal ensembles. He imme- 
diately’ notified all to show for rehearsal ‘Monday when. he addressed, 
them. and told them they'd have to perk up or élse. 

‘The let down ts said to have been precipitated by a rumor that: “Nina 
-Rosa” was to supplant “Wonderful Night” a couple of weeks hence and 
an alacrity upon part of:principals and choristers of the latter show to be 
shunted roadward . when the operetta was doing business: here. Sigmund 
Romberg, composer of “Nina Rosa,” is said to have insisted upon the 
Majestic, 1 New York, for the new one and with Shubert agreeing. 

@ilm merger talk uppermost. Ken- 
nedy- of Patents: Co., Cari Laemmile 
of U and Harry Aitken of Mutual 
all in conference and the wiseacres 
busy predicting new amalgama- 
tions. 

. Exchanges, having asked ‘tor: marginal numbers in prints of ‘color. 
talkers, Par has made special arrangements with Technicolor to include | 
the margin guide on prints for “The Vagabond King,” soon. to be re- 

fleased, | 
Customary marginal numbers were. not placed « on the print for “Glorify- 

ing the American Gh. " When, stockholder votes in. Uni- 
‘versal came ‘to: be: counted. it was 
disclosed | that -Pat-.Powers had]: 
grabbed a majority and had voted. 
.himself into the office:of treasurer. 

Biggest barbér shop: hook. -UD. ever ‘effected’ is for. Pathe’s 8 short, “Barber 
College.” About: 20,000 national shops are. participating. ; 
When the picture opened at the Colony, New York, 200 of the best class 

{cutting rooms in New York displayed’ posters of the picture in their 
quarters. All cards. and miscellaneous expenses defrayed. by @ soap 
lathering device company.’ . 

houses. About 22, 000 of these giveaways @ are distributea or mailed each 
week, 

Colonial, once ace house of the 
P. G. Williams circuit and a gold 
mine, cut ‘prices to 25 cent mats]: 
and 50-75 evenings, marking its. slip 
under: new. management. a 

Hanry LaCossitt, now preparing the screen "treatment for Universal's 
prison revolt, is. the second studio person to voluntarily intern himself 
within San Quentin to study conditions, . . 
the fie yn Le Roy, now directing: a Similar picture for First National, was 

e rst. - 

' Eddie Cline, First National director, just returned from what he ‘orig- 
inally thought was going to be a vacation, but wound up by being a 4,000-. 

mile tour of the country visiting © First National exchanges to seo how’ 
pictures he made were clicking. 

Received a load of advice from various’ exhibitors | throughout” ‘the. 
country on how pictures should be made. 

‘At Aurora, IL, is a theatre with Paramount’ and Fox-on it. One day 
last week a visitor in town. seeing the two names on the one theatre 
‘said, “So it’s all set. Sooner than I expected.” | ; 

But it seems the Tox, named after the Fox River, is merely owned by 
Paramount, : 

New ‘York active in enforcing law 
against admitting minors. to pic- 
tures. Five house licenses revoked | 
for violation. 

s 

. Somebody missed: in Pittsburgh last week on Don Jose Mojica. 
Mojica arrived under auspices of the Twentieth Century Club for a one- 

night concert and none of the local film scribes knew a thing about it. 
If they did; then they didn’t“ know the ‘Spaniard -has-made-a-Fox-talker4, 
that hasn't been. released yet. 

When* ‘Loew's 116th Street theatre played the ‘Roach-M-G “Ladrones” 
-(Spanish~for= “Night -Owls!!)--on.a—two-day..stand,..Laurel-Hardy_ —print...2.2.. 
drew over 4,000 admissions the first day and about 8,000 the second. This 
is a 60 percent increase over the daily average. 

Harlem’ s Spanish speaking populace live on the brim of the black belt. 
man capital and he was prepared 
to offer f{hree months’ engagements 
to American acts: if they could get 

When Tiffany's “Party Girl" opened at the Gaiety, New: York, New 
Year's Eve, Al Selig had pictures taken of the theatre completely jammed 
in front with holiday celebrants. . 

Selig is not making any record attendance claims—Jjust letting the pic- 
tures speak for themselves. 

Nicholas Murray Butler, president of Columbia University, has been 
canned by RCA Photophone for showing in February at.a big. gathering - 
of alumni in California, 
Boyce Smith, vice-president of Inspiration Pictrres, and an alumnus 

of Columbia, arranged the recording. 
Fritzi Scheff was busy building a 

reputation’. for temperament. Re- | 
fused to. go on because she wasn't 
satisfied with the orchestra, House 

‘ Since Albany papers have their theatre advertising rate three cents a 
line beginning Jan, 1, theatres have been cutting down on space, although 
spending virtually the same amount of money on an average each week. 
Warner houses have started a tabloid with news of activities of their 

t 

4 

All the big ocean- going steamships showing pictures for passengers 
will soon be wired, it is believed, 

7 

‘senting. the interests of Mosby,.the Cincinnati: Konjola king, who. backed. ~~ : 

80 story loft ‘building devoted to textile and ‘dress industries . wall: ren a 



_ ‘Were nominally. posted as suspended 
“during the. fight on the coast to or-. 
ganize the picture field last .sum- | 
‘mer, have drawn long suspensions, 

Wednesday, _January 22, 1 22, 1930 

EQUITY SLAPS 
IT ON COAST 

_ Ree 
Three members of ‘Equity, who 

the . punishment 
fines. so 

Two members will ‘not be permit- 

‘including — heavy: : 

.- ted to work on the legitimate stage 

. of suspension said to be for a. lesser 
It appears each case was con- |. 

gidered separately by the council, 
. with apparently a difference in the | 

’ time, 

for six months, the amount of the 
fines not, being given out.. A third. 
member was also. set down, the term. 

matter of charges. - 
‘Over 100.members were suspended : 

during the coast battle, but since 
Bauity failed to gain control of..the 
‘picture field the ban applied only. 

. to the legit.. In the case of the three 
members. punished; ‘they requested 
‘adjudication of their cases, desiring 
to return ‘to- the stage from pic- 
‘tures. 

Oné of the coast- -suspendea peo- 
ple was found in a road show. If 
he was pulled out the: ‘show. would 
have been forced to close. ‘The 
Management was. given two. weeks 

- to replace him. 

- Equity’s coast ‘aspirations. 

Should. the three punished mem-' 
bers return to picture work during 
the term of. their legit suspensions, 
“their cases -may. be further con- 
sidered,” it was stated by an Equity 
official. 

. There are no new developments in 

appears to be latent. a 

First | Canadian ‘Troupe 
| ‘Survives ‘Death Trail 

- . Vancouver, Jan, 21, 
"About the first legit company to 

‘ get across Canada this: season with- 
out going broke has reached Van- 
couver. That was Maurice Col- 
bourne, who gives five George Ber- 

'.. nard Shaw plays a. week. 
It has been ths toughest sezson |: 

for road shows. ‘in Canada to date. 
- Around’ a dozen companies have 
‘failed to ‘get across “he. western | 
States, 

Half.a dozen. English companies 
folded up when they got as far as 
North Bay, Ont., and. either went 
home or disbanded. From, Winni- 
pee westward - was. the tough 
stretch. 

Colbourne got across : without cut- 
ting the wages of the cast. To do it. 
he had to take his own: name from 
the pay list and just took bar: ex- 
penses and cigar money, Now he is 
drawing good houses in. Vancouver.. 
Seems to be an indication that west- 
ern Canada has mere money for 

shows. * 
“The. tough year is blamed on 

the stock market. Also the farmers 
hadn’t sold last year’s wheat crop. 
They have more money now, 

Schwab-Mandel Films 
Lawrence Schwab.departs for the 

coast Jan, 25 to work on the produc- 
tion. of “Follow Thru” for- Para- 
mount. 

While Schwab ig- on the coast, 
his sidekick, Frank Mandell, is 
scheduled to do “Queen High” for 
Paramount ‘in the Astoria Studios. 
‘Schwab and Mandell. are under 

Contract -to.do two productions a 
year for. Paramount. With: Schwab 
doing one on the coast while Man- 

dell works. in’ the east, they expect 
to finish both during the spring and 
will be free to do a stage musical, 

ELSIE J ANIS, LANDLADY ~ 
Judgment in ‘favor of Elsie Janis, 

now on the Coast for Paramount,. 
_ Was rendered:in New York Supreme 
Court against Gladys. Rigaut. - 
Amount covers a. -year’s rent bill 

of $2,416 and $328 for telephone, 
water and electricity on Miss Janis’ 
Tarrytown home, known as “ Phil- 

lipse Manor,” which the. defendant 
leased _ ; 

‘ported, by those interested in soly- 

‘premium (plus the government tax’ 
‘of 4 cents)... 

Matter | 

AWAITS MGRS.’ ACCORD 
Further developments in the prop- 

| osition to hold down high prices: of 
Broadway theatre tickets were re-. 

ing the problem.. There were. meet- 
jings of ticket -brokers, 

managers, Autkors’ League; . Equity 
and the agency men. - . 

. The plan which the leading: brok- 
ers. says “*they welcome. and. which 
is dated to gc into. effect March 1, 
calls for -holding. for’ direct:‘sale-a|..°” 
proportion of good seats for all.at- | 
tractions at the box offices, the man-. 
agers to make no more. buys with 

the agencies and the agencies to sell 

tickets.at not moré than -75 cents 

“Funds for an executive committee 
are to ‘be ‘raised’ but. cost has. not 
been worked out. This committee 

could withdraw tickets from_-at y 
agency: violating its: rules. .. Also 
‘agencies ‘would be ‘prohibited © ‘from 
handling tickets from any manager 
who violated the rules. |. 

It.is. proposed to do business with 
‘16 agencies, those offices being con- 
sidered the léader's in ticket distri- 
bution: and supplying their: own 
patrons, and. the hotels. and clubs. 

brokers, however.: 
ally: 42 Aicket agencies of one. kind 

or another, while. there are _ city 
licenses issued to-70, taking in side- 
walk workers. 

Indications are that snot all the 

cents premium basis. But all the 
latter are willing to accept the man- 
agers’ plan if it can. be made 100 

per cent or virtually so. 

‘their end of the plan, the managers 
likewise to’ be bonded not‘to demand 
-buys. and to abide by the rules. 

Depends. on 100% 

‘There is no question about A. L. 
Erlanger and Charles Dillingham 

convinced it is bona-fide—that is to. 
say, that all the managers agree to 
it. Before he went to the Coast, 

‘However, should the plan go 
through, itis doubtful that it would 
start March 1. Some § current 
tickets buys extend beyond that 
‘date, and it is claimed that several 
other managers have sought buys or 
extension of those in force, to start 
Feb. 27. One of the brokers who is 
ready for the- 75 premium experi- 
ment gave it as’ his opinion that If 
agencies were permitted to -make 

would ruin some managers, 
Another broker ty said to have.a 

private deal with the Shuberts 
‘whereby he has the full return privi- 
lege in return for plugging their 
attraction yia his customers and the 

That broker is said to 
be denied getting allotments from 
Erlanger theatres, but probably de- 
livers -by making an exchange with 
other offices. 

See Leaks Likely 

Box office men are not ready to 
accept that holding a.liberal number 

will prevent them reaching the 
hands of.gyps. They point out that 
‘mail orders. could drain the box 
office without the house knowing 
whether such tickets went to legiti- 
mate customers or to gyp agencies. 
The leading: brokers appear quite 

‘willing to try the managers’ plan 
because of the argument ,that it 

pit theatre. ‘Whether the plan would 
actually solve the 15-year-old. prob-. 
‘lem 1s conjectural, because the de- 

‘| mand for hits has always exceeded 

-| the supply at times during the runs 
land when the demand -is strong or 
insistent enough, tickets - turn wp 
tn. some thanner—“at a prices 

“No “Pilsen” Tour 
“The Prince - ‘of. Pilsen,” revived 

at Jolson’ s, Will not be. sent out, 
-Other revivals at the house this 
season are touring, but it was con- 
sidered’ that “Pfisen" did not look 
Strong enough for the ‘road.. 

. ZELMA’S APPENDIX 
Hollywood, Jan. 21, 

Zelma O’Neal went from an aero- 
Plane. accident Sunday. at Palmdale, 
€n route from San Francisco, to the 
Osteopathic Hospital, Los Angeles, 
where she ‘wag, operated on Monday 
for acute appendicitis by Dr. H. B. 
Willis, 

Now out of danger and mending. 

“Its Support here “has= ‘beer~prin=- 
‘| eipally - subscriptions. 

“Susanna” Frisco to N.Y. . 
; Los Angeles, Jan. 21.4 

‘After a three weeks run at thé 
Columbia, Frisco, where it opens 
Feb: 13, “Oh Susanna” will Jump to 
N.Y. ‘ 
No theatre has ‘been set for the 

eastern showing. 

the man- |. 
|agerial committee. and a committee 
made up of representatives of :the}. 

BILLY and. ELSA NEWELL 

| the’ first section.”— 
is to have disciplinary *powers | and. ; 

‘Some houses do business with 23.) 
There are actu-- 

16 leaders can get by on the 75. 

The brok-— 
ers are to post bonds to carry, out 

subscribing to the plan if.they are | 

‘Erlanger made that definite to those |} 

{in his confidence, - ‘| with the casters. 

100% returns of unsold. tickets, it 

smaller agencies supplied through 
Jhis office. 

of good. seats on sale at the theatre | 

would result in business in: the le-: 

_ter,” 

‘Larrimore) is playing Chicago with 
{a stock release on for the piece. 

‘last week:‘in. New York, 

L E GIT I MATE 

TICKET AGENCY SCHEME 

“The Newells addea considerable 
‘weight as the only .show stopper in 

—Variety.” 
‘Woot — Woof,” . Royale Theatre, 

New York. —_- ; 

Direction. JACK cu RTIS. 

EQUITY TESTS CASTERS” 
LONG-TERM CONTRACTS 

that : Equity reported Monday 
‘Richard Pitman, one of the legit | 
casting agents rated among the 
personal representatives. who. have 
been opposing the permit system ‘of. 
agency restrictions, had signed a 

permit. It was further claimed that 
during the week several other mem- 
bers. of the casters’ -association 
would follow suit. Pitman was for- 
merly with Jenie Jacobs. 

Since the U. §. Supreme Court 
decision denying a review of the 
Edelsten case, Equity has been. at- 
tempting to tighten up its rules 
which prohibit a member from ac- 
cepting engagements from-an agent 

who is not enfranchised with a per- 
mit; 

Personal representatives, with 
players under long team contract. 

anticipate continuing with permits 
but Equity seeks to find out if such 
players have bona fide agreements 

It is said that 
several will be. called before the 
council to prove the existence of the 
contracts. 

- The William Morris ‘office has not 
become identified with the Equity 
licensing group of agents and has no 
intention of so doing under’ present 
‘Equity regulations. 
Lyoys and Lyons. 

Pittman’s action brings the total 
‘of. casters working under permits to 
36. . 
‘Situation, however, unlikely to 

change, .Thé reason being Equity’s 
biz is. principally legit, now after its 
failure in Hollywood, and legit going 
in a bad way with little production 
expected until the fall. The casters 

have the vaude and film fields open 
in which to do biz without regard 
to Equity'’s say so or not. 

Releases on Current 
Plays to Pep Stocks 

Play restrictions for stock are be- 
ing lessened in the hope of giving 
the. producers needed encourage- 
ment; 
.Heretofore there wasn’t a chance 

of stock getting a play while it was 
current either In New York or Chit 
cago, A-number of plays have been 
released lately while engagements 
for these cities have been r-inning. 

TIilustrations of this about face 
attitude on the part of play brokers 
‘and authors is in the stock release |" 
of both “Your Uncle Dudley,” now 
at the Cort, N: Y., and “Salt Wa- 

at the John Golden. 
dentally. “Let'Us Be Gay” (Francine 

‘Rain Cures Tenters 
Hollywood, Jan, 21. 

The Shelly tent’ playerg go under |. 

a roof Jan..27, and the Huntington 
theatre, for some time pictures,: goes 
legit. 

The company. played in the’.tent 
through two weeks rain, When 
“Yon  Yonson” closed Saturday" 
Shelly -Coon hung. a fer-sale sign 
on his canvas. After a week's rest 
the company. opens in the _Hunting- 
ton.: 

'M-G Has “Band” 
Metro has the screen rights to] 

‘Strike Up the Band,” which opened 

4. |head, and boys up and. down the street take pot shots at it.. 
-|their ‘aim. has been good and off has come the’ head.’ Again the head 
‘|is up, but this time the sniping has been “desultory and the target re- 
fuses to down." 

| sacrificial goat. 

Neither has. 

Inci- |- 

and lose his own plays and players? 
templating: running out Iaugh that off. 

VARIETY 49 

~ The New Crusade 
By Brock Pemberton 

. Every two or three years the spectre of. ticket reform rears its ugly 
Heretofore 

’Those who’ read as far .as the big moment in the third act, toward . 
the bottom of. this’ eolumn, may agree with the author of this scenario 
that for the first time in 15 years ticket reform is ‘upon us. 

The - érusade started - in . December with, ‘a series of conferences by 
‘@ small ‘group of managers held first. at. the. Henry Miller theatre at the 
‘suggestion of. Gilbert Miller: (The conferences. ‘were informal with 

_ everybody. “thinking out loud,” as they. say in film circles, a procedure: 
-|that was. possible since only a few. of those: ‘managers. known to favor. 
some ‘sort of change were invited. -Everyone was urged to think. along 

-\new ‘lines, old. plans having failed of adoption, and various “schemes, 
. ‘such as utilizing’ the telegraph or. telephone, were ‘suggested and dis- 
carded as impractical, 

* Then William Harris, Jr., reminded the brethren, that. most of the met~ 
ropolitan- newspapers had branches throughout the city and suggested 
they might be. interested in selling tickets through these branches, thus «. 
forming the nucleus of a new city-wide. system of distribution. The idea. 
was at least new. and accordingly .a- steering ‘committee. was appointed to 
méet. representatives of the: publishers, - Arthur Hopkins, as one. of the 
most level-headed and forceful of the: managerial. group, was made chair. 

{man. Mr. Miller, as the originator of. the conferences, was. the second on . 
the committee and the writer, as. an ex- “newspaper man, became the third 

The meeting, with the newspaper representatives \ was interesting. and 
encouraging if nothing concrete came. of: it.. Every metropolitan daily 
‘was represerited. | All -professed to be alive to the evils of the existing 
system. Some. said. their papers: believed the adding of a:theatre ticket 
service to theif. agencies’ would help their subscribers and. themselves, 
‘Others expressed the. belief that ticket selling had-no place in the pub- 
Msher's brizht. lexicon... ‘All concurred in the thought that before’ anyone 
could try to act as agents the basic system would have to be corrected, 

One significant result of this meeting’ was an invitation to the commit- 
tee to join Adolph Ochs, publisher of. the “Times,” at luncheon. Mr. Ochs 
expressed himeelf as greatly ‘interested.in the problem and pledged tho 
support of his: paper to any” sinceré effort to solve. it. ; 

The die.was cast. 
too much for the battle-scarred veterans of many a ticket fight. The 
day after. New Year's was set as the earliest date on which the mana- 
gerial mind might be expected to concentrate on. anything but grosses. 
‘Faced with the necessity of.a decision as to the plan to be submitted, the 
steering. committee chose that of: Hcensing existing brokers as agents as’ 
against that of. establishing a central agency. While the latter seemed ° 

plan was discussed at length In the summer of 1927. and was defeated . | 
because the brokers, threatened with extinction, ined up enough managers 
against it to make its. adoption impossible, It was ‘reasonable to expect : 
a Similar alignment in the event | of a new threat to-wlpe out the ticket . 
men. 

The committee was: further influenced, believe. it or not, by the donsidere. 
ation, that.since the brokers were Jargely the creation of the. ‘managers, - 

operation, it was only fair to give them a chance in any réform system 

lining the proposed plan. was simplicity itself. 
To abolish all “buys”; to fix a maximum premium of 75 cents above box 
office price for the resale of tickets; to license all brokers. and- restrict. . 

brokers; to police the system and punish those who break the rules by 
forfeiture of bond and license as to ‘brokers, forfeiture of bond and the 
right. to deal with licensed. brokers as to managers; the fixing of March 
1 as the date. when all this should go into effect, — 
Within two days all but two theatre proprietors. had signed the resolu- * 

Mr. . tion: .The two were A. L. Erlanger and Charles B, .Dillingham,. 
Erlanger was about. to depart on a trans-continental trip that. still keeps 
him away, and he was perhaps justified at the time of departure in thinke._. 
ing the crusade was just another one of those things.: Mr. D Dillingham, : 
@s a partner of Mr. Erlanger in several of his theatres, naturally. con- 
curred with his associate. Most of those who know Mr. Erlanger, -still 
the largest: individual theatre proprietor in the. United States, ‘do not | 
‘doubt that he will join'the movement on. his- return. 

The alacrity with which the managers responded was remarkable, but. 
the unanimity with which the brokers accepted the proposal was miracue | 
lous. After a preliminary meeting with the committee, followed by sev= 
eral conferences among themselves the brokers appeared before the: 
committee with a resolution at once dignified, conciliatory, reasonable and 
practical, 

* Why this scramble to correct a system to which both managers and 
brokers had contributed eyils and: which both previously had fought to 
sustain? The answer is that the present crusade is out of self-preser- 
vation by necessity. ‘The week it was launched, a holiday week includ- 
ing New Year's, of 71 legitimate theatres 65 housed plays, 12 were 
closed, 4 were in’ pictures, 

public likes to be gypped,” “It’s a good year if you've. got a hit,” were 
pretty ineffective. 
Too few had hits ‘and those possessing them aian’t have to put thelr 

ear to thé ground to hear the squawks of a public outraged at paying 
premiums of $10 and $15. The margin left the brokers after paying for 

hits they were eager to get wasn’t sufficient to comfort their nherves,: 
ragged from the risks they were constantly taking, while the managers . 
with hits, between the yelps of the public-and the thought. of so much - 
money ‘going to others for their tickets, ‘were far from happy. 

Ana ‘now: tor’ the climax ‘promised, ‘in’ the. ‘introduction. 
sniping is going on ‘in an effort to wreck the mbvement. 
smaller brokers are grumbling. and mentioning “boloney.” This is riatu- 

scheme,. which, if it eventuates, will probably develop into a.two or three 
| company affair with McBride’s on the one hand and an amalgamation or’ - 

two of some of the remaining important brokers on.the other..sSome 
managers are reported as denying they signed, or that having signed, it 
means anything, while others are said to be engineering: buys that run: 
indefinitely beyond March 1, ; . 

The steering: committee has announced the appointment of an auxiliary © 
group to work out the details of the plan and on that committee, jn 

Equity ‘Association and one of the Dramatists’ Guild. As far -back as 
the meeting. of the American Theatre Board a: year ago these organiza- 

ttons-became-convinced-that-a-system-which-scattered_millions.spent.for.__ 

The. offer: of the support ‘of a "powerful journal was 

Against such a showing the old shibboleths — 
“Give ’'em what they want and’they don't care what they pay,” “The -. 

the tickets to dead ones they were forced to buy with premiums from the 

ral, since there can ‘be little chance for the four-ticket man in the new — 

‘an of these rumors. may be true, but the point to remember is this: . 

‘“ 

more perfect, the one adopted appeared more practical.. The central agency */ 

and had grown to their present strong ‘estate through managerial co- ° 

that might be.adopted. The resolution drawn up by Mr, Hopkins out-- - 
‘Its salient points were: 

the sale of tickets to those so licensed; to — bond: both. managers and - 

“Phe: -ustial _ 
Some of the. ° 

addition to brokers and managers, is a representative of the Actors’ ‘* 

tickets outside the box office: way uneconomic for. both the actor and 
dramatist. Hayling reached this decision; the two groups have studied 
their basic agreements and the statutes, It will. be their privilege to 
announce: Just what they have discovered on the right cue, but the 
nature. of thelr discoveries makes the committee feel pretty. cheerful 
about the strategic date of March 1. 

For what shall it profit a man if he own the whole’ vorld full of theatres: ae 
Let any of the boys who are con-. 



y to round out two months’ stay in 

» 

» a 

, management with a bane... 

‘ed very Nehtly at the Adelphi un- 

- opera success, “Sari, ” presented by| mons. at 

ra 
g Moved here from Garrick. 

‘night. 
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Papa Juan, $19,000, Leads Phila: 
Robin Hood’ Revival, Shubert Flop 

Philadelphia, Jan. 21; . 
Business 

continued promising and well above 
early fall average, although there) 
was no “Whoopee” to lead the pack 
at smash figures. . 

Offerings that reported profitable 
pox office response were “Papa 
Juan, ” “Dear Old. England,” “Jour- 
ney's End,” “Sari;”: “New. Moon” 
and probably “Naughty Marietta.!’: 

Real surprise dramatic smash was 
“Papa Juan,” which went: clean the 
last half of the week and claimed al- 
most $19,000. Two-week engage- 
ment of this Skinner piece at..the 
Broad was a real sensation and 
started show off on tour under new 

Could 
have held here a month and: made 
money. 

- “Journey's End,” which had been 
dramatic leader until “Papa: Juan” 
struck town; reported around $14,- | 
000 ‘in its fourth: week. at the Lyric. ||‘ 
May round out another ‘month. 

‘Dear Old: Engiand,” which: start- 

der the auspices of the Professional 
Players and then began to climb 
about the middle -of its first week, 
jumped to. $10;000: in. -second: week, 
thus justifying .décision -to move jt 
to Chestnut. It-is being announced 
for only- a single week at. latter 
houge, but probably . will, stay, a fort. 

City’s. fourth | non- -musical, 

the Walnut, reporting around $4,000. 
“The New Moon” again led the 

“eye-and-ear” shows in fourth week 
at the Forrest. Last two weeks are |. 
being announced, but. if: trade ‘holds 
up management will probably. try 

all, 
here. 

Mitzi’s revival of her old. light 

Upstairs biz As tremendous 

Eugene. Andreé,’ Hungarian : im- 
presario, at the Garrick last: “week, 
but taken over’ abdut Wednesday: by 
George Wintz,.26t good notices and 
climbed all -week,. ere, again ‘bal- 
cony.and. gallery. draw. was biggest; 
choth, went: cléat. vittually every per- 

. tornianes, .. “Sari” : moved, ‘to: Shu- 
bert or ‘this. “weet. atid advance. ‘is 
hea, 
“Naughty | Marietta”. dlaiméa sat- 

{sfactory business , in. -second and 
final week at Keith's. Advance, for 
“Babes in Toyland” indicates it will |: : 

fourth |. do well, “Robin Hood, 
musical, was total, flop in’ fortnight 
at Shubert. 
_This week sees plenty of ‘activity 

with “The — Infinite Shoeblack,” 
fourth Professional Players" offering 
at.the Adelphi). 
Cowl, at the Walnut; “Porgy” (re- 
turn). at the Broad; ° “Hven .in/ 
Eeypt,” try-out. with George Jessel, 
at the Garrick, and “Babés”. at|' 
Keith's. 

- Next Monday. brings William Gil-| 
lette’s “Sherlock Holmes" into 
Broad, and Thursday findg “The In- 
ternational Revue” at the Shubert. 
Bookings for. Feb. 3 to date include 
“Rope’s End” at, Walnut, “Fortune 
Teller” at Keith's, “Hot Chocolates” 
at. the Garrick and anima} picture, 
“Hunting Tigers In India,” at Chest- 
nut. Last-named house gets Fritz 
Leiber's. Shakespearean ‘outfit. Feb. 
17, and “Scandals” comes to Shubert 
on the 10th. ... 

Estimates of the Week ; 
“Porgy” ABroad,; one week only)— 

Advance indicates almost capacity 
weelr. Gillette in “Sherlock Holmes” 
next Monday. .“Papa Juan” real 
“ gmash at $19,000 last week. 

» Sari” (Shubert, one week. only)— 
* Robin 

Hood” total flop in. two weeks here. 
aeyornational: Revue” next, Thurs- 

“tEven in Egypt” (Garrick, first 
. week)—George Jesse] comedy -try- 
out in’ for fortnight. “Sari”. built 
steadily all week to $17,000 or-better. 
' “Anfinite Shoeblack” (Adelphi, first 
“week)—Fourth ‘offering under aus- 
pices of Professional] Players. “Dear; 
Old England” hopped to $10,000 last: 
week 
Chestnut. : 
“Jenny” (Walnut, . 

Jane Cowl in for two weeks with 
‘matinee advance ‘heavy. “escapade” 
not oyer $4,000 last week,” 

“Dear ‘Old England” (Chestnut, 
first week)—Moved here from: Adel-. 
phi with good prospects. for. fort- 
night. Then animal, picture and 
after that Fritz Leiber. ‘House has] 
‘been dark.two weeks, 

“Babes in Toyland” (Keith’s, first 
_ week)—-Looks to be biggest of Vic- 
-tor Herbert Revivals. “Naughty 

_..Marietta’”_ probably | profitable, how- 
“ever, in two weeks. 

solid hit. Over $14,000, . 
“New Moon” (Forrest, 6th week): 

—Aiso off from first gait; but town's. 
- Jeader at ‘that, with about $30, 000. 

Claudette Colbert on Air 
Claudette Colbert, from legit, will 

go on the air for: Paramount over 
'. the Columbia system Feb. 6. 
tress under contract to this com- 

, pany. 

in local legit houses | 

““Rg- , 

’ capade,” very low in final week at]. 

“Jenny,” with Jarie| 

and has beer “moved to}: 

first’ week)— |. 

Ac-|.. 

Shows i in ‘Rehearsal. 

“You: Don’t Say” qd. J. ‘Le-- 
venthal), Bryant Hall. 

“Rebound” . (arthur 
kins), Plymouth. 

. “9:15 Revue” . 
wyn), Belmont. ; 
“Echo"’ (Harold Winston), 

“Hop- : 

“uth. _Sel- . 

Lyric Studios.’ wo 
“Flying — “High” "(Gestge 

White), “Apollo. 
_ “Simple ©.Simon” | ‘Plorenz, 
Ziegfeld), Ziegfeld. 

“Street Scene” No. .3: cw. A.- | 
Brady), Playhouse. .° - . 

“Juno: and. Paycock” “Gris : 
| Players), Irish. Theatre: : 
+ @nternational Revue”. (hew ' 

. Leslie), Shubert. 
~ “Out of a Blue: Sky”. (Tom 
Van Dycke),’ Booth. * 
“Apron Strings’): ; (orrest . 

' Haring), Bijou. ae ae ee .- 

COPS THREATEN. MORE. 
SUNDAY DANCE ACTION 
‘Magistrate. ‘ Bawara “yvalsh “in 

West Side Court granted: adjourn-. 
ment.-until Jan. 29 to six persons: 
connected with the Guilld.and_ the 
‘Craig theatres, who were served 
‘with summonses for. violating..sec- 
tion 2152 of the Penal Law: that 
deals with giving. darice. recitals on | - 

Florida, has been sounded on ine 
-unusual terms, swith nothing ‘set. un- 

‘til Harris okays. 

Sunday. 2 
Three others served: with sum- 

‘the . ‘Walter: . Hampden 
theatre will answer their sum- 

‘monses tomorrow (Thurs). “They 
will ask for an adjournment until 
‘the same date -so that all the cases 

may be. heard at the same time. | 
In. the. meantime, . the bluecoats 

‘what took. shorthand. notes: of the 
iperformance have transcribed them 
‘and they . will ‘be’ ‘examined by the 
corporation counsel to see it the’ city 
‘has a case. - 

‘The serving. of the police sum- 
‘monses was done quietly. and after 
the shows Were’ over. The managers 
‘contend they, have ‘violated no law. 
‘They assert that. as long as they. 
don’t change the scenery they are: 
within the law. : .': 
Many theatre owners and man- 

‘agers came-to’ West Side Court to 
-see how the defendants fared. The 
:defendants were. paroled in. the cus- 
tody, of their. ‘attorneys. ‘They en- 

tered formal pleas of not guilty. 
Police Captain. Louls Dittman, 

‘47th ‘street, ‘bought the tickets at 
the Guild and Craig | theatres. Cap- 
tain Edmund Meade of ‘the West 
68th street bougtit them for the 
‘cops to attend the Hampden theatre. 

The police stated that they’ in- 
tend to serve summonses again next 
Sunday if recitals take place. Both 
these theatres are booked for sev- 
eral Sundays: and tickets have been 
purchasetl far in advance. o, 
Injunction by the managers is 

hardly necessary unless the coppers 
interfere at the place, which is re- 
motely probable. The attorneys for 
the defendants were asked to com-~ 

ment. 
The defendants in the ‘Guild and 

Craig” ‘theatres _ are respectively: 
Max A, _ Meyer, ‘manager; Leah Car- | 
penter, ticket taker; Elsie Nichols, 

ticket seller. :... 
(Craig. ' theatre) ; 

George McGregor, manager; 

defendants: : 
-George 

ticket taker. © 

Endor-Leedom Suit Delay 
- Atlantic City, Jan, 21. 

The . alienation suit for $400,000 
instituted by Mrs. ‘Doris K: Endor, 
divorced’ wife of Charles (Chick) 
Endor, against. Mrs. Edna Leedom 
Doelger, ° former actress and wife 
of Frank G. Doelger, heir to an 
$8,000,000 brewery fortune, has been 
“postponed until some date in Feb- 

ruary. 

confined to his home by illness. . 

-ERROL AS PAR M. C. 
Hollywood, Jan. 21, 

to. mic. for 

rade,”: revue. 

ture rights if” ‘OF: when sold. 

ver's Travels,” 

McHiroy, ticket seller; ‘Henry Ward. af, 

The case was to have come. up: 
Monday before Judge Sooy in the 

===:1-CYrouit=court;but---was--held-over-.|.|-. 

_ “Journey’s End” (Lyric, 5th week) because. Julius Lichstein, of Jersey | 
—Off from initial pace, but ‘sfill| City, counsel, for Mrs. .Doelger, is 

Leon Errol will be brought here 
“Paramount On Pa- 

Except for the introductory pat- 
ter the picture is now complete 
other than for- one short sequence. 

|| SAP’ CAST PERCENTAGE 
Arrangement Also Calls For Split 

On Possible Picture Rights 

“The Sap From Syracuse, ” which 
opened at the: Harris under the title. 
of “So ‘Was Napoleon," was for a 
‘time. doubtful of continuing this 
week, but under an arrangement 
with the actors will play at least. 

‘}one more ‘week, | remaining longer 
if business warrants. | 

_ The players are- working under 
a percentage plan. They are to: re- 
ceive a. pro rata split on takings 
over $1,600 and up to $5;500.. If the 

| gross exceeds the latter figure full||. 
salaries are spayable. The actors 
are also to receive 10%: of: the’ pic- 

~ FUTURE PLAYS 

Apron. . “strings?” ay: Dorrance. 
Davis,. which Forrest Haring is pro- 
ducing, will how.in. cold at.a .Broad- 
way house ‘Feb. 10. ° Gast includes 
J efférson’ De etal Maidel Turner, 

others." pt 
“tRebound;' ” bys "Gonaia®. - Opten 

Stewart. and. produced. by “Arthur]: 
Hopkins,. bows:.in’ at. the’ Plymouth, 
New York, Feb. 3.;.:Cast includes the 
author, :Hope ‘Williams, Donn Cook, 
Walter “Walker, Robert.) Williams, 
George ‘MacQuarrie;* ‘Corinne Ross, 
Katherine. Leslie and: Ada Potter. 
' “The 9-15 Revue” may follow “The 
‘Little Show” at the ‘Music ‘Box, New. 
York, when, the. Jatter, depar ts for 
the road Feb: :1.. : 
., Heavy. hookup. on the revue; “de- 
manding. 70%. of. intake and ‘demand- 
ing house share::on 21. stagehands, have, gone-into effect, . 

is reported holding up'the deal: 
Sam H.° *Harris,- sojourning ~ 

.Elsa Shelley has ‘been selected by 
Irving Kaye Davlis,: playwright, for. 
the one-character play ‘written py 
himself, called “Courtesan,” ‘which |: 
he will produce on“his own ‘hook. 
Rehearsals scheduled for. next ‘week. 

. George Ford is returning. ‘to pro- 
‘ducing after three years of retire- 
ment as author-producer ‘of “Gulli- 

“now casting and due’ 
for ‘rehearsal in. two weeks, ‘Ford 
‘previously figured .as producer “of: 
the. Fields- -Rodgers-Hart © 
“Dearest: Enemiy.”. an 

“You. Don't Say,” 

musical 

“new. musieal; 
-starring. Mary - Hay ‘and produced r 

iPow érs in. “Str angé, Interlude,” ‘py. J. J. Leventhal, ‘will bow in at: 
Werba’s latbush, Brooklyn, ‘Feb, 3, 
‘and comes into a New. “York house ||! 
the week following. 

Ward, is listed .as first for Harry 
| Rankin Productions, Inc. It. goes 
into. rehearsal next week and opens 
cold at a. New. York house. Feb. 17.. 

Cast includes’ 
Marion...Clare, Lulu Heaney, Tom 
Franklyn, . Ji oseph. ° Grady, | Luke 
‘Kellar and ‘others. Harry Rankin is 
directing. . 

“The . Hometowners,” by George 
M. Cohan, will be revived ‘by the 
Washington Square Players at the 
Gansevoort, Greenwich Village, New 
York, as their next bill, succeeding 
current revival of “Seven Keys to 
Baldpate” Feb. 3. ; 

season at the Music Box, New York, 
Feb, 1, and will be sent on tour. — 
A new and second: edition of 

“Tittle Show” is now in the ‘mak- 
‘ing and will open ‘in March, 

, Joe Wright, formerly ‘connected. 

flier as legit producer with “South 
Sea Love.” Now casting and goes 
into. rehear eal ahext week, 

One Show Out | 

day. Another two are on the verge, 

another house is claimed. 
“It Never. Rains,” independently 

‘presented, will bow out of the El- 
tinge. .Has been on for 10 weeks,, 
first showing at the Republic. Busi- 
ness weak all the way, with cast 
said to be commonwealth. lately. 

SEVEN 
pened Dec. mie Second 

cut-rate stay sume it up.” 

JUDITH ANDERSON ILL 
‘Chicago, Jan. 21. 

Judith Anderson has left “Str ange 
Interlude” on: account of illness. 
Gale Sondergaard, from “Red Rust} 
in New York, replaced, : 

Miss Anderson will return in tw 
weeks, 

, 

Frank |. Farrell;: 

“The. Little Show” winds: up. its: college and service clubs will be ap- 

|} pany hasbeen. playing 17, weeks, 
‘|The management broke even in only 

with Walter Plimmer, is taking a- 

7 ecalled-*' a. special.” 
{Cambs on the demand of a faction 
within. “the-cliib. This faction ap- |. 

_ | pears: to-be. ‘dissatisfied with prices 
- One. show will close - this Satur.’ -P 

but in the casé of one, removal to 

+ hands, 

Legger Meets ‘Art 

A former bootlegger is back- 
ing ‘a forthcoming | Broadway. 

_. drama, explaining. “that. while 
he.once cleaned up in: his racket, 

‘ he thinks backing shows: less 
. hazardous. . _ ; 

* "He was given a shock last 
week when ‘one of’ the Iéads, 
a’ $400 a week actor, walked - - 
up and returned. the script,: 

' saying: “I don’t think TI. would 
- be happy. in’ the part.” : - 

. The ‘legger cannot. get . over: 
an actor ‘tossing, aside. 400: 
cocoanuts,”” as he put ite. 

. |ClateMeCuttoueh Served: 

‘In “Bath: Between”. Suit | 
“waiving attractions: are: listed - for‘ 

. Bobby Clark and ‘Paul: “MeQul- 
: lough | were served with papers last 
weele. in ‘the. suit. of. Chuckles;: Inc., 
gainst the.” team: and:: ‘Fox! Films 
orporation ‘for $100,000." Fox com-, 
any’, was” getved with’ “the: papers 

earlier. ‘inthe season, |”: 
Chuckles, Inc, is: 

000 which, dt claims ‘is. ‘due. for. in- 
nfringement on .the play “Ghuck-. 
es; - through - producing: and’ -dis- 

tributing - ‘the Fox‘ “talking * “short, 
{The | Bath: ‘Between. ae 

Chiickles, In¢., deniands, thay’ all 
négative and * positive “piints. be 
turned: over. "for destruction : ‘and, an, 
accounting, ot all. profits » derived. 
Lou Randall and David: Greenstein 
representing ‘Chuckles. .. - “ 

. CAST. CHANGES: 
;' A number of Guild cast changes 

' ‘Alexander. -Kirkland. . goes ‘into 
“Meteor,’ ” replacing. Douglas. Mont- 
gomery: . Ernest Cossart has ‘been 
recalled from . the Guild. touring 

company to: enter cast of “The Ap- 
ple Cart,” the Guild’s riext for New 
York with . Harry. .Mestayer. SUP- 
planting in the tourists. -..:.-:: 
:Frank Conroy :goes into “Strange: 

Interlude,” ‘eastern’ company, dis-. 
placing: ‘George Gaul: who. shifts to 
‘another ‘assignment in: -sdme’ com- 
pany, with Ralph Morgan’ hopping: 
into . assignment’ of Tom Powers |: 
jwith, . ‘cémpany <at. ‘the’ Blackstone, 
IChiicago, and with “Poweks : recalled 
‘to appear in a ‘forthcoming’ Guild 
production. a 
'. Marjorie, Lyteil replaced Pauline 
Drake in “It Never Rains.” 
Ralph ‘Morgan | replaces ” "Tom 

Chi- 
‘Gago. | Powers enters the New York 
least ‘of “Applecart,” ” 
‘Thomas W. ,Ross for “Your ‘Uncle 

: : ’ y “Way of the World,” : by ‘Apihur (Dudley, New York; replaced Waltér 
Connolly. 

Town Stock: Subsidy 
. Albany, Jan. 21.. 

-To maintain’ spoken drama in Al- 

bany, -a-group of influential busi-+ 
ness men of Albany met with mem- 

|bers ‘of the Chamber’ of Commerce 
and agreed to give the Capitol Play- 
ers financial an@, moral support. 

These men have Planned a city 
campaign to - obtain a subscription 
list that will insure the theatre at- 
tendance, 
women's clubs, dramatic groups, 

pealed to. The ‘group is headed by 
Peter D, Kiernan. The stock com- 

two of these weeks and. lost heavily 

in- ‘the others, 

; Row -On Lambs’ Prices 
Shepherd "Fritz | “Williams 

charged in the dining rooms, 

It was explained. that under. the 

rules the Lambs must call a special 

meeting upon pétition of 20 or more 
members... Such a. petition was filed. 
Prices for a, la carte service were. 

raised. several times recently, which 

inspived the. petition. 

New “City y Haul” Shift 
The management of “City Haul’ 

at=thre= ‘“Hudson=has: apain-changed- 

is now controlled ’ Show 

‘virtually in whole by its author. 

Elizabeth Miele. -The presentation 
was ,made by Gil Boag. 
Klein . stepped in and helped wl 

salarles one Saturday. «~ 
A few days later, he stepped out 

and Miss Miele took charge. Busi- 
ness is. said to have -improved 
slightly last -week, but trade would 
have to jump’ materially: for the at. 
traction to opcvate at oa profit. ' 

‘hoidine: all 
a three parties, Hable ‘for .the. -$100,- 

-In this campaign the 

has. 
meeting of. the|.. 

As in most: 
{clubs, the. dining servicé is a losin. 
proposition, . 

Arthur 
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7|BUT 2 COMMONWEALTH 
| PRODUCTIONS IN SIGHT 

Few commonwealths-are listed at 

in months. 

‘field through: retarded local pro- 
duction activity and the road. gone, 

the. shoestringers; 

which is the out for the short: roll 

duction beyond the pale of Equity 

‘employ. 100% ‘Equity cast. - 
-Only two commonwealth, . bond- 

the month, : Hyman “Adler's: forth-. 

“Juno and the 'Paycock” revival for 

‘lage. _ Both’attractions are reported. 

‘cannot’ -restrain -its members from 
appearing in’ productions ‘on. the 

against © “ity: 

Equity: this. week for the first time. 

Despite unemployment in the legit 

| it looks like the troupers are smart- - 
‘ing up.and no longer playing with, o 

‘supervision other than that he must ° 

coming’ “Challéngé’ of: Youth” and 

‘gambling ‘Basis, ‘merely advising’ 

Few of thd" ‘ganibling casts’: ‘ever’ 
get ‘a break’ ever: when: ‘productions 

Equity has. discouraged it’s mem- 

| bership. from ~ waiving- security, .” 

“producer. since it’ takes: his pro-" 

the Irish ‘Theatre, - Greenwich “Vile |. 

operating on a minimum wage ar-... -.. 
rangement. with ‘cast against per- _ 
centage, ‘but neither. with bond. up. ~ 
Equity, under ctirrent regulations ‘ 

hit. ‘with’ ‘exception Of ‘the cast. ‘of . 

Kilbourn ‘Gordén' several -séasons. 
back. ” Gordon, ’ 
ducers clicking’ on same. ‘basis, 
maintained the percentage: arrange- 

share ‘of: the takings ‘far: in excéss of” 
former ‘set salaries.. 

cast on. a salary basis. after a show 

profit plum with them. 

wealth: productions. things. are get- 
ting . tougher and: tougher -for ‘the 
‘short rollers ‘and ‘a ‘lot of: them 
will” have to” “go to .work. ‘ 

Deadlock of Producer, 
Author to. Arbitrator 

Dramatists’, Guild, alleging ‘breach 
of contract. Producers: maintain 
‘that Floyd has, failed to make. re= 
‘quired ‘revisions, in’ script. of.. play. 
‘which: was: withdrawn after tryout. 

tion with T.,. Kerby Hawkes and. has 
entered a general denial. to the ‘pro 
ducers’ complaint. - 
‘Brady. and Wiman state: they have 

the. play.wright -have been. made to’ 
protect their: .invéestment.. . They 
claim that Floyd’ has refused to 

‘|. co-operate -in turning in ar. accept- 
able revised gcript.and ask that the 
Dramatists’ .Guild permit their call- 
ing. in a third collaborator. . 
claims he. has made a script which 
the producers have, refused ‘to ac-. 
cept, and he gays he intends to pre- 
vent, as far as possible, the calling 
in of a script doctor. 

’ Dramatists’ Guild has sent the 
matter to arbitration. with William 

. A. Brady, Sr.; selected to represent 
Brady &. Wiman in’ arbitration, 
‘while Charles Richman will appear 
for Floyd. . , ; 

AHEAD. AND BACK 
Forrest. Crosman, ‘ahead; James 

Chicago...’ we 

Tom: Kane, ahead. and: back, 
Us Be Gay" (Studebaker); Chicago. 
Bernard’: ‘Sobel, ‘ahead; Victor 

Kiraly,. back, | “Whoopee”. (Illinois), 
Chicago, ~~ °° 7s 

George.- Holland, company 
ager for Coast “June Joon.’ 

Capt.. George Ma: nes | doing pub- 
Meity for “City Haul.” °-- 

. Charles. Vion, ° 

for “Strike: Up 

Kober, publicity. 
“the Bana”; Arthur 

 TIBBETT’S M-@ DEAL 
Lasyvence Tibbett, . Metropolitan 

| Opera. tenor, 
with Metro for one operetta yearly 

‘unlike : ‘other pro-. 

merit throughout two -seasons run | 
| of the. _pléce ‘and | “with the actors’ 

got-.over’ instead’ of cutting © the . 

- Brady Se “Wima: 1 have’ filed: 
charges against, ' John Floyd, co- © 
author. of “Mrs. Cook's, Tour,” with” 

‘Floyd .wrote -the. piece. in collabora-. 

invested $70,000 in- the production. 
‘and that. present. charges ‘against - 

Floyd .. 

Carroll, back, “Vanities”: (Erlanger), 

“Let .. 

man-. 

company manager 

has an arrangement ° 

on an option basis - extending _ for _ 

‘Cat. and’ the’ Canary’ produced by ~~ 

The others 7 
getierally - reorganized . and put the’: 

With the legit actors now thumbs: oe 
down on any approach for. common-: . 

‘SCV eral years, 
This permits Tibbett - to, continue 

at the. opera and make his usual 
| concert tour,’ 

‘SUNDAY. LEGISLATION 
That section of the Lankford 

pill aiming to prohibit’ Sunday -per- 
formances to any attractions trav- 
eling in interstate commerce is in- 
Cor porated in ‘a general ctory in the 

picture section, of this issue. 
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“Strike Up Band’ $33,000 Start; | 
Bway Hits Bigger, Others Lower} 

: Business was okay last week for 
the front runners, .that being true. ~ 
generally when there isa down- | 
ward tendency. generally. There 

- are at least eight musicals drawing 
‘big money and eight or nine dramas 
and comedies getting real coin. The 
.. dark group on Broadway comprises: 
".45 theatres... 

. ‘week in. Edgar Selwyn’s musical, 
‘'.“Strike Up the Band,” It. opened 
‘Tuesday at $11 top. 
thereafter was $6.60 high and the 
‘takings in seven performances went 
‘close to. $33,000. That meant con- 

: glderable standee. trade. . This. week 
should see a. gross of. $36,000, the 

agencies finding the. tickets in heavy 
- demand, 

. Last week's other entrants ‘aian't 
Private. ‘mean. much. ‘Nancy’s - 

Affair’ has some: chance at the 
Vanderbilt. at moderate money; 

-- “Byverything’s Jake” was. liked ‘at 
' the Assembly, a little’ theatre; 
““Phantgms”: at Wallack’s’ should 
‘have been taken off; “The Sap From 

-. Syracuse,” which - started the pre- | 
‘ ¥ious week, was about: to fold Sat- 
urday, but is playing co- ~operative. 
“Frenchmen Still Tope ‘in Call. 

“vAmong the musicals, “Fifty. Mil- 

- ed in the agencies and is capacity 
at $45,000; “Sons.o’ Guns,” however, 

. 4s on a par-and in fact tops Broad-. 
"sway. with a weekly pace of $48,000;-| 
‘- nearest ‘to the actual leaders last 

7 - Week appeared to be “Bitter Sweet” | 
which claimed . $40,000; “Sketch 
Book” was rated over. $35,000,--with: 

' “Sweet Adeline” a bit less; “Wake 

-.“Hleads Up” maintains 4 steady and 
profitable gait, $30,000; “Top. Speed” 

. never a real draw, $25,000; “Won- |: 
Singer,” “Street — 

‘and “Woof Woot” 
derful Night,” 
“Little Show’ 
complete the. fleld, the: latter the 

did $26,000. 
high. for that house. 

Regular scale: 

Herbert's 

the list. 
premiere production grossed $16,- 

Up. :ahd Dream” eased - somewhat, 000. 
though - claiming well over $30,000; 

-Hub’s Weather Bad. 
-"- Boston, Jan, 21. 

‘Five. legitimate shows. in town 
last week didn’t fare so well be- 
‘cause of bad. weather days. -- 

at the Hollis did |- “Pypmalion” 
very well. The ‘Tremont theatre 
Saw -its last. week of “Hot Chocp- 

. jJates” and. now: is. dark. 
-A new winner. came ‘to town ‘last At the Shubert “Pleasure ‘Bouna" 

The “Majestic slid off.. $2, 000: to 
-$18,000. with Fritzi Scheff in Victor | 

Bleanor | - 
Painter in:“The Fortune Teller” re- an 
placed there this week. . 

“Mile.. Modiste.” 

-At the bottom of the list stands 
the Plymouth: where “The House. of 
Fear” ended a week’s engagement. 
“Little Accident,” that. finished in 
Philadelphia last week, opened: Mon- 
day in- place . of “The. House of 
Fear.” 

’ Last Week's Figures . 
“Pleasure Bound”—Shubert. Third 

week, $26,000, - 
“Pygmalion”—Hollis. | Third ‘week 

of Theatre Guild production, $15,- 
000." 
“The Fortune Hunter” with Elea- 

‘nor, Painter—-Maijestic, - Fritzi 
‘Scheff in. Victor | Herbert's “Mile, 
Modiste” closed at $18,000. : 
‘Little Accident” _—Plymouth» “The 

lion Frenchmen” is rated first ¢all- House of Fear” closed at $8,000. Dark—Tremont.. “Hot. Chocolates” 
dia $12, 000. last week. 

FRISCO: GROSSES 
San Francisco, Jan, 21. 

* Business about: average, with 
“Bambina”: at the Curran topping 

This new operetta in its 

Columbia: had the Columbia Grand 
Opera Company in répertoire and 
got $15,000 with indications coming. 

| week will be much ‘bigger. 
‘Kolb and Dill in “Give and Take’ 

at Henry. Duffy’s Alcazar in first 
week hit - below $4,000... “She 
Couldn’t Say No” with Charlotte 

LEGITIMATE 

Figure . not extremely . 

matic stock company at the Shubert, | 

weakest; “Little Show” tours. after Greenwood at President maintained 
usual pace, about $7,000, another week. . : 

The. non-musical field. - is now. suddenly. 
bunched as to leadership. “Strictly 
‘Dishonorable” appears jo be .the 

* actual leader at close to $22,000, and 
has top call for. tickets; “June 

"Moon" and “It's a Wise. Child” also 
7 appr oximated the ‘same gross; “Ber-. 

. keley Square” was next, with over 

draw . very light... Management 
claimed $7, 000 but in doubt. - 

Rehearsing Coast “June Moon” 

‘Los Angeles, Jan. 21. 
- “June Moon” rehearsals started 
at the Belasco theatre this week. 

$19,000; “Young Sinners,” $18,000; | patricia Henry, Bram Nossen, Oscar 
“Meteor,” $16,000; “First Mrs, | Apfel, Morris Foster, Harry Willara 
Fraser,” $15,000; “Death Takés.2l!anq Biss. Strauss reading: parte. 
Holiday” and “Waterloo Bridge” Frederick Sullivan is. casting. 

closing |- 

The Capitol had “Bad Babies” but: 

VARIETY 

"Shows i in aN Y. and Comment 

‘51 

Figures estimated ‘anid ‘comment point to some attractiona ‘being - 
successful, while the same gross accredited to others might suggest 

{ mediocrity or loss. The variance is explained in the difference in 
{ house capacities -with the varying overhead. Also the size of cast, 

with consequent difference in necessary gross of profit. . Variance 
_In business. necessary for musical attraction as against dramatio 
play ts also considered. | 
Classification of attraction,. ‘house capacity. and. top prices ot tthe . 

admission scale given below.’ Key to. classification: | C (comedy) }: 
D (drama); R (revue) 3 M (musical comedy); F (farce); Oo (operetta). 7 

Admission tax. applies « on tickets over $3 

; “Barkley Square,” , Lyceum (eth 
’ week) .(C-957-$4.40). .Broadway’s. 
‘business remains good for leading} 

’ attractions which are holding pre- 
. Vious week's S pace; 

| $19, 000.. 
“Bird in Hand,” Forrest (48a week): 

(CD-1,015- $3. 85).. May run out the]. 
season; got $9,000. last week: 
making. money: right along; has. 
not been in cut rates as yet... of 

“Bitter Sweet,” Ziegfeld (12th w eek): 

" broke even ‘at $4, 500: last week; 
“Subway BExpress”. moves over 

from Liberty. next Monday, - 
S “Sons-o’-Guns,” Impertal (9th week). 

“Berkeley” over |. ¢(M-1,446-$6.60). Broadway's gross | 
leader; going along to great tak-- 

: ings, “standee trade all. _perform~- 
“ances;. $48, 000. 

“Sketch: Book,” 44th St. (30th week). 
(R-1 323-$8.95).. Some prospect of. 
show going ‘to: London; but busi-. 
‘ness continues excellent; little re- 

ROSCOE. AILS” 
Schwab & Mandel “New. Moon” Co. 

Enroute . (M-1,622-$6,60). Should last’until| yye opposi ion; . over 36, 000 
Direction. Louis ‘SHURR ' ‘Washington’s birthday,. perhaps tlnimed ition; 4 

‘longer; due to move to another |“gireet Scene,” Ambassador -(55th- 
Hartiet Pettibone Clinton, “Mil-| house soon; . business claimed| “week) (C-1,200-$3.85), Has made 

Waukee Leader,” said: “In Roscoe|: 2round $40,000 mark. — -|.-a fine run and engagement ex- 
Ails meet. the. personification of “Broken .Dishes,’ Masque (12th |. pected to last well into spring; ” 
comedy and gyrating dance. Un- : week) (C-700-$3). Doesn't: cost. 
believable steps slip nonchalantly |. 

- business at $12,000 will probably 
‘much to operate this small cast} stick at pace for some ‘time. 

from this fine comedian’s. limber| comedy; moderate money fram ju ” 
jlegs. -The comical contrast on jerk-|. the: start, but . claimed profit; Strictly pie aecas Ve Aven Co 
ing muscles and the innocent face} $7,000 to $8,000, smash’ went: to $22,000 last week; 
Ails achieves is the panacea for any|“City Haul,” Hudson (4th week). Playing nine” performafces; bal- 
kind of audience .in any kind | of ‘operetta or ‘musical, 7 . (GD= 1, ,094-$3). ‘Slow improvement; 

‘ change in management, show now 
being. operated ‘by author; not 
rated over .$4,000. : 

“Children .of Darkness,” Biltmore 
(3d ‘week) (D-1,000-$3.85). Im- 
proved somewhat with fairly ‘good 
_agency support: . takings’ nearly |-. 
$8, 5600 and hopeful of. climbing, 

“Death Takes a Holiday,” Barry- 
more (5th week) (D-1,090-$3). 
‘Claimed to be picking up right 
along with increased agency 
sales; last’ week’s takings esti- | - 
‘mated: around $14,000. 

“Fifty Million Frenchmen,” Lyric } 
_ (9th week) (M-1,406-$6.60). . One 
-of two big shots on musical list;. 

' capacity. rules all ° "performances 
"for a $45,000 weekly pace. — 

“First Mrs. Fraser,” Playhouse (5th: 
“week) (CD-879-$3.85). Extra mat- 
inee to be added starting this 
week; business virtual capacity |: 

| to date with’ $15,000 pace... . 

“Heads Up,” Alvin (11th. week) (M- 
1,887-$5.50), Good: business pre-. 

- vails here; not actually up to mu- }. 

“ aleal leaders, but. quite pr ofitable . which ‘fs profitable; engagement 

“Her Delicate Condition,” Little (C- uthe Sap. and may.go into spring. 
530-$3). Possible added entrant “(ard week) (C- L06t- $3).  Wavered : 

_ this week, with Satu re ay (Jan. 45) | “but continuing this ‘week and next, s opening date. 
“Houseparty,” sth St. (20th week). 7 ‘gest working under a percentage _ 

- Will probably leave “: 
after another week, at which time “The Little Show,” Music Box (39th 
Pr " . _ |. week) (R-1 000-$4, 40). ©. Though - The Boundary Line” {s due; cur- |: still making money management - 

_ cony scale tilted upward accounts 
- for added money... ~ 

“Strike Up the Band,” Times Square: 
2nd week) (M-1,057-$6.60). Im- | 

_ mediate popularity: for new musi- . 
..cal..hit ‘that’ starced like smash; ~ 
$11 first night, but in seven per= © 
formances nearly. $33; 000; standee 

“J ourney’s End” 4 Shows ‘ 
In Minn. Does $10,000: 

“Minneapolis, Jan, 21. 

Here for only three nights and a 
matinee, “Journey’s: End,” at the 
Metropolitan, played to large audi-. 
ences, but short of capacity. Around: 
$10, 000 for four performances at $3 
top. Fine, considering 15 below zero. 
temperatures and. blizzards. 

“The Bachelor Father” was only 
a fair draw for the Bainbridge dra- 

biz, . 
“Subway - Express,” Liberty asin ‘ 

week) (D-1,202-$3). May last well. 
into spring; one of a flock of . 
earlier mystery plays that made. 
grade; something over $10,000; 

. moves to Republic, “Sari” follow- | 
*\ ing here ne week, 

“Sweet deline,” Hammerstein's - ’ 
(21st wesk) (M: 1,265-$6.60). Go-" 

‘ing along-.to. substantial. business; * 
“rate@ around $35,000;. was the™. 
leader for a time and stil well up . 
in the going. — “y 

“The Challenge of . Youth," 49th. St. . 
(Ist week) (C-708-$3). Presented‘. 
independently; written. by Ashley. . 
Miller;. opened. Monday. 

“The Criminal Code,” National (ith 
_week) (D-1,164-$3)." Holds. to bet- 
‘ter * fian ‘$10, 000 weekly. pace,-. 

getting about. $4,500, © . 
Stock burlesque continues te have 

tough sledding at the Palace where 
“Naughty Nifties” grossed. only 
around $3, 000. 

. e e e e 

Leslie Picks Majestic 
“The International Revue” will |’ 

probably be spotted at the Majestic, 
a Shubert theatre. Lew Leslie first 
planned showing in an Erlanger 
house, but none of the required size 
wag available for the booking. . 

The operating cost of the revue | 
is said to be exceptional, with a 
reported salary roll of $22,000 week-. 
ly, thereby requiring a large cap. 
pacity theatre. - 

‘around $14,000; “Street, ‘Scene” and 
“Red “Dust,” ~~ ; 

, dMichael, Mary” Good 
In addition to these “Michael 

‘and Mary” 
at: the- little Hopkins;. 
nal Code,”. over $10,000; “Sub- 
way Express,” $10,000; “Bird in 
Hand” and “Mendel, Inc.," $9,000; 
“Children of Darkness,” _ $8,500; 
“Broken  Dishes,”-” $8,000; “Salt 
Water,” $7,500; “Your Uncle Dud- | 
ley,” $7,000, with the balance $5,000. |. 
‘and less, one show. getting about 

' $2,500. Some of the light gross 
shows, however, are said .to be 

showing a profit. 
The new show list is weak. 

two new productions this week. 
‘Next. week will offer “Recapture” 
at the Eltinge;. “Sari” will be re- 

'vived at the Liberty; “The Women 
..Have Their Way” will be added ‘to: 
-the Civic Repertory and “General 
‘John Regan” will replace the “Play- 
hoy of the Western World” in. the 
Village, “Seven” closes at the Re-. 
public, which gets “Subway Ex- 
.press,” moving from the Liberty, 

“. while “It: Never. Rains” stops at ‘the 
. Eltinge. Other weak shows. prob- 

ably will be added to this week's 
exiting list. 

. PITTSBURGH FIGURES 
: Pittsburgh, Jan. 21, : 

With the legit field to himself again, 
Thurston, at Alvin, played near ca- 
pacity in’ second and last week. At] 
$1.50 top, equaled initial takings. of 
$13,000, and could have stayed an- 
other fortnight, but house is booked 
for several weeks. “Night in. Ven- 
ice,” return, current. 
Sharp stock at Pitt continued good 

takings with “The Nut Farm.” 
Nixon reopened this .week with 

= =—=:-=-4Gambling4—and-~special- -=-mats--of. 
.“Sporting Blood” after two weeks of 
darkness, and will follow up with 
“Brothers” and “Papa Juan.” 

Singer-Stone’Co. Blows 
Spokane, Jan, 21. 

After six weeks of less than. fair 
business, the Music. Box Company 
folded up. 

The -all-musical resident show 
failed to click from the start. Open- 
ed by Harry Stone and John Singer. 

is rated. very. good 
“The Crimi- |: 

Only’ 

garding booking 

1Us Be Gay” opened Jan. 27. 

‘Nina Rosa’ Does $30,000 in Chi; | 
‘Queen’ Only Dud ; Dud at $9,000 Total} 

; Chicago, Jan, 21. 

Loop legit business was all- 
around excellent. Only weakness 

recorded among 12 attractions was 
Pauline Frederick’s: new piece, 
“Queen Was in the Parlor.” Drama 
received poor notices and was not 
above $8,000 in. its first week at the 
Garrick, 
“Show Boat’ concluded a good 13- 

week run at the Illinois, leading 
everything, and went on .the road, 
“Whoopee” replacing. There was 
some. hesitation late in December, 
when the outlook was gloomy, re- 

“Whoopee” here, 
but all Zieefeld’s. fears have now 
been .allayed by & brisk advance, 
with agency demands ‘very good. 
* “Animal Crackers” 

to’.remain a comfort. to. Sam BH. 
Harris as producer. 

‘ “Nina Rosa,” the much revised 
Shubert operetta at the . Great 
Northern, began with a flourish and 
the demand is growing. 
opened with ‘strength at the Er- 
langer, also near capacity.- 

the Blackstone. The other big 
money makers, “Street Scene’ and 
“June Moon,” also held in’ the: 
groove. 7 : 
At the Princess “Infinite Shoe-. 

black” 
topping’ own previous’ figure and 
went to Philly. “The Matriarch,” 
a GB Stern adaptation of the G. B. 
“Stern novel; “opened —with-most- of |-reliable--$19,000..... _In..addition. the 
‘the London cast. 

Cut rates helped 
tice” at the Playhouse, and the 
play stays on. Studebaker con- 
tinues dark this week, with “Let 

Estimates for Last Week 

“Animal. Crackers” (Grand, 5th 
week), Rolling along. at . $33,000, 
which is only $1,000 under the pre- 
vious week. Agency plugging. 

“Bird i in Hand” (Harris, 5th week). 

in fits fifth. 
week at the Grand did near capacity’ 

“Vanities” 

“Strange Interlude” is ‘steady. at: 

ended a four-‘week run,: 

‘TMegal Prac-' 

|W. °C. Fields appears to be the 

‘Eddie Cantor and cohorts replaced 

“week, 
|“Inspector Kennedy,” Bijou 

this one won't stay much longer; 
$5,000 to $6,000 estimated, _—_« 

“lt Never Rains,” Eltinge. (10th 
week) (C-892-$3). Final week; 
lafely cast has been on percentage 
and getting very little coin; ‘“Re- 
capture” due next week. 

“Journey’s End,” Miller’s (45th 
week) (D-946- $4. 40). Eased off to 

Off to $12,000, but that is a proft- $11,000, which-is lowest figure to 
able figure. Complaint is too much 
smart dialog, if that is a com-’ nee apring and to profit. pace | 

aint. 
“Blackbirds” (Adelphi, 9th week) 

Up $1,000 over the previous week to 
$17,000 and with prospective ad- 
vance through conventions bring- 
ing the city 60,000 showgoers, sees 
at least three more profitable weeks 
ahead. 

“HWlegal- Practice” (Playhouse, 6th 
‘week). Steady. at $5,000 and saved 
by two-for-ones. . 

“June Moon” (Selwyn, 5th week). 
There is no complaint; $19,000 for 
this comedy, 

- “Nina Rosa” (Great Northern, 2a 
week), Was ste the first two past. 

ut receive g notices and busi- 
ness jumped. ' Around $30,000... “Meteor; a Gulla 
“Queen Was in the Parlor” (Gar: | °914-$3). "Confident. this one will 

rick, 24 week). Cricks didn’t like) extend well beyond Guild’s six 
Pauline Frederick as a queen of a| weeks’ subscription perlod; busi- 
European principality with a Paris| ness around $16,000 weekly. . 
past.and attendant bunko. Weak “Nancy's Private Affair,” Vander- 
start at $9,000,.most of which was! pilt (2a -week) (C-771-$3).. Re- 
the natural Frederick draw. and. not | viewers did: not treat’ new ‘com- 

the drama itself, » edy kindly, but some indication 
The Matriarch during first week of being: mod- 

(D-1,520-$3). Presented by Charles 
"Dillingham: 
Dukes from the novel. “Power”; 
“Jew. Suss,” the original title: 
opened Monday. 

“June Moon,” Broadhurst (16th 
week) (C-1,118-$3.85). About tied 
for first money last week at $22,- 
000; had béen the gross leader of 
non-musicals.and still very big. 

“Mendel, Inc.,” Ritz (9th week) (C- 
, $46 -$3.85). The party 
“nearly every night some organiza- 
tion buys a part oy all of the ca- 
pacity; $9,000 ‘and better for a 

(Princess, 1st | 
week). Fourth play on the Dra-|. erate: ‘money. sticker; about $6,000. 
matic League of Chicago schedule, “Phantoms,” Wallack's (2d week) 
opening ‘Tuesday: with Constance | (CD-770-$3). .-Doesn’t seem to 
Coliier-starred.. -. 

“Street Scene” (Apollo, Bth week) 
‘A drop of only one G to $23,000 for 
the city’s leading drama. Advance 
demand Is excellent. ° 
-“Strange Interlude’ (Blackstone, 

8th week). House held to the same 

mean a thing: first week’s gross 
wag less‘than $3,000, with actors 
supposed to work for cakes. 

“Red. Rust,” Beck (6th week) (D- 
1,189 - $3). . After. strong start, 
began to slip: last week, when 
about $12,000 was the Bross; quite 

...a&,pront at the pace, 
“gait Water,” John “Teelden nA rotrl 

week) . (C-900-$3), Taugh show 
. getting between $7,000 and $8,000 
and apparently making a little 
money; 
Egypt” is readied during try-out. 

“Scandals,” Apollo (18th week) (R- 
1,168-$6.60). Last three weeks re- 
ported, with new musical, “Flying 
High,” due mid-Ft ebruary; revue's 
takings about $27,000 last week. | 

“Seven,” Republia (Sth week) -(D-. 
901-$3). Tinal week, although 

week's Monday advance. was $5, 000, 
a record for that day. Balcony and. 
gallery sales continue big, 

“Vanities” (Erlanger, 2d week). 
Despite noncommittal notices this 
began excellently with $30,000. 

draw. Booked in: for three weeks 
only, it should do well during that 
time, | 
“Whoopee” (Illinois, 1st week). 

“Show Boat.” 

rent show a bit over $4,000 Jast'|” 

(6th |: 
' week) (CD-605-$3). William Hodge’ 
preparing a new play, indicating |, 

“Josef. Suss,” Erlanger (1st. week) | 

adapted by Ashley } 

show; | 

th week) . (CD- y 

may move if “Even in} 

. decided. to send show to rodad;.- 
leaves after ‘another’ week; about. 
$17,000 last weelr. ¢ 

“The Street Singer,’ Shubert (18th — 
week) (M-1,395-$5.50). ° Fairly <.- 
-good business estimated “around 

- $20,000 or a bit under: was re-... 
ported leaving. some. time a ago. — 

“Top Speed,” Chanin’s 46th St. (5th | 
week) (M~1,413-$5.50):° May = be-.- 
bettering even break but trade not . 
so hot for this.musical; indicated 
pace of $25,000. only fairly good, — 

“Wake Up and Dream,” Selwyn (4th 
week) tre 1,067-$6.60). Last week .- 
was sort of test period for Eng- 
lish revue; quoted well over $90,- 
000; with new routine, rated bet-: 
ter. ‘performance than at first; tak- 
ings close to previous week. — 

“Waterloo Bridge,’ Fulton (8rd .. 
week) (C-913-§3.85). Agency buy. 
appears to be factor in pace. 
claimed ‘to have again approxi- a 
mated $14,000. 

“Wise “Child,” Belasco: (25th week) _ 
“(Ce :1,060-$3.85),- ‘Nothing :on the 
_non-musical list appears to have 
“excelled this early hit: last week; 
close to $22,000 

“Wonderful Night,” Majestic (13th 7 
week) (O-1,776-$5.50). “The In- | 
ternational: Revue” is mentioned 
to come hete next month, -with 
operetta probably moving. at that 

“time; $20,000.: | 
“Woof. Woof,” Royale (6th’ week) 

(M-1,118-$4.40). Business rated 
‘lowest of the. musicals; ‘nightly. 
takings early last week reported 

__ considerably under $1,000... 
“Young Sinners,’ ‘Morosco (9th a 

week). (CD-893-$3), Commands __ 
_ steady call and business mounted: 
to real money, estimated better 
than $18,000 pace. - 

“Your Uncle Dudley,” Cort (10th 
week) (C-1 ,042-$3). Going along 
to: moderate - coin and apparently 

‘ turning profit; $7,000 to $8,000. 
Special Attractions—Little Theatres 4 

“Everything's Jake,” Assembly; — 
best thing this. independent ‘group 
has done yet, 

"Hopkins; ., 
continues to very good trades 

“Prince of; Pilsen,” Jolson’ 8} final . 
weele of Yevival. 

“Phe Jue and The Gray, ” Rialto, 
Hoboken; revival, 

“At the Bottom,” Waldorf; 
vival. 

Civie Repertory, 14th Street. 
“The, Playboy of The Western * 

World,” Irish (Greenwich . Village) 5: 
revival. : 

tuth Draper, ‘Comedy: 

ew oo: 

Tes: 



VARIETY | 

Plays on Broadway | | 

LEGITIMATE 

Musical comedy in two acts. Presented 
by Edgar Selwyn at the Times Square Jan. 
14, Clark and M¢Cullough starred. Score 
by George and Gershvin. 
Morrie Ryskind. Dances staged ‘by Geotge 
Hale. Book by Alexander Leftwich: 
Timothy Harper. ...eceersees GOrdon Smith 
Richard K. Sloane...., cee. ROb|Ert Bentley 
Horace J. Fietcher........ Dudley Clements 
Myra Meade....... 
Mra, Grace Draper..........-Blanche .Ring 
Anne Draper... .ccccccccscscace Doris Carsons 
Joan Fletcher. ee cencces “Margaret Schilling 

Jerry Goff 
‘Maurice. ‘Papue 

sBobby Clark 

Jim Tow nsend. 
Doctor or i 

“Gideon. .....56 aveeurences Paul McCullough 
Doris Dunne seene eweeees seeee Marion Miner 
Suzette. ....ccecccaveovcacees Ethel Britton 
Seizette.. socceveveccvessens Virginia Barnes 
Sergt. Doax..... ereeevese Walter Fairmont 
DanseuSe.......- vesnceserere vas Joyce Coles 

Tirst- -nighters, including the. ‘crit- 
ics, were greatly pleased “with 
“Strike Up the Band,” and the. ca- 
pacity audience on the third evening. 
seemed equally entertained. An 
agency buy had been arranged prior 
to the premiere, .and after it.fancy 
prices were reported being asked- by 
the brokers. 

AL of which is doubtless more]. 
than ordinarily gratifying to Edgar 
Selwyn, former actor, now producer. 
and sometime author, and for the 
reason he has kept away from ‘the 
musical type of attraction....The 
show was originaliy tried out. of 
town two years ago, but shelved. 
At that time Ziegfeld secured ‘the 
release of the Gershwin “The Man I 
Love," which stood out in. “Show 
Boat" in the hands of Helen. Mor- 

Perhaps the present Gershwin 
score ig entirely new. It stands out 
all the way, and figures to be. the 
dominant factor in the engagement. 
Morrie Ryskind did the book. ° It! 
savas George S. Kaufman’s originally, 
and the latter looked the show over 
in Boston, where it opened in pres- 
ent form recently. The dream sec- 

‘ tion, which consumes no little time: 
in the first act and continues into 
the second, seemed too. Tong, but. 

- after intermission the going was 
- speedy and diverting.’ - 

“Strike Up the Band” is a satire 
on war, too much so inthe original 
form. It opens’in Fletcher's choco- 
late factory. Switzerland has pro-+ 
tested a. 50% tariff-on her chocolate 
exports, and Fletcher would go 30 
far as to have a war with the Swiss. 
Asleep, he areams war is declared. 
He becomes the géneral; his fac- } 

tory manager a colonel, and a re- 
porter whom he didn’t like. 
was in love with hls attractive | 
daughter, 4a captain. The male 
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-W® aren't we've come a long: way ‘to: 

‘may have misséd another, funny Ine. 

-ahout to make a touch himself— 

fession, 

| brought from the. west by Edgar‘ 
‘Selwyn, is said to hhave been.a cow- 

| boy, but he, too,. is auite a hoofer. 

-in which the melody or.the lyrics or. 
-{ both stand. out. . 

‘the dance floors. 

ing and Jerry Goff. Miss Schilling, 

prima .donna..and could have had 
more to warble. 

‘New Rochelle” and “If. I Become 

1 jis another likeable song. 

TRUNK &|| 

| Barl of Suffolk 

. “Magdal 

chorus of 24 is. in tin hats and khaki, 
and. the scene changes. to the’ ter- 
race of a Swiss hotel. Nobody gets. 
hurt. -Bobby. Clark: is:made: the new 
‘general.’ "He - yodels to the’ Swiss 
army, who think their leader is call-. 
ing them, and they get surrounded.- 
Then Fletcher wakes up, his worries 
about the. business are dropped, and 
there is a triple marriage. ; 
® Bobby Clark:.and'Carl McCullough. 

‘“two-men about town” are on 
high with the comedy : throughout. 
In the-dream-section Clark is Colonel. 
Holmes, closest man to the- presi- 
‘dent for four years, while McCul- 
‘lough ig Gideon, aid to the colonel, 
messenger boy.- and other things. 
During the war .interlude, when 
asked -if they are real soldiers, Clark 
won a howl by. answering: ‘“Well,. if 

At that some 
Others. 

scratch. our selves,” 
out front didn’t get the line. . 

Asked for money, Clark said he was 

“Back home ‘the boys are playing’ 
handball ‘with my checks.” 
‘Nearly all the. sprightly numbers 

were led by Doris Carson and Gor- 
don Smith; who.made an excellent 
duo. Miss Carson, born in the pro 

s 
stepped into “Show Girl . when 
Ruby. Keeler became ill. She is a 
rattling:good dancer. Young Smith, 

There are.a half dezen numbers. 

‘Strike Up .the 
Band” is bound: to. be. popular on’ 

It is the finale of 
the first act. “Soon” is pretty, and. 
excellently sung by Margaret. Schill- 

from RKO -yaudeville, is quite a 

“Y¥ Mean to Say,” 
with a .tricky lyric, sounded good, 
put “I’ve Got a Crush on You,” led 
‘by Miss Carson and Smith, scored 
‘pest of all. 
-The ensemble work counted. here. 

George Hale did a good job. with the 
chorus. - The. comic.songs, ‘ 

President,” -had Clark and McCul~ 
lough. on the long end: Blanche 
Ring in a husband-hunting mother 
part, determined to get hitched be- 
‘fore her daughter, was an.able aid. 
to the chief comedians, both in 
-numbers and dialog. “What Is the 
‘Use of Hanging Around With You?” 

After in- 
termission Red Nichols and his band 
in the pit played over some of the 
tunes for a score in the spot, 

“Strike Up the Band” started like 
2 wow and it is in the. hit class. 

ee. 

Drama in prolog and three ‘acts; pre- 
sented at Erlanger’s by Charles Dillingham 
Jan, 20;. adapted by Ashley. Dukes from 
the novel by Lion Feuchtwanger, 
er’: .Maurlce Moscovitch starred;. 
by. "Reginald Denham. Scaled at $3, 
General Remchingen........Cyvll Raymond 
Councillor, Welssensee....... Ralph Truman 

staged 

secseess Malcolm Keen 
weeceeee LOlANdS Jackson 

. Robert G. _Rendel 
Josef-Suss Oppenhelmer’ 

Maurice Moscovitch 

Marie Auguste..... 

A Courler.,..ccitescecsccveesss Victor Esker 
Nicolas... cscndeccsccecveccesaee ede C Dunn 
Blinder. ...csucevoessccevess Horace Pollock 

Rabbi......seesees «oeseAlexander Sarner 
Deputy President Sturm 

H. McKenzie Rogan 

Dom Barielemy Pancorbo 
Alexander Sarner 

Grayiella.. .-Beyrl Walkly Cree wredbdbaasearete 

on ‘Broadway, drew an expectant 
first-night audience .at Erlanger’s 
Monday. 
went up and down many times, but 
whether subsequent performances 

ronized is somewhat doubtful. . 

“Power” the. rise of. a Jew to ‘the 

PAUL WHITEMAN 
" Booking Exclusively T. hrough | ‘His Own Office | 

JAMES F. 

1560 Broadway’ 
New York City. 

“GILLESPIE, mi 
Personal Representative 

ry . . 
Saree Deg op ee 

jcal Buropean kingdom. 

‘mother. | 

- the:- ‘ youngster who] 

gallows, 

‘Mile. of |. 

“Pow- 

Manager, of ‘the. Casino. ... Harold ‘Webster 
|'Karl Alexander..... 

™Mhe Rabbi ‘Gabriel. roses Stanley Drewitt | 2 

cece etc enseneroeses Maureen Shaw 

Naoml,s+sresseesseesoeeres Janet Morrison 

ay osef Suss," the newest dramatic. 

The second-act curtain. 

will be equally well received or pat-. 

The play is based on a best ‘seller, 

power behind the throne of a _mythi- 
As “Jew. 

Suss” it scored undeniably in Lon- 
don. Recently it was played in Yid- 
dish in New York and because the 
same title was used, Charles Dill- 
ingham, changed his play to “Josef 
Suss.” 

It appears there. have been: sev-. 
eral: versions of “Suss” presented: 
there and abroad. ‘Which’ one ex- 
tracted: the most from the book may. 
be open to _discussion, ' but Ashley 
Dukes’ adaptation jis doubtless a’ 
meritorious work, ; 
‘There should be no quarrel about 

that, -.The. difference of opinion ap- |. 
pears to be whether the character 
of. “Josef. Suss” ‘can gain enough 
audience” ‘ gym pathy. - 7 Indications 
Monday did not favor success. |’ 
Dukes made early preparation in 

the play for the disclosure that Suss 
was of. Gentile. father and Jewish. 

He had but to whisper. the: 
name of his father to save himself 
at the finish, as pointed out. by. the 
faithful . Magdelen. But he ‘held 
to his credo of revenge—'‘Power 
means . the ‘power for revenge, re- 
venge for my people.” Suss re- 
mained the Jew to:the end, embit-. 
tered more than’ before. over: the 
death of his’. virginal daughter, 
Naemi,. who : jumped from a high. 
balcony - to escape .the rapacious 
Duke Karl... It Is the scene where 
Suss mourned over body of. his fair 
daughter. that ‘brought™ the plaudits.” 

Financial: support of ‘monarchies 
by wealthy Jewish houses: is a mat- 
ter of history. and doubtless inspired 
the novel. Josef: Suss was:a man: 
of millions, noted for the rare wines 
in his mansion’ -His backing of Karl 
Alexander, to. control the duchy may 
|be likened ‘to the Rothchilds learn- 
ing of the result. of the -battle of 
Waterloo by special courier. quite 
‘some time - before the king’s own 
courier arrived with the news. 

Josef Suss smashes -the duke but, 
risen to the power he dreamed of, 
and schemed. for, he is ready for the 

Suss connived to obtain 
the daughter of the councillor as the 
duke’s ‘mistress, but when a similar 
tragedy shadowed his own door, he 
succumbed to all. passions but power 
and .revenge. Perhaps an elegant 

|charactey, -but not an inspirational 
one. . 

Starrea in “Josef Suss” is. Mau- 
rice Moscovitch, ‘formerly. well 
known as a Jewish actor in New 
York, but who gained a. greater 
name on ‘the London stage. Mr. 
Moscovitch ig all that is claimed for | 
him. - He etched Suss with a fine 
manner. Rarely did he ‘display high 
emotion, but always there seemed a 
‘tenseness ‘to: his: playing. His Suss 
will doubtless live much longer than 
the -play itself, 
Malcolm: Keen as the duke, Stan- 

jley Drewitt. as the Rabbi Gabriel, 
Maureen. Shaw as Magdelen, Janet 
Morrison: as Naemi, Cyril Raymond 

as the beautiful duchess comprised 
jan admirable support. 

However, “Josef Suss” is a long, 
quiet, period play of the early 18th 
century, one which flgures to be 
limited to racial appeal rather than 
general Popularity. iIbee, 

Challenge of Youth 
’; Comedy-drama in three acts (one set), by 
Ashley Miller ané-Hyman Adler. Produced 
and staged by Hyman Adler at-the 49th 
St,, New York, Monday evening, Jan, 20. — 
Nancy Summers. eoPeorseseres 

Desire Adams...... sccoeeseesAlma Merrick 
Y Wade Block GPatgs 020000 Fan Johnaon 
Tilly... were oneee »Lottie Salisbury 

Friends at. the "Meet ing 
Billy... ssccscesces o..-.James Jackson 

Jerome Samuelson 
eae eesecces t) 

Bobbie senses Cee eee enanevrens ie +-Bobble Del Rilo 

The box office click of “Young 
Sinners” after critics panned it to 
a .faretheewell probably explains the 
“Challenge of Youth,” another one 
of those dramaturgie treatises on 
‘adolescence, which sneaked in on 
Yubbers at the 49th Street Monday 
night.:. It will have to depend en-. 
tirely upon Leblang to stick more 
than a couple of weeks. That’s the 
peg for it ordinarily, but Hyman} 
Adler,. producer, -. 
commonwealth and no bond up, may. 
do better under existing arrange- 

Jments, 
’ The play is another sock by un- 

up sex excitement as a bogie man 
and the youngsters finding out. for 
themselves. The. ring leader of the 
rebels is Desire Adams, daughter 
‘of the college professor, who rounds 
up. the youngsters in_ rebellion 
against the narrow-mindedness . of 
the elders. 

The keynote of the mob is youth 
must: have its fling and it has it 
plenty in this one. Desire, ' dizzy 
with hootch, gives in conquest to 

1 3forace “Bronson: only-to-be.discovered. 
by her dad. The latter ds “heart- 
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brokén, and Desire hopes: to make OUT- OF- TOWN REVIEWS: aménds by marryfng Horace. She 

‘Andrew Gordon.. 

as the general and Yolande Jackson: 

having cast on |. 

dergrads of a New England uni- |’ 
| versity against their elders holding 

good, 

‘doesn’t leve him but wants to square 
things for dad and obviate . the 
scandal of her act. 
Walden . James, novelist and 

dreamer and friend of Prof. Adams,. 
‘4intervenes and convinces the adot- 

ing. father. that the affair. is not as 
bad as it Jooks. . The boy. shows up 
to do. the right- thing by Desire, even 
though she doesn’t love: him,.. with 
dad delaying the nuptials: until they 
return. from a trip abroad and with|?T 

| Desire ‘holding out hope she'll. look 
Horace up when she returns, . 

way, sans action except for an ‘occa- 
sional flash in the second act and |. 
pretty tedious until the collegiate 

, pétting . ‘party : eventuates: half: way |. 
The J Pablo. along .in the second stanza. - 

latter emphasizes that youth must. 
have its. fling, and it. does plenty 
here, with Desire and Horace ad-. 
joining to an anteroom after a. rieck- 
ing party and.dad ‘coming in to espy: 
them... The show takes a ‘nosedive 
4n final act except for the tag which. 
convinces: that the- ‘boy. and: Birl wilt 
get together later, 

Despite lack of motivation. in de- 
‘veloping ‘what might’ havé been a 
‘zippy -yarn,: several gdod - perform- | Pac 
ances were registered. ‘Alma Mer- 
rick gave -a corking performarice-as 
Desire, with: Walter Pearson giving 
a creditable “performance as -the. 
squaring novelist. and : dreamer. 
‘Harold De Bray. as-the grief-stricken 
‘father, Helene Mitchell as the med-. “Grama of a battle for a girl's: love 7 
dlesome, -arranging aunt, ‘and. Wil-. 
liam Lovejoy as Horace, were among. 
others registering for good perform- 
ances, 
._-The sexy angle and cheap hook- 
u may permit the piece. to survive 
longer than predicted above, but this 
reporter has his doubts. | ‘Eidba. 7 

PHANTOMS! 
A three-act myatery satire presented by. 

Louis.A. Safian. <A. Snitt and L. Sands 
co-authors. Staged oy Monroe Bennett 
Hack. ‘Setting (standing: throughout) by: 

. Dodd Ackerman. At Wallack's Theatre, . 
Poginaine ‘Monday, Jan. 13. Top, 
Wing Sang.... eee seceves Edward Colebrook 
Alfred Burlte....ccnaseeceeese Arnold Daly” 
Chick Crané...vesoees vee Hal Clarendon 
Charles Wright......: ieee «Harold Kennedy 

. Theodore H. Scharfe 

-- Margery Swem 
weeescees Ray Harper 

Phido Prance.. . .dwin Redding 
Officer Sylvester. eran ++Knox Herold 

Janet Wright.. 

The bread that’s cast upon the 
-waters here is unlikely to return ex- 
cept as a nibble, and while the pro- 
ducers ‘may fancy “Phantoms!” as 
attractive box office lure, it is high- 
ly doubtful if the catch they're after 
will go for this kind -of bait. Too 
much of the same kind of hoke ‘has: 
been used this season, with so many 
mystery plays done since Labor Day | 
and most of them failures, A sure 
cut-rater, it's problematical if even 
the reduced*prices can keap this one 
alive. 

“Phantoms!” is a mystery farce 
with the satire laid on so thick from 
the second act on that it becomes 
monotonous. The playwrights ap- 
parently ran out of ideas early and 
try to saye the day by repetition. | 
Action has two “murdered” men g0- 
ing in and out of the scéne as 
ghosts, scaring peondls and. attempt- 
ing to thrill the audience without 
any. conspicuous: success, this fea- 
turé of the production has been sad- 
ly overdone,’ It is all stale before’ 

|{the play is anywhere near its end 
and the elementary situations dot- 
ting the action, along with dialog 
that displays’ no particular ‘bril- 
liancy, fail to relieve the boredom. 

Mystery only thinly coated with 
burlesque develops in. the first act, 
which in spite of much pointless 
‘talk lays the groundwork for what 
promises to be fair entertainment. 
The second act provides satire in 
the larger doses but the play is still 
not losing theatre until. the third 
arrives to lay on the lampooning 
too heavily. 
There are a few clever bits, in- 

cluding the tag on the first act when 
the reporter calls Lackawanna 1000; 
the brief ‘interludes with ‘the nance 
cop; a couple of hysterical scenes 
and. some. of the matter wrapped. 
up in the part.of Phido Prance, the’ 
master mind detective, but they are. 
all too few and become submerged 
in a welter of aimless dialog and 
action. 

Cast fails to distinguish itself: as’ 
out of. the ordinary, no one turning 
in an outstanding performance, 
Some. are ..colorless, particularly 
Edward Colebrook, . who plays a 
Chinese heavy in a very affected 
and unnatural accent. Arnold Daly 
is one of the best actors of. the 11 
‘here, and‘ he’s. the one who's “shot” 
in the ‘first act... Ray Harper ts re-' 
Sponsible for a natural buc thank- 
less reporter interpretation but the 
girls, Frances McHugh and Margery 
Swem, do very. little well outside of 
-scréam.and.it's..a.question_whether. 
they even yell convincingly. Good. 
types are Raymond Barrett and Hal 
Clarendon, racketeers,, but what's 
offered by ‘Theodore H. Scharfe and 
Harold Kennedy. stirs little appre- 
ciation. As Phido Prance, Edwin 
Redding is @ nice fit for what that’s. 

|} worth, Knox Herold, the queer cop, 
g004, but had’ toa few -opportuni- 
ies, . 
“Action covers two days and oc- 

curs in combination home and gam- 
bling establishment. Setting very 

ar. 

‘13 in the Great Northern -theatre.. 

The story is stilted most of. the 

‘CHICO. i veceenes 

of Peru by a half breed. 

‘lean’ miner, 

ee coes : Frances. McHugh J. 

NINA A ROSA 
‘Chicago, Jan. 13. 

An operetta in two acts and eight scenes 
(6)x_ sets) presented. by the Shuherts Jan, 

Boole: 
by Otto Harbach, music by Sigmund. Rom- 
berg and lyrics by Irving Caesar. 

WS. Huffman and Busby Berkeley. 
Cast. of 
Frank Homa 

Max ‘Meth,: musical director. 
dev eerasecorvroerece 

. .-»Leonard Ceeley 
Jack Haines..ec..sseceeces »Guy- ‘Robertson 
Nina Rosa Stradetia: ‘veeeevs. Berna Deane 
John Cralg..i..scease.--George Anderson 
Elinor Haines. seaceeeeseMarion Marchante 
Indian Dancer. covccccceccee Victor Casmore . 

vecesocosessHelba Huara, - 
Gaucho. Dancer. ame ee cece “Stephen Cortez . 
Chiquita. ...ceccusevces eee eEEY 

QUITZ. Ci ce cencceususes Katherine ‘Shige - 
Dolores. soaesesene seececcssevess Evelyn Klein - 

+ Mona. Soltis | 

Sybil. Comer” 
Norma Leyland 

°Gertain - faults: inherent. “in the. 
production notwithstanding, this re-. 
mains.:a good show. It should: ‘have’ 
a good Chicago run, . 
'. “Nina: Rosa” . is: a musical melo= 

and..for..a- rieh ‘gold mine Th Peru, 
with: the ‘locale Peruvian - and 
gauchoistic. Hlarbach has given: it’ 
.& plot-of strong suspense that. holds 
until the Jast scene, when he resorts 
‘to. hoke with a trick ending. _Rom-: 
bere’s ° tunes are Romberg’s; not on 

‘a. par. ‘with “The Desert Song” or, a 
‘New Moon,” but still good. 
Nina Rosa’ is a daughter of a 

Spanish pioneer who ‘after his.death | 
was reared among the mountains. ” 

region of. deserted mines and Inca . 
traditions, Jack Haines, an. Amer- 

leads’ a group of ‘grin- 
foes -to- exploit @ forgotten shaft; - 
This. romantic Americano and - the ‘ 
Spanish senorita fall in love. 

- The best.scene of :the production. 
is in Act II when Haines and Pablo, 
with Haines’ freedom at- stake, 
‘stage a fight’ on the balcony. of 4 
hacienda and roll to the courtyard, 
Haines. ‘escaping with the girl. 
through: a ‘menacing crowd of 
gauchos, _ 7 oe 
‘Leonard 'Ceeley, 

dangerous - villain, 
as Pablo, the - 
has’ and ‘plays 

‘with spirit the best role in. both | 
song. and ‘action. Berna Deane's: 
Nina Rosa fs: neither brunette nor 
‘tempestuous, ‘but her voice is there. 
Guy Robertson's: portrayal of Tack 
‘Haines is capable. 

Dancing is weak throughout, ‘with 
the exception of the team of Cortez © 
and Pegey, who hdve an excep- 
tional tango. and a fine ballroom: 
fandango. Otherwise. there are 12 
dancing girls poorly trained, cos- 
tumed and routined. 
Comedy dialog is likewise weak,” 

Jack Sheehan, as‘a, frail author, and 
Don. Barclay as “Slivers,”, a pros-. 
pector, try to provide it. Sheehan 
has no material, but Barclay’s in- 
nocent appearance puts him. across 
fairly. Nina Gordani is interesting. 
as Corinna, dancing girl infatuated . 
‘with Pablo. 

One : scene . depicts Inca Indians. 
| worshipping the ancient Sun God 
‘in a subterranean grotto. and is built 
up with rich colors, grotesque body 
masks and silvered skulls on poles. 
Other attempts at ‘Peruvian local | 
color are flat. 

Musically: “there are the songs 
“Nina Rosa,” a ballad; “Serenade 
of Love,” “A Kiss. I Must Refuse 
You” and “Your Smiles, Your 
Tears.” “The first nighters could 
not get enough of Pablo and Nina 
Rosa singing “Serenade of Love.” 
A certain bet for the talkers, . 

. 700. 

ON THE WING . 
‘Albany, N. Y., Jan. 21. 

A comedy in three acts by Peter McDow- 
ell, Produced under the direction of John 

. Dilson, 
Birdie. Nevins,.......0000 {Claiborne Foster 

@ 
Pauline Fairchild. svecoveceeeMnid Romany © 
Mary Wilson... veosecseceses MOlly Hicks 
John WIlg0n. .e ec ccccecnsceseces John Todd 

Eddie Cain... casecseoveseese+Clyde Dilson 
Billy Watts. .cccaccccosvesveees NOL MeFeo 
Clara ..Mary Michael 
BASNOP. 1. cc cecececcasnccseves 
Mrs, Bally..sceccevnece . Gwendolyn De Lany 

OTA. cocvcsacseseses 

“On the Wing” isa pleasant com- 
edy built around Claiborne Foster, 
and it fits her like Cinderella’s slip- 
per. Miss Foster tried it out at the 
Capitol with the Capitol Players, a 
stock company that has been play- 
ing at. the house for the last 17° 
weeks. . 
McDowell's ‘play makes a good. 

stock production. It is. breezy, en- 
tertaining and, on the Toad, should 
“Win. approval, oe. a 

The plot is somewhat Tike 7 ‘that’ of 
“The Patsy,” in which Miss Foster - 
herself has starred, and also re- 
sembles “Peg o’' My Heart.” 

Heroine is. mald of all work in 4 
boarding house. She dreamed of her 
Prince Charming and a beautiful 
home and clothes. Then suddenly 
her dream comes to a realization 
when an unheard-of uncle, killed in 
fone bootleg feud, leaves her his mil- 

"Then Birdie starts out to spend 
her money, not foolishly but with 

Staged. . 

Into .the | ~ 

Carter... .sevccscoeees Walter Regan. 

UNorman Tracy | 
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eaution. She lked to tell of the 
prices she paid for things, because 
ghe knew no better. Birdie furnishes 
‘a lavish apartment and invites a 
group of young people of. the com- 
munity who she thought to be of the 
“400.” -Among them is Harry. Car- 
ter, whom she worshipped - and. 
whose room -she had..cleaned day 
after day at her former rooming 
house, 

_ Pilling to give up all her money. for 
-him, Carter, however, is in love 
“with another girl, : 
‘money. lures him to ‘the ‘altar with 
her, and they elope during the party. 

Carter revolts a week later. and. 
returns to his old room, because he 
“yefuses to livé on his: wife's money,. 
- - But, with her strategy, Birdie. wins 
‘film back, —. 

Miss Foster unfolds her talent as: a. 
¢omedienne of great charm and per-" 
sonality. The play is clean in every 
sense and it may with some revision 
and with the drawing power of. Miss 
Foster serve on Broadway... 

'. - The direction by John H. “Dilgon 
was admirable. The wise-cracking 
Eddie Cain of Clyde Dilson helped a 
‘great deal to enliven. the’ evening. 
. With Miss Foster piece. can be put 
acy oss. ; ; Retonda, 

SHE'S. NO LADY 
. Erie, Jan. 18. 

Fareoccomedy in ‘three -acts, presented by 
razee, Jr.,.and authored by Bruce 

-Bpaulaing (Nellie Stewart), - and. Anthony 
d..(Mary Hay):.E. J. Blunkall staged 

te. orn cast: ‘Lynne Overman, Walter Greaza,. , 
Patricla .Chapman, “Bertha Greénhouee, 
‘Pauline Mason, Isabel Jewell, Robert Cum- 
mings,. Louise White, ° Delores De Monde, 
George Murdock, Lawrence Tuck, Josephine 
Deffry, arjorie Murray, Lora Haye, Rob- 

; ccs ‘080. At Park theatre, Brie, Pa., Jan. 

; Nothing original about this. They 
- dragged “Charley’s Aunt” of a couple 
of decades ago and livened it up 
with some modern kind of sex ap- 
peal... FHmsy enough in story to 
make it, more adapted for a musical 
comedy. Natives: here liked it and 

- @huckled which doesn’t prove any- 
thing because the only two ‘shows 

. they've had‘ this season were heavy- 
‘Weighte—“Strange. -‘Interlude” and 

; “Porgy.” oo. . 

. Lynne ‘Overman carries the play 
‘vith a line of subtle. comedy. Wal- 
ter .Greaza,. formerly of stock,.““What 
-Price Glory” and: “Remote Control; 7 
fed ‘for. most. of the -wise-cracking 
lines. Overman’s part is a delicate 
one which: he does in fine shape. 

_He’s a: female impersonator - who 
helps out a cheating actor (Greaza). 
Isabel Jewell plays: a. sweet, simple 
and girlish lead and does well. 

Story is about a Broadway lead- 
ing man, Rex.Gormorant (Greaza), 

. married and the parent. of three. 
Wife is always‘on his trail. Instead 

of: being ‘at the manager's office re- 
garding: an .éngagement, his wife 
“finds him at.a.swanky Long Island 
<of course)’ country club where he 

“Ys on the make for a young Junior. 
‘ Leaguer who is also. daffy about him. 

He tells. her he’s going to Paris 
for a divorce’ and ‘wants her .to 

‘ accompany him. She can’t unless 
properly 'chaperoned. Gaylord Jor- 

. dan (Lyrine Overman), a female im- 
_personator, is a friend of Gormorant, 
the latter pressing him into service 

.ag the chaperon, . Next is a bed- 
room at the: Ritz in Paris. 
and: Leonora: (Isabel Jewell) have 
separate rooms but certain intim- 
acieg result. Leonora 1s deeply dis- 
turbed when she~develops affection 
for her “chaperon.” She thinks she’s 

_ queer and her lines here bring out 
a lot of guffaws, Jordan falls for 
her, too, and- Gormorant is left to 
ehill off, 

Jordan does. a fade-out before the 
girl finds out that he’s a real artist, 
@ he-man who doesn’t sing soprano. 
Then she goes real crazy about him 
and trails him to the ‘theatre where 
he is playing. back in New York. 
They fall in love. Fearing that he'll 
give her the air like she gave it to 
Gormorant, she tells Jordan that she 
anticipates : a blessed event so they 
speed for the altar and from then 
on its love in a cottage or apart- 

‘ ment. 
. Show-is-jumping into Detroit and 
then Chicago from here. Why Erie 
was the dog nobody explains: other 
than it might bring good luck, which 
the play will néed.. 
Rose” played’ here once for four 
‘weeks. Play needs dressing up and 
shrinking. Doesn’ t ‘look hot. 

Mead. 

-BAMBINA 
. San- Francisco, Jan. 21. 

Operetta in two acts by Myrta Bel Gal- 
. laher. Produced by Daniel C, Blum. Staged 

by Edward Royce. At the Curran theatre, 
San Francisco, Jan. 13. 

* Giot Tink... ove seeveseersseaveeesFred” ‘Walton 

Picco. Sone ecees ecwcvcccwneszonss .Peter Pope 

Dr, Balanzonl.cecosceocseesee Hedley Hall 

PlOrindO. .+e.seccevececceeoncs Ernest Wood 
Beatrice... cess Nancy Welford 
Rosaura. «-Laurel Nemeth 

ilda.. «se Victoria ‘Alden 
__Planetta.. > + -Lorrayne Du Val 

, Russell Scott 
Al St, John 

Wilbur Bvars 

,, So much color that the eyes are 
dazzled, music that is Viennese in 
quality, a story so slender and com- 
“monplace you almost wonder why 
the author, bothered with it, about 
sums wp “Bambina,” operetta in 

but .Birdie'’s' 

-have all the earmarks of hits... 

that name... 

-enough.. 
‘applies to Laurel Nemeth, who sang 

1 brought 
Widow" if one may -cite that as. aj. 

‘Jordan |: 

‘out, 

‘“Abie’s: ‘Irish. 

| plot is simple: th 

two acts by Myrta Bel Gallaher 
which had its first production. at 
the Curran theatre here last. week. 

‘In all fairness “Bambina” should. 
be. given a little time to get under | 
way. | 
first week it showed raggedness in: 
a great many of the numbers which: 
have been worked out with con- 

‘Even toward the end of -its. 

siderable skill and originality by 

‘Daniel won Blum, 
Edward Royce. 

Carter is ‘her quest: ana she: is | The -producer, - 
.has done ‘his part of: the. job well |. 
and generously, providing. beautli-. 
ful. costumes and a massive scenic 
investiture, In the matter of cast 
he has not been so fortunate... Per- 
haps’ that isn’t his fault. “He' is 
‘said. to be new to’ show business, 
‘but: Royce is credited. with having 
staged some pretty. big stuff. . 
To this reviewer. it. seemed the 

‘material, 
too “much tor the principals. ‘There 
are. two ‘numbers especially that 

One 
is “Bambina” and the other “Inspi- 
ration Waltz.” Marie Wells. played 
Bambina and sang the number of 

She quite evidently put: 
all she“had in it, -but it wasn’t 

‘The. same, unfortunately, 

‘Inspiration Waltz” in a duet with 
‘Wilbur Evans. . Miss. Nemeth’s. so-. 
prano is too harsh and the num- 
ber seemed beyond her vocal pow- 
ers.. “Inspiration Waltz” in: quality. 

to .mind “The. Merry. 

standard of excellence, 
Where the author has excelled as 

@ composer she has muffed as a 
‘writer of.comedy.. ‘The few “funny” 
scenes in “Bambina,”’ most. of them 
handled by Al St. John, left. the 
greater portion of the audience |. 
stony-faced. St. John probably felt 
the weakness of his material and 
worked: overtime.to bolster.it with 
hokum, pratt falls and ‘every con- 
ceivable: sort of low comedy. There 
was nothing in the intended humor- 
ous situations themselves to bring 
more than a smile. 

Notwithstanding “Bambina” is a 
worthwhile effort. There are many 
spots of genuine beauty and not 
a flash of vulgarity. For instance, 
there is a: balcony love scene of 
deep sincerity, loveliness’ and poetry 
of language. The carnival scenes, 
laid in Venice, are exceedingly well 
done, the dialog is. bright, albeit a 
bit slow and there is a veritable 
riot.. of. color. 

The operetta is in two acts, the- 
first being laid in its entirety in a 
street scene in Venice and the sec- 
ond divided into. three scenes. Lelio, 
son of Giolini, a merchant of Ven-| 
ice, is.éxpected home from Rome. 
He has been betrothed in babyhood 
to Rosaura, daughter of Dr. Balan- 
zoni, a physician of Venice and 
close friend of Giolini, Lelio ar- 
rives unexpectedly, meets Rosaura 
without knowing who she is and 
falls in love with her and she with 
him. Lelio poses. as a nobleman 
and presses his suit ardently and 
clandestinely.. — 
He is progressing when Bambina 

arrives, having followed Lélio from 
Rome. Lelio has been philandering 
with Bambina and led her to be- 
lieve that he would marry her. 
Bambina learns of his infatuation | 
for Rosaura and proceeds to throw. 
a monkey wrench in the machinery 
of his romance, She. succeeds for. 
a time. but love triumphs and Lelio 
gets his Rosaura. ; 
“Bambina” should and probably 

will get to New York. Before it 
does a skilled hand should be put 
to work on. its structure and a few 
props built into its framework, The 
music will stand on its own any- 
where. 

There isn't anyone in the present 
cast with the exception of Nancy 
Welford deserving of being pointed 

Skillfully revised and care- 
fully cast “Bambina” should even- 
tually bring a lot of prosperity to 
its producer and author. Rivers. 

QUEEN IN PARLOUR 
(2d Review) 

Chicago, Jan,.13. 
Comedy-drama in three acts. Presented 

by Pauline Frederick at the Garrick, Chi- 

Sablen.ssrcccccccscsecvcsssesesss John Litel 
ZAND..ccrceeve Franile praymond 
Gen, Krish. ...06 red Cross 
Mise Phipps.r...% . Aly Malyon 
Court. Usher.......06 eons “Dudley Carter 
‘Prince Keri of Zalgar.. eccseee William Stack 
Grand Duchess Emilie......Grace Hampton 

Produced on the coast by. Belasco. 
& Curran, and presented here by 

night ‘to’ a half-filled house. Miss 
Frederick was here last year at the 
‘Cort. in the “Searlet Woman,” in 
which.she arhieved moderate suc-. 
ceess, This play is slated for three 
weekg at the Garrick, It is doubtful 
whether it will make real money. | 

The play itself shapes up .as 2 
-|-weak-rehash.of-the.old_theme.of the. 
thwarted love between the high- 
born lady and the commoner, clos- 
ing with the supposedly modern: 
note of the unha appy ending. The 

self-exiled queen 
is induced to return to her country: 
on the very eve of her. marriage to 
the man she loves. A year later the 
man she loves, one Sabien, saves her 
from assassination, and is given an 
audience before the queen. The old 
‘love flames, and she finally gives in 
to his entreaties to allow him to 

musically’ at least, «was |* 

cago,.. Jan. Written by Noel Coward. 
Staged by Edward Elsner. Starring Pauline 
Frederick. | 
N@Gya...crsvvcocccvcees . Pauline Frederick |. 

-dows. " 

Pauline Frederick, this play opened |, 
‘very quietly, and played the second : 

| through her window. 
every thing clear and unimpeded for 
the marriage, albeit diplomatic, be- 

> 1, ; 
Troups’ Jump Breakers 
Phe use of auditoriums for legit 

road shows is gaining favor in the 
‘booking offices, Auditoriums, in fact, | . 
are a way out in any number of. 

instances to,-the problem: of spot- 
ting road shows and avoiding long 
jumps... 
‘Recently the Erlanger office ‘sent | 

a representative to a ‘convention of 
‘auditorlum managers.in the central 
west. No special tie-up -was neces- 
sarily entéred into, the object being 
to discover auditoriums which had 
been overlooked.. Nearly’ all ‘audi- 
toriums. ‘have stages with modern 

equipment. 
Auditorium pookings are. , generally 

for’ one or two performances, .ac- 
cording to size of the. town. A popu-- 
lar priced -attraction is said to have 
grossed $15,000 in two performances 
(matinee and night). 
$9, 000 in a Single performance. 
Booking franchises are held by 

“managers “In many. of the. smaller 
‘The franchises have either. stands. - 

been turned. in. or the houses: have 
changed policy—pictures ‘or Stock, 

Guild Cuts. Some Tours” 
Two of the Theatre Guild attrac- 

tions are off the road. 
Europe” closed last Saturday, ‘it be- 
ing stated the show * ‘was toured only 

in subscription spots. 
be brought in at the . end. of the 
week, » ‘ 

“Strange Interlude” ‘and. two. Teper- 
tory companies. . 

Rennie for. “Escapade”. 
James Rennie is named to. join 

“Escapade,” which has been out for 
several. weeks but which is laying 
off this week. Lou. Tellegen. was" 
the star of the show. He was 
severely burned in an Atlantic City 
hotel but insisted on appearing 
there. 

Tellegen is now ‘under treatment 
at the Polyclinic hospital. 

Shows Closing 
The. eastern company of “Follow 

Thru” will close at Jamaica, L. I,,. 
Feb. 1. The attraction is current | 
at the Windsor, Bronx. Schwab and, 
Mandel attractions remaining on 
tour are two companies of “The 
New Moon” and the mid- western 
“Pollow Thru.” 

STONE 0. H. ‘PASSING o 
. Elmira, Jan... 21. 

The Stone Opera House, Bing- 
hamton, one of the best-known 
legitimate houses in New York 
State, will be razed to make way 
for an apartment and office build- 

ing, 
through. 

The theatre is now occupied | “by. , 
the Guy Harrington. Players, dra- 
matic stock. ‘Mr. Harrington an- 

nounced from the atage that un- 
less .business improved he would 
surrender his lease. 

“LADIES OF JURY” WEST 
_ Hollywood, Jan. 21. 

“Ladies of the Jury” will open at. 
Duffy’s El Capitan theatre in Holly- 
wood, Feb. 2, ‘with Mary Boland. 
Henry Duffy will bring some mem- 

|bers of the New York cast west 
for his production... te 
‘Kolb and Dil, in “Give and 

Take,” will follow ‘The Cat and the 
Canary” in the President, down~ 

town. 

BELASCO- SHELVES PIECE 
‘David ‘Belasco.. has . again, side-. 

tracked production of. “Virgin city” 
for a third time, due to casting dif= 
ficulties, and has diverted attention 
to revising script of “Blind Win- 

lec: was tried out. some: weeks 

ago and closed for revision.: It will 

be given another try) in. March, 

come. to her that night. While to- 
gether, revolution. breaks out,.which 
.the queen quells by her bravery. She 
‘turns from the: balcony to be told 
that: a man. had been shot climbing 

tween the queen and the prince or a‘|" 
neighboring land. 
The piece requires two sets, which 

were overdone here with wild dashes 
of. color and gold ornamentation. 
Otherwise the sets showed wear. 
The. writing is slow, talky, and with- 
out any brilliance or sparkle. . The 
acting is for the most part ordinary, 
with Miss Frederick seizing too 
many opportunities ‘for emotional 
acting in the old-fashioned way: 

Another got 

‘Wings | Over. 

“Porgy” will 

cording. to Milton Stiefel, 

if present ‘plans are ‘carried |: 

|by -Jesse 

jing opliongs on 35 for another year. 

This leaves |- 

LEGITIMATE 

Use Town Halls as Road YARD TIGHTENS 

London, Jan, 4B. 
Latest _ development | in- : Lord 

Byne's. fight against -London. ‘Night 
life is a big scale ‘combing of the 
clubs. Scotland Yard has ‘drafted 
‘provincial -copyers - into . the: ‘pleas- 
ure belt to check up on. the. spotters 
and do a little: investigating of. their 

own. ; 
Idea’ is. that the night: clubs ger. 

tions at the most,-and the clubs’ get 

that the laws. governing. cjubs are. 
more strictly enforced. <A ting in 

crashed the exclusive portals of the 
‘swagger men's clubs ‘up: Pall - Mall 
way to remind secretaries that. even 
a@ posh. private -club,- ‘plastered all 
over with . ‘generals and aristocrats, 

-|\cannot give its members: drinks | ber 
tween hours. . . ° 
Number of raids recently made on 

the night dives is the highest sinée 
By ng. took. over the police reins. 
Apart from” tightening on the 

ting out at the gaming clubs—mean- 
ing more raids. Gambling in a pub- 

|lie club is Strictly iegat in’ Eng- 

The ‘colored drama Wos- “aue’ for. 
the’ coast, but cancelled because of. 
adverse business - reports, it is said. |” 
Guild -shows. remaining: on tour. in- 
definitely: are’ two companies of} 

land, 

[ “Miracle” Tied Up 
Dallas, Jan. 21. 

Miracle;” coyered with moth balls 

and ‘writs of. attachment, will: re- 
-)main ‘in Dallas until Morris Gest 

can take’ them out of hock, There 
Is also the matter. of paying off 300 
Dallas extras. 

‘They: were less fortunate than the 

they were paid off. 
Dallas did well by Gest. as $74,000 

was grossed -during ‘the stay, ac- 
Gest’s 

tight hand. man. Stiefel lingered in 

“pacifying the more impatient with 
promises relayed from New “York 
by Gest. . 

Stock Goes: Touring ; 

2| Stock at. the Westwood, Westwood, 
N. Ji, Feb. 1, and will go-.on tour 
playing. one and two week rep en- 
gagements in New Jersey. and Penn- 
sylvania, . 

With. the stock out the. West- 
wood will revert to forme~ vaud- 
film policy... 

NEW COAST REVUE 
Los Angeles, Jan. 21. 

“Gone Hollywood, ” a new revue 
writen by Roger Gray and Red- 
mond Wells, will be produced in 
Feb. No theatre has been set for 
the production as yet. 
“Gray is leaving the cast of “Oh, 

Susanna,” at the Mayan, to direct 
the new production. The music. is 

] Greer. Pert . Kelton, 
Charles’ MacNaughten. and. .Jimmy 

Morgan will be in the cast. Dances 
will be staged by Bud Murray. ~ 

YALE’S UNION JAM 
‘Northampton, Mass., Jan.. 21. 

ithe - Yale Dramatic Club (New 
Haven) ran: into ‘trouble with the 
local stagehands’ .union (No, 232). 

through a dispute over. traveling 
crew with the club. 

Things reached a head “whereby |. 

tive for I ‘A., was dispatched there. 
by the home office to effect a settle- 
‘ment. 

STILL SHY ON CHORUS BOYS | 
‘Hollywood; Jan. 21. 

Scarcity of chorus boys out here 
resulted in First National renew-. 

This keeps the F.N. list of ‘stock 
‘line workers up ‘to. 200 girls and 80 
boys.” 

FIXING “FLAPPERS” 
“llappers,” produced by. Frank 

Hetherington, will hot. steer into. a 

schedule, but is being. withdrawn 
for revision and recasting, It will 
be sent out again next month. 

“Little Show” in L. A. 
Los Angeles, Jan. 21, 

John Hill plans local. production 
of “The Little Show” at the Mason 
theatre, Starts casting middle of, 
February. , 
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REIN ON CLUBS: 
“ling completed in Soho,-thé same as. 

‘erally come under two or three‘sta- . 

to know the bobbies pr ‘etty well. The: 
home’ office is taking - steps to see’ 

this direction, they have. even. gate- . 

- | with’. the - ‘Liberty . mentioned, 

drink places, the Yard ‘is also hit- | 

Alt the ‘cosily. trappings of “The 

backstage people, ° who held up the 
last performance. -80 - minutes be- | 
tween the first and second acts until |- 

Dallas.a few days after the crash, | 

Bond’ Players will - close: their 

Willlam AL Dillon,. field ‘representa- | 

. | Days.” 
‘cafe, was driving her into the loop - 

| when his car crashed on the. boule- 

‘VARIETY | 

alk of “Sketch: Book” 

For New London House 
Negotiations aré pending between 

(53 

interests and Earl Carroll to send. 
his “Sketch Book” to London, The. 
house in mind is’ a new, theatre’ be- 

Jreported some. timie. ago. as built to 

house ‘Ziegfeld shows over there. 
‘Conditions under which the -Car- 

roll show: would go across are far 
from agreed on and it was intimated 
that the deal might fall through be- 
cause of guarantees asked by Care « 
roll; but not conceded by the Eng- 

{lsh- end, Laurence Steinhart of. ‘the . 
‘Samuel “Untermyer - office is han- 
‘dling the matter -for.-the Britishers... - 
-When ‘the new house was. first an- 

nounced it: was. stated that. Ziegfeld 
proposed to. occupy the theatre con- . 
tinuously with. his American-made 
attractions for a term of years:. A 
bonus’ to. Ziegzy was’ supposed - to .- 
‘have. been: paid.. Since then that - 
manager has not been mentioned. 

“Bitter Sweet” Moves; 

“Simon” at. Ziegfeld 
“Bitter Sweet’ is due to > ‘move 

from the Ziegfeld late next month, 

‘al- 
though the latter house gets the re- ue, 
vived “Sari” next Monday, The 
‘English operetta has been holding 
‘up strongly and has not neared the - 
‘stop | Umit. | 
‘The switch was. “agreed. on ‘be- 

tween Arch Selwyn and Zieg 
‘who: has an interest in “Sweet.” : 
“Simple Simon” ‘is. expected to be 

the. next attraction at the Ziegfeld, 
“Subway Express” is due to move. 
from. the Liberty to the Republic, 
replacing “Seven,” 

Sweden. Thumbs Down | 
On American: ‘Hit Shows | 

! Stockholm, Jan,: 21, 
American dramatic. hits . when 

translated. into. Scandinavian. and... 

‘imported hit to lie down and. roll. 
| over is “Street ‘Scene” which gota . 
few weeks of ‘indifferent business, - 
“What Price: Glory” was another. 

flop, but: “Broadway,” due to exe. 
cellent presentation, was an excepe 
tion and ald well here, 

Boag Doing: Revue 
Gil Boag, who withdrew from con« ~ 

trol of. “City Haul” last week,.id - 
not washing up as a producer as.’ 
reported, ‘but will next - produce an. 
intimate revue. 

- Boag ts lining up material and 
cast, with production set for Marche. 

-- - ‘Waukesha, Wis., ‘Jan. 21, 
Gilda. Gray,. eratwhile Milwau» 

keean, and Gil Boag were officially’ 
separated by the divorce court here 
last week. A son, by a former mar- . 
riage, is now being educated by his 
mother, 
‘Miss Gray made her debut as’@ .. 

singer and dancer in @ Milwaukee 
cafe at which time her name was 
Marianna Michalski. 

L. A. Negro Novelty Fades 
Los Angeles, Jan, 21, 

Tho Lafayette Players, L. A’s | 
only colored dramatic stock come 

pany, closed at the Lafayette the- 
atre Jan. 18 after: two months ‘of 
bad business. 
Opened two years ago as a. novel- 

ty, the company drew heavily: from 
both the whites and color.¢.. When 
the novelty wore off, the colored ' 
“patronage as well as the whites 

| dwindled. , 
At the end the house was admit~ 

ting an entire family to - any per- | 
formance ‘for .one buck. Robert 
Levy. brought the company ‘here 
from the ‘Lafayette,. New: York... 

‘Rosalie Claire Verdict. 
'. Chicago, Jan, 21, 

Dorothy Weiner, 7, daughter of 
the late Rosalie Claire, was awarded 
$10,000 damages: against Julian 
Black, for her mother's death. 

. Rosalie Claire was killed in June, 
1928, while appearing here in ‘‘Sunny 

.Black, owner.of a south side 

Vv ard, 

~- Miss “Shelley's a9; ; aa 
Frances Shelley, who appeared 

with “Wake Up and Dream,” has 
switched to Ruth Selwyn’s “9.15 
Revue.” Miss Shelley holds: @ run 
of the play contract for the Eng- 
lish revue, Arch Sclwyn. arranged 
the change of shows. "9.15," which 
opened in New Haven Monday, ia 
slated for the Harris, 

a representative of. English banking: .: 

done’ by Swedish: actors: seem to: 
losé their.pep and distinction. Latest * 



*, eomeback.recently after; the flop of 

“pers on both ‘occasions, » ~*~ '* Call's”; “Nelson Antrim | Crawford, 

lot. . Arthur: ; T. “Vance, “Pictorial 

- tion. in “Vocational Guidance Mas- | 

‘advertising receipts... Tncome from 
, this source was. Rix times his Salary 

as. a play reviewer bee 

_ Tribune arid Bell syndicates, is hav- 

' the American,» Mr. Morrissey about | 

> to be. published this month by Duf-. 
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Literati ~ London As 'It t Looks 
er ; 7 oo By: Hannen Swaffer. oN 

Hayden Talbot's Film: Work . ‘in the > film colony. ‘itis is. “Holly - Flora Zabelle, widow of Raymond | 
. . 

An English. writer ‘and newspaper wood Gold. ”, . ‘Hitchcock, is still an -attractive 
London, Jan. 4. 

man, -Hayden Talbot, arrives .here . }woman, although she first appeared | | i A letter I haye recéived from, Billy. Smith of the “Chicago Defender’, 

Shortly under contract to “Pox. Tal-. " . Telling the Ladies on Broadway in 1900, in (San-Toy,”” | -dhows the difficulties “about. nientioning a; Persan's race, eveni without ~ 

bot was in America recently with.|-: ‘Most: of. the. women's ‘magazines “at Daly's’ theatre. “comment. : 

Premier ‘Ramsay MacDonald :.and | are’ edited by: men: Charles:-Han-} In. that - same’ production Minnie |: He complains that, ina recent article in. ‘one ‘of my. London. columns 

came here in 1924 with the Prince son Towne is in charge of. “Har- Ashley made . a ‘hit singing: and |'y use the-caption “Truth About a Negress.” “How do you get that way?”. 

of Wales, representing English ‘pa- ‘per’s Bazaar"; Otis L. Wiese, “Me-] dancing. She is now ‘in’ the] he.asks.- “Can it be possible that you use the phrase with the deliberate 
Social Register as’ Mrs. ‘Wiiliam | intention of offending all those who happen to be not ‘Nordics, or that you 

‘Astor Chanler,.. mother of two 
‘grown-up. -sons, William, ‘Jr, and 
Ashley. .Her husband is descended | 
from the first John Jacob Astor. His 
brother, Robert Winthrop Chanler, 
the artist, was first ‘divorced by 
Julia Chamberlain and then by Lina} 
Cavalieri, the opera singer. Lina 
later” divorced Lucien Muratore, the 
singer, Lina’s brother was, until. aj. 
couple of years ago, an American |: 
Express Co. suide in Rome. 

He will write originals and ‘do | “FHousehold Magazine”; ‘Loring A.| 

other authoring wors on the. Fox ‘Schuler, ““Ladies Home. Journal”;. credit and cheapens what claims I may have’ toward ‘gentlemanliness.. 
Mr. Billy Smith, in resenting my using the word negress in. reference — 

to, Ethel Waters, signs himself “Very, disrespectfully yours.” an 
. ..What Does It Matter? , 7 

Now may I, as a ‘friend of ‘the negro people, say that a great ‘deal 
of the harm is done by stupid letters of this kind? There was: no. ine 
tention to reflect upon ‘Miss Waters when I called: her a hesress. “She 
is a negi' ess, and I have no- ‘doubt she is proud. of it. 

ere '-. TReyiew’;" and .-Maxwell-, Aley, | 

Employment Story: Request : |-wWoman's. Home> Companion.” 

‘Harvard University has: requested - On the other hand, A.-T. Gallico, 

Merian.’ L. . Mel’s “manuscript on. who. is Mrs,. Paul Gallico, writes 

“Employment. Problems in the .Mo- | on men's fashions for the: New Yory 

tion Picture Industry” for. publica-- ‘Daily. News. ; 

azine.” ‘ "Char les Yale | ‘Harrison, of the 

Miss Me] is director of the wom copy . desk . ‘of ‘the Bronx “Eome 

en’s and children’s department of| News” and one of the associate ed- 

the Central Casting Bureau, Los ‘itors of the “New Masses,” has had 

Angeles. | novel-accepted: by Smith & Cape. 

—— | Book’ is - called. "Generals - Die ‘in. 

...; Business and - Ae Bed,’ .. Das 

Drania editor -of a Chicago daily - 

received $45,000 from h’.- publica- 

tion: in "1929, “Through a, special 

contract, as chead of. the amusement 

department. he shares: ‘in’ < .yusement: } 

‘5 “Face. Slapping” ‘From ‘Afar’ 
- You will : be interested to know. that, my,. -slapping . -outtings. are 

7 coming in now from Australia. . The story seems to have gone.all round 
‘Thé Gilded Cudahy. |the. world. Most of the overseas cuttings do. not. mention the name of. 

“Various. people, in and _ out. of| the woman who ‘said she was an actress. - - 
“pictures, : wonder about. the mar-]°-In- Sydney, though,.the “Daily : Telegraph” interviewed the artists: then 
[riage ‘between Michael Cudahy, working in‘ that.clty. Generally speaking, they sided with ‘me, which 

21, ° heit,. to. the. Cudahy . Pack-|;ather pains‘me. They ought:to have sided with the woman, who:already -- 

ing “House fortune, .and.; : Muriel - has my sympathy. My New Year’s card, which some of you will have 

Evansen, 18, Known on the ‘screen |. seen, consists of a ‘photégraph. of myself being slapped by a woman's — 

as Muriel Evans... They were -mar- | pond: ‘It ‘shows my face with a slightly shocked, slightly pained, but” 

ried last July, and in August he generally benign -expression. It ‘bears on top the’ ‘words, .““Wishing- you — 
was arrested for driving while in- |, a slappy New Year; * anad-says und atlf it: ° - 

‘toxicated. - “When 19 -he wanted .to steppy ° Bjested ban wea" neers a 

marry Marla’ Astaire, -actress, | and } _ The other. cheek ‘I proffer 

later wanted to wed Joan Crawford, {eo ‘Though scanned and scorned and sear red 

; ‘Return Gompliment.. ; 

"The - local writers’ colony is pre-. 

paring a ‘reception to Col. George 

Warburton Lewis,. chief of the Porto 

Rican Insular Police, anda short 

story ' writer, and. poet, wha comes 

‘here, soon te. remain ‘and write. “Col. 

‘Lewis’ used to' act as host to. all 
y 

ite Douglas Fair banks. . 
American. writers on vacation in now the'wife of | I still am: 

n 

. . s . . 
. 

Rob Eden, “Hollywood - " etion ‘Porto Rico, and they- now want. to.| Jr. “His mother, the widow of John‘ ;,. | ~ 7 _HANNEN SWAFFER. 

. writer, “contributing | ‘gerials ‘to. the F ‘Cédaliy,: balked. both plans.: Her] woe 

return the compliment. | husband’ ..shot ‘and’ killed’ himself. 
Years.. ago this husband | attacked | 
and -crueily injured. Jere S. Lillis, : 
president of the Western Exchange j. 
Bank of: Kansas City, whom he had- 
found. in his. home. : . . me 

-. hope you got « one.” 

ing two- ‘of ‘his’ ‘latest’ stories pub- 
‘lished: in: ‘book: form by. ‘Grosset and. 
Dunlap.’ ’ Tiflea ‘are ‘Short’ Skirts” 
and “Redhead,” ee 

swith ‘Richara ‘talliburton: ‘agai
n 

on’the. trail for more. adventures and 

to write: a. ‘new -book, Don. Blanding 

{now | ‘the principal: darling ‘of the 

| ladies’. clubs., Blanding is hand-|° 

some. and. is allowed to read. his own 

poetry ‘at. Jadies’ clubs gatlierings. 

, Failure of. a 4 Psychic Play 

> One of the: taitures of ‘the Christmas Season is a psychic | ‘play: called | 
“The Last Enemy; and written ; ‘by .Frank ‘Harvey, a very competent | 

| actor who has been :for ‘some years in Australia,’ I: understand: the: Shu- 

berts have bought: ir for America. 
“The Last;Enemy,”’ whith was a. very well “written drama, shows: how 

two ‘Polar Antarctic explorers. die at. the “South Pole, go to the other 

world. and then’ return to help people on this side. It’ ‘suffered. the: fate 

‘of most psychic plays, although people who went’ said it was better than 

“Outward Round,” how ‘consoling it ‘Was and things like that.. 
Unfortunately, very few-.went. The: Monday ‘after. Christmas, ‘they... 

‘took - $145, the next night -$160, the next night $185, and then, suddenly, 

after a plea for it, expressed ‘by -myself, the takings went. up to: $340_ for. . 
the next: matinee! That shows the mighty power of the Press! _ 

- J hope this play survives, because it.is the only serious play that Lon- 
don has.seen for some ‘weeks. Besides, it.is very well acted and réflects_ 
great eredit upon ‘Toni’ wails, the farce Producer, who staged it. 
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, AIL Fram N. Y.: _ 

- New. .officers. - of ‘the. New York) 
*Biate Legislative Correspondents’ 
“Ass'n at .Albany are. all associated 

. with: metropolitan : dailies." - Cornering Chastersty - 

, Presitent ‘is “William E: Lawby,. A belief ‘that Woolworth’s New 

1 oe 
. 

: Reimers’ Concert mh, 
Paul - ‘Reimers, tenor, member. of ; 

thé faculty of the Juilliard: ‘Graduate ]. 
School of Music, gave: 2. ‘concert 
this season at Town Hall; attended’ 
by. some of the society’ people he]. 
‘cultivates. Along with. other ‘tem-'|. 
péramental ‘musicians, ‘including 
George Bagby, he id favored iy 
various dowagers.. 
‘Baby, a nephew of ‘Albert ‘Mor- 

tis Bagby, - -who has”* conducted 
“Musical Mornings”. for: a gen- 
‘eration ‘past, was. ‘an intimate 
triend of Romelly Johnson, -who, as 
G. Romelli,, wrote the ‘music. ‘of 
\“Bioretta,” which “was. backed | by | 
the ‘venerable rnilllonairess, “Mrs. 
' Frederic Courtland Benfield. After. 

~ Hollywood's Reading 

(Best selling eoncensus by the Hollywood ‘Book Store, The’ Satyr
, 

‘Pat Hunt and: ‘Esme: Warde.) 
! a 

. noe tt oe. oF iétion. , : . 

m.t rareiell to’ Arms," by’ “Ernést Hemingway, 

. “Ex-Wife,” by ‘Ursulla Parrott. ; 
“Sincerity,” by, John iErskihe. 

',.“Ex-Husband, w Anonymous, - 
“The Galaxy,”. by. Susan Bitz: 

a. . Not: a Merry. Ghristmas ot ” - 

Still, we. must face ‘the fact that Christmas is a ‘bad time for business. . 
In many of the theatres, they: have been running two shows a day, ever 
since Boxing’ Day, with the result that few of them have been: taking 

. : . a F 

no 

' moré. than’ about $300. a: matinee. ‘The average’ has been $400. 

“mney Stogped, to. Faly,”, by. Ellen Glasgow. oe eee Sreaaunige “Charley’s Aunt” is-one of the most successful ‘Christmas attractions, 

Co: - General - : eu x _ ) as-usual. -In fact, it has’ been ‘taking: $1, 000 in. the afternoon at Daly’s si‘ 
into’ his: heart. 

“phe Incredible. Borgias.” 
“Franklin, the Apostle: wo, 

“Believe It.or Not,” by Robert L. Ripley. . 

“EFwelve Against the Gods,” by William Bolitho. 

“phe Universe Around Us,”.: by. Sir James Jeans. 

That's a “lot, here. . 
. The Christmas myth ‘ts exploded every> ‘year.. Yet managers still bee 

‘gin to believe in it. about the end of each Noyember. ’ Sereen Peopie:- : 
"Gilbert Emery has become a fea- 
tured player in pictures._ Orig-. 
inally Gilbert Pottle,\he was edu-. 
cated at Amherst ‘College, but ac- 
quired an English actent, For some 
tirne’ he lived with Grant Mitchell. 
Two of: his plays were Broadway 

; hits, “The Hero” and “Tarnish.” He 

——————<—<———$——————— |has published a novel, “Handi- 

‘New York “American”; Murray G.) Movie”’ magazine ‘pays a higher) capped,” and many poems. .He runs 

Tanner, “Evening Post, » vice-pres.; | rate. for material than any other/a florist shop in Hollywood. 

Albert. Warner, “Times,” ‘second | existing fan publication is forcing|. Eugene O'Brien recently returned. 

vice-pres.; John Cc. Crary,’ “Syn,” | a number of free lance screen ‘chat-|to the stage in California, ‘appear- 

sec., and George M, Janvrin, Staten | terers. to abandon the old standby |ing in. “Girl. Trouble” at the Hol- 

Island, Advance,” _treas. | cheaper publications and devote|lywood theatre. A generation ago 
their-entire: time. to the new sheet. he was‘ leading man with Ethel Bar- 

Homer Croy, consulting: editor of|rymore, and:later he starred in pic- 

the new publication is-‘now in Hol-j tures: “Was last seen in vaudeville. 

lywood making personal contacts| Lennox Pawle, English actor, was. 
with the studios and lining, up new |known in Broadway productions for 
‘writers. “ Jhis’ability to make faces arid squeaky | 

|noiges. After appearing in “Mima,” 
he landed ‘a contract in *films.| 
In. “Hot for Patis’ he does a. bit. 

"Wanted—A ““Yariety”. Biscuit 

1 think “Variety” ought to copy my new: London practice of awarding 
a biscuit every week. I call it the Swaffer Biscuit and it is: for some 
act- of prowess,-or some deed of deering. do. ‘The person who: received — 
the Swaffer Biscuit last Sunday was. Miss Peggy O’Neil, who sent her. 
manager in order to get publicity for her two- plays-a-day heroism. 

As I knew she could: not become engaged to another Serbian sculptor, 
whose love for her she once advertised in the public press, as she could 
not have: any more jewels stolen or any more motor.smashes, or dive in 

the Thames, this- cold weather, to rescue a drowning man, I cynically 
suggested that she should go into a lion’s cage. . Much to my surprise, 
she consented. .Then we discovered that all ‘the. lions in London. were 

frightened. 

- Each ‘Hollywood pook. shop's dealer in the. general list was ex- 

. * elusive last month. Hollywood Book Store reports “The Specialist.” 

. Pat Hunt’s' was “Queen Blizabeth.”: -Esme Warde's: was: Best Plays’. 

-°1928-29." - Satyr's was “Peter ‘Arno’s Parade.” ; : 

Peggy Loves Publicity 
Yes, the dear Peggy will do anything for publicity. A few months ago, 

whole pages of photographs appeared in the “Sketch'’ showing her div- 
ing into her favorite bathing pool, walking through her grounds, and 
all that, although it. seemed that she had merely borrowed a house in 
the absence, on the Riviera, of aman of my acquaintance, who first heard 
‘of it when he and his wife opened the “Sketch” and his wife said, “What | 
does this mean?” ; 

I admire her nerve. Why, in “Paddy. the: Next Best Thing,” she rattles 
off her dialog at such a speed that, the other afternoon, when one: ‘of the 
men in the ‘cast ‘was a second late in picking up his_ ‘cue, she sald, “Go 
on, ask me, ask me, .‘Is the house ‘sold?’ "” 
Peggy, indeed is, after Tallulah, who, of course,, has no compere, the 

‘Most. discussed American woman. in England.. -Oh ne 1. forgot duady 
Astor: Ltt vente SDN : . 

New American. News Officers 

Harry Gould 1§ president of the 

American News Co, He was elected 

at a recent meeting of the board of 

directars. “With "his . .adyancement, 

M. A. ‘Morrisey hecame general: man- 

ager. 
Mr. Gould came. ‘to New York 

about two years ago -fr omt the Bos- 

‘ton branch as ‘general manager ‘of| 

Heincich’ Frankel is in. Hollywood 
from’ Berlin, digging - copy for 90. 
German. Sunday supplements. ° “Will 
stay only, a few: weeks. * Florida Sojourners . 

Mr.’ and ‘Mrs. Gilbert Miller- are 
at Palm: Beach . with her father, |. 
Jules.S. Bache, the financier.’ -Itcis:/} 
rumored. Mr, Miller will become Sir 
'Gilbert.. “ Mv. “and” “Mrs.° ‘Messmiore’ 
Kendall are at. their villa on Golf 
View road. Octavius Roy Cohen, |: 
the author, is.at the Breakers with | 
his wife. He will participate in 
the annual golf tournament of..the 
Artists and Writers’ Association, 

-[which starts Jan: 20. Mr. and Mrs. }. 
Arthur Somers ‘Roche (“E. Pettit”), 
novelists, are doing considerable en- 
tertaining. .Mr. and Mrs. John 
Emerson (Anita Loos) are at their 
villa, She made a fortune out of 
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes.” «.:. 
There have been an unusual num- 

-ber of drags of late. Gene Mallin 
gave a. successful one in Bryant 
‘Hall: Jack-Mason“gave~one=at=the=|- == 
Renaissance, but it was raided, The 
most popular are. the. Strobeck af- 
fairs. A recent one in Harlem was 

attended by mary notables, to say 
nothing of three sailors in uniform. 
A ludicrous report has circulated 
that the New York drags are con- 
trolled by a mysterious ‘syndicate. 
Anyone can give one. Many peo- 
ple do. Just as they do in Roston, 
Philadelphia, Chicago ‘and San 
Francisco. , 

! a 

Rin- Tin; Tin’s’ Diary 
Lee’ Duncan, ‘owner of Rin- Tin- 

Tin, will: write the Nfe story. ‘of. his: 
dog’ for . Doub jeday-Doran. © ‘Story 
wil¥ be written: in the style of 4 
diary, -sinfilar’ to “Black Beauty.” : 5 

the same time: left ,the Springfield, : 

Mass.,,;brasich news. company, to: bey 

assistant to the. sens’ mer. 
Anether importation . and - impor- | 

tant. New-York . ‘exeoutive.. wt. the 

American. is William Spillane. He]. 

_ left the Western. News at Chicago |. 

to join the home office staff. an 

, Under. the impetus. of the new 

blood and methods of the reorgan- 

” Jzation, the Amer ican has shot 

forward. Last year is said to ‘have 

béen its best in net. for. om ‘long 

_ heriod. 

“Oyrit Maude ‘Coming ‘Back Again! a 
” They printed. in an evening newspaper’ that Cyril Maude was return- 
ing to the stage, Now, we. did really ‘think, after “The Wicked Earl,” 
that that was all over. But no, Charlton Mann is a man, for all that. 
He and Mrs. T. C. Dagnall are staging Cyril Maude in joint management, 

I do not think it a wise policy. 
-The retired actor managers of pre- -war days. do not realize that the 

playgoers of today do not. know who. they are, Even actresses like 
Irene Vanbrugh are not known to the great ‘masses of the population. 

Film publicity has killed all that stuff, which ‘reminds me ‘that one of 
my foolish fans,. writing me today, says, “T believe you. and Rudolph 

Valentino are two who will never be replaced.” . 
‘Sometimes it is me and Valentino; sometimes .it is me and Al Jolson; 

sometimes it ig: me and Crippen. Unfortunately, it is always me. 

Edwin Hallinger is- spending sev- 
‘eral: weeks. jn Hollywood writing. a 
picture survey for “The North 

American Review.” 

; “Harry Luce, founder and editor of 
“Time,” is in Hollywood trying to 
interest a producer in a. “Time” type 
of newsreel, . 

- | Too.. Late: ‘ 
Book: written: aby R. W. MoNeel, ; New weekly due on the ‘Woliy- 

wood stands: Feb. 1 is “Topics of 

—feld., and ©0.,_ is.. titled, Beene the Times.” 24-page literary and 
the, Stock Market?”  partistic nag “Published Dy “Boy Morn= 

roe. 

Hugo Gernsback, who started a 
a music. hall, has been rebuilt as a talkie: that the Carlton, + a new the- 

atre, is now a talkie; that the London Pavillon, once a revue house, is 
now a talkie; that the Alhambra, until recently a music: hall, is now 4 

talkie; that the London:Hippodreme has been wired, but not used as a 

talkie; and that now the Dominion, which was built for musical comedy 

at popular prices, has just been wired. . So, after “Follow .Through” 

comes: off at the end of January, I believe, the Dominion will become a 

talkie house. 
The Dominion has been having ‘its troubles. People write to me com- 

plaining that you cannot hear, It does not interest me, because I have 

not been allowed inside the theatre. 

‘ e . e 

Provincetown. Again 
William Blake hag taken over 

the former Provincetow n Plavhouse, 
Greenwich Village, and rechr istened 

‘it the Macdougal. , 
“Tread the Green Grass," by Paul 

Green, is sted ag first under Blake's 
management, Now casting and goes 

into rehearsal next week. 

“his large chain of publications, | has 

added, a, second mag. 
New, ‘one its. called | “Selentific 

, Detective - ‘Monthly, oO with the other 

"“Selence “Wonder: Stories.” 
ry 

* Dhyttis” Gordén ° “Demarest, "who 

authored “Children of Hollywood,” 

has written another with. scene laid 

do not care?” . Whatever my intention was, he considers it does me little -. - 
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Film Bookings Help Music Sales 
West; New Favorites in List: 
_ Holidays Boom. Dise Trade} rH 
New York, Jan.. 21. 

‘To the majority. of the pu 
“December was a surprise month in: 

blishers 

that business, was. much better‘than 
expected. 
-expected, slow: _ Those pul 

To others: it -was 
blishers. 

reporting . .g008 ‘business for’ the | 

as 

month take into . consideration: the 
middle and. far west where sheet 
music sold surprisingly. well, 
New York district jobbers 
sales. were below. normal, 

In the 

oy eport 

No reason given, except the usual 
pre- -holiday slump happenin & ‘every 

, year throughout: the country, but 
* this year appeared centered in the 
east. ‘The last week of December | 
“was a considerable- factor in boost- 
ing sales for the entire month and 
:the spurt that .started the. last 

seven days: of December was ‘Im- 

" proved during: the first two’ weeks 

of January. 
Same Leaders 

‘The standing of the six. best sell- | 
ers has not changed a bit from that. 

-.of the preceding month, No 

‘Witmark’s 

vember. 
“Tin Toe” and “Painting 

the. Clouds,” ‘both from “Gold Dig- 
. gers,” appear to. have taken a steady. 
hold on the musical desires. 
York and ‘for: the: second 

of New 
time in 

‘guccession led the list in first and 
second places. 
‘Robbin’s “Singin’ 

from. “Hollywood, Revue,” 
‘holding third. place, but is. 
by DeSylva's - “Talking . 

in ‘the Rain” 

‘ds - still 
pressed 

Picture’”’. 

from “Sunnyside Up,” which is list- 
ed fourth. Teist’s. continental pop 

— tune,. “Love Me,”’ fifth for Novem-‘ 
’ ber; has been supplanted by Ber- 

passer.’ 
hold fast with the. sales rising 

toward the close of the month. 
. “My. Sweeter. Than Sweet” from 

_. “Sweetie,” 
- Music, grabbed the sixth = 
‘away from Witmark’s “Am. 

published by Famous 
rating 

I Blue”. 
from “On With the Show,” which. is 
past its. peak. A song coming up 
fast toward the close of the month 
‘was. Harm’s “A. Little Kiss Each 

_-Morning” from . Rudy 
“Vagabond Lover,” - which 

Vallee’ s 
seems 

definitely heading for a rating among 
the best six for January. 
“Love Me” sold well toward 

Feist's. 
the be- 

ginning of the month but declined 

-in sales: toward the close.’ 
‘For the first time. in the Monthly 

Surveys two songs appear to be the 
favorites: of the continent. 

‘ara Witmark’s “Tip Toe” 
They. 
and 

“Painting the “Clouds,” which are 
‘listed first and second respectively 

in Chicago and Los Angel és also. 

. Leading Mechanicals * 
For the mechanicals, December was 

a’ rather disappointing ‘month. 

“Much was expected from it since 
record sales for the year are usually 

highest prior to and during the 
holidays, but this year, 
not seem to materialize. 

they did 
Two of 

the recording companies reported. 
that it even fell behind the other 

. full months... Brunswick's first sell- 

er, “Painting the Clouds,” was also. 
listed first for November. “Turn 

on the Heat” crept from third to 

.second and took the place. of 
“Sunny Side Up,” which dis 
from the. st for last month. - 

appears |: 
a favorite Brunswick seller with 
three of his’ recordings among the 

“Farewell | . 
“Wabash 

Blues” took first place from “Lady 

. Earl Burtnett’s orchestra, 

‘Columbia's 
coupled with 

’ best . six. . 
Blues,” 

__ buck. * Two production rec 
~ “Great Day” and “Without a Song,” 

. “Great 

- Day,” nabbed ‘the second spot from 
.from- Vincent. Youmans’ 

“I’m a Dreamer.” 
Among: the Victor ' recordings a 

'“Frankie and 

Johnny,” by Jimmie Rodgers, is re- 
ported to be arnong-the best sellers. 
Otherwise “Tip Toe” has ; given way 
to “Sweeter Than Sweet” and Rob- 

“number not listed, 

bin’s new selling song, "C 
the Jungle,” took second away from 
“Painting the Clouds.” 

Picture Dates Boom 
Chicago, Ja 

_ Sheet: music sales followed theme 
__.. Song trends. during. December, but. 

appears 

ordings, 

hant of 

n.. 14. 

discs foun’ greater plugs fn 
casting results. 

Business all around was s 

near 10% over November. 
Victor led the principal disc com- 

n broad- 

tronger. 

Lyon & Healy, doing heaviest sheet 
music business, reported sales up 

panies with an 18% increase over 
the preceding month. Columbia and 
Brunswick were both up 10% 

“Tiptoe,” “Painting the Clouds," 

‘November, 

Blues,” backed by: “Farewell Blues” 
and’ recorded by Ted Lewis. and —_ no 
his orchestra, : began to spurt in the ‘MICTOR: No. 1 ; 
middle of the month and landed in 

In fact, the race for 

honors among the Columbia discs 

and “singin? in. the “Rain,” contin- 
ued.the three. best sheet sellers, as 

“Love, Your Spell is |. 
Everywhere,” moved up, and “Pic- |- 
‘colo Pete”. finally dropped ° 

in’ .November, 

first six, 
““Singin’ - 

on all:three lists, 

‘in the - Rain, ". - 
peared from. the leading haif dozen No. 2—SONG 
on the discs, but “Tiptoe” moved up 

MUSIC 

| MONTHLY MUSIC SURVEY 
For December 

THIS TABLE SHOWS THE LEADING six SELLERS IN ‘SHEET MUSIC AND PHONOGRAPH REC. 

‘No. 1—SONG Se 

disap: 

-S=S0NG 
These results are directly in ‘line 

‘with picture showings, “Gold. Dig- | 
gers” (Warner's) following “Holly- | 
wood - Revue” (M-G-M) 
showings, the former: pulling heavi- . 

est in December: 
Paul Whiteman. 

“Great ‘Day” leads the. Col. 
at the bottom of the: choice six 
‘comes his recording of 

Picture,” with: 

of .“Untanied,” “Chant of: 

‘finally 

popularity..on . Chicago discs - for. 
‘Columbia with two records. 

“Aren't ‘We All?” 

‘}on the reverse side, © . 
In. the ‘wake of the loop showing 

in Loop Wo. ss ONG 

| Ne. “6=SONG” 
hit} —_- 

- His 

list, and | for the majo 
both sides re mentioned: 

“Talking 

enunedK an + 
the Jun-. 

gle” hit high on’. Brunswick .and BRUNSWICK No. 2 
Columbia lists, 

respectively. 

“Aren't We All?” 

Radio results showed. particularly 7 
in the sales of De Sylva, Brown & BRUNSWICK—Ne. 3 
Henderson's “Talking, Picture” and 

Although “Sun- 

second and third 

nyside: Up” (Fox) had not yet hit BRUNSWICK—No. a 
the. loop screens, these two num- 
bers were fifth and sixth, respec- 
tively, on the sheet lists. 
Columbia. list, backing each other, 
they were sixth, and on the Victor 

was sixth. 

They do. not appear among Bruns- 
wick’s first. ch vices, however. 

lin’s “Love,” from Swanson's “Tres- ; 
Latter tune is: catching 

st. “Talking Picture” 

itching ears nightly from 
speakers, with - 

These two numbers have been ‘COLUMBIA=No. 1: 

“Aren't We Ali?” 

On the BRUNSWICK—Ne. 5 

BRUNSWICK—No. 6. 

the loud 

receiving favoritism, although disc COLUMBIA—No. 2 
companies expect, with release of | _ 
the picture, that “Talking: Picture” 
will ao ‘more business. 

Jenkins’: “Piccolo. Pete” 
the surprise disc number, With te- a me 
nacious: strength it holds second COLUMBIA—No. 4 
place again in the Victor group 
(Ted Weems recording),: 

it has dropped from the Brunswck COLUMBIA—No.. 5 ; 
and Columbia leaders, 
Columbia had two surprises among. 
its . first’ six. Released 

a disc of 

fourth place. 

COLUMBIA—No. 3 a 
-remains ‘ . 

‘although 

late in . 2 
“Wabash COLUMBIA—No. 6 

VICTOR—No. 2. 

last’ month found the first four VICTOR—No. 3 
discs extraordinarily close 

Following the’ Lewis record in de- 
together. 

mand, ‘and another surprise, is a VICTOR—No. 4 
Ruth Etting disc, “The Right Kind 
of a Mah” on the featured side and VICTOR—No. 5 . 
‘What Wouldn’t I Do for That 
Man?” on the other, 
_Guy Lombardo keeps his pace as 
a,Columbia seller with “Singin’ in 
the ‘Bath Tub,” which holds second 

among the first six. 
“Lonely Troubadour” 

Bros.) struck fourth place on the 
Victor Mst, recorded by. Rudy Val- 
lee and his orchestra, but cannot be 
‘attributed to the Vallee name draw 
in conjunction with loop showing of 
“Vagabond Lover” (Radio) as the. 
picture: did not.open until Dec. 25. Ager, Yellen & B. 

ceding three weeks. 

pearing. in selecting the 

Br Oup. - 

month. 

“Jungle Chant” Jumps 

“Low Angeles, Jan. 14. oO , 
“Whether it is influenced by ‘the | De Sylva, Brown & H. 

general holiday cheerful spirit or an 
optimism for the new year, both 
jobbers:.and.retaflers of sheet music. | Donaldson, Dougiae & G.: 
declare unanimously that they sold 
more sheet music in the last week 
of December than they did the pre- 

This one factor has an important |. 

sellers’ and made it possible for-.| . 
“Chant of. the Jungie” destined to | Jack Mills. 
be another “Pagan’”..to just barely: 
get into the tail. end of the best six | Joe Morrie 

The new Robbins - ‘number made 
an: instantaneous hit when it was Remick’s 
first. introduced. on the coast the} - 
‘early part of ‘December, and sales Robbins 

became so great that a. number of 
the dealers were unable to procure 

| Shipmrent* toward=: “the-end— of-—the-|- Oe pees 

_ In determining the preceding best | 
five: numbers a very difficult prolb- 
lem asserted itself in the fact that 
none of the six leaders has much 

of 2a lead on the runners up, and in 
fairness to a dozen other good num- 
bers selling almost on @ par with 
the leaders it would be well to list 

(Continued on page 56) 

VICTOR—No. 6 

(Santly 

PUBLISHER 

Davie, Coots & E — 

Leo Feist 

Green & Stept. 

best six rT. B. Harme 

G. & A. Piantadosi 

Sant nt! ly Bros. . 

Shapiro: “Bernatein 

Sherman-Clay 

Spier & Coalow 

Witmark & Sons 

; “Love” (“Trespasser")._ "| Ut Had a Talking Picture” 

or sales’ are only reported. 

, [Painting the Clouds” . 

“l3q Place to Call 

_ “Daddy's 

|“My Fate 

im Only Making Believe” 

\"Dove Me” (Pop). — 

: “Congratulations” (Pop) 

) “Close My Eyes” (Pop) - 

__-|_Diggers”) 

DESIGNATED 

"NEW YORK 

Te wens ) 

“Painting the — 
(“Gold Diggers’) 

“Singin’ in the Rain” —_ 
(“Hollywood Revue") 

|“lf! Had a Talking Picture” 
(“Sunny Side Up’) 

l?Sweeter” Than Sweet” . 

“Painting the Clouds” ; 
(“Gold Diggers”) 

. “Singin’ 

“Love”: (“Trespasser") 

CHICAGO | 
“Tip Toe. Through”. Gard 

Diggers >. 

in the - Rain” 
(Hollywood: Revue”) 

’ (“Sunny Side Up”) . 

“Aren't wee All” (C@Sunny 

_| “Aren't: We Ar" 

_OROS GATHERED. FROM THE REPORTS. OF.SALES MADE DURING DECEMBER BY. THE. 
“LEADING MUSIC JOBBERS AND DISK DISTRIBUTORS — IN, THE TERRITORIES .. 

Six. Best Setters in Sheet Music as. Gathered from Collective Sales Reporte of the Leading Jobbers at Pointe 

“LOS "ANGELES 
“Tip: Toe Through’ (“Gold | 

. Diggers”). 

, “Painting the Clouds”, 
(“Gold . Diggers”) 

“Love” (“Trespassex™) j 

(“Sunny 
Side. Up”) a 

“Love Me” (Pop) 

ee TE Cee 

“Chant of the J ungle” | 
a =Sweetle”) Side Up’) CUntamed") 

2, CNick - Lucas). 

Fora On the Heat™ (Hari 
.Burtnett Orch. ) 

lar aaa 
ture” ‘(Earl _ Burtnett | 
Orch.) 7 

“Singin’. in the Rain” (Earl 
Burtnett ‘Orch.). . 

"Find. Me. a Primitive Man” 
-(Colonial Orch. and Libby 
Holman) ° ; 

['sally" (Abe Lyman’ Orch. y 

1“Farewell Blues,’ “Wabash, 
Blues” (Ted Lewis. Band). 

“Great Day,” “Without a 
“Song” (Paul “Whiteman |. 
Orch.) 

“Singing in the Bathtub rac 
“Little By Little” . (Guy. 
Lombardo's Orch.) . ; 

“More Than You Know” 
(Ruth Etting) 

_ Sweeter Than Sweet,” “My 
». Strongest Weakness is 

You” (Ipana Troub.) 

Cullaby,” “Ola 
Virginia: Moon” 
and Glenn 

| “Sweeter: ‘Than ‘Sweet” 7 
(Reisman’s Orch.):. - 

“Chant of the Jungle” 
(Victor Orch.) » ; 

|“Singing in. the: Bathtub” 
(Chick Endor Orch.) — | 

\“Tip Toe Through” (Johnny 
‘“Marvi n) 

7 7 Sunny Side Up” (Hamp’s 
Orch.). 

Ie. in Your 
- Hands” (Gene Austin) 

‘1 “Congratulations” 

sing Be: 

“Chant. 

Home,” 

od 

: G aek 
Denny Orch.) . 

“Chant of the Jungle,” 
“That Wonderful. Some: |. 
thing’ (Roy... ‘Ingraham 

.. Orch.,). . 

"Tip Too Through” (Nick 
‘Lucas) |. 

in “Your My. Fate Te 
‘Hands”. _ Earl Burtnett 
Orch,). -: 

“AN That. Tm. Riking is 
Sympathy” (Regent 

- Orch.) 

“Through” . Kahn 

Orch.) ; 
a. Ww. 

\ 

“Great . Day" 
’ Orch.) | 

“ingin’ in: the “Bathtub” 
(Lombardo’ s Orch.) ~ . 

of “the Sangier | 7 
(Paul, Specht Orch.) 

iWabash Blues,’ ‘ad “Farewell 
Blues” (Ted Lewis Orch. ) 

Right Kind of Man, " 
“What Wouldn’'t.t. Do for | 
That Man” (Ruth Etting) |. - 

aie Hada Talking Pic- 
We: All'" ture,” -“Aren't 

_ (Whiteman Orch. 

Three leading phonograph companies reports their. six best: sellers in the following ‘order. Side responsible 
Where it is impossible to. determine the side responsible for the ealée, 

“Tip. Toe Through,” « *“Paint- . 
ing the. Clouds” . GMigk 
Lucas) 

“Look What: You've Done. 
to Me,” “What Do! Care” © 

. (Earl "Burtnett Orch.) © 

Tif Had-a Talking Pics» ~ 
ture,” : “Sunny 
(Earl Burtnett Orch.) . 

“Out of the Past,” “lf 1 
“Can't Have You” (Burt- 
nett: Orch.) . , 

“Tip Top Through,” “Paint- © 
ing the Clouds” (Roy Fox . 

‘ Orch.) . 

“Look. What You've: Done _ 
‘to Me” (Burtnett's Orch.).: -° 
Havas Fate le in’: 

M. Davis Orch.) 

CWhtteman | “Farewell Blues,” “Wabash 
Blues” (Ted Lewis Orch.) ” 

TGreat on a (Paul White-" 
‘man’ Orch. 

Keene We “All ae T Had 
a Talking Picture” aul 
Whiteman. Orch.). 

‘Little. Dream Boat? : : 

-Your = — 

Mo 

: (Lady buck”. (Ted Lewis . 
Orch.) 

“Painting the. Clouds” i 
. QKnickerbockers), “Pals 
- Forever” 
-Orch.). - 

@Melancholy “Baby,” 

Orch. 

“Love: Me" (Shilkret Oren.) “Lonely Troubadour” 

“Piccolo Pete” 
(Ted Weems’ Orch.) 

Tip. Toe Through” Goan 
Goldkette’s. Orch.) 

“Lonely Troubadour” ~~ | 
(Vallee Orch.). 

"Satiafied” (Busse “Oreh). 

af 1 Had a “Talking Pic-. 
ture”. (Johnny Hamp’s |. 

(Vallée Orch.) 

(A. Weeks’, 

“Cone . 
-gratulatione” (Vic - Myer oC 

“lf | Had a Talking Pies 
ture,” “Sunny Side - Upl- 
(o. Hamp Orch.) . 
5A Little Kise Each Morn- a 

ing”. (Vallee Orch,). 

kette’s Orch.) 
‘Chant of ‘the Jungle” iN. 
Shilkret Orch.) 

“Painting the Clouds” 
‘(Johnny Marvin) 

No. 1 SONG | 

“ ‘May’ Be. Wrong” (Pop) 

(Pop) - 
“if | Had a Taiking. Pic: | 
ture” (“Sunny Side Up’) 

“Through” (Pop) 

aR Little Kiss Each Morn-: 
“ing” (“Vagabond Lover’’) 

“Ain't Misbehavin’ ” (“Hot 
Chocolates,” prod.) — 

“Sympathy” (Pop) | 

“Hello Baby” (Forward 
-Pass”) 

“Singin’ in the Rain” 
(“Hollywood Revue") 

_|“My Fate Isis in Your Hands” 
==(Pop)= Stet. sats es, 

| “Love Made~ a Gypey ‘Out 

‘| “How Am I to Know” ; 

“Lonely Troubadour” @op) 

Orch. 

‘No. 2. SONG 

“Lucky Me, Lovable You” 
(“Chasing - Rainbows”). 

uWhy" ( (“Sons 0 Guns, ” 
prod.)- 

“lm a Droamer” ("Sunny 
- Side Up”) . 

as Taine No Sin” omy 

-of Me” (Pop) 

“Love Is.a Dreamer’: 
- (“Lucky in Love”) 

“Sweeter. Than Sweet”: 
.(“Sweetie’) 

“Mistakes” (Pop) - 

“Georgia Pines" (Pop): 

“Gotta Have You” (“For- 
ward Pass”) — - ; 

“#1 Can't Have You” 
(‘Footlights and Fools’’) 

(“Dynamite’’) 

“What Do 7 Care” (Pop). 

“Web oF Love” (Great - 
Gabbo”) 

“True Blue Lou" (“Dance 
of Life”) 

“Tip Toe Through” (“Gold 

ent Oe Se at it msiees 

“He's So Unusual 
(‘Sweetie’') - 

“Um in Love with You” 
(“Great Gabbo”)* 

“1 Have tea Have You” . 
(“Pointed Ieels’) 

“Painting the Clouds” 
_. (“Gold Diggers") _ 

Publishers are listed in alphabetical order, not 

‘No. 3 SONG + 

Happy Days Are. Here . 

bows”) 

“Blue Eyes” (Pop) 

J 

‘Me” (“Why ‘Leave 
Home”) _-; 

“There Must Bo: Somebody 
‘Waiting’: (“Glorifying 
‘Am. Girl") . 

‘SYou're Always in Wy 
- Arma” (Rio Rita”) . 

‘Show” prod.) 

“Sweetheart” ( Pop) 

“Deep in the Arms of Love” 
_(Pop) | 

-(“Love Parade”) — 

| “Just You, Just Me” 
(“Marianne”) 

“Beside An Open Fireplace” 
wnfee (POD) once ac e ee oeyeo 

“vit Still Go on Wanting 

“Wedding of the Painted 
oe (“Broadway Mel- 
ody” . 

“Lonesome Road” 
boat”) 

“Singin’ in the Bathtub” - 

_(Show- 

“Stream of Dreams” (Pop) 

“Moanin? Low" (Tittle a 

“Nobody's Using It Now" 

‘You” (“Song of Love!) + 

.ing the Clouds” (J: Gold * 

Below are the three best sellers in sheet | music for the entire. country. as reported by the official record of - | 
sales from the home office of the publishers herewith listed. . 
according to position their numbers hold in the present market. 

Again’ (Chasing Rain- = 

“Look What. You Done to 4 
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"56 VARIETY MUSIC 

DISC REVIEWS 
By Bob Landry | 

. + 

Seger Ellis 
(Okeh 41349) And here comes Mrs.. 

Ellis’ talented boy, all bedazzling in 
a special silver label, patent of .ma- 
jesty among the mechanicals.- “Paul: 
Whiteman and Ted Lewis Bet simi- | 
lar ticketing. 

' Elis is hot, mingling a piquant 
piano accompaniment of his own 
providing with heart-throb croon- 
ing. And able to offer “A Little. Kiss. 
Each: Morning” without intruding 
upon Rudy Vallee in any way. Nicely 
combined with “Have a Little Faith 
in Me,” it’s a disc of popular: appeal. 

Smith Bellew 
(Okeh 41341) ‘‘My Love Parade” 

will in time probably be well- estab~_ 
lished around the country: “Dream. 
Lover” again stands out for its sug- 
gested similarity to “Romona” and 
others. “Parade” carries this one. 

_ Pleasantly rendered. 

Ruth Etting 

(Columbia 2073) “Crying for the. 
Carolinas” done colorfully. with a 
variety of ear. ‘appeal, is reversed. by 
“If He Cared,” constituting a nifty 
couplet. 

Vincent Lopez 
(Pathe 37078) From the silken‘ ‘St. 

Régis Hotel, New York, is .Vincent. 
Lopez, paradoxically the ‘ace record-. 
er for Pathe, appealing to the eco- 
nomical disc shopper. Attractively 
handling “Charming,” ‘from “Devil 
May Care,” and. “Should 1?” from 
“Lord Byron.” 

‘ Carolina ina Club 
(Okeh 41336- 7) “Glory to Georgia”. 

and “Carolina” are sung’ between 
halves at the respective colleges in- 
dicated. Two old numbers, “How, 
I'll Miss You” and “Memories,” res |: 
verse. Local rather than general 
appeal. 

. Arthur Schutt 
(Okeh 41846) “My Fate Is in Your 

.Hands” and “If I'm Dreaming” .make 
a smooth combination. Schutt’s or- 
chestral style is rather above Okeh 
average, 

imperial Dance Orch. 
(Pathe 37077) “I'm. Following 

You,” backed by “A Year from To- 
day,” recorded by the Clevelatiders. 
Okay, but that’s all. 

‘The Cavaliers 
(Columbia 2079) Nothing to pres- 

age big sales in “Romance,” from 
“Cameo Kirby,” and~ Doughboy’ | 
Lullaby,” from “Blaze o’ Glory.” As 
tunes they’re just production fillers 
with meagre charm. 

ra Annette Hanshaw 
(Okeh 41351) “I Have to Have 

You” and “Housekeeping for You” 
provide Miss Hanshaw with an op- 
portunity to increase the tempera- 
ture. Which she does pleasingly. 

Ed Lan 
(Okeh 41344) Blues. of the wa-wa. 

school do seem terribly old fashioned 
these days, but it requires no imagi- 
nation to understand that, the coun- 
try probably still find them -devas- 

. tating. 
“March of the Hoodlums"' is rather 

negative, but “Walking the Dog” 
has the sock that wore out many a 
saxophone before its time. 

Clicquot Club 
(Pathe 37073) Cole Porter’s 

“You've Got That Thing” and “You 
Do Something to Me,” from “50 Mil- 
lion Frenchmen,” gives the Eskimos 
a chance to thaw. “That Thing” is 
already waxed by most of the com- 
panies and is doped as one that will | 
find response from the hoi polloi. 

Billy Jones-Ernie Hare - 
(Pathe 22503) Laughs of “Poisoned 

Kiss of That Spaniard” are antici-: 
patory rather than actual. But, 
then, that’s so often the case with. 

And, of 
course, Broadway is so ‘sophisticated 
comics on the mechanicals. 

{ts judgment is not too reliable. 
Anyhow, it’s reversed by “Singin 
in the Bathtub.” 

RUBY IN HOLLYWOOD . 
Hollywood, Jan, 21. 

Harry Ruby is preparing the 

lyrics and score for “Radio ‘Ram- 
bles,” which. Radio will put into 
production. He is here minus Bert 

Kalmer. 
Several new tunes will. be in- 

corporated into the picture and Sid-- 
ney Claire has been assigned to 
work with Ruby on the score. Film 
ig the screen version of “Tha Ram-r 
blers,”’ former New York musical. 

“TEwis’ PUR ‘DATES 
Signed as an added attraction ‘for 

several Publix: de luxers,. including 
a Week's date at the Paramount on 
_Broadway and similar time: at the 
Brooklyn Paramount, . 
opens Feb. 13 at the Metropolitan, 

- Boston. His second’ date is New 

York, 
_ Lewis ‘will act as the m, c. in the 

= houses. , ; 

Columbia Phonograph Sues| 
Cruze Firm Over Film Disks} * 
James Cruze, : 
ject of.an attachment. sult: filed ‘in 
the New-York Supreme Court: by |. 
the Columbia | ‘Phonograph. Co. for | 
$10,000, ‘which the - latter claims: is 
owed | for goods sold. ‘and. delivered.. 
‘Goods in question comprise sound Campbell & Connelly, English’ pub- 
‘disks, according to the phonograph lisheg, : 

‘company’s petition, and ‘were de- 
livered to the picture’ company ‘un- 
der certain terms of credit between, 
Oct. 1,.1929, and Jan. 1 of this year. 

. These terms of: credit have now 
expired . and. the phonograph com-. 
pany claims the right of action in: 
this procedure’ because’ the picture 

: company. is a foreign © corporation, 
organized under the ‘laws of ,Dela-. 
ware, 
through World Wide and thus far 
have completed © ‘one’ picture’ which: 
has. received national release. 

“The Great Gabbo,” with Eric yon |ish Gaumont chain of picture houses 
Strpheim and Betty Compson. fee ‘P 

‘|They will be privileged to open. sheet | - 

heavy: . over- production - of records, 
‘which is realized by. the méchani- 
‘cals, they are still going ahead with 
the. ‘recordings on the same’ scale 
as heretofore, unwilling to gamble ‘tion of American publishers Camp- 
on a cut on the output and. puzzled 
as to where. the line. should be 
drawn if they did want to slice. 

‘slump in.. record. sales, aré bom- 
parding the. mechanicala, with .re-. 
quests. to pre-view 
‘taining ‘anywhere from one to eight. 

gongs. : 
with the requests, ‘and: record. the 
songs: which to them appear to have 
pop, value. 
continue. because the. mechanicals 
find it (difficult beforehand to judge 
which are. oke for. recordings and’ 
which aren't. In’ many. instances ‘a 
‘recording -which_ didn’t appear. so 
hot to them suddenly took the pub- 
.|lic’s fancy and. started selling.: 

apparently makes them afraid of 

their own judgment and Kéeps them 
rolling | out. new ‘records, 

Famous Music Its Own. 

= ==}-vooals~are—reported=in= the=list~ of: 

Ted Lewis 

LAYOFF TRAGEDY 

_ Seal act laying oft for. six - 
months. finally grabbed a date. 
Manager now sorry because all 
the seals were drowned at the 

first show. 
_ They -had. forgotten how, to 
swim. oe. 

' James. Cruze. Pictures, - known as. 
Ine., .made the ob-. 

$500,000 INVRED STAR 
TIE-UP FOR ENGLAND| 

J immy - Campbell, 

in New York last Wednesday. night. | 

Cruze pictures: distribute period, 

In “addition ‘to ‘the ; “publishing 
rights ‘Campbell & Connelly will 

It is | have exploitation access to the Brit-. 

‘in England: controlled © by . Fox. 

- Disc Overproduction : ‘| musie counters in the lobbies ‘simil- 
‘arly. to -the counters now main- 

“Despite ‘the fact that’ there is a tained in most of the larger Amert- 
‘can deluxe palaces. ‘This will be. 
an innovation in England.. a 
’ Because oftheir wide representa- 

al outlet, New company will be sep- 
arate from, although controlled by. 

‘the parent company. : 
They have’. just organized in 

France. and ‘Germany: @ . company 
to: handle these: countries, “W. De- 
Morneys,. 2. Belgian. ‘millionaire, | ‘is 

‘associated with them in the con- 
tinental venture. 7 

Besides -Red . Star the British 
rights for Jack Robbins, Billy Rose 
and Vincent Youmans are con- 

trolled by Campbell & Connelly. 
-. Red Star-Campbell-Connelly deal 
for the English distributing rights. 
is to be closed today - (Wednesday), 
and is for a period of two years. 
Transaction ‘will mark the. highest. 
figure ever paid for the Bnglish re- 
leasing rights, it.1s said. 

It. is reported. that Campbell and 
Connelly. will pay Red Star $200,000 

; a: year,. with, $100,000: to be paid 
when the contract is signed’ and an- 
other $100,000 July 1, 1930, 

It ig ‘reported that the Red Star 
‘will also close a deal with Davis 
of Australia this week. This again 
-sets a precedent for Australian re- 

: leasing rights, Davis, it is report- 
ed, will pay $20,000 a year. to the 

Pens wus done. through the Red Star, This contract with Davis 
jointly owned by. Paramount. and ts for one-year only, with Fox hold- 

Warners, the latter company re-|ing an option to purchase 61% ef. 
ceiving its interest through Harms. | Davis Co. and operate it ag a Fox. 
Paramount has reached an agree-|Subsidiary. 

ment with Harm’s whereby, after| Pat Flaherty, general manager of 
Feb. 1,-Harm’s will no longer act| Fox's Red Star Music Company, 
as the ‘selling agent for Famous, | ¥2S made an executive vice-presi- 

but Famous will thereafter act as|dent of the firm last week, W. R. 
its own. distributor. Agents and| Sheehan is first vice-president with. 

branch offices -will be. established William Fox president. ° 
throughout the country by Par. for | - 

the Famous Music. — 
. Spier & Coslow, subsidiary to 
Famous, will be absorbed by the 
latter corporation. . 

Publishers, also’ suffering from a. 

pictures. ‘con-' 

‘Mechanicals: ‘usually comply ; 

The many recordings 

‘It is this surprise element that 

‘Distributor After Jan: 30 
‘On. Feb. 1. Paramount. will make | 

its ‘first move toward building up 
a large music organization for the 
composition and release of songs 
used in their pictures. | 

LETS RICHMAN GO 
Harry Richman leaves the Para- 

mount, New York, next week upon 
completing -his’. contracted four 

Dise. Engagements: ; weeks with Publix. 
‘New artists engaged to record ‘for, Option ‘on further services witt 

Brunswick during 1930, are Winnie not be exercised. : 

Lightner, Marion Harris, Isham 
Jones’ band, George K. Arthur, Jack |: 
Benny and Douglas Stanbury. ; OPERA'S NEW ‘BOOK 

Vienna, Jan. 138.. 

~ MUSIC SURVEY. A new book to. “Simone Bocca- 
te negra; ” opera by Verdi, has been 

written. by the Viennese author, 
-|Franz Werfel. ‘First performance 

. (Continued from, Page 55): ‘took place successfully at the Vi- 

them in‘ their order. of total sales, | enna State opera house last night. 
‘This lst includes “Talking Picture,” |_ Leading parts were sung by Marla 
“Lonely Troubadour,” “Little by Nemeth, Rode, Pataky and. Mano- 

Little,” “At the End of the Road,” | warda. Dr. Lothar Wallerstein and 
“Always in My. Arms; ” “Sweeter | Professor Roller are responsible for 
Than Sweet, ” “what Do I Care,” | the production and the scenic deco- 
phat Wonderful Something, ” “Rig | rations.. Director of the opera house, 
Rita,” ge: ‘Ain’t No Sin,” “Look Clemens Krauss, will copyright the 

What You've Done to Me,’” and. "Tf | new version. 
I Can’t Have You.” 
- Distributors ‘of. discs report a 
slight increase over November, yet 
far from what they anticipated. Few 

HELEN KANE AIR M. C.. 
- Paramount will have a girl m. ec. 

for--itg-radio-hour-Jani=25r-. 

best six from each of the three | Kane will act as interlocutor. 
major phonograph companies taken Paul Ash will broadcast from the 
in the survey, yet this is attributed | Oriental, Chicago, hooking in oh 
to. the fact that the homes demand | the hour from that stage, and others 
dance records more than the vocals | on the program include Jesse Craw- 
or monolog type. This, however, is ford, organist; Lilllan Gordon, Paul 
accounted to the fact that -most|Small, David Mendoza and_ the 
every homie has a radio, and while. Paramount Symphony Orchestra, 
they are fed-up on ballads they must |and the. Paramount-Publix Play- 
have the dahce music whenever | house air show, entitled, “Sanz ala 
they want it, - Carte. " 

filed in the N. Y.. Supreme Court. '« 

assist them. with suggestions, ete. 

Victor's Monthly phonograph bulletn. to- dealers. 

‘bell & Connelly. are now planning|... 
‘the’ organization of a second com- 

‘| pany in London to provide addition- | 

| Piantadosis, is ‘now connected with 

~Helen-t= 

. _ Wednesday, January 22, 1930 

Inside Stuft—Music 
But the. adherents of either Gilise say plenty. It is said: in musie 

circles that it is hardly likely that Mengelberg will be with the Phil- 

harmonic’ next year, 

Garl Hemmer’ must. pay $1,065 in dn arbitration with. Brian Marlow -— 
and Burton Lester.on their claim for $1,000 royalties under a judgment 

The judgment. represents $1,000 
awarded by Daniel A. -Poling, John: ‘W. Searles and Knowles Entrikin - 

last April on. their contention . that they . delivered the synopsis of a 

book for a “Tmausical. comedy and were to ‘have “had $1,000 advance . 

representing royalties. - 3 . 

" Hemmer contended they: should: have. ‘nothing. ‘because’ the ‘book’ sub- 

_completed the deal with mitted was not suitable for production. 

Fox's Red Star Music Co. whereby |" 

his firm will have the British rights | - 

to the Rer Star catalog for a perlod : 

‘of three years starting. at. once.. which will be a ‘serai-monthly affair for all ‘employees, associate and deal- 

“Agreement was signed and’ sealed ers, | 

< _ Robbins’ House Organ 
Robbins. Music. Co. on Jan. 22 ‘issues its chouse organ, “Round Robins, ” 

No other- music publisher . maintains’ 7: house organ. : 

‘Another innovation from. the same company isa bulletin: service under . 

Financial. end involves around $500,- the title. of “Robbins Radio Ripples,” ” which. will gO to all radio announc- 

000 spread over the , three. year ers, program directors: ‘and. advertising ° managers with radio. accounts to 

It will resemble in. this particular — 

“Both. af | the Robbins’, . pamphlets will ‘be- edited PY. George. . Lottman, 
_——. : 

” Warings Are Back _ 

Company for. the sunny clime engagement with Eda ‘Strong, theatre and. 
race track owner, guaranteeing the instrumental .outfit, S 

' Band and boat were-to have opened Jan. 18 but the project was called 
off when Florida authorities refused to permit the craft to enter Biscayne 
Bay. An attempt to move. furnishings and personnel to the Hollywood 
Country Club, down there is also reported. to have failed. © - ; 

‘os 

Cutting: Music Units 

The gock that the Piantadosis received. two: weeks. ago when Warners 
broke up their organization, after building it. up and. letting jt.run for 

‘|seven months, is taken‘ by publishers as an. example of how the: picture - 
industry: ‘can..make and -unmake music units.. Heretofore, it was all. 
make, new: organizations were. established or bought; they were fed. 
theme songs and all looked rosy for them...‘Then the film companies‘ de--- 
‘cided that they were. carrying” to. much music overhead and started trim: | 

ming costs. _.. 
“Warners’ overtures: to Paramount for the sale of. its interest ‘in Green 

& Stept and Davis, Coots & Engle were an example of how. they. are 
trying to trim. sail.- Then the Piantadosis were disbanded, which: meant 

‘one. organization less. ; 
It is still reported that ‘Warners ‘wants. to lessen the number ‘of ‘its 

smaller ‘publishers. The only thing smaller ' organizations would lose 
in a sale by Warners to another company might be their names, Their 
contracts are so fixed that. arrangements have to be satisfactory to both 
before the sale can -be made. One of the companies also” has. the 
arrangement: in: their contract, being privileged to: purchase . back: their 
own stock before it can be offered for sale to an outside company, 

Spier & Coslow will also lose their ‘identity as a name when. ‘they are 
absorbed ° ‘by the Famous, Music, which now controls them. ’ 

‘Trouble started by. Stokowski’s parr ing” of late- comers -to his’ cone 
‘certs having quiéted down, there is another. and hotter. row ‘going on in 

high-hat music circles. 
The chief contestants are “Arturo Toscanini, the Italian ‘Flash, ‘and. 

Willem Mengelberg, the Flying Dutchman—“both members of this club,” 
so to speak, serving as associate conductors of the New. “York Philhar« 
menic Orchestra. Subscribers of the orchestra are divided into two 
hotly partisan camp3, ready to do. battle for thelr man’s cause. 

There may have been undercurrents’ of. feeling between. the two con- 
ductors when Toscanini had such.a triumph as visiting conductor: Jast 
year, but. sub rosa enmity went right into forte at the ringside when 
Mengelberg took up the baton this season after Toscanini had. concluded 
thé first series of concerts, according. to printed reports. | 

Mengelberg ig said not. only to: have criticized the personnel. of the 
orchestra at this time, but to have made definite aspersions as to-the way 
the Italian Flash had given them a work-out, Toscanini heard about it 
and bitter letters and cables are said to have passed. between the two 
maestros, with: the supporters of either side also taking up ‘the cudgels. 
When asked for a retraction.of his statements, Mr. Mengelberg denied 
ever having made them. It is presumed they may have come from his 
manager. Mengelberg’s supporters are said to have staged the wonder- 
ful reception given the former at the first concert he conducted this sea- 
son. Since the public has been more or less tepid about showing en- 
thusiasm for the Dutch conductor, Toscanini-ites considered the furore 
(which probably surprised Mengelberg as much as anyone) @ demonstra- 
tion against their man. 
Another thing .resented “by the Mengeibérgians is the fact “that” Tos- 

sean tour. - Wealthy ‘Mengelberg supporters are said to have offered to 
subscribe to a fund for their man to conduct extra European concerts . 
after . the regular. Toscanini series is ended.- . 

Directors state it has not yet been decided who will tour the orchestra 
through Europe. They deny the rumor that Mengelberg'’s absence from 
several concerts due to an alleged. attack. -of ‘grippe had anything: to. do 
with ‘the heated discussion, 

- HERE AND THERE 
| resturant, New York, 

Jimmie Carr’s band follows Ben 
Pollock into the Silver Slipper this 
week, Carr, recently at the Holly- 
wood. Restaurant, is in on an in- 
Aefinite engagement, . 

Jack - Johnson, former fighter, 
opened Jan, 17.at the Canton Pal-. 
ace, New York. 

Peter Tinturin, 19, composer from 
Vienna, has joined Harms staff. He 
will work with Irving Ceasar. 

-Nueman ‘Fuer, formerly with the 

the professional department of Re- ager at DeSylva,. Brown and Hen- 
micks. ee derson’ 3... 

Sioa ee eet |e Sepa ee et, 

Gilbert Jaffe, violinist, quits as 
orchestra director at Paramount, 
‘Omaha, to join Henry. Santrey’s 
band. 

Harry Grey now in the profes- 
silonat department of . Donaldson, 

Douglas & Gumble. . 

Phil Levant’s Royal Revelers 
(MCA) opened at the Vanity Fair, 
Chicago. 

chestra, of Wisconsin was traveling 
in Canada went haywire and was 
wrecked when it jumped the’ road 

Jan Garber has replaced Jimmy injuriés to the 15, occupants. 

canini alone is. slated to conduct the New. York. orchestra on its Euro- . 

_ Ken Walters is new floor man-. 

outside London, Ont. Monday. No 

“Warings Pennsylvanians are back. in New ‘York: recording, the Florida’ . 
boat engagement being off. Band had an agreement. with the Amphitrite 

? 

Carr and ‘band at the Hollywood. 

ssa 

A bus in which the Al Sky or-- 



- refusing to let their players partici- 

Wednesday, January 22, 1930 MUSIC VARIETY at 

Along the Coast 
» Bill Swigart 

_ _Hollywood,. Jan, 17. 
Every ‘composer and lyricist un- 

der contract to Fox was required to 
be present at. the first. audition for 

' the new “Fox Follies of 19380.” Each. 
tunester was called to play and sing 

_ his numbers and then outline a plan 
‘for staging them in the production. 
A critical jury consisting of pro- 
duction executives and .directorial 
staff of the picture listened, made 

“notes and in many. instances: ren-~ 
dered immediate verdicts. Out of 
80. tunes. submitted, --four — were 
selected. aan 

counterbalance for. the creative 
staff. Crawford is assuming the 
position .of director general --over 
everything pertaining to: music in 
both First- National and Warner. 
pictures, the same as J. L. Warner 
assumes authority over everything 
pertaining to the general produc-. 
tion of pictures, 
‘Each studio needs an executive of 

“the Crawford type who is not only 
thoroughly versed in the creative 
side of music: but the distribution 
and all its business detail. as well. 
Fox.like Warner’and First National 
are: fortunate enough to’ have the Firat National is now erecting .a 

. modern music building to headquar- 
‘ter the First National-Warner song- 
writers, who heretofore worked out: 
of. the ‘Warner studio... This is: one. 
of the first moves ‘made by Bobby 
Crawford since he took charge of. 
the camp three weeks ago. Other 
changes made by Crawford since his 
‘arrival was.the temporary. dismissal 
of Harold Berg, who.had been writ- 
‘ing: lyrics with M..K. Jerome. The 
staff will be slashed further to make 
room for. the teams of Louis, Young 
and Warren and Stept and Green, 
who are due ‘to report: here’ around 

_ Feb. ae, 

‘lishing housé‘on the ground where: 
‘the Music is created, 

‘Harry Tierney and: Anne Caldwell 
have just completed the score for 
“Dixiana,” which will-shortly.go in-. 
to production at the Radio studio 
as its first wide angle musical. The 

around the old south and is the 
first original to be written by Tier- 
ney for the screen. ~ 

‘Sometimes ‘dignified composers 
arriving ‘here from the east are taken 
off their high perch by the studio 
peasants | as in the case of a sound 
mixer: at the United Artists studio. 

It happened while Arthur Hammer- 
stein. was rehearsing an actor. for | 
his new picture, “Bride 66." <A 
mixer yelled down from his booth; 

“Universal exercised: its option « on 
“David ‘Broeckman. for another. six 
“months. a ; . 

Jose ‘Bohr, who ‘ts ‘scheduiea to 
star in both English and Spanish 

“versions of “Heartstrings” for Sono- 
‘Art, is writing. lyrics and music for 
the picture, Which .makes. him :the 

‘ first actor to write his own numbers.. 
‘Others ‘have tried: The nearest to 
land was Sharon Lynn, ‘who is a 
composer under cover. a 

a piano?” The ivory ‘pounder hap- 
pened to .be Rudolph Friml, who. 
later found it required.a new tech- 
nique to play for sound recording. 

After all the fireworks illuminat- 
ing the skies with a message that 
Al Dubin was sold over to Robbins 
and is slated. to report for work at 
‘the M-G studio. Feb. 5, it looks like 
@ false alarm. “Dubin declares -he 
will not be satisfied to work dny- 
where but: at Warners and First 
‘National and Crawford is. deter- 
mined to keep him, and that's that. 

“The. new John: McCormack. pic- 
ture, “Just ‘completed at Fox, will 

- contain ‘elght songs out. of 11 re- 
‘corded. It is not decided which will 
bé eliminated -until the final editing. 
-In addition to these the tenor sings 
‘a. number in. German, French’ ‘and 
Italian. 

‘New numbers to be spotted in pic- 
. tures at the Fox studios this week 
.includes five sung by. Charles Far- 
rell and Janet Gaynor in “High So- 
ciety Blues,” - . 

Harold Robert's University of 
Southern California 30-piece brass 
band. was used for a. musical se- 
quence in Paramount’s air picture, 
“Young Eagles.” The scene was in- 
jected to revive the songs made 
popular during the war.. 

‘While the general rank and. file of 
studios are prohibiting. their con- 
tract players from entertaining at 
night clubs, Fox goes one better by 

Harry Ruby, New York composer- 
producer, arrived this week to begin 
work on his picture contract with: 
Rddio. First assignment will be to 
collaborate on the score and book 
for “Radio Ramblers,”. taken from 
his own New York stage musical, 
“Ramblers”...Two other New York 
and London composers in the names 
of Edward Pola and Eddie Brandt 
are also here making their debut as 
tunesters for. Fox pictures. They 
were signed. by J. J. McCarthy and 
will remain here as Red Star staff. 
writers for at.least three months, 

pate in any radio broadcasts without 
reasonable | compensation. 

' Dick ‘Whiting is. writing the com- 
plete score for Buddy Rogers’ ‘new 
Paramount musical, titled “That 
Certain: Young Man. am George Ma- 

‘rion, Jr., is doing the lyrics: as well 
as the original story, 

‘Turk and Ahlert will move. from 
M-G-M to the First National lot, as 

‘they are under contract to- DeSyiva, 
_ Brown and. Henderson. The boys 
-Wwere loaned to M-G: for three. pic- 
tures, -with permission to let Rob- 

- bins publish thelr numbers, provid- 
ing: they kick back 50% of the profits 
to D., B. & H.. 

For the first time since the in‘ 
ception of talkers, Westerns have 
reached the same dignified level as 
its contemporary pictures classed 
as musicals and operettas. It.has 
taken Ken Maynard, now producing 
for Universal, to blaze the trail and 
establish a precedent for making the 
first 100% western musical. Sam 
A. Perry and Joe Seitman are now 
engaged in writing the complete 
score, It wiil be released under the 
title of “Song of the Caballero,” and 
will contain at least seven songs. 

“A successful songwriter from Tin 
Pan Alley who never has had a 
music lesson in his life, and a com- 
poser of operas who studied under 
the best tutors in Europe, collabo- 
rated in writing the score for 
“Honey,” now. in production at the 
Paramount studios. 
Sam Coslow is the Alley contribu- 

tion *to. the matched duo of com- 
posers who merged their talents for 
this picture. His more qualified 
partner. and. scholar is Franke 
Harling: Coslow’s first job. after 
graduating from the Erasmus High 
‘School in New York was reporting 
Tin Pan Alley news for Variety. 
Listening tothe jazz composers day 
after day, he became imbued with 
“the idea of composing himself. He 
“Wrote “Grieving for You” at the 

' age of 17, haunted Al Jolson's foot- 
steps until the blackface agreed to 

: sing the song, and as a result. be- 
came a hit overnight. “Animal 
-Crackers,” “Bebe,” “Is It a Dream” 
and “True Blue’ Lou” followed. _ 

Franke Harling was born in Lon- 
- don and began studying music at 
‘the age of 8, attended the Academy 
of Music in London, and studied 
under masters in. Brussels, Parig: 
-and. Berlin; His first. noteworthy 
composition was “The.Corps,” writ- 
ten while at West Point Academy. 
Song is now the official hymn of: 
the Academy. Harling then turned 
commercial and wrote the’score for 
“The Light of St. Agnes,” the first 

‘opera to contain jazz rhythm. 
eee River,” another opera in. 

“was “hisnext-achievement- 
‘in “highbrow” music field. And 
now like Coslow he was brought 

- to Hollywood where both are con- 
tributing their talents to writing 
picture scores. 

A chorus of 600 voices headed by 
John Boles sang ‘Song of the Dawn” 
for the Paul Whiteman revue now 
being made at Universal. The 
‘scene was one of the few exteriors 
used in the picture...Mary . Nolan 
at the same studio augmented the 
Whiteman band on the last “Old 
Gold” radio hour by singing the 
theme song from her picture, “The 
Shanghai Lady.” 

Roy Turner, formerly associated 
with the Paul Whiteman band, has 
been engaged by Paramount as @ 
production unit music. advisor. 

|“Music Advisors” on this lot is a 
new vocation. Seven’ ‘experts are 
now engaged. in’ this capacity. 

Claims Theme Song Title 
Warner Bros., four of its . sub- 

sidiaries among which are included 

and the Brunswick, Balke Collender 

porary injunction in ‘favor of Gene 
Austin. by the New York Supreme 
Court, from’ ‘ publishing,, distributing | 
or advertising “I Gotta’ “Have You" 
as a title for a song. . 

. Austin’s: claim is that he had a 
prior right to this title. _ by virtue 
of having published a song by this 
name. before First National em- 
bodied ity own tune of similar title 
in the picture “The Forward Pass.” 

- The injunction does not interfere 
with the use of the lyrics.in the 
picture as the court's. ordér is re- 

stricted only to the use-of the title. 

Film. Music Heads 
In recognizing music to be an in- 

tesral part in the present scheme 
of making ‘pictures, Warners have 
hot only drafted the. best known 
composers from New York, but have 
installed a music executive in the 

person ‘of. Bobby Crawford as-a| 

head of their subsidiary music pub-- 

‘fixed. by. law at 3% per cent per 

operetta, as some -call it, is’ woven | 

“doesn't that guy know how to play 

‘Switch made by Crawford, Who: also 

Bootleg: ‘Lyrics Sales: 

two.of its music publishing firms, 

Co.,- have been restrained by .a tem-. 

AGREEMENT IN FRANCE 
Paris, Jan. 12. 

A new departure in the way of 
arr, anging Aor mechanical rights for 
canned ‘music: in ‘France has been 
made: by “Francis-Day, newly con. 
tracted correspondents for Robbins 
and other American music publish- 
ers whom ‘they had represented be- 
fore. 

Up to. now rights were ‘collected. 
by an agency called Ediphone, offi- 
cial name of which was Bureau In- 
ternational, with thé bureau: keep- 
ing 25 per cent of rights ‘for. collect-. 
ing ‘expenses.. - 

. This system is only used in France. 
In. Great Britain every publisher |: 
collects -his own rights, which are 

side of the retail price of the rec- 
ord. In Germany, ‘rights are col- 
lected by an organization called 
Annray; and in Italy by an official 7 
organization called Side. 
The arrangements just. completed 

by Francis- -Day~ with: the whole. of 
the French gramophone industry 
proyide for a royalty of 3% per 
cent per side of the selling value 

of the record, to. be. paid direct to 
them. Agreement is in force in.all 
French ‘speaking’ countries, such as: 
Belglum and Switzerland. 

‘Previous arrangement varied con- | 
siderably. according . to music and 
manufactures. : 

Meyer. Replaces Conrad: 
Crawford's FN Assigoment 

“Hollywood, Jan: a1. 
Con Conraa- has. been released 

from his: contract with DeSylva, 
Brown, and Henderson by. Bobby |. 
Crawford. George Meyer has joined 
Sid Mitchell and Archie: Goeitler, | 
with the trio assigned to First Na- 
tional, — 
Walter O’Kéete and. Bobby. Dolan, 

working at Pathe for the past year, 
also go to First. National in another 

renewed one year contracts with 

Eddie Ward and Al Bryan. : 

Put Up to. Government 
Ata meetingSor. the American So- 

ciety of Authors, Composers | and 
Publishers last. week definite plans 
of action were discussed to stop the|: 
unauthorized street sale - of copy- 
righted song lyrics: 
During ‘the meeting, from ac- 

counts, the mob back of the hootleg 
sheets was described as a bunch of 
Chicago racketeers. - 

The sheet racket, starting | “in 
Times Square, New York, has lately 
grown to huge ‘proportions and has 
reached. Canada. It has been a men-. 
ace to the music publishing business 
for almost a year. Up to date the 
publishers have been unable to de- 
vise any mean§; legal or otherwise, 

of stopping it. 

Several attempts have heen made 
to prosecute the salesmen, but. the 
worst the pitchmen got were fines 
for peddling without licenses. One 
set of plates was destroyed in New 
York a short time ago, but that 
brought: to light .that the. sheets 
were being printed secretly in sev- 
eral places. 

All efforts to determine’ the {den- 
tity of-those in back. and at the top 
of the racket haye apparently been. 
futile. 
_ Music publishers - 
sheet. gales, - 
which they do not share, have cut 

deeply into the regular sheet music |: 
business, ‘Decline at-. the’ music 
counters 1s: held ditectly due to the 
bootleg lyric peddlers, . 
Thousands now learn the popular 

melodies from. the ‘radio; the. pub- 
lishers state. With the lyrics avail- 

contend - “the 

able for five or .ten cents and: the. 

strain known, impulse to. buy: sheet 
‘music is eliminated. 

Publishers are said to have re- 
ferred the matter to U. S, Attorney: 
Tuttle. on grounds that the -lyric|: 

‘bootlicggers have infringed on music 
copyrights. Nathan Burkan is said 
to be working for the society on the 
legal aspect of the situation. 
An fronic fact is that a large part 

-of..the New York sales are made) _ 

NEW RECORD ROYALTY 

‘| fleld. “Crash of the Exchange State 
; ‘Bank, 

: self-supporting and 

partment is working on special disks 
and novelties for use during Wash- 
ington and. Lincoln birthday weeks, 
as well as subjects. for- pop songs 

talkers. 

‘ich. The department. is:operated as 
in” the- profits from 

Vocco Moves East 
Rocco Vocco, for many years gen-~ 

eral western manager in .Chicago 
| for Leo Feist Co., has ‘been trans- 
ferred to New York as assistant to 

the president of the Radio Music 
Corp.,. holding company under RCA. 
of.-the Felst and Carl Fisher pub-. - 

lishing firms, . 
Previous. offers to. move were 

snubbed by | -Vocco because of ‘his 
stock holdings in the Feist com- 
pany, of which he {fs an officer, and 
his -unwillingness to give up his 

home in Chicago. 
. Vocco goes to work here immedi: 

ately... _Chester.. Cohen, -his assistant 
in. Chicago, succeéds him. as Feist’s 
western manager. 

Winkler Taking Over 

Chicago, Jan, 21, . 
Joseph FP, Winkler, former presi- 

dent: of. the ‘Chicago Federation of 
Musicians, has taken over the Ben- 
son Musical Agency which he will: 
operate under his own name, guar-. 

anteeing the Musicians’ Union about: 
$10,000 owed to members by. Edgar 

1“You Were Meant for. Me” Benson, now among the missing. - 
At.-one: time. ‘the . Benson’ agency 

had 600 musicians coritinuously em- 
‘ployed in this. territory. and was the 
ezar of the local orchestra booking 

with - Benson. a stockholder 
and depositor, washed: him up locally 
and when he blew out the Musicians 
Union. expelled - him. 
Winkler beHeves he can build up 

the former: Benson -agency to size-., 
‘able .dimensions... ‘There is. practi- 
cally no ‘opposition in Chicago at’. 
present. He. was president of the 

union for 10. years prior to James 
Petrillo’ s regime. . 

_NON- SYNC DEPT. CLICKS. 

Publix Idea Not Yet a Year Old—| * 
Paying Own Way Under Morros \ 

Music Novelties department, out- 
growth of tha. -non-syncronized 
division creatéd . within Publix, is 

is . reported 

turning a profit for Par's chain sub- 
sidiary. Established, during 1929 for 

non-syne work on slides and: disks 
for ‘popular songs, the department 

‘has now grown to the point where 
it is serving the greater part of. the 
chain’s theatres with various kinds 
of material, 

Following the: non-sync depart- 
ment’s organization.early last year, 
in July the need for novelties in the 
music line determined Publix on. the 
production of film matter to take 
the place of the non-synced stuff. 
“Deep Night,” built around the Rudy 
Valice song, proved so successful 
around the circuit that “Garden in 
the Rain,” sung by Gene Austin, was 
made in August and since then a 
number of other film novelties have 
been turned out. 

Armistice. Day. film novelty went 
to 170 Publix houses; the Thanks- 
giving item to .230 and the Christ- 
mas film to 370. Currently this de- 

including theme numbers from Par 

‘Boris Morros is in direct charge 
of the Music Novelties department, : 
‘matters of production being super- 
vised. by E; H. Kleinert.and booking 
and distribution by Joseph Ziman- 

a separate unit. in the: Publix or- 
ganization, paying its own way. 

Suit Threat Over. “Love” 
. Hollywood, Jan. 21. 

Edmund Goulding, film director, 
‘who’ wrote “Love,” theme: ‘song of. 
“The Trespasser” (UA), is on the 

verge of a legal battle to collect 
royalties - -on the song. Goulding, 
through his attorney, Milton Cohen, 
has notified of his demands, threat- 
ening action, ; , 

Goulding contends that ‘his agree- 
ment called for 50% royalties, but 
to date he has received nothing: 
Studio and Miss Swanson refuse to 
recognize the claim, 

Symphonic Co. Sued 

battle .. for 
Mshers  outbidding each other and 

-}paying fabulous advance royalties, . 

Benson Chicago Agency 

Fox's 

{taste for finer’ music, 

LONDON GR OWS 
SKEPTICAL OF 

‘THEMIES 
_ London, Jan, 12. 

Advent of talking pictures gave 
‘pirth to the theme song. The theme 
song gave new ideas to the music 
publishers, . And so started the 

. “themies,” with pub- 

- After a year of themies, things do 
not look-.so good here. Gramophone | 

| companies, when told that a certain 
picture. had five sure hits, found, 
after recording those numbers, that’ 
one hit would have ‘been a better. 
_estimation. In 'some’ cases they even 

drew a blank. One flagrant case was. 
that ofa publishing concer claim- 
ing nine. hits in one. picture, only 
one materializing. And a, picture - 
now showing here, and credited with 
10° Successes, actually has. two, 

Biggest song success of talkers 
was scored by “Broadway. Melody,” 

1 and 
“Wedding of the Painted Doll,” with 

’ Movietone . Follies second, 
which chalked up three ‘hits out of- 
about 10. songs, “Breakaway,” big- 
gest, followed - by “Walking With® 
Susie” and “That's.-You, Baby.” | 

While the themies have not proved 
the’ hits expected, popular songs. 
have been quite successful, ‘‘Chloe,” 
“Let Me Dream in Your” Arms: 
Again,” “Mean to’ Me,” “Cardling 
Moon,” “Happy Days and Lonely 
Nights,” “Honey,” “Ain’t Mishbe- 
havin',” -“Dream Mother,” ‘Russian 
Moon," “Me and the Man in the 
'Moon,” “Get Out and Get Under the’ 
Moon,” “Come on, Baby,” “My Wife 
Is on.a Diet,”-“I ‘Got 4 Feeling I’m: 
Falling” are -by no means ‘all the.. 
popular hits. - 

“Do Something,” “Ramona, mem, 
Always Be in Love With You,” 

and “Precious Little Thing Called | 
Love,” although actually themies, 
come under the category of pops, as 
they were plugged -before the pic- 
tures saw London, — 
Some English publishers have 

awakened to the fact.that advance 
royalties for American songs are | 
too high in. proportion to value re-. 
ceived, and have inaugurated a 
plugging. campaign, of ‘home ,talent. 
This has led to the difcovery - of. 
Leslie Sarony, 2 young actor who, 
as a songwriter, has turned out four 
hits, He ties with Horatio Nicholls, | 
really Lawrence Wright, and Julian . 
Wright and Ralph Butler. Joe Gil- 
bert, an American writing songs 
here, has. two hits to his credit, 
while Henry Carlton, Harry Tillsey 
and Tolchard have oné.each, © “ 

Consensus of opinion among the 
publishers is that whether a song 
is a themie or a pop it requires 
plenty of plugging. That is why 
band leaders still have country man- 
sions and town houses, 

French Composers Heated | 
Over American Invasion . 

‘Paris, Jan, 12. 
Faubourg St. Martin (Paris’ Tin 

Pan Alley) is ina turmoil over' the 
Invasion of France by American 
music; .Natives claim competition 
Is: so heavy they cannot hold their 
ground, and are trying to devise 
means to protect their interests. 
The Society of Composers and 

kindred associations held.a meet- 
ing with a view to curbing the - 

. American menace, claiming ‘that the 
French. were thereby losing their 

Also that 
rights accruing from French music 
played in America were. not properly 
-paid for, whereas the French system 
of. rights. collections insures pay~ 
ment to American composers. 
“They went so far. as to suggest 

that no rights should -be paid for- 
American music used {n France. A 
dinner held recently at the Hotel 
Lutetia by members of the Chambre 
Syndicate dela ‘Chanson resounded 
with the. same wails. . , 

WS MUSIC STAFF 
under the windows of the ‘society’ $ 
offices in the Paramount building. 

._ DOUGHERTY AS HEAD .- 
Hollywood, Jan. 21, 

Dan Dougherty leaves Ager, Yel- 
len and Bornstein to compose es- 
pecially for Columbia Pictures at 
its Iocal studio. 

He will also he head of the music 

department. 

“Attorney Jay Winston, 1 1440. Broad- 
‘way, has filed a suit of attachment 
in the New York Supreme. Court 
against the Symphonic Radio Cor- 

poration of America, 1133 Broadway, 

for $1,500 fees as general counsel. 
The company is a Delaware “‘cor- 
poration. 
Winston names, George “Singleton 

as the principal officer vf the cor- 
poration, 

== --Universal-may—organize_4ts—own.. 
‘musical staff, including dance dl- 
rectors. — 
- Unit would. not be a publishing 
or ganization, 

Friend Stays With Fox 
Hollywood, Jan. 21, 

songwriter, stays 
-His contract is for one 

curt Friend, 
with Tox, - 

Jyear, not three months, as reported, . 

“This Is: Heaven,” “Glad.-Rag Doll” — 
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Radio » Monopoly Charged d Before 
Senate in Interstate Committee 

paid for broadcasting and that wil- “washington, Jan. Bt. 

Continued radio hearings before 
the Senate interstate commerce 
committee on the Couzens bill 
still bring charges and counter 
charges of monopoly, broadcasting 
for the love of it, hold up methods, 
ete,, etc. Hearings also brought, 
and are still bringing, some of the 
biggest names in the industry. M. 
H. Aylesworth, head of N. B. C., 
shot answers to the Senators’ ques- 
tions so fast that“he had the com-. 
mittee calling for help. He was ac- /. 
tually the first. witness to convince 

the committee that he knew what. ing the past week but 22 percent of 

it was all about. {them ‘were paid accounts. He fur-. 

In contrast, -Clarence Mackay, ‘ther said that. the advertisers have 

head of the Postal Telegraph, learned that when’ ‘they ‘plug their 

couldn't answer a question on fin- | products .too hard: during a spon- |. 

ances of his company or practically sored program the Hstening public. 

any other phase without referring tuned out. .Hence these announce- 

to his secretary. Mackay was there ‘ments are boiled down to the very 

ag the Couzens bill proposes to put | bone. 
all communications under one com- Columbia inereased six-fold from 

mission. July, 1928, to March, 1929, stated 

Mr. Patey. 
' And-in the ‘midst of these hear- 
Ings. the question. of. re-appointing 
the members of the Irederal Radio |. 
Commission: is causing no end of 
conjecture and ‘also the U. S, Su- 
preme Court hag ‘started to listen 
to arguments on the property rights 
of radio, a decision upon which the. 
whole: future .of the broadcasting 

industry depends. -- 

Radio’: s “Bth Ave. Office 
At T1i1 6th- avenue is located the 

in Washington each week for NBC; 
gets $100 a broadcast. This brought 
up the question of politics by Sen- 

‘Ing to: keep his system nonpartisan | 
even. to..such an_ extent that. “he 
even . couldn't be: a ‘Republican: ‘any 

more.” 
“William Ss. Paley, head of Colum- 

bia, stressed the large number of}. 
programs over his. chain that are 
‘not sponsored. He stated that. dur- 

Grigsby ‘Charges 

B. J. Grigsby, president of the 
Majestic Manufacturing company, 
conceded to be the fastest selling 
set of them all, urged a pooling of 
patents. Majestic is paying Th. 
per cent. to RCA., General Electric, 
Westinghouse and the A. T. and T, 
as a combined holder of receiver set. 
patents... On this Grisby said. 
"We did not pay this royalty be- 

‘cause we. corsidér these patents |’ 
worth such a royalty, put because-| 
the radio ¢ombine had so terrorized |} 

_ the industry and had so intimidated | 
’ the jobbers everywhere. that they cor of the Radio. Afusic 

are afraid to handle s0- -called. “un- _ It's.” the. holding company “for 

Ucensed” sets. ‘|Feist’s and Fischer's, the latter 
-In answer to Senator Couzens, working publishers operating their 
Mr. Grigsby stated that he firmly ‘own ceeanizations. P 5 
believed independent manufacturers |- yirgt. time a popular music house 

the use of a single RCA patent. | hag been repr een ° 

Sirovich Heads wmss ‘Royalty of 734° has netted the 

RCA group from Majestic alone} Congressman William I. Sirovich. 
” $5,802,879.15,- gald the witness. ‘{has assumed the chairmanship of 

Politics Out the board controlling radio station 
“WMBS, Plans are afoot for ex- Aylesworth’s appearance before 

the committee brought out. that no} pansion of that station by entrance} 
into. a national tie-up, government official had ever. been 

LEADING ORCHESTRAS DIRECTORY 
{ IRVING ARONSON | 
and HIS COMMANDERS 

Fea 
“RED STANLEY" ‘and PHIL SAXE 

AT 
ROMAN POOL'S CASINO 

Miami Beach, Florida 

(PARISIAN RED EADS) 

America’s Greatest. Girl Band 
Permanent Address 

2 Weat North 6t., Indianapolis, fod. 

JEAN GOLDKETTE| 
Orchestras 

_ VICTOR RECORDS 
Office: 812 Book Tower 

DETROIT 

| TAL HENRY | 
and His ORCHESTRA 

Victor Records 

Warner Brog,- Vitaphone Artiste. 

'- fBxelusive Management 
Orchestra Corp. of America 
1650 Broadway. New York 

“OWEN FALLON | 
‘And His CALIFORNIANS 

Now Playing Second Year 

WILSON’S BALLROOM 
(Formerly Cinderella Roof) 

LOS ANGELES 

FROM DET ROIT 

| MAL HALLETT | 
AND HIS ORCHESTRA 

9 SEASONS ON BROADWAY 

' "En Tour 
Opening Soon at the Million Dollar 
Atoadin” Ballroom, B’way and bard 8t. 

Management 
OHARLES SHIBBMAN, Salem, Mase. 

= Bt A. ROLFE | | 
“Radio’s Premier Conductor 

: Lucky Strike, Dance Orchestra 
: VINCENT LOPEZ | Palais D’Or. Restaurant Orchestra 

and His ORCHESTRA 
_ Edison Ace Recording Orchestra. 

Summering at the 

PELHAM HEATH INN [ANSON WEEKS | 
Pelham, N.Y. 

Doubling at the AND HIS ORCHESTRA 
Now in Third Year at the 

ST. REGIS HOTEL | 

‘HOTEL MARK HOPKINS 
New ‘York City, 

San Francisco 

lt GEORGE OLSEN [I COLUMBIA REC RECORDS 

*  pogee ya cre _|PAUL WHITEMAN| 
HOLLYWCOD, CALIF. 

With SID GRAUMAN 

VICTOR RBDCORDS 

| ARTHUR WARREN | 
‘Park Central Hotel Orchestra | 

PARK CENTRAL HOTEL 

Mgt. Var NO in Male pintefament 
248? Broadway, Now York, Sulte 711 

And His Greater Orchestra 

Now Making 

“KING OF JAZZ” 
for Universal. 

Personal Rep.: JAS. ©. GILLESPIE. 

‘If You Don’t Advertise in 

| WaniErr | 
You Don't Advertise 

2 

liam Hard, recounting the situation |: 

ator Brookhart, to which Mr. Ayles-| 
worth stated that he was endeavor- |" 

| THE BRICK TOPS = || 
| meeting said, “I can’t think of any- 

| bands mostly go over: C.B,S., 

|-an opening wedge for censorship of 

RADIO 

WHAT, NO ZITHERt 
‘Hollywood, Jan, 21, 

_. Socal musie stores are dis- 
. playing the latest.in compact — 
‘entertainment for the home. 

It’s ‘a combination — radio- 
bookcase +. phonograph - ~ piano- ; 
writing desk: a . 

Briton Proposes. Little 
Theatre for U. S. Radio 

Cecil Lewtis, dramatic. ‘production 

manager for. the British Broadcast~ 

‘ing’ Company, who is over: here on 
a leave of absence to’ ‘look over the 
American broadcasting - situation, 
was introduced to the American 
press last: week. by. N, B. C.: 
_ Mr, Lewis. had a number of sug- 
gestions to.make on the’ subject of 
American: broadcasting. vo 
' After he was introduced by. Mr. 
McClellan of N. 3B. c., Mr. . Lewis 
began his talk. *. 
He believes’ that ‘the * American 

idea of commercial broadcasting 1s 
all wrong. It is not right that the 
radio public should receive. all en- 
tertainment without paying: and 
then the ccmpetition that commer- 
cial. programs ‘ create — limits and 
hinders’ the best - possibilities of 
radio work, he says. -We.merely 
make programs that’ will sell. in- 
‘stead cof giving the best ‘we. can 
and thereby destroy or rather hin- 
der the new art form that has been 
created for the radio. There is .a- 
new art form:in the guise of radio 
plays and Mr. Lewis has - ‘some with: 
him. 

The time limits, on ‘programs ‘also 
hinder the best possibilities: of| 
radio programs and our programs 
do not cater to the intelligent. mi- 
nority of people: “in ‘our country. 

Mr. Lewis's ‘main suggestion cen- 
tered around. the formation of. an 
‘altruistic station where art for art's 
sake would ‘be considered. . 

. Lewis stressed ‘plays as the 
new: art form, although discussions 
of controversial subjects would also 
be an item. 
“An altruistic station Is .what is , 

really needed,” he sald. . 
Mr. Lewis then offered to’ answer 

all questions asked. -There was 
‘yather a, lack df questions, but one 
newspaper person suggested that 
the “altruistic station” would have| 
to be an experimental one and in 
its art aim somewhat equivalent: to 
the little theatre in America, 

“Splendid,” said Mr. Lewis. 
“Someone like Otto Kahn would 

have to back it,” the reporter 

added. 
“Splendid. Couldn't be better. ” 
Silence reigned and no questions. 
After a pause the m. c, of the 

thing better than to say that the 
meeting is adjourned.” 

Mr, Lewis again said, “Splendid. ” 

Clash on Band Account. 
An unusual broadcasting situation. 

has arisen between C.B.S. and 
WMCA with the installation of Jan. 
Garber's band in the. Hollywood 

Restaurant, 
Previous to Garber’ 3 entrance into 

the eatery the two previous bands 
went over WMCA exclusively. This 
was secured through Nils T. Gran- 
lund holding an inttrest in the 
eatery and also being special. an- 
nouncer for WMCA. The restau- |. 
rant - paid $200 weekly for the 
‘proadcast.. When Garber came, be- 
ing an.M.C.A, band and M.C,A. 

latter network put a wire in. the 

‘eatery and etherized Garber's. music 
gratis twice weekly.: They did not 
‘use N..'T. G: as announcer due to. 
his. “WMCA: arrangement and be- 
cause: they wanted an’announcer of 

The restaurant also re-- 
‘fused to glve up its WMCA broad-'} 
their own, 

cast because of N. T. G. - 
‘Meanwhile both. C.B.S, and 
WMCA are using Garber, with ‘the 
Hollywood: paying $200 weekly to- 
WMCA for the thrice a week broad- 

cast and C.B.S. putting him’ on the. 
air twice weekly and free of charge. 

” KWKH to Be. Good” 
; Washington, Jan. 21, - 

KWKH, Shreveport, La., 
written the Federal Radio Com- 
mission that it will be “good” from 

-now--on=== sa — 
It will drop all “ hella ” “and 

“damns” which so riled Senator C. 
C. Dill as to cause many. to think 

the air was in the offing. 

WHITEMAN’S. 10 NUMBERS 
Most theme songed pictures will 

be Paul Whiteman’s, 
Universal is putting 10 special 

note numbers into the revue. 
Ea 

Hour program were missing. Period’ 
‘turned over so NBC could broadcast 

Smith Brothers on. WJZ for usual 
‘weekly vocal hurrah. . Brothers im- 

Jatter station. Senator Jones spieled 

all the: ‘SOnES the. cowboys, of: yester- 

U. ‘S. Air Contral at Stake 

‘going to sidestep a decision on the 
‘battle of WGY for full time on the 
alr, : 

‘the lower court decision . should 

‘admit, and, if favoring the station, 

‘broadcasting and take control ac- 

. Permanent injunction against the 

the. 

| ing devices such as talkers. 

has 

Lwictor..recently..in_the..same. court) 
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~The Air Line ~ 
By Mark. Vance -. 

year used to sing, and he's‘reviving. 
‘em via WOR. . Jullus Tannén. was 
bright, particular ‘star’ of Philco 
‘period "WABC, Roy Ingram and 

| band. showed up. on early assign~ 
ment (WABC) and registered. — 

Jack Frost's. melody . moments’ 

Must be running excursions into 
the N. Y¥.-stations to carry the.great 
humber of sopranos and femme .in- 
strumentalists running ‘at large. on 
the air... 
Midweek sing: via WEAF featured 

a mixed quartet. Arthur ‘Billings 
Hunt, -baritone,.. sang. pleasingly. 
Harry Horlick’s orchestra enlivened 
Stars of Melody program (WJZ) on 
same hour.. Piano duetting by Phil 
Ohman: and Victor Arden. worth 
while. | ‘Irving. Kaufman : in ‘good |: 
voice. during’ Champion. - Sparkers’ 
period. Coward. omfort miusic 
(WEAF) came. over. effectively, . 

‘Vallee Hour Off - 
"Rudy ‘Vallee and his Fleischmann 

musical layout. .RCA Victor hour 
offered Countess Olga :Mendolago 
‘Albani, Spanish soprano; has voice 
of high range that came over nicely. 

; ‘Mendoza Standard | 

House period WJZ. Dave Mendoza's 
orchestra .doesn’t miss. © 
Kent program WJZ becoming a. sta-~. 
tion standard. Orchestra unustially 

for Slumber, ' 
speech. of Charles. Evans Hughes.|. Emery Deutsch and: orchestra ef- 

WABC, - 
Guy . Loribardo - again 

splendia air: program WABC. ° 
personated by Billy :Hillpot and 
Scrappy Lambert; teamwork show= 
ing results. - 
-WABC worked in a ‘special nook- | 

up with WMAL in Washington on 
fourth anniversary: celebration. of 

Ann 

organ layout than generally, - 

via. WOR as the Minstrels.- 
‘nounced as formerly of Major 
‘Bowes’ Capitol Family. . Village 
Grove Nut club WMCA repeating 
former. crazy-quilt; program. 
returns. depend. greatly. upon Lou” 
_Dolagoff's rapid ad libbing as m. c. 
He was away for:a time, with Bud 
Murray doing the spleling. :. 

on “the Voice of Washington.” Spot- 
light mainly on U. S. ‘army. band in 
spiffy program. . 

- “Cowboy Song Revived 
John: White seems to know about 

had ‘Rochester. Civic 

Before ‘Supreme ‘Court 
‘Washington, Jan; 21,. 

U. s. Supreme Court seemingly is. 

musical entertainment... Guy Lom- 
bardo.and-band (WABC) for Burns 
cigar period; 
Frohne Sisters in vocal harmony and 
Ted Husine’s announcing. Delivery 
Boys, Shuster and Tucker (WMCA), 
hit best: on. the double numbers. 
Dorian stringed. outfit. on WOR 
keeping up excellent musical. pace. 
Vic Irwin and Mayfair roof or- 

chestra (WMCA) revived some an- 
‘-elents:...A. lusty-voiced blues singer 
between. ‘pops:. Chesebrough Real 
Folks had a sleighing party (WJZ). 
Country life episode, with the com- 
edy weak. Pleasing songs via “An° 
‘Evening in Paris’ (WABC). <A lit- 
tle. band called the New Yorkers 
(not from the Hotel New Yorker) | on 
WGBS 

Justices during the hearing hinted 

stand .and that the case was. im- 
properly.-brought before the highest 
tribunal. _ 
When it came to counsel for the 

broadcasting company to argue he 
‘was excused, =. 

Broadcasters ‘as a whole were 
| hopeful the court would follow. this. 
course. and thus force a decision 
on the other pending case, that of. 
a-small ‘station near Chicago that 
brings up the one direct question 
property rights. 
_It will be an important decision 
from évery angle, attorneys here 

upset: the present entire system af | 

tually from the government. 

RCA Defends Patents 
Wilmington, Del., Jan, 21. 

Universal Radio Co., to prevent in- 
fringement of patents : on amplify- 
ing units, was filed by RCA in Fed- ; 
-eral Court here Friday. DeForest]. .-.-° 
Radio Corporation, because of re- 
fusal to act as: co-plaintiff, is also 
‘named as a defendant. 

Development .of the patents by 
RCA: through indirect license agree- 
ments has involved expenditures of 
millions. They were obtained by 
Lee DeForest in 1924-and based: on 
‘inventions made: by’ him prior to 
1914. .Licenses to develop a part 
of the patents.-was assigned to the 
American Telephone & Telegraph 
Co., which in turn assigned them 
to RCA, 

It is a rule that a license holder 
may act against infringement of 
patents only if the patent holder 
‘acts, Otherwise the patent holder 
fs made a defendant, as in this 
case.with DeForest. A. T. & T. is” 
acting as co-plaintiff. Bill is signed 
by .William Brown, vice-president. 
of RCA, and officials of A. T. &.T. 
The * disputed patents cover a 

feed-baclc regenerative arrangement 
of three electroid vacuum tubes or 
‘audions whereby current variations 
in one circuit create corresponding 
variations which feed back to the 
first c!rcuit, further amplifying in: 
the first tube, and in turn amplify- 
ing: in the second. This is a vital 
principle in modern radio. construc- 

‘tion, as. well as in other amplify- 

oR CHOP HOUSE | 
QF EXCEPTIONAL MERIT 
156-8 WEST 48TH STREET" 
w= East of Broadway ——tone 

TED HENKEL 

M usical Conductor . 
and 

Presentation Director . 

CIVIC THEATRE 
Auckland, New Zealand 

PITT ORCHESTRA OF 30 

Judge Morris will hear the first | 
arguments on February 1. W G.- 
Mahaffy is attorney for RCA here. 
None hag been ‘named | for the de- 

‘fendants. 
- DeForest Corporation : was. the 

(aS ES: 

(WEAF) holding its_own in general - 

Atwater - 

fective with Dream Boat music from . 

offered . 

Mike - 

‘Stromberg-Carlson . period (WJZ) 
Orchestra. | 

Here’s a. fine organization and great” 

period embellished by : 

STAGE BAND OF 20 

More good music during Maxwell 4 

good. Ludwig Laurier’ 8 musie: WIZ. - 

Leaf WABC appeared to have better ~ 

Happy Troubadours have vocal” 
signature (WMCA), and they appear: 

An-— 

when Judge Morris handed down 
a decision against RCA, after that. 
company had been charged by De- 
Forest with violation of the Clay- 
ton anti-monopoly act. Decision 
has since been appealed. 

Carlton Kelsey 
Director Music 

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS, Inc. 

we / . 

“Taps"—Shaw Settlement - 
"Taps” suit against Milt Shaw, 

band leader, to collect $400 over- 
due as commission, was settled. out 
of court last week for $240, 
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, caynie Bay. Karl, of Guinan's ol old 
- Florida Nig N ht ( Clubs Salon Royale, headwaitering. Wohl- a) CHEZ LES BORGIA 

man and Miss Tucker conflicting oe- (PARIS) | 
casionally on songs. Both go over Paris, Jan. 9, 
strong, but acoustics are nat so hot. | -- This characteristically French | 

. ‘ cabaret, by no means an inexpensive 
spot, is the sole saving grace of the 
Rue Laferriere, an otherwise notori- 
ous Side street in Montmartre where, 
if you're not wary, escorting a nice 
party or not, you'll be accosted, from. 

almost.any doorway, 
“The Borgia is. another ‘of those in- 

timate Parisian rooms, not unlike 
the Casanova of the Sheherazade, 
and’ much warmer. Ever . sirice 
somebody mentioned. that the Casa- 
nova waiters looked and. acted like. 
‘ex-Russian. royalty,. the -snobbish 
vodka.crew. of waiters seem to have. 
‘taken it literally;. reacting” against 
the. place already. Sheher azadei n't 
‘so bad; yet, but unlike both these 
ultra-Russe joints, the: Borgia is 
characteristically native. 

J. Roff, the impresario,. gives “one 
fullest value of any cur rent nite. club 

The former. Richman ‘club orches- impresario in town, having an im- 
tra is one of the best in the resort -portant array of talent to attract the 
sector. Its entertainment surpasses | wine- buyers. No couvert obtains, 

|the floor show. Granlund isnot excepting a nominal 10 or 20 francs 
with his girls. Show is slapped | top, but the 260 ‘francs-per bottle for. 
together in a hurry with only a day'| champagne ‘(the real McCoy, of 

or two rehearsal down here. Yet |course) that stands the: house” 40 
tt goes better than _the others. ‘2 f|and'50 franes is enough of. a. margin 

to please everybody, 
‘Lucienne Boyer is .the- leading 

spirit of the Borgia. She. was Shu- 
‘bert-revued a season or two ago but 
obviously : means. little for America,. 
having no command of BDneglish for 
‘one thing... As a.looker.she’s exoti-" 
‘cally: satisfactory in close-up. but. 
could hardly be.as effective at long range. She's. @ personality’ lyric at the Northern’: avenue ‘ bridge, 

songstress; ‘doing too much, ‘Wow-.| Boston: The ppening date has not 
ever, she knows how to-handle her-. ‘been. ret but will be near Feb,. Ay rs 
seif,-and her lyrics are’ seemingly |. 

” Club Wreckers. 
compellers. 
Same goes for: Pizella, juvenile | 

with Mistinguett’s .“Paris-Miss”. at In ‘epita. of: damage. done to: the 

Plantation ‘Club. in Harlem. Thurs- *" 
day’ afternoon when two men posed 

Boston’ Ss Floating Spot _ 

Ready to Open Feb. 1° 
Boston, Jan. 21. 

Officials of Show Boat, Inc, a 
corporation. fuermed to convert the 
schooner Cora F,. Cressy into 
a floating dine and dance. palace, 
have asked a hearing before the | 
‘Massachusetts PubHe Utilitfes De- - 
‘partment:-as an-answer to an order. 
of. the. department. that. “forbade 
further stock, selling. . 
According: to the "aenartment, it 

‘Was learned that ‘salesmen had 
Sold seven. “first mortgage notes,” 
each of a value. of $2,500, to’ Miss” 
Laura Boorman, 76-years old, of: - 
Becket, Mass.:. Miss ‘Boorman and 

Roman: Pools Casino . 
Roman Pools Casino burst into. 

bloom with a. $10 couvert. Fee will 
be $4 henceforth. 
' ‘One of the Crying Golaman’ s— 
Al—directing the place; Chr isto and. 
‘Steinberg ‘the operators.- They get 
the Broadway mob- proper, _A group 
of N. T. G. dancers are diréct ‘from 
the Stem. Several ‘pretty husky, 
but. that seems. to be the. ‘type de-. 
sired in’ Floridan retreats, Ethel 
Merman, : billed, as’ a picture star, 
is here from the ‘Les Ambassadeurs 
in New York, Her work is gradu- 
ally improving. Grace Kay. White 
and Ralph ° Wonders singing ond : 
dancing; Wonders serving as m, .c. 
Irving Aaronson and his Comman- 
gers are the only ones -in lights 
outside. © 

. Miami Beach, Jan. 19. thous they haa been separited 3 
5 ‘eq. - opens 1 nine girls 

- hairy raed ee glittering sea of fin tableau. hokum, two cave men 
vwere 1a ly wv tossing them on the floor and the| 
“champagne, lovely women and sun- | geyit mesmerizing their figures for 
. tanned = men.. last: week, which - afinish, <:- 

marked. the official opening of} The work. of Eastern: and ‘Hazel- 
Florida's . winter splurge. | White ton,: dance: team, was excellent. 
“flannels and afternoon frocks were'| Sonia . Kasten’s Haaijan and 
‘dispensed’ With in favor of formal anaxe lance aed to. eras 

. attire. net an need ne credit. Ensemble is ‘composed of 
* 9cCasi0 ‘ al large girls, few pretty. Fortunately 
“glamour of over-sized moons, bril-. there is ‘comedy: supplied by . Wadi- 
Jiant. stars and clear, deep slries. moff,’ Ferguson and Emil, ‘which 

‘. Most. notable were the class pre-|:trio’ do..a .comedy: grind. organ 
mieres of the. exclusive Deauville “number. There are thrée -sistér’ 
‘in. Miami Beach and the’ Embassy.| teams in the show, including: the 
‘Club's dinner dance in Miami; The |: jorraine “Bis ides asin thira pair. 

sorraine stérs, oing fine. hig 

‘Vila, Venice and, Floridan, opened] ifcus and’ expert wnitis. John 
. re- 

“former did not. announce. its pre-. = | Shevelin nd, Mario, Vero, ane. re- 
-miere until: Wednesday, the Tues- donna; ‘the latter highly operatic, 

day. night opéning being. for ‘special -but with little floor show. poise.. a 
guests, . : | Willa: Venice-is..new. It seats 
‘Roman Pool’s .Casino premiered, about 400 in the main room, and as 

last Thursday night, drawing the |.many. on its .circular’ yeranda.: inc: 

, largest Broadway following. Nearly. did not approach ‘capacity. opening, 
400 guests . assembled, although 

night’ and”’.unless the show is . 
to draw :d.|° 

‘there. was room for. more. ‘Sophie strengthened ‘cannot hope to dr 
Tucker's premiere ‘at’ the Floridan 

Deaiville’s | premiere, with. . “Emil 
from Boston a. soderately: band Coleman’s orchestra and Ramon and 

drew about 300; Accommodations for | Show. also needs girls to: properly Rosita the sole entertainment. drew. 
.500, . Even the splendid premiere of | display the dazzling costumes, Three the cream trade. Bluebloods flocked 

>, the. ‘Embassy, which attracted ag] shows a night, including the supper. tonne opening in = Miami Beach. . 

- big a Rolls-Royce. patrénage as the ; hour. OE ng. to surpuss s spot in 
Deauville .and Coral, Gables Coun- 
try -Club, -was ‘not’ overcrowded. a 

- | sheer class... Gambling high. ~ 
A general view of the. night: club: 

situation is “that many will ‘floun- 
Plenty of ‘tables unoccupied; ‘despite der.. When. even the premieres are 
a mob: of 300 distinguished visitors. not strorig enough to require. em-. 
Majority of the ringside guests were 

easily recognized as followers ‘of 

‘the Lido, Montmartre, Trocadero and 

ployment’ of the silk rope, it is 
scarcely. likely’ the future will be 

Casino in New York. There is tittle 
‘question that the New Yorkers are 

bright. Miss Tucker has been’ sing- 
ing to groups of less than ‘100, and 

the “most . inveterate of the night 

elubbers. 

the’. other’ clubs on nights. follow- 
ing the. Premieres | _ Were ‘virtually: 

Several. of the clubs have gambling 
rooms adjoining. The foelks are 

deserted.. a. 

‘constaritly leaping from tables: to) 

hearing in the office of District At- 
torney . Charles .-R. Clason .in 

-expressed .regentment for “inter- 
ference”. in. her: affairs, _ 
The notes were said by the com- 

pany officials to be secured: by a 

The mortgage has been deposited - 
with the Gloucester National Bank 
and the notes were ‘made payable to. 
that institution. : 

According to Consulting’ Engl: |. 
néer Kaufman plans for the boat’s 
equipment and usage ‘have. béen. 
98% completed. ‘It is. expected to 

“Deauville 

“Embassy ‘ ; 
An $8 couvert was attached to 

opening of the Embassy, which is 
inhabited by sophisticates, the ma- 
Jority .elderly, yacht-bronzed’ men 
and gay, exquisitely adorned young. 
women. Gaiety. of this throng was 
fenhanced by music coming from — 
‘the long -balconies, on. which. 
Hawalian guitarists, male: and fe- 
male, strummed during intervals of. 
the floor show. This. club las no} 
ensemble, and no outstanding | 
hames. Cotvert:. during the week 
Is $4, 

Florence, ‘aérobatique, formerly 
with Maurice-.Chevalier at. the 
Casino de Paris, - -performs .2- tap 
dance and then her - rhythmic - con- 
tortions. - Plenty. ‘of ‘class to. ‘her 

' Broadcast Self 1 to. Jail. 

roulette wheels and back to catch 

Pittsburgh, Jan. 21, 
AL Schenk,. formerly m, C. here. 

parts of the lavish floor shows. It at’ Eddie. Klein's. ‘Villa. and later at: 
is especially. remarkable that Florida’ Ty acy-Brown's Plaza, broadcast. 
has perhaps the poorest array of ‘himself into jail last’ week... When 
talent in its history. Aside from | maneuvers: A mere handstand is Schenk -ended his’. -engagement . at 
Sophie Tucker. and Ramon and | ejevated-to an art by. her technique. 

: “Rosita: there are virtually no names, |. Val and Marion Vestoff bore down. 

‘the* Plaza several weeks ago, he 
departed forgetting his bill: of $400 

except In the orchestral division. on the crowd, “Vestoff himself -re¢: 
ae _ . ceiving tremendous: acclaim for his 

at, the William Penn hotel]. -An in- 
‘formation was filed against ‘Schenk 

ballet business. A. lounge dance, 

something. unusual, was -done - by him,” 
but . _Rolice were unable to Jocate 

Pierce and-Harris, The nonchalance.| . 
and able work of this. team ties up ‘vere otter ight two -lty detec 

pany, and. cost $372,000 accord- | the show. Among the other enter- | , listeni i the ‘radi yt. 
‘ing’ to inside figures. ’ It'43,situatea |tainers were. Margarita Howard, ‘were. listening in on the ‘radio at 
on the ocean;.in‘ Miami ‘Bewcli the colordtura : prima donna, well re-' Headquarters. Roney Plaza PsHehtty. anbre’ than: a | ceived;: Fuzzy - Knight, who. only‘|, “Station. WOR, broadcasting. Al 

.stone’s. throw: away? / Tis" Bhow ‘4,.|80es on when. the place ‘is in the | Schenk speaking. I will now sing |. 
no way conforhis to: ite dazzling @n- | correct mood — very late — Hhyllis |you a little song and I. hope ‘you 
virons. Bouche. is rememibered::as | Ray, high . kicks. and - songs;:. the will like it,". was, what they- heard. 
the man who-tried to:3ucteed Rector. blues. paseably fellows who an ‘Sullivan Hked it so well. he hoped. 

on ee namey Lean stata ria blues. singer.: Then there is Rex a rattler Pivot har Newark, | 
direct from: Chicago, and. owner. of. Reynolds, director of: entertainment, | 47S chenk.and hurried him 

‘vhe Moulin Rouge. thére,- ves @ young man who knows all the | back to. Pittebureh. He furnished 
His show -featares © the - Darling | folks here arid has quiet methods of bail ; a 

Sisters, who-. ‘harmonize - "welll. al- m. c’ing.” Paul Rebucct’s orchestra P ”? ALL. 
__. Cap’ Churchill ‘Dies. Is in its fourth - ‘seasort here. 

“captain James Churchill, 66, fam- 
ous as’a Broadway restaurant oper- 
ator for years before the advent of 
prohibition, died in Atlantic. City 
Jan, 19 of pneumonia. 

; Villa Venice © 
. Bouche's: Villa Venice. was 

‘bought. from Patterson, of the 
Wational Cash Register com- 

Floridan uA 
- Atthougts- there:is not. an’ extra | 

large floor show at the Floridan, it | 
has the combined weight of Sophie 
Tucker and Al Wohlman. Ted Sha- 
piro is.at the piano for Miss Tucker. 

the Casing de Paris ana a standard 
Casino juv.. Pizella knows his oats 
a bit better,. not overdoing it so 
much, and. clicking heavy with the |as federal agents and mangled the 

femmes -on the male's. a. “With ‘a| furnishings, the -club re- -opened 
little more English ‘he could: be han-: Saturday.. Révue member's : donned 
‘dled. -as ‘a cafe personality; | the | overalls - and — helped fix up’ the 
Fenchiness: might bea class nov-. place, . 

elty, . ' Mana ‘einent estiniatea the extent 
Leo-Bill, just back from: America, 5B . 

is international timbre. His novelty. | °t damage ta fixtures, musical in-. 
ventriloquial act with the novelty ‘struments'-and girls’. costumes at 
dummy contrived from: his fist is in | $25,000. Police placed the blame on” 
itself different. _His spiel is effective opposition clubs’ in the? neighbor+" 
judging from’ the returns, .| hood. 2 
welt. Galitch, © port ‘Dac, Tessye | : 

arrisson, Mado Stelly and Lucette a 
Jousy are an assortment of vocal WITMARE'S. “nT HOME? *- 
specialists. Codolban’s Roumanian " ‘Witmark’s held its-formal opens © .. 
orchestra,- a string. quartet, with the ing in’ its: new professional | omees: 

into “the. ‘eymbalom, fits Tbe in the Cunningham Bullding yeater-. 
nto ‘the room, °°. el. day: (Tuesday). . 

Byery’ publishing house along the. a 
‘Embassy Club Bankrupt main stem: was represented, A 13- 

a to, J OL ‘|plece band supplied dansapation: . 
: . oronto, Jan. '} music during. the afternoon, and the : 

It’d'a tough. season in Toronto ‘for music broadcast. over WHC: Al 
night cluhs.. The. Embassy: Club has 2 
“gone: into ‘pankruptcy,. with cash ‘in | 
the bank listed as. $4.73. Liabilities - Fort Wayne Bande a. 

>: ° ° 

total $122,439.84, _ Harry Swift, former piano player. 
Eugene. Desjardines. is- ‘president the: and Hartland P. R 1 t with Ted Lewis, ‘has bpened at the. 
n ar owell stcretary.| wandarin restaurant. heté with his : 
A large: “proportion of the: Habilities own orchestra. .°: ~ " 

ta made wat of. meee due the’ Em- |” wypur Pickett and his. outfit are'st’ 
assy Holding clup. the Hotel Anthony, doubling after 

the. stage. show at the R-K-O. Pale 

UBERALL-MOSS | T0 TRY Roa]: ane, vos 
Benny Uberall and J Moss, who : 

click2d with. the Hollywood res- 
turant ‘on Broadway, have virtually, “EARL B BAILEY THE CROONING 

TROUBADOUR WITH HIS : . This club {s'a hotel affair and” has With him at the Hotel Traymore closed negotiations for: Woodmans- 

R WILL. OSBORNE | the environment of such, the puests were his -vife and three daughters: | ten Inn. Ritz-Carlton Hotel. 
41 © Whose, magic voice brings parading the lobby and dropping{ A resyme of Churchill's career| The roadhousé ‘is closed yia gov- Orchestra 

“Philadelphia, Pa.- 
. Management’ HARRY WALKER 

” CLIFF WINEHILL 
"Master of ‘Ceremonies 

“THE. PEANUT.MAN” ; 
At Coffee Oiitts 

Ath ‘Bte and ith Ave., “New York | 

|Into its coffee shop between. dances. 
Fairbanks Twins.are dancing to- 

gether here, and_the casters—Car- |. 
(los, Chita, Leet ‘and Albin—are a 
|sensation. Appearance, class and 
jability combined to perfection in 
their work. Nina Susoff,. Russian. 

| dancer; Dulce  Mooman, blonde 
4 |-prima, with unusual range, but poor 
4 |Hoor presence,, and Dorothy Van 

Alst complete. the show, aside from. 
Freddy Hanim's orchestra. - Place 

|seats more on the balcony: than in 
om the main. room. Situated on. . Bis= 

music {nto millions of. homes . 
via Station WABC and the - 
Park. Central Hotel, .simply - 
MUST be discriminating about - 
his programs, - That’s why he- 

- consistently features the: three 
’ feaders'!., of. musi¢ businasg- 

: - “Singin’ in the Rain” 
“How Am 1 to Know?” 

“Just You, Just . ‘Me” 

Ronams Mu SIC: Conrorarior 

ernment padlock, “put. ‘the closure |. 
expires May 1. Plans call for a 
Nils Grandlund floor show. 

will be found in’ the’ obituary: ‘eol- 
umn. 

“EDWARDS MIAMI SHOW 
- In a ‘deal arranged by ‘Charlie 
Morrison, Gus Edwards goes into 
the Floridian Hotel, Miami Beach, 
four weeks starting Feb, 4 for a flat 
salary. of $20, 000 for himself and a 
show. 
Edwards will stage the show and 

numbers. .. 

7Oo-Qec 

Coast M. C. Shuffle 
Los Angeles, Jan, 21. 

_M. C. shuffle puts’ Ralph Pollack 
in front of the stage -bard at the 
‘Colorado: theatre, Pasadena, , with 
Slim Martin brought here to work 
with: Paul ‘Titsworth’s band, fat the 

. | Fox Boulevard. ce 

e 

(ROBERT), 

HIL D » LINDHOL 
Now i in Our 26th Week at the 3 

AFE DE PARIS | 
rp —_ .London Society’s Rendezvous _. 

PISwERite Soa eee twa Set a eg ee ep op, 

7 P.S —And They Want Us for Eight More Weeks 
American Representative: - London Representative: 

“LOUIS SHURR . RALPH DEAN 7 | 
1482 Broadway _ 75 Suffolk Street, London, W..1, .° ' 

: . on : meg . , : Poy fom ae ee Seed hav bad rab 9 BG 

‘the ‘salesmen: attended a | private... 

Springfield’ and at. ‘that time. she: - 

mortgage of $20, 000 on the schooner. a 

accorhmodate 1,500 persons and will: . 
he permanently attached to a wharf: — 



wersuetaccs: 

. VARIETY 

- Obituary 
GEORGE LE MAIRE, 

George LeMaire, 46, for years. 
prominent in vaudeville and musical ; 
comedy died suddenly: Jan. 20. ‘of a 
heart attack in bed at his homie, -15- 
W. 55th street, New York. ; 

LeMaire, with. Frank Conroy, be- 
came an ace comedy team on the 
Keith and Orpheum circuits some 
years ago after which: they landed 
in musical comedy, LeMaire be- 
came known in the profession | as 
one of the best “straight” men “in 

the business, 

Conroy arid LeMaive appeared in 
many Shubert: revueg, Later they 
dissolved: partnership,. . with Joe 
Phillips replacing Conroy when Le 
Maire returned to vaudeville, In. 
addition LeMaire later wa 
Ziegfeld “Follies”. and “Scandals.” 
In 1920 he was associated with his 
brother, Rufus, in‘ the producing of 
“Broadway Brevities. " 

Last year LeMaire was selected 
by Pathe to stage and. appear in a: 
geries of comedies known as the 
George LeMaire shorts. As star and 
producer he made 1T _two-reelers 
for this company. His first shorts 
were considered successful and. his 
contract was | Fenewed for. two more. 

THE JEWISH THEATRICAL | 
GUILD ‘OF: AMERICA, Ino., 

Mourns the loss ‘ot, a faithful, 

“and loyal brother - 

GEORGE Laas | 

series, He: was under- Pathe’ con- 
tract when he died. 

LeMaire was an. ‘active member 
of the Friars’ Club, Masons, Jewish 
Theatrical Guild, N. V. A, and other 
‘theatrical organizations. He is sur- 
vived by his widow, Marie; a son, 
Jack, who was in a number of the 
LeMaire pictures; a sister, Mra. Ida 
-Goldgraber;: and three - brothers, 
Rufus, now in Los Angeles; Wiil- 
jam, now in pictures, ‘and . Sam, 
theatrical manager, now handling 
Publix units. — 

The funeral was Held at 6 o’clock 
-yesterday (Tuesday) evening from 
‘Riverside Memorial. chapel, 76th 
gtreet and Amsterdam avenue, N. Y. 
The body was-taken to LeMalire’s 

ola home, Fort Worth, Tex., f tor in- 

_terinent. 

JAMES CHURCHILL 

James Churchill, ‘66, one of Broad- 
-way's best known. restaurant men 
-of the days before prohibition, died 

-Jan...19 of bronchial. pneumonia in 
the Traymore. hotel, Atlantic City. 

-Mr,- Churchill "was - staying there 
‘ with his family when he became ill. 
* Jim Churchill, prior. to opening: 
Churchill's: restaurant, was a New|. 
York” policeman, serving. 20 years, 
‘starting as a patrolman and ending 
‘as a. -eaptain. _ He was “Cap” 
Churchill to his friends to the last. 

Churchill's, first. restaurant after 
he resigned from the “Police depart- 
ment was on Broadway on the block 
above the Casino, later run by 
“Jake” Wolf. He moved from there 
to the northwest corner of Broad- 
way and 46th street where now a 
Child’s flourishes. It was: at this 
spot that he developed one of the 
first dance and cabaret places on 
Broadway. 

In the midst of the new Broadway 
night life. the spot was trequented 
by show folk with whom “Capt. 
Jim”. was:extremely popular. Here. 
Rutiolph Valentino is: said to have] 
been a “dance partner” for unac- 
companied women for the afternoon 
dance sessions, One of the un- 
alterable rules: of Churchill’s : was 
the exclusion of unescorted women |. 
at night. 

Churchill moved to ‘the new Joca- 
tion at 49th street, in a building he 
puilt out of profits in the 46th street 
corner, in order to hayé an estab- 
lishment of his own..--He- never 
prospered to the ‘same extent. after’: 
‘the change. ‘and when. prohibition 
eamé he- leased the property to a 
Chinese company. 
ate. _is survived | by his Wife cand 

and Mrs. Margaret "Funston, 

ART HICKMAN. 
Art. Hickman, 42, west coast band 

« leader, died in St. Francis Hospital, 
San.-Francisco, Jan. 16, of intestinal 

. trouble. Hickman’ had been very 
‘ gicle for six months and his condi- 
tion showed such improvement that 
recently he was permitted to leave 

_.the hospital. <A relapse sent him 

. Francisco, - 

was with the }- 

‘Beach, Ont.,. of heart disease. - 

‘Tl were made in an effort ‘to prolong 
his life. | 

‘Art, . Hickman *: “was credited with 

being: the, first to hit the east] 
with modern: dance music : desig- 
nated as jazz.tempo. «© Hickman 
‘and band, who had achieved an. 
enviable reputation through. their 
jazz at the St. Francis ‘Hotel, San 

York as a. musical feature. for. his 
Amsterdam Roof show. Hickman 
beat Paul Whiteman into Broad- 
‘way with his- style of: music. 

Hickman in recent years had been 
with the Ziegfeld “Follies Revue" at 
Palm Beach. He gained some ‘rec- 
ognition as a composer and - haa 

turned out several hits. 
- His ‘mother, Mrs, Lucinda Hick- _ 
man, and a sister, Pearl Hickman, 
dancing instructor, survive. 

HOWARD: LANGFORD . 

Howard. Laneford, 41, vaudevillian 
and light comedian, died Jan, 20 in|. 

Kings. Park State Hospital, .Long 
Island, of a complication © of dis- 

eases, - 
Mr. Langford: was given ‘a start in 

vaude sore years ago.in. Chicago by. 

William B. .-Friedlander, ‘who, with 
Joseph: ‘Sullivan, ‘was producing: 
musteal tabs in ‘yvaude, His first 
stage prominence came through his 
work in “The Four Husbands” (tab). 
“He later: teamed up. with Ina. 

‘Fredericks ‘and played the Keith 
houses, for. several. years. 
Roy. Barnes.’ left “Katinka” (mus!- 
cal), Langford was ‘chosen as his 

-| successor. — 
About a year ago -he ‘gufferea a 

‘| collapse and. was removed to the 
Kings Park State Hospital under 

the care of the N. V. A. . 
' He is survived: by his wife, Myra 
Langford, now playing vaude, and a 

child, ; 

BEN. Re COOKE. 
Ben R. Cooke, vaudevillain, died 

Jan. 17 at his home . in’ Crystal. 
-Heds 

survived by his widow and a broth- 
er, “Will Cooke, also on the ‘stage. 

Mr. Cooke was the originator of 
the Bison City Quartette, consisting 
of Cooke, Harry West, Lester Pike 
and Frank Girard. Of the four, 
only Pike and Girard are alive. The 
quartette was a fedture with Hoyt's 
attractions and: with Neil Bur sess’. 

“County Fait.” — 
. Interment in Forest ‘Lawn, Buf- 

falo, 

WILL COBB 
Will Cobb, 64, songwriter, died. In 

Metropolitan State Hospital, Ward's 
Island, New York, Jan. 20,.0f a com- 
plication of ‘diseases. The funcral 
will . be held tomorrow (Thursday) 

‘MRS. "FRANK NEWELL 
+ Cousin of Vesta Tilly 

Devoted and beloved mother of Mrs. 
Swor, wife of Bert Swor, now one of 
the “Iwo Black Crows,” passed away 
Jan, 3, 1930, in Brooklyn, N. Y¥. 

“a devoted and beloved mother 
passed into the great beyond, - gone, 
but never to be forgotten.” _ 

at 10 a, m. in the Riverside. Chapel, 
{6th street and Amsterdam’ avenue, 
New York, auspices American So- 

Publishers, of which Cobb was & 

member. 
Among his. most popular numbers 

Days,” “Sunbonnet Sue,” ““Yip-I- 

Again, Willie.” 

WILLIAM: RHINOCK | 
William Rhinock, 43, treasurer, 

and until it changed--from two-a- 
‘day vaude to pictures in 1928, died 
Jan. 12 at Booth Memorial Hospital, 
Covington - Ky., of stomach ulcera- 

tions, 
He was a nephew of the late 

Joseph . Rhinock,, Kentucky .Con- 
gressman and a business partner of 

the Shuberts. | 
His widow and a sister ‘survive. 

' The mother (colored) of Princess 
Iona (vaude). died recently in Fred- 
ericton, N. B, Can. The girl at- 

ba DY). India before. Aer | mother. died, 

Carl Hentschel, 66, died in Lon- 
don, Jan. 9, after a short illness. 

50‘ years and published a paper 
called “The ,Playgoer,” later found- 
ing the “O. P.” Club, which was an 
offshoot of the Playgoers Club. 

His business was printing, and 
founded a firm of photo-engravers 
and electrotypers, and he claimed. 
to be 2a pioneer in newspaper il- 

back and three blood transfusions lustration. Originally of American- 

were brought to. New . 

| Rassana, 

When 'T. 

; acrobats. 

| with. circuses and -carnivals, 

ciety of Composers, Authors. and. 

‘are “Good-bye Dolly Gray,” “Schco}. 

Addy-I-Ay” and "Waltz Me’ Around 

-Keith’s, Cincinnati, for. many: years: 

Interment in Covington, Jan. 16. 

tempted to reach home from Bom-: 

Sf et ros 

He was an ardent playzoer for over 

OUTDOORS ” 
Bearing. Whales. 

_* Hollywood, Jan, 21, . 
Chap here is gelling wholes 

short. 
With demand ° for outdoor 

showsexceeding the supply, a. 
_-local carnival man has sold 

six Jonahs to showmen in varil- © 
- ous. parts of . the country at 
10 grand each. He is hoping . 
_to get his whales at the pre- 

' yailing- price of. $6,000, -f.0.b... 
'. San Pedro, before : the. market : 
goes up. ; 
Seamen - are: ‘geporting’ “a. 

‘ gearcity . off - the -California | 
*.goast. and the whale gambler 
fears a bull: market and the 

“loss of his anticipated profit of | 
$24, 000. 

"FOREIGN ACTS 

Numerous Outdoor Bookings: 
For Acts Never Bofore in vu. S. 

‘According to booking: ‘pians | in 
New York there will be-more new 
turns from Europe ‘booked for fair 
and park dates this year than in] 
‘any previous. season. 

.“First. time in. America” appear- 
ances will be: ‘get for the following: 

female . ‘gymnast; - * Paul 
‘Salvaros. and’ partner, . 
Six Wilkes, triple bar act; Lya and 
Wolff, double trapeze turn; Victor 
Zacchoni, cannon act, all from Ger- 
many. . : 

‘Three Blerios, aerial novelty, from 
France; Hight Faludys, gymnasts, 
from Hungary; Les Urbanis, equtli- 
brists, from France; Five Ehtors, 
risley and tumbling act, from Ger- 
‘many; Three Morleys, cycling nov- 
elty from Germany; Four Lyons 
gymnasts and. perch workers, from |. 
Spain; Seven Arconis, German acro- 
bats, and Four Shamrocks, Irish 

e 

“Swede” Olsen’s Grief 
Davenport, Ia., Jan. 21. 

H.C. Price, also known as 
“Swede” Olsen, carnival wrestler, ig 
in jail here -while federal investigat- 
ors‘check up on him for a Mann act 
squawk made by his wife who told 
police he had been traveling with 
a. Birl. _ ‘Price claims. to be an 
ordained: minister: of the Emanuel 
Church of Christ, but he gave up. 
‘saving souls to grapple: with yokels 
who thought they could throw. him, 
He said he -toured through the . 

south with several carnivals in- 
cluding the Atkins show and the 
Hansen show. 

Biz was. bum so he came home 
and when.he landed his wife called 
for the law. She said he sent her 
two bucks in June, ‘but since then. 
he Ahasn't. come, ‘through. ; 

‘DELLOYE PARALYZED 
' Milwaukee, Jan. 21. 

Johnny Delloye, who has ap- 
peared for the last two decades 

Ss 
gravely ill, paralyzed from (the 
hips down, at Green Bay, Wis. 

Polish extraction, he lived most of 
his life in England and was one 
of the characters in Jerome K. Je- 
rome’s famous book, “Three Men 
‘In A Boat.” 

cy 

John R, Crabb, 68, owner, Arena 
ballroom .and ‘skating rink, and the 
circus ‘lots in’ Denver, died: recently. 

Clement A.: McMahon, 48, trea- 
surer, United Theatres Corp., Chi- 
cago, which operated two west side 
houses, .died in. Milwaukee, Jan. 14. 
Widow and. daughter survive. 

~ The father of Helen. Sternard. 
(Two Sternards) died Jan, 13 in 
‘Evansville, Ind.. , 

. The father of Polly Bartholdi died 
Jan, 18, Latter formerly conducted | 
the Bartholdi Inn, later the Prince- 
ton, hotel, 

-:>Mary M., 
sional, and sister .of Walter F. 
Driver, secretary of the Showmen’s 
League of America, died at Grand 
Rapids, Mich., her home, Jan, "16. 

" Deaths Abroad 

Paris, Jan. 12. 7 

Eugene Morand, 75, French -play- 
wright, died in Paris, he was born 

in Russia, 
Herr Landeker, 73, German musi- 

cian, died in Berlin, 
founded the Philharmonic orchestra 
in the former Skating Rink. 

Set | ae 

7 I ‘State ar ‘Auction 
For Carnival Deferred 

21, 

-Anndat meet of the state. fair. 
managers here this week. failed to 
place, the privilege for State Fair 
carnival. Matter has been, laid’ over] 

perch act;- 

Horrie, 61, non-profes-. 

<i 

where he 

Wednesday, January 22, ‘1980 

Sea Elephants as ag Rivals 
To Embalmed Whales| 

Los Angeles, Jan. 21. 
Four sea elephants have been 

brought from the Mexican seaboard 
to L,' A. by Capt, George Breeder. |- 
The elephants have been installed in 
the plunge at Bimini Baths -where 
Breeder hopes ‘they. will live for 

four months.. 
- In the past two years the Ring- 
ling Circus has brought two. of the 

Both 
‘of them died within four months. 

| Breeder. figures that if they are al- 
lowed to become: acclimated ‘in the 
plunge here, they will ‘be. good for. a. 
season on the road... If they last that:|: 
long they will be. ‘exhibited by: F. Ww. 

-{n special railroad cars, 

‘sea’ giants to this country. 

Fowser, - 
similar to those. used by him in ex- 
hibiting his embalmed, whales. 
Two of these. animals were the 

ones ‘which | got into a’ fight and 
the press, 

Springfield, - Il, Jan, 

for ‘another month, thereby ‘leav- 
in the many carnival agents here 
for-event empty handed. 

Last year the date was sold to ; 

Rubin Grubberg for. $13,000. He 
reported a $45,000 week. Date of the 
-fair this. year. will be- Labor. Day 

week. 
_ This ts. the only fair in America 
that auctions: off this. privilege. . Is 
done in an effort to keep out: of 
politics. 

N. C. F air. Dates 
“Durham, N. C., Jan. 21. 

The North Carolina state fair for 
1930 will be-held the week of Oct.: 
13, it was decided at a meeting of 

the directors in Raleigh. 
Dates for other fairs in the state 

will be determined at a meeting of 
the North..Carolina Association of | 
Fairs, to be held in: Raleigh Janu- 

ary. 20. and 21, 
T, S. White, of Hertford, N.. G, 

president of the fair, présided, The 
fair will be financed ‘this year by 

the state to the extent of $60,000. 
. 

“101” . PERSONNEL 
Chicago, Jan. 21. 

~. Executive. personnel of the “101” 
Ranch will be: . ; 

R. M. Harvey, general agent; 
John Nevin, local contractor; 
Frank _Mahery,: manager Car No. 
1; B. H. Kerns, manager Car. No. ' 
.2; BE. J. Blachford, boss bill poster; 
Harry Doran, car secretary; Geo. 
(Spike) Hennsey, opposition brig- 
‘ade: HE. - ‘Sheehan, route. rider,. 
and R. oO. ‘Scatterday, banners. 
‘Press agents have not been 

closed. 

M. G. Outdoor Meeting 
Springfield, Mass., Jan. 21. 

The agnual convention of the 
New England. Men's, Amusement 
Association will take place in this 
city, on Feb. 26 and 27. More than 
150 delegates. from all sections: of 
the New England states will attend. 

Will L. White is secretary of the 
association. He is manager of No- 

a) 

. rumbega Park at Auburndale, Mass. 

OUTDOOR SLANTS 

“The Flying Floyds, The Kitchens, 
Hodgini,. Frank Zerador and the 

Circus, Feb. ‘Le . . 

Zibby . Fisher, yvice- ses 

cago, is in L. A. looking cver the 
west coast - carnival: ‘flela. ot 

National Printing Co., ‘ts still try- 
ing to dispose of Cole Bros. circus. 
Has had offers from Fred Buchan- 
nan, Floyd King and C. W. Finney, 
but no one has lald on the line, — 

§-F" circus will take an early 
Spring crack at- Montreal after its 

indoor. dates. 

_-Jake-Newman-is-at _Hot- Springs.- 
Leaves shortly for California, Giv- 
ing up the circus game. 

Geo. Meighan is in Sarasota. So 
ic W. H. Horton. -° 

Pat Vardo ig helping John Ring- 
1930. arrange all circus programs for 

Animals at Peru thought the sea- 
son. had started. All caged and 
ready to move In case the high water 
géts higher. 

| Ringling. 
it that transporting: baseballs, bats 

‘| and. other materials was- for the 

of the}. 
Showmans League of America, Chi- 

_..Mugivan..- Bower. = 
engaged . on. plans for two ro 10-: car 

‘in May. 

MOVE FOR NAT'L ASS’N 
FOR BIG STATE FAIRS. 

springfield, Th, Jan. OL. 
“Take the hokum out and put in : 

more agricultural exhibits. Forget . 
about running a carnival and make 
‘your fair an agency. of service ta” : 
the. men and. women and children... im 
of the community and the atten- 
dance figures will begin to sawing. — 
upward again,” said Governor Louis’ ; 
lL. Emmerson. at a banquet. of Dli- 
noig 
Fairs, _ 
“Fifty fair associations: in Bunvis o 

were. represented. 
_Barnes, Carruthers, Gun’ ‘Sun, 

Association - of . ‘Agricultural 

Robinison-Lavilla. and others were. "3 
seeking signature on the dotted line, 
but the Illinois State Fair and one . - 
or two of the larger fairs are hold- * 
ing off until later. 

Prospect. of. the formation of a 
National Fatr “Assoctation to. in- 

- clude'a number of the bigger state | 
fairs is said to be good. A mecte 
‘ing ig. to be held later in Chicago, 
The Illinois State Fair. will send a 
delegation: -to the meeting. 

Ringling Free of Trust _ 

Charge i in Circus Deal 
‘Washington, Jan. 21. 

‘Department of Justice attitude on. 
attempts through: ‘Congressional ‘cirs . 
‘eles to bring anti-trust’ suit ‘against 
‘John. Ringling. on his acauirement ~ 
of. the tented outfits is to be one of ~~ 
“hands-off,” according to those close 
to the department. 

Justice officials are said to- sea : 
the baseball decision .backing up 

That decision, briefly, had’ 

purpose of exhibition only. The 
circus . equipment, | it is said, lines 
up in the same manner, .. 

- Coast Carnival: Dates 
_ Los Angeles, Jan. 21. 

The John T, Wortham Shows will 
open: their season at the. ‘National 
Orange Show, San Bernardino, Feb. 
13. ‘Other. carnival outfits’ opening 
‘on the west coast are Greenburg 
Amusement Shows, Phoenix, Ariz.,:— 
Feb, 3; Hail-Miller Shows, Tucson, 
Ariz., Feb. 8; Pacific States Klein 
Shows, Tucson, Ariz., Feb. 20; Or- 

-|-ville Craft Motorized Shows, San 

; Diego, Cal,, Feb. 2. 
The Orville Craft Motorized 

Shows, an outfit traveling on 80 
trucks. and trailers, plays the entire 
season of A4 weeks in California, . 

Galveston’: s Mardi Gras 
Galveston, Jan. 21. 

Mardi Gras celebration March 1 to. 
4 now being planned on ‘statewide 
scale, . 
March 3, with floats representing 

. principal cities, 
Boosters' club, -which took over 

carnival last year, again handing 
event.. Grand bal masque on night 
of March 4 will conclude. 
_ Big band contest ‘with . entries 

from. different, parts of state sched- 
uled for March 2, . 

- $100, 000 for Auspices 
Detroit, Jan, 21. 

Annual: Shrine circus will be held 
at the Coliseum at the fair grounds, | 
Detroit, 
weeks engagement, - 

| book the acts under direction of 
“Orrin Davenport. 

beginning ‘Feb... 3. Two 
R-K-0_ will 

‘Program and. banners this. sea- 
son will net approximately $100,000, 

Jacks, to ther L. A. Shrine In door all ¢ of which goes into Shrine kitty. 

COAST SHOWMEN ELECT 
Los Angeles, Jan. 21. 

“At the election. of the Packie 

Coast’ Showman’'s ~ Ass... WwW. 
“Paddy” Conklin was een "pres- 
‘ident; Harry Fink, vice-pres.; A. J. 
Ziv, ‘sec.; W. B. Hunsaker, treas., 
L. H.- Kuntz, tyler, and J. 8S. Lyons, ; 

chaplain. 

. iNuminated night ‘parade™ 

The annual banquet and ball was” 

| held at. the Alexandria, Hotel, ‘Jan. 

16. 

. ‘MUGIVAN-BOWERS’. PLAN 
‘Peru, Ind., Jan, 21, . 

shows out of here in: the spring. 
Zack Terrel will be general man- 

ager, 

Passion Play Charity 
Chicago, Jan, 21. 

Freiburg Passion Play will give 
30 performances at the Chi Stadium. 

Will play 16 days. ‘Per- 
centage goes to General Foot Hospt- 
tal who will plug tickets. 

_interests are _ 



-- pair; over to good returns, 
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CHICAGO 
Variety’s Chicago Office | 

WOODS THEATRE BUILDING—CENTRAL 0644-4401. 

‘Belmont 

"Capacity 1 biz Friday night: for the 
preview in spite of. intense cold. 
Opening were Gardner and Douglas, 

- hoke comedy dancing and tumbling 
Watts: 

colored man ‘and ‘and. Ringold, 
.-Wwoman team, ‘missed with comedy. 

- and :singing;.. the. femme’s- hoofing 
_got the best results, Chas, F. Clarke 
and Co. proved a weak juggling 

. turn, with ‘simple | stunts, made 
‘worse by plenty of. misses, 
_Johnny Payne, ‘blackface pianist, 

was the first click of evening, His 
_ singing and playing two pianos.were 
‘surefire. Bud and Margie Reed and 
Co. (the senior. Reeds) .were satis-: 

. factory. Bud. Reed, 10, serves as 
m.c. and. got. across here in spite of 

- his falsetto and squeaky voice.:. The 
act belongs to the two kids, who 
do display their talents in a. skit 

. Gealing with old - fashioned - and 
. modern ways. | 

_ Brown and” Wells drew some 
laughs with their clowning. -Ferris 
“and Ray revue, three girls and, man 
in a fair flash, opened the regular: 

bill. and disclosed an ordinary ‘rou- 
‘tine of singing and hoofing. Pack- 
ard and Dodge hoked : and ..made 
music with saws and inner ‘tubes.: 
Act exceedingly long but entertain- 
ing... J: Robert Pauline, hypnotist, 
closed, 
‘and is building up act.as strictly 
scientific demonstration. | 
‘showman. 

“Racketeer” . (Pathe): feature. 
a ne Loop. 

Englewood, 

Ten-acts ran under two hours on 
the Tuesday night showing bill be- 
fore a packed house. 

Topping were the Four Kennedys, 
father and mother, who in years 
_gone by. were’ the. Dancing Ken-. 
nedys, now assisted by two young 

The boys were sons, Ken and Bert. 
the cream of the turn with Songs; 
dances. and crossfire. Bert showed 
himself a natural trouper. ‘The 

- senior Kennedys open and. close 
“with their fast whirl standbys. 

‘Tex McLeod, next to closing, went 
well with his lariat spinning. . Dault. 
cand me did fairly in opening 

“When in Chicago . 

Visit ‘These: Hits. 

- ERLANGER: | 
THREE WEEKS ONLY—MAT. SAT. 
7th Edition America’s Greatest Revue’ 

W. C. FIELDS 
EARL CARROLL. | 

VANITIES 
Company. of 100 with Most Beautiful 

Gi ris in the World 

; A. H. woopDs' 

A; DELPH 
Clark TEW 

EW LESLIE’S 

“BLACKBIRDS” 
Fastest, Funniest, Most Tunefur 
Musical Revue Ever Presented 
Original New York and Paris Cast 

Mats. Wed. & Sat. 

Mta. Thurs. SELWYN Tonight and Sat. 
AM- H. RIS Presents 

THIS, SEASON $ COMEDY SMASH — 

“June Moon” , 
' By RING gs Foremost: Humoriste 

NG GEORGE S. 
LARDNER and KAUFMAN 

“R-K-O WOODS 
“APPLAUSE” 
With Helen Morgan 

- And Chicaro’s Own | 

' Joan Peers 
All in Talk, Song and 
Heart- “Throbbing Drama 

ILLINOIS - 

EDDIE ‘CANTOR 
ZIEGFELD 

Production 

“WHOOPEE” 
a == =100-Glorified- Girls: eee | 

Has cut out the comedy |. 

A master 

‘and Co. (New Acts), who held them. 

Laugh” (Fox) and Pathe News. 

{ical music inthe smaller spots, and | 
perhaps a song team. in the larger 

-!ment; Star, Bradford, I., from F. G. 
| Boyden. ‘to W. W. Borgan;- 

| 3 northern Ilinois. . 

, spot, with . some ‘table balancing al 
la ‘Bert Melrose, 

In the deuce Marcus and Pal 
chattered and fought as husband 
and: wife~ will, but overran their 
finish. ae 
Four Kennedys, - “on third, were, 

followed: by Connie, Billie and “Man- 
nie . (New. Acts), very..weak, .and 
fifth, Preston and. Ysobel.. “Latter 
“act has been around some. time. 
Preston's gymnastic and tumbling 
routine from a table to a strip of |. 
carpet has ‘lost its natural novelty. 
Frank and Ethel. Carmen, hoop 

spinners, clicked: quite the same as 
in the. past, but with novelty still 
there. A standard act. which caught \ 
the: audience by surprise although - 

VARIETY 

Paul spells finale of legits for St. 
balance, as nothing further booked. 

Mercury skidded under zero and 
stayed there most of last week, 
hitting a low of 18. Both film and 
vaude. houses affected. 

R-K-O President is getting over. 
Only time in history of city that 
film house two blocks from the ac- 
‘cepted theatre district has been able 
to show consistent Pront since open- 
ing. os 

Bin Robinson booked: into R-K- o 
Orpheum ‘for week when stricken 
by flu. in Chicago. . Popular here, 
dancer had been widely publicized 
so Ray O'Connell, manager, made a 
personal. telephone’ appeal ‘to’ Bill 
to make a stop.. As result tapper. 
agreed to stop for one day and is 
‘eoming’: next: week. on, a date to be 
set, 

lix suburban: manager, has taken 
on the show at the Boulevards of 
Paris, night club.. Cafe is getting 
10 acts of vaude for same money f[ 
it previously paid ballet and enter- 
tainers. . 

CORRESPONDENCE 

All matter in CORRESPONDEN 
otherwise indicates 

CE refers to current week unless 

The. cities- ‘under Correspondence in this issue of Variety: are. as 
follows and on bapes: oe 

ATLANTA. selasinsstoh vagls 
BIRMINGHAM, ALA, civescce 63 
BOSTON se etecneececceveacces 68 
BRONX CEES 6 
‘CLEVELAND .......c.0-00-006 63 
GHICAGO ...c.sscvenseseeeees 61 
DALLAS: reeetenereebenseet ens 62 
“DETROIT .. 666. csececceeewees 61 
SACKSONVILLE seeenseeeece 
LOS ANGELES..... 
‘LOUISVILLE 

+ 

beeee 62 

[Mowtiean  eececeeceaees 63 
MONTREAL °..,:..seeeceeeies 63 
NEWARK seiabdbaahneagentees 61 
PITTSBURGH cececesecsseves 63 
OTTAWA wo eeeeeedlbeeeeeene ’ ¢2 
SEATTLE vieenensstiseetevens 62 
ST. PAUL «..scccseseecenweees OF 
SYRACUSE ......-ccesececesss 63 
SAN FRANCISCO......2-ccbec, 61. 
TOLEDO ste eeeheseceeseeen eee, 63 

TORONTO sae a 
WASHINGTON ......- 63 re 

at least 15. years have ‘gone by with - 
the crossfire unchanged, was Mush. 
Rawls and his femme partner, Miss. 
von Kaufman, The drawling, lazy. 
farmhand gagged them to the limit 
in his debate with the lady who] 
would hire him. They went well. 
Dighth ‘were the Five High Step- | 

pers, a mediocre dance flash whose 
only good’ moments were found in 
three double numbers ‘by two at- 
tractive. sisters (unbilled). 
McLeod was followed, by -Robillo 

Live and On the screen, ‘Love, 

Loop. ; 

“Pox houses: here plan entertain: 
ment for lobby holdouts. -Mechan- 

houses. 

Theatre transfers in Illinois: Ada, 
1385 West 51st. street, Chicago, from 
R. Peckler. to: P. Weiner; Lyrica, 
Bement, Il., to Dubin Bros. of Be- 

‘Sunset;. 
Chillicothe, Ill, from Elmer Stern 
to D. J. Rolan. | 

Alex Swidler, fotmerly head Gus 
Sun office, is going on the road to|{ 
represent the Earl.Taylor office. — 

Christy - Obrecht ‘is organizing a 
rep show to open in Wisconsin in 
the spring. 

Neal Healey,: stock, has opened 
at the Germania, ‘Freeport, I), 

; Boyd Trousdale’s stock has moved | ¢ 
from the Rialto, Sioux City, to the 
Grand, Cedar Rapids, Ia. 

“ys. Be. Rotnour plans a rotary | 
stock ‘for eastern — Wisconsin and 

Lane Shankland has organized a 
rotary stock for seven towns in | 
-southern Illinois, 

Kenneth’ Croft, former. director of: 
Jewish -People’s Guild here, has 
gone to Kansas City to produce 
“Robert of. Sicily,” which Is booked 
for a tour through Kansas and Ne- 
braska. . 

ST. PAUL. 
Paramount—“Hot for Paris.” 
‘RKO Orpheum—"Delightful 

vaude.. 
"Riviera— ‘New York Nights.” 
Tower—"Three Live Ghosts.” : 

. RKO President—"Love Comes Along.” 
Metropolitan—Dark. 
Ntrand—"Battle of Paris," 

Togue” H 

. “Journey's End” took only $7, 500 
in. four nights and matinee here. 
“Poor=succe s8-—of-.show-...probably. : 

IN CHICAGO 

LINDY’S RESTAURANT 
On Randolph Street 

-Is Home, Sweet Home, to the Profession 
A Good Place to Eat and Meet 

Tex |. 

“Luxe “,expires” Jan. 21° Steffes: &. 
Sny der will again operate the house. 

“DETROIT 
- Ca ss—'‘She's No Lady.” 

- Clvie—"The Nut -Farm.” 
Wilson—''Brothers.”. - ~ 
‘Shubert—‘'Hunting Tigers in. India.” 

; Pictures | 
. Michig. an—''The Bishop Murder Case. ” 
Fisher—"Aviat orn”: - 
Paramount—‘‘Sally.”” 

son—' ‘This Thing Called Love,” 
Adams—“'Glorifying American Girl.” 
State—‘Disraell.””’ 
United Artists—'‘New York Nights.” 
Oriental—“‘Hell’s Heroes.”’ 
Fox—''Hot for Paris.” 

eliminated: its. girl show 4nd will 
run a four-act. vaude and picture 
policy, 

the street. 

Tiffany has taken the Shubert 

day with. “The Lost. Zeppelin. " 

The Fox held over “Flot for Paris” 
for a second week. . 

‘When Kunsky’'s lease - -on the De 

NEWARK, N. J. 
By C. R. AUSTIN 

Broad—''Rope’s End.” - 
Shubert—“Sherlock Holmes." 

vance” s—‘This Thing Called Love; | 

vaude. 
. Newark—"The Night Ride’; vaude. 
Branford—''The Mighty’: stage show, 
-Mosaque—“The Virginian.’* 
Fox Terminal—''Romance of 

Grande.” 
woalto— ‘Taming of ‘the Shrew” 

k). 
¥Capitol—"13th Chair.” - 
t 1 acrid Scandals” 
ua 

the Rio 

(24 

ome 

Earl Wadee is. ‘new: manager of 
‘Proctov’s. 

Henry Lowry has: been transferred’ 
from manager of the Capitol to the 
Regent. . Benjamin Schwartz, man- 
ager, Branford, goes to the Warner 
office of Cleveland. - George Hig- 
gins, assistant manager, Mosque, re- 
places, Richard. Hill leaves the local 
Warner offices to. supervise the Bea- 
con, New York Strand and Brook- 
lyn Strand. Peter Del Morris will 
manage the (Capitol. 

At the Central, Jersey City, War-. 
ner plays the Marcus Revue, start- 
ing Feb. 8. The tab comes in.from 
Lancaster, Pa. Two shows a week 
Will. be staged running three a day: 
with’ four .Saturday and Sunday. 
The revue: replaces vaude and if 
successful may. go in elsewhere, The 
idea is credited to Weshner, dis- 
trict manager, who saw the Co. and 
brought. it in. himself, | ' 

“Dutch” Harrington, former Pub-= [ 

City, Jan. 31 and the Branford, 
Newark, Feb..7. Instead of the usual 
programs extra features will be 
added, — 

In a protest against a raise in 
assessments of personal property in 
the Warner theatres in Essex Coun- 
ty, William S. Halliday, local coun- 
sel for Warners, stated before the 
County Tax Board that pipe organs 
In theatres are practically value- 
less due to sound. 

where it could be purchased.” 
. The Newark assessors have jackea 
up the assessments on. the. Newark 
houses after the Essex Board had | 
called. their ‘attention, to assessed 
valuations on the personal property. 
in. theatres: in Essex towns. reached 
as’ high 28 $25, 000 ) against $5,000 in: 
Newark, 

ATLANTA : 
By ERNIE ROGERS | 

Erlanger—Dark. ca 
Fox— "Flight"; “Jazz Buecaneers. id 
Capitol—’ "Chasing Rainbows" y Loew 

vaude. ; 
Georgla—“Kibitzer" Keith vaude. 
Paramount—"'Sall . ‘ 
Met—‘‘Playing Sry ina. ” 
‘Rialto—Her (Unborn Child, “ 

€ 

. “Her Unborn ‘Chila” burned up 
Journal -critic’ while Georgia. ana 
Constitution boys liked -it. “Capacity, 
‘biz. and held over another week. 

_ John Ri ‘Lennon, ‘fr om Mialana, 
- C., comes ‘into Loew" s Capitol as. 

assistant manager to replace ‘Prank 
Henson. | ; 

James | G. “Colvin “aadea: to. Fox 
staff as assistant Manager. 

Fox biz, sensation. since opening, 
off this. week. 
Grande” failed to pull ’em. | 

“TORONTO: 

Austin. Campbell, broker, has’ ‘pur. 
now housing. chased .the Empire, 

George Keppie’s stock, for $364,000, 
from Irvin Isbell. ‘ Isbell paid $823,- : 
000 for the house last May. . 

. Robert. Leslie, lead: with Kepple's 
stock, returns to ‘the. cast in 
“Brothers”. after a- nervous breaky 
down.’ ., 

With Pantages, ace house for Bast- 
‘lern Theatres,. Ltd., booking inde- 

The. Times Square ‘theatre has] y 

The girl show will be trans- | § 
ferred to the Loop theatre .across a 

for four weeks and opens next Sun- 

var oew" s State — “Hollywood Revue” ; 

| - 

pendently, Jack ‘Arthur, ‘manager of 
Uptown (Famous Players), is look- 
ing after the booking and supervis- 
ing: the house. The name Pantages, 
which was to have been dropped 

4 Christmas: Party 
a Hotel MeCormick 
: Lobby, For Home of 

Friendless Children 

furnished. . . . 

-It-has handball ‘courts °. 

Apartments 
for 2 

$90 and $100 

‘Dawa Bobker appointed receiver 
fox the Arkay Amusement Co, by | 
Vice Chancelor Church, It owns the 
Gables -(road house) in Millburn. 
The Vice Chancelor gaye the credit- 
org to Jan. 28 to show cause why 
the receivership should not he made 
permanent. 

“Take a Chance Week" will ‘be 
introduced at the Stanley, Jersey 

RUSH 

He maintained |-- 
that talker apparatus cost between. 

‘1$500. and $700, but didnot state 

_-| editor - 

“Romance. of the’ Rio 

WHY YOU'LL ENJOY 

“LIVING: AT THE. ‘MeCORMICK _ 
It’s such a pleasant sociable place to live .. 
are almost sure to meet someone you know there. . 
It’s so modern in every detail ... . 

charmingly comfortable. 
‘It’s less than ten minutes’ walk from the loop . .-. 
‘near Michigan Boulevard and the lake ... 21 
‘from. the noise and dirt of downtown, 

Bolt. driving nets for your use. 

Larger Apts. 
for 4 

$150. to. $175 

When i in CHICAGO Stay at 

MSCORMICK 
AND ONTARIO 

Phone Superior 4927 

early this year, is still up in lights. 
Biz has improved, 

—— 

Famous Players. is spending $90,-. 
000 in Brandon and $100,000 in ¥ an-. 
couver altering film houses. 

The Capitol, Winnipes (RKO). 
goes on tho grind this week, with 
reservations cancelled except in loge 
seats, 2 

yaud - picts) Uptown (FP 
switched from.a Saturday to Friday | 
opening with “General Crack’. 

“has: 

CWarner). First of Toronto! s houses - 
to make switch. 

“Amendments to the Ontario thea- 
tre. act. will be. made next month 
aimed toward making houses fire- 
provf.. According to Provincial 
Treasurer: Monteith, just. 50 .of the 

| 454. film houses in the province are 
safe -now. 
object to the‘new regulations. 

“SAN F RANCISCO 
By WALTER RIVERS | 

* Waith Bristol, 
“Call” here, and later title 

writer for Fox, 
handle publicity for new. William 
Taylor’ Hotel Just. opened... 

former . dramatic - 

has. returned to. 

‘Owners areé preparing to. 

Encouraged by. success, of its New 7 
Year's Eve midnight show the big 
Fox: theatre here last week in- 

faugurated a .Saturday - night mid--.- 
regular’ oo 

First local : ‘Picture: . 
night . performance as a. 
weekly feature.: 
house to adopt. policy. _ 

Charles Kurtzman, regional: direc- 
tor, Publix, hhas..been ‘sent: to Port-. 
land for six weeks to study. con-- 
ditions in Publix’ northwest houses, 
Ralph Crabill, 

here. - 

A. CG. ‘iarski, one. of the owners 
-,' | of ‘Fox Grand Lake theatre, Oak- 

Jand, left Saturday for a Bix months’, 
trip to Europe. 

: Henry Dufty’g run of: Charlotte . 
Greenwood in. “She Couldn’t Say 
No” was brought to an abrupt end. 
here last: Friday by the illness: of 
Miss Greenwood’s mother. : 
When Miss Greenwood got: word a 

of her mother’s condition in Atlantic 
City she wanted to close immediate- 
ly. Dick Marshall, Duffy's general 
manager, and Dufty ' on. the leng- 

| distance phone induced the star: to 

division ‘supervisor | 
for Publix, ‘subbing for - ‘Kurtzman 

continue until a show could be got . 
ready to follow her. 

in, Oakland, was reassembled. Ad- 
vance: sale for the Saturday. per- 
formances of. Miss Greenwood’ 8 play 
had to be refunded. 

‘you — 

luxuriously 

away 

ee “gymnasium *. . : ° 

Hotel ‘Rooms 

with hath. 

$60 amo. up 

STS. 

“That Fergu-- 
son: Family,” which had just closed. 

4 
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ame | tor, Famous Players Canadian Corp. and jazz band, will, taken. vacation 
to resume ' at Fox when Sweeten 

Out of 36,172 police court ‘cases in 
Montreal during the. year, only 10 
were convictions against picture 

goes back to Fifth. Meyers will be 

theatre proprietors for admitting 

busy during vacation at Club Victor 

minors, the latter being barred from 

ane Los nge les [ait Rlnt houses ae an'times." 
(night club) ‘and going to L. A. for | 

Joe Franklin, manager, Keith's 

some recording. 

‘Variety’ e Office, TAFT BUILDING, Vine St. and Hollywood Blvd: | here, is pn. rpatignl os Derby a 

‘Phone. Hollywood. 6141. et Ottawa Feb, 3-4-5, 

The Canadian Chamber of Com- 
. ee ‘merce has asked the Dominion Gov-. 

attend the Papal Easter Conference |ernment for a Federal Daylight Sav- 
as interpreter for the American |ing Law. 
clergy, attending as - ‘delegates. 

Maurice Chevalier in “Love Pa- 
rade,” held for second week at Seat- 
tle, first holdover for the house, 

George .Hood,. former manager, 
Metropolitan, here after short sea-. 
son in east with Russian Grand 
Opera — Co. General conditions 
caused abandonment of tour. 

““RIo. Bita" (legit) ‘averaged $3,000 
nightly in Montana recently. 

“John J, Cluxton, former. San Fran- salary claims with State Labor 
cisco manager for Alexander - Pan- | against the. Buck Jones “Wild West 
Ress ig now in charge of Pantages’ Show for. $1, 650. 

A. office, _ Famous ‘Players and N.. L. Na- Ceo 
’ Rae Showell, operator of a puppet thanson, former managing” ‘director, | Seattle has been getting several. 
show,. filed: salary claims with State |4re ‘discussing a settlement out of |]good English} companies this sea-. 
Labor Comm: against Harry Kynes|Court of the’ dispute for thé ,pos-:}son and draw hasbeen good. Barry, ° 
for $88. Miss Showell claims. she | 8e8sion of.site in Montreal on: which | Jones. registered’. with Colbourne | 

this year’s sound school. .Last/on the latter's “Ladies. Love Brutes.” | played a Christmas date for children | the - proposed Nathanson’ theatre |Players in Shaw aramas, Eddie’ 
year’s course in sound will. be » -re- |. ‘at. the Beaux Arts’ theatre and has chain in, Canada” As ‘gaid to hinge. |‘Cook, manager, Metropolitan, claims. 

‘peated, and a post- gradc course prob-.|: Richard - Powell, replaces: ‘Roger |.not been paid.’ a Application for: an .injunotion | Seattle. gets more English outfits 
ably inaugurated. Gray in “Oh Susanna” -(Mayan).| | — ‘ - Jagainst Nathanson was to have been | than New York, owing to troupes 

oo, Phillip Ryder supplants Gary Breck- | . Wesley Ruggles and. Co. of ‘play- heard in the Superior Court on Jan. |coming to eastern Canada from 
Evan Scott, actor, ‘filea salary ner, who goes to. “New Moon. mo, ers. are now en route to Mazatlan 17, ‘but. the case was not brought UP. England, - ‘then crossing: in . Canada 

claims against Ruth Rennick Play- |. ‘| Islands, Mexico, to film “The Sea. to Vancouver, dropping down. here *: 
ers.with the State Labor. Commis- Theresa Brooks, colored, flea sal- Bat.” See Western ‘Division headquarters of {and east in U.. S. probably to Chi 
sion amounting to $50.’ ‘Scott claims} ary claims . against Robert Levy, : _ _{Famous Players. Canadian Corp. |or Detroit, and: thence return \en- 

‘the Co. wanted him to take stock |operator, Lafayette Players, colored | “Florerice Hollaria joing the Rich- have been transferred to Winnipeg. gagements in eastern Canadian ‘be- 
instead of cash. “He: demands cash, ‘stock, with State Labor’Comm. for |:ard- Wilbur players as-ingenue’ at oo fore. returning to the old. country. 

$170... Miss Brooks claims she was ‘the Liberty, Honolulu. . © LOUISVILLE, KY. 
7 William Thornton as’. lead in not paid. for her last two weeks. , ‘By RICH ARD “3 @l LBERT . 
Playboy. of the Western World __G. McCloud is épening the Vic- | State—“Their Own Desire,” 

“Stuart Bancroft, former steel mar : 
Foster Goss has Joinea: the Acad- | from... Pittsburgh, . and ‘brother, of 

emy of M. P.. Arts and.Sciences as|George Bancroft; has been engaged 
‘Lester Cowan’s aide is organizing | by Paramount to technical adviser 

(Egan). a, od. ‘Kenneth Gamut out of: “Down with | toria theatre at. Victoria, B..C.,.with | Rislto—“Sally."’. - ENT IG SHOT” 
. . ) Wimmin" for Pasadena ‘Community. “This Thing Called. Love.” Will} Alamo—“Love, Live ‘and Laugh." Me OF EN HE BIG SCREEN 

Lawrence Tibbett, under. contract try-out. ‘operate dramatic. stock . company { Strand——"Romance of. Rio Grande.” lB 
to M-G, appears in concert Feb. .11 ‘| similar, to. the British Guild in Van-. -Anderson-—"'The Marriage Playground," |B NIS IT HOLLYWOOD. 

couver, | shew Taclocks of . 1829" on , THEY ALWANS LIVE AT THE at. the Phijharmonic: Auditorium, ‘Harry Chipman, treasurer, Holly: 
. Gayety—Burlesque . (Mutual), cole, 
wood Playhouse, and Joe Cayouette, | © ; 

Bsn aunt it treasurer, Los Angeles President, “Don Eddy is adding a foreign de- 
— 3 ~ have exchanged box offices. | partment. to Radio's publicity office. ' James Moyer is” here ‘as aide ‘to 

‘B. Fernandez Cue in charge." Col.". Harry .E. Long, manager, 
- OUR/MOTT O° Tom, Kress ‘produces John Mil-|- “| Loew’s State, and not to replace 

_*.. J | lington Synge's “The Playboy. of t naseell ‘Walters, assistant. to him, as ‘reported. 7 

e stern. World” at the Egan, Feb. »Rolan ee, has gone to. New .Yor. 
“QUALEE, RERMCE ‘AND 7 awe 5 to shoot some skyscrapers in con-| Clyde McCoy ana orchestra close 

WEISS & WEISS,. Ine. - a | John “McCormack : ‘eaves Holly-. struction for’ “Ladies Love Brutes.”.| an eight weeks’. engagement at the 

PAINTERS’ SUPPLIES. 4) wood at the ‘completion of -his Fox 
¥ He will. use two .cameramen from Madrid ballroom this week. :. — 

picture for: New York, en route. to| the Long: Island studios.- ; - . 

rank Geta wines td || Helane: “he hehe "antt covets ae Bish ct ¥ Fred Walton’! wert: into “Bam-| show) folded up. after playing the 
[Easter ‘when he goes to Rome to bina” ‘for ‘the: aS Francisco. open- | Brown here, concluding a long ‘tour | | 

‘ling, replacing: Fred: Graham, who of the United States and Canada. 
ay - -” | walked .in the last week of reheat- 
wuy <\puc ‘sal, "The Fassnacht family brings the 

|. Freiburg Passion Play. here for 11 
; The: Wisteria -at Sierra Madre,.| performances, starting. Feb. .1 in 

.| Cal., reopened by James M. Coburn, |new War Memorial Auditorium at. 
Closed last June by W.- J. Myers. $2.50 top. ; 

The Rialto at El Monte, Cal., re- Chicago Civic Opera: Co., with 310 
verted to original owner, A. L. San- | in -personnel, including, Mary. Gar- 
born. Jesse Smith operated it since | den, Tito Schipa, Marshall, coming 
last April, , Feb, 27 intact for three- day stand. 

Sixty  Louisvillians each § sub-]: 
Jack (Chethani ‘and Blaine Jones | scribed $1,000 to make up necessary: -D a) aoe _ 

| Dorothea Antel _| left “Diamond. Lil” at end of its | $60, 000 guarantee. _ 
L, A. run. —————___——_ 

. SEATTLE 226 W. 72d St. 
Evelyn. Preer out ‘of “Oh, Su- New York City 

sanna” at the Mayan theatre. ; By ‘DAVE TREPP . 

eke Sunshine Shoppe 

“The One E Tea jet Calla 

"CELLAR » 
6370 Hollywood Bivd. 
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 

_Lafis—Food—Surprises | Grease Paint 

No Longer 

Orpheum “First ;Command”; vaude. 
etropolitan—‘'The Locke oor.” 

” Beverly Hills. Commiunity Players President—' ‘Broken Dishes" (stock). 
-played: “Concerning: Emily,” 2 new! ¥ox—‘“Hallelujah.’ 
comedy by John Wray. and Richard Musto pox peneral. Crack 2d wk). 

. iy ve.— n ar Rang , Stage. |- 

Willis, Jan. 13- 14. Seattle—"‘Love Parade” (2d week). 

—s) om ¢ 
— —— Oe: 

Guervini & Co The advantages . of Thes-paint over 
Liberty—'‘Talk of Hollywood.” -The Leading end 

d- s eas Orpheum theatre is serving coffee Blue Mouse—‘‘Footlights and Fools" inn 0) one 

the ol fa hioned Srease . paint are and cigarettes. gratis to its patrons | (2d week). ! H FE TORY 
Coliseam—"Long, Long Trail.” te the Unites States numerous: VO COLD CREAM 

NEED. BE USED. before applica- 
7 _ tion—no cold” cream to: remove it— 

soap and water will ‘do the trick. 

| between four and nine p,.m. Crack- 
ers were tried for.a few days until 
it was discovered the hungry mob 

| couldn’t keep. the “crumbs. off’ the 
carpet. 

The only factory 
that makes any eas 
of Reeds — made by 
band, 

277-279. Columous 
vena 

San Francice, Cat. 
_ Orea Catalogues: 

Jensen & Von Herberg using col- 
ored page ads in Seattle Times. 

Emil Bondeson, manager, Presi-: 
dent, building biz there. This week 

. “ » “Broken Dishes,” still on Broadway 
| ing . “Oh, Susanna’. to New York, will be staged for the.-first time, teat 
| will - recast - almost . all’ principal in West. . . Lo eo 

parts before it opens Feb. 10 at ‘the | ‘7 e EXTHEATRICAL CITISA 

Curran, San’ Francisco. ' Wallace! pagie Peabody is at Fifth Avenue “yt MacDonald and Carlotta King are ft ’ my YY or two weeks. : Owen Sweeton, m. iV CHE STANDARD. ENGRAVING OD. bre, 
among those to be replaced. ce. at Fifth, goes to Fox for that ana ma Soe aee = ate - 

period. while Vic Meyers, at Hox. 

‘DALLAS 
y RUDY DONAT 

Ma jestte“This Thing Called Love". 
vaude. 
Palace—The Laughing Lady.” 
‘Melba—"‘Chaslng Rainbows.” - 

‘|. Old Mitl—“The Locked Door.” 
Capitol—** Love Comes Along.” 

Franklyn ‘Warner; intent: ‘on tak~ 

“Thes-paint spreads easily and smoothly and: 
produces a dry, dull, natural finish, NO. 
POWDER NECESSARY. (Costumes 
and linen soiled with Thes-paint can easily 
be laundered. with soap and water. 

You will never. use anything else once..you 
have tried Thes-paint. We will mail you. 
a sample free ‘on request. Fifty delightful 
shades. Mention the shade you would like 
to ty AND WE WILL SEND IT TO 
YOU FREE. | 

q iM BM PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS 
AWE 560.00 anaup | ‘Alexander Keese is proving fair 

- fattfaction for-Palace’ (Publix) with 
Jeoncert orchestra featuring heavy 
‘classics. .Brought back after having 

‘| played here three years. 

.ALL ‘MODELS—ALL SIZES ON: ‘HAND 
AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES 

ALSO 1,000 USED ‘TRUNKS OF. EVERY DESCRIPTION 
_WE DO REPAIRING . OPEN EVENINGS ‘WRITE FOR CATALOG 

\to Baker Hotel for third time, suc- SAMUEL NATHANS, Inc, 
Jceeding Tal Henry’s North Caro-']f| 
linans, who. have. one. to St. Louis, | 868 Seventh Avenue, between 40th and 41st Streets, New York City 

. . : . ‘SOLE AGENTS FOR.0.&°M TRUNKS IN THE omer. 
_; .. Phones: Longacre 0197 | Pennsylvania 9 toy 

Henry «. MINER, Inc. 
10 East 12th Street 
New York City ~ 

MINERS 

‘Henry Lange and band returned > 

Freiburg Passion Play booked ‘for 
Fair Park Auditorium March 31, 
headed by Adolph Fassnacht. 

J: B. Dugg rer, manager Paramount’ | DARING DIFFEREN ORIGINAL]: 
exchange, hag heén appointed: presi- ln J 
dent of Dallas Film Board: of ‘Trade, | . ae h * Gi. 
succeeding P. K.. Johnston. 7 Ears IN Always the Hit of the Show? 

ublix gs bough Zz. ec. in San : Publix has bought At ) Costumes That Click Antonio, formerly. owned: hy Will 
E stein, payin 150, 000 gross. for 

D paying $ “For Rent.- Sale or Manufactured ‘to ‘Xour Designs 
———_...--. : . For Prices’ 

10 years’ _lease, | 

OTTAWA, CAN. i} | ft Wire or Write HARRY BOURNE 

By W. M. GLADISH - “_ oe | oe. _| pBepmist Seward Pexguson, of Fanos s MARCO COSTUME @ “-Province of -Ontarlo, "has refused-the.i ot 

643 $0. OLIVE ST. LOS ANGELES, CAL. 

request of the picture operators for 
privilege of police court trials in 
place of the cancellation of their li- 
censes when fires or accidents take 
place in projection booths. The peti- 

4tion was presented by W. P. Covert, 
International officer of the opera; 
tors’ union, ‘ 

A. MELEE 
1 NSTITUTION efo INTERNATIONALS 

. | After 20 years on ‘the.’ -bench, , 
'|Magistrate Jacob: Cohen’ has. been 1 esnoes for the . etage and street 
Jretired on pension: - He fs the father cot : : 

of Arthur Cohen; ‘managing direc- SHOWFOLK’S SHOESHOP —1552 BROADWAY 
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Hotels LORRAINE and GRANT--Chicago| 
_ LORRAINE _ GRANT: 

F koom, BATH, $2.00 SINGLE ROOM WiTHou, BATH, $1.25: AXD $1. 50 PER DAY 

a ale fer: Ma® to 
a alien penaine:f Mail Clerk. 

“+ POSTOARDS, ADVERTISING os 
“OIRO WILL NOT “povBLE : ROOM, ‘BATH, §17,60 AND. 1.00 WEEELY . LE ROOM, BATH, $2 00 

--.,  ,. BE ADVERTISED _ DOUBLE WitHOUE BATH, $14.00 WEEKLY : OUBLE ROOM WITHOUT BATH. 4.09 PER WEER -- 
OnE res ae LEONARD HICKS. President ‘DOUBLE ROOM WITH BATE. $17.60 iND $21.00 WEEKLY 

VERTISED 50 
-QNM-ISSUE ONLY... 

ne — ee 

600 HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS 
/LANDSEER APTS. } - BENDOR_ ‘COURT. - 

245 West Gist Street ee 3848 ‘West 65th: Street 
Columbus. 8960 oe ™ Columbus 6066". 

arnold. &- Morence. amare George 
Lane Leneta FL 

‘Burke Beulah Leonard Fi'rrie Mrs. ‘ 
. Byrne Dolly" - | Lorraine Haward 

- ‘Garrbn Joan: 
Clyde 

SS | . » Opposite _.; 
ESS: N.V. A. Club 

er and Up ‘Single: . 
‘437-199. West 48th. St... 

an NEW YORK. CITY . 

“Sample, remodeled--erersthing a 
-the, best—Si mnions furniture Benuty _f 
rest mattresses), hot ‘and cold water. 

: ‘MfeClelland » Reed a 

Nito Atbert J. 

Pearlman Dave . 
. Doris, & ‘oper a ‘Shower ‘athe! * Hot 

a Wat a | 

‘Bmbe w * 7 Reeves Jack : ‘telepnoges for Bin gle Room | end Gola Water “ _ IRVINGTON HALL | -HENRI. COURT - 

Fiikey FS! Siironein Ma ‘Lee: ' $i6:80-g17,50 for Double Room Blectric Fans $55. West 6ist Street _ 312 West 48th’ Street © 
$18. oorbr0.00-481500 for Double. Room | : 

with Private Bath)- “4 
his ie the daca hotel for -the Professton—in the | 

rt.af.the theatrical. section” Ne 

Phones Bryant g573- 4-5-. 

Columbus 1860 $830. Tongacre 

‘HILDONA. ‘COURT. 
$41+84? ‘West 45th Street. “3560: Longacre |. 

a: 2- 3-4-room apartments. Privaté bath, phone, kitchen or Kitchenette, 

- $18.00 UP WEEKLY—$70.00: UP MONTHLY | 

. _| Spence Len . 
: Swan, ‘Herrim'n. ‘& L q 

, “Phor Mi Mr. &! Mra: 
Kitamura ‘Bros’ ‘Wiletach. Frans - 

CHICAGO ‘OFFICE « 
“Alexander Roy ‘| Ivérson’ Fritzie oa 

‘Hopper DeWolt 

Jameson” Beatrice 

’ -264- 268 West 46th Strect © 
_ New York City. 

ef, vc P. 

AIL Newly y , return: to’ ‘Dan: “Michadlove, ma: 
Publix. supervisor. Arco, Sammy "| Plorida ds .. a -Decorated— — . All apartments direct! a 1 ‘Janis “Frank ; . i: aps rtments directly under the supervision of the owner 

‘Binder. Ray. Jones, Davy. 7. Ernest, Moy ae peuayrary ot youn . '$ 8 and Up Single a) 7 ‘In the center of the theatrical district. All fireproof’ buildings 
Blumenfeld ierm’n Jo en 5 Terese Me ' $12 and Up Doub le 

. - Hot: and, ‘Cola. ‘Wa ter. 
Poleptione in” O - 
‘Bach “Room 

492. West 44th Street 
' New. Vork City .~ 

: Phone BRYANT 7228-29 

*l@arroll’s place at Miami,’ Repgrts- 
“that Florida. district wild be, split 
-, pwith > Branham and Jesse DL, Clarke, 
now in“charé&eé'of entire state, share 

. ing. charge. ~ 

Address all communications to 

CHARLES TENENBAUM | 
Principal Office: Landseer Apts.,:245 West 51st: ‘Street,. New. i York’ 

’ AlL- ‘apartments can be seen evenings, Office in each building’: - 
ww Lease by! the Week. Month or Wear <- Varnished or “Unfarntehed. 

3. Jack ao Benge Howerd 

; Coster~ & Rich | ‘Tels ayran: . al 
| 

; 
‘ 

| 

‘Davis ra McCoy - pre j Leslie & Vandere’ Owen ‘Cunningham, hushed. ot | 

DeLane Dale: /Mecaithy Frank ~ . |Leslie-Rice, leading woman, Peruchi |: 

rr aS 

Duffy Sy: Players, returned. to.-Co. this. week, > ih 
al’ 

Evane Alyin" A.” Nevit, Sul, épening in “Figen. Rose.” | ‘Fhose: MONGACHE Gao) ~~~. P. BCBNEWDER, Drop. 
‘Frohman,Bert a By ane Pe May Valentine’ is booked: for two THE BE RTHA FURNISHED =: 

Gittora-wec ©. ipecra | nights:and a matinee at the Temple} “THE “DUPLEX. 

‘Gilbert: Bert 
Goodlette W JI 

Elia tes a ack’ gan i dec) 

Fore ae Disle .C. 
Herman’. Lewis 
Hertz Lillian - . 
Hogan & Stanley” 
Holt Miles - 
Howard Buddy 
Howard May — 

: Robertson ‘eep'rine, 
Robertson L E 
Ross. Charlie . . 

ye 23),° eee ‘Friml's § Fires - APARTMENTS. 

CLEAN. AND AIRY. 

NEW. ¥ORK CITY . 
Catering ‘to. the comfort: and -gonventence - et ? 
the profession, o i 

STEAM HEAT. AND ‘ELECTRIO. LIGHT, $15.00 UP ° 

HOUSEKEEPING FURNISHED 
APARTMENTS. 

330 ‘West 43rd" Street, New York 
, , Longecre 7132 

: Phree’ and. four. ‘roomhs. with bath, 
‘complete kitchen. ‘Modern in every. 

> .~particular.- ~ Will: accommodate four 
or more nduite. 

.812.00 UP: WEEKLY 

‘CLEVELAND .. 
By GLENN C. PULLEN ° 

-Hanna—Genevieve Hampden 

COMPLETE FOR HOUSEKEEPING. 

325 West 43rd Street 
Private: ‘Bath. . 8-4 Rooms. 

| More ‘thari 45 “tables were reserved 
by “women :-.customers who. fell. for 

‘the Plorida theatre's bridge party 
gag last Wednesday, despite rain. 
Parties will be given each ‘Wednes- 
day. 

SYRACUSE, N. Y. 
By CHESTER B. BAHN. 

Empire—Syracuse Players (stock), 
- wieting—par kk. 
Kelthy w—Vaudfilm, 

s—Vaudfilrh. 
. Bend “saly, feo: 

: _Paramount——"Four Feathers,” 
. Eckel—“A. Song of Kentucky.” 

. Seavity 3 Ralph 

a Stelubeck ‘Bruno 

Vanaerkoor H B 

White. H Pierre : 
Wynn Ray. fo 

Mre. Jackson ‘now in charge. 

Your “Home While. in : 
New York City. - 

HOTEL - 
CADILLAC 

‘Broadway and .43rd St. 
In the Heart of New York City 

“Nicely: Furnished. Rooms’ 

“A GOOD. HOTEL IN 
‘MIDTOWN: NEW. YORK 

; Weekly Rates. 
Single rooms. | .$14-.. to $21 
Double rooms $17.50 to $24 

‘Il. Two-room suites $35. 
- Three-room suites $45 - 

HOTEL WELLINGTON 
1th Ave.‘at 55th St., New York City . | 

-* VARIETY BUREAU. 
waStincTOR D.C. 

416. The. Argonne, . 
- 1629 Columbia Road, N. W. 

Telephone Columbia 4630_ 

(feper- : 

. Playhouse—"The Racket. " 
Palace—"‘Sky Hawk"; vaude. 

- State—‘Woman Racket"; “unit. 
Stillman—“Sall 
Hip—‘‘Sunny Side. Up” 4th, week), 
105th—‘‘Lone Star Ranger’; vaude, 
Circle—°Oh, Yeah!’ 

_l Hal ‘Brown's new Empire ,stock, 
| Syracuse Players, opened last week. 

: wwattot® HARDIE: MEAKIN a|George A. Chenet, former Shubert | | | Under KNOTT Management $12.00 WEEK 
bond King* (wintz): next, “Papa Juan,’ ‘trepresentative _here,;. is associated “Sunny Side Up” breaking Hip's F 

. ’ 7 TTS — With Private, Bath . Feb. 3 (Theatie Guild . ‘|with the project.as house manager. }box office record ‘held’ by ‘'Cock- . 
a (Shubert)—“Robin 60a, * Jan.}Brown hag local firiancial backing. |Eyed World.” ©.” months and did‘a lot to boost grodsés $15.00 WEEK © 

cacy \. at Palace: 7s Hot and Cold Running. {Water and. Pictures .. Private. Phone in “Bivery Room’ 
Colarnbia—"“Love™ Parade. mo, 
Earle~—-'‘So Leng Tetty. - 

Robert P. Mill. doing publicity. 
pare Mark Goldmar resigned as. man- 

ager of local Tiffany exchange: and 
succeeded by, Allen Moritz, 

Adoption of municipal regulations 
making .nonrinflammable screens 
mandatory. . here is expected to be 

All of ontario’ s 428 picture the- 
atres will be fireproof by end of 1930, 

Palaces tule {Owsr-peatre:" : _| Minister: of Internal Affairs for gov-: with” “salty” and holdin it -over. 
 ‘Riaito—"Hi Commian. “ay m fone result of a‘series of studies to Fred. Desberg returns to Loew’s | ernment of that rovince announced 14 , 
“ REO (Keith's) Peri ‘the. Deck.” be’ made ‘in New York this week | Ohio Theatres, Inc., as general man- this week. PI Censors finally . let: Applause’ 

by Charles F. Wilkes, inspector of through for the Princess, 
public assemblies. 

Fox Metropolitan theatres has ac- 
the Capitol, Tlion, from 

-&- Whitney, Inc. Robert 
Pierce remains as manager. , 

BRONK, N. Y. 

ager. Howard ‘Price .Kingsmore, 
‘}who succeeded Desberg two. years 

ago, las‘gone to New “York, 
. “Strand: ‘ig back in the ‘field with 
men-women only pictures, Little 
did. the same: thing. last* week, but 
reopens, Moriday With” "Previous 
policy... . 

‘ Test case on Sunday. closing. of 
‘film houses. in :province are being 
taken. by civic authorities in cities 
and towns interested and results 
will. be appealed either way .deci- 
sion goes. So far only Granby and 
Three Rivers are involved but deci- | 
sion will affect houses all over prov- | 
ince. Montreal and Quebec City not 

"Zenobla Shrine’s annual indoor 
cfireusS opens Jan. 27.. Ben Groene- 
-weld, general chairman. Vaude and 
circus acts booked independently 
this year instead of taking over an. 
entire circus as formerly.; ~~ - 

Jack Pomeroy and Publix: revue 
open. engagement in Show Boat, 
nitery. Floor includes Bobby Brews- 
ter, Josephine Ehrlich, Sylvia and 
Leotine, and. Bessie Brown. 

A brass ‘band met ‘Wesley Eddy, 
ref hes to the Palace m. c, for 
eurrent week. E@dy holds. record 
for house, with 75 weeks to. his}. 

Ernest Moorefield, News-Bee a. GQ, ¢@ 
devoted entire column -to razzing 

.tractions for the D. A. R. 

lude” week Feb, 3. 

“orchestra linéd up ‘for first concert 

JACKSONVILLE, FLA. |? 

‘players were carried. Times-Union 

=Vary—29-—was- in=-town this week: 

‘vaude clown act; 

Lee Scott appointed assistant 
manager at Loew’s Park. John Hig- 
gins. new manager at Alhambra," 

Benjamin Knobel, who sold his 
Valentine, United ‘States, Walton 
and Kingsbridge theatres to Fox, 
has acquired the Bedfard from 
Charles Goldreyer, which he reopens 
tonight. ‘(Weéednesday). 

credit. 
20 wee oe 5 . 

-Fred E. Hand, former booker and 
Jast season with Edna Wallace Hop- 
per, is getting plenty of concert at- 

Constita- 

Three gunmen held. up Colonial, 
in Dayton, getting away with $1, 800 | 
half hour before closing time. Mil- 
lard M. Blaetner, manager, forced to | 
open_ strong box. 

BOSTON _ 
For the first time in the history of 

tion Hall.. 
wo Bronx Theatre Guild, headed ‘by 

‘Sidney Stavro, opened its new play- 
house, the Tremont, last night with 
“H. HY H.,” a comedy. Attraction 
will alternate with “The Killer” .in 
revertoire. In. the cast, besides 
‘Stavro, are Richard K. Keith, Jo- |: 
seph Redalieu, Francesca Redding, Somerville that city will. see pic- 

Charles W. Chamoris, Eddie ‘Kay, |tures on Sunday. Mayor John J. 
Joan: Danton,.. Clare; Farnham,’ Murphy has granted immediate per- 
Claude Main, Dorothy Bachrach, mission for such ‘exhibition. SO ‘ 

Robert. Blake, Eleanor Barry and oe 
Mildred Carroll. Stavro is also the-| The Capitol theatre, Everett (Pub- | 
stager.. Bert Korbel managing andlix), has installed: a Magnascope 
Dave Cantor handling publicity, | screen, 

Alexander Callam has clicked. ’ ‘as 
m, ¢c., succeeding John Irving Fisher 
at. the Fox. . 

National repeats “Strange Inter- 

“Town ‘getting ‘its own ‘symphony 

Jan. 

: Dismantling old towers of * Tele- 
phone Co.’s once 'well-known broad- 
casting station, WCAP, caused roof 
to collapse and injure several girl 
“operators on top floor. ‘of building. Windsor" . (subway) has found] Boston's first ‘all-night picture 

business. better, and..again has a! house has. opened at Scollay sq. 
‘press ‘agent, namely Sidney: Koenle. : | The Strand. inaugurated its new. 

———_---——___—_ | policy a short time. ago. 

:: BIRMINGHAM, ALA. ‘Arcadle—Peruch!. Players, | . 
Florlda—"'The- Love Parade,” The Irish of Lynn have applied. to ce. 

affected. 

PITTSBURGH 
By HAROLD w. COHEN 

Nixon —“Gambling.” 
‘Alvin—"‘Night in. Venice.” 
Pitt—Sharp stock. 
Academy—Burlesaue (Mutual). 

Pictures 
Fenn — “New York Nights” stage 

8 
ap stanles "Seven: Days’. Leave’; stage 

“mnrleht — stage 

on aldine—'‘Sunny Side Up" 2a week). 
Olymplo—"Lost Zeppelin 
Warner—‘“‘General Crack.” 

- “Playing Around’; 

.2a week). 
‘Harr! a—''Rio Rita"; vaude, 
Liberty —*Disrae i.’ 
Regent—“Halt Way: to Hedven,” 

; Robert Warwick at Pitt this week 
in “Her Friend the King” replaced 
William’ Faversham who. cancelled |. 
at last minute: as “guest. star.” 

Warners ‘offering Dick: ‘Powell, m. 
at Stanley, to all local radio sta- 

‘Palace —"Hallshujan.” mime." ne By ROBERT 'H: BROWN ~—|the mayor of that city for help in| tions for commefelal hours at con- 
. . Emplre—""Rio “Rita” 8; meek). preventing the impersonating of sideration. 

Juagment of - ‘Manager john L. |. Rite—"Sunny “side Up"; vaude, Irish roles in films in a way that is. 
detrimental to the race. Nothing 
has ° resulted so far except the 
mayor's declaration thatif producers 
do not present Lynn patrons with 
a higher class show than in the past 
lie will be forced to appoint a board 
of censors. 

MONTREAL 
His MaJesty’s—French Musicals. 
Palace—"‘Love Parade.’ 

4 ‘apltol—“‘Hot for Paria.” 
"| Loew 's— Untaniéd. =" 

Crovo, Palace, in booking “Hallelu- 
Jah,” King Vidor’s all-colored talk- 
er, being vindicated at box office. j. 
Striking feature of newspaper treat- |. 
ment was that no pictures of Negro 

| Strand—"'It's a Great Life.’ 
‘Gala—'‘Behind the Make-up. ” 
Trianon—‘'Seven Faces. 
Lyric—Stock. :~ 
Pantages—Musical comedy. 
Capitol—Change,. ... 
Rlalto—Change. 

used still of King Vidor as ‘director 
and author, Evening Journal car- 
tied scene of cotton-loading. 

W. H. Coxey, ahead of Sir Harry: 
Lauder, playing the Temple, Jan- 

” Jack. King musical.,comedy at 
Pantages doing poorly. Reported | © 
quitting this week, Here four weeks |. 
and not a week out of the red, 

_.Paramount's.new..2,200..capacity 

Blimp flew over town Monday | 
dropping. 2,000 free tickets to Olym-. 
pic for.“The Lost Zeppelin,” which 
opened Tiffany’s house, 

Palace, seating 1,400, opened Mon- 
day, week later than announced at 
first,.as short subject house. 

| Harris -enterprise. Admission 15c, 

TOLEDO. 
He said. Lauder’s schedule booked 
solid from St. Petersburg Jan. 21 
through Jacksonville an¢ into Geor- 
Gia. -Co, includes Arnaut Bros., old 

Claire. Loring, 
Singer; Kharum, Persian pianist and 
Don Julian; cartoonist. 

Princess—‘’‘Condemned.”” 
Imperial—‘Battle of Paris.” 
Orpheum—“Deilghtful Rogue.” 
Roxy—'"Lights of Paris’ (2a week). 
.&trand—Double bill. 
Empress—Double bill, 

+ Gayety—Musical stock. 

house at Montgomery. opens Jan. 26. 

W. A. Wolfson, manager, Strand, 
Montgomery, has returned to duty 
there after an operation for appen- 
dicitis at Fort Worth, 

“6 

The lease on the Lyr ic; hela by Palace picturegram competition, 
Interstate, expires in March and involving return trip to France on 
will probably not be ren.ved. The|]S.S. Ile de France from New York, 
old house has no ventBating system |as prize, was won by local French’ 
and has seen its best days. stenographer. Contest ran four 

Charles Branham, “former man- 
ager Edwards’ theatre, Sarasota, 
Fia., for Universal, and in charge 
of thé: Kansds- City district under 

By-=E.:-Hs-GOODING-- 

‘|atage show. 
Pantheon—" Sally" (24 week), 
Princess—“‘Applause. 
Vita-Temple— "Seven Keys to Bala- 

ate. 
Valentine—"Bishop Murder Case,” 
State—"Sunny Side Up 
Rivoll—Vaudfilm. 
Empire—Burlesque (Mutual), 

biz Pantheon doing land-office 

' Sheridan Square—"'7 Keys ‘to- ‘Bala 
Pate” . | 

a show. 

It's a 

picture censors last week. | 

Yegegs failed “to blow. open the 
safe in the’ Vita-Templé last week 
which contained $3, 000, uv 

. Westwood | theatre " (Smith & 
| Beidler) damaged last week when: 
‘flood waters ‘washed into the lobby. - 

‘Blue Bird Inn, night resort ‘in 
Point. Place (suburb), bas been. 
padlocked. for a year nt 

MINNEAPOLIS 
" Metropolitan—Daric, 
-Lyceum—‘'R. U. R.,” ‘'Maxao Millions’ | 

and ov olpone’’ (Theatre 
h (Bainbridge 

a 

Gul 
ubert—"Pertect _AMbI” 

‘atock). . - 
~ Palace—Burlesque (stock). . 

- Pantages—"Song of Love”;. yaude. 
Seventh Street—'‘Rich People’; vaude, 
Minnesota—‘‘Condemned” ; Publix stage 

Centary — “The ‘Love | Parade” | GA: 
_Pweek : : 

 fitate—It's a Great Life.” | 
R-K-O Orpheum—“‘Hit the Deek.” 
Tyrio—"Behind the -Make-up.” 
Aster—"The Viking.” .- 
Grand—"Toming of the: Bhrew" | ‘Qa 

loop run). 

After thie week not ‘another legit 
road show in sight for Minneapolis 
and it-looks as though the season 
ig just about over, 

Manager E. C. Bostick booked In’ 
Gayle Wood, local radio planist, as 

‘{@ vaude act at Pantages this week. 

The .Minnesota, in an effort to. 
P: 1 — "Nigh + ¢| bulla” “Op business, “has” “revised= = dts 

ow zalee ° ght Hostess (Wright st of “Bix Six’ pictures which 
Paramount—"Behind the Makeup’;| “Hot for Paris’ was" supposed to 

usher in last week. .“Condemned,” 
this . week, replaced “Gencral 
Crack’; “Burning Up". replaces 
“Lilies of the Field,” which goes to 
the State; “Devil-May-Care” takes 
the place of “Dangerous Paradise.” 
Excepting “Hot. for Paris,’ “No, No, 
Nanctte” alone remains of the orig- 
inal six. ’ 
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AND HIS BRUNSWICK RECORDING ORCHESTRA 
- OPENED 4 

| Grauman’ 's Chinese Theatre, Hollywood, Jan. 19] 
For an Unlimited Engagement to the "Biggest R Reception “Any — - | 

ver Received in This Theatre ae 
Stage Entertainment Has E 

~ Thanks to HAROLD B. FRANKLIN and FANCHON and MARCO. 6 
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Tice 
REPLACE THE 
FAMOUS JOHN 

“+ Little is “heard about stage ‘door 

Johnnies any more. — Some people 

contend that they have totally dis- 

appeared, what 

going high brow and litertary and 

home girls growing speedier. than 

ehorines.: With debs taking up tap 

. daancing, seeking’ publicity and ex- 

‘nies gorie? 

_ @£. town.” 

‘pendent’ vaude booker, 

BROOKS 

ploiting themselves, stage perform- 

ers. have lost their glamor. Every- 

body’s a performer now. ; 

- Where have the stage door John- 

Chorus girls ought to 

know, and here’s some of ‘their 

” answe-s: 
“Yes, the Johnnies have disap- 

peared,” say all the. girls. “That is, 

they’ve disappeared from Broadway, 

‘put there's still. plenty of ’em ‘out 

Playing Safe 

_- “You seo,” says Vivian, “New 

‘York men are cagey. They’ve been 
(Continued on page 90) 

It Securing Parole, 
_ Doc Cook for Vaude 

Dr. Frederick A. Cook, Arctic ex- 

plorer and_ oll promoter, serving a 

- sentence: of 14 years In. the Federal} 

Prison at Leavenworth, Kans. is 
about to come. up for parole, prin- 
cipally due to the efforts of W. D. 
Ascough, -theatrical manager, ‘ who 
handled the vaude and lecture tours 
ef the explorer. He has been in’ 
Leavenworth. for some years, 

Cook was convicted of using the 
_mails to defraud in a Texas ofl pro- 
motion. Ascough considered the con- 
‘viction a frame and has spent un- 
tiring effort to. bring about the re- 
lease of the explorer. _He has thus 
far been successful, since the parole. 
Yoard will hear the case next week 
_and the sentencing judge will likely. 
recommend. parole. Ascough, flank- 
ed by other: theatrical people with 
whom Dr. Cook made friends during 
his various vaude excursions, ral- 

lied to his ‘support and are prac- 
tically responsible in interesting the 
‘board to consider his release. ° 

Ascough is now general manager. 

‘of the Jack Linder agency, inde- 
and has 

made arrangements to bring Dr. 
‘Cook to New York, if released, for 

THE NAME YOu IL wien You to To euy | 

GOWNS AND UNIFORMS 

1437 B'WAY, NY. TE 
ALSO 25.000 COSTUMES Ween PENN. 

oo "4 .. * pabitshed Weekly at 164° Weat k 

lL. wos Entered xs second-class matter “December. 23, 1806, 

VOL. XCVIIL No.3. 

with chorus girls |] 

\'called ‘the 

FANCHON-MARCO ECTION _ 

Blow at Florists : 

Syracuse, N. ¥., Jan.:28. 
“Say It With. Flowers,” as 

‘propaganda for florists, is get- 
ting @ sock here. : . a 
A local church urges its con- 

- gregation,..when a member-.of 
it dies, to send the money in- 

- tended .for flowers for the de- 
. ceased,. to the church instead, 
with the latter distributing the 

‘gross among local charities. 
Publicity is promised through 
the names of the donors be- 
ing read at the services. 
‘The natives are going for 

the idea, vee 

WEALTHY. KILLING TIME. 
‘MAKING TRAVEL FILMS|- 

_ ‘Wealthy people, ’elther directly or 

through subsidy or scientific aus- 

pices, are becoming increasingly in 

terested in the making of pictures 

‘of travel, adventure, exploration and 
big game. One of the recent rich 

|man expeditions. was financed ‘by 
of which ‘a}. the. Burden family, 

couple .of members actually spent 
@ year with the Arctic Indians and 
Eskimos of northern Canada. — , 

Latest similar undertaking ' 18 
Labrador-Newfound- 

land. Film Company, financed by @ 

‘group' of Park Avenue residents 
headed by Varick Frissel, socially 
prominent. .Party sailed last week 
for St. John’s to spend four months 
| . (Continued on page 20) 

“Speak” Tiewp 
Speakeasies have been discovered 

as a new sniping route for theatre 
advertising.. Many people who dine 
in speaks often don’t know where 
to go afterward, , 

' One: show with the distribution 
of. matches. and a display. sign in 
the form of a bottle started 4& 
speakeasy campaign and credits 
many patrons to speakeasy sources. 

Passes for matinees are handed 
to waiters in various speaks and a 
general liquorish tie-up affected. 

The ticket agencies may yet seek 

speakeasy concessions, a 

Drama's 

Lady Angel, 70, Going 
“Strong on Mazda Yen 

Los Angeles, Jan. \28. 
. “The Scar,” Alice: Pike Barney's. 
latest effort to get her name in local |: 
theatrical lights, was. held over for 
its second week at her own theatre, 

‘| the Theatre Mart. — . 
1“ pour bit service passes were dis= |] 

tributed to the help in department 
{stores and factories with the hopes 
that the mob would turn out to see 
her arty play. 

The 70-year-old authoress hopes 
to take her play to a downtown 
house if it lasts another week at 
the Mart. Mrs. Bamey lost $10,000 
in her first downtown show, “Moon 
Madness,” a musical. 
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CA 
Plants: in. ‘the 4 Luxurious : 

' Wide. and Open, Framed | 

for T:. B. M., Switch 

to. Bigger . Field Among 

. Femmes — Pick “Cow-/ 

hands” Like Chorus Boys 

ns . . 

_ Oklahoma ‘City, Jan. 28.. 

_ Away... with ‘ youre ‘golf courses, 
beach tesorte’ and ‘big ‘summer 
hotels. me 
‘Started a few years’ ago to appeal. 

tothe tired business ‘mgn’s sup- 
pressed‘ desire to play cowboy, the 
dude ranch thing has developed ‘into 
a real business, with sex ‘appeal as 
one. of ite: major enticoménts.- 

. The t. b. m.’s wife and ‘daughter 
are belng lured to a frazzle. by slick 

1% S 
a SOS TASS 
OLS 73 

and how the girls thrill. and giggle! 

One of the;;west’s smartest dude 

ranch operators’. selects: his hired 

hands with more régard.to eye and 
heart appeal than ‘is ‘devoted by a 
show -beaut ‘picker... Most. of, his 
boys must hav@ that -collegs B. A. 
degreé, could: pose for anybody’s 

collars, and carry themselves in a 

saddle’ like Frank‘ Merriwell, ready 

for any momentary rescue.. It’s all 

for the femmes, and profitable for 

the operator.. * . , 
Whoever started the. first” dude |. 

ranch, probably never dreamed the | 

(Continued on ‘pagee 78) 

Tatteoing Film Favs | 
Chicago, Jan. 28. 

Tattooers are noticing this {pa 
new era; that the modern gobs and’ 
soldiers ' don’t go -for -. anchors, 
broken. hearts. and eagles, In an 

effort to bring back the popularity | 

of tattooing, the permanent dye 

|poys are figuring they, must meet}|- 

the public dernand by giving "em 

screen MUuggs.. oo 
For $10 any gob.can get Clara 

eS 

. Chicago Squab 

Chicago, Jan. 28. 
Hungry | performers lodged — 

at the St...Regis have eaten 
their last. portion of “wild. 
squabsté—C‘“‘’C;;‘“(‘CNNNNNNNNCQNNSCSC:t«‘s 
‘They were catching tame 

pigeons and spittling them un- , 
til the management called a 
halt. 
‘A gray-haired gentleman 
who fed the flock dally com- 
plained that it had dwindled to 

half a dozen. 

The world’s most famous. sister and brother producers, who “are the 

‘creators of Fanchon and Marco. “Ideas,” - 

They started out six years ago for West Coast Theatres by producing 

at the Warfield, San Francisco, and have now expanded to nationwide- 

production, making fifty-two productions a year which play approxl- 

mately sixty theatres from coast to coast. 

(Fanchon and Marco Section Pages 33 to 63) 
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Viena Plays 
“Vienna, “Jan. ys. 

«The Princess and the Gigolo," 

comedy by Aléxander Engel and Al- j. 

fred Gruenwald, was at’ the Akade- |. 

mie for the New Year, Nobody is| 

troubled by either poverty. or sor- 
row in this story’ of, the idle rich. | 

Everybody. ritzes it ‘whether with 

their own money - Or somebody 

else's. 

Just the ‘thing | Vienna, with. its | 

bankrupt banks and. marketless 

merchants, wants to gee. 

French. ‘association . of. 

‘Colonel - Kappelhof, ‘an: 

“The Emperor's ‘Sweetheart,” at 

the Stadt theatre, is an effort - to go. 

surfriding .on monarchical sentl- 

ment which has recently swept over 

this sector. : a 

Sentimental: play by ‘Ernest 
Decsey, Steinberg Frank and Max 
Blau, with music by ‘Himil Berte, is 
about Joseph II, son~ of Marie 
Theresa, ‘a - ‘favorite - subject”. for 

‘ gtories in the school readers while 

Austria was an empire.: 

Emperor’s'love affair with a post- business. 

master’s daughter' touches the tear 
ducts even while the ear is recog 

nizing in the music some old friends |.” Stil 

. in new form... Berte has obviously. 7: Raiding 

not only studied all.the great mas-|' 
ters, he has remembered. them... 

Operetta was. well. served. by, its 
actorg, headed by. Wilhelm -Klitsch 
and Annie ‘Coty. Altogether an 
agreeable ‘potpourri’ for an. easy: 

going ‘audience. : 

‘atrical. tours, - 

Vienna is falling for the: v. Ss. 
Not only are ‘New ‘York plays per- 
formed here, not only do American 
pictures remain: on: top, but now 4. 
new American stage. . -goclety has 

_ been founded. Purpose is to produce 
plays written by Americans or| 
placed in an American setting. 
* First performance is due ‘Jan, 18 
and is to be done in German. Move- 

' ment is sponsored by the well known. 
painter, Erwin Tintr > whd will do 
the scenery for' this half-profes-~ |. 

(Continued on page 92) : 

vaudeville performer. 

Weather 7 
“Washington, Jan.,. 28. 

Weather | Bureau furnishes the 

following autlook for week begin- |}. 

ning tomorrow (Wednesday). Geh-| . 

erally fair ‘Chicago area until end |": 
of week when snow probable. - | 

Rain” or snow Pittsburgh to Att- 
lantic ‘goast Tuesday night with fair 
weather then until. about Saturdpy | 

when more fain. indicated. 
Colder Wednesday and thursday | 

with rising’ “temperature 3 Friday. - 
—_—* 

. 

Europe - ‘for 

! 
' 

Woops’ ‘two PLAYS ; 
7 London, Jan. 28. 

A. H. Woods is due here shortly 
to begin work on the production ‘of 
“The Subway Express” and also to 
prepare for production . of another 
piece. tp i 

. ‘last season...” 

Fehl- Leslie Do Well. -Busiriess 

. London, Jan. 28, 
Walter. Fehl and Murray Leslie 

opened Shepherd’s Bush ° Empire 
(vaude) last week in a new act by 

Blanche Merrill. a 

Booked immediately for’ the Colt- 

geum next week.: 

Gordon's German Doubling . 
London, Jan. 28. 

- Fid Gordon opens at. the. Uga 
Palast, Hamburg, ‘Feb. 1, doubling | 
at the Trocadero cabaret there for. 

Savage club. 

two weeks. 
London, : ‘Jan; 28. 

Gordon then goes ‘to the Plaza; “Vesta Tilley, wife of Sir Walter 

Berlin. De Frece, recently critically. Ml in]. 

_ danger. 
Elephants at Scala 

London, Jan. 28. 
Adele Nelson and her Baby Eele- 

phants are: booked for the Scala, 
Berlin, for. month. of February. 

Years Koo 

Long Tack ‘Sam. in France. 

. . London,. Jan. 28, 
Long ‘Tack: Sam, Chinese magi- 

son @lan),=-Was-: offered..to.-the_.Caliseum. 
and for Manchester Stoll’s, but now 
has booked for French dates. 

The Tiller Dancing Schools | 
of America, Inc. 

“ WEST. 74th ST.. NEW YORK 
MARY RBAD, President 

_ Phone Endjcott 8216-6 
‘New Classes Now Formiag 

headlined: a 

shows around her. . 

beer hall in Chicago. 

a 
“Stage Mgrs. Protest New: 
Comedie Francaise. Free) - 

Paris, ‘Jan. 19.: 

“profes- 

siona ” stage managers ‘has filed. a 

protest - with the under-secretary of | 

Fine Arts’ at the: appointment: of 

“outsider,” he 

as administrator of ‘the Comedie. 

Francaise, the state subventioned 

theatre, to replace. M. Duberry, lat- 

ter recently retired to enter business 

for himself as organizer of - the- | 

This. appointment does not change 
the position of Emile Fabre, gen- |.« 
eral manager, being a sort of: char- 
tered :accountant and stage: over- 
seer at the Comedie Francaise, It| 
41s, considered in: professional circles 
‘that the job should be filled by a 
man well acquainted with the the- 
atre and not’a retired army officer 
already. engaged in. other private. 

: London, Jan: 28, : 

“Lendon police are still picking on |. 
the West End clubs, . insisting upon 

strict opservance of. all regulations 

and paying | no attention to the class. 

or importance of the spots. 

“Result is. an occasional raid. 

Latest victims . are: the ‘Piccadilly 

and - the old Vaudeville, latter run 

by Dave Carter, former American 

It is understood the ‘government 
will ordér the deportation of.a score 
‘of ‘foreign ‘managers. and” _proprie- 
tors’ of. Loridon night spots. on the| — 
ground they are undesirable. : 
Order is looked for. in’ the next 

{two weeks ‘but the’ Home ‘Office res 
— tiiges: te: ‘reveal | identity” of Renae 
a affected: “fy advance. * “Most of ‘th 

° aye Bede to ‘pe Italian.” * 

HAL SHERMAN’S SWITCH - 
. * Paris, Jan. ‘19. 

“When. ‘Hal, Sherman returns to: 

extended ‘pookings, 

starting in Brussels, : in May, it will 

‘be tinder another agency’ 8 auspices 

‘as the result of his‘acute legal com- 
“plications. with Henri Lartigue's of- 
fice (William Morris Paris branch) 

|. Henry Carson. ‘has ‘Sherman’ set | 
for a fortnight at the Empire, 
Paris, starting May 380, following 
Brussels, at ‘$750 a week, He goes 
to Italy and Germany ‘thereafter. 

BIZ "WAY. OF 
_ Paris, Jan. 28, 

; in: Pau (resort near 
Biarritz), isso bad that the man- 

| agement ‘of. the Casino wired agents 
to cancel all acta booked there. | 

Deriies Club ‘Proposal 
ot London, Jan. 28! 

; _ Glarence J ohnstone, of Layton and 

Johnstone, colored, denies the teani's- 

|mames were ever. proposed for the 

Vesta Tilley Out of Danger a 

the south of France, is now out of |" 

“Will Rogers went to Australia: 
with a troupe of American cowboys 

Ito compete ‘with the kangaroos. 

F Hammerstein's - Victoria was the 
only place outside museums where 
freak celebrities 1 were e exploited and 

The current Mrs. Lionel Barry- 
more was Mrs. Felix Isman, wife of 
the real estate speculator. . 

Lilian Lorraine was queen of the 
“Pollies” and Flo Ziegfeld built the 

Martin Beck was & walter in a 

FOREIGN: SHOW NEWS 

(ote) ee: (ROSE) 
YORK and KING a 

jorieimators ‘of: “Tin-Type” comi-. 
e 

‘Arrived Sonth. ‘Africa per: Arman- 
dale Castle, ‘and opened. December 9. 

Three weeks, Empire’ ‘Theatre, 
Johannesburg; two. weeks, Durban; 
two weeks, Capetown. 
‘Represented iby, JENIE JACOBS: 

|Feceived. Pa 

o os Best of All 
- “London, Jan, 19. 

"Actor. .came.to seek his for- : 
: tune in the Wést End bearing” 

a letter of introduction which 
wound. up “with: “He plays 
Hamlet, .. Macheth, - Shylock, | 
-Richelieu’ and’ “Dilliards—and 
billiards best.” oa 

VIENNA STRIKE 
BOOSTS WAGES 

Washington, Jan. 28, 

_Employees of the two. State the- 
atres in Vienna, the Opera and 
State, have: refused ‘to do overtime: 
without pay. Practically a strike. 

. by- both. artists and stage hands. |! 
to {Municipal authorities attempted to 

| beat “the. demands, ‘pays a ‘report 
from the Américan Consul General, 
Vienna, to the State Department, 
by. adhering only’ to . performances 
that ° ran two hours ‘and a halt. 
“Privately owned theatres, antict-: 

pating .a like action, immediately 
granted a: 6% incredse to all ‘ex- 
cept. the leads and those drawing 
‘over $228 a month. — 

. Average income for all classes Hiss 
about $40 a month in the State the- 
atres: In 1929 these houses had: a 
deficit of $516,996. Gross was $304,- 
421‘ against costs of $1,715,577, the 
‘loss being reduced by. several in- 
vestments running to $105,840, says: 
the report. The two theatres em- 

, ploy a@ total: of 1,087: people. 
|: Before the war ‘the ‘Emperor 

‘made up these annual deficits from 
his own ‘income. Mow it ‘is up :to 
the. municipal treasury, which is 
stated to be rich enough to stand it 

but won't. vs 
To avoid a shutdown the author- 

-lities- voted a 6% increase as against 
the 6%. of “thé: privately’ owned 
houses' to everybody ‘receiving be- 
tween $112 and $350'a ‘month. Min- 

-\{mum increase :for. small. salaries 
was set at. $2.40..a ‘month. 

In. order. to adhere to its policy 
of not tapping the treasury to meet 
these Increases, -every.-class of seat 

.{in..the Opera and. ‘the State. have 
, been. increased. ‘ . 

Patchouli,’ 

and ugly. . 

anew. 

atar. Again 

m 
‘| 

de’ Paris. 
— 

Returned from .Cuba 
. Paris, Jan. 28. 

Max Rivers’ 12 English" ‘chorus 
girls, who. ‘had just closed here at 

Order English Girls 

here, 

Havana, will be ordered back on 
the same ship. 
‘The British consul at Havana has 
been instructed fo sée to the return 
of the choristers, case having ‘been | 
taken up in London by the Variety |- 
Artists’ Federation, who presented. 
to the government that the girls 
are under age, V.A.F. also sets up| 
argument that the girls were booked 
‘in violation of the Federation con- 
‘tract which calls for a minimum ‘of 
10 pounds for foreign engagements. 

Peculiar angle of this is that the 
group is booked for Havana at aix 
pounds a .week, while their. Paris 
salary was five pounds. 

| LULL IN PRODUCTION, .- 
TWO NEW PARIS PLAYS}: 

Production was in a ‘ull last week |. 
as. might be expected with business 
generally at low ebb. 

“Compt. de Boccace” ; 
‘The.operetta: at the Mayol con-- 

cert hall turns out. to. be.a revival of. 
‘Ta piece. given years ago at the. Cigale 
music hall under-the name of “Gi- 
golette,” and the work of Rip and 
Robert -Dieudonne, ‘with music by |) 
Albert Chantrier. . It was favorably 

. Piece is a risque. story in two acts. 
and five scenes, and falls into the, 
“costume play” category. 
nobleman . meets 
during the wars. (time is the 14th. 
century), . and :boasts. of: the fidelity | . 
of the. ‘wife he left at home, He 
{wagers that Boceace could not lure’ 
her. to. infidelity. 
the bet and visits the - noblemian’s 

| French . castle, 
‘|| wager, but the lady -prefers her. fa- 

‘| vorite™ “page and outwits both Bot- . 
cace and her husband. . 
‘In. the .cast are George, Pierade, 
Genevievre Vix, Christiane. Dor and 

Jenny Rackson, . 

“Patchouli” ‘is a: far-fetched ro- 
mantic “affair: With obscure psycho- 
logical angles produced by Charles 
‘Dullin ‘at. the Atexlier — (Theatre. 
Montmartre), 
doubtful appeal. 

agines he’ is in love with a ‘great 
beauty of the previous generation,. 
but upon meeting her finds her old} 

Disillusioned, the youth |° 
goes to.a distant city to study love |: 

‘There he discovers that. his 

father is a2 man of immoral char- 
acter. ‘In disgust he flees with his 
mother, going toa earn his living in 
a moving picture studio: 
finds a former mistress, now a naval 
officer’s wife, has become @ screen 

sioned. and departs, . still ‘with. his 
mother, for. other adventures.., . 
.Julien ‘Bertheau plays the youth, 

Charles Dullin the “father. . 
Dullin is the mother and Balachova’ 
is. the mistress. 

Spanish Troupe of: 80. 

Off for’: Latin Ameria oo 

Souvrante’s | Revue company of 
80 people sailed ldst week frdm 
Saint Nazaire, France, 'for ‘Havana 
to open tHeré at the Nationale‘thea- 
tre for a season of 46 days. | 
‘Troupe has’ a@ repertory of four 

revues played formerly at the Thea- 
tro Comico, Barcelona. 
“Mexico after the Havana date. He- 
sides the: regular Spanish troupe. . 
there‘are a number of French Bpec-. 
falty people, including Clarel, Hal]. 
Sherman, the imitator, who is ‘to 
get $60 a day. 
booked -at 35,000 francs daily, or. ; 
‘$9,800 a week. ‘They are carrying a 
huge quantity .of scenery, 24 prin- 
cipals and many- ‘minor people. Girls. 
were. picked up’ in’ France owing 
to the dearth - of Spanish ‘chorines.. 

Ahearn Stays On : : 

Charley Ahearn and his Million- 
aires’ .band are remaining with. the 
Mistinguette revue at the: Casino 

-At the first request | to 
cut..salarles “Ahearn balked, but 
comedian and management .got to-. 
gether on a compromise involving. 
only a small reduction, _ 
Act -is' setting back dates to stay 

figuring on, an engagement 
through the summer, the show be- 
ing made, to order for the tourist 

} distribution alone, although it would |. 
be serviceable anywhere and there 
is no reason why this Kane prodyct 
should. be confined to France, 

GOES FOR PICTURES 

‘Little Jimmy, 13-year-old young- 
ster in “Good News,” at the Palare, 
is set for French pictures. 
Chevaller's walk and style without 
any announcement, the. French Pp {b- 
lic recognizing it pronto. 
He was offered a berth by Borrah 

Minevitch, but turned it down owing: 
to the picture contract, 

Goble; Address: VARINEWS, PARIS 
Central 01-875; Lower 62-15 - 

i] 

: " -Lendon, Jan. 19, 

“albert de Courvilie discharged 
from bankruptcy. . 
: New play. by R. C. Sherriff. named 

\tor. production: in May. | -Theme— 
‘cricket: roe 

British ‘Broadcasting Co. | forming 
repertory - company of artists who 

‘Paris, Jan, * 98.. 

agreeing to take part in all playlets 
and ‘record for. gramophones. for the 
‘company. =." 

- Terence O'Brien producing tor the 
Players theatre. — 

London papers. 
Detectives rare mistaken for -un- 

.dergraduates: these days. . dt 
-- Cocktail. ‘clubs, ‘opening aropnd. 

ruse. .to .fight . boredom din: ‘the. nite 

belt. | 
Stanley. Grimm, film player, paints 

pictures | on. the -side. : 

Plot:, A 
‘Boccace in. Italy. 

Vidor. : tea 

‘Boccace accepts. (Continued on page 6) =. 
244 

He tries to win the 

| Vera Retires 
one Rome, “Jan.. 38. 

italy’ 8 well-known star,. Signorina 
|.vera. ‘Vergani, known. for her por- 
|trayal of D'Annunzio roles, has:re- 
tired from. the, stage. Her forth- 
coming. - marriage will. put -an end 
to -her career. . 

Farewell . performance ‘of ‘D’An- 
nunzio’ a “Daughter | of Iario,” at the 

se nt 

Patchouli . _ ye 

fairly done, but of 
Plot: « 

history student,. 
im- |® 2 tremendous reception. ao 4 

as 

Paris, Jan. 28. 
‘Oscar Oss0, 70, ‘former. New: Fork’ 

after. a long illness. - 

Osso, Paramount's French. distribu- 
tion chief. Another son, non-pro< 
fession al, survives. 

Here he 

Patchoull ‘is ‘distllu- cel B, 

GALA . “PLEDERMAUS”” “gxbw 
* “Amnsterdam, Jan. 38. 

_-Condtictor ‘Briino Walter conducte 
ed two ‘gala performances heré’ of 
Strauss’ “Die Fledermaus.”..  - 
- Aroused. extraordinary enthusiasm 
on the ‘part: both of the critics and 

‘Lethe . public. - 

ry Mme. 

HANNEFORD’S $1, 200 *: 
‘ * Paris, Jan. 28. 

Poodles Hanneford, at the Empire 
for 14 days, : beginning Feb, 7, is 
getting $1,200. - 
: ;Hanneforad goes to the Scala, Bere 
lin, ‘thereafter. 

Paris, Jan.. 284 | 

SAILINGS | 
Feb. 3. (New - York to. Paris): 

‘Jack ‘Vincent (Olympic). 
Feb. 1 (New York. to London): 

Herbert Brenon,. Bua and Jack 
s | (Red) . Pearson. (Bremen). 

It goes | ‘to. la 

The whole troupe: i 

Wiil Rogers (Aquitania). 
Jan. 29 (Paris to .New York): 

Ben Blumenthal - (Majestic). . 
Jan.. 29 (Paris to. New York): 

.Borrah Minevitch and. Harmonica 
.[ bang. of 12, 

France).. 
a 

| Kay Morris (Doric). Morris can= 
celled his ‘booking on the Olympic 
from Liverpool. 
- Jan, 25 (New York to: California 
via Canal), Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence 
‘Schwab (California). _. 

Jan. 24 (Capetown ‘to London): 
Gyp | ‘Dillion. and Del' Marr, . 

| Marks. and Co. ‘David Poole; Rosie 
Tioyd,- DeGroot Trio, :Leo Sax Frio, 
Florence Oldham, Bernard} ‘and ‘Lov- 

Paris, Jan. 28. 

bur (Arundel Castle). — ™ 

the “Mogador: with “Hallelujah” |trade. _ All: salaries were cut in the 
(French version of “Hit the Deck”) | revue. Pale, (Parle) aris to New york) 

and who sailed with a Spanish com- Ahearn is making a short film un-. Isaac. FP. Marcosson,” Eddie Dolly 
_pany from Saint Nazaire Jan, 21 for|der Bob Kane, designed for French (Olympic). , 

Jan. 21 (St. Nazaire, . ‘France to 
Havana), Souvranie’s Revue Co. of. 
80 (Cutia). : co 

Jan. 21 (around the world), James | 
Sb cet ee oe 

Wald, be unable to play elsewhere, . 

H, L. Mencken writing tor the ; 

Leslie Henson publicizing ang oO" 

- Chinese youth opposite’ ‘Anna May od 

‘Manzoni, .Milan, was rewarded | iby 

“OSCAR S80 DIES 

He :was the: father - : of: lagolpne 

. Jan. 29° (London to New york), 

Argentinita ie de 7 

Jan. 26 (Paris to New York), ‘Me- , 

Joe . 

e:.., Howard Rogers, Charles Wil- 

Jan, 22 (New York to Paris); Ted - 

JA. -Fitzpatrick,: -Bert Dawley. {Colum _ 

* bug). 

Paris, Jan. 28. 

'—Pay all your debts "pay all your debts but 

‘one, and that one never—. 

a seme 

Kid ayes 

MR. AND MES. JAgK ;. AND MES, JACK NORWORTH 
‘ 130 W st Aath, Street ; 

or 

6:30: and. folding at-10, are the new” 

TL aban tteat t 

representative of the French’ Au- | 
thors’ Society, died here last week _ 
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“VARIETY’S” LONDON OFFICE 
8 St. Martin’s. n'a Place, Trafalgar Square 

| Sues for Sex Articles DATE OF PARIS - 
_ STRIKE PASSES 

Paris, ‘Jan. 28. 

vas Date set: ‘for the ‘strike ‘Of all ‘the 
Prencly theatres.in a. demonstration 

against high taxes passed Saturday, 
night without any excitement.: The 

_ theatre men. are merely. marking’ 
‘ time until the return of government 

officials from. the London Navy par- | 
- ley. and the strike issue’ is _by no 
means cold. - 

Officials for ‘whom ‘the, trade. is 
: waiting are Premier ° Tardieu: and 
_ Finance Minister Henri ‘Cherons. . : 

_Meantime, -not 3 ‘day: passes. but 
- there is a blast of propaganda em- | 

‘inanating from one-or. another- of the 
groups concerned, such’. as. actors, 
iquthors. and ‘cinemas. ° Stage -hands 

- are tal'- - no part, ‘ha.ing made it 
: Clear they will. insist upon payment | 
“of wages in: cage of a. shut-down. 
‘Statement that the ‘picture - places |- 

. ‘will join the movement is érronéous, 
-\Pathe-Natan and: "Whaneo-Aubert | 
'gtoups have both gaid’ "they: will not: 
‘,take part in the ‘demonstration , to 
“the extent of shutting down. © |. 

Society. des’ Artistes has just, "abs. 
“ gued ‘a: Statement. that ‘salaries- ‘to. 
performers. during the ‘trouble. will 
be. officially sét. ’ Players ‘receiving. 

"$26- a ‘day will: be. paid -nothine, 
‘while minor. people, who usually get: 

“minimum: pay, will ¥eceive ' ‘scale’ bf 
ea while those earning $4a aay why 
‘g> on three- -quarter’ scale.” 

Anti- tax rate agitation ‘ig. ‘pretty 
gure to bring.séme result but; judg- 
‘ing by: official statements ' Vsti ee 
‘ty, previously ‘published, “the: ‘BOV-: 

10% poor tax, and therefore ’. the, 
_ prospect ‘of appeasing. the managers: 
is. not ‘sO Bood. 

: poe: 

Young Princess Studying, 
oll Max Reinhard’ s ‘School 
ye 

* . Vienna, Jain: 28. 
“Princess Elizabeth’ Nada. of Bra- 

ganza, 19-year-old - daughter | 
‘ Prince. Miguel «of. Braganza, ‘Is 
deemed a Promising young actress 
-by Max Reinhardt, at ,whose ‘school’ 
-of - -acting. - she .-is : training. - The: 
princess came here from New York 

expressly. for. tutoring under Rein- 

o. hardt. . i 
She was. born’ in ‘London. and! ‘Is 

an. accomplished ‘Mnguiste. Her - fa- 
‘ther had'té abandon the title’ of a 
Portuguese ‘prince,. but received’ the 
title of. the Duke. of Bizeu instead. 

; Verneuil: Franck Téam 
As’ Guitry, Walks Out 

“Paris, Jan. 28: 
Louis ‘Verneuil is now ° "Alphonse 

Franck’s partner | in the operation of 
\ the Theatre’ Edouard. VU, taking | 
‘over Sacha Guitry’s interest follow-' 
ing litigation and ‘disputes between | 

‘ Guitry and’ Franck. ; 
Guitry ‘in concentrating. ’ on the 

production of his own revue. star- 
‘ing himself and his wife, Yvonne 

, Printemps, due at the Theatre 
“Madeleine in ‘March. . * 

The French version of “J outney’s |: 
End” closes’ Saturday at the Edou-: 
‘ard VII after a four months’, en- 

a gagement and.is going to. Brus- 
sels as. preliminary to, a tour of- 

, . Belgium. 

Verneuil will stage a’ revival at]. 
: the’ Edouard. 

: on 
ny ¢ 

‘Variety Artists’ Show. 
London; - Jan. 28. 

‘The: Society of Variety | artist 
produced their own show ‘at ford, 
“<@ suburb ‘of London, | most: of the 
people concerned being .old. timers. 

An exception. is Robert ‘ Reilly: 
Show" did exceptionally “well: ‘and: 
‘has been booked for the entire Syn- 
dicate . tour. : ; aN. 

. SIX- YEAR PASSPORTS? 
‘~ "Washington, Jan: 28. 

Chairman, Porter of the Foreign 
Affairs Committee of the House has 

“1 @ new bill pertaining to American 
passports. 

~ Principal provision “is-extending “RUSSELETROUPE“IN “CATRO™ |= . 
the life of these documents from the 
two-year of the present to a six- 
year period, without cost for. re-|- 

newals. . 

; ’ 

Lilly Elsie Free. 
‘London, Jan:- 28. 

Lilly Elsie received a divorce 
from Major Bullough here yester- 
day. (Mon.), 

his. ‘father. 

tof}: 

: Paris hotels and night. clubs. 
believed the death of Maurice’ con- |. 

- stands. 

Read, but Not Dictated 
London, Jan. 28. 

| against 

nique, ‘charging ‘the. paper printed 

articles on its. favorite topic. signed a 
with’ her name, although: she never 
wrote therm’ and ‘doesn’t’ orainarily ; 
‘think of such things. °°." ; 

It is‘ reported négotiations are .in 
progress looking toa settlement. ‘out: 
of court; terms ‘calling. for. an-apol- 
ogy. in’ open ‘court’ and ‘payment of |: 

‘indemnity 
| Actress: does" not ‘set: up any, claim. ; 

‘ covering court’. costs. 

to damages.” 
-Publication has a habit of: using | “gj 

‘ptage names..on:. matter. cwhich -the.]. 
‘persons named afterward: “repudiate. 

KRENEK'S “ORESTES” 

a 

: Berlin, Jah. 28. 

“Phe, ‘State Opera Howsé’ in. Leip- | 
ae witnessed . the world ‘premiere’ 7 

| of. “The. Life: of: Orestes’: ‘opera, by 

“Johnny rae 

1 Spielt_ Auf,” is. familiar™ to: “Anieri* 

eans ‘since . its. préduction : at, “the. 

‘Krenek, . whose work,’ 

Metropolitan dn New. York: 
Book is -a.modern treatinéint of 

‘the ‘classical legend of. the son who. 
“Kills” ‘his méther'for the murdér - of: 

‘He wanders © over. ' the. 
world. ‘pursued. by. ‘remorse, but. in |. 

ernment will insist ‘on. retaining’ ‘the | the. end achieves; happiness, 
“Story 

in. the States. 
-" -l here: 

, ‘Love at ‘Second: ‘Sight: 

‘comedy at the: Lustpielhaus theatre 

here. ; 

ether, . but’ just — “escapes: being a 
i. downright flop... 

_ Oscar Mouvet Dies 
_Paris, Jan. 28." 

Oscar’. Mouvet, Paris’ impresario, 

although born in New York, died. in 

southern | France. last week, ‘follow-. 

ing his: brother . Maurice’ to., the 

grave, both: suffering from a linger- | 

ing - -iliness - contracted : during the| 
war. , 

Oscar was widely: known in the 
It is 

\. ’ 

tributed to a morbid state of mind |. 
‘that hastened his death. ‘ 

Funeral services were. held at 

2 

“| the American church ‘with burial in 

the family vault here. 

lish dancer,. is hére, being | un- 
fer contract for a Paris musical 
comedy. . — 

Musicians’ Doles . 
Sydney, Jan. 28. 

the government ° has granted $5,- 

000 for a fund to, be used for the re- 

lie? of unemployed musicians, © 

created @ seriotis situation in that 
trade.’ Many men and families are 
reported to be’ starving in extreme 
‘cases. 

; ‘STIRLING TROUPE’S TRIP. 
ele Tee, - Paris, Jan. -28, 

‘Eawara’ stitling and his English 

I in- April. . 

Jan. 20 through Egypt and will, play 

Lyons, Nice, Menton, Genoa, Jaffa, 

Bucharest, Budapest, Vienna and 
; Berlin, where. the British-Anierican’ 
cdlonies insure one to three nights’ 

Troupe is offering “Jour-= 
ney’s End... 

“The First Mrs. Frazer” and “Apple 
Cart” by Shaw. | 

_ Cairo, Jan. 28. 
Forbes Russell Comedy Co. ar- 

rived here Sunday from Port Said. 

on the “Rajputana” and-opens Feb. 
1 for a week at Alexandria under 
the Shafto management. 

Thi; Misses Day and Night, billed 
“from the London Coliseum,” opened 
Jéin. 27 at the Perroquet. | 

_AS UKED. IN GERMANY | 

are b 

3 suitable. to .the’. agreeable: light | 
‘music ‘which’ ‘ought:to have, a chance |. 

. Success ‘lookea- for, 

| . “Love at Second Sight” “by: ties. : 
-| Malléson, was reyealed- ag a mild 

It is- rilcely - played - by “To-. tt 
Hannés Riemann and Bertha ‘Schro- 

* Oscar’s widow, Peggy Vere, Eng-. 

.| patronize. the ‘expensive ‘hotels are 

Advent of talking pictures has 

Players. return: to. the ‘Theatre’ Albert. 

" They ' ‘started their tour’ 

Jerusalem, . Athens, Constantisiople; - 

For:the Paris return they will do] 

FOREIGN SHOW NEWS 
Dolores’ Happiness’ 

Madeleine Carroll, prominent. West |. 

‘End actress, has started a libel. suit 

‘Health | “and” Strength, “ye 

"| weekly. sheet. ‘with | spicy sex tech- | 

- WILL: ‘MAHONEY 
in. Earl: ‘Carroll’s “Sketch ‘Book” |. 

; “44th ‘St. ‘Fheatre, New. York City. 

The “North. Side": - News" 

and. comedians, stopped. the show 
several times: The" audience’ never |. 
seemed to haye: enough, of hith?” : 

Direction. , an 

| RALPH. G. FARNUM.” 
1560. Broadway 

"Riis B Dali” os , oe 
uw 

Paris, ‘Jan.. 28. 
' Riviera: season: look ‘blah- 30° 

. far despite. the: subsidized con- 
: ‘tinéntal Newspaper * ballyhoos 
" anent ‘huge’ ‘casino. ‘winnings, 

“perfect” Riviera. weather,” ate. 
'. (Stock ‘market bldmed;, “British 
“and “Ameti¢ans,. with: a gprin- 

: Kling” “of Spanish. and “Argen- — 
witines,; are. the’ ‘backbone of the ; 
Medtterranean’ resorts; * espe- 

. cially., ‘the English , ‘ppeaking. ! 
- tourists. “Alr. were financially 

, “hit ‘recently and | are Jeying | 
Tow. | : 

‘Newspa er: - boys; ; getting 
"their bills Meadheaded, etc.; are’ 
laying it on thicker than.usual 
to . offset, the actional glum, 

. conditions. . . 

a € 

BARGAI N SALES| 
- PARIS. SIGN 
«OF SLUMP 

1. : Paris, Jan. 28: 
- Paris - business, : theatres. and 

‘everything. else is brutal, even dis- 
counting the expected post-holiday 
slump.. The New York market 
crash has worked ruin. upon the 
luxury business ‘here .as well as ‘in 
the resorts. :- Jewelers, hotels, res- 

the “American and English tourist 

trade, particularly the American, are 
at ebb. — 

‘One luxurious hostelry with more 
-than 200 rooms had five tenants re- 
cently. A few. swanky. . profession- 

als from the States. who.used to 

staying at modest, places. 

all. lines of merchandise, and every- 

purchase gifts for future use. That 
‘may give some idea of the ‘general 
slowness. 

The Montmartre gyp jothts. are 

‘Montparnasse: are booming, with the 
take from. pleasure- -seekers, "At the 
same “time the theatres ‘are gasping. 
Hit’ shows are putting up closing: 
“notices or. just hanging on, 
\;.d. P. -Morgan’s ‘Paris banking 
house adds its evidence to the tale 
of depression.: One of the receiving 
tellers .said ‘the other day that .not 
20 people. had done business at his 
window that day, | 

_Minevitch Heads Home 
Paris, ‘Jan. 28, 

monica band “are heading ‘home on 

the Ne de France, 
(Tuesday). 
Band closed at Monte Carlo ‘fol- 

lowing their “Hit the Deck” (called 
“Hallelujah” here) run at the Mo- 
gador. The act was abroad nine 
months and has refused further 
bookings in Europe or South Amer-| 

turn to his aged mother. 

ness, ‘this: long time. 
quest was blamed . for. thie “Sulcide 

: ‘among: show : -people here, 

‘gaia: |. - 
, “Will Mahoney;..the ‘king of.dancers 

].Empire- Feb, q, 
im Rs a day, .while’ the tentative ar- 

taurants, all of which depend upon. 

The. Grand -Boulevard shops are. 
showing extraordinary bargains in|. 

body’s loose francs are. going to. 

‘dying’ andthe cheap spots of the] - 

..Borrah, Mineviteh - and his Har- 

Salling today . 

ica, due to Borrah’s anxiety to re-{in London late last week. 

Yen Triumphs Anew. 
London, Jan, 28. 

Epstein's famous model jis. In 

| again, this time. trumpeting ‘to the 

‘| world that she has found happiness |. 
at last and is marrying a man ‘15 

-years” her junior, - 
Dolores: has been seeking - nappl-| 

Recently her 

of a young art. student. Another 
time it got her up on charges. of 
drunkenness. 
The marriage announcerfient aa 

caused a. good “deal of ‘Surprise’ 
who. un- 

derstood ‘she was marriéd to Latti- | 
more, the: color ed. agént:of London, 
row abroad. 

"| OLSON. FRENCH copy | 
Act T HELD OUT ON KICK 

“Paris, “Jan... 28. 
Following the arrival. of. Varloty 

- here,’ reporting . the booking of Bob 
Fisher, cheap: ‘copy. of Al Jolson,’ in 

-|adyance of Jolson's.own appear ance 

Jat the Paris Empire,’ Fisher's date 
‘at’ the’ "same house" has been post- 
poried.. - 

’ Jolgon’ ‘consulted the: management, . 

Uana’ also , took’ legal’ ‘adyice—-upon 
learning. “Fisher was, due’: ‘at’ the 

_Fighér’s, salary. is’ 

rangement’ with Jolson, . calls . ‘for. 
} $1,200 a day. 

. Fisher is ‘this. wweeit ‘at. ‘the Pal- 
| ladium, Lotidon." 

. , 5 

1} BERLIN RAPS, AST: SCENE”? 
“Trivial, “Superficial” They: say, SF ta 

4 end, ‘Beatrix ‘Thompson gives e: “de: “ Rice: Drama: ‘in Berlin, 

Berlin, Jan, 28." 

naturalism, . without an original’ 
‘| note.!’. . 

However, a super lative. production’ 
puts the. ‘piece over ‘for what ‘looks: 
like a moderate’ stay.’ Direction ‘of: 

{ Heinz. Hilbert. is masterly. - 
Bassermann stands out ‘fn ‘an ex- 

ceptional cast ensemble, 

Cold on. ‘Gaby’ s. Double . 
. Paris,’ Jan: . 28, 

It is: regarded ‘as prétty’, certain 
.| Hedwige® Navratil will not get’ the 
‘| vaudeville bookings she sought as 
the outcome of all the. publicity 
over Gaby Desly’ Ss war record. 

licity to ptomote ' her to the stage. 
Story was that Gaby stole her pass- 
ports during the war and, working 
on remarkable resemblance, used 
them to enter’ enemy “territory in 

Austria and obtained valuable mil- 
itary information. 
Navratil wanted 2,500 crowns 

($1,000) for a. ‘week. in The Hague. 

Alien Registration 
_ Washington, Jan, 28. 

- Foreign : professionals - -remaining 
in this country and not applying for 
citizenship would be required to. 
register .with the government and. 
keep ‘the officials thereof. constantly. 
advised: as to their. whereabouts. | 

This is provided for in a new bill 
covering all aliens. Was. introduced 
tn the House: “by. T, B.  Aswell (D., 

a.). 

‘British ‘Air Policy 
London, J an, , 28. 

‘Sir John Reith, director- general ||} 
of Pritish broadcasting, , said in a 
public, statement: “It is-‘a dan- 
gerous . ‘and. fallacious policy, to give 
the public what it wants (in broad- 
cast material). me 

- Comment: here’ is that Sir Johri is | 
needlessly agitated, as the public 
here, never got what it wanted ‘over 
the air. : 

shes 

$500,000: Dekeit 
Copenhagen, Jan. 28. 

-l$s -a ‘dull, 

Berlin” critics. Score’: ‘Elmer ‘Rice's . 
| “Street, Scene,” new, at. the Berliner: 
| theatre. as. “trivial. and. superficial 

Albert | 

; ‘ Hungarian: ‘woman is now 46 years . 
old arid’ was ‘banking on the’ pub- 

Royal Opera hére shows 3 a deficit 
“OE“$500;000° Loy-19 2978 

Average weekly gross was under 
$8, 000. 

- pownun, TAMARA WED 
London, Jan. 28. 

Fowler and Tamara, the interna- 
tional dancing team, were. married | 

Maj. Leadley acted as best man. 

CABLE ADDRESS: VARIETY, LONDON 
Temple Bar ‘5041-5042 

_—— ee 

5 NEW LONDON 
SHOWS, NO HITS: 

, “London, ‘J an, .28. 
Five: new prodiictions here’: ‘last 

week and ‘not a.real hit:in the group, 
Count: ef five ‘includes Eugene 
O'Neill's :. one-act ‘piece, “In .the’ 
Zone,” -__2ain raiser to ‘The Man 

| in Possession,” "at the. Ambassador, 

- “White -Assegai”? 
- ep he. White Assegai" at the Play=. 
house opened. to only. fair: ‘prospects... 
Piece ‘stars Godfrey * Tearle. and 
deals with ‘life. in ‘South Africa.. It-. 

-talky play, missing - 
"|. through its inaction’and slow pace; 
‘|. Extremely doubtful: . 

held half a house. ; 

“At the. Gaioty aa 

“Darling, I Love You”, is. the: new. 
| attraction ‘at the Gatety,” ‘disclosed ” 
asa feeble attempt’ to imitite, Bees 

It. ‘brings. Georg. a | vious: successes... 
.Clark,. ‘provincial star, ‘back” to, the’ 
West End ‘after: some years. Hé is . 
hot strong’ enough for. the “putpose, . 
Remainder - of, the. cast | ‘and the 

f 

* Second: night - 

whole production ‘indifferent. _Suc- me 
cess questionable, 

-. Double Bill . . wt 

antly. entertaining ina Hight ‘comedy * 
“The Man in- ‘Possession ‘fg: pleas. i 

way and is délightfully: ac. t: This: : 
one may ’ get. over. . ‘At! the”. . Jamie - 
house Eugene ‘O'Neill's cote the :; 
Zone” “was splendidly, ‘received. . 

“Sapper’s". New. ‘One: b, 
- “The “Way Out,” by “Sapper.” ‘aus: : 
thor : of : ““Bulldog.- Drummond,” ati: 
the: Comedy. theatre,- is one of those , 
exter vagant: plays and ‘just reatiiped *, 
‘ridicule - because: .of ‘the: way “it: Was’: ; 
over'-acted, . particularly, toward: th 

Itghtfut performancé “in: thes: emo 

through: drink... -c. V, France plays‘ 
‘a. Chinaman ‘ ‘without’. -makeup : ana, 
still looks the: part,: Plece - should - 
jenjoy a. ‘normal two-month’ Tun, . oS 

Mystery. in 1 Bandéman’ 7 

‘Havana, Jan,. 28. 
Loulg Weisbtuni, ‘viotinist’ in, ‘the © 

Kungsholm ° ‘orchestra, - WES | ‘found: 
| dead. in his” stateroom on- ‘poard: bhip’. 
| the - “night ° -before’ ‘the ‘Uner. docked * 
here last week. 

Question “Was” ‘Talsed | “whothier: ‘ee es 
was. a.suiélde or he was ‘the’ “victim”. 
of & murder. and ‘it his ‘been ies 

. sible. for. the “Havana © newspapers ‘to 
obtain © the complete . facts: F 
The Swedish ‘consul ,here, . acting - 

‘| tional role:of the woman who. ‘trles*, 
to.‘ save a: husband. from: ruin 3 

Sudden: Death: at: a 

on-a request from New York; con-. i‘ 
ducted - an’ investigation, .. but ° ‘the - 
mystery has not been ‘cleaned Ups 
Captain of the ship has maintained ': 
absolute secrecy, ‘adding to the: 
puzzle. - 

‘trip Friday. 
Ship sailed on the return’ . 

a 

AGENTINITA SAILS”. 
‘Paris, Jan. 28. 

“Argentinita, Spanish dancer, sala. 
tomorrow (Wed) on: thé He de 
France, due to open in Leslte “In- - 
ternational: Revue” Feb.-10:° . . 

. She was to. have sailed last week’. 
on the Bremen, but there was uriion* 

By onte 

trouble over her pianist’ and* guitar. * 
ist and they were delayed: ‘in’ leave ' " 
ing. Spain. wee re 
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VARIETY. 

Hore Hurel Sees I French Film iin Salvation a as 
Merging Branches Under One Head| 

patie, J an i. 
Unless French picture. theatres | 

are brought together In: sufficient 
number under o-+.hand.to insure]. 

that pictures made for the French] .” 

market can bring in: a reasonable 
profit, film production {n - France |’ 
might as well -be ‘forsaken. -Such ts- 

the opinion of Robert Hurel, execu-. 
tive head of ‘Aubert Franco Film, 
back to his desk after. recuperating 
from a serious operation. 

According to Hurel, the: control, 
newly acquired by his company. of 
Etablissements Gaumont, ‘s-but: a- 
preliminary: step. to bringing  to- 
gether under single control most of 
the French picturé industry—equip-. 
ment, production and exploitation. 
He considers that his present. ‘group: 
_of ‘42 theatres, with an. aggregate 

revenue of $4,000,000: last year, will 

group: (60 theatres); with a ‘similar 
gross,’ Aggregate gross of ‘three or 
four times that amount by a-single 
chain to be formed of units at pres-| 
ent under different controls.’ 
prophesied. by Hurel as. of the oar. . 

future and: necessary, if ‘French Alma 
business is to. survive, .... rr 

American’ Training’ : 
Husel’s American’ training partial: 

ly explains the quick. dévelopment 
of his company, founded two years 
ago with @ nominal. capital of $160,- 
000. That capital is. now $2,200,000, 
worth ‘over $7,000,000 at present | 
stock market prices. . 
of the control of Gaumont (nominal 
capital, $400,000; 

$1,200,000), 
ownership of the. Gaumont proper- 
ties,, actually cost no more than 

‘would have cost the mere taking up |. 
of the options held on these. proper- 
ties by the Hurel’ organization. 
Deal was thus to the great adyant- . 

age of Aubert. Franco. -Film,. even |- 
after the: bankers who. negotiated |- 

The -patents,: good |: got. their. cut, 
will, and factory equipment are just, 
‘gravy. 

With the Gamount Company 
comes the. manufacture. of. sound 

‘equipment. Hurel, who. ‘has at pres- |: 
‘Court: ent. installed .16 Western . Electric, 

equipments in his theatres, intends 
in future, to. use the French ‘Gau- 

. mont equipment. 

yet installed anywhere, results are 

to be awaited. . 
At the headquarters of W. E. here, 

it is. confidently expected that 
should Hurel install “Gaumont: he 
will later take it out i9 replace it: 
with W. E. wire, . 
Hurel, 

or later W. E, and Gaumont, or W. 
E. and his own subsidlary..company 
—Radio-Cinema—will arrange for a 
rranufacturing license on 4 royalty 

basis. 
Banks Interested 

Fact that big Irrench banks now 
are interested in the business must 

not be discounted. 
Banque de Paris et des Pays Bas 
is heavily interested in radio, and 
beth the Societe Generale and the 

*Ba.ique Nationale de Credit have a 
finger in the picture pie. The last 
two named banks may soon com- 
bine, according to loval dope. .. 

Huvrel's work of cons-lidating the 
French picture industry in’ all its 
branches, 

stantial ‘commercial basis, comes. at 
a time when, through the banks, 
the Frencli investing public is tak- 

- ing an interest in the picture. indus- 
try that it has never had before. 

' Previdusly it was considered the 
wildest of wildcats. 

M-.G of Dubbing 
' Hollywood, Jan. 28, 

Not satisfied with the dubbing 
‘ Jobs in French, German and Spanish 
on ‘Mysterious Island” and “Bridge 
of San. Luis Rey,” Metro will not 

‘from this studio hereafter will be 
shot direct, 

This discontinues a plan to re- 
. Vamp silents and previously made 

talkers into other languages. Para- 
mount {fs off dubbing, too. - : 

Universal fs also off dubbing after 
headaches over “Broadway,” “Show 
Boat,” “Last Performance” and 
“Sharighal Lady.” Foreign language 
films hereafter at. this studio will 
be shot direct. — 

yw oN 

‘with the American. standards. 

‘The: purchase | 

-market. - value, 

which brings with it. 

“Manchester. _ 

‘As none of the | 
new models. (Ideal So..ora 30) are.| 

himself, wauld long ago 
have plugged W. E. on this side. if 
that organization had licensed him) 
to manufacture its equipment in 
France. He is confident that sooner 

The powerful | 

including production of 

¥i snch talkers, to put it on a: sub-| 

‘tin 

FOREIGN FILM NEWS 

UNIFORM CENSORSHIP 

Sauth Africa’s ‘New: Bill—May Ulti- 
“| mately” Include ‘Books 

Washington, Jan.. 28. 
Goverriment of: South "Africa: has. 

‘a: bill before it for a unified system, 
for ‘censorship’ of pictures, = 
~ Report from. Trade. Commisstoner- 
E. B. Lawson, Johannesburg, to the 

.|Commerce .Department, states that |.: 
at present. every province has its 
own censorship swith much agitation: 
the past year for a general uniform |. 
method. 

Bill now. under consideration not 
‘only applies to. ‘pictures: but covers 

all types. of - entertainment. . 
acted into. law, it-may reach out ‘to 
control ibeoks and. other ‘Publica~’ 

tons. 

soon be joined, ‘by the Pathe’ Natan |. 

FRENCH HOFF U.S.1 U.S. FIELD; 
ARTER GERMANY, SPAIN| = 

’ Paris, Jan. 28.. 

‘With: few exceptions’ the French. 
producers are foregoing the making |. 

~ Natan sound newsreel was an of English versions of their talkers, 
realizing they cannot now compete 

The 

same is true of the British- mades. 
Hence “dlalog is being: confined to 

‘French entirely. 
‘If ‘they do go into supplementary 

dialog versions they will be Spanish | 
and German, owing to the sizeable. 
markets in. those two nations where }. 
other than American. pictures stand | 
a hance for. distribution. | 

Schlesinger Company 
Dissolution. Motion 

' London, Jan; 28.~ 

A. petition will be applied for Feb. 
3 to wind up the Isadore Schlesinger 
Talking ‘Picture Company |. which 
makes and distributes . ‘Phonofilm 
apparatus. 

‘ Motion will ‘be heard in Chancery 
Move is being made by the |. 

Chloride’: Electric Storage Co. of 

_ Merger Draws Director 
oo, ‘Paris, Jan. 28:.- 

~ Carl Froehhich, who ‘made the fir st 
Franco- German. versions of the 
talker, “La Nuit est. a Nous,” for 
‘Pathe is now affiliated with Gau- 
‘mont in the making of bi- lingual 
product. 
Change of base is significant. 

Froehlich was influenced to switch 
‘by the Gaumont-Franco-Aubert |. 
merger, figuring that the larger or- 
ganization would give him greater 
scope in his work: . 
He is reported about to do two 

versions of Tolstoi’s 
nata,” which is non-copyright ma- 
terial and already has been done 
for the screen. 

Some question as to who will 
head the new amalgamation of 
Franco, Aubert and Gaumont. 
may be either the venerable Louis 
Gaumont, whose name is consid- 
ered to have great value, or de: Cap- 
lane the banker. Other possibilities 
mentioned are Maurice -De Vies, 

-| vice- president of the Banque Na- 
tionals du Credit, and already the 
actual financial head of the merger. 
‘It seems to. be inevitable that 
Hurel and “Costil ‘will ultimately, 
bow out of the concern to avoid a. 
jam, due to their known personal ; 

h ostility, 

NO. ONE TO SUE: 
. Paris, Jan. 19. 

- Jeanne Helbling, who was to star 
“Partir,” :sound filmization of 

Roland Dorgeles’ | novel, is: going to 
sue somebody for $3,000, but doesn’t 
exactly, know: whom to sue. -Pro- |: 
ducing organization has practically 

fizzled out and the man who signed 
her contract | ‘has: long ‘been gone 

from. the firm. 

“Hen =Pescourt;director~ “hras=le ft 
| sketches. 

too. 

“Kauffman ‘Goes Hone - 

Following a brief trip, here - to 
contact product and report on the 
situation in Germany, Phil IKauff- |. 

man, WB-FN representative in Ger- 
man, sailed Jan. 24 for Berlin... 
Kauffman was here two weeks 

conferring with H. A. Bandy, for- 

eign head, and others, 

If en- | 

Brooklyn. 

“Kreuzer So-- 

It 

‘DOROTHY and HARRY | 
‘DIXON: 

‘ Featured . in Louis. . McDermott's 
“TIP. TOPPERS.” — 
Paramount, New York, this week 

(Jan. 25). - 
Next. week. (Jan. 31), Paramount, 

Direction. WM. MORRIS 

Dubbing Expose 

. ‘Parts, Jan. 19, 
Part of: a -recent.. Pathe- 

' expose on how sound is dubbed. 
-.on film. An inside -explana-. 
. tion was given that “films par-_ 
lant et sonore” (films talking 
and sound) are nothing: of the 
kind; but ordinary pictures 

. with sound ‘effects.added. The™ 
exposition, ‘in’ .oral dialog,” 
showed, how effects as horses’. 
hoofs, ‘ ‘locomotive, - wind - and 

_{{" waves, ete. were duped. — ; 
- It had -the local’ picture | in- 

- “Gustry generally questioning - 
the wisdom of such a display, 
especially at this stage of the . 

; sound film development, , 

“FOR ORIGINALS - 

suthore Percentage Demands 
‘Strengthen’ French Convictions . 

 Paris,. Jan. 19; 
: French picture. producers, com- 

plicated sufficiently by American 
., talker: inroads and general. trade 

. conditions, - shave. unofficially. ‘de- 
termined not. to buy any screen rights 
to any plays, and will confine thém- 
‘selves ‘solely -to original stories. 
This is the result of the. Society. of 
Authors’ demands for a percentage 
of the gross receipts of talker pro- 
ductions where a ‘play is transposed 
to the screen with 100% or- lesser 
dialog sequences.: 
Writers take the: position that a 

talker is in the same category as 
a dramatic presentation and want 
@ percentage. Film producers state 
they’ can’t and won't be bothered. 

PARIS FOR. DUBBING IN 
FRENCH NEW PRACTICE 

- Paris, Jan. 28, 
Dubbing. ‘French dialog “upon 

American prints’ in ‘Paris.: is the | 
newest practice here, purpose being 
to insuré authenticity of accent. 

First example is the.treatment of 
Columbia’s “Flight.”. .This picture 
was dubbed in German in New 
York, but .the addition of French 
speech is to be handled. in Paris un- 
der all-French supervision. 

here .by.. Milton . J. was. made 

: Schwartz, head of. Columbia. here. 
Schwartz is to have an assistant 
here in the person of Zama, former 
foreign. representative of First Na- 
tional, who sails from New York 
Jan, 31. 

. US 12. TWO- REELERS 
Hollywood, Jan. 28. 

Universal. is starting on a series 
of 12-two-reel foreign films to be 
produced by Paul Kohner. Half will 
be musicals, the remainder, dramatic 

Series will inchide three ‘in 
French,-one in Italian (with Rina 
di Liguora), and three in Spanish. 

Third Cameraman 
Ted Pale sailed Jan. 22 on the 

“Paris” to join Robert Kane in 
France: — 7 , 

This makes the third American 
cameraman to join Kane’s organi- 
zation abroad. 

‘|studios in 18 days. : 

‘Announcement of the new wrinkle 

=. Wwould..be -o.k 

CZECH RELIGIOUS FILM 

Being . Produced | “for ‘Sound - _and 
“Silent Versions in Prague” 

“Prague,: Jan. 1. 
Firat sound. educational and re- 

ligious Czech ‘film, in honor. of the 
1,000th deathday. and martyrdom of 

' {the early Bohemian. Christian ruler, 
the Good .King.: Vencelas, is. being 
produced here.. Tragic anniversary 

as.a national event here last year. 

' Picture {s being. made. both in 
sound. and silent versions for gen- 
eral educational . and . commercial 
distribution. Oscar Nedbal, director 
of the. State ‘Opera in Bratislava, 

"| POOR FRENCH TALKER 
"SENSATION AT GATE 

. ‘Paris: Jan. 28.- 

talker, “La Route est Belle,” is.a 

last Week, . although - its 
trade “show in, the. Moulin : Rouge 
it is disclosed as a poor ‘product. 
It was directed‘-by Robert Florey, 

who has had Hollywood. experience. 

the provincial box office is significant 
for the American trade, revealing 

French insist upon French. dialog in: 
|| their. pictures, regardless of. ‘screen | 

quality. “La ° “Route” rates as a 
quickie, having ‘been produced~ in 
‘the British International Elstree 

Its star is An- 
dre" Bauge, formerly. of the Paris 

starring in ,“The New Moon” at the 
Chatelet ‘here. , 

Bauge does. an AY Jolson,’ except 
that the role here is that of.an 

the -{llness of the star. 
Pierre . Wolff, 

dramatist,. made the - ‘scenario, ob- 
viously under explicit, instructions | 
-to study. the American. picture for- 
mula - with an eye to the sure fire | 
atuff. ‘and. pattern his play thereon 
for box office . certainty. Wolff did 
just that even. unto the: Sonny Boy 
and Mammy hoke, -° -- 

On top of that Florey's direction 
is hokey also, picture belng done in 
@ manner astonishingly outmoded 
for a Hollywood alumnus. It is un- 
like Wolff's usual work,. which pre-: 
sumably is attributable to,-the in- 
structions he acted under from 
Braunberger actuated by box office 

Intentions. _, ; 
The recording . of RCA’ Photo- 

phone js excellent. Wolff did a roue 
bit in the cast and made it a strik- 
ing and successful incident. by in- 

‘)eluding all the elements there ‘are 

in hokum. Reasons for the appeal 
to the provincials ‘obviously ‘is’ in 
the comedy of the. film, but the 
French natives in 

office agree that the stuff is not so 
hot for the big town elernént, most 
cosmopolitan in the world: 

- Nevertheless - the -picture - 
wowed all Southern. France, includ- 
ing Toulon, notoriously a ‘poor show 

town, and- Marseilles. : 

Kane’ Ss: French Shorts 

~ Start with Poor Break 
Paris, Jan. 28; 

he first of the experimental 
shorts being made’ by Bob Kane 

mount. It is a nine-minute singing 
subject entitled “Cabaret,” star- 
ring Luctenne Boyer and: featuring | 
Pizella. 

’ The ‘latter. screens poorly, al- 
though looking great in’ Mistin- 
sguette’s revue at‘ the Casino. de 
Paris and Chez Borgia, at which 
night spot Boyer: also is featured, 
Pizella, except for the camera angle, 

an actual cabare’ scene in the 

Borgia, Boyer doing ane flower.song, 
but not in her best p.anner, 

These subjécts cost around $4,000 
each, are strictly lim:ted to the 
French market, and it is hard to 
see where they can make much 
profit. Pictures are being mmade on 
the RCA Photophone apparatus and. 

reproduced on Paramount's West- 
ern Electric equipment. Effect is 
first rate; 

of the sainted ruler was celebrated 

Slovakia, : and Prof, Kricka; of the’. 
State Musical. Conservatory, are do-, 

jing: a Special score: for the film. 

Pierre ‘Braunberger's | new. native |, 

sensation in: the province, as: men-.|- 
| tioned 

However, its enormous. success at 

‘as it does the degree to -which the. 

‘Opera and Opera Comique and now. 

opera singer, instead: of a cabaret. 
warbler, who gets a break through | 

eminent: French t+ 

Variety’s Paris. 

‘has. 

k,..for.shorts. Talker. Js... | 

Wednesday, January 29, 1930. 

British Film Field = 
By Frank: Tilley 

- London, Jan. 19. 
“Metro's 8. Empire is letting Mervyn 
Macpherson, its. press agerit; do. 

_j80me wild spending. Once in a while 
an M-G film gets a midnight’ pre- 
view at. the Empire, “Hallelujah” 

| got one Jan. 14... They are. followed 
by ‘free-flowing liquor and eats,. 
and a dance.on the stage’.which. 
lasts most of the night. Wouldn't be . 
bad if more than 10% of the folks: _ 
there had any business attending. ~ a 
-At: “Hallelujah”. there were 33.. 

from one daily paper,- not inelud- 
ing the paper's real film critic who 
was. absent. Gang slides into. the. 
back seats and five minutes ahead 
.of the. film’s. finish: grab all. the” 
tables and the eats and swarm the’ 
bar’ for chanipagne. And.more are. 
rivals turn up.after the show's Sversii - 
just’ for the dance. ah 

“Amending the Filrna ‘Act 

Talking of -Craig,. ‘Sir Gordon has.- 
| gotten out a- plan ‘to put. British~ 

films on the map: -Once again, _..-.. 
In.a lengthy memorandum boost- re 

ing - the multilingual plan fathered 
by Jaydee Williams, Sir Gordon says -- 
American. distributors take advans':.- 
tage of the act “to. procure, ana : 

. (Continued on page 26) arr 

NEW GAUMONT SOUNDER: 
~ CLICKS INF FIRST TEST. 

Brest, Jan.. 28;. n 
"Test at the Capitol. theatre here: 

‘of the new and improved Gaument ; 
sound reproducing apparatus passed: 
successfully. ‘with the Projection of 
“Submarine.” 

Other Gaumont installations . are. 
being put.in-use rapidly, the first 
one in Paris being due in. about 15 

days. 
This is the improved | device 

which is priced at. $6,000 and sold: 
under part payment plan which . 
makes it available to most: exhibie::. 
tors, It. Is known under. the trade:: 
name of. “Ideal ‘Sonore 30”, and ia: 

sold, outright instead | of under the 
lease system. “neg. 

Dubbed “Lummox” Wins : 
Praise in Prague Run 

. oo Prague, Jan, 28.. 
_ Fanny Hurst's “Lummox" (United 
Artists) “dubbed” in German and , 

|advertised as the first German. sound .: = 
1 Alm (“tonfilm”) exhibited in’ Czecho- 
Slovakia drew high praise in its | 
opening at the Passage Kino, -here © 
at a special invitation performance, | 
‘Newspapers laud the picture, ob- 

serving that German is more widely 
understood here’ than English, but 
suggesting it would be better to” 
have the lines spoken by thé players”: 
in the. visible action. 

Richard Roseheim, reviewer of the 7 
“Tageblatt,” leading German journal 
of Czechoslovakia, is particularly “ 
complimentary to Herbert Brenon’:' 
for his directorship, with special ©. 
reference to the development of the 
picture’s human interest, likening: 
Brenon’s screen treatment to Lu- 2: 
gene O’Neill’s and ‘Hauptmann’s”” 
aramaturgy. . 
i“Lummox” is called “Der ‘Tol-' 

natch”. ‘In German, and its reception *- 
seems to give evidence of: possi i 
bilities for’ “dubbed” ‘versions. Do 

W'S OPERATIC SHORTS ~ 
: - ‘ Hollywood, Jan.. 28. 

' Universal wilk do a -seriés of.: 
{operatic ‘Shorts in’ Spanish, rr enchy , 
‘and Italian... Subjects will be adapt-: 
éa: ‘from . old operas now out of 
‘copyright. 
.' Andres de Siguerola to > be featured: 
rin. the first. 

here under an- arrangement with ]. 
Paramount, is on view at the Para- : 

~ wt 

WANT. FOREIGN ‘TOTS 
.. Hollywood, Jan. 28. 

“With “Our Gang. Comedies,” to be 
made in Spanish,. French, and Ger- 
man, Roach studio is searching for 
three additional kiddies of the -e- 
spective nationalities. They'll carry: 

the for eign talker load. 

U's Plug In Shorts a 
: Hollywood, Jan.,.28. ...; 

“Thiversals will put" in~ aq pubuer yap 
plug. for’ its stars in all . foreign 
‘shorts, 

Gag is to have the contr BEL pk i- 
ers learn short speeches in the va= 
Tious languages and do bits.. 

Madrid Wires 2 More 
Madrid,’ Jan. Jd. 

“Two new wire installations inere. 

One in the Monumental Cinema and 
the other in ihe Royalty. 



, 2 on the new foreign ‘situation in the 

- uct and inspect new: theatres in the | 
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‘Americans Redoubling Drive 

On World Markets; See Native — : 

desi as Trade Stimulator 1 

(TALKER AT OLD SILENT | 
~ PRICES. BELGRADE HIT : 

. Parts, Jan. a8,: 

; A. general imigration from Paris to] 

New York of film. executives ig on, 

- looking. toward further conferences |- 

- Nght of talking pictures, ' 
.A Paramount group of represent- 

atives. is now. on. its way,. follow- 
ing the departure of the Fox per- 
sonnel, both headed. for home of-. 

. fice conferences to formulate. a pol- 

. fey for foreign business. In. the 
Paramount party are Melville- 
Shauer, Mrs. Shauer, and their. son, 

: Sidney R. ‘Kent and John C. ‘Gra- 
ham, British | general manager, all 
._passengers: on the: Aquitania, sall- 
ing tomorrow (Wed.).°: 

. Kent made a tour of. Europe a@ur- 
ing. his vacation, studying the. Con-. 

Para-. tinental markets. Shauer, 
mount’s special French representa- 
tive, is going to look over new prod- 

Publix string. 

’ More Patrons 

Both men look optimistically upon: 
_the recent development. of native 
French. dialog talkers, feeling they 
are bound to have a large effect 
in building. the picture- -patronizing 
‘public. One calculation is that the 
present patronage. amounting to. 8} 
per cent of population,. should be. 
increased to a probable 15 per cent, 
or even 20. per cent, through ‘the 

. increase of interest in native tongue 

‘ 

/ 
é 

nications are that that total. can| 

——-hibitors- alike 

@ialog. At least,’ that- is the esti- 
“mate for France, and it should ap- 
‘ply. ag well to other nationalities. 

. These’ observers ‘think that a 
stash box’ office: success. ‘Mke the 
“néw French picture, “La Rout est 
Belle,” is the best possible business 
-muker for American product, ‘such| — 
‘as the French dialog pictures - al- 
ready projected in Hollywood. Argu- 
ment. is that the French ‘pictures 
will educate the people. to a new: 

type of entertainment, _and Ameri-- 
‘ean pictures are’ bound to. prove of 

. ‘Superior quality. later on and thus 
profit, . 

‘Shaver thinks the general 
Bituaiion abroad will be chaotic for 

“the. next -two years until. the situa-: 
tion gradually” settles down, but in 
the, meantime none of the major 
American producers - will -abandon 

the = fleld without a courageous 
Struggle, even.if the campaign does 
‘prove to. be expensive.” ~ 

It is in part for this reason that 
Paramount is giving Bob Kane al- 
most unlimited backing in his ex- 
periments, with. French language. 
short subjects. 

Laudy ‘Lawrence, " Metro- Gold- 
wyn’s general foreign representa- 
tive, only. recently returned from a 

~visit to New York, and hence there 
is no necessity for him to go into 

-@ huddle at home. 
But, Robert Schless of Warners’ 

plans sailing for New York in a 
month or so. ° Jack Warner fs not 
coming. this way, now. that the 

studios are reopening. Schless fig- 
ures he’s set for the 1930 output 
with Jolson’s and other singing pic- 
tures, but with the heavy Warner 
output. in-English dialog he’s not .so 
sure of 1931 under. the present syS- 

“tem. 

Present ‘developments 

that the strength of the French pic- 
ture market is sufficient to encour- 
age American producers .to. make 
their. own French larguage. versions. 
‘Where $40,000:a picture was the 

average return for ‘silent. product, 

be trebled. for the distributor with 
French dialog. For instance, 5,000,- 
000 francs, or $200,000, was the peak 
for ‘Ben- Hur,” which was sensa- 
tional in the era of silents; indica- 

- tions. now are that the $200,000 mark 
“ean °?+ reached easily with regular 

" talkers. 

Recent ‘native-made talkers have 

changed the. situation all around, 
creating new theatre policies of. long 
runs instead of weekly or fortnight-. 
Iv changes. This is bound to be u 
bonanza for distributors and ex- 

ae eed 

indicate. 

: Belgrade, ‘Jan. 28. 

- Luxor theatre. here put on Metro's. 

“white Shadows in the South. Seas” | 

reproduced on the Biophone device 

and did large business... 

‘Picture quality admired and re-.| 
production entirely satisfactory. But 
the real basis of, the hit was ‘that 
the house retgined the. same scale 
as formerly. charged for’ silent. Prod- 
uct. .- 
Fact - that Kloaric’s cinema. has 

taised ‘its prices is cited in contrast. 
Latter house had. Jolson’s “Singing 
Fool” and’ the ‘advance in prices 
was. considerable. Tilt raised a 
storm of. protest. 
Newspapers argue: that sound. pic- 

tures at the old stale is bound to 
bring. a large increase in_ business 

{and showmen’ are listening ‘to. that |. 
line of reasoning. . 
houses‘ are going to sound: including 
the conservative Corso, ‘which is’ 
contracting. for Tobis (German) in- | 

House formerly special- | stallation. | 
ized in arty, Russian pictures. 

. Amsterdam, Jan. 28, 
“White Shadows in the South 

Seas”: (M-G-M), which did. fairly. 
‘on ‘its start here; was a flop in its 
second weék. 

Projected here on Western Elec- 
tric apparatus. 

‘All the leading |. . 

JUNE WORTH. 
In F. & M. “Peasant Idea.” . 

“VARIETY” said: “June Worth, a 
typical . F, & M.: importation, can 
show New York something’ new ‘in 
acrobatic dancing for a girl.” - 

’ My best wishes. to: FANCHON 
and MARCO for greater success. - 

IN nie 
Buenos Aires, Jan: 28. 

. South American territory appears 
about to be flooded with British- 

‘| made film product ° handled through 

a native trader. 

Promoter is’ the Pattern ‘Films, 
title. of-a British ‘company formed | ” 
here, while the actual exploitation 

is carried on. through * Medina del 
Rio, local trader, | tes So 

List of features © “numbers 11, 
‘>| backed by a lot of:shorts totalling 40. 

Rostand Play Screen 
World Rights Sold 
oo ‘London, Jan. 28. 

Parnell & Zeitlin have obtained 
stage and talking screen world) 
rights of Maurice Rostand’s play, 
“Lvhomme jai tue" (“The Man I 
Killed”), 
Understood the piay, now cur- 

‘rent at the Maturin theatre, Paris, 
Will be prodiiced in London shortly, 
financed ‘by. an. unknown producer 
with a bankroll. — 

Egypt's Film Tariff 
Cairo, Jan. 28. 

Egypt's new revenue law is ex- 
pected: to set a new high customs] 
rate on imports of film, both. new 
atock and prints, 

Present rate, which runs until 
Feb. 17, when new schedule is in 
effect, calls for $28 per net kilome- 
ter for prints, either new or used, 
and $5 per net kilometer for raw 
stock. 

houses and the others don’t mean 
a thing, being what in the States 
.are called shooting galleries, The 
result. is that silent exhibitors, as 
in America, are doing nothing, and. 
silent dis(ributors are not doing 
much either. The studios haye 
abandoned silents altogether. 

. Plerre Braunberger’s “La Route 
est Belle,” at the Capitol, Marseilles, 
is an illustration of the way French 
dialog pulls... It grossed 1,200,000 
francs in a month, four times the 
average good gross before talkers. 
In the earlier times 300, 000 francs. in 

was looked upon ‘as excellerit. . 

. Surprise Run 

’ The revolutionary change worked 
by this type picture is illustrated in 
Paris, where “La Route” was forced |. - 
out at the end of its fifth week ow- 
ing to the prior booking of Para- 
‘mount’s Chevalier picture, “Inno- 
cents of Paris.”. Manager Richbie 
never dreamed “La Route” would 

|80 more chan two or: three weeks 
and booked the Chevalier picture, 
‘Paramount. insisted upon the date 
going through. Hence “La Route” 
shifts to the Eldorado,. Marseilles, 
Richdie’s other house, but ‘much: 
Smaller, 

a month with a new feature weekly 

Feature titles announced are “The 
Runaway Princess,” “The Wheel of 
‘Destiny,” “Smoke Bellew,” “Lyons 

| Mails,” “Man,” “Sex Lure,” “Burgo- |. . : 
master: of Stillemonde,”. “Power 
Over Men,” “Sexton Blake,” “Mas- 
ter, Man” and: “Hoopla.” a 

Shorts are offered under the name 

of “Vaudeville Vanities. * Collection 

was brought here by Douglas, Sar- 
gent, who, needing a businegs con- 

-| nection for: Argeritine,:Chili, Uruguay 
‘and Brazilian territory, established. 
an association. with. Medina, 

African | Theatres Head 
“Capetown, Jan. 28. 

Monte M. Smollan, one of the 
heads 
Capetown representative of African 
Consolidated Investments, Ltd., the 
controlling company of the Schlesin- 
‘ger interests, died in London, ac- 
cording to advices just received here. 

Mr. Smollan was at sea on the 
Carnarvon Castle bound for London 
in .search of health when he was 
stricken with paralysis: Upon land- 
ing, he was taken hurriedly to. Lon- 
don' to undergo an operation. The 
operation was believed ‘to be suc- |]. 
cessful, but the showman did not 
have the strength to overcome the 
strain and died shortly after. 
Body is being shipped here. | 

“Love Parade” in ‘Sydney | 

Smash Hit; Does $12,000 
’ Sydney, Jan, 28, 

Maurice Chevalier and his Para- 
mount picture, “The Love Parade,” 
is a smash hit here at the | ‘Prince. 
Edward theatre, 
Did an opening week of $172, 000, 

which — ‘is sensational considering 
the local business depression, 

De Courville’s Talker 
London, Jan. 28. | 

.De Courville has been engaged 
by -British. International. to stage 
two musical talkers, Producer is 
negotiating with Ada May to. play 
the lead. _ 

' Miss May: ‘recording for Columbia 
discs, her test record having turned 
out successful. . 

80 Wired Houses 

France has 80 wired houses and 
they are getting all the business. not 
only in the towns themselves but 
in the whole territory that sur- 
rounds the main cities, Thirty of 
the wired places are in Paris, but 
cities like Marseilles, Bordeaux, 
Lyons, Lille; Nimes and Brest are 
turning all the local business to 
talking films. These are the best 

‘All of ‘which. ; goes to ‘indiéate> “a 
‘| change .to. the ‘revolutionary. long 

run policy Similar to that of Jol- 
son's “Jazz Singer," which ran at 
the Aubert Palace for 11 months. 

Figure of $12,000 a week for “La 
Route” at the Marseilles Capitol is 
So sensational for a town of 700,000 
like Marseilles, that it argues much 

new business is being creatc1 be- 
sides the talker drawing all the 
business the. town had before. 

Belgium’ 8 Wire 
Paris, Jan, 28. 

Metro is proceeding with the wir- 
ing of its Belgian circuit. The 

attended to by W. EK. 
Same company will now equip for. 

sound the Queen's Hall, Brugsels, 
Forum in Liege, and the Majestic in 
Ghent, all with W. E, wire, 

film adapted from Hal Heinz Ewers’ 

‘| novel; 

and obscene.” 

.j after -minor . deletions, 

 largued “for a review. of the decision. 

| toughest. They even vetoed “Dawn,” 
‘| the Nurse Cavell picture, although 

‘| spite:of the reflections it cast.on the 

| pointed ‘a. new censor board made BRITISH-MADES | 

- | with -s 

| M. M. Smollan. Dies: Was 

of African Theatres and 

Cameo, Brussels, has already been} 

FOREIGN FILM NEWS. 
TOUGHEST CENSORS. 

Dutch Take Prize ‘By ‘Ban.on Film 
italy Passed 

The Hague, Jan. 28. 

The Dutch picture censor board 

has forbidden “Alraune,” Gernian 

voting ‘the picture “bizarré] 

‘Kick of this is that the same pic- 
ture. had passed the Italian board 

the Italian. 
censors: being. supposedly’ the. hard- 
est. in the world: to:get by. The 
distributors of the banned: film have 

That.makes the Dutch the world's 

the Germans. let it go through in 

‘German army. 

CENSORS CUT ‘RIO. RITA’ 
Sydney, Jan, 28." 

The. Labor Government has ap- 

|up mostly of university men. and| 
women and it is broadly. declared 
that the board: will reject foreign 

cold blooded crime, obscenity, im- 
morality, . depravity or matter in- 
jurious to children. and -anything. 
un-British © or . insulting. to British 

. subjects, : 
Majority of the: hew censors ‘have | 

had no previous experience. with 
pictures .and are just highbrow 

-{scholars, probably with bookish 
tastes. 7 

Sample: -of what is. to be expected 
from the new agency is the. fact 
that: they ordered cuts in-“Rio Rita” 
before’ its public. exhibition. - Dis-. 
tributor for Radio Pictures has filed 
an appeal. 

De Luxer for B. aires 
Has Cooling. Plant, Too 

-.Buenos Aires, Jan. 28. 

seat de luxe film house on the 
American style ready for opening 
in May. It is the property of Al- 
varez & Gourdy Brothers and is sit- 

uated ‘in the principal’ business sec- 
tion of the city. ; 
Building ‘is. two Stories ; in height 

stage. ‘that will accommo-: 
date vaudeville, ‘House is. equipped 
with all modern devices, including 
sound, and has an:up-to-date cool- 
ing plant. Tt: ‘is the biggest house 
here. .. 

German ‘Trade Fayors |. 
- Quota Ratio of 1-to-1 

Berlin, Jan. 28. 
The iixhibitors’ Association and 

the organization of German picture 
producers adopted joint resolutions 

that the present quota ratio on 
films—one import to one native pic- 
ture—be continued, 

Presumption here fs that the ac- 
‘tion was a showman’s polite gesture 
to the producers, 
advent of talkers has so changed 
the situation that all forecasts and 

| prophecies are. applesauce, 

Dutch Like W. E. Sound 
The Hague, Jan. 28, 

Local ‘prejudice against. talkers, 
based on idea sound resulted in 
ear strain as well as eye strain— 
-due to inefficient, sound apparatus 
jup to now—hags been: dispelled with | 
the city’s first show. on Western 
Electric installation. 

“Atlantic,” production, turned the 
‘|trick for 100% return, German ver-. 
sion being used, of course. It was 
well liked and goes to the Tuschin- 
sky, Amsterdam from here, 
for a long local run, however.. 

Ruth Mix with Cochran 
London, Jan. 28. 

An addition to C, B. Cochran's 
Pavillion revue is Ruth Mix, daugh- 
ter_of Tom. Mix. 

NEW HIBROW AUSTRALIA |: 

pictures containing any “vulgarity, | 

Buenos Aires is .to. have a 2;000-- 

’ | bies” 
‘appeal standards of these ‘Scandi. 
. navians, and -it-is that: element that 

recommending to the government: 

Truth is that the 

B.. A, ‘Dupont’s German- -English 7 

Tt is in. 

. VARIETY 5 

BANKERS TAKE 
FRANCO- AUBERT 

“Paris, Jan. 28, 
The. ‘Banque ‘National . de Credit, 

one of. the most progressive ‘insti-" 
tutions of the kind on the Continent 

and .one “which enters many fields 
of investment with speculative pos- 
‘sibilities, ig reported to have bought. 
Franco- Aubert - and. Gaumont con- 
trol. . ot 

These authenticated: feports ‘dis- 
pose of previous | rumors :that. both 
conipanies were trying to buy out 
the other. The Banque | .National. 
has obtained . all ‘the. controlling. 
stock and haa put it in escrow in” 
order to checkmate any move by" 
either. side . to run a speculative 

| operation in the shares. 
.It was anticipated that some. fac- 
tion might tilt ‘the market price to 
discount ‘the merger before ‘it acs: 
tually took place. - .-. 

’ The. merger. will ‘be closed - pre- 
sumably. when the necessary “board 

meetings are held late in February - 
for the. transaction. of. pending bust- . 
ness. 

In-the. meantime “Albert Kohan, 
one of the private bankers’ asso- 
ciated in. the merger, is organizing. 
his. -own talking picture. producing 
company, being anxious to. get 
started instead of ‘waiting the for- 
mal amalgamation of Aubert- Gau- 
mont merging. , 7 

TIEGCY LACKS s. A, iy 
"| DANES’ IDEA—TOP THAT 

_ Copenhagen, ‘Jan. 28, 
Copenhagen © ‘picture fans are. 
‘strong for the old sex appeal and’ 
showmen -here. say a film. can't get 
past without it. : : 
That being the- case, they. declare 

| thie : public is. passing up “Glorify-— 
ing. the American Girl,". which is’ 
Zilegfeld's “Follies”: at its feverish 
zenith according to ‘the. ‘American, 
idea... Anyhow, that’s What: the 
showmen say. - ; 
A more reasonable ‘view is. that 

overfamillarity with the revue’s 
and picture’s:music, due to dise and- 
radio broadcast, . is the real reason 
for the picture’s lack -of popularity, | 
‘Another reason may be. that ‘the 
‘technicolor tints. do not work out 
happily in’ local ‘projection. * an 
However, there is no question 

about the popularity of the Eddie 
Cantor .. contribution, though - the 
clothing store sketch which gets au-" 
dience response is all in English: - 
Alice. White in “Broadway Ba-. 

is fully up to ‘the. sex- 

has “made : the picture . popular in 
|spite .of too much English dialog. 
and a surplus of back-stage stuff © 
which has been greatly overdone 
lately here by the Americans, 

Fullers Buy Year’s Radio 

Output; Ballets Go Out. 
oo Sydney, Jan. 28. 
Fuller’s, .the former vaudeville 

circult, is expanding its film activi- 
ties, signing for all Radio. Pictures 
output for the year. 

Their circuit, Union Theatres, fs 
feeling thé business slump severely 
and as a means of economy ts abane. 
doning all ballets. and other ex- 
pensive © presentation accessories. in 
their Sydney theatres, ‘ 

Hoyt’s has indicated it will de 
likewise for their whole clreutt, 

‘BOO BANCROFT SILENT 
Paris, Jan. 28. 

George Bancroft's. silent picture, 
“The Showdown,” was booed: last - 
week at the Paramount here. Short 
on the bill also did poorly. - 
Next week house (Paramount's 

show. window) will have Fox’s “The 
Four Devils,” sound picture, 

NARES IN TALKER LEAD . 
London, Jan. 28. 

Owen Nares will play the lead In 
a talking picture version of the- 
Dion Titheradge play, “Loose Ends,* 

Ralph Reader, producer of several 
Clayton and Waller pieces, ag dance 
producer. 

Ghione Dies Poor 
* Rome, Jan, 28. 

Emilio Ghione, once noted Itallan 
film actor, died here almost in pcv- 
erty. He was 62, 

‘Cochran ig also ‘about to “enzaze ‘to be. made here: by Normarr “Walker. 

Eddie Dolly to Coast |. 
. Paris, Jan. 28. 

Eddie Dolly, brother of the Dolly 
Sisters, sailed by the 8S, S. Dorie 
last week headed direct fof Holly< 
wood where he willl stage dances for 
Tox, 
He was engaged by. W. R, Shee- 

han during his visit here, 



VARIETY. 
_—— 

—« Milan’s. Vandélm. 
By Abel 

Milan, Jan. 11... 

AS befits the largést city in Italy, 

and incidentally ‘its. leading indys-; 
“trial and commercial . metropolis, 
Milan is thoroughly theatre minded 
and a good theatre town. . 

. Perhaps the ancient Scala opera 
-house, with its 3,800 seats and an 
auditorium that ‘puts the: Met .to 
shame, has something to do with 

- it, 

. Odeon—This- new’ and magnifi- 
cent picture house, Western-Elec- 
tric wired, cost $2,500,000 in any- 

--pody’s money to build. It looks it. 
Seats 2,500, has an orchestra of 21; 
despite - the sound. equipment, and 
is exceedingly well manned ‘as to: 

... personnel. Number of Paramount 
“ pictures -the house has booked may 
have something to do with the Par- 
Publix type of ushering. and staff 
catering, but the latter phase is 
having its effect at the gate. Thea- 
tre is a multiple enterprise, housing 
f@ variety: theatre in the basement, 
not yet opéned, with a restaurant 
and a. ballroom above. 

Reale—This picture house is under 
the same management.as.the Corso, 
which, latter is wired .and M-G-M 
enfranchised.”. Reale-Cinema plays 
indies and is not wired, hence the. 
attractions, House-.went berserk 
booking. 2 héavily: expensive act ‘like 
Borrah Minevitch’s boys, counting 
on: Jan.. 6;--which.-ia -the’ Italian’s 
Xmas -celebration;. the. mid-week 
(Jan. '8) unofficial holiday in honor 
of the marriage on that day of 
Italy’s Crown Prince Umberto, and 
Sunday’s regular four shows, to 
stand: the gaff. Minevitch was a 
terrific’ click; the audience’s, ap- | 
plause paralyzing the management, 
which averred_ that the Reale pat-. 
rohage comes ‘here for films pri- 

“Marily. and has not been known to 
’ grow enthusiastic about acts. When 
‘Minevitch left ’em hungry after the 
regulation ..encores, ‘the 'manage- 
ment had to tell the act to extend 
itself, otherwise: the check-up dis- 
closed ‘that they were staying over 
from one show into a second, and 
jamming. the works. :‘Theatre has 
played more ‘or less pretentious at- 
tractions, if not as costly ‘as. this, 
and states that biz indicates’ they 
can oftset the talker inroads. 

Exceléion— This is ‘Milan's ‘top 
notch variety house, mainly booked 
out of: Paris by the Rottembourg- 
Goldin agency, although the Za- 
Bum management, as has happened 
this and the past three ‘weeks, ‘ac- | 
casionally ‘makes its own bookings 
direct. For the past month, ‘and 
for. two weeks “hence, : making - six 
weeks:in all, Emil Schwartz’s road 
show: ,has: been - the... attraction, 
changing. its. revues regularly. . It's 
an expensive 8, and pretentious . unit 
and. éxplains thé. heavy | trade it’s 
been doing by its performance. : | 

“In -Ttalian' itis called “Le Granal 
‘Riviste Schwartz" © (Schwartz's 
Grand: Revue) ‘and his Emil pre- 
nom is. Latinized into BmiHo, but 
otherwise -the character of: the 
troupe is. obviously Viennese and 
Teutonic... Fritz Lehner, who alter- 
nates as. baton, ‘wielder with. Angelo 
Corsino, the Excelsior’s staff ma- 
estro, composed the special music 
to Schwartz's book, what there is 
of it. “Dances dre by Floyd DuPont, 
American, who does odd job stagings 
fn Europe ‘ranging from mounting 
Iernst Rolf’s revues.in Stockholm 
to. itinerant assignments on_ the 
continent, ; 
'.“Woman in Paradise” was the 
title of the revue caught wherein 
the linguistic proficiency: of the cast 
evidenced itself. After establishing 
themselves fully with their Italian 
lingo, some of the ballady double 
numbers with German lyrics there- 
after were accepted: without protest. 
Aya Setty, Lil Sweet, Olly Gebauer, 
Maly Podszuk, Lola Richter, Arthur 
Hell, Norbert Fels, Harry. Stollberg, 
Hane. Fleischmann,, Otto. Gregorio, 
Joe Home, Gigi Ferrarl, Renee and 
Rame (adagioists), . 
Jasko.and Jajeko Omoris (Jap- sis- 
ter -team) -and. Lord and Reeves, 
English .comedy. . team, comprised. 
the prin¢ipals, Last named, hoofer 
and eccentric clown, were the wow. 

The rather cute Omoris Jap gals 
clicked with a.sister routine and: 
would go in America if their Eng- 
lsh were oke. . 
“Show is expensive in every, de- 

partment, even if they pay off 
those 36 hard-working choristers in. 
Jaughs,-which is unlikely, for they 
-Jook and sound.English, and English 
troupes, under V.A.F. auspices, when 
they essay continental engagements, 

“are Known ‘to get =more=than=some: 
-of the ‘show's lesser _ principals. 
"Plenty of. s’a. stuff throughout, a8 
generally obtains with: any -conti-. 
nental revue, Undrape stuff, and no 

' subtlety. — 
DuPont's dance stagings are above 

~“ gontinental par. He may have re- 
membered a lot; 
ladder routines may remind of Bill 
Robinson, along with other reminis- 
cent variations, but he has done an 
adept and at times ‘a thor oughly, ex- 
pert job. 

Unit ig ¢eorking entertainment and 

' .) sents. -an-.effort..on. the. part . of}. 

‘firms from doing business here. But 
_as the latter are by far the most 

-seriously .hurt by interference. 

‘new regulations will further reduce’ 

ture df’ Police may say in, his. ordl- | 

the contrary, _ he.. ‘had. never taken |. a 

-had gone. so. far as to get his’ fee. 

‘new ordinance providing fées to be 

‘{ men, 

‘Ernesto Groh, | 

and those step-. 
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|MINOR AGENTS SQUAWK | E> 
ON NEW FRENCH-DICTUM) * 

, paris, Jan. “19, 

‘New ‘proposed police regulations ae 
for booking agents received:a ‘nixed | *. 
reception: No doubt that it repre- |: 

Syaney, Dec. 25. Demand for Jolson 

" Parle; ‘Jae: 19." 

* Local’ office’ of the’ William Mor- 
ris agency ‘is being besieged - with 

'. Voffers for Al Jolson in: person. ° How-. 
| ever,’ not ‘until Bill Grady of the 
“New York Morris: office ‘gets ad- 

justed with Jolson. on. plans, with 
whom he -will. tour as. personal. rep,. 

‘| ean any. dates be’ definitely. set; al- 
though Jolson is. pencilled in. here 
‘at .the Empire for a fortnight. start~ 

, ing April 4. 
Julius Marx, Berlin vaude im- 

presario, has bought Jolson for the 
two. weeks preceding’. for the Scala, 

| Bertin, ‘which ‘will’ mark | -Jolson’s” 

: [surprises theatrically. . 
sound film boom had the. legit ‘man- 
agers ‘terribly . worried, : but. : they 
kept their heads above. water -and 
still carry*.on. Vaudeville gave up 
the. ghost entirely, but the wise 
ones predict its. resurrection | An an- 
other year. 

During. the: winter. ‘season. ty our 

French. agénts -to oust the foreign thing. their own way. . Unfortunate 

every film. house, and converted 
legitimate ones, too, went long-run 
‘policy. In many cases the features 
were much overboomed and. failed . 
to draw well. As usual, the good 
pictures ..made. good ana :the’ bad 
onés just faded away. - - 
‘Novelty.of the talking. film “pas 

important, and controlling ‘the best 
availabe -talent, business. would. be 

1 a claim that thé oe 
Minor local agents cla € Congratiilations. to 

_FANCHON and: MARCO | 

The past year. held "wemendeuss - is 
Early .the:.: | 

summer) the talkers. had “every~ .: 

ly, in Sydney especially,. practically’ ~ - 

They’ also. ig they’ that, ‘the ee 1 first’ Personal appédarance in Europe: ‘Passed; “undoubtedly 4; i te just 
; a ee ‘| off in attendance lately,7but It’s just 

of enacting. that the manager | ‘EDDIE. - MAY. as befor eo ‘La question - of. quality, 
sound. woe . 

St he | Serbian Poet’s: Ast. Play 
| Turns. Inte Belgrade Hit 

‘Belgrade, ‘Jani. 17: -| selves to blame 
‘took away ‘so. 

; "odor ‘Manojlovitch, well, known. 
Serbian; poet,-has had his. first ‘play: 

: produced in,the’ Belgrade State The-. 
jatre. It is titled “The! Centrifugal 
Dancer,” scored successfully _and 

critics comment is that it.is the best. 
play written here since the. :war.” 

Called .a ‘mystery it tells of, man | attractively. 
who has become. an adventurer be- {| Downtown film oases cleanea up 
cause he thinks such a life is-the | prior to the neighborhood theatres | 

best expression of individual }SSerty, | turning sound. Now, suburban. folk 
He separates from his, best friend, - patronize their own theatres. ‘In ‘legit, Leo, ..Carrillo has had . an aviator, through - ‘accepting the wa jayine six 
love of a minister's daughter. She everything his own way, playing ‘months in one. theatre with “Lo 
toves ‘him and her father is willing bard, Ltd.” “Against . this suc 

4that.she should marry the adven- | w- T ‘has experienced. three flops in 
turer, but he. refuses her at the last Sydney—‘Five O'Clock Girl, ” “Hold . 
moment, because it would ‘interfere Everything” — and’ “Show Boat:'t 

with his liberty and as he. belleves | Yet, the firm is: going ahead - and. 

it would be better for both to live ‘planning. new attractions ‘for’ next 

on memories of the past. : 

Donald Calthrop's taking vaude oO 

season. 

dates between pictures. Theatre Shy Valdes’ 
Aldous Huxley's treking back. from |. 7 

Italy to see what the "play looks. Convictions Confirmed 

Madrid, Jan. 17. 
like, . 

Raymond Massey’s first part was | Armondo Valdes, 80; . Spanish. 
in “In. the. Zone.” Now he’s ‘Pro- novelist, has never wished to write 
ducing its. revival. ; for the theatre, but recently permit- 

Madeleine: Carroll’s getting ‘more’ ted‘ an ‘adaptation of his, “The Sister 
space - these days than the rest of |Saint. Sulpice.” It was shown for: 
the: Stage put together: the first time at the Alkazar’ here, 

"Frederick Lonsdale. started . toi Jan. 207°: 
Hollywood, got as far as Cherbourg, Arranged - ‘by 

Exnesto Leon. and turned back. Left. his new 
gags behind... ; -The public admirers of the novel 
“Lona oc 1 ‘were respectful. but without en- 

ondon’s new. swagger hotel, g0- thusiasm during the performance, |. 
ing up.) near the.Marble Arch; will be ‘Valdes has always. quoted that “a 

e biggest in Europe. - Going to 40.| novelist should: alwa ys‘be a novel- 9 
Goh nied vdall,” hoys, ¢ Ist,” and he has criticized ' the Biagaglia’s Tour. May 

fohn anda manager 0 the writers, like, .Galdos ‘who. “want: to: 

Royalty’ theatre, and, Lilian | Russell, be theatrical. without. having. the[ . Wind Up in Paris 
Drury Lane understudy, engaged. knowledge to do it. successfully. Si A ¢ . rome pane 

gnor nten. Giu 
who runs the Independents’ theatre 

+: One. of the results ‘of the Yara | — 

here. in an. underground: ancient 
arive on-nite clubs Is the way the 
oys are drifting ‘into the suburbs Roman “terme” (baths), is taking a 

company on tour with’ “Beggar's © 
and ‘the main roads ‘just out, of 
town. - 

. Opera.” One of the outstanding fig- 
Moyna McGill, actress, after div- ures .in the local modernist movee- 

orce married the son of: George ment, he will play in Milan, Genoa 
Lansbury, Socialist Member of and Turin. . Afterwards he hopes to 
Parliament, presented her husband take his company. to Paris if the 
with twin sons Jan. 12. -Egna Best Italian tour gets. over. 
only other actress with this dis- - Bragaglia runs his. ‘Independents’ 

tinction, although Mabel Russell, as a mixture of a night club and art 
theatre. His theatrical programs who deserted stage for politice, 

also possesses .a pair. usually begin at nine and run: until 
at Missolonghi, Greece, fenting for about "11: 30, ‘when the gay crowd 

“Point Counterpoint's” sta Ge title |Greek liberty. 
may be “Strange Mansion.” -Pro-} yer Liebl, at ene: time with. the turns up to help pay for unself-sup duction due at Daly's Jan. 30. . . porting agt. . {Irving ‘Place theatre, New York; ef- -Bragaglia's . efforts “yecently won 

a fectively staged the piece. Title | roy him. government recognition in 
|part was admirably filled by Herr 
Leitgold, a capable young actor, and 
Tilly Ondra: was effective’ as the 
half sister. 

should .pay their fee .and- not 7 DAVIS o and LARUE 
the ‘artist, affects’ a, serious cut in|: 
their © . revenile, many: managers 
keeping’ part of the fee as a ‘kick 
back. 

In spite of anything the Prefec- 

“Leet! managers ‘have only’ tlienis 

7 Alarin Clock Tune 

- Paria; Jan.. 19. ; 
‘New phonographic .- alarm 

“-elock contraption “here. Loot 
“Wakes you up with your: ‘fas 

vorite record. on .a’ disk. Other- 
* wise” worked en the: ‘Same ‘Yre- — 
‘lease idea. « : 

London C Chatter | 

(Continued from page 2) 

‘Wong in’ “Road: to Dishonour,” cur- 
rent " Bistree talker, owns a chop 
Suey spot.in Wardour street. 

George Graves.is going highbrow. 

uch. of their: trade. 

pheric -theatres and installed «he 
American idea of service, charging, 
$1 top. . Legit: theatres here. 4re _ 
mostly very. old-fashioned and carry : 
hardly any. ushering. service, and — 
charge. . $2.50. . Williamson- Tait: is- 

nance, booking agents will likely 
continue business as usual; One of 
the oldest and best- known agents 
states that In spite of any rule to 

fast yéar’s.ordinance seriously and}: 

from the artists and not from the’ 
fMmanagers. He also charged. artists. : 
10 percent. which, ' he claims, they 
were ° quite ‘pleased to “pay him to, 

get decent contracts,” 
Same agent inststs that if the 

paid by the management only ‘on 
scales from 1% percent up were en-: 
forced, ‘ ‘they’ would. not even cover 
the overhead, let alone the numer- 
ous instances in which the man- 
agers find a.way of evading paying 
the agent’s. fee, 

At the present moment. French | 
agents. -operating- under: a license 
are not only subject to fiscal. super- 
vision, - but also to. police supervi- 
sion, as in any employment. agen- 
cies. _ They’ claim that they should 
be treated as ordinary ‘business 

,exempt. from ‘police annoy-.| 
‘ance, which. is .already. the case 
with those. ‘agents, who - operate 
openly without license. . This) ‘is par- | 
‘ticularly the case of. foreign, agents. 

| “In the film field, the: ‘State, con~ 
trolled by Union Theatres and byijt 
at'a cost of over $4,000,000, ‘has not 
‘peen much of a money.. ‘maker; | the 
Saint James, legit, taken over by 
the same firm from.the Fuller’s,. has 
just about broken even; the pitted. 
‘tol, another Union -- house, . 
great. business’. with a weélt 
change policy, . but suddenly | 
switched to. extended runs, opening. . 
with “Cocoanuts,” and doing: ‘put . 
fairly, and directty . the Capitol 
changed its' policy, the Regent, con-. 
trolled by Hoyts, .:switched from. 
long. runs to’ a weekly’ change ‘and 
made good... 

a ‘new writer, 

, Another “@journey” 

. Copenhagen;: Jan; 17, °° 
‘Royal theatre haa engaged Direc+ 

tor Warner, of the original stage 
production of “Journey’s End,” 
London, to come here and direct the: 
Danish produéttion ‘of this. play. 
Warner also. assisted on the 

Swedish - production. in .Stockholm, | 
tN 

(Continued on’ page oA): 

Brod’s s. Byron Play 
- Prague, Jan. 16. 

“Lord Byron Comes Out of. Style,” 
new play by Max Brod, was pre- 
sented at the New German theatre 
before a large and enthusiastic au- 
dience., 

_ Play contains six scenes out of 
Byron’ 8 life, beginning in 1812, -fol- 
lowed by his unhappy marriage, 
love affair with his half. sister, di- 
vorce from his wife and tragic death 

is slated for Rome and other Ital- 
lan cities after Milan. 

Trianon.—This Is the town's lesser 
variety house, directly opposite. the 
Excelsior and possibly thriving to 
some extent on that theatre’s overy 
flow. Excelsior isan intimate house 
and taxes its walls to the utmost 
with standees. Incidentally,’ it is 
the Excelsior’s. Mmited: capacity, 
plus its policy of a single perform- 
ance nightly, commencing. at 9:15, 
which keeps really. costly attrac- 
tions like Minevitch and others out 
and forces ‘them into the. Reale, 
which is just an average type of 
picture house. 
Trianon charges 22 lire top, about 

$1.15, for an assortment. of terrible 
acts. It's. quantity. sans quality. 
Lina Baldi, hefty type of burlesk 
songstress, has only, her tights as 
an. excuse.. ‘Berger: Duo, Teutonic 
contortionists,. tie’ ‘themselves into’ 
‘gruesome knots, and with proper 
presentation ‘might-mean soniething 
internationallyy -As is,. their gym 
suits are loose, bedraggled and un- 
professional in appearance. Thomas 
Trio, another dumb gymnastic act, 
conforms with the European idea, of 
having one. dumb ‘act ‘follow: an- 
other. No -sense’ of layout. The 
Thomases are two men -and a 
woman, with the latter doing un- 
derstanding legitimately in the sim- 
pler routines and attempting to fake 
in more difficult stuff and fooling 
not one ravioli addict, . 
Rina ng two songs and n.s.g. 

Brasiliene Sisters, shooting act, is 
elementary and sans the Remington 
-repeaters~a-very-slow:--presentation,.|.© 
with not even the precaution to 
have other rifles in preparation, 
properly loaded. Coro del Maestro. 
Ivanoff (Russe, vocal choir) closed 
the first half, as hapless a booking 
Idea as possible. Four femmes and |.— 
six men in antiquated Volga boat Madrid, Jan. 15 
stuff. , . 

Lina Lotti, |. Argentine Company of Camila “Her mans, illusionist; 
headliner, and a fairlsh comedienne, Quiroga is again here with full rep- 

his theatre. 
+ ee 

"Pans. Reinhardt. 
os ‘Copenhagen; Jani, “AT 
“James Letent,’ chief’ of’ the’ Prov=: 
incetown “Players, ana winher ‘of thé | 
Guggenheim Fellowship prize for 
1929, now touring Europe to study 
the art of the theatre,. recently 
‘panned Max Reinhardt. oo 

. “He is, what. we call in America, 
an. excellent trickster, one. who 
knows how to give you ‘the knock- 
out. On top of that h: ic a first 
rate business man. Every play that 
he lays his hands on he turns into. 
a circus and a gold mine, but the 
one thing that he knows nothing - of 

is art.” .- t 

Held. for Wife’ 's Actions, . 
| Must: Pay for Hotel 

“> Paris, Jan. 19, a, 

Drug scandal which caused recent’ ae 
‘arrest of .Anna Milares, wife © of }... 

Maurice Yvain, popular French com: 
poser, and herself. the: divorced wife 
of Dranem, has brought ‘to light, the 
reason of Yvain's: Present financial 
difficulties, 

Mrs.. Yvain, living i in the south of 
France, undettook the building” at 
Cap d’Antibes, near Nice, of a large 
hotel. Her husband, according to 
French law, was legally financially 
responsible for her actions. even 
though. a divorce suit is pending be- 
tween them. 

This caused Yvain to assign to. his 
creditors, for a long. time _to come,{- ~ SS 

his $400 FOR 52 WEEKS ~~ 
works, the direct result of his wife’s Paris, Jan. 19. 

Dusiness operations. | audson Wonders, juvenile acro- 
batic dancers,. were held over a 

second week at the Embassy, Brus- 
sels, where they had been booked 
by the Billy Arnold agency: at. $500 
per week, good money for Brussels. 

‘They will open in February at the 

“ARTER FILM J FIELD | 
’ Paris, Jan.- 19. * 

Georges Boronski, long with’ ‘the 
Rotembourg- Goldin agency, has 
joined Henri Lartigue and Clifford 
C. Fischer as general .assistant 
booked. with the local William Mor- 
ris agency. — 

‘Boronski will pr imarily look after 
the Spanish and Italian bookings 
and go after the picture casting 
field: This department has been 
more or less monopolized of recent 
years by Louis P. Verande, most 
prominent film artists’ representa- 
tive, 

. Paris, Jan. 19. 
Pola Negri is a patr on of the arts. 

She has financed the production of 
a Polish ballet-of four men and four 
girls at a cost of about $3,000. An- 

MADRID’S S. A. “PLAYERS 

Gaument Palace for the week of 

Jan, 24. 

another” iva, anda ballet. act ertory of Argentine actors. Follies Bergere here, : where the Anton’s is now doing practically 
| closed. , * It fs their third visit, all success- | 5ame agency set them for a year at] all of Gaumont and Aubert- Franco 

ful to date, Film Circuit bookings. A waste- of-time pill. $400 a week, 

' because ‘the talkérg. . 

.|about the orily ‘firm staging shows, 7 

Surprise of: ‘the: ‘Beason’ was the 

the form of a: ‘financial - donation. to . 

-pota-NegRTs BAILED 

ton’s agency has booked it. in the - 

-Pilm men ‘built mdgnificent atmds-" . 

NG 



_ Wednesday, January 29, 1880 | FOREIGN FILM NEWS VARIETY ? 

SPANISH UNION [Sagat in Pent .|PAN UFA FILM 
_OF STAGE-FILM OFFICALS OK ‘Ottawa, Jan. 28. | 

Ottawa has become the first bi- 

"Madrid, Jan. 1. : 

: 
‘Budapest, Jan, 14, 

. “Nelody - of the Heart” is the title 

lingual film centre on the North 
American Continent: through the 

" gociety ‘of. Managers. of Theatres 
and-the Society. of Cinemas,. pre- 

Jadoption of..an arrangement for 
|simultaneous presentation of ._Eng- 

viously two distinct bodies, have 
‘united into ‘one called thé “Society. 

Swedish Rep on Coast . 
Explains Sound Problems 

‘Hollywood, Jan. 28. 

MM. Enderstedt, executive secretary 

of. the Motion Picture Theatre. Own- 

lers of: Sweden, who, while a sen- 

ator in the. Swedish. parliament, | 
fought against American film pro-. 
duction, is here to confer with pro-- 

ducers in the interests. of Swedish 
theatre operators... 

|. He informed local. producers that 
‘his. country will not’ stand for ‘the 

|. English language in talkers. and 

that the only way in which Amer-. 
_ fican production can be’ shown there 

. ./ would be as talkers in Swedish or as | 
{just ‘with synchronized miuygic.. “He| 
strongly favors the latter. 
.Enderstedt is trying to encour- 

age the making’ of pictures in Swed- 
ish, stating that. the Germans are. 
‘jcontemplating going into his coun- 
try’s market. .He cannot get satis- 

_- SHOT: DOMINOES” IDEA | faction on this item as the pro- 
‘Thanks to Fanchon and Marco. .| ducers, at. this point, cannot see] 
Direction. WM. MORRIS OFFICE. the addition of another language 

to their | program with the best pos-|. ° - 
sible release field being only 60 
houses, 

“Twat 2 540 Sears 

|) Hungarian settings and almost an. 

official. cinema circles. and brought. 

Hungarian: production, 

giving. this sort of: production the 
benefit of its moral and material 
backing. 

- PAUL MALL 
‘Featured in’ Fanchon and Marco’ s 

In 16 Versions. 
Hollywood, ‘Jan, 98. 

Paul” ‘Whiteman’s “King of Jazz"* 

troduce the acts'in the language of 

intended. 

leased in- Spanish, German, French, 

“BITTER SWEET” "ADAPTED 
‘Paris, Jan. 19. 

- Saint- Granier has‘adapted “Bit- 
‘ter Sweet” for -France,. which Jane 
Marnac, in association with her 
husband, ‘Major. Keith Trevor, will 
dao at the Apollo either late this 

; spring: or early né&kt season. 
Cc. B.' Coghran’s specification . is 

that.’Miss Marnac do the femme 
- lead herself, being.as equally adept: 
“in-musical comedy as in. dramatic. 
work. A tenor as yet hasn't been 
. selected. ; 

Rome 
‘Rome, Jan, 10. 

First, National’s “Louisiana Cre-. 
ole,” given under the Italian title of 
“La Créola della Luisiana” (Billie 
Dove and. Gilbert Roland), opened 
successfully at the Modernissimo. 
Critics praise the work. ‘Noah's 
Ark” also-made a hit here when put 
on.a few days ago. — 

There are very few sound films 
| runnings in this city at present, and | 
ho dialog reels at all. 

in this.country will take off the 
novelty of “The Royal Box” (Ger- 

its Brooklyn studio. It will be run~ 
we 

German towns prior to March 1. | 
Presént schedule calls for the pie- Two Year. Click 

a Paris, Jan. 19. 
Mary McCormic, American opera 

diva, clicked so well upon her re- 
‘turn to the Opera- Comique, when 
she sang. “Manon,” that she stays 

‘on. a two » years’ cont contract. 

Italian producers are struggling 
_with the idea of turning out some 
talkers themselves. The. Pittaluga |’ 
Co., which controls and has inter- 
ests in a number of. picture theatres 
not only in Rome but also jn Milan 
and other. cities, is behind | the 
scheme, 
Meanwhile ‘no dlalog’ films, as 

talkers in foreign tongues are for- 
bidden - by law. _ Budapest 

“Budapest, Jan. 21, 
‘Christmas holidays and Sylvester 

Night (New Year's Eve) figure as big 
‘pusiness. for. the theatres, but -at- 
tendance was bad at Christmas due 
to.a heavy snow. People went hik- 
ing -and the theatres stayed empty. 

._ New. Year's, however, was very 
lively.: Theatres: gave two perform- 
.ancés, many of them offering cabaret 
entertainments after the usual eve- 
ning production, Yet the’ owner of 
one of the most popular cafes, Pal- 
.ermo, committed ‘suicide for .finan- 
cial reasons on New Year's day. 
Many others are in difficulties, 

More than hale the programs - of 
the picture theatres this week are 
taker up with pictures of the. royal’ 
wedding. of .Prince Humbert and 
Marie Jose of Belgium. ..: 

Italian’. national cinematograph | 
corporation, known as the “L..U. 
c. E.,” ‘has ‘enjoyed practically a 
monopoly of the inside pictures for 
the wedding, both still and motion. 
A number of American photogra- 
phers and cinematographers as well 
ag some of their British colleagues 
from London arrived, but found 
themselves in a fix with the L. U. 
C. E. semi-monopoly. 

Group of foreign press photogra- 
phers went in delegation to the 
Foreign Office to state their case 
and that of their motion picture col- 
leagues. Some concessions were 
made for stills, but not for moving 
picture inside the Quirinal palace. 

Honolulu 
° Honolulu, Jan, 20. 

Nancy Carroll arrived here Jan. 
10 for a. three week's vacation, ac- 
companied by her husband, J. Kirk- 
land, and daughter. 

lish and French prints of features 
at the Regent and Imperial the-|-- 
atres, both Famous Players’ houses, 
starting with “The Love Parade.” 

al- nagers.” ° Head - The: complete: French-talking ver- |. 
Atco heatric the “Calle. "tical, 41, sion ‘goes into the. Imperial for the- 7 
". Madrid. benefit’ of the large | local: French 

- Object ‘ia ‘to ‘@efena the. interests ‘population. while the. English print, 7 

. of members and foster better con- with Chevalier. doing most'of ‘his} 7. 
‘ditions for artists who are passing songs: in English, is at: the Regent. 

through a crisis of taxes . and ex- TTT _ 

_igencies. | 
Until this. union the.two organi- |: Film Gypping 

zations ‘were continuously, at odds. | 

al Paris, Jan.: 19. 
French crooks are just as up to 

ee Handed. Notice, Stagehan | date aa their American brothers. 

Hangs Wife and . ‘Himself Two new. moving’ picture BYpS have 
io a ' Paris, Jan. i9. been worked here: 
* , ‘In the north. of France. numerous 

abeprsrad by the manager of an |auoakeapers ‘ware approached ¢9| —<—<—<—<———— 
‘have. comedy shorts made, using |. till 

notice ite the troupe strangled hig their stores as a background, with Canada S Wants Native 

wife, Jeanne, 23; and committed sut- | ® view to advertising. "After they | Reel on ‘All Programs | 
Gide by hanging with the’same rope. had- paid. deposits on the picture: to: 
“It happened on the stage of a be delivered, the rest’ was silence. | - Toronto, Jan, 28. 

‘provincial’ theatre at- Courténnay, | Other, racket is worked on motor- | “Déemiand for a Canadian “film | 
where the manager told Rochard it ists. entering Paris. As: they slow | quota. was made by Ontario cam- 
“wotld - continue employing his wife. down. at the city gates, they are eramen. and. hews representatives to | ‘ "Paris, Jan. 19," 

as,an extra but: no longer needed approached by picture: outfits, who|J.. Chancellor Boylen, chairman of | Benard. ‘Freres & Cié.,. prominent 
him as 4 stage hand. obtain deposits for film to. be ghot, ‘the censor ‘board, and. approved by bankers: here, and affiliated, with 

supposedly showing the said motor- [him ‘this week. Next step ig the ‘Blair & Co, American bankers, 
ists and which, of course, are never | presentation .of the demand to the through M. Lanegwiller,. their’ law- 
delivered. -Ontario legislature. ‘yer, figure in ‘the Gaumont- Aubert- 

‘| Idea, as outlined by Charles Roos, Franco deal. Hindustan, Russian, Swiss, Portu- 
-{is for each house to use-one reel] paris house. orginally tied up| Suese, ‘Dutch and Rumanian.. : 
of Canadian stuff.on all programs. 60% of.Gaumont and then merged|) °°” ——-———. 

-|It is ‘assumed this will be news it into. Aubert- Franco. eee eee 
shots or government pictures. .Prior. — ick “Box” R leas ots or gov Pp . . As part ‘of’ their expansion plane,} QUICK Box elease | 
to the coming of. sound, an average |rour new theatres’ here among ; : oo 
of one Canadian reel was shown ON | others to be built; are plann ed. - 

each program. But athe 3 Patent ‘None will. be less than 2, 500 ‘seats 
tie-ups' have preven’ © mak'Ds | each -and will take in-several. Left | 
of sound film here this average has| moni sites.. Some 16. more. in the 
dwindled: : 
“Exhibitors, interviewed. _ by ° the ‘Provinces are’ scheduled. 

dailies, approve. the. idea. . . - . aa 7 

7 ‘Fox Newsreel and WB . 

Vienna Films _ Shorts Get. Coin. Abroad : 
Jand, and Majestic, Milwaukee, Feb. Paris, Jan. 19. a ie ' ; 

“Vienna, Jan. 19. Fox ts doing a very big. ‘French 14; on Feb. 21 it. will be.at the Mid- 

‘Some 23 talkers have heen shown | territorial business from. its dound |. tOW™ St. Louis, and other spots are 
here . since their: first appearance newsreel ‘and shorts, but especially Detroit, Buffalo, Hoboken, Philadel- 
last September. Success has been the sound news.’ Income this year  Phia and. Pittsburgh. 
due principally to the salesmanship f *. yea 
of Western Electric. The American |from the newsreel alone was moré| | 
firm has sold -:18- installations here, than. one-half. ‘that of. the entire ” SUIT OVER NOTES 
the Germans four. and the Austrians gross the year before, ; oe se 
one, Warners is another getting fancy| Suit over a series of notes exe- 

prices. for’ its shorts—more for these |.cuted in 1926 by the Inter-Ocean 
than its silent features in'the past— 
on the strength of the Al Jolson 
picture ‘blanket bookings. 

‘What.’ ‘makes. the rapid ‘growth’ of 
popularity for talkers more striking 
is that only a few weeks ago were 
shown the first real modern exam- 
ples. Already, ‘however, 200- film |. 
house musicians have lost their jobs. 
Remembering that three-quarters of 
‘these talkers are presented in Eng- 
lish. gna, that Vienna has been pro- 
duci its own music and a good 
deal for the rest of the world for 
some hundreds of years, the fact 
that. the town is now satisfied. to 
import its tunes from California is 
rather surprising. 

Supreme Court by Morris and Sam- 
uel: Meyers, to enforce an agreement 

‘ELVEY'S “DARK LADY” 
London, Jan. 19. 

Maurice Elvey’s proposed colored 
talker of the life of _ Shakespeare 
is to be called “The Dark Lady.” 
Chief.angle in the film ‘will be the 
romantic, suggested by the Sonnets. 
Hence the title. 

Austrian musicians’ union has Donald Calthrop has been men- 

tried to protect its members by ask- tioned to play Shakespeare. Benita 
ing the Vienna city. fathera to re-|Hume leading woman, Raycol pro-| 
duce taxes on those film theatres|cess to be used and production at. 
which: have retained orchestras, be- | Elstree next month. 

| Sides requesting the government to American release said to be guar- 
limit the importation of sound appa- |anteed by Universal 
ratus and the contingent (quota re- . 
Strictions) of. talking films. 

But the talkers have become too 
popular. ‘Vienna’s coachmen used 
to be almost as famous as her musi- 
cians’ Now there are no coachnien, 
and soon there will be no musicians, 

“Princess Orlow” (FN). Shown. 
by the Flotten-Kino with success 
and profit. Billie Dove ‘praised by 
critics, also Antonio Moreno... 
“Garden of Eden”.(UA). This 

sound film ig Iike Vienna’s prodigal 
son come home. Based on the. 
Austro-German comedy by Bernauer } 
and Oesterreicher,. Regrettable that 
the film ag shown here was only ar- 
ranged for sound, whereas it was 
obviously predestined to be q talker. 
However, Corinne Griffith, both 
dressed and undressed, much. ad- 
mired. 
“Waterloo” — Produced by the 

Muenchener Lichtspielkunst and 
directed by Karl Grune... Pictures 
from a first form history. Napo- 
leon’s campaign in Russia, burning 
of Moscow, Congress of Vienna, and 
Waterloo. German. film with. all 
possible German accuracy and 
heaviness. Grune’s direction and 
‘good acting by Otto Gebuehr and 
Humberstone Wright go far to re- 
Meem. a dry scenario. 

H. Gaumont agreed to: guarantes 
the notes up to $16,000. — ' 

they have reduced the notes to 

pay them $11,591 and pay the bal- 
ance of $9,000 due the Chelsea Bank 

has brought an action against the 
plaintiffs on the same notes, — 

_ Theatre managers have called a 
permanent committee of nine, among 

_ whom are managers, critics, actors 
and directors, to study the theatrical 
slump and ‘try to find a remedy. 

First and, so far, the only meas- 
ure taken by this committee was to 

.call upon all theatres to abolish pub” 
lic. dress rehearsals.. Press is to be 
invited to attend the premiere in- 
Stead of the final rehearsals, at|.. 
which nobody pays. Since most 

~premieres take place on Saturdays, 
and there are no newspapers on 
Monday morning, there are no re- 
views of new plays until Tuesdays. 

One theatre, Magyar Szinhaz, has 
already announced its resolution. to 
return to the old system, as they 
say it hurts the new play more if it 
_is not heard of during the first three 
days of its existence. “Probably the 

; new idea | is not going to last long. 
, 

WiLL STAY. ALL FILM 
Paris, Jan. 19. 

.| window, is going to return to legit. 
Though business is unquestionably 

HERE FOR FOX: 
“Two Europeans arrive on the 

Olympic today (Wednesday) and a 
third, a composer, will be here in 
another two weeks for. Fox. 
‘Edward Dolly, musical. comedy 

and revue. director, and Gillan 
Sande, London actress, dock today. 
Richard Fall, the composer, is now 
in Vienna. 
- Miss Sande and Dolly leave. for 
Hollywood the: end ‘of this week, 

probably be the worst of all poll- 
cles. 
House is now playing “Lucky 

Boy,” which ran only a few days at 
the Max Linder and had to be Harry Pollard and his wife also 

here for a week's rest. 

Photophone wired, 
Doug Fairbanks and Mary Pick- 

ford plan..to return here in July. 
Fairbanks wants Duke Kahanamoku 
to teach him: surfboard riding. ‘The’ 
Duke, incidentally, .may become 
sports director for all swimming 
events here.. . 

SONO'S ap SPANISH TALKER 
_ “Hollywood, Jan. 28. 

‘|Spanish picture, “Things. of Life,” 
starring Jose Bohr, with. Lola Ven- 
dréll and Delia Magana in the cast, 
Production -begins on Bohr's. re- 

Spanish. “Secret” Off 

Hollywood, Jan. 28. 
Paramount has. abandoned its 

plan to make “The Doctor's Secret” 
as its first Spanish talker. Instead, 
initial yarn will be “Benson Murder 
Case.” 

Studio put aside: “Secret, “on ac- 
count of its English: version with 
superimposed Spanish titles, already 
getting a big play in South America, 

. Pla ays - 

“Mettie Wants to Be an Actress,” 
new comedy by Kalman ‘Chatho, at 
the Vigszinhaz, caught. bad reviews 

‘ but much success. Play has to do 
with a elrl of good family whose 
intentions are revealed: by the title. 
To .gain her aim, she twists. her 
flance, another -man who promises 
to get her in touch with newspaper- 
men and the great actors round her | - 
Various fingers by according them | 
favors which it is not usual for 
young girls of good families to con- 
fer. Big scene is when the fiance } 
and the other man find out‘ from 

---9ach=-other=.-that- =Mettie_has..been. 
their mistress at various times. 
Mettie manages to get her erstwhile 
fiance engaged to a girl who loves 
him, while she herself discovers that 
she really cares for the other chap, 
Play is cheap enough, but sufficient- 
ly risque, with ‘reservations, to 
Prove attractive. Franci Gaal was 
well cast in the very trying and tir- 
‘ing main, part. 

' “You Don’t Know Vera". is the 
(Continued on page 91) 

Louis . Greenfield announces © that 
-by April 1 the 10 theatres: here will 
be converted ‘to talkers, . 

Bob McQuestion has arrived from 
Australia. He will have the orches- 
tra at the. Royal Hawaiian hotel. 

Paris Chatter 
J. Carlo Bavetta, Fox's French 

territorial chief, will be at the Park 
Central Hotel, New York, when he 
“arrives on the Bremen; sailing fron 
here Jan. 23.. 

Chatelet theatre “is ballyhooing 
Andre Bauge, doing ‘Wliliam|: 
O'Neal's part in “Nevy Moon,” as “the 
greatest singer in the world.” Am- 
bitious billing, but Bauge voted 
oke, belng an opera grad. Show is 
one of biggest hits here. 

Isaac Don Levine, of the Book 
(Continued on ‘Page 73) 

ance Jan. 30 with the company’s 
first Spanish talker, “Blaze: O'Glory.” 

Scandinavian Talker 
‘Washington, Jan. 28, 

ing made at the Nordisk studios, 
Judgment Confessed Copenhagen, Film is to have Dan- 

WS ee eee [a Mortimer..G.. Kahn,.. designated as. 
_ZILAHY ON OWN PLAY - treasurer of the European Phoenix 

Hollywood, Jan. 28, «|Features Corp., importers of foreign 
Lajos Zilahy, - Hungarian’ play- made films, confessed to a judg- 

wright, is here under contract to|™ent for $3,059 in a suit brought 
Paramount, First assignment {s to |@&8ainst the corporation, himself and 
adapt his own play, “The General.” |M. J. Gourland to ‘collect on.a note 

Studio will also make a two reeler | held by Solomon Fillin, 
of one of Zilahy’s one-acters, “The Fillin is known 4s a financier who 

Ox,” in Hungarian, starring Pau).|from time to time has been identi- 
Lukas. . fied with smaller Indies. 

‘tasts~ “Uti zed pss -se 
’ George Canty, film trade commis- 
sioner, reports this.to the Depart- 
ment of Commerce. 

Finishes Spanish Tour | 
; Madrid, Jan. 15. 

After a solid year's tour of Spain, 
Henry Ilerning’s orchestra is back 
here at the Florida cabaret. 

Ufa. . 20 ‘contingent tickets—value . 
‘over $10,000—since. it counted as. a. 

. will be made in 16. different lan= 

guages and with 16 masters of cere-.. 
‘|mony. Plan is ‘to have an m, ¢, in- 

Believing that the numerous Ger-. 
-{man talkers scheduled for release. 

ture to be at the Orpheum, Cleve-. 

| by which $21,144 of. the: notes be-. 
‘came due Jan. 30, 1927, and Victor. 

. Plaintiffs, who are lawyers, say. 

$9,000 and demand that ‘Gaumont. 

Tiffany - Wilton.- Brocklias denies. 
that the Capucines, 400 seat show. 

| unsatisfactory, quitting now would, 

withdrawn. ‘The Capucines is RCA 

turn from Mexico City where he . 
went to make ‘a personal - appear-" . 

of Ufa’s. latest. sound picture with _ 

entire . Hungarian. cast. Film was. . 
warmly welcomed by Hungarian. 

-At the Berlin release; however, . 
the picture proved to be. objection- © 
able as: to story.. Of course the’ 
local Film Foundation, state-sub- _ 
‘sidized, ig now. being attacked for 

the country for which the print is 

‘ Multi-versioned picture will be re- 

Italian, Hungarian, Czecho-Slova—_-. 
kian, Danish, Swedish,’ Norwegian, | 

man),;--Warner’s' has décided. on . 
| quick release-of this talker made at ~ 

ning.-in- nine strongly. populated . 

Film .Corp., has been’ filed - in the. 

& Trust Co. on the notes, Bank. 

 Sono-Art : -will make a second.. 

First Scandinavian talker is be-+. 

ish ‘and Swedish version with two . 



8 VARIETY __PICTURES 

Film Industry May Accept New 

Paramount Arbitration Plan 
Of Advance Deposit Option 

‘Arbitration, as a. system, has beén ||: 
ended for. the filmi industry by the 
Irederal Court’s decree which sig-| 
nalizes-as legal only those agree-|t- 
ments reached between ‘individuals, ||": ° 
and not collectively as has been the 
practice of the Hays organization 

since ity :nception. . 

So effectively has Juage ‘Thacher 
taken the teeth out of organization 
arbitration that the Hays. office has 
passed on the interpretation of the 
decree to the legal departments. of 
each of its producer members, From 
authoritative sources,. following ini- 

tial conferences among the producer 
legal fraternity, it is learned that 

Ist Rims on Broadway || 
- (Subject ¢ to ) Change) 

: Week. of January: 31 I 

_ .. Capitel—“Bishop. Mu r a e r. 
; ‘Case” ‘(Metro). a 

- , Colony — “Grand Parade” - 
(Pathe). ; 

“Globe”—Love Comes Along” 
(Radio). 
Paramoun. t—"New York ” 

Nights”. (UA). 
: Rivoli—"Condemnea” (WA)- 

Roxy—“Men.. Without. ‘Wom- : 

vo 1930 ARISTOCRACY 
‘Professor John Dewey; noted phil- 

‘osopher, : 

above the ground. 
b i] babl al en” (Fox). The aristocracy. of 1930 has made 

Hays men nets will peo bably appe a, Week of February 7 _ “THE. BATH. CLU B, Miam},. one of 

reversal of the present Federal find- Capitol — “Not So Dumb” os favorite rendezvous fo F pasking. 
ing. This move can be made before Metro)... “ || DAVIS. ORCHESTRA is the fear. 
April, since the defendants have||.. Colony — Moonlight . Mad- tured. ‘musical attraction, — 
the formal -60 days to file. an ap-| ness” (UV). 
‘peal. Paramount — “Burning Up” ne — 

With film arbitration. * already (Par), - ' ty R 
shut down two monthg,:-Suprere Rialto—"Street of | “Chance” IMPOSTO EP IDEMIC ON; 
Court relief could not be expectea|/|. (Par). 
until 1931. Then, itis gleane1, the Roxy—“Sky Hawk” (Fox). W. B. GRABS ONE IN PA. 
old system world only be restored $2 Runs. 
in the event of. a favorable ruling. Jan. 30— ‘Son. of the Gods 
Indieating’ their own: belief that (Warners). An impostor claiming to represent : 

Feb. 1— ~"Lost Zeppelin” (Ga- 
-ljety). _ 

Feb. 19—“Vagabond King” 
, Criterion). 

organization arbitration” Is over-. 
thrown the Hays office, within 4s 
hours after receiving the. Thacher 
manifesto, called all sales-managers 
of ‘its producer members into con- 
ference, Instructions. were given 
that the present standard : exhibi- 
tion ‘contract: formula must ‘pe used 
only with. explicit understanding by: 
the exhibitor that the clause de- 
fining arbitration as compulsory is 
now strictly optional. 

Paramount Plan 
That the industry will accept the 

new Paramount formula as a‘ prec- 
edent ‘is also indicated. The Zukor 
organization is demanding either. an 
advance deposit. or the acvteptance 
of arbitratione Executives in other 
companies point out that film manu-. 
facturers must be protected and 
that making arbitration optional 
with cash in hand from those tak-. 
ing the. negative stand is the only 
logical procedure; As the decision 
affects thousanés of standard ex- 
hibition contracts pre-dating but 
now effective, legal aides of. some 
of the companies are convinced that 
the contracts will remain valid with 
the exclusion of the arbitration 
clause. Scores of ¢ases in other 
industries dealing with: contractual 
situations are being mulled over by 
the legal staffs. The. popular ver- 
sions in this respect are: . 
‘“When'a contract is open to two 

constructions, one legal. and the 
other illegal, the courts will adopt 
that construction which will not 
impute te the parties an illegal in- 
tention,” also: 

“Illegality may affect only a part 
or the whole of a contract. The 
illegal parts may or may not be 
capable of separation. If a.con- 
tract is bad only in part, and that 
which is bad can be séparated from 
that which is good, the courts will 
enforce the part which is: gocd.” 

Indies More Dependent 
Had the Thacher decision been 

received by the industry’as recently 
as five years ago, it is conceded it 
would have caused circumstances 

, amounting to little less than a fu- 
rore. Then the independent. theatre 
owner was comparatively numer- 
ous and'strong. Also-his chief bat-. 
tle against the arbitration system 
came at that time. 
“With practically all the big pro- 

ducers now divided with ‘box-office 
(theatre) outlets which can meet ex- 
penses for their own film outlays, 
the’ situation today is. one which 
makes . the independent exhibitor 
more dependent than’ ever before, 
it is observed. Fully 90% of the 

‘ big first runs, and many of the 
“major second runs, are booked in 
“New. York,. one .executive reminds. 

Variety’s' own tabulation of the 
theatre field late last fall’ showed 

; that their were then slightly under 
and 000-theatres-totally. and. indenend:. 

“Warner | Brothers was‘ caught | by" 

‘that firm in- Altoona,: Pa., last week 

‘and sent to jail for 60. days as “dan- 

‘gerous and. suspicious.” -- 

peared that | .the government had |' Film companies’ haye noticed. -a 
taken a‘mighty flop In the presenta- spread .to epidemic proportions - in 
tion of {ts case. In fact, Judge |this practice lately. According to 
Thatcher, : it will be recalled, ‘in- | Warner executives, there -have been 

formed the government counsel then {Numerous cases ‘of this racketeering 
handling the case, that he had failed |aS-regards their organization.. 
to make a case at.all. |” . John P. Tuller, of Canton, O., car- 

Situation -was:, saved. when: John rying. a card to bamboozle theatre: 
Lord O’Brien, then just about get- |owners into believing he was Don- 
ting his bearings as agsistant to the |ald R. Tracy, record inspector at 
Attorney General, picked up the the WB studio, is the one who was, 
proceedings, carrying it to the point |caught.. He ‘was found at the 
where a case was made and a decree Mischler theatre, Altoona, by ‘Mike 
signed. ‘Resnick, Warner sales representa- 

This same joy was manifested in tive, working out. of Pittsburgh. 
a suite of offices just a block or so | Resnick, contacting the exhib on 
away from the department. This |:product,: was told a Warner man 
where the Allied exhibitors hold | was in.the theatre at that moment: 
forth under Abram F, Myers, Indie | When Resnick saw the card, which 
head characterized the decree “as |had the Warner studio address: as 
very g00d—we got everything that 

we could possibly have hoped for.” |cious. On questioning the man he 
After analyzing it’ Myers stated | got his confession that he was an 

the court has enjoined ‘the pro- impostor. . Expecting to ‘get: off 

ducers-exhibitors and their associa- free, Tuller took out 100 of the eall- 
‘tion from every angle, even ordering ing cards and tore them ‘up, but at 

the exchanges to return any de- |the police station an additional 100 
posits now held against future con- |‘were found. ‘Resniti appeared on 

tracts. behalf of Warners to prosecute, 
Will Fight Loophole 

Myers sees only one loophole in Toronto, posing as Major Abe War- 
the affair and he states that if an /ner, and on the strength of this 
attempt is made to take advantage |‘prestige” . borrowed various sums 
of it, he and his organization will|of money from exhibitors. - Other 
fight. That is the opening left for |eompanies have been similarly an- 
the demanding of deposits individu- inoyed. | 
ally by the companies as a company | ‘The Silverman Bros. . ‘operating 

action. Myers claims this can't be | attention to the. “Tracy” instance, 

done for as long as the producer- {reeling that publicity for the trade 
distributors have an association | sy, ‘checking this racketeering is de- 

Further, in this regard, Myers 
stated that he did not honestly. be- 
lieve. such @ course would be re- 

the 5-5-5 conferences. to be: con- The. Winter Garden. will not re- 
tinued, Myers was. particularly | vert to the Shuberts, Even if the 
gratified on‘ this angle‘ as he saw | Shuberts wanted possession it could 

‘vantage in the. Judge Thatcher .de- | $200, 000 .a year, with an. option ‘for, 
cree. It didn’t and Myers: is hope- | an additional 20 years. 
ful. A marquee and entrance on sev- | 

tion amongst the Allied members | trances and exits, the new one be- 
he points out the possibility of the ing opposite ‘the Roxy. Pop prices 

advance.casSh deposits being de-j|and a grind will be instituted simi- 

bers to report all attempts to his |wj1) be the first picture in’ on pop 
office for any such collections. He | policy. 
also asks for. reports on any dis- When the Garden was reported 

under the old rnethod. . national Revue.” 

Myers fs. going to approve no | gefinitely slated for the Shubert be- 
method of arbitration until it has | cayse of ‘that house's stage ade- 

ane peels 

predicts that the: 1980. 
aristocracy will live forty | stories | 

faction out of. it in’ addition to the 
_Paramount (FP) case now. ‘pending 

‘was started: with several: of the 
‘companies * sending legal - ‘counsel 

Only ones:-held up at that ‘time 

‘chance of their revival unless the 

“Long Island,” he became suspi- 

, Another Ympostor, wags caught. in} 

policy but without any concerted |tne Strand, Altoona, called Variety’s 

“She Couldn't Say No” probably | 

“The revue is now 

emo st 

nothing they can.:do could possibly | sirable . 
be considered as an individual act. | . _ : 

. 

, W. B. Retains Garden 
sorted to. He sees the whole situa~ ‘ te, 
tion cleared up and a chance for. 

the other side holding off loping | be managed only by mutual agree- 
something might break to their ad- | ment. Lease runs for 10 years at 

Ina circular now in the course of j}enth avenue side of the house will 
preparation by Myers for distribu- | be érected, giving the house two. en- 

mands. That he intends to fight this |jar to the Rivoli-Rialto scheme. ‘- 
is indicated in the request to mem-. 

crimination If exhibitors refuse to reverting to the Shuberts it was one 

sign contracts involving arbitration spot ‘mentioned for Leslie's ‘Inter- 

‘been*submitted: rand: approved: from. quacys 
every angle. ‘ “ently operated. 

—_- Up to now 

-The Other Angle 
_' Washington, Jan, 28. 

- Much joy within the ranks of of- 
‘ficlaldom of the Department of-Jus- 
tice over the sweeping decree signed 
by .Judge Thatcher declaring the 

- standard contract and arbitration, 
as practice under that contract, il- 
legal. : 
Department was particularly joy- 

ous because at the beginning it ap- 

ED LAEMMLE’S NAME CHANGE 
“ Hollyweod, Jan, 28. 

Tired of being accused of “family” 
as a means of holding down his}. 
job as a director, Edward Laemmle |" 

Shuberts plenty, 

Arthur Loew on Coast 

Edward Lawrence. tion conferences at the Metro studio. 

His. next picture for U will be 
“What Men Want.” weeks. 

Vattem pt--to-—beat--the-:government.. 
Warners has heen. 

| guaranteeing $7,000 weekly against 
5% of the profits, which netted the 

Arthur Loew left for the coast 

‘has changed his screen name to|last week. to participate in produc- |. 

He will. be ‘gone a couple of 

Wednesday, January 29, 1930 
enw 

Move for Nat'l Exhib Body Flat: 
be Denies Report Film Boards 
_Pshaning—Await Kent’ s Return 

+ La 

} - Move - to establish one. national 
|| organization for exhibitors, with 

} the underlying purpose of designing 
‘| a contract and. satisfactory. arbitra-. - 
tion: systeni, has definitely eollapsed.: 
‘The Federal-‘court’s ruling on the - 
iNegality of compulsory arbitration, 
.or in its participation collectively, 
is held - responsible by the ‘Hays 
office. 
Through what has become recog= 

nizéd'as its wing, the Motion Pic~ 
ture Theatre Owners. of America | 
(Hays organization), . Monday also . 
sounded taps for further concilia- | ¢ 
tory moves -with the Andie’ sroup, 
‘beaded by Abram. Myers. .. 

“That ‘the | blow-up’ of “ayatematio 
arbitration sets the industry back, 
seven years, and that it -will take 
““cleverer men to restore it than it 
aia ‘to bring<it about,” is the Hays- : 
jan attitude, Also that the 32 film — 
boards will be disbanded, and -that. 
two of the secretaries ‘have already 
‘been ‘notified of the cessation of 
their. ‘duties is reported “from | Tree 
sponsible sources. At the Hays of-— 

. fice, however, it. was firmly denied 
that a single board would be closed, 
There, it. is claimed, arbitral mat- 
ters figured. only"as a 7 per. cent - 
‘activity of the boards, In this re- 
spect it has been known right along 
that film boards in. many. of the 

territories. have played an Important 
‘part in political avtivities, 

‘Lightman’ 8. ‘Statement. 

In the statement released’ ‘through - 
the MPTOA, M.A. Lightman,. presi- - 
‘dent, observes: ~*~ 

“T-do not think ‘that the present 
exhibitor organizations, : or’. com- - 
mittees, could. bind a: majority of 
individuals, firms, partnerships and. 
co-operations ‘engaged in the ex%« 
hibition of motion pictures, A great 
number of theatre owners in thé 

-| United : States’ are. not. membersTof 
‘; any national | organization. - 

“Tt would seem that the distribu- | 
‘tors are in a position to go ahead” 

“King” Day and Date i in 
100 Cities After al at. $1 | with such: pegottations, but exhibt- 

ors are not, and unless some feas- 
{thle plan can ‘be. devised, whereby 

‘@ great majority of exhibitors In the 
‘country can likewise be bound by 
such’ agreements, and in’ such’ ne- 
gotiations,. I cannot see.what can 
be accomplished by continuing the 
conferences.” 

In the latter respect Lightman 
says that should Sidriey Kent, of 
‘Paramount, who fostered the cone 
ferences, see a way out on his ree 
‘turn from Europe next week, ‘the 
MPTOA will: go through. 
‘Regarding ‘the Federal decision, 

Lightman states: 
‘?“Judge .Thacher'’s decision does 

one thing—it is conclusive. Its ins: 
tent and purpose leaves no halfway 
pround. Perhaps, after all, it is best 
that this is so.. There are some 
people in this business who seem to 
prefer having the courts ‘settle our 
differences, and my impression 1s. 
that they will. certainly have this 
opportunity. My personal observa- 

‘| tion fs that it might prove a ‘noble 
experiment’ to return, for the ‘time 
‘being, to the old method" of doing 
business.” 

» Between Pictures 

ve “Les ‘Angeles, Jan, 28.: 
Joe E. Brown tells of hear- 

_ ing two actors discussing a ‘vet - 
- actor now here to make am old. 
timers’ picture, . 

_ {When did he make his last af 
one?” asked the first... _ 

“In 1915,” was:the answer. _ . 
. . “From ‘'15 to '30, eh? Boy, | 
that’s. what I call between Bice : 
" tures.” , 

Fed'l Trade [ating General 
~ Action Lay Dormant 

; ‘Washington. Jan. 28, 
‘Federal trade commission is. do- 

ing ‘nothing with its once active. 

delve into block booking with ‘the. 
then intention of making a general |. 

in the courts. 
Several ‘months — ago the’ ‘checkup’ 

down for closed. door hearings. As 
then reported, commission weeded 
out many of the. companies placing 
an’ okay: on their. ‘selling methods. 

were M-G-M, Fox,.’ Warner and|' 
Universal. . Several» -hearings ‘were 
held on. each. and then. the com-| 
mission proceeded to forget. about 
It. a 
Files of. the cases are laying dor-. 

mant at: the commission. with ‘little. 

government should’ .win. the F.P. 
case now awaiting. court argument. 

. ‘Chicago, Jan. 28, 
A month after opening in 27 key 

Publix cities at $1 top.March 7, 
Par’s “Vagabond King” will go into 
100 Publix stands simultaneously 
at 75e. , a. 
“King” will play only two re- 

served seat two-a-day stands—the 
Criterion, New York, and Para- 
mount, Palm Beach.: ~ 

Chain believes it can get dway 
with the $1 ‘tariff in 27 stands, 
figuring the picture a special with 
a sure draw. At the close of the 
run, house prices will revert to the 

normal scale. | 
If the fans go for this one, plan 

to cash in goes for all future Para~- 
mount specials, 

OAKIE "EELS 
Engages Lawyer to Break 5-Year 

Contract with Wesley Ruggles 

Hollywood, Jan. 28. 
Jack Oakie has engaged: ‘Lioyd 

Wright, attorney, to break his five 
year $200 weekly. contract with /~ 
Wesley Ruggles. Oakie claims that 
Ruggles has been farming him for 
anywhere from $1,000 to $1, 500 a 
weelc, 

_ Contract . -when made - called for : 
‘$75 a ‘week the first six months, 
$100 for. the following six ‘months, 
$125 for all of last year, $200 a 
week the current year, $300 for. '31 
and $450 for. ’32, final year of the 
agreement, 

Allied Indies’ "Office 
Robbed i in ‘Washington 

Washington, Jan, 28. 
Allied indies. office here-in Union _. 

‘Trust Building was broken into Fri- 
day night-and the files upset. Petty. 
cash, totaling about $20, was taken; 
Several cabinets were marred to 
such an extent replacements | will 
have to be secured. 
. Abram F, Myers now endeavoring 
to check what's missing from the 
files. 

e a 

Split on Mix 
- . ‘Washington, Jan, 28, 

Department of Justice has passed 
the Tom Mix tax tangle back to the| ' 
general counsel of the treasury. . . 
Department: wants -to prosecute 

with those. of treasury apparently 
sold that Mix was innocent of any 

Vilma’s Col. Film 
Hollywood, Jan. 28. - 

With Samuel Goldwyn having 
nothing for her in the immediate. 
‘future, Vilma Banky has .been 
‘Toanéd to Colun Bias ent 

Studio fs looking for a story in © 
which she will be starred. — 

Anyhow, latter hasn’t yet made up 
its mind what course it will take, 

but a. decision is expected daily. - 

FILM’S BIG ORCHESTRA 
Los‘Angeles, Jan: 28. 

L. A. Philharmonic Orchestra, .80 
men, with Arthur Rodzinsky con- 
ducting, engaged by Warner's to 
‘supply the music for “Viennese: 
Nights.” 

“Pink” “Idea” 
' Chicago, Jan. 28, 

After ‘rejecting Radio . Pictures’ 
“The Very Idea,” Chi’s censors suf- 
fered a change of heart. 

Film is now a local “pink.” 



RY 

; of the organization, but has named 

_ gon of the first board ‘of Fox trustees 
__ were disinclined to resign in favor 
“ef:the three new men ‘mentioned, 

“Wednesday, January 20, 1890 

.-The Fox tangled situation passed 
@. crisis yesterday (Tuesday) when 

“William “Box and_ his -battery of 

lawyers walked into: Federal. Jeourt 

“on. a “show cause” . order, © fol- 

- lowing multiple: ‘applications for re- 

ceiverships, and stated that a bank- 
ing group ‘consisting of Blair & Co. 

(affiliated with the Bank of -Amer- 
“4ea), Lehman Brothers,. and _Dillon- 
‘Reade “stood ready to take’ up the 
Fox company’s financial obligations. 

The. court. permitted. a ‘two. weeks’ 

adjournment. =. ; 
This financial, support means that 

William Fox remains as. president: 

board of trustees consisting. of 

E GC, Delafield, president of the. 
Bank -of America; ..H. P. Howell, 

< president of the Commercial Trust |. 
‘Company, ‘and « Barney . - Baruch. 
‘Monday night. another - ‘banking: 
group ‘stood ready to submit: a plan | 
for. the. Fox’ notes, but the: above 
mentioned group was the.one finally 

“named by both” the creditors and 

Mr: Fox. : 
This second group. was ; aupposedly | : 

based. upon the Halsey- -Stuart Com- 
‘pany. H..L. Stuart and. J..E. -Otter- 

and this appeared to be the main 
‘difficulty in the negotiations, | 
‘~The proposed new trustees yes- 

-terday before.U. S. Judge Coleman 
‘proposed. a: voting trust: for the 
voting .B- stock, and offered the 

draft of a plan for financing. the 
company. They obtained the con- 
sent of Judge Coleman ‘to a post- 
‘-ponement: of two. ‘weeks, during 
which time they will formulate a 
detailed. program of handing press-' 

‘ing obligations amounting to some -terested in a plan to build a 4,000- 
$45,000,000. 
Creditors agreed to this. defer- 

gnent to give the new. banking group 
opportunity to work out the - Prob- 
‘lem.: 

A vital part of the voting trust 
‘proposal is the provision that the 
trustees may call for the resigna- 
tion of any official at any time, with 
‘the specific exception of William 
Fox, who thus is assured of his con- 
tinued position in company: affairs,. 
‘WwW. R. Sheehan and Jack Leo. 

‘In granting the. delay Judge Cole- 
man imposed several restrictions, |: 
such as notice that if any creditor 
entered judgment against the com- 

pany in. the interim the creditor | 

(Continued on page 32) 

-B-G, FP-Canadian Deal 
Hangs on Fox Situation 

Ottawa, Jan. 28. 

Possibility of reopened negotia- 
tions for a merger of British Gau- 
mont and Famous Player Canadian 
Corp. was admitted here by Arthur 
Cohen, managing director for FP. 

Offer of $75. a.share.was made for 
control of FP ‘by British Gaumont 
last summer, but was discarded . by 
President - Adolph Zukor on the 
Bround that William Fox controlled 
British “Gaumont--and he “would | 
‘thave no American competitor, step- 
ping into the Canadian field!” | 

- This. refusal _ brought: squawks 
from shareholders andthe resigna- 
tion of. N. L. Nathanson as manag- 

- dng director. .Now, if Fox should be 
out of the British picture, it is said 

a new tie-up. may come, 

New Fox Bankers Win Consent 

Of All Factions to Try Plan; 

- Deadlock Will Hold for 2 Wks, 

May Bay DW. sUA 

‘pictures ‘annually ‘for UA release.. 

“Additionally they figure the fran- 

chise: would have’ :value through 

‘important part in the policy despite 
Jan official statement recently that 

jment: (Spoor . system) is definitely 

Japproximately 150 contracts signed 

PICTURES 

| Equity Ignored, but - Dis- 

Strike Are Discussed— 
Have Held Seven. Meet- 
ings So. Far - oe 

STUDIOS 0.K. S4HR, WK, 

A Southern Deal 

: New Orleans, Jan. 28. 
B ye. Richards, : of. Publix- 

‘Saenger, is: expecting: his ninth, ' 
child. ' He’s. often been seen . 

- lately. in the company of Bob. 
_ O'Donnell, of the same com- ~ 
pany, married = 15° years and 

childless. : Le 
Rumor: ‘is that EB. v. ds ne- 

j gotiating a . deal, 

~ ollywood, Jan. “98... 

Committee: of. Actors - and. Pro- 
ducers have held. seven meetings the 

past two weeks and at the Hotel 
Roosevelt Monday night, game toa 

. partial agreement on the basic con- 

for. actors. 
set up 54 hours’ work asa. weekly 

maximum. . 
_ Actors in ‘efforts. to iron: out differ- 

ences that. caused recent ‘Equity 
-gtrike here seem— undecided among 
themselves | as. to just: what they 

want. 
ing time on. contracts, starting and} 

Criffith R sicng quitting, retakes and many other 

: i . e 
‘phases have to. be worked aut. 
They also. dislike: ‘anything that 
tends to. classify’ them .as- day) 

laborers. ‘ 
‘It ig said these meetings of: ‘the 

two committees will be held twice a 
week until a plan of: readjustment is 
worked out which can. be submitted 
to the players in the. industry, for 

ratification, ~ 
Then, it is believed, an organiza- 

tion. of picture players will be per- 
fected that is to he independent of 

Equity... 
One proposition | originating with 

the actors is that an interval of 12 
hours must .elapse between finish- 

ing one of day’s work of. eight hours 
or more and being called for work 
the next day. Actors want to sub- 
mit all propositions to general meet-. 
ing of actors for. endorsement. 

It is understood that ata previous’ 
session no mention of Equity . was. 
made during the discussions of the 
methods to be followed. However, 
numerous matters of alleged abuses 
charged against the producers ‘by 

Hollywood, ‘Jan, 28. 

"Sol ‘Legser and. Franklin ‘Warner, 

acting as a. partnership, have ne-. 

gotiations ‘under way: to purchase 

D..W. Griffith's member- ownership 

franchise with United Artists for 
$1,000,000, Idea is to make four 

their inheriting all profits ‘still, com- 

ing in on old. Griffith: pictures. 

Story carries the implication that 
Dd. W. contemplates retirement fol- 
lowing hig present production of 
“Abraham: Lincoln.” _ 

Lesser. and. Warner are also in- 

seat house on Wilshire Blvd., near 
Labrea,; which they would turn over 
to United Artists for, operation in 
the event the franchise deal maté- 
rializes. Both Lessér and Warner 
are individually. wealthy. 

ters are to be taken up singly and 

future sessions. 

Committees 

RCA’S ANNOUNCEMENT: 
Calls for Considerable Expansion— 

Execs Told to Get Ready 

now represent the producers. on the 
committee. with the current actors 

group including. 

Wallace Beery, - eT ‘Jean  Hersholt, 

Radio Corporation's RCA photo- 
phone subsidiary is preparing a 
1930 program’ which it will an- 
nounce shortly. It is known that it 
calls for considerable expansion of 

personnel and activity. 
- Some executives, who have been 
ordered to rearrange their desks for 
the new development, are of the 

belief that. television will have an 

William DeMille, president of the 

Academy of Motion Picture Arts 
and Sciences, attends ag a neutral. 
American Federation. of Labor 

has been reported doing consider- 
able “viewing - with alarm” of the 
actor-producer negotiations “which 
they figure may result in the forma- 
tion of a company union leaving 

Equity outside the pale.. Federa- 
tion is understood. to have ap- 
proached Cameramen’s Union, Scenic 
Artists, and other theatrical crafts 
here in an effort to devise: methods 

it will not be in shape for the mar- 

ket until 1932. Wide film equip- 

set for marketing during this year, 

{tt is known. 
During the past 18 months Pho- 

tophone interests have been concen- 
trating on talker equipment. Now, | 
it is learned, with five different 
models, the company finds its mass 
production encumbered. . 
‘Small installation, $3,000, is ‘not 

yet in mass production because of 
this condition at. the factory, it is 
explained. That Radio has. only 
about 15 of these installed through- 

out the country, five being in New 
York, is another report, also that of 

completely frozen out of pictures. . 
Ten actors and five producers 

for the purpose of trying to iron out 
the situation. regarding: studio work-: 
ing’ conditions: and alleged differ- 
ences which it is claimed were re- 
sponsible for the Equity strike last 
summer. Meetings are preliminary 
toa general gathering. — 

At the’ first meeting one of the 
actor and one of the producer. group 
were missing. Those who repre- 
sented the actors were Sam Hardy, 
Lawrence Grant, Mitchell Lewis, 
Richard Tucker, Rod La Rocque, 
Conrad Nagel, Robert Edeson, Ben 
Lyon and Jean Hersholt. On the 
producers’ side were M. Cc. Levee, 

jof. Paramount; : Wm. Le Baron, of 

for exhibitors for the same fully 
40% have proven worthless because 

of bouncing, checks and inability to 
meet the down payment. _ Sills Fox Flicker 

“Hollywood, Jan. 98. 

Milton Sills, absent from pictures 
for a year and a half, returns to 
professional’ screen activity with 
Fox in “A Practical Joke.” 
‘Geor we Manker Watters is making 

the adaptation which Berthold Vier- 
tal will direct, Mane Clarke and 
Kenneth MacKenna will have 

juvenile lends. 

eystat indo = 

‘McVickers Feb. 14, when “The Love 

Sol Wurtzel, of Yox, and 
Jack Warner, representing Warners 
and. First National. Wallace Beery 
wag the actor missing with Irving 
Thalverg, of M-G-M the absent pro- 
ducer. Both, however, attended the 
second session. Of the actors who 
participated in the oonferences 
Hardy, Grant, Tucker, Lyon, Lewis, 
Edeson and Hersholt were active 

(Continued on page 10) 

‘Chevalier’s Concert Radio; | 

Chicago, Jan. 28. 

Maurice Chevalier will make a 

personal appearance at B. & K's 

Parade” opens- 
It will net him only good wilt, 

but three days later. the French 
singer will concertize at the Au- 
ditorium with his share $5,000. 

‘puted Points It. Raised in 

ditions and ‘hours of— ‘employment. 
Studios are. willing to 

Matter of computing work-| 

Equity were. discussed. These mat-. 

to be definitely settled upon at the. 

Irving Thalberg and ‘Mike Levee 

‘Sam Hardy, 

Lawrence Grant, and Conrad Nagel. 

of preventing Equity . from being 

‘had held: two ‘secret meetings here 

TALKING eT QVER {Dept. Justice Refused Extra Funds: 

Wh PRODUCERS Budget Can't See Many 30 Mergers 

7 Only i in Person 

Hollywood, Jan. 28. 
‘Vic. McLaglen. and Géorge | 

| Bancroft have. a lot of admir- 
ers wlio are never permitted to 
see them on the screen. These || 

‘are children of their friends. 
‘Youngsters ‘meet the men. 

‘and think: they're | great, but . 
' the films in which they appear 
and the- characters they por-. 

-tray cause them to be screen 
vetoed for. the tots. . Difficult 
to make-the kids understand 
why it's all right for them to 
meet McLaglen and Bancroft 
in: their | homes. but not see 

. them in a theatre. - 

. Anyone who casts either of 
the big. boys in a not. so hard- 
“boiled ‘part will get a -vote of 
thanks from the: Beverly Hills 

_ juvenile set. ' 

HAYS OFFICE 
GOES IN FOR 
- PSYCHOLOGY 

Killing censorship with social 
psychology is the. latest’ treatise. 
The Hays office is doing it on an 
elaborate scale, . getting big film ex-. 
ecutives to accompany Hays’ execs 
to some select woman's club in con- 

venient suburbia. 
Idea. was launched almost simul- 

taneously with the get-together of 
the: National Board of Review in 
New York last week, Dr. Joseph 
L.. Holmes, ‘Columbia professor of 
psychology, | gave an excellent defi- 
nition of the Hays’ method when he 

said: ‘ 
“Only a social control expressed 

in a community demand for the best 
In motion pictures, educationally 
and recreationally, will solve what 

\1is generally referred to as the cen- 

sorship problem.” 
- Sewing the seed at the fireside 
got an initial .start a week ago 
when several Warnerites, including 
H. M., breezed into, Bronxville on 
the arm of Carl ‘Milliken, Hays of- 
ficial. Appearance’ of the digni- 
taries ‘had even Bronxville’s well- 
ups in the exclusive Women's Club 
on end. Bronxville weekly devoted 
a couple of columns in tribute paid 
Brenxville by editorially lamenting 
the fact that there had been no pre- 
vious announcement. 

Personal Appearances 
Right about this time Milliken, in 

charge of Hay’s. new psychology de-- 
partment, as the old censorship. bu- 
reau. which Charlie Pettijohn over-. 
saw is now. known, sent out a dis- 
patch to. the International ‘Order of 
B’nai Brith in Cincinnati. It was 
suggested that Alfred Cohen, the 
-president, ‘travel. here at. some con- 

yenient time to name a ‘committee 
‘which will keep producers informed 

as to what might be offensive to 
Jewish trade.: 

Albert Howson, scenario editor for 
Warners, is allying himself ‘with 
Milliken in a series of filmi execu- 
tive appearances similar to the one 
in Bronxville. -— 

’ On the program Howson is sched- 

uled to address the Women’s Club 
of ‘Pennsylvania in Philadelphia -ta- 
day. (Wednesday)... Next week he 
goes to Albany, N. Y., on a similar 
mission. 

Formula being followed 1a one 
of enlightenment on film produc- 
‘tion=~and—Holly wood=technique: : 
After that there is an open forum. 

ask questions and make suggestions. 
Most important to. the Hays of- 

fice are the “don'ts.” These are 
listed chronologically. It is ad- 
mitted that they will have no in- 
fluence on currerit releases but will 
be ‘forwarded t© Hollywood for 
future consideration. | : 

and.-the women are permitted to|— 

VARIETY 

“Washington, Jan. 28. 

Department of: Justice failed to 
. convince, the.Director of the Budget 
that this was. going to be a great 
year; and that extra funds for the 

}| anti-trust division were needed: 
John. Lord: O’Brien, in ‘charge of 

the division, ‘appeared. before Con- 
gress in an endeavor to get the ex: 
tra money. -He told the lawmakers 

that the ‘recent stock market crash 
would mean: more mergers.. Asking 
‘for the .money would indicate Myr. 
O'Brien intends to stop these mer- 
ecrs if he can.. So far, the only two 

.| casey: of any prominence filed are 
those against Fox and Warner. That 
‘fs stated to be the beginning of the 
“big year.” 

One alibi to back up the big anti- 
| merger year that isn’t materlalizing, 
except against the picture industry, 

is that when suits are threatened 
the complained of companies rush 

their lawyers here and offer to’ do 
almost anything to stop the suit, 
consent decrees being the usual out- 

come. 
One phase of the Fox answer re- 

ceived last week was the producer's 
cla.m that the proceeding right- 

|ful'y belonged, if at all; within the 
Federal Trade Commission. Justice 
officials refused to comment. on why 
‘the Fox procedure, just such as was 
|the ‘Paramount (Famous-Lasky). 
case was not handled by the com- 
‘mission.. Outside contacts had it 
that as the Department of Justice 
had to step. in to finally try and 
bring about a finish to the Para- 
mount case, this time the depart- 
‘ment reversed it.in- an attempt to 
forestall another six or seven year 

-proceeding as in the F-P instance, 

McCORMACK FILM AT $2 
Just in a Few ‘Spots—"“Sunnyside” 
Out of Roxy Despite Above “Stop” 

| Although Fox has adopted a policy 
of no more twice daily runs for its. 
pictures anywhere, an exception © 
will probably. be made in the case of: 
the John: McCormack ‘picture.. .Or- 
ganization is said to be seeking a $2. 
spot in New York for the Irigh* 
tenor’s film, which has already been 

| previewed on the Coast. Main rea-. 
son is the eight songs McCormack 
has done for. camera and micro-. 
phone. A few other big cities may 
also see twice daily showings of this 
release, No date is set on this one’s 
-premiere.. 

“Sunnyside Up, " Fox's semi- final 
film. at the Gaiety, leaves the Roxy 
this week despite being well on its 
way to outstep the $110,000 stop 
placed on it at that house. Cause. 
for this is the sales department's. 
desire to send all features into the 
neighborhoods before one big house 
takes the edge off for further con- 
sumption. 

- Organization has done this be- 
fore in regard to the Roxy. Me-. 
chanics may force an exception Jn 
the case of “Happy: Days,” which 
comes in on Grandeur (70mm.). No. 
house other than the ox, Brooklyn, . 
has the big projectors, at this time, 
and the Brooklyn : theaire will. bor-.. 
‘row the Roxy projection. machines. 
for the wide film. Hence, “Happy © 
Days” will likely be permitted “to. 
run for so long as it can‘in the 
Manhattan 6,200 seater. It comes 
in ‘late next month or early March. 

Real Heroic Dog 
Chicago, Jan, 28. 

“Leo,” German police dog that’ 
played opposite “Rin Tin. Tin” in 
several pictures, died a hero here 
last week. It was asphyxiated by 
gas after warning the famlly of the 

danger. 
; DoE. was five years old. 

a oe ne a ES ee 

Mayer: at Capital Again 

Washington, Feb. 28. 
Louls B. Mayer was in town again 

last Friday, Usual confidential talk 
with President Hoover with the 
usual reticence as to what that " 

talk was about. : 
Mayer returned “to New York 

Saturday morning. 
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Tallywod Chatter. ~ 
Hy ‘Daab is here, -_ : drawing room en route to New 

“. Eddie Mannix now in New York, } York. 

- Lenore . Ulric combing | the’ hills _ Aimee Semple McPherson's show 
: fora home. | «. | banners. listed :“‘The Rose of Sharon’*. 

: _ | as, her subject for Jan. 26. Elmer 
Gantry” please: write. 

‘Ese Bartlett Schildkraut bachel-. 

—_—>-—— 

SILENT NAVY 
_ HAVING FILM 

TROUBLES ~ 
——_ 

‘Washington,. Jan. 28.. | 
Navy's attempt: to fill the gap in’ 

silent. pictures from those of. the 
foreign producers has. proven a. 
failure “because of--the relatively. 
low entertainment value of the for- | 
eign pictures received,” says Com- 
mander Herbert A, Jones,. morale 
Officer: in charge of this service. for 
Uncle. Sam. . 

Not only has the advent of the 
talkers made it difficult to supply 
the vast demands of the service 
with programs, but. it has ‘also pre- | 
sented another problem to- the navy'|. . 
to equip the fighting ships with the}. -- 

——————— 

Figure It Out 

‘Washington,. Jan. 28, 
Here's a formula for film 

distributors When wanting to - 
- figure percéntages on tlie pop-. 
ulation. It'’ official: from the . 
immigrationsbureay: — . 

There is. a. birth - every. 13. 

‘seconds, one: ‘death every .23 -. 
seconds. One immigrant: en- . 

- ters the country every one and | 
-a half minutes, while one emi-. 
grant leaves: every five min-" 

. utes. 
To work this out, take the 

‘-offictal- estimate of: population . 
of 121,951,856 as. of 10:45 a. m,, 
Jan, 22, last, and you've got-it. 

Fox Theatre Man Killed, |. -— £ 
Another. Injured in Crash} _ BENNY ROSS: _ 

a et - “Am: singing my own ‘song, “Now |: 
Tm: in Love. With You,” in “Take 

Les Angele’, ‘Jan. 28. |a Chance” show next week at the] 
epecial equipment required. As yet | "Charles ‘Forbes, 51,’ constriction | Stanley, Jersey City, also still mas-. 

“Hugo. Ballin - has a seaside. studlo- 

home on Huntington Palisades, 
_ |. Fanchon Royer ig sightseeing | out 
, of Mexico. City.:. 
| Lois: Moran has: _siven up het 
-, dréss, shop, ; 

-}  <Chandler- ‘Sprague. back « on Fox lot 
after a sick siege. * 

Billie Dove's. new home is in North 
Hollywood. a 

Frank “Whitbeck » expects. to be 
.. | elected mayor of Hacienda Park, ' 

| Frank Fay showing ma and. pa 
‘southern.California, — 

Eddie Moran has quit’ agenting 

back. to. ‘New. York to. act. ; 

“Bob. Murphy ‘opening his new. chop: 
house on Robertson road this week, 

Lou. Anger ig charge de affaires: 
of the Roosevelt hotel now. : oe ; J 

H. H. Van Loan. bridge-testing . First National: barbers .: worked 

‘| Joe Schildkraut: occupies the family. 
homestead. 

-Radio golt. cup must be. won in 

ship is final. . - Boys wondering who. 
can hold a ‘studio job that long. 

John McCormack. has bought. 140 

build a home'and spend future wih- 
‘ters here, 

inal cast of “After Dark,” playsa 
bit in. “The Light. of Western Stars,” 
at 83, 

Hollywood: rated’ sixth on coast. ‘in- 

ing: Los Angeles; San Francisco, 

single: word titles for their pictures: 
has’ them constantly breaking faith: 
with Webster. 

Jack Cohn of Columbia trying to. 

uM 

_Mother of Irving Thalberg under- 
went @ serious major operation at 
‘Good . Samaratin - ‘hospital. Conval- 
jescing. 

coast - production. of “Follow -Thru;"* 
which. . closed .in Frisco recently, 
was sale. of 20 pairs of shoes to the 
chorus gals.at $1 4 pair, 

Numerous fans: throughout the 
‘country are using stationery with 
their. printed photographs to effect 
@ more intimate contact with the . 
‘screen stars. \ 

“@ 

“Note to diréctor.’ Imperative. The 
‘following words are ‘absolutely not 

“Bum, 7) '“Lousy. we. 

. Bill: “White,” working as a screen 

ing’ member of the Elks. Says he 
joined at Sah. Francisco” 51 years 
“ago. 

. After recovering from a more or 
less. jobless year in the picture ine 
dustry, the Universal City - Club 
bulletin comes out with a slogan 
urging its members .to. start their 
vacation funds now. 

Members of the new picture cole 
ony ‘settling. in the Malibu Beach . 
district have to use the village ero- 
‘eery store to receive and. send telee 
phone calls. Very interesting to the 
prop. 

Anyone who gets up that. early 
can watch Wali Street’s song and 
dance from the Hotel Roosevelt 
lobby.. Brokerage has set up a board, 
elbowing the house desks to the end 
of the lobby. 

Agents! have to’ keep an eye 
on their’ femme secretaries. One 

‘(Continued from page 9). 

on the Equity side of the fence last: 
summer. 

PREFER NOVELS 
More So Than Playe—Seems to Be 

Studios’ Attitude—FN Buys 10 - 

| Young-Withers Elopement | 

‘Ends in Auto Crash 
~ Likely that-the matter of a maxi- | -. Hollywood, Jan. 28, 
umm working week for freelance |: Grant. Withers, 25, and Loretta. 
players will be worked out, but, no Young, 17, éloped ‘by'-aeroplane to 
mention: was made at this meeting | Yuma, Ariz,,' ‘returned to get the 
of the >xtra situation. It is reported | Parental blessing and’ had an annul- 
that the members of the committee |mént: on account of the girl's age 
who stuck to thelr Equity guns will | Within an hour. 
later.on take up the matter of han- | |: Withers; was so ‘disturbed he went 
dling complaints made by extra for an auto,-drive: to think things 
talent against ‘studios and the Cen- | over and smashed into another car, 

compose an important block in this}. . ‘Casting Corporation with a injuring. four persons and wrecking 

“firm's '30-'3k output, with, Gals-|iew of trying to regulate working |both machines, __. 
worthy, Sabatini and Rice ‘among | conditions as well as straighten out| Withers was previously married 
the writers. __|petty conditions not in the’ studios, |Seven years ago and has a son six. 

“ |gald ‘to.: annoy: the” - atmosphere: years old. That marriage was an- 
; ‘Hollywood, ‘Jan. 28; --| players, | nuled' on the grounds Withers was 

First National has bought F. H.| Freda W. Beetscn, executive vice- under age at the time. : 
Brennan’s magazine story, “One/president of the Association of Mo-'| Milton Cohn, courisel for the first 
Night at Susie’s,” for Billie Dove. |tion Picture Producers, was present |Mrs. Withers, has asked that all- 

_ J. F. Dillon to direct, with yarn|at the first two meetings but no |mony be raised from $60 weekly to. 
being put Into shooting. shape by |mention has been made of any Hays | $300.’ Grounds for suit 1s Withers 
Forest Halsey and Katherine Scola. |organization interest in the matter. | present affluence arid the illness of 
Company will also do “Heart of] William.F..Canavan, president I.| child requiring special medical at-. 

the North.” Among the big trees|A,, when asked about the reported | tention. 
of northern California and in Tech-| actors-producers’ union, replied it: 

‘nicolor.. Loretta Young will head was-all news to him. He denied the 
_ the cast. It’s another magazine | ailiance had been approached in any | 

story. i _ . way. : 
Joseph “Weber, president A. F. of 

M., returned to New York Monday 
after a month’s absence. He also 
declared, he_ knew __ nothing of thet, 

Matter of Extras 

Not much doubt that plays are 
- being passed up and film companies, 

in buying story material for the new 
season, are showing a marked par- 

' thality for books and novels. 
One company, First National, has 

just closed for the works of 10 rep- 
resentative authors. ‘These | wil 

lege film . at U and. another ran. 

across a@ ‘picture of his in a news= 

‘ance, — 

walk 100 ft. from the Egyptian the- 
‘atre can be heard in the: rear rows ; 
inside ‘because of peculiar amplify- 

gone’ talker. newsboys ‘were forced : 
_ {to g0 silent. 

Hollywood police ‘asked. for $6, 000 

lice station. ‘City Council vote” $1,- 
350, saying they wanted some room. 
in the place for the cops.’ New jail 
will ‘be thrown open to the. erring 
public with searchlights and ad- 
dresses Ly prominent alumni, . 

‘Benny Rubin m.c.ed ‘at the Bilt- 
more dinner Mrs, Louls :B. Mayer 
‘arranged for the National Copncil of 
Jewish Women. Guests of honor’ 

were Marie Dressler,. Julia Faye, 
William Haines, Hedda Hopper, 
Kay _Johnson, -Dorothy Jordan, 
ChHarles, King,..Louis. Mann, Carmel _ 
Myers, Anita Page, Robert Mont- 
gomery and Sally Starr. 

— 

World Camera Cruise. . 
James A. Fitzpatrick, short sub- 

ject producer, left on the Hamburg- 
American Mner “Columbus” Jan. 21 
for a three months sb buepes the- 

8 re e 9 y: 

Carrying Vietims Names 

“On “Payroll” for* 3 “Mons: | -actors- -producers’ activity, but ex- 
'" Los Angeles, Jan. 28,. | pected'a report. on conditions in 

‘Names of the eight Fox employees Hollywood this week, 
killed ifr the recent air accident —_—___—_- 
will: be carried on ‘the company’s 

"payroll for ‘three months. ~ 

“Bert Dawley, camieraman, ise 
panied him, ° 

N.Y. to L. A. 
Oscar Straus | 

Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Freeman 
‘Charlie Morrison 
Benny Thau 
Gus Shy. 
Walter Craig, 

—~ys 

LENI’S $75,000 ESTATE 
:’ 3In ‘addition to receiving the saP- ' Hollywood, Jan. 28, 
_aries.for ‘this length of time, the| : Final valuation of -the estate of 

_ families of the victims will also|Paul Leni, director for Universal, 
get $5,000 from insurance and a|who died last summer, is. fixed at 
share .in the $25,000 being subscribed | $75,000. 
by Fox studio employees. Widow gets the entire amount, 

no talking equipment has heen in- engineer for..Fox. Coast. Theatres, | tering the ceremonies. 
stalled although tests are. contin-| tne, waa‘ killed and ‘Charles Buck- Management HARRY. w. CRULL 
wns ‘and Congress Teceesany wen ley, attorney. for the same company, 

nl a a a ee fi 

the right machine is found. * was indore? wren fo. avold hitting | ‘for Doc Heriderson, overtime: giving “convict haircuts” 

To just what extent the navy is|route, near. Bakersfield,.. Buckley TRADE COMM. HAS WORD! *- Corinne Grifith: and ‘Waiter Mo- to, more we t via a Break: 0 or the 
in the exhibition field is shown. in|aitchea his. car, which ‘turned over | rosco giving Yosemite the double o. prison 8¢ Fee rea 
figures furnished “py. Commander twice. . . “ON AD INDORSEMENTS Dor othy. Mackaill eoiimuting. trom ‘Paul Whiteman wearing: a pelt 
Jones, There is now approximately | with 16 extra, notches. | - Plans to let 
$1,500,000 invested. in - films -and. _ Forbes, when pulled, from the | | Santa, Monica. ., ‘these’ out as soon’ as che ‘finishes 
about. $200,000 in projectors, with | WTecka@se, had a fractured skull, in- “Washing ‘ton Jan. 28. ‘Sam Goldwyn .and Frances How working ‘in. pictures. 

* .{ternal injuries and. double fracture. . . ston, - at ard.in town: from Europe. °.__ . 
- another’ $100, 000:, constantly - being ‘of the jaw. He died in the Bakers- |~ Stars of. film and legit, who en-. 

delved “into ‘to. ‘Tecondition , . those fied hospital. . Buckley, after being dorsed a ‘certain brand of cigar-| ‘Edna St. Vincent Millay reciting 
machines, ° treated for injuries to ‘the: stomach, ette. should ‘find. interest in ‘a state- her ‘poetry here. for the first time. 

a Use Print 4 Years”. '_ Lwas taken, to. the Bakersfield hotel.. ment from the Federal. Trade - Com- “George | Thomas. showing . Holly- 
. That the job. is being done -in a “Pal their to adjust mission in which it, announced that | wood how'to wear spats. 
-business like manner “is discloged a eee “ai moutties a t Visalla | a .cigarette company . (name. not | rry Darmour looking over Agua 
by the fact that after a print has some eral i t ni it. ‘Forbes: given). would no.. longer tell. the Caliente enroute.to New York. 
traveled ‘for. about. four ‘years from |2nd were driving at nig ° world to smoke. and lay off sweets. 
-ship: to: ship. it- is: returned .to the. had been with the ‘company: ‘three . Announcement states: “Certain of. ‘Eddie Sutherland ‘and ‘Joe Man-. 

‘producers to .be scrapped.’ ‘Those years. ee ",/|said..testimonials were obtained by: klewitz back from Broadway. 
that.:come: through “the four-year| -: ne respondent for” @ valuable ‘considér-' Gloria: “Swanson on the desert for 
périod in fairly good-shape are for-. sation ., _ Said: advertising mat-'|% few weeks. 
warded to the several leper. eeu Looks Like. 4 WB Stenogs ter: also" contained testimonials - or} Charles, Mack has built-a home 
where they: are shown to the suf-: indorsements | purporting to be that on the hill he bought near Newhall. 

‘ferers. nearcerated there. | Will: Get. Flatbush: Chance ‘of certain actresses were credited} Catherine Moylan, brought on to 
‘Another. development is. in: ‘the |... Mothers are asserting. themselves. with ‘the. statement: to the effect | play in M-G-pictures, has changed 

making: of : its ‘own. newsreels _ with so voviférdusly. that Warners is find-. that through ‘the’ use ‘of. respond- | her first name to May. 

“portable cameras: doing the. news|ing it. nécessary: to edit consider- | ent'g: cigarettes ‘That's how we. stay ‘Rumor | of .a general Hollywood 

‘gathering. Camera crews are main-| able of the cooching. and solo: leg |glender,. when in truth and in fact] shake-up Jan. 15 is denied. It was 
-tained: throughout the navy with the| work’ planned for the Broadway the said actresses’were ‘not’ cigar- only an earthquake. 
shots. ‘forwarded to. the New York | show. by this firm’s office staff. . lette smokers and did not stay slen-| Grand opening game of the Holly- 
‘navy yard for printing and. circula- Little Adele Negri, nice of shape|der through the smoking of re-| wood polo season postponed to Jan, 
‘tion ‘through thé -uSual-sources.-  - ahd. disposition, did a hip movement | spondént’s - products.” 26 on account: of “fog.” : 

‘Through. -arrdngemerits ‘with. the] at: one: rehearsal and at the next | Commission ‘ goes even further, ’ ‘Joe Bérman, gentleman’ pug from 
producérs; ‘prints of ‘all- new releases | ¢redited. the family with this:. ~ |stating that. a well-“known musical | Chi; has had-his schnozzle trimmed 
are furnished the-navy immediately | “My mother doesn’t want me to. comedy-star used these same -cig- | and is casting glances at the studios. 
‘upon release. Some- $400,000 is ap-] i. 9 chorus girl.” arettes. during the making of a| Sid Grauman is talking of open- 
propriated by: Congréss for this |. F irl 111 probabl be taken ‘|talking” picture with the result that | ing an office where he will buy, sell 
“morale” work with about 46%: of m “the oe a ard nd re ewriters.|through the smoking of said cigar- | or barter any kind of idea, ~ 

“it. going -for pictures. Additional ° 4 ty ave t. ble h yP to. do | ettes ‘it, kept the, ‘alleged testimon- Everyone wants to know who put 

funds necessary. are raised: through an. ie ven. t. a & chance ial-author in ‘good ‘shape and feel-| up those 24 sheets saying “Business 
a charge of one. cent ‘per man_per | vita “ther one. of the. w. B ing peppy and his voice as clear as|is good; keep it good.” 
day being made with this taken’ out 1 en eres Friedman. - He's a bell in every scene; when in Loretta: Young undergoing the 
of the-profits of the ship's storé or awyers, ith. wrlting ‘one of the [truth and fact the aforesaid comedy | acid test) playing two parts in a 
canteen, . Tal e b owl . anthems a the revue star authorized the aforesaid ‘testi- | talker. - 

‘All productions ‘involving stories he’s itten. “Tin . Chinese Moon.”" monial and received a consideration One of the studios sent, out a ‘call. 
“@f the navy are first submitted: to Frie@ma is also ‘coaching some of for the aboye statement which he| for 12 rats. Five hundred names 

* Commander Jones and a board of th del 8 did not prepare or fee prior to ‘its were submitted, 
four ‘other’ officers which he heads. ©, yodelers’ use, or sign” Kenneth McKenna must wear a 
Under an. agreement: a navy story] Cigarette company -has promised | moustache during the balance of 
cannot be released until this . ‘board | ‘Actor-Producer Confab ‘never to resort to this sort of. un~ his contract, with Fox, . 
has okayed it. fair competition again. , Walking sticks of odd designs 

have replaced knickers and slouch 
caps. in identifying screen directors, 
.. New First National contract list 
shows an increase of five writers 
and two directors. 
Thursday night FN writers and 

directors gather at the studio to look 
over rival product. 
Frank Fay and Barbara Stanwyck 

moved to’ Malibou Lake but soon 
will go to Beverly ‘Hills, 
Géorge Davis’ linguistic ability 

gets him. breaks in five different 
language pictures at: Metro. - 
Katherine Scola, script-girl at FN, 

gets a chance to write on “One 
Night at Susie’s.”. 
He-men calling each other “baby,” 

So far it's only being done over 
the ’phone. 
--Alison .Skipworth muttering that 
you. go around. here and nobody 
knows you. — 

- Ludwig Biro, German author and 
playwright, here looking for a pic- 
ture connection. . 
Chorus girls at First “National 

using. old fashioned paint brushes 
to rhake up for technicolor, - 
Harry: Jolson figures on spending 

the summer in European ‘music 
halls. 

Dorothy’ Janis back from. three 
nionths in New York, and working 
‘in films again, ; 

' Carl Laemmle, ‘Sr., will hit New 
York about Feb, 15. His son, IJr., 
will get there a month: later. 

-|~ “Hy Daab“has-been~elected-honor-- 
ary president of the Hollywood 
branch of the Titans, . 
‘Sid Grauman says it won't be 

Brenon Sails Feb. 1 long before he has another theatre 
Going on his annual vacation,|in Hollywood. 

Herbert: Brenon sails for Europe on . New subway entrances Spotted at 
the Bremen, Feb. 1. | several points along Hollywood 

‘At Radio it is said there is no in-'| boulevard. Pedestrian subways for 
tention on either the part of the|street-crossing: | 
producer or Brenon to do a picture Keltn Weeks of Fox studios and |7 
}abroad. Eddie Mannix, of.M-G-M shared a 

; three’ ‘different years. before owner... 

- Gus Seville, who. was in. the orig~ 

Seattle, Vancouver and Long Beach.. 

-to.be used in any’ dialog whatever?” 

ofing ‘at the Villa ‘Carlotta while | - 

acres north of the boulevard. Will . 

building. activities last year, trall- © 

. Struggle of. producers to. “get | . 

pick a yacht for his brother, Harry, .. 

-Entire salvage . realized... ‘on the. 

Typewritten on: all scenarios is: 

actor, claims to be the oldest liv= . 

spotted his in the rushes of a cole — 

paper story of cher ‘raato perform- ~ 

Voices of: newsboys. on the. side- , 

ing effects. Since : the. house ‘has | 

worth. of furniture for the new ‘po- : 



... than 500,000 shares and constituted 
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Amusement Stocks Hesitate on 

Profit Taking at New Highs. 

Then Give Wayi in New Bear Drive 
By AL GR REASON 

—— 

Foreign Versions . 
Jump Raw Stock 

Cutting the: Bounce 7 

’ Washington, Jan. 28. 
Going to be tough on the 

| sponsors of rubber checks yia 
. the mails if a bill’ introduced . 
by Representative: Moore,’ D., 
Va.) in the House goes through. 

_. It provides that the ‘minute - 
. a check is placed’ in' the mails . 
it shall be prima facie evidence - 
-of an intent-to defraud if there 
isn't enough dough in the bank 

* sonywood, Jan. 28. 
“Advent of the: talkers, and the 

| ~ Feotage 200% 
: _ = a to cover. ; © 

Amusement stocks generally | Yesterday's Prices 
| foreign . language - versions ‘has. . 

_ started” out yesterday “where they I. 
.| proved a ear ti to the qmanufacs 

" i: 
turers of raw film stoc onserva- 

bad ended ‘Monday, and in the first | “Leading ‘Amusements N t 
‘tive ‘estimate ‘plans: the: ‘increased — 

hour. ‘the’ ‘leaders’ ‘all. touched - new Sales. Soe High. ‘Low. Last, eet. 
consumption of raw stock at: 800%, 

highs -on the recovery. Thereafter . 172,000 Fox .:.; 338% 28% 304—-% . ‘Example is one two- reeler as the | 

“they met heavy profit-taking, ab-|| “56,400. Par, IID aig bee GL first to be made.into five separate 

-_ 5,900. Pathe A. 8% 1% 8 +4 | prints. Company is: now makin 

sorbing it with varying degrees of | 185,100 RK o +0 80% 384 3 — # 
(p silent version and editions in 

SyCCcess and later giving. way sharp-. - 400/500 W. Bo. 3h 32% ‘Bo — . United ' Artists - “studio. “is upset French, Spanish, and German, be- . 

Jy.as the bears. took advantage of || = —-Gurbs lover John-W: Considine, Ir., halting,| sides English, of ‘this short. 

“uncertainty. a 12,500 por St oe gee cae AL NORMAN two -productions,: D. “W. ‘Grifith’s |" In the silent days. this firm ship- 

Market ‘generally. w was ‘ona touch Bonds) Just completed - engagement in “Abraham - “Lincoln,” and ‘Arthur,| ped. only four reels.of film to New: 

| 21,000 Pathe,... 61% 49% 49% —-%. [| “King of Jazz" with. Paul White- Hammerstein’s. “Bride 66.2. - -_«,|' York, two spools being the. hega- 

reduced scale: as compared to the|] “10,000 Shu, \:-) 43 48% 431 8% |) man. ‘Considine stepped in after “Bride | tive of the final cut, and two master’ 
Now ‘with, ‘ABE. LYMAN at: ‘the 

‘CHINESE. ‘THEATRE, “HOLLY-. 
“WOOD. 

brisk, trading of: ‘Monday, ‘and many | Le
en cee en a ee Tan 

spots besides ‘the. amusements. gave ately. upon the announcement, of the. 

Andications: of. being ‘tired.” . ‘| postponement on the news ticker “My. sincere thanks to- FANCHON: 

‘Paramount. reached. 62 early, the there was an preent wave of buying. and | MAR 

; h eak ‘of October-. which lifted, the issue from around |: 

‘best yet since the. br 12 27% . at.2 o'clock to its: close at: 31, 
November, - while Warners estab- |: up: 1% ‘from .Saturday.. Brisk ‘up-. 

lphea a new peak at 54%, anather. turn in:the final minutes of the day’ 

tep. ~ R-K-O at. 3036. was a shade, served notice upon the. market that 

above ves best: of .Monday Just, ‘be-. something -was. doing, although at: 

‘fore rioon ‘yesterday, , and: held at the time ‘there -was no certainty |: 

(25%4 most. of ‘the session’ until the |.that .a settlement. . was near, . 

_ late recession... Loew. at. 59% was ‘ahe tip off camhe--with™ the first 
‘close to its best, but. packed away] hour: yesterday, although the cru-|. 

in last few minutes. of trading. ; ‘‘|eial meeting..in court was,.set. for- 

_ Shubert apparently. abandoned its]3:14 o'clock, . However,. as usually 

“attempt to attract a following,” eas-: happens under. “such circumstances, 

ing’ ‘off ‘from its ‘best’ of’ last “week, |the séttlement was foreshadowed | ‘piéture producing center. : 

“éven while’ the’ other’ shared’ of the | on’ the 'tapé.:: Passing of the ‘shadow | Although the volume, of produc- 

tiveatre growh were ‘scoring their) over Fox Film had - ‘its’ éffect upon. .tion was not great. ‘prior to “the 

“best advances. Stock on minor déat-|the associated stocks for the Jast ‘Pathe tragedy, it was growing. But 

‘irigs had recovered from’§ to better |10 days, beginning with’ the. violent |, 20’. there is none except for Par- 

than 14,. but. couldn't push ’ on: from |. covering movement ‘of last week amount and “Warners, -arid - these 

there, --0 ws I when’ more. ‘than’ half a . million mostly are. Aerie shorts. Three stu- 

“Trading throughout, ‘the:day con- shares of Fox Film changed hands dios: ROA ren Forest: Weiss 

‘tinued to -reflect” whicértainty} in. @ : single business session: and fant and a thi rd, YAmeri¢an, vere 

“Winong traders on Fox, despite all the stock climbed from. around. 20, dosed by oft ial 6 ‘diet, out the: Gras 

#tiWde’ “reports ’ making it seem. ‘cer. |to 34. Zs ed by ome 
. mere lant is reopenin ; 

eatin ‘that® the: difficulties ‘Gn ‘that! “It was “this episode that brought Particularly a table e ‘the | éast 

“«8$mpiany ° “were .on the’ eve of ‘set- about nervousness among the shorts ‘ig ‘the discouragemerit of indepena- |. 

tlement, if indeed a_ ‘program: of|all. over the list,: particularly | ‘in ent production, « alteady stasgering 

>reconciling the internal strugele Montgomery: Ward. and.to a lesser under the heavy financial overhéad 

-had. not. already . been formulated. | extent in Radio, and sent: them to of dialog. Those: ‘independents do-« 

Trading in. Fox went relatively cover. ing anything havé moved across the 

quiet, -aparently representing © dis- river to Fort ‘Lee. Pathe itself plans 
‘inclination of either ‘glide to renew 

the tug of war that had been. in to move ¥. Sareramen Sore Sporiable,’ with” ie | Fox ree tone negative; German .-movietone - 

progress in . the market. for. two “All of this is’ riot’ displeasing to tion in a scientific’ and “inven rel ‘print, picture; dupe negative, silent _ 

‘months.’ Reduction of volume seemed the Holl ites, who i capacity for over two years,. Ye? | version; 

-to..be the main’ favorable ., omen. e Ho han 28, x ° ah haee ‘omit | ceivea ‘what ‘a Fox executive @et 

Meeting ‘of the -parties to the dis-- an opportunity to’sdck edstern Pror | scribes as “a very handsome lech 
duction. ." Even” the Cameramen’s | of change.” le 

pute was scheduled tr sien of Union ‘on thé Coast, Local 169,|. -ghonable, -it is maintained, rel ‘Smith-Lyman _ ‘Borrowed - 

‘picked up and-quoted with -eulog: | signed last- week only because the “ 

“what would happen.” _ istic comment ‘an ‘article from the |yox organization was satisfied that |’ - By M-G for Good News’ 

, RKO did well .enough, consider the maximum of ‘experiments and ._ Hollywood,. Jan, 28: Los Angeles “Times,” -anti-union 

ing it has. been..in a perpendicular paper, sneering. ‘at eastern ‘studios. development had been reached with 1. -Staniey, Smith has been borrowed 

‘rise for more than two weeks with And the eastern cameramen, Local Grandeur. éther than color, 1, by Metro from’ Paramount to" play 

only one minor ‘setback. Reports _ ; ‘| the. juvenile lead’ in “Good News,” 144, burned up.” 

are that campaign.is based on im- ’ That the eastern situation has re- Abe Lyman’s band will also be in- 

' proved - earnings position .of the ceived a definite setback is' appre- 

companyy, One story was that Jan- ciated even by laymen. At a dinner 

> wary would - show as much profit given at the Hotel ‘Astor by another 

from the release of. new Radio pic- theatrical union, 306 of the Projec- 

tures mainly, as the entire’ first tionists, Fire Commissiorier John J. 

“half of 1929, ‘which, was $630, 000 Dorman last week. referred to the 

“net. 
regulations on studios and pledged 

; Flurry: in the amusements which 
the fire department to a policy’ of 

Has been in the making for 10 days non-restrictive co-operation. He 

‘reached a climax Monday when the’ said his department would not ham- 

turnover in the three or four lead- per the eastern film industry, arbi-. 

ets was enormous. and all of them trarily, although the lesson of the 

except Fox touched brand new 
Pathe tragedy must not be lost. 

‘highs . on the current movement. . 
ve Monday’ g3 tops were‘59% for Loew VA. CENSORS’ ‘SOUND 
on 11,000 sales; 315 for Fox. on _. Lyneabure, Va., Jan, 28. 
134,500; 6114 for Paramount on 75,-- Looks’: like: Virginia ‘censors will 
000 shares; 30% for RKO on a sen- get their much needed sound equip- 
sational turnover of 176,000 shares ment. Delegate Gary, of Richmond, 

_ and 63% for Warner Bros. on 136, - and other patrons of the body. have 

500 shares.. Dealings in these four asked wotal welfare (State Ass moi) and social welfare ate Assembly 

issues alone made a total of more to recommend the ‘furnishing of Buch 
apparatus to the board. 

A number: of pictures. have’ re-"| 

66”. was all ready. to go, and {s| prints. Today, 36 reels are. being. 
changing. the story, also moving the shipped ‘per subject. - And the game . 

locale of the operetta from, Greece] ratio will be: held. for the feature - 
‘|to’ Norway.” Hence Arthur Ham- length ‘pictures. when they include 
‘lmerstein.is somewhat annoyed. the additional three languages to Nee 

NY. OUT. 1S IMPORTANT 
FILM PRODUCING CENTER 

Aavocates. ‘of eastern ‘filma produe- 
tion admit the. Pathe studio fire, 
with its subsequent, psychological 
reaction and- the city’ ‘s new, rigid, 
regulations, has ruined - the New | 
York’ area, at least ‘temporarily, a { 

Vincent Benet’s dialog, which Grif- 
fith had accepted for ‘“Iuincoln.” es 
Dialog is’ childish. and_ trite, ‘gays 

Considine, an Oxford alumnus him- by the. comedy company,. to: be ink 

sions. 

. Classified. Footage , 

guages are added Care! the original 
. negative (frorn which Gomestic re- 

lease: prints are made); ‘ Answer. 
‘| print, picture; ‘answer print, sound 
'|-track;:* answer . print, .‘movietone; 

has. plenty ‘of ‘overhead ‘waiting. on 
this, effort. 

* GRANDEUR: SET 

‘Foxites ‘Say: ‘No Interchangeability’ -track; «Canadian ‘dub. . negative, : 

Matter of Production Now: | sound. track (this fs’ a ‘yecent addi- | 
"’. [tion die to ‘Canadian - duty’ whith ° 

Grandeur is developed to a state | forées producers. to: make’ prints 
‘of technical perfection. From nowW | over the «border: for. distribution 
on it will be purely the mechanical} there); -American. lavendar . print | 

mass. production. Foxites give. this.| qupticating uses: if negative should 

velopers “of Fox-Case, who concen} | print, sound’ tracks Spanish laven- . 
trated on’ the wide-film end... .. || dar print, sound track;: Fretich lav- 
They reveal that-Grandeur is per! | enaar print, .picturey. French -lav- 

manently set for 70 millimeters, and, endar print, sound. track; | ‘German 

terchangeabllity with. Radio and | javendar print, sound: track; Span- 
Paramount's method, both: of. which ish movietone negative; Spanish 

are set.on 66 mm., out, of the’ quesy. movietone. print, picture; French 

tion. -.,. j{ movietone negative; French movie- 
For his interest tn Fox-Case,{tone print; ‘picture; German movie> ‘Move in RKO 

Almost as” ‘interesting * as “thé 
movement dn Fox is the success pf 
the ‘pool’ working in RKO “which 
on Monday ‘put’ its: ‘issue. through. 
30 for: the first time sin¢e Novem- 
ber. Operation is sald” ‘to be’ based 
on’ the . improvement in ‘earnings 
which are running at a rate ‘reporte 

Jed unofficially to promise a net for 
1930 somewhere around $6,000,000 
and due in large measure, ‘according 

to report, to the improved quality 
of Radio pictures which is. having 
its’ effect. all over the circuit. 
Times Square tip is that the stock 

‘will go - higher, perhaps to. 40, de- 
pending upon the situatign through- 
out the list. Wall Street is not so 
incurably optimistic for RKO or the 
other amusements, not because they 

think they are over-exploited, but 
because they feel that the market 
technical position will not now per- 
mit any wide movement on top of 
betterment that already has been 
accomplished. 

Conservative interests regard the 

rapid rise in a handful of special- 
ties rather askance. It is figured | 
in many quarters that all the sore 
spots in the market cannot be en-| 
tirely healed before late spring: or 
early summer and. the fear is ex- 
pressed: that if a. runaway market 

got under way and the public wag 
drawn. in prematurely ‘ft would 
bring on another drastic setback 
from.. which the -market. might ‘not 
recover - for many months... 

| silent; foreign. ‘positive. print, . silent. 

Hiring, Firing House 
‘Madison, Wis., Jan. 28. |duction Feb. 1. 

Take the Strand in Whitewater | Lyman outfit will double from the 
and lose’ your neck, is common Chinese theatre at $5, 000 a week, 

warning to Wisconsin theatre man- 
agers. They don’t laugh any more, 
for this house, under Community | 
theatres’ wing, got its 11th new |. 
manager this week since it was 

‘taken over after the Fischer flop. 
. Officials refuse explanation, firing 
and hiring. on few hour's. notice. 
John Dunning, after putting house 
on feet solidly, was replaced by Otis 
Lloyd this week. Operators go with 
managers. : . 

Virginia’ s Tax Bill 
Lynchburg, Va., Jan. 28." 

A bill: has heeh- offered to the 
state assembly. proposing to tax all - 
theatre admissions. Exhibs predict 
it won't go through. It’s Delegate. 
Lucian Schrader‘’s (Amherst county) 
idea. He has'so far failed to an- 
nounce what percentage he would 
add to the admission. price. — 

, 

" CRUZE STUDIO MIX-UP " CINCY’S FILM FIRM: 
. Hollywood, Jan. 98... ’ -‘Ciricinnatt,. ‘Jan. 28. 

Financial.mix-up has Nat Coraish,| Rapid Film Company, recently in- 
vice- -president of James Cruze, out corporated for production of silent 

and sheriffs sitting in ‘the Cruze | 2nd sound educational, industrial 

studio with. attachments® on the : a , ed 
assets for billboard advertisirig: for pant. here In a modern equ’pp 
tie os 1 . 

cently been licensed solely on theif haa as abo” eee a New. ent 49, G. P. “Bert” Hamilton, formerly 

photographic merits,. In cases. that: for $9,057, and the-second for Reld associated in an executiye capacity. 

seem questionable, one member of Faulkner against James Cruze and with Essany, Triangle, . Biograph ‘- 

the board reads the script while the H Me ho. fi ad th 
‘others look at the film.’ enry yer, who flnance e 

SCHNITZER RESTING 
_ Joseph I. Schnitzer, president of 
Radio Pictures, who deferred his 
proposed trip tothe coast, left yes- 
terday (Tuesday) for Havana for a 
two or tnere weeks’ rest. - 

All play and no work while he is 

there: 

slightly more” “than | ‘15%; or nearly 

. one-sixth of the whole day’s bus!}- 
yess. an. the Stock ‘Exchange. . 

‘Behind the Moves 

‘The impetus behind the. colorful 
‘performance of the theatre leaders 
-was mixed, part’ inside discounting 
of current earn{ngs that have not 

‘been fully made public, professional 
. ‘operations for a turn, clique opera- 

“tions and probably a good measure 
‘of. public. participation in a well- 

_ advertised group movement. Ft is 
“stot likely that there was any large 
“émount . of: short covering ‘during 

. “*this session, the bears having ‘by 
coethat time pretty, senerally retired 

“from the scene, ‘particularly ‘In Fox, 

which was. the center of interest. 

Probably the better feeling in that 
‘spot has contributed greatly to the 
general improvement among. the 
inusements. 

Par in New Territory 

Paramount's ability. to push’ up| 
into new high ground helped vastly. 
to put punch into the bullish op- 

erations throughout the theatre 
group. Leadership of Paramount is 
now unquestioned .and, generally 
‘speaking, the other issues take their 
cue from its performance. It: was 
partly due to the absence of ag- 
pressive action of Paramount that 
Warners lagged for months after 
the October crash. Uncertainty in 
Loew was explainable on the sur- 
face by its supposed involvement in 
{HS FOXR nels; “but AWarier? “OH “its 

earnings and prospects: and on its 
vield vf $4 should never have been 
left hanging in the low 40's so long. 
However, the determined progress 
of Paramount through the levels be- 

With Cordish out, H. H. Thomas national’ Photographers, is vice- 

and Samuel Zierler, who. had ac- president and chief caremaman, — 

quired the original. rights to “Great Concern {fs representative in this _ 

Gabbo,” stepped. in. _Zierler now | territory for Universal Neasreels. ; 

runs the show. _ _ George W. Kauffman, president of 

Rapld Itlm, is a son of the head of 
_the Rapld Elec Electrotype | Co. 

MEEHAN STAYS 
Log. Angeles; Jan, ‘28. 

- OHANEY's INCREASE’ 
Hollywood, Jan. 28. 

“Metro has Lon Chaney for another 
‘five years. He is to make talking “REAL REASON’ 
Understood Chaney’s salary had been, Wriglit, hag been renewed by— Me 

G-M. 
boosted $750.0 week for the first bp 

contract w larecment expires in the year and that he starts on his initial .Pr eviously re eported that it w asn’t 

fall of 1931. . nl talked bys April 1. re Rejects Part 

in New York is to re atinte a new 

; . Hollywood, Jan. 28. 

‘ox continued much in the lime- tween He and 60 put a new aspect Janney’s U Contract | Arbuckle on Radio’s “Revels” Sharon Lynn, loaned by Fox to 

‘Ught. Conferences between the nent we situation in the amuse- Hollywood, Jan. 28 Hollywood, Jun.t. | Paramount for “Safety in Nunt- 

warring factions were .on Monday men usiness, and partisans of | Willlam Janney lias heen given a 1 Raseor, Arbuekte ts-on the (Ue, bers,” spurned the part. 

utternoon, hut were deferred until| V4rRer were heartened to switch] term contract by Universal. Toavrell to assist Paul Mtoan in the] She went back to the home lot to 

4 o'clock, alter the ctobse. Immedi- (Continued on page 14) First part isin ‘Young Love.” comedy sequences of “Radio Levels.’ | appear in “In Love With Love.” 

and Universal, is general. manager.. 

-company, for $17,463. ‘ Ralph Lembeck, officer of the Inter-" 

~|.pletures-at-the-rate-of-four-a:yeare|:; Contract with John Meehan. plays 

Considine refused to okay. Stephen | their English dialog and silent. ver" 

Negatives and prints now shipped” _ 

‘|-American dub ~negative, ‘sound 

task of duplicating - the model:-in | picture. (this is for safety and for” 
om 

explanation for the relinquishment | pe: destroyed); Spanish” lavendar .- 

of FE. A. Sponaple, one of. the de+| print, pictures}. American “lavendar — 

Canadian dupe. negative, : 

this picture. which . goes’ ‘into pro-. 

and news films, has commenced Op-:. 
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“Anna Christie’ $26,400, L. A. Gi s Top; 
‘Love Parade’ $40, 10 Rogue $32, 000 

| Desire’s’ $17, 500 Best: 
Louisville’ s Extreme Cold} 

‘Louisville, Jan. 28. 
“(Drawing Population, 500 290). 

Weather: Record Cold - 
.. Old. Man. Winter. landed ’on., this} 
town with both: feet last week. 
spite of 16 below zero Loew's State 
held ta average ‘when the manage- 
ment rushed out emergency come- 
ons inthe form’ of questionnaires 
which’: aroused interest. in. “Their 
Own. Desire.” 

Other business was “decidedly - ‘off. 
‘with “Hot. for Paris,” in “second: 
week, taking.a bad tumble,. 

‘| failed ta. overcome the ‘weather. and | 
.|a@ weak start, . 

a Estimates. for Last Week” 
State (Loew) (3,400: 

Norma’ Shearer a: personal draw if 
“Their Own Desire” (M-G); ‘held to 

Las Angelos, ‘Jan. 28. 
(Drawing Population, 1,500,000) : 

Weather—Variable: 
_ Unusual is. the word for. the film. 
eituation last.week. While ‘Love 
Parade” was: going into the dizzy. 
heights of $40,000 at the. Paramount, 
and the Criterion, for the ‘first time 
in. its history, was. piling up. $26,400, 
a dive was unexpectedly registered 
by “Hollywood Revue,” which, at. 
$19,000. meant a deficit for Loew's 
State. . 

" At the. Chinese, where “Rogue 
“Song” had a scintillating opening. 
week, the house tried the experi- 
ment of -ballyhnooing with Abe Ly- 

‘man’s orchestra. in the. forecourt, : 
Resuit was a capacity: midnight 
performance. Saturday added,to an 
already tall total. + 

Estimates for Last Week. 

Biltmore — (Erlanger) “yzunting. 
Tigers in India” (Weisfeldt) (1,500;. 
50-$1.50) (2nd, final week)... Town. average: at $17,500.: . 
unresponsive . to culture; ~ melted | - Rialto (RKO) . (2,940; 30-50)— 
away. -to. $3,200 | First tbree .days - very bad. but 

Boulevard —. -' (Fox) “The Very “Sally”: - 
Idea” (Radio). (2,164; 25-50). Just however, _poor. at $6,400. 
regular trade, or a little less, $6,800. Strand. (Fourth Ave.) (1, 785; 30- 

Carthay Circle—(Fox) “Rio Rita” |50)—Second , week of “Hot for 
(Radio) - (1,500;. 50-$1.50) (10th and‘) paris” (Fox) took nose dive; 'way 
final week). Final six days, $7,300; | off on. $3, 350. o 

“Devil May Care” (M- G), opens Mary ‘Anderson (RKO) (1,387; 
Wednesday (29); ; 30-50)—"Marriage Playground”. 

Chinese — (Fox). “Rogue Song” (Par). Best.reviews in town helped 
(Metro) (2,028; 60-$1.50) (2nd week). |some: around $3,500. 
Only a little junder existing house 
record; $32,000 “Love Live,-and Laugh” (Fox). 

Criterion— (Fox) “Anna: Christie” Wilted -to $3,000. 
(Metre) (1,600: 25-75) (1st’ week). Brown (Brown). (1,591; $3)—} 
Greta ‘Garbo’s ‘first’ talking: picture - “Padlocks of 1929" (Wintz . road 
splintered .all house maximums go- show). .- Packed ‘houses for three 
ing. to. $26,400;. 
atreet location. ; 

Egyptian. — “(UA-Fox). 
(Par). 1, 800; _ 25- =75). 
at $11,000. 
. State — (Loew- Fox) “Holly wood. 
Revue” (Metro) (2,024;- 25-$1). Only 
excuse. for poor showing’ is long 
summer. run in. Hollywood and 
“Show of Shows’ a block away; 
dipped into the claret at $19, 000; a 
-Gistinct upset. . 

Orpheum—(RKO) “Hit the Deck”. . 
(Radio) (2,270; 50-75) (5th week). 
Profit margin ‘of $2,000 represented 
in $12,000; nice enough: for next to |. 
exit week. 
‘Paramount—(Publix) “Love Pa- 

rade” (Par) (3,595; 25-75) (lst wk.). 
Loaded with sock; got $17,000 Sat- 
urday and. Sunday and week total 
ran to $40,000; a-cinch to 0 ‘three, 
provably four, weeks, 

tremendous in side [nights and matinee, first half; two 
for ones, with: coupon, ‘evidently. 
turned the- trick; $9,000 claimed; 
Hanlan and Brewer Dance Revue, 
last half; local and 3 and much ‘paper. 

ORPH. LEADS. P’TLAND’S 
BAD WEEK AT $13, 000 

Portland, Jan. 28. 
(Drawing Population ” 425,000) 

Re-entry of Jensen and Von Her- 
berg into the. northwest exhibiting 
field showed its first evidence last 
‘week. when John Hamrick. modeled 
his new Portland policy on. the J. 
‘and V. H. plan of 26 cents for first- 
run films, -Hamrick’s Seattle policy 
remains as before. Music Box will 

“Sweetie”. 
Very. katish. 

“— “Dance Hall : (Radio) charge 25 cents all day on first-run 
(2,950; '80-65). Not boastful; about | Tiffany and“U. bookings and some 
$16,000, . W. B.'s. 

‘Hamrick's Blue Mouse will: be 
a run site for W.. B.. films at 50 
cents for its 800 seats. No policy 

-| change at other houses, — Co 
- Continued cold Spell, longest in 
history, . made grosses plunge. 

Estimates for Last Week . 
Broadway (Fox) (2,000; 25-60)— 

“Sky Hawk” (Fox). - Registéred 
okay; $11,500. 

United Artists (Parker-Fox) (1,- 
200; 25-60) — “Condemned” (UA). 
Proved good. card and will hold; 
record for bad weather at $9,500. 
-* Alder (Parker-Fox) (1,200; 25-50) 
—Christina” (Fox). Gooa’ femme 

.| appeal; $4,000. 
Portland (Publix) (3, 500; 25- 60)— 

United Artists—(Pub- UA) “New- 
York - Nights’ (UA) (2,100; 256-$1) 
(ist week). Talmadge picture 
opened at: around $21,000, fair. 
Warners’ Downtown—“Show - of 

Shows”. (WB). (1,800; 50-75) - (3rd. 
wk.).-.Down to $21, 200 and defers to 
“Son of: the Gods’ this ‘Saturday; | 
latter opens: on midnight _berform- 
ance, . 

Warners’ Holly wood —. “Sally” 
(FN) — (2,756; 25-76) -(2nd’ week). 
“Sacred Flame” marked for next 
Friday; “Sally” will have: slightly 
less than three weeks when leaving; 
drop of. $8, 000 in second week's 
$23,000. . 

. . oo 7 “Seven Days’ Leave” (Par). Very 

ZERO. RUINS ST. LOUIS [Oates Crubtixy (4,500; 26-60)— 
“Applause” (Par). “Backstage film 
did nothing; $2,200. 

Music: Box (Hamrick) (2, 000; 25) 
—"Lost Zeppelin” (Tif). Opened 
new house policy nicely; $5,300. 

Blue-Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 25-. 
| 80)—"General Crack” (WB). ' Good 
opéner ‘for new policy; holds for 
run; $6,200. 
Orpheum (RKO) (2,000; 25-60)— 

“7 DAYS’” $19,800 FAIR 
7 

St. Louis, Jan, 23, 
y _. (Drawing Population, 1,025,000) . 

Weather: Snow and Cold 

Half houses: and less were the 
Tule last week. Below zero weather 
rls, fans at. home and all ‘shows 
suffered. 

- “Hot for Paris,” which set a rec- 
ord at the. Fox. ‘the week” ;before, 
again set the pace last week. “Sally” |: 
was ’way low . at. the Missouri. on. 
$7,400. 

Estimates for Last ‘Week 

Ambassador. (3,000; 35-50-65-75). 
—“Seven Days’ Leave”. (Par). Did 
$19,800. 

Fox (6,000; 35-75) —“Hot ‘for 
Paris” (Fox). Rough comedy easily 
understood; second week excellent. 

Loew's State .(3,300; 25-35-65)— 
“Their Own Desire” (M- G). Satis- 

_ fied the ladies: $18, 800 

‘Johnson; film was “The Racketeer” 
(Pathe); topped town at $13,000. 

Oriental. (Tebbetts) (2,700; 25-35) 
—"Rio Rita” (Radio). ‘Brought back 
and prospered; $4,500 

Duffy stock in “Let. Us ‘Be Gay,” 
Irene Tuttle and. Gayne Whitman 
leads; fair: with $4,500 

Boston Top, $43, 700 
, Boston, Jan,:, 28." 

Business generally good last week. 
“Hot for Paris” was exceptionally . 

” - Missouri = (3, 800:: "35. 60-65-75) — strong at the Keith-Memorial. 
“4Sally" CPN). 7,400. Estimate for Last Week 
.Grand Central (1,700; 50-75)—| . Met (Publix) (4,380; | 60-75)— 
“Applause” (Par). Helen Morgan |General Crack” (WB). Did $43,700. 
didn’t pully $2,400 in six days. Keith-Memorial (4,000; 35-50-60) 

a ca tert ef as ET.-9 t= “for =Paris"(Fox)+= ~Big—at. 

In| 

“Sally” . 

35-50)—— 

(FN) recovered a little; ° 

WESTERN. IN SEATTLE 

Alamo (fourth Ave.) (900; 40)—T - 

-Credited for’ 

tion: 

‘Vaude. topped bill with Olsen and |" 

Dufwin (Duffy) (1, 400; 25-$1. 25)—: 

.| Heavily . advertised. 

|50)—"Tiger Rose” 

JOE BROWNING 
. Presenting — 

: “A Timely Sermon” 
Assisted by Joe Browning, Jr... 

- This week: (Jan. 25), Minnesota 
theatre, .Minneapolis; in Charles 

| Niggemeyer’s: “Marathon -Frolics.”. 

Direction Abe Lastfogel, Harry 
Lenetska, William Morris. Agency. 
R-K-O direction, Morris & Feil. 

OUT FRONT ON $17,000 
‘Seattle, Jan. 28, | 

(Drawing Population, 550,000) 
‘Weather: Cold 

Box offices continue... sluggish: in 
Seattle, due to cold weather. _ 

Fifth Avenue picked up, never-., 
theless, with Eddie Peabody,.mi ‘c.; 
in. for a. ‘month ‘on return - date. 

-considerable © draw, 
“Lone Star Ranger”. features. over 

half. that figure. ° 
“Sally” was liked at. the Seattle. 

Liberty held up. well: in its third 
week of new lease on life. - “Halle- 
lujah” fair at Fox. : 

Estimates for Last. Week , 
Seattle (Pub) (3,106; 25-60)— 

-|“Sally” (FN). Well. ‘advertised. 
However, off at $14,000. . 

Fifth Ave. (Fox) (2,500; " 25- 60)— 
“Lone Star Ranger” (Fox). Picture 
and ‘Eddie Peabody back for four 
weeks as m. c. clicked at $17,000. 

Fox (Fox) (2,500; 25-60)—“Hal- 
lelujah” (M-G-M). Pair; $12,000. 

Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (900; : 25- 
50-75) —“Lost: Zeppelin” (Tif). 
000, good. 

Music. Box (Hamrick) . (1, 000; 25- 
50-75) —''General Crack” . (WB ). 
Barrymore name. advertised | big; 
good draw; $9,600. 

Liberty (Jensen-Von Herberg) 
(2,000: 15-25-35)—"Talk of Holly- 
wood” (WB). 
Biz MOTT, mats great at this loca- 

9,000. 
Coliseum (Fox) | (1,800; 

“Phantom of Opera” (U). Remade, 
partly talker. Down at $2,500. 

Metropolitan (Publix) (1,200; 25- 
60)—“The Kibitzer” (Par). ‘Oke, 
Orpheum (RKO) (2,700;. 25-60)— 

“His First Command” (Pathe)., Poor 
at $10,500, 

President (Duffy) (1,800; 25-$1)— 
“Broken . Dishes” (Duff y). New 
price popular. Crowds growing. 
Ballyhooing for Guy Bates Post and 
Lillian Kemble Cooper next week. 
Same prices, B{z good; $3,125. 

“VAGABOND” GOALS © 
TACOMANS WITH $9, 000 

-’ - Tacoma, Jan. 29. 
(Drawing, Population 125,000) 

. ‘Weather: Cool, Snow. - 
“Vagabond. Lover,” Vallee feature, 

clicked for top, money the past week, 
At Blue Mouse, “Tiger Rose” held 
fair...Joan Crawford liked.in ‘Un- 
tamed’. 
“Words and Music” fair at. Colonial. 

Estimates for Last Week - 
‘RKO-Pantages (RKO) (1,500; 25- 

60) —‘ Vagabond Lover” (Rad ). 
Great money ; 

$9,000. 
Blue : Mouse (Hamrick) (650; 25- 

CWB). Good; 
$3,500. 
” Rialto (Fox) gh 250; 25-35-50)— 
“Untamed” (M-G-M). Okay; .$4,- 

Colonial (Fox) (850;  25-50)— 
“Words and Music” (Fox). Just 
fair with $1,600. . 

$8,000 FOR “PHANTOM” 
pee Sey ee _._Milwaukee,. Jan, 28. 

$33,500. 
PAR’S UA FIRST- RUN Keith-Albee (3,000; 50-60)—"Ro- 

_ An innovation is.a UA talker hav- rene of, Big, Grande” (Fox). AM 
ing its New York first run showing |™*8"t tor . 

‘at the Paramount this Friday (Jan. | « ‘Loew's ‘State £4,000; 30-40-50)— 
: Their Own Desire’ (M-G): Oke 

31) when “New York Nights” opens. | on $24,800. 
This is Norma Talmadge’s first ees 
talker, Walter Craig West. 

Since the UA- Publix arrange- Walter Craig, musical comedy 
ment, all UA pictures have gone 
{Into the Rialto, Rivoli or a legit 

house. 

juvenile, has gorie to the Coast to 
get in on the picture end. 
He left Sunday with Gus Shy. 

_|are Betty Compson, 

Universal’s dialog reigsue of 
“Phantom of the Opera,” at the 
Alhambra, got over $8, 000 Friday 
to Sunday here. 

of 

W. B. PLAYERS OUT 
Hollywood, Jan. 28. 

Warner players to drop off the 
payroll during. the coming month 

Patsy Ruth 
Miller, and ‘Marion Byron. 

| “Condemned” 

-[tinued almost negligible;. 

“Love ‘Parade” . 
last week: after remarkable show-- 

“Hit the-Deck”. (Radio). 
exploited and brought ‘house: back’ 

new, straight picture policy; 
than tripled preceding week's tak- 

ings, 
near. the expected returns; held -for 
second week in’ hope that weather 
will moderate; under. $12,000. 

hind the Makeup” (Par). 
other. ‘backstage . story; around $5, - 

$17,000 ‘right after a week ‘about, 700. 

600 bad. 

“=. [MONTREAL MAIN STEMS| 
SCAMPER FOR $100,000 

Heavy advertising. | 

-26-35)— | 

was above average. 
of its best weeks on “Con-' 

‘| film. 

at the Fox Rialto, -with: 

Minneapolis, Jan. 28. 
“(Drawing Population, 500,000) 

Weather: : Unfavorable’ ot. 
‘A continuation of ‘way -below 

‘|zero. temperatures proved ‘sufficient. 
to.send local :business completely 

Startling |. to the dogs. last week. 
lows were reached. 

. “Hit the Deck” and “Condemned” 
were wnable to evoke a proper. box 
office response while “Love Parade,” 
the year’s biggest hit here, 

“Behind the Maketip,””” ‘at’ the. 
Lyric, ‘was nowhere, and “Song of. 
Love,” Pantages offering, lacked 
drawing power. . 

Estimates for Last Week 

Minnesota (Publix): (4,300; 75)— 
(UA) and Publix 

unit. Picture satisfied and stage 
show «pleased; Ronald . Colman. a 
card here but matinee. business ‘con- 

although 
takings jumped over previous week, 
gate was: far. under normal ‘for this . 
house; 
sible; 

cold ‘held mainly respon- 
“around ‘$20, 700, ° unsatisfac- 

tory. 
Century - (Publix) (1,600; 75)— 

(Par). Thira- and 

ing first. ‘two -weeks, 
dive; about. $11,900. 
State . (Publix) (2,200; 

a Great Life’ (M-G). 

took a nose 

60)—“‘It’s 

ters fair, $14,900. 
Orpheum (RKO) (2,890; ', 50) — 

_ Heavily 

to life;. opening. attraction. under 
more 

yet did not. pull anywhere 

‘40)—"Be- 
Still an- 

Lyric (Publix) © (1,300;: 

Pantages. (Pantages) -(1,500; 
50)—"Song' of Love” 
vaude. 

25-. 

Seventh Street (RKO) (1,600; 50) 
—Rich. People” (Radio) and vaude. 

Aster (Publix) (900; 35)—'The 
Viking”. (M-G). ‘Scandinavian. pic- 
ture pulled many natives in this 
Norwegian and Swedish berg; close 
to $2,000; fair. ~ 

Grand: (Publix). (1, 000; 35).. Sec- 
ond leop runs of “Taming of the 
Shrew” (UA) first half, and “They 
Had to See Paris” (Fox) second 
half; about $2,500, not bad. 

.About $4,000, dismal. 

Montreal, Jan. 28. 
(Drawing Population, 600,000) 

Weather: Fine _. 
Two theatres giving: repeat shows 

next week and three of them run- 
ning pictures with French interest 
resulted in one of the best all- round 
weeks for months. Result was a 
total of over $100,000 gross for all 
main stem. films combined. 

Palace took about $35,000 of this 
total with’ “Love Parade,” and will 
run it a second week..- Less than 
half this gross went to'the Capitol 
‘with $16,000, “Hot for Paris.” Pic- 
‘ture only ran six days since man-| 
agement has altered day’ of” chang- 
ing from Saturdays to Fridays.” 

Loew's ran excellent vaude and 
“Untamed,” which rated 40-60 with. 
rest of program. Around $18,000 

Princess had 
one. 
demned,” $14,000 representing fine 
results in small house and .Jow 
prices. Imperial rated high with the 
third French picture showing this 
week. “Battle of Paris” ran: to a 
high $12,500, Picture overshadowed 
vaude. Orpheum had an out-of-way. 

in “Delightful Rogue” and 
shared in general boost, grossing 
around $5,000, Roxy,.in a ‘repeat of 
“Lights of Paris,’ held up at $4, 000. 
Neighborhoods all good. . 

- Estimates for Last Week - 

Palace (FP) (2, 700; 40-75)—"“Love 
Parade” (Par). Smashed | records 
and held over; Chevalier general 
favorite; $35,000 excellent. 

Capitol (FP). (2,700; 40-65)—‘Hot 
for’ Paris” (Fox). Ran but: six 
nights owing to change in booking 
dates; $16,000: fair. 

Loew's (FP) (3,200; 95- 60) “Un. 
tamed” (M-G); Picture ran: second 
to. unit vaude show; $18,000 very 

good. - 
Princess (CT) (2,300; 30-55) “Con- 

demned” UA). Ronald Coleman al- 
ways brings them in here; one of 

-"|-best-weeks. An-recent.. -months;...$13,-. 
500. . 

Imperial (FP) 
“Battle of Paris” 
high of $12,500. 
Orpheum (CT) (1,200; 40- 50) “De. 

lightful Rogue” (Radio). Different 
to usual run ‘and ‘collected’ . good 
§TOSs of $5,00 
“Roxy (Ind) 600; 50) “Lights ‘of 

Paris” (French): Just a meller, but 
French atmosphere rounded up fans 
and overflow; second week held up 
well at $4, 000. 

35-60). 
_Reached 

(1,900; 
(Par). 

MINN. HAS TOUGH WEEK; 
‘DECK’ H. 0. ON $12,000). 

died | 
|@ miserable death - in its ‘third and | 
‘|final- week at the. Century after a 

- |heavy. fortnight. - 

Duncan Sis--|. 

‘roes” 
. "Grand Parade” was just fair at the 

\ Auditorium. Valencia and Parkway, 

(Col) and |-- 
Trade tumbled; about $4,- 

WB Pulls Ads From 
“Sunpapers” Over. 
Review on Revue. 

. - Baltimore, Jan, 28. 
(Drawing Population, 850,000) 

‘Weather: Bad 
“Show of Shows” went. out at the. 

‘Metropolitan Friday, the end. ‘of its | 

‘second week, ‘Thig is a. short Tun. 

for a big. ‘picture at this stand,” 

| Notices were mixed, and that of. the | 

“Morning Sun” was a pan.. Warner 
ads. were later pulled, not only from 
the breakfast time sheet that care. 
ries. Don Kirkley, the panning scribe, . 
on its payroll, but from the after- 
noon and: Sunday Sun..papers: ag 
well. These papers carried no ad- 
vance ad ‘notices of “The Sap,” cure. 
rent Met attraction. ° 
Lexington ‘street, main film stem, 

‘was: panicked Thursday afternoon 
‘by a: factory fire adjacent to the 
Century and Valencia,.: Both houses: 
were smoked up, but Charles Ray- 
mond,. Loew’s Baltimore manager,- 
hurried . to the foots and reassured 
customers. Loss was in the supper 
show,: which was: blanked by the 
blocked street. 
‘Business generally continued sat- 

‘Isfactory last week. -The Stanley, 
which matched the Century. previous 
week, topped this week when it ran 
“Love. Parade” against ‘Painted. 
Angel.” ““Sunnyside. Up” is in its 
fourth week at the New and still 
going strong. “Disraeli,” at Keith's, 
not the best spot for this class film, 
was just'pretty good: “Hell’s He- 

‘clicked cat the Rivoli, but 

showing “Dynamite” day and date, 
were fair. oon 

Estimates for Last Week 

_ Stanley .(Loew-Stanley- -Crandall) 
—'Love Parade” (Par) (3,600; 25- 
60). Chevalier is now pretty well 
established here; not ‘a riot for the 
masses, but a consistently. good 
draw to top the Century; last nme 
this happened was in October; last 
week about $19,000. ; 

Century (Loew)—“Painted Angel” 
(EN) (3,200; '25-60). Stage show, 
“Eton Days,” with Dave Schooler. 
Next door fire Thursday afternoon 
killed supper. show, which meant 
about .$400; weather first half also_ 
hurt; about $18,500. 

Rivoli (Wilson Amusement Co.)— 
“Hell's Heroes” (U) (2,100; 25-60).. 
Went over well; about $7, 600. 

New (M. Mechanic)—"Sunnyside 
Up” (FN) (Ath week) (1,500; 25-50). 
Still strong; noonday line is gone, 
but business steady; holding over 
indefinitely; about $12,000. 

Keith’s. .(Schanbergers) — “Dis- 
raeli” (WB) (2,500; 26-50). Class 
film in a pop house: previously 
shown for two weeks at the uptown. 
Met; pretty good around $8,000. 
Auditorium (Schanbergers)—4 

“Grand Parade” (Pathe) (1,572; 35< 
$1). Picture treated well by critics, 
but no match for “Love Parade,” 
next door at a lower top; holding. 
over, however, as house is marking 
time waiting for “Hit the Deck” 
next week; near $4,500. 
Valencia -(Loew-UA) — “Dyna- 

mite’ (M-G) (1,200: 25-35). Day 
and dating with the uptown Park- 
way, and always runs second; fair 
at about $3,600.. 
Parkway (Loew-UA) — “Dyna- 

mite” (€M-G) (1,000; 25-35). Note 
quite up to previous week; $3,600 
80-SO. 

Metropolitan (Equity-Warners)— 
“Show of Shows”. (WB) (15-50). 
Opening ‘week drew about $9,000; 
second week not over $6,600. 

~, BROOKLYN JUST FAIR 
“Behind Makeup” $43,900 — Albee 

~ and ‘Met-Only $100 Apart 

' : ‘Brooklyn, Jan. 28:. 
Weather nasty ‘and nothing to 
brag about in the film houses. last 
week.. Two musical talkers, Strand | 
and. Albee, attracted, while the 
Paramount suffered severely forthe 
first time in many. months with > 
“Behind the ‘Makeup’ and Rudy 
Vallee on the stage. Par did $42, 
000, much below its usual. 

a. 

* 

‘ 

Strand started off with “Show of" ; 
Shows” and. reported nice atten- 
dance, ‘as did the. Albee. with “Rio 
Rita. wo 

. Estimates for Last Week : 

Paramount—“Behind: the Make- 
up” (Par).(4,000: 35-50-75). Back- 
Stage talker fell - flat; Vallée on 

stage... couldn't help... much; $43,900 
poor week, - 
Strand—"Show of Shows” (WB) 

(2,800; 25-35-50-60-75). Okay. 
Fox—"Hot for Paris” (Fox) (4,000; 

‘35-40-50-60-75). House perking up 
in exploitation and business; ‘Rube 
Wolf undoubtedly an aid... 
Met—‘Taming of the Shrew” 

(WA) (3,577: 35- 40- 50- 60-75). Satis- 
factory for $28, 400. 

Albee—"Rio Rita” (Radio) (3,248; 
35-50-60-75). . Nicely with vaude; 
$28,300. 

4 
H 
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Radio Tieup Gives. 
Hospital Sound Film | | 

- Minneapotis, Jan. 28: 
< Due. to Frank Burke, Twin. 

Sunnyside’ $140,000 at Roxy; 

“Great Life’ Capitol, Off at $57,600; | 

‘Mighty’ Will Beat $200, 000, Rivoli | sirable nas tr 
_ Veterans’ Bureaw hospital. here , 
‘heard their first talker from — 

| their beds despite that the hos- - 
‘pital has no sound equipment. 

’ <Sound print of “Hit ‘the 
Deck” ‘was sent to the hospital 

- with the sound | track relayed 

' by radio from’ “the Orpheum” 
; theatre, where the picture was - 

‘of the larger Broadway film par- 

Pittsbureh, Jan. 28. 

(Drawing Population, 1:00.00) 
Weather: | Snow and Cold 

Alibi last week was the weather 

and taxi strike. But a couple of 
spots showed that even sleet and 

snow can’t hold 2a good man down. 

smash, had a second week of $22,000, 
a couple of grand. above opening 

figures. At its present clip, a 
month's a cinch, 

Tiffany surprised, with its local 

debut, getting $10,500 at the Olym- 

pic for the first full week of “Lost 

scale, figure Is something to get ex- 
cited about. Plenty of credit due 
to exploitation’ campaign. The Penn 

jumped back into high again with 

“New York Nights.” Norma Tal- 

madge’s name probably responsible 

for $32,000. 

(Par) at the Stanley, but. lack of 
love element helped keep the mob 
away and house plunged to under. 
$23,000; this is ‘way. under up. Alice 
White just so-so at the Enright and 
“Playing Around” (FN) maybe got 
$14,500. “Seven Keys to Baldpate” 
(Radio) exited quietly at the Sheri- 
dan -Square after two weeks. 
Around $5,600 for its final six days. 
Herris had fine week with “Rio 
Rita” (Radio), picture coming 
downtown after four record weeks 
in’ East Liberty. Probably $8,000 
and excellent. <All of which seems 
to prove that. runs at neighborhood 
houses don’t hurt, although. Frisco 
won't agree to this theory.- » 

Estimates for Last Week 

Penn—(Loew’s—UA (3,300; 25-35- 
60-76) “New York Nights”. (WA). 
Around $32,000; Norma Talmadge’s 
first talker; figure. very good: first 
of traveling m. c.’s, Al Evans, in 
stage show. 
Stanley—(WB) (3,600; . 26-35-60) 

splendid notices, but never got go- 
ing and house dropped far down to 
under $23,000; kind of picture the 
‘ericks. rave over but public doesn’t; 
after “The Virginian” Gary Cooper’s 
name should have meant more. 

Aldine—(Loew’s). (1,900; 35-50) 

real wow; up a couple of grand over 
opening week | to $22,000 and still 
building; may beat run record of 
four weeks. - 
Olympic—( Tiffany) (1,200; -25-35- 

50) “The Lost Zeppelin” -(Tiff). 
Sent Tiffany off to flying local start; 
over $10,500, great at size and scale; 
-hot exploitation didn't. hurt,: house 
also getting nice break with next 
floor: Warner — closed for redecora- 
tions three days, — 

opened Thursday. with “General 
Crack” (WB) and started nicely, 

_ Enright—(WB) (3,700; 25-35-40- 
60). “Playing Around" (FN). Only 
fair at $14,500; no real dough for 
tig bin seaters = 

| was.again off last .weék..~No. var-‘ 

‘the .crowds would. not accept the. 
showing. KSTP. co- -opérated }- 

J with “Laughing Lady,” got about 

| considered okay. 

| stay a third except for the policy 

‘| satisfactory. Film -will Hkely- call 

| week was “Men Without Women,” 
‘highly praised by. oritics,. which got 

“Sunny Side Up,” season’s: biggest: 

exploitation. 

Zeppelin.” For. size of house and. 

Critics liked “Seven Days’ Leave" | 1,50. 

‘but hit $7,500, enough for -sixth 

fabout $21,000. 

“Seven Days' Leave”. (Par). . Drew |. 

“Sunny Side Up” (Fox). Town’s| 

Warner—C(WB) (2,000;. 50- 15) Re- : 

Harris. About proved that. down- 
town engagement after extended 
-neighborhood run is okay;. house 
got over $8,000 with “Rio Rita” 
(Radio): considered fine; picture 
previously ' four weeks in East 
Liberty. 

| “Sheridan Square—"Seven Keys to 
Baldpate” (Radio), Out quietly in 
second week to $5,000 or under; 
“Love Comes Along” (Radio) cur- 
rent and, “Hit the Deck’ follows. 

, $ 3, 00—FRI 
lors the Roxy. wit eeeeniye Up” LADY 3 0 SCO; {I 
was about. the only thoroughly pop- 
ular rendezyous last: week.. While | FOX BETTERS $40, 000 
other houses. were holding. to aver- 
age, or less, the Seventh avenue 
citadel crammed wG $140, O00, its big, _ Sa Franciscs, Jan, 28..." 
est figure since ockeye or. Drawin opulation, 

8 “Duncan Sisters’ “It’s .a Great (ra thea. usual week, and sev- to put over the stunt. First 

‘Life’ ‘took $57,000, a poor weeK.|..01 grosses were outstanding, ~- || - time for such an: experiment 
‘ Capitol has ‘an’ enormous . gross Fox put: on first of its. regular as for as known. | ; 

“range which has been as loW 88! qaturday midnights. and. cléaned.. Line was ‘installed. direct 

-"$30,000 to an ‘existing high of $98;- | Freinea “Hot for Paris” beat $40,000. |]. from KSTP to the panel board 
Be aon er: it con 60,000-910,000 Granada also scored a heavy week |] of the sound-equipment of the 
$50, ood Sigverage business. rye | with “Laughing Lady,” helped @ lot | theatre. When the’ perform- 

Harry Richman: failed to signify: OF ne eee Tnbacsy and Show of |} 2uce began’ there, .the sound 

‘anything -at the -Paramount. pay-. Shows” was another to enjoy a ‘pig || Was relayed by radlo to a 

‘box, -which gathered. an. average | > jay powerful receiving set. at the 
$78,600. Publicity of Clara Bow en- Estimates for Last ‘Week | hospital. where projectionists. 

‘ gagement and “Behind That Make-| ; . 5-$1 synchronize their projections 

“qp” seemed not to have induced any}, Fox (Fox) (6, 000; 60-65-75-$1)— ‘to those at the theatre 
overwhelming curiosity among New | “Hot for Paris (Fox). Above aver- o those heatre | bi 

_ Yorkers, or maybe the marital pub-|ase; first Saturday midnight show Picture and. theatre bene-. 

“licity held’ house to the hormal. fig- | swelled gross; better than $40,000. _ fitted through being on the air 

‘ure. Hard to tell. _ Warfield (Fox). (2,672; 50-65-90)— || for the 95 minutes the film © 
“| ~* .Not the least Interesting event on Sunnyside’ ve. ox), Third week rungs;: besides ‘the consequent 

roadway is’ the arrival. a e ‘newspaper ublicit . 

. _ ‘Mansfield, legit house, of “Dich Hab| ‘Granada (Publix). (2, 898; 36-50- . paper p y 
Ich Galiebt,” first German-made all- | 65- $1)—"“Laughing Lady” (Par). 
“talker. ‘There. are. about. 70,000 | Ruth. Chatterton. made personal ap P 

‘German-born -residents | in..New|Pearances to start talker o and TEP, $10, 500 IN PITT: 
"York... Warners’ “Royal Box,” in business blegest. in woeks; $83,000, , 
‘ German, played the Fifth Avenue t . =| 

4! + Bleghote! an “art” theatre, to B000 | -$0)—-"Sally” (FN). -Second week ‘SUNNY BEATS iST WK. 
held up; above average at $18,000... . . business recently. — ’ ; 

. St. Francis (Publix) (1,375; 35- 50° 
. .. Estimates’ for Last - Week - 65-90)—-“Love. Parade” (Par). 

‘Astor —“‘Rogue. Song”. (Metro) | eighth week and still showing rofit 
a 120; $1-$2). Opened last night|aithough gross considerably less 
' (Tuesday); Metro started news-|than first month; $6,600. 
‘ paper. campaign 10 days in advance, |. rpheum (RKO) (2,270; 35-50-65) 
“Vusing about.100% more. paid space |__ Broadway” {U). Bow out week 
‘than usual in an effort to. sell Law- not.so good; last two days manage- 

; rente -Tibbett; fifth and exit week | ment put on.all-German version of 
_ of “Devil May Care;’. $14,200. . picture and it helped, as big Ger- 

‘Carroll—“Hit the Deck” (Radio) man ‘population here; $9,500, 
_ (1,0185. $1-$2) (38d week). First. full] Embassy (Wagnon). qd, 365; 650- 65- 

. week, $16,600,--nice; crew of new 90)—"“Show of Shows” (WB). Big 
jh, cruiser Pensacola and ail members| business. from jump; above average 
.of the navy named Smith admitted throughout | week; $17,250. 

jufree in publicity stunt; no date on Davies (Wagnon) (1, 150: 35-50- 
“Case ‘of Sergeant Grischa (Radio), 65-90) —“Skinner. Steps Out” -(U). 

;  Buccessor sat usual, $8,000 & H is) (2, 

+: Capitol—“It’s a Great Life”. (Met- asino. (Ackerman arris Oe 
a - ‘400; -40- -60)—-“South . Sea’ Rose 

0) (4 My raed 35-60-75-$1. 50). Light at (Fox). ‘Business ‘seeins tobe get- 

Gentral—“Disraeli” (WB) (622; einent ae Hise to man 
$1-$2) (16th week). -Still snugly se- | ® Z- 
cure at $16,700. the World” iu ; j —_ . 

ohan—‘‘Across the Wor ar-| a ” , 
tin Johnson) (1,400; 50-$1.50). Lobby ‘SUNNY AGAIN $1 6,000 
display attracts passers-by; Martin 

, Johnson is dean. of the One eyes Prov. Has: Nice Week—“Hot for 
_‘plorers; deemed good o pe; 7: 
half rates for children and other Paris” Holds Over at Victory 

*’ tle-ups; 1f $7,000, okay. 
Colony—“Night Ride" (U) (1,900; Providence, Jan, 28. 

35-50-75) (2d week). Gangster melo- (Drawing Population, 316,000) - 
‘drama, well liked and held over at “Sunnyside Up,” “in: its second 
$15,800; palt of electric space de-l|and final week at the Majestic, 
voted to*Edward G.. Robinson, New|again held the limelight. Feature 
“York legit actor formerly with The-|closed big Friday night with hun- 
atre Guild-around the corner. - | |dreds turned away. It made things 
Criterion—“Love Parade” (Par) |kind of quiet for the other houses 

(862; . $1-$2) (11th week). Three/last week. 
‘more weeks, then “Vagabond King”| .“Hot for Paris,” at the smallest 
(Par); off.a little to $14,900. spot in town, went big and sticks 
Embassy—‘‘Newsreel House” (Fox- |for second week at the Victory. 

Hearst) -(668; 25). Brooklyn imi; Estimates for Last Week 
.. tation went plooey under indie aus- L Stat (3,600; 15-50) 
_Pices; Hearst chain of: about 20],, oew's ate ae 

“Bishop Murder Case (M- G@). With ‘newsreel houses in the wind,” but: A Il d bill; ok t $20,000. 
no announcements; Embassy so far|"ne a7 soun okay at $ 

. Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 15-50). @ definite success; newsreel fahs. Ks id U Fox). Se a 
developing and getting ° -eritical; a yas © Pe C en ts Prowl 
around *$7,000. | wee just as. pe as neti rov - 
4: Gaiety—"Party: Girl” (Tiff) (808; dence too te te h oat ei6, o0q” vei 

$1-$2) (4th, final week).. Scrams to- nh chat s tre Oavet $ Heed no 
morrow (Thursday): did pretty well st c qa > (2,200 * 15-50) 

- at scale thaugurating Tiffany lessee- Ta rani Lad ) Par), Ruth Chat: 
‘Iship; house dark ‘Friday and|, as Te, a z, vas ay. “ t $11 
launches “Lost Zeppelin” Saturday 000 on t ways ws here, bu 
matinee, with four shows opening | dus oe RKO) (1,600;- 15-50) 
day; present location of projection “a ne fon Paris” (Fox), “Went for 
booth worries the boys, as they’ ve hic oD ar the Ox t a: , 
discovered 39 seats are lost to this carr igger fae expected; close 
ticket rack;. last week, “CHET” to $11,500 and holds » Te ED “C 
"around $9,500. ‘ Fay’s (Fay). (1,600; 15-50) ameo 
Globe— ‘Seven Keys to. Baldpate” $5000. (Fox) and yaude. Quiet a 

(Raa o) (1,065; 35-50-75) (2d, final “ 
week). Dix picture limited to fort- pialbee: (2,500; 15-60) ‘Shannons of 
night: Bebe Daniels ‘in “Love Comes | Broadway,” (U) and vaude. - bo e 
‘ Along” ‘follows Saturday; . “Keys” ‘pulled this show: ‘through; about 

last week around $18,000. $11,000, good, considering: house- cut’ 
_Mansfield—"Dich Hab Ich Geliebt” one show Tuesday night ‘to permit 

“¢ Aafa-Tobis) (1,100; 50-$1.50).. Ger-- Boston: Symphony to play special 

man language all-talker reproduced |¢™&agement. 
on DeForést equipment; came in. on | — 
gumshoe and .conducting no ex-| . oo Se 
ploitation -in- English: dailies, de-| (6,205; 50-75-$1.50) (2a week). 

‘pending on German colony for sup-| Pressure of Fox: pictures awaiting 
-port;.two or three weeks indicated; |Roxy showing and arguments of 
opened last Friday; title in English sales. department only thing that 
is “Because I Loved You.” © keeps this one from going third 
Paramount— ‘Behind the Make-|week; smash opening week, $140,- 

up" (Par) (3,665; 35- 65-$1). Title|/000. - mo - 
. not figured helpful, Broadway’s|. . Strand—“Show of Shows” (WB) 
. Shrewd film shoppers not Nking im- | (2,900; 35-60-75) (2d week). On 
| Plications; - as m. ¢«, Harry Rich-|first _pop-priced week, just over 
. man's draw a question, despite $36. p00, good. 

—— _ Bow publicity; okay but. not. big_at. wT ware here general Gracie” (WB). i 
73 7 ) t nal  ‘week). |" 
Rialto — “Locked Door” (UA) Barthelmess in “Son of Gods" opens 

.(2,000: 35 -60-65°-85) (2a week.| tomorrow (Thursday);. Barrymore 
_ Three’ weeks will be plenty; first|picture down to around $16,000; 
' week,. $36,000, poor. never a wow at:scale. 

Rivoli—The Mighty” (Par) (2,200; Winter Garden — “Sally” (FN). 
. 85-40-65-85) (5th, final week). Only (1,484; $1-$2). (6th week). Successor 
' three grand under previous week, or| not named; last week $17,500, pretty 
$30,800; Bancroft picture that hung low: upon: opening of Warners’ 
up new Rivoli record of $73,000 on| new. Hollywood,: across the street, 
opening session will leave with over| Winter Garden goes into extended 
$200.0 7 run Rivoli-Rialto policy, Warners 
Roxy - — “Sunnyside - Up" (Fox) J extending lease. ’ 

+ 

-175y—=—=4“Sunnyside= Upt=(Fox= a =Sece- 

Glorfying $35,000 at the Oriental; 
‘Applause’ Out— Condemned’ $29, 00 

FOX, $41, 000, PHILLY; 
TOWN RIDING A SLUMP 

- philadelphia, Jan. 28.. 
Business in. the - picture houses 

_ Chicago, Jan.. 28. 

‘Business good at most of the loop 

‘weather. -: Two ‘disappointments, | 
“Laughing Lady,” at the Chicago, - 
and “Applause,”. at the Woods. 
~ “Lady”. slumped after a great 

| start, while “Applause” showed how 
little the critics count in this town.. 
Picture drew raves, but was so defi- 

ticular reason, ‘either, except: that 

$1. 50° prices ‘for films. Mastbaum, 

Jan, 23. 
“Glorifying.. the American Girl”. 

got by at the Oriental on the 
strength of hot ads and the Ziegfeld 
name. Got a good $35,000... “Sun-. 
nyside Up” got off:on the wrong foot | 
at McVicker’s, because the public 
thought they didn’t want to hear the 
same tunes all over again, but it. 
‘built nicely, ending the seven days 
to. $36,500. “Condemned” had a fairly 
f00d first week at United Artists, - 
‘but © nothing startling, “Show of 
Shows". is ready to replace at the 
first:slump sign. “Virginian” took 
a normal slide on its second week. 
at the Roosevelt, but is still strong. 

| Estimates for Last. Week | 
_ Chicago (Publix-B. & K.) —. 
“Laughing Lady” (Par), stage show 

$39,000, well under average, while 
the Stanley, . with “Condemned,” in 
its second week, got around $22,000, 

Last week's leader was actually. 
the Fox at $41,000 on “Sunnyside 
Up,” which previously hada run at 
the Locust. Picture was held for.a 
second week, and could probably 

of. the theatre. The Boyd, with 
“Sally” in its second: week, got 
around $22,000; fair but not exactly 

it.a run with three weeks, minus 
anything sensational in that. time. | 

“General Crack” -dropped ‘once 
more to about $6, 500. in ‘its fourth 
‘week at the Aldine,’ From $23,000 
to $7,000 in three weeks. The Er- 
langer. had a good week with “Hit 
the Deck,” brought in suddenly 
after three: changes in booking. 
Gross was $19,000, and film will 
probably be held ‘tor. ‘third week. 
“Condemned,” plugged ‘by special 
advertising, held to a third week at 
.the Stanley. Last week's gross was. 
around $23,000. 
‘One of the disappointments. of last 

set weakness ‘to some extent; sid 
after great opening; $40,500 

McVicker’s (Publix-B. | & K.)— 

85.) Crowded.bookings kept this pice. 
‘ture out until the tunes were old, 
thus keeping plenty away; fair first 
week at $36,500: 

Monroe Fox) —“South Séa Rose” 
(Fox). (1,120; 60-75). Sold as hot, 
and ‘not bad at.$6,300.. 

but around $9,500 at the Fox-Locust'| Oriental (Publix-B. & K. )—Glor- 
The Earle .was. about average on 
“Bishop Murder Case.” Figured. 
around $21,000... -- 

Business has: been under average 
the last month, but indications are | 
for an increase: during February. 
Under the special Warner-Stanley 
campaign, celebrating the first year | goes better with musicals and coni- 
.of Warner management, a number | éedies; just fair, $7,00 
of big feature. productions are | Roosevelt (Public B. & K.)—"The 
scheduled, to share in the increased Virginian” -(Par) (1,500; 60-85).. 

. Broke record first week ‘and held 
‘strong ‘on second; $29,000 

show ..(3,500; 50-85). Picture Bold 

‘profitable at $35,000. 
Orpheum "(Warner)—“In: ‘Next ” 

Room” (WB) (799; 60-75). .Only - 
‘one week for this mystery; . house: 

Estimates for ‘Last Week 

Mastbaum (4,800; = 35- 50-75) —_ 
“Laughing Lady” . (Par). ‘About 
$39, 000, much under average, 

Stanley (3,700; .35-50- 78) —- “Con- 
demned” (UA).. Around $22,000. in 
second week; off but still profitable. 

Fox (3,300; 90)—“Sunnyside Up” 
(Fox). “Sensation. here. last week,. 
getting almost, $41,000;" actual rec-. 
ord for house in attendance, al- 
though under monetary top; holds 
cover after previously playing for. 

to Baldpate” (Radio) and. vaude 

house has settled down to steady. 
patronage; $28,000. — 

“Condemned”. (UA) -.(1,7003 60-85). 
Stars in. picture fays— here; fairly - 
good first week at $29,000. 
Woods (RKO)—“Applause” (Par) 

-(1,200;. 50-85). - Notices excellent 
but no help;. neither Helen Morgan || 
nor Joan Peers .meant much, al- 
though Peers plugged as native: $8,- 
.600 bad for six days, and “Hit the 
“Deck” (Radto): replaced... Thursday, 
“opening big. . 

{$19,100 BEST IN K: c 
PAN STOCK-FILM $14,300 

Kansas City, Jan, 28, 

(Drawing Population, 700,000) 

Another week of continued cold,~ 
with 15. below (official) at times, It. 
put 2. crimp in box offices last week. 
Papers played up the frigid weather, 
which didn’t help. 

“Love Parade” got away to a 
great start, with a special preview 
showing at the Newman, and busl- 
ness was fair. Publicity carries a 
line “Not a reyue,” which - shows 
that the exhibs have learned the 
public wiil go stronger ‘for a must- 
cal with a plot. 

. Loew’s Midland had another. ‘long 
show; over. three -hours,. with 

Boyd (2,400; 35-50- 15) — “ally” 
(FN). Dropped to $22,000 in second 
week? praised but could not hoid 

wPaldine (1,500; $1.50) — “General 
‘Crack” (WB). . Fourth and last 
week off to $6,000 or a little over; 
taken off Saturday night; . house. 
dark this wee 

Erlanger (1, "500; '50-75)—-“Hit the 
Deck” (Radio). Not sensational, but 
around $15,000 second week. 
Fox-Locust (1,800; $1.50) — “Men 

Without Women” (Fox). Just 
couldn’t get ’em; critics raved, but |. 
scarcely $9,500 first week. 

- Stanton (1,700; .35-50- 715)—"Sa- 
cred Flame” (WB). . Still okay; .off, 

week: first film to Btay 80 long at 
this house in three years 

Earle (2,000;  50- 75) — “Bishop. 
Murder Case” (M- G). One of few 
houses that. escaped the drought;* 

Karlton (1,000; '56)—"“Broadway 
Poorer’ (Col). Fair at around 
4,500 
Arcadia (800; 60) —"Jazz Heaven”. 

(Radio). Average ct about $3, 000. 

‘VAGABOND’S’. $15, 500 TOP 

Denver Fights ‘Weather—“Sunny- 
side Up’ Equals 1st ‘Week. eo 

Bill.was so long: that, with only. 
three shows, it ran close to mid- 
night. Both the Midland and New- 
man are. featuring thelr midnite 
shows. 

‘ Estimates for: Last Week - 

Loew's Midland—“Dynamite” (M- 
G) and vaude (4,000; 25-35-50-60). 
Running time for show, three hours 
and 10° ‘minutes; ‘way too long; 
$18,000. © 
Newman—“Love Parade” (Par) 

(1,890; 25-35-50-60). With special 
Thursday evening opening, reserved . 
seats, picture would probably have. 
established house record but for 
zero. weather entire week; press: 
very liberal and “word-of-mouth 
great; $19,100, 
Mainstreet—“His rirst Command” 

(Pathe) and vaude (3,200; 25-35-50- 
60). Comedy made at Fort Riley, 
Kans., not very far from here, which 

: Denver, Jan. 28.. 
(Drawing Population, 400,000) 
Weather: Snow and Cold 

Weather the past week anything 
but good -but in spite of this some 
good figures were registered. . 
‘Tabor and “Vagabond Lover” 

topped the list and “Sunnyside Up,” 
at the Aladdin, pulled as good a 
second week as the -first. ; 

Estimates. for Laat Week | 

Tabor (Indie) (2,200;. 25-40-60- 
75)—Vagabond Lover’ : (Radio). 
One of the best weeks in several 
months; $15,500. 
Huffman’s Aladdin (1,500; 35- 50- 

Peal about same as first; near 
1 
Denver (Publix) (2, 300: 25 - 40- 65) 

—"Devil May Care” (M- G). Weather 
cut into gross here; $15,300, 

Huffman’s America (1,500; 20-35- 
50)——""Song of Ientucky” (Fox). 
Below average at 33,500: 
Rialto (Publix) (1,040; 25-40-50) 

—"‘Bishop Murder Case” (M- Cs). 
Entertained the police; rots fair; 
$4,100. 

£17,000. 
Royal — “Behind the Makeup" 

(Par). (840; 25-35-60). Bill Powell, 
Kansas City's own, given the pub- 
$4.40 but Hal Skelly divided honors; 
3,400. , . 
Pantages—"Flight” (Col) and stock, 

(2,200; 25-35-50).. Second week for 
picture, but the first for Lole Bridge 
musical stock, which hag rerlaced 
vaude; stage show, “Sawdust Par- 
ents,” built. to order; $14,300, 

nicely, with Nick Lucas on stage; 

(2,700; 60-75). Average business; . 

“Dynamite”. and five ~yaude acts. - 

-pave-it: a | So local-angle -and= ‘helped; 

houses: last . week, considering: zero . 

nitely off at the -b.. o. that it. was .- 
yanked. after. six days and. $8,500. .~ 
“Hit the’ Deck” replaced Thursday, 

(4,400; 50-85). Stars in flicker off- - - 

“Sunnyside Up" (Fox) (1,856;  50- - 

ifying American Girl’. (Par), stage Be 

State-Lake (RKO)—"Seven Keys - 

United: Artists (Publix- UA) —. 

| 
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“LOVE: PARADE’ EQUALS | CAPITAL'S PALACE NEAR 
FIRST WEEK'S $16,000} NEW WiGH AT §27,300 

“Washingtan, Jan, 28. 
* (Estimated White Population, 

450,000 

“Love Parade,” on its second week | * ‘Weather: Terrible 
at the Tivoli; crowded them in for ' Grand return of Wesley Eddy, 
five shows a ‘day-and $16,000. Smart. ‘holder of the local m..c. record (75 

biz in a 1,400. seater. Picture was weeks) plus Norma Shearer's name | 
given & good. campaign in a town copped most everything in sight last 

where-the Chevalier. name has not week, Afternoon and night lockout 
yet come to mean much. ° Loew’s proposition, with | $27,300 at- the. 

“ nee Palace for “Their Own Desire.” 
‘with. the. British “Blackmail”. was: “Race: between Fox and RKO for. 
. surprisingly. strong at.$13,500, which second place, both of which regis- | 
_ represents. a greater. profit than the: -fered ahout-10-grand-under the Pal- 

same .gross: on a U. ‘8S. picture. An . i 
’ English, film: is sure of a publicity. pete Peu “for tne Fox. REO bat 
-preak here,‘ but ‘this one seemed- Crack’s” second. week at. the Met 

Sound Effect Ti Titles 
Titles that “talk” may es- 

. tablish .a precedent | in film- 

. dom’s trailers when Paramount ° 
commences releasing a batch 
of them within: another. tWoe 

. weeks. - 
As the word “thrill” hits the ; 

screen, a musical and. noise ac- 
companiment will. give the 

(continued, trom page 11) ‘} praisal ‘of the sane ig nat. 

. they were, never: during the. long 

from the defensive to. the. offensive, Coolidge bull. market over-exploited 

; - tin the case. ‘or .subjected “ta. great. ‘capital inflay 

i both ee probable that in, the 248 a |tion. . Loew's: new . financing . was . 

}| good deal of stock overhanging ‘the | 207° in the early-stages of the long 

‘| market: hag. been .cleared away. on. climb. So. wag the. calling of the: : 
. . it. 

the way up from 50 in the: case of Paramount. preferred: | Par... split .. 

definition, or musical pica | the way UP and from. below 40 in the, three, for oné at that,time.and:the | 
’- with emphasis on sirens, high | 

; P case: of. Warner, representing stock: stock now is close ‘to the level of 

pitched. reed instruments, etc.: a the old. shares at ‘the ..division 

For “chill” there’s what is de- taken in for. support-back in Octo-. Loew's has undergone no dilution 

“ seribed as: “that wavy kind’ of ‘]| ber also held. in banking hands for 

. music,” ‘For. “melodramatic” liquidation. In both cases the prog- excer ‘the. 25% ok. dividend of 

“the sirens. are. repeated’ and a ||ress' has: been steady and-all. levels eoores of ago. Tending industrial 

- 
iifull . 

couple ‘of ‘pistol - shots are |j}on the. ‘way. up “have: been sk y. stocks.of the country thave piled ‘new - 

i ated. 
capable of standing by itself.. Best| wasn’t: so good, while the Earle, added. auidate étock issues upon new stock issues - 

—_ a that’s where the © capable of standing by itself. | Best | wasn't _s Les Letiy,” al a For “love"—t The wider movements of yester- and raised: pyramids of new cap-~ ” 

“General Crack” marked the begin- | at all. & y,” did nothing || talking words. are out of luck.’ || aay were the, first that have sug-|ital.upon the market. - 
ming of Friday openings at the Up-| . Rialto stuck around the new nigh, | It be @ toss-up for the sax || gested: demonstrations for distriby- 

“town. . It also got.the help ‘of .inde- ‘ ; blower or. strings to plant the . _ ~It is ‘possible that in combing the 

3 P. which is bad enough, with “His .ting purposes, “a maneuver com- |ji9¢ for a group ‘that has stood with 
pendent publicity by’ the. Warners, | First Command,” ‘but mopped up. idea. | of chest heaving, monly ‘puspected’ ‘where ‘turnover. ite capital. structure’ unalt a by 

 moronto, Jan. 28. 

(Drawin ‘Population, 800,000) 
"Weathers Very Cold. 

first production ‘outfit to help along |the opening two da of current. 

the local exhibs here. Biz strong | week an the teigsucd. “Phantom of reaches large dimensions on the UP- | ine period of corporate in an, it: 

‘for = three | days, - then. collapsed. the Opera,” ” with: dialog. 
‘ turn. Every da of. further. sharp 

Seemed ‘over the -heads of the] - Estimates: for Last Week ; advance now ma kes a setback more 

Sweeneys and Flanagang.. About| . Columbia (Loew)—'Love Parade” ‘probable and every day of . heavy 

$13, 000. ‘Pantages got “The Locked (Par). (1,232:: 35-50).. Got. about trading adds ‘to ‘the weight ‘of ev!- 

Door” and the meller was worth. $14,000 in face of bad weather, which. | .| dence. that: stock ‘is. being passed 

$12,000. Stage shows unimproved | always cuts deep here; sticking” for. along. 

since. recent independent. booking.. second week; very: good. j 

“Shanghal Lady” did - $12,000. at|. Earle (S-C- Warner)—"So Long 
‘Shea’s,- and: neighborhoods slightly Letty” (WB) (2,244; 35-50). Skid-- 
off. ding of previous week continued; 

Estimates for Last Week: . bag ae on this one, maybe £8: 500, 
EpP\ « ” ox 'ox)=—"Song 0 entucky’ 

coe ell ED gg taaNe Parade” | (Fox) stage show (3,484; 35-50-60— 
first. week ‘capacity at” $16, 000; "95).. Second business of town, but 

Chevalier namé not thoroughly ex- not, Sati tactery ainer) “General 
ploited’ here yet and practically no| Crack" (WB) (1,585; 35-50).. Sec- 

, Saye unding program}. five shows. 4| ond week caught in the jam and got. 

“Uptown—(FP) “General Crack” mayhe just about: halt of first. stan- 
za; $10,8 

CWB). (3,000; 30- 60). Opened. Fri- | . bejace (Loew) —"Thelr Own De- 
day. with good advance publicity; | sire” (M-G)... Wesley Eddy (stage | 
faded badly towards: end second return) (2,363; 35-50-60). ‘Weather. 
week;. $13,000. . - - : |got them opening day, but after that. 

Loew's — “Blackmail”. (British) nothing could stop. it; $27, 306, - al- 
(2,400; 30-60). Stronger than ex-| most a record 

would be difficult, to find oné™m: bet- _ 
ter ‘position than the theatre Stocks, —— 
‘On.top. of that the. amusement. lead= 
ers are at the peak. of earnings. and 

4 with prospects of: even better for- 
tune ahead; and the group is as near 
the ‘ideal of. being panic proof, as . 
any like group. listed. 

“AN. these’ arguments apply t6. “the 
long ‘pull- prospects. of the theatre, 
shares, and the only bearish element’ Ho 
igs the possibility that the immediate * 
technical - situation—elimination _ of. 
the: ‘short’ account. and &-weak'spec-. .. 
ulative long: following. accumulated ; - 
in the sharp advance—may make for, = 
a” more ar less severe setback,’ 

“Patents 
Washington, Jan. 28. 

A’ projector for color motion pic- 

tures, application: for patent. having 

been ‘filed in. 1923,. is included in 

the. new list: of. inventions: granted 

protection by the Patent Office, It 

was developed by Ww. M. Thomas, of 

‘Los Angeles, who was also granted 

a. ‘patent on. a device for. photo-- 

graphically. marking film during its. |. 

-| exposure. 

Another new. one is a photo- 

graphic Jens invented by a German, 
'M. ‘Merte. Two disk’ methods of 
recording sound are also .included. 

At ‘yesterday’ 3 cnighs. ‘Paramount 
was only 12 points: away from. its. 
1929 peak of 74, Warner: stood: only |. 
11 below. its: top: around: 64,..and 
Loew, although far from its’ top: (at-- 
tained when Fox’ ‘was bidding. for 
stock) was still within striking dis- 1 
tance of. its. normal. high ‘around 65 
last year, we 

‘ Not Over- eExplotted: 

One favorable element: in any ap- 
_ 

summery for ‘week’ ‘ending Saturday, Jan, 252°. 

STOCK EXCHANGE: 

High,’ Low. °Sales. .  1ssua and ‘Hien,’ Low: “Laet.’, Chge- 

_pected; answer seenis to-be British | Rialto (U)—“His First Commaria”|- Western Electric now has ac-| 2 if 1,200 mse, 424. RUS bustaaaetgene igh eee ee 
“talkers far’ahéad: of silents; good| (Pathe) (1,987; 35-50). Priddy 45% 30, 30.400 Goneol Fim Gen ee Bee at Bn ae 
aides $13, 500. - opening jump on other . houses. quired - 2 device _for transmitting | oats be, 20,500. Consol Film pfd. Qi (250 20 2344 +3% 

uae Hipp (FP) - “Shanghai helpings. slightly qupaer: preceding |colored photographs while a new 105% 4 16% 1,190,400 Fox Clase A (A). &-: . ae Satta Sos ured 

y” (U eld: house above $12,- | week at abou 4 : 4 19%"..° 1 “Keith aebedeecesteecceenee 7 203 26 28% OH 

- 000;- Viola’ Dana on stage, but pic: | RKO-~“Hit the Deck” -(Radio) |Screen for sound pictures is also) 19g. 70: °  ., 800. Do. pref. (B).ssssseneeeesesers SO Boe ae. T8% 
, ; ; : Ye 

ture gets credit. (1,870; 35-56). NoWody complaining | included. S44 -92:- 7. 24,700." Loew 3%) dee ebeetenneees, soevesa 50%. “301. 57% +6% 

-! ; 11% .- ‘900 Madison Sa. Garden (1%4)..c-s00) 12H 12,——id2] i 
on: ‘$17, 200; sticks for second. week. Ww. J. Nolan is included in the list a 2 “900 400 Met. -G. “ai, pret. ages ceeee’ es " 2ay, 24 +e 

with. a camera’ with two exposures.| 14% . 214. G00. Paramount-Fam,-Lasky...(8).+++¢ i 7 8 af 

F. N. Answers Suit Basing Talks Himself Out. Possibly the most important is a. 2, a | sia" Pathe cia enn F by a a tie 

Hollywood, Jan. 28. {new method of making stereoscopic _ 25° | B1SB00 Radio Corp. «+++ ores 30% 84%. 8K TE 

, + Claims on Tully’s Plays| stepin Fetcnitt tained himeclé out {fllms. ‘This the invention of H. K.| sex 304 ito Orme bret, Gili 8Om | OO | 88m ist 
_.,Purguant to an order just signed, |of his second job in a week. - |¥Fairall, Los Angeles. ' T4% 8. 8,000 Shubert -..3...eccepescsseseecees. 14%. 9%. 2 14% TO. 

‘. First Nationel has filed an answer| Washed out of his contract with| Upon request and giving the| i, “30 476,600 Universal, pret. (@---) aCe ae BO EE. 
In the ‘Supreme Court to the suit|Fox, he went to Columbia: but |name, number, ahd enclosing 10):00%- 25% 3,000, Do. pref. (2.20). erase 474 42% 40% 

of Howard C. Parsons, against First couldn't see the picture the same |cents to cover cost, the Commis- cent . ” . ‘CURB i mL She 

National. and others, to. recover |way as the director. Step said it |sioner of Patents, Washington, D. C., | 36 22 2,800 -Columbla Picts......cssccereeeee. 82 » 90. 30 “—1%° 

$100,000 on an assigned claim of the | would be his way or not at: all, and will forward . detailed information i Py ta 158,400 Fox Theatres......-sevecesrses 0% 5% (1% = W% 

Cinenia Finance Corp. from the pro- |he's out:. on any of the following: Bis 2 °3400 footy Res. Ea, We Gren nn ee res 

‘ceeds of. films. based on plays by| “Too often in’ the traffic court’ with ‘Apparatus for photographically mark- |: 10 # -  3'300 ‘Sonora Prod. ....ciscselesecutee OO s io 

Richara Walton Tully. Films chiefly |his flock of cars, and too often.too |ing fim during the exposing “thereof, | “© "9 200 Univ, <Plets...sssseteosssvereics S46 Die BY 
involved’ in the present. suit are tired to act. was the reason for the |W. M. Thomas, Los Angeles. Filed April | . Te, a . BONDS ee 

“Trilby” and “Bird of Paradise.” Fox: climax. . ty rretTs Ser. No, 19,845: Sfx claims. | 97 7A, * $9,000 Keith. 6's, °46....cuceclecseseees 77° 78%@——O TT HL 
§ . AISE 194 96 2000 “Loew O's, Al. ..scticsecceneecee 105% ' 102° -'°104- 42. 

First National contends that it —— yr rolector for folored motion pictures. 100% 2 88 . 47,000. Do ex war,....: oesetcecoeces® 99% 924%, -98% . — im 

a ” ong ° , Los Angeles, assignor by |‘: 20%. ‘ B,? . tritedeees ° Ltt an 

got the rights to “Trilby” in 1922 Patents Hearing FE eee tee oe M ahomes | ico% SLi: 221000 Bathe Ve, 187-1. “HI i ca. ar Vole 
and advanced $200,164 to Tully for Washington, Jan. 28 partner oni Leonard, Jos Angeles, a oo 91% 41 . 22,000 Shubert. 6’s.. sss... TSI "45% 41 >| ia 

, 1 ae r Ap. 6d. Sept. er ; : f "By *2Bieveeceses | on ee . 

the purpose of making the picture, House Patents committee will. Nos a 60,867, Two. claims. 1741, 385, % a i ee Warner Bros, 4's 28.. *, 85 om 98 +1% 

and is entitled to distribute the film hold a public héaring in the Caucus | 

for a, year and eight months longer, Room of the House Office Building 
It contenda that: if the picture .is ~ 
taken over by the: plaintife it will’ Web ion ne Maen copyright res- 

_. suffer Josses.. The answer also con-| pin) ig important to picture pro- 
‘tends that under the law of. Cali- 

for drying photographic. 
prints. J. W. Robinson, Rochester, N..- 
Y., assignor’ of. one-fourth to A, A.. 
Merry’ and one-fourth to R. W. White, | 
Rochester. Filed July 6, 1928, Ser, No.: 
290,807. Four claims. 1,741, “| 

oh ographic lene, corrected. spher-: 

ISSUES IN OTHER MARKETS © 
All Quoted for Monday. \ 
Over the Counter, N. ¥. 
Produce Exchange, N. Y.. 

Ne _ 200 Technicolor ......ssceeeees veoes 71 70 106 

ducers on sets, advertising material, | Pe ome %,700 Fox .Seript ($100)....... vessenee 1 74 we. +5. 

fornia, where ‘the contract was ete, Hearing ’ will commence at 10. Bid. Vaeked, i Ss 

madé, ‘the Cinerha Finance Corp.|, > m, . many. Filed June 11, 192%. Ber. No. ins a 19, Roxy, Class A (3. 5O).ssseesenne oe . 

and £6 Mier erennare the picture |. ieee end dn Germany, sune 26, 1926.) “ya ou 8% U ont go sneeeeres soereeceroee oe oe 

and for that reason it was never a 1,9 > re 5 1 De ‘Forest Phono... estuacedece te :. an 

valid pledge for. the alleged loan. | _ BOYD OUTDOORS | ppniver mechanism for projecting marl 70° 1" Te «GD Technicolor ..serssseceesssesse 8 6s 

. Asto “Bird of: Paradise,” the an- _. Hollywood, Jan. 28. signor, by mesne assignments, to Acme’). ~ 2 -f os Boston ; Le 

ewer alleges. that.at the time Grace{ To be in style with the. present seo Ete od Mer Now 692, 18 Bix’ va ve: 20 Loew's of Boston tes | 8% Be 

~ A, Fendler got.a judgmerit declaring |vogue’ for outdoor talkers, Pathe | claims, 1,742,001; oS a ve Roach, Ine eee es _ 

“her ‘to be the author of a play on|will do “The Last Frontier” with “pratt of recording sound or, other ve a , ‘Montreal ; * 

which the. “Bird of Paradise” is| William Boyd and Helen Twelve- Whitsett, Chicago. willed May 22,1922, oe 8,120 Famous metoronte Seeseeeee 58 49%" 51 

based, First National had advanced | trees. er. No . enty-seven claims. |: = ; 

$40,298 to Tully ‘to. make the film| Boyd appeared previously in a baa pe hee picture transmission. ° H. E.- ** “. G7 Famous Players. +rsssseesseerees BL so. Ot 

and “contends that. it has the: right. ‘silent version of this story made 

‘to recover this sum gut of Tully's ‘for “Pathe.” Script originally was 

propetty. ‘owned, -but . never produced, by. 

.: ‘Thomas: Ince. Later it. passed’ to 

LILA LEE’S FN 2° ‘YEARS .|Hunt Stromberg. who in turn let 

- Hollywood, Jan, 28. °.|8-t0: Pathe. 
Lila Lee goes with First National 

for two yéars.. ; FOR HUSBAND AND WIFE 

_ Under her contract she ' will “ad : . . Hollywood, Jan. 28. 

four pictures. annually, “Jane Eyre, » written in 1847 by 

—_ -.. |} Charlotte Bronte, and a best’ seller 

Lola Lane. With M- Ga) ‘lin England for two decades, will be | 

; Hollywood, Jan. 28. used by Pathe to star Ann Harding. 

Fox. has ‘loaned Lola .Lane to Her husband, Harry. Bannister, will 

M-G-M for “Good News.” -| be ‘opposite. .. 

Miss Lane's Fox’ contract’ then |’ ‘Old meller is being put-into shoot- 

expires ‘and ‘it is understood that ing shape by Rolls Lloyd, who will 

‘M-G will. give her a term agree- also direct, 
‘ment, .f . 

no : “ANGELS” IN MARCH 7 
“Quarantine” Remake , Hollywood, Jan. 28. 

. Hollywood, Jan... 28, pelt’ Angels” will be ready for 

Paramoiint’ ‘Will remake the stage|its premiere at the Cohan theatre, 

play, “Quarantine,” formerly made | New York, the latter part of March. 

. as asilent: titled: “Lovers in Quaran- Final cutting and straightening 

gine Pr re eee out-of loose -ends“{s-now-being-dones: 

Maud: ‘Pulton has been’ potrowed Figured the picture will be close to 

from Fox. to dd the screen adapta- 15 reels when released by Caddo. 

tion: and dialog. 

Aves, Montclair, N. J., agaignor. to. West- 
ern Bljectric, N. Y¥. ‘C. “Filed. Nov. °26, 
1924. Ser. No. 752, 324, “Nine | olaime: 
1,742,543. .-- 

Focusing: device for: ‘gameras (moving. 
picture). N.. McClintock and T. McG. 
Alken, ‘Pittsburgh; : said ‘Alken assignor 
to said ‘McClintock, Filed Dee. 12, 1927, 

. Ser No 239, 342, - Seven. claims. 1 ,742,- 

hes - 

(sound). 5 A. Harson, Newton, : Mass., {.. 
\assignor to’ Sarasone Screen Co., Boston, 
Filed :Nov.' 26, 1929.’ ‘Ser. No. 409,981. 
‘Five claims... 1,743,602. - 

Camera (with two exposures). Wm. 
J. Nolan, Chicago, ‘assignor to Mary A.. 
Nolan, Chicago. Filed Feb. 7,.1927. Ser. 
No, 166,369, Four claims, 1,743,616. 

_ Victor’ s. Shorts _ 
-RCA's . Gramercy. studio, New 

Y¥. ork, ‘taken over by Victor Talking 
Machine ; Co., will be practically re- 

| constructed inside.. Four recording 
*|rooms in the. present studio. space, 

‘but so built that the walls could be. . 
knocked ‘down’ to use for stiort pic- 
ture- making is‘ the’ ‘Victor plan, by 
report, — 

Actual fire ‘needs of ‘the _ptudio 
are slight and could. be quickly 
made. 

. nated. rota. meking motion ‘pletures 
1 (trick photoghaphy. through ‘use 0: plur- ane I | Fourt 

ality of transparent glass screens). - P..| 728.” -, Ser.’ No. ; 256,635, ourteen 
Artique, Los’ Angeles.. Filed | No. ‘we claims.’ 1,743,784. 
er gener Ne “68,682. . Fifteen, “claims. distance. T. MeCarty, Brooklyn. 

:’ Control for film edvancing mechanism. : wy 5 AOS. ited May 29, tas, wre No. 

(portable motion picture camera), #5./ 65,80 ve Coking : Se film.” 

B. Underwood, Rochester, assignor to Method of making . stereoscopic m. 

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, Filed W. K. -Fatrall, Los Angeles, assignor to 

May 4, 1926. ‘Ser. " No. 28,006, Five Binocular Stereoscopic. Film. Co., Los 

elatma,” “3,742, 796.. ,| Angeles. - Filed Dec, 22, 1926. Ser. No. 

tographic. printer vignetting ap- TO ratio Five . claims, . 1,744, 469. | itn 

paratus. -S, Hopkins, Rochester, a8- otion picture dovice (projector wit 
signor to ‘astman Kodek Co,,. Roches- | means ‘to advance film at greater speed |. 

ter, Filed: Dec, 10, 1926, Ser. No. -when desired). H. L. Morrow, Grand 

153,881, -Thirteen claims, 1,742,811. Valley, Colo,, agsignor of one-fourth to 

Automatic control for photographic F, H, Miller, Grand. Vajley. Filed June 

printing exposures, CC, M, Tuttle ‘and | 5: 13.680, Ser. No, 114,023.. Four claims. 

H. White, Rochester, assignors. to 1,744,660. a, 

Hastman Kodak Co., Rochester. Filed 
Sept. 26,.1927. Ser. No. 221, 890. Ten 
claims. 1,742,943. oe 
“Declorizing film. 3B. B. Midleton, | 

Parlin, -N. J., assignors to B. I. Du Pont 
de Nemours & Co., Wilmington. Filed 
-Dee;+81;-- 1925r-Sere.No.=78,701,....Seven. 
claims. 1,743,165. 
Camera and camera stand ,(moving | 

pictures). .D. C. Beidter and A, J. 
Viken, Chicago, assignors to 'D. C. 
Beldler, trustee, Chicago. Original ap- 

Wty 
plication filed April 20, 1927, Ser, No. 

“Courage” Replacement Hollywood, Jan. 28. | 186,179. Divided and this application 

7 Hollywood, Jan. 28. ‘Columbia will remake “ A Fool] fled March 16, 1928. Ser. No, 162,200. 

; Belle Bennett will do “Courage,” | and his Money,” which it did six]. 

for the Warners. Originally Pauline | years.ago as a. silent. 

Frederick was to have played the Talker version is to be directed 

part, butthe switch came when Miss| by Erle. Kenton and have in. its. 

Frederick decided to remain on the|cast William Collier, Jr. Stepin 

gtage over the spring season. ~ Fetchit, and Ann Brody. - 

Means for r operating. cameras from. a. 

M-G’s Kyne-Belaico ¥ Yaris 
‘Hollywood, Jan. 28. 

-Metro has acquired the talking 
\rights to “Never the: Twain Shall 
Meet” and “Go-Getters,” both Peter 
B. Kyne stories originally produced 
silent by Cosmopolitan. 

Miscellaneous 

Sustained tone plano. TF. Munger, 
Minneapolis,- Filed April 3, 1926, Ser. 
No. one 18 Four claims. 1, iil, ,948,. fi 

‘ootlights, New ork, asaignor to “a 
Kileg! Brom, Universal Stage Tighting Metro als or secured . The 

Co, New. York. Tiled: “May 16, 1928. [Bachelor Father’. from David © 
Ser, No, 278,126. Three clalnin.. Sebo Belasco. Horeca ean rat 

Trade Marka . . 
-Cinophone. ‘The Voice of tho Movies. a 

Powers Cinephone. Equipment Corp. 
New York, Applicant claims cwnership | 
of trade mark registrations No. 232,063 | - 
and no. 242,210. Une claimed since Dec. 

ED 

Columbia's Remake 
Sistrom’s Comedy 

.. Hollywood, Jan. 28, 
William Sistrom’s first produc- 

tion. under his new Radio contract 

‘by Leonard. Praskins, as yet un- 

1919, Divided and this application filed 
May 15, 1925. Ser. No. 80,605 Eight 
claims, | 1,743,251. 

Projection acreen for motion pictures 

1929.. Ser. No, 282,690. - | titled. . 
“This Week by Arthur “Brisbane” for 

Sep ad column. Use claimed g#ince- Praskins has been engaged to ‘put 

Sept. 1929, Ser. No. 290,917. . the yarn into shooting shape. 
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_ ‘Maurice CHEVALIER in Ernst Lupitscu 
Production, “THE LOVE PARADE?” with 
Jeanette MacDonald. . 

| , _@ 

DENNIS KING in “THE VAGABOND KING” 

with Jeanette MacDonald, Warner Oland, 

‘O. P: Heggie, Lillian Roth. _ = ! 

ON PARADE”. 
The Festival of the Stars! “PARAMOUNT | 

] Startling! WittiaM Powet4. in “THE | 
-- ST REET ‘OF-CH ANC

E ”. : : 

Different! “ROADHOUSE NIGHTS” with . | 
‘allstar cast. - oa a oy 

Sweeter than'Sweetie”!NANCY CARROLL 
in “HONEY”. with big singing cast. 

STEADY flow of big 
pictures. | Packed With — LD 

; ultra-modern showmanship. 

| Studded with big star names. . 

1 New faces. New voices. Per=_ 

"fect. sound quality. Color: 

~ gind all’ the other marvelous”. 
| mew discoveries of, the New 
“Show World.! Given to you, 
"FIRST: and’ BEST by PAR- | 
AMOUNT. ‘That’s the reason . | 

for PARAMOUNT’S  over- 
whelming leadership of this 

businéss and the gratifying 

prosperity of PARAMOUNT 

exhibitors! 

eben team ae ee srstgss ee 

PARAMOUNT 
5 - . 

Se ee ee te 

Ew SHOow 
f 

WorRLD 
posure ek 
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OPEE/ALL 
TIFFANY 'S ALL TALE 

‘Here’s the Sensation. 
of 1930E 

“In Point of Attendance, “Party 
Girl” Beat the Record of “The 
Jazz Singer” at the Modern and J 

_ Beacon, Boston, and Set a New - 

~ High Gross for the House. 

You Want This. It’s Sure-Fire 

for Capacity Business and an 
Unlimited Engagement. | 

_ Now in Its Fifth Week at the 
. Gaiety, New York, at $2 Top. 

With. Conway Tearle, Virginia Valli, Ricardo Cortez. 
Directed by Edward Sloman. 
OPENS AT GAIETY THEATRE, NEW YORK, 

STARTING SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 1, AT $2 TOP 
~ FOR A LIMITED ENGAGEMENT. 

This amazing all-talkirig production, filled with Love, _ 
Adventure, Thrills, broke all records in Atlanta, 
Boston, Buffalo, Charleston, Seattle, .Portland, 
San. Antonio, Detroit, Milwaukee, Newark, 

Pittsburgh, San Francisco, Baltimore, 
Los Angeles 

BOOK IT 
=” NOW! - 

WATCH 
| FOR 
NOURNEY'S 
END’ 

y 50 IS TIFF 
sateen _ 

BS TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS ING. 
729 SEVENTH AVE. NEW YORK CITY. 
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It’s a-zippy, peppy, steppy story 
‘ef an astounding system by — 

which girls are hired to drum up» 

big contracts for big business. 

‘men. Talking, Singing, Dancing. COMING! 
TO MAKE BIG MONEY! 

ya 

“MAMBA, ” all-talking, all-Technicolor, with . 

Jean Hersholt, Eleanor Boardman, Ralph. Forbes. 

- Directed by Al. | Rogell. 

With Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. 
Judith Barrie, Jeariette Loff, 

Marie Prevost 

<= 

A Halperin Production 

— 

“TROOPERS THREE,” By Arthur Guy Empey, author of “Over 
the Top.” With Rex Lease, Dorothy Gulliver and star cast.. 

Directed by Norman Taurog. 

Directed by Victor HALPERIN 

“CY CLONE HICKEY” (tentative | title) with James Gleason, 

Marion Shilling and J ohniy Walker. 

Directed by James Flood. 

wa 

AND MANY MORE BIG ONES 

for Tiffany 
Year. | 

STHE 
VOICE 

‘HOLLYWooD’ 
STARS ANSWER FAN 
QUESTIONS FROM THE 

SCREEN | 
produced by 
LOUIS 

LEWYN 

TIFFANY ANY PRODUCTIONS INC. | 
729 SEVENTH AVE. | ~NEW YORK CLITY. 
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nN | uman Trailer BINGHAMTON’S SUNDAYS Fox W. C.’s $3; 000, 000 for 
Jobs for Extras Dropped i in 9 Of H n ||-Theatres Open Feb. 9—Daily. Paper 8 Houses and 15,500 Seats 

Minneapolis, Jan. 28. . Radios Hot Sessioft: 
Unable to obtain the regula- 

aced Y A. jureaul tion screen trailer. with scene . ‘Binghamton, N. Y,,- Jan. 28, 

‘excerpts to advertise his next After 165 years of fighting “over 

Pict e atte eG Box, | '| Sunday shows the battle ended With 8 - 

“Only la Woman-Aver ae 35 Day Wh. tik of the ‘Pantages-arranged |{@ll' the dramatic turbulence “of a 
a “living trailer’ to be pre- national election — when: the: city 

sented at each performance. he. council passed a Sunday: show, ‘ordl- 
; ‘Two male performers on the. . 

used : at the: $3 rate: and 17 earned || .current. vaude bill were utilized . [acy mipuee vote of seven: to six Fri 
over $15 a day. At. the $15 rate to act out the “trafler.’ One So intense | was sentiment that | 
2,370 jobs were filled. Cost of place- is discovered in an interior set. J th e|.“Morning. Sun” : en gage a. a 
ments to the. producers, who bear |. Teading one of a large number — broadcasting . station for’. the: eve- Lee, P Now Beverly (2 600): opposit 
the entire expense ‘of the. Bureau's of magazines. scattered on the ning ‘and ‘gave a. blow’ by blow & 6- rox Neve frente. Beek ‘ oppo: in fe. 

operation, was 42 cents. for adults _ table in front of him. _ Another. count. of! council proceedings... Be- Lah ne n vriation Votel + aniied 
and 54 cents for children. Previous enters, registers surprise and _ tween reports, numerous proponents with: combination. hotel .and: store. 
-year’cost to handle adults per per-|| inquires:’ “What.-are. you .do- - and opponents of the: OF dinance building, Balch & Stanbery, are 
son was 36. cents -while children|}| ing? It’s three o’clock in the. burne a. up the inike.:' Hie chitecte, 
gtood- 70 cents each. Priox™ tothe |] morning.” :' Says. ‘he’s: reading ‘H outstan ain San “41> Unnamed: :2,000-seater at Florence. 
establishment of . the Centra} office|| the magazine’s, serfal “from: by 720 -girle employed i ay bs ad. Compton. seahitestor es Balch 
the. sextras were “compelled to ‘pay'||+ which: the picturé was adapted. : factories aes anding. inde: plows: |° 
agents: 10%. of ‘their. earnings” tor | ‘Then ensues ~ conversation - "Mayor ° "Norman Boyd: has “ane 
placementé,, ae |) about the story. having been n ounced he will not ‘veto ‘the ordi- 

“Detail in’ operation: is. evidenced made into @ swell photoplay |/io ice, The 4 theatres Will» open. 
by 5,008 changes, in ‘telephone, nuni- - to be shown at’ Pantages. next. |Feb. 7 for: thelr 
‘bers, Week ie 

Reports | show that 188 mon and 
144 women averaged ‘one ay ‘a -wee 
arid less than one and one halt Nathanso S Backer Is 
days. a, week during the’ years “126: oN Pi ; 
‘mien: ‘and 90 women .averaged: one Seen: 
‘and ‘one: halt days and. Tess. :than |. ever a: icture|’ 
two. days: a ‘week; 110° men and‘ 54 0 
-womén;two days and:less than. two “morente,. Jan. 28.- fovea “ines he. 
and one half-days a week; 70 men) -with Nathan: L.. Nathanson, ex- |: *“Masestie,’ ‘at: “fone, * “ah 
and 46° women two: ‘and one half and Famous. Players chief, silent on his inia- sed st 26 firs 

less than three days a week; 84/new all-Canadian’ picture ‘chain| Voz yr 
Ree gna se onabainety oe yee es during the hot days of the Fox. ru- toning: . andl i 
‘tess than three and a mors, report is growing. here that sha s 
‘week; 20 men and 11 wonien three|these plans died with the coming be Ppupne’ Saetoand for deca] 
and. a halt days and lesé. than four of the Fox complications. - stall sound at this time. ! 

a Gays a weeks! nine. nicl! and ot Nathanson ‘insists, however, that -Theatres’ in Bertha, Black: Dik a women got four days and jess ‘than. financing has’ been*compieted and and: ‘Meshes. also: “have elo eg re-{ 
‘four and a ‘half days a week;" two|that: he: will. spring. his ‘formal an- gently.” os 
‘men and three..women. working nduncement . when’ .all_ sites have|°°P'"”. _ 
four and. a. half. ‘daya'd week and heen picked. If he is not tying up|- 
oné woman working’ five days | with. Fox it looks Ike: a fully inde- - ‘week, pendent chain, Bauer Back at: Wigwam; 

: In‘ the - childrens*: division . 1,444, lolt, réal capi- 
or.86% worked 10 days or less dur- tae Se enid te » Mont al ani Wiring Two for: 2d Runs 

ing the year with 907 working only, with the new chain, has never seen ._¢: San Francisco, Jan. 28. 
one: day. during: the. year, a. moving “pleture, during “his . 19 Joe. Bauer, who built and then op- 

Report: states . ‘It*is hard ‘to .get years. \erated! for more than 4g, decade-the 
men, ‘of. the, Foughnéck type who er ennene "| Wigwam” theatre,. in ‘the.-Mission 

. speak eruffly, 88 tibet all of them [| - - ~ | district, “te again. going. to. have a 
have high. pitched: voices. . -- -[say in the running of it. - 
-Although.the placements of “ex- Cour, Pathe Chi, Ed . |. -By the terms of ‘a deal just con- [ 

tras: ‘compares ‘favorably with prev- "Chicago, Jan. 28, » summated, Bauer is to spend more 
Hou: years, there 2s a. tendency, |- Gene Cour, former Chicago, “Trib” | than $50,000 remodeling and. wiring | 
‘shawn toward Taek of employment toto: man, hasbeen: named Pathe fok‘ pictures.:: When it reopens. it 
for’ the’. régular! registered extra..| film editor with two sound trucks, -"| will be renamed the. New Rialto. 
This ia due. to’ the fact that. the One truck is assigned to Chicago] Rayer will direct its policy: but the 
office: ‘has ‘been’ compelida to: £0 for spot news.and the second on ter-|active management will be in the 
‘outside if. its. files for p ople-: ‘who: ritory: tours, oe ee '’ |hands: of A.“A.. Hixon; brought on] 

; Can : speak. various languages, -, , F ° " . 4° | from ‘Minneapolis, and Finklestein 
Principal number of women placed Placements during the year ds to|: - a ELEHANTY UP - :' /and Rubin..:Hixon also will super- 

at ?$10 daily, 38,436. ‘Jobs- -peing al- classification and grade ef employ-' ‘D MOVES ‘| vise’ operation of the remodeled Re- 
lotéa. at this ‘figure and -31,262. at| ment is elven in the accompaning _ Following the resignation of J. F.| public, owned by the Golden State 
$7.50 Per day. Only 146. women: were” box. Shea, who assumed the post of vice- | Theatre - and Realty’ Corp. . This 

sae — _— | president. and general. manager of| house is also. to be wired and will 
\. |] Pathe. International — “Corp, ‘pix be. reniam med the Uptown. 

j|| months’ ago, Thomas S: Delehanty, Roth} houses » will show second 
an i assistant- secretary, has been’ moved [run “features, 

up as successor. - Delehanty was | - 
[secretary of FBO up to the: time| . 

be ‘ '|Joseph -P. ‘Kennedy resigned i ito}, Fox Coast ‘Ads 
Ren move over to Pathe as chairman’ of | ‘Los Angeles, Jan, 28.. 
= MO pemer os || the board. . Shea’s future Plans are " ‘Harold B. Franklin, president of 

= ‘No. of of total . No. of of totdl ‘[] not. known. | Fox-West.Coast Theatres, has ap- 

‘*place-:. place---.° ~- place-_ place- ‘| * Delehanty: hag: mage ‘heveral -pro- | bropriated $3,500,000 to: be used ‘for 
ments.’ ‘“pients. ~ Wages. ‘ments. ments. “Wages. motions in the Pathe foreign de- | newspaper advertising, andl. displdy- fe 
160. 209 -8$466.00 146 17° $438.00 .||Partment, R. K, Hawkinson has be- forthe current year. It covers all| of Fox WestCoast Theatres,’ and 

++ 42,006". 18.37. “tes, 030:00 16,534. 19:24 82,670.00 ||come assistant secretary, Paul Mur-| the 600 theatrésion-the clreuft.,\. hthe, miajor distributing companies, 
ms 663028" . 98. 53 "487, 672: %0 31,262 36.88 234,465.00 phy is now made. assistant treas-| Circuit is building a,- new. House jhe? ‘heen postpdned from Feb...5 to 

seeeetasee DEOL” 3 64 94 "5R9,610,60 33,436 38.90 334,360.00 ||Urer, and Jack Hutchinson has been | here, at Robertson and Pico, to seat | March 6.” : : 

“Los ‘Angelés, Jan, 28. 
Howard. Shechan outlines a cur- 

rent building program for new Fox 
West Coast theatres in Los Angeles 
and vicinity calling for‘an expendi. 
ture of $3,000,000. on elght. theatres. 
totaling 15,500 seats; 

- Stad um, one floor seating. 1 500, 
on’ Pico street, opens. about Aug. 1. 
‘Bollay Bros.; architects. - - 

Fox Wilshire. (2, 500). : 8. Charles ‘ 

“Hellywooa, Jan. 28. 
With Central Casting Corporation 

having to practically. reorganize its 
methods of doing -business because: 
of sound . pictures, total expend- 
iture: for ‘the’ ‘émployment of extras 
in the studios of. the Association of 

Motion ‘Picture’ Producers last. year, 
wag. $2,401,429, . or’-$68, 281 less than 
in ‘28° and: "$368, 425 less. than in '27.|] 

. Though : ssalary. ‘figures diminished, 
registration -. at’ the Central office 
jumped - from - ‘approximately 11,000 
in 1928. ‘to “17, 541- in °1929. ; 

On the ‘other: -hand, the -mnoney | ° 
total spent for extras, may. actually 
be considered: more’, thay in any of 
the four years: of. Mie, existence of |. 
the Central. offices. if ‘éounting. ex- | 
tra people (dancers, singers, etc:) 
who “were ‘sent to. the .studios and, 
then, ‘placed under contracts at from 
$40to $100 a week. 
Number ‘of- actual” ' placements 

during '29 were. 262,958, .13,197 less. 
than 1928. Average. dally ‘place- 
ments - amounted to: 840 people. with. 
the. avers, ge . daily .pay check $9.13 
a day: ‘ yagainst: $8.94 the ‘previous 
year.i? Thigsiis the highest average 
daily pay! earned. py extras: since 
the establishinent: f).the. Central 
office. . 

station: Marholla; ‘Park, ‘Burt k, is 
'1;800-seat theatre,’ Se de Forte » are 
chitect, “ : 

rio 3200 seater sat. Pacitie ‘ana : 
2 Verna: streets; ‘Sai, Pedro, Cal., will | 

algo: have a: -radiv. tower. 
j. “Plans for an-1, ,80)-Beat,. house at 
‘Huntington : ‘Park,<on -Fox Coast's 
}144:x 160" lot'thete;“temporarily post- | 
‘paned : until: “an Adjojning’ lot can be 
jeddeds : 

5|. Plans for a 1, 0-seater at Whit- 
“Eten, ‘Cal, await. assurance that town 
{will vote ito permit, sunday opera 

Aw Chi Houses on. | Own | 
nN ~ CBtosgg: Tar: 28. 

“Having. ‘restened” ‘from’ «Publix-B. 
&. ‘K., Harry. Balaban ‘is. now op- 

a en 7 2 erating two: houses for: himéelf. He 
. has taken over’ the Dearborn and 

‘Windsor, two near. northside. houses, 
1 from Publix and’ started’ operations 
last Saturday. - 

| °Balaban ‘paid Publix almost $90,- 
|000 for the spots,. with weekly 
‘rental for the. thesttes ‘being $1, 050 
each: BS 

B48" for Men 

There -: were: 168,762 jobs eivetr 
men with : ‘about,’ ‘half. that amount, 
85,987, placements of. wornen: Boys 
list at‘4,714 and girls at-'3,545.” Of. 

‘the men 19,158 . -engagements: were 
for war veterans through. co-opera- 
tion with. the” Veterans Bureau. 
which earned $117, 087 for the year. 

Colored’ people. were used to. the 
extent. of: :8,726, gross earnings be- | 
ing, $67;804; average pay being $7. a 
per day. « 
‘Majority of - jobs: for men were 

at $7.50 a day, but more. money | 
was spent. at: the $10,, -acale “withit 
58,961 placements madé,,- ‘faittle: call 
for. the $8 a’ day mén’ and. thios 
earning over $15 a day.: At’ the. $3] 
raté there were only. 1b6., placements, 
and,118 spots for mei: adening over 
$15 & day, aritt:7;606: for: ‘those earn- 
ing the. flat $15: rate. 

“ie 

“Mgrs 3. Fires “ 
‘"y¢. -Madison, Jan. 28. 

Bah | layers retire after the. third 
strike, but, theatr managers start. 
all: over again. -‘Houls Lutz: has had 
three houses go “poot on him inside 
of’ @ year. *;,' 

Last May ‘the local “Parkway burst 
into flames’ and: chased .a lot of 
‘patrons out into the. rain, *. Louis, 
‘then manager, left town and took 
a picture house down in Boscobel, 
‘Two. months ago that, went: up in 
smoke, and. Louis left’ for ; ‘Burling- 
ton to manage Fischer's -Orpheum, 
Last week a fire of: unknown: origin 
burned that to phe “ground. Six , 
hundred seater. : 

Coast Trial Marci’ 
Los ‘Angeles, Jan. 28. 

“Due to. the resignation of. United 
Stated: Court, Judge . Henning,- ‘trial 

. a 1,400. It will be called the Stadium. : —--- “tobnas gies "6,898" '.*:3.49__ -23,72500 2,172 ~ 2.53 27,150.00 || Placed in charge of the accounting a 
: a ‘1,606 ~ 4.51 114,080.00 2,870 2.76 35,550.90 ]]Separtments RDN ng, {mej wit bee ta ollywood Theatres , - SAFE HOLDS te 840.0017, 0%. _420,00 a nn ee ie v PPA eel Ch | . 7 Galveston; Pes. iy 

85,937 100.00 $716,053.00 ||. Borrows Sus’ Carol CLAIM: $2,500 BALANCE ' omer Le Tesnbt, manager of the Queen, theatre. (Pubizy: ‘fourid. a:per- 
fectly . good “shfe. drpined - -by”¥ 
when, he came to. hi office ‘Monday 
morning, | Sots - 
‘Weekend réceipte, “fiowever % 

$1,600, were intact. tron® “ho: 
cessfully resisted the: éttor t 

; Hollywood, Jan. 28. |. 
——— Bir ! Sue Carel fias beer borrowed: from city. ty Gourd a al colent len 

, Percent.. os 4} o _ ‘Percent. ne At Fen by Warners for’ “Those Whe" tares for a'baldnce of $2,800 due- on 

No, of of total: ny No..of of total sy Dance, _ aclaim of $3,500 for obtaining a con- 
= place-— Blage=" -_ ot ae plage-, place-: a Film. has no relation to the, pic- itract by. which Firs Division Pic- 

<2ments, cments. } Wages.’ ments. ments, . Wages: aA ‘ture of. the same title madé severa}}|' “tues agreed to: gell he d fendant’s 

"482 .; 8.16 - #1, 296.00 “230; + 6.49! $630.00 years ago by. the late Thomas Ince) sinis fox a'year Ih ‘metropolitan’ ter- 
“2, * 2000: "42.68 -° 20,036.00. 1,618 45.63 8,090.00. [| ritory. 

3,590 ' 33:73! -- 11,926.00.) 1,145. 32,80. 8,687.60,. || ° éfenda dg-th 1-| 
gu 10.82 2 4,910.00. "475 -13.40>. 4,750,000 FL. “Spericd Called In. jpefondant contends that the $1,- 

inferior. 

78, 1.65...' 975,00 ~ 35 99. 487.60 ‘Hollywood, Jan.-28, .| 000’ patd'is $250 more than {s com- ~ LOOKING 0 FOR sr : 
ee : art See 1635.00 35 "39 525.00 "Ralph - Spence has been called in ing to. Carrick, > Oy étse Brotkers*’ ‘Adolph Max. and 

; wasn gseses, * oe ‘by M-G-M to polish up the. dialog . 
Over $15. 00.... . . T , 15; 190.00 7  °.20. 235.00 on. “Florodora Girl.” - - “WELCOME” TRAILER 

Some six or seven other writers|. Every: new ‘Publix. theatre to 
‘were on. the picture ahead of open in the. future, including those 
Spence, : . reopening, are to have a special 

“Opening Theatre” trailer, 

Hany, ‘will :not . ‘abandon. ‘eastern 
‘| production although stemiporarily, 
without a studio through: the De- 
Forest plant’ being. closed’ * 
When finding another spot they 

will: resume : with ° ‘continued use of - 
the DeForest sound system. con-. 
templated at the new location. 

_ PAR’S NEOPHYTE - 
‘| Paramount: has tendered Rober ta 
Robinson.a long term contract.? Her 
first assignment will be in “Dan- 

, |géraus Nan McGrew.” . 
_|._. Miss Robinson has never appear ed 

ee 

Totals sees 4,714 100.00 =$30,966.00 3,545 100, 00 $23, 315.00 

. a Percent. + ‘ “Percent. 
, -Total _ of total So of | 

Wage ° ‘Place- place~ Total ' total.. . _ Print carries a welcome speech by 
rate. : ments, ments. wages. wages. “Sea Beast” Again. Buddy Rogers, with institutional 
$3.00. csccnsvcccecccececes 958 _ 86 $2,874.00 "12° Hollywood, Jan. 28. |features of Publix operation and 

B00 secececceeccccccscces 51,165 19.46 255,825.00 10.65 | Warners will remake “The Sea} Paramount pictures stressed. Sey- | 
- 97.50 Segeneceseeveconcoees 99,020 37,66 742,660.00 30.93 Beast,” but as a talker, and release eral Paramount stars are also in- 

10.00 scecccvccesesvcecvoes, 93,363 35.50 933,630.00 38.87 |] it as “Moby Dick.” troduced, their heads forming the 
12, 50 i : * ode deowes eee 8, 183 “3.11 ; 102,287.50 4.26" . John Barrymore will be starred stars that surround the Paramount 

46 00... ae see 10,120 3:85 .. °151,800.00. 6.32 as in. previous picture. | ‘| trademark: 
- Over Sik 00: seas ee aS int (a OG 8578500 Hd 6 see ee tte an a th 
Total. overtime. woeae . oon. eee . + ° . * 908, 677. 81 3. 69 . ‘Estabrook at U 4 . FE. N. Ss SEVEN 

Ce _— oo ‘Hollywood, Jan. 28. |. Hollywood, J Totals «4.0.05... -v++ 262,958 100.00 = $2,401,429,.31 100.00 -Howard Estabrook moved his| First National’s. Production wena: 
; typewriter ‘from: Fox to Universal] ule takes a j Average daily placement—men.:........ 539 | . a Jump, seven new ones 

Average daily Pracoment—wemen wee 275 . || where “he -is under, & long term! going into. work during -Febryary.: | 
a I h ' contract to write originals, ‘ ‘New’ ones will be “The Dawn - Avéfage daily placement—children.:.... 26 Patrol” (Barthelmess), “Sweet Ma 

Total daily Sally: placement. -.+4sees a. - _ Charlotte - Walker's Fox Job - - Ma” (Alice White), “At Bay” (Lo- 
Avernne dail, cancellation. «1.0... eee: ee Los “Angeles, Jari. 28. |retta Young), “One Night At Su- 
Ave ig 4 he ace. seeeeecosencers $9.13 - Charlotte Walker is the femme|ste’s” (Billie Dove), “Heart -of the 

age daily WAgGe......csseseeeeteneess lead.opp Wili Rogers in “They Had|North,”, “ie, Modiste” ‘and a West- 
to See London.” _jern, in color, 

messin tacit fiom. bohnaingtet 

. professionally on ‘the ‘stage or screen. 

She was secured through Maxwell 
Arnold, of the Leo Morrison office. 

SPARKS? TERM CONTRACT 
Hollywood, Jan. 28. 

Ned Sparks is under a term con- 
tract to Radio. Verbal agreement, 
too, that -he will continue to write 
much of his own stuff. 
Sparks has been freélancing seven, 

yeara, 
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It’s 

: the Funniest, 

Peppiest, ost Tunefu 

Joseph M. World-famous Stage Comedienne, in 
Schenck 

“ SONG HITS Directed by Thornton Freeland 

} that ARE HITS: : 

Y “COOKING BREAKFAST ' he : Love’ 
“KICKIN’ A HOLE IN THE SKY" 
“WHEN A WOMAN LOVES A MAN® | 

~ tyries by BILLY ROSE. Published by ROBBINS MUSIC CORP. 

They're marvelous! The kind of songs people 
whistle and sing for months—haunting melodies 

that build big: box-office business. 

Be Yourself—and (SS a . es get this one Dated Now! . + 2 see 

Get the Business—Everywhere 
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S BF TheBiggest 
$2 Picture 
Ever Made? . 

CATHARINE DALE OWEN 
Stan LAUREL — Oliver HARDY 
Directed by . . 
LIONEL BARRYMORE ° 

Based-on the operetta “Gypsy Love” by 
Franz Lehar, Dr. A. M. Willner, RoBert 
‘Bodansks. Storyby.Frances Marionand 
John Colton. Suggested by Wells Root. 
Music by Franz Lehar and Herbert 

Stothart. ‘Lyrics by Clifford Grey. 

‘in the immortal 
singing masterpiece 

Standing them out at 

ASTOR THEATRE, New York 

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER’S 
- ‘Triumph ENTIRELY in TECHNICOLOR 
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Shorts 
_*BOUNGCING BABIES” | . 
“Our Gang” Comedy 

Mins. 
Capitol, New York . 

Metro 
Full of laughs, 

reeler, . Probably the: best of ‘the 
“Gang” series yet produced in talk- 
er form, and fits all houses. . 

“Wheezer”: has a natural: comedy 
way to fortify the: ines they teach 
him. For such a kid he registers 
everything intelligently.. Yarn does 
not bring in all of’ the “Gang” until 
‘a. brief bit at the end, Rest of the 
way is carried ‘by: ‘““Wheezer” ‘as: the: 
boy of a family of three kids who 
objects to: the lack of -attention. 
given him since arrival of the new 
baby.. Petie, the. dog, “has, an. im- 
portant assignment. 
‘Robert | McGowan - ‘directed * this 

comedy, good for anywhere, Bige. 

“THE UNWRITTEN LAW": 
‘(British Made) | . 
Dramatic Sketch — 
0 Mins. . 

Commodore, New: York | 
‘General Talking Pictures 

Truly a. gem... Shorts as good as 
this one, in every particular,. from 
acting to - photography and direc- 
tion, ‘are scarce. “The ‘Unwritten 
Law” .is a dramatic..three reeler 

. justifying. and almost -demandfag 
immediate. booking. ° 

. Produced in England by British 
Talking Pictures, with the DeéFor- 
‘est Phonofilm . ‘recording | system 

- used, the short tells a grim, sus-- 
" penseful story of the murder ‘of. a 
“woman's’ husband by her former 
sweetheart, that he might “possess 
her and -how. she: shields the miur-. 
‘derer from. the police, .not knowing 
what he -.is. wanted for. 

Scenes leading up to this dis- |: 
‘covery pack. strong hints: of action 
and: drama, and‘ the. sequences fol- 
lowing it fulfill ‘these expectations 
in: an entertaining, - attention erip- 
ping manner, . Rosalind Fuller. as 

‘the former harlot who chose Toms: 
- the murdered one, instead of . Jake, 
‘the: murderer,. gives a performance 
here that. should bring her offers 
from America... A fine dramatic ac- 

- tress and good looking. - Opposite 
’ Miss Fuller is Ion Swinley, a char- 
‘acter actor who, like Miss Fuller, 
speaks with a Cockney accent and 
renders a fine account oz. himself. 

. ag the murderer eventually stabbed. 
: by the suddenly-widowed wife. ,. 

‘Bleak mist-laden moor is the lo- 
ecale and other than a few outdoor 
shots, effectively done, the action 
‘takes’ place in thé girl’s home.: Di- 

“rection, by Sinclair Hill, and the 
“fine photography ‘are a. big. credit. 
. Only. drawback, and this. not. , 80 
- serious, is poor. recording in a few 

.. Spots early in -the first’ reel. Eng- 
. Jand may not be able to make ‘full 
length features. yet, but it’s.‘ got 
and done something, in. oe Char 

rT. 

“THEY “SHALL: NOT PASS". 
By H. C.: Witwer - ; 

. Comedy - i 
‘22 Mins. 

Commodore, New York 
Radio 

Okay for most: any house, big or 
small. . General unique treatment 
and direction, coupled: with novel 
‘angles of the Witwer story of the 
‘escaped nut who buys a flopping 
show and treats the artists to. a 
bughouse party with its: nut friends 
as guesta, makes this a laugh-getter 
fay Where. Clicks from start to fin- 
Ss 
Short. features" Alberta Vauehn 

‘and Albert Cooke, was produced by 
-Larry Darmour for Radio release, 
with Ralph Ceder directing. Action 
layed in a theatre where a rehearsal 
is on when the nut arrives; and-in.a 
haunted house where the daffy ones 
haye taken refuge. . Resourcefulness 
of the director and others. is largely 

- responsible: for the: high ‘entertain- 
ment value. ; 

Various little. ‘numbers, including 
dankes, instrumental numbers and 
‘Novelties are ,worked into the short 
‘aslegitimate. stuff, but.in-each: case.|C 
there is a trick climax to gather the 

‘laughs. On the whole ‘material is: 
-handled in.a very original manner. 
‘Satire on “Ten Nights ina Bar-- 
room”' are among the outstanding. 
rib-ticklers, - the crazy orchestra 
numbers being others. 

Over in a big. way here. * Char. 

THE REVELERS 
Songs 
7 Mins. 
-Commodore, New York. 

- Metro 
Bad: short. Lack of variation of 

quartet numbers, threé being done, 
and poor recording plus yellowish 
photography, stands between this 

-.._Short_and.major screen _entertain-. 
ment, 

When. caught here. it was ‘almost 
impossible to even distinguish the 
numbers done’ by the quartet, the 
‘voices were so indistinct, which also 
may be the fault. of the theatre, A 
pianist accompanies, the camera 
shoots from the same _ distance 
throuchout, except for a couple of 
brief rloseups. 
Revelers have done previous 

-ghorts, miost-all of: them better. than- 
this effort. har. 

this kid two 

‘the village fire house, - 
[bearded fire chief, an‘ actor feller, | 
drops in with a. whole line ‘of girls 
and‘a number leader from his show.. 

|The specialist girl sings and dances 

‘doubles . 

“CROSBY'S CORNERS” 
Song, Dance, Comedy 
11 Min 

; Globe, ‘New York wr 4 

Pathe 

Along the same 

dance affairs, the dance here held in. 
Son. of ‘the 

with the chorus and the. juvenile 
at both, 

at start and finish. 
Unfunny: chatter hurts this - -at- 

tempts best chances. . Bige, 

“G EO RG Es  BIZET” 
‘Musical Novelty 
10 Mins... 
Commodore, ‘New. York | 

“FitzPatrick. Pictures. ; 

James. A, FitzPatrick’s | Famous 

Music Mastef's series of silent “days |F- 

were @ success both artistically and: 
financially, . Theatres should find 4 
similar series jn sound of ‘which |} 
‘Georges: Bizet, composer of. “Car-- 
men,” “The: Pearl Fishera”. and 
other’ ‘widely known works is one, 
equally. as worthwhile, if: not amore 

Fite of Bizet. is - sketched “from 
the days he was finishing the score 
of “Carmen” to his’ untimely end, 
less than a year after when he died | 
unaware. of his opera’s. success.. 
‘While all-the music, including the 
Toreador song,.“Habanera,” and the. 
ballet number at the beginning of 
the. second act, aré ‘performed by. 
vocalists (with "Nathaniel. Shilkret’s 
Victor Recording Orchestra accom:. 
paning), much of the short is silent 
except for 
Characters of Bizet, Opera ‘Comique. 

‘the . syrichronization. 

directors: and..others do - not talk, 
titles taking their place. It is likely: 
that shots from the silent version |] 
one. reeler: of Bizet, made several 
years ago by FitzPatrick, have been 
spliced in with the synchronization 
adde 

FitzPatrick -wrote _ and “aévisea | 
“Georges Bizet,” produced and -di- 
‘rected it, and is the distributor, no 
one ‘else: receiving. credits except 
Shilkret and RCA -Photophone, re- 
cording system used. Char. 

BILTMORE. TRIO 
“College Romeos” 
Harmony Singing 
10° Mins. . 

. Commodore, New York . 
i. = + Metro 

| weak and: second of three harmony 

‘lnumbers is an -ill-fit. Novelty of 
background. for: routine and finish, 
together with two good SOngS, act's 
saving. graces. ' 

Three lads, juveniles, are dressed 
in coriventional collegiate manner. 
They approach the house set, one 
‘by one, to serénade their J ullet, but 
after the Romeos do their stuff, an 
old hag. calls them “yodeling 
baloneys” and tosses: them a pail of 
water. 

Opening number “On the Old 

harmony work showing up _ best 
here. String instruments. played ag 
accompaniment to the singing. 
instrumental -. interlude . wouldn’t 

‘world in lieu of that second. gelec- 
tion. : Chat. 

“THE BIG KICK” 
With Harry. bangdon, ; 
omedy. ; 

19 Mins. | 
‘New ‘York,. N.: Y. 

Roach- Metro , 
‘Okay: anywhere. | Hoke. comedy, 

and though -not riotous, this ‘short 
is . well spattered with laughs. 

‘|Comedian’s dumb panto cheers gen- 
erally. Ed Kennedy and Nancy 
Dover assist. 
Langdon does gasoline ‘station 

‘)lad with a girl assistant. Two are 
unwittingly shoved into the. centre 
of a battle between rum runners 
and agents, In the clear the girl 
émerges as heroine when she pre- 
vents the bootlegger’s from making 
@ ‘getaway by planting their auto 
over an hydraulic pump. Fadeout, 
Jowever,._is...Langdon... _running..off. 
from a lone policeman with whom 
hé jammed in error. - 
Photography and recording good. 

‘Ivory Trail,” - Rin- Tin - Tin, 
changed to “Man Hunter,” WB. 
‘' Barthelmess’ next has had its 
tlile, “Flight Commander,” changed 
.to “Dawn Patrol,” FN. 

Fowler Productions. now located 
in its studio on Beachwood Drive. 
--Betty Boyd and ‘Ulirich Haupt, 
“Lover Come Back,” Col. 

Cc. B. ‘Maddock’ ot pauced si short, held 

}down all the way by. weak comedy 

talk. Best. recommendation is that |: 

‘in theme and general. treatment it’s 

away. from. the: average | and usual 
short. AS something | a bit different, 
‘it’s still only fair. - : 
‘Bears some ‘resemblance’. to. a 

vaude act ._produced by. Maddock alt 
‘coupleof years. ago called: “Rube-. 
ville Night Club,” 
lines, this is also. one of those barn 

each passable,: 
‘| All brass band in hick makeup, plays 

| and ‘Bruno Balz. 
Just a fair short. Incidental- ‘talk 

Ohio” rather ancient but well done,. 

An. 

have. been - the. worst idea.- in the 

| burdens this picture. 

[the stage to wed. A few nights pre- 

FILM REVIEWS 
Miniature Reviews 

. “Because.! Love You,” Aafa, | 
Tobis. German made-and all 
German dialogue. Poor record- 

‘ing, but contains a pretty love 
‘story plus an appealing tune, | 
Novelty: angle. of. the -native . 
tongue may. offset’ everything | 
for a Teutonic audience. - 7 

“Their Own Desire” (M-G). 
Norma: Shearer's. name means 
‘more than the picture itself. 
“Playable in-any theatre for. 

’ ‘week or:less.. Miss Shearer as — 
_ flaming youth for a change. 

“Murder on the Roof” (Col).: 
_ Cdreulation : of | story. in’ “Lib. 
“erty” Magazine | Elves, ‘picture 
useful background. No big shot 
‘for. the ‘kéys. but reliable any- 

. where else... No cast name for. 
heavy blasting. a , 

~ .-“Seven- Days’ Leave” (par). 
“A ‘weeper, minus all girl angles. 
‘-Sincere,: artistic and great. for. 
_ the folks ‘who enjoy a good cry. 
Good comedy short on program 

’ for constrast obviously. desir- , 
able.. | 

“| Mexicali: Rose” (Col). Good 
’ @ramatic. picture enhanced by 
‘Sam Hardy and Barbara’ Stan- 
wyck, latter as the double- 
‘crossing girl. Can stand alone’ 
for: three: days, certainly one 
day. ch 
“Harmony | at. Home” (Fox). 

“Very amusing comedy talker - 
‘with incidental love story. On 
“strength . of “William . Collier, 
“Sr, and laugh dialog can make 
- grade “in better class © housés 

anywhere. ; 
' “Take the Heir” “(Big 4). 
Synchronized on disk with Ed- 

- ward Everett Horton to draw. — 
‘|: Poor attempt at smart. com- 

‘edy, but okay for small spots 
or doubie programs. 

“After the Fog” (Beacon). 
Poor grade talker with Mary 

_ Philbin, Only exploitation her 
name. For the smalls only.. - 
“Pioneers of the West” (Syn- 

dicate). Silent Tom Tyler 
western, Good for novelty re-. 

lief. from talkers on double 
grind: bill. . Title's misleading, 

“but good for draw to western. 
- fans. 
-. “Gall of the Circus” (Pick-. 
wick). Good pop rater, lacking 
a bit on comedy and action. . 
Holds. draw in Francis X, 
Bushman and Ethel Clayton 

for older folks, 

Because I Loved You 
(ALL GERMAN DIALOG) 

Produced in Germany by Aafa Tobis and 
released here by the American Film. Co. 
Stars Mady Christians. Direction by Rudolf 
Walther-Fein with. dialog director’ 
Conrad. Written by Walter § Reigch. 
Photography by Fugslang and. Holzki. 
Sound by K. Brodmerkel and W. Jansaen. 
Musical score by Schmidt-Boelcke.. Ee gre 
song ‘‘Dich hab’ ich gelfebt,”’ by. E 

Recorded by Toblg and 
reproduced on DeForest -Phonofilm. . wire, 
with which Tobias ite affiliated... At the 
Mansfield, New York, for twice daily run, 
beginning Jan. 24, at $1.50 top. Running 
time, 97.mins, 
Inge Lund........ . Mady Christians 
‘Otto Radnoy.........006... Walter Jankulm 
‘Dr. Hubert Baumgart see ceennes Hans Stuwé 
Marlechen.....sresecees . Marlon Conradi 
Oberregiaseur™ “Lechner. secees. Car 
Frau ‘Wermer.....e 54> Sophie. Pagay 
Edith Karin.... 
Justizrat Korner 
Direktor Sommer. 
Sanitatsrat Brink.......ee.e..¢.daro -Furth 
Der Theaterdirektor.......Hans Sternberg 
Der Insplizient....-....se+.-Hermann Pictia 
Der Conferencier.........e....-Andre Pilot 

. First German made native tongue 
talker to be released in the United 
States is ample proof that the boys 
abroad have plenty to learn, It will 
prove disappointing. from a produc- 
tion standpoint, but for natives of 
the old country, and those under-: 
standing the tongue, it should please 
in spots. These will mainly be 
where. the theme song is warbled. 

Recording is.the big factor which 
Only about 

56% to 65% of-dfalog, the remain- 
. ing ‘footage simply. being musically 

‘| synchronized, 
|jshown through these scenes, These | 

‘Neither are titles 

moments, plain flicker pantomime, 
are the most dreary. and run entire- 
ly, too long. Abundant clipping 
would quicken the pace... 

Reproduction is by. DeForest: 
Phonofilm, affiliated with Tobis, and 
for the most part it came over well. 
in this house, Entire production {s 
badly in need of an unmerciful 
scissor. Begins to pall toward the 
finish,.: with the house growing 
fidgety mainly because the film does 
not contain a laugh in all its” 97 
minutes, . 

Story is a tepid love yarn, al- 
though naughty, taking much: too 
jlong-until-the-elose-up- -of-the-family- 
reunion. Nevertheless, it has its ap- 
-peal and will probably be liked by 
the staid: German audiences. It con- 
cerns an actress, Inge Lurid, who 
becomes a big favorite but leaves 

vious to her departure from the 
footlights she becomes drunk .and 
inadvertently permits her leading 
man, Otto Radney, to stay with her: 
for the night. After. she has be- 
eome happlly- married and -has -a- 
‘child the former leading man shows 

later, when playing in the town she 

|tion he welcomes her hack. 

lof both, . However, she. screens at- 
tractively. 

jcarried so well by the recording in 
jher. high’ register. : 

theme song. A. soft tenor put it. 
‘Tlacrogs:- nicely, 
|grimacing almost spoiled it.: 

‘|histrionic restraint than. the others 

ja few years. ago, 

‘| time, 65 ‘minutes. 

Hara. 

ad May: 

1 Platen. 

| the middle, after the works have 
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hotcha it seems reasonable that a 
picture so close to the public heart 
may win: popular favor. Translat- 
ing fmeness into grosses. there's. 
money in a good -tear-jerker, and 
“Seven Days Leave” should dampen 
America’s handkerchief. 
Gary Cooper is solely starred 

above the picture but Beryl Mercer’s: 
performance makes the film possible. © 
Vera Gordon, in “Humoresque,”. and . 
Margaret Mann, in “‘Four ‘Song, will” 
give way, it’s safe to surmise, to the 
effect. Miss Mercer will have with 
the fans when the picture gets into. 
general. circulation.. 

up in her town in a new play. Hus- 
band discovers the actor was for- 
merly her lover, takes the child and 
breaks the marriage. She then goes 
back to the stage and some time 

formerly lived, she steals away for 
a few moments with her child. 
When the husband sees her devo- 

‘Mady Christians, as Inge Lund, .is’ 
starred here. Given. plenty footage 
and closeups, and a little too much. 

Possesses a good speak- 
ing .voice, but -her. singing is not 

“Walter . Jank- 
huhn. is best when singing. the 

ageous. in’ attempting a picture with- 
out. sex, although’ ‘Journey’s End,” 
forthcoming release, . and. perhaps. - 

though too many 
“Hans 

‘Stuwe, as the husband, ‘is a capable 
performer, Nice .voice and more 

‘ceptions. 
‘Obviously ‘Sir: James” ; “Barrie's © 

story could only succeed as a pic-.. 
ture’ with. exceptional intelligent 
handling.. That. it. has received such | 
treatment. from its . adaptors: and: 
from the director, Richard Wallace, 
is, next to Miss Mercer's perform- 

‘put him on top. 
Song, ‘which “undoubtedly. will be 

a factor in helping this: production, 
is spotted. throughout the. picture.- 
Maybe too often, but it is an ap- 
pealing waltz ballad: which probably 
will gain popularity on. the conti- 
nent‘and stands a good: chance here 
‘with the ‘proper pluggine. -. Title; 
though, would have to-be changed. 
as it too closely resembles that 
written by a ‘Broadway . tunesmith 

Not. that any slight. is intended Gary: . 
Cooper. His own performance, as 
the kiltie soldier .who permits him-- 
‘self’ to be adopted by a day-dream- 
ing old spinster: frustrated. in her - 
own womanhood and yearning for a 
‘son, is restrained and likeable. — 

Characterizations: of immense in- 
terest and humor are contributed by 
Daisy Belmore, Nora Cecil, and 
Tempe Piggott as. three English 
scrubwomen, They.form the audi- 
ence before whom tthe. elderly 
spinster is most anxious to: show off . 
her “son | 

An American . would “imagine 
“Seven Days. “Leave” should ‘ do 
great business‘in England, or-any - 
of the British’ dominions—because © 
of. or. despite Poignant - war mem- 

jories, — . 
Regardiess of box office “Seven 

Days Leave” is a finely made, clev-: 
erly knit, and deserving picture, And . 
when the women cry, that generally: . 
spells attendance, Land. 

THE LAST NIGHT . 
(GERMAN MADE) 

(Sitent) | ; 
Produced by Terra Films” releasing” 

through .Moviegraph. Directed by A, . 
Sandberg. Adapted by Norbert. Falck and. 
Robert Liebmann from Sophus Michaelis’ 

. Putting this flicker into’ the Mans- 
fiela, and running it on a two a day. 
policy with a $1.50. top evenings, 
is'more of a move to gain prestige 
for it when released out of town 
than anything else. .It is primarily 
a grind policy picture and, of course, 
for German neighborhoods. The 
risque aspect won't hurt and later 
German releases may not find. 50 
easy as‘this pace maker, 

For the Mansfield maybe two or 
three weeks. . 

THEIR | OWN DESIRE. 
(ALL OVALOG) 

Metro-Gioldwyn-Mayer production and re- 
lease, starring Norma Shearer. Directed by 
E. M. Hopper. Belle Bennett, Lewls Stone 
and’ Robert Montgomery featu red. Adapta- 
tion by Frances Marion from Sarita Fuller’ 8 
story: Dialog by James Forbes.. At the 
.Capitol, New york, week Jan, 24. Running 

Boom cecenenes eee Norma Shearer 

sme meccereeceeenes Belle Bennett 
. Lewis Stone 

| Beth...... evececane .Helene Millard ol Ho it:’.- At the B3th: 
Aunt. Garglin’...00.0.0. Cecile Cunningnent play, | Revolutions Y. beginning. Jan. 25. 

‘Uncle Nate. scree xen erbert | Running time, about 76 ming, 
Suzanne, .v.cesece eee Mary Doran 
Mildred. \c..sscesssescsrseseastes SUNG Nash Alaine veteseeersebeeeeessDIOMITS Jacobint .. Leontine . ... . Karina Bell _ 

Ernest ..ccece: 

Marc-Arron seocscoese --Goesta Ekman’ 
Montaloup eveccvcovenccvcce cE TitZ Kortner 

Prosper eetes Sa Henckels 

Play of youngsters. stricken with 
troubles of the heart and of parents 
with troubles of their own, set in a 
snappy society. frame: After an in- 
teresting hour or go’ of: plot, story 
takes a poke at and floors kid real- 
‘ism, the total composed for the most 
part of Norma Shearer. Can stand 
up under better than average busi- 
ness and should get it, in the keys 
and behind them, on Miss Shearer's 
name. 
A somewhat surprising age and 

anatomical display by this actress. 
A great contrast to “Mary Dugan” 
and “Mrs, Cheyney,” yet. Miss 
Shearer has her chances to emote, 
and: takes them all. Some other 
first-rate performances, too. . Robert 
Montgomery's ig one, opposite the 
star. Belle Bennett is still crying, 
and Lewis Stone is his white-haired 
and royal self. 

Story is one that might have been 
handled in much the same manner 
in the silents. Built along typical 
lines of the old marital dramas, and 
seems to depend less on actual con- 
versation than the average talker. 
That gives it a helping pace, and 
the director helped it further. In 

“The Last Night” {s described as: 
a “minor tragedy. of the Reign of. 
Terror.” About its being minor 
there is no doubt. Strictly a fairy. - 
tale of the old school. wherein an’ 
officer gives up his life for a night 
with :an enemy’s wife. Considerable 
cutting of repetitious: material and 
close-ups would make tnis a fair 
importation. As it now unreels it. 
has a continuity far better than the .. 
average from over yonder. - Should 
do all right in the current silent 
houses and arties, : 
French street scenes, . unruly: 

mobs and the flash of the guillotine 
aré an interesting intro. Too much 
time thereafter spent between 
Alaine and. her maid, Leontine. 

phere in Public . Safety Commis- 
sary’s office. It is here, however, 
that the single flash of eyes between 
the young Golonel Marc-Arron and 
Alaine is all that yards later brings 
the two to the same rendezvous, 

In the bedroom Marc-Arron, a 
slow, sloe-eyed individual in the 
person of Goesta Ekman, quickly 
succumbs to Alaine’s, the attractive 
Miss .Jacobini, request to free -her 
husband at the price of his own life. 
Maré-Arron is one of those birds 
that eub-titles reveal as. one who 
would welcome eternity for one 
night. Love is mostly in verse with 
a pansy-like soldier suddenly being 
inspired to. strum a heavy accom- 
paniment outside the window. Next 
morning the officer arrays himself 
for the firing squad. 

Fritz Koertner, 
sinus-afflicted commissary, . has’ 
comparatively little to do except to 
stick. to government: regulations. . 
Like 1n numbers of other. forcien 
productions, there are some beauti- 
ful country. locales. Picture, as @ 
whole, is well mounted, Waly. 

~ Murder on the Roof 
-). (ALL DIALOG) 

| Columbta production and release. Directs 
ed by George B. Seitz. Adaption and dia 

Jlog by F. Hugh ‘Herbert from ‘Liberty’* 
magazine story by Edward Doherty. Dare 
othy Revier, Raymond. Hatton and Mare 
garet Livingston featured. At the Fox,- 
Brooklyn, week ‘of Jan. 24. Running time, 
55 mins, 
Molly. sessacestovecscssess. sDOFOthy Reviler 

‘Drinkwater. .cceees »Raymond Hatton 

been planted, brief sequences carry 
the’ tale along at a favorable rate, 
and when the treatment of the hap- 
py ending takes effect it derives 
sufficient license from previous 
momentum. 

Marlett (Stone) is a middle-aged 
novelist who falls for a middle-aged 
chicken, walking. out on his wife 
after 28 years and their daughter. 
Marlett’s new flame, as old as. his. 
wifé but acting and looking much’ 
youtiger, has a son, Marlett’s daugh- 
ter and his new love's boy,_meet, 
fall, and_the- complications ‘coni- 
‘mence.. Everybody: happy but the 
second woman at the finish, 

' Miss Shearer wears polo ‘suit, 
bathing costume’ and. @ couple of 
sport outfits, but. mostly afternoon 
‘and evening gowns and numerous. 
‘pairs of pajamas, ‘Dialog, when 
spoken by the older folks, {is proper 
ana when -by the youngsters, smart 
without becoming smart ee 

ige. 

SEVEN DAYS LEAVE 
(ALL DIALOG) 

‘Paramount production and release, stars 
ring Gary Cooper. Directed: by ‘Richard 
«Wallace. Based on Sir James M. Barrie's 
“The Old Lady Shows Her Medals,’’ Adap- 
tation and dlalog by. John Farrow and Dan 
Totheroh. Cameraman, Charles Lang. At 

ance,. the: outstanding impression. . 

Then a long exaggeration of: atmos-. 

Paramount. has been rather cour- | 

others, are pr oving conspicuous eX- 

..Walter. Rilla . 

* 

{ 
as the. -stern,. 

. Margaret Livingston ~ 
the Paramount,! New York, week of Jan. Ted Palmer. coovses » David Newell 
-94=-Ranning= time S8-mins. ~~ Seas | J 0@=CAP0ZZ0; 7Paul=Porcest-— 
Kenneth Dowey...ecececsesess.Gary Cooper | Monica........000. *"Virginia ‘Brown Faire 
Sarah Dowey....cocece ree ‘Beryl Mercer | Anthoriy’. Sommers. .sesseeeeseWilllamm Mong 
Emma Mickelham..,..ee.++.Dalay Pelmore | Victor... scoccececseecessLOUlS Natheaux 
Amelia TWYMIlEY.pscvveovesecss »Nora Cecll IKyan. eeeee SUTTETETETIT ETT EEE T? be Kelsey - 

Joe Larkin. ssecoovcssseese Richard Cramer 
Emile. .cccovccscccveccaceseser Pietro S880 
Lucille. tovecccesenecvccssecss Hazel Howell 

Mra, Haggerty.....sesceceesTempe Piggott 
Rey. Willings. cocosecnsocvess Arthur Hoyt 

COLONEL. «os seveseveoovecse . Arthur Metcalfe 

a story The obviously inexpensive manner 
in which Columbia produced this 
all-talker won't be noticed: by lay 
audiences. When a producing come 
pany can. turn one out like this on. 

(Continued on page 60) 

A picture without sex, 
which. completely ignores the male 
and female get-together principle, 
but one -that distills human senti- 
ment-from.-the-mother urge.. Even 
without the generally indispensable 



“Sally” and “No, No, 

_Nanette” are making. 
records that “Son.of the. ° \- 
“Gods,” “Song of they 

lame“and “Bride of the 
"ae 

Regiment” will break. 

“Vitaphone” is the registered trade mark of: 
the Vitaphone Corp. designating its products: 

FIRST NATIONAL & 
HE SENSATIONS 
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Sensation ofitel 
Never before has one company delivered 

_ SO many successive hits. “Paris” cleaning | 
up everywhere!”No,No, Nanette’ ‘rocking 

the. world with laughter. “Sally” the su- 

preme talking, singing, dancing romance 

of the age. And now First National gives 

you the greatest DRAMA of the century. 

Constance Bennett 
From Rex Beach's sensational best- seller. , gc 

versi on and di alogve by Bra dley Kin ng 

OPENING JANUARY 30TH FOR A LONG RUN AT THE UB pictons 

WARNER BROS. THEATRE, N. Y. \ 

-YITAPHONE PICTURES 
OF THE IN DUSTRY 
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Par. Sued by. 
~ For Film Can Explosion} 

San Antonio, Tex., Jan. 28. 
Paramount has been named de- 

fendant in a suit filed here ‘by the 
Union Bus Lines, this city, in -con- 
nection with a.bus fire, Dec. 5, fatal 
to three. Films in transit are said 
to have exploded. 

Transport company asks damages 
of $2,950 for the loss of the bus. It 
is alleged that the driver didn’t 
know the boxes ‘contained. films; 

_ there was no identification of the 
boxes; they were not ‘properly 
packed; the Hd. was.‘not closed; 
there was a defective. lock on: the 
box and no packing between the 
films and the box to prevent the 

‘wife, 
son, Lloyd W. Schlegel. 

tractors - not: “engaged : 

Schlegel Family Takes 
Over Shad’s Pa. Holdings 

‘Reading, Pa., Jan. 28. 
| Dr. H. J. Schad,. formerly presi- |. 

dent of the Motion. Picture _Theatre 

Owners’ of Pennsylvania, has sold 

Ais interest in the theatre owning 

corporation of Carr & Schad, Inc., 

this city, to Charles H. Schlegal, his 
Mrs. Amanda. Schlegel, 

The Schlegels are ‘building -eon- 

operations. They ‘previously ‘held 
interest in the fitm once owned by |’ 

If Calls: Only: 6-Day Town| 
_ Opens. ith—New House 

L:;. EB. Carr, deceased, senior mem-. 
ber: of the. firm. ‘This’ firm was 
identified for many. years with the}. 

Colonial, now Loew's, Astor,- Strand 
and. many ‘other’ houses. here _now 

-and] 

in ‘theatre|} 

Quick Change 

‘Los Angeles, Jan. 28, 

by Fox, has a big banner across 
. the second floor reading “Garbo 
Talks,” to plug “Anna Chris-_ 
tie,” two blocks. away at the 

. Criterion. | 
' Indie house,’ running a-sex 
-grind in the downstairs Band-- 

box, made .a quick ‘change of.’ 
-policy and booked .an.old for- 

- eign Garbo, 
rows," cashing in on the tie-up. 

.Los Angeles, Jan, 28. 

Hill Street Building, owned. 

“Street .of Sor- - 

metal film rolls from’ rubbing “It the citizens of Whittier vote to 
against the side of the can and pro- 
ducing sparks. ; ) 

Bus, en route’ to Eden :and. when: 

operated by the Warner- Equity }- 
group. Company has retained vari- 
ous real estate interests in ‘the- 
‘atres,, although: . not. in. direct -opera- 

be rewarded by the construction of 
a new picture. housé by Fox West 
‘Coast: Plans for a 1,700-seater are 

about 11 miles northwest of here, tion. 
it is alleged, a small can of film ex-| ‘The Schiegels. now. hold complete See a cnan Dea arranged by 
ploded, setting fire to-the- larger | control. — , 
can. Company carried no insur- 
ance and loss was caused by -negli- 
gence of the defendant,. according, 
to the petition. 

ca ee - |to yalidate. the contracts. Whittier 
. BALTO. MGRS. ‘CHANGE - “dts the ‘only six-day town | in nr Call- 

. Baltimore, Jan, 28, | rna. 
Charles Raymond, city _ manager. 

for Loew’s thé past. year, leaves this 
week to. fill a transient managerial 
-berth with ‘that’ circuit. - His. first |: 
assignment is the Midland, Kangas 
City. 

‘Howard | P.” ‘Kingemoré, tormer 
city manager: for ° Loew here, re- 
turns from Cleveland .to the. desk 
vacated. by Raymond. 

$200, 000 0 Detroit Repairs | 
To. ‘Detroit; Jan, 28... 

This week. Publix-B. & = K: closes 
; three. -houses—Alhambra, Tuxedo, 
and La Salle—for extensive repairs. 

Total cost figures around $200,000. 

- Two ‘other houses, 
Riviera, have been renovated. 

AFTER 50, YEARS. 
Yonkers, N. Y., Jan. 28,° 

Talk here that the old Warburton 
theatre will .be : remodelled and 
turned into a second run film house. 
Warburton was built half a century. 
ago. Theatre is owned by a local 
realty firm. © . , 

~ 

The ‘widest range of tints. ever offered the. 

industry is embraced by Eastman Sono- 

«hrome Tinted Positive F ilms. They can be 

used to match every mood in the story, or 

to reproduce the one lighting or tone that 

predominates throughout the picture.... 

In either case Sonochrome gives beautiful 

color. It. gives faithfully reproduced 

sound. And it costs. no more than regular 

black-and-white positive. 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK. 

J, ‘E: ‘Brulatour; Inc:; Distributors: eescasin nen 

New York Chicago Hollywood 

make it @ seven-day town they will. 

|thorization of seven. day ‘operation . 

Annex. and]. 

a. E. E. Wiison ‘is. now. manager of 

“Ithe State,. Minot. 

‘manager of the Chateau Dodge, 
dq. ‘Rochester,. 

‘|Strand, now manager of: the Ly- 

‘| Publix, according to H. S. Spiel- 

‘Jollet, mH. 

ager for Publix, is now manager of |. 
the Jollet district. Harry Ellis is 
city. manager of Publix in Rockford. 

vet ’ “Amarillo, Tex, 
Fair ‘theatre (Publix) ‘phifted 

from vaudfilm to straight pictures 
Jan. 26. Change: days twice a. week. 

_ Wichita, Falla, Kan, . 
‘Sound :--back in the Majestic by 

edict of” the Publix. home office, Re- 
sumption takes place. Jan. 27. Policy 
is twice weekly change. vce 

oy 

Waco, Tex. - 

the Orpheum Jan, 30. . Puts that 
house on a straight picture’ bagis. 
Change will be semi-weekly. 7 

, . Kankakee, Ill. 
Opening . of La® Petite - (Publix) 

scheduled . for Feb, "28, 

House seats about 500. 
——- 

Fremont, Neb. 
. Publix “has assumed operation of 
the Wall and the- Empress the- 

atres here... 
total in this town to. three. . 
seat capacity is 2,600. 

sound. 

‘Total 

_ Richford,: vt. 
Publix, . 

the ‘hotseé March 16. 
named yet. 

‘No policy 

. Fargo, N. D. - 

the. Garrick. He formerly - was at 
Wilson was re- 

placed by F.. .G.. Nutting, former 

Minn. _ 

St. Paiil, Minn. 
Morris - Rosenthal, of the Publix- 

ceum, Duluth. | 
——— 

Palm ‘Beach, Fila. 

atre April 30. Policy. not yet an- 
nounced. 

Bedford, Ind. 
R. Aw Wallerson, formerly of the 

Marion ‘theatre, Marion, O0., now 
located at the Indiana here, 

' Yynchbure, Va. 
1° Bristol will be the next Virginia 
|town to. bé invaded by Paramount- 

berger, who has just let contract 
for a 1,600-seater here where the 

‘Daytime  Newsreeler 
Chicago, Jan, 28 | 

‘Randolph, silent holdout, fs being 

reels, starting about Feb, 1. 

Frank Levin, operator, has bought 
Pathe, Fox, Paramount, Metrotone 
and Universal ne:‘s services, to 
change semi-weekly, holding to 
newsreels and shorts until 5 p. m. 

and adding a- programmer in the 
evening. 

Pitt's Sun. Midnites 
Pittsburgh, Jan. 28, 

back here. 

‘Warner, two doors away, also in- 
augurated the policy last week. 

_. A. couple of years ago.midnights 
were common, but the practice was 
short-lived. Of late, the only Sun- 

|day night entertainment in town 
‘was Mutual burlesque at the Acad- 
emy, opening at 12: 05 a. m. and 
‘drawing big. 

‘Downtown picture. sites figure 
that if the Academy and night clubs 

: they. 

LONG POSTPONEMENT - 
Albany, Ga., Jan. 28. 

Case of a group of Albany: citizens 
against three theatre owners here, 

|..j for operating on. Sunday, _h -hag_been 

preme Court of Georgia. It was to 
have been heard last week, but liti- 
gation has been held up and post-: 
poned indefinitely. _ 

expected to give preference to the 
jease, as is customary with injunc- 
tion proceedings, It’ is considered 

‘handed. down for. several months, --. 

{Players 

Publix will ‘discontinue vaude at my seat 

Policy. not. 
yet decided, but most likely straight 

Brings. -that ‘chain's |.. - 

vaudeville, - 
‘|. Dukes managing. 

which ‘has acquired: the] " 

| Park theatre, -700-seater, will open 

|house built by D. Constanti, 
; operates Riveira in Tacoma. 

- Publix will open the Garden the- 

wired ERPI and will play news-: 

Sunday midnight films are coming’ 
Tiffany started it and|- 

_| the downtown Olympic and the]: 

can get ’em at the late hour, so can 

docketed for trial before the Su.| 

Although the Supreme Court, is} 

Behind the Keys. 
‘ychain bought its. first Virginia hold- 

Roy Rogan, formerly city man-. ings last autumn. . 

. Long Beach, ‘Cal, 
Vaiafilm out of the Strand after 

{three weeks. WhHbur .Cushman 
(musical stock), opens 

Feb. 3.: ie me 

. Salt Lake City. 

Jack’ ‘Edwards, winner of -Second._ 
prize in. the November, R-K-O con- 
test for. bést exploitation stunts, has 
been*. transferred from | Salt ‘Lake. 
cnt, ‘to San Diego, Calif, 

Bellflower, Cal. 
FP BE Punk ‘will lease the new 

house here, Funk now 
operates. the Bellflower. _ 

Norton, ‘Va, 
R, We Sherrill, theatre man from 
Marton, has acquired the Lyric here 
and is renovating. and wiring. 

~ Rochester, N. Y. 

1 EY AL Lake, manager of the RKO 
| Palace and Temple theatres. | quit 
suddenly. Jacob Golden came in 
from ‘Troy, N. ¥., to succeed, 

ers 

-. . Dubuaue, Ta. 
“The - Spensley has -added . RKO 

H, C.' Steinberg and H. 

| Aberdeen, Wash. . 
Things picking up theatrically, 

Old town’s to. have new modern 
who 

Yonkers, N. Y. 
' Lee Brecher, owner of’ the site of 
the Orpheum theatre which was 
gutted by. fire last December, has 
announced he wil! not reconstruct 

'. {the playhouse but Instead will erect, 
a, commercial building. |. 
The Orpheum was the second old- 

est theatre in the city. Jesse Lasky 
was: for a a time its manager. 

St. John, N. B. 
Yarmouth Amusement. é&. Theatre 

Co., operating the .Majestic, Yar-- 
mouth, N. S., has reopened that 

Jhouse .after making ‘a number of 
improvements, including installation 
of sound equipment. Northern Elec- 
tric Co, has put In sound apparatus 
at the New Majestic, New. Water- 
ford, N.S. 

Vancouver, Wash. 
J. H. Muir, district manager for 

Famous ‘Players, Canadian, ane- 
nounces his company will erect a 
700-séater at Rossland, B. C. House 
will be equipped for sound.~- 

Huffman’ s Denver Houses 
"To Join Fox Coast String: 

Denver, Jan. 28. 
A. deal last week leaves only one 

indie first run house here. Harry 
Huffman, owner of the Aladdin and 
America (first run) and’ Bluebird 

rand Bide-a-Wee (neighborhood sec~ 
ond run) has merged his theatres 
with the Fox Coast string. He will 
remain here as managing director. 

In addition to the above the fol- 
lowing are local Fox houses: 
Queen, Mission, Oriental, Egyptian 
(nelghborhoods) and the Isis, down-. 
town. 

_ Confirm Grubel Deal 
Kansas’ City, Jan.: 28, 

Official announcement of the ace 
‘quisifion. ofthe Grubel. circuit: ‘by. 
Publix has been made here.’ E.:J. 
Grubel and F. C. Grubel -will be as- 
sociated with the new management 
as- advisors. J.¥. Baker, general. 
manager of the circuit, will be made 
supervisor of a ‘group of Publix 
houses. 
Understood that Louis J. Finske, 

Publix manager of this district, wili 
have the new. circuit added to. his 

: territory. an 

THREE HOLDUPS 
Chicago, Jan. 28. | 

After some weeks of. peace, pic- 
ture houses again got into the hold-_ 
up column, the. 
atres last week gave up: $600 to gun- 
men, Houses were the. Chelten, 
Grove and Harvard. 

Emile Paulen, in charge of: poster 
art for Publix in Springfield, Mass., 
won the $600 prize in an art con- 
test run by thé Springfield “Dally: 

unlikely that a decision will be] Union” and a $260 prize given. by 
“Photoplay - Magazine.” 

Three 'south-side the- 
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[HE Bic LAUGH IS HERE! . . . The big 
. picture of gobs and girls. which will. shiver 

your box-office timbers... . The load of 

laughs in which | three. sailors who know all 
about women meet up with women who know all 

about sailors ... . The smashing comedy in 
which the three jolly. tars. go out searching for 

a girl with, a: strawberry birthmark on her leg— 
and in which one of them flounders and is sunk 
in the sea. of | matrimony. Yes, sir—THE BIG 

: LAUGH Is HERE! Grab it! 

GLENN TRYON 
OTIS HARLAN 

GERTRUDE ASTOR 
EDDIE GIBBON 
HELEN WRIGHT 

Directed by WILLIAM J. CRAFT ae OE 
from the story by Sherman Lowe 7 CARL LAEMMLE.. 

LLL 

PICTURES - NOT PROMISES // 
LAURA LA PLANTE and JOHN. BOLES i in “LA MARSEILLAISE” 2. 1OHN 

BOLES in “MOONLIGHT MADNESS” and “THE SONG OF PASSION” oe 

MARY NOLAN in “SHANGHAI LADY, ” “UNDERTOW” and “BARBARY COAST” 

» PETER B. KYNE’S “HELL’S HEROES” .. . JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT 

in “NIGHT RIDE” .. . “THE SHANNONS OF BROADWAY,” starring THE 

GLEASONS ... “THE STORM” .. . “THE COHENS AND KELLYS IN 

SCOTLAND” ... “WHAT MEN WANT”... .« “BROADWAY” . 2. 

“SHOWBOAT” .. . and the two BIGGEST of them all . . . “ALL QUIET. 

= ON. THE WESTERN FRONT” and. PAUL WHITEMAN'S. “KING OF JBL" 7 = — 
Presented by CARL LAEMMLE. : 

Universal ss New Selling Season ts on — 
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British Fim Field 
(Continued from page 4) 

have created, British product of ¢ an 
inferior. ‘quality: to force down. the: 
throats of the British exhibitors.and: 
the British public, in order to create 
the idea that it was. impossible to 
make good pictures.” . 

As the act calls for an exhibitors’ 
quota, it’s a bit flerce to swing the 
‘blame. for “forcing films. down ‘ex- 
hibitors’ throats”. onto the American 
distributor. He would be glad if he 
didn’t haye’ to take any... And a 
salient fact is it’s so: hard’ to -get 
anything like.a reasonable deal.from 
a British producer. If you're. an 
American distributor the. tendency 
is for them to start their own pro- 

- duction units here and- make the 
stuff well enough. to put Into- their 
American schedules. 

Pathe (British distributing. end 
called .P.D.C.); have started . doing 
this, and it won't be a‘ surprise - to 
see Sidney Kent making a state- 
ment about Paramount. doing the 
same. But to get back ‘to, Sir’ Gor- 
on 
‘What he suggests should. ‘be: done. 

at once. with the present films act 
is to increase the distributors’ quota | 
to 25%, to take effect April 1 next 
year. Also. to make a quality. con-. 
dition, so. the 25:% British product is 
“equal to its. (the distributor's) 
other product.” This “quality” is to 
be secured. by cutting out all quali- 
fications as‘to nationality .of stars, 

- directors, scenarists,'and making the: 
only condition : the ‘picturé is 75%" 

developed, cut and: photographed, 
titled in’ Great Britain.” 
‘Then he wants the provision abol- 

fished which--now ‘calls for .the 
ascenarist to be British, on the ground. 
“there are not sufficient scenario 
writers in Great Britain of talent 
and experience” wherd. they “have 
not:yet been: developed.” To estab- 
lish the “quality” condition he wants: 
$75,000 fixed.as the minimum cost 
of a film, and now: is‘ the tlme.to do- 

“all this because “the American. pro- 
ducer has..been:.badly. shaken ‘and 
disorganized,” . through the. talkers. 
creating a “demand for’ talkers in 
various nations’ own. language.”. 
,_,,Which ‘is. the object in the wood- 
pile. If Sir Gordon. had ‘left out 
the long plug for. ‘Multilingual which 
‘follows. all this ‘suggested revision: 
of the Films Act he would have. 
@eated a stir. As it is it is so 
much ‘special pleading for his po- 
‘tential ‘promotion... . 

+» |. His .final, point is to drop’ quota 
er exhibitora..on, the ground. “the 

stributor ; (American, apparently) 

having no big stick in this respect 
to hold over the exhibitor, and hav- 
ing to carry 25% of British product, 
would have only one way of getting 
‘that product to. be exhibited, and 
that is by obtaining for distribu- 
tion British films of quality.” .-. 
' Which seems. &.. be the reverse 
English on Jaydee’s: oft -plugged 
story. about American - exhibitors 
crying: out loud for European and 
British films - and’ not being able. 
to get them: . 
On the point of. “made in. Eng-. 

land” - ‘being. the only legal. quali- 
fication for a- British. picture it may. 
be recalled that Harry Rowson, who. 
came out of Ideal Company':on the 
‘merging of that ‘concern into: Gau- 
mont-British,, because he’ ‘couldn't {- 
see the same way. the ‘Ostrers saw 
and was strongly. pro-American, ' 
urged that quota film. should be one. 
made here whoever made it and 
whoever worked on it, this ‘when 
the subsequent Films Act was _-in 
the earliest discussional stage. Row=. 
son was shouted down, but his point 
ig now being admitted as accurate ‘ 
by all but the shoestring promoters,| 
who have collected. from a sucker }. 
-public- as a result of the “British 
labor and capital” restrictions.: 
.Harry, who has :since‘been in the 

‘théatre end, sails for New York on 
the Olympic: Jan. ' 22 to. make - new. 
American ‘affiliations. —.. 
Another point. on this Craig: Wil- 

liams’: business ‘is. Williams is be- 
lieved’ to have made a cable ‘offer 
to the Fox trustees, on behalf of 
Str Gordon . Craig's financial - afte 
filiations, .of $7,500,000 deposit. on 
account for the purchase of the Fox 
holdings in the Loew' concerns, As 
soon as this offer: was made. a. fel-. 
low, who is supposed to be in Shef- 
‘field, England, but who. had quietly 

‘/slipped over. to New -York,. cabled 
|John. Maxwell tipping him off. and 
asking would he make a. counter 
offer. John said no. 

ft 

Bits and. Pieces 
“Catholic press-objected to “China- 

town. Nights”. being shown at Opera 
House, Londonderry, Ireland, though: 
Censor. Board had -.passed film.. Or-. 
ganized. gangs. tore down posters 
and generally. tried. to.-scare folk 
away, but effect seems to have ‘been 
to make» the gate Jarger than” it 
‘might have heen without. this free 
publicity. 

Astoria, . Old: Kent. Road, 
London, opens early February, seat- 
ing. 2,000, wired with W. B. and with 
full stage. 
recently. opening Brixton Astoria. | 

Rialto,. Upper. Norwood, - 
west London, opened Jan. 15. Seats 
1,250 and was built: in 15 weeks. - 

Sewell ,Colling ‘making. 
shorts for: ‘Gainsborough’ Co., ‘one of 
the: producing ends of Gaumont- 

ANNOUNCING 
The F ormation of Hollywood's’ Newest 

‘Agency. Enterprise 

JERRY 

south: ; 

‘Belongs to same crowd | 

“‘south- | 

British, 
short, 

. Irish Free State censor passed on 
6,210,056 feet of film in 1929, nearly 
600,000 feet more tnan in. previous 
year. Rejections totaled 74 features 
and 63 shorts, with three decisions 
‘reversed on appeal and eight 
amended. Chief censor reviewed 
889,617 feet for amendment. Also 
rejected. 953 advertising shorts and 
passed. on 158 feature talkers and 
172 ditto shorts, which get a spetial 
pass, “plot and sound not censored.” 

Jacqueline Logan.coming over to 
play for Gainsborough in “Sym- 
phony: in Two Flats” . ‘opposite . Ivor 
Novello. Part of this. concern’ s tie- 
up-with Sono-Art, 

Stoll Picture Theatre running: 7) 
carniyal week.Jan. 27. Double fea- 
ture ‘bill with “Bulldog Drumniond” 
and “Salute,”, Rodney Hudson Girls 
and. Tommy. Long, . stage acts. 
Ushers’ garbed in carnival. dress 
and streamers and all that in lobby 
and restaurants. 

_ Exhibitors and British Quality 

CO. ELA. (Bxhibitors’ Association) 
has communicated .with the Board 
of -Trade :complaining of lack. of 
‘entertainment. value in British 
‘quota films, one suggestion coming 
‘from a& Lancashire branch of the 
association being. Board of- Trade 
refuses registration of. British films 
‘unless of “specific entertainment 
value.” .No attempt is made to de- 
fine how this. qualification ‘can be] 
arrived. at by the: board. 

' Major Gale, former. president of. 
‘association, chiefly identified: with 
this -protest; said American : dis- 
tributors: had gone out of their way 
to get producers: to make films for 
$7,500 to $10,000, and it was “impos- 
sible to get anything but tripe’ for 
that. amount. ed 

8. 

that American distributors are for- 
eigners without any urge but busi- 
ness in this market, and that most. 
all the_ promotions. were made pos- 
‘sible by the act and were put over.| 
by mostly the same old local gang 
‘who were, peddling along. with. pro- 
duction fakes before there was. any 
act.. Only then’ they got angels 
privately’ instead of publicly. 

Besides which, how ‘come the 
squawk about “Variety” being anti- 
British for. reviewing this stuff on 
the entertainment. level? . 

Making "Em ‘Here? | 
Gordon Bostock and Steve Fitz- 

gibbon start. work Jan. 23 on quota 
| films: for P; D. .C.; ‘which are also 

sound. going into Pathe schedule for Amer- 
ica, ‘Having Monty . Banks ° direct’ 
some. . 

Taking over two -weeks a|. 

But they - ‘omit™ the. point | 
-{nothing in the act calls for any-| 
'| thing but:its bare legal observance: 

Inside Stuft—Pictures 
Paramounters are reported “‘Jooking + ‘torwara to’ the pest report for a 

first quarter the company has: ever had, It will beat the first quarter 
of last year by $2,000,000, it is said, If that should happen, it. means 
Paramount will have earned: $7,C00,000 in the first quarter of '80.. That 
indicates, if held up, a net on 1930 of $30,000,000 with this sum about 
equally divided between. pictures’ an1 theatres (Publix). 
Paramount's rental income weekly has been over $1,000,000, domestic, 

it is said, for some time now, with the foreign business amounting. to over : 
$350,000 a week. 
--Fox is another - big. revenue: getter ‘on: its “films, 
$800,000, domestic, : each week ‘for the: “past three “months, 

ae 

With four. technicians. “(two cameramen and two sound recorders) sent : 
to England by. William ‘LeBaron, production. will get -under’. “way imme-. 
diately on the first of the three all-talkers to be made for Radio release - 
by Basil Dean who, with Gerald du Maurier, recently formed Associated 
Talking Pictures in London. 

First picture, scheduled to go into’ production: in February, will: be. 
“Escape,” the Sohn. Galsworthy . play: to have. originally been done for 
Paramount by Dean. Plans for its. production were dropped. when Dean 

{ returned.to England after directing only ‘one. talker for Par, “Return. of - 
‘Sherlock Holmes.” . ‘The three. Dean pictures \ wilt. be a part of th 130 ~ “31 
Radio program. . wo o 

——— 

Paramount's ‘Long: ‘Teland studio houses its entire ‘producing staffs 
within. one building. It's probably the.most complete studio ‘in that 
respect ‘of any. of: those of the larger producers, | 
for any ‘production ‘while there ‘are smaller stages and spaces available 
for shortg or tests, In this one building, besides the many shorts which 
will be made, is ‘facility for-at least 24° full length features yearly. - 

A. J, Balaban directing praduction. of all. Paramount shorts. J immy Cowan 
is the. studio’ 3 manager. . ; 

- Ola Hollywood custom of feeding the 5 press: sis being revived ‘by a num- 
ber of producers,. directors, and stars in Hollywood who believe it. neces- 
sary to spread'a buffet luncheon and. temporary bar before and after a 

Custom was’ revived, two months ago: when a. New. York’ pro-_ preview. 
ducer invited the press to review: his. first picture... 

. Showing was put on at-one of the leading hotels with all the pomp ana 
glamor of.a coming out party. Invitation list was responded to by all 
L,. A. reviewers,. and the picture received : 100%. favorable notices. | When 
‘the picture wag ‘released in, New York~it was: slapped -by the critics. 7 

Believe it or don’t, but ‘the: mother. of. one ‘of. the ranking screen cuties 
is plugging for a character part for: the. ‘gal. “AN she gets are ‘these 
insipid leads,” said: the mother to the girl's maneger.’ “She should do 
some real acting.” “Very laudable,” quoth the manager, “but . not 50 
profitable. ne : 
“Well I think, she ought to: do it, anyhow,” sald: mama; _“ghe can ‘act 

and I'm tired of. seeing her ‘do. nothihg but smirk and look pretty.” 
Incidently, ‘nom Yooks no. older than a lot. of leading femmes. She's a 

non-pro.: 

Major ‘studio engaged a Brazilian to- write: a - Spanieh- translation of. 
on@ of:its biggest pictures ‘with the intention of releasing it as a dubbed . 

Chap engaged ‘spoke Portuguese, the tongue — version in: South America. 
of Brazil, but was short on ‘Spanigh cand . kept it .dark. . Exeo didn’t 
realize that Snanish is not generally spoken in Brazil. : 
“Chap ; had thestransiation- doné by’ an: ‘Argetitinan paying him $250. ‘tor 

_-<Continued on page 79). -<- 

ARTHUR M. 

Exclusive Representatives to Players, Directors, 
Authors and. Other Artists of the ‘Stage and Screen. 

Suite 505-506-507-508-509-510 

Bank ‘of. Hollywood Building __ 
Vine and Hollywood Boulevard - 

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 

‘COMMUNICATE BY WIRE OR MAIL 

Stages are big enough ; 

‘Walter Wanger fs in charge of the Paramount feature production with . 

averaging: about — 
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ment of confectionery comedies! Practically every ‘name that is a power” * 

in the theatre industry, and that includes Publix, R-K.O, Loew's, Keith's, - 
- s wo: 

a i to : . ro 7 

Fox, Stanley, and thousands of others, appears ‘on the Pathe ‘comedy 

list of satisfied customers . a Class-nemes! : Look over. the pile the 

Rooster Is creating and be thoroughly convinced. 7 And that's only 

a wee sma’ part of the thousands of names on the Rooster's roster{ 
a . 

Progress | is: ‘the password — outclassing ‘em all is the: keynote L 

PLAYING IN 80% OF THE 

PATHE ......... 
DIALOGUE 

OMEDIES 
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News From the Dailies 
Wished during the week in the daily papers. of New 
San Francisco, Los Angeles and London. 

LONDON. 
Prisoner in a blackmail case had 

permission to have the case sét back 
a oe while’ he had al! his- teeth 

. out. 

“Mrs. Frank Lindon i is off to South in poverty. ” pe 
Africa for .a holiday, after touring |. : 
around with: Philip ‘Yale Drew in 
“The Monster, ” 

Paul 

Henry Emden, former. scenic ex- 
pert at Drury Lane, is’ dead. of Jazz Revue. an 

Walter Ellis, writer of “A Little] “A Cup of -Kindness,”. 
Bit of Fluff" and “S. 0..‘S,” has. 
written “Almost a Honeymoon. nad 

One of the biggest real estate| Another. farce 
deals in the West End will be fought 
out in March, when a large site near 
Trafalgar Square comes under the| Walls, latter producer-manager. 
hammer. Several theatrical firms. ‘ 
interested. Burlington Films is. _to. make a 

—. a ‘talker of “The W Plan,” vogue war 
O'Neill’s “In the Zone” is brack- story. 

eted with H. M. Harwood’s “Men in 
Possession” as the next at the Am- 
bassadors. Isabel Jeans and Ray- 
mond Massey, latter producing, will 
star in. the Harwood piece. , 

Talker rights of: 
Watch,” 

ductions, new film unit. 

Title change is predicted for the “Sapper’s,” new play, 
stage version of Huxley's “Point 
Counterpoint.” .Leon M. Leon, Ar- 
thur Wontner, Irene: Vanbrugh and 
Miles Malleson listed. 

Comedy. Now - titled 
, Out. _ oe 

Flying: squad trooped into. the 

HEALTHFUL ° 

ooler - 
NATURE'S 

- Aire 
REFRIGERATION 

eR se ee a 

Brings Record 
Summer Profits 

‘OOLER-AIRE offers the certainty. of 

silent, controlled pre-cooling. It fills 

the house with a cool, delightful atmos- 
‘phere, 80 refreshing that patrons . come 

again and again in steadily increasing. 

numbers. 

No half-way measures—no recirculation of 

‘air -Kooler-Aire gives continuous cooling 
of ‘such a large, steady volume of pure, 
fresh air that even passers-by on the street 

FEEL its welcome coolness. It’s a magnet 
for business! 

Close temperature regulation. Kooler-Aire 

“is easily. controlled. to exactly suit weather 

conditions. Temperature’ throughout the” 
theatre can be lowered, as required. 

Its low initial ‘and operating costs make 

Kooler-Aire many times more profitable | 

than. expensive systems. of no | greater 

capacity. Investigate NOW. 

WRITE FOR FULL INFORMATION 

Kooler-Aire Engineering Corp. 
‘1916 PARAMOUNT BLDGQ. | NEW YORK 

This department contains rewritten theatrical news items as “pub- 
York, Chicago, - 

Variety takes no credit 
for these. news items; each has been rewritten from a daily paper. - 

stalls of: His Majesty’ 3, ‘stood to at- 
tention while the pand played the. 
national anthem, and then arrested 
three pickpockets. who’ d. dropped | ‘in. 
to see “Bitter Sweet.” 

Walter. Barnard, artist and friend. 
of Charles Dickens,, the author, died 

Whiteman’s | orchestra 
coming supposedly to London for 
the first time in five years in con- 
nection with the premiere of. “King 

current 
Aldwych farce, hasn’t. proved as hot 
-as its- forerunners, and is slipping 
out this month after. only 40 weeks. 

‘by Ben Travers is 
listed, with the same troupe of play-- 
_ers, headed by Ralph Lynn and Tom 

“the Middle | - 
Shafteabury.- theatre suc- | 

cess, bought by Artistic Sound Pro- 

to totlow 
“The Ghost. Train,’”. revival, at the 

“The “Way 

“pied. Time Lucky,” just out of 
the Ambassadors, mended. after a 

S 

PICTURES 
poor start and goes on tour under 
Howard Leslie. 

“Dandy Dick,” Pinero’s farce, 
takes over from “The Rose and the 
Ring,” at the Lyric, out of town 
house, 

Derik Oldham and Winnie Mel- 
ville out of the Gilbert and Sullivan 
revivals. To tour in ‘Blue Eyes.” : 

. Bernard Shaw will lead . the 
speeches. at. the National .Theatre 
Demonstration, Kingsway Hall, Jan, 
31, Earl of Lytton, chairman, 

“Maurice Browne, Ltd., _ purchased 
the leases of the Queens and Globe 
theatres. from Sir Alfred Butt. ; 

Mrs. Meyrick, nite “club: propriétor, 
is| sentenced. a year ago to 15 months 

probably be released this month on 
the grounds of ill. health. 

Victoria Palace (vaude), which 
staged .“Show’s the Thing,’ -revué,. 
last year, ‘is going out for revue 
again. | 

NEW YORK 
Two dance recitals scheduled for 

last Sunday in theatres were posé-. 
poned through ‘fear that police 
would duplicate the summons serv- 
ing of the previous Sunday. 

Don ° Shriner,. son. of a ‘candy 
manufacturer, stated he would not 
pay back alimony to his. wife, Vir- 

separation, although he hag been 
ordered to fork over immediately. by 
Justice ‘Taylor... Diana ‘Gray, show 
girl, is issuing Shriner's statement 
for him. She also paid his bail: after 
a short jail stay. , 

Portland, Me:, home ‘down of Rudy 
"| Vallee; has introduced. a new set.of 
|dancehall' regulations prohibiting 
‘singing with or without a mega- 
phone, 

"Visiting "Philadelphia, ~ Grover. 
Whalen stated “good”: night clubs 
are an asset to New York. 

Attorney for ‘Marion ‘Fairbanks, 
actress, has been. trying futilely to 
serve a summons on. -officials of the 
Yellow Taxi Corp., in connection 
with Miss Fairbanks’: civil suit for 
damages. She is asking compensa- 
tion. for loss of'a picture contract 
and injury to her spine in-a. taxi 
crash. An appeal has been made to 

{the summons. 

Announced that Earl Carroll: ‘has 
acquired control of “an entire block 
between 50th and 59th.sts,” on which 

‘Gihe will erect a 3,000- seat. theatre. 
‘| Also atated that the present. Earl 
Carroll, playing pictures,. will be en- 
larged ‘to 3,500 ‘seats and continue. 
with pigtures, ; 

Although Los Angeles attorney of 
Roy D’Arcy, picture actor, says he 
has ‘instructions to file a’ suit for 

| divorce against Mrs, Laura Rhinock 
D’Arcy, the actor. says it’s. “apple- 
sauce.” He was divorced from his 
wife but remarried her last year. 

bail when Frederick Schlesser, tailor, 
charged that one of three garments 

to her. -She had left two to be 
cleaned.. _ ‘ 

When Clara Bow arrived in New 
York last week Harry Richman 
met her at the station with a loud 
kiss and a new car. Reporters were 
told any possible wedding is still | 
indefinite, 
Richman sald: “If I decide to let 

her down I'll do it like a. gentleman. 

before.” - 

_ CHICAGO THEATRE, CHICAGO. 

‘| tober, 

‘in having her removed froni the cast 

|charged by. Albert Schwartz, attor-. 

was: 97563 it is now 2%. 

for evading the licensing laws,. will]. . 

-by. the club operators, Captain of 

{owners: had been threatened 
° ‘murder: if they didn't close. ; ., . 

over in the Balsas river.and Lasky 
‘had narrowly escaped | drowning. 

rent, but managed: to swim ashore, 
Another member of: the party, Ken- 

ginia Shriner, pending her suit for |. 

Socked Dorothy Knapp on. the’ nose 

| arrived last week on the President 
‘Roosevelt and~left immediately --for 
Hollywood, 

citizenship papers. 

i|Grover Whalen to assist in serving. 

‘publicity. in- an intelligence -argu- 

‘dumb. i 

Pegey Taylor, dancer, held in $250 

he gave back to her did not belong: 

sulted in a hung jury with 11 for 

{I’m something that girl never met 

Mrs, Mona. F. Tauazig, daughter: 
of William Fox, won an. absolute 
divorce from Douglas N. Tauszig: on 
evidence of @ woman found in her. 
husband's. hotel suite a year ago, 

THE SOMNOLENT MELODIST 
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Final decree was based on an inter- | acquittal. Mosby was accused of. 
locutory decree approved last Oc- | possessing two pints of liquor, 

‘George Beban, pictures, who died 
in October, 1928, left an estate vale . 
ued at $492, 235, ‘according to an‘ ine *: 
ventory and appraisal filed in, Sue 
perior Court. . 

Although a court. has ruled that. 
Mrs. Frederic C. Penfield submit to 
an oral examination by Dorothy 
Knapp, actress, Mrs. Penfield so far 
has refused to do so. Miss Knapp 
is suing the society woman for $250,- 
000, claiming she was: instrumental 

“Buck . Jones charged with three 
‘counts of misrepresentation in the 
employment of actors for his wild 
west show. Complainants testified 

, . | they were stranded on the road and 
: ‘| did not receive their weekly pay. 

“Before - ‘a Master in Chancery, 
Ellery W. Stone, president of Kolster |. 
Radlo, denied he had secretly ma- 
nipulated the company’s. stock, as 

of “Fioretta,”. which Mrs.. Penfield. 
backed. ie 

Priscilla Dean, appeared in court 
ana foreclosed a mortgage on two 
lots to satisfy a. $10,000 claim against 
relatives. . 

ney. and stockholder. .. Stock’s’ high | : 
: "Jackie Saunders, . pictures, - ob-: 

tained. $60 a month alimony from . 
her former husband, H. D. Hork-_ 
heimer, for the support of their 13- ' 
year-old daughter. They have been 
separated seven years. — 

. Plantation. Club, Harlem, partially 
wrecked two weeks ago by men pos-: 

jing as Federa) agents, closed after 
reopening ‘for two nights. Although | 
no official: complaint had been made Gypsy ‘Wells, pictures, appointed 

executrix of the $10,000 estate of her 
husband, Conrad Wells, killed: in the 
recent Fox air disaster. 

Detectives Louis Hyams stated the 
with 

Criminal. contempt: ‘complaints 
were issued against Sam Landes- 
‘man and Gene. Lathrop, “operators 
of the Girlesque ‘theatre, and five 
‘girl dancers were charged with giv- 
ing an indecent performance. Seven 
were to go on‘trial Jan. 16. Bench 
warrants were issued when they 
failed to appear. 

- Returning to Mexico. City ‘after a. 
three weeks’ tour in the wilds of 
Guerro, “a party - including. . Jesse 
Lasky reported its cdnoe had-tipped 

Lasky was thrown into a deep cur- 

‘George “Moran obtained a tempo- 
rary. court order restraining. Charles 
-E. Mack from using the names ‘Two 
Black Crows” and “Moran” in any 
of his ‘film or theatrical. work, 
Mack’s attorneys claim he has 
owned the act as: well as the name 
“Moran” for: 21 years.* Hearing will 
be held on Jan. ‘30. 

‘priscilla Whelen, known on the 
-secreen as Judy King, was made de- 
fendant in a $20,000 damage suit 
filed: by Amelia Ortiz, stenographer, 
for, alleged :injuries sustained in an 
‘auto accident Jan. 14, 1929, 

’ Noah Beery and ‘his wife, ‘Mar- 
guerite. Beery, have. reconciled after 
a two-year separation. 

neth Wortley, Los Angeles, was res- 
cued by. an Indian. 

‘Thieves. who broke into the safe 
of Fox's Duffield theatre, Brooklyn, 
were unable to open an inner door. 
Safe contained’ day’ 8- ‘receipts, 

Somebody, . dressed - as.a “night, 

at the Bedux Arts Ball. Nobody did |: 
anything about it. 

‘Oscar. Straus, Viennese composer, 

Trene Bordoni applied for her first |. —_—__~ 

R. B. Burnett told police he was 
an actor and had lost jewelry worth 

(Continued on page $1) 
‘. . £ 

“Diamond Til,” at the Shubert- 
Riviera, suspended ‘ performances 
Monday and Tuesday nights because 
of the death of Mae West's mother. 

Sound studio equipment for sale, 
including excellent disc recorder, 
amplifiers, .microphone, lights, 

etc. Communicate with E. K. 
Ellis, 152 West. 42nd: St., New 

York City 

Earl Carroll's Sketch 
changed to Earl Carroll. 
Book. 

Book 
‘Sketch 

Mobs of chorus. girls are getting 

ment, Somebody said they were 

Sight of an amateur . Spanish 
caméraman calmly taking. pictures | 
allayed panic on the sinking German 
steamer, Monte Cervantes, which 
went down in Beagle channel, off 
South America, Captain, who stayed 
with his ship, was the lone casualty. 

‘LOS ANGELES 

Superior - Court Judge Westover | 
granted Virginia Hagegart, wife of 
J. Lielyn Haggart, sound engineer, 
$100 a month separate maintenance 
and ‘the, custody of their child. 

-WISCONSIN 
THEATRE 
Milwaukee 

ise, 

JOE LaROSE 
Liquor possession: charges against 

Curtis Mosby, owner of the. Apex 
Night Club, were dropped in Munic-. 
{pal Court when it was shown the 
case had been tried before and re- 

PRODUCTIONS 
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RAVES 
without | exception for : 

MEN WITHOUT WOMEN 
on its. preview at the 

FOX-LOCUST,, Philadelphia 

*. 

A: great story; superb dialog, i iricisive . acting and superfiie photoir, 

raphy. | —Philadelphia Daily Neabs © 

oh vivid, virile and tense story of the > submarine service. . 

: Philadelphia Evening Bulletin 

Sharply written a dialoe. of Dudley Nichols, until recently the: ‘sar, - 

news writer of the New York. World, and it is apparent, that the 
7 World's loss i is Hollywood's herieht. Philadelphia Daily News” 

John Ford has again proved | hej is one of. the best, | if not rthe ace of 
~ American movie directors. 

This i is another rslendid film directed by John Ford. . 
"Philadelphia Daily News: 

Kenneth MacKenna, < as the former English officer turned torpedo: | 
man, ‘has the leading role. He has put it over excellently. But all’ : : 

of them, Frank Albertson as a young ensign suddenly called on 

. Warren Hymer as “‘gobs’? 3 ‘Farrell Macdonald as a petty officer, 
' and Stuart Erwin as a radio man, give notable “‘bits” in character... 

as members of a hard-fighting, hard-drinking, hard-boiled crew,| 

‘who are boisterous and rough ashoré and heroes all. Charles 
Gerard, in the role of a British Commander, is particularly ‘eood. 

ro “Philadelphia Evening Bullctia. moe 

Audience totally oblivious of time and place. 
; Philadelphia Evening Bulletin) 

PUT THEM 

ALL TOGETHER 

they spell 
-M-O-N-E-Y 

VARIETY. 

—Philadelphia Puching Bulletin. | | 

to take. command of the ‘‘sub’’; Paul Page, Walter McGrail and oe 

29 

Th iS | R ev ie W reprinted: 
without editing from the Philadelphia 
Inquirer—one of the best reviews ever. 
written for. one * of the best pictures 

i ever made: 

Fi itst off, it. seems. necessary ‘to. decorate, “Men | 
Without Women,” which opéned at the: Fox-Locust, 

. yesterday, with a: Jot of sizzling superlatives. : 

Compare it to a tale. of Conrad’s.:. Or Victor: Hugo) 
Say that it possesses the power of Zola. Or hardbitten| 
like Hemingway. And then discover that ct 
descriptions simply don’t mean anything. And go bac 
to the title: 

Men without iyomen. ‘Tough, hard-boiled, roistering?} & 
| profane: men of the United States Navy... Men without 
refinement. Sweating, hairy-chested men. Men. with 
out air to breathe. Strangling in the suffocating hold of 
_a disdbled submarine, rammed and. lying at the bottom | 

of the sea, off Shanghai. 

A few hours before. they ‘were: roistering in ‘port? 
Eyeing the geisha girls. Svwilling- beer.. Swaggering) 
blatant, fighting men. Now they’ re dying. One cracks 
“under the tension and goes insane. “A few are coldl ¥, 
gauging the chances. A few are joking. A few sa 
away to die alone in their bunks, as the: ‘water ‘creeps Uf uf 

The radio oscillator pounding. out: «“gos", “Any, 
word, Sparks?” | ‘Naw,’ this mus’ be a family line.” 
\The. young ensign, fresh from. Annapolis,” ina “Tre. 
mulous voice, makes a speech about the glory of dying} 
like men. Like Navy men.. A hard-bitten Navy file 
grutits. A petty officer, gulping for air, smiles and aya 
“All right skipper.’” a 

There isn’t enough of hiokum i in. this show to grease) 
| ; ... the’ back of a woodtick.: ‘The talking i is about as near : 

perfect as you will‘hear-in a long time. And John Ford, © 
the director, has done a job that ought. to win his .. 
immortality. The cast'of fourteen:men are not actores 

; They are men dying like cornéred rats. The- ‘audience 
‘gasps with them, ‘staring with fascinated eyes 4s the 

- oxygen tanks hiss out their last few precious litrexof life. . 

_ Destroyers scattering wind-torn plumes of smoke as) 
they knife through the sea, fog-sirens: scattering unwary 
craft. Divers-pounding to attract the.attention of men, 

- many of whom will. not hear. 

If you don’t know now, you will; when you have seefi 
‘Men Without Women?’, how much. of courage, of 
desperate effort, of sheer, unvarnished human grandeur. . 
‘was seen in the tossing waters at Provincetown a few” 
‘years ago, when the S-51 went down. And you'll take d . 
bigs appreciative lungful of Philadelphia air--and like i ig 

—The Philadelphia Inquirer, 

fr MEN WITHOUT WOMEN 
7 Presented by William Fox . 

| -with KENNETH MacKENNA © 

Farrell Macdonald. Frank Albertson 
 Styart Erwin : Warren Hymer © 

Paul Page ‘Walter McGrail e 

Story by John Ford and James K. McGuinness 

Opening 
at the 

ROXY 
NEV YCR# 

JANUARY 
~ %*1* 

Screen play and dialog by Dudley Nichols Af 
WM joldcgeiting 

and: dampens: the -batteries.- a a 

« 

pictuce . a ee 
ere: 

FETE 

JOHN FORD] 
. THT GOLD-MEDAL 
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based on the sensational stage 
play... produced with gorgeous. 

/ sequences in TECHNICOLOR 
with an all star cast headed by 

William Collier, Jr. 
Alice Day. and 

| ohn St. Polis 7 

Directed by 

at 
. . . . abe dae . 

on 

“ . weed’ 
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News From the | Dailies 

(Continued from page 28) 

$6,445 while moving from one ad- 
dress to another in Hollywood. 

Aimee Semple - ‘McPherson's. son 
Rolfe too fast in his driving. 
his — license indefinitely. 

Loses 

’ Frederic: March .. and his’ ‘wife, 
Florence Eldridge,’ are being sued 

-for $52,000 by Harry Greenberg. 
- Latter charges that the actress’ car 
crashed into’ him last ‘December, . 

’ Lee ‘Critchfield, dancer, withdrew 
her complaint of. assault and battery 
against « ‘Edward, Millay shoe manu- 
‘facture,’ 

. Jobyna “Ralston, Arthur Riantn, 
Norman Peck, Elinor Flynn, Annette} 
‘Westby, Marvin ‘Williams and Frank 
Jennings, members of “Bad Babies,” 
and George Scarborough, -author of 
the play, went on trial for the sec- 
ond time on charges of giving an. 
improper 'ferformance. Jury  dis- 
,agreed on the first trial. 

~ Judy. King, pictures, sued .by 
Amelia Ortiz, stenographer, for 

-- $20,000 for injuries. received in an 
‘automobile accident. Ordered. to 
pay $1, 800. damages. 

Julian Eltinge won a. decision in 
. court. which allows his picture, 

' “Made to Order,”. té be released: im- 
‘mediately. Waiter Hess sought an 
injunction against Eltinge and Tec- 

‘Art Studios, asserting he was prom- | 
‘ised 10% of the profits for obtain-. 
ing finances to complete the pro- 
duction. 

’. Cass. Gay, musician, brother of 
.Byron Gay, song writer, was held 
-for trial in Superior Court, Charges 
‘of drunk driving and ‘failure to stop 
det. aid after’ an: ‘auto acci- 

en ; 

Pioneer Wild- West Circus Co., 
‘operated by Chief. Madwolf, was 
named defendant in a $25,000 dam- 

~age suit filed by Fred Svensen, can- 

Joh Jackson 
Wrote the Dialog for Three 

Al Joleon Pictures 

Guest Conductor. 

PICTURES VARIETY © 

Tallest Usher - 

Atlanta, Jan. 28," 
Loew's - Capitol . boasts the 

tallest’ usher in show bisi- 
-ness.-':Henr{j Mullins, locat 
boy, is seven ‘feet and six... . 

Doctors. say he ia capable of 
’ growing 24. more inches. oo. 

vasman, for. personal injuries. sus- 
tained while in the employ of the 
cireus, Svenson claims he ‘broke 
a leg in a fall off a ladder while 
repairing | a string of lights. 

AdéIphus | ‘Pilgreen - ‘obtained an 
annulment. ‘of his marriage to 
Grace. Darling: . -Piigreen,: . radio 
singer, on the grounds she had an- 
other. husband .when. she married: 
him. .Complaint alleged she mar- 
ried Kurt Hagar at Riverside, Cal., 
Jan. 1, 1925,,and without securing |: 
a divorce «became -the wife of: Pil- 
green in September. of that "year.. 

Lila MeComas, screen, “fled suit 
{n Superior Court. asking $215, 000: 
damages. for injuries when she was. 
thrown from the howdah of an ele- 
phant belonging . to Al G, Barnes 
Circus. 
the firming of a scene in a picture. 
This 

and the Alliance Investment C0. 
which handles his affairs, 

CHICAGO 

‘Gavin Blair McElroy, “of: Pitz- 
patrick-McElroy. theatres, who 
committed suicide, left an estate of 
$160, 000, to his three: children.” * 

chi Civic opera company will, leave |- 
B -|.: 

Feb.-2 for Boston to /Open its reg. district threatened to wipe. out the ular American tour, © 

* Charging misconduct ‘with | a 
model, Nan McClelland Barclay filed 
suit for: divorce from ‘McClelland 
Barclay, artist. . Couple were mar- 
ried” in 1916 and separated in 1929. 

Knickerbocker hotel and got $3,500 
from visiting furniture. dealers, here 
for. the corivention. 

Engaging ‘two bandits in gun. bat-. 
tle, Arthur Sockman, superintend-' 
ent. of service for the Civic opera 
company, last week routed the gun- 
men after crippling one with a:;bul- 

, Bockman. was: held | up. while 

\ n 

Se Peete Re ead 

tion, 

Fall was sustained. during’ 

js the third. suit Miss Mc-|: 
Comas has brought against. Barnes 

putting his car in the Sarage in the 
rear of his home. | 

Alexander R Carqueville married 
Elsa Slach, reported to have beén a 

| star in German films, here. 

> Suit to rescind his agreement to 
pay Sadye Holland $40,000 because 
of the loss of ‘her legs by amputa- 

was filed ‘last week by Dr, 
Henry J. Schireson. He has already 
paid $18, 000... 

Mona Roth, former nite club 
entertainer, who. has a_ $250,000 
breach of promise suit pending 
against. Moe E. ‘Hillison, has filed 
another for $7,600 against him for 
false arrest... Hillison had her ar- 
‘rested, charging extortion,.but failed. 
to prosecute when \ the : case came’ to 
court. . ~ Lo. ‘ 

For violation of the “ary law 14 
speaks were closed for a year. 

Mary -waiter,. former’ nite club 
entertainer, was last week awarded 
a judgment ‘for $14, 000 against the 
Checker Taxi Co. for injuries: ire- 
ceived while riding in a cab. She 
had asked for. $150,000. - 

manently crippled. Accident oc- 
curred in 1923. \ 

Suit for: $25, 000 was ‘filed here 
last -week by the Denver Civic 
Opera Co. against Rosa. Raisa and 
husband, Giacomo Rimini, both of 

‘.1Chi Givic Opera, charging breach 
of contract. . According to suit, two 
local Gpera. singers had contract 

|to sing in Denver Iast’ fall. at a 
concert. They failed to show and 
money had to be returned. 

Fire: Threat 
‘Providence, Jan. 28. 

Fire in the heart of the downtown 

Strand and Fay’s theatres’ last 
week. Blaze in an office on the sec- 

ond floor of the Strand buflding 
gave firemen a stubborn fight. 

Although the firemen battled for j 

‘an hour, 

| were unaware of the blaze. 
Bandits raided : a room in. the |- 

audiences In the ‘housés 

In line with a new order, Man- 
ager Reed of the Strand stood by 
@ microphone connected with the 
back screen loud” speakers ready 
to notify patrons if it became netes- |, 
sary:to leave. — 

Pauline Garon, 
Tift. oe 

on Li Ty a 7 

“Sunny Skies,” 

and 

_ CAPITOL, NEW YO! 
ed pao 

|} had climbed to rotogravure fame. 

‘are doing. for the reason that | the 

Testified. 
that she suffered ‘a fracture of. the. 
skull and a-broken back and. is pér- ; 

Pogo, “Wake Ups ’ Personality Horse, 
A Gee-Gee of Lineage and Pomp 

The. theatrical - season’ was going 
along ‘smoothly. . No new actress 

‘of the tintype variety, taken with | 
members of thé Matthews Troupe 
all, as was‘the custom in those . 
days, one happy family... 

The picturés show: the young: 
_trouper . as a round-faced,. slick- 
haired ‘kid of. five,’ assuming. virile 

| aerobatic poses and clad in the ~— 
funniest pair’ of tights outside of. 
a tanktown. Shakespearean com- 
pany... The collection of classics, 
worthy ‘of “being ‘stored with the 
most high-hat records of the the- 
atre, includes several tableaux the 
‘formation’ of which the troupe 
would. rush into after each - ‘acro- 

batic trick, : 

No red-nosed comic, known. to the 
‘trade for years, had been “discov- 
ered” by the intelligentsia. And 
then came Pogo. 

Pogo is a horse—a. comedy blue- 
blvod if. there’ ever was one, An 
equine: actor “who can’ express be- 
wilderment, contempt or joy in the 
shrug. of a shoulder, the toss of a 
head or the patter of not too dainty 
feet. A horse whose hind legs 
never know just what his front legs 

hind legs belong to. one Griffiths 
Brother and ‘the front legs to an- 
other. There have been horses and 
horse laughs’ ih vaudeville, -but. 
there never has been one like Pogo. 

’ Pogo rates a rave on his comedy; 
he rates a biography. on™ the his- 
tory of his front legs which belong |. 
to the elder Griffiths. The hind 
‘hoofs are the property of the young-. 
er Griffiths, a lad: of 60 or there- 
about, but - the chronicle of the 
front feet starts in’ 1861 when: ‘their 
owner, born Frederick George De- 
laney, was apprenticed. ‘at the age’ 
of 5 to an English showman named 
William Thomas: Matthews. , 

Paid: in Cakes. 
Griffiths still ‘carries the inden- 

ture papers making. legal his ap- 
prenticeship. and: :Holzman _ “and 
Dorfman, in ‘the presence of the 
interviewer, had to use all their 
press-agent powers to get the rare 
document away: from , him long 
enough to have it photographed for 

‘Grand ‘Poses - 
“There wasn't so much thandker- 

chief’ in acrobatic acts in those. 
days,” Pogo’s Papa. explained. “In- - 
stead of wasting time between 
‘tricks we would pose for Jiving 
pictures.” 
‘Thus there remain posed récords 

of “The. Conquering: Hero,” “The 
Rollicking Romans” and “Strength 
Versus Weakness,” . 
Though :Pogo had: ‘hot yet been 

thought up,’ his potential front feet 
were in New York in 1871 when the. 
Matthews Troupe- opened the new 
Union Square theatre, ‘There were. 
two national calamities’ at this time 
.—the: Chicago. fire (for: “which. a 
benefit was given), and. the death of 
the Prince of Wales. - a 

Griffiths "remembers. the © latter 
‘distinctly ‘because’ there were two. 
dogs. in the act at the time, named’ 
‘Monkey and Prince. Knowing only’ 
‘one Prince, and that one a trick dog, 
he rushéd ‘down to. the cellar to 

publicity ‘purposes.. .The paper is| weep over the remains. and was,, 
worn and yellow, covered with 1 overjoyed when he learned the. 
fine script making . known that 7 _ (Continued on page 92) - 

DOROTHY YOST 
‘as"equéstrian, . ‘tumbler; | clown. and }: 

as " WRITING FOR 

rope dancer fer, the period of seven. 

“Metso-GoldwymMaver 

years, in retiirn fer which ‘he will 
receive sufficient ‘meat, ‘drink, cloth- 
ing ‘lodging?. and: call ‘other. neces-. 
194 e$"—provibg. | that’ they, . were 
paying. oft. in” coffee and. cakes even | 
in’ those days. -.*'- 

Stored c refill: “aivay- with: “he |T 
record, Grif the’: carries Snapshots 

CHESTER HALE’S "WHIRLWIND UT 
o 

‘Playing. Loew's De Luxe Picture Theatres 
“GYM-JAMS” 

Personal Manager, J. A. DE SILVA 



* have been turned over ° 

‘ extended a week in ‘a futile effort 
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CLAIMING CONTEST PRIZE 
W. B. HOUSE MGR. SUES 

Atlantic City, Jan.: 28. 
‘Warners’ Colonial theatre sup- 

-posedly ‘Jed all other:. houses. con- 

trolled. by this: firm in. the. eastern’ 
zone in a nine. weeks’ contest for 
box-office results, according to the 
‘house manager, | Loris ‘Silberman, 
who is now out. of a job and has 
filed suit against. WB. 

Silberman is.- suing to gain: pos- 
.pession of the ‘prize | ‘offered. by 
Harry Warner; but. which ‘went to 
‘someone else... 

According to Silberman; the Colo- 

nial not only Jed. the ‘Philadelphia 
' district, which includes Atlantic. 
City: and 193 theatres, but -he won 
by a wide. margin, -He. contends 
that at the Jast minute. Atlantic 
City was ruled out of ‘the contest 
and the prize awarded : to a. Wil- 
mington theatre. . About this” time: 
Silberman was discharged. ‘as man- 
ager of the Colonial, after his. resig- 
‘nation had been asked for’ and re-- 
fused, He claims that when it: was 
seen he had won, the contest was 

to put him in second ° place. 
Silberman- was discharged as 

manager, of the Colonial once ‘be- 
fore. At that time, he: declares, the 
trouble was due to his différence. 
with a district publicity, man.. 

Fox Tangles. 
(Continued from “page-9).. 

‘could not move for execution with- 
‘out notice to-the court, and the. 
sarg? restriction appliéd to’ any con- 

‘-gent creditor action... 
Also, no disposition of assets or 

‘property may ‘be made meanwhile 
except in the normal cour se of busi- 

ness of the Fox concerns.’ 

To End Litigation 

Action if it goes through means 
that the four suits instituted to ap- 
point a receiver will! be dropped, as 
dlso the Fox .securitiés bond: issue 
proposal, and the plan to straighten |° 

.-Out. the financial affairs of: the com- 
pany will be launched immediately. 

. Past week was another seven 
days of “conferences” for. ‘the Fox 
group and. all those immediately 

interested. Filing of a. suit last] 
wéek by Mrs. S. D. Kuser, holder 
of about 20,000 shares: of B. stock, 
Bave. the situation a very serious 
turn, followed almost ‘immediately, | © 

by. the court’s “show cause”. order, 
which was not entirely expected. 
However, throughout the week 
‘those close to Mr. Fox: were em- 
phatic in stating that there. would 
be no receivership. 
With the clouds disappearing the 

Fox personnel has. literally’ taken a}. 

deep breath, with some expressing |- 

the thought that, the present: finance 
plan is overdue by just.12 months. 
' On Monday Fox.is said to have re- 
ceived an offer from the Coast of 
$25,000,000 for what is ‘reported to} 
have been around a 40% interest in 

\This 
proposal was immediately _ rejected 
Fox West Coast’ Theatres. 

by Mr. Fox, it is understood. 
A Stock Football | 

Since October Fox Filn 
stock has been a football for pro- 
fessional traders, who used it to un- 
settle the whole market when they 
were engaged in a bear drive, even 
though the drive might be directed 

‘The 
whole stock issue has ‘apparently’ 
‘been sold four or five times in the]. 
last two mohths, and. the: floating. 

‘at other points in the list. 

supply for trading purposes must 

and over 

many times. 

Situation in the stuck, with Fox 

‘and- his associate ‘trustees cat a 
deadlock, has stood in the. way. of 
general market: improvement at nu- 
merous ¢rucial points, and the set- |. 
tlement of the affair removes at 
Jeast one element of uncertainty, not 
only in the market for amusement 

, ‘stocks, but in the actual conduct of 

--of-the.involved financial . affairs. of. 
‘[claimed-an- intringement-of-the-term- 

big theatre enterprises throughout 
the country. 

Negotiations of Fox- -Metropolitan 
Playhouses: for the acquisition of 
various indie houses in: the Greater 
‘New York: territory, numbering a 
dozen, in addition to the Sol Brill 
chain. of 10 in New Jersey and Stat- 
en Island, are hung up as a result 

the Fox interests, 
Deals to bring these ‘additional 

houses into the Fox-Met. group were 
continued following the first indi- 
cation of any difficulties confronting 
the Fox organization, but during the 
past week everything has been tem- 

-porarily dropped. | 
“Nothing will be done,” ‘according |" 

to William Brandt, directing man- 
‘deer of F-M, “until:some settlement 
ef the present difficulties is reached.” 

‘|many years, went to San- Francisco. 

.@: girl show (three | principals | ‘and 

gathered them into the fold and. as- 

"| Arthur. then. gave them a. thiee 

‘month trade sprouted, Result. was: 

for a. year on: the stage. presenta-- 

‘tions. 

Taer oss the bay in Oakland. A chance 
jwas given. F, andM. to send their 

| $3,000, then $5,000, and finally’ $8,000, 

listed 

Hollywood, ‘Jan. 28, 
A “prother | and ‘sister .act has 

taken its place alongside .of the 
biggest ‘producing. organizations. in 

the country... Entering on their fifth 
year as producers of stage enter- 

tainment for deluxe picture. theatres, 
TFranchon and Marco: have increased 

| their productions. ‘from-one to 52°a 

$200, 000: a week. =. . 

‘This couple, performers. for.a good. 

in 1926 and got.the job of. producing 

10 girls) at the Strand for a 25-cent 
admission. ° They made good. 

Harry C. Arthur, Jr.,: then. man--. 
ager of West Coast Theatres, headed 
by the Gore. Brothers, .. thereupon 

signed them.to the. Warfield in. the 
same city. The house, then being 
operated for the Loew circuit, had 
not been doing go well, but. the Fan-. 
chon and Marco act clicked the. first 

week: and business hopped a little. 

‘and within a months’ contract, 

a'deal for the’ Rroducers to continue. 

West: Coast also had a house 

shows there after playing: San Fran- 
cisco... Another click. At Sacra- 
merito, the. next spot, the same thing. 
As trade was not.so hot at Loew's 
‘State, : Los: Angeles, Fanchon | was. 
sent south.that same summer and 
‘told to go to work: At first not. so |. 
forte. However, having been a per-. 
former. herself .an@ knowing show- 
manship angles, she shaped her at- 
tractions to fit, and business jumped 

to hold around that figure. 
‘Demands then came in from other 

houses controlled by West Coast for 

| the ¥-M attractions, 

formers.’ 

cuit, At the same’ time’ they .also 
developed names from among the 

‘ous. musicals and .to headline . 
. vaude. 

‘stage band policy ‘came along. :.Fan- 

‘Brower, Max Bradfield, Frank J enks 
‘and Slim Martin. | 

cuits, .- 
“Ideas” found the. sailing easier and 

‘succeeded where the others “had 

‘tion from the performers’ ‘angles and 

‘ing of.sets was done under the su-: 

A Five. Year Achievement 
By Arthur Ungar 

Overhead was 
limited at that. time.to around $1,200 
a week. Marco, making. his head- 
quarters in San Francisco, was 
enticed: to establish his base in: Los. 
Angeles, and within a short time the 
units, which began opening in L. A., 
‘had a_route af 10. weeks on the 
‘Coast. . 

year. and their budget from $750, toy. Firm use@ up all: the available 
specialty. talent | on the Coast and 

then. went east to’ bring on’ per- 
Being’ shrewd buyers. they, 

managed to -bring names to’. the. 
Coast for their “Ideas” at a reagon- 
able salary and kept them working 
and repeating over their Mmited cir- 

Coast stage contingent, some of 
whom went East to feature in vart- 

in. 

‘When: the master of: ceremony. and. 

chon .and ‘Marco. were. among the 
first. to realize its yalue, They 
‘quickly. developed such m, ¢’s as 
Rube Wolf, Walt Roesner, : 

Hermie. King, | Georgie © Stoll, .. Jay 

When stage entertainment “waned 
in’ houses: ‘controled by other. cir- 

the.. Fanchon and Marco 

failed. This was probably due to 
the fact that F. & M. knew produc-_ 

how. to accomplish - it in what ap- 
peared style ‘ata nominal cost. 

‘Own Studio 

For “production. they established 
their own studios where the build- 

pervision of “Marco. . For’ costuming 
they also. formed their own organ-. 
ization and secured Harry Bourne, 
‘one of the best known costume men 

|.Fox booking ‘office; . 
‘Fox .Midwest, and Mershel Stuart, 

Eddie |. 
_Peabody,. Gene. _ Morgan, ‘Al Lyons, 

in the country, to bead it. Not alone 
does this .branch now make cos- 
tumes for thé Ideas but also for pic- 
ture productions and rents out to 
picture. houses and tab organizations 
‘throughout the-country. There is|¢ 
also an F-M shoe department-which |. 
takes care of itself financially. . 

- When Publix decided to eliminate 
its traveling units for-a while the 
F.-M,. Ideas ‘were. placed in four 
Publix ‘coast. houses.. At about the: 
same time the circuit dates: ‘were 
extended to: wind up in--Salt. Lake 
and amounted to 14 weeks, —_ 
Last year Fanchon and Marco, 

against the advice of many astute 
showmen;. decided - they’ would in- 
vade the east with their units, They 
got them into Denver, then Kansas 
City, and finally a deal was made. — 
with Jack: Loeb, of the New York 

Jack ‘Leo, of 

of the Fox. New England circuit, 
and the Fanchon-Marco Ideas were 
spanning | ‘the. country. : 

~ Jn’ 60 Theatres 

theatres from Coast ‘to Coast, with 
two and three new. key. center towns 

| being-added a month, “It 1s figured. 
that by- the énd of this. year ‘that | 
F. and M. Ideas will be in at least | 
100 houses and. that F. and M. will 
be producing two. units. a week: in aise Island,” Tiff, 
stead of. one. _ 
.-Organization has 3,000 people -on, 
its. ‘weekly payroll, half being per- w 

half musi- ‘formers and: the other 
cians, . stage’ hands, : plus ‘operating 
and executive personnel. . 
This is the five-year achievement 

of a brother and. sister who are still 
young and who have carved an im- 
portant niche for themselves in the 
amusement. world. Their national 
standing has become a ‘by-word ‘in. 1 
the theatre, and there is rio produc- 
‘ing ‘organization- of the kind which 
‘has a brighter future. 

‘In’ the meantime. matters will lay’ as: 
they ‘now stand, with Fox téempo-. 
rarily protected from sale of the 
houses under negotiation | ‘to others, 
‘it Ie understood. | 

’ Brill;, who ‘has’ Staten Island al- 

most. important ‘houses: ‘in this sec- 
‘tion outsidé of A. H. Schwartz, -who 
continues” to operate. independently. 
Brit's ‘ chain -was' started sometime 

lowing . which trustees were ap- 
pointed to direct the Fox affairs, but 

F-M.. 
Some of the even Fox- Metropoll- 

.tan houses in, Brooklyn and . the 
Bronx put on the auction block have. 
been sold’ to. indie. operators. and 
negotiations are on -for disposal of 
the. balance, F-M: had: to’ acquire 
these houses in order to obtain the- 
atres jn ‘chains it wanted. 

Jensen-Von Herberg Suit 

_ Seattle, Jan. 28, 
Jensen and Von Herberg receiver- 

ship. suit, filed here against Fox 
Northwest Theatres, Inc.,:is*the re- 
sult of the peculiar situation in 
which the. Oregon showmen find 
‘themselves. They are. minority 
stockholders in the Fox. theatre 
subsidiary while, at the same time, 

position to Fox houses. 

When selling out to North Ameri- 
can Theatre Corp., which in turn 
sold to Fox, Jensen and Von Her- 
‘berg received $1,500,000 cash and 
'$250,000 in stock: Subsequently 
there. was a. disagreement on pay-| 
ments with* the Liberty,” Seattle, - 
turned back to them for operation. 

Petition for a receivership of Fox 
Northwest is based on an allegation 
that the present operation is not 
competent to’ yield the seven per 

‘Von Herberg were assured. : 
Little. likelihood of :2 receivership.. 

“Magnafilm” tin TIL 
; Chicago, Jan, 28. 

: Essaness circuit will continue ad- 
vertising its enlarged screen image 
as Magnafilm. It has settled. differ- 
ences. with Paramount, which 

“Magnascope. ” 

Essaness - has an Illinois trade- 
mark on Magnafilm and. advertises 
it only in Chicago, | so Par dropped 
the matter. 

. Richard. Thrope directing. “Para- 
dise. Island,” Tiff. 
Tommie Dugan, 

Johnnie Hines,. . 
Tift, ' 7 

George. Stone, 

most ompletely ‘sewed up, has ‘the | 

before the Wall Street ‘crash, fol-.| 

at that time there was no order to|_ 
| drop . all negotiations entered by 

‘operating. the Liberty in direct op- | 

cent. annual dividend Jensen sand: 

“Medicine Man,’. 

"Hotel's Complaint 
-- Los Angeles, Jan.. 28. . 

‘Central. theatre “here © has 
been restrained by neighbor- 
ing hotel. from _ showing talk- | 
ing pictures. | 
Thinness of separating par- 

‘tition disturbed’ hotel - suests, 
~ ft. 1s claimed: ” 

~ Personality Nag 

(Continued: rom page 31) 

truth, He: meant no disrespect to 
royalty but explains that the de- 
parture of a performing pup would 
have seemed a far greater. calamity.. 

’ There are other things that -stand. 
out in retrospect of that first Amer- 
ican tour—the grass plot that was 

‘| 42nd Street with: goats: grazing -on 
it; the trek ‘to California where 
there were Indians and covered 
wagons; the return. to’ New. York. 
and engagement at. what was prac- 
tically a‘ suburb with P. T. Bar- 
num’s. outfit, and: the parade. that 
lasted from ten in the morning until 

fiths was forced to. substitute for a 
girl rider who was ill. 

Played Koster & Bial's 
There's gold in them there mem- 

oriés for some ‘alert: biographer, 
Having outgrown his ‘apprentice- 

ship, Griffiths teamed up with an- 
‘other acrobat and did a- horizontal 
bar act through Russia, Poland, 
Italy and any. other place he could 
set ‘up apparatus. Even. Koster & 
Bials saw the team in 1897, 
‘younger Griffiths took the partner's | 
place at his death in 1901. 

Mr. Griffiths developed: his flair 
‘for comedy in a yearly. pantomime 
at Christmas time. He has been, 
among other. things, the Wolf in 
“Red Riding-Hooa” and the Cow in 
“Jack and the Beanstalk”—a cow 
said: to have made audiences weep 
over his grief. 

performing animals from the stage, 
Griffiths. hit upon the idea of a per- 
forming horse, designed an equine 
head and -earcass—and Pogo .was 
born. 

Since the sensational’ hit ° made 

Dream,” Pogo has been deluged 
with’ offers to appear in pictures 
and other musicals, but before ac- 
cepting any of these he will have 
to take his fore and aft parts off 
to: London to fill a summer en- 
gagement.. 

What -follows after that remains 
to be seen, but whatever happens, 
Pogo's & grand personality—and 
so’s his Old Man. 

four in the afternoon in which Grif: 

The 

When a- humane law barred. all : 

“at “the=premiere- of:-“Wake=-Up-and|_-. 

| STOCK SALE LICENSES 
‘Stock in a Chinese theatre com- 

pany,.in. a Chinese building corpo- 

concern are among those now being 
offered ‘to the investors of New 

the Secretary of State: under pro- 
visions of the General Business Law 
designed to protect the Public’ in 

‘| the sale of securities. 
Licenses granted include: the fol- 

lowing: 
Chinese Theatre. © Corporation, 

Delaware company, with headquar- 
ters at 51. Chambers street, New 
York City,. to handle its own pre- 
ferred Shares. 

China Building Corporation, Dela- 
ware company, 
York address as above, to float its 
‘own preferred stock, 

‘Camera’ Projector * Corporation,. 

11 West 42nd street, New York, to 
sell its own common stock without 
par value, 

Brooklyn. Veldrome Corporation,. 

at 127 President street, Brooklyn, to 
dispose of its own common stock, 
Clags A, non voting. 

following listings on New ‘York 
Stock Exchange: 
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., Dela- 

ware concern, with business quar- 
ters at 821. West 44th street, New 
York, 448, 117 shares of common 
stock, without nominal or par value. 

poration . of Wilmington, Del, 

sinking fund bonds,: due April 1, 
1944, “with and without warrants. 

e 

“Lummox” Radio Tieup 

of “Lummox” (UA). in America, 

@ coast-to-coast radio hook-up: with 
the Columbia chain for that night. 

connection with the Brownbilt Foot- 
lites Hour. It’s her _ first radio 
attempt. 

campaign on the “Lummox” open- 
ing there. ; * 

-COMPLETELY DESTROYED 

. Kewanee, L,.. Jan.’ 28. 
“‘peerléss” “theatre; *Weal~ “house“re- 

cently taken. over by., Publix-Great 

States, was completely destroyed 
by fire this morning. 
capacity was 800. 

No. fatalities reported. 

Sam_ Waagenaar,. in charge of 
publicity for Metro in Amsterdam; 
has left Holland to come here on 

~ speculation to try publicity. 

At present ‘they are playing: in 60 PN. 

| Columbia ‘will. be 

.| Ermine,” 

ration, - and in a camera projector | 

York, according to notices filed with |: 

with same New. 

Delaware company, with offices at | 

New York.company, headquartered | U: 

Secretary: of State also notified of . 

Warner Company, Delaware S- ; 
6,- 

869,000. first mortgage six per cent.. 

-Coincident with the first - ‘Showing. 

opening Feb. 7, UA has’ engineered |. 

Fannie Hurst, author of “Lummox,” | FN, 

will do five minutes on the afr in’ 

Warren Nolan, of UA, vhas Jeft for 
Detroit to arrange for a special |’ 

House: 

- | Vallee’s “Come-in’” Urge; 
Invite Via Publix Horns | 

'” Rudy Vallee’s voice: may be heard _ 
¢rooning. a “come in” legend to . 
pedestrians around Publix theatres, 
It pends the adoption of a plan un- 
der consideration by. the home office, -- 

Idea is to put tn storage the reg. 
ulur doormen’s voices and substitute. 
a recorded “inviation” to be made. 
by the band leader. Recorded talk | 
would be reproduced over marquee | 
‘oud speakers, - A similar. canned 
‘lure was ‘tried during the ‘New 
‘Year's rush at ‘the Paramount, New: - 
York, to offset the bedlam and noise’ 
of the shoving throngs, . and was _ 
found satisfactory. 

COAST NOTES 

Mona. Rica ‘and “Eva. Rosita, ; 
“Flame of the West,” Pathe, 

Clara Beranger, -Pathe scenario 
Staff. - . 

- Clem. Peoples, county jail keeper,. 
technical : advisor. on . “Sail Break, * 

‘Mary Forhés, “De: €ircle, "'M- G. . 

‘Knut Neuman, directing’ foreign’ 
shorts, W.. 

- Sam DeGraste, “La ‘Marselllaise,” 

‘Richard Thorpe, directing “Para- 

“Jean Hersholt, “Vienness: Nights,” me 

U has. changed title on “Carnival, aa 
stage. play, to “Young Love.” Mary 
Nolan. starred, -William -Janney,. 
Ralph Harolde, ' May Busch, Alice . 
Lake in cast. ; 

First of Edward Sloman’s two- for” 
“Hells Island,” 

original by P. H. Fox. . 
Babe Kane, “Sunny . Days,” Tiff, 
feenton, ‘Hale, “ Cyclone “Hickey,” 

. Robert: Elliott, “upivorce, "M-G. 
Florence | Frederiet, “Dumbbells in” 

Morton ‘Downey and Barbara. 
Kent “At Bay,” FN. . 

. Matilda ‘Comont, “Sea Bat,” M-G. 
Adelaide Heilbron to Columbia to’ 

write yarn for title “Personality.” 
Betty Boyd, untitled Col. picture. 
‘Title of first Pathe two-reel. west= . 

ern, “Flame of the West.” 
Ralph Harolde, “Dixiana,” Radio. 
Ramon Novarro's next for M-G,. 

“Singer of Seville.” Cast: Dorothy 
Jordan, Renée Adoree, Ernest Tor- : 
rence, Marie Pressler.. ; 
Maurice Coons, novelist. and play- 

: wright, here for Pathe. 
Title of. the next © ‘Norma: Tale 

madge picture, "Flame of the Flesh,” | 
UA... It is: being adapted from tiie .- 
play, “Mme. Du Barry.” — ° _ 

Tiff. speeding plans for.four new 
productions into work .by Feb. 10, . 
Films are “Sunny Days,” “Paradise 
Island,” “Medicine Man,” and “Res- ' 
urrection” (musical), |. - 

. Jack Conway replaces Frea Niblo 
in’ directing Lon Chaney’ 8 “Sergeant . 
‘Bull,’ “M-G.. - 

Percy Heath, writer, -ets another 
year at. Par; 

Gene Towne adapting “What Men 
-Want,” U.. 

Wells Root dialoging “The Storm," 

Jed Kiley adapting “Behavior of. 
Mrs. Crane,” U. 
Leonard Fields ‘and. Ernest . 

Laemmie. adapting “Tango,” U. 
r Wilfred North, ‘“‘The Golden Calt, ve 

‘OX. - . 
Pauline Garon, French version, 

“An. Unholy Night,” M-G. 
Alison Skipwo-th, “Ruffles,” UWA. - 
gpienin ¥Fetchit, “Our Gang,” com~ 

edy. 
Pananey Dover, ‘Let's. Go Native, ” 
ar, ; 
William. “Wellman to direct “Bore. 

der Legion,” Par. . 
- Josephine Dunn, “Safety In Num, 

bers,” Par, 
Ralph Ince,. “Jail Break.” PN. 

aie teinta Sale, “T Love You,” Ra- 
0 . 

Rex Lease, “sunny Days, ” Tiff. 
Tom Dugan, “Medicine Man,” Tiff. 
Casey Robinson on the M-G lot 

for past year, now writing for Radio. 
. Robert. Elnott, “Sweet Mama,’ 

Bert Roach, Carmel Myers, 
‘Blanche -Sweet, Georgie Stone, 
“Don't Get Married,” Christie short. . 
we Roach, “Viennese Nights,” 

- Ann Carter, WB short. 
weet McGlynn, “Good News, " 

Georgette Rhodes, French. 
sion, ‘All Teed Up," Roach. : 
Helmut Gorin, German instructor 

for Roach stars. . 

iver- 

—— 125th: St. House Sold=— = 
Al Gould-Charlie O’Reilly indie 

circult combo has taken over Jim 
Johnson's Oriental on 125th street 
near Lenox avenue, in New York. 
They're closing it down for a few. 
days during which renovations. 
will be made and sound installed, 

_ Prices und - the new ‘policy are 
a dime and five for the mats, All 

‘$25 cent evenings. 
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In My Twenty- Five. Years on the Stage the ‘Most 

| Enjoyable Engagement | I Had Was | the Two 

Weeks Tr Played for 

| FANCHON a MARCO 

L JOLSON 
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-FANCHON and MARCO 
For Your Kind Hospitality and the. Privilege of Being F eatured ine 

“DESERT” IDEA 

ED and MORTON BECK 
Booked Through SCHALLMAN BROS. 

EDWARD J. LAMBERT 
WAXING HUMOROUS FOR FANCHON and. MARCO 

~ ALSO 

MAKING EDUCATIONAL COMEDIES. 

Thanks to JACK WHITE, E. H. ALLEN and STEVE ROBERTS 

“SINCERE APPRECIATION TO | ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCERS. SUPREME _ 

FANCHON and MARCO 

HERB KERN 
FOX WEST COAST THEATRE, LONG: BEACH, CAL... ; i 

_ MASTER OF CEREMONIES [f° |: AMERICcA’s MOST VERSATILE ORGANIST _ 

YOU WILL ENJ OY 

‘CARLA TORNEY ARLE 
In FANCHON and MARCO IDEAS. 

Because We ‘Love and Admire. FANCHON. and. MARCO We Do Our Best. to Help Make Their Ideas a “Suigcess. 

| ELIZABETH F RIEDMAN JANE FESS PEGGY MacDONALD 
|. ALICE GOODWIN ILA CLARE FLO KELLY 

_WISHES. a CARROLL ALEXANDER “==igis= . 
‘GREATER SUCCESS ne _THEIR | “IDEAS” | 

W. C.McCLENAGHAN « organo" | Cc N LL STUDIO | 1 
Says: Here's Hoping for. Greater Success for FANCHON and MARCO 

Extends. His Heartiest 
Greetings. to a Pair of Aces 

_EANGHON. and MARCO... 
anromecron ron OR ._.FANCHON and MARCO : 

"FRANCES DEXTER, WEBB and DIAZ 
| FEATURED IN FANCHON and MARCO'S: “HOT poMiNors! -IDEA,. “PART. OF THE HEAT”. 
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SCORED INSTANTANEOUSLY A TRIBUTE TO 

“ FANC HON > 
FANCHON: and MARCO 

gm en wt er MARCO 
i 18 an OUTSTANDING FEATURE | from 

NOV., 1927 ee 
FRANK MITCHELL 

| 1 “HIT THE DECK” | and 
“COMEDY LEADS. 7 | JACK DURANT 

"THE TALK OF VAUDEVILLE. 
SEPT., 1928. 

R-K-0 7 
"PALACE, NEW YORK, 3 RETURN. 

| 7 lf ENGAGEMENTS IN 8 MONTHS 

TREMENDOUS HiT sss 
. JULY, 1929 

LONDON | 
| PALLADIUM—HELD OVER TWO: WEEKS 

~ 

| FRANK 

MITCHELL | SEPT., 1929 | | 

and |] GEORGE WHITE’S 
JACK Z 

DURANT ‘SCANDALS’ 
ogy STICK ‘our ‘YOUR HAND” ne ~ APOLLO. THEATRE,--NEW- YORK... eee ee 

presenting 

Robert Garland (Eve. Telegram) said: “Stopped 
the show with their knockabout t comedy.” Direction WM. MORRIS . 

R-K-O MORRIS & FEIL 
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‘Featured in 

FANCHON 
Our Sincere 

, Best Wishes 
“e 

to and 
FANCHON 

MARCOS 
ea 

“EYES” 

TO MY ‘DEAR FRIENDS | 

-FANCHON and MARCO 
3 = 7 | _ WHO HAVE PRESENTED - me 

FOR THE. PAST FIVE YEARS | OO - 

T GRATEFULLY. EXTEND BEST WISHES 

--Now Musical Showman at Fox Fifth Ave. Theatre, Seattle, ‘Wash. 
G. 

_ FANCHON and MARCO “UP. IN THE. AIR” IDEA. 

Featuring 

| WAL T ER N ILSSON 
(COMEDY CYCLIST) ~ 

| _ WITH . 
NEAL CASTAGNOLI JOAN KNOX | LADDIE LAMONT \ 

. (Clarinet and Saxaphone) (Triple Voice Singer) (The Boy on the Ladder) 

and the FAMOUS STILT DANCING GIRLS : 

AGNES GARRIGAN (Captain) LOUISE CROMWELL LAURETTA ALLEN BETTY WILLIE 

BETH MITCHELL BERNIOE LEE ELLEN HEDSTROM (Drum Mafor) 

DOROTHY MARLOWE ALICIA ROONEY JUNE DIXON ‘MRS, McTERNAN (Mother Mack) 

LUCILLE DE MAREZ ESTHER BIRDSTRUP EVELYN HARRIS" (Wardrobe Lady) 

RLANCHE HAMMOND FREDDA HARLIN — PEGGY CARSE . ‘SID WINTON 

. MARJORIE. JOHNSON ©: - SALLY. EVANS . -" ORY MONTEVERDI (Manager and Roadman) 

Thanks to FANCHON and ‘MARCO | Working Steady Since August, 1928 ‘NOW PLAYING EASTERN CITIES 

EDISON AND GREGORY 
‘FEATURED IN 

_FANCHON. and "MARCO'S “OVERTURES” IDEA oNK 7 
THANKS ° 

HARRY _RAPPE FEATURED IN 

_ FANCHON and MARCO’S “OVERTURE” IDEA - 
_-SENDS..GREETINGSL..... 

| FEATURED IN 

FANCHON and MARCO’S 

“OVERTURES” IDEA _ 
nies oe _ ————— —————— 

Thanks 

To 

Fanchon and Marco =a& HUFF and HUF 
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MUSICIAN-CLOWN 
SINGER-DANCER 
ACTOR: Everything 
A SUAE 

FOX THE 
BROOKLYN — NOW ! 

has-AND HOW! 

VARIETY 

ANN mM 

37 
a a 
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ORIGINAL BANJO CLOWNS 

BROOKS TRIO 
CHARLES. DIXON > 
JACK. BROOKS 
EARL BOWARD > 
EXTEND GREETINGS TO 

_-FANCHON and MARCO 

0 ; 

FROM MARCO TO MONTE CARLO 
THERE IS NO BETTER BAND 

FROM MONTE CARLO TO MARCO 
WE STRETCH A. FRIENDLY ‘HAND 

_HORACE _ 

“EXTENDS HER ‘HEARTIEST. GREETINGS 

UF ANCHON and MARCO ; 

| And Her Other Friends 

and his! 

CALIFORNIANS 
“AMBASSADORS | -OF RHYTHM” 7 

NOW ON THE. HIGH C'S 
. EN ROUTE. TO. | 

MO NTE Cc ARLO 
THERE TO BE ACCLAIMED 

THE MUSICAL TOASTS OF EUROPE 
SWE AS a 
Se rae 

THE ‘ POLISH” GIRL 

‘SAYS: “| FIND VERY MUCH. PLEASURE TO BE WITH SWEET: 
PEOPLE LIKE 

“ FANCHON and MARCO” 

: AF anchon and Marco. F eature 

FRANKLIN RECORD 
" Tenor- Juvenile with Idea‘ ‘In Green” 

| MORAN, and WESTON 
Their Slow Motion “F ight i in the 

| “s ‘Green Idea’? - 

, ow * Atso” with FANCHON AND MARCO. in “LET'S _PRETEND” Idea 
' The nke ‘GAE.¥FO STER 

"EXTENDS HEARTIEST GREETINGS ‘TO - 

___FANCHON and MARCO_ a 

GRINDING OUT MUSICAL. IDEAS FOR. 

-FANCHON and MARCO 
_ EXTEND HEARTIEST WISHES FOR A 

_BIGGER AND. BETTER ‘SEASON | 

| i "DORIS ——— FEATURED 

THE IDEA 
“IN. GREEN” 
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Must Be Good 
Tae EY ORIGINATED ON FOX WEST 
COAST THEATRES CIRCUIT... SIX YEARS 
AGO! 

- Ever ‘SINCE THEN. . THEY HAVE 
BEEN A DISTINCT ASSET TO OUR PRO- 
“GRAMS... THEY HAVE BEEN A POS $I- 
TIVE AID AT THE BOX-OFFICE... THEY 
HAVE SROUGHT us PRESTIGE AND DIs- 
TINCTION 

Ours Is A HIGH STANDARD OF EN- 
TERTAINMENT ...OUR PROGRAMS ARE 
GENEROUS, ‘DIVERSIFIED AND NOVEL 
sesFANCHON AND MARCO “IDEAS” 
HELP TO KEEP THEM 50. 

' Ther WORTH. IS. PROVEN BY THEIR | » 
4 an WIH...IN NATION WIDE POPU- agp R : , t - patil 

\ a 
i i 

li | ge " 4 ¥ a ve a ‘ i) 

‘onal a aD 4 A 4 
| x cinco “1, : on ts NS A re hh ~ cond i 4 

| y | we ig Reg 5 8 4 “4 qi a | : 
é : | a je ms 

FANCHON & MARCO: ipeat. 
ARE A FOX WEST COAST THEATRES UNIT 

: Harold B..Franklin--President 
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4 

‘GREETINGS | | | 

_FANCHON and MARCO | 

Train Service that fully measures up to the highest THREE standards of the most discriminatin g traveler. | 
v . 

ee PO TCEE Gt 

AMAA LLL ESA ad RET Cg A SP LSS ANAC RTS A roan i Cee ee a ee 

E en 
: PARK We 

Jaan oy ; xe 
se ees le 

7 joie OF I DANCE” 
‘First Nationel— “No! No! Nanctte” i 

Warner Brothers—“Show of Shows” . 
nner ae Een, nee Le 

Ten ye 
OF ox—"'New Orleans Frolic” - a : oe ‘

 

eur avoenereuacvutevnatevnutisentitotoez antes neeyntetnenrecitenarejucmrsetecutrunase aie | -GHORT ‘subseers oa 

WARNER BROTHERS—FOX—M-G-M | 

+ | NOW FEATURING IN 
a FANCHON and MARCO Units . OUR COMPLIMENTS 

” TO .- 

~ FANCHON ao MARCO | 
“WORLD'S LEADING 

THEATRICAL PRODUCERS 

Many Thanks to ABE SUGARMAN - 
‘ ‘byona s and Lyons Office 

| BOOKED SOLID 
Personal Representative, AL. H. KNIGHT 

VuunsaxoLsamurrvossueuvcudxvecegszsey acevovoesnessavaucervernevesti cocoa veuspearri pcacrommsciannesgncsovutau ed suagoccnustsacsasapusenseasestuciay 

VF F1 ETERS ad -CYTH HS A A NP SO LPO Art SPT NT) LTS LACAN DATO PLASM RT 
i 

PREHLDDPRSLACUUTE TUDO RSG RS LOLS EH Aa! re 
AVOADADCONGOUORADEDESOUAAACONGUORAGbECOOTUCTOONADUUNGUOROADSOODvUQN REALE SeNOH ea uy mUUUMATULEALRADERCMOUOUaRARGEELSUACALLOC Ea OSA) BRU U ND 1042 L400.) PSMA ONL FL 

HUGH SANDIDGE 

GEORGE DENNISON 
1ST. TENOR and 2ND TENOR * ERNEST BELCHER 

SCHOOL OF DANCING 

634 West 15th, Los Angeles 

_ FEATURED. IN 

FANCHON and MARCO'S 
_~- “CARNIVAL: RUSSE” IDEA. 

Thanks to FANCHON and MARCO 
ETERTRNG UB | 

For the Stage and Screen . 

‘COSTUMES 
_ ANIMALS 

NOVELTIES 

Exclusive furnishers of all f 
torlals to 2,08 all waternroo ; 

- Nopinseal Rubber Mfg. Co. 
19 West 18th St. Watkins 9627 

7 New Yorn 

Best of Good Wishes for Continuous Success to 

oe FANCHON and MARCO, Inc. _ 
_ Not Forgetting. Our Good. Friend, M. D. “Boc”. HOWE © 

ALFRED C. KEIGHLEY and ALMA A. ROSCOE 
_ N. W. Representatives: FANCHON and MARCO., Ine. 
__ Suite 651-2, Skinner Building Seattle, Wash. 

HARRY. FRANK 

SE AM AN 
- WITH THEIR LAUGHING SENSATION 

“Featured in FANCHON and MARCO'S “MANILA BOUND” IDEA 
Th anks, to HYMAN SHALLMAN, JACK LOEB, JESSE KAYE 

COSTUMES 
38 HIR -FANCHON. and MARCO_ 

“Present. the: International Class Dancers © 

; EVERTS and LOWRY 
SCREENLAND MELODIES. 

AIDA BROADBENT 
Soo : AS DANCE DIRECTOR FOR 

OKS | FANCHON and MARCO 
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'. Featured in 

- ‘FANCHON and MARCO'S: 
| - “INTERNATIONAL | 

DEAZ 

WITH THEIR 

& ¢ & & © . 

’ 

a 

* 

. 

« 

MUSICAL MASTER OF CEREMONIES. 

‘2ND YEAR FOX THEATRE, OAKLAND, CALIF. | 

pos se ee ee 

DIRECTION 

FANCHON and MARCO. 
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NOT BECAUSE IT IS YOUR EDITION 

BUT BECAUSE WE STILL, AS ALWAYS, BELIEVE, 

There is no finer showman. and gentleman than. 

MARCO 

Bryon Tanecinge IN ALL SINCERITY ree Lancing TTUDIE PEABODY. 

_ “GROSSES SPEAK. LOUDER THAN WORDS” 

INDEFINITE ENGAGEMENT 
__ FIFTH: AVENUE THEATRE, SEATTLE | 

UNDER THE SOLE PERSONAL MANAGEMENT OF MRS. EDDIE PEABODY __ 

- a 

oo oe ee” 

SINCERE ‘APPRECIATION AND THANKS TO. 

FANCHON and MARCO 
For My Pleasant Engagements in the 

FOX WEST COAST THEATRES 

MYRTLE GORDON 
MY VERY BEST WISHES FOR. A TREMENDOUS SUCCESS TO 

FANCHON and MARCO 

ARAVAI FF 
7 ay ‘Heartiest ‘Thanks to — 

" ABE LASTFOGEL, HARRY LENETZKA, MAX TURNER, NAT KALCHEIM, WALTER MEYERS, 

| and My Friend, JOE CORNBLETH 

Direction WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY 
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: any ; Best 

FANCHON and MARCO 

‘Am Now in My Fourth Month as 

M.C. at Loew’s State, Los Angeles, 
and Hope to Be for Four Years 

f . 
hy 

GEORGIE STOLL 
_ Deen 
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RS 

BAILEY “> , BARNUM 
EXTEND CONGRATULATIONS TO 

FANCHO N | ann MARCO 

Congratulations and Continued Success to | “Congratulat ons | 

to My Sincere Friends 

- FANCHON 
| and MARCO 

A. dL Balaban | 

| FANCHON so MARCO | 

| WILLIAM MORRIS. 
AGENCY | _- PARAMOUNT FAMOUS LASKY STUDIOS 

:..°. PUBLIX: THEATRES CORPORATION 
ASTORIA, LONG ISLAND 

N AND BEST WISHES | | SINCERE APPRECIATIO: i: | FANCHON « ind "MARCO 
) TO . | . . oY, K. Ps WALTON 

FANCHON AND MARCO “Califia Croners” 

GAE FOSTER | bis 

Direction JOE CORMBLETH 
WM, MORRIS. AGENCY — 

: ‘Now with FANCHON and MARCO 

DIALOGUE FOR M- G- M. 

[Continuous Success to Two Wonderful Producers ||| My Best Wishes to FANCHON and MARCO | 
FANCHON and MARCO |] STELLA ROYAL : Howard J. Green| 

. FR . The Midget Prima Donna and Toe Dancer " “PY: [Joo Featur ed-in- Fi & Me “MANILA, BOUND" Idea... eo Now WITH FOX ons. 

OUR BEST WISHES AND SUCCESS TO FANCHON AND MARCO 

STRAWS STRAWS, JOHNSON a DUKER STRAWS 
. STRAWS FEATURED IN F. & M. “PEASANT” IDEA | STRAWS 
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———— ae 

- The First 

_ Master of | _ 

ome 

Expresses ‘His . 

PPRECIATION 
to 

WHO MADE A MASTER OF CEREMONIES OUT OF A SONG PLUGCER = 
: A FOUR-YEAR RECORD 

ss OCTOBER, 1925 
Debut as M. C. at Alexandria, Glendale, Cal. 

gs 
ee - 
Leah: caffe 

ee te i ae 
DECEMBER, 1925 . oe i 

Opened the Uptown, Los Angeles, followed by Loew’s State, ~ ee, yyy 4 LL | 

Y 

. Los Angeles, and opening the Westlake, Los Angeles, + MG REEL PENS 

. .- then Kunsky’s State, Detroit 7 sie 

and 

“SULY, 1927 

BRANFORD, NEWARK, N. J. 
Direction WARNER BROS. 

With Occasional Weeks at Stanley, Jersey City 8 oy 

12 Weeks, Stanley, Philadelphia: 3 

| 12 Weeks, Stanley, Pittsburgh A 

BRANFORD, NEWARK, N. J. IRMANETTE 
Also extends best wishes and love to Gloria 
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| FRANK MELINO AND CO. JEROME MANN | 
FANCHON and MARCO 

Pr esents 

—1929— “DRAPES. IDEA” —1930—_ 
with 

DOROTHY KELLY - CAPT, VIRGINIA ASHER 
i | AND HER ST. LOUIS BEAUTIES 

‘SINCERE. coop WISHES. 

 |° Our Humble Tribute to 

“a : 

“RENOF F and RENOVA 

NOW IN THEIR FOURTH YEAR A 

FOX MANCHESTER THEATRE 
i anks to 1 FANCHON . and MARCO 

“CUTTING ouT PAPER DOLLS,” “1 | FAW ‘DOWN "AND. "Go BOOM” STILL BOOMING 

The Famous. : Featured in 

jock Mexican Opera M AN [ rE LO EZ Fanchon and Marco’s 
Tenor L P “DESERT” IDEA 7 

| _ “ In the | 

= “DESERT”. 
oT and MARCO “| LOVE’EMI IDEA 

a cation M MURIEL STRYKER 



GRATEFULLY 
DEWEY GEORGE 

J Satya en guano BARTO «> MANN . | 

“THE LAUGH KINGS” 



VeRIETY _. Wednesday, January 1. 

Ol CS | 
THE INTERNATION 

HAVEN cuesne QUST A TINY 

ANOTHER — “VAG 

ve Mate AG 
TIVLE SUGGESTEO BY WELCOME Liw 

by FRED PHILLIPS , HARRY Dect 
Lo 

ST NOVELTY - 

y JOE BENNETT, “GEO. A.LITT 

THE. “BEAUTIFUL WALTZ THEME FRO! 

HARRY Se RNEV (But Only In 

ANO THER NOVELTY FOX " 

THE ONE 

LEO, FEIST inc, “17,82082" 
(say FRANCISCO) (CINCINNATI! ; (P i IL ‘ mt 

MARKET 707 LYRIG THEA, BLOG, 

310 Teoh B BLOG. CIS, YONGE | INTO. AL w, Soot ST. | 

“MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA 276 COLLINS ‘ST, 
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¥ 

O? SONG ——-A SURE HiT/ 

1 LOVE 

AY ans SO $ §°. NEW YORK | orchoaSions/ 
:LPH a : RANSAS “CITY; © ee ‘ANGELES3 “-- 

SOF cescees: 
Ofe pimect/ 

* GAYETY THEA. euoe. 4 405 MAJESTIC THEA. BLOG, 

BO 1 
CBO REM STON — | c&9 ONDON, ERoss ENG.) cl AR. \S. 1’ teCuUIER 

BERLIN, GERMANY 37 LEIPZIGER STRASSE 
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te SS eee eee 

MY VERY BEST WISHES Another FANCHON and MARCO Unit 
AND. SUCCESS: TO 

FANCHON and MARCO 

7 Smacking Them Over 

“KISSES” IDEA. 
Featuring 

| JOE AND | ANE | 

IRTIN |, tt KENNA 
PUN ERIN | WILL COWAN| 

Fox Boulevard 1 Th eatre. *_ DAVE HACKER LOS: ‘ANGELES, CAL, 

Mabeland Marcia Helen Aubrey Wallin and Barnes ; 
 EFLAT FOUR ~ STUDIO FOUR © 

OUR APPRECIATION TO 

SUNKIST BEAUTIES 

. “ROAD STAFF | 
IF anchon and Marco 

For Three Years of Pleasant Association | wate COUGHLIN . 

My Very Best Wishes to 

_ _ .FANCHON and MARCO 
FROM 

‘HARLIE 
ROZELLE 
of . The Musical Nut, with 

“Hollywood S Studio Girls” Idea | 

| WILKINS 
FOX ATLANTA THEATRE, ATLANTA; GA. - 

Our Sincerest Regards and Best Wi ishes to FANCHON and MARCO. 

, HARRIS TRIO 
red in “MARBLE” Idea 

"Our Sincerest Appreciatio on to “FANCHON. aad: MARCO- eee ass 

J ace TERRELL and an ANLEY Verne _ 
eatur ed in “FREES’ 
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ith 

| Managing Director Grauman Chinese " Theatre 

& 

For the opportunity to ‘present my band as the stage attraction 

RO 

‘VARIETY 

Ms ip 

SS iD 

=a, = 

Sen NNS 

OF 
i 

aw “ 

; -On This Same Page May I | Express Appreciation to - ! 

MR. HAROLD B. FRANKLIN 
President Fox-West Coast Theatres 

a ; Division Superintendent Fox-West Coast Theatres, : ( 

and. 

“RASTY” WRIGHT 

with the World Premiere of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’ $ ‘tri
umph 

“THE ROGUE SONG” 

Starring LAWRENCE TIBBETT _ . 

I am happy indeed that the. combination is smashing al 

ot a ee et ge ee <a, so SR, Se Sere sonnet Chee Oe Rae aed 

l records at the world’s most famous playhouse 

. _Lordially. yours” 

ABE LYMAN | 
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To the Folks Who Produce the Greatest Units in America 

FANCHON «4» MARCO 
BES T WISHES © 

*F OX VAUDEVILLE ~ EXCHANGE ~ 
JAC K - Ww. L Ve) EB 

General Manager 

Thanks to ) FANCHON and MARCO and JACK Loe 

COUNTESS SONIA ALEX BEKIFI RON DEXTER 
IN’ ACTION 

NOW APPEARING IN 7 

FANCHON and MARCO'S | 
“CARNIVAL RUSSE. IDEA” : 

MANY THANKS ‘AND BEST WISHES TO FANCHON and MARCO 

LUCILLE PAGE 
INDEFINITELY CHINESE ‘THEATRE, HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 

OUR. SINCERE THANKS TO FANCHON and MARCO 

‘WARD 

COWAN aso GRAY 
Featured in “FAR EAST” Idea 

Direction SCHALLMAN BROS. 7 

‘Official :Headquarters for All Fanchon and Marco Ideas 
CONTINENTAL HOTEL—626 SO. HILL STREET, LOS ANGELES 

~ YORKSHIRE HOTEL—710 SO. BROADWAY, LOS ANGELES 
NEW WALDORF HOTEL AND CAFE in SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 

ALL OPERATED BY SHANLEY—50-50—FURNESS 

IN: SINCEREST APPRECIATION. 

tO. 

FANCHON AND MARCO. 
FRANK STEV ER. 

“FAR EAST” Idea 

THREE JACKS) 
: JACK STARNES EDDIE MACK HAROLD AMES 

Two QUEENS 
ALTA MAGEE NATALIE RENEE. 

- Make a Full House 

Featured i in F. & M. “FAR EAST” Idea 

Many. Thanks to FANCHON and. MARCO 

ara 
A Feature:in F, & M. “FAR EAST” Idea 

Best Wishes and Many Thanks to FANCHON and MARCO 

FANCHON and MARCO” 
- Sincere Wishes, for. Your Everlasting Success 

JOAN HARDCASTILE 
‘Featured Dancer in “FAR -EAST” Idea 

Thanks to FANCHON. and MARCO 

“SANAMI 
JAPANESE DANCER 

Featured in “FAR EAST” Idea 

THE KADOMATSU 
Featured in F. & M. “FAR EAST” Idea 

Thanks to FANCHON and MARCO 

Featured in the “LIVING BUDDHA” Dance. __ 
“FAR EAST" Idea - Thanks to FANGHON and MARGO 
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WARNER R BROS. 
‘THEATRES CIRCUIT 
SPYROS P. SKOURAS, Gen’ Mer. 

———— —— 

BEST WISHES 

TO 

FANCHON and MARCO 

; FANCHON 
AND M ARCO 

MANY THANKS FOR PLACING US WITH THE 

MOST BEAUTIFUL OF ALL UNITS 
( 

The “BLACK and GOLD” IDEA 

THE KEMMYS.. ARNOLD MAXINE LEE 

RV at ay  GRAZER. HAMILTON  WiLMOT._| 
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~FANCHON and MARCO 
Again Headlining 

ROSE VALYDA 
«BABY SONGS” Idea ae 

Thanks to GAE FOSTER. _ 

[PENNY PENNINGTON 
“BABY SONG” Idea 

THANKS TO. FANCHON and MARCO. 
Personal Direction of CHAS. FINKELSTEIN 

“THE BAND UNDER THE GUN 
Wishes F ANCHON and MARCO Greater Success i in 

Their Future Endeavors 

| WERNER. CALLIES—House | Leader « and Concert Master | 

Ware tame marr anccstun —_{{f Ne Fluegelman and Co. 
: I] IRVING GUTERSON—Violin LEE STALL—Reeds MFANCHON AND M seno'Dene” 
: HAROLD. ‘LINDOFT—Violin- Arranger - -JOE KRECHTER—Reeds -Arranger : 
i | WALLY HEGLIN—Banjo-Arranger MANUEL CONTRERAS—Brass 
‘il “DICK” CALLIES—Cello — ; “EDDIE” SHINER—Brass a Thanks to. FANCHON and MARCO 

, VIC. VE LORY—Bass-Voice “RED” SPEROW—Brass |; Doe -FOR.ALL OUR SUCCESS ° 
| WALTER RUICK—Piano LOU ERICKSON—Drums-Voice . | | , ' 
Wh | “ERNIE” ‘RUSSELL—Organ ; . : CAROLYN and RUTH 

| AUSTIN GOETZ 
AND 

FAB DUFFY | 
Featured i in FANCHON and -MARCO’S “IVORIES” IDEA . 

if” MY SINCERE ¢ APPRECIATION TO FANCHON and MARCO | 

. [| KEEPER OF THE. IVORIES IN F.& M, “IVORIES” IDEA—OFF THE SCREEN FOR A” 
, WHILE: 

TERPSICHOREAN ARISTOCRACY = FEATURED IN “IVORIES” IDEA . EVERY KNOX A BOOST 

BETTY LOU, 
| F eatured in FANCHON and MARCO’S “IVORIES” IDEA 

; = . ~~ = a oe op | : | : WITH : | | [adSiine STEVEN MORONE. ™S23use> “ a Ea, | I'v | “IVORIES” IDEA 7 DANCING 
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a 

—————_________ Tn
e 

THOS. J. MEEHAN, Manager 
. Fox-Poti Theatre... ‘ 

"WORCESTER, MASS. 

-Fanchon. and Marco “Ideas” have brought to 

Springfield’ an extremely distinctive entertain-. 

-ment. Each unit seems to be endowed with a 

variety of rare talent and presented. with treat-_ 

ment consistent with deluxe operation. 

SAM TORGAN, Manager 
_ Fox-Poli Theatre... 

SPRINGFIELD, MASS. © 

I think that: Fanchon and Marco produce the 

very best there is in stage entertainment. Their. 
“Ideas” are artistic and colorful; they are clever, 

‘different and full of talent. And-most important 

‘of all-is.the fact that they register at. our: box- 

~ office. I:hope we-will play as many “Ideas” .as 

‘are produced by that famous brother and sister 

team. _ ne ee 

_W. S. PERUTZ, Manager 
"Fox: Poli Theatre — 

. NEW: HAVEN, CONN. 

Meet 

‘Here, where the. West meets the East and New: England gets its 

first look at the Fanchon and Marco shows, we think it a stageful 

. that is: an eyeful and. an earful to make the theatre full. ° . 

It is indeed a pleasure to extend my appreciation 

- talent, needed by every box-office. 

VARIETY 

to Fanchon and. Marco for the privilege of pre- 

senting their “Ideas” to the public of Hartford. 

They are the realization of an ideal in modern 

stage entertainment, embodying beauty, color and 

_F. T. THOMAS, Manager 
Fox Capital Theatre 7 
HARTFORD, CONN. . 

The Fanchon and Marco “Ideas” are a new’ de- 

‘parture in New: England. Their stage shows. 

“have been: received with open arms by the dyed- 

-in-the-wool vaudeville fan, as well as our. picture 

‘clientele. Artistry, and personality predominate: 

their entertainment. Fanchon and Marco’s big- 

“gest idea, which asserts itself in-all of their pro- 
.ductions, is “Showmanship.” 

MATT SAUNDERS, Manager 

7 Fox-Poli Theatre . ’ 

BRIDGEPORT, CONN. 

Fanchon and Marco “Ideas” surpass everything in the way of stage shows ever seen in Waterbury. ; 

With their rich array of young and gifted entertainers, 

and different, and always ch 

other stage presentations—bar none. 

LINWOOD CURTIS, Manager 
_ Fox. Palace Theatre 
"WATERBURY, CONN. 

Seven years, ago Fanchon and Marco originated their own, specific 

what stage entertainment Should be. 

in fast; wholesome entertainment 

duced and blénded in good taste. 

PRESIDENT 

| Today, that “Idea” has spread East, 

West, North and South, and I believe that eventually even ' 

patterned after this innovation. Their ‘reviews exploit youth, beauty and pep 

that often tells a story and is always pro- 

And there is a certain magic to their shows 

a that. brings audience and artists together over the: footligths. 

. _H. STUART, Manager | 

k 
TOX-POLI CIRCUIT 

they are always novel, always original: 
on 

ock-full of talent from start to finish. The productions are the last 

word in gorgeous artistry of scenic and lighting effects. { 
\ 

Fanchon and Marco “Ideas” top all 

“Idea” of 

vaudeville will be 

Herschel. 

Stuart 
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FANCHON and MARCO'S - 
“JAZZ TEMPLE” IDEA: 

WITH: 

| ss (WALLY JACKSON 
‘| SYLVIA Lapa NORA SCHILLER» 

ANNETTE SCHILLER . 
VIRGINIA. DARNELL. ALMA. DAVIS: Lo en Tw JACKIE BARTON. : EVA MEYER 

MARGARET KNECHTGES . ROSE. HABER: . (0 NID GLEASON' wr ALICE OAKASON © 
MARY. ANNEBERG - “HELEN KAPLAN : Coe “DIXIE. DEAN + m _., MAY MeMANUS. 

ROAD MAN, CHAS. R. WHITWELL J 

ARMAND 1 AND » PEREZ | 
FEATURED IN 

Congratulations to. FA NCHON and MARCO 

F rom the 

| FANCHON & MARCD COSTUME CO, 
oe 3 We. take: pride in. saying our costumes are part of the coast to coast sen- 
oh sation developed by Fanchon & Marco Ideas. : 

-FANCHON and MARCO'S 

“UNIF ORM” IDEA 
3D SEASON WITH F. & M. 

FOR SOME REASON OR OTHER. 

maa a We: are: “also the’ creators ‘and. manufacturers of many of the famous 
screen. revue chorus costumes of the year. 

ae ane 

cae ie 
| -FANCHON and MARCO 

* Oui’ rental ‘department supplies one hundred musical. tab, revues through- AT 
: Present oe : : lout the country with weekly wardrobe changes. 

oe | For information regarding our setvice wire or write to | J 8) Y BROS. 

a 7 _ HARRY BOURNE oe | col ! _ | FEATURED IN a 

Care A “UNIF ORM” IDEA j 
_| FANCHON & MARCO COSTUME (0. | oo - HELLO! GAE FOSTER: : 

| aie “ Sincerest ‘Appreciation ‘to: FANCHON “and MARCO’ . 

641 s: Olive St. "Los. ‘ANGELES, CAL, ALFRED BROWER 
WORLD'S FASTEST RUSSIAN DANCER 

Featured in “TREES” Idea _ Direction WM. MORRIS, OFFICE - 

OUR BEST WISHES TO FANCHON AND MARCO 

SYLVIA SHORE ana HELEN MOORE 
Featured. in’ “Fanchon and ‘Marco's “UNIFORM” Idea ; 

Our Best Wishes \ = , FEATURED IN 
and-a Greater mo, . = ; ; “ FANCHON 

Success to _ i ~ |. ‘ and 

aN as -— oe fe a awe we MARCO'S. 
an oe , 7 2 - & “PEASANT". 

FEATURED IN 

fs 7 —TT ae IDEA : 

on “Ee a — 7 - 2 
epee ~ FANCHON and: ‘MARCO'S 

e i? “DEA and MARCO { 

SINCERE COMPLIMENTS AND BEST WISHES FOR CONTINUED SUCCESS TO. 

- - FANCHON and MARCO 
"ARMSTRONG STUDIOS, Inc. . - Film Exchange Building, Los Angeles, Calif. 

Modern Stage Equipment 

y I Dedicate This. Little Space ‘to the Pleasant Y: ears Spent Under the Direction of 
FANCHON & MARCO 

| TED. MACK 



Sincerest Congratulations. to 

FANCHON and MARCO 

with whom I have been associated a7 
for the past three years: 

“Master of Ceremonies 

FOX THEATRE, DETROIT, MICH. 
INDEFIN I

TELY ; | 



P a _ , _ IAB gee aoe at 

| yyeRYR Ry aediy, Tahiey8) 1Hto 
- we ee eee ee 

WE, THE MEMBERS OF 

ON »° MARCO’ 
i i i SE RR 

“JAZZ BUCCANEERS IDEA \” 
Wish T hem Continued Success 

EMILIE and ROMAINE | CHARLES BRUGGE EDDIE RAY 
HELEN WARNER, LA PETITE MARIE. : 

S nehon Marc’ - Me 7 | PEARL HOFF _ Success to FANCHON and’ MARCO 

‘Sdoas: J eeecee || “BABY SONGS” IDEA The. “JAZZ BUCCANEER. ” 

" 
FOR 

o BILL: LAWRENCE- 33. FANCHON and MARCO 
‘Electrician 

DAVE DOMINGUEZ— 33 
Carpenter 2 

7 JUST TWO EGGS WITH A coop DE” 

‘My Thanks to. 

Fanchon and Marco 

. EL-Rita Kover 
q F & M. “Accordion” Idea 

“Many ‘Thanks te’ 
FANCHON and MARCO 

And MISS ALICE GOODWIN. 

IRMA JANE 
| “Accordion” Idea 

SUCCESS 

FANCHON and MARCO. 
And More of It 

‘BEHRENDT- 
LEVY €O. 

on Best Wishes to 

FANCHON and MARCO. 

Margaret Easterberg - 
“Accordion” Idea 

ax Factors | 

Make-U 
Used Exelusive ! 

ae «\ Appreciation of - 
ui onary makeup pr . Your ing roblem will receive inmediate attention. No ob! peg Oe I nsurance a LOS ANGELES 

tion, A Male Up , MAX. FACTOR MAKE-UP | And MISS.ALICE. GOODWIN {iI *” _ i 

STUDIO, hid LLYW vwWOOD, CALIF. ollywood: Blvd. at Highland’ ‘Ave. 

All Leading Dog Store | CATHERINE GRAHAM 3 = 

FOR THE SCREEN - FOR THE STAGE. - “Accordion” Idea Se — : 

Max Factor’s _. Max Factors | — TQ OTS NOVELLO 

PANCHROMATIC Theatrical. Make-Up | | a | UWE m UF 

and TECHNICOLOR 
a - a -_ 

. MAKE-UP “ N EXTENDS HEARTIEST GREETINGS TO 
R 

I FANCHON and MARCO 
WM. MORRIS AGENCY 

OUR SINCEREST REGARDS AND BEST. WISHES TO 

FANCHON and MARCO 

FRITZ: JEAN HUBERT 
“THE REALISTIC: INEBRIATES” 

rns oo i 
My Beat Wishes to FANCHON and MARCO. 

ED. LEVINE 
" Now with yr, & M. “PEASANT” Idea. 

FANCHON and MARCO 

Present in 

“COLUMNS” Idea 
BILLY | 
ROLLS" 

The Dancing Marvel 
Thanks to MR. MARCO 

My Sincere Appreciation to FANCHON and MARCO. 

CARITA 
CRAWFORD | 

Featuring’ Whirls. of Personality in n MIVORIES” ‘Idea. . 

DOROTHY HENLEY 
Featured Eccentric Dancer “COLUMNS” IDEA 

Thanks to MISS FANCHON 

Best Wishes and Succese te 
- FANCHON ‘and. MARCO 

“BOB” MATTHEWS 
STILL TROTTING THE GLOBE | 

Featured in “MARBLE” Iden 

Here’s a Wish from the | 
“COLUMNITES” 

-OPENING—We start with 
scarfs plus all our might. 

- 9) NUMBER—Half and half 
Bives | the. audience a laugh, 

FINALE — We climb to} 
heights in our green tights. | 

HURRAH FOR 

FANCHON and MARCO 

SEASON’S GREETINGS 
-. : re . 

2 MA R | H , | 

" FANCHON and MARCO'S “COLUMNS” Idea 

__.In Appreciation to FANCHON and MARCO. ee 

~MAXINE EVELYN | 
Thanke to GAE FOSTER 
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Congratulations. from one who has enjoyed 
working for you for the past five years. I trust 

EL CAPITAN, SAN F RANCISCO 

Murder on the Roof 
(Continued from page 21) 

this kind of dough, that company, is 
‘bound to make money with.it. “So 

, are the theatres. playing . it—certain 
theatres, 

There are wrong theatres for 
-¢Murder on the Roof.” It can go 
..into and stand up in all moderate 
. deluxers and satisfy all the way 
down the.line, with. the very big. 

; stands out and probably not missed. 
- Practically all of the action trans- 
pires on two sets, cafe and pent 
house.’ ‘There is -a doorway. shot, 
a ladder climb and'a few views (ex-: 
terior) on the bungalow roof, Keep- 

‘-ing the action in such close quarters |. 
is okay because the way in which 

. the film is handled no more room 1s 
needed. 

A robber with .whom' Anthony 
Sommers, broken down criminal at- 

. torney, was bargaining for a stolen 
’ diamond, was murdered in the roof 
. bungalow adjoining a night club run 
by Joe Carozzo. Sommers is found 
~ guilty and jailed.. His. daughter 

_ gets a job.as an entertainer in the 
cafe to free her father and. does. 

- But not beforé..she becomes one of 
those toasts of Broadway and Ca- 

_ Yozzo goes off his nut about her. 
‘It’s Joe who bumped the guy off and 

” it’s proved, although Joe is nudged 
himself before the finish. 
Raymond Hatton plays a’ drunk 

. up to .the finish when he reveals 
‘himself as.a newspaper reporter. 
- In spite of frequent overplaying for 
‘comedy, his is the performance of 
the picture. 
girl. In the night club ‘she appears 
to sing one. number and later almost |. 
dances, but her looks are in her 
favor. Paul Porcasi’s Carozzo is a 

., double of his. part in “Broadway” 
‘and he does it in much the same 
‘way. David Newell, hero; William 
Mong as the lawyer: Margaret Liv- 
ingston as Carozzo’s thrown. down 
and jealous girl friend, and Louis 
Natheaux, are the remaining char-" 
acters of importance. © 

Not much effort to flash over the 
- night-club stuff with freak scenery 

and big numbers. Set itself is good 
‘looking, ditto the pent house. Sound 

“ and photography oke. Bige. 

“Kaiser i in Peace and War 
(GERMAN COMPILATION) 

ilent 
Rex Picture .Co. presentation of assem- 

bled newsreel matter of the former Emperor 
of Germany. At Film Guild Cinema, 
week of Jan, 25. Running time, 40 m{ns, 

As historical documents these pic- 
tures are well worth saving. For 

. educational material they present a 
certain. vivid synopsis. of what it 
used to be like when a military uni- 

Doorn Castle, 
compilation up to date, or fairly: so... 

. There ig definite interest in a‘lot of 
this footage, and it is probable, now 
that the. Kaiser is getting on: in 
years, that the dramatic and tragic |. 
aspects of: his ‘case -may build a 
value for what photographic records 
of his gold- -braided: ‘days are still 
extant.. 

Dorothy Revier is the | 
fated Hxchanges, Inc. 

A. 
Boyle, 
‘mund Jones, Carmelita Geraghty, Margaret 

ad 

Master of Ceremonies _ 

our association will continue for many, many 
| ~ore~anniversaries.——- = _— we te 

coy 

ae See ee etre 

To FANCHON and MARCO 
—, 

| form meant plenty in Gerniany: AS 
a commercial proposition in. Ameri- 
ca the. outlet seems definitely Jim-} 
ted. 
Most of. the: photography. is fairly 

*good and the print is clear, but the. 
treatment of the.-various functions, |: 
ehristenings of ships, awarding of: 
‘ron. crosses, visits to the ‘wounded, 
reviewing fall) maneuvers, — 
tremely stereotyped, as if.done by 
an official German government pho- |. 
‘tographer kept in his place by. the 
etiquet: of rank. 
ly is the equipages arriving, 
Kaiser. in all sorts of uniforms shak- 
ing hands ‘with everyone above the 
rank of colonel, and then driving off 
again.- 

is’ ex-. 

What is seen most- 
the | 

However, some informal shots: of 
the imperial. family, including the 
ex-crown prince, havé value ag be-| . 
ing different. 
pears quite amiable and likeable. -In 
fact, the Kaiser looks a lot more 
human than the Creel press bureau 
permitted Americans to believe’ ae 

Crown prince ap- 

‘Shots of the Kaiser in his exile at 
Holland, bring the 

Land. 

AFTER THE FOG — 
(ALL DIALOG)  —-- 

Produced by Beacon. Released by AMl- 

in. “. Directed by Leander DeCordova. 
tory and dialog by George Terwililger and 

M. Statter. Photographer, Charles 
Cast includes Russell Simpson,- Ed- 

Seddon, Allan Stimpson and Joseph Bennett. 
Recording by RC. Loew's New York, 
'N. Y., as half double ‘pitt Jan, 14, Run- 
ning time, 08 minutes. 

For inland time only. Naivete of 
star’s acting, topsy story and poor 
dialog make this risky as a serious 
drama for intelligent or sophisticat- 
ed audiences, grind or otherwise. 
Photography's fair. Recording, 
however, registers the cast uniform- 
ly, with no variation of tonal values. 
If Mary Philbin's name means any- 
thing, that’s its best.chance to draw. 
Unimaginative direction has left 

most everything to dialog, and the 
actors hanging over-the side for éx-. 
pression. Lighthouse keeper's 
daughter falls for a society boy 
against pappy’s wishes. Dad wants 
gal to wed fisherman, forgetting that 
he himself copped a “400” belle. 
Another thing that bothers the old 
guy is his child is a daughter when 
he wanted @ son. Argument upsets 
household, pap going nuts and 

CONGRATULATIONS AND THANKS TO. 

FANC HON and MARCO. 
Says 

VINCE SILK 
“CHIEF SMERKLER” 
Smerkling Ceremonies with Fanehon ‘a Marco. 

“DANCE MOODS” Idea 
Hello and New Year Greetings to All 

Brother Smerkels 

At 

“| When he fs suddenly made: super- 
Jintendent of the sweat shop the en-. 

Starring Mary Phil-. 

Erle Kenton directing. cameraman, Tea 
Tetzlaff. At Loew's 8d St., N. Y¥., half of 
of double bill Jan. ‘3. “Running time, 
about 60 minutes. 
‘Mexicali Rose seeceareens .Barbara Stanwyck 

t| ‘‘Happy’t Manning seceeee Sam Hardy 
Bob Manning...... ¢. William Janney 
JOC. cer enccccescece »Louts Natheaux 

‘applied. 

‘pacity audience left. no doubt that 

‘tering of applause to make it cer- 

|.of showing Rose being bumped. off 
‘by the half-wit Mexican servant 

_they’d 

"nother © tipping over" from: grief. 
Everything ends when gal pops the 
old. man with a six-shooter ashe 
comes for her: with ‘an-.axe. ‘He 
doesn’t die,, and the lass weds . her. 
choice, . 

HARMONY. AT HOME 
(ALL DIALOG) 

ox production and release.” Irrom stage 
play,. ‘The Family : Upstairs,” by - Harry. 
Delt. Dialog by Edwin: Burke and Etiott 
Lester. Direction by Hamilton MacI"ad- 
den.: Daniel Clarke, photography. ‘Sound 
recording, Al Bruzlin. William Collier, Sr.,° 
and Marguerite Churchill featured, . with | 
Charlotte Henry, Charles Eaton, Rex. Bell, 
Dixie’ Lee, - 
Farley in cast: At Lo 
N. Y., one day, Jan,. 23, ° , Running time, 
@ mins, 

‘Amusing ‘picture and diverting 
from the first to the last. reel. 
liam Collier, Sr.,:and laughs) make 

likable entertainment for the 
masses, both high and low. Best. 

‘the release could have stood up as 
‘@ pretty strong dramatic. ‘program 

| feature. . 

direetion are good, with a couple of 

Elizabeth . Patterson and Dot Lo 
eav’'s) New York, |- 

.Wil-. 

her. ‘having:- flung herself from a. 
cliff, and talked about young Man-. 
ning winning the big game instead 
of including the football sequence, 

kid brother. 

Other than. the difference In. opin- am 
ion.on this point, construction and | Soins” proprietor,’ cynical 

* (Continued ‘on. ‘Page 82). 

class of first runs:take no chance |. 
in issuing playdates to this picture, 
‘no matter what the location or. pat-. 
ronage. Why it's at the New. York 
instead of the Roxy ig probably be-. 
cause of.- booking congestion. cat the 
big house. 

the typical flock. around him taking 
every. advantage of the old.” man. 

tire family capitalize on it, with the 
lone’ exception of the . daughter, 
whose every romance to date has j. 
beer’ aborted by a. mother’s too 
marked avidity. for a. son-in-law. 
Leading up to the ensnaring of the! . 
latest ‘boy friend, and how the 
‘match. making mamma nearly sub- | 
verts any possibility of marriage, 
provides further situations. : 
Harry.. Deilf’s comedy, “Family 

Upstairs,” is the basis, and the dia- 
log by Edwin..Burke’ (vet '‘vaude ] 
{sketch writer) and Elliott Lester, 
with much of it doubtless lifted 
bodily. from Delf's play, prop “Har- 
mony at Home” into: surefire. For 
a& comedy talker, the dialog is so 
much better than the average that 
it about makes the picture alone. 
Most of the recording is clear, only 
exceptions being a few scattered. 
spots where either the microphones 
were badly placed or the artists 
talked too fast. 
Photography on the whole is good 

and the direction thorough with a 
‘keen appr eciation ‘of comedy values. 

Char. 

MEXICALI ROSE 
(ALL DIALOG) © 

Columbia production and release, featur- 
ing Barbsra Stanwyck and Sum Hardy. 
‘Story and dlalog by Gladys Lehman, with 

‘ - Arthur Rankin 

It the boys hadn't fooled around 
with Rose’s finish this feature might 
have made a good many of the week. 
stands. As is, “Mexicali Rose” will 
be able to hold up by. itself in the 
daily changes, and won't be embar-: 
rassed where three-day pressure is 

Showing at Loew's 83d 
Street ag half'a ‘double bill, a ca- 

the film was oke and gave it a smat- 

tain. 
‘Studio. evidently talked itself out 

who carries a grouch against her 
throughout preceding reels. And 
Rose is no rose. Just a gal. who's 
out for no good and: thinks traffic 
signals are for the other guy. 

shown Rose getting © the 
works instead of just talking about 

ue 

~Sincerest™ “Appreciation “to” FANCHON™ and” MARCO” eso seisuae ct tine 

But if |. 

Collier is. the typical. father with a 

Success to 

_ FANCHON | 
and. 
MARCO 

Choice ‘of 
'. Trains 

GOLDEN. STATE 
‘| ROUTE. 

Golden State Limited whose 
Apach . 

Californian I dea Troups 

OVERLAND 
‘ROUTE 

‘Overland Limited 
San Francisco . 

Limited. 

Gold Coast Limited 
Paciflo Limited 

SUNSET ROUTE 
Sunset Limited 

‘Southern Pacific 
Lines 

Argonaut A -_Coast. to Coast 

SHASTA ROUTE peony ena 

Cascade === souTHERN Service tts ortela | ‘ * $0 since its origin tn 
West Const 1803, has developed with the territory it 

Shasta serves to such proportions that today... . 
oo nearly 100,000 .trained men and women are 

engaged in: providing the only thing it has 
to sell... . transportation. : 

LINKING THREE NATIONS, it spreads 
its wob of shining ralls from Mexlco to 
Canada... . through the great. southwest 
and the ‘Pacific Coast Empire .. ... serve 
‘ing every important city and seaport. 

‘Service over its own lines between the 
Atlantic, Seaboard and the Pacific Coast is 

“‘offeréd by its, steamship line (Morgan Line), 
Gonnecting with its. Sunset Route at New 

rleans, 

Tet Southern Pacific help you arrange 
your. itinerary - most. Kdvantageously, ° Offices. 
in ‘nearly all large citles. 

Southern 
Pacific 

P. ‘UL OLSEN | 
Assisted by CLARA BOW-ZO ‘Direction ‘SCHALLMANN Featured in “EYES” Idea 

nice performances turned. in by Bare 
bara Stanwyck and Sam Hardy, ese. 
pecially Hardy, He plays the happy. 
go-lucky gambler owning a money- 
making joint across the border. and 
hiding that information from the. 

Hardy makes a splen< 
did impression as the wise but easy~ 

about 
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IN APPRECIATION TO 

FANCHON = / MARCO 

THEIR “ACE” IDEA. 
~“GOBS OF JOY” 

| Se EY FO a OE Tl A PL AN TRY | SPN SUSSL OP OU ES NR SORE aN Oe 8 OT 

~~ 

Featuring 

“THE ADMIRAL OF JESTERS” 

with 

THE COOK SISTERS 
"ELL and LUCILLE 

““ScorTYy” WESTON 
“THE DANCING. GOB”. | aT, 

“DOLLY KRAMER 
“AMERICA’ S TINIEST COMEDIENNE” 

JOHNNY ASHFORD 
“JUST MONKEYING AROUN D” 

MOORE and MOORE 
BUSTER (MYRTLE ‘HENRY AGUIRRE LONA. RUTH 

CURTIS COLEY 
JOHNNY. REVA : BILLY ELSIE. 

JONES and HOWITT. WANDA ALLEN LEWIS and LEWIS 

||. FARLEY B. GRADEN, 1st Tenor | - GEORGE JONES, Jr., iat Bass 

THE 

_ Emperors of Harmony 
(A SYMPHONY IN COLOR) 

E..C. CALDWELL, 2nd Tenor W. A. HANN, 2nd Bass and Manager {] 

“ALL SPELLING” ae | 

“CONTENT ED ACTORS” 



MEXICALI ROSE. | 
(Continued. from. page: 60) - 

, women, but tied up. with Rose. until 
he finds she’s found’ another play- | 

_ mate. Whence it’s air for Roso. 
‘After that:Hardy goes north to see 
his kin run 50 yards to a touchdown 

- and meet the girl the youngster's 

_: With. Hardy. having made. 

_ going to marry,. But when the 
alumnus arrives in . big‘ brother's 
town to spend his ‘honeymoon, it’s 
with Rose as the wife. Sometime 
between Hardy’s return and the 
kid’s arrival, Rose has evened up. - | ‘a 

« friendly bargain to. exchange his 
” qainbling house for a gold mine dur- 
“ine the newlyweds’ stay, Rose. gives 
- the gambler plenty to worry about 

- by making a play for her former 
‘. undercover partner, the boy. on the 

re 

‘wheel, and a. stranger. Meanwhile 
the young husband gets. stewed 
enough. to sleep and miss the goin’s 
‘on, When. Hardy finally calls her 

gummed everything. up, walks ‘out, 
: and the.next is the announcement 

. -of the suicide; Yarn breaks down 
at this. point, as the picture doesn’t 

.-, keep ‘faith after leading everybody 

Fanchon and Marco, 

Los: Angeles, Cait 

‘SJK:LB 

GQ an 

|. part stand out. Film is not without 

for the rough stuff, she guesses she’s 
to draw.and the dialog will hold 'em 
‘once they’re 600 feet: into the first 

fo. believe that Rose must “catch”. 

Portland, “Oregon, 

Dear Fanchoni and Marco:— 

Iam beginning my ninth month at the Fox 
Broadway Theatre in Portland Oregon. Nine 
months of happiness under your, direction. 

My sincere thanks in appreciation to you, 

my great orchestra, a co-operating stage crew 
anda great managerial staff, all of whom have 
made my success possible.’ | | 

Sincerely, 

SAM JA CK KA UFMAN 

VARIETY TELS ee TY AY EOE OA BEN AOR EAE eA ee REE ANS A EY STORET Sm: RNA SOO Peteone on HM mt vos fastehddDeiitengs stmaddpain hi taken ate someon ee oe = a 
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"Master of Ceremonies and- Musical Conductor 

F OX THEATRE, SAN. F RANCISCO- 

-., American 60 minutes’ worth of run- 
.{ning: time for his. lustful: factory 
owner who holds the letters over 

before the finish: + And they'd like 
it, because she hasn’t been on the | 
level with a regular guy and has 
almost ruined a kid's life. 
Miss Stanwyck gives Rose one of 

those. undulating Mae: West walks, 
and Kenton caught its value, as one 
shot has Rose making her reapear-. 
ance into the story via a waist downi 
close-up from the rear, and there's 
no doubt as to the identity.. Wil- 
Ham Janney makes the kid brother 
believable; Arthur Rankin is oke as 
the -half-wit, and whoever plays the 
Mexican mine owner makeg a small 

~ TAKE THE HEIR 
(SYNCHRONIZED) ..: 

- Produced by John Freuler and ‘C, A; Stim- 
son. Distributed by Big 4 Corp. Stars 
E. 5. . Directed by ‘Lioyd Ingra-. 
ham.- |. ea . i 
includes Prank Elliott, Edythe Chapman, 
Otis Harlan, Kay Deslya_ and . Margaret 
Campbell. Story. and continuity by Beatrice 
Van.. Adaptation by Al Slegler. Score and 
synchronization by. J. M. Coopersmith. 
Theme song, “I Always Knew,’ by Cooper- 
amith and Cliff Hess, , founded by. R. C. A. 
of America. At Loew's New Yorlk,.N. Y., 
Jan, 2h as. single: feature. Running time, 
04 mi ny, . 

“Exhibition: value is limitea to. the. 

sweetheart, the roomer, unless she 
|-regards him favorably—everybody 
would have been happier, wealthier, 
‘andthe players would have had 
the. opportunity, at least, of ‘Wai break. 
a @ ty. 

|CALL OF THE ciRcUS 
(ALL DIALOG—With Songs) 

‘Produced by Pickwick and distribieed by- 
laughs, either. name of Edward Everett ‘Horton. | Burr Enterprises, Inc,- Stars ’rancis X. 

- Bushman. . Directed -by Frank O’Connor.,. 
ut it's mainly Hardy, who ap An indifferent attempt at. smart] Cast features Ethel Clayton and ‘includes parently has gone through the pic- 

ture minus makeup, with Miss Stan- 
wyck right behind him. | The girl. 
shouldn’t have any trouble in pic- 
tures. She looks okay - and. can 
troupe, © especially in these .under- 
world assignments. Rather a shame. 
that the studio sapped this picture’s 
climax strength by not letting that 
other finish ride. The title otght 

comedy, with the film's Hpest hangout. 
on double picture bills: . 

Story is of.a valet impersonating. 
an eccentric English lord by request. 
‘British nobleman suffers from a 
drink complex, Inheriting an Ameri- 
can fortune he ‘goes to the. States 
with his valet, Smithers. -.The lord. 
‘being snobbish, -sticks the valet in. 
as himself and things begin to com- 
plicate. Valet falls for the Ameri-. 
can host’s -niaid,- and. everything 
ends okay after’: the situation .gets 
beyond control... 

English nobleman is° overdrawn, 
and Kay Deslys, as the second lead, . 
hardly fits. Attempt to mugg the 
titles to give the film a laugh turn 
‘is ‘not good. The score is fair, theme 

-scréen | 
tenor. being sung, von half of while he is still married to.another. 
the film is launched a jazz rhythm |, Photography and recording okay. 
in the most serious spot, ~ Score synchronization ‘a bit jumpy, 

—_————_ but not.a serious defect,  _—- 

AS a whole the cast does well ex- 
‘cept. in: spots -where the dramatics 
are overdrawn, Bushman being 
‘More at fault than the others. In 
‘most cases it’s their first talker. 
Sunburnt. Jim Wilson, colored actor 
from, vaude, plays “atmosphere” and 
does fairly well.although his sing- 
ing is. not too strong. Young Colby 
ig also prone to overplay at various 

‘|times. _ Miss ‘Wyndham, from the 
Genéral..sccscsctcccccces , | English stage,-does well as a naive 
Government Official......Stefan Kuznetzov | and unsuspecting waif whose af- 
The Daughter. s..,o00.. Vera Malinovskaya ‘fection for the old man who saved 

The Wife. ..sceserereee ,Alexieva | her life is mistaken by him for love. A Roomer. eeeeeeseteede Koval-Samborak] 
- Story is told by flashbeck. Bush- 
[man is a retired clown disliking 
circus people and become a horti? 
culturist. He has been tricked into’ 
marrying. a2 widow, from the circus, 
whom he met. accidentally. . 
is obsessed with his flowers and 

Joan Wyndham, Willlam C, 
othy. Gay, Sunburnt Jim . 
and. ‘dialog by - Maxine Alton, 
wrote play of same name. Theme song: 
‘Life -Is Just a Clrous,’’? by Maxine Alton 
and Aubrey Stauffer. Score by Ralph J. 
Nase-and Hollywood Symphonic Orchestra. 
Continuity. by Jack .Townley. | Photog- 
‘rapher, Lotits | Phystoc, . RCA Photophone 
recording. At Loew's New: York, N. YY, 
Jan, 15. Running, time, 6 ‘minutes, 

’ Dor- 

Nice ‘pop - rater, with two top 
names, and maybe the title, of def- 
‘dnite ‘drawing. power, especially 
‘among the older folks. Kids may. 
not get the idea through lack of. 
action, Smart audiences. should go 

reel, Camera and ‘sound-work is 
standard. A film that doesn’t miss 
by- much, but just too much. for 
-major. assignments. . - - 

Se 

treatment given to the theme of an 
old ‘man's .love for. a young girl 

J an. -15,-1930-. Man. From the Restaurant 
" (RUSSIAN. MADE) 

(Silent) - 
Produced by. ‘Mejrabpomfilm and = ra- 

leased: through | Ami1n9. _ Directed by J. 
Protazanov.. Story y I. Shmeley. Amer-: 
ican . titles by ‘Shelley: ‘Hamilton. At the 
Cameo,. N. ¥., beginning Jan. 4. Run-. 
ning time, 71 minutes, 
The Mans svisersessreeseesnes M, Tchekhov 

One of Ciients.... 
Factory Owner. .». 

All Russia, except the boys at the 
front, ate-in one restaurant. And 
one waiter, a senile gent, had to do 
‘nearly all. the serving. Various 
sorts of dining rooms, cookeries, 
aprons and dishes are long and 
close-upped. to death so that the 
title 1s .clear.. Production, at that, 
is generally better than the average 
Russian importation,. and should 
do ‘well in Soviet neighborhoods. and 
can, be used by the suré-seaters. 

Old propaganda streak is a yard 
wide. Guys getting fat on the war 

|| while the poor are losing their boys, 
homes, and having their daughters 
expelled from: school when the tui- 
tion fee is late. Performance is 
puppet-like and direction and edit- 
‘ing have been: awkward in: the han- 
dling of sequences. 

One actor in-this sea of faces is 
‘whisked away to another set, before 
he can record the. fact. He is 
‘Tchekhov, as the waliter., 

_ If the producer. had ‘figured. an 

to love him. He takes it out on 
her son who runs back to the cipcus. 
During a heavy. storm ‘that isn’t 

saves a young. girl from drowning 
and falls for her unnoticed by the 
sirl but sensed by the wife. 

_ While Bushman {fs 3 away on a trip 

and 

‘the’ girl “which will dishonor her. 

given, 

for it because of the dignified |’ 

‘Clown 

neglects the widow who has learned 

shown but is mentioned, Bushman’ 

’ Sincere Wishes. to FANCHON and MARCO 

DON CARROLL 
. Featured in “EYES” ‘Idea ; ; 

Just Starting My. 113th Week with F & M. 

A 

Wednesday, January 28, 1980 © 

she “recalls ‘her son. to. make. ‘love 
‘to, the- girl: .When the clown re- 
turns he. finds that the kids are all -- 

Makes a. last stab to win the set, - 
girl, fails, and is‘left alone among 
his -flowers. . 

‘find, and regain his wife and’ the 
love he turned away. 
‘telling his. troubles of this flash- 

‘While: he is 

Begins. to understand . 
‘that he: was wrong and sets out to. 

back experience to a girl in the | 
very scerie where all thigs:took place 
the same calliope with the same. 
people comes by and. he hops on 
to. elive the. film a:happy- ending: 
‘One point, where the boy sings 

‘the theme song, is drawn: imper=_ 
fectly. Obvious -use of voice dou- 
bles, not too successfully. © 
might catch on if the music. were 
not so poorly synchronized. 

, PIONEERS ‘OF WEST 
- (SILENT) 

Produced by: Syndicate. 
Tom 

‘ Sluding Charlotte Winn, J. 
George Brownhiil, Tommy Bay and Mack 
Vv. -Directed- by. J. P. McGowan.. 

‘Sally Winters.. Photographer, 
At Loew's New York, N.. ¥., 

ag .half double bill,- Jan. 14, Running 
time, 60 minut tes. . 

No releaser 

‘Spotted best on double grind bills. 
Being silent ‘makes it doubtful of 

Melody’ 

in 

Tyler western with cast in- . 
P., McGowan, * 

a wet 

exploitation draw ‘except as a nov= - 
.elty relief from -taJkers:‘and for 
‘western fans - espetially... ‘Title’s 
‘good. for draw although misleading. 
.Tom Dorgan, engineer, takes the 

rap for a ‘train holdup and a mur- 
der. Certain package got lost in. 
the melee and Tyler. and two tough . 
hombres begin 
bundle. Meanwhile, Dorgan’s in 
jail but he tramps’ out of the hoose- 
gow when it catches afire. He hag. 

search for the. 

previously instructed two of hia ; 
friends to take care of the mur-.. 
dered man’s daughter. She lives 
‘on a certain ranch. This informa~- 
tion reaches Tyler who ig an exe. 
‘press company inspector and he sets © 
out to clear the mystery of. the : 
missing package. 

Tyler arrives at the ranch simul- 
taneously with:.the other two 
hombres, one of whom igs introduced: 
as the gal’s cousin. ‘The other is 

blonde looker and both Tyler and 
Bradley go for her. After Dorgan 
reaches the ranch on his runaway 
from the jail, he brings out the 
missing Dual and 

named Bull Bradley. The gal’s a- 

na couple of © 
arguments that intervene Bradley . 
gets bumped off by the gal's cousin. ° 
Dorgan then reveals that Bradley | 
was his son and the man who killed ' 
the gal’s father at the time of the. 
train holdup. This ends everything 
okay all around. 

Our Sincere Appreciation to .FANCHON and MARCO - 

EULA BURROFF BOB 
Featured in “EYES” Idea 

. Te 
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My Sincere Best Wishes to 

FANCHON and MARCO 
Masterful “Idea” Creators 

“vic. MEYERS» 
| Just Joined the Big Family and . Mighty Proud! | a 

Indefinitely at Fox Theatre, Seattle 
Doubling at His Own Supper Club. 

‘CLUB VICTOR 
- Seattle’ 8 ‘Smartest Cafe 

‘CARLENA DIAMOND 
(Mrs. Frank Trado) 

"Splendid 
\ ‘abash Service 

BETWEEN BETWEEN 

Chicage Ge. t. Touts 

St. Louis Kansas CGaty 

AND —FROM CHICAGO— "FROM ST. LOUIS— _ 
11:30 MORNING — 3:00 AFTERNOON: _ 9:03 MORNING «~~ 2:00 AFTERNOON 

= J, mo, we Ar. St. Louis 6:00 pm Ar. St. Louis 10:00 pm _Ar. Kansas City 4:33 pm Ar. Kansas City 9:30 pm 

A. iv 9:55 NIGHT . 12:05 MIDNIGHT 10:02 NIGHT — ‘41:55 MIDNIGHT | 

Ee » ¥ Ar. St. Louis 7:03 am- Ar. St. Louis 7:41. om Ar. Kansas City 7:30am. Ar. Kanias City 7: :30 am 

: A aves _ .—FROM ST. LOUIS— . ‘"—FROM KANSAS CITY— 

. “ ” 8:47, MORNING ‘  12:20° NOON 4 9:00 MORNING. Phas APT ERO 

o ° > r. Chicago 3:45 pm Ar. Chicago 6:50 pm r, St, Louis 4:20 pm r. St. Louis 9:00 pm 
A or P 9 Ar. Chicago 3 pm 

‘ppearing 1 ¥ ES’ Idea 9:52 NIGHT 11:50 MIDNIGHT 9:30 NIGHT” 11:55 MIDNIGHT 

Ar. Chicago 7:05 am “Ar. Chicago 7:35 am ‘Ar. St. Louis 7:30 am Ar. St. Louis 7:30 am 

Extend FANCHON and MARCO 

and All Their. Friends 
The Wabash Railway also operates fine fast service between Chicago and: Detroit, be- 

noted for its excellent meals, smooth ‘tracks and courteous employees. Any ticket 

agent will make reservations and sell tickets over the Wabash Railway. 

THE. SEASON’S GREETINGS | 

“PATSY MASON 
Has Enjoyed. Working with Three of the Sweetest People 

FANCHON—MARCO—GAE FOSTER” 

For particulars of. Wabash service apply to any Wabash representative or to - 

‘H. E. Watts, Passenger Traffic ‘Manager . 
i L.: 'W. Bade, Assistant Passenger Traffic Manager 

Ne\ WABASH | 
FEATURE BARITONE WITH “INTERNATIONAL IDEA” RECORDING 7 

FANCHON 

“a RIC To FLORES “= MARCO i it E DE ‘OKEH 
Presents 

THE INTERNATIONAL GRAND OPERA AND CONCERT STAR
 RECORDS | 

tween St. Louis and Detroit and between Detroit and Kansas City.. The Wabash is’ [- 

~~ a —_ ; Sa ee ee _ é2ea ese oe Evtend —Their-Best— Greetings — ae 2 

A a @ Y 8 | | to a 

0 s A K Sf —“ FANCHON and MARCO 
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--Aetors’ Good “Byes 
By Jue Laurie, Jr. 

__ Wednesday, January 29. 1990 

Hi-Hat Shorts Out: 
Public Wants Hoke, 

ils Radio s Mea. 
“High zh olasa ahorts-aF are. out ad ta ro 

‘as Radio is concerned: ‘Fans. want 
comedy hoke in their. picture :appe- 
tizers, and the market for shorts is 
increasing: until: now ‘it is; repre- : 
‘sented by fully 90. per. cent ofthe . 

| theatres in the U, S.. Radio “ iémes: 7 
to these conclusions: after having a 
sent scouts through the entiré field. 
Over 100. representatives , exifibitors' : 
-were contacted... . 

. An increase in ‘short subjectigales 
of about 15 per. cent over the! igame : 
time a year ago is reported By. 
-Radio.. Sound,’ incidentally, . has: 
doubled: the silent rental of frt 6m. ‘$5... 
and $10 to.$10 and $20.: These’ fig- . 
ures are Calculated as _ average ‘for, 
the ‘American theatre. In cases ‘of 
tde luxe. hotses - using. .shorts,: the. 
rentals run 4s. high as. $1,000 for’ 
several. days.and week runs. : 
Concentration of the 52 “Shorts 

| Radio. will make on. ‘the new gched- 
ule will be on the Coast.’ ‘Last year’ 
production activities in this respect 
‘were divided equally: east. ‘andiwest. 
RCA Photophone’s’’ new: policy. for 
the Gramercy studio, whereby the’ 
Victor: recording Anterests are’ in: 
control, is ‘responsible for élirAinat- 
‘ng the picture subsidiary’ s eqstern . 
activities... ©. 

It ig also understood that Para- 
mount has about to come to thé same - 
conclusion * regarding ‘its polléy for 

hen anemnatelaetied aumedehnmadiemeddel 

‘Consequence | 

Red Pearson, the vaudeville 
‘hoofer who collects rare books 

as a hobby and sideline, sold 

his library of humor to Fred | 

“Allen. Pearson is salling to 
~ England. and ‘needed the trunk’. 

“space: About 50 “volumes. in- 

_ volved. 
Allen will have. ‘a. new rou-, 

—tine-next-season— 

: Some ‘actors are | superstitious, .. ‘played our : music. better than’ we 

and when the end: of: the. split-}. ever. had it. played.”...and “Mr, 

wweek ‘comes “round - those actors | Drummer, I wish they'd all catch 

just | won't say '‘good- bye’. v-they my falls: like you did...good-bye 

leave with a wave of the hand.. and good luck.” 

——Fhen there's_the_act. w = ‘at | _Not_ forgetting: the ‘manager... 

the end of three days’ becomes your | “Good-bye “and thanks for a very 

“pal’... his good-bye. ig something | pleasant week, you have a great 

like this “Say ‘pal, be cee theatre, fine crew and good audience } \PALACE ACT TAKEN OUT 
\ | IN KEITH-WARNER TIFF 

1 “warner. Br os.’ ; vaudeville ‘pooking 

‘| office “pulled ° Charles “Slim” | ‘Tim- |} 

blin: out. of © ’Keith’s - Palace,’ New 
York, ‘in. the. middle of last week, 
‘refusing. to. -release - the blackface 

| comedian from @ prior: contract for 

the last. half in Hoboken: 
-" {me move on: Warners’ part is 
reported to have. widened the breach. 

:| between the two -booking offices. 

Feeling of | “unfriendliness “was, cre- 
-ated a ‘short time ago when Keith's 
ordered. five: theatrés of the ‘Warner 

‘|-vaudeville “-group, remaining _ in 
Keith’s for bookings, off the Keith 
‘floor upon finding ‘Keith agents 
were doing business with the out- 
side Warner houses. Claim was. 
that such an. arrangement provided 
a@ convenience | for Warners that 
-Keith’s did not benefit by; also that 
it directly.. opposed Keith agents’ 
rule against outside bookings. | 
Last week’ the Keith-Warner_ sit- 

uation: was further ageravated ‘when | 
‘the Keith ‘agents. were: ‘advised to 
discontinue dealing with ‘the War- 
ner bodkers under penalty of los- | 

‘|ing their franchises. : °. 
Warners’ attitude in the’ Timblin 

ease was regarded as in retaliation: 
for. Keith’s attempt to shut off part 

‘| of the: Warner act. supply.. Timblin.|" 
was: booked for a through route: by 

_| Keith's, including ‘the. then, Kéith- | 
ooked “Warner. houses.. ‘When the}’. ...; 

“Warners. were’ transferred to the _ Bryan Bey, head of ‘Warner's 
frome | office,. “Timblin’s contracts, short department” since its Incep~ *.1 tion, | will: ‘not resume -wheh. the. 
‘held by the Warner. booking office I 
for its own part of the ‘Keith’ route, 8 horts 5° into | ‘production, At the ; 
“went with them: co First: National studios. Feb: -3. 

Under normal. conditions any op- Foy ‘recently | left | here fqr the 
‘position booking office tvill' release east on a e onth’s vacation: with 
an act to Keith's if the act is given. Fomor: that he was ‘out. “These, 
an “opportunity to play the Palace. owever, were denied until this week. 

“When Keith's requested Timblin’s: when - ‘Herman Raymaker, - former 
telease to enable the comic to finish director of Rin-Tin- ‘Tin pictures, was 
his Palace week, Warners refused Thent. charge of the. short. depart~. 

oboe ents of his | ‘New series. ‘to be ‘made cénsista 

Timblin is continuing for. War- of 52 one reelers in black and. Awhite 
ners this week in Paterson - and and also 26 all-color musicals. Roy 
‘Union .Hill and: returns, to’ Keith's Mack is to direct the musicals. and 

-| Raymaker, ‘aided - ‘by Carter, | ‘de-. 

next ‘weelt: (Feb, 1). at the Fordham. Haven, will, split’ direction | ‘én the’ 
‘He was replaced at the - Palace: Wean es aay by Buck an a Bubbles. [tama and comedy. - produictions. 

run. in on us this summer... we | ...hope we play. back here again soon 

‘liave a great time...the. wiferagoks y and, if you get a chance to. put. 

a mean speeghetti,..and we can 50 in a good word for the act we'd 

out swimming, boating and. fishing appreciate it... Thanks. ..G 00d - 

“+ here's gomé pictures of thé-old|bye.” 

. shack. » don’t forget. now: . .Good~ It’s: easy. to’ ‘gay. go0d- -bye to the 

‘bye pal.” - * | pootleeger (if you: don't owe him): 

“And what about the act that. goes anything).. ““Good- bye Bill, thanks | 

_ around - shaking hands with every~- for the bottle for the train.. It eure 

‘one...from the. flyman {o the door- | will come in handy...and I certainly 

“man ...“Good-bye boys, - certainly appreciate it...give. me some of your ANN | PRITCHARD 

“had a great engagement.” : cards and 1’ll tell the boys to look you and BoYs - 

The act that'just has time enough up when they play here. . .Good-bye."| yeadlining .Loew Circuit. This 

to look up from packing its. junk. “The ‘good-bye the son says after week, State, Memphis. ... 

to mumble a “goo-by.” | :‘|he ‘meets the kid'in. the‘ girl act.+.[ * Direction: IRVING: VATES- 

- Not forgetting the actor ‘that. says “J’'m,.01d: ‘enough: to know what Ym 

“good-bye”. (if you happen -.to|doing...I.aint a kid no: more... 

catch him)...“Oh gee, I. forgot T} we're going -to ‘do a Aouble: ..well, COLORED. FROLICS. SOUTH 

so Jong.” owed you that: ‘sawbuck. we 

And when. a show ‘breaks up. ; 
nears 

Parties .... kissing sen. . good- -byes ... 

“Gee, I’m sorry the manager 

couldn't hold out any longer.” - “This: 
- gure is a great. bunch of. troupers."” 

“J sure cried when the leader play- 

ed Auld Lang Syne.” ~ 
- And the. actor’s good-bye: to- his 
agent. .."Gooa- -bye, ‘Abe,.:Til send} 
you ‘the commish' every Monday... 

be sure and. let me know: : if, you 

fill that! open time between St. 
Louis and Waco. ,.and. WRITE 

. don't WIRE.” 
- (he: act that’s got: to leave town 
for a season and putting the kid 
in boarding gchool...“Good = ‘pye 

_* darling, be a” good “little ‘girl -and 

' te sure and ‘write Mumsy and Dad 

~@very week.. that’s the only kick] 
- we get: while we are:‘on the road,: 

‘go please don’t neglect us, .;Good-,| 

bye darling.” ~~ 
-“What about the Good-bye" - to 

the house that’s going to run ‘talk- 
Jes from now on? : 

The good- “bye to the poys: ‘In. the 
pit. ai - Leader - you” certainly | 

“And ‘the wife’s good-bye ater: she. 
plays on the: dill with.a jazz band... 
“Good- bye. Tom,. if you would. have 

learned “to play, a saxophone’: this Birmingham, Jan. 28. 
, 

Went youth ana oss asia “now “Mianight frolics for white people 

not: sketches.” . jonly, . with . “the performers all 

- And ‘the husband: isn’ t a, bit pack- Negroes, are being, introduced down 

ward | saying good- -bye- ‘~when_.the | here. ~ : 

“office’’ tens. pin to put Ag younger | Frolic ‘theatre at Bessemer . was: 
woman.in the act...“You've a ways 

wanted to keep house honey, well the first to try eae ideas. st 

now's your, chance...don't worry crow came mid b pulled. y just to 

honey’ its. strictly ‘business.”. see > we would he pulie 

‘The sad ‘good-bye when. your, oe 

puddy says “I wish you wouldn’t) «© - |. FORUM 

forget to write to me and give me} -— ; " . 

the dope what's ‘going on on the]. 

Big Boulevard. ..Tll only. have net “New. York, Jan 23. 

stay: there six. ‘months...yeh,. ‘the 

address is Sarariac...g00d-bye old | Hditor Variety: 
‘timer, ‘and | “don’t forget. to write.” | - This week’s ‘edition ‘eontains an 

‘And the very | tast . -good- -bye.o-. erroneous ° article . concerning. Mr, 

George Le Maire. said ‘last’ week, Ted Lewis and. mysélt. . It might be 

atau ae tnd whe knows, may: | of sonie news.to you to. know that 

be. ‘he wi my: “discolored eye” wis received in 

a oe, oe, a taxicab, proof: of. which is I’m su-| 

= eo ”—™”~—~—”Cséd ng tht taxi company ‘for injuries | 

x ' owe fey | besides: the eye. 

SARANAC | Wale ‘Meyers Quits. |"°Waite we wore at the Palace: 1 
oe injured an ankle.’ It has. been ban- 

By “HAPPY” BENWAY. -- daged for’ three weeks, but unfor> 

; t ho is well} Due to _ reported - “aisagteement tunately I removed the bandage that 

pyatticla Baird, who | 3 we is ataee over terms and his- job, Walter particular evening at the Kenmore, 

ing a ‘comeback at: the Mo. State. Meyers is leaving the William Mor- {12 clowning with one of the boys in 

Sanatorium, Dusenbury;. Mt. Vernon; risa enty. after two. years as. its our hand the ankle .was wrenched 

Mo. Know her?. Drop-her a line. § . again, which. Stopped. me from ap) 

It may do a world of good. | west coast (Los Angeles). ‘office’ pearing. that night, 
" | 

manager. .There has never ‘been any reason |. 

yolery Henan i leaving: for New|. Meyers came east, a veel ago to in the ‘three years I've worked with 

ork feeling 5 gover relations. He is reported now Mr.. Lewis for Mr. Lewis and my-.. 

J A Willi of 80- Park planning | an agency: of his own self to have such. & misunderstand- 
ames...A. iams, 

' avenue, got his final report. He |either in New York or the west. He ing that we iad to have it out.in a 

Birmingham ‘Theatre. Tries. Midnite 

‘Show: for Whites Only 

shorts. 

Bre Foy Out 

- Hollywood, J an; "28, 

oF latbush Shorts, iu 
4 

will be able to leave the Adirondacks | jeft for Hollywood Jan. 26. , ‘pugilistic ways 1 ui ‘ P athe? s Coast Shorts Former, Lambs: -Gambol al etch, 

. within. the month... It'can. be done| adie Meyers, brother of Walter _. Wery tru y yours, “The Bubble Party,” has b A 

if one takes the doctor's orders.: Is with the Morris office in New oy “Bleanor Brooks. 
int ont ae yr } been nase 

York and remains. William Pearl Holly wood, Jan. 23, jm ee ort at ‘Warners’ Fiatbus 

R, Nellie : :Quéaly is on an: hour's ex- ° 
- John Flinn,:in charge of Pathe's studio with Janet Velie, Margaret | 

ercise twice daily, and she is taking | PeT® assistant to Meyers in Ll, A., FOR: PUBLIX UNITS short department. in New t Fal be.|Knight, Catherine Proctor, : Don 

it. “To much Saranac fat for hoof- | has-been appointed his temporary “Ainong the new acts slated ‘for | fore the fire, !s here to organize the Dillaway, Frank Allworth; Griffith 

ing,” says Nell. . successor there. ‘Publix. units’ are Sammy Cohen, | shorts:for the coast studio, Perma- Crafts andthe Lambs. Club: Quar- 

- Meyers hela a contraét with the| Doris Roach, Duncan's Collies, | nent: berth, however, goes to Bill tet.composed of George Sweet, Aré 

Dorothy Jolson, now located at 72| Morris. agency ending July. 1. A : 
thur- Hartley, Tom Adler’ and 
‘Charles O'Connor.. Arthur Hurley 
directed. 
‘Another sketch made at Warners 

was “The Master Sweepet'’: with 
Chester . Conklin, Jessie Busley, 
Evelyn. Knapp, Leni Stengel; .Betty 
Barlow; Christine Connell, Frances 
Wilson; Roberta’ Stewart, Milt 
Frances, Arthur. Leonard, © " Dick 
Ryan, Sue Rogs, Cecilia Caskey, Hal 
Taggert and James Young. ° ‘Murray 
Roth. directed.-. A. third WB. ghort, 
-directed. by Edmund Josephs, . ine. 
cludes Betty and Jerry’ Browne, 

ae ae el Marion Abbott. and Frank Pierlot. 

.Waliace Fox also on’ ‘the® outdoor : 
shorts. . a ; 

Wolfend n, who came. on ahead of 
Flinn. + — 
-With one western two-reeler in 

production, plans are being hurried 
to resume where New.-York left off. 
Arch Heath, also here from the 
eastern plant, will direct. comedies, 
with Monte Carter directing: musi-- 
cals. Ired Guiol, formerly of Roach, 
has. been additionally engaged to 
direct comedies. James Seymour, 
formerly. with Radio in the east and 
here, has “been added to. the writing 

staff. 

Bo n Is a 

Park avenue, is a new San. arrival. |settlement is reported to have been bBy Jackson, Elson and Knight, 
aide and Ray, ley, Char 

Doing real well, made for the remainder of: the time. Mil e and Ray, Jed Dooley, Charles 

Under this contract Meyers part- 

tows ah Temple, of bron, street, nered in the business of the ‘West 

a matter of a few weeks when she | Coast office. maine. 

will ‘be on tnat exercise test. All booked by the William Morris 

Paiila Campbell has: gone. feeling TOO MANY TIP-OFFS office. 

great and looking ditto. Back to Hollywood, Jan. .28. 

work, she says. Jack Warner has decided on a} _ Montgomery's Plan 

ank ; at, policy of no advance publicity on] © 

1gEZAnY Gapflelas of 7 Rront street. | Warned. Varieties (shorts). Reason |, Billy Montgomery is, attempting 
comes to spreading. good cheer. |Is the tip-off it gave competing com- } F el a 2: a & his 

Prank ‘will soon resume his: Sunday | panies. anologue single and oiling ‘his 

column in the. Syracuse’ Journal, , vont joints via. independent vaude dates. 

—_——. |. George Barr Brown, press agent)” yontgomery’ was recently spotted 

Weekly: Passing. Show | for the shorts. department, moves with Will Morrissey’s: “FToboken 

Following the, doctor’s advice has here to First National. Hoboes,” which flopped after a week 

. 7ceaused:- Jimmy Cannon to.get. un-}: at the Lyric, Hoboken, N. S 

. 4 limited” exercise...Andreas | Erving 3 an 

weet ‘to gain plenty of. weight...Nell Gor- ‘LEBREQUE $ PAGEANT 

GON to be nore an more. «Mae . Galveston, Jan. 28. ‘Belle Bennett: Drops ‘Dates 

. _ Maton Gretne to exercise vend im. |_.fatry. EB. Lebreque, former New| Belle Bennett was.torced to can- 

‘prove .100 per cent...Alice Carman York and: West Coast showman, has |cel her two: weeks ‘RKO booking in 

- to get out of bed...Christina Keenan ‘been, named to direct the Interna-|thé east and leaves for the. coast 

Laura Hoffman, Art. Kahn, | 
Bert Gordon, Emil Ehtor and Girls, 
Burns Kissen, and Emily. and Ro- 

HARRY ‘DeVINE'S: ‘WiLL 
‘The will of the late Harry De-. 

|Vine,. formerly of the vaudé team _ 
of DeVine and Williams, : whp died 

Jan: 5, leaves his wife, * Henny 
‘Hershfield (Belie Williams): ‘pil his: 

estate. ; 

JAMES’: DAMAGE ‘SUIT 
. James A, James. and his.- wife, 
Dorothy James, teamed in vaude as’ 
the Pierrots, have’ started action 
through their attorney, Lou Handin, 

. 
to collect $300 from James Ander-| Relatives of Devine, waived all 

pe. to: go downtown...Jack Nicoll -to tional Beauty” Pageant Aug, a- 6. Saturday when Warners called her son, claims. 

. forget nie troupie ane an pp, Ford |: back to work on. “Courage.” . ‘They . claim this “amount due 

aaily...Nick ‘Sullivan to eat better |: Murphy's Chop House - . As soon as her picture work is] them for personal injuries sustained EDWARDS OUT OF M: G: 

‘and feel ditto...Angla Papulislis 98. completed she will, return ‘east. when Anderson's car crashed into Hollywood, Jan. 28. 

"about ready to visit. her old folks. . - Hollywood, Jan. ; their's, Jan. 12 in New York. Gus Edwards, with M- G-M for the 

*.. . Edward DeCaro_to ‘show an excep- . With opening of his chop house Al Rub ith Uke L —~ ast 18 ths left that organiza- 

! " Honal  gain..;Richard Moore. to| this week, Bob. Murphy has decided ma Kubens wi e _Nattova Suit Settled. . D months, te & 

crave for more food...Charles.Bes-|ig hola’ on to Eddie Green, his| AJma Rubens opens ‘for RKO Feb. 

nab to be able to pet up and hit the pianist for the past, six years, and|9. She will sing and strum a uke. 

fg Spots. Best anwetite.. Haney give him 10% interest in- the estab- |Fannie Brice booked into the : Pal- 

hetceee Glave td- regain_lost.ground....Anna. ‘Ushment.  -: ace, New: York, .for the w eek of 

Mae’ Powers to sit up and” rae They will “aso continimett ~
vaude- Feb.- 38 cto pero 

“meals,..Olga. Kalinin he Pe ane together. _ 
more...And. Dr. 

“Rround Says: “The actual condition 
. Oakland Hipp Drops Vaude’ 

of a patient in the regaining of his Lewis and Marion have. dissolved Los Angeles, Jan. 28. 

or her strength igs ofttimes caused] as a vaude combo. Hatry Lewis| Vaude is out at the Hippodrome, 

. from the fact that there is no worry | has formed a new act with Nan Bell, | Oakland, in favor of a straight pic-_ 

and a cheerful mind” fo write to] while Ruth Marion has teamed with|ture policy. House was booked by 

Lake and cheer them up. * Clare Collins. “ the Bert Levy office. - 
ay 

. 

. ; tion upon the expiration of his con- 

Suit of Jack . Vincent against|tract.— 
Natacha Nattova for breach of con-| . Edwards .opened an agency ‘Here: 

tract was settled out:of court this |some months ago and will devote his 

week for, more than was originally time to its operation besides doing 

WSkeds a VS RSE SS Sr SE ‘|radio-broadeasting:— sega ee 

_ Vincent, through Attorney Thos. 
J. Ryan, claimed he had a four-year 
contract with Miss. Nattova and] - 
that she broke away after the first 
year. He demanded $250. Action 

was called off when Miss Nattova 
forked over $450. p 

qos 

El Brende!’s Tour 
: Hollywood, Jan. 28. 

El Brendel left here this. week to 

make personal appearances with 

Fox pictures in St. Louis, New Yori 

and Philadelphia. — 
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RKO Sets 13: Week Eastern R 
For Intact Bills; Rest Can't 

_-~ route of 13 weeks, composed of 

47 theatres: Tocated in. New - York] a 

City and the eastern’ territory, has| Again 

_peen formed by George Godfrey: ‘to 

play Keith's four-act intact vaude 

‘road shows. It is the first definite. 

-goute compiled for ‘the. east since 

adoption of the rotating bill plan. - 

According. to. Godfrey, the new 

jayout. will be in use within . two. 

-yyeeks, With the -bookers by that] 

time expected to be booked. up for] 

’ approximately, a ‘month ‘in: advance. 

. Keith’s western booking department 

" dg entirely ‘set on its own traveling. 

pills for the entire month of -Febru- 

‘ary, and has been for more than a 

week, oo, = 2, - 

_ Theatres. ‘and towns comprising 

the 13-week trip are Palace, 81st, 

sth, 68th, Jefferson and Fordham 

jin New York; Albee and Madison, 

Brooklyn; ‘Flushing, \. .1.; Boston,- 

Providence, Buffalo, “Toronto, ‘Cin-: 

einnati, Akron and Youngstown. — 

- ‘Phe 17 were selected as ‘all of the. 

-45 vaudey lie-playing. R-K-O -the- 

atres in the east ‘capable of paying 

‘ for the intact bills, which will cost: 

_ $3,500 on an-average, 
"vaudeville for the .28 excluded 

from. the unit route will ‘be con- 

tinued on the regular basis. — 

~At:the Palace in New York, -whic 

plays eight or nine acts, the ‘four- 

- ‘pet rotating bills will. be. split up 

‘and spotted to fit the bill. At ‘the 

. six-act Albee, Brooklyn, and any 

“other theatres customarily playing 

more than: four acts, the intact bills. 

will be avgmented by spot-booked 

acts, while serving as a, base and 
‘~eriginal pattern for the bookers. 

“!. “¥@ Godfrey's. intention of always 

having the road shows. set at, least 

_a-month in advance fs fulfilled, that 

_. much. time will ‘be available to the 

theatres. for. exploitation. . In’. the. 

eastern . Keith . houses. and towns 

Such an advantage is not. now pos~ 

sible, due to all: bills: being finally 

‘set no earlier than.a week or. less 

.- ghead of the opening. Oo 

- Since the eastern booking division 

of Keith’s adopted the intact rotat— 

.. {ng- bill -plan, about, two or. three j. 

months ago, the bookers had been 

unable to set themselves on the bills 

‘op a route for them. No definite 

_, route was laid out and most of the 

units, called, Standard. Shows - by 

“number, were broken up after first. 
or second engagements because they 
failed: to blend or one or more acts 

in the show had- played the next 
scheduled stand too recently. 

l*-It is reported likely the east’s in- 
tact bills formed thus far will be 
scrapped and new ones compiled for 
the new. route. . _ 7 

Nine of the 17 unit towns are full 
week stands—Palace,: Albee, ‘Boston, 

Providence, Buffalo, Toronto, Cin- 
-cinnati, Akron. and Youngstown. 

The balance are splits. ; 

ing Bunice Pringle. 

‘coration. . 

‘Pittts desired her to hold 

$1,000,000 damages in - 

Aug. 9 last year.. 

jail, 

Says Mae Clark 
———ae 

Lew . Brice, vaude 
brother of. Fanny Bri:e, 

-perior. Judge Sprow. . 
“. 

mother dittoed when called 

Borach, said nothing. 
—_ 

Alvarez has had all R-K-O 
of Chicago canceled. 

was warned and given 

at Nashville, 
scheduled. | 

—_-__—_—_—__—- 

‘N 

F. & M. Society Revue 
Hollywood, Jan. 28. 

Fanchon and Marco will stage the 
“Mardi Gras and Junior Follies of 
1930" in San. Francisco during the. 
week of Feb. 7 at the Capitolethe- 
atre, |, 

The show is being sponsored by 
women: of the San Francisco ‘400” 
who. are the mothers of the Junior 
Group.. Miss Fanchon will ‘be in 
charge of the production. Q 

field here next moth, with 

Comerford started here 
penny arcade. ’ Today he 
denying merger rumors. 

, ‘day. 
Hussey Much Better — xi 

Jimmy ‘Hussey, whose run-down 
physical condition caused anxiety 
‘among friends, is. reported in quite 

. Satisfactory condition. =": on. 
_ Hussey had been ordered ‘to the 
mountains but objected to that. In] 
the past two: months he is said. to 
have - gained 18 pounds. He hasf. 
been resting at Gus Wilson’s camp. 
Orangeburg, N. Y. TO 

rest. 

short subject releases: 
Pathe: 9° Ue 

harmonica act, 

Freeman’s Tour 
Charlie -Freeman,'’ RKO'’s head 

western booker, left New York yes- 

terday (Tuesday) for a swing 
around his end of the circuit. He 

Will be. gone about. six wee.... | 
Freeman will reach the Coast in| 

_ +. ® Series of hops, stopping off to 
=—=—Look-at theatres ei route, and=re~- 

_ turns via the northwest on a Cana- 

‘dian. jaunt’ to include Wancouver 
and Winnipeg. 

another car. 

seriously. | 
—_ OOO 

Snoozer, Jr., Dies 

last week. 

Meredith is- 
dog. 

rehearsing 

_Fid Gordon, who has been in Eng- 
land for the past 18 weeks, is re- 
turning to New York soon. 

a 

Route 

Pantages Lawyers to Try 
with Dlness Plea 

_. Los Angeles, Jan. 28, 
~—-Serlousness—of—Alexander—Pan-|-. 
tages’ physical condition will again |. 
be advanced by @ battalion. of. doc- | 
tors tomorrow (Wednesday), when |. 
the showman’s attorneys will. pre- oi 
sent another petition ‘that, their | < 
client: be admitted to bail-‘peading 
ppeal of his conviction for assault-_ 

Pantages’. health is. claimed - 8e-. | L. 
riously' menaced by further incar- 

Despite that’ District. Attorney 
ttts ‘off until 

the. appeal of Pantages to. ; 
preme Court had been secided on 
his conviction for attacking Miss 
Pringle, the .girl. filed suit . for. 

.Court:as monetary compensation for 
the alleged ‘attack. Complaint asks 
for. $500,000 each or. two counts, first 
for actual damages, the secénd for 
exemplary. damages. Complaint al- | _ 
leges that the girl is‘ still suffering: 
physically and mentally as a result 
of the attack. which took place 

‘Papers were filed in court and 
served on Pantages in the county 

~.BRICE-CLARK DIVORCE’ 
Lew: Brice Loft Home For Cards, 

Hollywood, Jan. 28. 
actor 

lost his. 

wife here, when Mae Clark, screen 
actress, was given a decree’ by Bu- 

Mrs, Brice said Brice gave up his 
‘home in favor of card parties. Be- 
‘sides, Brice ‘always neglected: her 
and. objected to her having girl 
‘friends, Miss -Clark stated. 

fy. Brice, whose real name is Louis 

_ Whitehead Canceled . 
~ Chicago, Jan. 28.. ni 

-* Joe Whitehead of Whitehead and 

. When’ Whitehead appeared at the 

Palace, Akron; unable to work, he 

chance. Hatchet fell when he re- 

peated at Detroit and failed to open 
Tenn, Saturday as 

Comerford’s 25th Year 
a Scranton, Pa., Jan. 28. 

_M. E. Comerford, head . of. the 

Gomerford chain in northeastern 

Pennsylvania, is to celebrate his 

25th anniversary in the amusement 

his major: houses booking special 

attractions for the observance. 

Coast Arrivals 
Hollywood, Jan. 28. 

Hiram Brown and Herbert Bayard 

Swope, of R-K-O, arrived here Sun- 

Their own explanation of the] . 

visit isa one month's vacation. and j 

. On the same train was A. H. Van 

-Beuren, arriving to check on his 
- through. 

“BIGHT IN ACCIDENT 
- Joseph Hoffman's “Ragamuffins,” 

comprising eight 

members including Hoffman, were 

injured near Newburyport, Maas., 

Jan. 22 when an auto in which they 

were riding crashed head-on. with 

None of the men were churt 

Vancouver, Jan. 28, 

Snoozer; Jr.,.performing dog, died 

-while...playing...the_local Orpheum 
Its owner, -Lionel 

dith, worked with Snoozer. 

Allan and ‘Jean. Creli. are back 

from a 14 months’ tour in Europe. 

VAUDEVILLE 

eames aw 

Pay Following 

Feb. 20, 
‘| Meetings °: 

/ RUTH LOCKWOOD | |fne‘to‘s ce 
of LEAVITT and LOCKWOOD 
|. In “Hit-Bits of 1929” 

With Ted Eddy and Band, the 
Seven Hayden Gloria Girls, Babs 
Day and Gattison Jones. and Bisie 
Elliott. . - 
. Week Jan, 31, 
’ Neb.. ee a of 

_ Costumes by Saul “Burger Modes,. 
Inc. . a a a , 

Direction CHAS. H. ALLEN 

JUBILEE SINGERS. FOLD 

"Manager Leaves. Act. on Coast— 
Salary Claims Filed ~ | 

the Su- 

in Harrison, 

Superior Orpheum, Omaha, 

‘tractions. or 

Use: of as 
- Los Angeles, Jan. 28. — 

Kentucky: Jubilee Singers, vaude 
and picture house act for the past 

five years, blew up when ‘Forbes 

Randolph, owner. of the act, left 
owing the nine members last week's: 
salaries. - , . 

‘Randolph brought. the act here’ 

after playing for the past Bix 

months in Australia. Last week it 

played at the. State theatre, Long 
Beach, where Randolph I@t the 
players.. Gus Simpson, Arthur 
Gaines, J. Payne, Ed Preson, George 

Alfonzo, Robert: Cowan and Arch 

Cross appeared before .the State 
Labor Commission and. filed salary 
claims against Randolph ‘amounting 

to $600. OS _ - 
Members of the act say they have 

b 2n unable to locate Randolph for. 

the past week. a 

Daring Par Caster? 
Eddie Darling, who left New York 

last week and was slated to arrive: 
in Los: Angeles -yesterday (Tues- 
day), is reported going. with Para; 
mount in the picture casting de-. 

partment, Reports in New York 

were that the former Keith vaude- 

ville booker has completed Par con- 
nections before leaving. 
When he left Keith’s over a year 

ago Darling had_ the: biggest book- 
ing job in vaudéville as booking 

-|\head of the: circuit. He has spent 

most of the year traveling. 
Saeed 

‘by Radio-Vi 

togethers, 
Logan, 

and 

Her 
to testi- 

trios. . 
If an, act. 

time out. the week. 

. another 

The road 
‘but there is 

Rosen Promoted 

. Chicago, Jan. 28. 
Eph Rosen, field man in this .sec- 

tion: for Keith’s booking office, has: 

been transferred to the Pittsburgh 
territory by Ben Piazza. 

It’s a promotion for Rosen, 

near the re 
most: of 

Guys. 

with a 
is busy 

player, who 
hand again 
started.. _ Sid Hall Agenting 

Sia Hall: has temporarily retired 
from the stage and has aligned with 
Al Silberman, Loew agent. 
_ Hall will handle independent and 
club dates for Silberman. — 

fudge : 

Fulton Theatre Holding Corp.; Aerial 
Adv, Co.; $113.05. — | Ss 
. Fulton Theatre Holding Corp.; F. G. 
‘Seyfang; $113.05. . : 

True. Story Publishing. Corp.; Mark: 
-Hellinger; $1,500. . a . 

. Humbert J,  Fugazy; MacDougal 
Amusement’ Co.3 $220.09. oo . 
Fox Film Corp.; Public Net. Bank and 
Trust Co.; $342,134.13. eo 

Sam Shannon; Drena Beach; $116. ; 
Gaillard J. Boag; Brooks Costume and 

Uniform Co., Inc.;. $9,695.84. 
Tew Cantor; EB. Stroock; $3,493.41. 

- M. & S. Clroult, Ine.; Maryland Casual- 
ty Co.; $1,165.60. | . 

brothers -livi 
the troupe. 

fend. - 

former, has 
for cruelty: 

Both Eleanor Brooks’ ana Ted 
Lewis deny the-fisticuffs they. were stituted by 

Lester Montgomery, formerly of 
Detroit and now east, has opened 
“hig” own det “producing-and--dance- Mere- 

rahe SS 

_ —. = ‘Moni hly RC. A Meetmgs 
an 

} Interlock All Branches 

the decision to have’: 
‘Lord, Thomas &' Logan, national 

advertising agency, handle the ac- 

‘;} counts of RCA, and all. subsidiary 

members of the radio family, plans 

have been worked out for the hold-- 
‘ting of monthly meetings at which 

-the-advertising-and_publicity_repre-" 
sentatives of all branches of RCA | 
will be present. “One meeting. has 
been held, and the next is due. 

Lord, Thomas, & Logan to sit in, 
with a view té co-ordinating the ad- 

-lvertising, publicity and exploitation. 

ing to a closer. co-operative inter- 
change of ideas. , oe 

Representative - 
RCA branch manufacturing tubes 

of RKO acts under long term con- 
tracts, suggestion being that.. they 
would prefer (in‘behalf of RCA and 
its RKO subsidiary) te use pictures 
of: ‘these artists whenever - possible 
rather.than photos of others, : — 

Ideas advanced were plans to 
have RCA, Radiola and Radio-Vic- 
tor dealers: get behind big pictures 

| from Radio in their respective terri- 
tories‘and, wherever. possible, to do- 
the same for headline vaude at- 

“many RICO vaude ‘en- 
tertainers as possible. for recording 

Represented at the first meeting, 
and to sit in‘at future monthly get- 

are Lord,; Thomas- & 

Radio Corp. 

Radio-Victor,, ( 
Radiotrons, RKO Corp.,. Radio Pic- 

tures, NBC and Radiola. b 

ACTS AT $10 PER DAY 
LIVING ON RADIO WORK 

’ Many ‘acts that can’t get vaude 
time are weathering the winter be- 
fore the mike at a profit. - Smaller 
radio stations are paying $10 and 
$20 a day per performer to average 
harmony. and instrumental pairs and 

' ‘lis assured of regular work, usually 
two.10-minute neriods every day in: 

to be going on forever. That’s Guy 
Bros.’ minstrels. ° . _ 

For 64 years. the Guys have been |. 

hitting the road and they plan to 
start out again early in April. The 
old Hi Henry, Barlow’s and Al.G. 
Fields’ minstrels were long and old 
in road traveling, but none came 

With the Guys for years 
Clay Hibbart, 

While George R. Guy is owner and 
manager, there are still three of his 

George works in a spe- 
clalty and appears in the afterpiece; 
Charles -is an. end man, while the 
other Guys look after the business 

| Two “Cruelty” Divorces. 
= _-..' ‘Chicago, Jan. 28. 

Because her. husband, a. stage- 
hand, refused to move the furni- 
ture or hang drapes at home, Mrs. 
Cecil Russell, former vaude per- 

Cruelty charges were also: the 
basis..for divorce proceedings in- 

Meyer Melnick, former owner of the 
reported to have become em- aRr 

proiled in at the Kenmore, Brooklyn, ‘Spider web 
: town cafe here. 

last week. ts said, that Melnick was always 
trying to’'get his wife to do an im-| 
promptu Apache dance with him 
‘and on one occasion in the lobby of 

VARIETY | 

AS-D 
AGENT WANTS $64,500 

Claiming breach of contract. for 

10 weeks, plus three dates: alleged 

cancelled by the Irma Duncan 

dancers when the. Soviet. govern-’ 

troupe, Hurok Attractions “has, 
started suit cgainst Irma Duncan 
for. $64,500... °. ~ . 

the troupe for 20 weeks. in. this 

bookings when the Soviet govern- 
oe ment withdrew its consent after 10 

Co |. | weeks. , 
--proposed, with]: F “were : 

Julius Kendler, has. filed. a ‘suit'.In” 
the New York Supreme Court alleg- 

yadio. family and look- 
salary which she now. seeks to col-. 

of . Radlotrons, 
her. 

“N, J., asked for a Hst 

Inc.,, which went into bankruptcy 
in. September, 1925, while Solomon 
Hurok ‘himself. filed a voluntary” 

-\bankruptcy petition In October, 1925. 
Although taken to be the sister. 

of the late Isadora Duncan, Irma Is: 
really. only.a protege, and was direc- 
tress of the Isadora Duncan School 
‘for Dancers in Moscow when the 
latter was alive. - Se 

business drives. 

Particulars Filed in Mae | ctor was also advised. 

of America, | 
RCA. Photophone, Things that happen to a film star. 

and dancing headliner when — she 

‘\forth in a bill of: particulars --fit@ia 

theatres and allied corporations. — 

in. Flatbush; . Dec. -1, 1928. -She 

Chicago, Jan. 28. , 
forming part of the. stage floor to 

accident... 7 ; 
The technical definition of -Miss- 

Murray's injury is as. follows: 

eat, “Oblique fracture through the up- 

clicks ‘over the air It 

placement downward of the -distal 

the plaintiff to suffer great fatigue . 

thickened the, foot. Plaintiff is still 
suffering as a result of the injury 

may he getting tough, 
one traveler that seems fifth metatarsal bone (one of. the 

weight-bearing bones of the foot)” 

and normal use of sald foot. 

plaintiff to ‘wéar shoes of a wider 
width with much lower heels than. 
she has ordinarily and normally 
been accustomed to wear, and upon 
information and bellef plaintiff will 

cord piled up by the , 
. Jan indefinite peridd of time, thereby 

has-been | greatly detracting from the appear- 
novelty harmonica 

is expected to be on ishing and impairing: her: earning 
When the Guys get power as a dancer. Plaintiff has 

also suffered great shock to her 
mind and body.” .-  * 

Miss. Murray then lists $136,500 
worth of lost earnings, for which 
the injury is named directly respon- 

sible, 

Tough on Bobby Folsom 
Bobby Folsom. (Mrs, | Harold 

ng and traveling with 

operation in about six’ weeks when 
|\forced to drop from the . bill -.at 

_| KeitH’s.. Kenmore, . Brooklyn,- last 
|week. She went.under the knife 

danger. . 
A short time 

divorced ‘E. J. Russell 
. ‘| the. Palace, was suddenly stricken 

with appendicitis and compelled to 

undergo an immediate operation. 

She returned to vaudeville in her 

single two weeks ago. Latest set- 

back will -keep her. idle for at least 

another two months. 

Rose Melnick against 

cabaret and the China~ 
Charges state, it 

RKO and Denver 
Chicago, Jan. 28, 

the cafe, ho 
staging studio in New York. Couple were 

another 0 
Will Osborne, booked for the Ken- 

|more, Brooklyn, this week, -had ‘to 

be cancelled, due to conflict with his 

broadcasting. ; 
Feh. 22. 

sound. 

Loew's new 175th street will open |. 
‘Policy will be straight 

se oe 

ment recalled. all members of the - 

country and was unable to -fulfil . 

‘Miss | Duncan, through Attorney. - 

lect, It amounts to $3,465. This is. 
above certain amounts already, paid 

Solomon Hurok is president of. 
Hurok Attractions, Inc., 1560 Broad- . 

| way. .He also was head.of S..Hurok, ... 

Murray's Fox Theatre Suit 

stubs her toe on the stage are set, 

in. behalf of. Mae’ .Murray, in her ©. 
suit in Supreme Court against. Fox 

be aut of repair, so that it left ae . 
crack in the floor, which caused the: | 

thereby interfering with her ‘free . 

“Said: injury has. compelled. the . 

be compelled to wear such shoes for . 

ance of her feet and legs and dimin- |” 

Kemp) ‘underwent her-second major . 

ago in Clevelana | 
Migs Folsom, when on the ‘biltsat - 

-married in 1922, ported, he was dickering for a site 

for RKO, , _ . 
It is doubtful if RKO would: 

put up the raoney for a house, pre- 
ferring to lease. — 

+? 

week in Denver, where, it is re+— 

-FTurek--ageney—alleges—-it--book
ed —_—-— 

ing Hurok violated: his. agreement _. 
with her by withholding three weeks’ © 

wo 

Miss Murray alleges she tripped — 
on the-stage floor of the Fox.theatre . 

claims. -the Fox Theatres .Co. was~ 
negligent in. permitting an elevator ' - 

per third of the fifth metatarsal’. 
bone of the left foot, (this. fracture — 
ig ,communited) with dorsal dis-__ 

_ a : fragment. . Said injyry .has caused © 

Guy Troupe Ready. for — 
__.- 55th Season on Road 

and the filling in of.the. bone has . 

to the foot and especially to the. 

Lie 

for removal of a tumor at Mt. Sinaf ~ 
hospital, New York, She is out of: . 
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vur-Act Southern ZERO AND BLIZZARDS |Amos-Andy Again fr 
Loew Unit Opening Feb. 3 
Feb. 3, in Richmond, Va., will be 

the starting date for the first four- 

CIRCUITS LINING 2 § 

CONTRACT ACTS a ot 2 ee 
; es ; - and, Loew's: for uniform shows -of 

Spurred on by reported activity on! four acts. in. ‘their southern: ‘the: | 
the part of other circuits, Keith's is |atres. 

said to have ordered its act scouting Average cost of the present Loew 

-staffto-dig—up~between- -75-and--100- gouthern—bills of five acts,_: around. 

playable acts and place them. under | $2,500, will not be lowered for the 

exclusive contracts for next season. shortened shows. - Each will include 

With other pooking . offices ‘pre- |one stronger act, drawing. practical- 

paring for their 1930-31 vaudeville |ly- the combined salary. of the two] 

and stage bills, Keith's is reported lesser turns now generally . included. 

endeavoring to’ prevent a scarcity |in the Loew. five-acters, 

of material when: ‘the, -material is. - Cost of bills was. not. included in. 

needed. the Keith- Loew. agreement, the two 
There aré: now. about. 40. acts: circuits: arranging to let that: rest 

signed up for next year by. Keith's. with their own act-buying policies. 

Booking office is said to ‘regard the It is likely Keith’s average outlay of 
number as insufficient. $3,000 for its western and southern | 

four- ‘act, bills will be maintained, 

Sots $11, 100. 

66 ne VARIETY ce —— Vv. A: U D E M L L. L E. eo a, Wednesday, Janyary 28, 1930. 

\KEITH MOVE HAS Wi 
HIT NORTHWEST HOUSES ‘Publix—Then RKO Dates} “ON BLONDELL'S ‘BOOKS 

As soon as ‘NBC arranges a! Arthur’ Blondel was removed 
blanket contract with A. T. & T. from his New York. Keith house 
for the. cost of the telephone wire 
hook-up from the theatre to the 
broadcasting station, Amos ’n’ Andy. 
‘will be re-routed over Publix and 
‘later will play for RKO. 

NBC cancelled the. Amos andy 
contract with Publix —arter “only 
three weeks had been ‘played in 

|Boston two weeks ago. Previous 
to that the pair played’ Detroit and 
Toledo. = | 
NBC ..was receiving $8, 000: from 

Publix ‘for the act, but was sperid- 
‘ing. $3,000 of this.sum for the tele- 
phone ‘hookup. between. the thedtre 
and the. station. ‘NBC couldn't see 
-why it-had ° ‘to pay such 2 jarge. 
sum : to! the’ -telepnone ‘company 
weekly, and “cancéllea the ‘tour until 
the blanket contract is arranged. 

‘Zero weather and blizzards have 
kicked the bottom ‘out of grosses 
in Orpheum (RKO) circuit towns in 
the northwest during the. last week. 

, Winnipeg, , Vancouver, © Calgary, 
oe Portland are among those 
it, 

act scout department. As a scout 
Blondell will team with Bill Mc- 
Caffery in uncovering new acts for 

[the Keith’ bills. 
In the switch of. bookers, ' Arthur 

Presentation-Vande Clicks: 

“wpresden China” “unit, ‘produced 
at the Capitol,;New York, and later 
condensed for..a.tour. of. ‘the. Loew. 
‘southern. vauile -housés as a de- 
parture, from regular. ‘vaude, = has 
been getting excellent reports along’ 
the route. . | 

It is planned to_ send: one: ‘of these. 
condensed Capitol units through the 
south about every five weeks, open- 

, ‘Ing at Richmond, Va. ‘Unused to] This is expected » to. come. through 

presentation flash, ‘customers © are shortly. —, 
going for. the idea heavy. - First|) When “Amos . ‘n! andy ‘are re- 

Junit features ‘Collins and. ‘Peter son | routed over ‘Publix, they ‘will recelve 
‘as double m. ¢. 's: . the ‘same salary. as. before, - namely, 

: $8,000. * .” 
‘| No..date has been. set ‘vegarding | 
the RICO. engagement, , : 

on the main New York: house book, 

Hippodrome, Jefferson and Hamil- 

Plains.: .., 

. Godfrey ‘eontinues’. to “personaliy 

in. addition to heading the eastern 
booking’ department:. Frank Sulli- 
van, Blondell’s ‘booking assistant, 
stays with Willi: 

‘ 

“VAUDELESS. ‘WINTER | 
South Norwalk, Conn., Jan. 28. 

_ For the ‘first: time in. 80.-years,. 
South ‘Norwalk is: without, a winter’ 
vaude house. The new Empress gave’ 

up vaude ast. week :Aftér’ three: 
weeks of paying stage ‘hands and, 
musicians more: than..the acts. - 

Albert Hamilton, manager, was 
one of the last of Fally: Marcus’. 
customers. . “ Po ta 

Keith's gag censorship: pureau and 

months ago.: 

, Chicago, Jan. 28. be 

. Sophie Tucker. is. booked into the 
.| Oriental week’ of Feb: 14. at 

Soph will follow with. one week at]: 
-the. Marbro ‘and another at. the 
‘Michigan, Detroit. Salary’ $3.700. 

~ Healy’ s ‘Band. Unit. 
RKO Palace, ‘Cleveland, goes 

stage band > Saturday. ‘(1) . with a 
presentation. built ~around Ted 
Healy. | Palace | (straight “vaude), 
Chicago, may. follow: with. the same 

“policy, when playing Healy a week ; 
et a ‘later. .. 

oe ae In Cleveland the. house pit pana 
wil. he elevated to the stage. Clir-|er, its head; leaving. for, the coast 

Assisted by. 

ford .and Marion and.an Albertina ‘on .a: special tmission for Harry M. | 
Rasch line of girls: are the only Warner. 

_ GENEVIEVE HERBERT and BEVERLY BIRKS. 

“Believe It or. her” 29° 

other acts on the bill besides Healy ~ Golder: will ‘make future. fiead- 

: _ Qwith Apologies to “Ripiey”) 

and his. company, | quarters: at. the ‘Warner studio. in 

Chicago Palace probably will con--| Hollywood.. Later on he may make 

* This’ ‘Act Played Around the. World. 

Australia 15: weeks. ': PEt yar be 

fine the stage band section to the|@ World tour in the interests - ‘of 
first or second part of its straight } Warner ‘pictures. 

England.10. weeks... ae cae ogi cae oe 

Just. finished Full 1 Loew route,” ne "DARK: ON. AGREEMENT 
to, - Calgary,. Can.,, Jan.. 28... 

vaude bill. Healy has been -re- 

aed is | : “Bh. ‘an. ‘agreement, between .RKO 

' Terry Turner, who returned from 

Harold Kemp Takes. Over | 
Warner Booking Office 

Harold Kemp officially took. over | 
the reins of the Warner Bros’ ‘book- 
ing office. Saturday, with Lew. Gold- 

ica.:>-He ‘also signed: native. falent 
for Europe. . oe 

been: ehgaged to ‘tour: the continent 

circtit, England, starting in Bristol 
‘in: May. = 

savages from the. Bélgian Congo 

‘| American tour. These. . are the 

‘Acts Plug Screen .. 
Danbury, Conn., Jan. 28. 

. Acts at the local Palace ‘are now 
| being used’ to plug coming pictures. 

‘Last week,: as an encore, male 
members of a team’ Baye a long talk |. 
on the | coming film. 

Congo. . 

F & M? 8 ; Okla. Stands 
Los Angeles, Jan. 28. 

Fanchon & Marco. units; start” in 
‘the Coleman theatre, ‘Miami, Okla.,” 

‘| Feb, 19, and, jn the’ Interstate -housé 
Bj at Okiahoma City: ‘Feb. WwW. 

_ The' ‘Miami’ date goes ‘in. ‘petween |: 
Atlanta, 'Ga., and’ ‘Tulsa, Okla. Ok- 

.f | lahoma’ City, fouows Byles, , 

Passing of a 6th. Floor 

Keith’s books and ‘hookers ‘to. the 
SPOKANE ‘THEATRE 'FLOODED 47th atreet : side ot the Palace build: 

‘Spokane; Jan. 28; ‘ing. 

" Sub- zero weather was ‘given as |: ‘RKO. auditing. départrent | takes, 
the causé -of ‘broken’ statidpipes’ over ‘all space whereiti the bookers 

| whith flooded: ‘the: stage, orchestra used to flourish, 

_{ ing, damaging scenery -and - D proper.” 
ties to the extent of: several thou- 

‘|sand dollars, | _ 
. Fire and water’ departments. were. - 
called at 3 a.m. by the night. watch- |: 
man, who discovered . the flood. | 
House had. been :closed for. two 
weeks,. and was to have been opened 
Sunday by Wallace A. Brooks, :oper- 

moving out, 
—_—--—- 

1 

{leased for vaude. by the. Shuberts. 
He plays the’ two Keith | weeks at 

.$6,000 per for himself. and five sup- 
vorters. ve 

a ad‘ Canadian Paramount,: the ‘locat |: 
rand ‘theatre | .€0es dark, ‘after the 

‘cutrent ‘week, . Each; ‘cireuit. ‘holds 
halt. interest in. the\house.. ake 

- Grand, unwired, has been ‘playing 
films’. .and four-act -vaufleville - bills. 

; “week... _ 

‘Tom Mix was ‘a! policeman at Dewey, * Obiahorn 

Lon Chaney's first theatrical’ company. ‘was also mine o 

Columbia Opera. Co. We were. buddies three | 

“A .waude partnership of more 
than 30 years has. been split. by 

MORRISON THAU ‘WEST 
Charlie . Morrison, ‘RKO agent): 

leaves for the Coast this week to‘ 
‘be gone around:a month. It will be 
his first flash at the Pacific. 
Accompanying Morrison is Benny 

Thau, Loew booker,. who recently. 
resigned from ‘that. organization. 
Morrison's trip is business, Thau’s 
strictly for a ‘rest, 

On April 30, 1 928, while playing the Victoria Palace, 

London, ‘moved from closirig intermission to next 

to closing, which forced the moving of an English 

headliner, Bransby Williams, to closing inter- 

mission. 

That I shot nitroglycerine for Kansas Torpedo Com: | 

pany in the Oklahoma oil fields. 

That. I am booked with R-K-O from F ebruary 22 till 

December 6, 1930. . 

SEE YOU.’ROUND 

“Warmers Take Memphis Pan 
Memphis, Jan. 28. 

Ownership and management of 
the New Pantages theatre wiil be 
assumed by Warner Brothers Feb. 1. 

|The name Pantages disappears from 
Memphis theatrical annals on that 
date, when the playhouse becomes 
the Warner theatre. 
George D. Overend, manager of 

Warner’ s theatre at Charlotte, N. C., 
for the: past three years, will man- 
age the new house. 

gether -too long for any ‘further 

work. along different ways... 

Loew's. “has released Sunshine 
Sammy to Keith’s as. substitute. for 

‘| weaks 

Quebec Resumes Keith Vaiide. 
- Quebec, Jan, 28. 

Canadian Paramount’s Auditorium 

" ‘throat trouble. 

; R-K-O 7 theatre here will return to. yaude . Tab at Pan, K. C. 

Independent ee re - Bessie latae Blarhauan - Feb.'16, with. four-act bills booked.| : Kansas City, Jan. 28. 

. EDDIE REILLY Direction HARRY ROMM Resnick Joins Bierbauer by Keith’s out of New York. -Acts|-. Pantages has switéhéd to miusical- 
_ Eddie Resnick, last with Max| will play . four days in town, Sun-. 

a _ ee . : Hart, goes with the: Charlie Bier-|day to Wednesday, with films. 
ee ae : : am | bauer agency under the Keith fran-| Keith’s vaude has been out of this 

1 chise recently issued to Bierbauer. | city about two. years. : 

tab. stock, Lois Bridges company in. 
for a three-week stay. 

After that house goes back to. 
vaude:: 

fear pict 
_AND- HIS FRIENDS: 

Sree EES str SAL We Sota. 

Personal “Management 

WM. MACK 
ALEX. HANLON 

| REO Direotion 

CHAS. ALLEN 
M. S. BENTHAM OFFICE KEITH'S PALACE, NEW YORK, NOW (JAN. 25) 

woes 

book Monday and transferred to the 

which includes ‘the Palace, re- - 
placed : Blondell as booker of-: the: 

ton, New York;. Paterson,..N. J.; 
Newark, ‘Trenton, Yonkers, ‘Mt. Ver- a 
‘non; “New . Rochelle . and: ‘White ” 

book: ‘the principal New York tinie: 

Blondell’ was ~- removed ‘from | 

placed -on. the. -books about three. © 

Euvrape last week, ‘has arranged. to" 
bring. a few European’ ‘acts to Amer-' 

. Gibbs Twins, Siamese twins, have 

and England, opening in‘ the Salle” . 
Preyel. Concert Hall, Paris; ‘March | 
23, Blackstone will ‘tour: the Stoll -. 

now playing South America, have.” 
been -acquired by Turner.for an. 

saucer-lipped” girls. ‘With © them . 
comes six reels of ‘film, takert in the _ 

hg Oe ee eee ee oan ere Ben Piazza moved. into. his. new: : 
; Office yesterday (Tuesday) with the | 

picture. buying staff of Jules Bevy “} 

‘scorr: ‘AND “WHALLEY. ‘SPLIT 

‘Harry Scott and Eddie . ‘Whalley, - 
‘Amherican colored. hoys, now in Lon- 

years. . ‘three days a week-as a spoke on |ator of the Majestio and Lyric the- ‘don.. wo 

. the Orpheum (Kelth’s) westernjatres. Opening will be delayed. ‘ Outside ‘of. intermediate’ ‘trips to. 

That Chaney is" not only @ good singer ‘but a gr eat route. It has been unable to Bet 3 ———— ‘|the States, -Scott'and Whalley have 

dancer. — out. of: the red. ar spent 18, years in’. England. Only - 
reason given for the split is that. - 
‘the men figure they have. been to- . 

progress, and will continue ‘Stage. 

“SAMMY REPLACES ROBINSON: . 

‘| Bill. Robinson in five Orpheum | 

Robinson, cancelled becaiise of 

“Willi;—assistant~-to-- George Godtrey— — 

‘| Turner’ s ‘Foreign ‘B
ooking’ - 

. The Plateau’ women, eight. ‘neers’ i 

-Old ‘sixth floor” passe out. “thia’/ 
week as vaude’s most noted book-: - 
ing nook ‘with the removal ofall” - 
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‘Indie Agency Business i in Chicago 

Is Now. Accepted as Just a Racket 
~ hicago, Jan, 28. 

Indie vaude “agent field here is 

getting so tight it is nothing, less | 

than a racket. an and d_accepted a as such 

’ py the agents. 

Fights were mostly. undérhandea 

and hidden, but the strained condi- 

tion is. forcing the squdbbles-to the 

surface. The anost recent -indica-. 

tion is a suit instituted by Sam 

Herman. against Lyman B, Goss for]. 

"$10,000, ° charging . slander, ‘reflet- 

tions'on character. and damages .,to 

“is business. - Herman ‘states. that 

Goss is.ruining his. business by tell- 

~~ ing acts that.if. they work for Her- 

man they can’t work for. ‘Goss or 

any of Goss’ associates. © Goss ad- 

mits he told acts that those working 

for Herman. under certain condi- 

. * tions | were not ‘wanted in his. office. 

Goss squawks that Herman. is sell- 
-.4ng acts for exactly what they. ‘cost 
‘and is charging 4 certain sum for |. 
‘his own. services as agent. 

Several agents,. headed® by Goss, 
shave reorganized an- indie agent 

'- club, calling it the. Chicago Enter- 
-tainment Managers’ Association. 
Goss is president, and, according to 
him, since there is as yet no :con-. 
-stitution. or. by-laws, the purpose of 

‘the organization is to create good- | 
-. fellowship and understanding among 

the various agents.. Present: mem- 
‘bers are Charles Ellis, Cope Harvey, | | 
Frank. Spamer, Chris Lane, Joe Cof- 
fey, John: Rogers, Riley and Goss. 

“L.A. Dine Sound Grinds 
_° Add Three Vaude ‘Acts 

‘Los’ Angeles, ‘Jan. 28. 

Tough opposition for the Main] 
which - have} 

‘some of: 
street. dime. grinds, 

-‘‘gound ‘equipment, is forcin 
‘the houses ‘to throw in 
‘as.a business getter. 

ree acts 

In two blocks, 
. where there are six of: these. places, 
". the: California and Triangle are fea- 

. turing. vaude at no price increases. 
Theatres. are. showing a feature, 

‘@ comedy and the acts in an hour. 

and 15 minutes: Where there is a 
atage show, the acts are getting the 
_ billing with the talkers taking sec-. 
: ond place. 

Gourfain Publix Producer 
-To. fill the gap left ‘by the. re-. 

cent resignation of C: A. Nigge-. 
‘meyer, PubHx unit producer, Harry 
Gourfain from Chicago has been en- 

- gaged by Publix, ‘and will arrive in: 
the cast March 1. 
Gourfain has produced units . in 

_Chicago for many years. A few 
'. months ago he came to New York 
as @ producer of stage shows for 

Loew, but remained: ‘only a Tew 
weeks. 

Jack Linder is now booking Suri- 
. ,@ay vaude concerts in "Windsor The- 
: atre (Bronx). 

PRIMROSE 

Jan. 31 Opening 
Interstate Circuit 

Thanks to CHARLES FREEMAN 

: Direction. 

- CHARLES. E. MORRISON - 
| 

ENOS F RAZERE. 
“Acme of Finesse” 

_° THIS WEEK (JAN. 25) 

KEITH-ALBEE, BOSTON 

LEWIS MOSELY @ LEE STEWART 

.| troit, with ‘Keith's 

New York 
Last 

‘Week 
billy m. 

Thanx: AL 

SPLIT- WEEK SHOWING 
“STANDS FOR NEW ACTS 
To -meet. an “urgent need for spots | 

‘where’ unknown vaudeville material 
can be conveniently viewed by 
bookers, Ben Piazza has set Keith’s 
‘Prospect. (Brooklyn) and’ Franklin- 
(Bronx) theatres aside as exclusive 
“showing” houses for new or” un-. 
‘familiar ‘acts. Both houses: have 
been having one-night ‘auditions, In! 
a short time the Capitol, Union Hill, 

N. J., may be converted to the split: 
week showing. policies, ~~ 

Prospect ‘and ‘Franklin will play 

seven-act bills on split week :(Sat-. 
urday' and Wednesday opening) 
basis. First showing. bill opens Feb. 
.1 at the Prospect and Feb. 8 at the 

Franklin. 0. -- . 

tions at the. usual showing. salary 
-rate.. What is chiefly sought. is. a 
‘relief from: present conditions under 
which acts.‘are forced to show in 
more than one theatre. and accept |° 
the try: -out salaries while doing so. 
The showing for. showing. .salaries |, 
system has provided an out for some 
bookers to buy cheaply under pre- 
‘tenses. This, it is anticipated, may 
‘be partly if ‘not entirely corrected. 

In. the seven-act. bills. at the 
Franklin and Prospect -will-be mixed 
two. or ‘possibly three ‘standard acts 

to aviod bust shows. 
The theatres will be booked py 

‘Jack. Hodgdon ‘in the usual:manner. 

with agents, 

'KEITH-PUBLIX ROUTE < 
Lina. Basquette on:. Combined. Tour 

—Twice in Detroit. 

' Several. “Publix dates, including 
‘four: weeks in Chicago and a week 
in -Detroit, have. been arranged to 

| fill open: time for: Lina Basquette,: 
who alternates - between | ‘these: and 
‘Kelth erigagements. — 
.An unusual. feature of the. pook- 

ings is ‘that Miss Basquette plays 
for both Keith’s and Publix in De- 

getting. ‘her act 
first. _ } 

Lewis’ Publix Date- 
Tea Lewis will take his band into 

the two ace Metropolitan Publix] — 

houses next spring for eight weeks. 
He will equally split these -.two 
months between the Brooklyn and. 

New - ‘York - Paramounts, © 
across the bridge fh May. 
. Lewis leaves his Keith route for 
a fortnight to vacation in Montreal, 

‘opening 

having left for the north last Sat-. 
He then regumes: until ‘the | urday. 

‘Publix booking. 

Desmond Closed” 
Chicago, . Jan. 28, 

: For changing his cast ‘without 
notifying the RKO bookers, William 

}} Desmond was canceled out of the| 
Seventh Street, Minneapolis, where 
he was booked for his last week of 

central time. - 
‘Desmond fired Harry Shutan, 

other man in his skit, before de- 

to the coast. 

| KEITH'S MAY RE-ENTER UTICA 
- Utica, N. ¥., Jan. 28. 

: Keith's . vaudeville... may’ have 
representation’ in Utica for the. ‘first 
‘time in more than a year if Nate 
Robbins’ » proposal to reopen the 
Colonial with vaudefilm goes 

pictures, 
Gayety, now run by Fox, was the 

old Keith vaudeville stand here, 

Fox house in Detroit, is in New 

green 
GROSSMAN 

customers 
plenty” 

—VARIETY” - 

VAUDEVILLE 

schedule. ” 

» The Burchill’ bill’s 

‘plainly. in all agents’ offices and 

All acts will be paid ‘for the e audi 

‘in the past personal reps were and 

jatrical engagement, general em, doy- 

.over. what .has been. paid: out by. 

-|of money recelyed by any such per- 
{son ‘who. furnishes employees, per--|- 

proof of good character: 

parting from Chicago, leaving Shu- } 
{tan stranded here without fare back 

through. Robbins is reported con-. 
templating. a five-act policy with, 

Jack ‘Herford, stage ‘director. tor 

‘York as assistant manager, of the 
Park Plaza, now operated by Fox. 

are > “tiékled— 1 
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{NEW YORK BILL HITS {[ 
AGENTS’ KICKBACKS | 

A bill placing actors’ agents and 
|personal representatives in the em- 

_|ployment agency. class, seeking to 
regulate the amount. of their com- |. 
missions and compel them to abide. 

by the law under. licenses and bond 

postings, has been introduced in the 

so cman eremniea mie eee 

CHS 12 LOBBY © 

WKS. ALL ACTS 
. Chicago, Jan. 28. 

Publix-B. & K. now offers lobby 

encies, while Publix has stuck: || acts 12 weeks in Chi, and has at 
an ll. vitch a. 
crew on auty to, wwateh for the -f{ present 28 acts, working ‘the lobbies.” 

some thing.” 
Idea originated through some- - 

_ one’s discovery that when it's 
midnight in New York. it's 
‘only nine o 'clock on the Coast. | 
now that long distance calls. | 

are no:longer a novelty. | 

Lobster Shift 

_ Continuous contact with the- 
home office is: now made pos-- 
sible by both RKO and Pub- 
lix through similar innovations 
instituted by the two chains. 
RKO has set its publicity di- 
vision on a round-the-clock - 
‘shift to meet outlying emerg- — 

New York State. » Senate by: ‘Thomas 

F, Burchill (D, Manhattan). 

- A section. states, “No such li- 
censed person (agent) shall accept 
or receive any money, gift or. other 

valuable thing: as a gratuity or in. 
lieu -of the feo Bet forth in the 

shows a day.» 

types of material with the exception 

of talk: teams. 
-ing, instrumental, * 
‘and acrobatic, 
acts. 

coos ” I 

claims of damages by acts.or others. 
The author of the bill, whoever he. 

was, is famillar with theatrical 
booking, in an inside. way. «= Kick-. 
backs and splits with bookers are. 

“schedule” is. ‘a. 

list of Commission rates to be posted ‘several years ago with merely a 
piano -player spotted in the lobby to 
.entertain the, haldouts. . Since then. 
‘It has developed. into a real vaude 

mentioned in a veiled but. -unmis- circuit, Today acts are booked on 

takable manner, la regular route, sometimes as @. 
‘No Splits | ballyhoo for. a particular . picture. 

. “No .such licensed person | shall Thus, B. & K. used a trapeze act 
split, divide or share, either directly. in the lobby in -conjunctiom with 
or indirectly, the fee charged or re- | ‘four Devils’ and - 
ceived by him. with. any employer:| yeaven.” 
or his agent, foreman or any other. lobbies ‘held either an animal or: a 
person ‘in his employ.” midget act, 
' Regulation of commisstons would ‘Several lobby acts have become 
greatly affect the income of New so popular they have been placed 

York theatrical agents whose fees in- lights on’ th rquee. an even 

heretoforé have not. been. controlled advertised Ts tee nae” a 

oxeet by en's tre ae penal with | Until cold weather prevented the 
actors. Keith’s franchised agents are 

forbidden by the booking office to RKO State-Lake was using acts on 

charge more than 5%, ‘which is col- 
lected for them by the circuit's col- 
lection agency, but the acceptance : 
of. “extra commission” by a. ‘Keith 
agent.. at the.. present, time.. is. snot Loe 
illegal so far as ‘the state is con- 

cerned. 
The ‘independent. agents and. per- 

sonal reps whos® commissions are 

not regulated by any booking office | picture policy at the Hippodrome 

would be most affected. ‘| this. week, © eliminating the vaude- 

him for. transportation, transfer of | Keith: and. Loew seente baie 

baggage or board: and lodging for started to yr togal dey ns) t “tg t 

any applicant for. employment; also through the, lesa departments 0 
‘their circuits. So far the action has. 

he difference. between the amount. amounted to discussion . an a. Tee 

quests for legal advice. c
e 

adhered. to under. penalty of loss‘ of 
license and forfeiture. of bond. 

Mr. Burchill’s bill rewrites and 
amends the state employment -and: 
labor agency law as a whole, but | 
particularly features ‘the. theatrical 
side. Agents,’ managers and per-. 
sonal representatives. ‘of acts: are 
‘plated under the same rules govern- 
ing. actual. theatrical employment 
bureaus (booking offices), whereas 

are not so closely regulated by law. 
The bill ‘clarifies this by stating, 

" ‘employment agency’ . means and 
includes the business “of. conduct-" 
ing, as:owner, agent, manager, con-_ 

tractor, sub-contractor, or in any 
other capacity an intelligence office, 
domestic, -commercial or theatrical. 
employment agency, theatrical per- 
sonal representative or person act- 
Ing: for: another in procuring @ the-" 

attractions. 

Union Trouble Kills | 

Another Vaude Stand 
ment bureau, .- Oakland, Cal., Jan. 28. 
At is further. stated that: the term a , °. 

fee includes “any excess of money 
received by any such person (agent) 

rary cut in stage hands but the old 

‘| Policy change resulted. 

formets or entertainers for a circus, | 
vaudeville, theatrical or other en- 
tertainment, exhibition or ‘perform- 
ance, and ‘the amount peid by him |. Minneapolis, Jan. 28, . 
to the said employeds, performers’ Vaude is being ‘transferred. from 

or entertainers whom he' hires or the Seventh Street, recently: opened, 

‘provides for such entertainments,|to the. Hennepin-Orpheum, former 

exhibitions or performances.” big-time Keith house here; on Sat- 

_ BIll provides that all- agents. must urday (Feb. .1), with the booking 
apply for licenses, to be granted’ on: Yorn from Chicago to New 

; or 

" License fee, under’ the Burchill ’: Hennepin- -Orpheum has been op- 

bill, would be $100 a year. In addi- erating under. a -straight picture | 

tion every: applicant: for.an agency policy. - With .Kelth vaude in’ this 

license shall post a surety bord of | city. going into ‘that- house now, 

$3, 000. Against this bond could. be straight pictures will. obtain .at ‘the 

filed any .and all. complaints or Reventh’ Street. 

‘Henn: Resuming Vaude N. WwW. Pan Dissolution 
+ Seattle, Jan,. 28. 

have filed 'a petition for dissolution 

pany, which had operated theatres 
here, in Tacoma, Spokane and Van- 

‘| couver, B. C., under title of Rodney=- 

to ‘Jack Russell Co., will be handled 
by =: -the California Pantages ¢om- 

pany. 
L. A. a tew years. ago. 

ANNOUNCING THE aune 
OF 

.L.O 
F " rormerty Polly and Oz 

WITH 

MAX RICHARD AGENC 
OF CHICAGO 

. Mr. Oz will devote his entire time and attention to the repre- 

sentation of standard acts and new talent for R-K-O and affiliated 

‘circuits. 
At Present and Until January 31 

ADDRESS 

BUTLER BUILDING 

ne noe _ 162 North. State Street 

| CHICAGO, ILL. 

“Halfway to | 
At Christmas nearly. all wok 

‘Acts “have-received-as-high-as--$500— ~. a 

weekly for their’ work, with. three . 

‘B. & K. now uses all: 

It has used sing- oe, 
midget, animal — 

including | trapeze, 

The ‘lobby. act idea. startéd here. 

its canopy as ballyhoos for special , 

Herbert Harris installed an all- 

ville as a result of a union con- |. 
troversy coupled with pad business. ~ 
Harris had ‘been | given a tempo-- 

crew. was. ordered back last . week. - 

Attorneys for Aléxander Pantages © 

of. the northwest Pantages com- - 

Lioyd-Northwestern Theatres, Inc. - 
. The Seattle-Pan, now under lease .. 

‘Headquarters were moved to. 
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“burlesque is. through as a training 

| any prominence, hasn’t hada bur- 

" seem to know that phase of show 
’ ‘business’ exists. A vaude act pro- 

_ how goes elgewhere for his, material. 

. first place you can’t find &@ woman 

strip that way. in vaudeville, ‘Only 
- the ‘veteran burlesque women. ‘arel. 

comicg, catch any burlesque show 

- lesque show, let alone the entire 

formers who have tne goods. 

as wapmry. VAUDE—S3URLESQUE ; _Wednesday, January 29, 1930 
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Other Show Biz Branches No Longer 03 Sano Bont Te CURLESUUE am a 

Watching Burlesque Troupes for Talent| 2°:
 42a Milwaukee, Jan. 28. 

nate and former manager of the . Chicago, Jan. 28. 

'|Gayety. burlesque house, is one of/ Jp an effort to éntice. those folks 
‘five defendants in cases involving who stayed away from the house 

the embezzlement of $208,726.64) hecause of the poor silent pictures, 
from me Nationa Bank of Com-. which regularly drew the berry 
merce Dy Erwin - Voelz, f0f-/ trom the’ critics, the. Rialto, loo 

Win ‘On Fines. Appeal mer manager of the bank’s savings | pyurlesque stand, ‘opens with ‘sound 
Kansas 3 City, Jan; 2 28, _ department. | Fox is said to have. Feb. 3." . 

Eddie “Haywood and Ralph Duby, | 2otten $41,101. . | Present stage sa0 ow —poltay v “wir 
members of the Twelfth Street the- Ralph R. taylor, special account- not be altered. 

ant of the ‘bureau of investigation, - 
department af justice,..testified -in| 
federal ‘court last Friday ‘that the 
known amounts given the: Various |. 
parties by Voelz were: .: 

‘Charles Schipper, ~.race.. track 
gambler ‘and. stock. market. plunger, 

$116,629, ‘with an estimated grand 

total of $156,000. . ; 

‘Louls Frank,’ race: tracle book- 
maker, $5,070.60. — 

Musical and vaudeville producers, |K. Cc. Burlesque Actors 
bookers and agents, have’ .entirely 
‘stopped looking at burlesque. shows 

_for-possible talent. Inference is that 

ground for and the source of per- 

atre stock burlesque who were fined 
$500 in police court on a charge of 
vulgarity, were acquitted by a jury 
in the district court, to which they 
had. appealed. . 

The jury: took: - ‘four minutes. to. 

reach a verdict. 
The original arrests were: made ‘on, 

complaint of members of women’s 

clubs, who. testified that the defend- 
ants ‘were “lewd” in words and 
actions, Case against. Eddie Kaplin, 
comic with the Empress stock bur-' 
lesque, will be dismissed. 
-After the jury’s verdict was re- 

-turned acquitting the Twelfth Street. 
theatre actors, the. Kaplin case, 
which had also been appealed from: 
the $500 police court verdict, was 
called, and Mrg. Frederick ° ‘Hager, 

one of the women who took part in 
the raids and arrests, informed the, 
‘court that Manager. Jack Dickstein 
of the Empress had offered to per-. 
mit.a committee of women to. cen- 
‘sor his shows in the future. _ | Framing Metropolitan 

: Area Chain of Stocks| 
.. Joe Hurtig and George Defenbach. 

‘| have formed a new combine to 
frame a chain’ of stock burlesqueg 
through New Jersey and Pennsyl- 
vania. Hurtig, formerly with Hur- 
tig & Seamon.and later operator of 
the American’ Music Hall, New 
York, before Mutual took house 
over several weeks ago, has-aligned 
in the new enterprise with George 
Defenbach, former carnival - Op- 
erator... 

Hurtig and’ Defenbach claim they 
will have 12 houses in operation 
next. month and are starting with 
the Playhouse, Passaic, N. J., as 
nucleus of the proposed rotary stock 
circuit. next week. The following 

| week they. will install similar policy 
‘}at the Opera House, Bayonne, N. J. 

The ‘stock at Passaic will include 
members. of formér Mutual wheel, 
shows now closed and includes 
Jack La Mont, Frank O’Rourke, Al 
Phar, Harry Cornell, Betty Lee, 
Gertie. Forman,. Wallace Sisters, 
May Butler and .Billie Gardner. . 

N: 0. Stock $15,000 Red 
——<—<$<<—<<—“e—— ‘New Orleans, Jan, 28. 

; ; |. Stock burlesque ‘at the” Palace 
Alex Carr, Roger Imhoff, Lew Kelly, 
Loney Haskell, Leon Erroll, Tom here ‘came to rk ater an 
ond Dorothy Jardom, J. Monn, soring, went into the box for $15,- 

SF ADTASTS si iim | George Beban, Manny King,. John 000. Actors worked on the com- 
foge? Swe | Borry, Joe Marks, Morrisand Camp-. fore ho, ith plan for several days be- 

WRITE +. WIRE <- PHONE. bell, Cliff Gordon, Jack Pearl, Ben for fares ba Glosed, ‘earning enough 
Bard, Harold Whalen, larry O'Neal, . 7 Closing. of Palace leaves the 

aé- OSL. OEN GATE BLOG Lynn Canter, Ben Welch, Al K. Hall, 

N.5975-~ SAN FRANCISCO: Cohen and. Watson, Ethel Shutta, Dauphine alone in’ the stock bur 
lesque field. Dauphine has been 

H K. Morton, Bert Lahr, and fREPRESENTATIVE |ieittentrecmes ~ 
= His retirement elevates William 

making money. 

/BURLESQUE CHANGES EF Tubbert, assistant manager, to 

| Mickey Markwood: closed with} manager. 
stock at the Dauphine, New Orleans, |. _— 
two weeks ago and opened this 
week as featured comic with stock 
at the Bijou, Phila. — 

Paul Kane has succeeded Billy 
Sharp as number producer with the 
stock at the City, New York. 

Betty June Lee closed with 
“Dainty Dolls”. (Mutual) last week 
and opens Saturday with the new 
Joe Hurtig stock at-the Playhouse, 
‘Passaic, N. J. - 

“She,” former featured soub with |- 
“Best Show in. Town" (Mutual) has 
withdrawn to go in as added at- 
traction at the Princess, Cleveland. 
Reggie eWhite has taken over. as- 
signment in the wheel show. 

Fact is that only two comedians; 
Joe’Penner and Charles “Slim” Tim-_ 

blin, have been snatched from bur=. 
lesque by other fields during ‘the 
past four or five years: and made 

good. 
‘One producer ‘of | musical shows, 

‘who formerly had scouts covering’ 
‘every. wheel show, and all stocks of 

Arson Charge | 
. Bridgeport, - Conn., Jan. 28. 

Paul Brignolo, photographer, with. 
studios in the Fox Poli building, is 
‘heing -held for a superior. court | 
hearing on a charge of arson. — 

Accusation is in connection with 

lesque troupe looked over for three 
years and hasn’t seen one. himself 
for five. Keith's has completely 
dropped burlesque from considera- 

tion and the other vaude outfits 
have desisted to about the same. 

degree. 

ened the éntire structure, including 
‘Charles Burkhardt, actor and the- the. Lyric theatre (Mutual ‘bur- 

atre man, $2, 125. lesque). 

M. R. Nagel, former. burlesaue 
manager, $1,000. , 

‘A Mr. \Garling, as yet unidentified, 
$1,658. 

A MAYE. SET 
. La Villa Maye opened" with the 
stock at the American Music Hall, 

Voelz and Schipper ‘have pleaded |New York, last week, instead of Irv- 
guilty and Voelz is a witness againat |ing Place as: per..schedule. . 
Fox in the latter's trial now being|| Miss Maye was to have rejoined 
eonducted. before Judge BF, A. Geiger. 

Completely Overlooked: 
‘Burlesque has been completely 

‘overlooked by pictures. ‘ Outside of 
going to burlesque for an occasional 
backstage yarn, the film people don’t 

Puss,” but was ruled ‘out of the 

took the New York’ job to remain 
urider medical care. 

ducer who formerly cast most of his 
comedy turns with burlesque comics 

He explains it this way: “In the Paterson-Royal Change 
‘Paterson, N. J., booked in Keith's 

Family dept., and Royal, New. York, 
booked with the regular New. York 
group, will. change places next 
week.. Paterson goes on-the “sixth 
floor” .side to be booked in con- 
junction: with the other New, Jersey 
theatres. ~ 
Royal is regarded ag better suited 

to the Family dept. style of shows. 

Wilton Staff Additions. 
. Eugene MacGregor has joined 

Alf T. Wilton’s staff as man- 

ager of the casting department. He 
was formerly. with Jenie Jacobs. 
Tom O’Connell, with Keith’s music 

department for 15 years, has as- 
sumed ‘charge of Wilton’ 8 orchestra 
department, 

Wire to Pep Burlesque, 
Languishing .on Coast 

; '  Los.'Angeles, Jan. 28. 
Due to threats of raids by the 
City Prosecuter and public’s indif- 
ference to girl shows, local bur- 
lesque business is off 60%. Frank 
Dalton, operator of: the Burbank. 
and Follies theatres, Is going to in- 
stall talker equipment in his- houses 
in an effort to build. up his. busf- 
ness. — 

In the past year. burlesque’ has 
waned. ag an entertainment factor 
on the local rialto, Both of Dal- 
ton’s houses ‘are on Main. street, 
with draw particularly among the 
foreign element, 

NEAR-FOLDING 
The stock burlesque, at the Fulton, 

Brooklyn,. came within an ace of 
folding last week when company 
mutinied for back ‘salaries before 
going on for the performance 
Thursday afternoon. 

Operators raised sufficient coin to 
appease the performers. 

who can-do anything but tease an 

‘audience by stripping, and you can’t 

talented in other ways, and it’s. too 
late ‘to take them out of burlesque. 
The new women in ‘burlesque ‘are 
strippers and that’s all. As for the 

and find out for yourself... We use 
old gags in vaudeville and. some- 
times they <‘o. big, but not that old. 
I. haven’t seen a new. comedy bit, 
Situation or heard a new gag in bur- 
lesque for years.” | 

It’s a long way back to the days 
when three such names as .Fannie 
Brice,: Andrew’ Tombes and ‘Willie 
Weston could be’ found ‘in. one .bur- 

burlesque business. Max Splegel’s 
“College Girls” (1911) had: that trio 
before they crashed. greater heights. 
Burlesque gave. the show business 

plenty years ago, but no more. A 
part of the list reads like this: Mor- 
ton and Moore, Billy Arlington, Les- 
ter Allen, Doyle and Dixon, Frank 
Dobson, James Barton, .Clark and 
McCullough, Hal Skelly, Don Barc- 
lay, Lillian. Fitzgerald, Solly Ward, 
Dan Healy, Sem Hearn, Lew Hearn, 

Sherman's 12 Houses 
Eddie - ‘ Sherman,. indie vaude 

booker, with headquarters in Phila- 

York, has’ added four new stands 
to his bookings. | This gives him 12 
houses in all. 

Acquisitions are Girard avenue, 
& 

Forum, Phila., four acts last half; 
Whitman, Camden, N. J., four acts 
last half, and Colonial, Phoenixville, 
Pa., three-+acts Saturdays. . 

J. J. Burnes Quits Show: Biz 

Syracuse, N. Y., Jan. 28. 
Nine years at the helm of Kelth’s 

here, John J. Burnes, -house man- 
ager and Syracuse representative of 
-RKO, retires from the theatrical 
field this week to enter the textile 
business in Philadelphia. - 

Scrapping Act After Year 

Grace and Marie Eline are scrap- 
ping their all-girl reyue in‘ two 
weéks after having rotated over the 
Loew circuit for a solld year. 

Eline girls will revert. to a tor- 
mer double act for RKO. 

arcus Loew 
BOOKING AGENCY 
General &xecutive Offices 

LOEW BUILDING 
ANN E 
160 WEST a6"ST- 

_ BRYANT 7800_ NEW YORK CITY 

SJ. #A. LUBIN 
‘ GENERAL MA MANAGER 

_ MARVIN HL NH. SCHENCK — 

Two More in: Midwest 
Chicago, Jan. 28.- 

Two more houses added to Keith's 
books here. 
Times Square, . . Detroit, opened 

Jan, 26, with split-week vaude; 
‘Holland, -Holland,. Mich., taking. six 
acts Satu-days, commencing Feb. 8. 

o 

- RADIO.- 
KEITH-ORPHEUM 

CIRLUIT OF THEATRES 

Vaudeville Exchange 
General Booking Offices 
Palace Theatre Building 

“1564 Broadway 

_-R-K-O-FILM-. 

the: mysterious fire’ which threat~ |: 

her former wheel show, - "Puss, |. 

traveling stuff by her physician and 

dephia: and branch office in New] 

Phila., six acts. on. split week;| 

“Peaches’ ” Tab or 
“Peaches” Browning's proposed 

vaude tour in a tab version of 
“Temptations” is definitely off, 

Tilt between Mrs. Browning and 

Sam Shannon, over the rights and 
royalties, occasioned the toss off 

with “Peaches” intending to make 

another legit ‘filer, but Mot ‘set as 
yet. 
Charles BE. Blan.y has proposi~ -- 

toned “Peaches” to--star-in. a—mu=-—-- 
sical version of “Only a Shop Girl," - 
‘with nothing. definitely set on this 

en. Blaney’s idea is to road. . 
show ‘the ‘piece. sans Broadway ~ 

-| showing, . with” reports that Mrs; 7 
Browning: _ wants . the Broadway 

a 
spotting: or else. os 

‘Palace’s May: Films 
; . ‘Chicago, Jan, 28. 

“David: Sarnoff, ‘Hiram Brown, 

Gerald Swope and Attorney Manton 

Davis ‘were in: conference here last 

‘|week on REKO-RCA matters. 

One result of the meeting, is re- 

‘ported to. be that the Palace, two-. 
‘a-day; wiil g0. into its picture policy 
in May, to run films at least until 
September. . 

ACE BERRY WITH RKO 
Ace Berry, who left Warners two 

weeks ago 8s. gerieral manager: of 
the Pittsburgh territory, has landed 

“ with RKO -as assistant. to Nate 
’ | Blumberg, division manager in: the 

middle west. 
Headquarters will be Chiéago. 

” Palace Group Intact 
Five acts will move intact from 

the Palace, New York, to Albee, 

Brooklyn, next Saturday to com- 
prise the entire bill of next week 
at the Albee. . ; 
_- ets are Irene Bordoni, Larry 
Rich and band, Harrison and Da- 
kin, Luster Bros, and Harriman, 
Swan and Lueille. — \ 

‘Urquhart Leaves. Keith 
BON, Urquhart’s contract with 
Keith's booking office has been dis- 
solved by agreement. He left Satur- 

-|day with a settlement. 
Urquhart was transferred to New 

York recently from the Keith Bos- 
ton office. , 

NEW ACTS 
Nellie ‘Breen, last partnered with | 

Lester Allen, and Olin Howland, for- 
merly Haig (Emma) and. Howland, 
in a two-act. 

. Olivette, out of “Hold Everything,” 
in @ revue (14) presented by ‘Charlie 
Allen, 

Vanessi, assisted by Roy Chaney, 
* | Orville hnapp and Al Rigouz.. 

—REMEMBER ?— 
When Rae Samuels warbled itllus- 

‘trated songs for $35 per and had to 
sing aboul 20 each show? 

When Rudy Vallee was just a saxa- 
phone player? 
When Hal Halperin Das a ‘kid ad 

‘solicitor on the “Missouri Breeze” ? 
When Soph was the frst woman to ' 

| have a jazz band on the stage? 
When the Warner Bros. ran. a 

butcher shop? ° 
Wynn, . Eddie Cantor, Al Jol- 

son, J Pearl, Ben Blue, W.-C. 
Fields, ill. Rogers, Ken Murray, 
Ted Healy, Bert Lahr, Lester Allen, 
Herb Williams, Bert Wheeler, Jimmy: 

. Durante, Charlie Chaplin, Jack Haley, 
Harold Lloyd , Jack. Oakie, . Bobby 
Clarke, Buster Keaton, Frank: Fay, 
Leon Errol, Joe Cook, Frank Davis, 
‘Willie Hor-ard and Harry Reichen- 
back are good, too. - 

Don't get anyon you. 

—By AL TRAHAN 

RKO 
PRODUCTIONS, INC. 
Producers and Distributors of 

—=—“ROOKING MANAGER ~~ 

_ _QHIOAGO OFFIOE 
-600° WOODS THEATRE B’LD'G 

JOHNNY JONES 
IN CHARGE 

oe te ww oo 

BOOKING’ CORP. 
General Booking Offices” 

1560 Broadway — 
NEW YORK 

Cc oO R P ce) R! A T \ O N 
1560- - 1584 Broadway, New York 

Telephone Exchange: Bryant 0500 

‘Cable Address: “HADIOKEITH” - 

-of Electrical. 
Entertainment. 

1508 Broadway. 
. NEW YORK OITX 
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PALACE 
(St. Vaude) 

“Gomme ce, comme ca at the Pal- 
ace this week, meaning it could have’ 
been better, but there were gems 
that sparkled. My. Godfrey absent- 
mindedly. placed together five acts 
wholly or partially devoted to danc-. 
ing, and history teaches that too 
‘much ‘of any one thing. ‘is. a terrible 
Jot. 

Since ‘dancing these days is three 
parts gymnastic and one part terp- 
pichore,: the. opening act, Luster. 
-Brothers,_contorti jonists, is srouped_ 
. with the dancing brigade. Also there 
were Three Small Brothers. (New: 
‘Acts), Larry Rich Band-Revue, 
Lina Basquétte, 
Swan and “Lucille (New Acts), the 
‘closer. -, 

A goodly crowa was in the ‘stalls 
Saturday matinee when the nice new 

. velvet stage portieres with the cute 
yuffles parted for. the Lusters, joint 
‘twisters, to start things. -They.dis- 
charged: their duties. very capably, 
being one of the best of the school 
ef -elastic.vertebrates.: Their efforts. 
‘at. comedy Pantomime, ' however, are 
‘pretty ghastly. 

.Three Small Brothers, hard- work- 
ing, fast-moving -hoofers, deuced, 
‘and gave over to Larry Rich, who 
started very badly and, up to -the 
time of leaving “one”: for full stage, 
Jooked.Jike frost would ruin his.en--: 

After a time-Rich started tire crop. 
to find the combination, to thaw out 
and ease. up.. He was importantly 

‘assisted by a young. man named Dub. 
Taylor, ‘ticketed as from Georgia 
-and handling xylophones, harmonica 

. and comedy. 
included ‘“Snakehips,” a youth -re-- 
quiring no. further description; 
Evelyn Spencer, dancer, and an at- 
tractive pair. of stepping girl twins 
‘(ame . muffed); who should let out 
-those smiles, And, of course, Cherie 
(Mrs, Rich), . his regular. working 
mate. ~ : 

In the end Rich, after a hard up- 
. hill climb, was out | of the. danger. 
zone. He confessed in a curtain 
speech that this was his first Palace 
appearance and that the act had 
been extremely ragged as to nerves 
when starting. Rich. deserved suc- 
‘cess, really putting on a great exhi- 
ition of determined entertaining. 
.He has the makings of a wow. band 
act and very pronounced ‘indications 
of dynamic showmanship. The poor 
‘session in “one” could be happily 
omitted, since -the act consumes too 
much time. (40 minutes) ag it stands. 
His ideas. of handling ‘and. kidding |. 
with the band are excellent. 

’ That Saturday matinee fever ap- 
parently affected’. Lina Basquette. 
It wasn't visible from the second 
row. that anything was amiss or 
below standard, but Miss Basquette 
seemed to have picked up an in- 
feriority complex that overflowed in 
‘a curtain speech when she need- 
lessly apologized for a performance 
that was brimming with eclat. She. 

‘fs hereby awarded permission to 
think well of ‘herself. 

James'J. Corbett and Neil O’Brien, 
eross-fired pleasantly for 12 min- 
utes and bowed off gracefully, hav- 
ing ‘pleased. by their presence ‘and 
inelted giggles by their puns. 

Irene Bordoni, beautifully gzowned 
as usual, closed intermission, using 
her proven numbers for an easy, if 
Jess than. tumultuous, success. She 
has offered the Palace far better 
routines, — 

Wilton and Weber’s voice-throw- 
ing act had no trouble. Basically 

_good vaudeville, and liked. J osephine 
‘Harmon. wowed with slapstick. 

Land. 

(Vaudfilm) ; 
-As the only house in the country 

playing vaudeville and talking shorts 
‘without. a feature picture, the River- 
side is distinguished if. not profit- 
able, Its unique policy is caused by 
an arrangement with Fox, which 
prohibits RKO from showing full- 
length films, growing out of the old 
deal for the house. 

In dropping straight vaude and 
going into the. riew policy, the River- 
side apparently neither increases 
nor. decreases its. patronage. The 
‘usual knot of down-fronters was in 
evidence Saturday afternoon, What 
might have been gained in decreased 
‘va red , 

ude expenses is lost in lowe |in black lace tights—that ooh-la-la 
Parisienne touch again—but the lace 

‘admissions. . 
' Starting” the. entire layout was. a 

‘non-syne jazz record, also used later 
_ for intermissijon.. Then Navara, the 
"comedy pianist,.in a Columbia short, 
titled “Busy Fingers.” 
person would never. open a vaude 
-bill, and if anyone should ever ask 
him. why, all he has to do is say: 
“Look what happened to me at the 
Riverside the afternoon. of Jan, 25.” 
Deucing was-“Barber Shop Chord,” 

Vitaphone short; whidh indicated 
that the vaude-short policy would 
be lots better if the general run of 
shorts were @° good as this. 
Sound News: lowed without a na- 
tional. current - event clip. It held 
‘considerable interest, however,’ in 
having Al Smith doing: light com- 

_edy and Art (The Great) Shires let- 
ting loose a load of typical Shires 
ezo. 

The Smith ‘clip ‘is a pip, ‘showing 

_Ruth in a golf foursome. Smith 
~reaches his ‘comedy: climax in three 
_Wild niblick swings followed by an 
‘exasperated hand-toss to the green. 
Art (The Great) Shires, baseball's 
champ self-praiser, told the gals to 
Prepare :for a million dollar smile 
and then let them have it. Pathe 

and - ‘Harriman, 

Other specialty talent.|. 

Navara ‘in’ 

Pathe: 

let both the. smith and Shires clips 
\go through i without cutting prelim- 
-jinary. stuff, . Shires is heard telling 
the cameramen he has: nothing to 
mie and Smith tells Babe Ruth they 
pagat as well.clown- for the news- 
ree 
Closing . short was Columbia’ 8 

‘Gay Cabellero,” a drooping finish 
for the celluloid portion. 

Stage lineup was opened by Bora- 
Jner and Boyer Trio, trampoline com- 
edy duo, assisted by a girl. Most of 

sleep, but the bouncing business was 
nicely. applauded, _- +g Jack Joyce, 
monopede. song and dance boy who 

grace in movement, was warmly re- 
ceived in second spot, . A reception 
was worked up for. him _by a film 

plishments. . Joyce. closes with a 
ballroom: routine, assisted . by a” girl 
who previously taps abit. - 
A comedy skit by Anderson ‘and 

numerous -years of. plaving,’. was 
quite satisfactory in third position. 

Alpine peak, honeymooning :but 

witty.. 
Miscellaneous hoke by Joe Mc- 

‘and drew -laughs in the majority. 
McCarthy's: main bit, a talking film 
satire in ‘which. one of his’ male. 
stooges. plays Greta Garbo with the 

be out of place shortly. The Garbo 
speaks better. English than’ Mc- 
Carthy in her first, talker. : 

‘closed and delivered the bill’s best 
assortment of talent. In the act are 

band, Six Tivoli Girls, Virginia Ba- 
‘con, ‘toe. dancer and singer; Lucille 
Sisters, harmony team; Vercell Sis- 

‘eontortionist dancer. All specialties 

Sisters impression ‘by the’ Lucille 
girls. Miss Hoffman,.m 
sides: directing the ‘band, continues 
to garble announcements in the in- 
terests of speed,. but © ‘the only 
squawk would be from. the specialty 
workers, 

week, with two-a-day except Satur- 
days’ and Sundays. Three-a-day 
makes continuous showing for. the 
week-end... ; . sang. 

STATE. 
“Trees” Unity 

Los Angeles, Jan, 28.. 

the ‘Trees’ idea, one of the pret- 
tiest and best. sustained ideas Fan- 
chon and Marco has turned out. 

Idea ran 36 minutes. as. caught at 
the opening matinee, this including. 
the five minutes Georgie Stoll uses 
on the stage with a jazz ingstru- 
mental quartet. . Rest of the time 
‘the band stays. ‘in the pit... 
house feature.:means lay-off. for 
Kenny Creel, trick sax and clarinet 
player, who-opened in the idea at 
/Pasadena last: week. Another rea- 
son for keeping the bill tight is’ the 
feature, ‘M-G's “Hollywood Revue 
of 1929,” running 117 minutes. With 
sound news and trailers, the Dill 
runs two hours and 40 minutes, 

Fanchon’s procedure of- late is 

stuff, working it in with ‘the en- 
semble: stepping, while the. special-: 
ties) mingle as principals rather 
than appearing as distinct acts. This 
modification of her 1929 formula’ of 
three dance ensembles, with three 

makes for a.smoother runiing unit. 
“Trees’ opens: in “two,” one 

enarled treé at center of drop. 
Christel Levine and Ted Reicard 
sing the theme song based on the 
Joyce Kilmer. poem, while Esther 
Campbell .in a short Robin Hood 
costume. presides’ as the spirit of 
the woods and contributes bird calls. 
Tableau curtains in the drop intro- 
duce couples for specialties. based 
on other. “tree” songs—“The Old 
Apple Tree,” “Lonesome Pine,” etc. 

‘the ensemble ts staged the dance 
feature. of the idea. ¢. - 

This is a tree dance by seven girls 

‘is’ effective suggestion of tree bark. 

held -behind the girls’ heads. 

an adagio team and Stoll’s jazz in- 

léads into the next number. 

behind the drop. 

vers. Good mass effect, 

@ress. Then to full stage for Nay- 

and girl. 

ensemble. 
-The adagio team, Mavis and Ted, 

‘from the ‘Naynon act for the cur- 
‘taint. 

‘the comedy lay. down and went to 

‘has .achieved:.a striking: degree. of 

trailer showing: his athletic’ accom-. 

‘Burt, which is‘a novelty despite its. 

The mixed: team. are on.a cutout. 

quarreling. - Chatter is original and|imaginary future family: 
Sones and a few steps get by. The: 
blond has: nice form but dresses the. 

Carthy and Co. had. next-to-closing | 

Swedish accent of a hired. girl, will 

Featured turn, “Femme Follies,” 

Miriam Hoffman and her’ 10-piece 

ters, high kickers, : arid. a:. unbilled 

show talent, particularly the Duncan |: . 

cing be- |: 

“Paris” - 

Vaude short policy is” ‘on a split- 
and his 
return date,.” 
5.-R. O. 

‘Color and melody ‘swing through | 

This: 

’ | breakers. 

building the ideas to use more vocal. 

specialties covering the changes, 

the feature 71. 

The line girls - come on in polka-. 
squared overalls, then in front of 

“Foliage” is blue and green plumes 

. After three. minutes ‘of light acro-.|. 
batic. stepping by the male half: of. 

terlude, a cute dance and song by 
two girls with a book of fairy tales 

_Prop 
Enomes keep time, operated from 

The femme en- 
semble comes out, 16 in long ruf- 
fles, 8 in trunks, for group maneu- 

“Mavis and- Ted follow in quick 
routine of filp-flop stepping in sport 

non’'s birds, trained macaws, cocka- 
toos, etc., nicely handled by a’ man 

Finale, still in full stage, back~. 
eround of forest foliage, brings four 

---the-ex«Jovernor-teamed=with-Babe.t. pairs. of..girls_.on in_richly_.colored 
costumes suggesting bird plumage, 
to. climb ropes for a pretty. web 

worked in front on the center rope 
for this, with the girls holding birds 

RKO 
(Vaudfilm) | 

- Los Angeles, Jan, 23. 
" Stage. bill strong with comedy. 
Three out of five have it, and it’s 
Well assorted aa to type and ‘method. 

Curley Burns works in cork in 
what he calls an episodical satire, 
“Chicago,” and gets laughs for 17 
minutes on the discomfiture of. a 
colored man when a gun is pointed 
at him. 

and The Mouse. Finish in. which 
the e_disarmed gangster ig. released. 
with a’ pulled. pineapple in ° “his 
pocket fell down as a laugh: 

Fritz and. Jean -Hubert, working 
dumb in evening dress, opened’ with 
eccentric dance then spent the rest 
of their nine minutes in drunk pan-: 
tomime ‘that had the crowd hysteri- 
ca . 

‘Eddie - Pardo - ‘set them: ‘rolling. 
‘through. his chatter with:a girl sup- | 
posed to be circulating birth control 
literature. 
but he introduces a- ‘blond cutie, 
Dorothy Carrigan,.as_ his . wife- -to-. 
be. Their convergation about their 

clicks, 

act better. when she. comes, back 
‘with clothes on, ..Eddie sings a cou-- 
ple of .pops; himself " with vigorous: 
technique. 
Flash : opened is. Reynold “Tillis 

“with. the 
Closer is preten-. 

tiously dressed acrobatic act head- 
‘ed by. Beehee and Rubyette, called 
“Hail the: Romans,” 
and. pyramid work keeps most of 

Curley = Burns 

and Geraldine’ La’ Rue, : 
Maryon’ dancers, ° 

the’ seats. down. - 
steps into it to clown. 
‘Picture jis “Dance Hall” (Radio). 

Takes 70 minutes, vaude 65, and a 
burch’ of: Pathe short: subjects run 

‘Biz, good the bill to’ three hours. | 
Thursday afternoon, _ 

“ACADEMY 
~ (Vaudfilm) 

‘Saturday brought on a bill that 
should. draw plenty, with “Hot. for. 

(Fox) feature, a girl band 
that’s rated a draw, and Al B. White 

revue in for a 
Biz 

“Talkies” - 
Plenty: of comedy, 

atthe late show. 
Mel Klee was.spotted well as m. ¢c. 

_| Spotted’ fourth for ‘his own. turn 
‘and finished strong. - | 

. ‘Académy is a good ‘spot for revués: 
and tabs and White. fits the bill. 
Starts his turn ‘with 12 Foster girls: 
against a blank Stage in full: 
of rehearsal, then goes to one and 
‘back. again :to full: in a futuristic 
camp lodge set. — - 

Vale. and: Stuart,: two: nifty boy |: 
‘dancers, spot: feature in the. turn. 
Two’ girls who' sing are also oke 
and: a ‘specialty boy dancer. - 
‘45 minutes to a big hand. 

. Babe Egan and. her. band. “wowed 
the house. Usual routine, © 
Billee Farley, banjoist, 
“Bricktop” song and dance spe- 
cialty,, and Estelle ‘Dittaty strutting. 
onthe floor and: with the hammers 

’ Good novelty on. the- ‘xylophone. 
outfit. ; 
_Opener was Four Fastons, quartet 

of tumblers made up as ‘paggage 
Strong item jn this fast 

‘act is somersaulting from board. 
Only new turn was spotted second. 
Baby, Bobby and Buster, trio of 
colored dancers, one a girl. Fair 
routine, _ Mostly acrobatic (New 

. Acts). 
Showing’ of. the Crown Prince of: 

Italy in a silent newsreel evoked a 
wave of handelapping. Jack Roth, 
conductor of the pit band, yodeled 
through a megaphone and went: 
over, Fle’s a likable personality and 
knows his audiénce, 
‘Silent and sound news clips took 

18 minutes. 

ALBEE, BROOKLYN | 
(Vaudfilm) 

_ Good show all the way for this 
RKO Brooklyn ace, with plenty of: 
laughs and diversifying features, 
Biz good’ at the Saturday matinee. 

Joe Cook,.making his first vaude 
appearance in four years,. toplined- 
and scored with his familiar line of 
foolery. Closed the show with his 
one-man vaude. show, 

supporters. A-romp off for Mrs, 
Cook's boy and he deserved It. 
“Rhythmic: Revels,’ - 

Rasch ensemble, . 
vieve ‘Tighe, 
with a. delectable dance flash lean- 
ing heavily stoward ballet: stuff.-Well 
mounted, good costuming and plenty 
of dancing talent tn. the moh. 

‘featuring - Gene- 

Tommy McAuliffe, armless golfer, 
followed and got over for tops in 
trick shot golf stuff, manipulating 

MeAuliffe 
packed an essence of comedy into 
his trick .shot exhibitions’ through 

clubs by a chin ‘hold. 

employment of a hick plant. 
. Jerry Coe and. Brothers, male trio, 
satisfied in next niche with hot in- 
strumentation and dancing.- Boys 
shift from. accordions to sax, and 
whooped it up plenty with torrid 
tunes ; and stepping. 
“Odette “Wyrtil; back“ after a 

journ in’ musical ‘comedy, was an- 
other outstander in follow-up. Miss 
Myrtil prefaced her violin solos with 
a couple of vocals, using man ac- 
companist. Then into 
Master’s Dream,” 

Uncredited support by ac- |. 
tors playing dapper Scarface Louie. 

No credit for this girl, 

Fast whirling 

- Sort 

Ran 

“with | - 
doing a 

Vaude — went 106 and 

with Dave: 
Chasen:and Rosie Moran as chief 

‘Albertina. 

opened: and. clicked: 

“Dancing 
cleyer pantomimic 

bit .and splendid spotting for the 

_ VAUDE HOUSE. REVIEWS 
violin stuff, A man and woman. sup- 
ported in the latter, with Miss. Myr- 
til working up to great. getaway. 

Barry and - Whitledge, 
team, were other adjuncts to the 

chalant delivery killed them from 
walk on, and the ensuing repartée 
hetween the duo rolled them plenty. 

Soph. Tucker singing “I. Gotta Get 
a Man.” 

Joe .Cook followed. ‘and. stole the 
show. Cook, who has been truant- 

four years, has lined up a corker 
for—his—y 
from the musicals in which he has 
appeared, as well ‘as his one-man 

funster plenty. .of:scope to display 

was. good as ‘hick foil for Cook, 
while Rosie ‘Moran spotted a tap.on 
toes that- was a corker, : Cook's act 
is. the. bést he hag had. * 
t “Hell's Heroes” (Uv), screen fea: 
ure. - | 

mixed | - . 

gloom dispelling. Miss Barry's non- | 

Especially Miss Barry's impresh of 

ing in musical comedy .for the past = 

ratrde—return;—Mestly_bits_ 

vaudeville gag. Give’ the versatile: 

versatility. Dave Chasen, supporting | 

dba. - 

69 

“(Bt Vaude) 
Chicago, Jan, 25. 

Fannie. Brice and Madge Kennedy 
led a bill that was entertaining to 
a large audience by virtue .of its 
abundant comedy.. Five acts fur- 
jnished laughs; of the remainder 
two were acrobatic turns and one 
& dance flash. All sailed over Sat- 
urday. . 

VARIETY 

and delivering a- repertoire’ mostly 
old.. Her‘one weak spot was.a new 

fire stuff, Miss Brice has become. 
a bit more dignified: than she once 
was, but still! Shows flashes of low 
clowning. 

Ayers, ' . skaters, 
Good opener. Team has been work- 

town.. : 
Next was. George ‘Beatty, 

mS STATE-LAKE 
(Vaudfilm) - ° 

, - Chicago, Jan. 25, 
. On ‘the marquee this-bill is all 
Irene ‘Rich. Inside she’s greatly 
aided by Bud Harris and Radcliffe, 

Chifford.and.Mayrion.: 
No question of Miss Rich ‘as a 

drawing card.” When the = Saturday 

the rafters. 

skit, “Ask Your Wife” (two men 'as- 

tain talk. . 

well, assisted by the elaborate stag- 
ling, but.the gentleman’s Occidental, 
doings with violin: and uke: were not 

-|ridtous. 
| Grace Doro, the novelty pianist, 
finally stormed through with 

the Rain.” - 

with the girl's. 

sults. 

stopping the. show in 20: minutes, 
however, 

selves into an abrupt, cooling finish. 

(FN ) and: Pathe review. Loop. . 

STATE 
(Vaudfilm) 

Hollywood eyue” (M-G-M) 

jshould do overtime here this week. 

and any strays, . 
and acts there’s only a brief trailer 
on the coming week's program, but 

running 30 minutes late. 
Ordinarily. six acts are used here, 

éven at all shows on Saturdays 
when the acts go on four times. At 
the second matinee on opening day 
only four offerings took the boards 
and ‘none did any hogging. 

Georgie Price: was next-to-shut, 
and although a little slow in warm- 
ing. the audience to his stuff he 
finally won out nicely. A lot of. wise- 
‘cracks, ‘many of them ‘apparently 
meant only for. the State audience, 

his work. Pricé is a typical: vaude 
‘|artist and his material and chatter, 
free-and-easy style, 
for.the vaude theatre, 

Placing of Bob Albright’s act sec- 
ond resulted in appearance of two 
comedy turns in middle of the bill, 
but nothing else could be done with 
the four acts furnished, Albright 
chiseled down his routine by several 
minutes, but he has so much ma- 
terial this’ involved -no atfficulty. 
Time allowed for a peppy song and 
dance number by one of Albright's 
pianists, .who is.there and_ plenty 
with looks, personality and ability. - 

is essentially 

substance to Lewis Armstrong's Or- 
chestra, Which depends to some ex- 
tent. on Peg Bates,. 
dancer formerly - doing -a single, and 
Bobby De Leon, 
(New Acts). 
with “Hot Chocolates,” 

more than ‘average merit. - 

jact featuring 

drops. . Char: . 

‘Ray. Hatton, Kathlyn Williams, 
‘Georgette Rhodes,. 
George -Barraud, “At Bay,” EN. 

ard Kramer, Rita Flynn, “Sweet 
Mama,” FN, 

Frank McHugh, 
FN. 

the polite, lazy, colored ‘hokists,, and - 

mat-.curtain rolled up there weren’t | 
more than 50 vacant chairs among 

Customers received ber 
with much applause and after her 

sisting), kept smacking for. a, cur- 

Meyakos, J apdnese gentleman and 
two Nipponese ladies opened. Sister 
acrobatic dances by the girls went. 

her 
key stunts after ‘selling the audience 
ona dozen’ variations of “Singin’ in 

‘Following Irene Rich, | 
Clifford and Marion were a cinch 

‘quavering dumb in- 
terrogations as a housemaid. Cross- 
fire has a few thin spots that could 
be ‘refurbished for even. better re- 

Harris and Radcliffe, recently at 
the Palace, built to a beautiful cli- 
max to’ ring in Harris’ kid brother 
‘for that Robinson: stair darice. After 

the ‘boys overdid things 
with an extra five, forcing them- 

-On the ‘screen: “Playing Around” 

With. Georgie Price, Bob Albright. 
and Lewis Armstrong's Orchestra 
to draw on the vaude side and “The 

as 
screen attraction, the S. R. O. sign 

Although ‘vaude show’ is cut due 
to length of the feature, there's a 
program here that should satisfy 

‘|the appetite of the typical State fan. 
Outside of feature 

éven then the Saturday shows were 

with Price putting all he had into, 

.There’s a lot of entertainment and: 

one-legged 

syncopation lass 
Armstrong, formerly 

. heads’. a 
10-piece all-colored orchestra, of 

Stickney’s Circus, pony ‘and. ‘dog 
leaping . greyhound 

hurdling 13 feet, 6 inches, got over 
favorably at front end of show. Act 
would look a. lot better with dressier. 

Winter ETAT 

Lee Shumway,.Lou Harvey, Rich- 

“Mile, Modilste,” 

talk;. Easy, nonchalant’ delivery. is. 

good: dances, but could improve re- 
sults with. a noisier routine... Close 

on drums, 

and drew .-a. lot of laughs. : 
works. hard with ‘its clowning, ‘and 

built into a regular act. . 
‘Closing intermission “was Madge 

Kennedy...in' -a -four-person skit 

to. its. obviousness, -. 
band-saved-by-thé-wise-wife | 
Skit. got down to business" quickly. 

and Gray,. with.Jerome taking 
laughs easily on gags. Lot of lazy, 
though effective, comedy, and some 

|ing and trampoline routine. 
few walkouts, 0 Loop. 

"LOEW'S 86TH 
(Vaudfilm) 

right: side of. the ledger. 

pacity, .Proctor’s: was playing “Rio 

siderable entertainment...’ 
follows 
act;. 

:. Olvera Bros. (two), perch 
Geor ge Lyons, . harpist; . 

sen, hoke comedy. - 
Nothing new in the Jayaut. 

working. their famillar slapstick, 

helpers. Olveras and Lyons “were 
mildly received, while: Henry. did 
well in. his spot. The Dance Derby 

not hitting . together. 
appear to its best advantage.. 

dancing with thé femme background 

stage and some of the assisting peo- 
ple. It’s part of the hoke racket, 
and audiences such as at the 86th 
go for it strong) Mark. 

HIPPODROME 
(Vaudfilm) 

Wide open spaces are. here no 

ever had. Bookers are giving the 

to sell, this.including the film buyer, 
who's ‘routing. in better picture 
product. — 

Current six-act ‘layout | on. the 
stage and “Hell’s Heroes” (U), 
gives house something to sell. Near- 

noon indicates the purchasers” are 
doing some show-shopping | here, 
going for~what looks like a bar- 
gain. 
-of show, with 82 minutes” of it on: 
the stage. . 
‘A unique: acrobatic offering, . the 

people act: with two. women engag- 

‘tumbling (New Acts), 
vaude. 

openg the 

of his .10 colleazues, 
‘On No. 2, Don Cummings, 
juve with the lariats, gags and 
tricks who came out of obscurity a 
couple of years ago to instant suc- 
cess, discovered the going smooth. 
‘Hipp is a-tough. house for a single,. 

former. Cummings ‘didn’t’ even 
have to steel himself against the 

.[usual fright and distance of seats 

-tomed_to more intimate theatres, Sat e 

Fannie Br ice. Was next to’ closing: 

sob. torch tune, but-it was lost in’ 
he-overwhelming—- supply—-of- -sure=-—~- 

with. nice flash; military dance stuff 

which missed for the most part, due. 
Cheating-hus- | 

idea, _ 

but it was no nemesis for this per-. 

that often takes the breath away. 
from singles and doubles accus- . 

A. 

—> a 

“Opening ‘the ‘pill were Finks and. - 
in fast routines. : 

ing a flock, of pictare. houses around 

over 
nicely" with his comedy ‘songs. and ° 

‘always a.click at this house. Marion : 
) Wilkins, with the Harriy-twins ana----: 
| Fack Meyers, presented a series of — 

Sully. and Thomas got roughhouse - : . 
-Team 

uses’ an encore bit which could be - 

Opening second: half were Jerome. 

‘ad Hibbing: Next was Fannie Brice. °__ 
Closing ‘the bill-was Arthur’ Petley' — 
and his company of three; with fly- . 

Very. 

Although this, house is a stonewi 
throw from Proctor’s 86th and there . 
is a Loew: picture house |. directly — 
across the street, biz runs .on.the .. 

Last Sat- 
urday. the house. was. close to.ca-. ... 

Rita” and the Loew house retallated °~: 
with ‘Taming of the Shrew” (UA), : 

The vaude -section didn't. mean’ 
much for: draw; but. contained, cons . 

‘Ran ag: 

Henry, comedy; Dance Derby, songs... 
jand dances, and. Alexandria and. Ol- : 

an: 
have played around, with several’: 
repeating in the Loew houses. With. 
Alexandria and: Olsen.closing and. . 

both Henry and Lyons appear as. 

got away slowly, dancers and music oe 
‘Act did not 

wags ‘so. bad that. the young man. 

(eight girls) broke out in:a verbal | 
rash that was heard. down front. . 
Alexandria and Olsen wrecked the .— 

more, with: vaude back:and six-act . 
shows. put together for a better - 
‘draw than. the stage-band. policy . 

big Sixth avenue temple something = - 

capacity business Saturday after-.° , 

Three hours and 17 minutes . 

Liazeed and Dennati Troupe,. 11« - 

Ing actively in the. pyramiding anda ° 

Act gets across o. k.,-fea---— 
turing’ an endurance test: in which’. 
one of the men bears the weight. 

the - 

great* little act and: perfect for all 
deuce spots. - 

Buster Shaver and his Tiny Town 
Revue, with the midgets in a mini-. 
ature musical comedy production, 
followed and did all right. Only the 

(Continued on Page 71) 
-¢ 



awill take ‘the..core .out..of profits, 

. among: the. 

-, always: an ‘usher. just ‘a little bit Angeles animal ‘trainer ‘provides a1: 

- Case, . 

_ «avenue emporiums. :- While they're 

,oph 
vm 

, jis wife sticks to the cage. : 

- ‘places, knowingly called the Holly- | py ki 
_ wood. 

- October and -applied for padlocks |phoric butterfly creations. 

_. line of:talk. can: become an exhibitor | in his ‘ 

. “he Superior can seat 1,000 and sea lions in pool. 

eee FILM: HOUSE REVIEWS _ - a acacia » ae - a a veil NO Tee tT a a cinatslpenbbenapntantdieamicamentelagentnaaneted 

— 

five. THIRD AVENUE, we 

.oa 

“(he g4th and Tuxedo, reached .be- 
hotvafter-Broadway fore 43d street, also have regular 
same of the houses which get two 
bits and a half uptown for second 
‘and third runs. .That or give them 
a western that Broadway.and 4 
large ‘part ‘of the. world. has’ never 
seen and they'll pay dimes in droves, 
That's the greater ‘part of Third 

-~avenue—between—Lth-and-42d 

500 seats. .. ae 8 
_. Regardless of what these show- 

. . gt ~"tmon think about their future—en- 

Exclusive of the four houses op- | Third. avenue, a cold night's strut 

erated by Yost, which are in| up and down under. this stem’s ele- 

this locality,. theatre folk are pretty | vated structure will.convince any-. 

much discouraged. There's - H.| one versed in theatre activities that 

Frankel holding .the toughest end | pird:-avenug had better not even. 
of. the b. o. bag—a 260 dime ‘seater | start ‘thinking of worrying about. 

called the Star. It's silent and al- going ‘Broadway, at, least until a. 

“ways will .be because ‘Frankel, 8N.| few. of the fans. commence turning” 

-officer in High-Class Pictures Corp. |yotarian,  .* =  . ~..... Waly... 

EMBASSY... = 
ip» . (Newsreel) ee ee 

wey - New. York,. Jan. . 27. 

: ' An exceptionally well edited group 

‘been $10, Frankel,.183 years on. the | or newsreel shots supply the. current 
tin walled piano. playing premises;.| 44 ‘minutes ‘at the. Embassy. It's 
recalled the days, when.a five cent | 50-50 again with Fox and Hearst on: 
schooner would. always -send in'.2| the 28-clips., Most of it is magazine, 
five cent customer,. and: thus: ca- | put.very entertaining library stuff. | 

pacity biz’ was done from the: time. 5 é 

‘tne window. opened ‘around nine in| cox; and then stroking the Florida: 
the morning until closing at 11 p.m. | greens with Babe Ruth, provides the’ 

;Frankel is .certain that; itis mot. 30 /pest-“comedy, : Smith explains :his 

‘much ‘the: competition..of ‘all thosé | pronunciation of: the: word: “raddio”. 
big.. houses: clustered. around. him, | @uring an.interim. © -- -+. 0:00‘. 

.and@ all within the-radius.of a block. | -That Miami camera crew pulled a: 

whe. folks: that. go to Fox's; Acad: |more strenuous. one anda. great 
emy;.RKO, Burlesque: anda couple {'piece: of ‘work..in, getting John _D. 

of, others never give,.the little ‘Star | Rdckefeller to take a ground ride in 
After that the passing of, 1a: tumble. . -It's...just:hard.. times |a plane. 

the working: elasaes.. And'|dimes'and J. "D.'s own bit of wittir 
Frankel is one of -the Third.ayenue |cism about blessing-all. concerned anc 
indies who: is ‘set. to.accent a ighunk | working in: Standard Oil: for. th 
and:.get .out.: .The..game: has. .lost|| finale... King George's, broadcast and. 
the sporting element for,.bim :and |its reception at’ NBC. headquarters |, 
sthem. He's . got:.a.; valuable. front here "stood out on. "the hews end. 

-controlling the -house,. knows that}. 
bad equipment will make bum busi-. 
ness. buiamer and _go0d, equipment - 

. Looking over a $5. house on & re 

Friday night -when. it: should have j 

‘ 

1 

os 

and. depth, and..ia:,figuring.on, somé Only’ a smatl part of thd, message ‘is. 
day taking. 200 .grand: in: exchange |hudible in the’ néewsfeel* sound sys* 
ana. forgetting all.about it. - 7 h tent, v 

The Star,-.to .do,:the ‘business ik teer NBG feta a Re a 

Goes, has: to- doubie: feature ‘seven |" ‘Dry-wet contest is continued this 
cays a week, : The hooking is just'| week’ with Senator’ Jones and ‘Walsh’ 
gne, of those things. .. Frankel takes | taking the respéctive positions. Get-. 

what thie. others:don’t want or when, ting a: little old. Where the mob 
they. ‘fon’t want ite) -) 0+: [used -to. applaud: vigorously, but & 
‘One thing. about these Third ave- slight: demonstration now. “Wabash. 

nue ‘joints -{hat, could , teach’ many | flood, Bear Mountain: skating ‘con- 

@ better class theatte a. lesson 18) test, ‘Italian’ amongrch’s “wedding 
the. way; these, ,.apdiences behave! eéremonial, Jolin’: Bartyinore’s ‘new 
Maybe it’s because they. know. they | boat; and .& rainy Florida tace track 

have to Keep faded ,dawn,.. A- dime'| wefe amorig-the news events.” | 

ig a-dime, but it: ls promptly re-| “Curator Crandall’s. talt on parrot 
mitted if.a drunk, geta boisterous.’| disease and ‘his: discounting ¢éven’ 

The neighborhogds are infested with |the possibility of an’ epidemic among 
tough -young hombres, but ‘there's '|‘hunmans, interesting. A female Las: 

' 

, However, but it’s“another plug: 

toughér--and bigger. 2.0) 0: few real thrills with some leopards. 

_ Particularly is, this. true. of: the |Drinking ‘in Hungary could: easily’ 

. Spot on, 27th. street run. by Dad |be eliminated. «Only clip in the reel 

Hewitt, It's. nearest the Star going |that didn’t gibes "8". | : 

‘north and. is. called: the. Regent’) - Dancers ‘in ‘Spain. and’ an. Arab at 

(Yost). Dad,: knows, -hig..neighbs. | work on pottery instructive; even if 

The Yosts: haye; had the place 13¢disillusioning the average reader of 

years and Hewitt's been. there three | foreign romance. Dance of. Buddhist 

of ‘em. He knows his people he- | priests .in-. Pekin. also, educational 

cause he .never.: leaves .that perch with .comedy horn. accompaniment. 

‘fy. the lobby,. .He scrutinizes every | Johnny Weissrmiulter. pn the art of 

customer. If a stranger, the double |swimming the crawl; Pennock,. the: 

ever is used, . Liquor: on the breath Yankee .twirler, showing. his Httle |: :: 

-4s the tip-off.as a rule. ‘Dad,.doesn’t}son some. tricks ‘of the' diamond; a 

. do 1 hing, however, . unlesg . the | Miami mechanic doing: high altitude 

guy snores and interferes with the repairing;.government officials dem- |. | 
ca ; : onstrating power of a new explosive | 

in Washington forest;: Brooklyn | 
_acoustical problems of a non-sync: 
which isn’t half bad... | .. 

Gangsters -give .Dad the g0 
He's: too quick, with the throw-o 
and. the. big: dan he has ushering is 

, a typical bouncer.. The fights there 
‘all occur .on, the curb. Dad is for 
‘protecting the seats first, then the 

‘women and children. Hewitt has 
gotten to be an. expert on syund in- 

the year tie house has been that 
way. He alwayy welcomes 2. Nagel 
picture because he can keep that 
fader down to nine. - . 
To Dad, a good part. of Third ave- | 

‘nue is like a small town neighbor- 
hood. His Grocery on Monday and 

-by.| prodigy’. reciting. her - 
out;jentertaining... - . £4, - 

“Others . included: Commissioner 
Whalen swearing in the first-woman 
out ‘to prevent crime; tobogganing 
in wintery Yosemite and sailing in 
‘Australian waters.. Business pretty 
fair on a wet Monday night. . 
Se va Waly. 

——e 

(“Oddities"”—Unit) - 
ooes "-  Bittsburgh, Jam 24, 

+> Bright little ‘unit itn of 

“ountry & > J@ | house’s traveling m. c.’s, vans, 

eeu isecat ents pevhe Ree creating favorable impression. Some 

‘gent's, week for months.. The prizes:|2dvantage to these units rotating 

‘are on display in. back of the box, with their er at since show 
( office during the interim. _ They're eos § take. nal ba two i three 

‘such a@ part of the institutian now | doesn't take at leas wo or 
that Dad has them tn a glass well performances to get set. Evans sold 

‘ erm, In @ Blass Ww. | his plano-singing specialty in style 
and his announcements carried to 
all corners. i h ft sh oon ia . e 

“ Bs. - as. Opens with flashy routine of 

fairly “Udy, a8 cleumptances..and | Chester, Hales, Evans then’ going 
seoneldering age and architecture, [Mis own, Gordon and acing clicked 
:the air inmost of. them is . foul. ; ‘and | » anrtg- 

Ventilation doesn’t: mean a thing With tap routine ans Three “Dens 

more to these places than it and (comparison with a similar act’ which. 
vaude policied. is 7 
Between the.Regent and Superior, eee ne rouD 

the. ace of the Yost east-siders 1M |. occentric 

run, seatage and prestige, is a little | rupes and-doing a hoke number. All 
‘shack of about ado seats called the ‘of pony size, the:kids made them- 

reh.° ‘Tough going:for the Arch, }- 3 tall _. Cole and 

“and they get a lot of the hardest~ Snyder ce wext-to-closed and | got 

boiled boys in the section. - Here on plenty of laughs when Snyder start- 
indie manages and porters whileyeq directing old-time Chaplin film 

in. that German dialect, . ou 
-. Buried in an .off street in the late |have faded: on this. but boys in- 

20's is one of.'those ‘off and on | sisted upon coming, back and there- 
: lied the impression. Full stage 

It's off just. now. Somebody | finale looked ‘good, everybody on 
named. Cohen. took a fling at -it last | ond girls. doing one of those phos- 

Elias Breeskin put plenty of stuff 

ecome an exhibitor ‘Chocolate Soldier” overture. | 
without paying the landiord rent} Looks ‘more now like thé-rear thing: 

‘for the first four or five months.|than ever before. _Leibert’s or- 

That's how desperate this property |ganlog this week sold more on his 

owner is, but they’re all gone the | personality’ than’ on material, but 

way-of Cohen., And: when it's open, | his pop tunes had‘em singing any- 

the ‘tough element occasionally|way. Picture “New York Nights 

gives a living interpretation of one | (UA) ana a newsreel. .Latter ended 

of those western barroom gequences. {in a:sound shot on wide soveen of 

‘Another thing about these Third 

scored with an 

in De€ember. Any guy with a good’ 

‘Al Smith. talking golf with James | 

has been. around town the last | - 

number, gals, dressed as. - 

that old garg’ together 
| a "Stage show 

thick: with ‘sentimental hoke. . All 

“ers. 
-tor- B.-&—K,,-are—back in_the band} and_¢ 
from which they came, and each 
‘dishing out a specialty for the occa- i 
sion, Miss. Bernier hit her stride 
this week, 
songs nicely, ... |. . im 

— Sentimental. idea opened, stage 
‘door drop and dorman. ‘reminiscing 
about the old: gang. _Each perform- 
er, such as Kosloff ‘and Kvale,.seen. 
through the. scrim when named,.and 
climaxing, of ' couree, 
From .then on,, regulation, with. 

of tunes, Kyale tooting. his sax and 
Kosloff ‘fiddling. | 
good act and iple of | 
stunts. while Joe Besser clowned' for 
‘plenty of laughs. Everything went 
at this show, audience being. in a 
mood to make’everything surefire. . 
_" ‘Painted, Angel’ “(FN) ‘feature. 
‘Henri Keates, another of the gang, 
pack ‘to: deliver'an organlog." Busi- 
ness excellent ‘first show. “Loop. 

meow pete og tr ot Hos ; 

us" tCHINESE:. > 
ous (Presentation): — 

-, . “+. Hollywood, Jan. 24. - 
After being without Syd.Grauman 
prologs or any stage entertainment 
éver since Fox West.“Coast.: took 
over this hotise, stage shows return 
with ,the -engagement of Abe Ly-. 
man’s'orchestra,. a:local outfit, which 
possibly carries ‘top: prestige here. 
Band is playing in: conjunction with: 
“Rogue. Song” (M-G) -as the lead 
‘picture.:.” Cn ee 

‘; Lymah now has 17: men_ besides 
himself; and two dancers. Presen- 
tation, staged by . Fanchon and 
‘Marco, is sold asa stage ‘band. poli- 
cy, with the musicians doing their 
specialties on the stand. Only floor 
work is:done by Al Norman. for. his’ 
eccentric dancing,, Very.good., - - 
- Other dancer:is a dainty little bru-- 
-nette, Lucille. Page, who'Js 16 and.|' 
has been. with F. and: M, three yeara.. 
This youngster tore thém wide open’ 
‘with an acrobatic, and thén’ came 
back’. for .contortion work, which 
sold her all.over,again. . | 
. Lyman ‘does 26 minutes of. sym- 
phonic, classical and’ jaz#ique, -clos- 
ing with his old standby, 
Street Rag.” Big returns, 
ig’dne’. of Columbia's 
phonies,” quite a-favorite out here. 
Following’ Lyman is. Fox-Hearst 
news, and then the feature. ~~ 
Although not as. pretentious as the 

Grauman spectacles, stage shows are 
essential for this. house, which gets 
$1.50. Natives expect quaiitity, and. 
a variety of entertainment, for this 
price, — a 

‘ Opening: 

e 

eau (Presentation —. | 
aon J. Chicago, Jan. 23. - 
House has a fait presentation this 

week in honor of.a fifth anniversary. 
It misses occasionally because of the 
listlessness ‘of audience and per- 
formers. Slow performance due to 
fact house was only half-filled be- 
cause of the zero weather. - ; 

The three acts are ordinarily 
standard result-getters, Weiss Trio, 
pole-balancers”’ and risley, didn’t 
build their ‘stuff properly to get the’ 
best returns, cutting the stunts be-- 
fore reaching the climax. Bernard 

‘jand Henrie, sister team, delivered. 
some songs, but missed despite of. 
‘the m. ‘c.'s big plug. ‘Final turn, 
Lewis’ and Dody, clicked because of, 
their showmanship. 

Choris work ordinary, but pleas- 
ing enough, with 10 gals in line, and 
Dolly Waters to:lead, Cookie, m. c., | 
lwas evidently under the handicap of 
a cold. He.gets the benefit of the 
doubt for talking instead of singing” 
hig songs. - -.-. . ; 

Show was staged well, - with 
dashes of color and lighting bright-' 
ening it up.- a 
“Romance of Rio Grande” (Irox). 
No shorts, news or organlog. 

STANLEY. 
‘(“Ingenue’s Gambo!l”—Unit) 

Sos Pittsburgh, Jan. 23. 
Okay on novelty but this kind of 

a@ unit isn’t going to.do the house. 
any good, Mob here wants to see 
Dick Powell, m. c:, on the stage all 
or most of the time. 
he has nothing to do. Came out in 
one for a couple of .crooning bdl- 
lads, but singing, with a meg while 
the band’s in the pit isn't’ avery 
happy thought. 7 oo 

Powell tried dirécting the, stage 
band. in a jazz-symphonic overture 
from pit, hopping to the stage near 
the close with song specialty, but 
{t went cold and “was tosseda“into the: 
ash cari after the first day. To cut 
down the running: time, Joe and 
Willie Hale, comedy jugglers, were 
dispatched ‘to the Enright and 
Powell ‘filled the spot, - 
Show . probably’ looked nothing 

like. the unit when it’ played the 
Paramount, New York. Pretty hard 

and is selling her torch . 

with Ash. |" - 

chorus running through. a couple of |- 
routines; band deliver{ng- a-couple |-. 

Skaters: have a| 
a. couple of great]: 

-_grogses Neavy or only fair.:Gave the. 

‘the trend of the past: few months: 

‘put-the house on a.solidly profitable 

‘:)machines, lobby :rental-to.a depart+. 
-|ment store, song plugging. planog. in 
the: lob'yy,: fashion, shows :.in, the: 

‘oP welfth |. 

“Silly. “Sym-.|: a 

J, Ung. | 

45 iminutes,, Comprised’ ‘the’ stage 

"'l new leaf,” says the mite of a gal 

audience chuckled happily. 

In this’ one |. 

__ Wediiesday, January’ 28,"1930"__ 
“CAPITOL 

(“Gym-Jame"—Unit) 
. - New York, Jan, -24, 

— 

to ‘ket enthusiast, dfdut it’ aa tun | 
ng cleo, ard scored 

on novelty alone,‘ , 

gamely and, with the help. of a stage 
hand, quieted the animal just after | 
the harness had prevented its ‘fali-— 
ing on the musicians and girls under 
and -in front of the platform.. No- 
body hurt, not even the horse,, «°' 

. It‘ was-.over pretty quickly, but 
while it lasted it was the most sen- 
sational finish to a stage show since 
the ‘Mahoney: Sisters fell,..or were 
pushed, into the: pit at the..Music.. 

_|Box in Oshkosh 27.yéara ago. + 
'| A.” weaker’ presentation  than- 
“Gym-Jims” might have had tough 

- sledding ‘without that ‘finish along 
thé route. But this-one doesn’t need 
to keep it in for up to that moment . 
‘it was ‘doing okay on its‘own.: Ath- * 
‘letic ‘motfff is helped ‘along. by: the 
acrobatic dancing of Nat ‘Nazarro, 
Jzn.; Prosper and. Maret, straight, 
clean-cut ‘and. scoring -equilibrists;. 
Flo Mayo, talking ‘trapezist;, Bobby. 
‘Walthour,’ Jr.,'the six-day: ‘bike © 
ridét, and the Chester Hales. ' |: | 
-", Horse‘is‘on the-mill in @ race with 
Walthour’s: bike.” A“ big clock with © 
two-hands showing the standing of 
contestants. Just before the ‘acoi- 
dent: Friday night; ‘Walthour, after 
trailing,.-was: Jumping: to. the lead. 
‘So is wrestling’ on’ the‘level, *-.. 
 Nazarro conducts ‘the: band and 
rm-¢.'s pleasantly. besides’ dancing 
and tumbling’ alone, “Miss..Mayo’s 
‘aérigl specialty ig9:in: “one.” This 
flying. girl, last: witha‘ Loew vaude 
‘unit,does everything: satisfactorily, 
ending with arm lifts: -Did-15 when 
caught. .Comedy act,.-straight talk - 
and: exiting in song, was Val .and 
Ernie ‘Stanton’: in.. place of the 
Hickey Bros., who. were:billéd. Stan- 
tons were obviously playing around 
Friday night, ad Hbbing part of the 
way and had the musicians laughing 
as much as ‘the audience. Their 
smart. comedy. was.,delivered. loud 
enough: to Jand ‘all,over., 1... « 
, \ Hale chorua. danced .a. few..nov- 
elty roufines, mixing them with rege. 
ulation, unison work. Rope skipping 
dance by a dozen the most notable. 
In this number an unbilled girl 
soloist performed a difficult bit of 
stepping on her toes, Finale is col- 
orful, noisy and well staged. «|. 
Bunchuk conducted. the pit. sym- 

phony through ‘Befliniana,” .ar-- 
rangement of Irving’ Berlin’s com- 
positions.. News and an “Our Gang” 
Short, balance,. “Her: Own Desire” 
(M-G), the«current- first run film. 
‘Capacity Friday night. ':.. - Blige. 

No” (WB), with Winnie Lightner, 
furnished as much- entertainment as 
anything on. stage. Picture’ “Seven: 
Days Leave’ (Par) with a few 
silent news clips’ ‘and’ Bernie Arm- 
strong’s organlog rounded out,.- 

.. METROPOLITAN | 
‘. (“Red Rhythm”—Unit) ~- 
ee Boston, ‘Jan. : 27.. 
‘Wise booking by . Publix -to.“give 

“Seven Days Leave” (Par). to-this. 
house. -regardless':‘of- whether’ . it 

papers something. :to’ rave about. 
‘There ig reported. to: bé a. weekly 
nut ef: over $30,000 on the Met, and. 

has. been'a: desperate campaign: to’ 

basis: This has meant. some com- 
mercialization, including: vending: 

lounge,-.and extra .attractions to 
build: up-Monday business,... Scheme 
for next week is to give away: pres- 
ents to patrons. ot ota ; Oe at b i 

Ag :a»matter, of.. fact, -ithe . Met: 
seems to be in the-hands of practical 
management at last,‘and criticism of 
too intensive commercialization was 
more or Jess.knocked for a Toop with 
“Seven Days Leave.” The’ hoyse ts 
seeing patrons this week: who have: 
not entered its. door ‘in. mdnths. ~~. 
'. Stage unit is “Red Rhythm,” an 
Indian -unit. featuring, the U. S. In- 
dian Reservation Band, with Chief 
‘Shunatona, Joe May, Dotty Oaks 
and Geraldine billed.’ It has some: 
trick moving sets and gorgéous cos-- 
tume flashes. House ofthestra’ had. 
‘alight ,week ‘with the: Indian’ band 
carrying. the -unit, and‘ iad merely. 
-an overture ‘Working with Francis‘ J. 
Cronin as guest organist and Arthur 
Geissler ‘directing;’ J's Bibbey. 

Cre hee Ee 

_ oy» «FOX;BKLYN.- _ 
Ca 2 _ 

- «, (Presentation) — 
Dab he > .. Brooklyn, Jan, 26. : 

They're doing: plenty for. Rube 
Wolf to put.him over hére. .Accord-: 
Ing to the..billing and selling he's 
getting: Wot is in. - aa te iit. ; ey 

o signs‘of unusual interest Saf-|... -... LRA 
urday afternoon, but the, bill maa | PA 4 MOUNT 
rather. light. m, “Murder on the}. °°. (Tip T Mem Unity: ---: 
Root” (Col),. started ahd finishiéd to|:,. C'Tip Topper int) oa: 
three-quarters downstairs "attend,. . ‘By extracting a.few of:the smaller 
ance. . aka Medieora weird ‘banknotes from.his weekly sock of 
Fanchon | and ° Marco’s' ' “Weird: Dublix gold. Harry. “Richman: could 

Rhythm” Idea (New Acts), running |} have hired an author:to provide-him 
‘with some. material. The idea seams 
not'to have occurred to-him. : Or. 
perhaps he didn't care. His attitude 

» 

2 

Show. . — wa eal 
Short silent: film. offering prizes | 

for good guesséers announced’ a Con- | st 1] ife. 
test in which the Fox Brooklyn the- |. strongly suggested complete ind if 

atres are tied up with the Brooklyn | That the shoddy, -unprepared, I- 
“Journal.” Gag is in conjunction | can’t-be-bothered manner is a 
with the. Brooklyn ‘auto ‘show. In| boomerang was evidenced from au- 
the picture, as the driver of a caf,/ dience remarks.. His.stage deporte 
Rube Wolf breaks-all known traffic’|ment was’ characterized. by one oc 
rules.’ Guy. who sees the most-viq- | cupant of the loges as “overbearing.” 
lations will get an auto. «=; .. . | His entrance was, awkward, his 
Wolf and the band put on.a‘two0- | chief. anecdote borrowed and badly 

part overture. in the pit, and sold it. | told, his ballads list’essly delivered 
First section, four. movements from co “Scheherezade”; second, “Singing. in: and consequently indifferently . re- 

who was -takén up wrong but grihd-_ 
ed out right at the finish.. And the 

“Gal, you're ® tramp. I was going. 
to marry. you, but you don’t deserve 
it,” says the disgruntled hero to a 
girl who had. gone flight on his ac- 
count. There's a roar of appplause. 

‘Weather was sloppy and the side- 
walks were dented with puddles of 
rain, but the 42d St. was full. Gent 
who manages the house for Loew 
has been here 11 years, : Ushers are 
Birls. -% | Ok . 
Customers are‘a‘good part tran- 

sient. These stalk in from. the 
Grand Central sation.: House seats 
about :1,100.. Night fares. are :30c.. 
~for-the--floor--and=first--balcony.-and.-. 
35c. for boxes. Second balcony is 

the: Bathtub,” with yocal .choruses ceived. He was fulfilling his con- 

.about the show and a remark which, 

-42ND STREET -just topped him for applause. . 

‘newsreel and two features. -One| have seemed ‘a lot better. it isnot 

Both features alike in plot. but|Riendéed ‘on the act end. . Stanley 

winter. It's right makes right all’ Dixon also contortionistic, and.Helen 

goes for a couple of handclaps. — . mixed couple aré improved by work- 

happily left out the sappy stuff that 

tremely well. -- 

unique, particularly the girl’s aston- 

Twins lose their sex’ appeal when 

Instead of 12 eirls, put. six. are , 

and ‘cheap. A drunk number, with 

Three -trailers: next week's’ 

‘bc.’ newsreel. Paramount is now keep- 

-yocal .choruses | tract but not working. Unbecoming, 
hy ant and qhe boys. Well Beye too, was his inexpensive sarcasm 

- a coos intentionally or not, seemed to slur 
upon N-rton and Haley, who had 

_ New York) Jan. 27%. — ‘Had Richman been present. in 

All-film bill here included a sound | SPirit, Lou McDermott’s unit might 

was “Tanned Legs” (Radio),. the| much of a unit, being ‘strictly or- 
other “Rampant Age” (ea are. thodex- in all. respects. and -poorly: 

different: in method, and the audi-'| Zwins are high kicking and-contor- 

ence ate them Ike strawberfies' in tionistic dancers;s Harry, and. Grace 

the tine hete: and every time the | Nase a toe dancer. . That, left Nor- 
good‘ guy wihs: the Penging. girl it.| ton and Haley to vary, the diet. This 

ou you've: a oie Line before a band. Telescoping of. 
Dad, ‘you've got to turn over a. material and condensing of time has 

‘they were burdening themselves 
with in vaudeville. They did ex- 

Dixons suffered by poor spdtting. 
Their acrobatics are novel, and 

ishing use of:a split in making a 
wheelbarrow of herself. Stanley. 

going into the contortionistic ‘part. 
However, okay. —- 

uséd, with as many boys to\match. 
Makes the ballet look pretty. skimpy 

portable lamp posts revolving on 
their bases is interesting. 

on 
“show; two of then punctuating-the= 

‘Ing the orchestra in the pit through- 
out the newsreel—swelling and mut- 

‘Par has loaned “Regis Toomey” 
to Fox for “In Love With Love.” - 
Carter DeHaven, Jr., Don Marion, 

Leon Janney, Dorothy Ward, “Cour- 
age,’ WB. 

‘Ing according to the scene or cap- 
tion, Called giving “production” to 
a’ newsreel. “Seven Days’. Leave 
(Par) on screén and the usual Jesse 
Crawford organ concert. Land. 
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HARRIMAN, SWAN and LUCILLE 
Dance Revue 
13 Mins.; Full (Special) 
Palace (St. V) 

Snappy three-person, dance ‘turn 
employing acrobatic, taps and 
adaglo. 
at Palace opening matinee, possibly 
because of show being late. 
relaxation would - make 
smoother performance. . 

.for a 

’ Better gowning might be aug: 
gested, too; especially.a replacement |. 
of the unbecoming: lace skirt. used 

’ for jazz adagio. start. However, on 
general pace and indubitable skill, 
"rates aS @ food opener “OY closer. 

:- Probably stronger, as. “opener bee 
“cause of speed. Lard. 

FF. & M. “WEIRD RHYTHM 9) 
_. | Presentation 

45. Mins. - 
. Fox (Pres.), Brooklyn’ a 

This: Idea appeared’. embellished: 
The’ Coast- | - for the Brooklyn. date.. 

produced stage. shows ‘as a’‘rule 
‘aren’t néarly .so heavy in people 
‘py the time they reach the east. - 

Quite likely some..‘talent. was 
‘added at the Fox. _ it not, “Weird 
Rhythm”. must be ‘way over the. 

At one time on the stage 
there were 32 girls. in line, or else |. 

The bill-: 
fng advertised only 24,- with even. 

‘Title de-. 

. pudget. . 

they did {t with mirrors. ~ 

24 not expected. to show. 
rived from a number done by a bal- 
“Jad singing girl and the ballet.. The 
‘ginger also: inserted a, bit of polite 
“eooch and later on, in “one,” tossed. 
over.a ballad very. much ‘fin’ the 
Helen Morgan ‘manner | and 

“Janded. 
. Among. familiars in the “unintro: 
_-a@uced . specialty. ‘section, 
- one whose name could be recalled 
- ‘was Betsy Rees, who does a. crack-: 
‘erjack tap dance and after. that.a 

- jazz number on-her toes.° 
the ‘turns, mixed trampoline: pair 
and the tramp: bicycle paritomimist, 
‘are from vaudeville. .Latter is such 
a motion-for-motion mimic. of Joe }. 
Jackson that At must be- by: per- 

- mish: 
' High. kicking and: ‘acrobatic danc- 

‘ing girl and-a comedy dancing lad 
‘who. passes but:arrived too late. to|: 
_successfully follow Ben Blue, Hal 
Sherman,.Cy Landry and all of thé 
others with all of their stuff. 
. Chorus goes ‘through the usual 
motions: most of the while. Their 

. tapping on individual. drums is the 
-best:.baljJet item. 
'" Rube Wolf, house m. ‘c., delivered’ 
_ the between- ‘number sermons. 

; Bige. 

- “THE RANGERS” @ 
", Singing ; , 
11 Mins.;. One a " 
86th. St. (V-P) 

Novelty harmony offering’ passing 
‘the test for. pop neighborhoods, with 
chances of slight draw at box office 
from name, and playable in all lo- 
calities. 

Act has seven: ‘men: in cowpuncher 
apparel, including ' three ‘tenors: 
(Harry ‘Furney, James Riddel, Em- 
mett Casey); two baritones (Ray- 
mond Toole, Ben Young), and two 
basses (Jim ‘Forstner, J. “Delos 
‘Jewkes). .Excelling fh harmony, 
voices of septet t™make. decided. im- 
pression, but singing “off stage” be- 
hind drop on opening a little -pro- 
longed and second number, “Hello, 
Bluebird, Hello,” not as suited to 

_ talent of Rangers as some that could 
be found. Replacement. here would 
strengthen act in its only outstand- 
ing weak spot. 
Amber spot ballad number and 

ragtime’ opera selection following 
‘with latter used as an encore, deter- 
mine | entertainment. value -of : act. 
Only instance where. seven men 
break up is for the “Bluebird” num- 

- ber, started by five and finished by 
‘all.. An’ individual ‘solo or two 

‘ would’ relieve sameness of. routine, 
Registered encouragingly at this 

_ better class vaudfilm on evening 
. show caught. — Char. 

“DIZZY BUSINESS” (7) 
Girl Flash 
42 Mins.: Fuil vipa) 
Hippodrome (V 

Seven. girl. cach  ontaining a few 
lightweight specialties, Not’ strong | 

enough for important spotting and 
” -petering out in the trey at the Hipp. 

If a‘ house wants: girls in an act, 
. here they are, That’s all. 

Helen Shampain opens warbling 
nursery rhymes with a sex angle. 
Girls are. brought out as Jack ‘and 
Jill, etc., hold: hands -for a while, 
then dance off. Weak. Then fol- 
.low the specialties... Hillard Triplets. 

‘song and dance. have a fair come 
about galoshes.-"‘Other numbers, a 
succession of singing and dancing, 
are mediocre, Barton Twins and 
Caroline Trexler complete’ the 

. troupe, The expected jazzy_ finale 
is Present. ang. 

‘McDONALD = and PARADISE :; 
Talk, Songs, Dancing 
10 Mins.: One 
Belmont (V-P), Chicago 
Man and girl dancers in a ‘ sweet 

act for the better family houses. 
ee work rapiay starting with 

the, ‘act is an ordinary specialty 
brought above ordinary by keen 

- showmanship. .The man, in police 
' garb, tap dances as a copper trying 
to date a nursemaid wheeling a 
baby carriage. . Toop. 

Working at terrific speed. 

More 

At). 

the ' only. 

Two of: 

Time needs slicing. 

lon its hoofing. And as the strength 
~|Hes-in=stepping;~a--stronger-opening 

Second half ofcould ‘be arranged. 

ee = a 

LEWIS ARMSTRONG and i OR. 
.CHESTRA (13) 

Orchestra 
18 Mins.: Full (Special) a. 
State (V-P) ; 
. Colored orchestra offering of 
above average merit, with Peg 
‘Bates, one-legzed_ dancer lately do- 
ing a single, its strongest asset. 
Ought to score satisfactorily in all 
neighborhoods, from. best class 
down. 
Armstrong fs from “Hot Choco- 

lates.” He heads a good 10-piece 
orchestra playing torrid’ tunes.- 
‘Speed, plus neatness, among the ele- 

while. .Armstrong has a very in- 
eratiating manner.: 

‘Bobby. De Leon, who sings and 
dances, and Peg Bates are the spe- 
cialty people. 

With one -wooden. 

a lot of two-limbed. contemporaries. 
“St, Louis ‘Blues” closed, and. the 

act scored’ solidly. . ‘Char. — 

LIAZEED and ‘DENNATI Troupe 

‘Acrobatic 
7 Mins.;. Three s (Special) 
Hippodrome (V. 
When an understander can ‘elus- 

ter 10 people on. him and -bear up 
under the weight, the act he’s in 
has merit. That's the outstanding 
bit in this act and enough of a sen- 
sation, together with novelty sur- 
‘rounding troupe and routine, to in- 
sure booking in better class neigh- , 
borhoods. ' 

Various. ° ‘novel forinations 
which endurance ‘and tumbling 
‘comprise work - done, 7 
women . members of company, 
dressed in the conventional” manner 
of: haremites,- doing their. bit from 
Start to finish. . 
‘Opened show here and oyer okay, 

‘with speed” dominant: note, Char 
ar. 

“RAYNOR. ‘LEHR (2) _ 
Comedy, -‘Songs..and Dances 
19 Mins.: One 
‘Jéfferson (V-P): _ 

Class act, Lehr, reported from 
tabs, brings. with. him Southern ac- 
cent,. brunette looker and a colored. 
boy. .All do well: Turn played next 
to. ‘closing on seven- -act “bill ‘and 
knocked ‘em. 

Altogether : about: five ‘numbers. 
Opens: against. soft drop with song, 
“Sadie Green.” Shirley Dah! . fol- 
lows with high hat. song and ‘dance.. 
Lehr pulls fan letter gag and does 
medley of steps, each “by request.” 
Puts. over. many laughs here and 
shows. good dancing ideas. ” 
Credits ‘and pulls the Ken Murray 

waltz on the reverse, with Miss 
Dahl giving him the throw. Latter 
does “Futuristic Rhythm” :song and 
danct. Soft: shoe by: Lehr, then 
colored kid trots on for dance. 

BABY, BOBBY ‘and BUSTER 
‘Dances, Songs 
11 Mins.;. One. 
Academy (V 

Colored trio, in just fair routines. 
Two. boys and a girl, with best rat- 
ing: No. 2.0on a pop bill. 
Open in song. and then breakaway. 

for. dance,. Costumes are Buster 
Brown. outfits with tiles to match. 
Straight legmania is mediocre. Al-. 
together about five numbers, going 
in single, double and trio, 
it is acrobatic dancing. © 

Trio are youngsters and this takes 
them over hurdles for hand. 

ALICE LOUISE and Co. (3). 
Songs, Dancing, Comedy (Special) 
18 Mins.;. Full 
Belmont (V-P), Chicago’ 

~ Just passable...Miss Louise, a tiny 
brunette with a good singing voice 
and fair at dancing, needs another 
act or better assistance | from. her 
three boys. — 

' Turn isa series of. dances, mostly 
double routines.’ One of the boys 
alternates with Miss Louise, while 
the other two accompany with piano 
and xylophone. Satire on'a wedding 
ceremony brought some (paughs. 

ELAVIO PLASENCIA | 

3 ‘Mins.: Full. o 
‘Belmont (V- -P), Chicago 

is a Chicago radio byword was s0 
painfully self-conscious he couldn't 
sing with a spotlight glaring on him. 

Act is straight songs, with a male 

date outside of spots where Plasen- 
cia is known for his ether work. 
Plasenéla has a good tenor voice, 
but. must build up stage composure 
as he goes along. Better estimate 
of his ability would come Tater. 

. oop. 

BERNICE and HORAN 
Songs, Talk and Dances 
12:Mins.; One- 
Hamilton (V-P) . 
‘There have been several Bernices 

in yaude acts, but the youth of this 
one indicates her present frame with 
Horan (man) is a new one, ‘Al- 
though the talk and vocal efforts 
don’t stand out, the act gets over 

The pair went in for novelty with 
its football bit, sending them off ta 
applause. Miss Bernice does most 
of her work In abbreviated outfits, 
giving her a cute appearance. | ke 

ar 

‘ments-3vhich-make-the band worth-_ 

Former did not.catch. 
‘fon at the- State. - 
‘leg, Bates executes. several routines, 
including a tap dance, which top. 

in. 

with two! 

SI wILLs 

Most of - 

Personable young man whose name | 

accompanist atthe piano, but is no-. 

Dances 
10 Mins.; One. 
Palace (St. V). 

semi-sensational stepping to under- 
write a. probable click 
this white-spatted threesome will 
have at least a once-around utility. 
They carry a dancing mat. 
Act suggests Three Kings, al- 

though not. following routine of Jat- 
ter act. Ability of the Kings to tie 
things up with straight hoofing 
done /at breakneck speed from 
start .to finish, with ‘no leaving of 
-the..stage until how-o 
aut” a flock. of this type of turn, 

Land, .. 

Everett SANDERSON. Revue (4) 
evue - 

21 Mins.; Foll (Special) | 
Academy of Music’ Ww ~P). 
-Hodge-podge. -of:: instrumental 

“numbers, ‘novelty  - bits, ’ 
Singing and. dancing. Hardly man- 
ages to make the gtade demanded 
by bookers of better class vaud- 
films. “Act’s length and spotty ‘en- 
tertainment against it. 

Sanderson plays. almost’ every- 
thing in: the instrument. line and 
does characters: besides, opening as 
a hick, then becoming a music pro- 
fessor, a German. comedian, 
‘boy, etc. Depending to a large ex- 
tent on his instrumental versatility, : 
-he plays two. saxophones ‘and later 
three clarinets.at the same time.. 
‘Made: up almost entirely - of: bits, 

act is often: tiresome, . 
in song’ and dance numbers, 

; Char... 

Comedy . 
9 Mins,; -One 
Loew’s Orpheum (V- -P)~ 
Familiar -type of: single. - eageer,. 

best appreciated by neighborhood 
audiences... Gab lacks a solid punch. 
Goes in for some comedy instru- 

‘|ment playing on what appears to 
be a prop instrument. Looks “lke 
-a.small oboe and sounds ike a bag-— 
pipe. Also does hoke crystal gazing, 
looking into. a. gray, balloon’ while 
repeating and answering comedy 
questions. _— 

CHARLES. DANE, ALVIN Sis 8) - 
Songs and Dances: . 
14 Mins.; Four 
Jefferson (V-P). 
-Dane and. the three. “Alvin: ‘Slaters 

work hand. in hand ‘for’ some har- 
mony bits ‘and dancing. Should get 
by_early.in-the intermediates. . . 
Dane ' takes the solo twice for a 

hard shoe .tap -number. ‘and, later 
with a drunk dance. Latter. number 
was done oke but is tod long. Alvin 
Sisters also take the spot Intermit-. 
tently for sugar toned’ harmony, 
which is more entertaining than 
their dancing. . 

Ade DUVAL (2) 
Magician — 
11 Mins.; Full L (Special) 
Jefferaon (V-P 
,Good pop. opener. Routines. are 

sleight-of-hand. and prop dllusions. 
Duval uses two assistants, a blonde 
and a boy dressed in Eton jackets. 
and trousers, Handkerchief palming. 
opens.’ Then stage is decorated with 
vari-colored silk streamers drawn, 
from tubes and other vessels. 

reveal silk colored drapes. . 

pleasantly through act, and works 
smooth and. fast. 

BRINKLEY Sisters 
Songs 
10 Mins.; One 
Lincoln Sq. (V- P). 
Ordinary sister ‘singing team, best 

suited for the neighborhood houses. 
Girls goin for the usual harmony. 

Open dueting a pop, followed by the 
smaller. girl soloing “Love” in a 
pleasing voice but spoiling it by a 
stereotyped smile which doesn’t fit 
the lyrics. Another .pop is, then 
warbled by both through one meg 
with two mouthpieces. 

-~whether- jazz tunes .or classics are 

‘tled in. song. 

Petty REAT and BROTHER (1) 
Novelty. Musical 
11 Mins.; Full 
Lincoln. Sq. (V-P)- . 
Apparently: an experienced - ‘turn 

though not. listed in Variety's New 
Act file: Small.time musical nov- 
elty featuring tunes which Petty 
Reat plays on bottles. .” 

Pops are well played, Second 
Hungarian Rhapsody used as strong 
closer. Brother supports at the 
Piano and xylophone. Also does two 
mild‘ dance numbers. 
panies with xylophone and. accordion. 

JIM McDONALD and Co. (2) - 
Comedy Talk 
12 Mins.; One 
Englewood (V-P), Chicago 
McDonald and Dayton having 

ple, man and girl, to his act. 

hoke -with possibilities," 
New man is Leo Russo, w 

dead pan straight, taking a lot of 
punishment from McDonald for the 
low laughs. As turn stands now 
set for the family houses, where 

‘they'll go. for the. loud nonsense, 

Fast in pace and with enough 

anywhere, . 

w-off, may bring: 

- comedy,: 

cow-: 

and. with. the long running time, | 
Girl - assists. 

|to.. agents. 

| 

| playing, second. fiddle. to; you. 

Last bit brings on vase-shaped 
container which has inside raised to 

Later re- 
veals ‘girl assistant in. hoop skirt. 

-1Duval himself is personable, chatters 

Last bit is a familiar. argument, |: 

best liked, with: the. discussion set~ 

"Spotted deuce here and went fair. 

“A girl accom-. 

spHt, McDonald has added two peo~. ; 
e 

4s.now. delivering noisy roughhouse 

who plays 

, 58th St. 

NEW ACTS—REVIEWS | 
Teen - 

-| THREE SMALL E BROTHERS. 
———— 
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HIPPODROME 

- (Continued from page 69) 

comedy talk, some of which was 
cut at the Saturday. matinee, got. 
lost in the cavernous house. On 
next, Ada Brown registered fair re- 
turns in a routine of songs.. Negro 
spiritual in the middle’ of that act 
is not only in line with the song- 
stress's character. but. is uncom-- 
monly well rendered:., Miss Brown | 
wears the spotted handkerchief ef- 
fects. of Aunt Jemima... With an 
excellent ptanist-to: “~gecompany—her, 
the act she offers .is clicking ma- 
terial. Hot “Real Estate Papa” 

‘{number toward the .close, though. 
not so new,. carries*things to a 
good anti-climax, and a ‘brief en- 
core number with dance steps added. 
does ‘the rest: 9 + 

- In the. -penultimate. spot’ Williams 
and. ‘Delaney. were up against. bad 
odds. Theirs is the sort of. inti-. 
mate act that suffers when parts of 
the material don’t. have the benefit 
of a microphone to carry it, as. 
needed here by certain types of at- 
tractions.. .Only Ina Williamg, 
clowning, and the ventriloquism bits 
are. distinguishable. 

‘Toto. was} picked to close the 
show. Here's an ideal attraction 
for the Hipp, everything being de- 
pendent upon “the pantomime. Run- 
ning as smoothly as it could ‘Pose |. 
sibly. be. . ~ 

} 
Though doing 21 minutes, there 

was no letdown 

.Pathe Sound News, 

gram, ' ‘Cliar, 

58TH ST. 
‘(Vaudfilm): 

~ “Rio. Rita”. may be great for the |. 
box office but it’s a ‘pain in the neck 

Anyone would: think 
RKO is,in' business to make money 
instead /of to please the agénts.: “Rio |... 
Rita,”. you ought to be ashamed of 
yourself. Three acts. at .the 58th 
Street, not. to mention the: other |. 
theatres. And for a full week, 
‘where five acts. ordinarily are play-. Willie, West and MoGinty, a aure 

‘ 7 ‘ = ed and changed twice. weekly.. 
Rudell and Dunigan,- Kitchen ‘Pi- 

rates. and: Robles. and . Hamilton; 
And 

merely entree... 
‘usual length, and playing to. ‘an im- 
patient: audience. — 
talking. ‘picture, you. 
.Capacity audience. 

“Rio. Rita.”. 

“Rio, Rita,” 
but you make the agents sad. .. 

“Rio Rita,” you “mergenary. thing! 
Bige. 

81 ST STREET 
(Vaudfilm). | 

“Rio Rita’”-as screen feature, Run- 
ning time of the latter occasioned. 
the chop on stage show. Flicker 
had them standing three. rows deep’ 
Saturday night. 

A, good laugh show. throughout 
with the film grabbing its share and 
the three-act, brace. sustaining as 
mirth \ provokers. .Leo Beers and 
Helen 
a big way with a potpour! of nifty 
gab and songs. Miss Ely handled 
most of the warbling, wfth Beers 
thumping the ivories and wise- 
cracking. 

Charles Bennington and his. news- 
boy .harmonica band followed and 
wowed with torrid melodies: on 

jmouth organ, topped off by a peg leg 
acrobatic by: Bennington. For’ en- 
core’ Bennington brought :the. mob 
on for. peg leg ensemble that also 
went over big. 
‘Harry Cardiff and Mary Wales, 

closing, fit the spot as rib ticklérs. 
Gab spotted on marital difficulties, 
Action outside the Domestic Rela- 

a“ 

‘FORD and WATSON 
Songs, Comedy Patter 
12 Mins.; One 
Jefferson (V-P) 

Girl comedy and song ‘duo; ‘good 
anywhere for second spot. Fifth 
spot on seven-act bill here. 

Both’ brunettes, the short. ‘girl 
-playing Yiddish.“comedienne. while |: 
tall girl plays refined straight. Trot- 
ted out easily here but gave evi- 
dence that if pressed this pair can 

|shove: into high with real acting. 
_ Do four special song, numbers, 
with chatter. intervening. All 
clicked. 

SZITA and ANIS 
|. Songs. and. Dances, 
15 Mins; Full” 
58th St. (V-P).. 

Song and dance program by two 
girls and a man. Not exceptional, 
but generally pleasing. 

Szita and Anis apparently com- | 
prise the adagio team,. which has 
as its standout 8, Russian SBounte 

her time at the piano and in Songs! 
her voice is of high range and good 
quality. 

Act did well fn closing spot at the 
Mark. 

-with..Bobbie Grice. 

organ ‘solo. 
and pit overture rounded out, pro-' 

Running: half their 

You’: naughty 

All there: ‘to. 
see a lot of vaudeville-and getting | & 

And all of those “poor 
people ‘(not agenfs) standing there 
‘behind the ropes, waiting: for. seats, 

you do such bysiness,: 

-/posed to be the builders, 

Ely opened and got over in’ 

|is.the vaude. 

“with 

VARIETY 71 
—--— — 

a uses” ‘Couit’ Where the ean: rat —~ 
gone to toss off her.n.g. spouse: At 

Jthe finish, when the court attend~ 
ant socks hubby on the lamp, the 

jfrau tears up the divorce and takes 
him home to nurse the bad peeper. 
Plenty of laughs in this one and 
perfect for any man' s opera saben 

Qs 

MET, BROOKLYN 
. (Vaudfilm). 

Okay bill of four acts” instead of 
tare six owing to length of fea« 
ture, 
(Metro). Picture filled. the house . 
‘Saturday matinee: — 
even and canservatiye layout.. 
Feature took 113 minutes against 

vaude's .62, -newsreel and’ trailer 
raising. the show's ante to 188 min-.} 
utes, - All for 40 cents... 

Program in. order of presentation 
was Five Nelsons, -Mary’ Haynes, . 
Walter C. ‘Kelly and ‘14° Bricktops 

‘Mary Haynes 
‘with her. song patter’. and character. 
layouts rated the house wow, Four | 
nunibers, and each clicked. Opens 
in w.one witha -male pianist .who ° 
doesn't .solo, with imitation ‘of ./a: 
wife pinched for auto parking; then 
a snooping housewife, hicl« tourist, . 
and closes with a burlesque on sea- 
going entertainers, . 

Kelly clicked easy on ‘his, “Vir- 
ginfan Judge,” working 15° minutes 
o.a strong exit. 
-Five Nelsons in opener with hoop. 

juggling: and. diablo: stuff that ran 
a fast 8 minutes against a. colorful 
setting in “three.” Closer ‘was 14 
Bricktops with Bobbie Grice, femme. 
musicians who. spot their orchestra- . 
tions with songs and. some. faint 
dance steps. Harpist and: cellist .: 

.|are included in group. A wired. drop. 
with female punch-judy ‘dolls. danc- 

‘jing in spotlight in imitation: of sev- 
-leral-of the musicians was: a. ‘stand- . 

out novelty. - 
Customers: mostly adults, House 

is one of the best money makers of 
the Loew. Cireult, . 

86TH. ST. : 
(Vaudfilm) 

. Three acts here. for this. ‘week 
with two ‘moderate and the thit a 

fire laugh turn, Radio's “Rio Rita’ . 
the big: attrastion and got ‘all the: 
attention.. 
tle less. than, three: hours; 
took 40 minutes. . 

Colored’ song and dance ‘turn, 
‘Danny’ Small and Co., opened. Too . 
much -time spent: in: "warbling and’ 
gagging. here... Both. Danny | ‘Small .- 
and ‘his high yellow femme ‘partner 
are: primarily’ hoofers - and pleased. 
best when dishing that type of work: ' 

Next were Willie; West and Mc- 

. Vaude - 

|Ginty, three’ nen: doing pantomime ' 
throughout, Set is of a bungalow - 
in construction, with the men ‘sup- - 

Numerous . 
mishaps which appear as though oc- .- 
curring spontaneously are good for 
laughs anywhere, - - 
Hayes and Cody closed, Two: oe 

‘Three acts instead’ of the: iisual Lone a Heftig blondé and the othe 

‘six for first. half.here, and Radio's 
brunette of opposite. bulla... Laug 
come from the verbal. thrusts: each 
\gal takes’ at her partner's -shape. 
Dragged-out a bit too much ‘and the. 
response ‘was.spotty. “ ' 

JEFFERSON 
(Vaudfilm) _. .. 

Well filled house here for the sup- . 
per show Saturday to witness “Rio 
Rita” (Radio), in on a week's run as 

Four acts‘ this week 
instead of the usual seven, and take. 
ing-up 65 minutes. - 
- Charles Dané and. Alvin Sisters. 
(New Acts) opened with singing and 
dancing,. Joe Mendi, the monk. 
billed. as having human - intellect, 
deuced and wasn’t in good spirits | 
when caught, ‘troublesome’ to, 
man working - him,, and. was cuffed . 
frequently. 
Fielder, Harriet and ‘Co. trouped . 

on next with their low comedy flir- 
tation bit and went well. Boys, | 
garbed: ag sailors, work: nicely, and - 
their manner of squaring off helped. . 
Smaller chap, apparently Fielder, de- - 

‘| }Mivered well and took. the solo once 
for a whistling. number, Drew. .— 
‘Boyle and Della, two men ‘with 

|wop dialect “and another playing 
straight, were in their prime here. « 

‘| One of the dialecticilans works from 
@ box. Also vary with straight, and 
comedy banjo playing. playing. 

. HAMILTON | 
‘(Vaudfilm) .. 

Vaude didn’t cut much ice here, © 
due .to the feature, “Rio Rita”: 
(Radio). Only three acts working. 
The bill thua presented. included - 
‘Bernice and Horan (New Acts), 
Paulo, Paquito and Chikita, « ‘and | 

| Corinne Tilton. 
Little comedy in the paper’ lay-. 

out, barring the talk In Bernice and 
Horan’s act in “one,” which wasn’t 
much, and the souse bit Miss Tilton 
‘does as her standout. 

Biz immense. Evening saw a 
complete sellout, with several rows 
of standees..- 

Bernice and Horan went along 
quietly and would have faded to a 
whisper but-for the pickup in ae 

= novelty. dancing....Panlo.and. Paquit 
offered a series of Mexican dances, 

-Chikita singing “. between, | 
Pleased. Miss Tilton closed the, 
show. 

Pathe sound news was on screen. 
with “Rita.” ark. 

“2, 

“Hollywood Revue of 1929" ~ 

V¥auite: “was an— 

Whole bill runs to a lt- - 
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Variety Bills 
NEXT WEEK (Feb. 1) 
‘THIS WEEK’ Jan. 25) 

VARIETY 
Joo Permini 
‘Besser & Balfour 
Devil's Circus 
(One to fill). 

2a half (5-7) 
Sun Fong Lin Tr 
Bernard & Tovnes 
Gatlarini & Sis 

Numerals in connection with bills ‘below indiéate opening day of: | 
show, whether full or split week 

one PARIS ———~} 
Week of January 27 

Caumartin 
Carol Sax Co 
Conway Wingfield 
Itichard Ranier 
Alan Ward 
Lawrence “Fletcher . 

- Dantel Kimhall 
J H Jackson 
Bradley Cass _ 
Wright Kramer 
Richard Hyman 
Wilfred Hoaro 
Richard Harriday 
Jessie Ralph 
Joan Kenyon 
Rose Burdick 
Regina Stanfleld 
Posh 2 

Lido 
Don Parker 
.Rossetti 
Line Jack & F’'rb’N 
Smirnova & T . 
TIgsaeff Sis 

LONDON 
Week of 

FINSBURY 
Empire 

Nervo & Knox 
Berl Beresford . 
Chester Tunis Ba 
Arthur Pond. ; 
Eddie Gray 
Rodney Hudson Co 

LONDON 
Hippodrome 

Mr Cinders 
Victoria Palace 

Wright & Marion 

PARK. May ‘Henderson 

GulH-Gulli 
- Medrano 

Walais 4 
Londonila & P 
Miss Mamie 
Poncherrys 4 - 
Oscar Schumann .- 
Glasner's Bears — 

J Allisons Tr. 
_Klammek 
Christians 
E'dons. 
ttes & Loyal... | 
Charles: Rigoulot | 
Calroll-Porio-C. 

Menu Plalsirs 
Henry: Laverne 
Cleo Vidiane 
Carette- Suffel 
imone. Myrine 

Colette: Andris 
Carol-Bradley | 
May Liette : 
Colette ote dey, 

Jan. 27 

Tucker.Essex & Bd 
Barbette . 
Fred Duprez 
The Romanos 
Bd Voctor 
Peel & Curtle 
NEW CROSS. 

_  - ¥mptre 
Jack Hylton Ba 
3 Girls & a Boy 

STRATFORD 
. . ip : 
Gypsy Vagabond 

PROVINCIAL | 

ABERDEEN ‘Royal 
His Majesty's Mother Goose 

‘Nhe Desert Song LIVERS 

PSMRMINGHAM ‘ _ompire - 
Empire Aladdin _- a 

Sense & Nonsense -MANOHESTER ) 
Grand 

Just a Minute FOO NO ARLE 

Royal ; 
Goldilocks & 3 B’ra 

BRADFORD 
Alhambra 

Hold Everything 
CARDIFF . 
Empire 

The Limning Man 
EDINBURGH 

Silver Wings 
Empire 

Ripples 
HANLEY 
Grand 

Stoke Dramatic So 
HULL 
Palace 

Funny_ Face 
LEE a 

Emptre 
Whirl of Fun & M 

Capitol (24) 
“Gym-Jams” Unit 

- Bobby Walthour Jr. 
Hickey Bros- 
Flo Mayo 
Nat: Nazarro Jr 
Yasha Bunchuk 
“Thelr Own Desire” 

Paramount (25) 
“Tip Toppers” Unit 
Harry Richman 
Norton & Haley 
Btanley Twins 
H & G Dixon 
Helen Nafe 
“Fred Bvang Ens’ble 
“7 Days Leave” 

Roxy (25) 
Maurice Baron 
Mischa Violin 
Harold Van Duzee 
Patricia Bowman 
Leonide Massine 
Neryda 
Harry Losee 
“Zane * & yy 

Mischa "Voljanin 
Y Bernard 

Cookle’s Ba 
6 Maxellas 
Fred Ardath Co 

Capitol. (24) 
Charlle Craft's Bd. 
Stadler & Rose 
Born & Lawrence 

Chicago (24) 
“Shanghai Jesters” 
Bob Nolan Bd 
Seed & Austin 
Willlam Sis 
Bemis & Brown 

‘@tecta Havel 
- Mérova Girls - 
“Bishop Murder C” 

‘Granado (24). - 
“Jazz Serenade” 

- Benny Meroff Bd — 
Griffin & Gresham 
Jonnny Payne. 
Martin. & Martin - 
Granada Ballet 
“Disraell’”’ 

Marbro (24). 
“Knick Knacks” 
Joey Ross Bd. 
Bert Gordon 

./arbara..Vernon .. _. 
- Quale & Kelly 
_Marbro Ballet 

“ *Disraeli” 
‘Oriental (24). 

“Back With Gang” 
‘ Paul. Ash. Bd: . 
_ Peggy Bernier © 
Joe Besser 
Mulroy McN & R 
Qriental Ballet 

“Painted Angel” 

a) 
Virtue for Sale 
| SWAN 

——“F¥ vette FR 

| Caperton & 

. Emplire: | 
The Student Prince 
’ NEWPORT 

‘Empire . 
Making Whoopee 
NOTTINGHAM : . 

'  “Emplre 
Show's. the Thing 

Royal 
Cinderella - : 
PORTSMOUTH 
 , Royal - ; 

Trial of Mary D 
SHEFFIELD 

Empire 
Wake Up and Dr'm 
SOUTHAMPTON 

Empire 
The Desert Song - 

BOUTHSEA 
Kin 

SEA 
Empire 

The Seafarers 

Paradise (24) 
| “Odds and Ende” 
Mark Fisher Bd 
Jack Kelly 
Nick Lucas 
Joe Browning 
Si Browning 
Jules & J Walton 
Kathryn Wright 
Whitey Roberts 
ave Gould Co 

“3 Live Ghosts” 
Rialto (24) 

Babe Sherman 
Morgan & Lake 

Stratford, . 
2a half (30-1) © 

Ted Leary 
$8 Browns 
Don Valerio 
Russel & Fields 

Tivoli (24) 
“Painted Melodies" 
Frank Masters Bd 
Harry Savoy 
King & King 
Irene Taylor 
Birdie Dean 
Brwin Lewis 
Dorothy Berke Co 
“3 Live Ghosts” 

. Uptown (24) 
“Believe It or Not” 
Al Morey Bd : 
The Great, Leon 
Earl LaVere 
Mary & Bobby 
Olive May 
Walter Powell 

“3 Live Ghosts” 
TON 

. Motromelitan (28) 
“Red Rhythm” U 
Arthur Geissler 
Frances J Cronin 
“t Days Leave” — 

State (25) 
Gene Dennis. 

Harry Rodgers : 
“Chas’g. Rainbows" 

BROOKLYN 
‘Fox (25). 

“weird Rhythm” U 
Rube Wolt 
Betsy. Rees 

‘| Winnie Shaw 
Foster Girls 
“Murder on Roof” 
‘Paramount (26) 

“Jazz Preferred” U 
Rudy Vallee Orch _ 

ugel 
Smith & Hadley. . 

& Biddle 
Dorothea Berke Co 
“The Virginian” 

‘BUFFALO 
Thuffalo (25) 

‘Matchbox Rev” 
iIack Dempsey 
Giersdorf Sis 

U 

' " Bdna Covey - 

‘|g @ J McKenna 

1} Flat 4 

Mitzi Mayfair 

‘| Carlena Diamond 

TSI Browning — 

‘| Kathryn Wright 

|.N. ‘ORLEANS, LA. : 

Fred Evans Ens'ble 

Oscar Stang Orch 

AL Gordon Co 
-Morlarity “& Burns} Faust 37 
Phil Lampkin 
Foster Girls 
“Behind Makeup" 

‘Hippodrome (25) 
Harry J’ Conley 
R: Markert Rockets 
Edith Davis 

| Bthel Gladstone 
Boyd Senter 
Jacks Rusgell 
Georgie Crooker 
Grace | ‘Barrie: 
Mijar 
“Tale of Lost Ships” Roxy Gang. 

‘Carlton & Bellew. 

Gtadys St John.. 
‘| Harold -Hansdn 
Admund Sjovilrc 
Maureen & .Sonny 
Dave Gould: Girlg - 

' PHILADELPHIA | 
. Earle (25) 

“Farewell’ . Rev_ 
Eddie White 
Jack Powell - . 
Joe Penner... .- 
Littlefield Dancers - 
|“Playlng -Arouna” -: 

Fox (25), - 

~ SAILING. SOON 

- JACK POWELL 
« 

EARLE 

-‘PHILADELPHIA—NOW- 
(Last Week in-Amerlica) . 

Dir: LEDDY & SMITH 

Lafayette (26) - 
“Kisses” - 

Will Cowan 

Helen Aubrey 
Mabe) -& Marcia 

Wallen & Barnes 
Dave Hacker . 
“Hit the Deck’’ 

CLEVELAND 
State (25) 

“Novelties” Unit 
Al Evans 
Anna Chang. 
Gene Sheldon 
‘Olyn Landick. 
2 Black .Dots 
Schictlis _Mar’nettes 
Gamby Hale Girla’ 
“Behind Makeup” 

DALLAS, TEX. 
: Palace’ (1) 
“Puppets’ Parade” 
Ferry Corwey 
Walter Walthers Co 
‘Blleen .& .Margery 
Blair. & Thornton. 
dobn Quinlan ; 
Mary Reade. Girls - 
- DENVER, COL. 

' Denver (1). 
“Jazz Clock Store” 
Paul Kirkland 

.| Bob Lasalle 
Tiffany 2. 
Bard & Avon 
Fred Evans Ens’ble 
DES. MOINES, IA. 
‘Paramount . (1) 

_| "Coconut Grove” U. 
Koller Sis & Lynch 
Christie & Nelson - 
Kambaroft 
Cecil Blair — 
Dave Gould Girle 

DETROI T 
Fisher (25) 

“Oddities” Unit 
Del Delbridge. 
Nelson & Knight 
‘Bamuel Benavie . 
“Second Choice” 

Frankie Jenks 
Trado Twins 

Harold Stanton 
Sunkist ‘Beauties 
“The Sky Hawk" 

Michigan (25) 
Barto & Mann 
“The Kibitzer"’ 
. HOUSTON, TEX. 

‘ Metropolitan qy 
“Snap Into, It’ U 
Val & B Stanton 
Patterson 2 
The Toregos 
Maxine Henry 
Ann Willams 
Serova Girls 
MINNEAP., MINN. 

Minnesota (1) 
“Odds and Ends” 
Nick Lucas 
Joe Browning 

Julés & J Walton 

Whitey Roberts 
Dave Gould Co 

NEWARK 
Branford (25) 

‘Streets -Bombay” 
‘Johnny Perkins 
Geo Morgenroth 
-Harold Relder 
“The Kibitzer"’ 

Saenger “@”)y 
“Parmy’rd Frolics” 
Senator Mut phy. 
Frank Hamilton 
Zastro & White 
Bernice Maraghall 
Sunny Schenck 
8H & S Wisner 
Dave Gould Girls 
“OMAHA, NEB. . 
Paramount (6 8) 

"Song Shoppe” Rey 
Bal Sherman 

‘| Adelaide De Loca 

-| Jeanne’ Mignolet,: 
Harold’ C Wright: 

John Griffin ~ 
Helen - Andrews : 
“Sunny Side Up” — 

Mastbaum. (28) 
“Opry House’. Unit 
Withers aut . 
Verne Buck 
‘Senorita Carita 
Charles Previn 
Stuart Barrie’ 
“Their Own Desire” 
PITTSBURGH 
Enright (25): 

: “Melody” Makers” 0 
Jay Mills - 
Foster Fagan & C 
Ted Norris. . 
“Darkened Rooms” 

' Penn (25) ; 
“Bton Days” Unit 
Dave. Schooler 
John -Maxwell - 
Marguerite & Gill. 
Castleton & Mack 

|. Chester Hale Girls 
: “Laugnl ng Lady’ 

Stanley. (25) 
“White Caps” Unit’ 
Disk Powell  — 
Monroe & Grant 
Bobby’ Pinkus 
‘The Futching 
Varsity 4 - 
Pauline Gaskins 
“Couldn't Say No” 
PROVIDENCE 

Fay’s (25) — 
May Wirth Famlly . 
Joe Nelmeyer*Co . 
Cappa & Tish 
Johnny Hyman 
Tom & Louise 3 
Warren & Arthur 
Phil 
“Meer Rose" . 
8. ANTONIO, TEX. 

Texas (1) 
“Creole Nights” U 
Lang & Haley 
‘Rolling. Stones 
Anita La Pierre 
Chantal Sis 
Helen Hayes 
Dorothy Berke Co 
WASH GTON: D. O. 

Femme Folties 
Virginia .Bacon 
Lucille Sls 
6 Tivoli Girls 
Vercell Sis . 
Miriam Hoftm'a Ba 
Norree . 
Mary Marlowe 
‘Nix on Dames” 

. (25) | 
‘*Wat'melon Blues” 
VP & M Unit 
Chaz Chase 
Mammy & Picks 
Loufse & Mitchell 
Ted Ledford 
8 South’n Steppers 

““Toytown"? U 
Loew Unit. - 
Enoch Light 
Emmy Dogs 
Tyan Tresault 

ileen Clark 
Mme Paula 
8 Alexander 
Ruth Halperin. 
‘Hale Girls -- 
Fortunello .& C'lino 
“Kibitzer" -. 

NEW YORK CITY 
. Boulevard 
Ist half (1-4) 

Grace & M Eline 
Ali Girl Show 
(Three to fill). 

2a half (5-7) 
3 Silvers 
Dora Early Co / 
Joe Laurle Jr 
Juck & K Spangler 
(One to fill). 

Capitol a)” 
===4- Bela yaa 

Mangean Tr : 
Catherine Lewis 
Ted Claire- 
‘Thomas Fullmer 
‘Nina Oglnska 
Jack Hanlin 

Delancey St. 
tst half (1-4) 

Frank Wilson .- 

Grace Smith Co 
(Two to ty: 
2d halt (6-7) . 

Peg Bates. — 
Hayes & Cody 
Jerry & B Brown" 
Roye-Maye Co 
(Qne to fill) . 

Fairmount 
Ist half (1-4) 

Bernard Weber Co 
The Briarts .~ 
Jack McKey 
Chas ‘Strickland. Co. 
(One to filly 

2a half (5-7) 
.Palermo's Canfines 
Morrell! & B‘ckwith 
Robinson & Plerce 
Barry & Lancaster 
Mr & Mra Ray Lyte |}. 

Grand 
lst half (1-4) 

Brandels C & Mann |6 Rockets 

| (Three to fill). 

‘| Hamilton Sls & KF 

——lat. 
Set Franklin & R 

‘Jack MecKey' 
Garden. of. Roses . 

‘|. Walter C Kelly... 
Jack & K Spangler 
(Tiwvo to fill) 

Hy Cyclone Steppers 

‘Prosper & Maret | 

“Myrtle Plerce = 
. Val. & FE Stanton. 

.Paul. Rerid 

.Joe Friscoe .. 

‘Bd Janis Rev 

|. Joe Laurie. IJr.. 

Barry. &. Lancaster 

|-Lauren.& La Dare 

| 4 Karreys - 

169 West. von St. 
NEW. Y 

Primrose 4 

Wilson Bros 
(One to fill) 

Lincoln Square 
lst half (1-4) 

Weber & Ray 
Wilson Bros — 

2d half (6-7) 
& 

(Three to fill) 

Wyeth & Wynr.. 
Ardine & Tyrell. 
Zelda Santley Co: 
Alexandria & Olson 

2a half (6 1? 
The Briants. 

(Two, ‘to “filly - 

7 Orp heani 
“tat ‘half (1-4)... 

| Bernardo. DePace .- 

‘2d: half-€5-%)----- 
Joe Mandils 3 - . 
Bussey. & Case 
Venita Gould . 
Cole. & Snsder 

Paradise (1). - 
Bobby Walthour. 

Flo Mayo. 
Nat Nazarro 

_". State (1) 
Paul Nolan: Co 
Billy. Farrell Co — 
Mary Haynes Co... 

s:Ca 

oo Victoria 
lst half (1-4) 

Dora..Early Co 

(Two to fill). 
. 2@ halt (6-7) 
Grace & M Eline 
All Girl’ Show 
(Three to fill) 

BEOOKLYN 
Bedford 

lst half (1-4) © 
6 Juggling Nelsons . 
Hewitt & Hal 

‘Bon ‘Jon Girls— 
(One to fill) - . 

2a half (5- ae . 
Louvan .3.--- -:-° 
Weber & Ray _ 
Lionel Mike Ames 
Besser & Balfour _ 
Chas Strickland. Co" 

. _Gotes Ave. 
. Ist- half (1-4) 

3 Silvers = 

Jerry & B Brown 
Trixle Friganza. 
Cyclone Steppers 

° 2d half (6-7) 
Prosper &. Maret” 
Eddle Miller & H. 
Flelder-Harriet Co 
Walter C Kelly 
‘Dance Derby ~~ 

‘ Kings (4) 
Calijari Bros 
Serge Flasn °. 
Ken Whitmer — 
(Two to. fill) . 

Loew's 46th St. 
. 1st half (1-4). 

Oliver Bros. 
Venita Gould 
Robbins & Jewett 
Gallarini & Sis 
(One to fill) - 

24 half (6-7) 
‘George Lyons 
Lew White Co 
Art Henry: Co 
Sun Tanned Follies 
(One to fill) 

(@: Metropolitan 

Coscia & Verdi 
Jack Norworth Co. 
Watson Sis. — 
Carl Shaw Co. 

: Ortentad 
Ist half (1-4) - 

Baby Bobby & B 
Myra Langford 
Bmll_ Boreo 
Sun Fong Lin Tr 
(One to fill) 

2d half (5-7) 
6 Rockets : 
Hewitt & Hall 

Doda & Rush | 
Allan Rogera 
(One to fill) 

Premier 

1st half.(1-4) ~~ 
Prosper & Maret. 
Peg Bates 
Al Lester Co... .- | 
Busscy &. Case © : 
O'Hanlon & Z' bunt 

2d half (5-7) 
Frank: Wilson 
Zelda Santley. co 
Klein Bros - 
‘(Two to fill) _ 

AKRON 
Loew's. (1) - 

4 Ussems 

Edgar Bergen Co — 
Ross Wyse Jr Co. 
Gream ‘8S fret 

ATLANTA 
Grand (1) | 

Ed & Lee Traver 
Billy Beard 
Jack Sidney Co. 
(Two to fill) 

BALTINORE 
_ ae’ § OB) oe 

Fortunello *& C'lino 
Carlton Emmy Co - 
Hann Spoor ' 
Ivan Triesault 
Pavie. 
Gus Alexander 

BAY RIDGE 
_ Loew's: 

lat halt (1-4) 

sare et ete Se a 

jw s Kennedy. | 

‘| Signor ‘-Friscoe Orch: 

'| George 

‘| Sylveater -& Vance — 
‘Cracella- & -Thdtore 

‘Dave Harris Ca 
(Others to fill)’: 

TEN. | 
a 

-|Helen' McFarland —. Cardini 

~ | Miller 
. | Odette, Myrtle 

W’DHAVEN, 
. Willard 

Palermo’s Canines 
Le Van & Bernie 
Robinson @& Pierce 
Frances Arms Co 
Roye & E Maye Ca 

2a half (5-7) 
Busang rs Fox '- 
3 Tiffany Boys — 
Al Leater Co. 
Hmil Boreo .-° 
Black & Silver Co 

BOSTON 
Orpheum. (1) 

| Angel Bros - 
Chas & Li! Girard. 
Hooper & Gatchett 
Frank Conville 

, | Big Parade : Person. 

OANTON: 
- 1. Leew's .- 

Yat har trety 
Eton Days -: 
(Others to. fT) | 

2a half (5-7): 
The Du Ponts 
3 Rah ‘Rah Girla- 

Joe Darcey 

. CORONA, L.: . Oa 
Plazes - a0 

1st “palt. Q- 4). 
Louvan 3°: 

yons 
Lew White Co 

2a‘ half (5-7) 
Bentell & Gould —- 
Frances Arms Co — 
Grace Smith Co 
(Two to fll). 

EVANSV. ELL ° : 
Loew's (1) > 

HOUSTON, 
Loew 

Chapetie & Carlton 
‘Stroud Twins 
Burke & Durkin - 
Sam Hearn. ~ 

‘|Dewn: Home ..-— 

JAMAICA; tr. I.: 
|. Valencia (1)... 

| Hungaria. Tr - 
6 White Lilles 
Leon Navarra : 
(Two to.flll). 

JRPRSEY CITY 
Loew's (1) 

Runaway 4. ; 
‘Teddy. Joyce - 

Sally & Ted ; 
(One. to fill). 

‘KANSAS CITY. 
- Loew's (1) — 

|@a & Jen Rooney 
Dixle Hamilton. 
Smith & Hart © 
Barto & Mann 

| Benny Barton Co . 

-|/ MEMPHIS, TENN. 
State (1): 

Jerome & Evelyn 
Jdck North — 

Demarest & ‘Deland - 
4 Hughie Clark Co. .- 

MONTHEAL 
‘Loew's (1)" 

‘Sheldon Heft & Le 
Reynolds & White. 

| Nat Chick Hatnes / 
Raym'nd & Caverly 
6 Lucky Boys : 

. ‘NEWARK 
State (1) 

Aurora 3 - : 
Ryan Sis. 
Harry Hayden: Co 
‘Francls & Wally: 
Van & Schenck 
NEW ORLEANS 

State (1) | : 
“Dresden China’? U 

NORFOLK, VA. 
_ State (1) 

Milady’s” Fan 
Bobby Henshaw 
(Three to fill) 

PITTSBURGH 
Loew's 

Adier & Bradford 
Milis‘& Shea ~ 
Charlotte Woodruff 
Wesley Bddy.. 
(One to fill). 

) . 

Carr Bros & Betty 
‘Bob Nelson Co 
Meyers Lubow. & R 
(Two to fll) 

ROCHESTER 
‘Loew's (1). 

Rath Bros 
Jue Fong . 
O'Donnell & Blair 
Harry Burns Co 
Modena’s Fantasy 

TAILOR, 908 Walnut St., Phila. 
“TORONTO 
Loew's (1) 

Les. Jardys 
Romaine: & Castle 

‘| Jack Janis Co 
‘Caits Bros 
Carl Freed Orch 

| WagivGTon, Ds c.. 
Loew's. (1 

Lou Holt. 
‘| Dolores, Eddy. & D 
Pearl Twins . 
(Two. to fill) 

I. 

‘4st half (1-4) 
Bentel & Gould 
Lionel Mike Ames" 

| Cole & Snyder 
Sun Tanned Follies 
(One to fill) - 

2@ half (6-7) 
‘|Set Franklyn & R 
Lauren & La Dare’ 

‘| Bernard & Squires. 
Trixie Friganza 

1+ (One to fill) 

YONKERS, N. Y. 
Yoaukers 

Ist half (1-4). 
Mcrreil & Beckw’h 

+——2d-half—(20-31).. 

‘Zita &-Anis - 

.-| Kitchen. Pirates 

Echoes of Desert,- 

’{ Millard 
George D’Ormonde . 

"| Rati ‘West & 3¢cG | 

4 Two to fill) - 

‘| Corbett & O’Brien 

‘|Devilo & Denny 

I. 

NEW YORK cITy 
Chester 

1st halt U- 4)° 
4 Jacks & a Girlle 
Wilson & Rogers 
Ship Ahoy 
Johnny Downs 
Lt Gitz Rice 

2d hal€ (5-7) 
Monge Tr 
Jean La Crosse 
Rice & Werner 

+Chain & Conroy. 
-| Francois Densmore 

-Wilson-.&-Rogers——- 
Sunshine Glrls 

May Questelle 
Wilt Higgie & Girls 
Burns & Allen 
(Two to fill) 

Coliseum-. 
“Ist half (1-4) 

2%. Arleys 
Caralfft a Wales 
Esther Ralston 
Roy Rogers. 

2d half .(5-7) 

Eliz Brice’ Ce... 
Everett Sanderson 

Ada Bro 
Willt'ma ‘ Delaney 
Toto 

Jefferson 
1st half (1-4) 

Fein & Tennyson 
| &pence & True 
Bronson Renee Co 
Jerry Coc & Bros 
Bob Albright.Co 
Flynn & Mack — 
Meehan’s Dogs 

2a half’ (5-7) 

Joe Young Co 
Al Mardo- ; 
Lit-Gitz Rice Co 
Ralph. Olsen Co 

2a half .(29-31) 
Dano & <Alvin Sis 
Joe Mendi 

| Blelder Hartntt Co 
Boyle & Della a 
(One. to’ fill) 

lst half (1-4) 

De Cito & Denny’ 
Mammy Jinny 

ROGERS and WYNNE 
“SOCK. "EM STEPPERS” 

. Open in Europe at | : 

EMPIRE, HOLBORN 
oo Feb. 10, 1930: 

Dirs: LEDDY & SMITH 

Corbett: € 
Three Jolly Tars. 

2d halt (29- 31) -- 
, Marle Déombna . 
Bz Morgan Uo . 
Buck & Bubbijes 
(Two to fill 

— Sist Street 
lst half: (1- 4° 

Monge Tr .- . 
Geo K Arthur co . 
Biiz Brice: Co 

(Qne to’ fill) 
 .2d- halt GO- 7) 

& Whson 

Flowers of Seville 
(One to fill). 

2a half. (29- 31) - 
Leo Beers & H. El y 
Cc Bennington Bd. 
‘Cardiff & 
(Two to fill) . 

8¢th. Street | 
-Iest half (1-4y, 

Clayton: on kson & D 

‘Chevaller Bros 
May Questelle a 
(One to: All). 

2a halt. (5-1): 
‘Hap: Hazzard. . 
2 Rhythm Dancers 
‘Tempest & 3S’ nshine 
Marty May 
Snatole Friedland fq 

:2d: half. (29-31) 
Danny Small 

Hayes & Cody 

68th Street : 
Jet half (1-4) 

3-Rhythm Dancers 
Leslle Strange 
Billy Maine Co.: 
Marty. May. 
Anatole’ Friedland . 

- ga half (5-7) 
‘| Behoes of Desert 
1 Cardiff, & Wales 
Chinese Whoopee 
Roy Re Rogers ot 

2d helt. (29- -81) 
Rudell & ‘Dunnegan 
Kitchen Pirates 
Robles & Hamilton . 
(Two _to fill) 

‘Fordham 
-1st half (1 4) 

Hap. Hazzard -- 
-|Jean LaCrosse 
Richard Bennett Co 
Slim Timblin Co 
Jessie Maker — - 

‘9a -half. (5-7) 
“| Aileen & Marjorie’ 

Ewlng Baton - 
Billy Maine Co . 

- |Corlnne Tilton. 
Babe Egan Redh’'ds 

. 2a half. (29-31) 
Smith Strong & Lee 
Faber & Lehr.Co 

Sunkist Girls SYRACUSE -{ Lillian Morton 
. “Romance of. R a" Fisher & Hurst Loew's (1) (Two to fill) 

| | Bernardo De Pace |Tracey & Hay . Franklin 
“Lace Land” - Alexandria & -Olsen | Le Groks- ‘Ist half (1-4). 
Loew Unit Pitkin (1) Powers & Wallace | Klown Rev - 
“Bishop Murder c Les Ghezzis Billy Glason ; Riess & Dunn : 

(26) Kaye & Sayre 14 Bricktops Mixon & Heier Co. 

Tree: 60h JACK L. LIPSHUTZ HOTEL al 
MANHATTAN. 

‘Paul Morton Co 
lowers of Seville 

2a half (6-7) 
Don Cummings 
Bern{ce & Foran 

Goss & Barrows. 
Geo .K Arthur Co | 
Smith Strong. .&' Lee 

2a half. (29-31) - 
Ton Galvin - 
Caufield & Ritchie 
Joe Young Co sos 
(Two to fll). 

Hamilton 
Ist half (1-4) 

Tan McAuliffe 
‘Miller & Weston . 
Harry Hayden Co 
Smith Strong & Lee 
Jos Fejer Ca:. 

2a half (5-7) 
3144 Arleys 
Miller & Doyle -. 
Wallace Ford Co 
Rudell & Dunnigan 
Snow Columbus & I 

2d half (29-31) 
Bernice & Foran 
Paula Paquita & C 
Corinne Tilton , 
(Two to fill) 

--Art-Henry--Co-<=-=:}-- Hippodrome =-(1)==- 
Alex Hyde Maidens | Dance Parade 
Klein Bros 
(One to fill). a 

2d half (5-7) . 
Baby Bobby & B 
Russell & Marconi 

-| Brandels C & Mann 
Devil's Circus 
MoManus & Hickey 
Royal Uyena Japs 

‘ 

Joe Menai — 
Toby Wilson C'o 
Naricy Decker 
Gander Bros 
7 Nelsons 

- (26 
Ifazeed Tr... 
Don Cummings 
Tiny, Town Rev 

oO ‘Brien, 

Wales. .. 

Marlin . 

+Dobbs & 

“Murand 

Jones & Rea - 
COne to fill), - 

2d half (5-7). 
Carney & Frazer 

‘| Myrtle Hebard - . 
. | Mr & Mrs Victoroja 

(Two to. fill). . 
2a halt (29-31) © 

4 Pals 
Desmond. Earl &. Co: 
(Three to”. fill) 

‘Palace. (1). 
‘| Kikutas Japs. 
Siamese Twins 
‘Frank -Gaby 
Lita.’ Grey. Chaplin | 
Norman Thomas ‘& 
Phil: Baker. 

| Eliz Morgan ‘Co 
(26) 

Herrlm'n Swan & L 
Larry Rich Frlends. 

| Josephine Harmon 
i} Irene Bordon!: 

Luster Bros |. - 
Corbett & O'Brien | 
Lina. Basquette Co 
‘yrilton, & “Weber 

‘3Ymall Bros- 
Riveralde 

Ist ‘half: (1-4). 
Don. Cummings 
Everett Sanderson. 
‘Tempest & S'nshine - 
Bayes & Speck. 
16 ‘Sunghine- Girle 

2d half’ (6-7). 
Tom McAuliffe - 
Cora Greene - 
Millard ~& Marlin ; 

' Jor: Fejer Orch 
-- | (One -to fill): * 

| ° 2a halt (29-31) 
CuntiIngham & C 
Teller Sis. 
Dixon Holer Co. 

|Johnny Marvin ° 
-Dainty make Co . 

Ast ney at 4) 
-| Harriet Nawrot. Co. 
Adams & Rash ~- 

‘| Mah’ ‘Montgomery 
Joe Young Co 
C Bennington Bd . 

2a half (6-7) 
.| Miacahua 
Lewis Raym'd & H 
‘Manny King Co 
Marie De Coma... 
Frankel & Dunlevy 
Murand & Girton 

2a: half (29-31)° 
Ajleen & Marjorie 
Billy ‘Maine Co. 
Snyder, & Cooley. 

BROOKLYN. : | Schepp's Circus | 
Albee (1) | Jack Major." 

Harrim’n-Swan & tren itt eb kw ‘004. 
Harrison & Dakin wo to 
Irene Bordon! FLUSHING 
Rich & Cherie Kelth’s. 
Larry Rioh: Friends 
Luster Bros 

~ (25) 
Rhythmic Revels. 
Tom McAuliffe 
Jerry Coe & Bros 
Odette’ Myrtil . . 
Barry & Whitledge 
Joe Cook . 

‘Bushwick 
. Ist half. (1-4) 
tteorge Herman ; 
Cook & eggevere - 

-. Mason 
Glenn & Jenkins 
Woodland Rev — 

2a half (5-7)_ 
& 

McRea & Mott 

(Two to. fill) - 
2d half .(29-31) 

‘gid & D Lea'le 
Georgé Morton 

(Two to filly 
Kenmore (1) 

Weaver. Bras 
Home Fotks 
Lights. & 
Heras & “Wallace: , 
(One. £008) fill). id 

| Tabor & Sroene LO 
. "| Wells & 4 Faya 
“| Herbert Faye Co 

(Two to fill)” 
Madigon 

-Ist- half (1-4) . 
Alleen & 
Ewing Eaton 
Rice: & Werner 
Corinne Tilton 
Chinese Whoopee 

- 2d half (6-7) 
|Jean Rankin Bells | 
Slim Timblin' Co . 
Raynor Lehr Ca. 
Afterplece 
(One to filly 

2d half (29-31) 
Spence & True. 
Lulu 
Biz Brice Co— 
=(Two=to-flll jet <2 

Prospect . 
Ist half (1-4) 

‘Murand & Girton 
Laddie & Garden 
Stateroom 18 
Thomas & Ray 
Barbler Slmma Co 
Bert Fitzgibbons 
Fi-sini Melodians 

2d half (5-7) 

- 125th - Street- “| 

Dorothy Kandin. Co 

Girton’ 

‘3 Travel’'g Salesm'n 

‘Rolsaman Alab’’ns : 

‘Shadows | 

-Marjorie - 

McConnell CO} srartnelli_ Girls 

Wednesday, January 29, 1930 

George” ‘Herman 
Cook & Roscvere 
Devito & Denny 
Dobbs & Mason . 
Glenn & Jenkins 

2d half (29-31) 
Fwing Eaton 
Ross & Costello 
Wright Dousias 
(Two to fll) 

AKR P+ 

Palace (1). 

B & JI Crelghton 
Nattova Co. 
Evans & Mayer 

Proctor’s qd) 
Mack & Wright 
Any Family .— 

3 Arts Rev 
(One. to fill) 

A.B, Leach & Co 

i 1) ee 
DeBee &- Hudson” 
Wm Ebbs 

.| Will Aubrey 

TO. 
KelthAibee (1) . 
-Rangers . 

sean Carr; . 
Bly House Co 
Bobby May 
Joo Bonomo.- 

(26) 
Enos Frazere . 
Harrison & Dakin 

Maxine Lewls 

Hippodrome. qay7 
‘Polar Pastimes - 
da Brown. 
‘ Qulu. McConnell. 
Wilton &. Weber. 
(One to wit : 

. CALGARY 
. (Grand (1) ° 

| Great: Rolle 
Vox Walters. 

| Walter Dare Waht. 
4 Diamonds 
(One to fly 

Howard & Newton: 
Teck Murdock Co 
Bill-Robinson  ... 
(One ‘to filly): - 

_ CHICAGO. 
7 Palace (25) | 
Arthur Petiley ‘Co. 
George Beatty 
Marion Wilkins. Co. 
‘gully & Thomas : 

Jerome. & Gray 
Fannle Brice . 
State-Lake . (25). 

Mascagno- 4. 
Grace ‘Doro ° 
Cilfford. & Marion 
Irene Rich Co |... 
‘Hocrls & Radellfte . 

“CENCINNATS 
~. Albee (1). 
Songs. & Steps. - 
Kester Pag'n: & Cox: 
fen Murray 
Florence Rich’dson : 
(One ty fll) -- 

VELAND 
South St. (1): 

‘Grace’ Doro — ... 
Rih Tin Tin...” 

| Fred Lightner Co. 
6 Davillos 

(25) 
Helena. Justa & c 
Stan. Kavangugh 
‘Bob Carter & A 
(Two to fill) 

: Palace Des) 
}Tnova Baikoff Co 

| Harrington Sis — 
Henry Santrey. Bd 
Al .Trahanes |. 
Lester Irving: 3: | 

DENVER . 
Orpheum a) 

2 Daveys......- 
The De Marcos — 
Yates & Lawley 

(One to fill) © 
26) 

Ist haif (1-4) 
Francois Densmore 
Marle DeComba 
Howland & Breen 
WIM Osborne Orch 
Joe Phillips’ Co 

2a half (5-7).. 
| Clayton J’kson & ‘D 
May Questello. 
Johnny Downs 
4 Allfsons 
(One to fill) 
.. 24 nalf (29-31) 
‘Aap Hazzard 
The Rangers 
AUillard & Marlin — 
(Two to filly 
JE ERSEY CITY 

State 
“1st half “Ue 4). 

3. Belmonts — 
-{CUnton & Angelina 

| Will Aubrey: 
Marion Wilkins co. 
-(One'to fill) - 

- 2d half (6-7) 
Jneck Lavier Co 
Hill Bivies 

| (Three to fill) 
2a half .(29-31).. 

“Murand &. ‘Girton: 
-Four of (s 

een tes seg 

St Clair Sig & O'D 

Local Beauty C'test 
AI ¥ 

BONDS FOR INVESTMENT 

Inc. 

Mazetti Lewis Co . 

’ Rie J aps———~—} 
. OSTON 

Junior Durkin Co _ 

Harry’ Carroll Rev , 
. . wm 

(25) 
6. American Belf’ ds 

‘Madge Kennedy. ‘Co 

/Rhythm &. Taps. . 

Sls 

Morris & “Campbell 

wwe ment 

Files “Yn FE Hubert 
Eddie Pardo” 
jeehee ubsatt 

“Bee 
The Skatelles ) 
Local’ 
Roger Imhoff Co 
Sylvia Clarke 
Lane Osborne & C 

MT. VE, 

Jet’ half (1-4) 
.| Snow Columbus & I 

Teller Sis Co 
Jean Rankin Bells 
Burns & Allen 
The Kikutas 

2d half (5-7) 
‘| Harris & Clatre - 
Bobby Jackson 

-Bert—Waiton———-~ -Bisther-Rats 
Herbert Faye Co. 
Wm H Groh Co 

HOWARD SLOAT., 
ox 

S57 Wiliam St NY 

2a‘ half (29- 31) - - 
Rodrico ‘& Lila Orc 
(Others to fill) 

NEWARK. 
Palace’ (1) q) 

Ruth Ford. . 
Raymond Bond Co. 
Buck & ‘Bubbles 
Lina Basquette Co. 

“ (28) 
4 Jacks & Girlie 
‘Raynor: Lehr Co 

: | Carl Francis, Co 
“+ | Weaver Bros : 

‘Home Folks: . 
NEW ROCHELLE 

Keith’s 
Jet half. (1-4) 
H Groh Co ° 

Murdock & Mayo 
Saxton &. Farrell. 
Jim MecWllliams . 

a Johnny Paatine Rev’ 
2a half (5-7). 

‘| Bua & Eleanor Coll _ 
| Morley Sis 

‘| Willie West & McG - 
Burns & Allen.. 
Relimue Tr 

2a half (29- 31) 
- | Senorita Alcanez Co 

(at ers. to fill) : 
OAKLAND 
Orpheum (1). 

Dance Fables fn 
Hal Nelman 

-| Ruby Norton. 
( +" Ray &. Harrison 

| Fred ‘Sylvester 
(25). 

Olds & Ends~ 
(Others to -fll) 

OMAHA 
Orpheum: (1) 

Schepp’s Circus 

‘& Lockw'd 
(Two to fill: - 
os £25, 
Carrie. “Bady 

‘| Brems . & M "Bros: 
| Mildred: Hunt - 
‘Fin Lewis '. 
(One to Ht 

OTTAWA 
- Kelth’s (1) 

4 Phillips : 
Morton & Arbuckle 
Ray & Nord. . 
Mazetti Lewls. 
(One. to - fill) 

. (25) 
Clifton & Ptnr 
Berk. & Sawn. 
Co-Eds" . 

1st. half (1-4) 
Barr. & Davis 
Cortez - 
Reynor “Lehr Co. 
(Two to fill) 

.2a half. (6-7) 
3 Belmonts - 
Woodland Rev 
(Three to fill) ; 

2d half (29-31). 
‘| Cora: Green. 
‘| Howland & - Breen 
Manny King Co 
Cadette 6 
(One to fill) 
PITTSBURGH 

Harris (1)- 
Crystal. $ . 
Emers’n &. Bldwin 
(Three to fill) 

(26) 
The Dakotas. . 
Chabot &.Tortont 
(Three to filly 

' PORTLAND 
Orpheum (1) 

P'vl’y Oukrainsky 
Nash & Fateley 
W & JI Mandell 
Owen McGiveney 
The Wager: 

(25) 
The Di Gatanos 
Powers & Jarrett 
Derickson & Brown 
Stuart & Lash. 
Cavaliers: 
PROVIDENCE 

‘Keith-Albee. (1) 
Enos. Frazere 
Wm Ebs 
Anderson &. 
Maxine Lewis 

‘| Harry Carroll” Rev 
(25) : 

Burt. - 

Jean Carr a 
Glad Moffatt ; 

‘| Biny House Co. 
Joe Bonomo 
Bobby May : 
ROCHESTER 
Renee. a) 

Armstrong..Bros |. 
Faber & Wales 
Harry Holmes Co — 

——————— 

“FISHER and GILMORE 
African Theatres, Ltd. 
Johannesburg, | South Africa 

Glenn & Jenkins 
Francois Densmore 
Cunningham & B 

KANSAS CITY 
Mainstreet (1) 

Pahn’ Bench = Girls 
Les Gellls wy 
Sully & Thomns — 
Solly Ward Co 
(One to flty : 

-Brady...&.Wells... 
Bozo Snyder Co 
Kramer & ae 
Pollack & Dunp 

LOS ANGELES 
Hillstreet (1) | 

Odds & Ends. Rev 
(Others to fill) 

(25) 
Tillis & La Rue 
Curly Burns Co 

J Shuron Devries Co 
<One to -fill) 

‘ (25)°. 
Md Collegians 
Ryan, &° Noblette 
T’mp'st & S'nshine 
Jim - MeWillinms 
Rhythm &- Taps 
SALT LAKE. CITY: 

Orpheum | (1) 
Kelso Bros Rev 
(Others to fill) 

(25) 
~ 2:-Davey 9 =-sss=-=== pone a 

\ De. Marcos 
| Yates & Lawley 
Morris & Campbell 
(One to fill» 

SAN DIEGO 
Orpheum (1) 

Beehee & Rubyatte 
Fiddie Pardo Co 
Curly Burns Co 
(Two to fil!) 
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~Chatter 
———_——. 

—~-BAN- DINGO. 
tion against Ismel Escartin, owner 

a 

Loma La Sallie & Mack |Gracle Barry Ruth Fox (S0) Majestic (80) Ocnhonm  (3@) “nr Paris— St thé PIM —- 

on wes ander Tr Sonny Aehford she eico 108. calle Douglas. Wright Co Loma. enn ne 
- Escartin keeps his bank accounts 

Brown Bros Capitol — |} Wanda Alien Nayon's Birds Faudia Coleman | Falle Reading & B — -. 1m the names of relatives and it’s . . 

FlorN’ TSA NCISO oO wistarna ana), setoLa woo: D Ke TO ccLse (Two to nee? Yr vinliams " (Continued from page 7) esa the judge sale. is. 

p ate ‘ord 
to fill) | -. .JJeyy attachment. Amounts re 

Golden Pa ate Ane Ordo Corday “ Eeyptian (30) “Overon Si), oo NE ORLEANS (one {oN ONTO League of America, in town enroute ‘are $169 to Miss Parker, $107 to. 

Fratton a Parker Hitchen Firate ania Peon | Balson & Gregory Yacopi . ® car nestic qa) to Florence and Sorrento to write| Miss Foster and $63 to Miss de 

Oleen & Johnson ne to. ; Toota Novelle _ a e. a ho, Panamanian. 

(Two to Ay 2a half (5-7). Bella Royal Harry Rappe Billy Miller Wheeler & Morton |4 new Russ tome Camacho 

Kerr & Ensign 
C Bennington's Ba John Valentine 

Stop Look & Listen 

Saxton & Farrell 

When Escartin refused to obey 

Texas Comedy 4 
the court and pay, he was given 30 Huft & Huff 

H. L. Mencken busted into every- 

Helen Hille 
Dance Fables 

LONG BEACH. 

jet half. (1-4) Any Family . - Belcher Dancers 
having opera, Bracale Opera Co, is 

v thing with his breezy address and |! 

- iman Flynn & Mack West Coast (81) SAN JOSE Al K Hall Co (One to fll) » “ok days to think it over. 

aby Norton Jonnny Fastine Rv’ jPeasant” Idea sacaufornia, ee ; Montoasnasee. on the freedom of vs t0 , 

“Ray & Harrison One to -al Ed alt (3- oe Montparnasse, = Covering :te “| For the first time in months the 

‘Fred Sylvester 2a halt (39-31) | General Lavine |«tvory” armament conf for his- Balto Sun or i 

SCHENECTADY }4 Phillips June Worth 7 igh Hatter Gr S ’ National theatre, Panama City, is 

SC ieith’s Kraft & Lamont | Bert Prival Hy Meyer eat tates paper. 

Rankin’s Bluebells : 
‘Lamont 4... .. |” 
(Two to fll). 

GARMENTS FOR GENTLEMEN 

N ROCKEG 

Joan ‘Hardcastle 
.|N. HAVEN, CONN. 

Palace’ (31) 

Chas Rozelle 
Lorris & Fermine | 
Miles & Perlee 
John Vale 

Niles Marsh... -: 
Billy Ronse: - 
Maxine Evelyn 

‘ttn Green” 
‘Moran & Weston 

‘| Franklin Record: 
Way. Watts & A. 

‘ |Shapiro.& O'Malley J 

‘LANSING, MICH. 
‘ - Strand . 

Mascagno 4 Shapiro & O'Malley. 
Dancing Cadets 

London. First time for air trans- 
}portation by professionals for pub- 

vardier,” sold a. story, “East Side, 
West Side” to Harry: Cohn | of 
Columbia, according to cable from 

the. comedian’s death. . — 
- Downe‘ was’ manager. for -Hitch- 

— = ww ne 4 ‘| Dorothy Henley ~ : licity value over here. _|cock's “Hitchy-Koo” through. the 

EXCLUSIVELY DESIGNED | vHollywood Girla” | Oe. eT ote He oe “arthur Moss, editor “The ‘Boute- | SOU‘? ae 

Chatter in Havana 

; Goetz & Duffy _George Jean Nathan is coming over appearing for a limited engagement. 

= nynn—&-Noblette. rt_Yralton____. | OS ANGELES. , Lou Webb ; ——— — ; ming over | a) 

"Rt" raiperin | Norman Thomas 6 -| Loew's State (38) Betty Lou Webb 1 oye rib. +5 Sarite- Buttes Gauge {2 the_snring Lil Gish_ditto, _and| Business reported okay. . 

Lamont 4. “. -“FROY |. .- | “Byes" Idea: ‘SEATTLE, WASH.|. — Rialto _. &d-half (5-8) Eugene. O’Neill’s literary contribu- - “oe a —~ 

igs 10.21, 0, | acgPeectoret 4) | Welle & Winthrop | itth Ave: 20), nose Mlagsie? *| Francis Rename” [On for Ber QE Alamo, Californie ont ere acts. 
2a. * . 74) ndrevas . | “Carnival . Russe”. || Rose's gets’ .| Franc v awe * ayy og Ty é in ‘acts. | 

regi Penis"s ol ule Pied o Reber, [Strat ene’ [UGS | EuteSBte aux | attSeaSe arcs seearinoner”| Busines fo'om 
LePau -f : 1 ; °. ex ere Beke alf: (6- ; I a) K , -. SOroO. - 

LePaul, witiedge | Barry & Whitledge | Wisconsin ($1) | Russian Sunrise 8 .|Warry Girard Ens | | Genesee and we mn i Martin, Jr., still honey- | - : 

a eee). wet ah {Far Bast” Tee | eo ETD. MASS Barton & Young | iat halt. (2-5) Pinare Tan nest a Hector Downe, who was secretly 

fy - an ever SP] 4 , MA ne to ' larry rard Ens. , o.Tango orchestra got On| purchasing property in the interior 

. 2a half (29-381) 2a half (5-7) Helen, Pachavud Palace (8 PEORIA, ILL. . 7 . p 

-- pyanViola Co. | Ryan-& Noblette-- Mo Sanami Co". Coe BO 7 eee alace ae (Twa fo al) 4, |the.alr.. Elght boys flew -to fill a| of Panama for Raymond Hitchcock, 

Rice & Werner - Nan Halperin — ‘2 Jacks & 2 Queens |Rome & Gaut. Yat halt (2:4) ~ "| Manntug & Class’ ~~ | Six-weeks'-engagement-at-the Savoy, -cancéelled..all .future... buys, due .to 

Morton & Arbuckle | Ruth Kadamateu 
. ° 

. . oN. ¥. ] Doris. a (One to fill) ‘Ivan: Ka + o 

Miao.raris, x. x. | Darla Moniz 1° | BANSING. MECH: | (One tEBMig.g) [Ivan Kahn, his agent in Hollywood.| By RENE CANIZARES 
- Ist half (1-4) . . Orpheum (31) | Ist half (2-5) O'Neal & ‘Manners |} . a : ; 

a , . “Kisses”... -' | “gpeea" Iden” Larimer & Hudson Nancy Gibbs Co im 0 . . a 

1632 B'way, at SOth St.. N. ¥. City | Joe & J McKenna | Black Cat 4 Cowboy Revels ~~ | (One to fill). — . vs oo - Havana, Jan! 24. 

— Win Cowan ° Cal Norris Greyh'ds St . ; FfFanama Winter. season is in full. swing .- 

° “. oe . Parker ack. 
oe , . Me 

2a half (29-31). ” Helen Aubrey - " | Belen’ Burke -- 
‘| put.the number. of tourists dropping 

A Chevalier Bros |-Mabel & Marcle UTICA, N. ¥. . — _ jin is not up to last season. Al- 

Orpheum (1) Foley & Latour . | Mitzi Mayfair — Gayety : (31) = Balboa, Jan. 20. | though the steamship lines . have 

‘| Trace & Boréo Wallen & Barnes | “Kisses”. - Night. Nfe very 
Lee 2 9°  - 
Medley & Dupree: . Ray Stanton Co Dave Hacker -* . Joo & J McKenna 

quiet since New doubled their service, .and the air 

a ’ ——— Year’s eve. Lights burning, but no|lines have added planes, the pleas- ° 

Snoozer Jr «= - | Paul Morton Co . OAKLAND Wil, Cowan ~ ; seve. . $ , ; ; , the 

‘Jack Pepper "| |. “UNION BULL” | Fox (1) E Flat 4 ow NEW. YORE .Jone spending.” - -- J ure seckera are scarce. Maybe it 

. oe apito “Desert” e 1 Fele : ae . gg ; ra = .|can. be blamed: on stock crash. 

(One toy fl tet hale (4) [Bae Morton Beck | Mabel & Marcia Gallant's | Joey Chance Ba . Princess Luba, featured dancer at}: ey ! 

. Ajexander Girls | Jack Lavier. Co 
“-Yen Christy Co . 

- Healy & Cross° 
“Block & Sully — 

. | Pa 
“AL 

bor. & Green 
Billles 

.|Cropley & Violet. 
‘| Manuel Lopez . 

Muriel Stryker 

Carla Torney Girls 

Mitzi Mayfair. 
-. | Wallen .&, Barnes 

Dave Hacker | Cardell. Twins 

B & M:Johnston “Les Ambassedeurs - 
HDlinor Kerr: =.. \ Clayton, Jackson, 

Durante & Bd” 

Kelly’s Ritz, is known around Chi- 
‘cago as. Gladys Mintz. - Papular 

Shortage of money spenders and. 
the addition of resorts opening this’ 
year is making it hard going.. The 

(Two-to Ml). Dave econ, D. ¢. | Harry Stockwell | Frankle McCoy here; clever. and pretty, with plenty | Ww ” Mesa, ; Ar- 

’ Howards Ronies oi 24 halt ED, PORTLAND, ee ow ox 31) $ Hale Beyer Orch Drena Beach ~~ or class. She returns to Chicago in Martin: Mesa, Gaming othe. better 

. : nton ngelina | -Broadway . ‘Wat'melon ues” ova. : Ont ‘Terra arch. ean: pos ; . : 

Orpheum (1) . |Co-Eds. “Uniforms” Idea -| Mammy & Picks Cosanore Oakland's Terrace an Roberts and Violet 

Ruth Hamilton... . . a ; Ran : ‘am ; res: 

‘Teck. Murdock Co. VANCOUVER Joy. Bros .  ,. | Seuthern Steppers HORotab hide. a nae Winston sailed. last week for New Orleans to Rancho Boye rO8 a some ae ene ey 

° Bill Robinson ; Orpheam (1) Shore & Moore WAT’B'RY, CONN. | peatrice Lille. ‘ : { Peggy. Bolton open there. at the. old. Absinthe}, : ly 

“(One tof). | 4 Cirillo Bros. - SACRAMENTO . |.|_ Palace (31) |. | Bobby Brook Bd {Kay Green - House, operated by Mary Lee Kel-. ‘auch In the red. In night club only 

- 25). “1M & A Skelly ‘Senator (81): | | ‘Jazz. Cinderella Chateau Madrid Joe Storacy ; ao 9y 4 . > El"! two. are doing well, the Tokio and. - 

4 Cirflio Boys - Scott Sanders “Internat'l’ Idea: | Mae Usher | Al Shayne : ' -l Ropalle Wynne ley. ’ oo. Montmartre. : 20 ; 

ME A, Skelly renee : any Markell & Foun Roy Rogers ‘ Lee Sis Dot Crowley 
hoe . _ . vag 

. Scott Sanders - ne: to’ ‘Federico Klores auline Alper L . f : : Te : 

‘Pepito.-. eremere 5) Mignon Laird James Gaylord | 2912 heen Sey oe ane Marie Maynard, also at Kelly’s| Arfete Restaurant, open-all-night 

-(One_ to. fill) Lee 2. ‘| Billy Carr _| Billv Randall Anthony Trini Ba | Mildred Lorraine Ritz, was in an auto accident. Face} eatery and owned by Menendo, has - 

- &©, rou as | Medley & Dupree | Osa Bone, | Ao & Stewart ‘Richman Landau'’s Ba badly cut; car skidded; but‘treated|been christened after that seventh’ 

’ Carrie & Eddy ‘| Jack Pepper "Elsinore . W'RC'ST’R,. MASS. | Smith Belleu Bd Paramount Hotel ‘avenue restaurant, ‘Dave's - Blue | 

€6 Am Belfords. 
Howard & Newton 

Pozo Snyder Co) 
Rae Samuela —-—- 

Frosini’s Melodians 
(Two' to. fill) 

(One -to fill) 
“WHITE “PLAINS 

Armand & Perez - 

“+ 4st half (1-3) * 
“Hot. Dominoes” 

Ted Ledford. — 

Palace. (31) - 
“Drapes’’ Idea 

Louise &. Mitchell "— 
Jack Buchanan Buddy Kennedy 
Jeasie Mathews Will ‘Oakland's Rev 

Ann Pennington > DuVal 4..° 
Norma Terris Roy Ingraham Bd 

Hubbard are also’ slated to. leave. 
‘Buckner and Nessley, adagio team, 

at the Gorgas hospital. and doing 
nicely. . 

class; Sans Souct, luxurious road 
house, and. the Roof Garden: at 

Room, by the crowd of American: 

) n 
— ._ ‘pirlg working at. the: local’ night 

. Marinelli! Girl - ist priate 4) pee an . Jarome Mann oOo aioe Ine Baaie Roste Club Dolly Austin, cabaret entertainer, clubs. ° ” é. om 

os iris. pa ee -4) .|Paul Mal wy I ann e.Inn- | Ed etor Ss: wt} - wn clubs. oe 

- ee (25) - | ada Kaufman Girls | Dexter Webb.& D !Derothy Kelly Swan “ie “Tee - | Baate Greene will: marry Heinie Smith, manager| At 4:30..a,'m. the beamery re~ ~ 

. Doin’ Things Unit |.3 Life Buoys aos = a . i 

Jay C’FNppen 
(Three to fill). - 

‘Kane & Ellis 
‘| Cuby & Smith | 
Peter Higgins 

Jazziips Rich’rdson 
Leonard Harper Rv | 
Le Roy Smith Bd- 

Josephine. Hall 
Alma Smith | 
Mekka Shaw 

of the Ancon C. Z, restaurant, in. 
March. 

sembles one ‘of Broadway's places. 

A: new theatrical agency has been 

Orpheum (1) 2a half (6-7) a Da Cotton lab Joseph Ate es Marjorie Clark, who came here] organized here. It is the ,first of 

-Gold: & Ray © Ada Kaufman Girls Pethe Hl Lackwood Lewis’ nine years ago to work as. an en-|its kind and is named Rivas Inter- 

Jrene Rich Chevalier ‘Bros Dely & Carter Orch tertainer for Kelly, is now her pri- | national Theatrical Agency. 

-Fle_ Lewis . | Brady & Walls Sargent & Cammy 
rr Y 

_ Arthur Petiey, Co 
’ - tO said to be spending plenty. to re- 

: hesleigh & Gibbs |. - 2d half (6-8 Mildred Dixon Vivian Hall nn Pnarenrn . . . 

Lime qerne eteerecar tly 7 Chesiele Renault Sallardo 3. 48-8) Madeline Belt Blanche & Bltott | model the old Absinthe House. — _ Union of Cuban Musicians has 

.. Bob Hope - WINNIPEG | Sunshine Sammy Harry Hines Johnson's Jubilee Ruby. Shaw —_—_—_ taken great care in protecting its — 

“Webb's Entertirs |. Capitol (1). (One to Ald gs) Pat, Daly © ig, Winger a. Serena- Harner Charles Vivian Love, dancer, has left the|members from the invasion of 

(One to ACUSE Great Rolle wahl | Tom Manahan Co. “Orpheum (2) °~ ders Ford & Truty | Metropole, Panama City, and is now} American tooters imported -to play 

(One to fill)’ 
« (28). 

Keith's (1). 
“Wilson K & B- 

Harry F Welch. 
Peter Higgins Co 

24 half. (29-31) 

‘Vor & Walters 
4 Diamonds. 

C’'D/'R RAPIDS, IA. 
: Yowa . 
ist: half (2-4) . 

Gildea Norton & J 
Broadus Brie 

4 Camerons . 
“(One to fill) 

‘Little Pipltex 

Silver ‘Slipper 
Dolores, Farris 
Beth Miller 

Henry . Wessels 
Mordecal. . 
Wells & Taylor 

Cora. La Redd 
Duke Ellington Bd 

Ben Polloch Ba 

Village Nut Club 

vate secretary. 
Miss Kelly is still in New Orleans, 

working for Bilgray in Colon. 
.. Ann Page, sister .of Dolly ‘Austin, 

Founder, Rivas, has retired from 
the stage where he was a dancer. . 

at the main spots this winter. 

Broadus Brie. 4 Victor On _ 4 1 aE ter Zackie Moore's Illy-noise Makers. 

Glad Moffat ‘| (One to fill) | ewis & oO | Cone to verglades ‘Loule Dolgoft. also.working at Bilgray's.. Ann was | who layed at the Campoamor the- 

Stan Kavandush | YONKERS CE epeurn TLL. | MEOrpheusn 7a) N. Wm Seapire La Bolle Rose married to a Canal Zone policeman | atre and at Tokio Club, were de- 

yj enry ey Ra ba half a- a. 2a half (31-2) Radiology __ C Carruthers | Albert” stationed at Gamboa, little town of| ported, The Paul Whiteman unit, 

" f (25 Harris & Claire: Marveltone Swor.& Goode J King and A Ries | Jack Bloom about five Americans, 

Lamont 4 
Charm 4° ..- 
Rice & Werner 

Lido Boys ; 
Willle West & McG 
Bowers & De La M 

(Two to. fill). 
‘DAVENPORT, IA. 

Capitol (2) 

‘| Tira Kewin © ‘Bob McDonald 
Gabriel Marie Regan 

Ann became 
bored and went back to work, © 

Atlantic cabaret in Colon, Pana- 

under leadership of Buddy. Baldwin, 
riow at the Presidente Hotel, had . 
‘to take five Cuban musicians and 

; The Meyakes Seventh Street (2) 
now the orchestra {s 50-50. At the 

Elemeseea Co Rely halt’ (6-7) Joe Christy Co Stanley Rollickers - CHICAGO ma, has a free lunch. . Casino, with Carpenter's Band, is. 

" PACOMA “| tno Tr : . 6-Honey Boys. ‘]3Wm Desmond Co _ Alabam : ’ : 

RKO Pantages (1) 
Alexander. Girle | 
Ken Christy: Co — 
Healy & Cross. 
Block & Sully. 

Jerry Coe & Bros 
M. Montgomery 

4 Jim McWilliams 
‘Zita & Anis Co 

2a half (29-31) 

DES. MOINES, IA. 
_ Orpheum (2) 

Paul Yocan. Danc'rs 
Fauntleroy & Van 
Pickard & Seal 

Princeton & Renee 
(Two to fill). 

Princess (1) 
NASHV’LE, TENN. 

‘Grauman Hess & V. 

{Kittle Cohen 

.*, Loomis Twins 
Buddy Howe 
Louls: Sales Bd 

. Golden Pumpkin 
| Babe Sherman — 

Mary Thorn 
Dale Dyer 
Bernie Adler t 

Let New York top that. 

Gerry Clifford, at the Atlantic 
cabaret, will wed Oscar Naters, as- 

a Cuban--combo of 10 .and Victor 
Rodriguez, in his Sevilla Biltmore 
combination, has five Cubans and 
six Americans. The only place 

iddie | 4 istant. managing editor of the|where only: American musicians 

: ; “n. DUBUQUE, IA. Br “Derby Bd Eddle. Jackson Ba |-Gypsy. Lenore sistan g e ly 

Howard (2 see May Jove & Boy. . Spencley Frances Kennedy Ambassadeurs The Caminos “Panama American,” local paper, play is at the Jockey Club. Naddy 

P'vl'y Oukrainsky ne ist hajf (2-4) 
y. ng 

Nash & Fately 
The Cansinos . 
(Two to fill) Tom Manahan. Co 

Gibbs 2 
¢One ‘to fill) 

‘| Esther ‘Durnell 
Thelma Villard M Sherman Ba Judge in Colon threatens to close. 

holds forth here. for his 10th con- 

a 
cutive season. ; 

. Rita Burgess Gould’ | ROCKFORD, FLL. | Louis Stover Groen Mill : ~ secu 

wee Vandel YOUNGSTOWN Been Norton & J Talace (2) Louis Stover at io Guinan & Gang |2 Cabaret if the entertainers aren’t|_ Union activity 1s due, to its new 

The Wager W Higele & Girls |EV'NSVILLE, IND. | Heiena Justa & C |Jimmy Noone Bd | Austin Mack Ba | paid. . Frances Parker and Billy| president, Fernando Anckerman, 

TORONTO Ward & Van ‘Victory Jack .Hanley ‘Beau Monde Metropole . *¥oster, American girls; brought ac-| who plays bass fiddle at the Seville 

‘Hippodrome (1) Roxy’s Gang 2d half (6-8) (One to fill) Fadse Clifrora Lee Borton Evans ' | Biltmore. ; . 

Campus 6 Dooley & Sales 4 Kennedys - SIOUX CITY, IA. 
: 

Boyd Senter 

Fanichon & Marco 

Saranoff & Sonia Earl & Edwards 
Radio Jacks & Q’n 
Whitehead & Alv'z 
(One .to fill) ; 
FT, WAYNE, IND. 

Orpheum 
Ist half (1-3). 

Internat’! Rhythm 

Broadus Erle 
(Two to fill). 

Geo Broadhurst Co 

Jerry Blanchard 
Nelle Nelson: 
.Loie Fink ~ .. 
Emmy Carmen ....:.]. 
Natale & Darnale 
Sol Wagner Ba : 

Art Kassell Ba 
My Cellar 

Charlie Rose 
Joe Monnone Ba 
.. Petrashka - 
George Nelidofft 
Claude Avery 

| Gayety, Balt{more. 

Wedgeway; 6-8, Schenectady. - 
Frivolities—Trocadero, | 

Get Hot—Steinway, 

Philadelphia; 

Astoria; 3, Irving 

Matty Fain will become master — 
‘of ceremonies for.the Tokio Club. 

Bryan Foy, accompanied by” his’ 

fC 
‘Place, N._¥. C wife, has been spending his vaca-. 

Ist half (2-4) 50. BEND, IND. Black Hawk Bly Khmara Ginger Girle—Gayet: uffalo: tion here. ; 

: Golf Fiends — : Pa Coon-Sanders Bd Gregory Davidoff Utica” yety, Buffalo; 3, Colonial, Ken. Maynard has been here two 

ATLANTA, GA. | DENVER, CoLo, | (Others to fill) Ist halt (2-4) Cinderella _ |Geo Stcherban Or | Girls From’ the Follfes—Colonlal, Utica; | weeks. Made personal appearances 

"Fox (31) Tabor Grand (30) ; 2d half (5-8) Evans & Wolf Hank Liskin. Bd : Stables ‘13,. Howard, Boston. | ° on 

“Sweet Cookies” “Jacz Temple” Idea | Rita Burgess Gould | Notre Dame Ba Coffee Dan Singing Walters - Girls From Happyland—Academy, Pitts- at the Prado theatre. 

Eva Mandel “Wally Fackson |Badith Grifith Co Senna & Dean Frank Shaw .- Johnny Dodda Ba burgh; 8, Lyceum, Columbus. Marian Nixon and her husband 

‘Jones & Hull Nora Schiller — 
(Three to fill) Lewis & Dody | Johnny Tobin Bad . Terrace Garden r - Girla in Blue—27-20, Wedgeway: 30-1 ‘here with a part 

Roy Loomis — ; GD R’P’DS, MICH. | Russian Art Circus College Inn Dusty Rhodes Bd- | Schenectady; 3, New Empire cero ny. , gent three days'h iyate y tt ow 

Bobbo ‘Thompson ; Syivin Doree - Keith’s 2a half (5-8) Lloyd Huntley Bd Triangle Hello Paree—Gayety, Scranton; 3-5, th:: arrived on @ private yacht. 

; . ; Ist half (2-6) |Jimmy. Allard Co Colosimo Ray Reynolds _ | Lyric, Allentown; 6-8. Orpheum, Reading. Douglas McLean also vacationing.. 

‘|Homer Romaine Jchn_ Steele Peggy Moore Jimmy Green Ba High Flyers—Gayety, Brooklyn; 3, L: 0.|° Hilda and ‘David Murray are. 

‘OFFICIAL, DENTIST TO: THE N..V, A. Harry. Hines Rexola Bros Ray Dean Turkish Village Hindu Pellee—Howard, Boston; 3, Troca-| qancing at the Almendares Hotel 

: D : ‘ ' ° *|Nancy Gibbs Co ‘! (Two to fll . Foulds & Milan Freddie & His dero, Philadelphia, . * ab ce, 

_ R. JULIAN SIEGEL 1 (Two: to fill) ST. LOUIS, MO. | Robert Robterson . | . Parodian_Bd Jazztime Revue-Empress, Chicago; 8, again after four years, 20s Ce 

: . 1560 BROADWAY: . 2a half (6-8) ~ Grand (1) James Meo Bd . Uptown Village -.| Gayety.. Detrott. oo. , one 

‘This Week: Wm. Demarest, Luster Bros. 

‘a 

Sherry Louise 
Franklin & Warner 
Jack'& B: Welling 
Lucille Iverson 
Everts & Lowry 

BROOKLYN, N. 
; Fox. (31) : 
“Gardena” Idea 
Slate Bros 
Maffa & Mae 
Vina Zolle 

Golf Fiernds (Others to fill) _ Cotton Club Vanity Fair ‘| Gayety, Scranton. . 
. 

- (Threé to fill WINDSOR, CAN. | Johnny Hudgins Rick & Snyder. ‘Laffin Thru—Lyric, . Bridgeport; 3, Tox, 

PDGEP' ; INDIANAP., IND. ' Capitol Mal Alix Jack Edwards Jamaica, N.Y. 7 o 

. EP'T, CONN. | Temple. Beauties -. |] ° ©, Lyric (1)... :, 1st half (3-5). . Walter Barnes Bd Helen Burke . . “Miachief Makers—Star, Brooklyn; 3, Co- |¥- ; ; 

-- Palace (31) - | DETROIT, MICH, | Elsa Greenwell Co. |Sallardo3 -  Frolica — |Evelyn’ Dean-.”... | lumbla, N. ¥. Ce). Be . , Low 

.“Ser'nl’'d Melodies” || ,, Fox (31) ... |Gordon & Healy © }]C Neil & Manners Jack Waldron Phil Levant Bd --Moonlight Maids—Fox, Jamaica, N. Y.; . ee , 

Karavaeff Accordion’ Idea Gene Greene . Pat Daly Co. Geo McQueen . Varsity 3, H. & S. Appollo, N. Y. C.- . .. " 9 

Lamberti Burt & Lehman {(Two.to fll) “|. 2d half (6-8) | Miss Harriett Al Handler Bd. Moulin Rouge—L. 0.; 8, Gayety, Mil-| 9. ou Von t . 

David Reece . -|Theo & Katya LONDON, CAN. | Teller Sis - = ; | wau St _—— 

Clift Nazarro . GREAT FALLS Lottle Atherton . DALLAS, TEX. Ble Revue—Emptre, Newark; 3, Orpheum, | Speed Girle~Empress, Cincinnati; 3, 

; ; . . ° Gran ‘|Lamarr & Bolice . Majestic (30): Paterson. .. ne "| Mutyal, Indjanapolis: ' : 0 

BUFFALO, N: Y. ist half (28-28) Lytel & Fant _— Iyee Gail Ensemble |: Bohemians—State, Springfield; 3, Grand, Sporty : Widows—Grand, Hartford;- ‘3, 

Lafayette (31) “Black & Gold’? McLallen & Sarah 7 Hartford. me ot 

“Typer” Idea 4 Kemmys (One to fill), Eritt Wood - Bowery Burlesquers—Empire, Toledo; 3,| Step Lively Girls—Hudson, Union City: 

Eddie Lambert Arnold Grazer - BIRMINGHAM * | (Two to fill) : Columbia, Cleveland. 3, Gayety,. Brooklyn. 

Trado Twins Maxine Hamilton _ Ritz (2) . Broadway . Scandals—Orpheum, ' Paterson; | Steppe Show—Garrick, St. Louis: 3. L. oO. 

BUTTE. MONT. 
For - 

Ist half (30-2) 

Nat Spector 
Mary Price 
Arnold Hartman 

FRESNO 
- Wilson 
1st half (31-2) 

“Yvory’ Idea 
4 High Hatters 
Hy Meyer. . — 
Goetz & Duffy 
Betty Lou Webb 
Levins, & Rejcard 

Pat West 
Bailey & Barnum 

Joe Roberts - 

tet half (3-5). 

. ATLANTA 
Keith’s (2) 

Saxon Reed & K 

Pressier & Klaiss. 
Princess’ Pat 
(One to fill) 

CHARLOTTE 

Interstate 

| Marcus Follies 

Willard Singley Co 
(One to fill) 

Tom Davies 3_ 
“(One to fill) 

Ray Huling & Seal 

Jos Regan Co 
Colleano Family 

eee ‘ per. WORTH, TEX. 

CONN. “| Parker Baby, 
: 

Eddie Btanley & G 

Jean Jordon Eddie Varzoo Bd _: 

‘Mutual Wheel 

. (Weeks of Jan: 27: and Feb. 3) a” 
Bare Facts—H. & S. Appollo, N. ¥, C.; 

|3, Steinway, Aetoria. 
Best Show i! Town-= Irving Place, 

N. Y¥.:C.; 3; Empire; Newark. . 

3,. Hudson, Union City. . 
* =\purlesque--Rewue—Le-=-O,j.<-8,-_- Modern. 

Providence. ; . Be 
Cracker: Jacks—Gayety,. Boston; 3, State, 

Springfield. — . . ; 
Dainty Dolla—Casino, Boston: 3, Lb. 0. 

Kuddiing Kuticea—Modern Providence; 3, 

kee. |. . . 
‘Nite Club Girls—L.. 0.;, 8, Gayety, Bos-' 

ton." - . : . 
Parisian Flappers—Gayety, Washington; 

3,. Academy, Pittsburgh. 
Lr ietty Babies—Mutual, 

. O. 
Puss Puss—Lyric, 

Cincinnatl. Z 

Gayety, Washington. 
Soclal Malds—Gayety, Detroit; 3, Emptre, 

Toledo. .- 

Lyric, . Bridgeport. 

Sugar Bables—27-2, ‘Lyric, Allentown; 
#0-1,..Oxcmbewm,.. Reading ;..8,.Star,..Brook=_ 
lyn, 
Tako 

Casino, Boston. . 
Tempters—New Empire, Albany; 3, Plaza, 

Indianapolis; 3, 

“Dayton; 3, -Empress,. 

Record Breakera—Gayety, Baltimore; 3, 

a”. Chance—Plaza, Worcester; 3, 

|-Don’t-Advertise- 

Advertise in 

RIETY 
You 

1! 

ooh 

“Black & Gold” Cook Sjs . Orpheum (One to fill Dimpled Darlinge—Lyceum, Columbus; 3, Worcester. o, +e 

4 Kemmys Billy & Elsie Lewis 2a half (4-6) HOUSTON, TEX. | Lyric, Dayton. Watson Show-—-Columbla, Cleveland; 3. 

Arnold Grazer Moore & Moore Permaine & Shelley Majestic (30) Flapper Follles—L. 0.; 3, Garrick, Bt. |Gavety. Buffalo, oo 

piaxing Hamilton Jones & Hewett Val Harris cunt Berns Viel | Louts. Wine, Woman and Song—Gayety, Mi.- 

.ee Wilmot Scotty Weston Margaret Morrell “French Models—Columbla, N. Y. C.; 8-5, waukee; 3, Empress, Chi-ago, 



Square Garden Corp., 

. the average of. but one head.a day. 

==Phis:~pluseight-shaves;—and--M:- -baclt:: expegience.. was.-when.a..direc-. 

‘he’ 

when she was _ill recently. 

__%e VARIETY vse genie a e 

_ Broadway Chatter 
George Goldsmith, ex- aromatic EDEL’S DEATH SENTENCE | 

reviewer, writing scenarios on spec. 

Arthur MacHugh, Broadway p. a.,: 
working with Bert Ennis at Wind- 
wor Pictures. 

“Nancy's Private Affair” 
thre benefit 
_weel.. ‘ _ ; | will be made t to t the: Gover nor by ¢ ate 

made Y tnortal, ar sculptor has| expected to be granted on the ad- 

modeled the head, schnozzle ‘and all. 
Harry Kuh no longer partnered| © T- Crain. 

with Arthur DeRob for publicity.| Edel was due to die in the elec- 
Kuh now running business alone. - tric chair this: week for the murder 

Bob Sisic has commenced to talk| of Mrs. -Emoline O. Harrington, 

MAY AGAIN BE DELAYED 
gave 

performances - this. 

show business “to “his” “month-old. actresa-and- former. wife-.of --Roy.+- 
4 ” Harrington, an actor. Her body. ‘was |: 

daughter. ! 
She doesn’t want anyone. to know, found badly battered by ‘a. ham- 

but Muriel Kirkland had chickenpox |.mer in her apartment, -617 West 
190th street, Dec, 23, 1928. 

High light at the Beaux Arts. ‘Bail |” 

throughout the town and. continue | witnesses, was the last seen leaving 
indefinitely. .| the apartment, three ‘days before 

Elliott Nugent and his wife, Nor- ‘the body was discovered. 
ma Lee, are on from the Coast to}. Alexander’ I. Rork is ‘to make a 
visit his mother, Mrs. J. C. Nugent, | motion before Judge Nott: in'Gen- 
and sister, Ruth Nugent. esal Sessions Yeb, 10 for a new trial, 

Sonny Selwyn, now. that -he’s|0n the claim of newly discovered 
company manager of ‘Wake Up and |. evidence. The Governor had pre- 
Dream,” is programed Arch Sel- viously sranted-Edel a short respite. 

wyn, Jr. _- 
Irving Strouse, p. ‘a.,. and Abner 

Rubien, att’y, will take | a. two 
weekg cruise in southern waters to- 
gether. For Admiting Children: 

Gertrude, daugtiter of Ralph W.| Charged with admitting ‘unac- 
Long, former general manager for| companied children to the Pershing 
the Shuberts and now in insurance, |-theatre at 1324 Amsterdam avenue, 
engaged to Le Roy Amy. | Johanna: Lederer, cashier, and Peter 

Among the Lowers ree et eee Coolies, doorman, were held in. $600 
was a bunch including a dead bird. “Agents “Kelly ‘and Sindt, "Child? 
Placed with premeditated - intent... ren’s Soclety, . ‘paid_ they... saw._an. 

gicatino theatre ts Analy throu. cand enter te theatre a tick- 
stored props and settings Saturday,: and en © Sneatre. 
in 15 truck loads. . 

.< Abe Sablosky’s daughter Ethel. is 
in town selling furniture for the 
J. R. Bunting Company. Wants to} 
be a working girl. 
Max Ree, art. and scenic director 

for Radio, has returned to the 
Coast after spending three weeks 

here. 
Alf Zimbalist and Slaney Rechet- 

nik, Warner boys, want: it known 
that they are. handling publicity for. 
their office musical as well.as. stag- 
ing’ dances and writing skits.. 

A Broadway sandwich emporium 
labels one of its concoctions “Long hunt. . 
Distance.” Consists of Limburger |. 
cheese, garlic salami, onions and’ h 
mustard dressing. 

The whole town’s talking about 
the gorgeous wedding gifts ‘Peggy 
Mastbaum recéived. Married Feat 

week to Congressman Benjamin M-|. In West Side Court the following | 
Five cent admission was charged ,| morning Cuneo heard “$10 or two 

for the whole gallery of the Van-| YS." Not having $10, he took the 
derbilt, where “Subway Express” is two days. 
playing, Monday night. Green lines 
pointed the way. 

Hold Thesitre Attaches. 

BALCONY SNIPER 

Roxy Musicians ‘Duck. 14 ‘Times— 
_ Rescued by ‘Ushers. 

ov 

ri Roxy’ 8 theatre was jammed. Now 
‘and then a loud report resounded 
from. the orchestra pit and all eyes 
centered there. Suddenly an explo- 
‘8ign, then a shower of glass, and 
the players would duck in confusion. 
Manager Griswold began an in- 

‘vestigation. He rounded up a corps 

alted on. the staircase of the bal- 
cony. He was seized with a spell 
of hiccoughs. Questioned at length, 
he admitted he had thrown 14 light 

" ¢ACCOMPANIER” LECTURED 
Mra, William F. Cavanaugh, wife: Abraham Greenberg, of Brook- 

of the president of I. A. T. S. E., lyn, who. said he was preparing to 
presented with a diamond. wrist open a night club in New York,: re- 

watch by members of her husband’s| ceived ‘@ suspended sentence when 
union. he was arraigned before Magis- 

Leslie Laverne is the papa of the trat Walsh in West Side Court on 
most go@-parented babe in the| a disorderly conduct charge. | 
world. Five. stars stood by while Greenberg: was arrested by De- 

the infant was christened. Leslie | tective Robert Morris of Chief In- 
ig a Warner purchasing agent. —— |‘snector O'Brien’s staff in. front of 

Irving Caesar says he’s spent S0/the Roxy’ theatre. Morris said 
much of his life at rehearsals that, | Greenberg struck up an acquaint- 
to him, the best dressed woman is] ance and then offered to chaperone 
the one who wears the ‘niftiest!him to places in the theatrical dis- 
rompers. | trict.. Greenberg denied this. Ma . g- 

Most of the music trade crowdéd istrate Walsh delivered a lecture 
into the Brass Rail one midnight : . 
to attend Jack Robbins’ party in| P°fore suspending sentence, 
honor of Nacio ‘Herb Brown, the 
tunesmith.. 
Clayton, Jackson and Durante, | 

celebrating the trio’s seyenth anni-/ 
versary next week, will be presented 
with a specially prepared birthday 
cake by ‘Lina Basquette. It'll have 
schnozzles instead ‘of candles. 

Ned Dobson, whom the dailies.re-. 
ported was in India negotiating for 
an American tour of Mumtaz’ Be- 
gum, former dancer for the ‘Maha- in a barroom to frisk one of the de- 

rajah of Indore, never saw . that tectives. The guy happened to be 
country. a swell pickpocket, and out. of the 
Frank Braun, of the “Madison -detective’s pocket rolled a mess of 

has. picked an info that provided the’ Omaha. Bee 
island off. Miami to take care of with. a’ 10-day. serial.: The reporter 
newspaper people. covering . “the is Ben Serkowich, now: ‘with Publix. 

Sharkey-Scott fight next month. Mrs. ‘Tom Mix first went to Hol-. 
Like last season, nothing’s too good lywood when 14, chaperoned . by her 

for. the visiting scribes, - mother, who press-agented her 
That Warner barber has the daughter as the champion lady rider 

aoftest job i, the world. So many|of the East: Until that time the 
_of the execs are bald, or ‘high |girl had never been on a horse. La- 

templed, that. the’ scissors clip on|ter, she became Tom's leading lady 
and married him. Her first horse- 

gest checks. 
‘sell outright. 

Jim Dahlman’s recent ° death in 
Omaha, where he served as mayor 
for 10 terms; recalls the time when 
he was saved from being framed by 
‘reformers’ and private dicks by an 
Omaha Bee- reporter. In-‘a_ ‘flighty 
moment, the reporter invited a chap 

Barber punches the clock. ‘tor told her to ride to the head of 

Basil Gerson proposes running |a pathway and come tearing down, 
popularity contest to fill seven| “registering fright.” He asked the 

‘open name spaces on the walls of} novice if she thought she could do 

his 47th street restaurant, Basil] that. 
calls it a “contest,” but winners|the fright was so genuine she was 

_ Probably will be payers of the big- engaged 3 immediately. 

‘Request for a two weeks’ reprieve . 

vice of District. “Attorney Thomas | 

Edel was ‘known’ ‘to be. friendly;|- 
was that it broke up to spread with the woman and, according . to] 

district attorney, 
-positively identified the. two. de- 

- Alfred Cuneo, 21, out of work, was ; 

bulbs.at the heads of the musicians.. 

Or maybe Basil . will. 

“Perfectly!” said the girl, and: 

FIMES SQUARE 

Stews’ F orm Letter 

‘Not new, but mayhe:a laugh 
_for those who see it for the 
first time, is- the form letter 
apology for use by habitual 
stews. It goes like this: 

_- Mr, ———— regrets. exceed- 
ingly hig deplorable conduct 

. while -a guest at your party 
last , and humbly craves 
your pardon for the breach of - 

—etiquétte-cheeked-belows—-———-}- 
Striking hostess with bottle. | 
Spanking | hostess or female 

' guests. | 
‘Excessive: sereaming. ~ 
_Frequent absence from party. 
Protracted - absence from 

‘Party. . an ; 
ae “Foxtrenie “qnebrlations 2 7 

‘Excessive destruction of tur- . 
- “‘niture. 

: Complete loss of equilibrium, 

_, Partial loss of equilibrium. 
- Throwing glasses. 
Insulting guests. - 

_ Indiscreet petting. - 
’ Dismissing hostess’ servants. 

: _ Nausea. ° So 

Charles Green, alias Charles En- 
‘tratta, jointly.indicted with Jack}. — 
“Legs” Diamond ‘for the: murder of 

William Cassidy and Simon ‘Walker 
last July in the Hotsy Totsy night 
‘club, will. be placed on trial. before 
a jury and Judge Rosalsky in Gen- 
eral Sessions Feb.. 5. - 
tugitive from justice. | 

Diamond is a 

According to. ‘the police: and the | 
witnesses. have 

fendants ag having committed the 
murders. . ‘Among « those who will 
appear for the state are Thomas 

-| Varola, violinist at. the: club; Kitty. 
Delaine,. cigarette girl, and ‘Frances 

Smith, entertainer, 

‘Chatter’ in Loop 
Most of the arith actors. here 

segregate themselves in one hotel. 
Max Balaban expecting an arrival 

of ushers and they started on their at his house. . 
Sam Krimstein, art vet, has left, 

Ussaness to open. his own. studio. 
Switchboarders at the “Times” 

tab are not permitted to take phone 

messages.. 
“Permanent . waves” are wrinkles 

under : the eyes, claims Madeline 

Woods." 
: Femmes continued to show their 
ears even when mercury dropped to 
8 below. Considered smart in Chi. 

Percy Taylor, Canadian film 
. | booker for R-K-O, came into ‘own: 

with his wife. 
to death.. 

They almost froze 

the Richard agency, announces that 
she is now Mrs. Alexander Cohn, 
dating back:to September, 1929, 

Cornelia Otis Skinner purchased 
a hat. made in 1899. Woman owner 
claimed shé wore chapeau on her 
first auto ride. -. 
Ken Murray appeared with his old 

act, Webb’s Entertainers, for one 
mat at the Palace last week on his 
way to the Coast. 

Fritz Blocki of the “Evening 
American” drama staff has been 
‘elected. to the C.'A. A, after sitting 
on the waiting: list 10 years. — 
Guy Robertson and Chief Coupol- 

ican were honorary-membered by 
the “Forty” club, city’s oldest din- 
ner coterie. .. 
Danny Graham of the Sam Rob- 

erts agency wants to-know how to 
name an act with a cotton field drop | 
and.a man in a sailor suit singing 
of Paris’ “Indian Nights"? . 

Mr. and:. Mrs. W. S..: Butterfield 
of. Detroit’ left Jast week. for a two-| 
months’ ‘vacation at Pass Christian, 
Miss, ‘Will also spend ‘a. Week in 
New Orleans. 
‘RKO censor board ordered man 

in a certain act not to bump the 
fall girl into prosceniums any more, 
as they had knocked the plaster off 
in one house. | 

Ten thousand canners here in con- 
vention last week heard Julius: Tans 
nen as m. o., Vincent Lopez, Con- 
nelia Otis‘ Skinner and Franc St. 
Leger on one program. 

Dick: Bergen,. of the R-K-O staff, 
anc Max -Richard, agent, covered. 
the New York.vaude once-overs by; 
-doing--five--shows- -a--day—for=two: 
weeks, 
Return of Pau! Ash set the flashes 

off again, and the Ash. fan club is 
busy circularizing the town with 
petitions to force Congress, or some- |: 
body, to make B. & K, keep the 
redhead at the Oriental indef. 

| a 

buildings and” ‘escaped after steal=: 

-Huber, -who was stationed. there to 
| guard -the place. 

|} severly. beaten by the holdup man, 
|.was. about. to walk to the. front of 

NIGHT CLUB EMPLOYEES 
FACE ALLEGED. SLAYERS ‘the struggle the pandit | got posses- 

; sion of Huber's gun. and. beat him 

>| bothered over the -anti-vice cam- 

-been: promised a wide open town. |. 

capacity auditorium if conventions 

‘Regina Miller, . staff ‘secretary at 

Wednesday, January. 29, 1930 
——— ae ae 

Inaccurate Biographies 

Harold Franklin | 

By Claude Binyon 

DICK BEATEN WITH OWN! | 
GUN TS NOW PATROLMAN 
“No clue has been “obtained -of the 

lone. ‘bandit who a few days ago 
entered the Thom McAn shoe store 
at’887 Eighth avenue, Tivolt theatre 

wet 

Chaucer, the English poet, once, 

said: “Itte ig verrie funnye how a 

manna canna be’ 8 so uprightta in 

businesse and yet. play: golffa: with. 
his conscience wrapped ‘up in his 
nockette.” | . 
Chaucer had just finished a. four- 

some ‘including. Harolde Franklyne, 
the English agent for court: Jesters, 
‘and was irritated no vend” “It ‘seems 
Franklyne.. had |-found - ‘himself. 
stymied on: ‘the 18th’ green’ ‘and had | 
finished ‘by using a billiard cue. a 

There was no law against billiard 
cules at the time but there is-now, 
which is why . ‘Harold | Franiklin, -- 
descendant. of. Harolde Kranklyne, 
doesn’t use masse shots. on. the 
voyal carpet. -. 

“AS” " president” “of Fox: west: Coast — 
theatres,’ Franklin plays: golf., His 
game is nine holes, once a week, and. 
he always has his pro with him, His 
pro leads: off with a 250-yard drive. 
‘Franklin follows with a beautiful » 
86-yard slice. : 

“My!” exclaims: Franklin, “that's 
a. bad slice you've got. “Agreed,” 

|says the pro, who is being ‘paid by 
the. hour.: Whereat Franklin stalks 
down the fairway and plays the 
pro’s tee..shot, much to. anyone’s 
discomfiture who happens — to be 
along. , 
Away from a zolf coursé Franklin 

would never be mistaken for. Baron — 
Munchhausen: 2e dresses neatly and. 
always pats little children on the 
head before giving them’ moth bails. 
He: entered show ‘business as an 
usher for Mike Shea in Buffalo and 
started on that dime he got for. 
moving a balcony customer into a 
loge.. — 

Franklin was an official for Para- 
mount. -_He did much on the the- 
atre end, but transferred to Fox be- 
cause stage bands were getting in 
his hair.. He has been on the coast 
for. Fox about- three years, and 
knows all the climate alibis. Earth-. 
quakes are “trucks passing by” and 
@ Florida orange is a persimmon. 
The ‘Franklin heir is named Al- 

bert, recently in a bad auto smash. 
When his dad asked him what he’d 

jlike for a present, the boy said he 
wanted a car that could do 120 miles 
an hour, There was no paddle 
handy. . . 

Franklin also has a parrot named 
Yes-Man. This parrot is supposed 

to talk, cry and laugh, although no- 
‘body. but Franklin has ever borne 
witness. There are even those who 
think it’s a dyed buzzard. 

’ Much of Franklin’s time is taken 
up by trips between Los Angeles 
and New York. At first he played 

jhearts, but found he wasn’t doing 
so well. Thereupon he conceived 
the idea of writing, and dashed off a 
book titled “Theatre Management.” 
while going east. He looked up and 
it was only Albuquerque, so he 
wrote another nicknaming “Sound 
Motion Pictures”. as he walked 
down the La Salle street platform. 
‘Variety was to have reviewed 

“Sound Motion Pictures,” but after 
the playing of that pro’s drive the. 
supposed reviewer read Will Hays’ 
pook instead. 

ing‘the revolyer of Detective Charles. 

Following an investigation Com- 
missioner ‘Whalen demoted Huber 
from ‘detective. ta patrolman. and put 
him..in uniform.. Huber, who was 

the store when: ‘the stick-up. man 

entered. 
Huber noticed: what appeared to 

be an automatic revolver and he 
made a plunge at.the robber. In: 

-over the head: with. it. 

Hearst Campaign. Against 

A. C. Vice Ires. Convention 
Atlantic City, Jan. 28. 

Natives of. this resort are hot and 

paign being waged by the New York. 
““Hyening Journe],” with the tirade. 
blamed for bringing the federals 
down: on the damp spots. 
.Campaign has - already hurt the 

resort with visitors. A. convention. 
here last week was burned up. 
Those attending squawked they had 

(| They. swore they would not convene, 
in Atlantic City any. more and’ voted 
next year’s convention to. ‘Cleveland. 

The city. has started . to worry 
what is to, be done with. the 60,000 

start passing. up| ‘the spot. | 

Hotel Cashier Pinched 
On Cash Theft Charge 

A charge: of grand larceny ‘was 
preferred against Gertrude Small, 
Al, cashier at the Century Hotel on 
West 48th street. She was arraigned 
in West Side court. After a hearing: 
she was held in $1, 000 pail for the 
grand jury. . 

Miss: Small was arrested by De- 
tective Ferguson - on. complaint of 
James Flood, manager of the hotel. 
She was accused of the theft of $291 | 
from a personal cash box. 

Girl Bails Boy Friend 
Mildred’ Zabriskie, stopping at the 

Hotel Woodstock, gave bail of $2,- 
500 for her fiance, who was brought 
into West Side Court on charges. of 
attempted grand larceny and for- 
gery, The defendant is Charles 
Hall, clerk, |. — 

' Hall .pleaded guilty. Magistrate 
‘Walsh -held him. for action of the 
Grand Jury. He .was arrested at 
Finchley'’s, on Fifth ave.,on com- 
plaint of Henry H. Heims, vice- 
president. The defendant entered 
the store and selected two. suits, an 
overcoat and other wearing ap-- 

Fore 
‘Hollywood, Jan. 28. 

parel. He is quoted as saying, “I Ralph Townsend won the low 
am T. W. Wright, Jr. My dad/net and Class “A” net in the Radio 
-has'an account here. I want to |‘studio tourney. 
purchase some: clothing. ” 
given plenty of attention. 

T, W..Wright, when called later, 
stated “Halt was an imposter. 

Hall was E. Hornbostal, with low gross, ‘79, 
copped in Class “B,” and Herb 
‘Hirst took the Class “C” net. Ber- 
nard Levy, with a snappy 190, gets 
the booby. ' 

BOND- JUMPER SENTENCED | 
‘a : ‘Pittsburgh,. Jan... 28. - 
Margaret. Riley,.36, of New York, 

was. sentenced last. week to a term 
of three and one-half to seven years 
in the county jail when she pleaded 
guilty to two seven-year-old charges 
of pickpocketing in downtown de- 

partment stores. 
Arrested in 1923, ‘Mrs. Riley. was 

released on $1,000 borid, which was 
guaranteed by Fanny Brice.. The 
‘woman skipped.the city and Miss 

-- | Brice lost her $1,000., ° 

NEGRO ACTOR’S. GUN PERMIT 
Lawrence Lomax, 39, Negro actor 

of Rutherford, N. J.,. was acquitted 
-by-Justices-of- Special- Sessions..of..2... 
revolver possession charge. 
Lomax was arrested Dec. 29 in a 

taxicab.. The officer found a_ .38 
calibre. revolver. containing five . 
empty shells in Lomax’s pocket. 
When his case was called he pro- 
duced a permit. 

MAN WANTS SOMETHING. 
At theatre time ina. busy Broad-. 

way drug ‘store a man of about. 50 
entered. The man looked like an| 
out-of-towner. and seemed .amazed 
at the activity in the store. Hesi- 
tating momentarily. he whispered 
Into a clerk’s ear. .The latter told 
him to speak up and make it snappy. 

Irritated, the. stranger ‘shouted: 
“Can a-fellow buy. a lawn. mower | 
here2” Finding a feller couldn’ t, he. 
buttoned his overcoat and tramped 
out into the snow. . . 

HOTEL BILL ARREST 
‘Mrs. - Marion C. Barrett; wife of 

an attorney, residing at 162 West 
-4th.-street,-was-freed.in-West-Side: 
‘Court when she was-arraigned on 
the charge of failing to pay the 
Hotel Belvederé, West 48th street, 
‘a $229. bill, - 

The bill was paid and: ‘the hotel 
officials withdrew their charge. Mrs. 
Barrett had been out ot $500 ‘ball. 
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Palm Beach, yam. 25. | 

Sidney Smith, pleyboing in Palm 
Beach and thereabouts is respon- 
gible for all tho tablecloth art work 

in., the night. clubs. here. ‘One 
may pick up the Smith trail at the 

—€olony—Club_and_. follow _him_ from 
retreat to retreat by observing the 
handiwork. co 

. J.P. McEvoy employs his _secrée-- 
tary. as advance agent. When ‘he 
‘gkips from Palm Beach to Miami his 
man’ precedes him, making. -all ar-- 

_ rangements. oa 
SAL “Rothater - (Roxy) is hoarse’ 

trom’ ‘night elub speeches, . ; . 
Sophie Tucker leaves ‘the ‘Wlori-: 

dian club Feb..4. She is signed 
_ for weeks at the Oriental, in Chi- 
* cago, starting Teb. 7. 

Palm Beacn..is. elated . with its 
‘present seasgn thus-far.. Hotels and 
night clubs say: “We're ahead of 
last year.”. The main source of 

- ecstasy. is’ that~a~more- substantial- 
element is’ here. - Most.- of ‘the. fly- 
by-night rich, wiped out ‘by. the 
market, are elsewhere. wn 

. The “counterpart of ‘New York's 
-‘hansom cabs is the army of colored 
lackeys . propelling bicycle - chafis: 
through the streets of this sector. 

- Costs $2 an hour.:: Ari institution in 
‘ Palm ‘Beach, for’ those who: have 
plenty time. to get to: ‘their destinia-: 
tion, if any. = 
Can you pictire . ‘Ann Greenway, 

fn tears?’ ‘The: favorite, entertainer 
of the Palm. Beach mob, believing 
her pianist had’ hidden the: music 

‘to’ the final ‘number. of her’ reper- 
‘tolre, walked-off the floor of the ex-' 
‘elusive’ Colony club;. contending ° ‘she- 

* had quit. - Just. temporarily. — 
In the Patio. LaMaze the other 

‘eve, were. Prince ‘Leopold, Carol 
Dempster and her: husband, Mr. 

- Larson; Mrs. Reid Albee and Mr. 
and Mrs. Frederick Lewisohn. Then 
who stepped in ‘but a- gentleman. 

- with a ¢ape over his dinner jacket. 
Not: ‘the: Bat—the amiable Mr, Otto: 
Kahn; ' 
The pet parrot of the Pan ‘Amert:. 

can Airways, when the planes arrive 
or leave. thé airport, reiterates: “I 

- can’t see a.damn thing.” ._- 
On the outskirts of. Palm’ Beach 

is a gas station ‘with the following 
* pign: “Your car washed and greased 
free. And How!” «: 
‘Pollowing New. York's night club 

‘craze for magicians, the. ‘Deauville, 
smartest _-rendezvous: in Miami: 

. Beach, has imported Chris Charl- 
~_ton,.an Englishman, whose leger- 

demain. proved’ sensational at the’ 
‘premiere, Keating’s bird-cage trick’ 
“causes no. mora’ astonishment than‘. 
_.Chariton’s little: kettle, ‘the size -of ‘|: 
one’s fist, from which he pours any 
“kind: of liquor or beer requested by 

the’ ringsiders.. 
’ Ethel Merman, acquiring a cheru:- 

- die. countenance. Says her cheeks |. 
will have to go on-.a djet. 

Glenn Curtiss has attached to his 
motor car a gondola, with all the 
conveniences of a Pullman. 

_ Would you beliéve that. Miam! is: 
one of the favorite resorts of re- 
tired New York firemen on pension? . 
Several of them here regular visit- 
ots for years, . Get jobs as hotel 
clerks, . nights, and bask on the 
beach days. . . 
‘Tom Mix was: compelled to make 

@ speech at the Roman. Pools Ca- 
sino last night. He said: “I just 
came from New. York. and I saw the 

--Statue of Liberty there. They only 
have a statue—all - ‘the. liberty. is}. ; 
down here.” . 

_ " Gold waves up north. ‘were a boon 
to the southy. It .is now virtually 
impossible” to find parking - “space p 
near any point: of mirth or sport: ae 

a you are young and snappy, don’t |- 
miss the Coral Gables Country Club 
on a Friday night. The outdoor 

_ Tendezvous is virtually turned over |, 
to plenty: collegiate youngsters.:"- 
‘Swimming. ‘pools hereabout are so. 

large several of them have canoes 
_ Which one may: paddle rather ‘than 

~ swim... 
Mrs, Jimmy Walker is acquiring 

a deep tan. 
Arthur Somers “Roche cruising 

from haunt to haunt in Palm Beach 
in his new boulevard chariot, -- 
One of the first things of. interest 

to tourists; and invariably visited 
by those brave enough to enter the 
exclusive fines of Palm Island, is Ai 

Capone's palatial home. ; 
‘The dog track .at the ‘Biscayne 

Kennel Club is a gréat place for 
laughs. There is a sort of a Roxy 

_. Usher system observable in the de- 
~~ bortment of the canine attendants; 

‘who march abreast with-the dogs, 
Salute the judges and appear so in- 

“tent on their work the crowds have 
their risibles taxed, The men are 
in flaming red costumes and are all 

young and doggy. Peculiar thing 

“Chatter From ‘Florida 
' By Wallace Sullivan . 

_% 

guest of the city. | 

dismissed the 
Johnston. 

‘complaint, was fraudulently repre- 

cost about $15 a day. 

men invade these retreats for snaps 
of the big names. 

—————$—$$————— 

FIERY BRIDGET 

McManus: Witness tn Court. Over 
Car—Razzes Reporters 

* Bridget ‘Farry, ‘the little girl from 
County Kerry, Ireland, ‘erstwhile 
‘chambermald—in—the-Park—Central- 
Hotel, and District Attorney Ban- 

ton’s flop witness ‘at. the. McManus 
trial, appeared in. “West Side court 

before ‘Magistrate Edward J. Walsh 
to complain that ‘Gerald: Johnston, 
credit. manager of- an automobile 

‘agency,- “was -withholding- her- bright. 
green automobile, . 

Bridget, . ‘flery.. as - ever, thumbed: 
her nose at a Graphic cameraman 
and aimed a-few remarks at several 

‘{newspaper men, who. beat a hasty 
retréat, . ; 
Johnston asserts - $177. is ‘due on 

the car,’ He stated Ernest: 9. Baker 
of 617 -Fordham - road,: ambulance 

drivey—for’ “Harlem —hospital; ---had. 
‘|made the payments and at no time’ 

did they negotiate ‘with Miss Farry. 
The . former chambermaid . claimed 
she offered the’ ‘auto concern the 
balance of the payments and they 
have refused: to. ,accept the money.. 
“I bought the car when I was. a 

I had Baker make 
the payments,” she stated. Court 

‘summons. against 

Bridget asserted she 
would sue. 

PICTURE CORP. SUED AS 
FRAUD BY STOCKHOLDER 

Investigatlon' by the . Attorney 
General’s office has followed the re- 
cent suit for attachment whicly, was 
filed against the Picture Transmis- 
sion Corp. by Edward Miller. The 
company, according to Miller’ s 

sented ‘by its agents as in the mar- 
ket for the manufacture of a pic- 
ture transmission machine to be 
known as “Ferreegraph.” It was al-: 
leged to be. superior in operation to 
‘that used by many metropolitan 
newspapers. 

Miller seeks to attach the com- 

pany’s property for $8,687.50, which 
he claims he’. paid for stock. L. J. 
Harley, Jr., is named-as president: 
of: the corporation. . 

Larceny. Charge Against 

Former Theatre Cashier 
- Mary. May, 36, former. ‘cashier ‘tin 

‘the -Symphony Motion -theatre on 
Broadway, will have a hearing this 
week in West Side court on charge 
of petty larceny. 
The theatre safe was found 

open with $2,800 stolen. Miss May 
had been’ discharged when an ex- 
amination of her books showed a 
shortage of $75, stated John W. 
Springer, manager and part owner 
of the theatre. She was then ar- 
rested charged with the larceny of 
$75. She has been waiting a hear- 
ing. , 

Springer in court asked Magis- 
trate Walsh for an adjournment to]. 
‘see, he stated, if an investigation. 
will disclose whether the defendant 
had anything to do with the safe 

robbery. 

2 

customers talk about is their. win- 
inings or Josings of the day at Hia- 
‘leah track, © 

Sharkey-Scott fight, scheduled for 
February 27, is causing little anima- 
‘tien in sporting circles. 
Unable to: moye back a schooner 

‘which was blown ashore during the 

Into a public aquarium. - 
While swimming yesterday, ‘Jo- 

.seph Smoot, founder of the Miami 
Jockey. Club, excused himself: a 
moment. ‘When he returned he said 
he had a hunch on'some stock while 

Brokerage offices are’. ‘situated con- 
venient to ‘the surf, so that men. 
May walk into them in their. bath- 
ing ‘suits and buy or sell. stock as 
the whim or judgment moves.: 
.Reople of wealth spend. most of 

their day in the shade of their ca- 
banas, which are little huts on the: 
boardwalks, used for bathing. They 

They lounge 
about= -reading---the~ -latest.—books,- 
chattering and giving the double-O 
to each passerby. Breakfast and 
luncheon are served by the hotels. 
Newsreel and newspaper camera- 

hurricane, Miami has converted it] 

in the water ‘and’ decided to buy. |. 

TIMES SQUARE 

“Razed” Out. 

A “polite” meth Method is. ‘being 
employed. by Times | Square 
hostelries to shake» off: “non-- 
‘payers, 

Actors on the cuff are being: 
informed they must vacate | 
‘Within a fortnight because the. 
hostelry is to be razed as.a site 

_ for a new building. ; 

SCHNOZILES-PANNED-O8 PANNED 0 R 
PRAISED? CAN'T DECIDE 
The Schnozzies—Durante, Jackson 

and Clayton—are steamed up again.| 
This: time over a two- -column article 
about them. by. William .Bolitho: in 
the Morning World, Bolitho, a high- 
brow guy, ‘is - “author of’: “Twelve 
Against the Gods,” 

Durante can’t make up his’ mina. 
whether Bolitho panned or boosted 
him. Nine .interpreters have: been 
called in to tell the trio what it: was 
all about, -but Durnate remains” un- 
‘Ganvinced, —— 

“Ag” for _the* ‘Byp Mr, ‘Durante 
sings,” says: Bolitho, © “there is some’ 
‘innocent miscomprehension here. 
‘The: hereditary - neurosis ‘of con- 
science .{s at work somewhere here. 
The goods in the Shops are better 
quality in Broadway. than they are 
in.the Strand, but still the merchant 
here is ‘uneasy because they are. not. 
‘really the finest at any price, as the. 
showcard . says. .-Even, the actors 
feel guilty . when they think that 
theirs were’ not ‘genuine téars that. 
made ‘the audience cry. ‘They feel 
remorse for having a technique. _: 

Aristotle Joins Trio: _ 
“With this Durante there is a ‘sim- | 

ple and: ‘obyious socio-psychological | 
reason for his’ hat. changing; ‘the |. 
beautiful administration of aesthetic 
laws, as old as Aristotle, in the sup- 
porting by-play of the. excellent 
Clayton and the superfine Jackson." 
‘After reading it over six times | 

was hoarse and Jackson cried for 
his mammy. 

back from London on a visit: “Fun- | 
ny, the trio are amazing. I-was told 

first class. I knew that, though, be- 

But. they are also in the very picked 
handful of the world’s best. --It 4s 
lawful, please, to say that they ex- 
press‘ perfectly one whole major] 
mood of Broadway—its philosopy? | 
I will. say no:more abont that..: 
new picture, local and yet universal; 
The. short .little’ genius in. the..cen- 
ter, incessant,.middle-aged, with the 

tury (all: three. boys understood 
that), Cyrano’s nose, Ally Sloper’ 8, ; 
Pinocchio’s.”. 
Clayton . and Jackson partially , 
likea the final. lines and partially 
didn’t. “On each side of the pocket 
volcano, like allegorical supporters 
in heraldry, two who in their dubi-. 
ous faces. express the ethnic mys- 

be an Assyrian, the other some 
shade of Mexican, come to the won- 
derful street from the corners of 
the world where. continents and 
races overtap.” 

CEILING FALLS 

Acrobats 
Settlement from Landlord 

Hadji Kader, 

action for @ settlement -from Aaron 

at 428: West 49th street, New York. 
Claim is for injuries received by 

his daughter, Aicha Kader, when 

pied’ fell in, 
senting Kader. 

Ethics, ‘Mind’ You. 
Washington, Jan. 28, 

uU. S. 
standing, there will be no wire tap- 
ping for -prohidition information by 
the Department of Justice. 
Attorney General Mitchell was 

quoted by one of his officers before 
the House Appropriations. Commit- 
tee as follows: 

permitted. a - 

“STEERER” FINED | 
“Three dollars ‘or two days,” said 

Magistrate. Walsh to Jack Harris,} — - 
salesrnan, when he was found gulity |~ 
.of “steering.” “ He paid the: fine. 

Harris was arrested by Detective 
Shea, who asserted Harris was 
“steering patrons to Jack’s Ticket 
Office on West 42nd street. — 

Jimmy was still In a daze, Clayton | 

Concluded the guy who just’ came 

as my visit started that they were 

cause Broadway worships them. |- 

bee. 

nose that only. comes once in &. cen-, 

teries of this new nation. One might. 

in. Bed 1 Plastered—-Want r 

acrobat with the ; 
oe - 7 |Royal Moorish ,troupe, has started 

‘Is that at the dog track all the 

Snitnow, owner of the house located | 

the ceiling of the room they occu-.| 
Lov Handin ts repre- |. 

Supreme Court notwith- | 

‘While it may not be- iNegal, I} 
think it 1s unethical and : it 1s: ‘not. 

t. he turned state’s evidence and 

WARIETY 75° | 

|Medical Comm. Finds Schireson Guilty: 
Hold Girl's Loss of Legs His Fault 

‘ aided in the conviction of the 
officials to whom he had pald 
“protection money,” 

13. That New York papers in 
May, 1914, recorded Schireson's 
arrest in that city on the churge 
of practicing mediciné without a 

- Chicago, Jan. 28. 
; Dr, Henry J.. Schireson, plastic 
| Surgeon, was found guilty last week 
by the Illinois: state medical com- 
mittee on charges of fraud, gross 
-malpractice, .and_ character -un- 
becoming to a physician, Commit=|- 
‘tee unanimously recommended the ; 
Teyocation ‘of Schireson’s license, | 
with every’ charge made against ]. 
‘Schireson by the prosecuting attor-. 
ney. sustained by the: committee. 
Verdict was returned after many 

‘weeks and: “atter - many witnesses. 
had ‘been. called. -.. Report . of, the | 
committee occupied 15 pages and. 
found. Schireson responsible for the 

| case of. Sadye Holland,. whose legs 
were amputated following an.opera-| 
tion’ by Schireson, despite Schire- 
son’s: statement that. ake, .. himself, 
did’ not perform. the. ‘operation. Re-.|. 
fort ‘stated’ that: the operation’ 
‘showed a “woeful lack: of ordinary: p> 
medical. knowledge.” 
_Committeé also found that Shire- | 

son had obtained his license to prac- |" 
tice through fraud ‘and misrepresen- 
tation, ‘and in reviewing . .his career 
reported that he had secured li- 
cense3 to practice in nine- or .10 
states and that: several. of them had 
been revoked on: charges: of. deceit 

and fraud, - , 
Under the law ‘Schiregon- has. 20] 

days in which to present’ ‘objections. 
to the committee's. report in -writ- 
ing, . and it?-is -understood “that 
he will take immediate steps to. ap- “ 
peal the ‘decision, . 
_. ‘Medical Journal's Report 
“A. summary on: -Schireson’ which {- 

‘appeared in the. ‘American’ Medical 
-Association Journal” of Feb uary, 
1928, reads -as ‘follows: 7 

"1. That‘in 1911 ‘Schireson, with 

14.. That the records on file in 
_the Court of Special Sessions, 
City of New York, show thatin . 
June, 1915, Schireson was sen- .- 
tenced to six months in the pen-.- 

. itentiary (without the option. of 
‘a fine)’ for violations of the | 
‘penal ‘law. of the. state of. New.) | 

- York extending over two years, . |. 
_- J&. That. the ,Report.-of tha: . 

_-New York State Industrial Com- -- * 
-mission for 1916 Yecords that. 
‘Schireson, after leaving the pen- 
‘itentiary, opened an office in 
‘Utica under’. the name of “Dr. 
Fanning,” and, according to the 
Report, “succeeded in swindling . = 

- the ‘immigrant population of. 
, Oneida county of $36,000 in six’. 
-aveekS"s- also. that. at the same. wl 
: time. he opened’ an offic a 
: Schenectady, where he. Qeodmue ; 
lated -$14,000; that he was then . 

‘indicted in Utica, but fled, Fan- ;- 
ning. being ‘sentenced . for. his. 
‘part of the swindle. ot 
16. That Schireson obtained a... 
di ploma: from. the | notorious : 
‘diploma mill” in Kansas City, . 
“Mo. ‘the “Kansas City. College of. 

- "Medicine ‘and: Surgery,” . and: in 
1922 obtained a license in Con-: | 

* necticut . through the Bclectic.. 
: Board of that state. In the early ~ 

. part of 1924° this. Connecticut * 
.licensé was ‘revoked on the. 
ground of “fraud and deceit.” — « 

. .17. . That.in the latter part of: 
1 1921 or the first part of 1922 the. 
' Department. of Regisration and | 
Education for the State of Ili- ; 

'-nois, In-spite. of the state's pre-» . ... 
vious action on Schireson’s ap- 
‘plication. for. licensure and its — 
record of Schireson’s lack of ed- 
ucational requirements, granted . 
“him a license to practice medi- . 

. cine in the ‘state of Illinois, This 
- Jicense:: séems. to have been. 

‘. granted during ‘the incumbency : 
of the notorious director of the 
department, W.. H. H.. Miller,- ” 
-who later was convicted of the 

_ fraudulent sale, of medical H- 
-" eenges, fined $1,000, and removed ; 

from, his position.’ . 

’ 

“Your honor, the defendant comes : 
from an excellent family. Hé is a 
graduate of a university here. Hé 
thas . suffered ¢nough humiliation. 
You have found him gullty. Pleage 
‘|be lenient with him and I will pram- 
lise the court he will leave the city.” 
So stated an attorney to. Magistrate 

‘|Edward Walsh in West Side’ court 
when James Gann, 24, writer, was 
‘arrajgned on the. charge af djsor- 
derly conduct. 

| The .court imposed a fine of $36 
‘which was. paid. 

‘some other individuals, incorpo- 
rated the “Shirpost Medical 
Office” in Chicago,-a quack con- 

‘cern that catered to the foreign 
“element and ‘also. seems to have. | 
‘been connécted with the “Buro~_.-}- 

. pean Medical Institute”: (‘‘Peo- 
- ples Medical Dispensary”) of: 

.. Cleveland, -Ohio. : 
2,. That- in 1911, also, Schire-' 

re medical 7 tity tend "gerans 
a. “medical insti ute” in Scran- } = eet 
-ton,'Pa, {He ‘Awarded $ 7 

‘3. That in. Jariuary, * 1911, ellinger War € 1,500: 
: es applied fo the ilinols “ oT M he uit 
' 6 Board o ea for a ii-: - f adder fi | 5 

. cense by reciprocity on the basis. a. ac a en il 
; of license fegued to him py, ete oe 

ermont' State ard of Medica 7 Registration, ‘int February, 19092" Mark. Hellinger, ver, edtiimilet ‘ont ‘the 
>. 4. That -in ‘hig application *~ New: : : York - Daily “Mirror, vas: 

Schireson attested that he took ” awarded judemient’ for $1,500 In, his, 
his first: and:.second years in ':|$10D, 000 - ‘libel, suit: brought ° in. "New 

s qpetieal college at he: Maryland York Supreme Court against True’ 
ro etober, an aa until] May 1904, inclusive... |Btory.. Magazine, Macfadden _publi- 

That investigation at that’ ]fation. | 
time by the Illinois State Board’ |. Hellinger's action was_based-on ° 
-of Health showed that Schireson [a .story. published in Dec.,. 1926, 
“had never: attended. Maryland |palled “The Révéaling Kiss,” of. 
University for the school year |/which J. Milo Curcl was named au- 
1902-1903, but ‘did enter Mary- thor, Story dealt: with night life 
land University as a freshman . B a 
‘In. October, 1993, and fafle’ In |0n Broadway. 
all | branches except histology a a 
and medical jurisprudence... 

.  §6. That Schireson further at- WRITER FINED 
tested in his application that he 
took his junior and senior years “Annoys” " Plainclothes Copper 
in Maryland Medical. College, Loew's | New York 
attending from October 1, 1903, 
to May 3, 1906, inclusive.. 

%, That . investigation by the 
Illinois State Board of Health at 
that time showed that Schireson. . 
was not in attendance at the 
Maryland: Medical College: for ~ 
1904-1905, but he did attend one’ 

‘ course of ‘lectures at that college 
in 1905-1906, end was given. a 
ome. ‘from -that school in 

8 That on June: 9,. 1911,. the 
State Buard of Health of Tilinois. 
“ahantmously rejected the appli- -- 
cation otf Henry J: Schireson. for 
a Heease, . 

.9. That In October, 1912, the 
‘seerstary of the Michigun State ‘|. Gann was arrested in the balcony, 
Board ef Registration wrote to |of. Loew's New York by Detective 
The JGurnal ataung that Henry |Tom Ward, who asserted. the writer 
J. Schireson, wh3 had beon ar=" [hag annoyed ‘him. . 

| | rested.1n. Detrolt in May, 1912, | z - 
5 had: ‘e unped his. “ball” and left - 

e state. | 
. 10.. That in the same letter. _ Usher’ ad Reward 

. the Michigan: authorities stated Ernest J. Peisker, ‘usher ‘tn? the 
that Schireson’s licensein Mich- | arl Carroll theatre, is $100 richer 
igan, obtained through reci- |pecause of his honesty. 
procity with Vermont, had been Miss E. R. Perry, 830 Park avec all 

_ obtained on the basis of some y i 
credentials that were forged. ‘| Rue, attending a matinee, discovered 
Because: of. this, :. Schireson’s - | the loss of her diamond and plati- 
Michigan license was canceled. -— num wrist. watch valued at $2,500. 

11.-That from Detroit Schire- ‘Peisker‘later found the watch un- . 
der a seat. Miss Perry .gave the 
usher a brand-new .$100 bill. 

son went to Pittsburgh, and that 
when the Michigan authorities 

attempted to get him back into. 
' the state for prosecution, Schire- 

son successfully avoided extra- 
dition. 

- "42. That in Pittsburgh Schire-. 
_fon ran an advertising office and 
“pald "protection to-two-county— 
detectives. Schfreson was con- 
victed and sentenced to 10 
months fn the workhouse. After 
‘serving two months of his sen- 
tence, he was pardoned because 

Stiletto Sentence. Suspended 
Eugene Kennedy, musician, was 

given,.a suspended sentence by . 
justices--of-Special-Sessions..follaws..... 
ing his. conviction on a charge of 
possessing a dangerous weapon. 
Kennedy was arrested at Hudson 

Terminal January 13, He was car- 
rying ‘a large’ stiletto, 
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GIANT WOP SURPRISES 
IN ONE-ROUND. DEBUT 

Inside on Taylor Murder Case * 
_ LA. dailies working over the William D, Taylor murder. mystery in the By JACK PULASKI _ 

: headlines as pre- campaign ballyhoo between Dist. Atty. Keyes ang ox “Listen, if you don’t make a good 
ov. Richardson. Excitement was all over the present. location o nds, ae 

valet, who left with some of Taylor’s personal possessions and against showing tonight, Tm going to hop : rs 
‘whom ‘Taylor swore out a warrant some time ‘before he was murdered,|% boat back to Paris and leave you} Nicholas M. Schenck, president of. 
Sands’ connection is dubious.. The inside has always been that he was/|flat.”. That’s what Walter Fried-| ope Muisical Laskys, Jesse L. and Loew’s and. Metro-Goldwyn- -Mayer, | 
“sought—as—a suspiciously missing —character—who. might -bhe_made_the -man_said_to_Primo_Carnera—-last-| his—sister—GMrs,--Heetor—furnbull),, and his brothér, Joseph M. Schenck, 

Boat by ae eons. en inentioned’in the. case have any direct Friday. Friedman. didn’t leave; |did an act at the Grauman theatre drug clerk ain New ¥ ae were 

part in: it either, according to the inside. A Los. Angeles police detec- after seeing his giant knock out Big in cents top. isco. - ‘Admission was: 
‘tive who worked on the case: in its first days started on a promising fret * ound. a ° ne quate * ne . 
dope angle-and was stopped flat when two. men in- pictures refused to , 

talk. These men said the mum order ‘came from the head .of the de-. staying around to count. easy dough WE dea r. Selwy nv ag an, actor, and 
tective bureau, an. appointed chief who had. neyer done actual detective the mammoth Italian may earn. a She. lenied- ntract. £ cor $150 
work. ‘The dailies and the investigating’ officials. in the ‘police and the Freidman is credited with digging. vreekly: SE e a contr ° 
district. attorney's office have always laughed off:a narcotic angle... At: + Carnera for America. Bill Duffy, Me 
‘the timed of the investigation the dailies overlooked or ignored one strik- rely a piece ‘and 80. probably have: 
ing detail: that Taylor a few days before his murder had called at the |° per bt i 
federal’ building and demanded action on a specific phase of the narcotic ‘a hte dou about the six-feet-six 
‘traffic that had come to his attention,” E. k 7 tho hs ng the fans who 

Taylor. is not known to have mentioned this to anyone, but: the day ak ed the fellogy Fight writers 
before his murder he tipped: his personal ‘press agent that he expected | ¥ - vane ellow in training tip- |° 
“to have a big news story” for him a-day or two.’ He and the P. a, | Pe 4 off t a wemney plenty of speed 
-had-worked.together!.before: for. thé. welfare of the industry... meee ever Pench hetaas onde: 

Some weeks after the murder. Taylor's tip was apparently netéd’ on| ac © enet an~‘and™ hisgondola 
when. federal anti- narcotic men threw-a cordon ‘around a certain dis- | 4°88 actually - hopped through the 
trict in Hollywood and searched all comers and goers. . This incident ropes, plus a ith and. a violent 
also escaped publication in the L. A. dailies. : \Phat Jersey with oe arms cut out. 
“Men who have worked on: the Taylor case figure. the murder ‘was ° at aee he gathering right off. 

mercenary and that the interests instigating and financing it,will never | “7° “th 8 soon had to. stand) 
‘be uncovered because of the possible implication of certain people, ‘They | Upon Piriaeta to help remove the]. 
doubt that the actual. assassin would talk even if ' caught, or would t be Jersey... The. French handler. who 
allowed. to tale if. willing. . buzzed ‘in the center of the ring 

looked like a@pigmy. | 
Of.course they didn’t: biek . a Teal- 

—— ———— | 

Things Have Changed Since— 
a 

Gloria Swanson became Mrs, Wal- | pany, and Goldfish became Goldwyn 
lace Beery in Chicago’.and went|by retaining the . first part of his 
with him to Hollywood, where hejown name and acquiring the last of. 
got a. job as a Mack Sennett comic Selwyn's, 
at $35 per... - 

. 

Newsstands were “just that and 
a didn’t operate handbooks and take 

‘ orders for hooch. : 

"Milton: Sills. attended the Fourth. _ 
| presbyterian church Sunday school. . 

in Chicago. 
Fred "Stone played. “Topsy - in, 

“Uncle Tom’s Cabin” and he and. | Maude Adams played a drunk in 
his. brother, .Ed,: were both. ‘with the | a-company-in which John Drew-was’ 
Dick Sutton: circus. .- the star, , . . 

Charles Dillingham, George Ade, “Arthur. Hopkins: ‘pooked acrobats 
‘Peter Finley Du Dunne and Frank Van- | for. summer: parks, ee 
derlip' were reporters in Chicago, | Te 
and through a joke ‘the. first. three | Oscar “Hammerstein, the’ first, sat 
played on Vanderlip he ‘lost his in the window of his little. ‘shop, - 
newspaper job and. embarked upon rolling the cigars sold inside, while - 
his. career as & financier, , ‘his sons William, Arthur, and Abie, - 

were being reared in the living 

" Mack’ Sennett was a chorus boy ‘rooms back of the store. 
ina William ‘A. Brad: usical pro- . 
duction. ‘Before that he was a shoe | “Louise Dresser, then on the stage, 
salesman, _. now ‘of the screen, was Mrs. Jack 

eT Norworth, and Norworth later mar- 
ry tough guy. for Carnera’s debut. 
Peterson. stands six feet five and|_ "Mary Pickford and Viola Dana {Tied the iate Nora Bayes. . 

_| were rival child actresses on Broad- » . 

weighs 205 pounds, w Alen Bacimero ‘way, the former playing in David pappho was considered an obs 

slammed the. beam at. 269 pounds Belasco’s “Good Little Devil,” ana |S°°ne Play an e police pinc 

and most of that looked like muscle, the latter in Arthur Hopkins’ “Poor om (Continued on page, 95). 

Peterson didn’t hit Carnera once. Little Rich Girl. . 
Latter went right to work, chopping 
his man. down with . -short -hooks 
The fight was about 25 seconds 

"| young. when . Peterson first went 
‘|aown, ‘He took a-small-count,. got }- 
up, and went down again. Some of 
the fans started walking that early; 
saying nothing but thinking plenty: 

, Primo ‘was ‘certainly -doirg his 

stuff. “Big. Bust” Peterson, as some 
of the fight writers later called him, 
went down once. or twice more in 
the hectic minute. The last. time 

| he descended he shook his. head ‘to 
clear it. He managed to arise, but 
stood with stupid face and dangling 

“ Goluministe. ona Spot’ oo. 
At one of those Times. Square hit and. run ” inners. - where 

the speakers are permitted only to pan the guest of honor, the salvo of 
dull- thuds: was nothing other- than the flops of four newspaper. column- 
‘ists called upon to.say a few words, Paragraphers | ‘were apparéntly 
stunned by the“panning. edict. which put a stop to any flowery phrasing, 
and. couldn't remember enough of. the gags. they’d run to ad lib ‘and get 

over’ on quick’ notice.’ 
‘ Retreat ‘was so complete: that one guest suggested to the event's m. c. 

that he call on the newspaper wits a second time. ‘There ought to. be 
a law against that. a 

“Richard Bennett wag the husband Next : 7 7 € th 
of Grena Bennett, musical critic of.|| Next tothe stage door of the 
the New York. “American.” ; Palace Theatre, the. new home of 

Sam Goldfish (who at that time MRS. GERSON’S GRILL. 
was Jesse L, Lasky's brother-in-|[~ =. 
law), Arch’ Selwyn and Arthur Hop-}¥. After 11 Years on Broadway 
kins formed. a motion picture com- . . : — 

“Self: Sandwich ‘Man |: 
An elderly man. with a determined look paraded Broadway last week 

bearing on ‘his’ chest and back crudely lettered signs reading: “I want. 
work and enough money to live on: "- . 

—— 

Brooklyn No: Gag 
Manhattan may “griash its teeth but the fact remains that .the St. 

George Hotel, Brooklyn, has, with. its new addition, 2,675 rooms, or 175 
more than the Hotel New. Yorker. Latter. is the newest and biggest of 

the supercillious borough’s taverns. 
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A Quick Fold arms. The referee waved away the} - 
The Candlelight, designed as @ sort of night club show-shop, folded up| Italian, and so ‘started Carnera’s - N D’. YEAR IN. Lf. |] 750th St & 7th Ave, Ole, 

after a few days. ‘Whatever chance. the place had appears to liave been | career in America. - , NEW YORK CITY" R O x: @ Lb. Rothater (HOAY) . 
shot before opening. - Designed to give a show at midnight, performance Eating Exhibition “Gad and “Last Wee 
time was changed to 9 o’clock. The switch was made after Rudy Vallee’s|. If the man:is as good as he looks STREET SCENE O “AW Talking, Singing, ‘oancing 
night club in the same building threatened injunction. As a compromise | Primo will be a world - beater. , avea 7 Mysical Comedy Movietone » 
Candlelight agreed to get its performance over by eleven. But nobody | They had. him on eating exhibition from (en ea USE XxX SUNNY SIDE UP 
came: to see the show. ” at La Hift’s Tavern. the afternoon TO ANOTHER THEATRE De Pata ind 5 Songs. a 

of the scrap, but the kid had-to.go|. ee ery ae ranation Y Prosented by Willtam Fox 
A.C. Dropping Colored Help ight that day. He is only’ 28 years| ‘pyee, g:40, Mats, Wed. and Sat. 2:20 - 1) CHARLES FARRELL 

old. 

-Semit-final’ was ‘ggured. to be the 
fight of the night and it.was. Larry. 
Johnson, the San Diego. colored bat- 
‘tler, and Fred Lenhart of Spokane 
had it. out, Johnson winning via a 

_| Knockout in the seventh round. Last 
|week Lenhart won from. Phil Mer- 
curio by the same route. . Recently | 
Johnson attracted attention at: the 
Garden by stowing away Joe Sekyra|- 
—also by the kayo route. That], 
makes Johnson a fellow to figure 
with in the light heavyweight elim- 
ination. 

Campolo, the big. Argentine, who 
will probably meet Carnera; was in- 
troduced. When Humphries started 
to introduce Phil. Scott the rasp- 
berries were so persistent the Eng- 
lishman ducked out of the. ring. 

It is reported Atlantic: City’s political situation may switch somewhat 
in the near future because of a possible diminution of the colored popu- 
lation,- which is strongly. Republican. Reason is the dropping of colored. 
help in the big beach front ‘hotels. Only two of the latter are still using 
colored workers, and one of these is changing. to white’ employees. ‘this: 
season. ; 

GRACE. GEORGE NORMA SHEARER in 
“FIRST MRS. FRASER” | gm “Their Own Desire” 

Stage Show—Nat Nazarro; Ir. 
with A. E. Matthews 

Bunchuk Orch, 
and Lawrence Grossmith 

A IT. 

PLAYHOUSE 5333 Shia Fives, "Bet a8 ‘ab 

| PREMIERE FRIDAY 

LITTLE JOHNNY JONES: 

Jan. 30, Feb.. 6 13, 20, 27 

with EDDIE BUZZELL 
A First National and Vitaphone All- 
Talking: Picture Adapted from Geo, 

. Cohan’s LAFF ‘RIOT . 

a 350 S* RAN. Milanite 

t lpm, Nitely 

Swiss Village's Record 
Pp. T. Barnum‘s original Swiss Village, brought to America in 1872, is 

still. showing . in. Chicago to.a profit. Biggest play: is from old-timers 
who saw the exhibit: years ago. Attraction is now spotted across from 
the new $10,000,000 Chicago Civic Opera building. Show never had a 
bloomer season;:. Plays carnivals in summer and store shows in winter. 
Prices go from 19 to 26 cents, depending on biz’ conditions. 

ILL AND INJURED 
Mrs. Jack Hallan (Jack Hallan 

and Co.) operated for tumor. at 

Ravenswood hospital, Chicago. 

Joe Labero, hypnotist, convales- 

cing of lion lacerations at the 
American hospital, - Chicago. 

Dolly ‘Waters at the American 

hes, we 45th St. Dir. A.L. Erlanger 
AVON 2° 50. fats.Wed,, Thurs. & Sat, 
BROCE ‘PEMBERTON Presents 

Strictly 
.. Dishonorable 

Comedy Hit by Preston Sturges 
Staged bs Antoinette Perry & Mr, Pemberton 

_|at the same time. The other mem- 
bers of Weaver turn continued. 

‘Carl. Shaw, dancer, dropped. out 
of Loew's State, N. Y., bill in middle 
of last week when he injured his leg. 
during a number. 
Mrs. E. Healy, mother of Ted 
Healy, was severely injured in a 
fall on a slippery pavement. . . 
‘Low’ ‘Téllegen, Who withdrew from 

wo ade, ” 

hospital, Chicago, after a leural| (ne Gate west Wepitae met tne) eit 
attack. _ {Polyclinic as previously reported. 

Mrs. Haig Priest - . (Haig and|As the result of injuries sustained 

Haig) recovering in. Chicago after | When his bed ‘caught ‘fire in an 

Kenneth MacGowan and Joseph Werner 
Reed present: 

Theatres Proposed BASIL SYDNEY anc 
_ Akron, 0.—Site- and_ architect. not CHILDREN OF D ARKNESS anny NLACE ice Owner, Warner, Bros. 
Antioch, Il.—$260, 000. Also hotel and. |: y Eawin n Justus Ma: Mayer a BRAN ‘ 

BILTMORE?! 46.. Mu. wed. ‘fe Bae’, 2940 v 
- IRENE BORDONI 

stores. North side of ‘Milwaukee avenue 
on present site of Antloch hotel, Owner, 
Antioch Hotel and Theatre Co. Archi- 
tects, Lovell & Lovell, Chicago. 

Atlantic City hotel, Tellegen is un- Binghamton, N. ‘¥.--3300,000.. Also The “Adth St. Eve. 8:4 , Wilton & Weber. Josephine Harmon 
an operation, . dergoing a series, of skin: grafting hotel... 66-58. Main, street. Owner, J. L. BELASCOR:: & Sat, and - Thure., 20 and. TINA B BA ASQUETTE 

William Delmore, mechanic with © erations ‘M. Corp, Architect, H. “EB. Freéman. ~ “AML Stare--B “Show of S Pp Ss. Carlisle, . Pa.—Owner, Scomertord DAVID BELAScO Presento. _ are~Banner Show of Season 
the Lunette Sisters, has left’ the 

American _ hospital,. Chicago, . re- 

covered from. pneumonia, ; 

Harry Clint (Clint and Lee) suf- 

, fered an- “infection. from a splinter 

” tn. his hand. 

Flournoy Miller, ‘who has: been. ill 

of pneumonia in Pittsburgh, is con- 

valescent, 

Mrs. J. Irving Southard, wife of 

the N. V. A. official, is recovering 

in her home, 300 West 49th street, 

.. New..York .city,..from_ injuries re-_ 
ceived in a cab collision which left 

her confined to the French Hospital 
for seven weeks, 

. Jimmy Plunkett is playing a hold- | Amusement Co., Scranton. Architects, 
Rapp & Rapp. -Site and policy not given. over week in bed at home in Rye, “ 

- Chicngo—$2,000,000. Northwest corner 
N. Y, . Kelth agent laid low. by §2a. and Commercial, Owner, Fox Cht 
ri e but recuperating. : eatres. real ect pwithheld, _ 

grippe b cuperating. Ionia, Mich.—$40, ‘Qwner, F. L. 
TT Kingston. Architect. withhene ‘Site and 

N.. 0. SUNDAY RACING , POMilwaukeo  (Sicaklew!z) — "$500,000. 
Owner, Polish Assn, Architect, S. Kadow, 

Oswego, N. Y¥.—$100,000 (Capltoi), 
Owner, Fox Metropolltan Theatres. ‘Ar- 
chitect, V. A, Rigamo nt, 

Painesville. — $200.0 

‘lisa a Wise Child || RIVERSIDE" 
Wednesday to Friday, Jan; 29 to 31 

A New Comedy by Laurence E.. Johnson , JOHNNY MARVIN 
Famous: Victor Artist 

DAINTY MARIE—Others 
_ And Tatk and Sound Shorts 

| Ee, dal) g 

o8th ST. hacia 
at 3rd Avenue’ presentes 

Y OLunteer sanispictunes alo 
=URITA 7 h Musi Color 
Anon “we BEBE DANIELS 

. 2 WARNER BROS. 
_VITAPHONE HITS. * 

JOHN 

BARRYMORE 
In Hts First Talking Picture - 

“GENERAL CRACK” 
‘Warner Bros Thea. | Dally, 2: 46, -8:45— 

_ Bway & 52a St. 6, 8:46 

GEORGE ARLISS 

“DISRAELI” 
A. Warner Bros, ond Vitaphone 

Iking Picture 
Central Theatre’ | Dally,.2:45, 8 
Bway & 47th St. | Sun, 8, 6, Bite 

Promoters Hope Benefit Day Will 
Become Permanent ; 

00. Owner, 
: ; Felber & - Shen. "Architect, Vi AY Rig- | 

New Orleans, Jan.-28. [amont. Policy and site not given, 
Horse raci for the first tim n|, Plattsburgh, N. Y.—Owner, Publix 

a Sunday was “held at the “air Site not givens Rapp & Rapp. 
grounds race track Jan. 27. It was|.,Salemanea, N. ¥.—(M. P:), Also 
a special occasion in being a bene- | %{2%e* " Arehit Main street. - Owner ‘not 

1 eco. 

fit for the 1ocal-Eiks-and-in-memory|" nea 
of the late’ and noted southern 

sports writer, Jack P, Dempsey. 
Hope ‘of the track promoters 1s 

Abner Weaver (Weaver Bros.) |that last Sunday’s card, with Mu- 
_ _|tuel machine betting, will. pave the 

reported sick last week and was out way for regular Sabbath racing in 
of act during the Chester, N. ¥../New Orleans. Attendance for the 
engagement. Elviry Weaver fell out day was a record, 20,000. 

Coliseum .Officers 

Chicago, Jan. 28, 
George H. Laureman is .néw 

secretary of the Coliseum. | 
He served on the board of direc- 

tors for some years, 

. Chas, R. Hall remains president. 
No other changes, 
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Hollywood Styles 
By Cecelia Ager 

- 

The Tibbet Voice and S.A. 
_ “The Rogue Song” ‘premiere at 

the Chinese. theatre turned into a 

rousing . triumph for Lawrence Tib- 

“pett’s voice. ‘The cool concrete 

walls‘of that flossy -€difice crumbled 

Spit ainder-_the stress of the” 
Tibbett, 

_ musical ‘yibrations, as did .an- ‘ear 

“drum: ‘here and there. No one can 

say that the ‘puilding isn't properly 

; . Bay structed so far as the earthquak
e 

hazard ‘goes. Science. ‘says : the 

mighty Woolworth building would 

"get as cardboard against the right, 

". musical tone. ad 
“At .times > the recording: “of. Tib- 

4 pett's: ‘voice led one to ponder 

-whether the M-G-M_. sound- depart- 

ment wasn't: experimenting | with 

_ that fascinating theory, or else was 

~ aeveloping one of its own, namely: | 

the jouder, the grander. ‘What hurts 

this sensitive’ reporter is- that the 

latter’ theory - seemed to be proved 

"and may no now become an axiom,:for 

. the Jouder | “was his voice the. louder: 

“was the applause. ‘The chances for 
a -period . of fortissimo singing in 

talking pictures look altogether too 
promising. - 
When his yoice was’ allowed to be: 

. its lovely self ..without. augmenting 
‘ its volume, the fine control with |. 
which Tibbett uses it,” coupled .with | 
its © natural beauty, for. once. made 
the ‘ pronouncements - of the press 

-. department seem feeble in their 
‘superlatives. Here is a. “yoice | to 
make all..the other screen yoices 
-erude and untaught.. Hearing Tib-. 
‘pbett. ‘sing should cause ‘the. screen. 
‘actors. who've dared to warble for 
‘talking pictures go. back to plain’ 

” acting or study for 10 years. Tib-— 
bett. reveals their: work as good in- 

tentions, ‘ 
-’ Whoever - appears: on ‘the screen, | 
no matter how formidable © his 
artistic’. reputation, : automatically 
submits to grading under picture’s 

basic’ classification—that of sex ap- 
peal, This-gauge of value to. pic- 

_ tures. measures so neatly box of-. 
-fiee draw that it eannot bé disre- 
garded. Tibbett in his first picture 
has his quotr; but it is all in his 

#. voice, There is nothing till he 
- sings. ‘He: ‘photographs a@ pleasant 

fellow who behaves with ‘decorum. 
There is none: ‘of the ruthlessness 

“about him that women cherish. 
When he is told .“‘no,”. that is the 
end of it so far as he is concerned. 

_ He will go about his business of 
being a good citizen, and. should he 

- one day meet a nice girl who would 
‘make a. good housekeeper. it would 
‘pe practical and common sense as. 
well to marry her, Ah—but when 
he sings!) Then he is another man, 

. awaiting but the. spark .to, set him 
‘off, And he sings often. Thero will 
be no ‘worried-looking treasurers ~t 
the bux office of the theatres with 

- “Lawrence: Tibbett” emblazoned on 
. the marquee. They'll be too busy. 

At the Studios 
Norma Shearer, starring in phe 
Divorcee" (the tentative white- 
washed title for guess what naughty 
novel), is going to wear sophisticat- 
ed clothes this time, abandoning. for 
awhile t*. impeccably ccrrect, @ 
lady Dorn and bred costumes that 
have always been a little dull. Miss 
Shearer. is..a trim -person. with a 
“personality” face. . She possesses 
the necessary qualifications . for. 
wearing individual clothes. It would 

' be nice if the. knockout wardrobe. 
> that Adrian has- ‘designed for thts 
_ picture will convert her toa dash of 

daring. After all, meticulous atten-. 
- tion ‘to ‘the details of good form 

_ isn’t very exciting. 

_ There 1s a black net dinner dress, 
treated as if it were satin. It has 
* long sleeves, a square. neck and a 
. high’ waistline. A. strip of net en- 

crusted down the front of the skirt 
Permits the skirt to be ‘pulled tight 
.2cross the: figure: and slithered under 
the. strip, which has a godet at- 
tached at the bottom,. Line of the 
dress curves in to the knees, where: 
@ series of godets flare out into a 

‘fantail hem touching the . floor. 
Splendid. Restrained, smart, worthy 
of Swanson, That isn’t all. 
The coat for this frock ‘is inter- 

7 esting in its own right, for it has 
_@ made up its mind what to do as a 

Wrap for a floor-touching dress, It. 
; Will be long, too, a slim olack velvet 
' tube’ reaching to the ankles, <A 

I 

‘Shawl collar of white ermine, cut 
to fit off the neck and flared ermine. 
cuffs balance its length of Mne. It’s 

_—_ - @ dificult thing to do, a sort of test, 
“tO: Wear “a costume with an utterly | 
new silhouette and look so right in 
It. Maybe it will give Miss Shearer. 
the courage to become an always 
‘interestingly dressed actress instead 

. Of Just a well-dressed one. 
Sedate, No End}. 

, ka Chase, isn’t she a one, 

though! 
“The Florodora Girl’! 
taffeta bathing suit, a dashing dam- 
sel 

dear! 
with an upstanding collar, bone but-— 

There’s a combination to make 
what the fan. magazines call “Garbo j. 
maniacs”. . a 
‘story’ ‘ike that aiid” the” glamorous” 
clothes of 1850—M-G-M.. is. lavish. 
with its good things. Her costumes, 
faithful in outline to the period, 
have been stylized, for all the little 
fripperies worn tlien are not for 
Greta... She demands. something | 
more. dramatic. — 

girls: stand at the ‘sides dressed as 

new -moons, 
lightning. 
heavenly display ig Alice dressed as 
the grandest star of them all. 

‘blithely. 
Jappears in a georgette dress with a. 

Wait till you see her in 
_In’a black 

of the gelggling 90's, she 
ooks just too. funny for words, my 

Her costume. has a high neck 

‘tons down the front, a skirt reaci-||~ 
ing below her knees, and bloomers! ' 
Yes, long bloomers!. - You'll. die! 

Great big sleeves with. stiffened. 
puffs: make her look. as if she’s 
about to take off any moment, espe-. 
cially ‘with Ker bandana bathing cap 
knotted on. top.of. her head so that 
the ends look like a.propeller. What. 
a. figure she cuts, out for a dip at 
Manhattan Beach!- 
hold. tight to the ropes, with all 
that bathing sult: on her! . 

She'd. better 

- Greta Garbo’ in “Romance.” 

even: wilder. . Garbo, . 

A ‘suit, of stiff gray velvet has a 
little fitted. jacket with its: shoulder. 
cape, wide lapels and cuffs trimmed 
with Astrakhan shaded from Nght 

gray to black, which is also. used for 
the round barrel muff. The bouffant 
skirt billows from 4 tight: waistline, 
A gray pancake hat. and- long. kid | 
gloves complete a costume matching 
the charm of its wearer, with just 
enough amusing exaggeration to put 

it overs 

Alice | White's | ‘diminutive form 
looks ‘very precious, clothed in the 
jeweled leotards she wears in the 
revue ‘sequence of “Show Girl in| 

Hollywood.” 
pears to be a rainbow number. - Yes, 
it must be a rainbow. number, for. 
innumerable chorus girls, standing 
on the curved platforms: of-the set, 
lift their skirts to. ‘show ‘how they, 
are lined ‘with little ruffles in all 

She leads what ap- 

the colors of the rainbow. More 

stars and flashes ‘of 
‘In the center of all this 

Enveloping ‘her pleasant curves is 
an enormous De_ Lysian. cloak of 
ostrich feathers, striped with bands’ 

of sequins. - 
large for such a little girl, is a fan 
of aigrettes bursting . ‘from a half-. 

moon, 
stars. 
splendor are Alice's big brown. eyes 

and tempting smile.. 

Her headdress, quite 

of sequins, bedecked with. 
Peeking. from. under all this 

Julanne Johnstone’s stage, ‘dane- 
ing: and screen experience combine 

to givé her charming poise and a 
well trained. voice for talking pic-: 
tures. She always could wear clothes | 

-In' “Strictly Modern” she~ 

deep V yoke of Alencon lace and 
long sleeves cuffed till above the 
elbows with tight-fitting cuffs of 
-lace. . Skirt has its fullness pulled to 
the front in a,circular flare. It be- 
comes necessary during the course 
of the picture for Miss Johnstone to 
slip into a raincoat, 
a.shower that permits anyone to 
look so fetching in:. transparent 

dilskins, 
Anita Page is Buster. Keaton’s 

leading woman in “On the Set.” 
As a small-town beauty. contest 
winner. who breaks into pictures, 
Anita looks attractively girlish in 
a black panne velvet: suit. It has 
a hip length. jacket buttoning. down 
‘the front with gold buttons, and 

of summer ermine. Skirt made with} 
accordion pleats, decides’ on a 
length to just coyer the knees. A 
“eloche:-hat with velvet. faced brim 

Anita’s golden bangs have room to 
glitter. There is a high round neck 
white blouse for this suit which 

. fails to add a single year to Anita’ 3 

young countenance. 
Helen Johnson making her first 

on'a pair of elbow length white 
kid gloves in a vain attempt to look 

ing dress, Not even slippers that 
had less of a mules look about 
them than those she wears would 
help. When a dress is mediocre 

in itself,,no amount of pert acces- 
sories can make the complete co3- 
“tumie interesting. © This~ “Harn less 
frock is fitted through the waist- 
line © and hips, the fitted part as- 
cending In a point up the bodice. 
matching the point descending to. 

the skirt. 
The edges of the fitted part are 

outlined with scallopings of rhine- 

Welcome rain, | 

a turnover collar and flared’ cuffs. 

is worn way off the forehead, so: 

picture, “The Song Writer,” pulls: 

modish in her green souffle even-. 

Did You Know That 

Inez Courtney has just fin- 
ished her fifth picture for 
First National and none has - 
been rereased tn. New York - 
yet....Otto Kahn gave an 
enormous supper party to. 
George Gershwin and some” 
members of the “Strike Up. 
the. Band” after the opening 
night....Louis Shurr may be . 
-the -head--of - a.-producing—firm—- 
.next. season. backed -by  War- 
ners;...Betty Compton, who’ 
recently left the cast of “Fifty 

. Million “Frenchmen,” is said to . 
be. planning: her own show for 

“next season....Mack and Leon-. 
ard,.. the . ‘daneing- act, have... 
opened the ‘Albert Leonard’ | 

’ school of: dancing. in Dormont, us 
a suburb of Pittshurgh.... - 
‘Kitty Doner is recovering from _| 
a nervous collapse at. her . 
ranch in. Ossining; she was — 

- obliged to-discontinue her tour. | 
of the Inter-State circuit.... * 
Dorothy Hall is having a great 

- eal comedy in George White's ~ 
new. “Flying High”....Two - 
young women are said to have 
invested huge sums in current - 
musicals, and are playing un- © 

. important parts. ... Gertrude 
- MaeDonald has replaced Betty . 

.- Compton -in : “Fifty. Million 
“UFrenchmen”.,..Joan Craw- - 
ford, Bessie. Love, Ruby Keeler. 
Jolson, Joan and ‘Barbara Ben-’- 

nett, Kitty Matin, Mary Eaton, . 
Marion Spitzer, Mary Astor, 
were all Junching at the: Em- 
bassy Club’ in Hollywood..,... 
Billy Seeman .and Phyllis . 

' Haver Seeman’ are in Pine-- 
" hurst. getting -a. load of . the 

‘golfing. situation... -Dorothy 
Fields is en route to Holly- 

wood to -fulfill her contract 
‘with M-G-M....Seymour Felix: 

’ has staged what is termed the 
top dance number to date for 
the ‘new: Ed Wynn show..., 

_ Eddie Buzzell may make a per- 
sonal appearance . with his - 
“Johnny Jones” picture’ when, 
it comes in:...The tunes in 
“Happy Days” are pips.... 

''John Hundley may do phono- 
graph recording. 

stones, which also decorate the 
cape collar. Fiecks of rhinestones 
dot the bodice and are sprinkled 
through the full circular skirt dip- 
ping in back. It’s the sort of dress 
that wilts quickly. 

Dorothy Sebastian’s blue satin 
dress in “Montana” fits so- snugly 
down to her knees that she looks 
like a mermaid, a very smart mer- 
maid who.is up in the newest lines. 
Beginning with.:the slim bodice 
with a deep V: neck edged with 
crystal beads, the dregs slinks down 
outlining her hips. until a series. of 
circular cascading. godets, clam- 
bering up from their starting point 
on the floor, put an end to this 
slinkiness at irregular intervals. 
The center ruffile. climbed ‘up the 

highest. 

‘A tailored belt. marks, although 
the fitting makes it unnecessary, 
the waistline. It is a dress de- 
signed for those enviable maidens 
with long legs and slim rounded 
thighs. . That type of figure should 
be ‘revealed in ‘its’ beauty. 
Sebastian in this gown proves hers 
is worthy... 

Virginia Bruce, a newcomer at. 
-Paramount, wears her. clothes with 
an air. In “Slightly Scarlet’ she 
has a costumé. made of. those dif- 
ficult fabrics, gold cloth and metal 
-brocade, and. yet.doesn’t look like 
the first act finale of a revue. Per- 
haps the tailored manner with 
-which it {s put together redeems 
-it. The.. _Tesult : is. surprisingly 

smart. 

There is a one piece dress of gold 
cloth, -buttoning .. down the. center 
from its Péter Pan- collar, A. flat 
pleated. flounce. makes the - skirt, 
attached to the. dress at the bottom 
of the hipline, -~ Over the dress is 
worn: a little box jacket of metal 
brocade, ‘pound with a band of gold. 
A narrow tailored belt at: the waist- 
line. ‘That is all.. Wisely no ‘trim- 
ming. The restraint of the cos- 

‘tume is its bid for chic.. 

‘gon, in New York, Dec. 27, . 
ig GIRIS VACATIONING 

Evelyn ‘ Laye and Lily Damita, 

each of whom will be individually. 

‘starred in different musical pictures 

by Saniuel “Goldwyn” ‘auring ‘the-sum=" 

mer, will visit their respective ‘na- 

tive lands for vacations. before go-. 
ing to Hollywood. 

Miss Laye will go to England, 
‘and Miss Damita will visit Paris 

ahout May 20, 

weekly feature and 
|| Matter submitted 

| MILADY AS MANNEQUIN” 

fashions... in. .women’s.. clothes is an! 

‘| organized: business, 

droves poking into every place: in 
‘search of a new fashion. trend or 

hot. on- the scent of an exclusive |. 
model. 
American manufacturers and by. all 
dressmaking. establishments. - 

time. experimenting: with Inust-___ |: general-that almost..béfore. a&-woman| 

who has ordered an exclusive frock. 
in Paris can wear ‘ft, the. American. 

| manufacturer has ‘turned out thou-. 
sands of. the model for $15. apiece. 

|It is said that the low ‘salaried | 

Miss: 

-hospital,..Chicago,._.Father. {8..a .ca-. 
median.’ . + 

‘twins, Jan. 9, in the Bronx Mater- 

nity Hospital. 
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Wisdom for 
By Nellie Revell 

VARIETY "7 

the Woeful 
+ ye 

- This department, . conducted by Miss Revell, 
is placed at the service of any “Variety” reader. . 

FASHION SPIES VICI 
The tracking ‘down. of. the latest 

Fashion’ thieves roam: the city’ in 

.Yhey are employed. by. all 

Piracy has hecome. so expert ‘and 

stenog and the very wealthy woman 
are the ‘best “dresséd women: ‘in 

| America, a 
Department. stoves ° that ‘ iniport | 

French models = learned . long.’ .ago 
‘never’ to display them 
window, .as. the fashion spies had 
merely to walk up and sketch them 

-But these spies in. the 

guise of well dressed customers: will 
walk into:a shop ‘and ‘ask to see 

The shops “will 

not show its original models until| 
they themselves have had a chance 

in 

‘in a. Jiffy. . 

an exclusive model, 

to copy it in. large numbers. This 
of course is somewhat injurious to 
their own fine trade because wealthy 

women. customers. will. not. pay: @. 
large sum for a model that ‘has al- 
ready been copied | and’ cannot be. 
safeguarded from - general wear. | 
‘Therefore most wealthy women 

when buying in- ‘New York go to 
some exclusive dressmaking estab- 
lishment that can make up a@ model 

for them. 

“Shadow” New Models 
But. even here the fashion thieves 

triumph. 

o. 

the woman and her frock any place 

and obtain.a sketch of it. 
One can see the spies in ritzy 

restaurants sketching hats that lady 
diners are wearing. ‘At the .open- 
ing of the “Met” in: the fall] the 
fashion thieves mob the lobby, | 
sketch pook.in-hand,. ~. - 
Some society women. knowing 

that inevitably their dresses will be 
copied take the glory unto them- 
selves and serve as mannequins to 
display their own clothes at. fashion 
shows and charity affairs. 
become so prevalent that profes- 
sional mannequins seldom get o 
Chance anymore to display garments 
at fashion shows. Also women 

owners of exclusive dress establish- 
ments wear their own models know- 
ing they will be copied and do not 
dress their mannequins beautifully” 
for society. events as they once. did. 

Occasjonally the American manu- 
facturer gets into trouble through 
copying. . Recently a ‘French model 
was copled and. the manufacturer 
took orders from all. over the coun- 
try for thousands of. the dress.. The | 
main item of the dress was a belt 

of 2 new material called prystal 

which is made in France from a 
cheesy substance found in milk. 
Not wise to French resourcefulness 
the manufacturer, soon discovered 

that the-belt could not be duplicated | 
here and would. cost $75 aplece if 
obtained from France. He was un- 
able to fill his orders and was put 
out of business as he was dropped 
by the Amer fcan manufacturers 
trade . board - which . rules . on. such 
matters... 

BIRTHS 
Mr. ‘and Mrs. Gerard Fowler, son, 

in New York Nursery, Jan. 19. 
Father is in “Garden of Roses”. 
(vaude). 

the act. 
Mr, and Mrs. Pete Ermatinger, 

Father 
manager Erlanger's theatre. 

Mother. was.a solo dancer with an 
Albertina Rasch unit. 

Mr. and Mrs, Walter ‘erry, 
daughter, Jan. 11, at the American 

to: Miss Revell will 
attention will be paid te unsigned letters, 
-suppressed.. - 

Miss Revell may be addressed at: the Hotel 
or care “Variety,” New York. 

ee ewes oe 

a fresh ape... 

the. 

“They havé the names of 
society women and they will trail 

This has 

| penditures?. 

Mother also formerly with. 

I AN 28 pn 

has been instituted as a. 

be treated confidentially. No 
but real names will always be 

Somerset, West 47th street, | 

Dear: Miss Revell: I. am. in a 
presentation act with a Publix unit 
and the. mastoid of. ceremonies is 

He is always maul- 

ing. the girls, even on the stage. | 
My beau was in the audience. last. 

night. when he pawed me, ‘and -he. 
burnedup. I'm afraid :he will create. . 
a scene and that. will cost me- my” 
job. Should I quit the act or com-, 
plain -to ‘the manager? 

Rosemary. 

Answer: You: would: be justified 
in boxing his ears in sight of the 
audience, but that is an extreme. 
‘measure and not to be. considered 
for @ moment by a good trouper. - 
“why don’t you warn your annoyer 
that on repetition of the. offense - 
you will notify. the house manager. 
‘And then if he doesn’t desist, let | 
your boy - friend. "ee for. him in a. 

big way. aan ; 

“Dear: Friend: lama a‘ stenographer 
in«a theatrical office, and one. of... 
the bosses is. alway® asking me. to « 
go. out to night’ clubs, and. he 
doesn’t happen. to be the -boss J. 
like best. Do you think it would 
affect. my standing. in ‘the office if 
I went. places with: him? ; 

; * Harriet 0. 

Answer: “Personally. I don’t see. 
-how ‘you can play the night club 
-circuit, report: for. work the next 
morning and discharge your duties 
to. the. firm. If the spelling and 
typography of your letter is a good 
sample of your work, IT would sug- 
gest that you attend a night school 
rather than a night club. I think 
that would improve your standing 
in the office much more, — 

Déar Madam: I work. at the news 
stand of one of the leading - hotels 
here (Philadelphia), and I became . 
pretty well acquainted. with an ace 
tor. He told me if I ever.came to- 
New York he would put me on the 
stage, ‘I wrote him several times, 
but he has never answered. ‘His — 
name is ani he is. a vaude-" 
ville actor.. How can I.be sure of | 
reaching him. and what do. you. 
‘advise me to-do? — 

Anzious. 

~ Answer: Forget ‘it. Lonesome ac-. 
tors’ on the road promise pretty: 
girls anything and everything. It’s 
an old line. of chatter. However, 
if you want to write him again, 
you can probably reach him at the 
N. VV. A. club, 229 ‘W. 46th street, 
New York City. 

Dear Miss - Roveii: I read Variety 
because I like show news and ‘I 
want to get on the stage. [ am 
more than good looking, sing very 
well, do all the latest dances and 
am very. popular at parties, -Do 
you think I could get a good job 
with a show if I‘came-to New York? 

Miss. Ohicago. 

Anawer: You would probably be 
trampled down {in the crowd of 
young girls popular at parties in, 
their home towns. That doesn’t 
mean a-thing to a Broadway pro- 
ducer, Stay away from New York 
unless you have an engagement, 
already set before you leave. home. 

-“Postacripts a 
‘Mollie: tam a bad match- maker, 

Better get someone else to intro~ 

duce you to the gentleman.., 
Ernice: No, Clifton’“Webh ‘is not 
married...Stella: I do not know the 
Reno divorce laws, And why Reno, 

if. you can prove. your charges? 
A. E. L: Why not rent a couple of’ 
flashy drops until you try out your 
‘act and ‘see if it justifies the ex- 

:May: Your agent can 
help you find some’ one to. write 
materia] for: you...dJune M: I do 
not give fetters of introduction.. 
Paul: Send me your route and I will 
mail the Information requested. * 

Jan. 19.. Father {s manager: Pub-. 
iix’s O, C. Criterion theatre. 

Mr. and Mrs. Jack O'Connor. 
(O'Connor family), daughter, In Bay 
‘Shore hospital, say Shore, L. LL, 

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Spina, boy 

Spina is with Green 
& Stept, music publishers, 

Mr. and Mrs. Patrick McGee, 
twin daughters, in Oklahoma City, 

Mr. and Mrs. “Arthur BD “Newman, 
son, Jan. 24. Father is owner and 
manager of Newman Players stock 
in ‘the Central States, . 
_Mr. and Mrs. Morris Pivar at Hol- 

lywood, a daughter, Jan. 22, Father 

is film editor, Columbia pictures. 

N 
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™ ekirt sport ‘frock backless, 
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‘a strut on her toes. yery good look- 
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~ Clothes and Clothes 
By Mollie Gray 

; Jack Barrymore’ s Necking many year's of service. Lucille Sis-' 

After watching John Barrymore’s | ters have’ a misguided: idea of a’ 
their first song 

it put them at 
eGostumes ‘then 

of long tight 

ferocious lip ‘service in “General. striking make-up fo 
Crack"’—whose first: name was not | and the “ghost” lig. 

Wise, he being a -heavy lover—|a disadvantage. . 
somebody should establish a society | were: really effective, | 

for the preservation of Barrymore yodices;-almost—to—the-knee;—of-al— wilds, 

heroines.:" When the- Master Profile ternating rays of crystal. -and: 

switches into a head-on engage- | spangles . leaving. but a small skirt 

ment it: is a surprise to see the girls | of pleated net,’ @ gold shade and 

emerge with their. front. teeth.. .| slightly Jonger’ in back, ‘But. the 

If it hadn’t been: proved previous- make-up and’ wind- -blown -bob was 

ly, Marian . Nixon’s . ‘demure ‘soft | just too bad: Imitation of the Dun- 

‘voice ‘might. geem the result of: it-|cans much liked as_ their. harmony 

having: been ‘crippled. Armida ig a] then: should ‘be. An: oriental dan- 

delightful -little ‘girl and. @- clever | cer; not billed, | ‘has. aback kick- over 

" one. - Jacqueline Logan, carried her her shoulder and touching | cher’ 

share of the brocades and satins chest. | : 

and towering white wigs... One or 
’ two. impressive. scenes: ‘and several 
. faked... But. the thought : of. those 

a Leas Vaude: a Better. . 
. Where. “Rio Rita’! ‘gereens—as at, 

lost lips is haunting, as were the| tie 58th..St. theatre—there is’ Attle| 
highly manicured nails of the gypsy 

.-bride.—_ nears 
time: left for vaudeville” “Qt may be 

4 ‘imagini tion)};-but-what-does-appear- 

Norma Shearer's’ Clothes | seems. tb ‘get better returns. 
.“Their Own Desire” (desire. being | “Kitchen | Pirates”. stole” most ‘ ‘of 

singular, possibly because the whole the shonors. on | this. ‘three-act’. bill: 
cast had but one’ ‘at: the finish) , ‘is “with Rudell and Dunhigan ‘appropri-. 
carried: out by a fine cast,. Norma -ating ‘the balance. - -Miss Rudell and. 
Shearer: and’ Robert: Montgomery, | her. reaction. to ‘a. flask tickled this 
who also doubled. in lyrics, and Belle house, frock of cinnamon. color lace 

Bennett, . who. tripled . in tears, and’ with: tight. bodice and partly: ‘ruffled 

Lewis, Stone, who. Singled ‘in -polo. skirt, For: contrast ‘a crushed bow. | 

Scatter: ‘the “son. of: the woman: who of . scarlet: taffeta pack | of, one, nip, 

broke -up the-, girl’s.. home” . plot slippers thatehings. 0. . 
among them and, the- audience. was | ; 
satisfied. For” good: measure ‘there Ce. ‘Bebe “Daniel’s” Gowns i 

Were. some ultra ,swiming © pool “Under. ‘the benign reign -of. “Rilo 

scenes and.a storm-on a.lake- with Rita,’ " alias: Bébe, Daniels, whose 

the ‘youngsters ina déanoe. 0, subjects increase with each ‘unreel- 

Miss Bennett's ~ most: elaborate] ing; the 8ist St. theatre-has a ‘pros- 
gown, was: of black ‘velvet with, deep’ perous. box-office, . It's. ‘not. alone 

iV back: of: lace - “to ‘the. waist. ‘while that ‘Miss, “Daniels sings 0 well, ‘it’s 

on the front of tha. bodice the: lace: the . ease’ and’ naturalness . of ‘her 

curied oft* into. the. ‘skirt, as far as ‘vocalizing Bs: ‘ though she'd been |‘ 

‘the left ‘knée. “Miss ‘Shearer - makes born «a: “prime, ‘donna.. . Costumes 
quite a ‘dashing polo: player, not to elaborate ‘and handsome, Miss Dan-. 

mention high divér;, white. pleated ‘dels’ ‘wedding gown’ of silver being.) 

fame nee eee ete 

a. ‘tricky “much more attractive in fact than 
in ‘film, | put | cute’ nevertheless, 
Technicolor” ‘gcenes - pretty,. but’ the 
colors are getting monotonous-—al- 
ways the same,‘ 
. Vaudeville contr ibutea Helen Eley, 

with: Leo’. Beers, ‘singing’ sweetly in 
two attractive gowns, - Black. net 
had ‘a tight bodice crossed.) with 
lines- of. rhinestones. and a- fluffy 
skirt while’ the crisp blue: maline, 
also. with a tight. bodice and volumi- 
‘nous skirt ‘that: stodd out from.the 
hips; yellow bow ends hung to the 
‘floor from the waist in. ‘pack, A 
flattering ‘ostrich | boa was equally 
good with both gowns being of gray 
‘tipped flesh ‘color, ‘Mary Wales 
(Cardiff © and: Wales) wore. pink 
crepe frock - with. cape. collar, the 
many ‘flares of :the. skirt: hanging 
below the hem. 
was zipper closed... 

bordering | the: .neckline; 
bandana constituting. ‘the overhead. 

Printed ‘silk ‘frock. had: circular 
ekirt with an: ,overskirt. that. ap- 
peared to be. separate, covering. but 
‘one side. and tying at the waist on 
-the other. | Misg Shearer is partial 
to snug ‘fitting . ‘vests: too, a light 
one worn over 2. plaid. shirt, the 
skirt darker with matching tie. ‘Hex 
pajamas are: monogrammed. on the. 
upper pocket:,’ “Their Own Desire” 
was going pretty well until. a happy 
ending was necessary. : 

! 

Capitol. Show 
“Gym Jams,” ‘Capitol: presentation, 

is familiar vaudeville with a -ttead- 
mill finish, Flo Mayo. appreciated, 
herve too, the Hicky- Bros.; Chester. 
Hales in neat bathing suits: under 
trim cape coats in four groups, each 
a different:color. Skipping rope spe- 
cialty on her toes was the best in- |- 
diyidual dancing among the giris— - 
Nat Nazarro, Jr., raising his insur- |. ” 
ance rates previously, Finale used rae ve: & most satisfactory way: to 

. @ horse and a bike rider racing UP|an4- instruction. Joan Bennett’ is 
stagé with a. clock to register. which |aerigntful and looks “beautiful in, 
was, winning—score @ tie to Pre-| those Victorian era’ costumes, there-. 
vent any arguments among the cus- |by stitling the consternation aroused 
tomers—while the little girls biked|)y the present penchant for bunch- 
it on another treadmill on the level. ing material one place and trailing 

Pleasant. a ‘lit another. Of course, such delicate 
blonde .beauty. as Miss Bennett's is 

Riverside’s Shorts - rare, but if one blonde: can wear 
Riverside’s collection of talking them—and bustles have been ‘sneak- 

shorts is an egpecially. unfortunate ing in loop by loop—so can another 
one. Vaudeville items all on the /without the: beauty. It is ‘under- 

Bustles and Blondes . 

credit side of the ledger, even the |stood that- ‘brunettes. never expected. 
Florence Arliss is a’ opener, Bordner and Boyer Trio in |jany difficulty. . 

“Jumping Around,” making their|most gracious and . natural ‘Lady 
contribution . amusing. ‘Girl - orna- Beaconsfield, every word and action 
mental. : quiet ‘and unstudied. Doris Lloyd 

- ‘Anderson ‘ ‘and Burt: got: laughs in- also did’ well asthe loser in the- 
“Climbing the. Alps" for which: Miss | battle. of schemes: with ‘Disraeli. But 

Burt wore a striped sweater and. “Disraeli” 
what looked. like, riding ‘breeches; : a- perfect: ’ 
bit of dash being added with a yel-|° - 

‘low seart and ‘beret... Jack Joyce's 
feminine agsistant™ seemed rather’ 

— ‘tn the ‘Shops J 
‘In: Gitnbet's attractive styles can 

;. gether so much genuine talent. Or-.|spun -crepe. 
.. chestra plays well though’ they had {hair coat and a. tweed: topcoat. with 
no “number alone, Tivol Girls being. off the shoulder fur’ collar of ‘fox. | 
: precisely. what: Tivoli Girls’ are ex- Franklin Simon- has’ a neat Uttle- 
“pected: ‘to. be™ and apparently liking’|f frock of flat crepe finely tucked above 
green since they used it for both |and below the waist with fagotted 
» opening and closing costumes, How- |crepe collar and jabot finished with 

. ever, by far ‘their most attractive little “wheels.” Another dress us- 
one, was the: “Johnny” number, Vir- jing fagotting at the neckline and tie. 
ginia: Bacon speaks pleasingly with |ends has a bolero effect bodice and 
poth voice and toes, her brown vel- ja cream colored vestee of lacé and 

vet costume and. brown derby for jetnbroidered batiste, usual snug hips 
and circular skirt. 

Bobbs’ showing ‘ good . looking ing and becoming. ‘ Previous pale 
_..'. plue_net.-scattered .with. pink ‘petals |frocks of imported ‘cravat silk in. 

° oo cae 
a . 

C 

i 

‘also : pretty. 

costumes of beads and dejected os- smart, | 

trich plumes, though dancing weill'| ‘When the ‘New York reverted to 

‘and appearing more attractive in. ita double feature day it picked one 

their “black and white waltz” for | silent,” the other talking, but both 

which thelr crepe gowns were ‘very | dumb. 
graceful. - Should «be, something’! “Pioneers of the West, ” referred 

‘done’ te outlaw ostrich ‘fans after, 40. to the Plot only, otherwise there was: 
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thing’ was. arranged just as.the le-. 

‘-: |agsoclates expendéd $500,000 on the, 
‘experiment, and it’s a money- -maker. | 

‘ness men are 9 okay as ‘customers,’ the 
operators” “concede, but not: enough” 

ing.’ It’s the middle-aged wives, un-: 
‘able’ to’ drag hubby away, who are 

‘ona paying basis. And ‘it's all okay. 

, ‘mantic chaps’ in chaps. | 
‘wide open with a bronzed. he-man 

two shades |. especially gorgeous. ‘Dorothy Lee is || 

Her metallic purse 

A visit to Georges Arliss as. “Dis- 

entertainment 

‘and George’ Arliss | are: 

be found on. the upper floors, espe-. 
i *-“Pemmeé Folliés” is. aitything put clally ‘a four-piecé ensemble, jacket 

- foly—its good sense’ in ‘getting to-|suit' and extra long. coat: of : hhomie-. 
Also a‘'beltedcamels- 

Vercell: Sisters almest |prints using five or six colors, , Felt, 
ruin” “their chances with the first |hats and matching ‘silk scarfs very 

ha 
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-$. A. COWBOYS 
(Continued from page 1) 

girls would go for the rough life 
stuff. Open air appeal, and that 
getting away from it all, was sup- 

posedly masculine. 
Showmen were ‘tipped off to the 

possibilities in the racket when a 
few hardy frails started accompany- 
ing their. bread. winners into the 

either.--out—of...suspician_or 
curiosity. One particularly wise 
acre owner, who knew’ practically 
nothing about ranching but had his 
own. ideas. about «women, started. 
dude ranching in connection with his 
southwestern hotel: Fittings and 
furnishings were. installed, for their 
special. appeal:- to . feminine — cus- 
tomers. :. A:.batch ” of. ‘swell- looking. 
cowboys -were ‘assembled, and every- 

Uncommon Chatter 
By Ruth Morris 

‘ 

Comme La Boardoni a Chit. 
‘Hair’ styles may ‘change but. Irené 

Bordoni' ‘remains true. to ‘the bangs 
which convert regulation, off-the- 
forehead hats— into strictly Bordon! 
style, and are as much a part of 
-her.. ‘personality-as-her.French.. chic 

and accent... 
She. wears two fetching gowns: for 

her ‘Palace :appearance. ‘ The_ first 
is‘in- a. luscious shade of- salmon- 
pink tulfe, made ‘simply with punc- 
tuations. of tulle circles‘ on:a long 
,circular akirt. A_ tulle sunghade;| 
accurately’ matching. ‘slippers and. a 
trim: ‘little hair-hat. give: it costume |: 
importance. . The second gown ‘uses | 
blue velvet’ ‘In ‘a. “princess | ‘ne to 
below. ‘the hips; where a Velvet. ‘pep-- 
lum starts the | flare « -of .a- tlerced. 
tulle skirt, dipping . long and full at 

hip flare contribute a slenderizing 
effect. In the first gown Miss Hayes - 
(or Cody, as the case may be) looks 
impossibly fat; in the second she’ . 
appears as.a stylish stout, hefty but : 
well proportioned. § 

__Also_on-the_bill_is..a.. sepia- -singer—| 
with’ Danny Small who looks. cun- 4 
ning in the fringes, rhinestones: and : 
sequins so’ dear to Harlem’s heart, | 

‘Babe Egan’s.N. S. G.. Frocks 

There could. be. no objection to: | 
lady’ orchestras. tf they all'‘played ag 
well as Babe. Egan’ and. Her Red-" | 
héads, at the Académy of Music, * 
The girls are’ not. ‘only good instru- 
mentalists but ‘specialists who. can -. 

step out of line with reat routines 
and agreeable harmon The 

the back.. Decolletage” ‘outlined ‘in deficiency. in the - act “ig from. the 
rhinestones ‘ complétes" a‘ costume ‘style ‘angle. . sj 
that.earns. applause for its Wwearet |’. Marine. -blue : jackets - -and.. -white—~ 
«appreciation that ig split between! serge skirts’ are. poorly tailored and © 
the “gown -gnd “the ‘way. Bordoni| make: the. Birla, lool . unnecessarily fos 
wears .it, for,.she’s one of those| thickset:: met a 
cagey. troupers, who. : know, “how, to . Babe,’ herself, ‘leads the’ orchestra 
make an. entrance . look like. ‘some-| in’ ‘a most ufiflattering. c:’ . ame. Her 
thing. A feather: fan in. her hands: skirt is. ‘poorly hung and - -dowdily: - 
is not merely, a pointless. decessory, short, and her jacket (out of: neces 
but a ‘definite, part, of her: costume. sity” perhaps for: freedom of. move- - 

and work, \As. they might, or. might: ment) is sloppily: fitted. Satin'slip- 
not’. gay” in French, She. knows: her| ‘pers give a niake-shift effect.to the 
onions. " costume. It seem’ a‘shame to-han- | ~ 
_Josepliine Hasnion, is’ anather irl ‘dicap really good Work’ with: gueli a. 

technic,’ but: whéreas ‘Bordont makes : wo 
her - points ‘alyly, "Josephine steps L a 
right up’ and* socks’. them’ on, ‘the | - 
nose. Her: Palace gown ‘is. a slee 

dies like it? The operator. and his: 1 

ere 

It’s the Girls . 
Others ‘are. following suit. Busi- 

of them find ‘time. to get away from 
the office ‘for a little. horseback rid- 

doing . ‘much’ to. put ‘these Yanches. 

with the husbands: and ‘fathers, as. 
‘with wife. and daughter roughing’ it. 
‘ala 30, “he .can: do his’ own trail. 
firiding. around town,. te 

. Those daughters, ‘and those. ‘To- : 
Hitting the 

beside. “you dis Zane. Grey. and Owen. 
Wister as is. :° 

It's a great. racket, the tirea ‘pusi- 
n n om 

ne ee an it; een tude. Dblack ‘velvet, beautifully’. draped for 
ranch owners know, thelr ‘Stuf? Wa- a ‘slenderizing. ‘effect. ‘and: brightened 
hoo and. -washee, “| with rhinéstonés tastefully’ used: - 

ot oa Lina,’ Basquette celebrates. her re-- 
turn - from. ‘Hollywood | ‘by’ dancing 
through..a ‘neat’ “little” act in neat]. 
little costumés, | Cherie (with. Larry 
Rich) is programmed | as a’ “Pert 
Miss of the Boulevards” : and de- 
scribed as a combination of. Cleo- 
patra, Helen of. Troy, and Lucrezia 
Borgia. It isn’t. known from which 
‘one of . the three ‘she inherits her. 
French - ‘accent. Program. credits. 
-have her bravely Jowning up to hay- 
ing” designed the costumes. for the 
act.” 

Lucille. - with . Harriman- Swan) 
‘closes the bill with trite - costumes 
and sensational whirlwind. dancing. 

7 

Ariazings So: ‘There! 

4geven Days Leave” ig an’ unbe- - 
uisvanle ea0d picture. If Variety's 
Hollywood’ “sister ' shadn’t,. recently. 
placed . the: Word in disrepute, we: 
‘would call it: “amazing.” Ta 
It ‘has been taken. from: Barrie's 

“The Old Lady Shows Her Medals” 
and, unlike most adaptations, hasn't 
‘been taken far.” It adheres. closely 
‘to:- the. original © Story .of the. qld 
-woman who longs to have some part... 
in the Great : ‘War and. contrives to.- 
adopt an unwilling soldier-son. 
Beryl : ‘Mercer plays her. with rich 
appreciation: of the. part:;) The di-. 
rector has expanded his script with 

grand. touches of color—brief! 
glimpse of a. ‘London. music’ hall, | 
‘with street singer. entertaining the 
queue and other flescriptive side- 
lights and has. chosen for incidentai 
characters the svwellest trio - of. 
Whoop. Sisters that ever scoffed. 4 
a mixed .alé-in.a London pub.: — . 

. The story has ‘no love nterest,. 
no lavish scenes or thrilling action, 
yet audiences watch | it with tense 
interest -and react instantly to its. * 
‘moods. - Despite Hollywood Sister's’. . 
‘seathing remarks we ‘will calr.. it. 
“amazing. " 

: MARRIAGES ~ 
Hoss: ‘Hertz ‘to. ‘Adeline Ogilvie, 
showgirl ... ‘in. ‘Chicago, - Jan. 21. 
Groom ‘is with" “June. Moon, ” Sel- 
wyn, Chicago. Cleese" . 
Frances ‘Marion, , scenarist,: “to 

| George: William. ‘Hin,, director, in 
Phoenix, “Arizona, on Jan. 18. Both 
employed . by M-G-M. 

Carmen Agraz to Archie Keyes in 
Washington, D.. GC: Jast. ‘week. . Bride 
As of “The “Vagabond King” on tour.- 

Dolores ;Joyce. to, Stanley Hull 
(Jones and Hull) in Washington, 
D, Cc. last week. Both: are.on tour 
with Fanchan & Marco's: “Cookies.” 

' Georgia | ‘Miles . to. Leonard Berg 
‘(non-pro) ‘Jan. 18.’ _ Bride. leading 
woman, Maylon Players, Spokane, 
last season. . . 
“Ken Dailey, manager L. A, office 
of the Bert. Levy . ‘elreuit,: to Belle 
Wyiles, non-pro, Jan. 23: in Los. An- 
geles,.. .- 

, Pegey Clark, \aancer, ‘to “Ward 
“Morris, ” ‘Manager Wigwam Theatre, 
San Francised, last week. - | 
Norma. V. Carlie, pianiste, ‘to Ran- 

dolph P.. Weyant, singer, Jan. 22, in’ 
New York. .- 
.Jane Carroll, of the- ‘Metropolitan: 

Opera. Company, to Ambrose ‘Spen- 
cer, Crummey (non-pro), Jan. 21, in 
Greenwich, Conn. | 

‘Betty Bassett, show girl, ‘to! John 
Gordon Given (non-pro), Jan.. 22, in 
New York, . 

a Smart ‘and. Hi- hat. ” 
“The ‘Paramount -has’ gone high- 

hat this “week—not .. only through 
| the manner of that: “gy boy,’ ‘Harry. 
Richman, but thropgh ‘cleverly de- 
vised: costumes and ‘scénery for. the. 
presentation called’ “Tip Toppers,” 
The ‘high hat is the. basis. for. all 
the musical ; numbers. . There» are 
black and white silk high.-hats worn 
jauntily by the Fred Evans, Dancers, 
sequined high hats giving: sparkle. to 
the finale, painted high: hats’ punctu- |. 
ating - ‘patking. for the .band; large 
high hats the tops of -which | are 
used as elevated platforms for tap 
routines, and one enormous. topper 

| which collapsés to reveal: the .band. 
The ,Single-mindedness of the ° pro-. 
duction: gives a neat. ‘idea of. unity. 
and provides a smartelittle Produc- 
tion. 

Grace and ‘Warry- Dixon : appear 
for. their slapstick adagio:- which’ is 
always good entertainment; Norton 
and Haley ‘chatter amusingly and 

‘In the. Shops. bd 

In the shops.. .Imports at Altman 
for Southern: wear. in crepe, pique, 
shantung. or. linen. Many. with ... 
matching jackets and very attrac- 

tive. Also hats.with prolonged brims 
drooping in back-or on the sides in- 
the new: brittle straw called. Pan- 
amalac...For wear in town Bonwit 
Teller is showing tasteful crepes, 
with circular skirts not too long to 
be bad taste. ‘Relieved. by touches: 
of white at cuff and neck lines. Also, 
‘dinner hats made after models from 
Agnes and Marie Alphonsine, in 2 

M. C.: Richman offers a corking coarse lace straw...Best & Co. fea- 
(though unintentional burlesque of turing the “Mouldette,”. -inexpensive: 
the M. C, type), | girdle of finely knitted elastic, per- 

‘| fectly grand for sports wear...The 
| Breton ‘fisherman suit at Saks-5th’ .- 
Ave, for. beach wear. . Made in heavy . 
white rep along abrupt: lines. and 
-pleasantly . rakish when . combined: 
-With dark’ blue. beret and. broadly 
striped ‘shirt of jersey... Wanamaker 
anticipating spring - with ‘Jean Pa- 
tou’s _ Version - of. the “tailored . suit, 
soft crepe | ‘and - “‘peplum jacket, giv- > 
‘ing it ‘a feriinized « line.. Cunning 
sports things here,’ including. ‘tennis 
shorts and blouse: in light shades of 
wool ‘crepe. There is a -matching 
wrap-around skirt to be added: after 
the game, 

Charlotte ‘Winn as ‘the ‘blonde hero- 
ine. in tricky gingham and organdy- 
dress and .a nice modern dark silk’ 
one and-again in. a sophisticated 
negligee of satin and crepe. “Plo- 
neers” is the type that bankrupt 
the western ‘branch of: the moving 
‘picture market until ft spoke up. 
Other was “After, the Fog.” 
-. Macy had a sale of cigarettes, de-. 
‘voting a whole west section of the 
building tothe resultant mob—and 
without any. advertising. Line of 
at. least 400 all the time and ‘the. 
price dropped ‘even while waiting. 
But when customers reached for a 
‘Lucky © they: were ' ‘oniy. given- one’ 
carton~”. each* ‘of three different 
‘brands, no’ three of one brand. But 
‘the. women got around that. . Sev- 
eral got’ together after the purchase 
‘and exchanged, 
‘Among. ‘the things women will 

wear to be different are bracelets 
shown in. Saks: that’ appear: to be - The first ‘costume is a: serious at- 

poker chips cut in half and ‘ar- tempt at smart dressing. It: is.-a 
ranged to give a stripe effect, the crisp black taffeta, -with flaring over- 

straight edge inside of course. skirt and molded bodice cleverly. im- 

And necklaces in Macy’s of linen | Posed on an upper section of black 

appliqued. with pink or blue flow- | Chiffon. On a smaller person it 
ers,, making large “beads.” Should would look extremely smart but it is 
be smart with sport frocks.. all-wrong to describe a corpulent 

Just the daintiest lingerie is|figure. Despite its rich fabric and) 
French trimmed with racine lace a attractive fashioning it becomes low 

‘belge shade on flesh color silk. “A | comedy: 
negligee had two shoulder panels| On the other hand, the secord rig 
trailing back while another was the | (donned frankly for a laugh) ‘has 

such good line that it gains dignity simple coat with wide sleeves. 
Despite all laws to enforce pro-|despite-its absurdity. Its waistline, 

hibition the government can't stop |slightly higher in back, is at just the 
those geniuseg who named the new|proper point to flatter the figure; 
colors. Latest are, ““Mint Julep” and | its cape sleeves do wonders for bulky 
“Clover Club” for green and pink, shoulders, and its V-neck and slight 

Self-Kidding Stout. 3 
' Nobody loves a ‘fat man ‘but. gudi~ 
ences’ adore a -fat ‘woman whose 
avoirdupois is accompanied by. a 
-proportionate amount of.. good- na- 
tured self- kidding. The stout. mem- 
ber of Hayes and ‘Cody, playing the 
first half at the 86th. Stréet,. pounces: 
on the. ‘stage’ in a neat. little Mack 
Truck model. of black. taffeta . and 
plunges | right into: the audience's 
affection with her first. remark on: 
extess. poundage. - ‘Her second, ap- 
pearance in a short, kiddy, Play- suit 
receives. a ‘howl. 

“Seven Keys to Baldpate” didn’t 
make heavy” demands on Radio’s 
costume department, inasmuch as a 
deserted summer resort in’ the dead 

of winter doesn't call for:a par- 
‘ticularly ° extensive wardrobe .on 
anyone's. part. ..The three important 

women in the east wear one coS-- 
tume apiece, each one compensat- 

~|-Inp-the-scantiness-of* -the-wardrobe---: 
by its lavishness. Audience feast 
on a gorgeous mink coat, beautifully 
stripped, a cloth coat trimmed with 
two bodies of red fox and a white 
ensemble trimmed at collar and 
jacket edge with fluffy white fox 
terminating. at the center wristline 

In two fox heads. 

Soreness ae a ee 
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15 YEARS Aco 
(From | Variety ond. Crippen), 

. News” "of. ‘the: preview of D; w. 

> Griffith's 5 “The !Clansman” in’ ‘Rivers. 

“pide, Cal, ratsed not a ripple iri the : 

This was. later “Birth of a grade. | 

‘Nation” which made. the $2 picture. 

. ‘possible and changed the film map. 

“gontracts’ with Adele — Ritchie be-: 

a intention of. entering. the television field. 

Keith” “pffice ~carivelled $16, 000--in, | 

eause she played a spit “week: for. 

Frank Keeney. in’ Brooklyn ani got 

herself labeled “opposition.” ” Keith's 

. “also notified. all agents they must |. 

submit: alt acts before . they offered, 

them. to revue producers, 

"wall Street. erashed. the Alm. pusi- 
” ness: It came about by a Curb syn- 

. @icate ‘underwriting a new. stock. 
' ‘flotation and starting trading in the 

“outside market. 

running it up to 4. Now said a big. 
° New York banking house ‘was in- 

terested in financing one ‘of. the. ma-. 

Jor, producers. 

; "Mack Sennett signed. Harry Grib- 
bon, former baseball player, . and 
said he would make a comedy star 

out of him, 

~ May ‘Alligon, stiige: actress, ‘last in 
“Apartment. K,” went to pictures, 

starting with “The . 

Lady: ” 

ution of features because Patents 
‘Co. licensees threatened to go. ‘out-: 

side for. that. service. 
General Film Co. had dealt: only’. in: 

. daily ‘release . program — of orie : and! 

‘ ‘two- reelers.: ; 

“War - tevet on inéredse. tn Eng:' 
Tana. Empire prograrh regularly. in-: 

; *terrupted ‘for 15 minute plea. for re- 

or ults, on 

50 a ‘AGO 
(From Clipper) 

Gilbert ‘and Sullivan's “Pirates: of: 
Penzance” was produced at the 
‘Fifth Avenue theatre, New York, for 

‘the | first ° ‘time in the States.. Same 

collaborator s “Pinafore” had. been a’ 

- eraze: for a year or. 80, 

* Johnny” Dwyer, 
weight ‘fight. champion, 

pointed clerk of: the. fourth.. dis- 

trict- Municipal court. in Brook- 
“lyn and did a Tunney. 

popularity, made it urgent for him 
to deferid ‘the title. 

ing May in Canada. 

avenue and 45th street was -occu-: 
Pied by. a low brick building where: 

, & publican named Von Glahn ran a 
bar, He: was said to have one of 
-the largest collections of relics in 

_ the. city, comprising champ’s pic- 
tures. and belts and the prize ex- 

- hibit was the helmet. worn, by Bill 

.., Tweed “when he was a’ volunteer 
_ fireman. 

_. Reeounting the ‘state of athletics, 
Clipper recalls that the New York 
Athletic Club was founded 10 years 
before and was the first, club of the 
kind in the States. It was at first 
merely a group of-enthusiasts who 

“—<<—made their“headquarters-in--Maires' 

&ymnasium in St, Marks place. By 
1880 it owned its own building, be- 
sides an outdoor field in Mott 
Haven, oO 

Edison's phonograph was being 
exploited in advertisements as “the 
miracle of the age.” 

na 

Clique. ‘succeed +d. 

‘gn taking the. stock over at 1% ‘and | 

Governor’s 

Up:-to then’ , 

_. {she wanted to tell them about. 

reigning: heavy- 

was ap-- 

Accordingly,. 
Paddy” Ryan ‘succeeded to the title. 
Ryan ‘Yan.a ‘saloon in Chatham’ 

. Square’ at the lower end of - the: 
. Bowery. and ‘was’. prompt ‘to see that] 

First ‘match: 
Was made with Joe Goss for follow- ; 

J shorts for..Pardmount, presentation sStagers will first do their units’ and 

Inside Stuf—Pictures ; 
. ' . . 

(Continuea trom Page 26) 

the translation. By the time it was received it was discovered that the 
silent. had already been, distributed in Spanish-speaking countries as a 
silent . 

E. Jenkins, sometimes called the father of television, has been made 
no offer for his patents nor is. Radio considering opening negotiations 
-for-same, according to-Charles-Ross,. executive head of the. Photophone | rer 
subsidiary which is working onthe air-picture end. 
While it is. learned that DeForest and Jenkins have: ‘A cross licensing 

agreement, : it was said this week that. the DeForest interests | have no 
fom. 

‘Under the plan ' by which “Publix ‘unit producers will make | talking. 

‘on. transferring them to. talker subjects will ‘be. shifted for. the ‘time. 
required from the’ Publix to the Par-payroll: — - 

Frank: Cambria, Louis McDermott, Jack. Partington and Boris Petroff, 

shows first: and the short subjects afterward, but “before the units. open 
for Publix tours. Producers will -be given screen. svedit, a 

_—_ 

Somebody’ 8: passing the word.around in ‘the east that ‘there’ 8 all kinds 
of film houses in southern: -California just waiting for someone to walk int, 
‘and start operating. .Géentléman from Minnéapolis dropped into the-b-A- 
offices: of the M. P. Theatre Owners last week. to have’ this pointed out to 
him. His impression was that the only formality necessary would be to 
start paying rent and arrange for film service. 
and manager, disillusioned him. . Woods may be full of dark houses, but 
it réquires more than a deposit to. take * em over. ae \ ry 

-wrote to. all Hollywood. Studios asking for a dozen ‘each of their stars, 
: ‘| stating he: ‘wanted-them for a magazine, the most popular: in Cuba. - One 

studio. wrote ‘back telling him to make his request on the stationery of 

the magazine. This he did. _ +. 
Meanwhile. the magazine’ had checked up, ‘tound the ‘chap. was not-an 

employee. ‘but had evidently, bribed some one to ‘steal letterheads: on: which 

to, make ‘the request. ; e 

“One major studio approached a femme player with: ‘the ‘hope of get-. 
ting. her on contract. As: she’ was then attached to another. studio, ‘she. 
told the boys to lay low a few weeks. when she ‘would be. free as she’ 
had been informed her. option would not be exerciséd: ’ Studio: promised 
to ‘do ‘this and offered her .$1,500 a week, a grand over ‘what. she. was 

getting. ae 
Intention leakea out. and the: first company took up: her option, call-: 

ing for $600 weekly, and- immediately. notified the other studio that 
she could be. borrowed for $2, 500. , 

“Effective ‘next week, Paramount will discontinue the “advertising of. 
its, New. York and Brooklyn shows. together in“ the dafliég. 

York Nights” (UA), next: attraction at both houses, separate ads will be 

written’ for the two Par deluxers. 
~-Warners, which advertises the’ New York ‘and Brooklyn. Strands, as. 

° well as the lately opened. Beacon, N.. Y., together, will. continue doing so, 
General Film forced into “alstrib-. . it is understood. 

= 

Ola: line ger een character: actors, pushed. by the’ wayside since talkers; 
are ‘coming back. into their own. “Sin Flood,” now being produced at First, 
National, includes eight of the best known character players on the Coast... 

List includes Robert Edeson, Noah. Beery, . William: ‘Courtney, William 
“Orlamond, Anders Randolph, Henry. Kolicer, Louls King, and Ivan Simp-. 
son.’ Other studios are. demanding. character: ‘players’ and. in many cases 

have to hold up production to await. those desired. — a 

“Reporters. and writers covering ' picture. news. in Hollywood burned 
plenty when one w. k. picture star asked the boys and: girls to report at 

| her’ studio and listen to an important announcement. 

Mob showed up and learned it was just the engagement of a writer that 
Printed results of the collective interview 

indicated that the scribes were. not. enthusiastic ‘about. the star's plan’ of 
releasing ‘unimportant news. 

They are keeping ‘Jules Levy, R-K- Oo film booker on. ‘the move, After 
having taken quarters near thé R-K-O booking office. in the Palace the- 
atre’ building, New York, Levy and his department are. now back to 
where they started from—the 8th floor in..the Bond building. Main-: 
tenance and construction - department, which succeeded him in those 
quarters, ‘has been elevated to the 19th floor. . ; 

New York “American” trailed William Fox into a dairy lunch and 
‘lecopped a.dandy closeup of the film magnate taking his noontime glass 
of milk and sandwich. He smiled good humoredly, too. . 
About the only picture of Fox extant, and the one used universally, 

was-taken about 15 years ago when ‘he wore a mustache. Interest in 
his affairs of late “have sent the photographers. out for something more 
intimate. | . ; 

First National put on a “wrong number” campaign for “Sally” in 

Scranton, Pa., this week, 
Gag was two girls and a “boy phoning people, the gir), addressing the 

‘party on the other end as if he were the boy friend, asking to be taken 

to. the Capitol theatre to see “Sally. ” Routine was gotten. through before 

the receiving end could. explain. the wrong. number. 

answered, the. boy turned - on the ballyhoo. 

“A new - order - within. Publix ‘deprives ‘those ‘who ‘must ‘gee the new 

_ |Publix units each' week at the Paramount, New York, of viewing the 
- The ‘northwest’ corner of. Fifth: shows from the mezzanine. Only nine execs are: allowed, “by the order, 

to sit in the mezzanine:. 

the back. 

B. & _K. applied some showmanship to continuing the policy of send--| 
ing audiences home happy. Instead of finishing. at midnight with 
“Bishop Murder Case,” mystery, circuit ran a cartoon comedy: to follow 
to offset the spooky flicker, so that the fans-could sleep peacefully. 
‘Appreciated by the ™more nervous film fans who wrote in about it. 

Lawrence’ Tibbett’s - film debut brings a studio Story. . Directors 
structed ‘Tibbett to: croon into the microphone, He: somewhat indig- 

nantly retorted that he couldn’t _croon.- He had: to" sing in full or not 

at all, 
They then started experimenting with. the mikes at various distances 

from. the warbler. Result was some excellent recording. : 

-. Manager-- tea. “Warner_hous se_in. New. Jersey, _ who. recently grew @ 

EDITORIAL 

eastern. unit producers, will all produce sound shorts, ‘déing their stage | 

W. E. Knotts, secretary. 

" Chap in Havana, wanting to’ get players’ pictures tor selling purposes, 

For “New |. 

If & woman’s voice. 
. ‘| sea coast, border and oil towns, 

Others are finding it necessary to chase “orehestra eeats ‘or “stand ‘in: 

“VARIETY acd 

~ Inside Stff—Legit 
Actors who had their salaries cut last fall. find thnt for the’ mid-season . 

plays they must take a secondary cut. 
‘However, most of them are glad to find work at almost any price and 

the salary angle to affairs has taken a right about face. Now most 
._| performers are: anxious not. to be considered expensive people, , 

William Morris; Ir, straightened out the matter of. Gertrude Law- 
English’ star will get special 

display. 

-Proposed revival of “tne ‘Home owners” is off for the Washington . 

Square Players. at the Gansevoort, Greenwich Village, New York, with 
troupe. having extended run of “Seven Keys to -Baldpate” current and _ 

helped. lots by ‘collegiate and flapper’ patronage that- “has. been. ‘making: - wie 
_[ the: house a ‘payer for the first time. since ‘opening. " ’ 

—_— 

‘The Theatre Guila, which, seldom tries: ‘out plays, is testing the. Shaw. 
play, “The Apple Cart,” in Baltimore. “Meteor” and’ “Caprice” were tried 

“Because of the roster oft names In the Lew Lesiie—show~the—--— 
Lawrence name was. insufficiently set apart to suit her representative. 

: Contract specifies. size. of type. - 

out of town because the stars, Lunt and. Fontaine, | ‘were playing out of | oS 
town at the time. - 

‘At the present time there is a tendency ‘among commercial produéers: 
to do as little trying out as possible because of prohibitive prices and 
bad- business_on- the-road.—_. egg 

a 

The ‘show written by” Preston- Sturges which Al ‘Woods will produce 
has an elevator in it as one of the stage props. The author is proud of. 
the elevator. “It it is. a: novelty and will attract attention,” 
Woods. 

“Yes,” said “Woods, 
‘Strictly Dishonorable’ you have. a bine 50 teddy bear which works just. as 
well.” " 

‘Some of the women ‘trom. legit who have gone talker on. the coast have 
not been as temperate in their language around the studios as. they. 
should have been. Two’ of. ‘the legits,. ‘and of high rank‘in' that ‘division, 
are being talked about. It is said of one that while at ‘the studio strut-— 
ting -her foul mouthed ‘stuff, one..of the mechanida spoke up, saying to 

Jher:. “If you have: no Tespect for your companions,. at least respect. us 

stage - hands.” 
‘Both of. these women were equally noted back. stage -when in legit. . 

‘There’ s, a girl in the cast of a ‘current’ musical which she helped bank- 
roll to the extent’ of $75, 000. In’ lieu of this coin she was to have played 
the ingenue assignment, but not being able to make the grade histrionic- 
ally she stepped down into a. secondary part. 

That $75, 000 is said to have been slipped her by the boy. friend who 
knew nothing of its ultimate destination.. When-he found out it had 
gone into a show, he blew up and out. The twist is that the show looks 
as if it’s going | to get dough | and. give the young lady a profit. 

—— 

Theatre ticket specs are not overly’ popular with | $2° film houses, Dé- 
spite the tie-ups between some of the boxoffice men and. the ByYps,. par= 
ticularly on the early wéeks of demand pictures, the managers of attrac- 
tions figure the ducat chiselers are’ moré of a handicap than an assist. 

Specs. only want ,to buy on, Saturdays ahd’ Sundays,’ and ‘make’ a 
nuisance of themselves: in the lobby ‘entrances trying to unload. “AS 
uniformed cops can’t make a pinch in such cases" managérs have: to 
call headquarters for. plainclothes. tan, Usual, Sustom . isto ‘sell specs 
only. on:telephone order. . 7 . . 

> 

Edouard Bourdet, French aramatfet, perhaps best itiown to the Eng- 
Msh-speaking world for his “La Prjsonniere” (“The Captive’), is a man 
of independent means “inherited .from’ his family, . . This ‘fa ascribed: by 
Parts literati.as being the reason tor the consistency ‘ot his dramatic out- 
put, almost every one. he has.writtdn ‘being’ successes. 

Being unhurried and unworrled, Bourget applies himself diligently to 
every one of his plays, taking months to write them, and generally clicks; . 
as ig happening currently pver there with “La Sexe Faibles” (“Weaker 
Sex”), at the Michodiere, Paris... Ticket spécs are ‘proving that the- “‘gyp"’. 
racket Is worse than on Broadway, according to the almost’ 100% pre- 
miumis being exacted for ‘choice lo¢ations, 

Bourdet started off “Rubicon” asa hit; thence followed “L! Homme 
Enchaines” (“Man in Chains”); “La Prisonniere,” ‘Vient de Paraitre” 
(“Just Out!"’), and now “Sexe Faibles,” all clicks.: 

Charles Hopkins proves the exception again that a regular production. 

(Continued on page 82) 

the station wearing. light wraps over bathing suits, shed the covering 
and go into a ballet of welcome, _ . 
“Only kickback was that it rained, and when it vains in L. A. it rains, 

Girls weren't that Rasch, and fire at will. 

Hollywood Women’s Club paid $200 for a lecture on Palestine, but prac- 
tically all the members. went up the street to-rubber at film celebs arrive: 
ing at a film premiere. . 

If they had stuck with the uplift they would have. seen Gary Cooper, 
| Fay Wray, John .Monk Saunders and Sydney Howard in their midst. 
This film group had dressed for the opening but changed their minds, 

‘Southern Cal. has around 90 picture houses not equipped for sound. Of 
this number 33 are in L. A. Others are in the Mexican sections of. the... 

All ave operated by indéependents.. | 
Admission price, in most cases, is-a dime, with pictures old silents plus 

a serial. Silent versions of talkers do not seem to please the patrons. 

With First National and Corinne Griffith parting. company after one 
.|more picture, the quartet of four. heavy dough producers for that firm 
in the old Siletit days is now. reduced to Richard: Barthelmess, Tatter's. 

|contract still has: three and a-half years to run. 
Other absentees are Milton. Sills and Colleen Moore. 

he told Mr. 

ae 

“in my play.’ you have a-.$2,000. novelty, ‘but in, 

Bight former. members .of the old Cosmopolitan Productions in. New. 
York are now active at the Radio studios in Hollywood. List. includés 

-}'Willlam. LeBaron, Henry Hobart, William -Sistrom, Luther. Reed, Fred 
Fleck, Henry Wilde, “William Hamilton and Georgette, Deom, secretary 

1to LeBaron. 
‘ins’ 

‘Screening “Bir th of.a. Nation” to. get advice « on sound synchronization, 
Harry. Aitken called in H. B. Walthall], Mae Marsh, Walter Long, Donald 
Crisp and Frank Wood: (scenarist), to look over their former work. : 

‘Responsive to modern: needs, Fox Coast's new 2,000- seater at. Florence - 

‘land Compton avenues, Los Angeles, will be set within its own auto park. 
Site 4s 600 tt deep. - 

mustache to get that distinguished look, has been ordered by by the home |° 
9 office to shave it off, . 

H. O. stated there were complaints, the mustache taking. the edge. off 

an otherwise beautiful theatre. 

M-G boys had a gag Nned ‘up to cop publicity on Albertina Rasch's 
arrival from the frozen east. The 24 Rasch girls were to greet her at 
the job, although he himself was paid $1,600. But the studfo never used 

Faneesesomacacent ona greene re So Se 

-Malibou Beach, on the ‘coast, has become such p residential ‘fad. that 
some of the studios are working up a special messenger service between 
there and the shop. 

Warners {s trying to squeeze in another floor,.as executives put {t. 
An efficiency expert is measuring space by the foot. Very ‘BOON SOMe 
more. juggling of furniture is anticipated. 

Se 
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Stocks Drop 50% From Last Year: 

Few Key Cae Support Troupes 
BUILDING uP GARRICK 

huberts’-Short-Runs-for_Shows_in 
LF lop. House 

eo. VARIETY . LEGI T I M AT E | ‘Wednesday, January 29, 1080 | 

: |LONG BUYS CLOSED AS 
- TICKET PLANNERS MEET | 

‘The auxiliary combined ticket 
committee has been in session sev- 
eral times within the past’. week 
working out the detafls of a plan 
for the new system: expected to 
eliminate high prices of ducats on . 
-Broadway,-—The--meetings—are-— bas-—-- 
ying conducted . in tho office of Win- 
throp Ames in - ‘the Little theatre, 

‘This committee will report back 
to the executive committee consist- | 
ing of Arthur Hopkins, Gilbert. Mil- 
ler and Brock ‘Penwerton. The aux-: | 
iliary group’ consists of Ames, rep- . 
‘resenting the theatre owners, Law- | -- 
rence “Langner for. the. “producers, °°: 
Frank Gillmore for squity, Edward | - 
Childs Carpenter for the Authors’ — 
League, David Marks representing 
the group of i6 brokers, and Wil- 
liam McBride of the ticket agency. 

Eli abeth Marbury is returning to 
legit producing ranks with “The 

Palace,” by Carl Volmoeller and A. 
E. Thomas, set as the means of her 
re-entry. Now casting and due for 
rehearsal in two weeks. — 

“The Palace’ had been formerly 
held by. Florenz Ziegfeld for Billie 
Burke but sidetracked after Miss 
Burke diverted to Lawrence Weber 

management’ as star of" “Family At- 

fairs” 0 v.. 

vy ‘amily’ Blues,” ‘starring. Mra. 
Fiske, has gone’ into rehearsal as 
next for A... ‘Erlanger ‘and George 

|.c. .Pyler... Support: cast includes 
| Germaine Giroux, Patricia Barclay, 
Robert Barratt, Leona Bentillo and 
others. . 

An as yet unnamed drama pro- 
duced by Herman Shumlin now. in 
rehearsal under Chester Erskine.. 

- Seven Shows Going Out Spencer. Tracey has — the leading |. 

of that name which is negotiating 
The outgoing list on Broadway Louis Schwartz i: the latest of 

takes_in_seven_shows,.. only: one..of ha athe that opaeatore to -be-stune- Separately, from the: other Lek 

which | was a money maker. » by the legit producing bee. Schwartz 
| “The Little Show,” presented: by will shortly produce “Honeysuckle,” 
Brady & Wiman, tours from the| comedy by Nick Kenny.. Before the 
Music Box after an excellent run| legit yen Schwartz was associated 

‘lof 40 weeks. The revue was a sur-|in operation of the Club Richman 
prise success judged from out of| and other nite clubs. " 

town reports. Easily spanned the| “Those We Love,” the George Ab- 
summer and during | autumn Was! pott-S; K. Lauren play;: which ‘will 

getting $25,000. weekly, gross. About| mark Philip Dunning’s introduction 

$17,000 lately but. still: profitable. as a New York producer,. ‘will have 
: .“Houseparty” was originally pre-|'the following cast: Armina Marsh- 
sented vy “A, L. Erlanger and Georgey all, George . Brent, Helen. Flint, | 
Tyler, who stepped out after two Charles Waldron, .Josephine’ -Haill, | 
weeks at the Knickerbocker. -The| Madaleine King, G. Albert. Smith, 
authors took it over, switching to Edward Phillips, Elizabeth Taylor, 
two or three houses. With cut rate | Joseph Grehan, Percy Kilbride and 

support: and modest tie-up, the en- Natalie Potter. 
gagement was strung along,. but George White's “oFtyin’ High, ” 

never really got out of the red. In opening in Boston. Feb. 10, comes 
all 20 weeks; closes at the 48th/into the. Apollo, New York, two 
Street. - " «J weeks later. “Scandals,” now at the 

Apollo, closes a few -days before 
“E]yin’ High” comes in, and will go 
on the road. . 

_ William Hodge. will shelve “In- 
spector Kennedy” fora. new. one 

from his.own pen, “The Old Rascal,!’ 
which will bow in at’ New Haven 

‘|Web. 10 and. come to a. New ‘York 

house two weeks later. 
“Votes for Men,” described as a 

musical farce, and of novelty. con- 
struction, combining both stage and 
screen to carry on the narrative, has. 
been - written by Al Dubin, song- 
writer attached to Warners, and 
Sterling Sherwin, songwriter at- 

|tached ‘to Paramount. ° 
“Escapades,” withdrawn for “ye- 

vision last week, has resumed re- 
hearsals, with James Rennie suc- 
ceeding Lou Tellegen as star. Piece 
will also be retitled. before reopen-. 
ing two weeks hence. 

Adele. Klair has succeeded Marion 
Manley in cast of same production. 
“Green Pastures,” by Marc Con- 

nelly, has been acquired for produc-. 
tion by Laurence. Rivers,‘ Inc. Now 
casting and goes into rehearsal ‘in 

two weeks. : 
_ “Finger Prints,” by Jack Gray ana 
Hugh Ford, will be given a. stock 
trial riext week by the stock at 
Greenwich, Conn. Lawrence Weber 
has the legit producing rights to the 
plece and will reproduce immedi- 
ately if the stock trial warrants. 
‘“Potter’s Field,” by Paul Green, is 

next on production list of Sydney 
Ross and due for production latter: 
part of next month. ; 
“Change Your Luck,” a Negro |. 

musical comedy. .with book by Clif- 
ford McGuinnes and music and 
lyrics by Maceo Pinkard, is to be 
produced by Fred. Fisher. Nat 
Nazarro will do the dances. Among 

‘principals engaged are Buck and 
Bubbles, Hall Johnson Choir and 

| Leonard Harper. It is set to open 
Feb. 25. so —_ 
“72nd Street,” @ new comedy- 

drama by T. J. Stone, is to be pro- 
duced by Will Morrissey and Alec 
‘Hillman. (book:. publisher). It: is]. 

| slaved for a Broadway premiere in| 

February. . 
“Jonica,” a musical based. on’ a 

comedy by Dorothy Heywood, en- 
titled “Have a.Good Time, Jonica,” | 
produced by William B. Friedlander, 
goes into rehearsal Feb. 3 with{|.- 
Friedlander directing. The cast will 
be all Nordic. Joseph Mayer has 

| written the score and William ‘Moll 
‘the lyrics. 

Paul Moss will’ launch. “Second 
Honeymoon,” by Rita Weiman,’ as 
his first. Now casting and goes into 
rehearsal next week. Moss was as- 
sociated with Edward A. Blatt in 
production. of _“Subway_ Express,’ 
current at the Republic. 

Russell Janney has squared pre- 
vious differences with Equity aris- 
Ing over his “White Eagle” and is 
planning to resume legit producing 

with “Lola in Love.” Piece is mu- 
sical with book by S. N. Behrman, 
lyrics by Irving Caesar and music 
by Harry Hirsch, . 

Comic in a Broadway musi- 
cal is throwing a fit: nightly - 
because his producer is making 
it tough for:him in the come-~ 

dian’s pet laugh scene. 
' Impresario has ‘formed the 
habit of inviting prominent. 
people to attend in his own 

_seats, then taking them up to _| 
his office at intermission for re- 
‘freshments. “Okay up to.that’ 

‘point, but the comic's pouts 
ds. over the delayed return to 
those first row seats.. In the. 
middle of‘his cherished scene, - 
down the. aisle. files the pro- 

; ducer. ‘and his party—and as” 
IT the: “guests are generally __ 
 “names,’”* the house ‘mentally 

leaves the performer flat to- 
. take a long Ipok. SO 

Stock companies a are at the lowest 
ebb, in point: of. numbers, in five 

_years,_The_current . list. _of_stock 
houses throughout , the country and 
Canada totals 78 such theatres, ag]: 
against 168 last. season. 

With. the exception | of. “Detroit, 
which. -supports one stock house, 
every big city is virtually dead for 

that sort of policy. There are but 

 gix ‘stock spots in New. England, as 

against 42. last. season. . There. are 

three in the metropolitan ‘New ‘York | 

district, there “having: been 30 ‘last’ 

year. 
Cities without stock. this season 

’ include Phila., Cleveland, Baitimore, 

Washington, ‘Montreal, Toronto, At- 

lanta and New Orleans. Heretofore 

_stock flourished in all those. stands, 

““While most of the stock companies 

are playing in middle and far west- 

ern points, the’ state of. Texas has. 

but one stock. 

Reasons - ‘aseribed for the rapid 

decline in stock favor = include the | 

lack of plays suitable for such pres- 

entation. . Authors. switching from. 

play writing. to pictures is a factor; 

also high rentals... On top: of. that. 

there were a flock of. sex: plays that 

were tried but did not: please in the 

hinterland. This ‘season: _started 

‘with a dozen mystery. plays,. most of 

which failed, but. brokers have been 

unable to feed them to the stocks, 

only one occasionally being accept- |. 

able... 

” ‘Chicago, Jan.: 28. 

with. the Garrick a disappoint- 
ment. this season, Shuberts may 
build up the: house by shooting 
shows, into the theatre | for” ‘short 
stays. ° foots os 
Queen. “Was in the Parlor” folded 

“at the house Saturday, one week 
before its scheduled closing. Fol- 
lowing at the house will be ‘Harry 
‘Lauder, for. one week, then Strat- 
‘ford. Players for two weeks of 
Shakespeare. .Jane Cowl.in “Jenny,” 
for four weeks, later to be fol- 
lowed by Joe Howard’s’ revival pro-| 
gram, leading off: with “Time, Place 
and Girl. ” . “Dishonored Lady” opening ‘next 

-wéek, pointed out that it will last - 
only until March 1 when > ‘the new. 
ticket. ‘control plan. is -expected. to. 
start. The brokers, however, ‘point © 
out that there was a 24-weekg’. “buy: 
arranged for’ “Strike Up. the Band” 
negotiated last: week. 

‘Engagements: 
. Buck: ‘and: Bubbles, “Change } Your 
Luck:”. 
Henry. Vannacelli has withdrawn 

as ‘planist with “Top Speed” in favor. 
of a similar assignment with Lew 
Leslie’s “International -Revue,” in 
Philadelphia this -weelk. 

ina. 

Canada’s ‘pow Season” 
| Over. and Worst Yet. 

’ Toronto, Jan.. 27.. 

“The: road is. all ‘washed. ‘up in 

Canada for another season | with 
American companies sticking - to 
Montreal. and Toronto and the five 
English outfits:that came over try- 
ing to scare up- enough jack to'slip - 
back to Piccadilly.‘ Sir John Martin 
Harvey is closing to fair biz after 
‘plenty of red.. Gordon: ‘McLeod has 
settled into ‘stock on the ‘Pacific. 
coast.and three other English ° oute 
fits have canceled dates and crossed . 

into U. S. A. enroute home. : 

It’s the worst yet. Never ‘was the 
west so deserted ‘in January.- They. _ 
‘used to’ even get a crowd in the . 

Mounted, Police towns—unless they 

played a Mounted show. . 
Coffee .and_ sinker ‘hoofer . and: 

warblers, - ‘however, . are getting. a 
break in the. snow and gold mine 
belt where wolves are bold and au-e 
diences bolder. Mostly booked from 
Toronto with a century. a week 
headliners price. . 

* What may be a world record jump ; 
for any‘roaa company is in the 
ecards for next week when Maurice - 

Colbourne leaves’ ‘Western ‘Canada 

flat and hops his Shaw repertoire 
outfit:from Vancouver to Hamilton, 
‘Just 2,300 miles. at one slice. Biz 
terrible. , 

CAST CHANGES 
Leo. Henning ‘replaced ‘Loring 

Smith in .“Woof. Woof.” 
Rose Kean has | replaced, Gail 

Sondergard as the ingenue lead in 
“Red Rust.” Miss Sondergard did 
the replacing act herself last season 

in “Strange Interlude.” 
Leonard Mudie replaced Garrin 

Muer in “Nancy's. Private Affair.” : 

PABST’S GOES WIRE 
Milwaukee, Jan, 28. 

‘The Pabst has installed Western 

Electric equipment and will offer its 
first sound film, “Hunting Tigers in 
India,” early in February. The 
management has booked several 
other features along” similar lines 

and a German talkie. 
The booking of independent offer- 

Ings in the legitimate and_ concert 
field will continue ‘from time “to time: 

as before. 

- AHEAD AND BACK 
Irving Strouse, » ahead ° of - “Subs 
way Express.” ; 

Charles . Bochert, publicity, Cate. . 
roll’s “Sketch Book.” a 

» Cleaning Claims 
Los Angeles, Jan. 28. 

In last. week’s story. of the State 
Labor | Bureau ‘proceeding ‘against 

| shoestring: producers on the coast, 
‘{t was incorrectly stated that. the 
producers of the local “Irront Page” 
company, were involved in pending. 

Open Door. Now - 

Up to 1924-25 many stock houses 

were dark, kept;so, it was guid, in- 

tentionally. by ‘local picture inter- 

ests, who paig the. ‘rent to hold dow
n 

opposition. The picture: people 

“ changed their..minds about stocks | criminal actions. 

belng opposition and rented - the|. Nelther- Montrose Bernstein, Les- 

dark houses. ter Bryant, John J. Hill, Ray Bryant, 

In 1925 something. like 130 ‘stock | James Norval, or any members of 

companies were ‘playing, and there |this’ producing combine, are crim- 

were 160 the following year. In}inally implicated; It was simply 

1927 and 1928 there were 165 stocks|a routine matter of salary claims. 

going. and peak being reached in| Hill and Norval have already dis- 

1929, when there were 168. The de-| charged their obligations and the 

cline of more than 50 per cent from | others are. expected. to do so this 

that total this season is greater than | week. 

the jump in 1925. 

‘Sap’ Closes i in. Mid-Week| 
“The Sap From Syracuse,” which 

opened at -the Harris. as “So Was 
‘| Napoleon,” will close tonight, al- 
though the Shuberts sought to oust 
the attraction Saturday. The show 
management claimed that as it had 
opened Thursday, the week did not 
expire until Wednesday which point 
was upheld by Shubert counsel. 

. The closing Wednesday is satis- 
factory to the producers ‘since it 
completes a three weeks’ engage- 
ment, the minimum period required 
for the management to’ participate 
in picture rights, if sold. 

r] 

HOUSE PARTY | 
Opened Sept. 9. Second. 

stringers caught this one. —— 
_ Variety (Ibee) said: “Doubt- 

ful of draw.” . 

“The Sap From Syracuse” inde- 
pendently presented closes at Harris 
tonight (Jan. 29) completing a 

\meagre three weelts. Opened under 
the title “So Was Napoleon,” with 
original label used later, — 

What Shocks Baptists - 
London, Canada, Jan. 28. 

William Fraser, pastor of. Ambas-. 

Sador Baptist Church in .Wind- 

sor, Ont., has denounced “Smilin’ 

Through,” produced by the Baptist 

Young People’s Union of Temple 

Baptist Church, that city, and from 

his pulpit declared that the pastor. 

-and church members who: would 

permit such a play in ‘their church 

“were unfit to serve . a Christian 

church.” ~ 
Lines ‘in the. play which drew ape- 

cial mention by Mr. Fraser were: 
“Why the devil didn't he stay there”; 
“Why the devil don’t you: keep your 
temper”; I knew if I could. make; 
you swear you would feel better”;- 
“What in heaven’s name,” and some 
others. Mr. Eraser stated he went 
to see the play and took witnesses 
with him, .and that during the play 
an actor representing 2. drunken 
man came on the ‘stage smoking. 
During one scene an actor gaid to 
another, “Have a glass of sherry, 

old man.” 

- SAP FROM SYRACUSE | 
_ .(So Was Napoleon) © 

. Opened Jan. 8 “Pretty poor 
- entertainment,” said Gabriel 
- (American) and Littell (World) © 
voted. it: “An absurd, -ram- 
shackle” affair. ; 

Variety (Rush) tabeled: 
“Weak sister of the shortest 
duration.” \ 

“Red Rust,” offered by the The- 

atre Guild as a sort of junior. pre- 
|sentation, closes at-the Beck Sat- 
urday, which ends its seventh week. 
Did some business first three weeks 
or... so, with $14,000 the claimed 
pace. $10,000-last week, 

“Salt Water,” presented by John 
Golden at his theatre, closes here 
Saturday. Played 10 weeks and 
might have lasted a bit longer but 
for a new attraction coming in 

(“Even in Egypt’). May have made 
a. little coin; average a bit over 
$7,000 weekly, . . 

“Inspector Kennedy,” offered by}|m 
the Shuberts at the Bijou, .stopped 
last Saturday. Played six weeks 
to light grosses. 

_ Enough of Majestic 
: ‘Chicago, Jan, 28. 
When their lease on the Majestic 

here expires April 30,-it is reported 
that Shuberts will not renew. Or- 
pheum circuit paid $50,000 for the 
house, . with the Shuberts paying 
that sum plus a bonus. 

Since taking the theatre, Shuberts 
have lost plenty; with house dark. 
more often. than lighted. They are 
bringing Victor Herbert revivals in 
for a 10-week stay Feb. 9, and clos-. 
ing show one week before expiration 

of Tease, 

" Glaser Quits Stock 
Toronto, Jan.: 28. 

‘Vaughan Glaser, for 40 years. on 
the American stage, ‘gone into the 
‘radio biz here. ~ 

His wife,..Lois Landon, : in stock 
at ‘Washington. | Glaser. cleaned up 

| here during a five-year lease on the 
| Uptown, now an ace picture stand. 

JESSEL GETS HIS WISH. 
. George Jessel has formed a pro- 
ducing company which carries -his 
own name. First show planned {fs 
“A Cup of Coffee, " formerly. known 

ag “This Man's Town.” 
‘To satisfy: that craving to ‘sit be- 
hind a desk, Jessel has taken offices 
and put together a staff. consisting 
of Robert Milford, general manager; 

| George W. Lederer, booking man- 
lager, and Lester. Lonegan,, stage di- 
WOCKOD aes eee ssect Senet eraser enn 

Jessel will spend as $ much time .as 
possible swiveling in the swivel 

while waiting to be interviewed. . 

Music Stock Rivals 
Birmingham, Jan. 28.. - 

A musical.comedy company will} 
open Feb. 4 at: Erlanger’s headed 
-by Limite Stilwell who was. here] - 
-geveral years | AZo" ‘with, another 

troupe. 
This gives Birmingham two! mu- | 

sical. stocks... Jack King . Players 
are now at Pantages. 

INSPECTOR ‘KENNEDY 

Opened Dec. 20. “Tiresome- 
and ‘routine’ trash” was the 

"definite opinion. of Brown 
(Post). Atkinson: (Times) said 
“bad.” Notices were. generally — 
pans. es 
“Variety ~(Rush) ° predicted: 
“Brief stay.” , . 

HARRIS ‘QUITS COLUMBIA 
- Hollywood, Jan. 28. 

Elmer Harris, scenario editor of 
m= Columbia for. the last two months, 

a. second time in that berth, hag re- 
signed. - No successor. as ‘yet: ap- 

_ polnted: ¢ 
'. Harris. intends to go. to New York 

soon to produce a show. — : 

| “geven” was withdrawn from the 
Republic last Saturday: also. Stayed 

but four weeks. . 

CANADA GALLS BEAUTS 
‘Toronto, Jan. 28. 

Al Plunkett, originator of the all< 
male revue “Dumbbells,” is. re- 
-hearsing.. another’ show for local 

production. But there will: 
femmes. Plenty of femmes. New 

York femmes. 
They are easier to get and cheaper 

to_get_than when. Plunkett first 

“CUT IN “CITY HAUL” 
The cast of “City Haul,” at the 

Hudson, accepted a 25%.salary cut. 
In return the management guaran- 
teed three additional weeks, starting 
this Monday. 
‘Business has shown slight but} 

steady improvement. In addition to 
-t-¢he=-author;-=Hlizabeth=-Melle;--her- 

brother, J. P..Meile, is concerned in 
the management. 

_Lee’s Arty Tie Up. 
.°.,. Cincinnati, Jan. 28; . 

ee “Shubert visited=“here==last= 

- week to inspect Stuart | Walker's 

. prodiction of “y/Arlesienne” and is 

‘gaid to have offered to’ present it. 

at the Princess theatre, Chicago, the 

last two weeks in February. 

'  .Lagt season the Shuberts took over 

“peath Takes a Holiday,” which 

Walker’ premiered. “L Arlesienne” 

> has been praised. by local critics, 

ear NE A eel Soe 

went after them. S So the trek from 
Broadway. is on. And the price of 
gin dropped this week. 

Fox Lets Dot Burgess Go 
‘Chicago, Jan. 28. ' Hollywood, Jan. 28. 

Chicago Treasurers Club will hold]: Dorothy Burgess will depart. from 
{ts annual ball on March 8. Hotel Fox March 1. Company did not 

Sherman, as usual. elect to exercise option. . 

Chi Treasurers’ Frolic - Harris Buys L. A. Piece 
Hollywood, Jan. 28. 

Jed Harris bought Gladys Ungar's 
“Ladies of Creation” for New York 

production, 
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Coast Actors Work 
And Chance to Be Discovered 
Holly wood, Jan. 28. 

_ This is probably the only part of | 

the world where actorg fall over 

each: other to work for nothing, or 

pot “wruch: ‘over --that;—and-where-a 

"playwright is ready to make con-.}. 

‘sessions on his royalty as long’ as { 

--fe gets his by-line, 
- An. actor is willing to. “take $20 

’ ‘eash, put it down in. his little ‘pook 

as $120 and. ‘write oft. $100 to “ad- 

-vertising”. because. some film. scout. 
-may see. him in action. and’ remem- 

“per him. : Nothing as strong as-that 
$5 going on in super-stock or in the 
“major dramatic and musical. pro- 

- ductions. But the one—-timers. among 
producers: and the. various little 

‘theatre and art theatre activities go 

in ‘for it strong. : 

' -"Members of one company just 
-—‘apened-in-2-Holly-wood-theatre draw. 
$20 a- week, with the. promise ‘of |". 

‘sharing ‘any profits at- ‘the: end of 

their season, - 
Another play opening. With: a cast 

of nine.has an actor's’. payroll: ‘not. 

_ much’ over $200, and everything over 

$1, 200 on the week will be sugar. 
Both. the Theatre: Mart and the 

older and better’ Community Play- 
“ houge in’ Pasadena: dress: up the 
- amateur Hne-up. with people from 
” films,"’ ‘paying them something . if 
“necessary, but not always finding it, 

, “necessary. 
=: $50 Too High 

.An actor summoned to the Pasa- 

_dena- house for one, part figured he 
“. could ‘afford a cut from. his: film: 

rate. because he wouldn’t be working 

_anyhow,’ but he would be running 

“his car to and from. his beach home 
and the theatre daily and figured he 

could - offer to work -for $50. The |. 
- ‘director went up in the ‘air. So the 

"actor didn’ t work. 
The’ film actor falls. for’ the ‘low 

salary because he figures legit ex- 
perience. will. help out. for taikers.: 
‘Legit actor. falls for anything that. 
avill buy coffee and yecause he hopes- 
.to attract the attention of some film 

director. 

Some actors won't £0 for the cut 

‘unless the part. ‘appeals to them as 
fat, but someone can. be. found for 

_ anything. 
.Actors ‘and. singers. are. ‘taken for 

‘the. ‘game gag with local radio: sta~- 

tions. They work for nothing, figur- 

_ ing the advertising is worth it. Sta- 
‘tion: managers | always | have some 

. cage to. cite of an unknown who 
.mMade, cne mike appearance and was 

. grabbed: for. ‘pictures. - 

. In radio. ‘the: same “conditions apply 

- to dramatic material,’ ‘the result here. 
accounting for the inferior quality, 
of. aketches and :dialog in use. 

Royalties | of any amount are abso- 

' Jutely out. . . 

A. Booth Tarkington playlet was 

nixed for radio use because the 
‘playbroke: asked $50. . Brokers: or 
producers on the coast with a trunk- 
ful of sketches they figure might. as 
well be working as not can get them 

‘put. over the air i: they don’t ask 
for cash, One bird trying to get a 
little side coin on his collection 
came down in his price step by. step 
until he was offering sketches at a 
$5 royalty at last and getting -no 

. takers. 
’ Actors or play: dealers who argue, 
that advertisers are paying money 
to put on-the program are told to 
£0 out and line up some new adver-— 
-tisers if they want to collect any-. 
thing. Lose 

tr, a ee ee 

‘Buzz’. Bainbridge ‘Tackles 

‘Interlude’ ; Pays $2,000 
: Minneapolis,. Jan. 28. 

“Bugz” Bainbridge, local dramatic | 
stock impresario, is. paying the 
New York Theatre Guild $2 ,000 cash 

-for the right to. present, “Strange 
/Interlude” at his. Shubert: theatre 
here the week of February 9... 
.The Bainbridge ‘Players will be 

the only stock company. anywhere. 
to present’ the’ O'Neill play which, 
with its enormously long lead roles 
and asides, constitutes a herculean 
task for a weekly change stock 

company.. 
Iver since “Strange. Interlude” 

turned ’em away at the Metropoli- 
» tan with Pauline Lord, “Buzz” has 

been after the Guild persistently to 
““—"—weE-the plece ror stock. The Guild | “Althourh=stock 

finally offered it to*him for $2, 000, 
never thinking he would accept and 
hoping. to stop the bother. But 
“Buzz” surprised them by wiring 
back his acceptance. 

_ The Shubert scale will be jumped 
from $1 to $2 top for the plece. . - 

ing a lewd and fndecent perform- 

specific-counts. . 

‘denied sentence will be pronounced 

and-Frank- Jennings,-stagemanas Y 

‘show as it stands is carried almost 
Will ‘Ahearn, | 

for Cakes: 

BAD BABIES” GUILTY, 
6 MOS. AN AND FINE, MAYBE 

. | 10s. Angeles, Jan. Jan. 28, , 
.On. their second trial for present-. 

ance George -Scarborough,: author, 
and members of. the cast of: ‘Bad 
Babies”. were fourd euilty on ‘three | 

_ They.-are ‘Hable. to Bix. months: on. 
‘each count plus ':$500.. fine on“each 
count. If petitions for new trial are 

this week. . 
Actors involved. include J obyna 

Ralston, Elinor Flynn,:' Annette 

Westby Scarborough, Arthur’ Ran- 
kin, Norman Peck, Mervin Williams 

Chi. Treasurers rers Armed. 
Chicago, Jan. 28. 

“Following an .attack on Walter 
Kyta, box office ‘man.at the Civic | 

theatre 

Tower, 

branch in. ‘the _ Tribune 
all treasurers are ‘armed. 

Kyta was beaten by racketeers try-. 
ing .to control the Theatre: ‘Treas- 
urers’ ‘Association union ‘charter, 

-which they now ‘hold: 
‘This bunch tried to force ‘the issue 

Jwith J: J. Garrity, Shubert operat- |. 
ing manager. Garrity was. told to 

force the Shubert box office men to: 
‘join or to fire’ them, ‘with. a sym-. 

Garrity | pathetic: strike thréatened: 

ordered the strong-armers. out. and 

turned the matter over to: his at. : 

torneys: 

“Simon” Needs Fix ixing 
Boston, Jan. 28. . 

As it looked in opening last night 
‘at the Colonial, Ziegfeld's: 
Simon,” starring Ed Wynn, won't 
be ready for New York inside of 
‘three. weeks. 

‘In its present shape the : “book 
needs plenty of fixing, while ‘the 

entirely by ‘Wyrn. 
Harriett Hoctor, .Lee. Morse | and 
Bobby Arnst head a Jong. list of |” 
principals. that’s strong” on: weak: | George. M. Cohan in “The Gambler” 

ness. 
Show is an old-fashioned Mother 

Goose extravaganza of the dream. 
type, and lavishly staged, even’ for 
Ziegfeld. Final curtain dropped on 

‘a flat finale long after midnight... 

Fox Film for Lenore - | 
‘With future of “The Sandy Hook- 

er” indefinite, “Lenore Ulric departed 
for the West Coast last week to ac- 
‘cept another picture assignment 

from Fox. 
“Sandy Hooker” tried out several 

weeks ago and was withdrawn for 
revision, with Miss Ulric. grabbing 
the film date during interim of 

revision. 

“Follow Thru” Film People 
After the original cast of “Follow 

Thru” closes in Jamaica, Saturday, 
after one week in Baltimore and ‘five 
‘weeks on the subway circuit, Jack 
Haley, Don Tomkins and Margaret 
Lee, featured players, leave for the 
coast to play the same parts in 
Larry Schwab’s picture production 
of the musical for Paramount. 

A second “Follow Thru” company 

ig now on. the road. 

Harpo’s Radio Bit 
Chicago, Jan. 28. 

Harpo Marx has: added a new 
bit to “Animal Crackers” here, . de- 
livering tunes .on the. Theremin, 
radio wave music box. 

Being ‘used in. conjunction with |: 

his regular harp solo. This. is the 

first time. the: Theremin has: been. 
exhibited on the stage in Chicago. 

; Warners Get Miss. Delroy 
trene Delroy, 

gaged by ‘Warner's for a feature 
picture with: options. extending over 
a period of five years, - Miss ‘Delroy 

departs. for the -coast - with the 

closing of “Top Speed.” -- 
Louis Shurr ‘arranged the book- 

ing. Mort Downey will. be opposite 

on the first. assignment. 
__—> 

~ Stocks Fall Off 

peak at this season, it is consia- 

erably below this time last season 

in point of numbers. 
A check-up of stocks last week 

‘showed 80 operative, ‘with the num- 

ber closing greater than openings. 

Talkers blamed. 
e 

-“Simple- 

“Top Speéd,” en-. 

=should=be- at~its |. 

His Own “Tdea 

-Hollywood, Jan. 28. 

Laurence Stallings, in soup 
and fish, was chauffeured to a 
film premiére here. Announced 
over the radio he said a few 
words and handed his ticket to 
hig chauffeur who went into 
the theatre—then Stallings 

“took the chauffeur’s seat and — 
drove away. oo. , 

LOW GROSS, HIGH COST, 
-KONJOLA KING'S BLUES 
“Woot, woot", at. the. ‘Royale is 

the- outstanding example.. 0 a an- 
geling-on: ‘Broadway this. season. ‘and. 
ig .the -lowést gross attraction 
among the musicals. Show is get- 
ting about $10,000. weekly’ .and is 
said tobe costing its backer, Gil- 
bert H. Mosby, the Cincinnatl. “Kon- 
jola” king another. seven or eight 
grand. Among. those featured is 
-Gladyce—Deerin B,—named_as—co-re~ 
spondent in “divorce action started 

| by .Moshby’s wife. 
The patent. medicine man “has 

| an appropriation of. $3,000,000 to ad- 
vertise his product. -When 

big: money. rolled .in, ‘he - started 
to: stray, Mrs. ‘Mosby . says, adding 
she avalked in on him at the: Park 
Central ‘shortly. before. “Woof” 
opened: and ‘found | Miss ‘Deering | 

-present, 

‘Lohimuller. & Denjiarest: ‘produced 
the show with the Cincinnati man’s 
money. However, Mosby. -has - his 
‘secretary, Helen Lass, 
‘company . manager. ‘Miss Lass was 

never in the:big city: before, but is’ 
‘eredited.“with being .a smart, girl. 

‘Mosby’ has made fr jends with peo-. 
_| ple at the Royale and -has already |. 

- | arranged to keep. Dan Levy, the..as- 
In chis employ 

. when the show closes, which. may be | 

: anytime. 

sistant - treasurer, 

.“Woot” is 
‘having ‘used up about : $150,000 of 

Mosby's b. re 

PRODUCERS’ Law PACH 
_ DARKENS L. A HOUSES 

‘Los Angeles, Jan. 28.- 
only two road shows, “With: 

and “June Moon,” scheduled. to’ visit 
‘the coast, L..A.- legit. theatres ‘are 
‘up against the problems of. rolling 
their: own -or staying dark, | 
Mason and the Biltmore ‘are with- 

| out. attractions for the next two 

months, | 
‘The only production reported 

ready for rehearsal is Roger Gray’ s 
revue, “Gone Hollywood.” _° No 
house has been set for this. one. At 
the Belasco,.- ‘“Journey’s . End” ° is 
housed for six weeks with nothing 
set to follow. Edward Belasco, who 
recently returned from N.. Y., may 
have something to. produce locally. 
If he has,. it’s .still.a. secret. 

- The Macloon production of “New 
Moon” will be followed by “Bitter 
Sweet” at. ‘the Majestic. “Oh 
Susanna” at the Mayan closes this 
week with “Bambina,” a locally pro- 
duced . oneretta which flopped in 
Frisco, to follow for two. weeks. 
“Oh Susanna” is going to . Frisco 
and. may return here’ for an addi- 
tional two weeks. After that it’s 
produce a new one. or pictures. — 
-L, A, is filled to the brim with 

producers. looking for theatres for 
their efforts, but. they are without 
cash. Unless somecne’ comes across 
-with a pocket full-of dough the re-.|- 
-|mainder .of the season looks like a 
saving in light bills for the local 

legits. 

Fred: Donaghey Quits. 
Chicago, Jan. 28. 

Frederick -Donaghey, who replaced 
Percy Hammond as drama critic for 
the “Tribune,” has resigned. 

His place taken by Charles Col- 

in the “Chicagoan.” vy 

BUYS. FOR PROTECTION 
'. Hollywood, ‘Jan. 28, . 

Paramount will make »“Queen 
High,” musical, in’ New York, with 

Charles Ruggles playing the same 
part he’ did on the stage. Fil 
-will be made. in conjunction with 

the. show a lot of grief and now 

| sensational. ‘advertising the’. public 
Just passed’ the show up, shrugging” ; 

the | 

‘They were both. in. proper.| 
attire; In fact. ‘Mosby was, sald to be 

; reading a book. 

acting as. 

‘estimated | 

The 

| Friday. (Jan. 31);then follow with} .. 
a week in Denver: and ‘then. Bo di-| 

lins, formerly critic on the ‘Post. ar 

Collins also telis about the drama’ 

Schwab..and_Mandell.who own the |. 

“LEGITIMATE 

BABIES’ ’ LATEST PINCH, 
SAVES B. 0. IN FRISCO 

San Francisco, Jan. 28. 
“Bad Babies” had better luck with 

the courts here than in Los Angeles,. 
although the police have been giving 

the county erand jury threatens to. 
‘step in and take a Hand. 

’ Cast and managenient were haul- 
ed to court ‘last. week and charged 

“with: pr presenting” ‘an indecent” per= 
‘formance... .From ‘the: box — office. 
standpoint thie was @ blessing. ” Up 
to the time of the pinch’ there had 
hardly.been 9, corporal’s guard at. 
any performance, Ignoring a lot of 

an indifferent shoulder,. When: the 
‘gendarmes: stepped | ‘in; that” was a 
different story. 9°. 

' The cops kept. coming. back three 
nights,. making. a‘ pinch. each‘ night. 
After the third arrest the case got 
to Police Judge. Sy lvan. Lazarus’ 
court and all of the defendants were 

dismissed, 

They “got a. committee from the 
‘grand . jury to attend ‘the “police 

court trial and after it was-over the 

grand jury 

tended ‘to consult the ‘district at- 
torney to see if some means: couldn’ t 
be found:to carry .on serious prose- 
cution. -This was all on the ‘square, 

too, ‘and not. framed. When -the| 
grand. jury ‘stepped in the ‘mManage- 
ment: began .to ‘get scared,. but “At- 
torney Morris Oppheim, ‘yepresent- 
ing the défendants, threatened to 
file a batch- of ‘suits personally 
against Captain Layne and then 
things auieted down’ some ‘down’ some. ae 

CAN'T FIGURE GURE JOLSON’S. 
DESTINATION AFTER N.O. 

‘New ‘Orleans, Jan. 28. - . 
AL Jolson closes ‘the first leg of his 
concert tour: here: this Thursday 
(Jan. 30) in’ the’ New Auditorium, 
seating 3,500, at a $5 top. Local 
concert manager is handling. ‘the ad- 
‘vance. and management... 

William Morris, behind the Jolson 

enterprise ‘and_now. in town, takes 
76% of the gross under .the. guar- 

|antee with the singing comedian . in 

ona guarantee and split.. From this 
point Jolson may leave for Holly- 
wood, New York or Paris. Morris 
has discontinued European concert 
engagements, awaiting Jolson’s de- 

cision, .. 
Jolson has now played through 

ter figures than expected in. the 
‘most severe. winter the south - has 
experienced in-yéars, At one Texas 
point Mr. and Mrs. Morr ig were ma- 
rooned in a Pullman for "32 hours | 

due to a snowstorm. , 
Al is giving two-hour perform- 

is not so nifty, considering the scale, 
but the advance sale looks good so 
far. . 

e . e 

Waring Producing 
Fred Waring of Warine’s Penn- 

sylvanians- ‘closed a deal with A. L. 
Erlanger to take over the Mason 
Opera House, Los angeles, on ‘a 
rental basis,, heginning. March .17, 

for not less than eight weeks. 
Waring will produce a new revue 

‘there, entitled "College Days,” .au- 
thored by Pat Ballard, Tom Waring 
and Charlie Henderson. - 

Waring’s. Pennsylvanians will: be 

featured. In. the cast will also ap-. 
pear. Evelyn. Nair. and the’ Three 

| College Friends, 
Waring's Pennsylvanians ‘open a 

week’s: engagement in. Toledo next 

rect to L. A. for rehearsals. 

“9, 15” Adding People 
A hurry call for names was sent 

Fifteen: Revue,” which. opened in- 
‘Boston... Monday after a tryout in 
New Haven. . 7 . 

The show was -found. to need 
plenty of fixing. Harry Richman 
and Joe Cook were -sent to the 
‘Hub, either or both being added |. 

‘east possibllities. 

TRIANGLE CAST. 
film rights. 

As protection, 
bought the film rights ‘to “A Pair 
of Sixes” from Charles Burr. This 
stage comedy, also made previously 
as a silent picture, was the basis 
of the musical. . , 

Paramount’ also 

ponerumngen 

Los Angeles, Jan. 23,— 
“Dorothy Burgess, Pat ‘O'Malley 

and Brandon Hurst will constitute 
a three-person cast in ‘Decency,” 
new. play by Arthur Gregor, film 

director. 
Due at the Mayan Feb. 16. 

- But—somebody—- wasn't—satisfied-|- cee ee te 

foreman : characterized | 
the whole proceedings as a “bur= LL 

lesque ‘on justice’ and said he in-| 

‘Texas, giving seven concerts: to. bet-. 

ances and: the local advance work 

to New York on behalf of the “Nine-- 

Kaifing—Spying: 
Changes Due for 
Shubert Chi -_ 

‘Chicago, Jan, 28. 
Shubert situation here has. be- . 

come strained in the past few weeks” 
with reports of several changes due. | 
Biggest is- the repeated story Sam ; 
Gerson leaves “Shuberts Féb,: 1, and 
J. Ie Garrity, general ‘manager, Will ” 
become a house’ ‘manager, probably 

‘at the Grand. | 
Entire - ‘Shubert . “spersoniel, act 

jumpy, with everybody getting a set 
‘of nerves,. conniving: and spying on 
each other. House ‘boys are doing 
plenty of peeping on each other and . 
said to be knifing by sending. daily 
reports to New York, tearing down = 

somebody. else and - “building up 

themselves, 

Par Buys Legit. Contract 
To. Get Clandette Colbert. 

In placing Claudette ‘Colbert un- 
der a._five- -year agreement, report is: 
Paramount had-to buy the actress’ 
legit contract, from Al Woods... Con-. 
‘tract with Woods. had two years to’ 
‘yun and alone ‘kept | Par from ‘plac-— 
ing Miss Colbert: under its exclusive 
-management.. Cs 

Miss Colbert's. appearances © ‘fr 
“Hole in the Wall,” “The Lady Lies!’ 
and the just completed. “Big Pond,” 
all Par’s, were engineered: by’ special 
‘arrangements with the legit pro- 
ducer... Film company is planning to 
butla Miss Colbert: up as a star. -. 
Her first picture under the. long 

term will be “Young. Man of Man- 
hattan,” scheduled to go into ‘pro~ 
duction ‘next. week at the Long. 
Island plant. She will: make three 
pictures.a year, or 15 in all. 

Balm for Angel _ 
Washington, Jan. 28. 

Mrs, Anne Ww. Penfield, of. Phila-. 
delphia, may have lost’ plenty “in 
angeling. Earl Carroll's . ill-fated 
“Fioretta,” but the. Treasury of. 
these United +Sates has just’ taken. 
‘away: the sting of that one by re-" 
funding $159,782.44.to the lady, cov- 
ering over-assessments in taxes for 

1918, 1922 and 1923, 

Cantor’s $1 Per 
Chicago, Jan. 28, 

Eddie. Cantor has sold his literary. 

tla ‘word. 
He has signed a “year’s contract 

and will do a humorous story a 
month, 

‘SPECIFICALLY FOREIGN 
Grace Moore, Metropolitan Opera 

soprano, will sing in English, French 
and Italian for Metro. Foreiga 
‘versions are specified. in the agree- - 
ment. whereby she will be = solely 
statred in one picture ‘and co-star- 
red in’ one with Lawrence Tibbett. 

after the present opera season and 

before the next, . 

DEL RUTH'S. ‘STOCK . 
. Los Angeles, Jan. 28, 

. ‘Hampton Del Ruth, picture direc- 
tor, has taken Marjorie Rambeau | 
under his wing and will launch a 
dramatic . stock’ venture at the 
‘Figueroa Playhouse. 

‘First production, “Serena. Blan- 
-aish,” due Feb.. 15. oa 

‘Chis. “June “Moon”: to Coast | 

. Los Angeles, Jan. .28,- - 
* “June Moon" will not be ‘produced 
with. a Coast company by Sam H.: 
Harris .at the Belasco. Harris: found. 
‘the talent he desired on the Coast: 

wanted high salaries. 

pany of “June Moon” has fallen off, 
Harris will hold: in abeyance the 
coast presentation of this play. until 

the company from there can, get out - 

here.. 

Directing M. C. Errol 

Hollywood, Jan. 28. 

Heermann the job of directing Leon 
Erroll as m. c. for “Paramount On 

Parade.” 
. Heermann’s task is to dovetail the 
Errol comedy into the rest of the 
picture. , 

talents to “Red Book" magazine. for _ 

All picture work must. be done — 

As business for the Chicago com-- 

=)~Paranrount-“has=~given-Victor= 
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“Nina Rosa” Skids 

LEGITIMATE. 

5 Gs, $25, 000; 

“Whoopee” Tops Chi. at $38, 000 
Chicago, Jan. 28. 

_ ‘Weather was. the legit enemy and 
most spots recorded ‘slips. Leading 
musicals were not affected, .how- 

ever. 
six weeks at the Illinois,. was prac~. 
tically at capacity for its first eight} __ 
performances, while “Animal. Crack-] 
ers” crashed through at the ‘game | 
gait for its fifth week at the Grand. 

“Vanities” slid 'way down .at ‘the 

Erlanger and in the red -as jt: en- 

tered its: last. week .of the. three-:| 

week booking. — “Blackbirds” * suf-" 

fered at the Adelphi, falling. to the: 

stop of $15,000° and comes. off. Sat- 

urday. 
to Cincinnati or-else the warehouse. 

This week makes its':10th. Date: 

showed ‘profits. ‘but it was a. dis- 

appointment.and_ never. above, $20, - 

000. 
“Nina Rosa” skidded. “suddenly at 

-the—Great.—Northern,... the... .Shuber t 

musical falling 5 G to $25,000: . 
Among. the . straights . “street 

Scene’ was the heaviest loser, eas- 

ing off $4,000 to’ -$19,000.. “Strange 
Interlude’ was. the only. drama to 
hold steady again at -$19,000 with 
no letup,. and . ‘selling - now. -for 

March 1. 
The Shuberts took oft another 

flop, “Queen Wag in the Parlour,” 
after two disastrous weeks at the 
Garrick, ‘This made four bad: ones. 
in a row for that house. 
“Illegal Practise’ was in- the dol: 

drums. at the Playhouse and finish- 
ing its seventh week Saturday, will 
go into dead storage. House may be 

‘ dark for a week or two 
“June Moon” ‘and! Bird iin “Hand” 

‘were both off a bit, ‘put’ “Bird’ in: 
- Hand” kept from. a severe drop by }: 
promoting’ gchool teachers at: ‘two 

_for one. 
“Let Us Be. Gay": opened “Mon- 

day (27) at the Studebaker with | 

Francine Larrimore heading the 
cast. Miss Larrimore is an excel- 
lent money pujler in: Chicago. 

The Cort remains dark. This the-. 
atre has not been able to hit a real 
stride for a little spot since - “The 
Nut Farm”. departéd. 

Estimates for ‘Last. Week ° oo 
“Animal . “Crackers” (Grand, .6th 

week). Extraordinarily strong at 
$33,400; agencies are still thriving 
on it. Scheduled ‘to stay two 
weeks more’ ‘and possibly | four.” 

“Bird ‘in’ ° Hand” (Harris, ‘6th | 
week). Around: 1$12,000 and con-: 
tinues as long: a8 ‘the 10-grand: marc 
is maintainee. ‘Cut: rates: to. school 
teachers onl 
“Blackbirds! (Adelphi, “40th week); | 

Dropped, to the $15, 000. dinger ‘line 
and will ¢omé ort Saturday, “House |! 
will be dark uritil February’ 10 whieh | 
it will open ‘with: “Strictly Dishon- 
orable.”” 

“IMegal Practice” (Playhouse, th 
week). Gasped: right: along, -never 
more than $6,000 with, cut. rates re- 
sorted to, and only $3,800 last week. 
This comedy melodrania, originally 
“Philadelphia, ” ., bréathes its last 
Saturday. 

“June *Moon”’ (Selwyn; 6th week). 
Comedy is ‘holding well and, dropped 
only $1,000 to $18,00.. 
“Nina Rosa” (Great “Northern, 8d 

week). Much revised Shubert. mu- 
sical tobogganed $6, 000. to $25, 000 
its second. week 
“The Matriarch” - (Princess, 2a 

week). Little house did’ very: well 
indeed with $8,500 for its ‘first ‘séver 

_ performances, ' opening. on a-Tues- 
’ day.” Play No.: 4.on the Dramatic 
League of Chicago list, -and a Brit- 
ish importation | headed by Con- 
stance Collier, it stays three more 
weeks. Cricks were divided, 

“Street Scéne” (Apollo, 6th week). 
Leading drama took. a sock . from 
near capacity, $23, 000, to-$19,000. 
“Queen Was in the: Parlour” (Gar--: 

rick,: 2d and last. week). Grossed 
under $15,000 for: two weeks and: 
jerked. Pauline. Frederick, Diay, ing” 
the lead, returns to California. 

“Strange Interlude” (Blacksténe,: 
$th week). Continues. to succeed at. 
$19,000, and sélling’ four more weeks | 
ahead. 

“Vanities” (Erlanger, 3d" week). 

Began well at $30,000 but collapsed : 

Jast week. to $20,000. Leaves: Sat- 
urday to be replaced by “ ‘Gambling.” 

“Whoopee” (Illinois, ‘2d week). 
At present most in demand at the 

agencies. * Opening on a Monday 
night,. a Wednesday. - mutinee was. 
added the first week. Slightly above 

$38, 000. 

Guild Gate, $20,000, and 
Disappoints in Minn.| 

-Minnéapolis, Jan. 28. 
Mrs. Carlyle Scott, local impre-: 

sario sponsoring the engagement of 

the New York Theatre Guild Reper- 
tory company at the Lyceum here, 
made speeches betw een the acts of | 

“*R, Us. RB.” and)! "Marco. Millions,” 
» pleading” “for.| “«Volpone”: last week, - 

better suppor 
‘- Gross cetimated around $20,000 at 
‘for spoken. drama. Still total is, 
better than last season.: 
The Metropolitan was dark. “The 

Perfect Alibi” did not create much 

of a stir at the Snubert, -presented 

‘py the Bainbridge stock. The $4,000 
gross was under. normal. 

¢ 

‘whoopee; booked infor onty- 

Darkskin musical may’ go]: 

be good «for 
“Mason, also felt the ‘opposition and 

Macloons Open to $15,000; 

- Los ‘Angeles,. Jan. 28. 
~ "Journey" s Ind,” which seéms to 
be: box office’ natural wherever it-is 
shown, proved -so‘here at the Be- 
‘lasco.: It got practical capacity and 
sale for second wéek so heavy that 
rack was practically cleared - that | 
Aveek..on. Monday. ‘In: for. six-week 
stay and may go 4 ‘geventh.. 

Majéstic reopened under the Mac- 
loon . management. with “New 
Moon” ‘with. indications from the 
first week: take of around $15,000 
that the managenient will not have 
Much to. worry’ about. . Operating 
nut all around will not. run much 
over $7,000.. 
With the opening. of- two local” 

mashes the other three downtown 
houses operating did not fare any 
too’ well, with “Oh Susanna” for 
fourth week at ‘Mayan .-hitting 
‘avound: $10, 000 with the. producer's. 
taking it om the chin for: better 
‘than. $5,000 on the week. ‘“Chauve 
-Souris,” which it was figured would 

‘four weeks. at: the 

‘folded up to. tune of around $8,500 
‘on. its' second week with house go-. 
‘ing dark indefinitely: “The Cat and’ 
‘Canary”’ at the President for third 
‘weak. hit $3,300. again, which means 
no. black on.the Duffy ledger here. 
. ,With only, two Duffy houses open 
in Hollywood a total of $10,700 was 
‘taken in on the legit end, with 
:“Boomerang” in fifth week at El 
‘Capitan: ‘knocking off $5,500 of this 
‘amount. 

: Estimates. for Last Week. 
-‘Belaésco—"" Journey's. End” 

-week).: With plenty of. pre-opening 
exploitation this was & natural with | 
sellouts. bringing take around $17,- 
000. In for four weeks but with 
trade as encouraging as it is. now 
looks ike sure. six. - 

: Capitan—“The.. Boomerang”. 
itn week), For, next to final-week 

‘and: ‘with:, only. one. other house to 
visit in Hollywood they got healthy 
‘return of $5,500/' “Ladies of the 
Jury” underlined for Feb. 2. - 
i Hollywood Playhouse—"It Pays to. 
Advertise” .(24, week), , Plenty of |: 

H M.a jes tte —“New - Moon” (ist 
lweek):: With Perry. Askam: big local. 
fav - heading , cast. and. fairly good:|. 
production Macloons returned... to 
legit, ranks with - what, looks. like 
lanother big - moneymaker; $15,200, 

' Mason—"Chauve | ouris” = (24, 
‘firtal-‘ week). '/Balfeff' and his mob 

‘never got started here. Looks 4s 
though with long jump East he took }. 
it plenty. on, chin; . $8,500. 
Mayan—“Oh ‘Susanna”. (4th week), 

With musical. opposition against it, | 
trade’ slid “back to; around $10, 000 
for: -‘next''td' final 'wéek. “Bambina”’ 
underlined open Feb. 3: 

. President—"Cat and Canary” (3a 
week), - This one just creeping 
along for Duffy's. For next to final 
week $3,300. Kolb .& Dill come in 
here. Feb. 2 in “Give and Take.” 

. 300th ‘Anniversary 

- Paris. willcelebrate the -300th’ an- 
niversary of French journalism 
May 16, 1931, It.:commemorates 
Theophraste Renaudot’s maiden 
French. publication, “La Gazette. de 
France,” a four-page newspaper. 

‘Souris,’ $8,500, Fades ||: 

(1st | 

‘profit at: $5,200: . Four weeks to go. 

‘get playmates. °. 

‘RINGLING—NOT ZIEGGY 

Chicago, Jan. 28. 
Circus-mett here are getting 

a laugh from the. Par film, . 
_“Glorifying the, American Girl,” 
current-at the Oriental. In one 

- spot an announcer is. eiving 
the names of the celebs as they 
enter a theatre lobby. “Here 
comes Florenz Ziegfeld and his 
sweet companion,” he exclaims. . 

4 

Boston Back to Normal; 

F 
Ana in: walks J John Ringling.” aan fi 

“Simple Simon” Opening 
. Boston, Jan, 28. 

-“pléagure: Bound, "at the Shu- 
bert; led the town again. Business 
returned to normalcy, but:only: four- 
shows were here to draw them in. 

“Pygmalion,” at, the Hollis, was 
second, again, but’'wifh' a slightly. 
lower gross. The.show did $17,500. 
“Fortune Teller,”.: at’ ‘the Majestic, 
and “Little Accident,” at the. Plym- 
outh, close behind. 

This. week, in. Boston, will be al. 
-big..one—with. -Flo_Ziegfeld opening |’ 
with Kd. Wynn in. “Simple ‘Sfmon,” 

Show. was. . 
riday of last: 

at. the” ‘Colonial, +) Th 
scheduled to open. on 
‘week, but late arrival of. orchestra~ 
tion: of. numbers forced, postpone- 
ment until Monday..: . 

“Pleasure .. Bound”. : (Shubert). 
House dark this week, .but . opens 
neain Feb. 8. $28,000... - 
“Dracula” (Hollis), “Pygmalion” 
in its last week grossed - $17, 500. 
“Nine Fifteen Revue” Wilbur). 

First week. - 
“Little. " Accident” ; > (Plymouth). 
Now ‘in. -second week. $15, 000 last 
weelt; 

“The- Fortune: Taller”. (Majestic). 
Last week- 

: .. {regular top‘ wag’ $3, but the Gulid 
In its third week here. 
-did: $16,000. 

HOLLYWOOD LIKES ITS. 

Hollywood, ‘Jan. 28. 

Phis: town must. have swank, even 

in. bootleggers. 

respectively of. high, American and 
English halls of learning. One.car- 
ries a .degree from Harvard; the 
other. isan. Oxford. grad, with a 
wealth of broad- a's and. chester- 
fieldian eclat, a cage he ‘ wae 

If. Mr. and Mrs. Star give a "party. 
ithe. legger is,an. honored guest, with: 
jaarte. slanche.to crash, any. affair. | 

.. The. English intarior..decorator “is: 
.a former officer in:the Royal. Flying, 

‘card and is: much, sought,as a guest: 
‘for the picture. parties. His’ dis- 
‘tinguished be earing. 

nteresting. 
"Now and Then Contrast 

“There was a time-when the liquor |. - 
‘dealers’ children’ ‘found it tough to| - 

Kids were branded | - 

“g galoon keeper's |’ 
‘one bdotician’s 

ithe same as 
child.” ‘Contrast: 
daughter here—parties with off- 
spring of: filmdom’s ' ‘elite: ° 
private school.at Lausanne, for ‘con- 

tinental polishing. : 

‘ Oxford ‘grad’s son owns a ‘couple: between. $8,600 and..$9,000 weekly, charging $4.40 top. at night and ‘$3.85 
of ‘cars, and has a chauffeur for his 
social «- arrangements! and’ picture 

premieres. 
business for this chap. If anyone | 
dared to: give this: booty an order 
when he’s one of, the guests he'd 
turn ‘the next invite. down. flat. 

VARIETY’S 
-CAMPAIGN. SERIES - 

ADVERTISING 

The Finest Kind of Weekly P ublicity 

Write for Full Information . 

154 West 46th Street 
NEW YORK CITY 

CLASS BOOTLEGCERS 

lends - worldly J 

}eame back steadily. to click ‘for nice 

‘lisés to be third hit (aut: df four 

later: to taych $7, 500, which meant 

‘Hollywood's. . two |: 
‘prineipal bootleggers are products 

Then to |. 

No mixing of society and. 

‘jon ‘subscription) ’ chance to get seats 

as. Well 
iCorpsy, ‘He carries. .the;, winged. in-: |: 
‘signia of the corps on his calling |. 

‘Mere: thig, Season. 
operetta Ana “Tourney's: Bnd" will 

, can .be ‘made. ‘to pay. ina little theatre.. 

| net- profits’, arrangement. - 

‘three out of the four ‘days: 

Wednesday, January . 29, 1930. 

‘Temy, Phila’ Sensation, $17;500; 
‘New Moon, in Last Weeks, Wi, uN) 

a a ‘ sae 

poe pniidaétpnia, ta. 98. 
! Business , here has prospered 

greatly’: ‘the’ last few .weeks, with’ a 
result much | of . “the gloom of No- 
lyember-and-December has~béén-dis=" 
|sipated and the managers are look- 
ing forward to the majority of the 

‘|local houses climbing out of the red. 
Last week it was the dramas that 8 

held the spotlight with Jane Cow's 
“Jenny,” at.the Walnut, carrying. off 
laurels... This one; getting only :a 
fifty- fifty break: from... the second’ 
string men,. started at’: $1,600 -and_ 
picked -up:-nightly: ..Matinees ,dnd 
Saturday.: night complete ' gell-outs - 
and Wednesday and /Mriday. nights 
yery close..to it... Did- $17,600, : first. 
real «break: ‘Walnut has. had ‘this-| 
year, and indications ‘are for ‘even 
better this week .when..it ought -to- 
do $20,000. “Engagement limited ta 
‘two. weeks,. © 

hold long- -ryn ‘¥ecords this year, 7 
seven and eight weeks, respectively, 
‘This week's. newcomers are “Sher.. 

lock Holmes," William Gillette's re- 

“The Internation Revue,” Lew Les-. 
He’ s,musical, at the Shubert. (Thurs- 

newcomers, | “Rope’s -End,”. 
Walnut; 

at the — 

Victor. Herbert. revival, at -Keith’s, + 
‘Monday, - February . 10,. ‘brings | ia 
“Dracula” to the. Broad, and. “Scan- 
dais” :to the. Shubert. . Indications 
point to. ‘several houses. being dari 
during, ‘February. 

‘Estimates of the Week ; 
* “Sherlock Holmes’. (Broad). 
(first week) highly-exploited Wil- 
Ham Gillette revival. promises to be 
‘two weeks' sensation, . although . ad- 
Wo 

|tions. " 
return; figuring better Hie $17, 000, 
: “Internatidn Revue” — (Shubert, 
first week). Opening postponed until. 
Thursday, giving big show only. 10 

{days here. Sale: heavy. “Sari” 
moved .from Garrick, -dropped to 
$15,000 last week ; 
“Even In Egypt" —(Garrick, second 

week). Opinions sharply divided on’, 
George Jessel piece. Looks ‘to have’ 
good chance but business off. first 
week. ‘May have touched $7, 000. 
“Hot, Chocolates” Monday. 
“Babes in Toyland”, — (Keith's, 
‘second week), |Put .on extra per- 
formance Saturday. morning which 
was. sell-out. Matinees_ virtually 
ditto. Evening way off. Got $18,000 

Jor closa to it on nine. performances. 
“Fortune Tellar” Monday. 

“Dear Old England”, — (Chesnut, 
sécond week)., Fourth week, for 
comedy ‘under ‘professianal - players’ 
auspites. Suffered by transfer from 
Adelphj, but picked up_at end. of 
‘week.to gross $7,500, House goes 
to pictures. (“Hunting Tigers in In- 
dia’). for’ two weeks, . starting Mon- 
a 
ijenny"-—CWalnut, s second - week), 

Real sensational .of -the town last 
week. Despite ‘mixed notices from 
second-stringers, Jane Cowl vehicle 
grossed $17,500 in. first week..and 
ought to hit $20,000. this— “week, 
“Rope’s: End” Monday. 

“The. New Moon’-(Korrest, ‘6th 
week) Still strong. although. last 

the: Shubert+ Reith,- Orghestra, at |weeks are being ‘announced. $21, 500 
might,. especially, was ‘way. off,,.. .._ |reported.. 

Mitzi's | revival of -."Sari,”- ‘moved |: .“Journey’s. End". — “Qyric, ‘6th 
lover ‘to’ ‘the “Shubert, did, ‘not; fare week)... Big for this war drama, 

§..it had. at: the,, Garrick, which B j2mmouncing last _thtee 
rattle Moon. " announcing its | weeks, 

Pot the , Forrest, Sainginite 3 ehoebiack” — (Adelphi, 
aiepea he Pee an 500,. .mighty-|second week) fourth offering of pro 
sweet for’ the | fifth , seu of a :show |fessional players . wavered. slightly 

‘Likely. that: this 340,000. but. built strongly. Almast 

eri. . owt ca 

Ths ide Stuf Legit 

“Infinite. Shoeblack, " “fourth play. 
‘under professional players’ auspices | 
at the Adelphi, started off to $1,200, 
then dropped sharply Tuesday, : but 

profit at almost: $10,000. . Engage- 
ment is for -four. weeks.’ ‘and prom-: 

tries), for the. ‘Subscription outfit. . 
‘Their. previous: offering, ‘Dear Ola 

England,” moved to the.Chestnut-to. 
make way for “The Shoeblack,” . 
took it on. the chin. but came .back - 

‘profit. - ; . 
Down ' at ‘the. Broad. | “Porgy” 

played a ‘single..week’'s ¥eturn. | ‘The 

pulled | ‘a clever stunt: by giving. it’s 
illy subscribers. (“Porgy” was not 

at .$2.50.° Result was a ‘corkinge 
advante, which was half the -battlé. 

: George Jessel’s ‘“Even in. Egypt”. 
aroused a keen difference of opinion 
among the third stringers, who 
caught it, trailed -the field with not- 
more than - $7,000 at the Garrick. 
‘Shows possibilities, however, . 

“Journey’s End” ..is starting ta. sli 
slightly. at’ the. Lyric, bit. is, still 
plenty ‘p ofitable, nouncing, last 
three wéeks, whith would. give it 
eight in’ all, but’ there is .a ‘chance 
for’ a prolongation. . 
Matinee petfaimances saved ‘the: 

tiaay. or “Babes: in. Toyland,” , third 
of. thé rictor Herbert, revivals. cat 

(Continued from page 79) 
The current “Michael ‘and Marr” 

‘az. the Hopkins formerly. Punch and Judy), a 299-seater, is grossing 

for matineés,: “Pace has been-capacity from the start. ‘Show and house 
cost about $6,000 weekly. to:operate, leaving a neat profit on grosses that 
rin any other theatre: would mean about''an even break: ‘for’ a ‘show of 
the kind, ‘Nast season Hopkins made a run of it in the same house w ith 

“The Perfect Alibi,” also an A, A, Milne play, 
Crack -business. is. ‘being drawn. by Ruth Draper, appearing as a. “solo 

| performer again at: the little used Comedy. Business is. cunning between 
$11,000 and $12,000 weekly, the takings Sunday nights alone: going to 
$2,100. Miss Drapet appears ‘seven times weekly. Profit possibilities even 

greater in, this’ instance, 

Al Woof’ rep, Irvin Marks, uses his own experience with J ane “Marnac’ 4 
production of “Shanghai Gesture” in Paris as an instance.to. warn Ameri- 
can: impresavrios never :to cede. French dramatic rights for-a 50%-of-the- 

In the future Marks, who also adts for Selwyns, 

Belasco, Shuberts, et: al., over there, will work: strictly . on 2 percentage of 

the gross ‘bauls, 
Aside from a $1,500 advance Marks’ statement of “Shanghai, 7 ubon his 

brief sojourh. . in America, proved to him that Woods will realize little if 
anything else besides the original sum, . The many costly items charged 
off. for-expenses, production. costs,. ets, plus. the several staggering: govern-, 
ment and state: taxation items (which was what ins‘red Paris’ recent 

strike threat). indicates the unwisdom of working: om such an elastic ar- 

rangement. 
For the week ending Jan. 10, “Shanghai” still showed about $3, 500 in 

the red which, with general theatre conditions off, and. this ‘show faring: 
but mildly, plus the $1, 500 advance yet to be covered, will. leave but little. 

ultimately on the 50-50 net split. 
Marks’: terms with Miss Marnac for “Mary Dugan, ® avhich she ‘and 

Camille Wynn, now no longer associated, collaboratively produced in 
Paris, were.on a similar arrangement, but. “Dugan” was .such a smash 

there that the ar rangement worked: out better. ° 
[a 

at 28 degrees was the coldest in 25 years, 90 the showman decided upon 

immediate return home. 

Legit managers in Chicago are squawking to the ‘Playgoer, program 
If.| sheet, that patrons are-complaining about the printing of the play synoP* 

sis in: the sheet. .- Especially when the play happens to be a mystery. 

Prograin spills. the dope and ruins the goih’s on. 

‘vival -at--the-Broad- GMonday)- ‘ana"— = 

“Next Monday there will be three 

“Hot Chocolates,”. at the -- 
Garrick, and ‘The Fortune Teller,” © 
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; | Shows mn N. Y. a
nd Comm ont 

_ Figures estimated. and comment point to some attractions being | 
‘successful, while. the same gross accredited to others might suggest ). 

mediocrity or loss. The variance ia explained in the difference in 

house capacitics with the varying overhead. Also the size of cast, 

with consequent difference in necessary gross of: profit. Variance 

in business necessary for musical: attraction as against dramatio 

play is also considered. Co 
 ” Classification. of attraction, hause capacity and top prices of the 

admission ecafe given below. Key to classification: C. (comedy)3 
_D (drama); R (revue); M (musical comedy); F'(farce); O (operetta). 

~~ Admission tax applies on tickets over $3. 
Berkeley Square,” Lyceum (13th 

week): (C-967-$4.40),. ‘This Eng- 

“jish comedy, one of several im- 
“ported successes, continues to hold. 

to virtual capacity with weekly. 

_more in the Hungarian way;- 

- opened Tuesday. a a, 
“Scandals,”. Apollo, (19th week) (R- 

gait ‘a. surprising. $19,000. me, 1168 $6. - One - more -week . 
“wBird tn Hand,” Forrest (44th week) |... Scheduled; down around. $25,000; 

BGD-1,016-$3.80). Another English | - eying Biighi the sugceeding ate 1 Le | tr - Boston nex 
piece that fooled some of the tal-\-. week and’ due in Feb. 15. -_ 

ent; getting over, $9,000 and will Jasons. o?- Guns” Imperial (10th 
stay ; ; ve . eMuns, = smpe 1 

_#Bitter Sweet,” Ziegfeld (13th week) |. weelt) (M-1,446-$6.60)._ Biggest 

(M-1,622-$6.60). Imported operet- | ' money getter in town; standee 

ta getting very good money; ‘gj- | trade continues at all perfor- 

though off trom Gana strenuous 
_—-grosses, .okay_at_ $36,000 or better luor ctch-Book.t-44th-St.-(8ist—-week) Est week will remain Rete for a |"Sksteh Bote etn ee rusieal 

_ time. _— ae ; Usk 

“eBroken “Dishes!” Masque cath| MOY Pan wth Uscandalse and 
Mowe err 88): ake tnoney at . “Little - Show” leaving; will have 

os earn inht.'¢ | revue field to itself; about $35,000. 
comparatively light: grosses and “Street Scene,” Ambassador (56th. 

“gity ate at Tote eat temek) |. Week) (C-1,200-§3.85). Going along 
“(GD =1,09 4. $3), Managerial trou- to fair’ money now; holdover was 

“ty . oes 1° one of biggest things.in town; big: 
bles accompanied this one from j pub : 

; . . n. Chicago now; here about .$12,- 
start with author said to be in| 99 jast. week. es aa 
charge; claimed to be picking Up; | ..00.-. 4). neo. a ae 

. not ep to $5,000 as yet. & UP» “Strictly ‘Dishonorable,”. Avon (20th 

@Children' of Darkness,” Biltmore | week) -(C-830-$3.85).. This, com- 

(4th week) (D-1,000-$3.85). Is to|: edy and “It’s a-Wise Child’ the 

be part of a repertory for Basil} ‘actual money leaders among the 

“Sydney and Mary Ellis; getting | ,, non-musicals, now; : $22,000... 

‘moderately good money; went “Strike Up the Band,” Times Square 

‘close to $10,000. . °°. - ~~ | :-«. (3a week) (M-1,067-$6.60). ‘ Joined 
-@Death Takes A.Holiday,” Barry- |: the musical big three; standees in 

more (6th week). (D-1,090-$3).| for vall_ performances again ‘last 

Matinees: have ‘been especially | week, with the gross better than 

+ good and good agency call re- | $36,000; ‘new regular high for 

- ported, though spotty; $16,000] , house. re 

. elaimed.. | “Subway Express,” Republic (20th 

“Fifty Million Frenchmen,” Lyric| week) (D-901-$3). _ Moved here 

(10th week) (M-1,406-$6.60). Clean,| from Liberty Monday; mystery. 
‘Ss play alone in its field; -business 

-‘gell-out; one of big three of the | 

current musicals and figured to|- Still okay for show of the kind;_ 
about $9,500. ‘ 

reap real profits; $45,000. . “ put °3 0. : . 

“First Mrs. Fraser,’ Playhouse (6th Sweet... Adeline’’ Hammerstein's 

week) (CD-879-§3.856). Extra ma- |" (22d- week) (M-1,265-$6.60). _ An 

-‘tinee added last week with show} early musical favorite. that has 
to continue on nine performance |. 
basis; gross last week exceeded 

; 16,000... , - 
#tHeads Up,” Alvin’ (12th week) (M- | 
.. 1,387-$5.50).., Took a hop last]: 

week; a couple of sell-outs from 
theatre parties sent gross to $35,- | 

.900; looks set well into.spring. —- 
PHouseparty,” 48th St. (21st week) 

(D-964-$3). Final week; switched 
_ houses several. times; stuck be- 

cause of authorship hook-up; é 

about $4,000: last week; “The over $10,000; over that last week. 

.. Boundary Line” ‘next week. ' 1“The Sap from Syracuse,” Harris 

Inspector Kennedy,” Bijou. Was}: (C-1,051-$3). Closes Wednesday 

“taken off last Saturday; played|: night this week; that gives show 
exactly three weeks, which pro- five weeks to slight grosses, ex- : f 

“'*"eept holiday week. . tects picture rights; failed at box- 

‘lt Never Rains,” Bijou (1ith week) ce; house dark, 
(C-605-$3).. Moved here instead 

. ,0f closing; arrangement is for two 
: weeks; small pickings; under $3,-. 

PJourney’s.. End,” Miller's (46th 
week) (D-946-$4.40)..As indicated 
takings held around $11,000 mark 
a figure that is quite profitable. 
for a long run drama nearing 
year’s mark. , , 

®Josef Suss,” Isrlanger (2nd week) 
-(D-1,520-$3). Around $19,000. first 
week; a $5.50 premiere and two 

' theatre parties aided in reaching 
that gross; chances somewhat in 

_ . doubt as yet. , 
fJune Moon,” Broadhurst (17th 

week) (C-1,118-$3.85). Was the. 
leading coin getter for more than } 
three months; eased off lately but 
at approximately $20,000 . last 

a week, made plenty. 
Mendel, Inc.” Ritz (10th week) 
(C-945-$3.85). Claimed to be 
making money though the grosses 

week, - 

should ‘keep pace’ at profit; bit 
over $30,000 last week. Lae 

“The Challenge of Youth,” 49th St. 
(2a week) (M-1,265-$6.60). First- 
‘nighters didn’t think much of this 
one and business first week failed. 
to indicate it ‘will stick. 

“The Criminal Code,” National (18th 
week) (D-1,164-$3).. Not really 
big, but consistent business for 
tragic drama, which has averaged 

“week) (R-1,000-$4.40)..Final week; 
could have remained longer, but 
‘yoad considered for balance of 
‘geason and new edition. being 
readied; “Nine Fifteen. Revue” 
mentioned _ to 
Chanin’s 46th Street.. my 

“The Street Singer,” Shubert (19th 
: week) (M-1,395-$5.50). One more 
week;moderately successful; Tast 
week.a bit up at $19,000; “Phe In- 
ternatiorial Revue’. will follow. in, 
probably. on.Feb..10. . . 

“Top Speed,” Chanin’s 46th St. (6th 
- week) (M-1,413-$5.50). _ Not hot 

at all; another show sought for 

agency buy won't carry it; $21,000 
‘estimated. -_- -- _ 

“Wake Up and Dream,” Selwyn (5th 

- week). (R-1,067-$6:60). Some dif- 

ference of opinion about this 
English: revue, but generally well 
liked; claimed 

have been but moderately good; |‘ last week. | ; 
“a paced around. $9,000.and more. - | “Waterloo Bridge,” Fulton (Ath 

Meteor,” Guild. (6th week) (CD-| week) (C-913-$3.86).. Started off) 
914-$3). Went to $16,800 last} well, but appeared to ease up last. 

~ | week; engagement continues here | “week, getting $11,000 to $12,000; 

r ~° and will probably double the usual | agency buy. helped. 
“Wise Child,” Belasco (26th. week) 

(C -1,050 - $3.85). Cleaning up; 

count of first five months shows 

_ an average of $22,500 weekly, 

“ six weeks’ subscription period. 
Nancy’s Private Affair,” Vander- 
bilt (8rd week) (C-771-$3).. A. 

_ party helped’ last week and with 
- -some cut rate ald pace improved’ 

to between $7;000 and $8,000; can 
“ stay if holding to that. . Lo. 
“Phantoms,” Wallack’s, (3rd week) 

(CD-770-$8);° One of those low 
gross: shows liable to stop any 

- Saturday; takings last week un-. 

“Wonderful Night,” Majestic. (14th 

-making a Httle money,: but never 

' $19,000 last week. 
“Woof Woof,” Royale (6th week) 

pet $3,000. . (M-1,118-$4.40). Backer keeping 
‘Recapture,” -Eltinge (1st week) | this one on, taking heavy loss 

(CD-892-$3,35).. Presented by A.| ‘weekly; maybe $10,000; by far 

H. Woods; written by Preston lowest of musicals. ; 
Morosco. “Young Sinners,” 

’ Critics didn’t 
'- Sturges whose “Strictly Dishon- 

erable” is current comedy smash week) (CD-893-$3). 

(at Avon); opens.. Wednesday | take to this comedy, but business. 

‘ (Jan. 29). ots steadily improved. and _ weekly | ¢ 

Red Rust,” Beck (7th week) (D-1,-] pace is $18,000, big in this house 

189-$3). Final week; did alright 
_ first five weeks then started to 

an dive after absorbing peculiar au- 

cospvue Glences.it.attracteds. $10,000; “The |... 

‘for straight show. 
“Your Uncle Dudley,” Cort (1ith 
week) . (C-1,042-$3).. One more 

week to go; madest gross show, 

' LEGITIMATE 

"mer. popular Viennese operetta but:| | 

_Mitzl back to’ Broadway ‘in it; |. 

‘mances; “over $48,000 again last |’ 

dropped off; some cast changes |.’ 

‘|manack company that produced 

off ; : 
“The Little Show,” Music Box (40th. 

follow here or | 

‘ house, indicating..the 12 weeks’ | 

over $30,000-‘again 

“ “which mark it drew last week. ° - 

week): (O-1,776-$5.50).. Probably |- 

among the musical leaders; about: 

(10th: 

VARIETY 

[16 Real Hits, 6 Others Prosper, 
| Not Bad for January on Bway 
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"Shows in Rehearsal. 

‘Rebound” (Arthur Hopkins), 
Plymouth, —... , if 

“Out of a Blue Sky” (Tom - 
‘Van Dycke), Bopth. Ce 

“The Apple Cart” (Theatre. 
Guild), Beck. . , 

“Echo” (Harold: Winston) | : ‘Legit trade on ‘Broadway during 

- Lyric: Studios. . uo ; FRISCO GROSSES January is as good as expected, per-" 

. “These We Love”. | (Phil . — haps a bit better. There are eight 

Dunning), Golden. ee ; 
Simple: Simon” (Flo: Zieg~._ 
feld), Ziegfeld. oo 
_' “Dress | Parade” (Lawrence 
Weber), Longacre, re 

_~ “General John Regan” (Irish ; 
-. Players), Greenwich. Village: . 

-“Jonica” (Wm. B.. Freed-— 
lander), Longacre, ‘ me, 

OHAN'S $25,000 MOP UP' 
PITTSBURGH SENSATION 

; .San Francisco, Jan. 28. 
Things-.looked up 4a. trifle: among 

.the legitimate theatres. ‘“Bambina’”’ 
‘built a. little if anything over’ first 
week and. got about $16,000 at the 

‘} Curran, - ce 
._ Henry Duffy brought in Taylor. 
Holmes in “Your Uncle Dudley’ at 
his Alcazar and. pulled $6,300. At 
his ‘President “That Ferguson Fam- 
Aly" did not draw 80, well, $4,000. _.. 

__ Columbia. ‘hela’ over Columbia 
Grand. Opera’ Company ‘in~ operatic’ 
repertoire arid hit about same pace 
as first seven days, $15,000. 
- Capitol with.“‘Bad Babies” built ; a oy 

considerably, -due to police interfer- |" The lead musicals are. “Sons :0': 

ence, chalking up $7,000. © “"" 1 Guns” again at. $48,000; “Fifty 

ao | Million Frenchmen” again: $45,000. 

Dufwins Week Change 
shot last--week. -His-first.visit_here | _< oe 
in several years, Cohan was ao near| |” ” Oakland, Cal, Jan. ~28. ~~ 

sell-out at Nixon, and “Gambling” | A one-a-week policy is.in.a* the 
mopped up to the tune of $25,000. Dufwin for the time being, Taylor 

Taxi strike, affecting carriage trade,:| Holmes started with “Your Uncle 
probably only thing that stopped | pnudey," withdrawn after. eight 

this one from being capacity. days. to go to San Francisco; Kolb 
ohan. .also tried new stunt,.|.2 ? 

offering “Sporting Blood" for three |-2nd. Dill followed with “Give and 

Take,” and Hale Hamilton. stars 
‘tryout matinees .Tuesday Thursday é 

and Friday. Play opened here‘cold | Sunday in “Her Friend th: King,” 

and got about $2,200 for its: three |‘a play designed for coast nresenta- 

performances, © surprisingly. g004.| tion with Guy Bates Post ai.d played 
Good notices helped last two mats. by him in the north, = =~ 

eA Venice” and Shunert Ane Cornwall (pictures) made’ 
, 5, | her.Oakiand debut with Kolb and 

musical showed $19,000 at $3 top. ; ; 

Closed here.’ — : Dill, playing the lead in “Give and |- 

Take.” , no 

musicals getting real-toin, three 
leaders doing absolute : capacity. 
Eight comedies and dramas are also" 
playing to virtual sell-out trade and 
at least a half, dozen “more, that 
‘are .turning a welcome enough 
profit. - ; se ; : 

teen houses are dark. this week. 
‘The number will not be: lessened 

had in a month or two. 

ae Pittsburgh, Jan. 28. 
George M. Cohan: the town’s. big to > 

$12,000 weekly). and “Strike -Up the 

grossing -over $36,000 the first full 
week; .“Heads Up” picked up to 

“Bitter Sweet” and “Sketch Book”; 
“Wake Up and: Dream” around 

1 $30,000; slightly more for “Sweet. 
Adeline”; “Scandals” down to about 
$25,000; “Top.. Speed” $21,000; 
“Wonderful “Night”: 
Singer” $19,000; “Woof “Woof” the 
straggler ‘at. $10,000 and Mable. to 
-stop. et, 
+ Dramas Look Up _. 
“Strictly Dishonorable”’. and “It's 

a Wise Child” are virtually tied for Robert Warwick, guest star for 
-George Sharp Players: in. “Her | 

: ’ , ‘Pitt. .- coe : . : ee ae . 

Friend the King’ helped Pitt. "|" gcoTr’s BEQUEST T0 FUND 
me St. Paul, Jan. 28... 

_ Actors’ Furid of America benefits 
to tune of $5,000 from will of L. N. 
[Scott, Twin City theatrical man- 
ager, who died early this month. © 

SEQUEL OF “ALMANAC” ~ 
Judgment for $9,695.84 against. Gil 

Boag has‘been entered in the New 
York Supreme Court following an 
action by the Brooks Costume and |: 
Uniform Co. The latter sued to col- 
lect on a promissary ‘note for $3,- 
129.50 made by the Almanack Corp., 
and endorsed: by Boag.and John: 
‘Murray Anderson. - oo a 

- Although Anderson and the Al-. 
manack. Corp. were named in the. 
‘suit, Judgment was filed only against 
Boag as no papers were served on }. 
either Anderson or the corporation. 
Boag “was. president of the Al-7" 

“June Moon” about $20,000 last week, 
going into third place, but —still 
making’ plenty ‘of profit; :'!Berkeley 
Square” ‘holds . its » $19,000" ‘gaits. 

"Mr. Séott, for 25 years producer |“Young Sinners” very. big at $18,000; 

of road shows‘ at the St, Paul and‘ “Meteor” over $16,500; “Death Takes 
Minneapolis Metropolitan theatres, | 2 Holiday” 
‘Jeft,.a total. estate of $360,000.: Of 
‘this, $10,000 goes'to charity, $2,000. 
to his church, some $50,000 to rela- 
“tives and old employees, with the 
widow getting the residue, , 

“Street Scene,’ $12,000; “Waterloo 
Bridge” eased off to $11,500; 
“Journey’s 

|“Criminal Code” almost: as. much; 

ADELPHI WIRED 
Chicago, Jan. 28. . 

Adelphi, last of the major, legit. 
stands here, has fallen for sound 
equipment. - ae 

’ Reported wiring installed so A. H. 
| Woods, owner of the house, can 
‘bring in some pictures which he 
owns. 7 

“Mendél, . Inc.,” - $9,000; 
Private Affair,” $7,600;. “Subway 
.Express” quoted at $9,000; “Broken 
Dishes,” $7,500; “Your Uncle Dud- 
ley,” $7,000; “City Haul,” under $5,- 
000, and. shows like. “Phantoms” 
and “It Never Rains” less than $3,- 
000 (playing.on percentage with 

-‘|players). = 2 9 a _ 
“ “Jogef Suss” started very well at 
‘-Erlanger’s, getting about $19,000 for 
‘the initial week. However, there 
was a $6,50 premiere and several 
theatre parties. Normal pace. yet 
to be. indicated and some balcony. 

Murray Anderson’s “Almanac,” & 
revue which had a short run at 
Erlanger’s theatre, in the early fall. 

EDWARDS’ PROJECT 
‘- "Hollywood, Jan. 28. 

_ Gus Edwards wants to keep one 
corner of Hollywood lighted up late 
Saturdays. His idea is to produce 
a Saturday midnight revue. 

He's looking ‘for the cdrner. 

Scranton Stock Closes 
- Scranton, Pa.,.Jan.- 28. 

James Thatcher. Players, occu- 
'] pants of the Academy theatre here 

for the past .two seasons, folded last 
-week, after poor business for several 
‘weeks, - . i ; 

“Thatcher leased the house from 
Comerford in the fall of 1928 and 
had a fair season. Last fall he 
came back but ordered a recess for’ 
the holidays. “Business failed to 
come back after. the reopening. 

‘Duffy Quite -Seattle 
.. Los Angeles, Jan. 28. ‘ 

Henry. Duffy has again. found Se-. 
attle a tough town to do business 

He will close. his stock. at the 
President Feb...8 -with Guy’ Bates 
Post in “Her Friend the King” the 
final attraction, “ - 

Challenge of Youth,” the only other 
starter last week, got very little at 
the 49th Street, and was shoved into 
cuts immediately. © = 
Leaving ..and: coming: “Salt 

Water” makes way at the John. 
Golden for “Even in. Egypt,” due. 

-| Monday; _“Housepatty” closed at. 
the 48th Street, which gets “The 
Boundary Line” ;. “Dishonored Lady” 
relights the Empire; “Rebound” re-- 
lights the Plymouth; “Out of 4 Blue 
Sky” lights up the, Booth; “Many 
a Slip” Mkewise at the Little; “Red 
Rust” closes at the: Beck which gets 

|\Shaw’s “The Apple Cart” Feb. .24; 
‘l“The Little Show” tours from the 
Music Box, which may get the 
“Nine-Fifteen Revue’; 

Zelma O'Neal Better 
_Los Angeles, Jan. 28. 

Anthony Bushnell, husband of 
Zelma, O'Neal, gave a pint of blood 
in a transfusion operation designed 
to cure Miss O’Neal’s anemic con- 
‘dition following an appendicitis: 
operation. , 

Mimics Passing Out 
Mimics have done a. fadeout in. 

the show business. A few still re- 
main in vaude, as far as they ever 
got, while the wiser ones scrapped 
the. aping racket long. ago, con- 
vinced it. wouldn’t advance. -- : 

Ball Park B.-O. Job 
~ ' } Ghicago, Jan. 28. 

Al Eckhardt, treasurer of the Co-' 
han’s Grand Theatre, was appointed 
treasurer of the Cubs Park here last 
week. : 
Three-year contract. _ 

Mary who submerged own person- closes the Harris tonight. - 

alities for mimicry found that out}. 
and are out. , - 

Cissie Loftus, peeress of them al) 
and who. reigned. longer than: most, 
[has. gone legit. Tlsie. Janis also 
got away from the mimic stuff some | 
time ago, ‘except for occasional 
vaude excursions. | re 
Some of the others. who survived. 

have done so because of going into 
other fielda. —— . 

Of the few mimics still around 
Venita Gould is the leader. 

Even the life of the party boys. 
and girls doing Cantor, Jolson and 
Helen Kane, are flopping in the 
parlor. , ” 
Time was when all they had to 

‘do was to stick in an impresh of 
George Cohan, David Warfleld, Sam 

Aeris Abra 
A decade ago there were. plenty. 

of. apers around in and out of vaude. 
Those sticking to mimicry en- 
trenched themselves in a rut with 
no market.: ; - : 

. Creators and not imitators are 
the order of things in ‘the theatre. 

a UU EREEEE naa 

In Paris: Carlyle Blackwell, Isaac 
F, Marcosson, H. L. Mencken, Mary 
Jane, Sam K. Martin, Jr,,.Abraham 
Carlos and wife, Albert. Spalding 
and wife, Mario Chamlee, Mary Mc- 
Cormice. _ . , 

“Dorothy McNulty’s 5 Years 
' Hollywood, Jan. 28. 

Dorothy McNulty, who played in 
the New York company of “Good 
News,” is under. a five-year contract 
to M-G-M through William Perl- 
berg of the Morris office. 

Initial screen appearance will be 

lage); revival; opened Wednesday 
(Jan. 29). 6 
“The Chocolate Soldier,” Jolson’s; 

revival; opened Monday. : , 
“The. Short Cut,” Cherry Lane; 

new group; play by Helen Holmes; 
opened Monday. 

‘ Apple Cart” due here Feb. 24. _ 
Salt Water,” John. Golden (10th 
week) -(C-900-$3). Final week; 
“Even In Egypt’ announced for 
house next Monday. Present at- 
traction may go to road; had been 

‘ setting a bit over $7,000. ~ 
. “Sari,” Liberty (1st week). -(M-1,202- 

$3). Actually a revival of the for- 

break at $7,500; ‘“The * Family 

Blues,” with Mrs. Fiske, due Feh. 
10. ; 

‘Special Attractions—Little Theatres 
“The Women Have Their Way,” 

from Spanish; added to Civic Rep- 
ertory Monday; 14th Strect. 

“General John Regan,” Irish (Vil- 

“wat something better than even- ME yverything’s-Jake,”..Assembly.....—.. 
. “Michael and: Mary,” Hopkins; a 
sellout; nearly $9,000- weekly.” - 
“The Blue and the Gray,” Rialto, 

Hoboken; revival.  ._. . 
“At the Bottom,” Waldorf; re- 

vival. LE. 
“ Ruth Draper, Comedy; excellent 
business; nearly $12,00C weeltly. 

Bernard, Eddie Foy ar Eva Tanguay 
in the act. for an effective pullover. 

|That did its stuff as effectual as 
flag waving, but no more. 
_Mimicry never amounted to any- 
thing, and never ‘gat its projectors 
anywhere. con 

It. has no originality. 

Sina rc eee 
lin M-G-M’s version of that musical. 

“Congai” in L. A. 
Hollywood, Jan. 28. 

Edward Belasco has procured the 
coast rights to “Congai” and will 
Stage it at the Belasco here shortly 

with Jetta Goudal starred, — 

“Theatres ‘ire, available, however, | - 
as they have been all season.. Fif-- 

next’ week, though there is a better” 
premiere card than Broadway has ~ 

(both said to be earning $10,000 to .. 

“Band” doing Standee trade” ana“ 

‘$35,000, a ‘mark. approximated. by - 

and. “Street -- 

-|the' non-musicals leadership, gross-. 
ing $22,000 and a bit more, the first _ 
‘name having ‘the strongest demand; — 

. improved to $16,000; 
‘same for “Tho First Mrs. Fraser” — 
‘with an extra matinee now. weekly; 

-End, | $11,000,» with 

‘| “Bird in. Hand,” $10,000, nearly as_ 
‘much for “Children of Darkness”; 

“Nancy's. 

seats were alloted to cut rates. “The . 

“Inspector — 

Kennedy” stopped at the Bijou, “It _ 
Never Rains” moving there from the ~ 
Eltinge; “The Sap From Syracuse” .. 

" ‘Parts; Jan. 19.0 ° 

ee ee 
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Literati 
Enclosed sind 

* John Ford’s “Men ‘Without 
Women,” Fox picture, has nothing | 
to do with Ernest Hemingway’s 
book of that title, but imagine no- 
body’s embarrassment on that .ac- 
.count, . 

Title’ was considered. too good to 
‘change, so a letter was written to. 
the Montparnasse lad informing him 
that his title was being used and’ 
enclosed was a check for $3,000 to. 
cover, 

Calumnists ‘in. Chicago. . 
Chicago's columnists were miffed 

over the -slighting: article on col-]:- 

umnists in “The Chicagoan,” by’ 
Ralph Cannon, sports columnist for 
the “Daily News.” Canon’s thesis 
eulogized Eugene. Field and B.L.T. 
but shadowed the “recent ones. Ash- 
ton Stevens, -of. the “Herald- Ex- 
aminer,’’ waxed serious, but Richard 
-Atwater-(Rig)—, 
Post,” contented himself with -po- 
litely Tampooning’ Cannon, Atwater 
recently. passed his 10th year as 
columnist for the ‘“Post.”: ~Steveris 
has not yet reached his first anni- 
versary with his “Column or Less.” : 

Harry Shreve Dies 
Harry Shreve. of the reviewing 

staff of the. Washington “Herald,” | 
died in the Capital last week after 

a brief illness, The writer first 
went to Washington as assistant. 
to Fred Schrader, then. dramatic 
editor of the “Post there. 

. In addition to his duties on the 
“Herald” -he did general theatre 
publicity in Washington. 

Doug, Jr., Sketches 
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., has sold 

a series of six pen sketches of pic- 
ture celebs to -“Vanity Fair.” 
Sketches will be illustrated by the 
author who has a yen for caricature. 
Three of the sketches are in the 

family, on Doug, Mary and Joan 
Crawford. Other three. will be on 
John Barrymore, Greta Garbo and 
J ohn Gilbert. 

Goldberg’s Disgrace 
The complete brodie of Rube 

Goldberg in the Artists’ and Writ-. 
ers’ golf tournament at ‘Palm Beach 
last’ week has an inside. Rube’s 
alibi is that he used. to play left- 
handed and switched to his right. 

Actually Goldberg had. his own 
golf pro with him—said to be Mor- 
rigon, the trick golfer who has ap- 
peared in vaudeville and revues— 
and Morrigon advised him to save 
his left mitt for cartoons. After 
pulling a right-hand flop on the first 
10 holes, Goldberg gave up the 
ghost. 

In doubt as a golfer, Goldberg is 
speaking of his ping-pong ability. 
He claims to be the champion of 

w estport, and no one denies it, 

Ownership Information Bill 
Postmaster General is given au- 

thority under a Senate bill to bring 
out regulations requiring further In- 

-formation on the ownership of 

newspapers and other publications, 
in addition to that required now in 
the semi-annual reports filed with 
the P. .O. and published in the 

papers. 
Senate committee on Post Offices: 

and Post Roads has favorably re- 
ported the Dill, which was intro- 
duced by Senator Phipps, R., Colo. 
Phipps describes his atmendment as 
carrying into effect that which was 
originally intended by Congress: To. 

- find out the real ownership of a 
paper. 

Agency Charges Dropped 
The Federal Trade Commission 

abandoned atternpt’ to press its 
charge of unfair competition .and 
methods against.a group of adver- 
tising. agencies...” Government. -body 
voted to dismiss the complaint on 
ground that the commission lacked 
jurisdiction. 
.Concerns named in the complaint 

were American Association of Ad- 
vertising Agencies, American News- 
paper Publishers’ Ass’n, American. 
‘Press Ass‘’n,. Six Point League and 
the officers and directors of each. 

Original complaint ‘charged at- 
tempts to prevent certain national 
advertisera’ from obtaining net rate 
from newspapers; monopolization of | 

‘national advertising. placement in 
daily papers by agencles for. benefit 
of the general association, and pro- 

‘selves, , 

Two. New Mags - 
' “Space,” a new art mag, is 

‘financed by a group of artists who 
are also getting it out. Holger 
Cahill is editing, and some of those 

ayassociated ‘with him in the venture]. 

.the. class 

Duncan Ferguson, Stefan Hirsch,. 
‘B. D.. Saklatwalla and Max Weber. 

Another new one out last weelc is 
“Fortune,” but going to 

subscribers only,.: At $10 a year, it’s 
jone of the highest-priced maga- 
zines “published in. this. country. |]. 
Henry R. Luce is editor, and Parker. 
Lloyd- Smith, managing editor. First 
issue- went. to. 30,000 original sub- 
seribergs, and -with 109 pages of ad- 
vertising. the mag starts with. some-_ 
thing, of a bang. 

Tilden's Ideas: 

William J. Tilden, . tennis champ,. 
is writing a° novel titled “Net of 
Glory,” which he figures can be eas-. |. 
ily dramatized: and permit his being - 
starred in a‘stage adaptation as well 
as picture version. « 
He is. writing in Paris. and expects 

to: ‘return to America. in May, when | 
ofthe “Evening 11 the_book.. is ta be > published, _ 

‘Scout for: Lewls 
Sinclair. Lewis has Carl Haessler, 

former director of. the ‘Federated 
Press,. the labor news agency, under 
salary to gather material. for him 

| for his forthcoraing book, the prin- | 
cipal figure ‘of which will be a. labor. 
leader, 

“News” Moving ; 

It’s definitely ‘get for: ‘tie. New. 
York ‘Daily News” to. move itato 
Its new. 42a. street building ~ on 

| Washington’ 8 Birthday, even though 
there’s no tenant yet for the old 
place; “Liberty”: also goes: to the 
42d street place, moving down from: 
Park avenue. ¢° 

B’way, by a Native 
‘E. T. Perine’s “Here's to Broad- 

“way,” which Putnam. gets out this 
month, is made up of sketches and 
anecdotes of the old-time .Broad- 
way from every angle., 

” The author. _was born on Broad-. 
‘way and still lives on that: street, 
as, did his people before him. Which 
ig more than most of the Broadway 
commentators. can ‘boast. , 

Old Press Club. Officers 
Irving Pinover’ is the new presi- 

dent of the New. ‘York Press. Club. 
Pinover is on ‘the “Journal. we Wil- 
liam Randolph Hearst’ was elected 

‘la vice- president at the same -elec~ 

tion. 

Book Censor Sloughed 
Though Chicago goes for most 

racketeering, it Las definitely de- 

‘clared war on: ‘lterary - racketing 
and is spanking book reformers 
plenty. Philip Yarrow, leader of 
Iinois Vigilance Society, has been 
disciplined. by the courts’ and. is 
booked on contémpt charges, © . 
His associate, George Brown, is 

himself belng tried. for possession 
of an obscene book, which he is al- 
leged to have bought while. “inves- 
tigating"” for the. society. Until 
recently, snooping was a paying 
racket, with the Vigilantes getting 
half of all fines. , 

Ad Lineage Increase 
Advertising in the newspapers in- 

creased 40,000,000 lines during 1929, 
according to data made public by 
the Bureau of the Census in Wash- 
ington, Figures are compiled from 
records. of 126 newspapers in 306 
cities. 

papers during 1929 was 1,442,868,981, 
while the year before it was 1,402,- 

.248,743,.. Largest gain was made in 
New York City.. 
Druge and toilet goods were. the 

greatest national advertisers. Used 

lineage on the national basis. ‘Travel 
‘and amusement advertising showed 
the largest: amount of space uttlized 

in the weekly magazines. : 

. Show Ads. ‘Slump 
:Legit’s flop of 1929 has socked. its 

are the tab booklets, the program 
printers and candy butchers. Most 
notable are the daily papers. 

Advertising. in the dailies - has 
sunk at least..25% from what legit 
uged to lay out in seasons past. In 
certain cases it’s as high as 50%. .° 
Newspaper advertising men aver 

that they’ve never known such a 
condition before. Flopping on legit 
they've tried to make up. on pic- 
tures,’ 

meant less advertising all the way 
around, What has given the dailies 
@ atronger. slap in this respéct is 
the recently inaugurated plan of 
alphabetizing the shows in the ads, 

It is claimed that since the 
Broadway shows have been adver- 

(Continued. on page 86) - 

Total number ‘of lines run in these’ 

{that picturesque name. 

More than 50 per cent .of the total. 

alitea rackets. Among those slugged 

Peeved Editors 
Los Angeles, Jan, 28.~" 

‘Angered over satirization of - 
the. newspaper profession. in 

_ Paramount's “Laughing Lady,” 
‘the Southern California Ed- 
itors’ Association is framing a | 
resolution . condemning any 
further kidding .of. the fourth 
estate: by. ‘picture producers.._ 

_ .Ewo Los Angeles critics algo 
' voiced ‘resentment over: the 
film. . 

: Princess’ Daughter. Actress 
Nadejda de Braganza, daughter of 

the: widowed Princess — Miguel de 
Braganza and heiress. to many mil- 
lions, is in Germany,’ studying with 
Max Reinhardt, having decided upon 
@ career as. an actress. 

*Nadejda; known to-her- friends as: 
Nada, is an: only: ‘daughter, though: 
she has. two younger brothers, John 
and. Miguel. The. ‘boys. lHve with 
their. mother at the luxurious man- 
‘sion at 49 East 72nd’ street, leased 
from Schuyler Livingston Pargons. 

' A few. summiers ago Nada made}. 
her debut: at Newport at the most’ 

1 brilliant - ball of the seagon, given 
Jointly by her mother and uncle, 
‘William. Rhinelander Stewart. Later 
“she studied dancing. with Ned Way- 
burn. She has contributed signed. 
verses to various magazines. 

: At the. end of Jast summer she 
went direct from: Newport to Ger- 
many, and has-been in Europe. ever 
since. The Social Register for 1930 

-| gives her address as “Abroad.” Her 
mother has declined to give any 

further” details. 
The father, the late prince, was 

known as Pretender to the Throne 
of Portugal. The uncle, William: 
Rhinelander Stewart, was divorced 
by Laura. Biddle, who is now known. 

a3 Mra. Biddle Stewart. Years ago 
Mr. Stewart was attentive to -Olive 
Thomas, who later died as the first 

|wife of Jack Pickford. Then he 
‘Twas. attentive to Constance Tal- 
{madge, who subsequently divorced 
John Plalogiou and Capt. Alastair. 
Mackintosh before marrying Town- 
send Netcher, | Mr. Stewart is now, 
eruising in F Fiorida waters with Vin- 

cent Astor. 
. Nada is the granddaughter ‘of the 

late William Rhinelander Stewart, 

Sr., and the late Mrs. Jean St, Cyr. 
Mr. Stewart, who died last Septem- | 
ber, leaving millions, was, divorced 
‘by. Anne ‘Armstrong, who then be- 
came the wife and widow of James |} 
Henry (“Silent”) Smith, from whom 
she inherited miljions. This lady 
then created astonishment ‘by choos- 
ing as her third husband Jean St. 
Cyr, considerably her junior and 
‘unknown in society. ( = 
.He had previously married an- 

other wealthy widow, also much his 
‘genior, and from that lady, Mrs. Al- 
exander Redfield, of Hartford, had 
inherited a fortune. 

_ ‘When everyone was wondering 
just who this St: Cyr really was, the 
New York “World” published a se- 
ries of sensational exposures that 
‘have never been deniéd or refuted 
by St. Cyr. The “World” insisted 
Jean was: actually: Jack:‘Thompson, |. 
from. Waco, Texas, former bellboy, 
chorus boy and hat salesman at 
Wanamaker’s New York store, and 
that’ while living in a theatrical 
rooming-house in New York had 
met Oscar St. Cyr, a professional 

bicycle rider, and had later assumed 
His most 

intimate friend before and after his 
two sensational marriages was 
known as Von Schwemm, who was 
declared by the “World” to be the 
son’ of a telegraph . operator in 

Trenton. . 
“After the second. marriage Mr. 
and. Mrs. St.. Cyr lived in splendid 
style in California and entertained 
members of the movie colony. St. 
Cyr inherited another fortune from. 
hig second wife, although shares’ of 
the Smith estate went to the son, 

| William Rhinelander Stewart, and 
the daughter, Princess de Braganza, 
including a string of ‘pearls’ worth! | 
$500,000. 
Many rich and fashionable: girls 

have gone on the stage: during the 
past few years, but Nada de Bra- 
ganza is by far the richest and most 
fashionable, Fifi Laimbeer, who ts 
in “Fifty Million Frenchmen,” finds 

= Tewer BiOws= =and“fewer-runs= =has- t-imperative:-to- -earn:a-living,:--Mary- 
Hone is in moderate circumstances, 
Anne Tonnettl likewise. All are in 
the Social Register. ee 
‘Hope Williams, who has been 
dropped by the Social Register since 
divorcing Dr. R. Bartow Read, is 
in moderate circumstances. Rogsa- 

(Continued on page 86) 

This is the | 
_| first word ‘published ‘on. the matter. 

Londen As It Looks 
By Hannen Swaffer 

London, Jan. 19. 
Debating ‘Again : 

‘Iam due to go to Cambridge University te debate, at the Union, ‘the 
famous. debating society, the question of broadcasting with Sir: John 
Reith, ‘who is head of the British Broadcasting Corporation. ; 
You. all know; from my frequent references to ft, of my fear. that: the 

world is being Americanized’ chiefly by its films, You all know, too—those 
-of you who have any. ‘sense—that this is ‘in no way an:anti-American idea, 
of. mine, but. merely a. knowledge that, unless ‘the British Empire remains 
British, it cannot exist. 
. _.' * The: Americanization. ‘of Britain: 

1 have. ‘frequently pointed out, although nobody listens" to. “me, that. 
and American. ; 

magazines, and that American methods of business are supplanting ours, 
American books ‘are being sold here more and. more, 

‘while, all the time, so-called: ‘Imperialists. merely, make money, out of help-. . 
ing them. — 

-My fieht has cost- mea’ ‘good ‘deal -of money ‘and a. \ great. deal of time, 
but, so far as I. know, nobody else“ ‘in the British Empire, especially the - 
Conservative Party, cares. Imperialists are watching the British: Empire 
die under their eyes while American trusts: obtain: more and more power 
-In this country. - 

- . Broadcasting the. Next. Peril . : 

_ Broadéasting, of ‘course, is the next great danger to ‘the British 1 Empire. 
‘Already, more than 90% of the dance music broadcast. by the” British 
“Broadcasting Corporation-dance-bands-is- -American,————— 

Native talent. 1g discouraged. Graft is allowed to: gO on; and, all the. 
time, ‘the British Broadcasting Corporation remains, in some. sort of way,. 
a branch. of the British. Government. 

. Iocan look: ‘forward to the’ time, not many months distant, when ‘Ameri- 
can. broadcasting. stations will be talking to Europe every. night, a time 
‘when, as your radio programs are already immeasurably’ superior to ours, 

100 times, 

‘The Damper on British Art 

There ist no: encouragement of.any sort given to British art that I can 
see.. Now that American radio corporations are buying up muédicians, and. 

music companies, ‘and film’ companies, thére will shortly exist in America 
one vast, mammoth concern which will dominate. Europe and teach it 
what it kes, - 

I was able, myself, to stop: the wholesale flooding of the English theatre 
with second rate American: plays. Yet I was discouraged: by everybody, 
especially by Imperialists, | 
“You must not be. anti-American,” I was told. bg do not know why Iam 

writing this-in this. coliimn.: It has nothing to do with you. It should be 
shouted to the House of Commons every night until somebody. pays atten- 
tion. But no one will hear. The British Empire is cerumbling up under our 
eyes. 

The Old Etonjan’s Tic: 

Film bathing girls made ‘white. women contemptible in the eyes of all 
Indian: natives. Right across the east, the films of blackleggers and. boot- 
leggers: and greenleggers: and. grafters: have made half. the world believe 
‘that white civilization is merely one vast graft. © 

Still, there is a sign of hope. I read in the “Evening News,” two nights 
ago, that “A tall young man, wearing. Old ‘Etonian colors, hurried and 
short of breath, rushed into the ‘registrar's office in- Henrietta street. 
He ‘was the Hon. ‘Anthony Vivian, the heir to: the Vivian Barony, and he 
‘had promised: to be best man to Mr. Ben Shashoua, who was marrying 
the very wealthy girl.owner of a-sgroup.of Australian newspapers. 

the: Piccadilly theatre where he had been attending a rehearsal of Miss 
‘Fay Compton’s latest play,. ‘Virtue for Sale,’ which he is going to manage 
on tour for Mr; Edward: Laurillard.” 

- Ben Shashoua, who is said to be an Arab, rejoices in the title of “The 
Sheik of Manchester.” He was formerly one of Joe Sack’s backers and 
was born.in Bagdad. Fannie Ward and Jack Dean were at the wedding, 
while the bride’ 8 tiny | Pekinese dog, Toti, was also ‘Present. 

‘Lee Ephraim Becomes an Englishman 

Lee Ephraim, ‘who, by the way, is becoming naturalized as a British 
subject, ig now starting off on his own. ‘by’ taking. “Blue Eyes” out on tour 
with ‘Winnie Melville and. Derek Oldham, reviving “Havoc,” which ‘he 
staged when he was. with the Daniel Mayer firm, and ‘starting a twice-a- 
night: policy. with musical comedy in 4 West End theatre. 

I doubt if his-twioe-a-night policy will pay unless;. of course, the prices 
are cheap enough and the play is a really good one. 

Lee, who came over to London as manager for. Arnold de Biere, thé 
magician, was with the Daniel Mayer firm, for whom he chose “Rose- 
Marie,” bought “The. Desert -‘Song”’ in ‘Washington, and then helped. to 
form the ‘United Producing Corporation, which he recently left, however, 
after a row with Alfred Butt. A lawsuit was started, but Lee Ephraim got 
paid out. So now he is on his own.: He ig a cheery guy, slow thinking but 
popular. 

ns oa 

’ Another White Hope 

The other great hope for the: British theatre is that George Grossmith, 
Jr., Cedric Whyte, H. C. ‘Smith and C. O. Bermingham haye now formed 
themselves into a “Theatre Service,” which is to charge $50 per week per 
theatre ‘for ‘taking over the entire advertising and press | for West End 
productions.” 

“Theatre managers cry out - against. the small amount. ‘of space allotted 
‘by Fleet street to theatre news-and gossip, as against the. increasing 

amount allotted to motion pictures,” they say. 
_, “They must remember that every. newspaper is governed largely by its 
advertising, so it ts only natural that Fleet street at the present time is 
paying more attention to tle ‘movies’ than to. the ‘legitimate.’ 

“Our national newspapers rebound to the display advertising space 
taken daily by cinematograph exhibitors, 
‘not-wish tobe left behind, it. must compete. ” 

Now, of. course, this is Just: nonsense, ° 
than the theatre because it is more interesting, and because film artists 
are known to their readers more than: stage artists. Besides, if’ this 
theatre service is so efficient, I should. think that, since it sends out its. 
publicity from the Strand theatre, it might’ start by doing some work for 

e 

the Strand theatre, which has had more failures in the last year than any 7 
other theatre in ‘London, and which is managed: by George Grossmith, Jr. 

; _ Trying to Save a Play | 
“A saner. way of getting publicity is the last effort made to save. “phe 

Last Enemy,” adopted by Tom Walla, si. 
This play was very badly publicized. ‘It was slated by half the critics 

and was a flop. .Then I suggested that I should. ‘write a frank. statement 
for the British public. 

‘I’ wrote an appeal to them to go to see “The Last Enemy, * which prings ‘ 

a-message of consolation, ‘said that most of the critics were very silly, and ~ 
-Sald..that_if_anyhody_.went_and_did-not like Jt, they could slap my face. 
This was used on posters all over London and then enormous ‘placards ~ 
were shown on 300 advertising stationa. 
Everybody who goes, likes it. 
Commander Louis Greig,.who was Equerry to the ‘Duke’ of York, has 

written thanking me, and so have old actors: and all sorts of members of 
the public, , 

I may save this play. But plays are hard to Save, ag the ‘millionaire oll 
man who put on “The Ladder” found. 

this process of Americanization will become 10. times: as dangerous, nay a: 

“The reason for Mr. Vivian's" late arrival was he had been detained at. 

If the ‘legitimate’ theatre does . 

The film. gets ‘more: publicity” ° 



etait ben” Getzil. 

- places it falls miserably to a degree 

“. Adherents of Stella: Adler and Mau- 

_ Wednesday, January 29, 1930 

Plays.on Broadway. 
ROAMING STARS 

‘¥Yiddieh romantic comedy in three acts 
@md 15 scenes. Based on Sholom Aleichem's 
govel of the same name. Dramatized by) 
Maurice Schwartz who also directed the 
piece. Betting by Borie Aronson. Musical 

angement by G. Thuler. Presented by. 
: the -Widdish Art Theatre, New York, Loree’ 

. @ays, Jan, 24, 25, 26, 1930. Scaled at $2.50 
. Albert Bhitchupak...cseses -Louls: Walsberg, 

Sholom Mayers cease ..Max Schweild 
Rafaleyitch... 

‘‘Laybel . 
Braindele "Cossack. 
Bernard Holtzman.......Maurice Schwartz. 

Prima Denna. peese eee « -Adella. Lamdon 

‘ Scherman 
“Bina Pi mamowltz 
Judith Abarbanel 
eossesStella Adler; 
‘ -Pincus Sherberg 

.! vee Ben Zion Katz 
: BHenrietta......... ote esces “Bertha Gerstin 
‘Barah, Holtzman’s mother. .Sonia Gurskaya 
Ziutke,. Holtzman’s -sister......Sonia Cutler 
Dr. Levintan, .ccscese sevcene - Jacob Mestel 

Meyer Stelmak. eee . eoccee »Gershbon ‘Rubin 

Nissel Schwalb...ccccscccees.18idor Cashier 
Grischa Stelmak... -<+sMisha Gibson 

* Nickels. .cccescccece Morris Strassberg 
| A Beadle... sasevce -.Hyman Wolkoft 
__ Whe Lomzar. Cantor... 

In “Yiddish; rey for ‘Yiddish- “speak- 

-4ng theatregoers only. - “The: play is 

‘of mixed merit.. At’ points it attains 
that. strange. richness of acting 

known only to the great; at other 

: hardly © above the amateur stage. 

‘Structured faultily, it’s entirely too 
long to be generally . entertaining. 

fice Schwartz will like it. Those who. 
-yevere ‘the writings. of Sholom 
Aleichem‘ and understand them will 
‘come out of ‘curiosity. “For any 
‘other kind of draw little remains. 
.The modernly’' minded Jew will ‘not 

. eare for the play. . 
“ -The plot. is. unoriginal yet in a 
Jewish play ‘it’s strangely compel- 
‘ling... Bereft. of Yiddish or Jewish 
atmosphere the idea could be con- 
verted into an effective film story. 
Employing the experiences of a 

to bring forth In symbolic form the 
' ‘yise of the Jewish theatre, its petti- 
‘ness, intrigues and art, but all he 
- accomplished was to set forth the 

- idyll of a village boy | and girl who 
- never. forgot, . 
' Altogether too many. scenes. First 
‘act could have been told easily by 
a skilled’ craftsman in one scene, 
‘and.not nearly as long. Second and 

- third act could have been also easily 
condensed and play -would have 

“moved not -only faster but more 
‘smoothly. | 

Idea of. this great: number of scenes 
ean: be gathered by the fact that 
the. third act calls for 9, but so far 
as ‘stage action went only six showed. 
—confusing both the yiddish and 

“English-speaking customers who 
‘must-depend on the program to fol- 
low the play. 

. Schwartz ‘employed a novel stage 
_ mechanism for the changing scenes. 
These were built star-like on a re- 
volving platform, eliminating all in- 
termediary curtain drops. Idea is 

‘ similar. to. moving stages used on 
.Broadway this fall, and copied from 

- Europe, purpose being for action to 
fade and follow without cut. 

Scenery space was therefore lim- 
ited: but. for this occasion okay, ex- 
cépt for last number that is bur- 

_lesquy. Here, in an attempt to be 
realistic Schwartz has permitted an 
amateur idea to creep in. 
‘ he scene is the lion house in the 
Bronx Zoo, and a painfully yellow 
set shows with cage bars behind 

; which an animal clown plays a cloth 
on. 
After viewing this piece the im- 

portance of the Jewish Theatre be- 
comes a question. It’s biggest fault 

’ for the modern Jew is its non-con-. 
vergence. of dialects. Certain yid- 

‘ dish dialects are difficult to grasp 
to. one’ accustomed to hear another 

accent. ‘Another fault 1s that bur- 
lesque-minded craftsmen who sock 
the tongue with vulgarities, 

. The Yiddish stage before it can 
_hope to draw the general public 
must become specialized. Jack-of- 
-all- -trade actor is limited, and drama 

.- Must be separated. from musical 
. Comedy. 
_'. Actors here aia their best in emo- 
‘ tional’ moments... This was true of 
Stella Adler as well’ as Schwartz, 
while the: dry comedy that wasn't 
“foo labored prov ed must enter tain- 

: ne. 

. THE SHORT CUT: 
“ Comedy-drama - in three acts by Percival 
Lennon. Staged by Willfam Blair and pro- 
duced at the Cherry Lane Playhouse, New 
York, Monday evening, Jan. 27. 
“Cash”? Lazar...csseesess- Gordon Westcott 

ree eee aoopecseonceases . Frank Joyner 

cesses -JOhn Winthrop 
« Ray Clifford 

iijJames Norris 
e 

Anne Blalr... eoavevepeesoess¢ 

Florence Marshtsssessevees- Beatri¢e Nichols 
. Dr. Willard... aceeoess William George 
o Jeanne Fluerrio. cae seveenes “Miriam Battiste 
Se Se 

If any entrant ever. rated the 
Bronx: ‘cheer, otherwise known as 
“the bird,” this is it. And it got it 
plenty, too, Monday night, excepting 
from devoted friends of the pro- 
ducer and performers, who stuck at 
any price. The show hasn’t a 

- chance, with it a toss as ‘to which 

is the worst; the play itself or. the 
cast. 

mystery ‘bumpoff attempt.- 
Lazar, head of bootleg and ‘dope 
ring, does a card: cheating and then 
‘phoney: 
pals, 
him, 
and there's a shot. 
rand the remaining ‘two -acts-of—the 

Civic Repertory Theatre,. 
Le Gallienne, 
and Harley Granville-Barker from the 
Spanish original of Serafin and. Joaquin 
Alverarez Quintero; 
Open Door" as curtain raiser. 
Don Julian Figueredo...... 

limited group Schwartz endeavored | Santita 

Goncha Puerto. vite eos 

Pilar. 
Angela,..ssaccceoves * "Josephine Hutchinson 

Don . Cecillo.. 
Peasant eirl.. 
Sacristan of San’ Antonio aveeee Walter Beck 

from Madrid, has come to town to 
settle some affairs. He sees Juanita 
La Rosa, the pearl of the village, 
and remarks to a companion on her 
beauty. 
town that Adolfo is all het up over 

not to get marri¢d—that there would 

LEGITIMATE 

“The Short Cut” is amateurish all 
the way and the acting no better. 
Had it erept in ‘surreptitiously as 
another one of thoSe little theatre 
mob products it might have been 
okay for.a friendly audience: But 
it sallied in in thé slush and sleet. 
of .Monday night. as strictly pro, 

| with the press agent fearing review-. 
ers might pass it up and plunging 

‘|on wires anent .the opening as a 
‘reminder. 
‘ter all around had: he let it slide. 
The show came in without either. 

It would have been het- 

rubbers or galoshes,.-and. will prob-. 
ably-succumb to box-office paralysis | 
before the. week is out ‘unless the 
east have better and larger personal |‘4 
followings. than :you’d ‘suppose. ; 

“Short Cut” is a feeble attempt at] 
crook --‘melodrama:. and the usual 

“Cash". 

dice stuff’ with a trio of 

“Cash” sloughs © the mazdas 
It hit “Cash,” 

show. are: given to amateurish in- 
quiry and lagging scenes, with some: 
feeble attempts . at comedy that 
never get anywhere, In fact, noth- 
ing and nobody in the show gets 
anywhere until final curtain, with 
everyone remaining seated in won- 
der, but no one around to tell the 
answer. 

Not a good scene or player in the 
whole evening, 
mention. The play had nothing, the 
‘actors had less and the direction 
was as. bad, probably due to the at- 
‘tempted: manipulation of: group 
scenes on the small stage. _ Edda, 

Women Have Their Way 
Comedy in two acts presented by ‘the 

lith street, Eva 
director; ‘adapted by Helen 

Alfred Sutro’s ‘The 

.-Egon Brecher 
-».. Mary Ward 
Donald Cameron 

° -Paula Miller 
ee eses ‘Leona Roberta 

ITB. ieyecrerecese J. Edward Bromberg 
a’ Mooney 

eceecceesecess Robert Ross 
»Merle Maddern 

.EVa Le Gallienne 
aee.. Sayre Crawley 

sceeeceae Elizabeth Shelly 

Miss Le Gallienne doubtless chose 
this trifle from the Spanish as one 
of the plays to afford a change of 
pace in the progression presented 
by the Civic Repertory Theatre. 
Business at the 14th Street hag 
been very good and they claim 
something like 94% attendance. The 
modest price of $1.50 top is no doubt 
an incentive, - 

“The Women Have Their Way” is 
a-far cry from arty Russian plays 
such as “The Cherry Orchard” and 
“The Living Corpse” which are in 
the repertory. 
nighters, seemed to mildly take to 
the latest Quintero adaptation by 
the Granville-Barkerg, 
certainly is nothing for the town 
erier to rave about. | 

Monday night’s first 

but there 

It igs a two-act comedy, set in the 
home of Don Julian, the kindly vil- 
lage priest, in a hot and fly-pestered 
town in Andulusia. 
old father explained it, there are five 
women to each man, and the prin- 
cipal occupation of the women is to]|' 
chatter. and steer to marriage any 
eligible girl at whom a likely young 
man even batted an eyelash. - 

As the witty 

Adolfo Adalid, a young lawyer 

Next day it is all over 

the girl. 
He tells Don Julian that he -does 

not even know Juanita, but that 
means nothing. to such a fixer as the 
gabby fixer Concha Puerto. She it 
is that steams it up. The elderly 
village doctor warns the young man 

be.a party or two, then a noonlight 
meeting with the girl the other side- 
of a latticed window, after which it 
is just.a matter of. setting. the wed- 
ding date. Adolfo takes warning 
but it doesn’t mean a thing. 
He would, as the doctor had to do 

once in his youth, fight bulls—if the 
women wanted him to. -No wonder 
he fell in love with Juanita, for she 
is one to be desired. After eyery- 
thing. pointed to the union of Adolfo 
and Juanita,. the chattery women 
were not entirely satisfled because 
they didn't know if it was a real 
love. affair on its own or whether 
they. had pushed the young man to 
the brink. 

One thing “The: Women Have 
Their Way” does for Miss Le Galll-. 
enne Ig that it proves how charming: 
.a stage figure she can be. With the 
dark hair of. the Spaniard, the. at- 

= =-tractive headdress andthe not. less. 
attractive wide skirts of the 2 period, 
vher Juanita was believably the 
‘prettiest lass in the village, - . 

Egon Brecher again does a neat 
job as the mild and understanding 
priest. 
liked as Concha, the matron who 
knew what would happen and helped 

Adolfo, 

‘used by Miss 

The latter detect and: eall, 

and -none’ worth. 

Leona’ Roberts was much. 

it along. Donald Cameron played 
the well-appearing young 

man from Madrid, who lost his 
heart in Andalusia.. 

Sutro’s “The Open Door” was 
Le -Gallienne in 

vandeville. It is a short two-person 
sketch of. some interest, but hardly 
exhilarating. Cameron was the 
other player. He was much better 
off in the play than the playlet. 

. “The Women Have:Their Way” is 
just a bit in the repertory, good 
enough now and then,. but not 
weighty enough to. be lifted out for 
‘Broadway, Ibee, 

‘dealed at "$3. a5. 
aceee aoe aeee , Charles Kennedy 

Hennery Withers.’ 
the bartender........Edward Donnelly 

Fake Smith, vesvecesovegeeseednurston, Hall 
“90 see ooe 

a Cee eeoee -Eleanore Bedford 

ee eee eee Jean Adair 
Benjamin Hoagland 
~+eCatherine Willard 

"Ma! , Ss: 

Barker. ....c.cccosccvecseccessessmMel BEfird 
Hotel Flunkey.sesesesee. oii Alvin Kerr 
Edwards... .c.ssees : Marius Underwood 
ween tess of Bilihorn. . veoees;Hethel Morrison 

nee re rer Paul Dorn 
First ‘Domino Player. -Pendleton Harrison 
_Seeond Domino Player...Mitch Hutchinson 

me. Michaud. .eeee.sesRE gine De 
Pierre... ivecccssccccesccesss ewilltam: Barey | 
Chef.. eave coeeraeerereresers George Freedley 

‘Louise. Been reeescorvarecorers Marie D'Alba 

Spotty. farce that might get. some 
support from cut rates, but pre- 

‘sents. little evidence to presage box 
office importance. May mean some- 
thing in ‘stock although large cast 
and four changes of scenery reduces 
that angle. It contains within its 
five scenes many’ of the virtues and 
most of the weaknesses of ‘the. farce 
form of writing. 

It’s a boozey affair taking prohi- 
bition violation ‘as. a.matter of 

..|.course and: offering: an. easy-going 
tavern-keeper who has accumulated |. 
a million bucks rum-running as ‘its 
central figure. It’s by Don Mar- 
quis; newspaperman, whose com- 
‘edy, “The Old Soak,” was.a great 
Success about six years ago. 
‘During some of the comedy inter- 

ludes the fun. 
laughter rises in waves which: only. 
subside when the plot reappears or | 
the farce, following a habit of farce,: 
jumps the groove and from being: 
comic becomes merely inane. 
Harry Leon Wilson in his Red 

Gap ‘stories and more _ recently 
Homer Croy in “They Had to See 
Paris” have familiarized the situa-- 
tion of backwoods Americans in the 
0o-la-la ‘capital, so the fundamen- 
tals of Marquis’ yarn are pretty 
well discounted on the score of nov- 
elty. 
‘Quite an. ‘able group of Equity 

members -carries. forward the com- 
plications.. Thurston Hall’s Jake is 
believable and likable, 
erine Willard’s angle-playing so- 
ciety, steerer is-nicely nasty. Jake’s 
wife is well approximated by: Jean’ 
Adair and Ethel Morrison as an 
extraordinary British peeress. with 
distillery interests accomplishes 
plausibility, more of. a tribute than J. 
it may sound. - 

Direction. and ‘production are 
competent. It’s easily the most 
likely bid the so-called Theatre As- 
sembly has put in thus far, It’s 
apt to attract some trade for a 
couple of months, possibly showing 
@ profit in the small Princess the- 
atre, . _ band. 

YOLANDA OF CYPRUS 
Lyric ‘drama. fn four acta and elght 

scenes. Music’ by Clarence E. Loomis. 
Book by Gale Young Price. Scenery: and 
costumea by Robert Edmond Jones. Staged 
by V. Rosing. Conductor, Iexac Van Grove. 
Presented by the American Opera Company 
.at Casino, N, ¥., one day, Jan. 13. 
Renier LUBIENAN. oseeeeeens John Moncrieff 
Berengere...ccccccce 
Amaury.. 
Yolanda. ..ccscecsveseeeses, Dorothy Raynor 

Camarin.... taeeee cece eee: ror Newdall 

| Fittia Pisani. a ccvecccscesecees Harriet Eells 

OFO. cccccrecvocccccccesonsss Mark Daniels 
Hassan. i scccccccgvesevess .Thomag Houston 

Tremitus.. eoese. Walter Burke 
..+. Marla Matyas 
«Doreen Davidson 

...- Geraldine’ Ayers 
oe cesgvoveee -Ruthadele Williameon 

»Helen Golden et peaseosaneeoeners 

Hilarion....0ssceeessenas Raymond O'Brien | 
SerJio....ssene ccosseosesss William. Scholtz 
A Chamberlain. fo eeeee J. Frederick Roberts 

_ It's opera in English, done poorly. 
| Advertised as lyric drama gives it 
an’ ‘exploitation | -point, : but” nota |” 
strong one. 
This piece has all the elements 

that make up -the usual ‘opera, but 
it is structured so confusingly and 
its dialog {s so difficult to follow 
that throughout the play either one | 
or both, dialog or mysic, went over- 
board trying .to- merge with each ; 
other. 
‘Under such circumstances it was 

fortunate that Conductor Van.Grove 
concertised-his pit crew so that the 
performers’ voices sunk beneath the 
tumultuous tones of the orchestra. 

Music Is weak, leaving vague im- 
pressions, an@ as for acting and di- 
rection little could be said in its 
favor. 

which piece is laid the drops and’ 
settings were fantastically futuristic 
and didn't fit. 

Story ts of Queen Berengere, who. 
falls for a baron. Her secret is 
found out by Vittia, in love with : 

see Walter V onnegut 

‘ooesssee Harry Selby 

duel, and reclaims Yolanda. 

is: infectious and: 

and ‘Cath-- 

‘tail’s Tartar is a remarkable por- 

There was no outstanding J. 
voice to. be remembered. 
"~~ Costumes were slightly but scenery*} 
not so good. in’.that.for period in 

the queen’s son, who in turn loves 
Yolanda. The latter also has learned 
the queen’s secret and fearing that 
Vittia might squeal on the queen, 
Yolanda is induced by Vittia to give 
up the prince to save the queen from 
embarrassment and. possible death.. 

King Lusignan rushes in at an- 
inauspicious ‘moment ‘to find | the 
baron in the queen’s chamber, and 
he gets hot about. it when Yolanda 
steps out and claims the baron for 
her sweetheart. This suyes the 
queen, 

The prince in the meantime has: 
gone.off to war and upon his return 

‘learns what had -happened, He takes 

EVERYTHING'S JAKE | 
: Yolanda ‘must marry’ the baron or 

on Vittia in ‘preference ‘to. Yolanda 
and under. rule-of the royal. court 

perish... Upset by all- this rumpus 
the queen dies and while services 

her. requiem -the royal lady does a 
spirit ' come-back from’. the other 

Janda... The-prince then puts the: 
slug on’ thé baron, killing him ‘in a 

AT THE BOTTOM 
New American version of Maxim Gorkt’s 

“In the. Depths.""” Presented by Leo Bul- 
gakov Theatre. Associates, Inc. Adaptation 
by. William ‘L. ‘Laurence. Directed by. Leo 

|Bulgakoy,. by.courtesy of William A, Brady, | 
Settings and. costumes reproduced from 
sketches. of the original Moscow Art then-. 

/tre production. At the Waldorf, New York, 
Jan. 9 Scaled at $2.50 top. 

aerees ++ -Carkol Ashburn 
.Welba .Lestina 
«Victor Killian, 

oe EE yotin Woxley 
. Barbara Bulgakova 

wetness Elsa Lazareff 
..»Richard Hale 

The Baron..... 

‘E. J. Ballantine 
Michael Keatily ev. seeecesenerenee lan Wolfe 
.Vaska, « se See eee reVeceti tenets tate Abel 
Natasha.. evecescoeseeeadline Seymour | 
Luka,.... ° oo. Edgar StehH 
Alyoshka., “Lewis Leverett, 
Vasinsa.. ...Mary Morris 
Abramka.. oe :Louis John Latzer 
THE Tatar. .cescccccccscesscssrecs Art Kutal 
The. Grizzly. Roe eee “Trevor Bardett 

A. highbrow . enterprise “expertly 
carried out under. strictly profes- 
‘sional—and.. therefore adequate — 
auspices.. Not to be. confused with 
the “little theatre” ventures which 
occasionally tackle a ‘dificult work 
like this. Here a splendid perform- 
ance and: a highly. intelligent han- 
ling. of. the Gorki opus. Limited 

appeal, of course, and scarcely to be 
regarded .as. commercial theatre, 
Otto H: Kahn’ was present at the 
premiere, suggesting. perhaps that 
venture has his support. 

To one with no knowledge of the 
Russian drama except admiring at-. 

seasons ago, the performance sug- 
gested that probably the changes in 
the original work were rather su- 
perficial. Much like the change: in 

t 
“At: the Bottom” isn't as good a 

title as “In the. Depths”; it means 
the same thing, and. apparently is: 
one of those differences without. a 
distinction. .The version, one sus- 
pects, is: done - ‘in.the same way. For 
the rather stiff litera} translation of 
the Russian text Laurence has made 
a free reading, using modern. col- 
loquialisms and. much underworld 
slang, richly interlarded with vio- 
lent profanity. “Son of @ so-and- -gso” 
occurs baldly : several times, the 
goddams are frequent, and the 
shorter terms for puppy’s mama is 
spoken right out. - 

It’s an interesting oddity in New 
York; however, and this is a strik- 
Ping performance by .way of novelty, 
with its bizarre quality and labori- 
ously done realism. Aside from a 
tendency to be too vociferous, the 
east does handsomely by the Rus- 
sian classic. Richard Hale's Satin 
is a capital bit of work, and Walter 
‘Abel. achieves a good deal. of dis- 
tinction in.the Vaska role. Ari Ku- 

trait, and the whole picture delivers 
-a good deal of punch with its gro- 
tesqus squalor of a Russian city 
“flop house” and its outre atmos- 
phere of the slums. 

‘It isn’t likely to attract any large 
public in: New York, particularly 
tucked away.in this out-of-the-way 
house, which is yet to have. a real 
success as tenant, but it’s an Inter- 
esting freak and offers a riovel eve- 
ning of theatre. 

Production is strikingly well done 
as to set design; and, as hefore 
rioted, the: acting . performance is. 
‘first rate, representing about an 
capable a presentation as any art 
sroup: has achieved, din a ree PR ashe 

. : . .. a, dttts 

OUT. OF. TOWN OWN REVIEWS 

SPORTING BLOOD 
. Pittsburgh, Jan. 24: 

A three-act farce comedy by Lewis B. 
Ely. resented by George M.: Cohan at 
Nixon for three’ matinee performances at 
$2 top. Stased hy Sam Forrest, - 
Te)] Boy... ccaecccapsvcecneaces Jack Knell 
Arthur Jwarned. eee eeeeces Walter ‘Connolly 
Thitip L0W@...c08 sboceees «Frank FEl)i}tott 
A. Walter. .ccyscccoes vee iklenry Vincent. 
Ove Nimms. oe... Ruth Shepley 
Ernestine.. »Flaine. Ternple 

ene ee ences Phillip Heege 
Mal Diecegee cr eeeeesgees +12. Krances Woodbury | 
‘Arthur ‘Larned, “ti 
Mr. Gibbona.. esos Ainsworth Arno) 

George M, Cohan gandwiched in. 
three matinees of his new play, 
“Sporting Blood,” by Liwis B. Ely, 
at the Nixon during his engagement 
in “Gambling” and the piece looks 

aré being chanted in the chapel for'| 

‘world for. a: moment to-absolve Yo-- 

| hotel, 
}has’ come on to. see his publisher, 
Philip Lowe, to hear how his new - 

‘than physical. 

tendance on ‘some of the Gest- |: 
Moscow Art theatre plays several. 

|Elsa Rakonitz. ooenvcecess 

wthomag Glen 
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good, Ely is not unknown, havirg 
written “The Dry Town” and 
“Thoroughbreds” in recent years, 
neither of which met any great suc- 
cess, and his “Sporting Blood" was 
tried out for a week .last summer 
at a Grecuwich, Conn., stock house.’ 
At that \4me Ernest’ Glendenning 
played the role now assigned to 
Walter Connolly... Soe : 
A well-written, well-acted little 

farce, it probably won't go into the 
‘big’ hit class, but should hang on 
for a moderate run and will com- 
pare favorably. with the-better light 
comedies now on display on Broad- - 
way, ‘The ‘apparent weakness is: in 
its obvious. situation, but ‘the: play- 
‘wright. hag dressed it up with such’ 
‘Sparkling dialog and, in the hands © 
of. expert players, the play becomes 
‘anything but dull... 

‘At the last of the three matinees | 
“Sporting Blood”. was working quite 
smoothly - considering. the | short 
pr eparation, 

tempo : 

ester, N. -Y.,: for a@ week... Cohan 
doesn’t expect ‘to. send it on to Chi- 
cago, but ig attempting’ to book it 

New . into - Boston, and after that, 
York, . 
__ Action all takes place in the. living _ 
room. of a sulte. in. a. New. 

Arthur ‘Larned, an author, 

manuscript was received. Lowe tells 
him the love interest is too stilted 
and Larned, the essence of Boston 
purity, sayg the seduction he’s 
painted in words is spiritual rather 

Lowe then shows 
him a letter from his woman .read-« 
er, a widow named Olive Nimms, to 
whom he is also engaged. Larned 
burns at. her insinuation that the 
author ig too innocent to write of 
love and, _ Spurred on by Lowe's ad- 
vice. to “go-.out and learn somee« 
thing,” -he phones Mrs, Nimms. - 
. In his room,: Larned ‘attempts to 
make love to her and she wards him 
off with a smile and a witty fencing. 
Circumstances force her to remain 
in his suite.all night, but her char- 
acter is summed up by Larned's line 
‘the following. morning, “She’s be- 
yond reproach and above approach.” 

Previously, he has registered her 
as Mry. Larned to escape a visit 
to the station house with the hotel . 
detective and the scanda) hits the 
papers néxt morning. . But every- 

_The- third act is still. 
‘a little ‘slow. ‘but’ will likely build ~ 

when = players get. .going. | 
‘|Piece. moved ‘from here. to New 

'-| Castle, Pa, for a matinee and eve- 
ning performance, then on to Roche . 

thing’s honorable’ and Mrs. -Nimms — 
decides after all she’d prefer the 
novelist to his -publftsher. 

Plenty of spice all the “way 
through, but handled in a farcical,: 
innocent manner that's going to — 
keep ’em chuckling plenty. Second 
act technique a bit old-fashioned, 
what with so many doors opening 
and closing and that ‘phone rings 
ing so often, 

A splendid cast with possibly one’ 7 
exception. Walter Connolly, as the 
nit-wit and puritanical novelist, is 
great, while Ruth Shepley fits ‘the 
role of Olive Nimms like a glove. 
When Connolly. tries clumatily : to 
fennagle a kiss off Miss Shepley, 
it’s a howl. Joan Blondell,- a 
stewed gold digger, ig on for rust 
a few minutes and -was good enough. 
‘to get a big hand. Elaine Temple 
n.s.h, as Ernestine, early victorian 
daughter of Mrs. Nimms, while 
minor parts are all well handled. 
‘The house dick of Phillip Hecge is 
also another fine bit. 

Ely’s excellent job of spreading 
the epigrams and sustaining the in- 
terest and the Connolly- Shepley 
work are going to make this oné a 
contender. Cohen. 

THE MATRIARCH 
(2d Review; Reviewed in London) 

. -Chicago, Jan, 22. 
Drama in prolog and three acts at the: 

.Princess, Jan, 21, by the Dramatic League . 
of Chicago. Adapted by Miss G. B. Stern. 
and Frank Vernon. from Miss Stern’s best- 
sellor of the same name. Directed by 
Townsend Whitling. : 
Sophie Maitland. sovevesoesees- Paula Sabina 
Mrs, Mitchell. cecccecceceecsccees Violet - Ley. 
Oliver Maitland. oeoccceee. Hesketh Pearson 
Anastasla..,.....esere008«e.Constance Collier 
Wanda Rakonitz, ecoeseinez Bensensas 
Ton! ‘Rakonitz. jessie Tandy 
Simaon..... aes Ad walker 
Susan Rakonitz. . . Georgina Wynter 
Danny Maitiand....seens: Derck de Marney 
Val Power......006 sseeeerDoOrothy Dunkels 
Maximilian * Rakonitz. veceeee ee Barle. Grey 
Isaac Cohen.. sepeooveccssAbraham Safaer 

-Laura Smithson 
eee Alan Keith 
George Cross 

Albert V. Edwards 

eoarees 

Fellx Rakonitz., 
Loula Rakonitz.. 
Otto Fulomonson. 
Gerald Rakonitz.. 

A type play of limited appeal. If 

‘Here: it will surely run the four- 

week stretch given {ts production by 

cess, 

as it may have been done, would 
be a strong work for that race, as 
must have been Miss Stern’s book. 
But adapted for the English speaks | 
ing stage over here the tale, opens 
ing with a prolog, is dragged out 
during two of its three acts, The 
-third-act.holds_the. only_action. and@..... 
ginger, 
for Constance Collier, as the grand- 
motherly: Matriarch. Miss Collier 
does voluminous talking during. the 
evening. So much so it was sald 

over a day to let the star become 

{t makes Broadway, the hope held -- 
\out for it-is the Jewish element of 
|New York for ‘about. six weeks. 

the Dramatic League at the Prine | 

The prolog is a. monolog 

that the premiere Tuesday wag held © 

soocooes Flenry Lewis, Jt. 

' “The arate farch” ‘done ‘in Yiddish, , 
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-DISHONORED L ADY much to be desired. Of the five |. OR | 1T7 L Y letter perfect. : * She was, and also 
thé ‘others: of this English: cast,:- 

She is now the wife of Sir Charles 
.Mendl, head of the publi:ity depart. 
ment of the British tL nbassy in 
Paris. 

dishes offered therd.ia not one to be |}: 
At-ithe end of the -first act, it Rochester, Jan. 22. taken without a grain of.-salt. A 

looked as though the house would |: piay-in three acts and s|x scenes by Mar-|8trong dose of phisosophical pepsin |. 
walk about the centre of.the second |-caret Ayer Barnes and - Edward Sheldon. is needed to digest ‘the repast served 

. act:".In the second act. Some inter- |-Staged by Guthrie McCi{ntic. Gilbert.-Miller|] at this famous ‘little Ohamber of | 
est" was ‘created; sufficiently to in- | Piece ities declaned by Stanley Bel’ |orrors, which needs bolstering to (Continued from page 84) Ruth Selwyn, who is producing 
trigue the auditor ke ea final tat Lyceum theatre week of Dec, 20 at $2.50 retain its universal reputation, ‘mond ‘Pinchot, who played The-Nun/| “The 9:15 Revue,” is manifesting 
evelopmé “top, “La Confession des -Vieux” (‘The 

Madeleine Cary......+.«+-Katharine: Corneil Old Folks’ Confession”), an act by 
iThe ‘Marquig:.,....3 ..Frarcis Lister Roland. Dreyfus, fs the ‘rerse story 

“ h a { 

‘came thé play, Could the thitd act In “The Mfravle,”’ 80 dispeaséd her | considerable. business. ability. As. 

have: been -the first and’ the, other 
three condensed into.a switch-back, 
there might result a piece for Little 
Theatre amateurs. who :can throw a 
Yiddish accent: into- the . “dialog: as 
nicely as: does Miss -Collier. -Sev- 
eral Yiddish actors speaking | in 
plain English appeared to be in the 
company. 

If the Shuberts are aiming | this 
play as opposition to “Jew Suss,”’ 
now in New York, they have made 
the wr ong. pick. Lee Shubert. was 
at the Princess opening:and intent- 
ly watched the show. He may ‘have 
also surveyed the subscription audi- 
ence May Dowling has -built. up for 

grahdmother, Mrs, Robert B. Min- | Ruth Wilcox, she was a. showgirl, 
Lawrence Brennan.. -e+sPaul Harvey. turn, by becoming an actréss, that | and “was first married’ to Russell Y of an old married couple receiving a , 
Richard Ww aaswerth. veeeee reunl Renanova municipal prize at their golden’ wee from an estate of $1,000,000 she only | Snyder. She then married Edgar 
Rufus Cary. .,..iseseccceoes Fred L, Tiden| dine as @ perfect model pair, to out- | inherited -$500, Oddly enough, Miss |.Selwyn, the manager who was fore: 
Berna ae ae WAMEIIN wasp Ruth Fraltows | ward. appearance, whereas: in. pri- Pinchot _ (who \is now. married to} merly’ an actor, -He had been di- 

Tec cseccieeeccccccceenece Brenda Dahlen| Vate they led -a cat-and-dog life, | William Gaston), also studied with |-vorced by. Margaret Mayo, actress 
dew a. Sealy while their morality has been” none | Max Reinhardt, just as Miss de Bra-|.and = playwright. Ruth Selwyn ‘is | 
+ aiomy panies | fees thiae tis an amusing satire, |2022 1s now doing. ‘ |the sister of Pansy Wilcox, who 

and the best item listed, played py |, Julia Hoyt has been: dropped from | marr led Nicholas M. Schenck. 
Sellier and Lise Jaux: the’ Social Register, following her |-. 
-:“Ombres Rouges”: (“Red Shad- | divorce .from Lydig Hoyt, society | 
ows"), two-act drama by P. L. Pa-|man,: and marriage to ‘Louis’ Cal- 
lau from a story by‘Jos, Kessel. In- | hern, actor... * So 
tended as a thriller,” the dramatic Schuyler | Livingston” Parsons, notables including” Mrs. Charles lobe 
‘concoction ‘was the big ‘roar ‘at the | w} ti not Amory. rs.. Amory was _premlere,.. The author ‘depicts . a whose New York ‘residence has been. ‘Margaret: Emerson, daughter- of Col. 

varies of executions by the reneke, | (eased bythe Princess de Braganza, | Isaac Kinerson, of Baltimore, mil- 
A boss shocts his assistant execu. |%@8 entertained the players m the |itonaire manufacturer of | Bromo- 
tioner, who refuses to kill the girl he | Casino theatre company at Newport Seltzer. ‘She divorced Smith H. Mc- 
‘loved.in:9@ brothel; decribed in the during ' the’ summer, . and -summer Kim and, became the. widow of Al- 
first act, but he afterwards spares | before last was ‘expecially attentive 
the life of a -murderess he. himself |to Emelie Bi f th tea. [fed G. Vanderbilt, who was lost ™ s o Emelie Browne, of the organiza~| with the Lusitania. She.then di- ‘fancied under somewhat similar cir-|tion. He’ was divorced by Betty . yo . 

Oe only goes She shine tas cumstances. ‘The_audience_tittered. -Piérson,_whso,_as Mrs. Pierson ; Par.|Yoreed Raymond T. Baker, former 
ght: publiet he et ing-.in- a. fourth ‘rate - pension ‘iii |.throughout the action. sons, has. become a: sculptress. ints ___ 

gerial capacity, a ne r ncess, | France. - . Drugs and all that. At-3I-[: Low la Luve'’ (nickname. of a {and chose Mr, Amory as her fourth. 
takes on ieieiar hi w the e€ wide a oat ‘the girl has not married because she. prostitute), another ‘one-act. drama). Lie t. ui ul Be rnhéi méy, who was: husband. She: has, children by Van-_ 

e, Matriarc be ew a: gould not’ bring to :her husband the | Of:equal quality. “A-journalist dis- ut, Louis Be t e derbilt'and Baker. Mr, Amory was _- 
boss of her household and family, |'quatities and character she thought covers'a mnurderer during the write-|one of ‘the .most distinguished | divorced by,Gladys Munn, who then. 
the unseen head of a large business. ‘necessar up: of.a ¢rime. The criminal’s best | Anierican fliers in the A. BH. F., dur- ; 

hich’: plodey in the ‘sécond act, |! ‘y.. : married: Herbert -Pulitzer, ‘son - of which goes blodey in’ :* Dlay’ opens. ‘with: Jose Moreno: a[{sirl, denizen of the dark sidewalk, | ing "the ‘way, recently ‘committed late ~Tacani P 
In the lapse‘ of five ‘year$*to the > | learns this fact during the trial, and the” Jate “Joseph Pulitzer, million= third act, thé- ‘only’ one: ‘who grew. }Gabaret dancer, driving his mistress: n s fact during’ the tria suicide in ‘Los Angeles, and . there aire ‘cwner of The New ‘York World: 
ny : older --was. ny saine. ‘grani- from his New. York apartment. after while her man.is being led. to the | are rumors that the federal author-. Mr. K ld “his jis a ‘er i Madeleine, who met him: in Hrance;|&uillotine she. stabs ‘the -reporter ities aré investigating; Bernheimer' gt A year ago. Mr. Kern: 50 s li- 

H ‘But the public of the. Grand -Guignol |." 3 brary of rare. books. for. $1, 728, 462, 7 mother, .she .gHding:, into, a:- wheel: 
chair, ’ Grandmother's guidance of, The wal dae” she ne: coming there: ay did ‘not seem. much: affected by: the ‘hame ‘havitie™ béén’ mentioned with 

lukewarm. tragedy... Laurent’ de Leglisse. ' Bernheimer, her, -s0ns, daughters and grandchil- si wok 
dyen | s the basis ‘ofthe story. ‘That, [oor na quleely: tatty . ‘hin, . sh¢ |: “Regle de Trois”. (“Rule 6f| who won thé’ ‘Distinguished’ ‘Bervice | 

Three™), one-act contedy by Andre | Cross with oak-leaf cluster for brav- | 2° ‘at ‘Miami Beach. -Eddie, whose: 

“Great acting ‘by Kather ine Cornell 
carries an incoherent play to.greater 
‘success .than it deserves... Appar- 
ently the vehicle has been rewritten |: 
until it hag lost its. origina) - point, 
it any. After a slow start, the play 
1as plenty of gripping ‘moments, 

the Dramatic League, a local nth ‘plenty. of opportunity for Miss Cor- 
posish to the Theatre Guild, with | nell to shine, but unless the: story 
the Guild new showing its “Inter-|can yet be salvaged, it is. not. due | 
lude” in town. Miss Dowling is. fo ‘a long run ‘anywhere:...-- 
given much local credit. for her }. Madeleine Cary, well up in the go- 

struggles for the Shuberts | and the | cial scale, is cursed by the weakness |, 

fui. “Wat < only 7does She shifie asa Se ies of affairs to the ‘depths-of dy 

- Mr, and Mrs. Jerome ‘Kern are at °° 
Palm ‘Beach, entertaining © society: -". 

cr Sd 

Mn ana. Mrs: "Baward Hillman, Irs 

. 

a circus than 10 of youse guys. But 
if I don’t get.a job I can’t steal, can 

“PAUL. WHITEMAN 
Booking Exclusively Through His Own Office -. 

j NewYork City. 

JAMES ‘F.. GILLESPIE 
Personal Representative.’ 

—_—_ 

ten”has Betn set to” dther plays,. The next 5 
S. ; tt cene fs in het. ‘Washing- 

bit’ not with’ the fa jecent, wea ton Square home a few months later. | R4nan. is the triangular problem re- | ery, ahd” wag’ also- made a: Cheva- | father’ is the millionaire, ‘proprietor 
story, itself, as ‘adapted and’ staged: | y..” jearn .that.for a long «time| hashed with another sauce . and | jie; of ‘the Belgian’ ‘Order «of the of 2 Chicigo department’ store. was 
cart not-Hold an Americaiaudiehoe! through the. blind af:a little shop |~eak stuff at that. A wife and her | q. ‘by’ K preyiously. divorced”: by. .Dordthy. 
It's too, heavy- to statt.and lightens. Pp i Crown ‘by’ ing Albert, --was'a&-son of 

‘Madeleine has. been’ living..on the lover. are only happy when the jovial M Bernt Martin, ‘a showeirl’ in “Little, Jessie. 
, Up too late, ‘That's the fant. of the bounty, of Larry Brennan, - She hag | husband is around. When he falls| Mr. and Mrs: Sidney Bernhelmer,of James," “who | ‘left ,him, soon. after. | adaptation more than the, direction, |: hey ° ‘toy his’ ‘apartment “and goés downstairs:and looks like ‘giving up New York, and ‘a ‘brother-in-law ‘of. ‘the: wedding: The resent Mrs: - 

forthe latter 4s rather goneistent | # ey frequently, but thi affair. is the ghost; they imaging their: bliss- | Manfret’. W. Ehrich, an“attorney. i ‘PE . 
and ‘good. | : intioeent, Weare toll: ful ideal is over, but hubby regains | He‘ is survived by a widow, Lillian. Hiliman was :Marion..Nixon, of the 

A mies of tactal miscastt ine iis “ Meantime, :despite continuance: of | his feet, to the gratificattons of all| Kemble’ Cooper, actress, sister’ of | Pictures, Who, divorced Joe Benja- 
occurred w dew vht 2 vor the. affair with Moreno, .Madeleine ‘concerned. oy Violet Kemble Cooper, actress, and min, former boxer. 
hte business and 1a ‘cre wn eee ‘has fallen in. love with the Marquis D ‘Les “Deux. “Tourtereaux’ € Two Anthony Kemble Cooper, actor. They | - 
the family name, Miss Tandy gives.|°f Farnboroygh and he with -her, Doves”). gne-act farce ae nevived. ‘are the children of, the late Mr. and |_ Philip’ Plant. is An Palm: Beach 
a nice performance, but never with ae she | hap pot wer vim tho Mare \in a, vain-endeayor to prop up the | Mrs. Frank: .Kemble Cooper, English with. his mother, Mrs. William Hay- 
Semetic appearance. She looks: quis’. She gays she. won'ty. put goon |Show: Two convicts, man and ‘wom- | players, and grandchildren” of ‘the | ward, and.her husband. He ‘séenis 
more like an-ingenue- raised in-com- an; blamé“each” other: for a -crime | late Mr,:nd Mrs. Thomas Clifferd -quité: happy, althotigh divorded from . > edy., Miss. Collier is. pleasantly after ‘She tells‘ the young EngHsh- { When threat ith -reiinpri SPE C + Y d 
; at ‘the *grihdmother man._of her-past, gains his forgive- en’' threatened w reimprison- Cooper, “players. | Their | ‘uncle, Hi onstance ennett: Billie.Burke ‘an 

' pleasing. as . oh irerg | Hess--and? Weeonies éngaged to him, | Ment- -but.: relapse: into ‘dove-like | Cooper: “Cliffe, actor, ig well-known | her, daughter: Patricia, Ziegfeld, are 
Mate tarch, HoT eee ach ancl All is happiness with the engage- gentleness when the danger is past. inthis ‘country.. “All are descended |in evidence. James: Montgomery 
derly ‘role. -Amorig :other’ uniform ; ment, announced ‘wher. Moreno. announced a prize, competition "for. from ‘Roger Kemble, English actor, Flagg, the artist,. and. Mrs.. Nina 
bits turned in, none extelled that; one Foner House, threatens we the best one-act play, but ‘such .a | Who was" born’ in‘ 172i. and diéd‘in | Wilcox Putnam,” the. writer, are 
done :1 by Abrahams Safaer. as. Isaac | \tace to emphusizé his caye man ef-. stimulant does not appear ‘to hive |'1802. Roget Kemble was the: father also on! -hand. 
ol The Matriarch” was liked by the: fort to. Keep her-as his mistress. | yeti influenced the mene of. Sdrah Stddons, the: most ‘famous]- - 

; 4] She agrees-to come to his apartment | ' oe Kendrew, actress in the ‘annals’ of' the British | 
town’s. reviewers Loop. | She agrees: D 

te te | at. 3 in. the. morning and - fortifies | ' stage. ‘-H.” Cooper" Cliffe marriéd oe — UITERATI,- 
‘|herself. with, a, bottle of poison. . LAY OFFS ; TALK tt OVER. Alice Belmore, of another noted Lt 

BEWARE: .- f[sef'se’ant seals” Stethebects Belmore, actress, anda boother | * 7 ( i a Belmore, a¢ ress, and a brother 1s] °_ - (Goiitinued fiom, page: SH 
1 the niente him ‘until. she “Men she _IN CHICAGO LOBBY Lionel. Belmore, actor, who was ré- | tised according to.the alphabet. dis- 

OF ‘THEATRE. TH EF escupes a.jump atiead of the’ police. cently arrested” in Los" Angeles. -for | play, drama ads have decreased 50%. 

Vv. ‘A. She is suspected, howeyer, and is| a possessing liquor... Formerly. -producers: ‘would run a 
Do you know: that ‘the, Ne. ‘| acquitted by lying testimony of her | ~ Chicago;* Jan 28. - [display on the opening and some= 
Tied’ writing. Ar have discon: father and Larry, imetua-: “yuh, see. that euy?. Well: he was Fred Keating, the. magician, ‘has |times:for two and three days afters 

. Lf intiged abanst Bitten mek; Ime | asczea Into the Host Jab.d guy ever|MeeOME poner im NeW, York|watds--eepecialiy| on Sundays 
_ TRUNK d. on one excuse or another, and she is ‘tad. on a circus. But quit and now | society ton mis: uncles a incent Ser- | Nowadays, ' survey” shows, that the 

an A\left alone, Bernard Kraus, a dumb-'|he’s got the whcle wide state of ton. ‘actor, has been for a genera- | brodiicers are slugging the displays ; past. Various society men have} in ‘favor’ of a minimum spot in: ‘the 
a bell: and: general : butt, loves her Oklahoma.’ for the: Paige cars: Altay H Oelrich Iphabet 1 

deeply, wantg to: marry her,. offers , taken up magic, Hermann Oelrichs | alphabe ized column. 
lier wealth and a trip on his yacht. lucky: stiff. Me, I guess, I'll soon! (miitionatre, whomarried.. Dorothy 

“INSUR ANCE She says she will marry him, though have, to frisk a. gooseberry’ unless | Fraydel, former movie actress), -1s Old Timers’ Night: 
she doesn’t love him. So the eae and opens his Elves ,me a tumble an expert, and Ogden’ Goelet (an-] Newspaper club’s annual Old 

-f|of sin are. not death, - bu wea pens . other millionaire, once devoted to] Tim ht, hel hi 
against fire, theft and pilferage comfort and security. - The Sherman hotel: lobby i ig the] Louise Groody), is another, “one of time and ight avat an ine Astor this 
while. in THEATRES as well as Despite the. truly beautiful acting greatest ' gathering spot in the th ’ haheen ; ‘ 
in hotels, in transit, etc. e best amateur magicians in Eng- | the club, was the biggest of its kind 

, p ObCe of Miss Cornell," the character | west for circus ‘and carnival men.| jana is the Prince of Wal f Close to 1,000 attended ‘Madeleine does not. arouse: sym-. vince es. {80 far. ose to di attended. 
But This Insurance Can } ‘pathy, only interest. Tite play lacks eae they meet in. the at th oft. * : + |Helen, Morgan and Henry E. Dixey 
Still Be Piocured Thru |\ t's big punch. ; the’ building. ana ¢ “ond “ae ily. An For years. Janet Beecher, the ‘ac-:| headed the -volunteer entertainers 

. . = Fortunio Bonanova does an excel eae. Soesn’t make a mo ve but the tress, an¢ her’ former -husband, Dr.| recruited by Sylvester Sullivan. 
‘ ; \Jent plece. of acting as Moreno, an Richard Hoffman, have been’ in- | Bill Steinke did the m. c.ing, broad- 

- t: [Fred ie Tiden is good’ in ‘the role of boys in the Sherman know it, two volved .in- suits and countersuits, | cast-over WOR, and Herbert Raw- 
| | . J the fat her. others in e cast he ve a ane mugs Ringling ain't many concerning. the custody . of. linson clowned for the mob, besides 

me ee . - mo s thei all 
5 ecialiet in all lines of , —_————_——_... |going to find it such easy picking Wyndham. son. ass tele father,| ‘2 Score of Buest acts. 

. , - ’ U sy... 

P FOREIGN REVIEW I've been in this racket many years.| named Mysenbure, was former Ger- | " Bridgeport Paper Sold 
INSURANCE man Vice-Consul in Chicago. Miss - Bridgeport, Conn., “Herald” has 

Beecher was first married to Harry been sold to a corporation headed 

’ 551 5th Ave. New’ York: GRAND ) GUIGNOL | I? R. Guggepheimer, of. New York, — by Wendell P. Milligan, who was. 
' Photies: Murray HW 1838-9 a Paris, Jan. 18. qo, ; - Jadvertising manager of the old 

g from C to c t New. program at the Grand Gui- |” tsay have you heard yet if you've! Gilbert’ Colgate, Jr.,.don ‘of Gilbert |“Moving’ Picture -World,”. and Leigh 
ervice rom onst: oast Fl cnol (and Jack Jouvin ‘changes his SOW 1 { thought you had ‘by th Colgate, of the millionaire soap and |Danenberg,- former foreign corre- 

‘bill of fare pretty.often now) leaves e . & be ie a in the perfume family, ‘married“ Nina|spondent for “The World.” Richard 
——_—_—_—_—_—_—————_—_—_—_— way you g6 your beak up in the| Haven King, daughter of the. rich |Howell. will, remain as editor of the - 

[ay r i ’ “Fou 1 e and fashionable. Mr: and. Mrs.|“Herald.” — 
oes a going. e awas crow ne Thomas White King, of New York,|. Macfadden publications recently 
free. feed after one: mais A Bi The last November, so is considerably ‘tried to buy the “Herald.” Milligan. . 
tougt a ti itt! tl en th embarrassed by the continued pub- | and: ‘Danenbérg operate the. South. 
o an PE rt is 8 ing irough . the) jicity in connection with Thais La Norwalk “Sentinel. ”, 
mes ing.” 1 t writine. H ; Pe. Last year she. was sentenced 

replied” quit writing e “never to 90 days in jail. in Washington, | | _ Wet’. “Out—Hearst 
Y ‘yf for trying to ‘extort. money from Hearst papers will ‘no longer. use’ 

chow. wisn I could get of a ‘mud Colgate because. of an alleged com: | the. word ‘wet’ when publishing 
“How's your bank roll?” » ‘|mon-law marriage. ..The Russian|pieces on prohibition. “W. R, has 
“Well rit buy. ou a 0c meal. but dancer was recently. arrested on a|sont ‘such ‘instructions not only ‘to 

that's tl y charge of viclating her parole. One|editors of his two dailies here, but 

of Colgate’s’ sisters is Mrs, Stanley | throughout: the country, 
- Glosiiry: ; — M. Rumbough and another is Mrs. This follows a recent meeting ‘of 
SEE coun fot marrying Into a, J» Wr ight Rumbough. -\the wet bloc in. the House of Rep- 

_ .| resentatives, Loring Black, D., .N. 
Ris err ead Steal clothes off) 4 play called “The Way of thel¥,, ‘suggésted the, official adoption. 
Mud" show—Any wagon ° show, World,” by Arthur Ward, is in re-|of the name, “Wet Bloc.” It’ was 

hearsal, produced and directed by] voted down with an emphatic “No.” * 
Harry Rankin. “The Way of the|Now the bloc hasn't, any oficial. 

-{)- World, by. William. Congreve, fam-. name at, all._ _. . 
‘fjous English dramatist, ‘was first |. Hearst y papers will “use space “con- 
.,acted in London in 1600, and was|suming “modificationist” or “anti- 
revived there in 1924. A generation prohibitionist” in the future. 
ago a comedy of the same title, by 
the late Clyde Fitch, served as al 
starring vehicle for Elsie de Wolfe.: 
‘Later Miss de Wolfe left the stage, 
and became an interior decorator. 

Michael Gold delivered the manu- 
script of a nev. book to Horace 
Liveright the other: day, with the 

title of “Jews Without: Money.” 
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Along the Coast 
By Bill Swigart 

‘+ 

Los Angeles, Jan. 28, 
"producers are not so concerned 
over the profits to be made on a 
commercial picture song hit as they 
are to have these numbers in the 
homes where the title of the pic- 
ture and the producer’s name. be- 
comes. a household fixture.. : 

. As an illustration of the ‘exploita- 
‘tion value. connected with: every 
picture song sold, it has been proven 
“that the person buying the num- 
ber bought it because. of hearing 

_it sung. in a picture .and. its pop- 
ularity over the air and it is val- 
uable. ‘They become ‘so to the pic- 
ture prodycer for word of. mouth 

. advertising. ‘Visitors: hear it and 
*. ape told all about its being in such. 

and such a picture, It is. estimated 
that every picture song getting the. 
proper reception in a home is re- 
sponsible for getting at least five 
“new customers to. see the picture. 
The sale of 100,000 copies. therefore. 
would mean an additional half mil- 

. lion .customers. 7 

~ Gandy Tieup 
‘One of the prize picture song tie- | 

ups was closed -in San. Francisco 
last week by Art Schwartz, on be- 
half of M. Witmark, publishers of 

“Lady Luck” in “Show of Shows” 
for ‘Warners’ and the. Euclid Candy 

- Company, manufacturers of a na- 
tionally distributed candy bar called 
“Lady Luck.” ‘The latter purchased 

20,000. copies -of the ‘Witmark num-_ 
‘ber and promised to distribute them. 

“to 20,000 candy dealers throughout 
“the. country. In return 
“Warner Brothers ‘will furnish the 
eandy. company with a million in-: 

_*gerts bearing the° ‘pictures of.-stars 
- appearing in|. “Show of. Shows.” 

" {These are. to be: packed’ in ‘each: 
‘par of “Lady: Luck” candy with a 
caption ureing. the buyer to see 

- “Show of Shows” . and .:hear.: the. 
“Lady Luck” song. ’. - _ 

- Joe Burke held 81 weeks of the | 

House Organs. New Fad 

Among ’ ‘Music : Publishers 

B2 in 1929 for the No. 1 spot in sales 
. of sheet music, Thirty-one of. these 
‘were chalked up to “Carolina Moon” 
-with. the balance given over ‘to |. 

- “Tiptoe Through the Tulips,” which 
he wrote with Al Dubin’ for “Gold 

‘ Diggers - of Broadway,” . a “Warner 
Picture. . 

“Ba: Little. ‘of Sherman- Clay is in 
New York seeking a connection with 
RKO.. ; 

o 

In, addition. to gupervising the pro- 
. .. duction of “Paramount on Parade,” 
:. Higie Janis found time to write a 
few songs which Helen Kane and 
Jack -Oakie will . sing. There are 
nine numbers in this revue, and 
‘Studio executives expect : each to. he 

- a hit. 

The new John McCormack picture 
just completed at Fox will contain . 
ight songs ‘out of 11 recorded. It 
“is not decided which will be elimi- 
nated until the final editing. In ad- 
dition: to these the tenor sings’:a 
number ‘in _ German, French and 
Italian. 

Fox: Numbers 

New numbers to be spotted in: 
Pietures at the Fox studios. this 
‘week includes five sung by Charles 
‘Farrell and Janet Gaynor in ‘High 
Society. Blues.” Joe McCarty and 
James Hanley. authored songs with 
‘the following titles: “I’m in_ the 
Market for You,” “I Don’t Know 
You Well Enough for That,” “Elea- 
nor,” . “High Society Blues” and 
“Just a: Story Book.” Sue Carol 
sings “Maybe Someday”; Marjorie 

-.White and Richard Keene sing 
“You Gotta Be Modernistic” and 
“Can I Help It If -I’m in Love With 
You?” while Jack: Mulhall :sings. 
“Telling the World About You,” 
with a comedy number by El Bren- 
de] titled “A Picture No ‘Artist Can 
-Paint.”. ‘These were all duthered by | - 
James Monaco. and Cliff Friend, 

Dick Whiting is writing the com- | 
plete score for Buddy - Rogers’. new 
Paramount ° musical, ' “Safety. in. 
Numbers.” George Marion, Jr., is 

doing the ly rics as. well as the origi. 
“nal story. , ; . 

Turk ana Ahlert will. move” from 
M-G-M back to the First Natlonal 

- lot, where they are. under: contract 
to.De Sylva, Brown & Henderson. 
The boys were loaned ‘to: ML-G for 
three pictures. 

‘Pay for “Radio 
While the general rank and file of 

studios are prohibiting contract 
prayers from entertaining at night | 
clubs, Fox goes one. better by refus- 
ing to.let any of their players par- 
ticipate in radio broadcasts without 
reasonable compensation. Despite. 
the sales talk of radio talent seek- 
ers, who insist that the studlos and 

s-~-playersare.more..than, compensated 
- by the publicity,.t , thumbs continue to 
be turned down. 

—_— 

Ray West and his band have been 
engaged by Pathe to play a cafe 
sequence. to be used in one of th¢ir 
two-reel musical westerns, West's | 
cafe: will be used. 

PUBLIX TRAVELING ML. C. 
FEB. 13; SOME LAYOFFS| 
Publix. will définitely usher in||{ 

traveling m., ¢c.’s Feb, 13, as a. part 

manént m. ¢c.’s in ‘the chains unit. 

stands, : 

‘ris Gest brought over several years 
ago,’ will be the first m: ¢,. to: tour | 
along with the:-stage. shows. 
«Changing - the Policy: : concerning |- 
m.. é’s: automatically throws more 

possible - 

“1 clude 
sa -Charles__-Hill, | 

for this | 

. week, 

of stage shows, - to. replace per- 

Nikita: Ballerr,. of 

densing the | Russian show Mor- 

than -a score of band ‘leaders. out |: 
.of Publix houses, ‘but from present. a 
plans: they will. be ‘used as far as 

as traveling © m c's. 
Tiiose likely to follow Balieff- in- 

- Ray -Keale, Al Mitchell, 
James BHilard, 

‘Spohr and Charles: ‘Davis, _— 
‘Rudy Vallee,. under. a. two-year 

contract to Publix and highest 
Salaried m. . C. with the chain, will 

not go out with a unit, according 
to present’ plans, though. that may 

be -done. later. 
is to use Vallee at either the Para- 
mount, Broadway or Brooklyn,. asa. 
‘spot attraction: without interfering 
‘with the regular units. current: or 

. ing story. A retainer of $150, 000 per the traveling’ m. ¢’s with them. .._ 
Publix has: leng contended that 

the traveling m..c. plan is. far more 
practical than ‘the stationary m. 
c.’s in the theatre, ‘because the. lat-. 
ter “system imposed. on .the per-. 
manent band leaders the‘ necessity 
of. working witha new show each 

Loew’s installed the: palicy, 
however, before Publix. reached a 
decision. Se 

.. House organs, heretofore unknown 
among music publishers, threaten 
to have a mushroon growth now that 
the first of the species have appear-. 

ed. 

peculiar: ‘fascination for. the music 
boys. 
“Round Robbins” was the “first 

‘with Mills Music ‘Monthly follow- 
‘ing.. 

Several others ‘reported in the 

bud.. . 

Robbins Gets ‘Austin 

Ine. . 

It is reported - Robbins has pur- 
chased an interest in the business 

shortly operate and Austin will. 
through Robbins; though company 
will keep ‘ its identity. 

It is reported that ‘Robbin’s may 
also assign picture songs to Gene 
Austin, Inc., with the latter firm 
publishing them under its own name. 
. This move was cemented by the 
two .class writers which Robbins 
secured through Austin, Inc.: One 
was’Al Dubin, formerly with Wit- 
mark’s and going Robbins after Feb. 
1, and the latest fs Harry Woods, 
writer of “A Little Kiss Each Mdrn- 
ing,” under an agreement to work 
for Austin, Inc., and who will here- 
after. write for Robbins. ‘Woods, | 
now in the east, will leave for the 
coast shortly, where he will be 
teamed with Al Dubin. 

“NEW 25¢ DISC BRAND 
“the Stanley Recording Co. has 
started the manufacture of a hew 
record for Q-R-S distribution that 
will be sold. over store counters for 
25e. -The double record will be of, 

‘| the regulation: disc size. 
First releases are. ‘scheduled for 

Feb; 15. Carl Fenton, formerly with 
Jeanette records, : will supply the. 
musical background, | 
Among. those engaged. to make _| 

‘initial numbers are Alice Remsen, 
who has finished two.and will make. 
others under contract;. Dale Wim- 
brow (WABC), Frank Luther, Tony 
Weir, and Irving Kaufman. .- 

F. M’s Own Music Palace 
. Hollywood, Jan, 28, 

“First National is spending $200,- 
000 on a new studio building to 
house its music department. Struc- 
ture started this week will be adja- 
Cent tothe recording” ‘building-now-} ae 
in construction. | 
Two stories in height, the puila- 

ing will contain besides offices, 
sound proof rehearsal halls, sound 
proof composing rnoms and arrang- 
ing rooms. 

“Chauve- Sou- 

rig,” engaged to head a’ unit con- 

Paul 

Present intention. 

Idea of a whole. paper solely 
devoted to plugging the songs. of 
their,own catalog seems: to have a. 

Latest indie publisher to hook up: 
With a film publisher is Gene Austin ; 

| Brown. & -Henderson Feb. 1.- 

. Service 

Hollywood, Jan. 28. 
_ Each of the offices in the’ 
new First National music . 
building will be fitted with 
reproduction. mechanism and 
‘connected with the record 

- brary. ; 
Idea is to allow the com- 

posers to telephone. for the 
. playing. of particular’ records, . 
“so that they can hear them . 

‘ without. leaving their own of- 

DeSR&H. Dong 
4 Films; 2 for U 

And 2 for Fox 
--DeSylva,-Brown- and- -Henderson_- 

have closed to’ direct four musical 

productions, ‘two: for United Artists |. 

and two. for. Fox. First will be for. 

Fox at a date to. be picked. ‘by the 

trio, probably in” May. . _ 

As with “Sunnyside Up” they win 

have ‘the complete say-so on all pro= 

duction details: and handling, includ- 

production, plus royalties, is the 

basis ‘of the affiliation for each’ com- 

pany. - - ; 

_EGGERT-FLYNN, KILLED» 

Chi. “Music ‘Man and: kK. Cc Theatre 
; “Mor. in: ‘Air Disaster. , 

+ 

Kansas City,. Jan: 28, 
Jimmy ‘Eggert, ‘professional man- 
ager of the Chicago office. of Ager, 
Yellen and- Bornstein, ‘was among 
those killed when. a plane of .the 

| Universal, Air Service, enroute from 
Wichita, crashed early last evening 
just south of the Fairfax “Airport, 
bringing death. to five Persons. 
Among" the. latter is: William: 

Flynn, manager, of the ; local Globe. 
theatre, believed to have made the 
trip with Eggert. Eggert was 38 

and had’ been with the music firm 
‘for seven years. He.leaves a daugh- 
ter, eight years old. The Eggert 
home: is ‘in Chicago. . - 

‘Ben Bornstein: left New York for 
. Chicago to take charge. of affairs |" 
Jand see what can be done to aid. 
| Eegert’s: daughter,. who has been left 
‘orphaned. 

Green & Stept Dissolve 
By 2 mutual agreement between 

Warners and Green & ° Stept, the 
latter firm will be dissolved "Feb, 1: 

Both Sammy Stept and’ Buddy 
Green were put under an optional 
five-year contract to Warners. The 
boys will work on the coast under 
the supervision: of. Bobby Crawford. 

They will leave Feb. 15. 
The present catalog of Green & 

Stept will be taken over by Desyiva. 
il 

future songs written by Green & 
Stept will: be proportioned off by 
Warners among their publishers. 
Max Stark, president of Green & 
Stept, Inc., has made no future bust- 
ness plans. 

_ AVIZ- COMING OVER? 
. ' Paris, Jan. 19. 

‘TT. Aviz, composer of “Deja,”. 
French waltz, popular in America as 
“Love Me” (Feist), may go to 
America to do special French’ ver- 
sions for dialog. pictures. ; 

Aviz is the pianist with the string 
orchestra at the swanky Shehera-’ 
zade nite club here. He has a num- 
ber of other compositions under. the 
Francis- Day imprint. ’ 

: BROWN’S SHOW . 
Nacio Herb Brown, recently of 

M-G-M, goes with Ziegfeld to be. 
the sole composer of the score for 
a new musical. Brown recently split 
with Arthur Freed, with whom he 

|avas teamed at Metro. .. 

Engagement will mark Brown's 
first attempt at a show and he will 

pick his own lyricist. Rufus Le- 
Maire made the arrangements. 

StESwt 

-|handed to them by Berlin, 

Blind Tides Barred P ARIS OPINION 
Policy of registering song titles 

to which no song has been written 
is being dropped by the Music Pub- 
Nshers’ Protective Assn. — 

In future registration must be ac- 
companied by at least a piano copy 
yang lead ‘Sheet of the song itself. - 

Mill Goes Caring 

On. His Own Account | 
OB -C. -Mills, former “czar” of ‘the 
‘Music -Publishers’.. Protective: As+. 
sociation and. now: head of. Radlo. 
Music Corp... has - advised Bibo- 

Lang, .- independent publishers, -not: 
to bring: out,a song title “Amos and. 
-‘Andy”: on the grounds ‘that Radio 

.| Music planned to have- Gus Kahn 
.| write a number in. ‘the. future under = 
the same title. ~ 

Bibo-Lang ignored’ the: advice and. 
has proceeded with publication and. 

exploitation. 

_ Rather than: risk ‘etabroilment in 
a squabble Teller Printing Co. de- 
clined to print: the ‘Bibo- -Lang song 
although- printing -for—this, --firmfor- 
over five years and ‘Victor “has ‘{n-. 
timated that. it will: not accept the 
“number for recording, 

- Actually ° the title “Amos and 
Andy” ‘was first registered . in. No- 
vember by. two staft writers: of Sha- 
piro Bernstein. No ‘song was ever 
written ‘to the ‘title.. Bibo-Lang 

got a copyright under that name 
about three weeks ago on a song 
“written by. Jack Stanley and . Billy 
Tracey.  - 

- Approaching’ Amos. and ‘Andy, the 
radio stars, for permission to use 
thetr photograph on the:sheet music 
covers, Bibo-Lang got their reply 

jfrom Mills in the form: of.a sug- 
| gestion . the indie publishers with- 
draw their: _ number, ‘admittedly a 
‘marketable: idea, in favor. of the 
-not-yet- written Similar. number of}. 
Radio. 

Indies Sans Pix x Tieup 

Bow tothe Inevitable | 
or the indie publishers remaining | 

in the field that have published no 
picture “songs, only three remain.-|. 
These are Jack Mills,..Joe | Morris 
and Santly | ‘Brothers.:. - ‘The last- 
named.firm will fall out of this cate- 
gory when: it publishes “Sing Me a 
Vagabonda Song,” from U. A.’ 's “Put- 
tin’. on the Ritz.” This song was 

who 
| wrote all the music for it, Berlin, 
it is. reported, holds an interest in 
Santlys, 

Davis, Coots & ‘Engel, new pub- 
lishers, also have not as-yet pub- 
lished a picture tune, but have film 
affiliations. through Warners hold- 
ing a percentage in the firm. 
Of the remainder. of the larger 

indies, such as Ager, Yellen & Born- 
stein,, Donaldson, Douglas. & Gum- 
ble; and Shapifro-Bernstein, all are 
publishing picture -songs through |: 
short term working agreements with 
various film companies. 

All indies are now convinced that 

picture songs and ‘picture tie-ups 

will be necessary to keep in the 
running. and that those persisting 
in remaining strictly an indie, with 
no pix contact at all, will be forced 
out. . oA, . 

e . e Ad 

Underpaid Music Subs. 
Practice of musicians ine New 

York accepting radio and Vitaphone 

engagements While at the time hold- 
ing theatre positions and sending 
subs to the theatres at less than 

-/scale is under fire of Edward Cana-. 
van, president of Local 802, A. FP. 
‘of M: 

Convicted member is subject to 
fine.of $1,000. 

. Protests-have been registered with 
Canavan that in many-cases where 

subs are sent to theatres they have 

received: only: a féw dollars. - It: is. 
decreed by 802 that in all cases the 
subs are entitled. to .the ‘full ‘price 
of the engagement.. ; 

The members under charges will 
be brought before 802’s trial board 
and if found guilty can be. fined 
$1,000. 

° 
— 

AMATEUR AGENCY FADES 
. Composers’ Clearing House, repre- 
sented as a service station for ama- 
eur songwriters, seems to have 

cleared out after an existence of 
less than a month, .° Its office is 
closed to the world, . 

ant Sine ee! 

F red Thompecn At Astoria 
Fred Thompson, Broadway musi- 

cal librettist, joins Paramount as a 
staff writer. a 

For the time being he ts stationed 
Jat the Long Island studio. 

__Just...another.. plan to. sell, the. 
‘Twould- -be songwriter orchestrations 
and other things. This one, how- 
ever, undertook to have a band give: 
one audition to any manuscript 
passing through their - clearing 
house, ; 

ja 

“| “Love - Me”. 

DIFFERS ON 
“MUSIC SALES 

Paris, Jan. 19. 

money. in-the sale of popular sheet 

‘music in France and in Europe: , 

‘generally today than. there. was ae . 

few years: ago,. ig the © opinion of 

Francis Salabert, foremost: French: 
music publisher, | - 
Reasons. for this: are “ prlmanny 5 

that the number of songs now placed 
on the market are so large that no 
song can catch on to thé extent. it 
used: to before. being replaced’ by 
another ‘and newer tune, .. Mechani- 
cal music also is replacing -sheet 

music. to a- large: extent. Also’ the 

Amount of money formerly ‘spent on = 
sheet ‘music is largely used now to -— 
buy’ records,- admission to picture 
theatres or for radio. equipment, - . 

|Lastly, the importance of the music- .~ 
hall stage for  song- ‘Plugging. has 
considerably decreased. - 
There is no doubt, ‘avers Salabert, 

that France is at. present submergéd a 
by American music. ; a 
“On top of the’World. Alone," he 

from Chevalier's “Innocents: 
Paris,” is not much of ‘a hit here, - 
but “Louise” is still doing very: well. 
Had it been sung in French, the. 
success would have’ been much big- 
ger. 
According to the same publisher, 

the French. public is already show- 
ing some reaction against. the. inva- ' 
sion. of American music . swith Ata 
English lyrics, . , 

Salabert publishes “Louise”. ana 
the other Chevalier songs. from “Ine. 
nocents of Paris.” ° 

Another. Viewpoint 

Sheet music sales are falling. off, 
‘but there are other varying opinions — 
here anent the music industry emas 
nating from. J. H.° Wood, ‘executive. 
head .of. Francis-Day here,. along . 
‘with othera informed. in. the. French. , 
music’ ‘trades, wit 
‘Anti-American manjfestations in o 

song. are not as pessimistic ‘as. 
Salabert would have the American, - 
music publishing. -interests believe, . 
“according to Wood. Salabert 4s 
making considerable monéy, per-' 
haps more than ever before, if: not 
from sheet music sales certainly 
‘from - performing rights, mechanti-- 
cals, etc, . On the mechanical end, 
operating as hé. does'a. string of | 
music. retajl stores, selling. phono-. | 

| graph - records—incidentally, also a - 
theatre ticket .ibrary—he is’ reap- 
ing benefits. from the. general in- . 
dustry denied ‘to the average non- . 
retailing music publisher, _ 
’ Anything jazzique, to- dispute. the. 
pessimistic slant: of Salabert’s, is 
greatly appreciated here. - There 
can't bé any anti-jazz or anti-Amer-~ 
ican feeling along these lines judg-.. 
ing by the manner in which cer-. 
tain pop favorites such as “Mean ~ 
to Me,” “Louise” (of course), the 
“Broadway. Melody” | songs, and 
even “Ida,” ‘which the — colored 
maestro of the Empire Music-Hall 
between acts reprises almost to 
death every night. . ; 

Salabert is no doubt correct about ; 
a natural preference for the. native’ 
tongue, be it song lyrics, as it. 
should be with French talkers, 
plays, ete. America, admittedly, 
would hardly be a tenth as patient 
with the French ,“colonization”. (as. 
some ‘call it). as’ France .ia- with -the “~ 
many American and ‘British in- . 

fluences. 
France admits that America turns 

out better films and. better popular 
songs in the manner in which it 
compromises . its linguistic prefer-_. 
ences by: accepting them for what-: 
ever. values they may ‘possess.. Just 
like America’ would welcome a. good’ 

‘| French, or any™ “other, foreign, pic- 
ture, sound or silent, the same goes 
for America’s acceptance of cone - 
tinental jazz music. Occasionally 

“Valencia” or ‘When Day Is: 
Done” (“Madonna”), or as- now, 

(Weist’s hit version of . 
“Deja’’) crops up, America grabs {t, 
and earns more money for its 
creator ‘and original exploiter than . 
was possible. in the native territory. 

‘Dougherty’ s ‘Destiny’ 
Dan Dougherty didn’t quit ‘Ager, 

‘Yellen & Bornstein as reported-last-*- 
week, but just switched from the 
‘Pathe lot to the Columbia lot. His 
contract with the firm ‘has. more. 
than two years to run, — - 

Ben Bornstein makes the squawk. 

That. there fs ‘less and less real -° 

of... 
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—even with Jack Johnson, former 
heavy king, and hig band. 
' For the class clubs the one that 
rates the biggest biz right now is 
the Richman, that never shows be- 
Jow 150 covers.a night, and the Am- 
bassadeurs, running neck and neck 
with It. Club Lido and Montmartre, 
and even the Casanova, have fallen |, 

a bit. 
Lido and Casanova have cut their 

show. Casanova now only showing 
onc performance with Jack Buchan- 
an, Jessie Matthews and Harry Ro- 
senthal. Trio stand heayy salary, 
as also the Ambassadeurs, 
Clayton, Jackson and Durante. This 

ALL MOST NIGHT SPOTS 
GET IS BAD HEADACHE 
With the season swinging into the 

homestretch, night clubbing © ;on 
Broadway is all awry, with biz slip- 

ping. No-cover joints that started 

to grab Main Stemmers— are. wing- 

ing. Nite clubs worse yet. 

There’s no understanding the! 

gate. Of the no-cover joints there’s 
only one that could be said to be overhead has been ‘cut; too, ‘with 

any sort of real biz. That’s the!the chorus let out. : 
Hollywood. Everglades, owned and} .The club that's always swinging 

operated by the same group, .was}|on high, however, is-the Chez. Flor- 
furmerly a cover joint. With the] ‘ence, which does most. of its biz 
cover removed, biz has picked. up,| after the others close.” “‘There’s a 
but not startlingly. And the. style reason for its success. It’s the only 
of show has changed, too. placé on Broadway among the clubs 

Krazy Kat Club, formerly the that’s open after 3 a.m. 
Parody, is responsible for the Ever-| And at that hour the thrill seek- 
glades’ change of policy. No cover] erg hie here for all-night entertain- 
here and located directly opposite, / ment that ends when the last. cus-. 

. it proved a natural draw away from|tomer leaves—a long time. after 

the Evergladés.--Show~here-is- pat~|-dawn:---Entertainers— are. colored. 
terned along semi-nude lines, too,/‘Club gets by on curfew. law because 
which helps biz... id Jocated in a hotel.. 

' The Mayfair Roof, which opened 
not so long ago with. cymbals and 
ballyhoo, is ‘slowly moving. toward 
a bankrall. The Booby Hatch is 
sunk after a very brief play and 
-3t and hopeful enthusiasm from 

the owners, who thought that, with 
a name like that, they couldn’t miss, 

Canton Palace wavered and then 
straightened with a colored’ - floor 
show, but biz is hardly enthusiastic. 

“LANGUID” ‘SINGER » COLLECTS 
‘Frances Shelly was awarded -a: 

verdict for $250 by: Judge Thomas 
E. Murray, inthe 3d District Munit- 
cipal Court, in a suit brought 
through her attorney, Julius Kend- 
ler, . against Cc. B. Bellak and the 
Hotel Bellaire, Inc. : 
{Miss Shelly claimed that although 

she. was hired for two weeks at the 
=|Villa Vallee, Bellak fired her un- 

.| warrantedly after one week. Bellak’s 
mm | defense was that Miss Shelly. sang 

| too. languldly, to suit him. * 

NO RADIO “AUDITIONS | 
| No more radio auditions by: New | 
York union musicians unless grant-| 
éd special permission by the gov: 
erning board of local 802. ae 
’ ‘Squawks to the ‘president's office 
resulted in, the new: edict. 

THE TROUBADOUR: 
OF THE AIR. 

WILL OSBORNE. 
Whose magic voice brings 

music into millions. of homes: 
via Station WABC and: the 
Park Central Hotel, simply’... 
MUST be discriminating about. | 
his programs. That’s why he . 
consistently features the three 
“leaders” of music business, 

rg “Singin’ in the Rain” - 
' #6 “How Am I to Know?” 

- “Just You, Juat Me” 

Station Salary. Claim 

‘Los Angeles, Jan, 28,. 
. Sidney Minnikin, radio ‘technician 
of | KFQZ, has. filed suit with. the 
State Labor Commission against the 
Taft Broadcasting Co., operators of. 
‘the station, for $320" back salary. 

LEADING LEADING ORCHESTRAS B DIRECTORY . 

[IRVING ARONSON | | TRE BRICK TOPS TOPS | 
and HIS COMMANDERS — (PARISIAN RED HEADS) . 

Featuring 
“RED STANLEY” and PHIL SAXE 

AT 
ROMAN POOL’S ‘CASINO 

Miami Beach, Florida 

[OWEN FALLON | 
And His CALIFORNIANS | . 

Now Playing Second Year 

WILSON’S BALLROOM 
(Formerly Cinderella Roof) 

LOS ANGELES | 

Permanent Address 

“98 West North 8t., Indlanapolls, ind. 

JEAN GOLDKETTE| 
Orchestras 

VICTOR RECORDS — 

‘Office: oe Book Tower 
TRO! T 

TAL H ENRY- 7 
and His ORCHESTRA 

FROM DETROIT Victor Records. 

| MAL HALLETT | 
AND HIS ORCHESTRA 

9 SEASONS ON BROADWAY 
En Tour 

Opening Soon at the Million Dollar 
Arcadia Ballroom, B'way and 53rd St. | 

Management . 
CHARLES SHIRBMAN, ‘Salem, Masa. ” 

[VINCENT LOPEZ | 
and His ORCHESTRA 

Summering at t¢ 
PELHAM. HEATH INN: 

Pelham, N. ¥. 

Doubling at the 

ST. REGIS HOTEL 
- “New York Clty 

| GEORGE OLSEN | 
AND HIS MUSIC — . 

ROOSEVELT HOTEL 
HOLLYWCOD, CALIF. 

With SID GRAUMAN: 
VICTOR RECORDS 

. Exclusive Management 
Orchestra Corp. of America . 
1650 Broadway, New York 

Radio’s Premier: Conductor. 

Lucky Strike Darice Orchestra 

Palais. O’Or Restaurant Orchestra 
Edison Ace « Recording Orchestra © 

-AND HIS ORCHESTRA 
; Now in Third Year at tne . 

“HOTEL MARK HOPKINS | 
San Francisco 

COLUMBIA RECORDS 

And His Greater Orchestra 

Now Making 

“KING OF JAZZ" | 

[ARTHUR WARREN | 
Park Central Hotel Orchestra 
-PARK CENTRAL HOTEL 

New York, Now in Main Dining Eoom 
Mat. Variety Muatc & Entertainment 

- 1482 Broadway, Now York, Sulte 711 

for Universal ~ ’ 

If You Don’t Advertise in 

VARIETY | 
You Don't Advertise 

‘with |. 

.| house from: Times Square... 

America’s Greatest Girl Band 

-| ately released. on $1,200 bond. 

‘lat a dance in this city—scene of 

“Warner Bros.- Vitaphone Artists. 7 

|B. A. ROLFE | 

| first anniversary with the Old Gold 

| be on ‘the air. for that evening. 

| ANSON. WEEK: WEEKS | 

| PAUL WHITEMAN| 

cee ete ae} 

Personal Rep.: JAS..F, GILLESPIE — 

TEXAS GUINAN’S .. 
(GREEN MILL GARDEN) 

; Chicago, Jan. 24. 

Tex Guinan has Chicago sewed up 
for nite life after dark. She’s queen: 
of the north side, at Green Mill 
Garden. It looks like the Club In-. 
time, of 54th street, with Tex on the 
‘throne and her crew from’ there, 
besides some of the chicks around 
the little girl with the big hand, 

Only. opposition in the entire city 
ig the Frolic, on the south side, with |: 

‘and like other similar resorts ran a floor show. Nota class joint left 
in the Loop, and the best. the speaks 
give is a plano player. 
Tex has the Green Mill on-a rental 

basis. Interested with her: finan- 
cially are the same bunch from New 
York with Chicago connections. The 
place seats 700, with a $2 weekly [- 
couvert, $3 on the week-ends, -with 
an early Sunday hight -dinner and 
‘ghow. . During the week two per-. 
formances ‘nightly at one. and three. 
‘The Mill with Tex closes when busi-. 
ness stops. 
‘Week nights the rear of the hall is 

boxed in, leaving enough. tables -be- 
fore it to seat the nightly. crowd. 
Trade is pretty good all of the while, 
with the Saturday and Sunday cou- 
verts alone enough to take: Up the’ 
-overhead, 

The Green Mill ia where Soph | 
Tucker hung out for. about’ four. 
‘weeks, getting actually paid for two. | 
Her salary for the other couplet was 
‘paid off in houncers, which Soph 
‘still holds. Then she and the rub-_ 
ber check guys both blew out, leav- 
ing the Mill soft for Tex to take.. 
Tex's previous night: club stand’ in 
‘Chi was in. the. ‘Loop, at the. Club 
Royale. — 

When the Shuberts. wound: up 
“Broadway Nights,” Tex left with: 
some of her original girls. Others 
stuck with the Shuberts, Tex filled: 
in the vacancies for the Mill. ‘with 

| local girls, 
‘It’s the same. old Annapolis. ex- 

hibit onthe floor,. with New. Year's. 
.eve every night, starting at the out- 
-set.. The girls throw.-the cotton. 
balls and colored ribbon streamers 
all over: the room. . The Green Mill | 
itself as a nite club is not so warm. 
Looks like: a, converted dance hall. 
‘Nothing attempted in way of -deco- 
rations other than bunches of bal- 
loons tied to the’ ceiling, 

Getting to the Green Mill from the 
Loop is like going to a Pelham road- 

But the 
| Millis in ‘the: center of: a. lively 
neltghborhood, called Uptown, and is 
next door to the big Uptown pic- 
ture theatre. The south side is the 
colored . section, which virtually 
leaves the. whole. of Chicago to the 
only Tex, Sime. 

. e. 
Cafe Slugeing 

' Chieago, Jan. 28. 

‘One. man was. seriously. injured 
last week in a riot-in the Green Mill, 
where Texas Guinan m. c.’s. Injured. 
‘man, Leonard. Schwartz,was slugged 
badly.: 
Witnesses said that the slapping 

‘was done by a gang of five men led 
by Leonard Leon, manager and part 
owner of the club. Cops kept their 
hands off; for the most, part, and 
made an. arrest only when forced to 
by the victim’s brother, an attorney. 
-Leon was arrested and immedi- 

Portland, Me., Jan. 28. 

Ruay Vallee can’t do any crooning 
of soft melodies through a mega- 
phone while conducting an orchestra 

his first encounter with a gaxo- 
_phone. This Is the result of ‘a new 
dance hall ordinance made effective 
by the Portland City Council. 
. The new ruling prohibits people 
singing, either with or without 
megaphones at a dance and forbids 
moonlight or shadow: dancing on the 
dance floor. The council ordered 

illuminated during a dance. 

Whiteman’s Anniversary 
Paul Whiteman will celebrate his 

hour Feb. 4. Harry Richman. will 

will be booked in from the east, 
with Whiteman. broadcasting from 
the coast as usual, . 

; "Rich on CBS 

” “Freddy Rich, band leader, and 
Howard. Barlow, symphony conduc- 
tor, -have been engaged exclusively 

by CBS. 
Rich, who goes over CBS 15. times 

weekly, more than any. other CBS 

‘son . Bureau. 
sees 

-sic attracted the Main Stemmers 

closed without so much as @ say so. 

‘They all think they'll be sued. They 

a ‘stage | door or asking for a date. 

.| Broadway ‘people and meet someone 

‘they. figure they’re. playing . safe. 
-Also,; by being introduced. by some- 

‘girls are different these days; better 

out, and if any one waits for us at 

‘ton is full of:’em, They even try the |. 

most any other town’ or the road, 
too, but. no more on Broadway. ” 

| what. the girls “call 

‘lesque houses. 

-the ‘Broadway: side.. 

Portland Thinks Up One -around. the stage doors of the Co-. 

| waite’ and know. 

that. all.dance halls shall be fully, 

|and picture. 

‘He’ 

Whiteman still has one more ‘year 
, to go with Old Gold. 

band, was formerly with, the Jud-. 

|.@ particular. appeal for the sports- 

————————$—— Se ae ee 

Pani's Woodmansten In 
Joe Pani has. regumed the tenancy 

and management of Woodmansten 
Inn, the Pelham, New York, road 
house, He is making alterations:and 
expects to reopen the place by April 
or before, It is now under padlock. 
Another Pelham road house to re- 

vert +o its owner is Pelham Heath, 
David Braunstein will reopen it in 
the spring if not leasing the place 
previously. One proposal Braunstein :: 
made to an out-of-towner was for 
‘him to put up $2,500 and operate on 
a 60-50 basis with Braunstein. The 
out-of-towner said that was cold be« 
cause the weather was at the time. 

PITTSBURGH CAB STRIKE” 

Third Week Finda Night Clubs" . 
Badly Hit—Free Transportation , 

Wrecked in Bootleg War, 
- Harlem Nite Spot Fades 
Liquor trouble is the inside on the 

closing of the Plantation Club, Har- 
lem rendezvous, which stayed open 
only two days after a shutdown ne- 
cessitated by the:destruction of. the 
club's fittings last week when sev- 
eral':men bound the day watchman 
and hacked the Joint to. pieces, 
The club is on West 123d street 

a colored show for white patrons. 
Its fanciful decorations and hot mu- 

who hie to Harlem. after Broadway 
clubs. close and was doing capacity.. 

- After its first shutdown the club 

and. knocked - down very auletly. It: 

Was & telephone order. from a mys-. 
terious source, 
Police, howevers ‘credit. the clos- 

ing to gangdom’s unwritten law thas 
hag apportioned night life biz with 
boundaries that can’t be overlapped. 

NO. MORE JOHNS... 

. Pittsburgh, ‘Jan, 28. 
Taxi strike, now in its third week 

here, is making it plenty. tough ‘for. 
theatres,. night clubs and- sundry 

“| other businesses: “‘Yellow-and-Green~---~- 
a cab. drivers, 1,400 of them, walked: 

. _fout, a fortnight ago, “protesting 
‘against ‘cut in pay. All ‘efforts at 

taken so many times they’ re afraid, arbitration have thus far fatled. 
Night clubs have been hit hard- 

est, though legits are suffering 
through falling off in. carriage trade, 
|Some of the cabaret: spots are fur- 
nishing free transportation, - 

. Downtown hotels are. jammed. | 
Show people are flocking: to places - 
‘they can walk to ‘from ‘theatres. 

‘(Continued from page D- 

Wouldn’t think of hanging ardund 

Their routine is usually to mix with, 

who knows show. girls. . That way 

one they. feel that they can make a 
bigger play.” 
-“Then, too,” says Amy, “chorus ‘++ .$1,000 Piano Player 

Richard Rodgers has been engaged 
as guest pianist for Feb. 11 by .the . 
Happy Wonder Bakers, broadcast- 
ing over N. B. Cc. 
“The , Wonder: Bakers will be. on the 

air 30’minutes in full with Rodgers 
receiving. $1, 000.. 

educated 'n’ all. Pick up dates are 

a stage entrance they’ re. Jikely . to 
get. ‘scram’.” 

“But out of town,” Ethel contrib- 
uted, “the boys are still hanging 
around. They don’t: think they’re 
wise like the New York bunch, Bos- 

old flower gag. And they find pic~| | 
tures of the girls in the papers, too, | 
or. hang around the mail box 
in the stage entrance so that. when 
a girl asks for her mail by name, 
they can speak to. her. New Haven, 
and all coll2ge towns, have the 
Johnnies. storming the door. | Al-. 

“However, there age in New York 
“stage - door 

“annies.” Mash notes from women, 
and even flowers. and. presents . are 
not unusual. 

Sailors ‘True to Runway. . 
But it’s otherwise among the bur: 

Too many Johns waiting ‘for ‘run- 
way charmers at the Columbia, New 
York, has forced Mike Joyce, house 
manager, to issue an. edic* that all 

date keepers, conscious or other- 
wise, take the 47th street stage door 
rather thar the other sneaka way on 

A CHOP HOUSE: 
7 OF ENGPT ONAL. MERIT 
156-8 WEST 48TH STREET 
—w=—— East of Broadway _—_—— 

‘TED HENKEL 

The John stuff is a freak, with | 
more good time Charleys waiting 

lumbia, wheel house, and American, 
stock, than around the regular mus!- 
cals, Guess is that the burlesque 
dames are’ more -democratic than. 
the gals of the $5.50 and $6.60 musi- 
cals. They may toss off advances 
of undated Johny, but never holler 
cop, according to sailo:s who have | 

WEALTH’S TRAVELFILMS 
(Continued from page 1). 

‘making a picture ‘of the sealshunt- ; 
ing trade. 

Frissel will direct the expedition 
Accompaning him 

were Ed.James, Morris Kellerman, 
Al Gandolfi, Barney, Howe, and 
‘Ashley Abell, professional techni- 
cians, ‘cameramen, ete. Camera and: 

sound equipment is carried,. 
' More Expeditions 

Following this trip, the same 
wealthy group plans later picture 
expeditions to Africa and Central 
.America.. ; 

To. rame only some of the better- 
known travel, jungle and explora- 
tion pictures. of recent memory 
there were or are “Simba,” “Chang,” 
“Safari,” “Jango” “Nanook,” “Grass,” 
‘Up the Congo,” “Across the 
World,” “Hunting Tigers in India, " 
and “Red Man.” 
With money and time on thelr 

‘hands, this, form of amusement has 

* Musical Conductor 
, and ; 

Presentation. Director 

‘CIVIC THEATRE | 
. Auckland, New ‘Zealand — 

PITT ORCHESTRA OF 30 Jf. 

STAGE BAND. OF 20 = 

Caition Kelsey 
Director Music . 

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS, Ine. 

Boniel’s Station 

Robert Boniel, who arrived - in 
New York a week ago, is here as 
national advertising representative 
for WTMJ, ‘Milwaukee Journal's 
radio station, and ig not connected 
with WTMS. 

man type among the wealthy. All 
those who penetrate Africa. and 
other far-off places do not always. 
‘make pictures deliberately intended 
for public exhibition, but most take 
along plenty of still cameras and at 
least one small motion picture cam- 
era, 

“CLIFF WINEHILL | ~ 
Master of Ceremonies 

“THE PEANUT MAN” 
At Coffee Cliffs 

. 47th St. and 7th Ave., New York 
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’ carnival, 

Los Angeles. 

Pa. Has ‘Stop-Go’ Rules 
For Parachute Jumpers 

Harrisburg, Jan. 28. 
The State Aeronautic Commission 

has issued notice that when the fly- 
ing. season opens in the spring it 
will put into effect regulations for 
parachute jumpers. Drastic rules 
have been: adopted by the commis- 
‘sion, tinder ‘the provisions of the 

- 1929 legislation, to prevent accidents 

to jumpers. 
. .Hereafter | no pilot or: airplane 
- licensed in Pennsylvania will : be 
permitted to carry as a: passenger a 
“parachute jumper ‘or person: intend- 
-*4ng to jump for exhibition purposes 
_who is not equipped with an ap- 
proved type of parachute, properly 

* packed, and. an “approved . reserve 
“parachute. 

‘* "To be properly" placed. ainder. the. 
regulations ‘means the. parachute 
must be packed by- a qualified rig- 

"ger approved by the commission. 

~ Jones’ $600 

: Lowest : week's biz on record. 
-went to. the Johnny J. Tones car-. 

nival here last -week,. 
-Grossed $600 during — entire én-. 

gagement. Continuous rain for. five 

-days caused the drop. 

FAIR PLUMS. 

Mm. & c Given a- Circuit: at. Conven- 
tion—Agency Split.on Free Acts. 

‘Winnepes, Can., Jan, 28. 

Wednesday, Jaritiary 28, 1930 

ari ape *Rroriwa Jan. 28] 

‘Morris & Castle got ‘the: ‘plum -of 
the: fair convention ending: yester- 

‘day. 
‘It..: includes - 

Calgary, Saskatoon, ana Regina. 

‘Circuit | A was given. the 
Brandon, 

Barnes & Carruthers had to- split 

the same circuit for free acts with 
Thavian agency. First time Barnes 

& Carruthers have. had ‘to split. 
Circuit. B went -to the Royal 

American Shows. This gives the 

- Royal about seven. split weeks and 
includes minor. atands such as Leth- 
bridge, ete. 

Gus. Sun got ‘the’ exclusive con- 
tracts for the. acts for the B: route. 

Ryé. Park Booker. 
Will L.° White, : “manager of ‘Nor- 

-umbega- ‘Park,*-Auburrdale, just 
outside Boston, :for years, hds been 
appointed booking. manager’ of Play- 
land Park, ‘the Westchester County- 
controjled ‘park at: Bye. N- Zor effec- 

’ tive Pebtuaty; 20. “ 
The.. Jatest’. ~gddition: to. Playland 

4s.a Gaaide now : Yiider construction 
“which is to cost. approximately 

- $600,000 and: will be one’ of the ‘most 
~umusual ° things. of ‘its. kind fri the 
country.’ 
Westchester ‘County plans to start 

building in the Fall the new park. 

af fee 

scheduled for. erection: at Crotan | 
Point, further up the. state. This 
will. be an all-enclosed park and 
will be ready for operation in’ about 

‘two years. Putting White on at 
Playland may mean he is scheduled 

-to manage. Croton . Point when it is 

' ready. 

$15,000 for Fair Date 
“Amartilo, Tex., Jan. 28. 

- Beckman’ and Gerety carnival 
here for fair week next fall paid 
$15,000 for the date. ~ 

Lo ot will also play Dallas. 

Reiss Fair Date ‘ 
. Raleight, N. C., Jan. 28. | 

- There was hot competition among 
‘carnival - “agents here Thursday 

-when the board.of.directors of. the] 
State Fair met to ‘aivard contracté 
for the fair week of Oct. 13, 

Harry Melville’s. Nat Reiss show 

Bot the date. 

” OUTDOOR SLANTS - 
There were 600 showmen from: ali 

"parts of America-at Muegivan’: fu- 
neral in Peru,.Ind., on Monday. En- 
tire town closed. up n honor of the 

circusmar. . 

Charlottetown, Pp. E. L, exhibition 
‘-Wwill be held Aug. 18- 22, J. Ww. ‘Boul- 
‘ter was re-elected secretary. 

Hodgini, Frank Zerado,’ Schaller 
Trio, Marie Webb and Robinsun’s |} 
.Ponies, to the Shrine Injoor Circus, 

Lita Hewett, Buskin Ford, Lita 
and Ray, and ‘the Great Ganaro to 

Shrine. Indoor '¢ Circus. _ 

| that this year’s showing kicks in to 

Jerry Mugivan Dies - | 
Jerry Mugivan, 56, died Jan. 22 at 

the Harper hospital, | Detroit. Jan. 
18 he was operated on for double 
hernia. His condition until Jan, 21 
was considered .favorable, . when 
blood clots formed. that could not 
be dissolved. Burial was held Mon- 
day, Jan. 27, at the Catholic Ceme- 
tery, ‘Peru; Ind. At.the time of his 

.{death, Mrs, Mugivan, the only sur- 
viving. relative, was with him. Bert! 
‘Bowers and Mrs. Bowers, ‘his life- 
time partners, were also: present at 

the end. 
There has been no greater figure 

in” the outdoor show world than. 
Jerry. Mugivan. . 
ing head of, the American ‘Circus 
Corporation, which last fall ‘sold to 
John ‘Ringling. «. 
outdoor’ showmen, Jerry — 
could . be approached. He .watched 
over: his. boys in the off months and 
was never ‘known to turn an appeal 

for help. 

although: few outside ‘of his 
Inediate ‘friends _ knew of. them. 

im- 

major circuses. 
‘mated. at $2, 000, 000. aa 

| Figure ‘Real. Cireus | as 
‘Carnival Lot Feature ; 

‘Carnival. owners who are ‘striving 

hard to find some means of a come- 

back are said to be considering try- 
ing out a dircus' as a feature ‘for 
1980, ‘circus to include . all the big. 

Free acts. last 

couple seasons and the ten cent 
gate idea proved a- flop, so they have 

top atmosphere. 

now hit upon this new idea. . 

them. ‘This is. out. 

it cuts, ‘into their. cake. 

Los. Angele:, Jan, 28. 
‘Thirteen. embalmed whales are ex- 

pected ' to be on exhibition through- 
out the country when. the coming | 
outdoor season opens. . Four whales 
are now on tour in: California and 
one in Florida. Three companies, 
the Calif. Marine Exhibit’ Co., the: 
Pacific Whaling Co. and the’ ‘Bin 
Barie Whalers, have been organized |. 
‘to ‘capture: and émbalm whiles. All 
are operating out of Long” ‘Beach, - 

The embalmed whale’ ‘and. the’ Cal. 
special freight car used for, the ex- 
hibit cost $35,000. 

The Johnny: J. Jones ‘Carnival, 
Rubin & Cherry | Shows and the 
John Sheesley ‘Shows: have con- 

tracted for whale exhibits for the 
coming season. The rest of the 
“whales will. play" still dates” and |. 

- fairs: Whalés will show at the Na- 
tional Orange Show at San Bernar~ 
dino and the. National. Live Stock 
Show in Denver, both opening Feb. 
13. Four whales, now in the precess 
of embalming, take to the road 
March 1. Four weeks’ time fs néces- 
sary to embalm the mammals, — 

Recently a whale. owned by the 
‘Pacific Whaling Co, and one owned 
by: the Calif Marine Exhibit Co. 
played day and date in Fresno, Cal. 
Both did good business. - 

Kelly. With Jones. 
; Chicago, Jan, 28. 

Clifton: Kelly is with: Johnny J. 
Jones as general agent of the car- 

nival for 1930. 

"For Ringling ‘Chi. Fees. 
Chicago, Jan. 28, 

Shakeup here in the city hall re- 
veals that the Ringling-Barnum. & 
Bailey ‘circus has. never paid the 

‘l city any license the past: five years 
for. showing, on Grant Park 
New regime .is readying a case 

aimed to collect back fees and see 

the city. © 

Wallace Fair Date 
Winnipeg, Can., Jan. 28. 

Regina booked’ the Hagenbeck- 
Wallacé circus for one week for 

.the fair falling last weelc in July. 
Price, is $26, 000 for the SIX days. 

Henry Emgard will, manage - the- 
side show on the Barnes Circus. 

May Wirth and the W Irth Family. 
-will not appear as a feature attrac- 
tion with Andrew 
1. Main Cireus, as reported, but will, 
vontinue In vaudeville. 

we 

’Saints- Sinners Elect 
‘Los Angeles, Jan. 28. 

At the first election of the Saints 
and Sinners: Club, Charles.. Hatch 

Downie's Walter | j was elected prop boss; Wm. Fleck- 
lenstein, payoff; Bert Chipman, press 
agent, and Harry Chipman, Jot boss. 

He was the guid- |. 

Unlike other great] 

Mugivan.|. 

‘Throughout Indiana his 
philanthropic activities were many, 

Mr, Mugivan built: the American 
Circus. ‘Corporation. from.a smal] 10- 
car show until he controlled five 

. His estate’ is esti- 

‘There is one tough angle. Carni- 
vals at present. get off with a light 
tariff - for “reader”. as against the 
stiff one towns charge circuses, but 
carnivais coming into towns with 
circuses as. feature attractions may 
have the. stiff reader slapped on 

‘Circus ownérs would watch ‘this 
new development closely, too, since 

“Deal. cooked for several ‘mhonths. 

fa) pane 

OUTDOORS 

clude R-B Circus me 

4 -_ ~ Chicago,. Jan: 28, 
Ringling’s stock issue will be for 

$7,000,000, probably financed by the 
Prudential Bank, New York. Com- 
pany will be known as the Ameri- 
can Circus Corporation and will. in-: 
clude Ringling-Barnum as well as 
the fivé. circuses” purchased. from 
Mugivan-Bower. interests. Original 
intention to. leaye- the big show out 
of the new company but. auditors 

here now checking books say all! 
‘John: Ringling’s circus, properties. 

will be included. 
Not likely that the: stock will be 

listed on the Exchange. Tt may. be 

holders. co 

Entirely Changed Around 
“Chicago, Jan, 238, 

‘Manager. and treasurer of all 
Ringling ‘circuses must sign ehecks 

. Ruling brought ‘about by: one man- 
ager ‘signing himself. a check for a 
grand without notifying main office. 
Separate. checking accounts against 
the: six circuses have been dropped. 

One. central bank now. 

‘Many Motor Shows 

motorized circyses - 
this year there seems to- be an ‘epl- 

demic, of them.. |. 
Among. those. planning such shows 

for the 1930 season are Al Wheeler, 

Sylvan . Drew ard the Hunt Bros. 
There has been talk of the Mugi- 

couple of ten-car shows on, pneu- 
matics but the passing © of Jerry 
Mugivan recently is likély to: cause 

change in plan, . . 

Indoor at Chi 
Chicago, Jan. 28. 

“Ringling-Barnum ° intends going 

around July: 15. 
Grant Park, it is expected, will be 

buildings, | 
indoor. . 

Circus. Fair Date 
Milwaukee, ‘Jan. 28. 

Fair visitor ‘next year, the depart- 
"ment of. agriculture having . signed 
a contract. for a week, sideshows 

and -all. oo 
’ This is. the: first move made by the 
State Fair: authorities - in an effort 

the. annual exhibition. 

‘UPSTATE FAIR CIRCUIT 
Buffalo, N. ¥., Jan, 28. 

‘The Western. N. Y¥.. Fair Man 

agers at their ‘meeting Thursday. 
‘decided. ‘to start the circuit of seven 
weeks of fairs in that part of-the 
state on August 11 this year. 
_Each fair runs a week. Circuit 

includes Hamburg, Dunkirk, Little 
Valley, Lockport, Hemlock, Hornell 
and Brockport. Each will play 
about six acts,. 

PROVINCETOWN ‘RESORT 
Provincetown, Mass., Jan, :28. 

A $600,000. dévelonment project 
that would include an amusement 
resort is being planned for Prov- 
incetown. .Options dre peing sought 
on more, than 1,000 feet of harbor 

front property. 
A. Boston syndicate ‘is “ reported 

backing the project, including a 
steamship ling from | Boston., 

_ SELLS: FLOTO. SCALE . 
\ "Chicago, Jan. 28, | 

" Scale ‘oft ‘prices’ this year for Sells- 
Floto Coliseum date: will include 400. 
box seats at $3... Seventeen hundred 
odd seats are going at 50 cents, 
while the rest of the .7,000. will be ‘an 

sealed from $1 to $2. 
Actual seating capacity ‘at 

Coliseum this year 8,200. | 

the: 

HW at Wis. Fair. 
‘Milwaukee, Wis., Jan, 28. 

Wisconsin State Fair, falling the | 
scons are ; & -Mendous success at. the Civic Thea- last week in Aug.,. will use. the. Ha- 

genbech- -Wallace for one week. 
Dan Odom Closed - the deal, for 

$25, 000. 

“101 Ranch" Sti Ss. 
Los Angeles, Jan. 28. 

Jack Hoxie and Ted Filders will 
be featured: again this scason with 
Miller Bros. "101 Ranch” show... R. 
M. Tarvey has been. ré- engaged as 
general agent. : 

With. the coming of ‘each outdeor | 
season. there are usually: a -couple , 

‘projected, - but | 

van-Bowers ‘interests ‘putting out a 

‘he - Hagenback-Wallace Circus. 
will furnish entertainment for State 

to bolster’ up drooping interest in_ 

$7,000,000 CAPITAL 
Ringling’s Holding Corp.. Will In- | 

14 weeks of “Innocents of: Paris”, 

Australia 
(Continued from page 6) 

the: Prince Edward. 
‘Toward the end.of the year in- 

dustrial strife and’ much unemploy- 
ment meant disastrous losses to all 
theatricals, On top of this terrific 
hot: spells brought grosses | to low 
levels. 

here is the annual optimism for, 
the new ye ear, 

week, 
W-T 

sold. as. curb issue- ‘and ‘to vsmiall » 

Ringling Checking ‘System 

+before - they—will_be-honored.— cnvseen is -—[ter!-and-!"Woman. ‘Trap’-this-weelsi-U-T- 

“\!porhood theatres will 

‘linto Chicago Stadium for 12 days . 

Whale ‘Epidemic Grows | 
‘Iused for. construction of 1933 ‘fair’ 

hence - the, change to}.~ 

‘| Australian rights of ‘Love Lies,” 
"QO. K,,” “Pitter Patter,” “Spring Is : 
Here” ‘and “Remote Control. ” 

‘he is conducting the orchestra and 

-week the company quit, ‘sattsfied 

C urrent Atiractions . 
‘Her MaJjesty’s—"Show Boat,” quits this 

“Desert Son" (revival) replaces: 

Ltad.,” Criterlon—“Lombardl, conclud- 
ing: great run: W-T. 
-Fullers—Dark. . 
Palace—Auriel Starr, playing stock, 
Opera, House—Pantomime, 

Picturés 

‘and ‘The Lady. Lies,” together with. Will 
Prior, Price: Dunlavy and stage presenta-: 
tion: U-T, 
Capitol (wirea)—“Four, Feathers’ (two 

weeks)... Horace Sheldon and stage pres- 
entation featured: U-T. : 

St... James .(wired)—'‘Show Boat,” fin- 
ishing, with “The Trespasser” coming in: 

ouyem (wlred)—"Three Live Ghosts”: 

“"Euapress (wired)—"The Wagon. ‘Maa- 

Lyric (wired)—Weekly change playing 
“No Defense’: U-T. 

Crystal Falace (wired)—"Cocoanuts”. 
(second . Tun) 

(wirea)— "Stark Mad": Haymarket 

. Royal (wired)—''Cock-eyed World,” fin- 
ishing: good run: Hoyts-W-T, 

| Regent (wired)—‘“Pleagure Crazed" and 
“High Voltage.” Amy Castle's feature 
act this week: Hoyt 

Empire. (wired) —"Four Devils” 
ond run) and 
Talkies, Ltd. 

Prince Edward (wired) —"Two 
Crows”: Carroll -U-T.. 

(sec- 
“Modern Love’: Eniptre 

a Union Kine—Vaude 
- Following aets playing. circuit: 
Marino and’ Mona, Terrell and Han- 
‘ley, Dd, Stanley. and. Seb. Meza. 

Barnett ‘Brothers, Andrew Downie, |. MELBOURN ot) 
Ro yal—"Tarned. Up,” “with Joale Mel: 

ville: W-T, . 
-‘Tivoll—Ernie- Lotinga Co. 1 W- a 
Kings—‘’Clowns in Clover’’; Neil- Ww- r, 
Comedy—"Nurder. on Second Floor,” 

with Leon Gordon and Ada Réeve: W-T. 
Produced by George D. Parker. 

BRISBANE 
Royal—Stock. 

: ADELAIDE . 
Garden—Paul Wharton revue. 

Dan Clifford circuit of 10 neigh- 
go sound 

shortly. 

Chatter 
“Journey’s ing” is smashing rec- 

ords in New Zealand for W, T. Fol- 
lows “Lombardi” into the Criter ion, 
Sydney. ° 
Josie Melville arrives 

“Turned Up” for W. T. 
Melbourne. - 
several seasons. ago. in “Sally. t. 

to 
‘Opens- in 

under the Fuller management. Show 
is playing the road now in its third 
year. Janette Gilmore (American 
still the featured’ ‘dancer:- ‘sharing 
pilling with ‘Gladys -Mancrfetf, 
* Ada. Reeve engaged by., W. .T.. fot 
“Murder.on.:‘the. Second Floor,” Mel- 
bourne. ‘Miss Reeve a vaude favor- 
ite here of several seasons, ..  £ 

Julia Dawn arrived under contract 
to the Carrols 46 replace. Eddie Hor- 
ton as. featured organist at tile 
Prince Edward, Sydney. — 
.“On With the Show” (WB) comes 

into the Capitol; Sydney, for a run. 
Feature getting’ lots publicity’ as 
first. all-color talker, Union Theatres 
handling the attraction. 

W. T. will present “New Moon” at 
Her Majesty’s, Sydney, following the 
revival of “Desert: Song.” 

Fuller’s reyue theatre in Sydney 
closed for two weeks for renovating. 
Reopens with Ernest Lotinga’s 
burlesque troupe by afrangement 
with W. T. 

Africa, bookings with London to 
follow. W,'T. arranged. 

with “Lombardi, Ltd,”. for W. T. 
American was to do ‘several other 
plays during Australian season,: but 
success of “Lombardi” exceeded all: 
expectations.” Carrillo will- only do 
‘the one show over here. 
‘Jacob Strunin had a tough break 

with his Jewish Opera at thé Palace,. 
Sydney, recentlys .Strunin struck 
the city during a hot spell and 
opened with hardly-‘any ‘pubHeity. 
Catching the performance of “Bar: 
-Cochba,” 

tin the auditorlum, number including: 
‘reviewer. counted 30 people 

those tn on fhe free list. After one. 

that Hebrew highbrow stuff. ds not 
for. Sydney. 

“Hollywood Revue” (M-T). will be 
importan* -Yelease in Sydney. 

early in'’30. Picture is now playing 
Melbourne.. 
Williamson-Tait has. secured the 

Ted Henkel is meeting with tre- 

tre, Auckland, New. Zealand, where 

producing the stage -presentations. 
Jan Rubini, American conductor, 

-gtill-highly-suecesstul-at- -the-Capitol- 
Melbourne. Rubini concludes his 
contract early in ’30 and-returns to 
America with. his. Australian bride. 
“Broadway Melody" (M-Ci) still 

playing out of town to. tremendous 
prosses, with bookings. well Into the 
‘new year. 

Some time ago-the gov ernment of- 

author, 

j more - 

State (wired)—"Under Gr ‘eenwood Tree” i 

the ds 
fiance,. and. takes the blame upon — 

Black. 

| stér’s - 

do |" 

“Actress was. a ‘hit here: 

Jerry and Baby: ‘Grands (American 
piano act) sail next week for South: 

Leo. Carrillo will tour New Zealand. 

VARIETY 

Budapest _ 
(Continued tr from. page 7), 

‘7 at , title of another play ‘dealing with a 
‘similar young lady, by Balassa and 
Mihaly. It.is at the Foyarosi Muvesz , 
Szinhaz. Difference is that this one 
doesn’t want to, be an actress. Her 
behavier {s pretty much:the same. 
“A Night in July,” by a young 

Sandor Hunyadi, son of. 
Sandor. Brody, well-known Hun- 
garian playwright and novelist who 
died some years ago, is perhaps even 

merit. Plot is laid in the aristocratic © 
milieu of a Hungarian. country 
‘house.’ Hotheaded flance of a very — 

risque . but. of: considerable — 

pure and. charming: countess is too: * 
temperamental to -bear. the reserva- 
tions forced upon him by his situa- 
‘tion: of fiance in. the house of the 
parents ‘of his. betrothed. First he... 
begins.to pay..enraptured attentions ’ 

to his -uncle’s cast-off mistress, a 

widow as temperamental as himself. - 
Then. he tries his .luck with the 
housemaid, encountering” the opposi~ 
tion. of the: ‘valet. . When a scandal 
ensues the uncle, who considers him- 
self old and ineligible at 38, hough . 

in’. love: with ‘his: néphew’ 3°. 

hiniself:” Third act brings éxplana- 
tions, uncle and prospective. niece . 
discover:they have always cared for 

widow. ‘Dialog is sparkling and ats 

effective. Nevertheless it isno. Overs’ 
whelming: success, 

Melbourne 
-By Cc. R. BRADISH — 

Melbourne, Dec. 29.5. 
“Following eight weeks of ‘Brews 

"Millions," Williamson-Tait 
turned on Frank Vosper's “Murder 
on the. Second Floor.” 
bélieve that: Vosper's: thriller ‘will 
draw the. town: -Normatly January 
and February are the worst two: 
months in the theatrical year, 
cause of the heat, anid the prevaleht 
depression is the most anxious per. 

the end of the: war. - - 
In anticipation of 4 slump, “The 

Land. of Promise,” the 15-year-o)@ 
drama of Somerset Maugham, is ans 
nounced as-:a successor to “Second. 
Floor,” and there is some talk of 

comediég ‘should the heavier matde - 

time.. i «< e se ! nat ort a 

a * 

‘Production at. 
Second Floor” is accurate in. all de+ 
‘talls; and has Leon Gordon, ‘who- is. 

who, ‘like ali stage dYamiattats, bee - 
lieves -with an ‘elaborate unaffected- 
ness. 
gregor, is not to be surpassed for: 
sweet and. girlish: traits. Ada Reeve, 

Bedouin, ‘Ashton Jarry and 
Sparkes: -complete-‘the ‘cast. = Miss 
Sparkes ts excellerit, put is leaving 
the Jocal: stage shortly to marry. |. . 

“Clowns in Clover": is strong at 
the King’s, From Boxing Day (Dec 
26) -this musical will hold the floor 
for the evenings, Fran ell start~ 
ing off on that date with his series 
of daily matinees: for. children. . 

of Lotinga, also reopens. Boxing ‘Day 
with George Wallace in “Me and My | 
Gal” (revue). _Also ‘to grace the 
program: are Kary! Norman, the.. 
Lawlors, and Irene Shamrock. 

“Turned Up" is the ‘attraction at 
the Royal the same day. Trio. of 
comedians, Gus Bluett, Leo Frank- 
lyn and Cecil Kellaway, with Mary 
Lawson, Molly. Fisher, Madge, Au- 
brey and Bertha Belmore in‘ support, 
are expected to keep the plece mov= 
ne. . . 

Palace, where Gregan McMahon 
has just concluded a poor. season 
with “A Message from Mars,” has 
been wired for - ‘talkers. . ‘Opening - 
feature, Dec,” 26, will be “Street 
Girl.” “Cock Byéa, World” is 
rent at the Plnza, and “Broadway” 
is exciting’ moderate atterition at the 

at the Capitol, anid. Union: Theatre 
enterprises has‘““Nogh’s Ark” at the 
Athenaeum, “‘Woman Trap” at the. 
State. and “Desert -Song” at the 
Princess... 
houses, is: turning a profit. - 

All ‘picture: men are happy that 
‘the competition between Hoyt’s and 
Union has ended, if only in a work- 
ing agreement. . . 

locally written scenarlo, Whether 
the offer still stands is a point 
worrying local aspirants to the 
prize. Nothing has been given out. 
about the’ thing for the past three ° 
-months, the government being tied 
~up-with-industrial..troubles_and. not. 
caring much about the offer, -- 

» Prince Edward, Sydney, controlled 
by the Carrols, with an’ interest 
held by Union Theatres, .dropned 
$12,000 in profit. for. the year ended 
June 30. Actual figures-reveal that 
profits for 1929 amounted to $77,735, 
as against $89,150 In 1928. 

each other and: the jilted fiance . 
finds consolation in the arms ofthe ~ 

‘mosphere and. situations.thoroughly . 

No reason to: 

s 

reviving one or two of Oscar Wilde's | 

Tivol, closed since: the. departure : 

Ss cure . 

None of the big picture. . 

‘ferea a prize of $50,000 for the best © 

riod the country has known since a 

ua 

rial give the. ticket. sellers, a . sleepy : 

“Murder on: the 

| the: author, -Hugh : Bromilow, and. - 

: “Rio- Rita” ig:still.golng strongly: 

“The Australian, Mary Mac- © 

George .-:Blunt, ., ‘Eileen. Ogden, ‘Johik- . 
‘Eileen | 

Ron With. the Show" still reigns ° 
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Obituary TENNA 
(Continued from page 2) 

J. GORDON DOOLEY sional, half-amateur company, Starg 

J. Gordon Dooley, 31, comedian of will be made Millan Hendrie 
the vaude team of Dooley and Mor- American..married: to an Austrian 
ton, died Jan, 24 at his home in. 
Philadelphia of. tuberculosis, 

diplomat and living here, 

Dooley, going from vaude to legit, 
had appeared in a ‘number of 
Broadway shows; including “Vani- 
ties," Zlegfeld’s “Follies,” “Honey- 
moon Lane” and “Hitchy Koo.” ‘He 
had entered vaude as a member of 
the Dooley brothers- act, working 
with William, who “died” Sept. 29, 
1921, when he was doing. -‘& double 
with “another brother, Johriny, “mu- 
sical comedy comic, who died of ap- 
pendicitis June 7, 1928... 7 
Gordon Dooley married. Martha 

Morton in July, 1922, when-she was 
playing vaude with her parents, 
Sam and .Kitty Morton. ‘Martha 
replaced her sister Clara when she 

left the act to do a ‘single, 
Later Dooley and ‘his wife formed. 

‘a double a act ‘which Was working up 

Y., recently. He was “born in Syl- | when stricken, alone in a hotel room, 
van Center, Mich. and the body was not found for sev- 

His early legit daya were spent| eral hours. His wife, who wag to 
in support of Modjeska, Margaret | meet her husband in Montreal, was. 

| Mather and Ada Rehan. He wes| notified on a train, Surviving ane 
leading man for Rose Coghlan - ‘on the widow, a son, daughter, his. 

D. White both musicians in New| mother, two brothers, Interment 
York, in Oakville, Ont., where he was. 

born, , , IN REMEMBRANCE OF 

EDGAR LOTHROP: 
Who: died February 4, 1924 

AL SOMERBY 

_ RENE MASTERS ; 
Rene (“Pewee”) Masters, :28, who |- 

had been appearing in vaude with 
the Masters and. Grayce act, 
“Memories,” died of appendicitis 
Jan. 16 in Israel Zion. hospital, 
Brooklyn. Miss Masters became ill|' 
while. working. and her condition 
became. so critical she ‘was. rushed 
to the hospital.” The . appendix 
broke before. the: operation: with 
‘small -hope- then- held; for. “her’ re- 
covery. ; . 

- Miss “Masters ‘had ‘been An. vaude: 
some time, her: debut being made 
‘in Herman. Becker's “Live Wires.” 
She had elso worked in the Masters- 
‘Kraft revue (vaude) and in. several 
Winter Garden shows, including 
“Doing Our Best” and “Sinbad” (Al 

Jolson). 
—She—was-a~singing--anddanoing- 

. EMMETT D. DIEHL 
Emmett D. Diehl,’ 44, vaudevillian 

and minstrel man, died recently in 
Canton, 0O.,.” Of a complication of 
diseases, 

Mr. Diehl was a banjoist and had. 
worked with a number of vaude acts 
and also. with . traveling minstrel 
outfits. Seven sisters survive. 
‘Interment in Mineral. City, 0. 

. JOHN ‘A. DOWEY 
’ John A, Dowey,. technical: director 
10 years ago for humerous western. 
thrillers, at. Hollywood, plunged 10 
stories to. ‘his death ‘Sunday, Jan, |. 
19, when he jumped out of a wins |. 
dow at the Savoy hotel in Seattle. 
He’ is survived by’ his wite. 

—ALVA-MOORE- 
“Awa Moore, radio . entertainer, 

who was best known as Mike of.the 
team of Ted and Mike, broadcasting 

-Laszlo Fodor, author of Vienna's 
greatest success last season, “Poor 
as a Church Mouse,” and which ran 
successfully* all over the Continent, 
wrote one. of the biggest. flops the 
Burgtheater, . Vienna’s — state-sub- 
sidized and highbrow stage, has ever 
known. Titled “Cradle Song,” and 
moderately well received in Buda- 
pest a year ago, it caused a veritable 
riot at the Vienna Burgtheater.... It” 
was hooted.at and relegated after .. 
two performances to the Akademie. 
theater. It is-expected to run there 
only. as long: as innocent subscribers: 
are unable to help themselves, — 

tour and: had’ also traveled ‘with 
Mrs. -Leslie ¢ Carter, Amelia Bing- 
ham,°:May Irwin; Lilian’ . Russell 
and Doris Keane. _'-- 
. Among” some’ ‘of: the’: shows: “in 
which he appeared. were. “Daugh- |. 
ters of ‘Men, ” "“Rugeles . of - Red 
Gap,” “Florabella,” “Widow - by 
Proxy," “Merton of the: Movies” 
and “Saint.Joan.” “His last. stage |. 
work . was done .in- the - Theatre 
Guild’s production of “Saint Joan.” 
He‘had also worked in vaude and 
-picfures_and_had t toured. abroad. - 

; Interment in Actors' .Fund plot, 
Evergreen cemetery, Brooklyn. , 

“Grosse: Woche in Baden-Baden”. 
(‘Big Week at Baden-Baden”), com- 

‘jedy by the Viennese author, Hans 
Muller, has just been tried out at 
Bremen ‘with unusual success. |. | 
_A-number of hyper-modern “types 

in this. play, action being carried by 
& sporting. female whose ideal is 
health, hygiene and idiocy only be- 
cause ‘at. bottom she is an intellec- 
tual crank. Opposite her plays a: 
professor of biology whose science. 

./is so highly developed that he jug- 
gles with the determination of the . 
‘sexes, He. knows how to give ine. 

1 jections that turn our. present-day 
ibeings of uncertain sexual charac-- 
teristics into. men .and. women of. 
decisive and determined character’ 

‘again, but he is too weak to. tackle 
his. own problem—his wife. - 

Play is excellently done, exciting, 

GEORGE Dp. STEELE. . 
George D. Steele, 66, who planned 

to retire next season. upon: -eomple- 
tion of 50 years as a tent.showman,. 
died Jan, 22 in a Chicago hospital. 
of pneumonia, — 

‘Mr. Steele, whose home was -in 
Decatur, Ill, had gone to Chicago 
Thanksgiving day. to work upon a]. 
volume. of. circus - reminiscences 
which he. planned | to publish. “next. 
spring. When 16 years old he joined 
the John Robinson circus, later be- 
coming, legal adjustor,. and had 
served in that capacity with nearly |” 
every: tent show in the country. He 

twas last with the Ruben-Cherry | 

to time Gordon collapsed. Several| comedienne. Miss Masters in private. shows. His wife for voted years 
months ago both Dooley and Miss|life was the wife of Frank Masters operated sue Walston hotel mee 
Morton were about to appear in a| (vaude), who, with a seven-year-old catur, he and a cousin, Kent 
talker short for Columbia pictures.|son, survives. Also surviving are Keller, former Illinois state senator, 
The day before .camera, work in|her parents and two sisters, Mrs. | SUtV'¥® 
Camden, N. J., Gordon became..so}May Davis and Mrs. Agnes Danzig. |. 
ill that he had to go to his home|Her father is Richard Braham, of 
in Philadelphia. .-He was never able Women’ a. Wear,” 
to return to'New York, — - Interment. ‘in Calvary cemetery, 
Ray Dooley . (Mrs. Eddie Dowling) ‘Brooklyn. _ 

was appearing in “Follow. Thru” 
and when her brother's. condition WILLIAM E. MONROE 
became critical she left the show to ‘William E.. Monroe, 52, former 
be at his bedside.. There is also 
another sister, Mrs. George: Vaughan president . of New York Theatrical 
(non-pro). . Protective Union - No. ' (stage- 

The funeral services. were held in hands), died Jan. 22 in Plans Sani- 

the , Dooley home. in Bywood, &/ tartum, New York, of cancer, Mr. 
suburb of Philadelphia, with . inter- Monroe new been ilt for 2 year, his 

And 1, too, who am. but passing thru, send a word of. 
sympathy to those who’ are sad at the passing of * 

GEORGE LeMAIRE 
and . 

WILLIAM B. ‘COBB 
For t loved them, too 

_ GEORGE JESSEL 

GONE, BUT NOT FORGOTTEN 

Mrs. FLORENCE HUNTER 
“Died. February 2, 1919 

FRANK HUNTER - 

via KFXF died: recently in’ Denver. 

He ig survived by his widow. ard 

three enildren,, 

ABE. ‘GOLDMAN 
Abe Goldman, 60, of auditigg de- 

partment, Great States-Publix the- 
atres, died Jan, 27 in. Chicago of 
apoplexy. 
He was an uncle of Jules and L. 

M. Rubens, Joliet, heads of Great 

States, - . 

and’ amusing. 

“Kaiserliebchen, ” musical by Dec: 
fsey and Steinberg-Frank, music by 
Emil Berte, at the Stadttheater, -is . 
one of ‘those rather old-fashioned 
things of much popular appeal which 
have merely. local charm. ' 

Setting.. of 18th century. “Vienna, . 
and 2 love story that centers around 
the flgure of the. Emperor Josef II, 
with Mozart as the girl's. uncle. and 
memories of Mozart melodies in the 
‘very. charming music, also the per= | 
sonification of another great. Vien- 
nese composer, Haydn, in the cast, 
must havea success here, but it can, 
hardly be expected to be a hit any- 
where else. Play well staged and 
acted, chief honors being. due Frau- 
lein Cot ty. ; 

NETTIE FIELDS 
: Nettie Fields, 69,. who had ap- 
peared in both burlesque and vaude, 

WILLIAM A. NASH 
William’ A. Nash, Connecticut 

concessionaire, died at his home in 
South Norwalk, Conn. 

.. Nash had summer concessions in 
‘recent years at Pleasure. Beach, 
Bridgeport, Compo Beach and Roton 
Point Park. He leaves a widow. 

.IN FOND REMEMBRANCE 

_ of My -Brother . 

“LEE McLAUGHLIN 
. Who dled February 3, 1929 

LEONARD 8B. McLAUGHLIN Big event of the Vienna Staats- 
oper will be a revival. of. “Simone 
Boccanegra,” Verdi's forgotten opera - 
which has not. been. done on any. 
German stage since 1882.. This is 
going to be the world premiere of 

_ George. D. Steele, 66, died of ptieu- 
monia at’ St. Luke’s Hospital, 
Chicago, Jan. 22, Funeral services 
were held at Decatur, Ind., and. in- 

diea in Los Angeles Jan. 6 of heart 
trouble. She was an expert buck 
and wing dancer and in vaude had 

ment in Philadelphia. 7 condition becoming acute recently. | worked with the team of Frey and | terment at Champaign, Ill, Jan. 24.12 new version of the book, written | 
—— No. other: member of No. 1 was: Fields, Mr. Steele spent 49 years in the|py Franz Werfel, 

TONY WHITE | [aswell known locally as’ “Bill’| gne is survived by a son, Billy circus business and was best known] ‘Clemens Krauss is 8 conducting, the 
orchestra, as legal adviser for the American 

Circus Corp. A widow, Mrs. George 
D. Steele, survives, 

(burlesque), and a daughter, Abbie, 
of the team of Pielert and Scho- 

Anthony ‘Wittfelder White, 7B, Monroe as. he had served ‘the union. 

known professionally as Tony White, | 
- Neues Wiener Schauspielhaus has 

y ot vert on the atage, died recent. ' IN LOViNG REMEMBEANOE field. Interment in Baltimore. founded an independent company or 
i , of Our Pal and Sister y Joh MacCor k, 65, theatre | young artists who, besideg acting in 

EDWARD JOHNSON n onmacsy oe rel the usual nightly performances of daughter, Mrs. James K. Wesley, of 
Wesley and White (vaude), who has ‘RENE, (Pee Wee) MASTERS 
retired and. lives in. Connelly, N. Y.| Who passed away January 16 
Tony White was born in Tarry- _. May her soul-rest in peace 
town, N. Y., in 1857. He began his| HHARRY and. GRACE MASTERS§| doormen and former vaudevillian, 
theatrical career as a call boy in oo . oe, | died Jan, 21 in a Kansas City hos- 

the old Niblo’s Gardens, N. Y¥. He -_ mae ~ "| Dital. 
was also one of the first to demon-|for 26 years as recording secretary,|- ‘Johnson in his early days was a 
strate publicly the Edison phono-| business agent, director and’ presi-| Vaudeville magician. He was en- 
graph in 1878. He had played many | dent.. gaged by the Met 25 years ago, 
of the old variety theatres with a| Starting as a stage carpenter,} It was his proud boast that he 
musical act, having appeared at} Monroe about 10 years ago engaged} had opened the. carriage doors of 
Bunnell’s, Harry Miner’s and. Tony in law practice. and at his death| three presidents, Roosevelt, Taft 
Pastor's in New York. —— conducted an office in Times Square} 4nd Wilson. . 
He had toured the country with|with his son, William E., Jr., who 

different circuses, including the] survives with -his mother and an- HARRY C. PERKINS 
London Circus in 1879, Barnum &|other brother, Arthur. Two children| Harry C. Perkins, 61, vaudevillian, 
Bailey, Nathan & Coup shows,|by a former. marriage of . Mrs,|died in Adrian, Mich, Jan. 15. He 
Frank A. Robbins and John Sparks’ Monroe's also survive. was formerly of the team of Per- 
outfit. ’ Furieral services were held at St.|kins and Calvette and prior to his 

In 1885 he settled in Pittsburgh | Malacliy’s Church, N. Y., with in-|Partnership with Edith Calvette, he 
and’ became associated with ‘Pat |terment in Calvary ‘cemetery. abpeared with the Perkins Bros. nen ac 

With his wife, who survives, he 
. Harris and John O’Brien -in . the 

played vaude until 12 years ago, 

Jowner in Flatbush section of Brook- . Edward Johnson, 60, ‘colored, for Iyn, diéd recently. Widow and four 
{26 years chief of the Metropolitan 
Opera House staff of uniformed 

the theatre, are free to use the the- 
atre for modern. experiments of 
their own. It is a-collective arrangee 
ment, but stands under the protec- 
tion of Feldhammer, manager of the . 
theatre, 

| They call themselves “Young. 
Stage.” - : 

IN FONDEST MEMORY 
~ of My Friend 

ALFRED de MANBY 
Who died February 1, 1920 . : ; re 

‘Im Spiel der Sommerlufte,” Ar- 
JERRY VOGEL thur Schnitzler’s new play. now run- 

ning at the Deutsches Volkstheater, 
has not much plot. It’s.a cobwebby 
love affair imbued with thé tender 
and delicate sentiment of pre-war 
Vienna. But Schnitzler is a master 
of writing and the production and . 
cast, headed by Moissi,. are beyond : 
praise. 
“Game of Summer Winds” is al- 

ternating with “Journey’s End," also 

Charles Forbes, 51, construction Stenhooe neat in the part of Capt. 
.jengineer, ox West Coast Theatres,| strong. oe ~ 

Inc., died of injuries received in|. 
auto accident near’. Bakersfield, 
Calif., Jan. 22, Widow and four 
.children survive. 

‘|chifaren survive. Interment in St. 
John’s cemetery, 

Wenzel Koutnik, 81, musician and 
last of organizers of Marine Band 
in 1898, died in Two Rivers, Wis., 
Jan. 10. . 

operation of a family museum and BERT. DEVOE 
_. .| Bert. Devoe, 46, vaudevillian and 

IN MEMORIAM __ . picture actor, died Jan. 17-of can- 
Maas will be solemnized in cer in Steelton, Pa.; $ a son and two 

. Memory. of .. + ; 

Angela Lynch Kilgour’ 

For Monte Carlo Opera 
Yvonne ‘D'Arle has been engaged 

through the M. S. Bentham office 
‘to appear in four operas in Monte. 
Carlo. 
Miss D'Arie’s- ‘engagement begins 

Feb. 16 and. she sailed Jan. 25. 

Deaths Abroad 
"Max. Glass,- 43, former manager | “Paris, Jan. 19... 
Sells-Floto. side show, died in Los| Marcel Ballot, 70, French | play- 
Angeles Jan. 24, _He is survived by | wright, died in Paris of heart dis- 

his wife and two brothers, Inter-/¢ase.  - t 
| ment in L. A. a . Jacob Breda Bull, 1, Norwegian 

author, died at Olso, Norway. ; 
Maurice Louis, 60, general man- . 

ager of .the Theatre des Nou- 
veautes, Parts, died suddenly, fol- 
lowing an operation, ; 

—“Martindy ‘Dowling, 76; granacatner|—Rene- “Ménard, “68; “well-Imnowa:=~ 
of Lois Moran (screen), died _in} French painter. 
Pittsburgh last week, Auguste Rateau, 70, French scl- 

entist and author, 
Felix Belle, 64, French journal- 

ist (L’'Intransigeant). 
Henri de Groux, 63, Belgian art- 

IN LOVING MEMORY OF. 

~ JAMES E. COOPER -. 
Diea January 29; 1928 

FRANK HUNTER 

The father of Winifred Nicholls 
Bowers died Jan..16 of cancer in 

Pondville Hospital, Wretham, “Mass. 

brothers : survives ao 

| “Mr. Devoe. appeared in pletures - in 

at St “Suinaty et Chutes, “Gainer, | the early days of Mack Sennett's 
West: of Broadway, on Saturday, comedies, During the making of a 

Feb. 1, at 9 A. M, ‘film he fell and was.so severely -in- 

|jured he had to quit the business. 
He turned to vaude and with Lew 
Worth did a blackfaced act for 10 
years. 

- He then. went. on the road as field. 
man for the Bert Levey Circuit and 
in 1926 bought the Rainbow theatre 
in Great Falls,- Mont.,. but ‘sold | it}, 
@ year later and opened a. vaude- | 
ville exchange in Sioux City, Ia., 
which office he moved to Omaha. jot heart disease, -_ 

had the distinction of being the old- In the fall. of 1929 he went.on the |: He was at one time treasurer ‘of 
~-est-Punch...and...Judy.. man_.in_the. -road—for=-the-Club—Department—of-| the_old” Columbia. theatre, fisreeme: f 

business, and ‘last summer played the RKO Chicago . offices. Taken’ 
° m Sittie under the management of | 1 last August, he was sent by the 

._He-was a Spanish War veteran, York for am pete Nai ital: in New 
-and the Veterans of Foreign Wars Interment ‘in Steelton 
conducted services at his grave. In- on 
terment in Port Ewen cemetery. 

The mother, 56,.0f Mae West died 
Jan. 26 at her home, 97 Euclid ave., 
Brooklyn. Interment in Cypress 
Hills cemetery, ; 

when they retired to their home in 
Adrian, Two daughters and » ‘a sis- 

‘ter also survive. ; 

Interment in ‘Adrian. 

theatre at 101 Fifth Ave. and also 
later was at Harry Davis’ theatre. 
White and’ Dave Markowitz were 
in & circus partnership. Later in] 
New York he was for years at the 
old. Harlem Museum, and his last 
New York engagement was at Hu- 
ber’s Museum in -E 14th street. 

At the time of his death White 

WILLIAM DAVIDGE _ 
: William Davidge, -'64,' stock-.actor, 
died last week in Brooklyn, N. Y., _ The father, 87, of John D. Ham- 

| rick, Seattle theatre operator, died} 
in, Hollywood, Cal, Jan, 14, °° 

tery. 

EDGAR J. TERRY 
Edgar J. Terry, 64, St. John, N. 

B., died recently of heart trouble in 
Toronto. He was president of the. 

He is survived by his widow, LYNN PRATT St. John Exhibition Association for ist, died in Marseilles, France. 
Janet White, a pianist; a daughter} Lynn Pratt, 67, actor, after a long six years. The grandmother, 80, of Irving | Sven Lange, Danish pluywright. 
and two ‘sons, Tony, Jr., and Allan’ illness, died in French Hospital, N. He was on a “visit to Toronto, Strouse died Jan, 18, died’ in a: hospital at Copenhagen» 

~ 

‘The mother of Jesse Block (Block 
and Sully) died Jan. 16.in New 
York: ‘ 
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Englewood 

Very slow start to this 10- act pill, 
with audience dozing through the 
‘first part. Opening was Irene. Burge 
‘trio, Indian song and dance turn, 
weak except for femme’s solo dance 

“pit. Nathan and Powell read- a} 
. couple: -of gags. and closed: with a 

* hoofing number. Maybe with some 
‘newer gags they’d-do better. Swe-. 
“pele. Sextet delivered some dull sax- 
“ophone playing... Four Cook: Sister 
sing fairly well, but miss because 
of improper pacing and the: wrong 
tunes. Numbers are far too short, 
‘giving. a choppy impression. Mc 
‘Donald and. Co. (New Acts) fol 
lowed, and woke the audience for 
the first time of: the .evening. | 

Victoria and Lorenz, acrobats, 
“opened the regular half arda—wer 

over nicely on Lorenz's  delayéd | 
-tumble,. and: his work on tables:) 

. ‘mounted. four high. Perry - Twins 
“and: Tarris have a good hoofing act. 
“put almost ruined. {t with a -poor'| 
talk opening bit. Cut.the talk, grab 
_a.snap beginning and they've’ -got 
‘a clever hoofing turn. Twins are 
‘boys; -Tarris, femme. 

- Golden Bird. next, ‘and- fooled. the 
“house, with most -of the crowd be- 
lieving the canary was ‘singing. Act | 
has. lots ..in its fayor and with .a. 
_yicher and newer set. has possibili- 
‘ties for hetter :time.. Barton and: 
Young got laughs mainly on Bar-| 

e 
‘drummer. Meaningless’ turn but 
pleasing: to this house.. ‘Dance .Od- | 
ditles, four. girls’ and. two. men, in. 

-ton’s) noisy argument with -th 

a weak flash act; closed. 
“Skinner Steps Out” (U) feature. 
Business excellent. . Loop. 

‘Belmont 
‘Business tremendous at this 

North Side theatre Friday night 
"(24y. ‘The crowd was @ cinch for 

- the nine acts. 
McDonald and Paradise (New 

_ Acts) were in-a class by themselves. 
Three Red Caps, two men and 
girl, opened with a mild: acrobatic 
assortment. Villa and Strigo, man 
and girl, held the:deuce with steel |. 
guitar. work.’ Alice Louise and Co. 
(New Acts), a flash, with time 

"When in Chicago 
. Visit | These Hits 

an mapa ue SSromn vvagcouon 

"RKO WOODS. 
Another RKO Triumph 

“HIT THE DECK” 
With JACK OAKIE - 

and POLLY WALKER | 
Fimed in gorgeous Technicolor from the | 
largest ‘sets ever constructed in Hollywood. 

“ERLANGER 
_ THRED .WEEKS.ONLY—MAT, ‘SAT. 

—_ 7th Edition Amerteca’ s Greatest Revue 

FIELDS in 
“EARL ‘CARROLL 

VANITIES 
Company of 100 with Most Beautiful 

Girls in the Worl a 

A. H. WOODS’ 
A DELP yD scat Wed.-& Sat. 
Clark at Madison 

'W LESLIE'S" 

Fastest,: Funniest, Most. Tuneful 
Musieal Revue Ever Presented: 
_ Original New York and- ‘Parle Cast™ 

Ge 
SELWYN Tonight Mts. Thurs. 

H. HA ARRIS Presents 

Tus ‘SEASON'S COMEDY SMASH 

“June Moon” 
- By America's Foremost Humoriste 

‘LARDNER KAUFMAN 

ILLINOIS— 
‘EDDIE. CANTOR 

“ZIEGFELD 
Production 

“WHOOPEE” | 
100 Glorified Girls 

“BLACKBIRDS” 

r 

- 

a 

| Detroit, Omaha, Des Moines, Kan- 

after an appendicitis operation. 

‘Pathe, now in an executive position 
‘in the sales department in New 

.. stage employees’ union employed at 
present. 

‘a week in’ ‘New York.. 

- wasted. Fourth, ‘Gildea, Nor ton and 
Joy, twoy men anda girl, offered 
hoke on shipboard, starting fast and. 
getting. screams on: zippy crossfire, 

cient line of hooey. . 
* Flavio .Plasencia. (New Acts), a 

radio name that is N.S. G. for else- 
where. _ Sixth came -McDonald and 
Paradise, a natural, followed by an-. 
other radio bunch, the. Nutty Club 
.(New Acts)..: This act was a wower. 
mostly on the’ air popularity. of in-'|-. 
dividuals. _- 

Hafter and’ Paul,’ squeaky- -voiced 
man. and partner, hoked it up in 
next to. closing, followed ‘by. Dault- 
and La Marr. These two boys, who | 
recently showed at the Englewood, 
have. dressed, injected: comedy and 

o anickened... -their_routine of Bert. 
Melrose acrobatics. 
Vaude ran two hours.. The pro- , 

gram ‘completed. with “Gold Dig- |. 
gers” (WB) and Pathe sound: clips. 

Loop. 

"Emil Stern has booked “Falle- 
lujah” (M-G-M) for 18 ‘houses in 
the ‘Essanes3 neighborhood’ circuit. 

CORRESP. 

otherwise. ind icatea . 

follows and on pages: 

CLEVELAND  ......cccceseeee 

CHICAGO Sew sccocevecsscrrcse 

DENVER @ocecavesacseovarrvrrce 

. berry of his duties as distr ict man- 
ager, although his contract runs un- 

|til May. Phil Dunas, Chicago branch ing the Palace and the Riverside : 
manager. ....assumed__-Mayberry's |since the resignation of James A. Christmas Party 

tities and 'C. C. Wallace Yok 7H) 
post. Mayberry’s: future is indefi- 
nite. 

H. S. Lorch this week assumes 
managership of Pathe’s. midwest 
district, controlling the Chicago, 

sas City, Milwaukee and Minneap- 
alis: exchanges. Formerly Chicago 
‘exchange manager. 

“M. O. Wells’ Adams theatre has 
been wired ERPI. Leaves three un- 
wired grinds in the loop—a<Astor, 
Pastime and LaSalle. ; 

Nat Wolf visited exchange bosses 
en route from Houston, Tex., to 
New York, where he will locate in 
the Publix: film buying office. 

_ Rita McCarthy and Pearl Fire- 
man, cashiers at the Warner’ ex- 
ehange, are on the sick list, Miss |. 
McCarthy at a sanitarium for a rest 
and Miss Fireman convalescing 

“Harry. Lor ch, branen manager for 

York, John Clarke, from Milwau- 
kee, succeeds him. here, 

: Ientire mem bership of the local 

‘Dick Bergen, R-K-O booker, and 
Danny Graham, booker,. back. after. 

Geo. Steele is ill at the. St. Luke 
| Hospital, Chicago, with pneumonia.. 

‘| Steele served with the American. 
.Circus Corp. as legal adjuster - for, 
many. years. 

N. Vv. A. sent Mr. and Mrs. Roy 
Orth, stranded here with their four 
sma}l children, to Kansas City, pro- | 
viding transportation and- clothes : 

1 for, the children. ~ 

” Henry. ixalcheim. and ‘Louis Wei in- 
stein, owners of the Webster, West 
Side grind, wete refused by the 

1! courts here in tli¢ir, plea: to ‘have lout Yankee” 

——— ane es Sos 

IN ‘CHICAGO. 

|LINDY’S RESTAURANT] 
On- Randolph Street 

ts Home Sweet Home, to the Profession 
A Good Place to Eat and Meet — 

but hard work putting over an an-. . 

Columbia’ has relieved Cecil May-. 

All. matter in. CORRESPONDENCE | refers to current, week. unless 

The cities under: Correspondence in this issue of Mariety © are as. 

BROOKLYN, N. Yec.sececeeeee “err wencccweescereessecs 95 

DETROIT. nr sepensanereesetee 
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LOUISVILLE sesececcecesveces 94 YRACUSE Can eseeneresoossece 95 

MILWAUKEE ....ccseeeeesee+ 931 
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MONTREAL ..........000s0006 94 
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- MINNEAPOLIS 
Metropolitaa—Dark. 
Shubert—“Li ttle Accident” (Bain- 

tenant of the house placed in hands. with presentation of “The Swan,” 

of receivers because tenant, Web- | by San Antonio Little Theatre, Carl 

Ster Amusement -Co, fatled to pay|Glick directing. Given Thursday 

Trent. and Friday-night with sell out each bridge Stock) 

The tenant contended the agreed jevening. House will be managed. by Pantages | — “Broadway Scande’s"; 

rental of $6,000 a year was for 750|Gene Wildenstein. Seats 50. | vaude. 

seats, While the house when com- | Bookings inelude Jean Gros' French Seventh Street—“Dance Hall"; vaude. 
Palace—Stock burlesque: films 
Minnesota—''No, No, Nanette"; Pab- 

lix stage show, “The Jazz Clock Store. 
Century—''Sunny Side Up.” 
State—"Lilies of the Field, oe 

_Lyrie=—“Three Live Ghosts,” 
Aster—"'So Long Letty ; 
RKO-Orplieum— “lle the’ Deck” (24 

work). - 
‘Grand—"irotly wood Reyue” (2d ‘loop. 

run). : 

pleted seated only 950. The tenant marionettes Feb. 1.. 
agreed to pay rent, but wants re- 
duction because of the short seat- 
ing. House has been open . since 
December. 

‘Stage show was out at the: Texas 
(Publix) this week with “Love Pa- 
rade.” House switches to new]. 
policy Friday doing split week, Will 
use first. run films Friday-Sunday 
and no stage show. Picture then to 
State for week's grind. ‘The Texas 
will use another. picture from Mon- 
day-Thursday with stage show, 

Vie Insirilo, m.°c., reported going. 
‘to New York Paramount as fea- 
‘tured trumpet. 

Billy: Weinberg has the booking 
for a %-day benefit circus at the 
‘Eighth Regiment armory... Although 
in the colored district, the talent 
will ‘be ' ‘mostly. white. . 

‘After a brief closing, ‘the Uptow n, 
largest of the: Publix neighborhood 
houses’ here, has reopened with -a 
policy of week .stands.. House is. 
within a block of ‘Publix’s Granada, - 
play ing full weeks. 

Buddy Kirby, former vaude single, 
has joined Billy Weinberg’ 3 staff ag 
club booker. 

“MILWAUKEE 
By FRANK J. MILLER | 

Athambra—'‘Phantom ‘of the ‘Opera. “° 
Davidson—'‘Show. Boat’ (legit).. 

’ Garden—'‘General Crack.”.: - 
Gayety—Burlesque (Mutual). _; 
Majestic—"A Most Immoral Lady.” 
Merrill—"The River.” - 
Pabst—German plays; Chicago” eyin- 

phony. : 
- Palace- -Orpheum—"Condemned. mn. . 
----Riverside—Saven- ‘Keye-to-Baldpate." ! 

- Strand—"'Hot for Paris.”’ . 
Wisconsin——"“Pointed. Heels.” " 

: Single stock. venture. ‘foppea here 
after three “wecks at. the: Palace. 
Talkers. blamed.’ ne ot ee 

“MEMPHIS 
By WALTER D. BOTTO 

| Leew's: State—"'The Lone ‘Star Reug- 
er’; vaude: - 
Orpheum—"gally. ad 
Pantages—"'Honky Tonk.” 
Palace—'‘The Coeit ‘Byead. World." 
Princess—'‘Outside the City." 
Strand—'The Kiss. . : 

— |" Beauty—"Top~ ‘ofthe: Worlds! Pn 

- Shriners’. pig .indoor circus at the 
Munlelpal Auditorium’ this week-is ©. 
again’ under the management of: — 
“Buzz” Bainbridge, local stock man. 

Work: has been started on the new 
five-story exchange building here by 
Warner Brothers. <A. feature - will 

‘Ibe a 300-seat : theatre for: trade 
‘screening. : 

Tom Young is now manager of the 
moved: into their new exchange: 

5 building here. , 

Fire destr oy ad the Orpheum; Bur= 
jlington, Jan, 22; shortly .after. the: 
last evening. show. Community The-- 
atres, Inc., of Milwaukee, took over. 
the theatre several years ago. 

orchestra, in anticipation of. Warner 
| Bros.. taking over the house, which syceuea ey eON RECORD 

was sold for $400,000, so reported by R-K-O Palace—"? Keys to Baldpate.” 

Pantages’ attorneys. here, R-K-O Temple—"Party Girl.’ . 
' Loew's Rochester _ “Sky Hawk" "S 
vaude. . 

cadilly—‘'*Not So Dumb"; vaude.. 
Eaoenan General Crack.” 
Regent—"Applause."’ 
Fay’s—Dark.- 
Victorla—Dark., . 
Strand—Change. . 
Family—Change. 

‘Harry “Wren, assistant - manager. 
‘Alhambra, has been appointed house {. 

ONDENCE 
Show Boat Nite Club has opened 

vin, West Memphis, Ark... 

L: R: Pierce; former manager Or- 
|} pheum, has -been transferred -to the 
St. Louis” theatre. . 

‘Bob Gourtney has signed for the 
Hagenback- ~ Wallace Show for next 

‘Season, | 

Lyceum, with three shows jn ‘row 
| for .full-week runs. after interval 

Fox Film lexchange here. 

Pantages theatre has: given a tivo 
weeks" notice to the: operators and me ROCHESTER 

| since before holidays, is doing good 

‘Bob: Marks is now ‘dramatic critic ; biz. Merit largest factor in: draw. at. 

|| of the. Evening Appeal. 
; this “house. 

Sagamore Hote] is following Sen-: 
eca, in Saturday night club idea. 
Opens with co-operation of. Loew's | 
Rochester, Manager H. M. Addison 

Chas. ‘McElravy was elected 2 

= opener, over radio. Fa- 

‘manager of. the City: Auditorium for 
the next year py ‘City Commission- 

‘ers. 

PITTSBURGH  ,...:....e000025 94 
OAKLAND .....cccccceceeccses 95. 

34 {OTTAWA seessctecenceescoscee 94 
ROCHESTER ........cceceseee 93° 
‘ST. PAUL. ns 94 

‘The city. quthorities have clamped gan’s orchestra doubles. 

down on Sunday “benefit. pictures.” Louisville Loons come to the Pic- 

cadilly for opening of stage shows." 
“The ‘Connecticut Yankee” played 

at the Auditorium for three days to 
the usual terrible: business. ; 

SAN ANTONIO. .. cc ccccccccee 93 

‘SAN. FRANCISCO....ccesseees 94 
TORONTO weneae vrrerrr rere yr 94 

WASHINGTON seus ovewegeonse 95. 

Loew's Rochester ‘sets up ‘tables 
and a coffee urn. in the upper lobby | 
where folks who like to ‘see start 
of film can. wait, smoke, play cards, 
etc. Beechnut | company. Provides a 

| the beverage, 

Emile ‘Umann, manager Pantages 
theatre, was indicted by the grand 
jury for assault and battery upon 
one of Pantages’ ‘patrons. 

manager of the Palace- Orpheum 
(RIO), Harry E. Billings, manag- 

Aes cantinu manager of | Ma Hotel. McCormick 

the Riverside. Under th policy: ‘Lobby, For Home of 

Billings will travel to Chicago, NéW- _ Friendless Children 
York and Detroit to book acts. — : 

Julius Lamm is the new manager | f 
for Fox’s Garfleld. Wm. N. Warren 
has been transferred to the Strand 
and H. Edward Lourl! is managing |- 
the Mirth. H. S. Dunning. is in 
charge of the Tivoli. 

L. K. Brin, head of Brin Theatres, 
has the franchise for Warner Bros. 
Tiffany-Stahl and First National 
productions, which he is: showing 
first at the Garden and Majestic and. 
then throughout the firm's state |, 
theatres. , 

The Garrick, dark most of the 
time, may become a grind house. 
‘Outside of sex films shown recently | 
the house has had nothing. 

’ Bthet Barrymore is underlined for 
the Davidson weelc of Feb. 3. Marx 
Brothers in “Animal Crackers" fol- 
ow. , 

_ WHY YOU'LL ENJOY 
LIVING AT THE McCORMICK 

‘ It's such a pleasant sociable place to live .,... you 
are almost sure. to meet someone you know there. 
It’s so modern in every detai) . . . luxuriously 
furnished , . . charmingly comfortable.. 

_ It's less than ten minutes’ walk from the loop . . « 
near. Michigan Boulevard and the lake ... away 
from-the noise and dirt of downtown. 

- It has handball courts . . . .gymnasium . « eo. 
golf driving nets for your use. ~~. 

The Walnut Theatre Co. must va- 
cate the Columbia theatre (Eleventh 
and Walnut) at once, Civil Judge 
Carl Runge ruled’ in denying the 
company’s request to remain until 
Jan. 28. The theatre company also: 
faces an injunction. suit which +re- 
strains it from removing further 
property from the building: 

About 900 people marched to ‘the 
street in orderly fashion when the 
film caught fire at the ‘Princess. 
C. A. Colter, operator, was slightly 

— ee 

burned about the hands. Blaze was. 7 i =: ve R - 

caused by a spark from the electric. Apartments Larger Apts. Hotel Rooms 

motor setting fire to a.roll of film.: for 2 for 4: with bath = 

Performances resumed within ‘al 
short time. 

‘SAN ANTONIO 
Majestiv—" Great Gabbo. " 
Azctec---"“Chasing Rainhows.’' 

: ‘Texar—‘Love Parade.” 
| _State—"‘Disraell.” 

Empire—"Broadway Scandals.’’ 
San Pedro Playhouse—" The Swan.’ 

$90 and $100. $150 to $175 =: $60 a mo. up 

* HOTEL:
 

RUSH AND ONTARIO 

. Phone Superior 4927 

“Fiela's and: ‘Andrew's “Connecti- 
in for one night Feb.’ 

‘6. OT ough year on road, stuff here 
psord fan=Ruta-Dennis- and—Ted-: Shawne 
| play ed to smal) house in November 
as did “Vagabond King,” George 
Wintz's road production. Cecil 
Lean and Cleo Mayfield had fair 
house on Christmas night with 
“ Padlocks. " , STS. 

em rn 8 rn San Pedro Playhouse, built by 
iniunicipality, opened Monday night 

oliim biz ~ana ~Ti ffany=Staht -hnve———— 



o4 ae | VARIETY 

HOLLY WOOD 
and Los Angeles 

“Variety's” Otic, TAFT BUILDING, Vine St. and Hollywood Blvd. 

Phone Hollywood 6141 

Gae Foster, “stazer, and Bonnie 
Cashin, designer, of the Fanchon 
and Marco production department, |. 
have been sent to New York to give 
F. and M. stage shows the once- 
over there. 

‘Motion picture ‘yellef fund pall is 
postponed until some. time after 
Lent.: Mary .Pickford, president of 
the fund, and Conrad Nagel, ‘chair- 
man of the ball committee, . ‘decided 
the original date, March 1, came too: 
funds after the close of the drive for 
unds. 

picture “Applause,” comes: to: Pitt 
as juvenile | for George Sharp stock, 

Tommy Cole, formerly. with “War- 
ners, appointed manager ‘Olympie,. 
Tiffany house, downtown. oo 

“Bambina” opens -at the Mayan, 
Feb: 3 with “Oh Susanna”. shifting 
to the Columbia, Frisco. Stella Sea-. 
gar replaces Carlotta King as lead 
and Harold Hadge replaced ‘Garry. 
Bruckner in the latter show. 

“Tracy- -Brown, operators. of. Plata. 
‘|night club, have. taken Kieman’s 

The 233 * e1ub of Masons’ go: into Inn,.East Liberty, and renamed. it. 
the ‘Hollywood Musio Box Feb. 15|Club Tracy-Brown and has. ‘Larry: 
with a midnight show to‘help fi- Duncan and orchestra.. ; 
nance the new. clubhouse. 

‘Saundérs’ Towne Inn, class: ‘night 
club in ‘East’ Liberty, - folded last 
‘week after dropping plenty. Jo E, Rickards, booker,. Publix: 

Rickards-Nace circuit, has moved: 
‘Warner Bros. reopen the Forum, 

his office to the Paramount theatre ° 
L. A., Feb. 5. 

~—puilditig; “He books a ~“houses~ “in| chartes = - YuaeisFeplaver™ Géoreé’ .,.Trouble_with_getting _scenery,. set. 
Arizona. |Roesner as stage director of “Oh,° in time may send Stanley, here, to Saturday: openings,. House ‘now 

starts.on: Friday. For several ‘weeks 
| Publix ‘set-ups;. coming: from .Phila- 
-delphia,. have beén ' getting in, late... 
Last: Friday ‘stuff: came in go late. 

| Susanna,” now at Mayan. It, will 
be revamped ‘prior to its San Fran: 
cisco opening. 

Fox. West | Coast theatres has 
changed the’ title. of “Harmony at 
Home” (Fox) to “She Steps Out”. 
for all Coast dates. Bert Levy is here lining, up two! 

more vaude weeks: for his office. 
H. R. Crosbery and ‘Louis’ Berkson, 

musicians, :have filed - salary. claims 
with.the .State Labor Commission-| 
against Ross King,.Frisco promoter, 

.. for $200. They. claim they were en-- 
“ gaged ‘by’ King to come to L..A. 
and.play at the California theatre. 

"Since arriving they have been un- 
able to locate him. 

hours.’ 

SAN F RANCISCO- 
By WALTER RIVERS 

Song pluggers are’ scarce in. aown- 
town L.A. Not a name band dowWn- 
‘town, ‘either,-and only one vaude. 
thouse. Most of .them = ‘concentrate ps 
dn’ Holly wood.’ a, 

“Gus Metzger’s Fairfax: ineiitre is: end.of. Henry . Duffy’s : ‘stock * 
scheduled to open. din: March.” 

jhe intended to close the. house. " 
—- 

“Bambina, ” new operetta given its 
; ‘premiere at the Curran, folded up 
rguddenly ..last’ «Saturday. after: two. 
weeks. - Management: was dissatis- 
fled’ with: shape: ‘production was ‘in| - 
and <intended ‘to start all over again: 
‘to get it ready for its'staging in Los 
-Angeles. .. Show. -opened cold héere- 
‘and very ragged. 

Aber Twins. are out of “Oh Su- Lou Anger anda syndicate Kcuent | 
ganna” at the Mayan. Lido Isle in. Balboa Bay and. will, 

transform. it: into. ‘a resort. . 

Playmakers’: Leazue “is a ‘new 
group of writers’ and. actors ‘with 
no fees or’ obligations. ‘Object: mu- 

: tual-aid.in-ereation ‘and’ -presenta- 
tion of artistic endéavor, Selection. 
of first originals’ and tHeir casting 
starts ‘Jan. 28.in the Log Angeles 
Junior College, , East Hollywood. 
First public | presentation planned 
for March. | 

Harry Golub .added to Keith’ s 
Club and Studio department here.’ 

- ‘Writers’. “Club's one-act . plays’ to 
be given Jan. 29-30. are “Little 
BrownJug,” by A. L. Weeks, “Hints 
to Brides,” by..-Kenyon. Nicholson; 
“Noel,”. by. Lawrence ~Grant, ‘and 
“Torch: Bearers,” si" by ‘George. Kelly. 

* “Down With Wim: Wimmin” tried - out: 
at Pasadena Community Playhouse 
Jan. 27,..with co-authors: Emerson 
Tracy and Rex Smith in cast. 

Charlotte Greenwood, “who closed 
in““She Couldn’t Say No” at Duffy’s. 
President here suddenly because. of 
her mother’s illness, opens the show |. 

——— 

‘Another’ echo. of the Pathe fire’ is |. 
the L.-: A.” fire department's’. edict. 
that no car is allowed to. stand, un- 
attended, on the Warner lot.. 

Se mann dmeennend 

Jack ‘Belgram,. doorman, filed. aal- 
ary claims: .with the State Labor 
comm is tor 4b, the Ruth Rennick 
Players, for oR i 15 “So 

Jim'* Corey, ‘“roper, filed clainas of tales on F ret booted by Song | 

against the Buck Jones wild West Crosland, are being, made by 

Show for $75. |. Michael Curtiz, 

“Douglas ' Gilmore; pictures, re- | 
-eéived a fractured .skull: when. his 
‘auto turned. over after hitting a. 
Street: car. | 

' Alice ‘Joyce (pictures) has been 
‘gigned by. Henry.-Duffy to play- in |. 
“Her Friend, the.King,” at the Duft-. 
win, Oakland, in Hepruary: 

RKO-Ozpheum "Flight": vaude, 
Paramount—‘“The Love Parade.” 
Tower—‘‘Behind the Makeup.” 

_ RKO-President—“Hit .the Deck.” 
Riviera—"‘Bishop . Murder Case.” 
Strand—“Girl, From Fig meee Dana 

Travis Banton, Paramount studio 
fashion. designer, left this week for 
Europe and: Paris. : 

Goodyear’ blimp, . eautpned withia 
brondoasting. 11 uni pane. Jone “Rogue ” mhree acts of ‘vaude ‘are “being | - treet —Dark. 

, " ray used at the R-K-0, San Dieg SQater: tego aes €! 

Rong at tea | the, Second week -of., ic Rita.” 
‘casting | ‘numbers a prongs “due to, was out. ff The first week, 

Due to-its ability ‘fo ‘fly at a low |. ast vs meth of the feature.. 

rate. of speed, blimp need: not ee Thable’ ‘to “find another ‘house to 

an elevation: of over take care of the vaude'bill, it was 

wag $1, eee ENS eee. Ri necessary to route it into. San Diego 

Br ate four hours. A Georze in spite of.the length of.the picture. 
- patixedwh stunt, , oda. 

= U_ six- month ‘contracts for Joan 

‘Gem, downtown dime, grind, had Marsh, player, and. Houston Branch, 
>the front of the theatre plastéred | writer. . 

with signs reading “See Fatty Ar- 

buckle’s Comeback.” . When they got 

inside: patrons saw an old one-reel 

comedy of. Arbuckle’s, with the title 
changed to “The Comeback. ” 

with, business big. sincé opening, 
may go, further, - 

es Tae, 

drew full houses at the Playhouse 
with “Barrens,” written by Oakley 
Stout, local advertising ‘man. 

Met: stays dark with Samuel New- 
man, manager, reporting nothing 
booked or even contemplated. Leaves 
St..Paul dependent upon two Little 
Theatre groups for its legit. 

Victor Rosen, former general man- 
ager of Bard Circuit, Los Angeles, 
will manage the Forum for Warners 
when that house is taken, over Feb; 3. “African jungle film, “Up the 

‘|Congo,” shot by Alice O’Brien, St. 
Paul, has its local premiere Feb. 1 
at the Tower. 

By RICHARD B. GILBERT 
State—"‘New York Nights.” 
Rialto—“Pointed Heels.” 
Strand—"Romance of Rio Grande.” 
Anderson—"The Painted Angel.” 
Alamo—“Christina."’- 

, Gayety——Mutual -burleaque, . 
Walnut—Laffell Players (atock). 
Brown-—Harl. Carroll ‘Vanities.’ 

; ; Kenneth Terrell ‘and verne Han. 

y n “Trees 

Wen sHe' ac won oT Tea? after six months. in: Aust
ralia. 

Z We IT HOLLYWOOD 
ye THEY ALWAYS LIVE AT THE 

First unit of Radio’s new stage 
has been completed 18 days under 
schedule. The complete _ stage, in| 
four units, will be finished in three | | 
weeks, 

‘PITTSBURGH - 
By HAROLD W. COHEN. 

/Nixon—‘Brothers.” =. 
Alvin—‘Blossom Time.’ 
Pitt—Sharp (stock). 
Academy—Burlesque (Mutual), 

a Pictures. . 
- Penn——"Laughing, Lady"; stage show. 
: -?§tanley—"'She Couldn’ t Say No'’; stage 

- [shows - . 
. ‘Warner—"General, Crack." 

' “Aldine—‘“Sunny Side Up’. (3d: week). 
‘Enright—“Darkened Rooms” stage 

. show. “ . 
_Harrla—“‘Shannons ‘of Broadway” ; 

Play.” 

“Three members of. “Rio Rita” 

‘joined ‘Padlocks’ of 1929" when it 
| played here last week. They: are 
‘Ace Brown, comic; Harold | Wright, 

.|‘tenor, and Nira Brown; comedienne. 

joined. 

ude. 
‘Sheridan Square—“Love, Comes ‘Along:”’ 
Olympic—"Lost Zeppelin” (2a week). 

Henry Wadsworth, who playe a in was interested in Kane Bros.’ show, 
. . ’ . . . . . . 

after an. obscene performance, has 

Walnut. . 
House will be known as the Ritz. 

Laffell will bring a troupe from Chi- 
cago, opening Feb... 

“STRICTLY UNION MADE 

Kane Bros,’ ‘ show, closed twice 
- PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS 

: $6Q.00 and up , cancelled Richmond, Ind., and went 
into the Rialto, _indiana olis, in- 

HartmanhOshkosh & -Mendel—Trunks==-|f a P 
ALL MODELS—ALL SIZES ON HAND 

AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES 

ALSO 1,000 USED TRUNKS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION 

WE.DO REPAIRING OPEN EVENINGS = WRITE FOR CAPALOG 

SAMUEL NATHANS, Inc. 
668 Seventh Avenue, between 40th and 41et Streete, New York City 

L AGENTS FOR A & M TRUNKS IN THE FAST 

‘ SOLE Phones; Longacre 6197 Pennsylvania 9004. 

Some. excitement during a per- 
formance of “Padlocks” (George 
Wintz), when someone yelled fire. A 
capacity audience remained seated 
while the manager (Wally Decker) 

| had the players return to stage for 
n repeat of the last two numbers 
before intermission. The fire mean- 
while was extinguished by stage 
employees. - 7 LON 

——-— ——— 

* Green's “The Boundary Line,’ with 

Morgan, at the Majestic. 

—s. --Asiction: “held-tast week-at- the. for=. 

feature couldn't ; ibe. Tun: Off. for. two “ “4 

0 DENVER 

“| Fanchon, & Marco. 
-|  Alad 

-. Batly” in’ Fébrifary will see nef ; 

‘Seattle, Duffy announcing last week |. 

at the Hrlanger,’ Chicago, April 20." , 

| ment ‘crafts unions. 

» “Bt the Deck, ” in for two weeks]. ~ 

St, Paul Players\(Little Theatre) |” 

War ‘ Memorlal—Frelburg "Passton 

(Wintz road show) that closed here 

|films ofthe Boy Scout: Jamboree in 

‘Frank McMahan, N- Y. dancer, also: 

: “Georke P. ‘Laftell, ‘president Must- 
cians* Local No. 11, A. F. M,, who’ 

Jot theatres, in Eastern Ontario, in- 
‘closed here two weeks ago by police. 

obtained a license to Yeopea the. 

“stead ose 
———= soars 

: 7 “Wednesday, January 29, 1930 

BROOKLYN;N. Y. st” gan, “Where Sound. Sounds Best” 

By JO ABRAMSON 
used at the Avalon for months, No- 
lan holds .exclusive right to the 
phrase for all Canada, 

Hon. J. D: Monteith is being peti- 
tioned for legislation to provide 
government assistance for Canadian 
news reels, following a conference 
of film companies and. cameramen 
with Major J, C. Boylan, chairman 
of the Ontario Board of. Picture 
Censors... Chairman. Boylan’ an- 

-|nounced United States news pro- 
ducers hal been. ‘notified to’ main- 
tain 40 percent British or Canadian 

‘inews in topical reels presented in - 
Ontario, the same ratio as in’ the 
old Silent news releases, 

Boulevard—"Tho - ‘Boundary Line,” 
Paramount—-"'Virginian”’; ings, show. 

stages 

show. 
Albee—“Hell’s Heroes”; vaude. 
Loew's Met — “Hollywood "Revue"; 

vaude. 
Strand—Show of Shows.” 
Orpheum—Pictures ~ - 
Momart—-Néwsreel. 
Star—Burlesque (Mutual). 
Gayety—Burlesque | (Mutual). 

Two new shows here this week: 
Flatbush has “You Don’t Say” 
‘Gules Leventhal),. with. Mary Hay;|. 

-the ‘Boulevard the ’-Jones. & N L. Nathanson: quit. Famous 
Players..Canadian Corporation : as 
managing director “because .a pro- _ 
posal fo sell the Gaumont British 
on: the basis of $75 per. common 
share was blocked... Arthur: Cohen,. 
successor to. Nathanson, now’ an- 
nounces a merger between the 
Canadian and: British companies is 
possible following news Willlam Fox 
has abandoned vlan to secure: con- 

Otto Kruger. . 

“Next | “week's ‘tryouts, “apron 
strings,” ‘farce, by’ Dorrarice Davies, 
with’: Jefferson’ de. Angelis; .. Philip 
Dunning’s new: play,. “Those . We’ 
Love” coming to the. Boulevard, and 
“Topaze” (Lee Shubert), with: Frank 

. | tish. 

mer home of Bertram Whitney, the- 
atrical producer, who died last year. 
‘All material, including ‘old ‘programs, | . 
books and. paintings, v went under the : 
hanimer. 

Le “TORONTO. 
‘By GORDON SINCLAIR 

- Royal Alexandra—"She's No Lady. ” 
‘Princess—Dark. 

" . Vietorla—"Dumbbells.” 
_ Emplire—"The Nut Farm" (stock), 
Uptown—''Paris"”; stage show. - 

‘motor "seven Keys to ‘Balapate” | vaude, 

din—''Lone ‘star’ Ranger. ” 
.-Denver—''Condemned"; Publix revile. . 
Orphoum—"Murder. on: the | Root" R- 

K- ei Wieokoae : 
erkeas- Sethe -S , 

latte ~The Startle ‘Piaysrouns. mee 

. 

Yayivell—"Love: Parade”; vauile, 
Pantages—‘‘Gloritying , _ the “American 

Girl’; svaude. ‘ 
Massey. ‘Hall—Concerte. 

Toronto). 

’ Sites selected in ‘this territory. by 
Fox are at Boulder, Colo.;  Scotts- 
bluff, . Neb.; - Casper and ' "Laramie, 

Bloom ‘ang Fine, ‘builders ‘and 

‘talker. houses, are in trouble with. 
Wyo. and, Roswell, N. M: 

: ment of opposition union workmen. © 
2 Fohn | Me: Mulvihill, - phesiaent Runaway .car crashed their new 
Elitch park and = owner. Broadway, 
theatre, left an estate of $100, ;000 to” opening, wrecked the b. 0. and in- 

‘his: wife and daughter. | 
circuit 1g controlled by Famous. 
Players Canadian Corp. 

“ 
’ Gothic ¢ picture) is putting on stage: 
attractions: Sunday and Monday. 
nights by the: Dunbar players, : . “She's: No Lady,” ‘a new ' farce, 

The Stratford players: ‘delayed’ by” 
storms, reached Denver r just in time. 
to open. . 

turing Lynhe . Overman, bows into 
the’ Royal at a $2. 50. top. _ 

John Rase, new: managér. Music 
“Box, has signed with. the amuse-'! Quebec Legislature. . William Sum-.. 

merville, operator of.a-small To- 
.ronto chain, will become. vice mayor 
of Toronto. a MONTREAL 

His MoJesty’s—Sir John Martin Har- 
vey's Co, 
"Palace—“ P . Pa Ao? £34 weels).. DETROIT 

Cap SiDevil-May-Cere.” ooo - CABELL oe ~Modlate.”* 
Loew’s—"The Kibitzer.” .: < t , Obvle—“The Nut Farm.’ 

. Peince “Condemned” tga week). . Shubert—"Lost Zeppelin.” . 
Imperi “Song of Kentucky.” | : Pictures - 
Orpheum—“The: Racketeer.’ ; |. Michigan—‘"The Kibitzer."* 

. Roxy—"Some Mother's Boy.” Fisher Second Choice." 
_ Strand—Double bill, . “yo ‘Adams—‘‘General Crack,” 
’ Empress—Double bill, - | - . State—“Hit the. Deck.” 
Say ety—Musical atocle, - Paramount—"“‘Sally.”’ 

adison Navy: Blues.” 

Oclontal “NI Ky, Howe, -Picture theatres here are finding |.. Orlental—‘Night | - 
out attraction of French pictures to | United Artlots— New York Nights 
population, two-thirds . of which 
speak that language,. Last week 
four main stems featured them with 
grosses were up 10 per cent.. ‘Pal- | 
ace had easily best week since: “it 
went talker. 

. The. Strand, Lansing, is only one 
of the ten regular Butterfield. ‘Cir- 
cuit houses now playing vaudeville, 

Graham’ McNamee acted as ‘mas- . 
ter- of ceremonies at the opening of 
the new Punch and ‘Judy theatre, 
Grosse Point, ‘Jan. 22. 

— ; 

Civic elections in April will 4): - 
volve picture houses here, both for 
boosting candidates and for’ ven- 
tilating Sunday closing grievance 
and excessive municipal. charges on 
seats. 

-The ‘new ‘Co-operative Theatre 
Service .Corp., an. exhibitor-owned 
booking combine; starts operations. 
Feb. 1 at its offices in the For 
building. ; Rumors thick here that Sir Her- 

bert Holt, head of the Royal Bahk 
and most prominent financier in- 
Canada, is behind R. L. Nathanson 
to the amount of 26 millions to form 
a continent-wide company to, -buek 
Famous Players. — : 

A er re te re ee 

_ OTTAWA, CAN. : 
By W. M. GLADISH - 

Viscount ‘Willingdon, Governor-. 
General of Canada, ran his. own 
show at the Imperial here. Jan. 21, 
leasing ‘the house for one day to run. 

The Times Square (RKO) is now 
‘playing five acts, the girl show 
policy having: been. dropped. 

“Dorothea | Antel: | 
226 W. 72d St.” 

New York City 

The. Sunshine Shoppe | 

1 ae ree = England. last. summer. .  Gueri ‘ini & Co. : 

ayy os um the. nie States, 

"Phe ‘ aliens, « once: a’ power. ‘in the, 
film theatre business across Canada, 
have ‘relinquished control of a chain 

eluding’ houses at Renfrew,, Pem- 
‘broke, ‘Almonte and ‘Armprior, and- 
they have reverted to M.J. O’Brien, |. 
Renfrew: millionaire, J. H. Bruck, 
formerly with Allens, is general 
‘manager. . All houses are to’ be 

‘lIwired. A new theatre is being built 
at Renfrew. 

ae) d Reeds — aad le ty. , 
“hand 

277-278 Cotumbus 
8. venu 

San Franecisce. Cal. 
free Catalogue... 

P. J. Nolan, proprietor of three FNCRAYING COL: 
Ottawa, Ontario, theatres, has taken |. _ NEW YORK 

out.a.copyright patent..on the .s] 

H. MERE Eee 
INSTITUTION ef INTERNATIONALS 

Shoes for the Stage and Street 
SHOWFOLK’S SHOESHOP—1552 BROADWAY‘ 

panes Romance: of. Rio. Grande”; 7 

. Hippodrome—“‘A - Song of. “Kentucky”; - - 

Hart." House—Amateur CUntversity ‘of 

operators of a Toronto chain. of “2 

local painters’ union over~employ- = * 

a 
Parliament house two: days after 35 sf 

jured’ Rose Fluher, cashier. This a 

.- 

‘ ' | produced. by H.: H. ‘Frazee, Jr., fea- - 

T. D. Bouchard, Quebec exhibitor, 
has been named speaker of the — d 

trolling | interest in Gaumont Bri- - 
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_ Bitola * 
rons 188 ISSUE oe ™. 

Irwin F. 

King Ethel R 

: .| Leonard .A. Mrs 
Locke Caroline M - 

Miller Calvin: 

Barrie Grace 
7 Bradshaw Kenneth | 

. Carroll. Harry 
'-Cordy Arthur 
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a - Delane Dale © 
“ Dunne . Moss. Marjorie i 

“Entott. Solin ‘Hugh! | Paige’ George 
Engel Arra Proctor 8 B 

. Esterbrook Fred’r'k. 
vans Constance 

*~ Hall Louis tweet 
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Salvo and Gloria 
‘| Sinclair H 'Mr- -Mrg.. 
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CHICAGO OFFICE 
ATCO ‘Sammy a 

Binder Ray - “ 
. Buckley St F. B 

Howard Buddy 
. Howard ‘May . 

Jamis Frank 
Capman M ‘ Jones Davy . 
Chang. Kal Scheck 

-Churchi]l Ben . 
Citkins - Jack oe 
Cooke Bill poe 

Davis & MeCoy. 

‘Keolaha Violet 

‘Lamey: Jack * °° 
‘Lange Howard 

4} Lee Byran a 
De Lane Dale Leis Clar 
Duffy J ‘| Leslie | & Vindegritt 

Frohman, Bert Novit Jules. 

" Giffora WC |} Pints '& Boyle’. 1 
Gilbert Bert -{Pymn: Fred & Pidy: 
Goodlette W J. 

Hall & Essley 
Halligan Jack 
Uammond Al 

..Hart Lisle C:... 
' "Harman Lewis 
Hertz: Lillian: ° 
logan & Stanley 

. Robertson | K'th’r’ ne 

. Seabury. Ralph G 
|Silby Nat : 
Steinbeck ‘Bruno. i 

‘White H Pierre ot 
- Wynn Ray - i 

VARIETY. BUREAU 

WASHINGTON, D. c. || | 
“416 The Argonne’ : 

“1629 Columbia Road, N. W. 

‘Telephone Columbia 4630. 

.. By HARDIE MEAKIN - 
National . (Erlanger-Rapley) — ‘Papa. 

. Juan” (Otis Skinner); next, | “Strangé 
Interlude.” . 
_._Poll’s (Shubert)—"Robin Hood’ -next, 
“Blossom Time.’ . 

Pictures | , 
Columbia—‘ ‘hove: Parade’’ (2a week): 
Earle—‘Playing Around.” 
Fox—‘‘Romance. of Rio Grande:” .. 
Met—"Glorifying American Girl”? ° 
Palace—'Kibitzer."” 
Rialto—"Phantom of the Opera.” 
a ~Kelth’a—"Hit the Deck” (2d 

week . 
ee 

Strand - “continuing with men- 

‘women only 6n.sex and “mysteries 

.of love” and doing. well. 

“Glorifying the American Girl” 
was originally booked fn the Earle 
-hut. pulled for the’ run Met. - Both 
Warner houses. — Now, however, 
larger Earle is to get a break by 
having “Sally” opening Friday with 
picture already set for two weeks, 

Poli’s, government- owned theatre 
operated by the Shubert’s on a lease 
that, nets the aforesaid government 
but $5,000 annually, will come down 
this summer, 
July 1. 

Business not 80° good at night 
places. Meyer Davis’ Le Paradis‘ is 
omitting the dinner proposition en- 
tirely, not opening until 9.30 p. m 

‘ sible curtailing | in every ‘way pos- 
sible 

NEWARK, N. J. 
cot, By. Cc. :R, AUSTIN . 
Broad—‘'The Family Blues.” 

i . Shubert—“Naughty Marietta.” 
. Proctor’s—“His First command. " 

Loew’s—"‘Navy Blues." . 
Newark—"'Her Private Aftair,"* : : 
Branford——“Kibitzer" ; stage show, 

osque—''No, No,, Nane tte.”” : 
pds aig ne Ririga.’” 

. Fox, Terminal—-‘‘The River,’ 
‘-Capito—“Show. of Show 
Empire—"Big Revue’ ‘Giutuan. 

: George Deber is new “assistant 
manager of Proctor’s. 

——. 

on 

weet 

Charlie Melson’ is off duty at the 
Branford owing to a severe cold. 

Johnny - ‘Perkins is pinch- ~hitting. 

‘Although the Warner neighbor~ 
hoods and suburbans have hereto- 
‘fore controlled releases of the: big 
pictures, the independents beat them 
to it showing “Sunny Side Up” and 
“Rio Rita,” - 

Morris Schlesinger has a- large | 
—=-interestin- “Dear: Ole ~“ornipelarnd;’ | 

which .comes to the Broad Street 
-next week, It is presented by E. 
E, Bostw ick, Ine. 

Charles ron Morgan, former treas- 
urer at the Branford, Warner house, 
has been transferred to the Mosque 
here, also under Warner control, as 
assistant manager and treasurer. 
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_ [vaude and. music ,.and 

_ Wrecking: to start]’ 

: here 

HOTELS 

ee pour Sol eit BATH. 

ACKSON 
137-139 West 45th St. 
«NEW YORK CITY | . 

Completely remodelcd—everything - of 
the ‘best—Simmons furniture. (Beauty- — 

‘rest mattreases), hot and‘ cold water. 
‘Aetephotes, showers. 

2.for Single Room i 
10 ats ko for. Sa Room : 

' $18 $18.00°921 .00 ‘for Double Room} 
h' Private Bath) 

rt of the theatrical section - 

Phones. Bryant 0573-4 4- a 

--QAKLAND. - 
; By ‘WOOD SOANES. a 

now one of ‘Los. Angeles’ leadiny 

week for two appearances under tlic 
joint. direction of the, Florists’ As- 
sociation and the Paramount- Pub- 
Mx: which is ‘borrowing the: Vita-. 
phone because it has no house here. 

- Miss . Clifford :plays. Salt . Lake, 
Denver, ‘Kansas - ‘City | and: then‘ Chi- 
cago, doing morning. matinees and 
radio chats on how to keep youth- 
ful, 
as a@ model by a nationally. adver- 

. tised, beauty:: ‘concern, : 

lis set for Feb. 22: in the Auditorium 
Arena, auspices, recently organized 
.Theatrée Managers’ Club of Alameda. 
|County, Acts will . “Re 
fr om. Hollywood. — 

“The: Berkeley Playhouse this weet 
is offering “Lucky Sam McCarver” 
with Bernard de Rochie as lead. . 

, “The Mistress of: the Inn,” Carlo’ 

University season - ‘Feb. a . 

The Hippodrome ‘has eliminatea 
Ais using 

; {straight talker. policy. However, ‘a 

minent. The Vitaphone had .sim- 
ilar trouble some time ago but stoad 
its. ground against. the’ union ..and 
aside from ‘casual -picketing has 
been. unmolested for some ‘time, ; 

Hale Hamilton has’ ‘veplacea Kolb 
and Dill at thé Dufwin.. 
mainéa a week’ ‘in’ “Give and Take” 
and. move to, Los’ ‘Angeles replacing 
Henry Duffy and Dale Winter in 
“The Cat and the ‘Canary” at ine 
President. 

“gaily” went into the Orpheum 
but couldn't compete with “The 
Gold: Diggets ‘of ‘Broadway” whith 
goes into its ‘third. week. “Sally” 
lasted a. week without’ ‘vaudeville 
and .gives way .to “Love Comes 
Along” and’ vaude Jan, 29. 

_SYRACUSE, N. a 
. By CHESTER 8B, BAHN’ 

Emplre—Sy racuse Players. (Stock). 
Wieting—Dark. 
‘Keith’s—V audfilm. 
Loew's—V aud film. e 
Paramount—‘'The ‘Love Parade.” .- 
Strand—‘‘Sally 
Eckel— ‘The ‘Sky Hawk.” 

Charles ‘Perry: ‘Cohen, New York, 
has: succeedéd Harry Weiss. ‘as man- 
aging director df Loéw’s State. Be- 
fore going with Loew he was with 

| Fox. 
assistant. 

- With ‘pookings piled uD, the Para- 
mount*may' be forced to withdraw 
“The Love’ Parade”..on Friday, al- 

and looks good for at least two or 
three’ weeks, — 

Midnight. shows no. longer so. hot 
Strand for its midnight open~ 

jing of “Sally’s’’ second week had 
‘less than 25 in.the house. 

with “Shanghai Lady” “Girl 
from Havana” booked. 

and 

J; Wilson Roy has joined his son, 
Andrew M. Roy, manager Para- 
mount here. — - 

Syracuse will érect a concrete 
open- air: theatre in Thornden Park, 

Fred Morris has joined ‘ Nal 
Brown's Syracuse Players (Empire) 
as stage manager. Marion Lewis, 
actress, has also joined. 

“Albert. “Robbins, » former ‘Manager 
Temple, is realigning himself with 

2 Bis brother, Nathan L. Robbins, in 
tica, ; 

Advertising and publicity for 
Keith’s here will be supervised by 

for Keith's Rochestcr mouses, 
will look after both cities. 

Nash 

ee eee ot 

The. te the se hotel for the Professton—in tho: 

- Kathleen: Clifford, former actr ess, 

florists, comes to the Vitaphone this: 

‘ 

en 

After the tour she will be used 

‘Oakland’s ‘first Nite Club: “Frote 

‘impor ted | 

Goldoni’s two. hundred. year ojd{ 
Italian comedy, starts the Stanford 

strike of the operators. appears im-_ 

“They re-. 

Victor Frank stays: as his” 

though: the film’ is packing ‘them in. 

Eckel goes split. week ‘ext week,. 

“Hav” Nash, in charge oz the work | 

VARIETY 

Ficicie LORRAINE and GRANT--Chicago 
LEONARD BICKS, ‘president 

Opposite 
iN. vn Club 

9 and Up Single - 
‘a and Up Double 

-. Shower . Baths, Hot & 
, and a Cold Water apd 

: Pelephone ~ 
i  Blectric: Fane 

264. 268. West 46th. Street. 
New Works Pity... ; 

TT hase. 

- AN- Newly. 
Decorated : 

a ah I 
sped ye ie le: 

- Hot and Cold Water . 
and Telephone in: 

Each Room 

102 West 44th: Street: 
‘New. York City 1 

( - Phone BRYANT 7228-20 

THINGS HAVE CHANGED 

* (Continue from: page 76) 

the star, Olga, Nethersole; the léad- 
ing man, Hamilton: Revelle, and the 
manager, Marcus Mayer, 

produced. The Sappho kiss, now the 
finish. of almost every: motion pic- 
ture, was regarded | oh- oh, naughiy, 
and um-um. 

tee 

Young. ladies : were: ‘cadd. to have 
“charm” and “grace instead of “Tt” 
and “Sex Appeal” 7 : 

in. 1887 in “After Dark,”' the pl y: 
with which William A. Brady mat 
his debut as @ New: Fork producer. 

drove an ‘eight- horse stake- and-. 
chain ‘wagon ‘with @ circus.. - 

It was considered: almost . sacri- | 
legious, or, at: least, immodest, . to 
announce the ‘coming of the stork. 

“Marilyn Miller answered to the 

fore her mother married Car) Miller, 
a stock actor of Findlay, O. Mary- 
lin’s‘ legal name ig Mary. Smith, as 
that is the family. monicker of her 
erstwhile husband, Jack Pickford. 

Laurette Taylor’ 8 hula-hula dance 
in. the. original. “Bird of Paradise” 
started the vogue ot Hawaiian music 
and dances. ut ' 

‘Valeska Suratt was: ‘considered the 
last word in chic. dressing ana set 

.| the, fashions for the Rialto, both | ion 
and off the stage. §:. 

Carl Laemmle, George Kleine and 

optical supply business in: Chicago, 
joined in‘ financing a weekly called 
“The Show World,” which was the 
first motion picture paper. 

‘Lou Anger and Henry Dixon did 
a German ‘comedy act in burlesque. 
Later Lou did a German monolog 
in vaudeville. . 

Lilyan Tashman | was ‘in the ‘chorus 

Dillingham ‘musical. at the Century. 
 theatre.. 

William. Collier, Sr., married the 
dashing Paula Marr and .became 
‘the -stepfather of “Buster,” who 
later took the Collier name, - 

James Cruze was leading | man ‘for 
Lottie Williams in a vaude act. — 

‘David W. Griffith, an actor strug- 
gling for recognition in the legiti- 
mate, lived at Yentie Bernstein's 
boarding house on West 62nd street, 

ste ras ee So ae ee Bas ee ge ee 

ed memory. 

Percy Heath was advance: agent | - 
for Lew Dockstader, the minstrel 
man, 

A. Frank Jones was appointed 
trustee for Edward Sutherland 

‘FOR SHOW 

5 THE BERTHA 
closing | ' 

-|Wallack’s ‘theatre, where it was 

“AL H. Woods: plied a wharf’ rat 

Sam Seribris, urlesqie. magnate. 
j.and: treasurer ‘of the Actors’ Fund, 

Jin vaudeville, 

name of Mary ‘Ellen’ Reynolds be- 

_|Groody. 

George Spoot;.’ Gompetitors in the 

of. “The ‘Century. Girl,”..a ‘Ziezfeld- 

; Mike Donlin married Mabel Hite, |: 
tthe musical comedy star of lament- | gallery" of a theatre ih Cleveland, 

2) eee eetede 

PEOPLE 

GRANT 

OM |W DOUBLE RO 14.00 PER ‘WEEK 
“DOUBLE ROOM Wits ‘BATH. $17.50 D ) $21.00 WEEKLY 

600 HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS 
-LANDSEER APTS. 

; 246 - Wear Bist Street 
. Columbus 3950 

IRVINGTON HALL > 
.855 West bist Street 312 West 48th Stréet: 

Columbus. 1860 3830. Longacre. 

-HILDONA ‘COURT 
$41-347 West’ 46th Street. 3560 Longacre’ 

1- 2-3- 4- ~room apartments. Private bath, phone, kitchen or. kitchenette. 

me es $18.00: UP WEEKLY—$70.00- UP: ‘MONTHLY ~~ 
‘ All apartments directly. under-the supervision of the owner | 

In. the center of the theatrical district. _All fireproof buildings. 

848 West &5th Street . 
: Columbus (6066 © 

_ HENRI. COURT 

Address’ all. communications to” 

. CHARLES. TENENBAUM oe, 
. Principal Office: Landseer Apte., 245 West 51st Street, New. York: 

‘All apartments. can be seen evenings, Office in each building” 
wu Lease by. the . » Week. ‘Month or Year — Furnished = or Unfurnished, 

Gio. P., SCHNEIDER. Prop. Phone: LONGACRE 6806. 

_FURNISHED. 
‘APARTMENTS 

. COMPLETE FOR: ALOUSER EEPING. EAN "AND: 

325 West 43rd Street . NEW YORK CITY 
Private ‘Bath. ° $-4 Rooms. Catering to the comfort and convenience alll 

; he profession, . -_ 

STEAM HEAT AND srnermie(iscn $15.00 UP 

THE: DUPLEX 
‘HOUSEKEEPING FURNISHED 

APARTMENTS 
330 ‘West 43rd Street, New York. 

Longacre 7133. : 

Goon None iN 
MIDTOWN NEW YORK. 

Weekly Rates 7 Three and four. rooms. with ‘bath,: 
mplete kitch dern Single rooms... $14. to $21 

“particular. ' wil scat ot Double rooms $17. 50 to $24 
' oF more adults. © Two-room suites '-$35 -. 

812.00 UP WEERLY ‘Three-room suites'$45° 

HOTEL. WELLINGTON. 
"eh ‘Ave. at 35th St., New York City 

Undér KNOTF Management .f 

‘upon the ‘death of his ‘father, hi 
Sutherland, a ‘vaudeville. agent, 
“Biddle” was a minor. : me 4 

J 
Ina Claire was. a. Ziegfeld “Follies”. ‘ mam 

chorus girl. . Your Home While-in. 
2 New York, City - 

“HOTEL | 
 CADIELAC. 

_ Broadway aid 43rd Sst. 
Ta a the Heart. of New. York City 

Nicely -Furnished Rooms: 

Roland West did: a protean ‘act | 

‘¥enty ‘Dufty, now one of the most 7 
prominent legitimaté: producers on- 7 
the. coast, was call. boy. at the Olym~ | 
pic. theatre, Chicago. © j 

J.-J. Murdock was''an electrician ‘ 
in a theatre in Cincinnati, O., and $12.00 WEEK -: 
afterward produced a vaudeville act. . With Priyate Bath. 
known as “The Girl. ‘With the Au-. ». $15, 00. ‘WEEK . 

burn. Hair." - Hot’ and’ cola Running Water and * 
.. Private : 4a Ewery Room : ; Phone 

Eddie Cantor. was a member of. 
the Gus Edwards’ “School Days” 
act in vaudeville; and Harry Rapp, |eome to. this country to appear un- 
an executive of the M-G-M outat, jder the management of C. B. Dille 
was the stage manager. ingham. 7 - Y 

. 4 sat 

Brock: Pemberton, ‘an " Emporla, 
Kans.,. boy,. was. dramatic ‘editor of . 
the New York’ “Evening Mall. woe 

Hal Skelly and “Billy” Harrigan’ 
fought all over the sidewalk in front 

-|of the Lambs club about. Louise 
Now both wooers are hap- 

pily married, 
/ White ‘and Lee: were a “number 
two” act at. Hammerstein’s Roof. 
Now ' George’ White produces. the 
“Scandals” - anid . Al Lee - “manages | 
them, ; thts ne llou, : 

. Congressman Sol Bloom conduct- 
ed a.mail order music ‘business in 
Chicago. a 

EL F, Albee ran a. concession ona OTT 
circus lot. : Eva Tanguay’s ndme over a the- 

. Jatre assured a packed house—and 
Branner, the cartoonist, appeared’ she couldn’t sing a » note nor. dance 

in: vaudeville with a partner under |a step. 
‘the name of Martin and Fabrina, . 

— 

. ‘Wm.'S. Hart was a. mail clerk at 
' Jack, Lait’ was. a. reporter. on the ‘the Battery: postoffice.”” 
Chicago “Evening American. " 

"Harry. ‘Refchenbach, Broadway's 
Ju. -K. Emmett, ‘manager of the highest-salaridd press agent, tried 
Capitol theatre, was married to Lot- |to sell himself to. Famous — Players- 
tie Gilson, then: the foremost serio- Lasky for $25 per week. Now he 
comic on the American stage, gets $1,000 a week and can pick his 

jJohs. — 
’ Al Jolson was on the ‘Suilivan and 
Considine circuit of vaudeville the- 

atres, where the admission was 10 |Lesile, producer of “Blackbirds’! and 
cents. other Ethiopian operas. a 

; “ 

‘Taylor, Kranzman and “White Frank Gerity was hed Manat the 
brought the first rathskellar act to |Gaiety theatre bar and. “Billy” La- 
New York from the coast. _|Hiff, now proprietor of the Tavern, 

—_- where Frank fs the manager, was 
A. L, Erlanger sola a peanuts in. the. his..assistant...0 02. 

“"Mark Luescher was managing and 
married to ‘The Red Domino,” who 
id now Mrs, Cornelius Fellowes. 

O., his home town, 

Lee and. Jake Shubert sold gents’ 
haberdashery in Syracuse, N. Y. 

‘Heywood Broun was a reporter on 
Fritzi Scheff, 17, and singing ina |the “Morning Telegraph” and tater 

BENDOR COURT | 

‘Mrs. ‘Jackson now in charge 

Belle Baker was the wife of Lew, 

7 

- 

Budapest musichall, was discovered |an advance agent for George GC. ° 
by Fred G. Latham, and induced to Tyler, 
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